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Tab V - Executive Summary

Experience, knowledge, dedication, partnership, and candor—these are the qualities that build successful relationships between two entities.  These are the qualities ACS’ longstanding commitment to Medicaid offers DHCFP for the Nevada MMIS takeover project.

		

		



		· More successful MMIS takeover experience than any other vendor, most recently exceeding expectations in Alaska, Virginia, Texas, and Mississippi


· Low-risk, seamless takeover of current infrastructure—including the continued use of the Verizon Data Center


· MITA-aligned solutions that reduce program expenditures while improving recipient health outcomes


· Proven project management tools and methods appraised at CMMI Level 3


· Commitment to Medicaid sustainability, technology, and quality—going beyond claims processing to embrace population health management’s highest goals



		





As we read and respond to the State’s Request for Proposals (RFP) for a Takeover of the Nevada MMIS, we understand and address the two key objectives DHCFP has expressed for this procurement: first, to achieve the transfer of the MMIS and its associated fiscal agent operations to a new vendor in a budget-neutral manner—that is, to ensure continued operations without interruption and without additional cost until the implementation of a replacement MMIS; second, to provide a platform from which increased levels of MITA maturity can be accomplished with MITA-aligned peripheral systems and operational processes in anticipation of the eventual MMIS replacement.  After nearly three years of conversations with DHCFP, Nevada providers, legislators, and other stakeholders, we have developed a complete understanding of this vision and we stand ready to partner with DHCFP and the State of Nevada to help achieve it. 

Building and sustaining a viable Medicaid program—and the technical infrastructure that supports it—has been a challenge for states for more than 40 years.  We know, because we’ve been here since 1971, working with states to understand, create, improve, and sustain Medicaid and other state healthcare programs.  Even in times of great uncertainty, ACS has been a steadfast presence in the Medicaid environment, providing not just systems and services, but also knowledge, expertise, and collaboration to help our customers meet and exceed their objectives. 


ACS is unique among fiscal agents because of the approach we have taken to the Medicaid market.  We are much more than a systems and claims processing company.  We have become a population health management company—one that is focused not just on the costs to administer healthcare, but also on how to improve the quality of care provided to Medicaid recipients while lowering the cost of that care.  This philosophy and strategy differentiates our approach to providing solutions to our clients.  While we continue our traditional focus on savings and efficiencies in claims processing and other administrative functions, we also target the substantial savings opportunities possible in managing programmatic services, including those that affect the quality and timeliness of care.  We put in place those services and products that enable our customers to continue providing the desired level of services to their covered populations without cutting programs.  ACS is dedicated to Medicaid systems, services, and long-term participation in the Medicaid industry.  Our new parent, Xerox Corporation, has affirmed its commitment to maintaining ACS’ position as an industry leader in Medicaid and state healthcare programs and initiatives.  We will be here for our Medicaid family of states for the long term. 

A strong local project team combined with supporting nationwide resources ensures our capacity to meet all requirements of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.  Our proposed organizational approach focuses on three principles:  local presence, local responsiveness, and local management of subcontractor relationships.  We foster a proactive alliance with DHCFP by establishing our account management and key leadership team in our new facility in Reno, Nevada, approximately 23 miles from DHCFP offices.  To further this partnership, we station up to 95 percent of our Nevada-dedicated workforce in Nevada, where they live, work, vote, pay taxes, and participate in the community.  Most are in our Reno facility, with a small group who will work remotely in Las Vegas and Elko.  We complement this local presence with our deep bench of shared technical and support resources.  Subject to DHCFP approval, we acquire Nevada-experienced staff from the incumbent contractor to provide continuity and institutional knowledge and minimize the impact of the takeover on providers and recipients.

		

		



		In its 2008 RFP for MMIS fiscal agent services, Virginia Medicaid stated that it wanted to contract with a vendor that possessed the following attributes:  "commitment to a strategic business partnership demonstrated through open communication" and "a reputation for delivering the highest levels of quality service to its customers."  ACS has exceeded Virginia’s expectations in its dedication and commitment to a successful MMIS implementation.  The ACS and state teams have formed a strong partnership with open communications, working together as a team to meet our common objectives.


Sylvia Hart, Director


Information Management Division


Virginia Dept. of Medical Assistance Services



		





Local management and long-standing relationships are top priorities for our subcontractor relationships as well.  We rely on our strategic partnership with Ingenix for decision support, analysis, and reporting solutions.  HMS, our proposed subcontractor for third-party liability (TPL), currently provides services to Nevada under an arrangement with the incumbent vendor.  We subcontract with Goold Health Systems for some of our pharmacy support services, including multi-state pooling and drug utilization review.  Our fourth subcontractor, Verizon Information Technologies, currently hosts the Nevada MMIS and supports two ACS projects (Alaska MMIS and Virginia MMIS) as a subcontractor.  We fully integrate all subcontractor operations under ACS management, and the sub-contractual structure will be administratively transparent to DHCFP.

To ensure complete transparency and accountability in our project management, we establish a dedicated Project Management Office (PMO) in our Reno facility to ensure the highest levels of management and control throughout the project.  We also establish an online Nevada MMIS Project Repository at project start-up to provide DHCFP-designated staff access to the same information that ACS uses to manage the project, including the work plan, progress against the work plan, metrics, deliverables, change requests, and correspondence.  Both the PMO and the Project Repository remain active for the duration of the contract to support operations, maintenance, and modification tasks as well as ongoing quality assurance and to help DHCFP do more with less in terms of contract oversight.

We offer a low-risk solution for the takeover of the Nevada MMIS with our plan to take over and operate the system in the Verizon Data Center.  This allows a continuity of infrastructure—there are no files and code to move across the country to a new environment, the final cutover from the incumbent to ACS is greatly simplified, the production jobs are already defined and will transition to ACS, and the Verizon staff are already acclimated to the controls and processes required to successfully host the MMIS.  We are the only vendor in the country with experience taking over First Health systems while maintaining operations in the Verizon Data Center.  In 2009, we assumed operations of the Alaska MMIS in the Verizon Data Center in 30 days.  We are currently on track to complete a takeover of the Virginia MMIS, a very similar First Health system also in the Verizon Data Center.  A majority of the takeover team from Virginia will transfer directly to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, where their unique experience will prove invaluable in performing a low-risk, on-time takeover.

We support Nevada’s intention to effect a budget-neutral takeover as described in the RFP, and we are prepared to offer process and solution improvements within that cost neutrality that support DHCFP’s operational goals.  Our proposed solution includes replacement of some peripheral systems with newer, MITA-aligned solutions; adding value with new features and processes at no additional cost to DHCFP; and committing to meeting or exceeding all requirements and service level agreements throughout the contract.  We present a sampling of our improved products and services in the table below.

		Proposed Solution

		Features and Benefits to DHCFP



		Health Information Exchange (HIE)

		· ACS Informed Health solution with MITA-aligned, HL7-compliant HIE engine 

· Meets ARRA/ONC certification criteria for “Meaningful Use”


· Public Health Information Network (PHIN) / National Health Information Network (NHIN) ready

· Intra-operable with multiple State data sources as well as interoperable with commercial healthcare systems

· Patient Data Hub maintains common identifier for patients, medical records

· DirectAccessEHR Physician E-Health Record and “EMR Lite” e-Prescribing


· Currently operational in seven states, soon to be implemented in California



		Pharmacy Benefits Management

		· Our PBM OS+ Web-based Point of Sale system is currently operational for nine Medicaid programs and is in implementation in Texas and California

· SmartPA automated prior authorization accessible by physician or pharmacist 


· Web-based manufacturer rebate invoicing with RebateWeb


· Surescripts-RxHub e-prescribing integrates with DirectAccessEHR to provide “EMR Lite” e-prescribing in the Informed Health HIE solution


· CyberFormance pharmacy claim reporting integrates with HIE solution



		Decision Support System

		· Oracle, Cognos 8 Business Intelligence Platform provide standard and ad hoc reporting, advanced analytic tools, metrics management 


· ACS Enterprise Fraud Analytics (EFA) tools help reduce programmatic cost, enhance overpayment recovery


· Optional enhancement offers multiple additional data sources, powerful MARS and SURS capabilities, new tools for analytics, spike detection, random sampling, and case tracking


· ACS’ DirectOutcomes provides comprehensive clinical data reporting to support care coordination and management



		Utilization Management

		· Patient-centric solution for maximum cost containment, improved patient outcomes 

· URAC-accredited for case management, disease management, utilization management—ensures quality of care while reducing cost of care

· Predictive modeling, analytics integrated with HIE solution’s Informed Health suite

· Coordination with providers, recipients maximizes use of HIE capabilities

· Opportunity to create a Medical Home Model (for future consideration)



		Operations Management Tools

		· DocFinity imaging, document management system with FormWorks OCR and data perfection saves paper, streamlines workflow


· Telephony solution including industry-leading Avaya technology, Oracle’s CRM OnDemand contact management system, and Verint’s Witness performance monitoring and recording system—we record 100% of calls and 100% of screens for enhanced quality assurance

· Single sign-on allows provider access to recipient eligibility, care management, pharmacy resources, TPL, and LotusForms for streamlined provider enrollment


· Targeted messaging for providers and recipients with BrightWave blast e-mail 





The recipients and providers who receive services through the MMIS, and the taxpayers whose dollars are being spent, have a right to expect excellence in service.  To provide this level of excellence requires a solid partnership between DHCFP and its fiscal agent—a partnership built on the knowledge that both entities are committed to providing only the best for the citizens of Nevada.  ACS is an ally with proven ability, as well as a firm commitment to Medicaid and to improving the quality of care delivered while lowering costs.  In the spirit of partnership, ACS is willing to take on risk-sharing and commitment to guaranteed cost savings with our innovative approach to cost neutrality and program sustainability, which we address in our Cost Proposal narrative.  We look forward to creating this new partnership with DHCFP and the Medicaid constituents of Nevada.
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Attachment P – Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table


Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work.

Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor


The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply.

Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract.


		Req. #

		Type

		Requirement

		Vendor
Compliance Code

		Response



		12.6.2

		CLINICAL CLAIMS EDITING



		12.6.2.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide and maintain a clinical claims editing software program to assure appropriate and correct coding of claims using industry standard coding edits, including at a minimum:


a. American Medical Association Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) guidelines (including CPT modifiers);


b. Health Care Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) (including HCPCS modifiers);


c. ICD-9-CM (with ICD-10-CM readiness);

d. American Dental Association CDT codes and


e. CMS claims editing guidelines, as determined appropriate by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS proposes to continue using McKesson’s proven products to support the RFP’s clinical claims editing requirements. After careful review of the current Contract Amendments 14, 16, and 21—which are published in the Reference Library—we propose to use the following McKesson products:

ClaimCheck: ClaimCheck is a comprehensive claims auditing software system that automatically audits and adjusts professional billing errors and detects common code manipulations in order to avoid costly overpayments.

ClaimReview: Building on ClaimCheck’s core auditing capabilities, ClaimReview offers an additional level of code auditing that focuses of utilization management type editing.

Clear Claim Connection: Clear Claim Connection is an Internet based application service provider (ASP) offering that enables DHCFP to disclose their claims payment policies, rules and edit rationale and sourcing to providers. This information, which providers can access online, is viewable anytime, anywhere. Clear Claim Connection is hosted in a McKesson data center.


· Integration Wizard: The Integration Wizard is a specialized module that expands the functionality of ClaimCheck auditing, enhancing its code auditing capabilities and enabling users to develop highly refined customizations that result in higher first pass rates.


These products are already in use by the Core MMIS claims processing subsystem to detect coding errors and to verify accurate billing—providing a low-risk transition to the new contract. 



		12.6.2.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform editing activities, including but not limited to:


f. Identify Age and Gender Conflicts;


g. Modifier Auditing;


h. Duplicate services within claim date of service;


i. Identify a single comprehensive CPT code to describe services performed when two or more codes have been billed;


j. Identify incidental procedure(s) performed at the same time as a more complex primary procedure, as a clinically integral component of a global service, or performed to gain access to accomplish the primary procedure;


k. Identify any combination of procedures that differ in technique or approach but lead to the same outcome;


l. Medical visit auditing based on surgical package guidelines;


m. Pre-and post-op auditing across dates of service, including diagnosis checking and history auditing, and in accordance with CMS standards;


n. New Visit Frequency edits according to CPT guidelines;


o. Identify the use of an unlisted code for a procedure that cannot be assigned a more specific code;


p. Identify procedures that are no longer performed under prevailing medical standards; and


q. Appropriateness of Diagnosis to Procedure.

		a

		The McKesson products continue to provide this functionality under the new contract.



		12.6.2.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to deny original claim line(s) and produce replacement/added claim line(s) with correct coding information.

		a

		The McKesson products continue to provide this functionality under the new contract.



		12.6.2.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to review and void previously paid history claims as a result of a current claim.

		a

		The McKesson products continue to provide this functionality under the new contract.



		12.6.2.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a clinical claims editing solution that is configurable through a GUI user interface.

		a

		The McKesson products continue to provide this functionality under the new contract.



		12.6.2.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a tool that allows for integration configurability with the Core MMIS using a GUI interface outside of the Core MMIS. The tool should provide the ability to:


r. Use any claim attribute to filter which claims are processed by the clinical claims editor (i.e. by Provider Type, Specialty, form type), as well as which results are passed back to the Core MMIS, as determined by DHCFP; and


s. Return results uniquely identifiable by edit codes cross-referenced to Core MMIS codes.

		a

		The McKesson products continue to provide this functionality under the new contract.



		12.6.2.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Customize clinical claims editing software to meet DHCFP policy as required.

		a

		The McKesson products continue to provide this functionality under the new contract.



		12.6.2.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for editing of multiple claim forms, including but not limited to CMS-1500 and UB-04.

		a

		The McKesson products continue to provide this functionality under the new contract.



		12.6.2.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Integrate clinical claims editing with the claims adjudication process prior to claims payment.

		a

		The McKesson products continue to provide this functionality under the new contract.



		12.6.2.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a web and/or desktop application that allows Contractor and DHCFP authorized users to

t. Enter claims and view real-time results including detailed clinical rationale supporting the results; and


u. View a comprehensive documentation library including items such as auditing logic and rules, clinical manuals, and reports of library updates/versions.

		a

		The McKesson products continue to provide this functionality under the new contract.



		12.6.2.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Employ role-based security restricting access to tool functions commensurate with job responsibilities and the minimum necessary based on the user’s profile.

		a

		The McKesson products continue to provide this functionality under the new contract.



		12.6.2.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide support including:


v. Clarification of results/rational as formally requested;


w. Appeals support, including testimony by a qualified representative; and


x. Ongoing technical support of software and documentation updates.

		a

		The McKesson products continue to provide this functionality under the new contract.



		12.6.2.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide version upgrades of software to ensure compliance with current procedure codes and clinical editing standards.

		a

		The McKesson products continue to provide this functionality under the new contract.



		12.6.2.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Work with DHCFP through the Change Management process to perform future changes or customization of the clinical claims editing software to meet DHCFP policy and State and Federal regulations.

		a

		The McKesson products continue to provide this functionality under the new contract.



		12.6.2.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce clinical claims editing reports according to DHCFP guidelines.

		a

		The McKesson products continue to provide this functionality under the new contract.



		Clinical Claims Editing – System Performance Expectations



		12.6.2.16 

		System Performance Expectation

		Perform clinical claims editing as part of each claims adjudication process run.

		a

		ACS confirms that the McKesson products will meet this System Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.2.17 

		System Performance Expectation

		Return clinical claims editing results to Core MMIS for each run.

		a

		ACS confirms that the McKesson products will meet this System Performance Expectation. 



		Clinical Claims Editing – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.2.18 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Acknowledge receipt of clinical clarification inquiry or technical support request within two (2) working days.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.2.19 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Return response to clinical clarification inquiry or technical support request within five (5) working days of inquiry submission.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.3

		PHARMACY POINT OF SALE (POS)



		General



		12.6.3.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manage and maintain functional areas for the Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS), including but not limited to, the following:


y. Remittance Processing;


z. Provider Enrollment;


aa. Recipient Eligibility;


ab. Electronic Eligibility Verification;


ac. Third Party Liability Resource Data;


ad. Prior Authorization


ae. Pro-DUR Edits / Retro-DUR Reporting;


af. National Drug Codes;


ag. Drug Rebate (OBRA and Supplemental);


ah. Accounts Receivable Distribution;


ai. Claims Processing;


aj. Claims Adjustments;


ak. Reporting; and


al. Pharmacy Training and Outreach.

		a, c

		We propose our Pharmacy Benefits Management Open System Plus (PBM OS+) to meet requirements a through h, k, and l. PBM OS+ is a proven system currently operational for nine Medicaid programs and is the pharmacy system used to process claims for the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and other non-government programs. We are also in the process of implementing PBM OS+ for our Texas Medicaid customer, and will begin implementing for our California customer in the very near future. PBM OS+ completely adjudicates claims in less than a second, even on peak submission days such as the first of the month. The system is supported 24/7 by a dedicated technical team of professionals intimately familiar with the system and the unique claims processing requirements of Nevada.

To meet requirement i and j, we propose Goold Health Services (GHS) to provide supplemental rebate and diabetic supply negotiations with manufacturers. ACS will perform OBRA, supplemental, and diabetic supply rebate administration services including invoicing, dispute resolution, and accounting functions.  Goold will perform 100% of items i and j in this requirement.

GHS has negotiated rebates for the state of Maine since 2003 and for Iowa since 2004. Further, GHS is the negotiating vendor for the Sovereign States Drug Consortium (SSDC) multi-state drug rebate pooling program. GHS proposes to include Nevada in the SSDC. As part of the SSDC supplemental rebate pool, DHCFP will be able to achieve the greatest degree of independence and control, while optimizing savings and minimizing overhead costs.

ACS uses a proven combination of our drug rebate administration team located in Atlanta, Georgia, and our Drug Rebate Analysis and Management System (DRAMS) to provide rebate administration services to DHCFP. DRAMS is currently used to administer rebate invoicing, tracking, and payment collection for 12 Medicaid programs—with Texas and California scheduled to go live in 2010 and 2011. ACS’ rebate administration team provides rebate administration for five of these Medicaid programs and supplemental rebate administration for three of these Medicaid programs.

To meet requirement m, we propose our CyberFormance product that provides a suite of pharmacy reports to assist DHCFP and ACS in managing the Nevada pharmacy program. CyberFormance produces numerous Pro-DUR reports and other pharmacy program reports. CyberFormance reports are loaded to ODRAS for easy access to program stakeholders. CyberFormance standard monthly, quarterly, and annual reports are listed in Proposal Section 12.6.4, Pharmacy.

To meet requirement n, staff in our provider services department located in our Reno, Nevada, facility—including provider field representatives and EDI staff—are well-trained and experienced in educating providers on Medicaid billing policy and procedures for all providers and claim types. They work tirelessly with the provider community to get them the information they need to ensure they understand Nevada billing and payment policy. They inform and train providers about electronic billing, remittance advices, and payments. 



		12.6.3.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support RA message generation, and communicate Pharmacy RA information to MMIS Fiscal Agent.

		a

		PBM OS+ provides an interface to the MMIS to support remittance advice (RA) generation and information. This interface includes all relevant pharmacy data needed by the MMIS. 



		12.6.3.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Communicate all relevant Pharmacy data to the MMIS Fiscal Agent.

		a

		ACS works together with DHCFP to define the requirements and identify the data formats that must be used to transmit files between PBM OS+ and the MMIS.



		12.6.3.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Collaborate with the MMIS to process drug claims for Physician Administered Drugs.

		a

		Processing physician administered drugs in PBM OS+ is new functionality. We will work with DHCFP during the transition period to define the detail requirements. We will develop the system capability based on our meetings with DHCFP and ensure that the system is fully tested with this functionality prior to the start of operations. 



		Process Drug Claims



		12.6.3.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept NCPDP 5.1 format, Batch 1.1 format, and Universal Claim Form for drug claims, or more current formats. 

		a

		PBM OS+ currently accepts pharmacy transactions in the National Council for Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP) Telecommunications Version 5.1 format, including eligibility transactions (E1) and NCPDP billing transactions (B1-B3). The system currently uses the NCPDP version 1.1 batch standard to process batch claims. Further, we modify the system as required to remain fully HIPAA-compliant throughout the term of the contract. Because of the timing of the Nevada project, ACS proposes to implement PBM OS+ using the NCPDP D.0 Telecommunication and 1.2 Batch Standards that are HIPAA mandated effective January 1, 2012. ACS will continue to accept the current formats through the end of 2011 to accommodate any providers unable to transition to the new standards prior to January 1, 2012.



		12.6.3.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept interface from MMIS containing Physician Administered Drugs for pricing and adjudication, and return results of adjudication.

		a

		Processing physician administered drugs in PBM OS+ is new functionality. We will work with DHCFP during the transition period to define the detail requirements. We will develop the system capability based on our meetings with DHCFP and ensure that the system is fully tested with this functionality prior to the start of operations. 



		12.6.3.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept all HIPAA required electronic formats and maintain all data required.

		a

		PBM OS+ provides this functionality.



		12.6.3.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept the following types of data for processing drug claims:

am. Provider Data;


an. Recipient Data including lock in;

ao. Claims History from MMIS and POS;


ap. Prior Authorization Data;


aq. Reference Data (NDC, Diagnosis, Procedure); and


ar. TPL data.

		a

		PBM OS+ provides this functionality. Data is available to authorized users for viewing and updating through the system’s user-friendly Java-based graphical user interface (GUI).



		12.6.3.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Edit claims based on DHCFP policy (including Pro-DUR). 

		a

		PBM OS+ accurately edits Nevada’s pharmacy claims. Regardless of the submission method, the system uniquely identifies and subjects each claim to specific DHCFP business and clinical rules. Claims are completely adjudicated in less than a second and are processed through claims adjudication logic which includes edits, audits (including Pro-DUR), and pricing. 



		12.6.3.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Audit claims based on DHCFP policy.



		a

		See our response to 12.6.3.9.



		12.6.3.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Price claims based on DHCFP policy.



		a

		PBM OS+’s pricing logic precisely calculates the pharmacy’s payment amount. Payment parameters are table-driven, enabling changes to be made quickly and easily online in a real-time environment. The pricing component includes an ingredient cost basis field that allows the user to define the payment methodology and the associated percentage reduction to be used in calculating claim reimbursement for various categories, such as brand-name drugs, over-the-counter (OTC) drugs, and non-drug items. The system’s payment methodologies accommodate a variety of methodologies such as Average Wholesale Price (AWP), Estimated Acquisition Cost (EAC), and State Maximum Allowable Cost (SMAC). The pharmacy provider record contains pricing fields to enable pharmacy-specific override pricing as allowed by DHCFP. The system is very flexible and accommodates pricing at the customer, group, pharmacy, and prior authorization level.



		12.6.3.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to define NDC generic code, according to DHCFP policy.

		a

		PBM OS+ provides the ability to define NDC generic code, according to DHCFP policy. Our drug reference database contains various fields uploaded from First DataBank (FDB) to determine brand/generic classification. This information is displayed on the Classification tab. The Formulary and Custom tabs contain additional criteria that enable authorized users to further customize pricing, DUR and drug coverage related to brand/generic determination. 



		12.6.3.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Return all soft and hard edits failed during claims processing.

		a

		PBM OS+ returns to the provider all soft and hard edits failed during claims adjudication with descriptive supplemental messaging. These edits are also stored in the claims database with other pertinent claim information to provide a complete audit trail of how PBM OS+ processed each claim.



		12.6.3.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain reversed claims on system with status of reversal. 

		a

		See our response to 12.6.3.22.



		12.6.3.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide capability for the pharmacy to override Pro-DUR alerts, according to DHCFP policy.

		a

		PBM OS+ includes extensive Pro-DUR editing. The Pro-DUR edits analyze paid claim history to determine if a submitted claim conflicts with any other prescriptions for the recipient, or if it suggests inappropriate use. In less than a second, the system searches for drug therapy problems that may result from possible conflicts. The system sends a message alerting the pharmacist of a potential problem, and the pharmacist uses his or her professional judgment to determine the most appropriate intervention. Using fields contained in the DUR/PPS segment of the NCPDP transaction, the pharmacist is able to actively communicate back to PBM OS+ acknowledgement of the DUR alerts and provide additional information to support prescription dispensing, including the ability to override Pro-DUR alerts.



		12.6.3.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain log of pharmacies overriding Pro-DUR alerts and which alerts are overridden. 

		a

		PBM OS+ maintains Pro-DUR override audit trails and provides several reports that display this information. See Proposal Section 12.6.4 Pharmacy for a list of Pro-DUR reports. 



		12.6.3.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide inquiry access to drug claims data history for authorized users.

		a

		Authorized DHCFP and ACS staff has online access to drug claims data history via user-friendly Web pages. The system provides multiple search criteria to view claims, including paid, reversed and rejected claim transactions. This allows the user to narrow the results of a provider or recipient search by criteria such as date dispensed, claim status, claim type, ICN, prescription number, pharmacy ID and prescriber ID. 



		12.6.3.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Notify State Pharmacy Consultant of NDCs identified during drug claim processing that need to have a benefit code assigned.

		a

		ACS produces a report that identifies drugs needing benefit code assignment. During the transition period we will meet with DHCFP to finalize the report format. 



		Adjust Drug Claims



		12.6.3.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability for a provider to submit a reversed claim, according to DHCFP policy.





		a

		PBM OS+ accepts provider submitted prescription reversals and adjustments and also supports DHCFP initiated correction of claim data due to rate changes, claims paid or denied in error, legislative budget mandates, and other reasons. The system accepts reversals and adjustments in POS and electronic batch formats, according to DHCFP policy. It supports the most current standard NCPDP codes for void and adjustment transactions—B2 and B3—and returns reversal acceptance messages for POS transactions back to the provider in less than a second and within timeframes established by DHCFP. The system assigns a new ICN to voids and adjustments to uniquely identify them. Adjustments are processed through the full adjudication cycle, including data validation, pricing, and auditing.



		12.6.3.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to adjust a previously paid claim.

		a

		See our response to 12.6.3.19.



		12.6.3.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to perform retroactive rate adjustments.

		a

		Reversals and adjustments fall into two categories: payment transactions—which affect the provider’s payment, and history transactions—which are an internal mechanism to reallocate money from one funding source to another and do not affect the provider’s payment. Both payment transactions and history transactions can be initiated through one of the following methods: individual claim adjustments which are initiated by DHCFP, ACS, or a provider; and mass adjustments which are performed at the request of DHCFP to adjust a large number of claims because of a retroactive rate adjustment or plan benefit change. 



		12.6.3.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain claims history with a reversal status, including date and reversal initiator.

		a

		Whenever a claim is reversed or adjusted—whether initiated from a mass or individual adjustment request—it is linked to the reversal or adjustment using ICN pointers. The system has no limit to the number of times a claim can be adjusted and keeps a complete audit trail of each reversal or adjustment, including date and reversal initiator as required in the RFP. The history claim points forward to the reversal or adjustment and the reversal or adjustment points backward to the history claim. Through this process, adjustment chains are created that contain all transactions related to a claim linked together by ICN pointers and displayed on the Claim History Web page. 



		12.6.3.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Return reversal acceptance message back to provider within timeframe established by DHCFP.

		a

		See our response to 12.6.3.19.



		12.6.3.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce report of claim adjustments processed. 

		a

		PBM OS+ produces a daily processing report that summarizes the number and dollar amount of all transactions including reversals and adjustments. Reversal and adjustment detail is also included in the pharmacy RA/835. 



		Drug Prior Authorization



		12.6.3.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept Prior Authorization request submitted online, by phone, or fax from all authorized providers, vendors or DHCFP staff. 

		a

		ACS accepts Prior Authorization (PA) requests submitted online, by phone, or fax from all authorized providers, vendors or DHCFP staff. These requests are reviewed and entered into PBM OS+ where they are used to adjudicate claims according to the PA criteria. During adjudication, PBM OS+ returns all edits to the provider based on the PA edit criteria.

In addition to processing manual PA requests, we propose our SmartPA product. SmartPA is an automated PA solution that seamlessly integrates into PBM OS+’s claims adjudication process. SmartPA is implemented in 10 state Medicaid programs and has contributed significant savings to these programs. SmartPA virtually eliminates the need for prescribers to submit PA requests for the majority of drugs requiring review prior to approval and payment. Instead, SmartPA automatically and systematically applies complex clinical and fiscal criteria—in addition to querying two years of pharmacy and medical claims history—during POS adjudication according to DHCFP’s PA edit criteria. This automated process enables expanded PA use by DHCFP, providing improved clinical outcomes and reducing program costs. SmartPA minimizes the delays typically associated with the PA process. In ACS’ experience, over 90 percent of PA requests can be automated, which minimizes prescriber contact with the call center for approval.

For PAs that pend for medical review and require a call to the help desk, the help desk is equipped with a Web-based link to SmartPA facilitating manual processing of these requests and entry into PBM OS+. PA requests submitted online, by phone, or fax are also linked to SmartPA when they are entered into PBM OS+ for consistent application of PA approval criteria.



		12.6.3.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Adjudicate claims according to Prior Authorization edit criteria.

		a

		See our response to 12.6.3.25,



		12.6.3.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to pend a Prior Authorization request for Medical Review. 

		a

		See our response to 12.6.3.25,



		12.6.3.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to uniquely identify each Prior Authorization request received.

		a

		Each PA request received is assigned a unique number for easy identification, whether entered manually or generated by SmartPA. All PAs are stored in PBM OS+’s PA database which is accessible via user-friendly Web pages. Authorized users can retrieve and update PA requests by number, requesting provider, servicing provider, recipient ID, and dates of service. 



		12.6.3.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to retrieve and update Prior Authorization requests by number, requesting provider, servicing provider, recipient ID number and dates of service for the Prior Authorization. 

		a

		Authorized DHCFP and ACS staff has online access to PA requests via user-friendly Web pages. The system provides multiple search criteria including those identified by requirement 12.6.3.29. 



		12.6.3.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Approve services based on the following information from the POS and MMIS:

as. NDC , HICL, GSN, and/or Therapeutic Drug Class;

at. Generic Code;

au. Quantity;

av. Days Supply;


aw. Units;

ax. Start and Stop Dates of Approval;


ay. Diagnosis (ICD-10);


az. Age;


ba. Gender;

bb. Lock in;

bc. Over the Counter (OTC); and


bd. Claims Data.

		a

		PA approval criteria are based on information from PBM OS+ and the MMIS such as NDC, HICL, GSN, GCN, and/or therapeutic class (TC), quantity, days supply, units, age and start and stop dates of approval. In compliance with timeframes established by DHCFP and State and federal rules and regulations, PA determinations are sent to the requesting provider within 24 hours of receipt or less of the PA request.





		12.6.3.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to automate changes to the service or requesting provider of an existing Prior Authorization-end date the original Prior Authorization request and approve the new Prior Authorization. 

		a

		ACS will add this functionality to PBM OS+. During the transition period we will meet with DHCFP to gain full understanding of this requirement and will develop the system according to the requirements.



		12.6.3.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Return all edits to Provider based on Prior Authorization edit criteria, within timeframe established by DHCFP. 

		a

		See our response to 12.6.3.25.



		12.6.3.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Return Prior Authorization determination to requesting provider within timeframe established by DHCFP and in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		We generate notices for duplicate PA requests and changes to service/requesting providers. We also generate paper and electronic approval, denial, and pend notices for service/requesting providers. We ensure that notice of denials (NODs) are generated and distributed to recipients and the Hearing Department according to NOD requirements in RFP Section 12.7.12.



		12.6.3.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate notices for duplicate Prior Authorization requests and changes to service/requesting providers. 

		a

		See our response to 12.6.3.33.



		12.6.3.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate paper and electronic approval / denial / pend notices for service/requesting providers.

		a

		See our response to 12.6.3.33.



		12.6.3.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure that Notice of Denials are generated and distributed to recipients and the Hearing Department according to NODs requirements in Section 12.7.12 of this RFP.

		a

		See our response to 12.6.3.33.



		Prospective Drug Use Review



		12.6.3.37 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Adjudicate claims according to Pro-DUR criteria.

		a

		ACS offers a comprehensive Prospective Drug Use Review (Pro-DUR) program. The Pro-DUR program within PBM OS+ automatically reviews each drug claim submitted by the pharmacist (prior to dispensing) to identify problems such as therapeutic duplication, drug disease contraindication, drug to drug interactions, incorrect drug dosage, and therapeutic appropriateness.



		12.6.3.38 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide inquiry access to Pro-DUR criteria through the Drug File.

		a

		PBM OS+ provides this functionality.



		12.6.3.39 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain criteria for the following Pro-DUR modules:

be. Therapeutic Duplication;


bf. Drug Disease Contra-indication;


bg. Drug to Drug Interactions;


bh. Incorrect Drug Dosage;


bi. Incorrect Duration of Drug Treatment;


bj. Quantity;


bk. Age/Gender;


bl. Clinical Abuse or Misuse;


bm. Non-Compliance;


bn. Excessive Utilization;


bo. Early/Late Refills; and


bp. Therapeutic Appropriateness.

		a

		PBM OS+ provides this functionality.



		12.6.3.40 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate audit trail of Pro-DUR criteria updates.

		a

		Audit trails are crucial to documenting and understanding the history of changes made to data and enable users to rebuild and examine the sequence of events that result in existing data. PBM OS+ contains extensive audit trail capabilities for online transactions. ACS’ solution for audit trails is provided by Oracle Audit Log and Oracle Audit Vault. The log maintains audit trails for data changes—including overrides, updates, insertions, deletions, and transformations. The audit log captures all modifications, both online and batch, and PBM OS+ provides Web pages to display the data stored in the audit log table. Authorized users can access the audit log online for inquiry and research purposes. Reports are also available that report audit log information. The date and user ID associated with changes are displayed on appropriate online inquiry screens and reports.



		12.6.3.41 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce Pro-DUR reports as specified by DHCFP.

		a

		CyberFormance produces numerous Pro-DUR reports and other pharmacy program reports. CyberFormance reports are loaded to ODRAS for easy access to program stakeholders. CyberFormance standard monthly, quarterly, and annual reports are listed in Proposal Section 12.6.4, Pharmacy. 



		Drug File (NDC Data)



		12.6.3.42 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept update tape from Standardized Drug Database and apply update within timeframe specified by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS uses the National Drug Data File (NDDF+) obtained from FDB to apply updates programmatically to the PBM OS+ drug database in a timely manner as specified by DHCFP. We generate reports on updated NDC data following the weekly update process. The FDB file includes an entire list of products, including legend and over-the-counter (OTC) medications, durable medical equipment, supplies and injectable drugs. NDDF+ provides standard drug identifiers, pricing information (historical and current) and clinical information that is imperative to the claims adjudication process. 



		12.6.3.43 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to maintain online current and historical NDC data including an online audit trail of changes made to data. The audit trail identifies the date, time and user ID for all updates made during the online access and updates made by automated processes. 

		a

		PBM OS+ provides user-friendly Web pages that allow authorized users to search and maintain the drug database online, including both current and historical drug data.





		12.6.3.44 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain access to current, historical, and archived data in accordance with timeframes and media established by DHCFP.

		a

		We maintain access to current, historical, and archived data, including previous/retired NDC information, in accordance with timeframes and media established by DHCFP. 



		12.6.3.45 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain previous/retired NDC information. 

		a

		See our response to 12.6.3.44.



		12.6.3.46 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to retrieve archived NDC data.



		a

		See our response to 12.6.3.44.



		12.6.3.47 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the following NDC search capabilities for authorized users:


bq. Search by alpha for NDCs and NDC data; and


br. Maintain age, gender, quantity and days supply criteria for each NDC that will be used to edit claims.

		a

		Authorized users are able to search the database by drug name (full or partial), NDC, GCN, GSN, and TC or further refine their searches using Smart Key functionality. Further, we maintain age, gender, quantity, and days supply criteria for each NDC that is used to edit claims during adjudication. The system maintains an online audit trail of changes. The audit trail identifies the date, time and user ID for all updates made online and by automated processes. 



		12.6.3.48 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate reports on updated NDC data following the weekly update process.

		a

		PBM OS+ provides this functionality. Reports are loaded to ODRAS for easy access by authorized users.



		Pharmacy Point of Sale – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.3.49 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide policy information to Contractor to support the creation and maintenance of pharmaceutical coverage including, but not limited to, drugs covered, limitations, Prior Authorization constraints, exceptions and population criteria for each plan.

		

		



		12.6.3.50 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve claims and invoice audits reports from Contractor.

		

		



		Pharmacy Point of Sale – System Performance Expectations



		12.6.3.51 

		System Performance Expectation

		Return all edits to Provider based on Prior Authorization edit criteria, within two (2) seconds.

		a

		ACS confirms that PBM OS+ will meet this System Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.3.52 

		System Performance Expectation

		Return reversal acceptance message back to provider within two (2) seconds. 

		a

		ACS confirms that PBM OS+ will meet this System Performance Expectation. 



		Pharmacy Point of Sale – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.3.53 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Accept update tape from Standardized Drug Database no less than on a weekly basis, and apply update within one (1) day of receipt. 

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.3.54 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain online access to seventy-two (72) months of all drug data including rate history. 

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.3.55 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Archive drug data after seventy-two (72) months to media specified by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.3.56 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Accept paper NDC universal claim form (UCF) and meet the following performance expectations:

bs. Batch, Internal Control Number (ICN), film/image UCF paper drug claims within one (1) day of receipt;


bt. Data enter paper UCF drug claims within forty-eight (48) hours of receipt; and


bu. Process ninety percent (90%) of paper UCF drug claims to a finalized status within thirty (30) days of receipt.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.3.57 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Return PA determination to requesting provider within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of Prior Authorization request, or in less time to meet State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.3.58 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Update T-bill rates weekly.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.4

		PHARMACY



		General



		12.6.4.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide staff competent to perform and support all Pharmacy functions specified in this RFP, or by State and Federal rules and regulations, during the life of the contract.

		a, c

		DHCFP has clearly identified clinical pharmacy requirements that contractors must perform under the new contract. To meet and exceed these requirements, ACS has partnered with Goold Health Services (GHS) to provide DHCFP with a team of industry leaders capable of supporting the extensive clinical services outlined in the RFP. GHS is a clinically capable partner that has a history of successfully implementing, maintaining, and refining complex clinical management and cost containment solutions.

For the Nevada project, GHS performs a variety of duties including conducting analysis and clinical review of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims and drugs. They also administer Nevada’s preferred drug list (PDL), provide multi-state pooling services, assist DHCFP with managing and facilitating the Drug Use Review (DUR) Board, and assist the Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee with various activities.

GHS has a staff of ten licensed clinical pharmacists and three licensed medical doctors who are available to support the Nevada pharmacy program. Our staff is augmented with additional staff upon contract award. GHS’ experienced clinical and pharmaceutical staff reviews therapeutic drug classes including new medications, new generics and indications.  We estimate that GHS will perform approximately 70% of this requirement.

Clinical services that ACS performs under the new contract include maximum allowable cost (MAC) management and pro-DUR criteria development and reporting. Like Goold, ACS has seasoned clinical staff ready to support Nevada’s pharmacy program. The combination of ACS and GHS provides DHCFP with the clinical staff it needs to support all pharmacy functions according to State and federal rules and regulations. 



		12.6.4.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce high quality, reliable, valid and meaningful analyses of the prescribed drug data of DHCFP.

		a, c

		As part of their duties, GHS produces various types of analyses for DHCFP, the DUR Board, and P&T consideration. This includes analysis by Specific Therapeutic Class (STC) and drug members within selected classes, fiscal impact due to the exclusion or inclusion of therapeutic classes onto the PDL, fiscal analysis reviewing cost effectiveness of PDL, and benchmark analysis for financial and clinical outcomes to monitor trends. GHS provides timely reviews and recommendations to DHCFP and the DUR Board and P&T Committee regarding new drugs, new indications, new product forms and strengths, new safety issues, and negative studies.  We estimate that GHS will perform approximately 80% of this requirement.

To support the RFP’s MAC requirements, ACS’ clinical staff conducts analysis and clinical review of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims history to determine and recommend MAC for DHCFP consideration. We currently provide this service to our Massachusetts and District of Columbia clients.

GHS and ACS analyses are provided by expert clinical staff that uses their experience providing these services to other clients to ensure high quality analyses. The analyses are reliable, valid, and enable recommendations that balance clinical and cost considerations.



		Preferred Drug List (PDL)



		12.6.4.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct analysis and clinical review of State of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims history which shall include but not be limited to:

bv. Identify top therapeutic classes of drugs within the pharmacy claims data based on actual utilization and classified according to the National Drug Database classification of Specific Therapeutic Class. Specific classes will be selected for the PDL at the discretion of DHCFP. In order to comply with commitments made by DHCFP certain therapeutic classes will be excluded from the PDL;


bw. Conduct an analysis of each drug member within the selected classes based on the clinical safety and efficacy guidelines as compared to other members of the class; and

bx. Fiscal impact of inclusion or exclusion of therapeutic class onto preferred drug list based upon past utilization and expenditures. 

		c

		GHS provides claims analysis by Specific Therapeutic Class (STC) as defined by FDB. GHS is experienced working with STCs and can tailor STC reports to consider possible variations to therapeutic utilization. For example, it may be useful to consider the angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors, angiotensin receptor blockers and direct renin inhibitors in a report that looks not only at utilization within a STC but between several STCs. In addition, it is sometimes useful from a PDL design or supplemental rebate standpoint to consider innovative distinctions within a class, such as distinguishing between short and long acting calcium channel blockers.

Some therapeutic classes (TCs) bear closer scrutiny than others, and for different reasons. For example, narcotics represent a high cost center and potential fraud and abuse. Therefore, GHS has developed reports that focus on specific issues within certain classes, to help identify and resolve any issues that may have negative effects on patient quality of care and/or DHCFP costs.

GHS understands that specific classes are selected for and excluded from the PDL at the discretion of DHCFP. GHS staff works with DHCFP upon contract award to tailor TC reports to meet the unique requirements of Nevada.


GHS’ clinical and pharmaceutical staff uses the drug class reviews performed by the Oregon Evidence-Based Practice Center as a source of information for PDL considerations. GHS then creates and provides customized drug monographs and analyses according to Nevada specifications. For drug class reviews not yet addressed by the Oregon Evidence-based Practice Center, a similar structured meta-analysis is conducted. GHS follows the same procedure for TC reviews when significant new drugs are introduced.

GHS provides DHCFP with a sensible distillation of the available data that is most relevant to the decisions that the committee needs to make. The goal of the clinical monographs and analysis is to assist DUR Board and P&T Committee members in arriving at a rational assessment of what drugs represent the best value.

If a drug offers a uniquely positive value, then it must be given an advantaged position on the PDL, unless the unique characteristic is only necessary for a minority of the population. When the characteristic is only necessary for a minority of the population, the drug may safely be reserved for those with a medical need as documented through PA. To influence the DUR Board and P&T Committee successfully, GHS highlights and emphasizes the key attributes of a drug that enables them to arrive at the same conclusion as GHS’ clinical staff and DHCFP’s pharmacy program administrators. GHS’ analysis includes the fiscal impact of inclusion or exclusion of a given TC on the PDL based upon past utilization and expenditures, as directed by DHCFP.


GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop, maintain and electronically transmit to a DHCFP-identified Prior Authorization contractor, the list of drugs requiring prior authorization due to the level of participation on the PDL by National Drug Code (NDC) and/or therapeutic class.

		c

		GHS works with DHCFP to establish PA criteria for drugs, based on the level of participation on the PDL. As they do for the States of Iowa, Maine, West Virginia and Wyoming, they use the most current studies, reviews and guidelines available to develop and recommend PA procedures and criteria for review and approval by DHCFP, the P&T Committee and DUR Board. This list of drugs is maintained by GHS and ordered by NDC and/or TC. GHS transmits this list electronically to ACS.


GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support the management and coordination of all activities related to the maintenance of the PDL including but not limited to:

by. Clinical review of new name brand drugs for clinical safety and efficacy;

bz. Clinical review of new generic drugs for clinical safety and efficacy;

ca. Clinical review of existing drugs for new indications or changes to indications;

cb. Review of new product forms and strengths;

cc. Development of and changes to criteria based on new information; and

cd. Financial scenario development by Product Category to represent a current case, best financial case, and other scenario(s) as dictated by DHCFP to the contractor.

		c

		GHS has a staff of ten licensed clinical pharmacists and three licensed medical doctors who are available to support the management and coordination of all PDL-related activities for the Nevada contract. Our staff is augmented with additional staff upon contract award. GHS’ experienced clinical and pharmaceutical staff reviews therapeutic drug classes including new medications, new generics and indications. GHS experts provide recommendations regarding changes to the PDL and PA criteria. They provide the same service to other clients and find that it greatly assists the committee in making responsible and timely decisions.


During and after the initial PDL is designed and implemented, it is essential to continue analyzing relevant, timely clinical trial data, including updates on efficacy, safety and added indications or patient populations. The P&T Committee needs to focus on the most important essentials of a drug to maintain PDL TCs including the following elements:


Significant, clinically positive drug characteristics, especially if unique to class


Significant, clinically negative drug characteristics, especially if unique to class


Whether a drug was added only to receive a better offer on another drug


What financial effect a drug will have on a PDL class if it is preferred or non-preferred


GHS is experienced at tailoring the PDL based on input from State Medicaid staff and P&T Committee preferences. They tailor PDL development and maintenance to suit the unique needs of Nevada Medicaid. GHS has worked extensively with Maine, Iowa, West Virginia and Wyoming on PDL development.

In summary, GHS provides timely reviews and recommendations to the State and the committee regarding new drugs, new indications, new product forms and strengths, new safety issues, and negative studies. In addition, GHS prepares cost analyses and financial modeling per DHCFP’s guidelines. These analyses enable informed recommendations that balance clinical and cost considerations.


GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Work with the Provider community, associations, advocacy groups, etc. to ensure public involvement in the development process of the PDL.

		c

		For GHS’ current clients, it has established positive, reciprocal relationships not only with state staff, but also with the local provider community, professional associations and advocacy groups. These relationships enable GHS to keep abreast of developments in the provider community and to disseminate vital information to key Medicaid stakeholders. GHS works to ensure that the same focus is placed on public involvement in the Nevada PDL development process.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assess drug cost and utilization changes and trends by drug, drug category, price, PDL compliance, percent of population using drugs, and use by age, location, eligibility category condition, length of use and other factors.

		c

		GHS provides TC reviews that use required parameters to compare each drug. GHS’ clinical and pharmaceutical staff provides a high-level analysis to determine the comparative safety and efficacy of drugs within targeted therapy classes. GHS staff is experienced in performing these analyses for several PDLs and provides the same level of service to Nevada. It is important to make DHCFP aware of all clinically significant positive and negative drug attributes that could potentially affect the health of its recipients. In addition, detailed analysis of the net costs and utilization patterns of Nevada’s unique population are used to derive scenarios that illustrate the various PDL options. These scenarios take into account recipients’ age, location, eligibility, category, length of use and other factors.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Determine and monitor on an ongoing basis, fiscal impact due to the exclusion or inclusion of therapeutic classes onto the preferred drug list and fiscal analysis reviewing cost effectiveness of PDL.

		c

		GHS provides complete financial modeling scenarios for the therapeutic categories identified for discussion. The models include separately identified CMS and supplemental rebates and the resultant net drug costs. The models demonstrate the financial impact to the class and allow for changes in drug mix, pricing assumptions and market-share shifts. GHS provides recommendations to DHCFP that are derived from the financial modeling results.

GHS provides supplemental rebate negotiations and saving analyses of specific drugs/drug categories on a mutually acceptable schedule. They present estimated savings in a manner agreeable to DHCFP. This involves estimations based on both current and projected utilization. GHS could also apply estimated costs to anticipated PAs in each class so that the State could consider the net return on investment of its PDL design. Depending on DHCFP’s preference, GHS can present a simple summary version of estimated savings within each class, reflecting shifts in market share utilization, average blended net cost per unit, and supplemental rebates. These summaries can accompany the more complex analysis that incorporates all the utilization, including that of minor drugs.


It is important for the model to emphasize that the sum of supplemental rebate dollars or the percent of the drug budget that they represent are not necessarily the best indicators of success. The best indicator is net cost. DHCFP should judge the success of the PDL design and strategies by how well its net cost trends are controlled over time. Accepting big supplemental rebates on very expensive drugs may give an extremely misleading impression of how well the negotiator did. Overpriced drugs need to give oversized rebates just to reach price parity with best-priced drugs in many classes. The financial models try to highlight these situations to the drug review committee.


At a detail level, the cost analyses are performed to arrive at comparisons of net costs. GHS takes DHCFP’s pharmacy reimbursement rate(s), FULs, and SMACs and then subtracts out CMS rebates (and eventually supplemental rebates) to arrive at net costs. GHS then compares drug net costs within PDL classes to help decide best values. Most drugs, especially the one-unit-per-day drugs, are then easily compared. Other drugs require adjustments in order to arrive at fair comparisons. For example, GHS judges inhalers, nose sprays and eye drops by actual utilization data. They apply a net cost value to the average number of units used per days supply by the entire state Medicaid population. Another example concerns antibiotics. GHS determines the most frequently prescribed courses of therapy and models out net costs to arrive at net cost per course of therapy.


The last major component of the cost analysis relates to market share. The committee members need to know how many people are taking (tentatively) preferred and non-preferred drugs. They also need to know if any data exists that would help predict the probability of success if “drug A” was made preferred and “drug B” non-preferred. This data assists in making sound decisions. In the more complex analysis, GHS uses a predictive pricing approach to estimate the final budget impact of PDL decisions after accounting for all rebates, prescribing alterations, and offsetting administrative costs.


GHS can also perform financial modeling that shows the recent utilization with all CMS rebates, supplemental rebates and net costs clearly identified. Then, GHS demonstrates how these variables might change under different sets of assumptions and their probabilities. In a number of categories this involves comparing rebated brands to each other and then possibly to non-contracted brands and/or generics potentially affected by SMACs/FULs. To the extent that data is available, GHS uses other states’ utilization changes after they adopted a similar PDL category design.


GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform ongoing analysis of the introduction of new drugs or new drug indications in relation to inclusion or exclusion from the PDL.

		c

		GHS provides the same level of analysis and consultation described earlier for the introduction of new drugs or new drug indications as they relate to inclusion or exclusion from the PDL.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		With the approval of DHCFP, manage all aspects of processing new rebate agreements.

		c

		GHS operates an efficient, fully transparent supplemental rebate program on behalf of Nevada. They negotiate and assist the State in contracting for the best supplemental rebates available and satisfy the requirements concerning review and approval by DHCFP in addition to DUR Board presentations, rebate agreement processing, invoicing and collections.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform benchmark analysis for financial and clinical outcomes to monitor trends, consult with DHCFP staff on data findings and provide program recommendations to improve clinical and financial outcomes.

		c

		GHS performs benchmark analysis for financial and clinical outcomes to monitor trends, and consults with DHCFP on data findings. In addition, GHS provides recommendations to DHCFP to improve both clinical and financial outcomes.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and maintain current and archived PDL on Contractor website.

		c

		GHS has worked closely with the states of Maine, Iowa and West Virginia to create and maintain many different PDL versions that meet the specific needs of each state and their respective pharmacy, provider, and recipient communities. If DHCFP desires, GHS can mimic the current appearance of its present PDL files. GHS works with DHCFP upon contract award to determine the PDL version that best meets the needs of the State. This list and any archived PDLs are maintained on the website developed for the Nevada MMIS project.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Comply with any State and Federal rules and regulations related to the PDL.

		c

		The PDLs that GHS develops and maintains are completely compliant with all State and federal rules and regulations. GHS staff understands the importance of remaining up-to-date with changes to State and federal policy and provides the same level of service that is currently provides to their other clients.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.






		Multi-State Pooling



		12.6.4.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the following Cost Pooling services:

ce. Employ purchasing practices utilized in private sector purchasing in accordance to State and Federal rules regulations;

cf. Coordinate drug purchasing negotiations with drug manufacturers based upon other State Medicaid contracts, other State funded programs and/or commercial lines of business; and

cg. Differentiate, through accounting practice, DHCFP rebates separate from other lines of business if cost pooling techniques are applied.

		c

		GHS has negotiated rebates for the State of Maine since 2003 and for Iowa since 2004. In the fall of 2005, GHS participated in the design and then became the negotiating vendor for a multi-state drug rebate pooling program, now known as the Sovereign States Drug Consortium (SSDC).

Current member states of the SSDC include: Maine, Iowa, Vermont, Oregon, Utah, West Virginia and Wyoming. The SSDC now negotiates on behalf of approximately 2.2 million covered lives.

Working with GHS as part of the SSDC supplemental rebate pool allows DHCFP to achieve the greatest degree of independence and control, while optimizing savings and minimizing overhead costs.

Representing the SSDC, GHS can negotiate the most advantageous contracts for the preferred drugs already listed on an SSDC member’s PDL. GHS can also seek to provide a number of potentially superior contracts for drugs not on a PDL if an SSDC member and its P&T Committee are in favor of accepting. Although the pool negotiates prices and conditions, each state within the SSDC determines the composition of its own PDL, choosing which contracts to accept and which to reject. Nevada retains complete PDL autonomy if it joins the SSDC pool. While in most cases the states in the pool have reached consensus and acted in unison, there are several PDL categories where one state wanted to pursue a much more or less aggressive approach than the other partners. Maintaining this autonomy is crucial to the long-term success of the pool. In the long-term, however, savings can be maximized by all states within the SSDC synchronizing their PDLs.

GHS utilizes standard purchasing practices like the ones used in private sector purchasing. All supplemental rebate negotiations are conducted in accordance with State and federal rules and regulations.


GHS coordinates and facilitates all facets of drug purchasing negotiations with drug manufacturers on behalf of Nevada. Purchasing is coordinated with the other members of the SSDC pool, based upon applicable State Medicaid contracts, other State funded programs and/or commercial lines of business.

GHS maintains CMS and other rebates in independent data sets, in a completely transparent manner, for all rebate service contracts GHS holds. This includes, among other features, independent invoicing, payment tracking, and dispute resolution. GHS also maintains separate files, both physical and electronic, for each of GHS’ clients, to maintain confidentiality and ensure an accurate and easy-to-follow audit trail.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure the Contractor is not utilizing Nevada Medicaid’s purchasing power as leverage to benefit other purchasing contracts for the contractor that would result in a disadvantage to DHCFP purchasing power.

		c

		GHS does not use Nevada Medicaid’s purchasing power as leverage to benefit other purchasing contracts that would result in a disadvantage to DHCFP. The supplemental rebate process as administered through the SSDC is a completely transparent process. All offers submitted are accessible online through the SSDC website. Any offers, including subsequent counteroffers, responses and final accepted and rejected bids are completely visible to authorized State staff. The complete electronic offer history is retained online for immediate DHCFP retrieval.


Providing complete transparency in negotiating supplemental rebates is a strong point of GHS as the SSDC pool administrator. All offers must be entered electronically by manufacturers through the secure SSDC website. Each member state has 24/7 access to this website, where they can view all offers, monitor the course of negotiations, and retrieve historical offer data as needed.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC)



		12.6.4.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct analysis and clinical review of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims history to determine and recommend, to DHCFP, for implementation of Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC). MAC must also reflect Federal Upper Limit (FUL).

		a

		To support DHCFP’s MAC requirements, we propose to implement our MAC solution already in production for our Medicaid client, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, where we have been the pharmacy benefits manager (PBM) for over 10 years. It was also recently implemented for our District of Columbia Medicaid client in April, 2010. In short, our solution includes a series of manual steps and automated reports that provide an analysis and clinical review of pharmacy claims paid within the last 90 days to provide DHCFP with recommendations for MAC pricing implementation. Our MAC solution also takes into consideration Federal Upper Limit (FUL) prices. 



		12.6.4.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Utilize pharmacy claims data to maintain MAC.

		a

		See our response to 12.6.4.17.



		12.6.4.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		At a minimum, conduct monthly market analysis of generic drug pricing to ensure access to services are not jeopardized due to application of MAC.

		a

		We propose the analysis of Nevada’s paid claims within the last 90 days as the monthly market analysis, which is what we use in Massachusetts and the District of Columbia. Should DHCFP want to look beyond their drug claims history, for example at other payers to see activity on drugs and their prices, we can explore this option with DHCFP.



		12.6.4.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct continual targeted analysis of drugs that are deemed to be scarce per CMS recommendations.

		a

		Throughout the operations period, we monitor CMS bulletins to provide continual targeted analysis of drugs that are deemed to be scarce per CMS recommendations. CMS sends bulletins from time-to-time for drugs on the market which have limited availability which may result in an increase in prices for these drugs. Also our reporting of paid claims within the last 90 days would reflect these drugs because there will be fewer paid claims for them. 



		12.6.4.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update MAC pricing at least monthly and possibly more frequent if determined by market analysis or at the request of DHCFP.

		a

		We agree to update MAC pricing at least monthly, and possibly more frequently, if determined by market analysis or at the request of DHCFP.



		12.6.4.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a mechanism for providers to communicate with and provide justification to the Contractor if a particular generic drug is not obtainable at current MAC pricing. This justification may include provider submission of drug invoice to facilitate adjustment of MAC.

		a

		Providers can communicate with DHFCP or ACS if they believe a particular drug is not obtainable at the current MAC pricing. The justification may include provider submission of a drug invoice to facilitate adjustment of the MAC price.



		12.6.4.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform benchmark analysis for financial and clinical outcomes to monitor trends, consult with DHCFP staff on data findings and provide program recommendations to improve clinical and financial outcomes.

		a

		Reports provided by our analysis of Nevada’s paid drug claims allow ACS to monitor trends and to perform a benchmark analysis for financial and clinical outcomes. For example, reports demonstrate which drugs pharmacies are drifting towards after a MAC’s implementation. We consult with DHCFP staff on data findings and provide program recommendations to improve clinical and financial outcomes.



		Drug Use Review (DUR) Board



		12.6.4.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manage the State Drug Use Review (DUR) program, including both retro and prospective DUR, in accordance with federal and state regulations.

		a, c

		ACS fulfills the Pro-DUR requirements using PBM OS+ for automated Pro-DUR criteria review during claims adjudication. ACS’ clinical staff provides the Pro-DUR criteria included in PBM OS+, as it does for the other nine states where PBM OS+ is already implemented. They ensure that the Pro-DUR program meets federal and State regulations. PBM OS+’s Pro-DUR component provides clinically significant alerts and detailed messaging to enable pharmacists to accurately review drug therapy. Refer to Proposal Section 12.6.3 Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS) for further details about the Pro-DUR component and our process for criteria development. Also included in our solution is CyberFormance for extensive pharmacy program reporting. Analysis of Nevada’s pharmacy program is essential to determine the impact of Pro-DUR edits and to determine if modifications to the program are appropriate. CyberFormance produces approximately 100 Pro-DUR reports that support this analysis. In addition to Pro-DUR reports, the system includes numerous other pharmacy program reports. See Proposal Section 12.6.4 Pharmacy, for a list of CyberFormance reports.

To satisfy the RFP’s Retro-DUR requirements, including support of the DUR Board, we propose our partner GHS to perform these services. GHS manages Retro-DUR programs in several states. As a result, GHS’ staff is experienced and can manage the Nevada program in accordance with all federal and State regulations and guidelines. GHS leverages that experience to ensure that the DUR program in Nevada remains compliant with all applicable rules, regulations and guidelines.

We estimate that GHS will perform approximately 50% of this requirement.


ACS and GHS work with DHCFP upon contract award to ascertain and document any unique requirements that may exist for Nevada in order to ensure that we meet or exceed the State’s expectations. 



		12.6.4.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide detailed written analysis for the DUR Board to assist them in making decisions as required by federal regulations.

		c

		GHS leverages its experienced, skilled staff to ensure that the DUR Board continues to receive the information and support required to complete their requirements and meet their responsibilities. GHS provides similar services in several states, including Iowa and Maine. GHS looks forward to working with the Nevada DUR Board to ensure that we meet and exceed their requirements.

For its existing clients, GHS has successfully screened and identified patterns of inappropriate health care using evidence-based rules. They assess resource utilization, analyze high-cost and high-risk recipients, build individual provider and recipient utilization history files and profiles, identify deficiencies in the level of care or quality of service provided, and identify providers who may benefit from education or other intervention concerning more appropriate service utilization. With constant monitoring of these and other areas, GHS is successful in providing its current clients’ DUR Boards with up-to-date analyses, recipient profiles, and areas of potential problems by means of problem-focused reviews to assist them in ensuring the highest quality of care for their Medicaid recipients. GHS relies on their experienced data analyst staff for the creation of these analyses, recipient profiles and problem-focused reviews. GHS works with DHCFP upon contract award to establish the number of recipient profiles and reviews required for each DUR Board meeting.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Facilitate quarterly DUR Board meetings or more frequent as determined by the chair.

		c

		GHS facilitates DUR Board meetings quarterly, or more frequently as determined by the chair. Today GHS successfully provides this service in the State of Iowa.


GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and provide all meeting materials to DHCFP in accordance with Nevada’s Open Meeting Law. Materials are to be approved by DHCFP prior to dissemination.

		c

		GHS is familiar with the importance of providing meeting materials to the commission members in a timely fashion to allow for adequate preparation in advance of scheduled meetings. GHS ensures that materials are prepared and forwarded to DHCFP prior to dissemination for review and approval. All materials are created and maintained in accordance with applicable Nevada laws and regulations.


GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop quarterly reports for the DUR Program to be disseminated at the DUR Board.

		c

		GHS offers robust reporting services to all of its clients. GHS provides the DUR Board with quarterly reports and works upon contract award with DHCFP and the DUR Board to establish the desired formats and business rules for creating these reports.


GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop annual DUR report as required by State and Federal rules and regulations.

		c

		GHS currently produces annual DUR reports for the States of Iowa and Maine and leverages this experience to do the same for Nevada. The annual DUR report is developed and maintained in accordance with the format specified by CMS and in collaboration with DHCFP. GHS is adopting the new CMS Report format for the federal fiscal year (FFY) 2009 report submitted on behalf of the State of Iowa.


GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop ad hoc utilization, clinical and financial reports to support changes in Medicaid policy.

		c

		GHS has a team of both clinical and health policy experts ready to assist DHCFP as soon as changes in policy, financing or other pharmacy-related information becomes available. GHS provides the required reporting to support changes in Medicaid policy, as they do for their current clients.


GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop draft and final meeting agendas and minutes in accordance with DHCFP timelines.

		c

		GHS creates meeting agendas and minutes for the DUR Board meetings, as they do for their present clients. Drafts are forwarded to DHCFP for review and approval prior to dissemination. GHS works with DHCFP to establish expectations and guidelines for the creation of these agendas and meeting minutes. GHS staff is acutely aware of the expectations of both DHCFP and the DUR Board as to the quality of meeting minutes recorded and works diligently to ensure that the final product meets or exceeds the State’s expectations.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assist DHCFP in recruiting for DUR Board appointments.

		c

		GHS currently performs this service for the State of Iowa. GHS leverages this experience to provide DHCFP with assistance in recruiting qualified DUR Board appointments. GHS strives to recruit and recommend only highly-qualified and skilled practitioners for confirmation to the DUR Board.


GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide clinical and financial recommendations to DHCFP for policy changes that support a comprehensive pharmacy program.

		c

		GHS has a team of both clinical and health policy experts ready to assist DHCFP by providing clinical and financial advice and recommendations for policy changes to support Nevada’s comprehensive pharmacy program. GHS staff has considerable experience both with Medicaid and in the pharmacy industry in general. They pride themselves on their ability to stay up-to-date on current issues and trends in these areas. GHS currently provides a range of public-sector and Medicaid-specific pharmacy benefit services in ten states. This allows GHS to leverage “Best Practices” in these states and share them with other clients. GHS also makes recommendations to its clients as appropriate on cost savings and quality improvement initiatives. GHS typically runs “what if” scenarios on various pharmacy-related proposals, as well as provides detail technical documentation that can be used to provide supporting documentation. GHS provides this type of assistance routinely for the states of Maine, Iowa, West Virginia and Wyoming. GHS welcomes the opportunity to provide these services to Nevada.


GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee



		12.6.4.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assist DHCFP in the identification and appointment of a State Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee for recommendation to the Governor with the responsibility for review and approval of all programs relative to the use of Preferred Drugs and the Prior Authorization process.

		c

		GHS currently performs similar services for the State of Iowa. GHS leverages this experience to provide DHCFP with assistance in recruiting qualified P&T Committee candidates. GHS understands the vital role that the P&T Committee members play relative to the PDL and PA program and strives to recruit and recommend only highly-qualified and skilled practitioners for confirmation to the P&T Commission.


GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Formulate, develop and provide to the P&T Committee recommendations for preferred drug(s) in each reviewed class. These classes may have more than one drug determined to have equal effectiveness and therapeutic value. In some classes, more than one drug may be recommended as the “Preferred Drug(s)”.

		c

		Efficient design and application of the PDL is an area of excellence for GHS. GHS’ PDL management system is designed to offer the maximum amount of functionality. GHS has learned that a highly intelligent and flexible system reduces both administrative costs and provider burdens while optimizing net savings. GHS does their best to assist the State in the further development and management of its PDL. GHS conducts analysis of each drug to be considered, as outlined in the RFP requirements.

GHS has designed different PDLs tailored to the unique needs of each state. The state can always save more money with its PDL so the question is how much are they and their providers willing to endure to capture savings. Next, GHS determines how much further the PDL can be expanded and over what time span. It is beneficial to then ascertain from the State what has and has not worked well over the past few years. GHS interviews staff concerning their impressions of current drug committee deliberations and apparent biases. Once a state has established a PDL, it has made a long-term commitment to its basic structure. There is only so much change that can be tolerated from year to year. When a state joins a pool, a certain amount of realignment is mutually beneficial. Again, only a small to moderate amount of PDL changes can be tolerated so you reserve your changes for the largest dollar values. Therefore, the method of developing a PDL for a new PDL state is vastly different from that for a PDL-experienced state like Nevada.


First, the methodology is decided as much by the State as it is by GHS. This is a collaborative process. Although GHS has their own ideas on how to approach the initial design of each PDL category, GHS benefits greatly from the State’s input. Although GHS does the negotiating, the design and redesign of each category reflects the considerations of the State. Having said this, it is also important to make the following points. The most important aspect of deciding how to develop Nevada’s PDL depends greatly on how satisfied DHCFP is with the results so far. GHS needs to assess what DHCFP’s true net costs and savings have been to date and DHCFP needs to communicate what has worked well and what has not. GHS can tell DHCFP how much additional GHS can save but DHCFP also needs to tell GHS how much they need or want to save. DHCFP also needs to communicate how much resistance they are willing to take from advocates, providers, lobbyists, and legislators. GHS designed a more complete and aggressive PDL in Maine than in Iowa because Maine’s savings needs dictated doing so. GHS’ method in each state varies depending on each state’s specific fiscal needs.


It is GHS’ overall belief that a PDL needs to provide an ample selection of preferred drugs that allows primary care physicians to care for the majority of their patients without PA requests necessary on a daily basis. States want more savings but they also need PDL stability. It never makes sense to chase short-term dollars. DHCFP and GHS need to look several years in the future. States demand PDL efficiencies of scale and process to maximize savings, minimize overhead, and maintain or improve clinical effectiveness. 

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		When two or more drugs in a class have equal effectiveness and therapeutic value, review these drugs on a cost basis and recommend which of the drugs should be selected for the base PDL for DHCFP. Other brand name drugs in this class will also be included if an appropriate supplemental rebate is obtained from the manufacturer.

		c

		GHS provides these kinds of cost analyses for its current clients and has considerable experience in creating these kinds of analyses and recommendations. If appropriate supplemental rebates are obtained from a manufacturer on other brand name drugs within the same class, these drugs are also included in the analysis.


GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Present recommendations, provide written analysis and respond to questions from the P&T Committee regarding its recommendations and finalize the PDL. The P&T Committee will be responsible for review of the analysis and providing a final recommendation to DHCFP regarding which drugs should be included on the Preferred List.

		c

		GHS is fully capable and experienced in both providing and assisting in the presentations of drug monographs, therapeutic class reviews and cost analyses to P&T Committees. Recommendations and analyses are provided to the committee in a written report, along with the drug monographs and therapeutic class reviews. They are presented in-person by GHS’ pharmacist and physician team during the scheduled meetings. GHS creates customized drug monographs and provides them to drug committees, depending on each state’s specifications. The goal of the clinical monographs is to assist the committee members in arriving quickly at a rational assessment as to what unique properties (both positive and negative) each drug has relative to other agents in the same class, if any exist. The monographs concisely summarize essential data concerning safety, efficacy and cost. If a drug is recommended as preferred but with conditions, then these conditions are described along with their clinical rationales. Supplemental rebate agreements and savings information are included in the materials and any savings estimations are coded to protect the confidentiality. GHS understands that the P&T Committee is responsible for reviewing the materials provided as well for the final recommendation regarding which drugs should be included on the PDL. GHS works with DHCFP upon contract award to determine mutually acceptable formats for all documentation.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.37 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Facilitate and/or participate in P&T Committee meetings at least quarterly and more often as determined by the Chair, through the supply of meeting documents, arrangement of facilities and participation in the meetings in a consultative manner.

		c

		GHS provides the clinical, logistical and administrative support needed to perform its duties concerning the P&T Committee. GHS’ doctors and pharmacists attend meetings as well as provide clinical input. This includes facilitating meetings, recording meeting minutes, providing drug class reviews and any related data and/or analytical reports, including cost information. GHS works with DHCFP to develop a timeline for managing the PDL and P&T Committee. GHS uses its experience in West Virginia, Maine and Iowa as a baseline to customize the timeline and related activities to meet the specific needs of the Nevada Medicaid P&T Committee and DHCFP.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.4.38 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and make available P&T Committee materials according to DHCFP guidelines. These materials include but are not limited to Agendas, Approved Minutes, and Drug Class Reviews. Some materials will be posted on the contractor’s website. 

		c

		GHS develops, maintains and makes available all materials required to support the P&T Committee, as outlined in the RFP requirements. All materials are created and maintained in accordance with DHCFP policies and guidelines. Any DHCFP-designated materials are posted to the Nevada MMIS website developed for this project.


GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.






		Specialty Pharmacy – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.6.4.39 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently managing specialty pharmaceuticals. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients

		c

		To assist DHCFP in more effectively and efficiently managing specialty pharmaceuticals, we propose to partner with Novologix to control specialty pharmacy expenditures and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients. Since we are bidding Novologix for a potential service, we did not provide subcontractor information as part of our proposal but can provide this information to DHCFP upon request. 

NovoLogix is a cutting-edge Medical Pharmacy PBM company and has managed the pharmaceuticals covered under the medical benefit for clients for more than 10 years. Their innovative information system, MedRx, and services platform creates customizable, PBM-like capabilities.


Nevada Medicaid spends millions of dollars annually for drugs paid under the medical benefit. Specialty drugs are a critical component of this spend, representing one of the fastest growing segments of health care with yearly trends of about 15 to 20 percent. Current spend for specialty pharmacy in the U.S. is estimated to be $40 billion and, since many of these products require assistance from a health care professional for administration, more than 50 percent on the spend occurs under the medical benefit. The number of biopharmaceutical drugs in development is growing and it is estimated that about 70 percent of them will be administered by health care professionals. Due to this, physician offices, ambulatory infusion suites and home health care providers will increase in prominence as distribution channels for these products. Payers will need to apply new technologies and techniques in order to effectively manage these medical drug spend increases. NovoLogix partnered with ACS can provide the tools and strategies needed to reduce the rapid increase of this drug spend.

Novologix’ MedRx medical pharmacy system can effectively and efficiently manage drugs covered under the medical benefit, producing measurable medical pharmacy cost reductions. MedRx gives payers a web-based, HIPAA-compliant system that adds sophistication to the management of the medical pharmacy market. The MedRx suite of tools, processes and technologies improves patient outcomes and reduces costs while providing powerful real-time tools to clients. MedRx suite of services includes the following:


Drug Spend Containment: MedRx provides powerful tools to manage medical pharmacy drug spend by implementing flexible NDC and HCPCS-based pricing methodologies such as AWP, WAC, MAC, ASP and brand/generic pricing. In addition to the sophistication MedRx brings in provider contract administration, NovoLogix’s extensive NDC/HCPCS crosswalk can improve the efficiency and expand the scope of service settings from which medical pharmacy rebates are obtained.


Drug Utilization Management: MedRx helps organizations manage drug utilization in a number of different ways including application of clinical criteria and prior authorizations, implementing excessive quantity edits, and screening for off-label use of high-cost drugs. In addition, NovoLogix produces medical pharmacy utilization and trend reports, bringing clarity to use that may have previously been obscured and early identification of trends requiring intervention.

Strategy Execution: MedRx gives organizations tools to access and leverage data for a variety of purposes including evaluating providers, improving patient outcomes and operating more efficiently. Clients have access to strategic information to evaluate, profile and configure the medical pharmacy network. With NDC-level data, NovoLogix can help to integrate data for reporting consistency with the pharmacy benefit. The information can assist in modeling new drug pricing scenarios, formularies and benefits, provider contracts, clinical programs and manufacturer discounts, as well as allow for strategies to implement cost-effective alternate sites of care for medical pharmacy administration.


Streamlined Processing: MedRx automates many of the manual processes currently associated with medical pharmaceutical drugs. Sophisticated management services minimize staffing or infrastructure needs by incorporating an automated electronic HIPAA-compliant interface, EDI transactions from providers, and prompt claim adjudication. Functions typically done in a manual fashion become automated. Examples include:


Automated NDC-level pricing and editing of medical pharmacy claim transactions


NDC and HCPCS cross-walking for claim submissions


Automated management of medical pharmacy miscellaneous codes


Automated processing of prior authorization transactions for medical benefit drugs


We propose to call MedRx from the Core MMIS during claims adjudication (similar to ClaimCheck) to price and edit medical drugs according to DHCFP rules. During the transition period, Novologix staff meets with DHCFP to determine the specific pricing rules and utilization edits applicable to Nevada.

Novologix can offer creative pricing scenarios for these services, however, they will need to perform an analysis of actual program data in order to finalize their costing approach for DHCFP.  

Because we need further review of Nevada’s data prior to determining costing information, we have not included 12.6.4.39 in our budget neutral cost model.



		Pharmacy – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.4.40 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve Contractor procedures for Pharmacy program.

		

		



		Pharmacy – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.4.41 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Enter adjustment requests within forty-eight (48) hours of DHCFP request. 

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.4.42 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Enter Accounts Receivable in system within twenty-four (24) hours. 

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.4.43 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Mail invoice statements to manufacturers within sixty (60) days of the end of the calendar quarter.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.5

		ELECTRONIC PRESCRIPTION SOFTWARE



		12.6.5.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide eligibility, formulary, and medication history information via a commercially available software application to prescribers electing to use electronic prescribing functionality in their practice.

		a

		ACS’ automated Web-based electronic prescription (e-prescribing) software is certified on the Surescripts-RxHub network and provides recipient eligibility, formulary, and medication history to providers at the point of sale promoting patient safety and cost control measures. ACS has a wealth of e-prescribing experience and will leverage this knowledge to maximize the benefits of e-prescribing for the Nevada contract. The  Surescripts-RxHub network includes the majority of major chain pharmacies, numerous independent pharmacies and covers more than 90 percent of the nation’s pharmacies. Founded by the pharmacy industry in 2001, Surescripts operates the Pharmacy Health Information Exchange, which facilitates the secure electronic transmission of prescription information between physicians and pharmacists and provides access to lifesaving information about patients during emergencies or routine care. In fact, ACS currently maintains a relationship with Surescripts-RxHub (“RxHub”) to support e-prescribing and real-time pharmacy third party liability services for CMS on behalf of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Emergency Prescription Service Program (EPAP). 



		12.6.5.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Use the X12 270/271 HIPAA transaction to verify recipient eligibility for prescriber requests.

		a

		Key functions of ACS’ e-prescribing software include the confirmation of patient eligibility, medication histories and the formulary file at the point of care. ACS interoperates with the Surecripts network to obtain eligibility, formulary and medication history information using the standard American Standards Committee (ASC) X12N-270/271 Member Eligibility Request and Response and NCPDP SCRIPT 8.1- Medication History request (RXHREQ) and Medication History response (RXHRES) transactions. 



		12.6.5.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update recipient eligibility data daily, during off-peak hours via a batch process.

		a

		ACS updates recipient eligibility data during off-peak hours via a daily batch process. 



		12.6.5.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Use an automated system to validate scripts and forward real-time electronic copy of the prescriber’s script to the identified pharmacy. Utilize validation failures to prevent submission of a non-valid script and present information to the Prescriber as to why the script cannot be filled.

		a

		ACS’ integrated EHR/e-prescribing solution integrates multiple clinical and technical edits at the point of care to prevent submission of a non-valid script. It also coordinates recipients, prescribers, payers, and dispensers using an electronic exchange of information that generates a clinically-appropriate prescription. Based on the respective edit, informational edit messages (e.g., drug-drug interaction, duplicate therapy, formulary, prior authorization, etc.) or hard edit messages (e.g., invalid days supply or refills) are presented to the prescriber notifying as to the issue. 



		12.6.5.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Validate receipt of script coverage files, validate NCPDP specifications.

		a

		See our response to 12.6.5.2.



		12.6.5.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide downloads of the contractor’s pharmacy list and formulary into the prescriber's practice management system.

		a

		ACS’ e-prescribing software also provides those physicians currently utilizing electronic medical records and/or e-prescribing tools at the point of care to retrieve data (i.e., patient eligibility, medication histories and the formulary file) from RxHub for recipients. 



		12.6.5.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow prescribers to request and receive a Nevada Medicaid or Checkup recipient medication history using the latest version of NCPDP from a secured routing vendor. 

		a

		See our response to 12.6.5.6.



		12.6.6

		PHARMACY DRUG OBRA AND SUPPLEMENTAL REBATE



		Drug OBRA Rebate



		12.6.6.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Process OBRA rebates on all covered outpatient drug claims in accordance with Federal Regulations.

		a

		ACS uses a proven combination of our drug rebate administration team located in Atlanta, Georgia, and our Drug Rebate Analysis and Management System (DRAMS) to provide rebate administration services to DHCFP. ACS is a leading provider of drug rebate administration services. We are capable of performing all Omnibus Reconciliation Act 1990 (OBRA ‘90), State supplemental, and diabetic supply rebate administration services identified in the RFP including invoicing, dispute resolution, and accounting functions. Anchored by ACS’ DRAMS, our rebate administration is proven and offers DHCFP unequalled drug rebate administration services.

DRAMS is currently used to administer rebate invoicing, tracking, and payment collection for 12 Medicaid programs—with Texas and California scheduled to go live in 2010 and 2011. ACS’ rebate administration team provides rebate administration for five of these Medicaid programs and supplemental rebate administration for three of these Medicaid programs.

ACS is currently developing a new version of DRAMS that is Java-based, MITA aligned, and is Internet accessible. The Java version goes live in Massachusetts in August, 2010. Then, we plan to migrate our existing clients to the Java version. Since Nevada’s implementation is scheduled to occur in October, 2011, we have proposed the Java-based DRAMS. 



		12.6.6.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform drug rebate activities in accordance with DHCFP accounting principles (i.e. write-offs).

		a

		ACS agrees to perform drug rebate activities according to DHCFP’s accounting principles.



		12.6.6.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept and process the quarterly CMS drug rebate tape. 

		a

		DRAMS also accepts the quarterly rebate tape from CMS which provides the unit rebate amount (URA) which CMS calculates from pricing data submitted by manufacturers quarterly. ACS loads the data contained on this quarterly tape into DRAMS, before beginning the invoice preparation process.



		12.6.6.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept copy of check or EFT from DHCFP to enter into drug rebate software.

		a

		We understand, based on the State’s answer to question 286 in Amendment 3, that DHCFP manages labeler payments and provides the lockboxes. In this case, DHCFP will provide check information on a daily, or frequency approved by DHCFP, basis to our rebate administration team for processing. Labelers can also send their payments electronically via electronic funds transfer (EFT). For EFT payments, the labeler also sends an e-mail to ACS’ rebate administration team that identifies the EFT amount and how we should manually apply the payment. The ACS rebate accounting team allocates the payment to each check or EFT’s respective NDC (at the 11-digit level). 



		12.6.6.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept dispute requests from the manufacturers.



		a

		Although some labelers dispute every invoice, most labelers are interested in complying with the requirements of the rebate programs. Many labelers have stated that the greatest reason for disputes is the unavailability of detailed data to support the invoices. While DRAMS provides robust features to identify areas for potential disputes before invoices are ever generated, there is always the potential that a dispute will occur. In designing DRAMS, ACS developed a powerful dispute resolution function based on input from dispute resolution specialists and pharmacists.

ACS accepts dispute requests from manufacturers. When resolving disputed items, ACS rebate personnel follow all federal and State requirements relating to the dispute resolution process. If necessary, they perform analysis of claims for disputed NDCs such as old, replaced, or nonexistent drug codes or the incorrect application of codes. All dispute correspondence is tracked and maintained electronically. 



		12.6.6.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept prior quarter adjustments from the manufacturers.

		a

		ACS accepts Reconciliation of State Invoice (ROSI)/Prior Quarter Adjustment Statement (PQAS) statements, checks, EFT, envelopes, and correspondence. Each check or EFT is logged into DRAMS and is then recorded on a list of checks or EFTs waiting to be allocated. As the allocation of payment begins, the rebate accounting specialist selects a check or EFT to allocate and then associates that check or EFT with a labeler number and quarter to which it should be allocated. The allocation is performed on an NDC level (11-digit) for the selected quarter provided on the ROSI and any previous quarters for which there is a PQAS.



		12.6.6.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Quarterly create invoices for prior period adjustments (claims). 

		a

		DRAMS supports the creation of invoices for prior period adjustments (PPAs) using the same process it uses for other invoices.






		12.6.6.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to submit a request online that will generate an invoice outside of the standard quarter end invoice generation process. 

		a

		DRAMS supports the ability to enter online a request for the creation of invoices outside the standard invoice generation process.



		12.6.6.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enter Accounts Receivable in drug rebate system within timeframe established by DHCFP and in accordance with Federal guidelines.

		a

		DRAMS contains a powerful, easy-to-use accounts receivable (AR) system to perform the rebate accounting functions including recording invoiced amounts, payments received, applying interest and late fees. These activities are performed within timeframes established by DHCFP and in accordance with federal guidelines. Our rebate staff may access any quarter or range of quarters, and review a list of the total balance due to or from each manufacturer for the period selected. From this list, the user may drill down to a list of each invoice within the period for any selected manufacturer. This list contains details such as original invoice amount, current invoice amount, amount paid, disputed amount, interest amount, and current principal due.



		12.6.6.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Receive and Post Money:


ch. Allow NDC specific rebate;


ci. Calculate interest on payments over thirty-eight (38) days, or in accordance with Federal regulations;


cj. Send reminders if interest payment not received;

ck. Capture T-bill interest rates weekly; and


cl. Track invoice.

		a

		We receive payment information from DHCFP and post payments. The allocation is performed on an NDC level (11-digit) for the selected quarter provided on the ROSI and any previous quarters for which there is a PQAS.


DRAMS accommodates federal T-Bill rates for interest calculation on any late rebate payments. Before invoices are generated, interest is calculated for all prior quarters. The T-bill interest total is included in the optional Section 3 of the rebate invoice, which also displays all additional amounts that are outstanding after 38 days. In addition, interest can be calculated at any time and included in either collection letters (for unpaid amounts) or dispute letters, for units under dispute. These letters can be sent either via e-mail or by mail or a combination of the two for different labelers. For those labelers that are non-responsive, we proceed with further collection efforts based on collection guidelines approved by the State. We are also able to generate a Rebate Accounts Receivable collection report when unpaid balances exceed 38 days. 



		12.6.6.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow adjustments to A/R based on manual review. 

		a

		See our response to 12.6.6.10.



		12.6.6.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		View online all NDCs associated with an invoice.



		a

		DRAMS supports this functionality via its user-friendly Java-based GUI. The strength of DRAMS lies in placing all stored rebate and claims data at the user’s fingertips. Users have convenient access to all needed information from nearly anywhere in the system. Whereas the user of most other rebate tools must navigate to each screen through a series of menus, DRAMS users can start at a screen displaying summary information, such as a quarterly invoice, and drill down to detailed information regarding the invoice, such as a particular claim, provider data, or even the rebate amount history for an NDC.



		12.6.6.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		View online all claims associated with NDCs invoiced for a quarter. 

		a

		DRAMS supports this functionality via its user-friendly Java-based GUI. 



		12.6.6.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to identify payments as current or prior quarter.

		a

		See our response to 12.6.6.6.



		12.6.6.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow input of notes associated with copies of checks received. 

		a

		DRAMS supports this functionality via its user-friendly Java-based GUI.



		12.6.6.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain rebate agreements online with NDC data. 

		a

		Our rebate administration staff receives rebate agreements from Goold and enters the information online into DRAMS with NDC data.



		12.6.6.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain unit field and Rebate Per Unit (RPU) in accordance with Federal Regulations.

		a

		DRAMS supports the maintenance of the rebate per unit (RPU) in accordance with federal regulations.



		12.6.6.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide capability to update manufacturer information online. 

		a

		Once a labeler is participating in the Medicaid Drug Rebate program, the labeler must provide CMS with current quarter pricing data, prior quarter updates, contact information, and any additions within 30 days after the end of each calendar quarter. This information is stored within DRAMS and can be modified online through the systems Web-based GUI. 



		12.6.6.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Query accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler). 

		a

		DRAMS supports this functionality via its user-friendly Java-based GUI. 



		12.6.6.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to post payments and identify disputed NDCs on the same screen. 

		a

		DRAMS supports this functionality via its user-friendly Java-based GUI. 



		12.6.6.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain date invoice mailed to manufacturer.

		a

		Once invoices are generated. They are delivered to the mailroom and the date of mailing is determined, ACS rebate personnel enter this mailing date into the drug rebate system to permit interest calculations. If an invoice is returned for any reason, the mailing date is reset, and the invoice is subsequently disseminated to the labeler. 



		12.6.6.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Return quarterly drug rebate tapes as requested by CMS.

		a

		ACS returns drug rebate tapes to CMS quarterly.



		12.6.6.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate invoices, paper and electronic, and keep online versions of paper invoice. 

		a

		Rebate administration staff perform these steps to generate paper and electronic invoices each quarter:

Calculate invoices

Run invoice audits

Review under-threshold invoices

Freeze invoices

Generate invoices

Quality assurance for invoice process

Distribute invoices to labelers via paper and the Web


These steps are explained in detail in Proposal Section 12.6.6 Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate.

Invoices are available for viewing online through DRAMS.



		12.6.6.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide drug rebate invoice generation, track receipt of money and assistance to the dispute resolution staff.

		a

		See our response to 12.6.6.5 and 12.6.6.10.



		12.6.6.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate outstanding balance/credit based on units rebated and corrections to original invoice. 

		a

		DRAMS supports this functionality with its powerful AR system.



		12.6.6.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate dispute report to manufacturer. 

		a

		ACS supplies manufacturers with dispute reports when working with manufacturers regarding disputes.



		12.6.6.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate letter to CMS/manufacturer to confirm changes to manufacturer information. 

		a

		ACS generates letters to CMS/manufacturers to confirm changes made to manufacturer information within DRAMS.



		12.6.6.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Send reminder to manufacturer if payment not received within 38 days of mailing invoice (include note for interest due in the reminder notice). 

		a

		See our response to 12.6.6.10.



		12.6.6.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform all reporting requests from CMS or other Federal regulatory bodies. 

		a

		ACS works with DHCFP to develop reports (i.e. quarterly, and year-to-date) necessary to meet the needs of each of the drug rebate programs. Reports that are most commonly used and accessible through DRAMS are listed at the end of Proposal Section 12.6.6 Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate.






		12.6.6.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide performance reports as identified by DHCFP. These reports will be available online through the contractor’s secure web interface.

		a

		Reports discussed in 12.6.6.29 are available through the DRAMS Web-based GUI.



		Supplemental Rebate



		12.6.6.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Process Supplemental Rebates on all covered outpatient drug claims in accordance with State contracts and Federal regulations.

		a

		Our approach to supplemental rebate administration has developed through work with nine Medicaid and three supplemental rebate programs. We have a standardized approach to rebate administration. Our administration of DHCFP’s supplemental program is simplified through the use of DRAMS and the same rebate staff that manages the OBRA rebate program. Thus, all claims data, processes and procedures that support the administrative functions for the supplemental program are the same as those described earlier for the OBRA program.

ACS implements supplemental rebates as a separate program within DRAMS to allow easy management and separate reporting. We process supplemental rebates on all covered outpatient drug claims in accordance with State contracts and Federal regulations.



		12.6.6.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Invoice Supplemental Drug Rebates to manufacturers on a quarterly basis based upon individual rebate agreements.

		a, c

		GHS will provide supplemental rebate negotiations. GHS will provide ACS with the negotiated supplemental URAs which serve as the basis for supplemental rebate administration including invoicing and collection of supplemental rebates by ACS. We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.23 for our response to this requirement.


We estimate that GHS will perform 10% of this requirement.



		12.6.6.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept rebate amounts (EFT or copy of check) from the manufacturers. 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.4 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept dispute requests from the manufacturers.



		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.5 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept prior quarter adjustments from the manufacturers.

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.6 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Quarterly create invoices for prior period adjustments (claims). 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.7 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.37 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to submit a request online that will generate an invoice outside of the standard quarter end invoice generation process. 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.8 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.38 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enter Accounts Receivable in drug rebate system within timeframe established by DHCFP and in accordance with Federal guidelines.

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.9 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.39 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Receive and Post Money:


cm. Allow NDC specific rebate;


cn. Calculate interest on payments over thirty-eight (38) days, or in accordance with Federal regulations;


co. Send reminders if interest payment not received;


cp. Capture T-bill interest rates weekly; and


cq. Track invoice.

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.10 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.40 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow adjustments to A/R based on manual review.

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.10 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.41 

		Contractor Responsibility

		View online all NDCs associated with an invoice. 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.12 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.42 

		Contractor Responsibility

		View online all claims associated with NDCs invoiced for a quarter. 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.12 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.43 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to identify payments as current or prior quarter. 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.6 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.44 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow input of notes associated with copies of checks received.



		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.15 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.45 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain rebate agreements online with NDC data. 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.16 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.46 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain unit field and Rebate Per Unit (RPU) in accordance with Federal Regulations.

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.17 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.47 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide capability to update manufacturer information online. 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.18 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.48 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Query accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler). 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.19 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.49 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to post payments and identify disputed NDCs on the same screen. 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.20 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.50 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain date invoice mailed to manufacturer.

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.21 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.51 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate report on payments received for each quarter. 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.10 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.52 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate invoices, paper and electronic, and keep online versions of paper invoice. 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.23 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.53 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide drug rebate invoice generation, track receipt of money (EFT and copies of checks) and assistance to the dispute resolution staff.

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.5 and 12.6.6.10 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.54 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate outstanding balance/credit based on units rebated and corrections to original invoice. 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.25 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.55 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate dispute report to manufacturer. 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.26 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.56 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Send reminder to manufacturer if payment not received within 38 days of mailing invoice (include note for interest due in the reminder notice). 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.28 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.57 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform all reporting requests from CMS or other Federal regulatory bodies. 

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.29 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.6.58 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide performance reports as identified by DHCFP. These reports will be available online through the contractor’s secure web interface.

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support supplemental rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.30 for our response to this requirement.



		Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.6.59 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform all rebate requirements in accordance with federal regulations.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.6.60 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform all supplemental rebate requirements consistent with OBRA rebate program.

		a, c

		ACS and GHS confirm their commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.7

		DIABETIC SUPPLY REBATE



		12.6.7.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Administer a Diabetic Supply Procurement Program (DSPP) to manage and collect rebates from diabetic supply manufacturer(s) for Diabetic supplies including Glucometers and test strips. The Diabetic Supply Procurement Program is applicable for the Nevada Medicaid Fee-for-service and Nevada Check Up Fee-for-service programs, excluding Dual eligibles (Medicare and Medicaid coverage).

		c

		GHS administers a Diabetic Supply Procurement Program (DSPP) to manage and collect rebates from diabetic supply manufacturers as they do for the states of Georgia, Wyoming, Iowa, and Maine. In Maine and Georgia, GHS also performs negotiations for lancets and syringes, providing a considerable cost savings to these states.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.7.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Leverage the purchasing power of other State Medicaid programs, when possible, to maximize the rebate negotiation process.

		c

		GHS uses its experience and relationships to maximize the best diabetic supply rebates for Nevada. GHS currently provides this service for the seven states participating in the SSDC.


GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.7.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform all DSPP activities in a transparent manner, and in accordance with Nevada Medicaid and Check Up policies.

		c

		GHS negotiates for drug rebates in a model that is completely transparent to its state partners. GHS negotiates with manufacturers on behalf of the State of Nevada. DHCFP makes all decisions regarding acceptance of offers. The DSPP contracts are between the manufacturers and DHCFP only; GHS is not directly mentioned in these new contracts. GHS acts as the intermediary in the creation and maintenance of these agreements. If Nevada should choose to replace GHS in the future, there is no need for new agreements or CMS review. 100 percent of the DSPP rebates collected are remitted to Nevada in the manner specified. GHS operates a 100 percent transparent DSPP process ensuring accountability through the rebate process.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.7.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow override exceptions to the program including but not limited to, regional shortage of monitors and/or supplies, and State Administrative action, through the pharmacy technical call center.

		a

		Our Reno, Nevada, call center provides staff that overrides exception to the diabetic supply program for reasons such as shortage of monitors and supplies. Our staff is thoroughly trained regarding DHCFP override guidelines. 



		12.6.7.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify manufacturers that will exchange diabetes monitors for a similar monitor at no cost to the recipient and that one-hundred percent (100%) of the monitor rebates go back to DHCFP.

		c

		GHS has negotiated with many diabetic supply manufacturers who exchange monitors. GHS works with several manufacturers who manage the exchange and agree to distribute without a dispensing fee. GHS does not keep any rebate revenue and ensures that 100 percent of the monitor rebates go back to DHCFP.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.7.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Negotiate rates and manage contracts with manufacturer(s) so that the monitor rebate is equal to one-hundred percent (100%) of Wholesale Acquisition Cost (WAC) price or one-hundred percent (100%) of the pharmacy reimbursement amount, depending upon selected vendor’s contract. In no case, can a manufacturer’s rebate exceed the pharmacy reimbursement amount.

		c

		GHS currently negotiates these rates for monitors. Through controls in the rebate invoicing process, GHS can ensure that a manufacturer’s rebate cannot exceed the pharmacy reimbursement amount.

GHS performs 100% of this requirement.






		12.6.7.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide recommendations and cost savings scenarios to assist the State in choosing the selection of manufacturers that provide quality products in a cost efficient manner, as the State reserves final approval of the number of manufacturers chosen to participate in the DSPP for Nevada. 

		c

		GHS provides recommendations and cost savings scenarios to assist Nevada in choosing the selection of manufacturers that provide quality products in a cost efficient manner.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.7.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide DHCFP with cost scenarios based upon the number and selection of manufacturer contract renewals.

		c

		To enable the State to make bid decisions, GHS provides DHCFP with savings projection reports based on how the management of the category is structured. 

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.7.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Draft, negotiate, and implement DSPP rebate agreements with manufacturers.

		c

		GHS drafts, negotiates, and implements DSPP rebate agreements with manufacturers just as GHS does for their other clients.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.7.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manage online adjudication of DSPP related claims through the Pharmacy Point-of-Sale (POS) system, ensuring that the monitors and supplies of selected manufacturers are coded to process appropriately. 

		a

		PBM OS+ provides online adjudication of DSPP related claims. The system provides edits that ensure that monitors and supplies of selected manufacturer are coded appropriately. 



		12.6.7.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct dispute resolution with manufacturers.

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support diabetic supply rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.5 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.7.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Protect manufacturer price and rebate information as confidential documents and in accordance with the confidentiality provisions set forth in the contracts between the Contractor, participating state(s) and the manufacturer(s).

		a, c

		The security and confidentiality of the rebate pricing and financial information is of the utmost priority to ACS and GHS. ACS and GHS share responsibility for adherence to all contract confidentiality provisions.



		12.6.7.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor price of Diabetic supplies to ensure that the cost and rebate are equal.

		c

		GHS has successfully negotiated contracts with diabetic supply manufacturers that allow states to successfully receive rebates equal to the cost of monitors and substantial discounts on strips and other diabetic supplies. GHS applies their knowledge and experience in this area to achieve the same level of savings for the Nevada on diabetic supplies.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.7.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure that all Diabetic supply claims are processed through the POS, and disallow processing of such claims within the MMIS.

		a

		PBM OS+ provides online adjudication of diabetic supply claims. The MMIS provides edits to disallow processing of diabetic supply claims. 



		12.6.7.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform management of the diabetic rebates including invoicing, collection or rebates, dispute resolution, and financial reporting, in compliance with federal regulations.

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support diabetic supply rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.5, 12.6.6.6, 12.6.6.23, and 12.6.6.29, for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.7.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Apply logic to ensure that the appropriate rebate amount received from the vendor will not exceed the cost paid by DHCFP.

		a

		Our rebate administration staff ensures that the appropriate rebate amount received does not exceed the cost paid by DHCFP.



		12.6.7.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Track all DSPP invoices and rebates separately from other rebate programs and in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		ACS implements the DSPP as a separate supplemental program in DRAMS to allow easy management, invoicing, and separate reporting. We administer this program according to State and federal rules and regulations.



		12.6.7.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Invoice manufacturers on a quarterly basis, or more frequently as indicated by contract with manufacturer(s).

		a

		We use the same rebate staff and DRAMS to support diabetic supply rebates as we do to support OBRA rebates. Refer to 12.6.6.23 for our response to this requirement.



		12.6.7.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Retain no portion of rebates for Diabetic supplies collected on behalf of DHCFP. Remit one-hundred percent (100%) of the supplemental rebates collected on behalf of DHCFP.

		c

		100 percent of the DSPP rebates collected are remitted to Nevada. GHS operates a 100 percent transparent DSPP process ensuring accountability through the rebate process.

GHS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.7.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform program outreach, including but not limited to, the following activities:

cr. Ongoing communication through a DSPP-specific website to update providers on current policies and procedures;

cs. Serve as point-of-contact for provider questions and concerns (written and telephonic);

ct. Coordinate with selected manufacturers to deliver education materials to pharmacies;

cu. Develop and maintain a Fact Sheet to educate stakeholders on DSPP; and

cv. Conduct physician and pharmacy profiling to identify need for educational interventions, and provide additional information or training to such providers.

		a, c

		ACS’ and GHS’ goal in all of our verbal and written communication is to ensure that providers have the information they need to easily understand program policies regarding the DSPP.

Ongoing communication regarding the DSPP is provided through the new Nevada Web portal. This information updates providers on current policies and procedures.


ACS’ well-trained call center staff and provider field representatives effectively respond to DSPP inquiries and provide exemplary customer service in phone, e-mail, and direct in-person contacts with providers. We coordinate with selected manufacturers to deliver education materials to pharmacies. We follow a structured, quality-based approach to developing and maintaining a Fact Sheet to educate stakeholders on DSPP that provides information that is clear and concise.

GHS conducts physician and pharmacy profiling as part of their duties under the new contract. These profiles indentify providers that need educational interventions. ACS’ training staff provides additional information or training to such providers. 

We estimate that GHS will perform approximately 60% of this requirement.



		12.6.7.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		All communication and outreach materials must be approved by DHCFP prior to distribution.

		a

		ACS seeks DHCFP approval of any communication and outreach material prior to distribution.



		12.6.7.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform DSPP reporting activities including, but not limited to:

cw. Production of reports to meet all CMS reporting requirements;

cx. Benchmark analysis for financial outcomes to monitor trends, and provide program recommendations to improve financial outcomes; and

cy. Quarterly cost effectiveness reports on DSPP, including related POS costs and the rebate revenues.

		a, c

		ACS and GHS work with DHCFP throughout the life of the contract to provide meaningful DSPP reports that allow DHCFP to effectively manage the DSPP. 

We estimate that GHS will perform 80% of this requirement.



		Diabetic Supply Rebate – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.7.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Consider Contractor recommendations and cost savings scenarios to give approval of the number of manufacturers chosen to participate in the DSPP, and subsequent manufacturer contract renewal.

		

		



		12.6.7.24 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve and sign manufacturer contracts/addendums when appropriate.

		

		



		12.6.7.25 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approval all outgoing DSPP communication and outreach materials.

		

		



		Diabetic Supply Rebate – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.7.26 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Produce DSPP reports within timelines and frequency specified by DHCFP and/or to meet Federal reporting requirements.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.8

		DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (DSS)



		12.6.8.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a Decision Support System (DSS) to support the generation of pre-defined reports as well as user-defined ad hoc reporting and data queries as specified by DHCFP.

		c

		Ingenix, as a subcontractor to ACS, is providing a replacement base DSS that will meet this requirement. A major component of the DSS solution is the IBM Cognos 8 BI Suite, including Cognos Report Studio and Cognos Query Studio. Ingenix will use Cognos as the data access layer to deliver the pre-defined reports described in Attachment P – 12.6.8 Decision Support System and as defined through project JAD sessions.

Using Cognos, the casual user will not require prior knowledge of SQL to generate many of the reports they use. Power users will have tools at their disposal to create their own custom reports or run ad hoc queries to search for both detailed and summarized information; for specific problems or problems not yet recognized; for both over- and under-utilization; for fraud, waste, and abuse; for budget expenditure reporting; and to address financial management concerns. The proposed Ingenix DSS and its supporting software tools will enable all levels of DHCFP users to perform the tasks required to address the above issues, as well as to create random samples, view scorecards to support Executive Information System (EIS) functions, and track investigative cases.

Ingenix is the leader in providing Business Intelligence/Data Warehousing solutions to state governments.  Ingenix’s Business Intelligence solutions help manage programs and services for nearly 15 million people, one-quarter of the total US Medicaid population, and nearly $115 billion of Medicaid spending, more than one-third of all Medicaid spending.


Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support multiple levels of role-based security, as agreed upon by the Contractor and DHCFP. 

		c

		Multiple levels of role-based security will be implemented, controlling not only who has access to the system, but also what data they have authority to view when using the system. We will work with DHCFP in assigning user security roles.


Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Meet the requirements for MARS and SURS certification, without the need to build and maintain separate databases or data marts.

		a

		Per the response to questions #33 and #36 in RFP Amendment 3, MARS and SURS functionality will remain part of the Core MMIS and are not part of the DSS. See Proposal Sections 12.5.7 Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) Support and 12.5.12 Management and Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS).



		12.6.8.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide DHCFP with online capability to develop, design, modify and test alternative report parameters and maintain an indexed library of such report parameters to run reports.

		c

		Casual users can run predefined reports that can be user-modified to tailor parameters as needed through the use of a simple interface. Additionally, more advanced users can create parameter-driven reports on their own and test alternative parameters.


Users can even build cascading prompts to refine the output displayed by a report; i.e., the choice selected by the user for the first prompt determines the appropriate selections to be made available in a second prompt, and the choice made for the second prompt determines the selections made available for the third prompt, etc. This feature could be used, for example, to enable the user to select a provider type from a list of valid values. Once a provider type is selected, only the provider IDs with that provider type are displayed for further selection

All reports and measures that are created can be stored in an indexed library for public use (for those with the proper authority) or kept for private access.

In Michigan state staff develop reports using parameters to manage and monitor health services for at risk children.  Hundreds of staff each day access the DSS to access information related to Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) information to better manage child services.


Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a statistically valid trend methodology approved by DHCFP for generating reports and perform various types of statistical analyses as needed by DHCFP Staff.

		c

		Our solution provides trending methodologies for statistical analyses, including the following:


· Enhanced capability to track program performance and trends around specific diseases and episodes

· Prevalence of conditions – overall and by severity – and the key services involved in diagnosing, managing and treating those conditions

· Analysis of episodes and trends by groupings of clients, including eligibility category, geographic area, PCP status, disease management program, and mental health status


An example might be the use of complete episodes to support the consistent measure of provider performance or the trending of cost and utilization over time.

In Michigan, state staff developed trend reports showing 14 Michigan communities with 80% of all child lead poisoning case and targeted prevention efforts in those communities.  Between 2004 and 2007 they were able to reduce the number of children with lead poisoning by 35 percent.


Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Permit authorized DSS users to develop, save, and invoke measures to create their own reports without requiring knowledge of complex query languages.

		c

		Users can easily develop, save, and use parameters for creating their own reports without having to understand SQL or other query languages. Cognos allows users to easily select report headings, data types, subtotals, and other measures by simply selecting the aggregate object to be included in the report. 

State workers in California utilize their DSS to provide reports regarding their federal waiver programs, disease management programs, audits and investigations, public records requests, and report consolidation.


For example, the California DHCS received a request from their Senate asking for information regarding men who received prostrate cancer treatment through the Medi-Cal program.  The specific request asked for the number of men receiving treatment, the number of men qualified for the program, and the eligibility categories under which the men were receiving coverage and services.  The report was ready for State use within 3 hours of the request.


Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a DSS solution that meets the needs of a broad spectrum of users ranging from executives to program analysts, and allows such users to analyze information in a variety of ways to meet the business needs of DHCFP.

		c

		The data warehouse developed by Ingenix and tools provided by ACS will enable State users to explore trusted data thoroughly, efficiently and quickly from a fully Web-based solution that is designed to meet the needs of users at all skill levels. Executive users may choose to get quick updates via dashboards and report cards while casual users can run predefined reports that can be user-modified to run parameters as needed through the use of a simple interface – no knowledge of SQL is required. Power users will have tools at their disposal to create their own custom reports or run ad hoc queries to search for both detailed and summarized information; for specific problems or problems not yet recognized; for both over- and under-utilization; for fraud, waste, and abuse; for budget expenditures; and to address financial management concerns.

The proposed DSS and its supporting software tools will enable all levels of DHCFP users to perform the tasks required to address the above issues, as well as to create random samples, view scorecards to support Executive Information System (EIS) functions, and track investigative cases.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a comprehensive and responsive data repository for analysis and decision making purposes.

		c

		The proven MITA-aligned ACS/Ingenix solution has an open architecture that offers the flexibility and scalability to add new data sources as needed, be they in response to programmatic changes or simply expansion of scope. The DSS offers a consistent view of the enterprise, even as the enterprise becomes defined more broadly. This allows DHCFP, and more globally DHHS, to get a more complete picture of the individuals being served and the programs being administered. This centralized repository, with its flexible data model and ability to add new data sources, provides DHCFP with a trusted source for and consistent data on which to perform analysis and reporting.

In New Jersey, state staff utilizes their data repository to manage and monitor at risk children, to monitor hospital performance, to identify overpayments, and to provide regulatory support.


Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept into the DSS, and update as necessary, the following data sources:


cz. Adjudicated claims (must include all analytically relevant data, such as TPL, PA, edits/audits associated);


da. Provider Table;


db. Recipient eligibility;


dc. Non-claims specific financial;


dd. Encounter; and


de. Data from external sources to enhance the business value of historical data.

		c

		A data warehouse, refreshed weekly, is requisite to better management of the DHCFP programs and their volume of varied data. Being able to view, manipulate, report, and analyze this data online, on demand, with a variety of flexible, user-friendly, and powerful tools, should be required and expected in today’s IT environment. The DSS implementation will include data loaded from the MMIS including adjudicated claims, provider table, recipient eligibility, non-claims specific financial, and encounter data. 

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure MARS and SURS data are available for retrieval through the DSS Reporting function.

		a

		Per DHCFP’s response to questions 33 and 36 in RFP Amendment 3, the MARS and SURS functionality will remain part of the Core MMIS and are not part of the DSS. 



		12.6.8.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the following types of tools as integrated functions of the DSS to facilitate data analysis:


df. Query (ad hoc);


dg. Reporting (predefined);


dh. Geographical Mapping;


di. Statistical Analysis;


dj. Data Mining;


dk. Clinical Analysis Applications; and


dl. Financial Accounting, Analysis and Reporting.

		a, c

		The primary data access and presentation components in the DSS solution are:

Cognos 8 BI - Query, Reporting, Data Mining, Financial Accounting, Analysis and Reporting supplemental to MARS

MapXtreme Integration for Business Intelligence – Geographical Mapping

SAS – Statistical Analysis

· DirectOutcomes reporting from the ACS InformedHealth HIE - clinical analysis applications


When combined with the base data sources, the ability to add more data sources, and the data enrichment tools being offered, the opportunities for focused analysis abound.


In New Jersey, State staff use their data repository tool set to support policy and regulatory development.  Recent initiatives that have been supported include expansion of the S-CHIP Family Care program, changes to partial hospitalization reimbursement, and submission of Medicaid Transformation Grants. 


Ingenix will perform 80% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain historical data within the database in accordance with DHCFP’s timeframe specifications. 

		c

		The DSS will be loaded and maintained with up to 72 months of data in accordance with DHCFP’s specifications. Additionally, lifetime claims, as defined by DHCFP, will also be maintained as required.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Analyze, identify and propose data needs, data sources, volume, data discrepancies and transmission protocols.

		c

		Ingenix will use Informatica Data Explorer and PowerCenter, provided by ACS, to automate the Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) and data quality processes. Informatica’s Data Explorer provides a complete set of data investigation, discovery, and mapping tools that can scan any data record from any source. The result is a complete and accurate picture of the content, quality, and structure of enterprise data. This helps provide the end-user with assurance that the data they access will be trusted and useful.

Design and loading of a data warehouse as prescribed in the RFP are only the beginning. We have a history of long-term relationships with state agencies and the reason that we have been able to maintain these relationships is that we work with agencies to realize more potential than simply the requirements that initiate the need for the data warehouse.

As an example of our continuing DSS support, Ingenix has worked with the State of Michigan over the last 16 years to first build and to continually expand their data warehouse. The Enterprise Data Warehouse in use by the State of Michigan integrates data from all of the major departments in the State, as well as from sources external to the State.

It is data sharing that opens new doors to potential cost savings through improved program management and fraud detection. Michigan credits this integration and sharing of data with helping the State of Michigan save more than $200 million annually in its Medicaid program since 2005. 

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update all data and files on a frequency specified by DHCFP.

		c

		Please refer to response for requirement 12.6.8.9.


Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Transmit data in ASCII, comma delimited format, unless otherwise agreed to by DHCFP, according to HIPAA guidelines.

		c

		Any data transmissions will take place using an ASCII format, comma delimited format unless otherwise agreed to by the DHCFP.


All data transmissions and access will follow and comply with HIPAA guidelines.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the initial load of data the first month of the operation of the MMIS or the first month of the operation of the DSS, as specified by DHCFP.

		c

		We will work with DHCFP toward acceptance of a project plan that includes an initial load of data in a timeframe as specified and agreed to by the DHCFP. We understand and agree to the need to load data beginning in the initial month of operation.


Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor all data transmissions at each phase to ensure successful completion, work to resolve all problems and, if transmission is still unsuccessful, notify DHCFP designee within one (1) working day of issue discovery.

		c

		The goal that we work to achieve through our design and operational practices is for the end user to have complete confidence in the system and the data being presented. To help ensure data quality and accuracy, a great deal of focus is applied to data consistency and reconciliation testing. Data consistency checking and reconciliation of the data warehouse with the source data are accomplished during the extract, transformation, and load process using balancing queries and reports that measure data quality and accuracy of the load process. Following are a couple of examples of the types of data quality checks that are performed as part of the ETL process:

Data format

Data type

Conformity of values to range constraints or enumerated allowable values

Consistency with other related data

· Conformity to specifications contained in metadata describing the database design and data quality requirements

This focus on quality and accuracy extends to all aspects of the system from data loading through reporting. For example, we take pride in always balancing our claims data loads to the penny with the MMIS. In all cases, DHCFP will be notified within one working day of any ETL process issues that cannot be resolved.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure that standard audit trail requirements are maintained for this system.

		c

		We will work with DHCFP to define the standard audit trail requirements for the system, and will subsequently maintain the requirements as agreed. Our ETL process establishes a complete audit trail of all sources of data inputs.


Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow users the select print options, including local and remote printers.

		c

		Users will have the capability to control all aspects of report printing. Users can select the font size and style for their report outputs, as well as choose from portrait or landscape format as appropriate for the report. Users can select the output medium, such as hardcopy, fax, as well as both local and remote printers.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support "open system" data warehousing concepts, using ODBC-compliant technology including an industry-standard relational database management system and standard operating environments and scalable hardware platforms. Use a standard, well-documented and expandable data model design concept specialized for OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing). 

		c

		We will be using Oracle database software for the DSS. Oracle provides industry-leading scalability and reliability in clustered, as well as single-system, configurations. Oracle includes comprehensive features for data warehousing and online analytic processing (OLAP). Combined with the enterprise level IBM Power 550 server as the base for the hardware platform, and the use of data model design concepts that are proven in several states to be expandable and extremely adept for OLAP, DHCFP will be well positioned to expand the scope of the data warehouse in the future as it desires.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Link data from eligibility systems with data from disparate claims and reimbursement systems, managed care plans and other contractors (as identified by DHCFP) into a database that supports rapid and efficient population-based reporting across all systems and programs.

		c

		One of the key pieces of functionality achieved through the use of our proposed DSS is the capability to get a more complete picture of the individuals and programs served by DHCFP. The key to this is being able to link identities from disparate systems to allow reporting across the various data sources. During the ETL process, the data for individuals will be linked using identity resolution routines. This will provide DHCFP with the capability to engage in client-centric or population-based reporting.

In Michigan, DCH integrates data from 15 separate health-related program areas and 41 data sources into a single integrated environment, enabling analysis of people and money across multiple programs, and statewide health issues to expand access and preventive care strategies.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide an expandable data model to accommodate the linkage of data elements from non-traditional sources such as recipient/patient assessments (MDS, OASIS), vital records (births, deaths), immunization registries, disease registries, etc.

		c

		The definition of a “non-traditional data source” is depends greatly on the definition of the enterprise the DSS serves. The DSS data model design concepts are tested and proven to allow our customers to easily expand the enterprise. We have experience incorporating and linking data from vital records, immunization registries, disease registries and much more. Other examples include data from the Department of Corrections, the Census Bureau, the Department of Natural Resources, the Department of Treasury and more. If the data can be linked to add value for the stakeholders of the system, the data model can be expanded to accommodate it.

In Michigan, the State is sharing data across programs to identify risk factors in pregnant women, introduce interventions, and assess outcomes.  The State’s maternal infant health program links WIC, claims/encounters, immunization registry information, mental health/substance abuse data, and birth registry data.  The program’s goal is to identify risk factors in pregnant women, introduce interventions, and assess outcomes, providing great power to improve outcomes and lower costs.


Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide consistent integrated online help capability for all features of the system.

		c

		The various components of the solution are COTS tools that provide extensive online help for the features they offer.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for online availability of metadata, describing the reports, providing the definitions of fields and defining any calculations and built-in statistical measure objects. The metadata must be easily accessible within the application.

		c

		Metadata will be available online, from within the application, pertaining to the descriptions of reports, calculations, measures and field definitions.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide multi-dimensional analytic reporting capability across business functions in all the following functional areas, while giving individual users a significant degree of reporting flexibility:


dm. Financial reporting / budget forecasting;


dn. Third party recovery / estate recovery;


do. Prescription drug policy;


dp. Eligibility and benefit design;


dq. Program planning, types, and categories;


dr. Policy analysis and waiver reporting;


ds. Medical policy and provider profiling;

dt. Provider rate-setting and reimbursement;


du. Nursing home care and other forms of long-term care;


dv. Actuarial reporting and rate-setting;


dw. Managed care administration and performance monitoring;


dx. Quality of care and outcomes assessment;


dy. Disease management;


dz. Program integrity and utilization review;


ea. Executive management;


eb. External reporting and public information; and


ec. Consumer outreach. 

		a, c

		Cognos 8 BI is a powerful tool that provides users with a multitude of methods to analyze data, including multi-dimensional reporting. Users can develop simple output reports to save as a source for analysis. These reports can then be used as data sources for building multi-dimensional models and compact, high performance cubes with the perspectives and hierarchies the user wants.

In addition to Cognos analytics, our DirectOutcomes analytic capabilities from the InformedHealth HIE provide powerful clinical and predictive modeling tools for quality of care and outcomes assessment, as well as disease management.


We will work with DHCFP to define reporting needs in all of the areas listed, and develop a set of multi-dimensional models to help fulfill those needs.

In the Illinois high risk pregnancy program, the State has linked data to create a list of different high-risk factors and perform statistical analysis to find relationships among the high risks.  They have the odds ratio for high risk factors and created a predictive analytical model that supports the scoring of a mom’s risk factors which allows targeted outreach to those in the top percentage of high-risk.


We estimate that Ingenix will perform approximately 80% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide automatic calculation of analytically descriptive measures or computations such as sums, rates, ratios and other statistics, and the ability to apply (or remove) them as unique "objects" on reports. These measures must include frequently-needed measures in all of the following categories: Utilization, Cost, Quality of Care, Outcomes, Prevention, Access to Care, Eligibility and Administrative Performance.

		c

		With Cognos 8 BI, users have the capability to create or use pre-defined measures that can be used in reports via the user-friendly drag-and-drop interface.

During JAD sessions, we will work with DHCFP to determine potential frequently-needed measures. Once a list is agreed to, we will define the measures and they will be implemented in the system and available to authorized users.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support flexible filtering (or "subsetting") including but not limited to the following capabilities:

ed. Specify the selection criteria for reports. There must be ready-to-use subsets that are appropriate to Medicaid and Check Up, such as federal age groups, as well as user-defined subsetting capability;


ee. Support complex conditions, including AND/OR logic and use of parentheses for complex conditions such as Select where (Diagnosis = x and Procedure = a,b,c) or DRG = 12; and


ef. Automatically create denominators for relevant rates-based analysis, such as candidates for preventive screenings and patients with chronic disease conditions.

		c

		a. In Cognos 8 BI, users have the capability to create or use pre-defined dimensions for commonly used subsetting and filtering. These can be used in reports via the user-friendly drag-and-drop interface.

b. Cognos 8 BI supports the use of complex conditions, including AND/OR and parentheses, in the formulation and filtering of query result sets and reports.

c. We will work with DHCFP to further define this requirement. Our Direct Outcomes reporting component provides clinical analysis results that can be used for rate-based analysis.


Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support pre-defined and user-defined time periods that include day, month, quarter, calendar year, federal fiscal year, and state fiscal year. Relative time period reporting must be automatic so that time periods affected by data updates (e.g., Current Year-to-Date compared to Prior Year-to-Date) are automatically adjusted over time without user intervention.

		c

		Cognos 8 BI supports the definition and use of dimensional time periods as well as relative time periods for use in reporting. Ingenix will pre-define time periods as required by DHCFP.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enable the selection of measures, dimensions, subsets and time periods:


eg. From a menu and apply them as flexible objects that can be inserted, through drag-and-drop technology, onto any report; and


eh. At the user group and individual user levels and store for repeat use.

		c

		In Cognos 8 BI, users have the capability to create or use pre-defined dimensions, measures, subsets and time periods. Authorization for the individual defined criteria and computations can be set at the group or individual level. The criteria and computation fields can then be used by authorized users in reports via the user-friendly drag-and-drop interface.


Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support pre-defined logical drill paths (i.e., from summary to detail) so that the user can move quickly up or down in levels without defining a new query. The system must allow the user to skip levels in the drill path or modify the drill path as needed.

		c

		The proposed DSS provides drill paths that are easily identified in query results with hyperlinks so that users may access other levels quickly. The drill paths can be defined in the query initially and modified to provide various levels of detail and to allow users to skip levels, as appropriate.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement. 



		12.6.8.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support user-enabled export and import data capabilities to and from other standard spreadsheet or database applications such as Excel, or other standard file formats such as .csv, with minimal steps.

		c

		The Cognos toolset has the capability of generating output in a variety of formats for use in different applications. Output formats that are supported include HTML, PDF, CSV, XML, and Excel. Using IBM Cognos 8 users can export data into Microsoft applications such as Excel (.xls), Word (.doc) and Access (.mdb).

Users can also import data from ODBC-compliant external sources simply by setting up an ODBC connection. This can be done for Excel spreadsheets, .csv files and most mainstream database applications. The DSS allows queries and reports to be run across internal and external sources.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide integrated capabilities to graph reports and make them presentation-ready without the need to export the data to a third party tool.

		c

		IBM Cognos’ Query Studio is a powerful, Web-based ad hoc solution for non-technical users. Users familiar with a Windows environment will be comfortable running pre-defined reports or creating their own simple queries, lists, cross-tab lists, and graphs using this tool with less than a day of training.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enable distribution of information using secure Internet / Intranet web technology to control access to information as determined by DHCFP, and support publishing of information in multiple, customized views suitable for disparate audiences. 

		c

		Access to the fully Web-based access layer of the DSS will be restricted to authorized users, as defined by DHCFP. While a user may be authorized to log on to the system, there will also be authorization defined for the data they can access. If a user accesses an online published report that contains data elements for which they don’t have appropriate access privileges, they will not be able to see that data.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enable the following minimum reporting capabilities:


ei. Report summary level information of executive information with intuitive graphical presentations and Medicaid/Check Up appropriate reports and statistics;


ej. Provide detailed, pre-defined, customizable reports or report frameworks that are appropriate for DHCFP;


ek. Support ad hoc user-enabled development and selection of reports;


el. Perform automatic calculation of claim completion factors that support the analysis of incurred but not reported (IBNR) liability. The capability must support the calculation of claim lag factors by claim type and allow the completion methodology to be customized to meet the agency's unique experience by claim type;


em. Perform automatic production of an IBNR report (i.e., a report by claim type that shows amount paid per period by incurred period);


en. User-enabled election of whether to adjust or "complete" incurred date data on any report online, to create a more accurate picture of near-term experience;


eo. Support online national norms and benchmarks that can be flexibly applied to any report including but not limited to norms and benchmarks for the privately insured population as well as the Medicaid/Check Up population;


ep. Enable user-defined norms on any subset in the database;


eq. Support establishment of norms and benchmarks based either on data available in the DSS database or on externally-defined targets, goals and benchmarks;


er. Enable exception reporting that allows the user to instruct the system to produce a report at a future specified date, or on a periodic basis, or only when certain trigger conditions or exceptions occur (such as when monthly expenditures for a certain service exceed a threshold amount);


es. Support data visualization techniques useful for exception reporting (e.g., exception highlighting and graphing);


et. Enable distribution reporting capabilities that allow the user to report services, payments or other facts by a range of user-defined values (i.e., the number of patients/providers who received/ordered less than 50 labs, 50 – 100 labs, more than 100 labs, etc.);


eu. Enable ad hoc application of the following types of analytic adjustments to ensure accuracy in reimbursement rate analysis, provider profiling and population-based analysis:

1. age/gender;


2. case mix;


3. severity of illness; and

4. other risk-adjustments.


ev. Analyze experience by episodes of care that combine inpatient, outpatient and prescription drug usage and cost across all settings of care;


ew. Link all records by individual patient or provider over time regardless of what table stores the recording. These capabilities must be available regardless of whether the data being analyzed is for a fee-for-service program, capitated program or combination. Example: A one-step capability to define the study population and then link in all other claims for the same patients (e.g., identify all patients with diabetes and then report on percentage with hemoglobin test);


ex. Link claims based on a time window around a tracer event (e.g., link in all claims for a patient nine (9) months prior to delivery, to study prenatal care); and


ey. Detect and investigate waste, fraud and abuse, beyond the standard SURS capability, within the same database.

		a, c

		We will work collaboratively with DHCFP to build a library of appropriate, accurate, and user-friendly reports that will be made available to all authorized DHCFP users.

Using IBM Cognos 8 BI, reports can be pre-defined, user-defined and user-customizable. Whether displaying summary level information in the form of a dashboard for executives, a pre-defined report with cascading prompts for simple customization by the casual user, or providing the capability to allow a power-user to create more complex reports containing sub-queries and conditional formatting, the Cognos 8 BI Suite will accommodate the technical reporting needs of DHCFP.

Cognos allows users to easily request graphical presentations of data, such as pie charts and bar graphs.

d, e, f. Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR) functionality allows states to adjust for the problems associated with program variability. The DSS will support this calculation by claim type and program. We will work with DHCFP to define the need, whether supplemental or complete, and develop an appropriate reporting solution.

Users can also define reports to be produced by exception, by a range of values, and time period, as well as health population factors, like case mix or severity of illness.

g, h, i. Users may define norms and benchmarks for any group of data maintained in the data warehouse for analysis. In addition, our DirectOutcomes reporting component of the InformedHealth HIE uses nationally defined quality metrics for evaluation of quality of care, meaningful use, and HEDIS measures. Cognos can also be used to query the output tables from the HIE data mart.

j. Schedules are coordinated in Cognos 8 using the Schedule Management tool. The Schedule Management tool can be accessed directly from Cognos Connection and it allows a user to add, modify or delete a schedule, view report run history and change the properties of a job.

Reports can be scheduled to run:

individually or by using a job

on a yearly, monthly, weekly, daily, hourly and by minute basis

· at a given time in the future or at a recurring date and time

n. Our DirectOutcomes reporting component of the InformedHealth HIE provides analyses by episode of care, including clinical and claims-based data. Cognos can also be used to query the output tables from the HIE data mart.


o. One of the key pieces of functionality achieved through the use of the Ingenix DSS is the capability to get a more complete picture of the individuals and programs the department serves. The key to this is being able to link identities from disparate systems to allow reporting across the various data sources. During the ETL process, the data for individuals will be linked using identity resolution routines. This will provide DHCFP with the capability to engage in client-centric or population-based reporting.

q. Our Enhanced Fraud Analytics (EFA) component employs intra-claim and cross-claim analysis to detect hidden, collusive, and more complicated fraud schemes. Our large inventory of fraud detection filters and algorithms have been used successfully in several health care environments (Florida, Wyoming, Louisiana, Mississippi, and North Carolina). These analytics will be customized for DHCFP’s policies and program limits.

EFA readily adapts as new fraud patterns or trends emerge. It easily accepts and integrates new algorithms. This flexibility allows the rapid deployment of changes without interrupting the existing workflow. The open architecture enables integration with other applications and allows results to be exported to third-party software tools.

EFA provides customized analytics that target fraudulent or abusive practices that are not normally detectable using a peer grouping methodology. This functional component is supported, executed, and maintained by Ingenix product staff and does not rely upon DHCFP or OIG staff to build and run studies or learn complex query languages. This enables Program Integrity staff to concentrate on discoveries identified by the analytics. 

Ingenix will perform 90% of this requirement.



		12.6.8.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		At a minimum, the system database shall continue to include the following:


ez. Required functionality from a single database using a single repeatable update process. The information reported in all components of the DSS must be kept in sync, including the executive information reporting and Internet / Intranet reports;

fa. Periodic updates to occur as frequently as weekly or other timeframe specified by DHCFP;


fb. Ensure data quality for completeness, validity and reasonableness;


fc. Employ the appropriate audit / edit routines and data cleansing routines to ensure the reliability of the data;

fd. Be able to handle records for Medicaid recipients retroactively eligible;


fe. Standardize key variables across all data sources, to facilitate cross-program analysis and support normative comparisons;


ff. Provide customization of the database design to meet DHCFP's unique analytical needs;


fg. Allow for conversion processes that support rules-based edits;


fh. Allow for enhancement of the raw data with aggregates and groupers that increase analytic performance and clinical value. At a minimum, the groupers must include: Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG), Major Diagnostic Category (MDC), Procedure Groups, Relative Value Units, Age Groups, Drug therapeutic classes, Risk-adjustment methods, and severity of illness adjustment methods;


fi. Provide indexing and other performance characteristics that enhance report production;


fj. Possess a data model expressly for storing data from MMIS and other DHCFP data sources, for efficient online analytic processing. The system must enable the data model and database to be customized to meet the unique needs of DHCFP;


fk. Produce a summary record for all inpatient claims that constitutes an admission. Provide summary cost and use information for all facility and professional services within this admission;


fl. Link inpatient, outpatient and drug claims into clinically relevant episodes of care. Provide summary cost and use information to all services within the episode. Assign a severity score to the episode to stratify episodes by severity;


fm. Update functionality that automatically synchronizes aggregates when detail data is added/removed from the database. Inpatient admission tables and episodes must be able to be updated on a separate update cycle if desired. To limit processing time during database updates, the system must provide the ability to incrementally update the episodes of care table so that only open episodes are rebuilt; and


fn. Insure that financial adjustments including mass adjustments are stored in a manner that provides the user the ability to analyze financial results pre-or post-adjustment.

		a, c

		The proposed DSS meets all of these requirements.

m. The Direct Outcomes reporting component of ACS’ Informed Health HIE provides the clinical episodes of care analysis. Cognos can also be used to query the output tables from the HIE data mart.


We estimate that Ingenix will perform approximately 90% of this requirement.






		12.6.8.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Train staff identified by DHCFP on the use of the DSS system, initially and on an ongoing basis.

		c

		Users of the system will be able to immediately use the tools to perform queries and obtain reports, as a combined result of the user-friendly system and the comprehensive training that we will provide. Our training workshops and materials are specifically geared toward each user level, ranging from executive users to power users, and are offered to staff identified by DHCFP. In the event assistance is still required, support personnel will be available via phone, e-mail, on-line or in-person during normal business hours. Support staff will be available to review the assistance requests and to provide technical assistance with building queries, reports, analysis and researching other problems.

Ingenix will perform 100% of this requirement.



		Decision Support System – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.8.37 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide list of staff and pertinent roles for accessing the DSS.

		

		



		12.6.8.38 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide the contractor with guidance on data elements and files that will be maintained and updated in the DSS.

		

		



		12.6.8.39 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Identify a DHCFP designee to work with the Contractor to resolve data transmission problems or failures. 

		

		



		12.6.8.40 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Develop a data update schedule by which MMIS data extracts will be made available to the DSS from the MMIS.

		

		



		12.6.8.41 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Identify staff to receive training on use of the DSS initially and on an ongoing basis.

		

		



		12.6.8.42 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve Contractor’s statistically valid trend methodology for report generation.

		

		



		12.6.8.43 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Notify contractor when State or Federal data retention standards are updated. 

		

		



		Decision Support System – System Performance Expectations



		12.6.8.44 

		System Performance Expectations

		Meet system performance requirements for availability, support, and down time as specified for MMIS applications in Sections 12.1 General Operational Requirements for All System Components and 11.5 Business Resumption Requirements of this RFP, unless otherwise agreed to by DHCFP.

		c

		We confirm that the DSS will meet this System Performance Expectation.



		12.6.8.45 

		System Performance Expectations

		The system database must be capable of being updated on a periodic basis, as frequently as weekly.

		c

		We confirm that the DSS will meet this System Performance Expectation.



		12.6.8.46 

		System Performance Expectations

		Allow at least 250,000 values per import file and at least 500,000 rows per export file.

		c

		We confirm that the DSS will meet this System Performance Expectation.



		12.6.8.47 

		System Performance Expectations

		DSS Response Time – The response time to run and return queries by authorized users during normal working hours must be within two (2) minutes for at least ninety percent (90%) of queries. 

		c

		We confirm that the DSS will meet this System Performance Expectation.



		Decision Support System – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.8.48 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		The contractor must make MMIS data extracts available to the DSS within one (1) working day of the data update schedule designated by DHCFP.

		c

		We confirm our commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.8.49 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		The contractor must make available within the system, the most current MMIS data extracts data, to the DSS within four (4) working days of receipt.

		c

		We confirm our commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.6.8.50 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain seventy-two (72) months of data in the DSS. Some data may be required for longer periods of time, as identified by DHCFP.

		c

		We confirm our commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.6.8.51 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Notify DHCFP designee within one (1) working day of discovery of data transmission problems and/or issues.

		c

		We confirm our commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.6.8.52 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Notify DHCFP designee no later than twenty-four (24) hours prior to any planned DSS downtime due to maintenance or other system issues that could impact system availability during required business hours.

		c

		We confirm our commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.6.9

		WEB PORTAL



		12.6.9.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manage, publish, update and provide a link for public access to Medicaid and Check Up content, communications, guides, forms and files including, but not limited to, the following:


fo. Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Quarterly Newsletters;


fp. Web announcements based on input from DHCFP;


fq. Provider Billing manuals, web announcements, guidelines, and forms;


fr. EDI Companion Guides and enrollment forms;


fs. Procedure and diagnosis reference lists; and


ft. Frequently Asked Questions.

		a

		ACS is committed to managing, publishing, and maintaining up-to-date information on the Nevada Medicaid Web portal to benefit Medicaid and Check Up stakeholders. The Web portal provides on-demand access to view and download various Medicaid and Check Up content, communications, guides, forms and files, including Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Quarterly Newsletters, Web announcements, provider billing manuals, guidelines, CBT sessions, EDI Companion Guides and enrollment forms, procedure and diagnosis reference lists, and Frequently Asked Questions. For the provider billing manuals, the portal offers an archive of previous versions for reference. The Web portal content also includes links to DHCFP-requested websites, including Nevada Medicaid and Check Up sites and rates information.

We organize the Web portal so pharmacy providers, for example, can find the content they need, such as Web announcements, training schedules and enrollment, information on the diabetic supply program, various forms including prior authorization forms, information on Maximum Allowable Costs, information on Preferred Drug Lists, information on prescriber lists, and DUR Board and Pharmacy and Therapeutics Meeting announcements and materials. By making program information and other helpful content available online, the portal gives providers and recipients a convenient way to “connect” with DHCFP.



		12.6.9.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide access to websites for various resources, including Nevada Medicaid and Check Up sites, Rates information, and other sites as requested by DHCFP.

		a

		The Web portal provides access to various tutorials. These tutorials instruct stakeholders on procedures, such as how to complete certain forms, or on the use of Web portal features. Included in these tutorials are provider instructions for Electronic Prescription Software and for processing Prior Authorization requests through the Web portal. ACS works with DHCFP to identify, develop, and publish all necessary tutorials on the Web portal. Depending on the target audience or confidentiality of the underlying instructions, we will publish tutorials for access by public users or limit access to registered, authorized users.



		12.6.9.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide and train providers on no-cost access portal(s) for online claims submission, including updates and returned files, for all claim forms to allow electronic claims submission by electronic transfer or other media approved by DHCFP, in a HIPAA compliant format. 

		a

		Like the existing Nevada Web portal, ACS proposes to satisfy this requirement through Web portal links to PayerPath for electronic claims submission, including updates and returned files. We complement this solution by giving providers access to the required PayerPath enrollment form, EDI agreements, and EDI companion guides. Our call center and provider field staff prepares and offers providers the training they need to access this feature and promotes its use to maximize electronic claims submission.



		12.6.9.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the following Pharmacy content:


fu. Web Announcements;


fv. Training schedules and enrollment;


fw. Information on the diabetic supply program;


fx. Various forms including Prior Authorization forms;


fy. Information on Maximum Allowable Costs;


fz. Information on Preferred Drug Lists;


ga. Information on Prescriber Lists; and


gb. Pharmacy Meetings.

		a

		Refer to our response to 12.6.9.4.



		12.6.9.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a user administration module that allows authorized users, including authorized providers and system administrators, to login to restricted online functions in a secure manner in accordance with privacy and security requirements set forth in this RFP. Restricted online functions include the following:


gc. Prior Authorization request processing;


gd. Pharmacy Prior Authorization request processing;


ge. Access to the Eligibility Verification System (EVS); and

gf. Claim Status.

		a

		In all of the MMIS Web portal implementations we undertake, our goal is to empower users with many convenient, powerful, and innovative self-service transactions, while containing administrative costs by reducing demands on state and fiscal agent resources. The Nevada Medicaid Web portal provides a 24/7 single point of entry for providers to interactively and successfully manage their participation in the Nevada Medicaid program. Moreover, the Nevada Medicaid Web portal serves as a critical vehicle for communicating with the Nevada Medicaid provider community. Today’s providers are Web-savvy and appreciate the convenience that Web-based self-service options offer them. Our Web portal solution includes PA require processing, access to the eligibility verification system (EVS), and claim status. See Proposal Section 12.6.9 Web Portal, for further details regarding these functions.



		12.6.9.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide information on and instructions for Electronic Prescription Software.

		a

		Refer to our response to 12.6.9.4.



		12.6.9.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow providers to obtain information on and access software that allows for electronic submission of transactions in a HIPAA compliance format.

		a

		Refer to our response to 12.6.9.5.



		12.6.9.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide tutorials and instructions for processing Prior Authorization requests through the Web Portal.

		a

		Refer to our response to 12.6.9.4.



		12.6.9.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a mechanism for users of the Web Portal to contact the contractor for technical support and other questions.

		a

		An important feature of the Nevada Medicaid Web Portal is our secure Message Center. The Message Center serves as a secure inbox for the user to receive targeted messages. It can only be accessed after having logged into the portal. The Message Center is the point where electronic information distributed to users is displayed. For providers, remittance advices (RAs), banner messages, responses to inquiries, and correspondence can all be posted here.

The Nevada Medicaid Web portal also benefits from a secure Contact Us feature. Coupled with our innovative contact management solution, Oracle CRM OnDemand, this feature represents the backbone of our Web-enabled inquiry options. Providers and their authorized staff may send a secure message to an ACS customer service representative by completing a Web-based form, indicating the preferred response method of phone or secure inbox. Our customer service specialists receive and research the request via Oracle CRM OnDemand and responds accordingly. Furthermore, our call center staff can forward a request submitted online to a DHCFP staff member, and the staff member can reply via Oracle CRM OnDemand to the user who submitted the initial request. The provider's originating user can subsequently access the response in their secure Message Center inbox.



		Web Portal – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.6.9.10 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Provide electronic human readable remittance advices to all providers via the Web Portal. At a minimum, the contractor shall support the following capabilities as it pertains to making RAs available via the Web Portal:


gg. Ensure secure access to provider’s electronic RAs as approved by DHCFP.


gh. Enable providers to view, save to a local PC, and conduct print capabilities of current and historical RAs.


gi. Support search capabilities as defined by DHCFP (e.g., search by date range, RA number, etc.)


gj. Establish an online archival system for RAs as approved by DHCFP.


gk. Ensure that the online RA retrieval system is MITA compliant.

		a

		ACS is pleased to propose human-readable remittance advices to all providers via the Web portal.  We implement the solution we are implementing for Virginia, integrated with the Core MMIS, which is also a First Health MMIS similar to Nevada's.  


At the heart of our solution is our MITA-aligned ODRAS product called DocFinity.  The MMIS produces the human-readable remittance advices (RAs) and stores them in DocFinity.  During the Requirements Validation and Demonstration phase, we work with DHCFP to establish the required archival period for remittance advices.


We make these RAs available to providers in two ways.  First, when the MMIS produces and stores the remittance advice in DocFinity, it generates individual notices to each provider's Message Center Inbox, notifying the provider that their RA is available and including a hyperlink in the notice.  Providers may access the RA by clicking the hyperlink.  Users may view, save to a local PC, or print the remittance advice.  


In addition, as described in the Secure Transactions section above, we make these remittance advices available to the provider through the Provider Payments feature.  Authorized users inquire on payments using search criteria defined by DHCFP (e.g., search by date range, RA number, etc.).  The Web portal displays the inquiry results back to the user, which include a hyperlink for each payment to its associated remittance advice.  Users click the remittance advice of interest and the Web portal displays it, allowing the provider to view, save to a local PC, or print the remittance advice.  


We have included 12.6.9.10 in our budget neutral cost model.



		Web Portal – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.9.11 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide contractor with updated policy and procedure information that needs to be incorporated into Web Portal content.

		

		



		12.6.9.12 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve Contractor-provided no-cost access portal(s) for online claims submission and corresponding instructional materials.

		

		



		12.6.9.13 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve of all forms, files, and general information published in the Web Portal.

		

		



		12.6.9.14 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide information posted in web announcements, newsletters, meetings, and other pertinent information that needs to be communicated through the Web Portal.

		

		



		12.6.9.15 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve provider billing manuals.

		

		



		Web Portal – System Performance Expectations



		12.6.9.16 

		System Performance Expectations

		Provide online response notifications to providers within ten (10) seconds or less for Prior Authorization requests.

		a

		ACS confirms that the Nevada Web Portal will meet this System Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.9.17 

		System Performance Expectations

		Provide twenty-four (24) hour access to the Web Portal, except for scheduled downtime.

		a

		ACS confirms that the Nevada Web Portal will meet this System Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.9.18 

		System Performance Expectations

		Apply all updates to support files of the Web Portal within twenty-four (24) hours of updating to the MMIS. 

		a

		ACS confirms that the Nevada Web Portal will meet this System Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.10

		ONLINE DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL AND ARCHIVE SYSTEM (ODRAS)



		General/Data



		12.6.10.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a secure, web-based document retrieval and archiving tool that allows DHCFP to view online, print and sort MMIS operational and management reports, correspondence and other documents, such as scanned images and electronic attachments.

		a

		At the heart of our Reno facility is the Online Document Retrieval and Archive System (ODRAS) which provides state-of-the-art systems to support the timely, accurate, and efficient processing of all types of paper transmittals and correspondence. ODRAS provides secure Web-based viewing of the images and a host of operational reports. Users can view online, print and sort MMIS and peripheral system operational and management reports, correspondence and other documents, such as scanned images and electronic attachments. Users can obtain electronic reports from the system or extract data for further manipulation. ODRAS’ library includes hundreds of standard reports such as reports required by the federal government, DHCFP, and other State agencies and contractors. We provide access to ODRAS based on DHCFP specified security processes. ODRAS incorporates several core components including:

SunGard FormWorks – Data entry and perfection


DocFinity Imaging – Image Viewing and Retrieval


DocFinity Computer Output to Laser Disk-Enterprise Report Management (COLD-ERM) – Report and Data File Viewing and Retrieval


DocFinity IntraVIEWER – Web browser access to images, COLD-ERM reports, files, spreadsheets, color photos, word processor, multimedia and voice files

DocFinity Workflow – Electronic document routing and automated workflow system


DocFinity Barcode Server – Reads barcodes placed on scanned documents that tell DocFinity how to automatically index and store the documents


DocFinity E-mail Manager – Ensures that important information communicated by email is not lost


DocFinity Line Data to Excel – Enables end users to dump the data from line data reports into Microsoft Excel


DocFinity XML FormFLOW – Allows forms traditionally completed manually and scanned into an imaging system to be created, indexed, and stored immediately via a standard Web browser


· DocFinity Hierarchical Storage Manager (HSM) – Automates the retention schedule, monitors who is accessing what documents, and automatically backs up all ODRAS’ vital information

See Section 12.6.10 ODRAS Description in Tab XIV- Other Reference Material for a detailed system description of ODRAS.



		12.6.10.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept and allow for the retrieval and exporting of multiple file formats, such as CSV, TXT and RTF. 

		a

		DocFinity Line Data to Excel provides this functionality. This product enables end users to dump the data from line data reports into Microsoft Excel. The product retains the column format, so that the data can be easily viewed, altered, and sorted within Microsoft Excel. Users also have the option of saving data to Notepad, WordPad, and Web browsers. User can make changes easily, and revised information can easily be sorted and viewed. Line Data to Excel provides DHCFP and ACS with greater flexibility, and eliminates the need to re-key data.



		12.6.10.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and allow DHCFP access to a regularly updated index of reports contained in the archiving and retrieval tool. 

		a

		For report and data file viewing and retrieval we propose DocFinity Computer Output to Laser Disk-Enterprise Report Management (COLD-ERM). This product stores all computer-generated reports providing DHCFP with efficient storage, improved management, and rapid access. DocFinity COLD-ERM is a powerful Windows-based application allowing archival, indexing, storage, management and retrieval of computer output onto a storage device. By eliminating unnecessary printing, DHCFP enjoys substantial savings and efficiencies. Another benefit of storing information in this manner is that it requires significantly less physical storage space. New files, including word processing, spreadsheet, multimedia, voice, video, and other formats can easily be added to existing folders. The files become a part of the folder just like an archived report.



		12.6.10.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow access to reports generated by the MMIS, such as Remittance Advices and other standard batch reports agreed upon by DHCFP.

		a

		See our response to 12.6.10.3.



		12.6.10.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow access to imaged forms and other documents, including, but not limited to, hard copy claims, provider enrollment forms and claims attachments. 

		a

		For image viewing and retrieval, we propose DocFinity Imaging from Optical Image Technology, Inc., to capture and store DHCFP’s paper correspondence in an electronic filing system. DocFinity Imaging is a powerful Windows-based document imaging software solution that stores scanned documents into electronic “folders”. Authorized users can easily view files and documents, including PC data files, multimedia, voice, and video from their desktops. 



		12.6.10.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow access to all correspondence and letters generated through the MMIS or by Contractor.

		a

		All incoming and outgoing correspondence and letters are imaged by ACS using the DocFinity Imaging. This product also provides easy-access to the images.



		12.6.10.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate reports electronically or in the form of data extracts for further manipulation and querying. Allow the printing of reports.

		a

		All reports generated by the MMIS and peripheral systems are generated electronically and loaded to ODRAS. DocFinity Line Data to Excel allows reports to be extracted for further manipulation and querying. We also print reports at the direction of DHCFP.



		12.6.10.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Publish reports, documents and forms within the system based upon timeframes established by DHCFP. Timeframes for report generation include:

gl. Daily reports by noon the following working day;


gm. Weekly reports and cycle processing reports by noon the next working day or after the scheduled run;


gn. Monthly reports by noon of the fifth (5th) working day after the end of the month;


go. Quarterly reports by noon of the fifth (5th) working day after the end of the quarter;


gp. Annual reports by noon of the tenth (10th) working day following the end of the year (whether federal fiscal year, state fiscal year, waiver year or other annual period); and


gq. Ad hoc and on-request reports on the date specified in the report request.

		a

		We confirm ACS’ commitment to following DHCFP’s direction and timeframes identified in this requirement when publishing reports, documents and forms to ODRAS. 



		Query Functions



		12.6.10.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow authorized users to search for documents and reports based on DHCFP-defined parameters.

		a

		The DocFinity products have extensive search capabilities. See Section 12.6.10 ODRAS Description in Tab XIV- Other Reference Material for a detailed to description of the products’ search capabilities.



		Viewing



		12.6.10.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow authorized users to rotate images viewed online.

		a

		DocFinity Imaging allows users to rotate images viewed online. 



		12.6.10.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enable authorized users to copy and paste all or part of documents into other software applications.

		a

		DocFinity Line Data to Excel allows documents to be extracted into other software applications for further manipulation and querying. 



		Online Document Retrieval and Archive System – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.10.12 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Specify the types and timeframes for availability of reports, documents and correspondence in the web-based system.

		

		



		12.6.10.13 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide input on the search parameters and organization of reports and documents maintained within the web-based system.

		

		



		Online Document Retrieval and Archive System – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.10.14 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain data for online access a minimum of seventy-two (72) months.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.6.10.15 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Upload newly imaged documents on a daily basis. 

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 
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Appendix II — Action Item Log and Production Issues Tracking Sheet



appendix II — action item log and production issues tracking sheet

As referenced in Section 17.8.5, FHS manages and controls DHCFP-requested changes and issues by using our Action Item Log process, as addressed in our PMM framework under the policy and procedures for Project Tracking and Oversight.  During ongoing operations, issues that result in requests for changes to the application follow the established Change Management process and are logged, tracked, and managed by the Nevada IT Manager, using the Change Management Module of the Remedy change control management system (FirstCM™ and FirstRequest™).  A sample of the Action Item Log and a Production Issues Tracking Sheet currently used by FHS to manage and operate the Nevada MMIS are included on the following pages.
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17.2
References

REQUIREMENT:  Section 17.2, page 160-162

References prove our team’s ability to provide the services outlined in the scope of work for the NV MMIS Takeover Project and our clients’ satisfaction with the quality of our work.  

Our proposed solution combines the strength of a prime contractor, ACS—a company with an established reputation for providing high quality MMIS and fiscal agent services—with subcontractor partners—HMS, Ingenix, Verizon IT (Verizon), Goold Health Systems, Inc., and LexisNexis—who are also recognized in the industry for proven expertise with technical solutions that complement ACS services. When selecting project references, ACS and our subcontractor partners choose projects that clearly demonstrate our collective team’s ability to successfully provide the services requested in the RFP.

17.2.1


17.2.1 Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from similar projects performed for private, state and/or large local government clients within the last five (5) years. Vendors are required to submit Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire to the business references they list. The business references must submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division. It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by the Purchasing Division on or before the proposal submission deadline for inclusion in the evaluation process. Business References not received, or not complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score in the evaluation process. References must show the vendor’s experience with the following minimum mandatory qualification: 

17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS for a minimum of five (5) years. 


In addition, desired experience includes the following:


17.2.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system developed and installed by another contractor.


17.2.1.3 Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or private sectors;


17.2.1.4 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model;


17.2.1.5 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution;


17.2.1.6 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan;


17.2.1.7 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan;


17.2.1.8 Experience with comprehensive project management;


17.2.1.9 Experience with cultural change management;


17.2.1.10 Experience with managing subcontractors;


17.2.1.11 Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan; and


17.2.1.12 Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed.


In this section, we provide an overview of ACS’ references followed by details of how those ACS projects provide evidence of our ability to meet the minimum mandatory requirements. Additionally, we follow RFP instructions for completing and submitting Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire. Refer to Proposal Section 17.5, Subcontractors, for more information about our subcontractors and their references. 

Our references will provide evidence to DHCFP that we are a population health manager that brings value to our State customers’ operations by consistently introducing new products and services that increase efficiency, improve health outcomes, and maximize limited benefit dollars.

We acknowledge the requirement to provide a minimum of five references for similar projects for private, state, and/or large local government clients within the last five years. We worked closely with our clients to ensure they understood the instructions for completing and submitting Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire, making sure they also understood the requirement to submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the State of Nevada, Purchasing Division via email or facsimile, no later than April 22, 2010—as indicated in RFP Amendment 2 issued March 10, 2010. Furthermore, we recognize that business references not received, or not complete, may adversely affect our score in the evaluation process.

In this section, we provide a list of ACS references.


Evidence of Similar Projects


ACS has proven ability and almost three decades of experience providing fiscal agent services, including maintenance of certified MMIS solutions. During that time, we have served as the fiscal agent for the following Medicaid programs:  Alaska, Colorado, the District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Iowa, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, New Mexico, Texas, West Virginia, and Wyoming,  We are currently the fiscal agent for ten Medicaid programs: Alaska, Colorado, the District of Columbia, Georgia, Hawaii, Mississippi, Montana, New Mexico, Texas, and Wyoming.  In addition, we are currently in the transition phase for New Hampshire and Virginia where we are either taking over an MMIS or implementing a new one; once those systems are installed, we will also serve as the fiscal agent for these Medicaid programs. For North Dakota, we are in the process of implementing a new MMIS and will turn it over to the State to run. In Alaska, we took over fiscal agent services concurrent with implementing a new MMIS. Additionally, the State of California recently signed a contract with ACS to provide fiscal agent services, take over the State’s legacy MMIS, and then implement a new MMIS. Worth noting, our California MMIS contract will not have an impact on the work for a subsequent MMIS contract in Nevada because we already have dedicated project resources assigned to California and have IBM as our technical partner. ACS’ vast fiscal agent services experience significantly exceeds the RFP requirement for a minimum of five years.

Table 17.2-1 provides an overview of our experience with services that are most relevant to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project and for which we provide references in this section.

Table 17.2-1. Evidence of ACS Experience with Similar Projects

		Services

		Montana MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		Wyoming MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		Colorado MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		New Mexico MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		Hawaii Fiscal Agent Services



		Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system developed and installed by another contractor

		

		

		

		(

		



		Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or private sectors

		(

		(

		(

		(

		



		Experience with the MITA 2.01 model

		

		

		

		(

		



		Experience with a Health Information Exchange (HIE) Solution

		(

		(

		

		

		(



		Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience with comprehensive project management

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience with cultural change management

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience with managing subcontractors

		(

		(

		(

		(

		



		Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(





Our many years of program and operations expertise sets us apart from our competitors. Healthcare—and Medicaid in particular—has been our core business for nearly four decades. Our strategic acquisitions and alliances over the last decade have been singular in focus: to provide our customers the deepest expertise in and broadest array of healthcare program management services—including the leading clinical and business management tools and services; care management; disease management; leading healthcare data analysis and solutions; and the most comprehensive and fully integrated HIE solution available in the market today. In short, we provide our clients the widest range of options for improving their programs backed by our proven ability to implement these services, technology, and initiatives within the context of Medicaid.

17.2.2


17.2.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the vendor and/or subcontractor:


17.2.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as applicable. The “Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or the subcontractor depending on the role the company will have for this RFP project.


(SEE PAGE 161-162)


17.2.2.2 The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance.


At the end of this Proposal Section 17.2.2, we present our five references using the table provided in RFP Section 17.2.2.1 to gather the required information.  These project references demonstrate their strengths and the experience they bring to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.  

ACS Reference list

We provide references from similar projects, including:

Montana MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services


Wyoming MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services


Colorado MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services


New Mexico MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services


· Hawaii Fiscal Agent Services


We acknowledge that all references submitted by ACS and our subcontractors must adhere to specific RFP instructions. ACS worked closely with our subcontractor partners to ensure they understood RFP requirements and followed instructions for submitting references. Of key importance to DHCFP, ACS’ solution incorporates the meaningful participation of highly qualified subcontractors who expand our ability to provide the services required by the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. Excellence in service delivery is a priority for DHCFP—and we share that goal. To that end, we have partnered with industry leaders, HMS, Ingenix, Verizon, GHS, and LexisNexis. Together, the strength and expertise of this team will provide DHCFP the highest level of talent for the lowest cost and reduce risk to the project. For a list of our subcontractor references, please refer to Proposal Section 17.5, Subcontractor Information

Vendor or Subcontractor Company Name


In the company name field on all reference forms, we placed the appropriate company name, thereby making it apparent to the State the role of the company on the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.


Right to Contact and Verify References

We acknowledge the State has the right to contact and verify, with any and all ACS references listed in this section, the quality and degree of satisfaction with ACS’ performance.

This section contains proprietary/confidential information and has been excerpted and moved per instructions in RFP Section 20.3.1.2 to Part III, Confidential Technical Information.
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Deliverable 6.2.3.5


Mr. Ray Mendez


MMIS Project Manager


Department of Human Resources


Division of Health Care Financing and Policy


1100 E. William Street, Suite 200


Carson City, Nevada  89701


Re:  Delivery of Final Risk Management Plan


Dear Ray:  


Attached are one original and ten copies of the Final Risk Management Plan, and an electronic version provided on diskette, along with the Deliverable Transmittal Form and the Review Response Document. 


We have incorporated all requested changes and would appreciate your response in writing to the Risk Management Plan Deliverable 6.2.3.5.  We look forward to having formal approval for this Deliverable as soon as possible. 


Sincerely, 


Cindy Bencivenni


First Health Services Corporation


Copy:  File


Enclosures:
Letter, Deliverable Transmittal, Document Review Log, Final Document 10 Copies of Complete Package

This page intentionally left blank.


3427 Goni Road, Suite 101  •  Carson City, Nevada  •  89706


Phone:  (775) 881-3700  •  Fax:  (775) 882-6205












State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover 
Appendix GG — Tax Registration and Certificate of Good Standing 
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APPENDIX GG — TAX REGISTRATION AND CERTIFICATE OF GOOD 
STANDING 


As referenced in Section 17.1.1.1, FHS was incorporated in the Commonwealth of Virginia on December 
4, 1968, as The Computer Company.  Pursuant to NRS 80.010, FHS is registered with the State of 
Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation.  Please refer to the following pages for a 
copy of our registration and Certificate of Good Standing. 
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Tab III – State Documents, Bullet H

REQUIREMENT: Section 20.3.2.4, page 190

H. Copies of any vendor licensing agreements and/or hardware and software maintenance agreements; and

ACS will negotiate license agreements with all vendors supplying software components necessary to ensure the successful takeover and continued operation of the Nevada MMIS.  We also establish maintenance and support agreements for hardware and software components as necessary.   With nearly 30 years experience as a Medicaid fiscal agent vendor, ACS has significant experience negotiating software licensing and maintenance agreements so that we can offer the most cost effective solutions to our customers. In most cases, the individual licensing agreements between ACS and the service or software vendor are confidential, and prohibit the sharing of the specific terms and pricing agreed to.  As such, we are unable to include vendor license agreements for the majority of the components proposed for use in Nevada.  

In the Part III, Confidential Technical Information of our proposal however, we have included representative licensing agreements that are in place at this time.  We will execute and apprise the state of additional licensing agreements and/or hardware and software maintenance agreements specific to the State of Nevada MMIS Takeover project after contract award.  Some vendors may require language in the licensing agreements prohibiting disclosure to third parties.


This section contains proprietary/confidential information and has been excerpted and moved per instructions in RFP Section 20.3.1.2 to Part III, Confidential Technical Information.
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Attachment O – Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table


Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work.


Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor


The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply.

Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract.


		Req. #

		Type

		Requirement

		Vendor
Compliance Code

		Response



		12.5.2

		CLAIMS PROCESSING



		General 



		12.5.2.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all edit processing functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the needs of the Claims business function in accordance with DHCFP policies, State and Federal rules and regulations, and HIPAA standards.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform claims processing for electronically submitted and hard copy claims and adjudication according to State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		See our response to 12.5.2.5.



		12.5.2.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide staff competent to perform all claims functions specified in this RFP, or by State and Federal rules and regulations, during the life of the contract.

		a

		Accurate claims processing requires a seasoned team of experts to support the manual activities associated with claims processing. We will staff our organization with the right people to provide DHCFP with accurate and timely claims processing services under the new contract. During the transition period, assigned ACS staff are fully trained and equipped to fulfill all claims processing duties in an exemplary manner and without disruption in services. Refer to Proposal Section 12.5.2 Claims Processing, heading Staffing, for a description of staff that supports claims processing functionality under the new contract. 



		Claims Control and Entry



		12.5.2.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop policies and procedures for performing claims control and entry activities; all policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		ACS establishes claims processing policies and procedures that reflect State and federal rules and regulations. We work effectively with DHCFP to ensure that our procedures and processes are updated when system or policy changes are implemented. Our policies and procedures are date-specific, unless otherwise directed by DHCFP, enabling us to process incoming claims based on the policies in effect as of the date of service. We document all procedures used to process and adjudicate claims, submit them to DHCFP for review and approval, and incorporate the approved procedures in the appropriate electronic and hardcopy procedures manuals. Examples of procedure manuals include claims processing and adjudication, adjustments, and resolution.

Throughout our long history of developing, implementing, and operating Medicaid systems, ACS has stressed good documentation. In systems we develop for our customers to operate, as well as for those we operate ourselves, we make it a priority to provide clear operating instructions. During the transition period, we accept soft copies of the current facilities manager’s operating procedures manuals and modify them to address changes in procedures related to the transition as well as to any modifications in DHCFP policy. After completing these modifications, we provide a walkthrough for DHCFP staff to review the documentation, and then we submit the documentation for approval to ensure that our manual procedures reflect DHCFP policy. We ensure that each manual receives DHCFP’s written approval prior to the start of the fiscal agent operations.

As policies change during operations, ACS documents the modifications in the appropriate procedures manuals. Appropriate staff participates in change management activities to ensure procedures and processes are updated when system or policy changes are implemented. 



		12.5.2.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a claim control and inventory system approved by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS accepts paper and electronic claims, adjustments and voids according to DHCFP, CMS and HIPAA standards. Claims control begins as soon as the paper enters our Reno, Nevada, mailroom or the electronic claim enters the MMIS. Each paper claim is assigned an ICN prior to scanning, indexing, and image storage within ODRAS. In the instance of an electronic claim transaction, an ICN is assigned as soon as the transaction is validated. ODRAS allows for electronic storage and retrieval of images for claims, attachments, reports, and other documents. Our claims department establishes claims control and entry policies and procedures that we strictly follow and that reflect DHCFP-approved procedures and federal rules and regulations. Using established inventory procedures, MMIS reports, and PC-based control logs, our well-trained staff reconcile all claims (hard-copy and electronic) to batch processing cycle input and output figures to ensure balancing.



		12.5.2.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide and train providers on no-cost access portal(s) for online claims submission, including updates and returned files, for all claim forms by electronic transfer or other media approved by DHCFP, in a HIPAA-compliant format.

		a

		Staff in our provider relations department—including provider field representatives and EDI staff—is well-trained and experienced in educating providers on Medicaid billing policy and procedures for all providers and claim forms. They work tirelessly with the provider community to get them the information they need to ensure they understand Nevada billing and payment policy. They inform and train providers about the no-cost Nevada Web portal for online claims submission using Payer Path, electronic billing, remittance advices, and payments.

We are proposing four field representatives under the new contract—two for the southern region (Las Vegas)—which has the highest concentration of providers—one for the western region (Reno and Carson City), and one for the northern region (Elko). Provider field representatives work closely with providers. They are equipped with laptop computers and secure remote connectivity to the Web portal, MMIS, and peripheral systems that allow them to work directly with providers during onsite visits, individual provider education sessions, and provider workshops. They inform and educate providers about electronic billing, electronic remittance advices, electronic funds transfer (EFT), and work with providers on HIPAA standard formats for data transfer, including testing, in accordance with HIPAA standards. They are conversant in EDI processes and can assist providers with questions about the technology they use to transmit and receive data from ACS. Representatives are also familiar with all aspects of the Web portal and the benefits it affords providers.

Lastly, our call center staff includes specially trained staff to handle pharmacy, EDI, and PA calls to effectively support providers with billing and payment questions.



		12.5.2.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept both hard copy and electronic media claims, adjustments and voids according to DHCFP, CMS and HIPAA standards and ensure all relevant attachments, cash or checks are secure and appropriately routed upon receipt.

		a

		See our response to 12.5.5.



		12.5.2.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Sort hard-copy claims and attachments according to policies and procedures. 

		a

		ACS offers DHCFP a state-of-the-art mailroom and data entry facility in Reno, Nevada. This facility serves as the final destination for incoming paper claims and other mail. Accepted claim forms at the Reno facility include the pharmacy Universal Claim Form, CMS-1500, UB-04, and ADA-2006 claim forms. All incoming mail—including claims and their attachments—is identified, prioritized, and sorted for subsequent processing. Outgoing mail, including claims that must be returned to providers, is also processed by our Reno facility. ACS’ mailroom staff ensures that incoming and outgoing mail is handled and controlled effectively and efficiently, in accordance with DHCFP-approved procedures. 



		12.5.2.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Prescreen hard-copy claims before entering them into the system, and return to the provider those not meeting certain criteria as specified by DHCFP, and maintain an electronic log of returned claims.

		a

		Nevada paper claims and other mail is sent to ACS designated Reno post office boxes. Our courier picks up mail from the post office at designated times during the day and delivers it to our Reno facility in postal tubs and trays. Staff reviews the trays and verifies that mail is for ACS. Misrouted mail is returned to the post office. The mail is taken to a screening area where staff tags mail with a Julian date and opens the mail using an automatic mail opener. Claims are reviewed for processing requirements and returned to the provider with a return to provider (RTP) letter if they are incomplete. The letter notifies the provider of the information needed to complete the processing of the claim. We maintain an electronic log of all RTP Letters. 



		12.5.2.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Capture and maintain images of all hard-copy claims, adjustments, voids, attachments and other documents.




		a

		ACS images all claims, adjustments, voids, attachments, and other documents. Documents passing screening are separated by type and batched. The batches are moved to the scanning area and placed in Julian date order.


Non-OCR claims and documents are scanned using DocFinity Imaging where all data from the document is captured. Claims and attachments are keyed from the images into the Core MMIS for further processing.


· Claims requiring OCR are scanned using FormWorks. Data entry specialists perform data perfection on the OCR claims. Files created from the OCR process are transmitted to the MMIS for claims adjudication and the images are also loaded to DocFinity Imaging for storage and retrieval.


An ICN is assigned to each claim, adjustment, void, and financial transaction that uniquely identifies it. After scanning the documents are stored until approved for destruction. 



		12.5.2.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain all data from electronically submitted claims.

		a

		Our EDI solution, which includes Informatica products, meets this requirement. Refer to Proposal Section 12.7.10 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), for a detailed description of our EDI solution.



		12.5.2.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assign unique claim control numbers and batches to each claim, adjustment, void and financial transaction with a unique document control number. Prevent overlaying of unique control numbers.

		a

		The ICN uniquely identifies each claim throughout the remainder of processing. Assigning an ICN to each document facilitates claims control and maintenance of audit trails from batching through adjudication, including original, adjustment, void, and financial transactions. Staff follows strict policies and procedures to ensure that ICNs are not overlaid.



		12.5.2.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Edit to prevent duplicate entry of electronic claim batches.

		a

		Our EDI solution includes numerous edits prior to accepting the batch for processing including ensuring that the batch is not a duplicate of a previously submitted batch.



		12.5.2.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform data entry for all hard-copy claims and provide for the verification of manually entered claims including editing, key re-verification or other methods approved by DHCFP.

		a

		Daily, the mailroom supervisor and the Quality Unit periodically review imaged claims to verify that the image of the paper document is correct and readable.



		12.5.2.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform data, format and validity editing on all entered claims, according to industry standards and HIPAA guidelines.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS claims processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify and perform online correction to claims pended as a result of data entry errors.

		a

		Our resolutions staff performs online correction of these claims.



		12.5.2.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor, track and provide online inquiry access to each claim, adjustment, void and financial transaction from receipt through final disposition in accordance with HIPAA regulations.

		a

		ACS takes monitoring claims, adjustments, voids, and financial transactions seriously and provides processes and procedures throughout our organization to ensure that these transactions process accurately and timely. Claims are controlled and monitored from receipt to final disposition. As they proceed through the Core MMIS, they are available for online inquiry. The claims inquiry function, along with a complete series of control and monitoring reports, provides a comprehensive audit trail of the status of every transaction in the system. Examples of our monitoring are provided below:


We leverage Core MMIS functionality and our own proven operational procedures to maintain an effective claims control and inventory system that monitors claims throughout production, including data entry backlogs, pended claims inventory, and other performance measures. Staff uses a combination of Core MMIS-generated reports and PC spreadsheets to manage claims inventory and ensure that claims are processed in accordance with DHCFP timeliness requirements. Batches to be keyed are recorded for each Julian date and claim type. Our staff monitors claims and inventory balances to ensure that backlogs do not occur.


Quality assurance staff randomly selects claims as they are received in the mailroom. Copies of the claims are retained and later compared to the processed originals to monitor the timeliness and accuracy of the screening, imaging, and data capture tasks. The quality assurance staff also audits the accuracy of claim screening. This audit ensures that all claims include the required information and assists in streamlining claim processing. After claims are screened, quality assurance staff pulls the sample for this review. Any claims that were screened in error are identified, pulled, and returned to the provider, or routed to the appropriate staff. The quality assurance staff prepares a report of the findings, which contains an overall review summary and error rate. The report also includes operator-specific error rates and copies of the actual claims, if any, that were screened in error. Quality assurance staff identifies, counsels, and retrains, if necessary, any associate.

Quality assurance staff periodically audits all aspects of electronic claims submission manual functions. Electronic claims test submissions are a critical component of operating an efficient and effective electronic claims submission program. Quality assurance staff randomly selects test submissions and reviews them to verify correct approval or denial.

Resolution staff monitors the use of override codes and ensure that appropriate resolution procedures are being followed.

Quality assurance staff monitors operational performance including claims processing and provider payments to ensure accuracy of payments and integrity of files. They conduct a sample audit of all claim types weekly to assure the Core MMIS is processing claims correctly and they maintain and periodically test the method used to process claims for payment.


Cycle balancing and monitoring are important functions performed for each claims processing cycle. Core MMIS cycles are balanced, using the ending inventory from the previous cycle, adding new claim receipts, and subtracting adjudicated claims to verify that the total ending inventory is correct. This balancing occurs both cycle to cycle and job to job so that any problems can be identified and corrected immediately.



		12.5.2.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor, track, provide online inquiry to, and maintain an audit trail of batch information and electronic submission statistics.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Establish balancing processes to ensure control within the MMIS processing cycles. Reconcile all claims (hard-copy and electronic) to batch processing cycle input and output figures to ensure balancing.

		a

		See our response to 12.5.2.17.



		12.5.2.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make recommendations in any area in which the contractor feels improvements can be made based on industry standards, best practices and/or cost efficiencies.

		a

		ACS brings the experience needed to support continuous improvement to the claims processing business function having taken over systems from multiple vendors. In order to continuously improve the claims processing, it is important to recommend improvements in manual and automated procedures for DHCFP’s consideration. Recommendations for improvement may emerge from all areas of the account, including the claims department, QA team, and maintenance support staff. The purpose of our recommendations may be to improve efficiency, reduce the burden on providers, enhance quality, or reduce benefit costs. Staff may identify situations in which a minor programming change could automate adjudication criteria that are applied manually or identify edit failures that are virtually never overridden and which may be candidates for automatic denial. In all cases, ACS submits such recommendations in writing to DHCFP for approval prior to initiating any changes to the system.



		Claims Adjudication



		12.5.2.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all the Claims Operations Management functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of the Nevada MMIS and peripheral systems/tools, and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop policies and procedures for performing claims adjudication activities. All policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations. 

		a

		See our response to 12.5.2.4.



		12.5.2.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform claim editing according to DHCFP policy, CMS, national coding standards, and HIPAA standards. Types of edits include, but are not limited to:


a. Recipient and provider eligibility verification;

b. Lock-in restrictions or special programs;

c. Services requested are covered by applicable benefit plan;

d. Managed care enrollment;

e. Required attachments have been submitted;

f. Age and gender are appropriate for service provided;

g. Units billed are greater than or equal to service limits;

h. If a diagnosis is required it is present and of sufficient detail;

i. Proper use of modifier(s);

j. Place of service is valid;

k. Proper stale date billing timeframes;

l. Service allows “from/through” billing if service was billed using a range of dates;

m. Provider eligibility to perform type of service;

n. Provider participation in a group practice;

o. Prior authorization compliance;

p. Verify CLIA certification for procedure(s); and

q. Exact duplicate and suspected duplicate claims across claim types and provider types.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		As part of the claims adjudication process, review claims for billing and coding errors, according to industry guidelines and CMS Correct Coding Initiative edits. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Verify that services performed are consistent with services previously rendered to the recipient and that they comply with State policy and medical criteria.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Edit each claim record completely during a payment cycle, identifying as many errors as possible to limit the number of times a provider must to re-submit a claim before it completely processes. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform claim editing for conflicting services in accordance with DHCFP policy, CMS guidelines, national coding standards, and HIPAA standards. Types of conflicting edits include, but are not limited to:


r. Institution/Outpatient (for example, Nursing Facility vs. Personal Care Services on same or overlapping date(s) of service);

s. Institution/Institution (for example, Nursing Facility and Inpatient Hospital);

t. Provider Type/Procedure Codes (for example, Nursing Facility stay with certain DME items on same or overlapping date(s) of service [defined by a group of procedure codes]); and

u. Procedure Code/Procedure Code (for example, extraction and a filling for the same tooth).

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assist DHCFP in defining additional, desirable edit criteria. 

		a

		ACS staff welcomes the opportunity to assist DHCFP in defining additional edit criteria. 



		12.5.2.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Propose criteria and procedures for processing and adjudicating “special claims” (bypass edit conditions), including but not limited to late billing, recipient retro-eligibility, out-of-state emergency and any other DHCFP-defined and approved situation.

		a

		ACS recognizes the need for the special handling of some claims. A unit lead oversees the processing of these claims. The lead proposes criteria and procedures for processing and adjudicating special claims including bypass edit conditions, late billing, recipient retro-eligibility, out-of-state emergency and any other DHCFP-defined and approved situation.





		12.5.2.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		For recipients enrolled in Managed Care, identify, edit and correctly adjudicate claims for services carved out of a managed care contract as a fee-for-service claim.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Access the Prior Authorization function during claims processing, including adjustment and void processing, and update the PA data to reflect the services used on the claim and the number of services or dollars remaining once it is determined that the claim is payable.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the edit disposition indicator on an error disposition file in the Reference Data Maintenance function. This file shall also indicate whether a particular edit can be overridden and allow for different disposition by media type, claim type (original, adjustment, void), or attachment indicator.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify and track all edits posted to the claim from entry through adjudication and final disposition. Provide online inquiry at no less than current functionality.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor, track and provide online inquiry access to claim status (paid, denied, pended) from receipt through final disposition.

		a

		See our response to 12.5.2.17.



		12.5.2.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a claims void, reprocess and adjustment process which is accomplished operationally, using MMIS screens. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manually or systematically review and resolve any pended claims.

		a

		Claims resolution requires well-trained staff and skilled managers that oversee location inventories of pended claims to ensure that claims are resolved quickly and that resources are shifted when a location experiences a high-volume of claims. We have the skills and understanding to effectively perform the claims resolution duties for DHCFP. ACS’ resolution staff carefully corrects each pended claim and then resubmits the claim for reprocessing. Staff only overrides claim edits based on written authorization from DHCFP or DHCFP-approved resolution instructions.

We provide our resolution instructions electronically so staff do not have to refer to hardcopy instructions. The resolution instructions provide the user with step-by-step instructions for resolving claims that pend for a specific edit or audit. For paper claims, these procedures often include an initial step of comparing the data on the pended claim record with the image of the submitted claim to verify that the information was entered correctly; staff members correct all data entry errors that are detected during the process.


The Core MMIS maintains criteria in the error file that define what actions may be taken against an edit or audit once it posts to a claim, such as whether the error can be denied or overridden. The error file is available online for inquiry and update by authorized users. The Core MMIS produces suspense and data correction reports that ACS uses to control inventory and monitor the use of overrides. These reports help management personnel monitor the use of override codes and ensure that appropriate resolution procedures are being followed.


Each edit and audit is associated with a specific pend location. Our resolution staff generally works in specific locations, such as duplicate audits or provider edits, enabling our staff to develop experience in a specific area and ensuring that their expertise is consistently applied to claims resolution. However, each staff member is trained to handle other locations. This cross training allows management to reallocate resources in the event of unexpected volume increases or staff absences.



		12.5.2.37 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain access to pricing and reimbursement methodologies to appropriately price claims.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.38 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide capability to accept and deduct co-payments in accordance with DHCFP policy.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.39 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Process payments to providers for QMB recipients of services covered by Medicare but not covered by Medicaid.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.40 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Submit physician administered drug information to the pharmacy POS system to support processing and adjudication of physician administered drug claims.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.41 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Interface with the pharmacy POS system to receive adjudication results information from the pharmacy POS system.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.42 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Only override claim edits based on written authorization from DHCFP or DHCFP-approved resolution instructions.

		a

		See our response to 12.5.2.36.



		12.5.2.43 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and maintain the online resolution function in the MMIS, which includes resolution of all data entry errors.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.44 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain claim resolution information, such as edits that were overridden and the individual user who performed the override.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.45 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify potential Third Party Liability (TPL), including Medicare, and deny the claim if it is for a service covered by other insurance based on recipient’s type of TPL coverage and type of service (e.g., medical service claim with medical service coverage, dental service claim with dental coverage).

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.46 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for TPL overrides when the provider attaches an EOB stating that the other insurance is exhausted or the service is not covered, making Medicaid the payer for the claim.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.47 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify claims to pend for medical review, in accordance with DHCFP policy.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.48 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform adjustments and voids to original claims and maintain records of the previous processing.

		a

		Adjustments and voids are an important feature of any MMIS and one that we perform accurately for our Medicaid clients every day. Adjustment and void processing supports the correction of adjudicated claims and occurs for a variety of reasons such as billing errors and TPL recoveries. Adjustment requests may be initiated from DHCFP, providers, or ACS. Most adjustment requests involve a change to a single field on a claim, such as the procedure code or billed amount. Some requests seek to void the entire claim. Adjustments may be submitted electronically and on paper.


ACS has two dedicated adjustment/void associates that are responsible for processing hard copy adjustments after they have been imaged by mailroom staff and routed to the unit. First, staff screens adjustment request for completion and validity. If an adjustment is missing information, the adjustment is returned to the provider via an RTP letter that explains why the request could not be processed. After screening, staff processes the adjustment which may result in a net change in the provider’s payment for the claim. The adjustment or void information is included on the provider’s RA and electronic 835.



		12.5.2.49 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make recommendations in any area in which the contractor feels improvements can be made based on industry standards, best practices and/or cost efficiencies.

		a

		See our response to 12.5.2.20.



		Claims Reporting



		12.5.2.50 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop policies and procedures for performing claims reporting activities. All policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		See our response to 12.5.2.4.



		12.5.2.51 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce all daily, weekly and monthly claims entry statistics reports in accordance with DHCFP-approved specifications and media type.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.52 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce balancing and control reports according to DHCFP-approved specifications and media type.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.53 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an audit trail of each claim record including each stage of processing, the date the claim was entered in each stage, and any error codes posted.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.54 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor and report on the use of override codes during the claims resolution process, based on DHCFP-defined guidelines. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.55 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide online inquiry access to claims history as specified by DHCFP policy.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.56 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce and distribute recipient Validation of Service letter pursuant to State and Federal rules and regulations. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Claims Processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.2.57 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Screen returned recipient Validation of Service letters for discrepancies and produce monthly reports that identify the percentage of claims questions, the number of claims questions and the dollar amount of claims questions pursuant to State and Federal rules and regulations. 

		a

		We produce and distribute recipient Validation of Service letters according to State and federal rules and regulations. These letters are sent to obtain confirmation that a recipient did or did not receive the services for which DHCFP made payment and are helpful in uncovering fraud. Staff in our provider services department screen returned letters for discrepancies and produce monthly reports that identify the percentage of claims questions, the number of claims questions, and the dollar amount of claims questions pursuant to State and federal rules and regulations.



		12.5.2.58 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make recommendations in any area in which the contractor feels improvements can be made based on industry standards, best practices and/or cost efficiencies.

		a

		See our response to 12.5.2.20.



		Claims – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.5.2.59 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Use DHCFP identified criteria, such as Provider Type, to ‘randomly pend’ a specified percentage of claims for Pre-Payment Review. 

		a

		We understand based on DHCFP’s answer to Question 261 of Amendment 3, that there may be other criteria types that DHCFP may want to identify besides provider type.  To meet these requirements, ACS anticipates updating the Core MMIS as follows to satisfy this expanded responsibility:


Add new claims processing database table to capture pre-payment review criteria and percent of  claims to pend


Develop new screen to allow entry of and modification to  pre-payment review criteria—including provider type plus three other criteria which are existing data elements in the MMIS—and percent of claims to pend


Modify adjudication process to read the criteria and randomly pend the appropriate percentage of claims based on the criteria


Use the error code table and disposition capabilities to assign new exception codes for the pre-payment review that have a pend disposition


Based on this approach, we have determined that we will need additional information from DHCFP to ensure we have accurately scoped this requirement. As such, we have not included implementation of this potential expanded requirement under the budget neutral component of the contract.



		12.5.2.60 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a means to identify and recover “Never Events” claims as defined by CMS. These never events represent unnecessary services directly caused by practitioner or facility error (Example: Sponge left in a patient by error, claim submitted to pay for removal of the sponge). 

		a

		During the transition period we will work with DHCFP to develop a DSS report and criteria to identify “Never Events.”  During the operations period, we will run the report on a frequency determined by DHCFP and load it to ODRAS. Further, we will provide the report to DHCFP for review by DHCFP. We will adjust or void claims associated with “Never Ends” at the direction of DHCFP.


We have included 12.5.2.60 in our budget neutral cost model.



		12.5.2.61 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		On an annual basis, produce, distribute and track False Claims letters/certifications to providers paid over five million dollars ($5,000,000) and provide results to DHCFP.

		a

		During the transition period we will work with DHCFP to develop a DSS report to identify providers paid over 5 million dollars. During the operations period we will run the report on an annual basis and create False Claims letters/certifications for each provider on the report using a letter template from our contact management system, Oracle CRM OnDemand.  We will load the letters to ODRAS for easy-access and retrieval. Further, we will import the information to CRM, to create a tracking record that identifies each provider and the date we sent the letter. 


We have included 12.5.2.61 in our budget neutral cost model.



		12.5.2.62 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Create and maintain a standard template for the purpose of automating voids and adjustments. This would eliminate manual entry of voids and adjustments. 

		a

		During the transition period, ACS will meet with DHCFP to gain a full understanding of the requirements for this responsibility.

Because we need further information before determining the scope of work, this responsibility is not included in our budget neutral cost model.



		Claims – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.2.63 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve all changes to internal and external claims processing procedures used for claims capture, claims adjudication, and controlling the audit trails and location of all claims.

		

		



		12.5.2.64 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Monitor Contractor inventory through review of claims processing cycle balancing and control reports.

		

		



		12.5.2.65 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish and provide Contractor with claim electronic image retention and retrieval standards.

		

		



		12.5.2.66 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve implementation of HIPAA-compliant claim forms.

		

		



		12.5.2.67 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish standards for data entry error rates. 

		

		



		12.5.2.68 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine and provide to Contractor edit criteria to enforce DHCFP policy.

		

		



		12.5.2.69 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine edit override policy, and review and approve contractor procedures for adjudication of “special batch” claims.

		

		



		12.5.2.70 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		

		



		12.5.2.71 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review all daily, weekly and monthly claims statistics and operational reports.

		

		



		12.5.2.72 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide to the contractor written authorization for edit overrides.

		

		



		12.5.2.73 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve edit resolution instructions.

		

		



		12.5.2.74 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish criteria for returning hard-copy claims to providers before entering claims into the system.

		

		



		12.5.2.75 

		Potential Expanded DHCFP Responsibility

		Select a percentage of claims by provider type to ‘randomly pend’ for Per-Payment Review by the Contractor.

		

		



		Claims – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.2.76 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Adjudicate claims in accordance with the requirements detailed in the State Medicaid Manual, Part 11, Section 11325.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.77 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Data-enter hard copy claims within two (2) working days of receipt.




		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.78 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain data entry error rates below three percent (3%).

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.79 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Load electronically submitted claims within one (1) working day of receipt.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.80 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Image every claim and attachment within one (1) working day of receipt. 

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.81 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Assign a unique control number to every claim, attachment and adjustment within one (1) working day of receipt.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.82 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Return claims missing required data within two (2) working days of receipt.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.83 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Log returned claims daily.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.84 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Ninety-five percent (95%) of all clean claims or ninety percent (90%) of the dollar total for all clean claims must be adjudicated for payment or denial within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt. 

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.85 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Ninety-nine percent (99%) of clean claims must be adjudicated for payment or denial within ninety (90) calendar days of receipt.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.86 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Non-clean claims must be adjudicated within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of correction of the condition that caused it to be unclean.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.87 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		All claims must be adjudicated within twelve (12) months of receipt by the contractor, except for those exempted from this requirement by federal timely claims processing regulations.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.88 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Correctly adjudicate all pended claims, except those pended that require state review, within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt and report the pended status of the claims to the provider.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.89 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Correctly adjudicate claims pended for medical review within fourteen (14) calendar days from completion of the review. 

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.90 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Review and adjudicate one-hundred percent (100%) of provider-initiated requests for adjustment within forty-five (45) calendar days of receipt.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.91 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Submit returned denial notices to DHCFP each week.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.2.92 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Update TPL files with claim information in the same cycle as the payment cycle.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.3

		FINANCIAL



		General/Inputs



		12.5.3.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all financial processing functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of the Nevada MMIS operation, State and federal rules and regulations, in accordance with HIPAA regulations.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support multiple levels of role based security, as agreed upon by the Contractor and DHCFP.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to support overpayment/recovery efforts, including but not limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER, cost avoidance, pay and chase, premium payment, Medicare, subrogation and recoupments according to DHCFP policy, State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a, c

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement.  We estimate that this represents approximately 10% of this requirement. 


ACS will subcontract with Health Management Systems (HMS) to manage all TPL functions. We estimate that this represents approximately 90 percent of this requirement. HMS currently performs TPL functions for DHCFP and understands the process, the people, the providers, the environment and the insurance carriers. Continuation with the same TPL vendor will reduce or eliminate negative impacts on identification of TPL resources, cost avoidance and post-payment recovery. HMS’ Nevada experience provides a foundation of Nevada Medicaid knowledge on which to tailor our third-party services to Nevada needs and rules.

HMS performs recovery functions related to its TPL activities defined in the TPL scope of work using the Core MMIS and its internal systems. HMS will perform these activities according to DHCFP policy and State and federal rules and regulations. 



		12.5.3.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an accounts receivable system populated by MMIS data on a weekly basis that is maintained by the Accounting Department. The data is to be used to track matching dollars from other agencies.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Upload annual budget, including fund splits and program/sub-program codes, into financial processing system.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept the following inputs into the financial processing system to produce RA:


v. Claims that have passed all edit, audit and pricing processing, or that have been denied;

w. Claims that have a sanction or fiscal pend;

x. Fiscal pend and release criteria;

y. Recoupment data;

z. Retroactive rate updates; and

aa. Provider, recipient and reference data from MMIS.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Create, maintain, and update accounting codes (e.g. object codes, sub-object codes, multiple FMAPs), as defined by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Validate budget authority for each financial and claim transaction.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain payment mechanisms to providers, including identification of check generation and electronic fund transfer (EFT).

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate and process non-claim-specific financial transactions.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate capitated payments to support managed care programs, according to HIPAA standards. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate non-emergency transportation capitation payments based on monthly eligibility file.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		Remittance Advice



		12.5.3.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce or reproduce both paper and electronic (ACS X12N 835 transaction) remittance advice and match checks (paper and EFT) to RAs as an audit function.

		a

		Our parent company, Xerox, will install printers, inserters and postage meters in our Reno facility and provide staff to handle print/fulfillment activities. We print and secure payment disbursement checks, then match the Remittance Advice (RA) with the check, all within the Reno office. Combining checks and RAs reduces postage costs and printing locally reduces delivery times.



		12.5.3.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Include informational messages on the Remittance Advice from a user-maintainable message text table, with selection parameters such as provider type, claim type and claim payment date(s).

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce remittance advice according to HIPAA standards for different claim forms and content such as institutional, pharmacy, professional and dental as well as paper remittance advice including but not limited to the following information:

ab. Recipient identification;

ac. Date(s) of service;

ad. Service identifier(s) (for example, HCPCS code, modifier(s), NDC code;

ae. Claim status (for example, paid, adjusted, denied, void, or pended);

af. RA number;

ag. Internal Claim Number (ICN);

ah. Previous ICN and new ICN are reported on the RA for adjustments. A voided claim will report to the RA using the original ICN that is being voided. Original check date and the original RA number are reported on the RA as well;

ai. All edits including edit description;

aj. Insurance company name, policy number and contact information for claims denied due to recipient having other insurance;

ak. Amount Billed;


al. Any other insurance applied to the claim;

am. Patient liability applied to claim;

an. Amount of any other payments (i.e., voluntary contributions) applied to claim;

ao. Amount paid; and

ap. Summary information including but not limited to, number of claims paid, denied, or pended; total amount billed; total amount paid; active recoupment account balance(s); active sanction account balance(s); financial transactions (e.g. cut-backs, add-payments).

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		1099 Activities



		12.5.3.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Track 1099 earnings, adjust amounts due to recoupment activity or returned checks, produce 1099 statements to providers and report the data to the IRS annually, in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		Output



		12.5.3.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update claim history and online financial files with the check number, date of payment and amount paid after the claims payment cycle.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor the status of each account receivable and report monthly to DHCFP in aggregate and/or individual accounts, in a DHCFP approved report format.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement.


Staff within our fiscal department monitor accounts receivables. They possess knowledge of DHCFP accounting policies and procedures as they pertain to the financial management requirements of Nevada’s programs.



		12.5.3.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide access to financial information online to authorized users.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce all required federal and State financial reports.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce claims payment and other financial data reports as specified by DHCFP, including but not limited to:


aq. Detailed financial transaction registers;

ar. Standard accounting, balance and control reports;

as. Remittance and payment summaries;

at. Listing of recoupments by amount and time period for providers;

au. Single aged outstanding accounts receivable, with flags on those that have no activity within a DHCFP-specified period of time;

av. Cash receipts and returned checks;

aw. Registers for checks/EFT with related remittance advice number and/or date; and

ax. Results of weekly Reconciliation/Balancing activities.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		Overpayments/Recoveries



		12.5.3.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept and maintain the following information to support Overpayments/Recovery financial processing functions:


ay. Notification from Welfare, DHCFP and/or DCFS;

az. Court notification;

ba. TPL-related data from the adjudicated claims history file including indicators of accident-related treatments, diagnosis codes and procedure codes indicating trauma;

bb. Parameters entered online to identify paid claims for tracking and potential recovery; and

bc. TPL information obtained from a source outside of Medicaid such as EOBs or providers.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify claims eligible for pay and chase recovery by user-driven criteria such as date of service or types of service.

		c

		Data is pulled from the Core MMIS. HMS uses the paid claims file to perform this function.  HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.5.3.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to identify all claims that have been flagged for pay and chase recovery, including the date the process began.

		a, c

		The Core MMIS allows identification of criteria to be applied for pay and chase and maintains a post-payment billing capability. For these criteria, claims bypass cost avoidance editing and are electronically forwarded to HMS for recovery processes and tracking activities according to a DHCFP-defined schedule. The interfaces established between HMS and the MMIS allow transmission of claims data and TPL data to support identification, tracking, and recovery processes. ACS will perform the MMIS-related components of this requirement (approximately 50%) and HMS will perform the related pay and chase activities.  HMS has the capability to track all claims flagged for pay and chase, including the pay and chase activities currently performed by DHCFP’s SURS staff if this information is provided to HMS.



		12.5.3.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Automatically generate (paper or electronic) invoices to the specific carriers and/or providers, according to HIPAA standards, with all pertinent information including, but not limited to, Recipient ID, service paid, date of service, insurance carrier name and policy information. 

		c

		While most carriers accept ANSI transactions for invoicing, TPL related paper and electronic invoices allow for free form text and are generated as necessary for each TPL function. They are maintained by HMS’ internal systems and procedures. The standard invoices that are created and distributed include letters to providers, to recipients, and to insurance carriers. The invoices meet HIPAA standards and include recipient ID, service paid, service date, insurance carrier name, and policy information. Invoices are tracked through the audit trail capabilities in the HMS system.   HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.5.3.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Track all responses and payments received and automatically adjust claims that have been recovered.

		a, c

		HMS tracks responses and payment received from various sources including carriers, providers and attorneys by date received. After HMS posts the payment to the financial component of the MMIS, the original claim is voided or adjusted in the MMIS.  We estimate that HMS will perform approximately 95% of this requirement.



		12.5.3.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Automatically rebill insurance companies if a response is not received within DHCFP specified time frame. 

		c

		HMS has the capability to produce and send claim facsimiles to insurance companies at the time recoveries are initiated or when insurance policy data is requested. HMS can rebill carriers on a schedule determined by DHCFP. Identification of carriers for rebilling is made by review of HMS systems for denials or payments from specific billing cycles.  HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.5.3.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow online data access including:


bd. User-specified inquiry selection criteria such as recipient ID and date(s) of service to identify claims to assess for other insurance liability/Medicaid Estate Recovery; and


be. List all claims selected for other insurance liability including all relevant information such as procedure code, diagnosis code, modifier and date(s) of service.

		a, c

		HMS performs activity related to casualty recovery and offers online access through its case tracking system.  Other online access to TPL information will be provided through the MMIS.  We estimate that HMS will perform approximately 50% of this requirement.



		12.5.3.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow authorized users to manually select or deselect claims for other insurance liability from the listing for inclusion in a case and allow the entry of a reason code for selection/de-selection.

		c

		HMS meets this requirement as related to casualty recoveries through the casualty case valuation process. As HMS communicates with attorneys, Nevada Deputy Attorney Generals and DHCFP claims may be removed or included in the case depending on results of these communications.  HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.5.3.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a listing of all claims selected for other insurance liability by the user for each case, and notify providers that claims have been identified for other insurance liability recovery action.

		c

		HMS provides this service through its online casualty case system. HMS maintains a listing of all claims selected for other insurance liability by the user for each case and notifies providers that claims have been identified or other insurance liability recovery.  HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.5.3.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Automatically void the identified claims for other insurance liability with an explanation reason and report on the Remittance Advice.

		a, c

		HMS voids the claim in the Core MMIS and it displays the void reason on the RA.  We estimate that HMS will perform approximately 50% of this requirement.



		12.5.3.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Automatically reinstate previously voided claims according to user entered parameters for other insurance liability and report on the Remittance Advice.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS financial processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Capture and provide online access to multiple names and addresses of the parties associated with a restitution case.

		c

		HMS performs this function as it relates to casualty recoveries and its online casualty system.  HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.5.3.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to inquire against the recovery data by recipient ID or recipient name. 

		a, c

		HMS’ online casualty system provides this information related to casualty.  All other case type data is maintained in the MMIS.  We estimate that HMS will perform 50% of this requirement.



		12.5.3.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate 'reminders' at certain intervals based on recovery account information.

		c

		HMS generates reminders at intervals specific to the recovery account type such as casualty or provider disallowance.  HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.5.3.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for multiple recovery transactions for an individual.

		a

		The Core MMIS is able to accept multiple recoveries from various areas for one recipient (TPL, casualty, overpayments).  Since the Core MMIS provides this capability, ACS will be responsible for maintaining that capability.  HMS is able to process and accept multiple recovery transactions for one individual. 



		12.5.3.37 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Automatically set up a recoupment transaction for a provider if the provider payment amount is negative.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS financial processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.38 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update recoupment data automatically as the result of weekly claims run. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS financial processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.39 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for manual adjustment of recoupment balances.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS financial processing functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.40 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide an audit trail of all transactions applied to the recoupment account including, but not limited to:

bf. Date of transaction;


bg. Dollar value of transaction;


bh. Reason for transaction; and


bi. Person/process authorizing the transaction.

		a, c

		ACS maintains the audit trail of all recoupment transactions on the Core MMIS. HMS creates a full audit trail which includes the required data elements related to their recovery activities.


We estimate HMS will perform 50 percent of this requirement.



		12.5.3.41 

		Contractor Responsibility

		If multiple accounts exist within a single account type, the older accounts are to be satisfied first.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.3.42 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce payment recovery reports as specified by DHCFP, including but not limited to:


bj. Aging reports of cases billed;

bk. Cost avoidance reports including detailed information on the number and types of claims and amounts cost-avoided;

bl. Cost avoidance summary reports;

bm. Unrecoverable amounts by type and reason;

bn. Accounts receivable reports;

bo. Recoveries by case type; and

bp. Estate recovery activity reports.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Financial functionality that supports this requirement. 



		Financial – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.3.43 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations (including FMAP changes).

		

		



		12.5.3.44 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish financial processing and adjustment processing policies and procedures.

		

		



		12.5.3.45 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish policies and procedures for processing non-claim-specific financial transactions.

		

		



		12.5.3.46 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review all financial reports from the contractor. 

		

		



		12.5.3.47 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide annual Budget file to Contractor no later than one (1) month prior to the first payment cycle each State Fiscal Year. 

		

		



		12.5.3.48 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish requirements mandating EFT as payment mode for providers receiving more than a specified annual payment total.

		

		



		Financial – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.3.49 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain and update the accounts receivable system on a daily basis.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.3.50 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform weekly payment processing including generation of paper and electronic RAs.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.3.51 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform payment cycle on at least a weekly basis.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.3.52 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Produce and mail 1099 earning reports no later than January 31 of each year, and report to IRS according to Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.3.53 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Upload annual Budget file and ensure accurate processing prior to the first weekly payment cycle of the new fiscal year.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.3.54 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Process each adjustment within ten (10) working days payment deposit. 

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.3.55 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform recoupment data entry keying with ninety-seven percent (97%) or higher accuracy.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.4

		PRIOR AUTHORIZATION (PA)



		12.5.4.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and maintain the Prior Authorization (PA) function of the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up program, including review and physical authorization of payment authorization functions associated with Prior Authorization Requests as identified by DHCFP. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Prior Authorization (PA) functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.4.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all Prior Authorization functions, features and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of this RFP and State and federal rules and regulations. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Prior Authorization (PA) functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.4.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enter data into the Prior Authorization function through HIPAA compliant transaction that meets DHCFP guidelines, and maintain all Prior Authorization information. Data entry shall be permitted by DHCFP approved staff. 

		a

		We accept PA requests by phone, by fax, or by HIPAA compliant X12 278 transactions. We send responses to PA request transactions according to HIPAA standards. Authorized staff keys PA request information into the MMIS using GUI screens. Providers enter prior authorization requests through our Web Portal which has a direct link to our Health Information Exchange (HIE) solution, DirectAccess. Our clinicians enter prior authorization requests through our ICMS. Data entry is also permitted by DHCFP approved staff.


All PAs are tracked from initiation through final decision, including each decision date and the results of that decision. PAs entered in DirectAccess or ICMS are reviewed and a determination of approved or denied is made, then the PA is transferred to the MMIS using a HIPAA compliant X12 278 transaction. To enhance the capabilities of the Core MMIS function, we integrate the functionality of DirectAccess and ICMS to provide a comprehensive repository of PA requests and review data.


A PA requests authorization for a service to be performed or to allow utilization of a service to exceed established service limits. We process PA requests for many types of service including inpatient medical/surgical, outpatient medical/surgical, home health, DME, inpatient psychiatric, outpatient psychiatric, ocular, audiology, dental, behavioral health, residential treatment center, and adult day care. We customize the information we collect according to the type of PA, such as tooth and surface codes for dental services. All PAs are edited and validated to ensure that they conform to DHCFP program policy, clinical criteria, and industry standards. We assist providers with complex cases, offering consultations or providing referrals to the State’s Case Management vendor.



		12.5.4.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Purge Prior Authorization records to archive media according to DHCFP-defined criteria.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Prior Authorization (PA) functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.4.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce Prior Authorization reports according to DHCFP-defined specifications and frequency.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Prior Authorization (PA) functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.4.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information propagated by eligibility interfaces in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Prior Authorization (PA) functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.4.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Track all authorization activity from initiation of process through final decision, including each decision date and the results of that decision.

		a

		See our response to 12.5.4.3.



		12.5.4.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to track all correspondence, including date and reason sent.

		a

		Our Reno healthcare management call center uses our care management system (ICMS) to track all correspondence including date and reason sent. Our care management system provides Web-based access to comprehensive customer interaction histories that include phone notes, call recordings, incoming and outgoing communication—including letters, faxes, and e-mails—sent to or from the call center and other ACS personnel to providers or patients. In addition, ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS PA functionality that supports this requirement for those PAs entered directly into the MMIS.



		12.5.4.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Edit all Prior Authorization data entered for validity and disallow duplications.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Prior Authorization (PA) functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.4.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an audit trail, and provide ability to inquire against all Prior Authorization data. Include flexible inquiry capability such as, but not limited to, review type, service requested, date ranges, decision. Include ability to drill down to detail.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Prior Authorization (PA) functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.4.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update 'count down' fields such as units or dollars used during claims processing to allow a user to view how many services remain as pre-approved for payment.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Prior Authorization (PA) functionality that supports this requirement. 



		12.5.4.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability for providers to submit requests and receive responses for Prior Authorization according to HIPAA standards.

		a

		See our response to 12.5.4.3.



		Prior Authorization – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.4.13 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and the State and Federal rules and regulations to ensure that they are supported by the Prior Authorization business function.

		

		



		12.5.4.14 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide guidelines for data entry or upload of Prior Authorization information in accordance with HIPAA standards.

		

		



		12.5.4.15 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide criteria for purging of Prior Authorization records to archive media.

		

		



		12.5.4.16 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Define frequency and specifications for Prior Authorization reports. 

		

		



		12.5.4.17 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review Prior Authorization reports produced by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.5

		PROVIDER



		Provider Data Maintenance



		12.5.5.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept the following sources of provider information:


bq. Provider enrollment application form data;

br. Licensure information, including electronic input from other State and federal agencies;

bs. Data from Office of Inspector General (OIG) and applied changes as specified by DHCFP;

bt. Provider add/update transactions;

bu. Changed provider information from DHCFP;

bv. Financial payment and recoupment data from the Financial Processing function; and

bw. Provider restrictions and/or sanction data from DHCFP.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and maintain the Provider Data Maintenance function, including the maintenance of the provider master data set (Provider Master File), which includes, but is not limited to: provider taxonomy, provider type, provider specialty, provider demographic information, group affiliations, billing agency, service locations and provider identifiers (such as IPN, API, NPI, FEIN, DEA, and others). 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Establish methods to verify accuracy of provider file data, and edit all data entered for presence, format and consistency with other data in the transaction and on the Provider File.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct mass updates of the provider file when directed by DHCFP.

		a

		When directed by DHCFP we develop a method to perform a mass update of the provider file. As with any change, we thoroughly test the update and apply it to production file with DHCFP approval.



		12.5.5.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support multiple levels of role based security, as agreed upon by the Contract and DHCFP.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow authorized users to add and change Provider File data through online, real time data entry.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and provide access to current and historical Provider data including an audit trail of all data added or changed and the user making the add/change.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the minimum historical provider data online in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) months.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide access to archived Provider File data.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide DHCFP with access to electronic copies of all provider documents, such as provider application, provider contract, etc.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Link a single provider when associated with multiple service locations and/or groups, each having a unique service address.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Link a single provider to multiple addresses (e.g. service, correspondence, payment, remittance advice).

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain Billing Agency information when a provider uses a service.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain change of ownership data and dates for which each owner should receive payment for claims.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and track complaints from providers.

		a

		Our Reno provider relations call center is equipped with Oracle CRM OnDemand, a state-of-the art solution that enables ACS to track all communication with providers, including phone calls or correspondence regarding any complaints that a provider might have about program policy or operations. Call center staff and provider field representatives are empowered to better serve providers using Web-based access to comprehensive customer interaction histories that include phone and field visit notes, call recordings, incoming and outgoing communication—including letters and emails—sent to or from the call center, field representatives, and other ACS personnel to providers.



		12.5.5.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform the following correspondence functions:


bx. Automatically send letters to providers based on DHCFP-specified criteria such as, but not limited to, change to status, Certification or Licensure expirations, etc.;

by. Allow entry of free form verbiage to insert into system generated letters;

bz. Track all letters, provider, date and reason sent;

ca. Reprint letters and notices, upon request; and

cb. Create DHCFP-specified criteria-based files for mass mailing, upon request (By provider type, specialty, geographic area, etc.).

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow online data inquiry access to provider file data, including, but not limited to: Doing Business As Name and Legal Entity Name (actual, partial, or phonetic search), Group associations, ownership, Federal Employer Identification Number (FEIN), SSN, ID, Location (city, state, zip, street), provider type and specialty.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to identify providers by participation in the Nevada Check Up (CHIP) Program, Medicaid, State-only, Medicare, or other programs as specified by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide inquiry-only access to applicable provider data to outside agencies as identified by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide online access to financial summaries (e.g. payment totals for minimum seventy-two (72) months).

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make all provider data available for retrieval through the Ad Hoc/DSS reporting function.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce Provider Data reports as specified by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		Provider Billing



		12.5.5.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide staff competent in Medicaid billing policy and procedures for all provider and claim types who will be responsible for provider billing and training. 

		a

		Staff in our provider relations unit are well-trained and experienced in educating providers on Medicaid billing policy and procedures for all providers and claim types. They inform and train providers about Nevada billing and payment policy, electronic billing using HIPAA standard formats, EFT, remittance advices, and payments. In addition to training providers in the use of EDI, they assist in testing when a provider is establishing his electronic transactions.


We are proposing four field representatives to work closely with providers under the new contract. They are equipped with laptop computers and secure remote connectivity to the Web portal, MMIS, and peripheral systems that allow them to work directly with providers during onsite visits, individual provider education sessions, and provider workshops. They are conversant in EDI processes and can assist providers with questions about the technology they use to transmit and receive data from ACS. Representatives are also familiar with all aspects of the Web portal and the benefits it affords providers.



		12.5.5.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up including historical and current forms.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain an inventory of forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up.



		12.5.5.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop, revise, produce and distribute printed and electronic provider communications (via contractor hosted website), including but not limited to, Provider Billing Manuals, Provider Web Announcements, and other materials as required. 

		a

		Up-to-date provider billing manuals, EDI companion guides, training catalogs and schedules, provider announcements, newsletters, and other information are available on our Web portal for easy access. All materials are approved by DHCFP before posting. Our provider relations staff actively encourages providers to check the Web portal for the most current provider manuals and announcements. We provide hard copy for any providers without Web access.


In addition to posting announcements to our Web portal, we propose to send critical alerts and other timely information directly to providers in e-mail "blasts" using Brightwave software tool.



		12.5.5.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide all providers with the most current DHCFP-developed and/or approved policy program materials through updates and replacements (as needed) to the Provider Billing Manuals, Training Catalogs and Schedules, and/or Provider Web Announcements, in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.

		a

		Please see our response to 12.5.5.25.



		12.5.5.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Inform and train providers about electronic billing, electronic remittance advices, Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT), and work with providers on HIPAA standard formats for the data transfer, including testing, in accordance with HIPAA standards.

		a

		Please see our response to 12.5.5.23.



		12.5.5.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and distribute quarterly newsletters to providers in both printed and electronic formats on current Nevada Medicaid and Check Up related news and information.

		a

		ACS develops, prints, and distributes quarterly newsletters with current information about the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs. We post the newsletters to our Web portal and make them available in hard copy.



		12.5.5.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to produce payment by check for Providers that do not meet DHCFP established minimum standards requiring EFT.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Provider functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.5.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an archive of billing manual versions and provide access on Provider web portal for reference.

		a

		ACS stores all versions of program documents on internet-based Microsoft SharePoint where they are available for easy access and efficient sharing of project information.



		Provider – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.5.5.31 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Build and maintain an expanded database of provider data for claims processing, administrative reporting and surveillance and utilization review.

		a

		During the transition period ACS will provide resources to work with DHCFP to do an end-to-end evaluation of the current provider enrollment and reenrollment processes, including possible expansion of the provider database tables and screens. As part of this process, we will make recommendations for improvement for DHCFP consideration. Our review will include the following potential expanded responsibilities: 


12.5.5.31 - Build and maintain an expanded database of provider data for claims processing, administrative reporting and surveillance and utilization review


12.5.5.32 - Track provider agency/group ownership in a manner that can be searched by individual/corporation name


12.7.6.18 - Perform provider re-enrollment validation for the Nevada Medicaid provider and personal caregiver network to ensure the approximately 15,000 Nevada Medicaid providers and caregivers validate their provider information upon licensure renewal and on a recurring basis to ensure that every provider is re-enrolled at least every 36 months


12.7.6.19 - Perform re-enrollment validation in accordance with a prescribed schedule and will include follow-up with non-compliant providers


12.7.6.21 - Enrolled providers must be reviewed on a continuing basis to ensure that they continue to meet provider eligibility requirements


Because we need to perform our evaluation and need input from DHCFP to estimate these potential expanded responsibilities, we did not include them in our budget neutral cost proposal.



		12.5.5.32 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Track provider agency/group ownership in a manner that can be searched by individual/corporation name.

		a

		See our response to 12.5.5.31.



		Provider – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.5.33 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with Contractor to develop DHCFP specific forms for provider use.

		

		



		12.5.5.34 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are met by the provider data and billing business functions.

		

		



		12.5.5.35 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine and communicate provider data related policies.

		

		



		12.5.5.36 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from provider data maintenance.

		

		



		12.5.5.37 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Define frequency and specifications for Provider Data reports.

		

		



		12.5.5.38 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review Provider Data reports produced by the Contractor.

		

		



		Provider– Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.5.39 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Enter all changes to provider records within two (2) working days of receipt of the input from DHCFP or other approved sources.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.5.5.40 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		At provider’s request, print and mail DHCFP specific forms and other billing-related documents within five (5) working days of request.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.5.5.41 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Update Provider Billing Manuals to correspond with system takeover, and at least annually thereafter.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.5.5.42 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain electronic billing manual with all updates posted online within five (5) working days of approval by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.5.5.43 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		At the request of a provider, mail Provider Billing Manual revisions and Provider Web Announcements within five (5) working days of request.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.5.6

		RECIPIENT



		12.5.6.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update the MMIS recipient data set.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Recipient functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.6.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure that all existing and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and other State and Federal rules and regulations are met by the recipient business function.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Recipient functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.6.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept daily and monthly recipient interfaces from State eligibility systems (e.g. Welfare system, Nevada Check Up, DCFS, etc.) and perform updates to recipient data.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Recipient functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.6.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain minimum data set (MDS).

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Recipient functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.6.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform reconciliation activities of the MMIS recipient file to eligibility files and/or required interfaces.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Recipient functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.6.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain appropriate controls and audit trails to ensure the recipient eligibility data is used for eligibility verification and claims processing.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Recipient functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.6.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all Recipient Data Access functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of this RFP, associated documents, and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Recipient functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.6.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide eligibility verification in accordance with HIPAA EDI Standards, including but not limited to online, real-time access to eligibility data to all authorized users having appropriate security.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Recipient functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.6.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the minimum historical eligibility data online in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) months.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Recipient functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.6.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information propagated by eligibility interfaces in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Recipient functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.6.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate and distribute monthly recipient lists in accordance with HIPAA EDI Standards, including but not limited to DHCFP contracted vendors.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Recipient functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.6.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain recipient data not received from an interface within the MMIS.

		a

		ACS staff use the GUI screens of the core MMIS to maintain recipient data not received from an interface. We provide a management structure and level of technical discipline that supports data integrity and conforms to HIPAA rules.



		12.5.6.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate recipient reports as specified by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Recipient functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.6.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain backup copy of eligibility data, in a format agreed to by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Recipient functionality that supports this requirement.



		Recipient – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.6.15 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		

		



		12.5.6.16 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from the recipient update process (recipient data from Welfare eligibility files and/or other required interfaces).

		

		



		12.5.6.17 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Assist to resolve potential discrepancies in recipient eligibility when discovered.

		

		



		12.5.6.18 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review recipient reports produced by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.7

		SURVEILLANCE AND UTILIZATION REVIEW SUBSYSTEM (SURS)



		General



		12.5.7.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all Surveillance and Utilization Reviews Subsystem (SURS) functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements in this RFP, State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS SURS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.7.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Train DHCFP and designated staff on the use of the SURS reporting system, on an ongoing basis.

		a

		We provide comprehensive training to enhance the use of SURS by DHCFP staff.   Specific training curriculum is developed for each of the different levels of users, from novice to power users.  This training will be conducted at our Reno facility. As part of our training efforts, we develop a number of teaching aids to support the learning process, to include handouts, reference materials, and quick-start guides that DHCFP users can take with them to assist in their day-to-day use of the system.  Our training program includes computer-based training (CBT) modules which are available through the Internet, 24/7.



		12.5.7.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Advise DHCFP of any changes needed in the SURS function to correspond to changes made to other MMIS functions and offer periodic recommendations for revision of SUR functions, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		a

		When ACS receives a change request defining changes to the Core MMIS or peripheral systems, we determine, as part of the requirements analysis and design process, whether the change affects SURS. This information is captured in the change tracking system and the SURS changes are made along with other system changes.  System testing is thorough and complete to ensure that the changes to all systems work together and as expected.


We recommend SURS enhancements and changes in manual procedures for DHCFP’s consideration whenever we identify areas of potential cost savings or increased efficiency. Our recommendations are based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.



		12.5.7.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support multiple levels of role-based security, as designated by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS SURS functionality that supports this requirement.



		SURS Process Operations



		12.5.7.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate:


cc. Statistical profiles, by providers and recipients, summarizing information contained in claims and prior authorization history, for specified periods of time;


cd. Statistical norms, by peer or treatment group, for each indicator contained within each statistical profile by using averages and standard deviations or percentiles;


ce. Lists of providers and recipients who are found to be outliers, ranked according to DHCFP defined variables such as cost, volume or severity; and


cf. Reports for providers groups including billings by the group and individual providers.

		a

		Recipient and provider profiling are key components of the SURS process. They use peer group categories to focus analysis on potential fraud and abuse, as well as develop a better understanding of existing patterns of care and historical trends. Statistical profiles of all individual recipients and providers within their respective peer groups are evaluated on an indicator-by-indicator basis against exception criteria. 



		12.5.7.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a methodology to classify providers and/or treatments into peer groups for the purpose of developing statistical profiles. 

		a

		Through collaborative cooperation with ACS and DHCFP staff, ACS establishes a methodology to classify providers and/or treatments into peer groups. The methodology is established through analysis of reports containing statistics.  Peer groups are important to rate and rank providers and recipients based on their peers’ behaviors, and the measure of the severity of the abnormal behavior based on claims in the peer universe.



		12.5.7.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a process to evaluate the statistical profiles of all individual providers or recipients within each peer group against the exception criteria established for each peer group. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS SURS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.7.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify providers and recipients who exhibit aberrant practice or utilization patterns as determined by an exception process comparing the individuals' profiles to the limits established for their respective peer groups. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS SURS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.7.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an online parameter-driven control file which allows DHCFP to specify data extraction criteria, report content, parameters and weighting factors necessary to properly identify aberrant situations. This would include the maintenance of statistical profiles that could be used for exception processing.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS SURS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.7.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop a weighting and ranking method subject to DHCFP approval to set priorities for reviewing utilization review exceptions.

		a

		During the transition period we work with DHCFP to develop a weighting and ranking method to set priorities for reviewing utilization review exceptions. This allows targeting case managers, providers or recipients whose behavior is too far above or below the peer group average to be considered acceptable.  



		12.5.7.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a process to apply weighting and ranking to exception report items to facilitate identification of outliers.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS SURS functionality that supports this requirement.



		SURS Data



		12.5.7.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide online access to MMIS data for research and supporting documentation. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS SURS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.7.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept referral data in an electronic format, when available. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS SURS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.7.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an audit trail of updates to the SURS tracking system and control files including data updated, who updated the data and when the update occurred. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS SURS functionality that supports this requirement.



		SURS Recoupment



		12.5.7.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain ability to identify transactions as SURS-related by reason code or other DHCFP approved method.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS SURS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.7.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Refer suspected cases of fraud, waste, or abuse to the SURS unit. 

		a

		When ACS identifies or is made aware of suspected cases of fraud, waste, or abuse, we refer the case to DHCFP’s SURS unit and share our analysis and the data it is based on. 



		12.5.7.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Respond to information requests made by the SURS unit or Attorney General’s Office.

		a

		ACS staff is prepared to respond to information requests from the SURS unit or Attorney General’s Office.  They work with the requestor to understand the information needed and the time-frame. Then, they gather the information by printing reports, data, or creating new DSS extracts to gather the information needed within the agreed upon timeframe.



		12.5.7.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept spreadsheet from DHCFP listing claims to be adjusted or voided, in a format agreed to between DHCFP and the Contractor.

		a

		We work with DHCFP to agree on the format for a spreadsheet to list claims that DHCFP has identified to be voided or adjusted. We accept the spreadsheet and use the MMIS GUI screens to enter those voids and adjustments to the claims in the same cycle we receive the spreadsheet. Voids and adjustments may be the result of payments received from a provider to satisfy a recoupment initiated by SURS and we coordinate this information with DHCFP. When all voids and adjustments from a spreadsheet have posted, we notify DHCFP.



		12.5.7.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Apply voids and adjustments to the claims, as identified by DHCFP, within the same payment cycle.

		a

		Please see our response to 12.5.7.18



		12.5.7.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		When a payment is received from a Provider in satisfaction of a recoupment determined by SURS, coordinate with DHCFP to receive spreadsheet indicating claims to be adjusted and/or voided.

		a

		Please see our response to 12.5.7.18



		12.5.7.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Notify DHCFP when all voids and adjustments from each spreadsheet have been completed.

		a

		Please see our response to 12.5.7.18



		12.5.7.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide SURS-related recoupment reports as requested by DHCFP, and/or required by State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS SURS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.7.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide monthly Provider Accounts Receivable Report (Negative Balances), in a DHCFP-specified media. The report should include, but not be limited to: detail balances, dates established, source of balance, whether balances are reducing, and status of collection actions.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS SURS functionality that supports this requirement.



		SURS Reports



		12.5.7.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide SURS management reports to DHCFP in hard or electronic media as requested by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS SURS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.7.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce summary reports and provider and recipient profiles in the time frame, format and media requested by DHCFP. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS SURS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.7.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Review DHCFP requested SURS report parameter changes for feasibility and report back to DHCFP on any requests that are not feasible prior to the cycle to which the change applies.

		a

		When ACS receives a request for a change to a SURS report parameter, we review the change for feasibility, running tests if necessary. Prior to the cycle to which the change applies, we notify DHCFP of any requests that would not achieve the desired results. Report parameter changes that pass the review are implemented by ACS staff for the upcoming reporting cycle.



		12.5.7.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Implement SURS report parameter changes for upcoming reporting cycles, as requested by DHCFP.

		a

		Please see our response to 12.5.7.26.



		12.5.7.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to produce reports using the Ad Hoc query process and/or the DSS. Allow online selection of pre-defined report parameters (such as provider number, procedure code, date of service) by the user for use in running the specific report. Allow online access to lists of queries or report templates that are available for use and allow the user to select the query or template to be used.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS SURS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.7.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide technical assistance as needed to assist DHCFP users in researching problems, reviewing reports, establishing report parameters and analyzing SURS data.

		a

		ACS Core MMIS staff is well-trained in all aspects of SURS and is available to provide technical assistance to DHCFP users researching problems, reviewing reports, establishing report parameters and analyzing SURS data.



		12.5.7.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain up-to-date complete documentation for SURS. The SURS system documentation updates should be consistent with general MMIS system documentation maintenance requirements.

		a

		ACS delivers accurate, timely and comprehensive system documentation. We recognize that such documentation is essential to the successful operation of the MMIS as well as for DHCFP’s contract oversight and administration of the Nevada programs. We support hard copy and online delivery of documentation.  Online system documentation is available via our internet-based document management tool SharePoint.   

When ACS receives a change request defining changes to the Core MMIS or peripheral systems, we determine, as part of the requirements analysis and design process, whether the change requires any updates to the existing documentation. This information is captured in the change tracking system. By capturing and tracking this data, ACS ensures that documentation updates required by a system or operational change are made in a timely manner. Change requests are not closed until the appropriate documentation is completed.



		Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.7.31 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Submit report requests to the Contractor specifying the frequency, format, media, and production time frame for reports. 

		

		



		12.5.7.32 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate SUR report parameter changes, and work with the Contractor to resolve change requests that the Contractor is unable to support. 

		

		



		12.5.7.33 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Create spreadsheet listing claims to be adjusted or voided.

		

		



		12.5.7.34 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Allow Providers to specify whether offsets should be applied to their Provider number.

		

		



		Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.7.35 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Produce and deliver reports within five (5) working days of receipt of the request.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.7.36 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		For reports that are to be run on a future specified date, produce and deliver reports within (5) working days of the specified date. 

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.7.37 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Respond to DHCFP requests regarding inquiries associated with information presented in reports, within three (3) working days of the request.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.7.38 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Respond to information requests made by the SURS unit or Attorney General’s Office within five (5) working days.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.8

		THIRD PARTY LIABILITY (TPL)



		12.5.8.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update Third Party Liability (TPL) data.

		a, c

		Complete TPL resource data is identified and updated by HMS and is maintained in the Core MMIS. The TPL information included in the TPL file includes each item identified and defined in the Nevada MMIS Takeover RFP. We estimate that HMS will perform approximately 70% of this requirement.



		12.5.8.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept, update and maintain TPL data inputs on a frequency and from sources identified by DHCFP, including but not limited to the Welfare system, CMS, TPL vendors, etc. 

		a, c

		ACS ensures, through HMS, that the most current, complete, and validated TPL data is included in the recipient files by accepting TPL data from multiple sources and on a schedule identified by DHCFP. The MMIS will receive TPL data from eligibility sources such as NOMADS, CMS and other parties within the State. Additional TPL data is discovered through the TPL discovery processes such as data matches with other carriers, including Medicare, or information from providers. Once accepted HMS will verify, update, and maintain the information as appropriate and update the Core MMIS with all appropriate TPL data to be used in claims processing. We estimate that HMS will perform approximately 70% of this requirement.



		12.5.8.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify and maintain TPL resource data including, but not limited to:

cg. Coverage data;

ch. Effective dates;


ci. Termination dates;

cj. Individuals covered;

ck. Relationship to the insured;

cl. Premium amount (when paid for by the State);

cm. Date decision made to pay premiums;

cn. Deductibles, co-pay and threshold amounts; and

co. Carrier information to including name, contact information, type of coverage, and filing periods.

		c

		HMS currently performs this function and will continue to identify and update TPL resource data including:


a. Coverage data

b. Effective dates


c. Termination dates


d. Individuals covered


e. Relationship to the insured


f. Premium amount (under the HIPP contract scope)


g. Date decision made to pay premiums (under the HIPP contract scope)


h. Deductibles, co-pay and threshold amounts as available (this is a new requirement)


i. Carrier information including name, contact information, type of coverage, and filing periods as available.

HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.5.8.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce TPL data and/or Cost Avoidance Reports as specified by DHCFP or required by State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a, c

		Accurate, consistent, and clear reporting is integral to any effective TPL program. During HMS’ tenure as the TPL vendor, they have implemented project-specific reports for TPL and cost avoidance which keeps all stakeholders informed of each process. Their experience lends itself to production of reports as required by DHCFP and State and federal rules and regulations. We estimate that HMS will perform approximately 70% of this requirement.



		12.5.8.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to update all recipients receiving insurance benefits by updating the policy holder's information. 

		c

		When updating a policy holder’s information, HMS will search for all TPL policies linked to the policy holder and update the information for all affected policies. Multiple match keys are incorporated with critical review to ensure that the appropriate matches are made to accurately update each recipient included in the policy. HMS is able to port group coverage from one group to another with the appropriate membership associations to enhance cost avoidance.  We estimate that HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.5.8.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate and distribute letters as identified by DHCFP to recipient and eligibility worker(s) allowing for the inclusion of free form text. Maintain an audit trail of all letters sent and content of letters.

		c

		TPL related letters which allow for free form text are generated as necessary for each TPL function and maintained by HMS’ internal systems and procedures. The standard letters that are created and distributed as directed by DHCFP include letters to providers, to recipients, and to insurance carriers. Each of these letters are tracked through the audit trail capabilities in the system. Examples of some of the letters are: letters to providers requesting payment of a credit balance, inquires related to possible third-party payers, refund requests related to Medicare coverage or commercial insurance coverage, and letters to recipients requesting TPL coverage information and information related to a possible trauma.  HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.5.8.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to waive TPL requirements if "just cause" has been established by standards and indicators identified by DHCFP. 

		a

		Certain circumstances warrant waiving TPL cost-avoidance requirements. The Core MMIS has the ability to by-pass normal TPL processes on a claim or recipient level. This capability is important in protecting a recipient’s privacy in certain circumstances when warranted. Other federal or DHCFP established justifications, such as pre-natal or certain provider types, can be applied to waive cost-avoidance. 



		12.5.8.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the minimum historical TPL eligibility data online in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) months.

		a

		The Core MMIS stores historical TPL eligibility data, online, according to established rules and regulations for a minimum of 72 months. The TPL information is available for use in automated claims adjudication including original claims, adjustments, and voids. 



		12.5.8.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure that all existing and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and other State and Federal rules and regulations are met by the TPL business function.

		a, c

		ACS will ensure that the Core MMIS and HMS’ systems meet current and new TPL related requirements. It is the policy of both HMS and ACS to ensure the TPL business functions adhere to all State Medicaid Manual and other State and Federal rules and regulations. New requirements may necessitate written change requests to update the current MMIS and HMS’ TPL system. These changes are managed according to the process and procedures for required changes in either HMS’ systems or the Core MMIS.  We estimate that HMS will perform 50% of this requirement.



		12.5.8.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Initiate post payment recovery upon discovery of a TPL resource within guidelines established by DHCFP.

		c

		HMS initiates post payment recovery activity upon the discovery of a TPL resource determined to be primary to Medicaid within DHCFP established guidelines. HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.5.8.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce and send claim facsimiles to insurance companies when recoveries are initiated or insurance policy data is requested.

		c

		HMS has the capability to produce and send claim facsimiles to insurance companies at the time recoveries are initiated or when insurance policy data is requested. HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.5.8.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate and mail recovery requests based upon guidelines established by DHCFP.

		c

		HMS will perform 100% of this requirement. An automated mailing process in HMS’ TPL system generates and mails recovery requests according to established guidelines. HMS generates two types of recovery requests for mailing: carrier recovery requests and provider recovery requests. Monthly commercial insurance mailings are sent for claims on which Medicaid paid as the primary payer for the most recent three year period. Quarterly Medicare and commercial insurance recovery mailings are sent to the appropriate providers. Monthly requests for information related to possible TPL coverage due to prior payments reflected on claims are sent to providers. HMS also provides a provider Web portal which allows providers online access to their claims identified to have TPL coverage so they do not need to wait for the mailed claims listings. Providers can also communicate through the Web portal those claims for which they have already billed the other payer.  Providers will have the ability to access the information contained on the HMS portal through single-sign-on access from the MMIS Provider Web portal.



		12.5.8.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for TPL recovery payments on a daily basis.

		a, c

		The accounts receivable system is updated and maintained daily. HMS has established detailed processes to ensure the capture, processing, maintenance, and reporting of all accounts receivable activity. Features of the HMS accounts receivable system include: individual, claim-specific records; generation of deliverables such as A/R listings, provider recoupment listings, financial adjustment listings; automatic updates to the TPL coverage database to eliminate non-covered entities or items from future billings and to create new or updated coverage information; generate statistics; and more.  We estimate that HMS will perform 90% of this requirement.



		12.5.8.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform TPL pay and chase activities on a schedule defined by DHCFP.

		c

		The Core MMIS allows identification of criteria to be applied for pay and chase and maintains a post-payment billing capability. For these criteria, claims by-pass cost avoidance editing and are electronically forwarded to HMS for recovery processes and tracking activities according to a DHCFP-defined schedule. The interfaces established between HMS and the MMIS allow transmission of claims data and TPL data to support identification, tracking, and recovery processes. As the current TPL vendor, HMS has in place correspondence and invoices that meet DHCFP requirements.   HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.5.8.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or invoices to third party carriers within guidelines established by DHCFP.

		c

		HMS successfully communicates recovery information to third party carriers in multiple formats, according to DHCFP guidelines. HMS can generate recovery notices requesting reimbursement in the format preferred by each carrier: recovery letter, HIPAA compliant 837X12ANSI transactions for CMS hardcopy forms. Each format contains all the data required for prompt payment by the other payer. As the current TPL vendor, HMS has in place correspondence and invoices that have met DHCFP requirements.  HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.5.8.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements within guidelines established by DHCFP. 

		c

		HMS performs subrogation recovery for the fee-for-service recipient population following the Nevada State Plan with the objective of increasing case identification and collection. Following DHCFP guidelines, HMS opens subrogation cases based on leads from the trauma file, providers, attorneys, DHCFP, and other sources. Working with the Attorney General’s office, HMS has developed a case valuation format that allows the Deputy Attorney Generals to effectively provide information on settlement options and amounts to the attorneys on the case. HMS provides reports and notifications as requested, tracks case progress, and posts recoveries to the MMIS. As part of the entire subrogation process, HMS completes follow-up on pending settlements at least once very 30 days.  HMS performs 100% of this requirement.



		12.5.8.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost effectiveness based upon discovery of the existence of a possible resource within guidelines established by DHCFP.

		c

		Under HMS’ current defined scope of work for HIPP, HMS will evaluate the purchase of health insurance premiums for cost effectiveness upon the discovery of the existence of a possible third party resource. This evaluation will be performed within established DHCFP guidelines.  HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		Third Party Liability – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.8.18 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		

		



		12.5.8.19 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from the TPL update processes.

		

		



		12.5.8.20 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine and interpret TPL related policies.

		

		



		12.5.8.21 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review TPL reports produced by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.8.22 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Identify required TPL data input sources and frequency for updates.

		

		



		12.5.8.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Identify and communicate guidelines for post payment TPL recovery notifications to providers.

		

		



		Third Party Liability – System Performance Expectations



		12.5.8.24 

		System Performance Expectation

		Maintain and update the accounts receivable system on a daily basis.

		a, c

		Using a consolidated accounts receivable process, HMS and ACS staff will maintain and update the accounts receivable system daily.



		Third Party Liability – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.8.25 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Report new and changed TPL information to the appropriate eligibility and TPL staff within 15 calendar days of discovery.

		a,c

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.5.8.26 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Do not introduce any new third party insurance information to the eligibility segment of Contractor’s MMIS within the initial fourteen (14) calendar days of a recipient’s eligibility.

		a, c

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.8.27 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Introduce new, third party insurance information, including the introduction of accurate TPL information, replacing inaccurate TPL information, to the eligibility segment of Contractor’s MMIS following the initial fourteen (14) calendar days of a recipient’s eligibility.

		a, c

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.8.28 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Initiate post payment recovery within thirty (30) calendar days of discovery of a TPL resource within guidelines established by DHCFP.

		a, c

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.8.29 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Generate and mail 2nd and 3rd requests no later than sixty (60) and ninety (90) calendar days after the first request if no response is received and notify DHCFP if no response is received after ninety (90) calendar days. 

		a, c

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.






		12.5.8.30 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements at least monthly.

		a, c

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.5.8.31 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Submit returned denial notices to DHCFP each week.

		a, c

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.5.8.32 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost effectiveness within fourteen (14) working days of discovery of the existence of a possible resource.

		a, c

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.5.8.33 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for TPL recovery payments on a daily basis.

		a, c

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.5.8.34 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or invoices to third party carriers within five (5) working days of request.

		a, c

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.9

		EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT (EPSDT)



		12.5.9.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and maintain the Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) function of the MMIS, including EPSDT tracking file which includes screening, referral, diagnosis and treatment data for all EPSDT eligibles.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS EPSDT functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.9.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all EPSDT subsystem functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements in this RFP, DHCFP guidelines, and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS EPSDT functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.9.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the following data to support EPSDT functions:


cp. Recipient demographics and program eligibility;

cq. Periodicity schedule;

cr. Claims data from Health Plans (encounter data); and

cs. Claims data from the Claims Processing functions.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS EPSDT functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.9.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update EPSDT eligible recipient scheduled screening, screening results, referral and treatment dates, the diagnosis and treatments, and track all referrals.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS EPSDT functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.9.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to view online inquiry by Recipient ID for:


ct. Fee-for-Service EPSDT data; and

cu. Managed Care encounter EPSDT data.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS EPSDT functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.9.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Apply managed care and fee-for-service claims data (for example, screenings, follow-up treatments) to the EPSDT tracking file in the same cycle as the screening and treatment claims are adjudicated to a final status.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS EPSDT functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.9.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify and report (from paid claims and managed care data) recipients receiving treatment under the EPSDT program.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS EPSDT functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.9.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify and report abnormal conditions by screening date and recipient ID whether the condition was treated or referred for treatment, using data submitted on claim forms or managed care data.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS EPSDT functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.9.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make available to DHCFP online inquiry capability for access to the EPSDT files.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS EPSDT functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.9.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce the CMS-416 quarterly and annually.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS EPSDT functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.9.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce management reports, containing recipient-level and summary data relating to EPSDT services, referrals and follow-up treatment using both fee-for-service and encounter claims data in a format agreed upon by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS EPSDT functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.9.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide an EPSDT extract, as needed by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS EPSDT functionality that supports this requirement.



		Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment– Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.5.9.13 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Implement and support a web-based EPSDT form. Form information should be maintained in a database and does not need to interface with the claims system. 

		a

		Our DirectAccess EHR solution supports this functionality which we developed for our Hawaii Medicaid customer.


We have included 12.5.9.13 in our budget neutral cost model.



		Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment– DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.9.14 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review reports provided by Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.9.15 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Identify standards for requested EPSDT extract.

		

		



		12.5.9.16 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine and interpret EPSDT related policies.




		

		



		12.5.9.17 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Initiate request for the CMS-416 Annual Report on or around January 1st each year.

		

		



		Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.9.18 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Apply managed care and fee-for-service claims data (for example, screenings, follow-up treatments) to the EPSDT tracking file in the same cycle as the screening and treatment claims are adjudicated.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.5.9.19 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Provide the CMS-416 Annual Report to DHCFP no later than ninety (90) days prior to the federal due date.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.5.10

		LEVEL OF CARE



		12.5.10.1 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Provide a level of care information maintenance tool that allows for online entry of:


cv. Nursing facility tracking form (benefit plan line) information by DHCFP staff;


cw. Waiver information by DHCFP staff;


cx. Hospice information by Contractor staff; and


cy. ICFMR information by Contractor staff.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Level of Care functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.10.2 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Ensure that information cannot be entered into the level of care tool unless the recipient is eligible for such services.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Level of Care functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.10.3 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Provide add, change, delete, and inquiry functions within the tool.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Level of Care functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.10.4 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Once level of care information has been entered and processed by the MMIS, generate a letter to the provider specifying:


cz.  Begin/end eligibility date;


da. Provider number; and


db. Service level category.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Level of Care functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.11

		REFERENCE



		12.5.11.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and support all reference data maintenance functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements in this RFP, and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.11.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manage current and historical reference data so that updates do not overlay, historical information is maintained and made accessible, and ensure that only the most current reference file information is used in business functions, including but not limited to processing claims and capitations, and producing reports. Must have the capability of being date specific and allow for multiple date periods to remain accessible for the business functions.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.11.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide DHCFP with online inquiry and update capabilities to all reference files based on appropriate security profiles.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.11.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide training to staff designated by DHCFP in the use of the reference functions.

		a

		We provide comprehensive ongoing training for staff designated by DHCFP in the use of the reference functions. Our training approach includes a variety of tools and methods, including realistic system application scenarios that can be practiced online during or after training sessions. These methods ensure that participants have a complete understanding of the subject matter and acquire the knowledge they need.



		12.5.11.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform online and mass updates to the reference files as specified by DHCFP, including but not limited to the annual procedure code update, rate updates, and eligibility and demographic updates.

		a

		ACS staff maintains the MMIS reference data, performs online updates with DHCFP approval, and develops any special jobs needed to implement one-time mass file updates as specified by DHCFP such as annual procedure code updates, rate updates, and eligibility and demographic updates. We work with DHCFP to develop file update procedures and authorization protocols.



		12.5.11.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the required reports, online listings, and/or electronic media of the reference files as specified by DHCFP. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.11.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update the following inputs for the reference subsystem:


dc. CMS – HCPCS, CPT, CDT updates;

dd. ICD-9-CM diagnosis and procedure updates; and

de. DHCFP-approved updates for coverage, rate, and medical policy data. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.11.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide reference files containing all data required to provide validation and pricing verification during claims processing for all approved claim types and reimbursement methodologies. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.11.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain screens that allow the user inquiry ability to an audit trail of any adds or changes made to data files in the MMIS.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.11.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for the entry of a reason (description or code) when any add/updates occur as well as capture the user making the change, the date of the change and a before and after picture of the data. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.11.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept online or other media input additions, deletions and updates to all reference files.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement..



		12.5.11.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain screens that allow inquiry to all reference files using online, real-time using flexible "look up" criteria such as, but not limited to, code value, actual description as well as phonetic description. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.11.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain HCPCS Procedure data, CPT, CDT, and Revenue Code data that contains at a minimum:


df. Procedure Code Description with adequate room to fully contain both short and long descriptions from CMS input;

dg. State specific restrictions that are able to be specified by the following but not limited to: prior authorization by provider type, age/gender restrictions, allowable units, requirements, review indicators, and pricing modifiers;

dh. TPL coverage information and accident related indicators to remain accessible for claims processing;

di. Family Planning and EPSDT indicators;

dj. Specialty/certification required; and


dk. Ability to specify type of pricing methodology/rate to be applied by provider type and specialty.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.11.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain Diagnosis data that is compliant with the required coding set (soon to be ICD-10-CM) and contain at a minimum:

dl. Description;

dm. Age and gender restrictions;

dn. Family Planning and EPSDT indicators;

do. Prior Authorization requirements / date specific;

dp. Length of stay information; and

dq. Trauma/Accident Related indicators.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.11.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain Medical Policy data that provides the State with the maximum ability to modify defined business rules without requiring programming changes such as:

dr. An Edit Table to allow the State to specify how each edit set during claims processing should be treated (pay, deny, suspend to MMIS maintenance staff, suspend to State staff, etc.) by submission medium (electronic, paper), by invoice type (UB-04, CMS 1500, and ADA 2006), by provider type, and by program code; and

ds. All Medical Policy data must be date specific, allow multiple iterations of data over time.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.11.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain Rate data to support the following methodologies:

dt. Procedure code, percentage of billed charge, provider number, provider specialty, service location (urban, rural), region (over or under 21), program code (Medicaid, CHIP, State only) ;

du. Institutional claims, SNF or NF, Per Diem, med surg, OB, ICU;


dv. Long Term Care – Hospice Per Diem based on percentage of facility rate;


dw. Unit Pricing – for example, anesthesia pricing is based on base units plus time units plus P-Modifier units multiplied by a conversion factor; and

dx. Cap percentages – Provider Type Specific.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.11.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide Audit Trail reports showing before and after images of changed data, the ID of the person making the changes, the date changed and the reason for change. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.11.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide reference data reports as specified by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS Reference functionality that supports this requirement.



		Reference – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.11.19 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and the State and Federal rules and regulations are met by the Reference business function.

		

		



		12.5.11.20 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide Medical Policy data with coverage, rate, and limitation as needed/specified.

		

		



		12.5.11.21 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review reports developed by Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.11.22 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Inform Contractor of timing of annual, quarterly, and/or other intermittent updates to all code sets.

		

		



		12.5.11.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide coverage, rate, and limitation information to the Contractor in response to the annual CMS code update.

		

		



		12.5.11.24 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Designate staff for specialized training.

		

		



		12.5.11.25 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Perform a secondary review of the annual updates of coverage and rates performed by the Contractor.

		

		



		Reference – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.11.26 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Correctly apply routine updates to the Reference files within two (2) working days of receipt of the update file.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.5.11.27 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Correctly upload annual CMS codes to the Reference files within five (5) working days of receipt of the update file;

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.5.11.28 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Correctly apply annual coverage and rate updates to the CMS codes within five (5) working days of receipt of the update file.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.5.12

		MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTING SUBSYSTEM (MARS)



		General



		12.5.12.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		The system must provide management and administrative reports as described in this RFP and must be made available in data format for export and import purposes and through multiple media including online, paper, CD-ROM, and electronic file.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS MARS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.12.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and maintain all reporting functions, files and data elements to meet the requirements in this RFP, State and federal rules and regulations, federal MMIS certification requirements, and Part 11 of the State Medicaid Manual.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS MARS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.12.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Offer periodic recommendations for process improvements, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		a

		Based on reviews of our operational and reporting processes and best practice standards, we recommend revisions to improve the effectiveness and efficiencies of MARS reporting.






		Input and Processing



		12.5.12.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain source data from all other functions of the MMIS, to create State and federally required reports at frequencies defined by the State.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS MARS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.12.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Respond to DHCFP regarding requests for information regarding the reports within a timeframe established by DHCFP. Modify the reports to meet the changing information needs of DHCFP while ensuring accuracy of reports and compliance with current State and federal rules and regulations. 

		a

		ACS and DHCFP work together to agree on standard timeframes for ACS to respond to DHCFP requests for information on reports. The ACS enhancement team modifies MARS reports to meet evolving needs within the Nevada programs, which are often the result of internal changes or changes in federal or State regulations, procedures, policies, or laws. 



		12.5.12.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Compile subtotals, totals, averages, variances and percents of items and dollars on all reports as appropriate. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS MARS functionality that supports this requirement



		12.5.12.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Implement uniform cut-off points for every report to ensure the consistency of all reports, as specified by State policy and guidelines.

		a

		ACS and DHCFP work together to establish cut-off points for report generation, so that the data used for reporting represents a consistent time period and complies with State policy and guidelines.



		12.5.12.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support parameters and generate reports of claims utilization and financial data using individual or combined selection parameters. Reports shall include the results of all financial transactions, by DHCFP specified categories, whether claim-specific or non-claim specific.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS MARS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.12.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Meet all requirements for the Medicaid Statistical Information System (MSIS) and deliver the MSIS file to CMS in a federally approved format; produce, submit and correct, if necessary, data according to CMS media requirements and time frames.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS MARS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.12.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide detailed and summary level counts of services by service, program and eligibility category, based on DHCFP specified units (days, visits, prescriptions or other); provide counts of claims, counts of unduplicated paid (participating) eligible recipients and counts of providers by DHCFP specified categories.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS MARS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.12.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide charge, expenditure, program, recipient eligibility and utilization data to support State and federal budget forecasts, tracking and modeling to include, but not be limited to:

dy. Participating and non-participating eligible recipient counts and trends by program and category of eligibility;

dz. Utilization patterns by program, recipient medical coverage groups, provider type, and summary and detailed category of service;

ea. Charges, expenditures and trends by program and summary and detailed category of service;

eb. Lag factors between date of service and date of payment to determine billing and cash flow trends; and

ec. Any combination of the above. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS MARS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.12.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Include a narrative description of codes and values on reports when possible. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS MARS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.12.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		MARS reports must be available on both a date of payment and date of service basis. 

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS MARS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.12.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		All reports must be made available in data format for export and import purposes and through multiple media such as electronic, paper, and/or CD-ROM.

		a

		ACS agrees to maintain the Core MMIS MARS functionality that supports this requirement.



		12.5.12.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Balance MARS report data to comparable data from other MARS reports to ensure internal validity, and to non-MARS reports to ensure external validity and comparability, including reconciliation of all financial reports with claims processing reports; deliver the balancing report to the State with each MARS production run.

		a

		ACS staff reconciles all financial reports with claims processing reports, and balances MARS report data to other MARS and non-MARS reports to ensure accuracy and validity. After each MARS production run and thorough review by our staff, we deliver balancing results to DHCFP. 



		Output

		

		

		Output



		12.5.12.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide to DHCFP, on a specified schedule, the administrative cost information to complete the administrative portion of all federal expenditure reports.

		a

		ACS agrees to provide DHCFP with the administrative cost information to complete the administrative portion of all federal expenditure reports on a schedule agreed to by DHCFP.



		12.5.12.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and disseminate updated MARS documentation to the designated DHCFP users as needed.

		a

		ACS Core MMIS staff maintains MARS documentation and delivers it to designated DHCFP users on request.



		12.5.12.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide technical assistance as needed to assist users in researching problems, reviewing production outputs and understanding report formats.

		a

		ACS Core MMIS staff is well-trained in all aspects of MARS and is available to provide assistance to users researching problems and answer questions concerning MAR reports and the underlying data.



		Management and Administrative Review Subsystem – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.12.19 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review reports provided by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.12.20 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Specify schedule for administrative cost information to complete the administrative portion of all federal expenditure reports.

		

		



		12.5.12.21 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve Contractor’s statistically valid trend methodology for generating MARS reports.

		

		



		12.5.12.22 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		DHCFP will work with the Contractor to resolve errors and address outliers identified by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.12.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate changes in MSIS data requirements and data submission methodologies to the Contractor.

		

		



		Management and Administrative Review Subsystem – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.12.24 

		Contactor Performance Expectations

		Respond to State requests for general information about the reports within three (3) working days of the request.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.5.12.25 

		Contactor Performance Expectations

		Produce and deliver all MARS reports and other outputs within the time frames and according to the format, input parameters, content, frequency, media and number of copies as specified by State and federal rules and regulations.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.
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12.6
Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.6, page 118, and Attachment P

DHCFP's vision for the future moves closer to realization with ACS' MITA-aligned peripheral system solutions, backed by our broad expertise and proven success in pharmacy benefits management, document management, decision support, and Web portal solutions.

		

		



		· Easily configured POS system to meet evolving program needs

· DSS with Best of Breed technology using the Cognos business intelligence suite of tools

· Convenient, powerful, innovative, and feature-rich Web portal with single sign-on capability


· Local mailroom facility supported by new state-of-the-art ODRAS with workflow solution that routes imaged documents from one user group to another

· MITA-aligned peripheral system tools 



		





In designating requirements for key peripheral system tools and components, DHCFP is recognizing the potential for enhanced MITA alignment and MITA maturity in its Medicaid business enterprise.  ACS embraces this approach and confirms that "peripheral" does not—and should not—imply a capability that is of less importance than core MMIS functionality.  In fact these peripheral systems often have even greater impact on DHCFP’s ability to manage its programs, deliver quality care, and control health care costs. In our approach to peripheral system tools and components, we constantly look for the ability to positively impact healthcare delivery, best processes, the best approaches, and the best COTS products available to meet our customers' business needs.  In this section, we focus on our approach to prescription drug management, clinical claims editing, decision support, document management, and a dynamic new Web portal.  


Our Pharmacy Benefits Management Open System Plus (PBM OS+), ACS’ solution for pharmacy point of sale (POS) requirements, is a proven system currently operational for nine Medicaid programs. We are also in the process of implementing PBM OS+ for our Texas Medicaid customer and will begin implementing for our California customer in the very near future. Supported by systems such as SmartPA, for automated prior authorization during drug claims adjudication; DirectAccess, for state-of-the-art electronic prescriptions; and our new Web-based Drug Rebate Analysis and Management System (DRAMS)—these systems accurately provide the system functionality that DHCFP needs for its pharmacy program under the new contract. All are MITA-aligned and will complement the new MMIS that DHCFP seeks to procure in the future. In addition to our systems that support the Nevada pharmacy program, we are excited to partner with Goold Health Services (GHS) to provide DHCFP with expert clinical services in multi-state pooling and other areas.


We propose to implement a new Web portal that is based on the portal we are developing for Virginia. This solution maximizes benefit while minimizing risk, providing rich functionality as well as a solid foundation for future maturation. We have a long history of successful Web portal implementations. Our Web development for Georgia resulted in the first successful Medicaid Web portal in the nation and has helped change the way Medicaid operates.  We have since enhanced and modified this vision into other states including Alaska, Montana, New Mexico, Texas, Wyoming, Mississippi, Missouri, and Virginia.

The new Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System (ODRAS) provides state-of-the-art imaging, Optical Character Recognition (OCR), browser-based image retrieval, and workflow management features to support the timely, accurate, and efficient processing of all forms of paper transactions and correspondence. DHCFP and ACS fiscal agent staff can quickly and efficiently view images via the system’s browser-based user interface.


ACS’ strategic partner Ingenix provides DHCFP with a powerful new Decision Support System (DSS) that serves as the information hub of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs.  This best-of-breed system, designed with CMS’ vision for MITA in mind, is built around the Cognos suite of tools—a COTS business intelligence solution ranked as a market leader by the Gartner Group.  This integrated, fully Web-based solution not only incorporates the most advanced technology on the market today, but also leverages the knowledge and best practices gained over the course of our 14 successful Medicaid DSS implementations.  

In this section, in addition to presenting our proposed solutions, we present our approach to meeting DHCFP's objectives for its peripheral system tool components and confirm our compliance with the associated contractor responsibilities, DHCFP responsibilities, system performance requirements, and contractor performance requirements located in the Peripheral System Tools Component Operational Requirements Table (Attachment P).


As required by the RFP, we have organized the remainder of this chapter into the following sections: 


12.6.1  Overview of Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements 


12.6.2  Clinical Claims Editing


12.6.3  Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS)


12.6.4  Pharmacy


12.6.5  Electronic Prescription Software


12.6.6  Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate


12.6.7  Diabetic Supply Rebate


12.6.8  Decision Support System


12.6.9  Web Portal


· 12.6.10  Online Document and Retrieval Archive System


12.6.1
 Overview of Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.6.1, page 118, and Attachment P


The Peripheral Systems are automated tools and technology solutions that are not part of the Core MMIS, but instead supplement the Core MMIS, such as a Decision Support System, a clinical rules engine, pharmacy POS, and others.


The following components are the Peripheral System Tools that supplement the Core MMIS. The associated Contractor


Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, System Performance Requirements, and Contractor Performance Requirements are located in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table (Attachment P).

The peripheral systems identified in the RFP are all very familiar to ACS.  We have developed similar systems and use these systems in our Medicaid accounts across the country.  We are proposing to replace all of Nevada’s existing peripheral systems—with the exception of McKesson’s products that support clinical claims editing. Our goal is to replace or takeover each system according to DHCFP specifications and to continue operations with no interruption of services, minimizing the impact to the provider community.  

12.6.2
Clinical Claims Editing


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.6.2, page 119, and Attachment P

The clinical claims editor tool enhances the adjudication process for Nevada Medicaid and Check Up claims. The claims editor program employs a nationally recognized, standardized method of processing claims using clinical logic based on CPT, HCPCS, ICD-9-CM, AMA, CMS, and specialty societal guidelines. The claim editor results in consistent claims adjudication for all providers and increased claims payment turnaround time. The claim editor will work with the current claims processing system to detect coding errors and to verify accurate billing.


The Vendor must respond to the Clinical Claims Editing requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table.


See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 

Under the new contract, ACS proposes to continue using McKesson’s proven products to support the RFP’s clinical claims editing requirements.  After careful review of the current Contract Amendments 14, 16, and 21—which are published in the Reference Library—we propose to use the following McKesson products: 


ClaimCheck: ClaimCheck is a comprehensive claims auditing software system that automatically audits and adjusts professional billing errors and detects common code manipulations in order to avoid costly overpayments.  ClaimCheck’s clinical auditing automatically identifies and corrects code manipulations for all CPT coding categories including surgery, medicine, evaluation and management, radiology, anesthesiology, and laboratory/pathology and for HCPCS Level II.  The primary edit categories include: rebundling logic, mutually exclusive procedures, incidental procedures, duplicate procedure billings (same day frequency), global surgical package identification, assistant surgeon billings which are not warranted.  ClaimCheck allows for integration configurability with the Core MMIS using a separate GUI from the Core MMIS. It provides the ability to use any claim attribute to filter which claims are processed by the clinical claims editor, as well as which results are passed back to the Core MMIS, as determined by DHCFP.

ClaimReview: Building on ClaimCheck’s core auditing capabilities, ClaimReview offers an additional level of code auditing that focuses of utilization management type editing.  ClaimReview introduces a customizable level of review of problem claims that are often overlooked or require manual processing.  The edits supported by the ClaimReview module include: diagnosis/procedure, appropriateness, intensity of service, new visit frequency, third party liability, and multiple component/duplicate component billing.


Clear Claim Connection: Clear Claim Connection is an Internet-based application service provider (ASP) offering that enables DHCFP to disclose their claims payment policies, rules and edit rationale and sourcing to providers. This information, which providers can access online, is viewable anytime, anywhere. Clear Claim Connection is hosted in a McKesson data center.


· Integration Wizard: The Integration Wizard is a specialized module that expands the functionality of ClaimCheck auditing, enhancing its code auditing capabilities and enabling users to develop highly refined customizations that result in higher first pass rates.


These products are already in use by the Core MMIS claims processing subsystem to detect coding errors and to verify accurate billing—providing a low-risk transition to the new contract.  Since the mid 90s, McKesson products have been the leading software for providing claims editing logic to Medicaid and Medicare as well as numerous commercial health care providers.  ACS has a long-running history with McKesson that has allowed us to maintain our understanding of these products. Our strong partnership with McKesson ensures a smooth transition to the new contract without disruption to claims adjudication.    


12.6.3
Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS)


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.6.3, page 119, and Attachment P

The Pharmacy point-of-sale (POS) system performs the billing, claims processing, including editing and auditing, and adjudicating of pharmacy claims. The system must also support other claims functions as adjustments, reporting, and prior authorizations.


The Vendor must respond to the Pharmacy POS requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

Our Pharmacy Benefits Management Open System Plus (PBM OS+), ACS’ solution for pharmacy point of sale (POS) requirements, is a proven system currently operational for nine Medicaid programs—Colorado, District of Columbia, Hawaii, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Montana, New Mexico, and Ohio—and is the pharmacy system used to process claims for the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and other non-government programs. We are also in the process of implementing PBM OS+ for our Texas Medicaid customer and will begin implementing for our California customer in the very near future. 

PBM OS+ is HIPAA-compliant, MITA-aligned, and incorporates n-tier, client/server application architecture, and relational database management system (RDBMS). Its flexible architecture allows it to accommodate increased transaction capacity, greater claims and prior authorization (PA) volume, and increased numbers of recipients and providers with no disruption or degradation of service.  The system’s adjudication performance is technologically sound, reliable, and capable of supporting increased claim volumes well-beyond the 3.5 million claims per year generated by Nevada’s programs. Claims are completely adjudicated in less than a second, even on peak submission days such as the first of the month. The system is supported 24/7 by a dedicated technical team of professionals intimately familiar with the system and the unique claims processing requirements of Nevada.  Features of the system include:


User-friendly GUI and Ease of Navigation:  PBM OS+ is accessed and viewed through a user-friendly Java-based graphical user interface (GUI), with many readily apparent and intuitive navigation features.  Users navigate through the data using point-and-click functionality to open new Web pages via tabs, buttons, and hot links. 


Java Technology:  The system’s browser-based front end is built on an industry-standard Java platform.  This architecture allows secure browser-based system access from any PC with Internet access.    Users may access the system via the public Internet or via a numeric IP address for a direct connection into the system.


Security:  ACS ensures the confidential handling of recipient-related data at all times. As an experienced PBM, we are keenly aware of the sensitivity and confidentiality of personal recipient data. The safeguards we have established protect private health information (PHI) data and records from theft, viruses, mischief, tampering, loss, and destruction. All data is transmitted via secure 128-bit SSL-enabled encryption and cannot be pirated through unauthorized access. 


As a vendor providing pharmacy POS services to Medicaid programs across the country, ACS is well-positioned to enhance the Nevada pharmacy program through the implementation of our proven products and services. ACS offers DHCFP a proven solution to accommodate the unique requirements of the Nevada pharmacy program.   As the nation’s leading pharmacy benefits administrator for government programs, we have attained a level of Medicaid understanding and hands-on experience that is unequaled in the industry.  We stand ready to takeover the pharmacy POS functional areas listed in the RFP without disruption in service.  

Following is an overview of PBM OS+. See Section 12.6.3 PBM OS+ Description in Tab XIV- Other Reference Material for a detailed narrative of the system.


Drug claims processing


PBM OS+ accepts all HIPAA required electronic formats and maintains required data. The system currently accepts pharmacy transactions in the National Council for Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP) Telecommunications Version 5.1 format, including eligibility transactions (E1) and NCPDP billing transactions (B1-B3).  The system currently uses the NCPDP version 1.1 batch standard to process batch claims. Further, we modify the system as required to remain fully HIPAA-compliant throughout the term of the contract.  Because of the timing of the Nevada project, ACS proposes to implement PBM OS+ using the NCPDP D.0 Telecommunication and 1.2 Batch Standards that are HIPAA mandated effective January 1, 2012.  ACS will continue to accept the current formats through the end of 2011 to accommodate any providers unable to transition to the new standards prior to January 1, 2012.


We also accept and process paper drug universal claim forms in our Reno, Nevada mailroom.  PBM OS+ includes exam entry functionality for staff to enter paper claims.  The exam entry screen captures the same information that a provider would enter through a claim processed at POS.  Like POS claims, paper claims adjudicate online in a real-time environment. POS, batch, and paper claims adjudicate using the same logic; however DHCFP can set the disposition of edits differently for each media type. To support drug claims adjudication, we accept a variety of data including: provider, recipient, claims history, PA, reference, and TPL.


Edits and Audits: PBM OS+ accurately adjudicates Nevada’s pharmacy claims. Regardless of the submission method, the system uniquely identifies and subjects each claim to specific DHCFP business and clinical rules. Claims are completely adjudicated in less than a second and are processed through claims adjudication logic which includes edits, audits (including Pro-DUR), and pricing. The system returns to the provider all soft and hard edits failed during claims adjudication with descriptive supplemental messaging. These edits are also stored in the claims database with other pertinent claim information to provide a complete audit trail of how PBM OS+ processed each claim. 

Pricing: The system’s pricing logic precisely calculates the pharmacy’s payment amount. Payment parameters are table-driven, enabling changes to be made quickly and easily online in a real-time environment.  The pricing component includes an ingredient cost basis field that allows the user to define the payment methodology and the associated percentage reduction to be used in calculating claim reimbursement for various categories, such as brand-name drugs, over-the-counter (OTC) drugs, and non-drug items. The system’s payment methodologies accommodate a variety of methodologies such as Average Wholesale Price (AWP), Estimated Acquisition Cost (EAC), and State Maximum Allowable Cost (SMAC). The pharmacy provider record contains pricing fields to enable pharmacy-specific override pricing as allowed by DHCFP. The system is very flexible and accommodates pricing at the customer, group, pharmacy, and prior authorization level.


Generic Code: PBM OS+ provides the ability to define the NDC generic code, according to DHCFP policy. Our drug reference database contains various fields uploaded from First DataBank (FDB)  to determine brand/generic classification.  This information is displayed on the Classification tab.  The Formulary and Custom tabs contain additional criteria that enable authorized users to further customize pricing, DUR and drug coverage related to brand/generic determination. 


Pro-DUR: PBM OS+ includes comprehensive Pro-DUR editing using NCPDP Standard DUR reject, intervention and outcome codes providing the capability for the pharmacy to override Pro-DUR alerts, according to DHCFP policy. The system maintains a log of pharmacies overriding Pro-DUR alerts and which alerts are overridden. The system produces approximately 100 detailed Pro-DUR reports.  


Inquiry: Authorized DHCFP and ACS staff has online access to drug claims data history via user-friendly Web pages.  The system provides multiple search criteria to view claims, including paid, reversed and rejected claim transactions.  This allows the user to narrow the results of a provider or recipient search by criteria such as date dispensed, claim status, claim type, internal control number (ICN), prescription number, pharmacy ID and prescriber ID.  Exhibit 12.6-1 illustrates the robust search capabilities of PBM OS+, showing how searches may be refined beyond the primary criteria.    




Exhibit 12.6-1. Claim Inquiry Web Page

PBM OS+ Claim Inquiry Web page features multiple levels of drill-down search capabilities enabling users to perform general or very specific claim searches.

Interfaces: We bring in-depth interface experience to the Nevada takeover project that ensures our success performing the systems interface requirements identified in the RFP.  We agree to accept an interface from the MMIS containing physician administered drugs for pricing and adjudication, and return results of adjudication to the MMIS. Further, we provide an interface to the MMIS to support remittance advice (RA) generation and information.  This interface includes all relevant pharmacy data needed by the MMIS. ACS works together with DHCFP to define the requirements and identify the data formats that must be used to transmit files between PBM OS+ and the MMIS. 


Reversals and adjustiments


PBM OS+ accepts provider submitted prescription reversals and adjustments and also supports DHCFP initiated correction of claim data due to rate changes, claims paid or denied in error, legislative budget mandates, and other reasons.  The system accepts reversals and adjustments in POS and electronic batch formats, according to DHCFP policy. It supports the most current standard NCPDP codes for void and adjustment transactions—B2 and B3—and returns reversal acceptance messages for POS transactions back to the provider in less than a second and within timeframes established by DHCFP. The system assigns a new transaction control number (TCN) to voids and adjustments to uniquely identify them. Adjustments are processed through the full adjudication cycle, including data validation, pricing, and auditing.  

Reversals and adjustments fall into two categories: payment transactions—which affect the provider’s payment, and history transactions—which are an internal mechanism to reallocate money from one funding source to another and do not affect the provider’s payment. Both payment transactions and history transactions can be initiated through one of the following methods: individual claim adjustments which are initiated by DHCFP, ACS, or a provider; and mass adjustments which are performed at the request of DHCFP to adjust a large number of claims because of a retroactive rate adjustment or plan benefit change. 


Whenever a claim is reversed or adjusted—whether initiated from a mass or individual adjustment request—it is linked to the reversal or adjustment using TCN pointers.  The system has no limit to the number of times a claim can be adjusted and keeps a complete audit trail of each reversal or adjustment, including date and reversal initiator as required in the RFP. The history claim points forward to the reversal or adjustment and the reversal or adjustment points backward to the history claim.  Through this process, adjustment chains are created that contain all transactions related to a claim linked together by TCN pointers and displayed on the Claim History Web page. PBM OS+ produces a daily processing report that summarizes the number and dollar amount of all transactions including reversals and adjustments.   Reversal and adjustment detail is also included in the pharmacy RA/835.   

Drug Prior Authorization


Our proposed drug PA solution, SmartPA, combines a proven technological platform, efficient processes, in-depth clinical expertise, and a seasoned staff—all working together to provide DHCFP with the tools and resources needed to support the Nevada drug PA process. SmartPA is an automated PA solution that seamlessly integrates into PBM OS+’s claims adjudication process. SmartPA has been implemented in 10 programs and has contributed significant savings to these programs. SmartPA virtually eliminates the need for prescribers to submit PA requests for the majority of drugs requiring review prior to approval and payment.  Instead, SmartPA automatically and systematically applies complex clinical and fiscal criteria—in addition to querying two years of pharmacy and medical claims history—during POS adjudication according to DHCFP’s PA edit criteria. This automated process enables expanded PA use by DHCFP, providing improved clinical outcomes and reducing program costs. SmartPA minimizes the delays typically associated with the PA process. In ACS’ experience, over 90 percent of PA requests can be automated, which minimizes prescriber contact with the call center for approval.  


For PAs that pend for medical review and require a call to the help desk, the help desk is equipped with a Web-based link to the SmartPA system facilitating manual processing of these requests. In addition to our automated PA solution, we accept PA requests submitted online, by phone, or fax from authorized providers, vendors or DHCFP staff. These PAs are reviewed manually and also linked to the SmartPA system for easy review.

Each PA request received is assigned a unique number for easy identification, whether entered manually or generated by SmartPA. All PAs are stored in PBM OS+’s PA database which is accessible via user-friendly Web pages. Authorized users can retrieve and update PA requests by number, requesting provider, servicing provider, recipient ID, and dates of service. 


PA approval criteria are based on information from PBM OS+ and the MMIS such as NDC, HICL, GSN, GCN, and/or therapeutic class (TC), quantity, days supply, units, age and start and stop dates of approval. In compliance with timeframes established by DHCFP and State and Federal rules and regulations, PA determinations are sent to the requesting provider within 24 hours of receipt or less of the Prior Authorization request. 


We generate notices for duplicate PA requests and changes to service/requesting providers. We also generate paper and electronic approval, denial, and pend notices for service/requesting providers. We ensure that Notice of Denials (NODs) are generated and distributed to recipients and the Hearing Department according to NOD requirements in RFP Section 12.7.12.

See Section 12.6.3 SmartPA Description in Tab XIV- Other Reference Material for a detailed narrative of SmartPA.  Also see Section 18 Project Costs for a discussion of the savings related to drug prior authorization.

Prospective Drug Use Review


ACS offers a comprehensive Prospective Drug Use Review (Pro-DUR) program. The Pro-DUR program within PBM OS+ automatically reviews each drug claim submitted by the pharmacist (prior to dispensing) to identify problems such as therapeutic duplication, drug disease contraindication, drug to drug interactions, incorrect drug dosage, and therapeutic appropriateness.


Our Pro-DUR approach enhances the quality of care rendered to Nevada recipients while conserving scarce benefit dollars. The Pro-DUR program analyzes paid claim history to determine if a submitted claim conflicts with any other prescriptions for the recipient, or if it suggests inappropriate use. In less than a second, the system searches for drug therapy problems that may result from possible conflicts. PBM OS+ offers extensive flexibility and a full-range of user-friendly features such as fully customizable selection criteria for Pro-DUR conflict edits, integration with SmartPA for incorporating current and historical medical data in the DUR rules, and audit trail reports of updates to Pro-DUR criteria.


The system sends a message alerting the pharmacist of a potential problem, and the pharmacist uses his or her professional judgment to determine the most appropriate intervention. Using fields contained in the DUR/PPS segment of the NCPDP transaction, the pharmacist is able to actively communicate back to PBM OS+ acknowledgement of the DUR alerts and provide additional information to support prescription dispensing.


DHCFP is able to maintain as well as enhance its current Pro-DUR program with PBM OS+, by using the system’s customizable and flexible features to provide cost containment, while still retaining clinical relevancy. Our Pro-DUR solution minimizes false positives through the customization of Pro-DUR criteria and appropriate dispositions, resulting in fewer Pro-DUR alerts while the alert messages sent are more meaningful and detailed. 


Federal legislation established the guidelines for the Pro-DUR editing incorporated within PBM OS+. Using FDB’s reference data as a starting point of our clinical criteria, all rules and severity indexing are reviewed, modified, and updated as necessary to meet modifications required by DHCFP’s DUR Board. FDB’s clinical modules contain information on thousands of drug interactions, age and disease contraindications, and dosing and length of therapy limitations. In addition to FDB, we use a variety of other clinical materials to develop and maintain Pro-DUR criteria, including official product labeling, Facts & Comparisons, American Hospital Formulary Service (AHFS), American Medical Drug evaluations, MicroMedix Drug Dex, United States Pharmacopoeia (USP) dispensing information, peer-reviewed literature and publications, and FDA publications. 


Criteria and Standards Development and Modification Recommendations


As prescribing and utilization patterns evolve, it is essential to accurately measure, track, and respond to trends that negatively affect costs and the recipient’s quality of care. Regular program analysis using our reporting solution supports the development of recommendations for new and updated criteria and standards.  Our clinical staff performs the evaluation and makes suggestions to DHCFP for criteria changes or additions and/or deletions to the Pro-DUR program to better address prescribing and utilization problems. 


The analyses include monitoring various areas in order to:


Measure program effectiveness. Review program usage for utilization and expenditure trends


Modify program criteria. Review data for PA request increases and shifting utilization patterns


· Identify non-compliant providers. Review provider overrides for negligent or abusive patterns


DHCFP’s program goals are further promoted by PBM OS+’s advanced flexibility in criteria, procedures, and messaging. These capabilities include setting parameters, drug groupings, dispositions, and other processing rules as well as to provide a custom message to the pharmacy. 


Drug File (NDC Data)

ACS uses the National Drug Data File (NDDF+) obtained from FDB to apply updates programmatically to the PBM OS+ drug database in a timely manner as specified by DHCFP. We generate reports on updated NDC data following the weekly update process. The FDB file includes an entire list of products, including legend and OTC medications, durable medical equipment, supplies and injectable drugs.  NDDF+ provides standard drug identifiers, pricing information (historical and current) and clinical information that is imperative to the claims adjudication process. ACS maintains close communications with FDB.  All updates, changes, and bulletins that are applicable to the drug database, including pricing changes, new drug entities, or naming convention changes are communicated to technical, clinical and functional representatives of the ACS team.  The team is responsible for reviewing, assessing and disseminating this information for further evaluation and/or action required on behalf of clients.

PBM OS+ provides user-friendly Web pages that allow authorized users to search and maintain the drug database online, including both current and historical drug data.  Authorized users are able to search the database by drug name (full or partial), NDC, GCN, GSN, and TC or further refine their searches using Smart Key functionality. Further, we maintain age, gender, quantity, and days supply criteria for each NDC that is used to edit claims during adjudication. The system maintains an online audit trail of changes. The audit trail identifies the date, time and user ID for all updates made online and by automated processes. We maintain access to current, historical, and archived data, including previous/retired NDC information, in accordance with timeframes and media established by DHCFP.  

12.6.4
Pharmacy


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.6.4, page 119-120, and Attachment P

The Pharmacy Claims Processing function includes conducting analysis and clinical review of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims and drugs, including review of new name brand drugs for clinical safety and efficacy, new generic drugs for clinical safety and efficacy, and existing drugs for new indications or changes to indications new product forms and strengths, prospective and retrospective drug utilization review. This also entails performing financial scenarios for various drugs.


For the Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee, the contractor will assist DHCFP with formulation of the committee, provide recommendations and written analysis for preferred drug(s), and facilitate and/or participate in P&T Committee meetings.


For the Drug Use Review Board, the contractor will assist DHCFP with managing, maintaining, and facilitating the DUR Board, including development of annual, quarterly, and ad hoc DUR reports.


For Specialty Pharmacy, the Division would accept proposals that, would assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently managing specialty pharmaceuticals. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the Pharmacy requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

DHCFP has clearly identified clinical pharmacy requirements that contractors must perform under the new contract.  To meet and exceed these requirements, ACS has partnered with Goold Health Services (GHS) to provide DHCFP with a team of industry leaders capable of supporting the extensive clinical services outlined in the RFP.  GHS is a clinically capable partner that has a history of successfully implementing, maintaining, and refining complex clinical management and cost containment solutions.   They bring a wealth of experience helping other state Medicaid programs contain the costs of delivering quality prescription drug programs to recipients. For the Nevada project, GHS’ clinical team provides a variety of duties including conducting analysis and clinical review of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims and drugs. They administer Nevada’s preferred drug list (PDL), provide multi-state pooling services, assist DHCFP with managing and facilitating the Drug Use Review (DUR) Board, and assist the Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee with various activities. GHS will hire a local pharmacist in Nevada to support Retrospective DUR and DUR Board activities. Clinical services that ACS performs under the new contract include maximum allowable cost (MAC) management and pro-DUR criteria development and reporting.  As we demonstrate in this section, ACS and GHS are well qualified to perform their designated services under the new contract.  The combination of ACS and GHS provides DHCFP with the clinical expertise it needs to effectively manage the Nevada pharmacy program under the new contract. 


Preferred Drug List (PDL)


As mentioned earlier, we propose GHS to perform the RFP’s PDL requirements. GHS has extensive PDL experience and currently manages PDLs for the states of Iowa, Maine, West Virginia and Wyoming. GHS has a staff of ten licensed clinical pharmacists and three licensed medical doctors who are available to support the management and coordination of all PDL-related activities for the Nevada contract.  Our staff is augmented with additional staff upon contract award. GHS’ experienced clinical and pharmaceutical staff reviews TCs including new medications, new generics and indications. Our experts provide recommendations regarding changes to the PDL and PA criteria. They provide the same service to other clients and find that it greatly assists the DUR Board and P&T committee in making responsible and timely decisions.


As part of their duties, GHS provides claims analysis by Specific Therapeutic Class (STC) as defined by FDB.  They have extensive reporting to support their analyses. GHS staff works with DHCFP upon contract award to tailor these reports to meet the unique needs and requirements of Nevada. GHS’ clinical and pharmaceutical staff uses the drug class reviews performed by the Oregon Evidence-Based Practice Center as a source of information for PDL considerations. GHS then creates and provides customized drug monographs and analyses, according to Nevada specifications. For drug class reviews not yet addressed by the Oregon Evidence-based Practice Center, GHS conducts a similar structured meta-analysis. GHS follows the same procedure when significant new drugs are introduced that were not originally considered. The goal of the clinical monographs and analysis is to assist DUR Board and P&T Committee members in arriving at a rational assessment of what drugs represent the best value. GHS’ analysis includes analysis of the fiscal impact of inclusion or exclusion of a given TC onto the PDL based upon past utilization and expenditures, as directed by DHCFP.


During and after the initial PDL is designed and implemented, it is essential to continue analyzing relevant, timely clinical trial data, including updates on efficacy, safety and added indications or patient populations. The P&T Committee needs to focus on the most important essentials of a drug to maintain PDL TCs including the following elements:


Significant, clinically positive drug characteristics, especially if unique to class


Significant, clinically negative drug characteristics, especially if unique to class


Whether a drug was added only to receive a better offer on another drug


· What financial effect a drug will have on a PDL class if it is preferred or non-preferred


In summary, GHS provides timely reviews and recommendations to the State and the committee regarding new drugs, new indications, new product forms and strengths, new safety issues, and negative studies. In addition, GHS prepares cost analyses and financial modeling per DHCFP’s guidelines. These analyses enable informed recommendations that balance clinical and cost considerations.


As required in the RFP’s Section 7.3, since ACS will use a subcontractor to satisfy the RFP’s PDL requirements, we have provided a detailed response to each of the RFP’s requirements. Refer to Attachment P, Requirements 12.6.4.3 through 12.6.4.13, of our Proposal for our detailed response.


Multi-State Pooling 


Our subcontractor GHS will fulfill the RFP’s multi-state pooling requirements. In the fall of 2005, GHS participated in the design and then became the negotiating vendor for a multi-state drug rebate pooling program, now known as the Sovereign States Drug Consortium (SSDC). Current member states of the SSDC include: Maine, Iowa, Vermont, Oregon, Utah, West Virginia and Wyoming. The SSDC negotiates on behalf of approximately 2.2 million covered lives. GHS proposes to include Nevada in the SSDC. Working with GHS as part of the SSDC supplemental rebate pool allows DHCFP to achieve the greatest degree of independence and control, while optimizing savings and minimizing overhead costs.


Representing the SSDC, GHS can negotiate the most advantageous contracts for the preferred drugs already listed on an SSDC member’s PDL. They can also seek to provide a number of potentially superior contracts for drugs not on a PDL if an SSDC member and its P&T Committee are in favor. Although the pool negotiates prices and conditions, each state within the SSDC determines the composition of its own PDL, choosing which contracts to accept and which to reject. Nevada retains complete PDL autonomy if it joins the SSDC pool. While in most cases the states in the pool have reached consensus and acted in unison, there are several PDL categories where one state wanted to pursue a much more or less aggressive approach than the other partners. Maintaining this autonomy is crucial to the long-term success of the pool. In the long-term, however, savings can be maximized by all states within the SSDC synchronizing their PDLs.


As required in the RFP’s Section 7.3, since ACS will use a subcontractor to satisfy the RFP’s multi-state pooling requirements, we have provided a detailed response to each of the RFP’s requirements. Refer to Attachment P, Requirements 12.6.4.14 through 12.6.4.15, of our Proposal for our detailed response.


Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC)

MAC programs are an effective tool for containing generic drug costs beyond those provided by Federal Upper Limit (FUL) pricing alone. ACS provides a well maintained, up-to-date MAC list built upon reliable drug pricing data and DHCFP policy. When DHCFP leverages the full breadth and scope of MAC pricing, they achieve additional cost savings beyond corresponding FUL prices as well as on generic drugs for which FUL prices have not been established. Our MAC solution contributes to Nevada pharmacy program savings by encouraging pharmacies to dispense generics rather than brand-name products.

To support DHCFP’s MAC requirements, we propose to implement our MAC solution already in production for our Medicaid client, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, where we have been the Pharmacy Benefits Manager (PBM) for over 10 years.  It was also recently implemented for our District of Columbia Medicaid client in April, 2010. In short, our solution includes a series of manual steps and automated reports that provide an analysis and clinical review of pharmacy claims paid within the last 90 days to provide DHCFP with recommendations for MAC pricing implementation.  Our MAC solution also takes into consideration Federal Upper Limit (FUL) prices.  

To meet requirement 12.6.4.18—at a minimum conduct monthly market analysis of generic drug pricing to ensure access to services are not jeopardized due to application of MAC—we propose the analysis of Nevada’s paid claims within the last 90 days as the monthly market analysis, which is what we use in Massachusetts and the District of Columbia. Should DHCFP want to look beyond their drug claims history, for example at other payers to see activity on drugs and their prices, we can explore this option with DHCFP. As required by the RFP, we agree to update MAC pricing at least monthly, and possibly more frequently, if determined by market analysis or at the request of DHCFP. 


Throughout the operations period, we monitor CMS bulletins to provide continual targeted analysis of drugs that are deemed to be scarce per CMS recommendations. CMS sends bulletins from time-to-time for drugs on the market which have limited availability which may result in an increase in prices for these drugs. Also our reporting of paid claims within the last 90 days would reflect these drugs because there will be fewer paid claims for them. 


With regard to provider appeals regarding a MAC implementation, providers can communicate with DHFCP or ACS if they believe a particular drug is not obtainable at the current MAC pricing. The justification may include provider submission of a drug invoice to facilitate adjustment of the MAC price.

Finally, reports provided by our analysis of Nevada’s paid drug claims allow ACS to monitor trends and to perform a benchmark analysis for financial and clinical outcomes.  For example, reports demonstrate which drugs pharmacies are drifting towards after a MAC’s implementation. We consult with DHCFP staff on data findings and provide program recommendations to improve clinical and financial outcomes.


Drug Use Review (DUR) Board 


The RFP’s DUR Board requirements include Prospective DUR (Pro-DUR), Retrospective (Retro-DUR), and DUR Board requirements. ACS fulfills the Pro-DUR requirements using PBM OS+ for automated Pro-DUR criteria review during claims adjudication.  ACS’ clinical staff provides the Pro-DUR criteria included in PBM OS+, as it does for the other nine states where PBM OS+ is already implemented.  PBM OS+’s Pro-DUR component provides clinically significant alerts and detailed messaging to enable pharmacists to accurately review drug therapy. Refer to Proposal Section 12.6.3 Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS), for further details about the Pro-DUR component and our process for criteria development. Also included in our solution is CyberFormance for extensive pharmacy program reporting.  Analysis of Nevada’s pharmacy program is essential to determine the impact of Pro-DUR edits and to determine if modifications to the program are appropriate. CyberFormance produces numerous Pro-DUR reports that support this analysis.  In addition to Pro-DUR reports, the system includes numerous other pharmacy program reports that help DHCFP and ACS monitor and manage the Nevada pharmacy program.  CyberFormance reports are loaded to ODRAS for easy access to program stakeholders. CyberFormance standard monthly, quarterly, and annual reports are listed in Tables 12.6-1 through 12.6-3. 


Table 12.6-1. Monthly Reports

		Report Title

		Purpose



		Executive Summary

		This report provides monthly and year-to-date plan performance metrics and allows for comparison to the previous year.



		Business PlanFormance

		Examines drug utilization.  Allows the user to view cost and utilization data by total program, using FDB classifications.  Illustrates the drugs with the highest utilization and categorizes the values.



		Clinical PlanFormance

		Provides a single source solution for conducting clinical analyses of drug therapy and disease states.  Identifies care management or quality improvement issues progressing downward from a plan-wide perspective, to a line of business view, to a patient-level view, and ultimately a claim-level view.  



		Claims Payment Summary

		This report provides a running monthly plan performance metrics based upon eligibles and recipients utilizing BWC pharmacy services.



		Ingredient Cost Savings

		This report demonstrates the savings achieved by various payment strategies.



		Monthly Payment Summary

		This report provides a breakdown of plan performance metrics by various payment strategies and claim categories.



		Top Prescribed Drugs Ranked By Amount Paid

		This report provides a ranking of the top drugs by payment and various plan performance metrics.



		Top Prescribed Drugs Ranked By Number of Claims

		This report provides a ranking of the top drugs by payment and various plan performance metrics.



		Top Dispensing Pharmacies Ranked by Amount Paid

		This report provides a ranking of the top dispensing pharmacies by prescription count and various plan performance metrics.



		Top Dispensing Pharmacies Ranked by BWGA Number of Prescriptions

		This report provides a ranking of the top dispensing pharmacies by payment and various plan performance metrics.



		Top Prescribing Physicians Ranked By Ingredient Amount Allowed

		This report provides a ranking of the prescribing physicians by ingredient amount allowed and various plan performance metrics.



		Top Prescribing Physicians Ranked By Number of Claims

		This report provides a ranking of the prescribing physicians by prescription volume and various plan performance metrics.



		Top Therapeutic Classes Ranked By Amount Paid

		This report provides a ranking of the top therapeutic classes by prescription volume and various plan performance metrics.



		Top Therapeutic Classes Ranked By Number of Claims

		This report provides a ranking of the top therapeutic classes by payment and various plan performance metrics.



		Top Utilizing Recipients Ranked By Amount Paid

		This report provides a ranking of the recipients by payment and various plan performance metrics.



		Top Utilizing Recipients Ranked By Number of Claims

		This report provides a ranking of the recipients by prescription volume and various plan performance metrics.



		ProDUR Edit Summary by Pharmacy

		Overall summary of Pro-DUR edits with pharmacies ranked by the total number of edits. Includes both paid and denied claims.



		ProDUR Edit Summary by Prescriber

		Overall summary of Pro-DUR edits with prescribers ranked by the total number of edits. Includes both paid and denied claims.



		ProDUR Edit Summary by Generic Drug Name

		Overall summary of Pro-DUR edits by Generic Drug Name ranked alphabetically. Includes only paid claims.





Table 12.6-2. Quarterly Reports

		Report Title

		Purpose



		Executive Summary

		This report provides a program assessment with quantitative and qualitative analyses of the pharmacy program.  



		Number of Recipient Claims by Age of Injury

		This report provides a breakout of recipients with claims grouped by age category.



		Total Amount Paid by Age of Injury

		This report provides a breakout of the amount paid by age group.



		Generic Utilization Summary by Amount Paid

		This report provides a summary of generic utilization by amount paid.



		Generic Utilization Summary by Number of Claims

		This report provides a summary of generic utilization by prescription count.



		Average Number of Claims per Recipient

		This report provides the average number of prescriptions per utilizing recipient per month and per quarter.



		Average Expenditure per Paid Claim

		This report provides the average cost per paid claim broken out ranked by month and per quarter.



		Average Expenditures per Recipient

		This report provides the average expenditure per utilizing recipient ranked by month and per quarter.



		Top Therapeutic Classes by Amount Paid

		This report provides the top therapeutic classes ranked by amount paid.



		Top Therapeutic Classes by Number of Claims

		This report provides the top 25 therapeutic classes ranked by prescription volume.



		Top Drugs by Number of Claims

		This report provides the top drugs ranked by prescription count.



		Top Drugs by Amount Paid

		This report provides the top drugs ranked by amount paid.



		Claim Expenditures per Member per Month (PMPM)

		This report provides the prescription expenditures per eligible member per month.



		Participation

		This report provides the count of utilizing recipients and the count of eligible workers, as well as the average count of utilizing recipients and the average count of eligible workers.





Table 12.6-3. Annual Reports

		Report Title

		Purpose



		Executive Summary

		This report provides a program assessment with quantitative and qualitative analyses of the pharmacy program.  The format is the same as the quarterly version, but covers 12 months.



		Business PlanFormance

		Examines drug utilization.  Allows the user to view cost and utilization data by total program, using FDB classifications.  Illustrates the drugs with the highest utilization and categorizes the values.



		Clinical PlanFormance

		Provides a single source solution for conducting clinical analyses of drug therapy and disease states.  Identifies care management or quality improvement issues progressing downward from a plan-wide perspective, to a line of business view, to a patient-level view, and ultimately a claim-level view.  



		ProDUR Summary by Conflict, Intervention, Outcome

		These reports provide annual Pro-DUR information that assists our customers in completing the annual reports.



		Prospective DUR Savings Ranked by Amount Paid

		





To satisfy the RFP’s Retro-DUR requirements, including support of the DUR Board, we propose our partner GHS to perform these services.  GHS has a team of clinical and health policy experts that are ready to assist DHCFP with providing detailed written analysis, managing and facilitating DUR Board meetings, developing the annual DUR report, providing ad hoc utilization reports, and clinical and financial advice and recommendations for policy changes to support Nevada’s comprehensive pharmacy program. GHS staff has considerable experience with Medicaid and in the pharmacy industry in general. They pride themselves on their ability to stay up-to-date on current issues and trends. GHS currently provides a range of public-sector and Medicaid-specific pharmacy benefit services in ten states.  This allows GHS to leverage “Best Practices” in these states and share them with other clients. GHS also makes recommendations to their clients as appropriate on cost savings and quality improvement initiatives. GHS provides this type of assistance routinely for the states of Maine, Iowa, West Virginia and Wyoming; and welcomes the opportunity to provide these services to the state of Nevada. 


ACS and GHS staff is experienced and capable of managing Nevada’s pharmacy program in accordance with all federal and State regulations and guidelines. We leverage our experience to ensure that Nevada’s DUR program remains compliant with all applicable rules, regulations and guidelines. ACS and GHS staff works with DHCFP upon contract award to ascertain and document any unique Nevada requirements in order to ensure that we meet or exceed the State’s expectations.  

As required in the RFP’s Section 7.3, since ACS will use a subcontractor to satisfy many of the RFP’s DUR Board requirements, we have provided a detailed response to each of the RFP’s requirements. Refer to Attachment P, Requirements 12.6.4.24 through 12.6.4.32, of our Proposal for our detailed response.


Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee 


We propose our partner GHS to fulfill the RFP’s P&T Committee requirements. GHS currently performs similar services for the State of Iowa. GHS leverages this experience to provide DHCFP with assistance in recruiting qualified P&T Committee candidates. GHS understands the vital role that the P&T Committee members play relative to the PDL and PA program and strives to recruit and recommend only highly-qualified and skilled practitioners for confirmation to the P&T Commission.

GHS is fully capable and experienced in both providing and assisting in the presentations of drug monographs, therapeutic class (TC) reviews and cost analyses to P&T Committees. Recommendations and analyses are provided to the Committee in a written report and, along with the drug monographs and TC reviews, are presented in-person by their pharmacist and physician team during the scheduled meetings. GHS creates and provides customized drug monographs to drug committees, depending on each state’s specifications. The goal of the clinical monographs is to assist the committee members in arriving quickly at a rational assessment as to what unique properties (both positive and negative) each drug has relative to other agents in the same class, if any exist. The monographs concisely summarize essential data concerning safety, efficacy and cost. If a drug is recommended as preferred but with conditions, then these conditions are described along with their clinical rationales. Supplemental rebate agreements and savings information are included in the materials and any savings estimations are coded to protect the confidentiality. GHS understands that the P&T Committee is responsible for reviewing the materials provided and for the final recommendation regarding which drugs to include on the PDL.  GHS works with DHCFP upon contract award to determine mutually acceptable formats for all of this documentation.


GHS provides the clinical, logistical and administrative support needed to perform its duties concerning the P&T Committee. GHS doctors and pharmacists attend meetings as well as provide clinical input. This includes facilitating meetings, recording meeting minutes, providing drug class reviews and providing any related data and/or analytical reports, including cost information. GHS works with DHCFP to develop a timeline for managing the PDL and P&T Committee. 

As required in RFP Section 7.3, since ACS will use a subcontractor to satisfy the RFP’s P&T Committee requirements, we have provided a detailed response to each of the RFP’s requirements. Refer to Attachment P, Requirements 12.6.4.33 through 12.6.4.38, of our Proposal for our detailed response.


Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


The RFP identifies one pharmacy potential expanded contractor responsibility.  We understand based on the State’s answer to question 41 in Amendment 3 that vendors can bid on the expanded responsibilities as part of the budget neutral cost model. Further, the expanded responsibilities that vendors bid may become part of the resulting contract at DHCFP’s discretion. Table 12.6-4 lists the potential expanded responsibility, our solution, and if it is included in our budget neutral cost model.  Please refer to Attachment P - Peripheral System Tools Component Operational Requirements Table for a detailed description of our solution to meet this responsibility.

Table 12.6-4. Pharmacy Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		RFP Reference

		Description

		Solution

		Included in ACS’ Budget Neutral Cost Model



		12.6.4.39

		Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently managing specialty pharmaceuticals. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients

		Through a partnership with Novologix we offer focused expertise on managing specialty pharmaceuticals.  Novologix provides a state-of-the-art opportunity for DHCFP to control pharmacy expenditures and promote quality outcomes for Nevada recipients.

		In order to develop a precise cost and potential savings model, Novologix will need access to historic program data.  This is in addition to the claims data that DHCFP provided as part of the procurement process.  Since we do not have the necessary data available, we have not included this optional requirement in the budget neutral component of the contract. However, upon contract award, we will review the data requirements with DHCFP.   Novologix will complete an analysis of the data and will possibly be able to propose a contingency pricing model to DHCFP.





12.6.5
Electronic Prescription Software


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.6.5, page 120, and Attachment P

The Electronic Prescription software allows for recipient eligibility verification and electronic transmission and validation of prescriptions through the use of an automated web-based software.


The Vendor must respond to the Electronic Prescription Software requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

ACS’ automated Web-based electronic prescription (e-prescribing) software is certified on the Surescripts-RxHub network and provides recipient eligibility, formulary, and medication history to providers at the point of sale promoting patient safety and cost control measures. ACS has a wealth of e-prescribing experience and will leverage this knowledge to maximize the benefits of e-prescribing for the Nevada contract.  ACS is a certified provider of e-prescribing services on the Surescripts-RxHub network, which includes the majority of major chain pharmacies, numerous independent pharmacies and covers more than 90 percent of the nation’s pharmacies. Founded by the pharmacy industry in 2001, Surescripts operates the Pharmacy Health Information Exchange, which facilitates the secure electronic transmission of prescription information between physicians and pharmacists and provides access to lifesaving information about patients during emergencies or routine care. In fact, ACS currently maintains a relationship with Surescripts-RxHub (“RxHub”) to support e-prescribing and real time pharmacy third party liability services for CMS on behalf of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Emergency Prescription Service Program (EPAP).  Table 12.6-5 provides a list of our e-prescribing clients.


Table 12.6-5.  ACS’ E-Prescribing Software Clients

		Technology

		Client

		Implementation Date



		E-prescribing

		Alabama Medicaid

		January 2010



		

		Kentucky Medicaid

		April 2010



		

		Massachusetts Medicaid

		June 2010



		

		Missouri Medicaid

		March 2009



		

		New Mexico Medicaid

		March 2008



		

		Ohio Medicaid

		April 2010



		

		Wyoming Medicaid

		June 2010



		EPAP

		Louisiana Medicaid

		Summer 2008



		

		Texas Medicaid

		Summer 2008





Key functions of ACS’ e-prescribing software include the confirmation of patient eligibility, medication histories and the formulary file at the point of care.  ACS interoperates with the Surecripts network to obtain eligibility, formulary and medication history information using the standard American Standards Committee (ASC) X12N-270/271 Member Eligibility Request and Response and NCPDP SCRIPT 8.1- Medication History request (RXHREQ) and Medication History response (RXHRES) transactions.  The formulary file, recipient-specific medication history and eligibility information provides the prescriber with essential information to make the best decisions before writing a pharmacy prescription and routing it electronically. This improves patient safety by reducing adverse drug events and improving formulary compliance.  ACS also updates recipient eligibility data during off-peak hours via a daily batch process.  ACS complies with the current CMS final rule on e-prescribing (42 CFR Part 423) implemented in regulation in April 2009.  


These key e-prescribing functions are fully integrated into ACS’ DirectAccess EHR and allow providers who do not maintain a commercial based e-prescribing system to use a system that is compliant with CMS final rule and is certified by Surescripts.  In addition to the e-prescribing capabilitites, providers using DirectAccess have access to a wealth of clinical information (see Table 12.6-6) promoting patient safety and cost control measures accessible at the point of care.  Please refer to Proposal Section 13.2 HIE Requirements for additional information on ACS’ DirectAccess EHR solution.  


Table 12.6-6. ACS’ DirectAccess EHR


		Category

		Description



		Demographics

		Allows display and update of Medicaid base demographic data with additional updates or changes while retaining original data for reference.  Also allows the addition of non Medicaid patient data for EMR usage and patient record storage/retrieval



		Lab History

		Allows display and graphing of lab data results



		Family and Social History

		Allows update and display of family, social and prior medical history using SNOMED and ICD-9, CPT/HCPCS.  Data is used in the ACS Rules Engine for historical consideration



		Immunizations

		Allows display of claims and immunization registry information



		Procedure History

		Allows display of procedure history from claims, patient office visits, self reported procedures and other external sources (EMRs, external claims systems)



		Diagnosis History

		Allows display of diagnosis history from claims, patient office visits, self reported procedures and other external sources (EMRs, external claims systems)



		Prior Authorization History

		Allows display of prior authorization history from PA vendors, PA history, ACS PA processes etc.



		E-RX History

		Allows display of e-prescribing history by site and by patient with Surescripts-RxHub



		Medication History

		Allows display of Medicaid claims history (drug pickup) from claims, other EMRs, MCOs and sources such as Surescripts-RxHub



		Eligibility 

		Allows display of Medicaid eligibility for base Medicaid and waiver programs.  Allows addition and edit of manually entered insurance information.  Allows inquiry and display of eligibility information from external sources



		Office and Hospital Visits

		Allows display of consolidated information on office visits and hospital visits



		SOAP Notes

		Allows addition and protected editing of provider subjective, objective, assessment and plan (SOAP) notes including editable, template driven chief complaints, subjective, objective, review of systems and physical exam notes along with customizable, template driven treatment plan notation



		Master Patient Indexing

		ACS MPI software enables patient records to be matched up using unique identifiers and probabilistic matching 



		Forms

		System will allow user to upload and complete standard forms online.  Data can be selected to be shared across providers and can be used in rules determinations and prior authorizations





ACS’ integrated EHR/e-prescribing solution combines multiple clinical and technical edits at the point of care to prevent submission of a non-valid script.  It also coordinates recipients, prescribers, payers, and dispensers using an electronic exchange of information that generates a clinically-appropriate prescription.  Based on the respective edit, informational edit messages (e.g., drug-drug interaction, duplicate therapy, formulary, prior authorization, etc.) or hard edit messages (e.g., invalid days supply or refills) are presented to the prescriber notifying as to the issue.  Examples of some of our e-prescribing features are listed below:    


Prescriber selects the drug from the NDC screen that includes all drugs, including DHCFP’s formulary list  


Results screen indicates “On/Off Formulary,” “Generic,” “Brand,” and allows the user to select the appropriate strength and NDC


Prescriber selects the appropriate drug and pharmacy  


System remembers last three pharmacies to which the patient was e-prescribed a drug, or prescriber can search all pharmacies on file in the system by address and name 


Pharmacies with e-prescription capability and association with Surescripts-RxHub are noted during the pharmacy selection 


Prescriber fills in the Days Supply, Refills, and Directions and Check for Approval

· E-prescribing messaging for Refill Request, Refill Response; RX Cancel Messages, Eligibility Queries; Formulary Inquiry and Response; and RX history Queries and Response

ACS’ e-prescribing software also provides those physicians currently utilizing electronic medical records and/or e-prescribing tools at the point of care to retrieve data (i.e., patient eligibility, medication histories and the formulary file) from Surescripts-RxHub for recipients.  


12.6.6
Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.6.6, page 120, and Attachment P

The Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate function allows for the negotiating, accepting and processing of drug rebates. This includes the ability to receive and post money, perform adjustments, generate invoices, and perform various reporting.


The Vendor must respond to the Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

To support the RFP’s pharmacy drug Omnibus Reconciliation Act 1990 (OBRA ‘90) and supplemental rebate requirements, we propose GHS to provide supplemental rebate negotiations.  GHS has negotiated rebates for the state of Maine since 2003 and for Iowa since 2004. Further, GHS is the negotiating vendor for the Sovereign States Drug Consortium (SSDC) multi-state drug rebate pooling program. Current member states of the SSDC include: Maine, Iowa, Vermont, Oregon, Utah, West Virginia and Wyoming. The SSDC negotiates on behalf of approximately 2.2 million covered lives. GHS proposes to include Nevada in the SSDC. As part of the SSDC supplemental rebate pool, DHCFP will be able to achieve the greatest degree of independence and control, while optimizing savings and minimizing overhead costs.  As part of their responsibilities, GHS will provide ACS with the negotiated supplemental unit rebate amounts (URAs) which serve as the basis for rebate administration including invoicing and collection of supplemental rebates by ACS.   

ACS uses a proven combination of our drug rebate administration team located in Atlanta, Georgia, and our Drug Rebate Analysis and Management System (DRAMS) to provide rebate administration services to DHCFP.  ACS is a leading provider of drug rebate administration services. We are capable of performing all OBRA, State supplemental, and diabetic supply rebate administration services identified in the RFP including invoicing, dispute resolution, and accounting functions. Anchored by ACS’ DRAMS, our rebate administration is proven and offers DHCFP unequalled drug rebate administration services. 

DRAMS is currently used to administer rebate invoicing, tracking, and payment collection for 12 Medicaid programs—Hawaii, Colorado, New Mexico, Montana, Indiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, Minnesota, District of Columbia, Mississippi, Wyoming, and Ohio—with Texas and California scheduled to go live in 2010 and 2011. ACS’ rebate administration team provides rebate administration for five of these Medicaid programs and supplemental rebate administration for three of these Medicaid programs. In each of these states, ACS’ rebate administration team has consistently demonstrated its excellence in rebate invoicing and collections. Our rebate administration team adheres to CMS’ Medicaid Drug Rebate Program in our day-to-day administration of Nevada’s rebate program. They perform drug rebate activities in accordance with OBRA ’90 provisions. Table 12.6-7 provides statistics regarding our rebate administration team’s success with collecting rebates and includes each state that is provided drug rebate administration by ACS’ rebate administration team.   


Table 12.6-7. ACS Rebate Invoicing and Collections Statistics


		State

		Year

		OBRA (Federal)

		Supplemental



		

		Percent of Rebates Collected

		Percent of Rebate Invoice Dollars to Drug Spend

		Percent of Rebates Collected

		Percent of Rebate Invoice Dollars to Drug Spend



		Colorado

		2007

		89.95%

		31.89%

		*

		*



		

		2008

		95.00%

		34.16%

		*

		*



		

		2009

		66.59%

		37.22%

		*

		*



		Hawaii

		2007

		99.3%

		25.3%

		*

		*



		

		2008

		101.2%

		26.7%

		*

		*



		

		2009

		102.5%

		28.9%

		*

		*



		Indiana

		2007

		99.4%

		31.6%

		101.1%

		13.4%



		

		2008

		99.4%

		32.0%

		98.6%

		8.0%



		

		2009

		96.7%

		32.9%

		97.9%

		15.3%



		Massachusetts

		2007

		99.8%

		33.8%

		87.0%

		9.5%



		

		2008

		95.5%

		36.1%

		94.6%

		4.4%



		

		2009

		100.1%

		37.9%

		99.7%

		4.5%



		Ohio 

		2007

		91.3%

		33.7%

		69.7%

		17.4%



		

		2008

		95.5%

		39.2%

		99.5%

		12.3%



		

		2009

		95.9%

		40.0%

		91.1%

		11.2%





*ACS does not provide supplemental rebate administration services


DRAMS Overview


ACS is currently developing a new version of DRAMS that is Java-based, MITA aligned, and is Internet accessible.  The Java version goes live in Massachusetts in August, 2010. Then, we plan to migrate our existing clients to the Java version.  Since Nevada’s implementation is scheduled for October 2011, we have proposed the Java-based DRAMS. 


DRAMS provides a comprehensive approach to rebate administration. DRAMS functionality is provided within a technically advanced, MITA-aligned, solution whereby the system is accessed and viewed through a user-friendly Java-based graphical user interface (GUI).  Further all business logic is written in Java. The system uses an Oracle relational database management system (RDBMS) as its database management tool to provide flexible, scalable rebate functionality. ACS’ DRAMS network and database personnel provide technical support and response, as well as application maintenance activities such as system backups and database optimization. The system’s drug rebate administration processes center around the quarterly production of invoices and the receipt and reconciliation of payments from drug labelers. These functions support the Drug Rebate Cycle, illustrated in Exhibit 12.6-2. 



Exhibit 12.6-2. Drug Rebate Cycle

 The drug rebate cycle includes many steps to ensure that drug rebates are accurately invoiced and collected.


The strength of DRAMS lies in placing all stored rebate and claims data at the user’s fingertips. Users have convenient access to all needed information from nearly anywhere in the system. Whereas the user of most other rebate tools must navigate to each screen through a series of menus, DRAMS users can start at a screen displaying summary information, such as a quarterly invoice, and drill down to detailed information regarding the invoice, such as a particular claim, provider data, or even the rebate amount history for an NDC.


In addition to being used by ACS rebate staff, DRAMS is accessible to DHCFP staff at their desktops if desired. We encourage our customers to use DRAMS and provide read-only access to DHCFP staff. DRAMS provides users direct access to all rebate data and, perhaps most importantly, all rebate reports. This allows DHCFP immediate access to information, as well as the capability to run reports on demand.  While most of our Medicaid customers only access DRAMS for its reporting capabilities, the read-only access provides DHCFP complete access to data and the ability to audit the system at any time.  Initial training on the application is provided on-site and additional support is provided as needed by our rebate administration team in Atlanta.  

With the understanding that ACS will receive all historical rebate records electronically, ACS will load the historical claims invoice and payment information into DRAMS so that ACS will have a complete historical record of the status of the DHCFP rebate program since inception. This will allow ACS to begin collections and dispute resolution activities using historical information and to begin invoicing rebates for the final quarter of the previous contractor’s contract without any disruption of service or collections efforts. 


See Section 12.6.6 DRAMS Description in Tab XIV- Other Reference Material for a thorough description of our invoicing process and further details regarding DRAMS.


RebateWEB 

RebateWeb is an ACS proprietary Internet-based product that allows participating labelers to receive rebate invoices electronically via the Internet, in addition to paper invoices. Through this secure Internet portal connection, registered users gain access to their specific drug rebate information and are able to download rebate invoices that are in the standardized CMS format. Approximately 50 labelers currently are registered to use RebateWeb. Its domain name is www.drugrebate.com. A screenshot of RebateWeb’s home page is shown in Exhibit 12.6-3 below.






Exhibit 12.6-3. RebateWeb Home Page


The RebateWeb home page allows authorized users access to RebateWeb for receipt of rebate invoices.


Check Level Quality Assurance within Rebate Accounting 


DHCFP forwards each day’s lockbox deposit information to the ACS rebate accounting manager. Deposit information includes copies of the checks, and all original paperwork (ROSI/PQAS, correspondence and envelopes). ACS rebate personnel then log the batch deposit information into DRAMS. The information provided includes the batch number as assigned by the lockbox, the batch date, client name, the number of checks in the batch, and the total batch deposit amount.


The batch information is then disseminated to the appropriate ACS rebate accounting specialist assigned to DHCFP. The rebate accounting specialist logs in each individual check to DRAMS. A unique check number log is then generated and assigned by DRAMS to each entry. The check log entry includes the batch number, batch date, check number, check issuer, miscellaneous information (typically the labeler number), the check date, postmark date, received date, check amount, check payee, format, and whether the check includes a dispute resolution payment.


DRAMS systematically compares the information recorded for each batch deposit to the check log information entered. If the number of checks associated with each batch and their respective payment amounts equal the batch information, DRAMS indicates that the batch is “complete”. If any component of the information does not equate, the batch remains “incomplete” until completed or corrected. The rebate accounting manager monitors the accuracy of the batch deposit entry as well as the accuracy of the check log.  A similar process is followed for EFTs received along with the corresponding e-mails from the labelers of how to allocate the EFT payments.  

Dispute Resolution


Although some labelers dispute every invoice, most labelers are interested in complying with the requirements of the rebate programs. Many labelers have stated that the greatest reason for disputes is the unavailability of detailed data to support the invoices. While DRAMS provides robust features to identify areas for potential disputes before invoices are ever generated, there is always the potential that a dispute will occur. In designing DRAMS, ACS developed a powerful dispute resolution function based on input from dispute resolution specialists and pharmacists. 


When resolving disputed items, ACS rebate personnel follow all federal and State requirements relating to the dispute resolution process.  If necessary, they perform analysis of claims for disputed NDCs such as old, replaced, or nonexistent drug codes or the incorrect application of codes. All dispute correspondence is tracked and maintained electronically. If an unpaid disputed amount remains following the dispute resolution process, a collection letter is sent to the labeler. For those labelers that are non-responsive, ACS proceeds with further collection efforts based on collection guidelines approved by DHCFP. ACS also writes off any disputed amounts based on guidelines established by CMS and DHCFP.  DRAMS maintains an audit trail that preserves all unit and URA changes. Further, invoice and payment details are generated and maintained that are consistent with the ROSI or PQAS.  


Beginning with a disputed NDC/quarter, ACS rebate personnel can examine a list of providers with claims, and consequently drill down to the specific claims for a provider. DRAMS maintains a highly detailed history of information from CMS, labelers, the State, and pharmacies. The retention of this information proves extremely useful during dispute resolution. 


Quality Assurance within Dispute Resolution


Quarterly, ACS rebate pharmacy technicians receive a dispute report that details all outstanding disputes per labeler. Once the technicians receive this report they initiate all disputes (for all labelers) via e-mail. This initiation is documented in a database with the date and time sent. Following initiation, the rebate dispute technicians follow up with all labelers and provide all necessary information for dispute resolution. This occurs via e-mail and phone calls. All correspondence is documented into a database with date, time, contact name and subject line information (for e-mails). The ACS rebate manager checks the log to ensure that all disputes have been initiated. 


During the dispute resolution process, the rebate dispute technicians communicate primarily through e-mail to facilitate electronic documentation. All communication is documented with the date, time, contact name, and subject line information. The rebate dispute technicians also document the associated pre-defined phase for that dispute. If the dispute remains in a phase for an extended period of time, the rebate dispute technician documents the reason for this (i.e. labeler unresponsive).  The rebate lead monitors the progress of the dispute by running a dispute progress report at the end of each month. This allows the rebate lead to track the progress of the resolution process. 


Reporting


Given the amount of information used by and stored in DRAMS and the substantial financial impact of the OBRA and supplemental rebate programs, reporting capabilities are crucial to managing these programs. Having worked closely with multiple states on various types of state rebate programs, DRAMS provides a comprehensive, easy-to-use reporting package. Reports in DRAMS can be viewed directly in the application or distributed by printing the report directly from the tool or through export of the reports into Microsoft Excel, HTML, or text.  DRAMS data is refreshed in real-time. 


Supplemental Rebate

Our approach to supplemental rebate administration has developed through work with nine Medicaid and three supplemental rebate programs.  We have a standardized approach to rebate administration.  Our administration of DHCFP’s supplemental program is simplified through the use of DRAMS and the same rebate staff that manages the OBRA rebate program. Thus, all claims data, processes and procedures that support the administrative functions for the supplemental program are the same as those described earlier for the OBRA program.


As stated earlier, ACS partners with GHS to provide supplemental rebate negotiations. GHS currently provides this service for the seven states participating in the SSDC. GHS proposes to include Nevada in the SSDC and coordinates drug purchasing negotiations with drug manufacturers based upon other state Medicaid contracts.  Refer to Attachment P, Requirements 12.6.4.14 through 12.6.4.15, of our Proposal for a detailed discussion of multi-state pooling and supplemental rebates.

12.6.7
Diabetic Supply Rebate 

REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.6.7, page 120-121, and Attachment P

The Diabetic Supply Procurement Program (DSPP) includes management of a list of Diabetic Glucometers and test strips for which the State of Nevada can collect rebates from the diabetic supply manufacturer. The program manages the diabetic supply rebate process for Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up, and leverages the purchasing power of other state Medicaid programs to increase savings and maximize the rebate negotiation process.


The Vendor must respond to the Diabetic Supply Rebate requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

ACS uses the same rebate administration staff and system to manage all DHCFP rebate programs. This provides continuity and efficiency in program administration. It also ensures that all processes including invoicing, collection of rebates, dispute resolution, and financial reporting, for the diabetic supply program are performed in compliance with federal regulations. The ACS rebate system, DRAMS, and operational processes are described earlier in detail in Proposal Section 12.6.6 Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate. In this section we focus on the unique components of the diabetic supply program.


ACS implements the Diabetic Supply Procurement Program (DSPP) as a separate supplemental program to allow easy management and separate reporting. Like supplemental rebates, ACS partners with GHS to perform the diabetic supply contracting. GHS uses their experience and relationships to maximize the best diabetic supply rebates for the State of Nevada. GHS negotiates for diabetic supply drug rebates in a model that is completely transparent to their state partners. GHS negotiates with manufacturers on behalf of the State of Nevada. Nevada makes all decisions regarding acceptance of offers. The DSPP contracts are between the manufacturers and Nevada only; GHS is not directly mentioned in these new contracts. GHS acts as the intermediary in the creation and maintenance of these agreements. If Nevada should choose to replace GHS in the future, there is no need for new agreements or CMS review. In all cases, DHCFP has final approval of the number of manufacturers chosen to participate in the DSPP for Nevada. 100 percent of the DSPP rebates collected are remitted to Nevada in the manner specified. GHS operates a 100 percent transparent DSPP process ensuring accountability through the rebate process. 

As required in RFP Section 7.3, since ACS will use a subcontractor to satisfy the RFP’s Diabetic Supply Rebate requirements, we have provided a detailed response to the RFP’s requirements. Refer to Attachment P, Section 12.6.7, of our Proposal for our detailed response. 


12.6.8
Decision Support System


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.6.8, page 121, and Attachment P

The Decision Support System (DSS) serves a broad spectrum of users ranging from executives to program analysts, making Nevada Medicaid and Check Up business decisions. The DSS enables the collection, analysis, and shaping of data used to support program and strategic policy decisions made by DHCFP. The generation and maintenance of data queries, pre-defined reports, and ad hoc reporting is performed using the DSS. Access to the data is restricted to authorized users only.


The Vendor must respond to the minimum DSS requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. The requirements listed in the table are based on the current data warehouse operational responsibilities performed by the current fiscal agent contractor. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

All levels of authorized users at DHCFP will have access to useful and reliable data through an easy to use interface. The Decision Support System will be based on a powerful, open system that is highly flexible and extensible.


The new Decision Support System (DSS) allows DHCFP to advance to a new generation of decision support and data management with the flexibility, scalability, and extensibility needed to support them today and in to the future.  Fully Web-based, the solution is designed to meet the needs of users at all skill levels —from executive to casual to power user. DHCFP has many requirements that make this new system unique. The DSS will be provided and maintained by our subcontractor, Ingenix. We discuss how we will meet these individual requirements in Attachment P of the proposal.

This proven, MITA aligned solution has an open architecture that offers the flexibility and scalability to add new data sources as needed, be they in response to programmatic changes or simply expansion of scope. The DSS offers a consistent view of the enterprise, even as the enterprise becomes defined more broadly. This allows DHCFP to get a more complete picture of the population being served and the programs being administered.


		

		



		The deployment of the DSS will include all of the required features noted in the RFP, in addition to several features that are requested  for the Optional Enhanced Data Warehouse. Some of these include:


· Flexible, Scalable and Extensible Solution Architecture


· MITA alignment


· Centralized Repository


· Design proven to be capable of Enterprise-Level expansion


· User-friendly tools making data accessible to all levels of users


· Control over what data are stored (e.g., TPL, PA and Pharmacy)



		





The DSS and tools enable DHCFP users to explore reliable data thoroughly, efficiently and quickly. Executive users may choose to get quick updates via dashboards and report cards while casual users can run predefined reports that can be user-modified with parameters as needed through the use of a simple interface – no knowledge of SQL is required! Power users will have tools at their disposal to create their own custom reports or run ad hoc queries to search for both detailed and summarized information; for specific problems or problems not yet recognized. 


We will use Informatica Data Explorer and PowerCenter to automate the extract, transform and load (ETL) process and to investigate data quality. Informatica’s Data Explorer provides a complete set of data investigation, discovery, and mapping tools that can scan any data record from any source. The result is a complete and accurate picture of the content, quality, and structure of enterprise data. This helps provide the end-user with assurance that the data they access is trusted and useful.


The solution architecture is an assembly of enterprise class hardware and software, structured to provide reliability, redundancy, scalability and flexibility. The core of the hardware solution will be an IBM Power 550 processor running AIX, partitioned into virtual servers for Oracle and Informatica. Wintel servers will be used for the Cognos Gateway and Cognos Servers. 




Exhibit 12.6-4. DSS Architecture

The DSS architecture leverages the use of metadata with the power of the Cognos query and reporting tool.


Major Solution Components


The proposed DSS is an integrated suite of components designed to support Nevada decision support requirements.  The Nevada DSS will use the IBM Cognos 8 BI Platform as its technical query and reporting foundation.  IBM Cognos was rated the number one Business Intelligence tool in the marketplace recently by both the Gartner Group and DM Review magazine.  


Using the Cognos query and reporting tools as the foundation enables all core applications to share the same reporting platform, have a similar look and feel, and use common navigation conventions and icons.  This streamlines training for users and implicitly encourages them to use the full range of tools available to them since all will seem familiar.  This approach also simplifies maintenance and operational support.


The major components of the DSS are: 

IBM Cognos Query Studio

IBM Cognos’ Query Studio is a powerful, Web-based ad hoc solution for non-technical users.  Users familiar with a Windows environment will be comfortable running pre-defined reports or creating their own simple queries, lists, cross-tab lists, and graphs using this tool with less than a day of training. More experienced users will also find the tool powerful and flexible enough to build, run and distribute their own ad hoc queries and reports.

Key Benefit:  Even novice users or those who only need to produce ad hoc reports on an occasional basis can create their own reports quickly and customize to their immediate requirements, without the need to rely on more technologically savvy co-workers. 

Familiar, Nevada-specific business labels will be used to display the source data within the query tool in an easy to understand, non-technical, tree view structure.  Multiple tables can be displayed, showing data from several external sources.  The user simply drags and drops the appropriate fields into the report skeleton, orders the columns as needed, applies any desired filtering criteria, sorts any data columns necessary, includes any aggregation or arithmetic operations needed, and clicks the “run” icon.

IBM Cognos Report Studio

IBM Cognos’ Report Studio is a Web-based ad hoc and reporting solution for power users and other users who have advanced beyond the novice stage. Those familiar with a Windows environment will be comfortable creating their own queries and sub-queries (using basic SQL statements), inserting picture objects, and defining extensive conditional formatting using this tool with 2-3 days of training.  We will work collaboratively with DHCFP to build a library of appropriate, accurate, and user-friendly reports that will be made available to all authorized users. 


Key Benefit:  In addition to the capabilities offered by Query Studio, Report Studio enables report objects, user-defined functions, custom formatting, and free-hand SQL to be included in reports.

Sharing common reports throughout the Department that can be sorted and filtered into a seemingly custom report for each user, rather than developing and maintaining private report libraries of many similar reports, lessens the likelihood of duplicating work and reduces the resources required to generate them.  The easy use of graphs (available in many formats) makes the focus and contents of many reports intuitively obvious.


Users can easily include subtotals, in addition to other measures in their reports, by simply selecting the aggregate object to be included in the report.  Users can include specific calculations defined during the design of the report, such as the average net claim reimbursement amount.


DirectOutcomes Reporting

In fulfilling its enterprise-wide business functions, DHCFP has an almost infinite amount of raw data at its disposal.  The challenge is to turn that mass of data into not just information but useful intelligence. Our solution allows DHCFP to take advantage of the clinical data and predictive modeling power in the DirectOutcomes reporting component of our Health Information Exchange (HIE) to bring increased analytic performance and clinical decision making to DHCFP measurement of quality of care, provider profiling, and quality indicator reporting are all available through the DirectOutcomes reporting component.  These reports allow providers to compare their performance on specific diseases to each other and evidence based guidelines. The reports provide an in-depth understanding of the effectiveness and efficiency of care delivered.

Predictive models will allow DHCFP to understand the overall health of its population by:


Identifying high-cost, high-risk patients for potential recommendation to case management


Identifying and tracking “risk movers”


Understanding disease cost drivers within the individual


Allowing comparison of provider experience adjusted according to the severity of patient illness


Creating an understanding of an illness and prevalence of disease at the individual and population level


· Accurately predicting future healthcare costs


Using the Health Information Exchange data hub allows us to gather and measure clinical information that has not been previously available, as opposed to administrative data usually found in a DSS, which tells more about what happened, when, and the cost. Using administrative data provides a retrospective look at what has happened to the individual, providing a limited understanding of the treatment outcome. Using the combination of tools offered in our InformedHealth HIE Suite to perform clinical analysis will enable understanding and measurement of true health outcomes. The introduction of these means of gathering data changes the paradigm, from administrative data about patients, to clinical data from people, harvested electronically. In addition to Direct Outcomes reports, the clinical data in the HIE data mart will be available for query via Cognos.

Our InformedHealth HIE Suite, including Direct Outcomes reporting, is discussed further in Section 13.2, HIE Requirements.


Enterprise Fraud Analytics

Ingenix’s  Enterprise Fraud Analytics (EFA) component  employs intra-claim and cross-claim analysis to detect hidden, collusive, and more complicated fraud schemes.  A large inventory of fraud detection filters and algorithms have been successful in several health care environments (Florida, Wyoming, Louisiana, Mississippi, and North Carolina).  These analytics are customized for DHCFP’s policies and program limits.


EFA readily adapts as new fraud patterns or trends emerge.  It easily accepts and integrates new algorithms.  This flexibility allows the rapid deployment of changes without interrupting the existing workflow.  The open architecture enables integration with other applications and allows results to be exported to third-party software tools.


EFA provides customized analytics that target fraudulent or abusive practices that are not normally detectable using a peer grouping methodology.  This functional component is supported, executed, and maintained by Ingenix product staff and does not rely upon DHCFP or OIG staff to build and run studies or learn complex query languages.  This enables program integrity staff to concentrate on discoveries identified by the analytics.  


EFA’s library of numerous fraud and abuse analytics allows great latitude in choosing and implementing custom fraud analytics that target specific and known Nevada problems, provide maximum return on investment, and cause a deterrent effect.  Ingenix staff, working with the appropriate DHCFP staff, will design, build, test, and validate an agreed upon number of analytics each quarter, thus enabling the DHCFP to take ongoing advantage of timely and dynamic analytics.




Exhibit 12.6-5.  EFA Analytics Library


All the results from the EFA component are stored in a centralized library, providing a single starting point for review and analysis efforts.


Included in the base DSS are five (5) initial analytics. We will work with DHCFP to identify the analytics that best suit their needs. Below is a very small sample of some of the analytics that we have implemented in other states that have resulted in successful discoveries and recoveries.


Table 12.6-8. Sample EFA Analytics


		Analytic

		Description



		Excessive Anesthesiologists workload per day at one or more hospitals  

		This filter detects anesthesiologists who are billing for greater than “X” hours per day at one or more hospitals of service.  



		Dental fillings after sealants  

		This filter identifies dental providers who perform a restoration after a sealant procedure on the same tooth for the same recipient.  



		Excessive recipients per workday  

		This filter identifies providers (excluding hospitals) billing for more than “X” recipients per workday (or “X” hours per day based on timed procedure codes.  



		Excessive lab and X-ray procedures with provider office visits  

		This filter identifies providers who bill lab and x-ray procedures on more than “X%” of their office visit claims.  



		Acute care hospital stay conflict with mental health center services  

		This filter identifies mental health/mental retardation facilities that bill for services provided to a recipient while that recipient is in an inpatient hospital setting.  



		Excessive abused drug claims  

		This filter identifies excessive pharmacy claims for abused drugs within a specified time frame per recipient/ pharmacy paring.  



		Abused and controlled drugs without an associated physician or dentist visit  

		This filter identifies drug claims paid for specific Class II drugs and selected abused drugs when there is no associated physician or dental acute care claim within “X” days.  





On-Going Fraud Analytics Support


Fraud is not static, and neither is EFA.  While a wide-ranging set of fraud analytics are included in the EFA component, no state can handle the introduction of numerous analytics during the initial implementation due to the number of leads typically surfaced.  As a result, our services include ongoing consulting support and the gradual delivery (suggested quarterly) of additional fraud analytics tailored for Nevada, over the life of this contract.  Our team will work with DHCFP personnel to identify the analytics that are of most importance to the specific conditions and install them first (initial five analytics), and then on a quarterly basis, implement additional analytics. 


Other Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) Software

In addition to the major components of our solution that are listed above, the DSS also includes the following COTS products:


Informatica


PowerCenter is the main component of the Informatica solution set.  It provides a single object-oriented data integration platform to access, transform, and integrate data from a variety of data sources (e.g., Oracle, DB2, flat files, etc.).  It also allows for the loading of the transformed data to a variety of data targets. Visual workflows simplify the depiction of multiple complex processing steps.  Once process steps are arranged in order of execution, the entire workflow sequence can be executed as one unit.

Data Explorer provides a comprehensive set of data investigation, discovery, and mapping tools to scan every single data record from any source. It is designed from the ground up to profile all data types in a wide variety of applications, systems, and databases. The result is an accurate picture of the quality and structure of your data.

Pitney Bowes’ MapXtreme Integration for Business Intelligence meets the geographic information system (GIS) and mapping requirements.


· SAS Analytics provides all of the functionality needed to access, manipulate, analyze and present information from an integrated environment that also facilitates the application of statistical procedures that are constantly being updated to reflect the latest advances in statistical methodology, thus enabling you to go beyond the basics for more advanced statistical analyses. SAS provides a range of techniques and processes for the collection, classification, analysis and interpretation of data to reveal patterns, anomalies, key variables and relationships, leading ultimately to new insights and better answers faster.

Key Solution Benefits


Key benefits of the proposed Nevada DSS/DW include the following:


Increased scalability and flexibility.  The Nevada DSS/DW is not a static system, but one that will grow over time as both DHCFP and the user communities evolve.  Scalability is dependent on not only the hardware architecture, but the software components of the solution as well. Using the IBM Power 550 platform and world-class software by Oracle, Informatica and IBM Cognos, this solution remains reliable even if DHCFP finds the need to expand the number of users and amount of data significantly. The flexibility of our data model allows DHCFP to change the scope of the solution to support the needs of this dynamic program.   


Leading Industry Standard Technology.   The proposed Nevada DSS/DW includes the Cognos Enterprise Business Intelligence Platform.  With this approach, all core applications will share the same technical foundation and have a common look and feel.  This streamlines training for users and simplifies maintenance and operational support.


Ease of use.  The Nevada DSS/DW has been designed from the ground up to be easy to use.  With our Web-based report library, for example, DHCFP users can quickly customize a report and then run it – all with a few clicks of a mouse while working at their desks.  Our solution also provides user-friendly business labels and data displayed in a tree view structure to guide DHCFP staff in the building of queries and reports. 


Fully Web-based zero footprint solution.  The Nevada DSS is fully Web-based.  The term zero footprint refers to a solution that does not require the installation of Java or other plug-ins or client software to use the data warehouse.  Our solution’s architecture significantly reduces administrative tasks and simplifies the use of the system by remote users.


MITA alignment.  The Nevada DSS aligns with CMS’ MITA vision that emphasizes the use of commercial off-the-shelf software (COTS) where practical. 


Proven, low-risk partner.  Ingenix products and staff have delivered fourteen successful Medicaid DSS implementations to date.  

· Enhanced clinical analytics. ACS’ InformedHealth HIE DirectOutcomes reporting component allows users to evaluate clinical data, as well as traditional claims-based data, for clinical management, predictive modeling, and trend analysis.


Assembling a cast of industry leading tools to provide DSS support is only the first step in creating a solution that meets DHCFP’s requirements.  The success of a DSS is really measured by how many state employees actually use the system.  They will not use the system if they do not trust the reports and the underlying data.  


We employ industry best practices throughout the DSS development and testing process.  The goal that we work to achieve through these practices is for the end user to have complete confidence in the system and the data being presented.  This focus on quality and accuracy extends to all aspects of the system from data loading through reporting.  


We realize that the need for advancement and improvements does not end when the system goes operational, and that the solution must continue to evolve during the term of the contract.  To help address this issue, we will continuously monitor the performance of the database, ETL, query, reporting and other processes to assist in identifying performance issues and ways to introduce efficiencies in the solution.  Our staff is dedicated to maintaining relationships with vendors and subject matter experts who offer constant advice on new approaches, products, updates, trends and innovations.  We will use the knowledge we have gained in this, as well as in our other customer projects and from industry experts, to help us identify and present to DHCFP a comprehensive risk benefit analysis of options for introducing improvements in all aspects of the solution on a continual basis during the term of the contract.


To address this set of requirements, our solution incorporates sufficient licenses as required and identified by DHCFP to allow users access to industry-leading Web-based business intelligence tools from IBM Cognos, a leading vendor in the business intelligence (BI) marketplace.  The proposed solution will provide access to the DSS 24 hours a day, 7 days a week from local and remote locations as allowed.  Only State-approved maintenance periods will be the exception.


12.6.9
Web portal

REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.6.9, page 121, and Attachment P

The MMIS contractor will be required to maintain a Web portal as part of their solution that includes public access to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up content, web announcements, provider billing manuals, EDI companion guides, and other forms and files based on input from DHCFP. The solution should also include the ability for authorized users to securely login for processing Prior Authorization requests, accessing EVS, and processing other secure transactions.


The Vendor must respond to the Web portal requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

By proposing the Web portal we are implementing for Virginia that fully-integrates with its First Health MMIS similar to Nevada's, ACS offers DHCFP a solution that, compared with other non-incumbent bidders, eliminates risks to a successful, on-time implementation.


Our proposed Web portal includes features from some of our most feature-rich Web portal solutions available in the Medicaid marketplace today.  Our Web portal benefits DHCFP through its single sign-on capability, which not only serves as a provider's single entry point to a host of Web-enabled features, but also provides a single entry point for DHCFP and ACS staff to access those same features as well as our proposed peripheral systems.  Our solution uses IBM's Websphere Portal Server infrastructure that enables future expansion of the portal. For example, secure recipient functionality can be readily incorporated going forward.  By establishing the Nevada Medicaid Web portal now with a foundation upon which we can build in even richer functionality, we are positioning DHCFP for the evolution and maturation of its Medicaid program and services well into the future.


ACS is committed to the support of comprehensive self-service functionality as a key means of improving overall program efficiency and quality of operations. ACS has developed successful Medicaid Web portals for numerous states including Mississippi, Georgia, Washington, Wyoming, New Mexico, Florida, Montana, and New Hampshire.  In fact, the Georgia Health Partnership (GHP) Web Portal (www.ghp.georgia.gov), developed for access by providers and recipients, has been such a success that, on any given day, 98 percent of the direct transactions with the fiscal agent are handled by the portal and automatic voice response system, leaving only two percent for person-to-person contact with the call center. 


Program Information and Links 


ACS is committed to managing, publishing, and maintaining up-to-date information on the Nevada Medicaid Web portal to benefit Medicaid and Check Up stakeholders.  The Web portal provides on-demand access to view and download various Medicaid and Check Up content, communications, guides, forms and files, including Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Quarterly Newsletters, Web announcements, provider billing manuals, guidelines, CBT sessions, EDI Companion Guides and enrollment forms, procedure and diagnosis reference lists, and Frequently Asked Questions.  For the provider billing manuals, the portal offers an archive of previous versions for reference.  The Web portal content also includes links to DHCFP-requested websites, including Nevada Medicaid and Check Up sites and rates information.  


We organize the Web portal so pharmacy providers, for example, can find the content they need. This includes Web announcements, training schedules and enrollment, information on the diabetic supply program, various forms including prior authorization forms, information on Maximum Allowable Costs, information on Preferred Drug Lists, information on Prescriber Lists, and DUR Board and Pharmacy and Therapeutics Meeting announcements and materials.  By making program information and other helpful content available online, the portal gives providers and recipients a convenient way to “connect” with DHCFP.


In addition to such program information, the Web portal provides access to various tutorials.  These tutorials instruct stakeholders on procedures, such as how to complete certain forms, or on the use of Web portal features. Included in these tutorials are provider instructions for electronic prescription software and for processing prior authorization requests through the Web portal.  ACS works with DHCFP to identify, develop, and publish all necessary tutorials on the Web portal.  Depending on the target audience or confidentiality of the underlying instructions, we will publish tutorials for access by public users or limit access to registered, authorized users.


Online Claims Submission 

Like the existing Nevada Web portal, ACS proposes to satisfy this requirement through Web portal links to PayerPath for electronic claims submission, including updates and returned files.  We complement this solution by giving providers access to the required PayerPath enrollment form, EDI agreements, and EDI companion guides.  Our call center and provider field staff prepares and offers providers the training they need to access this feature and promotes its use to maximize electronic claims submission.


Restricted online functions 


In all of the MMIS Web portal implementations we undertake, our goal is to empower users with many convenient, powerful, and innovative self-service transactions, while containing administrative costs by reducing demands on state and fiscal agent resources.  The Nevada Medicaid Web portal provides a 24/7 single point of entry for providers to interactively and successfully manage their participation in the Nevada Medicaid program.  Moreover, the Nevada Medicaid Web portal serves as a critical vehicle for communicating with the Nevada Medicaid provider community.  Today’s providers are Web-savvy and appreciate the convenience that Web-based self-service options offer them.


Our Web portal solution includes the following interactive transactions:


User Administration – In keeping with our self-service approach to Web portal transactions, we provide a user administration feature for providers and system administrators to use to maintain authorized users and control access to restricted online functions.  Once a provider enrolls, he or she can register for Web portal access and designate a staff member as their user administrator.  This user administrator has special authority to add and maintain users authorized to access restricted online functions.  The user administrator assigns a user ID and temporary password for each new user he or she adds.  New users then change their password when they login the first time.  Passwords expire at designated intervals, so users are notified when their passwords approach expiration.  If a user fails to change his or her password before it expires or the Web portal revokes access due to exceeding the allowable number of failed login attempts, the user administrator can reset the user's password.   Selected ACS operations staff have special system  administrator privileges to maintain user administrators when needed and even a provider's individual users if required.


Medical and Pharmacy Prior Authorization Request Processing – Upon successful login, a Web portal user has access to the medical and pharmacy prior authorization entry features, if authorized.  These features are available to authorized internal users (for example, ACS call center users who pharmacies contact when a POS transaction is pended for review) as well as providers.  Although online prior authorization entry is actually a feature of DirectAccess (a component of our InformedHealth HIE solution), it is seamlessly integrated with the portal through our single signon and portlet technology.  DirectAccess edits the prior authorization data and displays messages to the user if the data entered is in error or missing required data, giving the user the opportunity to correct and re-submit the prior authorization.  Valid prior authorizations are accepted by DirectAccess and processed through the supporting workflow and operational procedures.  For more information on prior authorization processing, please see Proposal Section 12.7.12.


Authorized users can also inquire on medical and pharmacy prior authorizations.  These inquiries specify the associated member, services dates, and optionally a prior authorization number or procedure code.  The Web portal edits the inquiry criteria, displays messages if errors are found, and then displays the associated prior authorizations and associated status.

Access to the Eligibility Verification System (EVS) – Our proposed Web portal solution enables authorized users, providers and internal users alike, to inquire on recipient eligibility and service limits.  To request recipient eligibility and service limits, a user specifies the recipient and associated service date range.  Unlike Nevada's existing Web portal, users can inquire on up to 10 recipients at a time and the service date range does not need to be limited to one month.  The Web portal edits the request and displays messages to the user if the data entered is in error or missing required data, giving the user the opportunity to correct and re-submit the inquiry.  Upon processing the request, the Web portal displays the associated eligibility and service limit results back to the user.  When the user specifies more than one recipient in their request, a summary list is displayed which lists the member name, birth date, and whether the member has TPL information.  From that summary, providers can click on the member's ID (which is a hyperlink) and see the recipient's eligibility and service limit detail.  In addition to eligibility status, plan information, and TPL information, the response includes any applicable lockin information.  


Claim Status – Authorized Web portal users can inquire on claim status following login.  A user specifies ICN or member and service dates on the claim status inquiry request.  In contrast with Nevada's existing Web portal, users can inquire on all of their claims (not just limit by ICN or recipient) by service date range with or without a particular claim status.  The Web portal edits the request and displays messages to the user if the data entered is in error or missing required data, giving the user the opportunity to correct and re-submit the inquiry.  Upon processing the request, if the inquiry request matches more than one claim, a list of matching claims appears from which the user can click the ICN of interest (which is a hyperlink) and see the claim's details.  In addition to the claim details currently available on the Nevada Web portal, our solution displays EOB codes and descriptions, individual line item service dates, status, and both submitted and paid units of service.


· Provider Payments – Upon successful login, a Web portal user can inquire on provider payment amounts, if authorized.  A user may request all payments during the past 6 months or the payment for a specific date.  In addition to these existing Nevada Web portal options, a user may enter a specific date range to request all payments issued during that period.   The Web portal edits the request and displays messages to the user if the data entered is in error or missing required data, giving the user the opportunity to correct and re-submit the inquiry.  Upon processing the request, the Web portal returns a list of payments matching the request.  Like the existing Web portal, the response includes paid date, check/EFT number, and amount.  In addition, a hyperlink also appears in the response, allowing the user to access the associated print image remittance advice.  For more information on this feature, please see the Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities section below.


Communication Tools 


The enhanced Nevada Medicaid Web portal is poised to take the State and its constituents to a higher level of efficiency through our advanced communications technology.  The capstone of our communication functionality is our secure Message Center.  The Message Center serves as a secure inbox for the user to receive targeted messages.  It can only be accessed after having logged into the portal.  The Message Center is the point where electronic information distributed to users is displayed.  For providers, remittance advices (RAs), banner messages, responses to inquiries, and correspondence can all be posted here.  


The Nevada Medicaid Web portal also benefits from a secure Contact Us feature.  Coupled with our innovative contact management solution, Oracle CRM OnDemand, this feature represents the backbone of our Web-enabled inquiry options. Providers and their authorized staff may send a secure message to an ACS customer service representative by completing a Web-based form, indicating the preferred response method of phone or secure inbox. Our customer service representative receives and researches the request via Oracle CRM OnDemand and responds accordingly. Furthermore, our call center staff can forward a request submitted online to a DHCFP staff member, and the staff member can reply via Oracle CRM OnDemand to the user who submitted the initial request. The provider's originating user can subsequently access the response in their secure Message Center inbox.

Added-value features


By proposing the Web portal we are implementing in Virginia, fully integrated with the Core MMIS, ACS is pleased to offer the following features to the State at no additional cost.


Provider Enrollment – Our online provider enrollment feature enables prospective Nevada Medicaid and Check Up providers to enter and submit their enrollment forms online.  This feature edits the submitted enrollments to ensure all required fields are entered and the data entered is valid. The Web portal displays any associated messages, giving the user the opportunity to correct and re-submit the enrollment.  The enrolling provider can even submit electronic copies of supporting documentation, such as licenses.  Our solution even allows users to save a partially-completed application and return to the site later to complete it via a system-generated application tracking number.  Once submitted, the Web portal stores the data in ODRAS and initiates a workflow that fiscal agent provider enrollment staff follow to review and approve the enrollment.


Aside from the convenience it offers providers, perhaps the most significant benefit of this feature is that it reduces return-to-provider rates, which saves on postage cost, labor to prepare the return mailings, and delays in application approvals of providers eager to serve Nevada's recipient populations.  


For more information on our Web portal enrollment features and functionality, please refer to Proposal Section 12.7.6 Provider Enrollment.


Provider Locator – The provider locator feature allows users to search for providers by criteria such as name, city, zip code, provider type, or specialty. Available in the public area of the portal, Medicaid and Check-Up clients can use this self-service feature to locate enrolled providers and view a map showing the provider's location, reducing call center interactions.  Providers can also use this convenient feature to find a specialist or to find another provider for a second opinion.


Single Signon – ACS' proposed Web portal gives authorized users one place to go for all of their needs, not separate sites for claims inquiry and health care management functions, for example.  As described in the Restricted Online Functions heading above, authorized users of the restricted functions are assigned a user ID and password.  Although some peripheral systems, such as our ODRAS solution, may normally have its own user authentication mechanism, we implement a single signon solution based on secure token technology to authenticate users for those systems.  Our solution ensures that authorized users, and only authorized users, have access to the systems they need through our Web portal solution. 


Health Information Exchange (HIE) Features – Through our proposed portal's single signon and portlet technologies, authorized users conveniently access through the secure portal the DirectAccess EHR to receive a comprehensive health record based upon the various data sources such as MMIS, pharmacy claims, or Utilization Management/Care Coordination services, along with the clinical history from other established Electronic Medical Record (EMR) systems.  Specifically, the health record includes key recipient demographic, procedure history, diagnosis history, lab history, medication history, immunizations, office/hospital visits, family/social history, and eligibility information.  Please refer to Proposal Section 13.2 HIE Requirements for more information on HIE and the DirectAccess EHR that is accessible through the portal.


· Miscellaneous Features – As described in the Restricted Online Functions heading above, ACS offers several miscellaneous features that Nevada providers will find convenient.  These features include the ability to submit eligibility inquiries on up to 10 recipients at a time and the ability to access human-readable RAs directly from the Provider Payments inquiry features.  In addition, the Web portal provides links to the HMS website where providers go to review and respond to TPL disallowments.  The HMS website provides other third party recovery administration features as well. These are examples of the conveniences we stand ready to suggest as we complete DHCFP-approved enhancements. 

Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


The RFP identifies one Web portal potential expanded contractor responsibility.  We understand based on the State’s answer to question 41 in Amendment 3 that vendors can bid on the expanded responsibilities as part of the budget neutral cost model. Further, the expanded responsibilities that vendors’ bid may become part of the resulting contract at DHCFP’s discretion. Table 12.6-9 lists the potential expanded responsibility, our solution, and if it is included in our budget neutral cost model.  Please refer to Attachment P - Peripheral System Tools Component Operational Requirements Table for a detailed description of our solution to meet this responsibility.

Table 12.6-9. Web Portal Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities

		RFP Reference

		Description

		Solution

		Included in ACS’ Budget Neutral Cost Model



		12.6.9.10

		Provide electronic human readable remittance advices to all providers via the Web Portal. At a minimum, the contractor shall support the following capabilities as it pertains to making RAs available via the Web Portal:


· Ensure secure access to provider’s electronic RAs as approved by DHCFP.


· Enable providers to view, save to a local PC, and conduct print capabilities of current and historical RAs.


· Support search capabilities as defined by DHCFP (e.g., search by date range, RA number, etc.)


· Establish an online archival system for RAs as approved by DHCFP.


· Ensure that the online RA retrieval system is MITA compliant.

		Remittance advices for all providers will be provided on the Web portal.  

		(





12.6.10
Online Document and Retrieval and Archive System


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.6.10, page 121-122, and Attachment P

The Contractor will utilize a secure, web-based document retrieval and archiving tool that allows DHCFP to view online, print and sort reports, documents and images. The tool will house reports generated by the MMIS, such as Remittance Advices, as well as imaged documents and correspondence. In addition, users shall be able to obtain electronic reports from the system or extract data for further manipulation. The system shall store these items, and will not function as a report-generating tool. Access shall be allowed based on DHCFP specified security processes.


The Vendor must respond to the Online Document Retrieval and Archival System (ODRAS) requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

At the heart of our Reno facility is the Online Document Retrieval and Archive System (ODRAS) which provides state-of-the-art systems to support the timely, accurate, and efficient processing of all types of paper transmittals and correspondence.  ODRAS provides secure Web-based viewing of the images and a host of operational reports. Users can view online, print and sort MMIS and peripheral system operational and management reports, correspondence and other documents, such as scanned images and electronic attachments. Users can obtain electronic reports from the system or extract data for further manipulation. ODRAS’ library includes hundreds of standard reports such as reports required by the federal government, DHCFP, and other State agencies and contractors. We provide access to ODRAS based on DHCFP specified security processes.

Mailroom staff images all paper documents that we receive in our mailroom and stores them electronically in ODRAS. All documents that are designed to allow OCR are processed accordingly.  Remaining documents are key-entered from the high-resolution electronic image. Our contact management system, Oracle CRM OnDemand, links images to customer correspondence histories. Call center staff access images and other case information directly from Oracle CRM OnDemand. ODRAS incorporates several core systems including those listed in Table 12.6-10. 


Table 12.6-10. ODRAS Core Systems 

		System

		Description



		SunGard FormWorks 

		For optical character recognition (OCR), data entry, and data perfection, ACS proposes FormWorks for Health Insurance. This product is a high-performance, automated health insurance claim processing system developed by SunGard. FormWorks processes CMS-1500, Dental, UB-04, and Universal Claim Forms and other related transactions in a pre-configured, engineered, and optimized fashion.  

In current ACS FormWorks installations, operators are achieving individual operator throughput rates in excess of 325 claims per hour per operator. FormWorks has an open, modular, framework, which enables it to be used to process additional forms, and manually creates indexes of additional documents such as correspondence and provider enrollment packets.  

FormWorks consists of a series of stages that operate like an assembly line or pipeline. Groups of forms, called batches, move continuously through this assembly line. The Q(ueue) Manager manages the pipeline. Separate computer applications, called workers, are responsible for critical functions at each stage. Q Manager functions as the central hub communicating with each worker to ensure batches move through the system smoothly and efficiently while the FormWorks/Manager shows ACS what is going on in the system. 



		DocFinity Imaging

		For image viewing and retrieval, we propose DocFinity Imaging from Optical Image Technology, Inc., to capture and store DHCFP’s paper correspondence in an electronic filing system. DocFinity Imaging is a powerful Windows-based document imaging software solution that stores scanned documents into electronic “folders”.  Authorized users can easily view files and documents, including PC data files, multimedia, voice, and video from their desktops. 



		DocFinity COLD-ERM

		For report and data file viewing and retrieval we propose DocFinity Computer Output to Laser Disk-Enterprise Report Management (COLD-ERM). This product stores all computer-generated reports providing DHCFP with efficient storage, improved management, and rapid access.  DocFinity COLD-ERM is a powerful Windows-based application allowing archival, indexing, storage, management and retrieval of computer output onto a storage device. By eliminating unnecessary printing, DHCFP enjoys substantial savings and efficiencies. Another benefit of storing information in this manner is that it requires significantly less physical storage space. New files, including word processing, spreadsheet, multimedia, voice, video, and other formats can easily be added to existing folders. The files become a part of the folder just like an archived report.



		DocFinity IntraVIEWER

		For Web browser access to images, COLD-ERM reports, files, spreadsheets, color photos, word processor, multimedia and voice files, we propose DocFinity IntraVIEWER. This product is an efficient way to access and work-flow current and historical information from various locations via a Web browser. Users can retrieve and workflow any image that is stored within ODRAS solution. This includes access and workflow of scanned images and COLD-ERM reports. 



		DocFinity Workflow Management Engine

		This product ensures timely and proper assignment of tasks to the appropriate business area. The goal of the workflow component is to meet the unique needs of the user without compromising the ability to streamline and improve the process. 



		DocFinity Barcode Server

		Module that runs on the scan station and allows automated indexing for a barcode on scanned documents.



		DocFinity E-mail Manager

		Allows users to forward messages to the image server for automatic indexing (using the subject, date, name fields) and storage.



		DocFinity Line Data to Excel

		Enables users to extract ASCII text from COLD reports and place intact into Excel for easy manipulation of the data.  



		DocFinity XML FormFLOW

		Web-based e-form workflow of dynamically created XML documents that allows users to create and save electronic forms.



		DocFinity Hierarchical Storage Manager (HSM)

		Supports the complete lifecycle of document retention, purging, and migration based on rules that are user defined such as date, type, or index value.





See Section 12.6.10 ODRAS Description in Tab XIV- Other Reference Material for a detailed system description of ODRAS.
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Provider Satisfaction Survey


Please answer the following questions with regard to your experience(s)
with Magellan during the past 12 months.


How satisfied are you with each of the following:


1. Overall satisfaction with the services provided by Magellan


Copyright © 2009 Magellan Health Services, 14100 Magellan Plaza, Maryland Heights, MO 63043 All rights reserved. Page 1


8. Timeliness of answering your call or contact
9. Overall satisfaction with calls made to Magellan (toll-free number)


10. Satisfaction with Magellan regarding the following processes:
a. Credentialing/Contracting
b. Claims
c. Authorization
d. Appeals


6. If you are an EAP provider, timeliness of receiving members' information prior to
their visit(s)


2. Availability of clinical staff


4. Timeliness of communicating authorization decisions to you


e. Complaints


5. Ease of referring members to other providers in the network


Magellan Behavioral Health* would like your assistance in our efforts to improve the quality of services we deliver to you. By answering some
questions about our administrative and network management practices, you will help us to better identify and meet your expectations. Your
responses to this survey will be confidential. Individual ratings will not be reported. Please fax your completed survey to 1-888-235-1399.


Select the rating that best describes your experiences and opinions. N/A = not applicable or no experience CORRECT INCORRECT


V
ery


Satisfied


M
ostly


Satisfied


Satisfied


D
issatisfied


V
ery


D
issatisfied


N
otA


pplicable


3. Consistency of decisions by clinical staff


Services


Care Management/Health Coaching


7. If you have a client(s) in the intensive case management program (ICM), how satisfied
are you with the overall program and the coordination of your client's care?


Claims Payment and Reimbursement


12. Do you send claims to Magellan for reimbursement?
Yes No, Do not know, N/A,


13. Accuracy of your claims payments by Magellan


14. Timeliness of your claims payments by Magellan


skip to question 17 skip to question 17


16. If you have not submitted a claim electronically, why not? Select all that apply.


Not aware of ability to submit a claim electronically
Claims submission is delegated to office staff
Do not trust reliability of the Internet


Too costly Incompatible software


Other
Don't know Not Applicable


15. Satisfaction with electronic claim submission to Magellan


11. If you spoke to a utilization management clinical reviewer, please rate your
satisfaction with...
a. the convenience of scheduling a peer-to-peer review
b. how clearly the clinical rationale for a decision was articulated/explained
c. the professionalism of the clinical reviewer(s)


Draft
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17. Satisfaction with opportunities to give input to Magellan


18. Satisfaction with Magellan publications (i.e., provider handbook, Provider Focus newsletter)


19. Satisfaction with Magellan's language assistance services (i.e., interpretation, translation services)


Very Satisfied Satisfied Mostly Satisfied Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfied


Very Satisfied Satisfied Mostly Satisfied Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfied Not Applicable


Communication


20. How often do you use the MagellanHealth.com/provider Web site?


Internet Usage


22. Overall, how satisfied are you with the MagellanHealth.com/provider Web site?
Very Satisfied Satisfied Mostly Satisfied Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfied


21. What percentage of your business with Magellan do you conduct using the Internet?
10% or less 11-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76-90% Greater than 90%


26. Approximately what proportion of your Magellan members' PCPs did you initiate contact with when given permission?
None 1-25% 26-50% 51-75% Greater than 75%


25. On average, what percentage of your Magellan members gave you written permission to contact their PCP?
None 1-25% 26-50% 51-75% Greater than 75%


24. Do you have all of your new patients sign a consent form regarding contact with their primary care physician (PCP)?
Yes No


PCP Communications


Psychiatrist Psychologist Social worker Behavior analyst
Physician (non-psychiatric) Other PhD Other MA-prepared therapist Substance abuse professional
Physician's assistant Registered nurse Certified addiction counselor BA-level therapist


28. Indicate your license and/or discipline. Please select only one.


29. What percentage of your practice comes from Magellan's referrals?
None 1-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% Greater than 50%


27. How would you rate your overall satisfaction with Magellan during the past 12 months?
Very Satisfied Satisfied Neither Satisfied or Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfied


Overall Experience


About You (Optional)


*Magellan Behavioral Health, Inc.; Magellan Behavioral Health Systems, LLC, f/k/a Human Affairs International; CMG Health, Inc.; Green Spring Health Services, Inc.; Merit Behavioral Care; Magellan Health Services of Arizona,
Inc.; Magellan Health Services of California, Inc.-Employer Services; Human Affairs International of California; Magellan Behavioral Care of Iowa, Inc: Magellan Behavioral Health of Florida, Inc; Magellan Behavioral of Michigan,
Inc.; Magellan Behavioral Health of New Jersey, LLC; Magellan Behavioral Health of Pennsylvania, Inc; Advocare of Tennessee, Inc.; Tennessee Behavioral Health, Inc.; Premier Behavioral Systems of Tennessee, LLC; Magellan
Behavioral Health Providers of Texas, Inc.; and their respective affiliates and subsidiaries are affiliates of Magellan Health Services, Inc. (collectively "Magellan").


Thank you for completing this survey.
Please fax your completed survey to 1-888-235-1399


Daily Weekly Monthly Other Never


Very Satisfied Satisfied Mostly Satisfied Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfied


, skip to question 23


23. If you do not use the Internet (MagellanHealth.com/provider Web site) as a means of conducting business with Magellan,
why not? Select all that apply.


Need training Not comfortable using Internet for business Do not trust Internet security
Less efficient than current process Speed of transaction
Other N/A


No Internet access


Draft
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17.4
Vendor Staff Resumes

REQUIREMENT:  Section 17.4, page 173

A resume must be completed for each proposed individual on the State format provided in Attachment K:

A. Name;


B. Classification being proposed;


C. Years of experience in this classification;


D. Education pertinent to this project;


E. Years with firm;


F. Number of other projects currently assigned to, a brief description, the individual's role and the anticipated completion date of the project;


G. Identify projects previously worked on that incorporate MMIS development, implementation and takeover experience, and Medicaid specific expertise both with this firm and any previous employment. The information must include a brief description, the individual's role, length and dates of the project;


H. Identify if proposed staff is designated as key personnel (refer to Section 21.3.18, Key Personnel);


I. For Key Personnel, identify how the individual meets the key personnel qualifications; and


J. Identify proposed staff as either a prime contractor or subcontractor.

This section contains proprietary/confidential information and has been excerpted and moved per instructions in RFP Section 20.3.1.2 to Part III, Confidential Technical Information.

Page Intentionally Left Blank
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16
Enhanced DSS

Our enhanced DSS offering includes two major components that are discussed in detail below:


Enterprise Fraud and Abuse Detection System (EFADS)


· Enterprise Management and Administrative Reporting System (EMAR)


16.1
Enterprise Fraud and Abuse Detection System (EFADS)

To assist DHCFP to meet the challenges of reducing fraud, waste, and abuse, the Ingenix Enhanced DSS includes the Ingenix Enterprise Fraud and Abuse Detection System (EFADS).


The Ingenix Web-based EFADS solution incorporates components that use several different methodologies to uncover fraud and abuse, and also includes additional components that aid investigators in their research and validation of apparently suspicious behaviors. We offer an overall system that incorporates the use of four very different methodologies that work as complements in order to thoroughly analyze claims data and detect anomalies. These methodologies are supported with several other investigative software tools and the experienced resources offered by the Ingenix fraud detection support staff.


EFADS is a MITA-aligned solution that features a suite of complementary tools designed to help manage fraud and abuse investigations from detection through collection. EFADS provides the capability to research aberrant behaviors, with a minimum of false positives. As a result, investigative staff can confidently pursue suspicious activity on the part of providers, health plans, and recipients in order to increase the amount of recovered dollars. EFADS:


Meets the MECT Program Integrity Checklist


Has drill-through hyperlinks from provider or recipient profiles to the claims that support them

· Provides the capability to force providers or recipients into studies, or exclude them from studies

EFADS is an umbrella term and is comprised of the following elements:

Enterprise Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem (ESURS): ESURS offers flexibility in the creation of meaningful peer group profiles that deliver actionable results. The investigator has control over the definition of the studies to be built, when they are executed, and the viewing of the results, all from the desktop PC. It has a user-friendly interface, and includes many features that simplify the use of the tool by DHCFP Program Integrity (PI) staff (e.g., embedded online help, hover text, code translations, etc.). ESURS analysis can be run on a scheduled or on-demand basis.


Key Benefit: ESURS includes a wizard that greatly simplifies the building and running of SUR studies. The ESURS Wizard allows even novice staff to create a simple but powerful fraud study in five easy steps and in less than a minute.


Enterprise Fraud Analytics (EFA): As described in greater detail in Section 12.6.8 of this Proposal, EFA is a collection of comprehensive analytical strategies that employ advanced technologies to detect suspect Fee For Service (FFS) and encounter claims; non-compliance, and complex health care fraud, abuse, and waste. Where ESURS uses a peer grouping, aggregate, “big picture” methodology, EFA employs intra-claim and cross-claim analyses to detect hidden, collusive, and more complicated fraud schemes.

Key Benefit: EFA features advanced mathematical analytics and intra-claim comparisons that systematically sift through vast quantities of claims data in order to identify those providers whose behaviors appear questionable and worthy of review. One fraud analytic, for example, can identify pharmacies routinely refilling prescriptions more than 10 days before the original script was depleted, based on dose and package size.


Case Tracking. Our Case Tracking component provides an easy-to-use tool to track, document, and support investigation and to provide comprehensive information to support subsequent adjudication and recovery activities.


Key Benefit: With the Case Tracking component, DHCFP staff can track study results, record case notes, save paths to external documents, and store information on appeals in a single electronic folder. The case tracking solution enables staff to schedule e-mail reminders to be sent out on key dates. For example, a tickler e-mail could be sent to an investigator, a provider, and his lawyer to remind them of a scheduled court hearing the next day.

Provider Activity Spike Detection. The Provider Activity Spike Detection component automatically detects providers who have had large increases (or decreases) in billing activity. By proactively surfacing these providers after each weekly data load, PI staff can quickly identify hit-and-run scams that often remain undetected until it is too late.


Key Benefit: The Provider Activity Spike Detection component also generates a report of “new” providers, that is, providers who have not received a payment before. This report gives investigators an early alert to providers who may be working with organized crime groups planning to bill the program for large amounts over the next few weeks and then disappear, a problem that the U.S. HHS/OIG has been warning states about for the last 18 months.


Long Term Care (LTC) Review. The Long Term Care (LTC) Review component provides users with a series of reports that examine the services provided to residents of long term care facilities. Traditionally, this claim activity has been very difficult to study since the provider ID of the LTC facility is not included on claims submitted by podiatrists, psychologists, DME suppliers, and other providers for services purported to be rendered to residents. This component attacks the problem by looking at it from two views: the number of providers each LTC facility allows to treat its residents, and the number of LTC facilities each provider claims to have treated patients in.

Key Benefit: The LTC Review component includes several drill-down reports that provide claim details supporting the high-level summary reports, making it easy and quick for an investigator to review suspicious behaviors.


Browse and Search. The Browse and Search component provides users with an “ad hoc lite” tool that enables users to review providers, recipients, and all claim types without leaving the EFADS software.


Key Benefit: Users can quickly review all claim types, using integrated filtering and sorting capabilities to manipulate the claims to better detect patterns and anomalies. A full powered query tool will also be implemented with the data warehouse, but the Browse and Search component implemented with the fraud mart has historically met the users’ requirements for a high percentage of their inquiries.


Random Sampling. The Random Sampling component provides users with a robust, statistically valid, and court-tested capability to draw simple random samples of claims, providers, or recipients. With this component, users can quickly and easily create a random sample from within the EFADS solution itself – and thereby not have to rely on a more complex third-party statistical application.


Key Benefit: The Random Sampling component provides the user with a prompt page through which the user can limit the universe of claims from which to draw the desired sample. The user can limit the universe by such qualifiers as range of First Date of Service, range of procedure codes, category of service, claim type, pay to/billing provider ID, treating/rendering provider ID, or any combination of these fields.


Other Components. Beyond the components listed above, EFADS also includes additional functionality, including online reference code lookups, reports that include “Top N Reports” (by procedure code, diagnosis code, and NDC), and a library of other reports, including temporal summary (“dollars by month/quarter/year”) reports, provider and recipient demographic information, links to current fraud and abuse articles, and robust on-line Help. In addition, the EFADS User Portal provides internal information (i.e., pie charts/graphics of key indicators), and links to external information (i.e., RSS feeds of CMS announcements, press releases, etc.).


Key Benefit: The additional tools help experienced DHCFP Program Integrity staff perform their job much more efficiently, chasing fewer false positives, with more successes and higher dollar recoveries. At the same time, these tools also make it much easier for novice investigators to learn their trade.


Surveillance Utilization and Review

As one of a state’s fraud detection tools, the surveillance and utilization review system (SUR) should be one of the pivotal pieces of any Medicaid system because it supports the investigation of potential fraud, abuse, or misuse of the Medicaid program by providers, health plans, or recipients. Unfortunately, SUR has typically been an underutilized tool by most states, due mostly to its complexity, extensive learning curve, long turnaround time for results, and difficulty of use (i.e., batch or batch-like mode, infrequent runs). ESURS addresses these problems by providing DHCFP and OIG staff with an easy to use tool to analyze historical data and develop profiles of health care delivery and service utilization patterns. ESURS enables users to build their own studies without technical help, on-demand from their desktops, with results available within hours. ESURS provides a broad complement of reports (ranking reports, profiles, frequency distributions, drilldown reports to supporting claims). Drilldown capability is embedded in these reports, allowing users to navigate from a summary total in a profile to the underlying claim detail with the simple click of a mouse. This powerful functionality speeds the analysis efforts and greatly increases the productivity of investigative staff.

SURS Data

ESURS uses a fraud data mart, populated by the DSS, for all of its reporting. Data elements in the fraud data mart will be customized to meet DHCFP requirements, and are displayed on reports and in result sets with business names that are familiar to DHCFP and OIG staff. Some of the more common elements selected by our other customers include, but are not limited to:


Individual provider IDs (and group IDs, if available)


Individual recipient IDs (and household/case IDs, if available)

Health plan IDs

Claim types (e.g., inpatient, outpatient, transportation, drug, dental, durable medical equipment, home health, mental health)


Procedure and diagnosis codes (by individual or range of codes, at header and line level)


First date of service (FDOS) and last date of service (LDOS)


Place of service (POS)


Units of service (UOS)


Paid and billed amounts


Plan codes


Zip codes and regional/county designations


Member age, ethnic group, gender, geographic region, program category, special program code, financial funding categories, aid category, and living arrangement/LTC indicator


Provider types and specialties, taxonomy, category of service, practice type, enrollment status, facility type (and number of beds, if appropriate), geographic region, and PCP status


· Drug related fields such as UOS, days supplied, DAW code, GCN, GSN, NDC, therapeutic class–standard and therapeutic class–specialty, and, if available, compound code, refill indicator, and OTC indicator


SURS Studies and Profiling


One of the key functional advantages that ESURS offers is its ability to produce comprehensive statistical profiles by provider peer groups and recipient peer groups. Provider peer groups can be defined not only by the traditional provider type and/or specialty, but by any other characteristic that the user so desires (e.g., procedure codes, or diagnosis codes, or place of service, etc.). The grouping characteristic is not limited to fields from the provider table. Fields from the claim header table, the claim detail table, or even the recipient table can be used as grouping characteristics to study provider billing practices. In addition, fields from all of these tables can be combined in order to construct very focused peer groups to hone in on specific patterns. For example:

Dental space maintainers: In order to look for dentists who were paid for an unusually high rate of space maintainers, a peer group could be constructed that specifies a provider type (from the provider table) of dentist, a role on the claim of “treating/rendering,” and a procedure code (from the claim detail) indicating space maintainers. Thus, the peer group would consist of only those dentists who had been the treating/rendering ID for at least one space maintainer during the time period studied.


Non-emergency transportation (NET): Being able to review both the recipient and provider side of an issue using ESURS has shown to be especially effective in NET studies. The billing provider study looks at aggregations such as average dollars paid per recipient, average dollars paid per claim, and average number of claims per recipient. The recipient-based study looks at aggregations such as total claims paid and total units of service (i.e., miles). Because there is a convenient drill-down capability into the supporting claims, it is easy to determine the NET providers who are servicing the high ranking recipients, and cross reference them to the ranking report generated by the billing NET provider study.

In addition to studying aberrant billing practices of providers, ESURS studies can be created that focus on any role a provider plays on claims – for example, treating/performing/rendering, attending, referring, prescribing, PCP, or other roles if tracked by DHCFP. The exhibit below shows a partial listing of peer group studies available in ESURS.



Exhibit 16-3. ESURS Study List


This study list shows a few of the peer grouping studies that can be built using ESURS.


ESURS also includes a “Wizard” that enables users to build a basic SUR study in less than a minute using a five-step process. Wizard studies are based on state-defined provider types (or groups of taxonomy codes) and on the provider’s role on a claim (pay to/billing, treating/rendering, or prescribing). Additionally, with a click on a checkbox, the user can include/exclude crossover claims, and include/exclude FFS or encounter claims from the study.


Novice users can quickly and easily build an ESURS study that does not require significant understanding of either the ESURS software or health care claims.


Experienced users can quickly and easily build a simple shell of a study that they can later augment and fine-tune as an investigation progresses by adding additional report items to the study, by changing default processing options, and by narrowing the definition of the study group.


The following exhibits show the five simple steps in building a study.



Exhibit 16-4. ESURS Study Wizard


Step 1 - Name the study, enter a description, choose a provider role.



Exhibit 16-5. ESURS Study Wizard


Wizard, Step 2 - Choose the study group, re-name it, choose options.




Exhibit 16-6. ESURS Study Wizard


Wizard, Step 3 - Re-name the system-prebuilt Report Section.



Exhibit 16-7. ESURS Study Wizard


Wizard, Step 4 - Enter from one to five time periods to be reviewed.




Exhibit 16-8. ESURS Study Wizard


Wizard, Step 5 -Save the study, then schedule to execute.


SURS Reports

ESURS provides standard variance analysis and comparisons on each study that is run. There are several reports produced for each study that provide the statistics necessary to support comparisons and variance analysis. These reports do not require any customization.


Ranking report – This report ranks the suspect providers or recipients in descending order of total exception weight (a measure of the severity of the suspicion level for each provider/recipient, based on an assessment of all of the behaviors defined by the user for this study). This gives the user a quick way to compare the overall behaviors across the entire peer group in order to determine those with the highest likelihood of aberrant behaviors.


Summary profiles for each provider/recipient – Drilling down using a hyperlink in the Ranking Report will take the investigator to a summary profile of a ranked provider/recipient. The investigator will then be able to review, in depth, the apparent aberrances that caused the provider/recipient to rank.


Study group profile – This report provides all of the statistics to support variance analysis for each behavior studied: total number of providers/recipients compared, numerical assessment of the average of that behavior, width of one standard deviation, calculated upper and lower limits, any overrides in effect (user option) that may influence those limits, the percentage and number of those who excepted, and a list of those who excepted for this behavior (from which the user can drill down to view specific profiles).


Frequency distribution histograms – This is a graphical representation, by behavior studied, of the distribution of the peer group population. This graph will either inform the investigator that the distribution is ‘normal’ (i.e., follows a bell curve shape) and, therefore, that the standard deviation methodology is valid, or alert the investigator to an unusual population distribution and suggest that exception overrides be employed.


Additional ESURS Capabilities


Outlined below is an overview of some of the key capabilities of the ESURS component.


Table 16-4. Key ESURS Capabilities


		Capability

		Description



		Online parameter library 

		The online parameter library is a user-defined collection of rules, behavior patterns, and reporting items used in limitless combinations to study peer groups. These library entities can be defined once online and subsequently shared among users. Once the basic library is established, users can quickly fine-tune or re-focus already existing studies by substituting rules and behavior patterns from the library. 



		Time periods of varying lengths 

		Up to five time periods can be studied in one profile; each time period can be of varying lengths, and not necessarily consecutive. This flexibility (not previously available in traditional SURS) enables “seasonal” studies, e.g., studies that compare the volume of claims for “child counseling” during times when school is in session to holiday and summer seasons (perhaps disguising day care or camps). 



		Appropriate field display of both the code (valid value) and the text translation 

		Appropriate fields display both the code (valid value) and the text translation, both in the online browser pages and in the reports, to make it easier for users to interpret the results, and to speed the knowledge acquisition and understanding of traditional MMIS codes for novice users.



		Capability to force providers or recipients into studies, or exclude them from studies 

		The capability to force providers or recipients into studies who might not have otherwise qualified for the peer group (perhaps due to an enrollment error). Conversely, the ability to exclude providers or recipients from studies who might otherwise have qualified for a peer group. 



		A unique capability to scan through the claims, the provider, and the recipient tables twice during the execution of each fraud study 

		A unique capability to scan through the claims, the provider, and the recipient tables twice during the execution of each fraud study. The first pass through the claims determines which providers or recipients are to be included in the study group, based on criteria built on any field maintained within the data mart. The second pass through the data allows aggregations to be performed on the claims related to recipients of the study group from the first pass. This is a powerful processing mechanism. This enables studies where, for example, the study group is based on a provider type of dentist (first pass), but the aggregations are based on drug claims in which a dentist from the study group was a prescriber (second pass). This capability has enabled several of our states to discover very high narcotic prescribing activity among their dental providers, some of whom have never submitted a dental claim for the recipient being prescribed the narcotics.



		Method of determining exception limits and overrides for report Item can be dynamically selected by user 

		The capability to derive statistical norms, by peer group, for each indicator (report item) contained within each statistical profile by using averages and standard deviations, percentiles, or absolute values. Users can choose the method of determining exception limits for each report item from their desktop, and specify overrides. 



		Detection of both over-utilization and under-utilization 

		The capability to identify behavior patterns that detect both over-utilization and under-utilization of program benefits. 



		Ability to perform aggregations on any applicable field within the data mart 

		The capability to perform aggregations on any applicable field within the data mart:

· Simple accumulations (e.g., amounts, units of service)

· Counts (e.g., number of claims)

· Distinct counts, also known as ‘unduplicated’ counts (e.g., number of unique recipient IDs or provider IDs)

· Maximum accumulations on a single day (e.g., number of surgeries performed by provider on a single surgery date; number of distinct recipients claimed to have been provided services on a single first date of service)



		Drill-through hyperlinks from provider or recipient profiles to the claims that support them 

		Drill-through capability that allows users to hyperlink directly from the value of a report item on a provider or recipient profile to the claims that support the value. Users do not have to employ another application in order to retrieve a list of claims that caused a provider or recipient to be ranked with an exception weight. 



		Ability to study a provider’s behavior regardless of which role the provider plays on a claim 

		Providers can have several roles on claims (i.e., pay to/billing, treating/rendering, attending, referring, and prescribing, and PCP/health plan if available), and sometimes more than one role on the same claim. Previously, legacy SUR was only able to study a provider’s behavior if he/she/it were the pay to/ billing role. ESURS enables the investigator to study a provider’s behavior regardless of which role the provider has, so no longer will a single provider (acting as the rendering or treating provider) be able to hide under a group practice’s ID (as the pay to), and no longer will a treating dentist be able to hide his prescribing behavior. 





Additional Program Integrity Tools


EFADS includes several additional components to aid the investigator in their typical tasks.


Case Tracking


The EFADS Case Tracking component provides users with a robust, easy-to-use tool to track, document, and support investigation and recovery activities for providers and recipients.

Once ESUR and/or EFA has assisted DHFCP in discovering behaviors not appropriate to program administration and the decision has been made to pursue further investigation, PI staff needs to collect information and document the various activities required to resolve the matter. PI staff needs to manage investigations, monitor progress, record events, create and track documentation, and maintain supporting result sets and spreadsheets. Through the case tracking functionality of EFADS, DHFCP users will be able to track and report on these activities online.


A user can open a case for any provider or recipient, whether or not that provider/recipient was ranked, or even included, within an ESUR study or an EFA analytic. If the suspect provider/recipient was included in an ESUR study or an EFA analytic result, the investigator can attach that study or analytic to the case. Any study or analytic attached to a case is exempt from the normal purge logic executed to clear the queue of old results, and it remains available to the user until the user releases the study or analytic (perhaps several years later).




Exhibit 16-9. Case Tracking – General Information Tab


Investigators can easily set up a case online for tracking and recording the results of an investigation.

All reports and any profiles produced by these studies also remain available, so that later, during negotiations or potential legal proceedings, the investigator can present a full statistical picture of not just the suspect provider/recipient, but also all others included in that study, whether they accepted or excepted. Since the report results are stored as raw data, and not as formatted reports with the embedded spaces and headers/footers, the cost of storage to keep all of this information is minimal and reasonable. The reports are formatted at the time the user requests them for display or printing.




Exhibit 16-10. Case Tracking – Notes and Events Tab


Investigators can record free-form notes and create date-specific email reminders.

Using the notes and events tab, a user can:


Create a chronological history of free-form notes in order to track progress, telephone calls, contacts, events, negotiations, etc. The user can enter up to 1,000 characters in each note. There can be an unlimited number of notes.


· Schedule e-mails to be sent at a future date to parties related to the case (AG’s office, provider, provider’s attorney, user himself). The user can enter up to 1,000 characters of text, which will be included in the body of the e-mail when it is generated shortly after midnight on the date specified to the e-mail address(es) specified. Users can use this feature to remind themselves of tasks to be completed, remind providers that a next payment is due, remind attorneys of the next court date, etc.


The files tab allows the user to attach a path to files related to a case, effectively creating a virtual file cabinet of case-related documents (word-processing documents, forms, spreadsheets, JPEGs, scanned images, outgoing and incoming correspondence, databases, etc.). For example, in addition to a copy of an educational letter sent to a provider, various analyses performed by an investigator during the course of an investigation can be attached (as word processing documents or spreadsheets) and saved as part of a case. Later, correspondence received from the provider or others can be scanned and once stored upon the users LAN, a path to the electronic document can be attached to the case.


On another tab, basic financial information related to the case such as payment terms and payment history can be entered or updated automatically in a batch mode if a data feed from a financial system is available. Entries are maintained identifying any settlement terms and payments received as well as the outstanding balance.


An additional tab stores hearing and appeal information when applicable. It also displays a historical look at a previous appeal that may be associated with the case.

Provider Activity Spike Detection

The EFADS Provider Activity Spike Detection component detects providers who have had large increases (or decreases) in billing activity. This component takes a different view of the data than does ESURS and EFA, by comparing a provider against himself over the past 26 weeks. By proactively surveying these providers after each weekly data load, State PI staff can quickly identify providers whose revenue growth rate rises at an unexpectedly or suspiciously high rate, or suddenly drops for reasons that likely should be reviewed (perhaps previous billings were high, or under review, or scrutiny was sensed, and the provider decided to suddenly close his door, but recoveries may still be possible if action is taken quickly).



Exhibit 16-11. Provider Activity Spike Detection, Increase Report

This report allows staff to evaluate spikes in billing activity.

The U.S. HHS/OIG has recently (within the past 18 months) warned states that at least eight different organized crime groups are moving into the healthcare arena quickly and efficiently, since it is a safer way to make profits than their traditional markets, and the revenue possibilities are potentially greater over time. The following is an example of this type of activity; A group obtains an ID using the name of a front person with no criminal record, or they buy an ID from a provider who is retiring or selling his business. Once enrolled, the front person “sells” the business to the group, usually within a few days. The group then immediately begins to submit excessive amounts of claims to the program over the first few weeks, and then disappears. Typical losses have been in the low millions over just a few weeks. Another report produced by the Provider Activity Spike Detection component is one that details those “new” provider IDs who have not been paid in previous weeks. This provides the PI staff with an early warning of those Provider IDs that should be more closely watched over the coming weeks for excessive dumping of claims.

Random Sampling

The EFADS Random Sampling component provides users with a robust, statistically valid, and court-tested capability to draw simple random samples of claims or simple samples of providers and recipients.

The user is presented with a series of optional prompts to enable him/her to limit the universe of records from which the sample is created. Users are able to generate random samples from the entire universe of claims, providers, or recipients, or from a subset, based on user criteria supplied within a prompt. Users can limit providers by provider type, category of service, or specialty. Users can limit recipients by program code, county, or category of eligibility. Users can limit the claims universe by claim type, provider ID, procedure code (or range of procedure codes), first date of service (FDOS) (or range of first dates of service), and FFS vs. encounter. (Additional options can be added at a state’s request.) For example, the user could ask to generate:

A sample of all claims


A sample of all claims for Dr. Smith


A sample of all claims for Dr Smith for procedure code 99999

· A sample of all claims for Dr Smith for procedure code 99999 for a specified range of first dates of service

Upper and lower 80%, 90%, 95%, and 99% confidence intervals around the sample mean are also produced for the line item claim paid amount.

Browse and Search

EFADS includes querying functionality referred to as “Browse and Search.” This very useful and powerful tool may well be the most heavily used capability of EFADS. “Browse and Search” enables a user to view detailed information about claims (both headers and details of all claim types), and related providers and recipients, without leaving the EFADS software. This will enable the research necessary for fraud investigations to proceed much quicker and with much less frustration, especially since many fields are hyperlinked to related information and access is only a mouse click away. Following are examples of the usefulness that the tool provides, with its sorting and filtering capabilities:

The user can start with a claims header browse and search, filter the results to one provider, sort his claims by recipient ID, then specify a date range for FDOS paired with a specific recipient ID, then drill down to the line items for that claim. The exhibit below limits the view of claims to one pair of rendering provider ID/recipient ID, within a range of FDOS, sorted by FDOS ascending. Any underlined field is an easy hyperlink to additional supporting information.



Exhibit 16-12. EFADS Browse and Search Capability


Claims pages provide detail information at the TCN header and line item level.


The user can start with a provider ID to view his demographic information, click on his address to map to Google Earth or the like, then return to the demographic page to view the provider’s enrollment history, then click to see a display of all of the claims carried in the fraud data mart on which this provider was the treating/rendering provider (or the pay to/billing provider, if desired).

Reference Code Lookups

EFADS includes a lookup function for commonly used fields that typically have valid values associated with them, such as Category of Service, Claim Types, Counties, Diagnoses, Procedure Codes and Modifiers, NDC, Place of Service, and Provider Types and Specialties. The snapshot below shows a sample lookup on NDCs, using a wildcard looking for all drugs starting with the characters “oxyco.”



Exhibit 16-13. EFADS Reference Code Inquiry


Reference Lookup of NDCs is shown, starting with “oxyco,” using wildcard functionality.


Report Library

EFADS also includes a library of reports and documents that have proven to be useful to investigators. These typically include:

“Top N” reports (by procedure code, diagnosis code, and NDC), based on dollars paid over the past 12 months

“Dollars by calendar month/quarter/year or state fiscal year” reports, accumulated for billing providers, treating/rendering providers, and recipients

Links to current fraud and abuse articles based on real-time Google or Bing searches


EFADS User Manual and EFADS Training Guide


· Research and reference materials from past EFADS Users’ Meetings (since2001)

EFADS Navigation and Access


EFADS incorporates user friendly components, simple navigation conventions, and a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that allows users to move freely throughout the system using pull down menus, Web page tabs, and “point and click” navigation. The navigation process is completed without having to enter identifying data multiple times. “Help” screens are included and are context-sensitive in order to provide for ease of use.

The following exhibit illustrates user access to EFADS, beginning with the access portal’s home page.



Exhibit 16-14. EFADS Home Page


All EFADS components are available from a centralized home page.


16.2
Enterprise Management and Administrative Reporting System (EMAR)


The Ingenix Enterprise Management and Administrative Reporting System (EMAR) is a CMS-certified financial reporting and analytical component that provides not only reports necessary for CMS certification, but also advanced capabilities to help agencies properly manage and oversee the Medicaid program.


In addition to the CMS-required MAR reports, the EMAR component provides tools which allow the user to easily view the details behind aggregate totals, select a subset of data instead of viewing an entire report, set up alerts for fields that are outside of pre-set norms, view pie carts and bar charts as well as detail reports, and access to data by date of service as well as paid date.

With the increasing costs of healthcare delivery and the growing financial burdens that each state faces, the responsibility to effectively control costs takes on a higher level of importance. Ingenix has continued to refine its analytical focus to meet the dynamic changes in this environment.

The EMAR component is a fully Web-based financial reporting solution. The engine for EMAR has been certified by CMS in Georgia, Mississippi and Wyoming.

The EMAR core functionality supports:


Flexible reporting for expenditures, budget information, recoupments and collections according to federal and state criteria


Reporting expenditure data by various criteria, including fund sources categories of service, eligibility categories, provider types and other required tracking categories


Cost settlement reporting


Eligibility and utilization data to support the budget process, including eligibility counts and utilization by aid category, category of service, and lag factors used for cash flow determination


Trend analyses and expenditure projections


Adjustments and financial transactions


Claim processing activity and statistics, including claims processing time, financial aged analysis, remittance and payment summaries, suspended/denied claim reporting, and processing cycle time analysis by different categories


Provider reporting, including error code analysis, participation analysis, ranking, and claim filing statistics


Information required to analyze, develop, and improve program policies, procedures and guidelines


· Data to support Federal reporting and CMS system certification requirements


The EMAR component includes other advanced functionality, including:


Extensive drill down capability from summary to detail, allowing users to verify/audit claim, provider, recipient and other counts/amounts without the need to run separate queries against the data warehouse/reporting repository.


		

		



		“The EMAR reporting system is actively operating in Mississippi, Georgia, Wyoming and the District of Columbia. It has been certified as a MAR replacement in Georgia, Mississippi, and Wyoming.”





		





Reporting based on date of service in addition to claim paid date reporting to support expenditure analysis. Although current CMS requirements mandate claim paid date as the primary criteria, most states do the majority of their data analysis by date of service. EMAR accommodates both.

Automated alerts can be embedded within reports so that users can be notified when user-defined thresholds are breached. Examples could be expenditures exceeding the budgeted amount by greater than, say, twenty percent, or average payment per participating provider exceeding a certain dollar amount, or percent of claims approved falling below seventy percent.


Incurred but Not Reported (IBNR) functionality, allows states to adjust for the problems associated with Program variability. EMAR provides a reliable solution for accurately estimating IBNR for all incurred periods by using both claims lag factor analysis and monthly membership counts (per-member-per-month/PMPM) for claim cost analysis.


· Parameterized, criteria-driven reporting, which allows the user to extract and analyze only the data they are interested in, such as certain claim types, provider types or categories of service.


The following are some of the key benefits of the EMAR component:


Performance Measurement. Key performance indicators are produced by the system to give management insight into the operational performance of the program

Flexibility. Reports are easily customizable to allow quick modifications to expenditure groupings to match individual needs in the areas of medical policy and Medicaid program budget management

Electronic Format. Reports can be generated in several formats (.html, .pdf, and .xls), allowing easy sharing and archiving of reports


Graphs and Charts. Reports can incorporate graphs and charts to enhance visual presentation of data


Access to Underlying Data. Users can easily navigate from summary data to claims detail information


Automated Balancing. Automated balancing is provided to ensure data integrity


· Importing of Data. Users can easily import external data (.xls, .txt, .dbf formats)


The EMAR system consists of 65 core reports within six separate reporting modules and one balancing module:


Administrative reporting


Operations reporting


Recipient reporting


Provider reporting


Drug reporting


Federal reporting


· Balancing


EMAR also includes the Medicaid Statistical Information System (MSIS) module. These modules are described below, with details on a number of our core reports.


Administrative Reporting Module


The EMAR administrative reporting module supports overall management control, planning, and reporting processes within the Medicaid Program. Typical functions covered include policy planning and evaluation, fiscal planning and control, and Federal and State reporting. This data is available based on:

Current month

Same month last year

Six-month average this year or last year


· FYTD this year or last year


Additionally, categorized summary totals are available for providers, recipients, paid claims, denied claims, and suspended claims.


Examples of Administrative reports include:


Medical Assistance Financial Status (MR-O-01 – 3 parts). Details current month, same month last year, 3 and 6-month average, percent change and projected paid amounts by category of service within fund code. This report can also be set up with alerts that inform management, as an example, when claim expenditures exceed budgeted amounts by a given percentage. This report is divided into three separate parts:

01 – Base report


MR-BDGT-VAR—Budget Variance by Fund bar chart

· MR-TOP-N-COS—Top Categories of Service pie chart


Exhibit 16-15 is a sample of MR-O-01, and Exhibit 16-16 is a sample of MR-BDGT-VAR.



Exhibit 16-15. Medical Assistance Financial Status (MR-O-01)

Medical Assistance Financial Status (MR-O-01) calculates expenditure comparisons between the current month and other time intervals, noting the percent change and projected amounts.




Exhibit 16-16. Budget Variance by Fund (MR-BDGT-VAR)

Budget Variance Summary by Fund (MR-BDGT-VAR) shows comparisons of budgeted versus actual expenditures for current month, state fiscal year and calendar year.


Medical Assistance Program Status (MR-O-02) provides senior management with concise, pertinent data on the current status of program activity in the areas of recipient eligibility, provider enrollment, and claims processing. It encompasses the current month and previous time periods, and it provides an average for the most recent six-month period, which serves as a useful frame of reference for measuring progress. This data is critical in management evaluation of how efficiently and effectively the program is achieving its goals and objectives.


Financial Summary (MR-O-03) presents Medicaid financial data to support evaluation of program status, measurement of progress, and financial and program planning. The report compares budget and expenditure data for the current payment month to previous related periods and presents projection data for the remainder of the fiscal year.


Expenditure Analysis (MR-O-04) provides an analysis of expenditure data to support financial planning and policy development. The report presents expenditure data by aid category within category of service, and it shows the current trend of expenditures. This enables users to analyze areas of greatest current and anticipated expenditures for utilization of services. This is an important tool for monitoring current expenditures and identifying trends that may indicate future problems.


Medicare Participation Analysis (MR-O-05 A, B, C) provides information on the relationship between Medicare and Medicaid for those Medicaid recipients who are eligible for both programs. This report identifies the respective expenditures of each program for recipients and includes a breakout of costs. This is broken down into three separate reports:

A. Medicare part A


B. Medicare part B


C. Summary

Claims Processing Performance Analysis (MR-O-09 A, B, C, D) provides an overview of the entire Medicaid claims processing operation and data specific to claims receipt, claim error correction, and final claim disposition for each category of service. This four-part report is a useful measure of performance for program scheduling and planning:


A. New claims


B. Suspended claims


C. Fiscal pended claims


D. Total claims processed


Claims Processing Throughput Analysis (MR-O-10 A, B) provides data to analyze the capability of claims processing to process and adjudicate provider claims within the required time frame. The analysis reports at both summary and detail levels.


Operations Reporting Module


EMAR operations reports provide detailed information for claims receipt, review, adjudication, payment and processing errors. Operational performance reports provide data to support the monitoring and control of claims processing functions. By exposing actual and potential problem areas, these reports provide a practical basis for improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the claims processing component. Examples of operations reports include:


Operations Performance Summary (MR-O-08 C, P, R) shows the number of claims processed, approved, and denied broken out by type of claim and input media. This is divided into four separate reports:

A. Base Report—Operations Performance Summary


B. C—Total Claims Processed


C. P—Provider Type


D. R—Recipient

Exhibit 16-17 is an example of MR-O-08.




Exhibit 16-17. Operations Performance Summary (MR-O-08)

Operations Performance Summary (MR-O-08) calculates statistics on paid amount, claims counts, percentages and lag times for the current month and other time intervals to give management a measure of productivity and efficiencies of scale.

Error Distribution Analysis (MR-O-11 A, B) helps determine which providers are experiencing high error rates on their claims and identifies the nature and frequency of those errors. The report is intended as a management tool to assist in training both provider and data entry personnel. This analysis reports at both summary and detail level.


Provider Error Frequency Analysis (MR-O-18 A, B, C, D, E) helps determine which providers are experiencing high error rates on their claims and identifies the nature and frequency of those errors. The report is intended as a management tool to assist in training both provider and data entry personnel.

This is a five-part report:

A. Detail


B. “Top N” exceptions


C. All exceptions


D. Denied exceptions


E. Forced exceptions

Monthly Adjudicated Timely Processing (MR-O-30 A, B) presents a measure of overall claim processing performance and claim processing efficiency for the different claim types. Statistics are shown, by claim type, for original, paid or denied, for paper, electronically submitted claims (ESC) and point of sale (POS) claims. This report shows both summary and detail level totals.


Recipient Reporting Module


EMAR recipient reports enable the State to review and analyze recipient participation, eligibility, activity and service usage to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the Medicaid program. EMAR generates scheduled reports that show recipient eligibility, summary totals by age, race, specific program code and unduplicated counts of recipients. Examples of recipient reports include:


Recipient Participation Analysis (MR-O-22 A, B) provides an overview of recipient participation and use of services grouped by category of eligibility. This report presents information by time periods to facilitate analyzing current trend activity. Both summary and actual incurred expenditures are shown. Exhibit 16-18 is an example of MR-O-22.



Exhibit 16-18. Member Participation (MR-O-22)

Member Participation (MR-O-22) provides statistics on eligible and participating members for both the current month and other time intervals.

Recipient County Participation Analysis (MR-O-23) determines the degree of participation by category of eligibility in selected geographic areas. This report enables program management to monitor the availability of Medicaid services at the county level.


Recipient County Expenditure Analysis (MR-O-24) provides financial participation data to support program planning and cost control. The report reflects the number of claims and payment amounts by county for eligibility categories within each category of service.


Benefit Usage Analysis (MR-O-25) provides planning and control information by documenting the utilization of recipient benefits for services that have usage limitations.


Recipient Cost Sharing Summary (MR-O-28) reports the dollar impact of recipient cost sharing contributions on the Medicaid program. The report provides an indication of whether cost sharing is influencing the rate of utilization of services. The report shows the total cost sharing amounts, average claim payments and average claim costs for each State category of service.


Summary Report of Sterilizations and Hysterectomies (MR-O-38 A, B) provides summary data concerning sterilizations and hysterectomies performed. It provides information such as the number of individuals sterilized by age, sex, and waiting periods for under age 21, and age 21 and over. Summary information is provided for the number of claims, recipients, and amount paid for inpatient hospitals, outpatient hospitals, and professional. The two-part report displays by age and gender, and by gender and race.


Monthly Report of Sterilizations (MR-O-39 A, B) provides claim information concerning sterilizations provided to Medicaid recipients. The report also denotes whether the sterilization is associated with regular delivery, C-Section or other primary procedure and displays data at both a summary and detail level.


Monthly Report of Abortions (MR-O-40 A, B) provides claim information concerning abortions provided, including whether the abortion procedure is the primary procedure. The report provides information such as recipient ID, claim control number, provider number, procedure code and modifier, primary and secondary diagnosis, age, claim type, category of service, type of service, place of service, units of service, service dates, amount billed, amount paid and claim count. The report displays both summary and detail information.


Monthly Report of Hysterectomies (MR-O-41 A, B) provides claim information concerning hysterectomies performed. The report provides information such as recipient ID, claim control number, provider number, procedure code and modifier, primary and secondary diagnosis, age, claim type, service dates, amount billed, amount paid and claim count. The report displays both summary and detail information.


Provider Reporting Module


EMAR provider reports include cost settlement, utilization evaluation, payment statistics, claim filing analysis and provider evaluation. The provider reporting module permits the evaluation of provider participation, furnishes provider billing characteristics, and monitors billing irregularities where actual or potential problems may exist. Examples of provider reports include:


Provider Participation Analysis (MR-O-06 and MR-O-12 A, B) provides an in-depth analysis of provider enrollment and participation by examining payments, services rendered, and recipients served by time period and category of service. The report supports program planning and control by identifying trends in provider participation and service. It displays a summary, and analyses by provider type and by provider specialty.

Cost Settlement Inpatient/Outpatient Hospital Summaries (MR-O-13) calculates fiscal year charges and statistics that assist in the verification of provider cost settlement.


Cost Settlement Inpatient/Outpatient Hospital Details (MR-O-14) calculates cost settlement and rate settings data for both inpatient and outpatient hospitals.


Provider Claims Filing Analysis (MR-O-15) supports program management and provider relations staff in determining which areas of provider services have the greatest delays between dates of service and receipt of claims by the claims processing component. Excessive or consistent filing delays distort statistical data and can impede accurate budgeting.


Exhibit 16-19 is an example of MR-O-15.



Exhibit 16-19. Provider Claim Filing Analysis (MR-O-15)


Provider Claim Filing Analysis (MR-O-15) provides details on total claims processed and filing lag times within provider type.


Provider Claim Filing Details (MR-O-16) assists provider relations staff in further analysis of claim filing delays by providers. This report details the average number of days a provider takes to file their claims.

Third Party Payment Analysis (MR-O-17) assists provider relations and third party recovery staff in the determination of third party liability (TPL) and payment. The report analyzes all third party data collected from provider claims.


Provider Ranking (MR-O-19) supports program planning and provider activity control by analyzing the extent of participation in programs by each provider within each category of service. This report makes these calculations based on numbers of claims filed and total payments for the calendar year. Providers are ranked by payment amount.


Drug Reporting Module


Drug usage reporting is critical to the State because it provides specific, targeted information necessary for program management when reviewing and developing medical assistance policy and regulations. Drug usage reports present analysis for several classifications, including frequency, dollars paid, times filled, drug identification, and eligibility data.


Examples of drug reports include:


Drug Usage Frequency Analysis (MR-O-21 A, B) presents data on the usage of drugs by Medicaid recipients to help in program planning and control. Each drug, by cost and by number of prescriptions, is compared with other drugs in the same class and with all drugs. This information reveals the drugs most commonly used and indicates their expense to Medicaid.

Drug Usage by Eligibility Classification (MR-O-26) compares the number of recipients and dollar usage among State aid categories for each drug classification code.

Exhibit 16-20 is an example of MR-O-26.



Exhibit 16-20. Drug Usage by Eligibility Classification (MR-O-26)


Drug Usage by Eligibility Classification (MR-O-26) tabulates paid amounts for drug claims within aid category/category of eligibility for each drug therapeutic classification.

Federal Reporting Module


Medical Assistance Expenditures by Type of Service Report (CMS64 – 4 parts) reports the Program expenditures, collection, and cost avoidance amounts needed to prepare the CMS 64 federal reports.

This is broken down into four separate reports:


64.9—Base


64.9—Waiver


64.21U—SCHIP Categories


· 64.A—Cost Avoidance

Annual Report on Home and Community-Based Services Waivers (CMS372) is the annual report of recipients receiving institutional care and waiver services.


Medicaid Program Budget–Actual Number of Eligibles (CMS37.7) displays the number of recipients eligible during the Federal fiscal year by basis of eligibility. The report includes the average number of eligible recipients for the base year, the current year, and the budget year.


Annual EPSDT Participation Report (CMS416) provides data on the annual participation in the Medicaid child health program. This report is used to assess the effectiveness of the State EPSDT program in terms of the number of children who are provided child health screening services, referred for corrective treatment, and received dental services.


Balancing Module


EMAR provides balancing controls that ensure that all transactions passed from the source are carried properly into the EMAR data mart. This ensures that all EMAR reports for the month include all claims extracted for processing. The External Balancing Report (EM-O-B01) lists transaction counts and paid amounts for both the source MMIS and the EMAR component. Any differences are indicated so that errors can be rectified before the EMAR data mart is loaded and reports are generated.


The financial statistics provided by the EMAR reports can be directly linked to the dashboard/scorecard component of Cognos’ Metrics Manager. Examples of metrics from EMAR that are key performance indicators include:


Comparison of budgeted to actual amounts


Claims processing cycle lag times


Variance percentages and dollar amounts


Average errors per claim


Total number of eligible/participating providers/recipients


Total number/amount/percentage of claims paid


· Total number/charges/percentage of claims suspended/denied


EMAR meets all CMS reporting guidelines indicated in Part 11 of the State Medicaid manual. The following is a cross-reference listing of CMS requirements matched with the corresponding EMAR report(s) meeting that requirement.

Table 16-5. CMS and EMAR Cross-Reference

		CMS Requirement

		EMAR report(s) meeting requirement



		Report information to assist management in fiscal planning and control 

		MR-O-01 MR-O-02


MR-O-04



		Monitor the progress of claims processing activity and provide summary reports which reflect the current status of payments 

		MR-O-09 MR-O-10


MR-O-15 MR-O-16



		Review provider performance to determine the adequacy and extent of participation and service delivery

		MR-O-06 MR-O-12



		Report recipient participation in order to analyze usage and develop more effective programs

		MR-O-22 MR-O-23


MR-O-24



		Produce program data necessary to satisfy Federal Medicaid reporting requirements, e.g., those contained in §2700

		MSIS Extracts



		Prepare budget allocations for various categories of service for fiscal year

		MR-O-01



		Project the cost of program services for future periods from past experience

		MR-O-01 MR-O-02


MR-O-04



		Compare expenditures with budget to control financial position

		MR-O-01 MR-O-03



		Compare current cost with previous period cost to analyze current cash flow

		MR-O-01 MR-O-04


MR-O-06 MR-O-08


MR-O-12



		Analyze areas of program expenditure to determine relative cost benefit

		MR-O-22 MR-O-23


MR-O-24



		Review services used by recipient categories for participation and relative cost

		MR-O-28



		Analyze progress in accreting eligible Medicare buy-in recipient data and the break-even point between Medicare and Medicaid payments

		MR-O-05



		Review provider participation and analyze provider service capacity in terms of recipient access to health care

		MR-O-06 MR-O-12



		Present claims processing and payment information for an analysis of timely reimbursement

		MR-O-09 MR-O-10


MR-O-30



		Analyze the frequency, extent, and type of provider and other claims processing errors

		MR-O-11 MR-O-18



		Monitor third party avoidances and collections in accordance with state plan requirements

		MR-O-17 CMS 64



		Provide information needed for institutional and capitation rate setting

		MR-O-01 



		Analyze provider claim filing for timeliness, fiscal controls, and ranking

		MR-O-15 MR-O-16


MR-O-19



		Analyze drug use by individual and eligibility category for cost and potential abuse

		MR-O-21 MR-O-26



		Present geographic analysis of expenditures and recipient participation

		MR-O-23 MR-O-24



		Provide information to support State and Federal program initiatives and reporting requirements

		MSIS Extracts





Medicaid Statistical Information System (MSIS)


Included as part of the EMAR functionality is the Medicaid Statistical Information System (MSIS). The purpose of MSIS is to collect and disseminate information on recipients, utilization and payment for services covered by State Medicaid programs. States are required to provide CMS with the following files on a quarterly basis:

1 Eligible file: Contains one record for each person covered by Medicaid or SCHIP (Title XXI) for at least one day during the reporting quarter. Individual eligible records consist of demographic and monthly enrollment data.

2 Paid claims file: Contains information from paid claims and financial transactions. Four types of claims files are submitted for claims paid with funds from Medicaid Title XIX or Medicaid Expansion SCHIP Title XXI: inpatient, long term care, prescription drugs and non-institutional services.

This data is furnished on the Federal fiscal year quarterly schedule, which begins October 1 of each year.

Our MSIS solution features automated crosswalk updates for Maintenance Assistance/Basis of Eligibility (MAS/BOE) codes and automated balancing reports for both eligibility and claims. The data files are subjected to quality assurance edits to ensure that the data is within acceptable error tolerances. Once accepted, valid tape files are created which serve as the historical source of detailed Medicaid eligibility and paid claims data maintained by CMS. The individual paid claims and eligible information are used for program analysis and research and to produce various public use reports which represent national Medicaid populations and expenditures. The current uses of MSIS data include:


Health care research and evaluation activities


Program utilization and expenditures forecasting


Analyses of policy alternatives


Responses to congressional inquiries


· Matches to other health related databases


Detailed Description


The MSIS component generates extract files necessary to meet Federal MSIS reporting requirements. Five extract files are produced and forwarded to CMS:

Eligibility. This file contains all eligible recipients enrolled in the Idaho Medicaid program regardless of service utilization. It includes information such as birth date, sex, race, days of eligibility, maintenance assistance status, basis of eligibility, dual eligibility status, and plan enrollment.


Drug Claims. This file contains all adjudicated claims for drugs. Information collected includes drug codes, date prescribed, drug units, drug days supplied, and prescribing provider. Encounter records for prescription services provided under a capitated plan are also included.


Inpatient Claims. This file contains all adjudicated acute inpatient hospital claims. Information includes types of coverage/service, dates of service, diagnosis, procedures, provider IDs, third party payments, and Medicaid payment amounts. Encounter records for inpatient services provided under a capitated plan are also included.


Long Term Care Claims. This file contains all adjudicated claims for long-term institutional care, including ICF-MR, NF, psych hospitals, or independent wings for acute care hospitals. Information includes types of coverage/service, dates of service, diagnosis, procedures, provider IDs, third party payments, and Medicaid payment amounts. Encounter records for long-term care services provided under a capitated plan are also included.


· Other Claims. This file contains all adjudicated claims that are not included on any of the other three claims files listed above. Information includes types of coverage/service, dates of service, diagnosis, procedures, provider IDs, third party payments, and Medicaid payment amounts. Premium payments and encounter records for services provided under a capitated plan are also included.

Two balancing reports are produced from the MSIS extracts:


EM-O-M01—MSIS Eligibility Extract Summary


· EM-O-M02—MSIS Claims Extract Summary


Ingenix will perform the following tasks related to MSIS file extracts required by CMS:


Assist in defining the requirements

Develop the Maintenance Assistance/Basis of Eligibility (MAS/BOE) and other necessary crosswalks

Develop business rules

Design/develop the extract programs to create the five extract files

Produce the extracts

Validate the extracts

Fix any problems

· Work with CMS and Mathematica Policy Research (MPR, subcontractor to CMS) to resolve data integrity or accuracy issues

If the State requires additional custom reports to support their MSIS submissions, Ingenix can work with DHCFP personnel to develop the detailed specifications for those reports, and once approved, can develop, test and generate them.

In summary, our integrated Data Warehouse and Decision Support System provide an intuitive, easy-to-use and focused environment that will encourage a wide variety of users to leverage the information available for analysis and reporting. Beyond the user’s view, a complex architecture exists. This architecture serves to meet the performance requirements and complex functional needs of the State, and it draws upon the capabilities of best-in-class COTS products as well as Ingenix developed components. Ingenix combines the use of the Oracle relational database software package with the Informatica suite of tools for Extract, Transformation, and Load (ETL) data processing and IBM’s Cognos 8 BI Platform. This provides industry-leading scalability and reliability in clustered, as well as single-system, configurations. It includes comprehensive features for business intelligence; data warehousing; online analytic processing (OLAP), and data mining.
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REQUIREMENT: Section 15, page 133


This section contains proprietary/confidential information and has been excerpted and moved per instructions in RFP Section 20.3.1.2 to Part III, Confidential Technical Information.
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Appendix JJ — National Imaging Associates Proposal



appendix JJ — National Imaging Associates Proposal 

As referenced in Section 12.7.13, FHS proposes to effectively and efficiently manage UM for radiological services through National Imaging Associates, Inc. (NIA), a Magellan business unit and industry leader since 1996.  NIA serves millions of lives in the U.S. and over 130,000 lives in the State of Nevada, 50 percent of which are Medicaid recipients.  NIA demonstrates fiduciary responsibility while promoting quality outcomes and patient safety through a comprehensive diagnostic imaging solution.

Please refer to Part III, Confidential Technical Information, for a complete description of this program.
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12.5
Core MMIS Component Requirements

REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.5, page 115-118

Leveraging our considerable Medicaid experience, including takeover, project management, and fiscal agent services, provides DHCFP with a partner ready to proactively takeover the Core MMIS.


		

		



		· More MMIS takeover experience than any other vendor— assuring DHCFP of a seamless takeover of current infrastructure

· Continued use of Verizon’s data center for consistent, low-risk hosting of the Core MMIS

· Expert personnel to support MMIS management and technical operation 

· Local Reno state-of-the-art mailroom and data entry facility that processes all incoming and outgoing mail 


· Partnership with HMS to provide continued proven TPL recovery with no disruption  



		





Core MMIS operations and maintenance has been ACS' bread and butter for nearly 40 years. From our development of the first MMIS prototype in 1971 and the addition of fiscal agent operations in 1982 to the design and development of the first Web-based, MITA-aligned Enterprise MMIS solution beginning in 2004, we have served state Medicaid agencies through many regulatory and marketplace changes in technology and approach.  All ACS-developed MMIS solutions achieved certification without penalty, a total of 11 since 1982.  In addition to operating our own ACS-developed systems, we have had successful large-scale MMIS takeovers in seven states, as well as a takeover in process in Virginia and another soon to be initiated in California.  Of these takeovers, five were First Health systems similar to Nevada's.  All legacy systems maintained CMS certification at takeover and throughout the contract periods. 

DHCFP benefits from this experience by acquiring a vendor with deep expertise in the complex business of Medicaid, knowledge of Core MMIS operations, and the capacity to maximize functionality and MITA maturity. In addition, our use of the Verizon Data Center virtually eliminates transition risk for the Core MMIS component.  We currently operate Alaska's legacy First Health MMIS in a Verizon Data Center and will soon begin operations of Virginia's legacy First Health system in the same facility.  This recent and relevant experience will prove valuable in the Nevada MMIS Takeover project.


In this section, we present our approach to meeting DHCFP's goals for operation of the Core MMIS and confirm our compliance with the associated Contractor Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, System Performance Requirements, and Contractor Performance Requirements located in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table (Attachment O).

As required by the RFP, we have organized the remainder of this chapter into the following sections: 


12.5.1  Overview of Core MMIS Components 


12.5.2  Claims Processing

12.5.3  Financial


12.5.4  Prior Authorization (PA)

12.5.5  Provider


12.5.6  Recipient


12.5.7  Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) Support


12.5.8  Third Party Liability (TPL)


12.5.9  Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT)


12.5.10  Level of Care


12.5.11  Reference


12.5.12  Management and Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS)


12.5.1
Overview of Core MMIS Components


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.5.1, page 115, and Attachment O

The Core MMIS is the component traditionally referred to as the claims payment engine, and defined by the system source code for the MMIS operated by the current Fiscal Agent for the State. The source code can be construed as the scope of the Core MMIS component.


The following business function areas compose the Core MMIS. The associated Contractor Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, System Performance Requirements, and Contractor Performance Requirements are located in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table (Attachment O).

From the outset of the Nevada takeover procurement, our management and technical teams have been working with the Core MMIS to become familiar with its functional areas and source code that drive Nevada policies.  We have already invested thousands of hours and will invest thousands more to maximize the quality and effectiveness of transition period activities and be fully prepared for operations. Our critical mission for the operations period is to continue operations with no interruption of services, minimizing impact to the provider community, and maintaining the Core MMIS as it exists at the time of the takeover. 

ACS has chosen to minimize the risk of transitioning the MMIS by arranging to leave the MMIS in its current environment—the Verizon Data Center in Tampa, Florida. This allows a continuity of infrastructure—no files and source code moved across the country to a new environment, the final cutover from the incumbent to ACS is greatly simplified, the production jobs are already defined and will transition to ACS, and the Verizon staff is already acclimated to the controls and processes required to successfully host the Nevada MMIS.


We are committed to making sure the transition is as easy and transparent as possible. A key strategy is the orderly transition of Core MMIS-experienced incumbent staff to the ACS team. We will work with DHCFP and the incumbent from the day of contract signing to successfully plan the transition of staff in a way that does not impede the incumbent’s ability to perform during the transition phase. History proves we have a track record of combining the best of ACS and the best of the incumbent staff to build a team that directly benefits DHCFP.


12.5.2
Claims Processing


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.5.2, page 115, and Attachment O

The Claims Processing business function includes the processes that support claims control and entry, claims adjudication and processing, and claims reporting. The Claims function provides for the entry of the claims into the system from a variety of media, including hard copy and electronic formats, batching and controlling those claims throughout the system, editing, adjudication and pricing of claims and the generation of claims processing-related reports, according to DHCFP, State and Federal policies, rules and regulations.


The Vendor must respond to the Claims Processing requirements listed In the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3,Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

At the center of the Core MMIS is the claims processing business function which processes over 12 million Nevada claims annually. Claims processing functions include claims control and entry, claims adjudication and processing, and claims reporting. ACS performs claims processing responsibilities in a precise, accurate and timely manner at every level of the organization and throughout the life of the contract. ACS has a track record of claims processing success including 26 years of Medicaid fiscal agent experience in multiple states (plus an additional 12 years experience in MMIS design and implementation).  We are confident of our ability to deliver accurate, reliable claims processing services.

ACS offers DHCFP an ideal combination of continuity and change to claims processing functionality under the new contract.  The continuity comes from the continued use and support of the Core MMIS claims processing subsystem for accurately adjudicating Nevada’s claims. The subsystem includes hundreds of edits and audits to ensure that claims are paid according to DHCFP guidelines. Further, our proposed solution continues to use McKesson’s reliable products for clinical claims editing during adjudication.  The subsystem’s pricing functionality remains intact to ensure the accurate calculation of each claim’s reimbursement amount. Additionally, we continue to support the ClientSoft GUI for online access to claims data by authorized users. And lastly, we continue to support the systems reporting function for the production of reports such as claims entry statistics, balancing and control, and override statistics reports.

Transition from one vendor to another also provides the opportunity for change. With ACS, change comes from the implementation of proven products and systems already implemented in our Medicaid operations across the country. These products and systems are designed to enhance Nevada’s operations and provide new technology to improve claims processing throughput and accuracy.  Our new Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System (ODRAS) provides state-of-the-art imaging, Optical Character Recognition (OCR), and workflow management features to support the timely, accurate, and efficient processing of all types of paper transmittals and correspondence. The systems supporting ODRAS are implemented in our Montana, Wyoming, District of Columbia, Mississippi, and New Mexico Medicaid accounts. The new Web portal is user-friendly and provides up-to-date information about Nevada’s programs and the ability for providers to easily upload claims files for processing.  Our electronic data interchange (EDI) solution accurately provides translation of X12 claims transactions and is currently used by nine Medicaid clients.  


Finally, accurate claims processing requires a seasoned team of experts to support the manual activities associated with claims processing. We will staff our organization with the right people to provide DHCFP with outstanding claims processing services under the new contract. During the transition period, assigned ACS staff are fully trained and equipped to fulfill all claims processing duties in an exemplary manner and without disruption in services.   


Staffing

ACS provides qualified staff throughout the life of the contract that performs the claims functions specified in the RFP according to DHCFP policy and State and federal rules and regulations. Several teams within our claims department are responsible for the manual activities associated with handling and adjudicating incoming claims. Key units include the following:


Mailroom—Mailroom staff handles incoming and outgoing mail, images paper claims and other documents, indexes documents, and maintains the archives of original claims. Staff uses OCR to capture data from paper claims. 

Data Entry—Data entry staff enters data that the OCR software could not recognize or that failed to meet the system’s confidence threshold. In addition, they perform data entry of non-OCR claims keying from the image of the claim rather than the hard copy. 


Resolution—When a claim fails edits or audits and suspends for review, resolution staff uses DHCFP-approved resolution criteria to determine whether to approve or deny each service or to perform further review on the edits and audits per DHCFP instructions. 

· Adjustments—We provide two adjustment and void specialists that adjust and void previously adjudicated claims according to DHCFP policies.

In addition to the claims department, several other organizations are also vital to accurate claims processing. Our quality assurance (QA) team monitors ACS’ performance and prepares operational report cards. Experienced business analysts and quality assurance specialists monitor ACS’ claims processing performance, including timeliness, accuracy, and adherence to documented procedures. The QA team also maintains and updates claims control, exception control, medical criteria, benefit limits, and other parameter files as required and in accordance with DHCFP-approved change control procedures.  

The Core MMIS staff within the IT department supports the operation, maintenance, and enhancement of the Core MMIS’ claims processing subsystem.  Support for EDI is also provided by the MMIS staff. The provider inquiry team and field representatives encourage provider use of EDI. They understand EDI requirements and are prepared to help providers take advantage of this capability.  They assist providers that file claims electronically with questions regarding submission of files as well as testing assistance. 


Claims Control and Entry


ACS accepts paper and electronic claims, adjustments and voids according to DHCFP, CMS and HIPAA standards. Claims control begins as soon as the paper enters our Reno, Nevada, mailroom or the electronic claim enters the MMIS.  Each paper claim is assigned an Internal Control Number (ICN) prior to scanning, indexing, and image storage within ODRAS.  In the instance of an electronic claim transaction, an ICN is assigned as soon as the transaction is validated.  ODRAS allows for electronic storage and retrieval of images for claims, attachments, reports, and other documents. Our claims department establishes claims control and entry policies and procedures that we strictly follow and that reflect DHCFP-approved and federal rules and regulations. Using established inventory procedures, MMIS reports, and PC-based control logs, our well-trained staff reconcile all claims (hard-copy and electronic) to batch processing cycle input and output figures to ensure balancing.

Paper Claims: ACS offers DHCFP a state-of-the-art mailroom and data entry facility in Reno, Nevada.  This facility serves as the final destination for incoming paper claims and other mail.  Accepted claim forms at the Reno facility include the pharmacy Universal Claim Form, CMS-1500, UB-04, and ADA-2006 claim forms. All incoming mail is identified and prioritized for subsequent processing.  Outgoing mail, including claims that must be returned to providers, is also processed by our Reno facility.  ACS’ mailroom staff ensures that incoming and outgoing mail is handled and controlled effectively and efficiently, in accordance with DHCFP-approved procedures. 


Our Reno facility brings the capacity to handle the volume of mail generated by Nevada’s health care programs and the security needed to maintain confidentiality.  The entire facility is secured by electronic door locks to prevent unauthorized access to the premises.  All visitors must adhere to established security safeguards that require them to sign in, display a visitor’s badge, and be escorted by an ACS employee.  These measures are designed to safeguard the privacy of sensitive data. ACS’ Reno staff is trained on HIPAA’s privacy requirements for safeguarding Individually Identifiable Health Information (IIHI) and preventing unauthorized disclosure of recipient data.


Nevada paper claims and other mail is sent to ACS designated Reno post office boxes. Our courier picks up mail from the post office at designated times during the day and delivers it to our Reno facility in postal tubs and trays.  Staff reviews the trays and verifies that mail is for ACS. Misrouted mail is returned to the post office. The mail is taken to a screening area where staff tags mail with a Julian date and opens the mail using an automatic mail opener. Claims are reviewed for processing requirements and returned to the provider with a return to provider (RTP) letter if they are incomplete. The letter notifies the provider of the information needed to complete the processing of the claim. We maintain an electronic log of all RTP letters.  Claims passing screening are separated by claim type and batched.  The claim batches are moved to the scanning area and placed in Julian date order. 

Non-OCR claims are scanned using DocFinity Imaging where all data from the claim form is captured and the claims are keyed from the images into the Core MMIS.


· Claims requiring OCR are scanned using FormWorks (Exhibit 12.5-1). Data entry specalists perform data perfection on the OCR claims. Files created from the OCR process are transmitted to the MMIS for claims adjudication and the images are also loaded to DocFinity Imaging for storage and retrieval.  


An ICN is assigned to all claims and their attachments.   After scanning the paper claims are stored until approved for destruction. 



Exhibit 12.5-1.  Paper Claims OCR Process 


We carefully capture paper claims via OCR depending on the claim type.


Our OCR technology provided by FormWorks offers an efficient solution that has proven its reliability and accuracy in our Medicaid accounts across the country.  The FormWorks application reduces the amount of claims data that must be entered manually and improves the accuracy of the data captured.  The OCR application captures data from claims and converts it to a machine-readable format, which is transmitted to the Core MMIS on a daily basis. FormWorks applies extensive contextual logic, sophisticated edit rules, and optimized database searches that use recipient, provider, and reference code tables to determine which data can be validated without human intervention.  ACS’ experience in processing Medicaid claims has led to the development of several levels of data validation, including rule-based edit and validation routines that increase the OCR engine’s ability to accurately assess claim data.  The FormWorks OCR engine conservatively assesses the data and flags any suspect fields for correction by a data entry specialist. 

Electronic Claims: Electronic submission of claims represents a true win-win situation for everyone involved in Nevada Medicaid and other programs.  It offers faster processing time and better cash flow for providers, as well as the opportunity for them to control the entry of their own data.  For ACS, it reduces the number of staff needed to perform manual activities.  In turn, this gives DHCFP a more efficient, cost-effective Medicaid operation. HIPAA has dramatically changed the EDI environment since compliance with the Transactions and Code Sets Rule.  We have worked for many years supporting our customers EDI needs before and after the transition to the HIPAA-mandated American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Accredited Standards Committee (ASC) X12N 837 transaction code set.  This experience ensures that we are capable of successfully performing the operational functionality necessary to operate Nevada’s EDI processing. 


ACS accepts and processes both batch and interactive electronic claims, adjustments and voids from various entities approved to bill electronically. This includes the ability for providers to upload claims files via the Web portal using Payer Path for claims processing. Electronic transactions must be in the HIPAA-mandated ANSI ASC X12N 837 transaction code set institutional, professional and dental formats. Refer to Proposal Section 12.6.9 Web Portal for details regarding Web submission and Proposal Section 12.7.10 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) for details regarding EDI.


ACS is committed to supporting the provider community with EDI issues and inquiries.  We provide an EDI unit staffed within our Reno organization.  Our separate EDI call center queue connects providers directly to the EDI unit. EDI staff responds quickly and efficiently to questions and assists providers with issues pertaining to claims submission, receipt of electronic remittance advices, and other EDI functions. Our provider field representatives are also happy to assist providers with electronic claim submission issues. Our experienced staff understands all aspects of DHCFP’s programs and policies.  To assist providers in billing claims electronically, ACS’ staff maintains companion guides which provide specifications and submission instructions for providers that file electronic claims. Separate manuals are available for each form type (e.g., institutional, professional, dental) and method of electronic submission. A review of the appropriate companion guide and electronic submission instructions as well as instructions for submitting claims using the Web portal are included in the provider field representative’s orientation field visit with each newly enrolled Nevada Medicaid provider. Further, the EDI unit and the provider field representatives are available to assist in the transition from paper claims to electronic claim submission and are knowledgeable in the processing rules that apply to the various formats. Our customer service goal is to make the transition to filing claims electronically as quick and easy as possible for the Nevada provider community. 

Claims Adjudication

As mentioned earlier, ACS continues to use and support the Core MMIS claims processing subsystem for the accurate adjudication of Nevada’s claims. Adjudication includes edits, audits, and pricing logic to determine the claim’s reimbursement amount and status of paid, denied, or suspended.  


Editing: Types of edits include those listed in Appendix O such as recipient and provider eligibility, TPL, PA, lock-in, conflicting service, and age and gender. We continue to use the McKesson suite of products to review claims for billing and coding errors according to industry guidelines and CMS Correct Coding Initiative edits. The edit disposition file plays a pivotal role in claims processing and we carefully maintain this file and only provide update authority to a very limited number of experienced staff. The edit disposition file indicates whether a particular edit can be overridden and allows different dispositions by media type, claim type (original, adjustment, void), and attachment indicator. The claims subsystem tracks all edits posted to the claim from entry through adjudication and final disposition. Exhibit 12.5-2 depicts the claims adjudication cycle.




Exhibit 12.5-2.  Claims Adjudication Cycle


The Core MMIS adjudication cycle thoroughly reviews claims and determines the claims status.


Pricing: We apply appropriate payment rules and policies to claims to determine the correct price for the claim’s service.  We maintain access to pricing and reimbursement methodologies stored within the reference files to appropriately price claims. We also accept and deduct co-payments in accordance with DHCFP policy. 

Special Claims: ACS recognizes the need for the special handling of some claims.  A unit lead oversees the processing of these claims.  The lead proposes criteria and procedures for processing and adjudicating special claims including bypass edit conditions, late billing, recipient retro-eligibility, out-of-state emergency, and any other DHCFP-defined and approved situation. 

Pended Claims


Claims resolution requires well-trained staff and skilled managers that oversee location inventories of pended claims to ensure that claims are resolved quickly and that resources are shifted when a location experiences a high-volume of claims.  We have the skills and understanding to effectively perform the claims resolution duties for DHCFP.  ACS’ resolution staff carefully corrects each pended claim and then resubmits the claim for reprocessing. Staff only overrides claim edits based on written authorization from DHCFP or DHCFP-approved resolution instructions. 

We provide our resolution instructions electronically so staff do not have to refer to hardcopy instructions. The resolution instructions provide the user with step-by-step instructions for resolving claims that pend for a specific edit or audit. For paper claims, these procedures often include an initial step of comparing the data on the suspended claim record with the image of the submitted claim to verify that the information was entered correctly; staff members correct all data entry errors that are detected during the process.


The Core MMIS maintains criteria in the error file that define what actions may be taken against an edit or audit once it posts to a claim, such as whether the error can be denied or overridden. The error file is available online for inquiry and update by authorized users. The Core MMIS produces suspense and data correction reports that ACS uses to control inventory and monitor the use of overrides. These reports help management personnel monitor the use of override codes and ensure that appropriate resolution procedures are being followed. 


Each edit and audit is associated with a specific suspense location. Our resolution staff generally works in specific locations, such as duplicate audits or provider edits, enabling our staff to develop experience in a specific area and ensuring that their expertise is consistently applied to claims resolution. However, each staff member is trained to handle other locations. This cross training allows management to reallocate resources in the event of unexpected volume increases or staff absences. 

Adjustments and Voids


Adjustments and voids are an important feature of any MMIS and one that we perform accurately for our Medicaid clients every day. Adjustment and void processing supports the correction of adjudicated claims and occurs for a variety of reasons such as billing errors and TPL recoveries. Adjustment requests may be initiated from DHCFP, providers or ACS.  Most adjustment requests involve a change to a single field on a claim, such as the procedure code or billed amount. Some requests seek to void the entire claim. Adjustments may be submitted electronically and on paper.


ACS has two dedicated adjustment/void associates that are responsible for processing hard copy adjustments after they have been imaged by mailroom staff and routed to the unit. First, staff screens adjustment requests for completion and validity. If an adjustment is missing information, the adjustment is returned to the provider via an RTP letter that explains why the request could not be processed. After screening, staff processes the adjustment which may result in a net change in the provider’s payment for the claim.  The adjustment or void information is included on the provider’s RA and electronic 835.  

Recommendations

ACS brings the experience needed to support continuous improvement to the claims processing business function having taken over systems from multiple vendors. In order to continuously improve the claims processing, it is important to recommend improvements in manual and automated procedures for DHCFP’s consideration. Recommendations for improvement may emerge from all areas of the account, including the claims department, QA team, and maintenance support staff.  The purpose of our recommendations may be to improve efficiency, reduce the burden on providers, enhance quality, or reduce benefit costs. Staff may identify situations in which a minor programming change could automate adjudication criteria that are applied manually or identify edit failures that are virtually never overridden and which may be candidates for automatic denial.  In all cases, ACS submits such recommendations in writing to DHCFP for approval prior to initiating any changes to the system. 


Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


The RFP identifies four claims processing potential expanded contractor responsibilities.  We understand based on the State’s answer to question 41 in Amendment 3 that vendors can bid on the expanded responsibilities as part of the budget neutral cost model. Further, the expanded responsibilities that vendors’ bid may become part of the resulting contract at DHCFP’s discretion. We have completed an analysis of each potential expanded requirement based on the information provided in the RFP, RFP Reference Library and DHCFP’s answers to vendor questions. For some, we believe we have enough information to complete an accurate estimate of the level of effort to implement, and have agreed to include those as part of the budget neutral component of the contract.  For others, we believe that we either need additional information from DHCFP to accurately understand the requirement, or need detailed MMIS documentation to be able to correctly size the level of effort to implement.  For these items we have not included implementation under the budget neutral component of the contract, but we will discuss with DHCFP during the transition period to gain a complete understanding of the requirement and complete an analysis to more accurately determine the level of effort required.  We then review with DHCFP to determine if the potential expanded requirement will be implemented.

Table 12.5-1 lists the potential expanded responsibilities, our solution, and if they are included in our budget neutral cost model.  Please refer to Attachment O - Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table for further details regarding our solution to meet these responsibilities.

Table 12.5-1. Claims Processing Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities

		RFP Reference

		Description

		Solution

		Included in ACS’ Budget Neutral Cost Model



		12.5.2.59

		Use DHCFP identified criteria, such as Provider Type, to ‘randomly pend’ a specified percentage of claims for Pre-Payment Review. 

		During the transition period, ACS will meet with DHCFP to gain a full understanding of the requirements for this responsibility.

		Because we need further information before determining the scope of work, this responsibility is not included in our budget neutral cost model.



		12.5.2.60

		Provide a means to identify and recover “Never Events” claims as defined by CMS. These never events represent unnecessary services directly caused by practitioner or facility error (Example: Sponge left in a patient by error, claim submitted to pay for removal of the sponge). 

		We will develop a DSS report to meet this responsibility.

		(



		12.5.2.61

		On an annual basis, produce, distribute and track False Claims letters/certifications to providers paid over five million dollars ($5,000,000) and provide results to DHCFP.

		We will develop a DSS report to meet this responsibility.

		(



		12.5.2.62

		Create and maintain a standard template for the purpose of automating voids and adjustments. This would eliminate manual entry of voids and adjustments. 

		During the transition period, ACS will meet with DHCFP to gain a full understanding of the requirements for this responsibility. 

		Because we need further information before determining the scope of work, this responsibility is not included in our budget neutral cost model.





12.5.3
Financial

REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.5.3, page 116, and Attachment O

The Financial processing function performs various claims processing functions within the MMIS, including payment processing, adjustment processing, accounts receivable processing, and financial transaction processing. This function ensures that DHCFP funds are appropriately disbursed for claim payments and that all post-financial transactions are accurately tracked.


The Vendor must respond to the Financial requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

The Nevada Core MMIS financial processing function processes over one billion dollars in program payments annually. ACS is well-prepared to support DHCFP in administering and accounting for these program payments—without disruption in service. We have successfully established and currently maintain financial processing functions for our state health care projects across the country.  Each year we accurately process billions of dollars in provider payments and provide sound accounting policies and procedures to account for these dollars.   


Experienced staff, properly trained during the transition period, operates the financial processing function.   Financial processing includes various claims processing functions within the MMIS including: payments, adjustments, accounts receivables, and financial transactions. With diligent preparation and attention to detail we perform the financial processing functions to ensure that DHCFP funds are appropriately disbursed for claim payments and that all post-financial transactions are accurately tracked. 

Under the new contract ACS proposes new approaches to financial functions that we look forward to refining with DHCFP.  For example, we propose a streamlined approach to the receipt of checks for TPL recovery and other payments owed DHCFP.  All receivables are sent to our Reno facility for processing at one location—instead of the current process used by the incumbent who has receivables sent to two different locations with different processes and procedures at each.  With ACS, all receivables are imaged using our proven DocFinity Image product.  Following imaging receivables are processed using a well-documented workflow process.  HMS—our TPL subcontractor—staff is onsite at our Reno facility to handle TPL receivables.  ACS maintains one check log to document all TPL and non-TPL receivables. Following imaging, processing, and logging, we send receivable information to the State accounting office for reconciliation with their check log.  By sending only one interface, our approach simplifies the reconciliation process for the State. 


Other new financial processes that we implement under the new contract include the mailing of RAs and 1099s locally. Currently these documents are sent out of state for printing and mailing by a third-party vendor.  With ACS, our parent company—Xerox—will install printers, inserters and postage meters in our Reno facility and provide staff to handle print/fulfillment activities—this includes printing and mailing the RAs, checks, and 1099s locally at our Reno facility.  This consolidated approach to printing and mailing all MMIS-related documents from one location has the potential to reduce postage rates and provides faster receipt of RAs, checks, and 1099s.

Payment Cycle


As part of our financial duties, we maintain weekly payment processing for providers, including check production and electronic fund transfer (EFT). Paying providers on-time and accurately is essential to the success of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs.  ACS meticulously processes billions of dollars in payments for our Medicaid customers and we are excited to provide DHCFP with the same level of service. We complete the weekly payment cycle within established time frames to ensure that provider payments are available in a timely manner.  During the payment cycle, the Core MMIS financial modules accept adjudicated claims, credits, adjustments, and financial transactions that have completed processing in order to calculate provider payments and update claims history.  ACS executes a payment cycle once a week unless directed differently by DHCFP. 


Payment processing includes the calculation of payments to providers; provider accounts receivable processing; production of payment related reports, including an RA for each provider with claim activity; and the generation of payment files and other electronic outputs.  Adjudicated claims with dispositions of to-be-denied or to-be-paid are selected as input to the weekly payment cycle. Suspended claims are passed to the payment process for reporting purposes only. The Core MMIS accumulates reimbursement amounts and computes a preliminary payment amount for each provider.  The system then performs accounts receivable processing to arrive at a final payment amount.


Remittance Advice

The RA is the primary document sent to providers to report claim activity, claim status, and payments sent to and monies received from providers.  We produce or reproduce both paper and electronic (X12N 835 transaction) RAs and match checks (paper and EFT) to RAs as an audit function. Informational messages on the RA are in a non-technical language that is understandable to providers. The messages are stored in a user-maintainable message text table, with selection parameters such as provider type, claim type and claim payment date(s). We produce RAs according to HIPAA standards for different claim forms and content such as institutional, pharmacy, professional and dental as well as paper RAs.  


1099 Activities

We recognize the importance of precise calculation and reporting of 1099 income to providers, DHCFP, and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). We track 1099 earnings, adjust amounts due to recoupment activity or returned checks, produce 1099 statements to providers, and report the data to the IRS annually—all in accordance with State and federal rules and regulations.


For further information regarding our financial operations, refer to Proposal Section 12.7.8 Finance.

12.5.4
Prior Authorization


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.5.4, page 116, and Attachment O

The Prior Authorization function provides automated capabilities to collect, process, maintain, and report information on Nevada Medicaid and Check Up services for which authorization is required prior to payment. The function allows DHCFP to approve payment for only those services that are medically necessary, appropriate, or cost-effective.


The Vendor must respond to the Prior Authorization requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

ACS assists DHCFP in administering an effective prior authorization (PA) program by maintaining the Core MMIS PA function and denying reimbursement during claims processing for services requiring PA that were not prior approved.  The PA function provides automated capabilities to collect, process, maintain, and report information on Nevada Medicaid and Check Up services which require authorization prior to payment. It also allows DHCFP to approve payment for only those services that are medically necessary, appropriate, or cost-effective. 

Under the new contract, we accept PA requests by phone, by fax, or electronically. PA data is keyed online directly into the MMIS PA function using the GUI screens and our Integrated Care Management System (ICMS), which also accepts and processes PA requests. All PAs are edited and validated to ensure that they conform to DHCFP program policy, clinical criteria, and industry standards. Further, ACS tracks all correspondence associated with PA requests, including date and reason sent. We send responses to PA requests according to standards defined by Utilization Review Accreditation Commission (URAC) and HIPAA. Any PAs processed in our care management system are transmitted to the MMIS via HIPAA-compliant X12 278 transactions. For further information regarding our operations for PA requests, refer to Proposal Section 12.7.12 Prior Authorization. 

The Core MMIS accesses the PA function during claims processing to determine if services that require a PA have in fact been authorized, and to control the number of units of service or the amount that is paid for specified services.  The system ensures that the unused authorized units and dollar amounts are sufficient to cover the services billed. The system updates the PA with the units and dollars used.  By adding to the used amount on the PA when the claim is paid, the system “counts down” the remaining authorized services.  The remaining authorized services can be viewed online using the ClientSoft GUI screens. 

12.5.5
Provider


REQUIREMENT:   Section 12.5.5, page 116, and Attachment O

The Provider Data business function supports the maintenance of date-sensitive information related to Provider identifiers, eligibility, certification, licensing, demographics, and reimbursement. The maintenance of Provider data is required to support claims processing, prior Authorization, referrals, financial processing, and management and operational reporting functions. The Provider Billing business function includes requirements for contractor support of provider billing in a variety of approved formats, including electronic and paper claims.


The Vendor must respond to the Provider requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


As an experienced vendor providing comprehensive provider services to our Medicaid customers, we recognize that a principal responsibility of the fiscal agent is to maintain accurate provider data and support provider billing in a variety of formats. Additionally, the fiscal agent must effectively communicate with providers and provide them with the information they need to understand Nevada policies.  Our solution to provider services under the new contract includes continued support of the MMIS provider subsystem as well as new systems and fresh faces with the experience needed to successfully support provider responsibilities. For example, our training manager and provider services manager both have years of provider relations and provider education experience in working with different Medicaid programs.  They understand that each state and its Medicaid providers have unique concerns that need to be addressed. Our provider services manager is a former state Medicaid official whose provider relations management and consultant experience spans two decades in multiple state Medicaid programs.

Provider Data: We are prepared to maintain the functionality of the current Core MMIS provider data business function to ensure that accurate provider data is available for claims processing and other functions.  The current Core MMIS provider file is the source of date-sensitive information related to provider identifiers, eligibility, certification, licensing, demographics, and reimbursement.  There are approximately 11,000 enrolled providers on the file.  Of these, almost 9,000 providers are actively submitting claims for services rendered to Medicaid and other health care program recipients. 


ACS commits to updating and maintaining the provider file to support claims processing, prior authorization, reporting and other functions.  We maintain the provider file through batch and manual updates.  Batch updates include files from outside sources such as the weekly CLIA update file from CMS. We follow strict procedures to manually update the provider file with information received from DHCFP and other authorized sources.  Only authorized users can add and change the provider file. Provider data is available online and real-time using the ClientSoft GUI screens. During the transition period, we deploy proven quality control methodologies to verify and ensure the integrity of the provider file data.  Our QA staff performs routine quality checks to ensure all updates are being made appropriately. For example, we have an internal process to identify providers that are not in the MMIS when claims flow through the OCR process.  We work with provider enrollment and DHCFP to verify and add the providers to the MMIS to ensure proper claims adjudication.


Provider Communications: Our goal in all of our verbal and written communication is to ensure that providers have the information they need to easily understand program policies and to correctly submit claims and receive appropriate reimbursement. Our well-trained call center staff and provider field representatives effectively respond to provider billing inquiries and provide exemplary customer service in phone, e-mail, and direct in-person contacts with providers. We follow a structured, quality-based approach to developing manuals and newsletters that provide in-depth information that is clear and concise. We furnish providers with the most current DHCFP-developed and/or approved policy program materials through updates and replacements (as needed) to the provider billing manuals, training catalogs and schedules, and/or provider Web announcements. Provider manuals serve as important resources for providers, providing both information about the Nevada programs and complete step-by-step billing instructions for each provider type.  

Up-to-date provider billing manuals, EDI companion guides, provider announcements, updates, newsletters and other materials are provided on our Web portal for easy access. We know from our Web portal experience with other state Medicaid programs that because providers are very busy, they are more likely to read brief provider announcements and updates posted on the Web portal than the provider newsletter articles. Our Mississippi MMIS account frequently posts "Late Breaking News" on important current provider announcements on the Mississippi Medicaid Web Portal. Since our call center associates and provider field representatives in Mississippi have actively encouraged providers to check the Web portal for the most current provider announcements, the Web portal has become a valuable provider communication tool and the primary source of current policy and claims updates for the provider community. We apply these lessons learned to our communication strategies with Nevada providers.  


Additionally, we load current and appropriate computer based training (CBT) modules to our Web portal to keep providers informed and knowledgeable regarding our systems and upcoming changes.  Providers can access CBT modules 24/7.  ACS strongly supports the pro-environment "green aspect" of electronic communication by promoting provider access to Nevada information and claims submission via the Web. In fact, Xerox—ACS’ parent company—placed first on the 2009 Green Outsourcing Survey List.  Xerox received a record breaking 440 nominations in the 2009 Green Outsourcing Survey by Brown-Wilson Group and "The Black Book of Outsourcing." The yearly ranking is based on responses from more than 24,000 executives worldwide.  


Prior to the release of the RFP, ACS met with several provider associations and some of the larger providers.  One of the most consistent messages we heard from providers was that communication related to the program needed to be more direct, timely and accurate.  One of our approaches to responding to this is to enhance electronic communications.  This includes access to information via the Web portal as mentioned previously, but we also propose to implement e-mail "blasts" to push information to providers.  Using Brightwave—already implemented successfully in our Wyoming Medicaid account—we propose to send critical alerts and other timely information directly to providers. 

In addition to Web portal and e-mail communication, we print and distribute quarterly newsletters to providers. Further, we send all newly enrolled providers a provider manual and other necessary publications needed to begin participating in the Nevada programs. During office visits with established providers and orientation visits with new providers, our provider field representatives encourage providers to review and use their provider manual, EDI companion guides, and access helpful provider information and links on the Web portal.  

ACS uses Microsoft SharePoint for the editing/revision process related to each document’s content.  SharePoint is Internet-based, providing easy access to project documents by DHCFP and ACS. SharePoint provides a single, integrated location where users can efficiently share project information. SharePoint provides the ability to track and report each document’s status from first draft through publication. 


Provider Correspondence: Correspondence in the form of letters and mailings are also an important way to communicate with the provider community. We efficiently and transparently manage the volume of outgoing letters—whether creating letters for a small subset of providers or for the entire provider population.  Our Reno call center is equipped with Oracle Customer Relationship Management (CRM) OnDemand, a state-of-the art solution that enables ACS to communicate more effectively with providers. Call center staff and provider field representatives are empowered to better serve providers with Web-based access to comprehensive customer interaction histories that include phone and field visit notes, call recordings, incoming and outgoing communication—including letters and emails—sent to or from the call center, field representatives, and other ACS personnel to providers. Further, Oracle CRM OnDemand supports the definition of workflows to manage all provider correspondence. In addition to our CRM communication tracking and workflow management tool, ACS also supports enhanced electronic provider communication through e-mail blasts to targeted provider groups.  We also support e-mail inquiries directly through a common e-mail box and through a Contact Us feature on the provider Web portal.  


Provider Billing and Payment:  Staff in our provider relations department—including provider field representatives and EDI staff—are well-trained and experienced in educating providers on Medicaid billing policy and procedures for all providers and claim types. They work tirelessly with the provider community to get them the information they need to ensure they understand Nevada billing and payment policy. They inform and train providers about electronic billing, remittance advices, and payments.  

We are proposing four field representatives under the new contract—two for the southern region (Las Vegas)—which has the highest concentration of providers—one for the western region (Reno and Carson City), and one for the northern region (Elko).  Provider field representatives work closely with providers. They are equipped with laptop computers and secure remote connectivity to the Web portal, MMIS, and peripheral systems that allow them to work directly with providers during onsite visits, individual provider education sessions, and provider workshops. They inform and educate providers about electronic billing, electronic remittance advices, electronic funds transfer (EFT), and work with providers on HIPAA standard formats for data transfer, including testing, in accordance with HIPAA standards. They are conversant in EDI processes and can assist providers with questions about the technology they use to transmit and receive data from ACS. Representatives are also familiar with all aspects of the Web portal and the benefits it affords providers.  

Lastly, our call center staff includes specially trained staff to handle pharmacy, EDI, and prior authorization calls to effectively support providers with billing and payment questions. 

Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


The RFP identifies two provider claims processing potential expanded contractor responsibilities.  We understand based on the State’s answer to question 41 in Amendment 3 that vendors can bid on the expanded responsibilities as part of the budget neutral cost model. Further, the expanded responsibilities that vendors’ bid may become part of the resulting contract at DHCFP’s discretion. Table 12.5-2 lists the potential expanded responsibilities, our solution, and if they are included in our budget neutral cost model.  Please refer to Attachment O - Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table for further details regarding our solution to meet these responsibilities.

Table 12.5-2. Provider Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		RFP Reference

		Description

		Solution

		Included in ACS’ Budget Neutral Cost Model



		12.5.5.31

		Build and maintain an expanded database of provider data for claims processing, administrative reporting and surveillance and utilization review.

		During the transition period ACS will provide resources to work with DHCFP to do an end-to-end evaluation of the current provider enrollment and reenrollment processes, including possible expansion of the provider database tables and screens. 

		Because we need to perform our evaluation and we need input from DHCFP to estimate this potential expanded responsibility, we did not include it in our budget neutral cost proposal.






		12.5.5.32

		Track provider agency/group ownership in a manner that can be searched by individual/corporation name.

		During the transition period ACS will provide resources to work with DHCFP to do an end-to-end evaluation of the current provider enrollment and reenrollment processes, including possible expansion of the provider database tables and screens. 

		Because we need to perform our evaluation and we need input from DHCFP to estimate this potential expanded responsibility, we did not include it in our budget neutral cost proposal.








12.5.6
Recipient


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.5.6, page 116-117, and Attachment O

The Recipient business function includes the processes that support providing medical coverage to an eligible recipient. This includes maintaining eligibility and Third Party Liability (TPL) resource data, assigning benefit plans, providing identification cards, making premium payments for other insurance when appropriate, and notifying the recipients of benefits he/she is eligible to receive. In addition, the Recipient business function describes the processes for recipient appeals when a recipient does not agree with the decisions made regarding his/her medical services.


The Vendor must respond to the Recipient requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

The recipient business function of the Core MMIS serves as the data repository for over 230,000 individuals enrolled in Nevada Medicaid, Nevada Check Up, and other programs administered by DHCFP. ACS’ role as the Nevada fiscal agent provides DHCFP with technical expertise and operations management of the Core MMIS recipient business function. This includes tasks such as maintaining eligibility and third party liability (TPL) resource data, assigning benefit plans, and providing identification cards. Our support of the recipient business function frees DHCFP to establish policy and actively administer Nevada Medicaid, Nevada Check Up, and other programs.  ACS performs our duties in a transparent and non-disruptive manner, working cooperatively with DHCFP to maintain a fully functional, reliable recipient business function during the operations period.


Timely receipt of eligibility data from approved entities, as well as distribution of timely and accurate eligibility information, is essential to ensuring that recipients get the critical health care coverage they need.  Maintaining the input and output processes already in place, and safeguarding those data exchanges during system and program enhancements, is vital to the stability of the program.  ACS is fully prepared to maintain the eligibility interfaces and continue the system’s compliance with all State and federal guidelines, including HIPAA. The Core MMIS includes the update programs needed to receive, edit, and apply updates to the eligibility file.  These programs incorporate DHCFP-approved edits that check for duplicate records and verify the validity of data.  We monitor these programs and notify DHCFP of any unsuccessful file transfers so that these problems may be corrected as soon as possible.  


In addition to automated interfaces, we maintain recipient data not received from an interface within the MMIS. We provide a management structure and level of technical discipline that supports data integrity and the consistent application of State policies and procedures.  Staff performs updates to eligibility data via online GUI screens. We maintain a backup copy of eligibility data, in a format agreed to by DHCFP. Our production control staff copies the most current set of recipient data and ensures that it is securely stored for backup and restart purposes and off-site business continuity activities.  

Welcome Packets and ID Cards: ACS, through our print vendor located in Reno, prints Welcome Packets that include recipient specific approval letters notifying the recipients that they are eligible for the Nevada Medicaid or Nevada Check Up program.  This approval letter welcomes recipients to the program and provides key information related to the program, such as the recipient’s unique Medicaid ID number and start date of eligibility. We distribute Welcome Packets to newly enrolled Medicaid recipients and recipients who have regained Medicaid eligibility after a period of time on a daily basis.  For ID card production, we propose AccuCard, Inc. to provide this service. We currently use AccuCard for Medicaid recipient ID card production and fulfillment on our Georgia and Mississippi accounts.  Their performance has been so successful that we are expanding their use in four other current Medicaid contracts. With over 25 years experience handling all aspects of card production management, AccuCard is well-prepared to provide processes to ensure the security of cards in their possession and the timely mailing of ID cards.


Recipient Appeals: We provide processes to log and track recipient appeals from receipt through resolution when recipients do not agree with the decisions made regarding their medical services. We understand based on the State’s answer to question 106 in Amendment 3, that DHCFP handles recipient appeals. Appeal requests received by ACS are logged in Oracle CRM OnDemand, our contact management system, and routed using electronic workflow functionality to DHCFP for resolution.  A unique, date and time specific, communication record (CR) is assigned to each appeal.  Once DHCFP receives the appeal request, the CR is closed in our system. 

12.5.7
Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) Support

REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.5.7, page 117, and Attachment O

The Surveillance and Utilization Review process includes the identification of providers, health plans and/or recipients who may be committing fraud, waste, or abuse of services and/or billing practices.


This review process is supported by the Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem, (SURS) in conjunction with the Decision Support System (DSS). These systems combined meet State and federal rules and regulation for surveillance and utilization review activities.


The Vendor must respond to the SURS requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

ACS supports DHCFP’s activities to reduce fraud and other inappropriate payments by maintaining and operating the Core MMIS Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS).  We use our extensive knowledge of SURS functionality to enhance the operation of SURS and be the valued partner that DHCFP needs. SURS supports the investigation of potential fraud, abuse, or misuse of the Medicaid program by providers and recipients.  Early in the process, we become familiar with DHCFP needs as they relate to the timely production and delivery of the SURS reports and the overall objective of SURS users.  We load the SURS reports to ODRAS for easy viewing online and also provide hard copy reports based on DHCFP requirements.  


We are knowledgeable of the SURS requirements outlined by CMS and continue to partner with DHCFP to ensure that we operate the Nevada SURS according to CMS requirements.  As new requirements and functionality are identified, our enhancement team’s Core MMIS staff works closely with DHCFP to determine the changes and implements them according to schedule. As changes are made throughout the system, especially to data we consider the impact to SURS.


We coordinate the functionality of SURS and the new Nevada DSS to ensure users have extensive access to data required to further analyze any potential fraud and abuse.  As claims are identified for recoupment, we provide a well-documented process to adjust and void claims.  Our operations staff is aware of the importance of these recoveries and work closely with DHCFP to recover the funds.  


Recipient and provider profiling are key components of the SURS process. They use peer group categories and focus analysis on potential fraud and abuse, as well as develop a better understanding of existing patterns of care and historical trends.  Statistical profiles of all individual recipients and providers within their respective peer groups are evaluated on an indicator-by-indicator basis against exception criteria.  Each of these activities is discussed in the following sections.  


Recipient Profiling


ACS staff is experienced in producing and reviewing comprehensive statistical profiles of recipients within peer groups, based on categories of services.  Characteristics such as age, gender, program code, diagnosis code, procedure code, race, county of residence, living arrangement (e.g., nursing home), common prescribing provider, use of a common national drug code (NDC) or therapeutic class, category of eligibility, plan code, or combinations of these, allow us to search and query the data in many ways.  These analyses often uncover unexpected behavior and linkages to cooperating or collusive providers.


“Doctor shopping” is common, whether due to perceived untreated illnesses or due to a desire to accumulate drugs either for personal use or street sale.  Although recipient cases typically do not lead to significant recovered dollars, recipient-based studies of excessive use of services such as ambulance or non-emergency transportation, DME supplies, routine dental procedures, and drugs and supplies for those living in nursing facilities can lead us to a fraudulent provider, where the potential for recoupment is much greater.  Additionally, it may lead to the development of more stringent medical policies to preserve program benefit expenditures.  For example, if it is determined that certain durable medical equipment or supplies are being excessively billed and paid, DHCFP may decide to develop and implement specific prior authorization requirements.


The following are examples of analyses we have performed for other states, which may be of interest to DHCFP.


Durable Medical Equipment (DME) Supplies.  A recipient receiving a consistently high volume of routine supplies (having no street value) would cause our analysts to investigate the supplying provider.  In Mississippi, we found numerous DME suppliers creating large revenue streams for themselves from diapers, underpads, insulin, and syringes.  One recipient repeatedly received 1,100 syringes each month from the same DME supplier.


Nursing Home Residents.  The profiles for recipients living in nursing homes or skilled nursing facilities often show excessive billings for drugs and DME supplies.  It is possible that the recipients do not know that their Medicaid ID is being used, did not give their permission, and that the nursing facility is stockpiling the drugs and supplies for other residents.


Routine Dental Procedures.  Recipients showing a high frequency of routine dental services could be the subject of auto-billing for services not rendered.  In Wyoming, we found several dentists billing for oral exams every five weeks for every recipient in their patient base, with similar patterns identified in Georgia.


· Card Sharing.  In some cases, recipients may lend their card to a friend or relative not covered by Medicaid.  We look for signs such as two visits to different, nearby doctors occurring in a short time frame to monitor this potential method of fraud.


We provide access to the precise system queries used by our own and state staff in the examples above, and suggest customizations based on Nevada program specifics.  As Medicaid changes, so do methods of fraud.  We work together with our counterparts in other states to uncover new methods of fraud and ensure that our clients benefit from this exchange.  We believe the Medicaid community is enriched by sharing these experiences in containing program costs while ensuring recipients appropriate access to covered benefits.


Provider Profiling 


Business analysts review providers in whatever role they represent on a claim or encounter claim, whether as pay to/billing, treating/rendering, prescribing, attending, or referring.  These analysts are skilled at adjusting criteria and processing parameters from run to run to give a slightly different view of the same data, possibly exposing providers that might have otherwise remained unnoticed.  We leverage our experience using techniques such as the following: frequency distribution histograms; averages and standard deviations; upper and lower limits; relative item and relative time weights; minimum denominators; and volume control when reviewing profiles, to understand the behaviors behind the statistics and eliminate false positives before passing the leads to investigators.  Our analysts look forward to working with DHCFP to replicate our successes helping clients uncover aberrant behaviors such as:


Ambulance.  Trips without a related emergency room visit or an admission to a hospital can indicate services not rendered.  The ambulance provider may have provided the recipient an original service, but then continued to bill the program on a repeating basis without transporting the recipient again.  We discovered this behavior most recently in Wyoming and New Mexico.  Ambulance providers may routinely bill a high percentage of their claims for advanced life support (ALS) or basic life support (BLS), because these procedures reimburse at a higher level than a normal trip without ALS or BLS.  This is a common discovery in many states, such as Florida, Mississippi, and Wyoming.


Non-Emergency Transportation (NET).  A high volume of trips or excessive miles declarations for a recipient could indicate a situation where the NET provider is repeatedly billing without providing services after the initial encounter.  This becomes especially apparent if the review of several recipients’ profiles shows the same NET provider.  In New Mexico, ACS fraud analysts discovered that claims for one recipient were paid for almost 60,000 miles in one year.  The next recipient’s claims showed 52,000 miles, and the third ranking recipient showed almost 40,000 miles.  Quick research showed that claims for all three recipients were billed by the same NET provider.


Dental.  A surprising number of dentists bill Medicaid for stainless steel crowns for children under six years of age.  While there may be the occasional medical necessity for this procedure, it is unlikely that the dentist we discovered in Mississippi that averaged 16.7 crowns per child across his entire patient load could claim “medical necessity” for all of them.  This is not only fraudulent behavior, but also patient abuse, as it appears that these dentists were truly installing the crowns in order to avoid the “services not rendered” trap.  We discovered this behavior first in North Carolina, then in Mississippi, followed by Florida, New Mexico, and Wyoming—examples of how we can use our knowledge base gained from one state to help others.


Pharmacy.  This is an area that has many possibilities aside from the narcotic behaviors.  One example would be pharmacists partially filling a prescription while telling the patient that there is not enough of the medication in stock and to return in a few days for the remainder.  The pharmacist bills for the original dispensing fee upon the first visit, and also again for the same prescription when the patient returns.  If the patient does not return, the medication is returned to stock to be re-sold.  If there is a “per month” limit policy in place, we monitor increases in filling activity level as month-end deadlines approach, which typically indicates that the pharmacy scans its records for prescriptions with remaining refills, fills the prescriptions, bills the payor, then returns the drugs to the shelf a few days later.  No credit is issued by the pharmacy, and the drugs are re-sold from inventory.  We look for a high frequency of override codes invoked by a pharmacy, likely in an attempt to avoid normal edits, and found this problem in several states, including Florida and North Carolina.


We identify a high frequency of scripts filled as dispense as written (DAW).  Typically, this indicates that there could be an arrangement between either the pharmacist or the prescriber and the sales representative for the pharmaceutical manufacturer to increase sales and, in return, provide a variety of incentives to the pharmacy or prescribing physician.


We also monitor the amount of over the counter (OTC) drugs dispensed by a pharmacy.  Often, these “freebies” of aspirin, ointment, vitamins, eye drops, laxatives, non-smoking aids, etc., are offered to a recipient picking up a legitimate prescription in an effort to build rapport and encourage future business with the recipient, and to generate a steady revenue stream for the pharmacy, as they bill the program for the OTC.  In Florida and North Carolina, we discovered it was not unusual to find pharmacies consistently generating $15,000 – $25,000 per month in OTC billings.


Since 2000, ACS fraud detection staff has uncovered hundreds of aberrant situations for our customers, only a few of which are detailed here.  We have delved deeply into schemes related to DME supplies and purchases vs. rental of equipment; hospitals and patient transfers; nursing homes and skilled nursing facilities; hospices; outpatient treatments; mental health drugs, especially within nursing homes; repeated “maintenance visits” by physicians to nursing home residents; dental services, and many other behaviors.  We have both a broad exposure to nationwide fraud schemes and the ability to delve deeply into state-specific schemes.


12.5.8
Third Party Liability (TPL)


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.5.8, page 117, and Attachment O

The Third Party Liability (TPL) function provides administrative support for Medicaid cost avoidance and cost recovery. Third Party includes private insurance and Medicare. When other coverage can be identified, claims are denied and providers are advised to bill the other coverage carrier. DHCFP maintains responsibility for all business processes and recovery associated with MER and TEFRA.


The Vendor must respond to the TPL requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

Effective cost avoidance and recovery of third party resources is essential to DHCFP.  The escalating cost of health care and federal regulations dictate the need for flexible methods to ensure valid data is collected and incorporated into claims processing to achieve the most successful third party approach, cost avoidance.  Administering an effective third party liability (TPL) program requires an aggressive approach and a wide variety of functions, both manual and automated.  


ACS is subcontracting with Health Management Systems (HMS) to manage all TPL functions under the new contract.  HMS brings a 30-year history of TPL-related activity which complements ACS’ experience.  Our experience allows us to enter into an active partnership with HMS with a hands-on approach that includes co-location in our Reno office complex to enhance communication and ACS’ project management oversight.  


The partnership between ACS and HMS provides DHCFP with a low-risk TPL solution.  HMS currently performs TPL functions for DHCFP for the fee-for-service recipient population and understands the process, the people, the providers, the environment, and the insurance carriers.  Continuation with the same TPL vendor reduces or eliminates negative impacts on identification of TPL resources, cost avoidance, and recovery.  Since providers are already familiar with HMS, the impact to the provider community is minimal.  In the past six years, HMS has recovered over $38 million for DHCFP, with $11 million in the last year alone.  They have been pivotal in assisting DHCFP cost avoid over $135 million.  One of the most beneficial aspects brought to the TPL functions by HMS is their National Eligibility Database (NEDB).  The NEDB contains coverage for nearly 1,000 payers, is updated daily and is a key component of ensuring TPL accuracy through the data matches.    


A foundation of the ACS and HMS partnership is to streamline TPL related activities and to eliminate duplicate processes. Any opportunity to eliminate duplicate efforts allows efficiencies in the work flow. Efficiency benefits the providers and DHCFP by decreasing delays in critical information being updated or disseminated.  HMS and ACS operate one centralized Reno mailroom for incoming checks and outgoing mail.  Incoming Nevada mail currently handled in HMS’ facilities in Boise and Dallas continues as it does today.   In addition, our contact management system, Oracle CRM OnDemand, stores all TPL communication records in one system.  ACS and HMS share one workflow management process to route work to the appropriate area for action. Workflow data is consolidated in one repository for review from one application, DocFinity WorkFlow. Refer to Proposal Section 12.6, ODRAS Description, in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material for a complete description of DocFinity WorkFlow.   

The foundation of a successful TPL program is updating and maintaining TPL data.  ACS in conjunction with HMS gathers and stores information related to entities with payment responsibility for fee-for service recipients.  Once coverage is verified, HMS updates the TPL data in the Core MMIS including identifying those insurance policies used in cost avoidance activities, adding new TPL segments as coverage is identified and verified, and updating established TPL information to ensure the most current data is on file. All TPL information is stored in the MMIS and available online for editing and inquiry.  


HMS’ NEDB is critical in identifying those entities that may have payment responsibility for a recipient’s health care costs.  The NEDB data matching process keys on 18 demographic markers to successfully identify potential TPL coverage even when certain data elements are missing.  HMS validates each match prior to inclusion in the recipient’s TPL data in the MMIS. 


HMS’ Case Explosion is part of the data matching and verification process which ensures that an update to any TPL information made on the policy holder’s record in the source data causes the same information for each fee-for-service recipient covered by the policy to be updated.  


Following DHCFP guidelines, HMS applies complex algorithms to accurately match recipients to existing TPL coverage as well as follow-up activities which result in recovery of funds for DHCFP.  HMS works with each payer to establish the claim format required to successfully process the claim submission for recovery.  HMS has customized the billing and supporting processes to meet DHCFP-specific business rules that include billing for institutional, pharmacy, dental, and professional claims.  Specific claim level editing and validations are incorporated to identify claims that should or should not be billed to a liable third party.  Once the claims to be billed have been identified and reviewed for accuracy, the claims are submitted to the appropriate third party payer.


HMS continues to initiate post payment recovery activity using their NEDB to accurately match recipients to existing TPL coverage.  Using verified TPL information, HMS bills the other payer for services previously paid by DHCFP.  


HMS has developed relationships with the TPL carriers and has the capability to customize the format preferred by individual payers meeting their unique requirements; payers are able to quickly and accurately adjudicate the claims for recovery for DHCFP.  HMS understands that two of Nevada’s largest carriers do not accept electronic claims; therefore, HMS creates paper UB04 or CMS1500 claim forms for these payers meeting Nevada’s special requirements.


HMS’ current accounts receivable system which is updated and maintained daily continues to be used to meet all DHCFP requirements related to TPL activities.

As the process exists today, with DHCFP performing HIPP outreach, HMS administers HIPP activities.  HMS case managers evaluate cases referred to determine if the case qualifies for HIPP by applying DHCFP-specific cost-effectiveness guidelines.  Historic claims data is used as a key to determine cost effectiveness of possible HIPP participation.  One of the algorithms used is a comparison of expenditures for six months to the cost of the premium for the same period.  If the expenditures are twice the cost of the insurance premium, the case is considered cost effective.  Since entire families are covered as a result of a HIPP case, the process provides those recipients with access to healthcare resources and redirects the cost of care away from Medicaid or the recipient to a third party payer.  


Table 12.5-3 lists three enhancements that ACS is proposing to implement to enhance our service offering to DHCFP.  These enhancements increase the accuracy and timeliness of TPL activities. If approved by DHCFP, we commit to implementing them within the first year of operations as part of the budget neutral portion of the contract   As part of the implementation effort, ACS and HMS asses the changes and remediate both HMS’ system and the Core MMIS to accomplish these enhancements.


Table 12.5-3. TPL Enhancements 

		Enhancement

		Description of Enhancement

		Benefit of Enhancement



		Automate TPL Updates from HMS

		Accept all TPL related information electronically from HMS.

		Electronic transfer of the TPL information from HMS streamlines the process, increases accuracy, the speed of recovery, and realization of cost avoidance in claims payment.  



		Automate TPL Adjustments

		Accept an electronic extract file of claims to be adjusted along with the information to be corrected related to TPL activities from HMS into the MMIS.

		TPL adjustments are completed more often and more quickly. Keying errors are eliminated which results in a more accurate and provider friendly process.



		Pend TPL Data for Verification

		Pend the TPL portion of TPL segments received by the MMIS from eligibility files prior to using them in claims processing.

		Prior to using new TPL information in claims processing it is verified so the most accurate information is on file.  Valid TPL information decreases provider frustration and increases cost avoidance and recovery for DHCFP. 





12.5.9
Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT)


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.5.9, page 117, and Attachment O

The EPSDT function includes processes for the identification and tracking of EPSDT services, referral and follow-up visits, and notifications to EPSDT eligible recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the EPSDT requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) is an important healthcare program, making a measurable difference in the lives of children.  EPSDT services are an effective way to improve the health status of at-risk children and decrease the cost of treatment for health problems through early detection. Today ACS maintains EPSDT system functionality in nine states where we are the fiscal agent. 

We are committed to accurately maintaining the EPSDT function including its processes for the identification and tracking of EPSDT services, referral and follow-up visits, and notifications. Key to the EPSDT function is the EPSDT tracking file which is the repository of recipient data including screening, screening results, referral and treatment dates, and diagnosis and treatment data. The MMIS GUI screens provide authorized users online access to EPSDT data. We continue to maintain the EPSDT reporting function to support DHCFP in evaluating the EPSDT program. This includes producing the CMS-416 report, quarterly and annually, which is used to assess the effectiveness of Nevada’s EPSDT program. For further information regarding our EPSDT operations, refer to Proposal Section 12.7.14 Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT).

Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


The RFP identifies one EPSDT potential expanded contractor responsibility.  We understand based on the State’s answer to question 41 in Amendment 3 that vendors can bid on the expanded responsibilities as part of the budget neutral cost model. Further, the expanded responsibilities that vendors’ bid may become part of the resulting contract at DHCFP’s discretion. Table 12.5-4 lists the potential expanded responsibility, our solution, and if it is included in our budget neutral cost model.  Please refer to Attachment O - Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table for further details regarding our solution to meet these responsibilities.

Table 12.5-4. EPSDT Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		RFP Reference

		Description

		Solution

		Included in ACS’ Budget Neutral Cost Model



		12.5.9.13

		Implement and support a web-based EPSDT form. Form information should be maintained in a database and does not need to interface with the claims system.

		We will include this functionality as part of our DirectAccess EHR solution.

		(





12.5.10
Level of Care


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.5.10, page 118, and Attachment O

The Level of Care (LOC) process and tool is used to determine whether or not a Medicaid recipient meets the nursing facility standard LOC or other LOC determination, such as Pediatric Level I, Pediatric Level II, and/or ventilator. The LOC determines the appropriate level of service and payment rate for the Nursing Facility. LOC are done for Medicaid-eligible recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the Level of Care requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

Determining and providing the appropriate nursing facility level of care (LOC) for Nevada Medicaid-eligible recipients supports appropriate access to service and expenditure of healthcare funds. The LOC process and tool within the Core MMIS is used to preliminarily determine whether or not applicants seeking services meet the nursing facility LOC criteria or other LOC determination. The LOC process enables us to consistently—and in an objective and un-biased manner—determine the appropriate LOC to be provided by the facility. 

The LOC information tool allows online entry of the nursing facility tracking form and waiver information by DHCFP and hospice and intermediate care facility for the mentally retarded (ICF/MR) information by ACS.  System security, including assigned individual IDs and passwords that limit access and update functionality to specific applications and files, ensure that only appropriate information is entered in the LOC tool by designated users. The role-based security allows add, change, delete, and inquiry functions to those users on an as-needed basis.


The nursing facility tracking form is key to the LOC determination process. Nursing facilities complete the form online at DHCFP’s website then print the completed form and fax to ACS for a LOC determination. The form notifies the Medicaid Central Office of any nursing facility admission, discharge or death for all Medicaid eligible recipients and includes Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR) evaluation information. ACS care management staff uses the information provided on the form to update the Core MMIS with necessary information so the nursing facility can bill for services rendered. 


Once the Core MMIS LOC tool determines the appropriate LOC and payment rate, the system generates a letter to the provider specifying eligibility dates, provider number, and service level category. Letters are printed and mailed locally, from our Reno facility. 


12.5.11
Reference


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.5.11, page 118, and Attachment O

The Reference Data business function includes the process for maintaining the reference data. This includes, but is not limited to rate, procedure, diagnosis and medical policy data for various business functions including but not limited to processing claims, calculating capitations, and reporting, and used to ensure claims are paid in accordance with State policy.


The Vendor must respond to the Reference requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

We bring an unequalled depth of reference experience to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. Today, we support reference business functions for a diverse set of customers, ranging from small Medicaid programs like Wyoming to large programs like Texas. Because of this experience, we understand the role that effective reference data maintenance plays in enforcing different policies and procedures for the various programs administered by DHCFP. Reference data includes rate, procedure, diagnosis and medical policy data for various business functions including processing claims, calculating capitations, and reporting.  It is also used to ensure claims are paid in accordance with DHCFP policy. We operate and support all reference data maintenance functions, files, and data elements necessary to meet the requirements in the RFP, and State and federal rules and regulations. 

We support the reference function by processing updates to the system’s reference files on a daily basis using a combination of batch and online updates. This includes processing updates from external interfaces such as the HCPCS data provided by CMS. We work with DHCFP to develop file update procedures and authorization protocols. We ensure that only the most current reference data is used for claims processing edits, audits, and pricing logic in accordance with DHCFP policies.  Batch and online updates are carefully edited before updating the production reference files.  Further, we stage updates to the reference files to ensure proper testing and consistent claims processing in accordance with DHCFP policy before updating the production data. Following the processing of each batch file in production, we review audit trail and error reports that list all erroneous input to verify that the reference files were updated properly.


QA staff is responsible for online updates to the reference files. Access to data is limited based on appropriate security profiles to ensure the utmost confidence in the data.  Only authorized personnel can submit changes or make changes online to the reference data. For greater convenience and accuracy, we develop file maintenance input forms that mirror the format of the current online screens. We have found this process very effective in our accounts across the country in improving the accuracy of data keyed into the reference files. Staff receives the input forms and enters the data into the system, including add, change, and delete transactions for all files. 

12.5.12
Management & Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS)


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.5.12, page 118, and Attachment O

The Management and Administrative Review Subsystem (MARS) produces reports regarding Nevada Medicaid and Check Up payments, provider and beneficiary enrollment, program participation, and claims processing, assisting DHCFP with managing operations of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program. These reports also allow DHCFP to track the impact of policy changes on Medicaid and Check Up activity.


The Vendor must respond to the MARS requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

ACS delivers timely, accurate reports; provides responsive and accountable support; and modifies and improves the Management & Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS) as required by business needs. Our overall experience with MARS goes back to the original federal MMIS MARS model, which we designed in the early 1970s.  Since that time, we have provided MARS solutions to over 30 states, developing and refining our MARS expertise through many years of providing MARS services.  Today we operate MARS systems, like Nevada’s, that are primarily batch driven as well as our EMAR system that is Web-based.  We completely understand how to takeover, operate, maintain, and enhance the Core MMIS MARS and have successfully taken over another vendor’s MARS in Alaska, Texas, Mississippi, Florida and New Mexico. 


DHCFP is among the most visible government agencies within the State of Nevada, and seemingly minor trends can have major effects on expenditures and service levels.  MARS keeps DHCFP informed of what is happening with the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs as a whole.  MARS provides DHCFP with timely and meaningful reporting capabilities and enables DHCFP to analyze historical trends and predict the impact of policy changes on programs. It produces reports regarding Nevada Medicaid and Check Up payments, provider and recipient enrollment, program participation, and claims processing, assisting DHCFP with managing operations of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program. MARS reports also allow DHCFP to track the impact of policy changes on Medicaid and Check Up activity. ACS offers DHCFP a winning combination of Medicaid experience and technical expertise, which we apply to the Nevada project to achieve a seamless operation of MARS.

Our approach to the MARS contractor requirements is supported by the Core MMIS MARS and our team of well-trained staff that support it.  MARS compiles information from various Core MMIS files and database tables for MARS federal and State reporting requirements. Core MMIS staff within the maintenance team ensures that MARS reports are generated according to schedule.  They balance MARS report data to comparable data from other MARS and non-MARS reports to ensure validity. They also reconcile all financial reports with claims processing reports. After each MARS production run and thorough review by our staff, we deliver balancing results to DHCFP.  MARS reports are loaded to ODRAS for easy online retrieval.  We also print and deliver reports according to DHCFP specifications. ACS carefully reviews the printed material prior to distributing it to the appropriate users.  Core MMIS staff within the enhancement team enhances MARS reports to meet evolving needs within the Nevada programs, which are often the result of internal changes or changes in federal or State regulations, procedures, policies, or laws.  

Medicaid Statistical Information System (MSIS).  We generate, submit, and correct, if necessary, MSIS files for CMS, according to CMS time frames and as defined by DHCFP. We are very familiar with the MSIS requirements and support this functionality for all of our fiscal agent operations.  We are well-prepared to provide the millions of records needed for MSIS reporting.  The purpose of MSIS is to collect, manage, analyze, and disseminate information on recipients’ utilization, and payment for services covered by state Medicaid programs. States provide CMS with quarterly computer files containing specified data elements for persons covered by Medicaid and adjudicated claims for medical services reimbursed with Title XIX funds. The data provides CMS with a large-scale database of state eligibles and services for analyses. We furnish this data on the federal fiscal year quarterly schedule, which begins October 1 of each year.  We generate MSIS files from Core MMIS data and deliver them to CMS according to schedule.
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MMISDaily

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - Daily Reports

		Report ID		Report Name		Frequency of Report

		AM-O-001		AUTOMATED MAILING PROVIDER LISTING		Daily

		AM-O-002		AUTOMATED MAILING ENROLLEE LISTING		Daily

		AS-O-120		BILLING AUTHORIZATIONS - LEVEL OF CARE UPDATES		Daily

		CP-O-001-03		DAILY INPUT SUMMARY		Daily

		CP-O-004		PEND LOCATION TOTALS REPORT		Daily

		CP-O-008		CLAIMS HISTORY INFORMATION RETRIEVAL PROCESSOR		Daily

		CP-O-008-01		CLAIMS HISTORY INFORMATION RETRIEVAL PROCESSOR		Daily

		CP-O-008-H		CLAIMS HISTORY INFORMATION RETRIEVAL PROCESSOR		Daily

		CP-O-009		CLAIMS HISTORY INFORMATION RETRIEVAL PROCESSOR		Daily

		CP-O-01		SUSPEND ADJUDICATION TRANSACTION REPORT		Daily

		CP-O-010-01		DAILY CONTROL REPORT (APPROVED CLAIMS)		Daily

		CP-O-010-02		DAILY CONTROL REPORT (DENIED/PENDED/REJECTED CLAIMS)		Daily

		CP-O-010-03		DAILY CLAIMS SUMMARY REPORT		Daily

		CP-O-015-01		RX V/S EDI CLAIMS DAILY MISMATCH REPORT		Daily

		CP-O-016		ADJUDICATION BATCH CYCLE CONTROL TOTAL REPORT		Daily

		CP-O-044-10		DAILY CLAIMS INPUT ANALYSIS		Daily

		CP-O-045-01		LIST OF CLAIMS VOIDED EN MASSE		Daily

		CP-O-045-02		LIST OF CLAIMS ADJUSTED EN MASSE		Daily

		CP-O-045-03		UNMATCHED ADJUSTMENTS		Daily

		CP-O-090-01		DENY ERROR ANALYSIS  FEE-FOR-SERVICE		Daily

		CP-O-090-02		SUMMARY EOB ANALYSIS		Daily

		CP-O-090-03		PEND ERROR ANALYSIS		Daily

		CP-O-090-04		RESUBMIT ERROR ANALYSIS		Daily

		CP-O-090-05		SUMMARY ERROR ANALYSIS  FEE-FOR-SERVICE		Daily

		CP-O-090-06		TEST ERROR ANALYSIS		Daily

		CP-O-250		FIRSTSX PHARMACY CLAIMS - CONTROL REPORT		Daily

		CP-O-251		FIRSTSX PHARMACY CLAIMS - LOG REPORT		Daily

		CP-O-252		DEFAULTED OBJECT CODE CRITERIA		Daily

		CP-O-413		PENDED CLAIM ANALYSIS BY TRANSFER DATE		Daily

		CP-O-424		ENROLLEE DRUG UTILIZATION REPORT		Daily

		CP-O-426		PREPROCESSOR CROSSOVER SYSTEM(NO MEDICAID PROVIDER ON FILE)		Daily

		CP-O-427		PREPROCESSOR CROSSOVER SYSTEM(NO MEDICAID PROVIDER ON FILE)		Daily

		CP-O-440		MAG TAPE SERVICE CENTER ERROR REPORT		Daily

		CP-O-445-01		CLAIM CHECK WIZARD AUDIT MESSAGES		Daily

		CP-O-455		CLAIMS HISTORY INFORMATION RETRIEVAL PROCESSOR		Daily

		CP-O-462-02		NUMBER OF PA RECEIVED (OVER 14 DAYS)		Daily

		CP-O-472-01		EDI/EMC INPUT PROOF LIST		Daily

		CP-O-472-02		EDI/EMC INPUT PROOF LIST		Daily

		CP-O-472-03		EDI/EMC INPUT PROOF LIST		Daily

		CP-O-474-02		EDITS WITH NO UNIT ASSIGNMENTS		Daily

		CP-O-513		ICN ASSIGN CONTROL REPORT		Daily

		CP-O-515		CLAIMS PROCESSING - ADA PAPER INPUT TOTALS		Daily

		CP-O-516		CLAIMS PROCESSING - ADA PAPER INPUT TOTALS		Daily

		CP-O-517		CLAIMS PROCESSING - OUTPUT TOTALS		Daily

		CP-O-518		CLAIMS PROCESSING - OUTPUT TOTALS		Daily

		CP-O-781		SUBMITTED CLAIMS WITH NPI EDITS		Daily

		CP-O-782		MISMATCHED PROVIDER ID REPORT		Daily

		CP-O-99A		CLAIMS PROCESSING - CLAIM INFORMATION FROM CROSSWALK REPORT - ADA		Daily

		CP-O-99M		CLAIMS PROCESSING - CLAIM INFORMATION FROM CROSSWALK REPORT - ADA		Daily

		CP-V-005-02				Daily

		CP-V-008-02				Daily

		CP-V-010-01				Daily

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - Daily Reports

		Report ID		Report Name		Frequency of Report

		CP-V-551				Daily

		CP-V-555				Daily

		CP-V-605-01				Daily

		CP-V-605-02				Daily

		CP-V-610				Daily

		CP-V-615				Daily

		CP-V-620-01				Daily

		CP-V-620-02				Daily

		EP-O-001		EPSDT ON-LINE AUDIT-TRAIL		Daily

		FN-O-003		PRELIMINARY WEEK-TO-DATE BUDGET ANALYSIS REPORT		Daily

		FN-O-078		HIPP CORRESPONDENCE UPDATE/ERROR REPORT		Daily

		FN-O-106		VOID CLAIM/FINANCIAL REPORT		Daily

		FN-O-120		SOBRA PAYMENTS WORK REPORT		Daily

		MC-O-009		M A N A G E D    C A R E		Daily

		MC-O-009A		M A N A G E D    C A R E		Daily

		MC-O-025		M A N A G E D    C A R E		Daily

		MC-O-026		M A N A G E D    C A R E		Daily

		MC-O-027		M A N A G E D    C A R E		Daily

		MC-O-310		PREASSIGNED ENROLLEES IN CITY/COUNTY CODES		Daily

		PS-O-005		PROVIDER APPLICATIONS PENDING		Daily

		PS-O-050		BASE PROVIDER UPDATE REPORT		Daily

		PS-O-099		PROVIDER AUDIT TRAIL		Daily

		PS-O-510		BASE ID CLEANUP REPORT		Daily

		RF-O-002-01		PROCEDURE AUDIT TRAIL		Daily

		RF-O-002-02		PROCEDURE AUDIT TRAIL		Daily

		RF-O-002-03		FORMULARY AUDIT TRAIL		Daily

		RF-O-002-04		PROCEDURE AUDIT TRAIL		Daily

		RF-O-002-05		PROCEDURE AUDIT TRAIL		Daily

		RF-O-002-06		PROCEDURE AUDIT TRAIL		Daily

		RF-O-002-07		PROCEDURE AUDIT TRAIL		Daily

		RF-O-002-08		PROCEDURE AUDIT TRAIL		Daily

		RF-O-111		DRG AUDIT TRAIL		Daily

		RF-O-200-01		UNIDENTIFIED LOGGED RECORDS		Daily

		RF-O-200-02		LOG SPLIT CONTROL TOTALS BY SUBSYSTEM		Daily

		RF-O-900		LETTER PRINT CONTROL REPORT		Daily

		RF-O-902		LETTER PRINT ERROR REPORT		Daily

		RF-O-950		LETTER PRINT CONTROL REPORT		Daily

		RRS-O-622		ELIGIBILITY TAPE FOR CITY/COUNTY		Daily

		RRS-O-671		UNCOMPENSATED TRANSFER UPDATE		Daily

		RS-O-002A		ELIGIBILITY BACKUP CONTROL TOTALS		Daily

		RS-O-002B		ELIGIBILITY TRIGGER CONTROL TOTALS		Daily

		RS-O-050		BENEFIT DEFINITION AUDIT TRAIL		Daily

		RS-O-051		ENROLLEES IN BENEFIT PLAN TO BE CLOSED		Daily

		RS-O-062		CASE/ENROLLEE LABEL REQUEST CONTROL REPORTS		Daily

		RS-O-080		BENEFIT PACKAGE ENROLLMENT RULES REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-090		ELIGIBILITY RULES REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-105		RESTRICTED ENROLLEES WITH CLOSED BENEFIT PACKAGES		Daily

		RS-O-112		CLIENT INFORMATION DOCUMENT (CID)		Daily

		RS-O-120		ENROLLEES CANCELLED AND ID CARD REISSUES		Daily

		RS-O-121		ENROLLEES CANCELLED AND ID CARD REISSUES SUMMARY		Daily

		RS-O-125		ELIGIBILITY AUDIT TRAIL		Daily

		RS-O-130		ENROLLEE LINK/UNLINK REPORT		Daily

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - Daily Reports

		Report ID		Report Name		Frequency of Report

		RS-O-136		MEDICAID ID CARD ERROR REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-186		BENEFIT PACKAGE VERIFICATION EXCEPTION REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-190		LETTER REQUEST FILE FORMAT CONTROL TOTAL REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-200		ENROLLEE ID CARD REQUEST LISTING		Daily

		RS-O-228		CMM ENROLLEES WITH ELIGIBILITY REINSTATED		Daily

		RS-O-286		ESI ENROLLEES ELIGIBLE FOR MEDICAID/CHECK UP		Daily

		RS-O-396		ENROLLEES ID CARD RETURN REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-609		ENROLLEE DUPLICATE EXEMPT FILE CHANGE REQUESTS		Daily

		RS-O-620		ENROLLEE ELIGIBILITY		Daily

		RS-O-621		CASE PRINT FACSIMILE		Daily

		RS-O-626		ENROLLEE AID CATEGORY EXTRACT REQUEST CONTROL TOTALS		Daily

		RS-O-627		MEDICAID ELIGIBLE CASES AND ENROLLEES		Daily

		RS-O-629		FRAUD/CONVICTION UPDATE DETAIL LISTING		Daily

		RS-O-629A		FRAUD/CONVICTION DETAIL TABLE LISTING		Daily

		RS-O-630		FRAUD/CONVICTION UPDATE		Daily

		RS-O-670		UNCOMPENSATED PROPERTY TRANSFER DETAIL TABLE LISTING		Daily

		RS-O-700		AUTOMATED ELIGIBILITY AND PROVIDER PAYMENT VERIFICATION		Daily

		RS-O-701		AUTOMATED ELIGIBILITY AND PROVIDER PAYMENT VERIFICATION		Daily

		RS-O-702		AUTOMATED ELIGIBILITY AND PROVIDER PAYMENT VERIFICATION		Daily

		RS-O-803		ENROLLEES DATE OF DEATH DESCRIPENCY REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-805		NOMADS INTERFACE ERROR REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-806		NOMADS INTERFACE PROCESSING SUMMARY REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-809		TPL INTERFACE ERROR REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-810		PENDING NOMADS INTERFACE ERROR REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-814		MEDICARE BENEFIT UNVOID REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-815		LINK/UNLINK ERROR REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-816		LINK/UNLINK SUMMARY REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-820		LINK/UNLINK SUCCESS REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-825		CHECKUP INTERFACE ERROR REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-826		CHECKUP INTERFACE PROCESSING SUMMARY REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-835		AUTO LINK FAILURE REPORT		Daily

		RS-O-836		AUTO LINK SUCCESS REPORT		Daily

		RS-V-809		TPL Error Interface Report		Daily

		SU-O-055		EOMB ONLINE AUDIT REPORT		Daily

		SU-O-056		EOMB CONTROL FILE REPORT		Daily

		SU-O-057		EOMB SELECTION PROCESSING REPORT		Daily

		SU-V-055		EOMB ONLINE AUDIT REPORT		Daily

		SU-V-056		EOMB CONTROL FILE REPORT		Daily

		TP-O-130		TPL AUDIT TRAIL		Daily
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MMISWeekly

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - Weekly Reports

		Report ID		Report Name		Frequency of Report

		CP-O-006-01		DISPOSITION OF CLAIMS		Weekly

		CP-O-007		ADJUSTMENT / VOID CONTROL LIST		Weekly

		CP-O-012-01		TPL CLAIMS ADJUSTMENT/VOID		Weekly

		CP-O-012-02		TPL CLAIMS ADJUSTMENT/VOID SUMMARY		Weekly

		CP-O-024		LTC PROVIDER SUMMARY		Weekly

		CP-O-053-01		WEEKLY AGED LIST BY ICN		Weekly

		CP-O-053-02		WEEKLY AGED LIST BY PROVIDER,ICN		Weekly

		CP-O-056-01		WEEKLY PENDED CLAIMS		Weekly

		CP-O-056-02		WEEKLY DENIED CLAIMS		Weekly

		CP-O-056-03		WEEKLY PENDED CLAIMS:UNIT 100		Weekly

		CP-O-056-04		PENDED CLAIM BREAKDOWN BY LOCATION: AGED ANALYSIS		Weekly

		CP-O-056-05		PENDED CLAIM BREAKDOWN BY LOCATION: AGED ANALYSIS		Weekly

		CP-O-091		WEEKLY ERROR REPORT ANALYSIS PRIOR AUTHORIZATION		Weekly

		CP-O-092-01		WEEKLY ERROR ANALYSIS REPORT SUSPECT DUPE ERRORS		Weekly

		CP-O-092-02		WEEKLY ERROR ANALYSIS REPORT EXACT DUPE ERRORS		Weekly

		CP-O-093		WEEKLY ERROR ANALYSIS REPORT SERVICE LIMITS ERRORS		Weekly

		CP-O-095		WEEKLY ERROR ANALYSIS REPORT COMBINATION EDIT ERRORS		Weekly

		CP-O-340		MEDICAID NON COVERED XOVB PAID CLAIMS		Weekly

		CP-O-401		PEND TRACKING MANAGEMENT REPORT		Weekly

		CP-O-402		PEND TRACKING MANAGEMENT REPORT BY CLAIM TECHNICIAN		Weekly

		CP-O-403		TEST RUN FOR MAGTAPE SERVICE CENTER -		Weekly

		CP-O-406		PENDED CLAIMS OVER 30 DAYS OLD		Weekly

		CP-O-409-01		AGED PENDED CLAIMS WITH STATUS OF 4		Weekly

		CP-O-409-02		AGED PENDED CLAIMS WITH STATUS OF 7		Weekly

		CP-O-411		ITEMS PENDED FOR REVIEW OF MEDICARE COVERAGE(REASON 230)		Weekly

		CP-O-421		WEEKLY PEND FILE ANALYSIS		Weekly

		CP-O-439		PENDED CLIENT MEDICAL MANAGEMENT CLAIMS		Weekly

		CP-O-475		MEDICAID UNMATCHED ADJUSTMENTS AND ADJUSTMENTS ERRORS - FEE FOR SERVICE 		Weekly

		CP-O-487		VOID TRANSACTIONS		Weekly

		CP-O-509		DETAILED SUMMARY OF RESUBMIT TPL CLAIMS - BY PROVIDER		Weekly

		CP-O-551		PENDED CLAIMS ERRORS OVERRIDDEN BY OPERATOR		Weekly

		CP-O-552		PENDING MASS ADJUSTMENTS REPORT		Weekly

		CP-O-700		SISTER AGENCY WEEKLY PA STATUS REPORT		Weekly

		CP-O-702		CLAIMS ADJUDICATED - PEND           		Weekly

		CP-O-703		CLAIMS ADJUDICATED - DENIED 		Weekly

		DR-O-003		FIRST REBATE CLAIMS CONTROL TOTALS		Weekly

		EP-O-010		NEW ENROLLEE AND MISSED SCREEN LIST		Weekly

		EP-O-048		NEW ELIGIBLES REPORT		Weekly

		EP-O-100-3		RECENT NEXT SCREEN DATES RECOMPUTED		Weekly

		FN-O-004		MANAGEMENT FEES CONVERTED TO CLAIMS REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-005		HMO CAPS CONVERTED TO CLAIMS  REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-006		CMM/PCP FEES CONVERTED TO CLAIMS REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-007		LISTING OF FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS BY PAYEE ID REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-008		CURRENT WEEK BUDGET PEND REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-009		BUDGET CONTROL REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-012		FINANCIAL TRANSACTION BY FINANCIAL CONTROL NUMBER REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-013		FINANCIAL TRANSACTION BY REASON CODE REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-014		FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS BY TRANSACTION TYPE REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-015		FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS BY CATEGORY OF SERVICE REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-016-A		WEEKLY BALANCING REPORT - FUNDING SOURCE		Weekly

		FN-O-016-B		WEEKLY BALANCING REPORT - OBJECT CODE		Weekly

		FN-O-016-C		FINANCIAL CONTROL SUMMARY		Weekly

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - Weekly Reports

		Report ID		Report Name		Frequency of Report

		FN-O-028		DISBURSEMENT CONTROL TOTALS REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-029		WEEKLY CHECK REGISTER BY BANK REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-032		FINANCIAL PAYMENT HOLD REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-033		FINANCIAL PAYMENT RELEASE REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-036		WEEKLY CHECK REGISTER BY PAYEE ID REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-052		PROVIDER PAYMENT ANALYSIS REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-053		FACILITY MEDICAL REMITTANCE ADVICE 		Weekly

		FN-O-054		PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL REMITTANCE ADVICE 		Weekly

		FN-O-056		REMITTANCE ACTIVITY CONTROL TOTALS REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-079		PAYEE NEGATIVE BALANCE REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-084		WEEKLY RA SORT CONTROL TOTALS REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-085		HIPP PREMIUM PAYMENT ERROR REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-096		DISPROPORTIONATE SHARE - REMITTANCE DATE 01/01/2010		Weekly

		FN-O-099		BANK EFT FILE TRANSMISSION LIST		Weekly

		FN-O-100		REMITTANCE ADVICE PROVIDER REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-101		INVALID REMITTANCE PROVIDER ID		Weekly

		FN-O-104		OBJECT CODE NOT ASSIGNED		Weekly

		FN-O-104-A		CLAIMS PENDED FOR EDIT 827-OBJECT CODE NOT ASSIGNED		Weekly

		FN-O-105		PREVIOUS WEEKS BUDGET PEND REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-108		EXPENDITURE ADVICE JOURNAL VOUCHER REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-108-A		CONTROLLER'S OFFICE - JOURNAL VOUCHER		Weekly

		FN-O-111		PROVIDER OUTSTANDING NEGATIVE BALANCE REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-115		OBJECT CODE/CROSSWALK AUDIT REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-300		FINANCIAL ADD/UPDATE AUDIT REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-305		FINANCIAL ADD/UPDATE QA AUDIT REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-500-01		CASH RECEIPT SUMMARY REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-500-02		CASH RECEIPT DETAIL REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-500-03		CASH RECEIPTS BY OBJECT CODE REPORT		Weekly

		FN-O-500-10		CASH RECEIPT DETAIL REPORT		Weekly

		FN-V-012		FINANCIAL TRANSACTION BY FINANCIAL CONTROL NUMBER REPORT		Weekly

		FN-V-013		FINANCIAL TRANSACTION BY REASON CODE REPORT		Weekly

		FN-V-016A		WEEKLY BALANCING REPORT - FUNDING SOURCE 		Weekly

		FN-V-016B		WEEKLY BALANCING REPORT - OBJECT CODE 		Weekly

		FN-V-016C		FINANCIAL CONTROL SUMMARY		Weekly

		FN-V-027		DISBURSEMENT REGISTER TOTALS  REPORT 		Weekly

		FN-V-029		WEEKLY CHECK REGISTER BY BANK REPORT		Weekly

		FN-V-036		WEEKLY CHECK REGISTER BY PAYEE ID REPORT 		Weekly

		FN-V-056		REMITTANCE ACTIVITY CONTROL TOTALS REPORT		Weekly

		FN-V-104		OBJECT CODE NOT ASSIGNED		Weekly

		FN-V-104-A		CLAIMS PENDED FOR EDIT 827-OBJECT CODE NOT ASSIGNED		Weekly

		FN-V-105		PREVIOUS WEEKS BUDGET PEND REPORT  		Weekly

		FN-V-108A		CONTROLLER'S OFFICE - JOURNAL VOUCHER 		Weekly

		FN-V-110A		ARRA SPLIT CHANGE - CLAIM TRANSACTIONS		Weekly

		FN-V-110B		ARRA SPLIT CHANGE - FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS		Weekly

		FN-V-111		PROVIDER OUTSTANDING NEGATIVE BALANCE REPORT		Weekly

		FN-V-118		ACCOUNTING INTERFACE		Weekly

		FN-V-500-03		CASH RECEIPTS BY OBJECT CODE REPORT  		Weekly

		MR-O-110		DSS WAIVER FACILITY CLAIM RECORDS CHANGED TO BENEFIT PROGRAM CODE 98		Weekly

		MR-O-111		DSS WAIVER DRUG CLAIM RECORDS CHANGED TO BENEFIT PROGRAM CODE 98		Weekly

		MR-O-112		DSS WAIVER PROFESSIONAL CLAIM RECORDS CHANGED TO BENEFIT PROGRAM CODE 98		Weekly

		PS-O-055		CLIA FILE ERROR/CONTROL REPORT		Weekly

		PS-O-075		ACTIVE PROVIDERS WITH DUPLICATE SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER REPORT		Weekly

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - Weekly Reports

		Report ID		Report Name		Frequency of Report

		PS-O-077		ACTIVE PROVIDERS WITH DUPLICATE FEIN NUMBER REPORT		Weekly

		PS-O-083		PROVIDER MASTER FILE ZIP CODE		Weekly

		RF-O-008-01		BLUE BOOK DRUG UPDATE COMPARISON REPORT		Weekly

		RF-O-008-02		BLUE BOOK DRUG ERROR REPORT		Weekly

		RF-O-008-03		BLUE BOOK DRUG ADD REPORT		Weekly

		RF-O-008-04		NEVADA FORMULARY DRUG PRICES BY NDC		Weekly

		RF-O-008-05		NEVADA FORMULARY DRUG PRICES BY LABELER		Weekly

		RS-O-285		PS ENROLLEES WITHIN 45 DAYS OF EXPECTED DELIVERY DATE		Weekly

		RS-V-627		HIFA Pregnancy Report		Weekly

		TP-O-008		WEEKLY TPL RESOURCE FILE COUNTS		Weekly

		TP-O-007		TPL CARRIER ALPHABETIC REPORT		Weekly
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MMISMonth

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - Monthly Reports

		Report ID		Report Name		Frequency of Report

		AS-O-201		CONTROL TOTALS AND ERROR REPORT		Monthly

		AS-O-300		AUDIT COUNTS FOR NURSING HOME EXTRACT		Monthly

		AS-O-305		LEVEL OF CARE AND PRE-SCREENING MISMATCH		Monthly

		AS-O-310		LEVEL OF CARE WITHOUT CURRENT ASSESSMENTS		Monthly

		AS-O-316		DISCHARGE SUMMARY		Monthly

		AS-O-320		LEVEL OF CARE PROVIDERS ALPHA LISTING		Monthly

		AS-O-325		LEVEL OF CARE ENROLLEES DECEASED LISTING		Monthly

		AS-O-330		LEVEL OF CARE ENROLLEES CANCELLATION LISTING		Monthly

		AS-O-335		LEVEL OF CARE ENROLLEE ALPHA LIST		Monthly

		CA-O-001		CPAS STRATA CONTROL REPORT FROM            THRU		Monthly

		CA-O-003		CPAS MONTHLY SAMPLE REVIEW - DISPOSITION REPORT		Monthly

		CA-O-004		CPAS MONTHLY SAMPLE REVIEW - DISPOSITION SUMMARY		Monthly

		CA-O-005		CPAS MONTHLY SAMPLE REVIEW - PROCEDURAL ERRORS		Monthly

		CA-O-006		CPAS MONTHLY SAMPLE REVIEW - DOLLAR ERRORS		Monthly

		CA-O-007		CPAS MONTHLY SAMPLE REVIEW - ERROR PRONE PROFILE SUMMARY		Monthly

		CPEO-001-03		DAILY INPUT SUMMARY		Monthly

		CP-O-002		CLEAN AND ERROR FREE CLAIMS THROUGHPUT REPORT		Monthly

		CP-O-005-02		DECEASED ENROLLEE LISTING		Monthly

		CP-O-099		PROVIDER HIGH ERROR RATE REPORT (FEE FOR SERVICE)		Monthly

		CP-O-141		PURCHASE/RENTAL/REPAIR EXCEPTION REPORT		Monthly

		CP-O-283-01		MONTHLY CONTROL REPORT (APPROVED CLAIMS)		Monthly

		CP-O-283-02		MONTHLY CONTROL REPORT (DENIED/REJECTED CLAIMS)		Monthly

		CP-O-283-03		MONTHLY CLAIMS SUMMARY REPORT		Monthly

		CP-O-295-01		AUDIT TRAIL OF PAY GREATER THAN BILLED CHARGES		Monthly

		CP-O-296-01		AUDIT TRAIL OF PAY GREATER THAN BILLED CHARGES		Monthly

		CP-O-400		CLAIMS THAT BYPASSED TPL EDITS		Monthly

		CP-O-419		MONTHLY REJECTED CLAIMS SUMMARY		Monthly

		CP-O-423-02		HOSPITAL UTILIZATION REVIEW		Monthly

		CP-O-437-01		EMERGENCY SERVICES UTILIZATION REVIEW SAVINGS REPORT		Monthly

		CP-O-437-02		EMERGENCY SERVICES UTILIZATION REVIEW SAVINGS REPORT		Monthly

		CP-O-437-03		EMERGENCY SERVICES UTILIZATION REVIEW SAVINGS REPORT		Monthly

		CP-O-437-04		EMERGENCY SERVICES UTILIZATION REVIEW SAVINGS REPORT		Monthly

		CP-O-442-03		CLAIM CHECK SAVINGS REPORT		Monthly

		CP-O-444-01		CLAIM CHECK SAVINGS REPORT		Monthly

		CP-O-446		PA ACTION STATUS TOTALS BY PROVIDER		Monthly

		CP-O-463		PRIOR AUTHORIZATION MONTHLY STATUS REPORT		Monthly

		CP-O-464		INPATIENT REPORT (REQUESTED BY PA SERVICE TYPE)		Monthly

		CP-O-465		WAIVER PROGRAM(NO CLAIMS OVER 60 DAYS)		Monthly

		CP-O-466		COMMUNITY BASE CARE PROVIDER		Monthly

		CP-O-467		OUTSTANDING DENTAL PRE-AUTHORIZATION RECORDS		Monthly

		CP-O-480		FEE FOR SERVICE CLAIMS PAID FOR HMO ENROLLED ENROLLEES		Monthly

		CP-O-486		CLAIMS FOR ENROLLEES WITH NO TPL COVERAGE (812 PROJECT)		Monthly

		CP-O-499		CLAIMS PEND REPORT		Monthly

		CP-O-508		HMO CLAIMS REQUIRING RECOVERY		Monthly

		CP-O-511		MONTHLY ADJUDICATED CLAIMS WITH 3RD PARTY REPORTED		Monthly

		CP-O-514		MEDICARE COST AVOIDANCE REPORT		Monthly

		CP-O-520-02		OFFICE OF COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES TOTAL MONTHLY DHCFP EXPENDITURES		Monthly

		CP-O-555		MONTHLY ICN LISTING OF PENDED CLAIMS FOR EDIT 282		Monthly

		EP-O-010-1		EPSDT MASTER FILE MAINTENANCE LOG - MEDICAID ORDER		Monthly

		EP-O-010-2		EPSDT MASTER FILE MAINTENANCE LOG - NAME ORDER		Monthly

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - Monthly Reports

		Report ID		Report Name		Frequency of Report

		EP-O-012		EPSDT MONTH TO DATE MEDICAL SCREENING		Monthly

		EP-O-014		EPSDT MONTHLY SCREENING CONTROL REPORT		Monthly

		EP-O-037		MONTHLY SCREENING DETA IL REPORT		Monthly

		EP-O-042		CALCULATE EPSDT PROVIDERS COMPLIANCE RATES		Monthly

		EP-O-045		PROVIDER PERIODICITY COMPLIANCE REPORT		Monthly

		EP-O-047		MONTHLY MEDICAL SCREENING REPORT		Monthly

		EP-O-050		SCREENING PROVIDER BENEFICIARY REPORT		Monthly

		EP-O-086		EPSDT PROVIDER UTILIZATION		Monthly

		EP-O-094		EPSDT MONTH-TO-DATE ENROLLEE STATUS REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-001-A		BUDGET FILE SUMMARY REPORT - AMOUNTS		Monthly

		FN-O-001-B		BUDGET FILE SUMMARY REPORT - FUND SPLITS		Monthly

		FN-O-017		BASIC ACCOUNTING CODE (OBJECT CODE) CROSSWALK REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-030		INACTIVE PROVIDERS WITH NEGATIVE  BALANCE REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-037		PAID CHECK REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-039		CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-040		VOIDS AND REPLACEMENTS JOURNAL REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-043		ERROR REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-044		RECONCILIATION PROCESS SUMMARY REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-057		HIPP PAYMENT BY PREMIUM TYPE REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-058		HIPP PAYMENT BY USER REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-059		HIPP ACTIVITY DSS REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-060		HIPP ACTIVITY BY USER REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-061		HIPP CHECK SUMMARY REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-062		HIPP PENDING ENROLLMENT REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-063		HIPP NON-PAID CASES REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-064-D		HIPP COST RE-EVALUATION DATA/ERROR REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-064-E		HIPP COST RE-EVALUATION AUDIT TRAIL ERROR REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-070		HIPP OUTSTANDING RECOUPMENTS REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-080		CANCELLED PROVIDER CREDIT COLLECTION REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-081		CANCELLED PROVIDERS WITH NEGATIVE BALANCE REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-103		HIPP CORRESPONDENCE UPDATE/ERROR REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-200		TRANSPORTATION CAPITATION PAYMENT CONTROL TOTAL REPORT		Monthly

		FN-O-201		TRANSPORTATION CAPITATION PAYMENT ERROR REPORT		Monthly

		FN-V-001-A		BUDGET FILE SUMMARY REPORT - AMOUNTS		Monthly

		FN-V-155		BANK RECONCILIATION - PROVIDER DISBURSEMENT REPORT		Monthly

		MC-O-012		MC BENEFITS PROCESSING OF DCFS PROCESSES		Monthly

		MC-O-015		NO OF PCN ELIGIBLES BY TYPE TO BE ENROLLED WITHIN 60 DAYS		Monthly

		MC-O-020		MANAGED CARE ENROLLMENT CONTROL REPORT		Monthly

		MC-O-030		PCP		Monthly

		MC-O-035		P  C  P		Monthly

		MC-O-040		MANAGED CARE PROGRAM STATISTICS REPORT		Monthly

		MC-O-050		PCP		Monthly

		MC-O-065B		VOLUNTARY HMO / MANDATORY H		Monthly

		MC-O-065C		VOLUNTARY HMO / MANDATORY HMO		Monthly

		MC-O-070A		PROVIDER LIST EXTRACT FOR MAILING CONTRACTOR		Monthly

		MC-O-070B		PROVIDER LIST EXTRACT FOR MAILING CONTRACTOR		Monthly

		MC-O-085		RECONCILIIATION REPORT FOR CAPITATION		Monthly

		MC-O-090		HMO ENROLLMENT REPORT		Monthly

		MC-O-120		HMO ENROLLMENT FILES		Monthly

		MC-O-125		DENIED/ENDED PRIOR AUTHORIZATIONS FOR HMO ENROLLEES		Monthly

		MC-O-130		MANDATORY ASSIGNED/PRE-ASSIGNED REPORT		Monthly

		MC-O-180		CANCELLED HMO ENROLLEES		Monthly

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - Monthly Reports

		Report ID		Report Name		Frequency of Report

		MC-O-200B		ENROLLEES NOT ASSSIGNED TO MANAGED CARE		Monthly

		MC-O-200C		ENROLLEES NOT ASSSIGNED TO MANAGED CARE		Monthly

		MC-O-200D		ENROLLEES NOT ASSSIGNED TO MANAGED CARE		Monthly

		MC-O-205S		PROVIDER CASE LOAD REPORT FOR   APR 2004		Monthly

		MC-O-215		MONTHLY RE-ENROLLMENT ENROLLEE TRANSACTIONS		Monthly

		MC-O-230		HMO ENROLLMENT SUMMARY REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL 2004		Monthly

		MC-O-245		CLIENT MEDICAL MANAGEMENT RESTRICTION REVIEW DUE		Monthly

		MC-O-250		CLIENT MEDICAL MANAGEMENT DISASSOCIATION TRACKING		Monthly

		MC-O-255		CLIENT MEDICAL MANAGEMENT RESTRICTION LISTING		Monthly

		MC-O-265		CLIENT MEDICAL MANAGEMENT		Monthly

		MC-O-270		CLIENT MEDICAL MANAGEMENT		Monthly

		MC-O-285		MANAGED CARE ENROLLMENT		Monthly

		MC-O-290		HMO ENROLLMENT BY LOCALITY		Monthly

		MC-O-295		MANAGED CARE DISENROLLMENT REPORT		Monthly

		MC-O-300		MANAGED CARE PREASSIGNMENT OUTCOMES		Monthly

		MC-O-400		ENROLLEES CANCELLED AFTER AUGUST 2009 CUTOFF		Monthly

		MC-V-090		HMO ENROLLMENT REPORT  		Monthly

		MI-O-002		ACKNOWLEDGEMENT/AUTHORIZATION REPORT LETTERS		Monthly

		MI-O-003		ACKNOWLEDGEMENT/AUTHORIZATION REPORT LETTERS		Monthly

		MI-O-004		CANCELLED ENROLLEES WITH MICC		Monthly

		MI-O-005		MICC ENROLLEES CANCELLED FOR AGE OVER TWO YEARS		Monthly

		MI-O-007		MICC AUDIT TRAIL		Monthly

		MI-O-008		OUTCOME REPORT LETTERS 		Monthly

		MI-O-010		OUTCOME REPORT LETTERS   		Monthly

		MI-O-011		MICC ENROLLEES BY MICC TYPE 		Monthly

		MI-O-012		MICC ENROLLEES BY MICC TYPE   		Monthly

		MI-O-013		MICC OVERDUE OUTCOME REPORT LETTERS		Monthly

		MI-O-014		MICC OVERDUE OUTCOME REPORT LETTERS  		Monthly

		MI-O-015		MICC ONLINE UPDATES		Monthly

		MR-O-104		DSS FINANCIAL EXTRACT BYPASSED FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS		Monthly

		MR-O-113		DSS WAIVER CAPITATION CLAIM RECORDS CHANGED TO BENEFIT PROGRAM CODE 98		Monthly

		MR-O-114		DSS WAIVER FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS CHANGED TO BENEFIT PROGRAM CODE 98		Monthly

		MR-O-115		DSS WAIVER ELIG TRANS W/ENRL SEGMENTS CHANGED TO BENEFIT PROGRAM CODE 98		Monthly

		MR-O-116		DSS WAIVER BUDGET TRANSACTIONS CHANGED TO BENEFIT PROGRAM CODE 98		Monthly

		MR-O-150-1		ELIGIBILITY BALANCE REPORT		Monthly

		MR-O-150-2		DSS BALANCING REPORT		Monthly

		MR-O-380B		PROVIDER ELIGIBILITY BALANCING REPORT		Monthly

		MR-O-400		HPN  EXPECTED DELIVERY DATE REPORT		Monthly

		MR-O-401		AMERIGROUP EXPECTED DELIVERY DATE REPORT		Monthly

		MR-O-402		HPN & AMERIGROUP  EXPECTED DELIVERY DATE REPORT		Monthly

		P-O-037		MONTHLY SCREENING DETAIL REPORT		Monthly

		PS-O-012		PROVIDER  ENROLLMENT SUMMARY		Monthly

		PS-O-013		PROVIDER WITH LICENSE DUE TO EXPIRE IN 1 MONTH		Monthly

		PS-O-015		PROVIDER LISTING BY GROUP ASSOCIATION		Monthly

		PS-O-020		LISTING OF PROVIDER WITH GROUP ASSOCIATIONS		Monthly

		PS-O-022		PROVIDER LISTING BY LOCALITY		Monthly

		PS-O-030		PROVIDERS DUE TO EXPIRE WITH ENROLLEES IN ONE MONTH		Monthly

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - Monthly Reports

		Report ID		Report Name		Frequency of Report

		PS-O-040		DHP LICENSE UPDATE AUDIT TRAIL		Monthly

		PS-O-058		LIST OF PER DIEM RATES FOR LONG TERM CARE FACILITIES		Monthly

		PS-O-072		DHP LICENSE ERROR REPORT		Monthly

		PS-O-086		PROVIDER FINANCIAL STATUS STATE FISCAL YTD REPORT		Monthly

		PS-O-091		HMO PROVIDER FILE UPDATE CONTROL TOTAL REPORT		Monthly

		PS-O-095		PROVIDER LICENSE CLOSURE REPORT		Monthly

		PS-O-130		POSSIBLE DHHS SANCTIONED PROVIDERS		Monthly

		PS-O-131		POSSIBLE DHHS REINSTATED PROVIDERS		Monthly

		PS-O-150		PROVIDER LISTING OF PROVIDER TYPE COUNTS		Monthly

		PS-O-260		DENTAL PROVIDER LIST FOR  APRIL		Monthly

		PS-O-910		NPI NOT RECEIVED AS OF 01/02/2007		Monthly

		PS-V-013		PROVIDER WITH LICENSE DUE TO EXPIRE IN 1-3  MONTH		Monthly

		PS-V-260		DENTAL PROVIDER LIST FOR  MONTH OF XXXXXXX		Monthly

		PS-V-601		QUARTERLY NESWLETTER MAILING LIST FOR PHARMACY PROVIDERS		Monthly

		RS-O-052		ACTIVE ENROLLEES WITHIN BENEFIT PLAN BY AGE CATEGORIES		Monthly

		RS-O-110		ENROLLEE ELIGIBILITY/ENROLLMENT DISCREPANCIES		Monthly

		RS-O-153		MONTHLY RECERTIFICATION CONTROL REPORT		Monthly

		RS-O-254		LOCALITY MASTER ALPHA LISTING		Monthly

		RS-O-256		CASEWORKERS ALPHA ENROLLEE LISTING		Monthly

		RS-O-280		DECEASED ENROLLEE LISTING		Monthly

		RS-O-300		MONTHLY MEDICARE ENROLLEE EXTRACT FOR CARRIERS		Monthly

		RS-O-310		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-311		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-312		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-313		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-314		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-315		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-316		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-317		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-318		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-320		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-321		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-322		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-323		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-325		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-326		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-327		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-328		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-329		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-330		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-335		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-340		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-342		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-344		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-345		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-347		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-348		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-349		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-355		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-357		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-359		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - Monthly Reports

		Report ID		Report Name		Frequency of Report

		RS-O-363		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-365		MEDICARE PREMIUM PROCESSING		Monthly

		RS-O-420		BENDEX UPDATE AUDIT TRAIL		Monthly

		RS-O-422		BENDEX UPDATE CONTROL TOTALS		Monthly

		RS-O-425		BENDEX TPL UPDATE REPORT		Monthly

		RS-O-427		BENDEX TPL DATA ERROR LISTING		Monthly

		RS-O-430		BENDEX NO MATCH TRANSACTIONS		Monthly

		RS-O-440		BENDEX LISTING		Monthly

		RS-O-450		BENDEX SUSPECT REPORT - DISABILITY		Monthly

		RS-O-550		ENROLLEES POTENTIALLY ELIGIBLE FOR MEDICARE		Monthly

		RS-O-560		MONTHLY DISCREPANCY REPORT FROM SSA		Monthly

		RS-O-674		MONTHLY REPORT GENERATION FOR UNBORNS		Monthly

		RS-O-675		CONTROL TOTAL REPORT FOR UNBORNS		Monthly

		RS-O-676		FORWARD DOB REPORT FOR UNBORNS WITH PRIOR MC		Monthly

		RS-O-677		BACKWARD DOB REPORT FOR UNBORNS WITH MC		Monthly

		RS-O-680		BALANCING REPORT FOR MILLIMAN		Monthly

		RS-O-707		AUTOMATED ELIGIBILITY AND PROVIDER PAYMENT VERIFICATION		Monthly

		RS-O-708		AUTOMATED ELIGIBILITY AND PROVIDER PAYMENT VERIFICATION AUDIT TRAIL		Monthly

		RS-O-800		ELIGIBILITY COUNTS FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL		Monthly

		RS-O-811		TPL INTERFACE ERROR REPORT - PART D		Monthly

		RS-O-812		PENDING NOMADS INTERFACE ERROR REPORT - PART D		Monthly

		RS-O-821		NOMADS ELIGIBILITY ERROR REPORT		Monthly

		RS-O-822		NOMADS MMIS MISSING RECORDS		Monthly

		RS-O-823		NOMADS RECONCILIATION PROCESSING SUMMARY REPORT		Monthly

		RS-O-824		CHECKUP ENROLLEE ERROR REPORT		Monthly

		RS-O-827		CHECKUP MMIS MISSING RECORDS		Monthly

		RS-O-828		CHECKUP RECONCILIATION PROCESSING SUMMARY REPORT		Monthly

		RS-O-830		NOMADS DEMOGRAPHIC ERROR REPORT		Monthly

		RS-O-925		COBA ELIGIBILITY DETAIL REPORT		Monthly

		RS-V-254		Locality Master Alpha Listing 		Monthly

		RS-V-821		NOMADS Eligibilty Report		Monthly

		RS-V-830		NOMADS Demographic Report		Monthly

		RS-V-860		Minority Health (Statistical) Report		Monthly

		SU-O-050		SUMMARY OF ENROLLEE EOMBS		Monthly

		SU-O-051		EOMB RESOLUTION TRACKING REPORT		Monthly

		SU-O-052		EOMB RECEIPTS REPORT		Monthly

		SU-V-050		SUMMARY OF ENROLLEE EOMBS		Monthly

		SU-V-051		EOMB RESOLUTION TRACKING REPORT		Monthly

		SU-V-052		EOMB RECEIPTS REPORT		Monthly

		TPM-V-860		NEWLY ACTIVATED TPL FOR PRIOR MONTH		Monthly

		TP-O-003		INSURANCE EXTRACT - ENROLLEE DETAIL PRINT		Monthly

		TP-O-006		TPL CARRIER MASTER NUMERIC LIST		Monthly

		TP-O-009		TPL SUMMARY REPORT		Monthly

		TP-O-014		TPL RESOURCE RECORDS WITH MEDICARE COVERAGES		Monthly

		TP-O-027		TPL INACTIVE REPORT		Monthly

		TP-O-038		DENIED CLAIMS REPORT		Monthly

		TP-O-040		COST AVOIDANCE REPORT		Monthly

		TP-O-052		TPL ADJUSTMENTS REPORT		Monthly

		TP-O-700		TPL CONTRACTOR RESOURCE ERROR REPORT		Monthly

		TP-O-701		TPL CONTRACTOR RESOURCE  UPDATE RUN REPORT		Monthly
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MMISQtr

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - Quarterly Reports

		Report ID		Report Name		Frequency of Report

		PS-O-087		PROVIDER NEGATIVE BALANCE		Quaterly

		PS-V-270		INSURE KIDS NOW PROVIDER - DENTAL REPORT		Quaterly

		PS-V-600		QUARTERLY NESWLETTER MAILING LIST FOR ALL ACTIVE PROVIDERS		Quaterly

		RS-O-003		POSSIBLE DUPLICATE ENROLLEES		Quaterly

		RS-O-003B		POSSIBLE DUPLICATE ENROLLEES (CITY/COUNTY)		Quaterly

		RS-O-054		CHECKUP ENROLLEES AGGREGATE MONTHS OF COVERAGE		Quaterly

		RS-O-610		QUARTERLY SUSPECT DUPLICATE REPORT CONTROL TOTALS		Quaterly

		TP-O-011		TPL RESOURCE RECORDS WITH SAME BEGIN AND END DATES REPORT		Quaterly

		RS-O-663		MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY AGE/SEX/RACE TABULATIONS		Semi-Annual

		RS-O-665		AGE/SEX/RACE/ REPORT EXTRACT		Semi-Annual
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MMIS Annual

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - Annual Reports

		Report ID		Report Name		Frequency of Report

		FN-O-011		 NEW FISCAL YEAR BUDGET AMOUNTS REPORT		Annual

		FN-O-018		YEAR END PROVIDER FILE TOTALS REPORT		Annual

		FN-O-020		1099 UNDER $600 REPORT		Annual

		FN-O-021		1099 PROVIDERS PAID REPORT		Annual

		FN-O-023		A OUTSTANDING CHECK REGISTER REPORT		Annual

		FN-O-024		UNTITLED PROVIDERS WITH IRS NUMBERS REPORT		Annual

		FN-O-025		PROVIDERS CURRENT FINANCIAL STATUS REPORT		Annual

		FN-O-083		6/30/2005                   BUDGET UPLOAD CONTROL REPORT		Annual

		RF-O-106		CMS HCPCS MAINTENANCE AUDIT TRAIL REPORT		Annual

		RF-O-106-01		CMS HCPCS UPDATE ERROR REPORT		Annual

		RF-O-110		CMS FILE MAINTENANCE - PROCESSING SUMMARY		Annual

		RF-O-113		CMS FILE MAINTENANCE DETAIL REPORT		Annual

		RS-O-007A		A ENROLLEE ELIGIBILITY ALPHABETIC LIST		Annual

		RS-O-102		CANCEL ERROR LISTING		Annual

		RS-O-103		SUMMARY OF REASONS FOR CANCELLING ENROLLEES		Annual

		RS-O-151A		CASE RECORDS WITH NO ATTACHED ENROLLEES		Annual

		RS-O-151B		CASE RECORDS WITH ONLY CANCELLED ENROLLEES		Annual

		RS-O-622		ELIGIBILITY TAPE FOR CITY/COUNTY		Annual
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MMISOnReq

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - On Request Reports

		Report ID		Report Name		Frequency of Report

		MC-O-165		ENROLLEES ELIGIBLE FOR MANAGED CARE		On request

		PS-O-008-0		PROVIDER NUMERIC LISTING (LONG)		On request

		PS-O-009-0		LISTING OF PROVIDER FILE (SHORT)		On request

		PS-O-009-11		LISTING OF PROVIDER FILE (SHORT)		On request

		PS-O-009-2		LISTING OF PROVIDER FILE (SHORT)		On request

		PS-O-009-6		LISTING OF PROVIDER FILE (SHORT)		On request

		PS-O-009-7		LISTING OF PROVIDER FILE (SHORT)		On request

		PS-O-009-8		LISTING OF PROVIDER FILE (SHORT)		On request

		PS-O-010-0		PROVIDER LISTING BY TYPE		On request

		PS-O-010-2		PROVIDER LISTING BY TYPE		On request

		PS-O-011-0		PROVIDER LISTING BY CATEGORY OF SERVICE		On request

		PS-O-011-2		PROVIDER LISTING BY CATEGORY OF SERVICE		On request

		PS-O-014-0		PROVIDER LISTING BY SPECIALTY		On request

		PS-O-014-2		PROVIDER LISTING BY SPECIALTY		On request

		PS-O-017		PROVIDER RATE REPORT		On request

		PS-O-080		CROSSOVER PROVIDER FILE AUDIT REPORT		On request

		PS-O-910-01		TAXONOMY UPDATE FROM WPC		On request

		PS-O-910-02		TAXONOMY UPDATE FROM WPC		On request

		PS-O-910-03		TAXONOMY UPDATE FROM WPC		On request

		PS-O-910-04		TAXONOMY UPDATE FROM WPC		On request

		RF-O-003-03		ALPHA SORTED ICD DIAGNOSIS LISTING		On request

		RF-O-003-05		PROCEDURE LISTING		On request

		RF-O-003-09		PROCEDURE LISTING		On request

		RF-O-016		ERROR TEXT AND DISPOSITION/LOCATION LISTING		On request

		RF-O-102		PROVIDER CHARGES BY CPT/HCPCS CODE		On request

		RS-O-212		INITIAL ID CARD CONTROL TOTAL REPORT		On request

		RS-O-672		UNBORN ENROLLEE REPORT		On request

		RS-O-673		UNBORN ENROLLEE CONTROL REPORT		On request

		RS-R-PNX		ENROLLEE ID CARD REQUEST LISTING FOR MISSING ID CARDS		On request
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MMIS Not used

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - Not Used

		CPEO-007		ADJUSTMENT / VOID CONTROL LIST		CPR303		X

		CPEO-010-01		DAILY CONTROL REPORT (APPROVED CLAIMS)		CPR282		X

		CPEO-010-02		DAILY CONTROL REPORT (DENIED/PENDED/REJECTED CLAIMS)		CPR282		X

		CPEO-010-03		DAILY CLAIMS SUMMARY REPORT		CPR282		X

		CPEO-044-10		DAILY CLAIMS INPUT ANALYSIS		CPR281		X

		CPEO-090-01		DENY ERROR ANALYSIS  ENCOUNTERS		CPR286		X

		CPEO-090-05		SUMMARY ERROR ANALYSIS  ENCOUNTERS		CPR286		X

		CPEO-091		WEEKLY ERROR REPORT ANALYSIS PRIOR AUTHORIZATION		CPR312		X

		CPEO-092-01		WEEKLY ERROR ANALYSIS REPORT SUSPECT DUPE ERRORS		CPR312		X

		CPEO-092-02		WEEKLY ERROR ANALYSIS REPORT EXACT DUPE ERRORS		CPR312		X

		CPEO-093		WEEKLY ERROR ANALYSIS REPORT SERVICE LIMITS ERRORS		CPR312		X

		CPEO-095		WEEKLY ERROR ANALYSIS REPORT COMBINATION EDIT ERRORS		CPR312		X

		CPEO-099		PROVIDER HIGH ERROR RATE REPORT (ENCOUNTERS)		CPR133		X

		CP-O-209		AUDIT TRAIL FOR BASE ID CHANGES		CPD510		X

		CP-O-210		BASE ID UPDATE REPORT		CPD500		X

		CP-O-441-01		MEDICAID PHYSICIAN CLIENT ASSIGNMENTS		CPR216		X

		CP-O-441-02		CHECK_UP PHYSICIAN CLIENT ASSIGNMENTS		CPR216		X

		CP-O-442-01		CLIENT MEDICAL MANAGEMENT		CPR216		X

		CP-O-457-01		CLIENT MEDICAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM ENROLLEE LISTING		CPR218		X

		CP-O-457-02				CPR218		X

		CP-O-506-01		ENCOUNTER ERROR REPORT		CPD320		X

		CP-O-506-02		ENCOUNTER ERROR REPORT		CPD320		X

		CP-O-507		ENCOUNTER ERROR REPORT		CPD320		X

		CP-O-701		CLAIMS ADJUDICATED - PAID 		CPW701		X

		EP-O-016-1		EPSDT - UNMATCHED REFERRALS WITH NO TREATMENTS		EPR010		X

		EP-O-021-1		EARLY AND PERIODIC SCREENING, DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT (EPSDT)		EPR005		X

		EP-O-049-1		EPSDT ELIGIBILITY ASSIGNMENT LIST		EPQ049		X

		EP-O-049-2		EPSDT ELIGIBILITY ASSIGNMENT LIST		EPQ049		X

		EP-O-049-3		EPSDT ELIGIBILITY ASSIGNMENT LIST		EPQ049		X

		EP-O-084		EPSDT PROVIDER UTILIZATION		EPQ086		X

		FN-O-031		OUTSTANDING CHECK REGISTER REPORT		FNM074		X

		FN-O-034		OUTSTANDING CHECKS 6 MONTH REPORT		FNM074		X

		FN-O-046		OUTSTANDING CHECKS OVER 90 DAYS REPORT		FNM074		X

		FN-O-047		PROJECTED OUTSTANDING 6 MONTHS CHECK REPORT		FNM074		X

		FN-O-109		FUND SPLITS ADJUSTMENT REPORT		FNR020		X

		FN-O-110		FUND SPLITS ADJUSTMENT ERROR REPORT		FNR020		X

		FN-O-900		CLAIMS (PENDED APPROVED DENIED) BY BILL PROV & CLM TYPE		FNR900		X

		MC-O-150		PCP ASSIGNMENT WITHIN HMO		MCR150		X

		MC-O-155		PCP ASSIGNMENT WITHIN HMO		MCR150		X
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MARS

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - MARS Reports

		Report #		Report Name				Freq

		MR-HIFAM-01		HIFA Enrollment by Category of Service Delivery		DSS

		MR-HIFAM-01		HIFA Enrollment by Category of Service Delivery		DSS

		MR-HIFAM-01		HIFA Enrollment by Category of Service Delivery		DSS

		MR-HIFAQ-01		Enrollment Quarter: Apr-Jun 2007 - Preliminary		DSS

		MR-HIFAQ-01		Enrollment Quarter: Apr-Jun 2007 - Preliminary		DSS

		MR-O-001-01A				DSS

		MR-O-001-01B				DSS

		MR-O-001-02A				DSS

		MR-O-001-02B				DSS

		MR-O-002-01				DSS

		MR-O-003-01				DSS

		MR-O-003-02				DSS

		MR-O-004-01				DSS

		MR-O-004-02				DSS

		MR-O-004-03				DSS

		MR-O-005-01		Medicare/Medicaid Break Even and Accretion Analysis		DSS		M

		MR-O-005-02		Medicare Participation Analysis		DSS		M

		MR-O-006-01		Provider Participation Summary		DSS		M

		MR-O-008-01		Operation Performance Summary		DSS		M

		MR-O-009-01		Claims Processing Performance Analysis		DSS		M

		MR-O-010-01A		Claims Processing Professional Throughput Analysis By Provider Type		DSS		M

		MR-O-010-01B		Claims Processing Facility Throughput Analysis by Provider Type		DSS		M

		MR-O-010-01C		Claims Processing DRUG Throughput Analysis by Provider Tpe		DSS		M

		MR-O-010-02A		Claims Processing Professional Throughput Analysis By Category of Service		DSS		M

		MR-O-010-02A		duplicate

		MR-O-010-02B		Claims Processing Facility Through Put Analysis by Category of Service		DSS		M

		MR-O-010-02C		Claims Processing Drug Throughput Analysis by Category of Service		DSS		M

		MR-O-011-01		Error Distribution Analysis		DSS		M

		MR-O-011-02		Top 20 Claim Errors		DSS		M

		MR-O-012-01		Provider Participation Analysis		DSS		M

		MR-O-012-02		Provider Participation Analysis		DSS		M

		MR-O-013-01		Cost Settlement Analysis		DSS		M

		MR-O-014-01A		Cost Settlement Details		DSS		M

		MR-O-014-01B		Cost Settlement Details		DSS		M

		MR-O-014-01C				DSS		M

		MR-O-015-01A		Provider Professional Claims Filing Analysis		DSS		M

		MR-O-015-01B		Providers Facility Claims Filing Analysis		DSS		M

		MR-O-015-01C		Provider Drug Claims Filing Analysis		DSS		S

		MR-O-015-01D		Provider Denied Claims Filing Analysis		DSS		M

		MR-O-016-01A				DSS		M

		MR-O-016-01B		Provider Facility Claims Filing Details		DSS		M

		MR-O-016-01C		Provider Drug Claims Filing Details		DSS		M

		MR-O-017-01				DSS		M

		MR-O-018-01		Provider Error Frequency Analysis		DSS		M

		MR-O-019-01		Top Physicians		DSS		M

		MR-O-021-01		Drug Usage By Presentation and Group		DSS		M

		MR-O-021-02		Prescription Drug Cost and Use by Theraputic Class		DSS		M

		MR-O-022-01		Patient Participation Summary		DSS		M

		MR-O-022-02		Patient Participation Summary by Aid Category and Category of Service		DSS		M

		MR-O-023-01		Provider Locality Participation Analysis		DSS		M

		MR-O-023-02		Provider Locality Expenditure Analysis		DSS		M

		MR-O-023-03		Patient Locality Participation Analysis		DSS		M

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - MARS Reports

		Report #		Report Name				Freq

		MR-O-024-01		Cost and Eligibilty Change Analysis by Presentation Aid Code		DSS		M

		MR-O-024-02		Cost and Eligibilty Change Analysis by Federal Aid and Category		DSS		M

		MR-O-024-03		Perfromance Summary by MPP Aid Category		DSS		M

		MR-O-024-04		Perfromance Summary by Category of Service		DSS		M

		MR-O-024-05		Prescription Drug Price Monthly Trend Report		DSS		M

		MR-O-026-01		Drug Usage By Eligibilty Classification		DSS		M

		MR-O-027-01		R16 State Totals By Prov Type		DSS		M

		MR-O-100-01		Cost Avoidance Analysis		DSS		M

		MR-O-104-01		Clean Claim Processing Turnaround Report		DSS		M

		MR-O-104-02		Clean Claim Processing Turnaround Report		DSS		M

		MR-V-008-01		MMIS Operations Performance Summary		DSS		On request





372

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports - 372 Reports

		Report #		Report Name

		372--MRW--01		MR Waiver Services Summary - Initial

		372--MRW--02		MR Waiver Services Summary by Type of Service - Initial

		372--MRW--03		MR Waiver Cost - Initial

		372--MRW--04		MR Waiver Services Summary - Lag

		372--MRW--05		MR Waiver Services Summary by Type of Service - Lag

		372--MRW--06		MR Waiver Cost - Lag

		372--Dis--01		Physically Disabled Waiver Services Summary - Initial

		372--Dis--02		Physically Disabled Waiver Services Summary by Type of Service - Initial

		372--Dis--03		Physically Disabled Waiver Cost - Initial

		372--Dis--04		Physically Disabled Waiver Services Summary - Lag

		372--Dis--05		Physically Disabled Waiver Services Summary by Type of Service - Lag

		372--Dis--06		Physically Disabled Waiver Cost - Lag

		372-AgeGp-01		Aged Group Care Waiver Services Summary - Initial

		372-AgeGp-02		Aged Group Care Waiver Services Summary by Type of Service - Initial

		372-AgeGp-03		Aged Group Care Waiver Cost - Initial

		372-AgeGp-04		Aged Group Care Waiver Services Summary - Lag

		372-AgeGp-05		Aged Group Care Waiver Services Summary by Type of Service - Lag

		372-AgeGp-06		Aged Group Care Waiver Cost - Lag

		372-AgeHm-01		Aged Home Care  Waiver Services Summary - Initial

		372-AgeHm-02		Aged Home Care Waiver Services Summary by Type of Service - Initial

		372-AgeHm-03		Aged Home Care Waiver Cost - Initial

		372-AgeHm-04		Aged Home Care  Waiver Services Summary - Lag

		372-AgeHm-05		Aged Home Care Waiver Services Summary by Type of Service - Lag

		372-AgeHm-06		Aged Home Care Waiver Cost - Lag
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SURS

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports

		SURS Report #		Report Name

		SRP01		Ranking - Inpatient Hospital Services

		SRP02		Ranking - Home Health Services

		SRP03		Ranking - Clinic Services

		SRP04		Ranking - Behavioral and Mental Health Services

		SRP05		Ranking - Dental Services

		SRP06		Ranking - Medical Supply Providers

		SRP07		Ranking - Lab and Radiology Services

		SRP08		Ranking - Therapy Providers

		SRP09		Ranking - Other Care in Clark County

		SRP10		Ranking - Outpatient Hospital Services

		SRP11		Ranking - Prescribed Drugs Pharmacy Services

		SRP12		Ranking - Physician Services in Clark County

		SRP13		Ranking - Nursing Facility Services

		SRP14		Ranking - Transportation Services

		SRP15		Ranking - Blind or Disabled Recipients

		SRP16		Ranking - All Recipients

		SRP17		Ranking - Medical Supply Recipients

		SRP18		Ranking - Prescribed Drugs Recipients

		SRP19		Ranking - Physician Services Not in Clark County

		SRP24		Ranking - Other Care Not in Clark County

		SRP25		Ranking - Outpatient Hospital Services by Ordering Provider

		SRP26		Ranking - AFDC Recipients

		SRP27		Ranking - Adult Recipients

		SRP28		Ranking - QMB Recipients

		SRP29		Ranking - Child Recipients

		SRP30		Ranking - Emergency Illegal Alien Recipients

		SRP31		Ranking - Group Care Recipients

		SRP32		Ranking - Other or Unknown Recipients

		SRP33		Ranking - SSI Institutional Recipients

		SRP34		Ranking - Special Income Level Recipients

		SRP35		Ranking - Widow or Widower Recipients

		SRP36		Ranking - Ambulatory Surgical Center

		SRP37		Ranking - Podiatrist

		SRP38		Ranking - Certified Nurse Practitioner

		SRP39		Ranking - Optometrist

		SRP40		Ranking - Audiologists

		SRP41		Ranking - Adult Day Health Center

		SRP42		Ranking - Special Clinics

		SRP43		Ranking - End Stage Renal Disease

		SRP44		Ranking - Healthy Kid Screening

		SRP45		Ranking - Home Health Agency

		SRP46		Ranking - Hospice

		SRP47		Ranking - Indian Health Services

		SRP48		Ranking - Personal Care Aide

		SRP49		Ranking - Physician Assistant

		SRP50		Ranking - Psychologist

		SRP51		Ranking - Inpatient LTC Providers

		SRP52		Summary - Multiple Patients/Same Day/Same Facility

		SRP97		Ranking - Physician Services Anesthesiology

		SRP98		Ranking - Physician Services Emergency Medicine

		SRP99		Ranking - Physician Services OBGYN

		SRP100		Ranking - Physician Services Orthopedic Surgery

		Existing Nevada MMIS Reports

		SURS Report #		Report Name

		SRP101		Ranking - Physician Services Pediatrics

		SRP102		Ranking - Physician Services Perinatal Medicine

		SRP103		Ranking - Physician Services Primary Care

		SRP104		Ranking - Physician Services Radiology

		SRP105		Ranking - Physician Services without a Specialty

		SRP106		Ranking - Intermediate Care Facilities

		SRP107		Ranking - Residential Treatment Centers

		SRP108		Ranking - School Based Services
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Tab XIII – Requirements Tables

REQUIREMENT:  Section 20.3.2.14, page 193, Attachment O, Attachment P, and Attachment Q

Vendors must place their written response(s) within the Requirements Tables included as attachments to this RFP. Each table must be completed according to the instructions in Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work. 


This tab must include the following requirements tables completed by the Vendor:

Attachment O – Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table;


Attachment P – Peripheral Systems and Tools Component Requirements Table; and


Attachment Q – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table.


Vendors are required to provide both a hard copy and soft copy response to the requirements tables. The soft copy response must remain in the same format as the MS Word spreadsheet provided with the RFP and be clearly labeled on the CD along with the RFP # and vendor name.


As required by the RFP, we present our response to scope of work requirements tables and completed each table according to the instructions provided in 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work.  As per instructions, each requirement was populated with a compliance Code (a), (b), or (c).     


For our responses that state a Code (a), we agree to provide the required functionality of service as presented in the requirements language.  For all responses that state a Code (c), we will use a subcontractor to meet the functionality or services presented in the requirement.  We also include responses with Codes (a), (c) to indicate that the work effort for the requirement would be split between ACS and a subcontractor and describe the work effort in the response column. 

Per the RFP instructions, we did not provide a compliance code or response for DHCFP Responsibility requirements listed in the Requirements Tables.

We provide the following requirements tables in hard copy for:


Attachment O – Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table


Attachment P – Peripheral Systems and Tools Component Requirements Table


· Attachment Q – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table

Our soft copy response remains in the same format as the MS Word spreadsheet provided with the RFP and is clearly labeled on the CD and includes our company name and the RFP # .
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17.8
Project Management

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.8, page 176-177

ACS Project Management is based upon nearly 40 years of practical experience, recognized industry standards, and best practices now codified in our trademarked Standardized Process and Resource Kit for Implementing Technology Solutions—SPARK-ITS—which also serves as a Quality Management System (QMS) to help ensure a strong, controlled, effective, and efficient takeover of the Nevada MMIS.

		

		



		· Onsite Project Management Office for duration of contract

· Project Management and Quality Assurance staff based in Reno office

· Nevada MMIS Project Repository offers unprecedented transparency for DHCFP


· Project Management Methodology evaluated at CMMI Level 3



		





Employing standard, repeatable project management processes is critical to effective administration and control of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. To address the challenge of increasing levels of system sophistication and complexity in the MMIS and healthcare systems world, ACS has expanded and evolved our Project Management Methodology (PMM) and Software Development Methodology (SDM) in tandem with the growing sophistication of IT systems. Out of that experience and knowledge, we have created a Quality Management System (QMS), which we refer to as our Standardized Process and Resource Kit for Implementing Technology Solutions—SPARK-ITS.


SPARK-ITS includes repeatable, consistent, and documented processes. It is continually being refined, based upon factors such as industry trends, project feedback, customer satisfaction surveys, and internal improvement efforts. It includes tailoring processes and guidelines to ensure an implementation is tuned to meet the specific needs and requirements of any ACS customer, whether the project is large, midsize, or small. Review and approval processes help ensure projects maintain a consistent approach, minimize the learning curve for determining resources required, leverage proven practices, and maintain alignment with important industry standards such as those of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI), and Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK). As a result, each SPARK-ITS solution component is standardized, consistent, and optimized, yet specifically addresses the needs of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. Key components of our approach include:

Reno-based Project Management Office (PMO) that Effectively Manages Change. Directed by our on site PMO manager with oversight from ACS’ takeover project manager and our corporate PMO, the Nevada PMO manages project resources to produce high-quality, measurable work products and deliverables that are in balance with resources, time, scope, and budget parameters. Our project management methodology reflects the governing concepts of IEEE and uses the PMBOK process groups and knowledge areas, supported by a robust Enterprise Project Management (EPM) toolset. (Please read more about our EPM approach in Proposal Section 17.11, Project Software Tools.) Our Web-enabled, program management toolset supports effective resource management as well as tracking, monitoring, and reporting on project activities. We work in close collaboration with DHCFP to effectively manage change and build efficiencies in systems activities using the PMO’s structured project management approach to resolve issues and mitigate risks. ACS establishes the Nevada PMO immediately upon contract signing, and it remains an active unit throughout the entire contract. During operations, the PMO manager reports directly to the account manager. Both are certified Project Management Professionals (PMP), as is the vice president of operations, Western U.S., who provides direct oversight to the project.

Independent Quality Management. Quality Management (QM) is of paramount importance to ACS, as it is to DHCFP. We establish our team in the Reno Project Management Office to promote autonomy and independence in performing QM responsibilities. We also establish a separate software quality and testing unit under a software quality manager who reports to the takeover project manager. In addition, clinical quality assurance has dedicated staff within the Health Care Management (HCM) department that reports to the account manager. The dedicated staff maintains a separation between QA and the operational areas they review to promote complete objectivity in conducting reviews, and the direct communication provides DHCFP with unbiased reporting. Please read more about our QA approach in Proposal Section 17.9, Quality Assurance. 

· Unprecedented Transparency. One of the overarching tangible results we deliver is unprecedented transparency and access to all contract operations and data. Our management and staff subscribe to a common business philosophy—our customers are entitled to full access to their business operations at all times. We provide DHCFP staff with access to the information they want when they need it. We envision and will actively promote a collaborative partnership across all disciplines from program administrators to clinical policy experts to contract monitoring staff. This business approach not only preserves DHCFP resources—our collegial environment also results in ongoing innovation and improvements throughout the life of the contract.

Project Management Office


As part of best practices, we establish a dedicated Nevada PMO to assist ACS project leadership in maintaining PMM and SDM discipline. We also establish an online Nevada MMIS Project Repository at project start-up to provide DHCFP designated staff access to the same information that ACS uses to manage the project. During project start-up, we review our PMM approach with DHCFP, together with the tools we use to support SPARK-ITS and the roles and responsibilities of the PMO. In this way, we ensure that DHCFP is comfortable with our PMM approach and can make any adjustments necessary to ensure consistency with DHCFP priorities.

Our PMM uses a consistent, process-based two-tiered approach comprising corporate project governance as well as the establishment of a project-specific project management office (PMO). Our corporate PMO governs the activities of ACS projects as a whole, setting the standards for project management and software engineering based on PMBOK and other standards-setting organizations. Our corporate PMO also provides quality governance and conducts process reviews to ensure that projects and initiatives adhere to standards and best practices. The second tier, or Nevada-based PMO, supports the application of our PMM through all project tasks, activities, and milestones of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, with specific focus on service delivery that is timely and high-quality. Our proposed PMO organization for Nevada includes a PMO manager onsite in Reno, who, with local quality assurance and support staff, provides oversight of the Nevada project throughout the contract.

Roles and Responsibilities. During project initiation, ACS and DHCFP thoroughly review mutual expectations for the role of the PMO for the contract start-up, transition, and operations periods. During project start-up, ACS PMO staff meets with DHCFP project staff and works collaboratively to define specific roles and responsibilities. During this joint collaboration, ACS will ensure that we define any issues surrounding project governance that DHCFP seeks to address through the PMO model. Our project staff supports the execution of our PMM methodologies in the following ways:

Facilitating the effective coordination of multiple project tasks, managing the interdependencies that exist among concurrent tasks and activities

Ensuring that project management requirements are met


Conducting scheduled quality assurance reviews against project quality policies and performing quality control activities, including quality reviews of deliverables


Maintaining the project repository to ensure current, accurate project information, documents, and artifacts


Baselining, maintaining, and publishing the project work plans and schedules


Providing oversight of the project’s approved change request and control process

Developing and publishing project status reports and coordinating project team participation in status meetings, as well as facilitating these meetings


Administering project management plans

Administering the workflow of deliverables, including verifying internal quality reviews


Performing evaluations of completed project tasks as part of project closing to identify lessons learned and best practices that can be incorporated into future projects or project phases


· Consult with DHCFP and ACS leadership regarding issues affecting the schedule, cost, or scope of project deliverables


To ensure that requirements for project management are met, “ACS’ corporate” PMO provides oversight and support to the local project office in the following ways:

Reviews local project processes to ensure we adhere to DHCFP and corporate PMM and SDM methodologies


Performs periodic reviews of project schedule to ensure ACS is meeting due dates for tasks, milestones, and deliverables

Provides support in tailoring our management templates to meet customer-specific needs


Performs periodic reviews of deliverables to ensure quality standards are met


· Requires quality metrics reporting from the local PMO lead


We work closely with the DHCFP project management staff during project start-up to review both our PMM and SDM methodologies to ensure they are consistent with DHCFP’s priorities for managing the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project going forward. We deliver a PMM overview during start-up as part of our orientation of DHCFP staff. The overview describes the following:


PMO processes and procedures, including our SPARK-ITS methodologies

Tools used to control the projects


Scheduling and prioritization of project activities


PMO staff roles and responsibilities


Project scope and change management


Procedures to control costs


Managing issues and risks


Methods to track and approve accomplishments


Document management


· Central repository of project artifacts (EPM/SharePoint)

Nevada MMIS Project Repository


In developing our project management plans for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, we ensure that all DHCFP deliverables and artifacts specified in the RFP requirements are identified and addressed. To ensure fulfillment of these requirements, we propose our corporate standard Web-based Enterprise Project Management (EPM) solution, which consists of Microsoft Project and SharePoint components, as the foundation of the online Nevada MMIS Project Repository.

ACS establishes the Nevada MMIS Project Repository as an initial project start-up task to ensure effective communication from day-one of the project, providing DHCFP and ACS project teams easy-to-use online, real-time access to the information needed to monitor and manage project activities. Users will have the ability to virtually walk through each aspect of the project, including initiation and planning; requirements validation; testing; transition; and operations. We continue to maintain the project repository and all artifacts throughout the life of the project, including the operations period.


The standard documentation and information management tool adopted for our SPARK-ITS QMS is SharePoint Services. During project initiation, ACS establishes the project’s SharePoint site. The site is complete with a standard folder structure, baseline documents, processes, templates, and procedures, as well as forms, lists, and alerts to track risks, issues, action items, and change requests. The site also has an event calendar, contact list, and announcements functionality. Some of the benefits of SharePoint include:


Ready access to timely, accurate, and comprehensive project documentation and information for all authorized DHCFP and ACS users

Easy, secure online access via Web browser from a user’s desktop


Integration with Microsoft Office, document collaboration, document check in/check out, and storage and roll-back of all document version history


List functionality including a comprehensive view of all list items (e.g., risks, issues) plus filtering, sorting, and exporting for review by status, assigned to, or priority


User-configurable alert features so the system can notify users via e-mail upon changes, additions, or removal of list items


Standard set of folders, lists, and documents minimizes learning curve for project staff who have used SharePoint and SPARK-ITS on previous engagements


Windows Explorer-like features to move, copy, and arrange documents


· Tracking of document metadata such as author, status, and modification history


Throughout the contract term, we post draft, revised, and final documentation to the Nevada MMIS Project Repository on SharePoint for review and approval by DHCFP. This process helps ensure immediate and constant access to electronic documentation at critical milestones and throughout the project. The Repository contains views of project data such as the project work plan, transition plan, risks, issues, schedules, change requests, and current project status information.

Microsoft Project Professional, Microsoft Project Server, and Microsoft Project Web Access (PWA) work together to make up the EPM solution and SharePoint Services, providing robust file management capabilities to manage correspondence and project artifacts. We use these commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products because of their inherent flexibility, scalability, and high performance. The major tools that integrate project management tools or COTS products and provide the supporting infrastructure for the Nevada MMIS Project Repository and other key project activities are described in Proposal Section 17.11, Project Software Tools.

Project Management Overview


SPARK-ITS, depicted in Exhibit 17.8-1, serves as our Quality Management System (QMS) to manage and execute high-quality technical solutions, both on time and within budget, and is designed to be an integrated tool kit for project management and software development.




Exhibit 17.8-1. SPARK-ITS Quality Management System

SPARK-ITS Quality Management System (QMS) integrates our Project Management Methodology (PMM) and System Development Methodology (SDM) and is derived from CMMI and PMBOK.

ACS adapted and derived SPARK-ITS from industry-leading standards and models such as the Project Management Institute (PMI) Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) and the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI). What our customers experience as process efficiency, reporting consistency, execution accuracy, and performance excellence is actually our “brand” of successful project execution. SPARK-ITS has yielded ACS an appraisal rating of CMMI Maturity Level 3, recognizing organization-wide application of standard and mature processes and an important industry hallmark regarding our capability to create and deliver sophisticated IT solutions.

Consistent with the PMBOK Guide – 4th Edition, our PMM addresses the nine recognized knowledge areas of integration, scope, schedule, quality, resource, risk, communication, procurement, and cost, providing for proven process-based management discipline. Equally important, our PMM is grounded in practical experience gained from valuable lessons learned concerning what works and what does not on innumerable small and large-scale health care project implementations over the course of nearly 40 years.

The PMBOK process groups guide our managers and staff in applying the most effective techniques for project management, risk management, issue management, communication management, and other critical management processes to ensure the team plans their work and then works their plan. This provides consistent processes, proactive oversight, and continual collaboration and communication with DHCFP along the way. The five process phases we follow during a project are:


Initiate. Includes the activities conducted at the beginning of each project phase to determine or reaffirm the management team and to document and approve the business criteria and strategy for the phase.


Plan. Includes the development and maintenance of a workable method for accomplishing the business needs and objectives that the project was undertaken to address. This includes the activities conducted throughout every phase of the project that identify and reaffirm the processes, practices, procedures, resources, work plans, and deliverables that are needed or expected for successful completion of the business goals and objectives.


Execute. Includes the activities performed by staff to prepare and accept the deliverables needed to meet business objectives. These deliverables are set forth in the work plan, which captures and reports on the progress of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.


Monitor and Control. Includes the activities conducted by the management team to continually monitor the progress, quality, and other metrics of planned and unplanned work. It also includes the corrective actions taken to avoid or resolve performance problems that may endanger the business objectives of the phase.


· Close. Includes the activities conducted at the end of a phase or project to transition resources from the phase back to their normal duties, in addition to the activities required to formally end the phase or project in an orderly manner.


Among other things, the PMM ensures the project is staffed with appropriate resources, anticipates and mitigates risks, and proactively manages scope and functional requirements. Our SDM, on the other hand, provides best practices, templates, procedures, and supporting tools to develop and implement ACS’ technical solutions. The SDM, which is aligned with PMBOK where applicable as well as with several IEEE specifications, is required on all system transfer, modification, configuration, enhancement, or development projects. We employ our SDM workflows and tools as appropriate during the three Nevada MMIS Takeover contract periods—contract start-up, transition, and operations—to ensure a smooth MMIS takeover and implementation of new peripheral systems. We describe our use of the SPARK-ITS SDM during each contract period in Tab VIII – Project Management Approach.

Our SPARK-ITS project management plans describe our management approach, organizational structure, formal and informal communications procedures, meeting agendas and meeting notes, progress reporting, correspondence tracking, issues resolution procedures, risk management and mitigation, submission of invoices, and procedures for reporting performance statistics. Our project management plans, which we describe further in Proposal Subsections 17.8.1 – 17.8.10, also meet the nine knowledge areas of the PMBOK Guide identified in Table 17.8-1.

Table 17.8-1. ACS Project Management Plans for Nevada MMIS Takeover

		PMBOK Knowledge Areas

		ACS PMM Deliverable

		Section



		Project Integration Management

		· Integration Management Plan


· Action Item Management Plan 

		17.8.1



		

		· Configuration Management Plan

· Change Management Plan

		17.8.5



		

		· Issue Management Plan 

		

17.8.6



		

		· Metrics Management Plan

		17.10



		Project Scope Management 

		· Requirements Management Plan

· Scope Management Plan

		17.8.2





		Project Time Management 

		· Time Management Plan

		17.8.3



		Project Procurement Management 

		· Subcontractor Management Plan 

		17.8.4



		Project Cost Management 

		· Cost Management Plan

		17.8.7



		Project Human Resource Management 

		· Resources Management Plan 

		17.8.8



		Project Communications Management 

		· Communication Management Plan 

		17.8.9



		Project Risk Management 

		· Risk Management Plan 

		17.8.10



		Project Quality Management 

		· Quality Management Overview

· Quality Assurance Management Plan

· Quality Control Management Plan 

		17.9





We have compared our standard body of artifacts and deliverables with the requirements of the RFP and we have verified our compliance with all DHCFP requirements for deliverables under each project period and task. To ensure ACS meets Nevada Department of Information Technology (DoIT) project management requirements and the requirements specified in the Nevada MMIS Takeover RFP, we have performed a gap analysis between the project management artifacts listed in the DoIT Project Delivery Framework Guide and the deliverables listed in the Nevada MMIS Takeover RFP and the SPARK-ITS PMM. The findings of the analysis revealed SPARK-ITS PMM fully meets all of the DoIT and RFP requirements.

In the remainder of this section, we respond to the RFP requirements for project management.

17.8.1 Integration Management

17.8.1 Project integration to ensure that the various elements of the project are properly coordinated.


Project Integration Management (PMI) describes the integration management practice area as the activities involved in coordinating and integrating all the applicable processes to successfully complete the project. The processes included in PMI are central to defining the business objectives of the project, the work to be included in the project, and defining how the project will be executed, monitored, and controlled, and eventually closed. This practice area also includes the integrated change control process, which continually updates the project management plan to ensure the deliverables include all approved changes resulting from change requests (CRs) executed throughout the life of the project. Through these processes, all the elements of the project, including but not limited to, costs, change management, staffing, and contingency planning are integrated into a single project management strategy.


Since project integration management is a complex knowledge area spanning multiple concepts and processes, SPARK-ITS PMM addresses the knowledge area using several individual, yet consistent and interrelated processes, including but not limited to, configuration management, change management, issue management, quality management, and metrics management. This approach ensures we meet PMBOK guidelines but also make processes accessible and succinct for project managers and staff.

Integration management is also concerned with maintaining quality processes throughout the Nevada MMIS transition and implementation of peripheral systems and ensuring those processes are consistently applied across project phases and groups. To that end, SPARK-ITS includes workflow kickoff and closure procedures to be executed with each workflow or phase of the project life cycle. Activities include setting expectations, training staff, recognizing achievements and project milestones, collecting best practices and lessons learned, and assessing project health. Also included are reviews, sometimes known as tollgate reviews, which are a hallmark of integration management and critical facets of a QMS. They ensure processes are accurately executed, feedback is elicited, and continuous improvement efforts are always underway.

17.8.2 Scope Management

17.8.2 Project scope to ensure that the project includes all the work required and only the work required to complete the project successfully.


The scope management practice area involves the upfront planning and definition of the work to be included in the project, along with the decomposition of the work to manageable pieces, which collectively lead to completion of the required deliverables and the project objectives. This practice includes the scope verification process to ensure that the deliverables are formally accepted as meeting the established criteria. The scope control process documents and manages changes, along with the impact of these changes, in project scope in accordance with the integrated change management process. Changes to the project scope are inevitable, especially on large, complex projects. ACS’ application of scope management processes keeps the project scope well defined, integrates scope items with the detailed project plan, ensures all requirements are met, and ensures activities are executed as planned.


Over time, as laws, economics, technology, government and industry policies, and other factors alter the business climate, our customers inevitably adjust their strategies and objectives to meet the new challenges, especially with projects that span months or years. It is imperative that we, as the contractor, remain flexible in our support service offerings and technical designs to ensure that DHCFP can successfully execute and administer its business using ACS’ technical solutions.

At the macro level, ACS conducts scope management to ensure all Nevada MMIS Takeover Project commitments, such as key deliverables and milestones, are maintained as closely as possible to ensure the project’s success. ACS closely monitors the project schedule’s critical path, noting scope anomalies that can alter the critical path and therefore the all-important go-live date. ACS knows it is neither in the best interest of DHCFP nor ourselves to sacrifice quality in order to widen scope and still meet timelines. Therefore, we take appropriate measures to manage project scope and maintain budgets and timelines while keeping quality at the forefront.


At a micro level, scope management is achieved through more detailed requirements management. New functional and non-functional requirements generally imply added tasks and increased effort within already compressed timeframes and an established budget, which may or may not accommodate a requirement depending upon the size and scope of the requirement. At the same time, as a practical matter, during implementation, new requirements are likely to be identified. To ensure the project meets stated deadlines and milestones, ACS’ projects follow a structured scope management process that is tightly integrated with our requirements management process, both of which are agreed upon during project initiation and planning. We work with DHCFP to effectively manage each requirement from analysis and design through testing and implementation.

For functional requirements, project management requirements, and non-functional requirements such as availability, we provide traceability paths using the IBM RequisitePro requirements management tool and depicted in the resulting requirements traceability matrix (RTM). Using the RTM, we can pinpoint gaps in traceability that may represent open issues, dropped requirements, incomplete design artifacts, or missing test cases. By managing the requirements proactively, we find these issues early in the project, mitigating risk and ensuring that requirements are fully met throughout the entire contract. Furthermore, by analyzing the traceability paths, we can determine if functionality was added beyond the original scope (e.g., design artifacts that cannot be tied back through to contractual requirements), ensuring that we manage scope additions with proper oversight and approval by DHCFP and ACS.


To ensure DHCFP and ACS have a mutual, detailed, and well-defined understanding of the project scope, we perform scope planning and scope definition tasks during project start-up. SPARK-ITS includes a project charter that documents key factors in controlling scope, such as deliverables, success criteria, products or services in and out of scope, assumptions, and constraints. Scope is maintained and even refined through requirements management activities as the project progresses.


A key aspect of ACS’ scope planning effort is to integrate the scope management processes with the other project management processes to ensure that our processes focus on delivery and customer satisfaction. Scope management is specifically integrated with schedule, change, cost, quality, and communication management processes to achieve that goal.

17.8.3 Time/Schedule Management

17.8.3 Time management to ensure timely completion of the project. Include defining activities, estimating activity duration, developing and controlling the project schedule.


Time management involves the definition, sequencing, estimating duration, and estimating resources for required project activities. As the activities are fully defined and dependencies are identified, the Detailed Project Plan is developed, approved, and baselined for the project. After the baseline is established, it becomes a critical project asset for monitoring schedule performance, tracking the incorporation of approved changes, and evaluating the effectiveness of implemented risk mitigation and corrective actions. Our practice and approach to work plan management involves the use of the EPM solution, a Web-accessible environment that allows for team member submission of actual effort and estimated remaining work for assigned tasks. These submissions are reviewed and approved and the work plans are updated dynamically by the individuals responsible for the component work plans. This process allows for timely and accurate availability of performance metrics and status reporting, which are available to authorized project participants through the portal environment.

It is widely recognized that tools should support processes rather than allowing processes to be dictated by the abilities or limitations of tools. In the case of SPARK-ITS schedule management approach, our tools do not just support the schedule management process: they enhance it. ACS’ approach to schedule management encourages dynamic, effort-driven, and predictive work plan development, as well as proactive identification of slippage and scheduling conflicts to ensure early mitigation of scheduling issues and resource constraints. The EPM Solution is comprehensive and beneficial to the project in several ways:

The EPM solution integrates with SharePoint to provide easy access to project information. Since the Project Schedule and SharePoint site are both housed on the same project server, reporting can integrate risks, issues, and other text-based information from SharePoint with schedule and resource status information from the Project-based schedules.


The EPM solution allows the PMO to manage a pool of resources across individual work plans and across projects. Large projects or programs often divide the work plan among several team leads or schedule administrators. The EPM solution allows all the schedules to be located and managed on one server accessing a centralized pool of resources. Resources can be assigned to multiple work plans, and their reported allocation will reflect all assigned work, regardless of project, program, or task.


· The EPM solution allows resources to access assigned tasks via a Web interface. Resources access the Project Web Access (PWA) Web page to view assigned tasks, remaining work, and deadlines. PWA, shown in Exhibit 17.8-2, provides resources an interface to enter progress and update remaining work against assigned tasks, ensuring an accurate accounting of time, progress, and resource availability in the Project Schedule.



Exhibit 17.8-2. Project Web Access User Tasks


Project Web Access is part of the Web-based Enterprise Project Management (EPM) solution.

The SPARK-ITS schedule management process includes standards to ensure consistency of task naming, effective and informative decomposition of tasks, and proven estimation techniques to improve the accuracy and predictability of the project schedule. While the EPM is easily configured to meet specific DHCFP requirements regarding the detailed project plan, SPARK-ITS includes basic standards to ensure consistency and understandability of schedules and related reporting by assigned senior management, staff, and DHCFP staff. Some of these standards include:


Use of “M:” and “D:” prior to milestone and deliverable task names, respectively, in order to highlight the importance of these tasks and allow for enhanced reporting


Standard use of fixed work, effort-driven tasks except for client responsibilities, which are set to fixed duration

Manually level resources to ideal allocation between 80 and 125% in a given month


Tasks occurring within 90 days must be between 3 and 80 hours of work per resource; larger tasks must be divided to align with this standard


Document all schedule assumptions and constraints in the schedule management plan

All tasks should include at least one predecessor and successor to ensure correct identification of the project’s critical path


· Ensure task constraints are set to “As Soon As Possible,” unless there is an absolute need to set a fixed date for a task


Adherence to these and other standards allows for clarity of assignments, ease of reporting, effective management, and reliability of a well-developed, predictive work plan. ACS offers custom-built reporting that allows for dynamic and robust reports on deliverables, milestones, resource allocation, and project health.


17.8.4 Subcontractor Management

17.8.4 Management of contractor and/or subcontractor issues and resolution process.

(This section describes ACS’ process for managing and resolving issues related to subcontractors. Please refer also to Proposal Section 17.8.6, Issue Management, which describes our process for globally managing project issues generated by DHCFP, ACS, or any that may arise from subcontractor management.)

Nearly all projects use suppliers. Suppliers include the use of subcontractors to complete specialized tasks, the hiring of outside vendors to complete work products or services, or the procurement of software such as COTS products for use on the project or to integrate into the technical solution. We use a supplier agreement management plan to address the identification of the need for and the acquisition of products and services that we ultimately deliver to DHCFP or that ACS uses to produce project deliverables. It is critical to the quality, cost, and schedule of the project that suppliers be carefully selected, monitored, and integrated into the project or solution. The supplier agreement management plan includes processes and templates to complete the following tasks:


Define the project’s potential subcontractor or supplier requirements


Specify subcontractor or supplier selection criteria


Establish and maintain agreements or contracts with selected subcontractors or suppliers through approved ACS channels


Monitor subcontractor or supplier activities through established deliverables and success criteria


Evaluate subcontractor or supplier deliverables for satisfaction of established criteria


· Implement subcontractor or supplier deliverables into the project or technical solution


Through the standard process, ACS ensures the integrity of the selection process and awards business to suppliers and subcontractors that can provide the services or products under consideration at the best combination of price, management, quality, schedule, and other pertinent factors. Factors of this process may differ slightly for products vs. services. All source selections where factors other than or in addition to price is evaluated using a supplier needs list and definition document to capture criteria and reasons for final selection.


In tailoring and executing the supplier agreement management plan for the deployment project, ACS ensures that all parties and vendors, internal and external to ACS, contribute in a positive and beneficial way to the success and quality of the technical solution. During the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, ACS assumes all responsibility for managing our subcontractors and resolving subcontractor issues. Please refer to Proposal Section 17.5, Subcontractor Information, for more information on the subcontractors we are proposing for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.

17.8.5 Change Management


17.8.5 Responding to and covering requested changes in the project time frames.


Changes can arise at any time and can affect a number of factors and project assets. Changes can be requested to requirements, documentation, resources, management processes, software code, or technical infrastructure. All changes have some type of impact, and the impact may be in the form of resource availability, scheduling and delivery dates, and even quality. Not all changes affect the project negatively; some changes can decrease the scope of the project and therefore increase the speed of delivery or free up resources’ time. Changes can arise from mandates, such as governmental or legal requirements, from policy changes, or even as project team members come up with new solutions or ideas. Changes are a guaranteed occurrence on any project, and effective change management processes ensure that the impact is measured, monitored, and clearly communicated to facilitate wise decision making by management. SPARK-ITS identifies two interconnected and critical areas—configuration management and change management.

Configuration Management


The purpose of the configuration management (CM) function is to establish and maintain the integrity of the project work products, critical documents, technical environments, and software products throughout the project life cycle. It involves identifying the items placed under CM (e.g., project requirements, software specifications, selected software work products, and related items such as product descriptions and operational documentation), systematically controlling changes to the configuration items, and maintaining the integrity and tractability of the configuration throughout the software life cycle. CM activities include, but are not limited to, initiating, recording, reviewing, approving, and tracking change requests (CRs) for configuration items.

ACS follows the Software Engineering Institute’s (SEI) CMMI principles in conducting configuration management activities. Moreover, we conduct all configuration management activities according to a configuration management plan that we tailor to the needs of Nevada. The plan contains detailed descriptions of how work products, including deliverables, documentation, and software code, are controlled and configured. Only through the combination of configuration and change processes can ACS ensure control and accuracy of its technical solutions.

Work products that we typically specify as configuration items include the following:


Critical Documents – For example, all updated documentation to be disseminated following successful completion of a CR


Project Management Plans – For example, risk management plan and quality management plan

Technical Environments – For example, system test environments, acceptance test environments, and production environments


· Software Products – For example, Web pages, interfaces, source code, and database definitions

We provide the insight into, and description of, any tool(s) for monitoring, the processes to be followed for configuration management, the methods to be used, and the approach to be followed for each CM activity in our CM Plan. Key goals for the CM plan deliverable include:


A description of the configuration management policies and procedures that will be executed


A description of the process for recording and reporting the status of items and change requests


A description of our plan/process to ensure the completeness, consistency, and correctness of releases


· A description of any controls put in place for the storage, handling, and delivery of the software releases


The IBM Rational tools used in the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project offer stable and reliable change, version control, and release and automated build management; help eliminate manual steps in the development process, increasing efficiency with fewer errors; provide technical teams complete control over the development process; and provide robust security for software components, allowing for increased traceability and accountability throughout the development process. CM works hand-in-hand with requirements management and the iterative development process as necessary changes to scope are evaluated and managed through implementation.


Change Management


The objectives of change management are to ensure requested changes are documented, tracked, managed, and implemented on a timely schedule and at reasonable and expected cost. Changes may be based on scope (both technical and functional) or schedule. During initial planning, ACS provides DHCFP with a template for change management outlining the basic structure for developing, reviewing, tailoring, and approval of the change management plan (CMP). We work with DHCFP to develop a CMP that establishes the change management roles and responsibilities, policies, guidelines, processes, and procedures necessary for controlling and managing the changes during the life of the project. This document identifies how changes are identified, defined, evaluated, approved, and tracked through completion. The CMP defines the strategy that the project team follows to support a continuous change management model for the duration of the project. Typically, the CMP provides a formal process for performing the following activities:


Identifying CRs and performing initial review


Performing change impact assessment for a CR based upon scope, plan, and budget


Preparing Statement of Impact based upon change impact assessment


Approving proposed changes


Completing and closing CRs


· Monitoring change priorities


The approved CMP is part of the overall PMM defining the strategy that the project team follows for the duration of the contract. The plan includes a change management process that governs not only the changes made through modification of software and system tables, but also the user-generated changes in rules-based peripheral system components or any other modification of business processes. The change management process includes a multi-level approval process for changes in any rules engine(s) or any other modification of business processes. We also develop a proposed procedure for resolving any dispute between DHCFP and ACS as to whether any requirement of DHCFP is within the scope of work covered by the contract. By following documented plans and implementing procedural and system changes, ACS ensures the seamless integration and execution of required change orders into the project scope of work.


We use Microsoft SharePoint as our automated change management system (CMS) to ensure all modifications to the systems are performed in a structured, controlled manner. Use of the Nevada MMIS Project Repository on SharePoint as our CMS allows DHCFP and ACS management staff to review current priorities and timelines, change priorities by adding new tasks and target dates, and then immediately see the impact of these new priorities on pre-existing priorities and their target dates. The CMS also tracks research issues identified by DHCFP or ACS in which the system does not appear to be functioning as expected. Along with the CMS, we use IBM’s Rational ClearQuest as our management tool for tracking and executing software changes that result from CRs.

Since changes may or may not affect technical solutions, software, and testing, we first enter all change requests into the CMS for assignment, impact assessment, and disposition. Some changes will remain only in SharePoint, for example, a request to substantially adjust the project schedule. This type of CR can be proposed, assessed, assigned, and executed without the use of Rational ClearQuest because testing is not necessary. On the other hand, once a CR affecting the technical solution, software, product, or architecture has been approved, it is added into ClearQuest for tracking, testing, and resolution. For example, a request to add two new features to the POS system is added into ClearQuest so the new requirements can be traced to requirements and fully tested prior to closure. For more detailed information on Rational ClearQuest, please refer to Proposal Section 17.11, Project Software Tools.

Change is not only inevitable, but it should be embraced as it can result in a more robust or applicable solution, information that more accurately reflects reality, or improved processes and data. ACS’ change management process ensures that changes are surfaced, recorded, and monitored with sufficient oversight to minimize negative consequences and maximize benefits to the project and customer.


Please refer to Proposal Section 10.2, Maintenance, and Proposal Section 12.2, Maintenance and Change Management, for additional discussion of our approach to this critical area of project management during operations.

17.8.6 Issues Management


17.8.6 Responding to DHCFP generated issues.


(This section describes ACS’ process for globally managing and resolving issues during the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, whether those issues are generated by DHCFP, ACS, or any that may arise from subcontractor management.)

Issues management specifically includes management of issues such as occurrences in the project that need escalation or resolution by management. We use the same issues management process to address all project issues, whether generated by DHCFP, ACS, or any that arise out of the subcontractor management process. It is a continual process throughout the project and is tied to our continuous improvement principles. It includes categorizing and prioritizing issues, as well as determining an escalation path for issues that are unresolved within a predetermined length of time.

Unacknowledged or unresolved issues can threaten DHCFP’s and ACS’ project success and therefore must be identified and managed effectively. It is the responsibility of each project team member to identify, communicate, and log each issue into the issues log on SharePoint in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository. Exhibit 17.8-3 demonstrates the continual process involved in monitoring issues.



Exhibit 17.8-3. Issues Management Approach

Our Issue Management approach is tied directly to continuous improvement principles.


The Nevada MMIS Project Repository includes an issues log that allows ACS and DHCFP to track and manage issues by priority, category, and other indicators. The repository also produces standard reports and user-defined ad hoc reports to aid management in monitoring issues. As they are categorized, issues are also prioritized in order of potential impact to ensure that staff and management attention is devoted to the areas in which the need or return is the greatest. SharePoint facilitates the issue monitoring process because it allows alerting, saved queries and reports, and user-defined fields such as category, priority, and severity to be used by the project team. Appropriate stakeholders can examine one or more issues at any given time, receiving current information regarding resolution activity.

Once an issue has been categorized, prioritized, and assigned a severity level, a required resolution date is assigned to ensure that it is resolved in a timely manner. Some of the same criteria used for determining the priority of an issue are also used in determining its resolution date. If an issue must be resolved before another task can begin (i.e., there is a task dependency), then the resolution date is set to accommodate that dependency. Resolution dates may also be set to prevent delays in the project schedule. In some cases, due dates for specific action items may be externally imposed, such as mandates. Once a resolution is defined, the owner executes the resolution and continually updates the SharePoint issues log with all relevant information pertaining to its resolution and closing.

Occasionally, an issue cannot be resolved in the normal course of operations, requiring it to be escalated so that it receives additional management attention. ACS views problem escalation as increasing the visibility of issues to progressively higher levels of management so that appropriate action toward a resolution can be taken. In the normal course of operations, management has continuous visibility on all project issues and their resolution steps through the repository and the project status report. Initial indications of problems are highlighted in the status report and in most cases, there is no further escalation required. It is the responsibility of team leaders and project leads to focus their attention on removing issues from the highlighted list.


Once an issue is marked as resolved, it is then forwarded to DHCFP for review before it is closed out in the repository. This review process confirms that the issue is fully addressed and that no unexpected results have occurred. After the resolution is approved by DHCFP, the owner closes out the issue in SharePoint.


ACS delivers an issues management plan (IMP) to DHCFP during the planning phase, and we continue to follow the IMP throughout the life of the project. All project team members have the responsibility for identifying project issues, and identified issues are managed according to defined processes. The IMP describes the process, tools, and techniques used in issue identification and analysis; tools for tracking and monitoring issues; the staff involved in the issue management process; a description of how issues will be quantified and qualified; and how we perform issue response planning.


The objective of the IMP is to establish a structured, repeatable issue management process to allow timely resolution of issues to avoid a negative impact to the project. Through the issues management process, we stimulate the continuous identification of issues. The objective of continuous identification of issues is to allow development of a more effective and timely strategy for resolving the issues. The IMP defines the strategy the project team follows to support a continuous issue management model and includes the following high-level activities:

Planning activities

Issues identification activities

Assessment analysis activities

· Continuous issue response monitoring and control

The project manager reviews issues during weekly project management meetings and determines those that will be recorded and tracked. The ACS project manager uses the SharePoint issue management tool to generate an issue, enter a title, include a description, and complete other required fields in the issue new item form. The issue status is initially set to “Open.” Additional issue information is entered later in the process.

The project management team, with key stakeholders, assesses the impact each issue will have on the project. Then the project manager enters the issue assessment information in the priority and discussion notes fields. Assessment analysis includes the following activities:

Assessing the consequences of a delayed issue resolution on quality, project cost, technical success, and schedule

Assessing the impact of an outstanding issue on the overall project, not just the discrete issue

Identifying potential risks associated with the issue

· Determining a possible response to resolving an outstanding issue

The criticality of an issue is based on the priority and severity values. Priority addresses the level of attention to be given to the issue, relative to other issues. Severity addresses the consequences and impact on the project related to the issue. Each characteristic of the issue is rated as “Low,” “Medium,” or “High.” The project manager determines the priority and severity of each issue, designates a project team member as the issue owner, and updates the issue. The issue owner is the primary point of contact responsible for issue tracking and resolution. The issue owner is responsible for the following activities:

Reporting status

Performing critical path analysis of the issues identified. This process includes tracking and any follow-on planning activities, if necessary, and will establish and identify milestones for escalation planning.


· Determining, based on the issue’s criticality, when issue resolution is required. A due date for issue resolution is assigned and the issue is tracked accordingly.

According to the IMP created during planning, the project team identifies and logs issues continuously for the life of the project. Continuous issue identification keeps the list of issues dynamic and verifies continuous issue identification. The project team must perform the following activities:

Review previous weekly reports for existing issues and review sources of issues

Identify and assess new issues

Track and update the status of the issue weekly

Change status from “Open” to “Resolved”

Change status from “Resolved” to “Closed” or “Open” to “Closed”

Review and update the issue list during each weekly status meeting

Implement escalation strategy when an issue is critical

Monitor performance to verify timely notification


Communicate status of issues to team members and stakeholders

· Re-plan issue management strategy based on new information

The project manager maintains issues metrics that reports the total number of issues, number of issues by status, and number of issues by criticality. The reporting of issues is critical and is part of the project’s standard status reporting activities outlined in the communication plan.

The following are proposed resources defined in the IMP:


Project Manager. Delivers the project status report, which includes identified issues, to senior management within the program. Provides input and feedback to the program manager on issues that may have an impact on the program. Validates that adequate issue management awareness and training for all project team members. Escalates to the program manager any issue that cannot be resolved.

Project Management Office (PMO). Enters and updates information about new and existing issues. Provides reporting and monitoring support as directed by the project manager.


Team Leads and Team Members. Identifies and reports potential issues.


· DHCFP. Approves or rejects issue resolution as necessary within time frames agreed to. Provides a written response to ACS on any issue concerns.


17.8.7 Cost Management

17.8.7 Cost management to ensure that the project is completed within the approved budget. Include resource planning, cost estimating, cost budgeting, and cost control.


Cost management is primarily concerned with the cost of the human and material resources needed to complete project activities. PMI defines cost management through three core processes: cost estimating, cost budgeting, and cost control. These processes are integrated and conducted iteratively as the project progresses. Fundamentally, the cost estimating process is used to establish the cost budget associated with the activities defined within the project schedule. The cost budget is a time-phased baseline used in the cost control process to monitor and measure project performance and the impact of corrective actions on the estimate at completion. ACS’ cost management practice includes tracking and reporting to provide early detection of project performance problems and improve project results.

While cost management is typically considered an internal contractor activity, we understand that DHCFP is directly impacted by how effectively ACS executes its internal cost management processes. Effective cost management results in accurate resourcing to the project, the ability to manage and accept changes to scope and requirements, and the ability to conduct quality processes as scheduled. On the contrary, if costs are not properly controlled, ACS would need to reduce resources, schedule, or quality to meet deadlines and deliverables. Therefore, it is in the best interests of both ACS and DHCFP to have a comprehensive and integrated cost management approach.


ACS’ cost management process includes a comprehensive and complex set of documents and tools to track, forecast, and manage costs. Our cost model forecasts project costs and tracks actual expenditures against the forecast to accurately detect and predict cost overages. Our cost management process is integrated with our resource management process to ensure resources, their ramp up and roll off, and their costs are anticipated, monitored, and proactively handled.

17.8.8 Resource Management

17.8.8 Resource management to ensure the most effective use of people involved in the project including subcontractors.


The practice area of human resource management focuses on the core processes of human resources planning, acquiring the project team, project team development, and management of the project team. The planning process includes determining the roles, responsibilities, reporting relationships, and other activities supporting the project organizational structure and a staff management plan necessary for project success. The process ensures the ACS project team is prepared, assigned, and available to complete the work as specified in the detailed project plan. While often viewed as a process that occurs only during the start up of the project or phase, this is rather an ongoing and integral component of project success throughout the entire project.

ACS understands that successful projects require proven methodology for accurately forecasting staffing needs. Our staffing goals for the project reflect our overall policy of providing experienced and knowledgeable staff to avoid any significant learning curve. ACS provides staff members who are exceptionally strong and thoroughly committed to the success of the implementation. With DHCFP approval, we interview incumbent staff and make employment offers to individuals who meet our employment criteria.


We use several means to ensure that offsite and onsite staff activities move forward according to the approved detailed project plan, including the following:


Regular Internal Meetings – The project manager holds regular internal meetings with project staff so that all affected groups are aware of the exact status of project work at any given time. Offsite staff members participate in these meetings through conference calls and/or videoconferencing. Project team members discuss work plan progress, issues, risks, and other matters critical to project health.


Onsite Collaboration – We ensure that appropriate offsite system staff members are available onsite during critical phases of the implementation effort, for example, during requirements review and validation sessions, designated user walkthroughs, and operational readiness testing (ORT) support, as appropriate or required.


Day-to-day Communication – We use several methods of effective and frequent communication to coordinate and unify the activities of off site staff, including e-mail, teleconferencing, and complete access to the project SharePoint site. We document communication standards in the communication management plan and its supplementary artifacts.


Timely and Appropriate Training – We ensure resources are equipped to perform assigned tasks as effectively as possible by conducting training when needed. Training processes and standards allow for the application of a variety of media, such as computer-based training, mentoring, and more. Skills of project staff are tracked to ensure they either have, or can obtain in a timely manner, the skills and knowledge necessary so they can contribute to the project’s success.


· Comprehensive Resource and Schedule Management – We use our EPM solution to oversee the staffing on the project. By keeping the project schedule in the EPM environment, we anticipate staffing needs and respond to them in a timely manner. We can also detect resource underallocation immediately and redeploy resources to other tasks to keep the project on schedule.

ACS’ staffing management activities verify that a project is properly staffed to complete objectives for the life of the project. It involves not only the placement of resources on a project, but also the development of the resources to enhance performance for now and in the future. As such, we prepare and execute a resource management plan including organizational charts with defined responsibilities and contact information.

We believe that the key to achieving maximum organizational performance is to establish teams that are aligned with organizational goals, to clearly communicate roles and responsibilities, and to empower team members to perform. Other strategies for developing the project team include improving the competencies and interaction of team members to enhance project performance. Objectives include improving the skills of team members in order to increase their ability to complete project activities and to improve feelings of trust and cohesiveness among team members in order to raise productivity through greater teamwork. The training tasks are defined in the project work plan and are scheduled near the beginning of the project.

Through our efforts to attract and retain the best people, DHCFP is assured a highly qualified, competent, and experienced team of professionals to serve its needs throughout the life of the project. Please refer to Proposal Section 17.6, Resource Matrix, for additional information on our staffing, and Proposal Section 12.3, Training Requirements, for details about our staff training methods.

17.8.9 Communications Management

17.8.9 Communications management to ensure effective information generation, documentation, storage, transmission and disposal of project information.


Effective project and stakeholder communications are imperative to project success. ACS’ practice of communications management includes communications planning, information distribution, performance reporting, and stakeholder management. ACS embraces PMI’s view of communications planning, ensuring that the majority of the planning process is completed in the earliest project phases, with regular reviews and ongoing updates conducted to ensure continued appropriateness throughout the contract. The Nevada PMO in Reno, in consultation with appropriate DHCFP staff, is responsible for developing and executing the communications management plan.


On a successful project, communication flows freely and effortlessly between the contractor and customer. Reporting is regular and thorough, meetings are open and informative, and deliverables are submitted in a timely manner with exceptional quality to make approvals prompt and uncomplicated. The way to make communications seem effortless on a project is to place the highest priority on establishing and maintaining effective communications processes, protocols, and techniques. ACS’ communication management plan establishes “what” processes must be enacted and “how” to enact them; supplementary artifacts such as the stakeholder analysis and communication event schedule (maintained on SharePoint for ease of reference) capture the “who,” “when,” and “where.” The result is a complete plan for communications, including work product delivery activities, review and approval standards, status report formats and meetings, escalation processes, and e-mail protocols.


The stakeholder analysis captures all stakeholders, both internal and external to the project. It is updated regularly by both ACS and DHCFP throughout the project to ensure ACS always knows the points of contact for document approval, implementation updates or awareness, or subject matter expertise. The document captures roles, names, contact information, level(s) of communication required, and preferred means of communication where appropriate. By having this document ready and current, we keep all interested parties informed as necessary.


The communication event schedule is a comprehensive listing of all regular and/or critical communications events, regardless of media or venue. It serves as a foundation for formal and informal communications established at the start of the project and carried through the entire contract period. ACS and DHCFP jointly determine when and where communications should take place, such as weekly issues and risks meetings, monthly project health meetings, or bi-weekly status reports. Key attendees and stakeholders are identified for each event.


As with all SPARK-ITS process library materials, the communication management plan and supplementary artifacts are based on proven techniques and PMBOK recommendations, but it is also modifiable based on the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project’s specific needs and DHCFP’s requirements. For example, minimum requirements for status reports are documented to enable ACS to review project health across all active projects, but DHCFP’s requirements may require the addition of other figures, items, or comments to the status report.

With successful takeover and operations as common goals between ACS and DHCFP, consistent and open communication is critical. When we are kept informed of DHCFP needs, changes, and decisions, we can adapt and change plans and designs accordingly. When DHCFP is kept informed of ACS’ decisions, status changes, and potential risks and issues, the customer can make informed decisions and approvals. Constant and consistent communication forms the basis for an honest and mutually beneficial partnership between ACS and DHCFP, to the ultimate benefit of the Nevada Medicaid providers and recipients.

17.8.10 Risk Management

17.8.10 Risk management to ensure that risks are identified, planned for, analyzed, communicated and acted upon effectively.


We do not underestimate the importance of planning for success and at the same time providing a structured mechanism for handling events that do not go as planned. ACS uses a consistent methodology for risk management throughout the life of the contract. Following a proven risk management strategy maximizes the likelihood of successful project completion and minimizes or eliminates the potential negative impact of risks that cannot be avoided. In short, managing risk on a project essentially consists of addressing two basic questions: What can go wrong on the project? Moreover, what can be done about it? 

While a project team cannot predict the future, it can apply reasonable judgments to potential project risks and develop a mitigation or contingency plan for handling the impact of the risk in the event the risk develops into an actual problem. Commitment to risk management was a significant factor in our decision to work with Verizon to copy the current system on the same hosting solution and eliminate many of the generally accepted risks that may occur during a takeover.


ACS provides a deliberate and proactive process for identifying potential risks and assessing the probability and potential consequences of identified risks. We follow a thorough risk response planning process that identifies mitigation strategies and the criteria for early detection of risk to ensure we can rapidly implement risk mitigation actions and minimize negative project impacts. Risk monitoring and control involves not only the tracking of previously identified risks, triggers, response plans, and risk mitigation actions, but also determined adherence to continual identification or new and changing risks.

We pride ourselves on disciplined project management practices as exemplified by SPARK-ITS. Our risk management approach is based upon the PMBOK Guide – 4th Edition approach, which begins with risk management planning. We have taken the lessons learned from our past Medicaid experience and current operational MMIS projects and distilled that experience into a MMIS transition plan for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. The transition plan incorporates a risk management process for dealing with events and influences that could potentially hinder the ability to deliver the services or provide the quality DHCFP seeks. We work with DHCFP to tailor our processes to meet any existing policies and procedures for risk management at the agency or State level. ACS’ standard risk management plan outlines a risk management strategy that includes the following primary processes:

Risk identification

Risk assessment

Risk mitigation planning

Risk mitigation implementation

· Monitoring and control

Exhibit 17.8-4 depicts the ACS risk management process flow.




Exhibit 17.8-4. ACS Risk Management Approach


Once risks are identified, they are assessed and then managed through the ACS Project Management Office (PMO). Risk status reporting is available for online viewing within the Nevada MMIS Project Repository.

Risk Identification. The identification of risks for a project is a continual process that is initiated during the contract start-up period and is sustained throughout the life of the contract, including turnover. The thoroughness with which risk identification is accomplished will determine the effectiveness of the risk management process. The risk management team, comprising appropriate functional representatives (e.g., systems, operations, project management, and subject matter experts as appropriate), identifies risk areas, reviews risk areas, assigns actions, and reports on risk reduction efforts. The team draws on lessons learned from other projects and creates a risk management checklist during this risk identification process. Risks typically fall into one the following categories: technical, cost, schedule, management, quality, operational, staffing, or external. New risk identification is generally performed at least quarterly, depending on the project, and/or prior to all major project reviews.


Risk Assessment. Risk assessment, also referred to as risk analysis, is the process of quantifying identified risks for purposes of evaluation. We collect and categorize a list of anticipated project risks to better understand the nature and source of the risk, including an evaluation of stakeholder tolerance for the risk. Risks are categorized according to the probability of their occurrence and the severity of the consequences should they occur. They are categorized as High, Medium or Low risk, as shown in Exhibit 17.8-5. This approach allows ACS and DHCFP to quantify the risk level to provide objectivity and focus to mitigation activities.




Exhibit 17.8-5. Risk Assessment

ACS assesses risks according to the probability of their occurrence, the severity of their impact, and the category as High, Medium, or Low.

All risks are entered into the risk management log in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository on SharePoint. High-exposure risks are addressed in the risk mitigation (or risk response) plan. Medium-exposure risks may or may not be addressed with a risk mitigation plan, depending upon the individual risk. Low-exposure risks are generally not formally tracked and are normally not addressed in the risk mitigation plan. All of the previously identified risks are regularly reviewed, regardless of the assigned exposure rating, to determine and make any appropriate adjustments. We believe this methodology, in combination with the monitoring and control activities discussed below, represents the best balance between the cost and benefit of risk management.

Risk Mitigation Planning. Because the effectiveness of the response directly affects whether the risk increases or decreases, ACS ensures that the risk response is appropriate to the category, probability, and impact of each risk. Risk responses generally correspond to avoidance, mitigation, transference, or acceptance. The project management team is responsible for prioritizing risks to meet project objectives and documenting the risk mitigation plans in the project repository. For all high-priority risks, a risk mitigation plan is defined to eliminate or reduce the impact of the risk to an acceptable level and to prevent the risk from occurring. It also includes contingency plan activities that will be implemented if the identified risk does occur. These mitigation plans may be documented separately or combined into the project-level plan.

When determining an approach to mitigation, subject matter experts are used to suggest alternate strategies, assess the effectiveness of each alternative (including cost and schedule impact), determine the risks involved with each alternative, and to arrive at a recommended approach. Specific project events, actions, activities, or conditions, internal or external to the project, that imply possible risk are documented to alert the project team to pending risk development situations. These are entered into project work plans as contingency triggers and act to alert project management of an impending risk. In this manner, ACS anticipates risks and attempts to nullify them before they become issues and before the risk can negatively affect project success.


Risk Mitigation Implementation. A risk mitigation plan is implemented when the contingency trigger is reached. All appropriate project stakeholders, including DHCFP project management, will be alerted when a contingency trigger has been activated. The mitigation and contingency plans are captured in the risk log located in the online project repository. The PMO ensures execution of the risk management activities over the life of the project and initiates communications with DHCFP and relevant stakeholders as circumstances dictate. Each risk entered into the log is assigned to the manager whose part of the project the risk affects and whose group is best equipped to implement the risk response and the owner of the risk is responsible for monitoring the risk. This monitoring by line management supplements the overall risk monitoring by the PMO and ensures a collective, coordinated effort for risk control.


Monitoring and Control. The project team identifies, logs, and tracks risks throughout the life of the project. Continuous risk identification and monitoring keeps the list of risks and their associated status dynamic. Each week, risk owners and the PMO examine the items in the risk log and update the risk characteristics, response plans, and response actions as appropriate. They also review the risk triggers to determine if they have occurred and, if so, ensure response actions are appropriate. The results of these updates are immediately available through the project repository, and the associated metrics are reported in the project status reports. Status reports also contain a specific discussion of the most significant project risks and the actions taken in response to them as well as an overall risk analysis for the project.

ACS’ risk monitoring and control process is continual and is not limited solely to dealing with risks that have already been identified. If new risks are identified, they are analyzed and a response plan is developed. The Nevada PMO continually performs risk response planning and risk monitoring. ACS ensures constant vigilance is applied so that risks are identified and responded to at the earliest stages possible. Monitoring and control activities include:


Review weekly reports and risk logs to determine if the risk is still valid, the probability or severity has changed, the trigger for the risk has occurred, mitigation plans remain relevant and accurate, and that the contingency plan remains valid as the risk matures

Track and update the status of the risk on a weekly basis


Change status from “Open” to “Occurring” when the risk has been triggered


Change status from “Open” to “Closed” if the risk has not occurred, the expiration date has passed, and the status change has been approved by ACS and DHCFP project management

Change status from “Occurring” to “Closed” if a contingency plan has been successfully implemented, the risk is no longer possible, and the status change has been approved by ACS and DHCFP project management

Communicate risks and their status to DHCFP team members and stakeholders


Monitor and evaluate metrics to help ensure adequate notice of changes is provided


Identify and assess risks continuously and develop mitigation strategies as needed

Re-plan risk response strategy based on new information


· Analyze the results of the risk response plan for effectiveness and lessons learned

With all of its various parts, SPARK-ITS is first and foremost a quality management system that brings consistency, stability, and predictability to complex projects. Our emphasis on quality throughout all of our processes is an integral part of our project activity. In the following section, we explain our approach to quality management and quality assurance.
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17.4	vendor staff resumes

As required by RFP Secttion 17.4, FHS has completed a resume for each proposed individual on the State format provided in RFP Attachment K.  Resumes for the following staff members are included in Tab X, Attachment K – Proposed Staff Resumes.  

Bruce Adkins, Business Analyst

John Biju, Lead Programmer/Analyst

Martha Bock, Business Analyst, IT

Glynda Bolinger, Service Operations Supervisor

Colleen Boltman, RN, BSN, CPUR, Account Manager, HCM

Michael Brill, Applications Development Analyst

Lisa Comerose, BSN, RN, Director, HCM

Sharon Derengowski, Supervisor, Finance

Candis Lee Englant, Fiscal Manager

Martin Gimpelson, Applications Development Consultant

Krishna Girimajirao, Senior Programmer Analyst

Kimberly Grace, Clinical Trainer

Michelle Gustavson, Technical Writer

Shirley Hunting, CPhT, Pharmacy Support Specialist

Jamie Jones, Programmer Analyst

Nicholas J. Kasperski, Takeover Project Manager

Rhonda Kessler, RN, CCP, Manager, Health Services

David Kohler, Business Analyst, IT

Gangadhar Kollipara, Senior Programmer Analyst

Sudhaker Kondury, Senior Programmer Analyst

Shanna Lira, Claims Manager

Pamela Loomis, RN, BN, MS, Manager, Medical Review

Leticia Mays, Business/Rate Analyst, IT

Karen Miller, Business Analyst, IT

Christina Montroy, Technical Writer

Santhosh Nair, IT Manager

Angela Overbey, Programmer Analyst

Umakanth Pandurangaiah, PMP, Director, IT and Takeover Systems Manager

Donna Perkins, Director, Nevada MMIS Operations and Acting Training Manager

Steven Phillips, MD, CMD, Nevada Medical Director

Annette Piccirilli, MSW, LCSW, Behavioral Health Specialist

Jason Pottipadu, Senior Programmer Analyst

Sarah Ramirez, LCSW, Supervisor, Clinical Review

Satya Ravva, Applications Development Consultant

Brenda Salgado, Provider Enrollment Supervisor

Vincent Salla, Senior Programmer Analyst

Linda Savelle, Senior Applications Development Consultant

Jennifer Shaffer, Provider Services Manager

Mark Shaffer, PMP, Account Director

Janice Stenson, Accounting Assistant (MCO Enrollment)

Malgorzata “Gosia” Sylwestrzak, Biostatistician

Paula Townsend, PharmD, Pharmacy Benefits Manager

Donald Trice, Business Analyst, IT

Loriza Trinidad, Senior Programmer Analyst

David Viele, Vice President, Account Management

Bailey Ward, Business Analyst, IT.

subcontractor Key Personnel

Elizabeth Conway, JD, HMS Executive Advisor

Marnie Basom, HMS TPL Project Management

Abbie Teslow-Roden, HMS Project Director.
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17.5
Subcontractor Information

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.5, page 173-175

17.5.1 Does this proposal include the use of subcontractors? Check the appropriate response in the table below:


Yes____ No_____ 

		Yes

		X

		No

		





If “Yes”, vendor must:


17.5.1.1 Identify specific subcontractors and the specific requirements of this RFP for which each proposed subcontractor will perform services.


17.5.1.2 If any tasks are to be completed by subcontractor(s), vendors must:


A. Describe the relevant contractual arrangements;


B. Describe how the work of any subcontractor(s) will be supervised, channels of communication will be maintained and compliance with contract terms assured; and


C. Describe your previous experience with subcontractor(s).


17.5.1.3 Vendors must describe the methodology, processes and tools utilized for:


A. Selecting and qualifying appropriate subcontractors for the project;


B. Incorporating the subcontractor’s roles and responsibilities and methodologies fit into the vendor’s overall approach;

C. Ensuring subcontractor compliance with the overall performance objectives for the project; and


D. Ensuring that subcontractor deliverables meet the quality objectives of the project.


17.5.1.4 Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractors as requested in Section 17.1, Primary Vendor Information.


17.5.1.5 References as specified in Section 17.2, References must be provided for any proposed subcontractors.


17.5.1.6 Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractor staff as specified in Section 17.3, Vendor


Staff Skills and Experience Required.


17.5.1.7 Staff resumes for any proposed subcontractors as specified in Section 17.4, Vendor Staff Resumes.


17.5.1.8 The State may require that the awarded vendor provide proof of payment to any subcontractors used for this project. Proposals should include a plan by which, at the State’s request, the State will be notified of such payments.


		

		



		Our subcontracting partnerships offer greater value to DHCFP through enhanced capabilities.

· As the current TPL contractor, HMS assisted DHCFP in realizing TPL pay and chase recoveries totaling more than $24 million from 2005 through December 31, 2009.


· Ingenix has extensive experience in the state government space, including an excellent record of accomplishment in Medicaid DSS, and MAR and SUR solutions.

· Continuing to use the Verizon Data Center to host the Nevada MMIS reduces risk.


· Goold Health Systems (GHS) presently provides diverse, value-driven pharmacy services in 11 states including the Medicaid agencies in Iowa, Maine, and Wyoming.

· LexisNexis provides beneficiary and provider screening solutions to support the State’s cost savings initiatives 



		





17.5.1.9 Primary vendor shall not allow any subcontractor to commence work until all insurance required of the subcontractor is provided.


17.5.1.10 Primary vendor must notify the using agency of the intended use of any subcontractors not identified within their original proposal response and provide the information originally requested in the RFP in Section16.5, Subcontractor Information. The primary vendor must receive agency approval prior to subcontractor commencing work.


17.5.1.11 All subcontractor employees assigned to the project must be authorized to work in this country.

Minimizing impact on the provider community, other agencies, and other stakeholders and maintaining a simple, manageable scope of work are key goals of DHCFP. Partnering with industry-leading innovators with demonstrated capabilities, ACS provides DHCFP an experienced, high-quality, low-risk team. This team includes proven subcontractors and vendors, many of whom have worked with ACS successfully on other Medicaid contracts.

A mission-critical component of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project is continuity of operations providing transparent services continuity for recipients and transparent business continuity for providers. Achieving continuity for a project this complex requires the performance and coordination of tasks by multiple contractors, each contributing unique qualifications and tailored expertise. We have assembled a superior team to perform the scope of work for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. We selected our subcontractors based on their recognized expertise and leadership in performing their respective roles as well as their commitment to working as an integrated team to achieve a seamless takeover.

As prime contractor, ACS is wholly accountable to DHCFP for completing the scope of work and meeting performance requirements. We gladly assume that responsibility and have the experience to support that role. We are highly experienced in managing subcontractors on large-scale projects and will employ best practices for reviewing subcontractor plans, monitoring their progress, and evaluating their work products to ensure compliance with defined requirements.

Our highly successful takeover of the Texas Medicaid MMIS and operations is one example of a proven demonstration of our expertise in this area. As the prime contractor, we were responsible for managing our technology subcontractor in the takeover of the highly complex Compass21—a takeover that occurred on-time and with no interruption of service. We will apply the same proven, structured management practices in managing our subcontractors to ensure a smooth takeover and repeat this success for Nevada.

17.5.1 Use of subcontractors


17.5.1 Does this proposal include the use of subcontractors? Check the appropriate response in the table below:


Yes____ No_____ 


		Yes

		X

		No

		





17.5.1.1
Identification of Subcontractors and scope of Work


17.5.1.1 Identify specific subcontractors and the specific requirements of this RFP for which each proposed subcontractor will perform services.

As the prime contractor, ACS is responsible for overall contract performance, including the efforts of our subcontractors. Clear lines of authority; effective communication; and our extensive experience selecting, managing, and integrating subcontractors provide an important foundation for accomplishing a successful Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. We have selected quality subcontractors, each with proven experience to form a project team that will ensure excellence for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. Our subcontractors and independent consultants have worked with government and healthcare organizations on large-scale projects and offer significant experience in their respective roles for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. Exhibit 17.5-1 highlights our proposed team for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.



Exhibit 17.5-1. The Best Value Team

ACS’ proposed project team provides the best value and the lowest risk for a successful Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.

Based on ACS’ understanding of the Nevada environment, its healthcare delivery system, and DHCFP’s needs and objectives for this procurement, we specifically sought subcontractors whose experiences, technologies, processes, and methods would best assist ACS in performing the scope of work defined in the RFP. Our clients value our ability to design a total solution to meet their business and technical requirements and to bring innovative solutions and processes. The subcontractors that we have chosen are recognized for their demonstrated success in their particular areas of expertise. They offer strong qualifications and relevant experience for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. Together, we provide the team with the best skills and knowledge to work with DHCFP.

Table 17.5-1, Subcontractor Identification, provides an overview of our proposed subcontractors and the reasons we selected each.

Table 17.5-1. Subcontractor Identification

		Subcontractor

		Overview

		Reasons Selected



		Healthcare Management Systems, Inc. (HMS)

		HMS is a recognized leader in delivering third party liability (TPL)-related solutions to government-sponsored and public healthcare programs and is ideally suited to continue supporting DHCFP’s revenue recovery and cost containment goals. As one of the most experienced Medicaid data match and recovery firms in the nation, HMS currently fulfills contract requirements, similar to those described in the Nevada RFP, for 38 state government clients. Today, HMS identifies for its clients other coverage for 33 million Medicaid participants nationwide, including those in managed care.

		As the current provider of TPL services, HMS brings unparalleled Nevada-specific TPL experience to the project - which means low risk for DHCFP. They have established contacts with local carriers for data matches, etc.

HMS currently performs revenue recovery projects with ACS in Texas and Florida and has served successfully as ACS’ subcontracting partner for TPL-related activities in Colorado, the District of Columbia, Georgia, Iowa, and New Mexico. 



		Ingenix Public Sector Solutions, Inc. (Ingenix)

		Ingenix brings broad technical expertise and a deep knowledge of healthcare management and monitoring underscored with a practical knowledge of how services are delivered on a day-to-day basis. Under a strategic alliance arrangement with ACS, Ingenix supplies decision support solutions for many of ACS’ state MMIS initiatives. Ingenix has extensive experience in the state government space, including Medicaid, public health, and other health and human services programs. Its Medicaid projects span 27 states—six of the largest Medicaid programs in terms of budget size—including California, New York, Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey, and North Carolina.

		Ingenix has a long history of success in Medicaid programs and extensive experience in providing hardware, software, and services to state Medicaid agencies and healthcare industries.

Ingenix has unmatched capabilities in implementing and maintaining DSS, MAR, and SUR solutions. They also have a strategic relationship with ACS, proven solutions, and prior success in ACS Medicaid implementations.






		Verizon Information Technologies, LLC (Verizon) 

		Verizon is a wholly owned subsidiary of Verizon Data Services LLC, which is a subsidiary of Verizon Communications, Inc. Verizon has provided data center outsourcing since the late 1980s. Headquartered in Temple Terrace, Florida, a suburb of Tampa, Florida, it offers access to data centers in:


· Tampa, Florida

· Perryman, Maryland


· Sacramento, California

Verizon’s comprehensive portfolio of IT services encompasses all aspects of data center outsourcing and support for mainframe, midrange and distributed systems. 

		The Nevada MMIS is currently operated in the Verizon Data Center in the Tampa, Florida, area. Similar to ACS’ takeover of the First Health-developed MMIS systems in Alaska and Virginia, we partnered with Verizon to continue to host the MMIS in its current location. This solution reduces risk for DHCFP. ACS and Verizon have already established a good working relationship on the Alaska and Virginia MMIS projects. 



		Goold Health System, Inc. (GHS)

		GHS helps states improve quality of care, deliver services efficiently, and effectively, and contain costs. They specialize in the Medicaid fee-for-services market.

		GHS will provide preferred drug list (PDL), multi-state pooling, drug utilization review (DUR) board, and RetroDUR, pharmacy and therapeutics (P&T) solutions, supplemental rebates, negotiations, and diabetic supply rebate negotiations.



		LexisNexis Risk Solutions Florida, Inc. (LexisNexis)

		As the largest and fastest-growing data repository of public records and commercially available data in the country, LexisNexis is uniquely positioned to provide beneficiary and provider screening solutions to Nevada. 

		ACS selected LexisNexis as a sub-contractor on the Nevada MMIS bid to support the cost savings initiatives requested by the State. LexisNexis Medicaid solutions will assist the State in identifying potentially fraudulent beneficiaries and providers, making a significant impact on the cost savings outlined in this proposal.





Table 17.5-2 presents the specific RFP requirements associated with each proposed subcontractor’s assigned scope of work and the specific RFP requirements for which each proposed subcontractor will perform services.

Table 17.5-2. Subcontractor Scope of Work

		Subcontractor

		Scope of Work

		RFP Requirement



		HMS

		HMS will supply TPL recovery services.

		RFP Section 12.5.8 and Attachment O



		Ingenix 

		Ingenix will supply the DSS solution, and provide the Enhanced Fraud Analytics (EFA) tool. If DHCFP selects the Enhanced Data Warehouse option, Ingenix will supply that solution, and add their EMAR and EFADS components.

		RFP Section 12.6.8 and Attachment P


RFP Section 16 Data Warehouse – Optional Provision



		Verizon


		Verizon will continue to provide the same data center hosting services for the Core MMIS component as Nevada has today

		RFP Section 14



		GHS

		GHS will provide PDL, multi-state pooling, DUR board and RetroDUR, pharmacy and therapeutics (P&T) solutions, and supplemental rebates.

		RFP Section 12.6.4.3


RFP Section 12.6.4.14


RFP Section 12.6.4.23


RFP Section 12.6.4.33


RFP Section 12.6.6


RFP Section 12.6.7



		LexisNexis

		LexisNexis will provide optional data management services, including recipient screening, provider screening, provider credentialing (to support enrollment), and contact information correction. These are the data management services that are likely to provide the Nevada Medicaid program with savings and increase efficiency and accuracy of recipient and provider data. 

		As providers of optional services, LexisNexis’ work is not related to any particular RFP requirement. 





ACS assumes responsibility for the entire Nevada MMIS Takeover contract. This means that management of subcontractors is transparent to DHCFP.

17.5.1.2
Identification of Subcontractors and Their scope of Work

17.5.1.2 If any tasks are to be completed by subcontractor(s), vendors must:


A. Describe the relevant contractual arrangements;


B. Describe how the work of any subcontractor(s) will be supervised, channels of communication will be maintained and compliance with contract terms assured; and


C. Describe your previous experience with subcontractor(s).


In this section, we describe the relevant contractual arrangements with our subcontractors: HMS, Ingenix, Verizon, GHS, and LexisNexis. We also describe our approach to supervising subcontractor work, maintaining open lines of communication with our subcontractor partners, and assuring subcontractor’s compliance with contract terms. Finally, we highlight our previous experience with each of our subcontractors.

Description of Relevant Contractual Arrangements

ACS will subcontract with HMS for TPL recovery services. ACS will subcontract with Ingenix for the DSS solution, and provide the Enhanced Fraud Analytics (EFA) tool. If DHCFP selects the Enhanced Data Warehouse option, Ingenix will supply that solution, and add their EMAR and EFADS components. ACS will subcontract with Verizon to continue providing the same data center hosting services for the Core MMIS component as Nevada has today. ACS will subcontract with GHS for PDL, multi-state pooling, DUR board and RetroDUR, pharmacy and therapeutics (P&T) solutions, and supplemental rebates services. ACS will subcontract with LexisNexis for optional data management services that are likely to provide the Nevada Medicaid program with savings and increase efficiency and accuracy of recipient and provider data.

Description of Subcontractor Supervision and Communication

Based on processes developed and refined across our nearly 40 years within the healthcare industry, ACS uses a proven subcontract management approach for systematic oversight of subcontractor performance and their contribution to MMIS and other healthcare project goals. As a prime contractor, our purpose in subcontracting is to bring the best solution to DHCFP. And as prime contractor, we are responsible for these subcontractors, and therefore have selected experienced, high-quality, low-risk partners. The account manager will provide efficient oversight and effective management based on the duties that each subcontractor performs. Additionally, our ongoing Project Management Office (PMO) organization will not only continually monitor the operational performance of internal ACS staff, but also provide a comprehensive approach to monitoring total contract performance. The PMO organization will include the performance of each subcontractor in its review and monitoring. Our approach to subcontractor supervision and communication provides a cohesive team providing compliant deliverables to meet and exceed Nevada’s expectations.

We use a supplier agreement management plan and/or a subcontractor management plan to address the identification of the need for and the acquisition of products and services that are ultimately delivered to DHCFP or that are used by ACS to produce project deliverables. It is critical to the quality, cost, and schedule of the project that suppliers be carefully selected, monitored, and integrated into the project or solution. The subcontractor management plan includes processes and templates to complete the following tasks:


Define the project’s potential subcontractor or supplier requirements


Specify subcontractor or supplier selection criteria


Establish and maintain agreements or contracts with selected subcontractors or suppliers through approved ACS channels


Monitor subcontractor or supplier activities through established deliverables and success criteria


Evaluate subcontractor or supplier deliverables for satisfaction of established criteria


· Implement subcontractor or supplier deliverables into the project or technical solution


In tailoring and executing the subcontractor agreement management plan for the deployment project, ACS ensures that all parties and vendors, internal and external to ACS, contribute in a positive and beneficial way to the success and quality of the technical solution. During the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, ACS assumes all responsibility for managing our subcontractors and resolving subcontractor issues.

To be successful, the takeover of the Nevada MMIS must be the result of a carefully coordinated effort in which all participants perform their tasks according to established schedules, requirements, and processes. Our approach to subcontractor management is shown in Exhibit 17.5-2.



Exhibit 17.5-2. ACS’ Approach to Subcontractor Management


ACS’ approach to subcontractor management ensures a seamless team and quality service delivery.

As important tools for subcontractor management, we use formal and informal mechanisms to assess subcontractor work status during project operations to identify and track risks or issues with its performance throughout the project life cycle. The subcontractor statement of work formalizes responsibilities and expectations while the project work plan details specific activities and timelines.

While our formal mechanisms are important, we believe the daily communications our project manager has with the subcontractor’s personnel helps to develop a complete understanding of the subcontractor’s status. These daily interactions also ensure that the subcontractor is aware of any issues concerning its project components and ACS’ expectations for issue resolution. In short, we integrate our subcontractor’s staff with the entire team. Subcontractor personnel are present at staff meetings and involved in all ongoing communications so that ACS is aware of what is going on in the subcontractor’s area continuously.


An MMIS takeover project as complex and important as Nevada’s requires all personnel to perform project tasks according to centrally managed schedules, processes, expectations, and objectives. A single contractor can staff a project with employees who are all accustomed to the same company culture, business practices, and project management methodologies. This situation facilitates project management but often misses the specialized technology, skills, and experience that subcontractors can bring to a complex project. As ACS is well aware, a prime contractor managing the activities of another company still bears sole responsibility to the client—and, to avoid risk, must run the project as efficiently and effectively as though there were only one contractor.

We have had great success including subcontracting partners as part of our project teams for numerous state and local government agency contracts. These partners’ share of the scope of work varies greatly, but we maintain consistent subcontractor management practices that allows us to incorporate their contributions seamlessly into the overall work effort. As a prime contractor, we take very seriously our role as the single point of accountability to the client. Our subcontractors, in turn, contribute to project success by applying their talents and resources within the project management framework that ACS establishes for the whole team.

Description of Previous Experience with Subcontractors


Our application of subcontractors is based upon our belief that subcontractors who have established important business credentials can enhance our ability to provide high quality products and services to our customers. ACS draws upon our existing relationships with industry-recognized companies that understand our requirements and that can provide resources and services to supplement our resources and services. We have prior experience working with each of our proposed subcontractors as shown in the overviews in Table 17.5-3.

Table 17.5-3. Subcontractor Prior Experience with ACS

		Subcontractor

		Prior Experience



		HMS

		HMS currently performs revenue recovery projects with ACS in Texas and Florida. Past engagements include serving as ACS’ subcontracting partner for TPL-related activities in Colorado, the District of Columbia, Georgia, Iowa, and New Mexico. Because of their subcontracting relationships, HMS has gained extensive knowledge of the various MMIS data file structures and layouts that are required to perform accurate and timely billing on behalf of DHCFP. When performing TPL-related services for the State, neither ACS nor DHCFP will need to allocate staff resources to reformat or reprogram data files for HMS.

HMS and ACS have worked on more than 12 engagements where we performed services in an integrated environment, participating in either a subcontractor or other side-by-side relationship.



		Ingenix 

		In a press release issued January 3, 2008, ACS announced a strategic alliance agreement with Ingenix. The goal of this partnership is to enhance our current systems and deliver better service to our clients. Combining Ingenix’ innovative decision support capabilities with ACS’ technologies strengthens our ability to streamline and improve the delivery of healthcare in Medicaid programs. We work with each other to supply decision support solutions for ACS’ state MMIS initiatives. We license our portfolio of federally certified decision support technologies to Ingenix, which will provide ACS MMIS clients with its broad array of decision support methodologies, software applications, and related consulting services. ACS DSS project staff assigned to our Medicaid contracts continue to provide services under the contract agreements. Ingenix resources are available on an as needed basis to assist ACS project staff in any software maintenance and other support functions.

ACS selected Ingenix because of its proven track record with the State of Washington, New Mexico, North Carolina, Florida, Mississippi, Wyoming, and other states in implementing fraud and abuse and SUR systems. Ingenix has extensive experience in providing hardware, software, and services to state Medicaid agencies and healthcare industries.


Ingenix and ACS have worked on more than 12 engagements where we have worked together providing services in an integrated environment, in either a subcontracting arrangement or other side-by-side relationship on the same project.



		Verizon

		Verizon provides data center hosting, managed IT services, and combined telecommunication and IT solutions.

Verizon and ACS have worked together on two projects (Alaska MMIS and Virginia MMIS) in a subcontracting arrangement.



		GHS

		GHS and ACS have worked together on a procurement process, establishing communication and fostering a good understanding of each other’s abilities and qualities. 



		 LexisNexis

		LexisNexis is the largest and fastest growing data repository of public records and commercially available data in the country. Their vast data storehouse contains in excess of 33 billion records drawn from 20,000 disparate sources that map to 585 million unique identities. LexisNexis solutions are based on their comprehensive public records database and patented technology called Link ID which uniquely identifies individuals.

ACS has extensive experience in partnering with LexisNexis, including successful implementations in California, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, New Jersey and other states. For example, LexisNexis provides best address and contact information for revenue recovery solutions in California in partnership with ACS. This solution allows the State to identify best contact information for revenue collection by quickly identifying the individual and providing the most current mailing address. In addition, ACS worked with LexisNexis in another state during 2004 to support a state Medicaid provider screening solution, where LexisNexis assisted in identifying high-risk Medicaid providers for the State to investigate.





Subcontracting partnerships allow us to offer greater value to our clients through enhanced capabilities.

17.5.1.3
Subcontractor Selection and Performance

17.5.1.3 Vendors must describe the methodology, processes and tools utilized for:


A. Selecting and qualifying appropriate subcontractors for the project;


B. Incorporating the subcontractor’s roles and responsibilities and methodologies fit into the vendor’s overall approach;

C. Ensuring subcontractor compliance with the overall performance objectives for the project; and


D. Ensuring that subcontractor deliverables meet the quality objectives of the project.


ACS’ teaming approach minimizes risk and ensures successful contract execution by using a due diligence process to select partners that will bring value and innovation to their assigned tasks and by employing an integrated management approach with clearly stated roles and responsibilities, well defined lines of authority, and open channels of communication.

Subcontractor Selection Process

ACS mitigates teaming partner risks by applying formal due diligence processes to identify, qualify, and select our teaming partners. Due diligence activities include formal and informal inquiries into prior experience and past performance history—including prior work performed for the customer, financial stability, and cost competitiveness, among other determinants. We use an integrated approach that includes common, consistent processes and procedures applied to all teaming partners to manage and control subcontractors engaged in any takeover or operational activities.


Selection of subcontractors depends on the subcontractor’s ability to perform the work and factors contributing to the decision to subcontract that work, such as technical considerations. Additional factors include our commitment to supporting minority-owned, women-owned, and disabled veteran businesses, where appropriate, and creating strategic business alliances that offer benefits for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project and DHCFP. In all cases, the ability to deliver on time, with high quality, on budget, and as specified is the primary requirement. When subcontracting, ACS develops a formal documented agreement covering the technical and non-technical (e.g., delivery dates) requirements to be completed and it is used as the basis for managing the relationship. Both parties document and confirm the work to be done by the subcontractor and the plans for the work.

We begin by establishing a clear contract agreement with the subcontractor that mirrors the contract requirements between DHCFP and ACS. We impose on our subcontractors the same conditions and standards DHCFP imposes on ACS. These agreements include, but are not limited to, the following:

Applicable hiring processes


Security

Privacy

Status reporting

Services and work products to be provided


Performance standards

· Penalties for non-compliance with subcontract requirements

We then integrate the subcontractors into our project organization to ensure that DHCFP is provided a seamless, highly automated solution that is managed and operated by a single, integrated team of business professionals.

ACS has successfully managed subcontractors on many contracts. Our Texas MMIS and fiscal agent services contract is an example of a large, complex contract on which ACS successfully manages teaming partners. In January 2004, ACS announced that ACS along with its other partners in the Texas Medicaid and Healthcare Partnership successfully transitioned fiscal agent and administrative services to support the State’s Medicaid fee-for-service program and the Texas Health Network primary care case management managed care program. In a recent contract award for a second contract, ACS and our subcontractor partners will continue providing MMIS and fiscal agent services to the State of Texas.

Successful support of the Nevada MMIS Takeover contract requires a wide variety of skill sets and niche expertise to meet the requirements of Nevada’s Medicaid and Check Up healthcare programs. The subcontractor partners we have selected bring specialty skills and capabilities to support contract-specific needs. As the prime contractor, ACS is fully responsible for all program management and overall contract performance, including subcontractor performance. For that reason, ACS carefully considers, and limits, the number of teaming partners selected to ensure risk to the client is minimized.

Integration of Subcontractors

Prior experience working with our subcontractor partners makes subcontractor integration a process that requires minimal effort because both parties have established a working relationship. We have worked closely with four of five of our subcontractor partners—HMS, Ingenix, Verizon, and LexisNexis—on other contracts and worked with GHS on another procurement. In fact, we have a strategic relationship with Ingenix and work with Ingenix staff on numerous projects. ACS and our subcontractor partners comprise a team that will successfully integrate industry-leading products and services for an efficient takeover of the Nevada MMIS. Together, our team brings unsurpassed capabilities, experience, and commitment to the Nevada Medicaid program. As the prime contractor, ACS oversees project activities to ensure assigned resources, including subcontractors, are cohesively and seamlessly integrated into the overall project delivery.

For the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, we have selected companies with the proven ability to deliver quality services for an endeavor of this size and scale. Our valued subcontractor partners—HMS, Ingenix, Verizon, GHS, and LexisNexis—were selected based on many critical factors relevant to the project and DHCFP. We will manage these partnerships by establishing and satisfying subcontractor agreements that align with procurement management principles. We evaluate and select suppliers based on commitments and contractual obligations. We maintain statements of work and partner agreements with our subcontractor partners. These documents serve as the basis for managing subcontractor partnerships. Throughout the contract, we serve as the integrator of project activities so that our subcontractors’ work is cohesively and seamlessly integrated into the overall project delivery. We provide subcontractor tracking and oversight in the areas of technical delivery, cost, staffing, and schedule performance. Additionally, we maintain a formal process to verify that the delivered product meets contractual requirements.


Subcontractor Deliverables

As the prime contractor, ACS retains responsibility for all performance requirements of the Nevada MMIS Takeover contract even when performance may be carried out through a subcontract. As such, ACS is ultimately responsible for a subcontractor’s actions—or for its failure to take required actions—in regards to fulfilling the requirements of the contract. ACS is committed to providing high quality deliverables that meet DHCFP needs. Our processes ensure that all deliverables, including subcontractor deliverables, pass many internal checkpoints before DHCFP receives the product. Directed by our onsite PMO manager with oversight from the ACS project manager and our corporate PMO, the Nevada PMO manages project resources to produce high quality, measurable work products and deliverables that are in balance with resources, time, scope, and budget parameters.

Formal deliverables as well as additional work products sent to DHCFP are held to very stringent review and quality standards. Our approach places a high degree of importance on producing high-quality deliverables consistently and predictably. To support this strategy, ACS monitors and controls stringent internal quality review and sign-off of all draft deliverables prior to submission to the client, with any revised deliverables also subject to the same internal review process as the original work products.

17.5.1.4
Subcontractor Required Information

17.5.1.4 Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractors as requested in Section 17.1, Primary Vendor Information.


We provide the same information for our proposed subcontractors that we provide for ACS as required in RFP Section, 17.1 Primary Vendor Information. Detailed information follows for our subcontractors:

HMS—TPL maintenance and recovery components of the contract


Ingenix—DSS and EFA

Verizon—Data center operations


GHS—multi-state pooling for drugs, PDL, DUR board, RetroDUR, P&T solutions, and supplemental rebates

· LexisNexis—support the State’s cost savings by providing beneficiary and provider screening solutions to DHCFP

HMS—17.1.1
Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc.)

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.1, page 158

17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015.


17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780.


17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal. Proposals, which do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements.

A publicly traded company, Healthcare Management Systems, Inc. (HMS) is a wholly owned subsidiary of HMS Holdings Corporation. Focused exclusively on the healthcare industry since its founding, HMS helps its clients ensure that healthcare claims are paid correctly and by the responsible party and that those enrolled to receive program benefits meet qualifying criteria. 

		

		



		Did you know?


HMS has pioneered third party recovery and cost avoidance services for Medicaid agencies since 1985.






		





In addition to serving as the current TPL recovery vendor on the Nevada MMIS project, HMS is a leader in coordination of benefits and program integrity services for healthcare payers. HMS’ clients include health and human services programs in more than 40 states; commercial programs, including commercial plans, employers, and more than 100 Medicaid managed care plans; the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS); and Veterans Administration facilities. As a result of the company’s services, clients recover more than $1 billion annually and save billions of dollars in erroneous payments. HMS offers DHCFP proven, tested approaches to each of the TPL services requested in this RFP. From 2005 through December 31, 2009, HMS generated recoveries for Nevada in excess of $38 million and an estimated cost avoidance savings of $135 million. The choice to retain HMS in its role as the TPL recovery vendor represents the lowest risk to DHCFP with regard to their specific scope of work.

Refer to Table 17.5-4 for details of HMS company ownership.


Table 17.5-4. Healthcare Management Systems, Inc. (HMS) Company Ownership


		



		State of Incorporation and Date

		Incorporated in the State of New York on February 15, 1974



		Registration with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a Foreign Corporation

		HMS has been registered with the State of Nevada since 8/29/2006 and their entity number is E0380232009-9. Our Department of Taxation and Licensure Nevada business ID number is NV-20091229345. 



		Department of Taxation Licensure

		As a current provider of services to Nevada with an established Reno office, HMS is registered to conduct business in the State. For DHCFP’s review, we provide a copy of HMS’ Certificate of Good Standing with the State of Nevada in Tab XIV, Other Reference Material. 



		Verification of Licensing Requirements

		HMS acknowledges and agrees to acquire all appropriate business licenses.





Overall, HMS’ services are designed to help make the healthcare system better by improving access, impacting outcomes, containing costs, recovering dollars, and creating efficiencies.


HMS—17.1.2
Location


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.2, page 158


17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the services described in this RFP.


HMS’ New York City office is the company’s principal place of business and where most corporate functions are housed, including executive management, financial operations, and other corporate administrative functions. Additionally, HMS’ primary data processing capabilities is housed in New York, and its National Operations Center is located in Texas. Significantly, HMS currently maintains an office in Reno, Nevada—and they will be leasing adjoining space to ACS’ Reno facility to provide TPL services for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. As necessary, HMS’ Reno-based staff will continue to receive support from HMS staff in its regional office in Boise, Idaho, and from its National Operations Center in Irving, Texas.

Table 17.5-5 provides details of HMS office locations.

Table 17.5-5. HMS Office Locations


		



		Location of HMS Office 

		HMS’ corporate headquarters is located in New York City, New York.


HMS has a regional office located in Boise, Idaho.



		Location of the Office Providing Services

		Leasing adjoining space to ACS’ facility in Reno, Nevada





HMS currently maintains 34 offices throughout the country, including their office in Reno, Nevada.

17.1.3
Inverse Preference Per Amendment 3, March 24, 2010, Section 17.1.3 of RFP 1824 has been stricken in its entirety.

HMS—17.1.4
Employees with Expertise


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.4, page 158

17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the requirements identified within this RFP.


In HMS’ Reno office, they currently employ approximately six people who support similar RFP requirements on Nevada’s current MMIS project, which provides both knowledge continuity and avoidance of a new learning curve when the new contract begins. For the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, HMS plans to lease adjoining space in the same complex as ACS’ Reno facility, facilitating easy exchange of information for project staff. They will house their financial receipt staff in our facility to manage and support a single, integrated receipt process.

Fifty people in HMS’ regional office are available to support the Nevada-based team. Nationally, approximately 150 people support similar RFP requirements. Enterprise-wide, HMS has more than 1,300 employees, the majority of who are dedicated to TPL healthcare revenue recovery, cost containment, and credit balance/payment integrity solutions in varying capacities. As a company, HMS continues to grow and hire staff with payment integrity and TPL expertise in coordination of benefits, health insurance, and related technology. HMS has a track record of success in hiring and retaining experienced healthcare professionals with in-depth knowledge of government-sponsored healthcare programs. Their employees have specific expertise developing and delivering effective cost containment solutions to Medicaid agencies nationwide.

HMS—17.1.5
Location for Making Assignments

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.5, page 158

17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project.


Locations from which HMS employees will be assigned to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project include:


701 Morrison Knudsen Drive, Suite 100, Boise, Idaho 83712

· Leasing space adjoining ACS’ facility in Reno, Nevada

From its current locations in Idaho and in Nevada, HMS provides employees that perform TPL services for DHCFP. HMS’ Project Director and Regional Director work out of a central regional office in Boise, Idaho, and are supported by HMS’ local staff in Reno. Reno-based staff performs many of the primary critical day-to-day functions needed to interface with the State and the fiscal agent. These services include account maintenance, financial tracking and reporting, data entry, quality control, data mining, provider relations, carrier relations, and client interface. Upon contract award, HMS will relocate its staff from its facility on Neil Road to ACS’ facility in Reno.

HMS—17.1.6
Contracts with State of Nevada Agencies

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.6, page 159

17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?


Yes____ No_____


If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency.


		Yes

		X

		No

		





HMS currently performs revenue recovery services on behalf of the Nevada Department of Human Services as a subcontractor on the MMIS contract. Services include:


Identification of other healthcare

Cost avoidance


Billing and recovery


Credit balance services


· Program integrity services


HMS—17.1.7
State of Nevada Employees

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.7, page 159

17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its political subdivisions or by any other government?


Yes____ No_____


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, compensatory time, sick leave, or on his own time?


		Yes

		

		No

		X





HMS—17.1.8
Disclosures

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.8, page 159

17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems have been experienced, vendor must indicate in writing.

HMS affirms it is not currently involved in nor been a part of any legal proceedings involving any court of law, administrative tribunal, or alternative dispute resolution process that was filed, settled, or sent for final judgment with the State of Nevada.

HMS—17.1.9
Company background/history

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.9, page 159

17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages.

HMS, a leader in delivering TPL-related solutions to government-sponsored and public healthcare programs, is ideally suited to continue supporting DHCFP’s revenue recovery and cost containment goals. HMS is actively fulfilling contract requirements similar to those described in Nevada’s RFP for 38 state government clients, including DHCFP. For their current contract with Nevada, HMS maintains a local presence in Reno, Nevada, and a regional presence in Boise, Idaho. HMS has working relationships with national and local Nevada insurance carriers, which provide DHCFP access to national and local carriers and allows DHCFP to use the data use agreements HMS has in place with these carriers. In fact, HMS has relationships with more than 300 insurance carriers and thousands of providers nationwide.


HMS’ national presence offers the Nevada Medicaid program the benefit of best practices identified in HMS activity in other states that DHCFP may then choose to pursue in Nevada. HMS’ best practice approaches, process refinements, and continually refreshed and expanding National Eligibility Database have been supporting Medicaid TPL agency efforts continuously since 1985. Currently, HMS locates other coverage for 33 million Medicaid participants nationwide, including those in managed care. They are responsible for identifying TPL for more than 80 percent of Medicaid fee-for-service recipients.


HMS understands the unique challenges facing state-run healthcare programs as they struggle to provide quality services amid budget constraints and challenging economic times. HMS’ flexible, scalable service delivery model minimizes administrative burdens, supports the program-specific resource requirements of its clients, and maximizes the funds that its clients are able to recover. HMS tailors its services to the unique needs of its clients, as evidenced by their ability to provide services to states with dense populations (e.g., New York, New Jersey, and California) and states with widespread, smaller populations (e.g., Idaho, Iowa, and Alaska). With 97 percent of standalone TPL contracts awarded to HMS, the company is recognized for its innovation, technology, reliability, and approaches that generate results. HMS offers a nation-wide presence combined with Nevada-specific TPL and health policy knowledge and experience to DHCFP. HMS has assisted DHCFP in legislative inquiries and in formulating sound and provider-friendly policies and procedures to help maximize recoveries in Nevada.

HMS Background/History

Founded in 1974, HMS is a strategic source for innovative cost-containment solutions that benefit government and commercial healthcare programs. HMS is a public company (NASDAQ: HMSY). More than 1,000 professionals work with HMS’ clients from its headquarters in New York and from satellite offices around the country.

HMS Qualifications Overview

HMS has extensive experience providing TPL recovery, cost avoidance, casualty, credit balance review services, and program integrity for state agencies similar to DHCFP. These Medicaid agencies rely on HMS’ capabilities to assist them in achieving their specific program goals, including the identification and maximization of recoveries from liable third parties, and the performance of credit balance reviews. Table 17.5-6 provides the number of state agencies for which HMS performs TPL services similar to the RFP Requirements. Following the table, we briefly describe HMS’ experience for each of these services.

Table 17.5-6. HMS is an Experienced Provider of the Services DHCFP Requires

		Services Required by DHCFP

		Number of Medicaid Agencies HMS Currently Serves



		TPL Recovery Services:

		



		· Identification of Other Health Insurance

		38



		· Verification/Cost Avoidance

		30



		· Billing and Recovery

		35



		Casualty Recovery Services

		16



		Credit Balance Recovery Services

		23



		Program Integrity Services

		19





TPL Recoveries: Identification of Other Health Insurance Experience

HMS pioneered the use of data matches for Medicaid third-party identification and recovery, and developed a National Eligibility Database (NEDB) that today includes 1.3 billion segments of insurance information from carriers nationwide. HMS works collaboratively with carriers and payers and has executed Data Use Agreements with commercial insurance carriers, pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs), third party administrators (TPAs), TRICARE, long term care insurance plans, Medicare, specialty health coverage plans, and a comprehensive group of local, regional, and national supplemental sources to ensure the company has the most comprehensive and up-to-date policy information in its NEDB. Today, HMS performs data matches for 38 Medicaid agencies nationwide, including DHCFP.


TPL Recoveries: Verification and Cost Avoidance Experience

HMS leverages its experience and innovation to develop tested, operational cost avoidance processes that enable it to deliver verified cost avoidance records to 30 current clients, including Nevada. HMS uses COBConnect, the latest generation of its cost avoidance lead verification technology, to verify eligibility information. Based on carrier capabilities, HMS multi-faceted approach includes 270/271 transactions, automated screen scraping technology, direct Web lookups, and manual telephone confirmations. The comprehensive verification and cost avoidance solution includes the following key components:


A variety of processes for validating results, including electronic and manual techniques


Carrier-friendly approach to minimize unnecessary burden on payers yet yield accurate, and complete policy profiles for its clients


· Ongoing quality assurance programs throughout the process to ensure only accurate and complete results are provided for cost avoidance

TPL Recoveries: Billing and Recovery Experience

HMS currently performs third-party liability billing and recovery services for 38 government healthcare agencies, such as DHCFP. HMS offers a full-scale, retroactive, third party recovery service that leverages all available resources and opportunities to maximize recovery for its clients. HMS works collaboratively with third party payers to accommodate their unique claim submission formats for TPL reclamation billings. HMS has established a systematic and detailed recovery process that is recognized industry-wide for its accuracy, integrity, and depth of results. Regardless of whether HMS is submitting claims directly to carriers or issuing disallowance notices to providers, HMS undertakes thorough identification, receivable management, and recovery processes that synthesize its unique carrier yield management approach with its provider relations processes. HMS deploys two distinct avenues for pursuing third party recovery: direct billing to payers and third party recoveries from providers.


Casualty Recovery Service Experience

Deploying a successful casualty recovery program to maximize DHCFP’s ability to identify and recover Medicaid funds—while complying with ongoing changes in law that impact the process and outcome—requires a partner who specializes in delivering comprehensive Medicaid subrogation services. HMS has successfully defended state and federal statutes on behalf of its clients for more than two decades. HMS currently provides these services to 16 clients, including DHCFP. HMS provides each of the following key components of an effective casualty program:


A knowledgeable staff with extensive Medicaid and specific legal expertise


Innovative technology incorporating advanced data analytics


A sophisticated case management system with robust functionality

· An exemplary track record of success recovering funds for state Medicaid programs

Credit Balance Audit Experience

Credit balance auditing has often been a part of HMS’ holistic TPL scope of service to Medicaid agencies over the past 14 years. HMS currently provides credit balance audits for a variety of provider types for many Medicaid agencies and supports credit balance audit services to 23 clients, including DHCFP.


Program Integrity Services

Program integrity services are receiving an increasing level of scrutiny by CMS and in every Medicaid program nationwide. As a natural extension of the cost containment services HMS delivers to its Medicaid clients, HMS identifies and recovers overpayments, recognizes and reduces waste, and achieves greater efficiency and spending controls. Including DHCFP, HMS’ program integrity services have been deployed in 19 Medicaid programs throughout the nation.


HMS Services Benefit DHCFP


By selecting ACS and our subcontractor partner HMS, DHCFP retains HMS as its TPL contractor for the Nevada Medicaid program. Consequently, DHCFP continues to reap the benefits listed in Table 17.5-7.

Table 17.5-7. HMS’ Approach Ensures Continued, Immediate Benefit to DHCFP

		
HMS TPL Services

		Benefit to DHCFP



		Deep TPL experience—25 years providing the services requested, including a five-year history of success in Nevada

		· Uninterrupted, reliable stream of verified insurance policies provided to Nevada


· In-depth knowledge of Nevada’s Medicaid environment


· Tested, proven performance



		Fully developed identification processes, including child support enforcement (CSE) leads

		· Continued timely discovery of other health coverage data



		Data processing centers in Reno, NV; Boise, ID; New York, NY; and Irvine, TX 100% dedicated to TPL recovery and cost avoidance – nationwide support

		· Ability to use best practices to maximize utility of results for Nevada


· Unsurpassed ability to access and handle large sets of data



		Dedicated Yield Management and Collections Teams

		· Distinct operational unit dedicated to monitoring claims, following up on un-adjudicated claims, appealing underpayments and inappropriate denials, and rebilling activities



		In-place Data Use Agreements with carriers

		· Uninterrupted revenue stream


· Contractual basis for data access


· Widest access to third-party eligibility for TPL purposes


· Regularly scheduled receipt of carrier data (typically on a monthly basis) ensures early TPL identification

· Comprehensive Nevada Data Exchange Network



		More than $50 million annually invested in TPL technology innovation

		· The only proven and operational real-time cost avoidance solution on the market


· ACS, HMS, and DHCFP goals are aligned to focus on up-front cost avoidance

· Web-based solutions providing ability to quickly research and resolve any issues

· Automated and manual applications to verify coverage for Medicaid programs

· Infrastructure dedicated to supporting revenue recovery and cost savings projects for many complex engagements simultaneously



		Known personnel in place in Nevada – onsite, local staff

		· Seamless implementation of new initiatives


· No burden on DHCFP staff to provide education to new, untested vendor staff


· Continuity of operations with a historical perspective


· Established relationship with DHCFP stakeholders


· Local, Reno-based expertise and access for DHCFP



		Compliance with Medicaid, State of Nevada, and CMS standards and regulations

		· Reduced program risk


· Protection of constituencies and stakeholders



		Accessible HMS staff who are knowledgeable about DHCFP programs and services

		· Frequent communication at all times with DHCFP and other project stakeholders, including regular status meetings





Record of Results for DHCFP


HMS is currently providing TPL services for DHCFP and the Nevada Medicaid program. During the past five years, HMS has proven its solution maximizes recoveries and helps to contain costs. Since contract inception in 2005, through December 31, 2009, HMS has recovered in excess of $38 million, including pay and chase, casualty, and overpayment services, and helped the State realize more than $135 million in estimated cost avoidance savings.


MMIS Vendors Rely on HMS for TPL Services

MMIS vendors recognize the value of HMS’ approach to providing TPL services. In states where TPL identification, recovery, and verification processes remain in the scope of the MMIS contract, many of the MMIS vendors rely on HMS as a subcontractor to provide TPL related services. HMS relies on claims history files and eligibility files from its clients’ MMISs and has extensive experience with MMISs nationwide. HMS understands the various MMIS data file structures, data dictionaries, and related systems documentation and processing protocols that are required to perform accurate and timely billing, including those required for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. HMS routinely aggregates, purifies, and enhances volumes of data from many sources, therefore they have developed interfaces with a variety of operating systems and hardware, ranging from Honeywell and DEC to in excess of a half-dozen IBM configurations and processing platforms.

HMS currently performs revenue recovery projects with ACS in Texas and Florida. Past engagements include serving as ACS’ subcontracting partner for TPL-related activities in Colorado, District of Columbia, Georgia, Iowa, and New Mexico. Through its subcontracting relationships with ACS, HMS has gained extensive knowledge of the various MMIS data file structures and layouts required to perform accurate and timely billing for this project. When performing TPL-related services for the State, neither ACS nor DHCFP will need to allocate staff resources to reformat or reprogram data files for HMS. HMS currently maintains fully developed connectivity with DHCFP information systems. More importantly, HMS staff has a thorough understanding of those systems and has mapped and cross-walked all critical Nevada-specific data elements to HMS processes and applications.

Experience with MMIS Conversions


HMS has extensive experience in implementing a seamless transition from one MMIS contractor to another, as illustrated in Table 17.5-8, and is prepared do the same for DHCFP. HMS works closely with state staff and vendors to obtain file formats and data dictionaries to quickly reformat the data, modify third party resource data match and claims selection processes, and minimize delays.


Table 17.5-8. HMS’ Experience with MMIS Conversions

		

		Connecticut

		Texas

		Iowa

		Pennsylvania

		Kansas



		Client Agency

		Department of Social Services

		Health and Human Services Commission

		Department of Human Services

		Department of Public Welfare

		Division of Health Policy and Finance



		Outgoing Fiscal Agent

		EDS Legacy

		EDS

		ACS

		None

		Blue Cross


Blue Shield of Kansas



		Incoming Fiscal Agent

		EDS Interchange

		ACS

		Noridian

		EDS

		EDS



		Conversion Date

		Feb 2008

		April 2005

		July 2005

		Feb 2004

		Oct 2003





Each of HMS’ five current clients listed above and further discussed below in the subsection named Subcontractor References can attest to the following:


Understanding and experience performing comprehensive TPL services for state healthcare programs


Ability to deliver reliable data


In-depth knowledge of TPL industry and their state Medicaid program


Application of a national cost containment and post payment recovery perspective, and best practices


Effective recovery and cost savings program


Dedicated and knowledgeable staff, including experienced and local staff available to serve clients

Ability to comply with HIPAA and other security and privacy regulations


· Excellent customer service

For the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, a key benefit in retaining HMS in Nevada is that no conversion is required, which means no risk and less work for State staff.


HMS—17.1.10
Time Providing Services

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.10, page 159

17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description.


In 1985, HMS began providing third party liability identification and recovery services to its first Medicaid agency client. Today, HMS is an industry leader in cost management, coordination of benefits, and program integrity services—with 38 state Medicaid programs relying on HMS’ proven approaches to identifying liable third parties, recovering payments, and containing healthcare costs. Since HMS entered the TPL marketplace more than two decades ago, HMS has partnered with more than 40 Medicaid agencies, 100 government-sponsored healthcare plans, and many other state health programs. Today, HMS programs and services continue to focus on their mission of helping to protect the integrity of health and human services programs nationwide.

HMS—17.1.11
Time as Fiscal Agent

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.11, page 159

17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience.


HMS has no experience serving as a fiscal agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS. On Medicaid projects, HMS typically serves in a role that supports the activities of the fiscal agent and the state agency.

HMS—17.1.12
MITA


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.12, page 159


17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to a current and future MITA initiatives.


This requirement is not applicable to HMS.

HMS—17.1.13
HIE Experience


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.13, page 159


17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information exchange.


This requirement is not applicable to HMS.


HMS—17.1.14
Financial information and documentation

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.14, page 159-160

17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information:


17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number.


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which include:


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and


2. Balance Statement.


In accordance with RFP Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information, we provide HMS’ financial information and documentation in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information, Tab II, Financial Information and Documentation of our proposal. This information includes the Dun and Bradstreet Number, Federal Tax Identification Number, and the last three years of audited financial statements, including profit and loss statement and balance sheet. At the time of submitting this proposal, HMS’ First Quarter 2010 10-Q report was not available.

HMS—17.1.15
Financial Stability

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.15, page 160

17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement.

HMS’ ability to perform successful cost containment and recovery projects for public healthcare agencies, managed care organizations, child support agencies, Veterans Administration facilities, and CMS demonstrates that HMS has adequate financial resources to support multiple, ongoing engagements and to carry out at least six months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement. Underscoring HMS’ solid financial resources is HMS flexibility in being able to successfully perform activities on healthcare projects in a subcontractor role or as the prime contracting entity.

For the full year 2009, the Company reported revenue of $229.2 million, a 24.3 percent increase over 2008 revenue of $184.5 million. Also for the full year, the Company reported net income increased 40.6% to $30.0 million or $1.09 per diluted common share, versus net income of $21.4 million or $0.80 per diluted common share in the prior year. Earnings per diluted common share increased 27 percent and 36 percent for the fourth quarter and full year, respectively.

Finally, in addition to the items above, the financial community assesses various financial measures as key indicators of a company’s financial health and stability. HMS has an overall strong financial profile. HMS is debt-free, the ratio of assets/liabilities is 8:1 and the ratio of current assets to current liabilities is 5:1. These ratios demonstrate a conservative financial position. With $64.9 million in cash and cash equivalents, HMS already possesses and can maintain sufficient financial resources to provide for unexpected fluctuations or trends in project costs, cost overruns, or to withstand payment delays. In addition, HMS has not filed any bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings, whether voluntary or involuntary, at any time in their history.


HMS—17.1.16 Commitment to Budget Neutrality

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.16, page 160

17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services within a budget-neutral contracting scenario.


This requirement is not applicable to HMS.


HMS—17.1.17
Organizational Structure

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.17, page 160

17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational structure as it relates to the Nevada MMIS.


HMS’ overall corporate structure ensures that DHCFP is fully aware of important HMS ownership and organizational developments. HMS depends on the talents of more than 1,000 employees, the majority of whom are dedicated to TPL healthcare revenue recovery, cost containment, and credit balance/payment integrity solutions in varying capacities. HMS continues to grow and hire staff with payment integrity and TPL expertise in coordination of benefits, health insurance, and related technology.

As a public company, HMS operates within a structured environment that ensures full disclosure of its ongoing financial stability (e.g., SEC filings and Sarbanes-Oxley Act requirements). This transparency helps HMS’ clients verify that HMS has the financial stability necessary to provide resource-intensive services to many government agencies concurrently. It also ensures that HMS’ clients are fully aware of important developments within HMS related to ownership and organization.

HMS’ goal is to maintain its leadership position as a provider of cost containment services best practices and innovation. In this capacity, HMS fulfills the evolving service needs of its healthcare agency clients.


HMS—17.1.18 Integrated Management Functions

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.18, page 160

17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout the company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other significant changes, which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP.

ACS requires its subcontractors to maintain management functions as rigorously as we do. As discussed in Proposal Section 17.8, Project Management, ACS uses to standard, repeatable project management processes, and so do our subcontractors. Adhering to the Project Management Institute’s (PMI’s) project management methodology, HMS combines communication management, quality management, risk management, and time management practices with comprehensive reporting capabilities, delivering a full suite of management tools to anticipate, monitor, and substantiate their operations. HMS’ management team will be closely involved with ACS management in the delivery of services within this scope of work.

Communications Management. HMS is committed to communicating regularly with ACS on quality and performance—working in partnership to gather feedback, as well as provide creative and cost-effective ideas to improve quality and service over time. HMS reviews and revises its communications regularly to ensure they continue to comply with state policy and state and federal law, and will revise the content upon request. Regardless of which party initiates the proposed changes, all revised communications are available for review and approval prior to implementation. Revisions will be made and implemented at no additional cost to the DHCFP. All HMS communications conform to HIPAA security and privacy standards. When interacting with recipients, their legal representatives, providers, liable third parties, and other stakeholders, HMS takes extraordinary measures to ensure that the information included is accurate, sufficient, and appropriate for the purpose of the communication. As we generate results and deliverables, HMS performs quality reviews and assembles benchmark summary data for trend analysis. Initial process results are analyzed to ensure that tools and methodologies support the goals of the contract.

Quality Management. HMS and ACS work closely to achieve high quality work products for DHCFP. To ensure the accuracy, reliability, and validity of the results HMS achieves for its clients, HMS conducts internal, rigorous, standardized, and detailed reviews. The results of quality assurance (QA) reviews in all areas are monitored and are an integral part of HMS’ continuous process improvement commitment. HMS will then review the collective results of QA reviews with ACS. ACS and HMS may develop process changes to improve quality throughout the life of the contract. HMS’ commitment to excellence is companywide—HMS recognizes that in order to achieve and sustain the highest levels of quality, security, and results for its clients, a culture of excellence must prevail throughout its organization and be reflected in every interaction and transaction that it has with DHCFP staff and stakeholders. HMS’ commitment to quality is supported by three platforms of excellence:

Organizational excellence


Process excellence


· Outcome excellence

HMS employs a director of corporate quality assurance who is responsible for oversight of the quality check processes in place for deliverables. In addition, HMS’ vice president of process engineering is an experienced professional with expertise in metrics, measurement methodologies, and continuous process improvement. HMS achieves strict quality control, including a high level overview of the protocols and processes used in the production of all quality deliverables for DHCFP.


Risk Management. HMS subscribes to the PMI’s best practices for risk and issue identification and management. A risk and issue management plan is developed and agreed to between ACS and HMS during the initiating phase of the project. The plan includes procedural requirements for identifying risks and issues, quantitative and qualitative methods that will be used for assessing impact, and proposed mitigation steps for all identified items. During the transition and operations phase, staff will focus on managing the project input and output deliverables, guided by the quality control methodology in place. Quality will be monitored to ensure the highest level of service. The risk and issue management plan will guide risk identification. HMS seeks to provide ACS and DHCFP with superior results that instill confidence in our service capabilities.


Time Management. HMS recognizes the importance of having an established project plan in place to assist with identifying key project tasks, anticipating deliverables, and estimating durations to ensure a seamless implementation. HMS has extensive experience in implementing and maintaining ongoing operations for DHCFP. This experience enables us to accurately forecast required time and resource requirements. Project plans for the next contract term will be finalized using a collaborative approach that engages key resources from ACS and DHCFP as well as HMS assigned project resources. Manpower and time estimating methods are based on a three-point estimating approach that is based on the federal government accepted standard for project estimating, known as the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT).


Summary


HMS is currently providing TPL recovery services for DHCFP and the Nevada Medicaid program. During the past five years, HMS has proven its solution maximizes recoveries and helps to contain costs for the State’s Medicaid program. ACS is pleased to work with HMS to perform the TPL recovery services for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.


Ingenix—17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc)

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.1, page 158


17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015.


17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780.


17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal. Proposals, which do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements.

		

		



		Today there is an Ingenix solution at work in nearly every U.S. healthcare organization, and the company serves more than 250,000 clients worldwide. 



		





Ingenix, Inc. was founded in 1993 to develop, acquire, and integrate some of the world’s best-in-class healthcare information technology capabilities and is a wholly-owned affiliate of UnitedHealth Group, Inc. Ingenix, Inc. has more than 8,000 professionals in offices across the globe, including medical doctors, nurses, actuaries, biostatisticians, certified coders, epidemiologists, economists, engineers, software developers, and technologists. Chief Executive Officer Andy Slavitt leads the Ingenix, Inc. senior management team.


Ingenix, Inc. is organized into five strategic business and market-aligned groups, which include the Payer and Government market, the Health Care Delivery market, Ingenix Consulting, i3, and Ingenix Public Sector Solutions Inc. It is Ingenix Public Sector Solutions, Inc (here-in-after referred to as ‘Ingenix’) that will be working with ACS to meet the State’s needs in this procurement. The solutions group within Ingenix that will be focused on Nevada is the Ingenix Government Solutions.

A proven provider in the Medicaid space, Ingenix unites the brightest minds to transform organizations and improve healthcare through information and technology. Their company applies data, technology, and consulting know-how to solve the most challenging problems faced by employers, physicians, hospitals, pharmaceutical companies, and commercial and government healthcare payers. Ingenix is committed to supporting successful Medicaid solutions and is in Medicaid to stay.

Refer to Table 17.5-9 for details of Ingenix company ownership.

Table 17.5-9. Ingenix Public Sector Solutions, Inc. (Ingenix) Company Ownership


		



		State of Incorporation and Date

		Ingenix Public Sector Solutions, Inc. was incorporated in the State of Delaware on March 8, 2006



		Registration with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a Foreign Corporation

		Ingenix Public Sector Solutions will register with the Nevada Secretary of State’s Office prior to entering into any subcontract with ACS.



		Department of Taxation Licensure

		Ingenix Public Sector Solutions will register with the Nevada Department of Taxation Licensure prior to entering into any subcontract with ACS.



		Verification of Licensing Requirements

		Licensing requirements are not applicable to Ingenix Public Sector Solutions.





Together with its clients and business partners, Ingenix is helping to improve the affordability, quality, usability, and accessibility of healthcare.


Ingenix—17.1.2
Location


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.2, page 158


17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the services described in this RFP.

Ingenix will provide services to the State from their offices in Minnesota and Georgia, as well as having on-site staff located at the ACS office in Reno, Nevada, to provide ongoing operations support.

Table 17.5-10. Ingenix Office Locations


		



		Location of Ingenix Corporate Office 

		12125 Technology Drive, Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344



		Location of Office Providing Services Remotely

		365 Northridge Road, Suite 400, Atlanta, Georgia 30351



		Location of the Office Providing on-site Nevada Operations Support

		ACS Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent office in Reno, Nevada





17.1.3
Inverse Preference Per Amendment 3, March 24, 2010, Section 17.1.3 of RFP 1824 has been stricken in its entirety.

Ingenix—17.1.4
Employees with Expertise

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.4, page 158

17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the requirements identified within this RFP.

Ingenix’ Government Solutions Group—the internal group that will support the Nevada MMIS Project—has 130 employees whose expertise is focused on program integrity, including surveillance, utilization review, fraud and abuse detection, etc. There are 16 staff with federal reporting expertise, including MAR, CMS, reporting, and MSIS. And 60 Ingenix staff are focused on Medicaid data warehousing and decision support systems.

Ingenix—17.1.5
Location for Making Assignments

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.5, page 158

17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project.


The location from which Ingenix employees will be assigned for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project is:

· 365 Northridge Road, Suite 400, Atlanta, GA 30351


Ingenix’ Atlanta office will support DHCFP during the implementation of the new base DSS and will also provide ongoing operational support to DHCFP as needed. In addition, Ingenix will have on-site staff located at the ACS Fiscal Agent Nevada office for ongoing operations support, as previously mentioned in Proposal Section Ingenix—17.1.2, Location.

Ingenix—17.1.6
Contracts with State of Nevada Agencies

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.6, page 159

17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?


Yes____ No_____


If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency.


		Yes

		X

		No

		





To the best of their knowledge and belief, Ingenix Public Sector Solutions, Inc. (IPSS) has never been engaged under a contract with the State of Nevada. Other corporate affiliates of IPSS may have been engaged under contracts with the State of Nevada, and AmeriChoice Corporation, a UnitedHealth Group Inc. and IPSS affiliate does currently operate under contract with Nevada’s Division of Health Care Financing and Policy. AmeriChoice operates as a Medicaid Managed Care Contractor with DHCFP. The plan operated is the Health Plan of Nevada. Please refer to Proposal Form C-2, Vendor Certifications, completed by Ingenix and included in Tab III – State Documents of our technical proposal response.

IPSS is a subsidiary of Ingenix, Inc., a wholly owned affiliate of UnitedHealth Group, Inc. Another UnitedHealth Group, Inc. affiliate, AmeriChoice, Inc., operates Health Plan of Nevada. Health Plan of Nevada is a Medicaid managed care contractor with the DHCFP. IPSS will be providing the DSS. The DSS will provide pre-defined reports as well as user defined ad hoc reporting and data queries specified by DHCFP. The pre-defined reports are based upon objective and transparent analytic processes and do not involve the exercise of judgment on the part of IPSS. The ad hoc reporting and data queries performed by the DSS will be determined and directed by DHCFP and the DSS will apply the DHCFP direction to the underlying data to determine results and output. Generation of the pre-defined reports or the DHCFP directed ad hoc reporting or queries does not create a conflict in relation to the Health Plan of Nevada because IPSS will not be engaging in any subjective judgment which could be affected by its organizational relationship with Health Plan of Nevada.


In addition to providing the DSS, IPSS will also be providing data warehousing services. The data warehouse will contain non-public information related to the Nevada Medicaid program. IPSS will handle and treat such non-public information in accordance with all applicable contractual provisions, laws, and regulations and will only allow its employees working on the ACS subcontract, with a need to know, to access the non-public information. The non-public information contained within the data warehouse will not be accessible to the employees of any affiliate or plan, including AmeriChoice and the Health Plan of Nevada. As such the Health Plan of Nevada will never obtain an unfair competitive advantage in the future as the results of IPSS’ access to non-public information while performing a subcontract with ACS.

Ingenix—17.1.7
State of Nevada Employees

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.7, page 159

17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its political subdivisions or by any other government?


Yes____ No_____


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, compensatory time, sick leave, or on his own time?


		Yes

		X

		No

		





To the best of their knowledge and belief, Ingenix Public Sector Solutions, Inc. (IPSS) or any of their employees are not employed by the State of Nevada or any of its political subdivisions or by any other government. Other corporate affiliates of IPSS and their employees may have been engaged under contracts with the State of Nevada, and AmeriChoice Corporation, a UnitedHealth Group Inc. and IPSS affiliate does currently operate under contract with Nevada’s Division of Health Care Financing and Policy. AmeriChoice operates as a Medicaid Managed Care Contractor with DHCFP. The plan operates as the Health Plan of Nevada. Please refer to Proposal Form C-2, Vendor Certifications, completed by Ingenix and included in Tab III – State Documents of our technical proposal response.


Ingenix—17.1.8
Disclosures

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.8, page 159

17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems have been experienced, vendor must indicate in writing.


Ingenix Public Sector Solutions, Inc. has not experienced any contract failures, contract breaches, civil or criminal litigation, or investigations with the State of Nevada.


Ingenix—17.1.9
Company Background/History

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.9, page 159

17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages.

Ingenix is the premier healthcare informatics company focused on improving the delivery and management of health programs using analytics and technology. Ingenix harnesses the power of information by bringing together unparalleled data resources and the leading clinical, technical, business, and consulting experts in healthcare.

Ingenix has an unprecedented experience in the state and local government market providing business intelligence/data warehousing solutions, a wide variety of SURS/fraud and abuse experience and services, and MARS experience and services. Ingenix business intelligence solutions help to manage programs and services for nearly 15 million people, or nearly one-quarter of the total U.S. Medicaid population. Put another way, Ingenix solutions help manage nearly $115 billion of Medicaid spending, more than a third of U.S. Medicaid spending. Their excellent record of accomplishment in Medicaid/health and human services program integrity work is based upon their extensive experience in Medicaid/HHS, rather than being a commercial solution shoehorned into the government space. In addition to their broad management of Medicaid dollars and members, Ingenix’ current Medicaid presence spans 29 states and the District of Columbia, as shown in Exhibit 17.5-3, and includes seven of the 12 largest Medicaid states in terms of budget size. Outside of Medicaid/HHS, Ingenix also has a strong healthcare medical presence in all 50 states.



Exhibit 17.5-3. Ingenix’ Medicaid/HHS


Ingenix’ presence covers 29 states and Washington, DC.

Rising costs, legal and regulatory changes, performance measurement, public scrutiny—these are among the important issues Ingenix helps manage every day alongside their government partners.


Ingenix Qualifications Overview


The government health market continues to face exponential costs, inadequate programmatic information, divergent technologies, “brain drain” due to retirements and attrition, and concerns regarding gaps in Medicare and Medicaid coverage. Well documented difficulties with government run programs have intensified the scrutiny of government healthcare and have forced a continual search for efficiency improvement and cost-control solutions. Increasingly, the focus of government initiatives has been on health information technology (Health IT) and its potential to bring about significant improvements.


Ingenix’ efforts in healthcare technology are focusing on transforming efficient, cost-effective government Health IT from theory to reality. Their healthcare informatics and analytical products and services transform data into valuable, actionable information. Ingenix tools are currently improving performance and service quality across the government healthcare market, including Medicare, Medicaid, payer, hospital, and pharmaceutical programs, while enhancing beneficiary well-being. Ingenix provides these tools in an open enterprise data management framework, integrating decision and analytical support into a cohesive, flexible solution, one that is aligned with the MITA architectural design.

Ingenix helps government officials improve the efficiency of healthcare programs without compromising the needs of recipients. These services include program integrity solutions to help achieve proper use of government program resources and analytics to improve health program clinical outcomes and efficiency.

Ingenix’ efforts in healthcare technology are focusing on transforming efficient, cost-effective government Health IT from theory to reality. Their healthcare informatics and analytical products and services transform data into valuable, actionable information.

The following Table 17.5-11 outlines key focus areas of the Ingenix Government Solutions Group that will be applied for the State of Nevada.

Table 17.5-11. Key Focus Areas – Ingenix Government Solutions Group

		Product Area

		Product Line

		Benefit to DHCFP



		Information Infrastructure

		· Data Warehousing


· Retrospective Analytic Marts


· Statutory Reporting


· Ad Hoc Reporting

		· Readily available, analytically ready, information


· Integration across agencies serving the same members



		Program Integrity

		· Surveillance Utilization Review

· Fraud and Abuse Detection

· Case Tracking

		· Required components of MMIS operation/qualification for federal funding


· Reduce fraud, abuse, and waste


· Track case investigations



		Federal Reporting

		· Management and Administrative Reporting (MAR)


· MSIS, MSIS Plus

		· Required components of MMIS operational/qualification for CMS certification for enhanced Federal Financial Participation (FFP)





Putting Ingenix Expertise into Practice


Ingenix’ technical expertise in data quality, data integration, data mining, ad hoc queries, advanced analytics, and predictive modeling has delivered hundreds of millions of dollars in financial benefits for state government clients across the nation. Some notable successes in the area of program integrity include:

		

		



		COMMITMENT


Rising costs, policy changes, outcomes


measurement, consumer involvement—


these are not new issues to Ingenix.

When the commercial marketplace first faced these challenges, Ingenix responded with robust data and analytic solutions. Ingenix now responds with equal vigor to public sector healthcare needs.



		





Cost savings of $60 million that the State of Washington Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS) attributed to its collaboration with Ingenix program integrity (PI) efforts. By the State’s calculations, during the Ingenix relationship with Washington DSHS, the Department has attained “$60 million in cost savings through data mining alone”—most of that number has come in actual dollars recovered for the State, not merely funds that were identified as improperly expended.


Over a two-year period, the New York Office of the State Comptroller identified more than $150 million in Medicaid claim overpayments by analyzing historical claims data using Ingenix’ solution. These fell into a number of categories—multiple Medicaid payments for managed care recipients; Medicaid claims processing activity; duplicate Medicaid payments to clinics; and overpayments for HIV pre-test counseling services.


In Michigan, our business intelligence (BI) solution provided the information for the State to bring criminal charges for Medicaid fraud against the president of a pharmaceutical company in the biggest Medicaid fraud case in Michigan history (148 counts of alleged fraud). Charges included billing Medicaid for deceased beneficiaries and billing Medicaid for drugs not consumed by Medicaid beneficiaries. The parent company set aside $54 million for litigation of the charges.


In Illinois, Ingenix’ solution contributed to the State’s groundbreaking success in combating medical transportation fraud. Illinois implemented a comprehensive series of transportation fraud analyses that has generated tens of millions of dollars in recoveries and prevention savings—and greatly reduced the extent of fraud in its Medicaid program. The analyses included desk audits and self-audits that were generated directly from computer-based analyses. Several dozen transportation providers were examined through a specially designed administrative review and dozens more were identified for referral to law enforcement. These analytical efforts helped identify key policy and program changes that reformed the State’s medical transportation program and resulted in hundreds of millions of dollars in additional savings.


· In Illinois Ingenix’ solution was also used by State personnel to identify and recover more than $15 million involving DRG up-coding overpayments that were identified and collected through an integrated data analysis and self-audit review process. In addition, the State then proceeded to implement prepayment edits, which resulted in many more millions of dollars in savings. The State has now decided to implement a DRG inpatient audit program and will use its advanced analytical capability to target hospitals for audit. This effort is expected to increase the State’s total Medicaid audit recoveries by more than 50 percent.


Ingenix—17.1.10
Time Providing Services

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.10, page 159

17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description.


Ingenix has been providing DSS/DW, MARS, and SURS services for more than 10 years, as both a prime contractor and as a subcontractor. Their relevant experience is depicted in the table below.


 Table 17.5-12. Ingenix Relevant Experience

		Agency Name

		Duration/Status

		Relevant Scope of Work



		State of California


Department of Health Care Services (DHCS)


Next Generation Management Information System/Decision Support System (NextGen MIS/DSS)

		2/2007 – 6/2011


(with three one-year options).


 Active/Open



		· Data warehousing and fraud and abuse detection services


· DDI of NextGen MIS/DSS

· NextGen MIS/DSS operations

· NextGen MIS/DSS maintenance (preventative maintenance, updates, and enhancements)


· Consulting and analytical services to DHCS A&I Branch


· Largest number (6.6M) of Medicaid beneficiaries in nation



		State of Washington Department of Social and Health Services




		First Contract

6/2000 – 6/2009


(includes extension)


Second Contract


5/2009 – 2/2015

Active/Open

		· DDI of fraud and abuse detection system


· Maintain/operate large-scale DSS


· 2nd generation program integrity solution for prevention and advanced techniques



		New York Medicaid




		5/2000 – present

Active/Open

		· DDI of DW


· Maintain/operate DW


· Nation’s largest Medicaid program ($47 billion budget)


· Identify disease patterns and trends


· Track drug use patterns/utilization


· Analyze program and service delivery effectiveness


· Provide enhanced audit control


· Forecasting cost/utilization for selected drugs


· Predictive modeling


· Identify billing overlaps


· Legislative inquiry response


· Extensive end-user training (1,000 users/data warehouse/application/tools)



		New Jersey MMIS Shared Data Warehouse (SDW)

		8/2001 – 11/2009 (includes three-year extension)

Active/Open

		· DDI of SDW (shared data warehouse)


· Maintain/operate SDW

· 12 data sources including MMIS and Division of Family Development

· Multiple source system query via exploration data marts


· Single recipient tracking across multiple programs via uniform client identifier


· Functional query, data mining, ad-hoc reporting, and geographic mapping tools/capabilities


· User training/support



		Illinois Medicaid




		7/1999 – present

Active/Open

		· DDI of DSS/DW


· Maintain/operate DSS/DW


· MMIS data source with12 years of history;12 terabytes of data, and over 2 billion records

· Current major data source expansion to incorporate Department of Public Health and the Department of Human Services data to include quality of care for maternal and child health, chronic diseases, and preventive maintenance programs


· $1 billion in savings over four years

· Innovative development underway (pay for performance, high-risk pregnancies, and OIG Medicaid Transformation Grant to fight fraud and abuse)



		North Carolina Medicaid

Retrieval and Information Validation Engine (DRIVE) and Fraud and Abuse Detection System (FADS)

		9/1997 – 12/2011

Active/Open

		· DDI of DSS/DW


· Implement Fraud and Abuse Detection System(FADS)


· Maintain/operate DSS/DW


· Maintain/operate FADS


· User training/support



		Michigan Medicaid


Business Intelligence/Data Warehouse




		2/2001– present

Active/Open 

		· DDI of BI and DW


· Maintain/operate BI/DW


· 41 data sources, including MMIS, across 16 separate program areas care programs

· Most extensive state government enterprise data warehouse in the nation


· 9,000+ users in 5 major departments, 20 agencies, and 100+ bureaus

· Approximately 2 million Michigan residents


· Annual program budget exceeding $11 billion


· Advanced data analysis to determine patterns, assess program effectiveness, detect and reduce fraud and abuse, and improve and interpret disease management



		Minnesota Medicaid MIS/DSS


(management information system/decision support system)




		11/1996 – present

Active/Open

		· DDI of MIS/DSS


· Three-month implementation (fastest in state government history from award-to-first-query)


· Maintain/operate MIS/DSS


· Estimated savings of $40 million in hard dollars, cost avoidance, operational savings, and intangible benefits—primarily “hard dollars saved or recovered”

· Multiple data sources—Medical Assistance; General Assistance Medical Care; MinnesotaCare; Home and Community Based Waiver Services; Alternative Health Care Program; Minnesota Senior Drug Program; and Minnesota Senior Health Options

· Support sophisticated welfare fraud-and-abuse initiative


· Provide user training



		Alaska

		Projected go-live 3rd quarter, 2011

Currently under construction

		· Serving as a subcontractor to ACS for the Alaska Replacement MMIS Project


· DDI of Fraud and Abuse, SURS, and MARS solutions



		Colorado

		7/2009 – present

Active/Open

		· DDI of SURS and Case Tracking solutions


· User Training and Support



		District of Columbia

		1/2010 – present

Active/Open

		· Served as a subcontractor to ACS for the DC Replacement MMIS Project


· DDI Fraud and Abuse, SURS, MARS, and ad hoc solutions


· Provide on-site FA operations support—SURS/Fraud BA and MAR/Ad-Hoc BA


· Provide ongoing operation and application support out of Atlanta office as needed

· User training and support



		Georgia

		4/2003 – present.


Active/Open

		· Serve as a subcontractor to ACS


· DDI of SURS 



		Missouri

		Projected go-live 3rd quarter, 2010

Currently under construction

		· Serve as a subcontractor


· Project is currently in DDI


· DDI Fraud and Abuse, SURS, Case Tracking, and MARS solutions



		Montana

		4/2002 – present

Active/Open

		· Served as a subcontractor to ACS


· DDI of SURS



		New Hampshire

		Projected go-live 1st quarter, 2011

Currently under construction

		· Serving as a subcontractor to ACS for the NH Replacement MMIS Project


· Project is currently in DDI


· DDI Fraud and Abuse, SURS, Case Tracking, and MARS solutions



		New Mexico

		12/2006 – present

Active/Open

		· Serving as a subcontractor to ACS


· DDI of fraud and detection, SURS, and case tracking solutions


· User training and support



		North Dakota

		Projected go-live 3rd quarter, 2011

Currently under construction

		· Serving as a subcontractor to ACS for the North Dakota Replacement MMIS Project


· Project is currently in DDI


· DDI of Fraud and Abuse, SURS, and MARS solutions


· Implemented an early version of the EMAR product running with the State’s current MMIS 2nd quarter of 2008


· Provide user training and support for early EMAR implementation



		Wyoming

		6/2009 – present

Active/Open

		· Serving as a subcontractor to ACS


· DDI of fraud and detection, SURS, and case tracking solutions


· User training and support





Ingenix—17.1.11
Time as Fiscal Agent

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.11, page 159

17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience.


While Ingenix is not a fiscal agent or MMIS vendor, they do have more than 10 years experience in maintaining and operating CMS Certified MAR and SUR solutions. In addition, Ingenix has more than 10 years experience in supporting MMIS Certification activities and requirements through their DSS solutions.

Ingenix—17.1.12
MITA


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.12, page 159


17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to a current and future MITA initiatives.


Ingenix solutions for state healthcare are designed to align with MITA principles. Utilizing COTS products, they support a state’s progress along the MITA maturity model, incorporating administrative and clinical data, and supporting integration across healthcare organizations.

In alignment with MITA architectural principles, Ingenix solutions conform to industry service-oriented architecture (SOA) principles. Their solutions support "open system" data warehousing concepts, using open database connectivity (ODBC)-compliant technology including Oracle database software for the DHCFP data warehouse and standard operating environments and scalable hardware platforms. Oracle provides industry-leading scalability and reliability in clustered, as well as single-system, configurations.

The solution includes a standard, well-documented and expandable data model design concept specialized for OLAP (on-line analytical processing). Oracle includes comprehensive features for data warehousing and OLAP. Combined with the enterprise level IBM Power 550 as the base for the hardware platform, and the use of data model design concepts that are proven in several states to be expandable and extremely adept for OLAP, DHCFP will be well positioned to expand the scope of the data warehouse in the future as it desires, ensuring DHCFP’s ability to move to higher levels of MITA maturity.

Ingenix—17.1.13
HIE Experience


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.13, page 159


17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information exchange.


This requirement is not applicable to Ingenix.

Ingenix—17.1.14
Financial information and Documentation

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.14, page 159-160


17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information:


17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number.


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which include:


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and


2. Balance Statement.


In accordance with RFP Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information, we provide Ingenix’ financial information and documentation in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information of our proposal. This information includes the Dun and Bradstreet Number, Federal Tax Identification Number, and the last three years of audited financial statements, including profit and loss statement and balance sheet, as well as current year interim statements.


Ingenix—17.1.15
Financial Stability


REQUIREMENT:  Section 17.1.15, page 160


17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement.


Ingenix is financially secure and continually investing in information technology to assist in meeting a multitude of marketplace needs. Their broad array of clinical expertise, their relationship with a larger organization that is 100 percent dedicated to health care, their technological capabilities, and their market segment knowledge uniquely position Ingenix to create innovative solutions for all of their clients, including Nevada.


Ingenix is a wholly owned subsidiary of UnitedHealth Group (UHG), a Minnesota corporation whose shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange.  Financial information for the company—including annual reports and SEC filings—can be found in UnitedHealth Group, Inc.’s Annual Report, available online at www.unitedhealthgroup.com.  The UHG 10-K Annual Reports for the last three years are included in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information, Tab II, Financial Information and Documentation.  At the time of submitting this proposal, UHG’s First Quarter 2010 10-Q report was not available.

Ingenix—17.1.16
Commitment to Budget Neutrality

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.16, page 160

17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services within a budget-neutral contracting scenario.


Ingenix is committed to performance which meets the State’s budget and savings targets. As previously sited examples demonstrate, Ingenix provides solutions designed to maximize the effective use of program dollars. They target those dollars which were paid inappropriately while helping states put in place program changes that will stop the abuse from reoccurring.

Ingenix—17.1.17
Organizational Structure

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.17, page 160

17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational structure as it relates to the Nevada MMIS.


As a subcontractor with ACS, the Ingenix project manager is the liaison between Ingenix and ACS. ACS is the conduit between Ingenix and DHCFP. Supported by the DSS/DW implementation organization and an ongoing operations DSS support team, the Ingenix project manager will work closely with the ACS account manager and our PMO manager to ensure the DSS solution is fully compliant and on time.


Ingenix—17.1.18
Integrated Management Functions

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.18, page 160

17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout the company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other significant changes, which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP.

All levels of Ingenix management understand the importance of open and timely communications with clients and employees, and will continue the open communication they have with ACS for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. In addition to the regular communication between the Ingenix project management and the ACS Nevada PMO, Ingenix management has weekly calls with ACS management in regard to their joint projects and their relationship through the ACS Ingenix Strategic Alliance Teaming Agreement.


The Ingenix project manager will work closely with ACS in managing the project schedules, project communication, risk management, and quality management. All Ingenix employees assigned to the Nevada MMIS will be trained in the project’s procedures and processes, ensuring accurate and timely communication with ACS and DHCFP, and ensuring a quality delivery of the replacement base DSS and the fiscal agent operations transition.

Verizon—17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc)

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.1, page 158

17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015.


17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780.


17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal. Proposals, which do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements.


Verizon Communications, Inc. was formed on June 30, 2000, with the merger of Bell Atlantic Corporation and GTE Corporation. Based in New York City and incorporated in Delaware, Verizon began trading on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) under the VZ symbol on Monday, July 3, 2000. Verizon Information Technologies, LLC (Verizon IT or Verizon) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Verizon Data Services LLC, which is a subsidiary of Verizon Communications, Inc.

Prior to the merger with Verizon, GTE was one of the world’s largest telecommunications companies, with 1999 revenues of more than $25 billion. GTE’s national and international operations served approximately 35 million access lines through subsidiaries in the United States, Canada, and the Dominican Republic, and through affiliates in Canada, Puerto Rico, and Venezuela. (Access lines are the individual connections from a customer’s premises to the phone network.) GTE was a leading wireless operator in the United States—with more than 7.1 million wireless customers and the opportunity to serve 72.5 million potential wireless customers.


Bell Atlantic was even larger than GTE, with 1999 revenues of more than $33 billion. Its domestic telecom unit served 43 million access lines, including 22 million households and more than two million business customers. Its global wireless unit managed one of the world’s largest and most successful wireless companies—with 7.7 million Bell Atlantic Mobile customers in the United States and international wireless investments in Latin America, Europe, and the Pacific Rim.


Verizon is a provider of data center outsourcing since the late 1980s. Headquartered in Temple Terrace, Florida, a suburb of Tampa, Florida, it offers access to data centers in Temple Terrace, Florida; Perryman, Maryland; and Sacramento, California. Verizon’s comprehensive portfolio of IT services encompasses all aspects of data center outsourcing and support for mainframe, midrange, and distributed systems. Please refer to Table 17.5-13 for details of Verizon company ownership.


Table 17.5-13. Verizon Company Ownership

		



		State of Incorporation


and Date

		Verizon Communications, Inc. was incorporated in the State of Delaware on June 30, 2000.



		Registration with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a Foreign Corporation

		Verizon Communications, Inc. is registered in the State of Nevada. As its affiliate, Verizon IT, LLC is automatically licensed. 



		Department of Taxation Licensure

		Verizon Communications, Inc. is licensed in the State of Nevada. As its affiliate, Verizon IT, LLC is automatically licensed. 



		Verification of Licensing Requirements

		Verizon acknowledges and agrees to acquire all appropriate business licenses not already held and in effect with Verizon Communications, Inc., Verizon’s parent company.





Verizon—17.1.2
Location


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.2, page 158


17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the services described in this RFP.


Verizon Communications, Inc. is headquartered in New York, New York, with its primary operations center in Basking Ridge, New Jersey, where most corporate functions are housed. The company owns and manages multiple data centers across the United States and internationally. The State of Nevada MMIS application will be hosted in Verizon’s commercial data center in Temple Terrace, Florida, referred to throughout the proposal as Tampa, Florida due to its close proximity.


Table 17.5-14 provides details of Verizon office locations.

Table 17.5-14. Verizon Office Locations

		



		Location of Verizon Headquarters Office 

		140 West Street, New York City, New York 10007



		Location of Office Providing Services

		7701 East Telecom Parkway, Temple Terrace, Florida 33637





17.1.3
Inverse Preference Per Amendment 3, March 24, 2010, Section 17.1.3 of RFP 1824 has been stricken in its entirety.

Verizon—17.1.4
Employees with Expertise

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.4, page 158

17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the requirements identified within this RFP.


Verizon comprises more than 6,000 skilled IT personnel whose expertise can be relied upon to support the mainframe hosting services for the State of Nevada’s MMIS. The specific team assigned to support the State’s MMIS hosting is composed of dedicated and leveraged technical personnel to provide support 24/7/365. The team includes primary points of contact for business and operational issues, as well as a management escalation path for issues and concerns.

Verizon—17.1.5
Location for Making Assignments

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.5, page 158

17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project.


Locations from which Verizon employees will be assigned to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project include:


· 7701 East Telecom Parkway, Temple Terrace, Florida 33637

Verizon’s support staff for the mainframe hosting services will be assigned from the Verizon commercial data center in Tampa, Florida.


Verizon—17.1.6
Contracts with State of Nevada Agencies

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.6, page 159

17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?


Yes____ No_____


If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency.


		Yes

		

		No

		X





Verizon—17.1.7
State of Nevada Employees

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.7, page 159

17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its political subdivisions or by any other government?


Yes____ No_____


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, compensatory time, sick leave, or on his own time?


		Yes

		

		No

		X





Verizon—17.1.8
Disclosures

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.8, page 159

17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems have been experienced, vendor must indicate in writing.

Verizon IT, LLC affirms it is not currently involved in nor been a part of any legal proceedings involving any court of law, administrative tribunal, or alternative dispute resolution process that was filed, settled, or sent for final judgment with the State of Nevada.

Verizon—17.1.9
Company Background/History

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.9, page 159

17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages.


GTE created GTE Data Services, Inc. in 1967 to serve its information technology (IT) needs. This GTE subsidiary began offering IT services to the commercial marketplace in 1988. When Verizon was created from the merger of GTE and Bell Atlantic in June 2000, Verizon inherited from GTE—a leader in data processing, help desk services, data center outsourcing, server management and network management—one of the largest information processing organizations in the United States.

As one of the world’s leading providers of communications services, Verizon Communications, Inc. is a strong, financially stable company. Verizon Communications, Inc had annual operating revenues of $97.4 billion (U.S.) in 2008, with $26.6 billion of 2008 cash flow from operating activities. The company has more than 235,000 employees worldwide as of August 2009. In Fortune 500 rankings, they are ranked #17 in the United States and #55 globally in 2009. A Dow 30 company, they are part of an elite list of the 30 American multinational conglomerates which make up the best known and most widely followed market indicator in the world.

As a corporation, Verizon Communications, Inc. is focused on three areas:

Profitable growth by transforming our business around the higher-growth segments of the market: consumer broadband, business and government, and wireless.


Growing through innovation by investing in world-class networks and product developments, which will ultimately enable innovations.


· Putting customers first – Above all, Verizon Communications, Inc. believes that the only way to win is to deliver excellent service and great experiences to customers.


Verizon has three data centers which are all comparable in size with the Tampa, Florida center—with nearly 100,000 square feet of raised floor space. The data centers are staffed 24/7, and they all connect to diverse ISP networks. The connections are supplied over redundant SONET rings provided by various local ILEC and CLEC carriers. The following sections describe the infrastructure of the Tampa data center. Please refer to Proposal Section 14, Hosting Solutions for additional technical information.

Verizon’s Mainframe Solution


Verizon’s mainframe solution provides full management at the hardware and O/S level for customers’ multiplatform IT environments, specializing in mainframe computers, transferring all or part of a company’s IT mainframe infrastructure to Verizon, and the associated operating systems, system management tools, and the corresponding network connectivity and providing a comprehensive service that includes: computing environment and hardware (mainframe) as well as the operating systems (O/S).

Verizon’s standard mainframe hosting solution includes:


Hardened data centers


ISO 9001:2000-certified operations support


System operations


Tape operations


Print operations (vendor-provided)


Second-level data center support


Production control


Back-up and recovery processes

Technical support


System software and third party software


Performance analysis/capacity planning


Storage management


Systems security/contingency planning

Asset procurement and third-party management


· Disaster Recovery


Technical support services include:

Hardware and software certification

Hardware maintenance

Fault management


Patch management

Performance and capacity management

· Storage and enterprise back-up management


Operating system support services include:

Operating system changes/software upgrades


Distribute software


Maintain software currency

Analyze and resolve problems


Provide 24/7 on‑call support


Detailed system documentation


Resolve O/S software problems


Consulting related to hardware and software


· Vendor interface for third‑party O/S, hardware, and system software


Operations support services include:

Technical customer advocate


Customer support center (24x7)


Fully automated system monitoring


Fault management


Change management


Hands-on support


Back-up and recovery services


Tape management with off-site vaulting


· Service-level reporting


Security support services include:

Firewall administration and review


VLAN installation and management


Virus scanning and protection


Proactive full log analysis correlation and review

Proactive intrusion detection


VPN and SSH to eliminate insecure protocols


Development and implementation of trust models

Data classification and risk‑assessment methodologies


· Vulnerability testing


Network management services include:

Network infrastructure planning and engineering

Network management

Network infrastructure ongoing support

Fault management


Change management

· Performance and capacity management

The mainframe equipment is Verizon-owned, managed, and maintained in one of three Verizon data centers provided via fully secure data center infrastructure, infrastructure hosting along with disaster recovery services, storage area networks, and backup/off-site vaulting and business continuity planning.


The customer owns, manages, and maintains all application software.

Verizon—17.1.10
Time Providing Services

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.10, page 159

17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description.

Verizon has been providing mainframe data center outsourcing services to commercial enterprise customers since 1988, originally as part of GTE Data Services. In the public sector, from 1988 to 2000, Verizon (and formerly GTE Data Services) provided a proprietary Medicare Part B claims processing application and data center outsourcing that was in use for 14 Medicare jurisdictions nationwide. In 2000, CMS mandated that all Medicare carriers migrate to the multi-carrier system (MCS).

Verizon performed these claims processing services in its Tampa, Florida data center. Verizon also provided Medicaid claims processing services for the State of Missouri under a facilities management agreement, whereby Verizon performed the services in a state-owned data center in Jefferson City, Missouri. Verizon was the fiscal agent under the terms of the Medicare and Medicaid agreements. In 2004, Verizon sold its healthcare division to InfoCrossing. Verizon no longer performs fiscal agent functions; however, it continues to offer data center hosting services under a subcontractor arrangement to primary vendors. Verizon is the mainframe hosting service provider to the current prime contractor for the Nevada MMIS agreement (Magellan/First Health Services). Verizon also provides data center hosting services commercially to enterprise customers in the private sector.


Verizon—17.1.11
Time as Fiscal Agent

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.11, page 159

17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience.


As previously discussed in Proposal Section Verizon – 17.1.10, Time Providing Services, from 1988 to 2000, Verizon Communications, Inc. (and formerly GTE Data Services) provided a proprietary Medicare Part B claims processing application and data center outsourcing that was in use for 14 Medicare jurisdictions nationwide. Currently, on Medicaid projects, Verizon typically serves in a subcontractor role that supports the activities of the fiscal agent and the state agency and no longer performs as a fiscal agent.

Verizon—17.1.12
MITA


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.12, page 159

17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to a current and future MITA initiatives.


This requirement is not applicable to Verizon.


Verizon—17.1.13
HIE Experience

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.13, page 159


17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information exchange.


This requirement is not applicable to Verizon.


Verizon—17.1.14
Financial information and documentation

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.14, page 159-160


17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information:


17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number.


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which include:


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and


2. Balance Statement.


In accordance with RFP Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information, we provide Verizon Communications, Inc.’s financial information and documentation in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information of our proposal. This information includes the Dun and Bradstreet Number, Federal Tax Identification Number, and the last three years of audited financial statements, including profit and loss statement and balance sheet. At the time of submitting this proposal, Verizon’s First Quarter 2010 10-Q report was not available.

Verizon—17.1.15 Financial Stability

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.15, page 160

17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement.

Verizon Communications, Inc. is one of the world’s leading providers of communications services. The company has adequate financial resources to support multiple, ongoing engagements and to carry out at least six months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement. Its domestic wireless business, operating as Verizon Wireless, provides wireless voice and data products and services across the United States using one of the most extensive and reliable wireless networks. Its wireline business provides communications products and services, including voice, broadband data and video services, network access, long distance, and other communications products and services, and also owns and operates one of the most expansive end-to-end global Internet Protocol (IP) networks. Stressing diversity and commitment to the communities in which Verizon operates, they have a highly diverse workforce of approximately 222,900 employees. Verizon’s 2009 revenues were in excess of $107 billion. With these financial resources, Verizon has the financial stability to continue providing exceptional services for the duration of the contract.

Verizon—17.1.16
Commitment to Budget Neutrality

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.16, page 160

17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services within a budget-neutral contracting scenario.


This requirement is not applicable to Verizon.


Verizon—17.1.17
Organizational Structure

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.17, page 160

17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational structure as it relates to the Nevada MMIS.

Verizon Communications employs more than 200,000 individuals, and Verizon consists of more than 6,000 skilled IT employees. The management of the commercial data centers providing mainframe hosting services reports up to the CIO of Verizon Communications.


The main Verizon point-of-contact for the Nevada MMIS Project is the service delivery manager. He or she will work closely with ACS on a daily basis to ensure open communication, complete understanding, and full compliance. A Verizon employee, the service delivery manager will report directly to Verizon Communications’ manager-IT service delivery, who in turn reports to the president of Verizon IT, LLC. Verizon IT reports under Verizon Communications’ corporate CIO, Shaygan Kheradpir.


Verizon—17.1.18
Integrated Management Functions

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.18, page 160

17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout the company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other significant changes, which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP.

A company’s control environment reflects the overall attitude, awareness, and actions of management, the board of directors, and others concerning the importance of controls and the emphasis given to controls in the company’s policies, procedures, methods and organizational structure. ACS will work closely with Verizon’s management, which is responsible for directing and controlling operations and for establishing, communicating and monitoring control policies and procedures.

Control Environment

Verizon management place high emphasis on maintaining sound internal controls and the integrity and ethical values of all Verizon management personnel. Organization values and behavioral standards are communicated to all personnel through policy statements and formal codes of conduct documented in the Verizon Code of Business Conduct, which is located on the corporate Intranet where employees may easily browse Verizon’s personnel policies. During new employee orientation, all employees are required to read and sign a document indicating they will adhere to the Verizon Code of Business Conduct and Scientific Agreement.


The organizational structure of Verizon, which provides the overall framework for planning, directing and controlling operations, uses an approach whereby personnel and business functions are segregated into departments according to job responsibilities. This approach allows the organization to clearly define responsibilities, lines of reporting and communication, and allows employees to focus on the specific business issues impacting customers.


Detailed and up-to-date policy and procedure manuals are in place for most sensitive departments (e.g., Accounting, Network Operations, Human Resources) to instruct personnel on routine activities. These policies are also centrally stored and prominently displayed on the corporate HR intranet website. New employee orientation and related material on the company’s intranet contains sections covering general employment policies, confidentiality agreement and standards of conduct. Policies and procedures for each business unit have been formalized and distributed throughout Verizon’s operations via the corporate intranet.

Information and Communication

Verizon has implemented a corporate intranet to disseminate information to employees. The intranet is the central repository for all company communications and all policy and procedure documentation. Individual departments are charged with designing and developing their procedures; however, once a procedure is finalized, it is published to the Intranet for company-wide distribution. Publishing to the Intranet site is performed by the Information Technology department who follow a two-step process ensuring that all changes are approved prior to release to the production site. Restrictive access controls are also applied if the material being published is not intended for general viewing (e.g.., management forms and guidelines).


Control Activities

Verizon has developed formal policies and procedures covering various financial and operational matters (business policies and procedures manual) and all critical aspects of employment services (management guidelines) applicable to management personnel, including hiring, training/development, performance appraisals and terminations. All information is available on-line for employees and managers to view as needed. This information includes staffing guidelines, employee development, and a manager’s toolkit.


The Human Resources department is responsible for the initial recruiting and evaluation of job applicants in accordance with Verizon’s diversity objectives. Once the selection process has been completed, qualified applicants are referred to the applicable operating department manager for the final hiring decision.


Risk Assessment

Verizon has placed into operation a risk assessment process to identify and manage risks that could affect its ability to provide reliable transaction processing to its customers. This process requires Verizon to identify significant risks based on the following:

Management’s internal knowledge of its operations and the telecommunications industry (including the application hosting industry)

· Input received annually from the Verizon Internal Audit group

For any significant risks identified, management is responsible for implementing appropriate measures to monitor and manage these risks (e.g., implementing/revising control procedures, conducting specific internal audit projects).

Verizon’s subcontracting services and solution is backed by more than 20 years of IT outsourcing experience, as well as a wholly owned, global, IP-based network. They provide competitive service level agreements, access to highly skilled IT professionals, and secure, reliable, and scalable services. The Verizon service delivery team is dedicated to, and passionate about, working with ACS to delivery success to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.

GHS—17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc).


17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015.


17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780.


17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal. Proposals, which do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements.


Goold Health Systems (GHS) is a healthcare management organization that specializes in providing pharmacy benefit services, clinical data reviews and analyses, healthcare assessments, data capture, data center and other support services to state Medicaid agencies, the federal government, private sector companies and non-profit organizations. GHS works with clients to understand their challenges and to design, develop, deploy and operate state-of-the-industry applications and services through superior clinical and technical expertise that are timely, effective, and based on best practices.

GHS was incorporated in the State of Maine more than three decades ago. The company has its headquarters there today, although its influence is felt throughout the United States. GHS has earned a reputation as a national leader in Medicaid healthcare management, data processing, and administration. GHS has migrated from a paper healthcare claims processing company to a highly specialized pharmacy benefits services company. GHS has established itself a leader in Medicaid Pharmacy Benefits Services Administration (PBSA).

GHS is a privately held company affiliated with the Waldron Group of Companies. Founded in 1974, GHS was originally part of the Paid Prescriptions/Health Applications System of Burlingame, California. The company changed names to Health Systems Institute (HSI) in January 1978. Four years later, on June 1, 1982, William Waldron of Falmouth, Maine, purchased HSI and renamed it Goold Health Systems (GHS). Refer to Table 17.5-15 for details of GHS company ownership.


Table 17.5-15. Goold Health Systems (GHS) GHS Company Ownership

		



		State of Incorporation and Date

		Incorporated in the State of Maine on May 27, 1992



		Registration with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a Foreign Corporation

		GHS is in the process of registering with the State of Nevada and expects this process to be complete before contract execution. 



		Department of Taxation Licensure

		GHS is in the process of getting appropriately licensed with the State of Nevada Department of Taxation and expects this process to be complete before doing business in the State.



		Verification of Licensing Requirements

		GHS has reviewed and verified all licensing requirements applicable to the services that it will provide in the State of Nevada and can provide verification upon contract award. GHS has determined that no additional licensing is required.





GHS—17.1.2
Location

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.2, page 158


17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the services described in this RFP.


GHS’ main office is in Augusta, Maine. The company has satellite offices in Cheyenne, Wyoming, Des Moines, Iowa, and Falmouth, Maine. Upon contract award, GHS plans to hire a pharmacist that will be located in Carson City, Nevada that will provide retrospective drug utilization review (RetroDUR) and DUR Board support. GHS’ other Nevada responsibilities—including supplemental and diabetic supply rebate negotiations, multi-state pooling, preferred drug list (PDL), and Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee—will be supported from their headquarters in Augusta, Maine. GHS will immediately begin the process of augmenting their existing staff with Nevada-based pharmacy professionals trained in GHS’ applications, the PBSA model, and business approach. 


Table 17.5-16 provides details of GHS office locations.

Table 17.5-16. GHS Office Locations

		



		Location of GHS Headquarters Office for supplemental and diabetic supply rebate negotiations, multi-state pooling, PDL, and P&T Committee support

		45 Commerce Drive, Suite 5, Augusta, Maine, 04332



		Location of RetroDUR and DUR Board Services

		Carson City, Nevada 





17.1.3
Inverse Preference Per Amendment 3, March 24, 2010, Section 17.1.3 of RFP 1824 has been stricken in its entirety.

GHS—17.1.4
Employees with Expertise

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.4, page 158


17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the requirements identified within this RFP.


Nationally, GHS currently employs 195 staff of which 164 have the expertise to support the requirements identified in this RFP. GHS has assembled a staff of extremely talented, competent, and capable employees dedicated to providing the highest quality services to GHS’ clients. GHS staff is acutely aware of the importance of the healthcare programs they manage, not only in terms of the provision of services to the neediest citizens, but also in terms of the state budget. GHS understands the issues in Medicaid and their impact on a state.


GHS’ Carson City pharmacist will have clinical and administrative support from their Augusta office staff, including reporting and analytics staff and GHS’ staff of doctors and pharmacists. GHS will hire staff with skills similar to their current personnel. Their existing staff will be used as a resource for new staff dedicated to Nevada. Established GHS employees will devote a portion of their time to the Nevada project, counseling new staff, traveling to Nevada as necessary, and generally being available by email/phone. They will pass on their experience and knowledge of the GHS culture.

GHS—17.1.5
Location for Making Assignments

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.5, page 158


17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project.


GHS’ Augusta location will house reporting and analytics staff, pharmacists and doctors, and administrative support staff.


45 Commerce Drive, Suite 5, Augusta, Maine, 04332, for supplemental and diabetic supply rebate negotiations, multi-state pooling, PDL, and P&T Committee support

· Carson City, Nevada, for RetroDUR and DUR Board support


GHS—17.1.6
Contracts with State of Nevada Agencies

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.6, page 159

17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?


Yes____ No_____

If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency.


		Yes

		

		No

		X





GHS—17.1.7
State of Nevada Employees


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.7, page 159


17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its political subdivisions or by any other government?


Yes____ No_____


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, compensatory time, sick leave, or on his own time?


		Yes

		

		No

		X





GHS—17.1.8
Disclosures


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.8, page 159


17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems have been experienced, vendor must indicate in writing.


GHS affirms it is not currently involved in nor been a part of any legal proceedings involving any court of law, administrative tribunal, or alternative dispute resolution process that was filed, settled, or sent for final judgment with the State of Nevada.

GHS—17.1.9
Company Background/History

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.9, page 159


17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages.


Founded in 1974, GHS has migrated from a paper healthcare claims processing company to a highly specialized pharmacy benefits services company. GHS has established itself a leader in Medicaid PBSA, and in September 2007, GHS was selected as one of the 5,000 fastest growing, privately held American companies by Inc. Magazine.

GHS Qualifications Overview

The pharmacy benefit represents one of the most significant expenditure categories for Nevada’s Medicaid Program and is otherwise likely to be a growing cost center in the future. The Medicaid Pharmacy Program must rely on the proper administration of this benefit to ensure access to appropriate and medically necessary drug therapies while maximizing effective program savings.


GHS uses its wealth of knowledge and experience in the industry to accomplish outstanding objectives for their clients; achievements that have been recognized nationwide as leading edge and extremely cost effective in this ever-growing business. GHS recognizes that the success to any endeavor is close communication with the client, the ability and willingness to think outside the box, and provide comprehensive, cost savings solutions that meet the needs of the client. Identifying the customer’s needs and accommodating them is an area where GHS excels.


GHS presently provides diverse, value-driven pharmacy services in 11 states. They provide a full set of PBSA solutions to the Medicaid agencies in Iowa, Maine, and Wyoming. GHS performs a variety of clinical pharmacy services for the State of West Virginia’s Medicaid program and for the State of Alabama. They provide Medicaid and supplemental pharmacy rebate services for the State of Georgia and were recently selected to manage the Medicaid state maximum allowable cost (SMAC) program for the State of Illinois. GHS also helped form and now serves as the pharmacy vendor for the Sovereign States Drug Consortium (SSDC), a multi-state drug rebate pool that presently includes Iowa, Maine, Oregon, Utah, Vermont, West Virginia, and Wyoming. They are the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP) vendor for the State of Colorado’s Department of Regulatory Agencies and the State of Maine’s Office of Substance Abuse.


All of these services are configured or customized to meet the individual needs of each GHS client; for some clients they constructed new programs, processes, and systems solutions from the ground up within very tight development timeframes. GHS is continuously looking to improve and expand the services they offer and provide maximum value and expertise to their clients. A summary of the services GHS provides to Medicaid agencies is shown in Table 17.5-17.

Table 17.5-17. GHS Experience


		Services Required by DHCFP

		Number of Medicaid Agencies GHS Currently Serves



		DUR Board/RetroDUR

		4



		PDL Management

		4



		P&T Committee Support

		5



		Supplemental Rebate Negotiations

		7



		Diabetic Supply Rebate Negotiations

		7





Multi-State Drug Rebate Pooling


The SSDC is a state–administered Medicaid supplemental rebate program that allows participating states to pool their prescription utilization numbers to obtain supplemental rebates from pharmaceutical manufacturers. By participating in this Medicaid pharmaceutical purchasing pool, state Medicaid programs save money without reducing quality of care.


GHS is the SSDC’s rebate negotiator. SSDC member states have complete access to all offers at all times. They review all bids for inclusion in their individual PDL designs. Iowa, Maine, Oregon, Utah, Vermont, West Virginia, and Wyoming are all participants for the 2010 rebate year. The SSDC now negotiates on behalf of approximately 2.2 million covered lives.

Working with GHS as part of the SSDC supplemental rebate pool will allow DHCFP to achieve the greatest degree of independence and control, while optimizing savings and minimizing overhead costs. Representing the SSDC, GHS can negotiate the most advantageous contracts for the preferred drugs already listed on an SSDC member’s PDL. GHS can also seek to provide a number of potentially superior contracts for drugs not on a PDL if an SSDC member and its P&T Committee are in favor of accepting.


Although the pool negotiates prices and conditions, each state within the SSDC determines the composition of its own PDL, choosing which contracts to accept and which to reject. Nevada will retain complete PDL autonomy if it joins the SSDC pool. While in most cases the states in the pool have reached consensus and acted in unison, there were several PDL categories where one state wanted to pursue a much more or less aggressive approach than the other partners. Maintaining this autonomy is crucial to the long-term success of the pool. In the long-term, however, savings can be maximized by all states within the SSDC synchronizing their PDLs.


GHS utilizes standard purchasing practices like the ones used in private sector purchasing. All supplemental rebate negotiations are conducted in accordance with State and federal rules and regulations. GHS will coordinate and facilitate all facets of drug purchasing negotiations with drug manufacturers on behalf of the State of Nevada. Purchasing will be coordinated with the other members of the SSDC pool, based upon applicable State Medicaid contracts, other State funded programs and/or commercial lines of business.

Preferred Drug List (PDL)


GHS provides PDL services that are clinically based, smart, efficient, flexible, and comprehensive. Services include development, implementation, and maintenance. PDL is an area of excellence for GHS and one of the ways the company reduces administrative costs, alleviates provider burden, and optimizes net savings for healthcare clients. GHS helps state clients design highly effective PDLs that position Medicaid programs to:


Influence the prescribing habits of physicians


Implement a “Step Therapy” program


“Grandfather” drugs as not to interrupt current therapies


Improve patient outcomes


· Reduce the costs of pharmacy benefits (especially when combined with Supplemental Rebates)


GHS considers the clinical aspect of a PDL program a top priority, with highly qualified pharmacists leading the way. PDL experts review upwards of 200 new drugs weekly, focusing on safety, side effects, and drug interactions—balancing clinical and fiscal factors.


GHS will work with DHCFP to establish PA criteria for drugs, based on the level of participation on the PDL. As they do for the States of Iowa, Maine, and Wyoming, they will use the most current studies, reviews and guidelines available to develop and recommend prior authorization procedures and criteria for review and approval by DHCFP, P&T Committee and DUR Board. This list of drugs will be maintained by GHS and ordered by NDC and/or therapeutic class. GHS will transmit this list electronically to the MMIS.


GHS’ experienced clinical and pharmaceutical staff will review therapeutic drug classes including new medications and indications. Their experts will provide recommendations regarding changes to the PDL and PA criteria. They provide the same service in other client member states and find that it greatly assists the Committee in making responsible and timely decisions.


During and after the initial PDL has been designed and implemented it is essential to continue analyzing relevant, timely clinical trial data, including updates on efficacy, safety and added indications or patient populations. The P&T Committee needs to focus on the most important essentials of a drug to maintain PDL therapeutic classes, including the following elements:


Significant, clinically positive drug characteristics, especially if unique to class


Significant, clinically negative drug characteristics, especially if unique to class


Whether a drug was added only to receive a better offer on another drug


· What financial effect a drug will have on a PDL class if it is preferred or non-preferred


GHS is experienced at tailoring the PDL process based on input from the State Medicaid staff and P&T Committee preferences. We will tailor PDL development and maintenance to suit Nevada Medicaid uniquely. GHS has worked extensively with Maine, Iowa and Wyoming on PDL development.


In summary, GHS will provide timely reviews and recommendations to the State and the Committee regarding new drugs, new indications, new product forms and strengths, new safety issues, and negative studies. In addition, GHS will prepare cost analyses and financial modeling as per DHCFP’s guidelines. These analyses will enable informed recommendations that balance clinical and cost considerations


GHS will provide therapeutic class reviews that use the required parameters to compare each drug. GHS’ clinical and pharmaceutical staff will provide a high-level analysis to determine the safety and efficacy of drugs within targeted therapy classes. Their staff are experienced in performing these analyses for several PDLs and will provide the same level of service to the State of Nevada. It is of the utmost importance to make the client aware of all clinically significant positive and negative drug attributes that could potentially affect the health of its members. In addition, detailed analysis of the net costs and utilization patterns of Nevada’s unique population are used to derive scenarios that illustrate the various PDL options. These scenarios will take into account the unique characteristics of Nevada’s Medicaid population.


DUR Board


GHS manages both retrospective and prospective DUR programs in several states. As a result, GHS’ staff is familiar and experienced in managing these programs in accordance with all federal and state regulations and guidelines. GHS will leverage that experience to ensure that the DUR program in the State of Nevada remains compliant with all applicable rules, regulations and guidelines. GHS will work with DHCFP upon contract award to ascertain and document any unique requirements that may exist for the State of Nevada in order to ensure that we meet or exceed the State’s expectations.

P&T Committee


GHS currently performs similar services for the State of Iowa. GHS will leverage this experience to provide DHCFP with assistance in recruiting qualified P&T Committee candidates. GHS understands the vital role that the P&T Committee members play relative to the PDL and Prior Authorization program and strives to recruit and recommend only highly-qualified and skilled practitioners for confirmation to the P&T Commission.

Supplemental Rebate


GHS will process Supplemental Rebates (SR) on all covered outpatient drug claims in accordance with State contracts and federal regulations. GHS will provide ACS with a pricing file that contains the SR pricing algorithms on a quarterly basis. This pricing will enable the creation of quarterly invoices based upon individual rebate agreements. We currently perform a similar service for several of the SSDC member states.


GHS Services Benefit DHCFP


By selecting ACS and our subcontractor partner GHS, DHCFP gains the benefits listed in Table 17.5-18.


Table 17.5-18. GHS’ Approach Ensures Continued, Immediate Benefit to DHCFP

		GHS Pharmacy Support Services

		Benefit to DHCFP



		Extensive experience—35 years providing the services requested

		· Comprehensive, innovative cost savings initiatives


· Tested, proven performance



		Compliance with Medicaid, State of Nevada, and CMS standards and regulations

		· Reduced program risk


· Protection of constituencies and stakeholders



		Accessible GHS staff who are knowledgeable about Medicaid programs and services

		· Carson City-based pharmacist and Augusta pharmacists, pharmacy technicians, and doctors


· Frequent communication at all times with DHCFP and other project stakeholders, including regular status meetings





With each GHS client, they provide an understanding and experience performing comprehensive services for government-administered healthcare programs based on an in-depth knowledge of industry and their state Medicaid program. GHS applies a national cost containment and post payment recovery perspective and best practices. Their dedicated and knowledgeable staff includes experienced and local staff available to serve clients. They deliver reliable data while complying with HIPAA and other security and privacy regulations. ACS has selected GHS for these proven qualities along with their ability to deliver excellent customer service to provide a fully compliant solution for Nevada.


GHS—17.1.10
Time Providing Services

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.10, page 159


17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description.


GHS brings 35 years of pharmacy experience to clients and business partners, including 18 years of electronic POS pharmacy claims processing, 13 years of drug rebate management, eight years of PDL maintenance, and eight years of PA experience.


GHS has assisted the State of Maine in its electronic administration of pharmacy programs since 1991, accepting claims data for on-line adjudication for Maine’s Low Cost Drugs for the Elderly and Disabled (DEL) program. In the earliest years of the DEL contract, starting in 1974, the system relied exclusively on paper claims. In 1991, GHS migrated to a fully electronic system, resulting in significant cost savings for the State at the time.


In December of 1995, GHS implemented an electronic pharmacy Point of Sale (POS) claims adjudication system (MEPOP) for Maine’s Medicaid pharmacy program. While not without its challenges, the development, implementation, refinement, and on-going administration of the system has proceeded with few difficulties. The services they now provide as part of the MEPOP contract include Pharmacy POS claims adjudication, PA, PDL maintenance, drug rebate management, a pharmacy/provider help desk, and other related services.


In the State of Iowa, GHS developed and implemented PDL, PA, SR, and pharmacy POS claims adjudication services. In 2004, GHS designed and developed a PDL and pharmacy PA system for the Iowa Medicaid Enterprise (IME) project. Immediately after contract initiation, GHS commenced working with Iowa’s P&T Committee, developing the PDL, and negotiating SR with drug manufacturers. On January 15, 2005, GHS implemented a full PDL and took over all pharmacy PA determination responsibilities from the incumbent contractor. This included the deployment of their redesigned PA determination application, PADSS 3.0, which was implemented almost six months ahead of schedule. The second portion of GHS’ work for IME began in December 2004 when they were awarded the pharmacy POS contract. As with the PA system, GHS upgraded their POS claims adjudication system to meet the IME requirements. They also started claims processing ahead of schedule, to ensure a smooth transition between POS vendors. The rest of the IME project became operational on June 30, 2005. GHS has just re-secured this contract in March of 2010.


In the fall of 2005, GHS participated in the design and became the negotiating vendor for a multi-state drug rebate pooling program, now known as the SSDC. The objective was to create a pool that would be attractive to states with a desire to take an active role in rebate negotiation and/or retain a higher degree of control. To encourage participation, the pool was designed to be as efficient and inexpensive as possible for participating states, while allowing the retention of current Pharmacy Benefit Management (PBM) service vendors, if desired. The initial pool states consisted of Vermont, Iowa, and Maine. Since then, Oregon, Utah, West Virginia and Wyoming have joined the pool representing more than two million lives.


GHS began providing the State of Wyoming with Supplemental Rebate and PDL services in October 2007. In 2008 GHS began negotiating Supplemental Rebate Agreements for Wyoming as part of the SSDC. In 2009, GHS completed implementation of the full set of PBM services for the State of Wyoming, including fiscal agent services, PDL management, PA services, help desk and DUR. CMS certified GHS’ “WY Fiscal Agent/PBM” system in January of 2010.


GHS operates an Intensive Benefit Management program and a Pain Management Program for the State of Maine. Both programs monitor usage of prescription narcotic medications to high-risk patients. The programs use PA on all controlled prescriptions and can force doctor and/or pharmacy choice upon historically risky patients. Random pill counts and toxicology tests are used to determine if medications are being used appropriately and legally. GHS manages and analyzes these audits and reports the results back to Maine’s Medicaid program.


In 2007 GHS was awarded a contract to provide West Virginia’s Bureau of Medical Services (BMS) with clinical and administrative support to develop and manage their PDL, as well as to negotiate and administer their Supplemental Rebate and SMAC programs. GHS provides complete support for West Virginia’s P&T Committee.

In 2009 GHS was selected to provide full Medicaid and Supplemental Pharmacy Rebate services for the State of Georgia and was awarded a contract to manage the Medicaid SMAC program for the State of Illinois.


GHS—17.1.11
Time as Fiscal Agent

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.11, page 159

17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience.


GHS has no experience serving as a fiscal agent operating or maintaining a certified MMIS. On Medicaid projects, GHS typically serves in a role that supports the activities of the fiscal agent and the state agency. GHS was recently certified by CMS as the Pharmacy POS provider for the State of Wyoming.


GHS—17.1.12
MITA


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.12, page 159


17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to a current and future MITA initiatives.


GHS’ development efforts have focused on aligning their systems on MITA principles. They have taken careful measure to focus on user-centric workflow in our user interfaces to maximize efficiency and satisfactory user experience. The various operating systems and platforms on which they develop their systems are COTS products and supported by regular updates and patches. They engineer their technical architecture and data structures to meet or exceed open standards and MITA principles.

They have been and are able to leverage their systems to use various data exchange standards. They purposefully chose systems on which they can also develop and be compatible with other entity systems that do not conform to normal open standards; thereby giving them a level of agility that meets or exceeds State Medicaid interface needs. They are able to interface with a variety of contemporary MMIS solutions, CMS health information systems, and they have experience interfacing with a health data information hub.


GHS—17.1.13
HIE Experience


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.13, page 159


17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information exchange.


GHS leverages their systems to use various data exchange standards. They purposefully chose systems on which they can also develop and be compatible with other entity systems that do not conform to normal open standards, thereby giving them a level of agility that meets or exceeds State Medicaid interface needs. GHS is able to interface with a variety of contemporary MMIS solutions, CMS Health information systems, and they have experience interfacing with a Health data information hub.


GHS—17.1.14
Financial information and documentation


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.14, page 159-160

17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information:


17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number.


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which include:


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and


2. Balance Statement.


In accordance with RFP Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information, we provide GHS’ financial information and documentation in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information, Tab II, Financial Information and Documentation of our proposal. This information includes the Dun and Bradstreet Number, Federal Tax Identification Number, and the last three years of audited financial statements, including profit and loss statement and balance sheet.

GHS—17.1.15
Financial Stability

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.15, page 160

17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement.

GHS’ financial statements are included in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information. The statements attest to the fact that GHS is in sound financial condition and has the financial resources necessary to carry out the contractual obligations associated with this RFP and to perform at least six months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement.


GHS—17.1.16
Commitment to Budget Neutrality

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.16, page 160

17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services within a budget-neutral contracting scenario.


GHS is a service-oriented company focused on doing what it takes to meet clients’ timeline, budget, and savings targets. They actively participate in the creation and development of new initiatives designed to maximize efficiency (cost and otherwise), enhance services, and improve patient outcomes. Most importantly, they demonstrate considerable flexibility with the various state Medicaid contracts they hold. GHS is committed to offering timely, flexible, cost-effective services to the State of Nevada and has priced the services they are to provide in alignment with Nevada’s goal of a budget-neutral contracting scenario.


GHS has been providing great value in return on investment for their state clients. The pharmacy benefit represents one of the most significant expenditure categories for most state Medicaid Programs and is otherwise likely to be a growing cost center in the future. In the first five years of working with the State of Iowa, GHS has successfully slowed the growth of pharmacy expenditures and decreased the per user per year costs, as shown in Table 17.5-4. The Medicaid Pharmacy Program must rely on the proper administration of this benefit to ensure access to appropriate and medically necessary drug therapies while maximizing effective program savings.




Exhibit 17.5-4. Iowa Per User Per Year Costs

GHS provides true cost-savings to state Medicaid programs by successfully slowing the growth of pharmacy expenditures and decreasing the per user per year costs.

GHS has utilized their wealth of knowledge and experience in the industry to accomplish outstanding objectives for their clients, accomplishments that have been recognized nationwide as leading edge and extremely cost effective in this ever growing business. GHS recognizes that the success of any endeavor is close communication with the client and the ability and willingness to think outside the box and provide comprehensive, cost savings solutions that meet the needs of the client. Identifying the customer’s needs and accommodating them is an area where GHS excels, and they are prepared to work closely with ACS to provide the State of Nevada leading edge technology with the ability to interface with all of their existing systems, and to benefit from an experienced industry leader.


GHS—17.1.17
Organizational Structure

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.17, page 160

17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational structure as it relates to the Nevada MMIS.


GHS’ organizational structure is poised to accommodate new growth. Each team is grouped together by their specialty areas, which promotes each subject matter expert the opportunity to pool their resources and team leaders and operate under a shared knowledge approach to working. Sharing knowledge and duties becomes a win-win situation for everybody—DHCFP benefits from access to staff that are knowledgeable and GHS staff is able to expand and grow. They are always looking for new ways and tools to solve problems. GHS clients then, do not hesitate to bring their “what if” questions to the table. GHS excels in brainstorming with clients to produce solutions that can be implemented in a timely manner and accommodate the needs of the client.


GHS has had significant success in creating a local, on-site presence in states where they provide services similar to those being required in this RFP. GHS recruits and hires talented local staff that has expertise and knowledge of the state-specific pharmacy environment. Their experienced staff mentors the local staff and trains them in GHS systems, procedures, and corporate culture. These individuals bring real life experience as front-line providers and knowledge of the local pharmacy industry, lending them unique insight into the issues and challenges confronting the state and the beneficiaries. This attribute, combined with GHS’ thorough training, makes them especially well qualified to carry out their assigned duties, which is reflected in GHS’ high customer service ratings.

With the State’s approval, GHS will also look for viable Carson City-based candidates by evaluating the incumbent vendor’s staff that may be currently performing similar tasks or are qualified to take on a new role. It has been our experience that many high-caliber staff will elect to change employers rather than relocate to a new location or possibly be down-sized. This tactic helps minimize disruptions and improves GHS’ in-house knowledge of the previous system and policies.


GHS—17.1.18
Integrated Management Functions

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.18, page 160

17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout the company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other significant changes, which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP.

GHS recognizes that the success of the Nevada MMIS project is close communication with ACS and the State, the ability and willingness to think outside the box, and the expertise to provide comprehensive, cost savings solutions that meet DHCFP’s needs. GHS has developed their management approach to leverage GHS’ relevant experience and incorporate the proven strengths of their project team. GHS believes that this formula provides the highest level of service to clients. GHS blends the following four proven strategies into their operations:


GHS management team is empowered to make rapid and deliberate operational decisions in the field that are in DHCFP’s best interests. To manage this engagement successfully, GHS’ Nevada managers are empowered with the capability to make timely decisions.

GHS’ team of technical advisors is available for “on-call” assistance with any clinical, operational, organizational, and developmental function throughout the life of the contract. These technical advisors are among the most experienced individuals in their designated specialties.

At the foundation of GHS’ management approach is a commitment to flexibility and responsiveness that ensures “seamless” operations and project administration. Their work plan is a “living document” designed for any changes as the project unfolds. Their management team understands this concept and will rely on experience with similar projects to manage this effort efficiently.


· GHS has made strong operational and philosophical commitments to a process of internal and external continuous quality improvement programs. GHS will apply these standards to all of their Nevada operations.


Throughout this project, GHS will seek to maximize the use of the time and resources required by DHCFP personnel by bringing in an experienced senior level team that has hands-on expertise in the programmatic and financial aspects the requested services. Their management approach includes the following:


Designating an account manager and a project manager with extensive Medicaid experience who will ensure that GHS’ professional teams remain on task and on focus


Working closely with ACS and other contractors to ensure smooth operations


· Producing management reports, conducting regular status meetings, and convening periodic workgroup sessions for all groups involved


The guiding principal at GHS is to maintain standardization, documentation, adherence to processes, and creating and maintaining audit trails and open communication. GHS has been audited previously by the State of Maine and has also been audited by CMS with glowing results in regards to documentation standards, audit trails, and performance. GHS has the ability to bring on new staff, provide them with the documentation and resources available, assign a mentor to them from their internal team and provide open door access to anyone to ensure they are successful.


GHS account managers understand the work that GHS does with other states via regularly-scheduled managers’ meetings, discussions, and communications so they can gain lessons learned from other states. Their SSDC role also allows GHS and their state clients to collaborate on issues such as strategies, PDL design, savings targets, and best practices, among others.

Communication that takes place early and often, in both formal and informal processes, is critical to ensure timely and effective implementation and operations. GHS considers regular status meetings with ACS and the State as the most appropriate time to review project operations and discuss problems, accomplishments, and planning issues, as well as any significant changes internal to GHS that may affect their clients. For each status meeting, they create and distribute status report documents containing “action items” identified at the previous meeting with assigned responsibilities and a summary report of project accomplishments, issues, and next steps.

GHS is a small, nimble, company who will work with ACS on a one-to-one basis to support the State of Nevada. We are committed to developing a strong, flexible working relationship with ACS and State staff and providing consistent, high-quality services.


LexisNexis—17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc).


17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015.


17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780.


17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal. Proposals, which do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements.


Started in 1973, LexisNexis Risk Solutions Florida, Inc. (LexisNexis®) is a leading global provider of content-enabled information solutions designed specifically for professionals in the healthcare, legal, risk management, corporate, government, law enforcement, accounting, and academic markets. A pioneer in the online information business and now serving customers in more than 100 countries with more than 18,000 employees worldwide, LexisNexis is a part of Reed Elsevier Inc.


LexisNexis is the global leader in providing comprehensive and authoritative legal materials, news, and business information, and tailored applications. LexisNexis unites strong brands, pioneering technologies and premium information for customers in the government, legal, corporate, and education markets. LexisNexis products are available on the Web, in print, on CD-ROM, and via other electronic media. A trusted source, the company offers targeted information solutions that can be integrated into its customers’ business processes and systems. LexisNexis delivers high quality and state-of-the-art solutions that support legal research and knowledge management needs:

Thousands of state and local government agencies


Virtually every federal agency


Virtually every Fortune 500 company

Top 100 largest law firms


All American Bar Association accredited law schools


Big 4 accounting firms


International customers


· 600+ universities and colleges


LexisNexis maintains one of the largest professional information services in the world. Operational capacity, performance monitoring capabilities and industry leading customer support is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. LexisNexis databases contain more than 40,000 sources and add more than 1.7 million new searchable documents per day. LexisNexis also provides more than 33 billion public records, collected from more than 15,000 sources across the country.


Subscribing to the LexisNexis brand on the Internet, and those of its subsidiaries, carries with it the guarantee of access to information from only legitimate sources, enriched with valuable enhancements—such as indexing, linkages and segmentation—from the company that created electronic legal information research.


Refer to Table 17.5-19 for details of LexisNexis’ company ownership.

Table 17.5-19. LexisNexis Risk Solutions Florida, Inc. (LexisNexis) Company Ownership

		



		State of Incorporation and Date

		Incorporated in the State of Minnesota December 31,1994



		Registration with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a Foreign Corporation

		Nevada Business ID – NV20061012709 



		Department of Taxation Licensure

		Taxpayer ID # - 1003367658



		Verification of Licensing Requirements

		LexisNexis has not identified any licensing requirements for the services provided by LexisNexis outlined in this RFP.





LexisNexis—17.1.2 Location


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.2, page 158


17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the services described in this RFP.


LexisNexis’ Alpharetta, Georgia, office is the principal place of business and houses many corporate functions, including executive management, financial operations, and other corporate administrative functions. Additionally, LexisNexis maintains a major facility in Boca Raton, Florida that supports sales, production, legal administration, and other functions. Other smaller facilities are located throughout the country. LexisNexis’ Alpharetta, Georgia, and Boca Raton, Florida, offices will provide the services described in this RFP.

Table 17.5-20 provides details of LexisNexis office locations.

Table 17.5-20. LexisNexis Office Locations

		



		Location of LexisNexis Headquarters Office 

		2400 Marquis One Tower, Suite 2


245 Peachtree Center Avenue


Atlanta, GA 30303



		Location of Office Providing Services

		1100 Alderman Drive, Alpharetta, GA 30005


6501 Park of Commerce Blvd., Boca Raton, FL 33487





17.1.3
Inverse Preference Per Amendment 3, March 24, 2010, Section 17.1.3 of RFP 1824 has been stricken in its entirety.

LexisNexis—17.1.4 Employees with Expertise

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.4, page 158


17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the requirements identified within this RFP.


LexisNexis employs approximately seven to 10 people who provide support for health and human services and who possess the expertise to support the requirements identified within the RFP. The majority of these employees work from the Alpharetta, Georgia, and Boca Raton, Florida, offices. LexisNexis does not have any employees qualified to support the requirements currently working in Nevada. However, LexisNexis is expanding dramatically and recently created a division focusing specifically on health and human services. This growth entails the hiring of highly qualified individuals in strategic locations throughout the country.


LexisNexis—17.1.5 Location for Making Assignments

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.5, page 158


17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project.


Employees from the Alpharetta, Georgia, and Boca Raton, Florida, offices will be assigned to this project.


LexisNexis—17.1.6 Contracts with State of Nevada Agencies

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.6, page 159

17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?


Yes____ No_____

If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency.


		Yes

		X

		No

		





LexisNexis has been engaged under contract with the following Nevada agencies:


Division of Health Care Finance and Policy


Nevada State Gaming Control Board

Nevada State Controller’s Office


Nevada Division of Child and Family Services


Office of the Nevada Attorney General


Nevada Commission on Ethics


Nevada Public Utilities


Nevada Secretary of State


Nevada State Board of Medical Examiners


Nevada State Contractor’s Board


· Nevada Treasurer’s Office of Unclaimed Property


LexisNexis—17.1.7 State of Nevada Employees

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.7, page 159


17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its political subdivisions or by any other government?


Yes____ No_____


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, compensatory time, sick leave, or on his own time?


		Yes

		

		No

		X





LexisNexis—17.1.8 Disclosures

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.8, page 159


17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems have been experienced, vendor must indicate in writing.


LexisNexis affirms that it is not aware of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada.


LexisNexis—17.1.9 Company background/history

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.9, page 159


17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages.


LexisNexis is the largest and fastest growing data repository of public records and commercially available data in the country. Their vast data storehouse contains in excess of 33 billion records drawn from 40,000 disparate sources that map to 585 million unique identities. LexisNexis solutions are based on comprehensive public records database and their patented technology called Link ID which uniquely identifies individuals.

Background/History


LexisNexis is a leading provider of information and business solutions to professionals in a variety of industries—healthcare, government, law enforcement, legal, risk management, corporate, accounting, and academic. A member of Reed Elsevier PLC, the company is headquartered in New York City, New York, and does business with professionals in 100 countries with 18,000 employees worldwide.


LexisNexis delivers actionable intelligence to help clients make critical decisions with confidence and speed. Building on the 35-year LexisNexis tradition as a trusted provider and custodian of quality information, they leverage cutting-edge technology, unique data, and advanced scoring analytics to provide total solutions for client needs.


LexisNexis solutions are designed to serve the multi-billion dollar risk information industry, which includes professionals and organizations such as insurance and healthcare providers, government agencies, law enforcement, financial services firms, collection agencies, hiring managers, and others.


LexisNexis Qualifications Overview


LexisNexis technology provides a comprehensive set of solutions and tools to screen, authenticate, verify and alert government agencies on the status of individuals. For more than 40 years, LexisNexis has been a trusted source and leading provider of decision-making information that help Health and Human Services Agencies such as Nevada DHCFP. LexisNexis is the premier provider of decision-making intelligence solutions to businesses and government. Through numerous successful implementations, LexisNexis has developed significant expertise in providing data-driven solutions to Health and Human Services agencies, with solutions deployed in Colorado, Massachusetts, Texas, California, Georgia, Florida, and across the United States.


LexisNexis’ decision to focus on Medicaid solutions has resulted in a full suite of industry leading products and an experienced, dedicated team focused on researching, developing and delivering significant value, measured in real-dollar return on investment, to their Medicaid customers. LexisNexis’ world-class databases—used by thousands of government agencies throughout the United States—offer easy searching and fast, accurate results for provider and beneficiary screening, as well as best contact information.


Table 17.5-21 summarizes the number of state agencies for which LexisNexis performs services similar to those requested in the RFP.

Table 17.5-21. LexisNexis is an Experienced Provider of the Services DHCFP Requires

		Services Required by DHCFP

		Number of Medicaid Agencies LexisNexis Currently Serves



		Provider Screening

		15



		Provider Enrollment 

		4



		Beneficiary Screening

		5



		Best Contact Information

		100s





LexisNexis Services Benefit DHCFP


By selecting ACS and our subcontractor partner LexisNexis, DHCFP gains the benefits listed in Table 17.5-22.

Table 17.5-22. LexisNexis’ Approach Ensures Continued, Immediate Benefit to DHCFP

		LexisNexis Beneficiary and Provider Screening Services

		Benefit to DHCFP



		Deep experience—35 years providing the services requested, including a history of success in Nevada

		· Uninterrupted, reliable stream of public records

· In-depth knowledge of Nevada’s Medicaid environment


· Tested, proven performance


· Provides existing solutions to Nevada Division of Health Care Financing and Policy



		Full suite of nationwide provider Information

		· Prevent fraud by identifying ineligible providers



		Full suite of nationwide beneficiary information

		· Prevent fraud by identifying ineligible beneficiaries


· Billions of public records and hundreds of millions of individuals



		Unparalleled data linking technology

		· LexisNexis employs unique data linking technology—Link ID—which uniquely links and identifies people and businesses by searching through billions of records from thousands of disparate data sources.



		More than $25 million annually invested in technology innovation

		· Patented data linking and analytics technology

· ACS, LexisNexis, and DHCFP goals are aligned to focus on up-front cost avoidance



		Compliance with Medicaid, State of Nevada, and CMS standards and regulations

		· Reduced program risk


· Protection of constituencies and stakeholders



		Accessible LexisNexis staff who are knowledgeable about DHCFP programs and services

		· Frequent communication at all times with DHCFP and other project stakeholders, including regular status meetings





LexisNexis is ACS’ Ideal Partner for Services


The following distinguishing features demonstrate LexisNexis’ ability to fulfill the scope of work required by DHCFP:


Measurable Results. LexisNexis offers proven, tested approaches to each of the services requested in this RFP.

Nationwide Support. As a result of LexisNexis’ work for Medicaid and social services agencies nationwide, it has fully staffed operations centers in multiple locations, including Atlanta, Georgia, Boca Raton, Florida, and New York, New York, available to provide support to DHCFP at any time.

Comprehensive Information Network. LexisNexis currently receives data from over 40,000 sources in the United States, encompassing more than 2 billion public records, 400 million individuals and 150 million businesses.

Data Processing Capacity to Perform Cost Avoidance Services in Nevada. LexisNexis’ technology infrastructure is dedicated to supporting fraud reduction and cost savings projects for hundreds of complex engagements simultaneously. LexisNexis attains measurable results for its government-sponsored clients.

State-of-the-Art Technology. LexisNexis Screening solutions provide direct access to robust public records information, ensuring that DHCFP staff has the information they need, when they need it. Online access gives LexisNexis and its clients the ability to quickly research and resolve any issues.


LexisNexis—17.1.10 Time Providing Services

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.10, page 159


17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description.


With over 35 years of experience in the information industry, LexisNexis offers an extensive background in implementing successful data-driven screening and enrollment services for both providers and beneficiaries. LexisNexis began providing batch screening and online solutions to the public and private sector in 1999. The first provider screening solution was implemented in South Carolina in 2004, CMS added in 2005.


LexisNexis—17.1.11 Time as Fiscal Agent

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.11, page 159

17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience.


LexisNexis has no experience serving as a fiscal agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS. On Medicaid projects, LexisNexis typically serves in a role that supports the activities of the fiscal agent and the state agency.

LexisNexis—17.1.12 MITA


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.12, page 159


17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to a current and future MITA initiatives.


This requirement is not applicable to LexisNexis.


LexisNexis—17.1.13 HIE Experience


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.13, page 159


17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information exchange.


This requirement is not applicable to LexisNexis.


LexisNexis—17.1.14 Financial information and documentation

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.14, page 159-160


17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information:


17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number.


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which include:


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and


2. Balance Statement.


The financial statements for LexisNexis are available on an ongoing basis, and those financial results are reported together with those of its parent company, Reed Elsevier Inc. For DHCFP’s review, below are links to Reed Elsevier’s audited financial statements for the three most recent fiscal years, 2007, 2008, and 2009. Deloitte, LLP is the independent registered public accounting firm that audited Reed Elsevier’s’ consolidated financial statements.

In accordance with RFP Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information, we provide LexisNexis’ financial information and documentation in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information, Tab II, Financial Information and Documentation of our proposal. This information includes the Dun and Bradstreet Number, Federal Tax Identification Number, and the last three years of audited financial statements, including profit and loss statement and balance sheet.

LexisNexis’ parent company, Reed Elsevier, Inc. is a foreign corporation, which is not required to file a 10-K. In its place, foreign corporations must file a Form 20-F with the SEC. For DHCFP’s review, we therefore provide Reed Elsevier’s audited Form 20-F. At the time of submitting this proposal, LexisNexis’ First Quarter 2010 report was not available. Complete financial information on Reed Elsevier, Inc. and LexisNexis is available at the following website: http://www.reedelsevier.com/investorcentre/reports%202007/Pages/2009.aspx

LexisNexis—17.1.15 Financial Stability

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.15, page 160

17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement.

Reed Elsevier Inc. has a reputation for fiscal conservatism and is a financially stable company as evidenced by the financial statements above. LexisNexis affirms that it has the financial resources to carry out at least six months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement. Complete financial information on Reed Elsevier, Inc. and LexisNexis is available at the following website: http://www.reedelsevier.com/investorcentre/reports%202007/Pages/2009.aspx

LexisNexis—17.1.16 Commitment to Budget Neutrality

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.16, page 160

17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services within a budget-neutral contracting scenario.


This requirement is not applicable to LexisNexis.


LexisNexis—17.1.17 Organizational Structure

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.17, page 160

17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational structure as it relates to the Nevada MMIS.


As part of a public company, LexisNexis operates within a structured environment that ensures full disclosure of its ongoing financial stability (e.g., SEC filings and Sarbanes-Oxley Act requirements). This transparency helps LexisNexis clients verify that LexisNexis has the financial stability necessary to provide resource-intensive services to many government agencies concurrently. It also ensures that LexisNexis clients are fully aware of important developments within LexisNexis related to ownership and organization. Reed Elsevier, the parent company of LexisNexis is a wholly owned subsidiary of Reed Elsevier US Holdings, Inc.


LexisNexis has a dedicated healthcare team focused on developing and managing solutions for LexisNexis’ public and private health and human services clients. This team, lead by Harry Jordan, SVP Healthcare, consists of experts with years of experience in Medicaid, health insurance, and related industries. Leading the state Medicaid product line is Clint Fuhrman, Director of Healthcare Market Planning, who served as the Deputy Director of the Florida Agency for Health Care Administration and offers extensive expertise in MMIS and related solutions.


LexisNexis’ Nevada MMIS Program team will be led by the HHS Program Manager, who offers over ten years of experience in leading successful implementations of large state government contracts, including experience in Medicaid Provider Enrollment and Screening and Beneficiary Eligibility solutions. The Nevada MMIS Program team will include the LexisNexis experts listed above, as well as a strong team of batch consultants, solution architects, batch developers, and various other technical resources.

LexisNexis—17.1.18 Integrated Management Functions

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.18, page 160

17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout the company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other significant changes, which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP.

Like ACS, LexisNexis subscribes to the Project Management Institute’s (PMI’s) project management methodology. Integral to the LexisNexis approach is top management involvement. The LexisNexis management team is among the most experienced in the risk solutions industry, and their collective years of experience offer expertise unmatched by other companies. The LexisNexis management team will be closely involved in the delivery of services within this scope of work.

Communications Management. LexisNexis is committed to communicating regularly with ACS and DHCFP on quality and performance—working in partnership to gather feedback, as well as provide creative and cost-effective ideas to improve quality and service over time. LexisNexis reviews and revises its communications regularly to ensure they continue to comply with State policy and State and federal law and will revise the content upon request. Regardless of which party initiates the proposed changes, all revised communications are available for review and approval prior to implementation. Revisions will be made and implemented at no additional cost to the State.

All LexisNexis communications conform to HIPAA security and privacy standards. When interacting with recipients, their legal representatives, providers, liable third parties, and other stakeholders, LexisNexis takes extraordinary measures to ensure that the information included is accurate, sufficient, and appropriate for the purpose of the communication. As we generate results and deliverables, LexisNexis performs quality reviews and assembles benchmark summary data for trend analysis. Initial process results are analyzed to ensure that tools and methodologies support the goals of the contract.

Quality Management. To ensure accuracy of billions of documents published on the LexisNexis online services, a variety of controls, procedures, and editorial policies are employed. Standard best quality practices include:


Supplier Certification Program—ensures that you receive the quality sources you need and results you can trust

Capability Maturity Model (CMM)—assists in efficiently developing quality products more quickly

Security Controls—ensures the data structures containing sensitive customer information are protected from unauthorized disclosure or tampering

· Contingency Planning—prevents the loss of data in the event of a disaster

LexisNexis works diligently to maintain its status as a world class product development organization. LexisNexis uses the CMM as the framework for process improvement initiatives. The CMM provides a methodology to assess LexisNexis’ capability to produce high quality products within the timeframes specified.


Risk Management. LexisNexis subscribes to the PMI’s best practices for risk and issue identification and management. A risk and issue management plan is developed and agreed to between ACS, LexisNexis during the initiating phase of the project. The plan includes procedural requirements for identifying risks and issues, quantitative and qualitative methods that will be used for assessing impact, and proposed mitigation steps for all identified items.

During the transition and operations phase, staff will focus on managing the project input and output deliverables, guided by the quality control methodology in place. Quality will be monitored to ensure the highest level of service. The risk and issue management plan will guide risk identification. LexisNexis seeks to provide ACS and DHCFP with superior results that instill confidence in the LexisNexis service capabilities.


Time Management. LexisNexis recognizes the importance of having an established project plan in place to assist with identifying key project tasks, anticipating deliverables, and estimating durations to ensure a seamless implementation. LexisNexis has extensive experience in implementing and maintaining large-scale batch solutions. This experience enables us to accurately forecast required time and resource requirements. Project plans for the next contract term will be finalized using a collaborative approach that engages key resources from ACS and DHCFP as well as LexisNexis assigned project resources.

LexisNexis and ACS—Working Together for Nevada’s Success

A key component of LexisNexis’ success is the approach it uses to ensure that the highest standards of service quality and risk management are met throughout a project. These processes have proven successful in each of the unique environments it encounters when serving the needs of local state and federal government agencies, as well as corporate clients. LexisNexis anticipates a similar degree of success for programs that they design, develop, deliver, and manage on behalf of DHCFP.

17.5.1.5 Subcontractors References

17.5.1.5 References as specified in Section 17.2, References must be provided for any proposed subcontractors.

17.2.1 Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from similar projects performed for private, state and/or large local government clients within the last five (5) years. Vendors are required to submit Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire to the business references they list. The business references must submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division. It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by the Purchasing Division on or before the proposal submission deadline for inclusion in the evaluation process. Business References not received, or not complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score in the evaluation process. References must show the vendor’s experience with the following minimum mandatory qualification:

17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS for a minimum of five (5) years.

In addition, desired experience includes the following:


17.2.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system developed and installed by another contractor.


17.2.1.3 Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or private sectors;


17.2.1.4 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model;


17.2.1.5 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution;


17.2.1.6 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan;


17.2.1.7 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan;


17.2.1.8 Experience with comprehensive project management;


17.2.1.9 Experience with cultural change management;


17.2.1.10 Experience with managing subcontractors;


17.2.1.11 Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan; and


17.2.1.12 Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed.

17.2.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the vendor and/or subcontractor:


17.2.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as applicable. The “Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or the subcontractor depending on the role the company will have for this RFP project.


(SEE PAGE 161-162)


17.2.2.2 The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance.


DHCFP has a vested interest in hearing from the customers of our subcontractors, who can personally attest to the quality of work each subcontractor delivers. In the following subsections, we present the five references for each subcontractor selected to work with us and, therefore, with DHCFP. We used the table provided in RFP Section 17.2.2.1 to gather the required information from each project reference. These project references demonstrate their strengths and the experience they bring to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.

In addition to the ACS references provided in Proposal Section 17.2.1, we also worked closely with our subcontractors to ensure they understood the instructions for completing and submitting Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire, making sure they also understood the requirement to submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the State of Nevada, Purchasing Division via email or facsimile, no later than April 22, 2010—as indicated in RFP Amendment 2 issued March 10, 2010. The references for each subcontractor are provided in Table 17.5-28. In addition the State may receive Reference Questionnaires that are not included as subcontractors in our bid. These are references for entities that are deemed to be vendors for optional services.

Summary of Subcontractors’ Relevant Experience with Their References

The following three tables summarize our five subcontractors’ relevant experience with each of their five references.

Table 17.5-23. Services HMS Provides to Its Clients*

		RFP-requested Services

		Alaska Department of Health and Social Services

		Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System

		California Department of Health Services

		CO Department of Health Care Policy and Financing

		Texas Health and Human Services Commission



		Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system developed and installed by another contractor

		

		

		

		

		



		Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or private sectors

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience with the MITA 2.01 model

		

		

		

		

		



		Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution

		

		

		

		

		



		Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience with comprehensive project management

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience with cultural change management

		

		

		

		

		



		Experience with managing subcontractors

		

		

		

		(

		



		Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		*HMS’s responses are based on the TPL-related activities they provide for each of the above referenced agencies. 





Table 17.5-24. Services Ingenix Provides to Its Clients

		RFP-requested Services

		North Dakota MMIS

		Wyoming MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		Colorado MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		NJ MMIS Shared Data Warehouse

		Illinois Medical Data Warehouse



		Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system developed and installed by another contractor

		

		

		

		

		



		Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or private sectors

		(

		(

		

		

		



		Experience with the MITA 2.01 model

		

		

		

		

		



		Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution

		

		

		

		

		



		Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience with comprehensive project management

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience with cultural change management

		

		

		

		

		



		Experience with managing subcontractors

		

		

		

		

		



		Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(





Table 17.5-25. Services Verizon Provides to Its Clients

		RFP-requested Services

		Syniverse Technologies, Inc

		Velocity Technology Solutions

		Entegra Power Group, LLC

		Emerson Electric

		Highlights for Children



		Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system developed and installed by another contractor

		

		

		

		

		



		Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or private sectors

		

		

		

		

		



		Experience with the MITA 2.01 model

		

		

		

		

		



		Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution

		

		

		

		

		



		Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan

		

		

		

		

		



		Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience with comprehensive project management

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience with cultural change management

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience with managing subcontractors

		

		

		

		

		



		Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed

		(

		

		(

		(

		(





Table 17.5-26. Services GHS Provides to Its Clients

		RFP-requested Services

		Maine Department of Health and Human Services

		Iowa Foundation for Medical Care/Iowa Medicaid Enterprise

		Wyoming Department of Health

		WV Department of Health and Human Resources

		Georgia Department of Community Health



		Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system developed and installed by another contractor

		

		(

		(

		

		(



		Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or private sectors

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience with the MITA 2.01 model

		

		

		(

		

		



		Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution

		(

		

		

		

		



		Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan

		(

		(

		(

		

		(



		Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan

		(

		(

		(

		

		



		Experience with comprehensive project management

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience with cultural change management

		

		(

		

		

		



		Experience with managing subcontractors

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed

		(

		(

		(

		

		(





Table 17.5-27. Services LexisNexis Provides to Its Clients

		RFP-requested Services

		MA Center for Healthcare Financing

		FL Department of Children and Family Services, Program Integrity

		New York City Human Resources Administration

		California Department of Health

		CO Department of Health Care Policy and Financing



		Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system developed and installed by another contractor

		

		

		

		

		



		Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or private sectors

		

		

		

		

		



		Experience with the MITA 2.01 model

		

		

		

		

		



		Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution

		

		

		

		

		



		Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan

		(

		(

		(

		(

		



		Experience with comprehensive project management

		

		

		

		

		



		Experience with cultural change management

		(

		(

		(

		(

		



		Experience with managing subcontractors

		

		

		

		

		



		Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed

		

		

		

		

		





Summary of Subcontractors’ Relevant Experience with Their References

We provide a completed table for each of our subcontractors’ references, as required in RFP Section 17.2.2.1, as Table 17.5-28, Subcontractor References.

This section contains proprietary/confidential information and has been excerpted and moved per instructions in RFP Section 20.3.1.2 to Part III, Confidential Technical Information.

Vendor or Subcontractor Company Name


In the company name field on all reference forms, each subcontractor placed the appropriate company name, thereby making it apparent to the State the role of the company on that project.


Right to Contact and Verify References

Our subcontractors acknowledge the State has the right to contact and verify, with any and all of their references listed in this section, the quality and degree of satisfaction with each subcontractor’s performance.

17.5.1.6 Subcontractor Staff Skills and Experience


17.5.1.6 Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractor staff as specified in Section 17.3, Vendor


Staff Skills and Experience Required.


We acknowledge the requirement to provide the same information for any proposed subcontractor staff as specified in RFP Section 17.3, Vendor Staff Skills and Experience Required. However, ACS has not named specific subcontractor staff nor do we provide subcontractor resumes in our proposal.

17.5.1.7 Subcontractor Resumes


17.5.1.7 Staff resumes for any proposed subcontractors as specified in Section 17.4, Vendor Staff Resumes.


ACS does not propose subcontractor staff in key roles defined in RFP Section 17.3, Vendor Staff Skills and Experience Required; therefore, we do not list subcontractor staff in Proposal Section 17.4, Vendor Staff Resumes, nor do we name subcontractor staff or provide subcontractor resumes in our proposal.

17.5.1.8 Subcontractor Payment Notification


17.5.1.8 The State may require that the awarded vendor provide proof of payment to any subcontractors used for this project. Proposals should include a plan by which, at the State’s request, the State will be notified of such payments.


By requiring notification of subcontractor payments, DHCFP manages a potential risk associated with a prime contractor/subcontractor arrangement and ensures payment to subcontractors for services rendered on the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. ACS regularly uses subcontractors on our projects. As such, we make sure that contracts between ACS and our subcontractors are carefully constructed, executed, and followed throughout the duration of the project. When delegating work to a subcontractor, we evaluate scope, cost, and conditions when drafting the contract. Both parties must be satisfied with the terms before the contract is signed.


17.5.1.9 Subcontractor Proof of Insurance


17.5.1.9 Primary vendor shall not allow any subcontractor to commence work until all insurance required of the subcontractor is provided.


ACS plans to require subcontractors to provide proof of insurance prior to allowing subcontractor staff to commence work on the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.

17.5.1.10 Subcontractor Additions


17.5.1.10 Primary vendor must notify the using agency of the intended use of any subcontractors not identified within their original proposal response and provide the information originally requested in the RFP in Section 16.5, Subcontractor Information. The primary vendor must receive agency approval prior to subcontractor commencing work.


We agree to notify DHCFP of the intended use of any subcontractors that are not identified within our proposal. Additionally, we agree to provide to DHCFP the information originally requested in RFP Section 16.5, Subcontractor Information, as well as the same information requested in RFP Section 17.5, Subcontractor Information. Prior to allowing a new subcontractor to begin work on the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, ACS will request and wait to receive DHCFP approval.

17.5.1.11 Subcontractor Employee Work Authorization


17.5.1.11 All subcontractor employees assigned to the project must be authorized to work in this country.

Since 1986, immigration law requires employers to only hire workers who have authorization by the U.S. government to work in this country. The law requires employers to check (verify) the identity


and work eligibility of each employee. As prime contractor of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, we agree to request proof from our subcontractor to show that any subcontractor employee assigned to this project is authorized to work in this country.

The ACS Subcontracting Team


ACS has carefully selected these five subcontractors—HMS, Ingenix, Verizon, GHS, and LexisNexis—for the specific value each brings to the Nevada MMIS Project and for each subcontractor’s proven experience in and dedication to the healthcare field in general and successful MMIS operations in particular. These subcontractors are known in the healthcare field, and most are proven entities to ACS, having successfully partnered with us on other important projects. Together, we provide DHCFP with an integrated, high-quality, low-risk team dedicated to achieving a seamless takeover and continuity of operations for the State of Nevada MMIS and its stakeholders.
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Tab III – Narrative Description of Cost Approach

REQUIREMENT: Section 20.4.2.3, page 188

Vendors must include a narrative description of their cost approach and proposed operational savings in accordance with Section 18.2.1. This section of the cost proposal should also include the vendors’ assumptions and basis for the cost approach.


DHCFP’s objective of achieving budget neutrality while improving services to recipients has been the driving force behind ACS’s cost and technical proposals. We have listened carefully to the concerns of Nevada’s many stakeholder groups, and we have drawn on our extensive experience in other states to construct a pricing and savings model that provides DHCFP with improved services at a lower cost. 

		

		



		· Proposed costs outperform budget neutrality on a biennial and total‑contract basis

· Efficiencies lead to improved and expanded services at lower cost

· Targeted and focused savings initiatives provide high potential for significant additional savings


· Unique experience with takeovers from the incumbent contractor promotes a low‑risk start-up and transition


· Implementation of savings initiatives is non-disruptive to healthcare delivery



		





In our technical proposal, we have presented our approach to improving services to the Department and the recipients it serves. In this cost proposal we present our pricing approach and explain how our proposed operational efficiencies and added services address the requirement for budget neutrality.

Our proposal meets and exceeds DHCFP’s financial objectives for the new contract. We satisfy all of the key financial objectives set out in the RFP, including:


No start-up or transition costs to DHCFP

Budget neutrality, on both a biennial and total-contract basis


· Guaranteed cost savings


Table III-1 summarizes our proposed annual costs and guaranteed savings in comparison to the annual budget neutrality baseline:

Table III-1. Nevada MMIS Annual Project Costs if only guaranteed savings are realized


		Nevada MMIS Cost Summary


Including Guaranteed Savings



		Total Annual Costs

		$31.0m



		Guaranteed Annual Savings

		$14.5m



		Net Annual Cost

		$16.5m



		Annual Budget Neutrality Baseline 

		$34.6m



		Reduction in MMIS Annual Budget 

		$18.1m





As explained later in this section, ACS believes that there is high potential for additional savings beyond the guaranteed amounts. Table III-2 summarizes our proposed annual costs and total savings in comparison to the annual budget neutrality baseline:

Table III-2. Nevada MMIS Annual Project Costs if all potential savings are realized


		Nevada MMIS Cost Summary


Including All Potential Savings 



		Total Annual Costs

		$31.0m



		Total Annual Savings

		$31.8m



		Net Annual Cost

		($0.8m)



		Annual Budget Neutrality Baseline 

		$34.6m



		Reduction in MMIS Annual Budget 

		$35.4m





Full details of costs and savings are presented in the pricing spreadsheets included in this cost proposal.


With the significant savings that ACS has identified across a broad range of operational activities, we outperform DHCFP’s requirement for budget neutrality for the full length of the contract. The total cost of operating the MMIS under the new contract is significantly less than the budget neutrality cap required by the RFP. We also outperform the requirement for biennial budget neutrality beginning in State Fiscal Year 2012, as specified in the State’s answer to vendor question 237. For the purposes of ensuring biennial budget neutrality, we assumed that the full budget neutrality cap is evenly distributed across the five years of the contract. While the contract schedule will not exactly match fiscal biennia, we meet the budget neutrality requirement for all biennia that fall into the contract period. DHCFP can be assured that it will not have to request additional funding from the State legislature for the services required by the RFP and contained in our proposal.

Historically, the focus of savings efforts on many MMIS contracts has been in the reduction of administrative costs. However, ACS is well aware that administrative costs account for only about 5% of the typical Medicaid’s program’s overall budget; the remaining 95% covers programmatic services. While our proposal includes operational and administrative efficiencies, we have identified a number opportunities for savings in program dollars, improving budget neutrality and providing the potential for significant additional savings.

We are able to reduce DHCFP’s overall costs by:

Drawing on our recent, highly successful experience in taking over MMIS systems from Nevada’s incumbent contractor in Virginia and Alaska. As the only vendor with such recent experience, we have unique insight into the incumbent’s systems and the potential issues of the transition. Together with our retention of the current Verizon data center as the MMIS hosting environment, this knowledge gives us the ability to conduct a highly efficient, low-risk, and non-disruptive transition in Nevada.

Implementing a number of general fiscal agent operational efficiencies which have been proven to reduce costs and improve services. These efficiencies are described in more detail under the heading “Operational Efficiencies” later in this document.


· Adding a suite of new capabilities and services, each of which has been proven by other State Medicaid programs to reduce programmatic costs. These are described under the heading “Cost Savings Initiatives” later in this document. Each of our proposed cost saving projects is supported by a methodology that can be clearly demonstrated and measured in relation to current costs.

In short, our proposal offers DHCFP improved and expanded fiscal agent services at a lower cost than is currently paid to the incumbent vendor. ACS has also presented a range of operational efficiencies and optional cost saving initiatives to improve the Medicaid program and further reduce its overall costs. We look forward to working in partnership with the Department to achieve and exceed its objectives for the new contract.

Our detailed Cost Proposal spreadsheets are presented in Tab II, Cost Proposal. The remainder of this Cost Narrative is divided into the following sections:


General Assumptions, in which we explain the overall assumptions that form the basis for our cost proposal and the efficiencies and savings it contains


Operational Efficiencies, in which we describe how our proposed enhancements to the operational environment lead to reduced costs and improved services

· Cost Savings Initiatives, in which we present our proposal for guaranteed cost savings and the additional savings which we believe can be realized through new cost control methods


General Assumptions


To meet the budget neutrality requirements and to meet DHCFP’s programmatic and schedule objectives for the contract, we made the following general assumptions in developing our cost proposal:

We have developed a prudent, realistic, and attainable preliminary Detailed Project Plan that carefully considers the requirements for the scope of work. We base our takeover work plan on extensive planning and analysis of the requirements of both the RFP and the anticipated operational needs for the full contract period. We also made full use of our recent and extensive experience in the transition of the Alaska and Virginia MMIS systems from DHCFP’s incumbent vendor. We made the following assumptions in developing the work plan:

The work plan assumes five workdays per week and eight work hours per day. No work is planned to occur on weekends or holidays and that no overtime is built into the original schedule. If a given activity falls behind, ACS has the option of either assigning more resources or permitting existing project personnel to work overtime in a given day, week, or other relevant period.


Our deliverable completion and review approach includes informal walkthroughs and the submission of draft deliverables. By keeping DHCFP continuously informed of the content of the deliverable documents, we help ensure that the formal submission of a deliverable is complete and accurate, thus reducing the time and effort needed to gain final approval of the deliverable.


DHCFP will require one review cycle for each deliverable. Resolving DHCFP’s comments in that cycle will result in deliverable approval.


DHCFP will adhere to the review and response times for deliverables that are reflected in the Project Work Plan addressed in Section 17.7, Project Plan, of the Technical Proposal, in order for ACS to meet the proposed takeover schedule.

When issues arise, our proposed change control process facilitates resolution, effectively managing and communicating any potential impact to the progress of the system transition effort.


DHCFP will provide appropriate and timely access to subject matter experts and technical staff as required to support the implementation of new functionality and takeover and operation of the MMIS.

When needed, ACS will seek and DHCFP will be reasonable in providing approval of the use of limited offshore resources during the start-up and transition periods. These resources will be used only for system development and the support of software tools. No Medicaid data will be exposed to offshore resources, and no offshore resources will be used to support business operations.

All proposed costs are based on the volumes of recipients, claims, and the other statistics provided by the State in the RFP, in the reference library, and during the vendors’ Question and Answer process. We used the annual Fee‑for‑Service statistics for the first five years as laid out in the “Medicaid Forecast” tab in the State’s MMIS Workbook. ACS assumes that these statistics apply to year one of the contract, and thereafter the State will conduct the rebasing analysis as described in the RFP.

The potential impact of changes due to healthcare reform has not been determined and is not included in either our pricing or our savings projections.


Based on information contained in the RFP Reference Library (First Health Contract Amendment 13, Pre-RFP Bidders Questions and Answers), the rebasing calculation provided in RFP Attachment R, and answers to encounter-related questions in RFP Amendment 3, it appears that vendors would be compensated $0.33 per encounter loaded to the DSS. However, the referenced documents included conflicting information related to the actual volume of encounters received, and how vendors would be compensated for encounter processing. As such, in the ‘Encounter’ line on the 5-Year Operations Pricing Worksheet (18.1.1.3), we have included costs to establish a data load process for encounter claims from the MMIS to the DSS and to store encounter claims in the DSS for each of the five years of operations. Further, we have assumed that compensation of $0.33 per encounter claims would be provided. This approach is subject to negotiation once the encounter claims processing expectations and associated volumes are clarified by DHCFP.

As required by DHCFP’s response to vendors’ question 237 in RFP Amendment 3, we meet the requirement for both biennial and full contract budget neutrality. Except where otherwise noted, full-contract savings amounts are divided equally between contract years.


DHCFP and ACS will agree to a final savings realization and measurement methodology before contract signing.

DHCFP will verify and approve savings statistics within 30 days of the end of each calendar month or each calendar quarter, as appropriate for the savings initiative being measured.

Based on DHCFP’s response to vendors’ question 445 in RFP Amendment 3, we have proposed separate wide-area network connections for each of the five DHCFP sites, because a single connection into the State’s network to support connectivity to the five sites would not have been sufficient.

Subcontractors are subject to DHCFP approval. ACS will negotiate in good faith with all subcontractors. If DHCFP does not approve a subcontractual relationship, then ACS will work with DHCFP to find an alternative subcontractor that is acceptable to all parties.


All ACS software that we propose to add to the existing environment is product form. These products can be configured to meet Nevada’s needs. Further, we will perform a gap analysis between RFP requirements and system functionality, and we will add the functions necessary to meet requirements as described in our technical proposal. Our cost proposal does not include the effort for customization of design elements such as screen layouts and other “look and feel” factors.


In support of the State’s vision of multi-state operations as noted on Page 10 of the RFP, Nevada will be added as a client to ACS’s multi-client systems, such as the OS+ pharmacy system, DRAMS, SmartPA, and others. This includes sharing hardware, software, and system support with other clients and proportionally incurring system costs. These costs are built in to our base operational pricing.

We have performed a preliminary gap analysis against the RFP requirements. The final analysis will be completed during the requirements validation sessions in the transition period.

Based on DHCFP’s response to vendor questions 33 and 36 in RFP Amendment 3, we have assumed that all MAR and SUR functionality exists in the Core MMIS and that there is no requirement to support MAR and SUR functionality in the DSS.


All data required to support the optional enhanced data warehouse is owned or controlled by DHCFP. If any data is owned by other government agencies, DHCFP will coordinate any inter-agency agreements necessary to make the data available to the ACS team.


DHCFP will provide access to all platforms from which data must be extracted to support the optional enhanced data warehouse. This includes the technical tools necessary to access the data, documentation on the data structures, security authorization, FTP capacity, etc. Such access will be provided on a timely basis to support data extraction.

For the optional enhanced data warehouse, DHCFP will be responsible for making any necessary source system data quality corrections. The ACS team will take responsibility for translations that are mutually agreed upon and for correcting any errors occurring within the extract process.

For the purposes of the programming hour pool, “programming” includes all of the activities necessary to design, specify, and test the programming changes that must be implemented. This includes requirements analysis, design, testing, and other programming-related activities. In order to fully support programming activities, hours from the pool can be used for staff of different skill types, including analysts, designers, testers, and those managers who are solely dedicated to the management of development activities.


In accordance with RFP requirements, we will accept existing system documentation in its current condition. Our proposal assumes that this documentation accurately reflects the design and functionality of current systems. If the current documentation is found to be out of date, ACS will work with DHCFP to mutually agree on the approach to implementing documentation updates.

· In accordance with DHCFP’s response to vendor question 4 in RFP Amendment 3, our proposal does not include implementation of 5010 and ICD-10 standards. We will work with DHCFP to develop a work and cost plan for this implementation if requested to do so.

Operational Efficiencies

In order to help achieve budget neutrality, we offer a highly efficient takeover and a number of operational efficiencies which drive down the cost of the overall MMIS operation. ACS is the only vendor with recent experience in the takeover of an MMIS from the Nevada’s incumbent vendor. Following our successful takeovers in Alaska and Virginia, the Nevada MMIS contract will represent ACS’s third recent takeover of the incumbent’s system. This system experience, together with our unique understanding of the incumbent’s operation and the potential issues associated with the MMIS takeover, allows us to assure the state of a highly efficient, low-risk transition process.

Our proposed operational efficiencies include:


The location of our project team in Nevada promotes close working relationships and operational efficiency at reasonable labor costs.

We expect annual increases in operational staffing efficiency as we gain added experience with Nevada’s recipients, providers, and programmatic environment. We have assumed a 3% increase in efficiency in the second year of the contract, and an additional 3% increase in each subsequent year.

ACS’s operational staff will be compensated through Activity-Based Compensation (ABC), by which they are rewarded for improved customer service quality and efficiency. On other ACS fiscal agent projects across the country, the payment of operational staff through the ABC method has clearly resulted in an increase in efficiency, an increase in the retention of top-performing employees, improvements in morale, and a reduction in overall costs.

The continued use of the Verizon data center for MMIS operation eliminates the significant costs and potential operational risk that would be associated with the transition to another system environment.

The new Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System (ODRAS,) which provides state-of-the-art imaging, Optical Character Recognition (OCR,) browser-based image retrieval, and workflow management features to support greatly improved efficiency of processing for all forms of paper transactions and correspondence. ODRAS is built around the DocFinity imaging system from Optical Image Technology (OIT) Inc. It reduces cost through improved efficiency in the storage, archiving, indexing, retrieval, and management of all types of documents and files. For more information please refer to Section 12.6.10, Online Document and Retrieval and Archive System, in our Technical Proposal.

Working with our collections partner, HMS, to implement a single check control log and associated workflows, we enhance the efficiency of our accounts receivable processes and reduce cost. For more information please refer to Section 12.7.8, Finance, in our Technical Proposal.


By the end of Contract Year One, we eliminate the current manual process for recovery-related adjustments. Working with HMS, our collections partner, we will develop an interface which allows us to automatically post recoveries to the MMIS.


Leveraging multi-state applications, such as our OS+ pharmacy claims processing system and our DRAMS drug rebate software, we achieve savings in system support costs by sharing those costs with other ACS clients. Please refer to Section 12.1, General Operational Requirements for All System Components, in our Technical Proposal.


With the introduction of the base Web portal transferred from our Virginia MMIS project, and through enhanced IVR capabilities, we anticipate that as much as 98% of provider communication with DHCFP will eventually be handled through the Web or IVR. While this level of automated communication will not be achieved immediately, we have achieved this level of success in our Georgia MMIS contract and are confident of repeating it in Nevada. While personal service always remains available, the automated Web portal and IVR capabilities greatly increase provider efficiency and convenience while reducing the cost of service to providers and other stakeholders.


The location of Xerox Managed Print Services within the State of Nevada will yield cost savings, as Xerox is able to consolidate print and associated mail handling functions in ways that reduce mailing, handling, and postage costs. We achieve cost reductions through efficiencies such as increasing the number of communications inserted in a single mailing, reducing the overall volume of mail. Mailing costs are based upon the volumes presented in the reference library.

We are implementing a single sign-on capability for MMIS-related applications. This improves efficiency by eliminating the need for users to separately sign on and switch between applications to get access to the information they need.

Providers can complete and submit enrollments online, greatly reducing the manual activity associated with the current paper-based provider enrollment process.

· A Continuous Optimization Initiatives (COI) process will be in place throughout the new contract. Our finance manager is responsible for working with our corporate COI team to continually identify new ways of increasing operational efficiency and controlling costs. Approaches developed by ACS are, with DHCFP approval, incorporated into our Nevada operational environment.

These operational efficiencies, together with the cost savings described below, have allowed us to offer all of the services required by the RFP and a number of additional “value added” services within the constraints of budget neutrality. Please refer to our Technical Proposal for more detail on our added-value offerings.

cost savings INITIATIVEs

Below, we explain our proposed cost savings initiatives. We have identified two categories of savings: Guaranteed Savings, and Potential Additional Savings. Guaranteed Savings are a contractual commitment to reductions in DHCFP’s program spend. If these savings are not realized, ACS will incur the difference between guaranteed and realized savings. Potential Additional Savings are expected from activities that we can conduct on DHCFP’s behalf and that will generate savings in addition to our fixed savings guarantees. Savings in both categories are dependent on the general assumptions listed above and the specific assumptions associated with each savings initiative.


ACS used the following costing methodology for its savings initiatives.


To ensure DHCFP receives the value of the guaranteed savings from the start of the contract, ACS will discount its monthly invoices by the prorated amount of the annual committed savings guarantee, thereby ensuring any savings not realized do not negatively impact DHCFP’s budget. During the contract, ACS retains 100% of the savings generated, up to the guaranteed savings amount.

We believe that there is high potential for additional savings beyond the guaranteed amounts. For any savings realized beyond the guaranteed amounts, ACS will retain a percentage as an incentive fee. This percentage varies for each savings initiative.

· ACS used the New York office of Milliman, Inc. to assist with a review of Nevada claims data and the feasibility of potential savings. Please refer to Attachment A of this Cost Narrative for a copy of the letter Milliman provided to ACS summarizing its analysis.

Our projected savings are summarized in the following table. “Annual Savings Projections” represents the total of guaranteed savings and potential additional savings. “Guaranteed Savings” represents the total of programmatic spend reductions that ACS will contractually guarantee and are realized by Nevada through monthly invoice discounting. “Potential Additional Savings” represents the savings we believe can feasibly be realized in addition to the guaranteed amounts.


Table III-3. Projected Savings


		Savings Initiative

		Annual Savings Projections


$(000)

		Guaranteed Savings


$(000)

		Potential Additional Savings


$(000)



		SmartPA Automated Prior Authorizations

		$12,400

		$4,000

		$8,400



		Care and Utilization Management

		$13,500

		$9,000

		$4,500



		DME and Pharmacy Audits

		$400

		$0

		$400



		Long Term Care Recovery 

		$300

		$0

		$300



		Trust Recovery 

		$1,500

		$1,500

		$0



		LexisNexis 

		$3,600

		$0

		$3,600



		Fee Schedule Adjustments

		$145

		$0

		$145



		Grand Totals

		$31,845

		$14,500

		$17,345





Below, we present details of each of our savings initiatives.

SmartPA Automated Prior Authorizations

Description and Responsibility

ACS will incorporate an automated Prior Authorization (PA) solution into the Nevada MMIS. This solution, called SmartPA, is a proven product which rewards prescribers for using appropriate treatment protocols and has realized significant savings for several states. SmartPA is fully installed and currently operational in Arkansas, Hawaii, Indiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Missouri, Montana, North Carolina, Ohio, and Texas.

SmartPA virtually eliminates the need for prescribers to submit PA requests for the majority of drugs requiring review prior to approval and payment. SmartPA automatically and systematically applies complex clinical and fiscal criteria during the Point of Sale transaction.

This provides immediate cost savings and quality improvement in the drug program by screening claims based upon objective, evidence-based criteria. Compliant prescriptions are automatically approved. Prescriptions that do not meet DHCFP predetermined criteria are denied and require an administrative PA request. This request is facilitated by the SmartPA call center.

The automated SmartPA solution minimizes the delays typically associated with the PA process. In ACS’ experience, over 90 percent of all PA requests can be automated. Most patients therefore meet client‑approved criteria and the provider does not have to contact the call center for approval, greatly reducing costs associated with Prior Authorizations. For more information please refer to Technical Proposal Section 12.6.3, Pharmacy Point of Sale, and Tab XIV, Other Reference Material, Section 12.6.3, SmartPA Description.

Basis for Cost Approach

ACS analyzed Nevada claims, using its experience in other states to estimate the percentage of claims likely to be denied and the average cost per denied claim. We took into account the percentage likelihood that claims denied at point of service would be forwarded to the call center. We also took into account the offsetting costs incurred for a percentage of patients who were denied a drug but would receive substitute therapy. These estimates were used to calculate a savings per year resulting from a wide range of newly‑implemented clinical and medical edits. No savings were assumed from edits that are currently in place in Nevada.

Assumptions

SmartPA savings are based on the following assumptions:

None of the edits analyzed have current clinical PA criteria in place in Nevada Medicaid.


The criteria in the edits implemented will be identical to that used in the analysis.


Future drug utilization and costs will be the same as what appeared in the sample data.


Future medical utilization and costs will be the same as what appeared in the sample data.


Estimates of the number of POS denials not forwarded to the call center are based on SmartPA experience.


Call center denial percentages for all drugs are based on SmartPA experience.


50% of the patients denied a drug will receive substitute therapy.


Nevada Medicaid will approve and adopt the clinical and therapeutic edit proposals, as drafted, including all reasons for denial.


Nevada Medicaid will approve and adopt the medical edit proposals, as drafted, including all reasons for denial.


· These savings estimates are top line only. They do not account for rebates or actual price per unit paid by the Medicaid program.


Savings

The projected savings for SmartPA are presented below: 

		

		Annual Savings Projections


$(000)

		Guaranteed Savings


$(000)

		Potential Additional Savings


$(000)



		SmartPA Automated Prior Authorizations

		$12,400

		$4,000

		$8,400





In addition to the Guaranteed Savings of $4m per year through the use of SmartPA, ACS proposes a cost sharing incentive arrangement for all Potential Additional Savings generated above the Guaranteed Savings. ACS proposes that we retain 30% of Potential Additional Savings realized in excess of the Guaranteed Savings amount.

Measurement/demonstration of savings


Savings will be measured monthly by actual cost of claims denied by SmartPA, offset by the costs of substitute therapy.


Care and Utilization Management

Description and Responsibility


Cost reductions through care coordination emerge largely by preventing Ambulatory Care Sensitive Admissions (ACSA) and Potentially Preventable Readmissions (PPR). ACSAs are those for which good outpatient care can potentially prevent the need for hospitalization, or for which early intervention can prevent complications or more severe disease. PPRs are an important metric of quality care and cause unnecessary expense. Preventable readmissions can occur because of inadequate discharge planning, inadequate post-discharge follow-up or lack of coordination between inpatient and outpatient health care teams. Care management services aim to coordinate care at and after discharge. With effective care coordination and oversight, preventable readmissions can be reduced.

ACS is the only MMIS vendor that has an internal solution to provide pre-certification and utilization management that is URAC-accredited. Our Care and Quality Solutions (CQS) organization utilizes our core systems and follows URAC guidelines, and uses the State inpatient and outpatient list to assure recipients the right care at the right time.

Based on current benchmarks, the Fee for Service (FFS) population would be considered “Loosely Managed”. We would implement a process to arrive at a “Moderately Managed” population, implementing tighter control of the pre-certification process while ensuring the appropriate care.

Basis for Cost Approach

We conducted an analysis based on claims files provided by the state and the statistics contained in the State MMIS Workbook. We analyzed claims paid for the non-institutionalized FFS populations, focusing on opportunities to reduce inpatient admissions.

We believe that there are two categories under which our Pre-Certification and Utilization Management services can result in cost savings: 

		Metric

		Projected Reduction 



		Inpatient Medical/Surgical Admissions

		5% Reduction in Days or Admissions



		Inpatient Psychiatric Admissions

		5% Reduction in Days or Admissions





We believe that by further reviewing both the inpatient and outpatient certification list, emergency room admissions, and long term care nursing home admissions, there will be additional opportunities for operational savings. In addition to these targeted areas, ACS will review all other areas to identify specific areas where tighter controls will improve utilization management savings.

Assumptions

Savings are based on the following assumptions:

We analyzed claims paid in FY 2009 (July 2008-June 2009), assuming that these claims closely approximate current claims.

We encountered some inconsistencies between the data and the system documentation received from the State, between the data and the information retrieved from the State’s MMIS workbook, and within the MMIS workbook. Some claims data could not be used. Our analysis is based on the content of the claims data that we were able to use.

Savings


The projected savings for Care and Utilization Management are presented below. 

		Savings Initiative

		Annual Savings Projections


$(000)

		Guaranteed Savings


$(000)

		Potential Additional Savings


$(000)



		Care and Utilization Management

		$13,500

		$9,000

		$4,500





In addition to the Guaranteed Savings of $9m per year through the implementation of new Care and Utilization Management functions, ACS proposes a cost sharing incentive arrangement for all Potential Additional Savings generated above the Guaranteed Savings. ACS proposes that we retain 30% of Potential Additional Savings realized in excess of the Guaranteed Savings amount.

Measurement/demonstration of savings


Savings will be determined quarterly by the reduction in the number of admissions as a result of pre-certification multiplied by the cost of the average length of stay.

Durable Medical Equipment (DME) and Pharmacy Audits

Description and Responsibility


ACS will conduct regular audits of claims for Durable Medical Equipment (DME) and Pharmacy claims. All audits are completed by highly qualified pharmacist auditors and DME specialists.

For pharmacy claims, we propose an audit of 10% of paid claims. Additional audits could be conducted with DHCFP’s agreement. For DME, we propose an audit of all providers with more than $250,000 in annual claims.

Basis for Cost Approach

We conducted an initial analysis using the value of claims paid in 2008-2009, as provided by the State -- $94,527,178.99 for pharmacy, and $13,987,378.72 for DME. We used our experience of the claims we audited in other states (including Michigan, Wyoming, Virginia, and Hawaii) over the past three years to estimate potential recoveries in Nevada. Our calculations were based on potential recoveries that were identified in those states, regardless of whether actual collection was achieved.

We assumed an onsite audit of 10% of pharmacy claims, and a desk audit of an additional 10% of pharmacy claims. Based on our experience in other states, we can conservatively expect potential recovery identification of 0.61% of total paid claims from desk audits, and 1.10% from onsite audits.

We assumed a DME audit of providers submitting over $250,000 in annual claims. According to the State’s files, 13 providers fell into this category. Claims for these providers totaled $7,029,538 in 2008‑2009. Based on our experience in other states, we can conservatively expect potential recovery identification of 8.00% of total paid claims from DME audits.

Assumptions

Savings are based on the following assumptions:

The data provided by the State was complete and accurate for the period 7/1/2008 through 6/30/2009.


· ACS and DHCFP will mutually agree to a recovery methodology, through claims payment offsets or an alternative process.

Savings


The projected savings for DME and Pharmacy Audits are presented below. 

		Savings Initiative

		Annual Savings Projections


$(000)

		Guaranteed Savings


$(000)

		Potential Additional Savings


$(000)



		DME and Pharmacy Audits

		$400

		$0

		$400





ACS proposes a cost sharing incentive arrangement for all Potential Additional Savings where we retain 30% of Potential Additional Savings realized.

Measurement/demonstration of savings


For both pharmacy and DME audits, savings will be measured monthly by the dollar value of actual recoveries of audited claims as a percentage of total claims.

Long Term Care Recovery

Description and Responsibility


ACS’s partner, HMS, will conduct a Long Term Care (LTC) Facilities Review project, to identify and recover LTC overpayments.


HMS identifies claims and patient resource overpayments using both financial records obtained directly from the provider and data mining of DHCFP-paid claims, eligibility, patient resource history, and other data. We have examined Nevada Regulations and are able to immediately implement Long Term Care reviews without any Regulation changes.

Our first round of reviews entails a five-year look-back period. Our approach to identifying and recovering long term care overpayments is as follows:


The ACS team drafts all provider correspondence and reports. We will obtain approval from DHCFP before any contact or interaction with LTC providers.


We match claims, eligibility, patient paid and other data using targeted algorithms.

We select providers for review and obtain approval from DHCFP based on data mining results and other factors.


Each month, we will mail notification packages to providers scheduled for review during the following month. This package will include a letter introducing the review program and HMS as the approved contractor, and an instruction letter that outlines the review process and specifies the documentation that will be needed in order to perform the review, and request a response time of no more than 30 days.

We conduct an entrance conference with the administrator and financial office staff to answer any questions and provide additional information.

Providers will be required to supply us with the following documentation. If requested by the provider, our team is available to assist in gathering this documentation.

A detailed census report for all DHCFP members for all payor classes for the review period. (Daily census reports are integral components of nursing home overpayment reviews in order to identify changes in levels of care, changes in payer class, transfers, leave of absences and hospital discharges)


Hardcopy or electronic financial history report for each DHCFP member who was a resident at the facility during the review period


Once the financial documentation is received from the provider, we perform a comparative analysis of the facility’s records for each DHCFP eligible resident to the DHCFP claims and eligibility data. Two types of overpayments are identified during the review process: claim overpayments (room & board and coinsurance) and patient resource overpayments.

Patient Resource overpayments are identified in two ways:

We compare the patient resource amount on the system to the amount taken against each DHCFP claim paid during the review period for each resident.


We compare the patient resource amount collected by the facility to the patient resource amount determined by DHCFP. When the facility has collected more patient resource than the amount on the eligibility file, the difference is reported to the facility as an overpayment.

Once the overpayment review is complete, we accumulate the findings and send two initial reports to the provider for review: a Claims Overpayment Report, and a Patient Resource Overpayment Report. Each report lists the overpayments identified as a result of the review along with an appropriate reason code and explanation of the overpayment. The provider has 30 days to review the reports and respond. The provider is required to supply an explanation and supporting documentation for any overpayment they disagree with.

Once the documentation is received and reviewed by HMS, a Final Recovery Report is issued to the provider. At this point, an exit conference is scheduled with the provider to review the report results and reconcile any outstanding cases. If any changes are made to the report as a result of the exit conference, a revised final report will be issued to the provider.

· HMS finalizes all overpayments and transmits a recoupment file to DHCFP or ACS for processing of overpaid claims and patient resource amounts.

Basis for Cost Approach

We based our analysis on the data available during DHCFP’s procurement process. We used the data provided by the State, paired with our national Long Term Care recovery rates per facility, per patient, per provider, and per claim. While our data mining showed numbers higher than the projected savings amount, we reduced the overall finding to accommodate for:


Facilities closing or shifting liability to previous owners


Facilities hiring attorneys to fight or otherwise appeal the findings


· Other inability to exercise recoupment rights

Assumptions

Savings related to the LTC Facilities Review are based on the following assumptions:

The recovery estimates provided are based on a preliminary data review

Recoveries can be retrieved for up to 5 years retroactively

Policy and regulatory support exists to execute the recoveries

Providers cooperate with the recovery efforts. The Department has ability to compel provider cooperation where necessary

There are no recovery thresholds (either maximum or minimum)


· No other organization or vendor will be executing the same project at the same time

Savings

The projected savings for Long Term Care Recovery are presented below. 

		Savings Initiative

		Annual Savings Projections


$(000)

		Guaranteed Savings


$(000)

		Potential Additional Savings


$(000)



		Long Term Care Recovery 

		$300

		$0

		$300





ACS proposes a cost sharing incentive arrangement for all Potential Additional Savings where we retain 40% of Potential Additional Savings realized.

Measurement/demonstration of savings


Savings will be measured monthly by actual overpaid LTC dollars recovered through the recovery process.


Trust Recovery

Description and Responsibility


Our partner, HMS, will conduct a Trust Administration and Accounting project.

The OBRA 93 Federal law authorized Special Needs Trusts (SNTs) as a means of obtaining or preserving Medicaid eligibility for certain disabled individuals. The resultant challenges to the states include how to determine whether a given SNT meets federal and state criteria and policy, and how to provide oversight of the administration of approved SNTs and to effectuate trust recovery at termination of the SNT. Through Trust Services we offer a unique, comprehensive, and systematic trust program designed to integrate with state TPL programs. The Trust Services Unit is administered by recognized experts, and the staff, including JD’s and a CPA, is trained, knowledgeable, and experienced. Trust Services include:


Developing appropriate correspondence items, forms and checklist, as well as Web based outreach with information, forms, educational items, suggested language and formats


Fielding and responding to inquiries


Coordinating with TPL Units


Entering data into HMS’ MAESTRO case management system


Updating MMIS


· Imaging files

ACS will use HMS’s Trust Services program to provide multiple benefits to DHCFP, including enhancement of TPL programs, identification and recovery of pre-settlement liens, and a significant increase in efficiency and reduction in costs. The program is a 2-tier package designed to enhance subrogation services in the area of trust recovery, comprised of:


Trust Review: Systematic, standardized review of SNT documents to determine that applicable criteria are met


· Trust Accounting Review: Systematic, standardized review of SNT accountings to determine that SNT expenditures are for the primary benefit of the disabled trust beneficiary and that the financial integrity of the SNT is being maintained by the trustee, and to minimize SNT dissipation


Basis for Cost Approach

We arrived at our savings estimates based on an assumed inventory (see “Assumptions” below) and comparable results in other states where HMS performs this work. We incorporated our understanding of the status of the current work performed to identify and administer these trusts in Nevada.


Assumptions

Savings related to the Trust Administration and Accounting project are based on the following assumptions:

The ACS team will have access to a central repository of SNT information.


Nevada Medicaid policy does not currently require that SNT documents, inventories or accountings be submitted for review and approval, but the Nevada DWSS MAABD Manual will be amended and expanded at Sections 250D.4 and 250D.5 to include this requirement.


Nevada Medicaid policy will be expanded to include comprehensive guidelines and criteria regarding allowable and prohibited SNT expenditures.


Based upon our national trust recovery experience we assume that we will be completing review of 70 trust documents and 50 first trust accountings per year.


Based upon our national trust recovery experience we assume that Nevada has trust recoveries of approximately $3,000,000.00. Further, based on our national experience, we can increase that recovery amount by 50% annually.


The State enforces compliance with amended and expanded policy regarding SNT documents, inventories and accountings.


The State has and exercises the ability to deny noncompliant SNTs and SNT accountings and to disenroll recipients from Medicaid.


The State will put into place any needed appropriate legislation, regulation, or policy to allow the trust recovery efforts to proceed.


The State has the ability to reach back to SNTs established in previous years to review for recovery and trust dissipation and to enforce compliance.

· We will receive full assistance and cooperation from the State legal agency, State TPL unit, State case workers, the legal community and the bank and trust community.


Savings:

The projected savings for the Trust Administration and Accounting project are presented below. 

		Savings Initiative

		Annual Savings Projections


$(000)

		Guaranteed Savings


$(000)

		Potential Additional Savings


$(000)



		Trust Recovery 

		$1,500

		$1,500

		$0





In addition to the Guaranteed Savings of $1.5m per year through the use of Trust Recovery, ACS proposes a cost sharing incentive arrangement for all Potential Additional Savings generated above the Guaranteed Savings. ACS proposes that we retain 40% of Potential Additional Savings realized in excess of the Guaranteed Savings amount.

Measurement/demonstration of savings


Savings will be measured monthly by actual overpaid dollars recovered through the recovery process.


LexisNexis

We propose four solutions in support of DHCFP’s cost savings initiatives, to be administered by ACS’s partner, LexisNexis:


Beneficiary Screening

Provider Screening


Provider Enrollment


· Best Contact Information


LexisNexis is the largest and fastest growing data repository of public records and commercially available data in the country. Its vast data storehouse contains in excess of 33 billion records drawn from 20,000 disparate sources that map to 585 million unique identities. LexisNexis solutions are based on its comprehensive public records database and its patented technology called Link ID which uniquely identifies individuals. Through numerous successful implementations, LexisNexis has developed significant expertise in providing data-driven solutions to Social Services Agencies, with solutions deployed in Massachusetts, Texas, California, Georgia, Florida and across the United States.


Beneficiary Screening

On a quarterly basis, LexisNexis will perform a comprehensive screen of the existing Nevada Medicaid Beneficiary files. This screen will identify and prioritize individuals who are currently receiving benefits, but who may no longer be eligible, or were never eligible. Risk Categories may include individuals who:


Are deceased

Have a primary residence outside of NV


Have an invalid or stolen identity


Have non-reported adults living in the household who may be contributing to expenses


Own assets above state thresholds


Are incarcerated


Have a professional license, potentially indicating an additional income source


· Are duplicated in the system


To complete the screening, LexisNexis will use proprietary algorithms, compilation techniques, and retrieval technology to access our data stores containing billions of records. All data will be securely transferred and handled in compliance with State and HIPAA regulations.

Assumptions

Savings are based on the following assumptions:


DHCFP will provide an input file of all existing Medicaid recipients, containing name, address, SSN and other identifying information


Based on results provided by LexisNexis and communicated to the appropriate recipients, the State will remove individuals who have not contacted the State within 30 days

· DHCFP will maintain a list of individuals whose eligibility is terminated due to non-response or due to ineligibility at redetermination


Measurement/demonstration of savings


Savings for the Beneficiary Screening process will be determined monthly based on a monthly report on Beneficiary Screening provided by the State. For individuals enrolled in managed care, the savings will be determined by the current annual capitation rate. For individuals enrolled in fee for service, the savings will be determined by the average annual cost of the individual’s beneficiary category, which may include child, adult, elderly and disabled. ACS will work with DHCFP to identify the beneficiary categories and the average amount paid by the State for each category.


Total savings for this solution will be calculated by multiplying the number of individuals removed from the rolls through non-response or failing re-determination by the average annual cost of providing Medicaid benefits to that individual.

Provider Screening

On a quarterly basis, LexisNexis will perform a comprehensive screen of the existing Nevada Medicaid providers. This screen will identify and prioritize providers who are currently providing services under Nevada Medicaid, but who may no longer be eligible, or were never eligible, and providers who are at high risk of fraudulent activity. Risk Categories may include providers who are


Deceased

Convicted sex offenders


Missing or expired licenses


Incarcerated


OIG excluded


GSA excluded


State sanctioned


Criminal history


· Associated with known fraudsters


LexisNexis will use proprietary algorithms, compilation techniques, and retrieval technology to access our data stores containing billions of records. All data will be securely transferred and handled in compliance with State and HIPAA regulations.

Assumptions

Savings are based on the following assumptions:


DHCFP will provide an input file of all existing Medicaid providers, containing name, address, NPI and other identifying information


Based on results provided by LexisNexis and communicated to the appropriate providers, DHCFP will remove individuals who have not contacted DHCFP within 30 days

· DHCFP will maintain a list of individuals whose eligibility is terminated due to non-response or failure to meet other requirements

Measurement/demonstration of savings


Savings for the Provider Screening process will be determined monthly based on the monthly report on Provider Screening provided by the State and by a percentage of the average amount billed by the provider’s category (such as general practitioner, podiatrist, durable medical goods, etc.) LexisNexis will work with DHCFP to identify the Provider Categories and the average amount billed by each category.


Total savings for this solution will be calculated by multiplying the number of providers removed from the system by the average annual billing of the provider type by a set percentage.

Provider Enrollment

LexisNexis will assist in evaluating providers who apply to participate in the Nevada Medicaid program. As the front-end step in a comprehensive Provider Screening solution, this tool allows DHCFP to identify providers who may not be eligible, or are at high risk of fraudulent activity before they are allowed to bill Medicaid. Categories may include providers who are


Deceased

Convicted sex offenders


Missing or expired licenses


Incarcerated


OIG excluded


GSA excluded


State sanctioned


Criminal history


· Associated with known fraudsters


This initiative excludes those provider enrollment activities that are already required by the RFP as part of the base contract. The costs for RFP-required enrollment functions are included in our base pricing.


Assumptions

There are no assumptions for Provider Enrollment.

Measurement/demonstration of savings


Savings for the Provider Enrollment process will be determined monthly based on the monthly report on Provider Enrollment provided by DHCFP and a percentage of the average amount billed by each rejected provider’s category (such as general practitioner, podiatrist, durable medical goods, etc.) LexisNexis will work with DHCFP to identify the provider categories and the average amount billed by each category.


Total savings for this solution will be calculated by multiplying the number of providers rejected by the average annual billing of the provider type by a set percentage.

Best Contact Information

On a quarterly basis, LexisNexis will provide a file of the best address and phone information for the providers and recipients participating in Nevada Medicaid. This will significantly reduce the number of failed contacts and returned mail experienced by ACS and DHCFP, and will improve the level of service to the effected individuals.

Assumptions

Savings are based on the following assumptions:


· DHCFP will provide an input file of all existing Medicaid recipients, containing name, address, SSN, NPI, and other identifying information


Measurement/demonstration of savings


Savings for the Best Contact Information solution will be determined monthly based on the number of corrected and updated addresses and phone numbers provided by LexisNexis in each quarterly run. To calculate savings, this number multiplied by a per-phone number or per-address amount to account for the eliminated cost of investigating the failed contact. Proposed factors are $2.00 per phone number and $5.00 per address.

LexisNexis Savings


The projected savings for LexisNexis are presented below. 

		Savings Initiative

		Annual Savings Projections


$(000)

		Guaranteed Savings


$(000)

		Potential Additional Savings


$(000)



		LexisNexis 

		$3,600

		$0

		$3,600





ACS proposes a cost sharing incentive arrangement for all Potential Additional Savings where we retain 47% of Potential Additional Savings realized.

Fee Schedule Adjustments

Description and Responsibility


ACS is the only company that offers a full range of payment method development capabilities to state Medicaid programs – from analysis of payment policy options to design of new payment methods to MMIS implementation to continued policy and systems support in operation. Our payment method development team serves Medicaid programs in the District of Columbia, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Dakota, Rhode Island, and Texas.

Since 2000, ACS has used its in-depth knowledge of MMIS, Medicaid programs, and providers to assist states in developing their Medicaid payment methods to physicians, hospitals, and nursing facilities. Most of our work is in hospital inpatient and outpatient services, although we have also done significant work on Medicaid payment methods for physicians, nursing facilities, durable medical equipment providers, and other providers who operate within complex claims processing systems.


Based on an analysis of Nevada claims conducted during the development of our proposal, we propose to review the Nevada Medicaid physician fee schedule and historical utilization for the top 200 procedures ranked by total allowed to identify areas for potential savings. The analysis was limited to claims that were readily readable; we were unable to read some claims. We reviewed the State Medicaid Plan and Nevada policies, using the current Nevada Medicaid fee schedule from the State Web site.


Basis for Cost Approach

Our approach is to compare the current Medicaid fee schedule to the Medicare fee schedule for physicians, leveraging Medicare policy and fees to achieve Medicaid savings. We use the 2010 Medicare fee schedule published by CMS for comparison purposes.

Assumptions

Savings are based on the following assumptions:

DHCFP will implement the Medicaid policy changes required to realize the savings identified in the Fee Schedule Analysis.

· The review is based on an analysis of final, adjusted, paid claims. Denials, readjustments, etc, are not included.

Savings


The projected savings for Fee Schedule Adjustments are presented below. 

		Savings Initiative

		Annual Savings Projections


$(000)

		Guaranteed Savings


$(000)

		Potential Additional Savings


$(000)



		Fee Schedule Adjustments

		$145

		$0

		$145





ACS proposes a cost sharing incentive arrangement for all Potential Additional Savings where we retain 25% of Potential Additional Savings realized.

Measurement/demonstration of savings


Savings will be measured monthly by comparing the total claim dollars actually paid for the top 200 procedures with the claim dollars that would have been paid if no fee schedule adjustments had been put into place.
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Alaska MMIS User Manual






Part 2


Proposed Web-Enabled 


MMIS Navigation

This document provides sample screen navigation for the proposed web-enabled MMIS.  Screens are provided for the following areas in this sample:

· Recipient

· Provider


· Claims.

These screens represent a migration from the Client Builder screen scraper graphical user interface screens that currently are operational with the First Health Services MMIS to a Java-based fully web-enabled navigation workflow that will be accessed through the First Health Services web portal.

RECIPIENT – TAB-BASED APPROACH TO ENTRY AND REVIEW OF ELIGIBILITY 





PROVIDER – TAB-BASED REVIEW OF PROVIDER INFORMATION















CLAIMS – USE OF CLAIMS HISTORY INQUIRY
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover

Appendix Y — Asthma Training Presentation



appendix y — asthma training presentation

As referenced in Section 15.4.5.4, FHS employs experienced and locally-based clinicians who are familiar with public and private resources for diabetes, CHF, COPD, and asthma.  For a sample of the kind of training we offer to keep our staff current on the condition care, please refer to the asthma training presentation including on the following pages.
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ID WBS Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors Resource Names


1 1 Nevada Data Warehouse Work Plan 1315 days Mon 10/4/10 Fri 10/16/15


2 1.1 Initiation 19.5 days Mon 10/4/10 Fri 10/29/10


3 1.1.1 Contract Start 10 days Mon 10/4/10 Mon 10/18/10


4 1.1.1.1 Contract Signature 0 days Mon 10/4/10 Mon 10/4/10


5 1.1.1.2 Contract Start Date 0 days Mon 10/18/10 Mon 10/18/10


6 1.1.2 Project Kick-Off Meeting 9.25 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 10/29/10


7 1.1.2.1 Identify Project Team 3 days Mon 10/18/10 Wed 10/20/10 5 FHSC Team


8 1.1.2.2 Create Agenda and Schedule Kick-Off Meeting 6 days Thu 10/21/10 Thu 10/28/10 7 Implementation Project Manager


9 1.1.2.3 Conduct Kick-Off Meeting 2 hrs Fri 10/29/10 Fri 10/29/10 8 Implementation Project Manager


10 1.1.3 Initiation Phase Gate 6.5 days Thu 10/21/10 Fri 10/29/10


11 1.1.3.1 Project Team is Mobilized 0.25 days Thu 10/21/10 Thu 10/21/10 7 Implementation Project Manager


12 1.1.3.2 Initiation Phase Stakeholder Management is Complete 0.25 days Fri 10/29/10 Fri 10/29/10 8 Implementation Project Manager


13 1.1.3.3 Initiation Phase Gates are Complete 0.25 days Fri 10/29/10 Fri 10/29/10 12 Implementation Project Manager


14 1.1.3.4 MILESTONE: Initiation Stage is Complete 0 days Fri 10/29/10 Fri 10/29/10 13


15 1.2 Planning 49 days Fri 10/15/10 Wed 12/22/10


16 1.2.1 Detailed Project Plan 46 days Wed 10/20/10 Wed 12/22/10


17 1.2.1.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for Project Plan 3 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/22/10 IT Project Manager


18 1.2.1.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Mon 10/25/10 Fri 11/5/10 17 DHCFP


19 1.2.1.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 11/8/10 Mon 11/8/10 18 Account Manager


20 1.2.1.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/10/10 18 IT Project Manager


21 1.2.1.5 Create and Submit Project Plan 10 days Thu 11/11/10 Wed 11/24/10 20 IT Project Manager


22 1.2.1.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Thu 11/25/10 Wed 12/8/10 21 DHCFP


23 1.2.1.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Thu 12/9/10 Thu 12/9/10 22 Account Manager


24 1.2.1.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 10 days Thu 12/9/10 Wed 12/22/10 22 IT Project Manager


25 1.2.1.9 MILESTONE:  Project Work Plan Complete 0 days Wed 12/22/10 Wed 12/22/10 24


26 1.2.2 Communications Plan (CP) 31.13 days Wed 10/20/10 Thu 12/2/10


27 1.2.2.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for Communication Plan 3 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/22/10 Implementation Project Manager
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ID WBS Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors Resource Names


28 1.2.2.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Mon 10/25/10 Fri 11/5/10 27 DHCFP


29 1.2.2.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 11/8/10 Mon 11/8/10 28 Account Manager


30 1.2.2.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/10/10 28 Implementation Project Manager


31 1.2.2.5 Create and Submit Communication Plan 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Thu 11/11/10 29 Implementation Project Manager


32 1.2.2.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Thu 11/11/10 Thu 11/25/10 31 DHCFP


33 1.2.2.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Thu 11/25/10 Thu 11/25/10 32 Account Manager


34 1.2.2.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 5 days Thu 11/25/10 Thu 12/2/10 32 Implementation Project Manager


35 1.2.3 Risk Assessment Plan 32 days Wed 10/20/10 Thu 12/2/10


36 1.2.3.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for Risk Assessment Plan 3 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/22/10 Implementation Project Manager


37 1.2.3.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Mon 10/25/10 Fri 11/5/10 36 DHCFP


38 1.2.3.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 11/8/10 Mon 11/8/10 37 Account Manager


39 1.2.3.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/10/10 37 Implementation Project Manager


40 1.2.3.5 Create and Submit Risk Assessment Plan 3 days Thu 11/11/10 Mon 11/15/10 39 Implementation Project Manager


41 1.2.3.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Tue 11/16/10 Mon 11/29/10 40 DHCFP


42 1.2.3.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Tue 11/30/10 Tue 11/30/10 41 Account Manager


43 1.2.3.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 11/30/10 Thu 12/2/10 41 Implementation Project Manager


44 1.2.4 Project Management Controls 41 days Fri 10/15/10 Fri 12/10/10


45 1.2.4.1 Initiate Project Management Control Software and Reporting Procedures 5 days Fri 10/15/10 Thu 10/21/10 Implementation Project Manager


46 1.2.4.2 Establish/Maintain Project Control and Issue Resolution Tracking Systems 40 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 12/10/10 Implementation Project Manager


47 1.2.4.3 Submit Weekly Status Reports 40 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 12/10/10 Implementation Project Manager


48 1.2.4.4 Conduct Weekly Status Meetings 40 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 12/10/10 Implementation Project Manager


49 1.2.4.5 Update Work Plan for Final Work Plan and Schedule 40 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 12/10/10 IT Project Manager


50 1.2.4.6 MILESTONE: Planning Stage is Complete 0 days Fri 12/10/10 Fri 12/10/10 49


51 1.3 Executing and Controlling 1303 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/16/15


52 1.3.1 ODS Requirements Completed in Nevada MMIS Takeover Plan 0 days Tue 3/8/11 Tue 3/8/11


53 1.3.2 Data Warehouse Option 1303 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/16/15


54 1.3.2.1 Analysis 65 days Tue 3/8/11 Mon 6/6/11
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ID WBS Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors Resource Names


55 1.3.2.1.1 Claims 50 days Tue 3/8/11 Mon 5/16/11


56 .3.2.1.1.1 Medical 10 days Tue 3/8/11 Mon 3/21/11 52 DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


57 .3.2.1.1.2 Radiology 10 days Tue 3/22/11 Mon 4/4/11 56 DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


58 .3.2.1.1.3 Behavioral 10 days Tue 3/15/11 Mon 3/28/11 56FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


59 .3.2.1.1.4 Pharmacy 10 days Tue 3/22/11 Mon 4/4/11 58FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


60 .3.2.1.1.5 Dental 10 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 4/11/11 59FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


61 .3.2.1.1.6 Durable Medical Equipment 10 days Tue 4/5/11 Mon 4/18/11 60FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


62 .3.2.1.1.7 LTC 10 days Tue 4/12/11 Mon 4/25/11 61FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


63 .3.2.1.1.8 Pharmacy Rebates 15 days Tue 4/19/11 Mon 5/9/11 62FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


64 .3.2.1.1.9 Encounters 10 days Tue 5/3/11 Mon 5/16/11 63FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


65 1.3.2.1.2 Authorizations 10 days Tue 5/10/11 Mon 5/23/11 64FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


66 1.3.2.1.3 Utilization Management 10 days Tue 5/17/11 Mon 5/30/11 65FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


67 1.3.2.1.4 Participation Programs 10 days Tue 5/24/11 Mon 6/6/11 66FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


68 1.3.2.1.5 Provider 15 days Tue 3/8/11 Mon 3/28/11 52 DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


69 1.3.2.1.6 Reference 15 days Tue 3/8/11 Mon 3/28/11 52 DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


70 1.3.2.1.7 Eligibility 10 days Tue 3/8/11 Mon 3/21/11 52 DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA


71 1.3.2.1.8 TPL/COB 10 days Tue 3/15/11 Mon 3/28/11 70FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA


72 1.3.2.2 Design - Data Model 70 days Tue 3/15/11 Mon 6/20/11


73 1.3.2.2.1 Claims 55 days Tue 3/15/11 Mon 5/30/11


74 .3.2.2.1.1 Medical 15 days Tue 3/15/11 Mon 4/4/11 56FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


75 .3.2.2.1.2 Radiology 15 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 4/18/11 57FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


76 .3.2.2.1.3 Behavioral 15 days Tue 3/22/11 Mon 4/11/11 58FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


77 .3.2.2.1.4 Pharmacy 15 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 4/18/11 59FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


78 .3.2.2.1.5 Dental 15 days Tue 4/5/11 Mon 4/25/11 60FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


79 .3.2.2.1.6 Durable Medical Equipment 15 days Tue 4/12/11 Mon 5/2/11 61FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


80 .3.2.2.1.7 LTC 15 days Tue 4/19/11 Mon 5/9/11 62FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


81 .3.2.2.1.8 Pharmacy Rebates 20 days Tue 5/3/11 Mon 5/30/11 63FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA
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82 .3.2.2.1.9 Encounters 15 days Tue 5/10/11 Mon 5/30/11 64FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


83 1.3.2.2.2 Authorizations 15 days Tue 5/17/11 Mon 6/6/11 65FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


84 1.3.2.2.3 Utilization Management 15 days Tue 5/24/11 Mon 6/13/11 66FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


85 1.3.2.2.4 Participation Programs 15 days Tue 5/31/11 Mon 6/20/11 67FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


86 1.3.2.2.5 Provider 20 days Tue 3/22/11 Mon 4/18/11 68FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


87 1.3.2.2.6 Reference 20 days Tue 4/5/11 Mon 5/2/11 89FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


88 1.3.2.2.7 Eligibility 15 days Tue 3/15/11 Mon 4/4/11 70FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA


89 1.3.2.2.8 TPL/COB 15 days Tue 3/22/11 Mon 4/11/11 71FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA


90 1.3.2.3 Construction - Detailed Specification and Development 170 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 11/21/11


91 1.3.2.3.1 Data Warehouse 110 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 8/29/11


92 .3.2.3.1.1 Claims 100 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 8/15/11 DA,DW BA,Information
Delivery BA


93 .2.3.1.1.1 Medical 60 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 6/20/11 74FS-5 days DA,DW BA,DW PA


94 .2.3.1.1.2 Radiology 60 days Tue 4/12/11 Mon 7/4/11 75FS-5 days DA,DW BA,DW PA


95 .2.3.1.1.3 Behavioral 60 days Tue 4/5/11 Mon 6/27/11 76FS-5 days DA,DW BA,DW PA


96 .2.3.1.1.4 Pharmacy 60 days Tue 4/12/11 Mon 7/4/11 77FS-5 days DA,DW BA,DW PA


97 .2.3.1.1.5 Dental 60 days Tue 4/19/11 Mon 7/11/11 78FS-5 days DA,DW BA,DW PA


98 .2.3.1.1.6 Durable Medical Equipment 60 days Tue 4/26/11 Mon 7/18/11 79FS-5 days DA,DW BA,DW PA


99 .2.3.1.1.7 LTC 60 days Tue 5/3/11 Mon 7/25/11 80FS-5 days DA,DW BA,DW PA


100 .2.3.1.1.8 Pharmacy Rebates 60 days Tue 5/24/11 Mon 8/15/11 81FS-5 days DA,DW BA,DW PA


101 .2.3.1.1.9 Encounters 60 days Tue 5/24/11 Mon 8/15/11 82FS-5 days DA,DW BA,DW PA


102 .3.2.3.1.2 Authorizations 60 days Tue 5/31/11 Mon 8/22/11 83FS-5 days DA,DW BA,DW PA


103 .3.2.3.1.3 Utilization Management 60 days Tue 6/7/11 Mon 8/29/11 84FS-5 days DA,DW BA,DW PA


104 .3.2.3.1.4 Participation Programs 45 days Tue 6/14/11 Mon 8/15/11 85FS-5 days DA,DW BA,DW PA


105 .3.2.3.1.5 Provider 20 days Tue 4/12/11 Mon 5/9/11 86FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


106 .3.2.3.1.6 Reference 20 days Tue 4/26/11 Mon 5/23/11 87FS-5 days DA,DW BA,Information Delivery
BA,SA


107 .3.2.3.1.7 Eligibility 60 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 6/20/11 88FS-5 days DA,DW BA,DW PA


108 .3.2.3.1.8 TPL/COB 60 days Tue 4/5/11 Mon 6/27/11 89FS-5 days DA,DW BA,DW PA
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109 1.3.2.3.2 Testing 120 days Tue 6/7/11 Mon 11/21/11 91FS-60 days DA,DW BA,DW PA


110 1.3.2.3.3 Oracle DBA Support 120 days Fri 4/1/11 Thu 9/15/11 DBA


111 1.3.2.4 Cognos Infrastructure (OLAP and Framework Manager) 146 days Tue 5/10/11 Tue 11/29/11


112 1.3.2.4.1 Claims 60 days Tue 6/21/11 Mon 9/12/11 DA,DW BA,Information
Delivery BA


113 .3.2.4.1.1 Medical 20 days Tue 6/21/11 Mon 7/18/11 93 DA,ID PA,Information Delivery
BA


114 .3.2.4.1.2 Radiology 20 days Tue 7/5/11 Mon 8/1/11 94 DA,Information Delivery BA,ID
PA


115 .3.2.4.1.3 Behavioral 20 days Tue 6/28/11 Mon 7/25/11 95 DA,Information Delivery BA,ID
PA


116 .3.2.4.1.4 Pharmacy 20 days Tue 7/5/11 Mon 8/1/11 96 DA,Information Delivery BA,ID
PA


117 .3.2.4.1.5 Dental 20 days Tue 7/12/11 Mon 8/8/11 97 DA,Information Delivery BA,ID
PA


118 .3.2.4.1.6 Durable Medical Equipment 20 days Tue 6/28/11 Mon 7/25/11 95 DA,Information Delivery BA,ID
PA


119 .3.2.4.1.7 LTC 20 days Tue 7/26/11 Mon 8/22/11 99 DA,Information Delivery BA,ID
PA


120 .3.2.4.1.8 Pharmacy Rebates 20 days Tue 8/16/11 Mon 9/12/11 100 DA,Information Delivery BA,ID
PA


121 .3.2.4.1.9 Encounters 20 days Tue 8/16/11 Mon 9/12/11 101 DA,Information Delivery BA,ID
PA


122 1.3.2.4.2 Authorizations 25 days Tue 8/23/11 Mon 9/26/11 102 DA,Information Delivery BA,ID
PA


123 1.3.2.4.3 Utilization Management 25 days Tue 8/30/11 Mon 10/3/11 103 DA,Information Delivery BA,ID
PA


124 1.3.2.4.4 Participation Programs 20 days Tue 8/16/11 Mon 9/12/11 104 DA,Information Delivery BA,ID
PA


125 1.3.2.4.5 Provider 20 days Tue 5/10/11 Mon 6/6/11 105 DA,Information Delivery BA,ID
PA


126 1.3.2.4.6 Reference 20 days Tue 5/24/11 Mon 6/20/11 106 DA,Information Delivery BA,ID
PA


127 1.3.2.4.7 Eligibility 25 days Tue 6/21/11 Mon 7/25/11 107 DA,Information Delivery BA,ID
PA


128 1.3.2.4.8 TPL/COB 20 days Tue 9/13/11 Mon 10/10/11 124 DA,Information Delivery BA,ID
PA


129 1.3.2.4.9 Documentation 55 days Tue 6/7/11 Mon 8/22/11 112FS-70 days Information Delivery BA,DA


130 1.3.2.4.10 Data Mining/Statistical Algorithms 75 days Tue 7/5/11 Mon 10/17/11 90FS-100 days HCI Statistician,SA


131 1.3.2.4.11 Update system and user documentation 40 days Tue 8/23/11 Mon 10/17/11 129 Technical Analyst,Trainer


132 1.3.2.4.12 Testing 31 days Tue 10/18/11 Tue 11/29/11


133 3.2.4.12.1 Business UAT 30 days Tue 10/18/11 Mon 11/28/11 130 QA Team


134 3.2.4.12.2 Business Approval and Sign-off 1 day Tue 11/29/11 Tue 11/29/11 133 Account Manager,DHCFP


135 1.3.2.5 Information Portal Development 75 days Tue 4/12/11 Mon 7/25/11 52FS+25 days SA,ID PA,Information Delivery
BA
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136 1.3.2.6 Oracle DBA Support 75 days Wed 7/13/11 Tue 10/25/11 111FS-100
days


DBA


137 1.3.2.7 Infrastructure 120 days Wed 10/20/10 Tue 4/5/11


138 1.3.2.7.1 Procurement & Architecture 60 days Wed 10/20/10 Tue 1/11/11 Admins,Storage,DBA


139 1.3.2.7.2 DW Warehouse 60 days Wed 1/12/11 Tue 4/5/11 138 DBA


140 1.3.2.7.3 Cognos 60 days Wed 1/12/11 Tue 4/5/11 138 Admins,ID PA


141 1.3.2.8 Report Creation (Cognos Content Creation) 83 days Tue 9/13/11 Thu 1/5/12


142 1.3.2.8.1 Magellan DSS/MMIS In General 40 days Tue 9/13/11 Mon 11/7/11 112 Information Delivery BA,ID PA


143 1.3.2.8.2 SURS Development 40 days Tue 9/13/11 Mon 11/7/11 112 Information Delivery BA,ID PA


144 1.3.2.8.3 MARS Development 40 days Tue 9/13/11 Mon 11/7/11 112 Information Delivery BA,ID PA


145 1.3.2.8.4 Performance Tuning to Meet Standards 40 days Tue 9/13/11 Mon 11/7/11 112 ID PA


146 1.3.2.8.5 Update system and user documentation 30 days Tue 11/8/11 Mon 12/19/11 142,143,144 Trainer,Technical Analyst


147 1.3.2.8.6 Testing 43 days Tue 11/8/11 Thu 1/5/12


148 .3.2.8.6.1 User testing 20 days Tue 11/8/11 Mon 12/5/11 142,143,144 QA Team


149 .3.2.8.6.2 Correct defects as needed 12 days Tue 12/6/11 Wed 12/21/11 148 DW BA,DW PA,ID PA Prod


150 .3.2.8.6.3 Validate Reports with Requirements 10 days Thu 12/22/11 Wed 1/4/12 149 DHCFP


151 .3.2.8.6.4 Receive business approval 1 day Thu 1/5/12 Thu 1/5/12 150 Account Manager,DHCFP


152 1.3.2.9 Deployment 15 days Fri 1/6/12 Thu 1/26/12


153 1.3.2.9.1 Set-up for go-live 10 days Fri 1/6/12 Thu 1/19/12 141 Network Specialist,DW
Operations


154 1.3.2.9.2 Deployment to Production 5 days Fri 1/20/12 Thu 1/26/12 153 DW Operations


155 1.3.2.10 Long-Term Post-deployment Support Needs 972 days Thu 1/26/12 Fri 10/16/15


156 1.3.2.10.1 SURS 972 days Thu 1/26/12 Fri 10/16/15 ID PA Prod,ID BA Prod


157 1.3.2.10.2 MARS 972 days Thu 1/26/12 Fri 10/16/15 ID PA Prod,ID BA Prod


158 1.3.2.10.3 Reporting 972 days Thu 1/26/12 Fri 10/16/15 ID PA Prod,ID BA Prod


159 1.3.2.10.4 Oracle DBA 972 days Thu 1/26/12 Fri 10/16/15 Oracle DBA Prod
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tab xiV — other reference material   RFP Section 20.3.2.15

In this section, First Health Services (FHS) includes the following applicable reference information.  The material in this section is clearly cross referenced with our proposal response.

Appendix A – Current System Interfaces (Section 11.2.3)

Appendix B – Disaster Recovery/Business Resumption Plan (Section 11.5)

Appendix C – Web Front End Navigation and Screens (Sections 12.1.1.10 and 12.5.1)

Appendix D – Funding Source Authorization Template (Section 12.2.2.14)

Appendix E – Change Management Process (Section 12.2.7)

Appendix F – Sample Training Plan Outline and Training Plan (Section 12.3.1.2)

Appendix G – Training Schedule and Presentation (Section 12.3.1.3)

Appendix H – Course Evaluation Form and User Training Survey (Section 12.3.1.9)

Appendix I – Standard Report Listing (Section 12.4)

Appendix J – AWP Report (Section 12.4.1.16)

Appendix K – HMS TPL Approach (Section 12.5.8)

Appendix L – FirstRx™ Functionality (Section 12.6.3)

Appendix M – EnhanceMedSM Behavioral Health Program (Section 12.6.4; included in Part III, Confidential Technical Information)

Appendix N – ICORE Specialty Pharmacy Program (Section 12.6.4)

Appendix O – Surescripts Certified e-Prescription Tools (Section 12.6.5)

Appendix P – FirstRebate™ Functionality Matrix (Section 12.6.6)

Appendix Q – Communication Plan (Section 12.7.7)

Appendix R – Provider Evaluation Form and Course Catalog (Section 12.7.7)

Appendix S – Personal Care Services (Section 12.7.15)

Appendix T – National HIE Initiatives (Section 13.2)

Appendix U – HIE Specifications (Section 13.2.1)

Appendix V – FirstHCM™ Care Coordination Module Screen Shots (Section 15.1.1)

Appendix W – Cultural Competence Montana Case Study (Section 15.3)

Appendix X – Recipient Workshop Strategy (Section 15.4.5.1)

Appendix Y – Asthma Training Presentation (Section 15.4.5.4)

Appendix Z – Client Satisfaction Tool (Section 15.4.5.6)

Appendix AA – Provider Satisfaction Survey (Section 15.5.1.4)

Appendix BB – Medical Director Curriculum Vitae (Section 15.10.1.1)

Appendix CC – Utilization Management Annual Regional Care Coordination Report (Section 15.10.4.4)

Appendix DD – Sample Agenda, Minutes, and Status Report Templates (Section 8.1.2.2)

Appendix EE – Risk Management Plan (Section 8.1.2.6)

Appendix FF – Sample Documentation Table of Contents (Section 9.3.2.8)

Appendix GG – Tax Registration and Certificate of Good Standing (Section 17.1.1.1)

Appendix HH – HMS Certificate of Good Standing (Section 17.5.1.4)

Appendix II – Action Item Log and Production Issues Tracking Sheet (Section 17.8.5)

Appendix JJ – National Imaging Associates Proposal (Section 12.7.13; included in Part III, Confidential Technical Information).
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17.10	metrics management

Vendors must describe the metrics management methodology and processes utilized to ensure that the project will satisfy DHCFP requirements as outlined in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16) of this RFP.  The methodology must include the metrics captured and how they are tracked and measured.

In addition to quality control procedures, First Health Services (FHS) also has developed procedures for assessing overall performance quality to include performance standards and expectations, measurements methods, and reporting requirements and methods for key performance indicators.  These indicators will be redefined during the transition to incorporate any additions and changes to established contractor performance requirements.

The purpose of metrics management is to make assessments throughout the project lifecycle and evaluate that the operational and software quality requirements of DHCFP are being met.  The use of metrics reduces subjectivity in the assessment of quality by providing a quantitative basis for making decisions and improvements.  However, the use of metrics does not eliminate the need for human judgment in evaluations.  In addition, the use of quality metrics within an organization or project has a beneficial effect by making quality more visible.

OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE METRICS

Using the Nevada Takeover MMIS RFP, as well as our proposal, the Quality Assurance (QA) Department works with the supervisory and management staff in each functional area to establish performance measurements.  Examples of items that may be included in the quality assurance procedures are provided in the table below.  In addition to these types of audits and metrics, FHS will incorporate all performance requirements stated in the RFP into the quality assurance procedures to ensure that the metrics are well-defined and consistently performed and reported.

		Unit/Department

		Process



		Call Center

		· Abandon rate

· Average hold time

· Percentage of calls answered in 60 seconds



		Provider Correspondence

		· Number of written correspondence inquiries received and nature of inquiry

· Average days from inquiry receipt to response



		Provider Enrollment

		· Number of days to enroll provider

· Number of days to make changes to Provider File

· Data input accuracy



		Provider Outreach

		· Provider training requests (type and frequency)

· Provider outreach and training delivered



		Claims Processing

		· Throughput rate (% of claims paid in 30 and in 90 days)

· Claim adjudication and denial rates and denial reasons

· Claims processing accuracy rates



		Adjustments

		· Reasons for adjustments



		EMC

		· Throughput rate (average days from receipt to entry)



		Data Input

		· Throughput rate (average days from receipt to entry)

· Number of claims returned to provider and reasons for return



		General

		· Periodic workflow process audits





These audit and measurement procedures are designed to capture performance-related information for reporting to DHCFP, for identifying potential procedural or processing problems, and for identifying opportunities for improvement and broad training needs.  The QA Department reviews quality assurance and quality control tasks on a periodic basis to ensure their ongoing effectiveness in providing useful information relating to performance.  Process changes are made and procedures are updated as necessary to continually improve this audit, data gathering, and performance monitoring and reporting process.

Our QA Department performs analyses of each unit’s performance results to proactively identify trends that could result in a performance requirement falling below standard.  If a negative trend is identified, corrective actions are defined and activated that prevent the performance from declining.  Based on this process, it is our intention to proactively identify problem areas prior to the indicator falling below the State-specified performance level.  If an indicator does fall below performance standards, a root cause analysis is performed, and a Corrective Action Plan is developed and documented.  All Corrective Action Plans related to performance standards are shared with DHCFP by our Nevada Account Director, Mark Shaffer, PMP.  Performance results are monitored on a more frequent basis until the performance indicator rises above the specified level.  Once the performance is maintained for a period of time sufficient to ensure that the corrective action is effective and the problem is solved, the performance measurement process returns to its routine frequency.

In addition to capturing performance data related to the standards stated in the RFP, FHS also measures other tasks on an as-needed basis.  For example, we may measure subcomponents of a given process in order to break the metrics down to a lower level of detail or to gather specific information about a process step.  These types of metrics are used in cases where we need to identify a specific step in a process that is not working properly, locate a bottleneck in the process, or gather detailed information for a corrective action plan or process improvement initiative.  These types of metrics are gathered only for the time period in which they are useful, and are discontinued when the problem is solved or the specific data are no longer needed.

Performance Reporting

The Key Indicator Report is the primary component for performance monitoring and tracking of quality control and assurance activities.  FHS provides templates than can be easily tailored to meet Nevada-specific reporting requirements to provide at-a-glance performance results through the Key Indicator Report.  During the transition, FHS will revise the Key Indicator Report based on operational information needs and input from DHCFP.

FirstCRM™ provides standard reports that serve as templates for defining MMIS issues and corrective action tracking and reporting.  The ACD feature of the telephone system provides standard monitoring reports.  These data, combined with additional data from the MMIS and other associated applications, are used to automatically generate additional performance monitoring reports, including the Key Indicator Report.  During the transition, FHS requests that DHCFP update the current list of users authorized to access and view each of the reports, as well as the specific levels of access to be granted to those users.  This list is maintained by FHS with ongoing update information provided by DHCFP.

Corrective Actions

We will also define procedures for developing Corrective Action Plans, monitoring those actions through completion, and reporting results to DHCFP.  Results of both quality control and quality assurance tasks are used to identify problem areas requiring additional training, individual or specific training needs; processes requiring remediation; documentation that requires update; bottlenecks that may be opportunities for improvement; system problems; etc.  Once an item has been identified as needing improvement (e.g., training, documentation update, system resolution), the QA Department monitors the correction or improvement of that item through to completion.  It is our philosophy that “completion” is not the point at which the problem is solved, but the point after which the problem has been solved, measured, and monitored and when successful correction is in place and working consistently for a specific period of time.

SOFTWARE Quality METRICS methodology

FHS uses a systematic approach for establishing quality requirements and identifying, implementing, analyzing, and validating software quality metrics for a software system. 

The primary concepts behind our software quality measurements are: 

Define the process first, then the measurement

Make measurements beneficial for the person collecting the data

Make measurements flexible to respond to customer requirements

Measure processes and verify them through feedback

Define recognition and reward procedures for people who exceed expectations.

The methodology spans the entire software life cycle and is comprised of five steps, as shown in Exhibit 17.10-1.

		



		Exhibit 17.10-1, Software Quality Metrics Methodology





Establish Software Quality Requirements

The methodology starts by identifying quality requirements that may be applicable to the software system.  FHS uses organizational experience, applicable standards and regulations to create this list.  Issues such as cost and schedule constraints are considered.  

Identify Software Quality Metrics

Identification of quality metrics begins with quality factors that represent management-oriented views of system quality.  Associated with each factor is a direct metric, which serves as a quantitative representation of the quality factor.  For example, a direct metric for the factor reliability could be program abends.  Each factor must have an associated direct metric and a target value, such as zero abends per execution that is set by project management.

Direct metric values (factor values) are typically unavailable or expensive to collect early in the software life cycle.  For this reason, metrics on this level are used either collectively or independently, to estimate factor values.

Implement Software Quality Metrics

For each metric in the metric set, we determine the data set that must be collected and the assumptions made about the data.  For example, is the data a random sample, or is it a subjective or an objective measure?  We document the flow of data from the point of collection to evaluation of metrics.  We describe the use of tools, if any, as to when and how we will use them.  Also, we identify organizational entities and who will directly participate in the data collection.  Lastly, we describe any training that is needed for this metric.

We then test the data collection and metric computation procedures on selected software.  We determine the cost of this prototype effort to further refine the cost estimates.  An appropriate set of tools (manual or automated) is selected to satisfy the requirements for data collection and metrics computation.  The data are collected and stored at appropriate times in the life cycle, and the metric values are computed from the stored data.

Analyze the Software Metrics Results

We interpret the results against the broad context of the project as well as for a particular product or process of the project and record them.  We identify software components that appear to have unacceptable quality.  During development, validated metrics are used to make predictions of direct metric values.  We compare predicted values of direct metrics with targeted values to determine whether to flag software components for detailed analysis.  Direct metrics are used to ensure compliance of software products with quality requirements during system and acceptance testing.  We identify software components and process steps whose measurements deviate from the target values as non-compliant. 

After the software quality metrics framework is applied, a cost-benefit analysis is performed.  All of the costs associated with the metrics in the metrics set are identified.  For each metric, the following impacts and costs are estimated and documented:  

Metrics utilization costs

Software development process change costs

Organizational structure costs

Special Equipment

Training.

After the cost-benefit analysis, the benefits associated with each metric in the metric set are identified and documented.  The final step is to view the costs versus benefits and adjust the metrics set accordingly.

Validate the Software Quality Metrics

The purpose of metrics validation is to identify both product and process metrics that can predict specified quality factor values, which are quantitative representations of quality requirements.  To be considered valid, a metric must demonstrate a high degree of association with quality factors it represents.  A metric may be valid with respect to certain criteria and invalid with respect to other criteria.

FHS performs the following steps to validate metrics:

Identify the quality factors sample

Identify the metrics sample

Perform a statistical analysis

Document the results. 

For each validated metric on the metric level, a target value is assigned that should be achieved during development.  To help ensure that metrics are used appropriately, only validated metrics are used to access current and future product/process quality.  Non-validated metrics may be included for future analysis, but are not be included as a part of system requirements.  Each metric chosen is fully documented.
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TAB II — COST PROPOSAL   RFP Section 20.4.2.2 


As required by RFP Section 20.4.2.2, First Health Services (FHS) submits our Cost Proposal on the 
following pages.  Our Cost Proposal is in the format identified in Attachment N, Project Costs, as 
described in RFP Section 18. 
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17.3	vendor staff skills and experience required

The vendor shall provide qualified personnel to perform the work necessary to accomplish the tasks defined in the Scope of Work sections.  The State must approve all awarded vendor resources.  The State reserves the right to require the removal of any member of the awarded vendor’s staff from the project.

FHS proposes an organization with extensive Medicaid, Pharmacy Benefits Management, Health Care Management, and technology experience with the Nevada MMIS system.  Our staff has an in-depth understanding of Nevada Medicaid policies, procedures, and goals and works closely with the DHCFP Division Chiefs and their staff to ensure programs are operating in compliance with policies and procedures.  The organizational structure proposed by FHS retains the managers and key staff that work with and are in communication with DHCFP under the current contract.  By proposing the retention of current key staff, there will be no disruption to the provider and recipient communities during the transition period.  The retention of these staff members will ensure a smooth transition into the new contract and eliminate the learning curve under vendors would incur.  As the incumbent vendor, all of our staff is well trained and knowledgeable of the intricacies of DHCFP policies and procedures; they are able to efficiently work with the provider and recipient communities.  Our staff is experienced in assisting providers with enrollment and payment issues, as well as with recipients who have questions regarding their PCS benefits.  A large number of the staff associated with the current Fiscal Agent contract has been employed by FHS since the original contract was implemented. This experience is invaluable and cannot be replicated.

We provide resumes for all managers and key staff in Tab X, Attachment K — Proposed Staff Resumes.

Key Personnel – Project Staff

17.3.1	TAKEOVER PROJECT MANAGER

The position will serve as the primary point of contact with DHCFP’s Project Managers for activities related to project management, scheduling, the project plan, vendor resources, correspondence between the Department and contractors, and deliverable reviews during the Takeover activities and tasks.  The Takeover Project Manager assigned by the awarded vendor for the MMIS Takeover must have the following qualifications and experience:

As Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski will serve as the primary point of contact with DHCFP’s Project Managers for activities related to project management, scheduling, the project plan, vendor resources, correspondence between DHCFP and contractors, and deliverable reviews during the Takeover activities and tasks. 

Mr. Kasperski has over 16 years of experience in the healthcare industry with 10 years of project management focus.  His expertise includes experience with the Medicaid, Medicare, Managed Care and Fee-for-Service segments of the industry.  Since August 2009, Mr. Kasperski has been directly involved in supporting numerous aspects of the FHS Nevada account and MMIS operations.  Prior to this, Mr. Kasperski served as a project manager responsible for a variety of enterprise-wide projects including Behavioral Health and Radiology implementations, securing sensitive data according to HIPAA guidelines, and implementing appropriate controls to ensure Sarbanes-Oxley 404 compliance.  Much of this work was performed for the Medicaid program in Maricopa County, Arizona.  

Mr. Kasperski has the following qualifications and experience required by the RFP:

		RFP Requirement

		Qualifications/Experience



		17.3.1.1	A minimum of five years of project management experience, within the last six 	years.  At least two of these years must have been in leadership positions on MMIS operations, implementation, or takeover projects.

		Mr. Kasperski possesses 10 years of project management experience through his tenure with Magellan Health Services.  



		17.3.1.2	A minimum of three years experience with and knowledge of MMIS systems.

		Mr. Kasperski’s cumulative experience with managing a diverse spectrum of projects for Magellan ensures compliance with this requirement.  Prior to his involvement with FHS beginning in August 2009, Mr. Kasperski already possessed a firm grasp of the claims processing, customer service, provider, member, reporting, technology, and security aspects of the health care industry.  The Magellan core and peripheral systems provide very similar functionality to that supported by the MMIS sub-systems.  Since August 2009, Mr. Kasperski has worked very closely with Umakanth Pandurangaiah, PMP, the Nevada MMIS team, and other FHS teams to support DHCFP.



		17.3.1.3	Detailed knowledge of the MITA framework.

		Mr. Kasperski is well-versed in the Business, Information, and Technology Architecture components of the MITA 2.0 Framework.  Magellan has long embraced the core aspects of MITA such as increased access to information, flexibility/adaptability, service oriented architecture (SOA), and data warehouse.  Mr. Kasperski is well-suited to project manage the implementation of the MITA-oriented FHS proposals during the Transition Period.



		17.3.1.4	Detailed knowledge of HIPAA regulations 	and requirements.

		Mr. Kasperski successfully managed the implementation of measures across Magellan to secure all sensitive electronic data according to HIPAA guidelines.  As a Magellan employee, Mr. Kasperski is required to successfully complete annual Security and Compliance testing to verify understanding of HIPAA regulations.



		17.3.1.5	Demonstrated project management experience in multiple phases of the software development life cycle.

		Mr. Kasperski managed the implementation of internal controls required to achieve Sarbanes-Oxley 404 compliance.  He successfully coordinated activities with several software development teams as well as internal audit staff to update the SDLC processes so that the proper controls are included for each phase.



		17.3.1.6	Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.

		Recently, Mr. Kasperski was able to quickly assess and provide recommendations to minimize unnecessary email notifications generated by the Nevada Change Management system.



		17.3.1.7	Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		Since August of 2009, Mr. Kasperski has demonstrated effective written and verbal communication skills while working with DHCFP.  Mr. Kasperski assisted with the implementation of the FHS IT status report which provides weekly updates on all IT-related initiatives.



		17.3.1.8	Ability to communicate difficult concepts to 	technical and non-technical staff.

		Mr. Kasperski communicates difficult concepts to technical and non-technical staff on a daily basis while assisting with the development and review of technical proposals submitted to the DHCFP.



		17.3.1.9	Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.

		As detailed in our response to Requirement 17.3.1.7, Mr. Kasperski has the ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.



		17.3.1.10	Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		Mr. Kasperski routinely works independently and with multiple teams to support the DHCFP.



		17.3.1.11	Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.

		Mr. Kasperski has demonstrated his ability to work closely with FHS counterparts to quickly understand, track and respond to questions or issues communicated by the DHCFP.  In most cases, stringent timelines must be met requiring an efficient and effective use of resources.



		17.3.1.12	Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments.

		As detailed in or response to Requirement 17.3.1.11, Mr. Kasperski possesses the ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments.



		17.3.1.13	Demonstrable analytical and planning skills.

		Within a relatively short timeframe, Mr. Kasperski was able to quickly grasp the issues impacting the DHCFP, document a remediation plan for each issue, and create a mechanism to track each issue to resolution.



		17.3.1.14	A Bachelors Degree in a relevant discipline; 

		Mr. Kasperski earned a Bachelor of Science, Human Environmental Sciences, and Personal Financial Management Systems, from the University of Missouri in Columbia.  



		17.3.1.15	Project Management Institute (PMI) Certified Associate of Project Management (CAPM) certification.

		Mr. Kasperski possesses 10 years of project management experience through his tenure with Magellan Health Services.  Mr. Kasperski Currently does not possess PMI or CAPM certification. 



		17.3.1.16	Demonstrated ability in the following additional project manager competencies:

A. Project Initiation and Solution Analysis;
B. Activity Definition and Sequencing;
C. Project Execution and Control;
D. Performance Planning; and
E. Project Closeout.

		Mr. Kasperski has demonstrated proficiency in all phases of project management.  He has as a project manager responsible for a variety of enterprise-wide projects including; Behavioral Health and Radiology implementations, securing sensitive data according to HIPAA guidelines and implementing appropriate controls to ensure Sarbanes-Oxley 404 compliance.





17.3.2	TAKEOVER SYSTEMS MANAGER

The Takeover Systems Manager will be responsible for managing the transfer, modification, and implementation of the MMIS and peripheral systems and tools for the takeover tasks.  The Takeover Systems Manager will coordinate with the Takeover Project Manager to ensure appropriate communications and project reporting.  The Takeover Systems Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience:

As the incumbent, FHS will not have to transfer, modify, and implement the MMIS.  Umakanth Pandurangaiah, PMP, will be responsible for enhancing the current systems and implementing the new DSS.  He will coordinate with the Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, to ensure appropriate communications and project reporting.

Mr. Pandurangaiah has over 20 years of experience in the IT industry, with the last 11 years focused on the Medicare and Medicaid industry.  His expertise includes experience with the Medicaid, Medicare, Managed Care, hospital, and medical segments of the industry.  Mr. Pandurangaiah has been with FHS for almost six years.  For the past three years, Mr. Pandurangaiah has served as the Nevada Systems Manager, heavily involved in the complete management and oversight of the current Nevada MMIS.  Prior to this, he served as the Project Director for the Virginia MMIS NPI Remediation project for two years.  He has also served in a variety of roles with emphasis on MMIS development, implementation, and full lifecycle testing including large-scale regression testing for the Medicare systems at CMS.  He has extensive experience with electronic claims submission, and managed care programs.  Mr. Pandurangaiah has experience in managing large-scale implementation projects, including the National Provider Identification program, the implementation of the ClaimCheck project, and a number of other projects that have enhanced the Nevada MMIS.  

Mr. Panduragaiah has the following qualifications and experience required by the RFP:

		RFP Requirement

		Qualifications/Experience



		17.3.2.1	At least five years experience in managing an MMIS transfer, modification and implementation effort.

		Mr. Pandurangaiah has managed the Nevada MMIS as Systems Manager since March 2007.  Prior to that time, he served as the Release Program/Manager for the Virginia MMIS NPI Implementation Project.  He has over five years of experience with direct oversight over MMIS maintenance and operations and six years of experience managing Medicare Claims Processing Systems.



		17.3.2.2	At least three years of experience with the data conversion efforts on an MMIS or other large scale system implementation project.

		Mr. Pandurangaiah has managed data conversion efforts for the Nevada and Virginia MMISs since October 2004.



		17.3.2.3	Minimum of two years experience with testing and validating results from system start-up and/or modification.

		Mr. Pandurangaiah has managed numerous implementations of new enhancements for the Nevada and Virginia MMIS Programs since October 2004.  From 1999 to 2004, he was the Regression Testing Manager for the CMS Medicare Claims Processing Systems.



		17.3.2.4	A bachelor's degree in computer science, business administration or a related field.

		Mr. Pandurangaiah possesses Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering.  He majored in Electronic Engineering and graduated from Bangalore University in India.



		17.3.2.5	Detailed knowledge of the MITA framework.

		Mr. Pandurangaiah has been associated with the MITA initiative through his employment with CMS and FHS.  He has been part of various teams that have performed MITA assessments and he has played a major role in designing solutions for MITA-compliant systems for FHS.



		17.3.2.6	Detailed knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.

		Mr. Pandurangaiah possesses 11 years of experience with HIPAA regulations and requirements.  He has an in-depth understanding of all HIPAA transactions.



		17.3.2.7	Extensive knowledge of the vendor’s peripheral system tools.

		Mr. Pandurangaiah joined FHS in October 2004.  He has managed all the current peripheral systems for both the Nevada and Virginia MMISs.



		17.3.2.8	Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or federal level.

		Through his tenure with both FHS and CMS, Mr. Pandurangaiah possesses 11 years of experience with Medicaid and Medicare.



		17.3.2.9	Demonstrated project management experience in multiple phases of the software development life cycle.

		Mr. Pandurangaiah is a certified Project Management Professional.  He earned his certification in 2002 and has managed numerous large projects through the SDLC process for the last 11 years.



		17.3.2.10	Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.

		Mr. Pandurangaiah has successfully supported the Nevada MMIS Program by working closely with DHCFP in analyzing and resolving complex issues.  As Systems Manager for Nevada, he has managed the NPI Implementation Project, J-Code to NDC Implementation, ClaimCheck Integration Project, and ARRA Support Implementation Project.



		17.3.2.11	Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		Mr. Pandurangaiah possesses effective documentation, verbal, and written communication skills.  He has over 20 years of experience and has held various management and senior management positions all over the world.  He has worked in India, Singapore, Ghana, Nigeria, and the United States.



		17.3.2.12	Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		Mr. Pandurangaiah possesses the ability to work independently and in a team environment.  He has managed the Nevada MMIS Program since March 2007 as the Systems Manager.  He has also performed the duties of Program Manager and Release Manager for the Virginia MMIS.



		17.3.2.13	Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines

		Representing FHS and Virginia DMAS for the Virginia NPI Project, Mr. Pandurangaiah delivered the large scale implementation (that required over 150,000 man hours) on time and within budget.  He has also managed numerous projects such as Budget Initiatives for DHCFP under our current Nevada MMIS contract.



		17.3.2.14	Demonstrated planning and scheduling capabilities.

		Working as the current Systems Manager for the Nevada MMIS, Mr. Pandurangaiah has implemented numerous new standards and procedures over the last three years.  These standards and procedures have helped plan the DHCFP software development workload.  He worked with DHCFP to implement a robust Change Management process and also implemented a solid projects and release scheduling process that is currently being used by the current FHS Nevada MMIS team.



		17.3.2.15	Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments.

		Mr. Pandurangaiah has successfully managed Nevada MMIS IT support tasks since March 2007.  Prior to this, he worked as the Release/Program Manager for the Virginia MMIS.  He has managed multiple projects concurrently and has managed staff totaling over 140 at peak levels.





Key Personnel – Operations Staff

17.3.3	ACCOUNT MANAGER

The Account Manager will serve as the primary point of contact with DHCFP’s Project Managers for activities related to administering the contract.  This position will be responsible for managing any significant impacts to the contract and other legally binding documents for the MMIS Takeover project.  This position will also have general oversight to the vendor’s organizational and management changes that impact the project and will ensure all appropriate communications occur with DHCFP.  The Account Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience:

As Account Manager (Director), Mr. Mark Shaffer, PMP, will serve as the primary point of contact with DHCFP’s Project Managers for activities related to administering the contract.  Mr. Shaffer will be responsible for managing any significant impacts to the contract and other legally binding documents for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Program.  Mr. Shaffer will also have general oversight to FHS’ organizational and management changes that impact the project and will ensure all appropriate communications occur with DHCFP. 

Mr. Shaffer began his career in government contracting as a Financial Analyst with Electronic Data Systems (EDS, now HP Enterprise Services) in February 1988.  After success working in two geographic regions, he was relocated from Northern Virginia to Tallahassee as Finance and Contracts Manager for the $104 million FLORIDA system implementation project by one of his supported Regional Vice Presidents.  After the on-time, state-wide deployment of the system, the contract ended with unresolved payment issues resulting in mutual breach of contract lawsuits.  As a key member of the leadership team, Mr. Shaffer worked to support EDS in resolution of the legal issues.  Ultimately, EDS prevailed in the legal setting and the state is still relying on the FLORIDA system for state-wide eligibility determination 18 years after the contract ended.  Before the final resolution of the legal proceedings, Mr. Shaffer was engaged as an internal consultant to support a Medicaid claims processing reengineering project working in conjunction with a McKinsey and Company team of external consultants.  This resulted in recommendations to reduce expense over $30 million annually across EDS’ then 23 Medicaid accounts.  Mr. Shaffer then moved to Chicago, Illinois, to serve as a Business Operations Manager over EDS’ parking contracts which was followed by a move to Atlanta, Georgia, to join the Georgia Medicaid Fiscal Agent account, where he acted as Program Services Manager for two and half years.  

For close to the next four and half years, Mr. Shaffer worked in consulting and software delivery organizations further developing his project management and client management skills before returning to government outsourcing and Medicaid Fiscal Agent services in September 2003.  Mr. Shaffer’s first assignment after joining Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. (ACS) was to assume responsibility for the transition of ACS’ West Virginia MMIS account to the their new vendor.  Due to staff attrition, he also assumed immediate operational responsibility for the provider and recipient services functions in addition to serving as the Transition Account Manager.  As additional delays in the implementation occurred, Mr. Shaffer inherited responsibility for the all account operations in addition to managing the transition activities.  After the transition to the new vendor was complete, one of Mr. Shaffer’s contingency plans was implemented, and ACS resumed processing all pharmacy claims for an additional 11 months.  During this last extension period, he also assumed responsibility for the Southeast region pharmacy benefits management (PBM) accounts.  After the end of the West Virginia contract, Mr. Shaffer was reassigned from his PBM role and worked on ACS’ healthcare solutions and technology organization roadmap which evolved into his assuming responsibility for organizational transformation implementation and responsibility for a unit within the technology group serving a variety of state healthcare projects.  Mr. Shaffer also assumed responsibility for ACS project management organization (PMO) after the departure of the former director.

After a brief time working within an internal information services organization for a software provider, Sage Software, NA, Mr. Shaffer returned to ACS as a Senior Operations Director.  In this capacity, he managed multiple initiatives and directly managed multiple accounts providing Medicaid and related services to state government customers.  This involved working extensively with customer executives, local account leadership, and external consultant organizations to deliver the required services.  He then was selected for the Chief Operating Officer position for a recent care management and solutions acquisition to integrate the organization into ACS from an operational, product, and organizational standpoint.  In this capacity, he drove product strategy, managed the clinical service delivery, and engaged in sales activities to bring these capabilities to the state Medicaid marketplace.  Following this, he assumed the role of Alaska Medicaid Executive Account Manager in response to new system implementation delays and the need to improve service delivery on the legacy account operations.  

Mr. Shaffer has the following qualifications and experience required by the RFP:

		RFP Requirement

		Qualifications/Experience



		17.3.3.1	At least five years as an Account Manager for large scale medical claims processing systems of which at least three years must have been with a Medicaid system.

		Mr. Shaffer possesses more than 11 and one half years of healthcare experience, four and one half years of account management experience, and 13 months in technical services account management.  The above experience includes three and one half years of Medicaid account management experience.  His Medicaid account management roles include, Alaska MMIS Executive Account Manager, West Virginia MMIS Project Manager and West Virginia MMIS Transition Project Manager, PBM Executive Account Manager, and Senior Operations Director.  Mr. Shaffer’s experience as Director, Service Delivery, demonstrates his technical services account management experience, as he managed the technical resources involved in implementation, operation, and maintenance of claims systems solutions. 



		17.3.3.2	A bachelor's degree in business administration or a related field.

		Mr. Shaffer earned a Bachelor of Science Degree in Commerce from the University of Virginia’s McIntire School of Commerce.



		17.3.3.3	Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.

		Since the passage of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996, Mr. Shaffer has been fully versed and trained in compliance in all his health care and related projects and accounts.  He has personally been involved in delivering training to staff, monitoring compliance with HIPAA regulations, and addressing inadvertent privacy disclosures as necessary.



		17.3.3.4	Working knowledge of the MITA framework.

		One of the key aspects involved in Mr. Shaffer’s work on the Technology Planning Initiative to define the strategic direction for ACS’ Government Healthcare Solutions (GHS) technology-based product offerings was compliance with the initial MITA framework release.  Subsequent work on MMIS implementations and projects included MITA 2.0 planning.



		17.3.3.5	Demonstrated project planning and scheduling skills for large system projects.

		As a certified Project Management Professional and with multiple project management roles dating back to 1990, Mr. Shaffer has a wealth of experience in applying project planning and scheduling skills in a variety of healthcare and non-healthcare projects.  This includes experience with multiple large systems projects including multi-year statewide eligibility system implementations (Florida Eligibility, Florida Healthy Kids, Tennessee) and new, transfer, and takeover MMIS implementations (West Virginia, District of Columbia, Alaska, and Tennessee). 



		17.3.3.6	Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.

		Throughout Mr. Shaffer’s career in health and human services, as well as his time in other industries, he has shown his ability to analyze and resolve difficult project and processing related issues.



		17.3.3.7	Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		Beginning early in his career, Mr. Shaffer developed strong document skills in support of contract compliance and monitoring and supporting audit related activities.  As the scope of responsibilities increased, he developed strong written and verbal communication skills dealing with internal and customer staff from executive levels to front line personnel.  His written communications skills range from customer and prospect presentations, contracts and amendments, business associate agreements, official communiqués, to informal email updates, staff instructions, and internal staff presentations.



		17.3.3.8	Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.

		As mentioned in our response to Requirement 17.3.3.7, Mr. Shaffer has demonstrated a breadth of experience and has used English as his sole language.



		17.3.3.9	Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		Mr. Shaffer has achieved success in individual work assignments as well as working within, or leading, large and small teams.  He strongly values accountability and personal responsibility which is the foundation for his ability to meet obligations singly or as a member of a team. 



		17.3.3.10	Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.

		The healthcare and technology industries generally operate with very strict timelines.  Mr. Shaffer’s ability to effectively and efficiently deliver on-time with the required quality has lead to his success across his 22 years of experience.  He works diligently to motivate his teams to focus on activities with the correct priority and sense of urgency to maximize the opportunities for meeting required deadlines.



		17.3.3.11	Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments.

		As a practicing certified Project Management Professional, Mr. Shaffer has demonstrated a very solid understanding of the importance of managing the multitude of tasks across large teams.  When combined with his experience managing teams of up to 600 persons, he has a demonstrated significant skill in directing and supervising staff working on complex projects and under a variety of operational environments.





17.3.4	CLAIMS MANAGER

The Claims Manager will manage responsibilities for various claims processing tasks including routine claims processing operations, such as oversight of mass adjustments, adjudications, suspensions, and interfacing with EDI and other systems to support claims processing.  The Claims Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience:

As Claims Manager, Shanna Lira will manage responsibilities for various claims processing tasks including routine claims processing operations, such as oversight of mass adjustments, adjudications, suspensions, and interfacing with EDI and other systems to support claims processing.

Ms. Lira has four years of experience in the healthcare industry with FHS.  During this period of time, Ms. Lira has been involved in all aspects of claims processing.  Under the direction of Ms. Lira, the accuracy rate for claims payments is consistently high averaging over 95 percent monthly.  Ms. Lira works closely with the FHS Nevada Account Management Team and DHCFP staff to ensure that all changes to the claims payment process are implemented on a timely basis.  Ms. Lira works closely with all departments in Operations, as well as HCM and Pharmacy.

Ms. Lira has the following qualifications and experience required by the RFP:

		RFP Requirement

		Qualifications/Experience



		17.3.4.1	At least five years of experience in managing a large-scale claims processing component of an MMIS.

		Ms. Lira has worked on the Nevada MMIS project for four years.  She possesses two years of management experience with FHS and overall management experience of a large-scale retail operation for over six years.



		17.3.4.2	A bachelor's degree in business administration or a related field or four additional years of experience in lieu of a degree.

		Ms. Lira possesses more than four years of supervisory/management experience.



		17.3.4.3	A minimum of two years experience in managing operational aspects in large-scale operations environment.

		Previous to her employment with FHS, Ms. Lira was employed by a national home improvement retailer.  She held both supervisory and management positions for over seven years.



		17.3.4.4	Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or federal level.

		As the Supervisor of the Claims Department, Ms. Lira has gained extensive knowledge of Nevada Medicaid Policy in order to provide high quality customer service.  She uses her knowledge of Nevada Medicaid Policy to adjudicate claims on a daily basis and to answer questions posed by recipients regarding adjudication of their claims.



		17.3.4.5	Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.

		Through her employment with FHS, Ms. Lira is required to participate in on-line HIPAA training.  This required training provides up-to-date information regarding HIPAA regulations and requirements.



		17.3.4.6	Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		Ms. Lira has effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.  In her current position with FHS, she is required to send written documents and responses to our customers, including the State of Nevada, as well as providers who service Nevada Medicaid recipients.  She effectively provides clear written and verbal explanations.



		17.3.4.7	Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.

		As noted in our response to Requirement 17.3.4.6, Ms. Lira routinely communicates with both the State and providers.  She accurately communicates verbally and in writing. 



		17.3.4.8	Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		Ms. Lira is extremely self-motivated and takes a proactive approach to her responsibilities.  As Claims Manager, she is an integral part of the Nevada MMIS operation and works successfully in this team environment.  



		17.3.4.9	Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.

		Ms. Lira has consistently worked in high stress environments and has a demonstrated ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.  Ms. Lira prioritizes projects to ensure that all deadlines are met, even if given a limited amount of time.



		17.3.4.10	Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.

		Through her work as Claims Manager for the Nevada MMIS contract, Ms. Lira has demonstrated her ability to resolve difficult situations in a timely and accurate manner.





17.3.5	TRAINING MANAGER

The Training Manager will be responsible for developing and delivering training to DHCFP Staff, other State staff, as needed, and vendor staff in order to support the MMIS Takeover, including training for new peripheral systems and tools, new functionality, the HIE solution, and operational procedures.  The Training Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience:

Donna Perkins currently serves as the Acting Training Manager for the Nevada MMIS account.  She has over 30 years of Medicaid experience and has been with the FHS Nevada account for five years.  Ms. Perkins has the overall responsibility for the day-to-day operational aspects of the Nevada contract.  In her role as Acting Training Manager, she is responsible for the oversight of training materials development, session scheduling, staff roles, coordinating with DHCFP on training content and DHCFP staff involvement.  Most recent training programs developed were the Clinical Claim Editor and NVPAD-NDC claim submission for office administered drugs.

FHS will recruit locally to hire a Nevada-based Training Manager.  The Training Manager will be responsible for developing and delivering training to DHCFP staff, other State staff, as needed, and FHS staff in order to support the Nevada MMIS Takeover program, including training for new peripheral systems and tools, new functionality, the HIE solution, and operational procedures.  FHS commits to having the Training Manager in place well in advance of the required date of July 2011.

As Acting Training Manager, Ms. Perkins has the following qualifications and experience required by the RFP.  These qualifications and experience are representative of the qualifications and experience of the permanent Training Manager FHS will hire for the Nevada MMIS Takeover.

		RFP Requirement

		Qualifications/Experience



		17.3.5.1	At least three years experience in training development and training implementation for large-scale system implementations or other large-scale projects.

		During Ms. Perkins tenure with the current Nevada MMIS contract, she has direct accountability for the training staff.  During 2009, FHS and DHCFP implemented Clinical Claim Editor which required in-depth training to the provider community.  A collaborative effort was undertaken to involve DHCFP staff, as well as FHS training staff, to prepare training materials and determine the target audience for the sessions.



		17.3.5.2	Detailed knowledge of the vendor’s peripheral system tools.

		Ms. Perkins possesses detailed knowledge of FHS’ peripheral system tools.  She has extensive involvement in all Change Management requests as the FHS Operations reviewer of Statements of Understanding (SOUs) prior to submission to DHCFP.



		17.3.5.3	Previous experience with staff planning, recruitment, and training.

		In her current role, as well as her previous experience, Ms. Perkins has played an integral role in budgetary planning for staff, staff selection, and in developing training programs for newly hired employees and remedial training programs for current employees.



		17.3.5.4	Previous experience developing training content and/or materials.

		Ms. Perkins has 25 years of experience with BCBS of Florida.  During her tenure, she was responsible for Provider Training.  As the Provider Relations/Training Manager, she was charged with development of training materials, conducting training sessions, and introducing the first capitation reimbursement methodology program in the State.  This required extensive internal and external training.



		17.3.5.5	Previous experience with staff planning and scheduling.

		Throughout Ms. Perkins’ 30 years of experience in the health care industry, she has been responsible for staff planning in order to meet business requirements for the customer.  In addition, she has incorporated staff planning in order to successfully implement new business line programs on time as contractually required.



		17.3.5.6	Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		Ms. Perkins professional experience has required effective communication skills.  She has demonstrated these skills through the preparation of training materials, drafting provider training presentations, and developing staff job descriptions both in written and oral formats.



		17.3.5.7	Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.

		Ms. Perkins possesses the ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.  Please refer to Requirement 17.3.5.6.



		17.3.5.8	Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		Throughout her tenure, Ms. Perkins’ responsibilities have required her to work independently with little or no supervision.



		17.3.5.9	Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.

		As the primary reviewer of Statements of Understanding (SOUs) for Change Management requests and the time sensitive nature of responding to these requests, Ms. Perkins has demonstrated the ability to work under stringent timelines on a daily basis. 



		17.3.5.10	A bachelor's degree and three years experience in training, education, staff development, personnel or an agency program area or an equivalent combination of education and experience.

		Ms. Perkins majored in business administration and has over 30 years of experience in the healthcare industry. Ms. Perkins holds a bachelor’s degree in Business Administration.



		17.3.5.11	Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.

		Ms. Perkins is responsible for ensuring that her staff members possess knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.  In order to accomplish this, she has a full working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.  In addition, annual testing of this knowledge is a FHS requirement.



		17.3.5.12	Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		Please see our response to Requirement 17.3.5.6.



		17.3.5.13	Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.

		Please see our response to Requirement 17.3.5.7.





17.3.6	FISCAL MANAGER

The Fiscal Manager is responsible for fiscal aspects of the contract, including cost containment efforts, providing oversight to claims paid, and providing various fiscal reports.  The Fiscal Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience:

As Fiscal Manager, Candis Lee Englant is responsible for fiscal aspects of the Nevada MMIS Takeover contract, including cost containment efforts, providing oversight to claims paid, and providing various fiscal reports.

Ms. Englant has over 24 years of experience in the health care industry and over seven years with FHS.  Ms. Englant has held various positions within the healthcare industry with experience in Medicaid, Medicare, and Managed Care.  Ms Englant has been the Account Manager for the Nevada MMIS contract for the past three years; prior to this, she held positions as Operations Manager, Finance Manager, and the head of the Quality Assurance section.  In her various positions, Ms. Englant has developed an expertise in all areas of the Medicaid operations and was actively involved in the day-to-day operations of all aspects of the operations.  Ms. Englant also managed the successful CMS certification process for the Nevada MMIS.  Through her work on the contract since 2003, Ms. Englant has developed a solid working relationship with the Division Chiefs of DHCFP.  In addition to her role as the Fiscal Manager, Ms. Englant will serve as the Deputy Account Director, providing backup to Mr. Shaffer.  Ms. Englant is also responsible for monitoring the performance of our TPL subcontractor, HMS.

Ms. Englant has the following qualifications and experience required by the RFP:

		RFP Requirement

		Qualifications/Experience



		17.3.6.1	A bachelor's degree in finance or accounting is preferred or similar degree.

		Ms. Englant majored in business and education.  She worked for 15 years in the banking industry making individual and commercial loans.



		17.3.6.2	Minimum of five years experience with Medicaid in a public or private setting.

		Ms. Englant was employed by Group Health Northwest for seven years.  Group Health Northwest had a Medicaid program.  She started the voluntary Managed Care Medicaid program with two other HMOs in Nevada while working with Amil international for over two years.  Ms. Englant has been with FHS for the last seven years working on the Nevada MMIS contract.



		17.3.6.3	Demonstrable understanding of the fiscal components of Medicaid claims processing, including adjudication, adjustments, and provider payment.

		During her tenure in each of her previous jobs, Ms. Englant had either direct or overall accountability for claims processing.  As Director of Operations for both Alaska and Nevada and as Deputy Director for Nevada, this was a core responsibility.



		17.3.6.4	Working knowledge of HIPAA requirements.

		Since 1997 as the Compliance Officer with Amil, Ms. Englant has worked with the various stages of HIPAA including insurance portability, PHI, and implementation of NPI.



		17.3.6.5	Demonstrated analytical capabilities.

		Ms. Englant has demonstrated analytical capabilities.  She has used this skill in numerous ways, including financial analysis of claims data to determine PMPM or cost per thousand data used for provider contracting, determining capitation rates, employer premiums, etc.



		17.3.6.6	Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		During her employment with Amil, Ms. Englant was in charge of writing all collateral material and presentations needed and approved by the states of Nevada and Texas.



		17.3.6.7	Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.

		Ms. Englant wrote the reinsurance plan for the State of Nevada that was adopted into law.  In several of her positions, she successfully led several quality committees including peer review and appeals. 



		17.3.6.8	Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		Ms. Englant has worked on and led multiple teams to successful completion of projects.  She also works independently without the need for supervision.



		17.3.6.9	Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.

		Every major project and/or implementation Ms. Englant participated in was completed on time.  This included three start-ups, six expansions, two system conversions, and several other major corporate-wide initiatives.





17.3.7	PROVIDER SERVICES MANAGER

The Provider Services Manager will be responsible for managing aspects of provider services and relations including the following: 1) communications with providers and recipients relating to claims and eligibility issues; 2) provider enrollment and training; 3) provider manual maintenance, production, and distribution; 4) oversight of provider/recipient relations call center and related responsibilities; and 5) recipient eligibility verification system.  The Provider Services Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience:

As Provider Services Manager, Jennifer Shaffer will be responsible for managing aspects of provider services and relations, including communications with providers and recipients relating to claims and eligibility issues; provider enrollment and training; provider manual maintenance, production, and distribution; oversight of provider/recipient relations call center and related responsibilities; and the recipient eligibility verification system.

Ms. Shaffer has over 15 years experience with the Nevada Medicaid Program.  She held various positions, including Claims Supervisor, Quality Assurance/Appeals Manager, Customer Service Manager, Claims Supervisor, and Team Lead in both the FHS Call Center and claims department.  She possesses in-depth knowledge of Nevada Medicaid policy and serves as the subject matter expert for issues relating to policy information.  In addition, Ms. Shaffer has developed strong relationships with DHCFP staff members.

Ms. Shaffer has the following qualifications and experience required by the RFP:

		RFP Requirement

		Qualifications/Experience



		17.3.7.1	Two years experience managing provider training functions in Medicaid or other major public or private health care programs.

		Ms. Shaffer has been in a management position with FHS for over four years.  She has been a part of the team that developed training materials for the annual Medicaid Provider workshops and has been a trainer for FHS’ quarterly MMIS State staff workshops.  In addition, her role as Quality Assurance Manager required her to work closely with the training team to develop and refine training materials for FHS staff.



		17.3.7.2	Experience in developing and managing training manuals.

		Ms. Shaffer assisted the Training Department in the development of materials used at FHS’ annual Nevada Medicaid provider workshops.



		17.3.7.3	Demonstrable understanding of Medicaid provider functions.

		Ms. Shaffer’s tenure with the Nevada Medicaid Program over the past 15 years has provided her with a strong working knowledge of provider functions, including claims/billing, enrollment, training, and compliance.



		17.3.7.4	Previous experience developing training content and/or materials.

		Ms. Shaffer’s role with Anthem BCBS, prior to her employment at FHS, included developing training materials for operations staff members that were used for new hire and remedial staff training.



		17.3.7.5	Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		In order to be effective at developing training materials and participating in provider hearings in her current role as Appeals Manager, Ms. Shaffer has developed effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.



		17.3.7.6	Working knowledge of HIPAA requirements.

		Ms. Shaffer’s tenure in this industry has required her to have a working knowledge of all current HIPAA requirements.  In addition, she is required to communicate this information to her staff members.



		17.3.7.7	A bachelor's degree and three years experience in training, education, staff development, personnel or an agency program area or an equivalent combination of education and experience.

		Ms. Shaffer majored in Business Administration and her 15 years experience with Nevada Medicaid Fiscal Agent work meets/exceeds this requirement.





17.3.8	IT MANAGER

The IT Manager will be responsible for IT and systems operations, which includes 1) systems maintenance and modification activities; 2) job scheduling; 3) reporting maintenance; 4) coordinating use of IT resources; 5) testing and implementation new functionality; 6) monitoring interfaces; and 7) maintaining system connectivity and security.  The IT Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience:

As Information Technology (IT) Manager, Santhosh Nair will be responsible for IT and systems operations, which includes systems maintenance and modification activities, job scheduling, reporting maintenance, coordinating use of IT resources, testing and implementation of new functionality, monitoring interfaces, and maintaining system connectivity and security.

Mr. Nair has over 11 years experience in the health care industry with experience in Medicaid, Medicare and Managed Care.  During the past two years, Mr. Nair has been the team lead for the Nevada Claims and Finance subsystems. Mr. Nair participated in the implementation and development of the Nevada MMIS and has experience as a computer programmer and analyst.  He has eight years of experience with FHS and has taken on roles of increasing responsibility.  Mr. Nair has also been actively involved with the oversight of entire Nevada programmer support team, gaining insight to all aspects of the MMIS.  Mr. Nair is familiar with the current Nevada Change Management process and works to ensure that all FHS IT staff complies with the requirements of the process.

Mr. Nair has the following qualifications and experience required by the RFP:

		RFP Requirement

		Qualifications/Experience



		17.3.8.2	At least three years of experience with large-scale IT operations, including experience with maintenance and modifications tasks.

		Mr. Nair possesses 10 years of experience in supporting multiple MMIS IT operations for Virginia, Nevada, and Alaska with extensive experience in areas of change management, data center migration, and disaster recovery.



		17.3.8.3	Minimum of two years experience with a system change control process and system and integration testing.

		Mr. Nair possesses over five years of experience as a member of Change Control Board (previously for the CMS Medicare Advantage system and currently for the Nevada MMIS).  He also has experience as a team lead responsible for overseeing requirements, development, testing, and implementation of system changes.



		17.3.8.4	Minimum of two years experience in developing, testing, implementing or monitoring interfaces.

		Mr. Nair has extensive experience in developing, testing and implementing interfaces with the MMIS.  Examples include the Nevada MMIS interfaces with the pharmacy point-of-sale system and ClaimCheck.  Mr. Nair also has experience working on projects such as the NVPAD and ClaimCheck implementation 



		17.3.8.5	Demonstrable understanding of network connectivity and network operations.

		Mr. Nair possesses vast experience in implementing, monitoring, and trouble shooting network connectivity with systems that connect with the MMIS such as FirstRx™, FirstDARS™, and FirstHCM™ hosted in different platforms.



		17.3.8.6	Minimum of a bachelor's degree in computer science, business administration or a related field.

		Mr. Nair earned his Masters Degree in Computer Applications from the University Of Kerala, India.



		17.3.8.7	Detailed knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.

		Mr. Nair has extensive experience in the development, implementation, and monitoring compliance of the HIPAA version 4010 transaction set for the Virginia, Nevada, and Alaska MMISs.  He also has extensive knowledge of the new 5010 transaction set requirements as a major contributor to the Nevada MMIS 5010 Project Document.



		17.3.8.8	Understanding of the vendor’s peripheral system tools.

		Through his experience working with the Nevada MMIS peripheral tools (e.g., point-of-sale system for pharmacy claims and HCM for prior authorization), Mr. Nair has gained a detailed understanding of the architecture of these systems and how they interface with the MMIS. 



		17.3.8.9	Demonstrated IT experience in multiple phases of the software development life cycle.

		Mr. Nair has 18 years of experience in all phases of the software development cycle including requirements, design, development, testing, and implementation in healthcare and banking industries applications.





17.3.9	PHARMACY BENEFITS MANAGER

The Pharmacy Benefits Manager will be responsible for all functions associated with the Pharmacy Benefit Management System and the Pharmacy program as described in the Pharmacy requirements within this RFP, including managing the Prior Authorization processes, drug rebate, supplemental drug rebate, e-prescribing, reporting and other functions related to the pharmacy program.  The Pharmacy Benefits Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience.

As Pharmacy Benefits Manager, Paula Townsend, PharmD, is responsible for all functions associated with the Pharmacy Benefit Management System and the pharmacy program as described in the RFP.  This includes managing the pharmacy prior authorization processes, CMS drug rebate, supplemental drug rebate, e-Prescribing, reporting, and other functions related to the pharmacy program.  

Dr. Townsend has over 26 years of both hands-on and management experience in the healthcare industry, working within both large and small organizations.  Her expertise includes experience in Managed Care, specifically in pharmacy benefit management, group purchasing (dealing with specialty pharmacy products for large medical practices and small PBMs) and health plan pharmacy program management.  Dr Townsend has extensive experience in working with Pharmacy and Therapeutics committees within managed care, hospital and academic settings.  She is proficient in drug evaluations and medical communications.  She has served as an independent consultant providing clinical documents and opinions to various types of customers including pharmacy benefit managers, health insurers, and pharmaceutical companies.  Other relevant job experience includes work in retail and home infusion/long-term care sectors.  Dr. Townsend has been with FHS for three months.  She has provided expert clinical advice to several Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committees, as well as a number of Drug Utilization Review Boards.  Dr. Townsend joined FHS in December 2009 and has been active in the clinical reviews conducted for DHCFP as well as with the Pharmacy and Therapeutics committee meetings.

Dr. Townsend has the following qualifications and experience required by the RFP:



		RFP Requirement

		Qualifications/Experience



		17.3.9.1	At least three years of experience in managing a pharmacy benefit management system.

		Dr. Townsend has one and one-half years of experience as a pharmacy manager with a health plan managing a national PBM contract including responding to an RFP.  She possesses nine years of experience with Medco as a Senior Manager Clinical Formulary Development and three years as Director, Clinical Programs for Ventegra, a GPO with many types of customers using different aspects of services including contracted PBMs, specialty, and mail order pharmacy.



		17.3.9.2	Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or federal level.

		Dr. Townsend possesses detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or Federal level through her experience with FHS in the management of Nevada Medicaid pharmacy program.  She has also worked as a retail pharmacist trouble shooting claims issues and obtaining authorizations for Nevada Medicaid recipients.



		17.3.9.3	Detailed knowledge of pharmacy-related aspects of Medicaid.

		Through her experience with FHS in the management of the Nevada Medicaid pharmacy program, Dr. Townsend possesses detailed knowledge of the pharmacy-related aspects of Medicaid.



		17.3.9.4	A bachelor's degree in business administration or a related field or four additional years of experience in lieu of a degree.

		Dr. Townsend earned her Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy (five year), Doctor of Pharmacy (two year postgraduate), accredited ASHP Pharmacy Residency and accredited Clinical Pharmacy Residency and AMCP/University of Southern California Management Development Program in Health Care.



		17.3.9.5	A minimum of two years experience in managing operational aspects in large-scale operations environment.

		Dr. Townsend possesses three years of experience as clinical pharmacy liaison for Nevada MMIS contract.  She leads the development of clinical program enhancements and better practices.  She also assists with development, enhancement and maintenance of operational functions, policy, clinical support, and provider education.



		17.3.9.6	Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations 	and requirements.

		Dr. Townsend has completed multiple annual courses over the last number of years since HIPAA went into effect. 



		17.3.9.7	Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		Dr. Townsend completed the American Medical Writers Association Core Curriculum certificate program in Editing/Writing.  She has nine years of experience in writing and editing all new drug monographs and drug class reviews for large national PBM company, as well as multiple written projects as an independent medical writer and consultant for pharmaceutical industry, health plans, and other PBMs.  Dr. Townsend has also written major text books, journal articles, grant proposals, and drug information data base systems.  She has four years of experience as an academic reviewer for national pharmacotherapy journal.



		17.3.9.8	Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.

		In addition to Dr. Townsend’s writing skills described in Requirement 17.3.9.7, her oral communication skills experience includes nine years presenting all new drugs to the National P&T Committee for Medco, three years presenting clinical and financial data to the Clinical Advisory Committee for a national GPO, multiple lectures as a Clinical Assistant Professor for Northeastern College of Pharmacy and as Assistant Professor of Medicine at the University of Massachusetts Medical Center.  She has also presented at both national and regional medical meetings and continuing education programs.



		17.3.9.9	Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		Dr. Townsend worked independently from her home office for nine years for a large national PBM, as well as three years for a group purchasing organization.  She ran an independent medical writing/consulting business from her home office.  All required an ability to work independently and as a team member.  Dr. Townsend is also experienced in working in multiple contemporary pharmacy settings as a team member (e.g., retail, hospital, home infusion, and assisted care pharmacy practices). 



		17.3.9.10	Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.

		All of Dr. Townsend’s PBM/GPO experience, as well as her independent writing/consulting business experience, required meeting stringent timelines. 



		17.3.9.11	Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.

		Dr. Townsend has the ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.  This experience designing edits for the PBM program.





17.3.10	HEALTH CARE MANAGEMENT MANAGER

The Health Care Management Manager will be responsible for managing utilization management activities and determination process for benefits and coverage limits to ensure that payment is approved for only those services that are medically necessary, appropriate, or cost effective as specified in by the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.  The Health Care Management Manager will play a key role in controlling costs while maintaining or improving access to and quality of care for Nevada Medicaid and Check Up recipients.

As Health Care Management Manager, Colleen Boltman, RN, is responsible for managing utilization management activities and the determination process for benefits and coverage limits to ensure that payment is approved for only those services that are medically necessary, appropriate, or cost-effective as specified in the Nevada Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.  Ms. Boltman will play a key role in controlling costs while maintaining or improving access to and quality of care for Nevada Medicaid and Check Up recipients.

Ms. Boltman has over 23 years of experience in the health care industry and has been the Health Care Management Manager for Nevada contract since September of 2007.  Ms. Boltman’s expertise includes experience with the Medicaid, Medicare, managed care, hospital, home health, long-term care and case management segments of the industry.  Prior to joining FHS, Ms. Boltman was a Director of Nursing in Michigan and Nevada and served as a trainer for Directors of Nursing in training, as well as assuming special projects to assist nursing facilities at risk for quality care sanctions in Arizona, Utah, California, and Washington.  Ms. Boltman’s background includes utilization management, compliance documentation management to improve case mix index, and denial management program development for recoupment of denied authorizations and claims.  Since joining FHS almost three years ago, Ms. Boltman has served as the Account Manager for the Health Care Management Program and is responsible for the integrity of the Health Care Management team processes, utilization reporting and management, and customer satisfaction.  

Ms. Boltman has the following qualifications and experience required by the RFP:

		RFP Requirement

		Qualifications/Experience



		17.3.10.1	At least five years as an Account Manager or Health Care Management Manager for large 	scale medical claims processing systems of which at least three years must have been with a Medicaid system or five years in a management level position with a health plan or hospital system with responsibility for completing utilization management, cost control and quality management.

		Ms. Boltman has served as the HCM Manager for the Nevada account since 2007.  She possesses over eight years of management experience for the largest hospital-based health system in northern Nevada.  Her management positions include case management, utilization review, appeals management, and specialization in denial recovery for Medicare, Medicaid, and county programs.  Ms. Boltman is responsible for compliant documentation management system implementation, focusing on inpatient quality physician documentation and complex case management team reviews, focusing on high cost, complex patients to decrease length of stay through discharge planning to appropriate level of care.



		17.3.10.2	A bachelor's degree in nursing, or related health care administration degree, or a licensed physician, advanced practitioner of nursing or physician’s assistant.

		Ms. Boltman earned her Bachelor’s of Science in Nursing from Mercy College of Detroit and has her Certification in Professional Utilization Review.



		17.3.10.3	Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.

		Ms. Boltman possesses over 23 years of experience in the health care field with accountability for HIPAA-compliant standards.



		17.3.10.4	Working knowledge of electronic health records or electronic medical records.

		Ms. Boltman possesses working knowledge of electronic health records and electronic medical records through her experience in a hospital-based system.



		17.3.10.5	Demonstrated project planning and scheduling skills for large system projects.

		Ms. Boltman developed infrastructure, policies, procedures, competency training, compliance and processes for all aspects of health care facility operations to open second site for Renown Health System including sub-acute, rehabilitation, skilled, and assisted living.  She successfully passed all Bureau of Licensure reviews. 



		17.3.10.6	Ability to analyze and resolve difficult medical coverage policy issues.

		Ms. Boltman negotiated health plan coverage issues for complex discharge planning at a recipient level.  Her current experience as HCM Manager involves collaboration with DHCFP on policy interpretation related to utilization review activities and communication to providers.  She is also involved in data analysis for UM functions in medical surgical, behavioral health, and continuum of care domains.



		17.3.10.7	Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		Ms. Boltman facilitates all State meetings related to HCM Management.  She develops reports with overall goals, analysis, and recommendations.  She also develops and delivers provider training across the State of Nevada.



		17.3.10.8	Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.

		As detailed in our response to Requirement 17.3.10.7, Ms. Boltman has the ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English. 



		17.3.10.9	Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		Ms. Boltman’s current responsibilities and successful experience involves collaboration with the State on policy issues and changes.  This requires teamwork and timely response.  She also successfully performs current job functions and responsibilities independently.



		17.3.10.10	Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.

		Recent budget constraints have required stringent timelines for responding to State requests.  Ms. Boltman effectively provides reporting for legislative review purposes and State policy considerations.



		17.3.10.11	Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments.

		Ms. Boltman possesses 11 years of experience in Long Term Care at a Director Level.  She also has over 23 years of experience supervising staff and managing complex job responsibilities.










17.3.11	OTHER PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS

Other Project Team members of the awarded vendor's project team must meet at least one (1) of the qualifications below.  In addition, the aggregation of the individual qualifications of the team members must cumulatively meet all of the following requirements.  These requirements are:

Donna Perkins, Operations Director

Ms. Donna Perkins has over 30 years of Medicaid experience and has been with the FHS Nevada account for five years.  Ms. Perkins has overall responsibility for the day-to-day operational aspects of the contract and directs the operations of nine departments including, claims, provider enrollment, quality assurance, provider training, provider communications, appeals, mail room, provider auditing, and operations.  Ms. Perkins’ in-depth knowledge of the current operating systems has proven to be invaluable on numerous occasions.  Since joining FHS, Ms. Perkins has been instrumental in assuring that all operational service level agreements have been met.  Her responsibilities include making sure claims are paid timely, ensure pend resolutions are resolved timely, maintain excellent provider relations, and provide assurances that FHS operates quality programs.  Through the leadership of Ms. Perkins, FHS has never missed a weekly payment cycle to Medicaid providers and all Service Level Agreement have been met or exceeded.

We acknowledge that Other Project Team members must meet at least one of the qualifications detailed in RFP Sections 17.3.11.1 through 17.3.11.7.  In the following table, we present our compliance with this requirement.

		RFP Requirement

		Qualifications/Experience



		17.3.11.1	Two years experience within the last five years providing programming, analysis, or operational support in a MMIS environment.

		As Operations Manager, Ms. Perkins has five years of experience providing operational support for the Nevada MMIS contract.  She has overall responsibility for the day-to-day operational aspects of the contract and directs the operations of nine departments.



		17.3.11.2	Two years experience within the last five years designing online interfaces using the tools proposed for this project.

		Not applicable for this position.



		17.3.11.3	Two years experience within the last five years performing testing functions for large-scale systems.

		As a member of the MMIS NPI implementation team, Ms. Perkins was required to perform system tests to ensure the crosswalk developed for claim processing would map correctly to the NPI file.  In addition, Ms. Perkins participated in systems testing conducted for UAC and migration of applications from Coventry to Magellan (e.g., FirstCRM™, provider web site, etc.)



		17.3.11.4	Two years experience within the last five years developing system interfaces.

		Not applicable for this position.



		17.3.11.5	Three years experience within the last five years developing secure applications using tools proposed for this project.

		Not applicable for this position.



		17.3.11.6	One to two years experience performing contract oversight activities within an MMIS project or similar complex system project including but not limited to contract compliance monitoring and reporting.

		In her position as Operations Manager for the NV MMIS Program for the past five years, Ms. Perkins has been accountable for compliance of all operational Service Level Agreements (SLAs).  She is responsible for ensuring FHS meets or exceeds our SLAs.  To date, we have successfully met and, in many cases, exceeded our SLAs (e.g., percent of all calls answered within 60 seconds has been on average 94 percent, provider enrollments processed within three days of receipt).  Ms. Perkins is responsible for monitoring and determining if processes need to be modified in order for FHS to meet SLAs.  In addition, over the past two years, Ms. Perkins was given oversight of the NPI project and the NVPAD (physician office administered drugs) implementation.  Both projects were delivered on time and met all State requirements.  In addition, FHS attained 100 percent of provider self reporting of NPI.  Ms. Perkins was also responsible for ensuring all provider contact staff were trained and understood the clinical claim editor program that was implemented in March 2009, as well as overseeing the production of training documents for provider training sessions.  This included all call center staff, claims staff, and provider trainers. 



		17.3.11.7	Completed at least one project within the past three years that involved development of training outlines and materials and organizing and conducting training to support the takeover of a large system.

		In support of the migration of applications from Coventry Health Care systems to Magellan Health Services systems, Ms. Perkins developed materials to train operations staff to enable them to navigate within the new environment.  These materials were used as desktop reference materials as well.  





Steven L. Phillips, MD, CMD, Medical Director

Dr. Steven Phillips has served as the Medical Director for the Nevada account since September 2009.  As the senior clinical member of the FHS Nevada management team, Dr. Phillips has been involved with the development and implementation of the revised assessment process for the statewide Personal Care Services (PCS) program.  The PCS program was successfully launched on March 1, 2010, with a quality improvement component for the monitoring of outcomes.  His additional activities include serving as Chairman of the Clinical Steering Committees for Health Care Management, Behavioral Health, and PCS programs.

Steven Phillips, MD, CMD, has over 20 years of experience in the field of geriatric medicine with expertise in care coordination and chronic illness management.  Dr. Phillips has worked on Federal, State, and local initiatives to design and implement care delivery models.  This has included serving as Medical Director for a CMS Social HMO demonstration throughout the state of Nevada along with the creation and implementation of the Geriatric Resource Team through the University of Nevada School of Medicine.  Dr. Phillips has served as a Board of Trustee for HealthInsight, the Nevada QIO.  He has served as a member of the Geriatric Measurement Advisory Panel for the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) since 2002.  In addition, Dr. Phillips is a board member for the American Academy of Home Care Physicians (AAHCP).    

We acknowledge that Other Project Team members must meet at least one of the qualifications detailed in RFP Sections 17.3.11.1 through 17.3.11.7.  In the following table, we present our compliance with this requirement.

		RFP Requirement

		Qualifications/Experience



		17.3.11.1	Two years experience within the last five years providing programming, analysis, or operational support in a MMIS environment.

		Not applicable for this position.



		17.3.11.2	Two years experience within the last five years designing online interfaces using the tools proposed for this project.

		Not applicable for this position.



		17.3.11.3	Two years experience within the last five years performing testing functions for large-scale systems.

		Not applicable for this position.



		17.3.11.4	Two years experience within the last five years developing system interfaces.

		Not applicable for this position.



		17.3.11.5	Three years experience within the last five years developing secure applications using tools proposed for this project.

		Not applicable for this position.



		17.3.11.6	One to two years experience performing contract oversight activities within an MMIS 	project or similar complex system project including but not limited to contract compliance monitoring and reporting.

		As Medical Director for the HCFA/CMS Social HMO demonstration from 1996 – 2009, Dr. Phillips was directly involved with development and implementation of a risk adjusted payment and care coordination methodology.  This required working with Mathematica and other vendors with quarterly reporting to the Federal government and compliance personnel.



		17.3.11.7	Completed at least one project within the past three years that involved development of training outlines and materials and organizing and conducting training to support the takeover of a large system.

		Not applicable for this position.





FHS has an extensive number of staff who are instrumental to the success of the current Nevada MMIS contract that remain with FHS as part of the takeover bid.  Resumes for these individuals are included in Tab X, Attachment K — Proposed Staff Resumes.  FHS confirms that the aggregation of the individual qualifications of the team members cumulatively meet the qualifications detailed in RFP Sections 17.3.11.1 through 17.3.11.7.
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12.2
Maintenance and Change Management 

REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.2, page 105-110

The Maintenance and Change Management requirements define contractor responsibilities for maintaining and modifying the Nevada MMIS. This includes how future modifications and enhancements to the system will be categorized, tracked and completed through the Change Management process (CM) and how system maintenance will be addressed through changes to table values, system parameters, or codes and changes requested by the contractor to maintain related operations.

The Nevada MMIS and peripheral systems are a complex array of applications, tables, parameters, and tools designed specifically to support DHCFP and its programs and goals.  In such a complex environment, it is important for a vendor to be consistent and diligent in its approach to maintenance and change management—ACS is that vendor.  By demanding the same level of effort on every change and providing consistent change management, we offer consistent results across the MMIS and peripheral systems.  ACS has extensive experience operating Medicaid systems, and we have developed a structured methodology for maintenance and change management that promotes correct and accurate system changes.  With industry-leading tools and strict adherence to policies and procedures, we install modifications and enhancements into the production environment with no disruption of ongoing operations.  By applying basic core concepts of project management with a well-trained systems staff, ACS provides a low-risk, high-impact approach to maintenance and change management.


Maintenance Activities

12.2.1 Operational Maintenance


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.2.1, page 105


The contractor must perform all operations maintenance and support to meet the requirements for the operational scope of work provided in Section 10 and 12 of this RFP. The operations period must provide for continuous effective and efficient operation of the Nevada MMIS.


From 24/7 support to working with DHCFP, our primary concern is to provide a reliable, error-free systems environment that meets and exceeds the requirements set forth by DHCFP in the RFP’s Sections 10 and 12.  From programmers, business analysts, and database administrators to quality assurance and PMO staff, ACS commits to providing a team of professionals that brings a reputation of excellence, integrity, and accountability to support the operational maintenance needs of DHCFP.


12.2.2 Contractor Responsibilities


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.2.2, page 105-106


Production Schedules


12.2.2.1 Schedule and perform ongoing operations tasks to ensure system tuning, performance response time, database stability and processing.


12.2.2.2 Initiate routine production schedules.


Our extensive Medicaid experience has taught us that each state is unique and that each fiscal agent project is dynamic with regard to processing schedules of the major functions of a Medicaid system.  ACS works with DHCFP to determine the most appropriate schedule to meet business needs.  We ensure quality of services via precise scheduling and careful cycle monitoring.  The production scheduling process begins with the creation of the daily schedule.  This schedule is prepared and maintained by the IT department and verified by production control.  The daily schedule can be augmented to include any jobs carried over from the previous day(s) as well as any special-request jobs from either DHCFP or ACS.   Production processes and jobs are closely monitored through production control and scheduling functions 24/7, including weekends and holidays.  In addition to oversight and operating the production schedule, we perform ongoing operations tasks to ensure system tuning, performance response time, database stability, and processing. Technical staff uses industry-leading tools such as Nagios and CA Netspy Network Performance. Further, Cognos Metrics Manager provides fiscal agent operations performance monitoring and metric reporting, including dashboard reporting. 

Manual Updates to Tables and Databases


12.2.2.3 Maintain tables/databases that are not automatically updated during scheduled data loads.


12.2.2.4 Maintain security to include maintenance of user accounts.


Authorized staff is responsible for performing manual updates to tables and databases that are not automatically updated during scheduled data loads. For greater convenience and accuracy, we develop forms that mirror the format of the online screens post entry, quality assurance staff receives the input forms and checks them into the system using the ClientSoft screens to validate accuracy of the update. Authorized staff can enter add, change, and delete transactions for all tables and databases. We work with DHCFP to develop manual update procedures and authorization protocols. Users are granted online access to the tables and databases at the direction of DHCFP and in compliance with HIPAA security requirements. We tightly control and monitor online access, whether for inquiry or update purposes.  Access to data is limited through system security in order to ensure the utmost confidence in the data for claims processing and other functions.  


Hardware


12.2.2.5 Maintain all database and application servers and related hardware.


12.2.2.6 Provide and install upgrades of hardware and software during operations of the system as well as its maintenance.


We provide sufficient staff to support the database, application servers, and related hardware used to support the MMIS and peripheral systems.  We have carefully reviewed the Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment document provided in the Reference Library. Our proposed staff possesses the knowledge and skills necessary to maintain the servers and hardware used to configure the MMIS and peripheral systems.  During the operations period, systems support staff located in Verizon’s Tampa, Florida data center and ACS’ data centers in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and Tarrytown, New York, performs regular preventive maintenance on the operating systems and promptly installs upgrades and fixes to system software and hardware issued by vendors. The staff thoroughly tests all software and hardware upgrades prior to use in the production environment.  Further, we monitor system servers and hardware 24/7.  Monitoring tools are configured to transmit alerts in real time to systems support staff to ensure that issues are addressed quickly.  Historical reports from monitoring products for all components are also analyzed periodically by systems support staff to identify changes in system performance or required capacity to allow proactive scaling of system capacity and to advise preventive maintenance for system components. 


Ongoing Maintenance and Documentation


12.2.2.7 Provide ongoing maintenance and submit updates to system documentation within thirty (30) days of DHCFP approval of a corrective action plan of a deficiency, or of implementation of a software modification.


12.2.2.8 Maintain updated user and system documentation.


System maintenance and modifications are an integral part of the Nevada project, whether a result of program changes at the Federal or State level or ongoing system maintenance to ensure continuing efficient operations. Staff in the IT department supports the operation and maintenance of the Nevada MMIS and its peripheral systems using industry-leading tools such as Enterprise Project Management (EPM), SharePoint, and Rational, to provide efficient and timely maintenance of the systems.  Our approach incorporates Software Engineering Institute’s Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI) practices and other best practices. This ensures the controlled delivery of consistent, well-managed system maintenance and modifications. Our change management methodology ensures that the scope of each change is agreed to and managed to program requirements. 

ACS delivers accurate, timely, and comprehensive user and system documentation as part of our responsibilities to maintain the MMIS and its peripheral systems. We recognize that such documentation is essential to the successful operation of the MMIS as well as for DHCFP’s contract oversight and administration of the Nevada programs. Documentation changes are captured in the change tracking system. By capturing and tracking this data, we ensure that documentation updates required by a system or operational change are made in a timely manner. Change requests are not closed until the appropriate documentation is completed. User and system documentation is stored in SharePoint, our Web-based project document repository, for easy access by project stakeholders. During the operations period, ACS updates documentation within 30 days of DHCFP approval of a corrective action plan of a deficiency or implementation of a software modification.  We ensure that these updates are complete and accurate. 


Production Problems and Emergencies

12.2.2.9 Respond to production problems and emergency situations according to DHCFP-approved guidelines.


On-call support for production problems and emergency situations is a standard activity on our MMIS accounts. We have relevant experience providing on-call support in every fiscal agent project where we support the system.  Our IT manager maintains a daily on-call schedule. The on-call schedule identifies one primary and one back-up staff member from the project staff.  The daily schedule is made available online to Nevada and ACS staff. On-call personnel are equipped with cell phones and on-call laptop computers that allow access from the on-call staff member’s current location. If the primary on-call staff member cannot resolve the problem within one hour, the back-up staff member is brought in to assist. Most production issues do not require additional resources. However if the primary and back-up personnel cannot resolve the problem within two hours, they can request additional resources, including appropriate team leads and managers.  Our IT manager works with DHCFP staff to review and refine on-call procedures for the Nevada project.

CMS Certification

12.2.2.10 Maintain certification standards established during the CMS system review.


Every MMIS DDI project that ACS has undertaken has successfully achieved CMS certification.  This first-hand experience gives us a full understanding and appreciation for the effort that went into the certification process for the current Nevada MMIS and its peripheral systems. We understand—based on the DHCFP’s response to question 173 in Amendment 3—that CMS has indicated that a limited review of the MMIS will occur following the takeover. Further, DHCFP noted that CMS has not provided a detailed account of the intended scope of their review and expectations.  We are completely prepared to assist DHCFP with CMS’ review of the MMIS after takeover. Employing a collaborative approach to the CMS review process provides the framework to meet CMS re-certification requirements and allows DHCFP to continue to receive the maximum allowable Federal Financial Participation (FFP). Once CMS provides DHCFP with further details, we update the work plan to include the activities, milestones, and deliverables to support the review.  Additionally, up-to-date documentation, finalized by ACS project staff, is available to support the review process. For a detailed discussion of our approach to achieving certification, refer to Proposal Section 11.6 Post Implementation Review and CMS System Certification.

Monthly Invoice and Status Report

12.2.2.11 Submit a monthly invoice and supporting documentation for reimbursement of operations, as specified by DHCFP.


12.2.2.12 Submit monthly written operations period status reports to DHCFP, including details of the total maintenance and modification hours and the FTE’s utilized for that effort.


We agree to submit a monthly invoice with accurate and complete documentation for reimbursement of operations, as specified by DHCFP. Further, we submit monthly written operations period status reports to DHCFP, including details of the total maintenance and modification hours and the FTEs utilized for that effort. Written operations status reports inform DHCFP of the ongoing status of the Nevada project and provide an opportunity for us to communicate our project progress to date, products delivered, products to be delivered, and known and anticipated issues, as well as plans for resolving those issues. During the transition period, our PMO develops a proposed status report format for DHCFP’s review and approval.  We use SharePoint to store status reports, which provides DHCFP with greater visibility into the project.  SharePoint is the basis of our comprehensive Nevada MMIS Project Repository for all work plans, project documentation, status reports, contract administration, and other documents. 


Staffing


12.2.2.13 Provide adequate maintenance and modification staffing levels to meet the requirements of this contract.


12.2.2.14 Request approval to utilize FTE hours for IT programming staff that exceeds DHCFP-defined criteria.


Our staffing plan for maintenance and modifications for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project is customized to meet DHCFP’s needs.  Based on our long history in the Medicaid business, we know which types and how many personnel positions are necessary to successfully maintain systems of the size and scale of the Nevada MMIS and peripheral systems. We provide adequate maintenance and modification staffing levels to meet the requirements of the new contract. Further, we request approval to utilize FTE hours for IT programming staff that exceeds DHCFP-defined criteria. Refer to Proposal Section 17.3 Vendor Staff Skills and Experience Required, for a detailed discussion of our staffing approach under the new contract. 


12.2.3 Progress Milestones


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.2.3, page 106

12.2.3.1 Adherence to operational performance expectations for each Nevada MMIS function as found in Section 12 of this RFP.


We have carefully reviewed the progress milestones listed in RFP Section 12 regarding operational performance expectations for each Nevada MMIS function. We are committed to meeting and exceeding the performance expectations identified in the RFP and have staffed our operations accordingly. Throughout the operations period, DHCFP and ACS continually review our performance to ensure our adherence to performance expectations. 


12.2.4 Contractor Deliverables


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.2.4, page 107

12.2.4.1 Monthly operations period status reports.


We are committed to supporting DHCFP with the information it needs to manage maintenance activities under the new contract.  We agree to provide monthly operations period status reports in a format and with content approved by DHCFP.


12.2.5 DHCFP Responsibilities  Deleted per Amendment No. 3 to RFP No. 1824, March 24, 2010.


12.2.6 Contractor Performance Expectations


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.2.6, page 107

12.2.6.1 Distribute meeting and planning session documentation to DHCFP for verification within five (5) working days following the meeting or planning session.


12.2.6.2 Track and provide a monthly report for DHCFP approval, hours expended and available for Contractor’s modification and enhancement design, testing, and implementation activities. Report should include elements as identified by DHCFP. The report must be provided within 5 days following the last working day of the reporting period.


12.2.6.3 Track and maintain problem logs and allow DHCFP access to the problem logs as needed.

ACS recognizes that meeting the performance expectations set by DHCFP is a critical success factor for managing programs such as Nevada’s.  As shown in Table 12.2-1, we agree to comply with the RFP’s performance expectations for maintenance activities.

Table 12.2-1. Performance Expectations for Maintenance Activities

		Performance Expectation

		ACS Complies



		Distribute meeting and planning session documentation to DHCFP for verification within five (5) working days following the meeting or planning session. 

		Agrees



		Track and provide a monthly report for DHCFP approval, hours expended and available for Contractor’s modification and enhancement design, testing, and implementation activities. Report should include elements as identified by DHCFP. The report must be provided within 5 days following the last working day of the reporting period.

		Agrees



		Track and maintain problem logs and allow DHCFP access to the problem logs as needed.

		Agrees



		Distribute meeting and planning session documentation to DHCFP for verification within five (5) working days following the meeting or planning session. 

		Agrees





12.2.7
Change Management Activities

REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.2.7, page 107


12.2.7 Each vendor must propose a Change Management process through which ongoing system modifications and/or enhancements of the NV MMIS will be managed and considered by DHCFP and the Contractor. DHCFP is seeking an approach to Change Management based on industry best practices and successful implementation on one or more similar large scale IT projects.


The purpose of the Change Management process is to facilitate the organized planning, development, and execution of modifications and enhancements to the NV MMIS, which includes the core MMIS as well as all peripheral systems and tools that support Medicaid claims processing.


The Change Management process shall apply to all systems and tools. 


The change management process provides the mechanism for defining, analyzing, and approving ongoing system modifications and/or enhancements to the Core MMIS and peripheral systems and tools.  During the operations period, we follow a well-defined methodology for managing change. Our change management approach is based on industry best practices and successful implementations in our information technology (IT) operations across the country—which are similar in scale to the Nevada takeover project. Our change management processes are part of our proven project management methodology as described in Proposal Section 17.8 Project Management.  These processes are aligned with the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK), Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) Level 3, and International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 12207:2008 and are applied from change identification through implementation and final closure.  

Our approach to change management provides for tracking ongoing system modifications and/or enhancements from initial identification through final resolution—with no change request being implemented without DHCFP review and approval. We work with DHCFP’s key project stakeholders to collaborate in the final review and disposition of change requests. As one of our project management tools, we use the Enterprise Project Management (EPM) Tool Suite for change request tracking to provide DHCFP and ACS staff a common working knowledge of change requests and their status.  A unique identifying number is assigned to change requests, providing DHCFP and ACS with a means to monitor system change requests (CRs) throughout the life of the contract.

12.2.8
Change Management Solution

REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.2.8, page 108-109


12.2.8  The proposed Change Management solution submitted in response to this RFP must include the following:


12.2.8.1 Provide a change request form/process that includes the following minimum fields/topics to be completed as information becomes available through research and request consideration: and tools.


A. Reason for change request;


B. Detailed description of requested change;


C. Potential impacts to other system or process areas;


D. Estimated hours to complete modification or enhancement;


E. Tracking of decisions and discussions regarding the request;


F. Reason for non-approval;


G. Date of approval; and


H. Approval signatures for specific DHCFP and Contractor management.


12.2.8.2 Allow for change requests to be initiated and submitted by both DHCFP and Contractor staff.


Our change management (CM) coordinator administers the overall change management process and is a member of our PMO. ACS and DHCFP initiate change requests and submit them to the CM coordinator through the Nevada MMIS Project Repository on SharePoint. Change requests are submitted using a change request form that includes the following fields and topics that are completed upon submission or as more information becomes available through research and request consideration:

Reason for change request

Detailed description of requested change

Potential impacts to other system or process areas

· Estimated hours to complete modification or enhancement

Tracking of decisions and discussions regarding the request

Reason for non-approval

Date of approval

· Approval signatures for specific DHCFP and contractor management

The CM coordinator documents, maintains, and tracks change requests from initial receipt to closing and promotes the change requests through appropriate channels throughout the change management process. The initial data entry criteria required to open a change request is supported with drop-down fields which are reviewed and customized with DHCFP during the transition period. After initial entry, authorized ACS and DHCFP stakeholders can view the change item within the EPM tool. The data captured is also reflected in the change management log, which is used to collect and report Nevada change management metrics to DHCFP. Reports generated from the change management log can be customized and may include the change request’s unique identifier, the lifecycle phase, status, priority, impact, and responsible party.  The change management reports are reviewed during the change management meetings.


Change Control Board (CCB)–Consisting of key stakeholders, including representatives from both DHCFP and ACS, the CCB is responsible for final review and disposition of change requests. CCB meetings are held in Carson City or Reno at the convenience of DHCFP.  In reviewing each change request, the CCB ensures that the needs of specific project groups are met, dependencies between and among project groups are accommodated and coordinated, and that the good of the project as a whole is always kept front and center. Evaluating any risks associated with a change request and prioritizing change requests are also critical functions of the CCB. Criteria considered in determining the priority of change requests include potential and actual impact on the release schedule, dependencies on other tasks (sequencing), the type of change request, or even the source of the change request. For example, a change request originating from a federal or State mandate might take precedence over other change requests. During change management planning, ACS works with DHCFP to tailor and refine the criteria for prioritizing change requests. After reviewing a change request, the CCB approves, defers, or rejects the change request.


The CM coordinator facilitates CCB meetings and generates change request status reports. The CM coordinator is also the designated single point of contact for any DHCFP or ACS inquiries concerning the change management process or the disposition of a change request at any given time. As a member of the PMO, the CM coordinator also tracks action items and issues relative to change requests and supports the PMO team member responsible for plans and financial/cost management. 


Electronic Tracking System

12.2.8.3 Proposed electronic tracking system capable of tracking change requests from submission through all steps to approval or closure, with access and record update capabilities for both DHCFP and Contractor staff.


We propose the EPM tool to provide automated tracking of all change requests. The EPM tool is an electronic tracking system capable of tracking change requests from initial submission through approval or closure.  It provides online access and update capabilities to the change control log by both DHCFP and ACS staff.  The EPM tool’s change management log maintains a complete history of change requests.  The initial data entry criteria required to open a change request is supported with drop down fields which are reviewed and customized with DHCFP during the transition period. 

Standards for Design Deliverables

12.2.8.4 Include standards for Design deliverables resulting from approved change requests, including DHCFP approval of both high level and detailed design documents.


ACS has developed and refined a methodology for generating and completing deliverables, including design deliverables resulting from approved change requests.  Our methodology consistently and predictably promotes high-quality deliverables, which meet or exceed DHCFP requirements.  We provide templates used for all deliverables, standards across all deliverables, and timelines for all deliverables. Deliverable documents are stored in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository for access by all project stakeholders.  Our approach to completing deliverables takes into account the premium placed on DHCFP’s time and resources. Our process emphasizes internal quality review to ensure that deliverables are ready for DHCFP review. ACS submits deliverables in the agreed-upon format and within established timelines for submission. If requested, ACS conducts a walkthrough of a draft or final deliverable. We seek DHCFP approval of both high level and detailed design documents. Refer to Proposal Section 17.8 Project Management for further information about our standards for deliverables.

Standards for Testing

12.2.8.5 Include standards for testing of developed system changes, including DHCFP approval of test results.


Our standards for testing of developed system changes include detailed, comprehensive, and expertly managed test planning and carefully controlled testing activities.  Thoroughly testing—in detail and in aggregate—is the only way to ensure there are no surprises when new system modifications or enhancements are implemented.  This takes experience, the kind ACS has accumulated as a leader in MMIS transitions, and the kind we apply throughout the operations period. Through a series of increasingly comprehensive tests, we ensure the functionality and reliability of the change or enhancement.  Testing is comprehensive and may include unit, system, integration, volume, regression, and parallel testing, depending on the size and complexity of the change or enhancement. Test results are repeatable and reviewed by ACS for completeness and accuracy before we deliver the results to DHCFP. Below we describe key components of our testing standards.


Test Plan: Developing test and quality review plans is a critical component of thorough testing.  The test plan explains the testing processes and methodologies used to achieve the desired testing outcomes.  The plan also outlines the stages/phases of testing, the strategies and processes to be used, and the resources required so that the entry and exit criteria for each of the testing phases or stages are fully and accurately documented. The test plan incorporates DHCFP input to ensure clear expectations for the testing efforts and serves as a guide to preparing for and managing all testing activities. 


Test Cases: Test case writing leverages the knowledge of business analysts, subject matter experts (SME), and the technical team, as well as other members of the development staff, to ensure tests are accurate, thorough, and complete.  We develop test cases to thoroughly test functions of the system and define the specific test cases to be used in a test phase based on a number of different criteria.  Each test case identifies the expected test results and expected outcomes at the completion of the test.  It also includes test details such as specific test data required, when the test should be run, what interfaces are involved, the complexity of the test, and related screen prints and reports. When possible, test cases are developed to document positive and negative results.  The positive test cases document the successful results for the designed functionality.  The negative test cases document that the system correctly produced necessary error messages or edits when incomplete or incorrect data is supplied.


Test Environments: We provide two distinct test environments (development and test) to ensure that changes are thoroughly tested prior to implementation in the production environment.   As new changes are developed to software as specified in design documents, we first add the changes to the development environment and perform initial testing.  Subsequently the changes are migrated to the test environment where ACS performs an exhaustive system test of the changes. In addition to the environments mentioned, we provide a training environment to support ongoing training. 

Test Results: ACS submits system test results to DHCFP for review and approval.  Actual results are cross-referenced to expected test results. For major changes or as requested, a business analyst walks through the test results with the appropriate DHCFP personnel to obtain approval and sign-off of the change or enhancement.


User Acceptance Testing: If DHCFP wishes to conduct testing of a change or enhancement, ACS facilitates this activity in the test environment. We also provide application and technical assistance to DHCFP during user acceptance testing.

Training

12.2.8.6 Include approach for training Contractor and/or DHCFP staff on process or system changes resulting from approved change requests.


Our PMO conducts training for designated DHCFP and ACS staff on the change management process, including the EPM tool. Further, as system changes resulting from approved change requests are completed, we conduct training specific to the change request prior to implementation into production. Please refer to Proposal Section, 12.3 Training Requirements, for details regarding our training approach.

Change Management Responsibilities

12.2.8.7 Incorporates Change Management Responsibilities as stated in Section 12.2 of this RFP.


12.2.8.8 Load Change Management history and open tickets from current vendor.


Throughout the life of the contract our experienced staff incorporates our Change Management Responsibilities as stated in Section 12.2 of the RFP. During the transition period, ACS works with the incumbent and DHCFP to plan for the conversion of the current change management history to the EPM tool change management log.  Our conversion design accounts for all existing data elements and maps them to fields in the EPM tool.  Prior to the start of the operations period, we perform a final load of the change management history and open tickets according to a schedule approved by DHCFP.

Reporting

12.2.8.9 Provide reporting to meet Agency needs including, but not limited to Weekly report of all tickets with sufficient detail to allow staff to quickly and efficiently determine status of tickets they are interested in.


12.2.8.10 Provide ability for all staff to view current status of all tickets. Information on display must be sufficient and detailed to allow staff to determine current status, next steps and all history and documents for this ticket.


12.2.8.11 Provide detailed monthly accounting of all tickets, engineering hours spent by ticket and the source of the hours.


12.2.8.12 Provide web-based view of Change Management tracking system which will be available to all Agency Staff.


The CM coordinator works with DHCFP to ensure that we produce the reports they need to manage change requests for the Core MMIS and its peripheral systems. Reports include a weekly report of all change requests with sufficient detail to allow staff to quickly and efficiently determine the status of specific change requests. As discussed in our response to RFP Requirement 12.2.8.1, the EPM tool provides the ability for DHCFP and ACS staff to view current status of all change requests. The tool displays detailed information sufficient to allow staff to determine current status, next steps, and all history and documents for each change request. Reports generated from the change management log include a detailed monthly accounting of all tickets, engineering hours spent by ticket, and the source of the hours. The EPM tool is Web-based and allows authorized DHCFP and ACS staff to view all change requests and their status. Refer to Proposal Section 17.11 Project Software Tools for further information about our EPM tools.


Feedback

12.2.8.13 Provide Agency feedback on areas of the Change Management process that could be changed/enhanced to improve the process efficiency, achieve better Change Management outcomes and/or improve the process. With Agency approval, implement those changes.


We always welcome DHCFP feedback on areas of the change management process that could be changed or enhanced to improve the process efficiency, achieve better change management outcomes, and/or improve the process. We implement these changes according to DHCFP direction and approval. 


12.2.9 Contractor Responsibilities


Change Management Plan


12.2.9.1 Develop and submit for DHCFP approval, a Change Management Plan based on the Change Management process proposed in the Contractor’s response to this RFP.


12.2.9.2 Update Change Management Plan annually with input and approval from DHCFP.


During the transition period, ACS develops a draft change management plan. The plan defines our change management process for identifying, documenting, analyzing, approving/rejecting, communicating, and implementing changes and enhancements to the systems during the operations period. It facilitates the quick and efficient processing of change requests and provides an effective method to control and manage changes throughout the operations period.  We review the plan with DHCFP and submit an updated change management plan for DHCFP approval. During the operations period, we update the change management plan annually, or more often as needed, with input and approval from DHCFP.


Change Management Activities


12.2.9.3 Perform change management activities in accordance with approved Change Management Plan.


12.2.9.4 Provide staff competent to perform all functions of NV MMIS modification and enhancement tasks and responsibilities.


12.2.9.5 Document Change Management meetings and planning sessions in writing, summarizing the key points covered, and distributed to DHCFP staff within five (5) working days after the meeting.


12.2.9.6 Participate in long range planning sessions to coordinate future NV MMIS enhancements.


Throughout the operations period, we consistently follow the approved change management plan. We ensure that all staff supporting the Nevada project understands the change management process to ensure that all changes are documented and tracked from initiation through completion and closure. We have developed, enhanced, and maintained MMISs for over three decades—longer than any other company. Drawing on our extensive experience, we fully expect to make modifications and enhancements to the MMIS, which is common within the dynamic and evolving world of Medicaid. Throughout the operations period, we consistently follow our well-defined standard software development methodology (SDM). Our SDM promotes a quality-oriented process for analysis, solution design, implementation, testing, communication, and reporting. Refer to Proposal Section 17.8 Project Management for further information about our SDM. 

Our CM coordinator works closely with systems staff, project and technical delivery team managers, quality assurance analysts, and the impacted departments to facilitate the desired outcome of all requested changes, whether originating from a DHCFP request or a need identified and brought to DHCFP’s attention by ACS staff.  During change management meetings and planning sessions, ACS staff document the key points covered during the meetings.  We distribute the meeting minutes to DHCFP staff within five working days after the meeting. This documentation helps ensure that both DHCFP and ACS staff maintain clear, open communications, reduce potential miscommunication, and promote timely maintenance activities to support the uninterrupted operation of the MMIS.  In addition to regular change management meeting and planning sessions, we also participate in long range planning sessions to coordinate future MMIS enhancements.  Like other change management meetings, we document the meeting activities and provide meeting minutes to DHCFP within five working days.

Staff in our IT department performs MMIS modifications and enhancements. Our maintenance team is composed of dedicated, qualified, and experienced professionals committed to providing a high level of service to DHCFP. They follow a change request through all stages of its lifecycle―from identifying all programs, databases, and other components affected by a requested change―to implementing the approved change into the production system and ensuring production cycles complete successfully. 

Programming Hours


A pool of 41,600 programming hours will be provided annually to perform activities other than operational maintenance activities as directed by DHCFP using the change control process agreed upon by DHCFP and Contractor.


At the end of each year, any unused hours from the pool of annual hours shall be carried forward into the next contract year. For valuation purposes, at the end of the contract and all amendments to the contract, any unused Maintenance and Enhancement hours shall be valued at $85.00 per hour.


All work performed against the pool of programming hours will be performed by resources separate from those performing other DHCFP work during the same time period.


12.2.9.7 The Takeover vendor shall continue work begun by FHSC programming staff, new work shall be identified and prioritized through the change management system.


ACS provides a pool of 41,600 programming hours annually to perform activities other than operational maintenance activities using the change control process agreed upon by DHCFP and ACS. At the end of each year, any unused hours from the pool of annual hours are carried forward into the next contract year. We acknowledge that at the end of the contract and all amendments to the contract, any unused maintenance and enhancement hours are valued at $85.00 per hour. ACS agrees that all work performed against the pool of programming hours is performed by resources separate from those performing other DHCFP work during the same time period. ACS also agrees to continue work begun by FHSC programming staff and that new work is identified and prioritized through the change management system.


12.2.10 DHCFP Responsibilities  Deleted per Amendment No. 3 to RFP No. 1824, March 24, 2010.
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover

Appendix M — EnhanceMedSM Behavioral Health Program



appendix m — enhancemedSM behavioral health program 

As referenced in Section 12.6.4, through our affiliation with Magellan Behavioral Health Services, FHS is uniquely positioned to assist Nevada in managing the use of psychotropic medications.  We have developed a unique academic detailing program called EnhanceMedSM that targets outlier prescribers of these expensive medications through proprietary algorithms.  The identification of these prescribers creates educational opportunities aimed at changing prescriber behavior through the use of evidence-based guidelines.  

Please refer to Part III, Confidential Technical Information, for a complete description of this program.
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Tab V – Executive Summary 
RFP Reference: 20.3.2.6 Tab V – Executive Summary 


Vendors may submit up to three (3) pages summarizing the contents of the proposal.  


HP Enterprise Services (HPES) is excited about the opportunity to work with the State of 


Nevada. HPES’ proposal has been designed specifically to help the Division of Health Care 


Financing and Policy (DHCFP) to promote equal access to care at an affordable cost in an 


efficient manner that mitigates the growth of healthcare costs. HPES embraces this mission, 


and our depth of experience and breadth of services allows us to uniquely support DHCFP 


by delivering Low-Risk Takeover, Consistent High-Quality Service Delivery and Continuous 


Program Improvement 


Low-Risk Takeover 


This project requires a quick, yet low-risk approach that offers minimal disruption to 


beneficiaries, providers, and other stakeholders. HPES will provide a smooth transition 


maintaining and improving the level and quality of Nevada Medicaid and Check Up services 


provided to Nevada program recipients, and will minimize the effects on program providers.  


A successful takeover will provide the State with the necessary momentum going into the 


next legislative session to obtain the necessary budget and project approvals to move the 


program forward and begin the MMIS replacement system procurement. 


HPES, having never failed on a takeover, proposes a five-month effort—balancing both 


speed and risk—that employs existing systems and replacing proprietary systems 


components. 


Core MMIS 


• Retain Verizon for application hosting to reduce risk and time 


• Continue relationships with key suppliers to provide continuity 


• Provide application support through local Medicaid experienced resources 


Peripheral Systems 


• Host peripheral systems in an advanced, secure HP facility 


• Implement HP health care provider portal with self service and EHR capabilities 


• Partner with SXC Health Solutions for pharmacy and rebate solutions 


Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 


• Establish a Carson City Area facility to foster collaboration with DHCFP 


• Implement Project Management Office with sophisticated portfolio management tools 


• Provide a health education and care coordination program 


Our local resources and proposed leadership’s strength lies in their deep experience and 


proven capabilities. Our proposed leadership team will move to Nevada, contribute to the 


community and work closely with DHCFP for the benefit of recipients and providers. Our 


account executive, deputy account executive, claims manager, and key takeover managers 


will reside in the Carson City area to support their functions. 
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HPES will work with DHCFP and Magellan to offer employment to Magellan staff—


facilitating continuity of services. We look forward to DHCFP’s involvement in the selection 


and transition processes to validate that we retain the best of the existing team. 


Consistent High-Quality Service Delivery 


Our capacity to support Nevada Medicaid now and in the future is unparalled. In selecting 


HPES, Nevada will gain an ally that possesses the capacity to successfully deliver for today 


and tomorrow using the following resources:  


• More than 1,000 local staff members with relevant Medicaid and technology expertise to 


maintain and enhance the Core MMIS and peripheral systems, plus provide fiscal agent 


services 


• More than 7,000 healthcare information technology (IT) experts to support conversion to 


5010, ICD-10,MITA maturity, and other enhancements HIE 


• More than 4,300 dedicated fiscal agent operations staff members and healthcare 


professionals to support continual program improvements 


• More than 200 professional clinicians—physicians, dentists, pharmacists, nurses, and 


social workers—to provide care management, and utilization management services 


• Over 22 partner Medicaid clients working through the same issues as Nevada who 


collaborate with each other in HP led industry forums 


For Medicaid clients nationwide, HPES provides a full and diverse range of Medicaid 


services including MMIS development and maintenance, documentation, fraud and abuse 


detection, call center operations, claims processing, provider outreach, and education.  Our 


Nevada team comprises both familiar faces and new leadership to bring a balance of 


continuity and new thinking to Nevada. Lola Jordan, our account executive, provides full 


accountability to DHCFP for the entire team, including our partners: 


• APS Healthcare—Health Education and Care Coordination 


• Emdeon—Third Party Liability Administration 


• SXC Health Solutions (SXC)—Pharmacy and Rebate programs 


• Thomson Reuters—Decision Support System and Data Warehouse 


• Verizon—Application Hosting 


Continuous Program Improvement 


With more than 40 years of government healthcare practice, HPES brings to Nevada the 


stability of a long-term commitment to the industry. Nevada will experience reliable, 


consistent claims processing services, allowing Nevadans to receive the healthcare they 


need from providers who are satisfied with their experience with the program. 


HPES’ competence in healthcare claims processing allows our clients the time to focus on 


areas that improve the efficiency, quality and cost-effectiveness of their Medicaid programs. 


HPES has the vision, depth, and competence in healthcare delivery transformation to guide 


Nevada on this journey. Nevada needs the right information at the right time to make certain 


the program works effectively and efficiently for everyone involved and is prepared to 


support the influx of new recipients due to healthcare reform. 
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We are committed to innovation in the healthcare industry and are focused on developing 


solutions that enable our clients to navigate and manage the changes that healthcare reform 


will bring. We are planning, developing, and implementing solutions today—such as clinical 


services ranging from medical informatics and analytics, workflow applications, Disease 


Management and Condition Management programs, integrated electronic health records, 


and predictive modeling—that enable government agencies and healthcare organizations to 


improve care quality and cost containment. 


Summary 


The State of Nevada is embarking on an important multi-year journey to revamp business 


processes and supporting IT to make sure the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up 


programs are a viable asset to the Nevadans who need them while providing the agility and 


capacity to implement healthcare reform.  As the following timeline shows, DHCFP faces 


many challenges of ARRA, HITECH and health care reform over the coming years.  HP, as 


the world’s largest IT company providing products and services to the health care industry, 


can provide DHCFP with a roadmap of incremental business process and technology 


improvements meet all these demands. 


 


We understand that along the journey we must accomplish the following: 


• Minimize effects on the provider community, sister agencies, and other stakeholders 


• Exercise prudent cost containment efforts during the MMIS takeover procurement 


process and maintain a simple, manageable scope of work  


• Provide fiscal agent services that will meet or exceed the current MMIS and fiscal agent 


contractor performance measures and standards 


HPES is proud to offer this proposal to demonstrate our understanding of your journey and 


the value we can bring as a trusted ally working alongside you. 
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover

Tab VII — Scope of Work



tab vii — scope of work   RFP Section 20.3.2.8

In this section, First Health Services (FHS) responds to the scope of work outlined in RFP Section 20.3.2.8.  We have placed our written response immediately following the applicable RFP question, statement and/or section.  Our responses are presented in a style and format that is easily distinguishable from the RFP language.  As per Amendment #3 issued on March 24, 2010, FHS has limited our scope of work section to no more than 250 pages, excluding our responses to requirements tables as instructed in Section 7.3, appendices, samples, and/or exhibits.  Tab VII, Scope of Work, includes responses outlining our approach to handling the requirements listed in the following sections: 

Section 11.1, Vendor Response to System Requirements

Section 11.2, Current MMIS Computing Environment 

Section 11.3, HIPAA Requirements 

Section 11.4, Security Requirements 

Section 11.5, Business Resumption Requirements 

Section 11.6, Post Implementation Review and CMS System Certification 

Section 12.1, General Operational Requirements for All System Components 

Section 12.2, Maintenance and Change Management 

Section 12.3, Training Requirements Change Management Activities 

Section 12.4, General Reporting Requirements Maintenance Activities 

Section 12.5, Core MMIS Component Training Requirements 

Section 12.6, Peripheral Systems and Tools Component General Reporting Requirements 

Section 12.7, Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Core MMIS Component Requirements 

Section 12.8, Peripheral Systems and Tools Component Requirements 

Section 12.9, Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 

Section 13, Health Information Exchange Solution 

Section 14, Hosting Solutions 

Section 15, Health Education and Care Coordination – Optional Provision

Section 16, Data Warehouse – Optional Provision. 

As required by the RFP, FHS submits our Response to Scope of Work Requirements Tables as Tab XIII, Requirements Tables. 

11.1	vendor response to system requirements

Within the contractor’s proposal response, the contractor must provide information regarding their approach to meeting the system requirements described within the following sections. The contractor shall provide information on the contractor’s proposed computing environment, including technical hardware and software, approach to conforming to HIPAA requirements, approach to conforming to security requirements, and approach to business resumption. The contractor shall also address the requirements for post implementation review and CMS certification.

First Health Services (FHS) has thoroughly reviewed the RFP and we have a detailed understanding of the contents of the Procurement Library; we fully understand the technical requirements for an effective Nevada MMIS Takeover Program.  We have broad Medicaid and MMIS experience, dating back to 1972, enhanced by our hands-on experience in Nevada since 2002.  Our MMIS solutions have been used in 18 states and the District of Columbia.  These solutions prove effective because they combine clinical understanding with sound project management practices and innovative, up-to-date technology, resulting in accurate, effective, affordable systems.  

FHS and our parent company, Magellan Health Services, are committed to clinical and technical excellence and providing effective, efficient services to our customers.  Furthermore, Magellan brings clinical and operational expertise in managing behavioral health, radiology, oncology, cardiac and specialty services, as well as new technologies, such as the proposed Enterprise Data Warehouse.

FHS is committed to ensuring the continued success of the Nevada Medicaid Program.  Because we are the incumbent vendor and do not need to expend the time and money required by other vendors to prepare to support the Nevada Medicaid Program, we are ready to begin to move the program forward from the first day of the contract.  

In our response, FHS provides information regarding our approach to meeting the system requirements described in the RFP.  We provide information on our:

Proposed computing environment, including technical hardware and software (proposal Section 11.2, Current MMIS Computing Environment)

Approach to conforming to HIPAA requirements (proposal Section 11.3, HIPAA Requirements)

Approach to conforming to security requirements (proposal Section 11.4, Security Requirements)

Approach to business resumption (proposal Section 11.5, Business Resumption Requirements)

Plan to address the requirements for post-implementation review and CMS certification (proposal Section 11.6, Post Implementation Review and CMS Certification).

The remainder of Tab VII, Scope of Work, demonstrates that FHS and our TPL subcontractor, HMS, offer a proven, comprehensive approach that meets all of the technical requirements for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Program, one that will minimize disruption during transition to key stakeholders including recipients, providers, and State staff, facilitate replacement system development, and ultimately improve DHCFP user productivity.

11.2	current mmis computing environment 

The current MMIS computing environment consists of numerous hardware and software components. An overview of the current environment, including hardware, software, and system interfaces, is provided in this section. 

For more details on the MMIS computing environment, please refer to the Reference Library. Bidders must contact the Nevada Purchasing Division to obtain access to the Reference Library (See Section 6.1 of this RFP).

11.2.1	Technical — Hardware

The hardware environment consists of numerous components running on an IBM mainframe and IBM AIX and Windows NT 4.0 servers. The core MMIS and Claim Check (excluding Pharmacy) currently runs on a leased mainframe. The mainframe is partitioned into two logical units for production and test. An additional ten (10) servers run the other components of the MMIS. These components include:

Pharmacy Management;

Decision Support System (DSS);

Online Documents Retrieval and Archiving System (ODRAS);

Customer Relationship Management (CRM);

Utilization Management (including PASRR); and

Third Party Liability (TPL) Management.

The mainframe is currently hosted in a Verizon Data Center in Tampa, Florida. The servers are currently owned, operated, and hosted by First Health in a Magellan Data Center in Phoenix, Arizona, soon to be moved to St. Louis, Missouri. 

Additional details on mainframe and server hardware can be found in the Reference Library – Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment.

 (
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)Our core MMIS, FirstRx™, FirstRebate™, FirstHCM™, FirstTrax™, FirstCRM™, FirstDARS™, FirstCM™, Operational Data Store (ODS) and Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools, as well as our optional Enterprise Data Warehouse are all deployed in a multi-tiered environment and are user-accessible through Citrix desktop deployment or the Internet.  These systems are managed with the same attention to proper administration and maintenance as our mainframe environment.

First Health Services (FHS) continues to support the core MMIS components via an IBM mainframe platform (IBM System z9 Business Class, z/OS Technology).  The IBM mainframe platform is the platform of choice for large transaction processing applications for most of the Fortune 500 companies as it relates to availability, scalability, and processing speed.  Our mainframe applications are housed in the Verizon IT Data Center at Temple Terrace, Florida.  This state-of-the-art data center facility has the capacity to operate the MMIS, meeting all industry standards for performance metrics.  Since the original Nevada MMIS implementation in 2003, all telecommunication and processing performance metrics have been met or exceeded in support of the Nevada Medicaid Program.  The current maintenance window for the MMIS and peripheral systems is shown in the following table.  Exhibit 11.2.1-1 shows the components of the Verizon Data Center. 

Nevada System Maintenance Windows

		Description

		When



		Mainframe Initial Program Load (IPL) without event

Initial Program Load (the initialization procedure that causes an operating system to start operations)

		2nd Sunday of every month — 12:00 a.m. to 1:30 a.m.



		Mainframe IPL with event like OS version upgrade, Endevor upgrade etc.

		2nd Sunday of every month — 12:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m.



		Database reorgs

		Every Sunday — 2:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m.



		CICS downtime ( IVR does not work)

		Every day — 3:00 a.m. to 3:30 a.m.



		FirstDARS™

		Sunday between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. 



		Peripheral  Systems (Includes FirstRx™, FirstRebate™, FirstHCM™, FirstIQ™, FirstRequest™, FirstCM™, FirstCRM™, FirstTrax™)

		Saturday 11:00 p.m. EST to 6:00 a.m. Sunday







		



		Exhibit 11.2.1-1, Components of the Verizon Data Center





In the following table we provide the mainframe hardware configuration for the Nevada MMIS.

		Mainframe Hardware Environment Configuration



		Name

		Description

		OS

		CPU

		RAM

		Software



		Mainframe

		IBM System z9 Business Class, z/OS Technology

		IBM z/OS

		Model: 2096-S07-P04

4 Processor Engines

558 MIPS / 77 MSUs

		32GB

		CICS Transaction Server 

DB2 DBMS



		LPAR F1

		Development/ Testing/Training

		IBM z/OS 1.10

		Weighted 13% (73 MIPS), configured for 3 processors

		4.6GB

		CICS Transaction Server 

DB2 DBMS



		LPAR F2

		Production

		IBM z/OS 1.10

		Weighted 70% (391 MIPS), configured for 4 processors

		8.2GB

		CICS Transaction Server 

DB2 DBMS





In the following table we show the LAN/WAN hardware.

		LAN/WAN Hardware



		Type/Model

		Quantity

		Notes



		Cisco 2821 Router with T3/E3 network module

		2

		Redundant WAN Customer Edge Routers

Location: Glen Allen, VA (FHS Fiscal Agent – Primary Site)



		Cisco 2950-24 Catalyst Switch

		2

		Redundant Customer VLAN Switches

Location: Glen Allen, VA (FHS Fiscal Agent – Primary Site)



		Cisco 3825 Router with 32 ASYNC/SYNC ports, and SNA Switch IOS

		2

		Redundant Customer IP SNA Switch SNA Routers

Location: Glen Allen, VA (FHS Fiscal Agent – Primary Site)



		Cisco 2821 Router with T3/E3 network module

		2

		Redundant WAN Customer Edge Routers

Location: Temple Terrace, FL (Verizon Data Services – Primary Hosting Site)



		Cisco 2821 Router with T3/E3 network module

		2

		Redundant WAN Customer Edge Routers

Location: St. Louis, MO (Magellan Health Services – Data Center Site)



		Cisco 2821 Router with T3/E3 network module

		1

		WAN Customer Edge Router

Location: Wood Dale, IL (SunGard Availability Services – Mainframe DR Site)



		Total

		13

		





In the following table we show the storage infrastructure.

		Storage Infrastructure 



		Type

		Make

		Model

		Capacity

		Description



		DASD

		EMC

		EMC DMX 1000

		10TB

		FICON Attached 



		Tape

		Sun – StorageTek (STK)

		STK SL8500 Tape Library

		6000 Slots

		FICON Attached, 8 – STK 9840C drives, 12 – STK 9840D drives



		Tape

		Sun - StorageTek

		STK Virtual Tape Manager System 

		256 Virtual Tape Drives (VTDs)

		FICON Attached





The system is divided into two logical partitions (LPARs) to support FHS’ current Nevada MMIS operations and maintenance responsibilities.  This allows for the segregation of production and test work loads.  In this configuration, the test LPAR hosts the development, test, and Quality Assurance (QA) activities (e.g., training and Trading Partner testing), while the production LPAR is dedicated to the production environment.  In order to support the demanding needs of Nevada MMIS Change Management process, the current Test LPAR supports two sets of Unit Test, System Test, and Quality Assurance (Training) Regions, including separate CICS on-line regions for each of the test areas.  This enables FHS to perform parallel SDLC projects, to support large projects of longer duration in one development path and normal monthly software releases in the other development path.  This extra hardware and software support has been provided to the State since 2006 at no additional cost.

Our nearly 40 years of experience in the Medicaid marketplace has enabled us to develop strategies that manage risk and issues regarding scalability and growth.  Capacity models assist in the sizing of equipment and telecommunications.  This is done for both normal and peak processing requirements, as demands can change on a frequent basis.  Our goal is to automate as many processes as possible, but some manual functions are still necessary.  These include reviewing the system monitors and error logs to detect potential issues before the system issues an alert.  To support such tasks, our corporate data center and the Verizon IT command center are staffed 24 hours per day, 7 days per week.  Exhibit 11.2.1-2 shows the current telecommunications infrastructure.

		





		Exhibit 11.2.1-2, Current Telecommunications Infrastructure supporting the Nevada MMIS





11.2.2	technical — software

The core MMIS is programmed using the COBOL programming language. The user interface for the MMIS uses ClientSoft. The Peripheral Systems and Tools run on various database servers from Microsoft and Oracle. The user interfaces for the Peripheral Systems and Tools are built with PowerBuilder and web-based programming languages, e.g. ASP, JavaScript, and VBScript.

Additional details on mainframe and server software, including source code, are contained in the Reference Library – Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment.

Our current Nevada MMIS and agency computing environment follows.  The hosting services are provided by Verizon IT. 

		Mainframe Hardware Environment Configuration



		Name

		Description

		OS

		CPU

		RAM

		Software



		Mainframe

		IBM System z9 Business Class, z/OS Technology

		IBM z/OS

		Model: 2096-S07-P04

4 Processor Engines

558 MIPS / 77 MSUs

		32GB

		CICS Transaction Server 

DB2 DBMS



		LPAR F1

		Dev/Test/Training

		IBM z/OS 1.10

		Weighted 13% (73 MIPS), configured for 3 processors

		4.6GB

		CICS Transaction Server 

DB2 DBMS



		LPAR F2

		Production

		IBM z/OS 1.10

		Weighted 70% (391 MIPS), configured for 4 processors

		8.2GB

		CICS Transaction Server 

DB2 DBMS







		Peripheral Systems Hardware Environment Configuration



		Item/Description

		Vendor

		Model/Version

		Sizing Information



		Alfresco Content Management Servers

		IBM

		IBM eServer BladeCenter HS21

		~2667 Mhz
RAM: 16 GB
HD: 82 GB



		WebLogic Application Servers/Liferay Portal Servers

		IBM

		IBM eServer BladeCenter HS21

		~2667 Mhz
RAM: 16 GB
HD: 82 GB



		ODS Servers

		HP

		DL-585

		5 TB



		Data Warehouse Servers

		HP

		DL-585

		10 TB



		FirstRx™ Database and Application Servers

		IBM

		P560Q 4x32 
w/LPAR for Failover** (Production)

		EMC
Symmertix



		FirstRebate™ Database Servers

		IBM

		XSeries_3850
M2 8 Way

		2 Terabytes Storage



		FirstTrax™ Database Servers

		IBM

		P560Q 4x32 
w/LPAR for Failover** (Production)

		EMC
Symmertix



		Informatica Servers

		HP

		DL-585

		0.5 TB



		Enterprise Service Bus Environment

		IBM

		IBM eServer BladeCenter HS21

		~2667 Mhz
RAM: 16 GB
HD: 82 GB



		Call Center Desktop

		HP

		PC desktop/Winterm and Monitor

		



		Phones

		Avaya

		Desktop phones

		







		Storage Infrastructure



		Type

		Make

		Model

		Capacity

		Description



		DASD

		EMC

		EMC DMX 1000

		10TB

		FICON Attached



		Tape

		Sun – StorageTek (STK)

		STK SL8500 Tape Library

		6000 Slots

		FICON Attached, 8 – STK 9840C drives, 12 – STK 9840D drives



		Tape

		Sun - StorageTek

		STK Virtual Tape Manager System 

		256 Virtual Tape Drives (VTDs)

		FICON Attached





The mainframe software is listed in the following tables.

		Vendor Third-Party Software 



		Vendor

		Software Product



		Allen Systems Group

		ASG-Job/Scan



		

		ASG-Center



		

		ASG-SmartEdit



		

		ASG-SmartTest – DB2/Stored Procedures Option



		

		ASG-SmartTest – Assembler Option



		

		ASG-SmartTest – CICS Option



		

		ASG-SmartTest – TSO Option



		

		ASG-Validate-OS(ESA)



		Applications Software Inc.

		Asi-st



		BMC Software

		BMC Apply Plus for DB2



		

		BMC Utilities



		

		BMC BMCDSN for DB2



		

		BMC Catalog Manager for DB2



		

		BMC Change Manager for DB2



		

		BMC Copy Plus for DB2



		

		BMC DASD Manager Plus for DB2



		

		BMC LoadPlus for DB2



		

		BMC Recover Plus for DB2



		

		BMC Recovery Manager for DB2



		

		BMC Reorg Plus for DB2



		

		BMC SQL Explorer for DB2



		

		BMC Unload Plus for DB2



		Chicago-Soft, Ltd

		MVS/Quick-Ref



		Computer Associates

		CA-Easytrieve Report Generator



		

		CA-Optimizer



		

		CA-Panaudit Plus



		

		CA-Panvalet for z/OS



		

		CA-Panvalet ISPF Option



		

		CA-Panvalet TSO Option



		

		CA-Endevor SCM – Automate Configuration Manager



		

		CA-Endevor SCM – Extended Processors



		

		CA-Endevor SCM – External Security Interface



		

		CA-Endevor – Footprint Synchronization



		

		CA-Endevor SCM – Parallel Development Manager



		

		CA-Endevor SCM – Quick Edit



		

		CA-Endevor Software Change Manager (SCM)



		

		CA-ESP Common Programming Environment



		

		CA-ESP Encore



		

		CA-ESP High Performance Option



		

		CA-ESP InfoServ



		

		CA-ESP Workload Automation



		

		CA-TLMS Tape Management



		

		CA-TLMS Tape Management Copycat Utility



		

		CA90s ( TNG - Framework )



		

		CA-Gate



		

		CA-Log Analyzer



		

		CA-RAMIS



		

		CA-ACF2 Security for CICS



		

		CA-ACF2 Security for z/OS



		

		CA-NETMASTER Network Management for SNA



		

		CA-11 Workload Automation Restart and Tracking



		

		CA-Deliver



		

		CA-EBC



		

		CA-JCLCheck Utility



		

		CA-OPS/MVS Event Management & Automation



		

		CA-PMO Runtime Performance Optimizer



		

		CA-QuickFetch Runtime Performance Optimizer



		

		CA-TPX Session Management for z/OS



		

		CA-View



		

		CA-View Output Archival and Viewing CICS Interface



		


		CA-View Output Archival and Viewing Extended Retention Option



		

		CA-View Output Archival and Viewing TSO Interface



		

		CA-View Output Archival and Viewing VTAM Interface



		

		Unicenter Netspy Network Automation Services



		

		Unicenter Netspy Network Management Services



		

		Unicenter Netspy Network Performance



		Compuware

		AbendAid/MVS



		 

		Enterprise Common Components (ECC)



		 

		FileAid/MVS



		Data Direct Technologies

		Shadow Direct



		EMC

		CatalogSolutions



		 

		EMC-Control Center (Disk Management)



		 

		InfoMover



		 

		VSAM Assist



		

		VSAM Capacity Plus



		 

		VSAM Performance Essential



		 

		VSAM Quick-Index



		Group 1 Software (now Pitney Bowes)

		CODE-1 Plus



		 

		MailStream Plus



		 

		POSTNET Barcoding Option



		GT Software, Inc.

		BMS/TS



		H&W Computer Systems, Inc.

		SYSB-II



		Innovation Data Processing, Inc.

		FDRERASE



		Levi, Ray, and Shoup, Inc.

		VPS



		 

		VPS/PC



		 

		VPS TCP/IP



		Mackinney Systems

		CICS/Log View



		Macro4

		Dumpmaster (CICS)



		 

		FreezeFrame



		 

		Insync - DB2



		 

		Insync – MVS



		 

		TraceMaster CICS



		Mainstar

		Catalog Recovery Plus



		Marble Corporation, Inc.

		OS DCDIII



		McKesson

		ClaimCheck



		Merill Consultants

		SASMXG



		MVS Solutions

		Thru-Put Manager



		NETEC

		CICS Application File Control (CAFC)



		Open Software Technologies, Inc.

		Rexx Tools



		PHOENIX SOFTWARE (formerly Mercator)   

		Key/101 (formerly Keylogic)



		PKWare ( ASCENT SOLUTIONS)

		PKZip/MVS



		Princeton SofTech (now IBM)

		Optim Data Growth Solution for z/OS



		

		Optim Test Data Management Solution for z/OS



		SAS

		SAS/BASE



		

		SAS/CONNECT



		Softbase

		DB CheckPoint Facility



		Softek

		Softek Replicator



		Sterling Commerce

		Connect:Direct (NDM)



		Sun Microsystems - StorageTek

		Expert Library Manager (ExLM)



		

		Expert Performance Reported (ExPR)



		

		Host Software Component (HSC)



		

		Multi-Platform Subsystem Test utility (MPST)



		

		Performance Management and Predictive Maintenance (PM2)



		

		VSM Vault Utilities



		

		Virtual Tape Control System (VTCS)



		Syncsort Inc.

		Syncsort



		VSPLUS

		Virtual Storage PLUS







		IBM Software



		Vendor

		Software Product



		IBM

		AFP Font Collection



		 

		AFP Fonts B240 Data1



		

		Bar Code/OCR



		

		BookManager BookServer



		

		BookManager READ/MVS



		

		COBOL for z/OS



		

		Communications Server- IP (TCPIP)



		

		Communications Server- Sec L3



		

		Communications Server- SNA (VTAM)



		

		Cryptographic Services – ICSF



		

		Cryptographic Services - OCSF Base



		

		Cryptographic Services - System SSL



		

		CICS Transaction Server



		

		CICS Transaction Gateway



		

		DB2 Connect EE V7 – Distributed



		

		DB2 Connect EE V8 – Distributed



		

		DFSMS DSS/HSM



		

		Document Composition Facility



		

		Document Library Facility



		

		Enhanced AFP Indexing Facility/Base



		

		EREP



		

		FFST



		

		Foreign File System



		

		GDDM/MVS



		

		GDDM/PGF



		

		HCD



		

		High Level Assembler



		

		ICKDSF



		

		IOCP



		

		iSeries Navigator



		

		ISPF



		

		Java 2



		

		JDBC



		

		JES 2



		

		Language Environment



		

		MICR/OCR for MVS



		

		Net.Data



		

		Netview Graphical Enterprise



		

		Netview Procedural Option



		

		Netview Unattended Option



		

		Network File System



		

		OAM



		

		OCEP - Open Crypto Enh. Plug-ins



		

		OSA Support Facility



		

		PC File Transfer



		

		Pi and Specials Fonts



		

		PSF Compatibility Fonts



		

		PSF Download



		

		PSF for z/OS Base



		

		QMF 7.2



		

		REXX Library



		

		RMF



		

		RRS



		

		SDSF



		

		Security Server - LDAP Server Base



		

		SMP/E



		

		Sonoran Sans Serif fonts



		

		Sonoran Serif fonts



		

		TIOC



		

		TSO/E



		

		Unicode Services



		

		UNIX System Services



		

		WebSphere Application Server



		

		z/OS





Peripheral systems software is shown in the following tables.

		Vendor Third-Party Software 



		Vendor

		Software Product



		Hewlett-Packard

		Insight Manager



		Hewlett-Packard

		Performance Navigator



		Liebert

		SiteScan



		Microsoft

		System Center Operations Manager (SCOM)



		Yuna Software

		Messenger Plus







		Peripheral Systems Software



		Software Name

		Function



		FirstRx™

		Primary application for supporting the pharmacy claims processing business activity.  The product supports many business features including:  benefit plan/rule definition, claims adjudication, member enrollment, provider administration, drug interaction validation.



		FirstTrax™/
Remedy

		Used for call tracking that monitors and records call details to be processed by the technical help desk, thereby enabling help desk personnel to assist with billing and content issues with pharmacy claims.  Supports both FHS’ clinical call center and technical help desk operations.



		FirstRebate™

		Pharmacy rebate processing and reporting system, a drug rebate administration and dispute resolution system, receives a summary extract of claims data from the POS system and Nevada MMIS that is sent to FirstRebate™ and it is used to calculate interest on overdue payments and for dispute resolution.  



		FirstCM™

		Used by DHCFP and FHS to operate the Nevada Change Management process.



		FirstHCM™

		Primary application for support of medical, behavioral health, PASRR, and other service authorizations and utilization management activities.



		FirstIQ™

		Primary tool used to support the pharmacy RetroDUR process in Medicaid.



		FirstCRM™

		Primary tool used to support provider contact management, appeals, and tracking of training.



		FirstDARS™

		Document Repository System



		Aqualogic 
Service Bus

		Enterprise Service Bus.  Key component of proposed POPS III solution integrating all business services.



		Alfresco ECM

		Enterprise Content Management system.  Used to deliver web content and document management enterprise services. (Open Source)



		Liferay Portal

		JSR 168 compatible portal container.  Used to deliver WSRP and aggregated Portlets user interface. (Open Source)



		JBOSS Rules Engine

		Business Rules Engine based on Rete algorithm.  Used to deliver enterprise business rules service. (Open Source)



		WebLogic

		Enterprise Application Server used to deploy all web-enables services and applications.



		WebLogic JMS

		Asynchronous messaging. Used to deliver enterprise messaging service.



		BusinessObjects Enterprise

		Used to deliver all production reporting. Additionally web intelligence product is used to deliver ad hoc reporting.



		JavaEE

		Programming language approved by FHS’ IT Enterprise Architecture group (EAG) to deliver all enterprise applications.



		Informatica

		Part of FHSC B2B Data Integration Gateway. 



		EDIFECS

		Part of FHSC B2B Data Integration Gateway. Used for all EDI transaction services.



		Operational Data Store (ODS)

		Operational data store built upon SQL*Server 2005. Part of the Data Warehouse to provide operational reporting and inquiries through web portal. 



		Enterprise Data
Warehouse

		Enterprise Data Warehouse built upon Oracle 10G databases. 



		Oracle 10G

		Database software used for EnterpriseData Warehouse.



		SQL*Server 2005

		Database solution for Operational Data Store.



		Microsoft Visio

		Used to deliver UML artifacts.



		HCIdea\NCPDP

		NCPDP’s database that is the source of practitioner data controlled by NCPDP.  The data are loaded and used for claims adjudication in FirstRx™.



		First DataBank

		Source of all of our industry drug data.  The data are loaded and used for claims adjudication in FirstRx™.



		Microsoft Project

		Tool used by project teams to assist with project and resource planning.



		Functional 
Test Suite

		Mercury testing software to support testing and quality management



		HP LRner Cntlr & Monitors

		Mercury testing software to support testing and quality management



		HP QC Add'l Defects Site

		Mercury testing software to support testing and quality management



		HMS COBConnect

		Tools used by HMS staff and FHS staff



		HMS COBExpress

		Tools used by HMS staff and FHS staff



		HMS COBManager

		Tools used by HMS staff and FHS staff



		Avaya

		Switch







		Data Lines



		Type

		Quantity

		Notes



		9 Meg Sub-rate PIP port

		9

		Verizon Business MPLS Private IP Network



		Type 1 Access Line

		2

		Location: Glen Allen, VA (First Health Services Fiscal Agent – Primary Site)



		Type 1 Access Line

		2

		Location: Temple Terrace, FL (Verizon Data Services – Primary Hosting Site)



		Type 3 Access Line

		2

		Location: St. Louis, MO (Magellan Health Services – Data Center Site)



		Type 1 Access Line

		1

		Location: Wood Dale, IL (SunGard Availability Services – Mainframe DR Site)



		Total

		9

		





11.2.3	System Interfaces

Numerous data files generated by the Core MMIS and Peripheral Systems and Tools are exchanged between FHSC, DHCFP, and other subcontractors. Additionally, the Core MMIS and Peripheral Systems and Tools receive data from various other sources, including EDI, eligibility systems, and reference sources.

A complete roster of System Interfaces, including detailed Copybook specifications, are contained in the Reference Library – Interface List.

FHS offers a wide array of healthcare business services, and it is crucial for us to maintain a high standard of guidance for the delivery of enterprise systems.  Our leadership is committed to ongoing delivery and revision of architecture guidance to meet the emerging interoperability standards, as well as the emerging business needs of our customers.  Our challenge is to manage systems complexity along with efficiency in design, while iteratively transforming technologies and revising standards in order to meet or exceed the immediate and emerging needs of our customers.  Our emerging model includes technology that allows us to service-enable existing business functions, as well as to deliver service interfaces natively with new solutions. 

We are committed to the transformation of existing enterprise solutions to web services to improve delivery using an approach called Service Oriented Architecture (SOA).  SOA components use web services to improve system interoperability based on key business drivers and guidance from CMS through its MITA initiatives.  We will leverage these technologies along with the guidance of our internal Enterprise Architecture Group and IT Architecture Leadership Team.  We are continually evolving our solutions in an effort to meet the needs of our customers and to facilitate interoperability with our business partners. 

There are business functions not yet SOAP-enabled, for instance, Recipient Eligibility, Provider Eligibility, Claim Inquiry, and Rebate Management.  However, many business functions are available as SOAP web services, such as Drug Lookup, Web User Lookup, Provider Lookup, Pharmacy Prior Authorization, Single Sign-on service, Document Management service, and EDI service.

FHS is currently establishing SOA/MITA architecture for all new application development projects.  Conventional monolithic applications are being re-engineered incrementally to promote reusability, compatibility, and interoperability of business and enterprise services.  WebLogic ALSB/ESB is the hub and router for our reusable services.  SOA applications are essentially managed set of service level integration pathways/business processes configured on AquaLogic Service Bus.

Exhibits 11.2.3-1 through 3 show the current Nevada architecture.

Exhibit 11.2.3-4 shows the conceptual architecture and a high level process diagram depicting the data flow between tiers is shown as well.

We have also included a list of the current system interfaces in Appendix A.
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		Exhibit 11.2.3-1, Current Nevada Core MMIS Systems Architecture







		





		Exhibit 11.2.3-2, Current FHS Nevada Interfaces







		





		Exhibit 11.2.3-3, Current External Nevada Interfaces







		





		Exhibit 11.2.3-4, Proposed Nevada Systems Architecture
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11.3	hipaa requirements

The MMIS and system components must operate in accordance with the all Federal regulations regarding standards for privacy, security, electronic healthcare transactions, healthcare code sets and individually identifiable health information as identified in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996, Title II – Administrative Simplification. These standards outline specific rights for individuals regarding protected health information and obligations of health care providers, health plans and health care clearinghouses.

First Health Services (FHS) currently operates the MMIS and peripheral system components in accordance with all Federal regulations regarding standards for privacy, security, electronic healthcare transactions, healthcare code sets, and individually identifiable health information as identified by HIPAA.

11.3.1	Contractor Responsibilities

FHS is committed to ensuring that Federal regulations for privacy, security, and transaction regulatory requirements are met through documented policies and procedures to protect the confidential information entrusted to us.  We currently secure the confidentiality of all recipient and provider information obtained during the routine course of business.  DHCFP can be confident that our policies and procedures accurately reflect the most current legislation.  System access is restricted to authorized users as identified by DHCFP for legitimate business purposes.

Our HIPAA policies fully document the operational requirements for our workforce to ensure the protection of system software files, libraries, and applications.  All users must follow the documented Security Access Request and Approval process. 

Authorized users have access to only the minimum necessary protected health information reasonably needed to perform the user’s duties.  Our staff is trained upon employment and thereafter annually in privacy, security, and fraud and abuse through multiple required training modules to ensure the integrity of DHCFP data.  Software, hardware, and data exchanges are protected with state-of-the-art industry-standard technology.  We ensure the data security during the file transmission process (e.g., FTP) for DHCFP.

FHS provides DHCFP with strong security measures protecting access and valuable DHCFP data.  Our security procedures are coordinated with our physical site security and system security policies and procedures.  Our approach to security begins with our documented authorization procedures to ensure the minimum necessary rule of HIPAA and the Separation of Duties requirements of Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) are fulfilled, as well as the “Principle of Least Privilege”, an industry-standard security best practice.

11.3.1.1	The system must be HIPAA-compliant, and kept up-to-date, according to the latest CMS requirements and timelines.  The contractor shall work with DHCFP through Change Management process to maintain compliance as regulations change.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.1.2	Establish privacy-conscious business practices to ensure that the minimum amount of health information necessary is disclosed.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.1.3	Implement business practices that ensure all electronic health information is transmitted in compliance with State, including NRS 603A, and HIPAA regulations.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.1.4	Address stakeholder compliance complaints and issues under the direction of DHCFP’s designated HIPAA compliance officer.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.1.5	Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance with HIPAA regulations and DHCFP policy.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.1.6	All confidentiality incidents, suspected incidents, breaches, or suspected breaches of Protected Health Information (PHI) or individually identifiable information, in any form or media (electronic, fax, paper, etc.), including, but not limited to, inappropriate disclosure of applicant or recipient name, must be reported to the DHCFP Administrator and the DHCFP HIPAA Privacy and Security Officers immediately upon discovery.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.1.7	Release of any PHI or individually identifiable information must only occur after the contractor has verified the proper HIPAA agreements are in place to allow for the release of said information in accordance with federal HIPAA and confidentiality regulations and state statues.  To ensure compliance, the contractor must provide a monthly report to the HIPAA Security Officer and the HIPAA Privacy Officer for each release of PHI or individually identifiable information.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.1.8	Transmittal of PHI and/or individually identifiable information, as outlined in 45 CFR 164.512 and the definitions at 45 CFR 160.103, must be in accordance with HIPAA regulations in effect at the time of the transmittal.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.1.9	 Become a business associate of the DHCFP and have a HIPAA Privacy and a HIPAA Security Officer.  Must develop written HIPAA policies and procedures and train all members of the workforce on how to protect PHI and individually identifiable information.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.1.10	Implement physical and technical safeguards to limit access to and protect the security and privacy of PHI in accordance with all applicable HIPAA regulations.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.1.11	Meet and maintain transactions and transaction code sets in accordance with HIPAA regulations at 45 CFR Part 162.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.1.12	Accept and transmit all electronic HIPAA-compliant formats and transactions, in accordance with Federal regulations.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.1.13	Maintain current companion guides, and establish new companion guides for any future HIPAA-compliant transactions adopted by DHCFP.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.1.14	Contractor must immediately report to the DHCFP Administrator and the DHCFP HIPAA Privacy and Security Officers any inappropriate or unauthorized access to systems immediately upon discovery.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.1.15	Contractor must maintain knowledge about current HIPAA regulations and stay informed about any upcoming changes in regulations.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.1.16	Contractor must ensure that any agent, including a subcontractor or employee of the Contractor agrees to implement reasonable and appropriate safeguards to protect protected health information or individually identifiable information.

FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.

11.3.2	DHCFP Responsibilities

As indicated by Answer #390 in Amendment #3, we have not responded to these DHCFP responsibilities.

11.3.3	Contractor Performance Expectations

FHS will continue to meet the performance expectations for the HIPAA requirements.

11.3.3.1	Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance with HIPAA regulations and DHCFP policy.

FHS will continue to respond to recipient requests for PHI according to HIPAA regulations and DHCFP policy.  

11.3.3.2	Upgrade system or implement new HIPAA rules according to Change Management Process and within State and Federal timelines.

FHS has worked with DHCFP since the original implementation using the change management process to upgrade the system to meet all new HIPAA rules, State mandates, budget initiatives, and Federal mandates in a timely manner.  Examples of the mandated upgrades to the Nevada MMIS completed successfully and in a timely manner by FHS since 2003 include:

As part of HIPAA, we remediated the MMIS and the peripheral systems to meet the National Provider Identifier (NPI) compliance mandate.

As part of the Deficit Reduction Act (DRA), we implemented expanded functionality of the MMIS to process Nevada Physician Administered Drugs (NVPAD) using the NDC instead of J-Codes to enhance program savings. 

As part of the American Recovery and Reinstatement Act (ARRA), we implemented new processes to report the ARRA funding.  We also developed and implemented reporting and monitoring mechanisms to meet Prompt Pay requirements.

FHS successfully completed an impact analysis of the current MMIS and the peripheral systems and submitted a proposal to DHCFP in October 2009 to enhance the current system to be 5010-compliant and meet HIPAA and federal mandates.  We are fully ready with a design solution to upgrade current MMIS to be 5010-compliant.  We understand that this will be part of the scope of work of the new contract and handled through the Change Management process.

11.4	security requirements (federal security regulations and system access)

The Contractor must ensure that the MMIS business operations, site(s), and system functions adhere to State and federal regulations and guidelines related to security, privacy, confidentiality, and auditing. Security of systems, site(s) and operations include physical, technical, and administrative safeguards. The contractor shall follow all applicable technical standards for security during the operation of the MMIS, using best practices as developed by the National Institute for Technology and Standards (NIST).

The contractor shall abide by all of the HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations including future revisions and additions to such regulations. This includes agreement to control the use or disclosure of Protected Health Information as permitted or required by this agreement or as required by law. The contractor shall establish, maintain and use appropriate safeguards to prevent use or disclosure of recipient and provider personal information used by the Contractor.

First Health Services (FHS) is committed to maintaining high levels of compliance with State and Federal regulatory mandates in all aspects of our service delivery and systems, including HIPAA transactions and code sets, privacy, and security.  We hold privacy and security as key tenets, and we incorporate these tenets into our principles, policies, and procedures.

We ensure all Nevada MMIS business operations, facilities, and system functions adhere to State and Federal regulations and guidelines related to security, privacy, confidentiality, and auditing.  Security of systems, facilities and operations includes physical, technical, and administrative safeguards.  We will continue to follow all applicable technical standards for security during the operation of the Nevada MMIS, using best practices as developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

FHS fulfills the mandates of all HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations and will fulfill future revisions and additions to such regulations.  We understand this includes agreement to control the use or disclosure of Protected Health Information (PHI) as permitted or required by our contract and Business Associate Agreement (BAA) or as required by law.  We will continue to establish, maintain, and use appropriate safeguards to prevent unauthorized use or disclosure of PHI. 

11.4.1	Contractor Responsibilities

11.4.1.1	The contractor shall meet, or exceed, all HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations including future revisions and additions to such regulations.  The contractor shall adhere to the following regulations:

FHS is fully compliant with the current HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations and will be compliant with future HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations.  

11.4.1.1.A	Minimum Security Requirements for Federal Information and Information Systems (FIPS PUB 200)

FIPS Publication 200, the second of the mandatory security standards, specifies minimum security requirements for information and information systems supporting the executive agencies of the federal government and a risk-based process for selecting the security controls necessary to satisfy the minimum security requirements.  FHS has implemented corporate-wide the security-related areas required by FIPS 200, which include: 






		Security-Related Areas

		FIPS 200

		FHS



		(i) access control

		√

		√



		(ii) awareness and training

		√

		√



		(iii) audit and accountability

		√

		√



		(iv) certification, accreditation, and security assessments

		√

		√



		(v) configuration management

		√

		√



		(vi) contingency planning

		√

		√



		(vii) identification and authentication

		√

		√



		(viii) incident response

		√

		√



		(ix) maintenance

		√

		√



		(x) media protection

		√

		√



		(xi) physical and environmental protection

		√

		√



		(xii) planning

		√

		√



		(xiii) personnel security

		√

		√



		(xiv) risk assessment

		√

		√



		(xv) systems and services acquisition

		√

		√



		(xvi) system and communications protection

		√

		√



		(xvii) system and information integrity

		√

		√





11.4.1.1.B	Risk Management Guide for Information Technology Systems (NIST SP 800-30)

FHS is in compliance with NIST SP 800-30 and has implemented security measures to protect DHCFP data.  The measures are commensurate with proper ethics and regulations and protect the confidentiality of DHCFP and our employees and proprietary information.  We are compliant with federal and State legislative and regulatory requirements to assure sensitive information the protection required.  Our measures encompass four basic tenets of security as defined in NIST SP 800-30: 

		Security Tenet

		Description



		Information Systems Security (INFOSEC)

		INFOSEC provides protection of information systems against unauthorized access to or modification of information, whether in storage, processing, or transit, and the denial of service to unauthorized users, including those measures necessary to detect, document, and counter such threats.

FHS’ business and operating systems undergo evaluation and follow an industry standard life cycle security-oriented process.  Our documented procedures ensure industry standards are met.  These standards implement security by addressing confidentiality, integrity, availability, and non-repudiation.  



		Personnel Security

		Personnel security refers to the identifying and tracking of criteria for security approval of an individual, on a need-to-know basis, to determine eligibility for access to sensitive information, specifically through:

· Background investigation and adjudication

· Termination procedures 

· Investigation — conducted as part of hiring process prior to issuance of an offer of employment

· Legal reporting requirements and standards

· Drug testing.



		Facilities Security

		Facilities Security refers to the use of facilities (e.g., entranceways, buffer zones, locked doors, and other building accoutrements) to control accessibility to valuable information, systems, files, assets, and equipment.



		Physical Security

		Physical Security refers to the utilization of physical resources to control access to sensitive information, equipment, and facilities.  Specific requirements include:

· Monitoring all individual ingress, operation, and egress

· Records of authorized access

· Media control — including marking (hard copy and automated) 

· Business Continuity Planning (BCP)

· Disaster Recovery Planning (DRP)

· Coordinating access control with Personnel, Facilities, and INFOSEC

· Fire protection

· Asset risk assessment

· Asset inventory control.





11.4.1.1.C	Federal Regulations at 45 CFR 95.621

FHS is 100 percent compliant with the requirements of §95.621 Automated Data Processing (ADP) reviews.  Periodic review of our ADP methods and practices is conducted to determine the adequacy of such methods and practices and to ensure that ADP equipment and services are utilized for the purposes consistent with proper and efficient administration under the regulations.  Our security program includes determination and implementation of appropriate security requirements, as required for the protection of Nevada data and establishment of a security plan and, as appropriate, policies and procedures to address ADP security.

11.4.1.1.D	ARRA 2009 Title XIII HITECH

FHS is in full compliance with the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) provisions of ARRA in Title XIII.  The regulations require entities to develop internal compliance processes to act upon and advise individuals of data breaches that pose a significant risk of financial harm, of reputation, or other harm to the affected individual.  

		We are compliant with the provisions of ARRA 2009 Title XIII HITECH, including: 



		√	Application of security provisions and penalties to business associates of covered entities; annual guidance on security provisions

√	Notification in the case of breach

√	Education on health information privacy

√	Application of privacy provisions and penalties to business associates of covered entities

√	Restrictions on certain disclosures and sales of health information; accounting of certain protected health information disclosures; access to certain information in electronic format

√	Conditions on certain contacts as part of health care operations

√	Temporary breach notification requirement for vendors of personal health records and other non-HIPAA covered entities

√	Business associate contracts required for certain entities

√	Clarification of application of wrongful disclosures’ criminal penalties

√	Improved enforcement

√	Audits. 





11.4.1.2	Implement and maintain physical security over sites related to fiscal agent responsibilities described in this RFP.  At a minimum, restrict perimeter access to equipment sites, processing areas, storage areas and the mailroom through a card key or other comparable system, as well as provide accountability control to record access attempts, including attempts of unauthorized access. Physical security shall include additional features designed to safeguard system and operational processing site(s) through fire retardant capabilities as well as smoke and electrical alarms, monitored by security personnel on a twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days a week basis.

The security and confidentiality of our customers’ and their providers’ data is of the utmost importance to FHS.  We continually review and update all systems corporate-wide to validate and ensure our level of security.  Access to DHCFP’s data (both physical and electronic) is limited to those individuals with job responsibilities which dictate their access to these data.  

We have implemented physical security at all FHS sites, including the following access requirements:

Perimeter access is restricted for equipment sites, processing areas and the mailroom

Card key access is required for entry into FHS facilities

FHS has documented procedures for the acquisition of card key access for employees and contractors

System Access Requirements and Procedures are documented and must be followed for all system and application access.

System access attempts are logged and reviewed.

Our facility security plan is in place and details all elements of security, including restriction of perimeter access to equipment sites, processing areas and the mailroom through a card key, accountability control to record access attempts, including unauthorized attempts.  Our physical security includes safeguarding the system and operational processing site(s) through fire retardant capabilities, smoke and electrical alarms, and monitoring by security personnel on a 24 hours per day, 7 days per week basis.

11.4.1.3	Employ a security system that requires a unique login ID and password for each user for the network and applications; password parameters and expirations must meet, or exceed, DHCFP policy.

Access to FHS’ networks and Nevada applications is controlled through unique login identification and strong passwords for all users, as well as authentication of users.  Our approach is in compliance with DHCFP policy.  FHS safeguards data and records from alteration, loss, theft, destruction, or breach of confidentiality in accordance with State and Federal statutes and regulations, including HIPAA requirements.  All activities included in this RFP will be fully secured and protected.  Access and communication to FHS systems goes through MAGNet, our corporate access hub.  Role-based security permissions and procedures are required for all access.  Users receive access only to the information required to perform their job functions.  The users and their roles are well-defined by FHS.  Our corporate security policies and meet HIPAA and Sarbanes-Oxley standards.  Authorized users must access the systems using a valid login ID and password.  A custom-built login application validates the user’s data. 

FHS has established guidelines that are followed when granting access.  Depending on the individual’s position and access needs, access is limited to his/her role.  In addition, we have limitations as to which environments users can access.  This procedure has been successful for our efforts in controlling any crossover issues on our environments.

Our systems employ a detailed set of rules governing the set-up and maintenance of login IDs and passwords.  The process is operated from a secure site (https) and employs detailed rules to prevent hacking or other unauthorized access.  The entire web session utilizes Secure Socket Layering (SSL), version 3, with 128-bit encryption.

		Login-ID Rules

		1. Must be 6-20 characters in length

1. Uses standard ANSI character set (ISO-8859-1)

1. Must be unique within the User database

1. Cannot re-use IDs



		Password Rules

		1. Must be 6-20 characters in length

1. Uses standard ANSI character set

1. Expires in 180 days

1. Cannot re-use previous password (for 540 days)

1. Cannot have 3 or more repeating characters

1. Passwords encrypted in the User database

1. Passwords not displayed on the site; log-in process uses asterisks (*) when the user types the password





New users (or users who have their passwords reset) are forced to change their passwords on the first login.  Repeated failed attempts at entering a password result in administrative lockout.  All passwords are encrypted in the database and are displayed using asterisks on the screen.  All user passwords expire on a regular basis and individual passwords cannot be re-used within 540 days.  This robust login process has been thoroughly reviewed and tested by both internal and appropriate external security agencies.  The process is operated from a secure site (https) and employs detailed rules to prevent hacking or other unauthorized access.

11.4.1.4	Establish and utilize a procedure that processes user login ID changes, additions and terminations as well as required password changes within a timeframe established by DHCFP.

Under our current contract, FHS has provided DHCFP with detailed documentation regarding our established procedures in place to process user login ID changes, additions, and terminations, as well as required password changes within the DHCFP-designated time frame.

11.4.1.5	Employ role-based security to the MMIS and DSS, restricting access to subsystems and functions commensurate with job responsibilities and the minimum necessary based on the user’s profile (e.g., inquiry access only). Global access to all functions must be restricted to specified staff.

We have documented policies and procedures fully integrated into our operational procedures.  System and application security must follow the policies and procedures without exception.  Based on role-based security, access is granted only for the specific job function.  In addition, we have limitations as to which environments users can access.  This procedure has allowed us to successfully control any crossover issues in our environments.  Our extensive infrastructure and encryption capability within our VPN network supports all DHCFP staff, vendors, and users of the network that require access to the Nevada systems.

11.4.1.6	Provide technical security to prohibit unauthorized access to the networks and applications, including but not limited to configuration and maintenance of a firewall to restrict access to systems from all unauthorized users.

FHS prohibits unauthorized access to our networks and applications, including configuration and maintenance of a firewall to restrict access to systems from all unauthorized users.  We periodically conduct security assessments and vulnerability testing and mitigate any issues or risks found in a timely manner.  

11.4.1.7	Ensure secure disposal and destruction of confidential information (e.g. PHI, ePHI, PII) regardless of format, in accordance with NIST Special Publication 800-88, DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations.  This includes but is not limited to hard copies and electronic media (e.g. hard drives, data tapes, USB drives, etc).

FHS ensures secure disposal and destruction of confidential information (e.g., PHI, ePHI, PII) in hard copy or electronic media, in accordance with NIST Special Publication 800-88 policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations, including but not limited to hard copies and electronic media (e.g., hard drives, data tapes, USB drives, etc).  Legislation concerning privacy is becoming more rigorous under HIPAA, ARRA, and HITECH and requires strict enforcement.  Privacy legislation requires the ultimate destruction of confidential information, and shredding is the preferred method of document destruction because the documents and electronic media cannot be recreated.  FHS contracts with Shred-it to perform on-site secure disposal and destruction of confidential information (PHI, ePHI, PII) regardless of hard copy or electronic format.  The risk of printed information or electronic media falling into the wrong hands remains a constant threat despite increased use of technology and computers to exchange information.  Files may be shared electronically, but printed copies are still the norm, and the information they contain is often easier to obtain than the originals saved on a computer. 

Protecting the security and privacy of Nevada materials begins the moment they are deposited into the on-site Shred-it console.  The chain of custody remains unbroken until the documents and electronic media are destroyed following the secure shredding process and the Certificate of Destruction is received.  Shred-it’s locked security consoles keep materials safe.  A security-screened, insured Shred-it Customer Service Representative unlocks the console and takes the Nevada materials to a secure shredding truck waiting outside.  Their uncompromising document destruction standards make sure Nevada documents continue to be destroyed in compliance with the Nevada and Federal compliance requirements.  In-truck shredders are powerful, turning even clipboards and cardboard into fine confetti that cannot possibly be reconstructed.  Shredding takes place directly at the pick-up site.

11.4.1.8	Maintain the following types of audit trails:

11.4.1.8.A	To identify and track results of transaction processing; changes to master file data (recipient, provider, reference, etc.); and all edits encountered, resolved, or overridden;

Our MMIS transaction processing keeps track of all the edits encountered including pended, denied, resolved, overridden, and EOB.  We log changes to master data (recipient, provider, reference, and prior authorizations).  We support the ability to produce audit trails to track and audit any changes to master data.

The FirstRx™ pharmacy claims adjudication system provides storage of audit trail information related to all data inputs and loads, changes and modifications, authorizations, archive and retrieval processes, and log files.  FirstRx™ stores all records that are entered into the system, regardless of source, along with the User ID and timestamp (date and time) of each record as it is entered.  When a current record is updated, by a load or a user, the current record remains intact and viewable, while a new record is created that will display the new information as well as the ID of who/what made the change and the timestamp of when the change was made.  Based upon the individual records, users can view multiple records, both before and after a change, to determine what changes were made to the records, when an update occurs.  Also, reports can be generated that can be used for comparison between old and new records to determine what was changed.  FirstRx™ stores all data associated with each claim and provides the user the ability to view what edits were encountered during claims processing and the result of those individual edits.

11.4.1.8.B	To identify unauthorized attempts to access the network; and

Our computer systems securely log all significant security-relevant events such as:  password guessing attempts, attempts to use unauthorized privileges, authorized or unauthorized modifications to production application software, authorized or unauthorized modifications to system software, and attempts to modify or disable logging.  All unauthorized attempts to access the system are logged and reported to our Security Administrator.  Our systems provide audit trail information for all transactions and data changes, including log-on ID, date/time stamp, and terminal identifier.

FHS restricts access to all systems and data to authorized users.  Requests for physical facility access and system/application access are properly documented and approved by appropriate management.  We use safeguards to prevent unauthorized use or disclosure of the PHI in our possession which may include, but are not limited to, the following measures: 

Platform- and technology-specific logins and passwords 

Secure disposal of paper 

Secure disposal of electronic data 

Rebuilding used PCs before redeployment 

Electronic key cards 

Visitor logs and escorted visitor access. 

Security Administrators are in place to control access to all systems and applications.  Documented Policies and Procedures require that System Access Request forms must be completed and approved for access.  Our access controls address confidentiality, integrity, and availability requirements of the data, including:

All potential access paths to resources are controlled and provide the same level of control.  

Access control mechanisms create an audit log entry for unsuccessful access attempts.  The functional security requirements of the system will generally require additional auditing.

Access controls must be “Fail Safe”; the default action must be to deny access to the requested resource

Access control mechanisms control access to the granularity required by the functional security requirements, as specified by the data owner and business.

Files are protected at the operating system level, at a minimum.

Every access control mechanism must have a tool and supporting processes and procedures to support administrative maintenance functions.

Access roles are segregated and separated by requests, access authorization, and access administration.

Access rights are removed promptly when no longer required, based on the principle of least privilege.

FHS has extensive experience integrating with external user provisioning systems that allow the customer to manage the complete lifecycle for user IDs and passwords via a centralized mechanism.  

11.4.1.8.C	To track changes to software modules or subsystems and provide procedures for safeguarding DHCFP from unauthorized modifications to the Nevada MMIS.  All modifications must be authorized through the change management process as outlined in Section 12.2 of this RFP.

User accounts can be monitored so that not only log-on activities, but all activities, are recorded for later review and evaluation.  CA-Endevor provides a secure, structured environment for testing and implementing software code changes.  Approval must be given at each stage for the change to proceed to the next stage.  Management approval must be granted before the change can be moved into the production library.  CA-Endevor logs all events relating to a software change for tracking and audit purposes.

All modifications are authorized through the Nevada Change Management process, and a FHS internal service request is assigned for each data or module change.  Personnel responsible for migration will not implement any change unless an approved migration request showing the service request is submitted.  This migration request must be approved by the FHS Nevada IT Manager, San Nair.

FHS uses the established Change Management process to manage system maintenance and modification activities utilizing a structured development methodology.  The Change Management process is based on established configuration management policies and procedures.  Using this structured process for handling changes, we are able to:

Identify the configuration of the system at any given point in time

Systematically control changes to the configuration

Maintain the integrity and traceability of the configuration throughout the life cycle.

All requests for changes, corrections, or enhancements to the FirstRx™ pharmacy system are entered, routed, tracked, and authorized in our Change Management tool (system maintenance and enhancement tracking tool).  This tool is based on the Remedy Action Request System.  All changes are thoroughly unit, system, and regression tested, and all affected documentation is updated.  Ongoing software modifications include the implementation of new or additional requirements, making changes to existing database structures, and making changes to current processing.  We utilize our standard Software Development Methodology (SDM) for ongoing changes.  Our SDM is an iterative development methodology with a focus on achieving the optimum business solution.  

Application source code changes follow a version managed promotion model, moving from region to region as they mature.  Code changes are initiated by an approved change order request (change ticket, project task) defined under the System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) process.  Regions typically flow from Development to Quality Assurance to User Acceptance Testing to Production.  Code sets are maintained in PVCS Version Manager by Serena — the source code library and version control system.  Ongoing software release updates are made available to DHCFP no less than quarterly with the release notes for that version.  Software release notes document all the changes as suggested by the Change Management process.

11.4.1.9	Provide Audit Trail reports showing before and after images of changed data, the ID of the person making the changes, the data changed and the reason for change.

The proposed MMIS, via DB2 Log Analyzer, automatically creates and maintains audit trails for all MMIS transactions, including recipient, provider, and reference file changes.  Detailed information maintained for all update transactions includes, but is not limited to, the date and time of change, before and after images of changed data, the ID of the person/process making the update, the data changed, and the reason for the change.

11.4.1.10	Provide for automatic logoff of application for inactivity by timeframe established by DHCFP.

FHS provides for automatic logoff of applications for inactivity within time frames established by DHCFP.  The automatic logoff is managed and controlled by our corporate security enterprise.

11.4.1.11	Develop a DHCFP-approved Security Plan, providing details on how the Contractor will manage and maintain technical, physical, and administrative security over the systems, networks, and facilities as well as security roles and responsibilities.

DHCFP has approved FHS’ current Security Plan.  The plan is reviewed and updated on a regular basis and contains technical, physical, and administrative security over the systems, networks, and facilities, as well as security roles and responsibilities.

11.4.1.12	Establish the system security portions of a Security Plan as it relates to the MMIS and system components and for inclusion into DHCFP’s overall Security Plan.  The system security portion of the Security Plan shall address all requirements presented in Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308.

Our Security Plan includes MMIS and peripheral system components and is compliant with the requirements mandated in Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308.

11.4.1.13	In addition, the Contractor is responsible, as defined in Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308, for all aspects of a Security Plan for federal systems that includes written security plans, rules, procedures and guidance concerning all aspects of security and contingency plans for responding to a system emergency.

We are compliant with Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308, for all aspects of a Security Plan for federal systems that includes written security plans, rules, procedures, and guidance concerning all aspects of security and contingency plans for responding to a system emergency.

11.4.1.14	Ensure security of MMIS access and transactions from multiple sources, including but not limited to Virtual Private Networks, clearinghouses, Wide Area Networks, and the Internet.

FHS is fully compliant, ensuring security of MMIS access and transactions from multiple sources.  Please refer to proposal Section 11.4.1.5 for additional information.  

11.4.1.15	Maintain audit trails for all data received or transmitted.

FHS maintains audit trails for all data received or transmitted.  All applicable transmissions are compliant with current HIPAA requirements.  These transmissions create balance and control records that identify the transmission content, number of records, errors in the file, or individual records. 

11.4.1.16	Utilize electronic signatures, where appropriate, as agreed to by DHCFP.

FHS has an established process in place for guarding the security of electronic transmission of data into our environment and for the data transmitted to external agencies.  FHS will establish electronic signatures for HIPAA standard transactions, when required by the Department of Health and Human Services and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services in publishing a Final Rule. 

11.4.1.17	Ensure encryption of data and encryption of transmission methods as required by DHCFP policy.

Our policies and procedures ensure encryption of data and encryption of transmission methods, as required by DHCFP policy.

11.4.1.18	Apply all security patches for the operating system and any other software for the system within timeframes specified by DHCFP.

We will continue to apply all security patches for the operating system and other software for the system within the time frames specified by DHCFP.

11.4.1.19	Inform DHCFP of any potential security breaches in a timeframe specified by DHCFP.

We will continue to inform DHCFP of any potential security breaches in a time frame specified by DHCFP.

11.4.2	DHCFP Responsibilities

As indicated by Answer #390 in Amendment #3, we have not responded to these DHCFP responsibilities.

11.4.3	Contractor Performance Expectations

11.4.3.1	Submit the Security Plan to DHCFP within thirty (30) calendar days of contract signing and provide updates to the plan on an annual basis.

FHS acknowledges our responsibility as defined in Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308, for all aspects of a Security Plan for federal systems that includes written security plans, rules, procedures, and guidance concerning all aspects of security and contingency plans for responding to a system emergency, and this will be delivered within the time frame required.  We have submitted our Security Plan to DHCFP for the current contract.

11.4.3.2	Develop, maintain and test procedures consistent with DHCFP/State policies for handling security patches and other necessary software patches and updates.

FHS uses proven test procedures that are consistent with DHCFP/State policies for handling security patches and other necessary software patches and updates.  All required patches for all FHS-maintained systems have been implemented successfully and on time, and will continue to be implemented on schedule.  

11.4.3.3	Notify DHCFP of any potential or discovered security breaches within twenty-four (24) hours except as provided for in 45 CFR § 164.412.

FHS will continue to notify DHCFP within 24 hours except as provided for in 45 CFR § 164.412.

11.4.3.4	Process user ID changes and additions within three (3) working days of each request.

FHS will continue to process user ID changes and additions within three working days of each request.

11.4.3.5	Process user ID deletions within one (1) working day of each request.

FHS will continue to process user ID deletions within one working day of each request.

11.5	business resumption requirements 

First Health Services’ (FHS’) Business Resumption Plan details the business continuity/backup and recovery planning for the Nevada MMIS.  We have provided our Disaster Recovery/Business Resumption Plan, dated January 27, 2010, in Appendix B.  The Plan provides a comprehensive approach to addressing business continuity/backup and recovery for various scenarios that could cause interruption of systems and operations, including disasters, emergencies, system downtime, and network failures.  

A new Disaster Recovery/Business Resumption Plan is being developed in coordination with our data center move to St. Louis; we have targeted our revisions to be completed 90 days following the transition.  We will review and update the new Plan when required by legislation or new corporate developments or minimally on an annual basis. 

11.5.1	Overview

Business Resumption entails the business continuity/backup and recovery planning for the Nevada MMIS. The contractor shall provide a comprehensive approach to addressing business continuity/backup and recovery for various scenarios that could cause interruption of systems and operations, including disasters, emergencies, system downtime, and network failures.

FHS has taken steps to eliminate or minimize unplanned data and telecommunication systems outages and to ensure that recovery from potential minor component failure is seamless.  Backup power generation systems, environmental and systems monitoring applications, hardware and network redundancies, mirrored disk, and data replication are some of the technologies utilized to reduce downtime exposure during normal day-to-day operations as part of our comprehensive system backup and recovery plan.

We have contracted with SunGard Recovery Services Inc., a world leader in disaster recovery services, to provide backup computer systems hardware and hot site facilities should a large-scale systems recovery become necessary.  The hot site is connected via a T3 to our MPLS Wide Area Network.

Our comprehensive recovery plan with SunGard defines recovery roles and responsibilities, systems backup and recovery procedures, off-site media storage information, detailed production system hardware/software configurations/specifications, and critical business contact information.  We also contract with Iron Mountain to provide off-site storage for recovery media and materials.  Should FHS declare a disaster, Iron Mountain will pull tapes for the last 15 days’ backups along with pre-assembled recovery materials and ship them to the designated SunGard hot site. 

Recovery plan rehearsals are conducted annually and validate that we are capable of restoring systems within targeted time frames.  By virtue of having several Call Center sites, FHS has the capability to route telephone calls, facsimiles, and other electronic requests for service to multiple locations.  We maintain a continuously updated disaster recovery/business continuity plan capable of mitigating multiple levels of service interruption.  From a short-term (hourly) unscheduled interruption of power, telecommunications, or systems availability, to a comprehensive site-compromising disaster, our use of multiple Call Center schemas allows telephone calls, facsimiles, and other electronic requests for service to be routed to an unaffected site.  Working with AT&T Toll-Free Network Services, we have business continuity plans to affect call routing transfers between our centers to ensure seamless processing of the pharmacy requests.

11.5.2	Contractor Responsibilities

11.5.2.1	Business Resumption

FHS’ Business Resumption Plan is fully compliant with all requirements in RFP Sections 11.5.2.1.A through D.  FHS has an established Business Resumption Plan which has been provided to DHCFP resulting from our current contract.  The system components and physical architecture of the MMIS and system components are included in the Plan.

11.5.2.1.A	Procedures, physical equipment and facilities in place to reconstruct the MMIS and system components and data should a disaster strike any processor site;

FHS has documented procedures, physical equipment and facilities in place to reconstruct the MMIS and system components and data should a disaster strike any processor site.  Our procedures include a daily routine check of our applications, systems, and services to ensure they are operational and working properly.  This process is typically conducted during non-peak hours of 4:00 a.m. to 5:00 a.m., Eastern.  Examples of the tests performed are:  availability of critical mid-range and web applications, facsimile lines and servers, voice recording service components, and Citrix and imaging servers, including all equipment.

Throughout the day, automated tools proactively monitor our IT infrastructure, perimeter, systems, and databases and report on issues or items that are outside of thresholds set to define optimum operation and performance.  This process includes tools to monitor the facilities and environmental conditions, the wide area network, local area network, Intel server infrastructure components, and mid-range systems.  If an issue is found, these tools automatically create logs and begin escalation procedures by notifying and initiating a response from the data center operations staff and appropriate technical resources.

11.5.2.1.B	Recovery plans for all system components;

Our recovery plans cover all system components.  We contract with SunGard Recovery Services Inc., a world leader in disaster recovery services, to provide backup computer systems hardware and hot site facilities should a large-scale systems recovery become necessary.  SunGard’s hot site facilities are located in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  The hot site is connected via a T3 to our MPLS Wide Area Network.

11.5.2.1.C	Contingency Plan for the system to instruct DHCFP in responding to a system emergency or the unavailability of the system; and

Our system Contingency Plan includes instruction to DHCFP in responding to a system emergency or the unavailability of the system.  Our Contingency Plan includes escalation procedures, and we also have documented processes in place to alert customers and Account Management when issues are discovered that could impact service delivery.  Preventive measures we have in place are intended to detect potential problems and facilitate corrective action before impacting production processes.

11.5.2.1.D	Plans to address four (4) types of situations that could occur:

Our Contingency Plan, contained within our Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity Plan, addresses the four types of situations identified by the Nevada Medicaid Program.

11.5.2.1.D.1	A major disaster where any hosting facility is destroyed or damaged.  Identify and provide alternative facilities and backup to ensure continuation of operations as a part of a comprehensive disaster recovery plan to ensure that the system will be up and running at an alternate facility within forty-eight (48) hours of the disaster;

FHS’ Contingency Plan fulfills these requirements.

11.5.2.1.D.2	Unscheduled system hardware downtime for any reason. Identify and provide a plan to repair or replace system hardware to ensure that the system will be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure;

Unscheduled system hardware downtime is addressed in our Plan.  Our Plan includes the identification or replacement of system hardware to ensure the system will be up and running within 24 hours of the failure.

Recovery plan documentation is created and maintained by plan administrators in Paragon, a recovery planning software application that is hosted for us by SunGard Availability Services.  Plan data are replicated in real time from the primary server located in one of SunGard’s secure northeastern recovery centers to a second server at another SunGard facility in a different geographical region.  Automatic failover is employed to ensure high availability of the application.  FHS’ Plan Administrators are able to access plan data from any Internet connection.  FHS has a target Recovery Time Objective (RTO) of 24 hours from the point of disaster declaration for all business critical systems.

11.5.2.1.D.3	System or application dependent problems resulting from network failure. Provide a plan that addresses the repair or replacement of connectivity to ensure that the network will be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure; and

FHS agrees to restore the claims adjudication processing system, data, and voice communications.  We have a RTO of 24 hours from the point of disaster declaration for all business critical systems.

11.5.2.1.D.4	Downtime caused by the failure of any application software. Provide a plan that addresses the restoration of application software and associated data, to ensure that the application software will be restored within four (4) hours of the failure, and associated data restored within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure.

FHS’ Contingency Plan fulfills these requirements.

11.5.3	DHCFP Responsibilities

As indicated by Answer #390 in Amendment #3, we have not responded to these DHCFP responsibilities.

11.5.4	Contractor Performance Expectations

11.5.4.1	In the event of a disaster where hosting facility is destroyed or damaged, the system must be up and running at an alternate facility within forty-eight (48) hours of the disaster.

FHS understands and will comply with the requirement that the system must be up and running at an alternate facility within 48 hours of a disaster where the hosting facility is destroyed or damaged.  FHS and our disaster recovery vendor react immediately to a declared disaster.  This allows us to incrementally restore the environment with the full complex restored within 72 hours of the declared event when the complete facility has been damaged or destroyed.

11.5.4.2	In the event of an unscheduled system hardware downtime, the system must be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the event.

In the event of unscheduled system hardware downtime, we will ensure that the system is up and running within 24 hours of the event.

11.5.4.3	In the event of a network failure, the network must be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure.

In the event of a network failure, we will ensure that the network is up and running within 24 hours of the failure.

11.5.4.4	In the event of downtime caused by the failure of application software, the application software must be restored within four (4) hours of the failure, and associated data restored within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure.

In the event of downtime caused by application software failure, we will ensure that the software is restored within four hours of the failure.  The data will be restored within 24 hours of the failure.

11.5.4.5	Submit Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan for approval by DHCFP within thirty (30) days of contract signing, and update plan at least annually thereafter.

FHS will submit our plan to DHCFP for approval within 30 days of contract signing.  We will continue to update the plan at least annually thereafter.

11.5.4.6	Test Business continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan annually, on a schedule approved by DHCFP, and present plan and results to DHCFP for approval.

We will continue to test the plan annually on the approved schedule.  We will present the plan and the results of the test to DHCFP for review and approval.

11.6	post implementation review and CMS certification

First Health Services (FHS) understands that, as the Fiscal Agent for the Nevada MMIS, we are responsible for ensuring that the Nevada MMIS meets all Federal standards and has all of the functional capabilities required by CMS for certification as described in Part 11 of the State Medicaid Manual (SMM), as well as subsequent laws, regulations, directives, and State Medicaid Director (SMD) letters.  

11.6.1	Overview

Federal MMIS certification is the procedure by which CMS validates that State Medicaid systems are designed to support the efficient and effective management of the program and satisfy the requirements set forth in Part 11 of the State Medicaid Manual (SMM), as well as subsequent laws, regulations, directives, and State Medicaid Director (SMD) letters. The certification process also validates that the systems are operating as described in the prior approval documents, i.e., Advance Planning Documents (APDs), Requests for Proposal (RFPs), and all associated contracts submitted to CMS for the purpose of receiving Federal financial participation (FFP).

The CMS authority for requiring Federal certification is based, in part, on language found at Public Law 92-603, and the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) at 42 CFR 433 and 45 CFR 95.611(d). 

Following the transition of the Nevada MMIS, the Vendor will be required to demonstrate to CMS and DHCFP that Nevada’s MMIS continues to meet CMS’ MMIS certification requirements. The Vendor will assist in preparing for and will participate in the certification of the MMIS, including the preparation of certification documents, generating required reports, and ensuring that all MMIS certification requirements are met. DHCFP anticipates that CMS will conduct a limited review of the MMIS, and will be able to provide the successful Vendor with additional information about CMS’ certification review approach and expectations during the Contract Start Up Period of the project.

FHS takes our certification responsibility very seriously.  We have accumulated extensive expertise in taking over, designing, developing, implementing, operating, and enhancing Medicaid systems and in obtaining CMS certification of these systems.  We have successfully obtained CMS certification (including retroactive funding) in all 12 states and the District of Columbia where we have been responsible for certification, including Nevada.  In each state, Federal certification was granted as of the implementation date and has been maintained for the life of our contract with the state.   

From December 2004 through April 2005, we provided a project team to support DHCFP in their effort to secure CMS certification for the new Nevada MMIS implemented by FHS in 2003.  The project included amassing all documentation, in the format and media required by CMS, to validate all CMS checklist items.  We also coordinated and documented certification team meetings, performed administrative functions, and attended all CMS review meetings.  At the end of the certification review process, CMS certified the MMIS retroactive to the implementation date assuring Nevada of full FFP reimbursement from the beginning of the contract.  

11.6.2	Contractor Responsibilities

FHS understands the importance of maintaining full CMS certification status throughout the takeover contract and is committed to ensuring that the MMIS and all peripheral elements continue to meet certification requirements.   

11.6.2.1	Perform a post implementation review of the MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and documentation (system and user) in preparation for CMS’ certification review process, approximately six (6) months after full transfer of the Nevada MMIS operations to the successful Vendor.  The successful Vendor’s project manager will be required to participate on site for the duration of the review period.  The post implementation review should be conducted no later than thirty (30) days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.  Post implementation review results should be provided to DHCFP for review and approval.

The Nevada MMIS is already fully certified and continues to meet CMS certification requirements, both in systems applications and accompanying business processes.  As the incumbent, FHS is uniquely positioned to ensure that the MMIS will continue to meet CMS standards going forward.  If we are the successful bidder, we anticipate that CMS would require a very limited certification review process, centered primarily on any system enhancements and any peripherals that may be replaced with new applications.  To ensure that the MMIS does continue to meet CMS certification requirements, we will conduct a post-implementation review of the MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and documentation (system and user) approximately six months after the start of the new contract begin date.  The review will identify any potential deficiencies, propose corrective action, and include a schedule for correction.  These results will be documented and submitted to DHCFP for review and approval.  The post-implementation review will be conducted no later than 30 days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.  

As part of our certification review support, we will name a Certification Project Manager to interface directly with DHCFP’s Certification Project Manager and to coordinate all FHS certification activities.  In addition, our Nevada Account Director, Mark Schaffer, PMP, will be available on-site throughout the review process.  

11.6.2.2	Prepare and submit for review by DHCFP, a Post Implementation Evaluation Report that includes at a minimum:

In addition to the post-implementation review of the MMIS, we will also prepare and submit a Post-Implementation Evaluation Report detailing our assessment of the takeover process.  Although FHS, as incumbent, will have far fewer takeover activities than any other bidder, we do plan to introduce new features and applications as enhancements to the current system.  Initiating change at any level prompts the need to assess the efficiency of the implementation.  Our Post-Implementation Evaluation Report will address the following components.

11.6.2.2.A	Lessons learned (i.e., successes, failures, outcomes) from the takeover and implementation

In any implementation, there are processes that are more successful than others.  FHS is committed to learning from both our strengths and our weaknesses in order to improve future outcomes.  A main component of the Post-Implementation Evaluation Report will be identification of what worked well and should be repeated, as well as what did not work well and needs process improvement.

11.6.2.2.B	Project successes and failures; 

The report will identify which parts of the takeover project were successful and which, if any, required corrective action to turn potential failure to success.  FHS is committed to ensuring there are no project issues that cannot be remediated.

11.6.2.2.C	Issues, risks, and concerns;

The report will include an assessment of current issues, potential risks, and project concerns.

11.6.2.2.D	Proposed resolutions to issues, risks, and concerns; 

For items identified as issues, risks, or concerns, the report will propose solutions to remediate the issues and preventive measures to preclude the risk or concern from becoming reality.  Proposed solutions will include an estimated level of effort and projected schedule for completion.

11.6.2.2.E	MMIS user satisfaction;

We will conduct a user survey of DHCFP staff and other MMIS users to determine user satisfaction with the takeover project process and outcomes.  A summary of responses and associated statistics will be included in the report.

11.6.2.2.F	Benefits gained over the previous MMIS; and

Based on the user survey and additional staff assessments, we will identify the benefits the enhanced takeover system has gained over the current MMIS.  Identified benefits will be included in the report.

11.6.2.2.G	The current status of the MMIS. 

The report will conclude with an assessment of the status of the MMIS at the time the report is compiled.

11.6.2.3	Perform a post implementation review of newly installed or modified systems that are within or peripheral to the MMIS, in accordance with its approved implementation schedule.  This review applies to systems that may be installed after the takeover of the Nevada MMIS.

As part of the post-implementation review of the MMIS, we will perform an assessment of any newly-installed or enhanced systems, both within the MMIS and the peripheral applications.  The focus of this assessment is to validate that the modifications meet CMS certification requirements and that the MMIS enhancements and/or replacement applications have added functionality and value to the Nevada MMIS.  The assessment will focus on any systems installed during or after the takeover contract begin date.  

11.6.2.4	Review DHCFP’s current Medicaid Enterprise Certification Toolkit (MECT) and provide updates to MECT checklists prior to CMS’ MMIS certification review process.

A major component of the post-implementation review will be an analysis of DHCFP’s current Medicaid Enterprise Certification Toolkit (MECT) to validate that the checklist responses are still valid.  We will also review the current CMS MECT to determine whether any checklist requirements have been added, modified, or deleted.  Following the analysis, we will amend the DHCFP checklist responses as appropriate to bring them up to date prior to the CMS MMIS certification review process.  Since we compiled the original certification checklist responses, we have a unique understanding of the process and components that went into developing them.  We also have thorough knowledge of and experience with the components of the MMIS and the business operations functions that support the responses, and how those components have been enhanced since the 2005 certification process.   

11.6.2.5	Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will promote coordination of DHCFP and contractor responsibilities associated with CMS certification review process.  At a minimum, the schedule should include the following elements and shall be submitted to DHCFP no later than thirty (30) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review:

As part of our certification review support, we will name a Certification Project Manager to interface directly with DHCFP’s Certification Project Manager and to coordinate all FHS certification activities.  A major component of the project will be to develop a project plan with a schedule of events that will include both DHCFP certification team members and FHS staff.  We are aware of the time constraints that affect DHCFP and will work closely with DHCFP’s Certification Project Manager to ensure that all meetings and tasks make the most efficient use of resources.  The project plan and schedule will include, at a minimum, the following components, and the schedule will be submitted no later than 30 working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review:

11.6.2.5.A	Planned dates, milestones, associated with certification review tasks and activities;

The certification schedule will include a list of certification review project tasks, milestones and deliverables with projected dates for each.

11.6.2.5.B	Development periods and submission dates for materials and activities pertaining to CMS’ certification review;

The certification schedule will define the development periods for the documentation and presentations with projected dates for materials and activities.

11.6.2.5.C	Review periods (including DHCFP and CMS reviews) for materials developed in preparation for CMS’ certification review; and

The certification schedule will provide for adequate time for DHCFP and CMS to review materials and documentation prior to the CMS certification review.

11.6.2.5.D	Scheduled walkthroughs of MMIS subsystems, business areas, and documentation (system or user documentation, or other documents as requested by DHCFP or CMS).

The certification schedule will include dates for “Pre-certification Walk-throughs” of the Nevada MMIS in preparation for the actual CMS MMIS certification visit.  The walk-throughs will include presentations of MMIS subsystems, business areas, and documentation.  Adequate time will be scheduled for post walk-through analysis and modifications prior to the CMS certification visit.

11.6.2.6	Prepare certification review materials in preparation for multiple meetings with CMS and DHCFP in support of CMS’ certification review process.  Materials may include but is not limited to:

FHS will assemble all certification documentation for DHCFP and CMS viewing to facilitate the approval process.  Given that this procurement is a takeover/continuation of an already-certified system, the volume of documentation should be considerably less than that compiled for the initial certification process.  This documentation will include all items required as described in the following.

11.6.2.6.A	Meeting or walkthrough agendas and subsequent meeting minutes;

We will perform all administrative functions necessary to support the certification process, including preparing meeting schedules, agendas and meeting minutes.

11.6.2.6.B	Specific documentation pertaining to the review of a particular MMIS subsystem or business area;

FHS will prepare cross-reference lists to correlate the State’s MMIS reports, outputs, and functions to each required element in the CMS MMIS Functional Requirements.

11.6.2.6.C	System or user documentation pertaining to the review of a particular MMIS subsystem or business area;

User, operations, and system documentation will be updated and made available for CMS viewing.

11.6.2.6.D	Materials in presentation format as requested by DHCFP or CMS in preparation for the review; and

FHS will compile all presentation material in the format and media as requested by DHCFP or CMS.

11.6.2.6.E	Materials that support walkthrough with CMS and DHCFP, of various system components, functional, or business areas.

FHS will compile and present walk-through folders that explain how components of the MMIS and the business functions correlate and comply with the CMS MMIS Functional Requirements specifications.  Any additional material, which may be identified by CMS in the pre-certification conference, or elsewhere, as necessary for the certification visit will be provided by FHS.

11.6.2.7	Establish an online and/or physical repository of materials or information that will be used to support CMS’ certification review.  The repository must adhere to access and security guidelines established by DHCFP.

As was done for the 2005 CMS certification review, we will establish an electronic and/or physical repository of certification materials, including documentation, checklist folders, meeting agendas and minutes, and any other items used to support the certification review.  We will work with DHCFP to determine the most suitable password-protected, web-based application to use for the electronic repository where project artifacts will be stored.  The selected solution will comply with all access and security guidelines established by DHCFP.

11.6.2.8	Participate in CMS certification review meetings, onsite reviews/walkthroughs, or teleconference calls as requested by DHCFP, in preparation of, throughout, and post CMS’ MMIS certification review process.

In preparation for the CMS certification review meetings, our Certification Project Manager will schedule a “Pre-Certification Walk-Through” of the Nevada MMIS.  We will assign knowledgeable staff for each key area to assist DHCFP in preparing for certification.  This staff ensures that all documentation is available for CMS inspection and assists DHCFP staff in the preparation of their presentations for the certification visit.  Functional areas will be reviewed to ensure CMS compliance.  After the Pre-Certification Walk-Through is complete, FHS and the DHCFP participants will review the experience and offer comments and suggestions for improvement; this feedback will be used to improve the walk-through format and agenda for the CMS certification visit.  Any necessary changes to supporting documentation will be completed by FHS.

DHCFP will host the actual certification visit when the CMS team arrives for its on-site review.  FHS will participate as requested and will supply all required documents and reports.  We will designate key personnel from each MMIS functional and operations area to assist DHCFP and CMS personnel during the certification visit and throughout the entire certification process.  The designated staff understands the MMIS processes and will research CMS questions, obtain reports and supporting information, and provide assistance when needed.  We will resolve any system issues necessary to guarantee that the MMIS receives continued maximum allowable Federal Financial Participation (FFP) for the duration of the contract period.

11.6.2.9	Work with DHCFP to establish a corrective action plan including but not limited to an approach and schedule for addressing certification review findings reported by CMS within a timeframe that is acceptable to CMS and DHCFP.

The Certification Project Manager will develop a Corrective Action Plan (CAP) in collaboration with DHCFP when an issue is identified in the certification review findings.  This action plan will conform to DHCFP requirements and will include:  an explanation for any identified issue that can be validated without requiring corrective action; a plan and approach to correct any issue that requires correction, including a level of effort assessment and resource plan; and a schedule for completing any corrective action within a time frame that is acceptable to CMS and DHCFP.  

11.6.2.10	Perform corrective actions and address deficiencies identified by CMS, in a manner that is acceptable to CMS and DHCFP.  Corrective actions taken shall be documented and submitted to DHCFP for evidential and record management purposes.

Following approval of the CAP by DHCFP and CMS, the Certification Project Manager will make the necessary corrections according to the Plan specifications and schedule.  A report of corrective actions taken will be submitted to DHCFP and CMS.  In addition, all systems modifications will be documented in the systems and user documentation.  Any process corrections will be documented in the operations procedures manuals.  All documentation changes will be submitted to DHCFP for review and approval.  

11.6.3	Contractor Performance Responsibilities

FHS agrees to meet the following performance requirements related to the Post-Implementation Review and CMS Certification task:  

		RFP Requirement

		FHS Response



		11.6.3.1  The Vendor’s post implementation review should be conducted no later than thirty (30) days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.  Post implementation review results should be provided to DHCFP for review and approval.

		FHS will conduct a post-implementation review of the MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and documentation (system and user) no later than 30 days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.  Post implementation review results will be provided to DHCFP for review and approval.



		11.6.3.2  Submit to DHCFP for review, a Post Implementation Review Report no later than fifteen (15) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.

		FHS will prepare and submit a Post-Implementation Evaluation Report detailing our assessment of the takeover process no later than 15 working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.



		11.6.3.3  Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will promote coordination of DHCFP and Fiscal Agent responsibilities associated with CMS certification review process.  The schedule shall be submitted to DHCFP no later than thirty (30) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.

		We will work with DHCFP to prepare a schedule of DHCFP and Fiscal Agent responsibilities associated with CMS certification review process and submit the schedule to DHCFP no later than 30 working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.










11.6.4	Contractor Deliverables

FHS agrees to provide the following Post-Implementation Review and CMS Certification deliverables:

		RFP Requirement

		FHS Response



		11.6.4.1  Updated MECT Checklists.

		We will revise the MECT checklists as appropriate and submit as a deliverable prior to CMS’s MMIS certification review process.



		11.6.4.2  Post Implementation Review Report.

		FHS will develop the Post-Implementation Review Report and submit as a deliverable no later than 15 working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.



		11.6.4.3  Certification Review Schedule.

		We will develop a Certification Review Schedule and submit as a deliverable no later than 30 working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.



		11.6.4.4  Pre-certification Review Materials.

		We will develop Pre-certification Review Materials and submit as a deliverable prior to CMS’s MMIS certification review process.



		11.6.4.5  Online or Physical Certification Review Repository.

		We will develop and deliver an Online or Physical Certification Review Repository that will comply with all access and security guidelines established by DHCFP.



		11.6.4.6  Corrective Action Plan (in response to CMS’ certification review results).

		FHS will develop a CAP to address any CMS findings cited in the certification review results and submit as a deliverable within a time frame that is acceptable to CMS and DHCFP.



		11.6.4.7  Documented Evidence of Corrective Actions.

		We will develop a report defining corrective action taken to address CMS findings and submit as a deliverable within the time frame approved in the CAP.





11.6.5	DHCFP Responsibilities

As indicated by Answer #390 in Amendment #3, we have not responded to these DHCFP responsibilities.
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Attachment O – Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table


Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work. 

Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor


The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply.

Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract.


		Req. #

		Type

		Requirement

		Vendor
Compliance Code

		Response



		12.5.2

		CLAIMS PROCESSING



		General 



		12.5.2.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all edit processing functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the needs of the Claims business function in accordance with DHCFP policies, State and Federal rules and regulations, and HIPAA standards.

		A

		



		12.5.2.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform claims processing for electronically submitted and hard copy claims and adjudication according to State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		12.5.2.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide staff competent to perform all claims functions specified in this RFP, or by State and Federal rules and regulations, during the life of the contract.

		A

		During our eight years of service as the Fiscal Agent vendor for Nevada Medicaid, FHS has cultivated a staff that is well-versed in the nuances of the State’s Medicaid Program and its policies.  FHS provides cross-training to employees to improve process flows and to improve operational integration.  Ongoing training is detailed, consistent, and frequent.  Internal QA procedures are part of the workflow to ensure staff is consistently evaluated for improvement opportunities. 



		Claims Control and Entry



		12.5.2.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop policies and procedures for performing claims control and entry activities; all policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		12.5.2.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a claim control and inventory system approved by DHCFP.

		A

		Captiva scanner software logs the inventory by batch and provides reporting on transmitted batches on a daily basis.  An automated solution of reporting between the mainframe and these Captiva logs ensures a correct inventory count. 

Enhanced functionality: As part of the Transition Task, the information generated by the Captiva software will be housed in the Operational Data Store (ODS) for ease of tracking and reporting. 



		12.5.2.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide and train providers on no-cost access portal(s) for online claims submission, including updates and returned files, for all claim forms by electronic transfer or other media approved by DHCFP, in a HIPAA-compliant format.

		A

		Enhanced functionality: FHS proposes to implement the Claims Courier tool for direct data entry and DirectSubmit for batch claims submission through the EDI tool.  Both of these tools are web-based and will be provided free for use by providers; there is no need to install any software on the provider’s desktop.  Training will be included as part of our standard training process; one-on-one training will also be provided as necessary.

As an additional option, FHS will maintain the PayerPath tool for those current providers who elect to continue using this tool.  All FHS tools are HIPAA-compliant. 



		12.5.2.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept both hard copy and electronic media claims, adjustments and voids according to DHCFP, CMS and HIPAA standards and ensure all relevant attachments, cash or checks are secure and appropriately routed upon receipt.

		A

		



		12.5.2.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Sort hard-copy claims and attachments according to policies and procedures. 

		A

		



		12.5.2.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Prescreen hard-copy claims before entering them into the system, and return to the provider those not meeting certain criteria as specified by DHCFP, and maintain an electronic log of returned claims.

		A

		New functionality: A new on-line screen will be added to the MMIS to provide functionality for Operations staff to log returned claims by Provider Number, Name and “Reason for Return.”  Where feasible, this logged data will be stored in the MMIS and then sent to the ODS for reporting purposes.



		12.5.2.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Capture and maintain images of all hard-copy claims, adjustments, voids, attachments and other documents.




		A

		FHS captures all paper claims, adjustments, voids, and supporting documents in our image scanning tool.  Images are all stored in the FirstDARS™ image archival and retrieval system.



		12.5.2.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain all data from electronically submitted claims.

		A

		



		12.5.2.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assign unique claim control numbers and batches to each claim, adjustment, void and financial transaction with a unique document control number. Prevent overlaying of unique control numbers.

		A

		



		12.5.2.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Edit to prevent duplicate entry of electronic claim batches.

		A

		Enhanced functionality:  During the Requirements Validation and Demonstration Task, FHS and DHCFP will verify the criteria to be used to ensure that duplicate electronic batch claims are not submitted into the claims system.  This duplicate check is performed at the header level of the batch before the claims are submitted into the MMIS and returned to the provider before entering the system.



		12.5.2.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform data entry for all hard-copy claims and provide for the verification of manually entered claims including editing, key re-verification or other methods approved by DHCFP.

		A

		The OCR process examines designated data fields on the document to ensure that specified fields of the various claim forms have been completed and are recognizable by the software.  The presence or absence of fields may determine how the claim is processed, based on Nevada policy.  Claims entry staff performs data correction on only unrecognizable or questionable characters rejected from the optical character recognition (OCR) process.  Editing will be performed on various data items in the OCR software using the Export/Edit Module of the OCR system.  The Administration Module provides the supervisor audit verification to ensure that data being keyed from image is correct.  In addition, it provides options to monitor and control the workflow, as well as monitor the statistics of each operator.


Benefit:  A net result is that claims accuracy and turnaround time have been increased.  



		12.5.2.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform data, format and validity editing on all entered claims, according to industry standards and HIPAA guidelines.

		A

		



		12.5.2.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify and perform online correction to claims pended as a result of data entry errors.

		A

		The OCR claims entry system currently operated by FHS provides on-line correction of claims with data entry errors.  The OCR system provides the process for correcting data before they are transmitted to the MMIS.  The OCR system provides for the image to be displayed next to the on-line screen, eliminating the need to pull the hard copy claim.  

Benefit: This functionality provides far more efficiency in the claims entry functions.  In addition, the MMIS allows on-line correction of the claim records after processing through the system, again using the side-by-side design of the screen to allow the operator to review the image of the claim as the correction to the data is made.  The correction capability is applicable to all data, not just errors in keying, but utilizing other data that might have been transmitted with the claims as attachments.



		12.5.2.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor, track and provide online inquiry access to each claim, adjustment, void and financial transaction from receipt through final disposition in accordance with HIPAA regulations.

		A

		FHS currently monitors, tracks, and provides on-line inquiry access to all claims, adjustments, and financial transactions from receipt, either electronically or by paper, to final disposition in accordance with HIPAA regulations. 

New functionality: Users will be able to access this information through the new web portal.



		12.5.2.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor, track, provide online inquiry to, and maintain an audit trail of batch information and electronic submission statistics.

		A

		New functionality: FHS proposes to store this information in the ODS, where it will be available for tracking and reporting.  


FHS also proposes to use the FHS universal transaction interface.  This tool supports on-line, web-based tracking of all EDI transactions and interfaces.



		12.5.2.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Establish balancing processes to ensure control within the MMIS processing cycles. Reconcile all claims (hard-copy and electronic) to batch processing cycle input and output figures to ensure balancing.

		A

		Extensive balancing controls begin with the initial recording of batches of documents from the imaging system.  As the claim is imaged, the software assigns the ICN to each payment request.  The imaging software balances to the claims submitted into the MMIS, ensuring all are entered.  Inventory reports are reviewed by the Supervisor, Service Operations, Glynda Bollinger, on a daily basis ensuring that all transactions are accounted for from step to step in the claims adjudication process. 



		12.5.2.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make recommendations in any area in which the contractor feels improvements can be made based on industry standards, best practices and/or cost efficiencies.

		A

		FHS recommendation: As part of this contract, FHS recommends web-enablement of the MMIS through the use of web services.  

Benefits: DHCFP can make data more available to recipients, providers, and State users.  The solution also aligns with MITA objectives.  



		Claims Adjudication



		12.5.2.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all the Claims Operations Management functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of the Nevada MMIS and peripheral systems/tools, and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		New functionality: As a workflow improvement, FHS plans to implement a web front-end for the entire MMIS.  With this technology upgrade, we also introduce enhanced help functionality at the desktop for the user.



		12.5.2.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop policies and procedures for performing claims adjudication activities. All policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations. 

		A

		



		12.5.2.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform claim editing according to DHCFP policy, CMS, national coding standards, and HIPAA standards. Types of edits include, but are not limited to:


a. Recipient and provider eligibility verification;

b. Lock-in restrictions or special programs;

c. Services requested are covered by applicable benefit plan;

d. Managed care enrollment;

e. Required attachments have been submitted;

f. Age and gender are appropriate for service provided;

g. Units billed are greater than or equal to service limits;

h. If a diagnosis is required it is present and of sufficient detail;

i. Proper use of modifier(s);

j. Place of service is valid;

k. Proper stale date billing timeframes;

l. Service allows “from/through” billing if service was billed using a range of dates;

m. Provider eligibility to perform type of service;

n. Provider participation in a group practice;

o. Prior authorization compliance;

p. Verify CLIA certification for procedure(s); and

q. Exact duplicate and suspected duplicate claims across claim types and provider types.

		A

		



		12.5.2.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		As part of the claims adjudication process, review claims for billing and coding errors, according to industry guidelines and CMS Correct Coding Initiative edits. 

		A

		FHS will work with DHCFP to take advantage of the already-implemented McKesson clinical claims editing software (ClaimCheck) to enforce the CMS Correct Coding Initiative edits. 



		12.5.2.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Verify that services performed are consistent with services previously rendered to the recipient and that they comply with State policy and medical criteria.

		A

		



		12.5.2.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Edit each claim record completely during a payment cycle, identifying as many errors as possible to limit the number of times a provider must to re-submit a claim before it completely processes.

		A

		



		12.5.2.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform claim editing for conflicting services in accordance with DHCFP policy, CMS guidelines, national coding standards, and HIPAA standards. Types of conflicting edits include, but are not limited to:


r. Institution/Outpatient (for example, Nursing Facility vs. Personal Care Services on same or overlapping date(s) of service);

s. Institution/Institution (for example, Nursing Facility and Inpatient Hospital);

t. Provider Type/Procedure Codes (for example, Nursing Facility stay with certain DME items on same or overlapping date(s) of service [defined by a group of procedure codes]); and

u. Procedure Code/Procedure Code (for example, extraction and a filling for the same tooth).

		A

		Enhanced functionality: FHS is in the process of providing a conflicting claims screen which can be accessed from the Claims History Information Retrieval Processor (CHIRP) or pend resolution that allows display of any conflicting claim. 



		12.5.2.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assist DHCFP in defining additional, desirable edit criteria. 

		A

		FHS works with DHCFP staff to determine new potential edit criteria to be included in the MMIS and peripheral systems.  A predominant feature of our system is its high degree of configurability enabling expedited implementation of new edit criteria. 

Example:  Examples of this are the recent recommended edit changes for the drug Synagis® that were submitted on March 18, 2010 that would provide $600,000 in additional savings.  On March 15, 2010, we proposed a change to the utilization edits for neurotherapy services that could save close to $100,000.  



		12.5.2.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Propose criteria and procedures for processing and adjudicating “special claims” (bypass edit conditions), including but not limited to late billing, recipient retro-eligibility, out-of-state emergency and any other DHCFP-defined and approved situation.

		A

		The MMIS recognizes special batch indicator ‘Y’ on paper claims to process differently from other paper claims.  This includes pending for review instead of denying or bypassing certain edits.  In addition, FHS has the capability to expedite the process as required. 



		12.5.2.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		For recipients enrolled in Managed Care, identify, edit and correctly adjudicate claims for services carved out of a managed care contract as a fee-for-service claim.

		A

		



		12.5.2.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Access the Prior Authorization function during claims processing, including adjustment and void processing, and update the PA data to reflect the services used on the claim and the number of services or dollars remaining once it is determined that the claim is payable.

		A

		The FHS current Prior Authorization (PA) solution is fully integrated.  This integration facilitates the speed with which PA records can be processed.  The system also nets out utilization from adjusted or voided claims.  Users can view this information on-line to track the use of authorized services and determine when authorized benefits are exhausted.  This information is also available to providers through the Internet (EVS) or telephone (IVR). 

Benefit:  If the provider does not submit the PA number on the claim and the service requires a PA, the system will search for match criteria and pay the claim.  This allows the claim to adjudicate appropriately without further inconvenience to the provider if he/she has received a PA.



		12.5.2.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the edit disposition indicator on an error disposition file in the Reference Data Maintenance function. This file shall also indicate whether a particular edit can be overridden and allow for different disposition by media type, claim type (original, adjustment, void), or attachment indicator.

		A

		



		12.5.2.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify and track all edits posted to the claim from entry through adjudication and final disposition. Provide online inquiry at no less than current functionality.

		A

		New functionality: We propose to implement a web-based user interface which allows more information to be made available to the user.  In addition, we are currently adding the ability to view all edits (current and historical) that have been posted to a claim. 



		12.5.2.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor, track and provide online inquiry access to claim status (paid, denied, pended) from receipt through final disposition.

		A

		



		12.5.2.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a claim void, reprocess and adjustment process which is accomplished operationally, using MMIS screens. 

		A

		Enhanced functionality: FHS is currently developing a process to improve the automation and offer additional selection criteria for mass and individual reprocess functionality for voided claims.



		12.5.2.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manually or systematically review and resolve any pended claims.

		A

		



		12.5.2.37 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain access to pricing and reimbursement methodologies to appropriately price claims.

		A

		The claims adjustment capabilities are the same as for claims pricing, using the table-driven edit features inherent in the MMIS. 


We maintain access to pricing and reimbursement methodologies to appropriately price claims based on:


· Per diem or flat rate/provider type, level of care or provider specific;


· Percentage of Billed Charges/provider type or provider specific;


· Unit value relative fee schedule factor/provider type, procedure or provider specific;


· Any of the above with a cap that could be service specific, provider type specific or provider specific;


· Multiple surgery pricing — many surgeries same date of service paying the highest relative value at 100 percent, others at lesser percents; 


· Modifier percentages/modifier specific or modifier/provider type specific;


· Percentage of other program flat fees (i.e., hospice paid at 95 percent of LTC facility provider specific rate); and


· Flat rate that is all-inclusive for all services performed on a single date of service (i.e., Indian Health services).


The MMIS supports all standard pricing methodologies as, well as a number of State-specific methodologies.  Standard pricing methodologies include statewide, area prevailing fee, usual and customary, Medicare co-payments and deductibles, per diem, DRG, APG, negotiated, and others.  Pricing methodologies can vary by benefit plan, provider type, and other attributes.  Claim pricing takes into consideration Medicaid allowed amount, TPL payments, Medicare payments, patient payments, and prior authorized amounts.  Prices are maintained on the Reference and Provider databases.  Payment methodology parameters are maintained on the Reference database.


The MMIS is extremely flexible in the method for establishing standard rates for the State within the Reference database.  Those rates that are either provider- or health plan-specific will be established in the Provider database.



		12.5.2.38 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide capability to accept and deduct co-payments in accordance with DHCFP policy.

		A

		The MMIS and POS systems have the capability to process co-payments; currently, the State of Nevada does not apply co-payments to Medicaid recipients.



		12.5.2.39 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Process payments to providers for QMB recipients of services covered by Medicare but not covered by Medicaid.

		A

		



		12.5.2.40 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Submit physician administered drug information to the pharmacy POS system to support processing and adjudication of physician administered drug claims.

		A

		Physician-administered drug claims are submitted to the MMIS, converted, and forwarded to the POS system and adjudicated by the POS system.  Should the State desire to change its policy, FHS offers direct submission to the POS or web-claim submission for those providers who prefer this method. 

Benefit:  The NVPAD project was successfully implemented in 2008, resulting in cost savings to the State through increased rebates.



		12.5.2.41 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Interface with the pharmacy POS system to receive adjudication results information from the pharmacy POS system.

		A

		



		12.5.2.42 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Only override claim edits based on written authorization from DHCFP or DHCFP-approved resolution instructions.

		A

		



		12.5.2.43 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and maintain the online resolution function in the MMIS, which includes resolution of all data entry errors.

		A

		



		12.5.2.44 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain claim resolution information, such as edits that were overridden and the individual user who performed the override.

		A

		The design of the claims database in the MMIS maintains data to support all of these requirements, as well as on-line inquiry functions to make the data available.  Each time a claim record is updated, new occurrences of the changed data are created with date stamps to indicate when the update occurred.  Individual operator IDs are stored to make those updates distinguishable from those made automatically by the system.


The MMIS has a significant number of existing reports that provide listings by operator ID where edits have been overridden.  In addition to the currently available reports, we have the ability to produce the same reports for claims that were denied by operator ID. 



		12.5.2.45 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify potential Third Party Liability (TPL), including Medicare, and deny the claim if it is for a service covered by other insurance based on recipient’s type of TPL coverage and type of service (e.g., medical service claim with medical service coverage, dental service claim with dental coverage).

		A

		FHS receives TPL information from the NOMADS system and from HMS.  This information is used within the MMIS and pharmacy claims processing systems according to the rules associated with each benefit plan for the Nevada Medicaid Program.



		12.5.2.46 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for TPL overrides when the provider attaches an EOB stating that the other insurance is exhausted or the service is not covered, making Medicaid the payer for the claim.

		A

		



		12.5.2.47 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify claims to pend for medical review, in accordance with DHCFP policy.

		A

		A medical review pend location differentiates these claims from other pended claims.



		12.5.2.48 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform adjustments and voids to original claims and maintain records of the previous processing.

		A

		The Claims History Information Retrieval Processor (CHIRP) in the Claims Subsystem provides inquiry to history information on claims, adjustments, and financial transactions from creation to adjudication.



		12.5.2.49 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make recommendations in any area in which the contractor feels improvements can be made based on industry standards, best practices and/or cost efficiencies.

		A

		On an ongoing basis, FHS reviews the changes being adopted by other state clustomers that can be applied to the Nevada pharmacy program.  These edits, such as the new edit put into place by a large customer for the drug Synagis®, has had a positive outcome for Nevada.  We have also recently made recommended improvements to the SMAC List based on industry standards that will produce a savings of over $800,000 to Nevada.



		Claims Reporting



		12.5.2.50 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop policies and procedures for performing claims reporting activities. All policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		12.5.2.51 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce all daily, weekly and monthly claims entry statistics reports in accordance with DHCFP-approved specifications and media type.

		A

		



		12.5.2.52 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce balancing and control reports according to DHCFP-approved specifications and media type.

		A

		



		12.5.2.53 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an audit trail of each claim record including each stage of processing, the date the claim was entered in each stage, and any error codes posted.

		A

		



		12.5.2.54 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor and report on the use of override codes during the claims resolution process, based on DHCFP-defined guidelines. 

		A

		



		12.5.2.55 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide online inquiry access to claims history as specified by DHCFP policy.

		A

		



		12.5.2.56 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce and distribute recipient Validation of Service letter pursuant to State and Federal rules and regulations. 

		A

		



		12.5.2.57 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Screen returned recipient Validation of Service letters for discrepancies and produce monthly reports that identify the percentage of claims questions, the number of claims questions and the dollar amount of claims questions pursuant to State and Federal rules and regulations. 

		A

		FHS currently produces and distributes the Validation of Service letters.  While FHS has the system functionality to screen the letters and produce the required reports, this function is currently performed by the DHCFP SURS.  



		12.5.2.58 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make recommendations in any area in which the contractor feels improvements can be made based on industry standards, best practices and/or cost efficiencies.

		A

		The MMIS currently has the ability to produce any report in Excel. 


FHS recommendation:  With the addition of the ODS and the Cognos Business Intelligence tool, the end-user can decide the format of the report, including Excel.



		Claims – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.5.2.59 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Use DHCFP identified criteria, such as Provider Type, to ‘randomly pend’ a specified percentage of claims for Pre-Payment Review. 

		A

		Enhanced functionality:  FHS will work with DHCFP staff to define the criteria for this process.  Criteria-driven edits featured in the MMIS can be used to pend claims for detailed review to a pre-defined location based on any data attribute on the claim or thresholds on claim lines/dollar paid/service usage.  An algorithm can be added to claims adjudication programs to apply the “random pend” aspect of the requirement.

Our proposed technology enhancement will increase the use of rules engine technology to open up the MMIS and to make it more configurable in the area of setting edit criteria



		12.5.2.60 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a means to identify and recover “Never Events” claims as defined by CMS. These never events represent unnecessary services directly caused by practitioner or facility error (Example: Sponge left in a patient by error, claim submitted to pay for removal of the sponge). 

		A

		FHS currently has the functionality to support this potential expanded responsibility:  The MMIS has the functionality to identify and recover “Never Event” services based on the billing of specific modifiers and diagnosis codes.


FHS will work with DHCFP to establish edit criteria to identify these events in the MMIS.



		12.5.2.61 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		On an annual basis, produce, distribute and track False Claims letters/certifications to providers paid over five million dollars ($5,000,000) and provide results to DHCFP.

		A

		FHS currently has the functionality to support this potential expanded responsibility:  FHS has the ability to produce claims payment reports by individual provider paid over $5,000,000 annually and to assist with the educational requirement associated with the State False Claims Act, Section 6031 of the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (DRA).


FHS can target these identified providers for letters and intervention upon review and approval from DHCFP.



		12.5.2.62 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Create and maintain a standard template for the purpose of automating voids and adjustments. This would eliminate manual entry of voids and adjustments. 

		A

		New functionality:  FHS will work with DHCFP staff to define this process.  By implementing the web-based user interface in the MMIS, we are able to define workflows and end user screens and processes to automate these functions.



		Claims – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.2.63 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve all changes to internal and external claims processing procedures used for claims capture, claims adjudication, and controlling the audit trails and location of all claims.

		

		



		12.5.2.64 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Monitor Contractor inventory through review of claims processing cycle balancing and control reports.

		

		



		12.5.2.65 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish and provide Contractor with claim electronic image retention and retrieval standards.

		

		



		12.5.2.66 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve implementation of HIPAA-compliant claim forms.

		

		



		12.5.2.67 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish standards for data entry error rates. 

		

		



		12.5.2.68 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine and provide to Contractor edit criteria to enforce DHCFP policy.

		

		



		12.5.2.69 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine edit override policy, and review and approve contractor procedures for adjudication of “special batch” claims.

		

		



		12.5.2.70 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		

		



		12.5.2.71 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review all daily, weekly and monthly claims statistics and operational reports.

		

		



		12.5.2.72 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide to the contractor written authorization for edit overrides.

		

		



		12.5.2.73 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve edit resolution instructions.

		

		



		12.5.2.74 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish criteria for returning hard-copy claims to providers before entering claims into the system.

		

		



		12.5.2.75 

		Potential Expanded DHCFP Responsibility

		Select a percentage of claims by provider type to ‘randomly pend’ for Per-Payment Review by the Contractor.

		

		



		Claims – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.2.76 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Adjudicate claims in accordance with the requirements detailed in the State Medicaid Manual, Part 11, Section 11325.

		A

		The MMIS and peripheral systems are CMS-certified.  



		12.5.2.77 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Data-enter hard copy claims within two (2) working days of receipt.




		A

		



		12.5.2.78 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain data entry error rates below three percent (3%).

		A

		FHS exceeds this SLA.  Our current performance averages < 2%.



		12.5.2.79 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Load electronically submitted claims within one (1) working day of receipt.

		A

		



		12.5.2.80 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Image every claim and attachment within one (1) working day of receipt. 

		A

		



		12.5.2.81 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Assign a unique control number to every claim, attachment and adjustment within one (1) working day of receipt.

		A

		Each claim, adjustment, and financial transaction is assigned a unique Internal Control Number (ICN), including the Julian date of receipt, within one working day of receipt.  Claim line numbers listed on the document are assigned for each service listed to uniquely identify the claim line, where appropriate.  Claims received electronically and on magnetic media are processed, assigning a unique ICN for each claim document and line and recording each claim for archival and tracking purposes.



		12.5.2.82 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Return claims missing required data within two (2) working days of receipt.

		A

		



		12.5.2.83 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Log returned claims daily.

		A

		Enhanced functionality:  A new on-line screen will be added to the MMIS to provide functionality for operations staff to log returned claims by Provider Number, Name, and ‘Reason for Return.’  These data will be stored in the MMIS and then sent to ODS for reporting purposes.



		12.5.2.84 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Ninety-five percent (95%) of all clean claims or ninety percent (90%) of the dollar total for all clean claims must be adjudicated for payment or denial within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt. 

		A

		FHS exceeds this SLA.  Our current performance averages 98.7%.



		12.5.2.85 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Ninety-nine percent (99%) of clean claims must be adjudicated for payment or denial within ninety (90) calendar days of receipt.

		A

		



		12.5.2.86 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Non-clean claims must be adjudicated within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of correction of the condition that caused it to be unclean.

		A

		



		12.5.2.87 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		All claims must be adjudicated within twelve (12) months of receipt by the contractor, except for those exempted from this requirement by federal timely claims processing regulations.

		A

		



		12.5.2.88 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Correctly adjudicate all pended claims, except those pended that require state review, within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt and report the pended status of the claims to the provider.

		A

		



		12.5.2.89 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Correctly adjudicate claims pended for medical review within fourteen (14) calendar days from completion of the review. 

		A

		



		12.5.2.90 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Review and adjudicate one-hundred percent (100%) of provider-initiated requests for adjustment within forty-five (45) calendar days of receipt.

		A

		



		12.5.2.91 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Submit returned denial notices to DHCFP each week.

		A

		



		12.5.2.92 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Update TPL files with claim information in the same cycle as the payment cycle.

		A/C

		FHS meets the needs of the State through a combination of the tracking, flagging, and extraction capabilities of the automated, highly integrated MMIS subsystems for cost-avoidance of many millions of dollars on an annual basis.  In addition, we propose to continue to subcontract all tracking, pay and chase, and recoupment activities to HMS.  Access to the MMIS and the HMS systems is on-line, real-time for those designated contractor and DHCFP users.  The primary function of the system is to utilize insurance information gathered at the recipient point of contact when editing payment requests.  If a payment request for a recipient whose other insurance matches the coverage on file, the system automatically denies the payment request, thus avoiding Medicaid or non-Medicaid program expenditure. 


Our TPL solution encompasses data collection, cost avoidance, recovery, and reporting functions.  The system is composed of four modules: Enrollee Resource Information, Insurance Carrier Information, Cost Avoidance, and Benefit Recovery. 

FHS works with HMS to support the third party recovery process.

The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance. 



		12.5.3

		FINANCIAL



		General/Inputs



		12.5.3.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all financial processing functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of the Nevada MMIS operation, State and federal rules and regulations, in accordance with HIPAA regulations.

		A

		Enhanced functionality:  FHS has identified several areas of improvement within the Financial Subsystem.  One of these is the ability to output the data from the Financial Subsystem on a more real-time basis into our Operational Data Store (ODS).  Once in the ODS, we make the data available for ad hoc and standard reporting using the Cognos Business Intelligence tool.



		12.5.3.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support multiple levels of role based security, as agreed upon by the Contractor and DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.5.3.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to support overpayment/recovery efforts, including but not limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER, cost avoidance, pay and chase, premium payment, Medicare, subrogation and recoupments according to DHCFP policy, State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A/C

		HMS performs recovery functions related to its TPL activities defined in the TPL scope of work using the system provided by the fiscal agent.  HMS performs these activities according to DHCFP policy and State and Federal rules and regulations.

FHS works with HMS to support the third party recovery process.


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

An overview of HMS’ approach is included as Appendix K.



		12.5.3.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an accounts receivable system populated by MMIS data on a weekly basis that is maintained by the Accounting Department. The data is to be used to track matching dollars from other agencies.

		A

		Enhanced functionality:  A system update is currently being developed through the Change Management process that will allow funds from other agencies to be capped at the object code level as outlined by DHCFP. 



		12.5.3.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Upload annual budget, including fund splits and program/sub-program codes, into financial processing system.

		A

		



		12.5.3.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept the following inputs into the financial processing system to produce RA:


v. Claims that have passed all edit, audit and pricing processing, or that have been denied;

w. Claims that have a sanction or fiscal pend;

x. Fiscal pend and release criteria;

y. Recoupment data;

z. Retroactive rate updates; and

aa. Provider, recipient and reference data from MMIS.

		A

		



		12.5.3.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Create, maintain, and update accounting codes (e.g. object codes, sub-object codes, multiple FMAPs), as defined by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.5.3.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Validate budget authority for each financial and claim transaction.

		A

		All claim and financial transactions check for budget authority in the weekly finance cycle.  If funds are not available, the claim or financial transaction will pend. 



		12.5.3.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain payment mechanisms to providers, including identification of check generation and electronic fund transfer (EFT).

		A

		



		12.5.3.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate and process non-claim-specific financial transactions.

		A

		



		12.5.3.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate capitated payments to support managed care programs, according to HIPAA standards. 

		A

		



		12.5.3.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate non-emergency transportation capitation payments based on monthly eligibility file.

		A

		



		Remittance Advice



		12.5.3.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce or reproduce both paper and electronic (ACS X12N 835 transaction) remittance advice and match checks (paper and EFT) to RAs as an audit function.

		A

		FHS currently supports the ability to provide web RAs and recommends implementation.



		12.5.3.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Include informational messages on the Remittance Advice from a user-maintainable message text table, with selection parameters such as provider type, claim type and claim payment date(s).

		A

		



		12.5.3.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce remittance advice according to HIPAA standards for different claim forms and content such as institutional, pharmacy, professional and dental as well as paper remittance advice including but not limited to the following information: 


ab. Recipient identification;

ac. Date(s) of service;

ad. Service identifier(s) (for example, HCPCS code, modifier(s), NDC code;

ae. Claim status (for example, paid, adjusted, denied, void, or pended);

af. RA number;

ag. Internal Claim Number (ICN);

ah. Previous ICN and new ICN are reported on the RA for adjustments. A voided claim will report to the RA using the original ICN that is being voided. Original check date and the original RA number are reported on the RA as well;

ai. All edits including edit description;

aj. Insurance company name, policy number and contact information for claims denied due to recipient having other insurance;

ak. Amount Billed; 


al. Any other insurance applied to the claim;

am. Patient liability applied to claim;

an. Amount of any other payments (i.e., voluntary contributions) applied to claim;

ao. Amount paid; and

ap. Summary information including but not limited to, number of claims paid, denied, or pended; total amount billed; total amount paid; active recoupment account balance(s); active sanction account balance(s); financial transactions (e.g. cut-backs, add-payments).

		A

		



		1099 Activities



		12.5.3.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Track 1099 earnings, adjust amounts due to recoupment activity or returned checks, produce 1099 statements to providers and report the data to the IRS annually, in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		Output



		12.5.3.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update claim history and online financial files with the check number, date of payment and amount paid after the claims payment cycle.

		A

		



		12.5.3.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor the status of each account receivable and report monthly to DHCFP in aggregate and/or individual accounts, in a DHCFP approved report format.

		A

		



		12.5.3.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide access to financial information online to authorized users.

		A

		



		12.5.3.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce all required federal and State financial reports.

		A

		



		12.5.3.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce claims payment and other financial data reports as specified by DHCFP, including but not limited to:


aq. Detailed financial transaction registers;

ar. Standard accounting, balance and control reports;

as. Remittance and payment summaries;

at. Listing of recoupments by amount and time period for providers;

au. Single aged outstanding accounts receivable, with flags on those that have no activity within a DHCFP-specified period of time;

av. Cash receipts and returned checks;

aw. Registers for checks/EFT with related remittance advice number and/or date; and

ax. Results of weekly Reconciliation/Balancing activities.

		A

		



		Overpayments/Recoveries



		12.5.3.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept and maintain the following information to support Overpayments/Recovery financial processing functions:


ay. Notification from Welfare, DHCFP and/or DCFS;

az. Court notification;

ba. TPL-related data from the adjudicated claims history file including indicators of accident-related treatments, diagnosis codes and procedure codes indicating trauma;

bb. Parameters entered online to identify paid claims for tracking and potential recovery; and

bc. TPL information obtained from a source outside of Medicaid such as EOBs or providers.

		A/C

		a. The MMIS Financial Subsystem allows for processing of provider recoupments when a provider is identified who owes the DHCFP money due to reasons such as overpayments or tax levies.  Recovery of overpayments or recoupments can be processed from future claims payment or a provider refund check can be applied.  Recipient recoveries such as voluntary contributions, child support, restitution, birthing costs, and Medicaid estate recovery can all be processed in the financial subsystem at the recipient level.  The MMIS accepts notification from local welfare offices for casualty and TPL claims recovery.  Data may be collected at initial enrollment or as additional information is received from these entities or the recipients themselves.  

b. Court notifications are received by FHS for processing within the MMIS Financial Subsystem.  Once the recoupment is established, the MMIS’ automated processesses will recoup against future payment amounts and issue payment to the appropriate payee.  HMS maintains court notification information as it pertains to HMS’ TPL casualty and mass tort recovery actions. 


c. HMS utilizes the claims history file by applying algorithms which flag trauma-related diagnosis codes that are used as TPL casualty case leads.


d. HMS tracks its Pay and Chase activities on internal systems, including a separate case management system for casualty leads.


e. HMS maintains its TPL information obtained from data matches, providers, recipients, and EOBs on an internal tracking system.  

The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.3.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify claims eligible for pay and chase recovery by user-driven criteria such as date of service or types of service.

		C

		HMS performs this requirement for TPL pay and chase recovery identification by utilizing paid claims files and can incorporate dates of service, type of service, or other user-driven criteria by adding those elements to our proprietary algorithms. 

The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.3.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to identify all claims that have been flagged for pay and chase recovery, including the date the process began.

		C

		HMS maintains a tracking system of all claims identified for pay and chase recovery, including the process start date.

The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.3.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Automatically generate (paper or electronic) invoices to the specific carriers and/or providers, according to HIPAA standards, with all pertinent information including, but not limited to, Recipient ID, service paid, date of service, insurance carrier name and policy information. 

		C

		Once claims have been identified as subject to TPL pay and chase recovery, HMS automatically generates  a cover letter to the appropriate carrier or provider with an electronic or paper invoice that lists, at a minimum, the recipient Medicaid identification number, the service paid, the date of service, the insurance carrier name, and the policy information. 


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.3.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Track all responses and payments received and automatically adjust claims that have been recovered.

		A/C

		After a claim ha been recovered, FHS or HMS proceeds with adjusting the claim. .


HMS tracks provider and carrier responses to its TPL pay and chase activities.  After a claim has been recovered, HMS proceeds with adjusting that claim in accordance with DHCFP’s requirements.


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.3.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Automatically rebill insurance companies if a response is not received within DHCFP specified time frame. 

		C

		Using the DHCFP-specified time frame, HMS generates rebills to unresponsive insurance companies.


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.3.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow online data access including:


bd. User-specified inquiry selection criteria such as recipient ID and date(s) of service to identify claims to assess for other insurance liability/Medicaid Estate Recovery; and

be. List all claims selected for other insurance liability including all relevant information such as procedure code, diagnosis code, modifier and date(s) of service.

		C

		For HMS' subrogation activities, which include casualty and mass tort, case information including claims listings, are available on-line for use by DHCFP and other designated staff.


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.3.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow authorized users to manually select or deselect claims for other insurance liability from the listing for inclusion in a case and allow the entry of a reason code for selection/de-selection.

		C

		Within the HMS on-line system for subrogation, users are able to select or deselect claims for inclusion in a case and enter the appropriate reason code for the selection or de-selection as pertains to the case.  

The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.3.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a listing of all claims selected for other insurance liability by the user for each case, and notify providers that claims have been identified for other insurance liability recovery action.

		C

		The claims identified for other insurance liability are maintained within the HMS on-line subrogation system.  Affected providers are notified which claims have been selected for recovery action.

The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.3.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Automatically void the identified claims for other insurance liability with an explanation reason and report on the Remittance Advice.

		A/C

		Once claims have been identified for other insurance liability, FHS or HMS proceeds with voiding the claims in the MMIS using the appropriate recovery reason code.  

The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.3.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Automatically reinstate previously voided claims according to user entered parameters for other insurance liability and report on the Remittance Advice.

		A

		FHS will collaborate with DHCFP to design and implement an appropriate solution. 



		12.5.3.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Capture and provide online access to multiple names and addresses of the parties associated with a restitution case.

		A

		



		12.5.3.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to inquire against the recovery data by recipient ID or recipient name. 

		A/C

		The MMIS supports inquiry against the recovery data by use of the Recipient ID.  Within the HMS system, inquiries are supported both at the Recipient ID and the Name.

FHS works with HMS to support the third party recovery process.

The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance. 



		12.5.3.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate 'reminders' at certain intervals based on recovery account information.

		C

		HMS generates reminders for recipients at intervals as determined by DHCFP.

The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.3.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for multiple recovery transactions for an individual.

		A

		



		12.5.3.37 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Automatically set up a recoupment transaction for a provider if the provider payment amount is negative.

		A

		



		12.5.3.38 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update recoupment data automatically as the result of weekly claims run. 

		A

		



		12.5.3.39 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for manual adjustment of recoupment balances.

		A

		



		12.5.3.40 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide an audit trail of all transactions applied to the recoupment account including, but not limited to: 


bf. Date of transaction;

bg. Dollar value of transaction;

bh. Reason for transaction; and

bi. Person/process authorizing the transaction.

		A

		



		12.5.3.41 

		Contractor Responsibility

		If multiple accounts exist within a single account type, the older accounts are to be satisfied first.

		A

		



		12.5.3.42 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce payment recovery reports as specified by DHCFP, including but not limited to:


bj. Aging reports of cases billed;


bk. Cost avoidance reports including detailed information on the number and types of claims and amounts cost-avoided;


bl. Cost avoidance summary reports;


bm. Unrecoverable amounts by type and reason;


bn. Accounts receivable reports;


bo. Recoveries by case type; and


bp. Estate recovery activity reports.

		A/C

		a. HMS provides aging reports of subrogation cases billed.


b. HMS coordinates with the fiscal agent as needed to assist in the creation of cost avoidance reports as requested by DHCFP.


c. FHS and HMS supply cost avoidance summary reports as they relate to HMS activity as requested by DHCFP.


d. Unrecoverable amounts by type and reason as related to HMS activity are provided to DHCFP.


e. FHS provides accounts receivable reports as they relate to Nevada TPL recovery activity.


f. FHS will supply a list of recoveries organized by case type.

g. FHS has the capability to provide recovery activity reports for Estate Recovery services.

The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		Financial – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.3.43 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations (including FMAP changes).

		

		



		12.5.3.44 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish financial processing and adjustment processing policies and procedures.

		

		



		12.5.3.45 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish policies and procedures for processing non-claim-specific financial transactions.

		

		



		12.5.3.46 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review all financial reports from the contractor. 

		

		



		12.5.3.47 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide annual Budget file to Contractor no later than one (1) month prior to the first payment cycle each State Fiscal Year. 

		

		



		12.5.3.48 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish requirements mandating EFT as payment mode for providers receiving more than a specified annual payment total.

		

		



		Financial – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.3.49 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain and update the accounts receivable system on a daily basis.

		A

		



		12.5.3.50 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform weekly payment processing including generation of paper and electronic RAs.

		A

		



		12.5.3.51 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform payment cycle on at least a weekly basis.

		A

		



		12.5.3.52 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Produce and mail 1099 earning reports no later than January 31 of each year, and report to IRS according to Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		12.5.3.53 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Upload annual Budget file and ensure accurate processing prior to the first weekly payment cycle of the new fiscal year.

		A

		



		12.5.3.54 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Process each adjustment within ten (10) working days payment deposit. 

		A

		



		12.5.3.55 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform recoupment data entry keying with ninety-seven percent (97%) or higher accuracy.

		A

		FHS exceeds this SLA with an average performance > 98%.



		12.5.4

		PRIOR AUTHORIZATION (PA)



		12.5.4.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and maintain the Prior Authorization (PA) function of the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up program, including review and physical authorization of payment authorization functions associated with Prior Authorization Requests as identified by DHCFP. 

		A

		



		12.5.4.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all Prior Authorization functions, features and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of this RFP and State and federal rules and regulations. 

		A

		



		12.5.4.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enter data into the Prior Authorization function through HIPAA compliant transaction that meets DHCFP guidelines, and maintain all Prior Authorization information. Data entry shall be permitted by DHCFP approved staff. 

		A

		



		12.5.4.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Purge Prior Authorization records to archive media according to DHCFP-defined criteria.

		A

		



		12.5.4.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce Prior Authorization reports according to DHCFP-defined specifications and frequency.

		A

		



		12.5.4.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information propagated by eligibility interfaces in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.

		A

		



		12.5.4.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Track all authorization activity from initiation of process through final decision, including each decision date and the results of that decision.

		A

		



		12.5.4.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to track all correspondence, including date and reason sent.

		A

		



		12.5.4.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Edit all Prior Authorization data entered for validity and disallow duplications.

		A

		



		12.5.4.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an audit trail, and provide ability to inquire against all Prior Authorization data. Include flexible inquiry capability such as, but not limited to, review type, service requested, date ranges, decision. Include ability to drill down to detail.

		A

		



		12.5.4.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update 'count down' fields such as units or dollars used during claims processing to allow a user to view how many services remain as pre-approved for payment.

		A

		 



		12.5.4.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability for providers to submit requests and receive responses for Prior Authorization according to HIPAA standards.

		A

		New functionality:  The new web portal will provide access to the status of prior authorization (PA) requests.  Users will be able to view medical, pharmacy, and behavioral health PA request status.



		Prior Authorization – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.4.13 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and the State and Federal rules and regulations to ensure that they are supported by the Prior Authorization business function.

		

		



		12.5.4.14 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide guidelines for data entry or upload of Prior Authorization information in accordance with HIPAA standards.

		

		



		12.5.4.15 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide criteria for purging of Prior Authorization records to archive media.

		

		



		12.5.4.16 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Define frequency and specifications for Prior Authorization reports. 

		

		



		12.5.4.17 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review Prior Authorization reports produced by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.5

		PROVIDER



		Provider Data Maintenance



		12.5.5.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept the following sources of provider information:


bq. Provider enrollment application form data;

br. Licensure information, including electronic input from other State and federal agencies;

bs. Data from Office of Inspector General (OIG) and applied changes as specified by DHCFP;

bt. Provider add/update transactions;

bu. Changed provider information from DHCFP;

bv. Financial payment and recoupment data from the Financial Processing function; and

bw. Provider restrictions and/or sanction data from DHCFP.

		A

		Enhanced functionality:  The web-based enrollment system that FHS will provide will increase efficiencies and provider satisfaction, while maintaining a secure environment for PHI.  The web-based solution will streamline re-enrollment processes by the auto-population of fields, of licensure validation, and of provider sanction information.



		12.5.5.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and maintain the Provider Data Maintenance function, including the maintenance of the provider master data set (Provider Master File), which includes, but is not limited to: provider taxonomy, provider type, provider specialty, provider demographic information, group affiliations, billing agency, service locations and provider identifiers (such as IPN, API, NPI, FEIN, DEA, and others). 

		A

		Enhanced functionality:  The web-based enrollment system will streamline the data maintenance process.



		12.5.5.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Establish methods to verify accuracy of provider file data, and edit all data entered for presence, format and consistency with other data in the transaction and on the Provider File.

		A

		



		12.5.5.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct mass updates of the provider file when directed by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.5.5.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support multiple levels of role based security, as agreed upon by the Contract and DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.5.5.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow authorized users to add and change Provider File data through online, real time data entry.

		A

		



		12.5.5.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and provide access to current and historical Provider data including an audit trail of all data added or changed and the user making the add/change.

		A

		



		12.5.5.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the minimum historical provider data online in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) months.

		A

		



		12.5.5.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide access to archived Provider File Data.

		A

		



		12.5.5.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide DHCFP with access to electronic copies of all provider documents, such as provider application, provider contract, etc.

		A

		



		12.5.5.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Link a single provider when associated with multiple service locations and/or groups, each having a unique service address.

		A

		The MMIS currently links all individual providers to a group number with effective dates.  Individual providers can also be associated with multiple provider groups and other kinds of healthcare organizations.  A group can be associated with an unlimited number of individual providers.  The system contains a cross-reference capability that allows the linkage of group information.  Individual providers are linked to the groups and the groups are linked to the individual providers.  The group information is available on-line for real-time updating.  Information on groups is displayed in both directions — individuals who belong to a group and groups to which an individual belongs. 



		12.5.5.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Link a single provider to multiple addresses (e.g. service, correspondence, payment, remittance advice).

		A

		The MMIS supports multiple addresses in the Provider database.  The system uses address types allowing for multiple addresses of various types including pay to, mail to, and service location(s).  Addresses are entered and updated on-line on the Address Screen.  The system uses the address type to ensure the correct address displays on the various reports and letters.  



		12.5.5.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain Billing Agency information when a provider uses a service.

		A

		



		12.5.5.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain change of ownership data and dates for which each owner should receive payment for claims.

		A

		



		12.5.5.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and track complaints from providers.

		A

		



		12.5.5.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform the following correspondence functions:


bx. Automatically send letters to providers based on DHCFP-specified criteria such as, but not limited to, change to status, Certification or Licensure expirations, etc.;

by. Allow entry of free form verbiage to insert into system generated letters;

bz. Track all letters, provider, date and reason sent;

ca. Reprint letters and notices, upon request; and

cb. Create DHCFP-specified criteria-based files for mass mailing, upon request (By provider type, specialty, geographic area, etc.).

		A

		



		12.5.5.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow online data inquiry access to provider file data, including, but not limited to: Doing Business As Name and Legal Entity Name (actual, partial, or phonetic search), Group associations, ownership, Federal Employer Identification Number (FEIN), SSN, ID, Location (city, state, zip, street), provider type and specialty.

		A

		



		12.5.5.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to identify providers by participation in the Nevada Check Up (CHIP) Program, Medicaid, State-only, Medicare, or other programs as specified by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.5.5.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide inquiry-only access to applicable provider data to outside agencies as identified by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.5.5.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide online access to financial summaries (e.g. payment totals for minimum seventy-two (72) months).

		A

		Enhanced functionality:  The requested information is also available within the Financial Subsystem and will be available in the DSS for query and analysis purposes through the Cognos Business Intelligence tool.



		12.5.5.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make all provider data available for retrieval through the Ad Hoc/DSS reporting function.

		A

		



		12.5.5.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce Provider Data reports as specified by DHCFP.

		A

		



		Provider Billing



		12.5.5.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide staff competent in Medicaid billing policy and procedures for all provider and claim types who will be responsible for provider billing and training.

		A

		During our eight years of service as the Fiscal Agent vendor for Nevada Medicaid, FHS has cultivated a staff that is well-versed in the nuances of the State’s Medicaid Program and its policies.  FHS provides cross training to employees to improve process flows to improve operational integration.  Ongoing training is detailed, consistent, and frequent.  Internal QA procedures are part of the workflow to ensure staff is consistently evaluated for improvement opportunities.



		12.5.5.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up including historical and current forms.

		A

		



		12.5.5.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop, revise, produce and distribute printed and electronic provider communications (via contractor hosted website), including but not limited to, Provider Billing Manuals, Provider Web Announcements, and other materials as required.

		A

		FHS currently produces over 700 documents annually.  



		12.5.5.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide all providers with the most current DHCFP-developed and/or approved policy program materials through updates and replacements (as needed) to the Provider Billing Manuals, Training Catalogs and Schedules, and/or Provider Web Announcements, in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.

		A

		



		12.5.5.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Inform and train providers about electronic billing, electronic remittance advices, Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT), and work with providers on HIPAA standard formats for the data transfer, including testing, in accordance with HIPAA standards.

		A

		The Training Catalogue on the FHS website will be updated to include the Claims Courier and DirectSubmit modules.



		12.5.5.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and distribute quarterly newsletters to providers in both printed and electronic formats on current Nevada Medicaid and Check Up related news and information.

		A

		



		12.5.5.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to produce payment by check for Providers that do not meet DHCFP established minimum standards requiring EFT.

		A

		



		12.5.5.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an archive of billing manual versions and provide access on Provider web portal for reference.

		A

		Enhanced functionality: Previous versions of billing manuals will be made available on the new Provider Portal accessed via the web portal.



		Provider – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.5.5.31 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Build and maintain an expanded database of provider data for claims processing, administrative reporting and surveillance and utilization review.

		A

		Enhanced functionality:  FHS will work with DHCFP to define the additional data needed for tracking and reporting.  The data currently collected in the Provider Subsystem will be housed in the Operational Data Store (ODS) and will be available for reporting using the Cognos Business Intelligence tool.



		12.5.5.32 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Track provider agency/group ownership in a manner that can be searched by individual/corporation name.

		A

		Enhanced functionality:  FHS’ web-based solution will provide the necessary screens to support this function.



		Provider – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.5.33 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with Contractor to develop DHCFP specific forms for provider use.

		

		



		12.5.5.34 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are met by the provider data and billing business functions.

		

		



		12.5.5.35 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine and communicate provider data related policies.

		

		



		12.5.5.36 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from provider data maintenance.

		

		



		12.5.5.37 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Define frequency and specifications for Provider Data reports.

		

		



		12.5.5.38 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review Provider Data reports produced by the Contractor.

		

		



		Provider– Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.5.39 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Enter all changes to provider records within two (2) working days of receipt of the input from DHCFP or other approved sources.

		A

		



		12.5.5.40 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		At provider’s request, print and mail DHCFP specific forms and other billing-related documents within five (5) working days of request.

		A

		FHS consistently exceeds this requirement.  Our average turnaround time is three working days. 



		12.5.5.41 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Update Provider Billing Manuals to correspond with system takeover, and at least annually thereafter.

		A

		



		12.5.5.42 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain electronic billing manual with all updates posted online within five (5) working days of approval by DHCFP.

		A

		FHS consistently exceeds this requirement.  Our average turnaround on posting of the approved document is three working days. 



		12.5.5.43 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		At the request of a provider, mail Provider Billing Manual revisions and Provider Web Announcements within five (5) working days of request.

		A

		



		12.5.6

		RECIPIENT



		12.5.6.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update the MMIS recipient data set.

		A

		We currently comply using a batch update process.  

Benefit: The system can support real-time updates when NOMADS can support real-time.



		12.5.6.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure that all existing and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and other State and Federal rules and regulations are met by the recipient business function.

		A

		FHS has enabled many system enhancements to accommodate NOMADS’ limitations.



		12.5.6.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept daily and monthly recipient interfaces from State eligibility systems (e.g. Welfare system, Nevada Check Up, DCFS, etc.) and perform updates to recipient data.

		A

		We currently comply using a batch update process.  

Benefit: The system can support real-time updates when NOMADS can support real-time.



		12.5.6.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain minimum data set (MDS).

		A

		



		12.5.6.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform reconciliation activities of the MMIS recipient file to eligibility files and/or required interfaces.

		A

		



		12.5.6.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain appropriate controls and audit trails to ensure the recipient eligibility data is used for eligibility verification and claims processing.

		A

		



		12.5.6.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all Recipient Data Access functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of this RFP, associated documents, and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		12.5.6.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide eligibility verification in accordance with HIPAA EDI Standards, including but not limited to online, real-time access to eligibility data to all authorized users having appropriate security.

		A

		



		12.5.6.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the minimum historical eligibility data online in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) months.

		A

		



		12.5.6.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information propagated by eligibility interfaces in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.

		A

		Benefit: A feature of the system is that this functionality is rules-based, facilitating user entry. 



		12.5.6.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate and distribute monthly recipient lists in accordance with HIPAA EDI Standards, including but not limited to DHCFP contracted vendors.

		A

		Benefit: As the incumbent, we already have established connectivity with the various vendors; this eliminates a potential risk point for the State. 



		12.5.6.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain recipient data not received from an interface within the MMIS.

		A

		



		12.5.6.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate recipient reports as specified by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.5.6.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain backup copy of eligibility data, in a format agreed to by DHCFP.

		A

		



		Recipient – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.6.15 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		

		



		12.5.6.16 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from the recipient update process (recipient data from Welfare eligibility files and/or other required interfaces).

		

		



		12.5.6.17 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Assist to resolve potential discrepancies in recipient eligibility when discovered.

		

		



		12.5.6.18 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review recipient reports produced by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.7

		SURVEILLANCE AND UTILIZATION REVIEW SUBSYSTEM (SURS)



		General



		12.5.7.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all Surveillance and Utilization Reviews Subsystem (SURS) functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements in this RFP, State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		FHS will hold requirements validation sessions with DHCFP staff to review current production reports and validate existing requirements as they relate to the MECT. 



		12.5.7.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Train DHCFP and designated staff on the use of the SURS reporting system, on an ongoing basis.

		A

		



		12.5.7.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Advise DHCFP of any changes needed in the SURS function to correspond to changes made to other MMIS functions and offer periodic recommendations for revision of SUR functions, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		A

		



		12.5.7.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support multiple levels of role-based security, as designated by DHCFP.

		A

		



		SURS Process Operations



		12.5.7.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate:


cc. Statistical profiles, by providers and recipients, summarizing information contained in claims and prior authorization history, for specified periods of time;

cd. Statistical norms, by peer or treatment group, for each indicator contained within each statistical profile by using averages and standard deviations or percentiles;

ce. Lists of providers and recipients who are found to be outliers, ranked according to DHCFP defined variables such as cost, volume or severity; and

cf. Reports for providers groups including billings by the group and individual providers.

		A

		FHS has a dedicated Nevada Healthcare Informatics team comprised of a Biostatistician, Gosia Sylwestrzak, who will be supported by two Healthcare Analysts.  One of the analysts will have a SURS background.  This team creates standard queries and statistical profiles of recipients and providers on a variety of measures, including prior authorization and claims history.  In addition, FHS has normative benchmarks that can be used as a comparison for the analysis group.  Each norm can have descriptive statistics such as standard deviation, percentiles, mean, or mode (as appropriate) that will aid in the analysis of that descriptive group. 


Provider data are analyzed using a variety of utilization criteria (including cost, volume, and severity of condition) and ranked along those criteria to support the discovery of outliers or unusual trends.  These reports can be run based upon individual providers, provider groups, or facilities.



		12.5.7.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a methodology to classify providers and/or treatments into peer groups for the purpose of developing statistical profiles. 

		A

		FHS creates profiles to group providers into peer groups, based on such things as provider degree type and level, type of services rendered, etc.  These provider groups then allow for examination of trends and comparison amongst those providers. 



		12.5.7.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a process to evaluate the statistical profiles of all individual providers or recipients within each peer group against the exception criteria established for each peer group. 

		A

		FHS has several analytical tools (OLAP datacubes combined with SPSS 17.0) available to help evaluate a selected peer group against a defined set of exception criteria.  FHS uses our tools to create standard reports based on the DHCFP criteria, as well as maintain the ability to create an ad hoc analysis to support the business needs.



		12.5.7.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify providers and recipients who exhibit aberrant practice or utilization patterns as determined by an exception process comparing the individuals' profiles to the limits established for their respective peer groups. 

		A

		The SURS component of the DSS enables the comparison to peer groups and the setting of user configurable limits.  Automatic alerts can be triggered when a limit is reached.



		12.5.7.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an online parameter-driven control file which allows DHCFP to specify data extraction criteria, report content, parameters and weighting factors necessary to properly identify aberrant situations. This would include the maintenance of statistical profiles that could be used for exception processing.

		A

		Our DSS approach enables the creation of highly parameterized reports, along any measure or dimension.  It also allows the creation of user defined sets, variables, and groupings.  Using the statistics expertise of the Healthcare Informatics Team, as well as the flexibility of the underlying Cognos Business Intelligence tool, FHS is able to create statistical profiles from which DHCFP can run reports and analysis that specify the content, parameters and weighting factors.  The user has the ability to modify and store parameters that can be used for exception processing.  Exceptions can be noted graphically or alerts sent when certain criteria is met.



		12.5.7.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop a weighting and ranking method subject to DHCFP approval to set priorities for reviewing utilization review exceptions.

		A

		



		12.5.7.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a process to apply weighting and ranking to exception report items to facilitate identification of outliers.

		A

		FHS’ Nevada-based Health Informatics Team creates calculations and models that include weighting and ranking.  The DSS exposes these items to the end-user, enabling them to adjust weightings and rankings apply through the use of parameters.  These example parameters can be used to establish: 


· Absolute thresholds (e.g., all patients with ≥2 risk factors) 

· Relative thresholds (e.g., all providers with costs ≥ 3 standard deviations above the mean for their peer group)

· Composite scores (e.g., combinations of absolute and relative thresholds combined into a single score used to rank patients or providers).

FHS has already identified a variety of outliers for DHCFP (e.g., behavioral health utilization in children, resource utilization by PCS patients).  With the addition of the Operational Data Store (ODS) and the optional data warehouse, we will be able to greatly expand the functionality of the processes we use to identify outliers. 



		SURS Data



		12.5.7.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide online access to MMIS data for research and supporting documentation. 

		A

		



		12.5.7.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept referral data in an electronic format, when available. 

		A

		



		12.5.7.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an audit trail of updates to the SURS tracking system and control files including data updated, who updated the data and when the update occurred. 

		A

		



		SURS Recoupment



		12.5.7.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain ability to identify transactions as SURS-related by reason code or other DHCFP approved method.

		A

		



		12.5.7.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Refer suspected cases of fraud, waste, or abuse to the SURS unit. 

		A

		The proposed SURS tool supports the user collection of information for purposes of reporting or referring to identified agencies any suspected instances of fraud or abuse.



		12.5.7.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Respond to information requests made by the SURS unit or Attorney General’s Office.

		A

		The proposed SURS tool supports the user collection of information for purposes of reporting or referring to identified agencies any suspected instances of fraud or abuse.



		12.5.7.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept spreadsheet from DHCFP listing claims to be adjusted or voided, in a format agreed to between DHCFP and the Contractor.

		A

		



		12.5.7.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Apply voids and adjustments to the claims, as identified by DHCFP, within the same payment cycle.

		A

		



		12.5.7.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		When a payment is received from a Provider in satisfaction of a recoupment determined by SURS, coordinate with DHCFP to receive spreadsheet indicating claims to be adjusted and/or voided.

		A

		



		12.5.7.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Notify DHCFP when all voids and adjustments from each spreadsheet have been completed.

		A

		



		12.5.7.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide SURS-related recoupment reports as requested by DHCFP, and/or required by State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		12.5.7.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide monthly Provider Accounts Receivable Report (Negative Balances), in a DHCFP-specified media. The report should include, but not be limited to: detail balances, dates established, source of balance, whether balances are reducing, and status of collection actions.

		A

		



		SURS Reports



		12.5.7.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide SURS management reports to DHCFP in hard or electronic media as requested by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.5.7.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce summary reports and provider and recipient profiles in the time frame, format and media requested by DHCFP. 

		A

		



		12.5.7.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Review DHCFP requested SURS report parameter changes for feasibility and report back to DHCFP on any requests that are not feasible prior to the cycle to which the change applies.

		A

		Enhanced functionality: The self-service nature of FHS’ reporting system enables DHCFP to independently make many changes to parameters and reports.  As part of this contract, FHS proposes additional analytic staff to support DHCFP SURS staff.  If a requested change requires involvement of the FHS team, it would go through the standard request process for reporting changes.  The request process includes feasibility, level of effort, approval, and dates on which the change can be made.  DHCFP will have feedback prior to the cycle to which the change applies with the assumption that there would be sufficient time to provide the feasibility analysis.



		12.5.7.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Implement SURS report parameter changes for upcoming reporting cycles, as requested by DHCFP.

		A

		FHS proposes local analytic staff to support DHCFP SURS staff. 



		12.5.7.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to produce reports using the Ad Hoc query process and/or the DSS. Allow online selection of pre-defined report parameters (such as provider number, procedure code, date of service) by the user for use in running the specific report. Allow online access to lists of queries or report templates that are available for use and allow the user to select the query or template to be used.

		A

		The Cognos Business Intelligence tool enables users to run ad hoc reports and standard, parameterized reports based upon user security settings.  This can be done with a blank slate for ad hoc reports or by starting with templates, depending upon the user’s security settings.



		12.5.7.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide technical assistance as needed to assist DHCFP users in researching problems, reviewing reports, establishing report parameters and analyzing SURS data.

		A

		FHS provides assigned staff that is available to address user questions related to use of the SURS toolset.  These individuals will address both technical and report design and research of problems.



		12.5.7.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain up-to-date complete documentation for SURS. The SURS system documentation updates should be consistent with general MMIS system documentation maintenance requirements.

		A

		



		Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.7.31 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Submit report requests to the Contractor specifying the frequency, format, media, and production time frame for reports. 

		

		



		12.5.7.32 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate SUR report parameter changes, and work with the Contractor to resolve change requests that the Contractor is unable to support. 

		

		



		12.5.7.33 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Create spreadsheet listing claims to be adjusted or voided.

		

		



		12.5.7.34 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Allow Providers to specify whether offsets should be applied to their Provider number.

		

		



		Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.7.35 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Produce and deliver reports within five (5) working days of receipt of the request.

		A

		



		12.5.7.36 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		For reports that are to be run on a future specified date, produce and deliver reports within (5) working days of the specified date. 

		A

		



		12.5.7.37 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Respond to DHCFP requests regarding inquiries associated with information presented in reports, within three (3) working days of the request.

		A

		



		12.5.7.38 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Respond to information requests made by the SURS unit or Attorney General’s Office within five (5) working days.

		A

		



		12.5.8

		THIRD PARTY LIABILITY (TPL)



		12.5.8.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update Third Party Liability (TPL) data.

		A/C

		FHS accepts TPL data from Welfare and Check Up directly into the MMIS; the State and DHCFP and HMS provide on-line, real-time updates.  


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept, update and maintain TPL data inputs on a frequency and from sources identified by DHCFP, including but not limited to the Welfare system, CMS, TPL vendors, etc. 

		A/C

		FHS accepts TPL data from Welfare and Check Up directly into the MMIS.  The State and DHCFP and HMS provide on-line, real-time updates.  

The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify and maintain TPL resource data including, but not limited to:  


cg. Coverage data;

ch. Effective dates;  


ci. Termination dates;

cj. Individuals covered;

ck. Relationship to the insured;

cl. Premium amount (when paid for by the State);

cm. Date decision made to pay premiums;

cn. Deductibles, co-pay and threshold amounts; and

co. Carrier information to including name, contact information, type of coverage, and filing periods.

		A/C

		The MMIS stores all resource data including but not limited to the items listed.  HMS collects and verifies the items listed.  


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce TPL data and/or Cost Avoidance Reports as specified by DHCFP or required by State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A/C

		HMS’ on-line system and the MMIS offer extensive reporting capabilities.  Reports are produced on DHCFP’s schedule.  As result of HMS’ extended tenure as a TPL service for the State, HMS has already implemented State-requested reports that keep all project stakeholders updates throughout every phase of the contract.


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to update all recipients receiving insurance benefits by updating the policy holder's information. 

		A/C

		HMS has the capability to add additional coverage based on information new to the system.  When updating policyholder information in the MMIS, HMS identifies other recipients with insurance segments linked to that policy, and updates all policies with the same information. 


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K. 



		12.5.8.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate and distribute letters as identified by DHCFP to recipient and eligibility worker(s) allowing for the inclusion of free form text. Maintain an audit trail of all letters sent and content of letters.

		C

		HMS generates, distributes, and maintains letters and has an audit trail of all letters sent and the content. 


Letters to eligibility worker(s) are sent for Health Insurance Premium Payment (HIPP).


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to waive TPL requirements if "just cause" has been established by standards and indicators identified by DHCFP. 

		A

		



		12.5.8.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the minimum historical TPL eligibility data online in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) months.

		A

		



		12.5.8.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure that all existing and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and other State and Federal rules and regulations are met by the TPL business function.

		A/C

		The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Initiate post payment recovery upon discovery of a TPL resource within guidelines established by DHCFP.

		C

		HMS’ approach to recovering funds paid by Medicaid that were another party’s responsibility is based on HMS’ time tested methodology if using complex, proprietary algorithms to accurately match Medicaid recipients to existing healthcare coverage and then performing a series of follow-up activities that result in the recovery of funds for State Medicaid programs.


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce and send claim facsimiles to insurance companies when recoveries are initiated or insurance policy data is requested.

		C

		HMS produces and submits bills to payers only after the internal QA team and HMS’ project team approve the billing cycle for release.  


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate and mail recovery requests based upon guidelines established by DHCFP.

		C

		HMS generates two types of recovery requests for mailing — carrier recovery requests and provider requests.


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for TPL recovery payments on a daily basis.

		C

		Through HMS’ local Reno office, HMS receives and deposits checks to DHCFP’s bank account within 24 hours of receipt.  Local project staff then posts these deposits at the claim and financial level directly to the MMIS using DHCFP’s established data entry guidelines.  After claims have been adjudicated in the MMIS, the final results are reconciled with HMS’ A/R system.


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform TPL pay and chase activities on a schedule defined by DHCFP.

		C

		HMS performs pay-and-chase activities monthly, daily, or on any schedule predetermined by DHCFP.


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or invoices to third party carriers within guidelines established by DHCFP.

		C

		As the current TPL subcontractor, HMS has all of the current correspondence and invoices in the format approved by DHCFP.  


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements within guidelines established by DHCFP. 

		C

		HMS performs subrogation recoveries within the Nevada State Plan guidelines.  

Benefit: Following the current process, HMS has recovered more than $8 million in subrogation recoveries on behalf of DHCFP.  


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost effectiveness based upon discovery of the existence of a possible resource within guidelines established by DHCFP.

		A/C

		Using State-established guidelines, HMS evaluates the cost-effectiveness of premium payments for policies in which the beneficiaries are currently enrolled and for policies in which the recipients have access to enrollment.  Using the State-specific cost-effective guidelines, HMS Case Managers determine whether the case should be accepted into the HIPP program or denied.


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		Third Party Liability – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.8.18 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		

		



		12.5.8.19 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from the TPL update processes.

		

		



		12.5.8.20 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine and interpret TPL related policies.

		

		



		12.5.8.21 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review TPL reports produced by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.8.22 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Identify required TPL data input sources and frequency for updates.

		

		



		12.5.8.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Identify and communicate guidelines for post payment TPL recovery notifications to providers.

		

		



		Third Party Liability – System Performance Expectations



		12.5.8.24 

		System Performance Expectation

		Maintain and update the accounts receivable system on a daily basis.

		A/C

		HMS provides updates, and the FHS Operations staff audits and approves the data. 


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		Third Party Liability – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.8.25 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Report new and changed TPL information to the appropriate eligibility and TPL staff within 15 calendar days of discovery.

		A/C

		As requested by DHCFP, HMS reports updated TPL information to the appropriate staff within 15 calendar days of discovery.  Currently, HMS directly data enters updated TPL information to the MMIS, making the updated information available in MMIS to the appropriate TPL staff as soon as the record has been changed. 

The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.26 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Do not introduce any new third party insurance information to the eligibility segment of Contractor’s MMIS within the initial fourteen (14) calendar days of a recipient’s eligibility.

		A/C

		As requested by DHCFP, HMS currently waits 14 calendar days after a recipient’s eligibility segment begins before inputting newly found third party insurance information into the eligibility segment of the MMIS.

The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.27 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Introduce new, third party insurance information, including the introduction of accurate TPL information, replacing inaccurate TPL information, to the eligibility segment of Contractor’s MMIS following the initial fourteen (14) calendar days of a recipient’s eligibility.

		A/C

		Once the initial 14 calendar days from the first date of eligibility period have passed, HMS introduces new, third party insurance information, including the introduction of accurate TPL information, replacing inaccurate TPL information, to the eligibility segment of the MMIS.  HMS is currently meeting this requirement and will continue to adhere to DHCFP’s specifications in the upcoming contract term. 


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.28 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Initiate post payment recovery within thirty (30) calendar days of discovery of a TPL resource within guidelines established by DHCFP.

		A/C

		HMS will continue to initiate post payment recovery through electronic claims and paper claims within 30 calendar days of identifying a TPL resource according to the guidelines set forth by DHCFP.


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.29 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Generate and mail 2nd and 3rd requests no later than sixty (60) and ninety (90) calendar days after the first request if no response is received and notify DHCFP if no response is received after ninety (90) calendar days. 

		C

		As requested by DHCFP, HMS currently mails second and third requests for payment to carriers no later than 60 and 90 calendar days after HMS submitted the initial request. HMS also has the capability to do this for providers. All correspondence will be reviewed with DHCFP upon contract award to ensure that it meets with DHCFP approval.  As the incumbent TPL contractor, HMS follows this process today and anticipates continuing to do so in the upcoming contract term. 


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.30 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements at least monthly.

		C

		As is the current process, HMS follows-up on pending subrogation settlements at least monthly. 

The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.31 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Submit returned denial notices to DHCFP each week.

		A/C

		HMS posts 100% of all EOBs and denials received to the MMIS.  HMS returns this information weekly to DHCFP after it has been reconciled to the MMIS.


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.32 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost effectiveness within fourteen (14) working days of discovery of the existence of a possible resource.

		C

		HMS will continue to evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for HIPP program cost effectiveness within 14 working days of discovery of the existence of a possible resource. 


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.33 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for TPL recovery payments on a daily basis.

		A/C

		HMS provides updates; the FHS Operations staff audits and approves the data. 


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.8.34 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or invoices to third party carriers within five (5) working days of request.

		A/C

		HMS will continue to generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimiles, and/or invoices to third party carriers within five business days of receiving the request from DHCFP.


The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

Refer to HMS’ approach in Appendix K.



		12.5.9

		EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT (EPSDT)



		12.5.9.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and maintain the Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) function of the MMIS, including EPSDT tracking file which includes screening, referral, diagnosis and treatment data for all EPSDT eligibles.

		A

		Additionally, our EPSDT functionality tracks immunization services and notifications. 



		12.5.9.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all EPSDT subsystem functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements in this RFP, DHCFP guidelines, and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		12.5.9.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the following data to support EPSDT functions:


cp. Recipient demographics and program eligibility;

cq. Periodicity schedule;

cr. Claims data from Health Plans (encounter data); and

cs. Claims data from the Claims Processing functions.

		A

		



		12.5.9.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update EPSDT eligible recipient scheduled screening, screening results, referral and treatment dates, the diagnosis and treatments, and track all referrals.

		A

		



		12.5.9.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to view online inquiry by Recipient ID for:


ct. Fee-for-Service EPSDT data; and

cu. Managed Care encounter EPSDT data.

		A

		



		12.5.9.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Apply managed care and fee-for-service claims data (for example, screenings, follow-up treatments) to the EPSDT tracking file in the same cycle as the screening and treatment claims are adjudicated to a final status.

		A

		



		12.5.9.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify and report (from paid claims and managed care data) recipients receiving treatment under the EPSDT program.

		A

		



		12.5.9.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify and report abnormal conditions by screening date and recipient ID whether the condition was treated or referred for treatment, using data submitted on claim forms or managed care data.

		A

		



		12.5.9.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make available to DHCFP online inquiry capability for access to the EPSDT files.

		A

		



		12.5.9.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce the CMS-416 quarterly and annually.

		A

		



		12.5.9.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce management reports, containing recipient-level and summary data relating to EPSDT services, referrals and follow-up treatment using both fee-for-service and encounter claims data in a format agreed upon by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.5.9.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide an EPSDT extract, as needed by DHCFP.

		A

		



		Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment– Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.5.9.13 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Implement and support a web-based EPSDT form. Form information should be maintained in a database and does not need to interface with the claims system. 

		A

		Enhanced functionality: FHS will collaborate with DHCFP to identify and design a web-based EPSDT form as part of our web enhancement of the MMIS in Nevada.



		Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment– DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.9.14 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review reports provided by Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.9.15 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Identify standards for requested EPSDT extract.

		

		



		12.5.9.16 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine and interpret EPSDT related policies.




		

		



		12.5.9.17 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Initiate request for the CMS-416 Annual Report on or around January 1st each year.

		

		



		Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.9.18 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Apply managed care and fee-for-service claims data (for example, screenings, follow-up treatments) to the EPSDT tracking file in the same cycle as the screening and treatment claims are adjudicated.

		A

		



		12.5.9.19 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Provide the CMS-416 Annual Report to DHCFP no later than ninety (90) days prior to the federal due date.

		A

		



		12.5.10

		LEVEL OF CARE



		12.5.10.1 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Provide a level of care information maintenance tool that allows for online entry of:


cv. Nursing facility tracking form (benefit plan line) information by DHCFP staff;


cw. Waiver information by DHCFP staff;


cx. Hospice information by Contractor staff; and


cy. ICFMR information by Contractor staff.

		A

		Enhanced functionality: FHS plans to web enable the LOC screens and workflow to make this process automated and more efficient.  This will provide access for nursing facility providers to submit their admissions and discharges to FHS. 

Benefit: FHS will verify PASRR/LOC information and eligibility, thus relieving DHCFP from this review and data entry process. 



		12.5.10.2 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Ensure that information cannot be entered into the level of care tool unless the recipient is eligible for such services.

		A

		Enhanced functionality: FHS will web enable this process.



		12.5.10.3 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Provide add, change, delete, and inquiry functions within the tool.

		A

		



		12.5.10.4 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Once level of care information has been entered and processed by the MMIS, generate a letter to the provider specifying:


a.
Begin/end eligibility date;


b.
Provider number; and


c.
Service level category.

		A

		Letters containing all designated information are generated by the MMIS and mailed.

Copies of all letters are stored in FirstDARS™.  



		12.5.11

		REFERENCE



		12.5.11.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and support all reference data maintenance functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements in this RFP, and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		12.5.11.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manage current and historical reference data so that updates do not overlay, historical information is maintained and made accessible, and ensure that only the most current reference file information is used in business functions, including but not limited to processing claims and capitations, and producing reports. Must have the capability of being date specific and allow for multiple date periods to remain accessible for the business functions.

		A

		



		12.5.11.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide DHCFP with online inquiry and update capabilities to all reference files based on appropriate security profiles.

		A

		



		12.5.11.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide training to staff designated by DHCFP in the use of the reference functions.

		A

		Quarterly MMIS training is provided, as well as individual training as requested.



		12.5.11.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform online and mass updates to the reference files as specified by DHCFP, including but not limited to the annual procedure code update, rate updates, and eligibility and demographic updates.

		A

		



		12.5.11.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the required reports, online listings, and/or electronic media of the reference files as specified by DHCFP. 

		A

		



		12.5.11.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update the following inputs for the reference subsystem:


cz. CMS – HCPCS, CPT, CDT updates; 


da. ICD-9-CM diagnosis and procedure updates; and

db. DHCFP-approved updates for coverage, rate, and medical policy data. 

		A

		



		12.5.11.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide reference files containing all data required to provide validation and pricing verification during claims processing for all approved claim types and reimbursement methodologies. 

		A

		



		12.5.11.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain screens that allow the user inquiry ability to an audit trail of any adds or changes made to data files in the MMIS.

		A

		



		12.5.11.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for the entry of a reason (description or code) when any add/updates occur as well as capture the user making the change, the date of the change and a before and after picture of the data. 

		A

		FHS will add the ability to enter a reason code.






		12.5.11.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept online or other media input additions, deletions and updates to all reference files.

		A

		



		12.5.11.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain screens that allow inquiry to all reference files using online, real-time using flexible "look up" criteria such as, but not limited to, code value, actual description as well as phonetic description. 

		A

		



		12.5.11.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain HCPCS Procedure data, CPT, CDT, and Revenue Code data that contains at a minimum:


dc. Procedure Code Description with adequate room to fully contain both short and long descriptions from CMS input; 

dd. State specific restrictions that are able to be specified by the following but not limited to: prior authorization by provider type, age/gender restrictions, allowable units, requirements, review indicators, and pricing modifiers;

de. TPL coverage information and accident related indicators to remain accessible for claims processing; 


df. Family Planning and EPSDT indicators; 

dg. Specialty/certification required; and


dh. Ability to specify type of pricing methodology/rate to be applied by provider type and specialty.

		A

		Enhanced functionality: The web-based front-end will allow the full long description without truncating due to more usable space on the screen.



		12.5.11.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain Diagnosis data that is compliant with the required coding set (soon to be ICD-10-CM) and contain at a minimum:  


di. Description;  


dj. Age and gender restrictions;  


dk. Family Planning and EPSDT indicators;  


dl. Prior Authorization requirements / date specific;  


dm. Length of stay information; and  


dn. Trauma/Accident Related indicators.

		A

		The MMIS maintains ICD-CM diagnosis data on relational database tables.  The diagnosis code has been increased to seven positions to accommodate the proposed ICD-10-CM coding structure.  Information maintained includes descriptive data, pricing data, coverage, restrictions, length of stay, and informational data such as age and sex.


As per Amendment #3, the ICD-10 implementation is a separately funded project. 



		12.5.11.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain Medical Policy data that provides the State with the maximum ability to modify defined business rules without requiring programming changes such as:  


do. An Edit Table to allow the State to specify how each edit set during claims processing should be treated (pay, deny, suspend to MMIS maintenance staff, suspend to State staff, etc.) by submission medium (electronic, paper), by invoice type (UB-04, CMS 1500, and ADA 2006), by provider type, and by program code; and

dp. All Medical Policy data must be date specific, allow multiple iterations of data over time.

		A

		



		12.5.11.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain Rate data to support the following methodologies:  


dq. Procedure code, percentage of billed charge, provider number, provider specialty, service location (urban, rural), region (over or under 21), program code (Medicaid, CHIP, State only) ;

dr. Institutional claims, SNF or NF, Per Diem, med surg, OB, ICU;


ds. Long Term Care – Hospice Per Diem based on percentage of facility rate;


dt. Unit Pricing – for example, anesthesia pricing is based on base units plus time units plus P-Modifier units multiplied by a conversion factor; and

du. Cap percentages – Provider Type Specific.

		A

		



		12.5.11.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide Audit Trail reports showing before and after images of changed data, the ID of the person making the changes, the date changed and the reason for change. 

		A

		FHS will add the capability to add reason codes.



		12.5.11.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide reference data reports as specified by DHCFP.

		A

		



		Reference – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.11.19 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and the State and Federal rules and regulations are met by the Reference business function.

		

		



		12.5.11.20 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide Medical Policy data with coverage, rate, and limitation as needed/specified.

		

		



		12.5.11.21 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review reports developed by Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.11.22 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Inform Contractor of timing of annual, quarterly, and/or other intermittent updates to all code sets.

		

		



		12.5.11.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide coverage, rate, and limitation information to the Contractor in response to the annual CMS code update.

		

		



		12.5.11.24 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Designate staff for specialized training.

		

		



		12.5.11.25 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Perform a secondary review of the annual updates of coverage and rates performed by the Contractor.

		

		



		Reference – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.11.26 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Correctly apply routine updates to the Reference files within two (2) working days of receipt of the update file.

		A

		



		12.5.11.27 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Correctly upload annual CMS codes to the Reference files within five (5) working days of receipt of the update file;

		A

		



		12.5.11.28 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Correctly apply annual coverage and rate updates to the CMS codes within five (5) working days of receipt of the update file.

		A

		



		12.5.12

		MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTING SUBSYSTEM (MARS)



		General



		12.5.12.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		The system must provide management and administrative reports as described in this RFP and must be made available in data format for export and import purposes and through multiple media including online, paper, CD-ROM, and electronic file.

		A

		New functionality:  Developed with a very user-friendly and intuitive interface, FHS’ proposed DSS integrates proven state-of-the-art executive information, decision support, and ad hoc query applications into a flexible MARS reporting tool.  The DSS provides a reporting system that is dynamic and can easily be customized to meet DHCFP’s needs.  The system is designed to be extremely adaptable as needs change over time.  For example, the formats and contents of reports can be changed by any trained user and does not require knowledge of SQL or any other query or programming language.  When Federal reporting requirements change or new State-level needs arise, end-users will be able to change existing reports or create new ones with minimal effort.  The user is given the ability to export and import data including on-line, paper, CD-ROM, and electronic files (e.g., Excel, ASCII CSV, HTML, PDF, etc.).



		12.5.12.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and maintain all reporting functions, files and data elements to meet the requirements in this RFP, State and federal rules and regulations, federal MMIS certification requirements, and Part 11 of the State Medicaid Manual.

		A

		The DSS will form the core of the MARS reporting solution.  Data collected in FHS’ MMIS source system, as well as data from external entities, are accessible to the DSS.  The extensive amount of data captured and available readily meets the Federal and State reporting requirements for MARS.  



		12.5.12.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Offer periodic recommendations for process improvements, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		A

		FHS’ business and clinical staff analyzes the data contained in the DSS and makes recommendations to DHCFP staff related to our findings.  As an example, the Clinical Steering Committee has made recommendations regarding the Pharmacy Lock-in Program, the Behavioral Health monitoring programs.


Enhanced functionality:  The purpose of adding the ODS and Cognos Business Intelligence tool is to support FHS and DHCFP staff in gaining greater access to data, to analyze trends, and make program and policy changes.  



		Input and Processing



		12.5.12.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain source data from all other functions of the MMIS, to create State and federally required reports at frequencies defined by the State.

		A

		Enhanced functionality: A comprehensive set of data from all the components of the MMIS and peripheral systems, necessary to create State and Federally required reports, will be available in the Operational Data Store (ODS). 



		12.5.12.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Respond to DHCFP regarding requests for information regarding the reports within a timeframe established by DHCFP. Modify the reports to meet the changing information needs of DHCFP while ensuring accuracy of reports and compliance with current State and federal rules and regulations. 

		A

		FHS support staff will respond timely to inquiries concerning MARS reports, as well as produce ad hoc reports, as necessary, to supplement the reporting activities of the State’s staff.  By using the advanced, self-service functionality of the DSS (summary and detail drill-through, drill across, ad hoc query, ability to create filters and subsets, among others) many questions can be resolved directly by the end-user.  Changes to reports can be made by users with appropriate access or quickly and efficiently changed by the FHS staff.  All new and modified reports designed by FHS are subject to the Quality Assurance portion of our software development life cycle to ensure we are providing both timely and accurate information.



		12.5.12.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Compile subtotals, totals, averages, variances and percents of items and dollars on all reports as appropriate. 

		A

		The DSS allows the user to include subtotals, totals, averages, variances, percent of items, dollars and many other calculations, including sum, mean, minimum/maximum, rates, ratios, observations, count unique, and frequency distributions on MARS reports, as well as standard mathematical computations such as:  addition, subtraction, division, and multiplication on fields to define the information in report columns.



		12.5.12.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Implement uniform cut-off points for every report to ensure the consistency of all reports, as specified by State policy and guidelines.

		A

		The DSS reports are highly parameterized and include the flexibility to report on date ranges no matter the time period/frequency of the report (e.g., daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, semi-annual, annual, comparison periods).  This flexibility allows FHS to meet the needs of uniform cut-off points in producing DHCFP’s reports while giving the user the flexibility to use the reports for other analysis.



		12.5.12.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support parameters and generate reports of claims utilization and financial data using individual or combined selection parameters. Reports shall include the results of all financial transactions, by DHCFP specified categories, whether claim-specific or non-claim specific.

		A

		New functionality: With the advanced capabilities of the DSS, the functionality to use one parameter or many parameters is contained in the basic functionality for all users.  Combining the table driven logic in our load programs with the power of an OLAP solution, give the user the ability to break out data in many ways, including by categories specified by DHCFP, including claim specific and non-claim specific categories.  FHS will work with DHCFP to ensure all of the required categories are captures.  In addition to what is available via the Business Layer, users have the ability to create their own fields for reporting and analytics.



		12.5.12.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Meet all requirements for the Medicaid Statistical Information System (MSIS) and deliver the MSIS file to CMS in a federally approved format; produce, submit and correct, if necessary, data according to CMS media requirements and time frames.

		A

		FHS currently produces MSIS files using the File Specification and Data Dictionary, Release 3.  Files are produced in accordance with CMS media requirements and time frames.  The existing process takes into account the production, transmission and correction, if necessary, of these files.  FHS’ team monitors any changes by CMS so any changes can be quickly incorporated into the data feed.

Funding for the MSIS Plus is outside of this RFP.



		12.5.12.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide detailed and summary level counts of services by service, program and eligibility category, based on DHCFP specified units (days, visits, prescriptions or other); provide counts of claims, counts of unduplicated paid (participating) eligible recipients and counts of providers by DHCFP specified categories.

		A

		New functionality: A key component of FHS’ MARS reporting strategy utilizes highly summarized OLAP data structures, giving high speed access to the business across many dimensions, measures and time periods.  The DSS has the capability to report on duplicated and unduplicated counts allowing the user to produce reports that count distinctly such unique elements as eligibles, recipients, providers, scripts, services, and other user-specified data.  


The DSS provides numerous ways to analyze both recipients (those using services) and eligibles (Medicaid recipients who appear in the eligibility files).  Several key reporting capabilities related to recipient analysis are described below (but not limited to):

· Analysis of Unduplicated Recipients:  The DSS supports the ability to count the number of unduplicated recipients or eligibles who have received services.  The DSS provides the ability to report unduplicated recipients by any dimension for different types of services.  Users have access to numerous measures based upon counts of unduplicated recipients. 

· Eligibility Analysis:  The DSS users can view trends and comparisons in eligibility.  The DSS allows users to analyze summary eligibility information by age, sex, plan, aid category, county, and other demographic fields. 


· Detailed Recipient Record Listing:  As with Provider Profiles, another interpretation of a recipient profile is the ability to select all claims for a recipient within a specific time period.  This type of detailed query is supported in the DSS through the Record Listing function.



		12.5.12.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide charge, expenditure, program, recipient eligibility and utilization data to support State and federal budget forecasts, tracking and modeling to include, but not be limited to: 


dv. Participating and non-participating eligible recipient counts and trends by program and category of eligibility;

dw. Utilization patterns by program, recipient medical coverage groups, provider type, and summary and detailed category of service;

dx. Charges, expenditures and trends by program and summary and detailed category of service;

dy. Lag factors between date of service and date of payment to determine billing and cash flow trends; and

dz. Any combination of the above. 

		A

		FHS proposes to replace the current Thomson Reuters tool within the Nevada Medicaid Program with the FHS DSS/Management and Reporting (MARS) toolset.  

Please refer to Proposal Section 12.5.12 for additional information.



		12.5.12.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Include a narrative description of codes and values on reports when possible. 

		A

		The Business Layer in the DSS contains business-friendly terms that include codes and values along with a description.  Adding reference values to reports is easy for both standard reports or for users accessing and creating their own on-line reports.  



		12.5.12.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		MARS reports must be available on both a date of payment and date of service basis. 

		A

		The ability to parameterize reports with one parameter or many allows reports to be designed to pull on any of the available data which would include both the date of payment and date of service.



		12.5.12.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		All reports must be made available in data format for export and import purposes and through multiple media such as electronic, paper, and/or CD-ROM.

		A

		The DSS offers the ability to import and export data in a multitude of formats, including but not limited to, electronic (e.g., Excel, ASCII CSV, HTML, PDF, others), paper, and/or CD-ROM.



		12.5.12.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Balance MARS report data to comparable data from other MARS reports to ensure internal validity, and to non-MARS reports to ensure external validity and comparability, including reconciliation of all financial reports with claims processing reports; deliver the balancing report to the State with each MARS production run.

		A

		The DSS and its integrated database will be used to fulfill the requirements for DSS, MARS, and SURS.  Using the same database helps ensure that MARS reports balance at every level, at every point in time, with DSS and SUR reports.  

Benefit: Users will not face the problem of reconciling differences in definitions of category of service, financial calculations, eligibility summarizations, out-of-sync data conditions, or other issues that can cause reports to disagree.



		Output



		12.5.12.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide to DHCFP, on a specified schedule, the administrative cost information to complete the administrative portion of all federal expenditure reports.

		A 

		



		12.5.12.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and disseminate updated MARS documentation to the designated DHCFP users as needed.

		A

		User documentation and training are available on-line and will be disseminated to the designated DHCFP users as needed.



		12.5.12.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide technical assistance as needed to assist users in researching problems, reviewing production outputs and understanding report formats.

		A

		The DSS support team provides assistance to users as they use the system or try to understand report output, content, or formats.  The support team specializes in MMIS reporting and understands the inner workings of the system.  They offer a single point of support for users.



		Management and Administrative Review Subsystem – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.12.19 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review reports provided by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.12.20 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Specify schedule for administrative cost information to complete the administrative portion of all federal expenditure reports.

		

		



		12.5.12.21 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve Contractor’s statistically valid trend methodology for generating MARS reports.

		

		



		12.5.12.22 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		DHCFP will work with the Contractor to resolve errors and address outliers identified by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.12.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate changes in MSIS data requirements and data submission methodologies to the Contractor.

		

		



		Management and Administrative Review Subsystem – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.12.24 

		Contactor Performance Expectations

		Respond to State requests for general information about the reports within three (3) working days of the request.

		A

		



		12.5.12.25 

		Contactor Performance Expectations

		Produce and deliver all MARS reports and other outputs within the time frames and according to the format, input parameters, content, frequency, media and number of copies as specified by State and federal rules and regulations.

		A

		





Attachment P – Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table


Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work. 

Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor


The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply.

Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract.


		Req. #

		Type

		Requirement

		Vendor
Compliance Code

		Response



		12.6.2

		CLINICAL CLAIMS EDITING



		12.6.2.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide and maintain a clinical claims editing software program to assure appropriate and correct coding of claims using industry standard coding edits, including at a minimum:


ea. American Medical Association Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) guidelines (including CPT modifiers);


eb. Health Care Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) (including HCPCS modifiers);


ec. ICD-9-CM (with ICD-10-CM readiness);

ed. American Dental Association CDT codes and


ee. CMS claims editing guidelines, as determined appropriate by DHCFP.

		A

		McKesson’s ClaimCheck software is used.  The ICD-10-compliant version is scheduled for release in 2011. 

ICD-10 implementation is a separately funded project.  



		12.6.2.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform editing activities, including but not limited to:


ef. Identify Age and Gender Conflicts;


eg. Modifier Auditing;


eh. Duplicate services within claim date of service;


ei. Identify a single comprehensive CPT code to describe services performed when two or more codes have been billed;


ej. Identify incidental procedure(s) performed at the same time as a more complex primary procedure, as a clinically integral component of a global service, or performed to gain access to accomplish the primary procedure;


ek. Identify any combination of procedures that differ in technique or approach but lead to the same outcome;


el. Medical visit auditing based on surgical package guidelines;


em. Pre-and post-op auditing across dates of service, including diagnosis checking and history auditing, and in accordance with CMS standards;


en. New Visit Frequency edits according to CPT guidelines;


eo. Identify the use of an unlisted code for a procedure that cannot be assigned a more specific code;


ep. Identify procedures that are no longer performed under prevailing medical standards; and


eq. Appropriateness of Diagnosis to Procedure.

		A

		



		12.6.2.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to deny original claim line(s) and produce replacement/added claim line(s) with correct coding information.

		A

		



		12.6.2.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to review and void previously paid history claims as a result of a current claim.

		A

		



		12.6.2.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a clinical claims editing solution that is configurable through a GUI user interface.

		A

		



		12.6.2.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a tool that allows for integration configurability with the Core MMIS using a GUI interface outside of the Core MMIS. The tool should provide the ability to:


er. Use any claim attribute to filter which claims are processed by the clinical claims editor (i.e. by Provider Type, Specialty, form type), as well as which results are passed back to the Core MMIS, as determined by DHCFP; and


es. Return results uniquely identifiable by edit codes cross-referenced to Core MMIS codes.

		A

		



		12.6.2.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Customize clinical claims editing software to meet DHCFP policy as required.

		A

		



		12.6.2.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for editing of multiple claim forms, including but not limited to CMS-1500 and UB-04.

		A

		



		12.6.2.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Integrate clinical claims editing with the claims adjudication process prior to claims payment.

		A

		



		12.6.2.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a web and/or desktop application that allows Contractor and DHCFP authorized users to 


et. Enter claims and view real-time results including detailed clinical rationale supporting the results; and


eu. View a comprehensive documentation library including items such as auditing logic and rules, clinical manuals, and reports of library updates/versions.

		A

		



		12.6.2.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Employ role-based security restricting access to tool functions commensurate with job responsibilities and the minimum necessary based on the user’s profile.

		A

		



		12.6.2.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide support including:


ev. Clarification of results/rationale as formally requested;


ew. Appeals support, including testimony by a qualified representative; and


ex. Ongoing technical support of software and documentation updates.

		A

		The Clear Claim Connection product is currently installed for State and FHS operations staff and can be used for detailed clinical justification of ClaimCheck audits.



		12.6.2.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide version upgrades of software to ensure compliance with current procedure codes and clinical editing standards.

		A

		Upgrades of software are provided as part of the annual license fee.  An example is the McKesson ClaimCheck software.  New edits are provided annually; the change request to upgrade the system with the new edits is processed through the Change Management process to put them into effect.



		12.6.2.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Work with DHCFP through the Change Management process to perform future changes or customization of the clinical claims editing software to meet DHCFP policy and State and Federal regulations.

		A

		



		12.6.2.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce clinical claims editing reports according to DHCFP guidelines.

		A

		Reports are generated daily.



		Clinical Claims Editing – System Performance Expectations



		12.6.2.16 

		System Performance Expectation

		Perform clinical claims editing as part of each claims adjudication process run.

		A

		



		12.6.2.17 

		System Performance Expectation

		Return clinical claims editing results to Core MMIS for each run.

		A

		



		Clinical Claims Editing – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.2.18 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Acknowledge receipt of clinical clarification inquiry or technical support request within two (2) working days.

		A

		



		12.6.2.19 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Return response to clinical clarification inquiry or technical support request within five (5) working days of inquiry submission.

		A

		



		12.6.3

		PHARMACY POINT OF SALE (POS)



		General



		12.6.3.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manage and maintain functional areas for the Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS), including but not limited to, the following:


ey. Remittance Processing;


ez. Provider Enrollment;


fa. Recipient Eligibility;


fb. Electronic Eligibility Verification;


fc. Third Party Liability Resource Data;


fd. Prior Authorization


fe. Pro-DUR Edits / Retro-DUR Reporting;


ff. National Drug Codes;


fg. Drug Rebate (OBRA and Supplemental);


fh. Accounts Receivable Distribution;


fi. Claims Processing;


fj. Claims Adjustments;


fk. Reporting; and


fl. Pharmacy Training and Outreach.

		A

		FHS uses our proprietary FirstRx™ claims adjudication engine.  This is a table- and list- driven system that provides optimal flexibility to meet the needs of the dynamic Medicaid environment.  

Benefit: Unlike many other vendors’ systems, FirstRx™ is highly configurable and allows for most changes to be made quickly without the need to perform costly and slow development changes. 

FirstRx™ highlights include:


Flexible and Configurable Set-up:  Minimizing costly and time consuming development work to implement program changes.  Enterprise-wide, 98% of changes are made through configuration changes.


Recipient Eligibility:  Enhanced E1 transaction capabilities to provide new functionality, more detailed and explicit messaging to pharmacies to provide them with more useful data and tools to determine proper billing information.


AutoPA:  FHS uses our AutoPA system to maximize opportunities to auto adjudicate claims that would otherwise be subject to the manual prior authorization process and cause undue burden on providers for claims that would otherwise be approved.  Benefit: Unlike competitors, our AutoPA system is fully integrated within FirstRx™, ensuring optimized response times.


Drug File:  Benefit: FHS is one of only a handful of prescription benefit administrators that subscribes to FDB’s “full 99 year obsolete file” rather than the standard “3 year obsolete file”.


TPL and Recoveries:  FirstRx™ has the ability to load recovery data/adjustments at the claim level.

Drug Rebate Administration:  FHS is the market leader in public sector supplemental rebate administration.  FHS can also support managed care rebate administration under the new healthcare reform. 

Reporting:  Our pharmacy clinical team located in Reno, Nevada, is also supported by an on-site Biostatistician, Gosia Sylwestrzak, as well as two additional Healthcare Analysts.



		12.6.3.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support RA message generation, and communicate Pharmacy RA information to MMIS Fiscal Agent.

		A

		



		12.6.3.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Communicate all relevant Pharmacy data to the MMIS Fiscal Agent.

		A

		FHS has fine- tuned and established routine data exchange with the MMIS to ensure no system disruption.  



		12.6.3.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Collaborate with the MMIS to process drug claims for Physician Administered Drugs.

		A

		FHS Recommended Program Enhancement:  We recommend that the State in prior authorizing select Physician Administered Drugs use web claims submission.  This process is fully integrated in FirstRx™ and provides real-time adjudication capabilities. 



		Process Drug Claims



		12.6.3.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept NCPDP 5.1 format, Batch 1.1 format, and Universal Claim Form for drug claims, or more current formats. 

		A

		FHS supports the current NCPDP format/version as of the date of this proposal submission.  Planning and implementation for NCPDP version D.0 will be handled as outlined in the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project RFP Section 1.1, Strategic Vision for Nevada MMIS.  D.0 is outside the scope of this RFP and will utilize a separate funding stream.



		12.6.3.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept interface from MMIS containing Physician Administered Drugs for pricing and adjudication, and return results of adjudication.

		A

		As noted in our response to Requirement 12.6.3.4, FHS can assist the State in rationalizing the delivery of pharmaceutical services across the POS/MMIS systems through use of our web claims submission process.  This will ensure that not only the same pricing rules apply, but also the same medical policy (utilization management) as well.



		12.6.3.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept all HIPAA required electronic formats and maintain all data required.

		A

		



		12.6.3.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept the following types of data for processing drug claims:  


fm. Provider Data;


fn. Recipient Data including lock in;  


fo. Claims History from MMIS and POS;


fp. Prior Authorization Data;


fq. Reference Data (NDC, Diagnosis, Procedure); and


fr. TPL data.

		A

		



		12.6.3.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Edit claims based on DHCFP policy (including Pro-DUR). 

		A

		



		12.6.3.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Audit claims based on DHCFP policy. 



		A/C

		FHS currently provides bench audits using proprietary methods to retrospectively determine inappropriately billed claims.  We then work with providers to reverse and re-bill the claim.  

FHS Recommended Program Enhancement:  FHS will contract with HMS/Prudent Rx to prepare desk audits and report accordingly to the SURS unit.  



		12.6.3.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Price claims based on DHCFP policy. 



		A

		Benefit:  Researching alternative benchmarks associated with the FDB litigation and the sunsetting of the publication of AWP as a viable pricing benchmark.



		12.6.3.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to define NDC generic code, according to DHCFP policy.

		A

		



		12.6.3.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Return all soft and hard edits failed during claims processing.

		A

		



		12.6.3.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain reversed claims on system with status of reversal. 

		A

		



		12.6.3.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide capability for the pharmacy to override Pro-DUR alerts, according to DHCFP policy.

		A

		



		12.6.3.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain log of pharmacies overriding Pro-DUR alerts and which alerts are overridden. 

		A

		



		12.6.3.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide inquiry access to drug claims data history for authorized users.

		A

		



		12.6.3.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Notify State Pharmacy Consultant of NDCs identified during drug claim processing that need to have a benefit code assigned.

		A

		



		Adjust Drug Claims



		12.6.3.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability for a provider to submit a reversed claim, according to DHCFP policy.





		A

		



		12.6.3.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to adjust a previously paid claim. 



		A

		



		12.6.3.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to perform retroactive rate adjustments.

		A

		



		12.6.3.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain claims history with a reversal status, including date and reversal initiator.

		A

		



		12.6.3.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Return reversal acceptance message back to provider within timeframe established by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.6.3.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce report of claim adjustments processed. 

		A

		



		Drug Prior Authorization



		12.6.3.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept Prior Authorization request submitted online, by phone, or fax from all authorized providers, vendors or DHCFP staff. 

		A

		In addition to the required methods noted, FHS has implemented WebPA, an on-line clinical decision system that is fully integrated in FirstRx™.  Once a PA is granted through this process the submitting provider may immediately transmit the claim, and, if all other edits are met, the drug is immediately available to the recipient.   



		12.6.3.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Adjudicate claims according to Prior Authorization edit criteria.

		A

		



		12.6.3.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to pend a Prior Authorization request for Medical Review. 

		A

		



		12.6.3.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to uniquely identify each Prior Authorization request received.

		A

		



		12.6.3.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to retrieve and update Prior Authorization requests by number, requesting provider, servicing provider, recipient ID number and dates of service for the Prior Authorization. 

		A

		Prior Authorization (PA) rules in the FirstRx™ system are recipient-centric records and as such are not tied to a requesting or servicing provider.  This ensures the PA is tied to the recipient, allowing the recipient to use any provider of his/her choice.  It should be noted that recipient provider restrictions such as lock-in are enforced at the claim adjudication level, not the PA level in the FirstRx™ system.  Further, the FirstRx™ system does not use PA numbers, as this would again tie the authorization to a provider (who had the number) and limit the recipient’s access to service.  Therefore, PA searches in the FirstRx™ system are limited to retrieval by the recipient ID number (e.g., a FirstRx™ user does not need to know the recipient ID number to retrieve a PA, as the ID can be found by executing a recipient name search).  Once a search is complete, the entire PA history is available to the user and can be scanned for the desired PA date of service.


FirstRx™ only allows update of the PA End Date on an existing PA record, and then only when the current PA End Date is greater than or equal to today’s date.  This is consistent with other data records in FirstRx™ and is a method of preserving system integrity and the audit trail.  If a user wishes to change other items on an existing PA record the system does have a duplicate and change function.



		12.6.3.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Approve services based on the following information from the POS and MMIS:  


fs. NDC , HICL, GSN, and/or Therapeutic Drug Class;

ft. Generic Code;

fu. Quantity;

fv. Days Supply;


fw. Units;

fx. Start and Stop Dates of Approval;


fy. Diagnosis (ICD-10);


fz. Age;


ga. Gender;

gb. Lock in;

gc. Over the Counter (OTC); and


gd. Claims Data.

		A

		While FirstRx™ currently has all the requested items available for use in prior authorization processing, we note that the current diagnostic standard is ICD-9. 


Planning and implementation for ICD-10 will be handled as outlined in the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project RFP Section 1.1, Strategic Vision for Nevada MMIS. 



		12.6.3.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to automate changes to the service or requesting provider of an existing Prior Authorization-end date the original Prior Authorization request and approve the new Prior Authorization. 

		A

		Prior Authorization (PA) rules in the FirstRx™ system are recipient-centric records and, as such, are not tied to a requesting or servicing provider.  The recipient can change providers without having to obtain a new PA.  This gives the recipient more flexibility without unnecessary barriers to medication compliance.



		12.6.3.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Return all edits to Provider based on Prior Authorization edit criteria, within timeframe established by DHCFP. 

		A

		



		12.6.3.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Return Prior Authorization determination to requesting provider within timeframe established by DHCFP and in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		12.6.3.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate notices for duplicate Prior Authorization requests and changes to service/requesting providers. 

		A

		If a duplicate request for PA is received by the FHS Call Center, and is recognized as such, the provider is notified of the duplication.  However, the entry of a duplicate PA into the FirstRx™ system will have no affect on claim adjudication — it will not allow the recipient to receive more medication than was originally authorized, nor will the duplicate keep them from receiving authorized medication.  The FirstRx™ system works on a hierarchical rule structure where only one rule (PA record) of the same type is valid at any given moment in time.



		12.6.3.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate paper and electronic approval / denial / pend notices for service/requesting providers.

		A

		FHS notifies providers of the outcome of a PA request in the same manner in which the PA request was received (i.e., telephone request are acknowledged with the caller during the call; fax requests receive a return notification via fax; and web requests receive notification of the outcome on the web).  A fax stating the ultimate outcome will also be sent to the provider if the request cannot be approved on the web.



		12.6.3.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure that Notice of Denials are generated and distributed to recipients and the Hearing Department according to NODs requirements in Section 12.7.12 of this RFP.

		A

		



		Prospective Drug Use Review



		12.6.3.37 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Adjudicate claims according to Pro-DUR criteria.

		A

		FHS Recommended Program Enhancement:  We recommend a complete review of currently implemented ProDUR criteria with the Nevada Drug Utilization Review (DUR) Board to assess for completeness and appropriateness.



		12.6.3.38 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide inquiry access to Pro-DUR criteria through the Drug File.

		A

		



		12.6.3.39 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain criteria for the following Pro-DUR modules: 


ge. Therapeutic Duplication;


gf. Drug Disease Contra-indication;


gg. Drug to Drug Interactions;


gh. Incorrect Drug Dosage;


gi. Incorrect Duration of Drug Treatment;


gj. Quantity;


gk. Age/Gender;


gl. Clinical Abuse or Misuse;


gm. Non-Compliance;


gn. Excessive Utilization;


go. Early/Late Refills; and


gp. Therapeutic Appropriateness.

		A

		



		12.6.3.40 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate audit trail of Pro-DUR criteria updates.

		A

		



		12.6.3.41 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce Pro-DUR reports as specified by DHCFP.

		A

		



		Drug File (NDC Data)



		12.6.3.42 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept update tape from Standardized Drug Database and apply update within timeframe specified by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.6.3.43 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to maintain online current and historical NDC data including an online audit trail of changes made to data. The audit trail identifies the date, time and user ID for all updates made during the online access and updates made by automated processes. 

		A

		



		12.6.3.44 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain access to current, historical, and archived data in accordance with timeframes and media established by DHCFP.

		A

		FHS currently subscribes to FDB “99 year” file which maintains current, historical, and archived data for up to 99 years.  We are one of only a few PBMs  to subscribe to this service.  



		12.6.3.45 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain previous/retired NDC information. 

		A

		FHS currently subscribes to FDB “99 year” file which maintains current, historical, and archived data for up to 99 years.  We are one of only a few PBMs to subscribe to this service.   



		12.6.3.46 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to retrieve archived NDC data. 



		A

		



		12.6.3.47 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the following NDC search capabilities for authorized users:


gq. Search by alpha for NDCs and NDC data; and


gr. Maintain age, gender, quantity and days supply criteria for each NDC that will be used to edit claims.

		A

		



		12.6.3.48 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate reports on updated NDC data following the weekly update process.

		A

		



		Pharmacy Point of Sale – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.3.49 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide policy information to Contractor to support the creation and maintenance of pharmaceutical coverage including, but not limited to, drugs covered, limitations, Prior Authorization constraints, exceptions and population criteria for each plan.

		

		



		12.6.3.50 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve claims and invoice audits reports from Contractor.

		

		



		Pharmacy Point of Sale – System Performance Expectations



		12.6.3.51 

		System Performance Expectation

		Return all edits to Provider based on Prior Authorization edit criteria, within two (2) seconds.

		A

		FHS consistently exceeds this requirement.  Our average response time is 0.70 seconds.





		12.6.3.52 

		System Performance Expectation

		Return reversal acceptance message back to provider within two (2) seconds. 

		A

		FHS consistently exceeds this requirement.  Our average response time is 0.70 seconds. 



		Pharmacy Point of Sale – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.3.53 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Accept update tape from Standardized Drug Database no less than on a weekly basis, and apply update within one (1) day of receipt. 

		A

		



		12.6.3.54 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain online access to seventy-two (72) months of all drug data including rate history. 

		A

		



		12.6.3.55 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Archive drug data after seventy-two (72) months to media specified by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.6.3.56 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Accept paper NDC universal claim form (UCF) and meet the following performance expectations:  


gs. Batch, Internal Control Number (ICN), film/image UCF paper drug claims within one (1) day of receipt;


gt. Data enter paper UCF drug claims within forty-eight (48) hours of receipt; and


gu. Process ninety percent (90%) of paper UCF drug claims to a finalized status within thirty (30) days of receipt.

		A

		FHS consistently exceeds this requirement.  100% of clean paper UCF claims are processed to a finalized status within 30 days of receipt.



		12.6.3.57 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Return PA determination to requesting provider within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of Prior Authorization request, or in less time to meet State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		12.6.3.58 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Update T-bill rates weekly.

		A

		



		12.6.4

		PHARMACY



		General



		12.6.4.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide staff competent to perform and support all Pharmacy functions specified in this RFP, or by State and Federal rules and regulations, during the life of the contract.

		A

		FHS currently has in place a highly skilled pharmacy team that exceeds the requirements outlined in 17.3.9 and 17.3.10.  Our Pharmacy Benefits Manager, Paula Townsend, is a PharmD.  We also have the resources of David Wuest, PharmD, and Rob Coppola, PharmD, MBA, available to the Nevada Medicaid Program on an as needed basis.  The program is supported Shirley Hunting, a certified pharmacy technician, who has been working on the Nevada account for over five years.  The Reno team will be enhanced by the addition of another pharmacist to work with the new program recommendations included in our proposal.   


The Reno pharmacy program team is supported by a centralized pharmacy support staff in Glen Allen, Virginia.  This support provides uninterrupted service levels in the event of anticipated and unanticipated staff shortages.  



		12.6.4.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce high quality, reliable, valid and meaningful analyses of the prescribed drug data of DHCFP.

		A

		Our local pharmacy team is trained in our DSS and the Cognos Business Intelligence tools.  They will have access to Gosia Sylwestrzak, a Biostatistician located in the Reno office and our proposed new Healthcare Analysts, who will provide support to the pharmacy program managers. 



		Preferred Drug List (PDL)



		12.6.4.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct analysis and clinical review of State of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims history which shall include but not be limited to:

gv. Identify top therapeutic classes of drugs within the pharmacy claims data based on actual utilization and classified according to the National Drug Database classification of Specific Therapeutic Class. Specific classes will be selected for the PDL at the discretion of DHCFP. In order to comply with commitments made by DHCFP certain therapeutic classes will be excluded from the PDL;


gw. Conduct an analysis of each drug member within the selected classes based on the clinical safety and efficacy guidelines as compared to other members of the class; and

gx. Fiscal impact of inclusion or exclusion of therapeutic class onto preferred drug list based upon past utilization and expenditures. 

		A

		a.
FHS conducts analysis by Specific Therapeutic Classes for both the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up programs.  In addition, we also create customized classes by ‘pharmacological’ class in order to optimize the rebating opportunities for the programs.  These analyses are based on claims history which is matched up with the most recent CMS rebate information in order to accurately model market share movement and project savings for the class.


FHS uses our broad experience in managing PDL programs for state Medicaid programs in order to accurately create models and scenarios that will demonstrate the anticipated changes within the class so that the State is informed of the potential upside and downside of every recommendation we make.  These analyses include the fiscal impact of including or excluding classes and member drugs onto the preferred drug list based on past utilization and expenditures.  Further, to ensure veracity of our modeling, we leverage our experience of having administered over 26 state Medicaid programs over the last few years; no other competitor can match this type of validation of projections.


b.
In the course of these analyses, FHS weighs the current clinical safety and efficacy guidelines of each drug member within the class which is then in turn, vetted through the Nevada Medicaid P&T Committee.  This comprehensive review, starting first with FHS clinicians, ensure the optimal outcomes for the Nevada Medicaid and Check up populations.

c.
Financial analysis is provided to the State and is currently sufficient to meet this requirement.



		12.6.4.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop, maintain and electronically transmit to a DHCFP-identified Prior Authorization contractor, the list of drugs requiring prior authorization due to the level of participation on the PDL by National Drug Code (NDC) and/or therapeutic class.

		A

		



		12.6.4.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support the management and coordination of all activities related to the maintenance of the PDL including but not limited to:

gy. Clinical review of new name brand drugs for clinical safety and efficacy;

gz. Clinical review of new generic drugs for clinical safety and efficacy;

ha. Clinical review of existing drugs for new indications or changes to indications;

hb. Review of new product forms and strengths;

hc. Development of and changes to criteria based on new information; and

hd. Financial scenario development by Product Category to represent a current case, best financial case, and other scenario(s) as dictated by DHCFP to the contractor.

		A

		Benefit: FHS additionally manages all meeting logistics including finding locations, coordinating audio-visual needs, and the recording of meeting minutes.  FHS financially supports these activities.



		12.6.4.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Work with the Provider community, associations, advocacy groups, etc. to ensure public involvement in the development process of the PDL.

		A

		FHS understands the importance of successful relationships with the provider community.  We currently maintain relationships with a number of associations and advocacy groups within the State.  With the pending legislative changes regarding the PDL excluded drug classes (e.g., HIV/Aids, atypical antipsychotics, anticonvulsants, immunosuppressants, and anti-diabetic medications), FHS will work with DHCFP to identify the necessary stakeholders to conduct outreach to in order to ensure the requisite public involvement in the development of the PDL.



		12.6.4.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assess drug cost and utilization changes and trends by drug, drug category, price, PDL compliance, percent of population using drugs, and use by age, location, eligibility category condition, length of use and other factors.

		A

		Financial analysis is completed using summary claims data and looks at drug cost, utilization changes and trends by drug, drug category, price, PDL compliance, and percent of population using drugs.  FHS believes that this type of analysis that includes industry standard review of DACON (daily average consumption) data and costs per claim provides a ‘real world’ perspective of the utilization and trend changes occurring in the Nevada Medicaid environment.    



		12.6.4.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Determine and monitor on an ongoing basis, fiscal impact due to the exclusion or inclusion of therapeutic classes onto the preferred drug list and fiscal analysis reviewing cost effectiveness of PDL.

		A

		



		12.6.4.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform ongoing analysis of the introduction of new drugs or new drug indications in relation to inclusion or exclusion from the PDL.

		A

		



		12.6.4.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		With the approval of DHCFP, manage all aspects of processing new rebate agreements.

		A

		



		12.6.4.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform benchmark analysis for financial and clinical outcomes to monitor trends, consult with DHCFP staff on data findings and provide program recommendations to improve clinical and financial outcomes.

		A

		FHS provides centralized support of this process for the local team to provide consult with DHCFP staff.  Our portfolio of 37 unique rebate customer programs, including Medicaid, supplemental, state-negotiated, and diabetic supply, allows us to conduct benchmark analysis and modeling better than any of our competitors.  


Benefit:  Only FHS has the necessary depth of experience, program size, and length of experience to accurately project trend and modeling for making recommendations to improve clinical and financial outcomes.



		12.6.4.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and maintain current and archived PDL on Contractor website.

		A

		



		12.6.4.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Comply with any State and Federal rules and regulations related to the PDL.

		A

		As the innovator of the ‘pooled’ PDL solution, FHS is keenly aware of all State and Federal rules related to conducting business related to the PDL and are fully compliant with all rules and regulations at both the Federal and State level.



		Multi-State Pooling



		12.6.4.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the following Cost Pooling services:

he. Employ purchasing practices utilized in private sector purchasing in accordance to State and Federal rules regulations;

hf. Coordinate drug purchasing negotiations with drug manufacturers based upon other State Medicaid contracts, other State funded programs and/or commercial lines of business; and

hg. Differentiate, through accounting practice, DHCFP rebates separate from other lines of business if cost pooling techniques are applied.

		A

		



		12.6.4.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure the Contractor is not utilizing Nevada Medicaid’s purchasing power as leverage to benefit other purchasing contracts for the contractor that would result in a disadvantage to DHCFP purchasing power.

		A

		



		Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC)



		12.6.4.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct analysis and clinical review of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims history to determine and recommend, to DHCFP, for implementation of Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC). MAC must also reflect Federal Upper Limit (FUL).

		A

		FHS produces a monthly Cost Avoidance Report on the MAC performance that includes all pharmacy claims.  This report contains data that can be used for financial and clinical review.  We will also produce a report that calculates the aggregate paid amount of both the MAC and the FUL to provide the additional savings of the MAC over the FUL for CMS verification if needed. 


Benefit: Due to FHS’ highly configurable system, FHS can quickly adjust the MAC discount to provide immediate cost savings to the State.  



		12.6.4.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Utilize pharmacy claims data to maintain MAC.

		A

		



		12.6.4.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		At a minimum, conduct monthly market analysis of generic drug pricing to ensure access to services are not jeopardized due to application of MAC.

		A

		We monitor the changes in the market place on a monthly basis and make adjustments as needed. FHS maintains a Nevada-specific report to support the output reporting from this ongoing analysis.  In addition to detailed information regarding the drug, the report also contains information identifying the price change or MAC removal (when appropriate), effective dates and reason for change. 



		12.6.4.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct continual targeted analysis of drugs that are deemed to be scarce per CMS recommendations.

		A

		As part of our monthly analysis, we increase or suspend the MAC price when shortages in the market place occur.  We re-evaluate the MAC price when the availability issue is resolved. 



		12.6.4.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update MAC pricing at least monthly and possibly more frequent if determined by market analysis or at the request of DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.6.4.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a mechanism for providers to communicate with and provide justification to the Contractor if a particular generic drug is not obtainable at current MAC pricing. This justification may include provider submission of drug invoice to facilitate adjustment of MAC.

		A

		We have a process for providers to request an appeal of a MAC price at any time.  The provider can obtain an MAC Price Inquiry and Research Request Form located on the internet with the monthly MAC list and update list or from the Call Center.  The provider can fax or email the completed form to FHS for review.  We will adjust the price if needed or provide other NDCs or Labelers with lower priced generics.



		12.6.4.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform benchmark analysis for financial and clinical outcomes to monitor trends, consult with DHCFP staff on data findings and provide program recommendations to improve clinical and financial outcomes.

		A

		FHS produces a monthly Nevada Medicaid Program MAC Cost Avoidance Report that is used to monitor trends and provide recommendations.  This report examines Nevada Medicaid claims and trends generic/brand utilization, claims that pay at U/C, claims that pay at FUL, and other relevant metrics that are used to assess the effectiveness of the Nevada SMAC program.  It is representative of the types of reports produced by FHS to provide and support recommendations that improve clinical and financial outcomes.

Synagis®:  FHS conducted an analysis that was aimed at improving the quality of care in infants receiving pharmacological treatment for the prevention of Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV).  In accordance with the recent revisions of the American Academy of Pediatrics guidelines for the role of immunoprophylaxis in the reduction of disease attributable to RSV, FHS conducted an analysis to determine how many recipients were receiving medication regimes that were not aligned with these new guidelines.  In addition, FHS also conducted research in to the Center for Disease Control’s estimates of the RSV season for Region 9 (US Department of Health and Human Services Region) and made the recommendation to limit coverage of the drug to coincide with these dates (late November through March 30, 2010).  The results of this research and analysis is that DHCFP determined to accept the recommendations of FHS in order to ensure appropriate utilization of this medication and promote optimal outcomes for patients.



		Drug Use Review (DUR) Board



		12.6.4.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manage the State Drug Use Review (DUR) program, including both retro and prospective DUR, in accordance with federal and state regulations.

		A

		FHS is a market leader in assisting states in meeting their Federal and State DUR requirements; we currently provide DUR Board support to 10 states.  We have a vendor relationship with a local pharmacy consulting group (Integricare) to assist in completion of this requirement.



		12.6.4.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide detailed written analysis for the DUR Board to assist them in making decisions as required by federal regulations.

		A

		



		12.6.4.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Facilitate quarterly DUR Board meetings or more frequent as determined by the chair.

		A

		



		12.6.4.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and provide all meeting materials to DHCFP in accordance with Nevada’s Open Meeting Law. Materials are to be approved by DHCFP prior to dissemination.

		A

		



		12.6.4.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop quarterly reports for the DUR Program to be disseminated at the DUR Board.

		A

		



		12.6.4.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop annual DUR report as required by State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		Benefit: FHS is aware of the pending pricing changes scheduled for FFY 2011, and we are preparing the necessary changes to meet these requirements ahead of schedule.



		12.6.4.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop ad hoc utilization, clinical and financial reports to support changes in Medicaid policy.

		A

		FHS utilizes our considerable experience in this sector to provide meaningful and accurate reports and recommendations to support changes in Medicaid policy. 


Benefit: FHS reviewed sublingual fentanyl utilization compared to cancer diagnoses to recommend change in Medicaid policy to ensure proper usage and cost savings.  After analyzing Dispense as Written claims, we recommended a change in Medicaid Policy to mandate Prior Authorization for these claims.  This change was passed by the DUR Board after we provide utilization reports and demonstrated clinical outcomes supporting the decision.  



		12.6.4.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop draft and final meeting agendas and minutes in accordance with DHCFP timelines.

		A

		



		12.6.4.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assist DHCFP in recruiting for DUR Board appointments.

		A

		Dr. Wuest and Dr. Townsend have considerable exposure in the Nevada pharmacy and prescriber community and are well suited to assist in recruiting for members.  Dr. Wuest has provided successful assistance in the past.



		12.6.4.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide clinical and financial recommendations to DHCFP for policy changes that support a comprehensive pharmacy program.

		A

		



		Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee



		12.6.4.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assist DHCFP in the identification and appointment of a State Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee for recommendation to the Governor with the responsibility for review and approval of all programs relative to the use of Preferred Drugs and the Prior Authorization process.

		A

		Dr. Wuest and Dr. Townsend have considerable exposure in the Nevada pharmacy and prescriber community and are well suited to assist in recruiting for members.  Dr. Wuest has provided successful assistance in the past.



		12.6.4.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Formulate, develop and provide to the P&T Committee recommendations for preferred drug(s) in each reviewed class. These classes may have more than one drug determined to have equal effectiveness and therapeutic value. In some classes, more than one drug may be recommended as the “Preferred Drug(s)”.

		A

		



		12.6.4.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		When two or more drugs in a class have equal effectiveness and therapeutic value, review these drugs on a cost basis and recommend which of the drugs should be selected for the base PDL for DHCFP. Other brand name drugs in this class will also be included if an appropriate supplemental rebate is obtained from the manufacturer.

		A

		



		12.6.4.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Present recommendations, provide written analysis and respond to questions from the P&T Committee regarding its recommendations and finalize the PDL. The P&T Committee will be responsible for review of the analysis and providing a final recommendation to DHCFP regarding which drugs should be included on the Preferred List.

		A

		



		12.6.4.37 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Facilitate and/or participate in P&T Committee meetings at least quarterly and more often as determined by the Chair, through the supply of meeting documents, arrangement of facilities and participation in the meetings in a consultative manner.

		A

		



		12.6.4.38 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and make available P&T Committee materials according to DHCFP guidelines. These materials include but are not limited to Agendas, Approved Minutes, and Drug Class Reviews. Some materials will be posted on the contractor’s website. 

		A

		



		Specialty Pharmacy – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.6.4.39 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently managing specialty pharmaceuticals.  The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients

		A

		FHS can assist the State in the development of a specialty pharmacy program that meets DHCFP objectives.  We are well-suited to respond to the State’s needs in a variety of ways.


FHS is interested in exploring the multiple opportunities for specialty pharmacy including discussions with our sister company, ICORE, for oncology management. 



		Pharmacy – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.4.40 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve Contractor procedures for Pharmacy program.

		

		



		Pharmacy – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.4.41 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Enter adjustment requests within forty-eight (48) hours of DHCFP request. 

		A

		



		12.6.4.42 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Enter Accounts Receivable in system within twenty-four (24) hours. 

		A

		Rebate payments from manufacturers will be allocated against the rebate invoices within 24 hours of receipt from DHCFP.



		12.6.4.43 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Mail invoice statements to manufacturers within sixty (60) days of the end of the calendar quarter.

		A

		



		12.6.5

		ELECTRONIC PRESCRIPTION SOFTWARE



		12.6.5.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide eligibility, formulary, and medication history information via a commercially available software application to prescribers electing to use electronic prescribing functionality in their practice.

		A

		FHS has implemented the batch e-Prescribing process for the Nevada Medicaid Program using Surescripts Health Information Exchange network to support connectivity and transport for prescriptions submitted by Medicaid prescribers.  Surescripts is the national leader for e-Prescription services.  Currently, 43 percent of the Medicaid prescribers are using e-Prescribing.  Nevada is one of nine Medicaid programs that supports the use of e-Prescribing services.



		12.6.5.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Use the X12 270/271 HIPAA transaction to verify recipient eligibility for prescriber requests.

		A

		Enhanced functionality:  FHS will implement real-time eligibility request and response as part of this proposal which will support 270/271 transactions.



		12.6.5.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update recipient eligibility data daily, during off-peak hours via a batch process.

		A

		Enhanced functionality:  While we currently perform this in a daily batch process — the new environment will be able to support real-time eligibility.



		12.6.5.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Use an automated system to validate scripts and forward real-time electronic copy of the prescriber’s script to the identified pharmacy. Utilize validation failures to prevent submission of a non-valid script and present information to the Prescriber as to why the script cannot be filled.

		A

		The combination of the FirstRx™ POS system, the Surescripts HIE network, and the Surescripts certified practice management systems support this secured process to get valid scripts to the pharmacy.



		12.6.5.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Validate receipt of script coverage files, validate NCPDP specifications.

		A

		FHS has been certified by Surescripts in and uses the NCPDP standard transactions.



		12.6.5.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide downloads of the contractor’s pharmacy list and formulary into the prescriber's practice management system.

		A

		FHS provides weekly updates of the Nevada Medicaid formulary to Surescripts for download to the certified practice management systems supporting the State of Nevada prescribers.



		12.6.5.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow prescribers to request and receive a Nevada Medicaid or Checkup recipient medication history using the latest version of NCPDP from a secured routing vendor. 

		A

		Authorized prescribers can access a recipient’s medication history directly from their practice management system with a request directly to the FirstRx™ POS system.



		12.6.6

		PHARMACY DRUG OBRA AND SUPPLEMENTAL REBATE



		Drug OBRA Rebate



		12.6.6.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Process OBRA rebates on all covered outpatient drug claims in accordance with Federal Regulations.

		A

		



		12.6.6.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform drug rebate activities in accordance with DHCFP accounting principles (i.e. write-offs).

		A

		



		12.6.6.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept and process the quarterly CMS drug rebate tape. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept copy of check or EFT from DHCFP to enter into drug rebate software.

		A

		



		12.6.6.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept dispute requests from the manufacturers. 



		A

		



		12.6.6.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept prior quarter adjustments from the manufacturers.

		A

		



		12.6.6.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Quarterly create invoices for prior period adjustments (claims). 

		A

		



		12.6.6.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to submit a request online that will generate an invoice outside of the standard quarter end invoice generation process. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enter Accounts Receivable in drug rebate system within timeframe established by DHCFP and in accordance with Federal guidelines.

		A

		



		12.6.6.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Receive and Post Money:


hh. Allow NDC specific rebate;


hi. Calculate interest on payments over thirty-eight (38) days, or in accordance with Federal regulations;


hj. Send reminders if interest payment not received; 


hk. Capture T-bill interest rates weekly; and


hl. Track invoice.

		A

		



		12.6.6.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow adjustments to A/R based on manual review. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		View online all NDCs associated with an invoice. 



		A

		



		12.6.6.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		View online all claims associated with NDCs invoiced for a quarter. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to identify payments as current or prior quarter.

		A

		



		12.6.6.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow input of notes associated with copies of checks received. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain rebate agreements online with NDC data. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain unit field and Rebate Per Unit (RPU) in accordance with Federal Regulations.

		A

		



		12.6.6.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide capability to update manufacturer information online. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Query accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler). 

		A

		



		12.6.6.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to post payments and identify disputed NDCs on the same screen. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain date invoice mailed to manufacturer.

		A

		



		12.6.6.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Return quarterly drug rebate tapes as requested by CMS.

		A

		



		12.6.6.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate invoices, paper and electronic, and keep online versions of paper invoice. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide drug rebate invoice generation, track receipt of money and assistance to the dispute resolution staff.

		A

		



		12.6.6.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate outstanding balance/credit based on units rebated and corrections to original invoice. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate dispute report to manufacturer. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate letter to CMS/manufacturer to confirm changes to manufacturer information. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Send reminder to manufacturer if payment not received within 38 days of mailing invoice (include note for interest due in the reminder notice). 

		A

		



		12.6.6.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform all reporting requests from CMS or other Federal regulatory bodies. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide performance reports as identified by DHCFP. These reports will be available online through the contractor’s secure web interface.

		A

		



		Supplemental Rebate



		12.6.6.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Process Supplemental Rebates on all covered outpatient drug claims in accordance with State contracts and Federal regulations.

		A

		



		12.6.6.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Invoice Supplemental Drug Rebates to manufacturers on a quarterly basis based upon individual rebate agreements.

		A

		



		12.6.6.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept rebate amounts (EFT or copy of check) from the manufacturers. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept dispute requests from the manufacturers. 



		A

		



		12.6.6.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept prior quarter adjustments from the manufacturers.

		A

		



		12.6.6.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Quarterly create invoices for prior period adjustments (claims). 

		A

		



		12.6.6.37 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to submit a request online that will generate an invoice outside of the standard quarter end invoice generation process. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.38 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enter Accounts Receivable in drug rebate system within timeframe established by DHCFP and in accordance with Federal guidelines.

		A

		



		12.6.6.39 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Receive and Post Money:


hm. Allow NDC specific rebate;


hn. Calculate interest on payments over thirty-eight (38) days, or in accordance with Federal regulations;


ho. Send reminders if interest payment not received;


hp. Capture T-bill interest rates weekly; and


hq. Track invoice.

		A

		



		12.6.6.40 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow adjustments to A/R based on manual review.

		A

		



		12.6.6.41 

		Contractor Responsibility

		View online all NDCs associated with an invoice. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.42 

		Contractor Responsibility

		View online all claims associated with NDCs invoiced for a quarter. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.43 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to identify payments as current or prior quarter. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.44 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow input of notes associated with copies of checks received. 



		A

		



		12.6.6.45 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain rebate agreements online with NDC data. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.46 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain unit field and Rebate Per Unit (RPU) in accordance with Federal Regulations.

		A

		



		12.6.6.47 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide capability to update manufacturer information online. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.48 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Query accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler). 

		A

		



		12.6.6.49 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to post payments and identify disputed NDCs on the same screen. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.50 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain date invoice mailed to manufacturer.

		A

		



		12.6.6.51 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate report on payments received for each quarter. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.52 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate invoices, paper and electronic, and keep online versions of paper invoice. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.53 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide drug rebate invoice generation, track receipt of money (EFT and copies of checks) and assistance to the dispute resolution staff.

		A

		



		12.6.6.54 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate outstanding balance/credit based on units rebated and corrections to original invoice. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.55 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate dispute report to manufacturer. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.56 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Send reminder to manufacturer if payment not received within 38 days of mailing invoice (include note for interest due in the reminder notice). 

		A

		



		12.6.6.57 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform all reporting requests from CMS or other Federal regulatory bodies. 

		A

		



		12.6.6.58 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide performance reports as identified by DHCFP. These reports will be available online through the contractor’s secure web interface.

		A

		



		Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.6.59 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform all rebate requirements in accordance with federal regulations.

		A

		



		12.6.6.60 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform all supplemental rebate requirements consistent with OBRA rebate program.

		A

		



		12.6.7

		DIABETIC SUPPLY REBATE



		12.6.7.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Administer a Diabetic Supply Procurement Program (DSPP) to manage and collect rebates from diabetic supply manufacturer(s) for Diabetic supplies including Glucometers and test strips. The Diabetic Supply Procurement Program is applicable for the Nevada Medicaid Fee-for-service and Nevada Check Up Fee-for-service programs, excluding Dual eligibles (Medicare and Medicaid coverage).

		A

		The Diabetic Supply Procurement Program (DSPP) is administered to manage and collect rebates for diabetic supplies, including glucometers and test strips.  


The current Nevada diabetic test strip program implemented on March 1, 2009, and is currently exceeding savings projections.


Benefit:  For additional savings, FHS expanded this program to control solutions, lancets, and other ancillary pieces used in patient diabetic self-testing.  



		12.6.7.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Leverage the purchasing power of other State Medicaid programs, when possible, to maximize the rebate negotiation process.

		A

		Benefit:  The current diabetic supply program developed for Nevada by FHS leverages the participation of other state Medicaid programs to maximize the rebate negotiation process by exceeding the projected cost savings.  The diabetic supply program has invoiced over $623,000 over the last four quarters (averaging $200,000/quarter after adjusting for first quarter implementation).  



		12.6.7.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform all DSPP activities in a transparent manner, and in accordance with Nevada Medicaid and Check Up policies.

		A

		



		12.6.7.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow override exceptions to the program including but not limited to, regional shortage of monitors and/or supplies, and State Administrative action, through the pharmacy technical call center.

		A

		



		12.6.7.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify manufacturers that will exchange diabetes monitors for a similar monitor at no cost to the recipient and that one-hundred percent (100%) of the monitor rebates go back to DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.6.7.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Negotiate rates and manage contracts with manufacturer(s) so that the monitor rebate is equal to one-hundred percent (100%) of Wholesale Acquisition Cost (WAC) price or one-hundred percent (100%) of the pharmacy reimbursement amount, depending upon selected vendor’s contract. In no case, can a manufacturer’s rebate exceed the pharmacy reimbursement amount.

		A

		



		12.6.7.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide recommendations and cost savings scenarios to assist the State in choosing the selection of manufacturers that provide quality products in a cost efficient manner, as the State reserves final approval of the number of manufacturers chosen to participate in the DSPP for Nevada. 

		A

		



		12.6.7.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide DHCFP with cost scenarios based upon the number and selection of manufacturer contract renewals.

		A

		FHS supplies this on an annual basis, and based on renegotiations with manufacturers/participants.



		12.6.7.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Draft, negotiate, and implement DSPP rebate agreements with manufacturers.

		A

		



		12.6.7.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manage online adjudication of DSPP related claims through the Pharmacy Point-of-Sale (POS) system, ensuring that the monitors and supplies of selected manufacturers are coded to process appropriately. 

		A

		



		12.6.7.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct dispute resolution with manufacturers.

		A

		Dispute resolution of the Diabetic Supply Procurement Program follows CMS Best Practices established for the OBRA and Supplemental programs.



		12.6.7.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Protect manufacturer price and rebate information as confidential documents and in accordance with the confidentiality provisions set forth in the contracts between the Contractor, participating state(s) and the manufacturer(s).

		A

		



		12.6.7.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor price of Diabetic supplies to ensure that the cost and rebate are equal.

		A

		FHS reviews this information on a quarterly basis.



		12.6.7.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure that all Diabetic supply claims are processed through the POS, and disallow processing of such claims within the MMIS.

		A

		



		12.6.7.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform management of the diabetic rebates including invoicing, collection or rebates, dispute resolution, and financial reporting, in compliance with federal regulations.

		A

		Management of the Diabetic Supply Procurement Program is performed, including invoicing, collection of rebates, dispute resolution and financial reporting of receivables, for incorporation to the Federal 64 report “other care services” (line item 29) under Durable Medical Equipment.



		12.6.7.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Apply logic to ensure that the appropriate rebate amount received from the vendor will not exceed the cost paid by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.6.7.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Track all DSPP invoices and rebates separately from other rebate programs and in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		12.6.7.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Invoice manufacturers on a quarterly basis, or more frequently as indicated by contract with manufacturer(s).

		A

		



		12.6.7.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Retain no portion of rebates for Diabetic supplies collected on behalf of DHCFP. Remit one-hundred percent (100%) of the supplemental rebates collected on behalf of DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.6.7.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform program outreach, including but not limited to, the following activities:

hr. Ongoing communication through a DSPP-specific website to update providers on current policies and procedures;

hs. Serve as point-of-contact for provider questions and concerns (written and telephonic);

ht. Coordinate with selected manufacturers to deliver education materials to pharmacies;

hu. Develop and maintain a Fact Sheet to educate stakeholders on DSPP; and

hv. Conduct physician and pharmacy profiling to identify need for educational interventions, and provide additional information or training to such providers.

		A

		



		12.6.7.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		All communication and outreach materials must be approved by DHCFP prior to distribution.

		A

		



		12.6.7.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform DSPP reporting activities including, but not limited to:

hw. Production of reports to meet all CMS reporting requirements;

hx. Benchmark analysis for financial outcomes to monitor trends, and provide program recommendations to improve financial outcomes; and

hy. Quarterly cost effectiveness reports on DSPP, including related POS costs and the rebate revenues.

		A

		



		Diabetic Supply Rebate – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.7.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Consider Contractor recommendations and cost savings scenarios to give approval of the number of manufacturers chosen to participate in the DSPP, and subsequent manufacturer contract renewal.

		

		



		12.6.7.24 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve and sign manufacturer contracts/addendums when appropriate.

		

		



		12.6.7.25 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approval all outgoing DSPP communication and outreach materials.

		

		



		Diabetic Supply Rebate – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.7.26 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Produce DSPP reports within timelines and frequency specified by DHCFP and/or to meet Federal reporting requirements.

		A

		



		12.6.8

		DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (DSS)



		12.6.8.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a Decision Support System (DSS) to support the generation of pre-defined reports as well as user-defined ad hoc reporting and data queries as specified by DHCFP.

		A

		The DSS, based upon the Cognos Business Intelligence tool and FHS’ MMIS experience, will meet all of the pre-defined and ad hoc reporting needs of DHCFP.  



		12.6.8.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support multiple levels of role-based security, as agreed upon by the Contractor and DHCFP. 

		A 

		FHS’ business intelligence solution offers role-based security at multiple levels:


· BI Artifact (report, dashboard, query, etc.)


· Row Level – Can only access data in groups for which you have access, e.g., certain managers might see the whole contract, others just selected regions.


· Column Level – Certain columns, such as PHI related, might be blocked on a report for some users while others might see them.


· Functionality – Roles can be restricted to certain functionality, e.g., certain users can consume reports (run, view), others can modify templates, and others have the right to create ad hocs from a blank canvas.



		12.6.8.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Meet the requirements for MARS and SURS certification, without the need to build and maintain separate databases or data marts.

		A

		



		12.6.8.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide DHCFP with online capability to develop, design, modify and test alternative report parameters and maintain an indexed library of such report parameters to run reports.

		A

		The DSS allows users, based upon their security settings, to independently design, modify and test various report parameters.  All components of the DSS (metrics, attributes, measures, parameters, reports, subsets, etc.) are stored within a common repository.  


Benefit:  The repository is searchable, enabling users to quickly find the information they need and add it to their reports, ad hocs, or specific analysis.



		12.6.8.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a statistically valid trend methodology approved by DHCFP for generating reports and perform various types of statistical analyses as needed by DHCFP Staff.

		A

		Cognos PowerCubes let the user analyze large volumes of dimensionally modeled data with rapid response times.  The capabilities include sophisticated time trending and projection, empowering users to analyze what has changed over previous years, quarters, months, and other critical measures. 


In addition, FHS has a dedicated Reno-based Healthcare Informatics Team comprised of a Biostatistician and Healthcare Analysts led by Gosia Sylwestrzak.  This team creates standard queries and analytics to report upon statistical profiles of members and providers on a variety of measures, including prior authorization and claims history.  These reports can be run for requested periods of time.  FHS uses SPSS 17.0 and SPSS Clementine to provide descriptive, inferential, and predictive modeling statistical analysis capabilities, as well as means testing, time series analysis, survival analyses, and correlation analytics.  FHS is also able to create normative benchmarks that can be used as a comparison for the analysis group.  Each norm can have descriptive statistics such as standard deviation, percentiles, mean or mode (as appropriate) that will aid in the analysis of that descriptive group. 



		12.6.8.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Permit authorized DSS users to develop, save, and invoke measures to create their own reports without requiring knowledge of complex query languages.

		A

		FHS DSS and the Cognos Business Intelligence solution are built upon a rich set of attributes, metrics, measures, and dimensions that are exposed using business terms.  Security settings grant certain users the ability to develop, save and invoke measures to create their own reports.  By dragging, dropping, and clicking, users can perform calculations on existing attributes, measures and dimensions to create new columns measures on a report, query or analysis.  Some of the calculations that can be performed include basic arithmetic function, average, mean, median, min, max, rankings (e.g., percentile, quartile, quantile), percentages, and others.  Once created, the reports or analyses can be shared with others in a variety of formats.  Users can even bring their analyses into Excel or PowerPoint. 



		12.6.8.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a DSS solution that meets the needs of a broad spectrum of users ranging from executives to program analysts, and allows such users to analyze information in a variety of ways to meet the business needs of DHCFP.

		A

		FHS uses the Cognos Busness Intelligence tool to support the end-user reporting at all levels of the enterprise.  Through use of cubes and dashboards, we will be able to present information to DHCFP users.  This tool also supports the function of ad hoc reporting.



		12.6.8.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a comprehensive and responsive data repository for analysis and decision making purposes.

		A

		The Operational Data Stores provide the data repository from which the Business Layer is built.  



		12.6.8.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept into the DSS, and update as necessary, the following data sources:


hz. Adjudicated claims (must include all analytically relevant data, such as TPL, PA, edits/audits associated);


ia. Provider Table;


ib. Recipient eligibility;


ic. Non-claims specific financial;


id. Encounter; and


ie. Data from external sources to enhance the business value of historical data.

		A

		FHS’ set of industry leading Data Integration, Quality, Database and Business Intelligence tools, combined with years of experience and work with a wide variety of vendors and types of healthcare data, make it a straightforward process.  As with any data exchange, having quality data, along with a well-documented file layout, that includes critical attributes (such as member ID, provider ID, etc.) leads to a successful file load.  FHS has experience across multiple customers, states and vendors loading all of the data mentioned:  Adjudicated Claims — including TPL, PA, edits/audits, Provider (rates, demographic, specialty, and network), Recipient Eligibility, Financial, Encounters, and many other sources. 



		12.6.8.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure MARS and SURS data are available for retrieval through the DSS Reporting function.

		A

		MARS and SURS data will be accessible through the DSS reporting function.  The DSS system has all reporting/analytics come through a common Business Layer.  The Business Layer points to the Operational Data Store. 



		12.6.8.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the following types of tools as integrated functions of the DSS to facilitate data analysis:


if. Query (ad hoc);


ig. Reporting (predefined);


ih. Geographical Mapping;


ii. Statistical Analysis;


ij. Data Mining;


ik. Clinical Analysis Applications; and


il. Financial Accounting, Analysis and Reporting.

		A

		The DSS includes the following functionality:


· Query – The comprehensive Business Layer allows users with the appropriate security to create queries by dragging and dropping attributes, measures, metrics, and dimensions onto a screen. 

· Reporting (predefined) – The DSS includes a catalogue of parameterized reports to cover clearly defined, routine reports.  Paired with the appropriate rights and training, these standard reports can be customized to meet the user’s needs (only run for parameters relevant to them), setup to alert the users when certain events occur within the report (e.g., a claim is paid over a certain dollar amount) or prove the starting point for the creation of a new report.


· Geographical Mapping – The DSS offers geographical maps as one of the many ways to graphically represent data.  The maps can be coded to visually indicate a variety of measure — such as provider counts per state or county.


· Statistical Analysis – The user has access to many statistical calculations through the DSS, including sum, average, mean, median, min, max, as well as rankings, percentile, quartile, quantile, % of one item compared to another, % of total – selected items as a % of total, and % difference (growth) or the difference of 2 items expressed as a percent.   


· Data Mining – The Analysis Studio component of the DSS, along with the reporting and ad hoc components, allow Business Analysts to reach into the data, detect trends, find outliers and take action.  Through the point and click interface, users can use graphs and charts, rankings, percentages, and other, out of the box calculations, to detect trends and then drill into the data and take action.  The analysis can be published in the form of a report, query, spreadsheet, graph, dashboard, PDF, PowerPoint or other types of output.


· Clinical Analysis Applications – The DSS contains a great deal of clinical information surrounding the authorization process, providers and members.  Presenting the user with clinically based reports is essential to managing these services; decreasing their costs and improving their quality.  Examples of reports that FHS currently produces for DHCFP that are used to detect areas that require clinical management and to monitor management processes already in place are the Medical/Surgical Client Report Card (Med/Surg Report Card) and the Behavioral Health Client Report Card (BH Report Card).  These reports are used to monitor and assess utilization and clinical performance indicators in the Medical/Surgical and Behavioral Health areas.  They contain the last four complete years as well as the latest state fiscal year-to-date data. They are refreshed quarterly.  While these reports are currently produced as Excel documents, they will be transitioned to the DSS where they will be available via a secure web site.  Additional drill-down capability will be added to these reports. 

· Financial Accounting, Analysis and Reporting – FHS’ suite of reports includes financial reports showing actual to budget, financial transactions, claims paid, IBNR, claims lag reports, among others.  



		12.6.8.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain historical data within the database in accordance with DHCFP’s timeframe specifications. 

		A

		



		12.6.8.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Analyze, identify and propose data needs, data sources, volume, data discrepancies and transmission protocols.

		A

		As part of any implementation of a reporting and data solution, FHS works closely with DHCFP to clearly analyze, identify, document and propose a solution that meets the needs of users.  This includes up-front analysis of analytics requirements, tracing those requirements back to data sources and then implementing data integration and reporting solutions to meet those needs.  Data are exchanged using predefined protocols for file transmission (such as Secure FTP) and data content (detailed data dictionaries).  Any data discrepancies identified during the development phase are resolved by the project teams.  Part of the implementation includes establishing data quality guidelines and a production team monitors files and loads to make sure there are no persistent data discrepancies.  Part of any new implementation includes the comprehensive profiling of all source data to ensure the data integration programs capture errors and meet the defined business needs.  



		12.6.8.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update all data and files on a frequency specified by DHCFP.

		A

		FHS’ Enterprise Data Integration Suite (Informatica) can handle updates at varying frequencies (daily, weekly, monthly, etc.) even going to near- real time as long as the connectivity and interface are clearly defined.



		12.6.8.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Transmit data in ASCII, comma delimited format, unless otherwise agreed to by DHCFP, according to HIPAA guidelines.

		A

		



		12.6.8.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the initial load of data the first month of the operation of the MMIS or the first month of the operation of the DSS, as specified by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.6.8.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor all data transmissions at each phase to ensure successful completion, work to resolve all problems and, if transmission is still unsuccessful, notify DHCFP designee within one (1) working day of issue discovery.

		A

		



		12.6.8.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure that standard audit trail requirements are maintained for this system.

		A

		



		12.6.8.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow users the select print options, including local and remote printers.

		A

		



		12.6.8.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support "open system" data warehousing concepts, using ODBC-compliant technology including an industry-standard relational database management system and standard operating environments and scalable hardware platforms. Use a standard, well-documented and expandable data model design concept specialized for OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing). 

		A

		FHS’ Operational Data Stores run on the Enterprise Edition of Oracle.  Oracle’s database engine is ODBC-compliant.  The highly redundant and expandable Oracle RAC setup runs an Oracle certified hardware and operating system platform that includes HP DL585 servers and Oracle’s enterprise version of Linux.  


Many of the underlying data models are dimensional in nature to facilitate a business friendly representation of data along multiple dimensions that can then be consumed by high performance OLAP technologies.  



		12.6.8.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Link data from eligibility systems with data from disparate claims and reimbursement systems, managed care plans and other contractors (as identified by DHCFP) into a database that supports rapid and efficient population-based reporting across all systems and programs.

		A

		FHS currently links eligibility and claims data for multiple sources to support the creation of population-based reporting across multiple systems.  The underlying data structures support data being loaded and linked from multiple sources.  By presenting information in dimensions, the population-based enable to the user to look at the data from multiple view points (e.g., diagnosis, DRG, provider type, age, location, etc.)  



		12.6.8.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide an expandable data model to accommodate the linkage of data elements from non-traditional sources such as recipient/patient assessments (MDS, OASIS), vital records (births, deaths), immunization registries, disease registries, etc.

		A

		



		12.6.8.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide consistent integrated online help capability for all features of the system.

		A

		



		12.6.8.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for online availability of metadata, describing the reports, providing the definitions of fields and defining any calculations and built-in statistical measure objects. The metadata must be easily accessible within the application.

		A

		



		12.6.8.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide multi-dimensional analytic reporting capability across business functions in all the following functional areas, while giving individual users a significant degree of reporting flexibility:


im. Financial reporting / budget forecasting;


in. Third party recovery / estate recovery;


io. Prescription drug policy;


ip. Eligibility and benefit design;


iq. Program planning, types, and categories;


ir. Policy analysis and waiver reporting;


is. Medical policy and provider profiling; 


it. Provider rate-setting and reimbursement;


iu. Nursing home care and other forms of long-term care;


iv. Actuarial reporting and rate-setting;


iw. Managed care administration and performance monitoring;


ix. Quality of care and outcomes assessment;


iy. Disease management;


iz. Program integrity and utilization review;


ja. Executive management;


jb. External reporting and public information; and


jc. Consumer outreach. 

		A

		The Business Layer of the FHS Business Intelligence suite provides a dimensional view to the underlying information.  By presenting information through common dimensions, attributes, measures and metrics the business has a great deal of flexibility when looking at reports.  Claims payments can be looked at across geography, claim type, DRG, diagnosis codes, procedure codes, member demographics (e.g., age, gender, race, age group), drug codes, therapeutic drug class and many other dimensions, attributes, measures and metrics.

Through the various roles and user presentation options (e.g., Dashboards, Enterprise Reports, Ad hoc Query Capability, Analytic and Statistic Tools), the Business Intelligence suite offers business users in all the functional areas mentioned access to their data. 



		12.6.8.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide automatic calculation of analytically descriptive measures or computations such as sums, rates, ratios and other statistics, and the ability to apply (or remove) them as unique "objects" on reports. These measures must include frequently-needed measures in all of the following categories: Utilization, Cost, Quality of Care, Outcomes, Prevention, Access to Care, Eligibility and Administrative Performance.

		A

		The Business Layer provides for a consistent source of analytically functions (e.g., sums, rate, ratios, means, mediums, etc.) through a graphical user interface.  Based upon a user’s security setting, they can drag and drop frequently used measures, such as those regarding utilization, cost, quality of care, outcomes, prevention, access to care, eligibility and administrative performance.  



		12.6.8.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support flexible filtering (or "subsetting") including but not limited to the following capabilities: 


jd. Specify the selection criteria for reports. There must be ready-to-use subsets that are appropriate to Medicaid and Check Up, such as federal age groups, as well as user-defined subsetting capability;


je. Support complex conditions, including AND/OR logic and use of parentheses for complex conditions such as Select where (Diagnosis = x and Procedure = a,b,c) or DRG = 12; and


jf. Automatically create denominators for relevant rates-based analysis, such as candidates for preventive screenings and patients with chronic disease conditions.

		A 

		



		12.6.8.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support pre-defined and user-defined time periods that include day, month, quarter, calendar year, federal fiscal year, and state fiscal year. Relative time period reporting must be automatic so that time periods affected by data updates (e.g., Current Year-to-Date compared to Prior Year-to-Date) are automatically adjusted over time without user intervention.

		A

		



		12.6.8.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enable the selection of measures, dimensions, subsets and time periods:


jg. From a menu and apply them as flexible objects that can be inserted, through drag-and-drop technology, onto any report; and


jh. At the user group and individual user levels and store for repeat use.

		A

		The easy-to-use, graphical interface allows users to select measures, dimensions, subsets, time-periods from a menu.  The Business Layer contains hundreds of items that are selectable via drag-and-drop technology onto reports, queries, dashboards and other analytics.  Depending upon their security settings, the selections can be saved for future use by the individual or group.  



		12.6.8.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support pre-defined logical drill paths (i.e., from summary to detail) so that the user can move quickly up or down in levels without defining a new query. The system must allow the user to skip levels in the drill path or modify the drill path as needed.

		A

		



		12.6.8.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support user-enabled export and import data capabilities to and from other standard spreadsheet or database applications such as Excel, or other standard file formats such as .csv, with minimal steps.

		A

		Reports and analysis created within the Business Intelligence suite, can be exported into many formats, including Excel, csv, XML, HTML, PDF, etc. by selection the appropriate output format.  In addition, the results can be dynamically updated in Microsoft Excel, PowerPoint, and Word.


In addition to exporting, the DSS includes the ability to import lists of values from ASCII or excel files using a GUI interface.  The lists can be used as parameters for reports or analysis.



		12.6.8.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide integrated capabilities to graph reports and make them presentation-ready without the need to export the data to a third party tool.

		A

		The DSS provides over 13 groups of charts (e.g., Column, Bar, Progressive, Pie, Pareto, Line, Radar, Microcharts, Gauges, and others) with more than 50 variations, including three dimensional.  All of the charts are ready for printing.  Because of the built-in connection with the Microsoft Office suite, the graphs can be embedded within PowerPoint or Excel files and updated when new data become available.



		12.6.8.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enable distribution of information using secure Internet / Intranet web technology to control access to information as determined by DHCFP, and support publishing of information in multiple, customized views suitable for disparate audiences. 

		A

		



		12.6.8.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enable the following minimum reporting capabilities:


ji. Report summary level information of executive information with intuitive graphical presentations and Medicaid/Check Up appropriate reports and statistics;


jj. Provide detailed, pre-defined, customizable reports or report frameworks that are appropriate for DHCFP;


jk. Support ad hoc user-enabled development and selection of reports;


jl. Perform automatic calculation of claim completion factors that support the analysis of incurred but not reported (IBNR) liability. The capability must support the calculation of claim lag factors by claim type and allow the completion methodology to be customized to meet the agency's unique experience by claim type;


jm. Perform automatic production of an IBNR report (i.e., a report by claim type that shows amount paid per period by incurred period);


jn. User-enabled election of whether to adjust or "complete" incurred date data on any report online, to create a more accurate picture of near-term experience;


jo. Support online national norms and benchmarks that can be flexibly applied to any report including but not limited to norms and benchmarks for the privately insured population as well as the Medicaid/Check Up population;


jp. Enable user-defined norms on any subset in the database;


jq. Support establishment of norms and benchmarks based either on data available in the DSS database or on externally-defined targets, goals and benchmarks;


jr. Enable exception reporting that allows the user to instruct the system to produce a report at a future specified date, or on a periodic basis, or only when certain trigger conditions or exceptions occur (such as when monthly expenditures for a certain service exceed a threshold amount);


js. Support data visualization techniques useful for exception reporting (e.g., exception highlighting and graphing);


jt. Enable distribution reporting capabilities that allow the user to report services, payments or other facts by a range of user-defined values (i.e., the number of patients/providers who received/ordered less than 50 labs, 50 – 100 labs, more than 100 labs, etc.);


ju. Enable ad hoc application of the following types of analytic adjustments to ensure accuracy in reimbursement rate analysis, provider profiling and population-based analysis: 


1. age/gender;


2. case mix;


3. severity of illness; and

4. other risk-adjustments.


jv. Analyze experience by episodes of care that combine inpatient, outpatient and prescription drug usage and cost across all settings of care;


jw. Link all records by individual patient or provider over time regardless of what table stores the recording. These capabilities must be available regardless of whether the data being analyzed is for a fee-for-service program, capitated program or combination. Example: A one-step capability to define the study population and then link in all other claims for the same patients (e.g., identify all patients with diabetes and then report on percentage with hemoglobin test);


jx. Link claims based on a time window around a tracer event (e.g., link in all claims for a patient nine (9) months prior to delivery, to study prenatal care); and


jy. Detect and investigate waste, fraud and abuse, beyond the standard SURS capability, within the same database.

		A

		a. Our DSS includes the ability to create Dashboards.  Dashboards offer personalized, graphical, and interactive, cross enterprise views of key metrics, alerts and reports that allow executives and others to quickly track progress and status.  Users have the capability to customize standard dashboards or add a new one to keep track of the information most relevant to their current situation.  In additional to dashboards, Medicaid/Check Up reports and statistics can be graphically represented using one of the many graphing styles available within the DSS.  These include Column, Bar, Progressive, Pareto, Line, Pie, Donut, Area, Combination, Scatter, Bubble, Point, Radar, Polar, Microcharts, Gauges, Metrics Range, and Microcharts, as well as three dimensional and geographic mapping capabilities.


b. Our DSS includes a large catalogue of standard, pre-defined reports from which DHCFP can choose.  The catalogue includes templates such as the Top 20 Prescribers, the Top 20 Pharmacy Providers, and the Top 100 Drugs that can provide a starting point for the DHCFP Ad hoc Query or Power User.  By customizing a standard report or template to meet their specific business needs, DHCFP users can quickly receive the information they need, whether it be for a one time analysis or a report they will use daily.  FHS’ years of experience handling MMISs, enable the creation of a rich catalogue of reports and templates that can be expanded to meet the needs of DHCFP.


c. Self-service and user empowerment are the basis of the DSS.  Users can perform ad hoc queries, create custom reports, establish independent alert criteria and many other functions described throughout the RFP.  In addition to ad hoc enablement, users can choose from the large catalogue of parameterized reports.  With the appropriate security settings, these reports can be customized to meet the user’s needs.


d. We automatically calculate claim completion factors to support the analysis of IBNR liability which supports the calculation of claim lag factors by claim type.  Our experienced financial and reporting team will work with the State, employing their broad MMIS experience, to customize the completion methodology to reflect the DHCFP’s experience. 


e. Our DSS includes a robust scheduling feature.  The IBNR reports can be automatically produced using any combination of parameters in the report. 


f. The lag that occurs between the incurred or date of service, the submission date, and the adjudication date varies by type of claim, provider type, and even individual providers.  While pharmacy claims are almost all processed electronically at the point of service (and therefore have no delay between DOS and submission date), other claim types may have significant delays.  The DSS can adjust or “prorate” metrics to approximate what a “whole” or complete period would look like without waiting until actual claims submission/adjudication is complete.

g. The DSS makes national norms and benchmark data available to the user through a point and click interface.  These include norms and benchmarks for privately insured populations, as well as the Medicaid/Check Up populations. 


h. Power users have the ability to create custom sets and subsets to focus their analysis on unique groupings.  Comparisons to benchmarks, norms and peer groups, allow outliers and trends to be easily identified by comparing percentages and top/bottom calculations. 


i. In addition to norms and benchmarks available within the DSS database, users can create their own targets, goals, and benchmarks.  These user-defined items can be used on reports, analysis, dashboards, scorecards, and automatic alerts.


j. The DSS includes the ability to do extensive exception reporting across the various roles.  Users can independently create exceptions by modifying parameters, adding additional filters or creating new criteria.  Exceptions can be graphically highlighted on reports or generate email alerts.  Exceptions can be defined and weighted in several ways:  Specific limit values (e.g., more than three office visits in a month or more than a certain dollar amount billed), mean values, standard deviations, upper and lower limits, combination of multiple criteria such as the number of office visits and/or scripts exceeding certain limits.  Exceptions can be pushed to users at regular intervals or when a triggering event occurs, such as a threshold being exceeded.  Those that are produced via a schedule have all the scheduling flexibility available on a regular report — regular intervals (e.g., daily, monthly, weekly, hourly), a certain date time, day of month or week, and many other options.


k. The DSS includes multiple visualization techniques to perform exception reports.  These include over 50 combinations of graphing types and styles and the ability to highlight exceptions with by varying the fonts and background of items on a report or query.


l. Reports can be set up to automatically run with certain parameters and deliver those reports to designated email addresses or locations.  The user can establish the schedule and parameters themselves or work with and administrator to get the analysis scheduled.


m. The DSS presents information to the users via many dimensions and measures that include age/gender, case mix, severity, drug class, and many other combinations. 


n. Our episodic grouper combines a patient’s experience in all settings of care (e.g., inpatient, outpatient, prescription drug, etc.) to build an episode.


o. The DSS links all patient and provider records, available to the MMIS or feeds related to the MMIS, together as the data moves into the operational data and performance data stores.  By selecting already-established parameters within an existing report or by creating their own, ad hoc analysis or customized subset, DHCFP users will be able to identify study populations and independently add measures that make sense, such as the percent of diabetic patients with a hemoglobin test.  The implementation of the warehouse option would expand this capability to link patients and providers across agencies.


p. The self-service nature of the DSS enables the user to link claims based upon time or any other measure, dimension, or attribute available in the system.  By selecting from predefined parameters or creating their own analysis, users can link claims based upon tracer events.


q. The DSS, SURS, and MARS all use the same Business Layer and underlying data stores.



		12.6.8.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		At a minimum, the system database shall continue to include the following:


jz. Required functionality from a single database using a single repeatable update process. The information reported in all components of the DSS must be kept in sync, including the executive information reporting and Internet / Intranet reports;

ka. Periodic updates to occur as frequently as weekly or other timeframe specified by DHCFP;


kb. Ensure data quality for completeness, validity and reasonableness;


kc. Employ the appropriate audit / edit routines and data cleansing routines to ensure the reliability of the data; 


kd. Be able to handle records for Medicaid recipients retroactively eligible;


ke. Standardize key variables across all data sources, to facilitate cross-program analysis and support normative comparisons;


kf. Provide customization of the database design to meet DHCFP's unique analytical needs;


kg. Allow for conversion processes that support rules-based edits;


kh. Allow for enhancement of the raw data with aggregates and groupers that increase analytic performance and clinical value. At a minimum, the groupers must include: Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG), Major Diagnostic Category (MDC), Procedure Groups, Relative Value Units, Age Groups, Drug therapeutic classes, Risk-adjustment methods, and severity of illness adjustment methods;


ki. Provide indexing and other performance characteristics that enhance report production;


kj. Possess a data model expressly for storing data from MMIS and other DHCFP data sources, for efficient online analytic processing. The system must enable the data model and database to be customized to meet the unique needs of DHCFP;


kk. Produce a summary record for all inpatient claims that constitutes an admission. Provide summary cost and use information for all facility and professional services within this admission;


kl. Link inpatient, outpatient and drug claims into clinically relevant episodes of care. Provide summary cost and use information to all services within the episode. Assign a severity score to the episode to stratify episodes by severity;


km. Update functionality that automatically synchronizes aggregates when detail data is added/removed from the database. Inpatient admission tables and episodes must be able to be updated on a separate update cycle if desired. To limit processing time during database updates, the system must provide the ability to incrementally update the episodes of care table so that only open episodes are rebuilt; and


kn. Insure that financial adjustments including mass adjustments are stored in a manner that provides the user the ability to analyze financial results pre-or post-adjustment.

		A

		a. Since the source of all reporting comes from a common Business Layer, all reports and analytics — whether on an Executive Dashboard, MARS report, or provider based Internet report — produce the same results.  Information updates occur in a common database.  Information is updated in one location.


b. Updates to the DSS can occur on the time-frame required by DHCFP.  We currently update many data stores on a daily basis.


c. Part of the SDLC involves data quality checks to ensure the completeness, validity, and reasonableness of the data.  These can include making sure all of the required fields are complete and that all records are counted in the data integration process.  Any record that encounters an error condition is flagged with a reason and can be setup to automatically recycle through the process.


d. As data gets loaded to the Operational Data Stores (ODS), it goes through cleansing and editing to ensure reliability.  If the data do not conform to the defined business rules, error records are generated and produced for the business.  Error reports are reviewed with business owners and source system teams on an established schedule so that corrective action can be taken.


e. The membership area of the DSS contains historic eligibility spans.  Medicaid recipients who become eligible retroactively can be loaded to these structures.


f. The DSS uses common reference values along with common key values for various types of information (e.g., recipients, providers, facilities, claims, authorizations).  As data are exposed through the Business Layer, the end-user has access to consistent, quality checked variables regardless of the method being used to access the information (e.g., dashboards, ad hoc query, standard reporting, etc.).  These standardized, common variables and terms are able to be used in cross-program and normative analysis.

g. The DSS database design supports customization to meet the specific needs of DHCFP.  Our on-staff Data Architects make changes to the model on a regular basis based upon changing business needs.  Changes might include the addition of a new field or the creation of additional facts and dimensions. 


h. Data conversions can be based upon complex business logic and rules-based edits.  The Informatica suite, combined with experience designing table driven solutions, enables us to embed complex business logic in the data conversion processes.


i. FHS utilizes several techniques to enhance the data including various technology and classification systems that designate Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG), Major Diagnostic Category (MDC), Procedure Groups, Relative Value Units, Age Groups, Drug therapeutic classes, risk-adjustment methods, and severity of illness adjustment methods.


j. With over a decade of experience working with Oracle and Cognos, reporting and data warehousing, we have built a team of individuals experienced in tuning databases and reports for performance.  Some of the standard practices include various types of indexing, partitioning, the addition of hints to queries/reports and the creation of OLAP structures.


k. The DSS contains all the data needed to support the State’s MMIS reporting requirements.  The data models are flexible and the expertise in house to make necessary adjustments to meet DHCFP’s needs.  Our OLAP solution can be built from relation or dimensionally modeled data sources giving us flexibility to add sources as required by DHCFP.  The Data Warehouse option, if purchased, contains comprehensive dimensional models to support many facets of healthcare. 


l. Some of the measures, metrics, and dimensions available to the user through the Business Layer include the ability to show summary and detail level information for all inpatient claims related to an admission.  This includes facility and professional services related to that admission.


m. The DSS uses episodic treatment technology and algorithms to link inpatient, outpatient, and drug claims into clinically relevant episodes of care.  The episodes are available for reporting and provide summary cost and use information relating to all services within the episode.  The system also assigns a severity score to the episode, enabling the episodes to be stratified by severity for reporting and analytic purposes. 

n. The DSS data integration processes are built for flexibility and performance to meet the business needs.  The update processes include functionality that automatically synchronizes the aggregation when the supporting data change due to additions, deletions, and updates.  Some of the calculations, such as the determination of admissions and episodes, can be updated on their own cycle.  Updates can be limited by various parameters, including only rebuilding open episodes. 


o. As data stores are built to support the DSS, specific data requirements are defined.  The systems and databases are structured so that financial adjustments, including mass adjustments, are stored in a manner that provides the user the ability to analyze financial results pre-or post-adjustment.  By using a variety of data modeling and storage techniques, combined with definitions created in the Business Layer, users are able to analyze financial results pre- or post-adjustment.



		12.6.8.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Train staff identified by DHCFP on the use of the DSS system, initially and on an ongoing basis.

		A

		



		Decision Support System – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.8.37 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide list of staff and pertinent roles for accessing the DSS.

		

		



		12.6.8.38 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide the contractor with guidance on data elements and files that will be maintained and updated in the DSS.

		

		



		12.6.8.39 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Identify a DHCFP designee to work with the Contractor to resolve data transmission problems or failures. 

		

		



		12.6.8.40 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Develop a data update schedule by which MMIS data extracts will be made available to the DSS from the MMIS.

		

		



		12.6.8.41 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Identify staff to receive training on use of the DSS initially and on an ongoing basis.

		

		



		12.6.8.42 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve Contractor’s statistically valid trend methodology for report generation.

		

		



		12.6.8.43 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Notify contractor when State or Federal data retention standards are updated. 

		

		



		Decision Support System – System Performance Expectations



		12.6.8.44 

		System Performance Expectations

		Meet system performance requirements for availability, support, and down time as specified for MMIS applications in Sections 12.1 General Operational Requirements for All System Components and 11.5 Business Resumption Requirements of this RFP, unless otherwise agreed to by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.6.8.45 

		System Performance Expectations

		The system database must be capable of being updated on a periodic basis, as frequently as weekly.

		A

		



		12.6.8.46 

		System Performance Expectations

		Allow at least 250,000 values per import file and at least 500,000 rows per export file.

		A

		



		12.6.8.47 

		System Performance Expectations

		DSS Response Time – The response time to run and return queries by authorized users during normal working hours must be within two (2) minutes for at least ninety percent (90%) of queries. 

		A

		



		Decision Support System – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.8.48 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		The contractor must make MMIS data extracts available to the DSS within one (1) working day of the data update schedule designated by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.6.8.49 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		The contractor must make available within the system, the most current MMIS data extracts data, to the DSS within four (4) working days of receipt.

		A

		



		12.6.8.50 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain seventy-two (72) months of data in the DSS. Some data may be required for longer periods of time, as identified by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.6.8.51 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Notify DHCFP designee within one (1) working day of discovery of data transmission problems and/or issues.

		A

		



		12.6.8.52 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Notify DHCFP designee no later than twenty-four (24) hours prior to any planned DSS downtime due to maintenance or other system issues that could impact system availability during required business hours.

		A

		



		12.6.9

		WEB PORTAL



		12.6.9.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manage, publish, update and provide a link for public access to Medicaid and Check Up content, communications, guides, forms and files including, but not limited to, the following:


ko. Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Quarterly Newsletters;


kp. Web announcements based on input from DHCFP;


kq. Provider Billing manuals, web announcements, guidelines, and forms;


kr. EDI Companion Guides and enrollment forms;


ks. Procedure and diagnosis reference lists; and


kt. Frequently Asked Questions.

		A

		FHS currently supports a static web portal for Nevada Medicaid. 


New functionality: In this proposal we will implement our web portal as part of the web-enablement project for the MMIS.  This web portal will include a recipient, provider, and State portal that will be used as a launch pad to perform all functions within the enterprise.


This portal provides secure role-based access to functions with each of the systems in the enterprise.


The portal also is the access point for all provider and recipient communication and program documentation.



		12.6.9.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide access to websites for various resources, including Nevada Medicaid and Check Up sites, Rates information, and other sites as requested by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.6.9.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide and train providers on no-cost access portal(s) for online claims submission, including updates and returned files, for all claim forms to allow electronic claims submission by electronic transfer or other media approved by DHCFP, in a HIPAA compliant format. 

		A

		New functionality: FHS implement our Claims Courier and DirectSubmit web-based tools for Nevada providers.  These functions are accessed through use of the web portal.  FHS will also maintain PayerPath for existing providers who prefer to continue using.


Benefit: There is no need to install software on the provider’s desktop.



		12.6.9.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the following Pharmacy content:


ku. Web Announcements;


kv. Training schedules and enrollment;


kw. Information on the diabetic supply program;


kx. Various forms including Prior Authorization forms;


ky. Information on Maximum Allowable Costs;


kz. Information on Preferred Drug Lists;


la. Information on Prescriber Lists; and


lb. Pharmacy Meetings.

		A

		



		12.6.9.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a user administration module that allows authorized users, including authorized providers and system administrators, to login to restricted online functions in a secure manner in accordance with privacy and security requirements set forth in this RFP. Restricted online functions include the following:


lc. Prior Authorization request processing;


ld. Pharmacy Prior Authorization request processing;


le. Access to the Eligibility Verification System (EVS); and 

lf. Claim Status.

		A

		FHS uses our User Access Console to support secured access and authentication processes.


This secured access supports all web-based applications and web services.


New functionality: FHS will provide single sign-on through the new web portal.



		12.6.9.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide information on and instructions for Electronic Prescription Software.

		A

		



		12.6.9.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow providers to obtain information on and access software that allows for electronic submission of transactions in a HIPAA compliance format.

		A

		



		12.6.9.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide tutorials and instructions for processing Prior Authorization requests through the Web Portal.

		A

		



		12.6.9.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a mechanism for users of the Web Portal to contact the contractor for technical support and other questions.

		A

		



		Web Portal – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.6.9.10 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Provide electronic human readable remittance advices to all providers via the Web Portal.  At a minimum, the contractor shall support the following capabilities as it pertains to making RAs available via the Web Portal:


lg. Ensure secure access to provider’s electronic RAs as approved by DHCFP.


lh. Enable providers to view, save to a local PC, and conduct print capabilities of current and historical RAs.


li. Support search capabilities as defined by DHCFP (e.g., search by date range, RA number, etc.)


lj. Establish an online archival system for RAs as approved by DHCFP.


lk. Ensure that the online RA retrieval system is MITA compliant.

		A

		New functionality: FHS is in the process of implementing our WebRA tool on the portal for use by providers.  This tool supports access to an on-line Remittance Advice (RA).



		Web Portal – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.9.11 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide contractor with updated policy and procedure information that needs to be incorporated into Web Portal content.

		

		



		12.6.9.12 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve Contractor-provided no-cost access portal(s) for online claims submission and corresponding instructional materials.

		

		



		12.6.9.13 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve of all forms, files, and general information published in the Web Portal.

		

		



		12.6.9.14 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide information posted in web announcements, newsletters, meetings, and other pertinent information that needs to be communicated through the Web Portal.

		

		



		12.6.9.15 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve provider billing manuals.

		

		



		Web Portal – System Performance Expectations



		12.6.9.16 

		System Performance Expectations

		Provide online response notifications to providers within ten (10) seconds or less for Prior Authorization requests.

		A

		



		12.6.9.17 

		System Performance Expectations

		Provide twenty-four (24) hour access to the Web Portal, except for scheduled downtime.

		A

		



		12.6.9.18 

		System Performance Expectations

		Apply all updates to support files of the Web Portal within twenty-four (24) hours of updating to the MMIS. 

		A

		



		12.6.10

		ONLINE DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL AND ARCHIVE SYSTEM (ODRAS)



		General/Data



		12.6.10.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a secure, web-based document retrieval and archiving tool that allows DHCFP to view online, print and sort MMIS operational and management reports, correspondence and other documents, such as scanned images and electronic attachments.

		A

		FHS continues to support the FirstDARS™ (IBM OnDemand tool) for all image archive and retrieval functions.



		12.6.10.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept and allow for the retrieval and exporting of multiple file formats, such as CSV, TXT and RTF. 

		A

		



		12.6.10.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and allow DHCFP access to a regularly updated index of reports contained in the archiving and retrieval tool. 

		A

		



		12.6.10.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow access to reports generated by the MMIS, such as Remittance Advices and other standard batch reports agreed upon by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.6.10.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow access to imaged forms and other documents, including, but not limited to, hard copy claims, provider enrollment forms and claims attachments. 

		A

		



		12.6.10.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow access to all correspondence and letters generated through the MMIS or by Contractor.

		A

		



		12.6.10.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate reports electronically or in the form of data extracts for further manipulation and querying. Allow the printing of reports.

		A

		



		12.6.10.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Publish reports, documents and forms within the system based upon timeframes established by DHCFP. Timeframes for report generation include: 


ll. Daily reports by noon the following working day;


lm. Weekly reports and cycle processing reports by noon the next working day or after the scheduled run;


ln. Monthly reports by noon of the fifth (5th) working day after the end of the month;


lo. Quarterly reports by noon of the fifth (5th) working day after the end of the quarter;


lp. Annual reports by noon of the tenth (10th) working day following the end of the year (whether federal fiscal year, state fiscal year, waiver year or other annual period); and


lq. Ad hoc and on-request reports on the date specified in the report request.

		A

		



		Query Functions



		12.6.10.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow authorized users to search for documents and reports based on DHCFP-defined parameters.

		A

		FHS works with DHCFP staff to review the current indices and search parameters in the FirstDARS™ tool to ensure they are adequate.



		Viewing



		12.6.10.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow authorized users to rotate images viewed online.

		A

		



		12.6.10.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enable authorized users to copy and paste all or part of documents into other software applications.

		A

		



		Online Document Retrieval and Archive System – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.10.12 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Specify the types and timeframes for availability of reports, documents and correspondence in the web-based system.

		

		



		12.6.10.13 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide input on the search parameters and organization of reports and documents maintained within the web-based system.

		

		



		Online Document Retrieval and Archive System – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.10.14 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain data for online access a minimum of seventy-two (72) months.

		A

		



		12.6.10.15 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Upload newly imaged documents on a daily basis. 

		A

		





Attachment Q – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table


Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work. 

Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor


The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply.

Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract.

		Req. #

		Type

		Requirement

		Vendor
Compliance Code

		Response



		12.7.2

		MANAGED CARE ENROLLMENT



		General

		

		

		

		



		12.7.2.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain online access to all recipient, provider, encounter, claim and reference data related to managed care. 

		A

		



		12.7.2.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support multiple health plan care models including Primary Care Case Management (PCCM) and Health Maintenance Organizations (HMO).


		A

		



		Enrollment



		12.7.2.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to:

lr. Accept manual and auto-enrollments of recipients to health plans;


ls. Assign health plan enrollment by recipient choice indicating who made the choice;


lt. Assign health plan enrollment by default if no recipient response;


lu. Produce notices, track notices, track contact with recipients; and


lv. Apply ratios for automatic assignment of recipients to a managed care plan, according to DHCFP guidelines.

		A

		Benefit: We have also implemented an enhancement to identify corrections to dates of birth and retroactively assign the recipient to the correct HMO.  



		12.7.2.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to:

lw. Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information propagated by eligibility interfaces in accordance with DHCFP guidelines;


lx. Associate managed care recipients with the health plans in which they are enrolled;


ly. Lock-in and lock-out recipients to health plans;


lz. Update health plan assignments/choices online;


ma. Enroll family members to different and/or the same health plan; and


mb. Accept and process retroactive enrollment and disenrollment of recipients to all health plans. 

		A

		Benefit: We have also implemented an enhancement to identify instances of incorrect prospective enrollment based on estimated date of birth and disenroll and recover inappropriately paid cap fees. 


This enhancement also identifies retroactive notification of date of death and automatically recoups capitation fees. 

Together, these recoupments result in an average of $30-$35,000 in monthly savings to the State.  



		12.7.2.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to accept and process daily updates from health plans with changes of recipient PCP assignments, changes in PCP status, changes in recipient demographics, notifications of newborns and changes in recipient TPL information.

		A

		



		12.7.2.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain managed care related recipient data in the recipient data maintenance function including recipient geographic location.

		A

		



		12.7.2.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain indicators for recipients certified as members of Federally recognized Indian tribes; and recipient profile information such as, language spoken, handicap access needed, health status identifying specialized medical needs, and recipient risk assessment data. 

		A

		



		12.7.2.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the following inputs/data for Managed Care including but not limited to:

mc. Health plan disenrollment and sanction requests; and


md. Recipient disenrollment from health plan requests. 

		A

		



		Provider/PCP/PCCM



		12.7.2.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to maintain provider-related data in the provider data maintenance function for health plans including:  

me. Individual providers affiliated with a health plan; and


mf. Original and current number of "slots" (how many recipients can be enrolled) available in the health plan. 

		A

		Although not currently a function that is used, the system has full capability to do this.



		12.7.2.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to maintain provider-related data in the provider data maintenance function for PCPs and PCCM including:  

mg. Geographic location of primary care physicians and case managers;


mh. Original and current number of "slots" (how many recipients can be assigned) to the PCP/PCS; and


mi. Provider profile information such as language spoken, handicap access needed, health specialties identifying specialized medical abilities.

		A

		Although not currently a function that is used, the system has full capability to do this.





		12.7.2.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide for a cross reference of individual providers identifying those that are PCCMs, those in an HMO network and members of any other health plan models, as well as the health plan to its individual member providers, with effective and end dates. 

		A

		Although not currently a function that is used, the system has full capability to do this.



		12.7.2.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Flag as inactive, but do not delete, a health plan that is identified as no longer participating in the managed care program, and update record within the Provider Subsystem with reason code and date of disenrollment. Reassign recipients enrolled with the inactive health plan within timeframe established by DHCFP.

		A

		



		Encounter



		12.7.2.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to receive, process, edit, maintain and report on encounter data from all health plans, and: 


mj. Perform basic edits on encounter data to ensure integrity;


mk. Generate, store, and maintain error files and reports to health plans;


ml. Accept and process corrected encounter data;


mm. Capture and process encounter data for use in utilization/quality assurance reporting (e.g. HEDIS) and capitation rate setting purposes; and


mn. Manage the interface with the Ad Hoc/DSS so that all data is available for retrieval through the Ad Hoc/DSS. 

		A

		



		12.7.2.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain encounter data according to State and Federal rules and regulations including HIPAA.

		A

		



		Data/Reports



		12.7.2.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Capture, store and retrieve date-specific, recipient-specific health plan enrollment history. 

		A

		Benefit: We have already established the connectivity for the EDI function that sends the 834 file by FTP (ANSI Benefit Enrollment and Maintenance) to the HMOs.



		12.7.2.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide reports, as identified by DHCFP and/or to meet CMS requirements, in data format for export or import purposes through medians agreed to by DHCFP in accordance with HIPAA Standards.

		A

		



		12.7.2.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Use encounter data to produce HEDIS and fee-for-service performance reports, as specified by DHCFP.

		A

		



		Claims/Payment



		12.7.2.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to:

mo. Maintain capitated rate tables;


mp. Calculate and generate capitated payments to health plans;


mq. Pay capitated payments at provider specific rates based on recipient demographics including eligibility program, place of residence, age, gender and risk factors;


mr. Calculate capitation payments pro-rated to the days the recipient is enrolled with the health plan;


ms. Calculate and generate payment for PCCM including payment for case management fee, case management fee plus fee-for-service, and/or capitation payment and fee-for-service;


mt. Calculate and issue risk control payments such as kick payments for delivery, based on the provider performing the delivery, the procedure and the diagnosis on the encounter data;


mu. Allow for payment holdbacks and/or incentive payments; and


mv. Automatically process adjustments and recoupments.

		A

		



		12.7.2.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to pay capitated payments at provider specific rates based on recipient demographics including eligibility program, place of residence, age, gender and risk factors. 

		A

		Benefit: The functionality is table-driven, making it more flexible.



		12.7.2.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to calculate and issue risk control payments such as kick payments for delivery, based on the provider performing the delivery, the procedure and the diagnosis on the encounter data. 

		A

		



		12.7.2.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Establish "Risk Pools" to allow for payment holdbacks and/or incentive payments. 

		A

		



		12.7.2.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the following inputs/data for Managed Care including but not limited to:

mw. Health plan SOBRA files containing requests for one-time SOBRA payment for delivery episode;


mx. Health plan requests for stop loss payment;


my. Manual financial adjustment requests; and


mz. Reference data from the reference business function for capitation rates and services carved out for a health plan.

		A

		



		Letters/Notices



		12.7.2.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to:

na. Automatically and on-demand, produce and reprint notices/letters to recipients and health plans, as identified by DHCFP;


nb. Maintain online information on notices/letters sent to each recipient and health plan such as what notice/letter was sent and what date it was mailed; and


nc. Maintain notices/letters templates online and allow for online changes. 

		A

		



		12.7.2.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain online information on notices/letters sent to each recipient and health plan such as what notice/letter was sent and what date it was mailed. Provide the ability to reprint. 

		A

		



		12.7.2.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain notices/letters templates online and allow for online changes. 

		A

		



		Managed Care Enrollment – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.2.26 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are met by the Managed Care business function.

		

		



		12.7.2.27 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from enrollment, disenrollment, encounter, and capitation payment processes.

		

		



		12.7.2.28 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish policy and make all administrative decisions concerning managed care programs and issues.

		

		



		12.7.2.29 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review reports provided by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.7.2.30 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide ratios for automatic assignment of recipients to a managed care plan.

		

		



		12.7.2.31 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Resolve potential discrepancies in managed care enrollment and disenrollment when notified of such by the Contractor. 

		

		



		Managed Care Enrollment – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.2.32 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Re-assign or auto-assign recipients within ten (10) working days of a health plan being identified as no longer participating in the managed care program.

		A

		Benefit: Capability to re-assign or auto-assign displaced population of recipients daily.



		12.7.2.33 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Conduct pre-assignment of managed care enrollees at least once per month.

		A

		



		12.7.2.34 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Produce daily rosters that identify providers and recipients with new, changed, or ended enrollments. Distribute roster report to managed care plans within 24 hours of update to the MMIS.

		A

		



		12.7.2.35 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Send notification letter to recipient within three (3) working days of the change in managed care enrollment or assignment.

		A

		



		12.7.3    PRE-ADMISSION SCREENING AND RESIDENT REVIEW (PASRR)



		12.7.3.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform the following Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR) functions:

nd. Complete PASRR Level I screening;


ne. Refer and complete PASRR Level II screening and reviews;


nf. Make placement determinations and recommendations based upon the results of the PASRR; and


ng. Provide timely written notification of determinations to appropriate individuals, as required by State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		12.7.3.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Adhere to policies and procedures defined by DHCFP for Level of Care determinations. 

		A

		



		12.7.3.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update the MMIS system and maintain a tracking system for PASRR.

		A

		Benefit: The OPAS (FirstHCM™) web-enabled system allows provider access through HIPAA-compliant transactions to request copies of previously completed PASRR/LOC, as well as submit new requests.

OPAS (FirstHCM™) contains all historical reviews; tracks current, expired and canceled reviews.


Our web-enabled system allows providers to print letters of completed reviews within seconds.



		12.7.3.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide required State and Federal reports in a timeframe specified by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.7.3.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.

		A

		Enhanced functionality: FHS will web enable the submission process for nursing facility providers to submit their admissions and discharges to us. 

Benefit: FHS will verify PASRR/LOC information and eligibility, thus relieving DHCFP from this review and data entry process. 



		Long Term Care (LTC)



		12.7.3.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce for Providers facsimiles of the PASRR forms and LOC forms, as needed.

		A

		Benefits of our system include:


· All letters are maintained on the web-enabled system, and copies can be obtained at any time. 


· Letters are locked down, so that any update to the review creates a new letter.  Original and subsequent letters are held within the review for retrieval at any time, and the date and time the letter was produced is also maintained to indicate the letter that is most current. 


· Providers utilizing the web-enabled system can retrieve and print their own letter copy within seconds.

· Seventy-five percent of all requests are through web-enabled system.

· Remaining non-web requests are typically processed by FHS staff within minutes, but never exceed one business day from receipt of request.


· Paper copies to request a PASRR/LOC are maintained at www.nevada.fhsc.com and will be through the web portal.



		12.7.3.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		For Long Term Care (LTC) claims:

a. Verify that the recipient is approved for receiving services at the LTC facility billing on the date(s) of service;


b. Ensure that payment is made at the recipient’s Level of Care rate in effect for the date(s) of service specific to the provider billing;


c. If Leave of Absence Days have been billed, ensure that days do not exceed the maximum days allowed by DHCFP policy;


d. Ensure that the recipient liability amount in effect for the date(s) of service is properly decremented from the Medicaid allowed payment (ff result is less than zero, no payment is made); and


e. Track usage of the recipient liability, providing an audit trail of amounts used, provider who collected and the date that occurred.

		A

		



		12.7.3.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		For Hospice claims:

nh. Verify that the recipient is enrolled in a hospice on the date(s) of service;


ni. Ensure payment level is appropriate to hospice setting location;


nj. Ensure that if the recipient is a resident in a Long-Term Care facility receiving hospice services, the hospice gets paid at the federally mandated percentage of the LTC rate. The hospice is responsible for paying the LTC facility its share; and


nk. Ensure that no LTC claims are paid when the recipient is enrolled in the hospice program on the date(s) of service, per DHCFP policy.

		A

		



		PASRR/LTC – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.3.9 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review appropriateness of Level of Care and placement decisions for individuals.

		

		



		12.7.3.10 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide policy and procedure guidance on screenings, reviews and determinations.

		

		



		12.7.3.11 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Request State and Federal reports in a timeframe to be established by DHCFP.

		

		



		PASRR/LTC – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.3.12 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Notices of Determination regarding the results of PASRR shall be provided to the provider and recipient in accordance with Federal regulations and DHCFP policies. Current timeframes are:

nl. For Acute Facilities, PASRR Level I determination must be completed within one (1) working day;


nm. For all other submissions, PASRR Level I determination must be completed within three (3) working days; and


nn. PASRR Level II determinations must be completed within the Federal guidelines.

		A

		



		12.7.3.13 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Level of Care screening results shall be provided to provider and recipient within one (1) working day for Acute Facilities, and three (3) working days for all other submissions.

		A

		



		12.7.4
CALL CENTER AND CONTRACT MANAGEMENT



		General



		12.7.4.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and staff a provider relations function and call center, with availability during the State’s normal business hours excluding State observed holidays.

		A

		



		12.7.4.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Answer provider inquiries received in a variety of formats (telephone, internet, fax, written, email).

		A

		



		12.7.4.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an automated case notation and tracking system (electronic log) for all provider inquiries (verbal and written) that identifies date/time of inquiry, the provider, the form of the inquiry (written, telephone or in person), the nature of the inquiry, the date and form of response and the outcome, as well as the respondent and relevant comments. 

		A

		FirstCRM™, a Remedy-based action request system, is an automated correspondence tracking and letter generation package that allows FHS to respond promptly to provider correspondence and calls.  A Customer Service Associate can enter a few keystrokes and produce a responsive, customized letter of word processor quality.  FirstCRM™ provides a comprehensive solution for tracking provider telephone calls, training sessions, and appeals.  

Benefit: Flexible reporting in FirstCRM™ monitors the status and progress of open items and provides historical reports for a retrospective view of problem areas and trends — providing a tool that allows management staff to easily monitor and identify trends.



		12.7.4.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide DHCFP with monthly reports on volume and performance for all inquiries received by the provider relations call center.

		A

		



		12.7.4.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make all provider correspondence and communication logs available to DHCFP upon request.

		A

		



		12.7.4.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide information including but not limited to: policy, administrative decisions, enrollment, EDI, and billing guidelines.

		A

		The Call Center provides a consolidated focus for all provider inquiries, whether it pertains to enrolling as a new provider, obtaining a prior authorization, arranging for additional training, claim-related questions, EDI questions, billing guidelines, or policy questions.  

Benefit: We ensure provider satisfaction by training our staff to be a “one stop” portal of information for providers.



		12.7.4.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and document policies and procedures for performing provider relations activities; all policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		12.7.4.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make available to DHCFP the provider relations call center tracking system for inquiry purposes.

		A

		



		12.7.4.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide an Electronic Verification of Eligibility System (EVS), accessible through both web-based and IVR functions, that accesses eligibility data from the MMIS updated daily from all eligibility databases, as well as pending eligibility information.

		A

		



		12.7.4.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide confirmation number to inquiring provider for each eligibility verification inquiry and results, and maintain tracking information for both phone and web-based inquiries.

		A

		



		12.7.4.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to submit requests and receive responses for eligibility verification in compliance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) standards.

		A

		



		12.7.4.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide, in both English and Spanish language, a caller-selected option for recipients, to redirect eligibility inquiries to appropriate Eligibility Case Worker(s).

		A

		



		12.7.4.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide IVR system to address, at a minimum, eligibility verification, claims status, Prior Authorization Request status, check and EFT information inquiries.

		A

		



		Pharmacy Specific



		12.7.4.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide licensed pharmacists and licensed pharmacy technicians to address pharmacy related call center inquiries

		A

		



		12.7.4.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide information to providers and drug manufacturers regarding drug coverage and reimbursement information as detailed in pharmacy claims processing system.

		A

		



		12.7.4.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Answer questions regarding pharmacy authorizations.

		A

		



		12.7.4.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Triage and answer questions regarding pricing, such as the MAC program.

		A

		



		12.7.4.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide for overrides of claims editing.

		A

		



		Call Center and Contract Management – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.4.19 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve scripts for all automated voice prompts and inquiry systems before they are recorded and implemented.

		

		



		12.7.4.20 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review provider relations call center reports produced by the contractor.

		

		



		12.7.4.21 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		

		



		Call Center and Contract Management – System Performance Expectations



		12.7.4.22 

		System Performance Expectation

		Maintain a sufficient number of phone lines so that no more than ten percent (10%) of incoming calls ring busy or are on hold for more than one (1) minute.

		A

		



		12.7.4.23 

		System Performance Expectation

		Make EVS and IVR available twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days a week, unless otherwise agreed to in writing by DHCFP, for provider inquiry, input and response purposes. 

		A

		



		Call Center and Contract Management – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.4.24 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Staff provider relations call center with trained personnel from 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, PT, Monday – Friday, excluding State observed holidays.

		A

		



		12.7.4.25 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Maintain a sufficient staffing level so that no more than ten percent (10%) of the calls placed into the queue remain on hold for more than one (1) minute, and so that the abandon rate is no greater than five percent (5%).

		A

		FHS currently exceeds the RFP requirement.  On average, 94% of all calls are responded to within 60 seconds and the average abandon rate is less than two percent.



		12.7.4.26 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Respond to all telephone and email contacts within two (2) working days of receipt of the inquiry.

		A

		



		12.7.4.27 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Respond to written correspondence with at least an interim answer within five (5) working days of receipt and a final response within twenty (20) working days of receipt.

		A

		



		12.7.4.28 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Provide to DHCFP copies of provider inquiry logs and a summary report in a media requested by DHCFP on a weekly basis.

		A

		



		12.7.4.29 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Respond to all DHCFP inquiries within one (1) working day.

		A

		



		12.7.5
PROVIDER APPEALS



		12.7.5.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept, maintain, and process appeal requests from providers, appeal decisions, updates to provider appeal data, and provide tracking of all appeal activity from initiation through final decision including decision dates and results.

		A

		FHS uses the FirstCRM™ tool for recording and tracking all provider appeals activity.  Within the FirstCRM™ tool, the appeal will be noted and then tracked until resolution.  This tool is used to track all communication and activity related to the processing of the appeal.  



		12.7.5.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Handle appealed claims according to DHCFP policy and procedures.

		A

		



		12.7.5.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform the following:

no. Generate letters to providers at each decision point of the appeal process;


np. Allow entry of free form verbiage to insert into system generated letters;


nq. Track all letters, provider, date and reason sent; and


nr. Reprint letters and notices, upon user request.

		A

		



		12.7.5.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide inquiry access to appeal history data including both open and closed appeals.

		A

		The FirstCRM™ tool provides secured access to the appeals history data for a user defined period of time.  This tool and the information can be accessed through secured Internet browser screens to review this history.  The system, as designed, supports the inquiry and tracking of appeal disposition categories as defined by the State to include open and closed.  


The ability to view information on the appeals that are current or closed within the FirstCRM™ tool is very flexible.  The primary way to view information will be based on the provider name or number.  The user accesses provider appeals by searching with the assigned appeal number, the recipient’s Nevada Medicaid ID, a specific date or date range, or the provider’s NPI/API.



		12.7.5.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce provider appeal data reports as specified by DHCFP.

		A

		



		Provider Appeals – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.5.6 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Ninety percent (90%) of appeals must be issued a determination within thirty (30) days of receipt of appeal request.

		A

		FHS consistently exceeds this requirement – currently processing 99% within 30 days of receipt.



		12.7.6
PROVIDER ENROLLMENT



		Provider Enrollment



		12.7.6.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide staff competent to perform all functions of provider relations/services, provider enrollment, and provider data maintenance during the life of the contract.

		A

		During our eight years of service as the Fiscal Agent vendor for Nevada Medicaid, FHS has cultivated a staff who is well-versed in the nuances of the State’s Medicaid program and its policies. FHS provides cross-training to employees to improve process flows to improve operational integration.  Ongoing training is detailed, consistent, and frequent.  Internal QA procedures are part of the workflow to ensure staff is consistently evaluated for improvement opportunities.



		12.7.6.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Facilitate provider enrollment process as defined by DHCFP and as specified in State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		12.7.6.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop, produce and provide information in print and through call-center for prospective providers, including requirements for enrollment (such as NPI, Licensure, etc.).

		A

		



		12.7.6.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop, produce, and provide a DHCFP approved provider application form(s) and provider contract.

		A

		



		12.7.6.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for online submission of provider application forms.

		A

		Enhanced functionality:  FHS’ web-based solution will allow for on-line submission of provider application forms.



		12.7.6.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce, update and maintain tracking information on provider application process through final disposition of the application.

		A

		Enhanced functionality:  FHS’ web-based solution will allow providers to view application and update status.



		12.7.6.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain list of OIG sanctioned providers, preventing enrollment of excluded providers.

		A

		



		12.7.6.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain communication with the applicable State agencies to perform certification and licensure verification.

		A

		FHS has established electronic and manual interfaces with required agencies to collect licensure information for the certification process.



		12.7.6.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Notify providers of acceptance or rejection in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		12.7.6.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enroll providers by program (Nevada Check Up, Medicaid, State-only, Medicare, or other programs as specified by DHCFP).

		A

		



		12.7.6.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Send accepted providers a DHCFP-approved orientation packet containing all of the information for participation in and for billing DHCFP for services to all eligible recipients.

		A

		



		12.7.6.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain both physical and electronic files for each approved provider containing applications, provider agreements, copy of the provider license and all correspondence relating to certification, enrollment or resulting in provider file updates. 

		A

		



		12.7.6.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an electronic file for each denied provider including images of applications and/or profile information and documentation regarding the reason for the denial. Return original documentation to denied provider.

		A

		



		12.7.6.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce Provider enrollment reports as specified by DHCFP.

		A

		



		Provider Disenrollment



		12.7.6.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct exit interview with providers who voluntarily disenroll.

		A

		



		12.7.6.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support disenrollment of providers with the following activities:

ns. Automatically disenroll provider when there has been no claims activity within a DHCFP-specified time period;


nt. Automatically notify providers upon disenrollment;


nu. Manually disenroll providers at the request of DHCFP; and


nv. Accept, compare, and create referral report based upon OIG exclusion file. 

		A

		



		Provider Enrollment – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.7.6.17 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Enroll or register all servicing (care giver) providers for provider types 14, 29, 30, 38, 58, 57, 64, 82, 83 and 84 and ensure the prior authorization process is effective for these provider types. 

		A

		New functionality:  FHS is currently working with DHCFP on components of this change in the system.



		Provider Re-Enrollment – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.7.6.18 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Perform provider re-enrollment validation for the Nevada Medicaid provider and personal caregiver network to ensure the approximately 15,000 Nevada Medicaid providers and caregivers validate their provider information upon licensure renewal and on a recurring basis to ensure that every provider is re-enrolled at least every 36 months.

		A

		New functionality:  FHS is currently working with DHCFP on components of this change in the system.



		12.7.6.19 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Perform re-enrollment/validation in accordance with a prescribed schedule and will include follow-up with non-compliant providers.

		A

		New functionality:  FHS is currently working with DHCFP on components of this change in the system.



		12.7.6.20 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		When correspondence is returned by the post office necessary actions taken may include termination for loss of contact or sending a request for updated information to the new reported address. 

		A

		New functionality:  FHS implemented this functionality in February 2010.



		12.7.6.21 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Enrolled providers must be reviewed on a continuing basis to ensure that they continue to meet provider eligibility requirements.

		A

		



		Provider Enrollment – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.6.22 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are met by the provider enrollment business function.

		

		



		12.7.6.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine and communicate provider enrollment related policies.

		

		



		12.7.6.24 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from provider enrollment activities.

		

		



		12.7.6.25 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve all provider enrollment materials (e.g. provider applications and provider contract).

		

		



		12.7.6.26 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Define frequency and specifications for Provider Enrollment reports.

		

		



		12.7.6.27 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review Provider Enrollment reports produced by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.7.6.28 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Notify contractor of termination/disenrollment as directed by DHCFP.

		

		



		Provider Enrollment – Performance Expectations



		12.7.6.29 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Mail provider enrollment packages within two (2) working days of the request.

		A

		FHS consistently exceeds this requirement.  Our current average is one business day.



		12.7.6.30 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Process complete provider applications within five (5) working days of receipt.

		A

		FHS consistently exceeds this requirement.  Our current average is three business days.



		12.7.6.31 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Have trained provider representatives visit first-time enrolled providers within ten (10) work days of application approval, or other providers upon request. 

		A

		



		12.7.6.32 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Respond to all DHCFP requests or inquiries within one (1) working day.

		A

		



		12.7.7
PROVIDER TRAINING AND OUTREACH



		12.7.7.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Educate providers about the Nevada Medicaid program, the claims processing system and proper billing through workshops, training sessions, presentations at professional association and stakeholder meetings, individual training as needed, Provider Manuals and Web Announcements, and the provider Internet website.

		A

		



		12.7.7.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide staff competent in Medicaid billing policy and procedures for all provider and claim types who will be responsible for provider training.

		A

		During our eight years of service as the Fiscal Agent vendor for Nevada Medicaid, FHS has cultivated a staff that is well-versed in the nuances of the State’s Medicaid Program and its policies.  FHS provides cross-training to employees to improve process flows to improve operational integration.  Ongoing training is detailed, consistent, and frequent.  Internal QA procedures are part of the workflow to ensure staff is consistently evaluated for improvement opportunities.



		12.7.7.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and conduct ongoing and special DHCFP-approved training to meet the needs of specific provider types including material relevant to their programs and billing issues, policies, and new programs.

		A

		



		12.7.7.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and conduct small workshops for individual provider training as requested and/or needed throughout the term of the contract at the provider’s place of business.

		A

		



		12.7.7.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Target special training for providers who have been identified as having an abnormal number of claims denied or pended.

		A

		



		12.7.7.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support training through the following activities:

nw. Notify providers of place, time and agenda for training sessions and workshops;


nx. Coordinate with DHCFP on all training sessions to ensure appropriate fiscal agent/DHCFP staff is in attendance as needed;


ny. Develop and produce provider training materials in accordance with DHCFP guidelines;


nz. Develop, distribute and evaluate provider training questionnaires from all training sessions and provide DHCFP with a summary of the provider responses on a monthly basis; and


oa. Produce records to DHCFP of providers that participate in training, by provider type. 

		A

		



		12.7.7.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Participate in training and orientation sessions conducted by other agencies (e.g., Indian Health Services, other divisions of the Department of Health and Human Services, Nevada Rural Hospital Project, etc.) and provide staff members and materials as requested.

		A

		



		12.7.7.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and submit to DHCFP for approval a Provider Training Plan annually at the beginning of each contract year, and update the plan as necessary each quarter. 

		A

		



		Provider Training and Outreach – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.7.7.9 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Every third year, produce, distribute and track Advance Directive and Civil Rights notifications/certifications to: 


ob. Hospitals;


oc. Nursing facilities;


od. Intermediate care facilities;


oe. Mental health facilities;


of. Home health providers; and 


og. Personal care providers. 

		A

		This will be incorporated in the overall training program in the second quarter of 2010.  This is currently included in the PCS provider training that was conducted in January and February of 2010.



		Provider Training and Outreach – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.7.10 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Inform the Contractor of new or updated programs and policies that need to be introduced to providers.

		

		



		12.7.7.11 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Make DHCFP staff available for training sessions as appropriate.

		

		



		12.7.7.12 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Notify the Contractor of any providers with specialized training needs.

		

		



		12.7.7.13 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve Provider Billing Manuals, revisions to Manuals, Web Announcements, newsletters, provider training material, and other materials as required (e.g., quarterly newsletter).

		

		



		12.7.7.14 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide to the Contractor any DHCFP-developed policy program materials for providers.

		

		



		12.7.7.15 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve and/or recommend changes to the Contractor’s annual Provider Training Plan.

		

		



		Provider Training and Outreach – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.7.16 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Conduct provider training at least once annually for in-state provider groups, including hospitals, physicians, and nursing facilities. 

		A

		Monthly group training is held for all provider types.  The training catalogue is on the FHS website for providers to register.



		12.7.7.17 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Promote through education, within the provider community, the continued transition from a manual/paper environment to an automated/electronic transaction environment in accordance with HIPAA standards.

		A

		



		12.7.8
FINANCE



		General



		12.7.8.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Reconcile all accounts and balance all claims processing cycles prior to approving the release of payment. 

		A

		



		12.7.8.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce and distribute letters, and:

oh. Provide the ability to include user specified message text within standard letter formats; and

oi. Retain a record of the letters sent, the content of the letters and the recipients of the letters.

		A

		



		12.7.8.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Track all events, dates and dollars received as a result of recovery activity including the recipient's identity, reason for recovery action, person(s)/agency responsible for following the recovery account and any applicable comments. 

		A/C

		FHS has contracted with HMS to provide recovery services and those activities are described as follows.

For recovery dollars received as a result of HMS recovery activity, HMS will track the related events, dates, and dollars received.  The information tracked will include the recipient's identify, the agency responsible for following the recovery amount (for our recoveries, it would always be HMS as the responsible agency) and applicable comments.

FHS works with HMS to support the third party recovery process.

The FHS Fiscal Manager, under the direction of the Account Director, monitors our subcontractor, HMS, for compliance.

In those circumstances where FHS recovers funds on behalf of DHCFP, those activities are tracked in the financial subsystem.  The information entered into the system includes the recipient and provider identity, reason for the recovery and associated claims data.  Any recovery transaction going into the financial subsystem is documented and sent to the State on a FNI 005 form for approved prior to being entered into MMIS.


There are numerous reports that track the financial transactions that are maintained in FirstDARS that DHCFP staff have access to.



		Payments – Incoming



		12.7.8.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Receive and sort incoming checks from the third party payers, recipients and providers and process according to DHCFP policy and guidelines.

		A

		



		12.7.8.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a system of security and monitoring for the location, deposit and disposition status of each incoming check.

		A

		



		12.7.8.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Comply with written procedures to meet State and federal guidelines for collection and write-off of outstanding accounts receivables.

		A

		



		12.7.8.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to support overpayment/recovery efforts, including but not limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER, cost avoidance, pay and chase, premium payment, Medicare, subrogation and recoupments according to DHCFP policy, State and Federal rules and regulations.

		A

		



		Payments – Outgoing



		12.7.8.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain security for checks during matching/stuffing/mailing process.

		A

		



		12.7.8.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Suppress the generation of zero-pay checks and negative provider payment amounts, but generate the associated remittance advices.

		A

		



		12.7.8.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain provider accounts receivable and deduct appropriate amounts from payments due, both automatically and manually. 

		A

		



		12.7.8.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate manual check when requested and authorized by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.7.8.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate advance-payment-against-future-claims when requested and authorized by DHCFP, and associated recoupment process.

		A

		



		12.7.8.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Send check register and file of checks to DHCFP at the end of each claims payment cycle pursuant to DHCFP policy and guidelines.

		A

		



		Pre-Payment Review – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.7.8.14 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Perform Pre-Payment Review of claims ‘randomly pended’ according to DHCFP identified criteria. The review will consist of a complete claims and medical record review: 


oj. Verifying the accuracy of the claim with the medical record supporting the claim;


ok. Verifying the codes billed are accurate; and 


ol. Ensuring the claim billed complies with applicable policy.


It is expected these prepayment reviews will result in cost savings by avoiding payment for claims that should not have been paid and bringing attention to provider billing issues that would otherwise remain undetected.

		A

		Enhanced functionality:  FHS will work with DHCFP staff to define the criteria for this process.  Criteria-driven edits featured in the MMIS can be used to pend claims for detailed review to a pre-defined location based on any data attribute on the claim or thresholds on claim lines/dollar paid/service usage.  An algorithm can be added to claims adjudication programs to apply the ‘random pend’ aspect of the requirement.  


Benefit:  This would help to avoid the more expensive pay and chase approach.



		12.7.8.15 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Provide monthly report of the results of the Pre-Payment reviews. 




		A

		FHS can provide a report of randomly pended, pre-payment review claims on a monthly basis, citing the criteria used to select the claims and the results of the pre-payment review of each claim.



		Finance – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.8.16 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Deposit all incoming funds within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt.

		A

		



		12.7.9
RETURN ID CARD PROCESS



		12.7.9.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate and distribute Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipient identification cards based upon policy and frequency set by DHCFP.

		A

		



		Return ID Card Process – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.9.2 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish policy and frequency for generation of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipient identification cards.

		

		



		Return ID Card Process – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.9.3 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Generate and distribute Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipient identification cards based upon policy and frequency set by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.7.10
EDI 



		12.7.10.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide instructions, training or support, and forms as needed to ensure providers understand EDI enrollment procedures and requirements, including testing procedures.

		A

		



		12.7.10.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure providers have appropriate access to allow for EDI submissions, including appropriate user names and passwords.

		A

		



		12.7.10.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure providers have access to EDI companion guides to assist with EDI submissions.

		A

		



		12.7.10.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and implement a testing process to certify providers for EDI submission. Allow only those providers passing testing standards to submit and receive electronic transactions using EDI.

		A

		To be approved as a Nevada trading partner, the provider or billing agent must meet both HIPAA and the Nevada Medicaid Program standards.  All transactions must first pass HIPAA ANSI X12N compliancy during pre-processing.  The transactions are then processed by the MMIS to completion and results are shared with the Trading Partner.



		12.7.10.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide customer service access to providers that have direct questions regarding EDI enrollment and submissions.

		A

		FHS’ EDI Help Desk is staffed 4:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (PDT), Monday through Friday, with after hours emergency support until 7:00 p.m.  The EDI Help Desk monitors usage and system availability to ensure that all providers requesting access to the system are able to do so.  In addition, they are responsible for assisting providers with technical issues related to the submission of data files; Trading Partner user ID and password maintenance; Nevada HIPAA Transaction Companion Guides; and EDI file submission balancing reports.  



		EDI – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.10.6 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Provide reports of provider’s completion of EDI testing within ten (10) days of testing.

		A

		QA oversight is conducted to ensure that this requirement is continually met.


The EDI Help Desk maintains an ongoing log of all Trading Partner activity with a final status.  This log is available at all times. Trading Partners are notified within 72 hours of receipt of a test file whether they have been certified for production submissions.



		12.7.11
PRINTING AND POSTAGE



		12.7.11.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Prepare and submit invoices for pass-through postage and printing with no adjustment for administrative fees, profit, or other charges, including:

om. Original, unaltered vendor invoice; and

on. Supporting documentation itemizing all charges for supplies, postage, and printing and including a description of the printed or posted material, the purpose of the printing or mailing, and the amount charged for each item.

		A

		



		12.7.11.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		For projects outside the scope of normal operations, present proposed postage and printing costs to DHCFP as dictated by the Change Management process. Costs will be subject to approval by DHCFP. The Contractor will be under no obligation to provide printing and postage services when a request for additional pass-through printing and postage is not approved by DHCFP through the Change Management process.

		A

		



		Printing and Postage – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.11.3 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Audit postage and/or printing invoices as appropriate prior to payment.

		

		



		12.7.11.4 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Request additional supporting documentation as needed to assure the validity of postage and printing charges prior to payment.

		

		



		12.7.11.5 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Issue no reimbursement for postage and/or printing costs incurred by the Contractor in the day-to-day operations of its business.

		

		



		Printing and Postage – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.11.6 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Exercise due diligence in obtaining the best value for all printing and postage jobs; making commercially reasonable efforts to avoid any uneconomical and inefficient methods of mailing that may result in excess postage costs.

		A

		We have established a track record of seeking out the best value for DHCFP so that the mailings are professional, as well as cost-effective.



		12.7.12
PRIOR AUTHORIZATION (PA)



		12.7.12.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce and distribute provider Prior Authorization notices of approved, denied or pended Prior Authorization requests.

		A

		



		12.7.12.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce and distribute multi-lingual recipient Prior Authorization denial notices.

		A

		FHS is able to print recipient prior authorization denial notices in Spanish or English.



		12.7.12.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide training to DHCFP staff and non-agency staff as approved by DHCFP in the use of the Prior Authorization screens, windows and reports.

		A

		



		12.7.12.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Offer periodic recommendations for revision of list of services requiring Prior Authorization, or other Prior Authorization functions, based on utilization patterns, industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		A

		Benefit:  Through and outside of the Clinical Steering Committee, FHS evaluates utilization patterns and has made prior authorization recommendations valued at over $15,000,000 in savings.



		12.7.12.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide licensed clinical reviewers with appropriate clinical background to conduct medical necessity review of Prior Authorization requests to determine the appropriateness of services requested.

		A

		



		12.7.12.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept Prior Authorization requests for services from authorized requestors through a web-based system, by fax, or by telephone, as agreed to by the Contractor and DHCFP. 

		A

		Benefit: The web-based system offers providers access to determinations and exchange of information in real time.



		12.7.12.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Consider Prior Authorization requests utilizing DHCFP program policy, clinical criteria, and industry standards.

		A

		



		12.7.12.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Use DHCFP-approved protocols to determine the type of denial to be issued (clinical, technical, reduction).

		A

		



		12.7.12.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide written notification of authorization request approval, partial approval, or denial to the requestor, including number of units, service, and specific time period authorized, or entire episode of care, as appropriate.

		A

		



		12.7.12.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow licensed clinical reviewer to decrease the duration of some medical services per criteria and/or policy as part of the medical management process requiring the provider to submit additional information to support the medical appropriateness for continuation of service. This is not considered a reduction in service or non-certification since the provider has continued opportunity to extend the duration of service through the concurrent review process as indicated by medical need and clinical documentation. 

		A

		



		12.7.12.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assist providers with identifying alternative resources and services for complex cases to the appropriate Case Management/Care Coordination Entity to explore options and possible referral for additional coordination of services. Discuss complex cases with Care Coordinators to explore options or referral for more coordination of services.

		A

		



		12.7.12.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Issue a technical denial for any period in which service was provided without prior authorization, when such prior authorization is required. Unless the requesting provider has supporting documentation indicating a justifiable reason for the delay, as indicated by DHCFP Policy, a technical denial may not be appealed.

		A

		



		12.7.12.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct review of services provided on or after the date of the authorization request, reviewing for medical appropriateness, medical necessity, EPSDT, and process according to reviewer findings.

		A

		Compliance turnaround for all areas combined on average was 96%, exceeding the SLA of 95%.



		12.7.12.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a licensed, board certified physician to review reductions in service or non-certification determinations when the clinical reviewer cannot recommend certification. Cases requiring physician review may take a maximum of one additional day, or a maximum of three additional days in the case of a physician specialist review.

		A

		



		12.7.12.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		The contractor’s physician reviewer must be available for a peer-to-peer discussion if requested by the Provider within DHCFP-established timeframes.

		A

		



		12.7.12.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		The provider is notified in writing of all determinations. 

		A

		



		12.7.12.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept and process Requests for Reconsideration from providers for adverse determinations when made within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of determination.

		A

		



		12.7.12.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Issue recipient a Notice of Determination (NOD) indicating the services being denied or terminated when the determination is to reduce, deny or terminate a service. A copy of the process for requesting a Fair Hearing must be included with any NOD and must denote DHCFP-defined timelines for requesting a hearing. 

		A

		



		12.7.12.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide evidence and testimony in hearings for any adverse determination for which a Request for Hearing has been made.

		A

		



		12.7.12.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Personal Care Aids (PCA) services require licensed clinical staff to do in-home reviewer assessments to determine medical necessity and/or appropriateness under the social model.

		A

		Effective March 1, 2010, initial assessments are done by physical and occupational therapists; FHS staff will continue to perform reassessments when a change in condition has occurred or prior to expiration of current authorizations. 


FHS has worked cooperatively in transitioning the PCS program to include physical and occupational therapists to perform initial assessments.  FHS has maintained the integrity of the recurrent assessment process through the use of social workers and RN staff.



		12.7.12.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and implement a DHCFP-approved training plan that incorporates the following:

oo. Contract Overview;


op. Policy and procedure manuals specific to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs;


oq. Relevant Nevada Medicaid statutory and regulatory requirements;


or. Medical necessity criteria and the role of the reviewer in determining medical necessity;


os. Clinical Review Process; and


ot. Billing guidelines.

		A

		



		Prior Authorization – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.12.22 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide a list of specific procedures for which Prior Authorization is required, and consider Contractor recommendations for revisions of list or other Prior Authorization functions, based on utilization patterns, industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		

		



		12.7.12.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide list of exceptions and alternative requirements to the standard authorization review process, including authorization of Personal Care Aides (PCA), Preadmission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR), and Level of Care (LOC) requests.

		

		



		12.7.12.24 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Collaborate with Contractor to determine acceptable forms of review request (web-based, fax, telephone) based on review type.

		

		



		12.7.12.25 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review Contractor developed training plan, and collaborate with Contractor to ensure accurate information is provided in trainings.

		

		



		Prior Authorization – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.12.26 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Generate and distribute Prior Authorization approval, denial, and suspense notices to providers and Prior Authorization denials to recipients within twenty-four (24) hours of processing.

		A

		



		12.7.12.27 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Meet standards for turnaround of Notification of Determination as identified by DHCFP, generally ranging from one (1) to seven (7) working days by type of service, unless turnaround is extended to allow for physician review. Count of turnaround days begins when Prior Authorization Request is received including complete information with which the review can be conducted.

		A

		



		12.7.12.28 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Update Training Plan on an annual basis, or more frequently if necessary to address major changes in policy and/or review process.

		A

		



		12.7.13
UTILIZATION MANAGEMENT (UM)



		12.7.13.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform Utilization Management (UM) activities including, but not limited to, the review of designated claims for medical appropriateness; approving, pending, denying, and/or reviewing appealed claims; and providing a monthly report on the number of claims approved, pended, denied or appealed. 

		A

		



		12.7.13.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide key personnel to serve as medical consultants for UM purposes.

		A

		



		12.7.13.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Meet the Federal designation for a Quality Improvement Organization (QIO) or QIO-like vendor.

		A

		FHS has provided our certification as a QIO-Like entity in Tab III, State Documents, of this response.



		12.7.13.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify quality of care concerns, best practice standards and potential defects in the level of care provided under Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs through activities including, but not limited to, individual record review during daily Utilization Management activity, and profile analysis of providers.

		A

		



		12.7.13.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform DHCFP-requested activities to support the appeal process including, but not limited to:

ou. Provide supporting documentation;


ov. Provide clinical judgment and reasoning as to the determination of the decision; and


ow. Providing testimony as required (telephonic or in person).

		A

		



		12.7.13.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a Quality Assurance program for the Utilization Management process, including, but not limited to, conducting periodic reviews, and monitoring and reporting on staff performance, consistency of application of DHCFP policy and review criteria, and accuracy and timeliness of data entry.

		A

		



		12.7.13.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Report to DHCFP any provider-specific concerns identified during reviews for investigation or intervention as needed. 

		A

		



		12.7.13.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain information gathered during reviews and investigations of mis-utilization in a format that supports the reporting of utilization patterns by service, provider and/or recipient.

		A

		Reports are produced, analyzed, and presented to DHCFP quarterly.  Utilization patterns include prevalence of approvals, reductions, clinical and technical denials, top providers driving approvals, top providers driving denials, top procedure codes.  More specific reports are developed and analyzed if patterns emerge that require a more detailed analysis.



		12.7.13.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide separate monthly reports to meet DHCFP specifications for appropriateness of authorization requests for the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs.

		A

		Monthly Behavioral Health reports are provided to DHCFP, as well as ad hoc reports for various service lines.



		12.7.13.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide summaries of service, provider and/or recipient issues.

		A

		



		12.7.13.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a Provider Relations Supervisor to:

ox. Provide statewide Behavioral Health expertise, consultation, and support for the MH Rehabilitation UM program;

oy. Serve as primary point of contact for the various public agencies such as DCFS, MHDS, Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ), DHCFP District Offices, DHCFP, Case Managers, and providers;

oz. Coordinate direct, one-on-one Prior Authorization, clinical training throughout the State as needed based upon provider requests, PA data trends, and changes in policy;

pa. Participate in workgroups and meetings with the CM/CC vendor to ensure continuity of care and accurate timely follow-up on UM recommendations and data exchange that improves outcomes for BH recipients; and

pb. Assist the Director of Behavioral Health with providing monthly and quarterly MH Rehabilitation UM program analysis and recommendations. Analysis and recommendations will focus on access, utilization, cost reporting, provider enrollment, outcomes, recidivism, diagnostics and pharmaceutical utilization.

		A

		An LCSW serves as the Behavioral Health Provider Relations Supervisor and has extensive clinical experience in mental health.  The Behavioral Health Supervisor attends all workshops and consortium groups and reaches out to providers daily. 


In 2009, FHS held 71 Behavioral Health training sessions with over 500 participants.  We often go on-site to provider facilities to provide hands on training and support.  FHS’ training is comprehensive and includes integration with billing training and coordination with the State on policy changes. 


Based on current actions on budget cutting initiatives relating to this position, FHS acknowledges that this requirement needs additional discussion during the negotiation process.



		12.7.13.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide quarterly reports reflecting utilization patterns by service type, with analysis and recommendations to meet DHCFP-defined specifications. Provide DHCFP staff access to predefined and ad hoc reports from the MMIS.

		A

		



		12.7.13.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Recommend revisions to services requiring medical management based upon best practice standards or identification of unusual utilization patterns.

		A

		Benefit:  FHS has made recommendations related to utilization worth over $13,600,000 in savings.  These recommendations were in the areas of Behavioral Health, DME, Medical/Surgical, LTC, Personal Care Services, and Dental.



		Utilization Management – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.7.13.14 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Assist with PERM universe development and obtaining provider records.

		A

		We will continue to assist DHCFP in defining the extended PERM process as it relates to review of medical records.



		12.7.13.15 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently managing the utilization management of radiological services. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients.

		A

		Our affiliated Radiology Benefit Management company, NIA, has reviewed the utilization data related to the Nevada Medicaid Program.  Our full NIA proposal is contained in Part III, Confidential Technical Information, of this proposal response.  We have included information related to this analysis and have provided our assessment of potential cost savings.  Due to the DHCFP need for cost savings initiatives FHS and NIA would like to hold discussions about and accelerated review and implementation of this capability immediately after the award.  We have not included our costs in our proposal because we would like to explore multiple options with DHCFP.



		Utilization Management – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.13.16 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Define specifications for Utilization Management reports.

		

		



		12.7.13.17 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review Utilization Management reports produced by Contractor.

		

		



		12.7.13.18 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Request supporting documentation from Contractor, as needed to support DHCFP appeal activities.

		

		



		12.7.13.19 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with Contractor all known changes to the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations, to ensure that the Utilization Management function remains compliant.

		

		



		12.7.13.20 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Interpret policy and make administrative decisions regarding Utilization Management in consultation with Contractor.

		

		



		12.7.13.21 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine policies for utilization review, fraud and abuse review, and quality of care reviews in consultation with Contractor.

		

		



		Utilization Management – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.13.22 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain hours of operation for Utilization Management review services between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM PT Monday through Friday, excluding scheduled State observed holidays. Provide toll-free phone and fax numbers to facilitate provider access to the review processes.

		A

		



		12.7.13.23 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Generate and deliver monthly reports to DHCFP according to DHCFP-defined schedule and media type.

		A

		



		12.7.13.24 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Provide a summary of service, provider and/or recipient issues on a quarterly basis or more frequently if requested by DHCFP. 

		A

		The following reports are provided to Nevada: 

· Key Indicator report with HCM compliance measures:  monthly 

· Prior authorization data, analysis and recommendations:  quarterly 

· Complaint report:  quarterly 

· Clinical Steering Committee dashboard and executive summary:  quarterly

· PASRR/LOC summary:  semi-annually

· Ad Hoc requests:  monthly.



		12.7.13.25 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Respond promptly to legislative and administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP.

		A

		



		12.7.14
EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT (EPSDT)



		12.7.14.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate, distribute, and track periodic follow-up or reminder correspondence to recipients and providers about upcoming or overdue appointments based upon periodicity schedule and referrals, initial and follow-up letters about EPSDT benefits, schedules for well-child exams and immunizations, and other EPSDT related information and events.

		A

		



		12.7.14.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Document services provided, referrals made and treatment received to meet federal and State EPSDT reporting requirements and provide the information needed for EPSDT policy decisions.

		A

		



		12.7.14.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify pregnant women in third trimester using State eligibility system data and send letter explaining EPSDT benefits.

		A

		



		12.7.14.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate letters to head of household for all newborn recipients explaining EPSDT benefits.

		A

		



		12.7.14.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to reprint all letters and notices.



		A

		



		Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.14.6 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve all letters and notifications, including timing of distribution, to recipients and providers.

		

		



		12.7.15
PERSONAL CARE SERVICES (PCS) PROGRAM



		12.7.15.1 

		

		<CONTRACTOR SHOULD CONSULT THE REFERENCE LIBRARY FOR INFORMATION ON THE PCS PROGRAM>

		A

		FHS implemented the enhanced PCS Program for the Nevada Medicaid Program on March 1, 2010.
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Tab XIV – Other Reference Material

REQUIREMENT: Section 20.3.2.15, page 193-194

Vendors must include any other applicable reference material in this section clearly cross referenced with the proposal response.

As stated in RFP requirement 20.3.2.15, we are including other applicable reference material in this section that has been referred to in the original proposal section with the same section number.

Section 11.1: System Requirements

Table 11.1-2, ACS Proposed Core MMIS Hardware Configuration


Table 11.1-3, ACS' Proposed Peripheral Systems and Tools Hardware Configurations


Table 11.1-4, ACS' Other Mainframe, Server, and Workstation Software

· Table 11.1-5, ACS’ Proposed Changes to the Nevada MMIS Interface List

Section 12.6 Pharmacy Descriptions

12.6.3, SmartPA Description


12.6.3, PBM OS+ Description


12.6.6, DRAMS Description


· 12.6.10, ODRAS Description

Section 13: HIE Diagrams

Exhibit 13-1, Technical Architecture – Conceptual Architecture Overview

Exhibit 13-2, Technical Architecture – Intra-Operability Model (Logical)


Exhibit 13-3, Technical Architecture – Interoperability Model (Logical)


Exhibit 13-4, Technical Architecture – XDS Model (Logical)


Exhibit 13-5, BizTalk Orchestration


Exhibit 13-6, HIE Integration Standards


Exhibit 13-7, Continuity of Care Document (CCD)


Exhibit 13-8, Data Sharing Matrix


Exhibit 13-9, HIE Service Level Agreement Information and Overview

Exhibit 13-10, EMR Lite Main Screen


Exhibit 13-11, Patient Summary Information


Exhibit 13-12, DirectAccessEHR Patient Alert

Exhibit 13-13, Patient Demographics Information


Exhibit 13-14, Eligibility History Screen

Exhibit 13-15, Laboratory Information


Exhibit 13-16, Medication History Information (DirectAccessEHR

Exhibit 13-17, Diagnostic/Problem Overview Information

Exhibit 13-18, Personal History


Exhibit 13-19, SOAP Wizard User Interface


· Exhibit 13-20, E-Prescribing Prescription Pad

Section 16: Enhanced DSS
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Appendix V — FirstHCM™ Care Coordination Module Screen Shots



appendix v — FirstHCM™ care coordintaion module screen shots

As referenced in Section 15.1.1, our primary goals are to prevent Levels I and II recipients from becoming high-cost users in the future, decrease Emergency Room visits and unnecessary/inappropriate utilization for Levels II and III recipients, and improve the overall medical, functional and psychological status for all recipients in the program.  We accomplish these goals through integrated coordination between different services – pharmacy, behavioral health, and medical services, outreach to providers and local community resources, and a patient-centered continuum of care that encompasses utilization management.  For these reasons, the FHS program is optimally positioned to adhere to the State’s budget neutral compensation model.  Sample screen shots of our system that integrates pharmaceutical, behavioral, and medical data are included on the following pages.
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11.6
Post Implementation Review and CMS System Certification


REQUIREMENT: Section 11.6, page 93-96


ACS is committed to ensuring Nevada MMIS receives certification within the timetables recommended in the MECT Toolkit.

We understand the importance to the State of Nevada of receiving MMIS certification and continuing to receive full enhanced federal matching funds retroactive to start of operations. MMIS certification is dependent upon receiving formal CMS approval of the Nevada MMIS with no contingent items from their review. In RFP Amendment No. 3, DHCFP states in response to Questions 173 and 174 that CMS may require a limited review for re-certification of the Nevada MMIS. Our response to RFP Section 11.6 describes a full certification process and will be streamlined to meet the needs of CMS and DHCFP after implementation. As we proceed through the certification planning process, we will focus specifically on required certification elements per direction from DHCFP and CMS. Likewise, the certification plan and activities in the project schedule also reflect a full certification process with tasks designated for all checklists. Any checklists (and related artifacts) that do not need re-certification can easily be removed from both the plan and schedule.


If during the certification process any contingent items are raised, we are ready, experienced, and prepared to address questions with utmost urgency to obtain DHCFP and federal approval of required corrective actions needed to receive the final certification approval letter from CMS. 


		

		



		ACS has a proven track record with successful CMS Certification and is actively engaged in using the new MECT

· Five current Fiscal Agent accounts with a certified MMIS

· Experienced with new Toolkit checklists and actively engaged in CMS certification in the District of Columbia

· Early planning for certification begins before implementation


· Continual certification process support throughout all phases



		





ACS can demonstrate full compliance of the Nevada MMIS with the business objectives and system review criteria required by the new Medicaid Enterprise Certification Toolkit (MECT). To that end, we have built a certification management approach that maps the Nevada MMIS artifacts and processes to the new detailed criteria that is contained in the Toolkit.

ACS designs the Certification Management Plan (CMP) for the Nevada MMIS that combines best practices from our previous successful MMIS certifications and is tailored to the new federal strategy outlined in the MECT. In accordance with MECT guidelines, our team starts organizing the certification effort prior to implementation and finishes only after the CMS certification approval letter has been received. Rather than waiting to assign a Certification Manager three months in advance of the certification phase, ACS fills this role early in the project to ensure appropriate focus on the certification phase.


ACS maintains a successful track record in obtaining MMIS certification from CMS, including our current client base in Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, and Mississippi. We have invested considerable effort in researching the MECT that was released by CMS in September 2007 to gain an understanding of changes in the CMS certification practices. ACS is actively participating in CMS certification in the District of Columbia using the new CMS checklists.

11.6.1
Overview


REQUIREMENT: Section 11.6.1, page 93-

Federal MMIS certification is the procedure by which CMS validates that State Medicaid systems are designed to support the efficient and effective management of the program and satisfy the requirements set forth in Part 11 of the State Medicaid Manual (SMM), as well as subsequent laws, regulations, directives, and State Medicaid Director (SMD) letters. The certification process also validates that the systems are operating as described in the prior approval documents, i.e., Advance Planning Documents (APDs), Requests for Proposal (RFPs), and all associated contracts submitted to CMS for the purpose of receiving Federal financial participation (FFP).


The CMS authority for requiring Federal certification is based, in part, on language found at Public Law 92-603, and the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) at 42 CFR 433 and 45 CFR 95.611(d).


Following the transition of the Nevada MMIS, the Vendor will be required to demonstrate to CMS and DHCFP that Nevada’s MMIS continues to meet CMS’ MMIS certification requirements. The Vendor will assist in preparing for and will participate in the certification of the MMIS, including the preparation of certification documents, generating required reports, and ensuring that all MMIS certification requirements are met. DHCFP anticipates that CMS will conduct a limited review of the MMIS, and will be able to provide the successful Vendor with additional information about CMS’ certification review approach and expectations during the Contract Start Up Period of the project.


To address Nevada MMIS certification requirements, we have combined the best practices used in our past CMS MMIS certification efforts and the current procedures outlined in the MECT to produce a CMP that we will use to organize our staff efforts. Our project management tools provide DHCFP with ongoing snapshots of our preparations, collaborating with DHCFP throughout the process. Certification starts with assembling needed materials and requires detailed attention to desired project management practices to demonstrate compliance with current CMS guidelines.

ACS will work with DHCFP to update the CMP as necessary to reflect decisions made or changed during procurement which might impact MECT business objectives. We will draft an outline of a formal CMP for Nevada. This submission and the updates to the CMP will become the base document to update as part of our responsibilities for this phase.

The CMP developed specifically for Nevada will incorporate the changes and new processes now addressed in the CMS Toolkit. Four of the five chapters in that document contain prescriptive recommendations for the various milestones that CMS intends a state will go through as part of the certification process. By working with ACS, DHCFP will have the advantage of a contractor who has recent experience supporting four other MMIS certifications. Most importantly, ACS and DHCFP can work together to follow the CMS MECT guidelines in Chapter 3 for using the new Toolkit checklists from contract signing forward. Per DHCFP’s direction from the CMS San Francisco Regional Office, certification business objectives to be reviewed will be specifically determined at a later time. As CMS advises, we will rely on DHCFP to update those checklists after contract signing as needed and we can use the supporting system review criteria to guide the implementation effort. Those same checklists will be incorporated into the CMP for Nevada.

The ACS certification plan fully reflects the new milestones and protocols included in the CMS MECT:

Prior to the go-live date, we will work with DHCFP to validate that the transferred MMIS functionality meets all CMS certification criteria as specified in the checklists and prescribed in Milestone 4 of the MECT. After contract award, ACS will meet with DHCFP to clarify the exact scope of components to be certified, based on the direction from CMS.

Any state-specific additions to those checklists, as provided by DHCFP and enumerated in the RFP and contract, will be included with the checklists as directed, and we will ensure that they are fully implemented in the Nevada MMIS.


We will walk DHCFP through the Nevada MMIS, mapping the toolkit checklist items to RFP requirements, to maintain the traceability for base and any new features throughout the project.

Concurrently, we will have an ongoing effort led by both DHCFP and ACS representatives to organize pre-certification and certification activities as outlined in Milestones 5 and 6 of the MECT.


We will use our best-practices plan as a starting point for specifying and organizing certification-related activities starting from transition through final CMS certification approval. We will tailor this plan to address the unique requirements of Nevada and the project, submitting this plan to DHCFP for review and approval.


We will establish an approach for collecting, inventorying, and archiving all artifacts needed to support CMS certification as outlined in the second protocol of the MECT. Because this is a takeover project, we expect that certification artifacts from the previous implementation are available for our use during re-certification of the Nevada MMIS. DHCFP has also provided initial mapping of Nevada MMIS requirements to the checklists.

We will prepare and present the CMP to DHCFP for review and approval to meet the specifications defined in the third protocol of the MECT.


We will provide the necessary technical support and assistance required by DHCFP to execute the steps outlined in the third protocol of the MECT. While it has been our experience that CMS certification visits are typically performed at state offices, we will be prepared to offer any and all space required at our fiscal agent location for use during the site visit if that is DHCFP’s desire.


· We will prepare materials required by DHCFP for Milestone 5 (pre-certification meetings/CMS call) and Milestone 6 (MMIS certification visit) of the MECT. We realize that DHCFP is the point of contact with CMS so we will be fully prepared to provide any necessary “behind-the-scenes” support to make the DHCFP’s contacts with CMS productive and successful.


We will immediately address any deficiencies that DHCFP or CMS identify prior to, during, and after the certification visit. We will also immediately address any deficiencies identified during the exit conference and throughout the post review analysis and follow-up phase.


11.6.2
Contractor Responsibilities


REQUIREMENT: Section 11.6.2, page 94-96

Post Implementation Review

11.6.2.1Perform a post implementation review of the MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and documentation (system and user) in preparation for CMS’ certification review process, approximately six (6) months after full transfer of the Nevada MMIS operations to the successful Vendor. The successful Vendor’s project manager will be required to participate on site for the duration of the review period. The post implementation review should be conducted no later than thirty (30) days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review. Post implementation review results should be provided to DHCFP for review and approval.


11.6.2.2 Prepare and submit for review by DHCFP, a Post Implementation Evaluation Report that includes at a minimum:


A. Lessons learned (i.e., successes, failures, outcomes) from the takeover and implementation;


B. Project successes and failures;


C. Issues, risks, and concerns;


D. Proposed resolutions to issues, risks, and concerns;


E. MMIS user satisfaction;


F. Benefits gained over the previous MMIS; and


G. The current status of the MMIS


11.6.2.3 Perform a post implementation review of newly installed or modified systems that are within or peripheral to the MMIS, in accordance with its approved implementation schedule. This review applies to systems that may be installed after the takeover of the Nevada MMIS.

ACS agrees that a post-implementation review of the transferred Nevada MMIS will facilitate an excellent forum for pre-certification meetings with the CMS Regional Office. The designated Certification Manager will be available on-site for the duration of the review and pre-certification planning. Lessons learned during implementation are critical for process improvement between DHCFP and ACS moving forward into operations. We also want to repeat successes and evaluate risk mitigation for any project failures that may have occurred. Along with our standard project management office practices, we will have ongoing identification and attention to issues, risks, and concerns as they occur. 


In addition to the Nevada MMIS transfer, newly installed or modified systems will be of special note and warrant review. The ACS Certification Manager will facilitate a MMIS user satisfaction survey and report on the results to DHCFP. It is important that the Nevada MMIS implementation meets or exceeds DHCFP expectations in terms of usability: fully supporting the provider and recipient communities in Nevada. A key element to report back to CMS post implementation will be the overall success of implementation as well as benefits gained over the previous system installation. ACS will provide DHCFP ongoing system status reporting in the weeks and months following implementation.


Preparation for Certification


11.6.2.4 Review DHCFP’s current Medicaid Enterprise Certification Toolkit (MECT) and provide updates to MECT checklists prior to CMS’ MMIS certification review process.


In the new Certification Toolkit, it is crucial that DHCFP and the CMS Regional Office have matching expectations regarding certification checklist items. Our experience has shown that the most important first step will be to review each checklist provided by CMS and confirm that each of the system review criteria per business objective are relevant to Nevada’s MMIS operations. The basis for Nevada’s business objectives will be the RFP. ACS’ project manager will facilitate discussion of each checklist item with DHCFP to determine which items are covered directly by the Nevada MMIS and which may be covered by other agencies and/or third party vendors. Early completion of this review will allow DHCFP to discuss items in question with the CMS Regional Office in advance of the formal checklist submission to CMS. Nevada-specific business objectives that are to be included with the standard checklists will be added during this time.


Certification Process Planning


11.6.2.5 Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will promote coordination of DHCFP and contractor responsibilities associated with CMS certification review process. At a minimum, the schedule should include the following elements and shall be submitted to DHCFP no later than thirty (30) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review:


A. Planned dates, milestones, associated with certification review tasks and activities;


B. Development periods and submission dates for materials and activities pertaining to CMS’ certification review;


C. Review periods (including DHCFP and CMS reviews) for materials developed in preparation for CMS’ certification review; and


D. Scheduled walkthroughs of MMIS subsystems, business areas, and documentation (system or user documentation, or other documents as requested by DHCFP or CMS).


11.6.2.6 Prepare certification review materials in preparation for multiple meetings with CMS and DHCFP in support of CMS’ certification review process. Materials may include but is not limited to:


A. Meeting or walkthrough agendas and subsequent meeting minutes;


B. Specific documentation pertaining to the review of a particular MMIS subsystem or business area;


C. System or user documentation pertaining to the review of a particular MMIS subsystem or business area;


D. Materials in presentation format as requested by DHCFP or CMS in preparation for the review; and


E. Materials that support walkthrough with CMS and DHCFP, of various system components, functional, or business areas.


11.6.2.7 Establish an online and/or physical repository of materials or information that will be used to support CMS’ certification review. The repository must adhere to access and security guidelines established by DHCFP.


Much work is involved in preparing for certification and ACS agrees that a detailed schedule of tasks, milestones, and events will facilitate the process among all parties involved. We suggest that the certification plan and schedule be created in advance of the system takeover go-live implementation date. There are many artifacts that must be collected from “day one” of operations, and preparing for these to be collected in advance is advantageous.


The ACS CMP provides a standard process and schedule template for checklist review meetings, collection of system documentation, and collection of operational artifacts. Each meeting is planned with an agenda and itemizes key decisions to be made. Meeting minutes will be kept with lists of any issues that may come up or questions to be asked of CMS. The ACS Certification Manager will keep a “dashboard” depicting progress of each checklist throughout the planning and review process. The new MECT outlines specific steps to be followed and our workplan is based on these guidelines. Each of these steps, as well as activities leading up to them, are scheduled with specific dates relative to implementation: the certification request letter to CMS from DHCFP (no earlier than two months after go-live) and the planned CMS certification on-site visit. Based on the MECT milestones, the CMP includes system review activities and meetings with DHCFP which will provide an advance review of the functional system and relevant user and system documentation. It is our understanding that DHCFP will play the lead role in communicating with the CMS Regional Office, and ACS will fully support both preparation of and participation in the review meetings as requested by DHCFP.


All CMS certification materials will be housed in the SharePoint-based Nevada MMIS Project Repository, which will be accessible per DHCFP’s instuctions. Electronic access to copies of materials and resources required by CMS will be provided as needed for their review.

Certification On-Site Visit and Corrective Actions

11.6.2.8 Participate in CMS certification review meetings, onsite reviews/walkthroughs, or teleconference calls as requested by DHCFP, in preparation of, throughout, and post CMS’ MMIS certification review process.


11.6.2.9 Work with DHCFP to establish a corrective action plan including but not limited to an approach and schedule for addressing certification review findings reported by CMS within a timeframe that is acceptable to CMS and DHCFP.


11.6.2.10 Perform corrective actions and address deficiencies identified by CMS, in a manner that is acceptable to CMS and DHCFP. Corrective actions taken shall be documented and submitted to DHCFP for evidential and record management purposes.

The new MECT provides specific guidance regarding the on-site visit and corrective actions. These instructions are based on Milestones 5 and 6 of the MECT.


Pre-Certification Meetings/Call with CMS: Milestone 5

DHCFP and ACS will work together to develop a description of the overview of the Nevada MMIS, the highlights of the product, and the improved support it provides to DHCFP.

In accordance with the ACS CMP, the ACS Cerficiation Manager directs the ACS Certification Team members to provide support to DHCFP when it participates in pre-certification meetings/calls with CMS to establish a mutual understanding between CMS and DHCFP regarding the on-site certification visit. Topics included in the pre-certification discussion include:

Discuss the steps in the certification process


Discuss the DHCFP presentation of Nevada MMIS functions and features


Discuss the onsite visit schedule by CMS, including visit to DHCFP offices and/or ACS facilities and possible visits to other offsite locations


Decide on visit agenda and preparation timeline


Identify DHCFP and contractor support needed to ensure MMIS certification success


· Ensure certification success


Nevada MMIS Onsite Certification Visit: Milestone 6

The MMIS onsite certification visit provides DHCFP, with assistance from ACS as requested, the opportunity to demonstrate the Nevada MMIS for the CMS certification review team to view and evaluate. During the onsite visit, the CMS Regional Office Certification Review (CR) team examines the system, its operation environment, and the evidence that it has successfully and fully operated since the claimed operational start date. The CR team gathers information about the topics in the checklists and decides if the criteria are met. The CR team conducts both an entrance conference for the site visit and an exit conference at its conclusion. While the CR team holds the exit conference to debrief DHCFP, the CR team will not provide its final decisions about certification during the onsite visit.


The ACS CMP includes detailed tasks and resources needed to support Milestone 6 activities. DHCFP and the ACS team will work together to perform the following actions, which occur before, during, and after the MMIS onsite certification visit by CMS.


ACS supports the following activities for the onsite visit:

Help prepare for and participate in the CMS entrance conference based on their agenda. ACS will help coordinate schedule, logistics, and DHCFP and ACS staff availability

Develop and support individual presentations for CR team members to overview the Nevada MMIS functionality if this did not occur during the pre-site visit conference meeting/call. At the end of these presentations, ACS will help clarify any questions raised by the CR team members

Prepare “folders” for the checklists the CR team members will use for their evaluation. Contents of these folders will demonstrate, that in the opinion of DHCFP, how each applicable system review criteria for an applicable checklist is satisfied. These folders will be organized by functional area for clarity and ease of access. Relevant documentation required for review will be stored electronically in the folders

Guide the understanding of and response to the findings of the CR team

Address action items and needed Corrective Action Plans (CAP)


· Complete any issues or action items identified at the exit conference or identified during data analysis


Post Site Visit Follow-up and Review Activities: Also in Milestone 6

In this post site visit activity, the CMP will guide the joint ACS and DHCFP team in performing the follow-up activities listed below, which may be requested by the CR team.


Analysis of Data—Provide additional data requested by the CR team lead to resolve open questions


Resolution of Issues—Work with the CR team to agree on the contents of a new CAP if data analysis by the CR Team reveals new deficiencies


Certification Decision—Work with the proper authority to resolve any issues that are certification roadblocks


· Conclusion of the Certification Process—DHCFP receives notification from its Deputy Regional Administrator conveying the CMS decision to certify the Nevada MMIS retroactive to start of operations or to approve it on a later effective date.

11.6.3
Contractor Performance Responsibilities


REQUIREMENT: Section 11.6.3, page 96

11.6.3.1 The Vendor’s post implementation review should be conducted no later than thirty (30) days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review. Post implementation review results should be provided to DHCFP for review and approval.


11.6.3.2 Submit to DHCFP for review, a Post Implementation Review Report no later than fifteen (15) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.


11.6.3.3 Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will promote coordination of DHCFP and Fiscal Agent responsibilities associated with CMS certification review process. The schedule shall be submitted to DHCFP no later than thirty (30) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.

The ACS certification workplan will schedule the post implementation review activities and deliver to DHCFP prior to the thirty-day window before certification review. There will be ample time for DHCFP review and approval. ACS will deliver the post-implementation review report prior to the fifteen working day window prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review. A preliminary certification schedule which includes all planning steps will be submitted to DHCFP prior to Nevada MMIS implementation and will be refined during certification planning meetings with DHCFP. Details of the CMS onsite visit will be scheduled prior to the 30 working day window before the scheduled certification review.

11.6.4 Contractor Deliverables


REQUIREMENT: Section 11.6.4, page 96-97


11.6.4.1 Updated MECT Checklists.


11.6.4.2 Post Implementation Review Report.


11.6.4.3 Certification Review Schedule.


11.6.4.4 Pre-certification Review Materials.


11.6.4.5 Online or Physical Certification Review Repository.


11.6.4.6 Corrective Action Plan (in response to CMS’ certification review results).


11.6.4.7 Documented Evidence of Corrective Actions.

Table 11.6-1. ACS Deliverables for CMS Certification


		Deliverable

		ACS Approach



		Updated MECT Checklists.




		DHCFP has provided a current assessment mapping of requirements to the checklists. ACS will review the checklists with DHCFP prior to go-live to confirm understanding of each required item. Updates will be made and provided to DHCFP for their submission to CMS.



		Post Implementation Review Report.

		ACS will provide a post-implementation review report as described in RFP Section 11.6.2.



		Certification Review Schedule.

		The certification review schedule as defined in the CMP is created prior to go-live and will be reviewed with DHCFP for input on timing for certification steps. ACS will work side by side with DHCFP to ensure that continued CMS certification can be granted in an expedient manner.



		Pre-certification Review Materials.

		Pre-certification review materials are stored electronically and organized by subject for easy delivery and review. A copy will be made for DHCFP and the CMS Regional Office.



		Online or Physical Certification Review Repository.

		All certification review documents and artifacts are stored in the Microsoft SharePoint-based Nevada Project Repository.



		Corrective Action Plan (in response to CMS’ certification review results).

		ACS will maintain the list of questions and/or issues that CMS identifies during and after their reviews. A CAP is created for each item, including activities required, assignments, and anticipated resolution date.



		Documented Evidence of Corrective Actions.

		ACS will report to DHCFP on each corrective action taken as it is completed. Documentation will be provided to DHCFP and additions will be made in the certification library when changes are made. All changes made as a result of CAP will be tracked.





11.6.5
DHCFP Responsibilities Deleted per Amendment No. 3 to RFP No. 1824, March 24, 2010.
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Executive Summary 
 
On April 27, 2004, President Bush issued Executive Order (EO) 13335 “to provide leadership for 
the development and nationwide implementation of an interoperable health information 
technology infrastructure to improve the quality and efficiency of health care.”  EO 13335 
established the position of a National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (IT) within 
the Office of the Secretary of Health and Human Services.  The National Coordinator was 
charged with coordinating federal health IT policies and programs and relevant executive 
branch agency outreach and consultation with public and private entities.  As such, the National 
Coordinator provides the day-to-day leadership necessary for the development of a health IT 
infrastructure for the nation. 
 
EO 13335 also charged the National Coordinator with developing, maintaining, and directing  
“ … the implementation of a strategic plan to guide the nationwide implementation of 
interoperable health information technology in both the public and private health care sectors 
that will reduce medical errors, improve quality, and produce greater value for health care 
expenditures.” 
 
Accordingly, the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) 
has worked across the federal government to develop this ONC-coordinated Federal Health IT 
Strategic Plan (the Plan), which identifies the federal activities necessary to achieve the 
nationwide implementation of this technology infrastructure throughout both the public and 
private sectors.  The timeframe of the Plan is 2008-2012. 
 
The Plan has two goals, Patient-focused Health Care and Population Health, with four 
objectives under each goal.  The themes of privacy and security, interoperability, IT adoption, 
and collaborative governance recur across the goals, but they apply in very different ways to 
health care and population health.  
 
Goal 1) Patient-focused health care: Enable the transformation to higher quality, more cost-
efficient, patient-focused health care through electronic health information access and use by 
care providers, and by patients and their designees. 
 


Objective 1.1 – Privacy and Security: Facilitate electronic exchange, access, and use of 
electronic health information while protecting the privacy and security of patients’ health 
information 


Objective 1.2 – Interoperability: Enable the movement of electronic health information to 
where and when it is needed to support individual health and care needs 


Objective 1.3 – Adoption: Promote nationwide deployment of electronic health records 
and personal health records that put information to use in support of health and care 


Objective 1.4 – Collaborative Governance: Establish mechanisms for multi-stakeholder 
priority-setting and decision-making to guide development of the nation’s health IT 
infrastructure  


 
Goal 2) Population health: Enable the appropriate, authorized, and timely access and use of 
electronic health information to benefit public health, biomedical research, quality improvement, 
and emergency preparedness. 
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Objective 2.1 – Privacy and Security: Advance privacy and security policies, principles, 
procedures, and protections for information access and use in population health  


Objective 2.2 – Interoperability: Enable the mobility of health information to support 
population-oriented uses 


Objective 2.3 – Adoption: Promote nationwide adoption of technologies and technical 
functions that will improve population and individual health  


Objective 2.4 – Collaborative Governance: Establish coordinated organizational processes 
supporting information use for population health  


 
Achievement of the eight objectives is tied to measurable outcomes. 
 
The Plan articulates 43 strategies that describe the work needed to achieve each objective.  
Each strategy is associated with a milestone against which progress can be assessed, and a 
set of illustrative actions to implement each strategy.  As a group, the strategies are 
characterized by: 
 


o Commitment to the engagement of multiple stakeholders across the public and private 
sectors; 


o Concern for reliability, confidentiality, privacy, and security when exchanging, storing, 
and using electronic health information; and 


o Focus on the consumer of health care as a critical participant in achieving the two 
overarching goals of the Strategic Plan, as described above. 


 
The goals, objectives, and strategies of the Plan portray the totality of what must be done, in a 
coordinated manner distributed across the federal government, to achieve an interoperable 
health IT infrastructure for the nation in support of patient-focused health care and population 
health.  To emphasize the collaborative nature of this initiative, a major component of the Plan is 
a compilation of relevant federal agency projects, as well as partnerships between those federal 
agencies and other stakeholders, that are already underway in pursuit of one or more of the 
specific objectives.  
 
Consistent with ONC’s mission and role, the Plan is not limited to the activities and tasks that 
ONC directly sponsors.  This Plan is primarily federally focused with many of the strategies 
proposed in the Plan designed to harmonize activities in the public and private sectors.  This 
approach is designed to ensure that federal resources allocated to health IT, while supporting 
the individual and distinct missions of the Departments, are also positioned to realize maximum 
benefit for the nation as a whole. 
 
In developing the Plan, ONC worked with other federal agencies to solicit input and assure that 
the full breadth of federal activity was reflected.  ONC will periodically update the Plan and 
actively engage other federal agencies in re-evaluating the strategic objectives and strategies, 
and in tracking progress toward these goals and objectives.   
 
 







 


Strategic Plan Overview  
 
Background, Mission and Vision 
On April 27, 2004, President Bush issued Executive Order (EO) 13335 “to provide leadership for 
the development and nationwide implementation of an interoperable health information 
technology infrastructure to improve the quality and efficiency of health care,” establishing the 
position of a National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (IT) within the Office of the 
Secretary of Health and Human Services.  Acknowledging the role of multiple executive branch 
agencies in addressing the vision of this nationwide infrastructure, the National Coordinator was 
charged with ensuring coordination of federal health IT policies and programs and of relevant 
executive branch agency outreach and consultation with public and private entities.  Thus, the 
National Coordinator provides the leadership necessary to support national progression to a 
health IT infrastructure envisioned to: 
 


• Ensure that appropriate information to guide medical decisions is available at the 
time and place of care;  


• Improve health care quality, reduce medical errors, and advance the delivery of 
appropriate, evidence-based medical care;  


• Reduce health care costs resulting from inefficiency, medical errors, inappropriate 
care, and incomplete information;  


• Promote a more effective marketplace, greater competition, and increased choice 
through the wider availability of accurate information on health care costs, quality, 
and outcomes;  


• Improve the coordination of care and information among hospitals, laboratories, 
physician offices, and other ambulatory care providers through an effective 
infrastructure for the secure and authorized exchange of health care information; and  


• Ensure that patients’ individually identifiable health information is secure, protected, 
and available to the patient to be used for medical and non-medical purposes, as 
directed by the patient, as appropriate. 


Upon publication of EO 13335, President Bush also set an ambitious target for the majority of 
Americans to have access to electronic health records (EHRs) by 2014. 
 
A Coordinated and Collaborative Effort 
EO 13335 also charged the National Coordinator with developing, maintaining, and directing  
“ … the implementation of a strategic plan to guide the nationwide implementation of 
interoperable health information technology in both the public and private health care sectors 
that will reduce medical errors, improve quality, and produce greater value for health care 
expenditures.”  The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) 
has worked with multiple federal agencies to develop this Strategic Plan, which identifies the 
federal activities necessary to achieve the nationwide implementation of this technology 
infrastructure throughout both the public and private sectors. 
 
This plan explicitly recognizes that the federal government has a profound role in promoting 
interoperable health IT – not as an end in itself, but because of the existing federal 
responsibilities for both the individual health care costs of federal and private beneficiaries and 
the vast majority of the population health activities and the provision of federal disability benefits 
in the nation.  Because so much of the information necessary to improve population health can 
be drawn from the clinical information generated in the course of direct health care delivery, 
there would be considerable duplication of effort and waste of federal resources if two separate 
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health IT infrastructures were implemented.  Thus, this Strategic Plan includes goals for a 
nationwide health IT infrastructure that is designed to meet the needs of patient-focused health 
care, population health, and use by the patient.  The federal government will receive substantial 
benefit from the efficiencies that result from federal activities to attain such an infrastructure.  
Moreover, the health of the nation is a public good in which the federal government has intense 
interest.  This Plan organizes and details a coherent set of goals, objectives, and strategies 
comprising the nation’s health IT agenda.  The Plan describes federal activities that are 
currently underway and address these goals and objectives.  Some of these are conducted by 
ONC.  Most are conducted by a broad array of federal agencies and departments, with ONC as 
one central collaboration and coordinating body amongst these agencies to ensure that they 
have the opportunity to leverage each others’ activities, and that such activities work in 
harmony.  The objectives included in this Plan create an outline for organizing current and future 
federal initiatives to complement each other and act synergistically to achieve each objective. 
 
The federal government is one of several audiences for this Plan.  Given the nationwide reach 
of the goals and the breadth of resources needed to achieve them, the broader intended 
audience for this document specifically includes public and private providers of health care, 
consumers or recipients of health care, the health IT industry, consumer advocates, and 
population health information users.  The Plan outlines, for this full range of stakeholders, how 
the nation can realize a set of widely endorsed goals and how these stakeholders can become 
active participants in achieving the vision.  It demonstrates how health IT activities in the public 
sector align with and benefit from activities in the private sector, and vice versa, putting each 
sector’s resources to best use. 
 
Overview of the Federal Health IT Strategic Plan 
This federal Strategic Plan has two main goals: 1) transforming care delivery, personal health, 
and support through the access to and use of electronic health information; and, 2) advancing 
population health (public health, biomedical research that makes use of health care information, 
health care quality improvement, and emergency preparedness) through timely access to and 
use of electronic health information.  Underpinning the approach to these goals is a commitment 
to a public-private, multi-stakeholder approach and a concern for reliability, confidentiality, 
privacy, and security when exchanging, storing, and using electronic health information. 
 
Goal One: Patient-focused Health Care – supports and builds on EO 13335 by seeking to 
enable high-quality and efficient patient-focused health care through the use of electronic health 
information by providers, as well as patients and their designees.  The information generated 
and exchanged through an interoperable infrastructure, with appropriate available tools, will 
enable health care providers to: 


• Better coordinate and personalize care by providing other health care providers access 
to comprehensive and longitudinal medical records, and providing individuals access to 
their own records through personal health records;  


• Reduce medical errors;  
• Support the prevention of illness; and 
• Minimize duplicative treatments and tests.   


Additionally, individuals will benefit from improved system-wide efficiencies through decreased 
paperwork, consistent and controlled access to health information, and the ability to securely 
access and transfer their information for purposes that may extend beyond health care.  
 
Goal Two: Population Health – supports the use of electronic health information—primarily, but 
not exclusively, generated as a by-product of health care delivery—for critical national needs 
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relating to public health, biomedical research, quality improvement, and emergency 
preparedness.  Such use would promote early and effective management of infectious disease 
outbreaks, improved tracking of chronic disease management, the ability to gather data for 
research purposes, and the evaluation of health care based on value, by way of comparable 
price and quality information.   
 
The consumer of health care is a critical participant in achieving both goals, as the consumer is 
at the center of information exchange in support of health care delivery, and a beneficiary of 
improved population health capabilities and other key activities.  In several places, this Plan 
anticipates the emergence of technologies, generally referred to as “personal health records” or 
PHRs.  These tools support consumers’ (or their designees’) abilities to manage, access, and 
share their own health information, much of which is generated by care providers. 
 
The Plan for achieving each goal is detailed through objectives, strategies, and illustrative 
actions that align with a set of four core functional components: 1) policies relating to privacy 
and security; 2) standards, networking, and interoperability; 3) adoption of technology and 
information use; and 4) collaborative governance and decision-making.  These components are 
necessary to create an environment in which health information can be exchanged securely and 
accessed in a timely manner for the purpose of patient care and population health.  
 


1. Policies Relating to Privacy and Security (“Privacy and Security”) 
The success of a nationwide, interoperable health IT infrastructure in the United States will 
require a high degree of public confidence and trust.  Careful attention is needed both to 
ensure the functional capabilities to exchange health information, and to maintain privacy 
and security.  Only by engaging all stakeholders, particularly consumers, in a coordinated 
effort can health information be protected in a manner that promotes public trust.  
 
2. Standards, Networking, and Interoperability (“Interoperability”) 
To advance high-quality, safe and efficient health care and promote population health, 
information must be readily exchanged among diverse participants.  To effectively exchange 
health information, health IT systems and products must use consistent, specific data and 
technical standards.  These harmonized data and technical standards must be agreed upon 
and in some instances required.  They must be testable in, and applicable to, different 
systems, types of information, and health care settings. 
 
3. Adoption of Technology and Information Use (“Adoption”) 
To transform health care and population health services, relevant health information users 
must adopt interoperable technologies.  To this end, it is necessary to identify and reduce or 
remove the many existing obstacles to adoption of EHRs in health care settings.  Initiatives 
such as the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Electronic Health Record 
Demonstration, described later in this document, should help advance the adoption agenda.  
There must be sufficient numbers of trained technical staff within health care and population 
health systems to enable development and deployment of useful technologies. It is also 
necessary to support adoption of PHRs, and other direct consumer uses of health IT and 
networking.  As barriers are identified and addressed, the current slow rate of adoption will 
be followed by a period of rapid uptake, as the beliefs of providers, payers, and consumers 
shift from “why do we need it?” to “we cannot do without it”.   Adoption efforts must ensure 
that the benefits of health IT reach disadvantaged and underserved populations, and do not 
widen the often-cited “digital divide”. 
 
4. Collaborative Governance and Decision-Making (“Collaborative Governance”) 
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Progress toward a nationwide, secure, interoperable health IT infrastructure and the 
Presidential target for the majority of Americans having access to electronic health records 
(EHRs) by 2014 requires support and participation from all health care stakeholders and 
their participation in advancing health IT.  The necessary planning, consensus building, 
priority-setting, and consistent approaches to implementing policies can best be achieved 
through appropriate structures and mechanisms for collaborative governance.  It is essential 
that such governance occurs across the public and private sectors and involves all 
individuals and organizations with a stake in health-related activities. 


 
Each of the core functional components of the Plan requires the support of the other 
components in order to be fully successful.  For example, interoperability requires the public 
trust that derives from privacy and security protections.  The incentives that will drive adoption of 
health IT require the support of all stakeholders that will stem from collaborative governance. 
 
Interwoven (Matrix) Structure of the Plan 
Under each of the Plan’s two goals, there are four objectives: one addressing privacy and 
security, one addressing interoperability, one addressing adoption, and one addressing 
collaborative governance.  In this way, and as shown in the table below, the Plan takes on a 
matrix structure.  Attainment of all eight objectives of this Plan will be required to establish and 
derive maximum value from a sustainable, secure, interoperable health IT infrastructure for the 
nation, and thus achieve the vision of EO 13335.  
 


 Privacy and 
Security Interoperability Adoption Collaborative 


Governance 
Goal 1. Patient-
Focused Health 
Care 
 


Objective 1.1:  
Facilitate 
electronic 
exchange, access, 
and use of 
electronic health 
information, while 
protecting the 
privacy and 
security of 
patients’ health 
information 


Objective 1.2:  
Enable the 
movement of 
electronic health 
information to 
support patients’ 
health and care 
needs 


Objective 1.3:  
Promote 
nationwide 
deployment of 
EHRs and PHRs 
and other 
consumer health 
IT tools 


Objective 1.4:  
Establish 
mechanisms for 
multi-stakeholder 
priority-setting and 
decision-making 


Goal 2. 
Population Health 


Objective 2.1:  
Advance privacy 
and security 
policies, principles, 
procedures, and 
protections for 
information access 
in population 
health 


Objective 2.2: 
Enable exchange 
of health 
information to 
support 
population-
oriented uses 
 


Objective 2.3:  
Promote 
nationwide 
adoption of 
technologies to 
improve population  
and individual 
health 


Objective 2.4: 
Establish 
coordinated 
organizational 
processes 
supporting 
information use for 
population health 


 
Objectives and Strategies 
In this document, the plan for achieving each goal is detailed through four objectives and 
multiple strategies to address each objective.  To assess progress, each objective is 
accompanied by one or more measurable outcomes.  For some of the objectives—for example, 
those related to deployment of the National Health Information Network—the measures are 
labeled as “developmental”.  In these cases, the initiatives to execute the objectives have not 
yet matured and instruments to measure progress do not yet exist.  The targets for these 
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developmental measures will be developed after the baseline studies are conducted.  The Plan 
indicates, where possible, when baseline data are expected for the developmental measures.  
As in any coordinated effort to achieve strategic goals, the strategies are designed to be 
mutually reinforcing and will, by necessity, overlap to some extent.  Interconnections among 
strategies that address different goals and objectives are intentional.   
 
The main body of the Plan includes a synopsis of each strategy.  Appendix A contains more 
detailed descriptions of each strategy, along with milestones and the targeted time at which 
each milestone is expected to be achieved.  For each strategy, Appendix A includes component 
actions that are more specific tasks to be undertaken in pursuit of each milestone.  Since this 
document is a strategic plan, the actions are provided as “illustrative” examples and do not 
represent a comprehensive list of the action steps that would need to occur, by ONC or by other 
federal offices or entities.  In many cases, the action steps reflect federal agency activities 
currently underway.  All such action items should be considered subject to change as they 
undergo review and evaluation. 
 
The goals, objectives, and strategies of this Plan seek to portray the totality of what must be 
done, in a coordinated manner distributed across the federal government, to accomplish the 
health IT agenda and thus realize the vision of the EO 13335.  Because the strategies of the 
Plan coordinate actions across the federal government, many of the strategies are 
interdependent.  
  
Related Initiatives and Progress to Date 
To characterize the collaborative nature of this initiative, relevant federal agency projects, as 
well as partnerships among those federal agencies and other stakeholders, are cited under the 
specific objective(s) they address.  These activities were either ongoing at the time of, or began 
after, the signing of EO 13335 in 2004.  As new federal activities are developed or initiated, we 
will periodically update the Strategic Plan to include them. 
 
The appendices provide further explanation of the initiatives cited in this Plan.  Appendix B 
contains a matrix that portrays how these initiatives support the goals and objectives of the 
Plan, while Appendix C provides a summary for each of the initiatives. 
 
Timeframe 
The timeframe for the Plan is five years (FY 2008-2012), so the target dates for all outcomes 
and milestones are 2012 or earlier.  While the President’s 2014 target (mentioned earlier) is 
technically outside the time span of this five-year Strategic Plan, that target date shapes the 
timelines for the Plan’s objectives and strategies.   
 
Scope of this Strategic Plan 
Consistent with ONC’s mission and role, the Plan is not limited to the activities and tasks that 
ONC directly sponsors.  (Appendix C describes the activities supported by ONC’s FY 2008 and 
estimated FY 2009 budgets.)  The Plan is designed to build upon, leverage, and coordinate the 
existing and critical roles that many federal, state, local, tribal, and private stakeholders already 
play in advancing these goals.  Many of the strategies proposed in this Plan are designed to 
harmonize activities in the public and private sectors, to ensure that federal resources allocated 
to health IT realize maximum benefit for the nation as a whole. 
 
The Plan is also designed to achieve interoperability over time without requiring either 
substantial replacement of existing health IT solutions or the use by all stakeholders of a single 
health IT system, thus avoiding the necessity for a large increase in funding for those federal or 
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non-federal entities that already have robust health IT solutions in place.  Rather, the Plan 
proposes to set up the foundation and infrastructure to support interoperable technologies and 
automated exchange of health information, in support of the nation’s health care system. 
 
This Plan acknowledges that health care is provided by a wide range of professionals, and all 
health professionals are envisioned as users of health IT.  The term “health professional” is 
explicitly meant to include physicians, nurses, and other health professional groups, including 
health information management professionals, whose coordinated efforts are essential to an 
effective and efficient health care system. 
 
This Plan focuses primarily on information collected for purposes of health care delivery and 
population health, and also contemplates other uses of that information for administrative 
purposes, including disability determinations.  Where and when data elements are useable for 
purposes beyond care delivery and population health (as is the case with diagnostic or 
procedural codes), the standards activities integral to this Plan will be coordinated with existing 
standards that have been identified through the activities related to the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA).  In those instances where health-related 
data support financial and administrative activities, the benefits of interoperability described in 
this Plan will also accrue to these components of the health care system. 
 
The Plan includes, as a component of Goal Two, facilitation of research that makes use of data 
collected from or about individuals in conjunction with patient-focused health care.  Some types 
of clinical, translational, and health services research therefore fall within the scope of the Plan.  
Basic research and animal studies are excluded. 
 
Ultimate achievement of the Plan’s goals will require a robust biomedical informatics, public 
health informatics, and health services research enterprise.  Such research will be required to 
address known challenges (such as knowledge management, natural language processing, and 
the association of health IT with health outcomes) and also respond to new challenges that 
arise as a result of more widespread deployment of health IT and growing use of health care 
information in population health.  The Plan assumes that such research will continue, but does 
not include it.  
 
Lastly, this Plan does not propose new policies.  The use of new technologies will raise the 
need for new policies, and this Plan describes specific activities where new policies need to be 
considered and options evaluated, but does not directly propose them. 
 
Future Steps 
In developing this Plan, ONC worked with other federal agencies to solicit input and assure that 
the full breadth of federal activity was reflected.  ONC will periodically update this Plan and 
actively engage other federal agencies in re-evaluating the strategic objectives and strategies, 
and in tracking progress toward these goals and objectives.   
 
Reflecting the responsibilities assigned to the National Coordinator, ONC will serve as the 
coordinator with federal agencies and departments to ensure the timely implementation of the 
strategies and actions by individual agencies - aligned with their respective mission-specific 
priorities - that are consistent with or complement this Plan's eight objectives.  As a first step, 
ONC will work with the agencies and departments specifically referenced in this Plan, and 
others as new opportunities emerge, to delineate which organization(s) are primarily responsible 
for implementation of each milestone. 
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Tabular Summary of Plan 
The following pages offer a table that summarizes the Plan, with highly abbreviated “shorthand” 
statements of the objectives, outcome measures for each objective, strategies, and milestones 
as well as the target date(s) for each listed milestone.  Due to space constraints, the “shorthand” 
statements might not reflect the entire scope of the strategy or outcome covered by the 
complete statement in the Plan. This table is intended to serve as an overview of the Plan’s 
structure and a quick reference guide to its components.  







 


 


 


Goal 1: Patient-focused Health Care 
Enable the transformation to higher quality, more efficient, patient-focused health care through electronic health information access and use by care providers and by patients and their 


designees 
Objective Strategy Milestone 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 


1.1.1: Develop a confidentiality, privacy, and 
security framework. Publication of framework.        


1.1.2: Identify best practices to ensure 
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of 
information. 


Best practices used to develop standards and certification criteria.  
     


1.1.3: Facilitate state-based efforts for protected 
exchange of health information 


States work collaboratively to develop approaches for increased 
commonality. 


     


1.1.4: Increase stakeholder trust of health IT 
through education.  Stakeholder-specific guidance about privacy and security laws.       


1.1 - Privacy and Security: 
Facilitate electronic, 
exchange, access and use of 
electronic health information 
for patients while protecting 
the privacy and security of 
their information 
(Measure: % of organizations 
with policies and approaches 
consistent with confidentiality, 
privacy, and security 
framework) 


1.1.5: Address apparently inconsistent statutes and 
regulations for exchange of electronic health 
information. 


Published guidance to promote exchange of electronic health 
information. 


     


1.2.1: Advance use of specified data and technical 
standards for interoperability  Use by federal government entities of interoperability standards.       


1.2.2: Identify core capabilities for networks to 
exchange health information. 


Publicly available core service capabilities and data use 
agreements for networks to exchange health information. 


     


1.2.3: Foster the business case for exchange of 
health information. 


An approach for exchange of health information in competitive 
markets. 


     


1.2.4: Increase the volume of standardized 
exchange of health information to enhance its 
value.  


Providers and provider organizations use NHIN specifications for 
exchange of health information.  


     


1.2.5: Promote processes for testing 
implementation of recognized standards and 
policies. 


Testing tools and criteria, and certification criteria are available. 
     


1.2.6: Encourage provision of electronic personal 
health information in standardized form.  


Consumers have increased access to personal health information 
through interoperable technologies. 


     


1.2.7: Increase the number of competitive health 
information service providers. Numerous health information service providers.      


1.2 - Interoperability: Enable 
exchange of health 
information to support 
patients’ health and care 
needs 
(Measure: % of providers and 
organizations using 
recognized interoperability 
standards to connect and 
exchange information.) 


1.2.8  Use standards to empower use of health 
information beyond direct patient care delivery. 


Standards for a patient’s authorized release to a trusted entity for 
non-health care purposes. 
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1.3.1: Remove business obstacles for provider use 
of EHRs. Physicians using certified EHRs are eligible for malpractice credit.      


1.3.2: Make EHRs easy to buy and implement. Available approaches for provider support for EHR adoption.      
1.3.3: Increase value of EHRs through technology. Certified EHRs with clinical decision support.      
1.3.4: Promote certified health IT products as 
essential to clinical care. Majority of products are certified.      


1.3.5: Develop the workforce for health IT product 
development and use. Study quantifies the needed workforce.      


1.3.6: Identify ways for PHRs to link to useful health 
and care applications. Consensus about the components of a certified PHR.      


1.3.7: Advance PHR and consumer health IT tools. Creation of a plan to guide PHR development.      
1.3.8: Minimize provider liability when using health 
IT. 


Increased provider understanding of health IT liability risks as 
evidenced through research results. 


     


1.3 - Adoption: Promote 
nationwide deployment of 
EHRs and PHRs and other 
consumer health IT tools 
(Measure: % of physician 
offices, and small offices, 
using certified EHR systems) 


1.3.9: Remove barriers to treating patients outside 
of provider offices. 


Published results of public/private collaborations supporting secure 
messaging pilots.   


     


1.4.1: Establish an entity to advance nationwide 
exchange of health information. 


A public-private entity oversees nationwide exchange of health 
information. 


     


1.4.2: Assure consumer representation in 
stakeholder governance. 


Consumer participation in activities related to the exchange of 
health information. 


     


1.4 - Collaborative 
Governance: Establish 
mechanisms for multi-
stakeholder priority-setting 
and decision-making 
(Measure: Establishment of 
self-sustaining AHIC 
successor) 


1.4.3: Promote active and appropriate participation 
by all relevant government agencies in multi-
stakeholder governance entities activities. 


Mechanisms enable federal, state, and local governance entities to 
have input into decision-making processes. 


     


Goal 1: Patient-focused Health Care 
Enable the transformation to higher quality, more efficient, patient-focused health care through electronic health information access and use by care providers and by patients and their 


designees 
Objective Strategy Milestone 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
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Goal 2: Population Health 


Enable the appropriate, authorized, and timely access and use of electronic health information to benefit public health, biomedical research, quality improvement, and emergency 
preparedness. 


Objective Strategy Milestones 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
2.1.1:Employ the privacy and security framework (see Strategy 
1.1.1) for population health information.  


Publication of privacy and security framework with 
engagement of population health stakeholders. 


     


2.1.2: Address apparently inconsistent statutes or regulations 
for exchange of population health information. Identification of conflicts and appropriate actions taken.      


2.1.3: Facilitate state-based efforts for protected exchange of 
population health information. Guidance published for states.      


2.1 - Privacy and 
Security: Advance 
principles, procedures, and 
protections for information 
access in population health 
(Measure: % of federal 
organizations adhering to 
principles expressed in 
confidentiality, privacy and 
security framework.) 


2.1.4:  Increase stakeholder understanding of current federal 
privacy and security laws.   


Federal agencies work with stakeholders to identify issues 
and clarify laws. 


     


2.2.1:  Advance standards to support the merging of 
comparable population health information. 


Population health information users will receive 
comparable data from clinical sources. 


     


2.2.2: Enable flexible models for exchange of population health 
information. 


Three models for exchange of population health 
information are supported. 


     


2.2.3: Assess providers' and networks' implementation of 
standards. 


Electronic verification capabilities will ensure consistent 
use of standards. 


     


2.2.4:  Promote availability of population health information in 
electronic form.   


Networks provide population health information using NHIN 
specifications. 


     


2.2 - Interoperability: 
Enable exchange of health 
information to support 
population-oriented uses 
(Measure: % of population 
health agencies using 
recognized interoperability 
standards to exchange 
information) 2.2.5:  Provide population health information needed for 


emergency response. 
Networks using NHIN specifications provide population 
health information for emergency response. 


     


2.3.1: Optimize exchange of EHR and population health 
information among users. 


Increased automation of clinical information sent and 
accessed by providers. 


     


2.3.2: Minimize provider burden for population health reporting. Certified EHRs will have automated “upstream” data 
transmission. 


     


2.3 - Adoption: Promote 
nationwide adoption of 
technologies to improve 
population  and individual 
health 
(Measure: % of population 
health information that is 
re-used without manual 
intervention.) 


2.3.3:  Electronic exchange of population health data among 
various stakeholders. 


Pilot projects underway for population health data 
exchange. 


     


2.4.1:  Advance data stewardship models for exchange of 
population health information. 


Data stewardship models supporting pilots of exchange of 
population health information. 


     


2.4.2: Implement quality measures in ways compatible with 
different models for exchange of health information. Quality measures are electronically reported to providers.      


2.4.3: Connect clinical care and public health through 
exchange of electronic health information. 


Public health priorities are advanced through coordinated 
governance by AHIC Successor. 


     


2.4.4:  Connect clinical care and research through exchange of 
electronic health information. 


Demonstrated coordination of governance across clinical 
care and research communities. 


     


2.4.5:  Create accountability for implementing exchange of 
electronic health information. 


Accreditation criteria for electronic exchange of health 
information. 


     


2.4 - Collaborative 
Governance: Establish 
coordinated organizational 
processes supporting 
information use for 
population health 
(Measure: % of 
governance entities that 
comply with consensus-
based policies.) 2.4.6:  Develop, implement, and oversee health data sharing 


strategy across federal agencies. 
Federal health data are shared securely across federal 
agencies. 
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Goal One – Enable Patient-focused Health Care 


 
Enable the transformation to higher-quality, more cost-efficient, patient-focused health 
care through electronic health information access and use by care providers, and by 


patients and their designees. 
 
 
Goal One of the Plan focuses on the processes of health care that primarily involve interactions 
between patients and care providers, but increasingly reflect activities of individuals to promote 
their own health and well-being.  Secure access to information by providers and patients can 
promote health care that is reflective of best practices, safer, and thus more cost-efficient.  
Informed patients will be able to make better choices and decisions toward maintaining a 
healthier lifestyle, potentially preventing debilitating and costly illnesses.   Empowering patients 
to direct their health information, to be used in support of the patient’s needs beyond direct 
health care, will bring far-reaching benefits. 
 
The Plan articulates four objectives that support the accomplishment of this goal.  Through the 
achievement of all four objectives, with progress toward each objective occurring in parallel, the 
health care system can be transformed.  In their simplified form, the objectives are: 


Objective 1.1 – Privacy and Security: Facilitate electronic exchange, access, and use 
of electronic health information, while protecting the privacy and security of patients’ 
health information  


Objective 1.2 – Interoperability: Enable the movement of electronic health information 
to where and when it is needed to support individual health and care needs 


Objective 1.3 – Adoption: Promote nationwide deployment of electronic health records 
and personal health records that put information to use in support of health and care 


Objective 1.4 – Collaborative Governance: Establish mechanisms for multi-
stakeholder priority-setting and decision-making to guide the development of the nation’s 
interoperable health IT architecture 


These objectives work together to achieve the vision of Executive Order 13335 and the vision 
that most Americans will have electronic health records by 2014. 
 
 
Objective 1.1 – Privacy and Security: Identify any policy issues, gaps or barriers--and 
advance the development of approaches--to facilitate the electronic exchange, access, 
and use of health information, while protecting the privacy and security of patients’ 
health information. 
 


Measure: Percentage of organizations that electronically exchange health information 
for health care delivery and that develop their policies and implementation approaches 
consistent with a nationwide confidentiality, privacy, and security framework.  
(Developmental.) 
 
Target: To be determined, pending review of baseline data collected in 2010. 
 
Method: Annual survey of a scientific sample of health care organizations.   







 


 
Discussion  
 
To guide evolving technology, careful attention to privacy and security policies, at the federal 
and state levels, is needed to ensure that nationwide interoperable health IT is achieved with a 
high degree of public confidence and trust.  The adoption of baseline and common 
confidentiality, privacy, and security protections is essential to building that trust among involved 
patients and other stakeholders.  Application of these protections by entities engaged in 
electronic exchange of health information can help foster the adoption of health IT.  Addressing 
many of the policy issues regarding electronic disclosure, access, and use of health information, 
while ensuring that privacy and security protections are in place, will facilitate the electronic 
exchange, access, and use of health information for health care delivery.   


• Assuring the integrity of the health information being exchanged, accessed, and used by 
providers and patients can lead to higher quality care.  Establishing national principles 
for health information security and stewardship will allow providers to trust that the 
information they use when assessing and treating patients is as accurate as possible 
and has not been accessed by unauthorized users.   


• Harmonizing privacy and security policies across care settings and communities can 
help facilitate the appropriate exchange of health information and increase consistent 
protections for health information.  Providers and patients will be able to easily access 
and use health information when and where it is needed while being assured that only 
those who are authorized have access to this information.   


• Ensuring that all stakeholders are aware of patient privacy rights, and that patient 
perspectives are included and addressed when organizations develop privacy and 
security policies and implementation approaches, can promote patient-focused care.  By 
involving patients and patient advocates in the policy development process – at federal, 
state, local, and organizational levels – all stakeholders will be better informed about 
patient privacy rights and patient preferences, and this, in turn, will increase trust in 
nationwide exchange of health information.   


 
• Patient-focused care is dependent on patients having access to their own information. 


The use of personal health records by health care consumers is expected to increase in 
proportion to the trust they place in the protections of their information being exchanged 
electronically. 


 
Strategies 
Five strategies work in combination to achieve this objective.  The strategies are shaped by the 
President’s Executive Order 13335 which requires the Strategic Plan to address privacy and 
security issues related to health IT.     (Details in Appendix A beginning on Page A1.) 
 
Strategy 1.1.1:  Develop a confidentiality, privacy, and security framework for policy 
development to promote patient and consumer trust in, and advance the electronic exchange of, 
health information.   


Privacy and security policies currently differ between the federal and state levels, across 
states, across organizations, and among distinct stakeholders and users of information.  In 
addition, new issues raised by electronic exchange of health information are best resolved 
through a comprehensive framework for all stakeholders to consider these issues and 
develop consistent policies for exchange of health information.  Building from HIPAA and 
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other existing privacy and security laws, such as the Privacy Act and the Federal Information 
Security Management Act, a framework of policy principles, developed at the federal level, 
can guide organizations in establishing policies for the exchange of electronic health 
information that apply the same baseline protections for patient information, supporting 
needed exchange across organizations and jurisdictions.  


 
 
Strategy 1.1.2:  Identify best practices for implementing technical solutions to ensure 
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of electronic health information consistent with the 
confidentiality, privacy and security framework. 


Technical solutions are an important means to put into practice the principles established by 
the confidentiality, privacy, and security framework.  Identifying and implementing best 
practices and common approaches for technical solutions to ensure confidentiality, integrity, 
and availability of electronic health information can support higher quality care as providers 
and patients make decisions based on the most accurate and complete information.   


 
 
Strategy 1.1.3: Facilitate state-based activities to identify and address challenges to the use of 
health information technology, and the intra- and inter-jurisdictional exchange of electronic 
health information, while preserving or enhancing the current level of patient protections.   


Many state laws that address or impact the privacy or the disclosure of electronic health 
information were written before interoperable health IT and the widespread exchange of 
electronic health information were feasible and, as such, may inadvertently and 
unnecessarily prohibit or significantly limit the appropriate exchange of electronic health 
information.  In addition, certain conflicts and inconsistencies exist among these various 
statutes, regulations, and policies, whether perceived or real, that present further challenges 
to appropriate electronic exchange of health information. These conflicts and 
inconsistencies can lead to reduced quality of care and inefficiencies in health care delivery 
when health care providers choose not to share information for treatment purposes because 
they are reluctant to risk non-compliance with laws or policies they do not fully understand.  
Through a variety of forums, the federal government has and will continue to foster federal 
and state collaboration and coordination on patient protections while considering 
approaches that also enable the exchange of health information to promote greater quality 
and efficiency of health care delivery.  


 
 
Strategy 1.1.4: Increase stakeholder understanding of current federal health privacy and 
security statutes and regulations in order to promote trust in the use of health information 
technology and the exchange of electronic health information for health care treatment 
purposes.  
  


Successful transformation to a patient-focused health care delivery system is dependent on 
public trust in efficient exchange of electronic health information for treatment purposes.  
This strategy supports educating all stakeholders involved in health care delivery – 
particularly those that hold patient health information – about the protections afforded by 
federal health privacy and security policies. This educational effort, in addition to increasing 
patients’ understanding of their privacy rights, should foster patients’ trust that their 
information will remain private and secure.     
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Strategy 1.1.5:  Identify and evaluate approaches to address federal statutes or regulations that 
conflict or are inconsistent – or are perceived to conflict or be inconsistent -- with the exchange 
of electronic health information for health care delivery, while preserving or enhancing patient 
protections.   
 


Some federal statutes and regulations that were written before health IT and exchange of 
electronic health information were contemplated may inadvertently and unnecessarily limit 
the electronic exchange of health information for health care delivery.  These limitations – 
actual or perceived – can prevent providers from having all the information they need about a 
patient at the point of care.  This strategy promotes a collaborative approach to crafting 
solutions that maintain an appropriate level of privacy and security of patient information 
while enabling appropriate exchange, access, and use of electronic health information.  


 
Recent Federal Government Progress  
Several federal agencies are involved in multiple initiatives that will advance this objective.  This 
work has at times been informed by certain federal advisory body recommendations that were 
submitted to the Secretary of HHS. Table 1.1 provides a list of these initiatives along with the 
appendix page where a summary of each can be found.  Activities focus on offering guidance 
and clarifications regarding privacy protections for electronic health data and exchange of health 
information to support care delivery, identifying variation in states’ privacy and security common 
approaches and practices, identifying mechanisms to foster compatibility of these common 
approaches and practices, and ensuring appropriate privacy and security protections are 
included in emerging infrastructures for exchange of health information.    
 
Table 1.1 – Current Health IT Initiatives and Federal Advisory Committees 
Addressing Objective 1.1 
Federal Agency and Department Initiatives 


AHRQ: Health IT Portfolio (Page A30) 
CMS: HIPAA Security Rule (Page A35) 


NIST: Security Technology (Page A55) 


OCR: HIPAA Privacy Rule and Health IT (Page A45) 
ONC: Anti-Fraud Activities (Page A46), Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology 
(CCHIT: Page A46), Health Information Security and Privacy Collaborative (HISPC: Page A47), Healthcare 
Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP: Page A47), Nationwide Health Information Network (NHIN: 
Page A47), State Alliance for e-Health (Page A48) 


SAMHSA: Health IT Initiatives (Page A54) 
Federal Advisory Committees 


National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS: Page A62) 
American Health Information Community (AHIC: Page A63), with its workgroup on Confidentiality, Privacy, and 
Security (Page A64) 


 
**** 


 
 


Objective 1.2 – Interoperability: Enable the exchange of interoperable health information 
among health care providers and organizations, as well as patients and their designees, 
to support patients’ health and care needs. 
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Measure:  Percentage of providers and provider organizations with EHRs using 
recognized interoperability standards and NHIN specifications to connect 
their health information systems and exchange health information in support 
of care delivery.  (Developmental.) 


 
Target:  To be determined, pending review of baseline data collected in 2010*. 
 
Method:  Annual national survey of a scientific sample of providers and provider 


organizations. 
 
 
Discussion 
Advancing recognized data and technical standards, policies, and networking is essential to 
promoting interoperability of health IT solutions.  The resulting ability to exchange health 
information supports progress toward more efficient and informed care delivery, care 
coordination, communication among providers, and individual care management. 
 


• Sharing health information across multiple care settings can increase care 
coordination and lead to greater efficiency.  Employing recognized data and technical 
standards facilitates interoperability and the transfer and use of this information.  By 
increasing the number of entities that support these recognized interoperability 
standards and meet minimum policies and principles, providers and patients will be 
able to easily access and use health information when and where it is needed.  
Duplication of services can be reduced as information flows seamlessly across 
organizational borders.  Presidential Executive Order 13410 is an example of efforts to 
increase the federal government’s use of interoperable systems and harmonized 
standards.  This Order seeks to ensure that health care programs administered or 
sponsored by the federal government promote quality and efficient delivery of health 
care through the use of interoperable health IT, transparency regarding health care 
quality and price, and better incentives for program beneficiaries, enrollees, and 
providers. 


 
• Exchange of health information using interoperable systems can bring about higher 


quality of care.  Secure and reliable access to the most comprehensive and current 
patient information can help providers and patients make more informed decisions.  
Providers and patients can be assured that consistent information is shared through 
the use of standards in health systems. The Nationwide Health Information Network 
(NHIN) is a public-private endeavor to use standards and information exchange 
approaches for participating networks and entities, which have been developed by 
voluntary consensus standards bodies for exchange of health information among all 
such entities and networks.  It is an approach to establishing an interoperable 
infrastructure among distinct networks that allows for different approaches and 
implementations, while ensuring secure information exchange as needed for patient 
care and population health.   


 
Strategies 
Eight strategies work in combination to achieve the objective of enabling the exchange of 
interoperable health information to support patients’ health and care needs.  Several of the 
strategies under the two interoperability objectives – 1.2 and 2.2 – are similar due to the needs 
                                                 
* Initial versions of these specifications will be developed by the end of Calendar Year 2008. 



http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2006/08/20060822-2.html





 


for a shared information infrastructure for health care and population health purposes including 
occupational safety, public health, and emergency preparedness.  Health care providers and 
population health information users also have unique needs that must be addressed by the 
infrastructure, making certain aspects of these strategies distinct.  (Details in Appendix A 
beginning on Page A4.)  
 
Strategy 1.2.1: Advance the identification, availability and use of specified data and technical 
standards for interoperability that meet critical provider and individual information needs. 


The ability to readily share information among providers and with patients is critical to 
improving care coordination and quality of care.  The infrastructure necessary to support this 
exchange involves incorporating recognized interoperability data and technical standards 
into health IT products and systems to support multiple and different care settings (such as 
an emergency room and a cardiologist’s office) as well as personal health records.  The 
ability of providers and individuals to use dissimilar health IT systems and networks to 
reliably and securely exchange health information is dependent upon these interoperability 
specifications or standards. 


 
 
Strategy 1.2.2: Identify core capabilities and governance necessary for networks to work with 
other networks in support of secure exchange of electronic health information using non-
proprietary standards.   


If networks employ some common network capabilities, interoperable data and technical 
standards to support them, and common governance principles, providers will be able to 
efficiently communicate and share patient information, as appropriate and necessary, 
regardless of the network they use.  However, solutions and networks for exchanging health 
information have frequently been developed to meet specific, often proprietary, needs.  
Each solution frequently has had an individualized set of technologies, policies, and 
governance.  Strategy 1.2.2 seeks to increase the number of networks able to easily and 
securely exchange information with other networks.  


 
 
Strategy 1.2.3: Foster the business case for self-sustaining exchange of health information in 
communities, states, and nationwide. 


Sustainable exchange of health information among different networks in communities and 
across regions and states can improve quality, patient-focused health care, and patients’ 
overall health status.  A number of challenges to the evolution of interoperable technology, 
networks, and services exist.  To mitigate these challenges, federal and state governments 
need to consider and evaluate policy options that encourage exchange of health information 
among federal, regional, state, and specialty networks that use recognized interoperability 
standards and NHIN specifications.  The advancement of business drivers for the exchange 
of health information will enable quality improvement and efficiencies in care delivery by 
solidifying the demonstrable outcomes, financial stability, and infrastructure support for the 
non-proprietary exchange of health information to support care.  


 
 
Strategy 1.2.4: Increase the amount of health information being exchanged electronically using 
the specified standards for exchange of health information – to enhance the value for other 
providers, provider organizations, and networks to adopt the standards. 


Achieving a critical mass of providers who use standards-based electronic exchange of 
health information is important to promoting widespread adoption of interoperable health IT. 
When few providers are using interoperable health IT, other providers and patients are less 
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likely to invest in interoperable systems.  As a result, the utility of the health information and 
existing networks, including quality and cost-efficiency improvements in care delivery, are 
not maximized.  The federal government, with support from relevant stakeholders, will 
enhance health information available for exchange and support a range of approaches and 
models designed to support shared, standards-based exchange of health information.  An 
NHIN that connects several models of information exchange through the use of 
interoperability standards and specifications will increase the cost-efficiency of care delivery 
by enabling greater information exchange across more diverse users and settings.   


 
 
Strategy 1.2.5: Promote the development of the processes and infrastructure for testing, 
verification, and implementation of recognized standards and services, and nationwide policies 
in networks, connected systems, and health IT. 


Verification of the accurate implementation and use of data and technical standards is 
critical to increasing the interoperability of solutions for exchange of health information. 
Certification of systems, conformance testing capabilities, and on-site verification of the 
accurate implementation of standards are all necessary components to enhance the 
capabilities of and achieve continued growth among interoperable networks.  As 
interoperability standards and specifications are established and updated, methods to test 
and verify their implementation will be critical to ensure that exchange of health information 
seamlessly evolves.  Strategy 1.2.5 seeks to promote the development of processes and 
infrastructure for testing and verifying that recognized data and technical standards and 
nationwide policies are being consistently implemented to ensure interoperability. 


 
 
Strategy 1.2.6: Encourage health care organizations to provide personal health information in 
useable standardized electronic form to consumers or their designees.  


Consumers are being encouraged to take a more active role in managing their own health 
care.  Interoperable health IT can catalyze patient-focused care by increasing consumers’ 
(or their designees’) ability to electronically access, accumulate, and manage their personal 
health information.  Greater access to usable, electronic health information in standard 
formats can yield improvements in health literacy, patient-provider communication, care 
coordination, and overall quality of care.  Strategy 1.2.6 seeks to encourage health care 
organizations to offer health information to consumers or their designees in standardized 
electronic form.   


 
 
Strategy 1.2.7: Increase the availability of health information service providers that compete to 
support exchange of health information. 


The secure exchange of health information can be costly to support.  With shared standards 
there are opportunities for health information service providers to support multiple 
organizations and markets helping to drive down the costs of exchange. Steady growth in 
the number of health information service providers must occur to maximize the ability of 
providers and patients to access and use electronic health information for care delivery.  
Currently, a number of different models for exchange of health information have emerged; 
however, most organizations still cannot exchange data with each other.  Information 
service providers that adhere to recognized interoperability standards, specifications, and 
policies will be able to support an interoperable health information infrastructure nationwide. 


 
Strategy 1.2.8: Through the identification and recognition of standards, empower individuals to 
use their health data to serve their needs beyond direct patient care delivery. 
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Medical records play a significant role in many areas of an individual’s life beyond direct 
patient care. Records are needed for everything from preventing illness, to establishing 
immunizations for school attendance, to determining the impact of a disabling condition in 
order to obtain services and benefits. Immediately critical in this arena is the need to enable 
persons with disabilities to authorize the electronic movement of their medical records to key 
public and private service providers.  This strategy seeks to promote the development and 
recognition of standards necessary to support this type of interoperability, and to encourage 
providers to take advantage of the benefits it brings.   


 
 
Recent Federal Government Progress  
Several federal agencies are involved in multiple initiatives that will advance this objective.  This 
work has at times been informed by certain federal advisory body recommendations that were 
submitted to the Secretary of HHS. Table 1.2 provides a list of these initiatives along with the 
appendix page where a summary of each can be found.  Activities focus on three main areas: 
support of development of data and technology exchange standards; pilot testing of standards; 
and adopting standards within the federal government and promoting adoption within the private 
sector.  
 
 
Table 1.2 – Current Health IT Initiatives and Federal Advisory Committees 
Addressing Objective 1.2 
Federal Agency and Department Initiatives 


AHRQ: Health IT Portfolio (Page A30), United States Health Information Knowledgebase (USHIK: Page 
A31) 


CMS: ICD-10 (Page A36), Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA: Page A36), Medicaid 
Transformation Grants (Page A36), Beneficiary Information Services (Page A35) 


FDA: Structured Product Labeling for Products (Page A38) 


HRSA: Health IT Electronic Health Record and Innovations Grants (Page A39), Telehealth Grants 
(Page A39), Regional Genetic and Newborn Screening Service Collaboratives (Page A39) 


IHS: Resource and Patient Management System (Page A41) 


NIH: Cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid (Page A42), Support, Maintenance, & Dissemination of 
Standard Clinical Vocabularies (Page A43) 


ONC:  Planning for AHIC 2.0 (Page A48), Certification Commission for Healthcare Information 
Technology (CCHIT: Page A46), Federal Interdepartmental Health IT Collaborative [Multi-agency] (Page 
A46), Federal Health Architecture (FHA) [Multi-agency] (Page A47), Healthcare Information Technology 
Standards Panel (HITSP: Page A47), Nationwide Health Information Network (NHIN: Page A47), Use 
Case Development (Page A49) 


HHS/OS: Personalized Healthcare (Page A52), Value-driven Health Care (Page A53) 


SAMHSA: Health IT Initiatives (Page A54) 


NIST: Conformance Testing Infrastructure (Page A55); Security Technology (Page A55) 


DoD: AHLTA (Page A56), Memorandum of Agreement with State of Florida (Page A56) 


SSA: Medical Evidence Request and Data Use Prototype (Page 59), NHIN “Release of Information to a 
Trusted Entity”  Use Case Funding and Participation (Page 59), Personal Health Record Prototype 
(Page 59) 
VA: Personal Health Record (Page A57) 


FCC: Rural Health Care Pilot Program (Page A58) 


Inter-Departmental and Inter-Agency Initiatives 
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Table 1.2 – Current Health IT Initiatives and Federal Advisory Committees 
Addressing Objective 1.2 


AHRQ, FDA, NLM, NCI, and VA: Data Standards Program (Page A59) 


DoD and VA: Exchange of Information (FHIE, BHIE, CHDR, LDSI: Page A60) 


DoD and VA: Joint EHR (Page A60) 


Federal Advisory Committees 
National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS: Page A62) 
American Health Information Community (AHIC: Page A63), with its workgroups on Consumer 
Empowerment (Page A65), Electronic Health Records (Page A65), Personalized Healthcare (Page A66) 


 
 


**** 
 
 
Objective 1.3 – Adoption:  Promote the nationwide adoption of interoperable electronic 
health records (EHRs) by providers, and the adoption of personal health records (PHRs) 
and other consumer health IT tools by consumers and their designees. 
 


Measure:  Percentage of physician offices using certified EHR systems.   
 
Target:  40% by 2012 
(This outcome targeted for 2012 is consistent with President Bush’s target of the majority 
of Americans to have access to EHRs by 2014.) 
 
Measure:  Percentage of small physician office practices (those with five physicians or 
fewer) using certified EHR systems. 
 
Target:  12% by 2012 
 
Method:  Annual national survey of a scientific sample of physician offices. 


 
Discussion 
Adoption of interoperable health information technology by providers and patients and its 
subsequent routine use are the critical foundations for transforming the current health care 
system to one that focuses on the patient while providing quality in an efficient manner. 
 


• In its 2001 report - Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st 
Century* – the Institute of Medicine describes quality care as safe, timely, effective, 
efficient, equitable, and patient-centric.  The report documents how this might be 
achieved, including the critical importance of timely access by clinicians to accurate and 
comprehensive electronic health information about each of their patients.   
 
Adoption of interoperable electronic health records by clinicians throughout the delivery 
system can improve: 


                                                 
* Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st Century.  Committee on Quality of 
Health Care in America, Institute of Medicine.  National Academy Press.  Washington, DC.  2001. (Full 
text available at: http://www.nap.edu). 
 



http://www.iom.edu/?id=12736

http://www.iom.edu/?id=12736

http://www.nap.edu/
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1. Safety through provision of warnings and alerts when actions are taken that 
could injure a patient. 


2. Timeliness by fostering communications between providers and patients to 
assure that an individual’s needs are understood prior to a scheduled encounter 
and appropriately met. 


3. Effectiveness by providing and assessing comprehensive information about a 
patient’s care against evidence-based guidelines for care.  


4. Efficiency by presenting the comprehensive information necessary to coordinate 
care across multiple settings and providers, thus eliminating duplication and 
delays. 


5. Equity as these technologies are made widely available to all populations.  
6. Patient-centeredness by incorporating and presenting information about patient 


choices, preferences, and values in their clinical record**.   
 


• Widespread adoption of health information technologies will also support more cost 
efficient care – beyond the efficiencies gained from improvements in quality from 
enhanced patient safety, effective application of preventive processes, and better 
coordinated care.  Through the use of health IT, more robust data will become available 
about variations in outcomes associated with different care processes.  And, as 
therapies are tailored more specifically to each patient, the health system will become 
more cost-efficient by employing only those therapies known to be effective for that 
patient. 
 


• The health of individuals and of communities is not solely dependent on the health care 
delivery system.  Individuals are in part responsible for their own health, and can affect it 
through the decisions they make regarding their lifestyle, dietary and exercise habits, 
accessing preventive health care services, and even pursuit of “good health” according 
to their own personal, basic beliefs.  However, choices and beliefs will lead to better 
health only if a person is well-informed.  Electronic access to one’s own clinical 
information, the ability to communicate electronically with one’s clinicians, the ability to 
ensure that medical information is available to key non-medical service providers, and 
the ability to access pertinent health information related to one’s condition or situation 
are all critical to well-informed, timely, individual choice and engagement.  Personal 
Health Records (PHRs) are products that can collect, collate, and present the 
comprehensive data needed by engaged, activated individuals and for tools that can 
reformat the data in a manner most useful for those individuals.   


 
 
Strategies 
Nine strategies, in addition to those related to privacy, security, and interoperability, work 
together to achieve the objective of nationwide adoption of EHRs, PHRs and other consumer 
health IT tools.  The initial five of these strategies (1.3.1 through 1.3.5) specifically address EHR 
adoption in the health care delivery system and the President’s goal of making electronic health 
records available to most Americans by 2014.  Strategies 1.3.6 and 1.3.7 focus on the emerging 
areas of consumers’ access to, and use of, electronic health information related to their own 
health and care.  Strategies 1.3.8 and 1.3.9 are designed to advance patient-focused health 
care by addressing liability, licensure, and other issues that can promote the provision of care 


                                                 
** Patient-centered care is defined as care that takes into consideration the values and preferences of the 
patient. 







 


when the patient is in a remote setting, not in the same physical setting as the clinician. (Details 
in Appendix A beginning on Page A8.) 
 
Strategy 1.3.1: Remove business barriers and disincentives for provider and delivery system 
adoption of EHRs. 


Evidence suggests that there are barriers to the adoption and use of EHRs, including the 
cost of the EHR, changes in workflow processes, and time and effort required for training.    
This strategy will promote adoption by working to remove business barriers and 
disincentives. 


 
Strategy 1.3.2: Increase the likelihood of efficient and effective EHR purchase and 
implementation. 


The EHR adoption process is complicated, time consuming, and has been shown to 
decrease productivity in the short term, before beneficial effects related to health care occur.  
Sufficient provider training and technical assistance can help health care providers navigate 
the adoption process so that they better understand the products and can purchase and 
implement the software successfully.  In this way, the benefits of health IT will be realized 
more rapidly and the number of effective and efficient EHR implementations can be 
maximized. 


 
 
Strategy 1.3.3: Increase the value of EHRs through interoperability, clinical decision support, 
and other technical advances. 


Clinicians find value in products and services that decrease their administrative burden, 
increase their access to comprehensive information about a given patient, and present 
clinical information in a manner that enables accurate and timely diagnoses, treatments, and 
care.  To the extent that EHRs have these features and these features work well, clinicians 
will be more inclined to invest in EHR products.  This strategy addresses the technical and 
implementation challenges that must be overcome to assure routine inclusion and use of 
these features within EHRs.  


 
 
Strategy 1.3.4: Promote certified health IT products as critical components and standards of 
clinical care. 


The risk of purchasing a product that does not meet the provider’s needs is one of the major 
barriers to widespread adoption of EHRs.  Private sector certification processes would 
minimize this risk by assuring that the certified products meet specific criteria for 
functionality, security, and interoperability.  As such, this process would not only protect the 
clinician purchaser, but would also allow the federal government, to the extent permitted by 
law to directly stimulate the adoption of interoperable products in both the public and private 
sectors through contractual mechanisms that reference use of certified systems.  


 
 
Strategy 1.3.5: Develop the workforce for health IT product development and use. 


Health IT development and implementation require an appropriately trained, highly-skilled 
workforce to play a wide range of specialized and essential supporting roles.  Currently, the 
numbers of trained health IT professionals are only adequate to support the relatively low 
rate of health IT adoption.  To enable the adoption rate to increase, and thus enable 
attainment of the 40 percent adoption objective by 2012 (and over 50 percent by 2014), the 
size of this trained health IT workforce will need to increase substantially. 
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Strategy 1.3.6: Identify key PHR functions and features that will allow individuals to link their 
health information to a wide variety of market-driven personal health tools that they and their 
designees find valuable in managing their heath and care.  


PHRs have low rates of adoption to date for many reasons.  While secure websites that 
enable patients to access their electronic health records are widely used where available, 
there is considerable confusion about what constitutes a free-standing PHR that is wholly 
controlled by the patient or consumer.   This strategy seeks to define the key elements of a 
free standing PHR that will support secure maintenance of an individual’s personal health 
information so that it can link to the myriad of applications being developed in the 
marketplace to support that individual’s ability to manage his or her own health. 


 
Strategy 1.3.7: Design methods to promote the use of PHRs and other consumer health IT 
tools by consumers and their designees.  


Communicating with consumers about the benefits of PHRs and self management of one’s 
own health may require new approaches to be effective.  This strategy will expand and 
increase our understanding of how best to use these new technologies to the benefit of 
individuals interested in better management of their own health and care.  


 
Strategy 1.3.8: Minimize liability risks and clarify misperceptions of liability risks for providers 
using health IT, while preserving or enhancing patient protections. 


Many providers are concerned about both real and perceived liability risks of using EHRs 
and participating in the exchange of electronic health information.  This strategy will promote 
clinician adoption of health IT by addressing issues related to state-based licensure and 
certification criteria that can mitigate liability risk.   
  


 
Strategy 1.3.9: Remove technical, financial, workflow, and other barriers to diagnosing, 
treating, and communicating with patients outside the boundaries of traditional health care 
settings. 


Our provider focused health care system is predicated on patients accessing care in the 
clinical setting.  However,  actual care is primarily dependent on decisions made in the 
home, office, or school setting by the patient – often without the guidance of their clinicians.  
Adoption and use has been very slow of new technologies that can provide data and enable 
communication between individuals and their clinicians at the time when it is needed.  This 
strategy will promote adoption by helping the industry to understand the sources of the 
barriers to adoption and by identifying solutions that promote more widespread use of these 
technologies. 


 
Recent Federal Government Progress  
Several federal agencies are involved in multiple initiatives that will advance this objective.  This 
work has at times been informed by certain federal advisory body recommendations that were 
submitted to the Secretary of HHS. Table 1.3 provides a list of these initiatives along with the 
appendix page where a summary of each can be found.  
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Table 1.3 – Current Health IT Initiatives and Federal Advisory Committees 
Addressing Objective 1.3 
Federal Agency and Department Initiatives 


AHRQ: Health IT Portfolio (Page A30) 
ASPE: Health IT Activities (Page A32) 
CMS: EHR Adoption Demonstration (Page A35), E- Prescribing Efforts (Page A35), ICD-10 (Page A36), 
Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA: Page A36), Medicaid Reimbursement for 
Telehealth (Page A36), Medicaid Transformation Grants (Page A36), Beneficiary Information Services 
(Page A35) 
FDA: Structured Product Labeling for Products (Page A38) 
HRSA: Rural Hospital Flexibility Grant Program (FLEX: Page A39), Health IT Electronic Health Record 
and Innovations Grants (Page A39) 
IHS: Resource and Patient Management System (Page A41), Telehealth (Page A41) 
NIH: Cancer and Biomedical Informatics Grid (Page A42), Support for Biomedical Informatics Research 
Training (Page A43), Health Informatics R & D (Page A43) 
OCR: Health IT and Health Disparities/Special Needs Populations (Page A45) 


ONC: Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology (CCHIT: Page A46), Secure 
Messaging Pilot (Page A48), Standardized Measures for Adoption of EHRs (Page A48), Use Case 
Development (Page A49) 
HHS/OS: Personalized Healthcare (Page A53), Value-driven Health Care (Page A53) 
SAMHSA: Health IT Initiatives (Page A54) 
DoD: AHLTA (Page A56) 
VA: Electronic Health Record (VistA, CPRS: Page A57), Telehealth (Page 57), Personal Health Record 
(Page 57) 


Inter-Departmental and Inter-Agency Initiatives 
DoD & VA: Exchange of Information (FHIE, BHIE, CHDR, LDSI:Page A60),  Joint EHR (Page A60) 
OIG & CMS: Hospital Donation of Health IT (Page A60) 


Federal Advisory Committees 
American Health Information Community (AHIC: Page A63), with its workgroups on Chronic Care (Page 
A64), Consumer Empowerment (Page A65), Electronic Health Records (Page A65), Personalized 
Healthcare (Page A66) 


 
 


 
**** 


 
Objective 1.4 - Collaborative Governance:  Establish mechanisms for equitable and 
balanced multi-stakeholder priority-setting and decision-making to achieve a secure, 
nationwide, interoperable health information technology architecture. 
 


Measure:  Achievement of a self-sustaining AHIC Successor that will have broad 
representation from public and private sectors and provide coordination and 
continued development of electronic exchange of health information across 
the country by 2011 
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Target:  Successor will have balanced public and private stakeholder representation 
and be self-sustaining 


 
Methods:  Financial reports of the AHIC Successor and review of board composition for 


adequacy of representation 
 
Discussion 
Ensuring a mechanism for collaborative governance involving all major stakeholder groups 
across the public and private sectors will advance the necessary planning, priority-setting, 
consistent approaches to implementing policies, and consensus building needed to achieve 
interoperable exchange of health information and, in turn, support the overall transformation of 
care.   
 
• Governance of the exchange of health information supported by entities with equitable and 


balanced multi-stakeholder representation, will create forums for all interested parties to 
come together to voice their interests and priorities and develop coordinated solutions to 
realize interoperability across the health care system.  Progress toward the goal of 
widespread adoption of interoperable health IT requires support from all health care 
stakeholders, as well as their participation in priority-setting and decision-making.  
Governance entities at regional, state, and national levels facilitate discussion and common 
solution development toward evolving necessary policies, standards, and infrastructure to 
support health care transformation.  Lack of support from any major stakeholder group could 
lead to solutions that work for some and not others, or halt progress toward the goal 
altogether.  


• Multi-stakeholder governance entities can bridge efforts across the public and private 
sectors and geographies to ensure coordinated progress towards an electronically 
connected, patient-focused health care system.  


• Consumer representation in these multi-stakeholder entities will support development of a 
transformed health care delivery system that is patient-focused, with the exchange of health 
information consumer-controlled.  


 
Strategies  
 
Three strategies will enable equitable and balanced public-private governance for the electronic 
exchange of health information that will transform health care and engage governmental 
participation at the federal, state, local, and tribal levels.  (Details in Appendix A beginning on 
Page A12.) 
 
Strategy 1.4.1: Establish a national public-private governance entity to advance interoperability 
and sustainable exchange of health information nationwide.   


Sustainable exchange of health information will require broad inclusion and buy-in from all of 
the nation’s health care stakeholders.  The priorities and activities surrounding this 
exchange must be defined and governed by an objective, equitable, broadly representative 
and transparent entity.  While this strategy recognizes the exchange of health information for 
care delivery as the first priority for widespread adoption, it also acknowledges that in order 
to enable most quality improvements and efficiency gains, these care delivery requirements 
must be coordinated with those necessary to meet population health needs.  Strategy 1.4.1 
also involves mechanisms to ensure accountability of governance entities across 
geographies that will reinforce responsible policies and procedures for appropriate use and 
exchange of electronic health information.   
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Strategy 1.4.2: Empower consumers through representation in multi-stakeholder governance 
entities at the national, state, and local level.  


For care delivery to truly be patient-focused, consumers’ interests must be reflected in 
policies and governance for the exchange of health information nationwide.  Consumer 
participation in national, state, and local governance entities is necessary to enable health IT 
initiatives that reflect consumer priorities, ensure public trust, and maximize consumer 
welfare.  Strategy 1.4.2 emphasizes the importance of consumer involvement in developing 
organizational policies and procedures around the exchange of health information, 
identifying effective methods for engaging consumers, and working to promote consumer 
involvement in activities nationwide.   
 


 
Strategy 1.4.3: Promote participation by federal, state, local, and tribal government 
representatives in multi-stakeholder governance entities for the exchange of health information, 
at all appropriate levels: national, state, and local.  


Communication and aligned priorities regarding the use and exchange of health information 
at varying levels of jurisdiction must exist to achieve the care transformation that the 
exchange of health information can bring.  This strategy recognizes the need to promote 
shared and complementary participation in governance activities and to align goals and 
organizational policies and practices for the exchange of electronic health information 
across all geographic levels nationwide.  It is also designed to support regular and 
organized interaction, collaboration, communication, and participation by federal, state, 
local, and tribal government representatives in such activities.   


 
 
Recent Federal Government Progress  
Several federal agencies are involved in multiple initiatives that will advance this objective.  This 
work has at times been informed by certain federal advisory body recommendations that were 
submitted to the Secretary of HHS. Table 1.4 provides a list of these initiatives along with the 
appendix page where a summary of each can be found.  The majority of these activities focus 
on fostering coordination and building consensus among a broad range of health IT 
stakeholders on topics including federal health IT policy and decision-making, differences in 
state policy, how to advance consistent policies for organizations engaged in the exchange of 
health information, and consistent health IT terminologies and definitions.  The American Health 
Information Community (AHIC) has had a very prominent role since its creation, advising the 
Secretary of HHS regarding health IT coordination and collaboration across the public and 
private sectors. 
 
 
Table 1.4 – Current Health IT Initiatives and Federal Advisory Committees 
Addressing Objective 1.4 
Federal Agency and Department Initiatives 


AHRQ: Health IT Portfolio (Page A30) 
NIH: Cancer and Biomedical Informatics Grid (Page A42), Clinical Translational Science Awards (Page 
A42) 
OCR: Health IT and Health Disparities/Special Needs Populations (Page A45) 
ONC: Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology (CCHIT: Page A46), Federal 
Interdepartmental Health IT Collaborative [Multi-agency] (Page A46), Federal Health Architecture (FHA) 
[Multi-agency] (Page A47), Federal Interagency Health IT Policy Council [Multi-agency] (Page A47), 
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Planning for AHIC 2.0 (Page A48),State Alliance for e-Health (Page A48), State Level Health Information 
Exchange Consensus Project (Page A49), Terminology Consensus Project (Page A49) 


Federal Advisory Committees 
National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS: Page A62) 
American Health Information Community (AHIC: Page A63),  with its workgroups on Population Health 
and Clinical Care Connections (Page A66), and Quality (Page A67) 
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Goal Two – Improve Population Health 


 
Enable the appropriate, authorized, and timely access and use of electronic health 
information to benefit public health, biomedical research, quality improvement, and 


emergency preparedness. 
 


 
 
Goal Two of the Plan concentrates on enabling the use of electronic health information for 
critical health improvement activities that promote the health of communities and the population 
as a whole nationwide.  Goal Two envisions the use of interoperable health IT to develop more 
robust and effective systems for such activities as disease detection and the mobilization of 
resources to manage outbreaks, generating new knowledge from clinical studies, identifying 
health care practices associated with best outcomes, and helping communities manage and 
recover from natural disasters.   
 
Because of their focus on communities and populations, the activities under this second goal 
differ fundamentally from those of the first goal that focus on the care of individuals.  In general, 
the activities under Goal One anticipate access and use of information about one person at any 
given time; activities under Goal Two anticipate analysis of information that is frequently 
combined use for the public good.  
 
The Plan articulates four objectives that support achievement of this goal.  The themes of 
privacy and security, interoperability, adoption, and collaborative governance recur to describe 
the objectives in Goal Two, but will be seen as well in the descriptions of the objectives; the 
objectives themselves and the proposed strategies to achieve them are targeted specifically to 
population health.   In their simplified form the objectives are: 


Objective 2.1 – Privacy and Security: Advance privacy and security policies, principles, 
procedures, and protections for health information access and use in population health  


Objective 2.2 – Interoperability: Enable the mobility of health information to support 
population-oriented uses 


Objective 2.3 – Adoption: Promote nationwide adoption of technologies and technical 
functions that will improve population and individual health  


Objective 2.4 – Collaborative Governance: Establish coordinated organizational 
processes supporting information use for population health  


 


  
 
Objective 2.1 – Privacy and Security: Advance the development of privacy and security 
policies, principles, procedures, and protections that facilitate appropriate access to, or 
transfer and use of, electronic health information for public health, biomedical research, 
quality improvement, and emergency preparedness.   
 


Measure: Federal agencies involved in the electronic exchange of health information 
and charged with population health activities adhere to principles for exchanging 
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electronic health information in a manner consistent with a nationwide confidentiality, 
privacy, and security framework by 2012. 
 
Target: 80% of agencies by 2012. 
 
Method: Annual survey of federal agencies charged with population health activities. 


 
 
Discussion 
A nationwide, interoperable health IT architecture in the United States must be multi-functional 
and dynamic – supporting not only the needs of the health care delivery system, but also 
population health activities.  While it is essential that health information be accurate and 
accessible for this wide-range of health information uses, it is critical that appropriate 
policies be in place to protect patient confidentiality and privacy when health information is used 
for purposes outside of direct patient care.  Objective 2.1 seeks to advance development of 
privacy and security policies that protect access to health information in an interoperable 
electronic environment, in a manner that the public trusts, and through a coordinated effort that 
engages all stakeholders at the federal, state, local and tribal levels.   


• Identifying or establishing policies, principles, procedures, and protections that set 
parameters on when data may be accessed, by whom, and for what purposes can 
promote appropriate and authorized access and use of electronic health information for 
population health purposes.  Coming to nationwide consensus principles on health 
information security, stewardship, and access for each of the population health activities 
– because each has unique data needs – will engender trust among all stakeholders that 
the information is accurate and confidential.  


• Facilitating the exchange of population health data by harmonizing privacy and security 
policies across jurisdictions can enable the timely access and use of electronic health 
information for population health purposes.  By increasing harmonization of the privacy 
and security requirements that are limiting – or are perceived as limiting – information 
flow within and across state lines, or between states and the federal government, users 
of population health information can receive data in a more timely fashion, allowing them 
to more accurately assess public health/epidemiologic risks, report physician feedback 
on quality measures, or deploy medical supplies and staff in an emergency.   


Strategies  
Four strategies work in combination to achieve this objective. (Details in Appendix A beginning 
on Page A14.) 
 
Strategy 2.1.1: Employ the confidentiality, privacy, and security framework (see Strategy 1.1.1) 
for policy development to establish patient and consumer trust and advance the exchange of 
electronic health information for population health purposes.  


Privacy and security policies currently differ at the federal and state level, across states, 
across organizations, and among distinct stakeholders and users of data.  This strategy can 
help guide organizations in developing confidentiality, privacy, and security policies that 
enable appropriate access to, and use of, electronic exchange of health information for 
population health purposes such as public health, biomedical research, quality improvement, 
and emergency preparedness.   Building from HIPAA and other existing federal privacy and 
security laws such as the Privacy Act and the Federal Information Security Management 
Act, this framework will take into account the information needs for the range of population 
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health activities, as well as the need to engender consumer trust that information will be kept 
private and secure.   


 
 
Strategy 2.1.2: Identify and evaluate federal statutes or regulations that conflict or are 
inconsistent – or are perceived to conflict or be inconsistent – with the exchange of electronic 
health information used for population health purposes, while preserving or enhancing patient 
protections.  


 Some federal statutes and regulations related to the disclosure of health information for 
population health uses were written before interoperable health IT and widespread exchange 
of electronic health information became feasible and were considered, and, therefore, may 
inadvertently and unnecessarily prohibit or limit the appropriate exchange of such information 
– or be perceived to do so.  This strategy seeks to increase appropriate and timely access to 
health information across various population health uses, while maintaining an appropriate 
level of privacy and security, by clarifying the current policies for all users in the context of 
interoperable health IT.    


 
 
Strategy 2.1.3: Facilitate state-based activities to identify and address challenges to the use of 
health IT and the intra- and inter-state exchange of electronic health information to support 
population health, while preserving or enhancing the current level of patient protections.  


Many state laws that address privacy or the disclosure of electronic health information were 
written before interoperable health information technology and the widespread exchange of 
electronic health information became feasible.  The federal government will promote 
collaboration and coordination among stakeholders at the state level to advance the 
electronic exchange of health information for population health while ensuring proper patient 
privacy and security protections.  


 
 


Strategy 2.1.4: Increase stakeholder understanding of current federal health privacy and 
security laws in order to promote trust in the use of health IT and exchange of electronic health 
information for population health purposes.     


All stakeholders involved in exchange of electronic health information for population health 
purposes – including consumers – should have an understanding of federal privacy and 
security policies to enable appropriate and timely access and use of health information for 
population health activities.   


 
 
Recent Federal Government Progress  
Several federal agencies are involved in multiple initiatives that will advance this objective.  This 
work has at times been informed by certain federal advisory body recommendations that were 
submitted to the Secretary of HHS. Table 2.1 provides a list of these initiatives along with the 
appendix page where a summary of each can be found.  Activities focus on offering guidance 
and clarifications to ensure privacy and security protections are maintained or enhanced in 
electronic health information access and exchange policies related to population health 
activities.  They also focus on how the array of privacy and security standards, policies, and 
practices across jurisdictions can support authorized population health uses. 
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Table 2.1 – Current Health IT Initiatives and Federal Advisory Committees 
Addressing Objective 2.1 
Federal Agency and Department Initiatives 


AHRQ: Health IT Portfolio (Page A30) 
CMS: HIPAA Security Rule (Page A35) 


NIH: Genome Wide Association Studies Data Sharing Policy (Page A42) 
NIST: Security Technology (Page A55) 
OCR: HIPAA Privacy Rule and Health IT (Page A45) 


ONC: Health Information Security and Privacy Collaborative (HISPC: Page A47), Healthcare 
Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP: Page A47), Nationwide Health Information Network 
(NHIN: Page A47), State Alliance for e-Health (Page A48) 
HHS/OS: Personalized Healthcare (Page A52) 
SAMHSA: Health IT Initiatives (Page A54) 


Federal Advisory Committees 
National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS: Page A62) 
American Health Information Community (AHIC: Page A63), with its workgroup on Confidentiality, 
Privacy, and Security (Page A64) 


 
 


**** 
 
 
Objective 2.2 – Interoperability: Enable the secure exchange of interoperable health 
information among health-related organizations – as well as providers, patients and their 
designees – to support appropriate population-oriented uses. 
 


Measure:  Percentage of population health agencies – in the public sector at the federal, 
state and local levels as well as the private sector – that use recognized 
interoperability standards and NHIN specifications for exchanging health 
information. (Developmental.) 


 
Target:  To be determined, pending review of baseline data collected in 2010. 
 
Method: Survey of selected samples of agencies or results of automated conformance 


testing. 
 
Discussion 
Public health, biomedical research, quality improvement, and emergency preparedness efforts 
currently operate in a constrained environment that is largely paper-based, poorly coordinated 
and inefficient.  As electronic health information becomes more robust and more widely 
available, those engaged in population health activities increasingly see it as a critical resource.  
The advancement of recognized interoperability standards, policies, and approaches – 
consistent with those used to support the exchange of health information for direct patient care 
– can also promote the interoperability of health IT solutions and networks necessary to enable 
the exchange of health information for population-oriented uses.   
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• Implementing recognized interoperability standards and policies can promote timely 
access and use of electronic health information for population health purposes.  
Exchange of electronic health information among such diverse organizations and models 
requires interoperability standards that are specific and verifiable, and architecture to 
meet technical demands.  The same standards should be used to exchange information 
among organizations involved in providing clinical care as those organizations that use 
the information for population purposes.  Doing so will further enable such organizations 
to achieve their population health goals.  At times, a higher degree of interoperability will 
be necessary for these purposes since the comparability, not just exchange of data, is 
critical to ensure that data can be merged from and used by diverse organizations. 


 
• There are several models for the exchange of health information including: 


organizationally based (e.g., integrated delivery networks), geographically-based (local, 
regional, and state-level entities and regional health information organizations), and 
personally controlled (“health data banks”). Promoting certification criteria for these 
organizations which address issues relating to appropriate access will help ensure 
authorized uses of health information for population health activities.  To garner public 
trust for the use of health information for population health purposes, organizations that 
exchange health information and other data stewards should have to adhere to 
interoperability standards and employ common policies for collecting, storing, analyzing, 
and transmitting health information.  Certification for organizations that exchange health 
information will promote implementation of and compliance with standards and policies 
on privacy and security, and data use and availability. 


 
 
Strategies 
Five strategies work in combination to achieve the objective of enabling the secure exchange of 
interoperable health information for population health purposes.  (Details in Appendix A 
beginning on Page A17.) 
 
Strategy 2.2.1: Advance the availability and use of consistent data and technical standards that 
enable the merging of comparable data originating from multiple organizations and sources in 
support of population health uses.   


Clinical, regional, state, and federal initiatives that promote and protect population health 
rely on access to aggregate health data from multiple sources.  The wide array of 
organizations and their varying uses for the data has resulted in the emergence of different 
and often inconsistent data and technical standards.  This strategy is critical to reducing the 
variation in data and technical standards and to promoting the utility of health information for 
population health purposes.  It seeks to ensure that population health data users (public 
health, biomedical research, quality improvement and emergency preparedness activities) 
can use comparable information from different sources.  It will also advance EHR 
functionality and interoperability to include standards, technical architecture, and certification 
requirements that support data sharing and use for population health purposes.  
 


 
Strategy 2.2.2: Allow for flexibility in the models for the exchange of health information 
(organizational, geographic, and personally controlled), while still advancing the specific 
standards and policies necessary to ensure that they all work together to meet population health 
needs.   


Just as a number of different models for exchanging health information have emerged, 
these entities employ an array of technical architectures, network services, and policies to 
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satisfy their unique priorities.  Consistent standards that support exchange of electronic 
health information are critical to enabling timely access to and use of population health data.  
This strategy supports the continued evolution of different models and promotes innovation 
in developing new capabilities and services.  It simultaneously ensures that emerging 
technical standards support the minimal set of services and policies needed to support 
population health initiatives.  This strategy also seeks to foster the consideration of 
population health needs as a critical component of the development of these entities. 
 


 
Strategy 2.2.3: Assess the implementation of recognized standards and nationwide policies in 
entities that exchange health information. 


Testing and verification of the accurate implementation and use of data and technical 
standards is critical to increasing the interoperability of solutions for the exchange of health 
information.  Certification of systems, conformance testing capabilities, and on-site 
verification of the accurate implementation of recognized standards and nationwide policies 
are all necessary components to enhance the capabilities of and achieve continued growth 
among interoperable networks.  This strategy is critical to ensuring that organizations are 
employing the necessary standards and policies to assure secure and appropriate exchange 
of health information.  It seeks to make certain that the population health capabilities of 
interoperable networks continue to evolve such that population health users may access 
and use data in a timely manner.  
 


 
Strategy 2.2.4: Promote the availability of health information in a useable electronic form for 
appropriate population health users outside of direct patient care.  


Public health, biomedical research, quality improvement, and emergency preparedness 
activities each have their own distinct population health information needs.  This strategy 
seeks to ensure that interoperable health information networks continue to meet this range 
of population health information uses and needs.  It will promote timely access to useable 
electronic health information through interoperable health information networks that use 
recognized interoperability standards and the specifications developed through the NHIN 
initiative.   


 
 


Strategy 2.2.5: Advance the availability of needed clinical and resource information for 
providers and emergency response teams when responding to significant events that affect 
population health.  


Health IT and networks for the exchange of health information, such as the networks that 
comprise the NHIN, can connect all members of emergency response teams – from the top 
levels of the federal government to the providers in the field – and enable timely access to 
comprehensive data. Building on the National Strategy for Public Health and Medical 
Preparedness established by the recent Homeland Security Presidential Directive, this 
strategy will ensure that the NHIN can support emergency response needs.   
 


 
Recent Federal Government Progress  
Several federal agencies are involved in multiple initiatives that will advance this objective.  This 
work has at times been informed by certain federal advisory body recommendations that were 
submitted to the Secretary of HHS. Table 2.2 provides a list of these initiatives along with the 
appendix page where a summary of each can be found.  Activities focus on development of 
nomenclature, content, and standards in support of electronic exchange of health information for 
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population health purposes and on testing and adoption of these standards both within the 
federal government and in collaboration with the public and private sector.  
 
 
Table 2.2 – Current Health IT Initiatives and Federal Advisory Committees 
Addressing Objective 2.2 
Federal Agency and Department Initiatives 


AHRQ: Health IT Portfolio (Page A30), United States Health Information Knowledgebase (USHIK: Page 
A31) 
ASPR: Homeland Security Presidential Directive 21 (Page A32),  Pandemic All-Hazards Preparedness 
Act (PAHPA: Page A33)   
CDC: BioSense (Page A33), EPI-X (Page A33), National Healthcare Safety Network (Page A34), Public 
Health Information Network (Page A34), Public Health Preparedness Systems (Page A34) 
CMS: Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA: Page A36), Medicaid Transformation 
Grants (Page A36) 
FDA: Sentinel Network (Page A38), Structured Product Labeling for Products (Page A38) 
HRSA: Connections Project (Page A38) 
IHS: National Data Repository (Page A40), Resource and Patient Management System (Page A41) 
NIH: Cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid (caBIG: Page A42), Health Informatics R & D (Page A43), 
National Network of Libraries of Medicine (Page A43), Support, Maintenance, & Dissemination of 
Standard Clinical Vocabularies (Page A43) 
ONC: Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology (CCHIT: Page A46), Federal 
Interdepartmental Health IT Collaborative [Multi-agency] (Page A46), Federal Health Architecture (FHA) 
[Multi-agency] (Page A47), Healthcare Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP: Page A47), 
Nationwide Health Information Network (NHIN: Page A47), Planning for AHIC 2.0 (Page A48),Use Case 
Development (Page A49) 
HHS/OS: Personalized Healthcare (Page A52), Value-driven Health Care (Page A53) 
SAMHSA: Health IT Initiatives (Page A54) 
NIST: Conformance Testing Infrastructure (Page A55); Security Technology (Page A55) 
DoD: AHLTA (Page A56), Memorandum of Agreement with State of Florida (Page A56) 
FCC: Rural Health Care Pilot Program (Page A58) 


Inter-Departmental and Inter-Agency Initiatives 
AHRQ, FDA, NLM, NCI, and VA: Data Standards Program (Page A59) 
DoD and VA: Exchange of Information (FHIE, BHIE, CHDR, LDSI: Page A60), Joint EHR (Page A61) 


Federal Advisory Committees 
National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS: Page A62) 
American Health Information Community (AHIC: Page A63), with its workgroups on Consumer 
Empowerment (Page A65), Electronic Health Records (Page A65), Personalized Healthcare (Page A66), 
Population Health and Clinical Care Connections (Page A67), Quality (Page A67) 


 
 


 
 


**** 
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Objective 2.3 – Adoption:  Promote the nationwide adoption of information technologies 
that enable the reliable and efficient exchange of electronic health information to 
continuously improve population health activities and individual health care services.   
 


Measure:  Increase the electronic health information transmitted for population health 
use by ambulatory and inpatient providers that is re-use of information routinely collected 
in the course of patient care without re-entry or other manual intervention. 
(Developmental.) 
 
Target: To be determined, pending review of baseline data collected in 2010. 
 
Method: Survey of representative samples of population health agencies 


 
Discussion 
Improvements and advances in population health and individual health care services depend on 
the ability to transmit electronic health information efficiently and securely among data sources 
and data users.  Information can flow in both directions: “upstream” from providers and 
consumers to authorized population health agencies, and “downstream” from population health 
agencies to providers, consumers, and their communities.  Patients, providers, community 
agencies, and population health agencies have distinct information to offer one another to serve 
a wide range of useful purposes. 


 
The increasing availability of individual patient data in electronic form creates enormous 
potential for enhancing public health, clinical research, heath care quality studies, and 
emergency preparedness.  With appropriate protections of security and privacy, information can 
flow from practice-based or other local systems to population health agencies and be 
immediately available for analysis.  During disease outbreaks or natural disasters, this 
information can promote all important “situational awareness” that can save lives and make best 
use of the available resources.   
 
Reporting of patient-specific data for population health purposes – such as disease surveillance, 
clinical research, or quality studies – can be improved with the adoption of health IT 
functionalities and standards which will support ‘real-time’ transmission of data.  The adoption of 
technologies and tools that streamline and automate the information flow is an essential step in 
realizing the full potential of population health through health IT. 
 
 
Strategies 
Three strategies work together to achieve Objective 2.3 of establishing an efficient exchange of 
information among relevant entities to improve population health activities and individual health 
care services.  (Details in Appendix A beginning on Page A19.) 
 
Strategy 2.3.1: Establish mechanisms to optimize the exchange of information between care 
providers using EHRs and authorized users of population health data, as well as among 
authorized users and recipients of population health data.   


Health IT and information exchange can facilitate greater access to and use of population 
health data for all authorized users.  This strategy seeks to enable the efficient transmittal of 
information between EHRs and authorized population health data users, and ensure timely 
and secure mechanisms for the exchange. 
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Strategy 2.3.2: Minimize burden on health care providers when reporting clinical data for 
population health purposes using EHRs and other health IT, while ensuring consistent health 
information protections. 


The increased burden associated with providing clinical data for population health uses may 
limit participation by providers and other data sources in the exchange of health information.  
This strategy aims to reduce the burden on the delivery system and increase participation by 
promoting efficient data collection and reporting and facilitating the automated collection of 
population health data and use of non-clinical data sources.  


 
 


Strategy 2.3.3: Establish mechanisms for the electronic exchange of health information among 
authorized users of population health data, communities, and individual consumers. 


This strategy supports the collection of appropriate information directly from consumers as 
well as community sources, with appropriate privacy protections in place, and the secure 
transmission of this information to population health agencies that are authorized to receive 
it.  It also embraces dissemination of population health findings from population health 
agencies to consumers and communities.  This mode of information exchange, which 
connects consumers to population health information without intermediation by health care 
providers, poses unique challenges that need to be examined and resolved, but the 
potential benefits are significant. 


 
 
Recent Federal Government Progress  
Several federal agencies are involved in multiple initiatives that will advance this objective.  This 
work has at times been informed by certain federal advisory body recommendations that were 
submitted to the Secretary of HHS. Table 2.3 provides a list of these initiatives along with the 
appendix page where a summary of each can be found.  Activities across the government 
include deployment of systems, infrastructure, and policies that enable secure adoption, use 
and integration of population based exchange of health information. 
 
Table 2.3 – Current Health IT Initiatives and Federal Advisory Committees 
Addressing Objective 2.3 
Federal Agency and Department Initiatives 


AHRQ: Health IT Portfolio (Page A30) 
ASPR: Homeland Security Presidential Directive 21 (Page A32), Pandemic All-Hazards Preparedness 
Act (PAHPA: Page A33)  
CDC: BioSense (Page A33), Public Health Information Network (Page A34) 
CMS: ICD-10  (Page A36), Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA: Page A36) 
FDA: Sentinel Network (Page A38), Structured Product Labeling for Products (Page A38) 
IHS: National Data Repository (Page A40) 
NIH: Health Informatics R & D (Page A43), Clinical Translational Science Awards (Page A42), Support, 
Maintenance, & Dissemination of Standard Clinical Vocabularies (Page A43) 
ONC: Use Case Development (Page A49) 
HHS/OS: Personalized Healthcare (Page A52), Value-driven Health Care (Page A53) 
SAMHSA: Health IT Initiatives (Page A54) 
DoD: AHLTA (Page A56) 
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Federal Advisory Committees 


American Health Information Community (AHIC: Page A63), with its workgroups on Chronic Care (Page 
A65), Consumer Empowerment (Page A65), Electronic Health Records (Page A65), Personalized 
Healthcare (Page A66) 


 
 
 


**** 
 
 
Objective 2.4 – Collaborative Governance: Establish coordinated and effective 
organizational processes—at the federal, state, local. and tribal levels—to promote the 
availability and management of aggregated clinical information to benefit population 
health. 
 


Measure:   Percentage of governance entities with responsibility related to the 
exchange and use of information for population health that comply with 
consensus-based policies and processes.  (Developmental.) 


 
Target:  To be determined, pending review of baseline data collected in 2010. 
 
Method:  Survey of governance entities or results of accreditation process if one is in 


place. 
 
Discussion 
Interoperable exchange of health information enables access to electronic health information for 
population health uses: public health, biomedical research, quality improvement and emergency 
preparedness.  Numerous needs for population health information exist across all levels of 
government and in the private sector.  Each type of use has unique considerations, requiring 
tailored mechanisms and organizational policies and practices to aggregate and share 
electronic health data.  Accountability mechanisms are needed to ensure that organizational 
policies and processes across organizations overseeing the exchange of health information 
protect consumers while meeting public health needs and goals.  Appropriate organization 
policies and processes, consistent with nationwide policies, will facilitate the building of a 
common information exchange infrastructure and ensure that all stakeholders participate in and 
benefit from the exchange of health information for various purposes. 


 
• Coordination of data capture and aggregation across federal, state, local, and tribal 


levels is critical to ensure the timely access and use of electronic health information for 
population health purposes. 


 
• Collaborative governance entities at regional, state, and national levels will directly 


engage a wide-range of agencies and other stakeholders to establish policies and 
processes for the appropriate use of data for population health.  While federal agencies 
directly responsible for public health, biomedical research, quality improvement and 
emergency preparedness must determine how to use IT to support their missions, 
collaborative governance involving the public and private sectors will ensure appropriate 
and authorized access and use of data from the exchange of health information for 
population health purposes.  
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Strategies 
Six strategies combine to achieve Objective 2.4 of facilitating governance and coordination of 
the availability and management of electronic health information for population health purposes.  
(Details in Appendix A beginning on Page A21.) 
 
Strategy 2.4.1: Establish and monitor the use of data stewardship models that allow for capture 
and consistent use of electronic health data for population health purposes through common 
practices compliant with laws and organizational policies. 


Appropriate data stewardship within existing laws and organizational policies is necessary to 
make needed data available to authorized population health users.  This strategy works to 
establish a foundation of policies and procedures to ensure authorized and appropriate use 
of electronic health information for public health, biomedical research, quality improvement, 
and emergency preparedness.  This foundation will facilitate a consistent approach to data 
stewardship across initiatives for the exchange of health information that are also involved 
with data aggregation and sharing for population health purposes.  


 
 
Strategy 2.4.2: In concert with federal partners, identify and coordinate priorities, policies, and 
practices that are needed to develop and implement quality measures in ways that are 
compatible with different models for the exchange of health information.  


There are unique concerns related to the collection and aggregation of electronic health 
information for defining and evaluating quality of care.  This strategy supports the effective 
use of electronic health data by facilitating standardized data elements aligned across 
multiple stakeholders’ quality measurement initiatives and promotes the use of an 
automated common set of electronic data elements.  The use of this common data set will 
facilitate collection and aggregation of electronic health data that forms more complex and 
complete data resources for quality measurement.  


 
 
Strategy 2.4.3: Identify mechanisms, policies, and practices needed to connect clinical care 
and public health for public health purposes, including biosurveillance and emergency 
preparedness. 


The exchange of electronic health information can support public health data needs at the 
federal, state, local, and tribal levels.  This strategy will facilitate increased use of automated 
electronic health information for public health, biosurveillance, and emergency preparedness 
by promoting coordination and governance across jurisdictions to establish best practices 
for automated data collection, aggregation, and reporting. 


 
 
Strategy 2.4.4: Identify priorities, policies, and practices needed to connect clinical care and 
research for the purpose of advancing basic, clinical, and health services research.  


Making comprehensive and timely data available for basic, clinical, and health services 
research through the exchange of electronic health information can advance medical 
knowledge. This strategy fosters a collaborative approach to identifying the data needs of 
researchers, promoting privacy protections for patients and consumers (including informed 
consent), and establishing best practices for aggregating and sharing clinical data sources 
for research.   
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Strategy 2.4.5: Create accountability for organizations responsible for implementing policies 
and practices for exchange of electronic health information. 


Standard policies and procedures for entities that exchange health information can ensure 
that patient privacy protections are maintained as data are aggregated and shared for 
population health purposes.  This strategy promotes consistent application of those policies 
and procedures through accountability mechanisms, including accreditation. 


 
 


Strategy 2.4.6: To the extent permitted by law, develop, implement, and oversee a health data 
sharing strategy across federal agencies that will leverage available electronic health 
information from multiple sources to meet the needs of population health programs including 
public health, biomedical research, quality improvement and emergency preparedness.   


Federal and public health programs that utilize population health information could be 
augmented by a data sharing strategy that enables access and use of standards-based 
sharing of electronic health information from clinical care providers.  This strategy aims to 
increase federal use of electronic health data, to the extent permitted by law, by identifying 
programmatic needs and implementing a data sharing strategy to meet those needs.  These 
steps will help federal agencies to analyze data requirements and availability and support 
standardized procedures for data sharing necessary to realize the full benefit of using 
electronic health information to support population health programs. 


 
 
Recent Federal Government Progress  
Several federal agencies are involved in multiple initiatives that will advance this objective.  This 
work has at times been informed by certain federal advisory body recommendations that were 
submitted to the Secretary of HHS. Table 2.4 provides a list of these initiatives along with the 
appendix page where a summary of each can be found.  The majority of their activities focus on 
coordinating emergency preparedness and other population health oriented initiatives.  Activities 
also seek to build consensus among a broad range of health IT stakeholders on federal and 
state health IT priorities and policies that affect the range of population health activities including 
research and quality improvement. 
 
Table 2.4 – Current Health IT Initiatives and Federal Advisory Committees 
Addressing Objective 2.4 
Federal Agency and Department Initiatives 


ASPR: Homeland Security Presidential Directive 21 (Page A32), Pandemic All-Hazards Preparedness Act 
(PAHPA: Page A33) 
NIH: Clinical Translational Science Awards (Page A42) 
ONC: Federal Interdepartmental Health IT Collaborative [Multi-agency] (Page A46), Federal Health Architecture 
(FHA) [Multi-agency] (Page A47), Federal Interagency Health IT Policy Council [Multi-agency] (Page A47), 
Planning for AHIC 2.0 (Page A48), State Alliance for e-Health (Page A48) 


Other Public-Private Sector Initiatives 
National Quality Forum (NQF: Page A62) 


Federal Advisory Committees 
National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS: Page A62) 
American Health Information Community (AHIC: Page A63), with its workgroups on Population Health and 
Clinical Care Connections (Page A66), Quality (Page A67) 
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Appendix A: Strategies, Milestones and Action Items 
 


Strategies for Objective 1.1 
Privacy and Security: Identify any policy issues, gaps or barriers – and advance the 
development of approaches – to facilitate the electronic exchange, access, and use of 
health information, while protecting the privacy and security of patients’ health 
information. 
 
Strategy 1.1.1:  Develop a confidentiality, privacy, and security framework for policy 
development to promote patient and consumer trust in, and advance the electronic exchange of, 
health information.   
 
Because privacy and security policies currently differ between the federal and state levels, 
across states, across organizations, and among distinct stakeholders and users of data, this 
strategy is critical to establishing guidance for policy development relative to the exchange of 
electronic health information within and across jurisdictions.  EO 13335 requires the Strategic 
Plan to address privacy and security issues related to health IT.  The FY 2008 Congressional 
Appropriations Committee Report (House Report Number 110-231) requested that ONC 
develop a “confidentiality, privacy and security framework.”  Building from HIPAA and other 
existing Federal privacy and security laws such as the Privacy Act and the Federal Information 
Security Management Act, a confidentiality, privacy, and security framework will be the result of 
a federally led effort involving stakeholders community-wide and will serve to promote trust 
among consumers and users of electronic individual health information and to guide all efforts to 
advance the exchange of electronic health information for the care and treatment of patients. 
Confidentiality, privacy, and security principles will serve as a resource for developing 
organizational and state governmental policies and will aid the further development of federal 
governmental policies.  HHS will explore the possible use of federal procurement and agency 
programs for these principles to gain traction.  
 
The following illustrative actions supporting this strategy address the need to engender the 
public’s trust in the exchange of electronic health information for health care delivery.  
Stakeholders need to be engaged in a transparent and inclusive process to develop a 
confidentiality, privacy, and security framework: 


• Based on common themes identified in published sets of privacy and security principles, 
develop a draft confidentiality, privacy, and security framework for policy development. 


• Obtain federal government and public, which includes consumers, acceptance on the 
draft framework and develop the final framework. 


• Publish the confidentiality, privacy, and security framework. 
 
This framework will take into account health care delivery system needs, when addressing 
privacy and security as they relate to the exchange of electronic health information for health 
care delivery purposes.  
 
Milestone 1.1.1: In 2008, ONC will publish a confidentiality, privacy, and security framework and 
engage stakeholders in a dialogue regarding the principles and health care delivery-related 







 
 


activities to foster trust in the exchange of electronic health information among patients, 
consumers, providers and other stakeholders.* 
 
Strategy 1.1.2:  Identify best practices for implementing technical solutions to ensure 
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of electronic health information consistent with the 
confidentiality, privacy, and security framework. 
 
In order to be accountable to the baseline principles established by the confidentiality, privacy, 
and security framework, the technical capabilities of EHRs, PHRs and other consumer health IT 
tools, individually-oriented health data bases, and networks for the exchange of health 
information will need to be examined and may require adaptations.  The following illustrative 
actions supporting this strategy will leverage existing expert resources to develop guidance on 
technical solutions: 


• Conduct outreach to relevant stakeholders to understand current and emerging 
practices and technologies for appropriately managing and enforcing the confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability of electronic health information (e.g., discuss with various 
types of health care stakeholders the current EHR/PHR systems being used in order to 
understand what practices may be implemented by using and building on existing 
technologies). 


• Identify the range of best practices for implementing technical solutions for 
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of electronic health information consistent with 
the confidentiality, privacy and security framework. 


• Collaborate with relevant agencies and offices to publish guidance on best practices for 
implementing technical solutions for confidentiality, integrity, and availability of 
electronic health information. 


 
Milestone 1.1.2: By 2010, disseminated best practices for implementing technical solutions for 
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of electronic health information are used to inform 
standards development, as well as recognized certifying bodies’ electronic health record and 
network certification criteria.  
 
Strategy 1.1.3: Facilitate state-based activities to identify and address challenges to the use of 
health information technology, and the intra- and inter-jurisdictional exchange of electronic 
health information, while preserving or enhancing the current level of patient protections.   
 
 
Many state laws that address or impact privacy or the disclosure of electronic health information 
were written before interoperable health IT and the widespread exchange of electronic health 
information were feasible and became commonplace and, as such, may inadvertently and 
unnecessarily prohibit or significantly limit the appropriate exchange of electronic health 
information.  In addition, certain conflicts and inconsistencies exist among these various 
statutes, regulations, and policies, whether perceived or real, which present challenges to the 
appropriate electronic exchange of health information.  As in the previous strategy, it is 
important to emphasize the importance of preserving or enhancing patient and consumer 
protections.  The following illustrative actions supporting this strategy highlight ONC’s role to 
facilitate state efforts to reach consensus on how to appropriately address such challenges to 
both intra- and inter-state exchange of electronic health information: 
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• Facilitate the evaluation of relevant state statutes, policies, and practices regarding 
privacy and security protections and data access restrictions – to identify challenges to 
the use of health IT and the intra- and inter-state exchange of electronic health 
information. 


• Facilitate the identification of common approaches for addressing challenges to the use 
of health IT and the intra- and inter-state exchange of electronic health information, while 
assessing the extent to which those approaches could impact crucial patient and 
consumer protections. 


• Foster the development of guidance for state-based best practices that identify and 
address challenges to: the use of health IT, the exchange of electronic health 
information, and opportunities for preserving and enhancing patient and provider 
protections. 


 
Milestone 1.1.3: By 2009, states work collaboratively to develop approaches for greater 
commonality to facilitate the exchange of electronic health information and preserve or enhance 
the current level of protections.  
 
Strategy 1.1.4: Increase stakeholder understanding of current federal health privacy and 
security statutes and regulations in order to promote trust in the use of health information 
technology and the exchange of electronic health information for health care treatment 
purposes.     
 
Misinterpretation and misapplication of federal health privacy and security statutes and 
regulations result in a reluctance by providers to share patients’ personal health information for 
health care delivery purposes.  In addition, patients’ lack of understanding of these privacy and 
security statutes and regulations, and of the rights the laws afford them, contribute to mistrust, 
which limits the exchange of electronic health information.  The following illustrative actions that 
support this strategy focus on increasing stakeholder trust in the exchange of electronic health 
information for health care delivery purposes by identifying the areas of greatest concern and 
providing education:  


• Compile misconceptions/misunderstandings about consumer privacy and security 
protections.  


• Develop educational tools to increase stakeholder, including patient and consumer, 
understanding of federal privacy protections.  


• Develop guidance to clarify select federal privacy and security statutes and regulations 
as they apply to the exchange of electronic health information. 


 
Milestone 1.1.4: By 2009, stakeholder-specific guidance that clarifies select federal privacy and 
security statutes and regulations as they apply to the exchange of electronic health information 
is published and made available to all stakeholders. 
 
Strategy 1.1.5:  Identify and evaluate approaches to address federal statutes or regulations that 
conflict or are inconsistent – or are perceived to conflict or be inconsistent --with the exchange 
of electronic health information for health care delivery, while preserving or enhancing patient 
protections.  
 
Some federal statutes and regulations that address or impact the disclosure of health information 
were written before interoperable health IT and widespread electronic exchange of health 
information were contemplated, and as such, may inadvertently and unnecessarily prohibit or 
limit the appropriate exchange of electronic health information for care and treatment purposes. 
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In addition, perceived inconsistencies among these various statutes, regulations, and policies 
present further challenges to the appropriate electronic exchange of health information. The 
following illustrative actions supporting this strategy promote an inclusive process for addressing 
those areas in which federal regulations pose challenges to the exchange of electronic health 
information, while maintaining or enhancing current levels of patient and consumer privacy 
protections: 


• Work with federal agencies to identify statutes, regulations, or policies that may 
inadvertently and unnecessarily prohibit or limit the appropriate use of health IT and the 
exchange of electronic health information and, as authorized, seek changes that would 
address such restrictions. 


• Work with consumer and industry representatives to identify ways to preserve or 
enhance patient protections. 


• Engage in activities (e.g., developing guidance) to address challenges created by 
federal regulations. 


 
Milestone 1.1.5: Guidance is published by relevant agencies related to the exchange of 
electronic health information to appropriately improve the consistency and currency of policy by 
2011.  
 
 
 


**** 
 
Strategies for Objective 1.2 
Interoperability: Enable the exchange of interoperable health information among health 
care providers and organizations, as well as patients and their designees, to support 
patients’ health and care needs. 
 
Strategy 1.2.1: Advance the identification, availability, and use of specified data and technical 
standards for interoperability that meet critical provider and individual information needs. 
 
This strategy is critical to establishing a foundation of common, recognized interoperability 
standards and specifications for the exchange of health information.  It builds on existing 
standards harmonization efforts, leverages the provisions of Executive Order 13410 that seek to 
advance recognized interoperability standards (see Page 15), and supports the development of 
new health information exchange standards where necessary.  The following illustrative action 
steps will increase the availability and use of highly specified data and technical standards: 


• Continue to prioritize and expand a set of common data elements in EHRs, PHRs, and 
other consumer health IT tools necessary to enable critical provider and patient 
information needs through interoperable health information networks. 


• Promote efforts to ensure inclusion of appropriate and consistent data and technical 
standards into certification requirements for EHRs, PHRs, and other consumer health IT 
tools and networks. 


• Ensure that standards are used in relevant federal contracts, consistent with the EO 
13410, “Promoting Quality and Efficient Health Care in Federal Government 
Administered or Sponsored Health Care Programs” (see description of “Value-Driven 
Health Care,” in Appendix C, page A53). 
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Milestone 1.2.1: By 2009, federal government entities (and their contractors) will have initiated 
and will continue to facilitate the use of critical data interoperability standards as well as 
agreements covering electronic data. 
 
Strategy 1.2.2: Identify core capabilities and governance necessary for networks to work with 
other networks in support of secure exchange of electronic health information using non-
proprietary standards. 
 
Health information exchange solutions and networks have frequently been developed to meet 
specific, often proprietary, needs.  Each solution has a unique mission and set of technologies, 
policies, and governance.  As a result, many networks cannot easily exchange information with 
other networks.  This strategy is critical to ensuring that disparate networks are able to 
communicate with each other.  The following illustrative action steps will promote widespread 
interoperability of health information networks and enable non-proprietary exchange of 
information:  


• Leverage existing electronic data inter-exchange systems that transport sensitive data 
and work with evolving health information networks to understand the range of network 
services, policies, and governance structures. 


• Promote the development of standards for requisite data and technical needs in the 
certification of health information exchange networks to support core services, including 
security, through the NHIN and HITSP. 


• Assist in identifying the specifications that support network-to-network exchange for 
enhanced care delivery and patient self-management.   
 


Milestone 1.2.2: By 2009, core service capabilities and data use agreements for sharing health 
information through a network will be publicly available for national, state, interstate, local, and 
tribal health information networks to use when exchanging health information. 
 
Strategy 1.2.3: Foster the business case for the self-sustaining exchange of health information 
in communities, states, and nationwide. 
 
Sustainable exchange of health information within and across regions and states is essential to 
improve patient care and health.  Federal and state governments need to consider and evaluate 
policy options to encourage participation in the exchange of health information through regional, 
state, and other networks that use recognized interoperability standards and NHIN 
specifications.  The following illustrative action steps begin to explore ways to advance the 
business case:  


• Determine mechanisms and approaches to develop sustainable exchange of health 
information, a market for service providers and products enabled by the exchange of 
health information.  


• Identify the role of government in supporting the development of the exchange of health 
information nationwide. 


• Evaluate the value of the exchange of health information to various stakeholders in 
communities with operational data exchange across providers.   


 
Milestone 1.2.3: By 2009, an approach is determined for developing a robust, competitive 
market, informed by emerging evidence related to the value of the exchange of health 
information. 
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Strategy 1.2.4: Increase the amount of health information being exchanged electronically using 
the specified standards for the exchange of health information – to enhance the value for other 
providers, provider organizations, and networks to adopt the standards. 
 
The electronic exchange of health information has been hindered by a variety of barriers, real 
and perceived.  This strategy is critical to overcoming these challenges by promoting sufficient 
information availability through provider participation.  The federal government, with support 
from relevant stakeholders, will enhance health information available for exchange and support 
a range of approaches and models designed to support the exchange of health information.  An 
NHIN that connects several models of information exchange—geographically based entities 
(RHIOs and regional HIEs), integrated delivery systems, and health data banks for personally 
controlled health records--through the use of interoperability standards will enable greater 
information exchange across more diverse users and settings.  The illustrative action steps will 
help gauge participation and promote connectivity:  


• Monitor engagement levels and measure growth in the exchange of health information 
across care settings. 


• Identify and address barriers to provider and patient involvement in the exchange of 
health information. 


• Connect standards-based initiatives for the exchange of health information at federal, 
state, local, and tribal levels that have electronic health information available for 
providers and provider organizations. 


 
Milestone 1.2.4: By 2010, providers and provider organizations will use recognized 
interoperability standards and NHIN specifications to connect their health information networks 
with other providers and provider organizations. 
 
Strategy 1.2.5: Promote the development of the processes and infrastructure for testing, 
verification and implementation of the recognized standards and services, and nationwide 
policies in networks, connected systems, and health IT. 
 
The development and harmonization, of data and technical standards and policies into 
certification requirements is necessary but not sufficient for the continued growth and enhanced 
capabilities of interoperable networks.  The ability to test for and verify the implementation of 
these standards in deployed systems is critical to ensuring consistent implementation of data 
standards, services, and policies needed to support interoperable exchange of health 
information.  The following illustrative action steps will help strengthen and enhance verification 
processes to include testing and validation functions: 


• Support efforts to certify the exchange of health information and connected systems. 
• Promote the development of the processes and infrastructure for testing and verifying 


that data and technical standards and policies needed to support interoperability are 
being implemented. 


• Promote processes and the provision of services that enable health information service 
provider accreditation and network certification consistent with emerging data and 
technical standards and requisite data policies, including appropriate access policies. 


 
Milestone 1.2.5: By 2010, testing tools and data, as well as testing criteria for certifying 
standards and services, are available. 
 
Strategy 1.2.6: Encourage health care organizations to provide personal health information in 
useable standardized electronic form to consumers or their designees.  
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Many health care organizations do not offer electronic availability of personal health information 
to consumers or their designees.  Strategy 1.2.6 is critical to ensuring that individuals have full 
electronic access to their health information and can play an active role managing their own 
health care using tools and services of their choice.  This availability will also help with 
portability across different provider organizations.  The action steps supporting this strategy 
foster the availability of electronic health information (when available in electronic form by the 
health care organization) to consumers or their designees to enable them to better manage their 
own health and health care.  The following illustrative action steps will help establish a 
foundation for the development of secure consumer health IT tools and health care providers 
and organizations to support consumer access: 


• Identify and prioritize the electronic personal health information needs of consumers and 
their designees. 


• Demonstrate consumer-oriented uses of electronic personal health information using the 
NHIN core services. 


• Support development of processes to certify the security and portability of personal 
health records, health data banks, or other consumer health IT tools that could interface 
with interoperable health information networks. 


 
Milestone 1.2.6: By 2012, consumers and their designees or surrogates have increased access 
to and use of personal health information via interoperable health information networks or 
technologies. 
 
Strategy 1.2.7: Increase the availability of health information service providers that compete to 
support the exchange of health information. 
 
A number of different models for the exchange of health information have emerged across the 
country, but most organizations still cannot exchange standards-based data with others.  
Exchange must be supported in many unique ways in many locations.  This strategy is critical to 
supporting interoperable health information networks by encouraging a market for companies 
supporting standards-based services for the exchange of health information.  The following 
illustrative action steps will help foster a marketplace for accredited health information service 
providers in many jurisdictions:  


• Document the range of health information service providers, their services, and the 
breadth of their availability. 


• Work with voluntary consensus based standards organizations (e.g., HITSP) to identify a 
minimum set of standards for certification and/or accreditation of health information 
service providers and foster their use nationwide. 


• Work with industry representatives to identify barriers, such as potential liability issues, 
regulatory uncertainties and inter-state conflicts, to offering health information services. 


 
The ultimate goal is to enable all types of electronic health information, including lab results, 
prescription histories, medical images and information from health care tools (e.g., blood 
pressure readings, risk assessment tools and other monitoring devices) and more, to flow into 
an EHR or PHR to form a comprehensive portrayal of the patient’s health.  
 
Milestone 1.2.7: By 2012, a consistent and visible increase in the number of commercial health 
information service providers to meet the growing demand of heath organizations and 
individuals who desire to exchange information electronically. 
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Strategy 1.2.8: Through the identification and recognition of standards, empower individuals to 
use their health data to serve their needs beyond direct patient care delivery. 
 
There are a number of uses for medical data outside of care delivery and population health, 
such as disease prevention, immunization records required for school attendance, and 
entitlement determinations for disability benefits.  These potential uses present their own unique 
challenges to data access – including consumer control over how data is used, and by whom.  
Consumers and their designees must understand the range of possible uses of their data 
outside of health care delivery and population health in order to make informed choices about 
permitting access to their data.  Additionally, appropriate standards need to be developed to 
ensure that users of a patient’s health information can operate within the parameters authorized 
by law or by the patient and his/her designees, and so that EHRs and PHRs can support the 
automated exchange of medical information for non-health care purposes.  Moreover, 
developing the value proposition for exchanging medical information for these purposes will help 
health care delivery and population health agencies and organizations understand the benefits 
of supporting these consumer needs.  The following illustrative action steps will serve to expand 
the discussion about standards, to adapt to these needs and to provide benefits to the overall 
health care system: 


• Work with voluntary consensus based standards organizations (e.g., HITSP and HL7) to 
identify standards gaps and develop appropriate standards. 


• Work with consumer representative organizations to educate the consumer on the 
values and options of using medical information for non-health care purposes. 


• Develop a value proposition to inform health care delivery and population health 
agencies and organizations of consumer benefits of exchanging medical information for 
non-health care purposes. 


 
 
Milestone 1.2.8: By 2009, standards exist for handling the patient’s authorized release of 
information to a trusted entity for non-health care purposes.   
 
 


 
 


**** 
 
Strategies for Objective 1.3 
Adoption:  Promote the nationwide adoption of interoperable electronic health records 
(EHRs) by providers, and the adoption of personal health records (PHRs) and other 
consumer health IT tools by consumers and their designees. 
 
Strategy 1.3.1: Remove business barriers and disincentives for provider and delivery system 
adoption of EHRs. 
 
Current EHR adoption rates remain low among both physicians and hospitals.  The high cost of 
procurement, implementation, and maintenance of both IT hardware and EHR software are a 
primary barrier to more widespread adoption.  Furthermore, evidence suggests that return on 
EHR investment accrues towards the payers of health care (health insurers, employers, and 
consumers), more than to providers, even though providers can realize some financial benefit.  
The relationship of malpractice premiums to EHR use is a complex issue that could be the 
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source of strong incentives for adoption of EHRs. The following illustrative actions steps are 
designed to minimize these provider barriers to EHR adoption, better quantify benefits that 
accrue to various stakeholders when EHRs are fully implemented, and develop promotion 
programs that leverage these benefits and ultimately drive widespread adoption.  
 


• In coordination with public and private sector efforts, a five year demonstration project to 
evaluate types of incentives that promote adoption of certified EHRs among providers 
has been launched.  (This is the CMS Demonstration discussed elsewhere in this 
document.) 


• Evaluate the costs and benefits to various stakeholders that promote interoperable 
health IT. 


• Confirm through literature reviews and perhaps studies that use of interoperable health 
IT reduces medical errors and improves patient care. 


 
Milestone 1.3.1: By 2010, physicians using certified EHRs are eligible for malpractice credit. 
 
Strategy 1.3.2: Increase the likelihood of efficient and effective EHR purchase and 
implementation.   
 
The EHR adoption process for providers is complicated, time consuming, and includes multiple 
steps (e.g., readiness assessment, vendor selection, workflow redesign, and contract  
negotiations).  The actual EHR implementation process is also complicated and decreases 
productivity in the short term.  Without sufficient provider training and support during these 
processes, failure rates can be significant.  The following illustrative action steps are intended to 
lead to a better understanding of these challenges and provide information to physicians and 
others so that they may confidently invest in and effectively use their EHRs.  


• Evaluate various private and public approaches to supporting providers through the EHR 
adoption process with respect to efficiency, provider satisfaction, and adoption success 
rates. 


• Work with vendors to develop and offer guidance on efficient implementation and 
effective use as components of their “implementation support package.” 


• Collaborate with medical societies and associations to ensure that information on the 
adoption process is readily available to all interested providers. 


 
Milestone 1.3.2: By 2009, information on low-cost, effective and user-friendly approaches for 
provider support for the EHR adoption process is available through web linkages from multiple 
sources.   
  
Strategy 1.3.3: Increase value of EHRs through interoperability, clinical decision support, and 
other technical advances. 
 
EHR adoption, particularly in the office setting, can be both disruptive and costly.  As a result, 
some providers may be hesitant to invest in such products, which ultimately contributes to low 
adoption rates.  To offset these factors and to stimulate adoption of such products and to 
improve patient safety and the quality and efficiency of health care, providers must realize a 
high degree of value from EHRs and related technologies.  Such value derives from clinical 
decision support, workflow enhancements, and access to more complete and better organized 
information.  The following illustrative action steps support this strategy’s focus on the technical 
aspects of an EHR that can enhance care delivery and thus create value for physicians and 
other health care practitioners.    
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• Develop a set of use cases for HITSP harmonization of interoperability standards and 
certification processes that support the needs of providers in caring for their patients. 


• Incorporate EHR functionalities into health IT certification that decrease administrative 
burden.  


• Incorporate EHR functionalities into health IT certification that provide clinical decision 
support at the point of care. 


 
Milestone 1.3.3: By 2010, certified EHRs include clinical decision support. 
 
Strategy 1.3.4: Promote certified health IT products as critical components and standards of 
clinical care. 
 
Health IT can increase quality of care and improve efficiency in the delivery system.  
Certification ensures that IT products have the specific capabilities that enable these benefits. 
As more patients become aware of and directly experience the related benefits, including better 
access to and understanding of electronic health information, patients will increasingly expect 
providers to invest in and regularly use health IT in care delivery.  The following illustrative 
actions signal the federal government’s commitment to the adoption of certified EHR products 
and increase consumer exposure to certified EHRs, thus facilitating a broader general 
understanding of their benefits. 


• Specify that, to the extent permitted by law, certified EHRs and products are necessary 
components for any federally funded programs, pilots, and demonstrations that include 
the use of health IT. 


• To the extent permitted by law, include language in federal contracts and grants. 
specifying that certified products and services should be used and encouraged in direct 
patient care purposes and for products and services directed to consumers. 


• Evaluate level of support necessary for safety net providers to invest in certified EHRs 
and develop ways to provide that support. 


 
Milestone 1.3.4: By 2010, the majority of health IT products used by clinicians are certified. 
 
Strategy 1.3.5: Develop the workforce for health IT product development and use. 
 
In order to fully realize the benefit of health IT, a dedicated and well-trained workforce is 
needed.  Providers and staff must be trained to use health IT, while vendors and other relevant 
stakeholders must be trained to support the implementation of these tools.  A wide array of 
professionals, including care providers, educators, health IT vendors, and standards developers 
will be required to support the transition to IT enabled health care delivery.  The following 
illustrative action steps facilitate the development of a robust and comprehensive workforce 
supported throughout the industry. 


• Evaluate workforce needs for development, implementation, use, and maintenance 
within the areas of clinical knowledge, biotechnology, public health, and research. 


• Working with OPM, promote designation of Federal health IT positions within the 
occupational classification system. 


• Engage health professional licensing bodies in incorporating informatics competencies in 
the licensing process.  


• Incorporate informatics competencies in Federal academic programs, 
mentorship/fellowship programs to the extent permitted by law. 
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Milestone 1.3.5: Study released by 2010 that quantifies the workforce needed to support the 
near-term and long-term priorities to support national deployment of interoperable health IT. 


Strategy 1.3.6: Identify key PHR functions and features that will allow individuals to link their 
health information to a wide variety of market driven personal health tools that they and their 
designees find valuable in managing their heath and care.  


The current low rate of adoption of PHRs and other consumer health IT products, services, and 
tools may reflect a lack of understanding of what they do and the benefits they provide, what 
privacy and security protections are in place, how they link to and communicate with other 
products and services, and the features and functions individuals find valuable in managing their 
health.  The following illustrative action steps supporting this strategy address these issues, and 
provide opportunities to better meet the needs of multiple and diverse populations.   


• Develop clear definitions for constructs and terms related to consumer/patient controlled 
personal health information products and services. 


• Promote certification processes for personal health information products and services 
regarding interoperability standards, security standards, and consistent privacy policies. 


• Develop a standardized “disclosure” statement that informs consumers about the privacy 
policies of market driven consumer oriented tools and services. 


 
Milestone 1.3.6: By 2009, consensus is reached regarding the basic components of a certified 
personal health record. 
 
Strategy 1.3.7: Design methods to promote the use of PHRs and other consumer health IT 
tools by consumers and their designees.  
 
The types of health information important to consumers, how it is protected, how it is presented, 
and how it will be used are still poorly understood. The role of incentives, both financial and non-
monetary, to promote adoption of PHRs is also unclear.  The following illustrative action steps 
supporting this strategy are intended to increase the understanding of consumer use of 
consumer-oriented health IT products and services, the current incentives in place and their 
impact, and better support widespread adoption through various promotion strategies, including 
communication on privacy and security protections.   


• Develop appropriate education for consumers on the value of health IT. 
• Create consumer guidance tools on issues related to privacy, security, and 


interoperability. 
• Promote the availability of PHRs and other consumer health IT products and services to 


specific populations, such as individuals in rural areas and the underserved. 
These and other steps will also serve to engage other stakeholders in promoting adoption.  
 
Milestone 1.3.7: By 2010, creation of a plan that can guide efforts directed at developing and 
marketing personal health information tools  
 
Strategy 1.3.8: Minimize liability risks and clarify misperceptions of liability risks for providers 
using health IT, while preserving or enhancing patient protections. 
 
There are both real and perceived liability risks associated with provider adoption of EHRs and 
participation in the exchange of electronic health information.  Supporting providers in fully and 
accurately understanding these risks and how best to mitigate those that are real is critical to 
increasing adoption. This is a market-driven strategy because certification can ensure that the 
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IT products have the functional features that can mitigate risk. The following illustrative action 
steps seek to clarify and disseminate information on these real and perceived liability risks, and 
to identify technical solutions that can be incorporated into EHR products to mitigate risk.  


• Engage medical societies, associations, and federations of state licensing boards in 
disseminating factual information regarding medical liability, health IT, and the exchange 
of electronic health information. 


• Promote in the recognized certification bodies’ certification requirements, functional 
criteria that can improve decision-making (e.g., clinical decision support) and reduce 
errors. 


• Conduct annual surveys of various types of providers that include measures of 
perceived liability risk. 


 
Milestone 1.3.8: By 2011, providers have increased understanding of liability risks in using 
health IT and engaging in the exchange of electronic health information. 
 
Strategy 1.3.9: Remove technical, financial, workflow, and other barriers to diagnosing, 
treating, and communicating with patients outside the boundaries of traditional health care 
settings. 
 
Health IT, and the electronic exchange of patient information that it enables, are rapidly 
transforming how health care can be delivered.  Remote devices allow providers to deliver care 
and monitor patients, regardless of the location of the patient.  Many technical, legal, financial 
and workflow barriers, however, prohibit widespread adoption of technologies that support 
improved communication, diagnosis, and treatment outside of the clinical setting.  The following 
illustrative action steps focus on understanding the sources of these barriers and identifying 
solutions to promote widespread use of these technologies in the future. 


• Support on-going and new programs that evaluate both the cost and quality outcomes 
associated with the provision of care supported by care using communications and 
technologies outside of the clinical setting.  


• Support the harmonization of standards for interoperability of data generated by remote 
monitoring devices. 


• Remove barriers to electronic communications between patients and their providers as 
an evidence-based first step in engaging consumers in using health IT to manage their 
own health. 


 
 
Milestone 1.3.9: By 2012, results of public/private collaborations supporting secure messaging 
pilots in three independent sites are published. 


 
 


**** 
 
Strategies for Objective 1.4 
Collaborative Governance:  Establish mechanisms for equitable and balanced multi-
stakeholder priority-setting and decision-making to achieve a secure, nationwide, 
interoperable health information technology infrastructure. 
 
Strategy 1.4.1: Establish a national public-private governance entity to advance interoperability 
and sustainable exchange of health information nationwide.   
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It is important that the priorities and activities surrounding the nation’s health IT agenda be 
defined and governed by an objective, equitable, broadly representative, and transparent entity.  
The action steps supporting this strategy are designed to ensure governance at national, state, 
and local levels to implement policies and procedures for appropriate use and exchange of 
electronic health information.  This strategy recognizes the exchange of health information for 
care delivery as the first priority for widespread adoption, but as the current AHIC has 
considered when formulating its recommendations to HHS, these health care requirements 
must be coordinated with those necessary to meet population health needs.  The following 
illustrative steps in conjunction with other action steps will help ensure the establishment of 
representative multi-stakeholder governance for the exchange of health information at national, 
state, local, and tribal levels and help ensure that broad perspective and priorities are 
considered:  


• Establish a successor to the current AHIC (currently being referred to as “AHIC 2.0”) that 
will assume new governance and priority setting responsibilities related to health 
information standards and interoperability. 


• Ensure AHIC 2.0 develops an equitable, balanced, and broadly representative multi-
stakeholder approach to identify priorities and key governance issues for automated 
electronic exchange of health information. 


• Support development of accreditation of governance entities for the exchange of health 
information across national, state, and local levels. 


 
Milestone 1.4.1: By 2009, a fully operational entity with broad representation from the public and 
private sectors that provides effective oversight of electronic data exchange and uses across 
the country. 
 
Strategy 1.4.2: Empower consumers through representation in multi-stakeholder governance 
entities at the national, state, and local level.  
 
Consumer participation in national, state, and local level governance entities is necessary to 
ensure representation of consumer interest.  This level of consumer involvement will enable 
health IT initiatives to better reflect consumer priorities, ensure public trust, and maximize 
consumer welfare.  The action steps below emphasize the importance of consumer involvement 
in developing policies and procedures around the exchange of health information, identify and 
disseminate best practices and models for engaging consumers, and work to promote actual 
consumer involvement in activities nationwide.  The following illustrative steps in conjunction 
with other action steps will help ensure that perspectives and priorities of consumers are 
appropriately reflected in policies and governance for the exchange of health information 
nationwide.  


• Encourage multi-stakeholder governance models that incorporate consumer 
perspectives and preferences in policies and operations for the exchange of health 
information. 


• Identify best practices for multi-stakeholder governance models that promote effective 
and efficient decision making – and promote consumer engagement in multi-stakeholder 
governance activities at the federal, state, local, and tribal levels.   


• Support development of accreditation of governance entities for the exchange of health 
information across national, state, and local levels. 


 
Milestone 1.4.2: By 2011, consumers consistently participate in activities related to the 
exchange of health information and in related oversight bodies across the country, and ensure 
that consumer perspective is represented and valued in these processes. 
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Strategy 1.4.3: Promote participation by federal, state, local, and tribal government 
representatives in multi-stakeholder governance entities for the exchange of health information 
at all appropriate levels: national, state, and local.  
 
Coordination and mutual participation by federal, state, local, and tribal government 
representatives is needed to ensure communication and align priorities regarding the use and 
exchange of health information that supports patient-focused health care nationwide.  
Participation is needed for government representatives on health IT governance entities at their 
geographic level and above.  The illustrative action steps below are designed to sustain regular 
and organized interaction, collaboration, communication, and participation in such activities.  
The action steps also emphasize the need to promote shared and complementary participation 
in governance activities and to align goals and policies for the exchange of electronic health 
information across all geographic levels nationwide:  


• Identify the range of governance functions for the exchange of electronic health 
information at the national, state, local, and tribal levels. 


• Support communication and collaboration across national, state, local, and tribal 
activities related to the exchange of health information – to facilitate alignment of 
activities. 


• Support the priority setting process informed by federal, state, local, and tribal 
perspectives to ensure appropriate alignment and coordination of governance. 


 
Milestone 1.4.3: By 2011, mechanisms enable federal, state, and local governance entities for 
the exchange of health information to have input into transparent decision-making processes. 
 
Strategies for Objective 2.1 
Privacy and Security: Advance the development of privacy and security policies, 
principles, procedures, and protections that facilitate appropriate access to, or transfer 
and use of, electronic health information for public health, biomedical research, quality 
improvement, and emergency preparedness.   
 
Strategy 2.1.1: Employ the confidentiality, privacy, and security framework (see Strategy 1.1.1) 
for policy development to establish patient and consumer trust and advance the exchange of 
electronic health information for population health purposes.  
 
Because privacy and security policies currently differ between the federal and state levels, 
across states, across organizations, and among distinct stakeholders and users of data, this 
strategy is critical to establishing guidance for consistent confidentiality, privacy and security 
policy-development relative to the electronic health information exchange within and across 
jurisdictions.  As described under Strategy 1.1.1, Executive Order 13335 requires the Strategic 
Plan to address privacy and security issues related to health IT.  Building from HIPAA and other 
existing Federal privacy and security laws, such as the Privacy Act and the Federal Information 
Security Management Act, this confidentiality, privacy and security framework will take into 
account the information needs for the range of population health activities, including public 
health, biomedical research, quality improvement, and emergency preparedness.  
 
The following illustrative actions supporting this strategy address the need to engender the 
publics’ trust in the exchange of electronic health information for population health.  
Stakeholders need to be engaged in a transparent and inclusive process to develop a 
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confidentiality, privacy, and security framework that provides guidance for policy development 
and implementation: 


• Based on research on existing privacy and security principles, develop a draft 
confidentiality, privacy, and security framework, as noted in Strategy 1.1.1, that 
considers the needs of population health in the policy development process.   


• Obtain federal government and public acceptance on the draft framework and develop 
the final framework.   


• Publish final framework. 
 
This framework will take into account the information needs for the range of population health 
activities, including public health, biomedical research, quality improvement, and emergency 
preparedness.  
 
Milestone 2.1.1: By 2008, ONC will publish a confidentiality, privacy, and security framework 
and engage stakeholders in a dialogue regarding principles around which population health 
organizations can develop policies that enable appropriate, authorized, and timely access and 
use of electronic health information, and that foster trust among patients and consumers. 
 
Strategy 2.1.2: Identify and evaluate federal statutes or regulations that conflict or are 
inconsistent – or are perceived to conflict or be inconsistent – with the exchange of electronic 
health information used for population health purposes, while preserving or enhancing patient 
protections.  
  
Similar to Strategy 1.1.5, some federal statutes and regulations related to the disclosure of 
health information for population health uses were written before interoperable health IT and 
widespread exchange of health information were considered, and may inadvertently and 
unnecessarily prohibit or limit the appropriate exchange of such information – or may be 
perceived to do so.  The following illustrative actions supporting this strategy suggest methods 
for addressing those areas related to exchange of electronic health information used for 
population health purposes in which federal laws pose – or are perceived to pose – challenges 
to the exchange of electronic health information, while maintaining or enhancing current levels 
of patient privacy protections: 


• Work with federal agencies to identify regulations or policies regarding access to health 
care data for population health uses that may be conflicting, inconsistent, or outdated 
and to identify options for resolving conflicts or inconsistencies and updating those 
regulations or policies. 


• Work with agencies and industry to identify and evaluate approaches, consistent with 
the framework developed in Strategy 2.1.1, for resolving conflicts or inconsistencies 
and updating regulations or policies regarding access to health care data for population 
health uses and enhancing select protections.   


• Engage in activities (e.g., developing guidance) to address challenges created by 
federal regulations. 


 
Milestone 2.1.2: By 2011, relevant agencies will identify any such laws and take appropriate 
action to facilitate the exchange of electronic health information for population health purposes 
and preserve or enhance patient protections.   
  
Strategy 2.1.3: Facilitate state-based activities to identify and address challenges to the use of 
health information technology and the intra- and inter-state exchange of electronic health 
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information to support population health, while preserving or enhancing the current level of 
patient protections.  
 
Many state laws that address or impact the privacy or the disclosure of electronic health 
information were written before interoperable health IT and the widespread exchange of 
electronic health information were feasible, and as such, may inadvertently and unnecessarily 
prohibit or significantly limit the appropriate exchange of electronic health information.  In 
addition, perceived inconsistencies among these various statutes, regulations, and policies 
present further challenges to appropriate health information exchange.  As in the previous 
strategy, an emphasis on the importance of preserving or enhancing patient and consumer 
protections is also present here.  The following illustrative actions that support this strategy 
highlight ONC’s role as a facilitator of state efforts to reach consensus on how to appropriately 
address such challenges to both intra and inter-state exchange of electronic health information 
to support population health activities: 


• Facilitate the evaluation of relevant state laws, policies, and practices regarding privacy 
and security protections and data access restrictions to identify challenges to the use of 
health IT and the intra- and inter-state exchange of electronic health information for 
population health purposes. 


• Facilitate the identification of common approaches for addressing challenges to the use 
of health IT and the intra- and inter-state exchange of electronic health information for 
population health purposes, while assessing the extent to which those approaches could 
impact crucial patient and consumer protections. 


• Foster the development of guidance for state-based best practices that identify and 
address challenges to the use of health IT and the exchange of electronic health 
information for population health purposes, and opportunities for preserving and 
enhancing patient and provider protections.   


 
Milestone 2.1.3: By 2011, guidance will be published for states to consider how to incorporate 
policies related to public health and electronic exchange of health information based on 
consensus recommendations. 
 
Strategy 2.1.4: Increase stakeholder understanding of current federal health privacy and 
security laws in order to promote trust in the use of health IT and exchange of electronic health 
information for population health purposes.     
 
Misinterpretation and misapplication of federal health privacy and security laws result in a 
reluctance by providers to share patients’ personal health information for population health 
uses.  Patients’ lack of understanding of these privacy and security statutes and regulations, 
and of the rights the laws afford them, contribute to mistrust, which limits the exchange of 
electronic health information.  The following illustrative actions that support this strategy focus 
on increasing stakeholder trust in the exchange of electronic health information for population 
health purposes by identifying the areas of greatest concern and providing education: 


• Compile misconceptions/misunderstandings about consumer privacy and security 
protections.  


• Develop educational tools to increase stakeholder, including patient and consumers, 
understanding of federal privacy protections. 


• Work with relevant agencies and offices to develop guidance to clarify select federal 
privacy and security laws as they apply to the exchange of electronic health information 
for population health purposes.  
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Milestone 2.1.4: By 2011, appropriate federal agencies will work with stakeholders to identify 
issues and clarify, where appropriate, select federal privacy and security laws as they apply to 
the exchange of electronic health information for population health purposes. 
 
 
 


**** 
Strategies for Objective 2.2 
Interoperability: Enable the secure exchange of interoperable health information among 
health-related organizations – as well as providers, patients, and their designees – to 
support appropriate population-oriented uses. 
 
Strategy 2.2.1: Advance the availability and use of consistent data and technical standards that 
enable the merging of comparable data originating from multiple organizations and sources in 
support of population health uses. 
  
The exchange of electronic health information among different kinds of organizations offers 
great value in enabling population health uses, including public health, biomedical research, 
quality improvement, and emergency preparedness.  This strategy is critical to ensuring the 
ability of different organizations to share and aggregate comparable electronic health 
information.  The following illustrative action steps seek to advance EHR interoperability to 
include standards, technical architecture and certification requirements that support data 
sharing and use for population health purposes:  


• Define and prioritize a set of consensus based data and technical standards for EHRs 
that are needed to enable population health uses through interoperable health 
information networks.  


• Document and communicate identified gaps between available EHR standards and 
population health needs to relevant standards development organizations to inform their 
work plans and priority-setting processes. 


• Promote efforts to ensure inclusion of appropriate and consistent standards into 
certification requirements for EHRs and networks. 


 
Milestone 2.2.1: By 2009, population health-oriented users of information will be able to receive 
comparable data from different clinical sources through the use of consistent standards in 
clinical care for the exchange of health information. 
 
Strategy 2.2.2: Allow for flexibility in the models for the exchange of health information 
(organizational, geographic, and personally controlled), while still advancing the specific 
standards and policies necessary to ensure that they all work together to meet population health 
needs.   
 
This strategy supports different models for the exchange of health information, and innovation in 
developing new capabilities and services, while promoting consistency of standards to support 
interoperable exchange of electronic health information.  The strategy also addresses the need 
to ensure that emerging technical standards for entities that exchange health information 
support the minimal necessary set of services and policies.  The following illustrative action 
steps will help establish a foundation for the emerging marketplace of entities that exchange 
health information:  
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• Work with evolving entities that exchange health information to understand emerging 
technical requirements, the array of technical architectures, and range of network 
services, policies, and governance structures. 


• Foster a dialogue among the array of population health information users and network 
providers on underlying reasons for and appropriate range of variation in network 
services, policies, and governance. 


• Monitor emerging marketplace for barriers to innovative health information architectural 
design. 


 
Milestone 2.2.2: By 2009, the exchange of standards for electronic health information will 
support at least the three different models for entities that exchange health information 
(organizationally-based, geographically-based, and personally controlled), while providing data 
for population health purposes. 
 
Strategy 2.2.3: Assess the implementation of recognized standards and nationwide policies in 
entities that exchange health information. 
 
Establishing the standards and policies that enable the exchange of health information is the 
first step to ensuring interoperability and is necessary but not sufficient for the continued growth 
and enhanced capabilities of interoperable networks.  This strategy is critical to ensuring that 
organizations are able to appropriately and consistently employ those standards and policies.  
The following illustrative action steps will help strengthen and expand current standards 
development and certification processes to allow for testing of standards implementation: 


• Support efforts to certify the exchange of health information. 
• Develop processes and promote services that enable provider accreditation and network 


certification consistent with emerging data standards and requisite data policies, 
including appropriate access policies. 


• Ensure that standards and terminologies, including value sets, are maintained to support 
availability and currency of recognized standards. 


 
Milestone 2.2.3: By 2010, electronic verification capabilities will actively ensure that those who 
exchange health information use consistent standards and certification and, at times, 
accreditation will ensure the implementation of standards and policies that promote 
interoperability. 
  
Strategy 2.2.4: Promote the availability of health information in a useable electronic form for 
appropriate population health users outside of direct patient care.  
 
This strategy is critical to ensuring that electronic health information is available for population 
health needs, including public health, biomedical research, quality improvement, and 
emergency preparedness.  This strategy builds on the emergence of an interoperable health 
information network using the standards developed through the NHIN initiative.  It addresses the 
need to ensure that additional appropriate population health uses are defined and enabled as 
networks evolve.  The following illustrative action steps draw on existing initiatives and expertise 
to specify population health information uses and needs and will help ensure that interoperable 
health information networks continue to meet these needs:  


• Demonstrate population health uses of electronic health information through the NHIN 
trial implementations. 
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• Specify the electronic health information needs of research, quality, and public health 
organizations. 


• Conduct ongoing evaluations of interoperable health information networks’ ability to 
meet the evolving data needs of research, quality, public health, and emergency 
response organizations. 


 
Milestone 2.2.4: By 2010, those who use the Nationwide Health Information Network 
specifications will begin to make aggregate electronic health information available to appropriate 
population health entities in a manner that meets their range of data needs. 
 
Strategy 2.2.5: Advance the availability of needed clinical and resource information for 
providers and emergency response teams when responding to significant events that affect 
population health.  
 
Health IT and networks for the exchange of health information can connect all members of 
emergency response teams – from the top levels of the federal government to the providers in 
the field – and enable timely access to comprehensive data. In particular, this strategy 
acknowledges the recently issued Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD-21) 
establishing a National Strategy for Public Health and Medical Preparedness.  The cabinet level 
Task Force and advisory committee established pursuant to this directive will play key roles in 
determining what automated health information support is needed and identifying current 
barriers to information availability and access.  Other federal agencies working with the disaster 
response community will coordinate the Task Force efforts with relevant and needed standards 
and network interoperability development activities to ensure these requirements are 
addressed.  The following illustrative action steps support and will make certain that the 
capabilities created through the NHIN can support emergency response: 


• Work with voluntary consensus standards organizations (e.g., HITSP) to identify needed 
functionality through development of use cases, standards, and certification 
requirements to support emergency response.  


• Advance critical network functionalities in the NHIN to support:  
o Situational Awareness 
o Emergency care 
o Outbreak management 
o Response management  
o Emergency Communication 


• Identify barriers that could inhibit data access during disasters. 
 
Milestone 2.2.5: By 2010, those who use the NHIN specifications will begin to provide 
information in a manner that meets the needs of emergency response. 
 


 
**** 


 
Strategies for Objective 2.3 
Adoption:  Promote the nationwide adoption of information technologies that enable the 
reliable and efficient exchange of electronic health information to continuously improve 
population health activities and individual health care services.   
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Strategy 2.3.1: Establish mechanisms to optimize the exchange of information between care 
providers using EHRs and authorized users of population health data, as well as among 
authorized users and recipients of population health data.   
 
The exchange of information between care providers and population health data users enables 
greater accessibility and utility of population health data for all parties.  This strategy supports 
the efficient transmittal of information between providers using EHRs and authorized population 
health data users.  The following illustrative action steps will enable timely, automated, and 
secure mechanisms for data transmittal: 


• Prioritize information for population health uses that can be readily accessed and 
shared.   


• Collaborate to identify and prioritize population health information, mechanisms to 
facilitate accessibility and use of electronic data, and technology and applications that 
support information exchange. 


• Identify and address gaps in interoperability standards for applications that electronically 
transmit population health information to providers. 


 
These and other steps will contribute to best practices for the exchange of health information 
between providers and population health data users.   
 
Milestone 2.3.1: By 2012, standards will exist that increase the automation of clinical information 
electronically sent and accessed by providers and authorized population health data users. 
 
Strategy 2.3.2: Minimize burden on health care providers when reporting clinical data for 
population health purposes using EHRs and other health IT, while ensuring consistent health 
information protections. 
 
The increased burden associated with providing clinical data for population health uses may 
limit participation by providers and other data sources.  This strategy aims to reduce the burden 
on the delivery system by promoting efficient data collection and reporting.  The following 
illustrative action steps facilitate automated collection of population health data and use of non-
clinical data sources:  


• Identify methods to standardize or streamline queries made by authorized population 
health users to collect data for population health purposes (e.g., use of data brokers, 
automated data capture from standardized transactions).   


• Identify non-clinical sources currently maintaining electronic clinical health information, 
and determine if they can serve as alternative sources of provider data (e.g., claims 
databases, registries, labs, and consumers).  


• Develop guidance on using the range of alternate electronic data sources and explore 
the need for accreditation of these sources.       


 
Along with other actions, these steps will encourage increased participation and buy-in from 
providers and others that serve as data sources.  When federal agencies are the recipients of 
population health data reporting, this strategy supports the intent and stipulations of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act.  
 
Milestone 2.3.2: By 2012, certified EHRs will have features that enable them to transmit 
automated data to population health agencies. 
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Strategy 2.3.3: Establish mechanisms for the electronic exchange of health information among 
authorized users of population health data, communities, and individual consumers. 
 
Consumers and communities are also sources of electronic health information, and their 
information exchange with authorized population health data users is subject to unique 
challenges and benefits.  This strategy supports the collection of appropriate information directly 
from consumers as well as community sources, with appropriate privacy protections in place, 
and the secure transmission of this information to population health agencies that are 
authorized to receive it.  It also embraces dissemination of population health findings from 
population health agencies to consumers and communities.  The following illustrative action 
steps are designed to identify and create tools to enable consumers’ and communities’ 
transmittal and use of population health data:  


• Identify data elements for population health uses for which consumers and communities 
may be a preferred or unique resource for collection and reporting, as compared to 
providers or other data sources (e.g., risk assessments or full medication lists including 
over-the-counter medications).   


• Support the development of population health applications that can interoperate with 
community- and consumer-based health IT tools to transmit population health 
information.   


• Promote education for communities and consumers on how to use population health 
data.   


 
These actions, along with others, facilitate access and understanding of consumer data by 
authorized population health data users, communities, and individual consumers.   
 
Milestone 2.3.3: By 2012, one or more pilot projects will be underway to explore the feasibility of 
the exchange of health information among population health organizations, community-based 
organizations, and individual consumers. 
 
 


**** 
 
Strategies for Objective 2.4 
Collaborative Governance: Establish coordinated and effective organizational 
processes—at the federal, state, local and tribal levels—to promote the availability and 
management of aggregated clinical information to benefit population health. 
 
 
Strategy 2.4.1: Establish and monitor the use of data stewardship models that allow for capture 
and consistent use of electronic health data for population health purposes through common 
practices compliant with laws and organizational policies. 
 
The primary focus of this strategy is to make needed data available to authorized population 
health users by promoting appropriate data stewardship within existing laws and organizational 
policies.  Action steps supporting this strategy establish a foundation to set data priorities and 
define electronic health information uses for public health, biomedical research, quality 
improvement, and emergency preparedness.  The following illustrative actions will serve as the 
basis for a policy framework on the exchange of health information and data stewardship for 
population health purposes: 
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• Identify governance mechanisms needed to support the exchange of health information 
for population health purposes: governance to oversee how information is stored, 
reported, and/or analyzed.  


• Establish a national consensus on the definitions and differences between data capture 
for public health, biomedical research, quality improvement, and emergency 
preparedness. 


• Support the development of policy guidelines for the exchange of electronic health 
information and for population health data stewardship, based on the interaction of 
stewardship efforts at the federal, state, local, and tribal levels.   


 
Milestone 2.4.1: By 2010, data stewardship models will be established that support appropriate 
use of electronic clinical data for public health, biomedical research, quality improvement, and 
emergency preparedness priorities. 
 
Strategy 2.4.2: In concert with federal partners, identify and coordinate priorities, policies, and 
practices that are needed to develop and implement quality measures in ways that are 
compatible with different models for the exchange of health information.  
 
This strategy addresses unique concerns related to the collection and aggregation of electronic 
health information for defining and evaluating quality of care.  The strategy supports effective 
use of electronic health data by facilitating standardized data elements aligned across multiple 
stakeholders’ quality measurement initiatives.  Federal research and development will be 
leveraged as needed to advance and improve quality practices. The following illustrative actions 
promote the use of an automated common set of electronic data elements from electronic health 
records and entities that exchange health information:    


• Facilitate establishment of consistent roles and best practices at the national level that 
enable the automation of quality measurement and reporting. 


• Align federal initiatives to aggregate electronic clinical data for quality measurement and 
reporting with state, local, tribal, and private sector health care quality policies and 
activities. 


• Work with public and private stakeholders to support efforts to use a common set of 
nationally prioritized, patient-centric, longitudinal quality and efficiency measures in 
public reporting and payment, starting with a minimum data set for quality and 
standardized data elements. 


 
Milestone 2.4.2: By 2012, meaningful and standardized quality measurement and feedback to 
providers will be reliably and validly reported and disseminated electronically at local, regional, 
and national levels. 
 
Strategy 2.4.3: Identify mechanisms, policies, and practices needed to connect clinical care 
and public health for public health purposes, including biosurveillance and emergency 
preparedness. 
 
Public health data needs at federal, state, local, and tribal levels can be enabled through 
automated data capture, exchange, and aggregation.  This strategy supports coordination and 
governance of data aggregation at all levels.  The following illustrative action steps will help 
identify unique concerns for this type of data collection, facilitate prioritization and planning, and 
advance the business case for the exchange of electronic health information for public health, 
biosurveillance, and emergency preparedness purposes/needs to ensure private sector buy-in 
and participation: 
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• In collaboration with tribal, local, state, and federal data stewardship entities, identify the 
unique challenges in aggregating and sharing electronic health information for public 
health purposes, including biosurveillance and emergency preparedness. 


• Work with states and other stakeholders to support the prioritization and planning for 
data capture and reporting to address broader public health issues (e.g., monitoring of 
nosocomial infections and adverse drug event monitoring).  


• Enhance the business case for exchanging electronic health information to meet public 
health needs including biosurveillance and emergency preparedness.   
 


Milestone 2.4.3: By 2010, there will be demonstrated coordination of governance entities by an 
AHIC Successor (e.g., data use agreements) across jurisdictions, public health agencies, and 
clinical care for the purposes of advancing public health priorities. 
 
Strategy 2.4.4: Identify priorities, policies, and practices needed to connect clinical care and 
research for the purpose of advancing basic, clinical, and health services research.  
 
Electronic health information can inform and advance medical knowledge by providing data that 
enables more comprehensive and timely basic, clinical, and health services research.  This 
strategy intends to increase the availability of aggregated data sources for research by 
supporting data collected with appropriate patient protections.  The following illustrative action 
steps address the unique concerns of research, including informed consent and Institutional 
Review Board (IRB1) approval:  


• In collaboration with tribal, local, state, and federal data stewardship entities, identify the 
unique challenges in aggregating and sharing electronic health information for basic, 
clinical, and health services research. Identify best practices for obtaining informed 
consent through paper and automated systems and aggregating data in ways to protect 
research participants. 


• Establish a process for streamlining IRB approvals as more electronic clinical data 
become available through electronic health records and interoperable networks.   


 
Milestone 2.4.4: By 2010, there will be demonstrated coordination of governance entities across 
clinical care and research communities for the purposes of advancing research. 
 
Strategy 2.4.5: Create accountability for organizations responsible for implementing policies 
and practices for exchange of electronic health information. 
 
The ability of entities that exchange health information to effectively aggregate and share data 
for population health purposes is dependent on the use of appropriate policies and procedures.  
This strategy promotes the standardization and accountability of data aggregation and 
transmittal activities.  The following illustrative action steps will support capacity building, 
protocol development, and accreditation for the exchange of health information:  


• In coordination with the federal data sharing strategy (Strategy 2.4.6), conduct planning 
and prioritization activities to build capabilities and establish protocols for data capture 
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1 An Institutional Review Board (IRB) is a committee made up of physicians, statisticians, researchers, 
community advocates, and others that ensures that research done involving human subjects or patient 
information (such as clinical trials) is ethical and that the rights of the study participants are protected. For 
HHS-conducted or -supported human subjects research, the human subjects regulations at 45 CFR part 
46 require that an IRB must review and approve such research before its inception, unless the research 
qualifies for a regulatory exemption. 
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and reporting to meet the many different needs of population health (e.g., registries 
versus surveys).   


• Across the key areas of population health, examine the benefits and risks of aggregation 
practices at state, local, and tribal levels.   


• As appropriate, develop accreditation processes to facilitate consistent governance for 
exchanging electronic health information and for related data aggregation to support 
population health uses at a national, state, local, and tribal level.  


 
Milestone 2.4.5: By 2011, there will be established accreditation criteria and processes for all 
models for the exchange of health information, as appropriate. 
 
Strategy 2.4.6: To the extent permitted by law, develop, implement, and oversee a health data 
sharing strategy across federal agencies that will leverage available data from multiple sources 
to meet the needs of population health programs including public health, biomedical research, 
quality improvement, and emergency preparedness.   
 
Federal and public health programs that utilize population health information could be 
augmented by a data sharing strategy that encourages access and use of information among 
them using standards-based exchange of electronic health information.  These action steps aim 
to increase federal use of electronic health data, to the extent permitted by law, by identifying 
programmatic needs and implementing a data sharing strategy.  The following illustrative 
actions will help federal agencies analyze data requirements and availability and support 
standardized procedures for data sharing and use:  


• Create an inventory of data each agency currently collects and from where it collects 
that data to meet research and programmatic needs and, ultimately, support each 
agency’s individual mission. 


• Develop and prioritize data requirements for federal programs consistent with the 
agency priority and missions and determine where knowledge gaps exist and what 
specific new data should be enabled. 


• Establish a cross-collaborative team to work with agency representatives to develop, 
identify, and prioritize policies, practices and protocols around how, consistent with the 
law, data should be requested, accessed and utilized within and across federal 
agencies. 


 
Milestone 2.4.6: By 2012, federal data will be shared securely among federal agencies, to the 
extent permitted by law, for population health purposes, while protecting the privacy of 
individuals. 
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Appendix B: Federal Health IT Initiatives and Federal Advisory Committee Activities Related to 
Strategic Plan Goals and Objectives 
    (Descriptions of the initiatives listed are found in Appendix C) 
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Department of Health and Human Services 
Agency for Healthcare Research & Quality (AHRQ)  


AHRQ: Health IT Portfolio         
AHRQ: United States Health Information Knowledgebase (USHIK)         


Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE)  
ASPE: Health Information Activities         


Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR)  
ASPR: Homeland Security Presidential Directive 21          
ASPR: Pandemic All-Hazards Preparedness Act (PAHPA)         


Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)  
CDC: BioSense         
CDC: EPI-X         
CDC: National Healthcare Safety Network         
CDC: Public Health Information Network         
CDC: Public Health Preparedness Systems         


Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)  
CMS: Beneficiary Information Services         
CMS: EHR Adoption Demonstration         
CMS: E- Prescribing Efforts         
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CMS: HIPAA Security Rule         
CMS: ICD-10          
CMS: Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA)         
CMS: Medicaid Reimbursement for Telehealth Services         
CMS: Medicaid Transformation Grants         


Food & Drug Administration (FDA)  
FDA: Sentinel Network         
FDA: Structured Product Labeling for Products         


Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA)  
HRSA: Connections Project         
HRSA: Rural Hospital Flexibility Grant Program – FLEX         
HRSA: Health IT Electronic Health Record and Innovation Grants         
HRSA: Regional Genetic and Newborn Screening Service 
Collaboratives 


        


HRSA: Telehealth Grants         
Indian Health Service (IHS)  


IHS: National Data Repository         
IHS: Resource and Project Management System         
IHS: Telehealth         


National Institutes of Health (NIH)  
NIH: Cancer and Biomedical Informatics Grid         
NIH: Clinical Translational Science Awards         
NIH: Genome Wide Association Studies Data Sharing Policy         
NIH: Health Informatics R & D         
NIH: National Network of Libraries of Medicine         
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NIH: Support for Biomedical Informatics Research Training         
NIH: Support, Maintenance, & Dissemination of Standard Clinical 
Vocabularies 


        


Office for Civil Rights (OCR)  
OCR: HIPAA Privacy Rule and Health IT         
OCR: Health IT and Health Disparities/Special Needs Populations         


Office of the National Coordinator (ONC)  
ONC: Anti-Fraud Activities         
ONC: Certification Commission for Healthcare Information 
Technology (CCHIT) 


        


ONC: Federal Interdepartmental Health IT Collaborative [Multi-
agency]  


        


ONC: Federal Health Architecture (FHA) [Multi-agency]         
ONC: Federal Interagency Health IT Policy Council [Multi-agency]         
ONC: Health Information Security and Privacy Collaborative (HISPC)         
ONC: Healthcare Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP)         
ONC: Nationwide Health Information Network (NHIN)         
ONC: Planning AHIC 2.0         
ONC: Secure Messaging Pilot         
ONC: Standardized Measures for Adoption of EHRs         
ONC: State Alliance for e-Health         
ONC: State Level Health Information Exchange Consensus Project         
ONC: Terminology Consensus Contract         
ONC: Use Case Development         


Office of the Secretary (HHS/OS)  
HHS/OS: Personalized Healthcare         
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HHS/OS: Value-driven Health Care         
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA)  


SAMHSA: Health IT Initiatives         
Department of Commerce 


National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST)  
NIST: Conformance Testing Infrastructure         
NIST: Security Technology         
NIST: Conformance and Certification Expertise         


Department of Defense (DoD) 
DoD: AHLTA         
DoD: Memorandum of Agreement with State of Florida         


Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) 
VA: Electronic Health Record (VistA, CPRS)         
VA: Personal Health Record         
VA: Telehealth         


Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 
FCC: Rural Health Care Pilot Program         


SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (SSA) 
SSA:  Medical Evidence Request and Data Use Prototype         
SSA: NHIN Use Case “Authorized Release of Information to a Trusted 
Entity” 


        


SSA: Personal Health Record Intake Prototype         
Multi-Agency Collaborative Efforts 


AHRQ, FDA, & NLM: Data Standards Program         
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DoD & VA: Exchange of Information (FHIE, BHIE, CHDR, LDSI)         
DoD & VA: Joint EHR Analysis Project         
OIG & CMS: Hospital Donation of Health IT         


Other Public-Private Sector Initiatives 
National Quality Forum (NQF)         


Federal Advisory Committees 
National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS)         
American Health Information Community (AHIC)         


AHIC Chronic Care Workgroup         
AHIC Confidentiality, Privacy, and Security Workgroup         
AHIC Consumer Empowerment Workgroup         
AHIC Electronic Health Records Workgroup         
AHIC Personalized Healthcare Workgroup         
AHIC Population Health and Clinical Care Connections Workgroup         
AHIC Quality Workgroup         
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Appendix C: Descriptions of Initiatives, Programs, and Projects 
 
The following descriptions serve as background for the many initiatives, activities, programs, 
and projects cited throughout the Strategic Plan.  Many of these endeavors advance both goals 
and their underlying objectives, while others are more closely related to one of the two goals.  
Appendix B lists all of these initiatives and activities, and highlights which objectives are or have 
been supported by each initiative.  Each initiative is listed under the department, agency, or 
organization that is primarily responsible for sponsoring, funding, staffing, or leading it.  The 
“boxes” included with the descriptions highlight the activities to date and agency’s contributions 
in addressing the goals and objectives of this plan. 
 
 
 


DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
 
 
AGENCY FOR HEALTHCARE RESEARCH & QUALITY (AHRQ) 
 
  
 
AHRQ: Health IT Portfolio 
AHRQ has invested in a wide range of projects that form a nationwide learning laboratory of 
health care systems, hospitals, physician practices, research institutes, nursing homes, and 
other organizations that are helping to transform clinical practice through health IT.  
Technologies such as those used to support electronic health records, the exchange of health 
information, and telemedicine hold the potential to revolutionize everyday clinical care making it 
better, safer, and more efficient.  Some of the myriad projects funded through AHRQ’s Health IT 
Portfolio include, but are not limited to: 


• Development of electronic clinical decision support 


• Enhancement of e-prescribing capabilities 


• Development of e-medical records 


• Promotion of personalized healthcare 


• Evaluation of existing health IT projects and grants throughout the Department 


• Development and dissemination of information to help improve health literacy among the 
American public 


• Funding for Health Information Exchange - In October 2004 and 2005, AHRQ awarded 
contracts to six states (Connecticut, Utah, Indiana, Tennessee, Rhode Island, and 
Delaware) to support statewide demonstration projects on data sharing and 
interoperability activities.  The goals of these five year demonstrations are to develop 
organizations that connect local health care providers; allow clinicians access to patient 
information at the point of care; demonstrate measurable improvements in the areas of 
quality, safety, efficiency, and effectiveness of health care for patients and populations 
on a state or regional level; and to identify successful strategies for the sustainability of 
health information exchanges.  Each state can develop its own technical, business, and 
governance structures. 







 
 


• National Resource Center for Health IT - The National Resource Center for Health 
Information Technology (the NRC) is a central national source of information and 
assistance to help the nation embrace the power and efficiency of health information 
technology.  Currently administered by the National Opinion Research Center, the NRC 
provides direct technical assistance and consulting services to AHRQ projects and 
grantees involved in developing, testing, and using health IT applications, with a 
particular focus on addressing challenges to health IT implementation in rural and small 
community settings.  The NRC has also supported key efforts at other Federal agencies 
including CMS, HRSA, and IHS. NRC is helping to build the nation's capacity across 
health care settings for the effective use of health IT.  In addition, the NRC serves as a 
link between the health care community at large and the researchers and experts who 
concentrate on health IT.  As the central repository for lessons learned from AHRQ's 
health IT initiative, the NRC encourages adoption of health IT by disseminating the latest 
tools, best practices, and research results from this unique real-world laboratory to the 
broader health care community and to the public at large. 


 


 
 
AHRQ: United States Health Information Knowledgebase 
The United States Health Information Knowledgebase (USHIK) is a health metadata registry 
funded and directed by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality.  USHIK provides and 
maintains a metadata registry of health information data element definitions, values and 
information models that enable browsing, comparison, synchronization, and harmonization 
within a uniform query and interface environment.  USHIK is populated with the data elements 
and information models of Standards Development Organizations (SDOs) and other health care 
organizations in such a way that public and private organizations can harmonize information 
formats with health care standards.  USHIK also contains data element information for 
government initiatives that support the use and implementation of data standards such as the 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Consolidated 
Health Informatics (CHI) initiative.  
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
 


AHRQ has invested more than $216 million in grants and contracts to 
organizations in 48 states stimulating investment in the exchange of health 
information, with emphasis on rural and underserved areas.  AHRQ has funded 
six states to demonstrate state-wide interoperability and data sharing. 
 
The National Resource Center currently provides technical assistance to over 
200 AHRQ grantees and contractors, six state and regional demonstration 
projects promoting the exchange of health information, and 33 states and one 
territory working on a Health Information Security and Privacy Collaboration. 
 
USHIK is built on ISO standard 11179.  USHIK can produce columns of attributes 
for each data element and can present comparisons of similar data elements 
from different standards organizations.  USHIK enables analyses of 
compatibility/incompatibility and provides a tool for data element harmonization.  
In 2007 data elements from the bioterrorism use case were added to the registry. 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR PLANNING & EVALUATION (ASPE) 
 
ASPE: Health Information Activities 
The Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE) advises the Secretary of HHS on 
policy development in health, disability, human services, data, and science, and provides advice 
and analysis on economic policy.  Integral to this role, ASPE conducts research and evaluation 
studies, develops policy analyses, and estimates the cost and benefits of policy alternatives 
related to promoting the adoption and implementation of health IT. 
 
  
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
 
ASPE has funded a number of studies to help inform policies related to health IT 
such as an analysis of health IT costs and benefits, an analysis of consumer 
control of personal electronic health information, an economic assessment of 
small physician practices’ adoption of electronic medical records, studies 
examining the exchange of health information for persons receiving post-acute 
and long-term care services, and work cooperatively undertaken through the CHI 
initiative resulting in CHI patient assessment and disability standards accepted 
by the Secretary.  ASPE is currently funding several projects to help inform and 
promote the Secretary’s health IT agenda, such as analyzing and modeling the 
factors associated with successful EHR adoption in physician offices, supporting 
the specification of the HL7 EHR-S Functional Profile for Nursing Homes, 
evaluating a CMS pilot for the use of EHRs by the Medicare fee-for-service 
population, and application of recognized CHI standards to federally-required 
assessments.  
 


 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR PREPAREDNESS & RESPONSE (ASPR) 
 
ASPR: Homeland Security Presidential Directive 21 
On October 18, 2007, the White House released Homeland Security Presidential Directive 21 
(HSPD-21).  HSPD-21 calls on the HHS Secretary to establish an operational national 
epidemiologic surveillance system for human health that is predicated on state, regional, and 
community-level capabilities and creates a networked system for two-way information flow 
between federal, state, tribal, and local government public health authorities and clinical health 
care providers.  To the extent feasible, the system should be built using electronic health 
information systems and integrate its data into a national bio-surveillance common 
infrastructure.   
 
HSPD-21 calls for the creation of cabinet-level Public Health and Medical Preparedness Task 
Force by February 2008.  The Task Force, which has been created, is chaired by the HHS 
Secretary. 
 
The HHS Secretary, in coordination with the Secretaries of Defense, Veterans Affairs, and 
Homeland Security, is working to establish an Epidemiologic Surveillance Federal Advisory 
Committee by July 2008.  The Advisory Committee will also include representatives from state 
and local public health agencies and appropriate private sector health care entities to ensure 
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that the federal government is properly enabling state and local public health surveillance 
capabilities. 
 
ASPR: Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act 
The Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act (PAHPA) calls for the Secretary to establish a 
near real-time electronic nationwide public health situational awareness capability through an 
interoperable network of systems.  Once established, this capability will allow public health 
officials to share data and information to enhance early detection of and rapid response to 
potentially catastrophic infectious disease outbreaks and other public health emergencies.  In 
addition, PAHPA calls for the design of a system to link existing State verification systems to 
create a single national interoperable network for the purpose of verifying the credentials and 
licenses of health care professionals during a public health emergency.  PAHPA also calls for 
an inventory of telehealth initiatives in existence on the date of enactment of PAHPA, to include 
the identification of methods to expand and interconnect health information networks; to 
evaluate ways to prepare for, monitor, respond to, and manage the events of a public health 
emergency through the enhanced use of telehealth technologies; and to promote greater 
coordination among existing Federal interagency initiatives. 
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
 


Pursuant to Presidential Directive 21: the Cabinet Level Task Force has been 
established and is developing the implementation plan for the Public Health and 
Medical Preparedness Strategy.  HHS, DoD and VA are working together to 
establish the Epidemiological Surveillance Federal Advisory Committee. 
 
Consistent with PAHPA, the Secretary of HHS has delegated responsibility to 
ASPR.  ASPR has completed the telehealth initiatives inventory and is working 
with sister agencies and states to develop the interoperable network of systems 
for situational awareness capability. 


 
 
CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION (CDC) 
 
CDC: BioSense 
BioSense is a national program intended to improve the nation’s capabilities for conducting near 
real-time biosurveillance, enabling health situational awareness through access to existing data 
from health care organizations across the country.  The primary objective is to expedite event 
recognition and response coordination among federal, state, and local public health and health 
care organizations by providing each level of public health access to the same data at the same 
time. 
 
CDC: Epi-X 
Epi-X is a web-based communications network created by the CDC for public health 
professionals.  Through Epi-X, CDC officials, state and local health departments, poison control 
centers, and public health professionals can access and share health surveillance information in 
a secure platform.  The 4,200 users receive notifications on breaking public health news as they 
occur.  These real time public health alerts, reports, discussions, and comments are 
continuously moderated by medical epidemiologists and clinical laboratory professionals at 
CDC.  Epi-X is accessible only to public health officials designated by each regional agency.  
These experts engage in rapid outbreak reporting, peer-to-peer consultation, postings and 
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discussions about disease outbreaks and other public health events that may involve multiple 
jurisdictions.  
 
CDC: National Healthcare Safety Network 
Launched by the CDC in 2005, the National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) was created to 
integrate and supersede three existing surveillance systems, the National Nosocomial Infections 
Surveillance System, the Dialysis Surveillance Network, and the National Surveillance of 
Healthcare Workers.  NHSN facilitates voluntary reporting of health care-associated infection 
information and aggregates the data for use by health care facilities and public health agencies 
through its two surveillance areas: patient safety and health care personnel safety.  The goal is 
to create a knowledge system for accumulating, exchanging, and integrating relevant 
information on adverse events associated with health care delivery.  NHSN will soon allow for 
the collection of health care worker influenza vaccination data, multi-drug resistant organism 
data, central line insertion practices, and high-risk patient influenza vaccination data. 
 
CDC: Public Health Informatics Fellowship Program 
The CDC Public Health Informatics Program is a two-year applied training program for 
professionals interested in the application of information and computer science and technology 
to public health practice, research and learning.  Applicants to the program typically have 
backgrounds in public health and information and computer science and technology, as well as 
related domains (engineering, medicine, nursing, library science).  Since 1996, the program has 
produced 58 graduates, 70 percent of which have remained working in public health.  The 
program also offers technical assistance (Info-Aids) to an increasing number of states. 
 
CDC: Public Health Information Network 
In 2002, CDC launched the Public Health Information Network (PHIN) initiative to improve the 
capacity of public health agencies to use and exchange information electronically by promoting 
the use of standards and defining technical requirements.  The standards and technical 
requirements are determined by best practices related to efficient, effective, and interoperable 
public health information systems that support both routine public health activities and 
emergency preparedness and response. 
 
CDC: Public Health Preparedness Systems 
CDC distributes resources to support public health preparedness activities, ensures that 
electronic and other systems are in place to monitor performance and manage accountability, 
and coordinates the communication efforts among key stakeholders.  CDC also oversees the 
administration of the Cooperative Agreement for Public Health Emergency Preparedness to 
state and local health departments. 
 
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
 


BioSense has begun focusing on the following:  
• Catastrophic public health emergencies 
• Enhancing biosurveillance capabilities across cities and states 
• Data feeds from acute care hospitals to Federal, state and local public health 


departments  
• Evaluating cost-effectiveness of different configurations for connecting health 


care  information sources  
• Field testing the biosurveillance Minimum Data Set 
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Epi-X has supported 6,700 reports related to local and national responses to 
terrorism, SARS, Hurricane Katrina, and influenza surveillance.   
 
In 2005, CDC initially opened NHSN enrollment to a limited number of facilities.  
In 2007, CDC launched a national open enrollment for hospitals and outpatient 
hemodialysis centers.   
 
Current PHIN activities involve educating members of the PHIN community, 
evaluating best practices, encouraging policy discussion, and creating both 
vocabulary and messaging standards. 
 
The Centers for Public Health Preparedness (CPHP) was created to strengthen 
terrorism and emergency preparedness.  CPHP major activities include 
education and training and activities that are needed for the general support of 
preparedness education, outreach, partnership, and program evaluation.  


 
 
CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVICES (CMS) 
 
CMS: Beneficiary Information Services 
One of CMS’ priorities, as indicated in its most recent Strategic Plan, is to empower 
beneficiaries to make more informed decisions about their health and health care.  To support 
this priority, CMS has implemented an online Medicare account management tool for 
beneficiaries, the Medicare Beneficiary Portal, and has begun to explore the use of personal 
health records for beneficiaries. 
 
CMS: EHR Adoption Demonstration 
CMS is implementing a new demonstration project in which up to 1,200 small to medium sized 
primary care practices in up to 12 different locations will be eligible to receive additional 
Medicare payments for using EHRs to improve care.  Under the demonstration, primary care 
doctors who use certified EHRs to coordinate and provide care to Medicare beneficiaries and 
achieve certain clinical quality measures will be eligible to earn up to several thousand dollars 
per year in incentive payments. By design, the demonstration will be budget neutral by requiring 
that the associated costs be offset by savings resulting from more efficient health care delivery.   
 
CMS: E-Prescribing Efforts 
The Medicare Prescriptions Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003 (MMA) (Pub.L. 
No. 108-173) directed the Secretary to promulgate uniform standards for the electronic 
transmission of prescription and certain other information for covered Part D drugs prescribed 
for Medicare Part D eligible individuals. CMS adopted a set of foundation standards for e-
prescribing under Medicare Part D, worked in collaboration with AHRQ to pilot test additional e-
prescribing standards, published a required report to Congress on the results of that pilot, and 
issued a final rule that will require the use of the successfully tested standards and the National 
Provider Identifier in e-prescribing Part D covered drugs for Part D eligible individuals under 
specified circumstances.   
 
CMS: HIPAA Security Rule 
CMS administers the Security Rule, promulgated pursuant to the Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), which establishes security protections for electronic 
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protected health information.  With delegated authority to implement and enforce the HIPAA 
Security requirements, CMS regularly issues guidance in the form of educational papers, FAQs, 
enforcement statements, and other documents, to assist the industry in complying with the 
HIPAA Security Rule requirements.  
 
CMS: International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) 
International Classification of Diseases (ICD) code sets were developed for statistical reporting 
of worldwide mortality data.  Currently, the United States uses ICD-10 (tenth version) codes for 
mortality reporting and uses ICD-9 (ninth version) for its morbidity reporting.  The tenth version 
of the code sets vastly expands the number and complexity of both diagnosis and procedure 
codes, making the codes more precise and comprehensive.  Consequently, this increased 
granularity and precision would increase the quality of information collected and could have 
many potential benefits to the US health care system.   
 
CMS: Medicaid Information Technology Architecture 
The Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) is an IT initiative intended to foster 
and stimulate an integrated business and IT transformation across the Medicaid enterprise.  The 
overall goal of the MITA project is to facilitate an improved process for design and 
implementation of information systems that improves the quality and efficiency of health care 
delivery, which in turn will improve beneficiary and population outcomes.  The overall goal of the 
MITA project is to establish a national framework for enabling technologies and processes that 
support improved program administration for the Medicaid enterprise and stakeholders 
dedicated to improving health care outcomes and administrative procedures for Medicaid 
beneficiaries.  MITA guidelines will ultimately serve as the basis for states’ requests for federal 
financial participation for the Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS). 
 
CMS: Medicaid Reimbursement for Telehealth Services 
States may decide to reimburse Medicaid services provided through telemedicine applications.  
Telemedicine is not formally defined for the Medicaid program and Medicaid law does not 
recognize telemedicine as a distinct service; however, states can reimburse services given 
through telemedicine to supplement or enhance the more traditional ways of providing medical 
care. 
 
CMS: Medicaid Transformation Grants 
In 2005, the Deficit Reduction Act authorized $150 million in new grant funds to states for the 
adoption of innovative methods to improve effectiveness and efficiency in providing medical 
assistance under Medicaid.  CMS encouraged states to look at how health IT and the exchange 
of health information could be leveraged to improve Medicaid services (e.g., reduce medical 
errors through the implementation of EHRs, clinical decision support tools, or eRx.)  The funds 
also could be used for other Medicaid improvement programs, including efforts to reduce 
Medicaid fraud and abuse. 
 
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
 
CMS launched the Medicare Beneficiary Portal in 2004.  Currently, the Medicare 
Beneficiary Portal offers administrative information, such as claims, eligibility, and 
benefit structure.  Some clinical services are also available. In June 2007, CMS 
launched an 18-month pilot project to examine PHR use by Medicare 
beneficiaries. CMS will determine the features that are most attractive to 
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beneficiaries, identify the minimum content and functionality for the PHR tool, and 
assess the best methods for outreach and education to encourage adoption and 
ongoing use.  
 
The CMS EHR Adoption Demonstration was announced on October 30, 2007. 
The five-year demonstration is projected to start recruiting practices in late 
summer 2008 and begin operations in 2009.   
 
In 2005, CMS published a final rule establishing three “foundation” eRx standards 
that cover certain transactions between prescribers and Medicare Part D sponsors 
as well as dispensers and Medicare Part D sponsors, and eligibility queries 
between dispensers and Medicare Part D sponsors.  In 2006, CMS initiated a pilot 
project in five locations to test six initial standards for E-prescribing. In 2007 CMS 
published a proposed rule consistent with the results of the pilot that proposed to 
adopt additional e-prescribing standards.  CMS published a final rule in April 2008 
that will require the use of the successfully tested standards and the NPI in e-
prescribing Part D covered drugs for Part D eligible individuals. 
 
CMS’ activities related to Health IT include: 
 -  Participation on the American Health Information Community Workgroups for    
   Confidentiality, Privacy, and Security and Consumer Empowerment; 
-  Staff participation on the National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics  
  (NCVHS) Standards and Security Subcommittee; 
- Collaboration with ONC in its efforts to develop a confidentiality, privacy, and 
security framework for exchange of electronic health information, including 
participation on the ONC-sponsored inter-agency health IT policy council; 
- Collaboration with OCR on security and privacy initiatives and HIPAA 
enforcement; 
- Collaboration with the National Institute of Standards and Technology on 
technical guidance; 
- Collaboration with outside stakeholder groups to develop appropriate education   
on the Security Rule and its implementation. 
 
To test the technical feasibility of using ICD-10 for HIPAA covered transactions, 
ICD-10 was tested by CMS’s Clinical Data Abstraction Centers.  CMS is studying 
the cost and time necessary for converting its own systems and is evaluating 
alternatives to support Industry migration to ICD-10 if and when a rule is proposed 
and finalized.   
 
Many states reimburse Medicaid services made available through telemedicine to 
improve access to specialists for rural communities and to reduce transportation 
costs.  Most of these states reimburse physician consultations provided through 
interactive video teleconferencing. 
 
In 2007, CMS awarded Medicaid transformation grants to 34 states and one 
territory, totaling $150 million, the majority of which were for health IT-related 
initiatives.  Medicaid transformation grants were limited to FY’s 2007 and 2008. 
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FOOD & DRUG ADMINISTRATION (FDA) 
 
FDA: Sentinel Network 
The Food and Drug Administration is creating a national, integrated, electronic system for 
monitoring medical product safety.  This system will be developed and implemented in stages, 
and will ultimately enable FDA to access the capabilities of existing, remote data systems to 
augment the Agency’s current capability.  Such a system will enable FDA to query distributed 
data sources quickly and securely for relevant de-identified product safety information.  
 
As envisioned, the system would facilitate targeted queries, within the bounds of established 
privacy and security safeguards, across remote systems.  The Sentinel Network will build on 
existing systems and data, to the extent practicable, rather than create a new system.  The 
system will follow scientific principles of surveillance, using health IT standards harmonized by 
HITSP, recommended by the AHIC to the HHS Secretary, and recognized by the HHS 
Secretary, as well as ensure the protection of privacy and security of personal health 
information. 
 
FDA: Structured Product Labeling 
Structured Product Labeling (SPL) is part of the FDA initiative to improve patient safety through 
better access to product information.  It is an electronic file in XML format that includes both the 
content of the labeling that accompanies the drug and specific data elements describing the 
product including the National Drug Code and Unique Ingredient Identifiers (UNII).   The latest 
release of SPL includes products other than drugs, such as medical devices. 
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
 
The public meeting on the Sentinel Network yielded consensus to build upon 
existing data resources/programs in both the public (CMS and Medicare) and 
private (HMO Research Network) sector. 
 
Currently, FDA makes SPL for approved human prescription drugs available for 
download for no cost through the National Library of Medicine DailyMed web site.  
FDA plans to make SPL available for all drugs marketed in the United States.  
SPL is a Health Level Seven standard accredited by the American National 
Standards Institute. 


 
 
HEALTH RESOURCES SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (HRSA) 
 
HRSA: Connections Project 
Through a cooperative agreement with HRSA, the Public Health Informatics Institute has 
established several activities to facilitate communities of practice. A community of practice 
involves the collaboration of a group of people with a common interest who work together over 
an extended period of time to share ideas and find solutions to a problem.  Connections serves 
as a community of practice, providing technical assistance to public health agencies as they 
develop strategies and activities to integrate information systems essential to improving the 
health of children. Connections was launched in June 2001.  Participants collaborate on issues 
specific to the integration of early child health information systems, including newborn 
screening, newborn dried blood spot screening, vital records, immunization registries, and lead 
screening programs. 
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HRSA: Rural Hospital Flexibility Grant Program – FLEX 
Under the HRSA-supported Rural Hospital Flexibility Grant Program, known as FLEX, 16 Health 
Information Technology Network Implementation grants were awarded to states to help critical 
access hospitals (CAHs) set up EHRs and other health information technology.  Funds will 
enable CAHs, which receive Medicare reimbursement for acute inpatient and outpatient 
services, to improve monitoring of patient information and increase the safety, quality and 
efficiency of rural health services. 
 
HRSA: Health IT Electronic Health Record and Innovations Grants 
HRSA has awarded over $30 million in grants to help networks of health centers prepare to 
adopt and implement Electronic Health Records (EHR) and other health information technology 
(health IT) innovations.  EHRs, critical tools in improving the quality of care, provide health care 
professionals the ability to monitor and analyze health information for their patients.  EHRs are 
widely considered to be essential in improving the safety and quality of health care delivery and 
cutting waste and duplication of care.  The grants fund the purchase, planning and 
implementation of EHRs and other health IT innovations such as electronic prescribing, 
physician order entry, personal health records, community health records, exchange of health 
information, smart cards, and interoperability with outside partners.  
 
HRSA: Regional Genetic and Newborn Screening Service Collaboratives 
The Regional Collaborative Program consists of seven Regional Genetic and Newborn 
Screening Collaboratives (RCs) and a National Coordinating Center (NCC).  There are several 
projects that the RCs and the NCC for the RCs have undertaken. The NCC is assessing various 
aspects of the integration of clinical and laboratory medical genetics into electronic health 
systems for the integration and adoption of genetic information in the electronic health record 
system 


 
HRSA Telehealth Grants 
The Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) offers a number of telehealth grant 
programs).   
 
The Telehealth Network Grant Program (TNGP) awards 3-year grants to networks of providers 
to demonstrate how telehealth technologies can be used to: expand access to, coordinate, and 
improve the quality of health care services; improve and expand the training of health care 
providers; and/or expand and improve the quality of health information available to health care 
providers, patients, and their families.  In 2006, HRSA initiated a special focus on evaluating the 
costs and effectiveness of tele-homecare and home monitoring services through three 3-year 
grants.   
 
HRSA supports six Telehealth Resource Centers under a grant program to assist health care 
organizations, networks, and providers in the implementation of cost effective telehealth 
programs to serve rural and medically underserved areas and populations.   
 
The Licensure Portability Grant Program (LPGP) provides support for State professional 
licensing boards to carry out programs under which state licensing boards cooperate to develop 
and implement State policies and systems that will reduce statutory and regulatory barriers to 
telemedicine.  
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Progress on Plan Objectives 


 
Ongoing Connections activities include: defining the business processes of the 
newborn dried blood spot screening (NDBS) system in providing a blue-print for 
developing information systems that support the information needs of all the 
stakeholders involved in the overall NDBS system, and developing a Health 
Level 7 implementation guide for the electronic transmission of NDBS results in 
compliance with national standards. 
 
Under FLEX, 16 Health Information Technology Network Implementation grants 
were awarded to states to help CAHs set up electronic health records and other 
health information technology.  Funds will enable CAHs, which receive Medicare 
reimbursement for acute inpatient and outpatient services, to improve monitoring 
of patient information and increase safety, quality and efficiency of rural health 
services. 
 
In August, 2007 HRSA announced $31.4 million in health IT Electronic Health 
Record and innovations grants to help health centers prepare to adopt and 
implement EHRS and other health information technology innovations.  Of the 
total, $8 million was earmarked for planning activities, and the remainder was for 
implementation and support for EHRs at health centers and in networks that link 
multiple health center grantees. 
 
Four regional genetic and newborn screening collaboratives are participating in 
collaborative studies using health information technology and information 
exchange including the creation and use of regional and national information 
systems designed to monitor heath outcomes of infants and children identified 
with heritable disorders in newborn screening programs, evaluate newborn 
screening program performance and valuate treatment protocols. 
 
HRSA is providing funding to 16 grantees across the nation to develop, 
implement, and evaluate telehealth programs in a variety of settings from primary 
care clinics, nursing homes, and hospitals to individuals’ homes. Five centers 
distributed across the country have been awarded Telehealth Resource Center 
Grants to provide multistate services through a network of regional centers that 
provide technical assistance services locally but collaborate nationally.  


 
 
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICES (IHS) 
 
IHS: National Data Repository 
The purpose of the Indian Health Service’s national data repository, National Patient Information 
Reporting System (NPIRS), is to provide a broad range of clinical and administrative information 
to managers at all levels of the Indian health care system to allow them to better manage 
individual patients, local facilities, and regional and national programs.  NPIRS has recently 
completed an upgrade to a new, state-of-the-art, enterprise-wide national data warehouse 
(NDW) system.  This system provides a more accurate, timely, and broader scope of 
information to clinical and administrative managers throughout the Indian health system.  
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IHS: Resource and Patient Management System 
The Resource and Patient Management System (RPMS) is a componentized electronic health 
care information system that provides Practice Management functions for IHS-direct, tribal and 
urban Indian health care delivery facilities throughout the United States.  RPMS provides 
accurate, timely, and comprehensive clinical and administrative information to local health care 
providers and program managers and provides administrative information at the regional and 
national levels.  The ultimate purpose of the RPMS is to improve the availability of medical 
information on American Indian and Alaska Native patients, thereby improving the diagnoses, 
decision making, and health care recommendations of IHS physicians and other IHS health care 
providers. 
 
The Clinical Reporting System (CRS) is an RPMS software application designed for national 
reporting as well as local and Area monitoring of clinical performance measures.  CRS produces 
on demand from local RPMS databases a printed or electronic report for any or all of over 300+ 
clinical performance measures, representing 55 clinical topics.  CRS is intended to eliminate the 
need for manual chart audits for evaluating and reporting clinical measures that depend on 
RPMS data. 
 
iCare is a component of the RPMS that presents diverse patient data in one user-friendly view. 
IHS initiated this population health care management project to provide an easy-to-use tool with 
multiple uses to a wide variety of wide variety of providers.  iCare also supports critical care 
coordination capabilities.  
 
IHS: Telehealth 
The IHS telehealth program supports a broad range of activities in four strategic directions: 
innovation, resource/infrastructure development, business modeling, and collaboration.  These 
activities occur in partnership with IHS Areas and individual IHS/tribal facilities already engaged 
or planning to be engaged in telehealth service delivery.  Specifically, the telehealth program 
works to: 


• Support national Indian health initiatives and priorities; 
• Identify and disseminate information on emerging telehealth applications and 


experience; 
• Provide on-site and remote consultation and support to facilities and programs in the 12 


IHS Areas; 
• Propose/implement new models of service delivery based on telehealth; 
• Develop business modeling specific to telehealth sustainability; 
• Enhance distance education via emerging tele-education tools; 
• Extend collaborations specific to telehealth service delivery among Indian health 


stakeholders and with state, federal, university, and other health organizations. 
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
 


NPIRS (National Patient Information Reporting System) is the national data 
warehouse (NDW) for IHS statistical heath care data on patient registration and 
visit encounters occurring at either IHS facilities or contracting facilities that 
provide care.  NPIRS Monthly exports to the NDW typically contain data from 
over 2.2 million patient encounters at approximately 293 IHS and Tribal health 
care facilities in 35 states and supports enhance care-coordination capabilities 
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RPMS, CRS and iCare enable interoperability of data and support automated 
quality care reporting and population health monitoring. 
 
Telehealth tools play an important role in the evolving model of service delivery 
for Indian health care.  These tools support access to multi-specialty services, 
consultation, and training for facilities and communities in all 12 Areas of the 
Indian Health Service (IHS).  Leading clinical telehealth applications include tele-
radiology, tele-cardiology, tele-behavioral health, tele-dermatology, and tele-
opthalmology.  


 
 
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH (NIH) 
 
NIH: The Cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid (CaBIG)™ 
The National Cancer Institute's (NCI) caBIG™ (cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid™) initiative 
serves as the cornerstone of NCI’s biomedical informatics efforts to transform cancer research 
into a more collaborative, efficient, and effective endeavor, and establish interoperability 
between research and care.  The infrastructure, tools, and policies of caBIG™– including 
activities around data sharing and security— could serve as a model to support applications 
beyond the cancer community, and the initiative collaborates with health and biomedical 
information technology efforts in other domains and other countries.  The underlying service 
oriented infrastructure that supports caBIG™ is referred to as caGrid.  Driven primarily by 
scientific use cases from the cancer research community, caGrid provides the core enabling 
infrastructure necessary to compose the grid of caBIG™.  CaGrid™ provides the technology 
that enables collaborating institutions to share information and analytical resources efficiently 
and securely, and allows investigators to easily contribute to and leverage the resources of a 
national-scale, multi-institutional environment. 
 
NIH: Clinical Translational Science Awards 
A national consortium, funded through Clinical and Translational Science Awards (CTSAs), is 
focused on transforming clinical and translational research to enable researchers to more 
quickly and efficiently develop new patient treatments. One goal of the program is widespread 
utilization of health and research information technology to increase understanding of disease, 
facilitate clinical studies and trials, and advance adoption of effective treatments.  CTSA training 
programs for development of new clinical and translational researchers will incorporate 
knowledge of informatics.  
 
NIH: Genome Wide Association Studies Data Sharing Policy  
The NIH is interested in advancing the use of data obtained through genome-wide 
association studies (GWAS) to identify common genetic factors that influence health and 
disease.  The goal of the GWAS policy is to facilitate broad and consistent access to NIH-
supported GWAS data in order to speed the translation of basic genetic research into 
therapies, products, and procedures that benefit the public health.  The full value of GWAS to 
the public can be realized only if the resulting datasets are made available as rapidly as 
possible to a wide range of scientific investigators by means of information technology under 
conditions that provide appropriate protections for research participants and respect the 
conditions under which they consented to participate.  
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NIH: Health Informatics R&D 
NIH’s informatics research grants and contracts and its intramural research programs have 
supported pioneering research and development in bioinformatics, artificial intelligence in 
medicine, clinical decision support, biomedical ontology, imaging, electronic medical records, 
regional health data exchange (including both health care and public health organizations), 
health applications of advanced telecommunications networks, automated biosurveillance, and 
emergency management systems.   
 
NIH: National Network of Libraries of Medicine 
The National Network of Libraries of Medicine is comprised of 8 Regional Medical Libraries, 120 
“resource libraries” primarily at schools of the health sciences, and nearly 6,000 hospital 
libraries, public libraries, and community-based organizations that serve as health information 
portals. Under the direction of NIH’s National Library of Medicine, the electronic network is an 
efficient way to ensure that published research results are easily and efficiently accessible by 
scientists, health professionals, and the public. Member institutions staff exhibits at public and 
professional meetings, conduct orientation and training courses, and develop partnerships with 
community organizations to improve access to health information for underserved populations. 
The Network is a key player in the MedlinePlus “Go Local” feature, which provides information 
about local health and emergency services as an adjunct to the nationally applicable health 
information in MedlinePlus, available online at http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/.  
 
NIH: Support for Biomedical Informatics Research Training  
Informatics requires knowledge of a biological, medical, or public health domain as well as 
computer and information sciences, statistics or mathematics, engineering, and human 
behavior. Developing a cadre of cross-trained researchers is especially important as 
advancement of health care and biomedical research requires investigators who understand 
biomedicine as well as knowledge representation, decision support, translational research, and 
human-computer interface.  
 
NIH: Support, Maintenance, and Dissemination of Standard Clinical Vocabularies 
As the designated HHS coordinating body for clinical terminology standards, the National 
Library of Medicine supports the development, enhancement, coordination, and distribution of 
clinically specific vocabularies to facilitate the exchange of clinical data and improve retrieval of 
health information.   NLM funds the ongoing maintenance of LOINC (Logical Observation 
Identifiers, Names, Codes), pays for a U.S.-wide license for the use of SNOMED CT 
(Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms) serves as the U.S. member of the 
recently formed International Health Terminology Standards Development Organization, and is 
the developer of the RxNorm clinical drug vocabulary.  These three vocabularies are available 
separately and also within the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), where they are 
integrated in a common format with more than 100 other biomedical and health terminologies 
and classifications.  Data from the UMLS provide a foundation for the caBIG Enterprise 
Vocabulary Server, which provides vocabulary services tailored for the research community.  
NLM leads efforts to align clinical vocabularies with messaging standards and to map clinically 
specific vocabularies to administrative code sets, and works with many other government and 
private organizations to promote use of standard terminologies.  
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/healthit.html 
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Progress on Plan Objectives 


 
The caBIG™ community has developed and released bioinformatics tools and 
capabilities that span the entire continuum of clinical research, pathology, imaging, and 
genomics and are being deployed at 43 major cancer centers. Over a dozen community 
cancer centers are working toward interoperable electronic health records to enable 
information exchange with caBIG compatible tools. CaGrid 1.1 released in September, 
2007, includes important security features. CaBIG provides a metadata registry, 
terminology server, and many open source software tools useful in the development of 
research and health information systems. The caBIG website provides access to current 
inventory of open source caBIG tools and infrastructure (https://cabig.nci.nih.gov/), along 
with information and tools to assist in achieving and certifying caBIG compatibility. 
 
The Clinical Translational Science Awards consortium is currently comprised of 24 
academic health centers in 18 states and ultimately will link 60 institutions together to 
support clinical and translational science.  
 
The NIH data sharing policy for Genome Wide Association Studies was released in 
August 2007 and its implementation guidance in November 2007, providing useful 
models for policy development in other population health arenas.  
 
NIH grants and contracts support significant research that informs how health 
information is gathered, generated, stored, protected, and made available when and 
where it is needed to improve decision-making and translate research results into 
improved clinical practice.   
 
The National Network of Libraries of Medicine, supported by the National Library of 
Medicine has successfully provided access to health information for clinicians and 
patients displaced by disasters and rapid backup and assistance for affected health 
science libraries. The Network is the backbone of NLM’s strategy to promote effective 
use of libraries and librarians in local, state, and national disaster preparedness and 
response efforts. http://www.nlm.nih.gov/network.html. 
 
The National Library of Medicine supports biomedical informatics research training 
through 20 university-based training centers with approximately 250 pre-doctoral and 
post-doctoral trainees across the U.S. In 2009, three other NIH institutes provided funds 
to support additional trainees. http://www.nlm.nih.gov/ep/GrantTrainInstitute.html. 
 
NIH/NLM has played a key role in establishing stable support and distribution 
mechanisms for key clinical terminology standards.  In 2007, NLM helped to establish 
the International Health Terminology Standards Development Organization, which 
assumed ownership of SNOMED CT in April 2007, with membership and licensing terms 
favorable to U.S. interests.   
 
CMS and NIH recently signed a memorandum of understanding under which NLM is 
providing technical advice on design and planning and tailored vocabulary subsets to 
support the implementation of the Continuity Assessment Record & Evaluation (CARE) 
to promote compliance and compatibility health data standards, including LOINC, 
RxNorm, and HL7.  
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The “Go Local” links on the Medline Plus website’s health topic pages are linked to 
information about health services in local geographic areas including hospitals, physician 
offices, nursing homes, support groups, and health screening providers.  “Go Local” now 
covers geographic areas where more than two-thirds of the U.S. population resides. 
 
OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS 
 
OCR: HIPAA Privacy Rule and Health IT  
OCR administers the Privacy Rule, promulgated pursuant to the Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), which establishes a federal floor of privacy protections 
and individual rights with respect to certain individually identifiable health information. OCR 
provides expertise to assist the Department and industry in building upon the baseline 
protections HIPAA provides to establish a privacy framework appropriate for exchange of 
electronic health information nationwide. OCR activities include:  


• Participation on the American Health Information Community (AHIC) Workgroups for 
Confidentiality, Privacy, and Security, and Consumer Empowerment;  


• Staff participation on the National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS) 
Privacy and Confidentiality Subcommittee;  


• Collaboration with ONC in their efforts to develop a confidentiality, privacy, and security 
framework for electronic exchange of health information, including participation on the 
ONC-sponsored inter-agency health IT policy council;  


• Collaboration with CMS on e-prescribing and other CMS health IT programs and 
initiatives; and  


• Collaboration with outside stakeholder groups to develop appropriate data stewardship 
and other principles.  


OCR also provides education and guidance to address misconceptions and misapplications of 
the Privacy Rule, and to explain how the HIPAA Privacy Rule applies to the electronic exchange 
of health information in various circumstances.  
 
OCR: Health IT and Health Disparities/Special Needs Populations  
OCR is an active participant in the Department’s efforts to ensure that the benefits of health IT 
reach underserved and special needs populations and help to improve access to care and 
reduce health disparities.  
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
 


OCR led a national teleconference explaining how the HIPAA Privacy Rule applies 
to Personal Health Records (PHRs). OCR participated in the development of 
Health IT recommendations from the AHIC Confidentiality, Privacy, and Security, 
and Consumer Empowerment Workgroups, as well as from the National 
Committee on Vital and Health Statistics. 
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OCR participates in the Consumer Empowerment Workgroup, including its Special 
Populations Subgroup, which is working to identify and address health IT issues 
unique to special populations, such as persons with disabilities, underserved 
residents of rural areas, and racial and ethnic minorities, to maximize their access 
through personal health information. OCR is a member of the HHS Workgroup on 
Health IT and Underserved Populations, led by the HHS Office of Minority Health, 
which seeks to ensure that Departmental health IT activities address and do not 
exacerbate health disparities.  


 
 
OFFICE OF THE NATIONAL COORDINATOR (ONC) 
 
ONC: Anti-Fraud Activities 
In late 2006, ONC contracted with RTI International to develop recommendations for functional 
requirements for EHRs that would enhance data by reducing the incidence of improper payment 
and assisting in fraud management.  The recommendations were developed by a team of 
experts and reviewed by more than 75 health care industry leaders, practitioners, and 
organizations.  RTI researchers also worked with American Health Information Management 
Association and leading statistical software companies SAS and SPSS. 
 
ONC: Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology 
The Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology (CCHIT) is a certification 
body for EHRs and their networks that has been recognized by the Secretary.  Formed in July 
2004 by the American Health Information Management Association, the Health Information 
Management and Systems Society, and the National Alliance for Health Information 
Technology, CCHIT was established as an independent, nonprofit organization.  In October 
2005, CCHIT was awarded a contract by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) to develop and evaluate the certification criteria and inspection process for EHRs.  
Pursuant to the HHS contract, CCHIT takes the AHIC recommendations that have been 
accepted by the Secretary into account in its activities. CCHIT also collaborates with the 
organizations awarded HHS contracts for standards harmonization, and collaboratives 
participating in the NHIN trial implementations. 
 
CCHIT is supported by five workgroups and several expert panels.  The five workgroups are 
charged with developing certification criteria and tests for their particular focus areas, including 
EHR foundation, network foundation, inpatient EHRs, ambulatory EHRs, and emergency 
department EHRs.  The expert panels are tasked with recommending to the workgroups criteria 
and test scripts on interoperability, security, privacy and compliance, cardiovascular, and child 
health. 
 
ONC: Federal Interdepartmental Health Information Technology Collaborative [Multi-
agency] 
The purpose of the Collaborative is to bring together top leaders in the federal departments 
engaged in health IT programs so they may use their resources in ways that are consistent with 
the health IT initiatives being promoted to achieve the President’s goal.  Federal departments 
that are members of the Collaborative include: Department of Agriculture, Department of 
Commerce, Department of Health and Human Services, Federal Communications Commission, 
Federal Trade Commission, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and National 
Science Foundation. 
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ONC: Federal Health Architecture [Multi-agency] 
The Federal Health Architecture (FHA) Program supports federal health IT needs by providing a 
collaborative forum for creating a federal framework that is interoperable within the federal 
government, as well as between other public and private sector organizations.  The FHA is 
managed by ONC with input from OMB.  Lead partners are HHS, DoD, and VA; more than 20 
federal agencies that have a health care line of business participate. 
 
ONC: Federal Interagency Health IT Policy Council [Multi-agency] 
The interagency Health IT Policy Council was established to coordinate federal health IT policy 
decisions across federal departments and agencies.  The aim is to drive the necessary federal 
action to realize the goal of widespread health IT adoption.  They also focus on the 
breakthrough areas arising out of AHIC recommendations that have been adopted by the HHS 
Secretary.  The breakthrough areas address consumer empowerment, EHRs, biosurveillance, 
and chronic care.  
 
ONC: Health Information Security and Privacy Collaborative 
The Health Information Security and Privacy Collaborative (HISPC) is a collaborative of 34 
states and territories that sought to review variations in organization-level business policies and 
state laws that affect the exchange of health information.  Based on that review, the HISPC 
states identified solutions and developed implementation plans to alleviate challenges created 
by variations in policies and laws.  ONC, in collaboration with AHRQ, contracted with Research 
Triangle Institute International (RTI) to create HISPC. 
 
ONC: Healthcare Information Technology Standards Panel 
Healthcare Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP), a public-private partnership, is 
sponsored by the American National Standards Institute and funded by ONC.  HITSP is 
composed of more than 300 health related organizations that work together to identify and 
harmonize data and technical standards for health IT  In response to a 2005 RFP on evaluation 
of the standards harmonization process for health IT, the Standards Harmonization 
Collaborative, a collaborative of 18 independent standards development organizations (SDOs), 
recommended the creation of HITSP.  HITSP is composed of technical committees that assist in 
identifying and analyzing gaps in harmonized standards. 
 
HITSP harmonizes standards for specific priorities, described in  “Use Cases,” identified in AHIC 
recommendations that the Secretary has adopted, or for other industry consensus processes.  
HITSP works with SDOs to ensure that standards meet existing health needs, ensures specific 
guidance exists to unambiguously implement the harmonized standards, and fosters the 
availability and use of health IT standards nationally. 
 
ONC: Nationwide Health Information Network (NHIN) 
The Nationwide Health Information Network (NHIN) is comprised of a set of exchange 
standards and specifications, and data use and reciprocal support agreements intended to 
provide a secure, nationwide, interoperable health information infrastructure that will connect 
providers, consumers, and others involved in supporting health and health care.  These 
exchange standards and agreements will enable health information to follow the consumer, be 
available for clinical decision making, and support appropriate use of health care information 
beyond direct patient care.  ONC is advancing the NHIN as a “network of networks,” formed 
when geographically-based, organizationally-based, or person-controlled HIEs use the 
standards and agreements to exchange health information among one another (and in many 
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cases, even internally), promoting interoperability and connectivity of these networks and the 
systems they, in turn, connect. 
 
ONC: Planning for AHIC 2.0 
Plans are underway, through an HHS cooperative agreement, to establish a successor to the 
AHIC that is a public-private partnership based in the private sector. The planned AHIC 
successor (to be known as “AHIC 2.0”) would assume new governance and priority setting 
responsibilities regarding health IT standards and interoperability while bringing resources from 
both the public and private sectors.  
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
 
During the summer of 2007, ONC produced a White Paper on the formation of 
AHIC 2.0 to serve as an illustrative example of what the new organization could 
look like which included AHIC 2.0 as an independent and sustainable entity that 
would include a variety of stakeholder representation, including consumers. In 
August of 2007, a Notice of Funding Availability was released to begin a 
competition to award a cooperative agreement to an organization to design and 
establish AHIC 2.0.  The competition concluded in January 2008 with an award 
to LMI, working in collaboration with The Brookings Institution. During Stage One 
the grantee will design and launch AHIC 2.0 and this activity is expected to take 
about four (4) months. The AHIC 2.0 will begin its activities in the fall of 2008, 
and AHIC will meet for the last time near the end of CY 2008.  


 
ONC: Secure Messaging Pilot 
In January 2006, the AHIC advanced a recommendation to the Secretary that originated 
from the Chronic Care Workgroup, to establish an evidence base for informed 
reimbursement policy with respect to secure messaging. Upon acceptance by the 
Secretary, it was determined that this work would be conducted through ONC. The 
purpose of this project is to identify and work with three pilot sites to test the value of 
secure messaging between patients and their clinicians. The value of secure messaging 
technology will be evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
 
ONC: Standardized Measures for Adoption of EHRs  
Many studies on EHR adoption have had limited findings due to lack of consistent EHR 
definition and variability in the extent to which the technology is actually being used. A 
standardized approach for physician adoption was first presented in the October 2006 report 
from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation on the state of adoption among physicians, titled 
Health Information Technology in the United States: The Information Base for Progress.  The 
report also provided a base level of outpatient adoption based on this methodology of 9.2 
percent. ONC is supporting work to develop standardized methods for measuring adoption. A 
consistent and standardized approach to measuring adoption and use of EHRs are critical to 
monitoring progress and to assessing the effect of various initiatives taken to increase the rate 
of adoption.  
 
ONC: State Alliance for e-Health  
The State Alliance for e-Health was designed to build state government consensus across 
jurisdictions on many issues related to HIE, including privacy and security.  Launched in 
October 2006 by the National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, under a contract 
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with ONC, the State Alliance is composed of state governors, legislators, high-level officials, and 
technical experts. 
 
The State Alliance has three taskforces devoted to discrete issues.  The Health Information 
Protection Taskforce is focused on privacy and security and development of solutions identified 
by the HISPC.  The Health Care Practice Taskforce is focused on licensure issues, state 
laboratory laws, and liability concerns.  The Health Information Communication and Data 
Exchange Taskforce is focused on opportunities for publicly funded programs (e.g., Medicaid) to 
participate in health information exchanges. 
 
ONC: State Level Health Information Exchange Consensus Project  
In March 2006, ONC contracted with the American Health Information Management Association 
to gather information from existing state-level HIE initiatives to determine successful 
governance and legal, financial, and operational characteristics, and to develop consensus on 
guidance for developing state-level HIE initiatives.  Nine states were selected to participate in 
the first phase, which included the development of consensus on best practices for state-level 
HIEs.  The final report detailing findings from phase was completed in September 2006.  The 
second phase, which focuses on the roles in ensuring governance and advancing 
interoperability of HIEs, will be completed with a final report in 2008. 
 
ONC: Terminology Consensus Project 
The multiple and often overlapping meanings health care  has attributed to health IT terms 
poses a barrier to communication and has long been an obstacle to progress in IT adoption. By 
establishing a basic definition for all to use, the following actions will become achievable: 


• Creating legislation that is understandable, consistent with industry efforts and does 
not work at cross-purposes with other policy, lawmaking, or regulation.  


• Explaining IT concepts in language that the American public can comprehend and 
that is relevant to what they consider important to their health.  


• Establishing a dialogue between IT vendors and their customers on expectations for 
the features of electronic record products and the elements of information sharing.  


• Holding both sides of a contract accountable for performance and acceptance of 
well-understood agreements on general components of an IT product or service.  


• Promoting the benefits of health information creation and responsible sharing with 
one clear voice and a minimum of conflicting messages.  


 
ONC: Use Case Development 
Use cases are descriptions of events that detail what a system (or systems) needs to do to 
achieve a specific mission or stakeholder goals.  The use cases – based in part on 
recommendations from the AHIC that were accepted by the HHS Secretary – describe relevant 
stakeholders, information flows, issues, and systems needs that apply to the multiple 
organizations participating in these specified data exchanges.  The use cases strive to provide 
enough detail and context for standards harmonization, architecture specification, certification 
consideration, and detailed policy discussions to advance the national health IT agenda.   
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
 
 


In reference to Anti-Fraud Activities, RTI released a report in August 2007 that 
included 14 functional requirements that would serve to increase efficiency and 
improve billing accuracy for clinicians using EHRs.  Many of the 
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recommendations are designed to improve existing standards for electronic 
health record systems 


 
In July 2006, CCHIT announced its first certified ambulatory EHR products, 
which meet recognized criteria for functionality, security, and interoperability.  
The number has increased to almost 100 certified products, covering 75% of the 
installed market.  In November 2007, CCHIT announced the certification of the 
first six inpatient EHR products, representing 25% of the market.  CCHIT 
incorporates privacy and security provisions into their certification criteria.  In 
2008, CCHIT plans to expand certification to include interoperable health 
information networks that will include privacy and security technical criteria. 
 
The Federal Interdepartmental Health IT Collaborative meets on a regular basis 
to discuss, coordinate, and collaborate on existing health IT programs. 
 
FHA accomplishments to date include:  
• FHA has created the first investment, planning and health information 


reporting guide, for use by agencies for planning health IT implementation 
and reporting progress. 


• FHA has created the Federal Consortium to connect agencies within the 
federal government and with state, local, and tribal governments, as well as 
the private sector, to enable the secure exchange of interoperable health 
information. 


• The Consolidated Health Informatics (CHI) Initiative put forward and received 
endorsement from the Secretary of HHS along with DoD and VA for over 20 
standards for health IT which focused on medical vocabularies, messaging, 
EHRs and health care imaging.  


• FHA has defined five federal health service domains: Access to Care, 
Population Health and Consumer Safety, Health Care Administration, Health 
Care Delivery Services, and Health Care Research and Practitioner 
Education.  


• FHA’s Food Safety Work Group has defined better business processes to 
protect the nation’s food supplies.  


• FHA has coordinated federal input into the health IT standards 
harmonization, interoperability specifications and gap analysis of standards 
for initial HITSP activities and nationwide health information network (NHIN) 
processes.  


 
The Federal Interagency Health IT Policy Council meets biweekly to coordinate 
Federal health IT activities, disseminate information about agency activities 
related to health IT, and discuss health IT policy issues raised by Policy Council 
members or that are being discussed by the American Health Information 
Community, NCVHS, and others. 
 
In July 2007, the Health Information Security and Privacy Collaborative (HISPC) 
released three reports: (1) the final assessment of variations; (2) a summary of 
the individual states’ plans for implementing solutions to resolve conflicts or 
inconsistencies among state and federal privacy and security laws; and (3) a 
nationwide summary that presents a comprehensive overview of the project and 
recommendations for future directions.  HISPC also produced a tool kit to help 
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states conduct similar assessments of variations in state privacy laws that affect 
the exchange of health information and foster multi-stakeholder collaborative 
approaches to identifying and implementing appropriate solutions. 
 
The Health Information Technology Standards Panel has completed three sets of 
interoperability specifications that include 30 consensus standards and more 
than 800 pages of specific implementation guidance that describes how these 30 
standards need to be used.  They have released initial drafts of four other sets of 
interoperability specifications that will be finalized shortly. In October 2007, 
HITSP released a set of privacy and security standards intended to ensure the 
privacy and security of electronically transferred patient information.  The 
standards will serve as an overarching technical foundation that will be 
incorporated into all interoperability specifications. 
 
As of November 2007, ONC awarded contracts to nine geographically-based 
health information exchange organizations to begin trial implementations of the 
Nationwide Health Information Network.  A tenth HIE has been formed across 
federal health care delivery programs (DoD, VA, IHS).  The HIEs will participate 
in the NHIN Cooperative, which is a collaborative to test and demonstrate core 
technical services to enable basic exchange of health information between the 
different HIE networks, patients, and other stakeholders.  In addition, each of the 
contractors will test two of the seven breakthrough use cases, as recommended 
by the AHIC and accepted by the Secretary.   
 
The Secure Messaging Pilot Project was awarded to Abt Associates. Abt 
Associates has subcontracted with three pilot sites to establish secure 
messaging between clinicians and their patients.  
 
In August 2005, ONC contracted with George Washington University and 
Harvard/Massachusetts General Hospital to develop a standardized methodology 
to measure the rate of adoption of EHRs among physicians and hospitals. A 
2007 outpatient survey was conducted using this methodology to determine 
outpatient rate of adoption. The CDC (through its Center for National Health 
Statistics) will conduct ongoing surveys in the future.  A 2008 survey by the 
American Hospital Association will be conducted to measure inpatient adoption. 
 
In August 2007, the State Alliance accepted recommendations from the two 
taskforces devoted to privacy and security issues. The Health Information 
Protection Taskforce recommendations focused on methods to facilitate greater 
state-federal interaction on important health IT issues.  The Health Care Practice 
Taskforce recommendations dealt with resolving telehealth barriers created by a 
lack of uniformity in the licensure process A critical pathways report will be 
developed, which will include the recommendations from all three taskforces.  
This report will be published in 2008. 
 
In September 2007, the American Health Information Management Association, 
(AHIMA) through a contract with ONC, released a preliminary report detailing 
state-level HIEs’ roles in ensuring governance and advancing interoperability.  
Recommendations from the report include that each state should support and 
participate in a public-private entity that would take on a distinct HIE governance 
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role, and that each state should designate a formal leader who will foster 
coordination within state government to facilitate HIE participation, investments, 
and strategies across executive agencies.  
 
The contract “Reaching Consensus: Defining Key Health Information Technology 
Terms” was awarded in September 2007 to develop a consensus definition for 
EMR, EHR, PHR, HIE, and RHIO. This report has been released.  
 
In December 2005, ONC developed use cases on laboratory results reporting, 
registration and medication history, and visit, utilization, and lab result data.  In 
May 2007, HITSP completed harmonized interoperability specifications for these 
data exchange scenarios.  CCHIT has also incorporated aspects of the use case 
into their certification criteria for ambulatory and inpatient EHRs.  
 
In August 2006, ONC developed use cases on emergency responder EHRs, 
consumer access to clinical information, medications management, and quality.  
HITSP has begun harmonizing relevant standards to the use cases and has 
released draft interoperability specifications for comment.  The harmonized use 
cases should be finalized in 2008.  
 
In January 2007, ONC developed use cases in the areas of remote monitoring, 
remote consultation, personalized healthcare, consultation and transfers of care, 
immunizations and response management, and public health case reporting.  
Once ONC has finalized more developed versions of the use cases that 
incorporate stakeholder comments, HITSP will begin harmonizing standards and 
developing interoperability specifications that pertain to the use cases.  
 


 
 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY (HHS/OS) 
 
HHS/OS: Personalized Healthcare 
The Secretary of HHS launched The Personalized Healthcare Initiative to improve the safety, 
quality, and effectiveness of health care for every patient in the US.  The initiative is based on 
the principle of tailoring medicine to each person’s needs through the use of “genomics,” or the 
identification of genes.  HHS seeks to advance this initiative through two guiding principles: 
 


• Provide federal leadership supporting research addressing individual aspects of 
disease and disease prevention with the ultimate goal of shaping preventive and 
diagnostic care to match each person’s unique genetic characteristics 


• Create a “network of networks” to aggregate anonymous health care data to help 
researchers establish patterns and identify genetic “definitions” to existing diseases 


 
HHS has formed four building blocks or goals to guide the implementation of the Personalized 
Healthcare Initiative.  The first goal seeks to establish a secured electronic system to exchange, 
aggregate and analyze key data from a large number of existing secure health care databases.  
Secondly, HHS looks to support the science and health IT base and enable it to expand, as well 
as support efficient and effective drug development partnerships between public and private 
sector leadership.  Lastly, HHS will help to integrate through various efforts the Personalized 
Healthcare Initiative into the mainstream of clinical practice. 
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HHS/OS: Value Driven Health Care 
President Bush’s Executive Order: Promoting Quality and Efficient Health Care in Federal 
Government Administered or Sponsored Health Care Programs (“Executive Order 13410”), 
issued August 22, 2006, called for increased transparency in health care.   
 
This Executive Order established the four “cornerstones” of Value-driven Health Care:  


• Interoperable health information technology (health IT) 
• Transparency of price 
• Transparency of quality 
• Use of incentives to promote high-quality and cost-efficient health care 


 
The Executive Order directs federal agencies that sponsor or administer federal health plans 
(e.g., Medicare, Medicaid, the Federal Employees Health Benefit Program (FEHBP), and 
TRICARE) to take steps to implement these cornerstones to the extent permitted by law.  The 
Executive Order is available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2006/08/20060822-
2.html.   
 
Private Sector Initiatives 
Secretary Leavitt announced on November 17, 2006, the corresponding non-federal initiative of 
Value-driven Health Care as a critical component of nationwide health IT interoperability.  To 
achieve this goal initiatives have been launched in several arenas.   
 
Communities 
Communities are encouraged to form collaborations among purchasers, health plans, providers, 
and consumers to transform health care at the local level through quality improvement and 
public reporting.  Two types of community collaborations are being recognized by HHS: 
Community Leaders and Chartered Value Exchanges. In recognizing collaboratives as 
Community Leaders, the Secretary is looking for multi-participant organizations that are able to 
foster multi-stakeholder collaboration within a community including health care providers, health 
plans, employers and consumers.  Community Leaders should have the support and 
participation of leading business, civic and health care organizations and serve as a convener to 
advance the four cornerstones of value-driven health care.   Recognized Community Leaders 
who have more fully developed their capacity to achieve the four cornerstones are eligible to 
become chartered as a Value Exchange.  A Chartered Value Exchange (CVE) is a multi-
stakeholder organization that has taken clear action in their community to convene industry 
stakeholders and advance the four cornerstones of Value-driven Health Care.  In addition to the 
imprimatur that comes with being recognized as a Community Leader, CVEs will be invited to 
participate in a nation-wide Learning Network. 
 
Employers 
Employers provide the majority of health insurance coverage for Americans.  Employers are 
encouraged to sign a statement of support and request information from their health plans, third 
party administrators, providers, and others with which they contract about how they are 
supporting the four “cornerstones.” Employers are also encouraged to use a request for 
information/proposal (RFI/RFP) as a way to assess the extent to which health plans are 
consistent with the principles of value-driven health care. A sample RFI is available for 
employers as a guide to inform their discussions with plans. 
 
Insurer Programs 
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A number of private insurers, including Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans, Aetna, 
UnitedHealthCare, Humana, and Cigna, have launched programs to provide members with 
information about health care quality and promote measurement of provider performance.  
Tools allow consumers (either patients or employers) to compare physicians and hospitals. 
 
State and Local Governments 
State and local governments are one of America's largest employers and purchasers of health 
care and have also joined in the value-driven health care initiatives. The Secretary works in 
partnership with states and local governments to implement the principles of value-driven health 
care.  HHS works with the National Governors Association (NGA) in educating governors and 
their staff about the importance of health care transparency. Through a series of issue briefs, 
conference calls, Web casts, and roundtables, NGA has engaged policymakers in dialogue 
about issues relating to advancing value-driven health care. 
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
 


In reference to Personalized Healthcare, HHS issued a request for information 
(RFI) to solicit input from the public and private sectors on plans for developing 
and using resources involving health IT and genetic and molecular medicine, with 
specific reference to incorporating these capacities in evidence-based clinical 
practice, health outcomes evaluations, and research. 
 
In reference to Value Driven Health Care, over 800 employers have signed on to 
support the four cornerstones and will help advance both interoperable health IT 
and population health information uses for quality and cost reporting. Similarly, 
11 states and 12 cities, counties, or local government agencies have either 
signed statements of support or taken other significant steps in support of Value-
driven health care. 


 
 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (SAMHSA) 
 
SAMHSA: Health IT Initiatives 
SAMHSA aims to ensure that an electronic health record system includes features specifically 
designed for behavioral health consumers, caregivers, and providers. SAMHSA's goal is to 
empower individuals receiving and providing behavioral health care to take full advantage of the 
opportunities created by the rapidly approaching era of electronic health information and also to 
receive the protection they deserve for their highly sensitive health information. Projects to 
support this goal include the development of a behavioral health functional model for 
certification of EHRs, technical assistance for development and reuse of an open source EHR 
by state and county behavioral health agencies, an HL7 messaging standard for consumers to 
transmit privacy consents that control who can access their personal data, a structured 
vocabulary for privacy consents, a white paper on e-consent mechanisms in other countries, 
privacy FAQs on the Federal Confidentiality of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Patient Records 
regulation in the electronic environment, as well as the development of a secure system for 
sharing opioid addiction treatment protocols in emergency situations when treatment records 
are not accessible. 
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Progress on Plan Objectives 
 


The HL7’s Electronic Health Record System Functional Model was adopted as 
an ANSI standard in February 2007. SAMHSA is currently working on the 
Behavioral Health Conformance Profile for the functional model. Three HL7 
version 3 models pertaining to consumer control of their health information have 
almost reached normative status and are planned for use in an upcoming 
interoperability demonstration led by VA security experts. SAMHSA has also 
produced a white paper, “The Implementation of E-consent Mechanisms in Three 
Countries: Canada, England, and the Netherlands (The ability to mask or limit 
access to health data)”, which was disseminated in February 2007. 


 
 
 


DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS & TECHNOLOGY 


 
NIST: Conformance Testing Infrastructure 
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) develops conformance test suites, 
tools, methods, and prototypes to achieve high-quality, interoperable implementations that 
conform to standards and meet users' needs. New test generation techniques are also 
developed. NIST partners with ONC and the health IT industry to develop standards, tests, 
tools, and prototypes to advance the use of information technologies in health care systems and 
achieve an interconnected electronic health information infrastructure. 


 
NIST:  Security Technology 
NIST engages the health IT community in technical security implementation assistance through 
publication of resource guidance on federal implementation of the HIPAA security rule and 
through outreach and awareness activities such as the CMS/NIST joint workshop on HIPAA 
Security Rule implementation which included presentations from ONC, HITSP, and CCHIT.  For 
federal agencies, NIST also has a series of Special Publications and Federal Information 
Processing Standards, which detail information security requirements and guide federal 
implementation of the Federal Information Security Management Act and other federal 
information security and privacy policies and laws.  


 
NIST:  Conformance and Certification Expertise 
NIST consults with emerging health IT certification bodies to help move them toward the 
implementation and accreditation to ISO standards for certification bodies.  Also, NIST provides 
guidance on conformance topics, including how to specify conformance and communicate 
requirements for claiming conformance in specifications, as well as how to develop 
conformance test suites and tools. 
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Progress on Plan Objectives  
 


NIST has continued to provide technical expertise for standards 
development.  In the area of conformance and interoperability testing, 
NIST developed:  a testing toolkit to validate HL7 messages for use with 
DICOM (radiology imaging) testing and Certification Commission for 
Healthcare Information Technology (CCHIT) interoperability testing; and, 
a tool to validate Continuity of Care Document messages for 
conformance to HITSP specifications.  To assist with standards 
harmonization, NIST developed a health IT web portal providing 
interactive, electronic access to HHS Secretary-recognized and accepted 
use cases, HITSP specifications, and related test materials.  NIST served 
as a technical advisor to the CCHIT for other matters such as testing 
methods, security, selection of jurors, and statistical tests of juror bias.  In 
the area of security technology, NIST provided subject matter expertise to 
the CCHIT Security Workgroup and jointly sponsored in January 2008 
with CMS a workshop on HIPAA Security Rule implementation and is 
currently updating guidance. 


 
 


DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
 
DoD: AHLTA 
AHLTA is a secure, standards-based, and patient centric EHR for use in garrison-based medical 
facilities and forward-deployed medical units.  AHLTA provides military physicians with decision 
support and builds a single encounter document out of a team effort, linking diagnoses, 
procedures, and orders into one record.  It creates a life-long, computer-based patient record for 
each and every military health beneficiary, regardless of their location, and provides seamless 
visibility of health information across the entire continuum of medical care.  This gives military 
providers unprecedented access to critical health information whenever and wherever care is 
provided to our service members and beneficiaries. 
 
DoD: Memorandum of Agreement with the State of Florida 
On April 4, 2007, DoD signed a Memorandum of Agreement with the State of Florida 
establishing an unprecedented partnership to pursue the cross network exchange of health care 
information that will enhance the quality and efficiency of medical care for our mutual 
beneficiaries.  This pilot collaboration between DoD and Florida is a model initiative to create a 
mechanism to share and exchange personal health information and data. 
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
 


DoD AHLTA serves as a test bed for EHR standards and improved clinical 
support tools.  The Florida initiative will help pilot interoperability and population 
health information use activities. 
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DEPARTMENT OF VETERAN AFFAIRS 
 
VA: Electronic Health Records (VistA, CPRS) 
VistA supports quality health care with an integrated health information and management 
system that is available in all VA health care facilities.  The VistA framework consists of more 
than 100 programs that support the day-to-day clinical, financial, and administrative functions of 
the Veterans Health Administration (VHA).  VHA developed the Computerized Patient Record 
System (CPRS) to provide a user interface for the information captured in VistA.  With CPRS, 
VHA health care professionals can access patient information at the point of care across 
multiple sites and clinical disciplines. 
 
VA: Personal Health Record (My HealtheVet)   
My HealtheVet is a nationwide initiative intended to improve the overall health of veterans.  The 
My HealtheVet portal provides a secure, online environment where veterans can view and 
manage their personal health record, access clinically relevant and objective health information 
perform health assessments and use electronic services such as prescription refill.  My 
HealtheVet gives veterans an active role in their health care planning. 
 
VA: Telehealth 
The VA has several Telehealth initiatives, both internal to the Department and in conjunction 
with DoD.  These initiatives draw on general telehealth, health informatics, and disease 
management, and include:  


• National care coordination home telehealth program (CCHT).  Patients are connected to 
Care Coordinators, who take assessments and receive electronically transmitted health 
readings from instruments placed in the veterans’ homes.  Early detection of possible 
health crises and helping veterans negotiate their way across the continuum of care are 
two of the major benefits.  


• Specific telehealth programs focus on: retinal imaging for diabetes, mental health, 
rehabilitation, dermatology, and surgery.   


 
Progress on Plan Objectives 


 
In reference to Health IT adoption, VA has fully implemented its Computerized 
Patient Record System (CPRS) as a longitudinal record available wherever the 
Veteran seeks care from the Veterans Health Administration.  CPRS provides 
VHA with a great deal of clinical health IT functionality, including clinical decision 
support and the capture of data in an electronic format, as well as an effective 
and efficient method for population health reporting. 
 
My HealtheVet was a top-five winner of the 2007 Excellence.Gov awards for IT 
innovation and collaboration.  My HealtheVet is an important test bed for 
assessing data access and translation for PHRs.  The national system has over 
500,000 registrants, and veterans have filled over 4.5 million prescriptions using 
the system.  Veterans routinely record their health readings (e.g., blood glucose, 
blood pressure, pulse oximetry, etc.), health histories (self, family, military), and 
other pertinent health information, such as medications and medical visits.  In 
addition, they routinely use activity and food logs to record their intake and 
physical activities, and are printing health summaries to take to their 
appointments with health care providers.  
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 


 
FCC: Rural Health Care Pilot Program (RHCPP) 
In September 2006, the FCC adopted an order, pursuant to section 254(h)(2)(A) of the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996, to establish the RHCPP to examine how the rural health care 
funding mechanism could be used to enhance public and nonprofit health care providers’ 
access to advanced telecommunications and information services. Specifically, the RHCPP 
provides funding to support up to 85 percent of the costs associated with:  (1) the construction 
of a state or regional broadband network and the advanced telecommunications and information 
services provided over that network; (2) connecting to Internet21 or National LambdaRail 
(NLR2); and (3) connecting to the public Internet.  These networks will be designed to bring the 
benefits of innovative telehealth and, in particular, telemedicine services to those areas of the 
country where the need for those benefits is most acute.  Where feasible, participants are 
required to implement health IT standards identified by HHS.  The health care facilities 
participating in RHCPP include hospitals, clinics, universities and research centers, behavioral 
health sites, correctional facility clinics, and community health centers. 
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
 
On November 19, 2007, the FCC awarded more than $417 million for the 
construction of 69 statewide or regional broadband telehealth networks in 42 
states and three U.S. territories.  The RHCPP will support the connection of more 
than 6,000 public and non-profit health care providers nationwide to broadband 
telehealth networks.   


 


                                                 
1 Internet2 is a U.S. advanced networking consortium, led by the research and education community 
since 1996, which promotes the missions of its members by providing both network capabilities and 
partnership opportunities that together facilitate the development, deployment and use of Internet 
technologies. 
2 The National LambdaRail (NLR) seeks to advance the research, clinical, and educational goals of members and 
other institutions by establishing and maintaining a unique nationwide network infrastructure that is owned and 
controlled by the U.S. research community. 
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Social Security Administration 
 
SSA:  Medical Evidence Request and Data Use Prototype 
SSA requests approximately 15-20 million medical records each year from providers all over the 
country on behalf of, and with the authorization of, millions of individuals applying for disability 
benefits.  In some cases, medical sources have difficulty providing medical records, oftentimes 
due to the labor costs associated with the pulling, extracting, printing and handling of the 
records.  These delays and response failures can have a significant affect on the timeliness of 
claims processing for disability benefits.  Disability benefits provide a monthly income and may 
also lead to certain types of health insurance coverage through Medicare and Medicaid.  Not 
only does the applicant benefit through timely decisions, but the provider benefits through such 
things as the receipt of payment for records.  Developing electronic methods of communication 
which relieve the provider of the burden currently associated with delivering records, will provide 
benefit for all parties.  Work is underway to establish a standards-based request and receipt 
process which will streamline the disability claims development process.  Included in this effort 
is the development of computer-based intelligent analysis of the data being returned by the 
provider which will identify potential areas of the disability listings which the examiner may focus 
on to expedite review and processing.  The prototype will be operational by October, 2008. 
 
SSA:  NHIN “Release of Information to a Trusted Entity” Use Case Funding and 
Participation 
The Medical Evidence Prototype referenced above will be furthered through the NHIN efforts.  
SSA has funded the use case to work toward formalizing the standards effort begun in the 
Medical Evidence Prototype.  Standards for the handling of the patient’s authorization for the 
release of medical records and for the content of the medical record delivered will be vetted with 
the NHIN participants and submitted to the HITSP for consideration.  In 2008, the NHIN Trial 
Implementations will employ these standards to demonstrate a nationally scalable exchange 
using test data.  In 2009, SSA plans to put this process into production with interested NHIN 
participants. 
 
SSA:  Personal Health Record Prototype 
Individuals filing for Social Security disability benefits start the process by providing a 
comprehensive list of conditions, medications, treating sources, and treatments.  This can 
represent a significant effort on the part of the individual, and frequently critical information 
affecting the claims process is overlooked.  The type of information individuals need to provide 
to SSA is represented in the typical PHR, whether populated through claims data, or by the 
patient or providers.  SSA will develop a prototype in 2009 to study the ways through which a 
standards-based communication could gather information already existing in the PHR, with the 
patient’s authorization, and more simply and effectively begin the disability claims process.  
 
 


MULTI-AGENCY COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS 
 
AHRQ, FDA, NLM, NCI, and  VA Data Standards Program (also known as Federal 
Medication Terminologies) 
Collaboration among AHRQ, FDA, NLM, NCI, and VA resulted in standardizing the flow of drug 
information from drug manufacturers to FDA (for labeling information approval) to NLM (for 
assignment of RxNorm codes and display on NLM’s DailyMed web site)—with standardized 
terminology and use of HL7’s SPL standard.  Additionally, this program supported the 
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development of the Unique Ingredient Identifier (UNII) by FDA and the development of RxNorm 
by NLM.  The goal is to improve drug safety and quality of care by making federally approved 
drug information available in a uniform, standardized, computer-retrievable manner in real time. 
 
DoD & VA: Exchange of Information 
The collaborative federal partnership between Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of 
Veterans Affairs (VA) has resulted in increased integration of health care services to military 
service members and veterans.  There are multiple initiatives that support timely transfer of 
data, real-time data sharing, shared data resources and sharing of critical test data to support 
more efficient use of resources and appropriate care coordination. The initiatives are called: 
 


• Federal Health Information Exchange (FHIE)   
• Bidirectional Health Information Exchange (BHIE)  
• Clinical Data Repository/Health Data Repository (CHDR) 
• Transfer of Radiology Images and Scanned Medical Records from DoD to VA 


Polytrauma Centers  
• Laboratory Data Sharing Initiative (LDSI) 


 
DoD & VA: Joint Inpatient Electronic Health Record Analysis Project  
The Joint project will have two phases. The first phase will document and assess DoD 
and VA inpatient clinical processes, workflows, and requirements.  The second phase 
will be an analysis of alternatives, a business case, and a recommendation for achieving 
a joint inpatient electronic health record solution with associated cost and schedule. 
 
OIG & CMS: Hospital Donation of Health IT  
The Anti-Kickback Statute, a criminal statute, enacted over 30 years ago prohibits any knowing 
or willful solicitation or acceptance of remuneration to induce referrals for health care services 
that are reimbursable by the Federal Government. The Department of Justice is responsible for 
criminal enforcement of the statute and the HHS Office of the Inspector General (OIG) is 
authorized to impose administrative sanctions such as program exclusion and civil monetary 
penalties when the statute has been violated. The statute sets forth certain voluntary “safe 
harbors” which, if fully complied with, insulate an arrangement from enforcement. The OIG is 
authorized to promulgate additional “safe harbors” by regulation.  
 
The physician self-referral prohibition, commonly referred to as the “Stark” law, prohibits a 
physician from referring Medicare patients for inpatient and outpatient hospital services and 
certain other “designated health services”  an entity with which the physician (or an immediate 
family member of the physician) has a financial relationship unless an exception applies. The 
Stark law prohibits the entity from submitting claims to Medicare for designated health services 
that are furnished as a result of a prohibited referral. The statute enumerates various exceptions 
and grants the Secretary the authority to establish additional exceptions by regulation for 
financial relationships that do not pose a risk of program or patient abuse. Violations of the 
statute are punishable by denial or payment for all designated health services claims, refund of 
amounts collected for designated health services claims, and civil money penalties (imposed by 
OIG) for knowing violations of the prohibition. 
 
Because financial arrangements designed to assist physicians with the acquisition of health 
information technology implicates these statutes, both laws were believed to inhibit the use of 
health information technology.  In recognition of this impact, the Medicare Modernization Act of 
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2003 required OIG to promulgate an anti-kickback safe harbor and CMS to promulgate a Stark 
exception in order to foster the donation and use of e-prescribing technology tools. 
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
(Referring to all multi-agency collaborative efforts described above) 


 
Some of the significant accomplishments in the Data Standards Program in 2007 
include: increasing the pipeline of valid drug labeling information to NLM’s 
DailyMed website; a significant reduction in distinct NDC drug package codes 
inaccurately linked to RxNorm; and an increase in the number of unique drug 
ingredients in the UNII code system  
 
DoD and VA have been exchanging health information since 2001. Progress 
includes: 
 
FHIE: As of September 2007, DoD has transferred health information for over 4.0 
million patients to the FHIE data repository.  As of September 2007, over 2.5 
million patient messages (i.e. laboratory results, radiology reports, pharmacy data, 
and consults) have been transmitted on VA patients treated in DoD facilities. 
 
BHIE: In July 2007, DoD made data viewable to VA from AHLTA, DoD’s electronic 
health record. Data are viewable to DoD from all VA facilities.  
 
CHDR: In September 2006, the Departments established interoperability.  The 
exchange of computable outpatient pharmacy and medication allergy data enables 
drug-drug interaction checking and drug-allergy checking using data from both 
departments.  
 
LDSI: LDSI for laboratory chemistry tests is available for use throughout DoD, and 
is actively being used daily between DoD and VA at several sites where one 
Department uses the other as a reference laboratory.  LDSI is now operational at 
more than 9 joint VA/DoD sites. 
 
DoD & VA are working on assessing the requirements and best approach for a 
joint inpatient electronic health record. 
 
On August 8, 2006, OIG and CMS published final regulations under the Anti-
Kickback Statute and Stark Law concerning the donation of eRx and EHR 
technologies.  In addition to promulgating the MMA-mandated anti-kickback safe 
harbor and Stark exception for eRX technology, OIG and CMS promulgated a safe 
harbor and an exception, respectively, for certain arrangements involving the 
donation of electronic health records (EHR) technology.  The EHR safe harbor and 
exception protect certain arrangements in which hospitals, group practices, 
prescription drug plan sponsors, and Medicare Advantage Plans provide 
interoperable EHR  software and information technology as well as training 
services to physicians (and under the Anti-Kickback Statute, other individuals and 
entities, such as pharmacists). The EHR safe harbor and exception sunset 
December 31, 2013; the eRx provisions do not.  In response to a November 2006 
request for guidance from a provider association, the IRS issued a memorandum 
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clarifying that 501(c)(3) hospitals may donate health IT software to physicians 
under specified conditions without risking their tax-exempt status. 


 
 
 


Other Public-Private Sector Initiatives 
 
National Quality Forum National Priorities and Goal Setting Project  
The National Quality Forum (NQF) is conducting a project to develop a measurement 
framework to assess value over episodes of care for chronic conditions.  The goal of this project 
is to move towards a better alignment of measurement development and reporting activities 
within national priorities and goals.  The project steering committee has identified national 
priorities and corresponding three to five year goals.  Two priority conditions, acute myocardial 
infarction and lower back pain, will serve as operational examples.  The scope of the project 
includes:  


• development of a measurement framework for chronic care episodes; 
• identification of a starting subset of priority conditions;  
• assessment of efficiency in the priority areas, including quality measurement and data 


collection; 
• establishment of national performance goals; and 
• development of a research agenda for continued measurement and monitoring focused 


on value across episodes of care.   
 
The project to assess quality over episodes of care relies on the ability to collect longitudinal 
data in an efficient fashion.  NQF is working to assess the availability of the needed data and 
develop methods to address gaps and areas of need.  These data needs will help to inform the 
research agenda for an evolving quality measurement and monitoring system.     
 


 Progress on Plan Objectives 
 
In 2007, AHRQ, CMS, and NQF released a draft report outlining a measurement 
framework for evaluating efficiency in episodes of care.  The group accepted 
public comments until December 2007. Subsequently they will use the comments 
to finalize the report.  The framework is intended to provide guidance to help key 
stakeholders move towards a higher performing health care system that is 
patient-focused and focused on quality. It will also serve to help define needed 
quality information that can be supported through health IT. 


 
FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEES 
 
National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics 
The National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS), established by Congress, 
serves as a Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) committee to provide recommendations to 
the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services on health data, statistics, and 
national health information policy and also has statutory responsibilities under HIPAA.  
NCVHS’s 18 person membership possesses expertise in a wide array of health IT related fields 
including electronic data exchange, privacy and security, public health and health services 
research, health care delivery, health care financing, computerized health information systems, 
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and health data standards. NCVHS is supported by several standing and ad hoc subcommittees 
and working groups that address relevant health IT issues:   


• Subcommittee on Privacy and Confidentiality  
• Subcommittee on Standards and Security  
• Executive Subcommittee’s Work Group on National Health Information Infrastructure  
• Subcommittee on Populations’ Work Group on Quality  
• Work Group on Uses of Health Data (formerly the Work Group on Secondary Uses of 


Data)  
 
 


 
Progress on Plan Objectives 


 
In October 2007, NCVHS released draft recommendations on “Enhanced 
Protections for Uses of Health Data: A Stewardship Framework for ‘Secondary 
Uses’ of Electronically Collected and Transmitted Health Data. In June 2007, 
NCVHS sent a letter to the Secretary of HHS recommending that HHS and 
Congress move expeditiously to establish laws to ensure that all entities that 
create, compile, store, transmit, or use personally identifiable health information 
are covered by a federal privacy law.  In November 2006, NCVHS released a 
draft paper that described the critical privacy and security elements for 
connecting to the NHIN. In June 2006, NCVHS released a report, "Privacy and 
Confidentiality in the Nationwide Health Information Network.”   


 
American Health Information Community 
The American Health Information Community (AHIC), a Federal advisory committee, was 
created by the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) in June 2005.  The AHIC 
provides recommendations which seek to advance the President’s goal calling for most 
Americans to have access to secure, interoperable electronic health records (EHRs) by 2014.  
To achieve this goal, the AHIC provides recommendations to the HHS Secretary on how to 
accelerate the development and adoption of health information technology (health IT) and to 
ensure the privacy and security of electronic health records.  The AHIC is composed of no more 
than 18 public and private health care stakeholders representing cross-cutting health interests, 
including hospitals, health care providers, health plans, employers, consumers, and federal and 
state agencies.  The group is chaired by the Secretary of HHS. 
 
The AHIC was originally chartered for two years, with the option to renew for the duration of no 
more than five years.  The AHIC is supported by seven workgroups that address specific health 
information topics and provide recommendations to the AHIC on advancing progress in specific 
areas.  Each workgroup has a short- and long-term charge, and has made progress in the form 
of recommendations related to those charges.  Detailed information on the workgroups, their 
charges, and many of the recommendations they have made to the AHIC are available at 
http://www.hhs.gov/healthit/ahic/.   
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
 


The AHIC serves as an example of a federal advisory committee that has 
successfully created a set of consensus recommendations for the HHS Secretary 
from varied and often disparate stakeholders.  It has provided critical advice to 
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the Secretary of HHS, which has helped the Department to set the agenda for 
the advancement of health IT interoperability and adoption.  AHIC has identified 
priority focus areas and created workgroups to explore them in greater detail.  
Subsequently, the AHIC reviewed, vetted, and fully considered the workgroup 
draft recommendations before advancing its own recommendations to the HHS 
Secretary.  Finally, the AHIC provided feedback to the Secretary regarding the 
next steps for the AHIC as a whole, including the development of a plan for AHIC 
2.0. 


 
Each workgroup is described in greater detail below.  The dates indicated reflect the year the 
workgroup was formed. 
 


• AHIC Chronic Care Workgroup (2005): The Chronic Care Workgroup focuses on 
identifying and recommending ways to the AHIC to facilitate the deployment of widely 
available, secure technology solutions, such as secure messaging, for remote 
monitoring and assessment of chronically ill patients, and for communication between 
clinicians about patients. The workgroup is comprised of 20 members who represent an 
array of health care sectors such as health plans, federal agencies, employers, 
academic research centers, and disease advocacy groups.   


 
 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
 
In May 2006, the AHIC advanced to the Secretary recommendations intended to 
foster the widespread use of secure messaging as a means of communication 
between patients and providers.  In June 2007, the AHIC advanced additional 
recommendations related to enabling the deployment of widely available, secure 
technology solutions for remote monitoring and assessment of patients and for 
communication between clinicians about patients.  As a result of the Secretary’s 
adoption of these recommendations: 
• Interoperability standards are being developed for remote monitoring devices; 


and  
• Options for reimbursing care outside the boundaries of the health care setting 


are being explored. 
• Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is supporting wide availability of 


broadband so that both providers and patients can access interoperable 
health care information and use advanced telemedicine applications; 


• A pilot study is underway to demonstrate the value of reimbursement for 
secure messaging; 


• Medical licensure across state lines is being addressed by the State Alliance 
for e-Health; 


 
• AHIC Confidentiality, Privacy, and Security Workgroup (2006): The Confidentiality, 


Privacy, and Security (CPS) Workgroup was established to advance draft 
recommendations to the AHIC after exploring in greater depth the cross-cutting nature of 
confidentially, privacy, and security issues related to exchange of electronic health 
information.  The CPS Workgroup’s members consist of privacy, security, clinical, and 
technology experts, and also members from other AHIC workgroups.  
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Progress on Plan Objectives 
 
In January 2007 and March 2007, the AHIC advanced recommendations to the 
HHS Secretary on patient identity proofing and protections needed for entities 
that support the exchange of health information but may not be covered under 
HIPAA.  The objective of the latter recommendations was to ensure that all 
entities engaged in the exchange of electronic health information meet common 
baseline privacy and security standards that are at least equivalent to HIPAA 
requirements for covered entities.   


 
• AHIC Consumer Empowerment Workgroup (2005): The Consumer Empowerment 


Workgroup was created to advance draft recommendations to the AHIC as it examines 
the challenges to increasing PHR utilization by consumers and propose strategies for 
addressing those challenges.  The workgroup is composed of 28 members who exhibit a 
diverse set of professional expertise, especially in the areas of privacy and security, 
insurance plans, public sector leadership, mental health, standards and development, 
and consumer advocacy.  


  
Progress on Plan Objectives 


 
The AHIC has advanced 15 recommendations to the HHS Secretary, including: 
• Development of a PHR certification process for interoperability, portability, 


privacy, and security; 
• Privacy and security processes and protections for patient oriented products; 
• Studies to assess consumer and patient needs with respect to PHRs for 


identifying incentives for adoption; and 
• Education and outreach to increase consumer awareness of PHRs. 


 
• AHIC Electronic Health Records Workgroup (2005): The Electronic Health Records 


(EHR) Workgroup has advanced draft recommendations to the AHIC as it explores and 
analyzes the barriers to widespread EHR adoption.  The workgroup is composed of 20 
members who represent a variety of sectors such as health IT vendors, hospitals, 
federal agencies, and private sector health informatics management associations. 


 
Progress on Plan Objectives 


 
Over the course of the past 18 months, the EHR Workgroup of the AHIC has 
heard extensive public testimony on the barriers to and enablers of EHR 
adoption in the delivery system.  Recommendations the AHIC has advanced to 
the HHS Secretary, and the Secretary has adopted, include: 
• CLIA guidance to allow the  flow of historical laboratory results to clinicians 


other than the ordering physician; 
• Interoperability standards for key laboratory results; 
• Pay for performance programs that include structure and process measures, 


as well as outcome measures; 
• On line educational programs to guide adoption and implementation;  
• Privacy and security actions with respect to patient identity proofing, 


authentication, and authorization; and 
• Opportunities to support mandated use of e-prescribing. 
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• AHIC Personalized Healthcare Workgroup (2006): The Personalized Healthcare 
Workgroup advances draft recommendations to the AHIC regarding its four main priority 
areas: genetic/genomic tests; family health history; confidentiality, privacy, and security; 
and clinical decision support.  The workgroup is composed of 24 members and 17 senior 
advisors who represent a variety of health care sectors such as health care  providers, 
health plans, pharmaceutical and diagnostics industry groups, academic research 
institutions, patient advocates, and federal agencies.  


 


Progress on Plan Objectives 
In July 2007, the AHIC advanced to the Secretary of HHS recommendations 
intended to guide the process for developing consensus-based standards to 
facilitate the incorporation of interoperable, genetic/genomic information and 
analytical tools into EHRs. The recommendations supported the continued 
implementation of the Personalized Healthcare Use Case and called for the 
creation of a multi-stakeholder workgroup comprising of private sector, federal 
health care providers and federal public health service agencies to determine the 
types of information that should be generated when performing genetic/genomic 
tests and to identify standard metrics, terminology, language and processes.  
 
 


• AHIC Population Health and Clinical Care Connections Workgroup (2005): The 
Population Health and Clinical Care Connections Workgroup initially began as the 
Biosurveillance Workgroup.  Its focus was to advance draft recommendations to the 
AHIC regarding a minimum data set that would aid in the transmission of essential 
ambulatory care and emergency department visit, utilization, and lab result data to 
authorized public health agencies within 24 hours of an emergency.  The workgroup was 
then restructured to keep making progress through draft recommendations to the AHIC 
to facilitate the flow of reliable health information among population health and clinical 
care systems necessary to protect and improve the public’s health.  The workgroup is 
composed of 24 members and 4 ex-officio members, who represent a variety of health 
care sectors such as hospital associations, health care providers, state and local public 
health agencies, and federal agencies.   
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Progress on Plan Objectives 


 
In October 2006, the AHIC recommended a minimum data set for biosurveillance 
and public health reporting, which had originated from its Biosurveillance 
Workgroup. 
 
In March 2007, the AHIC advanced to the HHS Secretary the recommendations 
crafted by the Population Health and Clinical Connections Workgroup in the 
areas of the process and business case for data/information exchange between 
public health and clinical care entities, case reporting and collaboration to 
develop a list of “nationally notifiable” conditions that would be reported to all 
levels of public health agencies, and proposed initial steps toward standardizing 
alerting and the exchange of contact information across public health and clinical 
care. 


 
• AHIC Quality Workgroup (2006): The Quality Workgroup concentrates on drafting 


recommendations to the AHIC regarding how health IT can be used to support quality 
measurement and improvement.  The workgroup is composed of 20 members who 
represent a variety of health care sectors such as hospitals, health plans, quality 
measure developers, employers, and federal agencies.   


 
Progress on Plan Objectives 


 
The AHIC advanced a recommendation to the HHS Secretary to enhance quality 
measurement development with improved coordination of reporting efforts. 
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Appendix D: Planned ONC Fiscal Year 2008 and 2009 Spending Aligned to the Strategic Plan 
Goals and Objectives 
(Descriptions of the initiatives listed are found in Appendix C) 
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Department of Health and Human Services - ONC 
STANDARDS 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) – 
Standards Harmonization (HITSP) 
 
Technology Certification (CCHIT) 


 
Federal Data Standards Initiative  
AHIC Operations 
 
AHIC Successor 
 
State Level HIE Consensus Project 


 


√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 


  


         PRIVACY AND SECURITY 
Health Information Security and Privacy Collaborative 
  
State Alliance for e-Health 


√   √ √    
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Department of Health and Human Services - ONC 
ARCHITECTURE AND ADOPTION 
Technical Infrastructure Support 
  
Use Case Development/ Priority Projects 
 
Secure Messaging Pilot – [FY08 only] 
 
Nationwide Health Information Network (NHIN) Architecture 


 
          EHR Adoption Survey 
 


Terminology Consensus Project  


√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 


  


         OPERATIONS 
ONC Staff Operations Support 
 
*Federal Health Architecture (FHA) – multi-agency 
 
*Anti-Fraud Activities 
 
*AHIC Workgroups 
 
*Federal Interdepartmental Health IT Collaborative – multi-agency 
 
*Federal Interagency Health IT Policy Council – multi-agency 
 
 [*These activities are supported by ONC Operations Funds or ONC permanent staff] 


√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
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Appendix E: Acronym List 
 


AHIC American Health Information Community 
AHIC CPS Workgroup AHIC Confidentiality, Privacy & Security Workgroup 
AHIMA American Health Information Management Association 
AHRQ Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 
AHLTA Armed Forces Health Longitudinal Technology Application 
ASPE Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation 
ASPR HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response 
BHIE Bidirectional Health Information Exchange 
BISTI Biomedical Computation Science and Technology Grants 
CaBIG The Cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid 
CaGrid Infrastructure that supports caBIG 


CAH Critical Access Hospitals 
CARE Continuity Assessment Record & Evaluation 
CCHIT Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology 
CCHT National Care Coordination Home Telehealth Program 
CDC Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
CDS Clinical Decision Support 
CHDR Clinical Data Repository/Health Data Repository 
CHI Consolidated Health Informatics initiative 
CLIA Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments 
CMS Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
CPHP The Centers for Public Health Preparedness 
CPOE Computerized Physician Order Entry 
CPRS Clinical Patient Record System/ Computerized Patient Record System 
CRS Computerized Registration System 
CPS AHIC Confidentiality, Privacy, and Security Workgroup 
CTSA Clinical and Translational Science Awards 
CVE Chartered Value Exchange 
DEA Drug Enforcement Agency 
DHS Department of Homeland Security 
DoD US Department of Defense 
EHR Electronic Health Record 
EMR Electronic Medical Record 
eRX Electronic Prescribing 
ESFAC Epidemiological Surveillance Federal Advisory Committee 
FACA Federal Advisory Committee Act 
FCC Federal Communications Commission 
FDA Food and Drug Administration 
FEHBP Federal Employees Health Benefit Program 
FHA Federal Health Architecture 



http://cabig.cancer.gov/
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FHIE Federal Health Information Exchange 
FMT Federal Medical Terminology 
FAQ Frequently Asked Questions 
GWAS Genome-Wide Association Studies 
Health IT Health Information Technology 
HHS US Department of Health and Human Services 
HHS/OS Office of the Secretary 
HIPAA Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 
HISPC Health Information Security and Privacy Collaboration 
HITSP Healthcare Information Technology Standards Panel 
HRSA Health Resources and Services Administration 
HSPD-21 Homeland Security Presidential Directive 21 
ICD International Classification of Diseases 
ICD-10-PCS International Classification of Diseases 10 Procedure Coding System 
IHS Indian Health Service 
IRB Institutional Review Board 
IRS Internal Revenue Service 
ISO International Organization for Standardization 
LDSI Laboratory Data Sharing and Interoperability 
LOINC Logical Observation Identifiers, Names, Codes 
LPGP Licensure Portability Grant Program 
MCMP Medicare Management Performance Demonstration 
MMIS Medicaid Management Information System 
MITA Medicaid Information Technology Architecture 
NCI National Cancer Institute 
NCVHS National Committee on Health and Vital Statistics 
NDBS Newborn Dried Blood Spot Screening 
NGA National Governors Association 
NHDSE National Health Data Stewardship Entity 
NHIN Nationwide Health Information Network 
NHSN National Healthcare Safety Network 
NIH National Institutes of Health  
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 
NCC National Coordinating Center 
NDW National Data Warehouse 
NLC Nurse Licensure Compact 
NLM National Library of Medicine 
NPIRS National Patient Information Reporting System 
NRC The National Resource Center for Health Information Technology 
NQF National Quality Forum 
OAT Office for Advancement of Telehealth 
OCR US HHS Office for Civil Rights  
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OIG Office of the Inspector General of HHS 
OMB US Office of Management and Budget  
ONC Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology 
OPM US Office of Personnel Management 
PAHPA Pandemic All-Hazards Preparedness Act 
PHIN Public Health Information Network 
PHR Personal Health Record 
PHS Corps Public Health Service Corps 
RFI Request for Information 
RFP Request for Proposal  
RHCPP Rural Health Care Pilot Program 
RHIO Regional Health Information Organization 
ROI Return on Investment  
RPMS Resource and Patient Management System 
RTI Research Triangle Institute International 
SAMHSA US Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration 
SARS Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 
TNGP Telehealth Network Grant Program 
SDO Standards Development Organizations 
SPL Structured Product Labeling 
SSA Social Security Administration 
UMLS Unified Medical Language System 
UNII Unique Ingredient Identifiers 
US United States of America 
USHIK United States Health Information Knowledgebase 
VA US Department of Veteran Affairs 
VHA Veterans Health Administration (within the US Department of Veteran Affairs)
XML Extensible Markup Language 
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Sheet1



		Task #		Task		Job Classification		Company		Number of Staff		Hours Per Person		Prime/Subcontractor		% of Work On Site		Location

		1		Initiation and Planning		State Staff		State		5

						Implementation Project Manager		First Health		1		578		P		25		St. Louis

						Account Director		First Health		1		282		P		100		Reno

						Administrative Assistant		First Health		1		94		P		100		Reno

						IT Project Manager		First Health		1		314		P		0		Glen Allen

						Systems Engineer		First Health		1		312		P		0		Glen Allen

						Programmer Analyst IT		Syntel		3		164		S		0		Mumbai

						Sr Business Analyst EDI		Syntel		2		312		S		0		Mumbai

						Network Specialist				1		270		P		0		Glen Allen

		2		Analysis		State Staff		State		5

						Account Director		First Health		1		128		P		100		Reno

						HCM Operations Manager		First Health		1		160		P		100		Reno

						HCM Account Manager		First Health		1		88		P		100		Reno

						Operations Director		First Health		1		88		P		100		Reno

						Provider Enrollment Manager		First Health		1		24		P		100		Reno

						Implementation Project Manager		First Health		1		172		P		25		St. Louis

						Systems Architect		First Health		1		40		P		0		Glen Allen

						Programmer Analyst IT		Syntel		3		160		S		0		Mumbai

						IT Project Manager		First Health		1		88		P		0		Glen Allen

						Security Officer		First Health		1		40		P		0		Glen Allen

						Sr Business Analyst EDI		Syntel		2		320		S		0		Mumbai

						Medical Director		First Health		1		80		P		100		Reno

		3		Design and Construction		State Staff		State		5

						Sr Business Analyst EDI		Syntel		2		1248		S		0		Mumbai

						Programmer Analyst IT		Syntel		3		1656		S		0		Mumbai

						OA Analyst 		First Health		1		234		P		0		Glen Allen

						IT Project Manager		First Health		1		533		P		0		Glen Allen

						Implementation Project Manager		First Health		1		117		P		25		St. Louis

						Account Director		First Health		1		120		P		100		Reno

		4		Testing and Development		State Staff		State		2

						Account Director		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						QA Manager		First Health		1		80		P		0		Glen Allen

						Systems Engineer		First Health		1		160		P		0		Glen Allen

						Network Specialist		First Health		1		80		P		0		Glen Allen

						IT Project Manager		First Health		1		50		P		0		Glen Allen

						Implementation Project Manager		First Health		1		50		P		25		St. Louis

						QA Analyst		First Health		1		80		P		0		Glen Allen

						Sr Business Analyst EDI		Syntel		2		200		S		0		Mumbai

						Programmer Analyst IT		Syntel		3		100		S		0		Mumbai
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover

Appendix X — Recipient Workshop Strategy



appendix x — recipient workshop strategy

As referenced in Section 15.4.5.1, FHS recognizes DHCFP’s desire to improve health outcomes, self-sufficiency in disease management and cost savings through a targeted Level II health education program.  As part of the stratification process, FHS develops a geo-map of the population eligible for Level II program services.  Scheduled classroom-style workshops will follow the Stanford model and be offered in heavily populated community settings.  Teleconferencing will be available for rural areas.  

Education topics focus on the importance of seeing the recipient’s primary physician regularly, coping with the disease process, exercise and smoking cessation, appropriate use of medication and the ER, and behavioral health issues such as depression.  Our recipient work shop strategy is included on the following pages.


Health Education Workshop Strategy for Nevada medicaid Recipients

Health education workshops for Nevada Medicaid recipients with Diabetes, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), Adult Asthma, and Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) use cost-effective, evidence-based best practices for teaching adults and children.

The workshops will address four health care management Prevention Quality Indicators (PQIs) for Diabetes, COPD, Adult Asthma, and CHF admission rates.  The workshops will be offered on a quarterly, regional basis to address the needs of Northern, Southern, and rural Nevadans. Follow up to the workshop is essential and will occur in a variety of ways that include focus groups, surveys, and telephone calls to determine if the service is satisfying the need of the Nevada recipient and to capture feedback that may improve the curriculum.

Health education services will take into consideration the styles and best practices of adults learning, with attention to cultural competency, language, and the communication needs of visually and/or hearing impaired.  The workshop and/or health fair will maintain a format easily understood at a sixth grade reading and writing level and will be designed to be participative.  The materials will address the behavioral health and medication compliance complexities that accompany the disease process.  An appropriate emergency room utilization process will be responsive to the recipient desire to change behaviors. It is incumbent on the health education service to provide evidence-based best practices that support prevention of unnecessary and avoidable hospitalizations.  This is done through literary research, prevention quality indicator studies, and active listening to recipients’ experiences.

Outreach and incentives to participate will be most successful when the recipient attendee understands that the workshop will demonstrate how to self-monitor key indicators for optimum health such as monitoring of blood pressure, weight and body mass index, heart rate, and blood glucose levels.  Diet, exercise, and smoking cessation are other incentives that will reach some participants and encourage attendance when demonstrations and sample products are included.

Background

Experiential and Kinesthetic Workshops

Because adult learning is significantly different from how children learn, the workshop will be designed to promote the greatest opportunity for experiential and kinesthetic learning.  The following table best describes why we need to address the learning needs of adults in this way.

		Differences Between Children and Adults as Learners: 



		CHILDREN

		ADULTS



		Rely on others to decide what is important to be learned 

		Decide for themselves what is important to be learned 



		Accept the information being presented at face value 

		Need to validate the information useful in their long-term future



		Expect what they are learning to be useful in their long-term future

		Expect what they are learning to be immediately useful 



		Have little or no experience upon which to draw – are relatively “clean slates.”

		Have much experience upon which to draw – may have fixed viewpoints 



		Little ability to serve as a significant knowledgeable resource to teacher or fellow classmates

		Significant ability to serve as knowledgeable resource to trainer and fellow learners





		(Belletti, 1999)





Process

Health education for adults will promote experiential learning by providing facilities that allow participants to demonstrate medical devices that promote good health for their disease process. For example, a setup with blood pressure devices allow those whose best practice is indicated by daily monitoring in order to learn how to operate the device.  These same models apply for those whose best practice indication is glucose control, weight control and body mass index calculation.  Calipers to determine body fat is another example.  Healthy cooking demos and information are other avenues to pursue. 

Conclusion

The success of adult education services lies in the ability to engage the attendees in their own learning.  This is accomplished by given recipients opportunities to share stories and learn from each other which promotes integrated behavior changes that are needed to move recipients  from high- to low risk status.

FHS understands that this approach must receive prior approval from the State of Nevada DHCFP, and the process for securing CME unit approval from the Nevada State Board of Medical Examiners needs further examination.
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Tab IX — Company Background and References



17.2	references

FHS is pleased to provide the following customer references.  All of these references are from accounts similar to the scope and complexity of this RFP.  Please refer to Section 17.2.2.1, for a description of the services provided to each of these customers.

17.2.1	Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from similar projects performed for private, state 	and/or large local government clients within the last five (5) years.  Vendors are required to submit 	Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire to the business references they list.  The business references must 	submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division.  It is the vendor’s responsibility to 	ensure that completed forms are received by the Purchasing Division on or before the proposal submission 	deadline for inclusion in the evaluation process.  Business References not received, or not complete, may 	adversely affect the vendor’s score in the evaluation process.  References must show the vendor’s 	experience with the following minimum mandatory qualification:

17.2.1.1	Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS for a 		minimum of five (5) years.

17.2.1.2	Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system developed and 		installed by another contractor.

17.2.1.3	Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or private 	sectors;

17.2.1.4	Experience with the MITA 2.01 model;

17.2.1.5	Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution;

17.2.1.6	Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan;

17.2.1.7	Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan;

17.2.1.8	Experience with comprehensive project management;

17.2.1.9	Experience with cultural change management;

17.2.1.10	Experience with managing subcontractors;

17.2.1.11	Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan; and

17.2.1.12	Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, details 		of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed.

FHS provides five references from similar projects performed for private, state, and/or large local government customers within the last five years.  

State of Florida
Agency for Health Care Administration

Contact:  Alan Strowd, Bureau Chief, Medicaid Contract Management
Agency for Health Care Administration
2727 Mahan Drive
Tallahassee, Florida  32309
Telephone:  850.410.1362
Email:  strowda@ahca.myflorida.com

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pharmaceutical Assistance Contract for the Elderly (PACE) Program

Contact:  Thomas M. Snedden, PACE Program Director
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Department of Aging
Pharmaceutical Assistance Contract for the Elderly (PACE) Program
Forum Place Building, 555 Walnut Street
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania  17101
Telephone:  717.787.7313
Email:  tsnedden@state.pa.us

State of New York
Elderly Pharmaceutical Insurance Coverage (EPIC) Program

Contact:  Janet Elkind, Assistant Division Director, Division of Finance Planning and Policy
State of New York
Department of Health
Elderly Pharmaceutical Insurance Coverage (EPIC) Program 
One Corporate Plaza, 99 Washington Avenue, Suite 720
Albany, New York  12210
Telephone:  518.474.4732
Email:  jze01@health.state.ny.us

State of South Carolina
Department of Health and Human Services

Contact:  Emma Forkner, Director
Department of Health and Human Services
1801 Main Street
Columbia, South Carolina  29201
Telephone:  803.898.2504
Email:  FORKNER@scdhhs.gov

Commonwealth of Virginia
Department of Medical Assistance Services

Contact:  Sylvia Hart, Director of Information Management
Department of Medical Assistance Services
600 East Broad Street
Richmond, Virginia  23219
Telephone:  804.371.6369
Email:  Sylvia.Hart@dmas.virginia.gov

We have submitted RFP Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire, to each business reference listed and have instructed our business references to submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the State of Nevada Purchasing Division.  FHS acknowledges that it is our responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by the Purchasing Division on or before the proposal submission deadline for inclusion in the evaluation process and that business references not received, or not complete, may adversely affect FHS’ score in the evaluation process.  As required, the Reference Questionnaire shows FHS’ experience with the mandatory qualifications listed in RFP Sections 17.2.1.1 through 17.2.1.12.

17.2.2	Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the vendor and/or 	subcontractor:

17.2.2.1	The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as applicable.  The “Company 	Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or the subcontractor depending on the role the 	company will have for this RFP project.  

In this section, FHS submits the required information for each of our references.  Please refer to Section 17.5.1.5 for reference information for our subcontractor, HMS.

The “Company Name” is the name of FHS or HMS, as applicable.  FHS is identified as the prime contractor and HMS is identified as the subcontractor based on the roles we will have for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Program. 

		Company Name:

		FHS



		Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one)

|X|  Prime Contractor					|_|  Subcontractor



		Project Name:

		State of Florida Medicaid Pharmacy Benefits Administration



		Primary Contact Information



		Name:

		Alan Strowd, Bureau Chief, Medicaid Contract Management
Agency for Health Care Administration



		Street Address:

		2727 Mahan Drive



		City, State, Zip:

		Tallahassee, Florida  32308



		Phone, including area code:

		850.410.1362



		Facsimile, including area code:

		850.410.1430



		Email address:

		strowda@ahca.myflorida.com



		Alternate Contact Information:



		Name:

		Anne Wells, AHCA Pharmacy Bureau Chief



		Street Address:

		2727 Mahan Drive, Mailstop #38



		City, State, Zip:

		Tallahassee, Florida  32308



		Phone, including area code:

		850.412.4146



		Facsimile, including area code:

		850.274.9522



		Email address:

		wellsa@ahca.myflorida.com



		Project Information



		Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed:

		As a subcontractor to EDS, AHCA’s Medicaid fiscal agent, FHS provides POS design, development, implementation, maintenance, and operation, including:

· POS claims

· RetroDUR and ProDUR

· Clinical consulting

· Academic detailing

· Drug monitoring

· Formulary management

· Prior authorization, including AutoPA

· Recipient and provider services

· Third party liability

· Call centers

· PDL, MAC List, and supplemental rebates (Provider Synergies)

· Analysis and reporting.



		Project/contract start date:

		May 2006



		Project/contract end date:

		July 2013 plus a six-month option



		Project/contract value:

		Under the terms of our subcontract with EDS, the contract cost information cannot be disclosed.  



		Was project/contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why?

		Yes



		Was project/contract completed within or under the original budget/cost proposal, and if not, why not?

		Yes







		Company Name:

		FHS



		Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one)

|X|  Prime Contractor					|_|  Subcontractor



		Project Name:

		Elderly Pharmaceutical Insurance Coverage (EPIC) Program



		Primary Contact Information



		Name:

		Janet Elkind, Assistant Division Director
Division of Finance Planning and Policy
State of New York, Department of Health 



		Street Address:

		One Corporate Plaza, 99 Washington Avenue, Suite 720



		City, State, Zip:

		Albany, New York  12210



		Phone, including area code:

		518.474.4732



		Facsimile, including area code:

		518.473.5508



		Email address:

		Jze01@health.state.ny.us



		Alternate Contact Information:



		Name:

		Allen Ball, Contract Manager
Division of Finance Planning and Policy
State of New York, Department of Health



		Street Address:

		260 Washington Avenue Extension



		City, State, Zip:

		Albany, New York  12203



		Phone, including area code:

		518.474.4732



		Facsimile, including area code:

		518.473.5508



		Email address:

		adball05@health.state.ny.us



		Project Information



		Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed:

		FHS provides all operational services associated with the New York State Elderly Pharmaceutical Insurance Contract (EPIC) Program, including point-of-sale claims processing, participant eligibility determination, enrollment, and ID card production, provider relations, participant outreach, prospective and retrospective drug utilization review, provider and participant Call Center services, manufacturer rebate contract administration, automated prior authorization system including IVR voice recognition capabilities, invoicing and receipt creation, and MAC list services.  We provide special services such as report generation, application imaging, enhanced community outreach, and medical necessity protocols.  We provide ad hoc reporting capabilities using our FirstIQTM reporting tool.  We staff an office in Albany to support this contract.  



		Project/contract start date:

		May 1997



		Project/contract end date:

		August 2011



		Project/contract value:

		$13.6 million (annual contract cost)



		Was project/contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why?

		Yes



		Was project/contract completed within or under the original budget/cost proposal, and if not, why not?

		Yes







		Company Name:

		FHS



		Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one)

|X|  Prime Contractor					|_|  Subcontractor



		Project Name:

		Pharmaceutical Assistance Contract for the Elderly (PACE) Program



		Primary Contact Information



		Name:

		Thomas M. Snedden, PACE Program Director
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Department of Aging 



		Street Address:

		Forum Place Building, 555 Walnut Street, 6th Floor



		City, State, Zip:

		Harrisburg, Pennsylvania  17101



		Phone, including area code:

		717.787.7313



		Facsimile, including area code:

		717.772.2730



		Email address:

		tsnedden@state.pa.us



		Alternate Contact Information:



		Name:

		Linda Barlow, The PACE Program



		Street Address:

		Forum Place Building, 555 Walnut Street, 6th Floor



		City, State, Zip:

		Harrisburg, Pennsylvania  17101



		Phone, including area code:

		717.787.7313



		Facsimile, including area code:

		717.772.2730



		Email address:

		lbarlow@state.pa.us



		Project Information



		Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed:

		FHS has served as the fiscal agent for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s Pharmaceutical Assistance Contract for the Elderly (PACE) Program since 1984.  We designed, developed, implemented, and operate a pharmacy claims processing system for the Program.  Development and implementation activities were successfully performed in 90 days.  Our responsibilities include the following:  claims processing and cardholder enrollment; eligibility determination; document receipt, screening, imaging, data entry or on-line entry; processing operations; pend/rejects resolution; embossing and distribution of permanent plastic PACE ID cards; and distribution of provider remittance advices and checks.  We also provide prior authorization services.  We are also responsible for provider relations, including enrollment, answering inquiries, designing and conducting training sessions, and producing and disseminating provider instructional materials, as well as third-party liability recoupment, case management, income eligibility verification, surveillance and utilization review, and both empirical (prospective) and retrospective drug utilization review (DUR).  We adjudicate claims via point-of-service processing (mandated in 9/91), use imaging technology to capture data and manage documents, apply prospective DUR (ProDUR) criteria during adjudication, and submit payments weekly to providers via electronic funds transfer (EFT).  Our PACE staff pharmacists direct three utilization review committees and provide direction in profile review and ProDUR criteria development.  We provide all services associated with manufacturers’ rebate functions for the Program.  We also provide Call Center services.  We have also added processing for the Chronic Renal Disease Program (CRDP) for the Department of Health and processing for the Special Pharmacy Benefits Program (SPBP) HIV and schizophrenia programs for the Department of Welfare.  We have added the PACENET (high deductible) “catastrophic” program for the elderly not eligible for the PACE Program.  We have implemented processing for the Department of Health’s Cystic Fibrosis Program, Spina Bifida Program, and Metabolic Condition Programs for Phenylketoneurea and MSUD.

We maintain an office in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, in support of this contract.



		Project/contract start date:

		April 1984



		Project/contract end date:

		June 2010



		Project/contract value:

		$22.7 million (annual contract cost)



		Was project/contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why?

		Yes



		Was project/contract completed within or under the original budget/cost proposal, and if not, why not?

		Yes







		Company Name:

		FHS



		Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one)

|X|  Prime Contractor					|_|  Subcontractor



		Project Name:

		South Carolina Medicaid Pharmacy Benefit Administration



		Primary Contact Information



		Name:

		Emma Forkner, Director
Department of Health and Human Services



		Street Address:

		1801 Main Street



		City, State, Zip:

		Columbia, South Carolina  29201



		Phone, including area code:

		803.898.2504



		Facsimile, including area code:

		803.255.8338



		Email address:

		FORKNER@scdhhs.gov



		Alternate Contact Information:



		Name:

		Melanie "BZ" Giese, RN



		Street Address:

		1801 Main Street, J-1224



		City, State, Zip:

		Columbia, South Carolina  29202



		Phone, including area code:

		803.898.2868



		Facsimile, including area code:

		803.255.8353



		Email address:

		GieseM@scdhhs.gov



		Project Information



		Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed:

		FHS serves as South Carolina’s prime vendor providing POS design, development, implementation, maintenance, and operation, with services including:

· POS claims

· ProDUR

· RetroDUR

· Clinical consulting

· Prior authorization (including AutoPA and WebPA)

· CMS and supplemental drug rebate administration

· PDL, supplemental rebate negotiation, and MAC list

· Diabetic supplies rebate program

· Member and provider services

· Provider education and outreach

· Call centers

· Drug monitoring

· Formulary management

· Third Party Liability

· Web claims submission

· Web drug lookup

· Pharmaceutical care management program (HepC)

· Analysis and reporting.



		Project/contract start date:

		June 2000



		Project/contract end date:

		March 2012



		Project/contract value:

		$5.7 million (annual contract cost)



		Was project/contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why?

		Yes



		Was project/contract completed within or under the original budget/cost proposal, and if not, why not?

		Yes







		Company Name:

		FHS



		Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one)

|X|  Prime Contractor					|_|  Subcontractor



		Project Name:

		Virginia Medicaid Fiscal Agent Services



		Primary Contact Information



		Name:

		Sylvia Hart, Director of Information Management
Department of Medical Assistance Services



		Street Address:

		600 East Broad Street



		City, State, Zip:

		Richmond, Virginia  23219



		Phone, including area code:

		804.371.6369



		Facsimile, including area code:

		804.786.4825



		Email address:

		Sylvia.Hart@dmas.virginia.gov



		Alternate Contact Information:



		Name:

		Cindi Jones, Chief Deputy Director
Department of Medical Assistance Services 



		Street Address:

		600 East Broad Street



		City, State, Zip:

		Richmond, Virginia  23219



		Phone, including area code:

		804.786.7933



		Facsimile, including area code:

		804.786.4825



		Email address:

		Cindi.Jones@dmas.virginia.gov



		Project Information



		Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed:

		Chosen as Virginia’s Medicaid Fiscal Agent, FHS successfully took over the system from the incumbent. This system was successfully certified. We established a facility; obtained equipment and hardware; recruited and trained personnel; and design, developed, and implemented a telecommunications network and software.  
In June 2003, FHS developed and successfully implemented a new MMIS for Virginia, which, using database technology, provides enhanced flexibility in claims processing and information access, including pharmacy POS functionality. This MMIS was successfully certified retroactive to June 2003. We are responsible for the operations, maintenance, and modifications of the system, training of system users, and fiscal agent operations supporting the program. 
Our fiscal agent duties include claims receipt, imaging, data entry, claims resolution, funds disbursement, automated 24-hour call-in for providers to verify recipient eligibility, plastic ID card issuance, quality control, and system maintenance and enhancement. Systems development projects have included the expansion of teleprocessing to include on-line updating and inquiry, support of the Options and managed care programs, performance of Retrospective DUR, and the implementation of an LTC Assessment Subsystem, a Prior Authorization System, EPSDT Processing, AVRS, and SURS II Processing. We implemented UB04 and CMS 1500, developed comprehensive edits against provider and recipient claims histories, implemented a drug rebate support system, and established a state-wide network to update the eligibility file via the on-line system. We also have responsibility for provider enrollment functions.
As part of our fiscal agent contract, we provide pharmacy POS claims processing, retrospective and prospective drug utilization review, and a CMS drug rebate support system and administrative services, including dispute resolution. We also provide an audio response unit (ARU), which verifies eligibility and provides responses for special indicator code, restriction on physician or pharmacy, existence of third party coverage, and limited eligibility.
We also provide profile and report production and consulting and clinical support to DMAS. Our Clinical Manager works closely with the DMAS DUR Project Coordinator to prepare therapeutic and professional criteria and reports according to DUR Board specifications. In addition to preparing Virginia-specific criteria, we also use our existing catalog of over 8,000 criteria as approved by the DUR Board. We also create provider profiles using our FirstIQ™ tool.
We also implemented a Preferred Drug List (PDL) program for Virginia, including negotiation of State-only supplemental rebates, supplemental rebate administration, a prior authorization program, and provider education.  We also provide UPI’s J-SURS product to support the State’s SURS activities.



		Project/contract start date:

		March 1972



		Project/contract end date:

		June 2010



		Project/contract value:

		$20.9 million (annual contract cost)



		Was project/contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why?

		Yes



		Was project/contract completed within or under the original budget/cost proposal, and if not, why not?

		Yes





17.2.2.2	The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, the quality and degree 	of satisfaction for such performance.

FHS acknowledges that the State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance.
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Tab II — Title Page



tab ii — title page   RFP Section 20.3.2.3

As required by RFP Section 20.3.2.3, FHS submits the following information:

A.	Technical proposal for:  “nevada MMIS takeover”

b.	RFP Number 1824

C.	name and address of the vendor

	First Health Services Corporation
	4300 Cox Road
	Glen Allen, Virginia  23060

d.	proposal opening date:  april 29, 2010

e.	proposal opening time:  2:00 PM
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Tab X – Attachment K – Proposed Staff Resume(s)

REQUIREMENT: Section 20.3.2.11, page 193, and Section 17.4, page 173

Vendors must include all proposed staff resumes per Section 17.4, Vendor Staff Resumes in this section. This section should also include any subcontractor proposed staff resumes, if applicable

This section contains proprietary/confidential information and has been excerpted and moved per instructions in RFP Section 20.3.1.2 to Part III, Confidential Technical Information.
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover

Tab I — Title Page



tab i — title page   RFP Section 20.4.2.1

As required by RFP Section 20.4.2.1, FHS submits the following information:

A.	cost proposal for:  “nevada MMIS takeover”

b.	RFP Number 1824

C.	name and address of the vendor

	First Health Services Corporation
	4300 Cox Road
	Glen Allen, Virginia  23060

d.	proposal opening date:  april 29, 2010

e.	proposal opening time:  2:00 PM
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Tab XIV – Other Reference Material 


RFP Reference: 20.3.2.15 Tab XIV – Other Reference Material. pp. 193-194 


Vendors must include any other applicable reference material in this section clearly cross referenced 


with the proposal response. 


We have included the following reference materials in this section. 


Sample Management Plans (Tab IX 17.8) 


The following plans are only samples and not to be considered part of the Nevada MMIS 


Takeover scope. We will work with DHCFP to develop similar plans after contract award. 


The sample plans are included in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material in the Confidential 


Technical Information binder. 


• Change Control Management Plan 


• Communications Management Plan 


• Cost Management Plan 


• MMIS Human Resource Management Plan 


• Issue Management Plan 


• MMIS Management Plan 


• Risk Management Plan 


• Scope Management Plan 


• Security Management Plan 


• Subcontractor Management Plan 


• Time Management Plan 


Sample Pharmacy Advisory Committee (PAC) Material (12.6.4.38) 


• TennCare Agenda 


• TennCare Cover Letter 


• TennCare Meeting Minutes 


• TennCare PAC Review/Proposed Preferred Drug List 


Sample Reports From SXC (12.6.6.1) 


• SXC Rebate Summary Report 


• SXC Rebate Disbursement Summary 


• SXC Call Center Report Samples 


Sample Materials from APS (15.4) 


• APS Silver State Wellness & Silver State Kids Programs 


• APS Silver State Wellness & Kids Programs Newsletter 


• APS SSW  and SSK Referral Form 


• APS SSW Program Handbook 


• APS SSW Program Handbook in Spanish 
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• APS Healthy Together Newsletter (Spring Edition) 


• APS Healthy Together Newsletter (Summer Edition) 


• APS Living Well Asthma 


• APS Understanding Heart Failure 


• APS Managing COPD 


• APS Managing High Cholesterol  







TennCare Pharmacy Advisory Committee 
February 26, 2009 


Time: 9:30 – 3:30 pm 
Location: Franklin Marriott Cool Springs 


700 Cool Springs Blvd., Franklin, TN  37067 
 


Welcome                  Chairman Corley 
 


Introduction of Members                 Chairman Corley 
 
Approval of Minutes from Past Meeting               Chairman Corley 
 
TennCare Update                 Dr. David Collier, MD 
 
Drug Class Reviews                 Leslie Pittman, PharmD 
                   Robin Ramsey, PharmD 
Hematologic Agents 
New Reviews: 
ÿ Interleukins 
ÿ Erythropoietin Agents 
ÿ Colony Stimulating Factors 
 
CNS Agents 
New Reviews: 
ÿ Parkinson’s Disease: Dopamine Precursor/Dopa Decarboxylase Inhibitors 
ÿ Parkinson’s Disease: COMT Inhibitors 
ÿ Parkinson’s Disease: Stalevo 
ÿ Parkinson’s Disease: Anti-cholingerics  
ÿ Parkinson’s Disease: Monoamine Oxidase B Inhibitors 
 
Re-Review: 
ÿ Parkinson’s Disease: Dopamine Agonists 
 
Re-Review: 
ÿ Alzheimer’s Agents: Cholinesterase Inhibitors 
ÿ Alzheimer’s Agents: NMDA Receptor Antagonists 
 
Re-Review: 
ÿ Antidepressants: Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors 
ÿ Antidepressants: Tri-cyclic Antidepressants 
ÿ Antidepressants: New Generation Antidepressants 
ÿ Antidepressants: Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitors 
 
Miscellaneous Agents 
Re-Review: 
ÿ Multiple Sclerosis Agents 
ÿ Skeletal Muscle Relaxants 
 
 
Review of Grayed Out Packet from Past Meeting    Leslie Pittman, PharmD 
 
Public Testimony 







February 6, 2009 
 
Dear TennCare PAC Committee Member: 
 
Thank you for your time and dedication to the development and implementation of the TennCare 
preferred drug list.  Enclosed you will find reference information on several drug classes chosen 
for evaluation (or re-evaluation) at the next PAC meeting on February 26, 2009 at the Cool 
Springs Marriott in Franklin, TN.  The following classes will be reviewed and discussed to 
determine PDL recommendations as well as to approve prior authorization criteria to help ensure 
appropriate use.  Please note that these materials are considered “Proprietary and Confidential” 
in this important process.   
 
Hematologic Agents 
New Reviews: 
ÿ Interleukins 
ÿ Erythropoietin Agents 
ÿ Colony Stimulating Factors 
 
CNS Agents 
New Reviews: 
ÿ Parkinson’s Disease: Dopamine Precursor/Dopa Decarboxylase Inhibitors 
ÿ Parkinson’s Disease: COMT Inhibitors 
ÿ Parkinson’s Disease: Stalevo 
ÿ Parkinson’s Disease: Anti-cholingerics  
ÿ Parkinson’s Disease: Monoamine Oxidase B Inhibitors 
 
Re-Review: 
ÿ Parkinson’s Disease: Dopamine Agonists 
 
Re-Review: 
ÿ Alzheimer’s Agents: Cholinesterase Inhibitors 
ÿ Alzheimer’s Agents: NMDA Receptor Antagonists 
 
Re-Review: 
ÿ Antidepressants: Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors 
ÿ Antidepressants: Tri-cyclic Antidepressants 
ÿ Antidepressants: New Generation Antidepressants 
ÿ Antidepressants: Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitors 
 
Miscellaneous Agents 
Re-Review: 
ÿ Multiple Sclerosis Agents 
ÿ Skeletal Muscle Relaxants 
 
The packet located in your folder contains a listing of the medications for review in each of the 
above classes.  Supplemental therapeutic class reviews are included for your information as well.    
You are asked to review these medications for their clinical significance and determine their 
clinical utility within the therapeutic class.  Questions to be considered include the following: 


1) Is there a product that is less effective or dangerous to the point that we would not want it 
as a preferred agent? 


2) Is there a stand-out product?  In what population/circumstances? 
3) Among the other products, are they clinically equivalent? 


Please keep these questions in mind when reviewing the general recommendations for the 
various classes as well as any proposed criteria. 
 
 







For the benefit of our new members (and as a reminder for existing members), the responsibilities 
of the TennCare Pharmacy Advisory Committee are listed below: 
[Source: Tennessee Code/Title 71 Welfare/Chapter 5 Programs and Services for Poor 
Persons/Part 24 Tennessee TennCare Pharmacy Advisory Committee/71-5-2401 through 71-5-
2404] 
 
• The TennCare Pharmacy Advisory Committee shall make recommendations regarding a 


preferred drug list (PDL) to govern all state expenditures for prescription drugs for the 
TennCare program. 


o The TennCare Pharmacy Advisory Committee shall submit to the bureau of 
TennCare both specific and general recommendations for drugs to be included on 
any state PDL adopted by the bureau.  In making its recommendations, the 
committee shall consider factors including, but not limited to, efficacy, the use of 
generic drugs and therapeutic equivalent drugs, and cost information related to each 
drug.  The committee shall also submit recommendations to the bureau regarding 
computerized, voice, and written prior authorization, including prior authorization 
criteria and step therapy. 


o The state TennCare pharmacy advisory committee shall include evidence-based 
research in making its recommendations for drugs to be included on the PDL. 


o The TennCare bureau shall consider the recommendations of the state TennCare 
pharmacy advisory committee in amending or revising any PDL adopted by the 
bureau to apply to pharmacy expenditures within the TennCare program.  The 
recommendations of the committee are advisory only and the bureau may adopt or 
amend a PDL regardless of whether it has received any recommendations from the 
committee.  It is the legislative intent that, insofar as practical, the TennCare bureau 
shall have the benefit of the committee’s recommendations prior to implementing a 
PDL or portions thereof. 


• The TennCare Pharmacy Advisory Committee shall keep minutes of all meetings including 
votes on all recommendations regarding drugs to be included on the state preferred drug list. 


• The chair of the TennCare Pharmacy Advisory Committee may request that other physicians, 
pharmacists, faculty members of institutions of higher learning, or medical experts who 
participate in various subspecialties act as consultants to the committee as needed. 


 
 
Thank you for your review of these materials in preparation for the meeting and for your support 
of this process.  Please feel free to contact us with any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Leslie Pittman, PharmD 
Robin Ramsey, PharmD 
Clinical Pharmacists 
SXC Health Solutions Corporation 
Phone: 615-507-6509 or 615-507-6510 
E-mail: leslie.pittman@sxc.com or robin.ramsey@sxc.com 
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TennCare Pharmacy Advisory Committee (TPAC Meeting) 
February 26, 2009 
 
Members in Attendance: 
Melvin Blevins, MD, Edward Capparelli, MD, David Collier, MD (TennCare), Chairman 
Alan Corley, DPh, Stanley Dowell, MD, Jeri Fitzpatrick, MD, Lynn Govette, MPAS, PA-C, 
James Johns, MD, Carol Minor, Eleanor Twigg, PharmD,  
Roger Zoorob, MD 
Non-members present from SXC:  Leslie Pittman, PharmD, Robin Ramsey, PharmD 
Non-members present from TennCare: Nicole Woods, PharmD 
 
INTRODUCTIONS 
The meeting was called to order by Chairman Alan Corley. Dr. Corley stated to all who 
were present at the meeting that all committee members are volunteers, appointed by 
the public act establishing the Pharmacy Advisory Committee (PAC) and that they have 
signed both confidentiality and conflict of interest statements. The conflict of interest 
statement was read aloud, and Dr. Corley confirmed that no conflicts of interest had 
been disclosed.  The members of the Committee introduced themselves.   
 
Chairman Corley extended a welcome to Dr. Melvin Blevins.  Dr. Blevins is a new 
member to the PAC. Dr. Blevins represents the Tennessee Geriatric Society. 
 
MINUTES 
The minutes from the November 18, 2008 meeting were reviewed.  
• Dr. Corley stated that the minutes included him making motions that he did not 


make. He asked that those instances be corrected. 
o Dr. Pittman acknowledged Dr. Corley’s request and stated that those 


revisions would be made. Dr. Pittman went on to explain that there were 
some technical difficulties with the recording for the minutes in November 
that made it difficult to identify who had made the motion.  


• Dr Capparelli requested that Dr. Wood’s statements using the phrase “reminded” on 
pages 3, 4, & 5 be changed to “stated” or a similar verb. He stated that the 
information Dr. Woods was providing was new information for the committee and 
phrases needed to be re-worded to correctly reflect the context.  


o Drs. Pittman and Woods acknowledged Dr. Capparelli’s request and 
stated the minutes would be revised. 


• Dr. Capparelli motioned to accept the minutes with the requested revisions. 
• The motion was seconded and carried.  
• Discussion around bolded Items in the minutes: 


o An inquiry was made about whether coding was in place for an auto look 
back for Zylet®. 
ß Dr. Pittman stated that auto look back for Zylet® has not been 


coded yet but she would address coding before the next 
meeting. 


o An inquiry was made about the status of a specific PA fax form for the 
ophthalmic NSAIDS. 
ß TennCare will make a decision on whether to develop a drug 


specific PA fax form for ophthalmic NSAIDS before the next 
meeting. 
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o Dr. Corley asked for these items to be made action items for the next 
meeting 


o Dr. Capparelli went on to state that the updates on the Long Term Care 
initiative and the State’s budget shortfall should also be bolded action 
items. 


o Dr. Capparelli asked if these two items would be discussed in Dr. Collier’s 
TennCare update. 
ß Dr. Collier stated that he would address both items in TennCare 


update. 
o Dr. Capparelli also asked about whether the auto look back for the TZD’s 


had been coded yet, he stated that he did not feel that the coding was in 
place and asked what would the timeline for this item be. 
ß Drs. Woods and Pittman stated they thought the coding was 


in place but would follow-up on this item prior to the next 
meeting. 


 
TENNCARE UPDATE 
Dr. David Collier gave this quarter’s TennCare update. 
• The economic stimulus package that was passed by Congress will give the State 


$1.1 billion over the next three years with an increased Federal match.  
o The stimulus will help to offset the State’s budget shortfalls and ideally 


avoid the previously proposed layoffs and budget cuts. 
o By accepting the stimulus, the State agrees to no fundamental changes in 


the existing TennCare program. 
o The Governor is still finalizing the budget and how the monies will be 


allocated. 
• The State has not received approval from CMS on the Long Term Care (LTC) 


Initiative.  
o CMS has requested more information and the State has responded.   
o The State has responded to CMS and is continuing to participate in 


weekly meetings with CMS. 
o TennCare and the Department of Human Services are working together 


to streamline the LTC eligibility process. 
o Select nursing facilities will be eligible for diversification grants, focus is to 


establish alternative methods of care for individuals who need higher level 
of care but may not necessarily need placement in nursing home. 


o Once CMS approval has been granted, estimated timeframe to “go live” 
would be 6 months 


o Initial starting region will be Middle Tennessee. 
• Daniels Case 


o Through the Courts and CMS, enrollees in this case will now be allowed 
to be brought up for verification of eligibility. 


• The Office of the Comptroller found no audit findings with TennCare for 2008. 
• All MCO’s have completed their transitions and all regions are functioning. 
• Dr. Capparelli stated that initially TennCare received an increased Federal match 


compared with other states because TennCare was a pilot program. Dr. Capparelli 
asked if we would continue to receive an increased Federal match. 


o Dr. Collier stated that he was not sure about TN Federal match compared 
to other states but he stated the State’s current Federal match would be 
increased from what it is set at currently. 
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Dr. Nicole Woods gave this quarter’s TennCare Pharmacy Update 
• The candidate who accepted the position of TennCare Director of Pharmacy 


withdrew his acceptance of the position in early January. 
• The state is reviewing options for filling the Director of Pharmacy position; Dr. Woods 


will continue to serve as interim Director of Pharmacy. 
• Transition to new PBM vendor-SXC Health Solutions, Inc. 


o Pharmacy department is still transitioning to the new PBM vendor-SXC 
Health Solutions, Inc. 


o TennCare has seen a decrease in the number of complaints about faxes 
not being received, and the majority of problems identified have now been 
resolved. 


o A new PA fax back confirmation process will be implemented. The 
provider will receive a fax back confirmation of receipt of PA form. The 
confirmation will include the number of pages received and a statement 
reminding providers to allow 24 hours for completion. 
ß It is anticipated that the fax back confirmation process will reduce 


the number of call backs to check on PA statuses.  
o Update on Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC) pricing 


ß Further research into the impact of SXC’s MAC demonstrated that 
the MAC was more aggressive than TennCare originally thought. 


ß New methodology for calculating the MAC pricing was created 
and implemented moving the MAC pricing back to a level similar 
to what was in place previous to the PBM change. 


ß MAC pricing will be reviewed by the State monthly and any 
updates will be implemented on a monthly basis. 


ß A MAC inquiry process is in place as it was with the previous 
vendor. If a pharmacy has a question about MAC pricing or feels 
that a MAC price is inappropriate they can submit a MAC inquiry 
form for review.  


• MAC inquiry updates can go into effect at anytime during 
the month and can be backdated if necessary.  


o The University of Tennessee College of Pharmacy is sponsoring its 
annual “Pharmacy Updates” CE programs across the State. TennCare 
will be providing a brief presentation/overview of the TennCare program 
requirements at the CE programs. 
ß Dr. Capparelli asked if the PA turnaround time was supposed to 


be 24 clock hours or 24 business hours. 
• Dr. Woods responded that it was 24 clock hours. 


o Dr. Capparelli stated that he has not been receiving 
PA responses within 24 hours. 
ß Dr. Woods asked if he would please forward 


any examples to the State and they would 
investigate. Dr. Woods went on to say that 
the PA turnaround time and reporting of this 
activity is being monitored continuously.  


ß Lynn Govette stated that her office also is not always receiving 
notification within 24 hours of PA’s responses. 


• Dr. Woods asked for her to forward any examples and 
TennCare would investigate. 
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• Dr. Woods stated that the system had been updated to 
release notification faxes every few hours throughout the 
day instead of all of the responses being sent out at a 
certain time each day. 


ß Dr. Melvin Blevins stated that his office was also not receiving PA 
responses within 24 hours. Dr. Blevins stated that he felt this 
process had improved some since October but he also felt that 
more PA’s were being denied than previously. 


• Dr. Woods asked if he thought that PA’s were being 
inappropriately denied. 


o Dr. Blevins stated that he felt in some instances 
they were being inappropriately denied. He stated 
again that he felt the PA process had improved 
some but he did not feel that it was meeting the 
objectives that Dr. Woods had described.  


• Dr. Woods stated that TennCare will continue to review the 
PA turnaround times and PA approval processes. Dr. 
Woods also stated that she will be visiting the SXC Call 
Center to help to identify areas for improvement in 
efficiency and quality.  


• Dr. Woods again encouraged committee members to 
forward any examples of problems with PA turnaround 
time or inappropriate denials for review. 


ß Dr. Stanley Dowell asked Dr. Collier to state again how much 
money TennCare would be receiving. 


• Dr. Collier stated the amount is $1.1 billion from the 
stimulus package.  


ß Dr. Dowell asked if there was a process to request monies 
specifically for the pharmacy program and stated that it would be 
beneficial to the pharmacy program if TennCare could use the 
money to help make enhancements to the computer systems, 
improve the PA processes, add more patients, and offer improved 
care to the patients that TennCare currently has enrolled. 


• Dr. Collier stated that because of the stipulations with the 
stimulus money the State cannot change the existing 
TennCare programs; the State cannot expand the current 
program. 


• Dr. Collier stated that the Governor and Commissioner 
Gordon were working diligently to determine how the 
stimulus money would be used. Dr. Collier stated that there 
is not a process in place for requesting specific funds for 
certain areas.  


o Dr. Woods stated that the existing computer system 
should be capable of many of the requested 
actions, such as more complicated auto-lookbacks; 
however, some of these activities require updates 
in system coding. She stated that those items 
would be addressed and coded as necessary.  


o Dr. Woods stated that Commissioner Gordon and 
Dr. Wendy Long, TennCare Medical Director, were 
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looking for ideas for one time use of stimulus 
money. Dr. Woods stated that because this would 
not be a continuous increased Federal match that 
the planning for use of money will have to be done 
in a way that does not cause State to be dependent 
on increased funding.  


• Dr. Collier stated that the State’s budget shortfall was 
approximately $1 billion. He stated that with the stimulus 
and factoring in the budget shortfall there would not be a 
tremendous amount of extra money available.  


ß Dr. Capparelli asked if the stimulus money is in addition to the 
State’s budget or if State money would be withdrawn from the 
budget and replaced with stimulus money. 


• Dr. Collier replied that he was not exactly sure how the 
money will be incorporated. He stated that his 
understanding was that with the stimulus money the State 
would be able to invest less of its own money and be able 
to access more Federal matching money.  


• Dr. Collier also stated that with the stimulus money some 
of the proposed budget cuts, such as reductions in hospital 
reimbursement and education cuts, hopefully would not 
have to be implemented.  


  
DRUG CLASS REVIEWS 
 
The drug class review section of the meeting consisted of an SXC presentation of 
background information and an overall recommendation for each therapeutic class as 
well as any proposed clinical criteria, step therapy or quantity limits.  This presentation 
was followed by the Committee’s discussion and a vote on the recommendation and any 
proposed restrictions.  
 
For the purpose of the minutes, the section below reflects SXC’s proposed 
recommendations, the committee’s discussion, and the committee’s votes on each 
recommendation and criteria reviewed. For the complete background information 
provided by SXC, please refer to the November 18, 2008 PAC review packet at:  
https://tnm.providerportal.sxc.com/rxclaim/TNM/Pcommittee.htm 
 
Hematologic Agents 
 
Interleukins: 
⇒ Aldesleukin is a human recombinant IL-2 product that is used in the treatment of 


adults with metastatic renal cell carcinoma and metastatic melanoma.  Given its 
utility in this specific patient population, iIt is recommended that aldesleukin be 
available for use.  Oprelvekin is a recombinant IL-11 product that has been shown to 
improve platelet nadirs and accelerate platelet recoveries, thereby reducing the need 
for frequent platelet transfusions following high-dose chemotherapy compared to 
controls.  Therefore, it is recommended that oprelvekin be available for use. 


• Discussion 
o Dr. Capparelli stated that the cost utilization data showed no claims for 


aldesleukin. He asked if this was correct. 
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ß Dr. Robin Ramsey stated that the information was correct and there were 
no claims for aldesleukin in the 4Q08. 


o Dr. Corley asked if the medication was usually administered in a physician’s 
office. 
ß Dr. Ramsey stated that the medication is usually administered in a 


physician’s office. 
o Dr. Woods stated that historically oprelvekin has been under the pharmacy 


benefit.  She asked if any of the PAC members knew the history behind why this 
medication was included in the pharmacy benefit. 
ß Dr. Capparrelli stated he felt that the injectable medications administered 


in the physician’s office should remain under the MCO benefit and that 
the PDL focus should be on oral medications.  


o Dr. Leslie Pittman stated that historically oprelvekin has been on the covered 
injectables list and that is why this class was brought for review.  


o Dr. Pittman stated that there is a route of administration (ROA) edit in place that 
causes injectable medications to deny and receive a pharmacy message that the 
medication should be billed to the MCO. She stated currently oprelvekin is on a 
list to bypass the ROA edit. 


o Dr. Corley stated that he had dispensed oprelvekin occasionally but never 
aldesleukin. 


o Dr. Pittman asked if the committee felt that it would be appropriate to subject 
both medications to the ROA criteria, which states that if the member is self 
injecting, a home health care nurse is self injecting or if the MCO cannot bill for 
the medication, then the medication can be approved.  


o Lynn Govette stated she thought that aldesleukin would not be given at home 
due to the safety concerns and potential adverse effects.  


o Dr. James Johns stated that he also thought aldesleukin is always given in the 
hospital or physician’s office setting since it is recommended to be given IV 
infusion every eight hours. He stated that the review at Vanderbilt’s Pharmacy 
and Therapeutics Committee meeting did not include any reference that the 
medication was ever given in a home setting.  


o Dr. Woods stated that since oprelvekin was currently under the pharmacy benefit 
that aldesleukin was included in the review for completeness of category.  


o Dr. Woods asked the Committee for their thoughts on leaving oprelvekin under 
pharmacy benefit and moving aldesleukin to be subject to ROA edit. 
ß Lynn Govette stated that she felt both medications should be subject to 


ROA edit. 
ß Dr. Ramsey noted that any patient using oprelvekin in the home setting 


could receive prior approval for the ROA edit if necessary.  
ß A comment was made that oprelvekin was sometimes used in the home 


setting and oprelvekin could be kept on the pharmacy benefit and move 
aldesleukin to be subject to the ROA edit.  


ß Lynn Govette asked if TennCare could reach out to the oncology 
physicians and see what their recommendations are for use of the 
medications outside a healthcare facility.   


• Dr. Woods stated that TennCare could reach out to oncologists for their input. She 
asked if the committee would be willing to vote on general recommendations 
provided that more information would be gathered.   


ß Dr. Capparelli stated that in some metastatic cancer patients, the patient 
might receive the first and second doses in hospital or physician’s office 
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and then receive the remainder of therapy at home under supervision of 
home health nurse.  


ß Dr. Capparelli stated that the two primary issues with the agents were 
whether or not they should be available and whether the pharmacy 
benefit or the MCO benefit should be responsible for paying.  


• Dr. Capparelli stated that he thought the agents should be 
available.  


ß Dr. Woods stated that historically any infusion or intra-muscular 
medication was subject to the ROA edit and required to be billed through 
the patient’s MCO. She stated additionally, most subcutaneous 
medications have usually been paid for under the pharmacy benefit since 
the medications are often administered in the home setting. 


ß Dr. Capparelli stated that TennCare would need to decide whether these 
agents would be allowed under the pharmacy benefit. He stated that 
whatever the decision, the information should be clearly communicated to 
avoid any patients falling in between the pharmacy benefit and the MCO 
benefit and not being able to receive their medications. 


ß Dr. Blevins stated that he agreed the agents should be available; he also 
stated that he thought these agents might also be utilized in a hospice 
setting.  


ß Dr. Collier stated that aldesleukin has an adverse effect of ventricular 
tachycardia. Dr. Collier stated that he would be very surprised to see this 
agent administered outside of an inpatient setting. 


o Dr. Capparelli motioned to approve the recommendation provided that 
TennCare investigate whether to place these agents under pharmacy 
benefit or under the MCO benefit. 


o Motion was seconded and carried. 
 
Erythropoietin Agents: 
⇒ Epoetin alfa and darbepoetin alfa are used primarily for the treatment of anemia 


associated with chronic renal failure, and anemia due to the effect of concomitantly 
administered chemotherapy in patients with metastatic, non-myeloid malignancies.  
Clinical guidelines from the K/DOQI and the ASH/ASCO agree that the agents are 
effective at achieving and maintaining target hemoglobin levels in appropriate patient 
populations and based on available data and should be considered equivalent with 
respect to effectiveness.  The current guidelines do not specify a preferred agent.  In 
order to ensure provider choice, it is recommended that at least two erythropoietin 
agents be available for use.  Clinical guidelines outline specific risks associated with 
using ESA therapy to achieve higher hemoglobin values. The risks include: 
increased risk of death, cardiovascular events, and tumor progression.  Additionally, 
ESAs have also been reported to be used illegally in competitive sports as a 
performance enhancing agent.  Therefore, it is recommended that the class be 
subject to clinical criteria.  


• Discussion 
o Dr. Capparelli asked if there were any differences in use of the two epoietin alfa 


agents. 
ß Dr. Ramsey stated that there were no differences in indications between 


the agents. 
o Dr. Capparelli stated that it appeared there was approximately 80 percent market 


share with the Procrit® product.  He asked why the recommendation did not 
include availability of two distinct erythropoietin agents. 
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o Dr. Capparelli stated he also did not understand why both epoietin alfa products 
were preferred when the greater market share was in the more expensive agent.  
ß Dr. Woods acknowledged that the market share and the ability to shift the 


market share is factored into the decision of recommending one of one 
status on the PDL. She stated it was financially feasible for the State to 
leave both agents as preferred. 


o Dr. Capparelli stated that recommendation currently allows the possibility that the 
State will have both epoietin alfa agents and no darbepoietin alfa agent.  
ß Dr. Woods stated that intent is to have one epoietin alfa agent and one 


darbepoietin alfa agent available. 
o Dr. Capparelli stated that the recommendation is not worded to reflect the State’s 


intent. He recommended that wording be changed to “two distinct erythropoietin 
agents” be available.  


o Ms. Govette asked if the phrase “to allow for provider choice” should also be 
included since there are no differences in indications for the agents.  


o Dr. Johns stated that the dosing administration was different; epoietin alfa 
products were dosed three times per week and darbepoietin alfa product was 
dosed weekly. 


o Dr. Blevins stated that he agreed the agents should be available and that these 
agents were commonly used. Dr. Blevins stated that there was potential to 
achieve cost savings if the market share could be shifted.  


o Dr. Corley pointed out that the cost-utilization data did not reflect the breakdown 
of product strengths.  If Procrit had more use of the higher strengths, it could 
explain the cost differential.  


o Dr. Pittman stated that if the committee was comfortable recommending that two 
distinct erythropoietin agents be available given there is no difference in their 
usage, then the SXC contracting team can investigate and make a 
recommendation to the State as to the PDL placement of these agents.  


o Dr. Capparelli motioned to accept the recommendation provided that the 
recommendation is updated to state “two distinct erythropoietin agents be 
available for use” 


o Motion seconded and carried. 
 
• Proposed Clinical Criteria 
⇒ • The patient has a hemoglobin of less than 12 g/dL AND one of the following 


diagnoses: 
– Anemia associated with chronic renal failure (patients may be on dialysis or 


pre-dialysis) or anemia associated with kidney transplantation 
– Treatment of chemotherapy induced anemia for non-myeloid malignancies 
– Drug-induced anemia (examples, not all inclusive: Retrovir® or Combivir® or 


ribavirin) 
– Autologous blood donations by patients scheduled to undergo nonvascular 


surgery; OR, 
• The patient is an infant (up to 6 months old) with a diagnosis of Anemia of     
   Prematurity (no lab work required-allow 8 weeks of therapy); OR 
• The patient has a hemoglobin of less than 8g/dL; OR 
• The patient has a hemoglobin of 8-9.4 g/dL and is 18years old or older; OR 
• The patient has a hemoglobin of 9.5-10.9 g/dL AND 


– Is 70 years old or older with signs of anemia; OR 
– Is 18 years old or older with cardiovascular disease and/or signs of anemia 


      Length of authorization: 6 months or 8 weeks past last dose of chemotherapy 
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• Discussion 
ß Dr. Ramsey stated that the criteria are the same criteria that were approved 


by PAC in May 2008. 
ß Dr. Capparelli asked if the approval time for infants with anemia of 


prematurity should be included in the Length of authorization section. 
• Dr. Pittman stated that the length of authorization information was 


included in the internal criteria and also was included in the criteria for 
infants. She stated information is available and it is just a matter of where 
it is located. 


ß Dr. Capparelli stated that the information could be listed in both places.  
ß Dr. Capparelli recommended accepting the clinical criteria and asking that the 


State consider including infant approval time in the length of authorization 
section. 


ß Dr. Dowell asked why the longest length of approval was for 6 months. He 
stated that the usual approval time for a PA was 1 year.  


ß Dr. Dowell stated that kidney disease patients on dialysis and patients with 
AIDS/HIV have chronic conditions. He stated that criteria for those patients 
should be approved for 1 year of therapy instead of 6 months.  
• Dr. Pittman stated that part of the rationale for the 6 months of therapy 


was due to the fact that the criteria is based on specific lab values and the 
6 month timeframe ensures that providers are monitoring the specific 
parameters.   


ß Dr. Dowell re-stated that these patients had chronic conditions and they 
should not be asked to obtain re-approval every 6 months.  


ß Dr. Blevins stated that he agreed the length of authorization should be 
extended to 1 year instead of 6 months for patients on dialysis. 


ß Dr. Capparelli also stated that he agreed the length of authorization should be 
extended to 1 year for dialysis patients.  
• Dr. Pittman stated that the other part of the rationale for the 6 months of 


therapy was the safety concerns associated with treating to a higher Hgb 
level than what is recommended. The documentation of Hgb is an 
opportunity to re-validate the patient’s need for therapy.  


ß Dr. Blevins stated that the dialysis centers monitor patients 
on a weekly basis and the concern for safety is being 
addressed regularly.  


ß Dr. Capparelli stated that dialysis patients are a very 
unique patient population and are closely monitored. 


ß Ms. Govette stated that she agreed the length of authorization for dialysis 
patients could be extended to 1 year.  


ß Dr. Caparelli motioned to accept the recommendation provided that the 
following changes are incorporated: list the duration of infant therapy within 
the length of authorization section and allow chronic dialysis patients to be 
granted approval for 12 months.   


ß Motion seconded and carried 
 
Colony Stimulating Factors: 
⇒ Colony-stimulating factors are growth factors which stimulate the production and 


enhance recovery of neutrophils.  The G-CSF and GM-CSF products are generally 
used in patients with cancer to reduce the incidence of adverse events associated 
with chemotherapy, such as febrile neutropenia, infections, and delayed neutrophil 
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recovery time.  The NCCN, ASCO, and EORTC guidelines all recommend colony-
stimulating factor prophylaxis for patients whose overall risk of febrile neutropenia is 
>20%. Due to the ongoing research and lack of head to head trials in this practice 
area the NCCN and EORTC recommend either filgrastim or pegfilgrastim for 
prophylactic use. In addition, NCCN and ASCO recommend that the therapeutic use 
of a CSF be considered only when a patient with febrile neutropenia is at high-risk of 
infection or complications based on prognostic factors.  The ASCO guidelines do not 
provide recommendations for one agent over another.  Therefore, it is recommended 
that at least filgrastim and sargramostim be available for use.  


• Discussion 
ß Dr. Capparelli stated that based on differing indications with the individual 


products he agrees with the recommendation and stated that it is appropriate to 
have both filgrastim and sargramostim be available for use.  


ß Dr. Blevins stated that he agrees the agents should be available for use. 
ß Ms. Govette asked why this class is under the pharmacy benefit since the agents 


are injectable. 
• Dr. Woods responded that the agents in this class are often self administered 


or given by a home health nurse, and historically these agents have been 
under the pharmacy benefit.  


ß Dr. Capparelli motioned to approve recommendation.  
ß Motion seconded and carried.  


 
CNS Agents 
 
Parkinson’s Agents: Dopamine Precursor/Dopa Decarboxylase Inhibitors 
⇒ Parkinson’s disease (PD) is related to the depletion of dopamine in the corpus 


striatum. Levodopa is the metabolic precursor of dopamine that crosses the blood-
brain barrier, and works by presumably increasing dopamine concentrations in the 
brain. Formulations are currently available in combination with carbidopa, a 
peripheral decarboxylase inhibitor, which helps prevent the peripheral metabolism of 
levodopa to dopamine.  The NICE Guidelines and the American Academy of Family 
Physicians name carbidopa/levodopa as the most effective agent for PD.  NICE 
guidelines state there is no universal first-choice therapy for patients with PD but 
recommend that levodopa, dopamine agonists and monoamine oxidase-B (MAO-B) 
inhibitors may all be used in patients with early PD for symptomatic treatment.  
Current guidelines from NICE and the American Academy of Neurology (AAN) state 
that levodopa, dopamine agonists, MAO-B inhibitors and catechol-O-methyl 
transferase (COMT) inhibitors may all be considered to reduce motor fluctuations in 
patients with late stage Parkinson’s disease.  Guidelines from the AAN also conclude 
that controlled release products have no benefit over immediate release 
formulations.  Therefore, it is recommended that at least one immediate release 
carbidopa/levodopa product be available for use. 


• Discussion 
o Dr. Capparelli asked if there were generic extended release products available. 
ß Dr. Pittman stated there were generic extended release products. 


o Dr. Capparelli stated that the generic extended release products were not 
significantly different in cost compared to the immediate release products. Dr. 
Capparelli stated that he felt there should be one immediate release product and 
one extended release product available for use. 
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o Dr. Corley requested for completeness that the extended release generic be 
listed on PDL since the listing includes the extended release brand name.  


ß Dr. Pittman stated that she would add that formulation to list. 
o Dr. Blevins stated that he agreed with the change in recommendation. 


ß Dr. Woods asked if the rationale for having both formulations available 
was for ease of patient use since there is no clinical difference identified.  


• Dr. Capparelli agreed the extended-release formulation was 
more convenient and offers better long-term control.  He 
added that there is no significant cost difference. 


o Dr. Corley stated that for the Parkinson’s patient the decrease in dosing can be 
significant, as much as decreasing the dosing frequency from 5 to 6 times per 
day down to 2-3 times per day.   


o Dr. Blevins stated that utilizing extended release product will improve 
compliance and improve therapeutic outcomes. 


o Dr. Woods asked if the recommendation could be re-phrased to address the 
need for both formulations considering that the established guidelines do not 
recognize any additional benefit with the extended release product.  


o Dr. Capparelli motioned to approve the recommendation provided that the 
wording is changed to state: “Although guidelines from the AAN conclude that 
controlled release products have no benefit over immediate release 
formulations, it would be beneficial to have an extended-release formulation 
available for improved patient compliance, ease of dosing, and better long-term 
control.  Therefore, it is recommended that at least one immediate release 
carbidopa/levodopa product and at least one extended release 
carbidopa/levodopa product be available”. 


o Motion seconded by Dr. Blevins and carried. 
 
Parkinson’s Agents: COMT inhibitors 
⇒ The catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) inhibitors exert their therapeutic effect by 


reducing the metabolism of levodopa, thereby extending its plasma half-life and 
prolonging the action of each levodopa dose.  In clinical studies, COMT inhibitors 
have proven effective for the treatment of motor fluctuations in patients with 
Parkinson’s disease.  Clinical guidelines from NICE and EFNS both recommend the 
COMT-inhibitors as a potential treatment to reduce motor fluctuations in patients with 
late stage PD.  Tolcapone is associated with a higher incidence of adverse effects 
and carries a black box warning regarding the risk of potentially fatal hepatic failure.  
Because of this risk, tolcapone can be considered an inferior agent in this class.  
Guidelines from both NICE and EFNS recommend that entacapone should be the 
agent of choice within the COMT inhibitors class and that use of tolcapone should be 
limited to the patient population that has failed all other available medications.  
Therefore, it is recommended that entacapone be available for use in patients with 
PD and that tolcapone be reserved for those patients who have tried and failed 
entacapone therapy. 


• Discussion 
o Dr. Capparelli noted that the utilization data for tolcapone showed no usage 


ß Dr. Pittman confirmed there were no claims for tolcapone.  
ß Dr. Woods stated that she believed there have been a few claims for 


tolcapone in previous quarters. 
o Dr. Blevins stated that he utilizes entacapone but has never used tolcapone 
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o Dr. Corley asked if the recommendation should state “one agent be available” 
instead of the specific agent, to be consistent with wording and to account for 
the possibility that a new agent comes to the market 
ß Dr. Woods stated that generally when a new agent comes on market, 


process would be to make non-preferred until more safety data is 
available.  


o Dr. Blevins motioned to accept recommendation. 
o Ms. Govette seconded motion and it was carried. 


 
Parkinson’s Agents: Stalevo® 


⇒ Stalevo® is a combination antiparkinsonian medication that consists of levodopa, 
carbidopa, and entacapone. The current clinical evidence suggests that Stalevo® is 
an effective medication for Parkinson’s patients who are experiencing symptoms 
associated with motor fluctuations. In this patient population the medication improved 
both the patient’s motor and quality of life symptoms. In patients with early 
Parkinson’s that had not yet developed motor fluctuations Stalevo® did not appear to 
be any more efficacious than conventional levodopa/carbidopa therapy.  Currently 
available clinical guidelines state that levodopa produces the greatest symptom 
efficacy; however, long-term use of leads to motor complications. The National 
Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidelines recommend that 
levodopa can be used in younger patients with Parkinson’s disease; however the 
dose should be kept as low as possible in order to prevent early motor fluctuations. 
They also recommended that in later Parkinson’s disease entacapone can be added 
to levodopa therapy to help decrease motor fluctuations. If entacapone is selected, 
the NICE guidelines recommend the use of Stalevo® as the combination medication 
of choice.  Clinical trials indicated there is no distinction between the combination 
product and the individual components.  Therefore, the combination product 
(Stalevo®) and the individual components (levodopa/carbidopa plus entacapone) can 
be considered therapeutic alternatives to one another. In order to decrease pill 
burden to the patient and for ease of titration, it is recommended that Stalevo® be 
available for use, if cost effective to the state. 


• Discussion 
o Dr. Capparelli asked how soon Comtan® is scheduled to be available 


generically. 
ß Dr. Pittman stated she was unsure about the timeframe. 


o Dr. Capparelli stated that usually a combination of existing brand name drugs 
became available when an individual component was about to become 
available generically. 


o Dr. Capparelli stated that it appeared based on the cost utilization data 
provided that carbidopa/levadopa plus Comtan® was similar in price to Stalevo® 


However, he noted that the available strength of Stalevo® were different than 
the individual components of the individual agents. 


o Dr. Capparelli also noted that for the patient’s benefit in regards to script limits 
that this combination would need to be available and the statement of “cost 
effective to the State” should be removed. 


o Dr. Woods stated that historically the State has not preferred combination 
products except in situations where cost was similar to that of the individual 
components.. The recommendation was worded to allow the State to be 
consistent with how it recognizes other combination products. . 


o Dr. Blevins motioned to accept the recommendation provided that the phrase “if 
cost effective to the State” be removed. 
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o Dr. Capparelli seconded the motion and it was carried.  
o Dr. Capparelli asked if either of the two categories fit into the obscure drug 


category. 
ß Drs. Pittman and Woods stated that they would clarify the 


definition of the obscure category and see if either class met 
the definition. 


 
Parkinson’s Agents: Anticholinergics 
⇒ Parkinson’s disease is a progressive neurodegenerative disease characterized by an 


imbalance of the neurotransmitters dopamine and acetylcholine in the basal ganglia. 
The development of motor complications associated with Parkinson’s disease results 
from the increased acetylcholine activity. Anticholinergics are believed to work by 
neutralizing the imbalance of neurotransmitters through decreasing the activity of 
acetylcholine therefore improving motor complications. Although a relatively old class 
of medications with limited efficacy, anticholinergics appear to be effective in early 
Parkinson’s disease consisting predominantly of tremor. Current treatment guidelines 
from NICE and the AAFP make no differentiation between the anticholinergics used 
to treat PD; therefore, they can be considered therapeutic alternatives to one 
another.  It is recommended that at least one anticholinergic agent be available for 
use. 


• Discussion 
o Dr. Corley asked if Artane® is no longer available. 


ß Dr. Pittman stated that the branded product is no longer available. 
o Ms. Govette motioned to accept the recommendation. 
o Dr. Blevins seconded motion and it was carried.  


 
Parkinson’s Agents: Monoamine Oxidase B Inhibitors 
⇒ The monoamine oxidase type B (MAO-B) inhibitors, with the exception of Emsam®, 


have been shown to improve motor performance and delay the development of 
disability requiring the addition of levodopa in patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD).  
Because these agents selectively inhibit monoamine oxidase type B, the safety of 
theses agents is not as much of a concern as with the nonselective agents.  Current 
treatment guidelines recommend their use as second line therapy for the 
symptomatic treatment of PD, or as a first line agent in adjunctive therapy to allow 
lower dosages and longer dosing intervals of levodopa.  In order to allow for patient 
and prescriber choice, it is recommended that at least two unique MAO-B inhibitor 
agents (not including Emsam®) be available for the treatment of PD.  In addition, 
disintegrating tablets must be available for those with difficulties swallowing or for 
patients in whom the adverse reactions secondary to the active metabolites, l-
amphetamine and l-methamphetamine, are a concern.  It is also recommended that 
transdermal selegiline be available for use in patients with refractory major 
depressive disorder, who have failed to respond to other available antidepressants. 


• Discussion 
o Dr. Capparelli asked Dr. Fitzpatrick if she had any experience using MOA-B’s.  
o Dr. Fitzpatrick stated that she had not used the agents often, but knew of 


colleagues who had used MAO-B’s. She stated that the use of these agents is 
in refractory cases and it would be expected that the practioner had exhausted 
all other options.  


o Dr. Blevins stated that he agreed the agents were effective but had numerous 
side effects.  
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o Ms. Govette stated her patients that have used the agents have discontinued 
because of intolerability to the patch site reactions but her patients did have 
positive response to depression treatment. 


o Dr. Woods stated that the recommendation was worded to separate 
Parkinson’s treatment from depression treatment. 


o Dr. Capparelli asked if Emsam® could be listed under anticholinergics, as well 
as listed with depression agents. 


ß Dr. Pittman stated that she agreed Emsam® could be listed in both 
categories. 


o Dr. Johns asked about the price differences between selegiline and Zelepar®. 
ß Dr. Corley explained that the Zelapar® is an orally disintegrating 


tablet (therefore, more costly). 
o Dr. Capparelli asked what patients would need an orally disintegrating tablet. 


ß Dr. Pittman explained that some patients cannot tolerate the 
active metabolite and need to utilize an orally disintegrating tablet 
or some Parkinson’s patients have difficulty swallowing. 


o Dr. Capparelli asked why the orally disintegrating tablet is not subject to step 
therapy or clinical criteria in this category. 


ß Dr. Pittman stated that the claim volume was extremely low and 
that if the patient could swallow the regular tablet, the prescriber 
would most likely choose the generic tablet so as to not take up 
one of the branded slots. 


ß Dr. Woods stated that the other reason the orally disintegrating 
tablet was listed as preferred was because of the disease state 
itself having an increased number of patients with swallowing 
difficulties. 


o Dr. Caparelli stated that he still felt that the agent should be subject to step 
therapy or clinical criteria as to avoid a similar situation that happened with 
Lamasil® having open access. 


o Dr. Corley stated that he agreed with no step therapy or clinical criteria based 
on low claim volume and the agent being a branded product. 


o Dr. Capparelli stated that the listing could be left as it is and that TennCare 
could monitor any increase in utilization. 


ß Dr. Woods stated that the State could watch utilization trends 
to identify any problems. 


o Dr. Capparelli motioned to accept the recommendation.  
o Motion seconded and carried.  


 
• Quantity Limits discussion: 


o Motion made to accept the quantity limits (QL) of Emsam® 1 patch/day. 
o Dr. Capparelli motioned to accept QL 
o Motion seconded and carried. 


 
• Proposed Step Therapy for Emsam® 
⇒ The recipient will need to have tried and failed, or been intolerant to, at least three 


antidepressant agents reflective of 2 different mechanisms from any of the following 
classes: 
• SSRIs 
• SNRIs 
• New generation antidepressants (i.e. bupropion, mirtazapine) 
• TCAs 
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      • Another MAOI 
• Discussion 


⇒ Motion made to accept Step Therapy for Emsam®  
⇒ Ms Govette asked if the patient would be required to step through an 


MAOI in order to receive approval for Emsam®  
ß Dr. Pittman stated that the patient could try any of the two classes 


listed and the class did not have to be an MAOI. 
⇒ Dr. Blevins motioned to accept the Step Therapy proposed. 
⇒ Motion seconded and carried. 
⇒ Dr. Capparrelli suggested that the phrase “reflective of 2 different 


mechanisms from any of the following classes” be re-worded to be more 
clearly communicated. He suggested “from at least 2 different categories 
of the following classes.” 


 
Parkinson’s Agents: Dopamine Agonists 
⇒ Pramipexole and ropinirole are dopamine agonists indicated for both the 


management of the signs and symptoms of idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (PD) and 
moderate-to-severe primary Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS).  According to the 
National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) there is no universal first-
choice therapy for patients with Parkinson’s disease. Levodopa, dopamine agonists 
and monoamine oxidase-B (MAO-B) inhibitors may all be used in patients with early 
Parkinson’s disease for symptomatic treatment.  Dopamine agonists are less often 
associated with the abnormal involuntary movements and wearing off phenomenon 
that limit long-term levodopa therapy. Therefore, these agents may be considered for 
initial therapy, especially in younger patients, to delay the use of levodopa and the 
development of the motor complications associated with the drug. Pramipexole and 
ropinirole may also be used in combination with levodopa to allow for a decrease in 
levodopa dose.  Pramipexole and ropinirole are the only medications FDA-approved 
for the treatment of RLS. They are considered effective in primary RLS and the drug 
of choice in most patients with daily RLS according to the RLS foundation.  Current 
treatment guidelines do not distinguish between the agents in this class; therefore, it 
is recommended that at least 1 agent in this class be available.   


• Discussion 
o Dr. Capparelli asked for clarification as to why it is now recommended that only 


one agent be available when the last time the class was reviewed the 
recommendation stated “to allow for provider choice recommended that 2 
agents be available.” 


o Dr. Capparelli stated that he did not agree that just because Requip is now 
available generically that less agents should be available. 


o Dr. Capparelli stated that the recommendation to have only one agent available 
is a change in philosophy from allowing for provider choice. 


ß Dr. Pittman stated that historically when there have only been two 
agents in class, the recommendation was usually for only one of 
the agents. She stated that there have been exceptions to this 
when pricing or rebates allowed for more agents to be preferred. 


ß Dr. Pittman also stated that usually the general rule was to have 
about half of the agents available in a given class if clinically 
appropriate. 


ß Dr. Woods stated that since both agents are interchangeable from 
a clinical standpoint, while the intention is to have both agents 
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available, it would be reasonable for the recommendation to have 
at least one agent be available and allow the State to make 
changes if financially feasible in the future. 


o Dr. Capparelli stated that he thought both agents should be available. 
o Dr. Johns stated that he thought that recommending at least one agent was 


appropriate in order to allow potential to capture cost savings. 
o Ms. Govette stated that currently both agents were preferred. 


ß Dr. Pittman stated that currently there were no plans to change 
the preferred listing from what was presented today.  


o Dr. Fitzpatrick asked if the agents were interchangeable in a practice setting. 
o Dr. Blevins stated that he generally uses pramipexole for Parkinson’s and uses 


ropinirole for restless leg syndrome (RLS). 
o Dr. Fitzpatrick asked if anyone had experience with either agent wearing off or 


losing efficacy after a time period of use warranting a change of agents for 
therapy. 


o Drs. Blevins and Capparelli both stated that they were not aware of one agent 
ceasing to be effective. 


o Dr. Capparelli stated his concern of changing agents would be more in the 
Parkinson’s patient. 


o Dr. Fitzpatrick stated if there was not a need to change therapy between 
agents then she thought it would be acceptable to have one agent available. 


o Dr. Capparelli stated that Mirapex® would be coming off patent soon and he 
would request that at least the consumer price index information be available 
for comparison of agents since the rebate information is not available to the 
committee. 


o Dr. Woods asked the committee to decide on whether they agreed that the 
agents were interchangeable and if so, then recommend whether they would 
need access to one or both agents. If the committee states they need access to 
both agents, the rationale for that choice needs to be documented specifically. 


o Dr. Woods stated that the intent is to keep both agents available, but the State 
felt that there was no clinical reason to need both agents available 


o Dr. Zoorob asked if there was a motion to leave the recommendation as it is 
written.  


o Dr. Capparelli stated that he does not feel there is a clinical difference but he 
felt that the disregard for provider choice should be addressed.  


o Dr. Blevins stated that he agreed both agents should be available. 
o Dr. Blevins motioned to accept recommendation provided that both agents are 


available. 
o Motion seconded and carried. 


 
• Quantity Limits Discussion 


o Motion made to accept  QL for Mirapex® tablets = 3/day 
o Dr. Corley asked why there was QL on one agent but not the other. 


ß Dr. Pittman stated that the QL was a dose optimization; she stated 
that she was unsure why only one agent had QL in place. 


ß Dr. Woods stated that she was also unsure but felt there had 
been reason in the past and she will find out the rationale. 


 
Alzheimer’s Agents: Cholinesterase Inhibitors 
⇒ Alzheimer’s disease is a progressive disease that affects both cognition and 


behavior.  It is believed that the memory loss in AD is the result of a deficiency of 
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cholinergic neurotransmission.  Efficacy data on cognitive function from limited trials 
comparing the cholinesterase inhibitors (CI) have shown that the class provides 
modest improvement in dementia.  The data supports that all agents are equal in 
effect, but differ in their adverse effect profiles.  The AAN and the British Association 
for Psychopharmacology both recommend cholinesterase inhibitors as first line 
agents in the treatment of mild-to-moderate AD.  Currently available clinical 
guidelines do not distinguish between the available agents in this class.  However, 
due to tacrine’s poor safety profile, tacrine can be considered an inferior agent in this 
class.  In order to ensure provider choice, it is recommended that at least two 
cholinesterase inhibitors be available for use.   


• Discussion 
o Dr. Blevins motioned to accept the recommendation as proposed. 
o Motion seconded and carried. 


• Quantity Limits Discussion 
o Ms. Govette motioned to accept QL: 


ß  Aricept® 1 tab/day 
ß  Aricept® ODT 1 tab/day  
ß  Exelon® Patch 1 patch/day  
ß  galantamine ER 1 tab/day 
ß  Razadyne ER ®   1 tab/day 


o Motion seconded and carried. 
 
• Proposed Deletion of Clinical Criteria for galantamine 
⇒ Approval for galantamine, galantamine ER, Razadyne®, & Razadyne ER® will be 


granted upon:  
      Documentation of creatinine clearance > 9ml/min. 
• Discussion 


o Dr. Dowell motioned to accept removal of clinical criteria for galantamine 
agents. 


o Motion seconded and carried.  
 
Alzheimer’s Agents: N-Methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDA) Antagonists 
⇒ Alzheimer’s disease is a progressive disease that affects both cognition and 


behavior.  Memantine has primarily been studied as add-on therapy with 
cholinesterase inhibitors. Although the addition of memantine to any current 
cholinesterase regimen may confer additional benefit, particularly in the area of 
tolerability and caregiver burden, the overall clinical impact of the agent to date is still 
marginal and its place in therapy has not been clearly distinguished. Due to 
memantine’s limited clinical efficacy, ongoing research, and place as second line 
therapy, it is recommended that memantine be subject to step therapy.  


• Discussion 
o Dr. Fitzpatrick asked how trial and failure of an agent is defined. 


ß Dr. Ramsey stated that the definition included on-going symptoms 
or intolerability to the agent. 


o Dr. Fitzpatrick stated defining or quantifying failure in a patient with mild to 
moderate dementia would be difficult. 
ß Dr. Pittman stated that there are no specific criteria for what 


“failure” has to be. She stated if the provider states or documents 
“failure” then the patient has met the criteria. 
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ß Dr. Ramsey stated that the intention was to allow the provider to 
say if they have tried a cholinesterase inhibitor (CI) and need to 
add additional therapy to the CI, the request will be approved. 


o Dr. Blevins stated that his experience with memantine had been 
underwhelming. He stated that memantine is a second line agent that 
should only be used when CI therapy is not effective.  


o Dr. Fitzpatrick stated this group of agents was difficult to assess their 
effectiveness. 
ß Dr. Ramsey agreed and stated that due to the type of patient 


population the ability to obtain reliable clinical data is difficult.  
o Dr. Belvins motioned to accept the recommendation as proposed. 
o Dr. Dowell asked why the medication was listed as NP with step therapy. 
o Dr. Dowell stated the placement of NP implied that providers could not 


use the medication. 
o Dr. Belvins stated the NP placement should tell the provider the 


medication is not considered first line therapy. 
o Dr. Corley stated that the placement decision was usually based on 


clinical place in therapy and contracting/rebating factors. 
o Dr. Woods stated agreement that both factors Dr. Corley mentioned were 


rationale for putting an agent in NP status when it is the only agent in the 
category. 


o Dr. Capparelli asked if the step therapy could be made into a 6 month 
auto look back. 
ß Dr. Pittman stated that the step therapy could be made into a 90 


day lookback. 
o Ms. Govette asked if the rationale to place memantine non-preferred was 


based on the NICE guidelines recommendation that the agent only be 
used in the setting of a clinical trial.  
ß Dr. Ramsey stated the NICE guidelines were part of the basis for 


this recommendation but not the sole reason. 
o The motion to accept recommendation was seconded and carried. 


• Quantity Limits Discussion 
o Motion made to accept QL: 


Namenda® 5 mg 2 tabs/day 
                         10 mg 2 tabs/day 
                         Titration pack 1 pack per RX 
   Namenda® Oral Solution (2mg/ml) 10 ml/day 


o Motion seconded and carried. 
• Proposed Step Therapy for Memantine: 


⇒ Namenda® therapy will be approved as add on therapy in conjunction with a 
cholinesterase inhibitor if the following criteria are met: 
1. Documented diagnosis of moderate-to-severe Alzheimer’s per the criteria of 


the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual IV. AND 
2. Documented trial and failure of cholinesterase inhibitor agent AND 
3. Be able to perform with minor assistance at least one self care activity of daily 


living (ADL) as defined by: toileting, feeding, grooming, ambulation, bathing, 
dressing. 


4. Length of authorization: 1 year, treatment should be discontinued with a Mini-
Mental Status Exam score of <10 or if recipient shows lack of improvement or 
becomes institutionalized due to severity of dementia. 
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• Discussion 
o Dr. Blevins stated he felt the only step therapy should be trial and failure 


of a cholinesterase inhibitor. 
o Dr. Capparelli stated he agreed with Dr. Blevins recommendation. 
o Dr. Capparelli stated #1, #3 and #4 of step therapy could be removed as 


well as “failure” from #2 and then the step therapy could be made into an 
auto look back.  


o Dr. Woods asked if the public documents could be left as #1 and #2 to 
encourage appropriate use and place of therapy, but code memantine as 
an auto look back. 


o Dr. Capparelli re-stated that #2 should be the only step therapy criteria 
and should be done as an auto look back. 


o Ms. Govette asked why the ICD-9 diagnosis codes from the MCO system 
are not utilized. 
ß Dr. Pittman stated the pharmacy system cannot see the medical 


claims. 
o Dr. Fitzpatrick stated there is some rare off label use of memantine in 


refractory obsessive compulsive disorder. 
o Dr. Capparelli motioned to accept the step therapy provided that step 


therapy be trial of cholinesterase inhibitor through an auto look back 
process. 


o Motion seconded by Dr. Blevins and carried. 
 
Antidepressants: Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors (SSRI) 
⇒ The selective serotonin-reuptake are used in the management of a variety of 


psychiatric disorders including mood disorders, eating disorders, premenstrual 
dysphoric disorders (PMDD) and anxiety disorders. Clinical guidelines from the APA 
and NICE recommend SSRIs as first line agents in the treatment of depression and 
anxiety disorders including: panic disorders, OCD, and PTSD.  Currently available 
guidelines do not give preference to one agent over another and all agents can be 
considered therapeutic alternatives.  Therefore, to ensure adequate provider choice, 
it is recommended that at least three SSRIs be available for use.   


• Discussion 
o Dr. Capparelli asked if the recommendation could state all 5 agents be 


available since the agents are generic at this time. 
ß Dr. Pittman suggested stating “all generics be available” 


o Ms. Govette and Dr. Blevins voiced agreement with Dr. Capparelli’s 
statement. 


o Dr. Capparelli stated the phrase “subject to a MAC” could be inserted with 
the “all generics” in the recommendation change to allow for instances 
when a new generic becomes available and the new generic pricing is 
greater than the branded product. 


o Dr. Capparelli stated drug representatives and other agents had 
recommended making Lexapro® preferred since there is some literature 
to support that Lexapro® may be more effective in more severe 
depression.  


o Dr. Capparelli stated patients with more severe depression most likely 
have tried at least two other generic agents & would automatically meet 
general criteria to receive Lexapro®. He stated he thought Lexapro® could 
remain NP.  
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o Dr. Fitzpatrick stated there were some patients who did respond better to 
Lexapro® but Dr. Capparelli’s statement that most will try 2 other generic 
agents is appropriate and reflective of clinical practice. 
ß Dr. Pittman asked Dr. Fitzpatrick if she could tell by symptoms 


who will respond better to Lexapro® versus other generic 
formulations. 


o Dr. Fitzpatrick stated no and went onto to state that the differences in 
responses were more closely linked to variations in side effect profiles. 
She stated that the cost factor is a reality for most individuals and it is 
certainly fine and necessary in some circumstances to exhaust the 
generic opportunities before trying Lexapro®. 


o Dr. Blevins motioned to accept the recommendation provided that it is re-
phrased to state “all generics subject to the MAC be available.” 


o Motion seconded and carried. 
• Quantity Limits Discussion 


o Motion made to accept QL: 
Citalopram 1.5 tab/day 
Fluoxetine 3 tab/day 
Fluvoxamine 3 tab/day 
Paroxetine 10mg & 20mg 1 tab/day; 30mg & 40mg 2 tab/day 
Paroxetine CR 12.5mg & 25mg 1 tab/day; 37.5mg 2 tab/day 
Sertraline 25mg 1 tab/day; 50mg 1.5 tab/day; 100mg 2 tab/day 
Celexa® 1.5 tab/day 
Lexapro® 1.5 tab/day 
Luvox® 3 tab/day 
Luvox CR® (100mg 3 tab/day; 150mg tab 2/day) 
Paxil® 10mg & 20mg 1 tab/day; 30mg & 40mg 2 tab/day 
Paxil CR® 12.5mg & 25mg 1 tab/day; 37.5mg 2 tab/day 
Pexeva® 10mg & 20 mg 1 tab/day; 30mg & 40mg 2 tab/day 
Prozac® 3 tab/day 
Prozac Weekly® 4 per month 
Sarafem® 3 tab/day 


  Zoloft® 25mg 1 tab/day; 50mg 1.5 tab/day; 100mg 2 tab/day 
o Dr. Corley asked Dr. Fitzpatrick if the QL for sertraline 25 mg tablets 


should be 1.5 tab/day to allow for titration to 37.5mg dosing in pediatric 
patients. 


o Dr. Fitzpatrick agreed that increasing QL for sertraline 25 mg to 1.5 
tab/day is appropriate and would be helpful in pediatric dosing. 


o Dr. Fitzpatrick asked about the maximum dosing for fluoxetine being 
based on 3 tab/day. 
o Dr. Pittman explained that the QL of 3 tab/day was for any strength of 


fluoxetine. 
o Dr. Blevins motioned to accept the QL with the increased QL for 


sertraline 25 mg tablets. 
o Motion seconded and carried. 


• Proposed Clinical Criteria for Prozac Weekly® 
⇒ Prozac Weekly® may be approved under the following circumstances:  


-The recipient has been stabilized at a dose of 20mg/day of fluoxetine for a minimum 
of one month AND 
-A documented valid reason why the recipient is unable to continue treatment with 
fluoxetine 20mg administered daily. 
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• Discussion 
o Dr. Fitzpatrick asked what were the reasons for not being able to take 


fluoxetine 20mg daily 
ß Dr. Ramsey stated the reasons could be anything the doctor 


documented. She agreed there were not any specific established 
reasons. 


ß Ms. Govette stated that she had one patient on Prozac Weekly®; 
the patient wished to continue because he responded better to 
weekly dosing than daily dosing. 


o Dr. Capparelli stated that the weekly dosing started with Fosamax® to 
lessen the time to adhere to the administration requirements 
ß Dr. Pittman noted there were no specific administration 


requirements for Prozac Weekly®. 
o Dr. Capparelli stated that he felt weekly dosing was more difficult to 


remember than daily dosing.  
o Dr. Pittman stated that the reason for the Clinical Criteria was that 


without it the agent would default to the general criteria of trial and 
failure of 2 preferred agents. She stated patients could end up 
receiving Prozac Weekly® without ever failing daily fluoxetine. 


o Dr. Blevins motioned to accept Clinical Criteria. 
o Dr. Capparelli seconded motion and motion was carried. 


• Proposed Deletion of Clinical Criteria for Lexapro® 
⇒ Approved if a recipient is experiencing as adverse drug reaction with another SSRI 


thought to be due to protein binding, such as warfarin, lithium, or digoxin. 
• Discussion 


o Dr. Capparelli stated the committee had already discussed this 
scenario. 


o Dr. Blevins motioned to accept deletion of Lexapro® Clinical Criteria. 
o Motion was seconded and carried. 


 
Antidepressants: Tricyclic Antidepressants (TCA) 
⇒ The tricyclic antidepressants are indicated to treat psychological disease states of 


depression and obsessive compulsive disorders and widely accepted off label uses 
including migraine prophylaxis and symptom relief of diabetic peripheral neuropathy.  
Studies have shown that TCAs are as efficacious as other classes of 
antidepressants such as the selective serotonin-reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) but with 
a greater adverse event profile. Clinical guidelines for the treatment of depression 
recommend that selection of an agent be based on patient specific factors.  Currently 
available guidelines from the APA and NICE do not give definitive preference to one 
agent over another and no comparative head to head trial data is available; 
therefore, all agents in this class can be considered therapeutic alternatives.  To 
allow for adequate provider selection, it is recommended that at least four TCAs be 
available for use.  


• Discussion 
o Dr. Capparelli stated amoxipine, protriptyline, and imipramine 


pamoate are much more costly than the other generic TCAs. He 
asked Dr. Fitzpatrick if there were specific niches in therapy for these 
three agents. He proposed that if there were no specific place in 
therapy for these agents, they could be moved to NP. 
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ß Dr. Fitzpatrick stated the TCAs are rarely used in psychiatry 
anymore. She stated the TCAs primary use is off label in 
neurological conditions and chronic pain. She stated that 
clomipramine is used in refractory OCD but she was not aware of 
any common uses for the three Dr Capparelli mentioned. 


o Dr. Blevins stated he agreed the more expensive generics should be 
moved to NP. 


o Dr. Pittman suggested leaving the recommendation as it is currently 
worded and let SXC take the agents back to the contracting team for 
review of actual costs, accuracy of cost utilization and potentially 
consider moving the 3 more expensive agents to NP. 


o Dr. Capparelli stated he was concerned the generic agents chosen 
would not represent the best 4 generics. 
ß Dr. Pittman asked if Dr. Capparelli would prefer to increase the 


number of generics available. She stated that the committee 
needs to agree on a recommendation that allows choice but does 
not allow too much freedom. 


ß Dr. Pittman stated she did not feel it was the State’s intent to 
move any of the inexpensive agents to NP. 


o The committee further discussed including and excluding specific 
agents in the recommendation. 


o Dr. Capparelli motioned to accept the recommendation provided the 
recommendation be re-phrased to state “all generics subject to the 
MAC be available” 


o Motion was seconded and carried.  
 
Antidepressants: New Generation Antidepressants 
⇒ The new generation antidepressants are used to treat depression and seasonal 


affective disorder. The agents have shown comparable efficacy to other 
antidepressants such as SSRIs and SNRIs but with differing adverse event profiles.  
Clinical guidelines from the APA and ACP recommend that selection of an agent be 
based on patient specific factors and do not give definitive preference to one agent 
over another.  Additionally, no comparative head to head trial data is available; 
therefore all agents in this class can be considered therapeutic alternatives. It is 
recommended that at least 3 new generation antidepressants be available for use.  


• Discussion 
o Ms. Govette asked if nefazodone should be moved to NP due to 


increased adverse effects compared to other agents in the category. 
o Dr. Corley stated nefazodone could be listed as inferior agent in the 


recommendation due to increased adverse effects and black box 
warning. 


o Dr. Fitzpatrick stated she was concerned about the wording of 
recommendation to include 3 agents when all of the agents had 
differing mechanisms. 
ß Dr. Pittman stated the category was similar to the miscellaneous 


anticonvulsant category to allow a place for agents who do not 
specifically fit into another category. 


o Dr. Corley stated the recommendation could be changed to previous 
statements and recommend “all generics subject to the MAC”. 
ß Dr. Pittman stated budeprion and buproprion were actually the 


same generic agent. 
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o Committee further discussed whether or not the generic agents were 
subject to MAC pricing. 


o Dr. Capparelli motioned to accept the recommendation provided that 
the recommendation be re-phrased to state all generics be available 
and nefazodone considered inferior agent due to increased adverse 
effects. 


o Motioned seconded and carried. 
 
Antidpressants: Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitors (MAOI) 
⇒ MAOIs are considered second or third line therapy in the treatment of depression 


and post traumatic stress disorder.  The various MAOIs seem to be equal in efficacy; 
however, tranylcypromine and isocarboxazid may aggravate coexisting symptoms of 
depression, can cause hyperthyroidism, and have the potential to cause addiction if 
given in large doses; therefore, those two MAOIs can be considered inferior agents 
within this category.  Because MAOIs are not considered first line agents, and given 
their extensive side effect profile, safety concerns, and drug to drug interactions, it is 
recommended that all agents in this class be subject to step therapy requiring the 
trial of other antidepressants as first line therapy.  


• Discussion 
o Dr. Capparelli asked for clarification on the cost utilization data, which 


showed that there were only claims for Nardil® and no claims for any 
of the other agents. 
ß Drs. Pittman and Ramsey stated the information was correct. 


o Dr. Capparelli stated the Emsam® patch should be listed in this 
category. 
ß Dr. Pittman stated she would discuss with Dr. Woods and 


suggested that the agent be listed under both categories since 
technically the agent is an MAO-B agent although utilized for 
refractory depression. 


o Dr. Blevins motioned to accept recommendation. 
o Motion seconded and carried.  
o Dr. Capparelli noted this category can be moved to the obscure class. 
ß Dr. Pittman stated she would clarify the definition and that the 


“obscure class” is now referred to as “low utilization” category. 
• Quantity Limit Discussion: 


o Motion made to accept QL: 
Nardil® 6 tabs/day 
Marplan® 6 tabs/day 
Parnate® 6 tabs/day 


  Tranylcypromine 6 tabs/day 
o Motion seconded and carried. 


• Proposed Step Therapy 
⇒ MAOIs will be approved if one of the following criteria is met: 


1. A patient has a diagnosis of major depression AND has been refractory or 
intolerant to an adequate trial (defined as 3 weeks at the maximum tolerated 
dose within the recommended therapeutic range) of at least one SSRI, SNRI, 
AND TCA, OR 


2. A patient has a diagnosis of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and has been 
refractory or intolerant to an adequate trial (defined as 3 weeks at the maximum 
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tolerated dose within the recommended therapeutic range) of at least one SSRI 
AND TCA. 


⇒ Ms. Govette stated that an adequate trial should be a longer time period. 
⇒ Dr. Blevins motioned to accept the step therapy.  
⇒ Motion seconded and carried. 
⇒ Ms. Govette asked for clarification on how long the patient must try other agents 


before receiving approval for MAOI. 
ß Dr. Pittman stated that patient has to try and fail 3 weeks of therapy with 


SSRI, SNRI and TCA, for a total of 9 weeks of therapy.  
 
Miscellaneous Agents 
 
Multiple Sclerosis Biologic Response Modifers: 
⇒ MS is a chronic and potentially disabling neurological disease characterized by 


repeated episodes of inflammation within the nervous tissue of the brain and spinal 
cord, resulting in injury to the myelin sheaths and subsequently the nerve cell axons.  
IFNbs and GA therapies have been shown to decrease MRI lesion activity, prevent 
relapses, delay disease progression and ultimately reduce disability from MS. 
Currently available guidelines from ANN, the MS Society, and NICE suggest that all 
first line MS biologic response modifiers should be available and do not distinguish 
between agents. The guidelines state choice of initial treatment should be based on 
patient-specific factors. Therefore, it is recommended that all formulations of biologic 
modifiers be available for use. 


• Discussion 
o Dr. Capparelli expressed agreement with having all agents available and 


stated he hoped the same approach would be taken with the HIV and 
Oncology agents. 


o Dr. Blevins motioned to accept recommendation. 
o Motion seconded and carried. 


• Quantity Limits 
o Motion made to accept QL: 


Avonex® 4/month 
Betaseron® 15/month  
Copaxone® 1/month 


  Rebif® 6mL/month 
o Dr. Blevins motioned to accept QL 
o Motion seconded and carried.  


 
Skeletal Muscle Relaxants: 
⇒ Skeletal muscle relaxants are the most commonly prescribed medications for 


spasticity and musculoskeletal conditions, mainly lower back and neck pain. Studies 
comparing the various skeletal muscle relaxants (anti-spasticity or musculoskeletal) 
have demonstrated that no one single agent is definitively superior over the other the 
agents in the class.  Currently available clinical guidelines recommend caution be 
taken when utilizing this class of drugs, but do not distinguish between the available 
agents in this class. Carisoprodol has been associated with escalating issues of 
abuse and misuse, as well as documented withdrawal symptoms which may be 
associated with its conversion to meprobamate, and can be therefore be considered 
an inferior agent in this class.  It is recommended that at least 3 agents (one of of 
each type, i.e. anti-spasticity, musculoskeletal/antispasmodic, and combination 
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agents) are available to allow for provider selection. It is also recommended that 
carisoprodol be reserved for use in patients who have tried and failed, or display 
intolerance to, preferred agents in order to discourage inappropriate use or drug 
abuse.  


• Discussion 
o Ms. Govette asked what the timeframe for approval is for the non-


preferred agents. 
ß Dr. Pittman stated the approval is standard 1 year. 


o Dr. Fitzpatrick asked if meprobamate was listed as preferred. 
ß Dr. Pittman stated that meprobamate was brought for review by 


PAC last November and was decided to make NP with clinical 
criteria. 


o Dr. Capparelli asked if this was a category that PAC could recommend 
not covering by the program. 
ß Dr. Pittman stated no because the category is not an “allowable 


exclusion” as defined by CMS. 
o Dr. Blevins stated that the FDA was reviewing this class of agents for 


possible removal from the market. 
o Dr. Capparelli stated there was no clinical or safe reason for use of the 


combination agents.  
o Dr. Blevins stated he agreed with Dr. Caparelli’s statement. 
o Ms. Govette asked if step therapy or reduced QL’s could be implemented 


on carisoprodol to discourage future use.  
ß Dr. Pittman stated carisoprodol was originally a preferred agent 


and was moved to NP a few years ago. She stated there was 
language in the call center documents to allow for dose tapering 
but she stated that was in the context of agent being moved to 
NP. 


ß Dr. Pittman stated that utilization has decreased. 
o Dr. Capparelli motioned to accept the recommendation provided that the 


recommendation be changed to require “one spasticity agent and one 
anti-spasmodic agent be available” and to remove the combination 
agents. 


o Dr. Blevins seconded the motion and it was carried. 
• Quantity Limits Discussion 


o Motion made to accept QL 
 Amrix® 1 tab/day 


       Carisoprodol 4 tab/day 
       Carisoprodol/ASA 4 tab/day 


 Soma® 4 tab/day 
 Soma Compound® 4 tab/day 
o Ms. Govette motioned to decrease QL to 2 tab/day for carisoprodol 


agents. 
o Motion seconded and carried. 


 
REVIEW OF NOVEMBER PAC MEETING DECISIONS 
SXC reviewed TennCare’s decisions from the November 18, 2008 meeting.  In the 
interest of time, decisions were presented only for those classes in which TennCare’s 
did not accept the Committee’s recommendations. The classes where TennCare’s 
decisions differed from the Committee’s recommendations are as follows: 
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o Page 19, DPP 4 Inhibitors. PAC approved recommendation provided the 
agents be moved to preferred status if financially feasible to the TennCare. 
TennCare accepted PAC’s recommendation but due to cost of agents they 
will remain NP at this time. 
⇒ Discussion 


ß Dr. Capparelli asked if the cost comparison was to generic 
agents or to TZDs. 


• Dr. Pittman stated the comparison was to TZDs. 
o Page 20, Clinical Criteria DPP 4 Inhibitors. Approved the recommendation as 


presented by SXC, provided that the requirements for diagnosis and A1C are 
removed and the requirement for at least on other oral hypoglycemic agent is 
removed to allow the DPP 4 inhibitors to be at the same step as the TZDs. 
TennCare disagreed with the PAC’s recommendation. The American 
Diabetes Association released an update to the consensus guidelines in 
October, 2008.  While the updated guidelines do mention the use of DPP-4 
inhibtors in the algorithm as “other therapy,” the guidelines also recognize the 
limitations of the DPP4 inhibitors in that there is no long term safety data as 
well as the expense of the agents.  Additionally, DPP-4 inhibitors are 
associated with a smaller expected decrease in A1C of up to 0.8% compared 
to thiazolidinediones which have an expected decrease in A1C of up to 1.4%.  
For these reasons, TennCare will implement the clinical criteria as presented 
by SXC, except the A1C requirement will be lower to 6.5%.  


o Page 23, Topical Anti fungal combination products. PAC: Approved the 
recommendation as presented by SXC; however, the Committee asked that 
use of Vusion in infants less than 4 weeks old be further researched 
TennCare:  Accepted the PAC’s recommendation.  Based on information 
from Facts & Comparisons, “Efficacy was not demonstrated in infants 
younger than 4 weeks of age. Use in infants younger than 4 weeks of age is 
not recommended.”   Therefore use in this age group will not be incorporated 
into the approvable criteria.  


o Dr. Capparelli asked if the recommendation would be changed. 
ß Dr. Pittman clarified in the recommendation would state 


“patients” instead of “infants.” 
o Page 37, Migraine combination products. PAC: Approved the 


recommendation as presented by SXC. TennCare:  Agreed with the PAC’s 
recommendations; however, ergotamine became a non-rebatable product 
(i.e., no federal rebate paid) shortly after the review of this class by PAC.  
Therefore, Ergomar was removed from the PDL.  Given the safety concerns 
associated with Migranal, and the fact that it is not recommended in the 
guidelines as a first line therapy, TennCare left Migranal as a non-preferred 
agent, and implemented the following criteria to ensure that it is not used first-
line for migraine headaches: Migranal will be approved for patients with 
therapeutic failure or contraindication to two preferred headache products in 
ANY of the following categories: 
• Triptans 
• RX NSAIDS 
• Migraine combination products 
⇒ Discussion: 


ß Dr. Capparelli stated the criteria should read “from among the 
following categories” to communicate more clearly. 
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• Dr. Pittman agreed. 
ß Dr. Capparelli asked how and when Ergomar® became non-


rebatable. 
• Dr. Pittman stated CMS sends quarterly updates with 


change in status. She stated she did not know the exact 
date for Ergomar® becoming non-rebatable. 


• Dr. Pittman and Mr. Hardin from SXC explained that CMS 
bases its rebates on whether the manufacturer has a 
contract with CMS, and when smaller companies change 
products the new company does not always participate in 
CMS rebate program. 


ß Dr. Corley referred to page 33 and asked that Eskalith CR® be 
included on the NP listing for completeness since the lithium 
carbonate and lithium carbonate SA are listed separately.  


• Dr. Pittman stated she would update list to be consistent. 
 
SPEAKERS FOR PUBLIC TESTIMONY 
 
Speaker Organization Product 
Eileen O’Connor, PharmD 
 


Biogen Idec 
 


Avonex® 
 


Jim Thomas, Senior MSL 
 


EMD Serono 
 


Rebif® 
 


 
(Both speakers declined to speak for Public Testimony) 
 
An announcement was made: the next PAC will be Tuesday, May 12, 2009 at Cool 
Springs Marriott. 
 
• Dr. Capparelli made a statement in regards to the future review of HIV and Oncology 


Agents. He stated he was very concerned about review of the classes for three 
reasons: the patients are dying, the drugs are often used for off label indications, and 
we do not want to alienate the infectious disease specialists or oncologists from 
taking care of TennCare patients. 


o Dr. Pittman responded she would take Dr. Capparelli’s concerns back to 
Dr. Woods. 


 
Meeting Adjourned 
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Responsibilities of the TennCare Pharmacy Advisory Committee 


 
Source: Tennessee Code/Title 71 Welfare/Chapter 5 Programs and Services for Poor 
Persons/Part 24 Tennessee TennCare Pharmacy Advisory Committee/71-5-2401 through 71-5-
2404.  
 
• Make recommendations regarding a preferred drug list (PDL) to govern all state expenditures 


for prescription drugs for the TennCare program. 
o The TennCare Pharmacy Advisory Committee shall submit to the bureau of 


TennCare both specific and general recommendations for drugs to be included on 
any state PDL adopted by the bureau.  In making its recommendations, the 
committee shall consider factors including, but not limited to, efficacy, the use of 
generic drugs and therapeutic equivalent drugs, and cost information related to each 
drug.  The committee shall also submit recommendations to the bureau regarding 
computerized, voice, and written prior authorization, including prior authorization 
criteria and step therapy. 


o The state TennCare pharmacy advisory committee shall include evidence-based 
research in making its recommendations for drugs to be included on the PDL. 


o The TennCare bureau shall consider the recommendations of the state TennCare 
pharmacy advisory committee in amending or revising any PDL adopted by the 
bureau to apply to pharmacy expenditures within the TennCare program.  The 
recommendations of the committee are advisory only and the bureau may adopt or 
amend a PDL regardless of whether it has received any recommendations from the 
committee.  It is the legislative intent that, insofar as practical, the TennCare bureau 
shall have the benefit of the committee’s recommendations prior to implementing a 
PDL or portions thereof. 


• Keep minutes of all meetings including votes on all recommendations regarding drugs to be 
included on the state preferred drug list 


• The chair may request that other physicians, pharmacists, faculty members of institutions of 
higher learning, or medical experts who participate in various subspecialties act as 
consultants to the committee as needed. 
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PDL Decision Process 


 


• The primary clinical decision that needs to be made is determining if the drugs within the 
therapeutic class of interest can be considered therapeutic alternatives.  


• A Therapeutic Alternative is defined by the AMA as: “drug products with different chemical 
structures but which are of the same pharmacological and/or therapeutic class, and usually 
can be expected to have similar therapeutic effects and adverse reaction profiles when 
administered to patients in therapeutically equivalent doses”1. 


• The Committee should not feel obligated to decide if every drug within the therapeutic class is 
exactly equal to all other drugs within the class, nor should they feel obligated to decide if 
every drug within the therapeutic class works equally well in every special patient population 
or in every disease. 


• In special situations (e.g., presence of comorbid conditions) and in special populations (e.g., 
pediatrics) use of a non-preferred drug might be the most appropriate therapy.  These cases 
can be handled through prior authorization (PA).  PA serves as a “safety valve” in that it 
facilitates use of the most appropriate agent regardless of PDL status. 


 
LENGTH OF AUTHORIZATIONS: Dependent upon diagnosis and length of therapy needed 
to treat.  (Most medications are used chronically, and thus would be approved for 1 year.) 


 
1. Is there any reason the patient cannot be changed to a medication not requiring prior 


approval within the same class?  
Acceptable reasons include:  
ß Allergy to medications not requiring prior approval 
ß Contraindication to or drug-to-drug interaction with medications not requiring prior 


approval 
ß History of unacceptable/toxic side effects to medications not requiring prior approval 


2. The requested medication may be approved if both of the following are true: 
ß If there has been a therapeutic failure of at least two medications within the same 


class not requiring prior approval (unless otherwise specified) 
ß The requested medication’s corresponding generic (if a generic is available and 


preferred by the State) has been attempted and failed or is contraindicated 
3. The requested medication may be approved if the following is true: 


ß An indication which is unique to a non-preferred agent and is supported by 
      peer-reviewed literature or an FDA approved indication exists. 


-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The information provided for each drug class is organized into the following sections, when 
applicable:  
 
BACKGROUND: 


• General overview 
• Pharmacology 
• Therapeutic effect(s) 
• Adverse reactions 
• Outcomes data 
• Place in therapy according to current Treatment Guidelines  


 
RECOMMENDATION: 


• General recommendation regarding utility and therapeutic equivalence among the agents 
in the class, as well as requirements for product availability (PDL placement) 


                                                           
1 AMA Policy H-125.991 Drug Formularies and Therapeutic Interchange 
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NEW: INTERLEUKINS 
 
BACKGROUND 


• Interleukins (IL) are produced by lymphocytes, macrophages, and monocytes and act to 
help regulate the body’s immune system and regulate cell-mediated immunity. 
Aldesleukin (recombinant IL-2) and oprelvekin (recombinant IL-11) are currently the two 
interleukins available for therapeutic use. 


• IL-2 is an autocrine and paracrine growth factor that promotes T-cell proliferation, 
cytokine production and the functional properties of B cells, macrophages, and natural 
killer cells.  IL-2 is necessary for activating all types of acquired immune responses and 
eliminating auto-reactive T cells.  Prolonged or repeated activation in the presence of IL-2 
causes apoptosis. IL-2 can therefore initiate immune responses but also limit the immune 
response intensity and duration.  IL-2 has been shown to have potent immunomodulatory 
and antitumor activity. 


• IL-11 acts as a thrombopoietic growth factor. IL-11 works by directly stimulating the 
proliferation of hematopoietic stem cells and megakaryocyte progenitor cells to induce 
maturation resulting in increased platelet production. 


• Aldesleukin is indicated for the treatment of adults with renal cell carcinoma and the 
treatment of adults with metastatic melanoma. 


• Oprelvekin is indicated for the prevention of severe thrombocytopenia and for the 
prophylaxis of thrombocytopenia following treatment with myelosuppressive 
chemotherapy for nonmyeloid malignancies. 


• The most common adverse effects seen with aldesleukin include: hypotension, 
tachycardia, chills, fevers, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, dyspnea, oilguria, and edema.  
Severe adverse effects seen with aldesleukin include: malignant hyperthermia, cardiac 
arrest, MI, pulmonary emboli, stroke, intestinal perforation, liver/renal failure, severe 
depression, respiratory failure. 


• The most common adverse effects seen with oprelvekin include: fever, headache, 
insomnia, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, mucosistis, dyspnea, and edema. Severe adverse 
effects seen with oprelvekin include: blurred vision, dehydration, exfoliative dermatitis, 
eye hemorrhage, paresthesia, skin discoloration, papilledema, arrhythmias and stroke. 


o Aldesleukin carries the following black box warning(s): 
Restrict therapy with aldesleukin for injection to patients with normal cardiac and 
pulmonary functions as defined by thallium stress testing and formal pulmonary 
function testing. Use extreme caution in patients with a normal thallium stress 
test and a normal pulmonary function test who have a history of cardiac or 
pulmonary disease.  Administer aldesleukin in a hospital setting under the 
supervision of a qualified physician experienced in the use of anticancer agents. 
An intensive care facility and specialists skilled in cardiopulmonary or intensive 
care medicine must be available.   


o Aldesleukin administration has been associated with capillary leak syndrome 
(CLS) which is characterized by a loss of vascular tone and extravasation of 
plasma proteins and fluid into the extravascular space. CLS results in 
hypotension and reduced organ perfusion which may be severe and can result in 
death. CLS may be associated with cardiac arrhythmias (supraventricular and 
ventricular), angina, myocardial infarction, respiratory insufficiency requiring 
intubation, gastrointestinal bleeding or infarction, renal insufficiency, edema, and 
mental status changes. 


o Aldesleukin treatment is associated with impaired neutrophil function (reduced 
chemotaxis) and with an increased risk of disseminated infection, including 
sepsis and bacterial endocarditis. Consequently, preexisting bacterial infections 
should be adequately treated prior to initiation of aldesleukin therapy. Patients 
with indwelling central lines are particularly at risk for infection with gram-positive 
microorganisms. Antibiotic prophylaxis with oxacillin, nafcillin, ciprofloxacin, or 
vancomycin has been associated with a reduced incidence of staphylococcal 
infections.  Withhold aldesleukin administration in patients developing moderate 
to severe lethargy or somnolence; continued administration may result in coma. 
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o Oprelvekin carries the following black box warning: 
Oprelvekin has caused allergic or hypersensitivity reactions, including 
anaphylaxis. Permanently discontinue administration of oprelvekin in any patient 
who develops an allergic or hypersensitivity reaction. 


o Aldesleukin is contraindicated in patients with a history of abnormal thallium 
stress test or abnormal pulmonary function tests and patients with organ 
allografts. 


o Retreatment with aldesleukin is contraindicated in patients who have a history of 
the following drug-related toxicities while receiving an earlier course of 
aldesleukin therapy: 
ß Sustained ventricular tachycardia (greater than or equal to 5 beats). 
ß Cardiac arrhythmias not controlled or unresponsive to management. 
ß Chest pain with electrocardiogram (ECG) changes, consistent with 


angina or myocardial infarction. 
ß Cardiac tamponade. 
ß Intubation for greater than 72 hours. 
ß Renal failure requiring dialysis greater than 72 hours. 
ß Coma or toxic psychosis lasting greater than 48 hours. 
ß Repetitive or uncontrollable seizures. 
ß Bowel ischemia/perforation. 
ß Gastrointestinal bleeding requiring surgery. 


o Aldesleukin should be used with caution in patients with: decreased organ 
perfusion, autoimmune disease, inflammatory disorders, new neurologic signs, 
symptoms, anatomic lesions, or mental status changes. 


o Oprelvekin has been associated with increased toxicity following myeloablative 
therapy, fluid retention, anemia, cardiovascular events, nervous system events 
and papilledema. 


o Concomitant use of aldesleukin and protease inhibitors may cause concentration 
of protease inhibitors to increase.  Aldesleukin may induce the formation of 
Interleukin (IL)-6, which may inhibit protease inhibitor metabolism via CYP3A4. 
Dose adjustment of the protease inhibitor may be necessary. 


o Oprelvekin has no known significant drug interactions. 
• Clinical trials submitted for FDA approval for both agents demonstrated efficacy through 


reduced tumor burden with aldesleukin and a reduced need for platelet transfusions with 
oprelvekin.  


• Aldesleukin is a human recombinant interleukin (IL)-2 product that is used in the 
treatment of adults with metastatic renal cell carcinoma and metastatic melanoma. 
Clinical studies reveal patients with more favorable Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group 
Performance Status (ECOG PS) at treatment initiation responded better, with a higher 
response rate and lower toxicity; experience in patients with ECOG PS >1 is extremely 
limited. Oprelvekin (IL-11) is a thrombopoietic growth factor that stimulates the 
proliferation of stem cells, progenitor cells and induces megakaryocyte maturation which 
leads to increased platelet production. It is used in the prevention of severe 
thrombocytopenia and to reduce the need for platelet transfusions following 
myelosuppressive chemotherapy in adult patients with non-myeloid malignancies who 
are at high risk of severe thrombocytopenia. There are very few established guidelines 
that address the utilization of interleukins in the treatment of melanoma or 
thrombocytopenia. Cancer Care Ontario describes the use of IL-2 in the treatment of 
metastatic carcinoma or melanoma, while the Finnish Medical Society mentions the use 
of IL-11 in the treatment of thrombocytopenia.  The National Comprehensive Cancer 
Network (NCCN) also mentions the use of aldesleukin in adjunctive treatment of renal 
cell carcinoma but does not provide any established guidelines for use.  
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RECOMMENDATION 
Aldesleukin is a human recombinant IL-2 product that is used in the treatment of adults with 
metastatic renal cell carcinoma and metastatic melanoma.  Given its utility in this specific patient 
population, iIt is recommended that aldesleukin be available for use. 
 
Oprelvekin is a recombinant IL-11 product that has been shown to improve platelet nadirs and 
accelerate platelet recoveries, thereby reducing the need for frequent platelet transfusions 
following high-dose chemotherapy compared to controls.  Therefore, it is recommended that 
oprelvekin be available for use. 
 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 


NEW: INTERLEUKINS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
Aldesleukin (PROLEUKIN®) 


Oprelvekin (NEUMEGA®) 
N/A 
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NEW: ERYTHROPOIETIN AGENTS 
 
BACKGROUND 


• Anemia is a disease characterized by a decrease in either hemoglobin or red blood cells 
(RBCs) that reduces the oxygen carrying capacity of blood.  Anemia can occur because 
of several different chronic disease states or other abnormalities related to the 
hematopoietic system.  Erythropoietin (EPO) is a naturally occurring glycoprotein 
hormone that stimulates the production and maturation of erythrocytes in the bone 
marrow. EPO is primarily produced by the kidneys. Renal production of EPO is 
stimulated when the renal oxygen sensor is triggered by hypoxia or low tissue oxygen.   


• Currently, there are two types of erythropoiesis-stimulating agents (ESAs) available in the 
United States (US): epoetin alfa and darbepoetin alfa (a longer-acting form of epoetin 
alfa). 


• ESAs are produced via recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) technology and act to 
mimic endogenous EPO. 
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• FDA approved indications: 
 


Indication Epoetin alfa Darbepoetin alfa 
Treatment of anemia associated with 
chronic renal failure (CRF), including 
patients on dialysis and patients not on 
dialysis 


a a 


Treatment of anemia due to the effect of 
concomitantly administered 
chemotherapy in patients with metastatic, 
nonmyeloid malignancies  


a a 


Treatment of anemia related to therapy 
with zidovudine in human 
immunodeficiency virus-infected patients; 
to elevate or maintain the red blood cell 
level and to decrease the need for 
transfusions in these patients 


a  


Treatment of anemic patients who are at 
high risk for perioperative blood loss from 
elective, noncardiac, nonvascular surgery 
to reduce the need for allogeneic blood 
transfusions 


a  


 
• The most common adverse effects seen with epoetin alfa include: edema, hypertension, 


GI upset, arthralgias, neurologic conditions, respiratory conditions, and fever.  
• The more severe adverse effects seen with epoetin alfa include: myocardial infarction 


(MI), deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and seizures. 
• The most common adverse effects seen with darbepoetin alfa include: edema, 


hypertension, hypotension, GI upset, arthralgia/myalgia, neurologic and respiratory 
conditions, fever, and infectious disease.  


• The more severe adverse effects seen with darbepoetin alfa include: congestive heart 
failure (CHF), MI, vomiting, DVT and pulmonary embolism (PE), cerebrovascular event 
(CVA), transient ischemic attack (TIA), seizure, dyspnea, and death.  


o Both agents carry black box warning for increased mortality, serious 
cardiovascular (CV) and thromboembolic events, and increased risk of tumor 
progression or recurrence when patients were treated to higher hemoglobin 
levels versus lower levels. 


o Both agents are contraindicated in patients with uncontrolled hypertension. 
o ESAs should be used with caution in patients with seizures or history of pure red 


cell aplasia.  
o Prophylaxis for deep vein thrombosis in pre-surgical patients should be 


considered in patients receiving ESAs.  
o ESAs should be given at the lowest dose needed to achieve a response in 


hemoglobin levels. 
o ESAs should not be used in patients who are receiving myelosuppressive 


therapy where the anticipated outcome is cure.  
o ESAs should be discontinued after the patient has completed chemotherapy 


regimen. 
o Patients’ iron status should be evaluated prior to and during ESA therapy.  
o There are no significant drug-drug interactions.  
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• A multi-center, randomized trial compared epoetin alfa twice weekly to darbepoetin alfa 
weekly in patients with chronic renal insufficiency (CRI) not yet receiving dialysis. 
Patients had hemoglobin levels less than 11 g/dL, adequate iron stores, and normal 
levels of vitamin B12 and folate.  Primary outcome was the proportion of patients 
achieving a hemoglobin response during the 24-week treatment period (increase in 
hemoglobin of >1.0 g/dL from baseline and a hemoglobin concentration of >11.0 g/dL).  
Ninety three percent of patients in the darbepoetin alfa group and 92% of patients in the 
epoetin alfa group achieved a hemoglobin response (P value not reported). Secondary 
outcome included time to achieve a hemoglobin response.  In both groups, the median 
time to achieve a hemoglobin response was 7 weeks (3 to 25 weeks).  Safety profiles 
were similar between the 2 groups.  The most commonly reported side effects in 
darbepoetin alfa and epoetin alfa groups were hypertension (32% and 22%, respectively) 
and peripheral edema (13% and 11%, respectively). 


• One multi center, randomized, non-inferiority (NI) trial compared epoetin alfa therapy 
three times a week with darbepoetin alfa weekly in 504 patients with CKD on chronic, 
stable hemodialysis (HD).  Patients had hemoglobin concentration between 9.5-12.5 g/dL 
and transferritin saturation > 20%. Primary outcome was mean change in hemoglobin 
between baseline and evaluation periods.  The lower limit for confidence interval (CI) for 
NI was set at -1.0 g/dL The mean changes in hemoglobin levels from baseline to the 
evaluation period were similar between the darbepoetin alfa (0.16 to 0.09 g/dL) and 
epoetin alfa (0.00 to 0.06 g/dL) groups, with a difference of 0.16 g/dL (95% CI; -0.06 to 
0.38; no P values reported).  The most frequently reported adverse events included 
nausea (29%, darbepoetin alfa; 27%, epoetin alfa), upper respiratory infection (27%, both 
groups) and hypertension (28%, darbepoetin alfa; 24%, epoetin alfa).  Authors concluded 
darbepoetin alfa is as effective as epoetin alfa.   


• A meta analysis of 59 randomized controlled trials compared epoetin alfa to darbepoetin 
alfa in patients diagnosed with malignant disease and undergoing chemotherapy and/or 
radiotherapy. Primary outcomes were defined as hematologic response, rates of 
transfusion, and thromboembolic events.  Although a meta-analysis on hematological 
response was not performed due to differences in the definition of response, five of six 
trials comparing darbepoetin alfa to epoetin alfa showed no statistically significant 
difference between these drugs.  For rates of transfusion, trials comparing darbepoetin 
alfa to epoetin alfa showed no statistically significant difference between these drugs.  
For thromboembolic events, trials comparing darbepoetin alfa to epoetin alfa showed no 
statistically significant difference between these drugs.   


• Clinical trials comparing the efficacy of the ESAs for the treatment of anemia associated 
with chronic renal failure as well as anemia due to the chemotherapy have demonstrated 
no differences between agents.  Current practice guidelines for anemia of CRF, the 
National Kidney Foundation (NKF) Kidney Disease Outcome Quality Initiative (K/DOQI), 
and the American Society of Hematology/American Society of Clinical Oncology 
(ASH/ASCO) guideline for the use of epoetin alfa and darbepoetin alfa in patients with 
cancer guidelines do not specify a preferred agent. The K/DOQI guideline states that 
each of the agents are effective at achieving and maintaining target hemoglobin levels 
and the ASH/ASCO guideline states that based on available data, these agents should 
be considered equivalent with respect to effectiveness and safety.   


• K/DOQI treatment guidelines recommend: 
ß Hemoglobin evaluation in all CKD patients.  
ß Diagnosis of anemia should be made when hemoglobin is < 13.5 g/dL in 


males and < 12 g/dL in females.   
ß Initiation of ESA therapy should be guided by patient factors and 


consideration of risk versus benefit. 
ß Target hemoglobin range for ESA therapy should be between 11 and  
 12 g/dL and no more than 13 g/dL.   
ß Patients’ iron status is evaluated at a minimum of every 3 months.  
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• ASH/ASCO treatment guidelines recommend:  
ß Initiation of ESA therapy in patients with cancer is guided by patient 


specific factors and consideration of risk versus benefit. 
ß Target hemoglobin levels should be <12 g/dL but closer to <10 g/dL prior 


to for ESA therapy.  
ß ESA therapy should be discontinued if the patient demonstrates no 


response after 6-8 weeks of therapy.  
ß Stronger recommendation against the use of ESAs to treat anemia 


associated with malignancy in patients with either solid or non-myeloid 
hematological malignancies who are not receiving concurrent 
chemotherapy.   


ß In patients with myeloma, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, or chronic 
lymphocytic leukemia, chemotherapy and/or corticosteroid treatment 
should begin hematological outcomes through tumor reduction should be 
noted first before considering ESA therapy.   


ß Caution should be exercised in the use of ESAs concomitant with 
chemotherapeutic agents and diseases where risk of thromboembolic 
complications is increased. 


• The Infectious Disease Society of America (IDSA) recommends considering use of ESA 
agent in HIV patients with hemoglobin less than 2 g/dL below normal limits. 


RECOMMENDATION 
Epoetin alfa and darbepoetin alfa are used primarily for the treatment of anemia associated with 
chronic renal failure, and anemia due to the effect of concomitantly administered chemotherapy in 
patients with metastatic, non-myeloid malignancies.  Clinical guidelines from the K/DOQI and the 
ASH/ASCO agree that the agents are effective at achieving and maintaining target hemoglobin 
levels in appropriate patient populations and based on available data and should be considered 
equivalent with respect to effectiveness.  The current guidelines do not specify a preferred agent.  
In order to ensure provider choice, it is recommended that at least two erythropoietin agents be 
available for use.  Clinical guidelines outline specific risks associated with using ESA therapy to 
achieve higher hemoglobin values. The risks include: increased risk of death, cardiovascular 
events, and tumor progression.  Additionally, ESAs have also been reported to be used illegally in 
competitive sports as a performance enhancing agent.  Therefore, it is recommended that the 
class be subject to clinical criteria.  
 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 


NEW: ERYTHROPOIETIN AGENTS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
Epogen® CC (erythropoietin alfa) 
Procrit® CC (erythropoietin alfa) 
Aranesp® CC (darbepoeitin alfa) 


N/A 
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Clinical Criteria for Erythropoetin Agents 
• The patient has a hemoglobin of less than 12 g/dL AND one of the following 
diagnoses: 


– Anemia associated with chronic renal failure (patients may be on dialysis or pre-dialysis) or 
anemia associated with kidney transplantation 


– Treatment of chemotherapy induced anemia for non-myeloid malignancies 
– Drug-induced anemia (examples, not all inclusive: Retrovir® or Combivir® or ribavirin) 
– Autologous blood donations by patients scheduled to undergo nonvascular surgery; OR, 


• The patient is an infant (up to 6 months old) with a diagnosis of Anemia of Prematurity (no lab 
work required-allow 8 weeks of therapy); OR 


• The patient has a hemoglobin of less than 8g/dL; OR 
• The patient has a hemoglobin of 8-9.4 g/dL and is 18years old or older; OR 
• The patient has a hemoglobin of 9.5-10.9 g/dL AND 


– Is 70 years old or older with signs of anemia; OR 
– Is 18 years old or older with cardiovascular disease and/or signs of anemia 


 
Length of authorization: 6 months or 8 weeks past last dose of chemotherapy 


 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
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NEW: COLONY STIMULATING FACTORS 
 
BACKGROUND 


• The granulocyte colony stimulating factors (G-CSF) and the granulocyte-macrophage 
colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) are generally used in patients with cancer to reduce 
the incidence of adverse events associated with chemotherapy, such as febrile 
neutropenia, infections, and delayed neutrophil recovery time.  Neutrophils are the body’s 
defense system against infection and play a key role in the process of acute 
inflammation.  Chemotherapy and radiation affect neutrophil function as well as decrease 
the production of neutrophils in the bone marrow.  Filgrastim and pegfilgrastim are the G-
CSF products currently FDA approved. Sargramostim is the only GM-CSF product 
currently FDA approved. 


• G-CSFs and the GM-CSF are glycoproteins that act on hematopoietic cells to stimulate 
cell proliferation, cell differentiation commitment, and some end cell functional activation. 


• FDA approved indications are as follows: 
 


Indication Filgrastim Pegfilgrastim Sargramostim 
To decrease the incidence of infection, as manifested 
by febrile neutropenia, in patients with nonmyeloid 
malignancies receiving myelosuppressive anticancer 
drugs associated with a significant incidence of 
severe neutropenia with fever.  


a a  


For reducing the time to neutrophil recovery and the 
duration of fever, following induction or consolidation 
chemotherapy treatment of adults with acute myeloid 
leukemia. 


a   


To reduce the duration of neutropenia and 
neutropenia-related clinical sequelae (eg, febrile 
neutropenia) in patients with nonmyeloid 
malignancies undergoing myeloablative 
chemotherapy followed by marrow transplantation.  


a   


For the mobilization of hematopoietic progenitor cells 
into the peripheral blood for collection by 
leukapheresis.  


a  a 


For chronic administration to reduce the incidence 
and duration of sequelae of neutropenia (eg, fever, 
infections, oropharyngeal ulcers) in symptomatic 
patients with congenital neutropenia, cyclic 
neutropenia, or idiopathic neutropenia.  


a   


For use following induction chemotherapy in older 
adult patients with acute myelogenous leukemia to 
shorten time to neutrophil recovery and to reduce the 
incidence of severe and life-threatening infections 
and infections resulting in death.  


  a 


For acceleration of myeloid recovery in patients with 
non-Hodgkin lymphoma, acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia, and Hodgkin disease undergoing 
autologous bone marrow transplantation.  


  a 


For acceleration of myeloid recovery in patients 
undergoing allogeneic bone marrow transplantation 
from HLA-matched related donors.  


  a 


In patients who have undergone allogeneic or 
autologous bone marrow transplantation in whom 
engraftment is delayed or has failed.  


  a 
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• The most common adverse effects seen with the G-CSFs include:  fatigue, fever, 
headache, alopecia, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, myalgia and bone/skeletal pain.  Severe 
adverse effects associated with G-CSFs include: allergic reactions, splenic rupture, acute 
respiratory distress syndrome, alveolar hemorrhage, hemoptysis, sickle cell disorders, 
leukocytosis and immunogenicity. 


• The most common adverse effects seen with GM-CSF include:  hemorrhage, 
hypertension, chills, fever, alopecia, puritis, rash, anorexia, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, 
stomatitis, hyperglycemia, dyspnea, asthenia, edema, bone pain, malaise, and weight 
loss.  Severe adverse effects associated with GM-CSF include: fluid retention, respiratory 
symptoms, and cardiovascular symptoms. 


o Filgrastim and pegfilgrastim are contraindicated in patients with a known 
hypersensitivity to E Coli-derived products. 


o Sargramostim is contraindicated in patients with known hypersensitivity to yeast 
derived products.  Additionally, Sargramostim is contraindicated in patients with 
excessive leukemic myeloid blasts in the bone marrow or peripheral blood. 


o Although the colony stimulating growth factors primarily stimulate neutrophils it is 
unknown if they additionally act as a growth factor for any tumor type.  


o There are no specific drug interactions reported with the use of the colony 
stimulating factors.  Generally colony stimulating factors should be used with 
caution when used in combination with other agents which may potentiate the 
release of neutrophils. 


• There are numerous trials comparing filgrastim to pegfilgrastim, but there is a limited data 
comparing the G-CSF products and the GM-CSF product. 


• One randomized, double-blind, multicenter trial compared filgrastim and sargramostim in 
181 patients with chemotherapy-induced afebrile neutropenia (absolute neutrophil count 
[ANC] ≤500/μL). Patients were given daily subcutaneous (SC) injections of either agent 
until ANC levels reached >1,500/μL.  There was no significant difference among the 
treatment groups in the mean number of days to reach an ANC of 500/μL (filgrastim: 3.6 
vs sargramostim 3.3; P=0.32); however the mean number of days to reach an ANC of 
1,000 and 1,500 was significantly lower in the filgrastim group (4.5 and 4.6, respectively) 
compared to the sargramostim group (5.1 and 5.7, respectively; P=0.009 and P=0.0001, 
respectively).  Also, the mean number of days patients received filgrastim (4.6 days) was 
significantly shorter than sargramostim (5.7 days; P=0.0001). 


• A second prospective, randomized, double-blind, multicenter study comparing 
sargramostim and filgrastim found that with the exception of a slightly higher incidence of 
grade 1 fever (~ 38.1 7C) with sargramostim (36 patients [48%]) compared to filgrastim 
(16 patients [26%]; P=0.01), there were no statistically significant differences in the 
incidence or severity of local or systemic adverse events possibly related to the growth 
factors.  Although the study was not designed to evaluate efficacy directly, there also 
were no statistically significant differences between treatment groups in total days of 
growth factor therapy, days of hospitalization or days of IV antibiotic therapy during the 
treatment period (no P values reported).   


• A multicenter, randomized, double-blind, active-control study comparing single-dose 
pegfilgrastim to daily filgrastim for reducing neutropenia in 310 patients who received four 
cycles of myelosuppressive chemotherapy for high-risk breast cancer was conducted. 
There were no significant differences between treatment groups in the duration of severe 
neutropenia and the depth of ANC nadir in all cycles. Overall, the incidence of febrile 
neutropenia was less in the pegfilgrastim (14 patients [9%]) than in the filgrastim group 
(27 patients [18%]; P=0.029). 
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• Colony-stimulating factors are growth factors which stimulate the production and enhance 
recovery of neutrophils. Currently the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN), 
the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) and European Organization for 
Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) guidelines recommend colony-stimulating 
factor prophylaxis for patients whose overall risk of febrile neutropenia is >20%.  Due to 
the data available demonstrating comparable clinical efficacy between the filgrastim and 
pegfilgrastim products for febrile neutropenia, the NCCN and the EORTC guidelines 
recommend either agent for treatment in this indication.  However, with the lack of clinical 
studies comparing the efficacy of the G-CSF and GM-CSF products, the ASCO 
guidelines do not provide recommendations regarding the specific types of products. 


RECOMMENDATION 
Colony-stimulating factors are growth factors which stimulate the production and enhance 
recovery of neutrophils.  The G-CSF and GM-CSF products are generally used in patients with 
cancer to reduce the incidence of adverse events associated with chemotherapy, such as febrile 
neutropenia, infections, and delayed neutrophil recovery time.  The NCCN, ASCO, and EORTC 
guidelines all recommend colony-stimulating factor prophylaxis for patients whose overall risk of 
febrile neutropenia is >20%. Due to the ongoing research and lack of head to head trials in this 
practice area the NCCN and EORTC recommend either filgrastim or pegfilgrastim for prophylactic 
use. In addition, NCCN and ASCO recommend that the therapeutic use of a CSF be considered 
only when a patient with febrile neutropenia is at high-risk of infection or complications based on 
prognostic factors.  The ASCO guidelines do not provide recommendations for one agent over 
another.  Therefore, it is recommended that at least filgrastim and sargramostim be available for 
use.  
 


COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 


NEW: COLONY STIMULATING FACTORS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
Filgrastim (NEUPOGEN®) 


Sargramostim (LEUKINE®) 
Pegfilgrastim (NEULASTA®) 
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NEW: DOPAMINE PRECURSOR/DOPA DECARBOXYLASE INHIBITORS 
 


BACKGROUND 
• Parkinson’s disease (PD) is characterized by a lack of dopamine in the corpus striatum 


region of the brain. Levodopa is the chemical precursor to dopamine and effectively crosses 
the blood-brain barrier where it is converted to dopamine and causes improvement of 
Parkinson’s symptoms. When administered orally levodopa is rapidly converted to dopamine 
in the extracerebral tissue and only a small portion of active dopamine is transported to the 
brain. Carbidopa inhibits the conversion of levodopa to dopamine in the peripheral tissues 
allowing more levodopa to be transferred to the brain. 


• Carbidopa/levodopa is FDA approved for the treatment of idiopathic PD, postencephalitic 
Parkinsonism, and symptomatic Parkinsonism. 


• The most frequently reported adverse effects with carbidopa/levodopa are adventitious 
movements (10-90%), anorexia (50%), GI upset with or without abdominal pain (80%), dry 
mouth, dysphasia, dysgeusia, ataxia, increased hand tremor, headache, dizziness, 
numbness, weakness, confusion, insomnia, hallucinations, delusions, agitation and anxiety.   


o Long term treatment with levodopa leads to the development of motor fluctuations, 
dyskinesias and neuropsychiatric complications.  Nausea, vomiting and hypotension 
can be reduced by titrating the dose up slowly. 


o Carbidopa/levodopa is contraindicated in patients with undiagnosed skin lesions or 
melanoma and narrow angle glaucoma.  The combination of non-selective MAOIs 
and levodopa may lead to hypertensive crisis; therefore, concomitant use of these 
agents is contraindicated. 


o Carbidopa/levodopa should be used with caution in patient with renal or hepatic 
impairment, patients with cardio-vascular, respiratory and endocrine disease, wide-
angle glaucoma and psychiatric disorders.   


• Carbidopa/levodopa has been used in clinical practice for many years, and studies have 
shown that the various dosage formulations are efficacious when compared to placebo. This 
combination product has also been shown to be one of the more efficacious agents in the 
treatment of Parkinson’s disease. There have been a vast number of clinical trials conducted 
evaluating the efficacy and safety of carbidopa/levodopa. However the majority of literature 
supporting the use of this agent was either published decades ago or are lacking in statistical 
significance and detail. 


o A randomized, double-blind, parallel study involving 36 centers and 618 patients 
world wide was conducted to compare the safety and efficacy of immediate release 
carbidopa/levodopa versus controlled release carbidopa/levodopa.  The effects of the 
different formulations of carbidopa/levadopa were recorded at 3 month intervals for a 
total of 5 years.  Motor fluctuation and dyskinesias were evaluated using a patient 
diary and a physician-recorded questionnaire.  The Nottingham Health profile (NHP) 
was used to evaluate quality-of-life.  No significant differences were seen between 
the two treatment groups in mean dose (426 mg IR versus 510 mg CR), motor 
fluctuations or dyskinesia (20.6% in IR versus 21.8% CR), or changes in motor 
response by the questionnaire’s definition (16% in both groups). 


• According to the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) there is no 
universal first-choice therapy for patients with Parkinson’s disease. Levodopa, dopamine 
agonists and monoamine oxidase-B (MAO-B) inhibitors may all be used in patients with early 
Parkinson’s disease for symptomatic treatment.  They recommend that levodopa can be used 
in patients with early Parkinson’s disease; however the dose should be kept as low as 
possible in order to minimize the development of motor complications.  In addition, there is no 
single agent of choice for late stage Parkinson’s disease. The NICE guidelines and the 
American Academy of Neurology state that levodopa, dopamine agonists, MAO-B inhibitors 
and catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT) inhibitors may all be considered to reduce motor 
fluctuations in patients with late stage Parkinson’s disease. The NICE Guidelines and The 
American Academy of Family Physicians name carbidopa/levodopa as the most effective 
agent for PD and the primary treatment for symptomatic patients due to its ability to control 
bradykinesia and rigidity associated with PD.  They further state that the sustained-release 
formulations have no added benefit over the immediate release formulation. 
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RECOMMENDATION: 
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is related to the depletion of dopamine in the corpus striatum. Levodopa 
is the metabolic precursor of dopamine that crosses the blood-brain barrier, and works by 
presumably increasing dopamine concentrations in the brain. Formulations are currently available 
in combination with carbidopa, a peripheral decarboxylase inhibitor, which helps prevent the 
peripheral metabolism of levodopa to dopamine.  The NICE Guidelines and the American 
Academy of Family Physicians name carbidopa/levodopa as the most effective agent for PD.  
NICE guidelines state there is no universal first-choice therapy for patients with PD but 
recommend that levodopa, dopamine agonists and monoamine oxidase-B (MAO-B) inhibitors may 
all be used in patients with early PD for symptomatic treatment.  Current guidelines from NICE and 
the American Academy of Neurology (AAN) state that levodopa, dopamine agonists, MAO-B 
inhibitors and catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT) inhibitors may all be considered to reduce 
motor fluctuations in patients with late stage Parkinson’s disease. 
Guidelines from the AAN also conclude that controlled release products have no benefit over 
immediate release formulations.  Therefore, it is recommended that at least one immediate release 
carbidopa/levodopa product be available for use. 
 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 


NEW:  DOPAMINE PRECURSOR/DOPA DECARBOXYLASE INHIBITORS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
CARBIDOPA/LEVODOPA (Compares to 
Sinemet®, Sinemet CR®, Parcopa®) 


PARCOPA® (carbidopa/levodopa) 
SINEMET® (carbidopa/levodopa) 
SINEMET CR® (carbidopa/levodopa) 
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NEW:  CATECHOL-O-METHYLTRANSFERASE INHIBITORS 
 
BACKGROUND 


• Catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT), along with the amino acid decarboxylase, is one 
of the two main enzymes responsible for the metabolism of levodopa, dopamine, and 
other catecholamines. 


• The agents within the COMT-inhibitor class, entacapone and tolcapone, exert their 
therapeutic effect, by inhibiting the COMT enzyme and reducing the metabolism of 
levodopa, extending its plasma half-life and prolonging the action of each levodopa dose, 
consequently decreasing the amount of off-time a patient experiences. 


• The COMT inhibitors are indicated as adjunctive agents to levodopa/carbidopa in patients 
with Parkinson’s disease who are experiencing signs and symptoms of end-dose 
wearing-off. 



http://www.nice.org.uk/CG035
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• The most common adverse events reported with entacapone include dyskinesia, nausea, 
diarrhea and urine discoloration. For tolcapone the most common adverse events include 
dyskinesia, sleep disorder, nausea, vomiting and excessive dreaming. 


o Tolcapone’s prescribing information contains a black box warning regarding the 
risk of hepatic failure, which has been associated with three deaths. Due to the 
risk of potentially fatal, acute fulminant liver failure, tolcapone should ordinarily be 
used in patients with Parkinson’s disease on levodopa/carbidopa who are 
experiencing symptom fluctuations and are not responding satisfactorily to or are 
not appropriate candidates for other adjunctive therapies. Additionally, 
prescribers are encouraged to discontinue the drug if no substantial clinical 
benefit is seen within 3 weeks of the initiation of therapy. 


o Tolcapone is contraindicated in patients with hepatic disease; however, both 
entacapone and tolcapone should be used with caution in patients with hepatic 
dysfunction.  Tolcapone is also contraindicated in patients with history of non-
traumatic rhabdomyolysis, hyperpyrexia or confusion that is possibly related to 
the medication. 


o Hallucinations have also been associated with COMT inhibitor therapy, as have 
cases of rhabdomyolysis and fibrotic complications such as retroperitoneal 
fibrosis or pleural effusion. 


o Monoamine oxidase (MAO) and COMT are the 2 major enzyme systems 
involved in catecholamine metabolism; therefore, concurrent use of non-selective 
MAO inhibitors (eg, phenelzine, tranylcypromine) would result in inhibition of the 
majority of the pathways responsible for normal catecholamine metabolism and 
the combination of COMT inhibitors and MAOIs should be avoided. However, 
concurrent administration with a selective MAO-B inhibitor (eg, selegiline) 
appears to pose no risk. 


o Agid, et al conducted a three week randomized double-blind study that evaluated 
the safety and efficacy of entacapone and tolcapone both as adjunctive therapy 
given concurrently with levodopa/carbidopa. Patients enrolled in the study had a 
diagnosis of PD with significant fluctuation of off time despite medical therapy.  
The primary end point was proportion of patients with a mean increase in on-time 
of at least one hour per day. More patients in the tolcapone treatment group (40, 
53%) experienced ≥1 hour/day increase in on-time after 3 weeks of treatment 
when compared to the entacapone group (32, 43%). The difference between the 
two groups was not statistically significant (P=0.19).  The mean increase in on-
time was 1.34 hours in the tolcapone group and 0.65 hours in the entacapone 
group. The difference between on-time in the two treatment groups was not 
statistically significant.  The tolcapone group had 7 patients (9%) with elevated 
liver enzymes above the upper limit of normal, compared with 2 patients (3%) in 
the entacapone group. 


• The National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidelines state there is no single 
agent of choice for late stage Parkinson’s disease but state that levodopa, dopamine 
agonists, MAO-B inhibitors and COMT inhibitors may all be considered to reduce motor 
fluctuations in patients with late stage Parkinson’s disease.  The European Federation of 
Neurological Societies (EFNS) guidelines recommend that the addition of either a COMT-
inhibitor or an MAO-B inhibitor is appropriate in patients with motor fluctuations. Both 
NICE and EFNS guidelines recommend that entacapone should be the agent of choice 
within the COMT inhibitors class and that use of tolcapone should be limited to the 
patient population that has failed all other available medications.  Guidelines from the 
American Academy of Neurology recommend tolcapone be used with caution and that 
monitoring should occur.  
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RECOMMENDATION: 
The catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) inhibitors exert their therapeutic effect by reducing the 
metabolism of levodopa, thereby extending its plasma half-life and prolonging the action of each 
levodopa dose.  In clinical studies, COMT inhibitors have proven effective for the treatment of 
motor fluctuations in patients with Parkinson’s disease.  Clinical guidelines from NICE and EFNS 
both recommend the COMT-inhibitors as a potential treatment to reduce motor fluctuations in 
patients with late stage PD.  Tolcapone is associated with a higher incidence of adverse effects 
and carries a black box warning regarding the risk of potentially fatal hepatic failure.  Because of 
this risk, tolcapone can be considered an inferior agent in this class.  Guidelines from both NICE 
and EFNS recommend that entacapone should be the agent of choice within the COMT inhibitors 
class and that use of tolcapone should be limited to the patient population that has failed all other 
available medications.  Therefore, it is recommended that entacapone be available for use in 
patients with PD and that tolcapone be reserved for those patients who have tried and failed 
entacapone therapy. 
 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 


NEW:  CATECHOL-O-METHYLTRANSFERASE INHIBITORS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
COMTAN® (entacapone) TASMAR® (tolcapone) 
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NEW: DOPAMINE PRECURSOR / DOPA DECARBOXYLASE INHIBITOR / 
COMT INHIBITOR 


 
BACKGROUND 


• Parkinson’s disease is characterized by a lack of dopamine in the corpus striatum region 
of the brain. Levodopa is the chemical precursor to dopamine and effectively crosses the 
blood-brain barrier where it is converted to dopamine and causes improvement of 
Parkinson’s symptoms.  


• Stalevo® is a combination antiparkinsonian medication that is composed of levodopa, 
carbidopa, and entacapone.   


 
 



http://www.nice.org.uk/Guidance/CG35/NiceGuidance/pdf/English
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• When administered orally levodopa is rapidly converted to dopamine in the extracerebral 
tissue and only a small portion of active dopamine is transported to the brain. Carbidopa 
inhibits the conversion of levodopa to dopamine in the peripheral tissues allowing more 
levodopa to be transferred to the brain.  Entacapone is a selective and reversible 
catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) inhibitor. When the action of levodopa conversion 
to dopamine is inhibited by carbidopa, COMT becomes the primary metabolizing enzyme. 
By administering entacapone concurrently with levodopa/carbidopa, plasma levels of 
levodopa are greater and more sustained. This greater sustainment of levels results in a 
more constant dopaminergic stimulation in the brain leading to greater effects on the 
signs and symptoms of Parkinson’s disease. 


• In general the most common adverse events seen with the use of Stalevo® are 
dyskinesia, nausea, diarrhea and urine discoloration. Rare but severe adverse effects 
seen in those who use Stalevo® include orthostatic hypotension, severe diarrhea, or 
psychotic disorders. 


o Contraindications to Stalevo® include: the use of a nonselective monoamine 
oxidase (MAO)-inhibitor therapy with or within 14 days of use, narrow-angle 
glaucoma, undiagnosed skin lesions, or a history of melanoma. 


o Stalevo® has the potential for causing mental disturbances; therefore all patients 
with a history of psychoses should be treated with caution. Stalevo® should be 
administered cautiously in patients with severe cardiovascular or pulmonary 
disease, bronchial asthma or endocrine disease.   


o Stalevo® also has the potential to cause upper gastrointestinal hemorrhaging in 
patients with a history of peptic ulcers, and caution should be used when 
administering the medication to this patient population.  Caution should be used 
in patients with severe renal disease or hepatic impairment.  


• Based on the current literature, the addition of entacapone to the levodopa/carbidopa 
combination produces the greatest efficacy in patients that have developed motor 
fluctuations due to prolonged levodopa use. Clinical trials have demonstrated that 
patients with the early form of the disease who lacked motor fluctuations, benefited from 
Stalevo® in quality of life parameters but not in the reduction of motor symptoms. In 
contrast patients who had developed motor fluctuations experienced improvement in their 
motor symptoms when compared to levodopa/carbidopa only therapy. 


o A study by Fung et al was a randomized, double-blind, active-controlled, parallel-
group study. It investigated whether treatment with levodopa/carbidopa and 
entacapone improved patients’ quality of life greater than levodopa/carbidopa, in 
patients with minimal or no motor fluctuations. Patients were required to be on 
three to four stable equal doses of levodopa/carbidopa and were randomized to 
receive either levodopa/carbidopa or levodopa/carbidopa and entacapone. The 
primary outcome measure was the change from baseline to week 12 in the total 
Parkinson's Disease Questionnaire (PDQ)-8 score. The results of the study 
indicated that patients randomly assigned to the levodopa/carbidopa and 
entacapone treatment group showed a mean improvement in PDQ-8 of 0.8 point, 
whereas those assigned to the levodopa/carbidopa group showed a mean 
deterioration in PDQ-8 scores of 0.6 point. The difference between the two 
groups was statistically significant (P=0.021). However, upon further analysis of 
the PDQ-8 subgroups, it was shown that only the non-motor aspects of the 
questionnaire proved to be statistically significant. 
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o An open-label, multi-center study by Boiko et al evaluated the efficacy and safety 
of Stalevo® (levodopa/carbidopa/entacapone) in patients with Parkinson’s 
disease who were experiencing motor fluctuations. Patients were taking 
levodopa/carbidopa combination products and were then switched to Stalevo® at 
the start of the study. At the end of the trial positive benefits of Stalevo® use were 
seen with a 29.2% reduction in the UPDRS score. The reductions were not 
limited to the total score, but also to the individual parts of the UPDRS test. All 
four subscales that were examined showed statistically significant reductions in 
test scores. Furthermore, 86.0% of the study population reported a decrease in 
their duration of off periods and 33.0% in the number of off periods. In general, 
fewer than 10% of patients reported adverse effects. This trial demonstrated that 
switching patients with motor fluctuations from levodopa/carbidopa to Stalevo® 
had high efficacy rates as well as minimal adverse effects. 


o A study by Brooks et al was a 6-week open-label, parallel-group, active-control 
trial that examined the use of Stalevo® in patients with Parkinson’s disease who 
were experiencing wearing-off effects with their current levodopa/carbidopa 
therapy. Patients were switched to either Stalevo® or levodopa/carbidopa and 
entacapone as separate entitys. The primary efficacy measure was defined as 
the treatment success rate as assessed by the patient at week six of the study. 
At the end of the study, 73% of the patients treated with Stalevo® and 76% of 
those treated with levodopa/carbidopa and separate entacapone indicated they 
were in better clinical condition. No significant differences were seen in adverse 
events between the combination Stalevo® product and the separate 
levodopa/carbidopa and entacapone agents. The overall conclusions of the study 
were that Stalevo® was similar in both efficacy and safety as compared to 
separate levodopa/carbidopa and entacapone agents. 


• The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidelines state that 
there are no universal first-choice agents for patients with early or late Parkinson’s 
disease. They recommend that levodopa can be used in patients with early Parkinson’s 
disease; however the dose should be kept as low as possible in order to minimize the 
development of motor complications. They also recommended that in later Parkinson’s 
disease entacapone can be used to help decrease motor fluctuations. If entacapone is 
selected the NICE guidelines recommend the use of Stalevo® as the combination 
medication of choice.   


• The 2006 NICE guidelines and the American Academy of Family Physicians suggest that 
carbidopa/levodopa ± a catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) inhibitor be added when a 
dopamine agonist no longer provides adequate control of symptoms.  
Carbidopa/levodopa has been associated with decreased morbidity and mortality and 
most all patients benefit from its use; however, carbidopa/levodopa is associated with 
motor fluctuations such as wearing off, on-off phenomenon, dose failures and freezing.  
COMT inhibitors are used in addition to levodopa to reduce the wearing off of levodopa 
therapy which may result in motor complications.  COMT inhibitors allow for reduced 
doses of levodopa, and many experts recommended the addition of a COMT with the 
initiation of levodopa therapy to reduce the risk of developing motor complications. 
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RECOMMENDATION: 
Stalevo® is a combination antiparkinsonian medication that consists of levodopa, carbidopa, and 
entacapone. The current clinical evidence suggests that Stalevo® is an effective medication for 
Parkinson’s patients who are experiencing symptoms associated with motor fluctuations. In this 
patient population the medication improved both the patient’s motor and quality of life symptoms. 
In patients with early Parkinson’s that had not yet developed motor fluctuations Stalevo® did not 
appear to be any more efficacious than conventional levodopa/carbidopa therapy.  Currently 
available clinical guidelines state that levodopa produces the greatest symptom efficacy; however, 
long-term use of leads to motor complications. The National Institute for Health and Clinical 
Excellence (NICE) guidelines recommend that levodopa can be used in younger patients with 
Parkinson’s disease; however the dose should be kept as low as possible in order to prevent early 
motor fluctuations. They also recommended that in later Parkinson’s disease entacapone can be 
added to levodopa therapy to help decrease motor fluctuations. If entacapone is selected, the 
NICE guidelines recommend the use of Stalevo® as the combination medication of choice.  Clinical 
trials indicated there is no distinction between the combination product and the individual 
components.  Therefore, the combination product (Stalevo®) and the individual components 
(levodopa/carbidopa plus entacapone) can be considered therapeutic alternatives to one another. 
In order to decrease pill burden to the patient and for ease of titration, it is recommended that 
Stalevo® be available for use, if cost effective to the state. 
 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 


NEW:  DOPAMINE PRECURSOR/DOPA DECARBOXYLASE INHIBITOR/ 
COMT INHIBITOR 


PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
STALEVO® 


(levodopa/carbidopa/entacapone) 
N/A 


 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
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NEW:  ANTIPARKINSON’S AGENTS: ANTICHOLINERGICS 
 


BACKGROUND 
• The biochemical basis of Parkinson’s disease (PD) is complex however, the primary 


defect appears to be an imbalance of neurotransmitters in the basal ganglia, an excess of 
acetylcholine and a deficiency of dopamine. The increased acetylcholine activity leads to 
the development of the hallmark motor complications seen in patients with Parkinson’s 
disease: tremor, bradykinesia, rigidity and postural instability.   


• The anticholinergic drugs, benztropine, and trihexyphenidyl, are used to treat PD 
because they work by correcting the imbalance of neurotransmitters through decreasing 
the activity of acetylcholine. 


• The anticholinergic drugs are approved for adjunctive therapy in PD and to treat drug-
induced extrapyramidal symptoms. 


• The most common adverse effects of the anticholinergics are CNS effects such as 
memory impairment, acute confusion, hallucinations, sedation and dysphoria.  Peripheral 
side effects include: dry mouth, blurred vision, constipation, nausea, urinary retention, 
impaired sweating and tachycardia.   


o Anticholinergics are contraindicated in patients with angle-closure glaucoma, 
pyloric or duodenal obstruction, stenosing peptic ulcers, prostatic hypertrophy, 
bladder neck obstructions, achalasia, myasthenia gravis or megacolon.   


o As a class, adverse drug events associated with the anticholinergics may be 
more severe in elderly patients; therefore, these agents should be used with 
caution in elderly patients.  Anticholinergics should be used cautiously in patients 
with concomitant conditions that include tachycardia, cardiac arrhythmias, 
hypertension, hypotension, urinary retention, liver or kidney disorders and 
obstructive disease of the gastrointestinal or genitourinary tract.   


• Available clinical data evaluating the anticholinergics in Parkinson’s disease is relatively 
old. Most of the data comes from small scale trials conducted decades ago.  No current 
head-to-head trial data between the anticholinergic agents exists.  


o A Cochrane Review (2002) of the anticholinergics for the symptomatic 
management of Parkinson’s disease suggests, as a class, anticholinergics have 
short-term antiparkinsonian effects and are superior to placebo. Eight out of the 
nine studies included in the review reported a statistically significant improvement 
from baseline in at least one motor function or activity of daily living in 
anticholinergic-treated patients. There was insufficient evidence to draw 
conclusions on the differences among the individual anticholinergic agents in 
terms of efficacy and safety. 


o In another review published in 2002, anticholinergic agents were determined to 
be likely efficacious for the symptomatic control of Parkinson’s disease but there 
was insufficient evidence to conclude if anticholinergic therapies had an effect on 
the progression of the disease. The data extracted from the studies again did not 
provide sufficient evidence to conclude on differences between individual agents 
within the anticholinergic class. 


• According to the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) there is no 
universal first-choice therapy for patients with Parkinson’s disease. Levodopa, dopamine 
agonists and monoamine oxidase-B (MAO-B) inhibitors may all be used in patients with 
early Parkinson’s disease for symptomatic treatment. NICE guidelines as well as the 
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP), state anticholinergics should be limited 
to younger patients with early Parkinson’s disease associated with severe tremor and 
that these agents should not be used first line due to their limited efficacy and 
neuropsychiatric side effects. 
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RECOMMENDATION: 
Parkinson’s disease is a progressive neurodegenerative disease characterized by an imbalance of 
the neurotransmitters dopamine and acetylcholine in the basal ganglia. The development of motor 
complications associated with Parkinson’s disease results from the increased acetylcholine 
activity. Anticholinergics are believed to work by neutralizing the imbalance of neurotransmitters 
through decreasing the activity of acetylcholine therefore improving motor complications. Although 
a relatively old class of medications with limited efficacy, anticholinergics appear to be effective in 
early Parkinson’s disease consisting predominantly of tremor. Current treatment guidelines from 
NICE and the AAFP make no differentiation between the anticholinergics used to treat PD; 
therefore, they can be considered therapeutic alternatives to one another.  It is recommended that 
at least one anticholinergic agent be available for use. 
 


COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 


NEW:  ANTIPARKISON’S AGENTS: ANTICHOLINERGICS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
BENZTROPINE (Compares to Cogentin®) 
TRIHEXYPHENIDYL  


COGENTIN® (benztropine) 
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NEW:  MONOAMINE OXIDASE B INHIBITORS 
 
BACKGROUND 


• Rasagiline and selegiline are highly selective monoamine oxidase type B (MAO-B) 
inhibitors used for Parkinson’s disease (PD).  There is also a patch formulation of 
selegiline, which is used for depression. 


• The MAO-Bs exert their physiological effects by irreversibly inhibiting monoamine 
oxidase type B activity, blocking dopamine breakdown, increasing dopaminergic activity 
and interfering with dopamine reuptake at the synapse.   


• Both agents are approved for adjunctive therapy to levodopa in advanced PD.  
Rasagiline is also approved for use as monotherapy in early PD.  Emsam®, the 
transdermal formulation of selegiline, is FDA approved for the treatment of major 
depressive disorder. 


• The most common adverse effects include confusion, dizziness, diskinesia, orthostatic 
complications and nausea.  Selegiline seems to cause a greater incidence of confusion, 
dizziness and dyskinesia than rasagiline.  However, rasagiline seems to cause more 
orthostatic complications.  In addition, application site reactions may be seen with the 
transdermal patch formulation of selegiline (24% incidence). 
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o MAO-Bs are contraindicated in patients with pheochromocytoma and those who 
are undergoing general anesthesia.  MAO-Bs should never be used in 
conjunction with other MAOIs. 


o Rasagiline should be adjusted to 0.5 mg daily in patients with mild hepatic 
impairment, and it should be avoided in patients with moderate or severe hepatic 
disease.  Selegiline should also be used with caution in patients with hepatic 
impairment.  The MAO-Bs should be used with caution in renal disease as well. 


o The concurrent use of meperidine, methadone, propoxyphene, tramadol, and 
sympathomimetic amines should be avoided due to the risks of hypertensive 
reactions.  The simultaneous use of MAO-Bs along with SSRIs and TCAs is not 
recommended.  MAO-Bs do not cause a reaction after consumption of tyramine-
rich foods; therefore, they are safer than the nonselective MAOIs. 


o Selegiline undergoes extensive first-pass metabolism in the liver resulting in 5 
metabolites, including pharmacologically active l-amphetamine and l-
methamphetamine which can increase the risk for confusion, specifically in elder 
patients with underlying cognitive dysfunction.  Because orally disintegrating 
selegiline tablets avoid the first pass effect, clinical efficacy can be achieved at 
lower doses resulting in lower concentrations of amphetamine metabolites. 


• No head-to-head trials have been completed comparing the MAO-Bs to each other.   
o A pivotal trial compared rasagiline monotherapy (1 mg or 2 mg) to placebo in 


early PD.  After 6 months of treatment, a mean adjusted change in Unified 
Parkinsons Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) score of -4.2 in the 1 mg rasagiline 
group and -3.56  in the 2 mg rasagiline group were observed, compared to 
placebo.  These changes were quantitatively similar to those seen with levodopa 
therapy.  Patients who had received placebo were then switched over to 
rasagiline therapy.  After an additional 6 months of therapy, patients receiving 
rasagiline for all 12 months had less functional decline than patients with the 
delayed start, indicating potential neuroprotective effects. 


• The 2006 NICE guidelines recommend MAO-Bs as a symptomatic treatment for early 
PD; however, they also identify MAO-Bs as the least effective (behind levodopa and 
dopamine agonist) in symptomatic treatment of PD.  The MAO-Bs have been shown to 
improve motor performance slightly and delay the development of disability requiring the 
addition of levodopa.  Therefore, MAO-Bs are effective as adjunctive therapy to allow 
lower doses and longer dosing intervals of levodopa resulting in increased “on-time” 
percentages in advanced PD.   


• The American Academy of Neurology along with the NICE guidelines report that there is 
no convincing, clinical evidence of neuroprotective benefit of selegiline.  Current data 
seems to indicate that rasagiline may offer a neuroprotective effect, although long-term 
studies are still ongoing.     


• For the treatment of depression, MAOIs are useful for patients who are refractory to 
TCAs or intolerant to the anticholinergic effects of TCAs. The 2004 NICE guidelines and 
the American Psychiatric Association recommend that MAOIs be used for depression 
only in patients whose depression has failed to respond to other antidepressants. 


RECOMMENDATION: 
The monoamine oxidase type B (MAO-B) inhibitors, with the exception of Emsam®, have been 
shown to improve motor performance and delay the development of disability requiring the 
addition of levodopa in patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD).  Because these agents selectively 
inhibit monoamine oxidase type B, the safety of theses agents is not as much of a concern as with 
the nonselective agents.  Current treatment guidelines recommend their use as second line 
therapy for the symptomatic treatment of PD, or as a first line agent in adjunctive therapy to allow 
lower dosages and longer dosing intervals of levodopa.  In order to allow for patient and prescriber 
choice, it is recommended that at least two unique MAO-B inhibitor agents (not including Emsam®) 
be available for the treatment of PD.  In addition, disintegrating tablets must be available for those 
with difficulties swallowing or for patients in whom the adverse reactions secondary to the active 
metabolites, l-amphetamine and l-methamphetamine, are a concern.  It is also recommended that 
transdermal selegiline be available for use in patients with refractory major depressive disorder, 
who have failed to respond to other available antidepressants. 
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COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 


NEW:  MONOAMINE OXIDASE B INHIBITORS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
SELEGILINE (Compares to Eldepryl®) 
AZILECT® (rasagiline) 
ZELAPAR® (selegiline disintegrating 
tablets) 


ELDEPRYL (selegiline) 
EMSAM® ST, QL (selegiline) 


 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 
Quantity Limits 
Emsam® 1 patch/day 
 


COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 
Step Therapy for Emsam® 
The recipient will need to have tried and failed, or been intolerant to, at least three antidepressant 
agents reflective of 2 different mechanisms from any of the following classes: 
• SSRIs 
• SNRIs 
• New generation antidepressants (i.e. bupropion, mirtazapine) 
• TCAs 
• Another MAOI 
 


COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
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RE-REVIEW:  DOPAMINE AGONISTS 
 


BACKGROUND 
• The biochemical basis of Parkinson’s disease (PD) is complex however, the primary 


defect appears to be an imbalance of neurotransmitters in the basal ganglia, an excess of 
acetylcholine and a deficiency of dopamine. Restless Legs syndrome (RLS) is the result 
of dopamine and iron depletion.   


• Pramipexole and ropinirole work by directly stimulating the dopamine receptors in the 
corpus striatum.   


• The dopamine agonists were both originally FDA-approved for the management of 
idiopathic Parkinson’s disease. Subsequently, the indication for each agent was 
expanded to include moderate-to-severe primary RLS. 


• Adverse events commonly associated with dopamine agonist use include nausea, 
dizziness and somnolence.  Cognitive symptoms such as hallucinations occurred with 
increased frequency in patients over the age of 65.  The side effect profiles for these 
agents are comparable, although pramipexole has shown a higher rate of hallucinations 
and ropinirole an increased risk of developing somnolence and hypotension.   


o The dopamine agonists carry several warnings including falling asleep during 
activities of daily living, symptomatic hypotension and hallucinations and should 
be used with caution in patients with confusion, memory or cognitive impairment, 
or risk of hypotension.   


o Pramiprexole requires dose adjustment in patients with mild to severe renal 
impairment.  Neither pramiprexole nor ropinirole have been studied in patients 
with hepatic dysfunction.  


• Numerous clinical trials have compared pramipexole and ropinirole either to placebo or 
more established medications, such as levodopa, for the management of Parkinson’s 
disease. Studies directly comparing these agents in the treatment of signs and symptoms 
of idiopathic Parkinson’s disease are lacking.  


o A decrease in the risk of developing dyskinesias and other motor complications 
has been observed with the dopamine agonists compared to levodopa, however 
levodopa is generally associated with greater improvements in the Unified 
Parkinson Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) motor and activities of daily living 
scores, than pramipexole and ropinirole. 


o Using neuro-imaging, trials have assessed the difference in the rate of 
progression of dopaminergic degeneration between pramipexole and levodopa 
treatment (CALM-PD-CIT trial) and between ropinirole and levodopa (REAL-PET 
study). Results from these trials showed that dopamine agonist therapy is 
associated with a slower rate of progression compared to levodopa. 


o Meta-analyses have additionally shown that the dopamine agonists are beneficial 
as adjunct to levodopa therapy in patients with Parkinson’s disease to allow for 
the reduction in the dose of levodopa, therefore ameliorating the motor 
complications associated with its long-term use. 


• For the treatment of Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS), the dopamine agonists have each 
demonstrated greater efficacy over placebo, although head-to-head trials of these agents 
are not currently available.  


o Pramipexole and ropinirole have each shown benefit in the management of RLS, 
as demonstrated by improvements in patient and physician assessment scales, 
as well as sleep and quality of life. The results of a meta-analysis evaluating 
pramipexole, ropinirole, rotigotine and sumanirole in patients with moderate to 
severe primary RLS as compared to placebo indicated that both pramipexole and 
ropinirole treatment improved scores on the International RLS Study Group Scale 
and the Clinical Global Impression-Improvement scale. However, ropinirole 
showed a significant increase in study withdrawals secondary to adverse events, 
whereas pramipexole did not. Trials including pramipexole or ropinirole use for 
the treatment of RLS beyond 12 weeks are lacking. 
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• According to the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) there is no 
universal first-choice therapy for patients with Parkinson’s disease. Levodopa, dopamine 
agonists and monoamine oxidase-B (MAO-B) inhibitors may all be used in patients with 
early Parkinson’s disease for symptomatic treatment.  In addition, there is no single agent 
of choice for late stage Parkinson’s disease. Levodopa, dopamine agonists, MAO-B 
inhibitors and catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT) inhibitors may all be considered to 
reduce motor fluctuations in patients with late stage Parkinson’s disease. For the 
symptomatic control of wearing-off in late, complicated Parkinson’s disease adding a 
COMT-inhibitor, MAO-B inhibitor or dopamine agonist as adjunctive therapy is 
recommended by NICE, the American Academy of Neurology (AAN) and the European 
Federation of Neurological Societies (EFNS).  EFNS further states when used early in 
PD, dopamine agonists delay the need for levodopa treatment and later in PD dopamine 
agonists allow for decreased levodopa doses and increased “on time”.   None of the 
current clinical guidelines distinguish between agents within the dopamine agonist class.  


• American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) and EFNS guidelines for the treatment of 
RLS state that dopamine agonists are effective in the treatment of RLS.  The RLS 
Foundation considers dopamine agonists to be the class of choice in daily RLS.   


RECOMMENDATION: 
Pramipexole and ropinirole are dopamine agonists indicated for both the management of the signs 
and symptoms of idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (PD) and moderate-to-severe primary Restless 
Legs Syndrome (RLS).  According to the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence 
(NICE) there is no universal first-choice therapy for patients with Parkinson’s disease. Levodopa, 
dopamine agonists and monoamine oxidase-B (MAO-B) inhibitors may all be used in patients with 
early Parkinson’s disease for symptomatic treatment.  Dopamine agonists are less often 
associated with the abnormal involuntary movements and wearing off phenomenon that limit long-
term levodopa therapy. Therefore, these agents may be considered for initial therapy, especially in 
younger patients, to delay the use of levodopa and the development of the motor complications 
associated with the drug. Pramipexole and ropinirole may also be used in combination with 
levodopa to allow for a decrease in levodopa dose.  Pramipexole and ropinirole are the only 
medications FDA-approved for the treatment of RLS. They are considered effective in primary RLS 
and the drug of choice in most patients with daily RLS according to the RLS foundation.  Current 
treatment guidelines do not distinguish between the agents in this class; therefore, it is 
recommended that at least 1 agent in this class be available.   
  
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 


RE-REVIEW:  DOPAMINE AGONISTS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
MIRAPEX® QL (pramipexole) 
ROPINIROLE (compares to Requip®) 


REQUIP® (ropinirole) 
REQUIP® XL (ropinirole, extended release) 


 
Quantity Limits 
Mirapex® tablets = 3/day 


 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
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RE-REVIEW: ALZHEIMER’S AGENTS CHOLINESTERASE INHIBITORS 
 
BACKGROUND 


• Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive disease that affects both cognition and 
behavior.  It is defined as the development of multiple cognitive deficits manifested by 
memory impairment and one or more of the following: aphasia, apraxia, agnosia, and/or 
disturbance in executive functioning.  A common pathologic finding is the accumulation of 
beta-amyloid proteins in the brain. Inflammatory and free radical processes eventually 
result in neuron dysfunction and death. Current drug therapies target symptom reduction 
and slow progression of cognitive and behavioral decline.   


• A deficiency in cholinergic neurotransmission is thought to be one of the mechanisms 
behind displayed symptoms of AD.  Acetylcholinesterase (AChE) inhibitors act to 
increase the concentration of acetylcholine available for neurotransmission. Donepezil, 
galantamine, rivastigmine and tacrine are the AChE inhibitors currently available.  


• All agents are indicated for the treatment of mild-to-moderate dementia of the Alzheimer’s 
type.  


• Donepezil is also indicated for the treatment of moderate-to-severe dementia of the 
Alzheimer’s type and rivastigmine is additionally indicated for mild-to-moderate dementia 
associated with Parkinson’s disease.  


• The most common adverse effects seen with the cholinesterase inhibitors include: 
dizziness, insomnia, weight loss, nausea, diarrhea, and vomiting. 


• Approximately 17% of patients who receive tacrine withdrew from treatment permanently 
due to adverse events.  Transaminase elevations were the most common reason for 
withdrawal. Transaminase elevations occur infrequently with the other AD agents. 


o Tacrine is contraindicated in patients who developed jaundice, bilirubin >3 mg/dL, 
or exhibited clinical signs/symptoms of hypersensitivity in association with 
alanine aminotransferase (ALT)/serum glutamic pyruvic transaminase (SGPT) 
elevations during previous therapy with tacrine. 


o Tacrine should be used with caution when prescribed in patients with current or 
past abnormal liver function tests. 



http://www.nice.org.uk/CG023
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o Cholinesterase inhibitors should be used with caution in patients with asthma, 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, sick sinus syndrome or other 
supraventricular cardiac conditions. 


o Gastric acid secretion may be increased as a result of increased cholinergic 
activity. Caution should be used with concomitant use of cholinesterase inhibitors 
in patients at increased risk of developing ulcers or those with a history of peptic 
ulcer disease.  


o A washout period is recommended when switching between cholinesterase 
inhibitors. 


o Fluvoxamine may inhibit tacrine metabolism (CYP1A2) resulting in elevated 
tacrine concentrations and increased pharmacologic and adverse effects of 
tacrine. 


o Potential changes in serum levels of galantamine and donepezil exist when 
coadministered with fluoxetine, cimetidine, ketoconazole, erythromycin, 
paroxetine and other medications that inhibit or induce CYP2D6 and CYP3A4   


• There are very few head to head trials comparing cholinesterase inhibitors.   
o One randomized, multi-center, parallel group study evaluated donepezil versus 


galantamine in patients with AD.  Primary outcomes were changes in scores from 
baseline for Bristol’s Activities of Daily Living (BrADL) scale, Mini-Mental Status 
Exam (MMSE), Alzheimer’s disease Assessment Scale-cognitive and memory 
(ADAS-cog), and Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI).  No statistically significant 
changes in scores were reported for the BrADL scale, the ADAs-cog scale, 
MMSE or the NPI.  


o An open label trial compared donepezil, galantamine, and rivastigmine in patients 
with AD. Primary outcomes included: MMSE, ADAS-cog scores, Activities of 
Daily Living (ADL) and Instrumental ADL’s (IADL). There were no statistically 
significant differences reported for changes in scores in any of the assessment 
tools.  


o A meta analysis of donepezil and galantamine trials reviewed 8 studies (3 
donepezil and 5 galantamine) of patients with mild-to-moderate AD and no 
diagnosis of any additional psychiatric or neurological disorder. The primary 
outcomes were change in scores of ADAS-cog and MMSE. The results 
demonstrated no statistical difference in change in scores between the groups 
evaluated.  


• It is believed that the memory loss in AD is the result of a deficiency of cholinergic 
neurotransmission.  The agents in this class all show a modest improvement in the rate 
of decline in cognitive function.  The American Academy of Neurology (AAN) and the 
British Association for Psychopharmacology both recommend cholinesterase inhibitors as 
first line agents in the treatment of mild-to-moderate AD.  Neither guideline delineates 
between the agents.  


RECOMMENDATION 
Alzheimer’s disease is a progressive disease that affects both cognition and behavior.  It is 
believed that the memory loss in AD is the result of a deficiency of cholinergic neurotransmission.  
Efficacy data on cognitive function from limited trials comparing the cholinesterase inhibitors have 
shown that the class provides modest improvement in dementia.  The data supports that all 
agents are equal in effect, but differ in their adverse effect profiles.  The AAN and the British 
Association for Psychopharmacology both recommend cholinesterase inhibitors as first line 
agents in the treatment of mild-to-moderate AD.  Currently available clinical guidelines do not 
distinguish between the available agents in this class.  However, due to tacrine’s poor safety 
profile, tacrine can be considered an inferior agent in this class.  In order to ensure provider 
choice, it is recommended that at least two cholinesterase inhibitors be available for use.   


 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
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RE-REVIEW: ALZHEIMER’S AGENTS CHOLINESTERASE INHIBITORS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
ARICEPT® QL (donepezil) 
ARICEPT® ODTQL (donepezil) 
EXELON® (rivastigmine) 
EXELON PATCH® QL (rivastigmine) 
galantamine 


COGNEX® (tacrine) 


galantamine ER QL 


RAZADYNE® (galantamine) 


RAZADYNE ER ® QL (galantamine) 


 
Quantity Limits 
Aricept® 1 tab/day 
Aricept® ODT 1 tab/day    
Exelon® Patch 1 patch/day 
galantamine ER 1 tab/day 
Razadyne ER ®   1 tab/day 


 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 
Clinical Criteria for galantamine (Razadyne®, Razadyne ER®) 
-Approval for galantamine, galantamine ER, Razadyne®, & Razadyne ER® will be granted upon:  


o Documentation of creatinine clearance > 9ml/min. 
 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
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RE-REVIEW: ALZHEIMER’S AGENTS N-METHYL-D-ASPARTATE ANTAGONISTS 
 
BACKGROUND 


• Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive disease that affects both cognition and 
behavior.  It is defined as the development of multiple cognitive deficits manifested by 
memory impairment and one or more of the following: aphasia, apraxia, agnosia, and/or 
disturbance in executive functioning.  A common pathologic finding is the accumulation of 
beta-amyloid proteins in the brain. Inflammatory and free radical processes eventually 
result in neuron dysfunction and death. Current drug therapies target symptom reduction 
and slow progression of cognitive and behavioral decline.   


• The N-Methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDA) antagonists effect the transmission of glutamate by 
weakly and noncompetitively blocking cationic channels on the glutamate neuron.  The 
weak binding does not allow for chronic stimulation which may damage neurons but does 
allow for bursts of excitation allowing for appropriate signal transmission.  Abnormal 
glutamatergic activity, in addition to causing cognitive deficits, may cause neuronal 
toxicity thought to be involved in the destruction of brain cells in AD patients.  Memantine 
is the only current agent available in this class.  


• Memantine is FDA indicated for treatment of moderate-to-severe dementia of the 
Alzheimer’s type. 


o The most common adverse effects seen with memantine include: dizziness, 
confusion, headache, constipation, and vomiting. 


o Caution should be taken in patients with neurological conditions as memantine 
has not been evaluated in patients with seizure disorders. 


o Caution should be taken in patients with genitourinary conditions as an increase 
in urine pH may decrease the urinary elimination resulting in increased 
memantine levels. 


o There are no significant drug-drug interactions with memantine.  
• Clinical trial data comparing memantine to other agents is not available. Memantine has 


only been studied in combination with donepezil and galantamine.  
• One trial demonstrated in moderate-to-severe Alzheimer’s disease outpatients the use of 


memantine was associated with a significantly less amount of total caregiver time 
compared to placebo (51.5 hours less for the memantine group per month; P=0.02). 
There were also fewer patients institutionalized at week 28 in the memantine group (1) 
compared to the placebo group (5) which was statistically significant (P=0.04). 


• A multi-center, placebo controlled trial compared donepezil and memantine to donepezil 
and placebo in patients with moderate-to-severe AD. Primary outcomes were measured 
scores from the following assessments: Severe Impairment Battery (SIB), Alzheimer’s 
disease Cooperative Study-Activities of Daily Living (ADCS-ADL), Clinician’s Interview-
Based Impression of Change Plus Caregiver Inpu-t (CIBIC-Plus), and Behavioral Rating 
Scale for Geriatric Patients (BGP). Patients receiving memantine in combination with 
donepezil demonstrated significantly less decline in ADCS-ADL scores compared to 
patients receiving donepezil-placebo over the 24-week study period (P=0.02). 


• Another trial compared donepezil, rivastigmine or galantamine and memantine to 
donepezil, rivastigmine, galantamine and placebo in patients with AD and a Mini-Mental 
Status Exam (MMSE) score ranging from 10 to 22. Primary outcomes were changes in 
scores of the following assessments: Alzheimer’s disease Assessment Scale-Cognitive 
subscale (ADAS-cog) and CIBIC-Plus. Secondary outcomes were changes in 
assessment scores of: ADCS-ADL, Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI) or MMSE. Results 
reported demonstrated no statistically significant changes in any of the assessment 
scores between memantine and placebo.  
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• Alzheimer’s disease is a progressive disease that affects both cognition and behavior.  
Memantine has primarily been studied as add-on therapy with donepezil and 
galantamine. Although the addition of memantine to any current cholinesterase regimen 
may confer additional benefit, particularly in the area of tolerability and caregiver burden 
the overall clinical impact of these agents is marginal. The American Academy of 
Neurology (AAN) Practice Parameter for the Management of Dementia does not include 
memantine in first line therapy recommendations.  The British Association for 
Psychopharmacology states that memantine may be added to cholinesterase therapy for 
patients with moderate-to-severe dementia and the National Institute for Clinical 
Excellence (NICE) guidelines recommend that memantine only be added to 
cholinesterase therapy as part of a patient’s participation in a clinical trial.  


RECOMMENDATION 
Alzheimer’s disease is a progressive disease that affects both cognition and behavior.  Memantine 
has primarily been studied as add-on therapy with cholinesterase inhibitors. Although the addition 
of memantine to any current cholinesterase regimen may confer additional benefit, particularly in 
the area of tolerability and caregiver burden, the overall clinical impact of the agent to date is still 
marginal and its place in therapy has not been clearly distinguished. Due to memantine’s limited 
clinical efficacy, ongoing research, and place as second line therapy, it is recommended that 
memantine be subject to step therapy.  
 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 


RE-REVIEW: ALZHEIMER’S AGENTS N-METHYL-D-ASPARTATE ANTAGONISTS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
N/A NAMENDA® (memantine) ST, QL 


 
Quantity Limits 
Namenda® 5 mg 2 tabs/day 
                 10 mg 2 tabs/day 
                 Titration pack 1 pack per RX 
Namenda® Oral Solution (2mg/ml) 10 ml/day 


 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 
Step Therapy 
Namenda® therapy will be approved as add on therapy in conjunction with a cholinesterase 
inhibitor if the following criteria are met: 


1. Documented diagnosis of moderate-to-severe Alzheimer’s per the criteria of the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual IV. AND 


2. Documented trial and failure of cholinesterase inhibitor agent AND 
3. Be able to perform with minor assistance at least one self care activity of daily living 


(ADL) as defined by: toileting, feeding, grooming, ambulation, bathing, dressing. 
4. Length of authorization: 1 year, treatment should be discontinued with a Mini-Mental 


Status Exam score of <10 or if recipient shows lack of improvement or becomes 
institutionalized due to severity of dementia. 


 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
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RE-REVIEW: SELECTIVE SEROTONIN-REUPTAKE INHIBITORS 
 
BACKGROUND 


• Antidepressants are used in the management of a variety of psychiatric disorders 
including mood disorders, eating disorders, premenstrual dysphoric disorders (PMDD) 
and anxiety disorders. Anxiety disorders include generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), 
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), panic disorder, social anxiety disorder (SAD) and 
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD).  The selective serotonin-reuptake inhibitors 
(SSRIs) are the primary class of agents used to treat depression and other psychiatric 
disorders. Available SSRIs include: citalopram, escitalopram, fluoxetine, fluvoxamine, 
paroxetine HCl, paroxetine mesylate, and sertraline.  


• The SSRIs primary mechanism of action is to inhibit the neuronal re-uptake of serotonin 
(5HT). 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



http://www.aan.com/practice/guideline/index.cfm?fuseaction=home.date
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• FDA-Approved Indications: 
 


 Bulimia 
Nervosa 


Depression GAD OCD Panic 
Disorder


PMDD PTSD SAD


Citalopram  a 
 


      


Escitalopram  a 
 


a 
 


     


Fluoxetine a 
 


a 
 


 a 
 


a 
 


a 
 


  


Fluvoxamine  a 
 


 a 
 


    


Paroxetine 
HCl 


 a 
 


a 
 


a 
 


a 
 


a 
 


a 
 


a 
 


Paroxetine 
mesylate 


 a 
 


 a 
 


a 
 


   


Sertraline  a 
 


 a 
 


a 
 


a 
 


a 
 


a 
 


 
• The most common adverse effects seen with the SSRIs include: insomnia, dizziness, 


fatigue, headache, drowsiness, nausea, weight loss, and sexual dysfunction. 
• More severe but rare adverse effects seen with the SSRIs include: seizures, platelet 


dysfunction, hypertension, and serotonin syndrome.  
• All SSRIs carry a black box warning in regards to increased risk of suicidality in 


adolescents.  
o SRRIs should be used with caution and monitored closely in patients being 


treated for depression due to the risk of increased and/or worsening depressive 
behavior and suicide risk.  


o SSRIs should be used with caution in patients with a history of seizures or 
ongoing seizure disorder. 


o SSRIs should be used with caution when used in patients with bleeding disorders 
or in patients taking concomitant medications that can have an effect on 
hematopoetic system.  


o Caution should be taken to avoid abrupt withdrawal of SSRIs. Abrupt 
discontinuation can sometimes cause withdrawal symptoms.  


o Patients should be warned to initially use SSRIs with caution when performing 
hazardous tasks such as operating machinery or driving motor vehicle until they 
are aware of how the drug will affect them. SSRIs can cause potential 
sedation/impairment of mental/physical activities. 


o SSRIs should be used with caution in patients taking concomitant serotonergic 
drugs (i.e. triptans) because of potential increased risk of serotonin syndrome. 


o Significant Drug-Drug Interactions:  
ß All SSRIs are contraindicated in patients concomitantly taking a 


monoamine oxidase inhibitor (MAOI); recommended to wait 14 days 
after stopping MAOI prior to starting SSRI therapy. 


• The selective serotonin-reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) have been used in clinical practice for 
many years and studies have shown that these agents are efficacious when compared to 
placebo. These agents have also been shown to be as efficacious as other classes of 
antidepressants. Safety and efficacy are comparable between the different SSRIs.  


o One multi center randomized trial compared escitalopram to sertaline in 212 
adult patients with diagnosis of depression. The primary outcome was change 
from baseline in Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Ratings Scale (MADRS) scores 
using Last Observation Carried Forward (LOCF) method. No statistically 
significant differences were observed between groups in the change from 
baseline in MADRS scores at week eight. 
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o A multi-center, randomized trial compared fluoxetine, sertraline and paroxetine in 
adult patients diagnosed with depression. Primary outcome was change in 
Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HAM-D-17) scores and secondary 
outcomes included improvement in sleep disturbances. As indicated by baseline-
to-endpoint improvement on the HAM-D-17, there were no statistically significant 
differences between fluoxetine, sertraline and paroxetine on all outcome 
measures (P=0.365). Insomnia improvement when using the sleep disturbance 
factor was similar in all patients with no significant difference between groups 
(P=0.868). 


o A randomized trial compared fluvoxamine, paroxetine, and citalopram in adult 
patients with OCD.  Primary outcomes included score improvements in the 
National Institute of Mental Health: Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (NIMH-OC), 
Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (Y-BOCS), HAM-D, and the Clinical 
Global Impression scale (CGI). Results demonstrated no statistically significant 
differences in changes in scores in any of the treatment groups.  


• The American Psychiatric Association (APA) Practice Guidelines for the Treatment of 
Patients with Major Depressive Disorder recommend agent choice should be guided by 
anticipated side effects, tolerability and patient preference.  The APA guidelines include 
SSRIs as first line therapy options. The APA and the National Institute for Health and 
Clinical Excellence (NICE) also provide treatment guidelines for other psychiatric disease 
states. The NICE guidelines for Management of Depression in Primary and Secondary 
Care recommend SSRIs first line therapy.  The NICE guidelines for the Management of 
Anxiety and OCD in Adults recommend SSRIs as first line therapy for panic disorders, 
GAD, and OCD. The APA guidelines for Treatment of OCD and PTSD also recommend 
SSRIs as first line therapy. None of the guidelines give preference to one SSRI agent 
over another. 


RECOMMENDATION 
The selective serotonin-reuptake are used in the management of a variety of psychiatric disorders 
including mood disorders, eating disorders, premenstrual dysphoric disorders (PMDD) and anxiety 
disorders. Clinical guidelines from the APA and NICE recommend SSRIs as first line agents in the 
treatment of depression and anxiety disorders including: panic disorders, OCD, and PTSD.  
Currently available guidelines do not give preference to one agent over another and all agents can 
be considered therapeutic alternatives.  Therefore, to ensure adequate provider choice, it is 
recommended that at least three SSRIs be available for use.   
 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 


RE-REVIEW: SELECTIVE SEROTONIN-REUPTAKE INHIBITORS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
CitalopramQL 


FluoxetineQL 
FluvoxamineQL 
Paroxetine HClQL 
SertralineQL  


Celexa® QL (citalopram) 
Lexapro® QL (escitalopram) 
Luvox® QL (fluvoxamine) 
Luvox CR® QL (fluvoxamine) 
Paxil® QL (paroxetine HCl) 
Paxil CR® QL (paroxetine HCl) 
Paroxetine CR 
Pexeva® QL (paroxetine mesylate) 
Prozac® QL (fluoxetine) 
Prozac Weekly® CC, QL (fluoxetine) 
Sarafem® QL (fluoxetine) 
Zoloft®,QL (sertraline) 
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Quantity Limits 
Citalopram 1.5 tab/day 
Fluoxetine 3 tab/day 
Fluvoxamine 3 tab/day 
Paroxetine 10mg & 20mg 1 tab/day; 30mg & 40mg 2 tab/day 
Paroxetine CR 12.5mg & 25mg 1 tab/day; 37.5mg 2 tab/day 
Sertraline 25mg 1 tab/day; 50mg 1.5 tab/day; 100mg 2 tab/day 
Celexa® 1.5 tab/day 
Lexapro® 1.5 tab/day 
Luvox® 3 tab/day 
Luvox CR® (100mg 3 tab/day; 150mg tab 2/day) 
Paxil® 10mg & 20mg 1 tab/day; 30mg & 40mg 2 tab/day 
Paxil CR® 12.5mg & 25mg 1 tab/day; 37.5mg 2 tab/day 
Pexeva® 10mg & 20 mg 1 tab/day; 30mg & 40mg 2 tab/day 
Prozac® 3 tab/day 
Prozac Weekly® 4 per month 
Sarafem® 3 tab/day 
Zoloft® 25mg 1 tab/day; 50mg 1.5 tab/day; 100mg 2 tab/day 


 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 
Clinical Criteria for Prozac Weekly® 


Prozac Weekly® may be approved under the following circumstances:  
-The recipient has been stabilized at a dose of 20mg/day of fluoxetine for a minimum of one 
month AND 
-A documented valid reason why the recipient is unable to continue treatment with fluoxetine 
20mg administered daily. 


 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 
Clinical Criteria for Lexapro – Recommend deletion of this criteria, such that Lexapro is 
subject only to our general non-preferred criteria (trial and failure, contraindication, or 
intolerance to 2 preferreds). 
ß Approved if a recipient is experiencing as adverse drug reaction with another SSRI 


thought to be due to protein binding, such as warfarin, lithium, or digoxin. 
 


COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
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RE-REVIEW: TRICYCLIC ANTIDEPRESSANTS 
 
BACKGROUND 


• Antidepressants are used in the management of a variety of psychiatric disorders 
including mood disorders, eating disorders, premenstrual dysphoric disorders and anxiety 
disorders. Anxiety disorders include generalized anxiety disorder, obsessive-compulsive 
disorder, panic disorder, social anxiety disorder and posttraumatic stress disorder.  Some 
antidepressants have also been used in non-psychiatric conditions, such as diabetic 
peripheral neuropathy and nocturnal enuresis in children.  Tricyclic antidepressants 
(TCAs) are one type of antidepressants used in therapy. Agents in the class include: 
amitriptyline, amoxapine, clomipramine, desipramine, doxepin, imipramine, nortriptyline, 
protriptyline, trimipramine. 


• While the primary mechanism of action is unknown; these agents are presumed to inhibit 
the uptake of norepinephrine and serotonin. 
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• FDA approved indications: 
 


 Depression 
(includes 


major 
depressive 
disorder) 


Obsessive-
Compulsive 


Disorder 


Other 


Amitriptyline  a   
Amoxapine a   
Clomipramine  a  
Desipramine a   
Doxepin  a  Topical product approved for 


pruritus 
Imipramine  a 


 
 Pediatric nocturnal enuresis 


(immediate release) 
Nortriptyline  a   
Protriptyline  a   
Trimipramine a   


 
• The most common adverse effects seen with the TCAs include: blurred vision, 


constipation, drowsiness, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, sedation, sexual dysfunction, 
urinary retention, weight gain, and xerostomia.  


• More severe/rare adverse effects seen with the TCAs include: cardiac effects 
(arrhythmias, hypertension, and edema), extrapyramidal symptoms, seizures, syndrome 
similar to neuromalignant syndrome. 


o All TCAs carry a black box warning regarding suicidality in children and 
adolescents.  


o TCAs should be used with caution in patients who have history of urinary 
retention, angle closure glaucoma or increased intra-ocular pressure.  They 
should also be used with caution in patients with a history of and/or active 
cardiac disease, liver disease and in patients with psychiatric disorders or 
patients receiving concomitant electroconvulsive shock therapy (ECT). TCAs can 
cause increase in psychotic symptoms. 


o Patients should be warned to use TCAs with caution when performing hazardous 
tasks such as operating machinery or driving motor vehicle. TCAs can cause 
potential impairment of mental/physical activities. 


o Caution should be taken to avoid abrupt withdrawal of TCAs. Abrupt 
discontinuation can sometimes cause withdrawal symptoms.  


o Significant Drug-Drug Interactions: 
ß TCAs are contraindicated in patients taking concomitant monoamine 


oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs) and in patients who are recovering from an 
acute myocardial infarction. 


• TCAs have been used in clinical practice for many years, and studies have shown that 
these agents are efficacious when compared to placebo. These agents have also been 
shown to be as efficacious as other classes of antidepressants such as the selective 
serotonin-reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). Although the efficacy appears to be comparable, 
the TCA’s have been associated with a greater number of adverse events which often 
leads to discontinuation.  The majority of clinical studies support the conclusion that 
antidepressants are of equivalent efficacy when administered in comparable doses. 
There are no current head to head trials between tricyclic agents. 
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• A meta-analysis compared TCAs to SSRIs. The analysis compared 102 studies of 
patients diagnosed with depression (5,533 SSRI patients and 5,173 TCA patients). The 
primary outcome was measured as efficacy based on scores on the Hamilton Rating 
Scale for Depression (HAM-D) and the Montgomery- Asberg Depression Rating Scale 
(MADRS). Secondary outcomes were defined as incidence of adverse events. Results 
demonstrated there was no statistical difference in efficacy between the two groups.  
SSRIs were significantly better tolerated with adverse effects than the TCA group (12.4% 
vs 17.3%; P<0.0001). 


• Another meta-analysis compared TCAs to SSRIs in outpatients diagnosed with 
depression. The analysis compared 11 studies. The primary outcome was efficacy 
defined by HAM-D and MADRS assessment tools. Secondary outcome was tolerability of 
the agent.  Efficacy between selective serotonin-reuptake inhibitors and tricyclics did not 
differ significantly (P<0.11).  Significantly more patients receiving a tricyclic withdrew from 
treatment (P<0.0007) and withdrew specifically because of side effects (P<0.001). 


• The tricyclic antidepressants are indicated to treat psychological disease states including 
depression and obsessive compulsive disorders as well as several other common off 
label uses including migraine prophylaxis and symptom relief of diabetic peripheral 
neuropathy.  The American Psychiatric Association (APA) Practice Guidelines for the 
Treatment of Patients with Major Depressive Disorder recommend agent choice should 
be guided by anticipated side effects, tolerability and patient preference. The APA 
guidelines include desipramine and nortriptyline as first line therapy options. The National 
Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidelines for Management of 
Depression in Primary and Secondary Care recommend TCAs as an alternative to first 
line therapy or as a second agent; however, they do not give preference to one agent 
over another.  


RECOMMENDATION 
The tricyclic antidepressants are indicated to treat psychological disease states of depression and 
obsessive compulsive disorders and widely accepted off label uses including migraine prophylaxis 
and symptom relief of diabetic peripheral neuropathy.  Studies have shown that TCAs are as 
efficacious as other classes of antidepressants such as the selective serotonin-reuptake inhibitors 
(SSRIs) but with a greater adverse event profile. Clinical guidelines for the treatment of depression 
recommend that selection of an agent be based on patient specific factors.  Currently available 
guidelines from the APA and NICE do not give definitive preference to one agent over another and 
no comparative head to head trial data is available; therefore, all agents in this class can be 
considered therapeutic alternatives.  To allow for adequate provider selection, it is recommended 
that at least four TCAs be available for use.  
 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 


RE-REVIEW: TRICYCLIC ANTIDEPRESSANTS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
Amitriptyline 
Amoxapine  
Clomipramine  
Desipramine 
Doxepin 
Imipramine  
Nortriptyline  
Protriptyline 
Trimipramine 


ANAFRANIL® (clomipramine) 
ASENDIN®  (amoxapine) 
AVENTYL®  (nortriptyline) 
ELAVIL®  (amitriptyline) 
NORPRAMIN® (desipramine) 
PAMELOR®  (nortriptyline) 
SINEQUAN® (doxepin) 
SURMONTILl® (trimipramine) 
TOFRANIL®, Tofranil PM® (imipramine) 
VIVACTIL® (protriptyline) 
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RE-REVIEW: NEW GENERATION ANTIDEPRESSANTS 
 
BACKGROUND 


• Antidepressants are used in the management of a variety of psychiatric disorders 
including mood disorders, eating disorders, premenstrual dysphoric disorders and anxiety 
disorders. Several new generation antidepressants are available in addition to the 
standard classes of antidepressants. New generation antidepressants include: bupropion, 
maprotiline, mirtazapine, nefazadone, and trazadone.  


• While the primary mechanism of action is unknown; these agents are presumed to inhibit 
either serotonin or norephinephrine re-uptake. Mirtazapine also inhibits histamine, 
peripheral alpha-1 receptors, and muscarinic receptors.  


• FDA-Approved Indications: 
 


 Depression 
(including major 


depressive 
disorder) 


Seasonal Affective 
Disorder 


Bupropion a a 
(sustained release 


product) 
Maprotiline  a  
Mirtazapine a  
Nefazodone a  
Trazodone a  


 
• The most common adverse effects with bupropion include: dizziness, headache, 


insomnia, nausea, constipation, xerostomia, and weight loss. 
• The most common adverse effects with maprotiline include: dizziness, drowsiness, and 


xerostomia. 
• The most common adverse effects with mirtazapine include: constipation, dizziness, 


somnolence, xerostomia, and weight gain/increased appetite. 
• The most common adverse effects with nefazodone include: dizziness, drowsiness, 


headache, nausea, and xerostomia. 
• The most common adverse effects with trazadone include: blurred vision, dizziness, 


drowsiness, headache, nausea, and xerostomia. 
o All agents carry a black box warning in regards to suicidality in children and 


adolescents.  



http://www.psych.org/psych_pract/treatg/pg/MDD2e_05-15-06.pdf
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o Nefazodone also carries a black box warning in regards to potential for hepatic 
failure.  


o Bupropion and maprotiline are contraindicated in patients with seizure disorders  
o Nefazodone is contraindicated in patients with history of liver failure on previous 


nefazodone therapy.  
o Bupropion, maprotline, and trazodone should be used with caution in patients 


with a history of cardiac disease or during the acute phase of a myocardial 
infarction. 


o Mirtazapine therapy should be used with caution and patients should be 
monitored for signs and symptoms of agranulocytosis, liver function test (LFT) 
elevations, and cholesterol/triglyceride elevations.  


o Nefazodone and trazodone therapy should be used with caution and patients 
should be monitored for signs and symptoms of priapism and orthostatic/postural 
hypotension. 


o Significant Drug-Drug Interactions: 
ß Bupropion and maprotiline are contraindicated in patients using 


concomitant monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOI). 
ß Nefazodone is contraindicated in patients with concomitant use of 


pimozide, or carbamazepine. 
• Placebo controlled clinical trials have demonstrated the safety and efficacy of the new 


generation antidepressants. The agents have also shown comparable efficacy to other 
antidepressants such as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI) and serotonin-
norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRI).  There are no current head-to-head trials 
comparing the new generation antidepressants. 


• A double-blind, multicenter, randomized trial compared bupropion sustained release to 
paroxitine in elderly patients (>60 years old) with major depressive disorder. Primary 
outcomes were improved scores on Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HAM-D), 
Hamilton Rating Scale for Anxiety (HAM-A), Clinical Global Impression Improvement 
(CGI-I), and Clinical Global Impression Severity (CGI-S) assessments. Secondary 
outcomes were adverse events reported. Results demonstrated that measurements of 
efficacy were similar between both treatment groups (no P values reported).  
Somnolence and diarrhea were more common in paroxetine-treated patients (P<0.05). 
Headache, insomnia, dry mouth, agitation, dizziness and nausea occurred in >10% of 
patients in both groups (no P values reported) 


• Another double blind, randomized trial compared mirtazapine to fluoxetine in adult 
patients (age 18-65 years old) with DSM-IV diagnosis for major depressive episode. 
Primary outcome was change from baseline in HAM-D score. No statistically significant 
differences were noted between the two groups in change from baseline HAM-D score at 
any time point.  


• The new generation antidepressants are used to treat depression and seasonal affective 
disorder. The agents have shown comparable efficacy to other antidepressants such as 
SSRIs and SNRIs.  There are no current head-to-head trials comparing the new 
generation antidepressants.  The American Psychiatric Association (APA) Practice 
Guideline for Treatment of Patients with Major Depressive Disorder includes bupropion 
as a first line therapy option along with SSRIs, SNRIs and tricyclic antidepressants 
(TCAs). No specific agent is recommended over another and the guidelines recommend 
agent selection be based on patient specific factors and side effect profile. The American 
College of Physicians (ACP) statement on Using Second-Generation Antidepressants to 
Treat Depressive Disorders concludes that these agents do not differ in effectiveness, 
their adverse event profiles are similar, and agent selection should be based on adverse 
effect profiles, cost and patient specific factors. The ACP guidelines do not recommend 
one agent over another.  
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RECOMMENDATION 
The new generation antidepressants are used to treat depression and seasonal affective disorder. 
The agents have shown comparable efficacy to other antidepressants such as SSRIs and SNRIs 
but with differing adverse event profiles.  Clinical guidelines from the APA and ACP recommend 
that selection of an agent be based on patient specific factors and do not give definitive preference 
to one agent over another.  Additionally, no comparative head to head trial data is available; 
therefore all agents in this class can be considered therapeutic alternatives. It is recommended 
that at least 3 new generation antidepressants be available for use.  
 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 


RE-REVIEW: NEW GENERATION ANTIDEPRESSANTS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
Budeprion SR/XL 
Bupropion IR/SR/XL 
Maprotiline 
Mirtazapine, mirtazapine rapdis 
Nefazodone 
Trazodone 


DESYREL® (trazodone) 
REMERON®, REMERON SOLTAB® (mirtazapine) 
WELLBUTRIN®, WELLBUTRIN SR®, WELLBUTRIN 
XL® (bupropion) 
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NEW: MONOAMINE OXIDASE INHIBITORS 
 
BACKGROUND 


• There are a variety of neurotransmitters including norepinephrine, serotonin and 
dopamine that can become imbalanced to precipitate or cause depressive disorders.  
Monoamine oxidase is a complex enzyme system, widely distributed throughout the 
body, which is responsible for the metabolic decomposition of biogenic amines (e.g., 
norepinephrine, epinephrine, dopamine, and serotonin).  


• Monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs) inhibit the enzyme system that is responsible for 
decomposition of neurotransmitters such as norepinephrine, serotonin and dopamine, 
causing an increase in their concentrations.   


• The nonselective MAOIs, isocarboxazid, phenelzine and tranylcypromine, are FDA 
approved for the treatment of patients with atypical depression, exogenous or neurotic. 



http://www.psych.org/psych_pract/treatg/pg/MDD2e_05-15-06.pdf
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• Common adverse reactions of the nonselective MAOIs include: orthostatic or postural 
hypotension, tachycardia, palpitations, hyperreflexia, mania or hypomania, sleep 
disturbances, confusion, memory impairment, GI upset, and elevated serum 
transaminases. Less common, but severe adverse reactions include disorders of the 
hematopoietic structure and seizures.   


o All of the MAOIs carry the same black box warning, “Antidepressants increased 
the risk of suicidal thinking and behavior (suicidality) in short-term studies in 
children and adolescents with major depressive disorder (MDD) and other 
psychiatric disorders. Anyone considering the use of MAOIs or any other 
antidepressant in a child or adolescent must balance this risk with the clinical 
need. Closely observe patients who are started on therapy for clinical worsening, 
suicidality, or unusual changes in behavior. Advise families and caregivers of the 
need for close observation and communication with the prescriber. MAOIs are 
not approved for use in children.” 


o MAOIs are contraindicated in patients with pheochromocytoma, cardiovascular 
disease including CHF, liver disease or abnormal LFTs, severe renal impairment, 
confirmed or suspected cerebrovascular disorders, hypertension and history of 
headaches.  


o These agents are also contraindicated in patients who consume caffeine or foods 
containing large amounts of tyramine such as cheese.  


o Cautious downward titration and discontinuation of MAOIs will prevent withdrawal 
symptoms including nausea, vomiting, malaise, vivid nightmares with agitation, 
frank psychosis, and convulsions.  The MAOIs each have specific patient 
populations in which caution should be used. 
ß Isocarboxazid, phenelzine and tranylcypromine should be used 


cautiously in patients with epilepsy and hyperthyroidism. 
ß Diabetic, schizophrenic or epileptic patients should use phenelzine with 


caution. 
ß Tranylcypromine should be used cautiously in patients with angina, 


diabetes, and renal impairment.   
ß Phenelzine and tranylcypromine are pregnancy category B, but 


isocarboxazid is pregnancy category C. 
ß Tranylcypromine and isocarboxazid may cause hyperthyroidism and 


aggravate coexisting symptoms in depression such as anxiety and 
agitation.  There have been reports of drug dependency in patients using 
doses of tranylcypromine and isocarboxazid in significant excess of the 
therapeutic range. Some of these patients had a history of previous 
substance abuse. 


o The drug to drug interactions with MAOIs are numerous; however, only a handful 
of these drug interactions are actually contraindications:  
ß MAOIs should be discontinued at least 10 days prior to elective surgery, 


because local anesthesia containing sympathomimetic vasoconstrictors 
combined with MAOIs can cause significant hypotensive effects. 


ß Do not administer MAOIs together with or immediately following other 
antidepressants. This combination may cause serious, sometimes fatal, 
reactions such as hyperthermia, rigidity, myoclonus, autonomic 
instability, and mental status changes which can progress to delirium and 
coma. 


ß Allow 14 days between discontinuation of MAOIs and initiation of 
bupropion, because the concurrent use is contraindicated.  


ß Hypertensive crises, severe convulsive seizures, coma, or circulatory 
collapse may occur in patients receiving MAOIs and carbamazepine. 


ß The coadministration of MAOIs and dextromethorphan may cause 
hyperpyrexia, abnormal muscle movement, psychosis, bizarre behavior, 
hypotension, coma, and death. 


ß Several cases of elevated blood pressure have been associated with 
isocarboxazid in combination with buspirone. Allow at least 10 days 
between discontinuation of isocarboxazid and institution of buspirone. 
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• Although the monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs) have been used in clinical practice 
for many years, there are limited head-to-head trials comparing the safety and efficacy of 
these agents to each other or to other antidepressants. The studies that have been 
published demonstrate a high adverse event rate with these agents. No significant 
difference in safety or efficacy between the different MAOIs has consistently been 
demonstrated. Although these agents are effective, their adverse events, in addition to 
drug interactions and dietary restrictions, limit their use 


• MAOIs compared to TCAs 
o A study of 131 outpatients given phenelzine 45 to 75 mg/day, amitriptyline 75 to 


187.5 mg/day, or placebo was conducted.  Results show that amitriptyline and 
phenelzine were equally effective in treating patients with depression or mixed-
anxiety depression.  The two agents showed similar maximal effects at 6 weeks.  
Phenelzine demonstrated anti-anxiety effects, whereas amitriptyline was superior 
to phenelzine in patients with anergia and impaired work and interests. 


o Patients were randomized to double-blind treatment with tranylcypromine 30-60 
mg/day (n=37), nortriptyline 75-150 mg/day (n=40), or placebo (n=45). Evaluation 
of depression was accomplished with the Hamilton Depression Scale, the New 
Physicians' Rating Scale (NPRL) and the Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale 
(completed by the patient). No significant differences in patient outcome between 
the 2 active drugs emerged on any of these scales. The type of side effects 
differed between the 2 active medications, with tranylcypromine being associated 
with dizziness (65%), insomnia (54%), and overexcitement (24%), while 
nortriptyline was associated with a greater incidence of anticholinergic effects 
such as dry mouth, constipation, blurred vision, and confusion. Blood pressure 
was consistently lowered by tranylcypromine and raised by nortriptyline. 


• Traditionally, the MAOIs have been avoided because of potentially severe drug-drug and 
drug-food interactions.  The TCAs are considered first-line for phobias and anxiety 
disorders in patients with stable personalities; however, some data suggest MAOIs may 
be superior.  MAOIs are useful for patients who are refractory to TCAs or intolerant to the 
anticholinergic effects of TCAs. The 2004 NICE guidelines recommend the use of 
phenelzine in patients whose depression has failed to respond to other antidepressants 
and who are prepared to tolerate the side effects and dietary restrictions associated with 
its use.  The American Psychiatric Association advocates the use of a TCA or MAOI as 
second line therapy for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, and they suggest that MAOIs be 
used for depression only in patients whose depression has failed to respond to other 
antidepressants. 


RECOMMENDATION: 
 MAOIs are considered second or third line therapy in the treatment of depression and post    
 traumatic stress disorder.  The various MAOIs seem to be equal in efficacy; however,    
 tranylcypromine and isocarboxazid may aggravate coexisting symptoms of depression, can cause  
 hyperthyroidism, and have the potential to cause addiction if given in large doses; therefore,   
 those two MAOIs can be considered inferior agents within this category.  Because MAOIs are not  
 considered first line agents, and given their extensive side effect profile, safety concerns, and    
 drug to drug interactions, it is recommended that all agents in this class be subject to step therapy  
 requiring the trial of other antidepressants as first line therapy.  
 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 


NEW: MONAMINE OXIDASE INHIBITORS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
NARDIL® ST, QL (phenelzine) MARPLAN® ST, QL (isocarboxazid) 


PARNATE® ST, QL (tranylcypromine) 
TRANYLCYPROMINE ST, QL (compares to 
PARNATE®) 
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Quantity Limits 
Nardil® 6 tabs/day 
Marplan® 6 tabs/day 
Parnate® 6 tabs/day 
Tranylcypromine 6 tabs/day 
 


COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 
Step Therapy 
MAOIs will be approved if one of the following criteria is met: 


1. A patient has a diagnosis of major depression AND has been refractory or intolerant to 
an adequate trial (defined as 3 weeks at the maximum tolerated dose within the 
recommended therapeutic range) of at least one SSRI, SNRI, AND TCA, OR 


2. A patient has a diagnosis of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and has been refractory or 
intolerant to an adequate trial (defined as 3 weeks at the maximum tolerated dose within 
the recommended therapeutic range) of at least one SSRI AND TCA. 


 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
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RE-REVIEW: MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS BIOLOGIC RESPONSE MODIFIERS 
 
BACKGROUND 


• Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a chronic and potentially disabling neurological disease 
characterized by repeated episodes of inflammation within the nervous tissue of the brain 
and spinal cord, resulting in injury to the myelin sheaths and subsequently the nerve cell 
axons. There are four clinical subtypes of MS: relapsing-remitting (RRMS), primary 
progressive (PPMS), progressive relapsing (PRMS) and secondary progressive (SPMS). 
RRMS is the most common form and is characterized by acute relapses followed by 
partial or full recovery. The biologic response modifiers used to treat MS include: 
glatiramer acetate (GA) and the interferons beta (INFb) 1b and 1a. 


• All biologic response modifiers are FDA approved for the treatment of relapsing-remitting 
MS. 


• INFb-1b and INFb-1a (Avonex®) are also FDA approved for the treatment of first clinical 
episode with magnetic resonance imaging features consistent with MS, referred to as 
clinically isolated syndrome (CIS). 


• The exact mechanisms of action of the INFbs and glatiramer acetate are unknown but 
are likely due to anti-proliferative and immunomodulatory effects on the immune system. 


• The most common adverse effects seen with interferon therapy include: influenza-type 
symptoms, injection site reactions, headache, nausea and musculoskeletal pain.  


• The most common adverse effects seen with glatiramer acetate include: arthralgia, 
asthenia, injection site reaction, and influenza-like symptoms. 


• Approximately 10% of patients treated with glatiramer acetate experienced a transient, 
self-limited, systemic reaction of flushing, chest pain, palpitations, anxiety, dyspnea, 
constriction of the throat and urticaria immediately following injection. 


o INFbs should be used with caution in patients with depression and suicide. 
Depression, suicidal ideation, and suicide attempts have been reported to occur 
with increased frequency in patients receiving interferon compounds. 


o Caution should be used with INFbs in patients with liver disease. There have 
been rare reports of hepatic failure with patients receiving INFbs.  Transient 
elevations in liver function tests (especially ALT) are common.  


o Caution should be used with INFbs in patients with congestive heart failure and 
other cardiac disease. Reports of exacerbations in congestive heart failure have 
been reported.  


o Due to its potential to cause neutropenia, lymphopenia and hepatic injury, 
patients must be monitored closely while using INFb-1a (Rebif®) in combination 
with another agent that can cause myelosuppression or hepatic injury. 


o INFbs can decrease the immune response, resulting in an increased risk of 
infection by live vaccines 


o There are no significant drug-drug interactions with INFbs or with glatiramer 
acetate.  


• Numerous head-to-head studies have found glatiramer acetate, interferon beta-1a 
administered subcutaneously (SC), and interferon beta-1b to be comparable in terms of 
relapse rate reduction and disease and disability progression.   


• One multi-center, randomized, single blinded trial compared the use of INFb-1b, IFNb-1a 
(Rebif®), and INFb-1a (Avonex®) in patients with RRMS, with > 2 relapses in the previous 
2 years, and Expanded disability status scale (EDSS) score < 5.  Mean relapse rates 
were reduced from 2.0 to 1.2, 2.4 to 0.6 and 2.2 to 0.7 episodes (P<0.001 for each) for 
IFNb-1a, IFNb-1a, and IFNb-1b, respectively.  EDSS scores decreased by 0.3 in the 
IFNb-1a 44 µg group (P<0.05) and 0.7 in the IFNb-1b group (P<0.001) while the IFNb-1a 
30 µg group remained stable. 
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• An open label, observational, post-marketing study compared IFNb-1b, IFNb-1a (Rebif®), 
and IFNb-1a (Avonex®) in patients with RRMS in active disease with > 2 relapses in the 
past 2 years and EDSS score between 0-5.5. Primary outcomes included: proportion of 
relapse-free patients, proportion of patients with confirmed and sustained disability 
progression, annualized relapse rate, proportion of decrease in relapse rate, proportion of 
patients reaching EDSS of 6, and number of patients who discontinued treatment due to 
inefficacy. Each group showed a significant reduction in relapse rate (P<0.0001). There 
were no significant differences between groups for the proportions of patients with 
confirmed and sustained disability at 2 and 4 years (P=NS). There were no significant 
differences between groups for patients with EDSS ≥6 (P=NS).  The proportions of 
patients discontinuing treatment due to inefficacy were 8% for IFNb-1a 30 µg, 3% for 
IFNb-1a 22 µg and 10% for IFNb-1b (P values were not reported). 


• Another open label, retrospective trial compared GA, IFNb-1b, IFNb-1a (Rebif®), and 
IFNb-1a (Avonex®) in patients with RRMS and EDSS score < 6. Primary outcome 
measured was relapse rates. Secondary outcomes included: number of relapse-free 
patients, mean change in EDSS score, and progression rate. The relapse rates 
decreased significantly for all drugs (P<0.05).  There were no significant differences 
between the groups at 6 months, but the decline in relapse rate at 24 months was highest 
with GA (0.81; P<0.001).  The percentage of relapse-free patients at 24 months was not 
statistically significant.  There were no significant differences in EDSS between groups 
(P=NS). The progression index declined in all treatment groups (P values were not 
reported). 


• MS is a chronic and potentially disabling neurological disease characterized by repeated 
episodes of inflammation within the nervous tissue of the brain and spinal cord, resulting 
in injury to the myelin sheaths and subsequently the nerve cell axons.  IFNbs and GA 
therapies have been shown to decrease MRI lesion activity, prevent relapses, delay 
disease progression and ultimately reduce disability from MS.  The American Academy of 
Neurology (ANN) and the National Multiple Sclerosis Society’s Council for Clinical 
Practice Guidelines recommend the utilization of biologic response modifiers in MS 
patients. The best evidence for effectiveness has been in patients with RRMS, but 
therapy may also be considered in certain patients with CIS and progressive forms of the 
disease.  The National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE) has adopted a risk sharing 
scheme that identifies appropriate candidates for therapy based upon pre-determined 
measures.  The guidelines suggest that all first line MS biologic response modifiers 
should be made accessible and the choice of initial treatment should be based on 
patient-specific factors. 


RECOMMENDATION 
MS is a chronic and potentially disabling neurological disease characterized by repeated episodes 
of inflammation within the nervous tissue of the brain and spinal cord, resulting in injury to the 
myelin sheaths and subsequently the nerve cell axons.  IFNbs and GA therapies have been shown 
to decrease MRI lesion activity, prevent relapses, delay disease progression and ultimately reduce 
disability from MS. Currently available guidelines from ANN, the MS Society, and NICE suggest 
that all first line MS biologic response modifiers should be available and do not distinguish 
between agents. The guidelines state choice of initial treatment should be based on patient-
specific factors. Therefore, it is recommended that all formulations of biologic modifiers be 
available for use. 
 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
 


RE-REVIEW: MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS BIOLOGIC RESPONSE MODIFIERS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
Avonex® QL (interferon beta-1a) 
Copaxone®,QL (glatiramer acetate) 
Betaseron® QL (interferon beta-1b) 
Rebif® QL  (interferon beta-1a) 


N/A 
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Quantity Limits 
Avonex®  4/month 
Betaseron® 15/month  
Copaxone®  1/month 
Rebif®  6mL/month 


 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
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RE-REVIEW: SKELETAL MUSCLE RELAXANTS 
 
BACKGROUND 


• Skeletal muscle relaxants are classified by their pharmacologic properties as having 
either anti-spasticity or musculoskeletal (antispasmodic) activity.  The anti-spasticity 
agents are used to reduce spasms that interfere with function or daily living activities, 
such as in cerebral palsy, multiple sclerosis and spinal cord injuries. The antispasmodic 
agents are primarily indicated as adjuncts to rest, physical therapy and other measures 
for the relief of discomfort associated with acute, painful musculoskeletal disorders such 
as: lower back pain, neck pain, tension headaches, fibromyalgia, and myofascial pain.   


• Anti-spasticity agents include: baclofen, dantrolene and tizanidine.   
• Musculoskeletal/anti-spasmodic single agents include: carisoprodol, chlorzoxazone, 


cyclobenzaprine, metaxalone, methocarbamol, and orphenadrine citrate.   
• Musculoskeletal/anti-spasmodic combination agents include:  carisoprodol/aspirin, 


carisoprodol/aspirin/codeine, and orphenadrine/aspirin/caffeine. 
 
 
 
 



http://www.nationalmssociety.org/

http://www.rcplondon.ac.uk/pubs/books/ms/
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• Anti-spasticity drugs act centrally on the spinal cord or brain stem and inhibit neuronal 
transmission. Skeletal muscle relaxants with antispasmodic properties are central 
nervous system (CNS) depressants and exert their effects either at the spinal cord or 
cerebral level.  Orphenadrine may be slightly different than the other musculoskeletal 
agents as it is believed to decrease skeletal muscle spasm through atropine-like effects 
directly on the cerebral motor neurons.  


• FDA approved indications:  
 


 Spastic conditions 
(includes spinal cord 


injury, traumatic 
brain injury, multiple 


sclerosis and 
cerebral palsy) 


Musculoskeletal 
conditions 


(includes include lower 
back pain, neck pain, 
tension headaches, 
fibromyalgia, and 
myofascial pain)* 


 
 


Other 


Single Agent Products 
Baclofen a   
Carisoprodol  a  
Chlorzoxazone  a  
Cyclobenzaprine  a  
Dantrolene a  Malignant 


hyperthermia 
Metaxalone  a  
Methocarbamol  a Spasms-


 tetanus 
Orphenadrine citrate  a  
Tizanidine a   
Combination Products 
Carisoprodol/aspirin   a  
Carisoprodol/aspirin/ 
codeine  


 a  


Orphenadrine/aspirin/ 
caffeine  


 a  


 *Adjunct to rest, physical therapy and other measures. 
 


• The most common adverse effects with skeletal muscle relaxants include: dizziness, 
drowsiness, headache and dry mouth.  


o Dantrolene is the only agent that carries a black box warning related to potential 
for hepatotoxicity. 


o Carisoprodol is contraindicated in patients with intermittent porphyria. 
o Use of cyclobenzaprine is contraindicated in patients who are in acute recovery 


phase of myocardial infarction, patients with arrhythmias, heart block or 
conduction disturbances, or congestive heart failure as well as patients with 
hyperthyroidism. 


o Metaxalone is contraindicated in patients with significantly impaired renal and or 
hepatic function. 


o Orphenadrine is contraindicated in patients with glaucoma, pyloric or duodenal 
obstruction, steno sing peptic ulcers, prostatic hypertrophy or obstruction of the 
bladder neck, cardio-spasm, and myasthenia gravis. 
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o The major metabolic pathway of carisoprodol involves its conversion to 
meprobamate, a drug with substantial barbiturate-like biological actions. In 
addition to routinely documented adverse events carisoprodol may also 
adversely affect cardiovascular (tachycardia, postural hypotension and facial 
flushing), gastrointestinal (nausea, vomiting, hiccup and epigastric distress) and 
hematologic systems. It may cause idiosyncratic symptoms including extreme 
weakness, transient quadriplegia, ataxia, difficulty in speech, temporary loss of 
vision, double vision, dilated pupils, agitation, euphoria, confusion and 
disorientation. Carisoprodol overdose has resulted in stupor, coma, shock, 
respiratory depression and death.  Skeletal muscle relaxant action of 
carisoprodol may be related to its sedative properties. Recent animal studies 
conducted under the directive of the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) 
indicate that subjective effects of carisoprodol may be similar to other central 
nervous system depressants such as meprobamate, pentobarbital and 
chlordiazepoxide and it possesses rewarding effects. This data suggests that 
carisoprodol has abuse liability. 


o Patients taking any of the skeletal muscle relaxants should use caution when 
taking concomitant sedating medications and skeletal muscle relaxants may 
impair the mental or physical abilities required for performance of hazardous 
tasks, such as operating machinery or driving a motor vehicle, especially when 
used with alcohol or other CNS depressants. 


o Significant Drug Interactions: 
 


Skeletal Muscle 
Relaxant 


Interacting 
Medication  


Potential Result 


Baclofen 
 


Amitriptyline, imipramine 
and clomipramine 


May induce short term memory loss. 
 


Cyclobenzaprine Anti-hypertensive 
agents 


May block hypotensive effects. 


Cyclobenzaprine 
 


Monoamine oxidase 
inhibitors (MAOIs) 


Contraindicated in patients currently on 
an MAOI due to risk of hypertensive 
crisis, seizures, or even death. MAOIs 
should not be used within 14 days 
following discontinuation of these drugs. 


Cyclobenzaprine Tramadol The risk of seizures may be enhanced. 
Orphenadrine Phenothiazines Orphenadrine may antagonize the 


behavioral and antipsychotic effects of 
phenothiazines, and enhance 
anticholinergic side effects. 


 
Skeletal Muscle 


Relaxant 
Interacting 
Medication  


Potential Result 


Tizanidine Anti-hypertensive 
agents 


Additive effect (specifically do not use 
with other alpha-2 agonists, like 
clonidine). 


Tizanidine Oral contraceptives Oral contraceptives may decrease the 
plasma clearance of tizanidine. 


Tizanidine CYP1A2 inhibitors (ex. 
fluvoxamine, 
ciprofloxacin) 


Increased AUC, t1/2, Cmax, increased 
oral bioavailability and decreased plasma 
clearance have been observed with 
concomitant administration (Increased 
side effects) 
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• There have been a vast number of clinical trials conducted evaluating the efficacy and 
safety of the skeletal muscle relaxants. However the majority of literature supporting the 
use of these agents is lacking in statistical significance and detail. There is a lack of 
current head to head trials between these agents.  


• One randomized, controlled clinical trial compared tizanidine to chlorzoxazone in patients 
with acute lower back pain and muscle spasms of disc origin. Primary outcomes 
included:  Improvement in 4-point scale from baseline (pain, muscle, tension and 
limitation of movement) and overall perceived effectiveness by patient.  The average pain 
scores were 2.29 and 0.83 versus 2.31 and 0.73 for tizanidine and chlorzoxazone at 
baseline and day 7 respectively (no P values reported).   For muscle tension the mean 
scores were 2.57 and 0.71 versus 2.69 and 0.44 for tizanidine versus chlorzoxazone at 
baseline and day 7 respectively (no P values reported).  There were no significant 
differences noted in limitation of movement or overall effectiveness. 


• Skeletal muscle relaxants are the most commonly prescribed medications for spasticity 
and musculoskeletal conditions, mainly lower back and neck pain. Most of the clinical 
trials available are older, and do not include comparison of data to other treatment arms 
(ie, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medication).  Studies comparing the various skeletal 
muscle relaxants (anti-spasticity or musculoskeletal) have demonstrated that no one 
single agent is definitively superior over the other the agents in the class.  The American 
College Physicians (ACP) Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Low Back Pain 
include skeletal muscle relaxants as a treatment option but emphasized they should be 
used for short term symptom relief and to be cautious of side effect profile.  The 
American Pain Society gives similar recommendations and includes that this class of 
drugs should be used with caution. Neither guideline gives recommendations of better 
efficacy in one agent versus another.  


RECOMMENDATION 
Skeletal muscle relaxants are the most commonly prescribed medications for spasticity and 
musculoskeletal conditions, mainly lower back and neck pain. Studies comparing the various 
skeletal muscle relaxants (anti-spasticity or musculoskeletal) have demonstrated that no one 
single agent is definitively superior over the other the agents in the class.  Currently available 
clinical guidelines recommend caution be taken when utilizing this class of drugs, but do not 
distinguish between the available agents in this class. Carisoprodol has been associated with 
escalating issues of abuse and misuse, as well as documented withdrawal symptoms which may 
be associated with its conversion to meprobamate, and can be therefore be considered an inferior 
agent in this class.  It is recommended that at least 3 agents (one of of each type, i.e. anti-
spasticity, musculoskeletal/antispasmodic, and combination agents) are available to allow for 
provider selection. It is also recommended that carisoprodol be reserved for use in patients who 
have tried and failed, or display intolerance to, preferred agents in order to discourage 
inappropriate use or drug abuse.  
 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
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RE-REVIEW: SKELETAL MUSCLE RELAXANTS 
PREFERRED NON-PREFERRED 
Baclofen  
Chlorzoxazone (compares to Parafon 
Forte®) 
Cyclobenzaprine (compares to Amrix®, 
Fexmid®, Flexeril®) 
Dantrolene (compares to Dantrium®) 
Methocarbamol (compares to Robaxin®) 
Orphenadrine (compares to Norflex®) 
Orphenadrine/ASA/caffeine 
Tizanidine (compares to Zanaflex®) 
 


Amrix®, QL (cyclobenzaprine) 


CarisoprodolQL (compares to Soma®) 
Carisoprodol/ASAQL (compares to Soma 
Compound®) 
Carisoprodol/ASA/codeine 
Dantrium® (dantrolene) 
Fexmid® (cyclobenzaprine) 
Flexeril® (cyclobenzaprine) 
Norflex® (orphenadrine citrate) 
Parafon Forte® (chlorzoxazone) 
Robaxin® (methocarbamol) 
Skelaxin® (metaxalone) 
Soma®, QL (carisoprodol) 
Soma Compound®, QL (carisoprodol) 
Zanaflex® (tizanidine) 


 
Quantity Limits 
Amrix®  1 tab/day 
Carisoprodol  4 tab/day 
Carisoprodol/ASA  4 tab/day 
Soma®  4 tab/day 
Soma Compound®  4 tab/day 


 
COMMITTEE VOTE: 
 
APPROVED   DISAPPROVED  APPROVED with MODIFICATION 
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CARRIER BRAND_NAME NDC
CLAIMS 
SUBMITTED


QTY 
SUBMITTED


CLAIMS 
ACCEPTED


QTY 
ACCEPTED PAYMENT


ABC A/B OTIC 00603702073 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ABILIFY 59148000613 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ABILIFY 59148000713 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ABILIFY 59148000813 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ABILIFY 59148000913 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ABILIFY 59148001013 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ABILIFY 59148001113 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ABILIFY DISCMELT 59148064123 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACARBOSE 00054014025 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACARBOSE 16252052301 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACARBOSE 16252052401 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACCOLATE 00310040160 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACCOLATE 00310040260 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACCUPRIL 00071053223 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACCUSURE INSULIN SYRINGE/1ML/3000603700021 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACCUZYME 00064100001 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACEBUTOLOL HCL 00378120001 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACEBUTOLOL HCL 00378140001 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACEBUTOLOL HCL 49884058701 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACEBUTOLOL HCL 49884058801 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACEON 00032110101 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACEON 00032110301 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE 00093005001 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE 00093035001 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE 00121050416 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE 00472141916 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE 00603102058 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE 00603233921 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE 50383007916 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE 60432024516 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx


Rebate Summary Report
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CARRIER BRAND_NAME NDC
CLAIMS 
SUBMITTED


QTY 
SUBMITTED


CLAIMS 
ACCEPTED


QTY 
ACCEPTED PAYMENT


Rebate Summary Report


ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE 63304056101 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE 63304056105 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE #3 00093015001 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE #3 00093015010 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE #3 00406048401 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE #3 00406048410 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE #3 00603233832 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE #3 63304056210 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAMINOPHEN/CODEINE #4 00406048505 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETASOL HC 00472088282 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAZOLAMIDE 00527105001 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETAZOLAMIDE 51672402301 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETIC ACID 00603703841 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETIC ACID/ALUMINUM ACETATE 24208061577 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETYLCYSTEINE 00054302602 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETYLCYSTEINE 00054302802 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETYLCYSTEINE 00409330703 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETYLCYSTEINE 00409330803 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACETYLCYSTEINE 00517760425 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACIPHEX 62856024330 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACIPHEX 62856024390 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTICIN 00378613106 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTIVELLA 00169517401 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTIVELLA 00169517402 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTIVELLA 00169517511 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTONEL 00149047001 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTONEL 00149047101 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTONEL 00149047103 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTONEL 00149047201 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTONEL 00149047701 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
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CARRIER BRAND_NAME NDC
CLAIMS 
SUBMITTED


QTY 
SUBMITTED


CLAIMS 
ACCEPTED


QTY 
ACCEPTED PAYMENT


Rebate Summary Report


ABC ACTONEL 00149047801 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTONEL WITH CALCIUM 00149047501 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTOPLUS MET 64764015560 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTOPLUS MET 64764015818 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTOPLUS MET 64764015860 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTOS 64764015104 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTOS 64764015105 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTOS 64764015106 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTOS 64764030114 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTOS 64764030115 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTOS 64764030116 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTOS 64764045124 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTOS 64764045125 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACTOS 64764045126 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACULAR 00023218105 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACULAR 00023218110 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACULAR LS 00023927705 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACYCLOVIR 00093894001 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACYCLOVIR 00093894005 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACYCLOVIR 00093894301 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACYCLOVIR 00093894305 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACYCLOVIR 00093894701 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACYCLOVIR 00093894705 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACYCLOVIR 00472008216 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACYCLOVIR 00591033501 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACYCLOVIR 00591033601 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
ABC ACYCLOVIR 00591269201 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx


0.00
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Customer:


Payee:


128,822.19$  
128,822.19$  
128,822.19$  


27,324 2.05$                             56,014.20$    
2,204 5.00$                             11,020.00$    


29,528 3.53$                             67,034.20$    


128,822.19$  
67,034.20$    


128,822.19$  
-$               


128,822.19$ 


Rebate Disbursement Summary
4th Quarter 2008


Total Gross Rebates Collected


Totals


100% of Gross Rebate Collected
Rebate Payment Based on Collections


Payment Based on Collections


Retail Claims
Mail Claims


Payment Based on Minimum Guarantee


RX Count Guarantee per Claim
Rebate based 


on MG
NMHCRX 


Guarantees


Less Previously Paid Rebates
Net Due with this Disbursement


Quarterly Rebate Payment


Rebate Payment Based on Collections
Rebate Payment Based on Guarantee


Quarterly Rebate Payment Due







Customer:


Payee:


128,822.19$  
128,822.19$  
128,822.19$  


128,822.19$  
128,822.19$  


-$               
128,822.19$ 


Please turn to subsequent page for Manufacturer detail


Rebate Disbursement Summary
4th Quarter 2008


Total Gross Rebates Collected


Payment Based on Collections


100% of Gross Rebate Collected
Rebate Payment Based on Collections


Less Previously Paid Rebates
Net Due with this Disbursement


Quarterly Rebate Payment


Rebate Payment Based on Collections
Quarterly Rebate Payment Due







Customer:


Payee:


Rebate Disbursement Summary
4th Quarter 2008


Manufacturer Gross Rebate Rebate Payable
Abbott Labs 10,674.44      10,674.44             
Allergan 1,223.28        1,223.28               
Amylin -                 -                        
Astellas 132.54           132.54                  
AstraZeneca 2,964.49        2,964.49               
Auxilium 707.45           707.45                  
Axcan 21.32             21.32                    
Bausch & Lomb 487.85           487.85                  
BioMarin -                 -                        
Boehringer Ingelheim 2,643.61        2,643.61               
Braintree 334.58           334.58                  
Daiichi Sankyo 693.62           693.62                  
Dey 527.12           527.12                  
Duramed (Barr) 1,179.87        1,179.87               
Eli Lilly 18,660.72      18,660.72             
Ferndale 300.76           300.76                  
GlaxoSmithKline 29,368.86      29,368.86             
ISTA 77.62             77.62                    
Johnson and Johnson -                 -                        
King Monarch 2,016.06        2,016.06               
Meda/MedPointe 2,030.80        2,030.80               
Merck 17,384.93      17,384.93             
MSP 8,005.63        8,005.63               
Mylan 40.48             40.48                    
Novartis 6,257.34        6,257.34               
Novo Nordisk -                 -                        
Nycomed (Bradley) 74.40             74.40                    
Oscient -                 -                        
Reliant 387.01           387.01                  
Roche Diagnostics 8,546.96        8,546.96               
Roche Lab 2,498.56        2,498.56               
Sanofi-aventis 5,522.12        5,522.12               
Schering 3,298.59        3,298.59               
Sciele -                 -                        
Serono -                 -                        
Solvay 1,177.96        1,177.96               
Takeda 816.41           816.41                  
TAP -                 -                        
Teva 735.88           735.88                  
Ther Rx -                 -                        
Verus -                 -                        
Watson 30.92             30.92                    
Wyeth -                 -                        


Rebate Payment Based on Collections: 128,822.19$        
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SXC Call Center Report Samples 
 
Following are samples of a quarterly report developed for a current Medicaid 
customer, based on their specifications. They feature statistics on calls received 
via their dedicated, toll free line to SXC’s call center. 
 


PA CSQs Presented Handled 
Abandone


d ASA Within 30 AHT CSQ SL Abd % CSQ % 


January 7,560 7,414 125 0:00:10 7,158 355 96.55% 1.66% 16.19% 


February 7,429 7,321 84 0:00:09 7,199 346 98.33% 1.13% 15.91% 


March 7,751 7,612 104 0:00:11 7,364 352 96.74% 1.35% 16.60% 


1st Quarter 22,740 22,347 313 0:00:10 21,721 351 97.20% 1.38% 48.70% 


April 8,016 7,855 112 0:00:09 7,736 341 98.49% 1.41% 17.17% 


May 7,781 7,612 123 0:00:12 7,291 332 95.78% 1.59% 16.66% 


June 8,161 7,928 177 0:00:16 7,547 365 95.19% 2.18% 17.48% 


2nd Quarter 23,958 23,395 412 0:00:12 22,574 346 96.49% 1.73% 51.30% 


Totals: 46,698 45,742 725 0:00:11 44,295 349 96.84% 1.56% 100.00% 


Abandon 
Rate: 1.56%          


ASA: 11 (00:11)        


AHT: 349 (05:49)        
% Calls 
Answered: 97.95%          


CSQ: Contact Service Queue (the queue where all inbound calls are received). 


Presented: Number of calls presented to the CSQs (Contact Service Queues) ready for an agent to answer. 


Handled:   Number of calls answered by an agent in a CSQ. 


Abandoned: Number of calls received in a CSQ but that disconnect prior to an agent answering the call. 


ASA:   Average Speed to Answer. 


Within 30: Number of calls answered by an agent within 30 seconds of being received in a CSQ. 


AHT:   Average Handle Time for all calls handled in a CSQ. 


CSQ SL:   Percentage of calls answered within 30 seconds of being received in a CSQ. 


Abd %:   Percentage of calls abandoned of all calls received in a CSQ. 


CSQ%:   Percentage of monthly/quarterly call volume compared to overall call volume received to date. 
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Average Speed to Answer (ASA)
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Following is a listing of reports that are currently generated from our call tracking 
system for various other clients.  
 


Report Name Report Description 


Abandoned Call Detail Activity Report Detailed information about each abandoned call 


Aborted and Rejected Call Detail Report Detailed information about each aborted or rejected call 


Agent Call Summary Report Summary information about inbound and outbound 
transfer, conference, and agent calls 


Agent Detail Report Detailed information about each call received or made 
by each agent 


Agent Login Logout Activity Report Detailed information about the login and logout activities 
of each agent 


Agent Not Ready Reason Code Summary 
Report 


Time that each agent spent in “Not Ready” state, and 
information about the reason codes agents entered 
when going to “Not Ready” state 


Agent State Detail Report Information about the time each agent went to and 
spent in an agent state, and the reason why the agent 
went to “Logout “state or “Not Ready” state 


Agent State Summary Report Information about the length and percentage of time that 
agents spent in each agent state, grouped by agent 
name 


Agent State Summary Report (by Interval) Information about the length and percentage of time that 
agents spent in each agent state, grouped by 30- or 60-
minute intervals within the report period 


Agent Summary Report Summary statistics about the activities of each agent, 
including call and agent state activities      


Application Summary Report Summary statistics for calls presented to, handled by, 
and abandoned from each application, and information 
about call talk time, work time, and abandon time 


Call Custom Variables Report Information about custom variables, if any, that are set 
by the Set Session Info step in the workflow associated 
with a call or leg 


Called Number Summary Activity Report Summary information for each number dialed by callers 


Common Skill Contact Service Queue Activity 
Report (by Intervals) 


Summary information about calls presented, calls 
handled, and calls abandoned for each group of contact 
(continues) service queues that is configured with the 
same skills of difference competence levels 


Contact Service Queue Activity Report Summary information about calls presented, calls 
handled by, abandoned from, and dequeued from each 
contact service queue, and information about call queue 
time and handled time 


Contact Service Queue Activity Report (by 
CSQ) 


Information about calls routed to contact service queues 
and information about service level, grouped by contact 
service queue 


Contact Service Queue Activity Report (by 
Interval) 


Information about calls routed to contact service queues 
and information about service level, grouped by thirty 
(30) or sixty (60) minute intervals within the report 
period 


Contact Service Queue Call Distribution 
Summary Report 


Number of calls handled and abandoned within four (4) 
time intervals of configurable length 


Contact Service Queue Priority Summary 
Report 


Information about the total number of calls presented to 
each contact service, and the total and average number 
of calls presented for each call priority 
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Report Name Report Description 


Contact Service Queue Service Level Priority 
Summary Report 


Information about total number and percentage of calls 
that are handled within service level, and number and 
percentage of calls that are handled within service level 
for each call priority 


CSQ-Agent Summary Report Information about the activities of an agent in a contact 
service queue 


Detailed Call By Call CCDR Report Detailed information about each call received by the 
Cisco CRS system 


Detailed Call, CSQ, Agent Report Detailed information about each call received by the 
Cisco CRS system 


Priority Summary Activity Report Summary information about the priority levels of each 
call received 


Remote Monitoring Detail Report Detailed information about each remote monitoring 
session performed by a supervisor 


Traffic Analysis Report Summary information about calls received by the 
Cisco CRS system during each day in the report 
range 
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2450 Fire Mesa Street, Suite 160
Las Vegas, Nevada 


89128


(877) 845-7461


FAX: (866) 453-7973


www.silverstatewellness.com


THE PROGRAM>>
•  Supports the provider-patient 


relationship and overall plan of care


•  Emphasizes prevention of acute 
exacerbations and complications  
by utilizing evidence-based practice 
guidelines and patient empowerment 
strategies


•  Coordinates care management 
services for the clinically complex 
recipient and provides health  
and wellness services to the  
clinically stable


PROGRAM GOALS>>
•  Assist recipients in establishing  


a medical home


• Improve recipient health status


• Reduce total medical costs


•  Improve recipient and  
provider satisfaction


•  Reduce unnecessary ER utilization 


•  Create a stronger continuum of care


SILVER STATE WELLNESS 
& SILVER STATE KIDS


PROGRAMS


The SILVER STATE WELLNESS (SSW) 
and SILVER STATE KIDS (SSK) programs 
were developed by the State of Nevada 
Medicaid. The programs are administered 
by APS Healthcare and designed to 
support providers and assist recipients  
in becoming and staying healthy. 


The program supports recipients by 
reinforcing the treatment plans developed 
by their health care provider and by 
educating patients on making responsible 
decisions about their health care. 







“ Now I fully understand which symptoms I need to 
report immediately to my doctor and which ones 
I can manage though changes in my behavior. 
It gets very scary to be all by yourself in a rural 
area, with many medical issues, and not much 
information but the basics. Now that I have 
someone to call with my concerns or questions,  
I feel like a weight has been lifted. Thank you, 
thank you, and thank you!“             


SSW Program Recipient


“ Thank you for always calling me to check in 
and see how I’m doing.”


SSW Program Recipient


“ I cannot thank you enough for helping me 
find a new doctor near my home and the 
transportation to get me to my appointments 
on time.”


SSW Program Recipient


“ Thank you for listening and helping me and my 
child to find available services.”


 SSK Program Recipient


“ Thank you for being there to provide help in 
moving my child back home.”


SSK Program Recipient


PROVIDER BENEFITS>>
Providers play an important role in the SSW and SSK Programs. Providers are able to identify and 
refer NV Medicaid fee-for-service recipients who will benefit from program services. Collaboration 
between providers and the Program’s care team creates a stronger continuum of care, improves 
clinical outcomes, and lowers costs.


To Assist Nevada Providers, We Offer...


•  A collaborative care model, leveraging 
partnerships with providers to enhance 
coordination of care


•  Assistance in monitoring progress and 
outcomes


•  A holistic approach addressing health 
and non-health related issues to achieve  
successful outcomes 


•  Integrated technology (CareConnection®) 
to provide decision support to improve 
quality of care


•  Support for identifying and closing gaps  
in needed care and services to recipients 


Community-Based Health Coaches


APS Health Coaches, located throughout 
Nevada hospitals and long-term acute care 
facilities, work closely with discharge planners 
and case managers to: 


•  Enroll recipients into the appropriate  
SSW and SSK programs 


•  Identify candidates for comprehensive 
disease management services


•  Coordinate recipient’s personal and  
medical care plan


RECIPIENT BENEFITS>> 
All enrolled individuals receive support in 
locating and establishing a medical home, 
following their health care provider’s advice 
and treatment plan, and practicing healthy 
behaviors—such as smoking cessation, exercising, 
proper diet, and stress management.


Enrolled Recipients Receive:


•  A health care team, led by a Nurse Health 
Coach, to assess health care needs and  
assist in the coordination of care 


•  Routine telephonic and/or educational 
materials to encourage self-management  
of health 


•  Access to a toll-free, health coach phone line


•  Assistance in accessing other community 
resources such as food, shelter, and 
transportation when necessary


PROGRAM SUCCESSES>> 







Thoughts from the Medical Director
Tremendous strides have been made over the past 15 months in healthcare delivery 
to Aged, Blind or Disabled (ABD) Medicaid members through the Silver State 
Wellness (SSW) and Silver State Kids (SSK) Programs. These programs, managed by 
APS Healthcare since June 2008, address the total-health needs of ABD Medicaid 
members. State and County agencies, State of Nevada Medicaid recipients, and DHCFP 
staff have united with APS Healthcare to construct the foundation of an outstanding, 
well-focused disease management program. 


The Silver State Wellness program emphasizes coordination of care and collaboration 
with hospitals statewide to enable early intervention with recipients who are in the 
midst of an acute healthcare crisis. Health coaches in both Southern and Northern 
Nevada monitor and evaluate recipients’ inpatient stays, assist with eliminating 
barriers to care, and provide encouragement and support to foster behavior changes 
after discharge from the hospital. 


Collaboration and Partnerships


APS is moving towards greater interaction with our 
local community providers to improve outcomes for 
Nevada’s Medicaid FFS recipients. Our shared goal 
with the providers and DHCFP is to facilitate  
cost-effective use of Nevada’s healthcare resources.


APS has worked with key Nevada stakeholders in 
both the behavioral and medical healthcare systems. Additionally, Clinical Advisory 
Councils of state medical and behavioral organizations have been established to 
maintain a consistently high level of communication within the provider community. 


Together, we are building a firm foundation for all Nevada Medicaid recipients 
and providers in the state — and we are continually moving the system forward to 
improve quality and access to healthcare for our Medicaid members.


  — THOMAS QUAM, MD
Silver State Wellness and Kids Program Medical Director


For further information 
about our programs, 
please contact us at  
877-845-7461.


Silver State 
Wellness
and Kids 
Programs 
Newsletter


The 2010 NV Provider Policy 
and Procedure Manual  
is now available on the  
SSW/SSK web site — 
www.silverstatewellness.com.


 SILVER STATE WELLNESS 
assists Nevada Medicaid 
Fee-for-Service Aged, 
Blind or Disabled 
recipients. 


SILVER STATE KIDS
serves Medicaid Fee-
for-Service recipients 
age 3 to 21 who utilize 
residential treatment 
centers, acute inpatient 
behavioral health 
services or are at-risk 
for needing treatment.


WINTER ’10







EPSDT/Healthy Kids Program
Early and periodic screening, diagnosis 
and treatment (EPSDT) services are 
preventative and diagnostic services 
available to most Medicaid recipients 
under the age of 21. In Nevada, the EPSDT 
program is also known as the Healthy 
Kids Program. This program is used to 
diagnose medical conditions and provide 
medical treatment if necessary. Children 
who receive regular EPSDT visits with 
their pediatricians have the opportunity 
to achieve optimum health status through 
preventative health screenings and the 
early detection and treatment of medical 
conditions. 


Each EPSDT visit should include the 
following screening components:


1.  Comprehensive Health and 
Developmental/Behavioral 
History, including family medical 
history, recipient medical history, 
immunization history, and the 
recipient’s history of behavioral/
emotional problems


2.  Developmental/Behavioral Assessment


3.  Comprehensive Unclothed Physical 
Exam


4.  Appropriate Immunizations


5.  Laboratory Procedures


6.  Health Education


7. Vision Screening


8.  Hearing Screening


9.  Dental Screening


APS Healthcare Silver State Wellness 
and Silver State Kids Health Coaches will 
be educating parents/guardians on the 
importance of these EPSDT/Healthy Kids 
appointments during scheduled follow-up 
phone calls. 


For further information on EPSDT/Healthy 
Kids visits, please refer to the Medicaid 
Services Manual Chapter 1500 or http://
dhcfp.state.nv.us/MSM/CH1500/Ch%20
1500%20Final.pdf 


Silver State Wellness (SSW)
The SSW program assists recipients who 
are covered by Medicaid Aged, Blind or 
Disabled (ABD) insurance. SSW recipients 
usually have chronic diseases, multiple 
diagnoses, multiple medications, and 
complex medical and social needs. 


Goals for the SSW program include:
•  Establishing medical homes with 


primary care providers.


•  Linking recipients with resources (for 
example, transportation, physician 
appointments, prescription assistance 
programs, respite, mental health, 
DME, etc.) to avoid gaps in preventive 
healthcare.


•  Encouraging appropriate outpatient 
services and raising compliance levels.


•  Providing routine nurse and recipient 
contacts to promote prevention and 
care management through reminders, 
health education and goal setting for 
behavior change.


Silver State Kids (SSK)
The SSK program assists Medicaid Fee-
for-Service recipients who are between 
3 and 21 years of age and currently 
receive behavioral healthcare services 
in a residential treatment center or acute 
psychiatric inpatient setting. 


Additionally, the SSK program provides 
assistance for recipients who reside at 
home or in a foster care/treatment group 
home setting.


Goals for the SSK program include:
•  Facilitating appropriate placement in 


the least restrictive level.


•  Maintaining continuity of outpatient 
care to avoid recidivism.


•  Providing routine monitoring to 
create a stronger continuum of care.


CareConnection
®


APS Healthcare provides innovative 
technological and managerial solutions 
for public healthcare programs across 
the country. APS CareConnection® is a 
proprietary Web-based technology platform 
that is in full compliance with HIPAA 
requirements. CareConnection® maintains 
records of treatment history and enables APS 
Healthcare staff and providers to review a 
recipient’s course of treatment. Information 
in CareConnection® is based on claims data 
and information obtained from the recipient, 
family and their healthcare provider. It 
allows for effective care coordination and 
disease management by enabling clinicians 
to address treatment fragmentation when 
services are provided by multiple providers. 


This technology enhances clinical care by:
•  Enabling all participants, recipients, 


healthcare providers, public 
agencies and health coaches to work 
more effectively together using a 
collaborative medical record.


•  Helping providers and APS staff 
monitor the health of SSW and SSK 
recipients.


•  Allowing program recipients to self-
report health information, obstacles to 
care and other important health-related 
concerns.


•  Providing access to pharmaceutical 
information.


APS CareConnection® is the first Internet-
based plan-of-care tool used to help 
coordinate care for Medicaid Fee-for-Service 
recipients. CareConnection® will provide 
you with the additional decision support 
needed to improve quality of care. There 
is no charge to utilize CareConnection®. 
For more information on how to access 
CareConnection®, please contact Lee 
Anne Castro at 877-845-7461 ext. 5148 or 
lacastro@apshealthcare.com


Refer a Recipient to the Silver State Wellness/
Silver State Kids Program
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Nevada Medicaid 
recommends the 
following schedule 
for all EPSDT/
Healthy Kids 
appointments:


CHECKUP SCHEDULE:


▪  Within 2 weeks 
of birth


▪ 1 month


▪ 2 months


▪ 4 months


▪ 6 months


▪ 9 months


▪ 12 months


▪ 15 months


▪ 18 months


▪ 24 months


▪  Once a year 
thereafter


As a provider, you are a very important part of the Silver State Wellness and Silver State Kids 
program because you are able to:


•  Identify, at the point of care, the patients who will benefit from these services
•  Give your patients additional health care support from a Registered Nurse Support that is 


at NO COST to you and at NO COST to your patient
•  Collaborate with our clinical team to create a stronger continuum of care and improved 


outcomes


Making a referral is easy. 


• Call 1-877-845-7461 or, 
•  Download the referral form, found in the Provider section of our website  


www.silverstatewellness.com and fax to: 1-866-453-7973


Our staff will contact your patient within 48 hours of receiving your referral and notify you of 
the outcome within 5 business days.  
Client information is kept confidential and is supported by our business agreement with the 
State of Nevada, Department of Health Care Financing and Policy.  


 


APS HEALTHCARE
is a leading provider of 
specialty healthcare 
solutions to more than 
20 million members 
in the United States 
and Puerto Rico. The 
company partners with 
agencies in more than 
20 states, representing 
more than 40 percent 
of the nation’s Medicaid 
population. APS delivers 
customized, integrated 
healthcare solutions 
that engage people in 
behaviors that optimize 
their health status. By 
uniting all participants 
in the healthcare 
landscape — individuals, 
practitioners and payers 
— APS improves overall 
health and reduces total 
healthcare expenditures. 
For more information, visit  
www.apshealthcare.com.







Flu Season
The H1N1 flu virus has been on many people’s minds lately. The virus was originally 
known as “swine flu” because it had many genes in common with a similar influenza virus 
found in pigs in North America. However, scientists have found that the virus is actually 
very different from the one that normally affects pigs.


Keep Germs Away
Scientists have found several similarities between the H1N1 flu virus and seasonal flu. For 
example, symptoms of both include fever, cough, sore throat, runny or stuffy nose, body 
aches headache, chills and fatigue. Many people diagnosed with the H1N1 flu virus have also 
reported diarrhea and vomiting. Seasonal flu and H1N1 appear to spread the same way: from 
person to person through coughing or sneezing.


H1N1 Vaccine for Medicaid Recipients
Effective September 1, 2009, Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up are covering the 
administration of the H1N1 vaccine. The reimbursement rate of the administration will be 
the same as other childhood immunizations. Providers are to bill the administration rate 
by utilizing procedure code G9141. The vaccine is not reimbursed by Medicaid since the 
federal government is providing it free of charge to healthcare providers. There are no prior 
authorization requirements for this procedure. For more information, please visit Nevada 
Medicaid at: http://dhcfp.nv.gov/ or the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) Guidelines at 
http://www.cdc.gov/h1n1flu/general_info.htm.


OFFICE LOCATION
2450 Fire Mesa Street, 
Suite 160 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
89128


877.845.7461 
866.453.7973 (efax)


OFFICE HOURS
Monday through 
Friday 8 am to 5 pm


wwwSilverStateWellness.com
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Silver State Wellness (SSW) and  
Silver State Kids (SSK) Referral Form


SSW / SSK Recipient (Patient) Information


SSW / SSK Program use only


Provider/Facility Information


To refer a Nevada Medicaid, fee-for-service recipient (who is not on 
Medicare or in a managed care program) into the Silver State Wellness or 
Silver State Kids Program please complete the information below and fax 
it to 1-866-453-7973 or call 1-877-845-7461.


Name:  __________________________________  


Address:  _________________________________


_________________________________________


City:  ____________________________________


State:   __________      Zip: __________________       


Phone number(s): _________________________


DOB:  ___________________________________


SSK/SSW Program # (Optional):  _____________


Primary DX:  ______________________________


Reason for referral to program: 


 □  Recipient needs education  
(disease, treatment plan)


 □  Reinforce medication and/or treatment 
compliance


 □ Provide links to community resources


 □ Assist coordination of care and/or services


 □ Missed Appointment(s)


 □ Language, literacy barrier


 □ Other:  _________________________________


 _______________________________________


 _______________________________________


 


Date received _____________     Opened _____________    Deferred _____________    HC _____________


Name:  __________________________________


Referring staff name:  ______________________


Facility/Office:  ____________________________


Address:  _________________________________


_________________________________________


Phone:  __________________________________


Fax:  ____________________________________


Primary Care Physician:  ____________________


Client is aware of referral to SSW/SSK Program:   


 □ Yes        □  No


Follow-up instructions for SSW/SSK staff:


 □ Provider does not require follow-up.


 □ Send progress reports, notes, or concerns.


 □ Special follow-up information requested:


 ______________________________________


 ______________________________________
 ______________________________________
 ______________________________________
 ______________________________________
 ______________________________________







 


Dear Medicaid Recipient:


Nevada Medicaid is giving you a new service to help you with your 
health needs. This service is FREE to you. Nevada Medicaid has asked 
our company, APS Healthcare, to work with you.


The program is called Silver State Wellness. If you join this 
program, a Health Coach who is a Registered Nurse, will work with 
you to teach you about your overall health and answer questions about 
your health concerns. Your Health Coach will also assist you in finding 
ways to improve your overall health. If you agree to join, your nurse 
Health Coach can also talk with your doctor to help you with the plan 
of care that was already given to you as well as assisting with future care 
prescribed by your doctor. 


This handbook will tell you about the Silver State Wellness program. 
We look forward to talking with you soon by telephone or in person. 


You can call us Monday – Friday, 8:00 am to 5:00 pm on our toll-free 
number at 1-877-845-7461. 


If you are hearing or speech impaired, dial 711 to use Relay Nevada.  
You may also visit our website at www.SilverStateWellness.com. 


Para asistencia en Español por favor llame al 1-877-845-7461.
Este libro y materiales adicionales están disponibles en Español. 


Sincerely,  
       
Maria Romero, BS, MA, RN   
Executive Director — Nevada   
APS Healthcare


“�This�handbook�is�not�a�certificate�of�insurance�and�shall�not�be�construed�or�interpreted�as�evidence�of�insurance�coverage�between�the�vendor��
and�the�enrollee.”
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Silver State Wellness Program 
The Silver State Wellness program is FREE to all Medicaid Fee-for-Service recipients. A Registered Nurse Health Coach 
will help you with your health issues and teach you how to improve your health, both in the short term and long term. 
We will help you to understand any health conditions you have, such as congestive heart failure, diabetes, asthma, and 
depression. 
We will speak with you about your medication, how it works, and the correct way to use it. We may talk with your doctor 
to know what they told you to do at home. We will also mail you information about healthy living and how to take better 
care of yourself.
What to Expect


We will call you to make sure we have your correct information and: 
 • Tell you about the Silver State Wellness program
 • Tell you about our website 
 •  Help you to join the program if you say “yes.” Your participation is voluntary.
 •  Provide information about services that are available in the community
 •  Accept any complaints and assist you if you do not want to be in the program


We will ask you questions about your health so we can begin to develop some goals for you and work on improving your 
health. You will decide on the best time for us to call you so that we can answer any questions you may have.


 • You may call us Monday - Friday from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm at 1-877-845-7461. There is no charge to call this number.


Working with Your Healthcare 
Provider


Choosing a Doctor:


You have the right to choose your own primary care 
doctor. If at any time you do not feel comfortable talking 
to your doctor about your health, tell your Health 
Coach so they can guide you to find a Nevada Medicaid 
participating doctor who fits your needs. 


Visiting your Doctor:


We would like you to visit your doctor on a regular 
basis, instead of making trips to the emergency room 
when the situation becomes serious. Routine care can 
prevent emergencies. Your Health Coach will help you to 
understand tests your doctor wants you to have and help 
you understand your test results. Our staff will talk with 
you about ways to improve your health and how to follow 
the care plan that your doctor has given you. 


Measuring your Quality of Care
The Silver State Wellness program follows the care you 
receive from your health care provider and your Health 
Coach. The types of care that may be followed are:


 • The number of visits you made to the emergency room
 •  How many times your doctor requested a certain 
blood test for you


 • If you were taught you how to test your blood sugar
 • If you were taught how to check your blood pressure


By following the care you receive, it will help us to know 
how well the program is doing and to develop a plan that 
will help improve your care and health.
Once a year, you will be asked to complete a survey 
about the care you received from your Health Coach and 
whether you were happy with the results. Completing the 
survey will not change your Medicaid benefits. 


Silver State Wellness can help you and your family manage 
your health. It is for individuals who are covered by 
Nevada Medicaid Fee-for-Service insurance.
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Nevada Medicaid Prescription Covered Services


Prescription medicine


Most prescription medicine is covered by Nevada Medicaid. For some, you may need an approval. Medicine that is not 
covered includes those for weight loss, cosmetic or experimental reasons. 


Over the Counter medicine


Nevada Medicaid covers many over-the-counter medicines, such as aspirin and cough and cold medicine. You will need 
a prescription from your doctor. Your doctor or health coach can help you if you have questions about your medicine.


Early and Periodic Screening Diagnosis and Treatment 
One of the most important things you can do to keep your child healthy is to make sure they get regular checkups. Early 
and Periodic Screening Diagnosis and Treatment EPSDT-is a Medicaid child health program that allows your child to be 
seen by their doctor early and often. 


After your child turns two-years-old, they should be seen every year for a well child exam and any shots they need. Your 
child’s doctor will help you with the checkups and shots that are right for each child’s age group. These services are free of 
charge. If you need help to schedule an appointment, call Silver State Wellness at 1-877-845-7461.


Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT)


 • Limited to recipients under age 21 
 •  Includes a full physical exam, immunizations, lab work, health education, vision, hearing and dental check 


When should my child have a checkup?


This chart will help you remember when you should bring your child in for a checkup:


Checkup schedule


□ Within 2 weeks of birth
□ 1 month
□ 2 months
□ 4 months
□ 6 months
□ 9 months


□ 12 months
□ 15 months
□ 18 months
□ 24 months
□ Once a year thereafter


If your child needs to see a doctor for an ESPDT visit, call your doctor’s office to schedule an appointment. 
If you have a question about EPSDT, or your child does not have a doctor, please call us and we can connect you to one. 
We can be reached between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM, Monday through Friday at 1-877-845-7461.







Frequently Asked Questions


What do I get? 


Silver State Wellness offers you:
 •  A healthcare team that will help you in making health 
decisions, teach you about your diagnosis and how 
you can stay healthy. For instance, your Health Coach 
can provide you with information on when you should 
visit your healthcare provider and things you should 
monitor, such as blood sugar levels or how well you 
are breathing. Health Coaches also offer help with 
reminders when a test is needed or other follow-up 
care is due.


 •  Information to help you manage your health, such as 
information on healthy meal planning, how to follow 
medication instructions, and how to quit smoking.


 •  Assistance on finding services in your community 
such as, a doctor, transportation, food and other 
programs.


Will there be anyone special I can talk to?


Yes. A Silver State Wellness Nurse Health Coach will 
be available to you. We will listen to any health related 
questions or concerns you may have. 


How is it different from the regular program?


Silver State Wellness is an extra benefit of Nevada Medicaid, 
along with those you already receive. At no cost to you, 
your Health Coach will help you:


 •  Learn how you can improve your health day in and 
day out. 


 •  Learn how to avoid problems that could worsen your 
health.


 •  Find a Nevada Medicaid doctor or other healthcare 
provider that you can work with to become and stay 
healthy.


How much does it cost?


The Silver State Wellness program is FREE to all eligible 
State of Nevada Fee-For-Service Medicaid recipients.


Does this replace the care that I am receiving 
from my doctor?


No. Your doctor or health care provider will work with 
you as usual. We will also work with your health care 
provider to make sure you are receiving all the care you 
need. Together, we are a team working to help you become 
and stay healthy.
APS Healthcare will not, on the basis of health status or 
need for health services, discriminate against recipients 
eligible to enroll. 


How to Contact Us 
Please call us toll-free at 1-877-845-7461


Para asistencia en Español por favor llame al  
1-877-845-7461


Please let us know if you need help reading or 
understanding this handbook. We are able to assist the 
physically disabled and will help you with a translator,  
free of charge. 
If you have hearing or speech problems,  
please call 711 to use the Relay Nevada system. 
Visit our website at www.SilverStateWellness.com


Address and Office Hours:


APS Healthcare
Silver State Wellness 
2450 Fire Mesa Street, Suite 160 
Las Vegas, NV 89128 


Monday – Friday 8:00 am to 5:00 pm  
(Pacific Standard Time)


Emergency Care for “After Hours”  
or “Out-of-Service” areas:


Please call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room.
Nevada Medicaid does not cover health care services 
outside the United States. 
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Recipient Rights and Responsibilities


When you agree to work with a Silver State Wellness 
Nurse Health Coach you do have rights and 
responsibilities.


You have the right to:


 •  Get information about the Silver State Wellness 
services, programs, and your rights and 
responsibilities.


 •  Get the names and contact information of your Health 
Coach and other staff you may work with. You can 
also ask to talk with their supervisors.


 •  Have your health care information remain private and 
only released as State and Federal laws allows.


 •  Access your medical records as Federal and State laws 
allows and request changes or corrections.


 • Be treated as an individual.
 • Be treated with dignity and respect. 
 • Receive services regardless of:


 – Race  – Sexual preference


 – Ethnicity  – Gender


 – National origin  – Marital status


 – Religion  – Age


 – Disability


 •  Choose your primary care doctor and any other health 
care specialist.


 •  Refuse any type of health care services from any 
healthcare provider.


 •  Make your own decisions about your health. As 
allowed by law, a family member or guardian can 
represent you.


 •  Speak with a staff member in your own language. If 
needed, you will get a translator free of charge.


 •  Know the rules, limits, and reasons for joining the 
Silver State Wellness program.


 •  Know how the recipients are selected for the program. 
APS Healthcare will not, on the basis of health status 
or the need for health services, discriminate against 
those eligible to enroll.


 •  Choose not to be in the program. If you choose to 
join, you can quit at any time.


 • Talk about all health services that might help you. 
 •  Know of future health benefits from health 
management programs and be informed about 
preventive health programs.


 •  Get a written copy of your Silver State Wellness goals 
if you request it. 


 • Know if the program changes or ends.


 •  Talk about the policies and procedures of the Silver 
State Wellness program, including your rights, and to 
give your opinion without fear of punishment.


 •  Offer recommendations for changes or additions to 
the policies and procedures.


 •  File a complaint about the services you receive from 
the Silver State Wellness program. 


 •  File your complaint to APS or directly contact the 
State of Nevada, Department of Healthcare Financing 
and Policy. 


 •  Have your representative or health care provider file 
the complaint for you.


 •  Be free from any form of restraint or seclusion that is 
used as a means of coercion, discipline, convenience, 
or retaliation.


 •  Request and receive a copy of this handbook at least 
once a year.


You have the responsibility to:


 •  Give APS Healthcare and your doctor the information 
they need to help you with the Silver State Wellness 
services.


 •  Report to your Health Coach any on-going care that 
you receive from any other healthcare provider.


 •  Follow your care plan that is put together by your 
Health Coach and you.


 •  Work with your Health Coach and doctor to meet 
your health goals.


 •  Understand your health problems as much as you can
 •  Tell your doctor that you are in the Silver State 
Wellness program. 







Fraud and Abuse
If you feel your provider is not giving you the best care, 
there is someone you can talk to. You also can talk 
to someone if you feel that another person receiving 
Medicaid assistance is not being honest with the program.
To speak with someone about it, you can call  
775-684-3648.


You can also write to: 


Division of Health Care Financing and Policy: 
Program Integrity Unit
1100 East William Street, Suite 102 
Carson City, NV 89701 
or email: npi@dhcfp.nv.gov 


Please give as much information as you have about the 
situation, including:


 • Provider’s name 
 • Provider’s address 
 • Provider’s phone number
 •  The person’s name, what happened, where and when it 
happened


 •  You do not have to include your name if you choose 
not to


You will not be told about what happens after you report 
the situation. 


There are also some other numbers to call and talk to 
someone about the situation:


 • Medicaid Fraud Unit: 1-800-266-8688


 • Office of Inspector General: 1-800-447-8477


Recipient’s Right to File a Complaint or 
Appeal


You or your representative has the right to file a complaint 
about the care and service you receive from your doctor or 
staff. Your complaint might be about: 


 •  The ability to see your doctor at appointments in a fair 
amount of time 


 •  Barriers to your ability to visit your doctor (such as an 
office location that is far away or not set up to handle 
your disability).


 • Billing 


You, your representative or a healthcare provider may file 
a complaint for you about the services you received from 
the Silver State Wellness program. 
A complaint can be filed through APS Healthcare or you 
may directly contact the State of Nevada, Department of 
Health Care Financing and Policy.


APS Healthcare complaint process:


 •  After you file your complaint with APS Healthcare, a 
letter will be mailed to you within 5 business days to 
let you know that your complaint has been received.


 • Your case will be thoroughly reviewed.                  
 •  When the review has been completed, we will send 
you a letter to notify you of the outcome.


Department of Health Care Financing and Policy 
(DHCFP)
To file a complaint directly with DHCFP, please call  
775-684-3691.


State of Nevada Medicaid Fair Hearing 


You may request a fair hearing if you do not agree with an 
action that caused a delay or denial of a Medicaid service.
You can request a fair hearing by writing a letter and 
sending it to Nevada Medicaid. Your request for a hearing 
with Nevada Medicaid will not stop any of your other 
services and it will not be held against you. Please send 
your letter to:


Nevada Medicaid, Department of Health Care 
Financing and Policy
1100 East William Street, Suite 102 
Carson City, NV 89701 
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Important Social Services Information and Phone Numbers


Nevada Medicaid Central Office 
1100 East William Street, Suite 101 
Carson City, NV 89701 
Telephone: 775-684-3600
Las Vegas area: 702-668-4200
Toll-free telephone number: 1-800-992-0900 (Ext. 2)
www.dhcfp.nv.gov


Medicaid Waiver Programs
Medicaid recipients with special needs may qualify to receive additional benefits. A waiver pays for support and services 
for someone—who would otherwise be in a nursing facility or other institution—to live safely in their own home or 
community. 


The types of services a waiver may provide include:
 • Personal care services such as: bathing, dressing, and toileting
 • Homemaker services such as: light housework, laundry, and meal preparation
 • Group Home
 • Day Treatment Center
 • Adult Day Care
 • Family Support
 • Respite services
 • Comprehensive outpatient rehab for those with traumatic injuries


To find out if you qualify for a waiver program, contact your nearest Nevada Medicaid District office.


Nevada Medicaid District Offices


Carson City 775-684-3651


Elko  775-753-1191


Las Vegas 702-668-4200


Reno  775-688-2811







Nevada 2-1-1
http://www.nevada211.org


Nevada 2-1-1 will help you find assistance in your community that includes:
 • Food, clothing, shelter, and transportation
 • Physical and mental health help
 • Financial assistance, such as unemployment benefits and job training
 • Support for people with disabilities
 • Support for children, youth, and families


Call 2-1-1 from any telephone.


Nevada Resources for Substance Abuse Treatment


Prenatal Care


Prenatal care is very important. Especially for someone who is pregnant and has a substance abuse problem. If you are 
having difficulties getting prenatal care, the Health Division will help you to find a health care provider and resources to 
pay for your prenatal care. Please call: 1-800-429-2669.


Treatment Resources


Substance Abuse Help Line
The Help Line will help you find a substance abuse treatment program throughout the state and can be reached  
24 hours a day, 7 days a week at 775-825-4357 or 1-800-450-9530.


Nevada Substance Abuse Prevention & Treatment Agency (SAPTA)
SAPTA provides a number of treatment programs throughout the state. Services range from outpatient treatment to 
detoxification and residential treatment. Methadone treatment is available in some areas. 
For further information contact SAPTA at:
Northern Nevada: 775-684-4190 
Southern Nevada: 702-486-8250


Division of Welfare and Supportive Services
Website: http://dwss.nv.gov


If you have questions about your Medicaid eligibility, please contact your nearest Welfare District Office.
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District Offices: 


Carson City / Reno and Northern Nevada Offices


Central Office 
1470 College Parkway 
Carson City, NV 89706 
Phone: 775-684-0500


Carson City District Office
2533 North Carson Street, Suite 200 
Carson City, NV 89706 
Phone: 775-684-0800 
Fax: 775-684-0844


Carson City Energy Assistance Program 
2527 North Carson Street, Suite 260 
Carson City, NV 89706 
Phone: 775-684-0730 
Fax: 775-684-0740


Elko District Office 
1020 Ruby Vista Drive #101 
Elko, NV 89801-3398 
Phone: 775-753-1233 
Fax: 775-777-1601


Ely District Office 
725 Avenue K 
Ely, NV 89301 
Phone: 775-289-1650 
Fax: 775-289-1645


Fallon District Office 
111 Industrial Way 
Fallon, NV 89406 
Phone: 775-423-3161 
Fax: 774-423-1450


Hawthorne District Office 
1000 ‘C’ Street 
P.O. Box 1508 
Hawthorne, NV 89415 
Phone: 775-945-3602 
Fax: 775-945-5714


North Nevada Investigations & Recovery Unit 
680 South Rock 
Reno, NV 89502-4113 
Phone: 775-448-5298 
Fax: 775-448-5250


Professional Development Center (North)
680-690 South Rock Boulevard 
Reno, NV 89502 
Phone: 775-448-5240


Reno District Office 
3697 Kings Row 
Reno, NV 89503 
Phone: 775-684-7200 
Fax: 775-448-5094


Winnemucca District Office 
3140 Traders Way 
Winnemucca, NV 89466 
Phone: 775-623-6557 
Fax: 775-623-6566


Yerington District Office 
215 Bridge Street, #6 
(in the LaPinata Mall) 
Yerington, NV 89447 
Phone: 775-463-3028 
Fax: 775-463-7735







LAS VEGAS AND SOUTHERN NEVADA OFFICES


Belrose District Office 
700 Belrose Street 
Las Vegas, NV 89107 
Phone: 702-486-1646 
Fax: 702-486-1628


Community Assistance Center
Phone: 702-486-5000


Cambridge Center 
3900 Cambridge Street, Suite 202 
Las Vegas, NV 89119 
Phone: 702-486-9400 
Fax: 702-486-8790


Cannon Center 
3330 Flamingo, Suite 55 
Las Vegas, NV 89121 
Phone: 702-486-9400 
Fax: 702-486-9575


Flamingo District Office 
3330 Flamingo, Suite 55 
Las Vegas, NV 89121 
Phone: 702-486-9400 (main) 
Fax: 702-486-9401 
Fax: 702-486-9540 
Phone: 702-486-9500 (Senior Services)


Henderson District Office 
520 Boulder Highway 
Henderson, NV 89015 
Phone: 702-486-5000 
Fax: 702-486-1270


Hearings Office & SPDC Quality Control 
701 North Rancho Drive 
Las Vegas, NV 89106 
Phone: 702-486-1437 
Fax: 702-486-1438


Nellis District Office 
611 North Nellis Boulevard 
Las Vegas, NV 89110 
Phone: 702-486-4828  
Fax: 702-486-4737


Owens District Office
1040 West Owens Avenue 
Las Vegas, NV 89106 
Phone: 702-486-1899 
Fax: 702-486-1802


Pahrump District Office 
1840 Pahrump Valley Road 
Pahrump, NV 89048 
Phone: 775-751-7400 
Fax: 775-751-7404


Professional Development Center (South)
701 North Rancho Drive 
Las Vegas, NV 89106 
Phone: 702-486-1429 
Fax: 702-486-1438


South Nevada Investigations & Recovery Unit
3120 East Desert Inn 
Las Vegas, NV 89121-3857 
Phone: 702-486-1875 
Fax: 702-486-1895
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Child Welfare Services:
http://www.dcfs.state.nv.us/DCFS_PhoneDirectory.htm


NORTHERN REGION  


Washoe County Department of Social Services
Mailing address: P.O. Box 11130
Reno, NV 89520 
Physical address: 350 South Center Street
Reno, NV 89501 
Phone: 775-785-8600 
Fax: 775-785-8648


SOUTHERN REGION


Clark County Department of Family Services 
701K North Pecos 
Las Vegas, NV 89101 
Phone: 702-455-5483 
Fax: 702-385-2999


DCFS RURAL REGION CHILD WELFARE SERVICE LOCATIONS


Administrative and Field Office 
1677 Old Hot Springs Road, Suite B 
Carson City, NV 89706 
Phone: 775-687-4943


Battle Mountain Field Office
142 East Second Street 
Battle Mountain, NV 89820-2031 
Phone: 775-635-8172/5237 
Fax: 775-635-9067


Elko District Office
1010 Ruby Vista Drive, Suite 101 
Elko, NV 89801 
Phone: 775-753-1300 
Fax: 775-753-1301


Ely Field Office
740 Park Avenue 
Ely, NV 89301 
Phone: 775-753-1300 
Fax: 775-753-1301


Fallon District Office
1735 Kaiser Street 
Fallon, NV 89406 
Phone: 775-423-8566 
Fax: 775-423-4800


Hawthorne Field Office
1000 C Street 
P.O. Box 1508 
Hawthorne, NV 89415-1508 
Phone: 775-945-3602 
Fax: 775-945-5714 


Lovelock Field Office
535 Western Avenue 
P.O. Box 776 
Lovelock, NV 89419-0776 
Phone: 775-273-7157 
Fax: 775-273-1726


Pahrump Field Office
2280 Calvada, Suite 302 
Pahrump, NV 89408-3161 
Phone: 775-727-8497 
Fax: 775-727-7027


Silver Springs Field Office
3959 Highway 50 West 
Silver Springs, NV 89429 
Phone: 775-577-1200 
Fax: 775-577-1212


Tonopah Field Office
500 Frankee Street  
Old Court House Building 
P.O. Box 1491 
Tonopah, NV 89049-1491 
Phone: 775-482-6626 
Fax: 775-482-3429


Winnemucca Field Office
475 West Haskell 
Winnemucca, NV 89445-3781 
Phone: 775-623-6555 
Fax: 775-623-6599


Yerington Field Office
215 Bridge Street, Suite 4 
Yerington, NV 89447-2626 
Phone: 775-463-3151 
Fax: 775-463-3568







Bureau of Services for Child Care:


CARSON CITY


Bureau of Services  
for Child Care
4126 Technology Way, 3rd Floor 
Carson City, NV 89706 
Phone: 775-684-4463 
Fax: 775-684-4455


ELKO


Bureau of Services  
for Child Care
1010 Ruby Vista Drive, Suite 101 
Elko, NV 89801 
Phone: 775-753-1300 
Fax: 775-753-1301


LAS VEGAS


Main Office
4220 South Maryland Parkway 
Building B, Suite 302 
Las Vegas, NV 89119 
Phone: 702-486-7918 
Fax: 702-486-6660


Children’s Mental Health Services:


Central Neighborhood Family Services Center
333 N. Rancho Drive 
Las Vegas, NV 89106 
Phone: 702-455-7200 
Intake Coordinator Phone: 702-486-5025


Desert Willow Treatment Center
6171 West Charleston Boulevard, Building 17 
Las Vegas, NV 89146 
Phone: 702-486-8900 
Fax: 702-486-6307


East Neighborhood Family Service Center
3075 East Flamingo Road, Suite 108 
Las Vegas, NV 89121 
Phone: 702-486-7500


North Neighborhood Child & Adolescent 
Services (NNCAS)
Satellite Office 
600 Mill Street 
Reno, NV 89502 
Phone: 775-688-1617


North Neighborhood Family Service Center
4538 West Craig Road, Suite 290 
North Las Vegas, NV 89032 
Phone: 702-486-5610


Northern Nevada Child & Adolescent Services 
(NNCAS)
Main Campus 
2655 Enterprise Road 
Reno, NV 89512  
Phone: 775-688-1600 
Fax: 775-688-1616


South Neighborhood Family Service Center
522 East Lake Mead Parkway, Suite 5 
Henderson, NV 89015 
Phone: 702-455-7900


Southern Nevada Child & Adolescent Services 
(SNCAS)
Main Campus 
6171 West Charleston Boulevard, Building 8 
Las Vegas, NV 89146  
Phone: 702-486-6120 
Fax: 702-486-7742


West Neighborhood Family Services Center
6171 West Charleston Boulevard,  
Buildings 7, 8, 10 & 15 
Las Vegas, NV 89146 
Main Phone: 702-486-0000 
Intake Coordinator Phone: 702-486-6194 
Fax: 702-486-7759
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Juvenile Justice Services:


Administrative Office
620 Belrose Street, Suite 107 
Las Vegas, NV 89107 
Phone: 702-486-5095


Caliente Youth Center
P.O. Box 788 
Caliente, NV 89008 
Phone: 775-726-8200


Juvenile Justice Programs Office
4126 Technology Way, 3rd Floor 
Carson City, NV 89706 
Phone: 775-684-7290


Nevada Youth Training Center
100 Youth Center Road 
Elko, NV 89801 
Phone: 775-738-7182


Summit View Youth Correctional Center
5730 Range Road 
Las Vegas, NV 89115 
Phone: 702-486-5980


Youth Parole Bureau
1010 Ruby Vista Drive, Suite 101 
Elko, NV 89801 
Phone: 775-753-1300 
Fax: 775-753-1301


Youth Parole Bureau
620 Belrose Street, Suite 107 
Las Vegas, NV 89107 
Phone: 702-486-5080


Youth Parole Bureau
560 Mill Street 
Reno, NV 89502 
Phone: 775-688-1421







My Information


My Doctor(s):


Primary Care Provider (PCP):


 
Phone #:


 
Specialist #1: 


 
Phone #:


 
Specialist #2:


 
Phone #:


 
My APS Healthcare Nurse Health Coach:


Name:


 
Phone#:


 


Other Important Numbers:


1.


 
2.


 
3.


 







 


Estimado beneficiario de Medicaid:


El Medicaid de Nevada le proporciona un nuevo servicio para ayudarle 
con sus necesidades de salud. Este servicio es GRATIS para usted. El 
Medicaid de Nevada le ha pedido a nuestra empresa, APS Healthcare, 
que trabaje con usted.


El programa se llama Niños del Estado de la Plata. Si usted se inscribe 
en este programa, un Especialista en Salud Mental trabajará con 
usted para enseñarle acerca de su salud en general y para responder 
a preguntas relacionadas con sus preocupaciones de salud. Además, 
su Especialista en Salud Mental le ayudará a mejorar su salud en 
general. Si usted acepta participar, nuestro personal también puede 
hablar con su médico para que le ayude con el plan de atención que 
ya se le había asignado a usted. Además, podrá ayudarle con futuras 
recomendaciones o con los cuidados que le prescriban.


Este manual le dará información sobre el programa Niños del Estado 
de la Plata. Esperamos poder hablar pronto con usted por teléfono o en 
persona.


Usted puede llamarnos de lunes a viernes, desde las 8:00 am hasta 
las 5:00 pm a nuestro número gratis 1-877-845-7461. Si usted 
tiene problemas auditivos o del habla, llame al 711 para usar el Relé 
de Nevada. También puede visitar nuestro sitio en la red en www.
SilverStateWellness.com.
Para asistencia en español, por favor llame al 1-877-845-7461.
Este libro y materiales adicionales están disponibles en español. 
Sinceramente,
                        
Maria Romero, BS, MA, RN   
Directora Ejecutiva -Nevada   
APS Healthcare 


“�Este�manual�no�es�un�certificado�de�seguro�y�no�será�interpretado�como�evidencia�de�cobertura�de�seguro�entre�el�vendedor�y�el�afiliado.”
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El programa Niños del Estado de la Plata ayuda a los 
beneficiarios de Medicaid que pagan por sus servicios, 
cuyas edades van desde los tres hasta los 21 años y 
que reciben cuidados de salud mental. Este servicio es 
GRATIS para usted y se le ofrece además de los beneficios 
que ya recibe.
También trabajaremos con otros que participan en la 
atención que se le da; le ayudaremos con el plan de 
atención que su doctor le haya dado.
Si usted o su hijo están en un hospital o centro de 
atención, nosotros le ayudaremos con el plan de cuidados 
que el equipo de tratamiento y su médico le prescriban 
cuando usted deje ese lugar. Si su hijo está en un hospital 
o centro de atención, ofrecemos los mismos servicios.
El programa Niños del Estado de la Plata también ayuda a 
las personas que viven en su hogar. Le ayudaremos con su 
plan de atención y medicamentos.
Qué Esperar


Le llamaremos para asegurarnos de que tenemos la 
información correcta sobre usted y para:


 •  Informarle sobre el programa Niños del Estado de la 
Plata.


 •  Decirle sobre nuestro sitio en la red.
 Ayudarlo a unirse al programa si usted dice “sí.” Su 
participación es voluntaria.


 •  Proporcionarle información sobre los servicios que 
están disponibles en la comunidad.


 •  Aceptar cualquier queja y ayudarle si usted no desea 
estar en el programa.


Le haremos preguntas sobre su salud a fin de poder 
comenzar a desarrollar algunas metas para usted y para 
trabajar en el mejoramiento de su salud.
Usted decidirá cuál es el mejor momento para que le 
llamemos y podamos responder a cualquier pregunta que 
tenga.
Usted nos puede llamar de lunes a viernes desde las  
8:00 am hasta las 5:00 pm al número 1-877-845-7461.  
No hay ningún cargo por llamar a este número


El Trabajo Con Su Proveedor De 
Salud


La elección de un médico:


Usted tiene el derecho a elegir su propio médico de 
atención primaria. Si no se siente cómodo hablando con 
su médico sobre su salud, dígaselo a su Especialista en 
Salud Mental para que lo guíe a fin de encontrar a un 
médico que participe en el programa Medicaid de Nevada 
y que se adapte a sus necesidades. 


Las visitas a su médico:


Los cuidados de rutina pueden prevenir emergencias. Al 
visitar a su médico de forma regular, usted será capaz de 
prevenir complicaciones de salud serias y viajes a la sala 
de emergencia. Nuestro personal hablará con usted acerca 
de las formas de mejorar su salud y lo apoyará para que 
siga el plan de cuidados que su médico le haya dado.


Para medir la calidad de la 
atención que usted recibe
Haremos seguimiento de la atención y los servicios que 
usted recibe de su médico y del personal de Niños del 
Estado de la Plata. Los tipos de atención que se pueden 
seguir son:


 •  El número de visitas que usted hizo a la sala de 
emergencia.


 •  Cuántas veces su médico solicitó que usted se hiciera 
un tipo específico de análisis de sangre. 


 •  Si le han enseñado sobre sus medicamentos.
 •  Si se hicieron sus citas de seguimiento y si usted fue a 
ver a su médico de una manera oportuna.


El hecho de seguir la atención que usted recibe de su 
proveedor de salud y del personal de Niños del Estado 
de la Plata nos ayudará a saber cómo está trabajando el 
programa y también a desarrollar un plan que ayudará a 
mejorar la atención.


Una vez al año, se le pedirá que responda una encuesta 
sobre la atención que recibe del personal de Niños 
del Estado de la Plata y si está usted contento con los 
resultados. Responder la encuesta no va a cambiar sus 
beneficios de Medicaid.. 


El programa Niños del Estado de la Plata 







Por favor, llámenos gratis al: 1-877-845-7461    www.SilverStateWellness.com


Servicios de medicamentos por recetas cubiertos por el Medicaid de 
Nevada


Medicamentos por receta


La mayoría de medicamentos por receta están cubiertos por el Medicaid de Nevada. Para algunos, puede que usted 
necesite una aprobación. Los medicamentos que no están cubiertos incluyen los usados para perder peso o por razones 
cosméticas o experimentales. 


Medicamentos sin receta


El Medicaid de Nevada cubre muchas medicinas sin receta, como la aspirina y los medicamentos para la tos y el 
resfriado. Su médico o su entrenador de salud pueden ayudarle si usted tiene preguntas acerca de sus medicamentos.


Chequeo, Diagnóstico y Tratamiento Precoces y Periódicos 
Una de las cosas más importantes que usted puede hacer para mantener a su hijo sano es asegurarse de que reciba 
chequeos regulares. Chequeo, Diagnóstico y Tratamiento Precoces y Periódicos (EPSDT por sus siglas en inglés) es 
un programa de atención a la salud infantil de Medicaid que permite que su hijo sea visto por su médico pronto y con 
frecuencia. Después de que su niño cumpla dos años de edad, debe ser visto por su médico cada año para un examen de 
salud infantil y para las vacunas que necesite. 
El médico de su hijo le ayudará con los chequeos y vacunas que sean apropiados para el grupo de edad en que se 
encuentra cada niño. Estos servicios son gratuitos. Si necesita ayuda para hacer una cita, llame a Niños del Estado de la 
Plata al 1-877-845-7461.


Chequeo, Diagnóstico y Tratamiento Precoces y Periódicos (EPSDT por sus siglas en inglés)


 • Limitado a los beneficiarios menores de 21 años. 
 •  Incluye un examen físico completo, inmunizaciones, exámenes de laboratorio, educación para la salud y chequeos de 
visión, audición y odontología 


¿Cuándo debe mi hijo hacerse un chequeo?


Este cuadro le ayudará a recordar cuándo debe traer a su hijo para un chequeo:


Calendario de chequeos


□ Durante las dos semanas a partir de su nacimiento
□ 1 mes
□ 2 meses
□ 4 meses
□ 6 meses
□ 9 meses


□ 12 meses
□ 15 meses
□ 18 meses
□ 24 meses
□ Una vez al año a partir de este momento 


Si su niño necesita ver a un médico para una visita sobre Chequeo, Diagnóstico y Tratamiento Precoces y Periódicos 
(EPSDT por sus siglas en inglés), llame al consultorio de su médico para programar una cita. 
Si usted tiene una pregunta acerca de EPSDT, o si su hijo no tiene un médico, por favor llámenos y le podremos ayudar. 
Puede comunicarse con nosotros de 8:00 AM a 5:00 PM, de lunes a viernes, llamando al número 1-877-845-7461.







Preguntas Más Frecuentes


¿Qué obtengo? 
El programa Niños del Estado de la Plata le ofrece:


 •  Ayuda con el plan de cuidados que su equipo de 
tratamiento y su médico han creado para usted. Le 
enseñaremos cómo mejorar su salud y también le 
ayudaremos a encontrar un médico, proveedor de 
salud u otros servicios, según sea necesario.


¿ Habrá alguien especial con quien pueda 
hablar?


Sí. Un Especialista en Salud Mental está disponible 
para usted. Vamos a escuchar cualquier pregunta o 
preocupación relacionada con la salud que usted pueda 
tener.


¿ De qué manera es este programa diferente 
del programa regular?


Niños del Estado de la Plata es un beneficio extra del 
Medicaid de Nevada, junto con aquellos que ya usted 
recibe. Nuestro personal le ayudará a:


 •  Aprender cómo usted puede mejorar su salud en 
general.


 •  Aprender cómo evitar los problemas que podrían 
empeorar su salud.


 •  Encontrar un médico del Medicaid de Nevada u otro 
profesional de la salud con quien usted pueda trabajar 
para llegar a estar saludable y mantenerse en buena 
salud.


¿Cuánto cuesta?
El programa Niños del Estado de la Plata es GRATIS para 
todos los beneficiarios elegibles del Medicaid de Nevada 
que pagan por este servicio. 


¿ Esto reemplaza la atención que estoy 
recibiendo de mi médico?


No. Su médico o proveedor de salud continuará 
trabajando con usted como de costumbre. Juntos, somos 
un equipo que trabaja para ayudarle.
APS Healthcare no discriminará a los beneficiarios 
elegibles para inscribirse sobre la base de su estado de 
salud o necesidad de servicios de salud. 


Cómo Contactarnos 


Por favor, llámenos gratis al 1-877-845-7461.
Para asistencia en Español por favor llame al  
1-877-845-7461.
Por favor, háganos saber si usted necesita ayuda para 
leer o entender este manual. Podemos ayudar a los 
discapacitados físicos y le ayudaremos con un traductor, 
de forma gratuita.
Si usted tiene problemas auditivos o del habla, por favor 
llame al 711 para utilizar el sistema de Relé de Nevada. 
Visite nuestro sitio en la red  
 www.SilverStateWellness.com


Dirección y Horas de Oficina:


APS Healthcare
Silver State Kids 
2450 Fire Mesa Street, Suite 160 
Las Vegas, NV 89128 


De lunes a viernes, de 8:00 am a 5:00 pm  
(Hora del Pacífico)


Atención de emergencias para “después de horas de 
trabajo” o áreas “fuera de servicio”:
Por favor, llame al 911 o vaya a la sala de emergencias más 
cercana.
El Medicaid de Nevada no cubre los servicios de atención 
a la salud fuera de los Estados Unidos. 







Por favor, llámenos gratis al: 1-877-845-7461    www.SilverStateWellness.com


Derechos y Responsabilidades del Beneficiario 
Cuando usted acepta trabajar con un Especialista en 
Salud Mental de Niños del Estado de la Plata, usted tiene 
derechos y responsabilidades.


Usted tiene el derecho a:
 •  Obtener información sobre los programas de 
Niños del Estado de la Plata, y sus derechos y 
responsabilidades.


 •  Obtener los nombres y datos de contacto de su 
Especialista en Salud Mental y otros miembros del 
personal con quienes que usted pueda trabajar. Usted 
también puede pedir hablar con sus supervisores.


 •  Hacer que la información sobre el cuidado de su 
salud se mantenga privada y sólo se divulgue según lo 
permitido por las leyes Estatales y Federales.


 •  Tener acceso a su historia clínica según lo permitido 
por las leyes Estatales y Federales, y solicitar cambios o 
correcciones.


 • Ser tratado como un individuo.
 • Ser tratado con dignidad y respeto.
 • Recibir servicios independientemente de::


 – Raza  – Edad
 – Religión  – Origen Nacional


 – Preferencia sexual  – Estado civil


 – Origen étnico  – Discapacidad
 – Sexo


 •  Elegir a su médico de atención primaria y a cualquier 
otro especialista en el cuidado de la salud.


 •  Rechazar cualquier tipo de servicios de atención a la 
salud de cualquier proveedor de atención médica.


 •  Tomar sus propias decisiones sobre su salud. Según lo 
permitido por la ley, un miembro de la familia o tutor 
puede representarlo a usted.


 •  Hablar con un miembro del personal en su propio 
idioma. Si es necesario, usted obtendrá un intérprete 
de forma gratuita.


 •  Conocer las reglas, los límites y las razones para 
participar en el programa Niños del Estado de la Plata. 


 •  Saber cómo los beneficiarios son seleccionados 
para el programa. Niños del Estado de la Plata no 
discriminará a aquellos que sean elegibles para 
inscribirse sobre la base de su estado de salud o 
necesidad de servicios de salud. 


 •  Elegir no estar en el programa. Si usted decide unirse, 
puede abandonar el programa en cualquier momento.


 •  Hablar sobre todos los servicios de salud que podrían 
ayudarle.


 •  Conocer los beneficios de salud futuros de los 
programas de gestión de la salud, y ser informado 
acerca de los programas de salud preventiva.


 •  Obtener una copia escrita de sus metas en Niños del 
Estado de la Plata, si usted lo solicita.


 •  Saber si el programa cambia o se termina.
 •  Hablar sobre las pólizas y procedimientos del 
programa Niños del Estado de la Plata, incluyendo sus 
derechos, y a dar su opinión sin temor al castigo.


 •  Ofrecer sugerencias sobre cambios o adiciones a las 
pólizas y procedimientos.


 •  Presentar una queja sobre los servicios que recibe del 
programa Niños del Estado de la Plata.


 •  Presentar su queja a APS o ponerse directamente en 
contacto con el Estado de Nevada, Departamento de 
Financiamiento y Política de Atención a la Salud.


 •  Pedirle a su representante o proveedor de salud que 
presente la queja en su nombre.


 •  Estar libre de cualquier forma de restricción o 
aislamiento que sea utilizada como medio de coerción, 
disciplina, conveniencia o represalia.


 •  Solicitar y recibir una copia de este manual al menos 
una vez al año.


Usted tiene la responsabilidad de:
 •  Dar a su Especialista en Salud Mental y a su médico 
la información que necesitan para ayudarlo con los 
servicios de Niños del Estado de la Plata.


 •  Informar a su Especialista en Salud Mental sobre 
cualquier atención continua que reciba de cualquier 
otro proveedor de salud.


 •  Seguir el plan de cuidados diseñado entre usted y su 
Especialista en Salud Mental.


 •  Trabajar con su Especialista en Salud Mental para 
cumplir con sus metas de salud.


 •  Entender sus problemas de salud tanto como usted 
pueda.


 •  Notificar a su médico que usted está en el programa 
Niños del Estado de la Plata. 







Fraude y Abuso
Si usted siente que su proveedor no le está dando la mejor 
atención, hay alguien a quien puede hablarle sobre esta 
situación. También puede hablar con alguien si siente 
que otra persona que recibe la ayuda de Medicaid no está 
siendo honesta con el programa.
Para hablar con alguien acerca de la situación, puede 
llamar a 775-684-3648.


También puede escribir a: 


Division of Health Care Financing and Policy: 
Program Integrity Unit


1100 East William Street, Suite 102 
Carson City, NV 89701 
o escribir al correo electrónico: npi@dhcfp.nv.gov 


Por favor, brinde tanta información como usted tenga 
sobre la situación, incluyendo:


 • Nombre del proveedor 
 • Dirección del proveedor 
 • Número de teléfono del proveedor
 •  El nombre de la persona, lo que sucedió, dónde 
sucedió y cuándo sucedió


 •  Usted no tiene que incluir su nombre si prefiere no 
hacerlo


No se le comunicará lo que ocurra después de que usted 
informe sobre la situación. 


Hay también otros números a los que puede llamar y 
hablar con alguien acerca de la situación:


 • Unidad de Fraude de Medicaid: 1-800-266-8688


 • Oficina del Inspector General: 1-800-447-8477


Derecho del Beneficiario a Presentar una 
Queja o Apelación
Usted o su representante tienen el derecho a presentar una 
queja sobre la atención y el servicio que usted recibe de su 
médico o del personal. Su queja puede ser sobre: 


 • Tiempo de espera excesivo en las citas médicas. 
 •  Barreras a sus posibilidades para visitar a su médico 
(como la ubicación de una consulta que se encuentra 
muy lejos o que no está configurada para su 
discapacidad).


 • Facturación. 


Usted, o su representante o un proveedor de salud, pueden 
presentar una queja acerca de los servicios que usted 
recibió del programa Niños del Estado de la Plata.


Una queja puede presentarse a través de APS Healthcare, 
o usted puede contactar directamente con el Estado de 
Nevada, Departamento de Financiamiento y Política de 
Atención a la Salud.


Proceso para presentar una queja a APS 
Healthcare:


 •  Después de presentar su queja ante APS Healthcare, 
se le enviará una carta dentro de los próximos 5 
días hábiles para hacerle saber que su queja ha sido 
recibida.


 • Su caso será examinado cuidadosamente.
 •  Cuando la revisión se haya completado, le enviaremos 
una carta para notificarle de los resultados.


Departamento de Financiamiento y Política de 
Atención a la Salud (DHCFP por sus siglas en 
inglés)


Para presentar una queja directamente al DHCFP, por 
favor llame al 775-684-3691.


Audiencia Imparcial del Medicaid en el Estado 
de Nevada 
Usted puede solicitar una audiencia imparcial si no está de 
acuerdo con una acción que haya provocado un retraso o 
la denegación de un servicio de Medicaid.
Si usted solicita un servicio y cree que su petición no fue 
atendida en tiempo oportuno por Medicaid, usted puede 
solicitar una audiencia imparcial.
Usted puede solicitar una audiencia imparcial escribiendo 
una carta y enviándola al Medicaid de Nevada. Su 
solicitud para una audiencia con el Medicaid de Nevada 
no obstaculizará ninguno de los otros servicios que usted 
recibe y no será usada en su contra. Por favor, envíe su 
carta a:


Nevada Medicaid, Department of Health Care 
Financing and Policy


1100 East William Street, Suite 102 
Carson City, NV 89701







Por favor, llámenos gratis al: 1-877-845-7461    www.SilverStateWellness.com


Información Importante sobre los Servicios Sociales y  
Números de Teléfono


Oficina Central del Medicaid de Nevada 


1100 East William Street, Suite 101 
Carson City, NV 89701 
Teléfono: 775-684-3600
Las Vegas area: 702-668-4200
Toll-free Teléfono number: 1-800-992-0900 Ext. 2
www.dhcfp.nv.gov


Programas de Exención (Waiver) de Medicaid
Los beneficiarios de Medicaid que tengan necesidades especiales pueden reunir los requisitos para recibir beneficios 
adicionales. Una exención (“waiver” en inglés) paga los servicios y la ayuda para que alguien -que de otro modo estaría 
en un asilo de ancianos o en otra institución-pueda vivir con seguridad en su propio hogar o comunidad.
Los tipos de servicios que una exención puede proporcionar incluyen:


 • Servicios de atención personal en menesteres como bañarse, vestirse e ir al baño.
 • Servicios de ama de casa como ayuda con los quehaceres ligeros del hogar, lavandería y preparación de la comida.
 • Casa Grupal.
 • Centro de Tratamiento Diurno. 
 • Cuidado Diurno para Adultos.
 • Apoyo a la Familia.
 • Servicios de Relevo.
 • Rehabilitación integral de tratamiento ambulatorio para personas con lesiones traumáticas.


Para averiguar si usted reúne los requisitos para un programa de exención, contacte a su oficina del Distrito de Medicaid 
más cercana en Nevada.


Oficinas del Distrito de Medicaid en Nevada


Carson City 775-684-3651


Elko  775-753-1191


Las Vegas 702-668-4200


Reno  775-688-2811







Nevada 2-1-1
http://www.nevada211.org


Nevada 2-1-1 le ayudará a encontrar ayuda en su comunidad. Esta ayuda incluye:
 • Alimentos, ropa, vivienda y transporte
 • Ayuda con la salud física y mental
 • Ayuda financiera, como beneficios de desempleo y capacitación laboral
 • Apoyo a las personas con discapacidades
 • Apoyo a los niños, jóvenes y familias


Llame al 2-1-1 desde cualquier teléfono.


Recursos de Nevada para el Tratamiento del Abuso de Sustancias


Atención Prenatal


La atención prenatal es muy importante. Especialmente para una mujer embarazada que tenga un problema de abuso de 
sustancias. Si usted está teniendo dificultades para recibir atención prenatal, la División de Salud le ayudará a encontrar 
un proveedor de atención a la salud y los recursos para pagar por su cuidado prenatal. Por favor, llame al: 
1-800-429-2669.


Recursos de tratamiento


Línea de Ayuda para el Abuso de Sustancias
La Línea de Ayuda le ayudará a encontrar un programa para el tratamiento del abuso de sustancias a través de todo el 
estado. Puede llamar a la Línea de Ayuda las 24 horas del día, los 7 días de la semana a los números 775-825-4357 o 
1-800-450-9530.


Agencia de Nevada para la Prevención y el Tratamiento del Abuso de Sustancias  
(SAPTA por sus siglas en inglés)
SAPTA proporciona una serie de programas de tratamiento a través de todo el estado. Los servicios van desde el 
tratamiento ambulatorio hasta la desintoxicación y el tratamiento residenciales. El tratamiento con metadona está 
disponible en algunas áreas.
Para más información, puede contactar a SAPTA en los números:
Norte de Nevada: 775-684-4190


Sur de Nevada: 702-486-8250


División de Bienestar Social y Servicios de Apoyo
Sitio en la red: http://dwss.nv.gov


Si tiene preguntas acerca de su elegibilidad para Medicaid, por favor, póngase en contacto con la Oficina del Distrito de 
Bienestar Social más cercana a usted.







Por favor, llámenos gratis al: 1-877-845-7461    www.SilverStateWellness.com


Oficinas del Distrito: 


Oficinas de Carson City , Reno y el Norte de Nevada 


Oficina Central 
1470 College Parkway 
Carson City, NV 89706 
Teléfono: 775-684-0500


Oficina del Distrito de la Ciudad de Carson
2533 North Carson Street, Suite 200 
Carson City, NV 89706 
Teléfono: 775-684-0800 
Fax: 775-684-0844


Programa de Ayuda para la Energía  
de la Ciudad de Carson 
2527 North Carson Street, Suite 260 
Carson City, NV 89706 
Teléfono: 775-684-0730 
Fax: 775-684-0740


Oficina del Distrito de Elko
1020 Ruby Vista Drive, # 101 
Elko, NV 89801-3398 
Teléfono: 775-753-1233 
Fax: 775-777-1601


Oficina del Distrito de Ely
725 Avenue K 
Ely, NV 89301 
Teléfono: 775-289-1650 
Fax: 775-289-1645


Oficina del Distrito de Fallon
111 Industrial Way 
Fallon, NV 89406 
Teléfono: 775-423-3161 
Fax: (774) 423-1450


Oficina del Distrito de Hawthorne
1000 ‘C’ Street 
P.O. Box 1508 
Hawthorne, NV 89415 
Teléfono: 775-945-3602 
Fax: 775-945-5714


Unidad de Investigaciones y Recuperación del 
Norte de Nevada 
680 South Rock 
Reno, NV 89502-4113 
Teléfono: 775-448-5298 
Fax: 775-448-5250


Centro de Desarrollo Profesional (Norte) 
680-690 South Rock Boulevard 
Reno, NV 89502 
Teléfono: 775-448-5240


Oficina del Distrito de Reno
3697 Kings Row 
Reno, NV 89503 
Teléfono: 775-684-7200 
Fax: 775-448-5094


Oficina del Distrito de Winnemucca
3140 Traders Way 
Winnemucca, NV 89466 
Teléfono: 775-623-6557 
Fax: 775-623-6566


Oficina del Distrito de Yerington
215 Bridge Street, #6 
(in the LaPinata Mall) 
Yerington, NV 89447 
Teléfono: 775-463-3028 
Fax: 775-463-7735







Oficinas de Las Vegas y el Sur de Nevada


Oficina del Distrito de Belrose
700 Belrose Street 
Las Vegas, NV 89107 
Teléfono: 702-486-1646 
Fax: 702-486-1628


Centro de Ayuda a la Comunidad
Teléfono: 702-486-5000


Centro de Cambridge 
3900 Cambridge Street, Suite 202 
Las Vegas, NV 89119 
Teléfono: 702-486-9400 
Fax: 702-486-8790


Centro de Cannon
3330 Flamingo, Suite 55 
Las Vegas, NV 89121 
Teléfono: 702-486-9400 
Fax: 702-486-9575


Oficina del Distrito de Flamingo
3330 Flamingo, Suite 55 
Las Vegas, NV 89121 
Teléfono: 702-486-9400 (línea principal) 
Fax: 702-486-9401 
Fax: 702-486-9540 
Teléfono: 702-486-9500 (Servicios a Personas de la 
Tercera Edad) 


Oficina del Distrito de Henderson
520 Boulder Highway 
Henderson, NV 89015 
Teléfono: 702-486-5000 
Fax: 702-486-1270


Oficina de Audiencias y Control de la Calidad de 
SPDC 
701 North Rancho Drive 
Las Vegas, NV 89106 
Teléfono: 702-486-1437 
Fax: 702-486-1438


Oficina del Distrito de Nellis
611 North Nellis Boulevard 
Las Vegas, NV 89110 
Teléfono: 702-486-4828  
Fax: 702-486-4737


Oficina del Distrito de Owens
1040 West Owens Avenue 
Las Vegas, NV 89106 
Teléfono: 702-486-1899 
Fax: 702-486-1802


Oficina del Distrito de Pahrump
1840 Pahrump Valley Road 
Pahrump, NV 89048 
Teléfono: 775-751-7400 
Fax: 775-751-7404


Centro de Desarrollo Profesional (Sur) 
701 North Rancho Drive 
Las Vegas, NV 89106 
Teléfono: 702-486-1429 
Fax: 702-486-1438


Unidad de Investigaciones y Recuperación del 
Sur de Nevada 
3120 East Desert Inn 
Las Vegas, NV 89121-3857 
Teléfono: 702-486-1875 
Fax: 702-486-1895


Oficinas del Distrito, continuado:







Por favor, llámenos gratis al: 1-877-845-7461    www.SilverStateWellness.com


Servicios Sociales para los Niños:
http://www.dcfs.state.nv.us, DCFS_PhoneDirectory.htm


Región Del Norte  


Departamento de Servicios Sociales del 
Condado de Washoe
Dirección postal: P.O. Box 11130 
Reno, NV 89520 
Dirección física: 350 South Center Street 
Reno, NV 89501 
Teléfono: 775-785-8600 
Fax: 775-785-8648


Región Del Sur


Departamento de Servicios Familiares del 
Condado de Clark 
701K North Pecos 
Las Vegas, NV 89101 
Teléfono: 702-455-5483 
Fax: 702-385-2999


Locaciones de Servicios Sociales para los Niños en la Región Rural DCFS


Oficina Administrativa y de 
Campo 
1677 Old Hot Springs Road, Suite B 
Carson City, NV 89706 
Teléfono: 775-687-4943


Oficina de Campo de Battle 
Mountain
142 East Second Street 
Battle Mountain, NV 89820-2031 
Teléfono: 775-635-8172, 5237 
Fax: 775-635-9067


Oficina del Distrito de Elko
1010 Ruby Vista Drive, Suite 101 
Elko, NV 89801 
Teléfono: 775-753-1300 
Fax: 775-753-1301


Oficina de Campo de Ely
740 Park Avenue 
Ely, NV 89301 
Teléfono: 775-753-1300 
Fax: 775-753-1301


Oficina del Distrito de Fallon
1735 Kaiser Street 
Fallon, NV 89406 
Teléfono: 775-423-8566 
Fax: 775-423-4800


Oficina de Campo de 
Hawthorne
1000 C Street 
P.O. Box 1508 
Hawthorne, NV 89415-1508 
Teléfono: 775-945-3602 
Fax: 775-945-5714 


Oficina de Campo de Lovelock
535 Western Avenue 
P.O. Box 776 
Lovelock, NV 89419-0776 
Teléfono: 775-273-7157 
Fax: 775-273-1726


Oficina de Campo de Pahrump
2280 Calvada, Suite 302 
Pahrump, NV 89408-3161 
Teléfono: 775-727-8497 
Fax: 775-727-7027


Oficina de Campo de Silver 
Springs
3959 Highway 50 West 
Silver Springs, NV 89429 
Teléfono: 775-577-1200 
Fax: 775-577-1212


Oficina de Campo de Tonopah
500 Frankee Street  
Old Court House Edificio 
P.O. Box 1491 
Tonopah, NV 89049-1491 
Teléfono: 775-482-6626 
Fax: 775-482-3429


Oficina de Campo de 
Winnemucca
475 West Haskell 
Winnemucca, NV 89445-3781 
Teléfono: 775-623-6555 
Fax: 775-623-6599


Oficina de Campo de Yerington
215 Bridge Street, Suite 4 
Yerington, NV 89447-2626 
Teléfono: 775-463-3151 
Fax: 775-463-3568







Buró de Servicios para la Atención Infantil:


CIUDAD DE CARSON


Buró de Servicios para la 
Atención Infantil
4126 Technology Way, tercer piso 
Carson City, NV 89706 
Teléfono: 775-684-4463 
Fax: 775-684-4455


ELKO


Buró de Servicios para la 
Atención Infantil
1010 Ruby Vista Drive, Suite 101 
Elko, NV 89801 
Teléfono: 775-753-1300 
Fax: 775-753-1301


LAS VEGAS


Oficina Principal
4220 South Maryland Parkway 
Edificio B, Suite 302 
Las Vegas, NV 89119 
Teléfono: 702-486-7918 
Fax: 702-486-6660


Servicios de Salud Mental Para Niños:


Centro de Servicios Familiares del Barrio Central
333 North Rancho Drive 
Las Vegas, NV 89106 
Teléfono: 702-455-7200 
Teléfono del Coordinador de Admisiones:  
702-486-5025


Centro de Tratamiento de Desert Willow
6171 West Charleston Boulevard, Edificio 17 
Las Vegas, NV 89146 
Teléfono: 702-486-8900 
Fax: 702-486-6307


Centro de Servicios Familiares del Barrio Este
3075 East Flamingo Road, Suite 108 
Las Vegas, NV 89121 
Teléfono: 702-486-7500


Servicios para Niños y Adolescentes del Barrio 
Norte (NNCAS por sus siglas en inglés)
Oficina Satélite 
600 Mill Street 
Reno, NV 89502 
Teléfono: 775-688-1617


Centro de Servicios Familiares del Barrio Norte
4538 West Craig Road, Suite 290 
North Las Vegas, NV 89032 
Teléfono: 702-486-5610


Servicios para Niños y Adolescentes del Norte 
de Nevada (NNCAS por sus siglas en inglés)
Campus Principal 
2655 Enterprise Road 
Reno, NV 89512  
Teléfono: 775-688-1600 
Fax: 775-688-1616


Centro de Servicios Familiares del Barrio Sur
522 East Lake Mead Parkway, Suite 5 
Henderson, NV 89015 
Teléfono: 702-455-7900


Centro de Servicios Familiares del Barrio Central 
(SNCAS por sus siglas en inglés)
Campus Principal 
6171 West Charleston Boulevard, Edificio 8 
Las Vegas, NV 89146  
Teléfono: 702-486-6120 
Fax: 702-486-7742


Centro de Servicios Familiares del Barrio Oeste
6171 West Charleston Boulevard 
Edificios 7, 8, 10 & 15 
Las Vegas, NV 89146 
Main Teléfono: 702-486-0000 
Teléfono del Coordinador de Admisiones:  
702-486-6194 
Fax: 702-486-7759







Por favor, llámenos gratis al: 1-877-845-7461    www.SilverStateWellness.com


Servicios de Justicia Juvenil :


Oficina Administrativa
620 Belrose Street, Suite 107 
Las Vegas, NV 89107 
Teléfono: 702-486-5095


Centro Juvenil de Caliente
P.O. Box 788 
Caliente, NV 89008 
Teléfono: 775-726-8200


Oficina de Programas de Justicia Juvenil
4126 Technology Way, tercer piso 
Carson City, NV 89706 
Teléfono: 775-684-7290


Centro de Entrenamiento Juvenil de Nevada
100 Youth Center Road 
Elko, NV 89801 
Teléfono: 775-738-7182


Centro Correccional para Jóvenes de Summit 
View 
5730 Range Road 
Las Vegas, NV 89115 
Teléfono: 702-486-5980


Oficina de Libertad Condicional para Jóvenes
1010 Ruby Vista Drive, Suite 101 
Elko, NV 89801 
Teléfono: 775-753-1300 
Fax: 775-753-1301


Oficina de Libertad Condicional para Jóvenes 
620 Belrose Street, Suite 107 
Las Vegas, NV 89107 
Teléfono: 702-486-5080


Oficina de Libertad Condicional para Jóvenes
560 Mill Street 
Reno, NV 89502 
Teléfono: 775-688-1421







Mi Información


Mi(s) médico(s):


Proveedor de Atención Primaria  
(PCP por sus siglas en inglés):


 
Teléfono #:


 
Especialista #1: 


 
Teléfono #:


 
Especialista #2:


 
Teléfono #:


 
Mi Enfermero Entrenador de Salud de APS Healthcare:


Nombre:


 
Teléfono#:


 


Otros Números Importantes:


1.


 
2.


 
3.
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Spring’s the time for blooming 
things and birds that sing. For 


many people, it’s also sneezing 
season, when noses run and itchy 
eyes water. This spring, try taking 
these helpful steps to tame your 
allergies.


Seasonal allergies, often called 
hay fever, happen when the nose 
or eyes of an allergic person come 
into contact with an offending 
plant pollen. plants that typically 
awaken spring allergies include 
trees and grass. 


another trigger for spring 
allergies could be dust mites. When 
the weather warms, these tiny 
creatures settle into your mattress, 
pillows, furniture, and carpets. 


Putting Pollen in Its Place
During high-pollen seasons, these 
measures can help put the spring 
back into your step. 


 Stay indoors during the hours of 
5 to 10 a.m., when most pollen is 
flying, and on windy days, when 
the pollen count climbs.
 Close your windows at night 
and while driving.
 use air conditioners instead of 
window and attic fans, which let 
in pollen.
 Try to avoid freshly cut grass; 
mowing releases pollen.
 use a clothes dryer. pollen can 
collect in sheets and clothing 
hung outdoors.
 Shower and wash your hair 
before going to bed, because 
your hair and skin attract pollen.
 Keep your pets off the 
furniture. They may carry in 
pollen from outside.


Doing In Dust
To foil dust mites, reduce the 
surfaces where dust gathers. 


•


•


•


•


•


•


•


Here’s how to dust-proof your 
bedroom:


empty and clean the closets.
 Keep all doors and windows 
closed. 
 put clothes into zipped plastic 
bags and stow shoes in boxes.
 remove carpeting and scrub 
floors and woodwork thoroughly.
 Thoroughly clean the room 
once a week, using a special 
vacuum filter.
 put your mattress and box 
springs in a dust-proof cover.
 remove upholstered furniture 
and blinds, which collect dust.


if these tips fail to tame your 
seasonal allergies, talk with your 
healthcare provider about taking 
antihistamines or getting allergy 
shots.  z


•
•


•


•


•


•


•


QUICK FACT: 
Get an up-to-date pollen count from your area. 
Visit the American Academy of Allergy, Asthma, 
and Immunology at www.aaaai.org and click 
on the “Pollen Counts” link.
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As anyone with asthma knows, an 
asthma attack can be a scary thing. It’s 
hard to think clearly when you’re 
struggling to breathe. That’s why 
experts recommend making a 
written action plan listing what you’ll 
do when an asthma attack starts.


Get Started
Work with your healthcare provider 
as you create your action plan:
•  Make a list of the long-term-


control medicines you take every 
day. List the times you take them 
and the dosages.


•  Record your peak-flow readings, 
which are measured by a peak-flow 
meter. The meter tells you how well 
you are breathing. Your healthcare 
provider can help you find your 
personal best peak-flow reading.


•  Create a list of symptoms and 
peak-flow readings that signal 
you should take your asthma 
quick-relief medicines. The 
symptoms can include wheezing, 
chest tightness, coughing, and 
shortness of breath. For each set 
of symptoms and readings, write 
down which medicines to take and 
at what dosages. 


•  List what to do if your quick-relief 
asthma medicines don’t work after 
a given period of time. Actions 
might include taking your 
medicine again, calling your 
healthcare provider, or going to 
the emergency room (ER).


•  Write down important phone 
numbers. This includes emergency 
contact numbers, numbers for your 
healthcare provider’s office, and a 
number for after-hours questions.


How It HelpS
Studies show that a written action plan 
can reduce asthma-related illness, ER 
visits, and hospital stays. If you have a 
child with asthma, make an asthma 
action plan for him or her and provide 
it to  teachers and school nurse. 


do You Have an 
asthma action plan? spring into action against


seasonal allergies







Nearly one in three Americans has high blood 
pressure. But only about one-third knows it.  
High blood pressure is called the “silent killer” 
because it has no signs or symptoms. You could 
have high blood pressure for years without 
suspecting it. Although you feel perfectly well, 
your heart is working dangerously hard.


Uncontrolled high blood pressure can lead to 
stroke, heart attack, heart failure, kidney failure, 
and vision loss. What’s more, recent studies have 
shown that the risk for death from heart disease 


and stroke begins to rise at blood pressures as low 
as 115/75 mmHg, after age 40. The risk doubles 
for every 20 mmHg higher in systolic blood 
pressure (top number) or 10 mmHg in diastolic 
blood pressure (bottom number). 


The risk for high blood pressure increases if 
you are overweight and if you are a man older 
than age 45 or a woman older than age 55. Risk 
level also jumps up if you have a family history 
of high blood pressure or if your blood pressure 
is already just above normal.


The good 
news is that high 
blood pressure 
can be controlled in 
most people. With 
proper treatment, including 
lifestyle changes, the effects of this silent killer can 
be prevented or reduced. But the only way to find 
out if your pressure is high is to have it checked. 
Why wait? The sooner you know your blood pressure 
is rising, the sooner you can stop it.


High Blood pressure—the Silent Killer


if you exercise to keep your blood pressure 
or cholesterol in check, keep it up.  


physical activity and other healthy habits may 
help protect against the latest heart enemy: 
inflammation.


When you bump your knee or stub  
your toe, you may get a bruise and some 
swelling. now health experts suspect that 
damaged blood vessels might react in  
the same way—by becoming inflamed. 


in several studies, inflammation has been 
associated with an increased risk for heart 
disease, heart attack, peripheral arterial disease, 
stroke, and cardiovascular-related death.


What Triggers It?
Scientists have not yet discovered the  
exact causes of inflammation. The research 
conducted so far, however, suggests that a 
variety of conditions could play a role, 
including:


High blood pressure
obesity
High blood sugar
infections
High cholesterol


all these problems can contribute to plaque 
buildup, which may inflame blood vessels. 
Smoking may also cause your arteries to swell.


•
•
•
•
•


how to fight inflammation,
the newest heart risk
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Heart-Smart Strategies
When it comes to protecting the heart, 
experts have been backing healthy habits for a 
long time. Fortunately, it turns out that many 
of these lifestyle measures may also help ward 
off inflammation. Here’s what you can do to 
protect yourself:


 exercise regularly. research shows that active 
individuals have lower levels of inflammation 
than less active people. Health experts say 
you should try to get at least 30 minutes of 
physical activity, such as brisk walking, on 
most days of the week.
 Stay at a healthy weight. if you’re over-
weight, shedding those extra pounds can 
help lower your inflammation levels.
 Don’t smoke. and avoid secondhand smoke.
 if you drink alcohol, do so only in moderation.
 Work closely with your healthcare provider 
to manage high blood pressure, high 
cholesterol, and other health problems.


The basics are still the best. Smart lifestyle 
choices, such as exercising and eating right, are 
still the best ways to fight heart disease. z


Are you managing a chronic heart condition? 
Call your Health Coach for helpful advice.  
See the back cover for the phone number. 
Learn more about APS Healthcare at  
www.apshealthcare.com. 


•


•


•
•
•







Spring weather may be calling 
you outdoors for gardening, 


softball, running, or other exercise. 
physical activity is good—though 
starting those activities after a less 
active winter can be bad for your 
knees. Here’s what you need to 
know to protect them. 


How Problems Happen
The knee is the largest joint in the 
body. it gives you flexibility and 
stability for standing, walking, 
crouching, running, jumping, and 
turning. but the number of 
moving parts in the knee that 
make it so useful also render it 
vulnerable to injury.


arthritis is frequently to blame 
for knee problems; however, years 
of simple wear and tear also can 
take a toll. plus, sudden movements 
can strain or even tear knee 
ligaments or tendons. Women may 


be especially vulnerable to this kind 
of injury, perhaps because they 
tend to bend their knees less than 
men when they run, jump, and land. 


Smart Steps
give your knees a break with 
these measures: 


 Strengthen leg muscles. Strong 
quadriceps in the front of your 
thighs and hamstring muscles 
along the back of the thighs are 
particularly key in protecting 
your knees. Stair climbing, bike 
riding, and exercises with 
weights or elastic bands that 
work those muscles can help.
 Go slow. Walk to warm up, then 
stretch before any workout. be 
sure to stretch quadriceps and 
hamstring muscles to reduce 
pressure on your knees. increase 
the amount you exercise slowly 
and gradually.


•


•


Whether you want to prevent 
diabetes or manage it better, it’s 
best to keep active. In fact, 
physical inactivity has greatly 
contributed to the rise in type 2 
diabetes in recent years.


By getting active, people can 
control—and prevent—type 2 
diabetes. As little as 30 minutes of 
brisk walking, biking, or other 
moderate exercise several times a 
week can lower your blood sugar 
level. Regular exercise also improves 
the way your body breaks down 
carbohydrates and uses insulin. 


How MucH IS enouGH?
It’s ideal to exercise at least 30 
minutes a day. But if you’ve been 
inactive, start out with 10 minutes 
and add more time gradually. 
Other tips:
•  Before you start an exercise 


program, talk with your 
healthcare provider. He or she 
can fill you in on any precautions 
that you may need to take. 


•  If you have diabetes, test your 
blood sugar and check your feet 
for sores or blisters before and 
after exercising.


•  Drink plenty of water before, 
during, and after exercising.


•  Tote a snack in case your blood 
sugar level drops.


StaY SMart
Be sure to pace yourself. If you’re 
new to exercise, a 10-minute walk 
may be enough to start. Then 
gradually add on minutes and 
increase the intensity. Use 
caution though. You should be 
able to hold a conversation while 
you are exercising. If you have 
difficulty breathing or feel faint 
during or after exercise, you’re 
exercising too hard. 


 Maintain a healthy weight. every 
step you take places about three 
times your body weight on the 
knees. So even a small weight 
loss can make a big difference.
 Wear well-fitting shoes in good 
condition. if you play a sport, 
choose shoes designed for that 
sport. 
 Use safety equipment. protect 
knees with appropriate padding 
while playing sports and during 
kneeling activities, like gardening. 
 Go easy on the knees. Choose 
low-impact activities like 
swimming, walking, bicycling, 
and water aerobics.


if you already have knee problems, 
talk with your healthcare provider 
about exercises that can help your 
knees without increasing the risk 
for injury or further damage. z


•


•


•


•


Get Moving 
to control 
Your Blood 
Sugar
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be nice to
your knees
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short on sleep? 
it could spell trouble


people who don’t get enough shut-eye have 
more than twice the risk of dying of heart 


disease compared with those who get the 
required amount of sleep. 


That’s the conclusion of a study in the journal 
Sleep. Scientists looked at sleep patterns and 
death rates in more than 10,000 middle-aged 
people during a 17-year period. The researchers 
found that those who cut back on sleep from 


seven hours a night to five or fewer were much 
more likely to die of heart disease than those 
who consistently got seven hours.


lack of sleep can raise blood pressure, 
possibly resulting in stroke and heart attack.  
Too little sleep may also lead to gaining weight 
and developing diabetes, perhaps because it 
disrupts hormones that affect metabolism and 
appetite. 


If you think you are having a heart attack, don’t let 
more than five minutes pass. Treatments, including 
clot-busting drugs, can save your life. But to be 
most effective, these treatments must begin within 
one hour after symptoms begin. That’s why you 
should call 911 or your local emergency number 
within five minutes of having symptoms. A medical 
team can start treating you right away in an 
ambulance, even before you get to the hospital.


Know tHe SIGnS
The first step to getting fast treatment for a 
heart attack is to know the symptoms:


•  Discomfort or pain in the center of the chest that 
lasts for several minutes or comes and goes 


•  Pain or discomfort in the jaw, arms, back, 
stomach, or neck 


•  Some people—especially women—may experience 
other symptoms, such as shortness of breath, light-
headedness, nausea, vomiting, or a cold sweat. 


Save Your Heart
If you think you might be having a heart attack, 
don’t wait and see what happens. Call for an 
ambulance within five minutes of having 
symptoms. Do this even if you aren’t sure you’re 


Minutes Matter during a Heart attack


Get Just Enough
Health experts recommend people get seven to 
eight hours of sleep a night. unfortunately, sleep 
difficulties plague more than a third of both 
men and women. another study in Sleep blames 
our busy lifestyle. The more hours you work and 
the longer your commute, the less likely you are 
to get enough sleep, say researchers. 


Slow Down
if a hectic pace is wreaking havoc on your 
sleep, try these tips:


 Set limits with yourself and others. Figure 
out what you can do realistically—and say 
no to anything else. 
 plan your time. Make a to-do list of what’s 
most important to you. 
Write in a journal before bed. 


See your healthcare provider if you regularly 
have trouble falling asleep, you wake up a lot, 
or poor sleep disrupts your daily life. z


Call your Health Coach for helpful advice.  
See the back cover for the phone number. 
Learn more about APS Healthcare at  
www.apshealthcare.com.


•


•


•


having a 
heart attack. 


The longer 
the blood supply 
to the heart is 
disrupted, the more 
damaged the heart becomes. A damaged heart 
can make it difficult to do everyday activities, 
such as bathing. According to a study in the 
American Journal of Cardiology, heart attack 
patients had a 16 percent greater risk for 
impaired heart function for every hour they 
delayed getting to the hospital. 







Keep Your Heart 
Muscle Strong
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Over time, coronary artery disease 
(CAD) can weaken the heart’s 
pumping power and lead to heart 
failure or arrhythmia. These 
conditions can be dangerous—even 
life-threatening. But similar to lifting 
weights to build your biceps, 
strengthening your heart can prevent 
arrhythmias and heart failure.


arrHYtHMIaS: 
A fluttering feeling in your chest 
could be the sign of an arrhythmia—
a problem with your heart’s speed 
or rhythm. Some arrhythmias are 
harmless. Others can reduce your 
heart’s ability to pump enough 
blood. They may even stop your 
heartbeat. To stay safe:
•  Know the symptoms and call 911  if 


you experience any of them for 
more than five minutes. These 
include a fast or irregular heartbeat 
with anxiety, sweating, dizziness, 
or chest pain. 


•  deal with stress, which can 
trigger arrhythmias and heart 
attacks. Try yoga, meditation,  
or talking with friends.


•  ask your doctor about medications 
called statins. Studies show that 
statins may protect against some 
types of arrhythmias associated 
with CAD.


Heart FaIlure: 
With heart failure, 


your heart can’t push 
enough blood 
through your 
body. You might 
feel tired and out 


of breath, and your 
legs and abdomen 


might swell. Heart 
failure can limit your 


daily activities and shorten 
your life. To stave off heart failure: 
Do not smoke. Eat a heart-healthy 
diet with fruits, grains, and 
vegetables. Exercise for 30 
minutes on most days.


big belly, aching back, swollen 
ankles. When you’re preg-


nant, it can be an effort to get 
off the couch, let alone hit the 
gym. but staying active has many 
benefits for you—and your baby. 
exercise may increase your energy, 
strength, and stamina. it can help 
you sleep better, as well as reduce 
backaches, bloating, and swell-
ing. in addition, it can decrease 
the risk for premature birth and 
increase the odds that your child 
will also be active.


Best Bets for Beginners
if working out is not normally part 
of your routine, check with your 
ob/gYn before you begin. Start 
slowly, and gradually increase your 
activity level. Stop if you feel pain, 
exhaustion, or shortness of breath. 


a good goal is to build up to 
exercising at a moderate intensity 
for 30 minutes a day, most days of 
the week. if it’s difficult to talk 
while you’re working out, then 
you’re pushing yourself too much.


These exercises are great for 
beginners:


 Walking. a briskly paced walk is 
still easy on your muscles and 
joints. 
 Swimming. a dip in the pool 
gives you a full-body workout 
with a reduced risk for injury. a 
water aerobics class especially 
for moms-to-be might be a 
good option.
 Indoor bicycling. biking is a 
great aerobic workout. Since 
your expanding belly affects 
balance, stick to stationary or 
recumbent bikes.


•


•


•


Keep Going
if you already work out regularly, 
talk with your ob/gYn about how 
you should modify your routine. 
and don’t stop working out after 
your baby’s born. postpartum 
exercise can help you get back in 
shape—and helps you feel 
better mentally. Check 
with your healthcare 
provider to find out 
when you can 
restart your routine 
after giving birth. z


Call your Health 
Coach for helpful 
advice on how to have a 
healthy pregnancy. See the back 
cover for the phone number. Learn 
more about APS Healthcare at 
www.apshealthcare.com.


moms-to-be, get moving! exercise safely
when you’re expecting







Spread by mosquitoes, West nile virus  
can cause a serious and sometimes fatal 


infection. but a study in the journal Emerging 
Infectious Diseases suggests that taking steps 
to avoid mosquito bites can decrease the  
risk of being exposed to this virus by about  
50 percent. Here’s how to put this advice into 
practice: 


 For adults and older children, use an insect 
repellent that contains DeeT.
 Wear long pants, a long-sleeved shirt, and 
socks when you’re outside between dusk 
and dawn—the peak mosquito hours.
put netting over infant carriers and strollers.
Keep window and door screens repaired.
 Drain any standing water outside your home 
to deter mosquito breeding. Check gutters, 
pool covers, old tires, and any open receptacles. 


Use Caution Around Kids
remember that young children should not use 
products with DeeT. read the instructions on a 
repellent product. in general, DeeT should not 
be used on babies younger than age 2 months. 
in place of spray-on repellents, you might want 
to use mosquito netting for infant carriers and 
strollers.


What to Watch For
While most people bitten by a mosquito 


•


•


•
•
•


infected with the West nile virus will not get 
sick, about 20 percent develop an illness called 
West nile fever. Symptoms include mild fever, 
headache, body aches, skin rash, and swollen 
lymph glands. This illness commonly lasts from 
a few days to a few weeks.


in a small number of people—less than  
1 percent—the West nile virus enters the 
brain. This neuroinvasive form of West nile 
infection is most common in older people 
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steer clear of  
west nile virus


and those with a weakened immune system. 
This life-threatening condition can cause high 
fever, headache, stiff neck, lethargy, confusion, 
tremors, and difficulty breathing. 


West nile fever generally improves on its 
own after a few days, though it can last up to 
several weeks. if you’ve been recently bitten 
by a mosquito and notice any symptoms, see 
your healthcare provider right away. z


Have you noticed a musty smell in your home? 
Black spots on the walls? These are the telltale 
signs of molds. Scientists recently concluded 
that molds do not cause major problems in 
healthy individuals. But they can make them 
cough, wheeze, and sneeze. And these tiny life 
forms could sicken people with asthma, 
allergies, immune disorders, or lung diseases.


Molds need water to grow. So eliminating 
water buildup can eliminate molds:
•  Repair leaky roofs and pipes.
•  Use an air conditioner or dehumidifier when it’s 


humid.


Spring cleaning? How to rid Your Home of Molds
•  Use exhaust fans in bathrooms, 


kitchens, and utility rooms.
It may be best to hire a 


professional to clean up a large 
moldy area. Here’s how to clean a 
smaller area on your own:
•  Wear goggles, gloves, and a face mask.
•  Seal off the area to be cleaned from the rest of 


your home by covering heat registers or 
ventilation ducts. But if there’s a window in the 
room, open it before you begin.


•  Scrub affected hard surfaces, first with a mild 
detergent solution, such as laundry detergent and 


water. Then scrub with a 
solution of 1⁄4 cup bleach to  
1 quart of water. Wait 20 


minutes and repeat. Wait 
another 20 minutes. Apply a 


solution of borate-based 
detergent—a product that lists borates 


in the ingredients list—and don’t rinse it off.
• Clean the entire area thoroughly, vacuuming floors 
and washing any affected bedding and clothing. 


To learn more about removing mold from your 
home, visit the Environmental Protection 
Agency’s Web site at www.epa.gov/mold.


QUICK FACT: 
The West Nile virus first appeared in the 
U.S. in 1999 and has since been reported in 
47 states and Washington, D.C. Scientists 
believe it is transmitted by mosquitoes that 
feast on infested birds.







mediterranean 


diced salad
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CALL YOUR  
HEALTH COACH
Your Health Coach is available to 
help you with all your health 
needs. You can reach him or her at 


Learn more about APS Healthcare 
at www.apshealthcare.com.


This recipe uses a low-fat dressing to add a 
pleasant, tasty zing to a healthy salad rich in 
fresh vegetables.


Ingredients
1 19-oz. can of chickpeas (also called  
garbanzo beans)
1 red pepper
1 cucumber
2 stalks celery
1 cup halved grape tomatoes
Juice of 1 lemon, about ¼ cup
1 tbsp. white vinegar
2 tbsp. olive oil
½ cup chopped fresh parsley


directions
Drain and rinse chickpeas and put in a 
large mixing bowl. Core red pepper and 
dice into ½-inch squares. Add to bowl. Peel 


and chop cucumber; slice celery lengthwise 
and chop. Add to bowl. Add halved grape 
tomatoes.


In a measuring cup or small bowl, whisk 
lemon juice, vinegar, and olive oil. Pour 
over salad ingredients. Toss well to coat all 
ingredients. Add parsley and mix again. 
Refrigerate until ready to serve. Season 
to taste.


Yield: Six servings 


each serving provides:
Calories 142
Total fat 6 g
Cholesterol 0 mg
Protein 4 g
Fiber 5 g
Sodium 208 mg
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a man may reduce his risk for 
heart disease by revving up 


his healthy lifestyle practices, 
according to findings published 
in Circulation. all smart choices 
help, but following a specific 
group of five may offer extra 
protection.


The Top Five Tactics
researchers studied almost 43,000 
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QUICK FACT: 
Research over the past 40 years suggests that 
the risk for heart disease begins early in life. 
Although genes play a key role in who will 
develop heart disease, healthy habits adopted 
early can help lower risk.


5 Habits That Help Men
Beat Heart Disease


men working in the healthcare field 
for 16 years. among the men ages 
40 to 75, those whose lifestyles 
included these five healthy practices 
had the lowest risk for heart disease:
1.  not smoking 
2. eating a healthy diet
3. exercising daily 
4. Drinking alcohol in moderation
5. staying a healthy weight


about 2,100 heart attacks 
occurred during the study. 
researchers predicted that 
following the five factors more 
closely could have prevented:


almost 62 percent of the attacks
 more than 50 percent of the 
attacks among men taking 
medication for high blood 
pressure or high cholesterol


Small Changes Help, Too
Compared with men  


who didn’t adjust their 
lifestyle, those who 


adopted just two 


•
•


healthy strategies during the 
course of the study also greatly 
lowered their heart disease risk. 


all men—and women—can 
make lifestyle changes to improve 
heart health. even men at high risk 
for heart disease can keep their 
hearts healthy by:


 Working out 30 minutes a day at 
a moderate-to-intense pace. 
swimming, walking, jogging, and 
biking all count. 
 limiting alcoholic drinks to two 
or fewer a day.
 steering clear of tobacco and 
secondhand smoke. 
 avoiding saturated and trans 
fats and filling up on more 
vegetables, fruits, and fiber-
filled foods like oatmeal. 


regular doctor visits also can help 
men monitor their blood pressure, 
cholesterol, and blood sugar. High 
levels of each increase heart 
disease risk. a man also can 
discuss his specific risk factors 
with his doctor and get advice on 
how to eliminate or lower them. 
People at risk should also consult 
with their doctor before engaging 
in moderate-to-intense physical 
activities. z


•


•


•


•


Stress can be a heartbreaker. A 
study in the journal Lancet 
revealed that, compared with 
other adults, those who’d had 
heart attacks were much likelier 
to have previously experienced 
stress at work or home, 
financial stress, stressful life 
events, or depression. Stresses 
come in big and small 
packages, from job loss or 
surgery to traffic jams. 


Experts say stress can affect 
the heart in two ways. First,  
stress may narrow the arteries 
and contribute to high blood 
pressure and harmful 
cholesterol buildup. Second, 
stressed-out people may fail 
to lead a healthy lifestyle or 
follow medical advice.


Besides depression, signs of 
stress include:
• Fatigue
• Anxiety
•  Headaches or sore neck or 


shoulders
• Insomnia
• Shortness of breath
• Upset stomach
• Weight gain or loss


If you can’t escape the source 
of your stress, the next best 
step is to change your reaction 
to it:
•  Try to stop worrying about 


things you can’t control.
•  Set small-scale, achievable 


goals.
•  Talk problems over with a 


friend.
•  Eat right, get enough sleep, 


and exercise. Being fit helps 
your heart respond to stress. 


•  Inject some fun into your life 
by taking up a hobby or sport.


Lower Stress Levels—
Give Your Heart a Lift







For some people, 
exercise can 


trigger asthma 
symptoms. So how can 


you be physically active and 
have good asthma control? Medication helps, 
but so does your choice of activity. Here are 
some asthma-friendly exercises you can try.


Swimming. It’s one of the best physical 
activities for people with asthma. A warm, 


humid setting indoors or outdoors and 
upper-body toning are helpful. Just avoid 
excessively chlorinated pools. Concerns 
have recently been raised about their 
possible link to asthma attacks.


Baseball, football, golf, and surfing are 
sports that call for short bursts of energy. They 
are less likely to trigger asthma symptoms than 
sports that require sustained vigorous activity, 
such as running, basketball, and soccer.


You may also want to try walking, hiking,  
or leisure cycling. Asthma issues are less 
likely to arise from these sports.


Exercising indoors on days with an ozone 
alert or a high pollen count and avoiding 
freshly cut or sprayed playing fields may 
help.


Talk with your health care provider about  
your exercise routine and ask how to use 
medications. 


Stay Active with Asthma This Summer


taking a brisk walk a few times a week can be life-changing. exercise 
protects against cardiovascular disease, stroke, high blood pressure, 


obesity, bone loss, some cancers, and falls. Being physically fit also helps 
you live longer.


so just how much exercise should you get? Here’s the latest news.


What You Need to Stay Healthy 
the american Heart association and the american College of sports 
medicine have written a new set of physical activity recommendations for 
older adults. this includes people ages 65 and older, as well as adults ages 
50 to 64 with chronic health conditions that require regular medical care. 


specifically, older adults should try to do:
 at least 30 minutes of moderate aerobic activity five days every week. 
this includes brisk walking, cleaning, golfing, or mowing the lawn. or
 at least 20 minutes of vigorous aerobic exercise like jogging three days 
every week. Vigorous activities are best for older adults who are fit and 
experienced in that activity. try hiking or playing singles tennis. anD
 strength exercises at least two days a week. When strength training, 
try to do eight to 10 exercises that hit the major muscle groups. Go 
for 10 to 15 repetitions.
 at least 10 minutes of stretching. stretch every day that you do 
aerobic exercise or strength training.
Balance training to lower the risk for falls.


Get Started
if you’re motivated to be more active, start by talking with your doctor. He 
can help you develop a safe workout plan that includes activities you 
already love. if it’s been a while since you’ve exercised, it’s oK to start slowly. 
Begin with 10 minutes of exercise and work your way up.


once you have reached the minimum exercise goal, you may want to 
be even more active. shooting for 30 to 60 minutes of moderate 
exercise every day is a realistic goal for many. By exceeding the 
guidelines, you may be able to further reduce your risk for chronic 
diseases and prevent unhealthy weight gain. z


•


•


•


•


•


New Exercise Advice
from the Experts
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Citing numerous studies  
that show teenage drivers 


to be some of the most dan-
gerous drivers on the road, the 
american academy of Pediatrics 
(aaP) stresses the important role 
parents play in keeping their  
teenagers safe behind the wheel. 


Why So Dangerous? 
sixteen-year-olds—the youngest 
of 12 million teen drivers—are 
almost nine times more likely to 
crash than an average driver. in 
addition, motor vehicle crashes 
are the number-one cause of 
death among 16- to 20-year-olds. 


the first step to change  
these frightening statistics is to 
understand why teenagers are such 
dangerous drivers. a lot of research 


points to sheer inexperience as the 
main reason, with age, failure to use 
safety belts, distractions, and other 
factors also playing a role. most 
teenagers granted a driver’s license, 
however, simply have not had 
enough exposure to the complex 
situations that all drivers encounter. 
as a result, they often use bad 
judgment and react inappropriately. 


Protecting Teen Drivers
to help protect teen drivers—and 
everyone else on the road—the 
aaP encourages parents to do the 
following:


 serve as positive role models 
behind the wheel. Parents with 
poor driving records are more 
likely to have teenagers who  
are involved in crashes. always 


•


Babies need to see the doctor 
often—even when they’re 
healthy. By the time a child is 
2 years old, she should have 
had almost a dozen well-
child visits. Older children 
need fewer checkups. But 
well-child visits are still 
important as children grow. 


The American Academy of 
Pediatrics recommends a 
once- a-year well-child visit. 
In fact, children and teens 
should skip their annual visit 
only twice: at age 7 and age 9. 


Well-child visits are not just 
for shots. The pediatrician will 
make sure your child’s 
immunizations are up-to-date. 
But the doctor will also 
examine your child to see how 
he or she is developing. 


Your child will probably 
have his or her height, 
weight, and blood pressure 
checked. He or she also may 
be screened for lead 
poisoning, tuberculosis, and 
high cholesterol. 


demonstrate safe driving habits 
and buckle up. 
 Be strict and enforce rules  
and punishments. risky driving 
behaviors, traffic tickets, and 
crashes are less common among 
teenagers whose parents 
control access to the vehicle 
and set strict limits. 


Write and sign a parent-teenager 
driving contract. a contract is  
a great way to ensure everyone 
understands expectations and 
rules. z


Call your Health Coach for 
helpful advice. See the back 
cover for the phone number.


•Kids Never Outgrow 
Regular Checkups
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Parents Are Key to
Safe Teenage Drivers
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Shield Yourself from 
Skin Cancer


the odds of developing skin cancer 
increase with age. other risk factors 


include having fair skin that freckles, a 
family history of skin cancer, more than 
50 moles, and excessive sun exposure. 
speedy detection and treatment could 
save your life.


Suspect Skin Changes
skin cancer can erupt anywhere, but it 
tends to appear most often on the head, 
face, neck, hands, and arms. report to 
your doctor any change in your skin, 
especially a new growth or a sore that 
fails to heal within two weeks. Don’t wait 
for pain—skin cancer rarely hurts.


a change in the size, shape, color, or feel 
of a mole or an unusual new mole is often 
the first sign of melanoma, the rarest 
but deadliest form of skin cancer. When 
checking moles, remember your aBCs:


 Asymmetry: one side of the mole 
does not match the other.
 Border: a mole’s outline is jagged or 
blurry. 
 Color: the color is uneven. You may 
notice different shades of tan, black, 
and brown. areas of white, gray, red, 
pink, or blue also may be present.


•


•


•


 Diameter: the mole is larger than  
¼ inch in diameter—about the size  
of a pencil eraser.
 Elevation: Be wary of moles that are 
raised above the skin’s surface.


Walk on the Shady Side
Here are some tips for saving your skin:


 limit your exposure to the sun when it’s 
brightest, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
 use sunscreen with a sun protection 
factor (sPF) of at least 15. 
 apply sunscreen about 30 minutes 
before going outside. reapply it every 
two hours.
 use sunscreen on sun-exposed areas 
of skin year-round.
Wear wrap around sunglasses.
 Choose tightly woven clothing that 
covers as much skin as possible.
 Wear a hat that has at least a 6-inch 
brim all the way around.
 Be especially mindful about sun 
protection if you take medications that 
boost sun sensitivity. these include 
many antibiotics, diuretics, antihista-
mines, and antidepressants. z


•


•


•


•


•


•


•
•


•


•


Mammograms are one of the best 
tools available for catching breast 


cancer early—when it’s most treatable. 
According to the Centers for Disease 


Control and Prevention, screening 
mammograms can reduce breast cancer 


deaths by about 20 to 35 percent in women 50 to 69 years of age and 
about 20 percent in women 40 to 49 years old. 


DeTeCT BReAST CANCeR eARLY
The National Cancer Institute (NCI) recommends that women ages 40 and 
older have a mammogram every one to two years. If we are going to win 


the battle against breast cancer, women should not skip mammographies. 
No one knows why some women get breast cancer, but there are a number 
of risk factors, including being overweight, drinking alcohol, and genetics.


MAMMOGRApHY WORKS
Mammograms can detect tumors early, when they’re most treatable. 
Most women should begin having a yearly mammography at age 40. 
The fact is, mammography does work. And that is why women need 
to be encouraged to follow their doctor’s advice to get regular 
screenings. You can do your part, too. Remind the women you know 
and love about the importance of regular mammograms—it just 
might save their lives. 


Spread the Word: Mammograms Save Lives







Avoid Smog ... and 
ease Your Allergies
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Sure, springtime 
pollen can be bad 


for allergies, but 
so can air 
pollution. Air 
pollution can 


make it harder to 
breathe, especially 


if you have asthma.
Pollutants from 


factories, consumer products, 
vehicles, and other machines 
with engines can limit your 
ability to take deep breaths and 
trigger asthma symptoms like 
coughing. In addition, dust and 
smoke in the air can be harmful 
to your respiratory system.


Some people are more 
sensitive to pollution than 
others. You may not notice 
that pollution affects your 
breathing until the day after 
you’ve been outdoors.


Your local radio or TV station 
probably offers air-quality 
forecasts. These forecasts use 
the Air Quality Index, or AQI, to 
tell how clean the air is in your 
neighborhood. The AQI uses 
numbers and colors to describe 
air quality. When the AQI is 100 
or lower—symbolized by green 
or yellow—it’s considered 
satisfactory. An AQI of 101 to 
500—represented by orange, 
red, purple, or maroon—is 
unhealthy. At these levels, 
health advisories may be issued 
for people who are sensitive to 
pollution. This includes people 
with heart or lung disease.


When you know the air quality 
is poor, minimize your exposure 
to pollution by limiting your 
time outdoors during the 
afternoon and early evening.


splish, splash—ouch? if your 
children spend time in the 


water during the summer, they’re 
at risk for a painful ear infection 
called swimmer’s ear.


swimmer’s ear occurs when 
moisture in the ear breeds bacteria. 
the ear canal becomes red, swollen, 
itchy, and scaly and may ooze 
greenish or yellow fluid. swimmer’s 
ear is an outer-ear infection. it’s 
different from a middle-ear 
infection, which occurs when tubes 
in the ear become blocked following 
a cold, allergies, or other cause.


Keep swimmer’s ear at bay with 
the following tips:


 earwax is the ear’s natural defense 
against germs. Do not remove it 
with cotton swabs, fingers, or other 


•


objects. When these items are 
inserted into the ear, they can also 
cause wounds that are easily 
infected. if earwax is affecting your 
child’s hearing, talk with the doctor.
 Dry ears thoroughly after 
swimming, bathing, or showering. 
use a towel and have your child 
turn her head from side to side, 
pulling the earlobe in different 
directions to release water. 
 to prevent bacteria from growing 
in moist ears, dose them with a 
drop of a solution made of one 
part alcohol to one part white 
vinegar. or ask your pharmacist 
for an over-the-counter alcohol-
based ear drop. Consider using 
them whenever children are in 
the water for a long time.


•


•


 although rare, bites from ticks may 
also lead to outer-ear infections. 
Check kids’ ears carefully for ticks 
when returning indoors.
 take extra care if your child  
has diabetes, eczema, or an 
autoimmune or other skin 
condition. these increase her 
risk for outer-ear infections.


if your child has symptoms of 
swimmer’s ear, take her to the 
doctor. antibiotic ear drops 
usually clear the infection. z


Call your Health Coach for 
helpful advice. See the back 
cover for the phone number. 


•


•


Protect Your
Child’s Ears This Summer







Grilling is a favorite american pastime. Playing it safe 
when you fire up your grill is just as important as the 


food you choose for a successful barbecue. Here are some 
tips to keep grilling season safe and fun. 


General Tips
 Keep grill at least 10 feet from your house, garage, or 
anything else that can burn—such as dry shrubs. 
Don’t leave a lit grill unattended.
Keep children and pets away from the grill.
Keep a fire extinguisher nearby when grilling.


Charcoal Grill 
 use only charcoal starter fluids to light the grill. never 
use gasoline.
 Don’t add starter fluid to coals that already have been lit.


Gas Grill
 Keep lid open when lighting. if grill does not light after the 
first few tries, wait five minutes to allow the gas to disperse.
turn off the gas valve when grill is not in use. 


•


•
•
•


•


•


•


•
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How to Get   
Fired Up for Safe Grilling


When the heat rises, so does your chance of 
having kidney stones. Experts think that fluid loss 


from sweating may help cause kidney stones to form. In any weather, 
you are more likely to get kidney stones if a relative had them. You are 
also at risk if you are obese, or if you get urinary tract infections often.


Not all kidney stones are the same. Your doctor may run tests to find 
out what type of kidney stones you have. You may also be asked to 
follow a special diet or take medicine to keep from having more stones. 


Summer Is the Season for Kidney Stones
Depending on the type of kidney stones you have, your doctor  


or dietitian may ask you to:
•  Drink a lot of water. 
•  Limit salt. 
•  Eat less meat. 


Check with your doctor or dietitian to make sure you are following  
the right diet.


QUICK FACT: 
Heat from the grill caramelizes sugar in fruits 
such as nectarines and plums, making delicious 
summer treats. Try spearing sliced pineapples, 
bananas, and peaches on skewers and grill until 
the fruit is hot and golden.







Barbecue 


Chicken Pizza


"


© 2009. articles in this newsletter are written 
by professional journalists or physicians who 
strive to present reliable, up-to-date health 
information. But no publication can replace 
the advice of medical professionals, and 
readers are cautioned to seek such help. 
models used for illustrative purposes only. 
(su09 10057m)


CALL YOUR  
HEALTH COACH
Your Health Coach is available to 
help you with all your health 
needs. You can reach him or her at 


Learn more about APS Healthcare 
at www.apshealthcare.com.


Ingredients
1 ready-made 12-inch-diameter thin pizza 
crust
2 teaspoons olive oil
1 cup sliced onion
½ cup thin green or red pepper strips
1 cup cooked chicken, cut into small cubes
½ cup bottled barbecue sauce
1 cup shredded part-skim, low-moisture 
mozzarella cheese


Directions
Preheat oven to 450 degrees. Heat oil in 
a frying pan and add onion and pepper 
strips. Fry over medium heat until soft, 
adding a little water instead of more oil  
if onion and pepper start to burn. 


Add chicken and barbecue sauce. Stir 
and remove from heat. Place ready-made 
crust on a cookie sheet. Spread chicken, 
onion and pepper mixture evenly on crust. 
Top with mozzarella. Bake for 10 minutes, 
watching carefully that cheese doesn’t 
brown too much.


Cut into eight wedges. 


Nutrition Facts:
Each wedge contains about 220 calories, 26 
grams protein, 7 grams fat, 23 milligrams 
cholesterol, 26 grams carbohydrate, 1 gram 
fiber, and 469 milligrams sodium.


Prsrt std
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Indoor triggers cause a lot of problems 


for people with asthma. But there are 


steps you can take to limit your exposure. 


The most common indoor triggers are


discussed here. 


Dust Mites


• Wash bedding in hot


water each week.


• Cover your mattress


and pillows with dust-


mite-proof cases.


• Use pull-down shades


or vertical blinds instead


of horizontal blinds.


• If you can, replace wall-to-wall 


carpets with linoleum, hardwood, or 


tile floors. Use washable throw rugs.


Animals


• If you want a pet, it’s best


to choose one that doesn’t 


have fur or feathers. 


• Keep pets with feathers 


or fur out of your home. 


If you can’t do this, keep 


them out of the room you 


sleep in.


• Wash your hands after handling pets.


• If you’re allergic to feathers, don’t


use down (feather) pillows, comforters, 


or jackets.


Mold


• Have someone else


clean damp areas


weekly. This includes 


shower stalls and sinks.


• While showering or


bathing, run an exhaust 


fan or leave a window


open in the bathroom.


• Don’t use vaporizers, humidifiers, or


evaporative (swamp) coolers. They


increase the humidity that can cause


mold to grow.


Insects and Pests


• Store food in tightly


sealed containers.


• Keep your kitchen clean.


• Remove garbage from


your home daily.


• Use a pest control service 


or home pest control to get


rid of cockroaches. Avoid


using chemical sprays. 


Smoke


• If you smoke, talk


to your healthcare 


provider about programs 


to help you quit. 


• Avoid secondhand smoke. 


Don’t let people smoke in 


your home or car. 


• Sit in the non-smoking section when eating 


out. Ask for non-smoking hotel rooms and 


rental cars.


• Avoid fireplaces and wood stoves. If you 


can’t, sit away from them. Make sure the 


smoke is directed outside. 


Perfumes and Odors


• For household cleaning, 


mix water with white


vinegar or baking soda. 


Use this instead of 


bleach or ammonia.


• Use scent-free detergents, 


shampoos, soaps, and other 


products whenever you can.


• Store clothes in boxes with lids instead 


of using mothballs or cedar chips.


• Use exhaust fans while cooking to


reduce odors. 


Reducing Indoor Triggers Staying Active


Dealing with asthma may seem overwhelming. 


And feeling stressed can make your symptoms 


even worse. But you’re not alone. There are 


many resources to help you cope with asthma.


Reducing Stress


• Try to reduce the overall stress in your life. 


Feeling upset, excited, or stressed can trigger 


asthma symptoms. 


• Check your health plan or local hospital for 


stress-reduction classes.


• Learn ways to relax. Try listening to music or 


gently stretching. Close your eyes and imagine 


a place that is calming.


• Take slow, deep breaths when you start to


feel stressed. 


Getting Support


• Ask your healthcare team or your local 


American Lung Association about asthma 


support groups. 


• Talk to family, friends, and co-workers about 


asthma. Share this brochure with them.


• Have someone 


go with you to 


appointments with 


your healthcare 


provider. 


• Be sure to ask for 


help when needed. 


Asthma doesn’t have to keep you from 


enjoying exercise. The key is knowing what 


you can do. Some activities may be outside 


your comfort range. But you can manage 


asthma and still stay fit. 


Get Your Body Moving


• Choose aerobic exercises such as distance 


walking, biking, swimming, and dancing. 


These activities strengthen your heart 


and lungs.


• Make exercise part of 


your weekly routine. 


Sign up for yoga, 


spinning, or 


dance classes.


• Combine exercise 


with exploring. Hike 


in a state park. Walk 


through a museum or 


an aquarium. 


Exercise Safely


• For some people, exercise is an asthma


trigger. If this is true for you, talk to


your healthcare provider. You may need 


to take medication before exercise.


• Slowly work up to 30 minutes of 


activity a day. Don’t overdo it.


• Use medication as directed.


• Drink plenty of water.


• Warm up for at least 5 minutes 


before exercise. 


Feeling Better


Living Well with 
Asthma


Understanding • 
Asthma


Monitoring Your • 
Breathing


Using an Inhaler• 


Reducing Triggers• 


Staying Active• 
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Do you know how open your airways are 


right now? You can use a peak flow meter 


to find out. Peak flow monitoring can


warn you of flare-ups, even before you 


have symptoms. 


How to Use a Peak Flow Meter


• Move the marker to 0,


or to the lowest number.


• Stand or sit up straight. 


Be in the same position 


each time you test.


• Take a deep breath,


as deep as you can.


• Put the mouthpiece 


between your upper 


and lower teeth.


Close your lips 


tightly around it.


• Blow once, as hard


and as fast as you can.


• Take the meter out of 


your mouth. Write


down the number


where the marker has 


moved. Then put the 


marker back to 0, or 


the lowest number.


• Repeat as directed.


Ask your healthcare 


provider how often to 


check peak flow and 


how to get your 


personal best number.


The Asthma Zones can help you track


and respond to asthma symptoms.


Green Zone: Keep Taking


Daily Medications


• No wheezing.


• Asthma doesn’t interrupt


your sleep or cause you


to miss work or school.


• Quick-relief medication is rarely needed.


• Peak flow is 80% to 100% of personal best. 


Yellow Zone: Take More 


Medication as Directed


• Some coughing, wheezing,


or chest tightness.


• Breathing (while at rest) is


a little faster than normal.


• Peak flow is 50% to 80% of personal best. 


Red Zone: Take Action, 


Get Help


• Constant coughing, wheezing, 


or difficulty breathing. 


• Waking from sleep more


often because of 


asthma symptoms.


• Peak flow is less than 50% of personal best. 


• Take medication as directed and call your 


healthcare provider. 


• Call 911 (emergency) if you’re struggling 


to breathe, can’t walk or talk, or your lips or 


fingernails are turning blue.


An inhaler gives a measured amount


of medication. Use your inhaler as


instructed by your healthcare provider.


One common way is shown below.


Medication is an important tool for


managing asthma. If your healthcare 


provider prescribes medications, be sure 


to know how and when to use them. 


Quick-Relief Medications


• Are inhaled when needed.


• Open the airways right after 


you take them. 


• Can stop flare-ups once 


they’ve started. 


• Can be used to prevent 


flare-ups triggered by exercise.


Long-Term Medications 


• Are inhaled or swallowed on 


schedule, usually every day. 


• Help keep asthma under 


control and reduce chances 


of a flare-up.


• Will not stop a flare-up once 


it has begun.


Your Treatment Plan 


May Need Adjusting If...


• You use a quick-relief inhaler more than


2 times a week (not including exercise).


• You wake up with asthma symptoms


more than 2 times a month.


• You refill your quick-relief inhaler


more than 2 times a year.


1 2


3 4


Remove cap
and shake well. 
Breathe out.


Hold the inhaler 
2 finger-widths 
in front of your 
mouth.


Breathe in through 
your mouth as you 
press on the inhaler.


Hold your breath. 
Count to 10. Then 
slowly breathe out. 


If you have asthma, there’s good news. 


Today, people with asthma are living


healthier and feeling 


better. With self-care,


you have the power 


to manage asthma


and feel your best. 


Why Is Managing 


Asthma Important? 


Asthma is a disease that 


narrows the airways.


It can be worsened by everyday things such


as dust or smoke (triggers). An asthma flare-


up causes coughing, wheezing, and shortness


of breath. If asthma isn’t managed well, your


lungs can be permanently damaged. 


The Goals of Self-Care


Self-care combined with your 


healthcare provider’s treatment 


program is the best way to protect 


your health. Self-care means: 


• Managing your condition and 


improving your health to feel 


your best.


• Responding to symptoms and 


knowing when to get help. 


• Avoiding known triggers and 


following your healthcare 


provider’s advice.


Living with Asthma Monitoring Peak Flow Using the Asthma Zones Taking Medication Using an Inhaler


Outdoor triggers tend to be seasonal. This 


means during certain parts of the year 


you may need to stay inside more often 


to reduce symptoms. Common outdoor 


triggers are discussed here.


Weather


• Dress for the 


weather. If cold 


air triggers your 


asthma, try wearing 


a scarf over your 


nose and mouth.


• Limit outdoor 


activity on windy 


days, especially if 


the weather is very 


hot or very cold. 


• Make the most of good weather. Head 


outside and have fun.


Smog and Pollen


• Keep an eye on local air 


quality reports, especially 


in the summer. You 


can find reports in the 


newspaper, on the radio, 


or online. 


• On days with poor air quality or high


pollen counts, stay indoors as much as


you can.


• On days with good air quality,


head outside and exercise.


• Use air conditioning instead of opening


the windows in your home or car. 


Avoiding Outdoor Triggers
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Decreased Blood Flow
When your heart is not pumping well, less blood 


moves through your body. That means your tissues 


and organs don’t get the oxygen they need.


Symptoms


 Trouble exerting yourself 


 Blue skin


 Feeling weak, tired, and dizzy 


 Confusion and trouble thinking clearly 


(usually only in older people)


Kidney Problems
Your kidneys help rid your body of salt (sodium) and 


excess water. When your heart is not pumping well, 


your kidneys do not get the blood they need to do 


their work. Salt and excess water build up and make 


your body even more congested.


Heart Changes 
When your heart is not pumping well, it tries to make 


up for its loss of power. Your heart may:


 Get bigger so it can hold and pump more blood.


 Build more muscle mass to increase its 


pumping power.


 Beat faster.


At first, these changes help your heart work normally. 


In the end, however, they only make your heart 


more tired.


Your body needs a steady supply of oxygen-rich blood to 


do its work. Your heart is the pumping force behind the 


system that supplies your body with the oxygen it needs. 


How the System Works


Lung Congestion
When your heart is not pumping well, blood can back 


up in your lungs and force fluid into the breathing 


spaces. The fluid then builds up, causing congestion 


in the lungs.


Symptoms 


 Shortness of breath, wheezing, or coughing when 


you exert yourself.


 Problems breathing when lying flat


 Waking up at night coughing or short of breath


 Coughing up sputum (a thick liquid) colored 


with blood


Fluid Buildup
When your heart is not pumping well, blood can 


back up in your blood vessels and force fluid into 


your body tissue. The fluid then builds up, causing 


congestion throughout the body.


Symptoms


 Rapid weight gain


 Swelling (called edema) 


of the feet, ankles, and 


legs, as well as other 


parts of your body


 The need to urinate 


(pass water) many 


times during the night


Physical Exam
A medical evaluation helps your healthcare provider 


diagnose your condition and come up with the best 


treatment plan for you. During your physical exam, 


your healthcare provider may:


 Ask about your medical history.


 Look for signs of heart failure such as shortness 


of breath, weakness, and swollen ankles and feet.


 Check for possible 


causes such as high 


blood pressure.


 Listen to you breathe 


with an instrument 


called a stethoscope.


Medical Tests
If your healthcare provider 


needs more information 


about your condition, he or she may recommend 


medical testing. Common medical tests include:


 Echocardiogram (which uses sound waves to 


produce an image of your heart on a screen)


 Electrocardiogram (which uses a recording device 


to measure the electrical activity of your heartbeat)


 Chest x-ray


Visiting Your HCPEffects of Heart Failure


What Is Heart Failure?
When you have heart failure, it does not mean that your 


heart has stopped working. It just means that your heart 


is not pumping as well as it should. There are two main 


types of heart failure.


Systolic Heart Failure


This type of heart failure occurs when the heart 


pumps with less force.


Diastolic Heart Failure


This type of heart failure occurs when the heart 


becomes stiff and can’t fill with blood.


The Causes of Heart Failure 
When your heart does not pump as well as it should, it’s 


usually due to some other condition. Conditions that can 


lead to heart failure include:


 Narrowing of the blood vessels that supply blood to 


the heart (called coronary artery disease)


 Past heart attack


 High blood pressure 


 Heart valve disease


 Primary disease of the heart muscle (called 


cardiomyopathy)


 Defects in the heart present at birth (called congenital 


heart disease)


 Infection of the heart valves or the heart muscle 


Learning About Heart Failure
Understanding how heart failure occurs will help 


you manage your condition. To learn more about 


heart failure:


 Ask your healthcare provider (HCP) to help 


you understand your condition (bring a list of 


questions you have with you to your appointment).


 Get in touch with heart failure support groups.


 Search the Internet if you have access to a computer.


 Check your local library for books and other 


resources.


Oxygen-poor blood travels from your body to 


your heart.


Your heart pumps the  oxygen-poor blood to your 


lungs, where it picks up oxygen. The oxygen-rich 


blood then 


returns to 


your heart. 


Your heart 


pumps the 


oxygen-rich 


blood to 


your body 


through 


“pipes” called 


blood vessels.


Heart Failure Basics


Medication Tips
 If you have any side effects, call your healthcare 


provider. Keep taking your medication unless 


your healthcare provider tells you to stop.


 Keep your medications in a pillbox that’s marked 


with the days of the week. Fill the box at the 


beginning of each week. 


 Bring your medications 


with you when you visit 


your healthcare 


provider.


 Take your medications 


at the same time 


every day. 


 Never take more or less medication than 


prescribed. 


 If you miss a dose, call your healthcare provider 


for advice. Don’t take an extra dose to make up 


for the one you missed.


 Ask your healthcare provider before taking any 


over-the-counter medications.


 Discard outdated medications. Many pharmacies 


take back expired medications.


 Fill your prescriptions right away and renew 


them before you run out.


 Never take medication that’s been prescribed 


for someone else. 


 Don’t split your pills to save money. Talk to 


your healthcare provider if you’re having trouble 


paying for your medication. 


Taking Medication
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Serving Size: 1 envelope (13g)
Servings Per Container:  15


Amount Per Serving


Calories  45 Calories from Fat 10


 % Daily Value*


Total Fat  0g 0%


 Saturated Fat  0g 0%
 Trans Fat  0g 


Cholesterol  10mg 3%


Sodium  130mg 5%


Total Carbohydrate  8g 3%


 Dietary Fiber less than  1g 3%


 Sugars  1g


Protein  2g


Ingredients: Enriched egg noodles (wheat 
flour, egg yolk, iron, folic acid), yeast 
extract, carrots, partially hydrogenated 
corn oil, salt, natural flavors.


* Percent Daily Values are based on 
a 2,000 calorie diet.


Nutrition Facts


Decoding Food Labels Taking Medication Staying Active Tips for Life


You can compare food labels to make
the healthiest food choices. Here are
some items to look for:


Healthy eating and exercising are great ways 
to lower cholesterol. But you may need some 
extra help. That’s why your healthcare 
provider may prescribe medication as part
of your treatment plan. 


Making the Most of Medication


For the best benefit, take medication just as 
prescribed. Here are some tips to help. 


Serving size: 
Label values are
based on this
amount. If you
eat more, you get
more calories, fat,
and cholesterol.


Saturated fat:
Choose foods low
in saturated fat. 


Trans fat:
Choose foods
with no trans fat.


Cholesterol: 
Look for foods 
that are low 
in cholesterol.


Ingredients: 
Avoid foods that list 
hydrogenated oils.


Note: On a food label, no trans fat means 
less than 0.5 grams trans fat per serving when 
hydrogenated oil is listed in the ingredients. 


• Ask your healthcare provider 
when and how often to take 
your medication. 


• Tell your healthcare 
provider about any 
medications, herbs, or 
supplements that
you’re taking now. 


• Remember to take your 
medication. Don’t skip 
a dose even if your 
cholesterol goes down.


• Take your medication with 
a glass of water. Ask if 
your medication needs to
be taken with food. 


• If you have side effects,
call your healthcare provider. 
Don’t stop taking medication 
without your doctor’s okay.


Regular exercise can help raise HDL 
(good) cholesterol. It can also lower LDL 
(bad) cholesterol and other heart risks. 
And you don’t need to sweat in a gym to 
gain benefit from activity.


Getting Started


Talk to your healthcare provider before starting an 
exercise program. After you begin, increase your 
activity gradually. 


• Take a walk once a day. 


• Go to the park with a friend. 


• Take the stairs instead of the elevator. 


• Do stretches while watching TV, or do chores 
such as vacuuming.


Increasing Your Exercise Level


Once you’ve added activity 
to your day, you’re ready to 
move on. Do something fun. 
Try using light weights, 
dancing, power walking, 
or swimming. Work up to 
at least 30 minutes of 
exercise most days. 


Tips for Fitness


• Try to be physically active most days of 
the week.


• Exercise with a partner. 


• Choose activities that increase your 
heart rate. 


• Allow time to warm up and cool down.


• Drink plenty of water.


• Bring fresh fruit
and cut veggies 
as an exercise
snack. 


Maintaining a Healthy Weight


When you’re overweight, your body has more 
stored fat and cholesterol. Ask your healthcare 
provider what weight range is healthiest for you. 
If you need to lose extra pounds, increasing 
activity can help. 


In addition to the changes you’re making to lower 
cholesterol, there are other ways you can boost 
your health. Two important changes are reducing 
stress and staying smoke-free.


Reducing Stress


• Make time for your family and for yourself.


• Exercise. Sign up for a dance or yoga class. 
Take a long walk.


• Relax. Try deep breathing or meditation.


• Check your local hospital or phone book for 
stress reduction classes.


Staying Smoke-Free


• Ask your healthcare provider 
if nicotine replacement 
products or medications 
may be right for you.


• Check your phone 
book or hospital 
for smoking 
cessation programs.


• Set a quit date and 
share it with friends 
and family. Stick to it.


• Think of ways to beat cigarette 
cravings before they happen.


• Avoid places or situations that 
tempt you to smoke. 


Understanding Cholesterol •


Choosing Healthier Foods •


Taking Medication •


Staying Active •


Managing


Cholesterol
High
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Cannula


 Treatment Options (cont’d) Living with COPD


Quitting Smoking 
The most important thing people with COPD can do to 
improve their health is to stop smoking. The disease 
progresses much faster when damaged lungs continue 
to be exposed to smoke.


Prepare to Quit


• Pick a quit date no more than 2 weeks away.


• Tell your family and friends you’re quitting. Ask for 
their support.


• Ask your healthcare provider about nicotine 
replacement products (such as patches or gum). You 
may also want to ask about medications that can 
help lessen your urge to smoke.


• Join a support group or a stop-smoking program. 
Talking with people who know what it is like to quit 
smoking may help you cope.


Breathing Exercises
Pursed-Lip Breathing


Pursed-lip breathing allows more air 
to enter your lungs and requires less 
energy. It will help you feel better 
and conserve energy.


1. Inhale slowly through your nose until 
your lungs are full.


2 Purse your lips as if you were going to whistle or give 
someone a kiss.


3. Breathe out slowly while keeping your lips pursed.


Time your breaths so that you spend twice as long 
breathing out as you do breathing in.


Diaphragmatic Breathing


The major muscle used in breathing is your diaphragm. 
With COPD, your lungs swell up with trapped air and 
flatten out this muscle. A flattened, weakened diaphragm 
makes it hard to breathe. This exercise will strengthen 
your diaphragm and make breathing easier.


1. Lie on your back with your knees bent and your feet flat 
on the ground. (The carpet is the best place, but a firm 
bed works, too.)


2. Place one hand on your stomach just below your belly 
button and the other on the middle of your chest. 


3. Inhale and exhale using pursed-lip breathing.


4. As you inhale through your nose, keep your upper chest 
as still as possible and make your stomach move out.


5. As you exhale, let your stomach fall inward while 
keeping your chest still. Watch your hands. Make sure 
that the hand on your stomach rises and falls with your 
breath and that the hand on your chest stays still.


Aerobic and Strengthening Exercises
Exercise is good for everyone, including people with COPD. 
Regular exercise “teaches” our muscles to use the oxygen 
we breathe more efficiently. “Trained” muscles can do more 
with less oxygen and give you more energy for performing 
your daily activities. Check with your healthcare provider 
before beginning an exercise program.


“Warm Up” Your Lungs (See Breathing Exercises)


Start with pursed-lip breathing for several minutes. 
Continue using pursed-lip breathing while you exercise.


Recommended Exercises:


• Walking 3 or 4 times a day for 
5 to 15 minutes at a time. 


• Swimming is a great option. Many 
people with COPD find it easier to 
breathe the humid air around a 
pool. Simply lifting your arms and 
legs in the water can build strength 
and counts as exercise. You don’t 
have to swim laps!


• Strengthening exercises for your 
upper body can be especially useful. 
When the muscles used for breathing 
get stronger, breathing becomes easier. 
Try lifting light weights (such as soup 
cans) 10 times in a row.


For Patients Using Oxygen Therapy


You may need to increase your oxygen flow rate 
during exercise. 


Stop exercising immediately if:


• You become nauseated or dizzy.


• You become seriously short of breath.


• You experience pain.


Call your healthcare provider if any 


of these symptoms do not go away.


Manage Your Time and Energy
Here are a few energy-saving ideas:


• When you know a task will take a long time, take breaks and 
continue only when your energy has returned.


• Use paper plates when appropriate to eliminate the need 
to wash dishes.


• Keep cleaning supplies on a utility cart with wheels that 
travels with you from room to room as you clean.


• Bring a travel bag on rollers when you go shopping.


Eat Healthy Foods
Since COPD makes breathing so much 
harder, the muscles you use to breathe can 
use up to 10 times as much energy as a 
healthy person’s muscles. This is why it is 
so important to eat properly.


• Avoid foods that make you 
feel bloated.


• Try eating 6 smaller meals a 
day instead of 3 large ones.


• Limit your intake of 
caffeinated drinks.


• If you use oxygen, wear your cannula 
while eating.


• Choose foods that are easy to prepare.


• Drink 6 to 8 glasses of fluid a day (unless 
your healthcare provider says otherwise). 


• Limit your salt intake.


• Eat your main meal early in the day.


Vaccinations
Vaccinations can help keep 
you healthy by preventing 
infections. 


Influenza Vaccination


Since different forms of the 
flu emerge each year, it is 
important to get your flu 
shot once a year.


Pneumococcal Pneumonia Vaccination


A pneumonia shot is recommended for everyone over 65. 
It is especially important for COPD patients.


Surgery
Certain surgeries may be an option for some COPD 
patients. Talk with your healthcare provider about 
whether or not you should consider surgery.


Lung Reduction Surgery


A portion of each lung is removed. This helps open 
up the airways, so air can travel through them more 
freely. This surgery can be done for some patients 
with emphysema. It may reduce symptoms, but it’s 
not a cure.


Lung Transplantation


The lungs are removed and replaced with healthy 
lungs from a donor who has died. This surgery may be 
available for a few patients who are very sick. If you 
qualify for this surgery, you’ll be put on a waiting list 
for donor lungs. Patients who have this surgery must 
take medications for the rest of their lives to keep the 
body from rejecting the new lungs.


The Day You Quit (and Beyond)


• Toss out your remaining cigarettes, ashtrays, and 
lighters.


• Drink more water and juice, but stay away from 
alcohol and caffeine.


• Chew sugarless gum to curb your hunger or food 
cravings.


• Plan a special celebration for yourself. Eat your 
favorite meal, go to a movie, or spend time with a 
nonsmoking friend.


• Ask friends and family not to smoke around you. 
Try to avoid places where smoking is allowed.


Avoid Irritants
Breathe easier by staying away from the following:


• Cigarette smoke  • Dust  


• Air pollution  • Work-related fumes


• Excessive heat or cold  • High altitudes 


•  People who have a cold or flu


COPD
Managing


COPD Basics• 


Risk Factors• 


Treatment Options• 


Living with COPD• 


Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
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The information in this guide has been accumulated from current medical literature and is generally accepted 
by the medical community at this time. However, this information is not meant as a substitute for personal 
medical advice. If you have worrisome symptoms or conditions, contact a physician immediately.
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Mucus


Healthy Bronchial Tube


Chronic Bronchitis


Healthy Alveoli


Emphysema


COPD Basics


What Is COPD?
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is 
a combination of diseases that make breathing difficult. 
Emphysema and chronic bronchitis are the two main 
diseases that together make up COPD. COPD inhibits your 
ability to exhale stale, oxygen-poor air from your lungs. 
When you are unable to exhale all of the stale air in your 
lungs, there isn’t enough room for oxygen-rich air to enter 
the next time you breathe in.  


How Your Lungs Work


Your airways are shaped like the roots of a tree. 


1. When you inhale, oxygen-rich air travels in through your 
mouth and nose and down your windpipe (the trachea). 


2. The air travels through a series of smaller and smaller 
branches (bronchial tubes). 


3. The air reaches the tiny air sacs (alveoli) in your lungs. 


4. There, oxygen is transferred from the air in your lungs to 
your blood, which will carry it throughout your body.


5. You exhale the air, which is now oxygen-poor, from 
your lungs. 


Emphysema
Emphysema causes permanent damage by weakening and 
breaking the alveoli in the lungs. When several adjacent 
alveoli collapse, a large space forms that traps oxygen-poor 
air that needs to be exhaled.


Chronic Bronchitis*
This condition refers to long-term scarring and thickening 
of the walls of the bronchial tubes. Your body overproduces 
mucus (a thick, sticky coating) to soothe the bronchial 
tubes. This narrows your airways even more.


*Unlike acute bronchitis, chronic bronchitis develops over 


a lifetime and does not go away with time.


Risk Factors


Avoiding certain risk factors can help keep your airways 
healthier longer. By slowing the progression of COPD, you 
will be able to do more and feel better.


Risk Factors You Can Control
Smoking: Smoking is the number 1 cause of COPD. 
Long-term smoking accounts for 80–90% of all cases of 
COPD. Continuing to smoke with COPD will damage your 
airways even more.


Secondhand smoke: Nonsmokers who are exposed 
to secondhand smoke for long periods of time also 
have an increased risk of developing COPD. Exposure to 
secondhand smoke for patients with COPD irritates their 
airways and speeds the progression of COPD.


Environmental pollutants: Breathing in harmful 
pollutants at work or in the environment can increase 
your chances of developing COPD and worsen its effects. 


Your local or county health services department may be 
able to tell you if there are businesses or industries near 
your home that use harmful chemicals, or if there are 
harmful pollutants associated with your job. 


Airborne chemicals to avoid include: lead, mercury, coal 
dust, and hydrogen sulfide (a byproduct found at fuel 
refineries).


It is also a good idea to stay indoors on days when there is 
an ozone or smog alert in effect.


Risk Factors You Can’t Control
• History of frequent upper respiratory infections.


• Pneumonia during childhood.


• Heredity: There is an inherited form of emphysema 
called alpha-1-antitrypsin deficiency (A1AD). With 
A1AD, the body itself breaks down the tiny air sacs in 
your lungs. Avoiding other risk factors can slow the 
progression of the disease and the development 
of emphysema in patients with A1AD.


Treatment Options


COPD is not curable. However, many treatment options 
are available to help lessen its effects on your life. 


Medications


Medication is an important part of COPD management. 
Talk to your healthcare provider or pharmacist if you 
have any questions about your medications. Some 
commonly prescribed medications include:


Bronchodilators


Bronchodilators can be inhaled or taken orally. They 
relax and open up the air passages in your lungs, helping 
you breathe easier. Inhaled forms are usually prescribed 
first because they can give relief within 15 to 20 minutes. 


Corticosteroids 


Corticosteroids can reduce inflammation and swelling in 
the airways. They can also reduce mucus production and 
decrease sensitivity of airways to irritants and allergens.


Antibiotics


Antibiotics are used to treat infections when they occur. 
They are not taken continuously. Infections are common 
in patients with COPD.


Expectorants


Expectorants help loosen the mucus in your airways. 
They may make breathing easier by helping you to expel 
the excess mucus.


Alpha-1-Protease Inhibitor


This drug may slow the progression of emphysema 
in patients with A1AD. It is used only by patients who 
develop emphysema from genetic factors.


Oxygen Therapy
COPD limits your ability to take in oxygen-rich air. 
Oxygen therapy increases the level of oxygen in the air 
you breathe. This may allow you to be more active 
and comfortable.


The Right System for You


There are 3 options available for patients who need 
supplemental oxygen. Each has its pluses and minuses. 
Your healthcare provider may recommend more than 
one type depending on your specific needs.


1. Concentrators


Concentrators plug into the wall and take oxygen from 
the room air.


 Don’t require refilling


 Are convenient for home use


 Can be noisy


 Can add to monthly electricity bill


 Are not portable


 Require a backup system in case of a power outage


2. Compressed Gas Systems


Compressed gas systems are metal tanks filled with 
oxygen gas and are available in 
several sizes. 


 Usually the least expensive option


 Most widely available


 Less portable than liquid systems


 Require frequent refillings


3. Liquid Systems


Liquid systems hold oxygen in a 
liquid form. They have two parts: a 
large container that you keep at home, 
and a portable, lighter tank you can refill.


 Portable unit is lightweight


 Allow for a more active lifestyle


 More expensive


Oxygen Safety


Oxygen, like any treatment or medicine, must be used 
safely in order to be helpful. Your oxygen tank, used 
safely, will not explode or burn, but oxygen can make 
fire burn hotter and faster. Make sure you follow the 
following safety tips:


• Never set the oxygen flow rate higher than the rate 
prescribed by your healthcare provider.


• There should be no smoking in a room where 
oxygen is being used.


• Keep your tank at least 5 feet away from any 
open flames.


• Keep your tank at least 5 feet away from any 
electrical equipment that may spark.
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Cholesterol TestingControlling Your Cholesterol Choosing Between Fats Steps to Healthier Eating


Is your cholesterol too high? 
If it is, you’re not alone. 
The good news is that you 
can manage cholesterol 
and protect your health—
without sacrificing your 
taste for life.


What Is Cholesterol?


Cholesterol is a waxy substance in the blood. It’s 
made by the liver. You need some cholesterol to 
stay healthy. But when there’s too much in the 
blood, it can build up on vessel walls.


Why Is Management Important?


High cholesterol can creep up on you without 
warning. You may feel fine. But over time, high 
cholesterol puts you at risk of heart disease, heart 
attack, and stroke. 


The Goals of Self-Care


Self-care combined with your healthcare 
provider’s treatment program is the best 
way to protect your health. Self-care means: 


• Managing your condition and 
improving your health to feel 
your best. 


• Responding to test results and 
keeping follow-up appointments. 


• Limiting risk of future health 
problems.


Cholesterol can be checked with a simple 
blood test. The results can show how well 
your self-care and treatment plans are 
working. You can also use the results to 
track your own progress.


What to Expect 


Cholesterol screening and testing may be done 
at your healthcare provider’s office, a health fair, 
pharmacy, or other location. A small blood sample 
is taken from your finger or arm. Depending on the 
test, you may need to avoid eating beforehand. 


How Often to Get Tested


Have your cholesterol tested as often as your 
healthcare provider recommends. This may be 
every 5 years or more often, depending on your 
overall health.


Cholesterol and Other Test Results


Some tests show the total amount of cholesterol in 
your blood. Other tests break down all the types of 
lipids (fats) in your blood. 


Total Cholesterol


This number is the total amount of cholesterol in your 
blood. The higher the number, the more likely it is that 
cholesterol is affecting your health.


HDL


This is called “good” cholesterol. It carries excess 
cholesterol out of the blood.


LDL


This is called “bad” cholesterol. It can stick to vessel 
walls, reducing or blocking blood flow.


Triglycerides


These are a type of fat in the blood. When needed, 
the body uses triglycerides                                         
for energy. 


Healthy Targets*


Total Cholesterol 200 or lower


HDL men, 40 or higher


   women, 50 or higher


LDL Lower than 100


Triglycerides Lower than 150


*Ask your healthcare provider about targets that are   
right for you.


Not all fat is the same. You can learn which 
fats are healthiest for you. Also, be aware 
that the more saturated and trans fats you 
eat, the more cholesterol your body makes.


Healthier Fats 


• Monounsaturated fats 
may lower LDL (bad) 
cholesterol. They are 
found mostly in 
vegetable oils, such 
as olive, canola, and
peanut oils. They’re also found
in avocados and some nuts. 


• Polyunsaturated fats may lower total 
and LDL (bad) cholesterol. They are mostly 
found in vegetable oils, such as corn, 
safflower, and soybean oils. They’re also found
in some seeds, nuts, and fish.


Unhealthy Fats


• Saturated fats raise 
total and LDL 
(bad) cholesterol. 
They’re found in 
animal products,
such as meat, poultry,
milk, lard, and butter. They’re also found in 
coconut and palm oils.


• Trans fats raise LDL (bad) cholesterol. They come 
from hydrogenated oils. Trans fats are found in 
processed foods such as cookies, crackers, and 
some types of margarine.


Lots of delicious foods are low in 
cholesterol and fat. Here are some ways
to get on the road to better eating.


Choose


White-meat chicken 
and turkey without 
the skin


Egg whites or 
egg substitutes


Fat-free or low-
fat milk and 
dairy products


Whole-grain 
oatmeal flavored 
with fresh fruit


Fresh fruit and 
veggies with low-fat 
dressing or hummus 


Instead of


Red meats, especially 
high-fat cuts and organ 
meats


Whole eggs 
with yolks


Whole milk


Packaged oatmeal 
flavored with sugar 
and salt


Potato chips 
and dip


When Shopping


Compare food labels. Pick 
products that are low in 
cholesterol and fat, with 
little saturated and trans 
fats. Buy fresh foods 
whenever you can.


When Eating Out


Ask your server for low-fat 
or heart-healthy suggestions. 
Or ask for dishes to be made 
with less fat. Order salad 
dressings on the side. 


• Steam, microwave, broil, grill, 
or bake food. Avoid frying food.


• Use nonstick sprays or 
cookware instead of 
butter or margarine.


• Choose skinless chicken, 
turkey, and fish. Trim 
extra fat before cooking.


• Use olive or canola oil instead 
of lard, butter, margarine, or 
shortening. 


• Replace each egg in 
a recipe with two egg 
whites.


• Try fat-free, butter-flavored 
powders instead of butter.


• Use reduced-fat 
salad dressings and 
mayonnaise.


Making Better Choices


Many foods that you love now can 
be prepared in healthier ways.
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12.7
Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services

REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7, page 122

We continually refine our approach to fiscal agent operations, building our partnership on proven best practices while introducing and supporting innovative solutions to meet the needs of Nevada's evolving healthcare environment.

		

		



		· Three decades of MMIS operations expertise incorporating best practices


· ACS assumes responsibility for the entire contract – management of subcontractors is transparent to DHCFP


· Staff located in Reno drawing on the local labor pool including the incumbent’s staff


· Local Reno state-of-the-art mailroom and data entry facility that processes all incoming and outgoing mail


· Innovative solutions to save program dollars while improving outcomes 



		





Maintaining stable business operations that optimally support efficient, customer-service-driven program operations is pivotal to the success of DHCFP’s Medicaid and Check Up programs. Our goal in performing ongoing operation of the MMIS and its peripheral systems is to seamlessly support the technical infrastructure while focusing on delivering day-to-day services that consistently meet or exceed DHCFP’s expectations for quality. Even during a takeover, fiscal agent and MMIS operations is foremost about business continuity and ensuring the reliability of stable, secure, and efficient processes. To accomplish this continuity, we will blend current ACS team members and work with DHCFP to retain much of the incumbent staff. Retaining a staff with direct, relevant experience in operating the Nevada MMIS and related systems reduces risk to operational efficiency and maximizes the opportunities for increased quality of service to providers and recipients.

The recipients and providers who are served through the MMIS, as well as the taxpayers whose dollars are being spent, have a right to expect excellence in service. To provide this level of excellence requires a solid partnership between DHCFP and its Fiscal Agent—a partnership that will be built on the knowledge that both entities are committed to providing only the best for the citizens of Nevada. Partnerships are built through sharing knowledge and resources in order to reach a common goal. Our longstanding commitment to the Medicaid environment allows us to share ideas and bring innovations to DHCFP—ideas and innovations garnered through our wide range of fiscal agent experience.

Our wide-ranging experience also enhances our ability to assist DHCFP with necessary program changes and help improve access, quality, and sustainability of services. Our depth of experience allows us to quickly gather information related to best practices for Medicaid and other programs in order to be prepared for the future. Currently, we serve as the Medicaid fiscal agent for 11 states, many of which included takeover processes. Our most recent experience includes the takeover of the Alaska system and operations from First Health Services—accomplished in a 30-day time frame. Another takeover of First Health operations in Virginia is currently in process and is on track for early implementation.


In this section, we present our approach to meeting DHCFP's objectives for Medicaid claims processing and program support services and confirm our compliance with the associated Contractor Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, System Performance Requirements, and Contractor Performance Requirements located in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table (Attachment Q).


As required by the RFP, we have organized the remainder of this chapter into the following sections:

12.7.1 Overview of Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services

12.7.2 Managed Care Enrollment

12.7.3 Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR)


12.7.4 Call Center and Contact Management


12.7.5 Provider Appeals


12.7.6 Provider Enrollment


12.7.7 Provider Training and Outreach


12.7.8 Finance/Accounts Payable


12.7.9 Return ID Card Process


12.7.10 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)


12.7.11 Printing and Postage


12.7.12 Prior Authorization


12.7.13 Utilization Management


12.7.14 Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT)


· 12.7.15 Personal Care Services (PCS) Program


12.7.1
Overview of Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services


REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7, page 122-127, and Section 12.7.1, Attachment Q

Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services are supplemental services provided by the Fiscal Agent or their designated subcontractor that support operational functions, and are not specifically associated with the Core MMIS or peripheral tools and systems. Examples of such services include Utilization Management and TPL recovery services.


The following Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services support the operational functions of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up. The associated Contractor Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, System Performance Requirements, and Contractor Performance Requirements are located in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table (Attachment Q).

ACS and our subcontractor HMS, bring together a team that will perform the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services in partnership with DHCFP. With ACS’ 27 years of fiscal agent experience and HMS’ 30 years of TPL recovery experience, our team thoroughly understands the day-to-day tasks needed to successfully support the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services. We have analyzed the scope of work and carefully proposed the right combination of staff and state-of-the art systems to support these important services. Our goal is to support these services under the new contract with no interruption of services, minimizing the impact to the provider community.

12.7.2
Managed Care Enrollment

REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7.2, Attachment Q

DHCFP’s managed care programs consist of the following key components: contracting of managed care entities; supporting multiple health care models including Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) and Primary Care Case Management (PCCM); eligibility and enrollment of recipients; accepting and storing of encounter data; managing monthly capitation and episodic payments to managed care entities; and management and payment of capitation for non-emergency transportation for all fee-for-service and managed care recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the Managed Care Enrollment requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

As one of the most experienced Medicaid MMIS/fiscal agent contractors in the country, ACS possesses extensive experience in the administration of managed care enrollment. This experience includes:


Managed care contract administration


Managed care program administration that involves multiple managed care models, including both health maintenance organization (HMO) and primary care case management (PCCM)

Policy development support


Operational and systems functionality translation of policy

Creation and maintenance of eligibility and enrollment data


Interface development with managed care entities


Storage, reporting and analyses of encounter and enrollment data


Capitation and episodic payment processing management


Retrospective capitation payment and auto and manual reconciliation


· Full document management functionality that includes indices by inbound communication type and notice category with case file creation links


Our managed care solution includes the development of Health Plan Employer Data and Information Set (HEDIS) reports and output using the ACS Health Information Exchange’s (HIE) database and tool set, including DiagnosisONE. DiagnosisONE has the capacity to absorb Continuity of Care Documents from the HIE environment and produce quality metrics. These quality metrics include not only DHCFP required HEDIS measures, but support the full range of Physician Quality Reporting Initiative (PQRI) metrics reportable to CMS. Additionally, this includes the full set of quality metrics that are required to measure and support provider stimulus payments for Meaningful Use through 2015. DiagnosisONE will also allow custom development of clinical rules such that DHCFP can create metrics to understand efficiency and quality of care. Refer to Proposal Section 13, Health Information Exchange (HIE) for details about our HIE solution.

Managed care reports are also produced by the Core MMIS related to the program administration of managed care. Other reporting, including analysis and reporting on encounter data is generated through the Ingenix decision support system (DSS). ACS is responsible for the coordination of activities between Ingenix and the respective managed care organizations in the development of interfaces and ongoing operational processes related to the extract; transformation, and loading (ETL) of encounter data. ACS’ relationship with Ingenix is strengthened and tightened through a strategic alliance that was executed between the two organizations in 2008. Under the terms of the alliance agreement, Ingenix delivers a broad array of decision support methodologies, software applications, and related consulting services. This type of relationship creates not only a stronger union that delivers greater reliability in operational performance, it also provides DHCFP with a contractor with greater flexibility in program and functional options, as well as access to a much deeper and broader resource pool than can be deployed through the typical contractor-subcontractor relationship.


Enrollment


Under the new contract, we have two enrollment specialists who will assist providers and recipients with questions and process enrollment forms. They will report to the provider relations manager.

Managed care enrollment begins with the generation of enrollment letters. When a newly eligible or reinstated recipient is received via the Nevada Operations of Multi-Automated Data Systems (NOMADS) interface, the system evaluates demographic data and programmatic eligibility to determine if the recipient falls within the criteria for managed care assignment. For example, if a new Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) eligible recipient from Clark county is received, and does not qualify for an exemption, the recipient is a mandatory enrollee for managed care. The system generates enrollment letters for all newly eligible recipients who meet the managed care assignment criteria. Recipients normally have a certain amount of time to respond with a managed care health plan selection prior to automatic enrollment. The on-site enrollment staff, using CRM, processes correspondence and telephone requests for managed care health plan assignments. The letters are stored in ODRAS and letter data is also imported to our call center contact management system, Oracle CRM On-Demand. A tracking record is created in the system that identifies each recipient sent a letter and the data.

After the DHCFP-defined deadline for manual enrollment, the system automatically assigns health plans for those recipients who have not selected one, following DHCFP-defined algorithms. These algorithms may include geographic location, relationship to other family members already assigned to a plan, age, gender, health care program, previous enrollment, lock-in or lock-out assignment, Indian tribal enrollment, and capacity of the managed care organization or Primary Care Provider (PCP) to accept new assignments. Special health care data is captured and maintained, such as language spoken, handicap access needed, specialized medical needs, and high risk criteria. If the managed care program has the capability to assign those recipients to special providers, this information can be submitted to the managed care organization for PCP assignment or used for PCP assignment within a PCCM program. Managed care assignments are maintained over time, including the source of the assignment, whether recipient choice or system-assigned. The system generates a letter to each newly assigned recipient with the managed care assignment information.


Recipients may also, under certain conditions and time frames, request a change in managed care assignment. Based on DHCFP policies, the enrollment staff makes those changes online. In addition, the managed care organization may send PCP assignment changes, newborn assignment notifications, and demographic or third party liability changes to the Core MMIS for update.


Based on DHCFP policies, recipients may be enrolled or disenrolled retroactively, or granted exempt status from managed care enrollment. All exemptions and disenrollments are maintained, along with the reason for the action.


Provider/pcp/pccm


ACS enrollment staff also maintains the provider database for managed care health plans, such as individual providers affiliated with an HMO or PCCM health plan. This information includes the number of recipients who can be assigned to the provider, geographic location, special health care information such as language spoken, handicap access, and health care specialty, and a cross-reference of all health plan networks in which the provider is enrolled.

Health plan information is also maintained in the core MMIS, including geographic locations, population demographics, health specialties, and networks. Health plan enrollment is maintained by begin and end date. Disenrollments include a reason code and date.

The disenrollment of a provider may be received from an interface with the HMO, as well as from DHCFP or directly from a provider request. If a health plan or PCP becomes inactive, the system automatically reassigns recipients enrolled with the plan or PCP, based upon DHCFP-defined criteria. Based upon algorithms available in the Core MMIS, this reassignment could be by percentage, by defined number, or by a one-to-one transfer of a recipient from one health plan to another.

Encounter


Encounter data received from health plans is first edited using a subset of claim edits. This is to ensure that required data is present and that it meets basic integrity criteria before loading it to the database and DSS. Encounters that do not meet edit criteria are identified on error files and reports to the submitting health plan for correction. The Core MMIS accepts and reprocesses corrected encounter data. We understand, based on page 153 of the RFP, that the Core MMIS has processed over three million encounters. Further, the Interfaces List in the Reference Library indicates that there is a monthly encounter EDI interface file that is provided to the MMIS.

Encounter data is important for use in analysis of health care quality, utilization, and comparison to fee-for-service claims. It is also analyzed in order to set capitation rates. The DSS provided by Ingenix is used to provide this analytical capability, including real-time ad hoc queries. HEDIS reporting uses both encounter and claims data in the analysis of care for certain medical conditions, and the DSS is used to provide that data.

We have found that encounter data varies in quality from health plan to health plan. One aspect of our communication plan with managed care organizations stresses the need for complete and accurate encounter information. If this data is not available, DHCFP has difficulty in comparing fee-for-service to managed care services to determine cost effectiveness, quality of care, and pay-for-performance compliance.


data/reports


Core MMIS, Direct Outcomes (part of our HIE solution), and the DSS are used to provide reports. The Core MMIS and DSS contain recipient health plan enrollment history by date, provider health plan associations and recipient assignments, health plan data, and encounter information.

The Core MMIS is used to produce the following types of reports:


Manual and automatic recipient enrollment


Recipient disenrollment


Recipient lock-in and lock-out assignments


Recipient PCP assignments and changes


Health plan and PCP rosters


Health plan and provider disenrollments and sanctions


Health plan reassignments


Letter generation by type and date


Health plan interface updates, including PCP assignment changes, PCP status, newborns enrolled, and appropriate recipient demographic or TPL changes


Capitation and PCCM case management fee payments


· Encounter process summaries, including error reports


Direct Outcomes provides analytical reports, including HEDIS and quality of care, pay for performance, fee for service compared to managed care, and other utilization analyses. The DSS provides utilization analyses and ad hoc queries of managed care data by authorized staff.


Claims/Payment


ACS has extensive experience in the generation of capitation and case management fee payments for managed care programs. We not only have experience in maintaining capitation rates, but we have provided consulting services in establishing payment policies, rates, and incentive structures.

Capitation rates and case management fees can be maintained at the health plan and provider level, based upon rate cohorts. These are factors such as recipient demographics, special health needs, eligibility program, provider specialty, and geographic location. The Core MMIS generates capitation payments based upon provider-specific rates associated with the appropriate rate cohort for each recipient. The payment may be pro-rated based upon enrollment date. A PCCM payment may be a case management fee, a capitation payment, or both, as well as fee-for-service reimbursements.


The system also calculates and issues risk-controls payments based upon provider, procedure, and diagnosis information on an encounter. Based upon DHCFP policy, payment holdbacks or incentive payments may be issued, based upon risk pool criteria maintained in the system.


The system processes adjustments and recoupments against capitation and case management fee payments, similar to fee-for-service claim payments. Special financial information is maintained, including Supplemental Omnibus Reconciliation Act (SOBRA) file data for one-time maternity kick (SOBRA) payments, stop loss payment requests, and carved out services.

letters/notices


The Core MMIS automatically generates an enrollment letter to all newly eligible recipients, and maintains online the type of letter sent and date. Disenrollments and assignment changes also trigger a letter to the recipient. Health plans may also receive notices, depending on DHCFP requirements. Letters and notices are loaded to ODRAS for easy access and tracked in our contact management system, CRM.

The system allows notice and letter templates to be defined and maintained online, and also allows a letter or notice to be generated or reprinted upon request. We understand that the volume of letters generated in the last year has averaged approximately 5500 per month.


12.7.3
Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR)

REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7.3, Attachment Q

PASRR is a screening and review process used to assess whether an individual is appropriate for nursing facility placement. The PASRR program is federally mandated for all individuals before entering a nursing facility. The administration of the PASRR is the responsibility of the contractor. Nursing home applicants must be screened before admission to determine whether they may have a serious mental illness, mental retardation or a related condition. This is known as a Level I screening. A Level II screening is required if the screener cannot rule out mental illness, mental retardation or a related condition. The Level II screening determines whether nursing home facility services are appropriate, whether a particular nursing home is capable of providing appropriate services in light of the nature of the individual’s mental illness or mental retardation, and whether the individual needs “specialized services,” as defined in federal law and regulations.


•
PASRR reviews are required for individuals with mental illness, mental retardation, or residents with a related condition and for those who experience a change in condition;


•
When there is a change in condition, a new LOC or PASRR screening may be necessary;


•
The prior authorization process for long-term care is based upon PASRR screening and LOC determinations; and


The Vendor must respond to the PASRR requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3 Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

ACS’ proposed solution to support administration of the Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR) program reflects a studied appreciation for current program requirements as well as the flexibility to accommodate any future program modifications. Our solution includes the assignment of experienced personnel and a fully configurable care management systems solution in full support of DHCFP’s PASRR initiatives.


Staff proposed by ACS to support the Nevada Medicaid PASRR program, including the Medical Director, staff managers and supervisors, program specialists, clinical (and health policy) analysts, systems support personnel and administrative support staff, will all be located in the ACS Reno, Nevada office. To prevent any potential service interruptions or delays (e.g., in the event of unexpected volume spikes) onsite staff are supplemented by clinical staff who work from home and centralized care and quality services resources out of ACS’ Franklin, Wisconsin facility. Our Reno area-based Medical Director will assume responsibilities required by the PASRR program, including quality assurance oversight and policy development support. Our clinical staff performs Level I and Level II determinations based upon State and federal guidelines, including the review of individual psychological evaluations and recommendations for specialized services in a Level II evaluation. We understand, based on the State’s answers to questions 418 and 419 in Amendment 3, that approximately 1450 Level I and 15 Level II screenings are performed per month.

The Healthcare Management team assigned to the Nevada Medicaid PASRR program will use ACS’ Integrated Care Management System (ICMS), our care management system, to support administrative and work flow processes including:


Activity tracking in PASRR screening processes


Cataloging and maintenance of benefit plan information and level of care policy


Inbound document indexing and storage


Input and maintenance of Level I and Level II screening decisions

Electronic storage of completed Level I and Level II PASSR forms in ODRAS

Placement determination postings and data retention


Notification generation and documentation


Interfacing with the MMIS to provide level of care information for claims processing


· State and federal reporting


As a “peripheral” system, our care management system is interfaced directly to the Core MMIS to update appropriate recipient records and to support accurate adjudication and long term care benefit plan policy.


Our care management system is a state-of-the-art, Web-based, HIPAA-compliant medical case management system designed by clinical and technical experts to support the full spectrum of Medicaid and commercial medical healthcare management programs. This system provides robust recipient tracking functionality—an integral component of any case management solution. All modules within our care management system , including Client/Eligibility Demographic, Call Tracking, Correspondence Tracking, Task List Tracking, and Client Advocacy, Correspondence, among others, are highly configurable and scalable, with configurable data fields, drop-down values, and reporting options to meet the business requirements and match the workflows of DHCFP. In addition to providing the core functionality to support healthcare management the system, leverages our HIE infrastructure to become fully inter-operable.


Long Term Care (LTC)


The Core MMIS uses the PASRR determination to validate eligibility for a nursing home payment, in conjunction with other unique nursing home claim adjudication and payment factors, including level of care, patient liability, allowed leave of absence days, and hospice enrollment or services within a nursing facility.

During claims processing, the Core MMIS evaluates a LTC facility claim to ensure that the appropriate PASRR screening has been performed and the nursing facility placement found to be appropriate. In addition, the system determines the appropriate level of care rate for the date of service, ensures that any leave of absence day billed is allowed, and applies the appropriate recipient liability amount to the allowed payment prior to determining the facility reimbursement amount.

The Core MMIS processes hospice facility claims using appropriate edit criteria, such as approved enrollment for the hospice service and location for the date of service. If the recipient is receiving hospice services in a long term care facility, the system pays the hospice the approved percentage of the LTC rate rather than the LTC facility.

12.7.4
Call Center and Contact Management


REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7.4, Attachment Q

The Provider Relations Call Center and Contact Tracking business function includes the processes related to the Fiscal Agent’s operation of a call center, staffed with customer service representatives to handle provider relations, including Pharmacy related inquiries. This function provides for the maintenance of telephone lines for inquiries, the capability to speak with a customer service representative, and the tracking and reporting of call center statistics. This function is supported by an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system that allows inquiry for topics including eligibility verification, claims status, Prior Authorization request status, check and EFT information.

The Provider relations call center is the front door to the provider community and its toll-free line is usually their first point of contact. In a constantly evolving environment, providers need accurate enrollment, program, and billing information and the key component in supplying this information is an effective call center.

In recognition of our commitment to call center excellence, ACS was recently awarded PaceSetter status by the Call Center Industry Advisory Council (CIAC). This highly coveted award acknowledges ACS as the global leader in call centers for the health care industry. Approximately 30 percent of ACS’ 65,000 employees are dedicated to call center services. In the field of healthcare alone, ACS answers 15 million calls per year in 32 call centers across the country, including inquiries from more than 20 million participants in Medicaid, Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), Medicaid MCO and/or pharmacy benefit programs.

ACS’ call center transition experience helps ensure continuity of service for all stakeholders. We have recent successful experience in transitioning call center programs in Alaska, Arkansas, Massachusetts, Mississippi, and New Jersey. ACS converted the prior contractor’s client database in less than six hours for each of these conversions, and the call centers were all established as documented in the agreed-upon conversion plans, with no delays in operation. In the past five years, ACS has transitioned 20 call centers from incumbent contractors to ACS-run operations.

Our experience, combined with our forward-thinking technological approach, provides us with a unique perspective on implementing call center operations. We offer DHCFP a solution comprised of the best people and a superior suite of tools and technology, which when combined, result in optimal service to Medicaid providers and other stakeholders. In Table 12.7-1, we briefly describe the main features of our Reno call center.

Table 12.7-1. ACS Call Center and Contact Management 

		Call Center and Contact Management Feature

		Benefit



		Avaya S8730

		Industry standard telephony solution 



		Avaya CMS

		Captures call statistics for detailed reporting and call routing



		Avaya CTI

		Supports ‘screen pop’ of provider demographic information on the agent’s screen



		Verint Witness Impact 360

		Records voice and screens for all calls to support quality control activities 



		Oracle CRM OnDemand

		Tracks all contacts (by phone call, e-mail, correspondence, or in person) to provide complete reporting analytics by contact type and source of inquiry 



		Call center queues

		Connects providers directly to specially trained customer service representatives who answer questions accurately and efficiently on the first call



		Call center scripts and reference tools

		Call center specialists follow standard scripts and use shared reference tools to ensure correct and consistent information



		Call center specialist certification

		Call center specialists must meet certification requirements to ensure staff is competent and fully trained to handle provider inquiries



		24/7 pharmacy coverage

		Assist pharmacy providers when they need it regardless of the time of day or day of the week





General


A call center cannot operate effectively without established performance standards and a firm resolve to meet or exceed those standards. ACS is committed to making sure that all calls result in a positive experience every time a provider has a question or wishes to obtain information about enrollment, program benefits, claim filing and prior authorization procedures and requirements, claims adjudication decisions, or recipient eligibility. Our call center solution brings together best practices, well-trained staff, and advanced technology to integrate communication processes in support of exceptional customer services.

The Reno-based provider relations call center is available Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Nevada time, excluding State observed holidays. The call center is sufficiently staffed, includes an ample number of toll-free lines, and is scalable and flexible to handle a variety of inquires, including phone, internet, fax, written mail and e-mail. Our contact management system, Oracle CRM OnDemand, allows us to maintain an electronic log of all inquiries, including phone, written, and face-to-face with providers. We track the date and time of the inquiry, the form of the inquiry (i.e. phone call, e-mail, fax etc.), the nature of the inquiry and the name of the provider making the inquiry. We also track the date of response, the form of response, the call center specialist or other ACS staff handling the inquiry, its outcome and any relevant information or notes. DHCFP has access to the call center tracking system for inquiry purposes and all communication and correspondence logs are available to DHCFP upon request.


We use the Avaya call system in many of our MMIS accounts throughout the country. It will meet and exceed the needs of the Nevada provider relations call center, based on our analysis of the current Nevada call center statistics, its superior features and our successful client experience using Avaya in our other fiscal agent accounts. Through Avaya, we have the ability to measure key call center performance metrics, including:


Number of calls received

Average speed of answer

Average caller hold time

Rate of abandoned calls


· Average call length

Avaya also has the ability to develop customized reporting, both real-time and historical. We maintain historical records of all call center data and provide reporting to DHCFP on these key call center performance metrics on a monthly basis.

We know that the key to a successful customer service-focused call center is qualified and well-trained staff. Our comprehensive transition plan and training strategy ensure that our staff is thoroughly trained on the Nevada MMIS, including program policy, enrollment, recipient eligibility, electronic data interchange (EDI), and prior authorization and claims filing guidelines. Call center specialists access a variety of tools and reference information regarding the Nevada MMIS, including program specific information and online help, in order to ensure accuracy and completeness in responding to provider inquiries. Further, each ACS fiscal agent department has specific policies and procedures to follow and provider relations is no exception. All policies and procedures adhere to State and federal rules and regulations and DHCFP policy.

We encourage providers to access the interactive voice response (IVR) as their first option for routine inquiries, thus ensuring our call center specialists are available for more complex inquiries. The IVR option allows providers to check eligibility, check claims status and prior authorization status, as well as to make payment and electronic funds transfer (EFT) inquiries.

We also educate providers about the option to make eligibility or claims status inquiries, or submit enrollment or prior authorization requests through our secured Web portal and encourage them to use the Web portal as a primary source of provider information. Our call center serves as the helpdesk for the Web portal and assists providers with logging in, setting up and changing user IDS and passwords, navigating the portal, and trouble-shooting connectivity issues.

When taking inquiries from providers, we follow strict privacy and security rules and ensure that all requests are in compliance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) standards. Each eligibility inquiry and response is assigned a confirmation number so that the provider may reference it in any later inquiries. In the event a recipient calls the call center, we provide a bilingual (English and Spanish) option to redirect the inquiry to the appropriate Eligibility Case Worker(s). We understand based on the State’s answer to question 39 in Amendment 3, that this is a DHCFP Eligibility Case Worker.

Pharmacy specific


By using both our call center in Reno, Nevada and our call center in Henderson, North Carolina, we are able to provide exemplary customer service to pharmacy providers 24/7. Our Reno call center assists providers with their inquiries during the day Monday through Friday 8:00 am to 5:00 pm Nevada time and our Henderson call center provides assistance during evenings and weekends. Our Henderson call center serves as the primary call center for many of our pharmacy benefits management (PBM) clients and serves as the off-hours call center for our Medicaid clients in Maryland, Washington DC, and Mississippi. Our Henderson call center is well-equipped to provide off-hour services, with well-trained staff and state-of-the art equipment. Reference materials in our Reno and Henderson call centers are kept updated and call center representatives are continually trained in any Nevada program changes. Following best practices for coordinating the two locations, management conducts weekly status and information calls, maintains combined e-mail distribution lists for program changes, and conducts a rigorous quality assurance program lead by the Reno call center. These activities ensure that callers receive the same level of service and accuracy of responses regardless of which call center responds to their inquiries.

Call center specialists in both locations have access to a variety of tools in order to provide accurate information regarding drug coverage, reimbursement information and authorizations. Both call centers are staffed with pharmacists and pharmacy technicians that are well-versed in Nevada’s pharmacy program. In both sites our staff can triage and answer complex questions regarding prior authorizations and pricing, such as the maximum allowed cost (MAC) program, and they can support overrides of claims editing. The Reno and Henderson call centers have the necessary technology to provide screen capture and voice recording of all calls. The Henderson facility uses the same call tracking system, Oracle CRM OnDemand, to log calls as those taken by our Reno call center ensuring seamless call center pharmacy services. Both call centers have access to Pharmacy Benefits Management Open System Plus (PBM OS+), our proposed solution for pharmacy claims processing. With full integration and redundant call center management, calls can be seamlessly routed during evenings and weekends to well-trained, knowledgeable staff in either location.

With over three decades of experience in call center management, our overriding commitment is to provide the provider community, other Medicaid stakeholders, internal ACS staff, and DHCFP the assistance and information they need in a prompt, courteous, and customer-focused manner from our call centers in Reno and Henderson.

12.7.5
Provider Appeals


REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7.5, Attachment Q

The Provider appeals support services function includes the ability to accept, maintain, process, and track providers’ appeals as well as generate and track letters for each decision point in the appeals process.


The Vendor must respond to the Provider Appeals requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

Providers need to have a process in place to settle disagreements and we support appeal procedures for many areas of disagreement such as claims disputes, denial of enrollment applications, provider terminations and denial of prior authorization requests. Such appeals may be initiated by telephone or written notification in accordance with DHCFP policy. Our Provider Services Department and technology support proper processing of appeals that is compliant with federal guidelines as well as the state of Nevada’s guidelines. We continuously inform the provider community how to file an appeal.


We follow DHCFP-approved guidelines for processing appeals. We record appeal decisions, make updates to provider appeal data, and track all appeal activities from initiation through final decision including dates and results. If approved, staff initiates the claim adjustment or other update based upon the information received with the appeal.

Our staff enters each appeal in the ACS contact management system - Oracle CRM OnDemand - fully identifying the appeal with a unique number, provider name, and reason codes for future tracking and reporting. Oracle CRM OnDemand makes all documentation, research, reports, actions taken, follow-up and final determinations for an appeal available for review by ACS and DHCFP.

Staff use Oracle CRM OnDemand functionality to generate provider letters related to the appeal and we have the ability to enter free-form text if needed. The completed letter is automatically imaged and linked to the case record for future reference and retrieval and is stored in ODRAS. We reprint these letters and notices upon request. Denial letters contain the reason for the denial as well as the provider’s right for future appeals. All letter templates will be approved by DHCFP.

12.7.6
Provider Enrollment


REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7.6, Attachment Q

The Provider Enrollment support services business function includes requirements for contractor support of recruitment, enrollment, and disenrollment of Providers into Nevada Medicaid and Check Up.


The Vendor must respond to the Provider Enrollment requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


Provider enrollment is one of the most critical elements for the success of a state Medicaid program. DHCFP is responsible for oversight of the enrollment of providers in accordance with federal and Nevada state regulations, as well as the maintenance of provider enrollment information for all participating entities. We offer DHCFP the lessons-learned in our many years of successfully implementing innovations (e.g., interactive Web portals) for Medicaid and similar health care programs in other states. Our solution addresses both Nevada’s need for seamless and efficient enrollment services and the providers’ need for reliable, effective, and easy-to-use enrollment procedures. Based on the knowledge we have gained supporting provider enrollment services in 11 states, we propose qualified staff, efficient operations, and proven project management to fulfill DHCFP requirements and enroll providers quickly and accurately.


Provider Enrollment

Our provider enrollment solution features our proven Web portal enrollment, tailored use of Lotus Forms to create intelligent provider applications, and use of our workflow and document storage tools. By leveraging our extensive experience and our proven workflow management products, we are able to take over the provider enrollment function from the current vendor smoothly and reliably. The seamless integration of our services and system components enables ACS to move all provider applications through the enrollment process efficiently, contributing to increased processing speed and improved responsiveness to providers. Highlights of our solution are presented below:


Table 12.7-2. Provider Enrollment


		Provider Enrollment Feature

		Benefit 



		Specialized call center queue dedicated to Provider Enrollment 

		We dedicate a call center queue designed specifically to answer questions related to the enrollment process and application status 



		Contact Management System – Oracle CRM OnDemand

		CRM provides call scripting, reporting, analytics and centralized tracking of all provider enrollment activities 



		Web portal online enrollment

		Complete provider access to applications, correspondence, and enrollment status through the Web portal enrollment function



		 IBM Lotus Forms product

		Lotus Forms allows ACS to configure specific application field-level business rules that can be applied to both electronic and paper applications ensuring the quality and integrity of documentation



		Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System (ODRAS)

		Tools by DocFinity provide efficient, automated, and fully controlled workflow for provider documentation, and optimize the image and document storage capability



		Experience enrolling providers for numerous Medicaid programs currently in 11 states

		ACS has the expertise, insights, and best practices accumulated from extensive provider enrollment experience nationwide





We work in partnership with DHCFP to ensure we follow all State and federal rules and regulations with regards to the provider enrollment process. When a prospective provider contacts us regarding enrollment, we answer any questions and supply the necessary information needed to become a provider in the Nevada Medicaid program, Nevada Check Up program, or other programs as specified by DHCFP. Each provider type may have unique requirements, so we create specialized workflows which include the necessary documents a provider needs to become enrolled. Prospective providers have several options when requesting information regarding the Nevada Medicaid or Nevada Check Up programs including phoning the call center, sending a written request, e-mailing a request, or accessing all of the necessary information on the Web portal. We are equipped to respond in the provider’s preferred method of communication.

Our experienced provider field representatives actively recruit Medicaid and Nevada Check Up providers in their assigned geographical areas. ACS focuses its recruitment efforts on underserved medical service areas and works closely with various provider organizations and local medical societies to recruit Nevada Medicaid providers.

Staffing: Our provider enrollment staffing plan offers DHCFP the assurance of a well-trained, knowledgeable support team that is ready to successfully perform all provider enrollment-related functions and services. Our comprehensive transition plan and training strategy ensures that our enrollment specialists are highly qualified and well-trained to assist providers with enrollment application processing, specific enrollment requirements for each provider type, and voluntary disenrollment. When a prospective provider reaches our provider relations call center, they are routed to a queue that is staffed by our enrollment specialists, who have the technical tools and resources to quickly access the provider’s enrollment application information with the goal of delivering accurate and efficient customer service.

Web portal enrollment: Our Web portal enrollment solution emphasizes online provider self-service. The Web portal functions as a single point of contact for providers to establish a profile and access enrollment packages. Providers view applications and related forms that can be downloaded, printed, completed, and returned or completed and submitted online. IBM’s Lotus Forms integrates with the portal for easy, accurate forms submission. Our ODRAS solution captures forms submitted online and manages the flow of data through all systems and processes.

Upon completion and submission of enrollment applications, providers may upload additional needed documents that are automatically associated with the provider’s application. This capability allows all documents uploaded via the Web portal to be auto-indexed with the application tracking number and other values desired by DHCFP for efficient handling.

Paper enrollment: Although our solution supports a self-service model, we also offer the capability of printing and mailing provider enrollment packages as needed. Requests for enrollment packages come from four sources: the Web, email, written correspondence, and telephone. When we receive a request it is immediately forwarded to Oracle CRM OnDemand, our proven solution for documenting communication within our call center. CRM automatically creates a record to track the request. A call center associate processes the request and mails the enrollment package to the provider. CRM maintains a record of the request and our response for inventory, auditing, tracking, and reporting.

Enrollment application data validation: We configure our IBM’s Lotus Forms solution to support the validation and data entry of application information in accordance with DHCFP policy. Lotus Forms supports both the electronic entry of application data via the ACS Web portal and the entry of data keyed by ACS staff from submitted paper applications. When the Web portal receives an electronic application, Lotus Forms applies guidelines and DHCFP-defined business rules for the provider. As the provider enters the data onto the electronic application form through the Web portal, Lotus Forms ensures the data within each field is complete and will not let the user navigate to another page or submit the application before it is complete. Lotus Forms makes certain that the data is validated, complete, and accurate upon submission by the provider through the Web portal. Once this document is complete, it is sent through an interface to the CRM workflow for processing.

We scan and load paper applications into ODRAS which routes the applications to provider enrollment associates who manually key the application data using the same Lotus Forms–created pages that providers use to submit applications electronically. Once this form is complete, it is then sent through the enrollment CRM workflow for processing. The same validation rules will apply for both paper and electronic applications. Applications are then directed through the appropriate workflow, which ultimately transfers the fully validated, accurate data to the MMIS.

Enrollment application review: Our workflow routes applications that require verification of credentials and application‑screening techniques to provider enrollment personnel who perform the verifications and screening. Our trained enrollment specialists review each application thoroughly and validate all enrollment requirements for the applicant’s provider type. We promptly notify the prospective provider of any missing or unclear information or documents using Oracle CRM OnDemand generated correspondence, and follow up by phone and e-mail. Our primary focus is to ensure that each prospective provider meets all of the Nevada Medicaid or Nevada Check Up enrollment requirements and to make the enrollment process as smooth, timely, and effective as possible for the applicant.


Document management: Our ODRAS solution accurately images and profiles all documentation received from providers or DHCFP. It ensures that scanned images are captured and managed within an appropriate records management framework to capture content and support the indexing process. Please refer to Tab XIV – Other Reference Materials, Section 12.6, ODRAS Description for a detailed narrative regarding ODRAS.

ACS scans and stores all outgoing provider correspondence with the appropriate index values to facilitate ease of retrieval. All letters created from Oracle CRM OnDemand letter templates will be automatically stored and indexed in the ODRAS document management solution for easy access. Our CRM letter generation solution supports the use of standard, DHCFP-approved letter templates for basic letter content and formatting. The templates allow users to insert any letter‑specific information as needed.

ACS has also taken steps to automate the indexing process. For example, when our provider enrollment specialist creates outbound correspondence requesting additional information from the provider, the system supplies a tracking number for the provider to use when returning the information to ACS, along with a cover sheet to include as part of their returned information. The cover sheet consists of a series of barcodes that allow ACS to auto-index the information returned by the provider. All outbound correspondence is automatically transferred to ODRAS for indexing and storage.

Tracking enrollment applications: Providers who submit applications on paper receive notification of their enrollment status via correspondence created by Oracle CRM OnDemand and may check their status via the call center. Providers who submit applications via the Web portal can also use the portal to check their application status, access other related correspondence, and submit questions. Regardless of the method of receipt from the provider, whether electronic or via paper, each application is automatically set to a status of “In Process” upon entry into the system, which gives providers a means to immediately check on the status and to ensure that the application was received. Providers inquire using their application tracking number or other criteria such as name and Social Security Number or Federal Employment Identification Number, as defined by DHCFP. As the application progresses according to its defined workflow, the system updates its status for viewing by DHCFP, ACS staff, and the provider.

Our contact management system, Oracle CRM OnDemand, allows us to maintain an electronic log of all provider enrollment inquiries. We track both the inquiry from the provider and the response to the inquiry by the enrollment specialist.

Newly enrolled providers: Once a provider has been successfully enrolled, we send the provider a DHCFP-approved orientation packet which includes participation information and instructions for billing for services rendered to all eligible recipients. An experienced field representative contacts each newly enrolled provider within 10 days of approval to offer an orientation visit and briefs the provider on:


The Nevada Medicaid or Nevada Check Up program policies


How to use the features of the Web portal

Billing tips


· Available helpful resources


Files for all approved and denied providers are kept by ACS. For approved providers, ACS maintains both an electronic file and a physical file, containing the application, agreements, copy of the provider license, and any correspondence relating to certification enrollment, or file updates. For denied providers, ACS maintains an electronic file including an image of the application and/or profile information and the reason for denial, while all original documents are returned to the denied provider.


Provider DISENROLLMENT


Provider participation in the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up programs is essential to meeting the needs of the eligible recipient population. However, ACS recognizes there are times when disenrollment is necessary. We conduct exit interviews and document the outcome for all providers for whom disenrollment from the program occurs voluntarily. We also support disenrollment of providers using the following criteria:


No claim activity within the DHCFP-specified time period using standardized MMIS activity reports


At the request of DHCFP

· Based upon the Office of Inspector General (OIG) exclusion file referral report and DHCFP direction

An integral part of our thorough enrollment validation process is to determine whether perspective providers should be excluded from participation in Medicaid and Medicare. We search the Medicare Exclusion Database (MED) and the OIG List of Excluded Individuals/Entities (LEIE) databases for each applicant to ensure that sanctioned providers are prevented from enrolling. We can data-match these files or perform manual look-ups. ACS will not exclude any provider without direction from DHCFP. We will research the provider database, accurately key disenrollment dates and reason codes to terminate participation at the provider’s request or in response to notification from DHCFP. In cases of terminations by DHCFP, authorized ACS staff updates the MMIS so that these providers do not receive payment for claims for services performed after their termination date. In cases when providers request termination, we will initiate a provider termination workflow and notify the provider by mail when the disenrollment process is complete. By applying proven standards, processes, and procedures, including appropriate workflows, ACS maintains current provider information and ensures that sanctioned providers are terminated and do not receive payment for claims submitted after their sanction date.

We communicate regularly with applicable State agencies in order to perform necessary certification and licensure verification. We accurately and promptly make necessary changes to the provider file based on updated data submitted by the provider. The written requests are scanned and placed in the appropriate work queue for processing and completion. Workflows are configured to follow DHCFP guidelines and support our quality assurance processes. We employ a convenient but secure update process and timely license and certification verification to keep the Nevada provider file current and accurate throughout the term of the contract.

Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


The RFP identifies five provider enrollment potential expanded contractor responsibilities. We understand based on the State’s answer to question 41 in Amendment 3 that vendors can bid on the expanded responsibilities as part of the budget neutral cost model. Further, the expanded responsibilities that vendors’ bid may become part of the resulting contract at DHCFP’s discretion. Table 12.7-3 lists the potential expanded responsibilities, our solution, and if they are included in our budget neutral cost model. Please refer to Attachment Q – Medicaid Claims Processing and Tool Component Requirements Table for further details regarding our solution to meet these responsibilities.


Table 12.7-3. Provider Enrollment Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


		RFP Reference

		Description

		Solution

		Included in ACS’ Budget Neutral Cost Model



		12.7.6.17

		Enroll or register all servicing (care giver) providers for provider types 14, 29, 30, 38, 58, 57, 64, 82, 83 and 84 and ensure the prior authorization process is effective for these provider types.

		During the transition period, ACS will meet with DHCFP to gain a full understanding of the requirements for this responsibility.

		Because we need further information before determining the scope of work, this responsibility is not included in our budget neutral cost model.



		12.7.6.18

		Perform provider re-enrollment validation for the Nevada Medicaid provider and personal caregiver network to ensure the approximately 15,000 Nevada Medicaid providers and caregivers validate their provider information upon licensure renewal and on a recurring basis to ensure that every provider is re-enrolled at least every 36 months.

		During the transition period, ACS will meet with DHCFP to gain a full understanding of the requirements for this responsibility.

		Because we need to perform our evaluation and we need input from DHCFP to estimate these potential expanded responsibilities, we did not include them in our budget neutral cost proposal.






		12.7.6.19

		Perform re-enrollment/validation in accordance with a prescribed schedule and will include follow-up with non-compliant providers.

		During the transition period, ACS will meet with DHCFP to gain a full understanding of the requirements for this responsibility.

		Because we need to perform our evaluation and we need input from DHCFP to estimate these potential expanded responsibilities, we did not include them in our budget neutral cost proposal.



		12.7.6.20

		When correspondence is returned by the post office necessary actions taken may include termination for loss of contact or sending a request for updated information to the new reported address

		During the transition period, ACS will meet with DHCFP to define a process for this responsibility. 

		(



		12.7.6.21

		Enrolled providers must be reviewed on a continuing basis to ensure that they continue to meet provider eligibility requirements.

		During the transition period, ACS will meet with DHCFP to gain a full understanding of the requirements for this responsibility.

		Because we need to perform our evaluation and we need input from DHCFP to estimate these potential expanded responsibilities, we did not include them in our budget neutral cost proposal.








12.7.7
Provider Training and Outreach

REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7.7, Attachment Q

The Provider Training and Outreach support services business function includes requirements for contractor support of development and distribution of Provider Billing Manuals, Web Announcements, Newsletters, and other information, and provider training in a variety of formats, including individual training of providers, workshops, and training sessions.


The Vendor must respond to the Provider Training and Outreach requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

A key ingredient for the success of the Nevada Medicaid program is a provider community that is well-informed to effectively meet the heath care needs of the recipient population. Our proactive approach to provider education has always been, and will continue to be, to take advantage of every opportunity and venue available to educate and train providers. The ACS Provider Services department creates a structured provider training and outreach program designed to address all aspects of the Nevada Medicaid program including claims processing and proper billing. The following table highlights features of our approach to provider training.

Table 12.7-4. Provider Training and Outreach

		Provider Training and Outreach Feature

		Benefit



		Provider training by Provider Field Representatives 

		Information is consistent and delivered by experts in claims processing and billing



		Training in multiple locations throughout the state 

		Providers can attend training at a site convenient to them 



		Computer Based Training (CBT) training on demand

		CBT Modules and Webinars make provider education more accessible by removing the need for the provider to travel. Providers can access CBT modules 24/7 via the Nevada Web portal.



		In-service sessions in the provider’s office

		Tailored to the individual provider’s needs 





ACS’ Provider Services Manager leads our provider relations staff in training and outreach activities. Our solution begins with developing and implementing a comprehensive and dynamic provider training plan in partnership with DHCFP, which serves as a blueprint for development of provider education initiatives in the contract year. We use the Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation (ADDIE) model of training development, and involve stakeholders early in the process to define provider training objectives, goals, materials, and priorities. The training plan addresses the unique training needs of specific provider types including creating materials relevant to their unique programs, billing issues, policies, utilization management trends, and any new programs.


Formal, scheduled workshops are a central focus of the annual provider training plan. During these workshops providers receive the basics they need to understand Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up policies, how to use the Web portal features, and how to submit claims successfully. We schedule workshops at locations that are conducive to learning, convenient and generally known to the provider community, and are without charge to the provider. Provider participation in the workshop discussions is a key component of provider education.

We maintain a flexible approach to provider training in multiple venues and use a variety of educational methods, not just traditional workshops, to maximize educational impact on providers. We continue to conduct traditional annual workshops and individual training sessions, but also support Webinars and CBT training that allow Nevada providers to access training at their convenience and eliminate the time and cost of travel. Our provider field representatives are well-versed in claims processing and proper Medicaid billing and serve as excellent provider trainers, conducting the following types of training:


In-service sessions for individual providers at their office

Small workshops for specific groups of providers

Large statewide workshops and training conferences

Presentations at professional association meetings, conferences or provider group meetings

· Targeted training for those providers who have been identified as having an abnormal number of claims denied or pended


Provider education also occurs through provider manuals, newsletters, and through our Web portal. We offer e-learning experiences through Webinars, and Computer Based Training (CBT). Along with our training plan, we develop training aids and tools such as e-documentation, Frequently Asked Questions, and instructions by provider type. Provider representatives continually educate providers on the use of the billing manuals, EDI companion guides, and Web portal resources and continually communicate changes related to DHCFP policies, billing, or claims processing that have direct impact on providers. In addition to formal training conducted by the field representatives, we answer inquiries and assist providers in resolving issues during onsite visits and other provider contact opportunities, such as provider association meetings.

Provider participation in training is essential to the success of the training and outreach program. Therefore, we make every effort to ensure providers are notified of all training opportunities. We use a variety of methods to notify providers of upcoming training including traditional mailings, wide scale email fax blasts, and web announcements. We collaborate with provider associations in our training outreach efforts and enlist their support in notifying their members of scheduled Medicaid training events and encouraging their members to attend. Notifications include all essential information regarding upcoming training including place, time, agenda, intended audience, and registration instructions. Our provider field representatives also perform outreach by email, phone or during provider visits, and invite providers in their assigned areas to upcoming training events.


ACS coordinates with DHCFP in our provider training and outreach efforts to ensure the appropriate number of fiscal agent and DHCFP staff are in attendance and that all training materials are created in accordance with DHCFP guidelines. We enlist the assistance of our Publications Coordinator, to aid in the development of written and Web portal provider training and outreach content to ensure that it is eye-catching, attractive, easy to read and easy to understand.

Participant feedback is essential to measuring the effectiveness and success of all training programs. We develop a provider training survey for DHCFP approval to be distributed at each provider training event. The survey is distributed at the conclusion of all provider training workshops and presentations to identify areas for improvement in the training program. We review all questions and comments provided, and use this feedback to modify and revise our training programs as appropriate. We provide a monthly summary of this feedback to DHCFP along with a record of who attended the trainings by provider type.

Along with conducting Medicaid specific training, our provider relations staff participate in training and orientation sessions conducted by other agencies. These training partners include Indian Health Services, other divisions of the Department of Health and Human Services, and the Nevada Rural Hospital Project. We are happy to provide training materials as requested.

We update the annual provider training plan as needed on a quarterly basis. ACS encourages a flexible approach to provider training formats to best meet the needs of the provider community and DHCFP. We work closely with DHCFP to design a curriculum to address the most pressing issues and any policy or billing changes.

We leverage our successful provider training experience, our new technologies, and our best practices with a continual focus on quality and innovation to create outstanding training for Nevada Medicaid and Check Up providers and DHCFP.

Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


The RFP identifies one provider training and outreach potential expanded contractor responsibility. We understand based on the State’s answer to question 41 in Amendment 3 that vendors can bid on the expanded responsibilities as part of the budget neutral cost model. Further, the expanded responsibilities that vendors’ bid may become part of the resulting contract at DHCFP’s discretion. Table 12.7-5 lists the potential expanded responsibility, our solution, and if it is included in our budget neutral cost model. Please refer to Attachment Q – Medicaid Claims Processing and Tool Component Requirements Table for further details regarding our solution to meet these responsibilities.

Table 12.7-5. Provider Training and Outreach Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


		RFP Reference

		Description

		Solution

		Included in ACS’ Budget Neutral Cost Model



		12.7.7.9

		Every third year, produce, distribute and track Advance Directive and Civil Rights notifications/certifications to:


a. Hospitals;


b. Nursing facilities;


c. Intermediate care facilities;


d. Mental health facilities;


e. Home health providers; and


f. Personal care providers. 

		ACS will produce and distribute a notification to the provider types identified reminding them of their obligation related to recipient civil rights and advanced directives. We will track receipt of confirmation from the providers and notify DHCFP of those providers who have not complied.

		





12.7.8
Finance/Accounts Payable

REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7.8, Attachment Q

The financial claims processing support services function provides operational support for the claims processing, adjustment processing, accounts receivable processing, and financial transaction processing.


The Vendor must respond to the Finance requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services


Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


The financial processing function of the Core MMIS monitors and controls cash disbursements and recoupment of program funds from providers and other entities through a combination of automatic and manual functions. During the transition period we train our staff to operate all aspects of financial claims processing, which includes various claims processing functions within the Core MMIS including payments, adjustments, accounts receivable, and recoupment. Our thorough preparation ensures that DHCFP funds are appropriately disbursed and that all incoming and outgoing payments are accurately tracked.

ACS will subcontract with Health Management Systems (HMS) to manage all TPL functions. HMS currently performs TPL functions for DHCFP and understands the process, the people, the providers, the environment and the insurance carriers. Continuation with the same TPL vendor will reduce or eliminate negative impacts on identification of TPL resources, cost avoidance and post-payment recovery. HMS’ Nevada experience provides a foundation of Nevada Medicaid knowledge on which to tailor our third-party services to Nevada needs and rules.

General

Balance payment cycle: Our well-trained staff reconciles all claims and financial transactions to batch processing cycle input and output figures to ensure balancing. Prior to the start of the Operations Period, we review established balancing procedures, MMIS reports, and PC-based control logs and refine these procedures and reports as needed to ensure complete control of the MMIS processing cycles.

Upon completion of the claims adjudication function of the Core MMIS, claims are combined with financial transactions for inclusion in the payment cycle function. Including all transactions gives us a complete picture of the cycle and allows our balancing process to identify payment issues before the funds are released to providers. After the payment cycle has been completed, the financial staff within our Fiscal Department reviews all associated financial reports, such as standard accounting, balance and control reports and reports of the results of weekly reconciliation/balancing activities. The staff then balances the reports to ensure accuracy of the payment cycle. If any discrepancies are noted, we work to resolve them and rerun the reports, if needed. Once balancing is verified, financial staff sends copies of the financial reports to DHCFP and authorizes the release of payments.

Produce and distribute letters: Our contact management system, Oracle CRM On-Demand, stores letter templates. Letters can be sent to any provider, third party or recipient. Since these letters are in template form they can be modified and specific messages can be included within the standard letter format.

The Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System (ODRAS) which provides a secure, Web-based document retrieval and archiving tool to view online, print and sort MMIS and peripheral system operational and management reports, correspondence and other documents, such as scanned images and electronic attachments. Letters are generated and loaded to ODRAS according to a defined schedule including daily, weekly, monthly, and quarterly. Once loaded, letters are available for viewing or printing. Further, letter detail is imported to CRM which creates a tracking record including who we mailed the letter to and the date the letter was sent.

Track recoveries: HMS staff currently tracks information relevant to TPL recovery activities and will continue this task under the new contract. They record all events including mailings, phone calls, or other communications occurring during the TPL recovery process. HMS staff enters into the core MMIS, the dates and dollars received along with a reason code specific to the MMIS to indicate the reason for the recovery action and the person/agency responsible for the recovery. To identify the recipient, HMS staff records the Medicaid identification number and recipient’s full name.

Recoveries not related to TPL are handled by our financial staff in a process similar to that followed for TPL recoveries and we track all relevant information.


Payments – Incoming

Manage incoming checks: HMS staff will co-locate with ACS in our Reno facility as part of our Fiscal Department and we will consolidate our accounts receivable processes. All incoming checks will come to the ACS mailroom to be scanned and logged into a single check log. Check control is enforced by an HMS staff member and an ACS staff member jointly managing all incoming checks. Once scanned and recorded in the check log, our workflows route information to appropriate staff for processing. The consolidation of our processes into a single department provides the following benefits:


Consistent process to handle all checks – improves efficiency and accuracy

No question where a provider or third party would need to send payment – it all goes to the same location

· ACS and HMS staff handling all receipts provides a check and balance function to ensure accuracy and accountability

We deposit checks to DHCFP’s bank account within 24 hours of receipt. Following established DHCFP accounting requirements, we deposit checks in batches of no more than 17 checks categorized according to type - provider checks, subrogation checks, and carrier checks. After the bank deposit is complete, we send a report with deposit receipt information to the DHCFP accounting unit. Copies of the checks deposited are sent to DHCFP accounting within 24 hours of deposit but no later than 3:00 pm of a business day.

HMS staff researches checks resulting from TPL recoveries prior to posting to the MMIS. They determine that the recovery is accurate and that we have the appropriate backup document to support each recovery. Recoveries are not posted to the core MMIS until every claim in each deposit is ready to post so that the DHCFP accounting unit’s weekly reports balance to $0.00. Once a deposit is ready, staff posts the recoveries to the MMIS and transfers the TPL recoveries to HMS’ central Accounts Receivable (A/R) system, which incorporates full tracking capabilities—to the claim level—for all HMS-billed claims, including those paid and denied by third-party carriers.

Collection and write-off of accounts receivable: Financial staff in our Fiscal Department is responsible for initiating processes to collect outstanding provider accounts receivable and for monitoring the collection activity. We analyze DHCFP current procedures for collecting or writing off outstanding accounts receivable, as well as federal guidelines, and ensure that our operating procedures reflect State and federal requirements. The Core MMIS supports the collections function by generating financial reports with each payment cycle that identify all outstanding accounts receivable, sorted by provider ID, and reflect all activity that has occurred on the account balances since the last payment cycle

Perform overpayment prevention and recovery: HMS currently performs TPL activities to ensure that Medicaid is ‘the payer of last resort’ and will continue this task under the new contract. These activities include:

TPL recovery – HMS’ effective procedures support rapid recovery of DHCFP funds that should have been paid by another party. HMS maintains and accurately updates TPL data.

Cost avoidance – HMS supports cost avoidance by pursuing multiple processes for validating other insurance coverage. This ensures that DHCFP can confidently avoid paying claims that should be denied for third party liability coverage.

Pay and chase – HMS reviews claims already paid to identify potential TPL, then submits bills (claims) to insurance carriers or other payers electronically or via a paper claim process.

Health Insurance Premium Payment (HIPP) – Using state-established guidelines, HMS evaluates the cost-effectiveness of premium payments for policies in which the recipients are currently enrolled and for policies in which the recipients have access to enrollment. After payment of the insurance premium is determined cost-effective, HMS adds the HIPP case to the MMIS.

Medicare – HMS sends letters to providers with Medicare coverage information requesting that Medicare pay their portion of the claims’ services and that Medicaid be refunded.


· Subrogation – HMS performs casualty recoveries within the Nevada State Plan guidelines. HMS opens subrogation cases meeting the established cost effective threshold based on leads received from, but not limited to monthly trauma file processing, attorneys, providers, DHCFP, and the District Attorney General’s office.


At the request of DHCFP, HMS has capability to add services to support Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA) Liens and Medicaid Estate Recovery (MER).


Payments - Outgoing

Process provider payments: The payment processing function of the Core MMIS results in a disbursement which encompasses all payment activity and includes both claims and financial transactions. The disbursement is assigned a unique check number which is recorded in the check register and the check file sent to DHCFP for each weekly payment cycle. Reports are produced which itemize all checks by check number, payee, amount, etc. Any manually issued checks are also included on these reports and the check file. After financial staff has balanced the cycle and approved it for release, they send the check register and file of checks to DHCFP. In Nevada the primary method of payment disbursement is EFT and ACS will continue to promote this cost-effective and secure procedure.


The payment cycle function of the Core MMIS provides the flexibility to suppress generation of disbursements for providers with zero-pay and negative pay check requests. RAs are generated to report all claims and financial transactions processed during the payment cycle and the resulting balance, regardless of the disbursement amount.

Our parent company, Xerox, will install printers, inserters and postage meters in our Reno facility and provide staff to handle print/fulfillment activities. We print and secure payment disbursement checks, then match the Remittance Advice (RA) with the check, all within the Reno office. Combining checks and RAs has the potential to reduce postage costs and printing locally reduces delivery times.

Maintain provider accounts receivable: Payment activity is subject to adjustments that may have a positive or negative effect on the original payment. Adjustments occur as the result of TPL recovery activity, for changes to individual claims, for mass claims updates (e.g., retroactive rate adjustments), or as financial lump sum adjustments (e.g., cost settlement adjustments). The net of all positive and negative transactions for a provider becomes the final disbursement. The remittance process, after determining that a remittance balance is negative, automatically establishes an accounts receivable to track the amounts remaining to be recouped from the provider.

Future payment cycles draw down the accounts receivable balance by reducing payments to the provider. As the account balance is reduced, the system generates additional financial transactions (Memo Items) to indicate the specific amount reducing the balance. A Financial Control Numbers (FCN) links these additional transactions to the original, which contains the date the original receivable was established.

Generate manual checks: Financial staff produces manual checks when necessary at times other than the normal payment cycle. Upon receipt of a request from an authorized DHCFP staff member, financial staff enters a financial transaction for an advance payment. At DHCFP direction the clerk also sets up an account receivable to recoup the payment by entering data in an online screen of the core MMIS. Financial staff then cuts a manual check for immediate release to the provider and issues a request to DHCFP to deposit funds to cover the check. The check register in the next payment cycle includes the advance payment with a code identifying it as a manual check.

Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


The RFP identifies two finance potential expanded contractor responsibilities. We understand based on the State’s answer to question 41 in Amendment 3 that vendors can bid on the expanded responsibilities as part of the budget neutral cost model. Further, the expanded responsibilities that vendors’ bid may become part of the resulting contract at DHCFP’s discretion. Table 12.7-6 lists the potential expanded responsibilities, our solution, and if they are included in our budget neutral cost model Please refer to Attachment Q – Medicaid Claims Processing and Tool Component Requirements Table for further details regarding our solution to meet these responsibilities.


Table 12.7-6. Finance Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


		RFP Reference

		Description

		Solution

		Included in ACS’ Budget Neutral Cost Model



		12.7.8.14

		Perform Pre-Payment Review of claims ‘randomly pended’ according to DHCFP identified criteria. The review will consist of a complete claims and medical record review:


g. Verifying the accuracy of the claim with the medical record supporting the claim;


h. Verifying the codes billed are accurate; and


i. Ensuring the claim billed complies with applicable policy.


It is expected these prepayment reviews will result in cost savings by avoiding payment for claims that should not have been paid and bringing attention to provider billing issues that would otherwise remain undetected.

		Our staff works claims pended to a special queue for claims selected for pre-payment review. We will work with DHCFP to ensure that our process for reviewing claims that were selected meets the requirements to verify the accuracy of the claim, verify the codes billed, and ensure the claim complies with policy.

		



		12.7.8.15

		Provide monthly report of the results of the Pre-Payment reviews.

		We will develop a report to meet this responsibility.

		





12.7.9
Return ID Card Process


REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7.9, Attachment Q

The Return ID Card Support Services function includes the generation and distribution of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the Return ID Card Process requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

ACS has supported the generation of eligibility ID cards in many states and worked with several of the leading card vendors. We propose AccuCard, Inc. to provide production of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check-Up ID cards. ACS has a long-standing relationship with AccuCard. They currently provide ID card production for ACS in Georgia and Mississippi and in the next few months they begin production in Virginia, Hawaii, and Wyoming. With over 25 years experience handling all aspects of card program management, AccuCard is well-prepared to provide processes to ensure the security of cards in their possession and the timely mailing of ID cards.

The recipient function of the Core MMIS supports the production of eligibility identification cards generated by updates to recipient data in daily and monthly recipient interfaces from State eligibility systems. New recipients and updates to name, address or other information for existing recipients as specified by DHCFP trigger a request record for a new card. The recipient function also accepts online requests for new or replacement cards. A nightly process produces a file of all the eligibility ID cards requested online during the day and generated by the recipient update process. We send the file to AccuCard through a secure interface.


ID cards are produced and mailed to ensure that recipients have valid cards based upon the policy and frequency set by DHCFP. Each card is personalized through AccuCard’s thermal printing process and encoded with eligibility data. Their services meet the highest card security and quality control levels in the card industry. AccuCard presorts all completed card envelopes and prints a valid postal net barcode on the envelopes to ensure timely and accurate delivery of the ID cards by the USPS.

Our support of the ID card process includes workflows to handle ID cards received in returned mail. Our staff researches the reason for return, makes corrections where possible and reissues a card request. DHCFP policy determines the process for returned cards that need additional handling.

12.7.10
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)


REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7.10, Attachment Q

EDI entails assisting providers with EDI enrollment including providing providers with appropriate identifiers and agreements, testing of EDI transactions with the providers, and verification of testing completion.


The Vendor must respond to the EDI requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

ACS is committed to the promotion of electronic data interchange (EDI) and has significant EDI design, development, and implementation and operations experience, which ensures the successful implementation of our EDI solution. As an active partner working with DHCFP, our long-term commitment is to maximize overall program efficiency and provider satisfaction while minimizing operational cost. ACS processes over 47 million EDI-related transactions a month, and we service over 61,000 submitters. 

Our EDI solution is, low-risk, HIPAA-compliant, MITA aligned and uses state-of-the-art COTS products. The solution offers a comprehensive approach to electronic claim submission for all trading partners including providers, billing agents, and EDI clearinghouses. Our EDI solution accepts and translates transactions, and returns an electronic acknowledgement of receipt.

Informatica provides the set of software tools that comprise our EDI solution. The components include:

Informatica PowerCenter (PC): PowerCenter is the foundation application for the Informatica suite of products. We are implementing the Enterprise Grid with the High Availability (HA) option to provide our clients with a robust platform for processing EDI and non-EDI file formats.

Informatica PowerExchange (PE): PowerExchange extends the reach of PowerCenter by accessing remote data sources as if they were local. With PowerExchange, we can access remote databases, Mainframe VSAM files, LDAP, JMS, email, and Web Services.

Informatica B2B Data Exchange (DX): Utilizing the PowerCenter infrastructure, Data Exchange is the B2B engine that enables process and data integration of structured, semi-structured and unstructured data formats. Data Exchange is the foundation for the Data Transformation and Managed File Transfers products.

Informatica B2B Data Transformation (DT): Data Transformation is the engine that enables translating data from one format to another, i.e., structured (XML/SDO) to semi-structured (EDI) and vice versa.

· Managed File Transfer (MFT): MFT is the communications engine that allows the various data formats to be sent and received via a variety of protocols: FTP with PGP Encryption, FTP/S (Implicit and Explicit), SSH-FTP, AS2, AS3, HTTPS, MQ, etc.


Our EDI support staff in our provider services department answers enrollment questions, provides technical assistance, and supports daily operations. Business analysts develop Companion Guides that are used in conjunction with the ANSI ASC X12 National Implementation Guide. These guides outline the procedures necessary for engaging in EDI with ACS. As part of the enrollment process we assign user IDs and passwords to trading partners to authorize submission and receipt of X12 transactions. EDI enrollment procedures and requirements are available on the Nevada Web portal including:

Companion Guides

Provider Enrollment forms and procedures

Submitter Enrollment forms and procedures

· Billing Manuals

Testing procedures are also found in the documentation on the Web portal. When a new submitter enrolls or an existing submitter adds a new X12N transaction, it must be tested successfully in order to become certified. The submitter sends test files to get certified. Our Reno EDI staff supports testing. Our testing procedures ensure that the submitter’s transactions are thoroughly tested prior to submission of production data. Providers ready to test contract the ACS Reno call center requesting help with testing. The submitter is transferred to EDI staff who assists the submitter with testing. Testing involves specialized test case generation and review by our EDI staff.

12.7.11
Printing and Postage


REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7.11, Attachment Q

Reimbursement will be available for direct expenses incurred in connection with printing and postage activities performed on behalf of, or at the direction of, DHCFP. These costs may be drawn down for normal operations to a contract maximum amount. The following is the maximum postage and printing allowance per Nevada State fiscal year: FY10 = $1,044,000.00; FY11 = $1,044,000.00; FY12 = $1,044,000.00; and $261,000.00 for the first three months of FY13.

The Vendor must respond to the Printing and Postage requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

To reduce postage costs, shorten delivery times and save Nevada jobs, we will establish our own print and mail fulfillment operation in the ACS facility in Reno, Nevada. Our parent company, Xerox, provides our production print and mail fulfillment. Xerox will install and operate a transaction print and mail system co-located with other ACS support functions at the Reno site that includes:

Black and white transactional production print


Folding and inserting equipment


Postage metering equipment


· One Xerox Associate

The services provided by Xerox and ACS staff include:

Printing letters, RAs, EOBs and weekly remittances

Folding and inserting output into window envelopes


Weighing and applying postage to envelopes


Monthly metrics reporting

· Monthly invoices


When a system change or enhancement has an impact on postage or printing costs, this information is included in the change management process for approval by DHCFP. We understand that we are not obligated to provide printing and postage services for requests not approved by DHCFP.

New postage rates went into effect in May 2009, and it is more important than ever to remain vigilant in using the most cost-effective rates for the DHCFP program. ACS will work with DHCFP to discuss innovative ways to reduce mailing expenses such as posting information for providers on the Web portal instead of mailings, promoting the use of EFT instead of checks, and electronic transactions for remittance advises (RAs) instead of paper RAs. In our Hawaii office we group incomplete claims for a provider and send a single package which has significantly reduced postage costs and saved hours of processing time.


We focus on both reducing postage cost and returned mail rates. ACS reduces return mail rates by interfacing correspondence generation with CODE-1 Plus software, which adds missing address information and corrects and expands zip codes. This software increases the quality of the address and ensures less returned mail.

12.7.12
Prior Authorization


REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7.12, Attachment Q

The Prior Authorization (PA) support services consist of the processes that serve as a cost-containment and utilization review mechanisms for the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs. It entails the review of requests for medical services before delivery of care or services, in order for the service to be reimbursed by DHCFP.


These services include mandatory and optional services.


The Vendor must respond to the Prior Authorization requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

The Prior Authorization (PA) process is a benefit control mechanism used to manage the dispensing of healthcare services by requiring that providers obtain approval before services are rendered. Our many years of experience in the Medicaid arena has shown that PAs can significantly reduce program costs in those areas where there is a high potential for abuse or where lower-cost alternative treatments are available. To support PA operations we perform the following activities:


Accept requests


Conduct service reviews


Generate notices of determination

Support adverse determinations


Authorize claims

· Provide training


To perform our tasks in the most efficient manner, we establish operational procedures and standards and create a workflow to support them. We establish a Healthcare Management Department unit that is onsite in Reno, and includes a Medical Director, Clinical Manager, Nurse Reviewers, and a network of consulting specialists. This unit is responsible for all aspects of accepting and processing medical PA requests according to DHCFP policy. Our staff conducts medical reviews: initial, complex, and peer-to-peer. Pharmacy clinical reviews are handled by our pharmacists. Please refer to Proposal Section 12.6.3 Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS) for more information on pharmacy PAs.

Accept requests: We accept PA requests by phone, by fax, or electronically. Authorized staff keys PA request information into the MMIS using GUI screens. Providers enter prior authorization requests through our Web portal which has a direct link to our Health Information Exchange (HIE) solution, DirectAccess. Our clinicians enter prior authorization requests through our Integrated Care Management System (ICMS). PAs entered in DirectAccess or ICMS are reviewed and a determination of approved or denied is made, then the PA is transferred to the MMIS using a HIPAA compliant X12 278 transaction. To enhance the capabilities of the Core MMIS function, we integrate the functionality of DirectAccess and ICMS to provide a comprehensive repository of PA requests and review data.

A PA requests authorization for a service to be performed or to allow utilization of a service to exceed established service limits. We process PA requests for many types of service including inpatient medical/surgical, outpatient medical/surgical, home health, durable medical equipment (DME), inpatient psychiatric, outpatient psychiatric, ocular, audiology, dental, behavioral health, residential treatment center, and adult day care. We customize the information we collect according to the type of PA, such as tooth and surface codes for dental services. All PAs are edited and validated to ensure that they conform to DHCFP program policy, clinical criteria, and industry standards. We assist providers with complex cases, offering consultations or providing referrals to DHCFP’s Case Management vendor.

Conduct service reviews: Upon entry in the DirectAccess portal, PAs for inpatient services are immediately evaluated using established business rules and are automatically approved if they meet the criteria. If a decision can not be determined by the business-rule algorithm, the PA is sent to our care management system for review by a clinician.

PAs received by other methods are directly routed for review to determine the medical necessity and appropriateness of services requested. All reviews are conducted by licensed clinical reviewers with the appropriate clinical background, trained in URAC standards to promote consistency within the review process. We have been URAC accredited for Health Utilization Management since 1994. To guide their assessments and support consistency of reviews, our staff follows Milliman Care Guidelines for medical services and Magellan Behavioral Health Medical Necessity Criteria for behavioral health services.

Reviewers follow DHCFP criteria to approve a PA request, suspend it for additional information from the provider, reduce the number of services, or reduce the service time period of the request. When the clinical reviewer cannot recommend approval of the PA request, a licensed physician board certified in their specialty, reviews the request for reductions in service or denial determinations and is available for discussions with the provider if needed. Cases requiring physician review may take one additional day; specialist reviews may take three additional days. Denials are identified as clinical, technical or reductions as determined using DHCFP-approved protocols.

In-home assessments for personal care aide (PCA) services are also conducted by licensed clinical staff to determine medical necessity and/or appropriateness under the social model.

Prior authorizations play a vital role in our overall utilization management strategy. We conduct periodic QA reviews of services rendered to confirm their medical appropriateness and necessity. Results from our reviews may also lead to recommendations for additions or changes to the list of services that require an authorization. Please see Proposal Section 12.7.13 Utilization Management for additional information concerning our Internal Quality Assurance Program Committee and review processes. Working in partnership with DHCFP, we also conduct trend analysis and participate in studies that identify opportunities for cost containment and potential policy changes.

Generate notices: Our ICMS coordinates with the Core MMIS to produce notices for approval, denial, or pended status directed to providers and/or recipients. Standard notices are available in English and Spanish and include specific information concerning the number, type, and time period of the service requested. During the Operations Period, a nightly batch process produces notices for the PA activity that occurred during the day. Notices are printed and distributed the next business day. Notices are loaded to ODRAS and tracked in our contact management system, Oracle CRM On-Demand.

The MMIS database stores the indicator of the recipient’s primary language. When the notice is a denial notice to a recipient, this indicator triggers the system to produce the PA denial notice in English or Spanish. We have contracted with TransPerfect Translations, Inc. to provide additional languages for denial notices as determined by DHCFP.

Support Adverse Determinations: When a PA request is denied or terminated, we send a Notice of Determination (NOD) to the recipient to indicate the service denied. A description of the process and timelines for requesting a Fair Hearing according to DHCFP policies is included with the notice. Recipients may request a hearing before a hearing officer for PA requests that were denied or acted upon erroneously, or that the recipient feels was not acted upon with reasonable promptness. In a similar manner, providers receive NODs and may request reconsideration of an adverse determination within 30 days of the decision. From our network of consulting physicians we refer to a physician with a board-certified specialty matching the requesting physician for discussions if needed. When the appeal results in a hearing, we provide all information related to our review decision and make it available for use as evidence. Our staff is available to provide testimony as needed.

Authorize claims: The claims function of the Core MMIS edits to determine if the service billed on a claim requires a PA and that a valid PA is present and approved. Further edits verify that dates, number of services, and amount paid for services are sufficient to cover the claim. If an appropriate and adequate PA is not present, the claim is issued a technical denial.

Provide training: Our training program is led by our Training Manager. In addition to instructor-led classroom settings, we are proposing Web-based training enabling easy-access to self-paced training covering the complete Nevada program, with sessions specific to prior authorization. During the transition period, we work with DHCFP to finalize a training plan. Our plan incorporates best practices for facilitated and self-paced training.

Throughout the operations period our Training Manager works with our Provider Services Manager to provide training to appropriate staff when new tools, system features or updates present a significant change to the MMIS and system components, and provide training for new staff. We keep our training plan current as major changes in policy or process occur; updates occur annually at a minimum. Our training includes comprehensive system documentation to assist staff in appropriate use of system tools and procedures.

12.7.13 Utilization Management

REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7.13, Attachment Q

Utilization Management Utilization Management encompasses review activity and related functions that focus on reducing over- and under-utilization. Utilization Management strategies include prior authorization, concurrent review, retrospective review and certificate of need review of designated services. All provided services (including, but not limited to, medical, behavioral health, and community-based services) must be medically necessary, of the highest quality, and provided in the most economical method possible. In reaching this goal, DHCFP operates a number of utilization control and review programs. These programs are conducted by Medicaid contractors or DHCFP.


For Radiology Utilization Management, the Division would accept proposals that would assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently managing the utilization management of radiological services. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the Utilization Management requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

Using a full suite of Web-based, interactive health plan information tools, ACS is able to improve the speed while decreasing the cost of decision making for its Utilization Management (UM) program. Management of services is achieved through the ongoing monitoring and evaluation of medical necessity criteria and evaluation of appropriateness of the level of care. To identify and promote optimal clinical practices in all settings, we use DirectOutcomes, the core MMIS, and DSS tools that allow analysis of the population's health and quality of care issues. Policies and procedures govern all claims decisions and are reviewed annually and updates are made on an as needed basis. The UM program is integrated with the ACS quality assurance program. Please see Proposal Section 15.9 Standards for Internal Quality Assurance Programs for more information.

ACS’ Utilization Management program has been fully accredited through the Utilization Review Accreditation Commission (URAC) since 2008. This rigorous review by an impartial organization ensures that a company is conducting business in a manner consistent with national standards. This deemed accreditation also serves as a tool that can be used to meet state regulatory requirements instead of separate reporting to the state.

Furthermore, by URAC standards, all clinical peer reviewers performing expedited and standard appeals must be currently board certified by a board recognized by the American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS) or the American Board of Orthopedic Surgery (ABOS). "Board eligible" does not meet the standards.

Currently, ACS also holds full accreditations from URAC for Disease Management and Case Management since 2008. ACS also complies with Nevada and Federal regulations and guidelines for review timelines. We are certified by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) as a QIO-like organization.


Claims review: All designated medical claims are reviewed for medical appropriateness based on evidence-based clinical guidelines published as the Milliman Care Guidelines. To ensure behavioral health service claims are provided timely and effectively, the Magellan Behavioral Health Medical Necessity Criteria are applied for decision making in the appropriate setting. In addition to application of UM criteria in decision making, the UM clinical staff assess the unique needs of individual recipients in consideration of local medical resources. Relevant clinical information and facts from appropriate practitioners involved in a recipient’s care are also gathered. This may be accomplished through review of medical record documentation and/or conversations with appropriate physicians. The intent of utilizing established screening and decision criteria is to promote consistency of reviews. Decisions approving, pending, or denying a claim, as well as appealed claims are reported monthly to DHCFP.


Staffing: A Nevada licensed physician who is board-certified or board-eligible serves as our Medical Director and is responsible for the oversight of development, implementation and review of the ACS internal quality assurance program including all utilization management activities and adherence to any Plan of Correction. Under the oversight of the medical director, we add medical consultants as available including a Physiatrist (Rehabilitation Specialist), clinical staff, and administrative staff to ensure the daily operations is carried out in accordance with the contract terms.

ACS provides staff that supports the Behavioral Health UM Program, and serves as a primary contact for state agencies. Responsibilities also include coordination and direction of the UM authorization processes. The Provider Relations Supervisor also participates in workgroups and meetings, with follow-up activities as needed, as well as assisting the Director of Behavioral Health with reports, analyses and recommendations for improvement.


Daily UM activity: Several mechanisms for identifying quality of care concerns have been established, including the prior authorization activities. These include recognizing recipient grievances about utilization issues, gathering feedback from satisfaction surveys, analyzing utilization tracking and trending data by provider and recipient, reviewing medical records and conducting peer review activities. These programs, activities and protocols ensure that services are delivered consistently, with effective and safe outcomes of medically appropriate care provided at the right time, in the right place, and by the right provider.


Appeals process: ACS maintains policies that describe the appeal process and does not differentiate processes whether originating from a provider or recipient. Both have the same due process. Please see Proposal Section 12.7.5 Provider Appeals for more information on the appeals process.

ACS uses the term 'complaint' for a grievance and any party, by ACS policy, has the right to file an informal or formal complaint, oral or written, of dissatisfaction regarding health benefits, health care services or case management activities. With a collaborative approach between all parties, differentiating between an appeal and a 'grievance' complaint is essential to effectively facilitate quality health care and health benefit resources for recipients.


A timely, standardized appeal process through ACS policy establishes that recipients, attending physicians and other ordering providers may appeal non-certification decisions. A recipient or his/her representative, the attending physician (or other ordering provider) and/or facility rendering service have the right to appeal a determination not to certify an admission, procedure, service or extension of service. Such appeals may be by telephone or written notification. Submission can include any written comments, documents, records or any other information related to the case. All such information is taken into account during the appeals process without regard to whether it was submitted or used in the initial consideration of the case.

If the attending physician or other ordering provider indicates that a review determination not to certify a service warrants immediate appeal, requests information about the availability or additional review, or otherwise indicates that he/she disagrees with the determination, ACS informs the provider of the procedure for an expedited telephonic appeal.


This appeals process incorporates supporting documentation including the our care management system documentation of all review activities. ACS is prepared to provide testimony telephonically or in person, if the situation arises.


Quality Assurance Program: The ACS UM Program has a variety of quality operations processes in place to ensure quality of care service-oriented interventions are initiated and carried out. Key performance and quality of care indicators and criteria are established in collaboration with the Internal Quality Improvement Program (IQIP) Committee and incorporated into the UM Program. Coordination of activities between the UM Program and Quality Assurance Program is supported through multiple committees.


Additionally, UM integration with quality operations supports activities to capture utilization trends or patterns. The results are compared with nationally recognized thresholds for under and over utilization. Suggested areas for potential review of utilization trends include:


Inpatient Utilization


Selected Procedures


Referrals to Specialists


· HEDIS Results


Where results fall outside of the thresholds, a qualitative analysis of causes is conducted. Interventions are designed and implemented to promote improved reviews, outcomes and measures.

ACS conducts ongoing inter-rater reliability (IRR) analysis in order to evaluate the consistency with which reviewers involved in the UM processes apply approved clinical criteria and DHCFP policy. The analysis also considers accuracy and timeliness of data entry. The purpose of the IRR is to identify opportunities for improvement in UM processing, to assess the consistency of application of criteria, to improve coordination of the UM function with providers and other program functions, and to communicate techniques to all reviewers to avoid identified errors.


ACS conducts reviews of prior authorizations (PAs) and provides monthly reports to DHCFP to monitor appropriateness of authorization requests for the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs.


In the course of reviews, service, provider, or recipient issues may come to light. These issues are summarized and reported to DHCFP.

Provider Concerns: Through utilization data, ACS is able to track and trend practice patterns of providers. Investigation includes patient record reviews and system reports. As a result, providers may require education and a re-measurement for behavior modification. Peer review may also apply to the process of aberrant practice patterns. We report to DHCFP where the provider fails to change practice patterns as a result of ACS interventions.


Utilization patterns: UM decision-making is based on appropriateness of care and service and existence of coverage. We investigate any significant variance from the standard of care, either where an unjustifiable adverse outcome warrants immediate action or based on a pattern of practice that falls significantly outside of the established program and community standard. More detailed analyses are conducted as warranted to investigate and resolve identified problems. Performance comparisons are made against benchmarks or goals and historical norms. When UM concerns are identified, an action plan is required to be established by the appropriate quality committee. Such action plans may include provider education, recipient education, staff development, policy changes, provider contract changes and/or alteration of provider privileges. Re-measurement is performed at appropriate intervals to determine the effectiveness of interventions.


ACS provides quarterly reports of utilization patterns to DHCFP. Reports include the results of the analysis of patterns and recommendations for action. Based on information from these reports and best practice standards we recommend revisions to improve the effectiveness and efficiencies of the Nevada Medicaid and Check UP programs. We make standard reports from the MMIS accessible to DHCFP staff and support ad hoc reporting.

Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


The RFP identifies two utilization management potential expanded contractor responsibilities. We understand based on the State’s answer to question 41 in Amendment 3 that vendors can bid on the expanded responsibilities as part of the budget neutral cost model. Further, the expanded responsibilities that vendors’ bid may become part of the resulting contract at DHCFP’s discretion. Table 12.7-7 lists the potential expanded responsibilities, our solution, and if they are included in our budget neutral cost model Please refer to Attachment Q – Medicaid Claims Processing and Tool Component Requirements Table for further details regarding our solution to meet these responsibilities.


Table 12.7-7. Utilization Management Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


		RFP Reference

		Description

		Solution

		Included in ACS’ Budget Neutral Cost Model



		12.7.13.14

		Assist with PERM universe development and obtaining provider records.

		During the transition period, ACS will meet with DHCFP to define roles for PERM universe development. ACS will pull provider data from the MMIS and DSS databases to use in verifying claims accuracy.

		



		12.7.13.15

		Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently managing the utilization management of radiological services. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients.

		ACS has developed a partnership with CareCore National to address utilization management for high cost diagnostic and therapies. CareCore National can provide services on either a fixed per member per month basis, or can provide a risk-based cost model if they are given access to more than one year of Nevada Medicaid radiology utilization data. Should DHCFP be interested in pursuing this enhanced radiology utilization management approach, we will be happy to provide resources from CareCore National to finalize the level of services and costing approach.

		Because we need discussions with DHCFP on the desirability of using CareCore capabilities, this responsibility is not included in our budget neutral cost model.





12.7.14
Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT)


REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7.14, Attachment Q

The EPSDT support services function includes the operational support for the EPSDT program including maintenance of EPSDT eligibility information, outreach, tracking of referred services and generation of Federal and State reports.


The Vendor must respond to the EPSDT requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

ACS’ history in providing solutions and ongoing operations support of the EPSDT program began in 1991 with the KIDMED contract for the Louisiana Medicaid program and we currently maintain EPSDT programs in nine states. To accomplish the goal of improving the quality of healthcare services and access to care for Medicaid-eligible children, we promote Healthy Kids, Nevada’s EPSDT Program, to parents and guardians with brochures, letters and notices. We monitor screenings in accordance with the periodicity schedule set forth by the American Academy of Pediatrics, monitor immunizations as recommended by the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) of the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), track referrals and treatments based upon screenings, and produce management reports.

We combine traditional Core MMIS EPSDT functionality with DirectAccessEHR, our Health Information Exchange (HIE) solution, so that information is consistent across all platforms. When a patient is in the doctor’s office, DirectAccess gives the provider a complete view of the patients care needs, including alerts for EPSDT screenings or treatment. DirectAccess also provides our nurses performing prior authorization reviews with the EPSDT alerts to ensure a common understanding of recipients’ health care needs. Our case managers reinforce and encourage compliance with EPSDT recommendations. In Hawaii we recently implemented the DirectAccess functionality to create the EPSDT form. For more information on our HIE solution, please refer to Proposal Section 13.1 HIE Overview and Proposal Section 13.2 HIE Requirements.

Manage provider and recipient correspondence: Batch and online functions provide automated functionality to track, update, and report on EPSDT recipient activity. Using the periodicity and immunization schedules and claims data, the system tracks screening and immunization history to identify the next screening due, and referrals and treatments made as a result of the screening.

As each newly-eligible EPSDT recipient is identified, an outreach letter is produced to provide the recipient’s parent or guardian with information about the EPSDT Program. On a periodic basis, all EPSDT-eligible recipients receive outreach letters to remind them of the importance of periodic screenings and immunizations. The EPSDT function of the Core MMIS also produces notices in advance of screenings due to remind the recipient to set up an appointment with his/her Primary Care Physician or other Medicaid provider. EPSDT automated functionality searches claims and encounter data for the screening and if one has not occurred within a specified number of days of the due date, a second reminder notice is generated for mailing to the recipient. We ensure that our letters, notices and brochures are easy to read using language at or below a 6th grade level. All communications are available in English and Spanish.

The system generates EPSDT information letters to participating providers concerning their assigned recipient enrollments, upcoming and/or overdue screening periods, upcoming and/or overdue immunization periods, and late or missing claims for previously scheduled EPSDT-related services. We produce reports that provide management with information on recipients receiving initial outreach letters, initial screening notices, and follow-up notices. Screening reports provide information on screenings due and screenings missed.

The document management solution, Online Document Retrieval and Archive System (ODRAS), stores images of letters and notices. Users can view stored letters or notices, or reprint the desired letter or notice as required by DHCFP. Letters are also tracked in our contact management system, Oracle CRM On-Demand.

The recipient function of the Core MMIS captures a pregnant women’s expected due date as transmitted in the NOMADS eligibility file. This information triggers the generation of an initial EPSDT letter when the women has reached her third trimester.

Recipient updates transmitted from NOMADS and other entities that supply newborn data add newborns to the recipient database. The automated function of EPSDT flags them as eligible for the program and generates letters to send to parents or guardians with information about the EPSDT Program and its benefits. The parents or guardians are encouraged to contact a State office or provider to schedule an appointment for screening or immunization.

Maintain data for reporting and policy decisions: The EPSDT function of the Core MMIS identifies, reports, tracks, and monitors utilization of all services related to EPSDT screenings, immunizations, diagnosis, and treatment. EPSDT services are initially identified on provider-submitted claims and are subsequently available for statistical reporting. The EPSDT function of the Core MMIS includes extensive reporting to assist DHCFP as they review policy decisions. These reports include:

Provider Periodicity Compliance Report - number and percentage of recipients on schedule by provider


Periodic Screening Cost Analysis Report - compares the annual cost of treatment for recipients who have received EPSDT services against those who have not received EPSDT services

Screening Report by Age and Provider Type - analyzes the screening volume and percentages by generic provider types

Year-to-Date Recipient Status Report by Age - cumulative total report by age of all EPSDT eligible recipients and their screening, referral, and outreach status

Negative Outreach Report - eligible recipients declining or not participating in the program

Recipient Screening Due List - recipients overdue for a screening or are due this month

Provider Screening List – recipients scheduled to be seen next month by provider


Provider Referral List - recipients to be seen for treatment based upon a referral for diagnosis and treatment made during a screening

· Provider Utilization Quarterly Summary - number of screenings and treatments performed by provider


The EPSDT function produces the Annual EPSDT Participation Report (CMS-416) which provides CMS and the State with EPSDT participation information and the ability to determine the effectiveness of the EPSDT program in terms of the number of children who receive various medical services.

12.7.15
Personal Care Services (PCS) Program


REQUIREMENT: Section 12.7.15, Attachment Q

The Nevada Medicaid Personal Care Services (PCS) program's objective is to assist, support and maintain recipients living independently in their homes. This is done through the provision of medically necessary services as determined by a functional assessment and written service plan. The functional assessment is currently being done as a "social model" by FHSC staff for Medicaid FFS recipients and by WIN and DAS case managers for those two waiver programs.


With the rapid increase in expenditures, the current Personal Care Services social model is not sustainable. To this end DHCFP is in the process of planning for program modifications and anticipates the release of an updated scope of work associated with the Nevada Medicaid PCS program, on or around the release of this RFP. DHCFP intends to post the scope of work associated with the PCS program to the on line reference library subsequent to BOE approval. DHCFP will notify prospective bidders once PCS program materials have been posted.

Vendor proposals should include the provision of PCS program support services within their proposals as a required service, as part of the budget neutral compensation model.


Nevada leads the way in pursuing a more progressive and forward-thinking policy in its implementation and operation of care management programs on behalf of its recipients. Through its Medicaid fiscal agent contract, Nevada operates one of the broadest arrays of healthcare management programs in the country. DHCFP sets a high standard for delivering on program expectations and responding to emergent challenges, with the result that program recipients enjoy increased economic efficiency and improvement in care delivery.


ACS’ proposed solution to support administration of the DHCFP Personal Care Services (PCS) program reflects an appreciation for current program requirements as well as the flexibility to accommodate future program modifications. This proposal includes the assignment of experienced personnel and a systems solution with comprehensive functionality in full support of DHCFP’s PCS initiatives.


ACS’ response is compliant with all contractual terms given in Amendment 22 by and between DHCFP and First Health Services Corporation. ACS’ response is also fully compliant with operational requirements identified in applicable sections of Chapters 3500-3505 of the DHCFP Medicaid Services Manual. ACS confirms its intent and capability to comply with all performance standards and relevant policy and regulations issued by the State of Nevada, the Federal government and any other applicable regulatory agency.


Initial Request for PCS: Requests for functional assessments to initiate PCS are submitted to ACS and can be made by the recipient, a legally responsible relative, Personal Care Representative (PCR), or individuals covered under the confidentiality requirements of HIPAA, but not by a provider. We validate that the recipient meets the PCS criteria, and if so, provide the recipient with a list of Medicaid-enrolled physical or occupational therapists (PT/OT) who have completed PCS training and are closest to the recipient’s home for scheduling the functional assessment. The recipient schedules an in-home visit with the therapist, which may be followed by an in-clinic visit, if necessary. Assessments are completed using clinically-based, standardized, objective criteria for determination of needs.

After completion of the functional assessment and if services are deemed necessary, the physical or occupational therapist completes a service plan, identifying the tasks and hours needed by the recipient. The therapist provides the recipient and ACS with a copy of the service plan and the functional assessment. Functional assessments and service plans are kept on file per the contract record retention policy.

At-Risk Recipient Requests: Upon receipt of a request for an initial functional assessment, we first complete a risk assessment over the phone to identify those recipients for whom PCS are urgent to avoid institutionalization, or for whom the service need is the result of an acute medical condition or loss of a care giver. When a recipient is determined “at risk”, our clinical staff provide a temporary service authorization and make an immediate referral to the DHCFP District Office’s Care Coordination Unit for assistance with contacting a therapist and an available provider. We notify the selected provider that the recipient is “at-risk” and fax them the functional assessment and authorization document.

Authorizations: Before providing services, a prior authorization (PA) number must be obtained by the provider, and must be included on all claims submitted for reimbursement. Disbursements are made on authorized, payable claims through the MMIS for claims adjudicated for T1019 service codes. Personal care services are authorized by either ACS or, for waiver recipients the appropriate waiver case manager, prior to the initiation of services. Based on the initial functional assessments and service plans completed by the PT/OT, ACS staff enters the service authorization and issues the Notice of Decisions (NOD) per federal and Nevada State laws and regulations and DHCFP program policy. ACS provides the authorized PCS provider with a copy of the approved functional assessment and service plan per program policy.

We administer single service authorizations, maintaining case file documentation for coverage review and authorization determination for various situations where recipients might require authorization for a single event or extra visit for an unanticipated need, such as escort services, bowel or bladder incontinence, etc.

Mileage must be approved in advance by the DHCFP District Office care coordinator on a case-by-case basis. The care coordinator notifies ACS of the actual approved mileage. We maintain case file documentation and issue all authorization numbers.

ACS provides authorized State personnel access to enter prior authorizations directly into the MMIS, or if DHCFP elects, into the Integrated Case Management System (ICMS). ICMS is deployed as a peripheral system, to provide Web-enabled work flow administration, posting of prior authorization records, tool- based request review and program data storage. If DHCFP elects to have staff enter authorization data directly into the MMIS, that data will be cycled into ICMS to provide centralization of program activity data for analysis, reporting and audit purposes.

Reassessment and Change Requests: Authorizations for PCS are issued for periods not to exceed one year and must be reassessed at least annually. Reassessment requests for ongoing services must be submitted to ACS at least 30 calendar days prior to the expiration date of the prior authorization on the request form specific to PCS. The form includes all required recipient and provider information as well as the units requested and the dates of service for the service interval requested. We process the requests according to DHCFP-approved criteria and consistent with all applicable State and federal regulations. Requests are processed according to service level agreement standards dictating completion and reporting.

We maintain case file documentation of short-term modifications of the approved service plan that are completed and sent directly to ACS, as well as those forwarded from appropriate home and community-based waiver case managers. We ensure that the recipient participated in the development of the modification and send the recipient a copy of the modified service plan. When the short-term change has expired, we reinstate the original, approved service plan.

Requests for reassessment due to significant change in the recipient’s condition or circumstances must be submitted to ACS as soon as the significant change is known. Significant change includes events such as hospitalization, physician visit, new diagnosis, or loss of primary care giver. We maintain case file documentation that includes the request for reassessment and required documentation from the recipient’s physician or health care provider. We process the requests according to DHCFP-approved criteria and consistent with all applicable State and federal regulations. Requests are processed according to service level agreement standards dictating completion and reporting.

Provider Relations: ACS conducts ongoing enrollment of a provider network of assessors consisting of Nevada licensed physical therapists and occupational therapists. We contact interested therapists and inform them of provider requirements and the training process. We report on the adequacy of enrolled providers through provider location mapping. We support recipients needing out-of-state provider service and supply information to the provider on enrollment in the Nevada Medicaid program.

We develop and maintain PCS program orientation and training materials to educate therapist assessors on program philosophy, operation, functional assessments and service plans, and the need referral processes. We inform DHCFP of the name and contact information for providers who do not attend training. All training and follow up refresher sessions are provided according to an agreed upon schedule using training approaches consistent with educational objectives established to maintain efficient program operation and service delivery to recipients.

ACS maintains documentation on providers who have completed enrollment and training in the PCS program so that we can supply information to DHCFP and make referrals for functional assessments to recipients.


Quality Assurance Program: ACS develops reports, conducts scheduled program performance analysis, and performs ad hoc analyses. Our medical director designs a QA program that includes:


Reviewing contract compliance to ensure that policies and procedures are being followed


Monitoring and identifying areas of program improvement through data tracking, collection of input and evaluation of all processes


Reviewing functional assessments for accuracy and consistency


Reviewing adverse incidents


· Identifying polices where we recommend a change.


We submit a written description that includes the objectives, methods, and projects of our QA program to DHCFP for approval The medical director schedules, leads, and documents a monthly Quality Assurance Program Committee meeting with DHCFP to assess and evaluate program performance, utilization, costs, and unexpected impacts to determine the success of the initial evaluation/intake process. We deliver minutes from the meeting no later than five (5) business days after the meeting. Depending on program outcomes, the medical director makes recommendations regarding the future development of the program.


ACS develops for DHCFP’s approval, the monthly QA reports of statistics and analysis that include:


Number of program requests


Number of recipients who have a functional assessment completed

Number of recipients who receive program services

Time (in days) between initial referral to receipt of the functional assessment and service plan

Time (in days) between billed functional assessment and initial date of PCS

Percentage of providers who have/have not completed the in-clinic visit, functional assessment and service plan within a specific time period of the initial request

Number of recipients who are determined to be at risk at intake


Number of recipients who are authorized temporary services pending their clinical needs assessment


Length of stay and authorized units for the temporary service agreement

Number of subsequent in-clinic visits billed


Number of program applicants that have an adverse event pending service initiation

Number of program adverse event reviews reported to ACS


Average number of hours authorized on initial assessment.


Summary of complaint reviews as determined by the QA Committee

Comparative evaluation of activity under prior and current processes


Summary of QA performed for accuracy of the ‘at risk’ assessment


Analysis of the accuracy of the temporary service authorization/service plan and whether it met the need


· Other reports that the QA Committee determines to be necessary.

These reports are delivered to DHCFP no later than one business day before the monthly Quality Assurance Program Committee meeting.


Staffing: The organizational chart provided in this proposal provides detailed staffing levels by position and skill set that will support the health care management programs, including PCS. ACS has proposed a staffing model that is a significant enhancement over the existing organizational structure. Not only have the number of FTEs and skill sets of personnel been increased, ACS will locate all staff directly assigned to the PCS program in Nevada, including all consultants, program specialists, and clerical support. The medical director will be Nevada-based and will assume all responsibilities required by the PCS program including:


Implement the PCS Quality Assurance (QA) program and review results monthly with DHCFP


Lead the revision of the functional assessment tool and operational processes based on best practices and clinically based guidelines


Function as an expert clinical and program policy resource


Provide hearing and appeals support


· Provide key insight into program research and performance analysis


Executive staff, as well as local management and line supervisor staff, will meet or exceed the experience and qualifications of staff currently assigned to the PCS program.
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RFP No-1824 


Tab III – Narrative Description of Cost 


Approach 
RFP Reference: 20.4.2.3 Tab III – Narrative Description of Cost Approach, p 194, 179 


Vendors must include a narrative description of their cost approach and proposed operational savings 


in accordance with Section 18.2.1. This section of the cost proposal should also include the vendors’ 


assumptions and basis for the cost approach.  


18.2.1 Narrative Description of Proposed 


Operational Cost Approach 


As part of their cost proposals, proposers shall provide a narrative description of their approach to 


operational pricing, potential cost savings and operational efficiencies and how that approach 


provides assurance to DHCFP that the operational bid is consistent with the budget neutrality 


requirement. DHCFP will assess the reasonableness and overall feasibility of the vendor’s approach 


to achieving savings and the operational cost model. Any proposal with these types of cost savings 


must have a guarantee for the savings amount and identify and describe the proposed method for 


measuring and demonstrating the savings. DHCFP reserves the right to conduct verification of any 


savings guarantees with its own or outside independent actuarial, finance and program/policy 


experts. 


In this section HP Enterprise Services includes our narrative description of proposed 


operational cost approach for our proposed technical solution in response to RFP 1824. 


HPES has thoroughly researched and analyzed the information in the RFP and the bidder’s 


library.  We determined that the current pricing has been artificially inflated across time and 


needed to be adjusted.  Our price sheets reflect the adjustment and provide a significantly 


lower annual price. Highlights of our cost proposal include the following: 


• Our price easily meets the budget neutrality requirement with a price of approximately 


$120 million for the operating, claims, and services expenses, well below the RFP value 


of $176 million. 


• We propose an average annual price of $24 million for the operating, claims, and 


services expenses. 


• Our price allows DHCFP to implement the optional Health Education and Care 


Management program, the optional data warehouse, and the optional health information 


exchange projects—all within budget neutrality. 


• HPES is proposing a five-month transition period, allowing DHCFP to terminate the 


current incumbent’s contract on April 2011. 


• DHCFP will be able to double the system development/enhancement pool to 41,600 


annual hours at a price that is less than current expenditure. 


• Continuous productivity and process improvements provide for decreasing prices 


throughout the contract. 
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Please see Attachment B2 for a complete listing of cost proposal exceptions and 


assumptions. 


We have provided a description of our approach to developing this costing by each main 


cost component. 


Operating Expense 


HPES’ approach to operating expense was to include fixed cost elements in this category.  


For example, for pharmacy drug rebate, the fixed costs for application hosting, 


infrastructure, facilities, and overhead staff were included in the operating expense category, 


while the costs to perform actual drug rebate service were included in the services expense 


category.  The HPES average annual price for operating expense is approximately $1.5 


million less than current charges when compared against Amendment 21 of the incumbent’s 


contract, which was located in the bidder’s library. 


Please see tab 18.1.1.3 Operations Yrs1-5 Cost Schedule for complete details on this 


expense category. 


Claim Expense 


HPES’ approach to claims expense was to include those costs directly related to processing 


and adjudicating fee-for-service claims.  The HPES average annual price for claims expense 


is approximately $4 million less than current charges when compared against Amendment 


21 of the incumbent’s contract, which was located in the bidder’s library. HPES is offering a 


fee-for-service claim price of $0.70, approximately a 25 percent decrease off the current 


price.   


Please see tab 18.1.1.3 Operations Yrs1-5 Cost Schedule for complete details on this 


expense category. 


Encounter Expense 


The HPES average annual price for claims expense is approximately $200,000 less than 


current charges when compared against Amendment 21 of the incumbent’s contract, which 


was located in the bidder’s library.  HPES is offering a per encounter claim price of $0.25, 


approximately a 25 percent decrease off the current price.  


Please see tab 18.1.1.3 Operations Yrs1-5 Cost Schedule for complete details on this 


expense category. 


Services Expense 


HPES’ approach to services expense was to include those costs directly related to 


provisioning of these claim-related services.  Particularly, our price for prior authorizations, 


utilization management, PASSR reviews, and personal care services is approximately $5.5 


million a year, an almost 45 percent decrease in DHCFP’s current charges when compared 


against Amendment 21 of the incumbent’s contract, which was located in the bidder’s 
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library.  HPES also is offering an approximate 15 percent decrease off the current price 


third-party liability (TPL) charges for identifications and closures. 


Please see tab 18.1.1.3 Operations Yrs1-5 Cost Schedule for complete details on this 


expense category. 


Health Education & Care Management 


HPES, in conjunction with APS, has proposed a health education and care coordination 


program.  We acknowledge that this program must also be budget neutral.  We have 


developed a program that will successfully lower benefit spend through helping recipients 


improve preventive maintenance habits and making better health care decisions.  Please 


see tab 18.1.1.3 Operations Yrs1-5 Cost Schedule for complete details on this program. 


Data Warehouse 


HPES is proud to offer the optional data warehouse program under the budget neutrality 


requirement.  HPES is prepared to begin immediately on the project and can support the 


implementation and the ongoing operational costs under the RFP’s $176 million cap for 


budget neutrality. 


Please see tab 18.1.1.5 DW Cost Schedule for complete details on this program. 


Health Information Exchange 


HPES is proud to offer the optional data warehouse program under the budget neutrality 


requirement.  HPES is prepared to begin immediately on the project and can support the 


implementation and the ongoing operational costs under the RFP’s $176 million cap for 


budget neutrality. 


Please see tab 18.1.1.6 HIE Cost Schedule for complete details on this program. 
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appendix FF — sample documentation table of contents

As referenced in Section 9.3.2.8, FHS will revise the existing Nevada systems and user documentation as required to fully describe the proposed enhancements and peripheral systems.  To facilitate this process, we will web enable our DocuTraxx system and add a Documentation Specialist to our staff.  On the following pages, we have provided tables of contents from one of our Nevada User Manuals and from one of our Detailed System Design documents.
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appendix n — icore specialty pharmacy program

As referenced in Section 12.6.4, FHS presents an overview of ICORE’s Specialty Pharmacy Program in the following narrative.

Nevada Medicaid spends over $110,000,000 in the pharmacy program including over $17,000,000 for specialty pharmaceuticals (approx 15.5% of total spend).


With the pharmaceutical manufacturing industry’s (PhRMA) growing focus on biologicals (about 30%-40% of total pipeline) and the uncertain future of ‘generics’ for these entities, this area of pharmacy is expected to be a major driver of drug costs in the future.  


The 2009 projected trend for specialty pharmaceuticals is approximately 18% and will outpace traditional pharmacy spending (projected at 4%-7%).  This growth will have been driven by price inflation, new product approvals, new indications for existing products, and an increase in utilization due to improved prescriber familiarity with these products and so called ‘dose-creep’ of drug regimes.

There is an urgent need to develop a cost containment strategy that addresses this fast growing segment of the pharmacy program with appropriate steps to manage new therapeutic classes and entities as they come to market.


Program Objectives


The objective of the Nevada Medicaid Specialty Pharmacy Program is to ensure appropriate utilization of these high-priced pharmaceuticals and achieve competitive pricing while preserving access, maintaining provider participation, and improving the quality of care.


The key features of our proposed program are:


· Discounting for specialty pharmaceuticals within the existing provider network with rates below traditional Medicaid reimbursement;


· Enhanced utilization management to ensure appropriate utilization;


· Specialized clinical services that supports patient compliance, coordination of specialty pharmacy care, and appropriate drug utilization;


· Physician administered drug program management.

Definition of Specialty Pharmacy


The Nevada Medicaid Specialty Pharmacy Program defines specialty pharmaceuticals as high-cost injectable, infused, oral, topical, or inhaled drugs used to treat acute and/or chronic conditions that generally require close supervision and monitoring of the patient’s drug therapy.  These complex drug therapies may also require enhanced patient education and additional clinical support.


These specialty pharmaceuticals often require special handling and can be self-administered or administered by a healthcare provider (either in the home or in a practitioner’s office) and are either dispensed by a provider for dispensing to a recipient or purchased by the provider and dispensed upon administration.  This program will apply to all specialty pharmaceuticals irrespective of the distribution channel.


Program Specifics


Proposed Reimbursement


A list of targeted specialty pharmaceuticals will be created and maintained that identifies to prescribers, providers, and recipients which medications are being managed by the program.  This list will be published on the Department’s website and will be updated as necessary.  


Reimbursement for all pharmaceuticals found on the ‘Nevada Medicaid Specialty Pharmaceuticals List’ will be the lesser of:


· AWP – 18% plus dispensing fee


· MAC plus dispensing fee


· FUL plus dispensing fee


· Gross Amount Due


· Usual and Customary.


Savings opportunity:  = There is a potential for $400,000 - $600,000 in annual savings for the program.


The opportunity for savings is lessened by the broad pharmacy network (no exclusive provider arrangements), however inclusion of ‘any willing provider’ will mitigate provider pushback since the alternative is to have the services carved out of the current provider network. 


FHS is able to accommodate a preferred provider arrangement utilizing the services of ICORE, our sister specialty pharmacy company.  Should DHCFP choose to pursue this option; FHS will submit a proposal to outline reimbursement for products for Nevada’s review and approval.  Implementation will occur upon mutually agreed upon terms.


After careful review of the specialty pharmacy landscape, the existing provider network, the objectives of CMS and DHCFP; FHS believes that an exclusive provider arrangement will not net significantly more savings over a specialty pharmacy price list.  It achieves a fiscally sound proposal for the Nevada Medicaid program that complements existing services, promotes optimal outcomes for recipients, and delivers savings through effective utilization management, rebate optimization, and network discounts without experiencing significant provider pushback or experiencing lengthy times to implementation due to RFP processes (for preferred provider network of one or more providers), 1915(b) waiver, and ultimately CMS approval.  Delays in implementation will impede projected savings and makes any proposal that cannot be quickly implemented, fiscally unsound unless the savings exceeds the lost opportunity and any projected savings of an alternative solution.


A State Plan Amendment will need to be prepared and submitted to the CMS for approval.  Precedent for this type of ‘price list’ has been established by the State of Minnesota which implemented a specialty pharmacy price list in 2008.

Enhanced Utilization Management


The Nevada Division of Health Care Financing and Policy Drug Use Review Board will be utilized to develop policies for drug and/or drug classes in order to ensure appropriate utilization of these specialty pharmaceuticals.  The policies will be designed to address:


· Safety issues


· Public health concerns


· Appropriateness of therapy


· Waste


· The potential for fraud, abuse and diversion


· The over/under use and misuse of medications.

Utilization management for many of these products will encompass traditional methods of managing the pharmacy benefit including step edits, quantity limits, prior authorization, and drug utilization review.  The goal of the PA process is to encourage appropriate use of medications, both to reduce the incidence of preventable drug-related morbidity and to contain costs.  The program will utilize evidence-based clinical guidelines to develop criteria for selected products listed on the ‘Nevada Medicaid Specialty Pharmaceuticals Price List.’ 

The program will attempt to rationalize delivery of services whenever possible, however some products typically administered as ‘buy and bill’ by a recipient’s provider under the medical benefit may move to the pharmacy benefit.  This step is necessary to equalize the clinical management of certain specialty pharmaceuticals rather than have two standards depending on the distribution channel.  The selection of these products will only be done after careful consideration of all impacts with continuity of care in mind and will attempt to minimize disruption to patient care.


In addition, the Nevada Medicaid Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee will be asked to assist in drug product selection in drug classes where multiple therapy options exist within the class.  Currently, a number of these classes are already on the Nevada Medicaid Preferred Drug List (PDL); Multiple Sclerosis, Hepatitis-C, Erythropoiesis Stimulating Proteins, Growth Hormone, Immunomodulators, and Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension.  Nevada will work with its pharmacy benefit administrator to expand the current PDL to include more specialty pharmaceutical drug classes.


Savings Opportunity:  There is a potential savings opportunity of $200,000 to $300,000 annually (not including future rebate opportunities); more savings are available depending on the aggressiveness of final criteria, approved by the DUR Board.  

OPTIONAL SERVICES


Specialized Clinical Services


The Nevada Division of Health Care Financing and Policy recognizes that developing an effective specialty pharmacy program involves more than simply providing access to drugs at discounted rates.  Due to the complexity of specialty pharmacy drug therapies, patients also require specialized clinical services to achieve optimal outcomes, improve care, and reduce costs.  This is necessary in order to ensure that scarce health care dollars are spent in an optimal manner.  


Specialized clinical services for these patients include side-effect management, proactive refill management, therapy adherence monitoring, management services related to response to therapy, and prior authorization oversight.  Specialized clinical services for these patients’ moves beyond traditional disease management to a more targeted approach that seeks to identify and address the health care needs of high-risk patients who are likely to generate high healthcare costs.  

FHS’/ICORE’s approach focuses on managing the healthcare needs of high-risk patients through intensive and customized pharmacy services, instead of emphasizing standardized, disease-specific interventions that apply to an entire population of members.


By identifying high-risk recipients prospectively, as the drugs are being prescribed, future healthcare costs can be avoided by coordinating healthcare delivery and the elimination of redundant care, and encouraging recipient self-management of health conditions.  This specialized clinical service programs will “fill in the gaps” by serving recipients with complex conditions and healthcare needs that are not addressed by existing treatment protocols and standardized care plans.  While not attempting to duplicate existing services, this comprehensive approach will act as a safety net to catch any problems that might have fallen through the first level of services. 


The trigger point for entry to the case management program would be the request for PA under the enhanced PA program.  This point of entry is the optimal time to collect information about the patient and the need for specialized clinical services.  


Trained registered nurses will review the medical and pharmaceutical history of triggered patients and identify opportunities for patient outreach.  The goals of these interventions will be to educate the patient on their disease state and medication therapy, monitor for successful outcomes and adverse drug reactions, and access the patient for referral to specialists.


Savings opportunities:  While the savings are neutral, there is inherent value due to improved quality of care and patient outcomes.


FHS looks forward to discussing this proposal in more depth including terms and pricing.

Physician Administered Drug Program (PADP - Medical Benefit):  


There is significant spend in specialty pharmacy that occurs on the medical side of the dispensing channel, in the physician-administered drug program.  This program will manage the spend of pharmaceuticals through a combination of utilization management and price controls/lists.  FHS proposes to use our sister company, ICORE to manage this area of the program, since it is their core competency.  


ICORE’s model for PADP is threefold:

· Reimbursement Rationalization:  ICORE supports physician office “buy-and-bill” and advocates the use of a variable fee schedule that incents the utilization of generics (where available and when appropriate).  


· ICORE’s model is to increase reimbursement of generics, while maintaining or reducing reimbursement of branded physician office injectables/infusibles –  this produces an incentive to prescribe less expensive and clinically appropriate alternatives whenever possible;


· Maintaining quality of care, and keeping it in the physician office rather than the hospital outpatient department;


· Improve Claims Operations:  ICORE’s model places edits on clinically ‘impossible’ claims, and identifies claims payment errors;


· Mitigate Inappropriate and Off-Label Use:  Our claims audits eliminate off-label use, and can work with FHS to implement appropriate PA wherever clinically appropriate and effective.


In our calculation, we have estimated that the majority of savings comes from just two categories of oncolytics — taxanes and bisphosphonates  In each category, Nevada Medicaid’s spend for branded drugs to generic drugs is inversely related to ICORE benchmarks.  By increasing reimbursement to generics in these categories, and reducing reimbursement to brands, Nevada Medicaid will reduce its spend in these categories by 30 to 40 percent.


Savings Opportunity:  ICORE can assist Nevada Medicaid in reducing their PADP spend, and calculates a savings of approximately $800,000 annually. 


FHS looks forward to discussing this proposal in more depth including terms and pricing.  
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Tab XII – Resource Matrix

REQUIREMENT:  Section 20.3.2.13, page 193, and Section 17.6, page 175

Vendors must include the resource matrix in this section.

This section contains proprietary/confidential information and has been excerpted and moved per instructions in RFP Section 20.3.1.2 to Part III, Confidential Technical Information.
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tab xi — preliminary project plan   RFP Section 20.3.2.12

First Health Services (FHS) provides work plans for the various scopes of work detailed in RFP Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover.  As the current vendor for the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up programs, we have close working relationship with DHCFP staff, the current issues facing the State, and the goals and objectives of DHCFP for how to deal with budgetary constraints, as well as the challenges of the upcoming health care reform.

This knowledge has prepared FHS to be ready to conform to DHCFP standards, continue to administer the already operational MMIS and peripheral tools, and assist the State of Nevada in addressing the immediate needs facing the program.  In addition, because we do not have all of the tasks that a new vendor will have — learning the systems, replacing some systems, porting the MMIS to a new environment, and multiple other areas that add risk to DHCFP — we will be able to begin a program of enhancement by web-enabling the MMIS, adding a web portal, and replacing the current Thomson Reuters DSS with our dynamic and flexible DSS with use of the Cognos Business Intelligence tool.  Implementation of the web portal also sets the stage for establishing the Health Information Exchange (HIE) infrastructure to support Medicaid and SCHIP (Nevada Check Up).  Once established, FHS works closely with DHCFP and the Task Force to determine where expansion can be enabled.

While we perform this technology refresh, we also are prepared to continue to support the clinical needs of both DHCFP and Medicaid Program recipients.  We propose to support the implementation of the Health Education and Care Coordination Program that we feel can enhance the care management of the identified recipients while saving costs.  

DHCFP has asked vendors to consider proposing an optional Data Warehouse.  We have an Enterprise Data Warehouse to support our Magellan Health Care business.  We propose to implement this flexible and readily expandable data warehouse in a phased approach that aligns with the initial phase of the operational data stores, using Cognos Business Intelligence tool to support SURS, MARS, standard reporting, and ad hoc reporting and data analysis.  Extending this first phase to a full data warehouse that supports the reporting and analysis needs of the Medicaid Program is the next logical step.  We commit to working with DHCFP to meet the dynamic reporting needs of the user community.  We also will work with DHCFP staff to plan for and implement and additional expansion that goes beyond the currently identified scope.  Unlike the current design of the data model, ours is very flexible and can expand to meet the needs of the program.

As required by the RFP Section 20.3.2.12, we submit the following preliminary work plans in this proposal.  We will work with DHCFP staff to review and refine these plans to reflect the scope and needs of the State.  The following work plans are included:  

MMIS Takeover Work Plan

Health Information Exchange Work Plan

Care Coordination Work Plan

Data Warehouse Work Plan

Health Education and Care Coordination Work Plan.
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11
System Requirements

REQUIREMENT:  Section 11, page 84-98

ACS meets DHCFP’s goals for a budget-neutral, low-risk MMIS takeover that will meet or exceed current performance standards by proposing the combination of a proven technical MMIS environment with new MITA-aligned peripheral system solutions.  

		

		



		· Established relationship with Verizon Data Center, current host of the Nevada Core MMIS

· Benefit of lessons learned from taking over a similar core MMIS in Virginia

· Replacement peripherals meet CMS certification criteria


· PBM, HIE, other peripherals are HIPAA-compliant, MITA-aligned


· Use of ACS hardened, secure, 24/7 data centers for hosting Nevada MMIS peripheral systems and tools



		





ACS minimizes long-term risk for DHCFP through our long-term commitment to Medicaid, our history of innovation, and our proven takeover experience that will lower risk and allow our partnership with DHCFP to grow as needs change.  We bring the strength and combination of experience and innovation.  We will not only “be there” for DHCFP in the future, we will provide proactive leadership to help the agency be successful.

Use of the Verizon Data Center virtually eliminates transition risk for the Core MMIS component. As for the peripheral systems and tools, we propose to host those systems in existing ACS data centers, which collectively support 13 Medicaid programs across the country.  These facilities are located in Tarrytown, New York; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; and Richmond, Virginia.  All of our secure data centers are staffed with hardware, software, telecommunications, and operations experts supporting true 24/7 operations.  ACS works under DHCFP direction with other vendors and stakeholders to ensure that all data and interface needs transition seamlessly to support the Core MMIS, peripheral systems, and tools.  

We monitor federal regulations and implement, update, or change our processes or systems to ensure compliance with regulations regarding standards for privacy, security, electronic healthcare transactions, healthcare code sets and individually identifiable health information as identified in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996, Title II – Administrative Simplification.  We ensure our employees understand HIPAA regulations and follow them rigorously. 


ACS’ defense-in-depth security approach, described later in this section, incorporates multiple layers of security to provide administrative, physical, and technical safeguards to protect sensitive or confidential data during all phases of Nevada MMIS takeover and operations. Our approach is grounded in solid, proven experience managing security for more than 25 healthcare systems contracts. Ensuring the security, confidentiality, integrity, and appropriate availability of sensitive, confidential recipient and provider information is a top priority.

In addition to the Nevada Core MMIS transfer, newly installed or modified systems will be of special note and will warrant review.  The ACS project manager will facilitate an MMIS user satisfaction survey and report on the results to DHCFP.  We understand the importance to the State of Nevada of maintaining MMIS certification and continuing to receive full enhanced federal matching funds retroactive to start of operations.  We understand from DHCFP’s responses to vendor Questions 173 and 174 that CMS has indicated the possibility of limited certification reviews.  We understand the CMS certification process well, including the MITA-aligned procedures outlined in the Medicaid Enterprise Certification Toolkit (MECT).  Should CMS elect to pursue a formal certification of the system or any component, we are ready, experienced, and prepared to deliver a certification plan and bring the necessary resources to bear to ensure a successful certification review.

As required by the RFP, we have organized the remainder of this chapter into the following sections: 


11.1  Vendor Response to System Requirements

11.2  Current MMIS Computing Environment

11.3  HIPAA Requirements


11.4  Security Requirements


11.5  Business Resumption Requirements


11.6  Post Implementation Review and CMS System Certification
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ESTIMATING  THE  IMPACT  OF  THE  AWP  SETTLEMENT  ON  FEE  FOR 
SERVICE  MEDICAID PROGRAMS 


 
On March  30,  2009  the  U.S.  District  Court  for  the  District  of Massachusetts 
entered a Final Order and  Judgment approving  the class action settlement  that 
involved  two major  publishers  of  drug  pricing  information,  First  Data  Bank 
(FDB) and Medi‐Span. This Final Order and  Judgment  is  the  second proposed 
class settlement; the first being rejected after receiving numerous objections from 
pharmacy groups and other impacted third parties.  
 
BACKGROUND  
The  Plaintiffs  in  this  case  alleged  that  FDB’s  and  Medi‐Span’s  policies  and 
practices caused them to pay inflated prices for certain pharmaceutical products. 
FDB has  long  asserted  that  it  surveyed wholesalers  to gather data used  to  set 
Average Wholesale Price  (AWP); however  this was not  the case.   Details of  the 
complaint  can  be  reviewed  by  reading  Judge  Saris’s Order  of March  17,  2009 
granting final approval of the settlement (which can be found on FDB’s website). 
 
According  to  Judge  Saris,  “the  scheme  resulted  in  higher  profits  for  retail 
pharmacies  that  purchase  drugs  on  the  basis  of Wholesale  Acquisition  Cost 
(WAC) but are  reimbursed on  the basis of AWP”  creating a differential  called 
‘the spread’.   
 
The  impact  of  this  judgment  and  the  subsequent  independent decision  by  the 
publishers to reduce the AWP mark‐up factor to a standard ceiling of 120 percent 
of WAC on all National Drug Codes (NDCs), affects all pharmacy providers and 
payers  whose  reimbursement  formulas  are  based  on  AWP.  This  change  is 
scheduled to take effect on September 26, 2009.  
 
This  reduction  in mark‐up  (rollback  from  125 percent  of WAC)  is  expected  to 
affect over 21,400 NDCs  in  total,  impact over 95% of brand drug costs and  less 
than 5% of generic drug costs.  
 
Additionally, both FDB and Medi‐Span have independently announced plans to 
discontinue  publishing  AWP  outright,  by  March,  2011.  As  the  predominant 
sources  of  pricing  data  in  the  Medicaid  world,  these  changes  will  have 
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widespread impact. It will likely necessitate the review and use of a new pricing 
benchmark  in  reimbursement  algorithms  and will  affect  the  amounts  paid  to 
pharmacy providers for some drugs.  
 
PURPOSE
This white paper examines the impact of the proposed Settlement changes in the 
fee‐for‐service Medicaid environment. 
 


IMPACT OF THE AWP ROLLBACK ON MEDICAID PAYERS
   
The   change   to   the   AWP   calculation   will   result   in   a   4%   savings   to   payers 
on  those  NDCs  that  were  paid  at  AWP.   A simple example is provided below: 
  
Pre‐Judgment             Post‐Judgment   
FDB WAC = $100            FDB WAC = $100   
FDB AWP = $125            FDB AWP = $120   
   
Reimbursement at            Reimbursement at   
AWP‐16.25% = $104.69      AWP‐16.25% = $100.50   
Dispensing fee = $5.00          Dispensing fee = $5.00   
   
Total Reimbursement = $109.69       Total Reimbursement = $105.50   
   
% Reduction in Reimbursement = 4%   
   


IMPACT OF THE AWP ROLLBACK ON PHARMACY PROVIDERS
   
The change  to  the AWP calculation will result  in a 4% reduction  in payment  to 
providers on  those claims  that  paid  at  AWP.    Pharmacy   Providers   and   their 
associations  are  touting  an  estimated  reduction  in  gross  margin  of  between 
40‐50%.  However it should be understood that this reduction in gross margin of 
40‐50%  varies  depending  on  the AWP  of  the  drug  (specific  to the NDC),  the 
State’s AWP discount  rate  and dispensing  fee  and  is  only  attributable  to  those 
claims that paid at AWP which will vary greatly from pharmacy to pharmacy.  
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Example using the information above:   
   
Pre‐Judgment             Post‐Judgment   
   
Total Reimbursement = $109.69       Total Reimbursement = $105.50   
Acquisition Cost (WAC) = $100       Acquisition Cost (WAC) = $100   
Gross Margin = $9.69          Gross Margin = $5.50   
   
Example using a less expensive AWP:   
   
Pre‐Judgment (example 2)          Post‐Judgment   
   
WAC = $10.00             WAC = $10.00   
AWP = $12.50             AWP=   $12.00   
AWP‐16.25% + $5.00 = $15.47       AWP‐16.25% + $5.00 = $15.05   
   
Total Reimbursement = $15.47       Total Reimbursement = $15.05   
Gross  Margin  =  $5.47          Gross  Margin  =  $5.05   
   
These  estimates  are  made  using  the  assumption  that  actual  acquisition  cost 
(AAC) = WAC.     
   
Clearly  there  is  a  reduction  in  gross  margin  in  the  provided  examples,  but 
it  is  easy  to  see  the  effect  that  the  magnitude  of  the  drug  price  plays  on 
the  gross  margin.   
   
However, these  types  of  examples  are  not  the  best  way  to  examine  the 
financial  impact  on  providers  since  1)  WAC  is  not  representative  of  their 
true  acquisition,  and  2)  it  is  not  known  how  many  of  the  claims  actually 
pay  at  AWP  (as  some  will  pay  at  U/C,  MAC,  FUL), and 3) not every NDC 
has been marked up above 120%.   
 
Therefore,  it  is  not  known  what  the  overall  impact  to  margin  would  be  on 
any  individual  pharmacy,  never  mind  the  impact  on  pharmacy  providers as 
a  whole.   Still,  it  provides  a  glimpse  into  what  likely  prompted  letters from 
providers  to  Medicaid  agencies  about  renegotiating  reimbursement rates.   
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THE RULING   
There   were   multiple   objections   filed   to   the   ruling   and   Judge   Saris 
addressed   them   in   her   opinion   of   March   30,   2009.    She   stated   these 
providers  were  “unjustly  enriched  when  drug  prices  were  fraudulently  inflated 
during   the   scheme,   yet   they   have   not   been   asked   to   disgorge   themselves   of   their 
profits”.   Stating  further  that  “the  pharmacies  seemed  to  have  survived  prior   to 
the   start   of   this   fraudulent   scheme,   making   it   seem   likely   that   they   will   survive 
after  it  has  been  undone”.  The objections primarily focused on the data used in 
the  analysis  during  the  case  and  due  to  the  impact  to  providers  as  indirect 
participants  to  the case.   The  last of  these objections  (filed by  the NACDS) was 
dismissed in September 2009. 
   
That   said,   many   commercial   based   prescription   benefit   managers   (PBM’s) 
have  begun  the  process  of  renegotiating/re‐setting  reimbursement  rates  with 
their   pharmacy   network   and   contracted   health   plans.    Most PBM’s   had 
inserted  terms  into  their  agreements  long  ago  to  accommodate  the  pending 
settlement.    These   steps   were   taken   due   to   the   complexity   of   the 
relationships   between   the   pharmacy   network,   the   PBM   (many   of   whom 
own   pharmacies),   and   the   health   plan   sponsor.    These   complicated 
arrangements   are   a   bit   different   from   the   straightforward   world   of 
fee‐for‐service  Medicaid and are done to preserve the economic neutrality of the 
PBM. 
   
Since the dismissal of the last objection/appeal; pharmacy groups have begun to 
pursue  other means  of preserving  the  current  reimbursement.   Lawsuits  have 
been  filed  against  the  States  of  Washington,  New  York,  California,  and 
Minnesota  and  a  letter  has  been  sent  to  the  Secretary  of Health  and Human 
Services, Kathleen Sebelius urging her  to  intervene on behalf of  the pharmacy 
groups to preserve economic neutrality.   
 
As of September 2009; CMS has not provided any official guidance to states on 
whether or not an adjustment to reimbursement rates is warranted. 
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IMPACT  OF  THE  INDEPENDENT  DECISION  TO  STOP  PUBLISHING 
 AWP  IN  2011 


   
Both  FDB   and  Medi‐Span  have  decided  (independent  of  the  settlement)  to 
discontinue  publishing  AWP  within  two  years  of  the  implementation of the 
Final  Order  and Judgment (by September 2011).   This  has  far  reaching  impact 
in   the   Medicaid   world   since  nearly   every   state   uses   a   discounted   AWP 
model   as   the   cost   basis   for determining   Estimated   Acquisition   Cost   (EAC) 
with  a  heavy  reliance  on FDB  and  Medi‐Span.   
 
It  should  be  noted  that  FDB  and Medi‐Span  are  not  the  sole  source  of AWP 
pricing  information.   Red Book and Gold Standard are  two other publishers of 
AWP data and are not parties to this lawsuit and/or the decisions made by FDB 
and Medi‐Span to discontinue publishing AWP. 
   
IF  NOT   AWP,   THEN   WHAT   REIMBURSEMENT   BENCHMARK   MAKES 
SENSE? 
   
The   phase   out   of   AWP   necessitates   a   new   direction   for   payers   as   they 
move   their   reimbursement   formulas   away   from   cost   minus,   to   cost   plus 
models   that   better   track   the   EAC   of   pharmaceuticals.    Unfortunately,   a 
standardized   and   new   benchmark   does   not   appear   to   be   on   the   horizon 
and   the   pharmacy   benefits   industry   has   not   even   begun   to  develop   a 
coordinated  solution.   
   
According   to   the   Academy   of   Managed   Care   Pharmacy   (AMCP),   the   best 
benchmark   will   be   accessible,   transparent,   and   accurate.    It   should   also   be 
updated  frequently,  widely  accepted  and   recognized,  and  provide sufficient 
‘coverage’   (meaning   all   NDCs).    Currently,   there   is   no   available benchmark 
that  meets  all  these  criteria.   
   


THE FEDS TAKE A TURN AT BENCHMARK REFORM 
   
The  Federal  Government  has  taken  a  turn  at  suggesting  a  new  benchmark 
thru  reform.   Average  Sales  Price  (ASP)  and  Average  Manufacturer  Price 
(AMP)  have  both  been  discussed  as  possible  replacements  for  AWP.     
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These   solutions   seem   appropriate   due   to   the   fact   that   they   are   based   on 
actual  sales  data,  however  they  also  pose  significant  issues  with  their  use.    
The   most   significant   of   these   issues   is   the   lag   time   associated   with   the 
submission  of  the  data.   The  information  is  submitted  by  manufacturers  to 
CMS   quarterly,   the   information   is   then   processed   and   reported   to   State 
Medicaid   Agencies.    The   current   turnaround   time   is   approximately   six 
weeks  after  the  close  of  the  quarter.      
   
The  lag  time  is  estimated  anywhere  from  3‐6  months  for  ASP  data  for  the 
Federal   AMP.    Even   the   submission   of   AMP   data   on   a monthly   basis,   as 
posed  in  the  Deficit  Reduction  Act  (DRA  2005)  results  in a  one  month  lag 
in  data.   In addition AMP is frequently adjusted months, even years later.   
   
In   a   pharmacy   claims   world   where   real   time   claims   submission   is 
supported   by   real   time   eligibility,   TPL/COB,   and   other   real   time   data 
sources;   the   use   of   ‘non‐real   time’   pricing   data   seems   incompatible,   if   not 
counter  productive.   
   
Use   of   either   of   these   proposed   benchmarks   would   also   face   potential 
barriers  from  manufacturers  who  contend  that  this information is proprietary 
and   confidential   and   from   providers   who   often   feel   that   these   prices   are 
not  representative  of  true  acquisition  costs.   
   
Implementation   of   these   pricing   benchmarks   (ASP,   AMP)   also   raises   the 
specter  of  requests  from  pharmacy  providers  for  massive  price  adjustments 
and  post  claim  reconciliations.   From an operational and financial perspective, 
these are  situations  best  avoided.   
   
BEST SOLUTION   
Looking  at  all  the  currently  available  benchmarks,  it  would  seem  that WAC 
is   the   pricing   reference   point   that   comes   closest   to   satisfying   all 
stakeholders  using  the  criteria  delineated  above.   However, like AWP, it does 
not accurately  reflect  actual  wholesale  prices.   It  does  not  capture discounts, 
rebates,   or   other   pricing   incentives   and   it   should   be   noted   that like   AWP, 
WAC   is   set   by   manufacturers   and   is   therefore   unregulated  and  also 
potentially subject to manipulation. 
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This   has   caused   many   to   ponder   if   using   WAC   as   a   benchmark   in   their 
pharmacy   reimbursement   models,   is   any   different   from   using   AWP.    The 
answer is not so clear.   
   
Still,  WAC  is  widely  available  (through  both  FDB  and  Medi‐Span  and other 
sources),  is  widely  recognized  (most  pharmacy  purchasing  is  conducted  on 
a  WAC  basis),  and  is  updated  frequently  by  manufacturers  and  the  pricing 
compendia   publishers.    This   satisfies   most   of   what   AMCP   suggests   as 
criteria   for   a   reliable   pricing   benchmark.    There   is   also   some   precedent   in 
the   Medicaid   industry   as    WAC   is   currently   used   as   the   basis   of   cost 
determination  in  Rhode  Island  and  Massachusetts.   
   
Probably   the   biggest   criticism   for   use   of   WAC   as   a   Medicaid   pricing 
benchmark  is  that  there  is  not  an  available  WAC  price  on  every  available 
NDC.    It   is   estimated   that   there   is   no   WAC   price   available   for 
approximately  20%  of  non‐obsolete  NDCs.   This  number  is  greatly mitigated 
by   the   use   of   alternative   benchmarks   such   as   Direct   Price   (DP),   Federal 
Upper  Limit  Price  (FUL)  and  State  Maximum  Allowable  Cost  Price  (SMAC) 
in  State  Medicaid’s  pricing  algorithms.     
   
A   First   Health   analysis   of   rebate‐able   products   produces   a   list   of   45,420 
non‐obsolete   NDCs.    Of   these,   9,408   do   not   have   a   WAC   price   associated 
with   them   (21%).    Please   note   that   this   is   not   a   claims   based   analysis, 
however   claims   based   analyses   have   shown   that   approximately   15%   of 
NDCs  for  submitted  paid  claims  do  not  have  a  WAC  price  associated  with 
them,  though  this  varies  greatly  by  client.     
   
Taking  this  a  step  further  and  applying  DP,  FUL  and  SMAC  pricing  trims 
the  list  of  NDCs  without  a  WAC  down  to  2,339  NDCs  (5%).     
   
Non‐Obsolete  NDCs    45,420
NDCs  with  no  WAC  Price    9,409 
Remaining  NDCs  with  no  DP,  FUL,  or  SMAC*   2,339 
 
*SMAC = First Health MAC  
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The   list   of   remaining   NDCs   with   no   WAC,   DP,   FUL,   or   SMAC   (2,339 
NDCs)   contains   many   Over‐The‐Counter   (OTC)   items   as   well   as   other 
non‐drug   items   (bed   underpads,   bee   pollen,   bulk   syringes,   etc).    There   are 
some  drug  items  such  as  estradiol,  metformin  and  morphine  from  various 
manufacturers   that   do   appear   on   the   list.    This   information   suggests   that 
WAC  is  a  very  viable  candidate  for  use  as  a  Medicaid  benchmark.   
   
The   remaining   question   is   what   would   be   the   resolution   for   claims 
submitted  without  an  available  pricing  element  (WAC,  DP,  FUL,  or SMAC). 
Would   the   Medicaid   agency   allow   the   claim   to   pay   at   Usual   and 
Customary   (U/C)   or   should   the   claim   be   rejected   as   ‘NDC   not   covered 
(NCPDP  70)’  pending  submission  of  appropriate  pricing  information  by  the 
manufacturer?     
   
First   Health   believes   that   excluding   coverage   for   non‐WAC   NDCs   is   the 
easiest  way  to  implement  a  WAC  based  solution  and  will  in  turn  provide 
the   necessary   incentive   for   manufacturers   to   provide   WAC   pricing   to 
pricing   publishers.    First   Health   recognizes   the   potential   impact   of   not 
covering  all  rebate‐able  NDCs  and  believes  that  requiring  manufacturers  to 
supply  WAC  pricing  data  to  publishers  does  not  violate  the  Federal  OBRA 
90  regulations.     
   
First  Health  has  examined  other  possible  solutions  for  covering  the  gaps  in 
NDC   coverage   of   a   WAC   based   reimbursement   change.    Solutions  can  be 
developed such as:   
 


 • A  WAC  based  reference  list  for  those  NDCs  without  a  MAC/FUL;    
 • Expansion  of  current  MAC  lists  to  include  these  NDCs  with  no  WAC;   
 • A  WAC  ‘reference  price’  based  on  the  innovator  or  branded  agent;  
 • A  WAC  based  reference  price  that  includes  all  NDCs  in  a  given  GSN.     
 
However   in   the   interest   of   transparency   and   consistency,   First   Health 
supports   excluding   these   NDCs   from   coverage   with   a   requirement   for 
manufacturers  to  provide  WAC  pricing  to  publishers.   
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First  Health  has  been  following  the  FDB/Medi‐Span  AWP  Settlement  closely,  and 
is   fully   prepared   to   support   states   in   developing   a   reimbursement   strategy   that 
delivers   reliability,   accuracy,   accountability   and   clarity   to   a   complicated   pricing 
environment.   
   
Should   you   desire   additional   information,   please   contact:    Rob   Coppola 
PharmD,  MBA  at:   RACoppola@magellanhealth.com
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16
Data Warehouse – Optional Provision

REQUIREMENT:  Section 16, page 151

The Enhanced Data Warehouse/Decision Support System modernizes DHCFP’s solution with the introduction of the MITA-aligned EMAR and EFADS products. Further, DHCFP will have the opportunity to expand the scope of the data warehouse through the introduction of new data sources, enabling DHCFP to manage programs across agency boundaries and to coordinate care and services more effectively.

		

		



		· Enhanced data warehouse/Decision support solution built expressly for Medicaid

· MITA-aligned with services oriented architecture, carefully chosen COTS products

· Enterprise MAR and Enterprise SUR and Fraud and Abuse solutions

· Expandable to serve DHCFP, DHHS, and broader State of Nevada future needs



		





As technical and functional requirements evolve, ACS has modernized states’ decision support solutions all over the country—without replacing the core MMIS—through implementation of MITA-aligned peripheral system components.  

The ACS data warehouse we propose is intended to be Phase One of a multiple phase project that will result in an enterprise-level data warehouse that can be leveraged by the entire Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS).  The scalable platform allows for future growth of data streams internal to DHCFP and to all other DHHS agencies (and other DHCFP and State agencies and organizations).   We leverage MITA-aligned technologies including services oriented architecture (SOA) and commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software products to more accurately collect, monitor and evaluate data from existing and future data sources and support DHCFP’s goal of leveraging that infrastructure across multiple divisions.  We apply proven industry best practices through development, testing and operations to deliver and maintain an extensible data warehouse populated with data DHCFP trusts.


The short-term goal of DHCFP that pertains to the data warehouse/decision support system (DW/DSS) is to make the current DSS functionality available to a broader audience through an enhanced, easy-to-use interface. Long-term, DHCFP would like to have the flexibility to expand the scope of the DW/DSS with the ability to add more data sources and functionality that would allow an expanded definition of the “enterprise” to encompass the entire DHHS. In reaching this goal, DHCFP would like to take advantage of more modern technology to achieve the following objectives:


More accurate collection of meaningful data


Infrastructure that supports higher levels of MITA maturity

· Data warehouse design that supports future expansion and diversified use

Ingenix, as a subcontractor to ACS, plans to implement a new DW/DSS in Phase One that will meet all the requirements of the base DSS as well as the technology-based goals and objectives of the Optional Enhanced phase.  The enhanced DHCFP data warehouse will be fully capable of supporting the outlined data sources, and many more data stores to create a truly enterprise-wide data warehouse.  In this section, we also propose two key Web-based improvements for Nevada:


EMAR.  ACS proposes to replace the current mainframe-based MARS solution with our contemporary and MITA-aligned Enterprise MAR (EMAR) application.  EMAR produces all MAR reports as well as required MSIS data feeds and supporting reports.  

· EFADS.  To assist DHCFP in meeting the challenges of reducing fraud and abuse and guarding its scarce resources, ACS proposes to replace the current mainframe-based SURS solution with the MITA-aligned Enterprise Fraud and Abuse Detection System (EFADS).  


When considering the evolution of its data warehouse, DHCFP can look to states such as Michigan, which began in 1994 with the first Medicaid data warehouse in the country with about 50 users. Today, the Michigan enterprise data warehouse (EDW) encompasses virtually all major departments, including assisting Michigan across the health and human services spectrum; and is used by more than 9,000 employees from across the state.  ACS will support DHCFP in its vision for a data warehouse that will evolve to meet its reporting and analysis requirements today and in the future.

As required by the RFP, we have organized the remainder of this chapter into the following sections: 


16.1 Overview

16.2 Project

16.3 Sources of Data

· 16.4 Architecture

16.1
Overview

REQUIREMENT:  Section 16.1, page 151-152


16.1.1 Purpose.  This section of the Request for Proposal (RFP) pertains to an upgraded Data Warehouse. The DHCFP’s objective is to identify a qualified vendor to implement a new commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) data warehouse. As part of the required takeover scope of work, vendors’ data warehouse solution must meet the minimum data warehouse operational responsibilities as presented as presented in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table, Section 12.6.8, of this RFP. Compensation for the minimum data warehouse operational responsibilities will occur through the budget neutral compensation model. Any incremental costs associated with an upgraded data warehouse that achieves the objectives and requirements presented in this section will be compensated separately, external to the budget neutral compensation model, based on the vendor’s cost proposal.


While this is an optional provision which Vendors may choose to include or exclude as part of their technical proposal submission, proposals that do not include an upgraded data warehouse solution component will not be entitled to receive the maximum points allotted for the evaluation of technical proposals, as this component will be considered during the evaluation and scoring of technical proposals.


The acceptance and implementation of this optional provision will occur at DHCFP’s sole discretion and shall have no bearing on DHCFP’s decision to accept or implement other services proposed by the successful vendor regardless of whether it is part of, or external to the budget neutral compensation model. DHCFP desires to implement a proven, table driven, easy to use, and easy to navigate Data Warehouse. Proposed systems must adhere to mainstream and industry best practices in design, architecture and functionality. Vendors must describe, in detail, how their product meets these expectations.

The Data Warehouse is intended to be Phase One of a multiple phase project that will result in an enterprise-level Data Warehouse utilized by the entire DHHS. It is important that the platform on which Phase One is built is scalable to allow for future growth of data streams internal to DHCFP and to all other DHHS agencies. Future phases are intended to allow other DHHS agencies to house their data in the DHCFP Warehouse, report on it and share data, where appropriate, with other agencies, as well as provide additional functionality to DHCFP.


The objectives of this project are to:


1. Take advantage of more modern technology including those in the upcoming Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) initiatives.


2. More accurately collect, monitor and evaluate existing data with the intent of moving towards a Department of Health and Human Services enterprise data warehouse that will allow all Nevada HHS agencies to share information about common recipients efficiently and effectively;


3. Enhance DHCFP infrastructure that can be leveraged across multiple divisions.


Meeting the objectives of the data warehouse enhancement creates a solid foundation for the DSS/DW environment. The Optional Enhanced DSS/DW will further align DHCFP with the Medicaid Information Technology Architecture through the integration of EMAR and EFADS tools.

Much of the required functional focus in Phase One of the project is devoted to taking over or, in the case of the DSS/DW, replacing components of the MMIS and its peripheral systems. The Optional Enhanced Data Warehouse objectives begin to focus more on technical upgrades that create a foundation allowing greater flexibility and growth of the system. The Phase One solution ACS proposes addresses all of the requirements in Attachment P – Section 12.6.8 DSS, as well as the technical objectives of the Optional Enhanced Data Warehouse stated in Section 16.1.1 of the RFP.  Table 16-1 identifies the objectives stated by the Nevada DHCFP in Section 16.1.1 of the RFP, along with our proposed solution for those objectives.

Table 16-1. Data Warehouse – Optional Provision Objectives


		DHCFP Objective

		ACS Response



		Take advantage of more modern technology including those in the upcoming Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) initiatives.

		The proposed data warehouse is MITA-aligned using industry leading COTS tools that are built on services oriented architectures. Major components of the solution include:


· Cognos 8 BI


· Informatica


· Oracle



		More accurately collect, monitor and evaluate existing data with the intent of moving towards a Department of Health and Human Services enterprise data warehouse that will allow all Nevada HHS agencies to share information about common recipients efficiently and effectively

		The proposed data warehouse is designed to be open, scalable, flexible and extensible. 


The proposed use of Informatica’s PowerCenter and Data Explorer products facilitates a centralized process to extract data from sources resident on varying platforms, analysis of the data, translation and subsequent loading into a centralized repository.



		Enhance DHCFP infrastructure that can be leveraged across multiple divisions

		As mentioned above, the proposed data warehouse is capable of being extended as an enterprise solution.  ACS subcontractor Ingenix has demonstrated its design and capabilities in states such as Michigan, where the DW/DSS expanded well beyond the Medicaid domain and helped them “grow the Enterprise” that now includes Health and Human Services, Revenue and the Courts. Agencies share information when applicable and when allowed within security and privacy guidelines, in order to create programmatic efficiencies, to gain a single view of the client, and to detect fraud. The Enterprise DW in Michigan hosts data for numerous divisions and supports more than 9,000 end users.





Meeting the objectives in Table 16-1 creates a solid foundation for the DSS/DW environment. We have used industry best practices, state-of-the-art technologies, and industry leading COTS products to produce a powerful, easy-to-use, highly flexible, and readily configurable system. These COTS products have been carefully selected with proven superior capabilities to support the modular, Web-based Nevada DHCFP solution.  These COTS applications were chosen for their power, effectiveness, integration capabilities, and potential for long term use.  Table 16-2 highlights key COTS components that are included in the proposed system solution.

Table 16-2.  Key COTS Components in Base DW/DSS

		COTS Product

		Product Application



		Oracle 11g

		Included in the base solution (Proposal Section 12.6.8).  We will be using Oracle database software for the DHCFP data warehouse. Oracle provides industry-leading scalability and reliability in clustered, as well as single-system, configurations. Oracle includes comprehensive features for data warehousing and online analytic processing (OLAP).



		Cognos 8 Business Intelligence (BI) Suite

		Included in the base solution (Proposal Section 12.6.8).  Cognos BI allows users to easily view varying levels of detail of defined reports and metrics, as well as execute ad hoc queries.  Most Cognos functions are performed with a simple click on a tool bar or a “drag and drop” feature.



		Enterprise Fraud Analytics (EFA) by Ingenix

		Included in the base solution (Proposal Section 12.6.8) EFA employs intra-claim and cross-claim analysis to detect hidden, collusive, and more complicated fraud schemes.  Our large inventory of fraud detection filters and algorithms have been successfully used in several other health care environments (e.g., Florida, Wyoming, Louisiana, Mississippi, and North Carolina).  These analytics will be customized for DHCFP’s policies and program limits. These fraud analytics range from identifying underutilization of preventive services such as childhood immunizations, or lack of physician (PCP) visits to residents of nursing homes, to excessive hours billed per day by behavioral therapists.  



		Informatica’s PowerCenter

		Included in the base solution (Proposal Section 12.6.8), Ingenix will use Informatica Data Explorer and PowerCenter, provided by ACS, to automate the extract, transform and load (ETL) and data quality processes. Informatica’s Data Explorer provides a complete set of data investigation, discovery, and mapping tools that can scan any data record from any source. The result is a complete and accurate picture of the content, quality, and structure of enterprise data.



		Pitney Bowe’s MapXtreme Integration for Business Intelligence

		Included in the base solution (Proposal Section 12.6.8). This geographical mapping tool provides location and analysis by location.



		ACS’ DirectOutcomes 

		Included in the base solution (Proposal Section 12.6.8).  In addition to Cognos analytics, our ACS DirectOutcomes analytic capabilities from the Informed Health HIE provide powerful clinical and predictive modeling tools for quality of care and outcomes assessment, as well as disease management. The output tables from the HIE data mart can also be used by Cognos to evaluate clinical exceptions to quality of care standards or treatment guidelines.





The optional tools we propose to add to the Enhanced DSS/DW will further align DHCFP with the Medicaid Information Technology Architecture through the integration of the following products: 

EMAR.  ACS proposes to replace the current mainframe-based MARS solution with our contemporary and MITA-aligned Enterprise MAR (EMAR) application.  EMAR is a Web-based federal reporting solution that uses the data warehouse and Cognos reporting capabilities to produce all MAR reports as well as required MSIS data feeds and supporting reports.  EMAR also goes beyond production of mandated federal reporting and includes online reporting results with extensive drill-down/drill-through capabilities, allowing the user to view and understand the underlying transaction details that make up the summary totals.

EFADS.  To assist DHCFP in meeting the challenges of reducing fraud and abuse, ACS proposes to replace the current mainframe-based SURS solution with the MITA-aligned EFADS.  EFADS uses the same data warehouse and Cognos reporting capabilities as EMAR and comprises traditional SURS capability as well as new tools for analytics, spike detection, random sampling, and case tracking in a powerful yet user-friendly online application.


· Cognos Planning Module.  The Cognos Planning module enables organizations with even the most complex models to build enterprise-wide plans, budgets and forecasts faster and more efficiently. Users can create, compare and evaluate scenarios, conditions, drivers, rates and assumptions. The Cognos Planning Module will help DHCFP move from what-is to evaluate what-if scenarios critical to forecasting future performance.

In addition to providing the COTS tools mentioned above, ACS also leverages the flexibility of the data architecture that was established in the DSS solution described in Proposal Section 12.6.8, Decision Support System, to add numerous data sources to the data warehouse. This will increase both the depth and breadth of analytical capabilities DHCFP will be able to employ.

Ingenix has a successful history of designing, implementing and maintaining data warehouses that support the Medicaid enterprise, no matter how narrowly or broadly the enterprise is defined. The best examples of this have seen customers start with a DW serving a single department or agency, with the data warehouse expanding to serve agencies statewide. These solutions are proven, table-driven, easy to use and easy to navigate.  Successful solutions in this environment must meet the users’ needs, be user friendly and be a source of trusted data and information. In meeting the characteristics that are requisite of a successful Business Intelligence environment, Ingenix has earned the trust of six of the 12 largest Medicaid programs in the nation, as shown in Exhibit 16-1.  

 

Exhibit 16-1.  Ingenix DSS Solutions


Six of the Top Twelve  Medicaid states use Ingenix for their DW/DSSsolutions.

		

		



		“The ability of this architecture to meet our changing needs has exceeded our expectations…we have had no restrictions with this architecture.”


Director Bureau of Medicaid Financial Management, Michigan Department of Community Health



		





A prime example of the scalability, flexibility and extensibility the design of the Ingenix data warehouse solution offers can be found in the State of Michigan. Michigan is commonly thought to operate one of the most sophisticated and highly utilized state government data warehouses in the country. When first implemented in 1994, the Michigan data warehouse served 50 users accessing Medicaid data. At the end of 2009, the data warehouse contained data from sources across every major department with over 9,000 users—both internal and external, as shown in Exhibit 16-2.

Michigan credits this integration and sharing of data with helping them save more than $200 million annually in the Medicaid program since 2005. Other examples of successes due to data sharing include a reduction in the number of cases of child lead poisoning, the identification of children at risk of flu complications, and newborn metabolic and hearing screening rates. It is also important to note that while agencies share data when appropriate, the data is not available for unauthorized use either within the department that “owns” the data or across departments.



Exhibit 16-2.  Michigan DSS Growth

The State of Michigan has grown and expanded their Medicaid data warehouse over time as they allow multiple sources of data and analysis to occur.

The DSS/DW component of the Nevada solution allows users to perform sophisticated analysis of data in order to evaluate medical and pharmacy services, costs, and appropriate utilization.  In developing our solution, we have focused on the ability to deploy these systems separately, as needed, while retaining a common look and feel to the components. This vision is based upon the following goals:


Flexibility to rapidly respond to change


Enterprise view to align technology and business needs


Data analysis and decision making capability


Integration and interoperability supporting coordination of services and functions


Web-based self service access


· Sustained low operating costs


The design and architectural components of the proposed solution are what keep people using the system and allow the system to function efficiently and grow. The first step to acceptance, however, is gaining user buy-in with a system that serves a functional purpose they need. 


In the optional enhancement phase of the data warehouse, we propose adding additional products and data sources that we describe in the remainder of this section. In addition, Tab XIV – Other Reference Material, Section 16, Enhanced DSS, contains a detailed description of our EMAR and EFADS products.

16.2
Project


REQUIREMENT:  Section 16.2, page 152-153

DHCFP’s current data warehouse, Advantage Suite, by Thomson Reuters, was DHCFP’s first attempt at a data warehouse and, while it met the agency’s immediate needs, the system’s shortcomings, and the agency’s growing information needs, quickly became known. Existing shortfalls include:


16.2.1 No direct control over what data are stored. For example, only partial data are available for Third Party Liability, Prior Authorization and Pharmacy records.


16.2.2 Information from other DHCFP agencies that could be used to drive policy is not available and is not scalable in the existing warehouse.


16.2.3 Poor architecture in existing reporting schema that cannot be overcome in the existing system.


16.2.4 Existing reporting tool does not have the forecasting complexity to fully meet the agency’s needs, nor does it allow for the storage of historical provider rates.


16.2.5 Basic accounting functions such as the ability to effectively balance are not available (project will greatly improve or ability to provide better financial information to CMS and other necessary parties).

16.2.6 DHCFP requires one centralized repository for data. Currently, different program areas (e.g., Medicaid (Title XIX), Nevada Checkup (Title XXI), Pharmacy Benefit Program and Division of Welfare and Supportive Services, Eligibility) are utilizing MMIS data to maintain their own data repositories and employ their own reporting tools, thereby causing inconsistent reporting results.


16.2.7 The Agency requires a systems architecture that can support a complex reporting system for the present that meets DHHS’ and DHCFP’s strategic vision well into the future.


16.2.8 DHCFP desires to shift its data warehouse focus from complex engineering tools for a few users to more flexible, affordable and accessible tools for a larger audience. Moving away from being an exclusive tool for power users, or ‘information producers’, to empowering the ‘information consumers’ in accessing, analyzing and sharing data.


ACS’ proposed Nevada Decision Support System and Data Warehouse replaces the existing DSS/DW and meets all of DHCFP’s objectives for technology, design and infrastructure.

The design and architecture of the new data warehouse gives DHCFP the ability and flexibility to determine the contents and direction of future system expansion. We work with DHCFP to define the data contents of the data warehouse throughout the life of the contract. The data warehouse will serve as a centralized repository for DHCFP, and possibly DHHS in the future. Data will be accessed either directly from the data warehouse or loaded to focused data marts, on set schedules, using the data warehouse as the “single source of the truth,” as determined by DHCFP. In either case, inconsistent reporting results and concerns over data consistency and synchronization will be things of the past. Data sources planned for inclusion in Phase One of the project include all data from the MMIS and encounter data as specified by DHCFP.

We discuss additional data sources to be considered for inclusion in the enhanced data warehouse in Proposal Section 16.3, Sources of Data.


Nevada will benefit from our fast, flexible, scalable, open and customized solution, which meets DHCFP’s specific needs and provide the opportunity to add new data and users as required, regardless of which organization they originate from.  With this approach, states have been helped by implementing rapid solutions to unanticipated business problems; for example, in Illinois, the State improved its federal reimbursement levels for hospitals with a rapid and innovative hospital reassessment initiative using data from our data warehouse.  This effort would not have been possible using a “packaged Medicaid solution” that some vendors offer. 


System performance while running ad hoc queries and reports relies greatly on designing for “non-packaged” reports. Most often packaged solutions are optimized, through schema and performance tuning, to ensure first and foremost that the delivered predefined reports and queries run efficiently. While there is definite value delivered and needs fulfilled using predefined reports, our experience is that the more substantive value is often found “off the beaten path.” Each state and system is unique, such that a predefined solution will not allow DHCFP to reach its potential. We pride ourselves in offering a solution that can guide the users down existing paths, but also offers them the flexibility to explore the data in news ways, creating new paths. 


The new DSS/DW uses industry leading COTS tools to facilitate authorized access to data and functionality, with the ease of use DHCFP requires. The solution will help empower the information consumers to take a more active role in accessing, analyzing and sharing data. The tools all operate on and help to define an architecture that will support DHCFP’s current and future needs. 


The software toolset being used in the base DSS will be supplemented in the enhanced data warehouse to offer more robust MAR reporting, FADS functionality and forecasting ability. Proposed functional expansion includes the use of the following tools:


Enterprise Management and Administrative Reporting (EMAR).  EMAR is a CMS-certified financial reporting and analytical component that provides not only reports necessary for CMS certification, but also advanced capabilities to properly manage and oversee the Medicaid program. The solution is Web-based with state-of-the-art query, analytical and report generation tools.  The user can drill through from summary to detail data, set up alerts when different thresholds are reached and schedule and deliver reports with maximum flexibility. 

In addition to the CMS-required MARS reports, the EMAR component provides tools which allow the user to easily view the details behind aggregate totals, select a subset of data instead of viewing an entire report, set up alerts for fields that are outside of pre-set norms, view pie carts and bar charts as well as detail reports and access data by date of service as well as paid date. 

Enterprise Fraud and Abuse Detection System (EFADS).  The EFADS solution supplements our Enterprise Fraud Analytics (EFA) application that is part of the Phase One solution. In this phase, EFA will be joined by our Web-based Enterprise Surveillance and Utilization Review (ESUR) application.  These components will help DHCFP staff identify potential Medicaid fraud and abuse and speed the recovery of program dollars: one using a peer grouping methodology, and the other employing healthcare analytics customized to Nevada’s requirements.  Our ESUR solution has been certified in both Mississippi and Georgia.  In addition, our EFADS component includes other related capabilities, such as case tracking for investigations; provider activity spike detection; random sampling; browse and search capabilities for claims, providers and clients; online help; and reference code lookups.

· IBM Cognos Planning Module.  The Cognos Planning Module enables organizations with even the most complex models to build enterprise-wide plans, budgets and forecasts faster and more efficiently. Users can create, compare and evaluate scenarios, conditions, drivers, rates and assumptions. The Cognos Planning Module will help DHCFP move from “what-is” to evaluate “what-if” scenarios critical to forecasting future performance. The result: improved predictability and greater accountability.

16.3
Sources of Data


REQUIREMENT:  Section 16.3, page 153-155

Below is the approximate size of the sources of data to be included in the Warehouse. The sources have been ranked according to their relative order of importance. All MMIS data must be available to the agency in Phase One of this project.


Inclusion of appropriate new data sources effectively enriches the data that already resides in the data warehouse environment, thereby giving a more complete picture of the programs and recipients they serve. 

We work with DHCFP to properly include data from the data sources outlined in Proposal Sections 16.3.3 – 16.3.12 in the data warehouse for continued and ongoing load and maintenance. We work with DHCFP in joint application development (JAD) sessions to determine the proper characteristics and relationships to make the data most effective but available only to those authorized to use it. 

Some of the hallmarks of the new data warehouse are its scalability and extensibility. Without these qualities, the organization would find itself severely limited in its ability to expand the enterprise, or to broaden the scope of the data warehouse in an effort to share data between agencies and divisions. It is data sharing that opens new doors to potential cost savings through program management and fraud detection. 


We welcome the chance to work with DHCFP to find opportunities to improve care, better manage programs, and uncover fraud. Our team encompasses professionals with the proper technical and subject matter expertise to work with DHCFP to attain these goals. In the remainder of this section, we confirm the requirements for data sources to be included in the data warehouse. 

16.3.1
Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS).  The DHCFP’s MMIS manages approximately 12 million claims and 12,000 providers annually and between 170,000 and 190,000 Medicaid recipients monthly.


We confirm the above defined number of claims, providers and recipients in DHCFP’s MMIS, and we comply with the requirement to load DHCFP MMIS claims, provider and recipient data to the base DSS and the enhanced data warehouse.

16.3.2
Encounters.  Approximately three million records have been generated annually, beginning on July 1, 2008.


We confirm the above defined number of encounter records that have been generated since July 1, 2008, and we comply with the requirement to load DHCFP encounter data to the base DSS and the enhanced data warehouse.

16.3.3
Health Care Management (HCM).  First Health Services performs utilization management services for pre-admission, concurrent, and retrospective reviews for payment authorization for approximately 199,200 Medicaid Fee for Service and Medicaid Check-Up recipients. During 2007, First Health Services performed 109,000 prior authorization reviews for Nevada Medicaid.


We confirm the above defined number of utilization management services, and we will comply with the requirement to load DHCFP-required health care management (HCM) data to the enhanced data warehouse.  

16.3.4
Point of Sale (POS).  Nevada’s POS is managed by FHSC using a program named FirstRX and performs the following functions:


A. Pharmacy Claims Adjudication – 1.3 million claims per year;


B. Drug Utilization Review – Both Prospective and Retrospective;


C. Retrospective Review of 3600 individual patient profiles per year;


D. Prior Authorization and Clinical Call Center Calls – 15,000 per year;


E. Technical Call Center Calls – 13,000 per year;


F. Preferred Drug List and Prescription Drug Management Program;


G. Maximum Allowable Cost Program; and


H. Reporting to assist DHCFP in their policy decision-making process.


We confirm the above defined volumes of pharmacy point of sale transactions and related functional data, and we will comply with the requirement to load DHCFP-required POS data to implement the enhanced data warehouse.


16.3.5
Rates Table.  The "Rates Table" consists of 8 different tables. The source of the data in the tables is MMIS. The Rate unit maintains these tables in an access database which is updated weekly from a download (on disk) from FHS. Rate's staff queries these tables to obtain rate, procedure, provider information.  The tables are:


A. Procedure Descriptions – containing 98,128 lines of data, this table consists of procedure code descriptions, begin and end dates of the code and any age limits on the code.


B. Procedure Rates – containing 2,093,747 lines of data, rates on this table are provider type/specialty specific. Each procedure code is mapped to multiple provider types with the possibility of a different rate for each provider type. Each code might also have multiple modifiers with a different rate for each modifier. There is also a different rate for each code and modifier depending on region code (pediatric enhancement).


C. Provider Type/Specialty – Containing 196,013 lines of data, this table lists the codes and to which provider type/specialty they are mapped. It also lists the claim type for each code.


D. Prior Authorization Requirements – Containing 92,140 lines of data, this table lists the PA requirement and any age limits on each procedure code.


E. Procedure Flag Codes – Containing 78,360 lines of data, flag codes indicate any special handling for a particular code or if the code is a covered procedure; i.e. the BA flag indicates that the code is to be paid at 100% of invoice; a 999 flag that has not been end dated indicates that the code is not a covered procedure. 


F. Capitation Rates – This table contains 5,173 lines and lists the capitated rate paid to HMOs.


G. Provider Specific Rates – Containing 19,068 lines of data, this table contains provider specific rates based on the provider id. Some providers have specific rates for a specific code that is unique to that provider.


H. Provider Rates – Containing 14,260 lines of data, this table lists providers that are paid at a percentage of billed charges such as out of state hospitals; providers with per diem rates such as nursing facilities; the financial cut back percentage for sister agencies.


We understand that DHCFP requires that the above-defined rate information be loaded into the data warehouse, and we will comply with the requirement to load DHCFP-required Rate data to the enhanced data warehouse.  

16.3.6
e-Prescribing.  As this is a new program, the size of the database resulting from this program is minimal.


We understand that DHCFP requires that the above defined e-prescribing data be loaded into the data warehouse, and we will comply with the requirement to load DHCFP-required e-prescribing data when DHCFP chooses to implement the optional enhanced data warehouse.


16.3.7
Rebate.  There are three rebate programs for the state:


A. OBRA rebates are governed by SSA 1927. These rebates are required for manufacturer’s to have their drugs covered by Nevada Medicaid.


B. Supplemental rebates are additional rebates the state collects by putting the drugs on the PDL.


C. Diabetes Supply – The DHCFP collects rebates from diabetes supply manufacturers.


All rebate programs are managed through FHSC.


We understand that DHCFP requires that the above-defined rebated data from the three rebate programs be loaded into the data warehouse, and we will comply with the requirement to load DHCFP-required rebate data to the enhanced data warehouse.


16.3.8
Nevada Operations of Multi-Automated Data Systems (NOMADS).  This DWSS system includes Medicaid eligibility and child support enforcement (CSE). The Medicaid eligibility file and third party information from NOMADS are interrelated to the Medicaid claims processing and managed care systems. This file contains approximately 184,453,000 rows and 110.7 Gb.


We understand that DHCFP requires that the above-defined NOMADS-related data be loaded into the data warehouse, and we will comply with the requirement to load the data to the enhanced data warehouse.


16.3.9
Nevada Check Up.  Nevada Check Up has between 25,000 and 30,000 enrollees per month.


We understand that DHCFP requires that the above-defined Check Up data be loaded into the data warehouse, and we will comply with the requirement to load the data to the enhanced data warehouse.


16.3.10
Employee Subsidized Insurance (ESI).  The size of the database resulting from this program is minimal.


We understand that DHCFP requires that the above-defined ESI data be loaded into the data warehouse, and we will comply with the requirement to load the data to the enhanced data warehouse.


16.3.11
The Health Insurance for Work Advancement (HIWA).  Current database size is estimated to be between 1 and 2 Gb.


We understand that DHCFP requires that the above-defined HIWA data be loaded into the data warehouse, and we will comply with the requirement to load the HMS data to the enhanced data warehouse.


16.3.12
Health Management Systems (HMS).  Health Management Systems (HMS) – is an independent contractor that performs work to identify and recover payments from third party insurance companies. For the five-month period between January, 2007 and May, 2007 HMS made a total of 12,726 edits to MMIS data.

We understand that DHCFP requires that the above-defined HMS data be loaded into the data warehouse, and we will comply with the requirement to load DHCFP-required HMS data when DHCFP chooses to implement the optional enhanced data warehouse. 

16.4
Architecture


REQUIREMENT:  Section 16.4, page 155-157

The Nevada DSS/DW solution comprises hardware and software components that not only meet industry standards, but help to set them. DHCFP can rest assured that the architecture and components of ACS’ solution meet today’s requirements without limiting tomorrow’s capabilities.

16.4.1 System Architecture


REQUIREMENT:  Section 16.4.1, page 155-156

Vendors must describe the overall architecture of their proposed solution including the degree of "openness" and adherence to industry standard hardware, plans for MITA alignment now and in the future, software, security and communications protocols. Describe the internal architecture and how it facilitates system changes and new user requirements. A browser-based and/or thin Windows client (user interface) for end users is preferred. Browser-based connections are preferred for medical providers and other non-departmental system users. Vendors must describe how the proposed architecture is compatible with the Department and DHCFP's existing infrastructure.  Vendors must describe how components of the proposed architecture will remain current and supported to avoid becoming obsolete.


The Nevada DSS/DW is designed and implemented using COTS tools built on a services oriented architecture (SOA). Key benefits of the proposed Nevada DSS/DW include the following:


MITA alignment.  The DSS/DW aligns with CMS’ MITA vision that emphasizes the use of commercial off-the-shelf software (COTS) where practical. 


Increased scalability and flexibility.  The Nevada DSS/DW is not a static system, but one that will grow over time as both DHCFP and the user communities evolve.  The flexibility of our solution allows us to make changes to the system quickly to support the needs of this dynamic program.   Further, through the use of industry leading tools like Cognos, Oracle and Informatica, our solution offers very broad scalability and consistent reliability.


Leading industry-standard technology.   The proposed Nevada DSS/DW uses the Cognos 8 Enterprise Business Intelligence Platform.  With this approach, all core applications share the same technical foundation and have a common look and feel.  This streamlines training for users and simplifies maintenance and operational support.


Fully Web-based zero footprint solution.  The Nevada DSS/DW is fully Web-based.  The term zero footprint refers to a solution that does not require the installation of Java or other plug-ins or client software to use the data warehouse.  Our solution’s architecture significantly reduces administrative tasks and simplifies the use of the system by remote users.


· Ease of use.  The Nevada DSS/DW has been designed from the ground up to be easy to use.  With our Web-based report library, for example, DHCFP users can quickly customize a report and then run it—all with a few clicks of a mouse while working at their desks.  Our solution also provides user-friendly business labels and data displayed in a tree view structure to guide DHCFP staff in the building of queries and reports. 


Data warehouse systems are often designed through a multi-tier approach that allows discrimination and discussion of different elements of a solution.  We are proposing a standard approach that divides the design into three layers, 1) database layer, 2) business logic layer, and 3) access layer.  This approach promotes the best solutions for each component and promotes consideration on how the system components work best together for a highly efficient overall solution.  

Database Layer

Numerous books have been written on each of the features and components of the data layer of a data warehouse.  For the purposes of this summary, we want to point out the highlights of our approach including: overall design and structure, data and data management, technology approaches, and components.  


Overall Design

Current data warehousing best practices highlight three different approaches to design and structure: centralized, distributed, and hybrid approaches.


The centralized approach is highly focused on using a single physical data warehouse to hold data and meet most user needs for analysis.  

The distributed approach is characterized by multiple data marts that may or may not conform to each other.  This approach is often used where data is less shared and rapid special purpose development is important.  Data and information results are conformed through common data stores or after the fact.  

· The hybrid model melds together a central platform with dependent or conformed data marts.  We are proposing the hybrid approach with data conformed over the enterprise and a centralized approach to data loading.  

We are proposing multiple data marts that are focused on user analysis needs but will be supported by the core warehouse. Specifically we will implement data marts that support MARS reporting, SURS, fraud and abuse, and recipient care management.  We believe that this design provides the best solution for the users and provides the flexibility that best supports change.

Data and Data Management

We will be expanding the data and data sets available in DHCFP’s current data warehouse as part of our enhanced data warehouse.  We will be adding specified additional data sets such as, but not limited to, NOMADS, OASIS, health care management, point of sale, and rates tables.  We also expect that there may be additional data sets identified during our expert-based design discussions and we will mutually agree as to which of those will also be added to the data warehouse. We will be using a COTS-based loading process using the Informatica suite of ETL tools.  We will be using Informatica and MapXtreme tools to enhance the data with metadata and geo-codes as part of the ETL process. In healthcare, security and privacy are core business issues, and we will be addressing security and privacy at the database level. 


Business Logic Layer


We have standardized on the Cognos suite of BI tools for business logic and end-user business intelligence access.  In our experience, it is extremely important to host data in data structures that are understandable and easy to change, and our design will incorporate these elements.  We will be building this logic layer as meta models using Cognos.  The data warehouse will serve as the primary store for any data marts DHCFP chooses to allow. 


Data marts contain their own business logic layers optimized for their analytic purposes. This enables end users to perform queries and define reports easily without impacting performance.

Access Layer


Within the limits of DHCFP security and privacy approvals, we will be providing as much access to as many users as possible to all business logic layer access points.  Best data warehousing practices measure success in terms of how many users use the system and how much they use it.  We believe that the more DHCFP staff using the system, the more benefit DHCFP will achieve.  We will be providing access to the data warehouse, special purpose data marts, and other logical layer access points for those users as defined by DHCFP.  


In addition, ease-of-use is a critical element of our design and implementation approach.  Our goal is to make access to the data as straightforward as possible (and meet the needs of the range of users from beginners to power users).  Success in this area will result in many benefits to DHCFP (programmatic, fiscal, and operational) from this procurement.


We have standardized on tools across the enterprise: Cognos as the primary business intelligence access tool; MapXtreme as the mapping tool, and SAS as the standard statistical tool.  Cognos provides built-in integration with MapXtreme mapping capabilities.  Users will be able to access the data warehouse, a data mart, a cube, and their own local data sets, using a single tool, Cognos.  The proposed special purpose data marts will either use Cognos as the access tool, or have their own easy-to-use thin client point and click access tools.  


We believe that one of the most valuable components of our approach is to provide a rich array of data marts that can be accessed by users to get health information that has already been arrayed and/or pre-processed.  These data marts all provide access points for casual and power users to perform analysis in an easy and powerful manner. Data marts are designed to easily export results so that they can be used in Cognos, Microsoft Excel or other tools the user might have.  Our approach addresses and incorporates service oriented architecture design to create maximum reusability.  


MITA principals are intended to promote integrated business and information technology transformation across the Medicaid enterprise.  MITA's common business and technology vision emphasizes:

Medicaid recipient-centric view free from organizational boundaries and constraints

Common standards with, but not limited to, Medicare and Medicaid

Interoperability between state organizations providing services to Medicaid clients within and across states and other agencies involved in healthcare delivery

Web-based access and integration

Software reusability

Use of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software

· Integration of public health and clinical data


Recipient-centric view free from organizational boundaries and constraints.  We will be loading up to six years of Medicaid data into a new data warehouse as the core of our solution.  We will also be loading other data sets as required in the RFP and as mutually agreed upon in the project.  These data sets may cross organizational boundaries and constraints.  Some of these data sets, such as birth, death, immunization, and lead screening, may not contain DHCFP identification numbers and will require the implementation of a “matching or identification” process.  We will be using a proven process for identity resolution capabilities to match across these data sets.  Identification and match data will be treated with the highest level of security and client and citizen privacy will be protected.  We will be storing match information in the data warehouse and making it available to other data marts, in alignment with DHCFP, federal, and project privacy and security requirements.  Since we will be storing both the linked and underlying linking data in the data warehouse, the data will be both controlled and able to be used free from arbitrary constraints.  The flexible data structures of the data warehouse allow for other data sets that provide information about a client to be easily loaded and linked.  This is the power of our data warehouse approach.  We can load data from the external sources, and link it to other tables as required for analysis.

Common standards with, but not limited to, Medicare and Medicaid.  Because we follow a data warehouse approach based on best practices, we use uniform and common standards across our enterprise development.  Data management principles with a data warehouse are focused on conforming data across all uses of the data.  We will be providing a consolidated ETL process for the data warehouse and using the data warehouse as the source of data for the dependent data marts and other tools across this project.  We have employed in our other projects, and will build for this project, data structures and models which meet federal and DHCFP standards and are uniform as much as feasible across the enterprise.  While the application of uniform standards is a federal goal, states have their own need for data standards, which may conflict with this goal.  We will therefore account for Nevada-specific conflicts, identified during JAD sessions, in our implementation.  


Interoperability between state organizations providing services to Medicaid clients within and across states and other agencies involved in healthcare delivery.  Transactional interoperability, as promoted in the MITA standards, is not an issue. We will be building a data warehouse and providing tools and data that can be used across the enterprise of state organizations interacting with Medicaid clients.  We are proposing tools that are accessed over the Web, so that they can have wide distribution.  We are standardizing on COTS tools for development and access so that users can be granted access easily if DHCFP chooses.  We are providing security so that privacy can be protected in an interoperating environment.  We are creating transparent data models and metadata so that a wide-range of users can access the data warehouse environment.  One of the best things about using a data warehouse as the backbone of our solution to support data marts and tools is that it creates a transparent and transformative environment.  Data is stored in a uniform and conformed manner through consistent loading. Atomic detail is also preserved.  Because of these features, data can be put into other forms and still remain consistent.  


Web-based access and integration.  Our solution provides Web-based tools for access and integration.  This is an advantage of using business intelligence tools and a data warehouse.  All of our proposed BI tools use Cognos for Web-based and integrated access to the data warehouse.  

Software reusability.  In a business intelligence environment, the concept of reusability comes from the structure of the data, computed data, and metadata, as well as the availability of queries and reports that can be reused.  We will be creating all of these types of reusability as part of our solution.  Since we will be using standard processes to create conformed data on the data warehouse that can be used by other applications, we will be reusing the data and eliminating redundancy or duplication of loading and cleansing processes.  We will also be using the data warehouse to create calculated data such as geo-codes that can be used in the data marts or by other analytic subsystems.  We will be creating metadata through the ETL process.  Because the data flows to dependent data marts and cubes, this metadata is reusable as elements of those components.  Finally, queries, reports, and advanced analytics can also be reused.  Since Cognos is the common access tool and it is largely self-documenting and changeable, published reports and queries can be rerun for different select variables, or modified to create answers to different questions.  We have significant experience working with our customers to share reports and queries so that they can be reused and will be doing this throughout the implementation and ongoing support of our solution.


Use of COTS software.  Our solution is built using the Cognos, Informatica, and Ingenix COTS software products.


Integration of public health and clinical data.  Our solution is designed to integrate public health, clinical data, and other related data sets of interest to DHCFP.  As described in our response to the first MITA goal, it is the norm in an Ingenix data warehouse solution to integrate claims data with public health, mental health, and human services data sets.  We have designed and built our data warehouse approaches so that we have the capability to add more clinical data as those data sets become available.  Our universal linking ETL process and our denormalized data structures in the data warehouse all support this ability to expand and integrate clinical data.  As electronic medical records, laboratory results, and other data become available, they can be added without reengineering the data warehouse and its components. 

Because our data warehouse is designed to accommodate data loaded through a single process and accessed there through standard Web-based tools, a services oriented architecture is built into the fundamental design.  Furthermore, we are proposing standard tools/data marts such as EFADS and EMAR that are accessed through Web-based tools and provide service for multiple analytic functions.  We are taking this services concept further in our implementation of the ACS DirectOutcomes product for the DHCFP by using the tools as an engine to create grouped data and output files that will subsequently be stored in the data warehouse and made available for further analysis.  This approach uses tool components as a modular service for the entire enterprise.


16.4.2 Security Architecture


REQUIREMENT:  Section 16.4.2, page 156

Vendors must describe how their system ensures security for both Intranet and Internet access, including recommended maintenance and upgrade strategies.


Please refer to Proposal Section 11.4, Security, for a description of integrated security. The data warehouse will follow the same intranet and Internet access guidelines as the MMIS.

16.4.3 Disaster Recovery and System Integrity Architecture 


REQUIREMENT:  Section 16.4.3, page 156

Vendors must describe how their solution ensures system integrity and recovery. Include information regarding fault tolerance capability, if any, backup schedules and approach, data and system recovery, and offsite or alternate site requirements in case of disaster and other system continuity information and how it complies with business recovery and resumption as described elsewhere in the RFP.


Please refer to Proposal, Section 11.5 Business Resumption, for a discussion of our approach to system integrity and recovery.

16.4.4 Development, Testing and Training Environment


REQUIREMENT:  Section 16.4.4, page 156

Vendors must describe how their solution meets up-time requirements defined in the RFP relating to data load and software upgrades and maintenance.


System down-time falls into two categories—planned and unplanned. Planned down-time will occur on DHCFP’s approved schedule, for approved purposes only and with ample communication of the event. We ensure that instances of unplanned down-time are avoided through system architecture and the choice of components that make up the solution. 


Planned Down-Time


Through the life of the system, various types of upgrades to software and hardware, and updates to the data warehouse (refreshes) will be required. We work with DHCFP to schedule these upgrades so that they are outside of normal working hours and so that the solution meets DHCFP’s up-time requirements relating to data loads and software upgrades and maintenance. 


Scheduled Updates


We recognize that data acquisition is a major component of the data warehouse architectural foundation and is proposing a tool-based and managed workflow approach that will successfully provide accurate, clean, actionable and timely data to the data warehouse environment.  The proposed approach implements a flexible, scalable, integrated and robust data acquisition platform that is designed specifically to:

Extract data efficiently from disparate data sources

Integrate, transform and conform them for consistency standards and business rules

Enforce data quality 

Load the data in the data warehouse to meet the operational requirements 

· Quickly cascade any on-going changes of the data sources to the data warehouse

We are proposing the Informatica Data Integration Platform to provide optimized and automated data acquisition functions to help meet the requirements of DHCFP.  Informatica provides the richest information integration capability in the industry – enabling high quality information delivery for the on-demand enterprise.  Informatica has an installed base of more than 3,000 customers including leading companies and government organizations.  These deployments include many enterprise-wide installations, where data from disparate data sources (and heterogeneous platforms) is integrated into the data warehouse.  In contrast, for many of the competitive products such as Oracle Warehouse Builder (OWB) and Oracle Data Integrator (ODI), enterprise-wide deployment is rare and single-project implementations are the norm.  The Informatica Data Integration Platform, unlike many of their competitive products, provides a single, unified, integrated platform for data integration.  

Informatica Data Integration Platform supports 64-bit processing capabilities for high performance and throughput and service oriented architecture (SOA) for easier expansion and scalability.  It supports native formats for most source/target and repository connectivity including Oracle.  Internally it uses the fast TCP/IP protocols for communications between the server, client, repositories, and different services.  Informatica provides flexibility and support to perform fast and efficient data transfer of small to high data volumes using native database connectivity, bulk loading capabilities, and support for third party bulk loaders.  Native bulk loaders from a variety of Database Management System (DBMS) providers can be easily integrated within the workflow. 


The Informatica Data Integration Platform does not utilize additional processing power from either the source or target system (i.e., data warehouse) for transformation processing.  In contrast, products such as Oracle Data Integrator require significant CPU and memory cycles from either the target or source system to perform the transformation processes.

Software Updates


Ingenix will manage upgrades/changes to application and system software through the ACS change management process.  The process will be used to define the change, assess the impact of the change, identify all parties involved in the change, define and track appropriate sign-offs, schedule the change, notify all impacted parties of the change, notify all impacted parties of the results of the change, and other appropriate change management-related items.


Unplanned Down-Time 

Our solution includes leading enterprise-level components that have all been selected for their interoperability and proven track record of reliability. Components are architected with redundancy to ensure minimum system down-time whether planned or unplanned. Our data warehouse solution is designed around the concept of success.  Of course, we realize there may be times when the unexpected requires system down-time to rectify.


Unscheduled Maintenance


In the event of the need for unscheduled upgrades or maintenance, we will work with DHCFP to prioritize and schedule the work to be done at an appropriate time to minimize adverse impacts.

16.4.5 Hardware


REQUIREMENT:  Section 16.4.5, page 156

Vendors must describe their solution’s hardware environment including a comprehensive equipment list including equipment make, model and primary configuration.


Our data warehouse solution is designed around the concept of success.  Of course, we realize that the use of state-of-the-art hardware and software does not guarantee success.  We are eager to have the opportunity to bring our knowledge and corporate focus on Medicaid and healthcare in the public sector, into a collaborative effort with the DHCFP to help Nevada achieve new levels of success.


Beginning in Phase One, the project infrastructure will be set up for use throughout all phases.  The approach to be taken is a combination of using dedicated physical servers for processes as well as logically partitioned shared hardware, to create independent virtual server regions operating with dedicated processor and memory resources.  This approach allows us to create a flexible architecture that is highly performant and scalable.  Because the infrastructure is partially built on a platform of shared hardware, this solution also reduces administrative requirements.


Hardware components of the DSS/DW will be hosted in ACS’ Tarrytown, New York Data Center.  We use IBM 550 servers running the AIX operating system.  Oracle IIg is the RDBMS and includes Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC) to provide high availability and recoverability to the data housed in the warehouse. Physical servers will be broken into LPARs with dedicated processors and memory.  The LPARs will be host to the “virtual servers” for the various functions required.  Processor dedication on the P-Series 550 can be defined as small as 1/10th of a processor and be specified to a granularity of 1/100th of a processor unit.  Resources can also be pooled across LPARs, allowing for a transfer of resources from a region not in need of cycles, to one that does need more cycles.  


Likewise, the storage subsystems can be logically partitioned to serve individual environments as well.  Each can have LPARs made up of 25, 50 or 75 percent of the capacity.  

The hardware environment is comprised of the equipment listed in Table 16-3.

Table 16-3. Hardware for Development, Test and Production Environments

		Qty.

		Function

		Description



		1

		Oracle DB


Informatica

		IBM Power 550 Server - AIX, 4-Way Active, 96Gb  RAM,  with Rack - with HMC + TFT, 5.0GHz, 192GB 400MHz DDR2 - PowerVM/Standard Edition



		1

		Storage Array

		IBM DS5300 Storage Array With 9.6TB Raw Disk - (32) 300GB DDM's, (2) 12-Port 8Gb B-Type SAN Switches



		1

		Tape Library

		IBM TS3200 Tape Library With (2) LTO4 Tape Drives, (30) LTO4 Data Cartridges and (2) LTO4 Cleaning Cartridges, Rack Mountable



		1

		Cognos Gateway

		WINTEL - 2 quad core 2 processor 16Gb RAM, 2x72Gb OS drives, 2x146Gb SW drives. 



		2

		Cognos Server (1 per 32 concurrent users)

		WINTEL - 2 quad core 2 processor 16Gb RAM, 2x72Gb OS drives, 2x146Gb SW drives.



		1

		Grouper Server (Symmetry)

		2 (quad core), 2 processor, 8Gb, 2x72Gb for OS drives, 2x146 Gb disks for SW drives. Order with rails for rack.





16.4.6 Software


REQUIREMENT:  Section 16.4.6, page 156-157

If the application software is not public domain, a licensing strategy must be described to support the pre-production environment. Within the licensing strategy, describe how DHCFP will defer paying for licenses until they are required and/or in full use.

Any other software used within the system, for which DHCFP would need to obtain licenses, must be defined by the vendor. While DHCFP requires each vendor to include their costs for all third party software and associated licenses in Section 20.4, Part II – Cost Proposal, DHCFP, at its sole option, reserves the right to procure any or all of the software and associated licenses from another source.


Vendors must indicate what software products and version levels are currently supported and required for the proposed Warehouse. The vendor must state and ensure that the proposed Warehouse and system configuration and solution does not require hardware, operating system, or other components that are no longer licensed and/or supported.

Ingenix will use only currently supported and maintained releases of hardware and software in the implementation and ongoing maintenance of the DSS/DW.  DHCFP will not be responsible for any licensing fees until the system is fully implemented and accepted by DHCFP.

Ingenix will be responsible for diagnosing all problems related to the operation and use of all proposed software.  We will maintain software support contracts for the proposed software products and will work with the product suppliers to diagnose and resolve identified software problems.  We will establish a problem tracking process that will include software, process, and procedures for handling identified software problems.  Ingenix will use ACS’ processes and procedures for problem tracking throughout the term of the contract.

We include a complete listing of software requirements in our Cost Proposal.
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11.1
Vendor Response to System Requirements

REQUIREMENT: Section 11.1, page 84

Within the contractor’s proposal response, the contractor must provide information regarding their approach to meeting the system requirements described within the following sections. The contractor shall provide information on the contractor’s proposed computing environment, including technical hardware and software, approach to conforming to HIPAA requirements, approach to conforming to security requirements, and approach to business resumption. The contractor shall also address the requirements for post implementation review and CMS certification.

ACS proposes hardware, software, and system interfaces that are proven and reliable, which meet and exceed the system requirements of the Nevada MMIS Takeover. We capitalize on our extensive experience with Medicaid takeover projects, systems operations, HIPAA compliance, security management, business resumption, CMS certification, and the work already done during our proposal effort to guide our approach to the Nevada MMIS system requirements.

ACS’ approach to meeting the systems requirements outlined in RFP Section 11, Scope of work—System Requirements, has already begun. In preparing our proposal, we have drawn on our experience: our current experience in Virginia taking over a First Health MMIS similar to Nevada’s, experience with four other successful takeover projects of First Health MMIS systems, and experience implementing and operating many Medicaid and healthcare systems for other states. From this experience, ACS has formulated proven solutions that meet or exceed the RFP requirements. We have created a solid network design that comprises many of the existing reliable hardware and software components and system interfaces. We have proposed provisions for HIPAA requirements, security requirements, and business resumption requirements that have proven effective in our other Medicaid accounts.

As a CMMI Level 3 organization, we present a work plan in our proposal that is also a critical element of our approach. It conforms to all PMBOK standards and accounts for the project phases, methodology plans, deliverables, milestones, tasks, durations, dependencies, and resources needed to execute successfully on our 12-month plan to take over the Nevada MMIS. Upon project start, we review and finalize our work plan with DHCFP. The work plan will be key to guiding and monitoring our approach to ensure success. To further ensure success, our project management methodology includes other key provisions, such as risk and issue management, to bring constant visibility and management action to these concerns and avoid negative impact to our project.

Our approach to the computing environment requirements is to start with a solid design, which we have outlined in this section under the heading, “Technical Approach—Hardware.” The design comprises many existing, proven hardware, software, and system interface components that mitigate potential risks to the project. For the additional hardware, software, and network equipment required, ACS orders, installs, and validates the integrated computing environment at the earliest opportunity to avoid delays to dependent implementation and testing activities.

The cornerstone of our design is the Core MMIS and our decision to continue hosting it in the same Verizon Data Center that hosts it today. We add to that the use of our existing, fully redundant pharmacy benefits management (PBM) infrastructure, which provides the high availability (exceeding 99.9 percent) required of a production point-of-sale (POS) solution. Our design includes use of existing hardened ACS data centers to host most proposed peripheral systems—data centers that host most of these systems today for our other MMIS clients. With our thorough design, much of our proposed hardware is in place today. With plans to order and install the remaining hardware as early as possible in the takeover project, we have a head start that eliminates most of the hardware risks to a successful takeover.

Aside from our proposed takeover of the Nevada Core MMIS software, ACS proposes MITA-aligned software to replace the current Nevada MMIS peripheral systems, most of which are our own products. We developed, have successfully implemented multiple times, and currently support these products. Complementing this software is our proposed use of proven solutions for customer relationship management (CRM) and third party liability (TPL) management solutions, hosted respectively by Oracle and HMS. ACS has the software experience needed to take over the Nevada MMIS successfully: current experience in Virginia with a First Health MMIS similar to Nevada’s, experience with the peripheral systems we support, and experience with the underlying vendor software that these solutions use. Our response in this section under the heading, “Technical Approach—Software” includes additional details.


For system interfaces, we have reviewed the existing interface documentation in the RFP Reference Library and done an initial assessment of the interfaces to determine which ones we need to add, modify, replace, or simply transition without change. Along with the CMS interfaces, we have plenty of experience interfacing the proposed peripheral systems we support with other Medicaid systems. The system interface work we have done prepares us well for the requirements validation and transition planning tasks, when we continue to review the interfaces with DHCFP and further refine our takeover plans. We provide more details on our proposed system interfaces solution in this section under the heading, “Systems Interfaces.”

Technical Approach—Hardware

MMIS takeovers entail a certain amount of risk, as these systems must support Medicaid operations consistently and without interruption during the transition. ACS has chosen to minimize the risk of transitioning the Nevada MMIS by arranging to leave the Core MMIS in its current environment—the Verizon Data Center in Tampa, Florida, where it operates today, running on an IBM mainframe with logical test and production partitions. This allows a continuity of infrastructure—no files and code move across the country to a new environment, the final cutover from the incumbent to ACS is greatly simplified, the production jobs are already defined and will transition to ACS, and the Verizon staff are already acclimated to the controls and processes required to successfully host the Nevada MMIS.


We already partner with Verizon on our current MMIS takeover project in Virginia. The Virginia MMIS uses a very similar First Health core MMIS as Nevada, operating in the same Verizon Data Center. With Verizon as a partner and our experience with the Core MMIS, ACS provides a seamless MMIS hardware solution to Nevada.

Our choice of Verizon also ensures the Nevada MMIS data remains secure, since we do not have to transfer the data out of the current data center. This also reduces the amount of turnover work the current fiscal agent must do. Verizon will do most of the heavy lifting by copying Nevada’s current MMIS environment and datasets to the new ACS environment. The amount of time Verizon needs to replicate the MMIS environment is significantly lower, as are the risks involved, than if we were to replicate the system in another data center. For practical purposes, this virtually eliminates any risk of transitioning the Nevada MMIS to ACS as the new DHCFP Medicaid fiscal agent. Refer to Proposal Section 14.2, Hosting Solution Requirements, for more information regarding our choice of Verizon.


As for the peripheral systems and tools, including pharmacy management, decision support system (DSS), online documents retrieval and archiving system (ODRAS), and utilization management including pre-admission screening and resident review (PASRR), we propose to host those systems in existing ACS data centers, which collectively support 13 Medicaid programs across the country. These facilities are located in Tarrytown, New York; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; and Richmond, Virginia. All of our data centers are hardened, secure, staffed with hardware, software, telecommunications, and operations experts supporting true 24/7 operations. Add to this the fact that ACS has already designed the network to include our fully redundant existing PBM hardware.  Please see Exhibit 11.1-1, Nevada MMIS Network Overview.  This section contains proprietary/confidential information and has been excerpted and moved per instructions in RFP Section 20.3.1.2 to Part III, Confidential Technical Information. 

We further reduce risks that could compromise an on-time, successful transition. In addition, our network design facilitates robust connectivity with our market-leading customer relationship management (CRM) and third party liability (TPL) management solutions, hosted respectively by Oracle and HMS.

ACS’ experience with relatively short duration takeover projects has shown us that we need to place circuit orders and peripheral system hardware at the earliest possible date to allow the necessary installation and configuration lead time and maximize the time available for development, system, and integration testing. ACS stands ready to initiate those orders following review and approval from DHCFP.

Please refer to Proposal Tab XIV – Other Reference Material, Table 11.1-2 ACS’ Proposed Core MMIS Hardware Configuration and Table 11.1-3 ACS’ Proposed Peripheral Systems and Tools Hardware Configurations for additional details.

Technical Approach—Software


ACS offers DHCFP proven, reliable software solutions that greatly reduce the risks to a successful, on-time Nevada MMIS takeover. For the Core MMIS, we have current experience in Virginia taking over a similar First Health MMIS, experience with its underlying vendor software products, and experience integrating our Web portal solution with it. Our proposed solution includes replacement of some peripheral systems with newer, MITA-aligned solutions, and adding value with new features and processes at no additional cost to DHCFP. As the developer of most of our proposed peripheral systems, we have many years of experience successfully implementing, integrating, and operating these systems and their component software. Our software experience is unsurpassed by other non-incumbent bidders.

We are pleased to propose to DHCFP a single sign-on solution for all of our peripheral systems (except the mainframe customer information control system (CICS) components of clinical claims editing). These browser-based systems are all accessible through our Web portal solution. Providers accessing the Web portal and internal users alike will login to the Web portal and access authorized features from the portal. This single sign-on feature is facilitated by our use of IBM’s WebSphere Portal Server. This technology enables access to Web-based applications via portlets. By implementing this portlet technology, we position the Nevada Web portal to accommodate other Web browser–based applications in the future for existing or new user groups (e.g., Medicaid recipients).

ACS proposes to adapt the Web portal that we are implementing for Virginia, complete with single sign-on infrastructure and containing several provider transactions (e.g., eligibility inquiry), that are already integrated with its First Health MMIS, which is similar to Nevada’s. By leveraging the Virginia Web portal and its integrated functionality with the First Health MMIS, we bring the knowledge and experience needed to successfully implement Nevada’s new Web portal on schedule.

ACS implements the necessary environments to support development and unit testing, parallel testing, system testing, integration testing, training, and production. With our use of the Verizon Data Center, we gain the expert knowledge of the current data center host to expedite this configuration and setup.

Please see Table 11.1-1 for a complete list of Core MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and their application components and primary software products. In addition to this software, ACS provides numerous supporting software products and desktop software that satisfy State software standards (e.g., Microsoft Office products, Outlook e-mail). For a list of this software, please refer to Proposal Tab XIV, Other Reference Material, Table 11.1-4 ACS’ Other Mainframe, Server, and Workstation Software.


Table 11.1-1. Core MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools

		Application

		Proposed System

		Vendor

		Application Programming Language

		User Interface

		Database



		Core MMIS

		First Health

		Cobol

		CICS

		DB2



		Web Portal

		ACS

		Java

		JavaServer Pages (JSP)

		Oracle



		EDI Clearinghouse

		PowerCenter PowerExchange 
Data Exchange 
Data Transformation
Managed File Transfer

		Informatica

		Java

		Java

		Oracle



		Care Management

		ICMS

		ACS

		C#, 
.NET Framework

		Active Server Pages (ASP)

		Microsoft SQL Server



		HIE

		DirectAccess, 
HIE Framework

		ACS

		.NET

		Active Server Pages (ASP)

		Microsoft SQL Server



		Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS)

		PBM OS+

		ACS

		MicroFocus Cobol

		Java

		Oracle



		Automated Prior Authorization

		SmartPA

		ACS

		.NET

		Active Server Pages (ASP)

		Microsoft SQL Server



		Electronic Prescription Software

		DirectAccess

		ACS

		.NET

		Active Server Pages (ASP)

		Microsoft SQL Server



		Clinical Claims Editing

		ClaimCheck ClaimReview ClearClaimConnection Wizard

		McKesson

		Cobol 
MicroFocus Cobol

		CICS
Visual Basic

		VSAM
PC files



		Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate

		DRAMS

		ACS

		Java

		Java

		Oracle



		Diabetic Supply Rebate

		DRAMS

		ACS

		Java

		Java

		Oracle



		Decision Support System (Data Warehouse)

		Ingenix

		Cognos
Informatica

		Cognos

		Oracle



		Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System

		DocFinity 
FormWorks

		OIT
Sungard

		Java

		Browser

		Oracle,
Microsoft SQL Server



		Contact Management System

		CRM OnDemand

		Oracle

		Java

		Java

		Oracle





Systems Interfaces


One of the keys to a successful Nevada MMIS takeover is to ensure that all Core MMIS, peripheral systems, and tools accurately interface with both internal and external stakeholder systems. From the numerous Medicaid systems we have successfully implemented and operated, ACS has the experience to transition existing interfaces, where appropriate, and develop and implement new system interfaces where necessary.

ACS has already begun the process. We have reviewed the interface list in the RFP Reference Library and identified interfaces that we need to add, modify, replace, or simply transition without change. Please refer to Proposal Tab XIV – Other Reference Material, Table 11.1-5 ACS’ Proposed Changes to the Nevada MMIS Interface List, which includes our initial assessment of whether each interface must be changed or can be transitioned without change. The last column in Exhibit 11.1-5, labeled “Initial ACS Assessment Status,” documents the results of our review. During the requirements validation and transition planning tasks, ACS continues to review all existing interfaces, whether they be internal or external, inbound or outbound. We modify the interface list to reflect any necessary changes to ensure we meet DHCFP, CMS, ACS, or vendor requirements. Many of our proposed system interfaces are MITA-aligned, using existing, fully operational vendor products.


One aspect of interfaces is the data delivery method (e.g., FTP or CD). When electronic transmission of data is possible, ACS uses MOVEit DMZ. MOVEit DMZ is a unique secure file transfer client that moves files on a scheduled, automated, firewall-friendly basis. It uses HTTPS (HTTP over SSL) protocol, which enables MOVEit DMZ to communicate through a single firewall port. This protocol eliminates the ongoing operational challenge of maintaining multiple firewall ports, especially when the firewalls belong to external business partners.


Once we have identified all interfaces and extracts and reviewed them with DHCFP, ACS develops a transition plan for interfaces, which includes the appropriate tasks for software development, parallel testing, system testing, and integration testing. ACS works under DHCFP direction with other vendors and stakeholders to ensure that all data and interface needs transition seamlessly to support the Core MMIS, peripheral systems, and tools. ACS’ dedicated team, led by the interface manager, coordinates all necessary changes and tests with stakeholders, meticulously scheduling, monitoring, and supporting the interfaces with these stakeholders to ensure seamless operation at transition.
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ID WBS Name Duration Start Finish edecesso %
Complete


Resource Names


0 Nevada Care Coordination Project Plan 1315 days Mon 10/4/10 Fri 10/16/15 0%


1 1 Initiation 19.5 days Mon 10/4/10 Fri 10/29/10 0%


2 1.1 Contract Start 10 days Mon 10/4/10 Mon 10/18/10 0%


3 1.1.1 Contract Signature 0 days Mon 10/4/10 Mon 10/4/10 0%


4 1.1.2 Contract Start Date 0 days Mon 10/18/10 Mon 10/18/10 0%


5 1.2 Project Kick-Off Meeting 9.25 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 10/29/10 0%


6 1.2.1 Identify Project Team 3 days Mon 10/18/10 Wed 10/20/10 4 0% FHSC Team


7 1.2.2 Create Agenda and Schedule Kick-Off Meeting 6 days Thu 10/21/10 Thu 10/28/10 6 0% Implementation Project Manager


8 1.2.3 Conduct Kick-Off Meeting 2 hrs Fri 10/29/10 Fri 10/29/10 7 0% Implementation Project Manager


9 1.3 Initiation Phase Gate 6.5 days Thu 10/21/10 Fri 10/29/10 0%


10 1.3.1 Project Team is Mobilized 0.25 days Thu 10/21/10 Thu 10/21/10 6 0% Implementation Project Manager


11 1.3.2 Initiation Phase Stakeholder Management is Complete 0.25 days Fri 10/29/10 Fri 10/29/10 7 0% Implementation Project Manager


12 1.3.3 Initiation Phase Gates are Complete 0.25 days Fri 10/29/10 Fri 10/29/10 11 0% Implementation Project Manager


13 1.3.4 MILESTONE: Initiation Stage is Complete 0 days Fri 10/29/10 Fri 10/29/10 12 0%


14 2 Planning 49 days Fri 10/15/10 Wed 12/22/10 0%


15 2.1 Detailed Project Plan 46 days Wed 10/20/10 Wed 12/22/10 0%


16 2.1.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for Project Plan 3 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/22/10 0% IT Project Manager


17 2.1.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Mon 10/25/10 Fri 11/5/10 16 0% DHCFP


18 2.1.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 11/8/10 Mon 11/8/10 17 0% Account Manager


19 2.1.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/10/10 17 0% IT Project Manager


20 2.1.5 Create and Submit Project Plan 10 days Thu 11/11/10 Wed 11/24/10 19 0% IT Project Manager


21 2.1.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Thu 11/25/10 Wed 12/8/10 20 0% DHCFP


22 2.1.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Thu 12/9/10 Thu 12/9/10 21 0% Account Manager


23 2.1.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 10 days Thu 12/9/10 Wed 12/22/10 21 0% IT Project Manager


24 2.1.9 MILESTONE:  Project Work Plan Complete 0 days Wed 12/22/10 Wed 12/22/10 23 0%


25 2.2 Communications Plan (CP) 31.13 days Wed 10/20/10 Thu 12/2/10 0%
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ID WBS Name Duration Start Finish edecesso %
Complete


Resource Names


26 2.2.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for Communication Plan 3 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/22/10 0% Implementation Project Manager


27 2.2.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Mon 10/25/10 Fri 11/5/10 26 0% DHCFP


28 2.2.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 11/8/10 Mon 11/8/10 27 0% Account Manager


29 2.2.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/10/10 27 0% Implementation Project Manager


30 2.2.5 Create and Submit Communication Plan 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Thu 11/11/10 28 0% Implementation Project Manager


31 2.2.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Thu 11/11/10 Thu 11/25/10 30 0% DHCFP


32 2.2.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Thu 11/25/10 Thu 11/25/10 31 0% Account Manager


33 2.2.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 5 days Thu 11/25/10 Thu 12/2/10 31 0% Implementation Project Manager


34 2.3 Risk Assessment Plan 32 days Wed 10/20/10 Thu 12/2/10 0%


35 2.3.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for Risk Assessment Plan 3 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/22/10 0% Implementation Project Manager


36 2.3.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Mon 10/25/10 Fri 11/5/10 35 0% DHCFP


37 2.3.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 11/8/10 Mon 11/8/10 36 0% Account Manager


38 2.3.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/10/10 36 0% Implementation Project Manager


39 2.3.5 Create and Submit Risk Assessment Plan 3 days Thu 11/11/10 Mon 11/15/10 38 0% Implementation Project Manager


40 2.3.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Tue 11/16/10 Mon 11/29/10 39 0% DHCFP


41 2.3.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Tue 11/30/10 Tue 11/30/10 40 0% Account Manager


42 2.3.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 11/30/10 Thu 12/2/10 40 0% Implementation Project Manager


43 2.4 Project Management Controls 41 days Fri 10/15/10 Fri 12/10/10 0%


44 2.4.1 Initiate Project Management Control Software and Reporting Procedures 5 days Fri 10/15/10 Thu 10/21/10 0% Implementation Project Manager


45 2.4.2 Establish/Maintain Project Control and Issue Resolution Tracking Systems 40 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 12/10/10 0% Implementation Project Manager


46 2.4.3 Submit Weekly Status Reports 40 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 12/10/10 0% Implementation Project Manager


47 2.4.4 Conduct Weekly Status Meetings 40 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 12/10/10 0% Implementation Project Manager


48 2.4.5 Update Work Plan for Final Work Plan and Schedule 40 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 12/10/10 0% IT Project Manager


49 2.4.6 MILESTONE: Planning Stage is Complete 0 days Fri 12/10/10 Fri 12/10/10 48 0%


50 3 Executing & Controlling 1315 days Mon 10/4/10 Fri 10/16/15 0%


51 3.1 Analysis 240 days Mon 10/4/10 Fri 9/2/11 0%
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52 3.1.1 Policies and Procedures 30 days Fri 12/3/10 Thu 1/13/11 0%


53 3.1.1.1 Modify Policies and Procedures 10 days Fri 12/3/10 Thu 12/16/10 34 0% Operations Manager,Training


54 3.1.1.2 Quality Committee Review and Approval of Policies and Procedures 10 days Fri 12/17/10 Thu 12/30/10 53 0% QA Team


55 3.1.1.3 DHCFP Review and Approval of Policies and Procedures 10 days Fri 12/31/10 Thu 1/13/11 54 0% DHCFP


56 3.1.2 Recipient Identification 20 days Thu 12/2/10 Wed 12/29/10 0%


57 3.1.2.1 Obtain Data: Medical-Medical/Surgical, Behavioral Health and Medication Claims 10 days Thu 12/2/10 Wed 12/15/10 0% Health Informatics Team


58 3.1.2.2 Stratification completed for month one 5 days Thu 12/16/10 Wed 12/22/10 57 0% Health Informatics Team


59 3.1.2.3 Establish Baseline Cost for Population 5 days Thu 12/23/10 Wed 12/29/10 58 0% Health Informatics Team


60 3.1.3 Recipient Educational Workshops 47 days Thu 12/23/10 Fri 2/25/11 0%


61 3.1.3.1 Establish dates, times and sites for Training Sessions 5 days Thu 12/30/10 Wed 1/5/11 59 0% Training


62 3.1.3.2 Formulate teaching plan 8 days Thu 1/6/11 Mon 1/17/11 61 0% Training


63 3.1.3.3 Obtain literature for distribution relating to community resources (public and
private)


10 days Thu 1/6/11 Wed 1/19/11 61 0% Training


64 3.1.3.4 Agenda and Training Materials 39 days Thu 12/23/10 Tue 2/15/11 0%


65 3.1.3.4.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for Workshop Agendas
and Materials


3 days Thu 12/23/10 Mon 12/27/10 58 0% Training


66 3.1.3.4.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Tue 12/28/10 Mon 1/10/11 65 0% Training


67 3.1.3.4.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Tue 1/11/11 Tue 1/11/11 66 0% Training


68 3.1.3.4.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 1/11/11 Thu 1/13/11 66 0% Training


69 3.1.3.4.5 Create and Submit Workshop Agendas and Materials 10 days Fri 1/14/11 Thu 1/27/11 68 0% Training


70 3.1.3.4.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Fri 1/28/11 Thu 2/10/11 69 0% DHCFP


71 3.1.3.4.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Fri 2/11/11 Fri 2/11/11 70 0% Training


72 3.1.3.4.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Fri 2/11/11 Tue 2/15/11 70 0% Training


73 3.1.3.5 Organize Guest Speakers 5 days Wed 2/16/11 Tue 2/22/11 72 0% Training


74 3.1.3.6 Obtain copies of satisfaction and changes to health surveys to administer at end
of training


3 days Wed 2/23/11 Fri 2/25/11 73 0% Training


75 3.1.4 Provider Educational Workshops 13 days Mon 2/28/11 Wed 3/16/11 0%


76 3.1.4.1 Establish dates, times and sites for Training Sessions 5 days Mon 2/28/11 Fri 3/4/11 60 0% Training


77 3.1.4.2 Formulate teaching plan 8 days Mon 3/7/11 Wed 3/16/11 76 0% Training
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78 3.1.5 Newsletters to Recipients 47 days Mon 1/3/11 Tue 3/8/11 0%


79 3.1.5.1 Create Content 10 days Mon 1/3/11 Fri 1/14/11 0% Clinical Staff


80 3.1.5.2 Workgroup Content Review 10 days Mon 1/17/11 Fri 1/28/11 79 0% Clinical Staff,Public Relations


81 3.1.5.3 Print in English and non-English versions and Submit to DHCFP for approval 8 days Mon 1/31/11 Wed 2/9/11 80 0% Public Relations


82 3.1.5.4 DHCFP Review 10 days Thu 2/10/11 Wed 2/23/11 81 0% DHCFP


83 3.1.5.5 Receive Approval 1 hr Thu 2/24/11 Thu 2/24/11 82 0% Account Manager


84 3.1.5.6 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Thu 2/24/11 Mon 2/28/11 82 0% Clinical Staff


85 3.1.5.7 Post Materials on Website 6 days Tue 3/1/11 Tue 3/8/11 84 0% Webmaster


86 3.1.5.8 Distribute to Recipients by mail 6 days Tue 3/1/11 Tue 3/8/11 84 0% Public Relations


87 3.1.6 Newsletters to Providers 44 days Mon 1/3/11 Thu 3/3/11 0%


88 3.1.6.1 Create Content 10 days Mon 1/3/11 Fri 1/14/11 0% Clinical Staff


89 3.1.6.2 Workgroup Content Review 10 days Mon 1/17/11 Fri 1/28/11 88 0% Clinical Staff,Public Relations


90 3.1.6.3 Quality Committee Review, Approval and Submit to DHCFP 5 days Mon 1/31/11 Fri 2/4/11 89 0% Clinical Staff,QA Team


91 3.1.6.4 DHCFP Review 10 days Mon 2/7/11 Fri 2/18/11 90 0% DHCFP


92 3.1.6.5 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 2/21/11 Mon 2/21/11 91 0% Account Manager


93 3.1.6.6 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 2/21/11 Wed 2/23/11 91 0% Clinical Staff,Public Relations


94 3.1.6.7 Post Materials on Website 6 days Thu 2/24/11 Thu 3/3/11 93 0% Webmaster


95 3.1.7 Written Recipient Materials 20 days Mon 1/17/11 Fri 2/11/11 0%


96 3.1.7.1 Introduction Letter 10 days Mon 1/17/11 Fri 1/28/11 0% Clinical Staff,DHCFP,Public
Relations


97 3.1.7.2 Recipient Rights and Responsibilities 10 days Mon 1/31/11 Fri 2/11/11 96 0% Clinical Staff,DHCFP,Public
Relations


98 3.1.8 Application 15 days Mon 1/17/11 Fri 2/4/11 0%


99 3.1.8.1 Gather Requirements for Care Coordination System Program Specifics 15 days Mon 1/17/11 Fri 2/4/11 0% Technical Analyst,Clinical
Staff,DHCFP


100 3.1.9 Reports 165 days Mon 1/17/11 Fri 9/2/11 0%


101 3.1.9.1 Uniform Utilization, Cost and Quality Assurance 20 days Wed 5/4/11 Tue 5/31/11 0% Account Manager,QA
Team,Operations Manager


102 3.1.9.2 Key Indicator Reports that monitor Resource Center Interaction 20 days Wed 5/4/11 Tue 5/31/11 0% Account Manager,Operations
Manager,QA Team


103 3.1.9.3 Submit Educational Newsletters Twice yearly with Quarterly Reports 20 days Wed 5/4/11 Tue 5/31/11 0% Account Manager,Operations
Manager,QA Team
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104 3.1.9.4 Establish/Maintain Report Tracking Tool with DHCFP 10 days Mon 1/17/11 Fri 1/28/11 0% Account Manager,Implementation
Project Manager


105 3.1.9.5 Quality Assurance Standards Reports 88 days Wed 5/4/11 Fri 9/2/11 0%


106 3.1.9.5.1 Annual Prevention Quality Indicators - Rate of Admissions per 10,000 Level II
Recipients


20 days Wed 5/4/11 Tue 5/31/11 0% Account Manager,Operations
Manager,QA Team


107 3.1.9.5.2 Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set Measures (HEDIS) Report 20 days Wed 5/4/11 Tue 5/31/11 0% Account Manager,Operations
Manager,QA Team


108 3.1.9.5.3 Data Audit by Vendor (as requested) 20 days Fri 7/1/11 Thu 7/28/11 0% Account Manager,Operations
Manager,QA Team


109 3.1.9.5.4 Audit Updates in Final Reports to Quality Committee 15 days Fri 7/29/11 Thu 8/18/11 108 0% Account Manager,Operations
Manager,QA Team


110 3.1.9.5.5 Submit to State for Review 1 day Fri 8/19/11 Fri 8/19/11 109 0% Account Manager


111 3.1.9.5.6 Add or Retire Measures, based on State Review 10 days Mon 8/22/11 Fri 9/2/11 110 0% Account Manager,Operations
Manager,QA Team


112 3.1.10 Staffing 70 days Wed 1/5/11 Tue 4/12/11 0%


113 3.1.10.1 Advertise for Positions 30 days Wed 1/5/11 Tue 2/15/11 0% HR


114 3.1.10.2 Interview Candidates 15 days Wed 2/16/11 Tue 3/8/11 113 0% HR


115 3.1.10.3 Candidate Testing 15 days Wed 2/16/11 Tue 3/8/11 113 0% HR


116 3.1.10.4 Hire 15 days Wed 3/9/11 Tue 3/29/11 115 0% HR


117 3.1.10.5 Train New Hires 10 days Wed 3/30/11 Tue 4/12/11 116 0% Training


118 3.1.11 Facilities 50 days Mon 10/4/10 Fri 12/10/10 0%


119 3.1.11.1 Workplace Set up (phones, PO Box, Communication lines, etc.) 10 days Mon 10/4/10 Fri 10/15/10 0% Facilities


120 3.1.11.2 Equipment Purchase (laptops, printers, Fax, Projector, etc.) 10 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 10/29/10 119 0% Facilities


121 3.1.11.3 Establish phone numbers for internal and satellite locations 10 days Mon 11/1/10 Fri 11/12/10 120 0% Facilities


122 3.1.11.4 Establish prompts and after-hour messages 10 days Mon 11/15/10 Fri 11/26/10 121 0% Facilities


123 3.1.11.5 Establish TDY 10 days Mon 11/29/10 Fri 12/10/10 122 0% Facilities


124 3.1.11.6 Establish High Speed Internet 10 days Mon 11/15/10 Fri 11/26/10 121 0% Facilities


125 3.1.11.7 Resource Accessibility for all Staff 10 days Mon 11/29/10 Fri 12/10/10 124 0% Facilities,Clinical Staff


126 3.2 Design 10 days Mon 10/4/10 Fri 10/15/10 0%


127 3.2.1 Application 10 days Mon 10/4/10 Fri 10/15/10 0%


128 3.2.1.1 Design Care Coordination Program Specifics 10 days Mon 10/4/10 Fri 10/15/10 0% System Architect


129 3.3 Construction 190 days Mon 12/13/10 Fri 9/2/11 0%
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130 3.3.1 Reports 55 days Mon 1/17/11 Fri 4/1/11 0%


131 3.3.1.1 Uniform Utilization, Cost and Quality Assurance 20 days Mon 3/7/11 Fri 4/1/11 0% Account Manager,QA
Team,Operations Manager


132 3.3.1.2 Key Indicator Reports that monitor Resource Center Interaction 20 days Mon 3/7/11 Fri 4/1/11 0% Account Manager,Operations
Manager,QA Team


133 3.3.1.3 Submit Educational Newsletters Twice yearly with Quarterly Reports 20 days Mon 3/7/11 Fri 4/1/11 0% Account Manager,Operations
Manager,QA Team


134 3.3.1.4 Establish/Maintain Report Tracking Tool with DHCFP 10 days Mon 1/17/11 Fri 1/28/11 0% Account Manager,Implementation
Project Manager


135 3.3.1.5 Quality Assurance Standards Reports 20 days Mon 3/7/11 Fri 4/1/11 0%


136 3.3.1.5.1 Annual Prevention Quality Indicators - Rate of Admissions per 10,000 Level II
Recipients


20 days Mon 3/7/11 Fri 4/1/11 0% Account Manager,Operations
Manager,QA Team


137 3.3.1.5.2 Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set Measures (HEDIS) Report 20 days Mon 3/7/11 Fri 4/1/11 0% Account Manager,Operations
Manager,QA Team


138 3.3.2 Application 50 days Mon 2/7/11 Fri 4/15/11 0%


139 3.3.2.1 Code / Unit test Care Coordination Program Set up 50 days Mon 2/7/11 Fri 4/15/11 99 0% Systems Engineer


140 3.3.3 Application Testing 11 days Mon 4/18/11 Mon 5/2/11 0%


141 3.3.3.1 User testing 10 days Mon 4/18/11 Fri 4/29/11 139 0% QA Team


142 3.3.3.2 Correct defects as needed 10 days Mon 4/18/11 Fri 4/29/11 139 0% Systems Engineer


143 3.3.3.3 Receive business approval 1 day Mon 5/2/11 Mon 5/2/11 142 0% Account Manager


144 3.3.4 Project Management & Control 190 days Mon 12/13/10 Fri 9/2/11 0%


145 3.3.4.1 Update Project Plan (wkly) 190 days Mon 12/13/10 Fri 9/2/11 0% Implementation Project Manager


146 3.3.4.2 Update Status Report (wkly) 190 days Mon 12/13/10 Fri 9/2/11 145SS 0% Implementation Project Manager


147 3.3.4.3 Review/Update Action Items / Issues Report (wkly) 190 days Mon 12/13/10 Fri 9/2/11 0% Implementation Project Manager


148 3.3.4.4 Review/Update Risk Report (wkly) 190 days Mon 12/13/10 Fri 9/2/11 0% Implementation Project Manager


149 3.3.4.5 Status Meetings (wkly) 190 days Mon 12/13/10 Fri 9/2/11 0% Implementation Project Manager


150 3.4 Deployment 20 days Tue 5/3/11 Mon 5/30/11 0%


151 3.4.1 Systems Go-Live 20 days Tue 5/3/11 Mon 5/30/11 0%


152 3.4.1.1 DHCFP Review 10 days Tue 5/3/11 Mon 5/16/11 143 0% DHCFP


153 3.4.1.2 Activate 10 days Tue 5/17/11 Mon 5/30/11 152 0% Systems Engineer


154 3.5 Post Deployment 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0%


155 3.5.1 Daily Operations 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0% FHSC Team
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156 3.5.2 Policies and Procedures 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0%


157 3.5.2.1 Yearly Review and Update of Policies and Procedures as Needed 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


158 3.5.3 Newsletters 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0%


159 3.5.3.1 Semi-Annual Newsletters to recipients 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0% FHSC Team


160 3.5.3.2 Semi-Annual Newsletters to Providers 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0% FHSC Team


161 3.5.4 Reports 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0%


162 3.5.4.1 Quality Assurance Standards Reports 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0% FHSC Team


163 3.5.4.2 Data Audit by Vendor (as requested) 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0% FHSC Team


164 3.5.4.3 Audit Updates in Final Reports to Quality Committee 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0% FHSC Team


165 3.5.4.4 Submit to State for Review 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0% FHSC Team


166 3.5.4.5 Add or Retire Measures, based on State Review 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0% FHSC Team
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State of Nevada

Jim Gibbons

Department of Administration

Governor


Purchasing Division


515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300

Greg Smith


Carson City, NV  89701

Administrator




November 29, 2010

***NOTICE OF AWARD***

A Notice of Award discloses the selected vendor(s) and the intended contract terms


 resulting from a State issued solicitation document.  Contract for the services of an independent contractor do not become effective unless and until approved by the Board of Examiners.


Vendor:   HP Enterprise Services, LLC

Contract Term:  March 1, 2011 – June 30, 2016; 5 Years

Contract Amount: $176,945,854.17

**************************************************************************************


LISTING OF AWARDED ITEMS:


RFP/Bid # 1824 – Nevada MMIS Takeover

Using Agency: DHHS, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

**************************************************************************************


This Notice of Award has been posted in the following locations:


1.
State Library and Archives
100 N. Stewart St. 
Carson City


2.
State Purchasing


515 E. Musser St.

Carson City


3.
Using Agency


Agency Headquarters


Pursuant to NRS 333.370, any unsuccessful proposer may file a Notice of Appeal within 10 days after the date of this Notice of Award.


NOTE:  This notice shall remain posted until December 9, 2010.







Approved 10/2004
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Sheet1

		Existing Nevada Pharmacy Reports

		Report Description		Output Format		Frequency		Report Category

		Monthly TPL 		XLS 		Monthly		ADHOC REPORT 

		Monthly Report Card		HTML 		Monthly		STANDARD MANAGEMENT 

		MAC Cost Savings Report 		XLS 		Monthly		COST SAVINGS 

		Prescriber List for Web 		PDF 		Monthly		STANDARD MANAGEMENT 

		NV Daily NPI Deployment report 		XLS 		Daily  		POS MANAGEMENT REPORT 

		Daily Claims Summary 		PDF 		Daily		POS MANAGEMENT REPORT 

		NV Daily NPI Prescriber Report 		XLS 		Daily		POS MANAGEMENT REPORT 

		PDL Market Shift Report 		XLS 		Monthly		PDL REPORTING 

		Monthly E-Prescribing Detail Report 		PDF 		Monthly		STANDARD MANAGEMENT 

		CYCLICAL CHECKWRITE BALANCING REPORT 		HTML 		Annual		FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

		ANNUAL PRODUR MESSAGE REPORT 		HTML 		Annual		CLINICAL REPORTING 

		ANNUAL PRODUR PAID SAVINGS 		HTML 		Annual		CLINICAL REPORTING 

		ANNUAL PRODUR DENIED SAVINGS 		HTML 		Annual		CLINICAL REPORTING 

		ANNUAL PRODUR DRUG ENCOUNTERS REPORT 		HTML 		Annual		CLINICAL REPORTING 

		ANNUAL PRODUR TOP ENCOUNTERS REPORT 		HTML 		Annual		CLINICAL REPORTING 

		ANNUAL PRODUR TOP INTERVENTIONS REPORT 		HTML 		Annual		CLINICAL REPORTING 

		ANNUAL PRODUR TOP OUTCOMES REPORT 		HTML 		Annual		CLINICAL REPORTING 

		Population Statistics 		HTML 		Annual		CLINICAL MANAGEMENT 

		Top Therapeutic Class by Age 		HTML 		Annual		CLINICAL MANAGEMENT 

		MONTHLY PRODUR MESSAGE REPORT 		HTML 		Monthly		CLINICAL REPORTING 

		MONTHLY PRODUR PAID SAVINGS REPORT 		HTML 		Monthly		CLINICAL REPORTING 

		MONTHLY PRODUR DENIED SAVINGS REPORT 		HTML 		Monthly		CLINICAL REPORTING 

		MONTHLY PRODUR DRUG ENCOUNTERS REPORT 		HTML 		Monthly		CLINICAL REPORTING 

		MONTHLY PRODUR PAYMENT REPORT 		HTML 		Monthly		CLINICAL REPORTING 

		MONTHLY PRODUR TOP ENCOUNTERS REPORT 		HTML 		Monthly		CLINICAL REPORTING 

		MONTHLY PRODUR TOP INTERVENTIONS REPORT 		HTML 		Monthly		CLINICAL REPORTING 

		MONTHLY PRODUR TOP OUTCOMES REPORT 		HTML 		Monthly		CLINICAL REPORTING 

		Nevada Weekly Active Provider Report 		HTML 		Weekly 		POS MANAGEMENT REPORT 

		Nevada Weekly Inactive Provider Report 		HTML 		Weekly 		STANDARD MANAGEMENT 

		Top New Products by Cost 		HTML 		Annual		CLINICAL MANAGEMENT 

		Top New Products by GSN 		HTML 		Annual		CLINICAL MANAGEMENT 

		Expenditure Changes by Therapeutic Class 00 - 56 		HTML 		Annual		CLINICAL MANAGEMENT 

		Expenditure Changes by Therapeutic Class 57 - 99 		HTML 		Annual		CLINICAL MANAGEMENT 

		Eprescribing				Monthly		POS MANAGEMENT REPORT 

		CMS 64.9R				Quarterly		Rebate Reporting

		Rebate Amount Exceeds Reimbursement Amount				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Summary of Payments				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Unit Rebates Amount Received				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Zero Rebate Amount Per Unit				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Zero Rebate Amount for Consecutive Quarters				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Batch Listing				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Cash Receipt Details				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Cash Receipt Recap Support Summary				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Manufacturer Receipt Allocations by Labeler				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Receipt Listing				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Receipt Lising by Program				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Tollars by Check Number				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		AMP Load Audit Report				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Claim Load Audit Report				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Excluded Claims Report				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Invoiced Claims Audit				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Aged Disputes Remaining				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Claim Level Detail				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Claim Level Detail (unit cost less than $.01)				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Claim Level Detail (No PHI)				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Claim Level Detail (With PHI)				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Existing Nevada Pharmacy Reports

		Report Description		Output Format		Frequency		Report Category

		Dispute Resolution Log				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Outstanding Disputes				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		PHS Providers				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Dunning Mailing Labels				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Invoice Mailing Labels				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Active Labelers				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Drug Rebate Invoice Report by Funding Source				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Family Planning Drugs Invoiced				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Interest Received				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Invoice totals for Quarter				Quarterly		Rebate Reporting

		Labeler Contact Listing				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Labeler Information sorted Alphabetically				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Laveler Paid Amount vs Billed Amount				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		NDC with Negative Units				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Pre-Invoice Unit Adjustment				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Quarterly Utilizaiton Summary				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Summary of Claims by Group				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Terminated Labelers				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Threshold Invoice Totals by Quarter				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Adjustments by Reason Code				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Current vs Previous Quarter Invoice Comparisons				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Drug Report for 75% of Total Outstanding over 12mo				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Dunning Letter				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Dunning Notice report				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Executive Summary				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Funding Source Expenditure Report				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		J-Code List				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		J-Code Quarterly List				Quarterly		Rebate Reporting

		Labeler Account Balance				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Labeler Account Balance as of Date				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Manufacturer Outstanding Balance				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Quarterly Labeler Account Balance				Quarterly		Rebate Reporting

		Quarterly Labeler Account Balance Crosstab				Quarterly		Rebate Reporting

		Summary of Adjustment by Quarter				Quarterly		Rebate Reporting

		Total Claims Paid by Fund Code				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Unit Adjustmetns by NDC Level				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Analyst Disputed NDC Listing				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Disputed NDC's by Labeler by Year				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Invoice Media				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		List Rates by Quarter by Labeler				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Medicaid Drug Rebates Invoice CMS R144				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Medicaid Drug Rebate Invoice (combined)				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Medicaid Drug Rebare Invoice(version II)				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		NDC Summary				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		NDC's Not Found on Rate File				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Outstanding Manufacturer Rebate Invoice Balance				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Payment Receipt Detail Report				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Prior Period Utilizaiton and Rate Change				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Projected Invoice Amount for Zeror Rate NDC				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		Rate Discrepencey				Monthly/On Demand		Rebate Reporting

		MAC List posted on website				Monthly/On Demand		MAC Reporting

		MAC Updates				Monthly/On Demand		MAC Reporting
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appendix cc — utilization management annual regional care coordination report

As referenced in Section 15.10.4.4, FHS uses standards for reporting as established by AHRQ so that program outcomes are measured and can be reported and compared against other similar programs funded or reviewed by CMS.  FHS will work with DHCFP staff during implementation of the program to review and configure these reports to meet the State of Nevada’s needs.

FHS plans to collect and use HEDIS outcomes measures, where available, to track on the performance of the program.  We engage a HEDIS auditor and use a HEDIS analytical tool to support this process.

An example of a monthly Regional Care Coordination report showing utilization costs uniformity and quality is included on the following pages.


Utilization Management Regional Care Coordination

First Health Services’ (FHS) clinical management programs provided the Agency with a comprehensive array of tools to manage the care of children treated in SIPP facilities.  The Utilization Management Program provides a URAC compliant prior authorization and continued stay of SIPP services.  The Qualified Evaluator Network provides face-to-face suitability assessment to validate the child’s need for SIPP treatment prior to referral and every 90 days after admit.  The Regional Care Coordination program provides direct assistance to the SIPP provider and is designed to unify a fragmented system by improving communication, providing training and engaging all elements of the continuum to solve logistical and non-clinical barriers to community-based treatment. 

Accomplishments

The following list outlines the core objectives of the program: 

1.	Regional Care Coordinators provide technical assistance to providers about 	the utilization management process to reduce payment delays and improve 	communication between the FHS Utilization Management staff and the SIPP 	provider community.

The Regional Care Coordinators (RCCs) have provided clinically appropriate and quality SIPP reports to all Single Points of Access, SAMH Offices and to FHS Utilization Management Reviewers in expected, timely fashion.  

The RCCs have provided technical assistance with the FHS authorization process, gave recommendations concerning treatment concerns, and encouraged the SIPP to communicate accurate, thorough clinical information to the reviewers which resulted in a reduction of deferrals. 

The RCCs have implemented employee training opportunities for the staff by organizing trainings from a local provider agency on various clinical topics.  They have worked with individual therapists to improve their knowledge of diagnosis and appropriate therapeutic interventions for each child.  There has been significant improvement and diversity in the therapeutic interventions being implemented in the SIPPs which have been directly related to therapist training workshops, meetings with Administration on a regular basis and providing insight/experience to therapists, at treatment team meetings. 

The RCCs have been invited to participate and speak at several district wide trainings, for case workers, targeted case managers, GAL, AAL, DJJ and other stakeholders to discuss and explain the process and procedures of the referral process, the qualified evaluation network, appropriate admissions criteria, the purpose, focus and treatment and timely discharge.  Provider compliance with utilization review procedures improved through daily/real-time RCC consultation.

2.	Regional Care Coordinators track the treatment of children served within 	SIPP facilities to validate that active treatment is occurring. 

The chart below shows the increase in the amount of clients served over a three year period from 2005-2008.

The RCCs have completed 4,665 SIPP Monthly Reports during the 2008-2009 Fiscal Year.   

Initially, the RCC goal was to observe the trends within the facilities and to identify those children who had been placed into the most restricted levels of care for extended periods of time.  The foundation for building the framework consisted initially of forming open, honest, and trusting relationships with the employees and professionals at the treatment team table.  Our professional goal continues to be met as a valuable resource.  The Regional Care Coordination Program assists in managing some of Florida’s most mentally ill population and navigating the mental health and child welfare system.

RCCs discuss Quality of Care issues and assist the SIPP leadership in developing a corrective action plans when necessary.  Significant decrease in Quality of Care issues in the SIPP facilities have resulted in continued oversight of treatment.  

RCCs identify programmatic deficits and safety concerns for the Medicaid population served. 



3.	Regional Care Coordinators provide clinical guidance to all participants in the 	treatment continuum from a utilization management perspective to advocate 	for rapid planning and execution of treatment plan objectives.

RCCs have encouraged facilities to enhance services for children with sexual behavior problems, resulting in improved treatment for this population though the implementation of evidenced-based practices.  The RCCs have provided the facility with best practice information and current research information regarding sexual offender treatment, treatment planning, and reduction of seclusions and restraints.  

RCCs have continued to encourage best practice policy and procedures, especially when it comes to treatment planning and administration of individual, group and family therapy sessions.  The RCCs have helped to facilitate the “best outcome possible” for every SIPP child.  Role modeled non-punitive interactions with patients for direct care staff. 

The RCCs focus is on accountability.  In the past, case managers seemed to disappear once a child on their caseload was placed into a residential treatment facility.  This created a problematic situation for the provider as well as the child.  With the presence of the RCC in the treatment team process, they have been able to work with the case manager to guide them through their responsibilities through education and accountability.  There seems to be some difficulty with out of district children placed in SIPP whereby the Out of District Professionals tend to take a "back seat" to the child's treatment.  This causes difficulties in trying to make proper disposition for discharge, as the facility is spending time defending their clinical decisions.  Districts that place their children in an out of district SIPPs need to have participation in treatment teams on an ongoing basis and interfacing with the therapist should be mandatory.

If a case manager is not present or fails to communicate with the facility then the RCC takes the lead to contact the case manager, supervisor, SPOA to ensure continuity of care while their child is in the program.  This effort has made the case managers more active in the treatment team process thus improving the discharge planning coordination. Additionally, the facility is better assisted with reintegrating the child back into the community.  

The RCC has assisted in evaluating requests for transfers and Non-Primary Access Placements between SIPP facilities so that youth are able to move into a more appropriate SIPP and/or level of care, including youth who are medically impaired; developmentally delayed/low IQ and Conduct Disordered.  There were a total of 53 requests for transfers between SIPP Facilities during the 2008-2009 Fiscal year and a total of 63 Non Primary Access Request Placements. 

4.	Regional Care Coordinator facilitating discharge planning during the 	admission process in order to prioritize the timing of specific activities to 	ensure timely discharge for all children served in a SIPP.

The Care Coordination program and FHS have a proven track record of appropriately identifying and managing children with intense needs through our UM, QEN, and Regional Care Coordination programs.  An opportunity exists to ensure children in the now "private" dependency system are being properly identified for more intensive levels of care and their cases managed by competent, proven clinical providers.  

The RCCs with SIPP providers and CBC to assist in facilitating for a smooth discharge transition for dependency children.  There has been great improvement in identifying and consequently discharging clients who are not appropriate for the SIPP level of care, such as clients with severe conduct issues, clients that are not expected to benefit from treatment due to low IQs, clients who are placed in SIPP solely because they are chronic runners and those client's who remain in SIPP due to lack of step down placements.   

The RCCs have identified and encouraged the use of alternative out-of-home placements, including non-Medicaid placements for children, in order to avoid SIPP readmissions and reduce over-reliance on Medicaid-funded services as the sole source of aftercare.  We have improved the coordination of step-down in order to avert readmissions due to failed implementation of wrap-around services.   

In addition to these objectives, the FHS Regional Care Coordination program assumed additional responsibility in 2008 and 2009 for the following:

Managing Out of State Clients with Treatment and Discharge Planning.

Identifying an increase in Quality of Care Issues and working directly with the SIPP facilities to improve quality outcomes and plans of care to address these issues. 

Providing monthly reports to the Agency of recipient admissions, discharges, quality of care issues, issues impacting the Regional Care Coordination program.  In addition, the Regional Care Coordination program has identified days in care and lengths of stay outcomes and trends.

Providing ad-hoc bed day reports upon request. 

Participating in statewide SIPP training events with the Agency to review quality of care standards and specific clinical topics. 

Assisting in Transfers and Non-Primary Access Placement requests due to an increase in incidents and quality of care concerns for SIPP facilities. 

The table below shows the Data Mapping of the RCC contacts throughout the year.  This shows the percentage of work completed by the RCCs in any given area.  

		Data Map Totals July 2007 thru June 2009



		Main Category 

		%

		Contacts



		Admit Rev

		1.35%

		899



		Clinical Formulation

		8.93%

		5965



		Discharge Rev

		5.86%

		3911



		MDT Staffing

		7.93%

		5293



		Other

		3.40%

		2272



		Quality/Technical 

		1.69%

		1129



		Telephonic Contact

		40.60%

		27107



		Treatment Review

		30.24%

		20190



		 

		100.00%

		66766





Cost Savings and Utilization Control

During the 2004 implementation the average length of stay was determined to be 308 days per admit.  At this writing the average length of stay from January thru June 2009 was 197.65 days.  This change demonstrates a lower average cost per SIPP admit and evidence of improved efficiency.  Figures 1 and 2 below provide a graphical representation of this change.  Figure 2 provides an estimate of the pre and post implementation from March 2004 to the end of June 2009. 

The combination of FHS’ Utilization Management, Regional Care Coordination, and QEN programs has improved Agency oversight, reduced average cost, and provided a more responsive system of care for children served by the Medicaid program. 



Figure 1: Changes in SIPP Average Length of Stay, March 2004 – June 2009





Figure 2: Pre and Post Implementation Cost from March 2004 to June 2009*

*  Please note the daily rate was $330 per day per client from October 2005 thru June 2006.  The current daily rate is $406 per day per client from July 2007 to June 2009. 

Summary of Significant Issues Impacting Care Coordination Operations

It is recommended that the Agency consider the development of vertically integrated treatment models for children served in residential settings to provide greater latitude for providers to shift patients between levels of care according to acuity. 

Vertically integrated refers to treatment programs that accommodate different levels of care within the same location – such as locked psychiatric residential treatment, campus-based group home services and therapeutic group living services.  As the child’s clinical condition changes, resources are readily available to adjust service intensity without delays due to external processes.  In other words, the vertically integrated provider brokers service intensity internally, thereby providing treatment that is clinically responsive and transparent.  The vertically integrated system is monitored by Utilization Management for medical necessity and Regional Care Coordination for quality of care and responsiveness. 

There are several advantages to this approach:

Children who reach ‘maximum gains’ or who no longer meet ‘medical necessity’ at the SIPP level of care may be maintained within a campus-based therapeutic group home setting at a reduced rate until such time as they can be transitioned to community based settings.

Children in therapeutic group home settings are evaluated for medical necessity to ensure that the intensity of service provided is not in excess of their needs or duplication of other services.

Children will receive continuity of care with continuation of the previous treatment plan by meeting the goals and objectives as outlined in the child’s treatment plan from the referring facility.

Children with unresolved legal issues can continue to receive treatment matched to clinical need (such as those with non-adjudicated violent offenses that can be maintained at lower levels of care within the same facility).  This is especially important to avoid clinical burnout and subsequent institutionalization.

This approach supports transitions from Medicaid HMO and Prepaid Mental Health Plan eligibility for children admitted to SIPPs. 

Reductions in requests for administrative placement extensions following adverse utilization review determinations. 

It is recommended that FHS provide utilization management and care coordination for therapeutic group home services in addition to SIPP treatment. 

This recommendation is derived from the tiered intensity model already in place within the state of Florida for residential services (Level 1 – 4) and the current practice for Qualified Evaluators to recommend placement in either a SIPP facility or Therapeutic Group Home.  It is felt that coordination and utilization issues encountered in SIPP facilities also exist in Therapeutic Group Home settings.  This recommendation is made to address re-admissions to SIPP and acute inpatient facilities due to lapses in outpatient follow up after acute and SIPP care episodes.  For Care Coordination, the focus is to monitor movement between levels of care, particularly between facility-based treatment and community-based treatment.  For utilization management the focus is monitoring the mix of services provided in the community to evaluate whether or not the child is receiving services at the appropriate time and setting.  RCCs should be able to continue to follow upon discharge the High Users or children that have been in SIPP for an extended period of time; multiple SIPP admissions or discharged from SIPP after not making significant progress and continue to provide Care Coordination services to these client for a period of time to see if an impact can be made on repeat admissions to SIPP.  We track these children and offer comments about why we think they are being re-admitted but it would be beneficial to provide Care Coordination services to this population to attempt to help coordinate much needed services that need to be active services upon discharge.

It is recommended that the Agency increase the number of Step-Down Placements.

Care Coordination has been negatively impacted by two primary issues.  The first is the loss of step down options.  During the course of the last year, the district's system of care for children has lost resources with the closing of the girls STGC program in District 1 and the reduction of beds in the boys STGC program.  This has impacted the length of stay by forcing more kids into STFC and in turn clogging up that resource or by not having adequate step down options for community children.  The loss of these programs has also impacted recidivism.  Community children who would have benefited from a lesser restrictive treatment setting have been sent home where wrap around services are not intense enough to manage and/or the family continues to have issues that need to be addressed.  The second issue, while impacting Care Coordination, is more of a systemic issue.

It is recommended that FHS conduct Suitability Assessments be completed on all children.

There has been an increase in the number of community children entering into the SIPP Programs and a reduction of Dependent Children being referred to SIPP.  For year 2007 there were a total of 645 Dependent children served versus a total of 553 for year 2008.  For year 2008 there were a total of 670 community children served versus a total of 731 for 2008.  There could be great benefit from having suitability assessments and updates done on all children to ensure that all children are benefiting from SIPP level of care.

It is recommended that the Agency develop a Task Force be developed for monitoring youth whereby FHS will follow a chronic child throughout all levels of treatment.

A development of a task force consisting of a multi-disciplinary team for the purpose of monitoring the therapeutic progress of the youth's treatment, clinical discharge preparations and discharge placement location and transitions in a timely manner.  It is suggested that an RCC be assigned case loads whose length of stay is over 200 days.  These cases would be reviewed for incidents of recidivism and chronic outliers who are in need of more intensive services.  Within the past year there has been an increase in the severity of the children that are being referred.  These are severely mentally ill children with chronic conditions.  These children tend to be moved from facility to facility through transfers, when either the funding is running out or the facility, after an already lengthy stay, determines that limited progress is being made.  On occasion, a youth will be discharged to a step-down program only to have a relatively quick turnaround back into residential.  Progress made in each facility tends to be limited and with each transfer the patient tends to regress, significantly.  Furthermore, treatment tends to consist of similar if not the same treatment modality; that being behavioral management, with limited cognitive therapy.  The approach is repetitive in nature, with little to no attempts at alternative forms of therapeutic approaches.  

From time to time, parents of community children have viewed the SIPP program as a long-term program.  They may hear the SIPP program presented as a short-term residential option, but they may be looking for more permanent out of home placement options than what the SIPP program is designed to accommodate.  This poses problems during treatment and particularly at the time of discharge.  During treatment, parents with longer-term expectations may fail to acknowledge treatment gains, while focusing heavily on areas where children have failed or where children may not be capable of sustainable progress.  At the time of discharge, such parents may become resistant or hostile to the discharge planning and preparation process.  In some cases this has led to sabotaging of passes by the parents, or refusal to activate outpatient services in a timely manner.  To improve this, there should be a better effort on the part of SAMH offices and SIPPs to reinforce prior to admission that SIPP treatment is short term.  There should be more emphasis in the treatment planning formulation phase on setting a realistic timeframe for discharge with a target date that is adhered to from the beginning.  Some SIPPs are leaving discharge dates open or continually pushing the dates out upon each treatment plan review.
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ALOS March 2004 thru June 2009
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Pre and Post RCC Implementation Cost  
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Allscripts Modular Suite 



Allscripts Modular Suite is an easy-to-use, web-based software solution that is safe, secure, requires no downloading and no new client hardware. The solution combines a suite of clinical application components to support the physicians onboard to clinical access. Physicians will continue to chart and document the same way as before except that they will now have an electronic way to place orders (medication and non-medication) and receive results.



The Allscripts Modular Suite solution includes the following components:

· ePrescribe

Electronic transmission, mobile provider access, drug Interaction checking, formulary checking, duplicate therapy checks, dosage checks, medication history, medication refills, mail order, allergy documentation, and medication management

· Order Entry and Results

Order entry, order tracking, results, results graphing, patient reports, and HL7 Interfaces

· Secure Messaging

Provider to provider referrals within and outside the network, and intra-office messaging via unstructured messages with attachments

· Clinical information communication

Communication (import/export) of information, structured according to the HL7 CDA standard, with Health Information Exchanges or other entities

· Optional: Dictation / transcription (currently integrated into ePrescribe)

· Optional: Eligibility and Claims Submission



The solution is offered as Software as Service (SaaS) and is hosted by Allscripts. The application follows standard web application technical architecture guidelines. The middle tier servers in the data center routes orders (medication and non-medication) appropriately to the destination end points and data repository servers store all pertaining information. The solution supports HL7 2.x for messaging and complies other applicable healthcare standards/vocabularies like ICD 9, LOINC etc.



Allscripts Modular Suite provides the following options for customization and integration:



· Private-labeling of solution, login screen, and registration: fits seamlessly within organization’s existing portal or application

· Links to vendor-specific websites and portals.

· Migration of patient and provider data to any Allscripts EHR

· Free patient demographic and appointment interface to any Allscripts PMS, including Misys Tiger and Vision

· Optional advanced integration services
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Max Available for Demonstrated Competence = 150


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Qualifications and resumes of 


proposed key personnel


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Account Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


8 10 6 9 9 9 10 8 10 8.7777778 1.607 14.107143


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Fiscal Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


8 9 7 9 9 7 9 8 8 8.2222222 1.607 13.214286


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Claims Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


8 7 7 9 9 4 9 6 8 7.4444444 1.301 9.6853741


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Health Care 


Management Manager commensurate 


with the required experience in the 


RFP?


8 7 6 9 9 7 9 6 8 7.6666667 1.607 12.321429


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Pharmacy Benefits 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


10 6 7 9 9 7 9 7 8 8 1.301 10.408163


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Provider Services 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


10 8 8 9 9 7 9 7 8 8.3333333 0.995 8.2908163


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Training Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


10 7 7 9 9 5 9 8 7 7.8888889 0.995 7.8486395
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To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed IT Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


10 8 7 9 9 7 9 7 6 8 1.301 10.408163


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Takeover Project 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


10 7 6 9 9 7 9 8 8 8.1111111 1.607 13.035714


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Takeover Systems 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


10 8 8 9 9 5 9 7 8 8.1111111 1.301 10.552721


Qualifications and resumes of other 


proposed staff


To what extent are the qualifications of 


any additional proposed project team 


members (including subcontractor 


staff) commensurate with the expected 


roles and responsibilities for 


completing the scope of work in the 


RFP, based off resumes and required 


experience of additional staff?


6 6 5 9 9 7 8 7 8 7.2222222 0.995 7.1853741


Approach to staffing and resource 


matrix


To what extent does the Vendor 


discuss their approach for replacing 


key staff and recruiting for additional 


staff?


6 6 6 9 9 5 8 7 8 7.1111111 0.383 2.7210884


119.77891
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ScoreFirst Health Services Corp
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To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Account Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


0 7 4 9 7 5 5 5 9 5.6666667 1.607 9.1071429


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Fiscal Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


8 8 6 7 9 4 5 6 9 6.8888889 1.607 11.071429


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Claims Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


0 5 3 6 6 1 5 4 9 4.3333333 1.301 5.6377551


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Health Care 


Management Manager commensurate 


with the required experience in the 


RFP?


7 6 6 7 8 5 5 7 9 6.6666667 1.607 10.714286


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Pharmacy Benefits 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


0 7 7 8 8 7 5 5 9 6.2222222 1.301 8.0952381


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Provider Services 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


0 8 6 6 8 5 5 6 9 5.8888889 0.995 5.8588435


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Training Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


0 7 7 8 8 5 5 5 9 6 0.995 5.9693878


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed IT Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


10 7 7 8 9 5 5 8 9 7.5555556 1.301 9.829932


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Takeover Project 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


0 5 2 6 8 5 5 5 9 5 1.607 8.0357143
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To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Takeover Systems 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


0 7 6 6 7 5 5 8 9 5.8888889 1.301 7.6615646


Qualifications and resumes of other 


proposed staff


To what extent are the qualifications of 


any additional proposed project team 


members (including subcontractor 


staff) commensurate with the expected 


roles and responsibilities for 


completing the scope of work in the 


RFP, based off resumes and required 


experience of additional staff?


10 10 6 7 9 5 5 7 9 7.5555556 0.995 7.5170068


Approach to staffing and resource 


matrix


To what extent does the Vendor 


discuss their approach for replacing 


key staff and recruiting for additional 


staff?


5 6 6 7 8 4 5 4 9 6 0.383 2.2959184


91.794218


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Qualifications and resumes of 


proposed key personnel


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Account Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


10 8 7 9 10 4 9 7 8 8 1.607 12.857143


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Fiscal Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


10 6 7 9 8 4 9 6 8 7.4444444 1.607 11.964286


10


#


11


#


12


Expertise and Availability of Key Personnel Area Weighted Score Subtotal


Proposer Name: Evaluator ID


Average Weight


Weighted 


ScoreHP Enterprise Services LLC


#


1


2







To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Claims Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


10 7 4 9 9 4 9 5 8 7.2222222 1.301 9.3962585


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Health Care 


Management Manager commensurate 


with the required experience in the 


RFP?


10 9 7 9 7 5 9 6 7 7.6666667 1.607 12.321429


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Pharmacy Benefits 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


10 7 7 9 8 5 9 7 8 7.7777778 1.301 10.119048


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Provider Services 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


10 8 7 9 9 7 9 6 8 8.1111111 0.995 8.0697279


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Training Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


10 8 4 9 8 7 9 7 8 7.7777778 0.995 7.7380952


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed IT Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


10 7 8 9 8 7 9 7 8 8.1111111 1.301 10.552721


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Takeover Project 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


9 6 4 9 9 3 9 8 8 7.2222222 1.607 11.607143


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Takeover Systems 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


8 7 8 9 7 5 9 7 8 7.5555556 1.301 9.829932


Qualifications and resumes of other 


proposed staff


3


4


5


6


7


8


9


10


#







To what extent are the qualifications of 


any additional proposed project team 


members (including subcontractor 


staff) commensurate with the expected 


roles and responsibilities for 


completing the scope of work in the 


RFP, based off resumes and required 


experience of additional staff?


9 7 7 7 9 5 9 6 8 7.4444444 0.995 7.4064626


Approach to staffing and resource 


matrix


To what extent does the Vendor 


discuss their approach for replacing 


key staff and recruiting for additional 


staff?


2 7 5 8 9 5 9 6 7 6.4444444 0.383 2.4659864


114.32823


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Qualifications and resumes of 


proposed key personnel


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Account Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


3 7 3 8 6 5 5 3 8 5.3333333 1.607 8.5714286


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Fiscal Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


3 6 4 7 7 5 5 3 8 5.3333333 1.607 8.5714286


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Claims Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


10 7 7 6 7 4 5 2 7 6.1111111 1.301 7.9506803


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Health Care 


Management Manager commensurate 


with the required experience in the 


RFP?


0 7 6 8 6 3 5 2 9 5.1111111 1.607 8.2142857


11


#


12


Expertise and Availability of Key Personnel Area Weighted Score Subtotal


Proposer Name: Evaluator ID


Average Weight


Weighted 


ScoreInfocrossing Inc


#


1


2


3


4







To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Pharmacy Benefits 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


10 6 3 8 7 7 5 4 10 6.6666667 1.301 8.6734694


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Provider Services 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


10 7 7 6 9 5 5 1 6 6.2222222 0.995 6.1904762


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Training Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


10 8 5 6 4 3 5 1 6 5.3333333 0.995 5.3061224


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed IT Manager 


commensurate with the required 


experience in the RFP?


5 7 4 0 7 0 5 0 8 4 1.301 5.2040816


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Takeover Project 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


3 7 3 6 6 4 5 2 8 4.8888889 1.607 7.8571429


To what extent are the qualifications of 


the proposed Takeover Systems 


Manager commensurate with the 


required experience in the RFP?


2 7 3 7 7 5 5 2 8 5.1111111 1.301 6.6496599


Qualifications and resumes of other 


proposed staff


To what extent are the qualifications of 


any additional proposed project team 


members (including subcontractor 


staff) commensurate with the expected 


roles and responsibilities for 


completing the scope of work in the 


RFP, based off resumes and required 


experience of additional staff?


0 6 0 0 7 4 5 0 7 3.2222222 0.995 3.2057823


Approach to staffing and resource 


matrix


5


11


#


6


7


8


9


10


#







To what extent does the Vendor 


discuss their approach for replacing 


key staff and recruiting for additional 


staff?


0 6 0 0 6 4 5 0 7 3.1111111 0.383 1.1904762


77.585034


12


Expertise and Availability of Key Personnel Area Weighted Score Subtotal
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APPENDIX HH — HMS CERTIFICATE OF GOOD STANDING 


As referenced in Section 17.5.1.4, HMS has an established office in Reno, Nevada, and is registered to 
conduct business in the State.  A copy of HMS’ Certificate of Good Standing with the State of Nevada is 
included on the following pages. 
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17.7
Project Plan

REQUIREMENT:  Section 17.7, page 175-176

Our project approach to management of the takeover project work plan is part of our open and transparent philosophy that is designed to keep DHCFP informed at all times concerning the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.  


We have developed a realistic and attainable preliminary detailed project plan that carefully considers the requirements for the scope of work for this contract.  Within this plan, we address the project phases and major activities.  Within the work plan we deliver to DHCFP, we provide detailed descriptions of the major tasks and subtasks necessary to complete the project and identify the responsible party (DHCFP or ACS) for each major task.  We base our takeover work plan on extensive planning and analysis of the requirements of both the RFP and the anticipated operational needs for the next contract period.  Using a “bottom up” approach, we analyzed and estimated each requirement, first as a stand-alone element, and later as part of the overall plan.  Our work plan reflects our knowledge of the Nevada MMIS environment, DHCFP’s needs, and our experience successfully planning the integration of multiple complex Medicaid programs across the country.  


We present our detailed project plan at the task and major activity level and include resource type.  Proposal Section 17.6, Resource Matrix, contains the actual staff loading relative to the resources.


17.7.1 Vendors must submit a preliminary project plan as part of the proposal, including, but not limited to:


We develop our detailed work plan and schedules based on our experience and on a practical view of the tasks associated with taking over the Nevada MMIS.  At the beginning of the project, ACS and DHCFP finalize the work plans presented in our proposal.  It is important that DHCFP and ACS work together during the early weeks of the project to review and revise the key activities in our work plans as mutually agreed.  We maintain the work plan in the Enterprise Project Management (EPM) tool in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository, and each week we make updated plans available for review.  In the following paragraphs, we identify the most significant assumptions made in developing our detailed project plan:


Where practical and to the extent RFP requirements are not violated, ACS has overlapped non-dependent tasks to expedite the schedule.


DHCFP will require only one review cycle for each deliverable and resolving DHCFP’s comments in that cycle will result in deliverable approval.


We developed the work plan assuming five work days per week and eight work hours per day.  We assumed that no work would occur on weekends or holidays and that no overtime would be incurred.  If a given activity falls behind, ACS has the option of either assigning more resources or permitting existing project personnel to work overtime in a given day, week, or other relevant period.


Our deliverable completion and review approach includes informal walk-throughs and the submission of draft deliverables.  By keeping DHCFP continuously informed of the content of the deliverable documents, we help ensure that the formal submission of a deliverable is complete and accurate, thus reducing the time and effort needed to gain final approval of the deliverable.


· Our proposed change control process facilitates the resolution of these issues, effectively managing and communicating any potential impact to the progress of the system transition effort.

In the initial development of the work plan, ACS has taken these and many other considerations into account.  We realize that our proposed work plan is a preliminary document that is subject to revision after contract signing.  At that point, ACS finalizes the work plan for DHCFP approval and uses it as a baseline for monitoring the activities for the project.  As DHCFP and ACS work together through the contract start-up and transition periods, we may mutually agree to revise deliverable and milestone dates.  ACS will request formal DHCFP approval of any change in deliverable or milestone dates and will keep all historical versions of the work plan.  ACS believes that 12 months provides ample time to accomplish all takeover activities, especially given the ACS strategy to keep the MMIS in the Verizon Data Center.  


A. Gantt charts that show all proposed project activities;


Inputs used in the creation of the preliminary project plan were the requirements, deliverables, milestones, and timeframes specified in the RFP and the work breakdown structure.  Gantt charts are produced using the information contained in the preliminary project plan.  The charts display all project activities, start and finish dates, predecessor and successor task and; dependencies.  

B. Planning methodologies;


QMS consists of several interrelated and comprehensive methodologies.  First, the project management methodology (PMM) is executed on every project to provide oversight and monitoring of all project activities. Among other things, the PMM ensures the project is staffed with appropriate resources, anticipates and mitigates risks, and proactively manages scope and functional requirements. This project has a Project Management Office (PMO) to adopt, tailor, execute, and monitor the PMM to ensure the project’s success. Second, the Software Development Methodology (SDM) provides best practices, templates, procedures, and supporting tools to develop and implement ACS’ technical solutions. The SDM, which aligns with Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) where applicable as well as several Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) specifications, including 829, 1012, and 1058, is required on all system transfer, modification, configuration, enhancement, or development projects.  

The planning workflow includes all start-up and initiation activities for the project.  During this time, the PMO is established and initial project staff ramp onto the project.  The PMO adopts and tailors all PMM plans and SDM workflow plans to the project’s and DHCFP’s needs, establishing and validating standards.  DHCFP and ACS mutually agree upon deliverables’ expectations, and key templates that will be needed early on in the project are tailored to project-specific needs and DHCFP requirements.  Other planning workflow activities include:


Management holds kick-off meetings with both ACS and DHCFP staff to set expectations for the upcoming project phases


ACS and DHCFP project staff on roles and responsibilities are explained

ACS develops a crosswalk to compare the set of baseline SPARK-ITS assets with contractually required DHCFP deliverables to determine if there are work products that must be created from scratch rather than leveraged from the SPARK-ITS process library


Technical staff tailor and execute the technical environment plan, which describes the technical environment to be used during the deployment project


· The PMO installs and configures tools to be used during the deployment project, including the IBM Rational suite and EPM Solution including Windows SharePoint Services


The planning workflow sets the stage for the project’s success by analyzing baseline processes, procedures, templates, and tools and tailoring them to the specific needs of the project.  The primary goal is to prepare the project for long-term success by ensuring processes are documented in detail, expectations are set, resources are prepared, and a foundation is established for on-time, within-budget, and high-quality delivery.  Inputs to the creation of the preliminary project plan are:


The requirements, deliverables, milestones, and timeframes specified in the RFP  


A work breakdown structure (WBS) of all of the tasks necessary for the successful management of the project


Estimates of the effort required for each task in the WBS 


Staffing management plan


Calendar time required for each task


· Project risks, assumptions, and constraints

We describe maintenance of the project work plan with the schedule management plan.  ACS’ approach to schedule management encourages dynamic, effort-driven, and predictive project plan development as well as proactive identification of slippage and scheduling conflicts to ensure early mitigation of scheduling issues and resource constraints. 


C. Milestones;


The SPARK-ITS schedule management process includes standards to ensure consistency of task naming, effective and informative decomposition of tasks, and proven estimation techniques to improve the accuracy and predictability of the project schedule.  SPARK-ITS includes basic standards to ensure consistency and understandability of work plans and related reporting by assigned staff, senior management, and DHCFP staff.  

The use of an “M:” prior to a milestone task signal the completion of a key deliverable or project phase specified in the RFP.  Milestone tasks preceded by an “M-I:” are ACS internal milestones that signify the completion of an internal deliverable or project phase.

D. Task conflicts and/or interdependencies.;


The preliminary project plan tracks interdependences with other project tasks, including predecessor and successor tasks to ensure the appropriate coordination of activities and to mitigate risk associated with any potential problems or delays in deliveries or installations, which may affect other tasks or activities.  In addition to reviewing task durations, resource allocations and assignments to resolve task conflicts and/or interdependencies, the EPM Solution is comprehensive and beneficial to the management of workplan tasks as explained below:


The EPM Solution integrates with SharePoint to provide easy access to project information.


Since the project workplan and SharePoint site are both housed on the same project server, reporting can integrate risks, issues, and other text-based information from SharePoint with schedule and resource status information from the project-based schedules.


The EPM Solution allows the PMO to manage a pool of resources across individual work plans and across projects.


· Large projects or programs often divide the work plan among several team leads or schedule administrators. The EPM Solution allows all the schedules to be located and managed on one server accessing a centralized pool of resources. Resources can be assigned to multiple work plans, and their reported allocation will reflect all assigned work, regardless of project, program, or task.


Any change to the schedule can affect the overall delivery date of the project; therefore, change control is critical.  Schedule change control ensures only approved changes are applied to the schedule and the resulting schedule and cost impacts are known and communicated.  Changes to the schedule that affect the completion date for pre-defined key deliverable milestones require a change request and must go through the change control process, which is documented in the change management plan.  Major modifications are communicated to stakeholders.  Depending on the nature of these modifications, the Change Control Board (CCB) may communicate the changes in the regularly scheduled internal review meeting or in the weekly status report.

E. Estimated time frame for each task identified in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16); and


The preliminary project plan is based on estimates, and due to the variety of potential impacts to the schedule, it is likely there will be some variance to the schedule.  Individuals responsible for managing the schedule must have the latitude necessary to adjust the schedule to accommodate schedule variances that do not affect pre-defined key milestone completion dates.  SPARK-ITS’ automated effort estimate and validation tools are designed to incorporate factors based upon risks, complexity, historical information, resource experience, assumptions, and constraints.

Estimated hours are based upon the logical number of hours without respect to the duration the activity should take.  The estimate is based on a limited number of resources on the specific work stream.  Usually this is limited to a single resource; however, the limit is usually no more than three.  The estimate is based on a heads-down number of hours a knowledgeable resource (with access to timely SME input) would be able to complete the task.  This number is adjusted with the risk and complexity factors.  In summary, the estimate represents how many hours it would take in a perfect world.


It is not a perfect world, so the base estimate reflects a reasonable level of confidence.  If the estimated work is completely understood, inputs are well known, and the assumptions documented, then the risk factor is “Low.”  As the degree of certainty becomes vague and the number of assumptions increases, the risk factor reflects this.


Different from the risk factor, the complexity factor involves an evaluation of the number of different components that must align to complete the task.  If the task involves the internal expertise of the resource type performing the task but must rely on local subject matter experts (SMEs), ops SMEs, etc, or involves a technology for which limited expertise is available, a complexity factor is applied to represent these potential factors (or any other factors that will increase the amount of time to complete the task). This is a factor of actual work time, not the duration of the task.

Estimates for timeframes include additional considerations such as predecessor and successor tasks, project start and finish dates, and resource availability.

F. Overall estimated time frame from project start to completion for both Contractor and DHCFP activities, including strategies to avoid schedule slippage.


The approach used for schedule management is based on the PMBOK Guide, as an aspect of project time management.  Using an integrated management approach, the project involves all stakeholders to monitor progress against the schedule baseline and planned milestones, identify and respond to schedule slippage, and use change control processes to minimize scheduling impacts due to new requirements or objectives.  Management is kept aware of any deviations to planned work throughout the lifecycle of the project.

The work plan assumes an eight-hour day, 40-hour week, and using both DHCFP and ACS work calendars making overtime and weekends an option, should additional time be needed to resolve a short-term problem.  Ongoing monitoring allows the team to plan for and execute contingencies for any potential problems or delays.

We monitor the work plan by tracking actual work performed to planned work and generating key analysis and reports.  Continual monitoring of progress against planned completion is critical to keeping a project on schedule and necessary to allow rapid adjustments to correct schedule slippage.  We report any deviations from planned completion for key milestones to project stakeholders using procedures outlined in the communication management plan.

Updating, maintaining, and controlling the work plan requires the baseline plan be published and communicated to stakeholders.  As part of routine schedule maintenance, approved change requests affecting the schedule may be necessary to begin this procedure.  We review detailed information related to slipping and late tasks during the weekly status meeting and include the information in the status reports.

17.7.2 Vendors must provide a written plan addressing the roles and responsibilities and method of communication between the primary contractor and any subcontractor(s).


A subcontractor in this context is defined as an individual or a company with whom ACS has an agreement such that the individual or company will provide some product or service related to the completion of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.  The overall management of all subcontractors and their associated contracts is the responsibility of the Account Manager.  The supplier agreement management plan defines the approach to identify project needs for subcontractors, to select qualified candidates, to enter into agreements, and to manage those agreements effectively.  To ensure completion of activities and processes, the following roles and responsibilities are assumed by the project team.


Account Manager – is responsible for coordinating the identification and selection of subcontractors with which to enter an agreement and establishing the supplier agreements.

PMO Manager – Monitors the activities and deliverables of the subcontractor within the agreement, coordinates the evaluation of the subcontractor delivered product or service, and coordinates the implementation of the delivered products or services in the project’s solution.

ACS Vendor Integration Manager – The ACS Vendor Integration Manager has overall responsibility for the organization, implementation, and oversight of activities at the project level and is accountable to the PMO Manager, and the Account Manager.  This ACS Vendor Integration Manager also makes sure all team members are properly trained.

Project Team Members – Project team members are responsible for assigned project activities.


Subcontractor –  The subcontractor is responsible for participating in project team status meetings, updating work plan tasks, reporting progress of the development and delivery of the defined product or service (as specified in the supplier agreement), delivering the defined product or service, and resolving all identified supplier acceptance test deficits.

Until the supplier agreement delivery criteria has been satisfied as determined by ACS, the ACS project manager monitors the progress of the subcontractor as defined in the Supplier Agreement.

The subcontractor delivers a work plan to the ACS project manager in which the items listed below are defined, which upon agreement, are included in the Takeover Project Plan:


The significant tasks related to delivery of the product or service


The expected completion date of those tasks


· The subcontractor staff assigned to complete those tasks


The ACS Vendor Integration Manager evaluates the subcontractor’s schedule to make sure ACS can effectively monitor the subcontractor’s effort that coincides with all other project tasks.  The subcontractor delivers to the ACS Project Manager weekly status reports which detail the items listed below:

Actual progress in the delivery of the agreement product or service, as defined by the work plan


· Issues related to the satisfaction of the supplier agreement


The ACS Vendor Integration Manager holds status meetings with the subcontractor and the subcontractor attends project status meetings as necessary.  The items listed below are reviewed during status meetings:


Planned versus actual progress in the delivery of the agreement product or service, as defined by the subcontractor’s work plan


· Identified delivery-related issues, originated by either ACS or the subcontractor

The ACS Vendor Integration Manager monitors the content of the supplier agreement with the subcontractor and all signers and approvers of the agreement, updating the supplier agreement as appropriate.  All requests for changes are managed as defined in the project’s configuration management plan.


17.7.3 The preliminary project plan will be incorporated into the contract.


17.7.4 The first project deliverable is the finalized detailed project plan that must include fixed deliverable due dates for all subsequent project tasks as defined in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16). The contract will be amended to include the State approved detailed project plan.


The detailed project plan meets task-specific objectives within varying timeframes; addresses task dependencies; and allows management to monitor the critical path of each activity, deliverable, and milestone.  We realize that our proposed work plan is a preliminary document that is subject to revision after contract signing.  At that point, ACS finalizes the work plan with DHCFP approval and uses it as a baseline for monitoring the activities for the project.  The work plan is the first project deliverable.  As DHCFP and ACS work together through the transition period, we may mutually agree to revise deliverable and milestone dates.  ACS will request formal DHCFP approval of any change in tasks, deliverables, or milestones. 


17.7.5 Vendors must identify all potential risks associated with the project, their proposed plan to mitigate the potential risks and include recommended strategies for managing those risks.


Table 17.7-1 identifies a preliminary list of potential risks and the associated mitigation strategy for the project.  These potential risks and mitigation strategies will be discussed in depth with DHCFP during project start-up.  We will mutually determine which risks to place into the Nevada MMIS Project Repository.

Table 17.7-1.  Potential Project Risks and Mitigation Strategies 


		Risk #

		Risk Statement

		Mitigation Strategy



		1

		Inconsistent cost, time, scope, and quality objectives could affect overall project performance

		1. 
The project management plan and quality management plans contain the cost, time, scope, and quality objectives.  We synchronize the processes and documents on a regular basis as part of the continuous operational reviews. 

2. 
Changes to these processes will be clearly communicated to appropriate project staff



		2

		The State’s budget situation could necessitate scope reduction or schedule delays

		1. 
Stay aware of potential budget issues and work with DHCFP staff to assess the impact of any proposed changes. 

2. 
Follow the document change management process to ensure all required changes are properly handled.

3. 
Follow the issue and risk management process to identify the overall impact to the project.



		3

		Incomplete documentation can negatively impact the project teams ability to fully understand the system, processes, and procedures 

		1. 
Review available system and operations documentation.

2. 
Confirm documentation with DHCFP and incumbent staff.

3. 
Identify any gaps and assess related issues.



		4

		Staff members with insufficient knowledge and skills sets can hinder efficiency during the startup and transition phases of the project

		Identify the correct individuals or SMEs as early as possible and provide appropriate training and knowledge transfer.



		5

		Revisions to the detailed work plan must be consistently monitored in order to accurately track project performance 

		1. 
The work plan schedule will document the tasks and duration needed to complete the project on time and within the scope identified in the scope section of the RFP.

2. 
All major changes to the work plan schedule must use the change control process for review and approval of changes. 

3. 
All updates to the schedule will be communicated to the appropriate staff.

4. 
The project work plan will clearly detail all the project’s tasks, deliverables, milestones, durations, resources, and timeframes.

5. 
The EPM reports and schedule performance indexes will be designed to reflect project health on a weekly basis.

6. 
Subcontractor work plans will be synchronized with the detailed work plan on a weekly basis and included in status reports.



		6

		New work or time requirements added because of new direction, policy, or statute could expand the project’s scope of work

		Policy, statute, and directional changes must all be managed through the documented change management processes so impacts to project scope, schedule and resources are clearly understood by all.



		7

		The identification of any new requirements will expand the project’s scope of work

		1. 
Document all RFP requirements to assess if new requirements will result in expanded scope. 

2. 
Follow the documented change management process to minimize the impact of any scope changes.

3. 
Utilize the defined issue and risk management process to identify, escalate, and resolve any potential conflicts that may affect the project schedule.



		8

		DHCFP staff members could be negatively impacted by the budget situation, which could affect timely review of deliverables  

		1. 
Coordinate ACS staff schedules with state staff schedules.

2. 
Update the project schedule to reflect revised state work schedules to determine impact.



		9

		The unavailability and time constraints of DHCFP staff members could impact project timeframes

		1. 
Adherence to the approved work plan.

2. 
Invoke escalation procedures.

3. 
Perform deliverable walkthroughs prior to submission to mitigate rework and support efficient decision-making.

4. 
Coordinate ACS staff schedules with State staff schedules.

5. 
Update the project schedule to reflect revised State work schedules to determine impact.

6. 
Adequate DHCFP staff to support a deliverable review process that supports the overall schedule.



		10

		System changes made during transition but not properly synchronized prior to the cutover to operations can cause delays and impact project timeframes

		1.    Strict adherence to change control process.

2.    Conduct thorough testing.



		11

		The incomplete transition of system components during the transition phase could impact the project schedule

		1. 
Adherence to approved work plan.

2. 
Invoke escalation procedures.

3. 
Stakeholder analysis and communication planning.



		12

		Unanticipated discoveries during testing could extend testing timeframes

		1. 
Early development of test cases.

2. 
Early set up of test environments.

3. 
Early delivery of test data.



		13

		The lack of cooperation from the incumbent vendor to complete migration and knowledge transfer activities could negatively impact the ACS project team in obtaining a complete understanding of the systems, processes, and procedures

		1. 
Scribe and tape-record all knowledge transfer sessions for future use.

2. 
Confirm that all appropriate assumptions and dependencies are included in all schedules.

3. 
Ensure that all current systems documentation and associated artifacts are provided.



		14

		Current system documentation and source code must be available and provided within a timely manner or it could be a deterrent in meeting timeframes

		1. 
Review available source code, systems, and operations documentation.

2. 
Confirm documentation with DHCFP and incumbent staff.

3. 
Identify any gaps and assess related issues.



		15

		System issues, defects, and historical performance information should be disclosed as early as possible otherwise, it could impact system testing activities and project timeframes

		Creation of an approach which includes roles, responsibilities, and timeframes.



		16

		Documentation for ad-hoc reports needs to be identified and reviewed for accuracy in order to meet DHCFP reporting expectations within a timely manner

		Ensure documentation is available for ad-hoc reports and identify any gaps.



		17

		There must be consistent and open communication between DHCFP, ACS, and the incumbent vendor to ensure consistency in project progress

		The appropriate resources from each organization must be assigned to critical tasks so there will be quick responses to questions or identification of SMEs for issue resolution



		18

		Making any major changes or upgrades during the project startup or transition period could impact the project timeframes

		1. 
Document all RFP requirements to assess if new requirements will result in expanded scope. 

2. 
Follow the documented change management process to minimize the impact of any scope changes.

3. 
Utilize the defined issue and risk management process to identify, escalate, and resolve any potential conflicts that may affect the project schedule.





During the creation of the detailed workplan ACS made several assumptions which should be brought to the attention of DCHFP.  These assumptions will be discussed in depth with DCHFP during project start-up.  Table 17.7-2 identifies the assumptions associated with the detailed work plan.


Table 17.7-2.  Work Plan Assumptions 

		Detailed Work Plan Assumptions



		1. ACS assumes the proposal work plan and schedule are to be used as a starting point for the project.  The proposal work plan and schedule will be reviewed and updated in the first 45 days of the project by the Nevada MMIS project planning team.  



		2. ACS has made every effort to propose a work plan and schedule that represent the actual work to be done during the project; however, changes to the plan and schedule may be required during planning as details and scope are better defined.  Resource allocation, task, timelines, milestones and duration may change due to progressive elaboration of the project solution.



		3. Resources are assigned at eight hours per day and 160 hours per month for the proposed plan until the staffing is reviewed and updated during the initial planning of the project.



		4. The resource names listed in the proposal work plan are categorized by function and may be allocated greater than 100%, until the work plan is reviewed and leveled during initial project planning. 



		5. The work plan uses the phases specified in the RFP.  ACS has taken the liberty to group tasks and move tasks in order to develop the proposal work plan, with the understanding that a detailed review and update of the work plan and schedule will be performed during initial planning.



		6. DHCFP accepts that, as much as possible, resources in the proposal work plan are not assigned to tasks during time periods that the staffing plan has them unavailable.



		7. DHCFP accepts the ACS defined deliverable process in the proposal work plan that outlines formal reviews. 



		8. The formal step-by-step process used for CMS System Certification as outlined in the proposal work plan.



		9. The proposal work plan has tasks, deliverables and milestones assigned to DHCFP per requirements in the RFP. There are also tasks, deliverables and milestones in the proposal work plan assigned to DHCFP by ACS.  Again these are subject to review during the planning sessions.    



		10. ACS has made every effort to capture all tasks, deliverables, milestones and State tasks as listed in the RFP; however, ACS has not listed items considered to be requirements.



		11. Tasks from sub-contractors’ plans have been appended to the proposal work plan and require further review and approval during project planning.





17.7.6 Vendors must provide information on the staff that will be located in Carson City.  If staff will be located at remote locations, vendors must include specific information on plans to accommodate the exchange of information and transfer of technical and procedural knowledge.  The State encourages alternate methods of communication other than in person meetings, such as transmission of documents via email and teleconferencing, as appropriate.


Our Nevada office will be located in Reno approximately 23 miles from the DHCFP building.  Up to 95% of our operations staff will be located in Nevada with specialized, part-time, and off-hours staff providing support from other locations.  The Operations organization chart in Part 3, Technical Confidential Proposal, 17.1, depicts the staff located in Nevada.  It is important to note that the ACS staff who interface with DHCFP are in Nevada, as are the employees who work with Nevada’s providers and recipients.  The systems team responsible for supporting the maintenance and enhancements is also located in Nevada, with the exception of a small subset of developers. 


To facilitate more effective communication with providers, two provider field representatives will be located in Las Vegas and one in Elko.  In addition, some of our nurses work from home.  All of these employees are provided with email and Internet access to ensure appropriate communication.


While we value face-to-face communication with our client and are available to meet with the DHCFP staff in Carson City at your convenience, we also understand the competing demands faced by DHCFP.  As such, we will work with you to determine the most effective way to provide documents and deliverables and use other means to facilitate meetings such as WebEx and conference calls. 


With a project of this size and scope, effective and efficient communication is critical.  One key deliverable is the communication management plan.  This plan encompasses all ACS, DHCFP, and subcontractor staff involved in the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. The objective of the communication management plan is to clearly define the standards and processes of communication (formal and informal) used to facilitate successful completion of the project. Through the communication management process, the project identifies and documents the ways we manage communication between DHCFP and ACS staff members working at remote locations.

In addition to in-person meetings, we use the following communications media:


1. E-mail


2. Phone conversations


3. Teleconference meetings

4. Videoconference/WebEx meetings

5. Mail and courier service

6. Nevada MMIS Project Repository on SharePoint
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FHS/ DHCFP Issues/Concerns/Initiative Listing

March 29 2010



		Issue

		Date Raised

		Owner

		Issue

		Status

		Date 


		Date 


Resolved and 


Documented



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		1. PCS Amendment

		

		Viele/Boltman

		Finalize Amendment

		 Program went live on 3/01/10, Check with DHCFP on the status of the BOE signed document

		3/027/10

		



		2.Provider Re-enrollment

		

		Rosenberg/

Perkins

		The state is requesting that FHS conduct a re-enrollment of providers.

		FHS recommended this initiative be placed on hold.  

		3/17/10

		



		3. Pharmacy

		

		Copolla

		A number of potential savings ideas are being pulled together as a package for review by DHCFP.  There have been a series of preliminary discussions with the agency

		FHS delivered and discussed four pharmacy saving opportunities with Chuck D, Mel, Lynn and Betsy.  FHS is awaiting instructions on moving forward

		3/18/10

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		4. NOD letters

		

		Colleen Boltman

		NOD letters  State needs to approve, but there is a question on the 10 day notice requirement 

		Colleen Boltman is continuing efforts to resolve this issue



		3/26/10

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		5. MMIS and HCM systems edits are not always in Sync

		

		Viele/

Umakanth

		Identified a situation where a type 61 edit was turned off in MMIS but not in HCM, causing confusion with providers.

		  MMIS and HCM are in sycn, the MMIS sends a daily file to ETL for uploading into the HCM system.  MMIS is has also sent a listing of terminated providers to make sure the HCM system contains the proper coding  for all providers.  A review continues to make sure they remain in sync.

		3/22/10

		



		6. WebRA Proposal

		1/08/10

		Viele/


Umakanth

		Proposal to automate RA’s via a web process.  The proposal will provide an annual savings of over $200k in printing and mailing costs

		The proposal will be re-examined in light of the budget reduction discussions with DHCFP on 3/18/10

		3/27/10

		



		7. Medical Review savings 

		2/25/10

		Boltman

		Amendment #21 requires $1.3 million in savings in exchange for funding the Medical Reviewer position

		An additional savings recommendation was forwarded the week of 3/15/10.  Need to review status of PDR’s

		3/17/10

		



		8. Post the new changes to the PDL allowed by new legislation

		3/05/10

		Browning/Wuest

		After numerous tries, the legislature has granted permission to add excluded drugs to the PDL

		Website was updated as scheduled to ensure that we meet the 45 day posting requirement prior to the PT committee meeting, and allow DHCFP to collect rebates retroactively for the quarter

		3/26/10

		



		9. Respond to questions raised by the RFP




		3/03/05

		Various

		A number of questions were sent to FHS to assist in developing answers to RFP vendors

		Completed

		3/22/10

		



		10. BH Policy discussion

		2/10/10

		Boltman, Phillips

		A meeting was held on March 23rd the meeting went well, the providers attending appeared to be in agreement with the FHS’s recommendations.

		FHS following up with an action plan for Coleen on the next steps to move forward.  Target is the week of the 29th  

		3/26/10

		



		11. Perm Audit - PT 75 claims

		

		Englant/Perkins

		Need to provide review and follow up on the citations from the audit.

		FHS has reviewed the claims data cited by the auditors and provided the information to DHCFP 

		3/22/10

		



		12. Amendment #23

		3/12/10

		Viele

		Legal review to determine if Amendment #23 is needed

		FHS legal representative met with Amy Crowe on March 26th.  During the meeting it is the FHS understanding that this amendment is no longer needed.  DHCFP to verify with Amy

		3/26/10

		



		13. Budget Savings Recommendations

		3/18/10

		Viele

		Discussion with Chuck D. on the need to identify potential budget reductions

		FHS is reviewing suggestions internally, reviewing the suggestions of DHCFP and meeting internally this week.  Proposal listing to DHCFP by 4/02/10

		3/26/10
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CCM:Behavioral Health Client Satisfaction Survey


Thank you for taking this survey. We wish you continued good health and if you need to
reach us you can call 800-403-6549 or visit us on the web at www.magellanhealth.com.


Copyright © 2006 Magellan Health Services, Inc. All rights reserved.Version 12b 9/6/06


Member refused to complete survey or


1. Overall, how satisfied are you with Magellan's Condition Care
Management Behavioral Health Program?


2. How satisfied are you with the usefulness of the information and/or
educational materials that were provided to you?


3. How satisfied are you with the service you received from the staff
member(s) with whom you spoke?


4. How satisfied are you with your ability to follow through with
recommendations from your health coach and/or the educational
materials?


5. How much has your condition for which you sought assistance
improved as a result of your experience with this program?


6. How much has your overall health improved as a result of the
assistance you received from Magellan's Condition Care
Management Behavioral Health Program?


7. Would you recommend Magellan's Condition Care Management
Behavioral Health Program to others?
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HL7 EHR-S Functional Model and Standard: White Paper 


Please Note: 


The content within this white paper is not content which can be voted on. It is presented 
strictly as a reference document for those ballot readers that are interested in this 
additional information.  There is some wording used in this White Paper that is 
normative in other places of the ballot package and able to be voted upon in the EHR 
System Functional Model Standard Overview document; however, identification of the 
normative content takes place in the Standard Overview and votes are then placed in 
the Ballot spreadsheet. 


For the remainder of this document, the HL7 EHR System Functional Model and 
Standard will be referred to as the ‘EHR-S Model’ or ‘the proposed DSTU’. 


1. Purpose 


The purpose of this White Paper is to provide a comprehensive background for the HL7 EHR 
System Functional Model that is being balloted as a Draft Standard for Trial Use (DSTU).  
Much of the information found in the EHR System Functional Model and Standard - 
Standard Overview document is included in this White Paper, but there will also be a great 
deal of additional, background information in this document that is out of scope for the brief 
Standard Overview document.  This White Paper will provide additional information about 
the use of profiles to select applicable functions for use, the context within which this ballot 
was created, and EHR System related standardization efforts around the world. 


2. Overview of HL7 EHR System Functional Model 


The HL7 EHR System Functional Model and Standard Draft Standard for Trial Use (DSTU) 
is intended to provide a summary understanding of functions that may be present in an 
Electronic Health Record System (EHR-S), from a user perspective, to enable consistent 
expression of system functionality.  This EHR-S Model describes the behavior of a system 
from a functional perspective and provides a common basis upon which EHR-S functions are 
communicated.  The DSTU can help vendors describe the functions their systems offer, and 
help those planning new purchases or upgrades to describe the functions they need.  


For brevity, this draft standard will be referred to within this document as the “EHR-S 
Model” or the “proposed DSTU” where the meaning is not ambiguous.  A DSTU is a draft 
standard that incorporates the input from industry prior to becoming a formal ANSI standard. 
(See Appendix D “What is a DSTU?”) 


Notably, the EHR-S DSTU does not address whether the EHR-S is a system-of-systems or a 
single system providing the functions required by the users.  The specifics of ‘how’ EHR-S’s 
are developed or implemented is also not considered to be within the scope of this DSTU 
now or in the future.  It does not address or endorse implementations or technology; neither 
does it include the data content of the Electronic Health Record (EHR). 
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This DSTU is not: 


• A messaging specification. 


• An implementation specification. 


• A conformance specification. 


• An ANSI Standard. 


• An EHR specification.  (Note: Electronic Health Records and Electronic Health 
Record Systems are different entities.) 


• A conformance or compliance metric. 


• An exercise in creating a definition for an EHR or EHR-S. (ISO is currently 
addressing this task.) 


3. Background 


The effective use of information technology is a key focal point for improving healthcare in 
terms of patient safety, quality outcomes, and economic efficiency.  A series of reports from 
the Institute of Medicine (IOM) identifies a crisis of “system” failure and calls for “system” 
transformation enabled by the use of information technology.  Such a change is possible by 
“an infrastructure that permits fully interconnected, universal, secure network of systems that 
can deliver information for patient care anytime, anywhere.”( HHS Goals in Pursuing HL7 
EHR Functional Standard” in Memorandum to HIMSS from C. Clancy and W. Raub co-
chairs of HHS Council on the Application of Health Information Technology, dated 
November 12, 2003.)  A critical foundational component for resolving these system and 
infrastructure issues is the Electronic Health Record System (EHR-S). 


The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, the Veterans Health Administration as 
well as the Health Information Management Systems Society and the Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation, in a public-private partnership, approached HL7 to develop a consensus standard 
for defining the functions of an EHR-S.  HL7, through its EHR Special Interest Group (EHR 
SIG), responded by developing an EHR-S Functional Model to be balloted as a Draft 
Standard for Trial Use (DSTU).  Learning important lessons from its earlier DSTU, the HL7 
EHR SIG now offers a clearer, more simplified functional outline, while delegating 
specification of care settings and priorities to individual realms. 
HL7’s Electronic Health Records Special Interest Group (EHR SIG) was established in the 
spring of 2002  and  in the spring of 2003started to develop a standardized functional 
specification for Electronic Health Records Systems with the intention of promoting the 
uptake of Electronic Health Record implementation by standardizing the essential functions 
of a generic Electronic Health Record System.
  
Please note: The content within this white paper is presented as a reference document for readers
interested in additional information regarding this DSTU. For the remainder of this document,
the HL7 EHR-S Functional Model will be referred to as the 'EHR-S Model' or 'Proposed DSTU'. 
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4. Definitions  


Until recently there was no generally agreed definition for an EHR.  The first published 
international EHR technical specification “ISO/TS 18308: 2004 Health informatics-
Requirements for an Electronic Health Record Architecture” [1] contains seven different 
definitions drawn from the United States, Australia, Europe and Canada.  These definitions 
have more similarities than differences but reflect slightly different shades of meaning 
between different countries and organizations.   


Many different names and definitions have been broadly used.  These include: 


• Electronic Medical Record (EMR) 


• Electronic Patient Record (EPR) 


• Computerized Patient Record or Computer-based Patient Record (CPR) 


• Electronic Health Care Record (EHCR) 


• Virtual EHR 


• Personal Health Record (PHR) 


• Digital Medical Record (DMR) 


It is important to note that the DSTU does not attempt to establish another definition for EHR 
Systems, but chooses to utilize existing definitions that include the concept of EHR Systems 
as a system (at least one) or a system-of- systems that cooperatively meet the needs of the 
end user.   


4.1  Electronic Health Record Systems (EHR-S) Definitions 


In developing the DSTU, HL7 relied on three well-accepted definitions: two provided by the 
U.S. Institute of Medicine (IOM) and one developed by the European Committee for 
Standardization/ Comité Européen de Normalisation (CEN).  


Existing EHR System Definitions 


The Institute of Medicine’s 1991 report, Computerized Patient Record, defined the EHR 
System as: 


“The set of components that form the mechanism by which patient records are 
created, used, stored, and retrieved. A patient record system is usually located 
within a health care provider setting. It includes people, data, rules and 
procedures, processing and storage devices (e.g., paper and pen, hardware and 
software), and communication and support facilities.” 


The 2003 IOM Letter Report, Key Capabilities of an Electronic Health Record System, 
defined the EHR System as including: 
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“(1) longitudinal collection of electronic health information for and about 
persons, where health information is defined as information pertaining to the 
health of an individual or health care provided to an individual; (2) immediate 
electronic access to person- and population-level information by authorized, 
and only authorized, users; (3) provision of knowledge and decision-support 
that enhance the quality, safety, and efficiency of patient care; and (4) support 
of efficient processes for health care delivery.”   


The 2003 ISO/TS 18308 references the IOM 1991 definition above as well as CEN 13606, 
2000: 


“A system for recording, retrieving and manipulating information in electronic 
health records.”   


5. HL7 EHR-S Functional Model  


5.1 Phased development 


The HL7 EHR System Functional Model will be developed using a phased approach.  


5.1.1 Draft Standard for Trial Use 


The first step of the development will consist of a Draft Standard for Trial Use. This type of 
standard specification is intended by HL7 to be developed for the distinct purpose of 
enabling trial use of the specification prior to the balloting of a full-fledged ANSI standard. 
The DSTU period can last for up to two years and consists of receiving and incorporating 
industry and HL7 feedback while moving towards the goal of balloting parts or all of the 
DSTU as an ANSI standard. 


The DSTU will consist primarily of a list of Function Names and Function Statements that 
have been identified through a global development and review process as essential in a care 
setting now or in the future.  The list of functions is analogous to a dictionary, which is an 
excellent example of a superset (vs. a subset).  In this dictionary, Function Names are defined 
and available for reference or for selection when composing a list of functions that are 
deemed necessary by the user.  In other words, a user of the EHR-S DSTU may want to look 
up a function to gain an understanding of how that function is used, or, a user may want to 
select a number of functions to create a document to communicate functional needs to others.  
As with other dictionaries, the proposed DSTU is expected to evolve over time to reflect 
empirical needs and uses for EHR-S functions. 


Note that the proposed DSTU is deliberately leaving out conformance criteria.  Minimal 
conformance criteria are planned at the function level, (not the system level) and will state 
what is needed to determine whether a single function exists.  Conformance criteria will be 
stated in user-oriented, system-behavior language, similar to a Function Name and Function 
Statement.  This will not establish conformance criteria for comparing EHR Systems to the 
entire superset of functions.  The development of the minimal conformance criteria will be 
performed with industry input and guidance.   
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5.1.2 Next Steps 


During the DSTU period, as the standard is applied in healthcare informatics and feedback is 
being incorporated, the document will be continually refined.   After the DSTU period, the 
lessons learned and good practices developed will be included in the next version of the 
EHR-S Functional Model which will be balloted as standard.  The HL7 EHR SIG will 
determine both the time and the content when the proposed DSTU will be promoted to full 
standard status.  The HL7 EHR SIG has seen its membership group expand by five 
fold during the DSTU development phase and is deeply grateful for the immense amount of 
outside knowledge and expertise that has been brought to this process.  It is hoped that this 
larger group, and others, will continue to participate in the process of modifying the original 
DSTU into a future standard. 


5.2 Functional Model Overview 


The EHR-S Functional Model consists of a set of Functions and their associated Functional 
Descriptors.  These functions are divided into three sections: Direct Care, Supportive, and 
Information Infrastructure. 


 


These functions are intended to become the common language used by vendors, providers, 
regulators, policymakers, and other parties when describing the capabilities of their 
applications (vendors), their needs (providers) their quality requirements (regulators), or 
other purposes. Additionally, realm specific HL7 International Affiliates may endeavor to 
create their own country specific language.  (See Functional Profiles below). 


5.3  Future development of the Model:  Functional Profiles 


Profiles help to manage the master list of functions.  A “Profile” is a selected set of functions 
that are applicable for a particular purpose, user, care setting, domain, etc.  It is not 
anticipated that the full set of functions will apply to any single EHR-S implementation.  
Instead, the functions are profiled for particular care settings and for particular uses.  Care 
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Setting Profiles relate priorities (Essential/Now, Essential/Future, Optional, Not Applicable) 
to specific functions.  Ultimately, self-generated  Profiles will express the capabilities of a 
real system (e.g., a vendor’s product or a set of applications) or the needs of a stakeholder 
(e.g., providers, national health organizations, or insurers).   


The expression of Priorities (Essential/Now, Essential/Future, Optional, Not Applicable) 
allows users to better list what is currently desired for their needs and what is realistically 
achievable in the near future.  (See definitions of Priorities below.)  
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The possible priorities assigned to a function in a specific Healthcare Delivery Setting may 
be:  


Priority Description 


Essential Now The function must be feasible to implement now or within 18 
months. That is, the function is readily available and the users can 
implement it. The function must also be critical or key to helping 
an EHR system address at least one of the following criteria [2]:  


• Support Delivery of Effective Healthcare  


• Improve Patient Safety  


• Facilitate management of chronic conditions  


• Improve efficiency  


• Facilitate self-health management 


Essential Future The function should be feasible to implement by users and readily 
available in the future. The function must be also be critical or key 
to helping an EHR system address at least one of the following 
criteria [2]: 


• Support Delivery of Effective Healthcare  


• Improve Patient Safety  


• Facilitate management of chronic conditions  


• Improve efficiency  


• Facilitate self-health management  


Optional A level of significance applied to functions in relation to a 
functional profile. For the average users, the function is deemed an 
important/desirable but not a critical/key/essential component to an 
EHR system. It is recognized that for more complex healthcare 
provider settings, many items deemed optional may be viewed 
essential to them. 


Not applicable/supported A level of significance applied to functions in relation to a 
functional profile. The function is deemed an unsuitable 
component for an EHR system, in relation to a specific functional 
profile. 


5.4 Functional Profile Overview 


5.4.1 Realm-specific Profiles and Suggested Approach 


The development of a Profile can be done by an individual, an organization, a vendor or a 
group of subject matter experts.  The U.S. Realm reference portion of this ballot package has 
four examples of Profiles that were created by subject-matter experts from four care 
environments: Acute Inpatient, Care in the Community, Long-Term Care, and Ambulatory. 
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These four example profiles are found in the reference portion of the DSTU documents.
These profile examples are in not way intended as a benchmark for the selected care settings.  
They are well-developed examples of how profiling activities may be conducted. Steps include: 


a) Identify participants for a workgroup that would create a Profile.  The members may 
vary based on the type of profile, but generally should be subject-matter experts or 
stakeholders in the area/setting being profiled.   


b) Define the area/setting to be profiled and establish the scope.  For example, is the 
profile for a specific function which crosses multiple settings or is it for a single care 
setting?   


c) Review the functional name, statements, descriptions and references in the existing 
EHR-S Functional Model.  Consider these questions:  Do the functions in the EHR-S 
Model apply to this Profile?  Are certain functions required, but missing from the 
Model?  (If functionality is missing, please notify HL7's EHR SIG for future revisions 
to the Model). 


d) Review the existing functions in the model for the area/setting profiled to determine 
each function's priority.  Determine whether each function is essential now, essential 
in the future, optional, or not applicable for the area/setting. 


e) Create a use-case scenario or case study for the area/setting profiled.  The case study 
would provide an example of how the functionality of the EHR-S Model would be 
applied to the area/setting.  The use-case/case study would depict situations unique to 
the area/setting profiled and assist a reader in understanding how the EHR-S 
Functional Model would be applied in that unique situation or setting.  When a 
function is described in the use-case scenario/case study, the function ID is referenced 
to tie the example back to the EHR-S Functional Model. 


f) Complete the three profile documents (Definition of Area/Setting Profiled, Setting-
Specific Model with Priorities, and Case Study) and submit the documents to the 
EHR SIG for review and comment.  (Note:  HL7 plans to maintain a library of the 
Profiles, but the process and procedure is currently not defined.) 


5.5 Applications of the EHR System Functional Model 


5.5.1 Vendor Perspective 


Vendor – The HL7 EHR-S Functional Model & Standard judiciously stays away from 
implementation issues.  The vendor generated innovation and applicable know-how is what 
will give life to the functions within the model.  It is this innovation that is deemed 
irreplaceable and led the EHR SIG to remain away from the implementation ‘how’ issues.  
The use of the term ‘systems’ after EHR was purposely put in to indicate that vendors who 
have niche markets are just as important within the system as vendors who have large EHR 
products.  The Functional Model will provide a communication tool by which a vendor niche 
product can communicate to a client that they meet all the functions and exceed by a large 
margin in the target area in which the client is focused. 
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5.5.2 Provider Perspective    


Provider – The HL7 EHR-S Functional Model and Standard will give providers a common 
language to use when discussing functions that should be present within an EHR-S.  By 
giving the provider a function name and definition that is standard throughout the industry, 
the provider has increased confidence in universal understanding when purchasing and using 
EHR-S functions. 


5.5.3 Patient Perspective 


Patient – The HL7 EHR-S Functional Model & Standard documents key functions that will 
enable patients to play an important role in their own healthcare. Systems that support these 
functions will provide decision support tools for self-health management, and make it 
feasible for patients to update their health records and better communicate with their 
providers. 
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Appendix A.  Overview of related EHR standards 


Purpose of EHR standards 


The major purpose of EHR standards (and many other health technology standards) is to 
facilitate improvements in five main areas: 


1. Interoperability  


2. Safety/security 


3. Quality/reliability 


4. Efficiency/effectiveness  


5. Communication (i.e. verbal and written communication to improve understandability)  


These are clearly all important benefits and most standards will assist to a greater or lesser 
extent in achieving all five of these benefits.  However, interoperability is arguably the single 
most important benefit of EHR standards since this is the area most lacking in health 
information management today.  Furthermore, without interoperability, the ability to achieve 
the other three benefits is significantly limited. 


Scope of EHR standards 


In 2001, ISO/TC 215 established the EHR ad hoc Task Group to identify gaps and 
requirements for international standards for Electronic Health Records.  The final report of 
this Group in 2002 [6] made 10 recommendations.  The first three of these recommendations 
were: 


1. ISO/TC 215 should develop a comprehensive consensus definition of the EHR. 


2. ISO/TC 215 should define EHR standards as part of a family of standards based on a 
“system-of-systems” approach that collectively represents the major services in a 
distributed health-computing environment. 


3. ISO/TC 215 should restrict the scope of EHR standards to a conception of the EHR 
that is concerned with a single subject of care, has as its primary purpose the support 
of present and future health care, and is principally concerned with clinical 
information. 


The first of these recommendations is in its fourth (and potentially final) Draft Technical 
Report in the ISO 20514 project [2].  The second and third recommendations are interesting 
because they implicitly define the scope of EHR standards activity, at least for ISO.  There 
are two quite distinct views on the scope of the EHR and of EHR systems.  These have been 
called the “Core EHR” and “Extended EHR” [2] views.  The Core EHR view is that the 
scope of the EHR (and therefore of EHR systems) is concerned principally with clinical 
information and the care of individual patients (as per Recommendation 3 above) and 
excludes other components of a comprehensive clinical information system (such as 
demographics, security, terminology, and decision support(as per recommendation 2 above)).  
The Extended EHR view is that the scope of the EHR and EHR systems includes not only the 
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related EHR “building block” services such as terminology and security, but also non-clinical 
functions such as patient administration, scheduling, billing, and resource allocation.  The 
issue of EHR/EHR-S scope is discussed further in ISO 20514.  


One very practical reason for adopting the more limited scope for the EHR/EHR-S is that it is 
difficult enough to create EHR standards for even the limited scope. Many would say that it 
is impossible to create EHR standards if the scope of the EHR/EHR-S is effectively extended 
to include all of health informatics (and beyond).  Rather, “The best way to eat an elephant is 
in small pieces”.   


Classification of EHR standards 


There is no formally accepted classification of EHR standards. But one approach used in the 
ISO EHR ad hoc Group Report [6] is described below1. 


Core interoperability standards  


There are at least six important types of standards that contribute to EHR interoperability, 
including unique identification of the subject of care and standardized EHR system 
functionality – but these will be discussed under other headings. 


The ISO EHR ad hoc Group classification lists four key pre-requisites necessary to achieve 
semantic interoperability of EHR information, with the first two of these also being required 
for functional interoperability2: 


1. A standardized EHR Reference Model (namely, the EHR information architecture) 
between the sender (or sharer) and receiver of the information. 


2. Standardized service interface models to provide interoperability between the EHR 
service and other components such as demographics, terminology, access control and 
security services in a comprehensive clinical information system. 


3. A standardized set of domain-specific concept models, namely, archetypes and 
templates for clinical, demographic, and other domain-specific concepts. 


4. Standardized terminologies (which underpin the archetypes).  


Content standards  


Content standards is an important category of standards that can be further subdivided into 
“content standards for the ”HR" and “content standards for EHR systems”.  EHR content is 


                                                 
1 The approach to standards classification described here is framed by the ISO RM/ODP methodology [7] and 
two-level modelling used by both HL7 V3 and the CEN/openEHR standards groups.  An alternative 
classification based on the ISO Health Informatics Profiling Framework is also described in [6].     


2 The four points below are reproduced directly from ISO 20514.  A further discussion on the key role of 
interoperability for EHRs can be found in section 4.2 of that document. 
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explicitly excluded from the DSTU, whereas the functional content for EHR systems is the 
purpose of the DSTU. 


Content standards for the EHR 


Content standards for the EHR includes standards for data elements comprising minimum 
data sets and disease registers such as emergency medicine, diabetes, cancer, and 
statutory reportable diseases.  It may also include standards for the data element content 
of parts of an EHR (for example, a discharge summary or referral) or for EHRs with a 
specific focus (for example, the ASTM draft standard for a “Continuity of Care Record” 
(CCR)). 


There may also be standards for transmission of standardized data sets.  For example, a 
standardized HL7 message is being developed for a discharge summary.  However, this is 
an example of a messaging standard and not an EHR standard.  Note also that when 
transmission is required from one standards-based EHR system to another, service-based 
communication in the form of an EHR extract is more efficient than messaging for EHR 
content such as discharge summaries and referrals.    


Content standards for EHR systems 


Content standards for EHR systems refers to functional content of EHR systems (for 
example, the HL7 EHR System Functional Model DSTU). 


Standards for EHR-related services  


As mentioned earlier, standards for EHR-related services such as terminology, security, and 
decision support will normally be considered to be out of scope for EHR standards Technical 
Committees (TC) and Working Groups (WG) since they will be developed by TCs and WGs 
dedicated to these areas.  There are, however, areas of overlap where it may be appropriate 
for an EHR TC/WG to work jointly with another specialist TC/WG.  A good example is 
EHR access control and consent management standards.  These standards typically contain 
both a policy element and a technical security element and are best developed jointly by an 
EHR TC/WG and a Security TC/WG with the former providing input on the policy issues 
and the latter on technical security matters. 


One important EHR-related service which is often not covered by any specialist TC/WG 
within health informatics standards development organizations (SDOs) is demographics – 
particularly in regard to client (patient/subject-of-care) identification and provider (clinician) 
identification.  Unique identification of all EHR parties is clearly essential for both medico-
legal and interoperability purposes.  Note that it is desirable to have a “Unique Identifier” 
(namely, a unique number) standard for EHR and other purposes, but a “Unique Identifier 
standard” is not essential for unique identification.  ISO/TC 215 and several other health 
informatics SDOs have or are developing client and provider identification standards that use 
a combination of demographic attributes for identification, without requiring a unique 
identification number.   
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Standards for specific EHR technologies, sectors and stakeholders   


The development of EHR standards for particular technologies, health sectors and/or 
stakeholders should be undertaken only where absolutely necessary to avoid the problem of 
incompatibility between “special purpose” and “generic” EHR standards.  For example, there 
should be no reason to develop an EHR architecture standard for a Personal Health Record 
that differs from that of a generic EHR architecture standard.   


The need for special interest EHR standards often arises because of the lack of a relevant 
generic standard.  An example of this is the development of EHR architecture and content 
standards for Health Cards within CEN and ISO to meet the immediate needs of Health Card 
projects in Europe and elsewhere, before the equivalent generic EHR standards are available.  
Fortunately, there has been good liaison between the Health Card and EHR Working Groups 
in CEN and ISO to minimize the possibly of incompatibilities.  


There are of course some legitimate examples of the need for special interest versions of 
generic EHR standards.  The HL7 EHR-S DSTU is a good example of the combination of 
sector-specific specializations within an overarching generic EHR standard.  The underlying 
functional model and function set is the same for all care settings, ensuring overall 
compatibility, while also allowing the function set to be customized to suit the needs of each 
particular care setting profile.  This is being further extended to embrace the concept of 
realm-specific specializations so that an ambulatory care profile for the United States may be 
different from an ambulatory care profile for Canada.  


EHR meta standards  


This group of standards consists of high-level (Enterprise view in RM/ODP terms) standards 
such as the ISO Emergency Data Framework, Health Indicators Conceptual Framework, and 
Health Informatics Profiling Framework.  An EHR Enterprise Architecture standard covering 
the scope, policies and high-level (conceptual/enterprise) architecture for the data 
management and knowledge management components of the EHR would be another example 
of an EHR meta standard. 
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Appendix B: Current International EHR Standards Activities 


Overview 


There are three main standards bodies currently active in international standards directly 
related to the EHR.  These are ISO (International Standards Organization), CEN (Committee 
European Normalization - the European Standards Organization), and HL7 (Health Level 7) 
that is U.S.-based but with now over 20 international affiliates.  Within the United States 
there are many other SDOs that are involved in the development of EHR-related standards, 
most notably ASTM [8] and the Object Management Group Health Domain Task Force 
(OMG HDTF) [9].  ASTM has been most active in the area of EHR content standards (e.g. 
the Continuity of Care Record standard) whilst the HDTF have made a significant 
contribution to the development of open service specifications such as COAS (Clinical 
Observation Access Service), PIDS (Person Identification Service), TQS/LQS 
(Terminology/Lexicon Query Service), and RAD (Resource Access Service).  DICOM is the 
peak international SDO for image storage and communication in health. 


ISO/TC 215 


ISO/TC 215 [10] is the peak international standards body for EHR and other health 
informatics standards.  However, it is a relative newcomer to health informatics standards, 
having been established only five years ago.   


Some of the standards developed by TC 215 are produced “de novo” (e.g. ISO 18308 
“Requirements for an EHR Reference Architecture”) within the TC 215 working groups, but 
many others use existing standards from other national and international standards 
organizations as at least a starting point for an ISO standard.  Examples of such organizations 
are IEEE, CEN, HL7, DICOM, and Standards Australia.  Some organizations such as IEEE, 
CEN, and HL7 have special agreements with ISO that enable their existing standards to be 
fast-tracked to become ISO standards.  For example, HL7 V2.5 is undergoing fast-track 
adoption by ISO under a new ISO-HL7 Agreement and several CEN standards in the area of 
medical devices and health cards are being adopted under the ISO-CEN Vienna Agreement.      


ISO/TC 215 currently has six working groups: 


WG1: Health Records and Modeling Coordination 


WG2: Messaging and Communication 


WG3: Health Concept Representation 


WG4: Security 


WG5: Health Cards 


WG6: e-Pharmacy 
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The Chair of TC 215 is currently held by South Korea and the Secretariat is held by the 
United States through HIMSS. 


Some of the recent and current EHR-related standards on the TC 215 work program include: 


• Requirements for an Electronic Health Record Architecture (WG1 - ISO 18308) 


• Country Identifier Standards (WG1 - ISO 17120) 


• Health Indicators Conceptual Framework (WG1 - ISO 21667) 


• Health Informatics Profiling Framework (WG1 - ISO 17119) 


• EHR Definition, Scope and Context (WG1 - ISO 20514) 


• Identification of Subjects of Health Care (WG1 - ISO 17457) 


• Framework for Emergency Data Sets (WG1) 


• Health Indicators – Definitions, Attributes and Relationships (WG1) 


• Architectural Requirements for EHR Systems (WG1) 


• Data Types for use in Healthcare Data Interchange ( WG2 - ISO 21090) 


• Privilege Management and Access Control (WG4 - ISO 22600) 


• Functional and Structural Roles (WG4) 


CEN/TC 251 


CEN is the peak European standards organization that transcends the national standards 
organizations of its member countries.  It has a membership of 22 countries that comprise all 
of the 15 European Union states (this will become 25 countries in 2004) plus seven other 
member countries that are not currently part of the EU (Czech Republic, Hungary, Iceland, 
Malta, Norway, Slovakia, and Switzerland).  CEN/TC 251 [11] is the health informatics 
Technical Committee of CEN.  


At present there is only one comprehensive EHR interoperability standard in the world. This 
is the CEN ENV136063 standard that was published in 1999/2000.  It built upon the first 
CEN EHR standard, ENV12265, published in 1995.  It was based almost entirely on the 
Good European Health Record (the original GEHR) but was never implemented.  ENV13606 
has had limited uptake due mainly to difficulties with implementation inherent in its single-
level modeling approach.  In November 2001, a decision was taken by CEN to revise 


                                                 
3 “ENV” denotes a “Pre-standard” (soon to be renamed a “Technical Specification” to comply with ISO 
terminology) whilst “EN” denotes a full de jure European standard.  All CEN standards are ENVs for a period 
of three years which enables implementation experience and feedback before becoming a full standard.  At the 
end of the three year period, a pre-standard can be converted without change to full EN status, or it can be 
revised to become an EN, or it can be scrapped.  
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ENV13606 and to adopt the openEHR4/GEHR  archetype methodology5.  An MOU was 
signed between CEN and the openEHR Foundation [12] to enable the Australian members of 
openEHR to participate in the revision project. 


The ENV13606 standard was in four parts but the revised EN13606 will consist of five parts: 


• Part 1: Reference Model – a generic information model for communicating one or 
more EHR extracts (or the entire EHR) of any subject of care (patient/consumer).   


• Part 2: Archetype Interchange Specification – a generic information model and 
language for representing and communicating the definition of individual instances of 
Archetypes.  


• Part 3: Reference Archetypes and Term Lists – a range of Archetypes reflecting a 
diversity of clinical requirements and settings, as a "starter set" for adopters and to 
illustrate how other clinical domains might similarly be represented (for example by 
health professional groups).  


• Part 4: Security Features –  the information model concepts that need to be reflected 
within individual EHR instances to enable suitable interaction with the security 
components that are anticipated to be required in any future EHR deployment.  


• Part 5: Exchange Models –  a set of models that build on the above parts and can form 
the basis of message-based or service-based communication.  


The revised CEN EN13606 will also include compliance with the HL7 CDA (Clinical 
Document Architecture) Release 2.  This will form a very important harmonization bridge 
between Europe and the U.S..  A simple schematic diagram of this relationship between 
openEHR, CEN 13606, and HL7 CDA is: 


                                                 
4 The openEHR EHR model is common framework and open specification for structuring, storing and 
managing patient data so that it can be shared and exchanged between different healthcare providers in a safe 
and secure manner.  openEHR is not in itself a standard but is a leading input into the development of CEN and 
other EHR standards.    


5 A non-technical definition of an archetype is “a model of a clinical or other domain-specific concept which 
defines the structure and business rules of the concept.”  Archetypes may define simple compound concepts 
such as ‘blood pressure’ or ‘address’, or more complex compound concepts such as ‘family history’ or 
‘microbiology result’. They are not used to define atomic concepts such as anatomical terms. 
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Figure 2 Relationship between HL7 CDA, CEN 13606, and openEHR   


The complete 5-part standard will be finished in 2004 and will become a full de jure standard 
in the 25 countries of the European Union at that time.   


Health Level Seven (HL7) Standards 


Health Level Seven (HL7) has traditionally been concerned mainly with interoperability 
standards.  However, in 2000 its mission statement was modified to include the EHR. The 
first EHR-related HL7 standard development was for the Clinical Document Architecture 
(CDA).  The CDA is not a full EHR specification but it forms an important sub-component 
of the EHR and is very compatible with the equivalent components in openEHR and CEN 
136066.   


The CDA was not initiated as an EHR project but rather as a means of identifying and 
tracking the numerous clinical documents that are created and transmitted every day in the 
United States as part of the transcription process.  The HL7 EHR-S DSTU project on the 
other hand, is HL7’s first conscious move into EHR standards development.  There have 
been small projects in the past to develop standardized EHR functional specifications but 
nothing like the scale and potential international importance of the DSTU. 


The work of the HL7 Templates, Vocabulary, and Decision Support TCs, whilst not 
primarily involved in the development of core EHR standards, is clearly also important in 
providing “building blocks” for the EHR.   


EHR-S Interoperability 


It is reasonable to assume that the EHR Systems of today and tomorrow will rely on 
interoperability standards to achieve seamless coordination and cooperation. 
                                                 
6 A CDA Document is equivalent to a Composition in the CEN/openEHR EHR structure.   
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Conformance using Functional Profiles 


Profiles are routinely used to specify unambiguously how a specific application or project 
conforms to an HL7 standard (Version 2, Version 3, etc.) or to other standards (e.g. DICOM). 


The HL7 EHR-S Specification will use Functional Profiles to create specification based on 
this standard. These specifications may refer to an application by identifying which of the 
“standard” functions are implemented by an application. 


Harmonization 


The importance of harmonization of the standards development work being undertaken by 
the main SDOs cannot be overstated.  ISO/TC 215 performs a very important function in 
promoting and undertaking harmonization at the international level but it is also important for 
harmonization to be occurring “at the coal face” between the two main regional players in 
EHR standardization.  CEN and HL7 have signed an MOU to further cooperation between 
the two organizations, with a particular emphasis on harmonization.  This effort received a 
considerable boost in 2002 when Mark Shafarman, the Chair Elect of HL7, joined the 13606 
revision Taskforce and has become a regular attendee at CEN meetings.  The CEN-HL7 
Harmonization is occurring on several fronts: 


• CEN/openEHR Reference Model with HL7 CDA – This has already been discussed in 
section 5.3.  


• CEN/openEHR archetypes with HL7 templates – HL7 templates have many similarities 
to archetypes and the introduction of the new Archetype Definition Language (ADL) 
shows great promise for achieving harmonization. 


• Data types – these are the lowest level artifacts for interoperability so harmonization of 
HL7, CEN, and openEHR data types is essential to ensure both EHR and messaging 
interoperability.   


• HL7 RIM with CEN and openEHR – This is less urgent from an EHR viewpoint than the 
other harmonization tasks but it is highly desirable in the longer term to have good 
harmonization between HL7 V3 messaging standards and the EHR standards.   
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Appendix C:  Future International Directions for EHR Standards 


As the peak international SDO for health informatics standards, ISO/TC 215 in expected to 
be the “home” for all future EHR standards of international significance, even though many 
of these standards will initially be developed in national or regional SDOs.  Two years ago 
there were very few such standards available or under development.  Today, the outlook is 
much more optimistic.  The likely source of the main international EHR standards necessary 
for interoperability and for the improvement of quality and safety in healthcare are discussed 
below. 


EHR interoperability standards 


Generic EHR interoperability standards 


CEN/TC 251 has foreshadowed its intention to introduce the revised EN13606 standard into 
ISO/TC 215 under the Vienna Agreement when the project is completed in 2004.  It would 
be possible under this Agreement to introduce 13606 into ISO as a Draft International 
Standard that could be balloted without modification.  However, it is essential for the success 
of any 13606-based ISO standard that it has broad support beyond Europe and Australia7 
before going to ballot.  In particular, U.S. support is seen as essential given the size and 
importance of this market.   


There are very encouraging signs that this will be achievable.  European and other 
international EHR experts are actively participating in HL7’s EHR SIG and are working with 
the HL7 TCs on a range of harmonization activities as outlined above.  HL7 experts are also 
working directly with CEN 13606 and other projects. CEN has also given its permission for 
the ISO EHR Working Group to participate in the 13606 revision project by receiving the 
draft CEN documents for review and comment back to the 13606 Taskforce.  It is expected 
that the ISO EHR standard based on CEN EN13606 should be completed and become the 
international EHR interoperability standard within two years. 


The ISO “Data Types for use in Healthcare Data Interchange”, based on harmonization of 
HL7 and CEN data types, will be another important standard for EHR interoperability. 


Standardizing archetypes and templates 


EN13606 fulfills the first of the four main requirements for EHR interoperability – i.e. a 
standardized EHR Reference Model. It also enables fulfillment of the third requirement – i.e. 
a standardized set of clinical and other domain-specific concept models (archetypes and 
templates).  A production quality open source software tool for authoring archetypes and 
templates will be available in the near future.  A number of clinical archetypes have already 
been built using a prototype Archetype Editor.   


                                                 
7 The CEN EN 13606 drafts are already being used as the basis for the development of a set of Australian EHR 
interoperability standards. 
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The development of archetypes and templates is done by clinicians (physicians, nurses, allied 
health practitioners etc) and other domain experts rather than IT specialists.  This is a major 
benefit in terms of empowerment and buy-in of EHR system users.  It is estimated that 
around 300 archetypes will be required for each major health specialty/discipline and around 
3,000 archetypes to cover all of health (due to significant overlap).  It will be essential that 
the development of archetypes is done using a controlled process to avoid the problem of 
multiple incompatible versions of the same concept that has plagued the terminology field in 
the past.   


It is preferable that archetype development should be done under the aegis of the health 
professional colleges (e.g. American College of Surgeons, American College of Nursing) in 
conjunction with an SDO such as HL7, CEN, or ISO.  Templates (which are combinations of 
archetypes for data entry forms, views, etc) will be much more numerous and will mainly be 
used at a local level, thus requiring a lesser degree of agreement and control. 


EHR content standards 


There are many areas of need for international EHR content standards, but perhaps a strong 
candidate for the first of these will be the ASTM Continuity of Care standard as the basis for 
an ISO standard in this area.    


The HL7 EHR-S DSTU is expected to form the basis for the international (ISO) standard for 
EHR system functionality.  Its unique concept of “realm-specific” profiles within a single 
functional model and a consistent overall framework should find utility in the development of 
other health informatics standards.  Australia has already foreshadowed the development of 
an Australian realm-specific version of the DSTU and several other countries have also 
expressed strong interest.   


EHR-related standards 


There are many important international standards that are required in the areas of security, 
terminology, and demographics to support comprehensive EHRs and EHR systems.  Some of 
these are already under development or scheduled for commencement within ISO/TC 215, 
including identification of subjects of healthcare, provider identification, and EHR access 
control and consent management.   


Terminology standards 


Terminology is perhaps the most problematic piece of the EHR interoperability jigsaw.  Most 
of the terminology standards produced by health informatics SDOs are meta-standards (i.e. 
standards about how to build quality terminologies) rather than standardizing the content of 
actual terminologies.  There are exceptions such as the recent ISO standard nursing 
terminology.  Most health terminologies have been developed or have grown from an 
original core in a rather haphazard way (hence the need for terminology meta-standards for 
the future development of better quality terminologies).  Most large terminologies are 
“polluted” by a combinatorial explosion of pre-coordinated terms in addition to core atomic 
terms which makes them difficult to use and sometimes problematic when terms are post-
coordinated in EHR systems for decision support and other applications.   
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Another significant problem with current terminologies, particularly large reference 
terminologies like SNOMED-CT, is that most are proprietary.  To ensure at least de-facto 
standard status, it is necessary for such proprietary terminologies to be ubiquitously available 
to healthcare providers, usually through a national license.   


Fortunately, the advent of archetypes and “micro vocabularies” means that significant 
interoperability of patient information can be achieved without having to wait for the “big 
terminology problem” to be solved.  HL7 has already developed some 400 micro 
vocabularies to populate HL7 messages from its Clinical Terminology Service.  
openEHR/CEN is adopting the same strategy for naming nodes of archetypes and to populate 
list variables within archetypes.  These micro-vocabularies enable a significant degree of 
interoperability without any reliance on the availability of external terminologies.  However, 
they can be bound to any available external terminology such as SNOMED or ICD at run-
time.  Comprehensive reference terminologies will of course still be required for large groups 
of terms such as diagnoses, lab tests, and anatomical terms. 


Service interface standards 


Service interface standards are required to ensure that the various components of an 
integrated clinical information system (e.g. demographics, terminology, access 
control/security) can interoperate with the core EHR system.  A number of open 
specifications for health service interfaces have been developed by the OMG [9] but some of 
these need revision and incorporation into a broader standards framework.  HL7 is currently 
developing a Clinical Terminology Service (CTS) and may build other service specifications 
in the future.  openEHR is also progressively developing service interface specifications (e.g. 
demographics) and CEN/TC 251 is currently revising its pre-standard ENV12967, “Health 
Informatics Service Architecture” (HISA).   


More work needs to be done in this area of standardization, particularly in building and 
agreeing on a common set of service standards which can be moved into ISO for 
international agreement.   


Where do messaging standards fit with the EHR? 


Messaging standards such as HL7, DICOM, and UN/Edifact play a crucial role for 
interoperability between non-EHR systems (e.g. lab, radiology, and pharmacy systems) and 
EHR systems or between two non-standardized EHR systems (i.e. EHR systems that do not 
share the same information model.  Messaging standards will therefore always be necessary 
for lab, imaging, and pharmacy orders and results since lab and similar systems do not 
contain/operate on patient-centered EHRs (since this is neither their primary purpose nor 
operationally efficient).    


The Venn diagram below illustrates that health service messaging has a much larger domain 
than the EHR.  Patient administration, billing and materials management are examples of 
areas within the scope of messaging but generally considered to be outside the scope of the 
EHR.  Care plans, patient consultation notes and health summaries could possibly be 
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transmitted as messages8 but it is much more efficient to transfer EHR extracts directly 
between such systems using a lower level interoperability technology such as SOAP, RPC, 
CORBA etc.  Of course this is only possible with standards-based EHRs and EHR systems 
(i.e. EHRs which comply to the same information model and are independent of the EHR 
systems architecture).  


 


Figure 3  Relationship between messaging and the EHR 


Lab tests, radiology and pharmacy are examples of areas where both messaging and the EHR 
play a role in communication.  As stated above, messaging is necessary in these areas when 
placing orders and receiving results but the results could then be communicated to another 
standards-based EHR system more easily and efficiently using EHR extracts rather than 
messages.  


It should be noted that archetypes and templates are also applicable to messaging and their 
use with HL7 V3 RIMs has already been demonstrated.   


                                                 
8 “Messaging” in its broadest sense could be used to indicate any communication between two systems but the 
sense in which it is usually used in health informatics is more restricted to formal high-level messaging 
protocols such as HL7, DICOM, X12 etc. 
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Appendix D: EHR-S Functional Outline 


 
The EHR-S Functional Outline, consisting of three sections or chapters:
 
> Direct Care Functions
 
> Supportive Functions
 
> Information Infrastructure Functions 
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Direct Care EHR-S Functions  


ID Name Statement Description 
DC.1 Care Management     
DC.1.1 Health information 


capture, management, 
and review 


  For those functions related to data capture, data 
may be captured using standardized code sets 
or nomenclature, depending on the nature of 
the data, or captured as unstructured data. Care-
setting dependent data is entered by a variety of 
caregivers. Details of who entered data and 
when it was captured should be tracked. Data 
may also be captured from devices or other 
Tele-Health Applications. 


DC.1.1.1 Identify and maintain 
a patient record 


Identify and maintain a single patient 
record for each patient. 


Key identifying information is stored and 
linked to the patient record. Static data 
elements as well as data elements that will 
change over time are maintained. A lookup 
function uses this information to uniquely 
identify the patient. 


DC.1.1.2 Manage patient 
demographics 


Capture and maintain demographic 
information. Where appropriate, the 
data should be clinically relevant, 
reportable and trackable over time. 


Contact information including addresses and 
phone numbers, as well as key demographic 
information such as date of birth, sex, and other 
information is stored and maintained for 
reporting purposes and for the provision of 
care. 


DC.1.1.3 Manage summary 
lists 


Create and maintain patient-specific 
summary lists that are structured and 
coded where appropriate. 


Patient summary lists can be created from 
patient specific data and displayed and 
maintained in a summary format. The functions 
below are important, but do not exhaust the 
possibilities. 


DC.1.1.3.1 Manage problem list Create and maintain patient-specific 
problem lists.  


A problem list may include, but is not limited 
to: Chronic conditions, diagnoses, or 
symptoms, functional limitations, visit or stay-
specific conditions, diagnoses, or symptoms. 
Problem lists are managed over time, whether 
over the course of a visit or stay or the life of a 
patient, allowing documentation of historical 
information and tracking the changing 
character of problem(s) and their priority. All 
pertinent dates, include date noted or 
diagnosed, dates of any changes in problem 
specification or prioritization, and date of 
resolution are stored. This might include time 
stamps, where useful and appropriate.  The 
entire problem history for any problem in the 
list is viewable. 


DC.1.1.3.2 Manage medication 
list 


Create and maintain patient-specific 
medication lists. 


Medication lists are managed over time, 
whether over the course of a visit or stay, or the 
lifetime of a patient. All pertinent dates, 
including medication start, modification, and 
end dates are stored. The entire medication 
history for any medication, including 
alternative supplements and herbal 
medications, is viewable. Medication lists are 
not limited to medication orders recorded by 
providers, but may include, for example, 
pharmacy dispense/supply records and patient-
reported medications. 







DC.1.1.3.3 Manage allergy and 
adverse reaction list 


Create and maintain patient-specific 
allergy and adverse reaction lists. 


Allergens, including immunizations, and 
substances are identified and coded (whenever 
possible) and the list is managed over time. All 
pertinent dates, including patient-reported 
events, are stored and the description of the 
patient allergy and adverse reaction is 
modifiable over time. The entire allergy 
history, including reaction, for any allergen is 
viewable.  The list(s) include drug reactions 
that are not classifiable as a true allergy and 
intolerances to dietary or environmental 
triggers. Notations indicating whether item is 
patient reported and/or provider verified are 
supported. 


DC.1.1.4 Manage Patient 
History 


Capture, review, and manage medical 
procedural/surgical, social and family 
history including the capture of 
pertinent positive and negative 
histories, patient-reported or 
externally available patient clinical 
history. 


The history of the current illness and patient 
historical data related to previous medical 
diagnoses, surgeries and other procedures 
performed on the patient, and relevant health 
conditions of family members is captured 
through such methods as patient reporting (for 
example interview, medical alert band) or 
electronic or non-electronic historical data. 
This data may take the form of a positive or a 
negative such as: "The patient/family member 
has had..." or "The patient/family member has 
not had..."  When first seen by a health care 
provider, patients typically bring with them 
clinical information from past encounters. This 
and similar information is captured and 
presented alongside locally captured 
documentation and notes wherever appropriate. 


DC.1.1.5 Summarize health 
record 


Present a chronological, filterable, 
and comprehensive review of a 
patient's EHR, which may be 
summarized, subject to privacy and 
confidentiality requirements. 


A key feature of an electronic health record is 
its ability to present, summarize, filter, and 
facilitate searching through the large amounts 
of data collected during the provision of patient 
care. Much of this data is date or date-range 
specific and should be presented 
chronologically. Local confidentiality rules that 
prohibit certain users from accessing certain 
patient information must be supported. 


DC.1.1.6 Manage clinical 
documents and notes 


Create, addend, correct, authenticate 
and close, as needed, transcribed or 
directly-entered clinical 
documentation and notes. 


Clinical documents and notes may be created in 
a narrative form, which may be based on a 
template. The documents may also be 
structured documents that result in the capture 
of coded data. Each of these forms of clinical 
documentation are important and appropriate 
for different users and situations. 


DC.1.1.7 Capture external 
clinical documents 


Incorporate clinical documentation 
from external sources. 


Mechanisms for incorporating external clinical 
documentation (including identification of 
source) such as image documents and other 
clinically relevant data are available. Data 
incorporated through these mechanisms is 
presented alongside locally captured 
documentation and notes wherever appropriate. 


DC.1.1.8 Capture patient-
originated data 


Capture and explicitly label patient-
provided and patient-entered clinical 
data, and support provider 
authentication for inclusion in patient 
history 


It is critically important to be able to 
distinguish patient-provided and patient-entered 
data from clinically authenticated data. Patients 
may provide data for entry into the health 
record or be given a mechanism for entering 
this data directly. Patient-entered data intended 
for use by care providers will be available for 
their use. 







DC.1.1.9 Capture patient and 
family preferences 


Capture patient and family 
preferences at the point of care. 


Patient and family preferences regarding issues 
such as language, religion, culture, etcetera - 
may be important to the delivery of care. It is 
important to capture these at the point of care 
so that they will be available to the provider. 


DC.1.2 Care plans, 
guidelines, and 
protocols 


    


DC.1.2.1 Present care plans, 
guidelines, and 
protocols 


Present organizational guidelines for 
patient care as appropriate to support 
order entry and clinical 
documentation. 


Care plans, guidelines, and protocols may be 
site specific, community or industry-wide 
standards.  They may need to be managed 
across one or more providers. Tracking of 
implementation or approval dates, 
modifications and relevancy to specific 
domains or context is provided. 


DC.1.2.2 Manage guidelines, 
protocols and patient-
specific care plans. 


Provide administrative tools for 
organizations to build care plans, 
guidelines and protocols for use 
during patient care planning and care. 


Guidelines or protocols may contain goals or 
targets for the patient, specific guidance to the 
providers, suggested orders, and nursing 
interventions, among other items.  


DC.1.2.3 Generate and record 
patient-specific 
instructions 


Generate and record patient-specific 
instructions related to pre- and post-
procedural and post-discharge 
requirements.  


When a patient is scheduled for a test, 
procedure, or discharge, specific instructions 
about diet, clothing, transportation assistance, 
convalescence, follow-up with physician, 
etcetera. may be generated and recorded, 
including the timing relative to the scheduled 
event. 


DC.1.3 Medication ordering 
and management 


    


DC.1.3.1 Order medication Create prescriptions or other 
medication orders with detail 
adequate for correct filling and 
administration. Provide information 
regarding compliance of medication 
orders with formularies. 


Different medication orders, including 
discontinue, refill, and renew, require different 
levels and kinds of detail, as do medication 
orders placed in different situations. The 
correct details are recorded for each situation. 
Administration or patient instructions are 
available for selection by the ordering 
clinicians, or the ordering clinician is facilitated 
in creating such instructions. Appropriate time 
stamps for all medication related activity are 
generated. This includes series of orders that 
are part of a therapeutic regimen, e.g. Renal 
Dialysis, Oncology.  
 
When a clinician places an order for a 
medication, that order may or may not comply 
with a formulary specific to the patient’s 
location or insurance coverage, if applicable. 
Whether the order complies with the formulary 
should be communicated to the ordering 
clinician at an appropriate point to allow the 
ordering clinician to decide whether to continue 
with the order. Formulary-compliant 
alternatives to the medication being ordered 
may also be presented. 







DC.1.3.2 Manage medication 
administration 


Present to appropriate clinicians the 
list of medications that are to be 
administered to a patient, under what 
circumstances, and capture 
administration details. 


In a setting in which medication orders are to 
be administered by a clinician rather than the 
patient, the necessary information is presented 
including: the list of medication orders that are 
to be administered; administration instructions, 
times or other conditions of administration; 
dose and route, etcetera. Additionally, the 
clinician is able to record what actually was or 
was not administered, whether or not these 
facts conform to the order. Appropriate time 
stamps for all medication related activity are 
generated. 


DC.1.4 Orders, referrals, and 
results management 


    


DC.1.4.1 Place patient care 
orders 


Capture and track orders based on 
input from specific care providers. 


Orders that request actions or items can be 
captured and tracked. Examples include orders 
to transfer a patient between units, to ambulate 
a patient, for medical supplies, durable medical 
equipment, home IV, and diet or therapy 
orders. For each orderable item, the appropriate 
detail, including order identification and 
instructions, can be captured. Orders should be 
communicated to the correct recipient for 
completion if appropriate. 


DC.1.4.2 Order diagnostic tests Submit diagnostic test orders based 
on input from specific care providers. 


For each orderable item, the appropriate detail 
and instructions must be available for the 
ordering care provider to complete. Orders for 
diagnostic tests should be transmitted to the 
correct destination for completion or generate 
appropriate requisitions for communication to 
the relevant resulting agencies. 


DC.1.4.3 Manage order sets Provide order sets based on provider 
input or system prompt. 


Order sets, which may include medication 
orders, allow a care provider to choose 
common orders for a particular circumstance or 
disease state according to best practice or other 
criteria. Recommended order sets may be 
presented based on patient data or other 
contexts. 


DC.1.4.4 Manage referrals Enable the origination, documentation 
and tracking of referrals between care 
providers or healthcare organizations, 
including clinical and administrative 
details of the referral. 


Documentation and tracking of a referral from 
one care provider to another is supported, 
whether the referred to or referring providers 
are internal or external to the healthcare 
organization. Guidelines for whether a 
particular referral for a particular patient is 
appropriate in a clinical context and with regard 
to administrative factors such as insurance may 
be provided to the care provider at the time the 
referral is created. 


DC.1.4.5 Manage results Route, manage and present current 
and historical test results to 
appropriate clinical personnel for 
review, with the ability to filter and 
compare results. 


Results of tests are presented in an easily 
accessible manner and to the appropriate care 
providers. Flow sheets, graphs, or other tools 
allow care providers to view or uncover trends 
in test data over time. In addition to making 
results viewable, it is often necessary to send 
results to appropriate care providers using an 
electronic messaging systems, pagers, or other 
mechanism. Results may also be routed to 
patients electronically or in the form of a letter. 
Documentation of notification is 
accommodated. 







DC.1.4.6 Order blood products 
and other biologics 


Communicate with appropriate 
sources or registries to order blood 
products or other biologics. 


Interact with a blood bank system or other 
source to manage orders for blood products or 
other biologics. Use of such products in the 
provision of care is captured. Blood bank or 
other functionality that may come under federal 
or other regulation (such as by the FDA in the 
United States) is not required; functional 
communication with such a system is required. 


DC.1.5 Consents, 
authorizations and 
directives 


    


DC.1.5.1 Manage consents and 
authorizations 


Create, maintain, and verify patient 
treatment decisions in the form of 
consents and authorizations when 
required. 


Treatment decisions are documented and 
include the extent of information, verification 
levels and exposition of treatment options. This 
documentation helps ensure that decisions 
made at the discretion of the patient, family, or 
other responsible party govern the actual care 
that is delivered or withheld. 


DC.1.5.2 Manage patient 
advance directives 


Capture, maintain and provide access 
to patient advance directives. 


Patient advance directives and provider DNR 
orders can be captured as well as the date and 
circumstances under which the directives were 
received, and the location of any paper records 
of advance directives as appropriate. 


DC.2 Clinical Decision 
Support 


    


DC.2.1 Manage Health 
Information to enable 
Decision Support 


    


DC.2.1.1 Support for standard 
assessments 


Offer prompts to support the 
adherence to care plans, guidelines, 
and protocols at the point of 
information capture.  


When a clinician fills out an assessment, data 
entered triggers the system to prompt the 
assessor to consider issues that would help 
assure a complete/accurate assessment. A 
simple demographic value or presenting 
problem (or combination) could provide a 
template for data gathering that represents best 
practice in this situation, e.g. Type II diabetic 
review, fall and 70+, rectal bleeding etcetera. 
As another example, to appropriately manage 
the use of restraints, an online alert is presented 
defining the requirements for a behavioral 
health restraint when it is selected. 


DC.2.1.2 Support for Patient 
Context-enabled 
Assessments 


Offer prompts based on patient-
specific data at the point of 
information capture. 


When a clinician fills out an assessment, data 
entered is matched against data already in the 
system to identify potential linkages. For 
example, the system could scan the medication 
list and the knowledge base to see if any of the 
symptoms are side effects of medication 
already prescribed. Important but rare 
diagnoses could be brought to the doctor’s 
attention, for instance ectopic pregnancy in a 
woman of child bearing age who has abdominal 
pain. 







DC.2.1.3 Support for 
identification of 
potential problems 
and trends 


Identify trends that may lead to 
significant problems, and provide 
prompts for consideration. 


When personal health information is collected 
directly during a patient visit input by the 
patient, or acquired from an external source 
(lab results), it is important to be able to 
identify potential problems and trends that may 
be patient-specific, given the individual's 
personal health profile, or changes warranting 
further assessment. For example: significant 
trends (lab results, weight); a decrease in 
creatinine clearance for a patient on metformin, 
or an abnormal increase in INR for a patient on 
warfarin. 


DC.2.1.4 Support for patient 
and family 
preferences 


Support the integration of patient and 
family preferences into clinical 
decision support at all appropriate 
opportunities. 


Decision support functions should permit 
consideration of patient/family preferences and 
concerns, such as with language, religion, 
culture, medication choice, invasive testing, 
and advance directives.  


DC.2.2 Care plans, guidelines 
and protocols 


    


DC.2.2.1 Support for condition 
based care plans, 
guidelines, protocols 


    


DC.2.2.1.1 Support for standard 
care plans, guidelines, 
protocols 


Support the use of appropriate 
standard care plans, guidelines and/or 
protocols for the management of 
specific conditions. 


At the time of the clinical encounter, standard 
care protocols are presented. These may 
include site-specific considerations.  


DC.2.2.1.2 Support for context-
sensitive care plans, 
guidelines, protocols 


Identify and present the appropriate 
care plans, guidelines and/or 
protocols for the management of 
specific conditions that are patient-
specific. 


At the time of the clinical encounter (problem 
identification), recommendations for tests, 
treatments, medications, immunizations, 
referrals and evaluations are presented based on 
evaluation of patient specific data, their health 
profile and any site-specific considerations. 
These may be modified on the basis of new 
clinical data at subsequent encounters. 


DC.2.2.1.3 Capture variances 
from standard care 
plans, guidelines, 
protocols 


Identify variances from patient-
specific and standard care plans, 
guidelines, and protocols. 


Variances from care plans, guidelines, or 
protocols are identified and tracked, with alerts, 
notifications and reports as clinically 
appropriate. This may include systematic 
deviations from protocols or variances on a 
case by case basis dictated by the patient's 
particular circumstances. 


DC.2.2.1.4 Support management 
of patient groups or 
populations 


Provide support for the management 
of populations of patients that share 
diagnoses, problems, demographic 
characteristics, and etcetera. 


Populations or groups of patients that share 
diagnoses (such as diabetes or hypertension), 
problems, demographic characteristics, and 
medication orders are identified.  The clinician 
may be notified of eligibility for a particular 
test, therapy, or follow-up; or results from 
audits of compliance of these populations with 
disease management protocols. 


DC.2.2.1.5 Support for research 
protocols relative to 
individual patient 
care. 


Provide support for the management 
of patients enrolled in research 
protocols and management of patients 
enrolled in research protocols. 


The clinician is presented with protocol-based 
care for patients enrolled in research studies. 
See S.3.3.1 for support for enrollment of 
patients in research protocols. 


DC.2.2.1.6 Support self-care Provide the patient with decision 
support for self-management of a 
condition between patient-provider 
encounters. 


Patients with specific conditions need to follow 
self-management plans that may include 
schedules for home monitoring, lab tests, and 
clinical check ups; recommendations about 
nutrition, physical activity, tobacco use, 
etcetera; and guidance or reminders about 
medications. 







DC.2.3 Medication and 
immunization 
management 


    


DC.2.3.1 Support for 
medication and 
immunization 
ordering 


    


DC.2.3.1.1 Support for drug 
interaction checking 


Identify drug interaction warnings at 
the point of medication ordering 


The clinician is alerted to drug-drug, drug-
allergy, and drug-food interactions at levels 
appropriate to the health care entity. These 
alerts may be customized to suit the user or 
group. 


DC.2.3.1.2 Patient specific 
dosing and warnings 


Identify and present appropriate dose 
recommendations based on patient-
specific conditions and characteristics 
at the time of medication ordering. 


The clinician is alerted to drug-condition 
interactions and patient specific 
contraindications and warnings e.g. elite 
athlete, pregnancy, breast-feeding or 
occupational risks. The preferences of the 
patient may also be presented e.g. reluctance to 
use an antibiotic. Additional patient parameters, 
including age, Ht, Wt, BSA, may also be 
incorporated. 


DC.2.3.1.3 Medication 
recommendations 


Recommend treatment and 
monitoring on the basis of cost, local 
formularies or therapeutic guidelines 
and protocols. 


Offer alternative treatments on the basis of best 
practice (e.g. cost or adherence to guidelines), a 
generic brand, a different dosage, a different 
drug, or no drug (watchful waiting). Suggest 
lab order monitoring as appropriate. Support 
expedited entry of series of medications that are 
part of a treatment regimen, i.e. renal dialysis, 
Oncology, transplant medications, etcetera. 


DC.2.3.2 Support for 
medication and 
immunization 
administration or 
supply 


Alert providers in real-time to 
potential administration errors such as 
wrong patient, wrong drug, wrong 
dose, wrong route and wrong time in 
support of medication administration 
or pharmacy dispense/supply 
management and workflow. 


To reduce medication errors at the time of 
administration of a medication, the patient is 
positively identified; checks on the drug, the 
dose, the route and the time are facilitated. 
Documentation is a by-product of this 
checking; administration details and additional 
patient information, such as injection site, vital 
signs, and pain assessments, are captured.  In 
addition, access to online drug monograph 
information allows providers to check details 
about a drug and enhances patient education. 


DC.2.4 Orders, referrals, 
results and care 
management 


    


DC.2.4.1 Support for non-
medication ordering    


Identify necessary order entry 
components for non-medication 
orders that make the order pertinent, 
relevant and resource-conservative at 
the time of provider order entry; flag 
any inappropriate orders based on 
patient profile. 


Possible order entry components include, but 
are not limited to: missing results required for 
the order, suggested corollary orders, 
notification of duplicate orders, institution-
specific order guidelines, guideline-based 
orders/order sets, order sets, order reference 
text, patient diagnosis specific 
recommendations pertaining to the order. Also, 
warnings for orders that may be inappropriate 
or contraindicated for specific patients (e.g. X-
rays for pregnant women) are presented.  







DC.2.4.2 Support for result 
interpretation   


Evaluate results and notify provider 
of results within the context of the 
patient’s clinical data.   


Possible result interpretations include, but are 
not limited to: abnormal result 
evaluation/notification, trending of results 
(such as discrete lab values), evaluation of 
pertinent results at the time of provider order 
entry (such as evaluation of lab results at the 
time of ordering a radiology exam), evaluation 
of incoming results against active medication 
orders. 


DC.2.4.3 Support for referrals     
DC.2.4.3.1 Support for the 


referral process based 
upon the specific 
patient's clinical data 


Evaluate referrals within the context 
of a patient’s clinical data. 


When a healthcare referral is made, pertinent 
health information, including pertinent results, 
demographic and insurance data elements (or 
lack thereof) are presented to the provider. 
Protocols for appropriate workup prior to 
referral may be presented. 


DC.2.4.3.2 Support for referral 
recommendations 


Evaluate patient data and recommend 
that a patient be referred based on the 
specific patient's clinical data. 


Entry of specific patient conditions may lead to 
recommendations for referral e.g. for smoking 
cessation counseling if the patient is prescribed 
a medication to support cessation. 


DC.2.4.4 Support for Care 
Delivery 


    


DC.2.4.4.1 Support for safe 
blood administration 


Alert provider in real-time to 
potential blood administration errors. 


To reduce blood administration errors at the 
time of administration of blood products, the 
patient is positively identified and checks on 
the blood product, the amount, the route and 
the time are facilitated. Documentation is a by-
product of this checking. 


DC.2.4.4.2 Support for accurate 
specimen collection 


Alert providers in real-time to ensure 
specimen collection is supported. 


To ensure the accuracy of specimen collection, 
when a provider obtains specimens from a 
patient, the clinician can match each specimen 
collection identifier and the patient’s ID 
bracelet. The provider is notified in real-time of 
potential collection errors such as wrong 
patient, wrong specimen type, wrong means of 
collection, wrong site, and wrong date and 
time. Documentation of the collection is a by-
product of this checking.  


DC.2.5 Support for Health 
Maintenance: 
Preventive Care and 
Wellness 


    


DC.2.5.1 Present alerts for 
preventive services 
and wellness 


At the point of clinical decision 
making, identify patient specific 
suggestions/reminders, screening 
tests/exams, and other preventive 
services in support of routine 
preventive and wellness patient care 
standards. 


At the time of an encounter, the provider or 
patient is presented with due or overdue 
activities based on protocols for preventive care 
and wellness. Examples include but are not 
limited to, routine immunizations, adult and 
well baby care, age and sex appropriate 
screening exams, such as PAP smears. 







DC.2.5.2 Notifications and 
reminders for 
preventive services 
and wellness 


Between healthcare encounters, notify 
the patient and/or appropriate 
provider of those preventive services, 
tests, or behavioral actions that are 
due or overdue. 


The provider can generate notifications to 
patients regarding activities that are due or 
overdue and these communications can be 
captured. Examples include but are not limited 
to time sensitive patient and provider 
notification of: follow-up appointments, 
laboratory tests, immunizations or 
examinations. The notifications can be 
customized in terms of timing, repetitions and 
administration reports. E.g. a Pap test reminder 
might be sent to the patient a 2 months prior to 
the test being due, repeated at 3 month 
intervals, and then reported to the administrator 
or clinician when 9 months overdue.  


DC.2.6 Support for 
population health 


    


DC.2.6.1 Support for clinical 
health state 
monitoring within a 
population. 


Support clinical health state 
monitoring of aggregate patient data 
for use in identifying health risks 
from the environment and/or 
population. 


Standardized surveillance performance 
measures that are based on known patterns of 
disease presentation can be identified by 
aggregating data from multiple input 
mechanisms. For example, elements include, 
but are not limited to patient demographics, 
resource utilization, presenting symptoms, 
acute treatment regimens, laboratory and 
imaging study orders and results and genomic 
and proteomic data elements. Identification of 
known patterns of existing diseases involves 
aggregation and analysis of these data elements 
by existing relationships. However, the 
identification of new patterns of disease 
requires more sophisticated pattern recognition 
analysis. Early recognition of new patterns 
requires data points available early in the 
disease presentation. Demographics, ordering 
patterns and resource use (e.g., ventilator or 
intensive care utilization pattern changes) are 
often available earlier in the presentation of 
non-predictable diseases. Consumer-generated 
information is also valuable with respect to 
surveillance efforts. 


DC.2.6.2 Support for 
notification and 
response 


Upon notification by an external, 
authoritative source of a health risk 
within the cared for population, alert 
relevant providers regarding specific 
potentially at-risk patients with the 
appropriate level of notification. 


Upon receipt of notice of a health risk within a 
cared-for population from public health 
authorities or other external authoritative 
sources, identify and notify individual care 
providers or care managers that a risk has been 
identified and requires attention including 
suggestions on the appropriate course of action. 
This process gives a care provider the ability to 
influence how patients are notified, if 
necessary. 


DC.2.6.3 Support for 
monitoring response 
to notifications 
regarding an 
individual patient’s 
health, including 
appropriate follow-up 
notifications 


In the event of a health risk alert and 
subsequent notification related to a 
specific patient, monitor if expected 
actions have been taken, and execute 
follow-up notification if they have 
not. 


Identifies that expected follow-up for a specific 
patient event (e.g., follow up to error alerts or 
absence of an expected lab result) has not 
occurred and communicate the omission to 
appropriate care providers in the chain of 
authority.  Of great importance to the 
notification process is the ability to match a 
care provider’s clinical privileges with the 
clinical requirements of the notification. 


DC.2.7 Support for 
knowledge access 


    







DC.2.7.1 Access clinical 
guidance  


Provide relevant evidence-based 
information and knowledge to the 
point of care for use in clinical 
decisions and care planning. 


Examples include but are not limited to: 
evidence on treatment of conditions and 
wellness, as well as context-specific links to 
other knowledge resources. For example, when 
a condition is diagnosed provider is directed to 
relevant online evidence for management. 


DC.2.7.2 Patient knowledge 
access 


Enable the accessibility of reliable 
information about wellness, disease 
management, treatments, and related 
information that is relevant for a 
specific patient.  


An individual will be able to find reliable 
information to answer a health question, follow 
up from a clinical visit, identify treatment 
options, or other health information needs. The 
information may be linked directly from entries 
in the health record, or may be accessed 
through other means such as key word 
searching.  


DC.3 Operations 
Management and 
Communication 


    


DC.3.1 Clinical workflow 
tasking 


Schedule and manage tasks with 
appropriate timeliness. 


Since the electronic health record will replace 
the paper chart, tasks that were based on the 
paper artifact must be effectively managed in 
the electronic environment. Functions must 
exist in the EHRS that support electronically 
any workflow that previously depended on the 
existence of a physical artifact (such as the 
paper chart, a phone message slip) in a paper 
based system. Tasks differ from other more 
generic communication among participants in 
the care process because they are a call to 
action and target completion of a specific 
workflow in the context of a patient's health 
record (including a specific component of the 
record). Tasks also require disposition (final 
resolution).  The initiator may optionally 
require a response. For example, in a paper 
based system, physically placing charts in piles 
for review creates a physical queue of tasks 
related to those charts. This queue of tasks (for 
example, a set of patient phone calls to be 
returned) must be supported electronically so 
that the list (of patients to be called) is visible 
to the appropriate user or role for disposition. 
Tasks are time-limited (or finite). The state 
transition (e.g. created, performed and 
resolved) may be managed by the user 
explicitly or automatically based on rules. For 
example, if a user has a task to signoff on a test 
result, that task should automatically be marked 
complete by the EHR when the test result 
linked to the task is signed in the system. 
Patients will become more involved in the care 
process by receiving tasks related to their care. 
Examples of patient related tasks include 
acknowledgement of receipt of a test result 
forwarded from the provider, or a request to 
schedule an appointment for a pap smear 
(based on age and frequency criteria) generated 
automatically by the EHRS on behalf of the 
provider. 







DC.3.1.1 Clinical task 
assignment and 
routing 


Assignment, delegation and/or 
transmission of tasks to the 
appropriate parties. 


Tasks are at all times assigned to at least one 
user or role for disposition. Whether the task is 
assignable and to whom the task can be 
assigned will be determined by the specific 
needs of practitioners in a care setting. Task-
assignment lists help users prioritize and 
complete assigned tasks. For example, after 
receiving a phone call from a patient, the triage 
nurse routes or assigns a task to return the 
patient's call to the physician who is on call. 
Task creation and assignment may be 
automated, where appropriate. An example of a 
system-triggered task is when lab results are 
received electronically; a task to review the 
result is automatically generated and assigned 
to a clinician. Task assignment ensures that all 
tasks are disposed of by the appropriate person 
or role and allows efficient interaction of 
entities in the care process. 


DC.3.1.2 Clinical task linking Linkage of tasks to patients and/or a 
relevant part of the electronic health 
record. 


Clinical tasks are linked to a patient or to a 
component of a patient's medical record. An 
example of a well defined task is "Dr. Jones 
must review Mr. Smith's blood work results."  
Efficient workflow is facilitated by navigating 
to the appropriate area of the record to ensure 
that the appropriate test result for the correct 
patient is reviewed. Other examples of tasks 
might involve fulfillment of orders or 
responding to patient phone calls. 


DC.3.1.3 Clinical task tracking Track tasks to guarantee that each 
task is carried out and completed 
appropriately. 


In order to reduce the risk of errors during the 
care process due to missed tasks, the provider is 
able to view and track un-disposed tasks, 
current work lists, the status of each task, 
unassigned tasks or other tasks where a risk of 
omission exists. For example, a provider is able 
to create a report to show test results that have 
not been reviewed by the ordering provider 
based on an interval appropriate to the care 
setting. 


DC.3.1.3.1 Clinical task 
timeliness tracking 


Track and/or report on timeliness of 
task completion. 


Capability to track and review reports on the 
timeliness of certain tasks in accordance with 
relevant law and accreditation standards. 







DC.3.2 Support clinical 
communication 


  Healthcare requires secure communications 
among various participants: patients, doctors, 
nurses, chronic disease care managers, 
pharmacies, laboratories, payers, consultants, 
and etcetera. An effective EHRS supports 
communication across all relevant participants, 
reduces the overhead and costs of healthcare-
related communications, and provides 
automatic tracking and reporting. The list of 
communication participants is determined by 
the care setting and may change over time. 
Because of concerns about scalability of the 
specification over time, communication 
participants for all care settings or across care 
settings are not enumerated here because it 
would limit the possibilities available to each 
care setting and implementation. However, 
communication between providers and between 
patients and providers will be supported in all 
appropriate care settings and across care 
settings. Implementation of the EHRS enables 
new and more effective channels of 
communication, significantly improving 
efficiency and patient care. The communication 
functions of the EHRS will eventually change 
the way participants collaborate and distribute 
the work of patient care. 


DC.3.2.1 Inter-provider 
communication 


Support secure electronic 
communication (inbound and 
outbound) between providers to 
trigger or respond to pertinent actions 
in the care process (including 
referral), document non-electronic 
communication (such as phone calls, 
correspondence or other encounters) 
and generate paper message artifacts 
where appropriate. 


Communication among providers involved in 
the care process can range from real time 
communication (for example, fulfillment of an 
injection while the patient is in the exam room), 
to asynchronous communication (for example, 
consult reports between physicians). Some 
forms of inter-practitioner communication will 
be paper based and the EHRS must be able to 
produce appropriate documents. 


DC.3.2.2 Pharmacy 
communication 


Provide features to enable secure 
bidirectional communication of 
information electronically between 
practitioners and pharmacies or 
between practitioner and intended 
recipient of pharmacy orders. 


When a medication is prescribed, routed to the 
pharmacy or another intended recipient of 
pharmacy orders. This information is used to 
avoid transcription errors and facilitate 
detection of potential adverse reactions. Upon 
filling the prescription, information is sent back 
to the practitioner to indicate that the patient 
received the medication. If there is a question 
from the pharmacy, that communication can be 
presented to the provider with their other tasks. 


DC.3.2.3 Provider and patient 
or family 
communication 


Trigger or respond to electronic 
communication (inbound and 
outbound) between providers and 
patients or patient representatives 
with pertinent actions in the care 
process. 


The clinician is able to communicate with 
patients and others, capturing the nature and 
content of electronic communication, or the 
time and details of other communication. For 
example: when test results arrive, the clinician 
may wish to email the patient that test result 
was normal (details of this communication are 
captured); a patient may wish to request a refill 
of medication by emailing the physician; 
patients with asthma may wish to communicate 
their peak flow logs/diaries to their provider; or 
a hospital may wish to communicate with 
selected patients about a new smoking 
cessation program.  







 
 


DC.3.2.4 Patient, family and 
care giver education 


Identify and make available 
electronically or in print any 
educational or support resources for 
patients, families, and caregivers that 
are most pertinent for a given health 
concern, condition, or diagnosis and 
which are appropriate for the person 
(s). 


The provider or patient is presented with a 
library of educational materials and where 
appropriate, given the opportunity to document 
patient/caregiver comprehension. The materials 
can be printed or electronically communicated 
to the patient. 


DC.3.2.5 Communication with 
medical devices 


Support communication and 
presentation of data captured from 
medical devices. 


Communication with medical devices is 
supported as appropriate to the care setting. 
Examples include: vital signs/pulse-oximeter, 
anesthesia machines, home diagnostic devices 
for chronic disease management, laboratory 
machines, bar coded artifacts (medicine, 
immunizations, demographics, history, and 
identification). 







 


 


Supportive EHR-S Functions  


ID Name Statement Description 
S.1 Clinical Support     
S.1.1 Registry Notification Enable the automated transfer of 


formatted demographic and clinical 
information to and from local disease 
specific registries (and other notifiable 
registries) for patient monitoring and 
subsequent epidemiological analysis. 


The user can export personal health 
information to disease specific registries, 
other notifiable registries like 
immunization registries, and add new 
registries through the addition of 
standard data transfer protocols or 
messages. 


S.1.2 Donor management 
support 


Provide capability to capture or receive, 
and share needed information on 
potential organ and blood donors and 
recipients. 


The user is able to capture or receive 
information on potential organ and blood 
donors and recipients. The user can make 
this information available to internal and 
external donor matching agencies. 


S.1.3 Provider directory Provide a current directory of 
practitioner, team, department, 
organization, and etcetera, information 
in accordance with relevant laws, 
regulations, and conventions. 


Maintain or access current directory of 
provider information in accordance with 
relevant laws, regulations, and 
conventions, including full name, 
address or  physical location, and a 24x7 
telecommunications address (e.g. phone 
or pager access number) for the purposes 
of the following functions 


S.1.3.1 Provider demographics Provide a current directory of 
practitioners that, in addition to 
demographic information, contains data 
needed to determine levels of access 
required by the EHR security system. 


Provider demographics may include any 
credentials, certifications, or any other 
information that may be used to verify 
that a provider is permitted to perform 
certain services. 


S.1.3.2 Provider's location 
within facility 


Provide provider location or contact 
information on a facility's premises. 


  


S.1.3.3 Provider's on call 
location 


Provide provider location or contact 
information when on call. 


  


S.1.3.4 Provider's general 
location 


Provide locations or contact 
information for the provider in order to 
direct patients or queries. 


  


S.1.4 Patient directory Provide a current directory of patient 
information in accordance with relevant 
privacy and other applicable laws, 
regulations, and conventions. 


Provide a current directory of patient 
information in accordance with relevant 
privacy and other applicable laws, 
regulations, and conventions, 
including, when available, full name, 
address or  physical location, alternate 
contact person, primary phone number, 
and relevant health status information for 
the purposes of the following functions. 


S.1.4.1 Patient demographics Support interactions with other 
systems, applications, and modules to 
enable the maintenance of updated 
demographic information in accordance 
with realm-specific recordkeeping 
requirements. 


The minimum demographic data set 
must include the data required by realm-
specific laws governing health care 
transactions and reporting. This may also 
include data input of death status 
information. 


S.1.4.2 Patient's location within 
a facility 


Provide the patient's location 
information within a facility's premises.


Example: The patient census in a 
hospital setting 


S.1.4.3 Patient's residence for 
the provision and 


Provide the patient's residence 
information solely for purposes related 


  







 


 


ID Name Statement Description 
administration of 
services 


to the provision and administration of 
services to the patient, patient transport, 
and as required for public health 
reporting. 


S.1.4.4 Optimize patient bed 
assignment 


Support interactions with other 
systems, applications, and modules to 
ensure that the patient's bed 
assignments within the facility optimize 
care and minimize risks e.g. of 
exposure to contagious patients. 


  


S.1.5 De-identified data 
request management 


Provide patient data in a manner that 
meets local requirements for de-
identification. 


When an internal or external party 
requests patient data and that party 
requests de-identified data (or is not 
entitled to identify patient information, 
either by law or custom), the user can 
export the data in a fashion that meets 
local requirements for de-identification. 
An audit trail of these requests and 
exports is maintained. For internal 
clinical audit, a re-identification key may 
be added to the data. 


S.1.6 Scheduling Support interactions with other 
systems, applications, and modules to 
provide the necessary data to a 
scheduling system for optimal 
efficiency in the scheduling of patient 
care, for either the patient or a 
resource/device. 


The system user can schedule events as 
required. Relevant clinical or 
demographic information can be linked 
to the task. 


S.1.7 Healthcare resource 
availability 


Support interactions with other 
systems, applications, and modules to 
enable the distribution of local 
healthcare resource information in 
times of local or national emergencies. 


In times of identified local or national 
emergencies and upon request from 
authorized bodies, provide current status 
of healthcare resources including, but not 
limited to, available beds, providers, 
support personal, ancillary care areas and 
devices, operating theaters, medical 
supplies, vaccines, and pharmaceuticals. 
The intent is for the authorized body to 
distribute either resources or patient load 
to maximize efficient healthcare 
delivery. 


S.2 Measurement, 
Analysis, Research and 
Reports 


    


S.2.1 Measurement, 
monitoring, and analysis 


Support measurement and monitoring 
of care for relevant purposes. 


  


S.2.1.1 Outcome Measures and 
Analysis 


Support the capture and reporting of 
information for the analysis of 
outcomes of care provided to 
populations, in facilities, by providers, 
and in communities. 


  


S.2.1.2 Performance and 
accountability measures 


Support the capture and reporting of 
quality, performance, and 
accountability measures to which 
providers/facilities/delivery 
systems/communities are held 


  







 


 


ID Name Statement Description 
accountable including measures related 
to process, outcomes, and/or costs of 
care, may be used in 'pay for 
performance' monitoring and adherence 
to best practice guidelines. 


S.2.2 Report generation Provide report generation features for 
the generation of standard and ad hoc 
reports. 


A user can create standard and ad hoc 
reports for clinical, administrative, and 
financial decision-making, and for 
patient use - including structured data 
and/or unstructured text from the 
patient’s health record. Reports may be 
linked with financial and other external 
data sources (i.e. data external to the 
entity). Such reports may include 
patient-level reports, 
provider/facility/delivery system-level 
reports, population-level reports, and 
reports to public health agencies. 
 
Examples of patient-level reports 
include: administratively required patient 
assessment forms, 
admission/transfer/discharge reports, 
operative and procedure reports, 
consultation reports, and drug profiles.  
 
Examples of population-level reports 
include: reports on the effectiveness of 
clinical pathways and other evidence-
based practices, tracking completeness of 
clinical documentation, etcetera.  
 
Examples of reports to public health 
agencies include: vital statistics, 
reportable diseases, discharge 
summaries, immunization data including 
adverse outcomes, cancer data, and other 
such data necessary to maintain the 
publics’ health (including suspicion of 
newly emerging infectious disease and 
non-natural events). 


S.2.2.1 Health record output Allow users to define the records 
and/or reports that are considered the 
formal health record for disclosure 
purposes, and provide a mechanism for 
both chronological and specified record 
element output. 


Provide hardcopy and electronic output 
that can fully chronicles the healthcare 
process, supports selection of specific 
sections of the health record, and allows 
healthcare organizations to define the 
report and/or documents that will 
comprise the formal health record for 
disclosure purposes. 


S.3 Administrative and 
Financial 


    


S.3.1 Encounter/Episode of 
care management 


Manage and document the health care 
needed and delivered during an 
encounter/episode of care. 


Using data standards and technologies 
that support interoperability, encounter 
management promotes patient-
centered/oriented care and enables real 







 


 


ID Name Statement Description 
time, immediate point of service, point 
of care by facilitating efficient work flow 
and operations performance to ensure the 
integrity of: 
 
(1) the health record,  
 
(2) public health, financial and 
administrative reporting, and  
 
(3) the healthcare delivery process. 
 
 
This support is necessary for direct care 
functionality that relies on providing user 
interaction and workflows, which are 
configured according to clinical 
protocols and business rules based on 
encounter specific values such as care 
setting, encounter type (inpatient, 
outpatient, home health, etcetera), 
provider type, patient's EHR, health 
status, demographics, and the initial 
purpose of the encounter. 


S.3.1.1 Specialized views Present specialized views based on the 
encounter-specific values, clinical 
protocols and business rules 


The system user is presented with a 
presentation view and system interaction 
appropriate to the context with capture of 
encounter-specific values, clinical 
protocols and business rules. This "user 
view" may be configurable by the user or 
system technicians. As an example, a 
mobile home health care worker using 
wireless laptop at the patient's home 
would be presented with a home health 
care specific workflow synchronized to 
the current patient's care plan and 
tailored to support the interventions 
appropriate for this patient, including 
chronic disease management protocols. 


S.3.1.2 Encounter specific 
functionality 


Provide assistance in assembling 
appropriate data, supporting data 
collection and processing output from a 
specific encounter. 


Workflows, based on the encounter 
management settings, will assist in 
determining the appropriate data 
collection, import, export, extraction, 
linkages and transformation. As an 
example, a pediatrician is presented with 
diagnostic and procedure codes specific 
to pediatrics. Business rules enable 
automatic collection of necessary data 
from the patient's health record and 
patient registry. As the provider enters 
data, workflow processes are triggered to 
populate appropriate transactions and 
documents. For example, data entry 
might populate an eligibility verification 
transaction or query the immunization 
registry. 







 


 


ID Name Statement Description 
S.3.1.3 Automatic generation of 


administrative and 
financial data from 
clinical record 


Provide patients clinical data to support 
administrative and financial reporting. 


A user can generate a bill based on 
health record data. Maximizing the 
extent to which administrative and 
financial data can be derived or 
developed from clinical data will lessen 
provider reporting burdens and the time 
it takes to complete administrative and 
financial processes such as claim 
reimbursement. This may be 
implemented by mapping of clinical 
terminologies in use to administrative 
and financial terminologies. 


S.3.1.4 Support remote 
healthcare services 


Support remote health care services 
such as telehealth and remote device 
monitoring by integrating records and 
data collected by these means into the 
patient's EHR for care management, 
billing and public health reporting 
purposes. 


Enables remote treatment of patients 
using monitoring devices, and two way 
communications between provider and 
patient or provider and provider. - 
Promotes patient empowerment, self-
determination and ability to maintain 
health status in the community. Promotes 
personal health, wellness and preventive 
care. For example, a diabetic pregnant 
Mom can self-monitor her condition 
from her home and use web TV to report 
to her provider. The same TV-internet 
connectivity allows her to get dietary and 
other health promoting information to 
assist her with managing her high-risk 
pregnancy. 


S.3.2 Information access for 
supplemental use 


Support extraction, transformation and 
linkage of information from structured 
data and unstructured text in the 
patient's health record for care 
management, financial, administrative, 
and public health purposes. 


Using data standards and technologies 
that support interoperability, information 
access functionalities serve primary and 
secondary record use and reporting with 
continuous record availability and access 
that ensure the integrity of (1) the health 
record, (2) public health, financial and 
administrative reporting, and (3) the 
healthcare delivery process. 


S.3.2.1 Rules-driven clinical 
coding assistance 


Make available all pertinent patient 
information needed to support coding 
of diagnoses, procedures and outcomes. 


The user is assisted in coding 
information for clinical reporting 
reasons. For example, a professional 
coder may have to code the principal 
diagnosis in the current, applicable ICD 
as a basis for hospital funding. All 
diagnoses and procedures during the 
episode may be presented to the coder, 
as well as the applicable ICD hierarchy 
containing these codes. 


S.3.2.2 Rules-driven financial 
and administrative 
coding assistance 


Provide financial and administrative 
coding assistance based on the 
structured data and unstructured text 
available in the encounter 
documentation. 


The user is assisted in coding 
information for billing or administrative 
reasons. For example, the HIPAA 837 
Professional claim requires the date of 
the last menstrual cycle for claims 
involving pregnancy. To support the 
generation of this transaction, the 
clinician would need to be prompted to 
enter this date when the patient is first 







 


 


ID Name Statement Description 
determined to be pregnant, then making 
this information available for the billing 
process. 


S.3.2.3 Integrate cost/financial 
information 


Support interactions with other 
systems, applications, and modules to 
enable the use of cost management 
information required to guide users and 
workflows 


The provider is alerted or presented with 
the most cost-effective services, 
referrals, devices and etcetera, to 
recommend to the patient. This may be 
tailored to the patient's health 
insurance/plan coverage rules. 
Medications may be presented in order 
of cost, or the cost of specific 
interventions may be presented at the 
time of ordering. 


S.3.3 Administrative 
transaction processing 


Support the creation (including using 
external data sources, if necessary), 
electronic interchange, and processing 
of transactions listed below that may be 
necessary for encounter management 
during an episode of care 


Support the creation (including using 
external data sources, if necessary), 
electronic interchange, and processing of 
transactions listed below that may be 
necessary for encounter management 
during an episode of care. 
 
> The EHR system shall capture the 
patient health-related information needed 
for administrative and financial purposes 
including reimbursement. 
 
>Captures the episode and encounter 
information to pass to administrative or 
financial processes (e.g. triggers 
transmissions of charge transactions as 
by-product of on-line interaction 
including order entry, order statusing, 
result entry, documentation entry, 
medication administration charting.) 
 
> Automatically retrieves information 
needed to verify coverage and medical 
necessity. 
 
> As a byproduct of care delivery and 
documentation: captures and presents all 
patient information needed to support 
coding. Ideally performs coding based 
on documentation.  
 
> Clinically automated revenue cycle - 
examples of reduced denials and error 
rates in claims. 
 
> Clinical information needed for billing 
is available on the date of service. 
 
>Physician and clinical teams do not 
perform additional data entry / tasks 
exclusively to support administrative or 
financial processes. 


S.3.3.1 Enrollment of patients Support interactions with other  Expedites determination of health 







 


 


ID Name Statement Description 
systems, applications, and modules to 
enable enrollment of uninsured patients 
into subsidized and unsubsidized health 
plans, and enrollment of patients who 
are eligible on the basis of health 
and/of financial status in social service 
and other programs, including clinical 
trials. 


insurance coverage, thereby increasing 
patient access to care. The provider may 
be alerted that uninsured patients may be 
eligible for subsidized health insurance 
or other health programs because they 
meet eligibility criteria based on 
demographics and/or health status. For 
example: a provider is notified that the 
uninsured parents of a child enrolled in 
S-CHIP may now be eligible for a new 
subsidized health insurance program; a 
provider of a pregnant patient who has 
recently immigrated is presented with 
information about eligibility for subsidy. 
Links may be provided to online 
enrollment forms. When enrollment is 
determined, the health coverage 
information needed for processing 
administrative and financial 
documentation, reports or transactions is 
captured. 


S.3.3.2 Eligibility verification 
and determination of 
coverage 


Support interactions with other 
systems, applications, and modules to 
enable eligibility verification for health 
insurance and special programs, 
including verification of benefits and 
pre-determination of coverage. 


Automatically retrieves information 
needed to support verification of 
coverage at the appropriate juncture in 
the encounter workflow. Improves 
patient access to covered care and 
reduces claim denials. When eligibility is 
verified, the EHRS would capture 
eligibility information needed for 
processing administrative and financial 
documentation, reports or transactions - 
updating or flagging any inconsistent 
data. In addition to health insurance 
eligibility, this function would support 
verification of registration in programs 
and registries, such as chronic care case 
management and immunization 
registries. An EHRS would likely verify 
health insurance eligibility prior to the 
encounter, but would verify registration 
in case management or immunization 
registries during the encounter.  


S.3.3.3 Service authorizations Support interactions with other 
systems, applications, and modules to 
enable the creation of requests, 
responses and appeals related to service 
authorization, including prior 
authorizations, referrals, and pre-
certification. 


Automatically retrieves information 
needed to support verification of medical 
necessity and prior authorization of 
services at the appropriate juncture in the 
encounter workflow. Improves 
timeliness of patient care and reduces 
claim denials. 


S.3.3.4 Support of service 
requests and claims 


Support interactions with other 
systems, applications, and modules to 
support the creation of health care 
attachments for submitting additional 
clinical information in support of 
service requests and claims. 


Automatically retrieves structured data, 
including lab, imaging and device 
monitoring data, and unstructured text 
based on rules or requests for additional 
clinical information in support of service 
requests or claims at the appropriate 
juncture in the encounter workflow 







 


 


ID Name Statement Description 
S.3.3.5 Claims and encounter 


reports for 
reimbursement 


Support interactions with other 
systems, applications, and modules to 
enable the creation of claims and 
encounter reports for reimbursement 


Automatically retrieves information 
needed to support claims and encounter 
reporting at the appropriate juncture in 
the encounter workflow. 


S.3.3.6 Health service reports at 
the conclusion of an 
episode of care. 


Support the creation of health service 
reports at the conclusion of an episode 
of care. Support the creation of health 
service reports to authorized health 
entities, for example public health, such 
as notifiable condition reports, 
immunization, cancer registry and 
discharge data that a provider may be 
required to generate at the conclusion 
of an episode of care. 


Effective use of this function means that 
clinicians do not perform additional data 
entry to support health management 
programs and reporting. 


S.3.4 Manage 
Practitioner/Patient 
relationships 


Identify relationships among providers 
treating a single patient, and provide 
the ability to manage patient lists 
assigned to a particular provider. 


 This function addresses the ability to 
access and update current information 
about the relationships between 
caregivers and the subjects of care. This 
information should be able to flow 
seamlessly between the different 
components of the EHRS, and between 
the EHRS and other systems. Business 
rules may be reflected in the presentation 
of, and the access to this information. 
The relationship among providers 
treating a single patient will include any 
necessary chain of 
authority/responsibility. 
 
Example: In a care setting with multiple 
providers, where the patient can only see 
certain kinds of providers (or an 
individual provider); allow the selection 
of only the appropriate providers. 
 
Example: The user is presented with a 
list of people assigned to a given 
practitioner and may alter the assignment 
as required - to a group, to another 
individual or by sharing the assignment. 


S.3.5 Subject to Subject 
relationship 


Capture relationships between patients 
and others to facilitate appropriate 
access to their health record on this 
basis (e.g. parent of a child) if 
appropriate. 


A user may assign the relationship of 
parent to a person who is their offspring. 
This relationship may facilitate access to 
their health record as parent of a young 
child. 


S.3.5.1 Related by genealogy Provide information of Related by 
genealogy (blood relatives) 


  


S.3.5.2 Related by insurance Support interactions with other 
systems, applications, and modules to 
provide information of Related by 
insurance (domestic partner, spouse, 
and guarantor). 


  


S.3.5.3 Related by living 
situation 


Provide information of  Related by 
living situation (in same household) 


  


S.3.5.4 Related by other means Provide information of  Related by 
other means (e.g. epidemiologic 


  







 


 


ID Name Statement Description 
exposure or other person authorized to 
see records, Living Will cases) 


S.3.6 Acuity and Severity Provide the data necessary for the 
capability to support and manage 
patient acuity/severity of illness/risk 
adjustment  


  


S.3.7 Maintenance of 
supportive functions 


Update EHR supportive content on an 
automated basis. 


  


S.3.7.1 Clinical decision support 
system guidelines 
updates 


Receive and validate formatted inbound 
communications to facilitate updating 
of clinical decision support system 
guidelines and associated reference 
material 


  


S.3.7.2 Account for patient 
education material 
updates 


Receive and validate formatted inbound 
communications to facilitate updating 
of patient education material 


  


S.3.7.3 Patient reminder 
information updates 


Receive and validate formatted inbound 
communications to facilitate updating 
of patient reminder information from 
external sources such as Cancer or 
Immunization Registries 


  


S.3.7.4 Public health related 
updates 


Receive and validate formatted inbound 
communications to facilitate updating 
of public health reporting guidelines 


  







 


 


Information Infrastructure EHR-S Functions  


ID Name Statement Description 
I.1 Security Secure the access to an EHR-S and 


EHR information. Manage the sets of 
access control permissions granted 
within an EHR-S. Prevent unauthorized 
use of data, data loss, tampering and 
destruction. 


To enforce security, all EHR-S 
applications must adhere to the rules 
established to control access and protect 
the privacy of EHR information. 
Security measures assist in preventing 
unauthorized use of data and protect 
against loss, tampering and destruction. 


I.1.1 Entity Authentication Authenticate EHR-S users and/or 
entities before allowing access to an 
EHR-S. 


Both users and application are subject to 
authentication. The EHR-S must provide 
mechanisms for users and applications to 
be authenticated. Users will have to be 
authenticated when they attempt to use 
the application, the applications must 
authenticate themselves before accessing 
EHR information managed by other 
applications or remote EHR-S’. In order 
for authentication to be established a 
Chain of Trust agreement is assumed to 
be in place. Examples of entity 
authentication include:  
> Username/ password;  
> Digital certificate; 
 > Secure token;  
> Biometrics 


I.1.2 Entity Authorization. Manage the sets of access-control 
permissions granted to entities that use 
an EHR-S (EHR-S Users). Enable 
EHR-S security administrators to grant 
authorizations to users, for roles, and 
within contexts.   A combination of the 
authorization levels may be applied to 
control access to EHR-S functions or 
data within an EHR-S, including at the 
application or the operating system 
level. 


Entities that use an EHR-S (EHR-S 
Users) are authorized to use the 
components of an EHR-S according to 
identity, role, work-assignment, present 
condition and/or location in accordance 
with an entity’s scope of practice within 
a legal jurisdiction.  
 
> User based authorization refers to the 
permissions granted or denied based on 
the identity of an individual. An example 
of User based authorization is a patient 
defined denial of access to all or part of a 
record to a particular party for reasons 
such as privacy. Another user based 
authorization is for a telemonitor device 
or robotic access to an EHR-S for 
prescribed directions and other input. 
 
> Role based authorization refers to the 
responsibility or function performed in a 
particular operation or process.  Example 
roles include: an application or device 
(telemonitor or robotic); or a nurse, 
dietician, administrator, legal guardian, 
and auditor.   
 
> Context-based Authorization is defined 
by ISO as security-relevant properties of 







 


 


ID Name Statement Description 
the context in which an access request 
occurs, explicitly time, location, route of 
access, and quality of authentication.  
For example, an EHR-S might only 
allow supervising providers’ context 
authorization to attest to entries proposed 
by residents under their supervision.   
 
 
In addition to the standard, context 
authorization for an EHR-S is extended 
to satisfy special circumstances such as, 
assignment, consents, or other 
healthcare-related factors. A context-
based example might be a right granted 
for a limited period to view those, and 
only those, EHR records connected to a 
specific topic of investigation. 


I.1.3 Entity Access Control Verify and enforce access control to all 
EHR-S components, EHR information 
and functions for end-users, 
applications, sites, etc., to prevent 
unauthorized use of a resource, 
including the prevention or use of a 
resource in an unauthorized manner. 


This is a fundamental function of an 
EHR-S.  To ensure access is controlled, 
an EHR-S must perform an identity 
lookup of users or application for any 
operation that requires it (authentication, 
authorization, secure routing, querying, 
etc.) and enforce the system and 
information access rules that have been 
defined. 


I.1.3.1 Patient Access 
Management 


Enable a healthcare professional to 
manage a patient’s access to the 
patient’s personal health information.  
Patient access-management includes 
allowing a patient access to the 
patient’s information and restricting 
access by the patient or guardian to 
information that is potentially harmful 
to the patient. 


A healthcare professional will be able to 
manage a patient’s ability to view his/her 
EHR, and to alert other providers 
accessing the EHR about any constraints 
on patient access placed by this provider. 
Typically, a patient has the right to view 
his/her EHR. However, a healthcare 
provider may sometimes need to prevent 
a patient (or guardian) from viewing 
parts of the record. For example, a 
patient receiving psychiatric care might 
harm himself (or others) if he reads the 
doctor's evaluation of his condition. 
Furthermore, reading the doctor's 
therapy plan might actually cause the 
plan to fail. 


I.1.4 Non-repudiation Limit an EHR-S user’s ability to deny 
(repudiate) an electronic data exchange 
originated, received or authorized by 
that user. 


Non-repudiation ensures that an entered 
or a transferred message has been 
entered, sent, or received by the parties 
claiming to have entered, sent or 
received the message. Non-repudiation is 
a way to guarantee that the sender of a 
message cannot later deny having sent 
the message and that the recipient cannot 
deny having received the message. Non-
repudiation may be achieved through the 
use of: 
 
> Digital signature, which serves as a 







 


 


ID Name Statement Description 
unique identifier for an individual (much 
like a written signature). 
 
> Confirmation service, which utilizes a 
message transfer agent to create a digital 
receipt (providing confirmation that a 
message was sent and/or received) and 
 
> Timestamp, which proves that a 
document existed at a certain date and 
time 


I.1.5 Secure Data Exchange Secure all modes of EHR data 
exchange. 


Whenever an exchange of EHR 
information occurs, it requires 
appropriate security and privacy 
considerations, including data 
obfuscation as well as both destination 
and source authentication when 
necessary. For example, it may be 
necessary to encrypt data sent to remote 
or external destinations. This function 
requires that there is an overall 
coordination regarding what information 
is exchanged between EHR-S entities 
and how that exchange is expected to 
occur. The policies applied at different 
locations must be consistent or 
compatible with each other in order to 
ensure that the information is protected 
when it crosses entity boundaries within 
an EHRS or external to an EHRS. 


I.1.6 Secure Data Routing Route electronically exchanged EHR 
data only to/from known, registered, 
and authenticated destinations/sources 
(according to applicable healthcare-
specific rules and relevant standards).  


An EHR-S needs to ensure that it is 
exchanging EHR information with the 
entities (applications, institutions, 
directories) it expects. This function 
depends on entity authorization and 
authentication to be available in the 
system. For example, a physician 
practice management application in an 
EHR-S might send claim attachment 
information to an external entity. To 
accomplish this, the application must use 
a secure routing method, which ensures 
that both the sender and receiving sides 
are authorized to engage in the 
information exchange. 


I.1.7 Information Attestation Manage electronic attestation of 
information including the retention of 
the signature of attestation (or 
certificate of authenticity) associated 
with incoming or outgoing information.


The purpose of attestation is to show 
authorship and assign responsibility for 
an act, event, condition, opinion, or 
diagnosis. Every entry in the health 
record must be identified with the author 
and should not be made or signed by 
someone other than the author. (Note: A 
transcriptionist may transcribe an 
author's notes and a senior clinician may 
attest to the accuracy of another's 
statement of events.) Attestation is 







 


 


ID Name Statement Description 
required for (paper or electronic) entries 
such as narrative or progress notes, 
assessments, flow sheets, and orders. 
Digital signatures may be used to 
implement document attestation.  For an 
incoming document, the record of 
attestation is retained if included.  
Attestation functionality must meet 
applicable legal, regulatory and other 
applicable standards or requirements. 


I.1.8 Enforcement of 
Confidentiality 


Enforce the applicable jurisdiction's 
patient privacy rules as they apply to 
various parts of an EHR-S through the 
implementation of security 
mechanisms. 


A patient's privacy may be adversely 
affected when EHRs are not held in 
confidence. Privacy rule enforcement 
decreases unauthorized access and 
promotes the level of EHR 
confidentiality. 


I.2 Health record information 
and management 


Manage EHR information across EHR-
S applications by  
ensuring that clinical information 
entered by providers is a valid 
representation of clinical notes; and is 
accurate and complete according to 
clinical rules and  
tracking amendments to clinical 
document. Ensure that information 
entered by or on behalf of the patient is 
accurately represented. 


Since EHR information will typically be 
available on a variety of EHR-S 
applications, an EHR-S must provide the 
ability to access, manage and verify 
accuracy and completeness of EHR 
information, and provide the ability to 
audit the use of and access to EHR 
information. 


I.2.1 Data Retention, 
Availability and 
Destruction 


Retain, ensure availability, and destroy 
health record information according to 
organizational standards. This includes: 
> Retaining all EHR-S data and clinical 
documents for the time period 
designated by policy or legal 
requirement;  
>Retaining inbound documents as 
originally received (unaltered); 
>Ensuring availability of information 
for the legally prescribed period of 
time; and 
>Providing the ability to destroy EHR 
data/records in a systematic way 
according to policy and after the legally 
prescribed retention period. 


Discrete and structured EHR-S data, 
records and reports must be: 
 
> Made available to users in a timely 
fashion; 
 
> Stored and retrieved in a semantically 
intelligent and useful manner (for 
example, chronologically, 
retrospectively per a given disease or 
event, or in accordance with business 
requirements, local policies, or legal 
requirements); 
 
> Retained for a legally-proscribed 
period of time; and 
 
>Destroyed in a systematic manner in 
relation to the applicable retention 
period.  
 
 
An EHR-S must also allow an 
organization to identify data/records to 
be destroyed, and to review and approve 
destruction before it occurs. 


I.2.2 Audit trail Provide audit trail capabilities for 
resource access and usage indicating 


Audit functionality extends to security 
audits, data audits, audits of data 







 


 


ID Name Statement Description 
the author, the modification (where 
pertinent), and the date and time at 
which a record was created, modified, 
viewed, extracted, or deleted. Audit 
trails extend to information exchange 
and to audit of consent status 
management (to support DC.1.5.1) and 
to entity authentication attempts. Audit 
functionality includes the ability to 
generate audit reports and to 
interactively view change history for 
individual health records or for an 
EHR-S. 


exchange, and the ability to generate 
audit reports. Audit trail settings should 
be configurable to meet the needs of 
local policies.  Examples of audited areas 
include: 
 
> Security audit, which  logs access 
attempts and resource usage including 
user login, file access, other various 
activities, and whether any actual or 
attempted security violations occurred; 
 
> Data audit, which records who, when, 
and by which system an EHR record was 
created, updated, translated, viewed, 
extracted, or (if local policy permits) 
deleted. Audit-data may refer to system 
setup data or to clinical and patient 
management data; and 
 
> Information exchange audit, record 
data exchanged between EHR-S 
applications (for example, sending 
application; the nature, history, and 
content of the information exchanged); 
and information about data 
transformations (for example, 
vocabulary translations, reception event 
details, etc.).   
 
> Audit reports should be flexible and 
address various users' needs. For 
example, a legal authority may want to 
know how many patients a given 
healthcare provider treated while the 
provider's license was suspended. 
Similarly, in some cases a report 
detailing all those who modified or 
viewed a certain patient record may be 
needed. 
 
> Security audit trails and data audit 
trails are used to verify enforcement of 
business, data integrity, security, and 
access-control rules. 
 
 
There is a requirement for system audit 
trails for the following events:  
 
> Loading new versions of, or changes 
to, the clinical system;  
 
> Loading new versions of codes and 
knowledge bases;  
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> Changing the date and time where the 
clinical system allows this to be done;  
 
> Taking and restoring of backup;  


Archiving any data;  
 
> Re-activating of an archived patient 
record;  
 
>Entry to and exiting from the clinical 
system;  
 
> Remote access connections including 
those for system support and 
maintenance activities 


I.2.3 Synchronization Maintain synchronization involving:  
>Interaction with entity directories;  
>Linkage of received data with existing 
entity records; 
 >Location of each health record 
component; and  
 >Communication of changes between 
key systems. 


An EHR-S may consist of a set of 
components or applications; each 
application manages a subset of the 
health information. Therefore it is 
important that, through various 
interoperability mechanisms, an EHR-S 
maintains all the relevant information 
regarding the health record in synchrony. 
For example, if a physician orders an 
MRI, a set of diagnostic images and a 
radiology report will be created. The 
patient demographics, the order for MRI, 
the diagnostic images associated with the 
order, and the report associated with the 
study must all be synchronized in order 
for the clinicians to view the complete 
record. 


I.2.4 Extraction of health 
record information 


Manage data extraction in accordance 
with analysis and reporting 
requirements. The extracted data may 
require use of more than one 
application and it may be pre-processed 
(for example, by being de-identified) 
before transmission. Data extractions 
may be used to exchange data and 
provide reports for primary and 
ancillary purposes. 


An EHR-S enables an authorized user, 
such as a clinician, to access and 
aggregate the distributed information, 
which corresponds to the health record 
or records that are needed for viewing, 
reporting, disclosure, etc. An EHR-S 
must support data extraction operations 
across the complete data set that 
constitutes the health record of an 
individual and provide an output that 
fully chronicles the healthcare process. 
Data extractions are used as input to 
continuity of care records.  In addition, 
data extractions can be used for 
administrative, financial, research, 
quality analysis, and public health 
purposes. 


I.3 Unique identity, registry, 
and directory services 


Enable secure use of registry services 
and directories to uniquely identify and 
supply links for retrieval and to identify 
the location of subjects of care: patients 
and providers for health care purposes; 


Unique identity, registry, and directory 
service functions are critical to 
successfully managing the security, 
interoperability, and the consistency of 
the health record data across an EHR-S. 
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payers, health plans, sponsors, 
employers and public health agencies 
for administrative and financial 
purposes; and health care resources and 
devices for resource management 
purposes. 


I.3.1 Distributed registry access Enable system communication with 
registry services through standardized 
interfaces and extend to services 
provided externally to an EHR-S. 


An EHR-S relies on a set of 
infrastructure services, directories, and 
registries, which may be organized 
hierarchically or federated, that support 
communication between EHR-S’. For 
example, a patient treated by a primary 
care physician for a chronic condition 
may become ill while out of town. The 
new provider’s EHR-S interrogates a 
local, regional, or national registry to 
find the patient’s previous records. From 
the primary care record, a remote EHR-S 
retrieves relevant information in 
conformance with applicable patient 
privacy and confidentiality rules. An 
example of local registry usage is an 
EHR-S application sending a query 
message to the Hospital Information 
System to retrieve a patient’s 
demographic data. 


I.4 Health Informatics and 
Terminology Standards 


Ensure consistent terminologies, data 
correctness, and interoperability in 
accordance with realm specific 
requirements by complying with 
standards for health care transactions, 
vocabularies, code sets, as well as 
artifacts such as:  templates, system 
interfaces, decision support syntax and 
algorithms, and clinical document 
architecture. Support reference to 
standard and local terminologies and 
their versions in a manner that ensures 
comparable and consistent use of 
vocabulary, such as the Common 
Terminology Services specification. 


Examples that an EHR-S needs to 
support are a consistent set of 
terminologies such as: LOINC, 
SNOMED, applicable ICD, CPT and 
messaging standards such as X12 and 
HL7. Vocabularies may be provided 
through a terminology service internal or 
external to an EHR-S. 


I.4.1 Maintenance and 
versioning of health 
informatics and 
terminology standards. 


Enable version control according to 
customized policies to ensure 
maintenance of utilized standards. 


Version control allows for multiple sets 
or versions of the same terminology to 
exist and be distinctly recognized over 
time. Terminology versioning supports 
retrospective analysis and research as 
well as interoperability with systems that 
comply with different releases of the 
standard. Similar functionality must exist 
for messaging and other informatics 
based standards.  It should be possible to 
retire deprecated versions when 
applicable business cycles are completed 
while maintaining obsolescent code sets 
for possible claims adjustment 
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throughout the claim's lifecycle. 


I.4.2 Mapping local 
terminology, codes, and 
formats 


Map or translate local terminology, 
codes and formats to standard 
terminology, codes, and formats to 
comply with health informatics 
standards. 


An EHR-S, which uses local 
terminology, must be capable of 
mapping and/or converting the local 
terminology into a standard terminology.  
For example, a local term or code for 
"Ionized Calcium" must be mapped to an 
equivalent, standardized (LOINC) term 
or code when archiving or exchanging 
artifacts. 


I.5 Standards-based 
Interoperability 


Provide automated health delivery 
processes and seamless exchange of 
key clinical and administrative 
information through standards-based 
solutions. 


Interoperability standards enable an 
EHR-S to operate as a set of 
applications. 


I.5.1 Interchange Standards Support the ability to operate 
seamlessly with complementary 
systems by adherence to key 
interoperability standards. Systems may 
refer to other EHR-S’, applications 
within an EHR-S, or other authorized 
entities that interact with an EHR-S. 


An EHR-S must adhere to standards for 
connectivity, information structures, and 
semantics ("interoperability standards").  
An EHR-S, which may exist locally or 
remotely, must support seamless 
operations between complementary 
systems.   
 
 An EHR-S must support realm specific 
interoperability standards such as: HL7 
Messages, Clinical Document 
Architecture (CDA), X12N healthcare 
transactions, and Digital Imaging and 
Communication in Medicine (DICOM). 
 
An EHR-S must be capable of common 
semantic representations to support 
information exchange.   


An EHR-S may use different 
standardized or local vocabularies in 
accordance with realm specific 
requirements. In order to reconcile the 
semantic differences across vocabularies, 
an EHR-S must adhere to standard 
vocabulary or leverage vocabulary 
lookup and mapping capabilities that are 
included in the Health Informatics and 
Terminology Standards. 
 
An EHR-S must support multiple 
interaction modes to respond to differing 
levels of immediacy and types of 
exchange. For example, messaging is 
effective for many near-real time, 
asynchronous data exchange scenarios 
but may not be appropriate if the end-
user is requesting an immediate response 
from a remote application.  
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In addition, in the case where store-and-
forward, message-oriented 
interoperability is used; the applications 
may need to support the appropriate 
interaction mode. For example: 
Unsolicited Event Notifications, 
Query/Response, Query for display, 
Unsolicited summary, 
structured/discrete, and unstructured 
clinical documents. 


I.5.2 Standards-based 
Application Integration 


Provide integration with 
complementary systems and 
infrastructure services (directory, 
vocabulary, etc.) using standard-based 
application programming interfaces 
(for example, CCOW). 


Similar to standard-based messaging, 
standard-based application integration 
requires that an EHR-S use standardized 
programming interfaces, where 
applicable. For example, CCOW may be 
used for visual integration and WfMC 
for workflow integration.  


I.5.3 Interchange Agreements Support interaction with entity 
directories to determine the recipients’ 
address profile and data exchange 
requirements, and use these rules of 
interaction when exchanging 
information with partners. 


An EHR-S uses the entity registries to 
determine the security, addressing, and 
reliability requirements between 
partners. An EHR-S uses this 
information to define how data will be 
exchanged between the sender and the 
receiver. 


I.6 Business Rules 
Management 


Manage the ability to create, update, 
delete, and version business rules 
including institutional preferences.  
Apply business rules from necessary 
points within an EHR-S to control 
system behavior. An EHR-S audits 
changes made to business rules, as well 
as compliance to and overrides of 
applied business rules. 


An EHR-S business rule implementation 
functions include: decision support, 
diagnostic support, workflow control, 
access privileges, as well as system and 
user defaults and preferences. 
 
An EHR-S supports the ability of 
providers and institutions to customize 
decision support components such as 
triggers, rules, or algorithms, as well as 
the wording of alerts and advice to meet 
realm specific requirements and 
preferences. 
 
Examples of applied business rules 
include:  
 
> Suggesting diagnosis based on the 
combination of symptoms (flu-like 
symptoms combined with widened 
mediastinum suggesting anthrax);  
 
> Classifying a pregnant patient as high 
risk due to factors such as age, health 
status, and prior pregnancy outcomes; 
 
> Sending an update to an immunization 
registry when a vaccination is 
administered; 
 
> Limiting access to mental health 
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information to a patient’s 
psychiatrist/psychologist; 
 
> Establishing system level defaults such 
as for vocabulary data sets to be 
implemented.; and 
 
> Establishing user level preferences 
such as allowing the use of health 
information for research purposes. 


I.7 Workflow Management Support workflow management 
functions including both the 
management and set up of work 
queues, personnel, and system 
interfaces as well as the 
implementation functions that use 
workflow-related business rules to 
direct the flow of work assignments. 


Workflow management functions that an 
EHR-S supports include: 
 
> Distribution of information to and 
from internal and external parties;  
 
> Support for task-management as well 
as parallel and serial task distribution;  
 
> Support for notification and task 
routing based on system triggers; and 
 
> Support for task assignments, 
escalations and redirection in accordance 
with business rules. 
 
Workflow definitions and management 
may be implemented by a designated 
application or distributed across an EHR-
S. 
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover


Tab VII — Scope of Work



13.0
Scope of work — health information exchange (HIE)

In 2004, the President and CMS announced their focus on increasing the use of Healthcare Information Technology (HIT) to streamline the healthcare process by encouraging providers to adopt electronic methods for the exchange of healthcare-related data.  Since then, there have been a number of states that have engaged in projects to implement various strategies such as Electronic Health Records (EHR), e-Prescription, and collaborative clinical data sharing in support of programs like disease management.  These projects have had varying success across this spectrum of states.  An overview of these projects is included as Appendix T.

On February 17, 2009, President Obama signed the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), a critical measure to stimulate the economy.  Among other provisions, the new law provides major opportunities for the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), its partner agencies, and the states to improve the nation’s health care through HIT by promoting the meaningful use of EHR via incentives.  The focus on providing incentives to states to plan for and implement these programs through incentive dollars has increased the number of states that have started the planning process.


13.1
Overview


DHCFP is seeking a Health Information Exchange (HIE) solution for sharing clinical and administrative data across organizational boundaries. Initially, DHCFP is looking to utilize an HIE solution for Medicaid and SCHIP sharing claims data and Centers for Health Information Analytics data with Electronic Medical Record systems of select Nevada Medicaid and Check Up providers. However, the system must be scalable to allow for additional uses by providers and other agencies and organizations as well as potentially serve as the standard platform for health information exchange within Nevada DHHS. Expansive use of the HIE in the future is dependent upon State and Federal funding as well as priorities established by DHCFP, Nevada DHHS, and the State of Nevada.

Together, First Health Services (FHS) and DHCFP have implemented one of the most comprehensive contracts in the country supporting the MMIS, Fiscal Agent Services, Pharmacy Benefit Management Services, and Healthcare Management Services for the State of Nevada.  During this next contract term, we will strive to assist DHCFP in expanding this scope of work to include advanced technology within the already operational systems to address the requirements for MITA compliance.  In addition, in this section of our proposal we discuss how FHS can support the introduction of technology to provide access to health information by the Medicaid program stakeholders — recipients, providers, and DHCFP staff.  The infrastructure we propose can readily be expanded beyond Medicaid, if desired, to include a broader set of participants.  FHS provides DHCFP with our roadmap for the implementation and support of the requested Health Information Exchange.  Unlike other vendors, FHS, as the incumbent Fiscal Agent, will be ready to initiate this project immediately upon contract award.

13.2
HIE Requirements

The HIE solution being proposed by the contractor must meet the following requirements:


The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) HITECH legislation and CMS mandate each state form a Health Information Exchange (HIE).  State Medicaid programs may form their own HIE and may decide to participate in the National Health Information Network (NHIN), according to CMS.  Specific agreements are required to be executed by providers and recorded in the application.  Recipients must sign a consent form for their health information to be included in the HIE and/or the NHIN.  FHS will work with DHCFP to determine the most appropriate process for getting and maintaining consents, especially for the recipient population.  Recipients can request an Accounting of Disclosure for their health information under HITECH, requiring a strong, auditable application for all pieces of the HIE.  Legislation requires five different groups to be created and maintained.  Initially, they are charged to review the project looking at it from the entire picture and then in particular according to their specialty:


· Governance 


· Technical Infrastructure 


· Business and Technical Operations 


· Legal and Policy 


· Finance. 


FHS will work with Nevada to determine participation in the NHIN.  We will propose a solution to satisfy the NHIN requirements.  Our assumption is that the first phase is for Medicaid and SCHIP (Nevada Check Up) and does not include an interface into the NHIN.  

CMS strongly recommends that Medicaid HIEs create and develop each of the above groups, define roles and interactions within each group, and break the project into stages, including:


· Identifying contractual requirements


· Executing provider agreements  and loading into the HIE

· Developing the data sharing architecture. 


The portal mechanism must be defined for each stage.


FHS committed to working with DHCFP to establish the governance of their HIE as they move past their first phase.  

FHS will fulfill the Core HIE Service Requirements as defined in ARRA HITECH and CMS Guidance:


· Patient Registry — Federated patient registry, linking together registries from various hubs on the network and providing the capacity to serve as a hub registry for providers unaffiliated with another hub.  Functionally, this is referred to as a Master Patient Index/ MPI/RLS, enabling matching and location of patient information any place in the network. 


· Provider Registry — Federated provider registry linking together provider registries from the various hubs on the network and providing capacity for one where one is needed.  Similar to a patient registry service, search, create, update, and archive functions are to be supported. 


· Organization Registry — Federated organization registry linking together organizational registries from the various hubs on the network.  The provider registry and the organization registry must be cross-linked so affiliations between providers and organizations are represented.  The organization registry should be able to provide a unique identifier capturing the organization information including any systems and system meta-data that are used to connect to the network. 


· Consent Registry — Patient consent policies need to be linked and accessible in order to operate in an NHIN exchange model.  These consent policies should provide a consistent source of a consumer’s preferences, thereby enabling patient engagement and provider access to clinical information.  The registry should be able to connect to existing consent registries and provide a consent registry if one is not available. 


· Web Services Registry — Provides the registry containing endpoints for statewide Web services, stored in an NHIN compatible registry.  The registry is able to point to other Health Information Organization (HIO) registries or serve as the main lookup vehicle for any endpoints and nodes across the network. 


· Web Services Endpoints and Messaging (Service Bus) — Enables consumers to connect to endpoints in the Services Registry and manages administration such as registering service providers and service consumers.  The Service Bus should be able to reliably store, forward, aggregate, and pull from any service endpoints that are dynamically available or contained within the services registry. 


· Integration and Message Transformation — Orchestration and integration to enable simpler, integrated responses to complex requests from service providers.  Message transformation in and out of various formats should be provided, i.e., from HL7 or X12 formats to web services/SOP format. 


· Integrated Healthcare Enterprise (IHIE) Profile Support 


· Role-based Access and Management 


· Terminology Management — Enables uniform transport of the CCDs

· Message and Data Validation 


· System Administration 


· Privacy 


· Security 


· Logging for Audit Purposes 


· Monitoring 


· Reporting — Describe metrics (access, usage, consent, transactions, ad hoc reporting). 


FHS will work with Nevada to ensure strong audit capabilities and the fulfillment of privacy and security requirements stipulated in the legislation.  The HIE:


· Must have strong audit capabilities providing information on every disclosure of a recipient’s information including all physicians who accessed the information.

· Must create and maintain a Consent Policy and Procedure for recipient data sharing as a consent directive for sharing their information across the portal for the Nevada HIE and NHIN.

· Must provide a portal for an audit of disclosures (all physicians have will have access to all recipients).

· Must allow recipients to choose to limit their participation to any or all HIE and/or NHIN.

· Must restrict access to the database based on role-based security.

· Must allow recipients to tell doctors not to share their data, under HITECH.  They have a right to restrict sharing if the service provided is paid privately.  Recipients cannot disallow if the care is for treatment, payment or healthcare operations. 


· Must fulfill the Meaningful Use NPRM: 


· Provider is required to use certified Electronic Health Record/Electronic Medical Record (EHR/EMR) systems for all interaction with the Nevada HIE 


· Requires utilization of HL7 formats. 


· Must establish emergency situations policy and procedure, e.g., when recipient restricts the sharing of information, what happens during an emergency such as car accident or an extreme medical situation. 

FHS has adopted a standard methodology and toolset to support the evolving requirements of the HIE within Nevada.  In the following sections we describe these tools and approaches.  Exhibit 13.2-1 depicts the architecture of our HIE solution.

		



		Exhibit 13.2-1, HIE Architecture





13.2.A
Utilize a common medical record number or algorithm that has the ability to support patient identification across organizations, agencies, and providers;

FHS acknowledges the requirement to adopt a standard method for identifying and linking patients as they are served across multiple organizations.  We implement a centralized Master Patient Index (MPI) as a methodology for supporting this need. MPI methodology links multiple member aliases to a single MPI used internally to identify a person.  FHS uses several matching algorithms to create patient records and link them to the internal person ID.  Based on our past experience, we have used several valid alias identification numbers such as Medicaid ID, Social Security Number, and unique identification numbers provided by special third party enrollment programs such as children, elderly, and Managed Care identification numbers to link the patient to our internal person ID in our databases.  Additionally, in some instances, we have used an intuitive patient matching algorithm using the patient’s first name, last name, date of birth, family number, and multiple birth number to uniquely identify a patient.  FHS will follow the HIE standards for patient security.  We will create a statement of understanding with all participants providing information to the HIE and formulate a standard methodology for patient identification with the participants that will be used and revised periodically.  As new agencies participate that have information on already established patients, we will work to link their “key” identification indexes to those established in the MPI.  We will collaborate with DHCFP staff to identify the fundamental key indicators that will drive future participation.

FHS has developed relationships with vendors to support the HIE process.  We have initiated discussions with major players in the industry and specifically in the Nevada market to expand our reach when implementing the HIE.  One of these vendors is Allscripts.  We have chosen to align with Allscripts because of the model they have developed.  Allscripts is a major vendor in the areas of physician practice management systems (they hold the leading market position) and electronic health and medical record systems (with their acquisition of Misys).   They have deep penetration and participation in the e-prescription market, with the individual offering that can be launched from the HIE web portal or from the physician’s desktop.  Allscripts’ acquisition of Misys also brought the PayerPath set of tools to the table as well.  Allscripts has an established process to support the HIE that incorporates the EHR/EMR connectivity for physician and facility providers.


We look forward to the opportunity to engage the DHCFP staff in this process.

13.2.B
Allow requestors to request patient information and provide the patient information back to the requestor;

Our HIE platform supports many ways to request the patient information from our Operational Data Store (ODS), a centralized Oracle database repository.  We adopt a centralized secured web portal for all users to use as a launch pad to both request and receive information.  Exhibit 13.2.B-1 displays this proposed portal; the example shown is part of the Provider Portal.  From this web portal, the provider can request information on recipient demographics, recipient claims history, search medication history, formulary or drug lookup, or view other clinical results such as lab results, if available.  Beyond inquiry functions, this same portal is used to perform other functions such as submitting claims, submitting prior authorization requests, checking claims status, viewing or downloading or printing remittance advices, searching manuals and bulletins, or reviewing and producing educational materials.  FHS works with DHCFP to establish requirements and formats that will be used with providers to gain consent and access to the HIE.  These agreements will be stored and are used to indicate what level of secured access will be provided.


		



		Exhibit 13.2.B-1, Providers can request and receive information from this secured web portal





The HIE platform also supports a recipient portal and a State user portal that will accommodate many of the same functions being performed today in the MMIS, FirstRx™, and FirstHCM™ through secured access, where necessary.  In the additional phases of the HIE, this will become the launching pad for recipient-related business services, including access to lab results, recipient assessments, and care plan goals management.

This platform can accept real-time requests for recipient information using web services.  The core of the HIE platform is the ‘comprehensive recipient profile’ business service built on the recipient data available in the ODS.  The ODS consolidates data from all data sources (internal and external) in a near real-time manner using the B2B Data Integration Gateway. The comprehensive recipient profile includes recipient demographics, recipient’s benefit package, recipient’s medical claims, pharmacy claims, other claims, prior authorizations, medication history, clinical information, and care plans including goals and assessments completed.  Since the ODS is completely owned by FHS, it can be easily expanded following the established change management process.


13.2.C
Utilize an interface engine to interpret and translate incoming and outgoing messages between DHCFP, selected provider EMR systems, and other agencies or organizations as identified by DHCFP;

As shown in the Exhibit 3.2.B-1, the incoming messages among DHCFP, provider EHR/EMR systems, and other agencies can be accepted by the B2B Data Integration Gateway (Informatica, EDIFECS) and the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) directly.  These engines provide interfaces (both real-time and batch) to interpret, translate, route, and load the incoming messages.  Similarly, these engines also provide interfaces to extract the messages from the ODS, translate, and send to external entities.  Additionally, FHS proposes to implement a portal-based solution for DHCFP that can be directly accessed by authorized users.  The key components of this solution include the BEA AquaLogic Enterprise Service Bus, Liferay Portal Server, Alfresco web content and document management, web services, and web service remote portlets (WSRP).  With this solution, FHS is established as the integration point for all enterprise-wide portal activities.  Liferay Portal is an open-source enterprise portal server, developed using an open SOA strategy that makes it the choice of companies worldwide for enterprise application integration. 


AquaLogic Service Bus is a configuration-based, policy-driven Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).  It provides a feature-rich console for dynamic service and policy configuration, as well as for system monitoring and operations tasks.  The AquaLogic Service Bus Console enables rapid and effective responses to changes in the service-oriented environment.  The FHS B2B Data Integration Gateway provides the enterprise framework for data integration.  Informatica and EDIFECS are the key components of this gateway.  This gateway will be used to exchange data between the HIE and other external data sources.  EDIFECS supports all standard ANSI, HIPAA, and HL7 transaction data sets.  This will form the basis for all data exchanges between HIE participants.

13.2.D
Share standardized and meaningful claims data with providers’ Electronic Medical Record Systems that meet certification standards prescribed by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), and the Office of the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology, Department of Health and Human Services;

Providers will only be able to enter the system upon their provision of a copy of their system certification to FHS.  The proposed HIE platform is designed as a secure environment where identified users, including providers, can access information such as claims status, claims history — all types including medical, lab, dental, drug — related to the care of their patients.  Based on applications implemented within the HIE, the provider will also be able to access information related to utilization management and prior authorization requests.  As the State proceeds with the expansion of this project, the provider will also be able to have access to information generated in support of the care management/care coordination of patient care.


EDIFECS, a key component in our B2B Data Integration Gateway, transmits all ANSI and HL7 standard transactions in compliance with HIPAA and HIE standards.


13.2.E
Ensure the HIE meets the latest MITA framework standards;

The HIE platform was built to comply with key MITA objectives:   

		Function

		Description



		Security

		All data exchanges occur over secured channels.  The web portal access is controlled through role based security across applications and business services.  Single sign-on enterprise service ensures secured access to all business services deployed on the service bus.  Informatica and EDIFECS access is controlled by a secured layer.



		Reusability

		The HIE platform is built using reusable components.  The comprehensive member profile is reused by both the portals, web services, and by the B2B Data Integration Gateway.  The reuse is also enabled at the data layer.  The member subject area is reused by all internal consumers (e.g., portals, web services, Informatica, EDIFECS) and external consumers (e.g., DHCFP partners, providers, other agencies).



		Data sharing

		Web Services, Enterprise Service Bus, Informatica, EDIFECS, and the ODS together offer efficient, consistent, and effective data sharing.



		Recipient-Centric focus

		The HIE platform is recipient-centric and provides a comprehensive member profile that includes all information about the member including claims, demographics, medication history, medical condition history, contacts etc.



		Interoperability and integration

		The HIE platform is built using open architecture and data standards.  The web services, Liferay Portal, Enterprise Service Bus, Informatica, EDIFECS, and ODS as part of HIE, offer a complete interoperable solution that can be integrated with any external agency.  Since all the application data are integrated into the ODS in a near real time, the ODS offers the most flexible, scalable data layer to share information across systems and applications both internally and externally.



		Integration of clinical and administrative data

		The ODS integrates the clinical and administrative data to provide the comprehensive recipient-centric information to various systems.  As explained earlier, the core components of the HIE platform — ESB, Web Services, Portals, and B2B Data Integration Gateway — break down the artificial boundaries between systems and geography.



		Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Enterprise Technical Services

		SOA is the core part of MITA and also of the HIE platform. Most of the technical enterprise services used in the overall enterprise architecture and in the HIE architecture are based on SOA.  Some of these key technical services include JBoss Rules Engine, Alfresco (web content and document management system), and Cognos (Business Intelligence) services.





Business Rules Management System (BRMS)


FHS has adopted the JBoss Enterprise Business Rules Management System (BRMS) as our approach to MITA compliance for SOA.  This toolset provides an open source business rules management system that enables easy business policy and rules development, access, and change management.  JBoss Enterprise BRMS includes a fast and highly efficient rules engine and easy-to-use rules development, management system, and repository.  JBoss Enterprise BRMS makes it easy for a business analyst or auditor to view and manage business rules as encoded into the FHS application infrastructure — MMIS, Pharmacy, and HCM.  Business Analysts, as well as SOA and rules developers, can verify that the encoded rules indeed implement the documented business policies.  


Features of JBoss Enterprise BRMS include:


		Function

		Description



		Business Rules Engine

		The JBoss Enterprise BRMS engine implements the full Rete
 algorithm with high performance indexing and optimization.  The run time component supports dynamic addition and removal of rules.  JBoss Enterprise BRMS supports temporal rules which are fired within specified time periods or constraints.  A complete event model provides execution audit logging for regulatory compliance support and business event tracking and management.



		Rules Authoring

		The new web 2.0-based authoring interface of JBoss Enterprise BRMS enables fast and easy rules development, change, and management for process owners, administrators, and business analysts. 


Our Java developers use the Drools Rule Language (DRL
) to support all of the previously mentioned features and use Java to express field constraints, functions, and consequences.  The Drools Rule Language is extendable and provides, via mapping properties file, support for natural language.  Both the standard DRL and natural language (domain-specific language) extensions are supported by JBoss Enterprise BRMS Workbench.  Users can also author Decision Tables using Microsoft Excel or Open Office. 


The JBoss Enterprise BRMS Workbench IDE, part of JBoss Developer Studio, features include syntax coloring, code completion, an outline view, and basic rule validation, error reporting, debugging, Rete viewer, and audit viewer exposes all the internals of the runtime engine.



		Rules Management

		JBoss Enterprise BRMS includes a business rules management repository and web-based administration console to help business analysts, developers, administrators, and other users of JBoss Enterprise BRMS with managing their rules within the application and SOA deployments.  A business rules repository provides the basis for storing and managing business rules with the BRMS.  The repository and management consoles enable rule version control and other management capabilities for greater IT administrative productivity and business agility.





Document and Content Management


FHS has selected the Alfresco Open Source toolset to work in combination with Liferay Portal Server to support our approach to Single Sign-On and Web Document and Content Management.  Alfresco Web Content Management (WCM) was designed to meet the needs of the current approach to web integration and content management.  It allows management of content and code and is runtime independent.  It is designed with web 2.0-like functionality in mind, such as User-Generated Content, AJAX, and Social Networking Applications.  Alfresco is used industry-wide to provide next generation user experiences, creating communities around their products, and delivering this at dramatically lower cost through the benefit of open source.  Experience with this next generation of websites has driven continuous innovation and enhancements in Alfresco.  Alfresco’s features include:


		Function

		Description



		Virtual File System

		· All content can be made available as a shared drive


· Existing applications can be dragged and dropped into the repository


· No integration needed with customer tools of choice



		Whole Site Versioning and Rollback

		· Ability to roll out a new site version automatically


· Legal compliance — maintains exact state of the website at any time


· Disaster recovery — can quickly roll back to last known stable version of the site


· Integrated customizable workflow for editorial approval and deployment



		Management of Content and Code

		· Single system of record — no need for separate servers, systems for managing code and content


· Web 2.0 sites are web applications


· Manage the whole web application — content and code


· Faster time to web — unified QA process for code and content



		Parallel Development

		· Multiple sites managed from one place


· Each user has an isolated sandbox and can preview how his/her changes affect the site 


· Accelerate new initiatives — multiple projects in development


· Less interdependency between roles — content creators reduce dependency on programmers



		Staging and Virtualization

		· Provides ability to preview in-context changes to any web application, including PHP, Ruby, JSF


· Tiles, Struts, Groovy, and .NET


· Reduced risk of error — end-user is empowered to view their changes


· Improved user experience



		Multi-Asset Publishing and Content Reuse

		· Add many types of content simultaneously


· Instantly share content updates across multiple sites and content renditions


· Launch all collateral for a product launch at once — images, videos, and web pages



		XML Authoring and Multi-Channel Publishing

		· Form authoring using industry standard XML Schema — no special training necessary


· Automatic user interface rendering using XForms standard


· Create multiple pages at once - support for multiple views of content, including automatic creation of HTML pages and PDFs



		Deployment and Scalability

		· Scalability — on-demand scaling in the runtime environment


· Web farm deployment configuration — supports advanced deployment rules for scalable, 3-tier web application architectures with partitioned, replicated deployment


· Choice and technology flexibility — Alfresco maps to any architecture, including .NET, Rails, PHP



		Multi-Site Management

		· Multiple site authoring simultaneously


· Any number of web projects of varying size, complexity, and architecture


· Site templating — re-use of code and content for parallel development or creation of new sites



		Integrated Enterprise Content Management (ECM) Platform Security

		· Manage all enterprise data in one place


· Integrated document management and records management


· Document collaboration that results in web-publishable content



		Security

		· Security and user management with users, groups, and roles


· Single sign-on through NTLM or LDAP


· Auditing functionality for compliance





The combination of the Liferay Portal, AquaLogic Service Bus, and Alfresco content and document management tool positions FHS and DHCFP to quickly, efficiently, and accurately develop and maintain web services and content control in the enterprise-wide Nevada environment.


FHS will provide secured access to all systems (MMIS, Pharmacy, HCM, e-Prescribing and all associated systems) through use of the Web Integration Portal.  We will establish single sign-on security to allow users, based on their defined roles, to access any system in the Nevada complex.  All portals and websites will be branded to reflect Nevada requirements.


13.2.F
Provide a scalable solution to meet an increase in capabilities requested by organizations and agencies that may use the HIE solution in the future;


The tools and the hardware configuration that are proposed to support the Nevada HIE are all based on scalable technology that can expand as the DHCFP staff identify new areas to include in the HIE.  The initial plan of implementing this infrastructure for the Medicaid and SCHIP (Nevada Check Up) programs sets the stage for this future expansion.


13.2.G
Have the ability to expand the type of health information data that will be exchanged or shared with other agencies and organizations, as decided upon by DHCFP;

FHS proposes to implement this HIE within the Medicaid and SCHIP (Nevada Check Up) programs initially.  The infrastructure that will be in place as a result can readily be expanded to support other agencies or users.  It can also be expanded to support new types of data.  We will work with DHCFP staff to establish a roadmap for this planned expansion.


13.2.H
Ensure data sharing is in accordance with HIPAA requirements, as well as other Federal and State rules and regulations;


FHS adopts and adheres to all HIPAA, ARRA, and HITECH standards for the sharing of data.  The tools we have described and the environment in which we operate is fully HIPAA-compliant and secure.  We use industry-standard tools such as EDIFECS and Informatica which support both ANSI and HL7 standards for the exchange of healthcare data.


All networks are secured and use compliant security standards for encryption of data while being transmitted.


13.2.I
Integrate the solution into the overall architecture of the Nevada MMIS;


The HIE web portal that is proposed to support the needs of the Nevada Medicaid Program is an integrated web portal and toolset.  We propose that the web portal be established as a launching point for all MMIS, Pharmacy, and HCM functions that currently exist.  In our proposal, we have identified web services that will be implemented as part of the technology refresh that will occur upon successful award of this contract.  This will result in a full web-enablement of the MMIS, partial web-enablement of the pharmacy systems, and integration of the HCM application.


In addition, as we web-enable these applications, we will be establishing the infrastructure to expand the reach of the portal to providers, recipients, and other stakeholders, as desired by DHCFP.


13.2.J
Provide for a mechanism to track any needed data sharing agreements, especially as uses of the solution expand beyond the initial scope in the RFP;


We propose to store all Data Use and Sharing Agreements in our web-based document management tool as imaged documents.  These stored imaged documents support ease of retrieval and review or printing.  This document management database will provide for on-line tracking and review when an agreement is due for renewal or modification as a result of changes in the program.


13.2.K
Utilize a sound data model and central data repository that will serve as the architecture of the HIE solution and will allow for expansive use of additional data based upon input from DHCFP; and

We use the ODS as the primary data source for the HIE.  This repository contains all information generated from activity in the MMIS, Pharmacy, and HCM systems.  In addition, all other data will be housed in this repository for ease of access through the portals, web services, B2B Data Integration Gateway, and Cognos.


The ODS is based on Oracle’s Enterprise Edition database engine which provides for high performance and scalability.  We are actively implementing Oracle’s Real Application Clusters (RAC) technology.  The RAC project adds additional redundancy and high availability, while enabling the expansion of processing capacity at a lower, incremental cost.  To obtain real-time replication from the MMIS, Pharmacy, and HCM enterprise applications and outlying applications to the Nevada ODS, Informatica’s PowerExchange will be utilized. 


All components of the ODS are monitored by a Production Operations Team that monitors the servers, databases, jobs, and data quality.  


The proposed IT and business staffing structure for the Nevada HIE environment is configured and structured to respond quickly to new and ad hoc operating and reporting requirements.  We will work closely with DHCFP staff to ensure that we effectively respond to any new data or reporting requirements.  As part of that process, we will develop and test any new processes to ensure that they are effective in meeting new or enhanced Nevada reporting requirements.


13.2.L
Ensure transmission of data is done across secure network connections.

FHS proposes the implementation of the HIE on a secure network.  


Vendor must supply specifications, features and sample service level agreement (SLA). The SLA will be negotiated and the approved document made part of the contract.


Please refer to Section 21.4 regarding the evaluation of this solution as part of the overall proposal evaluation process.


FHS’ model adheres to the Office of National Coordinator (ONC) HIT Strategic Plan, as well as the HL7 EHR System Functional Model.  We have include both documents in Appendix U.  We will work with DHCFP to define a Nevada-specific Service Level Agreement (SLA) base on these standards.  We understand that the SLA will be negotiated and the approved document made part of the contract.

We have also included in Appendix U the Summary of the NHIN Prototype Architecture Report, created by Gartner for ONC, which we use as our architectural guide.

DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


JBoss� Enterprise BRMS allows FHS to reduce development time to update applications, SOA deployments, and business processes with the latest business rules and policies. 








� The Rete algorithm is an efficient pattern matching algorithm used for implementing production rule systems designed to sacrifice memory for increased speed.


� DRL is a rules engine implementation based on Rete algorithm tailored for the Java language. Adapting Rete to an object-oriented interface allows for more natural expression of business rules and objects.
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appendix AA — provider satisfaction survey

As referenced in Section 15.5.1.4, FHS will offer CME units to providers as motivation to participate.  Our experience has taught us that this audience is more likely to attend workshops when they are rotated at convenient times and a meal is provided.  Our Provider Satisfaction Survey is included on the following pages.  This tool is used for assessing provider workshop success.  
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appendix dd — sample agenda, minutes, and status report templates

As referenced in Sections 8.1.2.2 and 8.1.2.4, throughout the duration of the takeover project, FHS staff will attend, in person or via teleconferencing as mutually agreed by the project team, semi-monthly project status meetings with DHCFP.  In partnership with DHCFP, we will develop and follow agendas for these recurring meetings.  Minutes will be taken and distributed via facsimile or email by FHS within five working days after the meeting.  

Our proposed project status reporting and status meeting procedures promote open exchange of information and provide DHCFP with the necessary tools to fulfill their monitoring responsibilities.  Status reports, in the required format, will be delivered to DHCFP by the third working day following the end of each reporting period.  

We have provided sample agenda, minutes, and Status Report templates on the following pages.
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                                           Meeting Minutes

                  



Summary:  <Include a summary of the project including the title and the major project deliverables>

		#

		Nevada MMIS Takeover 

		Date

Time: 


Location:


Teleconference #:                        Passcode:



		Invitees to meeting

		Present at previous meeting



		 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


		

		 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


		

		 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


		

		 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


		





		ACTION ITEMS



		Item

		Description

		Owner

		Request Date

		Follow-up Date

		Minutes



		1

		Review of Previous Meeting Minutes

		

		

		

		



		2

		FHS Project Status

		

		

		

		



		3

		DHCFP Project Status

		

		

		

		



		4

		Contract Status & Issues

		

		

		

		



		5

		Quality Assurance Status

		

		

		

		



		6

		Action Items

· New


· Outstanding




		

		

		

		



		7

		Risks (See Risk Assessment Matrix below)

		

		

		

		



		8

		Next Steps


· Next Meeting Date


· Other Business




		

		

		

		





DECISION TRACKER

		Item

		Topic

		Decision

		Meeting Date

		Status



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		





		STATUS TRACKING UPDATE



		Report Date:                                                                                           Business Owner:                                      Project Manager:  



		Overall Status

		Project Milestones

		Schedule


(% complete to target)

		Quality Indicators

		Owner(s)



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		Overall Status Definitions


  Green:   On target with projected dates in project plan.


  Yellow:  A critical date on the project plan has been missed or is in jeopardy of being missed, but an alternate solution is in place or being discussed.


  Red:      A critical date on the project plan has been missed; area is in jeopardy of missing the go-live date; no solution is in place.


  White:  The tasks towards achieving this milestone are not scheduled to start as of this report date.





		ISSUES TO BE ELEVATED



		Item

		Issue

		Alternatives



		

		

		



		

		

		





		RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX



		Item

		Risk Topic

		Date

		Likelihood of Occurrence

		Impact to Project

		Difficulty of Early


Detection

		Precision

		Rank

		Retire Date

		Preventive Action Plan

		Trigger

		Owner

		Contingency Plan



		

		

		

		Rate as High (H), Medium (M), or Low (L)
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appendix u — HIE Specifications

As referenced in Section 13.2.l, FHS’ model adheres to the Office of National Coordinator (ONC) HIT Strategic Plan, as well las the HL7 EHR System Functional Model.  We have included both documents on the following pages.  We will work with DHCFP to define a Nevada-specific Service Level Agreement (SLA) base on these standards.  We understand that the SLA will be negotiated and the approved document made part of the contract.

In this appendix, we have also included the Summary of the NHIN Prototype Architecture Report, created by Gartner for ONC, which we use as our architectural guide.

We have also provided a description of Allscripts’ process to support HIE.
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		Task #		Task		Job Classification		Company		Number of Staff		Hours Per Person		Prime/Subcontractor		% of Work On Site		Location

		1		Planning and Administration		State Staff		State		5

						Account Director		First Health		1		240		P		0		Reno

						Administrative Assistant		First Health		1		160		P		0		Reno

						Takeover Project Manager		First Health		1		416		P		25		St. Louis

						Takeover IT Manager		First Health		1		266		P		25		Glen Allen

						Operations Director		First Health		1		160		P		100		Reno

						HCM Account Manager		First Health		1		160		P		100		Reno

						HCM Manager		First Health		1		160		P		100		Reno

						HCM Supervisors		First Health		3		40		P		100		Reno

						Pharmacy Manager		First Health		1		160		P		100		Reno

						QA Manager		First Health		1		160		P		100		Reno

						Financial Manager		First Health		1		160		P		100		Reno

						QA Business Analyst		First Health		3		160		P		0		Glen Allen

						QA Business Analyst - Contractor		Syntel		3		160		S		0		Mumbai

						Sr Programmer Analyst Web Front End		Syntel		2		180		S		0		Mumbai

						Programmer Analyst-Prov Enrollment		Syntel		2		80		S		0		Mumbai

						IT Project Manager		First Health		1		160		P		10		Glen Allen

						Business Analyst IT		First Health		3		160		P		0		Glen Allen

						Claims Operations Manager		First Health		1		160		P		100		Reno

						Provider Relations Manager		First Health		1		160		P		100		Reno

						TPL Project Manager		HMS		1		160		S		0		Boise

						Training Manager		First Health		1		160		P		100		Reno

						Business Analyst DSS Cognos		First Health		2		160		P		0		Glen Allen

						Report Analyst		First Health		2		160		P		0		Glen Allen

						DBA Oracle		First Health		1		160		P		0		Glen Allen

						Documentalist		First Health		1		160		P		0		Glen Allen

						DBA Sequel Server		First Health		1		40		P		0		Glen Allen

						IBM DB2		First Health		1		40		P		0		Glen Allen

						System Engineer		First Health		1		40		P		0		Glen Allen

						Biostatistician		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

		2		Requirements Validation and Demonstration		State Staff		State		5								Reno

						Account Director		First Health		1		128		P		100		Reno

						Takeover Project Manager		First Health		1		128		P		25		St.Louis

						Takeover IT Manager		First Health		1		128		P		25		Glen Allen

						Business Analyst IT		First Health		3		184		P		0		Glen Allen

						HCM Account Manager		First Health		1		24		P		100		Reno

						HCM Manager		First Health		1		24		P		100		Reno

						QA Analyst 		First Health		3		152		P		0		Glen Allen

						QA Analyst		Syntel		3		128		S		0		Mumbai

						Provider Relations Manager		First Health		1		16		P		100		Reno

						Claims Operations Manager		First Health		1		16		P		100		Reno

						Business Analyst COGNOS		First Health		2		48		P		0		Glen Allen

						DBA Oracle		First Health		1		48		P		0		Glen Allen

						Documentalist		First Health		1		48		P		0		Glen Allen

						System Engineer		First Health		1		48		P		0		Glen Allen

						MMIS Production Support Manager		First Health		1		48		P		0		Glen Allen

						Operations Director		First Health		1		112		P		100		Reno

						Financial Manager		First Health		1		24		P		100		Reno

						Report Analyst		First Health		1		24		P		100		Reno

						IT Project Manager		First Health		1		128		P		10		Glen Allen

						DocuTraxx Support		First Health		1		48		P		0		Glen Allen

						Pharmacy Manager		First Health		1		16		P		100		Reno

						TPL Project Manager		HMS		1		16		P		0		Boise

						Sr. Business Analyst Web Front End		Syntel		12		81		S		0		Mumbai

						Programmer Analyst Web Enrollment		Syntel		2.81		190		S		0		Mumbai

		3		Transition		State Staff				5

						Account Director		First Health		1		238		P		100		Reno

						Takeover Project Manager		First Health		1		326		P		25		St.Louis

						Takeover IT Manager		First Health		1		406		P		25		Glen Allen

						Provider Relations Manager		First Health		1		48		P		100		Reno

						Claims Operations Manager		First Health		1		24		P		100		Reno

						Sr Programmer Analyst Web Front End		Syntel		12		50		S		0		Mumbai

						Programmer Analyst-Prov Enrollment		Syntel		2.81		114		S		0		Mumbai

						TPL Project Manager		HMS		1		24		S		0		Boise

						Financial Manager		First Health		1		24		P		100		Reno

						HCM Account Manager		First Health		1		96		P		100		Reno

						HCM Manager		First Health		1		96		P		100		Reno

						Pharmacy Manager		First Health		1		24		P		100		Reno

						Operations Manager		First Health		1		24		P		100		Reno

						Training Manager		First Health		1		24		P		100		Reno

						IT Business Analyst		First Health		3		112		P		0		Glen Allen

						Operations Director		First Health		1		48		P		100		Reno

						QA Analyst		First Health		3		71		P		0		Glen Allen

						QA Analyst		Syntel		2		56		S		0		Mumbai

						Documentalist		First Health		1		28		P		0		Glen Allen

						Administrative Assistant		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						State Staff				5

		4		System Modifications		Account Director		First Health		1		160		P		100		Reno

						Takeover Project Manager		First Health		1		480		P		25		St.Louis

						Takeover IT Manager		First Health		1		520		P		25		Glen Allen

						Programmer Analyst Web Enrollment		Syntel		2.81		991		S		0		Mumbai

						Report Analyst		First Health		1		64		P		100		Reno

						Sr Programmer Web Front End		Syntel		12		1,374		S		0		Mumbai

						IT Analyst		First Health		1		152		P		0		Glen Allen

						DBA Oracle		First Health		1		480		P		0		Glen Allen

						Business Analyst Cognos		First Health		1		480		P		0		Glen Allen

						Documentalist		First Health		1		160		P		0		Glen Allen

						System Engineer		First Health		1		560		P		0		Glen Allen

						QA Analyst		First Health		3		850		P		0		Glen Allen

						QA Analyst		Syntel		2		850		S		0		Mumbai

						Training Manager		First Health		1		24		P		100		Reno

		5		Testing		State Staff		First Health		5

						Account Director		First Health		1		144		P		100		Reno

						Takeover Project Manager		First Health		1		120		P		25		St.Louis

						Takeover IT Manager		First Health		1		120		P		25		Glen Allen

						QA Analyst		First Health		3		327		P		0		Glen Allen

						QA Analyst 		Syntel		2		172		S		0		Mumbai

						Documentalist		First Health		1		144		P		0		Glen Allen

						Programmer Analyst COGNOS		First Health		1		120		P		0		Glen Allen

						DBA Oracle		First Health		1		120		P		0		Glen Allen

						IT Project Manager		First Health		1		120		P		0		Glen Allen

						MMIS Production Support Manager		First Health		1		120		P		0		Glen Allen

						Sr Programmer Analyst Web Front End		Syntel		6		140		P		0		Mumbai

						Programmer Analyst Web Enrollment		Syntel		2		292		P		0		Mumbai

						Report Analyst		First Health		1		120		P		100		Reno

						Provider Relations Manager		First Health		1		20		P		100		Reno

						Operations Manager		First Health		1		20		P		100		Reno

						Claims Operations Manager		First Health		1		20		P		100		Reno

						Financial Manager		First Health		1		20		P		100		Reno

						TPL Project Manager		HMS		1		40		S		0		Boise

						HCM Account Manager		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						HCM Manager		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						Operations Director		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						Pharmacy Manager		First Health		1		20		P		100		Reno

						Training Manager		First Health		1		144		P		100		Reno

		6		Training		State Staff		State		8

						Training Manager		First Health		1		208		P		100		Reno

						Takeover Project Manager		First Health		1		120		P		25		St. Louis

						Takeover IT Manager		First Health		1		120		P		25		Glen Allen

						Account Director		First Health		1		120		P		100		Reno

						Report Analyst		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						QA Manager		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						Operations Manager		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						Operations Director		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						Financial Manager		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						HCM Manager		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						HCM Account Manager		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						Claims Operations Manager		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						HCM Supervisors		First Health		3		40		P		100		Reno

						Provider Relations Manager		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						Pharmacy Manager		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						TPL Project Manager		HMS		1		40		S		0		Boise

		7		Operational Readiness		State Staff		State		8

						Account Director		First Health		1		169		P		100		Reno

						Administrative Assistant		First Health		1		80		P		100		Reno

						IT Manager		First Health		1		177		P		10		Glen Allen

						Operations Director		First Health		1		160		P		100		Reno

						TPL Project Manager		HMS		1		97		S		0		Boise

						Claims Operations Manager		First Health		1		281		P		100		Reno

						Provider Relations Manager		First Health		1		321		P		100		Reno

						HCM Manager		First Health		1		321		P		100		Reno

						HCM Account Manager		First Health		1		160		P		100		Reno

						Financial Manager		First Health		1		281		P		100		Reno

						Pharmacy Manager		First Health		1		321		P		100		Reno

						Training Manager		First Health		1		257		P		100		Reno

						QA Manager		First Health		1		80		P		100		Reno

						Operations Manager		First Health		1		80		P		100		Reno

						HCM Supervisors		First Health		3		321		P		100		Reno
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Tab IX — Company Background and References



17.8	Project Management

Vendors must describe the project management methodology and processes utilized for:

First Health Services (FHS) has a long, successful history of managing large-scale, complex projects on behalf of DHCFP.  Our Project Management Methodology (PMM), which is based on the standards and techniques developed by the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK), formally describes and gives structure to our project management approach.  It provides guidance on key aspects of project management, including the management of scope, cost, time, risks, resources, issue tracking and resolution, and communications.  Examples of successfully managed large-scale Nevada projects include:

		2004

		Implemented Preferred Drug List (PDL) and supplemental rebates



		2004/2006

		Implemented web applications allowing providers to submit on-line prior authorization requests and obtain prior authorizations in real time (implemented for HCM in 2004 and for pharmacy in 2006)



		2007

		Implemented NPI for all Nevada Medicaid providers 



		2007

		Implemented NVPAD for the processing of physician office administered drugs 



		2007

		Implemented Clinical Steering Committee — Clinical Advisory Committee to the State of Nevada



		2008

		Developed NV dashboards — utilization trend comparisons year over year, cost trending and executive summary to allow DHCFP to make data-driven policy decisions and evaluate impact



		2009

		Trained all personnel on Clinical Claim Editor for implementation 2004 and 2006: implemented web applications allowing providers to submit pharmacy, medical and behavioral on-line prior authorizations and obtain prior authorizations in real time 



		2009

		Gained accreditation for Utilization Management from URAC 





FHS will leverage our PMM tools and processes and modify them as needed to ensure that we are fully meeting DHCFP’s project management requirements for all projects.  Using our methodology, we are confident that both FHS and DHCFP will be able to quickly develop a sound, mutually-agreeable, and commonly understood project management approach for any initiatives undertaken during the transition period and beyond.

Throughout the project organization structure, our goal is to blend the participants from all parties into a unified, cohesive team with close coordination between the FHS team members and DHCFP resources in managerial, functional, and technical areas.

The methodology used by FHS for large projects specifies that we must have processes in place that create a comprehensive project plan and that we manage according to the plan.  Our business and Information Technology (IT) staff has been trained in the use of the methodology.  The following table shows how our Project Plan components relate to the PMI knowledge areas, as well as the relationship between each of the major process areas in the project plan components defined by the procedures in that area to the PMI knowledge areas.

		FHS Project Plan Components

		Project Management Institute (PMI) Knowledge Areas



		Requirements Analysis Document

		Scope Management, including cost, specification, and schedule management



		Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)

Project Schedule

Scope Management Plan

Resource Assignments

Project Charter

Communication Plan

Project Organization

Resource Management Plan

Risk Management Plan

Cost Estimate

Project Estimating Procedure

Responsibility/Accountability Matrix

		Scope Management

Time Management

Human Resources Management

Communications Management

Risk Management

Cost Management



		Action/Issues Log

Other Project Plan Components

Project Reports

Project Control

Overall Change Control

Schedule Control

Cost Control

Quality Control

Risk Control

		Risk Management

All other knowledge areas



		Configuration Management Plan (change management plan)

		Scope Management



		Quality Assurance Plan

		Quality Management



		Subcontractor Management Plan

		Procurement Management





In the following narrative, we address some of the major elements associated with the PMM.

Project Planning

Project Planning involves developing tasks, schedules, and assignments for the work to be performed, establishing the necessary commitments, and communicating the plan to all affected persons.  Some components of FHS’ Project Plan include:

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), Schedule, and Resource Allocation 

FHS will combine the WBS, project schedule, and resource assignments into one document using Microsoft Project 2007 and will also provide a PDF version of the plan.  The work breakdown structure decomposes the project into parts that represent milestones, deliverables, components of deliverables, and the activities or tasks required to build those deliverables with references to the RFP requirements numbers.  Elements in our breakdown structure include:

Name of the element

Description of the element (where not obvious from the name)

Level of effort required to produce the element

Resources assigned, which may be generic at this stage.

The WBS will include review periods and sign-off events for milestones and deliverables where appropriate, as well as elements for Software Quality Assurance process quality reviews and risk management mitigation plans.

The project schedule then defines the calendar dates and times when each element in the WBS will take place and when deliverables (and the entire project) will be completed.  In essence, it maps the WBS onto a calendar.  All the parts of the project decomposed in the WBS must appear on the project schedule, with the following additional information:

Sequencing of tasks in logical relationships

Start and end dates for each task

Resources assigned for each task

Milestone events, where appropriate.

It may be necessary to re-order the project structure of the preliminary project plan.  A project plan must be refined continuously as the planning team navigates the planning process; each iteration delivers a cleaner and more complete plan.

Our WBS, schedule, and resource plans are developed by FHS systems development managers who have substantial experience in planning and managing large-scale projects for systems transitions, enhancements, new system implementations, and conversions.  The plans are reviewed by our senior management staff who are experienced in each of the functional areas affected by the Nevada MMIS project, to ensure we account for all deliverables and activities, that estimates are reasonable and based on prior experience, and that resource assignments were feasible.

The detailed project plan creates a baseline for the entire project, and it is placed under configuration management.  No changes that could impact the cost, schedule, or requirements will be accepted without a properly executed, reviewed, and approved change request.

Project Charter 

The Project Charter is used as part of our internal process and provides an overview of the project for the FHS project team, and specific information on certain aspects of the project for reference.  It broadly defines the project scope, provides a basis for the remainder of the project plan, and authorizes expenditure of funds and resources by the Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, to complete the objectives of the project.  The Project Charter is internally distributed to the FHS project team.

		FHS’ Project Charter contains the following elements:



		√	Table of Contents

√	Revision History

√	Introduction:

Background Information on the Project (business problem overview)

Project Team Organization (structure)

Project Team Contact Information (includes role definition)

Communication Plan (project files, team meeting information, reports distributed, frequency of communication, and target audiences)

Change Control Process (overview)

√	Project Goals:

Scope

Business Objectives

High–Level Deliverables

Project Priorities

√	Considerations:

Constraints and Assumptions

Risks (overview)

Cost Information (overview)

√	Measurements:

Project Success Factors.





Mr. Kasperski or his designee will create the charter.  It will be distributed to FHS project team members within two weeks after contract award.  We will update the charter as necessary to indicate major changes during the course of the project.  New team members who are added during the course of the project will receive a copy of the charter before beginning work.

Risk Management Plan

The Risk Management Plan records those situations or events that we anticipate might disrupt the project, and provides direction to the project team on how to prevent or respond to those.  The Risk Management Plan includes the following elements:

Category 

Description

Date Opened

Impact Type

Consequences 

Planned Response (Avoid, Transfer, Mitigate, Accept)

Risk Response Action/Contingency Plan

Trigger for Contingency Plan

Owner

Probability

Impact Rating

Due Date

Status

Escalation.

Requirements Management

FHS will leverage existing Nevada requirements documents, including the Requirements Validation Document (RVD) and the Traceability Matrix, and update those documents to include enhancements and system additions.

The RVD is a complete, detailed specification of the items to be delivered by the project.  For this project, FHS will provide a RVD for enhancements and additional system components.  FHS’ RVD approach includes a rigorous focus on specifications, including the following major tasks:

Initiating Requirements Validation, which defines the framework and approach for requirements definition for the project

Identifying Business Requirements, which addresses activities performed to identify the desired business functionality and produces a high-level list of business requirements

Identifying Committed Business Requirements, which evaluates the high-level list of requirements to produce a definitive set of requirements for implementation

Identifying Functional Requirements, which produces a high-level conceptual design of the system that shows how the business requirements will operate

Validating Functional Requirements, which creates a traceability matrix mapping functional requirements to the business requirements to ensure that all committed requirements have been accounted for, and are carried forward to the test plan

Preparing Final Document, which assembles the requirements and high-level conceptual design into an integrated document.

A review of the requirements analysis process will ensure that the following items have been considered:

General requirements:

Business requirements

Committed business requirements

Out-of-scope requirements

Requirements issues/assumptions/constraints

Functional/Specific requirements:

External

System

Non-functional

Traceability Matrix

Conceptual design/process model.

Project Tracking and Oversight

The purpose of Project Tracking and Oversight is to provide adequate visibility into actual progress so that management can take effective actions should the project’s performance deviate significantly from the plan.  Project Tracking and Oversight involves tracking and reviewing the project’s accomplishments and results against documented estimates, commitments, and plans, and adjusting these plans based on the actual accomplishments and results.

For the Nevada MMIS Takeover, FHS will implement a project organization that offers several significant benefits to the DHCFP:

Central accountability for the project resides with the Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, supported by the Takeover Systems Manager, Umakanth Pandurangaiah, PMP, and the Account Director, Mark Shaffer, PMP. 

Links to FHS corporate resources through the Chief Operating Officer, Peter Quinn, and dotted-line reporting relationships to the Vice President of Information Technology, Dan Comeaux, and the Vice President of Quality, Mark Sferlazza. 

Experienced development and system staff to continue the maintenance and operations of the Nevada MMIS and the peripheral systems.  As the incumbent, we are already in position to work towards DHCFP’s strategic vision of moving towards a MITA-compliant system.

Configuration Management

The purpose of Configuration Management is to establish and maintain the integrity of the project deliverables throughout the life cycle of the takeover project.  Configuration Management involves identifying the configuration of the software (i.e., selected deliverables and their descriptions) at given points in time, systematically controlling changes to the configuration, and maintaining the integrity and traceability of the configuration throughout the SDLC.  The deliverables that are placed under Configuration Management include the components that are delivered to DHCFP (e.g., the RVD) and the items that are identified with or required to create these components (e.g., conceptual design, detail design, traceability matrix).

The Configuration Management Plan specifies how the project team will manage the configuration of the system under development to ensure:

Proper identification and description of deliverables

Systematic control of changes to the configuration

Integrity and traceability of the configuration.

The FHS Configuration Management Plan includes the following elements:

		





Software Quality Assurance (SQA)

The purpose of Software Quality Assurance (SQA) is to provide a review and audit of application software projects and activities to verify that they comply with the applicable policies, procedures and standards as defined in Software Process Management.  The results of these reviews and audits provide management with appropriate visibility into the process being used by the application software project teams and into the software products being built.

The Quality Assurance Plan defines how we will ensure not only that the software we develop for the Nevada MMIS meets the specified requirements, but also how we will validate that the project team followed the procedures and the project plan in creating those deliverables.

Our SQA procedure defines separate corporate Software Quality Assurance Analyst (SQAA) position(s), independent of the development team, who is responsible for managing the plan and performing process audits.

The Quality Assurance Plan includes the following elements:

Project team responsibilities with respect to the audit

Audit procedures

Project phases

List of activities, processes, and deliverables to be audited.

Proposal Section 17.9, Quality Assurance, provides more information about our quality control approach for this project.

Project Management Methodology (PMM) Tools

Our PMM includes an extensive collection of tools that enable the Takeover MMIS project management resources to effectively define, monitor, and report status on the various project management components, including the budget, schedule, resource utilization, milestones, deliverables, issues, and changes.  A full library of standardized PMM document templates is available to the Nevada MMIS team and covers all phases of the project.

FHS currently uses Microsoft Project 2007 and Project InVision (PIV) to track all aspects of each project.  As a standard practice, project plans are converted to PDF for distribution to individuals who may not have access to Microsoft Project.  In addition, FHS supports the use of the Microsoft Office Suite and Visio.

17.8.1	Project integration to ensure that the various elements of the project are properly coordinated.

In order to successfully integrate interdependent projects, FHS project managers combine detailed project planning processes, rigorous application of project management discipline in project execution, as well as strict, disciplined project configuration and change control processes.  The primary components of our approach to Project Integration Management include:

Project Plan Development:  With strict adherence to generally accepted project planning practices, combined with advanced technical expertise, FHS creates viable, realistic project plans.  During Project Plan Development, the FHS Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, will gather pertinent historical data with respect to the performance of IT projects within DHCFP.  These data will aid Mr. Kasperski in determining effective project management techniques that can be applied and provide insight into organizational, environmental, internal cultural/social, and external factors that will potentially influence the way in which the project and relationships with other internal or external projects must be managed.  During this stage, the FHS project team will work with DHCFP personnel to validate our understanding of the organizational policies, standards, and procedures that will influence the execution of the project, as well as the parameters and constraints of the project.

Project Plan Execution:  Rigorous application of project management and quality management fundamentals result in increased project efficiency and effectiveness.  Processes for project tracking and oversight help to provide a structured process framework for managing and communicating project work.

Overall Project Change Control:  Performance reporting, measurement, and change control processes are combined with Project Management information systems to create a controlled environment for managing project dynamics.  The cumulative information regarding project performance is used to drive project re-planning in a continuous wave of ever-increasing project detail and accuracy.  Project Plan execution will include ongoing activities to achieve project objectives and manage project dynamics, such as:

Performance Measurements and Reporting:  Mr. Kasperski will work with project stakeholders to identify and track critical performance indicators that will provide management insight into the overall efficiency and effectiveness of the project.

Change and Configuration Control and Management:  Mr. Kasperski will coordinate with customer management to actively manage the evolution of the project as changes in the environment influence project execution.  We will coordinate a Configuration Control Board function, comprised of a cross-section of project stakeholder representatives, in order to address the allocation of new requirements during project execution.

Project Plan Updates and Corrective Actions:  Controlled, ongoing assessment and re-planning will be triggered by project reviews at major project milestones and through ongoing performance monitoring and status reporting.

Software Project Configuration Management:  Key processes for Configuration Management combined with PMBOK Project Integration Management practices are used to create a strict, disciplined approach to managing project dynamics.

Project Control  

Our Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, has overall responsibility for ensuring project integration.  He is assisted by the Takeover Systems Manager, Umakanth Pandurangaiah, PMP, and enabled through the various project management tools we have discussed in this proposal.  Mr. Kasperski ensures timely and direct communication occurs between the various teams and key decision makers of the activities.  All reporting, issue logs, change control, project plan monitoring, and problem reporting is captured using various project management and tracking tools.  These tools provide project visibility, but by themselves do not necessarily assure project integration.  Project management staff monitors these repositories to ensure compliance and quick resolution to project issues.  Critical task items, as identified by the project plan’s critical path, are closely monitored.  Mr. Kasperski receives regular reports on any open items, and critical task items are immediately escalated to senior management, and appropriate action is taken.  

17.8.2	PROJECT SCOPE TO ENSURE THAT THE PROJECT INCLUDES ALL THE WORK REQUIRED AND ONLY THE WORK REQUIRED TO COMPLETE THE PROJECT SUCCESSFULLY.

Once the project’s scope has been approved, scope change control management processes are introduced.  



17.8.3	Time management to ensure timely completion of the project. Include defining activities, estimating activity duration, developing and controlling the project schedule.

To ensure timely and successful completion of the Nevada MMIS Takeover project, we will rely on documented approaches to standard time management functions:

Activity definition of general and functional decomposition requirements

Activity sequencing by automated project management tools, such as Microsoft Project

Activity duration estimates by experience-based methods

Activity scheduling by resource leveling and schedule compression

Activity monitoring and controlling by project oversight and tracking processes as defined in our Project Tracking and Oversight documentation.

Estimating work hours and time is critical to the development of all project planning documents.  Project management staff begins this effort by listing all work components needed to produce the final system or project.  These implementation tasks are then decomposed into the smallest task possible; the more discretely these tasks are divided, the more accurate the time estimates.  Schedule constraints (required dates) are established by DHCFP.  Resources are then assigned to subtasks and activities based on schedule constraints, necessary skills, staff availability, and subtask dependencies. 

For time estimating purposes, we use an experience-based method, which reviews the actual hours expended on previous tasks for the same or similar work.  These estimates are based on two solid foundations:  thousands of staff-months of experience in similar implementation projects and the detailed records of estimates in previous similar efforts.  When using these historical data, we pay particular attention to project scaling to ensure accuracy of the estimates.  Project scaling takes into account scope and staffing skill levels.

Because each new project is composed of familiar job elements and new work requirements, the project management staff concentrates on identifying those tasks which have precedents based on historical data.  For tasks that do not have a historical precedent, project management will develop three estimates — the most optimistic, the most realistic, and the most pessimistic.  Management then reviews the three estimates and takes into account other factors, such as:

Scope and complexity of the project

Technical staff experience with project requirements

Technical staff skill matrix

Availability of technical resources

Distinct time constraints and/or special requests.

The estimates may be adjusted for any of these factors, and the final estimates are tallied to determine the total work hour requirements.  When the project is approved, project management monitors the estimated versus the actual work hours and adjusts resources to ensure that the project is completed according to the established plan.

17.8.4	Management of contractor and/or subcontractor issues and resolution process.

FHS takes a centralized approach to managing and resolving all issues regardless of whether the issue is originated by DHCFP, FHS, or our subcontractor, HMS.  

FHS uses the PIV Action/Issues feature to record project issues, problems, and change requests during the course of the transition project.  In addition, the details surrounding those issues, who is assigned to investigate the issues, and what decision was made about how to resolve the issue are also recorded.  The PIV Action/Issues feature provides a single point of control for all problems, issues, and questions that have occurred during the course of the project and that need resolution for the project to proceed.  The log provides a structured mechanism for tracking and following up on whether the problems have been solved to the satisfaction of the requester.

During the transition period, the Takeover Systems Manager logs issues in the PIV Action/Issues feature.  During ongoing operations, the IT Manager uses the Change Management Module of the Remedy change control management system (FirstCM™ and FirstRequest™) to log issues.  Designated DHCFP users have access to FirstCM™ and will be able to access PIV for this project.

17.8.5	Responding to and covering requested changes in the project TIME frames.

Situations may arise that could prompt DHCFP to requested changes during system development.  These requests can be additions or modifications that are needed due to changes in Federal or State regulations or trends in recipient utilization of services.  FHS’ first step in considering changes is to conduct a business and project feasibility review to consider possible solutions utilizing current system functionality, impact to scope, impact to project critical path, and the ability and feasibility to incorporate the change.  The iterative development approach allows for most changes to be encapsulated within the current iteration, minimizing long-term project impact.  This approach allows for creative and alternative solutions that will be considered as a part of feasibility review.  

FHS will present to DHCFP our proposed solution, project impact, if any, high level cost, if out of scope of the terms of this proposal, and time to implement.  Once determined to be necessary and sufficient, the FHS Takeover Team and DHCFP must work jointly to determine whether these features are best implemented in system software, manually, or in combination, as well as whether it would be best to develop new software functionality or adapt existing functions to meet the needs.  FHS manages and controls DHCFP-requested changes and issues by using our Action Item Log process, as addressed in our PMM framework under the policy and procedures for Project Tracking and Oversight.  During ongoing operations, issues that result in requests for changes to the application follow the established Change Management process and are logged, tracked, and managed by the Nevada IT Manager, using the Change Management Module of the Remedy change control management system (FirstCM™ and FirstRequest™).  A sample of the Action Item Log and a Production Issues Tracking Sheet currently used by FHS to manage and operate the Nevada MMIS are provided in Appendix II.

FHS uses the PIV Action/Issues feature to record project issues, problems, and change requests during the course of the transition project.  In addition, the details surrounding those issues, who is assigned to investigate the issues, and what decision was made about how to resolve the issue are also recorded.  The PIV Action/Issues feature provides a single point of control for all problems, issues, and questions that have occurred during the course of the project and that need resolution for the project to proceed.  The log provides a structured mechanism for tracking and following up on whether the problems have been solved to the satisfaction of the requester, the project team, and the Takeover Project Manager.  Issues that result in requests for changes to the MMIS application are further logged, tracked, and managed using PIV.  

17.8.6	Responding to DHCFP generated issues.

As described in the Action Item Log process, issues raised by DHCFP are also entered into the Action Item Log.  To ensure that DHCFP, as well as all appropriate members of the project team, is fully aware of the existence and status of these issues, copies of the weekly action item log reports are distributed to the DHCFP Project Manager assigned to the project.   

During the transition period, the Takeover Systems Manager logs issues in the PIV Action/Issues feature.  During ongoing operations, the IT Manager uses the Change Management Module of the Remedy change control management system (FirstCM™ and FirstRequest™) to log issues.  Designated DHCFP users have access to FirstCM™ and will be able to access PIV.

Any given action item may require a cooperative effort between FHS and DHCFP to fully determine the extent of the issue or problem and to develop an optimal solution.  Thus, the individual assigned to investigate and address the action item is responsible for contacting the appropriate DHCFP staff (facilitated by the DHCFP Project Manager) to obtain additional information and to participate in joint problem-solving sessions when needed.  Problem-solving sessions may be conducted in an asynchronous manner, using a series of emails and telephone calls to exchange information.  More difficult or urgent problems will require synchronous problem-solving, where we hold teleconferences or face-to-face meetings.

Before conducting problem-solving meetings, whether over the telephone or in person, we will:

Develop and distribute a complete and detailed description of the issue/problem and its impact on systems (whether software or not)

Assemble and distribute the relevant supporting documentation (for example: source code listing, regulatory documents, forms, communications, and so on)

Propose solutions

Prepare a detailed agenda for the meeting that clearly states the meeting objective and allocates specific time intervals for presentation, discussion, problem-solving, and next steps

Identify individuals from FHS who are best-qualified to participate in the meeting, by virtue of their awareness of the problem and their problem-solving expertise; and clearly identify key roles in the meeting, including leader, facilitator, recorder, and timekeeper.

Our methodology includes standard templates for preparing meeting agendas, as well as recording minutes of the meetings.

17.8.7	Cost management to ensure that the project is completed within the approved budget. Include resource planning, cost estimating, cost budgeting and cost control.

FHS personnel will use a four-phased approach to Cost Management to successfully support the Nevada MMIS during the transition period and beyond within the confines of a budget-neutral arrangement:

		Phase

		Description



		Resource Planning and Optimization

		During the earliest phases of planning the Nevada Takeover MMIS project, our personnel will determine the resources required for the project.  Some of the primary considerations at this stage are: 

Determining the number and types of personnel required: this includes identification of specific skills and experience necessary to perform the roles and responsibilities identified for the project and the availability of those resources

Identifying the technical architecture requirements: once the technological environment is known, specific costs can be determined for required tools and technologies

Establishing the project profile: this includes determining staffing increase and decrease points, transitions, predicted turnover rates, technology implications, and other factors that will affect the project cost basis

Reviewing the functional elements of the operation to assure optimization of FTE requirements compared to actual headcount.  This exercise ensures “right size” staffing requirements are met.



		Cost Estimating

		Once the initial determinations of project characteristics and profile have been made, a more detailed analysis of the project resources can be established.  Included in this analysis is a detailed financial model prepared by FHS’ financial personnel.  This model identifies and establishes a cost basis for the required resources, including:

Personnel:  costs to hire, relocate, or transition personnel according to the required skills and experience levels necessary to staff the project

Facilities:  costs associated with acquiring and maintaining appropriate facilities to execute project work

Software and Hardware:  costs incurred to acquire and maintain the necessary software and hardware required to perform project work

Network Resources:  costs associated with development and maintenance of adequate network capacity in order to effectively and efficiently network geographically dispersed sites.

Miscellaneous:  other incurred costs necessary to start or continue project work.  This can be one-time costs, such as acquisitions, or recurring costs, such as ongoing travel expenses.



		Cost Budgeting

		Based on cost estimates and the detailed financial analysis and resulting cost model, specific project budgets are created.  Budgeted items include:

Personnel costs, including salaries, benefits, relocation, and outsourcing costs related to turnover

Facilities costs, including rent, maintenance, furnishings and fixtures, and other related items

Software and hardware costs, including acquisition, licensing, maintenance, and replacement costs

Travel and other miscellaneous costs, including typically necessary travel and special or one-time costs incurred such as recognition costs. 



		Cost Controlling

		The FHS Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, will use the budget to strictly control the project costs.  The budget also acts as a measure of the efficiency and effectiveness of the execution of the project.  As such, budgets are tightly controlled and reviewed by senior management to reduce the occurrence of over-runs and to deliver within project constraints and budget.

It is our position that the iterative development approach, modular design of the systems, process improvements, and the efficiencies gained by these approaches will provide not only development cost control, but introduce long term cost reductions in ongoing operation of the MMIS.





17.8.8	Resource management to ensure the most effective use of PEOPLE involved in the project including subcontractors.

Our preparation to ensure that we make the most effective use of resources starts in the earliest planning stages of the project. We determine the types of personnel required based on identification of specific skills and experience needed to perform the roles and responsibilities identified for the project as well as the availability of those resources.  Reviewing the functional elements of the operation assures the optimization of FTE requirements. 

FHS is uniquely positioned to offer a team that currently supports the DHCFP and understands the challenges associated with managing the Nevada Medicaid Program.  We take a proactive approach in the ongoing development of our highly skilled personnel.  Some of the specific initiatives we have taken to create a skilled, highly experienced and motivated workforce include:

Training and Educational Programs:  FHS has a comprehensive system of formal training and education that is made available to all employees.  Training is available through the Internet, computer-based training, and on-site courses delivered by expert instructors.  Additionally, we provide educational assistance to employees who choose to further their education through coursework or training classes offered by colleges, universities, or training organizations.  These education and training options combine to provide project personnel with a high level of opportunity to constantly expand their skills and experience and to maintain current skills that match the pace of technological change.

Management Training Program:  We have an extensive in-house management training program to help project managers achieve the Project Management Institute’s (PMI) Project Management Professional (PMP) certification.  This program combined with access to highly qualified, experienced management personnel, helps to create a constantly improving pool of talented managers.

Rewards and Recognition:  FHS employees participate in performance incentive programs. These programs are designed to provide recognition and rewards for exceptional and continuously improving performance.  Special incentives are also provided.

Team Building:  We recognize the value of creating and sustaining an environment that enhances productivity and attracts and retains world-class people.  We also recognize the challenges of the high demand for information technology professionals, a global workforce, and geographically dispersed project team.  Because of this, we use a variety of ongoing activities to ensure a cohesive, productive project team, including:

Communication — regular and frequent communication and feedback are critical to maintaining a healthy project environment.

Interpersonal activities — our project managers recognize the value of creating the interpersonal relationships among project team members.  Project managers use a variety of techniques to instill an appreciation for the project team in each member.

Performance reviews and feedback — regularly scheduled performance evaluations and non-periodic reviews and feedback provide the project team with necessary performance data on a timely basis.  FHS corporate policy requires that each employee is formally reviewed and the performance documented by his/her superior every year.

17.8.9	Communications management to ensure effective information generation, documentation, storage, transmission and disposal of project information.

Open and honest communication is essential to understanding and responding to the needs of DHCFP.  The FHS team will maintain a constant flow of information to the DHCFP through regularly scheduled and impromptu meetings.  Project status reports, letters, memos, telephones, and facsimiles also are vehicles used to communicate necessary information.

Beyond the primary interface with the DHCFP Project Manager, FHS will interface with DHCFP on many levels, including:

Users who will participate in Requirements Validation sessions and other requirement specification activities

DHCFP Medicaid personnel who will generate test criteria, explain State policies and procedures, and help in the collection of System Performance Review (SPR) and Claims Processing Assessment System (CPAS) samples

Senior Medicaid management who will provide information and suggestions on future improvements to the system

Medicaid program integrity officials who will help ensure that the system and operations perform according to requirements.

To ensure the efficient exchange of information, we will rely on the various project control techniques and tools.  During the transition period, weekly status meetings will be the forum for the exchange of information and processing reporting.  The detailed project plan will be accessible for all parties to verify progress.  The common use of the Microsoft Office Suite will facilitate the exchange of information, and copies of the work plan, reports, memoranda, spreadsheets, and charts will be readily available to designated personnel.

In addition to these activities, FHS staff will be available to assist DHCFP in its dealings with State and Federal government agencies, legislative committees, provider associations and client groups.  We will provide information, data, and advice in support of the Nevada Medicaid Program.

17.8.10	Risk management to ensure that risks are identified, planned for, analyzed, communicated and acted upon effectively.

Risk management plans are a required component of our project plan under our PMM.  However, our plans for this project, including risk management plans, are not limited to only the software development and maintenance component of the project.

FHS performs risk management planning to identify those things that could occur during the course of the project to affect cost, deliverables quality or completeness, or schedule and to plan ways to prevent or respond to those occurrences.  Having such a plan ensures that the project team and, most importantly, DHCFP are not surprised during the course of the project with events that could reasonably have been predicted.

Risk Management Plan Responsibilities

The FHS IT Manager is the owner of the plan throughout the ongoing operations phase of project (and the Takeover Systems Manager during the transition period) and is responsible for maintaining the plan to account for changes in the project’s risk profile.  Thus, we must understand each risk identified in the plan, its probability, and its potential impact, in addition to any factors that relate to the risk trigger.  

The plan must be updated weekly throughout the course of the project.  Each plan change will include information on newly identified risks, including risk evaluation and quantification, as well as modifications for previously identified risks and removal of those risks that are no longer relevant.

RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN COMPONENTS

The Risk Management Plan contains the following components:

Functional category of the risk; this may be determined by functional department or by major work breakdown structure area at the discretion of the Takeover Project Manager or the IT Manager

Detailed description of the potential risk

Description of deliverables or operations that are at risk

Probability rating for this risk

Impact rating for this risk

Total risk rating (probability multiplied by impact)

Name of the individual or job title responsible for monitoring the risk indicators

Indicators that must be monitored to know whether the risk has been realized

Actions that the project team will perform to reduce the probability of the risk (mitigation plans)

Actions that the project team will perform to reduce the impact of the risk (contingency or recovery plans)

Name of the individual or job title responsible for activation of the recovery plan.

RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN DISTRIBUTION

During the Takeover, Mr. Kasperski will distribute the original version and all updates to the Risk Management Plan to the following:

DHCFP Project Manager

Other DHCFP staff as identified

FHS Executive Sponsor

FHS Nevada Account Director

FHS Project Managers and Team

FHS Legal Department.

Risk Management Plan Operational Responsibilities 

Mr. Kasperski is accountable for ownership and maintenance of the Risk Management Plan throughout the project and is also accountable for execution of the plan, which includes evaluation of risk indicators and decisions about whether to activate contingency plans, as well as management of risk mitigation plans already included in the project schedule.  Our IT Manager, Santhosh Nair, is responsible for risk management plans during ongoing system operations.

The Takeover Project Manager or the IT Manager delegates monitoring of risk indicators to those individuals or job titles named in the Risk Management Plan, as well as the decision on whether to activate a particular contingency plan.  However, the Takeover Project Manager or IT Manager still retains full responsibility for oversight of that delegated activity.

Risk Management Relationships

The FHS risk management process is integrated with our action item handling process as well as our process for project change management.

The Action Item Log records information about problems and issues that are identified during the course of executing project activities.  The Risk Management Plan identifies risks that might occur before project activities begin.

During the course of the project, a problem might be identified while in the middle of a task.  This problem is recorded in the Action Item Log.  The Action Item Log is reviewed weekly, and action items are assigned for investigation and disposition.  The disposition for the action item might require a change request (however, not all solutions to action items will require such a request).  This change request is input to the change management activity for the project.

The change request, if approved, may generate additional activity.  First, there may be new items to add to the project work breakdown structure and schedule.  Second, while a change itself is not considered a risk, implementing the change may create new risks that must be added to the risk management plan.

Concurrently, the project team monitors the specified risk indicators for evidence that a particular risk will occur.  If the risk does occur, the risk management plan is updated accordingly, and the team will begin executing risk recovery activities, if so determined by the assigned individual or the Takeover Project Manager/IT Manager.



DHCFP and/or FHS introduce a change request





FHS and DHCFP Project Managers review change requests and performance reports





FHS Takeover Project Manager prepares a scope change level of effort estimate and submits to DHCFP Project Manager





DHCFP Project Manager reviews and approves project scope changes 





FHS’ Takeover Project Manager revises project plan and initiates scope change.
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ID WBS Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors % Complete Resource Names


0 Nevada HIE Project Plan 1315 days Mon 10/4/10 Fri 10/16/15 0%


1 1 Initiation 19.5 days Mon 10/4/10 Fri 10/29/10 0%


2 1.1 Contract Start 10 days Mon 10/4/10 Mon 10/18/10 0%


3 1.1.1 Contract Signature 0 days Mon 10/4/10 Mon 10/4/10 0%


4 1.1.2 Contract Start Date 0 days Mon 10/18/10 Mon 10/18/10 0%


5 1.2 Project Kick-Off Meeting 9.25 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 10/29/10 0%


6 1.2.1 Identify Project Team 3 days Mon 10/18/10 Wed 10/20/10 4 0% FHSC Team


7 1.2.2 Create Agenda and Schedule Kick-Off Meeting 6 days Thu 10/21/10 Thu 10/28/10 6 0% Implementation Project
Manager


8 1.2.3 Conduct Kick-Off Meeting 2 hrs Fri 10/29/10 Fri 10/29/10 7 0% Implementation Project
Manager


9 1.3 Initiation Phase Gate 6.5 days Thu 10/21/10 Fri 10/29/10 0%


10 1.3.1 Project Team is Mobilized 0.25 days Thu 10/21/10 Thu 10/21/10 6 0% Implementation Project
Manager


11 1.3.2 Initiation Phase Stakeholder Management is Complete 0.25 days Fri 10/29/10 Fri 10/29/10 7 0% Implementation Project
Manager


12 1.3.3 Initiation Phase Gates are Complete 0.25 days Fri 10/29/10 Fri 10/29/10 11 0% Implementation Project
Manager


13 1.3.4 MILESTONE: Initiation Stage is Complete 0 days Fri 10/29/10 Fri 10/29/10 12 0%


14 2 Planning 49 days Fri 10/15/10 Wed 12/22/10 0%


15 2.1 Detailed Project Plan 46 days Wed 10/20/10 Wed 12/22/10 0%


16 2.1.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for Project Plan 3 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/22/10 0% IT Project Manager
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ID WBS Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors % Complete Resource Names


17 2.1.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Mon 10/25/10 Fri 11/5/10 16 0% DHCFP


18 2.1.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 11/8/10 Mon 11/8/10 17 0% Account Manager


19 2.1.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/10/10 17 0% IT Project Manager


20 2.1.5 Create and Submit Project Plan 10 days Thu 11/11/10 Wed 11/24/10 19 0% IT Project Manager


21 2.1.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Thu 11/25/10 Wed 12/8/10 20 0% DHCFP


22 2.1.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Thu 12/9/10 Thu 12/9/10 21 0% Account Manager


23 2.1.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 10 days Thu 12/9/10 Wed 12/22/10 21 0% IT Project Manager


24 2.1.9 MILESTONE:  Project Work Plan Complete 0 days Wed 12/22/10 Wed 12/22/10 23 0%


25 2.2 Communications Plan (CP) 31.13 days Wed 10/20/10 Thu 12/2/10 0%


26 2.2.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for Communication Plan 3 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/22/10 0% Implementation Project
Manager


27 2.2.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Mon 10/25/10 Fri 11/5/10 26 0% DHCFP


28 2.2.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 11/8/10 Mon 11/8/10 27 0% Account Manager


29 2.2.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/10/10 27 0% Implementation Project
Manager


30 2.2.5 Create and Submit Communication Plan 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Thu 11/11/10 28 0% Implementation Project
Manager


31 2.2.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Thu 11/11/10 Thu 11/25/10 30 0% DHCFP


32 2.2.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Thu 11/25/10 Thu 11/25/10 31 0% Account Manager


33 2.2.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 5 days Thu 11/25/10 Thu 12/2/10 31 0% Implementation Project
Manager
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34 2.3 Risk Assessment Plan 32 days Wed 10/20/10 Thu 12/2/10 0%


35 2.3.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for Risk Assessment Plan 3 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/22/10 0% Implementation Project
Manager


36 2.3.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Mon 10/25/10 Fri 11/5/10 35 0% DHCFP


37 2.3.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 11/8/10 Mon 11/8/10 36 0% Account Manager


38 2.3.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/10/10 36 0% Implementation Project
Manager


39 2.3.5 Create and Submit Risk Assessment Plan 3 days Thu 11/11/10 Mon 11/15/10 38 0% Implementation Project
Manager


40 2.3.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Tue 11/16/10 Mon 11/29/10 39 0% DHCFP


41 2.3.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Tue 11/30/10 Tue 11/30/10 40 0% Account Manager


42 2.3.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 11/30/10 Thu 12/2/10 40 0% Implementation Project
Manager


43 2.4 Project Management Controls 41 days Fri 10/15/10 Fri 12/10/10 0%


44 2.4.1 Initiate Project Management Control Software and Reporting Procedures 5 days Fri 10/15/10 Thu 10/21/10 0% Implementation Project
Manager


45 2.4.2 Establish/Maintain Project Control and Issue Resolution Tracking Systems 40 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 12/10/10 0% Implementation Project
Manager


46 2.4.3 Submit Weekly Status Reports 40 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 12/10/10 0% Implementation Project
Manager


47 2.4.4 Conduct Weekly Status Meetings 40 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 12/10/10 0% Implementation Project
Manager


48 2.4.5 Update Work Plan for Final Work Plan and Schedule 40 days Mon 10/18/10 Fri 12/10/10 0% IT Project Manager


49 2.4.6 MILESTONE: Planning Stage is Complete 0 days Fri 12/10/10 Fri 12/10/10 48 0%


50 3 Executing & Controlling 1217 days Thu 2/17/11 Fri 10/16/15 0%
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51 3.1 Analysis 50 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 4/27/11 0%


52 3.1.1 Applications Requirements 50 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 4/27/11 0%


53 3.1.1.1 Portal Requirements completed for Standard Package (Nevada MMIS
Takeover Plan)


0 days Thu 2/17/11 Thu 2/17/11 0%


54 3.1.1.2 Identify HIE Participants 15 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 3/9/11 0%


55 3.1.1.2.1 Medicaid Stakeholders 5 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 2/23/11 53 0% Business Analyst,Clinical Staff


56 3.1.1.2.2 Sister Agency Stakeholders 5 days Thu 2/24/11 Wed 3/2/11 55 0% Business Analyst,Clinical Staff


57 3.1.1.2.3 Statewide Stakeholders 5 days Thu 3/3/11 Wed 3/9/11 56 0% Business Analyst,Clinical Staff


58 3.1.1.3 Review Technology Standard Utilization 20 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 3/16/11 0%


59 3.1.1.3.1 ONC Guidelines for HIE 5 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 2/23/11 53 0% Business Analyst,Clinical Staff


60 3.1.1.3.2 ANSI X12 5 days Thu 2/24/11 Wed 3/2/11 59 0% Business Analyst,Clinical Staff


61 3.1.1.3.3 HL7 5 days Thu 3/3/11 Wed 3/9/11 60 0% Business Analyst,Clinical Staff


62 3.1.1.3.4 Security Protocols 5 days Thu 3/10/11 Wed 3/16/11 61 0% Business Analyst,Clinical Staff


63 3.1.1.4 Identify Functions Required on the HIE 50 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 4/27/11 0%


64 3.1.1.4.1 Internal State Users 10 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 3/2/11 53 0% Business Analyst,Clinical Staff


65 3.1.1.4.2 Providers 10 days Thu 3/3/11 Wed 3/16/11 64 0% Business Analyst,Clinical Staff


66 3.1.1.4.3 Members 10 days Thu 3/17/11 Wed 3/30/11 65 0% Business Analyst,Clinical Staff


67 3.1.1.4.4 Other Participants 10 days Thu 3/31/11 Wed 4/13/11 66 0% Business Analyst,Clinical Staff
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68 3.1.1.4.5 Update system and user documentation 10 days Thu 4/14/11 Wed 4/27/11 67 0% Business Analyst


69 3.1.1.5 Branding Configurations 10 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 3/2/11 0%


70 3.1.1.5.1 Client specific branding design 10 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 3/2/11 53 0% Business Analyst,Clinical
Staff,DHCFP


71 3.1.2 Project Management & Control 50 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 4/27/11 0%


72 3.1.2.1 Update Project Plan (wkly) 50 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 4/27/11 0% IT Project Manager


73 3.1.2.2 Update Status Report (bi-wkly) 50 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 4/27/11 0% Implementation Project
Manager


74 3.1.2.3 Review/Update Action Items / Issues Report (biwkly) 50 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 4/27/11 0% Implementation Project
Manager


75 3.1.2.4 Review/Update Risk Report (biwkly) 50 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 4/27/11 0% Implementation Project
Manager


76 3.1.2.5 Status Meetings (bi-wkly) 50 days Thu 2/17/11 Wed 4/27/11 0% Implementation Project
Manager


77 3.2 Design 60 days Thu 2/24/11 Wed 5/18/11 0%


78 3.2.1 Applications Design 60 days Thu 2/24/11 Wed 5/18/11 0%


79 3.2.1.1 HIE Participants 15 days Thu 2/24/11 Wed 3/16/11 0%


80 3.2.1.1.1 Medicaid Stakeholders 5 days Thu 2/24/11 Wed 3/2/11 55 0% System Architect,Technical
Analyst


81 3.2.1.1.2 Sister Agency Stakeholders 5 days Thu 3/3/11 Wed 3/9/11 56 0% System Architect,Technical
Analyst


82 3.2.1.1.3 Statewide Stakeholders 5 days Thu 3/10/11 Wed 3/16/11 57 0% System Architect,Technical
Analyst


83 3.2.1.2 Technology Standard Utilization 20 days Thu 2/24/11 Wed 3/23/11 0%


84 3.2.1.2.1 ONC Guidelines for HIE 5 days Thu 2/24/11 Wed 3/2/11 59 0% System Architect,Technical
Analyst
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85 3.2.1.2.2 ANSI X12 5 days Thu 3/3/11 Wed 3/9/11 60 0% System Architect,Technical
Analyst


86 3.2.1.2.3 HL7 5 days Thu 3/10/11 Wed 3/16/11 61 0% System Architect,Technical
Analyst


87 3.2.1.2.4 Security Protocols 5 days Thu 3/17/11 Wed 3/23/11 62 0% System Architect,Technical
Analyst


88 3.2.1.3 Functions Required on the HIE 40 days Thu 3/3/11 Wed 4/27/11 0%


89 3.2.1.3.1 Internal State Users 10 days Thu 3/3/11 Wed 3/16/11 64 0% System Architect,Technical
Analyst


90 3.2.1.3.2 Providers 10 days Thu 3/17/11 Wed 3/30/11 65 0% System Architect,Technical
Analyst


91 3.2.1.3.3 Members 10 days Thu 3/31/11 Wed 4/13/11 66 0% Systems Engineer,Technical
Analyst


92 3.2.1.3.4 Other Participants 10 days Thu 4/14/11 Wed 4/27/11 67 0% Systems Engineer,Technical
Analyst


93 3.2.1.4 Branding Configurations 10 days Thu 3/3/11 Wed 3/16/11 0%


94 3.2.1.4.1 Client specific branding design 10 days Thu 3/3/11 Wed 3/16/11 70 0% System Architect,Technical
Analyst


95 3.2.1.5 Update system and user documentation 15 days Thu 4/28/11 Wed 5/18/11 92 0% Technical Analyst


96 3.2.2 Project Management & Control 15 days Thu 4/28/11 Wed 5/18/11 0%


97 3.2.2.1 Update Project Plan (wkly) 15 days Thu 4/28/11 Wed 5/18/11 72 0% IT Project Manager


98 3.2.2.2 Update Status Report (wkly) 15 days Thu 4/28/11 Wed 5/18/11 73 0% Implementation Project
Manager


99 3.2.2.3 Review/Update Action Items / Issues Report (wkly) 15 days Thu 4/28/11 Wed 5/18/11 74 0% Implementation Project
Manager


100 3.2.2.4 Review/Update Risk Report (wkly) 15 days Thu 4/28/11 Wed 5/18/11 75 0% Implementation Project
Manager


101 3.2.2.5 Status Meetings (wkly) 15 days Thu 4/28/11 Wed 5/18/11 76 0% Implementation Project
Manager
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102 3.3 Construction 55 days Thu 3/3/11 Wed 5/18/11 0%


103 3.3.1 Application Development 55 days Thu 3/3/11 Wed 5/18/11 0%


104 3.3.1.1 HIE Participants 25 days Thu 3/3/11 Wed 4/6/11 0%


105 3.3.1.1.1 Medicaid Stakeholders 15 days Thu 3/3/11 Wed 3/23/11 80 0% Systems Engineer


106 3.3.1.1.2 Sister Agency Stakeholders 15 days Thu 3/10/11 Wed 3/30/11 81 0% Systems Engineer


107 3.3.1.1.3 Statewide Stakeholders 15 days Thu 3/17/11 Wed 4/6/11 82 0% Systems Engineer


108 3.3.1.2 Technology Standard Utilization 25 days Thu 3/3/11 Wed 4/6/11 0%


109 3.3.1.2.1 ONC Guidelines for HIE 10 days Thu 3/3/11 Wed 3/16/11 84 0% Systems Engineer


110 3.3.1.2.2 ANSI X12 10 days Thu 3/10/11 Wed 3/23/11 85 0% Systems Engineer


111 3.3.1.2.3 HL7 10 days Thu 3/17/11 Wed 3/30/11 86 0% Systems Engineer


112 3.3.1.2.4 Security Protocols 10 days Thu 3/24/11 Wed 4/6/11 87 0% Systems Engineer


113 3.3.1.3 Functions Required on the HIE 45 days Thu 3/17/11 Wed 5/18/11 0%


114 3.3.1.3.1 Internal State Users 15 days Thu 3/17/11 Wed 4/6/11 89 0% Systems Engineer


115 3.3.1.3.2 Providers 15 days Thu 3/31/11 Wed 4/20/11 90 0% Systems Engineer


116 3.3.1.3.3 Members 15 days Thu 4/14/11 Wed 5/4/11 91 0% Systems Engineer


117 3.3.1.3.4 Other Participants 15 days Thu 4/28/11 Wed 5/18/11 92 0% Systems Engineer


118 3.3.1.4 Branding Configurations 15 days Thu 3/17/11 Wed 4/6/11 0%
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119 3.3.1.4.1 Client specific branding 15 days Thu 3/17/11 Wed 4/6/11 94 0% Systems Engineer


120 3.3.1.5 Update system and user documentation 15 days Thu 4/7/11 Wed 4/27/11 119 0% Systems Engineer


121 3.4 Testing 30 days Thu 5/19/11 Wed 6/29/11 0%


122 3.4.1 User testing 20 days Thu 5/19/11 Wed 6/15/11 117 0% QA Team,DHCFP


123 3.4.2 Correct defects as needed 20 days Thu 5/19/11 Wed 6/15/11 117 0% Systems Engineer


124 3.4.3 Receive business approval 10 days Thu 6/16/11 Wed 6/29/11 123 0% Account Manager


125 3.5 Deployment 50 days Thu 5/19/11 Wed 7/27/11 0%


126 3.5.1 Systems Go-Live 20 days Thu 6/30/11 Wed 7/27/11 0%


127 3.5.1.1 DHCFP Review 10 days Thu 6/30/11 Wed 7/13/11 124 0% DHCFP


128 3.5.1.2 Deploy application 10 days Thu 7/14/11 Wed 7/27/11 127 0% Network Specialist


129 3.5.2 Project Management & Control 50 days Thu 5/19/11 Wed 7/27/11 0%


130 3.5.2.1 Update Project Plan (wkly) 50 days Thu 5/19/11 Wed 7/27/11 97 0% IT Project Manager


131 3.5.2.2 Update Status Report (wkly) 50 days Thu 5/19/11 Wed 7/27/11 98 0% Implementation Project
Manager


132 3.5.2.3 Review/Update Action Items / Issues Report (wkly) 50 days Thu 5/19/11 Wed 7/27/11 99 0% Implementation Project
Manager


133 3.5.2.4 Review/Update Risk Report (wkly) 50 days Thu 5/19/11 Wed 7/27/11 100 0% Implementation Project
Manager


134 3.5.2.5 Status Meetings (wkly) 50 days Thu 5/19/11 Wed 7/27/11 101 0% Implementation Project
Manager


135 3.6 Post Deployment 1102 days Thu 7/28/11 Fri 10/16/15 0%
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136 3.6.1 Application Review 30 days Thu 7/28/11 Wed 9/7/11 128 0%


137 3.6.2 Daily Operations 1102 days Thu 7/28/11 Fri 10/16/15 128 0%
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17
Company Background and References

REQUIREMENT: Section 17, page 158-177 

In the near future, the Nevada Medicaid program may look dramatically different than it does today. ACS recognizes this shift and has reorganized to leverage commercial healthcare best practices that can benefit DHCFP, while we continue to invest in technologies, tools, and methodologies to advance Nevada’s business objectives and the well-being of its citizens.

		

		



		· Key management team and up to 95 percent of staff located in Reno, Nevada

· Commitment to MITA principles in business as well as technology

· Carefully selected subcontractors to supplement core competencies under ACS management

· Full-time Project Management Office in Reno for contract duration

· Strong recent takeover experience, including two incumbent vendor’s systems in the Verizon Data Center



		





ACS has been developing and implementing Medicaid systems since 1971 and specializes in healthcare claims systems development, implementation, and operation; decision support systems (DSS); pharmacy benefits management; child health; eligibility and enrollment; managed care; and policy and technical consulting services. We have demonstrated our commitment to the Medicaid market by expanding from claims processing into care management; Utilization Review Accreditation Commission (URAC)-accredited disease and case management; program outcomes; electronic health records; reimbursement methodologies; and cost containment. ACS is the MMIS vendor that can honestly boast of this breadth of experience across the entire spectrum of the Medicaid program.  


Our commitment to the Medicaid market has led us to expand our offerings to address healthcare outcomes, care management, and cost containment where we work with our customer partners to sustain their programs. We put in place services and products that enable our customers to continue to provide the level of services to their covered populations without cutting programs. In short—we are fully and absolutely committed to Medicaid. We share the vision of states across the country that believe in Medicaid’s mission, its goals, and its ability to innovate and thrive in challenging times.

We demonstrate this same commitment to Nevada, to DHCFP, and to the many Medicaid recipients, providers, and stakeholders. We foster a proactive partnership with DHCFP by an onsite account executive who not only provides a single point of contact into the ACS organization, but who is empowered to make decisions regarding performance of the account. She has worked with state government for twenty-five years and certainly understands the issues faced on a daily basis. Local senior management presence demonstrates our commitment and desire to work together as a seamless unified team focused on common goals. To further this partnership, ACS will have the majority of its staff located in Nevada. Our workforce will live and work within the Reno-Carson City area, where we draw from a pool of talent available throughout the region. A small support group will work offsite in other Nevada locations or in ACS facilities to provide functionality where it is needed. 

Because of our nearly 40 years of Medicaid experience and our ongoing commitment to the future of Medicaid, ACS is the ideal partner to align solutions and operations with Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) guidelines, advancing Nevada’s MITA maturity even without replacing the MMIS. Our choice of replacement products for the MMIS peripheral systems focuses on MITA alignment and MITA principles of flexibility, extensibility, adaptability, and interoperability.


We employ best-of-breed technical solutions from within ACS including our care and quality management group, from partner organizations, and from commercial of-the-shelf (COTS) vendors. 

We understand and stay on top of the ever-changing marketplace of healthcare, administrative solutions, and Medicaid program challenges.

· We have modernized states’ solutions all over the country, even without replacing the core MMIS, through implementation of MITA-aligned peripheral system components.

ACS delivers solutions which will position Nevada’s service offerings to mature into MITA Levels 3, 4, and 5, where issues of quality of care and health outcomes surpass systems as the driving force in Medicaid. 

The responsibility of managing the Nevada MMIS is one we do not take lightly. We are sensitive to the needs of providers, recipients, and the State. Therefore, we have formed a key management leadership team, whose core strengths support a smooth takeover and uninterrupted service to all stakeholders, including DHCFP, providers, and recipients. In assembling our project team, we focused on fulfilling DHCFP’s vision while reducing risk in all areas of this critical takeover project. In doing so, we created a project organization that included a strong relationship with partners having a broad range of corporate qualifications with in-depth expertise and Nevada Medicaid program experience. 

We are pleased to provide qualifications of our subcontractors Ingenix, Goold Health Systems, Inc., HMS, Verizon and LexisNexis in Proposal Section 17.5 Subcontractor Information.  The table below depicts the services to be provided by our partners.


		Subcontractor

		Services



		Ingenix

		Decision Support System (DSS) and the optional Enhanced Data Warehouse solution



		Goold Health Systems, Inc.

		Multi-state pooling and other pharmacy services



		HMS

		Third Party Liability (TPL) recovery services



		Verizon IT

		Core MMIS data center hosting and operations



		LexisNexis

		Optional services for beneficiary screening, provider screening, provider enrollment, and best contact information





As the prime vendor, ACS comprehensively manages all subcontractor staff and operations to ensure that DHCFP’s expectations are met across all contract areas. In addition, we present additional possible subcontractor relationships not specifically included in this proposal, but that DHCFP may wish to consider in the future. We describe these potential partners and services in Proposal Section 17.1.12, MITA.

In this section we also present an overview of our project management methodology and our approach to quality assurance. For the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, we establish a full-time Project Management Office (PMO) onsite in our Reno facility. Project Management Professional (PMP)-certified managers, staff, and quality assurance analysts use industry-leading methodologies and tools to ensure top performance throughout the contract, from contract signing through operations and turnover. Our Web-based project repository extends DHCFP access to project artifacts; a Web-based performance management system (Cognos Metrics Manager) provides DHCFP access to operational performance dashboards and reports.


As required by the RFP, we have organized the remainder of this chapter into the following sections: 


17.1 Primary Vendor Information


17.2 References


17.3 Vendor Staff Skills and Experience Required


17.4 Vendor Staff Resumes


17.5 Subcontractor Information


17.6 Resource Matrix


17.7 Project Plan


17.8 Project Management


17.9 Quality Assurance


17.10 Metrics Management


· 17.11 Project Software Tools
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Tab IX – Company Background and 


References  
RFP Reference: 20.3.2.10 Tab IX – Company Background and References, p. 192, 158-177 


Vendors must place their written response(s) to each of the requirements from Section 17 


immediately following the applicable RFP question, statement and/or section and must be presented 


in a style/format that is easily distinguishable from RFP language. This section must also include the 


requested information in Section 17.5, Subcontractor Information, if applicable. 


The Nevada Division of Health Care 


Financing and Policy (DHCFP) MMIS 


Takeover Project will benefit from HP 


Enterprise Services’ (HPES’) more than 42 


years of experience working with 


governments on health and human services 


solutions. Our commitment to service 


excellence for every customer has never 


wavered. We will collaborate with DHCFP to 


achieve a successful MMIS takeover and 


support the Nevada Medicaid program as 


follows: 


• Provide a single point of accountability 


• Promote equal access to healthcare at an affordable cost 


• Restrain the growth of healthcare costs 


• Provide quality healthcare services to low-income Nevadans in the most efficient manner 


• Review Medicaid and other State healthcare programs to maximize potential federal 


revenue 


HPES offers Nevada a solid foundation of knowledge and experience. We understand the 


changes occurring in human services and healthcare. Agencies are responding to business 


challenges to improve services delivery and business process efficiencies, while 


implementing cost-effective information technology (IT) to enable change.  


Helping federal, State, and local governments transform their business processes to allow 


eligible recipients easier, more convenient, and secure access to government services is a 


core competency for HPES. In response to DHCFP’s request for proposal (RFP), we will use 


our vast experience working with governments on health and human services solutions. 


In this section, DHCFP will gain a full picture of HPES’ experience, as we demonstrate our 


ability to promote the success of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. DHCFP will benefit 


from our highly capable team—supported by our financial soundness—to successfully take 


over Nevada’s existing MMIS. HPES is proving DHCFP with the following: 


• Proven fiscal agent who is committed to the market place 


HPES Company Background and 


References 


• Zero failed takeover projects 


• Sufficient staff bandwidth including local staff 
with relevant skills and experience to serve 
Nevada 


• Mature solutions, honed by years of proven 
production experience 


• Primary MMIS vendor in 22 states – more than 
any other vendor 


• More than 40 years of healthcare and fiscal 
agent services experience  
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• Unequalled 100 percent successfully takeovers 


• Sufficient staff bandwidth including local staff with relevant skills and experience to 


serve Nevada 


• Corporate healthcare capabilities to meet short-term goals and provide solutions to 


long-term challenges 


• Access to solutions, best practices and lessons learned across 22 state Medicaid 


programs 


• Unchallenged track record of MMIS implementations 


• Mature solutions, honed by years of proven production experience 


We present solid evidence of our strong background, capabilities, references, and financial 


soundness in the following sections: 


• 17.1 Primary Vendor Information 


• 17.2 References 


• 17.3 Vendor Staff Skills and Experience Required 


− Key Personnel – Project Staff 


− Key Personnel – Operations Staff 


• 17.4 Vendor Staff Resumes 


• 17.5 Subcontractor Information 


− APS Healthcare  


− Emdeon 


− Service Excellence Corporation (SXC) 


− Thomson Reuters 


− Verizon 


• 17.6 Resource Matrix 


• 17.7 Project Plan 


• 17.8 Project Management 


• 17.9 Quality Assurance 


• 17.10 Metrics Management 


• 17.11 Project Software Tools 
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17.1 Primary Vendor Information  


Vendors must provide a company profile. Information provided shall include: 


17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc). 


17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the 


date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must 


register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a 


contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically 


exempted by NRS 80.015. 


Incorporation 


HPES, LLC (referred to as HPES in this proposal)—a Delaware corporation—is a wholly-


owned subsidiary of the Hewlett-Packard Company. HPES’ history of incorporation is as 


follows: 


• Electronic Data Systems Leasing Corporation was incorporated in Texas on  


June 27, 1962. 


• Electronic Data Systems Leasing Corporation changed its name to Electronic Data 


Systems Corporation on August 12, 1964. 


• Electronic Data Systems Corporation merged into Electronic Data Systems Holding 


Corporation (Delaware)—which was incorporated as RGR Holdings, Inc. on March 25, 


1994—on June 6, 1996, with name change to Electronic Data Systems Corporation. 


Restated Certificate of Incorporation filed on June 7, 1996. 


• On August 29, 2008, EDS was acquired by Hewlett-Packard Company (HP) and 


became a wholly-owned limited liability corporation, changing its name to Electronic 


Data Systems, LLC. 


• On December 28, 2009, Electronic Data Systems, LLC was changed to HPES, LLC. 


This change became effective December 1, 2010. 


17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately 


licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780. 


Doing Business in Nevada 


While HPES, LLC is changing its name with the Department of Taxation, we are registered 


with the State of Nevada Department of Taxation. 


17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors 


shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal. Proposals, which 


do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this does not 


negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements. 
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Licensing Requirements 


HPES commits to demonstrating that required staff will possess the proper licensure before 


performing work on the contract. We are providing staff with the proper licensure according 


to RFP requirements for the following areas. Please see Tab X – Attachment K Proposed 


Staff Resume(s) in the Confidential Technical Information binder for complete resumes of 


these staff. 


RFP Requirement Role Staff Member 


12.7.4.14 Licensed pharmacist Robert “Conor” Smith 


12.7.12.5, 12.7.12.10. 


12.7.12.20 


Licensed clinical reviewer Sally Kozak 


12.7.12.14, 12.7.12.15 Licensed physician Margaret Martin M.D. 


15.10.1 Medical Director Thomas Roben, D.O 


 


We understand that this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) 


requirements. 


17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the services 


described in this RFP. 


Hewlett Packard Company (HP) is a large company, headquartered in Palo Alto, California, 


with offices across the globe. HPES is headquartered in Plano, Texas. Following is a list of 


Medicaid contract office locations: 


• Montgomery, AL 


• Farmington, CT 


• Tucker, GA 


• Topeka, KS 


• Concord, NH 


• Oklahoma City, OK 


• Warwick, RI 


• Monona, WI 


• Little Rock, AR 


• Newark, DE 


• Boise, ID 


• Frankfort, KY 


• Raleigh, NC 


• Salem, OR 


• Nashville, TN 


• Rancho Cordova, CA 


• Tallahassee, FL 


• Indianapolis, IN 


• Boston, MA 


• Columbus, OH 


• Camp Hill, PA 


• Williston, VT 


Our main fiscal operations site will be in the Carson City, Nevada area. Additional offices 


that will provide support services include: 


• Sacramento, Calif. – Application maintenance services 


• Chico, Calif. – Claim image correction services 


• Boise, Idaho – Provider call center services 


• Raleigh, N.C. – Prior authorization and utilization management services 


• Orlando, Fla. – Application hosting services 
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Additionally, we have technical resource centers (TRCs) with staff augmentation support for 


our healthcare business providing application and information technology outsourcing (ITO) 


services. Our TRCs are at the following locations: 


• West Lafayette, IN 


• Vancouver, WA 


• El Paso, TX 


• Plano, TX 


• Camp Hill, PA 


The TRCs provide a pool of experienced Medicaid technicians—system administrators 


(SAs), database administrators (DBAs), developers, project managers, and so on—with 


complementary skills who have extensive experience with MMIS applications. They have a 


set of processes and procedures that have been exercised and refined on previous projects. 


These experts truly functioned as a team; they have in-depth knowledge and understanding 


of the various project roles and responsibilities and work as a unit. 


The business knowledge they bring to the project is significant. They can interact with clients 


immediately, understanding their businesses and the critical aspects of their businesses. 


During requirements validation and design, this business knowledge is invaluable, building 


confident working relationships with our customers, uncovering issues earlier, and being 


better able to refine and define requirements. 


This provides our healthcare customers an industry-specific staff that can augment, small, 


medium, and large projects at many accounts and provide base knowledge of the systems 


and tools in various areas—claims, provider, recipient, and so on.  


We will provide further details of our world-wide office locations at DHCFP’s request. 


17.1.3 The following information may be utilized in determining whether an inverse preference applies 


pursuant to NRS 333.336: 


17.1.3.1 Is your firm a resident of Nevada or a resident of another state? 


17.1.3.2 If so, please list the state of residence. 


17.1.3.3 Does your resident state apply a preference, which is not afforded to bidders or vendors who 


are residents in the state of Nevada? 


RFP 1824 is modified as follows; additions are in bold italics and deletions are stricken 


according to Amendment 3 released on March 24, 2010. 


17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the 


requirements identified within this RFP. 


HPES provides Nevada with a partner who possesses the bandwidth to successfully deliver 


now and in the future.  


• More than 1,000 local staff members with relevant Medicaid and technology expertise to 


maintain and enhance the Core MMIS, peripheral systems and provide fiscal agent 


services 
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• More than 7,000 healthcare (IT) experts to support conversion to 5010, ICD-10, MITA 


maturity, and other enhancements such as HIE 


• More than 4,300 dedicated fiscal agent operations staff to support continual program 


improvements 


• More than 200 professional clinicians—physicians, dentists, pharmacists, nurses, and 


social workers—to provide care management, disease management and utilization 


management services 


17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project. 


Our main fiscal operations site will be in Carson City, Nev. Additional offices providing 


support services include: 


• Sacramento, CA – Application maintenance services 


• Chico, CA – Claim image correction services 


• Boise, ID – Provider call center services 


• Orlando, FL – Application hosting services 


• Colorado Springs, CO – Disaster recovery services 


17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency? 


Yes No 


 


If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency. 


Yes.  


• In 2001, HPES was engaged under contact by a State of Nevada agency. Saber 


Solutions, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of HP, had a contract with the State of 


Nevada Department of Human and Health Services that ran from May 1, 2006 to March 


31, 2009. We provided qualified business analysts and technical personnel to perform 


the maintenance effort. 


• Saber Solutions, Inc. was a sub to Accenture for the Unified Tax System contract with 


Nevada Department of Taxation. The contract ran from Oct 21, 2004 to July 31, 2008. 


Our duties included: 


− Data conversion design/development 


− Data conversion testing/execution 


− Interface development services 


− System maintenance and support services 


− Performing design, development, testing, and project execution activities per 


Accenture’s defined direction and plans as well as using templates and procedures 


required to properly document the work effort 


− Transferring knowledge as required to other UTS project team members and State 


production support team members 
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− Providing knowledgeable and skilled resources 


Additionally, during the past 20 months, HPES has supplied the following State of Nevada 


agencies with printers, desktops/laptops, software, storage products, and other technology 


products: 


• Nevada Commission on Economic Development 


• Nevada Department of Child and Family Services  


• Nevada Department of Information Services Facilities Management 


• Nevada Department of IT 


• Nevada Department of Public Safety 


• Nevada Department of Transportation 


• Nevada Division of Environmental Protection 


• Nevada Parole & Probation 


• Nevada Secretary of State 


• Nevada System of Higher Education 


• State of Nevada Environmental Protection Agency 


• State of Nevada Purchasing Department 


17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its 


political subdivisions or by any other government? 


Yes No 


 


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, compensatory time, sick 


leave, or on his own time? 


No. Neither HPES nor our employees are employed by the State of Nevada, any of your 


political subdivisions, or by any other government.  


17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any 


civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor 


has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems have been 


experienced, vendor must indicate in writing. 


HPES has no known significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any 


civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the 


vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada.  


17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in 


this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages. 


For more than 70 years, HP has helped people, businesses, and communities around the 


world apply technology in meaningful ways by harnessing new thinking and ideas to deliver 


reliable products and services. 


HP is number nine on the 2009 Fortune 500 ranking—the highest ranking MMIS vendor on 


the list. We have approximately 321,000 employees worldwide and serve more than one 


billion customers in more than 170 countries on six continents. HP provides applications, 
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business process, and infrastructure technology outsourcing services, consulting, and 


support to more than 1,000 business and government clients in 90 countries.  


As of September 23, 2009—where permitted by local country law—the EDS business unit of 


HP began serving our customers as HPES. Our new name reflects our global role as the 


enterprise technology services component of HP, the world’s largest technology company. 


We are proud that HPES already is HP’s largest business segment and excited that HP is 


building the best IT services company in the world. 


Best known in the United States for our long-term dedication to healthcare, HPES has 


supported healthcare programs for more than 44 years since the inception of both Medicare 


and Medicaid in 1965 with advanced claims processing systems and information 


management services. We began our support of healthcare programs long before any of our 


competitors. Today, we provide services to Medicaid and Medicare programs, major 


pharmaceutical companies, other federal healthcare programs, insurance carriers, health 


maintenance organizations, and employer corporations. 


The veteran player in the government healthcare arena, we also are the largest provider of 


Medicaid and Medicare process management services. HPES administers more than  


$86 billion in Medicaid benefits for more than 20 million recipients and $9.2 billion in 


Medicare benefits annually. We process more than 1 billion health claims annually for 22 


state Medicaid programs and the Medicare program—more than any other company. 


We bring a demonstrated, long-term commitment to Medicaid and public healthcare in the 


United States. Some highlights of our expertise and experience include the following:  


• Our healthcare experience spans payer, provider, governmental, and life science 


communities. 


• We are the largest provider of Medicaid and Medicare process management, touching 


nearly 70 million lives. 


• We are the number one provider of business process outsourcing (BPO) services in 


healthcare and managed care markets. 


• NelsonHall, U.S. Healthcare Payer BPO ranked us number one in Oct 2009. 


For Medicaid programs across the nation, we have implemented leading-edge, Web-based 


capabilities to support decision support system (DSS), clinical rules engine, utilization 


management, claims processing, eligibility verification, claim status inquiries, prior approval 


(PA) requests, and fraud detection and prevention. 


Medical Informatics Center of Excellence 


HPES has highly skilled experts in place in our Medical Informatics Center of Excellence. 


These people have worked with other state decision-makers to analyze and offer productive 


suggestions on programs. We understand Nevada’s vision to bring outside consultants to 


validate the outstanding value received from the current and future Medicaid program.  


The mission of the HPES Medical Informatics Center of Excellence is to serve our 


customers by converting their data into knowledge and insight. This business consulting can 
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be used to improve health outcomes while reducing avoidable, unnecessary healthcare 


costs.  


The potential of increasingly more meaningful insights based on data is illustrated in the 


following exhibit. This exhibit illustrates four examples, each starting with primary data from 


a health plan and progressively increasing the value of the data by yielding supplemental 


information. The refined data ultimately culminates in the creation of actionable insights.
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Data to Actionable Insights 
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Our Medical Informatics solution set offers a strategically configured combination of 


research, technology development, and clinical expertise. These components enable 


collection of a large quantity of relevant data in appropriate architectures, combined with 


state-of-the-art algorithmic approaches that process data into meaningful information about 


healthcare trends and needs. This leads to the ability to take meaningful action at the right 


place at the right time, resulting in better healthcare outcome at an optimal cost. 


MMIS Experience 


The following exhibit depicts our MMIS experience with system design and development, 


implementation, takeover, operation, and turnover. 


HPES MMIS Technical Experience  


 


Operational Experience 


Our widespread operational experience spans services of many sizes and varying 


complexities. The following exhibit contains the most recent annual operational volumes. 


HPES Annual Operational Volumes  


State Total Claims Total Claims 
Dollars 


Enrolled 
Providers 


Program 
Clients 


Alabama 28,703,314  $2,849,673,636  22,130  768,757  


Arkansas 46,000,000  $3,817,012,470  75,036  744,269  


California 140,537,495  $19,222,320,104  136,786  6,300,000  


Connecticut 25,100,000  $3,836,000,000  21,300  546,000  


Delaware 7,972,866  $718,674,626  16,859  198,677  


Florida *46,829,184  $6,436,000,000  98,158  2,316,761  


Georgia Expected implementation completion 07/01/2010 


Idaho 9,233,182  $375,815,594  23,000  118,000  
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State Total Claims Total Claims 
Dollars 


Enrolled 
Providers 


Program 
Clients 


Indiana 42,698,778  $5,602,593,399  29,734  894,748  


Kansas 23,218,265  $1,973,397,236  25,267  285,537  


Kentucky 30,595,624  $2,971,681,390  50,000  700,000  


Massachusetts 0  $0  40,505  879,358  


New Hampshire 5,685,667  $881,974,963  17,927  98,558  


North Carolina 99,244,797  $19,096,500,792  76,410  1,727,683  


Ohio Expected implementation completion 12/15/2010 


Oklahoma 26,194,339  $3,467,301,923  28,000  650,000  


Oregon 0  $0  30,000  550,000  


Pennsylvania 88,500,580  $7,295,536,309  482,972  2,000,000  


Rhode Island 8,791,889  $1,221,176,232  13,260  13,941  


Tennessee 50,190,935  $1,257,324,571  66,212  915,591  


Vermont 7,329,788  $962,494,905  11,117  145,618  


Wisconsin 25,990,013  $4,367,913,611  63,203  948,254  


TOTAL 712,816,716  $86,353,391,761  1,327,876  20,801,752  


* Florida volumes are from July 1 to December 31, after transition from prior fiscal agent. 


System Certification Experience 


As further proof of our knowledge and expertise with state Medicaid programs, we present 


our successful history with CMS certifications. With the exception of our most recent 


implementations in Connecticut, Florida, Massachusetts, Oregon, and Wisconsin, which are 


in the certification process, MMIS environments operated by HPES have been CMS-


certified. Currently in the implementation phase, Georgia and Ohio will begin the certification 


process shortly after we go live. 
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The following exhibit contains our history of CMS certification. 


Certification Experience 


 


MMIS Functional Experience 


We present our MMIS functional experience with each of our customers in the following 


exhibit. The chart excludes services of our recently signed MMIS development contracts 


with the states of Ohio and Georgia, where the projects are in the Implementation Phase. 


Although Texas is not an MMIS customer, we provide Medicaid Fraud and Abuse Detection 


System (MFADS). 


 


State Date of CMS Certification Retroactive to Day 
One of Operations 


Alabama February 2010 � 


Arkansas December 1987 � 


California November 1994 � 


Connecticut In progress  


Delaware June 2003 � 


Florida In progress  


Georgia In DDI Phase  


Idaho August 1998 � 


Indiana June 1995  


Kansas March 2005 � 


Kentucky October 2008  


Massachusetts In progress  


New Hampshire January 1995  


North Carolina July 1989 � 


Oklahoma August 2003 � 


Oregon In progress  


Pennsylvania April 2005 � 


Rhode Island May 1996 � 


Tennessee March 2006 � 


Vermont November 1994 � 


Wisconsin In progress  
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HPES MMIS Functional Experience 


 


Throughout this section, we provide additional HPES qualifications proving we have the 


experience, knowledge, and expertise for a successful MMIS takeover. 


17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including takeover 


of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description. 


HPES began providing services described in this RFP more than 30 years ago with our first 


MMIS contract with the State of Texas in 1976. Since that time, we have served as MMIS 


provider for 32 states, fiscal agent for 24 states, and have successfully performed 13 MMIS 


takeovers.  


Many of our customers have been with HPES for more than 25 years, indicating our solid 


performance and relationship-building in those states, as demonstrated by the following 


exhibit.  
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HPES Long-Term Continuous State Relationships 


State Start Date Years 


North Carolina 01/01/77 33 


Wisconsin 04/01/77 33 


Idaho 01/01/78 32 


Alabama 10/01/79 31 


Connecticut 06/24/81 28 


Vermont 07/01/81 28 


Arkansas 01/14/85 25 


New Hampshire 01/01/85 25 


California 10/01/87 22 


Delaware 11/01/89 20 


Indiana 03/01/91 19 


Pennsylvania 10/01/92 17 


Rhode Island 12/01/92 17 


Tennessee 10/01/95 14 


Oklahoma 10/05/00 9 


Kansas 02/01/02 8 


Kentucky 03/28/05 5 


Massachusetts 05/06/05 4 


Oregon 07/07/05 4 


Florida 05/16/06 3 


Ohio 06/12/07 2 


Georgia 03/26/08 2 


 


17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified 


MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience. 


HPES has nearly 34 years of fiscal agent experience, signing our first contract in this 


capacity in October 1976 for the State of Texas. Fiscal agent services and MMIS 


development, implementation, and operation are foundational business competencies for 


HPES. Since signing our first Medicaid customer in the mid-1960s, we have provided a 


broad range of information technology (IT) services to Medicaid programs in 35 states. 


Historically, we have provided fiscal agent services to Medicaid programs in 24 states. 


Typically, fiscal agent services represent the operations side of Medicaid program functions. 
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Today, as the contracted fiscal agent in 18 states, we provide services to many of the 


operational functions with our claims examiners, provider representatives, and clinicians, 


including those in the following list. At our accounts, we have more than 125 licensed 


professional clinicians, including physicians, registered and licensed practical nurses, dental 


hygienists, and pharmacists. Typical fiscal agent services include the following: 


• Contract management 


• Federal requirement compliance 


• State requirement compliance 


• Claims, encounters, and adjustments 


• Financial reporting 


• Professional clinical review 


• Client eligibility 


• Reference 


• Provider 


• Quality management 


• Systems 


• Mail room 


The following exhibit illustrates our fiscal agent experience for our current customers. 


HPES Medicaid Fiscal Agent Services Experience  


 


Because serving as the fiscal agent and MMIS provider is our typical contractual agreement, 


it is difficult for us to separate the fiscal agent or operations from the system functions we 


provide. In the previous exhibit, we have included Tennessee, even though we are not the 


fiscal agent. However, we have experience providing many of the operational services listed 


and the system support required for those functions. Even in the areas not marked, we 


provide some services to our customer in Tennessee. 
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17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to current and future 


MITA initiatives 


HPES has been engaged with the MITA initiative from the early stages. Through active 


participation with the organizations tasked with turning MITA from vision to reality, we have 


helped define the architecture and approaches that will allow MITA to be more than a 


framework.  


As the first vendor to use the “new” MITA-aligned CMS toolkit, HPES continues a 33-year 


commitment to maintaining an active role in the federal certification process.  


We have an understanding of state Medicaid programs along with world-class consulting 


resources and services leading to accurate analysis, planning, and preparation for states’ 


enterprise IT architecture. Three of our relevant engagements include the following: 


• Oklahoma MITA State Self-Assessment (SS-A)—HPES conducted the MITA SS-A for 


the Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA) reviewing a total of 91 processes—the 


original 79 proposed by MITA and 12 Oklahoma-unique processes. 


• Pennsylvania MITA SS-A—HPES conducted the MITA SS-A for the Commonwealth to 


assess the as-is MITA maturity of business processes within designated areas. 


• Arkansas MITA SS-A—HPES conducted the MITA SS-A for the State Department of 


Human Services’ (DHS) 79 Medicaid business processes. 


Please note that the MITA 2.01 model has been evolving. The overall MITA framework is 


the same as 2.0, but many of the process documents have been updated to a 2.01 version. 


These documents were updated over time, not all at once. As we conducted state SS-As in 


Arkansas and Pennsylvania, we used the most current MITA documents available. During 


our assessments, some of the documents were still only at the 2.0 version and some were 


at the 2.01 version.  


Oklahoma MITA State Sell-Assessment 


In December 2007, we worked with OHCA to complete the as-is portion of the MITA SS-A. 


HPES mapped more than 90 Oklahoma business processes to the MITA business process 


model and determined the current capability level of each process. We conducted more than 


150 mapping and capability assessment sessions with subject matter experts (SMEs) and 


analysts at OHCA.  


During the Oklahoma SS-A, 91 processes were reviewed. This included the original 79 


proposed by MITA and 12 Oklahoma unique processes. The SS-A encompassed three main 


areas, including Medicaid (SoonerCare), Oklahoma waiver programs called Insure 


Oklahoma/O-EPIC – Individual Plan (IP), and Insure Oklahoma/O-EPIC – Employer 


Sponsored Insurance (ESI). Six MITA-proposed processes were excluded from the SS-A 


because of inadequate process and capability definition provided in MITA release 2.0. Five 


MITA-proposed processes were not applicable to Oklahoma.  


During the Assessment Phase of the Oklahoma SS-A, processes were reviewed for 


capability maturity. This included 81 processes, 73 proposed by MITA—excluding six 
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processes determined during the mapping phase to lack sufficient documentation on which 


to base a capability assessment—and the 12 Oklahoma-unique processes.  


We completed the Oklahoma MITA SS-A on time and under budget. 


Pennsylvania MITA State Self-Assessment 


In 2008, the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare (DPW) contracted with HPES to 


conduct the MITA SS-A of the Commonwealth’s as-is business functions and assess the 


current level of MITA maturity within the DPW and certain areas within the Department of 


Health (DOH). The key activities for the as-is MITA SS-A included the following: 


• Define current business processes about the defined MITA business processes 


• Assess the current capabilities of the Commonwealth’s business processes 


• Assign MITA maturity levels to as-is business processes, provide associated analysis 


and findings, and create deliverable documents 


The assessment included 97 business processes related to the Commonwealth’s traditional 


Medicaid programs and approved waiver programs. 


We reviewed 97 business processes and conducted 184 mapping and capability 


assessment sessions with SMEs and analysts at DPW. The SS-A encompassed 


Pennsylvania’s Medicaid and waiver programs. During the mapping phase, the MITA 


consulting team documented the differences between the end-to-end business processes in 


Pennsylvania to those identified in the MITA framework document. During the capability 


assessment phase of the SS-A, business processes were assessed for their capability 


maturity.  


We completed the Pennsylvania MITA State Self-Assessment on time and within budget. 


Arkansas MITA State Self-Assessment 


In 2008, the Arkansas DHS conducted a MITA SS-A of its current Medicaid processes. DHS 


contracted with HPES to conduct the assessment and set as an objective that the SS-A 


would provide a road map for the state to prioritize and implement MMIS modernization 


changes consistent with the department’s mission and vision and the MITA framework. CMS 


describes the MITA SS-A as a state’s way to use the components of the MITA business 


architecture to review its goals and objectives, chart its course, and improve its Medicaid 


enterprise operations and program outcomes.  


During the Arkansas SS-A, 79 distinct business processes related to the state’s traditional 


Medicaid programs and approved waiver programs processes were reviewed. This included 


the original 78 proposed by MITA and one Arkansas-unique process. The SS-A 


encompassed the operations of Arkansas Medicaid. The MITA consulting team documented 


the differences between the end-to-end business processes in Arkansas and those 


identified in the MITA Framework 2.0. During the capability assessment phase of the 


Arkansas SS-A, business processes were reviewed for capability maturity. HPES completed 


the Arkansas MITA State Self-Assessment on time and within budget. 
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Demonstrable Commitment to Current and Future MITA Initiatives 


DHCFP is in pursuit of a forward-thinking vendor capable of developing an enterprise IT 


architecture based on the State’s MMIS and the CMS MITA Maturity Model. Besides MITA 


involvement, HPES also is committed to other initiatives that improve the architecture and 


interoperability of systems in multiple industries, including healthcare. This level of 


leadership can be seen in the organizations with which we are actively involved. These 


organizations, along with numerous standards-setting bodies, take advantage of and 


influence healthcare standards to promote open systems and commercial off-the-shelf 


integration viability, which minimizes the risks of being locked into a proprietary platform.  


We demonstrate our commitment to current and future MITA initiatives and developing 


enterprise IT architecture by co-chairing several standards groups, including the HL7 


service-oriented architecture (SOA) work group and Object Management Group (OMG). 


Together, these organizations work to define healthcare industry SOA standards through the 


Healthcare Services Specification Project (HSSP). Our involvement in setting the standards 


demonstrates our commitment to using these standards in our systems. Nevada can 


depend on our dedication to maintaining these standards. The following exhibit includes a 


subset of the standards development organizations in which the HP and HPES actively 


contribute. 


HPES Standards Development Participation 


Name Description 


Accredited Standards Committee X12 
(ASC X12) 


ASC X12 develops, maintains, interprets, publishes, and 
promotes the proper use of American National and United 
Nations/Electronic Data Interchange For Administration 
Commerce And Transport (UN/EDIFACT) International 
Electronic Data Interchange Standards. Its main objective is 
to develop standards to facilitate electronic interchange. 


HPES staff members serve on the Insurance Committee and 
co-chair of the Architectural Review Task group. 


Commission on Affordable Quality 
Healthcare (CAQH) 


CAQH, a nonprofit alliance of health plans and trade 
associations, is a catalyst for industry collaboration on 
initiatives that simplify healthcare administration. CAQH 
solutions promote quality interactions between plans, 
providers, and other stakeholders; reduce costs and 
frustrations associated with healthcare administration; 
facilitate administrative healthcare information exchange; and 
encourage administrative and clinical data integration. 


HPES is a sponsor member of CAQH. 


Health Information Management and 
Systems Society (HIMSS), Diamond 
Level 


HIMSS is the healthcare industry's membership organization 
exclusively focused on providing leadership for the optimal 
use of healthcare IT and management systems for the 
betterment of healthcare.  


HPES and HP are diamond-level participants in HIMSS. 
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Name Description 


Health Level 7 (HL7) HL7 is the selected standard for interfacing clinical and 
healthcare data in most institutions. HL7 and its partners are 
dedicated to providing a comprehensive framework (and 
related standards) for the exchange, integration, sharing, and 
retrieval of electronic health information. The standards, which 
support clinical practice and the management, delivery, and 
evaluation of health services, are the most commonly used in 
the world. 


HPES staff members serve as co-chair of the SOA taskforce 
and participate in the MITA work group, the vocabulary work 
group and several other work groups in various domains.  


National Council for Prescription Drug 
Programs (NCPDP) 


NCPDP is a not-for-profit ANSI-accredited Standards 
Development Organization consisting of more than 1,500 
members who represent chain and independent pharmacies, 
consulting companies and pharmacists, federal and state 
agencies, health insurers, HMOs, and other parties interested 
in electronic standardization within the pharmacy services 
sector of the healthcare industry.  


HPES staff members serve as board of trustee member and 
lead standardization co-chair. 


Object Management Group (OMG) OMG is an open membership, not-for-profit consortium that 
produces and maintains computer industry specifications for 
interoperable enterprise applications.  


HPES staff members serve as chair of the OMG Healthcare 
Domain Task Force. 


Organization for the Advancement of 
Structured Information Standards 
(OASIS) 


OASIS is a not-for-profit, international consortium that drives 
the development, convergence, and adoption of e-business 
standards. The consortium produces more Web services 
standards than any other organization, along with standards 
for security, e-business, and standardization efforts in the 
public sector and for application-specific markets.  


HPES and HP staff members are members of OASIS.  


Private Sector Technology Group – 
Technical Architecture Committee 
(PSTG-TAC) 


PSTG-TAC is an organization comprised of vendors and 
states charged with selecting relevant technical standards and 
their use in MITA. 


HPES staff members serve as members of the PSTG-TAC. 


Work group for Electronic Data 
Interchange (WEDI) 


This work group provides leadership and guidance to the 
healthcare industry about using and taking advantage of the 
industry’s collective knowledge, expertise, and information 
resources to improve the quality, affordability, and availability 
of healthcare. 


HPES staff members serve as members of WEDI ICD-10 
work group. 
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Name Description 


World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) W3C is an international consortium where member 
organizations, a full-time staff, and the public work together to 
develop Web standards. W3C's mission is to lead the World 
Wide Web to its full potential by developing protocols and 
guidelines that support long-term growth for the Web. 


HPES and HP are members of the W3C. 


 


We invest heavily in healthcare and healthcare standards development. Nevada can take 


advantage of our investment and commitment.  


Additionally, we have recently begun the SS-A in Florida. Our Wisconsin Medicaid account 


will be the first in the nation to use CMS’ new MITA checklist to achieve certification. 


As new MITA initiatives are made available, we immediately incorporate them into our 


processes. 


17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information exchange 


HPES offers DHCFP a comprehensive and complete understanding of Health Information 


Exchange (HIE), demonstrated through HIE implementation success, HIE support in the 


field, technology development, and policy establishment. This section discusses our 


expansive experience implementing HIE solutions, as well as our deep involvement in the 


HIE community. 


Experience Delivering HIE Solutions 


As demonstrated in the following exhibit, we have ongoing, relevant HIE experience with 


public agencies, providers, and payers.  


Customer Description of Work 


Rhode Island 
Department of 
Health 


Statewide deployment of Rhode Island’s current care HIE—designed to provide 
authorized hospitals, doctors, and other healthcare providers with a more complete 
patient health file to aid in patient care—including the following services: 


• Technology assistance to develop and implement the HIE by facilitating the secure 
exchange of information from existing healthcare information systems 


• Services to configure, test, and implement the technical solution and the system 
architecture for the exchange 


• Definition of data exchange and terminology standards; privacy, security, and 
authentication standards; auditing and logging standards; and patient consent models 


• Hosting of the HIE in HPES’ Rhode Island data center, with technical support and 
help desk services 


• Compiling of laboratory and medication history information from laboratories and e-
Prescribing networks, with a plan to incorporate additional data types such as 
radiology reports, discharge summaries, and Medicaid information 
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Customer Description of Work 


Georgia Department 
of Community 
Health 


Statewide connectivity among key healthcare stakeholders through an electronic HIE 
and a standardized CCHIT-certified EHR, including the following: 


• Use of HPES resources to securely give Georgia’s physicians and patients access to 
recipient data in a Software as a Service (SaaS) model over the Internet with little to 
no capital outlay 


• Provider assistance in quickly meeting “meaningful use,” as prescribed in the 
Recovery Act 


• Automation of clinical and administrative processes and connection to data-sharing 
partners, including laboratories, immunization registries, providers of service, and 
other HIEs 


• Provider outreach and technical assistance, help desk, and hosting services 


Montana 
Department of 
Public Health and 
Human Services 


• Establishment of the Montana Health Information Exchange using an integrated 
software and hardware solution to quickly, efficiently, and affordably link disparate 
health data sources in a near–real-time HIE 


• Linking of four Montana hospitals’ emergency departments (ED) with the Montana 
Department of Public Health and Human Services (MT DPHHS) to share syndromic 
surveillance data 


• Mapping of data to integrate the National Information Exchange Model (NIEM) and 
Healthcare’s HL7 standard to ensure a standard space exchange of information 


U.S. Veterans 
Health 
Administration 


Development, deployment, and support of the Veterans Health Information Systems 
Technology Architecture system, a comprehensive suite of applications that provides 
VHA with the following:  


• Electronic patient record 


• Health data repository 


• Secure Internet and intranet access 


• Specialty and ancillary systems 


• Clinical interoperability to accommodate eligibility, enrollment, case management, 
patient and provider records, and management and financial systems 


U.S. Veterans 
Health 
Administration 
MyHealtheVet 


Creation of a web-based system that empowers veterans with information and tools to 
improve their health to the maximum extent possible—including the ability to easily 
access their medical information across the globe to better understand their health 
status—with services that include the following: 


• Support of the software design and development, implementation, and maintenance 
of the majority of the VistA, HealtheVet (HeV), and MyHealtheVet (MHV) applications 


• Providing more than 11 years of knowledge and understanding of the VA’s business 
processes, culture, environmental challenges, and technology implementations 


• Establishment of the web interface for military veterans to access their information 


• Modernization of the laboratory information system 


• Addressing of key industry and VA security requirements 
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Customer Description of Work 


Defense Health 
Information 
Management 
Systems (DHIMS) 


Technology management of DHIMS—the largest and most comprehensive EHR in the 
world used by healthcare providers, medical educators, and medical researchers at 
health facilities and in the field to improve the quality and delivery of healthcare for 
recovering U.S. service members, giving providers instant access to vital medical 
information—including the following services: 


• Support of more than 60,000 trained users 


• Applications development for the Disability Evaluation System and the Armed Forces 
Health Longitudinal Technology Application (the EHR) 


• Technical enhancements to DHIMS applications to improve the management of the 
military’s EHRs, increase collaboration across service lines, and facilitate user 
workflow between various caregivers and case managers 


• Enhancements to the EHR to improve information sharing between the DoD and the 
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs and enable clinical case managers to have better 
access to recipients’ conditions, prescriptions, and diagnostic tests 


• Enhancements to the Disability Evaluation System to maximize medical assessment 
efficiencies and streamline the evaluation process for disability treatment and case 
management of injured or ill U.S. soldiers 


North Carolina Deployment of the North Carolina Immunization Registry (NCIR), a statewide, web-
based clinical support system that provides current North Carolina immunization 
information used by more than 11,400 users at more than 860 sites, including the 
following services: 


• Establishment of a registry record for each newborn child born within the state within 
six weeks of birth that will record immunizations, contraindications, and reactions 


• Ability for parents, public health organizations, schools, and primary care physicians 
to have timely access to an individual’s immunization history, allowing recommended 
vaccines to be administered on an approved schedule 


• Ability for providers to receive recommendations based on the individual’s 
immunization history, contraindications, and age, preventing incorrect immunizations 


• Distribution of recall and reminder notices, vaccine usage and client reports, and 
Clinic Assessment Software Application (CASA) extracts 


• Management of vaccine inventories 


Newfoundland and 
Labrador Centre for 
Health Information 


Extensive consulting and system development services, including the following: 


• Development of a comprehensive and integrated information network for the health 
and social services sectors, linking hospitals, long-term care facilities, physicians, 
pharmacists, and community services 


• Implementation of a Unique Person Identifier (UPI) and electronic integration with 
legacy systems, including the Medical Care Plan mainframe system, the Community 
Health Client Referral and Management system, and eight distinct regional Meditech 
systems 


• Enhancement of interfaces between the UPI/Client Registry and several stakeholder 
interfaces 


• Development of a pan-Canadian “Starter Toolkit” and key data, technical, and 
architectural standards that support interoperability between Canadian jurisdictions 


• Development of the Pharmacy Network, an online, real-time, comprehensive 
medication profile and drug interaction database to support prescribing, dispensing, 
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Customer Description of Work 


compliance monitoring, research, and prescription medication policy formulation  


• Planning facilitation for creating the interface solution of picture archiving and 
communications systems (PACS) to Client Registry, the first of its kind in Canada, 
and defining opportunities for improved health outcomes and economic benefits 


• Planning and development of a combined interoperability EHR and Labs initiative to 
integrate current and future clinical and support systems to support a fully integrated, 
provincial EHR system across the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador 


Canada Infoway Project management, architecture, design, JAVA development, database administration, 
configuration management, infrastructure support, and testing for the Canada Health 
Infoway Reference Implementation Suite (CHIRIS), setting common standards for inter- 
and intra-jurisdictional HIE and clinical systems linking and including the following 
services: 


• Development of a flexible Tool Set of Canada Health Infoway HL7 Version 2.4 and 
3.0–specified modules and creation of new Open Source Infrastructure Libraries 
compatible with Canada Health Infoway EHRs Blueprint/HL7 


•  Demonstration of the functionality of Client Registry interoperability messages using 
HL7 Version 2.4 and 3 standards and extraction of sample clinical data from an EHR 
Repository Service  


• Ability for third-party vendors and jurisdictions to use the architecture in a way that 
reduces the cost of implementing the specifications nationwide 


• Development, testing, and delivery of the CHIRIS Client Registry, CHIRIS ADT 
application, CHIRIS EHR application, the Web Services Interface Engine, major 
components of the Health Information Access Layer (HIAL) Infostructure as defined in 
the EHRs Blueprint, the CHIRIS Application Admin Console, the CHIRIS Statistician 
and Dashboard, and the Installation and Configuration Tools and Procedures 


• Development of a detailed support plan with potential mechanisms to address short-, 
medium-, and long-term objectives of the CHIRIS project 


Manitoba Health Project management, business analysis, and testing for the Manitoba Provincial Client 
Registry (CR)—a source for the latest known client identifiers and demographic 
information to assist in uniquely identifying a client being registered for healthcare 
services, which laid the foundation for the provincial and pan-Canadian EHR—including 
the following services: 


• Incorporation of significant stakeholder consultation leading to validation and 
implementation of business processes, standards, and benefit evaluation 


• Creation of the governance body to support, maintain, and administer the Provincial 
CR 


• Architecture installation and testing to support the Provincial CR 


• Linking of 22 source systems to the CR, some with multiple phases (e.g., active and 
passive), including implementation of complex reporting and archiving subsystems 


• System migration to the new provincial data centre and upgrade to the core software 
product 


• Replatforming of a key source system, the Manitoba Health Insurance Registry 


• Data cleansing of source systems, including remediation of more than 50,000 
duplicate charts 
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Customer Description of Work 


Queensland 
Australia 


Key objectives of the Queensland Health comprehensive multi-year, enterprise-wide 
program funded by the Queensland Treasury to achieve patient safety, efficiency, 
accuracy, and patient empowerment, including the following improvements: 


• Shared governance model using the joint Alliance board with government and 
commercial partners to achieve business and clinical alignment across the program 


• Management of the enterprise architecture, solution, and tools for a patient-centric 
model of care 


• Establishment of a strong foundation for new initiatives (common login, unique patient 
identifier, statewide provider and client directory, and population health and decision 
support tools) and integration across systems and communities 


• Delivery of benefits (outcomes) from coordinated projects 


• Applications software and infrastructure implementation (scheduling, order entry, 
results reporting, discharge and clinical summaries, and medication management) 


• Healthcare and business change to improve health service delivery 


• Supplier and contract management for products and services 


• Risk/reward sharing and agreement 


 


HIE Industry Influence 


In addition to our work on customer accounts, we are heavily involved in the HIE industry 


through participation in standard-setting bodies and work groups. Examples of our activity in 


the HIE area include the following: 


• Creation of HPES Medical Informatics Center of Excellence (MICOE) 


• Creation of one of the nation’s first electronic medical record (EMR) systems  


• Deep standards knowledge, capability, and industry involvement, as demonstrated by 
the following: 


− Member of the Accredited Standards Committee X12 


− Chair of the Insurance Committee and Co-Chair of the Architectural Review Task 


Group for the Commission on Affordable Quality Healthcare (CAQH) 


− Sponsor member of CAQH, Health Information Management and Systems Society 


(HIMSS) 


− Participant in the State Health eAlliance and the National Governors’ Association’s 


NASMD 


− Diamond-level participant in HIMSS and HL7 


− Co-Chair of the SOA Taskforce and MITA Work Group member for the National 


Council for Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP) 


− Board of Trustee Member and Lead Standardization Co-Chair, Object Management 


Group (OMG) 
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− Chair of the OMG Healthcare Domain Task Force  


− Member of the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information 


Standards (OASIS) 


− Member of the Private Sector Technology Group – Technical Architecture Committee 


(PSTG-TAC), an organization consisting of vendors and states charged with the 


selection of relevant technical standards and how they are to be used in MITA 


− Member of the PSTG-TAC Work Group for Electronic Data Interchange 


− Member of WEDI ICD-10 Work Group, World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 


− Participant in the NIEM design, as the W3C XML Schema standard was used 


17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential Financial 


Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial 


Information: 


17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and 


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number. 


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which 


include: 


Please see Part IV – Confidential Financial Information for our response to the following 


RFP requirements: 


17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential 


Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – 


Confidential Financial Information 


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and 


2. Balance Statement. 


17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as addressed in 


Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to 


carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement. 


17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as 


addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of 


financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without 


receiving reimbursement 


17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services within a 


budget-neutral contracting scenario. 


HPES understands and is committed to taking over Nevada MMIS operations and services 


within a budget-neutral contracting scenario. The contract resulting from this takeover 


procurement is required to be operationally budget neutral to DHCFP, with the possible 


exceptions of HIE and data warehouse. This means that the payment for fiscal agent 


services, including the takeover and operation of the core MMIS, any peripheral systems or 
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tools, and fiscal agent (FA) operational services cannot exceed what DHCFP reimburses for 


operations under the current FA contract.  


We commit to the budget neutrality requirement as part of the mandatory minimum 


qualifications. We further understand that we may propose additional savings as part of 


enhanced services, but those savings must be guaranteed and must not negatively affect 


budget neutrality. A portion of guaranteed savings may be moved to the operational budget 


as a savings offset. 


17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational structure as it 


relates to the Nevada MMIS. 


HP comprises the following four product divisions or business groups: 


• HP Financial Services  
• Imaging and Printing Group 
• Personal Systems Group  
• Enterprise Business  


This following chart shows the reporting structure for HPES, which includes Nevada 


Medicaid Account Manager Lola Jordan. Lola will oversee all aspects of the HPES support 


for the Nevada Medicaid Program to provide complete accountability for operations and 


information technology. Lola will report directly to Executive Vice President, State and Local 


Government Healthcare West Stu Bailey. 


In response to the RFP requirement to clearly identify where this project will be placed within 


our corporate organization, the following organizational chart shows the specific area of the 


organization that will have responsibility for the Nevada MMIS project, reflecting the 


reporting chain between Account manager Lola Jordan and HP Chairman, Chief Executive 


Officer, and President Mark Hurd.  
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Organizational Structure Relative to Nevada MMIS 


 


The organizational structure within HP includes our core healthcare business, comprising 


the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project as one of our key accounts. 


Account manager Lola Jordan and the rest of our proposed Nevada MMIS Takeover Project 


team’s experience and qualifications are further detailed in section 17.3 Vendor Staff Skills 


and Experience Required, with résumés included in section Tab X – Attachment K – 


Proposed Staff Résumé(s). 


Advantages of Our Organization 


While HP is a large corporation, we have carefully thought out and streamlined our 


organization to best serve our industry customers. For example, with Sean Kenny who is 


responsible for our global healthcare industry, as well as Barbara Anderson and Stu Bailey 


who are responsible for State and Local Health and Human Services specifically, can 


quickly bring resources to assist Nevada.  


Additionally, our customer-focused organization brings the following advantages to Nevada: 


• Our team will bring best practices and lessons learned from previously delivered 


solutions—including exemplary MMIS takeover experience—to Nevada. The result for 


Nevada is an MMIS takeover solution built on the best proven architecture and delivery 


methods available and customized for the State’s business environment.  
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• With 22 current state Medicaid customers and more than 7,000 professionals dedicated 


to supporting healthcare clients worldwide, we offer DHCFP a solid knowledge base and 


unequalled experience in the Medicaid industry. 


• We offer feet-on-the-ground dedication from Account Manager Lola Jordan, with more 


than 14 years of experience as an account manager or director for large-scale medical 


claims processing. Her impressive career also includes eight years management 


experience with a Medicaid system. This provides a more immediate response to issues, 


greater insight into Medicaid business challenges, and a proven collaborative leader who 


will work with the State.  


Nevada will benefit from our carefully streamlined healthcare organization and the important 


place the Nevada MMIS Takeover project holds. 


17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout the 


company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other significant changes, 


which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP. 


Account manager Lola Jordan will be responsible for communicating applicable HPES 


information to DHCFP in a timely manner. She is HPES’ single point of accountability, 


capable of making decisions that affect DHCFP. Lola will work with her team to make sure 


that the communication plans, project management activities, meetings, and status reports 


are followed as documented in our proposal.  


The success of takeovers depends on an intense level of communication and coordination. 


HPES’ experience in taking over the Mississippi Medicaid program in three months from the 


incumbent shows our proven communication processes and skills work. Lola will be 


supported by HPES resources that perform multiple takeovers and implementations at a 


time with the same attention provided to make them successful.  


We communicate formally through status reports, meetings, and presentations. These 


arenas are used to make sure that documentation and information can be quickly shared 


with all teams, including DHCFP, incumbent vendor, our subcontractors, and our local and 


remote teams. 


It is vital that HPES communicates company changes to our customers effectively and 


efficiently manner. Leaders are provided with talking points and instructions for the major 


corporate changes so that accurate and consistent information is communicated to clients 


and other stakeholders. DHCFP can feel comfortable that they can call an HPES executive 


to discuss concerns about our performance or corporate changes. 
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17.2 References 


17.2.1 Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from similar projects performed for 


private, state and/or large local government clients within the last five (5) years. Vendors are 


required to submit Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire to the business references they 


list. The business references must submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the 


Purchasing Division. It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by 


the Purchasing Division on or before the proposal submission deadline for inclusion in the evaluation 


process. Business References not received, or not complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score 


in the evaluation process. References must show the vendor’s experience with the following minimum 


mandatory qualification: 


Medicaid systems and business processes are very complex. Medicaid projects are difficult 


as evidenced by many troubled projects such as the recent failed takeover in Tennessee, 


failed implementation in Maine, and the multi-year delays in the MMIS implementation in 


New Hampshire. There are several key success factors that mitigate the complexities of 


these projects and turn bad headlines into good headlines. 


• Strong leadership 


• Project management rigor and discipline 


• Resource capacity with the right skill sets 


Our references will demonstrate we possess the right qualities to verify a successful 


takeover and position DHCFP to manage the complexities of ARRA, HITECH, and 


healthcare reform legislation. There are many federal deadlines looming across the next 


several years, giving DHCFP very little room to breathe in between initiatives. We recognize 


this challenge and are committed to bringing the full HPES healthcare experience, breadth, 


and depth to support DHCFP. 


17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS 


for a minimum of five (5) years. 


Today, we are the primary contractor for 22 state Medicaid programs, and perform fiscal 


agent services for 18 of them. Many of our customers have been with us for more than 25 


years, an indication of our solid performance and relationship-building in those states. The 


following exhibit lists our relationships with Medicaid agencies in 22 states, including larger 


state programs such as California, Florida, Pennsylvania, and Ohio. 


HPES as Primary Contractor in State Medicaid 


State Start Date Years 


Alabama 10/01/1979 29 


Arkansas 01/14/1985 24 


California 10/01/1987 21 


Connecticut 06/24/1981 27 


Delaware 11/01/1989 19 
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State Start Date Years 


Florida 05/16/2006 2 


Georgia 03/26/2008 1 


Idaho 01/01/1978 31 


Indiana 03/01/1991 18 


Kansas 02/01/2002 7 


Kentucky 03/28/2005 4 


Massachusetts 05/06/2005 3 


New Hampshire 01/01/1985 24 


North Carolina 01/01/1977 32 


Ohio 06/12/2007 1 


Oklahoma 10/05/2000 8 


Oregon 07/07/2005 2 


Pennsylvania 10/01/1992 16 


Rhode Island 12/01/1992 16 


Tennessee 10/01/1995 13 


Vermont 07/01/1981 27 


Wisconsin 04/01/1977 32 


 


Additionally, we deliver Medicaid-related services in 11 other states and U.S. territories 


where we are not the primary MMIS contractor. Below are a few examples of our fiscal 


agent experience. 


Alabama Medicaid Agency 


HPES has been the prime contractor for the Alabama Medicaid Agency continuously since 


October 1979. After implementation of the previous system in 1999, we gained MMIS 


certification from CMS. Then in February 2008, HPES replaced the existing system with the 


implementation of interChange. HPES has initiated a process toward achieving CMS 


certification of the new interChange system. 


Under the current contract, HPES performs claim processing (including fee-for-service 


(FFS), capitation, and encounters); provider relations, prior approval, and drug rebate 


services; point-of-sale (POS) processing and support services; electronic eligibility 


verification system processing and services; provider payment issuance and financial 


management; provider web portal hosting and maintenance; AVRS maintenance; provider 


bulletin production and mailing; beneficiary and provider help desk and written inquiry 


support.  
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Additionally, we supplied more than 255,000 plastic ID cards to beneficiaries and provide a 


2.2 terabyte data warehouse containing 60 months of history (currently building the sixth 


year). 


In 2007, the HPES Alabama Medicaid team processed more than 21.7 million claims for 


total payments of $2.66 billion. Additionally, in 2008, HPES enrolled 9,278 providers through 


provider enrollment and recovered $4.47 million for the State through third-party liability 


(TPL) recovery services. 


State of Connecticut Department of Social Services 


HPES has served as the primary contractor for the Connecticut Medicaid program 


continuously since 1981. This included three successful recompetes in 1989, 1995, and 


2005. In February 2008, HPES implemented the interChange system for the Connecticut 


Department of Social Services. 


We provide the State of Connecticut Department of Social Services with complete 


administrative, clerical, technical, and operational services. We designed, developed, 


implemented, operate, and maintain an MMIS that handles the claims and financial 


processing needs for the state’s categorically eligible Medicaid beneficiaries, as well as 


those eligible through the State’s General Assistance Program, Connecticut Pharmaceutical 


Assistance Contract to the Elderly and Disabled (ConnPACE) Program, and Connecticut 


AIDS Drug Assistance Program (CADAP).  


Our Connecticut staff also performs fiscal agent services for these programs to include the 


following functions: claims processing and adjudication; claims resolution; client relations 


and enrollment for ConnPACE; drug rebate; data entry; document control; provider relations; 


provider enrollment of all network providers; financial reporting; security; system 


maintenance, operation, modifications, and enhancements; and TPL processing. 


In 2008, the HPES Connecticut MMIS team processed more than 25.1 million claims paying 


out nearly $4.1 billion. 


Idaho Department of Health and Welfare 


We have been the prime contractor for the Idaho MMIS since 1978. In 1997, HPES 


transferred the Vermont Advanced Information Management (AIM) system to Idaho and 


moved the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare’s Medicaid platform from a legacy 


mainframe environment to a client/server platform.  


HPES has continued to provide services in the following areas: claims processing, including 


document management, drug rebate invoice processing, supplemental drug rebate invoice 


processing, financial transactions (such as refunds, recoupments, payout, and adjustments), 


claims adjudication, and reference file maintenance; provider relations, including provider 


enrollment and provider file maintenance, regional provider relations consultants, and 


provider service representatives (call center), provider written correspondence, small 


provider billing unit, Medicaid client help desk, client eligibility, and electronic data 


interchange (EDI) help desk; systems support, including maintenance, modification, and 


MMIS enhancement; support of ad hoc database; documentation support; training of MMIS 
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users; platform, including housing and maintenance of the MMIS platform including servers, 


data storage devices, backup facility, local area desktops, and local area network; and 


business continuity and disaster recovery. 


In 2008, the HPES Idaho Medicaid team processed more than 9.2 million claims, paying out 


more than $1 billion in benefits. 


Indiana Office of Medicaid Policy and Planning 


HPES has been the prime contractor for the State of Indiana’s Medicaid program since 1991 


and, in 1995, replaced the mainframe system with our Indiana Advanced Information 


Management (IndianaAIM) solution. Under the current contract, we perform claim 


processing for FFS, capitation, and encounter claims; provider relations services and 


training support; POS processing and support services; electronic eligibility verification 


system processing and services; provider payment issuance and financial management; 


disenrollment of clients/plans management; and newsletter and bulletin development and 


publication for providers and recipients. HPES also provides multilingual support (primarily 


English and Spanish, but can support up to 154 languages) for beneficiary and provider help 


desk and written inquiries, and provider enrollment, outreach, and certification support. 


Additionally, HPES supplies plastic National Council for Prescription Drug Programs 


(NCPDP)-compliant beneficiary cards, provides 360GB data warehouse with 36-month 


history, and establishes managed models of healthcare for Medicaid recipients. 


HPES also supports application development, network architecture, and infrastructure 


design and installation; data conversion; electronic document management integration; Web 


development; capacity and integration testing; and user transition support for the 


IndianaAIM system.  


In 2007, the HPES Indiana team processed 39.7 million fee for service and encounter 


claims, paying more than $5.7 billion in benefit dollars through fee-for-service claims and 


capitation payments. 


At the end of this section, we present our references proving our ability and experience as a 


fiscal agent, operating and maintaining several certified MMIS environments each for a 


minimum of five years. But first, we present brief overviews demonstrating how we also have 


the experience DHCFP desires in a vendor. 


In addition, desired experience includes the following: 


17.2.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system 


developed and installed by another contractor. 


Since our inception, we have successfully taken over 12 MMIS environments, our most 


recent in Kentucky in 2005. Many state Medicaid programs are opting to replace their MMIS 


environments rather than have a new vendor take over the existing system. We have 


implemented our interChange MMIS in seven states, including Kentucky, since 2005. And 


we are currently in the process of implementing interChange MMIS in Georgia and Ohio.  
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To demonstrate our knowledge and expertise taking over an 


MMIS, we present the following overview of our Kentucky 


takeover. Once the contract was awarded to HPES (HPES) in 


March 2005, we had eight months to establish a building, hire 


staff, work with the outgoing vendor to take over the system and 


work with the providers. A significant concern for Kentucky 


officials and the provider community was the transition between 


vendors, as the prior vendor transition (which occurred in 1995) 


created several challenges that adversely impacted 


performance. Within eight months, we built our project site, hired 


staff, worked with the prior vendor to assume system operations, 


and completed the takeover with no disruption in service to the 


provider community. 


We were able to take over the system during the Thanksgiving 


holiday without any delay in provider payments. We started 


operations on the Monday following Thanksgiving and ran the 


next payment cycle the following weekend. 


“Kentucky selected [HPES] to be our Medicaid fiscal agent 


because of their experience and their track record in other 


states,” said Shannon Turner, Commissioner of the Department 


for Medicaid Services within the Cabinet for Health and Family 


Services. “We were really concerned that when we transitioned 


we would have a gap in payment. We didn't want to have to 


change a lot of processes for the providers during the initial 


transition, so continuity to the provider community was our 


biggest concern.” 


We completed the takeover from the former vendor during 


Thanksgiving, often having to redevelop programs from scratch 


because they were the former vendor’s proprietary code. 


Fortunately, our team maintained a good relationship with the former vendor throughout the 


transition, which made it as painless as possible. We actually hired more than 80 employees 


from the former vendor’s team. 


With takeover complete, we began transferring our award-winning MMIS from the State of 


Oklahoma to Kentucky, which allows real-time adjudication of claims and multiple benefit 


packages for eligibility categories. The latter is key because the Commonwealth sought, and 


received approval for, an 1115 waiver by the U.S. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 


Services (CMS) to allow Kentucky to provide different benefit packages according to the 


individual needs of the recipients. It was the first U.S. state to do so. 


Kansas Health Policy Authority 


In December 2001, the Kansas Health Policy Authority (KHPA) selected HPES as fiscal 


agent to take over the existing system and implement the new interChange MMIS. We 


We completed more 
than 800 tasks during 
the takeover process, 
during which time we 
met with the Kentucky 
Cabinet for Health and 
Family Services: the 
secretary, the 
commissioner, the 
deputy commissioner, 
the director of 
information technology, 
the deputy director of 
information technology, 
and numerous client 
managers of different 
departments as well as 
their staff. We 
conducted weekly 
status meetings with the 
deputies and their team 
as well as daily 
meetings with their staff. 
We attended monthly 
meetings with the 
secretary to keep him 
informed of the project 
status.  


“It was a wonderful, 
wonderful transition,” 
Turner said. “I really 
can't say enough about 
the team [at HPES] and 
the lengths they went to 
ensure the continuity. 
We literally flipped the 
switch.” 
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completed the takeover of the existing system on July 1, 2002, and continued to operate it 


until October 16, 2003. On that date, Kansas cut over to the new Oklahoma interChange.  


The Kansas MMIS contract comprises the following: 


• System maintenance, operation, modification, and enhancement 


• Automated voice response system (AVRS) maintenance and support 


• Provider bulletin production and mailing 


• Claims adjudication, including financial cycles 


• Claims adjustments, query database maintenance, and resolutions 


• Managed care encounter data and capitation claims processing; prior authorization 


• Medical policy; fraud and abuse detection; pharmacy benefits management services 


• Provider enrollment and representation 


• Security services 


The HPES Kansas takeover was a monumental five-month effort that began in late February 


2002 with a go-live date of July 1, 2002. During this short time frame, the HPES systems 


team renovated more than 2,500 jobs, batch, and online programs. We also designed, 


developed, and implemented a replacement for six proprietary systems. Additionally, the 


team performed unit testing, parallel testing, and user acceptance testing (UAT) before 


going live on July 1.  


Our MMIS takeover for the Kansas Medicaid Program demonstrates the value of stringent 


project management practices. The short takeover time frame demanded a highly capable 


project team with a dedication to a strict adherence to the project plan. By successful 


planning, efficient resource usage, and proactive execution, HPES successfully met project 


milestones and achieved the customer’s objectives. 


We activated the point-of-service (POS) system on June 30, 2002, and immediately began 


to adjudicate claims. The remaining production operations began on Monday, July 1, as 


scheduled.  


The HPES team demonstrated its ability to respond to and 


overcome unpredictable challenges when it encountered a 


disaster recovery situation. Just three days before go live on July 


1, 2002; a roof being replaced on a portion of our leased facilities 


was breached by a severe rainstorm, resulting in extensive 


flooding. However, HPES personnel protected the equipment by 


working with electricians during the weekend to prepare alternate 


floor space for displaced personnel, including on-site KHPA staff. 


The HPES team’s rapid-response disaster recovery effort 


enabled achievement of the July 1 go live date—to the surprise of KHPA officials, who were 


expecting a delay. HPES met the normal financial cycle, with providers being paid as 


scheduled. 


HPES provides the 
State of Kansas with a 
technological solution 
capable of meeting our 
goals to improve access 
to healthcare in a cost-
effective, efficient way. 
– Scott Brunner, 
Director, Kansas Health 
Policy Authority 
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During the first week of operation, we successfully processed 222,000 claims, paying out 


$32 million. Even more important was that financials balanced to the penny during the first 


week of operation. 


The HPES Kansas Fiscal Agent team today serves 258,000 recipients and 19,000 enrolled 


providers. Fiscal Agent operations support included recipient and provider call centers, 


provider education, regional support for recipients and providers, claims (receipt, entry, and 


resolution), financial (TPL, adjustments, buy-in, Health Insurance Premium Payment 


(HIPP)), fair hearings, grievance, provider enrollment, medical policy, managed care 


enrollment, SURS and Fraud, prior authorization, pharmacy benefits management, drug 


rebate, and systems maintenance and modification. 


On October 16, 2003, we completed implementation of the interChange client/server 


platform to replace the existing MMIS legacy system on time and within budget. Since 


implementation, the new interChange MMIS’ flexibility has become more evident in the 


processing of medical policies. In the year before implementation, the state of Kansas 


processed approximately 50 medical policies, which included simple rate changes. In the 


year following implementation, 88 policies, which did not include simple rate changes, were 


implemented. In 2006, HPES implemented 101 medical policies.  


Our advanced, comprehensive, multiplatform MMIS also met the standards of both the 


HIPAA and the Administrative Simplification Compliance Act (ASCA) simplified and 


streamlined Kansas’ Medicaid-related administrative processes, enabling the agency to 


exchange information with healthcare providers electronically and in real time. 


During the month before implementing the new MMIS, Kansas experienced an unplanned 


development regarding the Medicare Intermediary and Carrier being HIPAA-compliant. The 


Medicare contractors were not ready to send HIPAA-compliant transactions. The technical 


ability of our team allowed for the development of a translator between the proprietary 


crossover format and the HIPAA-compliant format. While the new MMIS began operation on 


time, in less than 90 days, the new MMIS was capable of bringing in the existing 


nonproprietary files to lower the impact to providers. 


Additionally, when the state created a new benefit program for children in foster care who 


aged out, the new policy was implemented in less than 60 days. This included creating and 


setting up a new benefit plan and covered services.  


In 2006 KHPA decided to change the current MCO for dental services to a FFS plan in the 


MMIS. The system was modified, providers were recruited and trained and the program was 


implemented on time. The dental services offered to Kansans have measurably improved 


since bringing the program into the MMIS.  


In 2008, the HPES Kansas team processed more than 17.2 million claims, which paid 


almost $2 billion in fee-for-service benefits. 


17.2.1.3 Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or 


private sectors; 


During the last five years we have designed, developed, and successfully implemented our 


interChange MMIS in seven states—Alabama, Connecticut, Florida, Kentucky, 
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Massachusetts, Oregon, and Wisconsin—and have two more in the process that are 


expected to be completed this year. 


In this subsection, we highlight our recent DDI experience with system and enhancement 


implementations in Pennsylvania, Alabama, Oregon, and Florida. 


Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare 


We have been Pennsylvania’s Medicaid system vendor since 1992, and successfully 


implemented an MMIS that was CMS certified in April 2005. 


We transferred and modified the interChange MMIS from Oklahoma to Pennsylvania in 


March 2002. This MMIS was named the Provider Reimbursement Operations Management 


Information System in electronic format (PROMISe™) and replaced the Department of 


Public Welfare’s (DPW) 23-year old legacy system, Medical Assistance Management 


Information System (MAMIS). 


We managed the 24-month implementation period, applying our Project Management 


methodology and systems development life cycle (SDLC) operating principles. More than 


420,000 hours of work, 3,927 discrete tasks, and 95 comprehensive deliverables were 


successfully delivered on time for a March 1, 2004 implementation date.  


Using HPES’ SDLC processes and procedures, we performed a detailed application 


analysis and review of infrastructure components resulting in a 15,000-plus page 


comprehensive detailed design document for the new PROMISe system. This document 


contained an analysis of the prior MAMIS functions and Pennsylvania PROMISe MMIS 


claims processing systems; a review of infrastructure requirements for hardware, software, 


and communications necessary to implement defined changes; and detailed specifications 


for online windows, reports, and business and system process functions. As part of the 


information-gathering process, we met with multiple program offices within the DPW and the 


comptroller’s office to validate how they used the prior MMIS to accomplish their daily work 


and understand any planned changes. We reviewed the functional specifications, design 


specifications, user requirements, and system documentation requirements for the new 


PROMISe system.  


The interChange MMIS developed for Pennsylvania used the following technologies and 


commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) packages: 


• Web portal for claims submission and eligibility verification 


• Optical character recognition/intelligent character recognition (OCR/ICR) technology for 


use with scanned documents 


• ApertureOne from Impressions Technology, a Web-based image retrieval system from 


third-party vendor  


• Graphical user interface (GUI) developed with PowerBuilder 


• Business Objects for fraud and abuse reporting 


• UNIX, Solaris, and Windows operating systems 
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We supported application development, network architecture and infrastructure design and 


installation, automated document management integration, Web development, capacity and 


integration testing, and user transition support to bring the new system online for DPW. 


Additionally, extensive planning, consulting, and integration services with all other 


department-wide IT projects were successfully provided through HPES’ participation in DPW 


cross-program IT project meetings. 


We developed the new PROMISe system based on the specifications approved in the 


detailed design document. Besides batch program development and creation or modification 


of more than 750 discrete online windows, the new PROMISe system added a significant 


Web-based functional component for providers and users in the Commonwealth of 


Pennsylvania. Web functions include claim submission access for multiple claim types, claim 


status inquiry, recipient eligibility verification, self-service provider enrollment options, and 


direct access to user and provider web-based training. All this functional capability is 


integrated seamlessly with DPW’s own customer information system, master provider index 


system, and the home and community services information systems. 


As part of our SDLC methodology, we performed validation testing on developed software to 


verify that quality software was delivered. This included developing a test plan, test 


schedule, test specifications, and five separate system test deliverables. We developed, 


executed, tracked, and completed more than 45,000 separate test scenarios—including 


more than 4,000 integrated test cases to test integrated end-to-end testing across multiple 


functional areas. Validation testing included capacity tests, parallel tests, and integrated 


system tests. 


We converted data from more than 300 separate source files to create the foundation for 


PROMISe processing. This included seven years of claims history totaling more than 512 


million claim and encounter claim records. This also included more than 469,000 individual 


provider records. 


We developed two comprehensive plans for training more than 67,000 medical service 


providers and more than 1,300 Commonwealth users of the new claims processing system. 


This approach combined state-wide classroom style training sessions, web-based e-learning 


courses, teleconferences, and printed training aids. From October 2003 through February 


2004, HPES conducted 242 training provider training sessions for 4,191 people at 23 


different training sites throughout the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. During this same 


time, more than 11,000 visitors took the PROMISe provider e-learning course. 


Simultaneously, we hosted 91 training sessions for 1,527 DPW users. Training covered 15 


different training modules. During this time, a total of 1,109 visitors chose to take the user e-


learning courses. The successful delivery of PROMISe pre-implementation training was a 


critical factor in the transition from the prior DPW MAMIS system to the new PROMISe 


system. Training activities are under continuous review to bring the most current information, 


in the most user accommodating method, to the providers and DPW users in Pennsylvania. 


A collaborative implementation planning group developed a formal approach and calendar 


to transition functions and tasks from the old system to the new system. A comprehensive, 


detailed implementation transition plan was developed and executed to track progress 
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across all functional areas and to facilitate hour by hour planning for complex transition and 


start-up activities. 


PROMISe went live on February 16, 2004 for the Provider and Reference areas, on 


February 19, 2004 for interactive Pharmacy claims processing and eligibility verification, and 


on February 26, 2004 for Prior Authorization (PA) and Recipient Lock-in. PROMISe was fully 


live and in full production on March 1, 2004, the planned and scheduled implementation 


date.  


A few months after go-live, county-based waiver programs also were going through a 


phased implementation. We supported their training with seminars, workshops, and provider 


association meetings. For instance, counties were grouped into regional areas. We held 


eight seminars covering many of Pennsylvania’s 67 counties; as others were phased in, 


training continued. Teleconference training also has been conducted.  


Besides the standard FFS program, Pennsylvania Medicaid also encompasses both 


traditional managed care provided by managed care organizations (MCOs) and primary 


care case management provided by a primary care case manager (PCCM).  


For traditional managed care delivered by MCOs, the Pennsylvania MMIS processes 


encounters and pays capitations. In this model providers send their claim directly to the 


MCO to which a recipient belongs and receive payment directly from the MCO. An 


encounter is the replication of a claim previously paid by an MCO. The purpose of the 


encounter is to log the record of the recipient's receipt of a service and the provider's 


provision of service with the Department of Public Welfare. The PA MMIS receives 


encounters in the HIPAA 837 transaction format by file transfer protocol (FTP). MCOs are 


paid capitated, per diem rates based on population demographics as determined by a 


separately contracted actuary firm, for each recipient enrolled in their organization. While the 


encounters are edited and priced in a similar fashion as traditional fee for service claims in 


the MMIS, an encounter always pays a zero amount even though a FFS price is determined 


so that comparison can be done to see what an MCO paid versus what FFS would have 


paid. Editing is performed against the encounters to ensure the data is comparable. 


PCCM is a method of cost containment whereby the basic FFS model is intact with the 


addition of a case management contractor for targeted disease management. In this model 


providers send their claim directly to and receive payment from Pennsylvania Medicaid. 


Recipients elect a primary care provider (PCP) and provider referrals are used to assist cost 


containment. For PCCM the PA MMIS pays claims as submitted by providers, received as 


HIPAA 837 transactions, Web-interactive claims and paper claims. The case management 


contractor receives a per diem, flat capitated rate (basically an administrative fee) for each 


recipient enrolled in PCCM. The PA MMIS sends an enrolled recipient's claim history and 


ongoing claim processing history in the form of claim extract files to the case management 


contractor. These extract files are used for analysis to determine recipients that will benefit 


from targeted disease management. Case managers are assigned by the case 


management contractor to assist these recipients in receiving appropriate care. 
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For Pennsylvania, both the managed care models and traditional FFS claims and 


encounters are processed through the same claims engine. Data is stored jointly so that 


users can look at both customer and provider information. 


The current MMIS contract includes fiscal agent services, provider enrollment automation 


project (PEAP), Internet public portal for providers, HIPAA transactions, system 


maintenance, operation, modification, and enhancement, automated document 


management; automated eligibility, drug rebate, encounter claims, early and periodic 


screening, diagnosis, and treatment (EPSDT), financial processing, prior authorization, 


reference, and Web-based technology.  


In 2008, the HPES Pennsylvania team processed more than 41 million FFS claims, totaling 


$7.8 billion in payouts to providers. Additionally, more than 63 million encounters were 


processed and $6.5 billion in capitation payments were made to managed care 


organizations. More than 91 million EVS (eligibility) transactions were also processed. 


As part of our ongoing operational support of the Pennsylvania Department of Public 


Welfare, we have also implemented initiatives in support of cost savings and enhanced 


features for the Department and the provider community. The following exhibit, 


Pennsylvania PROMISe MMIS Enhancements, describes some of the enhancements that 


are representative of some of these initiatives. 


Pennsylvania PROMISe MMIS Enhancements 


Enhancement 
(Implementation Date) 


Overview/Benefits 


National Provider 
Identifier 
(May 2008) 


HPES implemented NPI to make certain that PROMISe was compliant with 
the federal mandate to accept and process the NPI. This change touched 
nearly every PROMISe subsystem. For example, we implemented 17 
provider change orders to support the NPI registration process. These 
changes helped DPW complete NPI registrations for 56,973 provider 
service locations during 2007. We also created mailing lists that DPW used 
to inform providers of the need to register their NPI number with PROMISe. 
Using these lists, DPW sent more than 55,000 letters to providers in 
targeted mailings to increase the number of providers who are enrolled. 


Federally Qualified 
Health Center Cost 
Settlement Report  
(January-December 
2007) 


HPES completed development of the cost settlement report types with the 
Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC) Cost Settlement report. As of the 
2007 year-end, 86 inpatient reports, 261 nursing home, and 14 rural health 
and FQHC reports had been run.  
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Enhancement 
(Implementation Date) 


Overview/Benefits 


Online Outpatient Fee 
Schedule  
(July 2007) 


We worked to place an outpatient fee schedule online for provider use in 
2007. The new fee schedule was accessible using the DPW Web site. 
Later, we made changes so providers can download the fee schedule in 
any of three formats—PDF, CSV, or .txt file—using the PROMISe Internet 
site. During the first week, nearly 8,000 downloads were completed. 
Volumes dropped to slightly more than 1,000 per week since. PDF remains 
the most popular format—generally representing more than 90 percent of 
the downloads. This cost-savings initiative has resulted in a reduction in 
print and postage charges for the Department.  


Pharmacy 
Enhancements 
(January-December 
2007) 


Consistent with helping DPW to implement cost-reduction initiatives, in 
2007 PROMISe changes were introduced to further reduce pharmacy 
expenditures. There were changes as to which drugs could be reimbursed 
and changes to improve the operational efficiency of the pharmacy unit. In 
2007, three different phases of the Preferred Drug List (PDL) were 
implemented. With each phase of PDL, certain classes of drugs were 
reviewed, and the most cost-effective drugs were made preferred. The 
cost-effectiveness does consider drug rebate. On July 1, 2008, edit 
changes were implemented in PROMISe to prevent payment for less-
effective drugs as defined by the CMS. Drugs have a Drug Efficacy Study 
Implementation (DESI) indicator. Certain DESI values indicate that a drug is 
less than safe or effective. The change order associated with this work 
expanded the number of DESI values that the Department considered less 
than effective.  


Eligibility Verification 
System 
(July 2008) 


HPES proposed another cost-saving initiative that eliminated the need for 
the Department to print and mail paper vouchers to recipients—saving the 
Department hundreds of thousands of dollars in printing and postage costs. 
This project involved modifying the Eligibility Verification System (EVS) to 
accept office procedure codes and determine the number of visits to meet 
the 18-visit limit.  


ePEAP e-Bulletin 
(December 2007) 


To assist the Department in saving on the cost of printing and mailing 
medical assistance bulletins and remittance advices, we added e-bulletin 
features to the Electronic Provider Enrollment Automation Program 
(ePEAP) that allows providers to choose the online delivery option for 
bulletins and RAs. Additionally, providers who receive mailings are 
prompted periodically, after logging on to the PROMISe Internet, to review 
their delivery options in ePEAP. Using an industry-leading software 
package, we created a bulk e-mail system that allows DPW to send e-mail 
notification of new bulletins to the providers who have elected to view 
bulletins online. The e-mail system is flexible and can be easily adapted for 
sending other types of notification messages. During the first month of 
implementation, 2,919 provider service locations opted for online access to 
RAs, and 1,126 provider service locations opted for online access to 
bulletins. By encouraging providers to access bulletins and RAs using the 
Internet rather than receiving mailings, DPW expects to realize significant 
future savings. 
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Enhancement 
(Implementation Date) 


Overview/Benefits 


Childhood Nutrition and 
Weight Management 
Services 
(November 2007) 


Each year, the Department must prepare to implement the Governor’s 
budget initiatives. During the 2007-2008 fiscal years, there were 11 
initiatives, eight of which required changes to the PROMISe system. One 
item that has significant impact on the Medicaid recipient population is the 
Childhood Nutrition and Weight Management Services program, which was 
implemented in PROMISe. Under this program, recipients under the age of 
21 can receive services for childhood weight management counseling, 
which should improve the quality of recipient life and avoid preventable 
diseases.  


Telehealth 
(December 2007) 


The Telehealth Program, another significant PROMISe enhancement in 
response to the Governor’s budget initiative, also has had significant impact 
on the Medicaid recipient population. Telehealth allows recipients’ access 
to a level of care that was previously not available. Telehealth 
encompasses various types of programs and services provided for the 
patient. These services may include specialist referral services, consumer 
consultations, and evaluations including physician-to-physician, specialist-
to-patient, and specialist-to-primary care provider. 


 


Alabama Medicaid Agency 


In 2005, the Alabama Medicaid Agency awarded HPES a contract for the design, 


development, implementation, and operation of a new MMIS using interChange as the base 


solution. A key objective of this implementation was installing a new MMIS that was 


compliant with the new federal mandate to support the NPI legislation. We successfully 


implemented a new MMIS for Alabama that not only achieved NPI compliance but also 


brought other benefits such as the first real-time adjudication of all claim types for the state, 


a new rules-based claims processing engine, more flexible reporting capabilities, and quick 


adaptation to policy changes. We implemented the interChange MMIS by replacing the 


legacy Alabama MMIS platform of an IBM mainframe and Tandem transaction processor 


with a Web-based application using a relational database. 


We met with State of Alabama customer representatives to review the requirements and 


show how the proposed system either met the base system requirements or how we needed 


to change it to meet the requirements. We obtained their feedback, went back and wrote 


change orders, and then met again to have the change orders’ joint application development 


(JAD) approved. 


We developed the new Alabama MMIS based on specifications approved in the detailed 


design document for each functional area. Besides batch program development and 


creation or customization of the online windows, the new Alabama MMIS added a Web-


based portal for Medicaid providers. Web functions include claim submission access for 


multiple claim types, claim status inquiry, recipient eligibility verification, PA submission and 


inquiry, and that the capability to allow providers to upload EDI 837 transactions for 


processing.  
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The interChange MMIS offers Alabama the following: 


• Greater access for providers through the HPES web portal 


• Capability to check eligibility status through the web 


• Real-time claims processing resulting in an immediate response of pay, deny, or 


suspend 


• NPI compliance 


• HIPAA-compliant free software for direct submission through the Web 


• Easier access for providers to submit/correct claim documents, and retrieve 


status/billing/help information electronically 


• Capability for the pharmacy benefit manager (PBM), Health Information Designs (HID), 


to submit/verify PAs and plans of care, and retrieve status electronically 


• Status check on PAs and plans of care 


• Capability to manage multiple benefit programs more easily with the MMIS 


• Integrated DSS 


• Integrated SUR/Profiler 


We also designed the Alabama interChange MMIS to allow for quick, cost-effective State 


implementation of policy/system changes. The new MMIS contains table-driven functions 


that allow policy changes to occur through online screen updates rather than requiring 


coding changes through the change order process.  


Additionally, the interChange MMIS provides a scalable architecture that can grow and 


change with the Medicaid program. The Provider portal and user interface servers are 


horizontally scalable and load-balanced to accommodate increases in usage. 


As part of our corporate SDLC methodology, we performed requirement validation sessions, 


JAD sessions, unit testing, system testing, user acceptance testing (UAT), and parallel 


testing, and relied heavily on an HPES-developed project repository. Using the repository, the 


MMIS requirements were captured, clarified, and approved by the customer. Where gaps 


existed between requirements and system functions, we wrote change orders and linked 


them to the requirements. As change orders were being constructed, we developed test 


cases that were reviewed and approved by the customer. The test cases also were linked to 


the requirements and change orders for traceability. Outcomes of test cases were 


documented and stored in the project repository. The Alabama Project Workbook allowed the 


HPES Management team and customer to keep track of the project’s work items and our 


progress throughout the project life cycle. The workbook was also a single repository for 


issue and risk tracking, status reporting, and customer deliverables.  


The Alabama Medicaid Agency MMIS project began on October 1, 2005, and the system 


went live 29 months later, in February 2008. There were no significant issues found after 


activating the system during the final go-live weekend. The result was that the new MMIS 
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immediately began successfully processing all claim types for payment. At the end of the 


first week of processing, the first financial cycle ran successfully, and created payments to 


the provider community. The system received CMS certification in February 2010, 


retroactive to the go-live date. 


The Alabama MMIS serves 850,000 recipients and 40,000 enrolled providers. Fiscal agent 


and MMIS provider responsibilities include the following: recipient and provider customer call 


centers with call telephone integration; DSS; drug rebate; EPSDT program support; EVS, 


and claims processing; encounter claims; imaging; MAR system; plastic identification card 


production; printing services; PA processing; provider relations; secure web-based 


technology including claims submission, real-time claims adjudication (all claim types) and 


corrections, PA, requests/inquiry, and claim inquiry; SUR profiling and case tracking support; 


system maintenance, operation, modifications, and enhancements, and TPL support for 


recoveries. 


Oregon Department of Human Services (DHS) 


In 2005, the Oregon Department of Human Services (DHS) awarded HPES a contract for 


the design, development, implementation, and maintenance of a new MMIS using our 


Oklahoma interChange as the base transfer system. In December 2008, the implementation 


of the new Oregon MMIS replaced the 30-year-old legacy system with a technologically 


advanced MMIS, enabling DHS to adopt an enhanced way of doing business. 


During the design, development, and implementation (DDI) phase, we provided the following 


services: 


• Project planning and leadership 


• Business process development 


• Requirements definition 


• System design 


• Construction 


• Data conversion 


• System testing 


• User acceptance testing (UAT) 


• Parallel and performance testing 


• Implementation planning and execution 


• User training 


• Provider testing and communications 


• Business transition consulting 


During project start-up, roles and responsibilities were discussed with the DHS HPES team 


to develop a shared understanding of how the collective project team would work together 


throughout the DDI phase. The DHS HPES team conducted kickoff sessions to develop a 


collective understanding of project tasks and deliverables. Communication plans, risk and 


issues management processes, and a question-and-answer tool were defined. 


At the conclusion of project start-up activities, we facilitated requirements sessions with DHS 


knowledge workers, DHS HPES project team staff, and the quality assurance vendor. The 
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goal of the requirements sessions was to gain a shared understanding of the business and 


technical requirements. During the sessions, each requirement was reviewed and 


discussed. We showed how the proposed system either met the base system requirements 


or how we needed to change it to meet each requirement. At the conclusion of the 


Requirements phase, we documented change orders to define the specific changes needed 


to the base system to meet Oregon specific requirements. 


DHS reviewed each change order and the design of the enhancement to the base system to 


ensure the new design would meet Oregon’s requirement and underlying business needs. 


Each change order was estimated for purposes of scheduling work during the Design and 


Construction phases. 


The new Oregon MMIS was developed based on specifications approved in the detailed 


design document for each functional area. The design of the new MMIS brings significant 


enhanced functional capability to the State of Oregon, including real time claims processing 


to replace legacy batch claims processing, user configurable benefit plans to replace hard-


coded business rules requiring programming effort to modify, online claims resolution to 


replace paper worksheets, real time eligibility updates to ensure timely update of critical 


data, and enhanced access to data through consolidation of data from multiple sources into 


the MMIS. 


The new Oregon MMIS includes a new Electronic Document Management System (EDMS) 


to provide scanning and imaging of incoming claims, PA requests, and attachments 


replacing the existing data entry and key from image processes with the legacy system. The 


new Oregon MMIS includes a new AVRS and Provider Web portal, providing improved 


access to data for providers as well as online claim submission and payment inquiry. The 


new DSS provides enhanced access to data so that DHS has reliable and accurate data in a 


consolidated source to provide a strong basis for policy setting and decision making. 


The new Oregon MMIS allows for quick, cost-effective State implementation of policy and 


system changes. User-configurable benefit plan functions allows policy changes to occur 


through the efforts of the DHS user to change data through an online screen, rather than 


requiring coding changes by the HPES technical staff. 


The new Oregon MMIS provides the following: 


• Web-based online screens for intuitive user access with integrated help features 


• User configurable benefit plans and claims processing rules 


• Greater access for providers through the Provider web portal 


• Capability to check eligibility status through the web 


• Real-time eligibility updates to the MMIS 


• Real-time claims processing resulting in an immediate response of pay, deny, or 


suspend 


• Easier access for providers to submit and correct claim documents and retrieve status, 


billing, and help information electronically 
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• Capability to submit and verify PAs and plans of care, and retrieve status electronically 


• Increased accuracy through the capture of paper claims using OCR/ICR technology 


• Capability to manage more easily multiple benefit programs with the MMIS 


• Integrated DSS 


• Integrated SUR 


At the completion of construction and unit testing of each change order, we performed 


system testing to verify that the constructed components functioned as designed. A test plan 


was developed for approval by DHS that included the approach for system testing, test 


schedule, and specific test cases. Test cases included all steps necessary to execute a test 


to prove the system worked as designed and the requirement was met, including test inputs 


and expected results. 


Test cases were developed, documented, and tracked in the web-based Project Workbook, 


an online repository allowing for electronic collaboration between all HPES and DHS project 


team members and stakeholders. Outcomes of test cases were documented and stored in 


the Project Workbook, as well. DHS had access to the Project Workbook to allow for online 


reviewing of test cases as they became available and to provide a paperless environment 


for those who preferred the navigable features of this powerful online tool. The Project 


Workbook allowed the leadership team to track test cases by functional area and by MITA 


business area, including status of specific test cases as well as percent testing complete 


within a specific business area and overall. At the completion of system testing, the modules 


were moved to a UAT environment where DHS performed its own testing. 


To prepare for UAT, DHS documented test scenarios that included specific “real life” 


examples that users wanted to validate in the testing environment before implementing in 


production. We took receipt of the test scenarios and documented detailed steps for each 


test scenario that DHS would then use to execute the specific tests. This process enabled 


DHS to determine which specific UAT tests to conduct, even without having the detailed 


knowledge of the specific steps to execute the test within the new MMIS. The HPES-


provided step-by-step instructions that allowed DHS testers unfamiliar with the new MMIS to 


participate, thereby opening the acceptance testing effort to more participants with business 


knowledge in more specific areas than would otherwise have been possible. Since these 


participants would be users of the system after go-live, this provided an opportunity for a 


large number of users to gain additional hands-on training with the new system. 


To verify thorough testing of the new MMIS before production, we also performed parallel 


testing of claims by processing production claims submitted to the legacy system through 


the new MMIS in a simulated testing environment. Results of the claims processed in the 


new MMIS were compared to the results of the claims processed in production in the legacy 


system. Before production, the team was able to determine the percentage of claims that 


were an exact match in terms of payment disposition (in essence, pay, deny, suspend) and 


the amount of claim payment, including any co-payment, TPL, or other applicable 


withholding. 
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Additionally, we performed performance testing to ensure online screens would provide 


timely response times for users, even when exposed to production volumes and heavy user 


activity. Performance testing was also performed for batch processing cycles to ensure 


batch processes would execute with production volumes in the window available for the 


batch cycle. Performance testing goals were achieved before go-live to ensure minimal or 


no down time and to meet service levels. 


We developed a training plan and schedule for more than 4,000 DHS users of the new 


Oregon MMIS to prepare them for the new Oregon MMIS. We developed training materials 


and provided stand-up classroom instruction in the central office and throughout the state. 


Several self-paced online courses were also developed for DHS users to take at their leisure 


and as refresher to the courses previously attended. User training materials are kept up to 


date during operations for continual training of new users and repeat training if needed. 


HPES also developed a training plan and schedule for the various providers throughout the 


state. We developed training materials and conducted provider workshops to ensure 


providers had an understanding of the changes they would need to make to ensure 


continuity of their claim payments and to ensure they were aware of the new self-service 


features and functions that would become available to them within the new MMIS. 


Given our experience as a fiscal agent in other states, DHS requested that HPES provide 


business Medicaid operations support and business transition consulting throughout the 


remainder of the DDI phase to assist with the transition of DHS’ business to the new 


business model with the new MMIS. We provided a full-time, on-site business transition 


consultant to assist DHS with business transition activities. According to specific identified 


needs, additional HPES experts were invited to Oregon to share their experiences and 


lessons learned from previous implementations and from fiscal agent operations in other 


states on specific topics of interest. Depending on the specific need, these HPES experts 


delivered presentations, participated in question-and-answer sessions with targeted DHS 


participants, and participated in panel-like discussions so that DHS could gain an 


understanding of the lessons learned in other states and to identify strategies to adopt in 


Oregon the best practices that have proven successful in other states. 


The Oregon MMIS went live in December 2008. According to CMS certification timeline 


requirements, DHS and HPES expect certification of the new Oregon MMIS by mid-2010. 


Florida Agency for Health Care Administration (AHCA) 


In 2005, the Florida Agency for Health Care Administration (AHCA) awarded HPES a 


contract for AHCA’s first new system implementation in nearly 20 years. The contract was to 


provide design, development, implementation, and operation of a new MMIS using the 


interChange system as the base product. We implemented the first real-time adjudication of 


claims for the state with a system that uses robust Web-based functions to allow flexible 


reporting and quick adaptation to policy change.  


We first met with the AHCA team to review and validate the requirements and demonstrate 


how the proposed system either met the base system requirements or how it needed to 
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change to meet the requirements. We documented confirmation or changes in a project 


repository. 


We developed the new Florida MMIS based on specifications approved in the detailed 


business and technical design document for each functional area. Besides batch program 


development and creation or modification of hundreds of online windows, the new Florida 


MMIS added a Web-based functional component for the providers. Web functions include 


claim submission access for multiple claim types, claim status inquiry, recipient eligibility 


verification, prior authorization (PA) submission and inquiry, and a function where providers 


can upload electronic data interchange (EDI) 837 transactions for processing.  


The interChange MMIS offers Florida the following benefits: 


• Greater access for providers through the HPES web portal 


• Ability to check eligibility status through the web 


• Real-time claims processing resulting in an immediate response of pay, deny, or 


suspend 


• HIPAA-compliant free software for direct submission through the web 


• Easier access for providers to submit/correct claim documents, and retrieve status, 


billing, and help information electronically  


• Ability to submit/verify PAs and plans of care, and retrieve status electronically. 


• Increased savings through integrated bundling solution for procedures 


• Increased accuracy through the capture of paper claims using OCR/ICR technology 


• Capability to more easily manage multiple benefit programs with the MMIS 


• Decreased turnaround time for provider enrollment applications processing 


• Integrated DSS 


• Integrated SUR/Profiler 


We also designed the Florida interChange MMIS to allow for quick, cost-effective State 


implementation of policy/system changes. Some table-driven functions allow policy changes 


to happen through a rules engine task to change data on a table rather than requiring coding 


changes through the change order process.  


The design also integrates business and IT environments for improved Medicaid program 


management by integrating Web capability to most business processes. For example, we 


moved the Provider Enrollment process to a web-based workflow tool and allowed providers 


to complete and submit applications through a web-based solution. Information to be 


reviewed is routed electronically to client and HPES staff, which avoids the potential loss of 


hard-copy documents and provides efficiency and accuracy in tracking.  


Additionally, the interChange MMIS provides a scalable architecture that can grow and 


change with the Medicaid program—for example, new benefit plans such as those 


administered in the Breast and Cervical Cancer program. AHCA wanted to add this new 
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category of eligible individual, and HPES was able to achieve this by implementing a few 


table changes to the system. 


AHCA can monitor and audit HPES’ performance through ad hoc reporting in the DSS or by 


reviewing daily, weekly, and monthly reports generated by the MMIS. During DDI, AHCA 


used PIV, a COTS web-based tool to provide comprehensive portfolio management and 


reporting of all HPES resources and projects. Additionally, during DDI and continuing into 


contract operations, users access an HPES-developed project repository to house all project 


documentation and report on the status of change orders and operational issues.  


As part of our corporate SDLC methodology, we performed validation testing on developed 


software to verify that quality software was delivered. This included development of a test 


plan, test schedule, test specification, and system test deliverables. Test cases were 


developed, documented, and tracked in a project repository; outcomes of test cases were 


also documented and stored in the repository. This allows the management team to track 


test cases by functional area and business processes within the functional area, by 


individual, week, and test cases signed off. As we completed our testing, the modules were 


moved to an integrated test facility where AHCA performed its own testing. Parallel testing 


took place during a five-month period where recipient, managed care, buy-in, pharmacy, 


EDI and up to a full day of claims cycles were run. The cycles ran and AHCA researched the 


discrepancies and reported the findings in the project repository.  


We supported the customer’s orientation to the new system and ability to execute user 


acceptance testing by training nearly 2,000 users and supporting their user acceptance 


testing of 2,717 test cases. We ran several focused varieties of parallel cycles—claims, 


recipient, managed care, and pharmacy. 


The development team completed 5,233 change orders, executed 14,056 test cases, and 


identified 4,110 defects. The conversion team converted more than 650 million claims 


creating approximately 16 billion rows of data and loading seven years of history data to the 


DSS. The team also configured 488,895 rules such as benefit plans, assignment plans, 


edits, audits, and so forth.  


Months before implementation, AHCA, HPES, and the previous contractor met to develop a 


transition plan. Joint meetings were held to track the progress of each task. The transition 


plan established events such as the dates for when the previous contractor would execute 


the last financial cycle of the year, when we would take responsibility for the post office 


boxes for paper claims, and when the files needed for conversion would be available.  


A special contingency plan was developed to outline actions to be taken if problems 


occurred at go-live. Triggering events and mitigations were defined and documented, as well 


as the responsible HPES and AHCA contacts, by functional area and operational unit. 


Besides the collaborative plan with AHCA, HPES, and the previous contractor, we produced 


a detailed implementation plan listing the prerequisites to the implementation for each 


functional area, the production transition, and the final verification and post-implementation 


tasks. For each task in the plan, there was a scheduled start date, scheduled finish date, 


actual start date, actual finish date, assigned or responsible individual, activity or task 
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description, responsible group, and contingency notes. An example of a task in the plan was 


“Create the Accounts Receivable Recoupment report by reason code: FIN-AR20-M.” 


A joint triage team (JTT), comprising representatives from AHCA, area offices, and HPES, 


was established to perform initial analysis of severity, and to direct, monitor and 


communicate resolution of problems encountered at go-live. Special hotline phone numbers 


were established for this purpose. Issues were recorded and tracked to resolution in the 


project repository for projectwide visibility and reporting. 


We also developed for 8,000 AHCA users of the new Florida MMIS a training plan, which 


included printed training aids, computer based training, Webinars, train-the-trainer, and 


classroom training. AHCA was responsible for determining who should attend the classes. 


The curriculum offered sessions that covered topics such as how to log on to the system, 


how to update or enter a new provider into the system, how the new claims inquiry windows 


were accessed, financial training, DSS training, reference file training (including how to look 


up the price of a procedure), the restrictions that apply to procedure codes, diagnosis codes, 


revenue codes, and call-tracking training.  


Besides training users, we trained more than 15,000 providers and billing agents in more 


than 400 sessions at different locations across the state. The curriculum was developed to 


provide a general overview of the system and to support billing on standard and state 


specific forms, as well as claim submission through the Web portal.  


We beat the target implementation date of July 1, 2008. The Florida MMIS went live  


June 20, 2008, for pharmacy POS and eligibility verification processing. We went live for all 


other claims June 26, 2008. The first financial cycle executed on June 28, 2008.  


Part of our contract with Florida is to assist the state in performing their MITA state self-


assessment (SS-A). This has begun and is targeted to be completed no later than 


December 31, 2010.  


The Florida client has kept enhancements to a minimum in the first few months of 


operations, wanting to ensure the first new MMIS in nearly 20 years is stable and users are 


familiar with the new benefits and functions. However, as part of our ongoing operational 


support of AHCA, in November 2008 we implemented the initiative in the following exhibit 


within four months of being operational. 
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Florida interChange MMIS Enhancements 


Enhancement 
(Implementation Date) 


Overview/Benefits 


Prestige Managed Care 
Organization (November 
2008) 


As part of Florida’s mission to provide “Better Health Care for all Floridians” 
and to move toward consumer-driven healthcare, AHCA has entered into 
contracts with various managed care organizations to provide beneficiaries 
a choice in their healthcare organization. We enhanced the interChange 
system to expand the types of managed care benefit plans and added 
Prestige MCO as a new plan. 


 


17.2.1.4 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model; 


We have been engaged with the MITA initiative from the early stages. Through active 


participation with the organizations tasked with turning MITA from vision to reality, we have 


helped define the architecture and approaches that will allow MITA to be more than a 


framework.  


As the first vendor to use the “new” MITA-aligned CMS toolkit, we continue a 33-year 


commitment to maintaining an active role in the federal certification process.  


We have an understanding of state Medicaid programs along with world-class consulting 


resources and services leading to accurate analysis, planning, and preparation for states’ 


enterprise IT architecture. Three of our relevant engagements include the following: 


• Oklahoma MITA State Self-Assessment—HPES conducted the MITA SS-A for the 


Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA) reviewing a total of 91 processes—the original 


79 proposed by MITA and 12 Oklahoma-unique processes. 


• Pennsylvania MITA State Self-Assessment—HPES conducted the MITA State Self-


Assessment (SS-A) for the Commonwealth to assess the as-is MITA maturity of 


business processes within designated areas. 


• Arkansas MITA State Self-Assessment—HPES conducted the MITA SS-A for the 


State Department of Human Services’ 79 Medicaid business processes. 


We have provided our detailed experience with the MITA 2.01 model previously in 


subsection “17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to 


current and future MITA initiatives.” Please refer there for further details. 


17.2.1.5 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution; 


We offer DHCFP a comprehensive and complete understanding of Health Information 


Exchange (HIE), demonstrated through HIE implementation success, HIE support in the 


field, technology development, and policy establishment. This section discusses our 


expansive experience implementing HIE solutions, as well as our deep involvement in the 


HIE community. 
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Experience Delivering HIE Solutions 


As demonstrated in the following exhibit, we have ongoing, relevant HIE experience with 


public agencies, providers, and payers.  


Customer Description of Work 


Rhode Island 
Department of 
Health 


Statewide deployment of Rhode Island’s current care HIE—designed to provide 
authorized hospitals, doctors, and other healthcare providers with a more complete 
patient health file to aid in patient care 


Georgia Department 
of Community 
Health 


Statewide connectivity among key healthcare stakeholders through an electronic HIE 
and a standardized CCHIT-certified EHR 


Montana 
Department of 
Public Health and 
Human Services 


Establishment of the Montana Health Information Exchange using an integrated 
software and hardware solution to quickly, efficiently, and affordably link disparate health 
data sources in a near–real-time HIE, linking of four Montana hospitals’ emergency 
departments (ED) with the Montana Department of Public Health and Human Services 
(MT DPHHS) to share syndromic surveillance data 


U.S. Veterans 
Health 
Administration 


Development, deployment, and support of the Veterans Health Information Systems 
Technology Architecture system, a comprehensive suite of applications that provides 
VHA with Electronic patient record, Health data repository, Secure Internet and intranet 
access, Specialty and ancillary systems and Clinical interoperability 


U.S. Veterans 
Health 
Administration 
MyHealtheVet 


Creation of a web-based system that empowers veterans with information and tools to 
improve their health to the maximum extent possible—including the ability to easily 
access their medical information across the globe to better understand their health 
status—with services that include the following: 


Defense Health 
Information 
Management 
Systems (DHIMS) 


Technology management of DHIMS—the largest and most comprehensive EHR in the 
world used by healthcare providers, medical educators, and medical researchers at 
health facilities and in the field to improve the quality and delivery of healthcare for 
recovering U.S. service members, giving providers instant access to vital medical 
information 


North Carolina Deployment of the North Carolina Immunization Registry (NCIR), a statewide, web-
based clinical support system that provides current North Carolina immunization 
information used by more than 11,400 users at more than 860 sites, including the 
following services: 


Newfoundland and 
Labrador Centre for 
Health Information 


Extensive consulting and system development services, including the development of a 
comprehensive and integrated information network for the health and social services 
sectors, linking hospitals, long-term care facilities, physicians, pharmacists, and 
community services and implementation of a Unique Person Identifier (UPI) and 
electronic integration with legacy systems, including the Medical Care Plan mainframe 
system, the Community Health Client Referral and Management system, and eight 
distinct regional Meditech systems 


Canada Infoway Project management, architecture, design, JAVA development, database administration, 
configuration management, infrastructure support, and testing for the Canada Health 
Infoway Reference Implementation Suite (CHIRIS), setting common standards for inter- 
and intra-jurisdictional HIE and clinical systems linking  
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Customer Description of Work 


Manitoba Health Project management, business analysis, and testing for the Manitoba Provincial Client 
Registry (CR)—a source for the latest known client identifiers and demographic 
information to assist in uniquely identifying a client being registered for healthcare 
services, which laid the foundation for the provincial and pan-Canadian EHR 


 


 


Please see our response to subsection “17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and 


implementing a health information exchange” for the detailed description of our Experience 


with an HIE solution. 


17.2.1.6 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan; 


A well defined testing methodology provides a comprehensive process framework for testing 


software applications and systems that achieves an acceptable level of risk with a high 


degree of productivity. HPES healthcare testing practices are aligned with the Enterprise 


Testing Method (ETM); HPES’ preferred methodology for enabling comprehensive testing. 


This methodology promotes productivity, quality and comprehensiveness in our testing 


practices, providing a better deliverable for our clients with reduced risk of solution failure. 


The ETM enables greater consistency in the delivery of testing services, helping HPES and 


its clients achieve Service Excellence. The Enterprise Testing Method is compliant with 


IEEE 829, Standard for Software Test Documentation and IEEE 1012, Standard for 


Software Verification and Validation. 


The Enterprise Testing Methodology supports the following testing principles:  


• Involve testing early in the project life-cycle. 


• Develop a well-documented, repeatable testing process to facilitate consistent test 


preparation and execution, defect resolution, and informed decision-making. 


• Plan and create tests throughout the project life-cycle. 


• Identify and resolve defects in all key project deliverables. 


• Verify that gaps and overlaps in testing are minimized by clearly defining required testing 


levels, specifying the objectives of each testing level, and establishing entry and exit 


criteria to ensure that those objectives are met. 


• Use project-specific testing experiences and collateral for the purpose of improving and 


refining overall testing best practices. 


Unlike more “traditional” testing practices, which tend to engage in the software 


development life-cycle only when detailed design is complete and disengage after an 


application has been deployed, HPES’ philosophy is to begin immediately after project 


initiation and continue through post-production maintenance of the application. As a result, 


the testing teams can plan and design their testing effort well before the system is delivered 


for test execution. In addition, the teams can participate in Quality Assurance reviews of 
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specifications created by the development team, and verify that they map to documented 


and agreed requirements. 


Our comprehensive application testing plan is the baseline for the execution of all 


application testing. The plan provides focus and structure for the testing processes and 


information about the relationships, roles, approach, techniques, test cases, data 


generation, and execution processes required to prove applications are thoroughly tested 


and fully functional prior to implementation. The primary goal of this plan is to provide the 


roadmap for effective testing of compliant and reliable applications and to make sure our 


customer’s requirements are met. 


Tests are completed by both developers and testers; therefore, the testing plans for various 


application components are generally created and managed by the application manager or 


the test director, depending on the nature of the tests. 


Following are examples of our experience with comprehensive application testing plans: 


• Alabama—As part of our corporate systems development life cycle (SDLC) 


methodology, we performed requirement validation sessions, joint application design 


(JAD) sessions, unit testing, system testing, UAT, and parallel testing, and relied 


heavily on an HPES–developed project repository. Using the repository, the MMIS 


requirements were captured, clarified, and approved by the customer. Where gaps 


existed between requirements and system functions, we wrote change orders and 


linked them to the requirements. As change orders were being constructed, we 


developed test cases, which were reviewed and approved by the customer. The test 


cases also were linked to the requirements and change orders for traceability. 


Outcomes of test cases were documented and stored in the project repository. The 


Alabama Project Workbook allowed our management team and customer to track the 


project’s work items and our progress throughout the project life cycle. The Workbook 


also was a single repository for issue and risk tracking, status reporting, and customer 


deliverables. 


• Kansas—We developed and executed a comprehensive application test plan for the 


MMIS implementation that had over 45,000 test cases and the national provider 


identifier (NPI) project that had more than 9,800+ test cases. 


• Kentucky—The HPES DDI team developed extensive applications test plans detailing 


the approach to system testing as well as the methodology used. The plan defined 


detailed information about the roles of the testers and the other team members outside 


the testing team; testing techniques, the types of testing (unit, subsystem function, 


integration, parallel, regression, performance, and user acceptance), the process for 


generating and executing test cases, and the processes to ensure the new KYMMIS was 


adequately tested and satisfied the requirements in the Comprehensive Detailed System 


Design. All testing work products were collected in the Project Workbook to facilitate 


communication among all team members, including the Commonwealth staff. Overall, 


more than 12,300 test cases were executed during system testing alone. 
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• Pennsylvania—During the MMIS implementation period, we performed validation 


testing on developed software to verify that quality software was delivered. This included 


developing a test plan, test schedule, test specifications, and five separate system test 


deliverables. We developed, executed, tracked, and completed more than 45,000 


separate test scenarios—including more than 4,000 integrated test cases to test 


integrated end to end testing across multiple functional areas. Validation testing included 


capacity tests, parallel tests, and integrated system tests. 


• Wisconsin—We have extensive experience developing and executing comprehensive 


application test plans. We developed the Wisconsin Immunization web based application 


from ground up. This is a complex application with immunization tracking, 


recommendations, immunization inventory tracking and CDC reporting capabilities. We 


developed the testing in stages of the application development and full integration 


testing. The testing plan included pilot provider usage as well. The testing progress was 


monitored and reported on weekly, with the tracking of defect and final testing. This 


included end user acceptance testing.  


The Wisconsin interChange implementation was a complex system development that 


included a complete modification to meet Wisconsin’s RFP requirements. We developed 


and managed a tiered application test plan from system unit test, full model office testing, 


user application testing, and where applicable user testing. The plan was managed and 


tracked through a central repository, the Wisconsin Project Workbook. All requirements were 


linked to system test cases to produce a requirement tractability matrix. Daily and weekly 


reporting was done to monitor the testing progress and the defects identified and resolved. 


There were over 17,000test cases developed and executed. We worked closely with the 


client to complete user acceptance testing. This included monitoring and reporting weekly 


on user acceptance defect repair to allow the customer to finalize test cases with defect 


repair. The customer had created over 9,000 user acceptance test cases. The system went 


live with only 11 total unresolved defects. 


17.2.1.7 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan; 


17.2.1.7 Experience Developing and Implementing a Comprehensive Training Plan  


We are fully committed to a successful training program for the DHCFP. We use proven 


project and change managed techniques to make sure the training program reflects current 


Nevada Medicaid policy and MMIS system functional capability allowing users to effectively 


perform their jobs. Our approach carefully considers the training to occur initially for 


Takeover in support of a smooth transition and then for ongoing operations. We will 


maximize the use of electronic and web-supported tools and applications that enable us to 


quickly develop materials and delivery training to all DHCFP and HPES staff. 


We use a time-tested methodology, Instructional Systems Life Cycle (ISLC), which the 


International Society for Performance Improvement (ISPI) recognizes as an outstanding 


methodology for workplace learning and performance development design and delivery to 


adult learners. ISLC provides the blueprint to develop performance-based training. By using 


ISLC, we make sure that training focuses on people and their job skills in the context of 


wider business demands. 
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Because we have developed and implemented many comprehensive training plans for our 


customers, we have well-established and tested training methods. Following are examples 


of our experience developing and implementing comprehensive training plans: 


• Alabama—We work very closely with the Agency to develop training plans for program 


changes impacting our stakeholders, as well as on-going “refresher” training on how to 


use the various tools needed for day-to-day activities. HPES leverages our program 


knowledgeable staff to provide the training which can occur in a variety of media. We 


utilize the state-of-the art training facility at our office, web-based meetings that allow 


users to attend from the comfort of their own offices, and we also schedule workshops 


around the state when it is determined that “face-to-face” training will be most beneficial. 


• Arkansas—We developed an extensive training plan for the HIPAA transaction and 


code set implementation. This plan involved the training of HPES staff, State staff, and 


the provider community. Additionally, we developed a training plan for the Arkansas 


Youth Outcome Questionnaire (YOQ) project which involved a “train the trainer” 


approach. The YOQ project involved implementing a universal assessment tool for 


assessing children’s behavioral health. 


• Kansas—After the implementation of Kansas MMIS application, several operating 


procedure manuals were created for each business area as part of comprehensive 


training plan. The updates to procedure manuals is ongoing process as new 


enhancements are introduced in the system.  


Kansas’ training plan also includes regular training sessions for both fiscal agent and 


Kansas state staff. As new members come onboard, they are given comprehensive 


training on the MMIS application by dedicated training coordinator. 


• Kentucky—During the implementation of our MMIS, we conducted training classes 


before the transition of the existing legacy system and have since conducted training 


classes for numerous other topics such as the new MMIS and the new Contact Tracking 


Maintenance System (CTMS) including the following: 


We have provided more than 7,000 hours of training to 200 HPES staff members, and 


the more than 300 Commonwealth and other contractor users since November 1, 2005. 


• Pennsylvania—We have supported and maintained provider training for DPW since 


1992 and expanded training for system users with the MMIS (PROMISe™) 


implementation activities in March 2002.  


During the PROMISe™ implementation, we developed more than 20 training courses 


and conducted multiple classes for each course in the seven months before PROMISe™ 


implementation. More than 1,540 DPW staff attended our training sessions conducted by 


HPES trainers using our PROMISe™ training environment.  


We developed two comprehensive plans for training that combined state-wide classroom 


style training sessions, Web-based e-learning courses, teleconferences, and printed 


training aids.  
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Since implementation, HPES trainers have continued to develop new training courses 


and change existing training to keep pace with the changes and enhancements in 


PROMISe™. HPES trainers have presented more than 3,600 class sessions to DPW 


and Commonwealth staff since the PROMISe™ implementation in February 2004 and 


thousands of providers visit PROMISe™ eLearning courses each month. 


• Wisconsin—We created and executed a complex training plan, with two phases of 


provider training held throughout the State of Wisconsin. We tracked the number and 


who enrolled in the training sessions to provide outreach and offered onsite training. We 


developed a contingency training plan that was executed post implementation. The 


contingency plan had tentative sites reserved so we could quickly establish and 


communicate training dates and topics. 


17.2.1.8 Experience with comprehensive project management; 


17.2.1.8 Experience with Comprehensive Project Management  


Our comprehensive project management tools provide a common framework for all parties 


to facilitate communication with stakeholders. These tools help the project team to exercise 


diligence in project management subject areas, such as the following:  


• Quality 


• Risk 


• Communication 


• Procurement 


• Resource 


• Time 


• Schedule 


• Scope 


• Cost 


They also reduce the possibility of alignment expectation problems during project 


management initiation, planning, execution, and closedown project life cycle phases. The 


PMO serves as the project management center of excellence by providing centralized 


processes, tools, and methodologies to maximize project performance and delivery. 


• Alabama—The project management methodology used in Alabama is based upon 


project management guidelines from the Project Management Institute (PMI). Each 


project uses standard templates and tools to support project management activities such 


as resource management, time management, risk management, and quality 


management. We use our exclusive web-based information Tracking Repository and 


Collaboration Exchange (iTRACE) application to communicate and collaborate with the 


Alabama Medicaid Agency concerning all phases of the project, from requirements 


definition through implementation and documentation. We have stringent change control 


and release management processes in place. 
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• Arkansas—For the HIPAA transaction and code set implementation, we assigned a 


project manager early on to assess the work involved and to develop a project 


management plan; this resulted in the addition of project managers for each of the major 


system areas. The overall project manager developed and followed the plan for the 


implementation. 


Additionally, using a comprehensive management plan, we successfully implemented 


multiple large scale projects that involved resources from multiple locations; examples 


include HIPAA Transaction and Code Sets and the NPI implementation. 


• Kansas—We developed and executed a comprehensive project management plan for 


several projects, for example, the MMIS takeover, New MMIS implementation, National 


Provider Identifier (NPI) and Intelligence Community System for Information Sharing 


(iCSIS)—the finance system replacement. 


• Kentucky—The Implementation Project Management team was responsible for overall 


Deliverable Management, encompassing all phases of project management including 


initial requirements and design, development, testing, conversion, and implementation. 


Detailed project plans were developed and reviewed with the Commonwealth prior to 


execution. Additionally. The Program Management Office served as a third party 


reviewer to provide integrated oversight and management. The Project Management 


team was dedicated solely to the KYMMIS project.  


• North Carolina—Our development methodology for system enhancements to the North 


Carolina MMIS is the HPES System Life Cycle, version 3 (SLC 3). The SLC 3 


establishes a common development cycle for supporting orderly system development 


with customer input and involvement. The structure is logical rather than sequential. It 


provides the flexibility necessary for customization and continuous process 


improvement. Most of the development in SLC 3 occurs in four phases: Define, Analyze, 


Design, and Produce. Requirements determination, requirements management, 


validation, and verification are applied through the phases to enable proper management 


of scope and quality. The SLC 3 decreases systems engineering risks by keeping the 


Division of Medical Assistance (DMA) actively involved throughout the process and by 


using planned iterations to validate intermediate results. SLC 3 consists of the following 


phases: 


− Define—HPES and NC DMA identify the business needs and determine high-level 


requirements 


− Analyze—HPES and NC DMA refine high-level requirements into detailed business 


requirements 


− Design—HPES builds the design specifications 


− Produce—HPES translates the designs into executable components to satisfy the 


business needs 


− Optimize—HPES and NC DMA verify the produced system is ready for 


implementation 
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− Implement—HPES installs the produced system and executes transition activities 


with NC DMA 


The first four phases are repeated as a group to produce intermediate results for DMA’s 


verification, approval, and validation. The last two phases are performed when the 


necessary iterations are completed. Additionally, each phase has an underlying 


component, called Manage, which enables continuous monitoring and control of process 


resources and results. 


The SLC 3 allows HPES to customize project standards, templates, and techniques 


within the framework of the methodology while meeting the specific development needs 


of the DMA. Such specialization takes into consideration any training and conversion 


activities that may apply to the project. 


• Pennsylvania—HPES managed the 24-month implementation period, applying our 


Project Management methodology and SDLC operating principles. More than 420,000 


hours of work, 3,927 discrete tasks, and 95 comprehensive deliverables were 


successfully delivered on time for a March 1, 2004 implementation date. 


• Rhode Island—Multiple significant projects for the RI Medical Assistance Program 


including HIPAA, NPI, data base replacement, elimination of local codes, CHOICES, 


DRG hospital pricing, automation of TPL data match, PBM implementations, HIPAA 2 in 


progress, projects from the ARRA and RI Global Waiver. Account exceeds 24,000 


modification hours per year in support of DHS’ priorities. 


• Wisconsin—We have implemented several large projects for Wisconsin HealthCare 


including HIPAA, SeniorCare Drug Program, Estate Recovery Automated Workflow, 


Wisconsin Immunization Registry, Decision Support Services and the Wisconsin 


interChange implementation. We used formal project methodology. For the Wisconsin 


interChange implementation, we worked with the customer to define document 


standards, communication management, design documents, testing, issue management, 


and risk management done through a tool within Project Workbook.  


We developed a complex MS Project schedule and report weekly using earned value 


reporting along with a formal weekly project management report. We developed and 


reported the overall project status for a monthly executive report. 


17.2.1.9 Experience with cultural change management; 


17.2.1.9 Experience with Cultural Change Management 


Change is inevitable, especially in the Medicaid world. We support business transformation 


with such activities as coaching, stakeholder management, involvement activities, and 


shaping of a culture that is aligned with the new working conditions. These activities are 


what engage the hearts and minds of stakeholders—DHCFP and staff, tax payers, 


providers, recipients, and so on—which is so necessary to inspire change. While employees’ 


psychological adaptation to change may be one of the less tangible aspects of the project, it 


is no less manageable. HPES incorporates change management activities into every 


implementation plan because they are essential in mitigating risk and supporting project 


success. 
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The objective of this component is to identify the primary drivers influencing behaviors and 


define the types of activities that will be used to create cultural change, aligned with the To-


Be state. 


Organizational culture comprises unspoken rules that visibly or invisibly define what is 


acceptable and what is not. It is these rules that form the department culture or group 


culture and bind them into a cohesive group. These rules are powerful, can directly impact 


performance of an organization, and act as reasons to avoid changing. By understanding 


what these rules are, they can be used to assist a change or will require specific measures 


implemented to overcome them and instill new rules. 


For example, the drivers behind the current culture need to be captured and presented to 


determine which will need to be removed, changed, retained, or strengthened. Defining and 


presenting these drivers and their consequences can be done using various techniques. It is 


important to demonstrate how particular drivers are exhibited as behaviors and describe 


where these behaviors may support or inhibit the planned change. 


Our approach to business and cultural change management includes taking the following 


actions: 


• Involving leaders from the stakeholder organizations in the project to help stakeholders 


obtain a common vision of the future and to promote active, visible sponsorship of the 


MMIS and Medicaid program from the stakeholders 


• Tailoring project objectives to meet the State’s needs 


• Addressing ongoing organizational and cultural issues and concerns with frequent, two-


way communication that sets appropriate expectations 


• Establishing clear objectives and metrics for project success that enable the project 


team to objectively measure and communicate project success to the stakeholders 


These change management procedures along with a strong training program prepare the 


way for acceptance and a smooth transition to the new vendor. 


Below are a few examples of projects were HP employed cultural change management 


methodologies to support success implementations of new technology and business 


processes. 


Oregon Department of Human Services  


In 2005 the Oregon Department of Human Services (DHS) awarded HPES a contract for the 


DDI and maintenance of a new MMIS using our Oklahoma interChange as the base transfer 


system. In December 2008, the implementation of the new Oregon MMIS replaced their 30-


year-old legacy system with a technologically advanced MMIS, enabling DHS to adopt an 


enhanced way of doing business. 


During the DDI Phase, HPES provided the following services: 


• Project planning and leadership 


• Business process development 
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• User training 


• Provider testing and communications 


Business transition consulting 


Additionally, HPES provided requirements definition, system design, construction, data 


conversion, system testing, UAT, parallel, and performance testing and implementation 


planning and execution. 


HPES’ Role 


During project start-up, roles and responsibilities were discussed with the DHS and HPES 


team to develop a shared understanding of how the collective project team would work 


together throughout the DDI Phase. The DHS and HPES team conducted kickoff sessions 


to develop a collective understanding of project tasks and deliverables. Communication 


plans, risk and issues management processes, and a question-and-answer tool were 


defined. 


HPES developed a training plan and schedule for more than 4,000 DHS users of the new 


Oregon MMIS to prepare them for the new Oregon MMIS. HPES developed training 


materials and provided stand-up classroom instruction in the central office and throughout 


the state. Several self-paced online courses were also developed for DHS users to take at 


their leisure and as refresher to the courses previously attended. User training materials are 


kept updated during operations for continual training of new users and repeat training if 


needed. 


We also developed a training plan and schedule for the various providers throughout the 


state. HPES developed training materials and conducted provider workshops to ensure 


providers had an understanding of the changes they would need to make to promote 


continuity of their claim payments and to verify that they were aware of the new self-service 


features and functions that would become available to them within the new MMIS. 


Early in the DDI Phase, it became apparent that to adhere as closely as possible to the 


guiding principles for transforming the business, more focus was needed on preparing the 


DHS organization for the new MMIS. Given our experience as a fiscal agent in other states, 


DHS requested that HPES provide business Medicaid operations support and business 


transition consulting throughout the remainder of the DDI Phase to assist with the transition 


of DHS’ business to the new business model with the new MMIS. HPES provided a full-time, 


on-site business transition consultant to assist DHS with business transition activities. 


According to specifically identified needs, additional HPES experts were invited to Oregon to 


share their experiences and lessons learned from previous implementations and from fiscal 


agent operations in other states on specific topics of interest. Depending on the specific 


need, these HPES experts delivered presentations, participated in question-and-answer 


sessions with targeted DHS participants, and participated in panel-like discussions so that 


DHS could gain an understanding of the lessons learned in other states and to identify 


strategies to adopt in Oregon the best practices that have proven successful in other states. 
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Business Impact 


The Oregon MMIS went live in December 2008. According to CMS certification time line 


requirements, DHS and HPES expect certification of the new Oregon MMIS in fall of 2009. 


The new Oregon MMIS was developed based on specifications approved in the detailed 


design document for each functional area. The design of the new MMIS brings significantly 


enhanced functional capability to the State of Oregon, including real-time claims processing 


to replace legacy batch claims processing, user configurable benefit plans to replace hard-


coded business rules requiring programming effort to modify, online claims resolution to 


replace paper worksheets, real time eligibility updates to verify timely update of critical data, 


and enhanced access to data through consolidation of data from multiple sources into the 


MMIS. 


The new Oregon MMIS includes a new electronic document management system (EDMS) 


to provide scanning and imaging of incoming claims, prior authorization (PA) requests, and 


attachments, replacing the existing data entry and key from image processes with the 


legacy system. The new Oregon MMIS includes a new automated voice response (AVR) 


system and provider Web portal, providing improved access to data for providers as well as 


online claim submission and payment inquiry. The new decision support system (DSS) 


provides enhanced access to data so that DHS has reliable and accurate data in a 


consolidated source to provide a strong basis for policy setting and decision-making. 


The new Oregon MMIS allows for quick, cost-effective State implementation of policy and 


system changes. User-configurable benefit plan functional capability allows policy changes 


to occur through the efforts of the DHS user to change data through an online Web page, 


rather than requiring coding changes by the HPES technical staff. 


Florida Agency for Health Care Administration  


In 2005, the Florida Agency for Health Care Administration (AHCA) awarded HPES a 


contract for the first new system implementation in nearly 20 years. The contract was to 


provide design, development, implementation, and operation of a new MMIS using the 


interChange system as the base product. The HPES Florida MMIS serves 2.3 million 


recipients and 110,000 enrolled providers.  


HPES’ Role 


HPES implemented the first real-time adjudication of claims for the state with a system that 


uses robust browser-based functions to allow flexible reporting and quick adaptation to 


policy change.  


We supported the customer’s orientation to the new system and ability to execute UAT by 


training nearly 2,000 users and supporting their UAT of 2,717 test cases. We ran several 


focused varieties of parallel cycles—claims, beneficiary, managed care, and pharmacy. 


HPES developed a training plan for 8,000 AHCA users of the new Florida MMIS which 


included printed training aids, computer based training, webinars, train-the-trainer and 


classroom training. AHCA was responsible for determining who should attend the classes. 


The curriculum offered sessions that covered topics such as how to log on to the system, 
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how to update or enter a new provider into the system, how the new claims inquiry web 


pages were accessed, financial training, DSS training, reference file training including how 


to look up the price of a procedure, the restrictions that apply to procedure codes, diagnosis 


codes, revenue codes, and call tracking training.  


Besides training users, we trained more than 15,000 providers and billing agents in more 


than 400 sessions at different locations across the state. The curriculum was developed to 


provide a general overview of the system and to support billing on standard and state 


specific forms, as well as claim submission through the web portal.  


HPES developed and supports over 250 interfaces with agencies and vendors to ensure 


timely and accurate data updates and processing. These include receiving or exchanging 


data with entities supporting beneficiary eligibility, prior authorization, TPL, Reform Choice 


Counseling, Disease Management, Behavioral Health, and KidCare. 


HPES fiscal agent and MMIS provider responsibilities in Florida include the following: 


automated fraud and abuse detection; customer call center with call telephone integration; 


DSS; drug rebate; Child Health Check-Up (CHCUP) program support; electronic eligibility 


verification system (EVS) processing; encounter claims; imaging; management and 


administrative reporting (MAR) system; plastic identification card production; POS 


processing and support; printing services; prior authorization (PA) processing; provider 


relations; secure browser-based technology including claims submission, real-time claims 


adjudication, PA, requests/inquiry, and claim inquiry; SUR profiling and case tracking 


support; system maintenance, operation, modifications, and enhancements and pharmacy 


benefits management (PBM). 


Business Impact 


HPES developed the new Florida MMIS based on specifications approved in the detailed 


business and technical design document for each functional area. Besides batch program 


development and creation or modification of hundreds of online web pages, the new Florida 


MMIS added a browser-based functional component for the providers. Web functions 


include claim submission access for multiple claim types, claim status inquiry, beneficiary 


eligibility verification, PA submission and inquiry, and a function where providers can upload 


electronic data interchange (EDI) 837 transactions for processing.  


17.2.1.10 Experience with managing subcontractors; 
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HPES will serve as the prime contractor for the Nevada MMIS 


Takeover Project. As a long-time fiscal agent in complex 


government contracts, we regularly manage 20, 30, and more 


subcontractors in delivering services to our customers. We 


carefully evaluated and selected partners who share our 


corporate commitment to getting the job done right. 


Nevada MMIS Takeover Project Account Manager Lola Jordan 


will serve as a single point of contact regarding work performed by 


subcontractors, and she has full decision-making authority for this 


project. HPES accepts full responsibility for subcontractor 


activities and will be DHCFP’s single point of contact. 


Lola will directly oversee the work of APS, Emdeon, SXC, 


Thomson Reuters (Health Care) Inc., and Verizon. Other 


subcontractor personnel will report to other key managers. These 


key managers will report subcontractor performance-related 


information to Lola. This approach effectively integrates 


subcontractors into the organization while retaining a single point of contact for the State in 


dealing with matters related to subcontractors. 


The followiong exhibit shows where HPES is working and has worked successfully with 


each of our proposed subcontractors and the value they are bringing to the Nevada MMIS 


Takeover Project. 


Subcontractor Successful Working 


Relationships 


Key Value to the NV MMIS 


Takeover Project 


APS HealthCare APS is a subcontractor to HPES on the 


Oklahome State and Education 


Employees Group Insurance Board 


contract where HPES and APS provide 


health and dental claims administration 


services to the members. 


Provides care management, care 


coordination, health education and 


behavioral health provider 


recruitment services. Health 


education services have been 


included in this RFP as an optional 


service.  


Successful Approach 
for Subcontractor 


Management 


• As prime contractor, 
HPES’ approach to 
managing 
subcontractor 
relationships 
includes: 


• Being the single 
point of contact 


• Selecting the best 
subcontractors for 
the job 


• Incorporating the 
subcontractor 
personnel as team 
members 
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Subcontractor Successful Working 


Relationships 


Key Value to the NV MMIS 


Takeover Project 


Emdeon HPES and Emdeon have partnered or 
worked in tandem on many projects in 
the past due to HPES’ significant role 
as a primary Medicaid contractor and 
Emdeon’s position as the nation’s 
largest healthcare clearinghouse. The 
following are a few examples: 


• Texas Health and Human Service 
Commission MEHI project 


• Oklahoma Medicaid commercial TPL 
analytics 


• Numerous state MMIS conversion 
projects for claim and eligibility 


TPL services 


SXC SXC Health Solutions, Inc. is contracted 


to provide pharmacy benefit 


management services for the Bureau of 


TennCare and Vermont Medicaid, two 


programs where HPES holds the MMIS 


contract. We believe that this 


partnership combining the MMIS/FA 


expertise of HPES and the public sector 


pharmacy expertise of SXC offers the 


best solution to State Medicaid 


agencies looking to maximize limited 


financial resources in order to improve 


healthcare outcomes. 


Implementing a new pharmacy 


benefit management solution from 


SXC as well as e-prescribing, drug 


rebate and diabetic supply rebate 


services 


Thomson Reuters • Thomson Reuters currently is a 
subcontractor to Safeguard 
Services, a subsidiary of HPES, for 
the CMS One Program Integrity 
(One PI) project. One PI is a CMS 
initiative to link Medicaid and 
Medicare data analytically in 
support of cross-program fraud 
detection analytics (“Medi-Medi”) at 
the national level. Thomson Reuters 
is part of a team to deliver the 
Medicaid integrated data repository 
(IDR) for CMS, linking the Medicaid 
data to Medicare data in support of 
Medi-Medi program integrity 
analytics.  


• Thomson Reuters was a 
subcontractor to HPES for the 
Rhode Island Choices project. That 
project ended in early 2010. 


Current decision support system 


(DSS) and the optional data 


warehouse 
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Subcontractor Successful Working 


Relationships 


Key Value to the NV MMIS 


Takeover Project 


Thomson Reuters was the lead on 
gathering the requirements for the 
Community Support Management 
System (CSM) and designing the 
CSM, which was subsequently built 
by the prime contractor, HPES. 


• HPES has been a data supplier to 
Thomson Reuters for Medicaid 
programs in various states including 
Georgia, California, Indiana, New 
Hampshire, Tennessee, Kansas, 
and Kentucky. 


• HPES was a Thomson Reuters 
employer customer for a number of 
years and used the Advantage 
Suite decision support system to 
help manage the cost and quality of 
HPES employee healthcare. 


Verizon HPES and Verizon has master services 


agreements with each other and 


routinely rely on each other for hosting 


and telecommuniction services. 


Verizon will perform mainframe 


hosting, thus eliminating a significant 


risk component by avoiding “lift and 


shift” of the system and data to 


another site. 


 


Our approach to managing subcontractor relationships is to deliver high-quality performance 


centered on the following three key principles:  


• Providing DHCFP with a single point of contact for its service delivery needs 


• Selecting companies with the delivery strengths necessary for the Nevada MMIS 


Takeover Project 


Promoting successful delivery by fully integrating HPES and subcontractor personnel into 


the appropriate account processes  


17.2.1.11 Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan; and 


HPES develops comprehensive project management plans in conformance to several 


industry standards—Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE) 1058-1998, 


A Guide to Project Management Book of Knowledge (PMBOK), and PMI Practice standards. 


Additionally, we apply our SDLC methodology throughout the project. Like DHCFP, HPES is 


committed to following a structured and controlled methodology for effectively accomplishing 


the work throughout the life of the Nevada MMIS contract. 


HPES has more than 2,900 individuals in the PM Profession in the Americas in three 


organizations: Enterprise Services (2,224); HP Software (220); and Technology Services 


(464) and facilitates both on-the-job learning and formal instruction for project managers to 


maintain PMI certifications and enhance their skills and experience in more advanced 
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project management, program management, and portfolio management topics. This online 


community of project managers sets the stage for a well qualified group of professionals, 


who follow industry standards and project management office best practices to provide a 


comprehensive and integrated project management approach towards development of 


project management plans.  


California In-Home Supportive Services 


The State of California, through the Department of Social Services (CDSS), has engaged 


HPES as the contractor of choice for the Case Management, Information, and Payrolling 


System (CMIPS) for 29 years. This long-term account manages payroll for Personal Care 


Service Program/Plus Waiver/In-Home Supportive Services-Residual (PCSP/IPW/IHSS-R) 


Program—the county-managed systems of care giving for the most needy and disabled of 


Medi-Cal beneficiaries. These programs prevent admission to institutions of long-term care 


(LTC). For several years, we have worked closely with the State and all 58 counties to 


implement and maintain the CMIPS, including training on the system in on-site visits to each 


county’s social workers.  


An extensive IT upgrading of the system, CMIPS II, is in progress, and will replace the 27-


year-old legacy application with a best-in-class application containing the capacity and 


flexibility to meet current and planned enhancements. In support of this large implementation 


project, we developed and continue to use IEEE project management plans including: 


• Project Start Up Plan 


• Estimation Plan Staffing Plan 


• Resource Acquisition Plan 


• Project Staff Training Plan 


• Work Plan 


• Control Plan 


• Quality Management Plan 


• Metrics Collection Plan 


• Risk Management Plan 


• Configuration Management Plan 


• Communication Plan 


• Subcontractor Management Plan 


• Problem Resolution Plan 


Drawing on our carefully timed schedules of meetings, deliverables, plan submissions, and 


status reports will help DHCFP and HPES meet milestones on time and within budget. We 


understand that the MMIS takeover effort will be plan-driven, reliant on industry standard, 


time tested project practices and processes.  
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We will work with DHCFP during the Takeover phase to make sure everyone understands 


what work will be done within the contract and the scope of work for this contract. DHCFP 


will review and approve our comprehensive project management plan for the NV-MMIS 


effort. The execution of the plan will include the application of actual work progress to the 


schedule and the communication of status, including any concerns that may arise. The 


takeover tasks will cover activities as identified in the RFP.  


For additional information, see our response in Section 17.8 – Project Management. 


17.2.1.12 Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, 


details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed. 


During the operations period, our Medicaid teams typically perform fiscal agent duties that 


include, but are not limited to, the following: 


• Contract management 


• Federal requirement compliance 


• State requirement compliance 


• Claims, encounters, and adjustments 


• Financial reporting 


• Professional clinical review 


• Client eligibility 


• Reference 


• Provider 


• Quality management 


• Systems 


• Mail room 


The following exhibit identifies our fiscal agent experience for our current customers. 


HPES Medicaid Fiscal Agent Services Experience  


 


We process several different types of claims including the following: 


• Fee-for-service (FFS) 


− Inpatient 


− Pharmacy NCPDP 


− Crossover – professional  


− Dental 


− T 1500 (transportation) 


− Outpatient 
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− CMS 1500 (Medical) 


− Crossover – institutional  


− Long-term care 


• Encounters 


• Managed care capitations 


The following exhibit shows the location details, annual number of FFS claims processed, 


total dollars paid to recipients, and number of providers and recipients served for each of our 


Medicaid customers. 


Medicaid Statistics 


Location Total Claims Total Claims 
Dollars 


Enrolled 
Providers 


Program 
Clients 


Alabama 28,703,314  $2,849,673,636  22,130  768,757  


Arkansas 46,000,000  $3,817,012,470  75,036  744,269  


California 140,537,495  $19,222,320,104  136,786  6,300,000  


Connecticut 25,100,000  $3,836,000,000  21,300  546,000  


Delaware 7,972,866  $718,674,626  16,859  198,677  


Florida 46,829,184  $6,436,000,000  98,158  2,316,761  


Georgia In implementation - expected completion 07/01/2010 


Idaho 9,233,182  $375,815,594  23,000  118,000  


Indiana 42,698,778  $5,602,593,399  29,734  894,748  


Kansas 23,218,265  $1,973,397,236  25,267  285,537  


Kentucky 30,595,624  $2,971,681,390  50,000  700,000  


Massachusetts 0  $0  40,505  879,358  


New Hampshire 5,685,667  $881,974,963  17,927  98,558  


North Carolina 99,244,797  $19,096,500,792  76,410  1,727,683  


Ohio In implementation - expected completion 12/15/2010 


Oklahoma 26,194,339  $3,467,301,923  28,000  650,000  


Oregon 0  $0  30,000  550,000  


Pennsylvania 88,500,580  $7,295,536,309  482,972  2,000,000  


Rhode Island 8,791,889  $1,221,176,232  13,260  13,941  


Tennessee 50,190,935  $1,257,324,571  66,212  915,591  


Vermont 7,329,788  $962,494,905  11,117  145,618  


Wisconsin 25,990,013  $4,367,913,611  63,203  948,254  


TOTAL 712,816,716  $86,353,391,761  1,327,876  20,801,752  
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• Alabama—The HPES Alabama office is located within 12 miles of our customer. 


Additionally, our Service Management Centre (SMC) located in Orlando, FL hosts all 


application, database, and web servers necessary to support the interChange MMIS. 


Under the current contract, HPES performs claim processing (including FFS, capitation, 


and encounters); provider relations, prior approval, and drug rebate services; POS 


processing and support services; electronic eligibility verification system processing and 


services; provider payment issuance and financial management; provider web portal 


hosting and maintenance; automated voice response system (AVRS) maintenance; 


provider bulletin production and mailing; recipient and provider help desk and written 


inquiry support.  


Additionally, we supply more than 255,000 plastic ID cards to recipients and provide a 


2.2 terabyte data warehouse containing 60 months of history (currently building the sixth 


year). 


In 2008, the HPES Alabama Medicaid team processed more than 28.7 million claims for 


total payments of over $2.8 billion. We support 22,130 providers and 768,757 recipients. 


This includes 9,278 providers we enrolled through provider enrollment.  


Additionally, in 2008, our team recovered $4.47 million for the State through third-party 


liability (TPL) recovery services. 


• Arkansas—HPES’ Arkansas Medicaid office is located within 3 miles of our client. 


Additionally, our Service Management Centres (SMCs) located in Plano, TX and Auburn 


Hills, MI hosts our MMIS mainframe and Tandem system, respectively. 


In 2008, we processed more than 46 million Medicaid claims, paying out nearly $3.7 


billion. We support over 18,000 providers and 744,000 recipients. 


• Kansas—HPES’ Kansas Medicaid office is located within 8 miles of our client. 


Additionally, our Oklahoma Service Management Centre (SMC) located in Oklahoma 


City, Oklahoma hosts the MMIS. 


In 2009, our Kansas Medicaid team processed more than 18.3 million claims, paying out 


over $2.4 billion in benefits. We support 27,051 providers and 324,927 recipients. 


17.2.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the vendor 


and/or subcontractor: 17.2.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or 


subcontractor, as applicable. The “Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor 


or the subcontractor depending on the role the company will have for this RFP project. 


The State of Nevada needs a vendor with proven takeover and fiscal agent services 


experience. We present our referenced projects for the State in the following order: 


• Alabama Medicaid 


• Arkansas Medicaid 


• Kansas Medicaid 


• Kentucky Medicaid 


• North Carolina Medicaid 


• Pennsylvania Medicaid 
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• Rhode Island Medicaid 


• Wisconsin Medicaid 
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Company Name: HPES 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


� Prime Contractor     Subcontractor 


Project Name: Alabama Medicaid 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Ms. Carol Steckel, Commissioner 


Street Address: 501 Dexter Avenue 
PO Box 5624 


City, State, Zip Montgomery, AL 36103-5624 


Phone, including area code: 1 334 242 5600 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 334 242 5907 


Email address: carol.steckel@medicaid.alabama.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Ms. Kathy Hall, Deputy Commissioner, Program Administration 


Street Address: 501 Dexter Avenue 
PO Box 5624 


City, State, Zip Montgomery, AL 36103-5624 


Phone, including area code: 1 334 242 5007 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 334 242 5907 


Email address: Kathy.Hall@medicaid.alabama.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


HPES has been the prime MMIS and fiscal agent contractor for the 
Alabama Medicaid Agency continuously since October 1979.  


In 2008, we replaced the legacy MMIS with the new interChange 
MMIS in February 2008 and gained certification from CMS back to 
day one of operations. 


Project / contract start date: 10/1979 
Current contract start date: 10/2005 


Project / contract end date: 09/2011 


Project / contract value: $120 million (current contract) 


Was project / contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


No. 
Due to underestimation of the level of effort required to implement 
the interChange MMIS, and the addition of a parallel testing phase 
to the scope of work, the State and HPES agreed to move the 
implementation completion date to from May 2007 to February 
2008. 


Was project / contract 


completed within or under the 


original budget / cost proposal, 


and if not, why not? 


The project was complete on budget as this is a fixed-price contract. 
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Company Name: HPES 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


� Prime Contractor     Subcontractor 


Project Name: Arkansas Medicaid 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Ms. Debbie Hopkins, Assistant Director 


Street Address: 700 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1437 


City, State, Zip Little Rock, AR 72201-1437 


Phone, including area code: 1 501 682 1473 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 501 682 5318 


Email address: debbie.hopkins@arkansas.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Mr. Roger Patton, MMIS Systems and Support  


Street Address: 700 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1437 


City, State, Zip Little Rock, AR 72201-1437 


Phone, including area code: 1 501-683-7987 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 501-382-5318 


Email address: roger.patton@arkansas.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


HP has been the primary contractor for Arkansas’ MMIS and fiscal 
agent services continually since 1985.  


Besides the main Medicaid program, the MMIS also adjudicates 
and pays claims for the following health care programs: 


• ConnectCare (managed care program) 


• ARKids First (CHIP) 


• Breast and Cervical Cancer Control Program 


• Developmentally Disabled Services 


• Children’s Medical Services  


Project / contract start date: 01/1985 
Current contract: 07/2004 


Project / contract end date: 06/2011 with all option years 


Project / contract value: $93.7 million (current contract including all option years) 


Was project / contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes, it was completed in the time allotted.  


Was project / contract 


completed within or under the 


original budget / cost proposal, 


and if not, why not? 


Yes, it was completed within the original cost proposal. 
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Company Name: HPES 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


� Prime Contractor     Subcontractor 


Project Name: Kansas Medicaid 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Ms. Christiane Swartz, Deputy Medicaid Director, Director of 
Medicaid Operations, Kansas Health Policy Authority 


Street Address: 900 SW Jackson, 9th Floor 


City, State, Zip Topeka KS 66612-1505 


Phone, including area code: 1 785 368 6296 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 785 296 4813 


Email address: Christiane.Swartz@khpa.ks.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Ms. Diane Davidson 


Street Address: 900 SW Jackson, 9
th
 Floor 


City, State, Zip Topeka, KS 66612-1505 


Phone, including area code: 1 785 296 6680 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 785 296 4813 


Email address: Diane.davidson@khpa.ks.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


In December 2001, the Kansas Health Policy Authority (KHPA) 
selected HP as fiscal agent to take over the existing system and 
implement the new interChange MMIS. We ran the old MMIS from 
July 1, 2002, to October 16, 2003, then replaced it with the 
Oklahoma interChange.  


Under the current MMIS contract, we conduct system maintenance, 
operation, modification, and enhancement services; provides AVRS 
maintenance and support; produces and mails provider bulletins; 
performs claims adjudication, including financial cycles; provides 
claims adjustment, query database maintenance, and resolution 
services; processes managed care encounter data and capitation 
claims; provides prior authorization, medical policy, fraud and abuse 
detection, and pharmacy benefits management services; and 
performs provider enrollment/representation and security services. 


Fiscal Agent operations supported include recipient and provider 
call centers, provider education, regional support for recipients and 
providers, claims (receipt, entry and resolution), financial (TPL, 
adjustments, buy-in, HIPP), fair hearings, grievance, provider 
enrollment, medical policy, managed care enrollment, SURS/fraud, 
prior authorization, pharmacy benefits management, drug rebate, 
and systems maintenance and modification. 


Project / contract start date: 02/2002 


Project / contract end date: 06/2008, option years extended through 06/2013 
Additional option years through 06/2015 


Project / contract value: $160 million (Base contract) 
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Was project / contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project / contract 


completed within or under the 


original budget / cost proposal, 


and if not, why not? 


Yes 
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Company Name: HPES 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


� Prime Contractor     Subcontractor 


Project Name: Kentucky Medicaid 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Mr. Sandeep Kapoor, Chief Technology Officer (CT0) 


Street Address: Cabinet for Health and Family Services, Office of the Secretary 
275 East Main Street 


City, State, Zip Frankfort, KY 40601-2321 


Phone, including area code: 1 502 564 6479 ext.4176 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 502 564 0509 


Email address: sandeep.kapoor@ky.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Ms. Anna Dunn, CHFS DMS Office of the Commissioner, 
Executive Secretary 


Street Address: Cabinet for Health and Family Services, Office of the Secretary 
275 East Main Street 


City, State, Zip Frankfort, KY 40601-2321 


Phone, including area code: 1 502 564 4321 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 502 564 0509 


Email address: AnnaM.Dunn@ky.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


In March 2005, HPES was awarded the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky’s MMIS and fiscal agent contract. We provide the 
Commonwealth with a range of important Medicaid services, 
including utilization review, prior authorization support, provider 
education, user training, and quality management. 


We transferred our award-winning MMIS from Oklahoma to 
Kentucky. The system allows real-time adjudication of claims and 
multiple benefit packages for eligibility categories. The latter is key 
because Kentucky was the first state to obtain approval for a 1115 
waiver from CMS. The waiver—known as KyHealth Choices—
allows the state to provide different benefit packages according to 
the individual needs of the members. The KyHealth Choices 
program is part of Kentucky’s Medicaid Modernization initiative, 
which has improved Medicaid's benefit management, care 
management, and technology infrastructure. KyHealth Choices is 
building on these new capacities with the help of HPES.  


Project / contract start date: 03/2005 


Project / contract end date: 11/2010 


Project / contract value: $324 million (current contract) 


Was project / contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


No 
The Kentucky interChange MMIS became fully operational, 
performing live claim processing, on June 4, 2007. We successfully 
implemented the core interChange solution and customized it to 
meet Kentucky’s Medicaid requirements in 25 months. The original 
implementation target date was November 2006. During the design 
and development time frame, the client added scope for utilization 
management, which moved the date out five months. Then, the 
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Commonwealth requested additional user testing extending the 
implementation date another three months.  


Was project / contract 


completed within or under the 


original budget / cost proposal, 


and if not, why not? 


No 
Due to the Commonwealth’s request to add components to support 
prior authorization and utilization management, the original contract 
price increased. 
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Company Name: HPES 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


� Prime Contractor     Subcontractor 


Project Name: North Carolina Medicaid 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Dr. Craig Gray, MD, MBA, JD, Medicaid Director,  
Division of Medical Assistance 


Street Address: 1985 Umstead Drive 


City, State, Zip Raleigh, NC 27603-2035 


Phone, including area code: 1 919 855 4105 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 919 733 6608 


Email address: Craigan.Gray@dhhs.nc.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Ms. Tara Larson, Chief Clinical Operating Officer 


Street Address: 1985 Umstead Drive 


City, State, Zip Raleigh, NC 27603-2035 


Phone, including area code: 1 919 855 4103 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 919 733 6608 


Email address: Tara.Larson@dhhs.nc.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


HPES is the prime contractor and has provided Medicaid fiscal 
agent services to North Carolina since January 1, 1977. This 
represents more than 33 years of continuous service.  


Services include HIPAA-compliant claims processing and payment, 
resolution of pending claims, data entry, financial operations, 
adjustments, internal document control, mail room, medical policy, 
pharmacy POS, proactive drug utilization review (proDUR), drug 
rebate, prior approval, provider relations, system maintenance and 
operations, and system modification and enhancements. 


We designed, developed, implemented, and continue to operate 
and maintain the state’s HIPAA-compliant multi-payer MMIS. 
Furthermore, the system supports the contract with the state’s 
Division of Mental Health in processing mental health claims in 
addition to Medicaid claims. We also modified the system to be in 
compliance with the National Provider Identifier (NPI) initiative. 


Project / contract start date: Continuously since 01/1977 
Current contract signed: 01/1989 


Project / contract end date: 12/2011 


Project / contract value: $635 million (current contract) 


Was project / contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project / contract 


completed within or under the 


original budget / cost proposal, 


and if not, why not? 


Yes 
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Company Name: HPES 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


� Prime Contractor     Subcontractor 


Project Name: Pennsylvania Medicaid 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Ms. Barbara Rupp, Director, Division of MMIS Support, Bureau of 
Data and Claims Management, Office of Medical Assistance 
Programs (OMAP) 


Street Address: 225 Grandview Ave  


City, State, Zip Camp Hill PA 17011-1712 


Phone, including area code: 1 717 346 0091 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 717 346 0090 


Email address: brupp@state.pa.us 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Ms. Denise Luce, Section Chief, Planning and Contract 
Management, Bureau of Data and Claims Management, Office of 
Medical Assistance Programs (OMAP) 


Street Address: 225 Grandview Ave  


City, State, Zip Camp Hill PA 17011-1712 


Phone, including area code: 1 717 772 6315 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 717 346 0090 


Email address: dluce@state.pa.us 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


HPES has been Pennsylvania’s Medicaid front end claims 
processing vendor and fiscal agent since 1992, and successfully 
implemented an MMIS that was certified in April 2005. 


We transferred and modified the interChange MMIS from Oklahoma 
to Pennsylvania in March 2002. This MMIS was named the 
Provider Reimbursement Operations Management Information 
System in electronic format (PROMISe™) and replaced the 
Department of Public Welfare’s (DPW) 23-year old legacy system, 
Medical Assistance Management Information System (MAMIS).  


Project / contract start date: 10/1992 - front end claims processing only;  
03/2002 – Fiscal Agent and MMIS 
Current contract: Fiscal Agent and MMIS - 11/2009  


Project / contract end date: 10/2015 plus two optional years 


Project / contract value: $194 million (current contract) 


Was project / contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes, the MMIS was scheduled for a 24 month implementation. The 
new MMIS became operational on March 1, 2004, as scheduled, for 
all claim types (pharmacy claim processing began February 19, 
2004, in the days early to support uninterrupted transaction 
processing for pharmacy providers during the transition period). 
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Was project / contract 


completed within or under the 


original budget / cost proposal, 


and if not, why not? 


Cost of development effort at contract signing: $29.3 million 


Final cost of development effort: $30.1 million 


Variance explanation: Amended the contract during the 
implementation development task due to requirements that were 
modified during the joint application development (JAD) including 
expansion of on-line claims history to 10 years, expended capacity 
requirements for on-line reporting, and additional on-site office 
space for State staff located in the HPES facility. 
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Company Name: HPES 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


� Prime Contractor     Subcontractor 


Project Name: Rhode Island Medicaid 


Primary Contact Information 


  Mr. Ralph Racca, Administrator 


Street Address: The Department of Human Services 
John O. Pastore Center 
Hazard Building 
74 West Road, 1


st
 Floor 


City, State, Zip Cranston, RI 02920 


Phone, including area code: 1 401 462 1879 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 401 462 3350 


Email address: rracca@dhs.ri.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Ms. Karen Young, Chief Medical Care Specialist  


Street Address: The Department of Human Services 
John O. Pastore Center 
Hazard Building 
74 West Road, 1st Floor  


City, State, Zip Cranston, RI 02920 


Phone, including area code: 1 401 462 6319 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 401 462 3350 


Email address: kyoung@dhs.ri.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


HP Enterprise Service has been Rhode Island’s fiscal agent and 
MMIS provider since December 1992 when we were selected as 
the fiscal agent. This system was certified in May 1993. In March 
2005, we were awarded a new contract to continue their Fiscal 
Agent services. 


We have continually demonstrated a high quality of work and the 
ability to work successfully with the state in operating and 
optimizing a Medicaid program. The system and services furnished 
have addressed the broad spectrum of diverse benefit assistance 
programs and healthcare delivery systems that characterize the 
state’s medical assistance programs. Rhode Island has repeatedly 
entrusted HPES to design, develop, and operate creative business 
and technical solutions that satisfy the processing demands of the 
changing Medicaid program and integrate the activities of diverse 
entities and technology. 


Project / contract start date: Continuous since 12/1992 
Current contract: 07/2005 


Project / contract end date: 06/2011 with two option years 


Project / contract value: $10 million annually (current contract) 
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Was project / contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project / contract 


completed within or under the 


original budget / cost proposal, 


and if not, why not? 


Yes 
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Company Name: HPES 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


� Prime Contractor     Subcontractor 


Project Name: Wisconsin HealthCare 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Mr. Ken Dybevik, Contract Monitor, Wisconsin Division 


Street Address: 1 West Wilson Street 


City, State, Zip Madison, WI 53701-0309 


Phone, including area code: 1 608 267 7118 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 608 261 7793 


Email address: Kenneth.Dybevik@dhs.wisconsin.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Mr. Elias Soto, Director, Bureau of Operations  


Street Address: 1 West Wilson Street 


City, State, Zip Madison, WI 53701-0309 


Phone, including area code: 1 608 266 3373 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 608 261 7793 


Email address: Eliasn.soto@dhs.wisconsin.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


HPES has been the primary fiscal agent and Medicaid contractor in 
Wisconsin since 1977. In November 2004, we were selected to 
continue as the fiscal agent and implement a new system—
interChange. The system, which required more than 2 million 
combined development hours, was implemented November 10, 
2008, with significant enhancements beyond the original scope of 
the contract awarded in 2004. 


In the current contract, we provide traditional fiscal agent services 
including claims processing, provider relations, medical policy, prior 
authorization, provider enrollment, eligibility support, drug rebate 
processing, pharmacy clinical call center support, member and 
provider call center and system design and development. 
Additionally, we provide extensive managed care support, including 
a beneficiary hotline, HMO contract monitors, and HMO 
ombudsman. Other services include a data warehouse operation, 
decision support analytical services, and the immunization registry 
maintenance. 


We provide muli-payer services for multiple programs, including 
Senior Drug program, Wisconsin Chronic Disease, and Wisconsin 
Well Woman programs. 


Project / contract start date: Continuous since 04/1977 
Current contract: 11/2008 


Project / contract end date: 11/2013 


Project / contract value: $680 million (current contract) 


Was project / contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


No 
After a 29-year successful relationship between the Division and 
HPES, the joint teams began the job of the MITA model and 
incorporating it into the MMIS DDI for Wisconsin. This was ground-
breaking and a first ever for any DDI. The effort to transform the 
implementation introduced a level of effort that neither party 
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anticipated. Additionally, as with any implementation, legislative 
changes were required, written up as scope, and incorporated into 
the revised schedule. DHCF and HPES continued working together 
to implement sweeping changes including the incorporation of 
BadgerCare Plus, a program that provides access for all Wisconsin 
eligible residents. 


Was project / contract 


completed within or under the 


original budget / cost proposal, 


and if not, why not? 


No 
Both parties agreed to the overrun because the scope of the project 
expanded to include additional change orders and to adapt to the 
MITA structure. 


 


17.2.2.2 The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, the 


quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance. 


Nevada can be confident with HP Enterprise Service’ experience and the experience of 


each of our subcontractors, as our respective references will affirm. The HPES team 


continues to work with these clients on an ongoing basis, and we encourage DHCFP to 


contact each one. 
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17.3 Vendor Staff Skills and Experience Required 


The Nevada Division of Health Care 


Financing and Policy (DHCFP) will be 


supported through each phase of the 


contract by the experienced, 


knowledgeable, and highly-qualified HPES 


team. The Nevada MMIS Takeover Project 


commands our highest skills for planning, 


organizing, managing, and reporting 


throughout the contract term. 


Appropriate investment in takeover and 


enhancements for its current MMIS first 


requires DHCFP to invest in the best 


information technology (IT) services 


partner. As the leading Medicaid IT 


services provider, HPES considers the specific needs of each customer. DHCFP’s 


investment in a partnership with HPES will yield continued dividends such as allowing us to 


bring innovative and creative ideas to the State. We provide Nevada with an ally who 


possesses the bandwidth to successfully deliver. 


• More than 1,000 local staff with relevant Medicaid and technology expertise to maintain 
and enhance the Core MMIS, peripheral systems and provide fiscal agent services 


• More than 7,000 healthcare (IT) experts to support conversion to 5010, ICD-10, MITA 
maturity and other enhancements such as HIE 


• More than 4,300 dedicated fiscal agent operations staff and health care professionals to 
support continual program improvements 


• More than 200 professional clinicians—
physicians, dentists, pharmacists, nurses, and 
social workers, to provide care management, 
disease management and utilization 
management services 


We reviewed DHCFP needs, the short takeover time 


frame and the staff need that understands and have 


completed similar activities. DHCFP gains strength 


through the staff proposed in key personnel as well 


as additional critical staff. Our proposed leadership’s 


strength lies in their deep experience and proven 


capabilities. Additionally, our proposed leadership 


team is committed to moving to Nevada, contributing to the community and working closely 


with DHCFP for the benefit of the recipients and providers.  


Lola Jordan, your account manager, led and worked on multiple takeovers in Medicare and 


Medicaid. She has managed large Medicaid fiscal agent operations and brings more than 20 


years of experience. To make sure DHCFP has a depth of experienced staff and business 


Staff Skills and Experience Highlights 


• More than 1,000 local staff with 


relevant Medicaid and technology 


expertise  


• More than 7,000 healthcare (IT) experts 


• More than 4,300 dedicated fiscal agent 


operations staff  


• More than 200 professional 


clinicians—providers, dentists, 


pharmacists, nurses, and social 


workers 


Minimize Risk 
Through Proven 
Processes 


A key benefit or our 
solution to DHCFP is 
minimized risk through 
the use of proven 
procedures and 
technology with 
experienced personnel 
who truly understand 
the needs of Nevada 
stakeholders. 
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continuity, HPES added Deputy Account Manager Bharat Vashi to our proposal. Bharat 


Vashi has more than 20 years of leadership, operations and process management and 


system engineering experience. Bharat has spent 16 years serving the Medi-Cal program, 


which services some of the same providers in the border cities between Nevada and 


California. 


Lola Jordan 


Account Manager 


Lola Jordan brings a broad set of experience and skills uncommonly found in an executive. 


Lola understands how to blend the business with the technology and technical aspects of a 


MMIS. Lola works closely with her technical team, based on her experience in the computer 


science field and her continued education in project management professional (PMP) and 


Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL), to deliver on time, on budget takeovers. 


Lola led the team to complete the takeover of the Kansas Medicaid MMIS in 2002 within five 


months of contract signing. The takeover included the replacement of key proprietary 


systems, such as prior authorization, electronic data interchange, and third party liability, as 


is expected for the Nevada takeover. During this time, a severe storm caused a loss of 20 


percent of the facility space two weeks before go-live; yet, Lola and her team still took over 


the MMIS as if disaster recovery activities had not had to be invoked. 


Just as important as understanding the technical aspect of a takeover is to have a business 


understanding. Lola worked with the team to understand and make sure Medicaid policies 


continued and was uninterrupted in Kansas. Facility build-out, recruiting, training, and 


business process implementation all took place successfully in the time frame. Kansas was 


her Medicaid takeover but she has been engaged as a prime leader on takeovers in 


Medicare for three carrier ships: northern California in 1996; Massachusetts, Maine, New 


Hampshire, and Vermont in 1997; and Illinois and Michigan in 1998. This was followed with 


a takeover and implementation of a new system for southern California in 2010. 


Lola knows that there is no choice to have an on time takeover of Nevada and demonstrates 


her ability to do so. 


Bharat Vashi 


Deputy Account Manager 


DHCFP gains an equally talented and experienced deputy through Bharat Vashi. Bharat 


complements the knowledge and skill set of Lola. Bharat has more than 20 years of 


leadership, operations, and process management and system engineering experience. 


Bharat has spent 16 of those years serving the Medi-Cal program. 


He has more than five years of experience with large-scale, health-related data conversion 


where he designed and developed a number of implementations. For example, Bharat 


designed and developed the customer relationship management (CRM) for the provider 


relations organization (PRO) enhancement, led migration of the computer media claims 
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(CMC) solution to a more advanced platform with full redundancies, and led implementation 


of a number of applications on the Medi-Cal web site. 


Serving in various management capacities described under Relevant Experience, Bharat 


has honed his operations, customer relationship, analytical, and management skills. He 


uses his solid education base and strong understanding of business, technology, and 


process management to effectively maintain production and service levels in the Medi-Cal 


claims operation.  


Medicaid programs across the country are facing a time of tumultuous change. HPES is 


already preparing to help our customers through this new world that includes ARRA, 


HITECH, and Health Care Reform legislation. We have brought together experts to address 


all of these challenges as shown in the following exhibit, Advancing Medicaid programs and 


Solutions. 


Advancing Medicaid Programs and Solutions 


 


DHCFP gains the expertise of HPES Medicaid subject-matter experts (SMEs) such as Ray 


Hanley, Shelley Perry, Pat Richards, Dr. Kit Gorton, and John Petraborg. These individuals 
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bring extensive human services, healthcare technology, and government expertise that 


DHCFP can tap for value-added services. Ray, Shelley, Pat, Kit, and John will support Lola 


and Bharat bringing industry experience, best practices, and innovation from HPES’ other 


Medicaid accounts and their life experience prior to HPES. Following, we have included brief 


biographies of each. 


Ray Hanley 


Client Industry Executive, State Health and Human Services 


After 28 years of public sector work in human services, Ray Hanley joined HPES in 2003 to 


lend his extensive expertise to support state healthcare programs. As the client industry 


executive for State Health and Human Services business, Ray represents HPES in various 


venues, including consulting, speaking engagements, and procurement work, to help the 


company support state governments in managing their Medicaid and human services 


programs. Ray’s work has encompassed IT, developing teaming relationships with other 


companies such as disease management and care coordination firms, consulting with state 


clients, and doing extensive work in healthcare cost containment. For his contributions and 


subject-matter expertise, Ray earned the HPES Global Client Industry Executive of the Year 


Award in 2007. 


Before joining HPES, Ray served nine years as director of the Arkansas Department of 


Human Services (DHS) Division of Medical Services, where he was charged with 


administering the state’s Medicaid program, the State Children’s Health Insurance Program 


(SCHIP), and the nursing home survey and certification program. From 1986 to 1994, Ray 


served as Arkansas’ Medicaid director during a time of considerable growth and progress in 


expanding coverage for pregnant women and children, streamlining computer systems, and 


working with the entire healthcare community. 


Ray began his career with the Arkansas DHS in 1975. During this period he worked in 


several capacities, covering almost the entire range of programs in the department. This 


included service as an eligibility caseworker for the Aid to Families with Dependent Children 


(AFDC) and Food Stamp programs, a child welfare worker, and the foster care supervisor 


for the southern half of Pulaski County, which includes Little Rock. 


Additionally, Ray has been active nationally on Medicaid issues. He was elected to three 


two-year terms as Chairman of the National Association of State Medicaid Directors 


(NASMD) and has served on the American Public Human Services Administrators 


Association Board of Directors. 


Shelley Perry 


HPES Director of Health Care Solutions 


Shelley has 15 years of technical expertise and leadership experience including her HPES 


roles as director of healthcare product development and director of global healthcare 


applications. Before joining HPES in 2006, she served as chief technology officer (CTO) for 


Clarity Commerce and VP of product development with Ticketmaster where she was 
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responsible for leading the design and delivery of a world-class, highly distributed, scalable, 


service-oriented product line for the entertainment industry. As vice president of product 


development with Global Commerce Solutions, Inc., a leading provider of web-enabled 


products for the financial services industry, Shelley created a distributed global organization 


and introduced an iterative rapid development methodology that significantly enhanced 


product reliability and predictability and reduced time to market. 


Pat Richards 


HPES Director of eHealth Strategies  


Pat Richard’s career spans more than 25 years in executive roles with responsibility for 


sales and operations management, senior business development, and IT services initiatives. 


She is the director for eHealth market strategies in HPES’ global healthcare business area 


and is responsible for creating services and solutions aimed at reducing the cost-of-care, 


improving quality and access for providers, recipients, and healthcare administrators or 


purchasers. 


Charles Brodt 


Industry Consultant Senior 


With 36 years of state government service experience, Charles Brodt brings knowledge and 


skills to assist governments and organizations in the delivery of health and human services 


programs, including Medicaid. Among his previous key positions were deputy director and 


director for Federal/State Health Policy with the Oklahoma Health Care Authority (OHCA), 


and Medicaid director for the Oklahoma Department of Human Services. Since joining HPES 


as an industry consultant senior, Charles provides support to HPES staff members by 


bringing the government perspective to solution developments and identifying future trends 


and needs of Medicaid and human service programs.  


Twice in his career, Charles was responsible for implementing a Medicaid Management 


Information System (MMIS), first while Medicaid director with the Oklahoma Department of 


Human Services and years later while director for Federal/State Health Policy with OHCA. 


He also has been responsible for implementing policy and administering programs while 


serving Oklahoma agencies. 


As deputy director of OHCA, Charles implemented a program to use Medicaid funds for 


inpatient hospital services to eligible prison inmates. This initiative required coordination 


between OHCA, Corrections, and Department of Human Services, but the program brought 


the state $5 million in savings. 


Charles began his career as a social worker for the Oklahoma Department of Human 


Services and advanced to leadership roles. Through the years, he has served on numerous 


Medicaid and health and human services executive and legislative task forces. Additionally, 


Charles has a law degree from the Oklahoma City University School of Law. 
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Dan Gonos 


HP Fellow 


Dan Gonos, an HP Fellow, is the chief technologist for HP Global Healthcare. The title HP 


Fellow is awarded to the corporation’s most innovative thought leaders in recognition of their 


exceptional achievements. As an HP Fellow, Gonos leads the program’s activities for HPES 


customers in healthcare and government worldwide. Dan has more than 23 years of 


extensive IT experience, including IT strategy and planning, business and technology 


assessments, new business development, capacity and performance planning, performance 


review, full systems life cycle design and implementation, methodology development, and 


requirements definition and management. Dan has directed the development of numerous 


systems, including HP eligibility solution offerings. 


Dr. Kit Gorton M.D. 


VP of Medical Management 


Dr. Gorton joined HPES in March 2008. He is responsible for cataloging and productizing 


HPES’ current business process outsourcing capabilities related to healthcare management 


and expanding the solution set into a full HPES brand care management offering, including 


utilization management, case management, disease management, and advanced analytics 


such as medical informatics. Before that, he served as president of the Commercial Division 


of APS Healthcare, where he led a 500-person division with profit and loss accountability, 


sales and marketing responsibility, and operational direction of behavioral health, EAP, and 


disease management services for more than 1,000 commercial clients. APS’ Managed 


Behavioral Health Plan provided Administrative Services Organization (ASO) and full-risk 


coverage for 2 million beneficiaries in more than 30 states. 


John Petraborg 


Client Industry Executive, Human Services 


John Petraborg brings more than 30 years of senior leadership experience in the public and 


private sectors. He is HPES’ client industry executive responsible for strategy and 


development of human services solutions for HPES’ government clients around the globe. 


Through his leadership of business transformation engagements with many government 


agencies in the United States and abroad, he has focused on the use of innovation, 


application of best practice, and deployment of technology to restructure government 


services.  


Besides many roles in government, John served as commissioner of Human Services for 


Minnesota, the state’s largest agency. He pioneered innovative policies for welfare reform, 


families, child support, and healthcare. He led the successful business redesign and system 


development for several Minnesota programs.  


John received the Distinguished Alumnus Award from the University of Minnesota School of 


Social Work, the Public Service Award from the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
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Services, and the Children’s Champion Award from Children’s Defense Fund. He served as 


national president of the Quality Control Directors Association. Additionally, John serves as 


vice chairman of the Human Services Information Technology Advisory Group of the 


Information Technology Association of America. 


The vendor shall provide qualified personnel to perform the work necessary to accomplish the tasks 


defined in the Scope of Work sections. The State must approve all awarded vendor resources. The 


State reserves the right to require the removal of any member of the awarded vendor's staff from the 


project. 


Key Personnel – Project Staff 


Our experienced employees are a valuable resource to us and our customers. Effectively 


managing talent is a significant source of competitive advantage for us and we are 


committed to retaining skilled and dedicated personnel to serve DHCFP and other Medicaid 


customers. Our focus on employee satisfaction, training, and advancement opportunities 


results in a loyal staff. 


To lead the Nevada MMIS Takeover project, we chose key personnel Medicaid- and MMIS-


specific motivation, experience, and vision. With HPES as fiscal agent, DHCFP can count on 


the following:  


• Skillful management of the complexities of the takeover by a highly qualified technical 


staff that exceeds all staffing requirements and offers in-depth MMIS knowledge  


• Continued program momentum with an experienced, proven management team that 


understands the unique needs of Nevada’s Medicaid Program and is prepared to 


support DHCFP in taking the program to the next level 


We present the HPES team’s qualifications in the following order: 


• Key Personnel 


− Marjie Sladek, Takeover Project Manager  


− Mike Luk, Takeover System Manager  


− Lola Jordan, Account Manager  


− Anissa Hussman, Claims Manager  


− Israel N. Camero, Training Manager  


− Judi Schafer, Fiscal Manager 


− Jo Mallard, Provider Services Manager  


− Mike Luk, IT Manager  


− Robert “Conor” Smith, Pharmacy Benefits Manager  


− Sally Kozak, Health Care Management Manager  


• Other Project Team Members 


− Carma Dunsmore, PMO Manager 


− Robert (Bob) Grill, HIPAA Privacy/Security Officer  


− Margaret Martin, M.D., Medical Director 


− Brad Mosburg, Technical Lead 


− Karen Roybal, Technical Lead 
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− Bharat Vashi, Deputy Account Manager 


17.3.1 Takeover Project Manager 


The position will serve as the primary point of contact with DHCFP’s Project Managers for 


activities related to project management, scheduling, the project plan, vendor resources, 


correspondence between the Department and contractors, and deliverable reviews during the 


Takeover activities and tasks. The Takeover Project Manager assigned by the awarded 


vendor for the MMIS Takeover must have the following qualifications and experience: 


Marjie B. Sladek, Takeover Project Manager  


Marjie Sladek is a Certified Project Management Professional (PMP) with 10 years of 


experience managing all phases of the software development life cycle. She has extensive 


experience in cross-functional/divisional project management in a fast-paced, highly 


competitive environment with positions in IT, marketing, and finance. Ms. Sladek is a 


customer-focused professional who focuses on the balance between project scope, 


resources, and scheduling. She has proven herself consistently effective in evaluating 


business opportunities, streamlining processes, and reducing costs during periods of 


transition, rapid growth, and consolidation. Additionally, she brings a demonstrated success 


managing MMIS project activities including scheduling, project plan, vendor resource, 


scope, and correspondence management between the Department and contractors, as well 


as facilitating deliverable reviews. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Marjie exceeds the qualifications of the Takeover project 


manager as specified in RFP requirement 17.3.1. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.1.1 A minimum of five (5) years of project 


management experience, within the last six (6) 


years. At least two (2) of these years must 


have been in leadership positions on MMIS 


operations, implementation, or takeover 


projects. 


Marjie has 10 years of project management within 
the past 10 years. 


Her leadership positions on MMIS operations and 
implementation projects include the following: 


• 04/2009 – Present as project manager providing 
leadership for the Medi-Cal systems group to 
implement required changes in support of 
Medicaid business processes, capabilities, and 
data modeling within the technical deliver area 


• 05/2005 – 08/2006 as project manager of Medi-
Cal teams of software developers, business 
analysts, technical writers, and external 
customer business representatives to 
collaboratively reach project milestones 


17.3.1.2 A minimum of three (3) years 


experience with and knowledge of MMIS 


systems. 


On commencement of the contract start-up period, 
she will have three years of demonstrated project 
management experience with and knowledge of 
MMIS systems, both from an MMIS solution and 
billing provider perspective.  


• Customer Project/Program Mgr III,  
HPES 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2009 – Present  


• Senior Project Manager, TEK SYSTEMS 
Sutter Health Information Services,  
Mather, CA 
03/2008 – 08/2008 


• Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
05/2005 – 08/2006 


Additionally, Marjie brings extensive customer 
software support experience, adding a fresh 
perspective to optimizing customer facing solutions. 


17.3.1.3 Detailed knowledge of the MITA 


framework. 


Maintains detailed knowledge of MITA framework. 
Within the Medi-Cal environment, she employs 
MITA framework goals in the implementation of 
new software development projects.  


• Customer Project/Program Mgr III,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2009 – Present  


• Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
05/2005 – 08/2006 


17.3.1.4 Detailed knowledge of HIPAA 


regulations and requirements 


Verifies compliance with HIPAA regulations and 
requirements. Demonstrates full understanding of 
HIPAA transactions and code set standards, and 
HIPAA privacy and security protocols. All Medi-Cal 
and Electronic Health Record (EHR) projects are 
reviewed to verify HIPAA compliance.  


• Customer Project/Program Mgr III,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2009 – Present  


• Senior Project Manager, TEK SYSTEMS 
Sutter Health Information Services,  
Mather, CA 
03/2008 – 08/2008 


• Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
05/2005 – 08/2006 


17.3.1.5 Demonstrated project management 


experience in multiple phases of the software 


development life cycle. 


Marjie has more than eight years of demonstrated 
project management expertise in multiple phases of 
the software development life cycle.  


• Customer Project/Program Mgr III,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2009 – Present  
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


• Senior Project Manager, TEK SYSTEMS 
Sutter Health Information Services,  
Mather, CA 
03/2008 – 08/2008 


• Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
05/2005 – 08/2006 


• Worldwide Program Manager, HPES 
Software Global Business Unit, Roseville, CA 
05/2003 – 05/2005 


• Software Development Project Manager,  
HPES, 
Software Global Business Unit, Roseville, CA 
05/2000 – 05/2003 


• Virtual Sourcing Project Lead, HPES,  
Global Support Logistics, Roseville, CA 
10/1999 – 05/2000 


17.3.1.6 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult 


logic and processing issues. 


Marjie’s successful roles as controller, financial 
analyst, project manager, and program manager 
are due in large part to her keen ability to analyze 
and resolve difficult logic and processing issues. 
Her ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and 
processing issues within the last ten year includes 
the following projects: 


• Customer Project/Program Mgr III,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2009 – Present  


• Partner, Sladek/Ruffman Publishing Company 
Guided Journals for Patient Advocates,  
Granite Bay, CA 
11/2003 – Present 


• Senior Project Manager, TEK SYSTEMS 
Sutter Health Information Services, 
Mather, CA 
03/2008 – 08/2008 


• Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
05/2005 – 08/2006 


• Worldwide Program Manager, HP Software 
Online Software Support Solutions, Roseville, 
CA 
05/2003 – 05/2005  


• Software Development Project Manager,  
HP Software 
Software Customer Support, Roseville, CA 
05/2000 – 05/2003 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


• Project Lead, HP Global Support Logistics 
Virtual Sourcing, Roseville, CA 
10/1997 – May/2000 


17.3.1.7 Effective documentation, verbal and 


written communication skills. 


Managing and leading projects requires effective 
documentation, verbal, and written communication 
skills.  


For example, Marjie effectively facilitates 
communications through customer team meetings, 
action items, meeting minutes, email, and formal 
deliverable documentation in her current role as 
project manager. 


• Customer Project/Program Mgr III,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2009 – Present  


Additionally, she has demonstrated her effective 
documentation, verbal, and written communication 
skills as she successfully led projects across the 
last 10 years that include the following: 


• Partner, Sladek/Ruffman Publishing Company 
Guided Journals for Patient Advocates, Granite 
Bay, CA 
11/2003 – Present 


• Senior Project Manager, TEK SYSTEMS 
Sutter Health Information Services,  
Mather, CA 
03/2008 – 08/2008 


• Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
05/2005 – 08/2006 


• Worldwide Program Manager, HP Software 
Online Software Support Solutions, Roseville, 
CA 
05/2003 – 05/2005 


• Software Development Project Manager,  
HP Software 
Software Customer Support, Roseville, CA 
05/2000 – 05/2003 


• Project Lead, HP Global Support Logistics 
Virtual Sourcing, Roseville, CA 
10/1999 – May/2000 


17.3.1.8 Ability to communicate difficult 


concepts to technical and non-technical staff. 


Her ability to effectively communicate difficult 
concepts to technical and non-technical staff is 
reflected in her impressive success as a leading 
program and project manager. She has 
successfully led projects across the last 10 years 
that include the following: 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


• Customer Project/Program Mgr III,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2009 – Present  


• Partner, Sladek/Ruffman Publishing Company 
Guided Journals for Patient Advocates, Granite 
Bay, CA 
11/2003 – Present 


• Senior Project Manager, TEK SYSTEMS 
Sutter Health Information Services,  
Mather, CA 
03/2008 – 08/2008 


• Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
05/2005 – 08/2006 


• Worldwide Program Manager, HP Software 
Online Software Support Solutions, Roseville, 
CA 
05/2003 – 05/2005 


• Software Development Project Manager,  
HP Software 
Software Customer Support, Roseville, CA 
05/2000 – 05/2003 


• Project Lead, HP Global Support Logistics 
Virtual Sourcing, Roseville, CA 
10/1999 – May/2000 


17.3.1.9 Ability to communicate succinctly and 


accurately in both written and verbal English. 


Managing and leading projects requires the ability 
to communicate succinctly and accurately both in 
writing and verbally. Marjie is fluent in English and 
has successfully managed projects across the last 
10 years that include the following: 


• Customer Project/Program Mgr III,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2009 – Present  


• Partner, Sladek/Ruffman Publishing Company 
Guided Journals for Patient Advocates, Granite 
Bay, CA 
11/2003 – Present 


• Senior Project Manager, TEK SYSTEMS 
Sutter Health Information Services,  
Mather, CA 
03/2008 – 08/2008 


• Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
05/2005 – 08/2006 


• Worldwide Program Manager, HP Software 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


Online Software Support Solutions, Roseville, 
CA 
05/2003 – 05/2005 


• Software Development Project Manager,  
HP Software 
Software Customer Support, Roseville, CA 
05/2000 – 05/2003 


• Project Lead, HP Global Support Logistics 
Virtual Sourcing, Roseville, CA 
10/1999 – May/2000 


17.3.1.10 Ability to work independently and in a 


team environment 


As a manager and leader, she has proven her 
ability to work independently and take the initiative 
in many diverse situations. 


Her ability to work in a team environment is one of 
her main attributes of being an effective manager 
and leader.  


• Customer Project/Program Mgr III,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2009 – Present  


• Senior Project Manager, TEK SYSTEMS 
Sutter Health Information Services,  
Mather, CA 
03/2008 – 08/2008 


• Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
05/2005 – 08/2006 


• Worldwide Program Manager, HP Software 
Online Software Support Solutions, Roseville, 
CA 
05/2003 – 05/2005 


• Software Development Project Manager,  
HP Software 
Software Customer Support, Roseville, CA 
05/2000 – 05/2003 


• Project Lead, HP Global Support Logistics 
Virtual Sourcing, Roseville, CA 
10/1999 – May/2000 


17.3.1.11 Ability to work effectively and 


efficiently under stringent timelines 


Managing large and complex projects requires the 
ability to work effectively and efficiently under 
stringent timelines. She has proven this ability in all 
of her leadership roles. 


• Customer Project/Program Mgr III,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2009 – Present  


• Partner, Sladek/Ruffman Publishing Company 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


Guided Journals for Patient Advocates, Granite 
Bay, CA 
11/2003 – Present 


• Senior Project Manager, TEK SYSTEMS 
Sutter Health Information Services,  
Mather, CA 
03/2008 – 08/2008 


• Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
05/2005 – 08/2006 


• Worldwide Program Manager, HP Software 
Online Software Support Solutions, Roseville, 
CA 
05/2003 – 05/2005 


• Software Development Project Manager,  
HP Software 
Software Customer Support, Roseville, CA 
05/2000 – 05/2003 


• Project Lead, HP Global Support Logistics 
Virtual Sourcing, Roseville, CA 
10/1999 – May/2000 


17.3.1.12 Ability to direct and supervise 


multiple tasks and staff assignments 


Marjie has demonstrated her ability to direct and 
supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments is a 
strength she has brought to all of her project 
management roles. 


• Customer Project/Program Mgr III,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2009 – Present  


• Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
05/2005 – 08/2006 


• Worldwide Program Manager, HP Software 
Online Software Support Solutions, Roseville, 
CA 
05/2003 – 05/2005 


• Software Development Project Manager,  
HP Software 
Software Customer Support, Roseville, CA 
05/2000 – 05/2003 


17.3.1.13 Demonstrable analytical and 


planning skills 


Analyzing and planning are top skills for certified 
Project Management Professional Marjie Sladek, 
who began her career as a financial analyst. 


• Customer Project/Program Mgr III,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2009 – Present  
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


• Senior Project Manager, TEK SYSTEMS 
Sutter Health Information Services,  
Mather, CA 
03/2008 – 08/2008 


• Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
05/2005 – 08/2006 


• Worldwide Program Manager, HP Software 
Online Software Support Solutions, Roseville, 
CA 
05/2003 – 05/2005 


Desired Qualifications 


17.3.1.14 Bachelors Degree in a relevant 


discipline; and 


MBA, Accounting, Xavier University,  
Cincinnati, OH  


BS, General Management, Marketing and 
Personnel, Purdue University, W. Lafayette, IN  


Certified Public Accountant – OH – (Inactive status) 
– CPA ID # 17058 


Certified Appreciative Inquiry Facilitator 


17.3.1.15 Project Management Institute (PMI) 


Certified Associate of Project Management 


(CAPM) certification 


Microsoft Project 2003, Blue Belt Certification 


Project Mgmt Masters Certificate, George 
Washington University  


Project Management Professional – PMI MEMBER 
ID# 391107 


17.3.1.16 Demonstrated ability in the following 


additional project manager competencies: 


A. Project Initiation and Solution Analysis; 


B. Activity Definition and Sequencing; 


C. Project Execution and Control; 


D. Performance Planning; and 


E. Project Closeout. 


Within the last 10 years of Marjie’s career, she has 


demonstrated her ability in the following additional 


project manager competencies: 


• Project Initiation and Solution Analysis 


• Activity Definition and Sequencing 


• Project Execution and Control 


• Performance Planning 


• Project Closeout 


These abilities are highlighted in each of the 
following: 


• Customer Project/Program Mgr III,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2009 – Present  


• Senior Project Manager, TEK SYSTEMS 
Sutter Health Information Services,  
Mather, CA 
03/2008 – 08/2008 


• Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


05/2005 – 08/2006 


• Worldwide Program Manager, HP Software 
Online Software Support Solutions, Roseville, 
CA 
05/2003 – 05/2005 


• Software Development Project Manager,  
HP Software 
Software Customer Support, Roseville, CA 
05/2000 – 05/2003 


• Project Lead, HP Global Support Logistics 
Virtual Sourcing, Roseville, CA 
10/1999 – May/2000 


 


17.3.2 Takeover Systems Manager 


The Takeover Systems Manager will be responsible for managing the transfer, modification, and 


implementation of the MMIS and peripheral systems and tools for the takeover tasks. The Takeover 


Systems Manager will coordinate with the Takeover Project Manager to ensure appropriate 


communications and project reporting. The Takeover Systems Manager assigned by the awarded 


vendor must have the following qualifications and experience: 


Mike Luk, Takeover Systems Manager  


Wai-Lap (Mike) Luk brings more than 32 years of project management, technical leadership, 


and software development and implementation experience, with more than 12 years of 


experience directly managing software development projects for the California Title XIX 


(Medi-Cal), and Wisconsin Title XIX program. His technical experience includes 10 years of 


client/server development, integration, and implementation experience, and seven years of 


development, maintenance, and management of COBOL applications. 


Mike’s specialty is in the healthcare industry. His healthcare business knowledge enables 


him to successfully manage the implementation of various Medicaid Title XIX states and 


managed care projects. In his 32 years with HPES, Mike has earned many praises from past 


and current customers because of his ability to listen and understand customer concerns, 


analyze business and technical details, and focus in resolving client and HPES business 


issues. 
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As the following exhibit illustrates Mike Luk exceeds the qualifications of the Takeover 


systems manager as specified in RFP requirement 17.3.2. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.2.1 At least five (5) years experience in 


managing an MMIS transfer, modification and 


implementation effort. 


Mike has more than five years of recent experience 


managing an MMIS transfer, modification, and 


implementation effort. 


• Advanced Systems Analyst, HPES 
07/2008 - Present 


− Pre-contract award implementation 


coordinator for upcoming bids 


• Lead Project Manager, HPES 
04/2007 – 07/2008 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 


− Led the Universal Product Number (UPN) 


Pilot Demonstration project and Medi-Cal 


Activity and History file conversion involving 


multiple DHCS agencies, a subcontractor, 


and more than 20 Medi-Cal System Group 


personnel—while coordinating the 


implementation of other Medi-Cal projects 


that were in development at the same time 


• Client Point of Contact/Project Manager,  
HPES 
12/2003 – 04/2007 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 


− Followed the Medi-Cal system development 


processes to refresh RAIS hardware and 


software, completing the project on 


schedule and within the budget established 


by DHCS and improving RAIS system 


performance by more than 400 percent 


− Served in advisory role in the 


implementation of various System 


Development Notices 


17.3.2.2 At least three (3) years of experience 


with the data conversion efforts on an MMIS 


or other large scale system implementation 


project. 


Mike has more than four years of data conversion 


efforts.  


• Lead Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2007 – 07/2008 


− Led the Universal Product Number (UPN) 


Pilot Demonstration project and Medi-Cal 


Activity and History file conversion involving 


multiple DHCS agencies, a subcontractor, 


and more than 20 Medi-Cal System Group 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


personnel—while coordinating the 


implementation of other Medi-Cal projects 


that were in development at the same time 


• Client Point of Contact/Project Manager,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 
12/2003 – 04/2007 


− Led the Universal Product Number (UPN) 


Pilot Demonstration project and Medi-Cal 


Activity and History file conversion involving 


multiple DHCS agencies, a subcontractor, 


and more than 20 Medi-Cal System Group 


personnel—while coordinating the 


implementation of other Medi-Cal projects 


that were in development at the same time 


17.3.2.3 Minimum of two (2) years experience 


with testing and validating results from system 


start-up and/or modification. 


Mike has more than eight years of testing and 


validating results from system start-up and/or 


modification. 


• Client Point of Contact/Project Manager,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 
12/2003 – 04/2007 


− Mike and his team of system engineers 


worked on development, testing, and 


implementation of RAIS related application 


changes. These changes were thoroughly 


tested by his team. Mike presented the test 


results to his client to review prior to the 


start of user acceptance testing by his client. 


As a result, HP was able to implement 


changes as requested by the client without 


problems. 


• Project Manager, HPES 
California Health Families Program, Rancho 
Cordova, CA 
12/1998 – 12/2003 


− Mike was the project manager responsible 


for the annual Open Enrollment process for 


the CA Healthy Families program. He and 


his team developed the open enrollment 


print material and worked with a sub-


contractor to obtain the best postage rate for 


the distribution. The open enrollment 


process involved using the beneficiary data 
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to customize the print material and 


designing a process to capture open 


enrollment return information. Each year, 


Mike presented sample test open enrollment 


packets for client review and approval prior 


to mass production by the sub-contractor. 


• Advanced Systems Analyst,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
09/1994 – 03/1998 


− Mike led a team of systems engineers to 


develop a process to allow the display of 


Computer Media Claim (CMC) information 


on user PCs using COLD technology. Mike 


and his team integrated more than five 


various vendor products for this 


implementation. He involved his client 


throughout the development, integration, 


and testing processes. This resulted in 


delivering products that met the clients need 


and improved the CMC data access time by 


eliminating micro-fiche handling 


dependency. 


17.3.2.4 A bachelor's degree in computer 


science, business administration or a related 


field. 


• Bachelor of Science Degree in Mathematics from 
University of Wisconsin,  
Madison, Wisconsin, May 1977 


• HPES Technical Consulting Program, May 1994 


• Graduated from the HPES Systems Engineer 
Development Program, March 1980 


17.3.2.5 Detailed knowledge of the MITA 


framework. 


Mike has gained in-depth knowledge of the MITA 
frame work in his more than three years as the 
Client Point of Contact on the Medi-Cal contract. 


• Client Point of Contact/Project Manager,  
HPES 
12/2003 – 04/2007 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 


− While as Client Point of Contact of RAIS, 


Mike directed a team of system, network, 


and computer engineers to refresh the RAIS 


infrastructure. The new RAIS infrastructure 


followed the MITA guidelines on maximize 


the usage of COTS products such as Oracle 


RDBMS on the UNIX platform for the RAIS 


Datamart; the BusinessObjects reporting 


tool for RAIS reporting and labeler invoices; 
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Informatica for extract, transfer, and load 


(ETL) operations of the database tables 


using the mainframe data. 


17.3.2.6 Detailed knowledge of HIPAA 


regulations and requirements. 


Mike has gained in-depth knowledge of the MITA 
frame work in his more than three years as the 
Client Point of Contact on the Medi-Cal contract. 


• Client Point of Contact/Project Manager,  
HPES 
12/2003 – 04/2007 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 


As the point of contact/project manager of the RAIS 


application, Mike led the effort to refresh the entire 


RAIS infrastructure to follow the HIPAA regulations 


and requirements. Mike consulted with the HP Chief 


Security Office and Security Architects to make sure 


that the data communication network is secured and 


the entire RAIS team followed the HIPAA 


regulations. 


17.3.2.7 Extensive knowledge of the vendor’s 


peripheral system tools. 


Besides his knowledge and experience in managing 


the maintenance and development of mainframe 


MMIS COBOL applications, he also has extensive 


knowledge and experience in supporting and 


managing peripheral system tools. In his assignment 


as point of contact/project manager of the California 


Drug Rebate sub-system, Mike is responsible for 


managing the maintenance and development of 


RAIS, which includes a massive datamart using the 


Oracle RDBMS engine on an UNIX platform. Other 


components of RAIS include the following: 


• External interface system allowing drug 
labelers/manufactures to receive and view the 
invoices online through the world wide web, and 
a reporting infrastructure with various 
BusinessObjects universes 


• Scanning and imaging of labeler contacts, and 
storage of computer generated invoices in a 
document archival and retrieval system which 
leverages the Medi-Cal local area network and 
wide area network to transport the images 


17.3.2.8 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at 


the state and/or federal level. 


Mike has gained extensive, detailed knowledge of 


Medicaid operations at the state level with more 


than 12 years at HPES Medi-Cal and Wisconsin 


Medicaid programs. Following are his roles within 


the last 10 years: 


• Lead Project Manager, HPES 
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Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2007 – 07/2008 


• Client Point of Contact, HPES 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 
12/2003 – 04/2007 


17.3.2.9 Demonstrated project management 


experience in multiple phases of the software 


development life cycle. 


The following demonstrate Mike’s project 
management experience in multiple phases of the 
software development life cycle (SDLC): 


• Lead Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2007 – 07/2008 


As the lead project manager of the UPN 
project, Mike and his project managers 
followed the Medi-Cal system development 
life cycle.  


The Medi-Cal system development life cycle 
includes a functional requirement 
development phase, technical system 
development phase, system development 
phase, system testing phase, user 
acceptance testing phase, parallel testing 
phase, implementation phase, and the post 
implementation review phase. Mike worked 
with his client to make sure that his client 
reviewed and accepted the deliverable in 
each phase prior to the start of the following 
phase. As a result, the UPN project 
exceeded customer expectations and were 
implemented with the NPI project without 
any problems. 


• Client Point of Contact, HPES 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 
12/2003 – 04/2007 


− As the point of contact/project manager of 


the RAIS application, Mike and his team 


followed the Medi-Cal system development 


life cycle on all the RAIS development, and 


maintenance projects.  


The Medi-Cal system development life cycle 
includes a functional requirement 
development phase, technical system 
development phase, system development 
phase, system testing phase, user 
acceptance testing phase, parallel testing 
phase, implementation phase, and the post 
implementation review phase. Mike worked 
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with his client to make sure his client 
reviewed and accepted the deliverable in 
each phase prior to the start of the following 
phase. As a result, his clients were very 
please with the performance of him and his 
team. 


17.3.2.10 Ability to analyze and resolve 


difficult logic and processing issues 


As a certified PMP, as well as in his numerous 


management and leadership roles, Mike has honed 


his ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and 


processing issues. He has received many praises 


from past and current clients because of his ability to 


listen and understand client concerns, analyze 


business and technical details, and focus in 


resolving client and HP business issues. 


• Lead Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2007 – 07/2008 


• Client Point of Contact/Project Manager,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 
12/2003 – 04/2007 


• Project Manager, HPES 
California Health Families Program, Rancho 
Cordova, CA 
12/1998 – 12/2003 


17.3.2.11 Effective documentation, verbal and 


written communication skills 


Leading projects requires effective communication, 
organization, and prioritization skills. Within the last 
10 years, Mike has successfully led the following: 


• Lead Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2007 – 07/2008 


− The Universal Product Number (UPN) Pilot 


Demonstration project and Medi-Cal Activity 


and History file conversion involving multiple 


DHCS agencies, a subcontractor, and more 


than 20 Medi-Cal System Group personnel 


• Client Point of Contact/Project Manager,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 
12/2003 – 04/2007 


−  The activities of 15 systems engineers, 


database administrators, systems 


administrators, network administrators, and 


subcontractors to support the ongoing 
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maintenance and development of Medi-Cal 


RAIS 


• Project Manager, HPES 
California Health Families Program, Rancho 
Cordova, CA 
12/1998 – 12/2003 


− Managed four contracting firms to make 


sure adequate communication and service 


delivery expectations were met for the 


California Healthy Families Program 


17.3.2.12 Ability to work independently and in 


a team environment 


As a manager and leader, Mike has proven his 
ability to work independently and take the initiative in 
many diverse situations. 


His ability to work in a team environment is one of 


his main attributes of being an effective manager 


and leader. 


• Lead Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2007 – 07/2008 


• Client Point of Contact, HPES 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 
12/2003 – 04/2007 


• Project Manager, HPES 
California Health Families Program, Rancho 
Cordova, CA 
12/1998 – 12/2003 


17.3.2.13 Ability to work effectively and 


efficiently under stringent timelines 


Managing large and complex projects requires the 
ability to work effectively and efficiently under 
stringent timelines. Mike has proven this ability in all 
of his leadership roles. 


• Lead Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2007 – 07/2008 


• Client Point of Contact, HPES 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 
12/2003 – 04/2007 


• Project Manager, HPES 
California Health Families Program, Rancho 
Cordova, CA 
12/1998 – 12/2003 


17.3.2.14 Demonstrated planning and 


scheduling capabilities. 


As a certified PMP and in his many leadership and 


management roles, Mike has demonstrated his 


planning and scheduling capabilities time and again. 
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• Lead Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2007 – 07/2008 


• Client Point of Contact/Project Manager,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 
12/2003 – 04/2007 


• Project Manager, HPES 
California Health Families Program, Rancho 
Cordova, CA 
12/1998 – 12/2003 


17.3.2.15 Ability to direct and supervise 


multiple tasks and staff assignments 


Throughout his career as a leader, Mike has 


demonstrated his strong ability to direct and 


supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments. One 


example is when he successfully led the Universal 


Product Number (UPN) Pilot Demonstration project 


and Medi-Cal Activity and History file conversion 


involving multiple DHCS agencies, a subcontractor, 


and more than 20 Medi-Cal System Group 


personnel—while coordinating the implementation of 


other Medi-Cal projects that were in development at 


the same time. 


• Lead Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2007 – 07/2008 


• Client Point of Contact/Project Manager,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 
12/2003 – 04/2007 


• Project Manager, HPES 
California Health Families Program, Rancho 
Cordova, CA 
12/1998 – 12/2003 
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17.3.3 Account Manager 


The Account Manager will serve as the primary point of contact with DHCFP’s Project Managers for 


activities related to administering the contract. This position will be responsible for managing any 


significant impacts to the contract and other legally binding documents for the MMIS Takeover 


project. This position will also have general oversight to the vendor’s organizational and management 


changes that impact the project and will ensure all appropriate communications occur with DHCFP. 


The Account Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and 


experience: 


Lola Jordan, Account Manager  


Lola Jordan has more than 20 years experience in general management including service 


delivery and business growth in public health care assignments. She has successfully led 


business development efforts, business takeovers, process improvement, and employee 


development. Lola has a proven ability to establish and expand business relationships, while 


consistently exceeding client expectations with exceptional follow-up and closure to 


requests. Her business philosophies include passion for all customers, personal 


accountability, communication, growing our people, and positive leadership. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Lola Jordan exceeds the qualifications of the account 


manager as specified in RFP requirement 17.3.3. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.3.1 At least five (5) years as an 


Account Manager for large scale medical 


claims processing systems of which at least 


three (3) years must have been with a 


Medicaid system. 


Lola has more than 14 years experience as an 


account manager or director for large-scale medical 


claims processing. Her impressive career also 


includes eight years management experience with a 


Medicaid system. 


17.3.3.2 A bachelor's degree in business 


administration or a related field. 


• Bachelor of Science (BS) in Computer Science, 
minor in Chemistry, California State University, 
Stanislaus 


• Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) 
Foundation Certified 


• Project Management Professional (PMP) Certified 


• Managed Health Care Professional, 


• Health Insurance Associate Health Insurance 
Association of America (HIAA) 


17.3.3.3 Working knowledge of HIPAA 


regulations and requirements. 


Lola has more than eight years professional 
experience in managerial roles with HPES Medicaid 
contracts In these roles and 14 years combined with 
Medicare; she gained extensive knowledge of the 
HIPAA regulations or standards, industry standards, 
fundamentals, and best practices. 


17.3.3.4 Working knowledge of the MITA Lola has more than eight years professional 
experience in managerial roles with HPES Medicaid 
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framework. contracts In these roles, she gained extensive 
knowledge of the Medicaid Information Technology 
Architecture (MITA) standards, fundamentals, and 
best practices. 


17.3.3.5 Demonstrated project planning and 


scheduling skills for large system projects. 


Lola has more than eight years of demonstrated 


project planning and scheduling skills for large system 


projects as follows: 


• Account Executive, Oklahoma State and Education 
Employees Group State Insurance Board 
(OSEEGIB), HPES, 07/2009 to Present 


− Project management and scheduling of large 


and small operational activities including 


oversight for more than 130 account and 


leveraged staff 


• Client Delivery Executive, Indiana Medicaid, HPES,  
01/2006 to 10/2009 


− Project management and scheduling of large 


and small operational activities including 


leadership and business oversight for more 


than 225 of the account staff 


• Deputy Account Manager, HPES, Kansas Medicaid,  
01/2002 to 01/2006 


− Project management and scheduling of large 


and small operational activities including 


leadership and business oversight for more 


than 175 of the account staff who are 


responsible for fulfilling the day-to-day fiscal 


agent services including takeover of 


mainframe system from prior vendor and 


implementation of new Medicaid system 


• HP National Customer Service  
Medicare Director,  
12/1996 to 01/2002 


− Project management and scheduling of large 


and small operational activities including 


participation in leadership team takeover of 


four Medicare carriers (northern California, 


New England states, Illinois and Michigan; 


and southern CA 


17.3.3.6 Ability to analyze and resolve 


difficult logic and processing issues. 


Successfully leading projects requires the ability to 


analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing 


issues. Lola has successfully led numerous projects 


including the following: 


• Account Executive, OSEEGGIB, HPES, 07/2009 to 
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Present 


• Implementation Consultant, Ohio Medicaid, HPES, 
07/2007 to 04/2009 


• Client Delivery Executive, Indiana Medicaid, HPES, 
01/2006 to 10/2009 


• Deputy Account Manager, HPES, Kansas Medicaid,  
01/2002 to 01/2006 


• National Customer Service Director/Manager, 
National Heritage Insurance Company (NHIC)—a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of HP—Medicare Carrier, 
12/1996 to 01/2002 


17.3.3.7 Effective documentation, verbal 


and written communication skills. 


Leading projects requires effective communication, 


organization, and prioritization skills. Lola has 


successfully led numerous projects including: 


• Account Executive, OSEEGIB, HPES, 07/2009 - 
Present 


• Implementation Consultant, Ohio Medicaid, HPES,  
07/2007 - 04/2009 


• Client Delivery Executive, Indiana Medicaid, HPES,  
01/2006 - 10/2009 


• Deputy Account Manager, HPES, Kansas Medicaid,  
01/2002 - 01/2006 


• National Customer Service Director, National 
Heritage Insurance Company (NHIC)—a wholly-
owned subsidiary of HP—Medicare Carrier, 
12/1996 to 01/2002 


17.3.3.8 Ability to communicate succinctly 


and accurately in both written and verbal 


English. 


Throughout Lola’s career, she has demonstrated her 


ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in 


both written and verbal English. This ability is 


highlighted as follows: 


• Account Executive, OSEEGIB,  
HPES,  
07/2009 - Present 


• Implementation Consultant, Ohio Medicaid,  
HPES, 07/2007 - 04/2009 


• Client Delivery Executive, Indiana Medicaid, HPES,  
01/2006 - 10/2009 


• Deputy Account Manager, HPES, Kansas Medicaid,  
01/2002 - 01/2006 


• National Customer Service Director/Manager, 
National Heritage Insurance Company (NHIC)—a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of HP—Medicare Carrier,  
04/1996 - 12/2001 


17.3.3.9 Ability to work independently and in As a manager and leader, Lola has proven her ability 
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a team environment. to work independently and take the initiative in many 
diverse situations. 


Her ability to work in a team environment is one of her 
main attributes of being an effective manager and 
leader.  


• Account Executive, OSEEGIB, HPES,  
07/2009 - Present 


• Implementation Consultant, Ohio Medicaid,  
HPES,  
07/2007 - 04/2009 


• Client Delivery Executive, Indiana Medicaid, HPES,  
01/2006 - 10/2009 


• Deputy Account Manager, HPES, Kansas Medicaid,  
01/2002 -01/2006 


• National Customer Service Director, National 
Heritage Insurance Company (NHIC)—a wholly-
owned subsidiary of HP—Medicare Carrier,  
12/1996 - 01/2002 


17.3.3.10 Ability to work effectively and 


efficiently under stringent timelines 


Managing large and complex projects requires the 


ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent 


timelines. Lola has proven this ability in all of her 


leadership roles, but none more than her current dual 


roles: 


• Account Executive, OSEEGIB, HPES,  
07/2009 - Present 


• Implementation Consultant, Ohio Medicaid, HPES,  
01/2007 - 04/2009 


• Deputy Account Manager, HPES, Kansas Medicaid,  
01/2002 - 01/2006 


− Project management and scheduling of large 


takeover of mainframe system from prior 


vendor and implementation of new Medicaid 


system 


• HP National Customer Service  
Medicare Director,  
12/1996 - 01/2002 


− Project management and scheduling of large 


and small operational activities including 


participation in leadership team takeover of 


four Medicare carriers (northern California, 


New England states, Illinois and Michigan; 


and southern CA 


17.3.3.11 Ability to direct and supervise 


multiple tasks and staff assignments 


Lola’s ability to effectively direct and supervise 


multiple tasks and staff assignments is demonstrated 
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in the following: 


• Account Executive, OSEEGGIB, HPES,  
07/2009 - Present 


− Project management and scheduling of large 


and small operational activities including 


oversight for more than 130 account and 


leveraged staff 


• Client Delivery Executive, Indiana Medicaid, HPES,  
01/2006 - 10/2009 


− Project management and scheduling of large 


and small operational activities including 


leadership and business oversight for more 


than 225 of the account staff 


• Deputy Account Manager, HPES, Kansas Medicaid,  
01/2002 - 01/2006 


− Project management and scheduling of large 


and small operational activities including 


leadership and business oversight for more 


than 175 of the account staff who are 


responsible for fulfilling the day-to-day fiscal 


agent services 


• HP National Customer Service Medicare Director,  
12/1996 - 01/2002 


− Project management and scheduling of 


multiple large and small operational activities 


across three CMS carrier contracts including 


northern California, New England states, and 


southern CA 


 


17.3.4 Claims Manager 


The Claims Manager will manage responsibilities for various claims processing tasks including 


routine claims processing operations, such as oversight of mass adjustments, adjudications, 


suspensions, and interfacing with EDI and other systems to support claims processing. The Claims 


Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience: 


Claims Manager, Anissa Hussman 


Anissa Hussman has more than 13 years experience as a supervisor. She is a business 


professional experienced with managing daily operations and change besides analyzing the 


impact of change to existing procedures. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Anissa exceeds the qualifications of the claims manager 


as specified in RFP requirement 17.3.4. 
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17.3.4.1 At least five (5) years of experience in 


managing a large scale claims processing 


component of an MMIS. 


Anissa has more than five years experience 
managing a large scale claims processing 
component of an MMIS. 


• Claims Suspense Supervisor, HPES, Medi-Cal  
07/2004 – Present  


17.3.4.2 A bachelor's degree in business 


administration or a related field or four (4) 


additional years of experience in lieu of a degree. 


Anissa has 5 additional years of experience in 


state Medicaid and other public healthcare fields. 


This experience within the last 10 years includes 


the following: 


• Claims Suspense Supervisor, HPES, Medi-Cal  
07/2004 – Present 


• Business Analyst, HPES 
California Work Opportunity and 
Responsibility to Kids Information Network 
(CalWIN), Folsom, CA 
10/2003 – 07/2004 


• Processing Center Supervisor, HPES 
California Healthy Families Program, Rancho 
Cordova, CA 
11/1999 – 10/2003 


17.3.4.3 A minimum of two (2) years experience 


in managing operational aspects in large-scale 


operations environment. 


As the claims suspense supervisor for the Medi-


Cal program, Anissa has more than five years 


experience managing operational aspects in a 


large-scale operations environment. 


• Claims Suspense Supervisor, HPES, Medi-Cal  
07/2004 – Present 


17.3.4.4 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the 


state and/or federal level. 


Anissa’s position with the large and complex 


Medi-Cal program has allowed her to possess a 


detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state level. 


• Claims Suspense Supervisor, HPES, Medi-Cal  
07/2004 – Present 


17.3.4.5 Working knowledge of HIPAA 


regulations and requirements. 


Anissa is quite familiar with HIPPA regulations 
and requirements. In her current position which 
she has held for close to six years she is 
responsible for ensuring that personal health 
information (PHI) is safeguarded. 


17.3.4.6 Effective documentation, verbal and 


written communication skills. 


In addition to her supervisory capacity, Anissa 


honed her documentation, verbal, and written 


communication skills serving as a resource 


liaison for the CalWIN Solution Support Center 


facilitating open lines of communication between 


technical and implementation teams. She was 


also responsible for communicating requirements 
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between the external customer and internal 


management and systems teams in her business 


analyst role for California Healthy Families 


program. 


• Claims Suspense Supervisor, HPES, Medi-Cal 
07/2004 – Present 


• Business Analyst, HPES 
California Work Opportunity and 
Responsibility to Kids Information Network 
(CalWIN), Folsom, CA 
10/2003 – 07/2004 


• Processing Center Supervisor, HPES 
California Healthy Families Program, Rancho 
Cordova, CA 
11/1999 – 10/2003 


17.3.4.7 Ability to communicate succinctly and 


accurately in both written and verbal English. 


Anissa is fluent in written and verbal English. 


Besides her supervisory capacity, Anissa honed 


her ability to communicate succinctly and 


accurately in both written and verbal English 


serving as a resource liaison for the CalWIN 


Solution Support Center facilitating open lines of 


communication between technical and 


implementation teams. She was also responsible 


for communicating requirements between the 


external customer and internal management and 


systems teams in her business analyst role for 


California Healthy Families program. 


• Claims Suspense Supervisor,  
HPES, Medi-Cal 
07/2004 – Present 


• Business Analyst, HPES 
California Work Opportunity and 
Responsibility to Kids Information Network 
(CalWIN), Folsom, CA 
10/2003 – 07/2004 


• Processing Center Supervisor,  
HPES 
California Healthy Families Program, Rancho 
Cordova, CA 
11/1999 – 10/2003 


17.3.4.8 Ability to work independently and in a 


team environment. 


As a supervisor, Anissa proves her ability to take 


the initiative and work independently. She has 


also proven her strength as a team player in her 


roles as supervisor for a staff of more than 30 


employees. Additionally, in her previous roles as 


a Processing Center Supervisor, she supervised 
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teams ranging from two to 90 employees. 


• Claims Suspense Supervisor, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
07/2004 – Present  


• Business Analyst, HPES 
California Work Opportunity and 
Responsibility to Kids Information Network 
(CalWIN), Folsom, CA 
10/2003 – 07/2004 


• Processing Center Supervisor, HPES 
California Healthy Families Program, Rancho 
Cordova, CA 
11/1999 – 10/2003 


17.3.4.9 Ability to work effectively and efficiently 


under stringent timelines. 


In her current role, Anissa is responsible for 


ensuring that claims are processed within 


contractual cycle time requirements—saving the 


state potentially million of dollars a day. She 


consistently meets this timeline along with other 


critical schedules. In her previous role as a 


business analyst, she met project timelines. 


• Claims Suspense Supervisor, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
07/2004 – Present  


• Business Analyst, HPES 
California Work Opportunity and 
Responsibility to Kids Information Network 
(CalWIN), Folsom, CA 
10/2003 – 07/2004 


• Processing Center Supervisor, HPES 
California Healthy Families Program, Rancho 
Cordova, CA 
11/1999 – 10/2003 


17.3.4.10 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult 


logic and processing issues 


As the claims suspense supervisor, Anissa is 


responsible for researching and responding to 


escalated provider and customer issues. In her 


previous roles as business analyst, she analyzed 


contract proposals to determine their impact to 


existing procedures and resolved member 


disputes and complaints. 


• Claims Suspense Supervisor,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
07/2004 – Present  


• Business Analyst, HPES 
California Work Opportunity and 
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Responsibility to Kids Information Network 
(CalWIN), Folsom, CA 
10/2003 – 07/2004 


• Processing Center Supervisor, HPES 
California Healthy Families Program, Rancho 
Cordova, CA 
11/1999 – 10/2003 


 


17.3.5 Training Manager 


The Training Manager will be responsible for developing and delivering training to DHCFP Staff, other 


State staff, as needed, and vendor staff in order to support the MMIS Takeover, including training for 


new peripheral systems and tools, new functionality, the HIE solution, and operational procedures. 


The Training Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and 


experience: 


Israel N. Camero, Training Manager  


Israel Camero’s qualifications include more than 13 years of leadership, training, and 


customer service experience. He has managed large projects including the Medi-Cal 


conference in 2005 and 2007. He is able to quickly analyze problems and arrive at a viable 


solution. Israel has experience working with California State customers and with employees. 


He maintains a good relationship with both. He is flexible and at ease in a changing work 


environment and skilled at meeting deadlines and multi-tasking. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Israel exceeds the qualifications of the training manager 


as specified in RFP requirement 17.3.5. 
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17.3.5.1 At least three (3) years experience in 


training development and training implementation 


for large-scale system implementations or other 


large-scale projects. 


Israel has more than 10 years experience in 
training development and training implementation 
for large-scale projects within the Medi-Cal 
program as the following demonstrates: 


• Supervisor of Provider Training & Northern 
California Regional Representatives, HPES, 
Medi-Cal,  
01/2003 – Present 


 —Develop and deliver annual training plan to 
client. Plan includes curriculum 
development, assessment, design, 
schedules, locations and deliver methods for 
providers, HP and State staff 


 —Coordinated development of web-based 
tutorials 


• Training Specialist, HPES, Medi-Cal  
08/1999 – 01/2003 


 —Worked with a team to develop, deliver and 
present training curriculum for State Medi-
Cal program 


 —Analyzed provider’s needs and schedules 
appropriate training’s throughout the State 


17.3.5.2 Detailed knowledge of the vendor’s 


peripheral system tools. 


During time as a training specialist Israel has 
worked with and is familiar with many of the 
peripheral systems tools such as Web Portal, 
Online Doc retrievals, Pharmacy POS. 


• Training Specialist, HPES, Medi-Cal 
08/1999 – 01/2003 


17.3.5.3 Previous experience with staff planning, 


recruitment, and training. 


In his current role, Israel is responsible for and 


excels at staff planning, recruitment, and training. 


• Supervisor of Provider Training & Northern 
California Regional Representatives, HPES, 
Medi-Cal 
01/2003 – Present 


 —Develop and deliver annual training plan to 
client  


 —Responsible for recruitment and staffing 
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17.3.5.4 Previous experience developing training 


content and/or materials. 


He develops and delivers annual training plan to 
the Medi-Cal client. His training plan includes 
curriculum development, assessment, design, 
schedules, locations, and delivery methods for 
providers, state staff, and HPES employees. As a 
training specialist, he worked with a team to 
develop, deliver, and present training curriculum 
for the Medi-Cal program. 


•  Supervisor of Provider Training & Northern 
California Regional Representatives, HPES, 
Medi-Cal 
01/2003 – Present 


 — Develop and deliver annual training plan to 
client. Plan includes curriculum 
development, assessment, design, 
schedules, locations and deliver methods 
for providers, HP and State staff 


• Training Specialist, HPES, Medi-Cal 
08/1999 – 01/2003 


 — Worked with a team to develop, deliver and 
present training curriculum 


17.3.5.5 Previous experience with staff planning 


and scheduling. 


Israel training plan includes staff planning, 


location for training, and class scheduling.  


• Supervisor of Provider Training & Northern 
California Regional Representatives, HPES, 
Medi-Cal 
01/2003 – Present 


 — Develop and deliver annual training plan to 
client. Plan includes curriculum 
development, assessment, design, 
schedules, locations, and deliver methods 
for providers, HP, and State staff 


17.3.5.6 Effective documentation, verbal and 


written communication skills. 


Developing and delivering training plans, 


coordinating the development of web-based 


tutorials, leading training specialist, and 


representatives has allowed Israel to polish 


effective documentation, verbal, and written 


communication skills. 


• Supervisor of Provider Training & Northern 
California Regional Representatives, HPES, 
Medi-Cal 
01/2003 – Present 


 — Responsible for seven professional Training 
Specialists and six Regional 
Representatives 


 —Develop and deliver annual training plan to 
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client 


• Training Specialist, HPES, Medi-Cal 
08/1999 – 01/2003 


— Worked with a team to develop, deliver 


and present training curriculum for State 


Medi-Cal program  


 — Presented training to Medi-Cal providers 
throughout California in proper Medi-Cal 
billing procedures 


17.3.5.7 Ability to communicate succinctly and 


accurately in both written and verbal English. 


Israel’s ability to develop and deliver training 


plans, coordinate the development of web-based 


tutorials, and lead training specialist and 


representatives proves his ability to communicate 


succinctly and accurately in both written and 


verbal English.  


• Supervisor of Provider Training & Northern 
California Regional Representatives, HPES, 
Medi-Cal 
01/2003 – Present 


 — Responsible for seven professional training 
specialists and six regional representatives 


 — Develop and deliver annual training plan to 
client 


• Training Specialist, HPES, Medi-Cal 
08/1999 – 01/2003 


— Worked with a team to develop, deliver, 
and present training curriculum for state 
Medi-Cal program  


— Presented training to Medi-Cal providers 
throughout California in proper Medi-Cal 
billing procedures 


17.3.5.8 Ability to work independently and in a 


team environment. 


Israel is a self-starter and quite capable of 


working independently as demonstrated in his 


ability to coordinate facility contract and travel for 


the training team, as well as taking the 


responsibility for the Medi-Cal conferences in 


2005 and 2007. His team-player skills are 


demonstrated as he assists in the developing of 


annual training plans and worked with a team to 


develop, deliver, and present training curriculum 


for the Medi-Cal program. 


• Supervisor of Provider Training & Northern 
California Regional Representatives, HPES, 
Medi-Cal 
01/2003 – Present 
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— Responsible for Medi-Cal conferences in 
2005 and 2007 


— Develop and deliver annual training plan to 
client. 


• Training Specialist, HPES, Medi-Cal 
08/1999 – 01/2003 


— Coordinated facility contracts and all travel 
for a team of six trainers when required 


— Worked with a team to develop, deliver, 
and present training curriculum for state 
Medi-Cal program 


17.3.5.9 Ability to work effectively and efficiently 


under stringent timelines. 


Being responsible for the Medi-Cal conferences 


and developing and delivering annual training 


plans all required stringent timelines, which Israel 


consistently met. 


• Supervisor of Provider Training & Northern 
California Regional Representatives, HPES 
Medi-Cal 
01/2003 – Present 


— Responsible for Medi-Cal conferences in 
2005 and 2007 


— Develop and deliver annual training plan to 
client. Plan includes curriculum 
development, assessment, design, 
schedules, locations and deliver methods 
for providers, HPES, and State staff 


• Training Specialist, HPES, Medi-Cal 
08/1999 – 01/2003  


— Worked with a team to develop, deliver 
and present training curriculum for state 
Medi-Cal program  


17.3.5.10 A bachelor's degree and three (3) 


years experience in training, education, staff 


development, personnel or an agency program 


area or an equivalent combination of education 


and experience. 


Israel successfully completed approximately 400 


hours toward a Bachelor of Science degree in 


Communications and possess more than 10 


years experience in training as a regional 


representative and as a training specialist, and 


seven years experience in staff development and 


personnel as training supervisor.  


• Supervisor of Provider Training & Northern 
California Regional Representatives,  
HPES Medi-Cal 
01/2003 – Present 


 — Responsible for Medi-Cal conferences in 
2005 and 2007 


 — Develop and deliver annual training plan to 
client. Plan includes curriculum 
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development, assessment, design, 
schedules, locations and deliver methods 
for providers, HP and State staff 


• Training Specialist, HPES, Medi-Cal 
08/1999 – 01/2003  


— Worked with a team to develop, deliver 
and present training curriculum for state 
Medi-Cal program 


17.3.5.11 Working knowledge of HIPAA 


regulations and requirements 


As a training supervisor Israel managed and 


assisted teams with implementing HIPAA training 


to both internal staff and providers.  


• Supervisor of Provider Training & Northern 
California Regional Representatives, HPES 
Medi-Cal 
01/2003 – Present 


   — Responsible for Medi-Cal conferences in 
2005 & 2007 


 — Develop and deliver annual training plan to 
client. Plan includes curriculum 
development, assessment, design, 
schedules, locations and deliver methods 
for providers, HP and state staff 


17.3.5.12 Effective documentation, verbal and 


written communication skills.  


Developing and delivering training plans, 


coordinating the development of web-based 


tutorials, leading training specialist and 


representatives has allowed Israel to polish 


effective documentation, verbal, and written 


communication skills. 


• Supervisor of Provider Training & Northern 
California Regional Representatives, HPES, 
Medi-Cal 
01/2003 – Present 


 — Responsible for seven professional training 
specialists and six regional representatives 


 —Develop and deliver annual training plan to 
client 


• Training Specialist, HPES, Medi-Cal 
08/1999 – 01/2003 


— Worked with a team to develop, deliver and 
present training curriculum for state Medi-
Cal program  


 — Presented training to Medi-Cal providers 
throughout California in proper Medi-Cal 
billing procedures 


17.3.5.13 Ability to communicate succinctly and Israel ability to Develop and deliver training 
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accurately in both written and verbal English.  plans, coordinate the development of web-based 


tutorials, and lead training specialist and 


representatives proves his ability to communicate 


succinctly and accurately in both written and 


verbal English.  


• Supervisor of Provider Training & Northern 
California Regional Representatives, HPES, 
Medi-Cal 
01/2003 – Present 


 — Responsible for seven professional training 
specialists and six regional representatives 


 —Develop and deliver annual training plan to 
client 


• Training Specialist, HPES, Medi-Cal 
08/1999 – 01/2003 


— Worked with a team to develop, deliver and 
present training curriculum for state Medi-
Cal program  


— Presented training to Medi-Cal providers 
throughout California in proper Medi-Cal 
billing procedures 


 


17.3.6 Fiscal Manager 


The Fiscal Manager is responsible for fiscal aspects of the contract, including cost containment 


efforts, providing oversight to claims paid, and providing various fiscal reports. The Fiscal Manager 


assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience: 


Judi Schafer, Fiscal Manager  


Judi Schafer has 21 years of experience with Medi-Cal, including seven years in provider 


relations department leadership and 11 years experience in fraud and abuse detection and 


deterrence, with an emphasis on reducing inappropriate payments to Medi-Cal providers. 


She draws on her knowledge of fraud and abuse in healthcare and Medicaid programs and 


industry-leading services to offer fresh ideas to DHCS. She has strong experience 


negotiating and arranging contracts, as well as assessing financial requirements, staffing 


projects, and managing relationships. Judi demonstrates in-depth, expert knowledge of 


Medi-Cal policy, procedures, and claims processing to various levels of DHCS staff and 


managers.  


A key player in supplying responses to complex claims processing questions raised in a 


2008 federal Payment Error Rate Measurement (PERM) audit, Judi researched several 


issues and provided succinct explanations to satisfy the documentation requirements of the 


auditors. Judi is known throughout the Medical Review Branch of Audits and Investigations 


(A&I) as a “go-to” person, proficient in answering their Medi-Cal claims and data questions 


quickly, clearly, and professionally. 
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As the following exhibit illustrates, Judi exceeds the qualifications of the fiscal manager as 


specified in RFP requirement 17.3.6. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.6.1 A bachelor's degree in finance or 


accounting is preferred or similar degree. 
• Completed coursework, internship, and 


fellowship toward Master’s degree in Public 
Administration, focused in Health 
Administration  


• Bachelor of Science, Health Studies, Western 
Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan 


• Registered Radiologic Technologist, Borgess 
Hospital School of Radiology Technology, 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 


17.3.6.2 Minimum of five (5) years experience 


with Medicaid in a public or private setting. 
Judi has more than 21 years experience with 
Medicaid in a public setting. Following includes 
her roles with the Medi-Cal account during the 
past 10 years: 


• Director, Program Integrity Organization, 
HPES, Medi-Cal 
04/2008 - Present 


• Senior Business Analyst, Provider Review 
Unit, HPES, Medi-Cal 
03/1998 - 03/2008 


17.3.6.3 Demonstrable understanding of the 


fiscal components of Medicaid claims processing, 


including adjudication, adjustments, and provider 


payment. 


Judi’s inquisitiveness and affinity for details result 
in her being considered someone who “knows 
everything about Medi-Cal.” She has conducted 
numerous presentations to providers, provider 
associations, fraud investigators and state staff 
on claims adjudication, including provider 
payments and claim adjustments. 


17.3.6.4 Working knowledge of HIPAA 


requirements. 
Judi understands HIPAA requirements and has 
participated in Medi-Cal conversions from local to 
national billing codes. She makes sure that data 
released by her department strictly adhere to 
HIPPA privacy rules. 


17.3.6.5 Demonstrate analytical capabilities. During the past two years, Judi has 
demonstrated her acute analytical capabilities as 
demonstrated by the following;  


• Director, Program Integrity Organization,  
HPES, Medi-Cal 
04/2008 - Present 


− Oversees collection and analysis of 


clinical patterns of usage to generate 


cost savings proposals through 


innovative approaches to policy 


implementation and claims editing 


17.3.6.6 Effective documentation, verbal and Effective documentation, verbal, and written 
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written communication skills. communication skills have played a large part in 


Judi’s ability to successfully lead the HPES Medi-


Cal program integrity organization. 


• Director, Program Integrity Organization,  
HPES, Medi-Cal 
04/2008 - Present 


17.3.6.7 Ability to communicate succinctly and 


accurately in both written and verbal English. 
Judi effectively communicates succinctly and 
accurately in both written and verbal English as 
she works closely with members of her team as 
well as our Medi-Cal client. This is demonstrated 
in the following: 


• Director, Program Integrity Organization,  
HPES, Medi-Cal 
04/2008 - Present  


− Manages cost containment, provider 


review unit, and the surveillance 


utilization review system (SURS) help 


desk  


− Oversees collection and analysis of 


clinical patterns of usage to generate 


cost savings proposals through 


innovative approaches to policy 


implementation and claims editing 


− Participates in several anti-fraud 


workgroups at the request of DHCS, 


including the California Fraud 


Coordination Executive Committee and 


the Medicare-Medicaid Data Match 


Program (Medi-Medi) Executive 


Committees 


17.3.6.8 Ability to work independently and in a 


team environment. 
Her strong ability to work independently has led 
to Judi’s leadership roles. Additionally, she 
demonstrates her ability to work effectively in a 
team environment. 


• Director, Program Integrity Organization,  
HPES, Medi-Cal 
04/2008 - Present  


− Manages cost containment, provider 


review unit, and the SURS help desk  


− Oversees collection and analysis of 


clinical patterns of usage to generate 


cost savings proposals through 


innovative approaches to policy 


implementation and claims editing 


− Participates in several anti-fraud 


workgroups at the request of DHCS, 
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including the California Fraud 


Coordination Executive Committee and 


the Medicare-Medicaid Data Match 


Program (Medi-Medi) Executive 


Committees 


• Senior Business Analyst, Provider Review 
Unit, HPES, Medi-Cal 
03/1998 - 03/2008 


− Led provider review unit and backed up 


the director; participated on fraud and 


abuse work groups and conferences; 


performed suspicious-provider 


identification and case development 


− Provided rapid response as SME on 


Medi-Cal policy and claims processing 


for A&I and other investigative agencies 


− Oversaw development and ongoing 


maintenance of HPES case tracking 


databases and reporting; supported cost 


containment unit through expert review 


and idea generation; coordinated data 


support for multiple, high-profile special 


projects for A&I Medical Review Branch 


(four included close coordination with 


Medicare contractors) 


17.3.6.9 Ability to work effectively and efficiently 


under stringent timelines. 
In Judi’s current role, she consistently meets 
stringent timelines dictated by Medi-Cal or 
specified contractually. She was a key player on 
the provider review unit team which she now 
directs, and was responsible for identifying and 
submitting a list of providers with questionable 
billing patterns to A&I weekly for quick action.  


Judi promotes continuous process improvement 
to increase efficiencies while maintaining 
accuracy and effectiveness. 


17.3.7 Provider Services Manager 


The Provider Services Manager will be responsible for managing aspects of provider services and 


relations including the following: 1) communications with providers and recipients relating to claims 


and eligibility issues; 2) provider enrollment and training; 3) provider manual maintenance, 


production, and distribution; 4) oversight of provider/recipient relations call center and related 


responsibilities; and 5) recipient eligibility verification system. The Provider Services Manager 


assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience: 
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Jo Mallard, Provider Services Manager  


Jo Mallard has 12 years of Medicaid experience with HPES including six years leadership, 


four years in user training development/delivery and two years working directly with Idaho 


Medicaid providers. As a leader, she implemented and managed continuous improvement 


for procedures to maximize team production, efficiency and accuracy with quantitative and 


qualitative goals based on repeatable defined processes. Her experience working in 


Medicaid operations in Idaho with a similar Medicaid recipient demographic population size 


as Nevada provides an all-encompassing perspective of fiscal agent services with cross-


functional training and communication opportunities for provider services, technical, claims, 


financial, and quality teams claims, typically not gained by a manager with experience in just 


the provider services silo. 


Her key accomplishments include the following: 


• Curriculum development, training plan management and delivery of all HIPAA 


implementation training to MMIS users and providers.  


• Implementation of a three-part quality assurance program for claims adjudication that 


included systematic training for each individual edit/audit with proficiency evaluation, 


automated sampling, and weekly QA reviews with training intervention when indicated. 


• Consulting services for other HPES Medicaid Fiscal Agent operations in the areas of 


MMIS implementation certification, training, and defect resolution; claim suspense 


reduction; process improvement; provider training plans, and communication. 


• Management oversight of multiple Lean Six-Sigma – Kaizen events that resulted in 


process improvement and standard operating procedures (SOPs) for provider services, 


including call center and provider enrollment. 


Her experience with direct provider facing services; managing, developing, and delivering 


training development for MMIS users and providers; management oversight of claims, 


quality measures, and provider publications; and collaborative relationship with state 


Medicaid stakeholders will deliver the right combination of qualifications to effectively serve 


Nevada providers, DHCFP, and ultimately Medicaid recipients. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Jo exceeds the qualifications of the Provider Services 


Manager as specified in RFP requirement 17.3.7. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.7.1 Two (2) years experience managing 


provider training functions in Medicaid or other 


major public or private health care programs. 


• Jo has more than 10 years of delivering or 
managing provider training functions in a 
Medicaid program. 


• Claims/Quality Manager, HPES, Idaho 
Medicaid  
1/2006 - Present  


— Managed account training coordinator 
and technical writer for provider training 
functions 
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— Oversight of provider training plan and 
tracking training metrics  


— Managed Lean Six Sigma – Kaizen 
events, quality reviews and continuous 
improvement for provider training 
functions 


— Leads weekly meeting of technical, 
provider services, and claims leaders for 
cross team communication and 
collaboration  


• Claims Services Supervisor, HPES, Idaho 
Medicaid 
06/2004 - 01/2006 


— Contributed to annual provider training 
plan with periodic review of provider 
training materials and provided input 
based on top ten claim denial reasons 


• Training Coordinator, HPES, Idaho Medicaid 
12/2000 – 06/2004 


— Managed curriculum development and 
coordinated training delivery plans for 
HPES and State MMIS users and 
Medicaid providers 


— Managed statewide provider training for 
HIPAA implementation 


• Provider Relations Consultant, HPES, Idaho 
Medicaid 
01/1998 –11/2000 


— Trained providers in Medicaid policy and 
billing procedures 


— Trained providers in paper and electronic 
billing procedures 


— Met with providers for 1:1 consultation face-
to-face and on the telephone 


— Organized regional provider training events 


— Tracked contacts and training for individual 
providers 


— Researched escalated billing issues 


— Developed curriculum for provider training 
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17.3.7.2 Experience in developing and managing 


training manuals. 


Jo has more than ten years of experience in 


developing and managing training materials as 


follows: 


• Claims/Quality Manager HPES, Idaho 
Medicaid  
01/2006 - Present  


— Management activities for review 
coordination, update and continuous 
improvement for all provider training 
materials  


— Managed semi-annual comprehensive 
provider resource and handbook 
publication, including print, CD, and web 
delivery. 


— Managed Lean Six Sigma - Kaizen team 
events for development of SOPs for 
provider enrollment, provider services call 
center, and document management 
including review and approval of resultant 
training manuals 


• Claims Services Supervisor, HPES, Idaho 
Medicaid 
06/2004 - 01/2006 


— Developed and updated training module 
for annual provider workshop for on top 
ten claim denial reasons based on MAR 
reports 


• Training Coordinator, HPES, Idaho Medicaid 
12/2000 – 06/2004 


— Managed and developed all curriculum 


development for HPES, customer staff, and 


Medicaid providers 


— Develops and executes global training 


plan for HPES Medicaid account and 


Medicaid providers 


• Provider Relations Consultant, HPES, Idaho 
Medicaid 
01/1998 –11/2000 


— Developed curriculum for provider training, 


including training modules, PowerPoint 


presentations, provider workshop handouts 


and billing/policy job aids. 


17.3.7.3 Demonstrable understanding of 


Medicaid provider functions. 


With more than 10 years training Medicaid 


providers, preparing curriculum, and 


management oversight of training plan and 
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delivery Jo has gained a demonstrable 


understanding of Medicaid provider functions.  


— Experience with face-to-face provider 
meetings, both 1:1 and in group settings 


— Manage monthly communication in 
provider newsletter and weekly RA banner 
messages 


— Coordinate weekly leadership meetings 
that include updates for provider functions 


— Oversight responsibility for provider 
enrollment team 


— Solutioned provider training plans for 
multiple HPES provider enrollment, annual 
training, and MMIS implementation 


17.3.7.4 Previous experience developing training 


content and/or materials. 


The first step for training content development to 


create the related materials is to assess the need 


and identify gaps for what content is to be 


included. Using a systematic approach for 


development and proven project management 


techniques has Jo has more than 10 years 


experience developing training content and/or 


materials. 


• Claims/Quality Manager HPES, Idaho 
Medicaid 1/2006 - Present  


— Management activities for review 
coordination, update and continuous 
improvement for provider training material 
content 


— Managed monthly provider newsletter 
publication. 


— Managed semi-annual provider resources 
publication, including print, CD, and web 
delivery. 


— Managed Lean Six Sigma - Kaizen teams 
events for development of SOPs for fiscal 
agent staff with review and approval of 
resultant training manuals 


• Claims Services Supervisor, HPES, Idaho 
Medicaid 
06/2004 to 01/2006 


— Using MMIS generated MAR reports 
collaborated with provider service staff to 
developed and updated training module 
for annual provider workshop for on top 
ten claim denial reasons.  


— Ongoing trending analysis is used to 
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identify training content 


• Training Coordinator, HPES, Idaho Medicaid 
12/2000 – 06/2004 


— Managed and developed all curriculum 


content development for HPES, customer 


staff, and Medicaid providers 


— Used proven training development 


methodology such as ISLC and ADDIE 


models identify and develop training 


content  


— Evaluate training with attention to four 


levels: reaction, learning, behavior, and 


results. 


— Developed and executed global training 


plan for HPES Medicaid account including 


all provider services staff. 


• Provider Relations Consultant, HPES, Idaho 
Medicaid 
01/1998 –11/2000 


— Developed curriculum for provider training, 


including training modules, PowerPoint 


presentations, provider workshop 


handouts, tutorials, and billing/policy job 


aids. 


— Identified content for timely of delivery 
regarding Medicaid policy and billing 
procedures to providers  


— Researched and developed content for 
provider need-based training for paper and 
electronic billing procedures. 


17.3.7.5 Effective documentation, verbal and 


written communication skills. 


Not only has Jo utilized effective documentation, 


verbal, and written skills for management and 


delivery of Medicaid fiscal agent requirements, 


she served as consultant to other Medicaid 


accounts for training solutions, MMIS certification 


documentation, defect resolution, and continuous 


improvement. Her passion is for succinct 


procedural documentation that results in 


consistent execution of outstanding customer 


service among internal staff and with all Medicaid 


stakeholders of equal importance is the 


maintenance of timely, frequent, and transparent 


communication among service staff and to 
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providers. 


17.3.7.6 Working knowledge of HIPAA 


requirements. 


In 2001-2003, Jo was heavily involved in the 


HIPAA implementation in Idaho. Her in-depth 


knowledge of HIPAA requirements allowed her to 


develop and manage training plans, the training 


curriculum and delivery of user training for the 


implementation of four releases for HIPAA for 


more than 400 Idaho Medicaid and HPES users 


and 18,000 Medicaid providers.  


17.3.7.7 A bachelor's degree and three (3) years 


experience in training, education, staff 


development, personnel or an agency program 


area or an equivalent combination of education 


and experience. 


Jo exceeds this qualification with her educations 
as detailed following: 


• Bachelor of Science in Bacteriology, University 
of Idaho, magna cum laude 


• Teaching certification and graduate courses in 
Education, Boise State University 


• Project Management (applicable to Project 
Management Institute certification)  


• Multiple other training courses including topics 
as leadership skills, time management, 
customer service, HIPAA, facilitation, 
improving work processes, interpersonal 
communication, ISO 9001 (standards, 
processes, and auditing), presentation skills, 
quality management, workplace diversity. 


 


17.3.8 IT Manager 


17.3.8.1 The IT Manager will be responsible for IT and systems operations, which includes 1) 


systems maintenance and modification activities; 2) job scheduling; 3) reporting maintenance; 4) 


coordinating use of IT resources; 5) testing and implementation new functionality; 6) monitoring 


interfaces; and 7) maintaining system connectivity and security. The IT Manager assigned by the 


awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience: 


Mike Luk, IT Manager  


Wai-Lap (Mike) Luk brings 33 years of project management, technical leadership, and 


software development and implementation experience, with more than 12 years of 


experience directly managing software development projects for the California Medicaid 


(Medi-Cal), and Wisconsin Medicaid program. His technical experience includes 10 years of 


client/server development, integration, and implementation experience including an Avaya 


IVR implementation, and a Computer Output to Laser Disc (COLD) storage implementation. 


Additionally, Mike brings seven years of development, maintenance, and management of 


COBOL, Oracle relational database management system (RDBMS) datamart, imaging, and 


portal applications. 
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Mike’s specialty is in the healthcare industry. His healthcare business knowledge enables 


him to successfully manage the implementation of various Medicaid Title XIXs and managed 


care projects. In his 33 years with HPES, he has earned many praises from past and current 


clients because of his ability to listen and understand client concerns, analyze business and 


technical details, and focus in resolving client and HPES business issues. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Mike exceeds the qualifications of the IT manager as 


specified in RFP requirement 17.3.8. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.8.2 At least three (3) years of experience 


with large-scale IT operations, including 


experience with maintenance and modifications 


tasks. 


Mike has more than 12 years of experience 


directly managing software development projects 


for the California Title XIX (Medi-Cal), and 


Wisconsin Title XIX program. His technical 


experience includes 10 years of client/server 


development, integration, and implementation 


experience, and seven years of development, 


maintenance, and management of COBOL 


applications. 


• Lead Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal, Rancho Cordova, CA 
04/2007 – 07/2008 


— Led the Universal Product Number (UPN) 
Pilot Demonstration project and Medi-Cal 
Activity and History file conversion involving 
multiple DHCS agencies, a subcontractor, 
and more than 20 Medi-Cal System Group 
personnel—while coordinating the 
implementation of other Medi-Cal projects 
that were in development at the same time. 
Over 70 percent of the UPN changes 
included modification of COBOL programs 
and conversion programs that are written in 
the COBOL language. 


• Client Point of Contact/Project Manager, HPES 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 
12/2003 – 04/2007 


— Followed the Medi-Cal system development 
processes to refresh RAIS hardware and 
software, completing the project on 
schedule and within the budget established 
by DHCS and improving RAIS system 
performance by more than 400 percent 


— Served in advisory role in the 
implementation of various System 
Development Notices 


17.3.8.3 Minimum of two (2) years experience Mike has more than five years experience with a 
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with a system change control process and 


system and integration testing. 


system change control process and system and 


integration testing. Most recently, Mike led the 


implementation of the California UPN project in 


2008.  


• Client Point of Contact/Project Manager,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 
12/2003 – 04/2007 


Part of this project included the conversion of all 
the mainframe master files to support the NPI 
implementation. A system change control 
process was followed to verify changes by his 
teams were reviewed and controlled using a 
Computer Associate (CA) product. These 
conversion programs were also integration tested 
with the NPI system changes. Also, as a point of 
contact/project manager of the California Drug 
Rebate program (RAIS), Mike and his team were 
instrumental in developing the change control 
process for various RAIS client server sub-
systems, including the change control, and 
configuration management process for Oracle 
database stored procedures, and a third party 
application development product (USOFT). The 
RAIS team currently follows this set of change 
control procedures for the promotion of the RAIS 
application changes. 


17.3.8.4 Minimum of two (2) years experience in 


developing, testing, implementing or monitoring 


interfaces. 


Mike has more than four years experience in 


developing, testing, and implementing system 


changes. Most recently, as the point of 


contact/project manager of the RAIS application, 


Mike and his team of system engineers worked 


on development, testing, implementation of RAIS 


related application changes.  


• Client Point of Contact/Project Manager,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 
12/2003 – 04/2007 


The changes were thoroughly tested by his team. 


Mike presented the test results to his client to 


review prior to the start of user acceptance 


testing by his client. As a result, HP was able to 


implement changes as requested by the client 


without problems. 
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17.3.8.5 Demonstrable understanding of network 


connectivity and network operations. 


As the point of contact/project manager of the 


RAIS application, Mike was also responsible for 


the maintenance and operation of RAIS.  


• Client Point of Contact/Project Manager,  
HPES 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 
12/2003 – 04/2007 


Part of the maintenance responsibilities was to 


ensure that both on-site and off-site users were 


able to access the local and wide area network to 


access the encrypted drug rebate date. Mike also 


worked with the network engineers to implement 


the required network changes when the entire 


RAIS infrastructure was refreshed in 2007. 


17.3.8.6 Minimum of A bachelor's degree in 


computer science, business administration or a 


related field. 


Mike’s education includes the following: 


• Bachelor of Science Degree in Mathematics 
from University of Wisconsin,  
Madison, Wisconsin, May 1977 


• HPES Technical Consulting Program, May 
1994 


• Graduated from the HPES Systems Engineer 
Development Program, March 1980 


17.3.8.7 Detailed knowledge of HIPAA 


regulations and requirements. 


Mike has gained in-depth knowledge of the MITA 
frame work in his more than three years as the 
Client Point of Contact on the Medi-Cal contract: 


• Client Point of Contact/Project Manager,  
HPES 
12/2003 – 04/2007 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 


As the point of contact/project manager of the 


RAIS application, Mike led the effort to refresh 


the entire RAIS infrastructure to follow the HIPAA 


regulations and requirements. Mike consulted 


with the HP Chief Security Office and security 


architects to make sure that the data 


communication network is secured and the entire 


RAIS team follows the HIPAA regulations. 


17.3.8.8 Understanding of the vendor’s peripheral 


system tools. 


Besides Mike’s knowledge and experience in 


managing the maintenance and development of 


mainframe MMIS COBOL applications, he also 


has extensive knowledge and experience in 


supporting and managing peripheral system 
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tools. In his assignment as point of 


contract/project manager of the California Drug 


Rebate sub-system, Mike is responsible for 


managing the maintenance and development of 


RAIS that includes a massive datamart using the 


Oracle RDBMS engine on an UNIX platform. 


Other components of RAIS include: 


• External interface system allowing drug 
labelers/manufactures to receive and view 
the invoices online through the world wide 
web, and a reporting infrastructure with 
various BusinessObjects universes 


• Scanning and imaging of labeler contacts, and 
storage of computer generated invoices in a 
document archival and retrieval system 
which leverages the Medi-Cal local area 
network and wide area network to transport 
the images 


17.3.8.9 Demonstrated IT experience in multiple 


phases of the software development life cycle. 


The following demonstrate Mike’s project 


management experience in multiple phases of 


the software development life cycle (SDLC):  


• Client Point of Contact, HPES 
Medi-Cal - Rebate Accounting Information 
System (RAIS) project, Rancho Cordova, CA 
12/2003 – 04/2007 


— As the Lead Project Manager of the UPN 
project and the point of contact/project 
manager of the RAIS application, Mike 
and his team followed a stringent Medi-
Cal system development life cycle.  


— The Medi-Cal system development life 
cycle includes a functional requirement 
development phase, technical system 
development phase, system 
development phase, system testing 
phase, user acceptance testing phase, 
parallel testing phase, implementation 
phase, and the post implementation 
review phase. Mike worked with his client 
to ensure his client reviewed and 
accepted the deliverable in each phase 
prior to the start of the following phase. 
As a result, his clients were very please 
with the performance of him and his 
team. 


 


17.3.9 Pharmacy Benefits Manager 
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The Pharmacy Benefits Manager will be responsible for all functions associated with the Pharmacy 


Benefit Management System and the Pharmacy program as described in the Pharmacy requirements 


within this RFP, including managing the Prior Authorization processes, drug rebate, supplemental 


drug rebate, e-prescribing, reporting and other functions related to the pharmacy program. The 


Pharmacy Benefits Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications 


and experience. 


Robert “Conor” Smith, Pharmacy Benefits Manager 


Robert Conor Smith, R.Ph. is a highly competent pharmacist with almost 30 years of 


experience in multiple settings. Robert’s experience ranges from hospital pharmacists, to 


Certified Geriatric Pharmacist, to Specialty Pharmacy Programs Manager, to Pharmacy 


Director. Robert is also a Certified Geriatric Pharmacist. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Robert exceeds the qualifications of the Pharmacy 


Benefits manager as specified in RFP requirement 17.3.9. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications 


17.3.9.1 At least three (3) years of experience in 


managing a pharmacy benefit management 


system. 


Robert has more than nine years of experience in 


pharmacy benefits management. He served as 


the following: 


• Pharmacy Director for AmeriChoice-United 
Healthcare of Pennsylvania,  
02/2008 to 04/2009 


• Specialty Pharmacy Program Manager for 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida,  
09/2005 to 02/2008 


• Regional Clinical Pharmacy Projects Manager 
for AmeriHealth Mercy Health Plan 
04/2002 - 09/2005 


• Certified Geriatric Pharmacist for Omnicare 
Pharmacy Services 
01/2000 - 04/2002 


In these roles he was responsible for managing 
programs and services for a myriad of State 
agencies, including Medicaid. 


17.3.9.2 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the 


state and/or federal level. 


Through his pharmacy benefit manager work 


during the last nine years with the health plans 


noted above, Robert has gained detailed 


knowledge of Medicaid programs and State and 


Federal rules and regulations impacting those 


programs.  


• Pharmacy Director for AmeriChoice-United 
Healthcare of Pennsylvania and Maryland, 
02/2008 to 04/2009 


• Specialty Pharmacy Program Manager for 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida 
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09/2005 to 02/2008 


• Regional Clinical Pharmacy Projects Manager 
for AmeriHealth Mercy Health Plan 
04/2002 to 09/2005 


• Certified Geriatric Pharmacist for Omnicare 
Pharmacy Services 
01/2000 to 04/2002 


17.3.9.3 Detailed knowledge of pharmacy-related 


aspects of Medicaid. 


Robert served as pharmacy director for 


AmeriChoice-United Healthcare of Pennsylvania 


and Maryland where he was responsible for 


monitoring State and Federal pharmacy related 


regulatory requirements around Medicaid, and 


the analysis of overall pharmacy spend, 


utilization, and the development of targeted 


clinical pharmacy programs, all for state Medicaid 


agencies.  


• Pharmacy Director for AmeriChoice-United 
Healthcare of Pennsylvania and Maryland 
02/2008 - 04/2009 


− Establish and maintain effective 


relationships with key customers (state 


agencies, network physicians, vendors) 


including visits to targeted physician 


practices and monitoring of regulatory 


requirements to assure compliance 


17.3.9.4 A bachelor's degree in business 


administration or a related field or four (4) 


additional years of experience in lieu of a degree. 


Robert holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in 


Pharmacy. 


17.3.9.5 A minimum of two (2) years experience 


in managing operational aspects in large-scale 


operations environment. 


Robert has seven years of experience managing 


operational aspects of pharmacy programs as 


demonstrated by the following: 


• Pharmacy Director for AmeriChoice-United 
Healthcare of Pennsylvania and Maryland, 
02/2008 - 04/2009 


− Achieved per member per month 


(PMPM) targets of $80 million annual 


spend for two health plans through 


utilization management of preferred drug 


formulary.  


− Establish and maintain effective 


relationships with key customers (state 


agencies, network physicians, vendors) 


including visits to targeted provider 


practices and monitoring of regulatory 
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requirements to assure compliance.  


− Processed monthly pharmacy 


performance through our PBM, Medco 


Health Solutions claim summaries of 


overall pharmacy spend; utilization; 


analysis of drivers of trend within 


therapeutic classes of drugs and develop 


recommendations to manage the costs to 


the Maryland and Pennsylvania Health 


Plans Senior Leadership  


− Develop solutions through identification 


of pharmacy opportunities including 


specialty pharmacy management of 


injectables and infusion to influence cost 


and utilization trends  


− National Synagis Operations Director 


2008-2009 RSV season for 


AmeriChoice/United Healthcare 


− Implement targeted clinical pharmacy 


programs at the health plans and 


supported collaborative programs to 


improve physician, member, Behavior 


Health MCOs, and PBM relationships 


• Specialty Pharmacy program manager for Blue 
Cross Blue Shield of Florida 
09/2005 - 02/2008 


− Developed Specialty Pharmacy Initiatives 


that will enable comprehensive specialty 


pharmacy management solutions 


through implementing channel network 


management with deeper discounts, UM 


programs, and aligning benefit designs.  


− Finalized preferred network Hemophilia 


provider through vigorous RFP process 


which yielded $1 million in annual 


savings to the plan 


− Assisted in PBM transition from Medco 


Health Solutions to Prime Therapeutics 


• Regional Clinical Pharmacy Projects Manager 
for AmeriHealth Mercy Health Plan 
04/2002 - 09/2005 


− Best Practices Award 2002 


− Drug Utilization/Evaluation Review 


analysis of claims data through Argus 


Health Pharmacy Benefits Manager  


− Clinical Pharmacy Case Management  
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− Academic counter detailing and 


Formulary outreaches to providers 


− Disease State Management Initiatives  


− Poly Pharmacy Interventions 


17.3.9.6 Working knowledge of HIPAA 


regulations and requirements. 


Robert has extensive knowledge of HIPAA 


regulations and requirements based on more 


than 30 years of experience in the healthcare 


industry. He has been involved in ensuring 


HIPAA compliance since HIPAA was enacted in 


1996. 


17.3.9.7 Effective documentation, verbal and 


written communication skills. 


Robert has been required, by nature of his life’s 


work, to communicate efficiently and effectively. 


Not only has Robert been responsible for 


managing a team of more than 30 individuals, he 


has also served on numerous committees, and 


was in a medical related sales role for over five 


years—all functions requiring a proficiency in all 


manner of communications. 


17.3.9.8 Ability to communicate succinctly and 


accurately in both written and verbal English. 


Robert is fluent in both written and verbal 


English. 


17.3.9.9 Ability to work independently and in a 


team environment. 


Robert has worked independently as well as on 


large teams throughout his career. 


17.3.9.10 Ability to work effectively and efficiently 


under stringent timelines 


The majority of Roberts’ responsibilities across 


the last 30 years were associated with very 


stringent timelines driven by clients’ contracts. 


17.3.9.11 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult 


logic and processing issues 


In his roles as pharmacy director, Specialty 


Pharmacy Programs manager, and Regional 


Clinical Pharmacy Projects manager, Robert has 


been required to understand, analyze, process 


and resolve highly complicated clinical and 


technical information in order to fully support his 


organization’s clients. By way of example, at 


AmeriChoice, Robert was responsible for 


determining monthly pharmacy performance via 


the analysis of claims summaries, utilization, and 


the analysis of drivers of trends within therapeutic 


classes of drugs. He developed 


recommendations for cost management via this 


analysis.  


 


17.3.10 Health Care Management Manager 
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The Health Care Management Manager will be responsible for managing utilization management 


activities and determination process for benefits and coverage limits to ensure that payment is 


approved for only those services that are medically necessary, appropriate, or cost effective as 


specified in by the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations. The Health 


Care Management Manager will play a key role in controlling costs while maintaining or improving 


access to and quality of care for Nevada Medicaid and Check Up recipients. 


Sally Kozak, Health Care Management Manager  


Sally Kozak is a management professional with more than 20 years experience in 


developing and managing public and private sector healthcare programs. She is a strategic 


thinker accomplished in analyzing complex problems and developing creative solutions that 


achieve intended results. Throughout her career, Sally has successfully established and 


maintained relationships with customers, vendors, and stakeholders. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Sally exceeds the qualifications of the Health Care 


Management Manager as specified in RFP requirement 17.3.10. 


 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.10.1 At least five (5) years as an Account 
Manager or Health Care Management Manager 
for large scale medical claims processing 
systems of which at least three (3) years must 
have been with a Medicaid system or five (5) 
years in a management level position with a 
health plan or hospital system with responsibility 
for completing utilization management, cost 
control and quality management. 


Sally has more than 20 years experience in 
developing and managing public and private 
sector healthcare programs as demonstrated: 


• Executive Director, Care Management 
Practice, HPES, Harrisburg, PA 10/2009 to 
Present 


− Provide organizational and operational 
leadership for care management 
programs and activities 


− Provide organizational and operational 
leadership for the Medical Informatics 
Center of Excellence.  


• Care Management Executive Consultant, 
HPES, Harrisburg, PA, 10/2008 - 10/2009 


• Provide the national Medical Management 
practice with organizational and operational 
leadership for care management programs 
and activities  


• Director, Client Support Services, APS 
Healthcare, Harrisburg, PA 
11/2006 - 05/2008 


− Implemented all new customer accounts 
across multiple lines of business 
including behavioral health, wellness, 
disease management, and employee 
assistance programs.  


• Director, Health Services and Quality 
Improvement, Bureau of Juvenile Justice 
Services, Pennsylvania Department of Public 
Welfare, Office of Children, Youth and 
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Families, Harrisburg, PA 
03/2005 - 10/2006 


• Responsibility for daily operations associated 
with the delivery of healthcare, health-related 
services, and quality improvement activities 
for a state-wide system of residential youth 
facilities  


− Developed a system for implementing 
Performance Based Standards, a 
national quality improvement effort 
sponsored by the US Department of 
Justice, Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention 


• Director, Clinical Management, Office of the 
Medical Assistance Programs, Pennsylvania 
Department of Public Welfare, Office of 
Children, Youth and Families, Harrisburg, PA 
04/1993 - 03/2005 


• Served as project manager for the 
development of state-wide program design, 
clinical policy, and quality and utilization 
initiatives in the fee-for-service and managed 
care programs 


• Directed the review of federal and state 
legislation identifying program impact and 
developing recommendations for 
programmatic changes. 


• Managed the development and promulgation 
of medical necessity criteria for high-cost, 
high–utilization pharmaceuticals and durable 
medical equipment 


• Directed multi-disciplinary teams in identifying 
and developing business requirements for 
the redesign of the MMIS 


• Directed staff in developing quality and 
utilization management requirements for 
Access Plus, PA Medicaid’s enhanced 
primary care case management program  


— Managed professional staff assigned 
responsibility for the development, 
review, and analysis of clinical and 
quality improvement program 
requirements. 


• Led the development the development of the 
HealthChoices Performance Profile, an 
outcomes report detailing individual managed 
care organization performance using HEDIS 
and HEDIS-like measurements 


17.3.10.2 A bachelor's degree in nursing, or 


related health care administration degree, or a 


• Saint Joseph’s College, Standish, ME 
Master of Health Administration candidate  


• Saint Joseph’s College, Standish, ME 
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licensed physician, advanced practitioner of 


nursing or physician’s assistant. 


Bachelor of Science, Health Care 
Administration 


• Mount Aloysius College, Cresson, PA 
Associate of Science, Nursing 


17.3.10.3 Working knowledge of HIPAA 


regulations and requirements. 


Sally has gained extensive knowledge of HIPAA 
regulations and requirements through her career 
in healthcare. 


• Director, Client Support Services, APS 
Healthcare, Harrisburg, PA 
11/2006 - 05/2008 


— Implemented all new customer accounts 
across multiple lines of business 
including behavioral health, wellness, 
disease management and employee 
assistance programs 


• Director, Clinical Management, Office of the 
Medical Assistance Programs, Pennsylvania 
Department of Public Welfare, Office of 
Children, Youth and Families, Harrisburg, PA 
04/1993 - 03/2005 


• Directed the review of federal and state 
legislation identifying program impact and 
developing recommendations for 
programmatic changes. 


• Directed multi-disciplinary teams in identifying 
and developing business requirements for 
the redesign of the MMIS 


17.3.10.4 Working knowledge of electronic health 


records or electronic medical records. 


Sally has far more than a working knowledge of 
electronic health records/electronic medical 
records as demonstrated by her impressive 
qualifications. 


• Director, Client Support Services, APS 
Healthcare, Harrisburg, PA 
11/2006 - 05/2008 


— Implemented all new customer accounts 
across multiple lines of business 
including behavioral health, wellness, 
disease management and employee 
assistance programs 


• Director, Clinical Management, Office of 
the Medical Assistance Programs, 
Pennsylvania Department of Public 
Welfare, Office of Children, Youth and 
Families, Harrisburg, PA 
04/1993 - 03/2005 


— Directed the review of federal and state 
legislation identifying program impact 
and developing recommendations for 
programmatic changes. 
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— Directed multi-disciplinary teams in 


identifying and developing business 


requirements for the redesign of the 


MMIS 


17.3.10.5 Demonstrated project planning and 


scheduling skills for large system projects. 


Sally has demonstrated her project planning and 
scheduling skills for large system projects 
throughout her impressive career. Following is 
one example. 


• Executive Director, Care Management 
Practice, HPES, Harrisburg, PA  
10/2009 - Present 


− Providing clinical expertise to the 


engineering team in building out planned 


future enhancement to the Atlantes care 


management system 


17.3.10.6 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult 


medical coverage policy issues. 


Sally has proven her ability to analyze and 
resolve difficult medical coverage policy issues 
as the following demonstrates: 


• Executive Director, Care Management 
Practice, HPES, Harrisburg, PA  
10/2009 - Present 


− Providing the Medical Informatics Center 
of Excellence with clinical operational 
analytics expertise to support evaluation 
of the informatic needs of customers 


• Director, Health Services and Quality 
Improvement, Bureau of Juvenile Justice 
Services, Pennsylvania Department of 
Public Welfare, Office of Children, Youth 
and Families, Harrisburg, PA 
03/2005 - 10/2006 


− Monitored and analyzed program 
expenditures and developed budget 
strategies 


• Director, Clinical Management, Office of 
the Medical Assistance Programs, 
Pennsylvania Department of Public 
Welfare, Office of Children, Youth and 
Families, Harrisburg, PA 
04/1993 - 03/2005 


− Participated in the analysis of healthcare 
cost trends and reviewed and assisted in 
the preparation of annual budget 
requests to the Governor 


17.3.10.7 Effective documentation, verbal and 


written communication skills. 


Leading projects requires effective 
communication, organization, and prioritization 
skills. Sally has had numerous leadership roles 
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including: 


• Executive Director, Care Management 
Practice, HPES, Harrisburg, PA  
10/2009 - Present 


• Director, Health Services and Quality 
Improvement, Bureau of Juvenile Justice 
Services, Pennsylvania Department of 
Public Welfare, Office of Children, Youth 
and Families, Harrisburg, PA 
03/2005 to 10/2006 


• Director, Clinical Management, Office of 
the Medical Assistance Programs, 
Pennsylvania Department of Public 
Welfare, Office of Children, Youth and 
Families, Harrisburg, PA 
04/1993 - 03/2005 


17.3.10.8 Ability to communicate succinctly and 


accurately in both written and verbal English. 


Throughout Sally’s impressive career, she has 
demonstrated her ability to communicate 
succinctly and accurately in both written and 
verbal English. This ability is highlighted in her 
leadership roles as follows: 


• Executive Director, Care Management 
Practice, HPES, Harrisburg, PA  
10/2009 - Present 


• Director, Health Services and Quality 
Improvement, Bureau of Juvenile Justice 
Services, Pennsylvania Department of 
Public Welfare, Office of Children, Youth 
and Families, Harrisburg, PA 
03/2005 - 10/2006 


• Director, Clinical Management, Office of 
the Medical Assistance Programs, 
Pennsylvania Department of Public 
Welfare, Office of Children, Youth and 
Families, Harrisburg, PA 
04/1993 - 03/2005 


17.3.10.9 Ability to work independently and in a 


team environment. 


As a manager and leader, Sally has proven her 
ability to work independently and take the 
initiative in many diverse situations. 


Her ability to work in a team environment is one 
of her main attributes of being an effective 
manager and leader. 


17.3.10.10 Ability to work effectively and 


efficiently under stringent timelines 


Managing large and complex projects requires 
the ability to work effectively and efficiently under 
stringent timelines. Sally has proven this ability in 
all of her leadership roles. 


• Executive Director, Care Management 
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Practice, HPES, Harrisburg, PA  
10/2009 - Present 


• Director, Health Services and Quality 
Improvement, Bureau of Juvenile Justice 
Services, Pennsylvania Department of 
Public Welfare, Office of Children, Youth 
and Families, Harrisburg, PA 
03/2005 - 10/2006 


• Director, Clinical Management, Office of 
the Medical Assistance Programs, 
Pennsylvania Department of Public 
Welfare, Office of Children, Youth and 
Families, Harrisburg, PA 
04/1993 - 03/2005 


17.3.10.11 Ability to direct and supervise multiple 


tasks and staff assignments 


Sally’s ability to effectively direct and supervise 
multiple tasks and staff assignments is 
demonstrated in the following: 


• Executive Director, Care Management 
Practice, HPES, Harrisburg, PA  
10/2009 - Present 


− Providing the Medical Informatics Center 
of Excellence with clinical operational 
analytics expertise to support evaluation 
of the informatic needs of customers 


• Director, Health Services and Quality 
Improvement, Bureau of Juvenile Justice 
Services, Pennsylvania Department of 
Public Welfare, Office of Children, Youth 
and Families, Harrisburg, PA 
03/2005 - 10/2006 


− Monitored and analyzed program 
expenditures and developed budget 
strategies 


• Director, Clinical Management, Office of 
the Medical Assistance Programs, 
Pennsylvania Department of Public 
Welfare, Office of Children, Youth and 
Families, Harrisburg, PA 
04/1993 - 03/2005 


− Participated in the analysis of healthcare 
cost trends and reviewed and assisted in 
the preparation of annual budget 
requests to the Governor 


 


17.3.11 Other Project Team Members 


We understand that each member of our project team must meet at least one of the 


qualifications listed in RFP section 17.3.11. Additionally, the following exhibit illustrates that 
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the aggregation of the individual qualifications of the team members cumulatively meet all of 


the requirements in this section. 


RFP Requirement Carma 


Dunsmore 


Robert 


Grill 


Margaret 


Martin 


Brad 


Mosburg 


Karen 


Roybal 


Bharat 


Vashi 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years providing programming, 


analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 


environment. 


X X X X X X 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years designing online interfaces 


using the tools proposed for this project. 


 X X    


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years performing testing functions 


for large-scale systems. 
 X  X  X 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years developing system 


interfaces. 
 X X  X X 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within 


the last five years developing secure 


applications using tools proposed for this 


project. 


 X X  X X 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 


performing contract oversight activities within 


an MMIS project or similar complex system 


project including but not limited to contract 


compliance monitoring and reporting. 


X X X X  X 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project 


within the past three (3) years that involved 


development of training outlines and materials 


and organizing and conducting training to 


support the takeover of a large system. 


 X X    


 


To strengthen our team and bring the best qualifications and experience to the Nevada 


MMIS Takeover Project, we have included the following team members: 


• Carma Dunsmore, PMO Manager 


• Robert (Bob) Grill, HIPAA Privacy/Security Officer 


• Margaret Martin, M.D., Medical Director – Part Time 


• Brad Mosburg, Technical Lead 


• Karen Roybal, Technical Lead 


• Bharat Vashi, Deputy Account Manager 
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Carma Dunsmore, PMO Manager 


Carma Dunsmore has more than 20 years of HPES experience working in team 


environments; developing, writing and editing user documentation; writing and executing 


test plans; developing and writing proposals; leading and coordinating projects and efforts 


between programmers and other team members; developing and refining procedures for the 


County Operations help-desk and Customer Service Request (CSR) testing team; 


developing training materials, providing training, and meeting critical deadlines. Her projects 


have included implementing three counties into Welfare Client Data Systems’ County 


Operations: Fresno, Santa Barbara, and San Diego, and addressing the day-to-day needs 


of six County Operations counties Fresno, Placer, Santa Barbara, San Diego, Tulare and 


Yolo—monitoring their contracts and ensuring batch schedules and programming releases 


met their requirements and timeframes.  


Carma also provided training and demonstrations to the 18 WCDS/CalWIN Consortium 


Counties to help them to create their benefits payment tables and their batch tables when 


they went live on the new CalWIN system. Carma’s most recent activities include re-


implementing quality assurance (QA) into the Medi-Cal project, conducting audits, following 


up on non-compliances, mentoring project managers (PMs) and others on QA requirements 


and activities, preparing and conducting training as needed to prepare for the upcoming 


Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) appraisal. She is currently developing and 


documenting procedures and quick reference guides, assisting the EPO in monitoring and 


tracking project performance and assisting PMs with managing staffing allocations in 


PlanView, in addition to the ongoing project audits. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Carma brings exemplary project management knowledge 


and experience to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years providing programming, 


analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 


environment. 


Carma has more than four years experience 


providing programming, analysis and operational 


support to the California Medicaid (Medi-Cal) 


project. 


• QA SME/Advanced Project Analyst, HPES, 
Medi-Cal 
03/2006 - Present 


− Analyze and report QA audit results 


− Conduct QA audits on System 


Development Notice (SDNs) projects 


− Mentor systems group (SG) on meeting 


CMMI requirements 


− Report/follow-up on noncompliance 


issues 


− Write procedures for enterprise program 


office 


• Project Manager, HPES, WCDS 
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02/1999 - 02/2006 


− Plan and oversee monthly production 


programming installations 


− Oversee day to day operational needs of 


five counties in California 


− Oversee and administer the county 


operations’ contracts  


− Conduct monthly customer status 


meetings 


− Provide interface support to county 


vendors 


− Implemented three new counties into the 


Welfare Client Data Systems (WCDS) 


county operations 


− Transitioned Yolo, Placer, Tulare, and 


Santa Barbara counties from old 


mainframe system to the new California 


Work Opportunity and Responsibility to 


Kids Information Network (CalWIN) 


system 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years designing online interfaces 


using the tools proposed for this project. 


N/A 


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years performing testing functions for 


large-scale systems. 


N/A 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


N/A 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the 


last five years developing secure applications 


using tools proposed for this project. 


N/A 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 


performing contract oversight activities within an 


MMIS project or similar complex system project 


including but not limited to contract compliance 


monitoring and reporting. 


Carma has more than four years experience 


performing activities within an MMIS project 


including contract compliance monitoring and 


reporting as demonstrated in the following: 


• QA Subject Matter Expert (SME)/Advanced 
Project Analyst, HPES, Medi-Cal 
03/2006 - Present 


− Report/follow-up on noncompliance 


issues 


• Project Manager, HPES, WCDS 
02/1999 - 02/2006 
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− Oversee and administer the county 


operations’ contracts 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project 


within the past three (3) years that involved 


development of training outlines and materials 


and organizing and conducting training to support 


the takeover of a large system. 


N/A 


 


Robert (Bob) Grill, HIPAA Privacy/Security Officer  


Bob Grill brings to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project his education, certifications, and 


extensive experience, including four years as an Information Security Officer (ISO), 11 years 


in technical information technology auditing, and two years in financial auditing. He has 


experience in technology management and information security in both government and 


healthcare environments. Bob has extensive experience with access control systems, 


application and systems development security, business continuity planning, disaster 


recovery planning, cryptography, law, and incident investigation. He has proven ability with 


security architecture, security management practices, telecommunications, and networking.  


Security and privacy requirements have changed radically in recent years. Covered entities 


are now required to comply with NIST as well as HIPAA security requirements. Bob is the 


best person to lead the initiative move from HIPAA with 20 required security controls, to the 


National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) requirement, with 199 required 


security controls. These processes include, risk assessment, POAM, security planning, 


continuous monitoring, and authorization. 


Bob has 15 years of experience with law, incident investigation access control systems and 


methodology, application and systems development security, cryptography, and eight years 


experience in business continuity planning and disaster recovery planning. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Bob brings superb HIPAA privacy and security knowledge 


and expertise to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years providing programming, 


analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 


environment. 


For four of the last five years, Bob has provided 


operational support to the California Medicaid 


(Medi-Cal) program. 


• Information Security Officer, HPES, Medi-Cal 
01/2006 - Present 


− Work with enterprise security staff to 


develop and provide oversight for the 


information security and privacy program 


− Conduct ongoing reviews of operations 


to prevent and detect fraud 
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− Developed security awareness program 


training 


− Provide business and contract guidance, 


develop and implement policies, 


procedures, guidelines, and safeguards 


required to protect data confidentiality 


and privacy rights, to verify the integrity 


and availability of information systems 


− Coordinate risk assessments to identify 


potential vulnerabilities/threats to the 


security of information assets and areas 


for potential fraudulent activities 


− Coordinate reporting, investigation, and 


resolution of security incidents, including 


recommendations regarding 


implementation of new or enhanced 


procedures 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years designing online interfaces 


using the tools proposed for this project. 


From a security perspective, Bob has two years 


experience within the last five years with the 


CICS application and Oracle Stored procedures 


development projects. 


• Information Security Officer,  
HPES, Medi-Cal 
01/2006 - Present 


− Performed project security risk 


assessments to evaluate and 


recommend security controls. Projects 


included user interfaces using COBOL, 


CICS, and Oracle 


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years performing testing functions for 


large-scale systems. 


Bob has performed testing functions for two of 
the last five years regarding security testing of 
the California MMIS. 


• Information Security Officer, HPES, Medi-Cal 
01/2006 - Present 


− Performed Security testing for large scale 


systems using contemporary tools such 


as Nessus 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


Mr. Grill has participated in the secure 
development of system interfaces for two of the 
last five years. 


• Information Security Officer, HPES, Medi-Cal 


• 01/2006 - Present 


− Performed security risk assessments of 


every system development project or 


other change to the Medi-Cal system. 
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The projects included reviewing 


interfaces between applications to verify 


a secure implementation. 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the 


last five years developing secure applications 


using tools proposed for this project. 


Mr. Grill has experience with COBOL and CICS 
ensuring the applications developed are secure. 


• Information Security Officer, HPES, Medi-Cal 
01/2006 - Present 


− Performed a security risk assessment on 


all changes to the Medi-Cal system, 


including projects and applications that 


implemented COBOL, CICS and Oracle. 


− Work with enterprise security staff to 


develop and provide oversight for the 


information security and privacy program 


− Conduct ongoing reviews of operations 


to prevent and detect fraud 


− Provide business and contract guidance, 


develop and implement policies, 


procedures, guidelines, and safeguards 


required to protect data confidentiality 


and privacy rights, to verify the integrity 


and availability of information systems 


− Coordinate risk assessments to identify 


potential vulnerabilities/threats to the 


security of information assets and areas 


for potential fraudulent activities 


− Coordinate reporting, investigation, and 


resolution of security incidents, including 


recommendations regarding 


implementation of new or enhanced 


procedures 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 


performing contract oversight activities within an 


MMIS project or similar complex system project 


including but not limited to contract compliance 


monitoring and reporting. 


Mr. Grill has more than four years experience 
performing contract oversight activities as the 
ISO for the California Medicaid account. This 
experience included contract compliance 
monitoring and reporting. 


• Information Security Officer, HPES, Medi-Cal 
01/2006 - Present 


− Work with enterprise security staff to 


develop and provide oversight for the 


information security and privacy program 


− Provide business and contract guidance, 


develop and implement policies, 


procedures, guidelines, and safeguards 


required to protect data confidentiality 


and privacy rights, to verify the integrity 
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and availability of information systems 


− Coordinate reporting, investigation, and 


resolution of security incidents, including 


recommendations regarding 


implementation of new or enhanced 


procedures 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project 


within the past three (3) years that involved 


development of training outlines and materials 


and organizing and conducting training to support 


the takeover of a large system. 


In his current role as Information security officer 


for the Medi-Cal project, he is involved in the 


development of training outlines and materials 


and organizing and conducting security 


awareness training that can support the takeover 


of a large system. 


• Information Security Officer,  
HPES, Medi-Cal 
01/2006 - Present 


− Developed security awareness program 


training 


 


Margaret Martin, M.D., Medical Director-Part Time 


Dr. Martin brings more than 29 years of experience with medicine, as either a nurse or 


physician, including more than seven years as a physician and nearly three years as a 


physician consultant supporting policy and claim resolution services. She serves as the 


medical director for our team in North Carolina, where she assesses Medicaid claims for 


approval or denial and provides medical knowledge and support to the current HPES nurse 


staff with prior approval (PA) and medical reviews. Dr. Martin contributes consistently to the 


policy changes undertaken by Division of Medical Assistance (DMA), using evidence-based 


medicine and experience with claims at HPES. 


As a physician herself, Dr. Martin understands the North Carolina Medicaid provider 


community well and takes time to contact and work with this community regarding claims 


and PA requests to assist them in providing the best available service to recipients.  


Dr. Martin was licensed by the State of North Carolina in January 2000 and was certified by 


the Pediatric Board in October 2000 with recertification in 2007. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Dr. Martin brings exceptional medical knowledge and 


expertise to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. 


 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years providing programming, 


analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 


Dr. Martin has five years experience providing 


operational support for the North Carolina MMIS 


program. 
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environment. • Medical Director, HPES, North Carolina 
Medicaid, 10/2006 to Present 


− Assess Medicaid claims for approval or 


denial, approving or denying PA requests 


for covered surgical procedures 


− Assess the validity of claims for durable 


medical equipment and out-of-state 


treatment when indicated by medical 


protocols 


− Educate and support the North Carolina 


provider community in how to best serve 


the needs of Medicaid recipients 


• Medical Director Consultant, HPES, North 
Carolina Medicaid, 07/2005 to 10/2006 


− Responsible for backup support in 


assessing Medicaid claims for approval 


or denial, approving or denying PA 


requests for covered surgical procedures 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years designing online interfaces 


using the tools proposed for this project. 


• Medical Director, HPES, North Carolina 
Medicaid, 10/2006 to Present 


− Provided input in defining project limits in 


the implementation of the Early 


Prevention, Screening, Diagnosis, and 


Treatment initiative adjudicated by the 


NC State legislature in 2008 


− Provided recommendations for design 


interfaces when operations for managing 


visit limit overrides changed from pre-


coded V829 format to a diagnosis-based 


system in 2009 


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years performing testing functions for 


large-scale systems. 


N/A 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


• Medical Director, HPES, North Carolina 
Medicaid, 10/2006 to Present 


− Interfaced with systems to accommodate 


for the frequency of services allowed for 


prior approval to align with the criteria 


that is set in the Medicaid policy for the 


state of North Carolina 


− Assisted in the development of the 


interface to change the visit limit on 


specific services provider by providers 


− Development of criteria to define 
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decision-making tools used in the system 


interfaces such as the LTC Must program 


that automated the decision making 


process of prior approval  


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the 


last five years developing secure applications 


using tools proposed for this project. 


 


• Medical Director, HPES, North Carolina 
Medicaid, 10/2006 to Present 


− Since 2006, has continually developed 


materials and resources to assist 


providers in completing PA requests 


− In 2007 and 2008 along with the Medical 


Director of the State to analyze data 


generated in prior authorization (PA) 


processes to assess trends and 


outcomes in order to shape future policy 


and design 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 


performing contract oversight activities within an 


MMIS project or similar complex system project 


including but not limited to contract compliance 


monitoring and reporting. 


• Medical Director, HPES, North Carolina 
Medicaid, 10/2006 to Present 


− Provided input in defining project limits in 


the implementation of the Early 


Prevention, Screening, Diagnosis, and 


Treatment initiative adjudicated by the 


NC State legislature in 2008 


− Provided recommendations for design 


interfaces when operations for managing 


visit limit overrides changed from pre-


coded V829 format to a diagnosis-based 


system in 2009 


− Since 2006, has assisted with 


determining qualifications necessary for 


access levels to system tools in the 


MMIS+ system 


− Provided oversight in preventing security 


breaches in applications and 


unauthorized use 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project 


within the past three (3) years that involved 


development of training outlines and materials 


and organizing and conducting training to support 


the takeover of a large system. 


• Medical Director, HPES, North Carolina 
Medicaid, 10/2006 to Present 


− In 2006-2009 Dr. Martin developed 


materials and resources to train 


personnel responsible for managing real 


and virtual input from providers into the 


PA system 


− Since 2006, participated in the 


development of materials and resources 


for personnel when system procedures 


and processes are changed to meet 
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client demand 


− Trained call center personnel on new 


processes, procedures, and criteria that 


is vital to the prior approval process 


 


Brad Mosburg, Technical Lead 


Brad Mosburg brings almost 30 years of professional data processing experience which 


includes experience in a leadership capacity as a program manager. This encompassed the 


role of Service Delivery manger of infrastructure for the past 10 years in support of our Medi-


Cal customer, including networks, databases, servers, desktops, security, raised floor and 


server room environments. He has interfaced with the client and account leadership 


concerning all issues related to the delivery of services. Mr. Mosburg also delivered 


infrastructure-related projects as a Technical Delivery manager. He is experienced in 


operations, networking, development, maintenance, and implementation of the applications 


for these systems. He has 10 years programming experience in COBOL and 23 years of 


Medi-Cal experience.  


As the following exhibit illustrates, Brad brings strong IT skills, knowledge, and expertise to 


the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. 


RFP Requirements  Qualifications 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years providing programming, 


analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 


environment. 


Brad has more than 10 years experience providing 


programming, analysis, and operational support in 


an MMIS environment. For example: 


• Service Delivery/Program Manager – Customer 
Project /Program Manager – Infrastructure, 
HPES,  
Medi-Cal  
05/2005 – Present 


— Oversees mainframe and non-mainframe 
platforms—infrastructure on a raised floor 
that includes network equipment, servers, 
environmental systems, real-time systems, 
as well as the infrastructure in the work 
environments covering four remote sites 


— Manages services delivery infrastructure 
consisting of five teams supporting 
infrastructure, users, batch cycles, 
databases, security, desktop support, online 
and real-time systems and support of a 
raised floor environment. The network is in 
support of the Department of Health Care 
Services for the Medi-Cal program. This 
network interconnects the contract site 
(consisting of four buildings) with the HP 
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data center and the customer’s State data 
centers through an Opt-e-Man network. 
There are more than 300 servers at the 
contract site that supports the customer’s 
current work 


— Manages infrastructure implementations on 
the Medi-Cal account 


Worked with MTO on the implementation of 
ITIL framework 


• Systems Engineer Manager,  
HPES, Medi-Cal 
12/2001 – 05/2005 


— Managed Medi-Cal Account production 
environment 


— Created the Service Delivery organization 
for the Medi-Cal account to cover delivery of 
daily services under operational support 
including application software on the 
mainframe and non-mainframe platforms 


— Supported web sites, point-of-service 
networks, databases, batch cycles, data 
transmission, online accessibility, production 
networks, and more 


— Worked with the customer on issues related 
to production support 


— Oversaw Services Delivery—eight teams 
supporting applications, infrastructure, 
users, batch cycles, databases, input prep, 
security, desktop support, online and real-
time systems, and support of a raised floor 
environment 


• Systems Engineer Supervisor, HPES, Medi-Cal 
05/2000 – 12/2001 


— Supervised network services/desktop 
support helpdesk team of 18 team members 
overseeing more than 150 servers and more 
than 900 workstations for more than1,000 
employees and customers 


— Managed a LAN/WAN environment 
providing connectivity for our customer to 
the production environments including the 
installation, maintenance, and monitoring of 
the web, database, file, domain controller, 
servers within workgroup and mid-range 
platforms 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years designing online interfaces 


N/A 
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using the tools proposed for this project 


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years performing testing functions 


for large-scale systems. 


During his 10-year role as an SE supervisor and 


program manager beginning in May 2000, Brad 


oversees the work of his project teams to make 


sure that they follow the required processes to 


move changes from development, to system test, if 


needed acceptance testing, then to the integrated 


testing unit (ITU) for promotion to production. 


• Service Delivery/Program Manager – Customer 
Project /Program Manager – Infrastructure, 
HPES, Medi-Cal, 05/2005 – Present 


• Systems Engineer Supervisor, HPES, Medi-Cal, 
05/2000 – 12/2001 


Mr. Mosburg’s previous experience on our Medi-


Cal customer included 10 years working with 


CA/Endevor and the documented process to 


promote changes to the mainframe environment as 


a developer. 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years developing system 


interfaces. 


N/A 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the 


last five years developing secure applications 


using tools proposed for this project. 


N/A 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 


performing contract oversight activities within 


an MMIS project or similar complex system 


project including but not limited to contract 


compliance monitoring and reporting. 


Brad has been responsible for the operational 


SLAs on the Medi-Cal contract for the last eight 


years. This required monitoring and reporting of all 


non-compliance and remedies for bringing the 


environment back into compliance. 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project 


within the past three (3) years that involved 


development of training outlines and materials 


and organizing and conducting training to 


support the takeover of a large system. 


N/A 


 


Karen Roybal, Technical Lead 


Karen Roybal brings more than 20 years of solid data processing experience in the 


maintenance, implementation, and installation of mainframe based systems. During her 


impressive career, she has gained proven expertise in healthcare claims and eligibility 
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systems using ALC and COBOL applications. Karen bring more than19 years of 


COBOL/CICS experience. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Karen brings exceptional qualifications to the Nevada 


MMIS Takeover project. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years providing programming, 


analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 


environment. 


Karen has nearly 10 years experience providing 


operational support for the Medi-Cal program. 


• Information Specialist/Services Information 
Developer III, HPES, Medi-Cal 
03/2008 - Present 


• Information Specialist, HPES, Medi-Cal 
02/2007 - 03/2008 


• Information Specialist, HPES, Medi-Cal 
05/2005 - 02/2007 


• Advanced Systems Engineer, HPES, Medi-Cal 
09/2003 - 05/2005 


• Advanced Systems Engineer, HPES, Medi-Cal 
01/2003 - 09/2003 


• Advanced Systems Engineer, HPES, Medi-Cal 
07/2000 - 07/2002 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years designing online interfaces 


using the tools proposed for this project. 


N/A 


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years performing testing functions for 


large-scale systems. 


N/A 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


Karen has more than two years of experience 


developing system interfaces within the last five 


years. 


• NPI Remediation – designed and implemented 
a common provider accessor to be used 
between all subsystems including both batch 
and online. 


• Team manager/lead of a team that maintains 
interfaces between approximately 50 
mainframe and non-mainframe systems 


• NCPDP Prior Authorization Remediation – 
required design of mainframe based system 
that would interface with the SURGE (non-
mainframe) system. 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the 


last five years developing secure applications 


Karen has more than three years of experience 


within the last five years developing secure 
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using tools proposed for this project. applications using both COBOL and CICS.  


• NPI Remediation – designed and implemented 
a common provider accessor to be used 
between all subsystems including both batch 
and online. Both COBOL and CICS used. 


• Regular maintenance of production system. 
Constant use of COBOL and CICS. 


• NCPDP Prior Authorization Remediation – 
required design of mainframe based system 
that would interface with the SURGE (non-
mainframe) system. Both COBOL and CICS 
used. 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 


performing contract oversight activities within an 


MMIS project or similar complex system project 


including but not limited to contract compliance 


monitoring and reporting. 


N/A 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project 


within the past three (3) years that involved 


development of training outlines and materials 


and organizing and conducting training to support 


the takeover of a large system. 


N/A 


 


Bharat Vashi, Deputy Account Manager  


Bharat Vashi has more than 20 years of leadership, operations and process management 


and system engineering experience. Bharat spent 16 of those years serving the Medi-Cal 


program. 


He has more than five years of experience with large-scale, health-related data conversion 


where he designed and developed a number of implementations. For example, Bharat 


designed and developed the customer relationship management (CRM) for the provider 


relations organization (PRO) enhancement, led migration of the computer media claims 


(CMC) solution to a more advanced platform with full redundancies, and led implementation 


of a number of applications on the Medi-Cal web site. 


Serving in various management capacities described under Relevant Experience, Bharat 


has honed his operations, customer relationship, analytical, and management skills. He 


uses his solid education base and strong understanding of business, technology, and 


process management to effectively maintain production and service levels in the Medi-Cal 


claims operation. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Bharat brings exceptional experience, skills and 


knowledge to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. 
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17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years providing programming, 


analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 


environment. 


Bharat has spent more than five years providing 


programming, analysis and operational support 


for the California MMIS (Medi-Cal). Additionally, 


he has honed his managerial skills leading 


technical teams and projects for more than six 


years. 


• Director of Claims Operations, HPES, Medi-
Cal 
06/2005 - Present 


— Oversees operations that process more 
than 80 million medical claims annually. 
Direct responsibility and accountability for 
more than 200 claims operation 
employees and handles all management 
functions including customer interactions, 
providing leadership for implementing 
change, problem resolutions, profit and 
loss (P&L), budgeting, office operations; 
recruitment for medical professionals such 
as physicians, pharmacists, pharmacy 
technicians, registered nurses. 


— Led claims operation changes and training 
for the successful implementation of 
National Provider Identifier (NPI) at Medi-
Cal 


— Works directly with executive level DHCS 
leadership to identify and resolve claims 
processing changes, audit proceedings, 
special studies and escalated provider 
claims issues  


— Manages third-party vendor relationships 
and contracts for the data entry system, 
beneficiary identification card production 
solution, data entry outsourcing, and other 
claims operation programs 


• Senior Systems Engineer (SE), HPES, Medi-
Cal 
05/2002 - 05/2005 


— Led CRM enhancement; negotiated 
contracts; led walkthrough meetings with 
DHCS on technical design, testing, and 
implementation; participated in drafting the 
transition plan for PRO employees and 
provided after-implementation support; 
imparted training to service delivery and 
user group 


• Software SE Supervisor, HPES, Medi-Cal 
03/2000 to 04/2002 
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— Led a team of systems engineers in Web 
development projects; responsible for 
team development activities including 
hiring, performance appraisal, salary 
administration, and promotion; made 
presentations to senior level management; 
streamlined processes and created an 
environment which encouraged positive 
growth and development; provided team 
leadership to implement significant 
projects on the Medi-Cal web site 


• Advanced SE, HPES 
Medi-Cal 
01/1999 - 02/2000 


— Led project migration of computer media 
claims (CMC) application from SCO UNIX 
to Microsoft NT platform and made it Web 
enabled; converted back-end process of 
Web-based Family planning, access, care, 
and treatment (PACT) application from 
Tuxedo as middle layer to Windows-based 
Socket Programming; DDI'ed web-based 
reporting system allowing DHCS staff to 
have access to Medi-Cal Web site 
database and set search criteria for real-
time reports; led DDI of web-based bulletin 
board system (BBS); migrated multiple 
applications from DOS/UNIX-based 
platform to Windows 95/NT platform and 
converted SNA/RJE process of 
downloading/uploading of data from 
Mainframe to FTP process 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years designing online interfaces 


using the tools proposed for this project. 


N/A  


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years performing testing functions for 


large-scale systems. 


Bharat prepared overall test plan for performing 
system, integration and user acceptance testing 
for CRM system. 


• Senior Systems Engineer,  
HPES, Medi-Cal 
05/2002 - 05/2005 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 


last five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


Bharat has developed system interfaces while 
working on CRM project. He played a critical 
role in developing CRM system interfaces with 
Scanning system, Workforce management 
system, switch, voice and screen recording 
system, knowledgebase system, portal system 
and report writing system.  
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


• Senior Systems Engineer, HPES, Medi-Cal 
05/2002 - 05/2005 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the 


last five years developing secure applications 


using tools proposed for this project. 


Bharat has experience in developing secure 
application such as Computer Media Claims 
(CMC) and leading team to develop secure 
applications for Medi-Cal web such as Provider 
automation system, 837 Claims submission, and 
Pharmacy claims submission. 


• Systems Engineer, HPES, Medi-Cal 
03/1993 - 02/2000 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 


performing contract oversight activities within an 


MMIS project or similar complex system project 


including but not limited to contract compliance 


monitoring and reporting. 


Bharat has more than 10 years experience 


performing contract oversight activities within the 


Medi-Cal project, including contract compliance 


monitoring and reporting in his areas of 


management. 


• Director of Claims Operations, HPES, Medi-
Cal – 06/2005 to Present 


• Senior Systems Engineer (SE) HPES, Medi-
Cal – 05/2002 to 05/2005 


• Software SE Supervisor, HPES, Medi-Cal – 
03/2000 to 04/2004 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project 


within the past three (3) years that involved 


development of training outlines and materials 


and organizing and conducting training to support 


the takeover of a large system. 


N/A 
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17.4 Vendor Staff Resumes 


A resume must be completed for each proposed individual on the State format provided in 


Attachment K: 


A. Name; 


B. Classification being proposed; 


C. Years of experience in this classification; 


D. Education pertinent to this project; 


E. Years with firm; 


F. Number of other projects currently assigned to, a brief description, the individual's role and the 


anticipated completion date of the project; 


G. Identify projects previously worked on that incorporate MMIS development, implementation and 


takeover experience, and Medicaid specific expertise both with this firm and any previous 


employment. The information must include a brief description, the individual's role, length and dates 


of the project; 


H. Identify if proposed staff is designated as key personnel (refer to Section 21.3.18, Key 


Personnel); 


I. For Key Personnel, identify how the individual meets the key personnel qualifications; and 


J. Identify proposed staff as either a prime contractor or subcontractor. 


We have included the staff resumes in Tab X – Attachment K - Proposed Staff Resume(s) in 


the Confidential Technical Information binder. 
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17.5 Subcontractor Information 


17.5.1 Does this proposal include the use of subcontractors? Check the appropriate response in the 


exhibit below: 


Yes No 


Yes 


If “Yes”, vendor must: 


17.5.1.1 Identify specific subcontractors and the specific requirements of this RFP for which each 


proposed subcontractor will perform services. 


Besides our best-in-class information technology (IT) systems and service excellence, we 


search for companies that can bring value-added benefits to customer-specific projects such 


as the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. We began early, evaluating the right mix of 


subcontractors to support the complexities of the Nevada MMIS. We selected the HPES 


(HPES) team members based on their skills that would complement our own strengths, 


thereby creating the strongest team for meeting DHCFP’s needs. Additionally, we selected 


companies that share our corporate commitment to getting the job done right. Our Nevada 


team comprises both familiar faces and new leadership to bring a balance of continuity and 


new thinking to Nevada. Our team comprises HPES and the following subcontractors and 


the services each will bring: 


• APS—Health education and care management 


• Emdeon—Third-party liability (TPL) 


• SXC—Pharmacy benefits manager (PBM) 


• Thomson Reuters (Healthcare) Inc.—Decision support system (DSS) hosting 


• Verizon—Mainframe hosting 


HPES will create and use a subcontractor management plan that will provide the necessary 


structure to create an optimal working relationship with each subcontractor. In our 


responses to this section, we frequently refer to our sample subcontractor management 


plan, which can be reviewed in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material in the Confidential 


Technical Information binder. 


17.5.1.2 If any tasks are to be completed by subcontractor(s), vendors must: 


A. Describe the relevant contractual arrangements; 


HPES will have an agreement containing the scope of work, deliverables, acceptance 


criteria, payment methodology, and prime contract flow downs in place with each 


subcontractor before beginning work on the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. As part of the 


procurement process, we sign teaming agreements with each subcontractor that outlines 


the obligations and commitments of HPES and each subcontractor and this forms the basis 


for the subcontractor agreement that is executed on completion of any best and final offer 


(BAFO) and negotiations with the State. Please see Tab XIV - Other Reference Material in 


the Confidential Technical Information binder for more details on how we typically manage 


our subcontractor relations. 
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B. Describe how the work of any subcontractor(s) will be supervised, channels of 


communication will be maintained and compliance with contract terms assured; and 


The HPES team brings unsurpassed capabilities, experience, and commitment to the 


Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. As the prime contractor, HPES will be responsible for the 


work performed under the contract. Our approach to managing subcontractor relationships 


is to deliver high-quality performance that centers on the following key principles: 


• Providing clients with a single point of contact for their service delivery needs 


• Selecting companies with the delivery strengths clients want and need 


• Promoting successful delivery by fully integrating HPES and subcontractor personnel 


into the appropriate account processes  


Nevada MMIS Takeover Project Account Manager Lola Jordan will serve as a single point of 


contact regarding work performed by subcontractors; she has full decision-making authority 


for this project. HPES accepts full responsibility for subcontractor activities and will be 


DHCFP’s single point of contact. 


We maintain consistent and regular communication with each subcontractor through points 


of contact. We use this relationship to verify consistency in service and to oversee and 


check that tasks are completed on schedule and within budget. The following exhibit defines 


the primary subcontractors used for the Nevada MMIS and the primary HPES points of 


contact for each subcontractor. 


Subcontractor Name Primary HPES Subcontractor Point of 


Contact/Manager 


APS Deputy Account Manager, Bharat Vashi 


Emdeon Deputy Account Manager, Bharat Vashi 


SXC Account Manager, Lola Jordan 


Thomson Reuters Deputy Account Manager, Bharat Vashi 


Verizon Deputy Account Manager, Bharat Vashi 


 


Our subcontractor management plan provides the structure for subcontractor 


communications and monitoring. Major focus areas are: 


Develop Subcontractor Project Plan 


The subcontractor’s project plan will be reviewed to verify that it fully addresses the 


commitments defined in the subcontractor agreement and subcontractor statement of work. 


The subcontractor’s project plan should be an approved document or collection of 


documents that communicate expectations for the piece of the overall project that the 


subcontractor will complete. The plan is used by the subcontractor to manage and control 


project execution. 


The subcontractor’s project plan should be reviewed so that we can be sure that it includes 


the necessary tasks and procedures for reviews, quality assurance audits, configuration 
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management activities, and replanning milestones, and that project standards have been 


satisfied. Any issues should be documented and resolved. The project plan must meet all 


project standards.  


Define Subcontractor Management Activities 


The key dependencies and oversight tasks related to the subcontractor must be 


incorporated in the overall project plan of the project. The PMO staff will verify that key 


dependencies and subcontractor oversight tasks are properly integrated into the project’s 


plan. This means verifying that the tasks necessary to manage the subcontractor and to 


track against the subcontractor’s commitments and dependencies are documented in the 


project schedule. Additionally, the activities needed to monitor and analyze any critical 


processes selected should be documented in the plan. 


The following project management activities and documentation need to be addressed and 


updated, if necessary, based on the subcontract agreement: 


• Risk Management Plan 


• Quality Plan 


• Measurement Plan 


• Configuration Management Plan 


• Communication Plan 


Evaluate Subcontractor Progress and Communicate Project Status 


The subcontractor will report progress according to the method and the frequency 


documented in the communication management plan and subcontractor project plan. The 


subcontractor’s actual progress should be compared to the planned progress documented in 


the overall project plan. Aspects such as technical, cost, staffing, and schedule performance 


also should be reviewed and tracked.  


Whenever possible, paper status report will be eliminated as project information will be 


tracked electronically and be transparent to project staff based on their role and 


authorization. Subcontractor progress also will be consolidated into a portfolio view, along 


with the other project status using the HP PPM dashboard.  


Each performance measurement must be documented in the subcontract with necessary 


details to accurately understand and measure the item. Information that should be 


documented for each performance measurement should include at a minimum: 


• Measurement name 


• Measurement description 


• Measurement frequency 


• Measurement technique/process 


• Measurement recording tool 


Assess Subcontractor Performance and Provide Feedback 


Results of work product reviews will be used to evaluate the subcontractor. Agreed-on 


acceptance criteria will be documented in the subcontractor’s statement of work. Information 
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regarding actual performance can be derived from the project issues log, the overall project 


plan, and the subcontractor status reports. The PMO will document the strengths and the 


improvement areas using the subcontractor performance evaluation, review the 


subcontractor performance tracking and evaluation procedure with the subcontractor, keep 


the periodic evaluations private and constructive, and point out strengths and areas for 


improvement. 


C. Describe your previous experience with subcontractor(s). 


Following, we describe our previous work with each subcontractor: 


APS 


APS has significant experience working collaboratively with HPES for two of our Medicaid 


clients. For our Oklahoma Health Care Authority (Medicaid) program, we employ two full-


time staff co-located with HPES to execute detailed claims and encounter data validation 


and analysis for the Medicaid program. This includes individual field validation as well as 


chart review audits to identify and correct problems in data submission and completeness.  


APS also supports HPES on the Oklahoma State and Education Employees Group 


Insurance Board contract where HPES and APS provide health and dental claims 


administration services to the members. 


APS also previously worked with HPES in Wisconsin to provide professional services under 


the Medicaid Evaluation and Decision Support (MEDS) program. As a subcontractor, APS’ 


professional consulting staff provided a wide array of administrative, analytical, and 


operational services for the Department of Health Care Access and Accountability. As part 


of this program, APS annually completed up to 200 research and analytical projects to assist 


the Medicaid program in delivering services to more than 900,000 Medicaid beneficiaries. 


Our staff worked closely with HPES and Medicaid personnel to provide timely responses to 


requests and verify smooth delivery of services.  


Emdeon 


HPES and Emdeon have worked in tandem on many projects because of our significant role 


as a primary Medicaid contractor and Emdeon’s position as the nation’s largest healthcare 


clearinghouse. The following are examples: 


• Texas Health and Human Service Commission MEHI project 


• Oklahoma Medicaid commercial TPL analytics 


• Numerous state MMIS conversion projects for claim and eligibility 


SXC Health Solutions 


SXC Health Solutions, Inc. (SXC) is contracted to provide pharmacy benefit management 


services for the Bureau of TennCare and Vermont Medicaid, two programs where HPES 


hold the MMIS contract. We believe that this relationship combining the MMIS/FA expertise 


of HPES and the public sector pharmacy expertise of SXC offers the best solution to State 


Medicaid agencies looking to maximize limited financial resources to improve healthcare 


outcomes. 
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Thomson Reuters 


Thomson Reuters has worked with HPES in several engagements. 


• Thomson Reuters is a subcontractor to Safeguard Services, a subsidiary of HP, for the 


CMS One Program Integrity (One PI) project. One PI is a CMS initiative to link Medicaid 


and Medicare data analytically in support of cross-program fraud detection analytics 


(“Medi-Medi”) at the national level. Thomson Reuters is part of a team to deliver the 


Medicaid integrated data repository (IDR) for CMS, linking the Medicaid data to 


Medicare data in support of Medi-Medi program integrity analytics. The architecture for 


this project uses the Teradata relational database management system as the back-end 


database and Business Objects and the Thomson Reuters Advantage Suite decision 


support tools as the initial front-end analytic applications.  


The overall solution enables advanced analytics of Medicare and Medicaid data using a 


modernized portal infrastructure and methods such as episodes of care, hospital 


admissions, and other analytic constructs from Thomson Reuters. The solution 


integrates data across Medicare and Medicaid claim types into a single repository that 


will provide proven views to help detect fraud, waste, and abuse. The initial data sets 


included in the implementation of this data warehouse were the Ohio and Pennsylvania 


Medicaid claims and enrollment data. This year the focus has shifted to Medicare data, 


with a goal of incorporating the 45 million recipients into the data warehouse.  


• Thomson Reuters was a subcontractor to HPES for the Rhode Island Choices project. 


That project ended in early 2010. Thomson Reuters was the lead on gathering the 


requirements for the Community Support Management (CSM) system and designing the 


CSM, which was subsequently built by the prime contractor, HPES. Thomson Reuters 


assisted in testing the CSM system and developing help files and training modules. 


Thomson Reuters also employed their expertise in long term care and statistical 


modeling on this project.  


• HPES has been a data supplier to Thomson Reuters for Medicaid programs in various 


states including Georgia, California, Indiana, New Hampshire, Tennessee, Kansas, and 


Kentucky. 


• HPES was a Thomson Reuters employer customer for several years and used the 


Advantage Suite decision support system (DSS) to help manage the cost and quality of 


HPES employee healthcare. 


Verizon 


Verizon has been an ally of HPES for more than 10 years. Verizon and HPES have a large 


existing revenue base of clients where Verizon provides complementary products and 


services to HPES that contribute to the overall HPES solution with HPES as the primary 


systems integrator. Services include wide area networks (WAN), professional services, 


security audits, voice and data carrier services, complementary hosting services, Internet 


services, and so on. 
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Verizon has a dedicated team supporting HPES globally consisting of more than 30 


dedicated head count for sales, service, implementation, engineering, and billing. Verizon 


also is a key ally with HPES’ governance program and participates in regular governance 


activities with HPES.  


Verizon and HPES enjoy a strong corporate relationship up to the highest executive levels. 


Verizon is one of our largest customers and is considered a “Tier 1” supplier/partner to 


HPES as well. 


17.5.1.3 Vendors must describe the methodology, processes and tools utilized for: 


A. Selecting and qualifying appropriate subcontractors for the project; 


HPES is including subcontractors in our bid for the Nevada MMIS Takeover project to 


acquire the necessary skill sets, experience, or technology solution to provide high value to 


DHCFP. In this section, we present our methodology for selecting and qualifying appropriate 


subcontractors. 


HPES, in selecting subcontractors, looked for companies with a current relationship with 


Nevada as this could significantly reduce the risk to our solution and companies with whom 


we have, or have had, a relationship on any of our state MMIS contracts or other HPES 


contracts within the healthcare industry. 


Each member of our team falls into one of these categories. There are no new relationships. 


We are working with, or have worked with every member. Additionally, wherever possible 


we tried to use vendors who know Nevada, thus significantly reducing the risk for the State 


and for HPES.  


• APS—The company’s knowledge of Nevada’s programs and its established facilities 


make APS invaluable to our team. Additionally, one vendor performing stratification and 


care management for Level II and Level III recipients produces better overall care 


management outcomes.  


• Emdeon—We have worked in tandem with Emdeon on many successful projects in the 


past thanks to HPES’ significant role as a primary Medicaid contractor and Emdeon’s 


position as the nation’s largest healthcare clearinghouse. The following are a few 


examples: 


− Texas Health and Human Service Commission MEHI project 


− Oklahoma Medicaid commercial TPL analytics 


− Numerous state MMIS conversion projects for claim and eligibility 


• SXC—As the holder of the IP to FirstRX, First Health's pharmacy systems, we are using 


the company’s knowledge of First Health systems to reduce data conversion risks and to 


speed implementation of our new pharmacy solution. Additionally, SXC has substantial 


State of Nevada experience.  


• Thomson Reuters—The company’s knowledge of DHCFP’s programs will ease the 


transition. Its ability to implement critical upgrades during transition will eliminate 


significant deficiencies in current deployment. 
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• Verizon—The company provides hosting services for the Nevada MMIS today. We work 


with it frequently and look to this relationship to significantly reduce risk to the State so 


that the day we begin to run the MMIS will simply be a change in name only on the 


contract and there will be no data center change.  


Subcontractor Development and Agreement 


The Subcontractor Development and Agreement work element aligns with the HPES 


Establish Subcontractor Agreement work element. As part of this work element, 


subcontractors are evaluated and selected according to defined criteria. A subcontractor 


agreement defining the work with the subcontractor is then negotiated. The following 


paragraphs are further defined components of this work element. If a project initiated by 


DHCFP requires the use of subcontractor services, we will involve DHCFP in the selection 


and evaluation process as necessary to make sure DHCFP requirements are met. 


Determine Scope of Supplied Work 


The identification of work (products and services) that needs to be performed by an outside 


subcontractor should start during project planning. For the subcontractors presented with 


our proposal, these statements of work (SOW) have already been established such that 


contracts can be executed quickly at award of contract. At any point during a project, a 


decision could be made to engage an outside subcontractor. Reasons may include a lack of 


available human or non-labor resources, missing a skill set or experience in the anticipated 


project team, or organizational directive. HPES will communicate with DHCFP if a 


subcontractor is required. 


On determining a need for a subcontractor, the delivery team would engage HP Supply 


Chain Management to lead the subcontracting process. This is accomplished by submitting 


a needs request on the Supply Chain portal.  


Create Subcontractor Scope Documentation 


The next step is to document the scope of what the subcontractor would be responsible for, 


including the requirements, preliminary work products list, acceptance procedures and 


criteria, and any other pertinent information. The scope should set the stage for what is 


required and what will be delivered. The scope should list business objectives, benefits, 


measures, project description, high-level deliverables, and affected and unaffected work 


products. 


This scope documentation can be used as the basis for the subcontractor statement of 


work. The documentation also can serve as a valuable source of data if it becomes 


necessary to review why a specific subcontractor or solution was selected. 


This is a formal work product and must be formally reviewed and controlled within the 


change management process as defined in section 12.2.  


Determine Subcontractor Selection Criteria 


The aim of this activity is to identify suitable subcontractors to perform the work and to select 


the appropriate one. Subcontractors must be evaluated according to predetermined criteria, 
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and decisions must be documented to support the delivery of high-quality work products by 


the subcontractor and acceptance by the project team. 


The selection criteria used should satisfy the objectives of using the subcontractor, the 


project-related criteria, and the ability to perform the required tasks necessary for a 


subcontractor to complete the work. 


The subcontractor selection and evaluation tool and procedure should be used when 


additional activity detail is needed on how to evaluate and select the most appropriate 


alternative subcontractors. 


Review the Subcontractor Selection Criteria 


The criteria, weights, and rankings to base the selection of the subcontractor must be 


relevant, accurate, and complete, particularly the ability of the subcontractor to perform the 


tasks necessary to complete the work. Affected groups may include existing project team 


members and organizational business leaders in the review of the criteria. 


The criteria must provide an objective means by which to compare subcontractors, and it 


should be clear which criteria are most important, which are least important, which are 


required, and which are optional. This can include defining weighting factors for the 


selection criteria. Selection criteria may be based on strategic alliances and on technical 


considerations. The subcontractor selection criteria work product must be formally reviewed. 


Determine Potential Subcontractors 


HPES project management staff, along with Supply Chain Management, will document a 


short list of subcontractors and follow local procedures to identify whether local or regional 


preferred subcontractor agreements exist, being sure not to contravene any purchasing 


regulations, such as bidding requirements. A current agreement or strategic alliance may 


exist with some subcontractors and will be a consideration in the selection.  


Evaluate Subcontractors and Make a Selection 


HPES project management staff and DHCFP, if needed, will evaluate responses and 


subcontractor bids against the criteria established and review subcontractor performance 


evaluation records that apply on prior projects, as they will provide a valuable view of the 


subcontractor’s capability to meet criteria. Staff will evaluate subcontractor proposals against 


the scope of work to be provided and the criteria in the subcontractor selection and 


evaluation tool. When appropriate, an evaluation team will be convened to conduct a 


thorough analysis and present a recommendation to the HPES executive leadership team 


and DHCFP for approval. 


HPES project management staff will select the subcontractor based on the evaluation 


results. We will formally notify the selected subcontractor, and those not selected, of the 


decision. This notification will be performed with supply chain management and will occur by 


telephone, mailed correspondence, or email. 
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Negotiate Formal Agreement and Obtain Approvals 


The HP Supply Chain Management will negotiate and document an agreement with the 


subcontractor, if one does not already exist. The HPES Nevada Medicaid Account Executive 


Leadership team will be intimately involved, consulted, and will provide support for the 


negotiations. 


The subcontractor agreement and SOW is reviewed for completeness before any sign-off. 


The documents should meet the subcontractor agreement work product criteria and shall 


include the appropriate language or flow downs required by DHCFP for each subcontract. 


These flow downs can be found in the project document repository. 


A commitment in the form of a formal sign-off must be obtained from the subcontractor. HP 


Supply Chain Management will facilitate the signing of the subcontractor agreement and will 


be responsible for providing copies of the subcontract to the appropriate parties. 


B. Incorporating the subcontractor's roles and responsibilities and methodologies fit into the vendor's 


overall approach; 


Lola and Bharat will directly oversee the work of APS, Emdeon, SXC, Thomson Reuters, 


and Verizon. The subcontractors will be integrated into the HPES organization as another 


member of the team. Our goal with subcontractors is to establish and maintain a working 


relationship that eliminates company boundaries and makes it virtually impossible for 


DHCFP to determine to tell us apart. 


To create this integration, we don’t have just one interface point between HPES and a 


subcontractor. For example, the following exhibit illustrates the integration with SXC. 


SXC Staff HPES Integration Point 


Pharmacy Benefit Manager Lola Jordan, HPES Account Manager 


IT Manager Mike Luk, IT Manager 


Call Center Manager Jo Mallard, Provider Relations Manager 


Rebate Program Manager Annisa Hussman, Claims Manager 


 


Other subcontractor personnel will report to other key managers. These key managers will 


report subcontractor performance-related information to Lola and Bharat. This approach 


effectively integrates subcontractors into the organization while retaining a single point-of-


contact for the State in dealing with matters related to subcontractors. 


D. Ensuring subcontractor compliance with the overall performance objectives for the project; 


and 


HPES takes full responsibility for our subcontractors’ compliance with the overall 


performance objectives for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. Subcontractor work 


products will be put under the same scrutiny as HPES work products. Our PMO is 


responsible for contractual measurements. The HP PPM tool will be used to capture, record, 


and report on performance objectives. Subcontractor performance objectives will be 
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documented in the subcontractor agreement along with any pertinent flow downs for 


problem resolution, corrective action plans, and penalties. 


E. Ensuring that subcontractor deliverables meet the quality objectives of the project. 


HPES takes full responsibility for making sure our subcontractors’ meet the quality 


objectives of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. Subcontractor work products will be put 


under the same scrutiny as HPES work products. Our PMO will make certain that all 


methods, procedures, and standards are followed. The PMO will perform final quality 


assurance on the deliverables and work products before submission to DHCFP. 


17.5.1.4 Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractors as requested in Section 17.1, 


Primary Vendor Information. 


In this section, we provide our subcontractor’s responses to Section 17.1, Primary Vendor 


Information in the following order: 


• APS 


• Emdeon 


• SXC 


• Thomson Reuters 


• Verizon 


APS 


Vendors must provide a company profile. Information provided shall include: 


17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc). 


Innovative Resource Group, LLC dba APS Healthcare Midwest, the proposer, is a direct, 


wholly owned subsidiary of APS Healthcare Bethesda, Inc. (“APS Bethesda”). The ultimate 


parent company of APS Bethesda is Partners Healthcare Solutions, Inc. (“Partners”).  


17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the 


date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must 


register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a 


contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically 


exempted by NRS 80.015. 


APS is a private, for-profit, limited liability company, incorporated in the State of Iowa in 


October of 1993.  


17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately 


licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780. 


APS maintains a Utilization Review License with the State of Nevada Division of Insurance 


and is registered with the Nevada Secretary of State and Nevada Department of Taxation. 


17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors 


shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal. Proposals, which 


do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this does not 


negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements. 
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APS provides care management and care coordination services for the Nevada Silver State 


Wellness and Silver State Kids Medicaid programs serving people with disabilities and 


children requiring behavioral health treatment. APS also has a three-year relationship with 


the State of Nevada’s Public Employees’ Benefits Program (PEBP) providing utilization and 


case management services for state employees.  


APS commits to demonstrating that required staff will possess the proper licensure before 


performing work on the contract. The company is providing staff with the proper licensure 


per the RFP requirements for the following areas. Please see Tab X – Attachment K 


Proposed Staff Resume(s) in the Confidential Technical Information binder. 


RFP Requirement Role Staff Member 


15.10.1 Medical Director Thomas Roben, D.O. 


 


17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the services 


described in this RFP. 


APS’ proposed Care Coordination Program for the DHCFP will be provided from the 


company’s established Nevada Service Center.  


APS has an established Las Vegas, Nevada Service Center that has delivered Disease, 


Medical, and Behavioral Health Utilization and Case Management services for the Medicaid 


program since 2008 and the PEBP program since 2007. Las Vegas-based staff includes the 


executive director and medical director as well as health coaches, care management 


coordinators, health educators, and clinical management staff.  


They are supported by APS’ 1,500 employees nationwide, including more than 450 


clinicians in more than 25 office locations throughout the United States. Corporate oversight 


of DHCFP’s program, including support of the programs clinical, quality and information 


technology components, will be delivered from APS’ headquarters in White Plains, New 


York.  


17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the 


requirements identified within this RFP. 


Local staff that will support APS’ Care Coordination Program consists of the following 


designated full time professionals: three Health Coaches, three Care Management 


Coordinators, three Health Educators, an Enrollment Specialist, and a Clinical Supervisor. 


The Executive Director, Medical Director and Reporting Analyst have part time designation 


for this program. Total full time equivalent for APS staff is 11.68.  


The DHCFP will be a highly valued customer for APS and as such will be clearly visible to its 


senior leadership, which includes John Tillotson, M.D., National Operations executive and 


the Nevada Executive Director, Maria Romero. These individuals, and the dedicated 


personnel described throughout its proposal response, will fully support the Program to 
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facilitate its successful implementation and ongoing operation. They will both be active in 


evolving the program delivery model as necessary based on local results and success 


stories from other APS state experiences.  


Additionally, APS is pleased to offer the State, the services of its dedicated and experienced 


team of professionals from its Health Intelligence (HI) Division, Quality Improvement 


Department, and IT Department. These staff members will help support the local team in 


meeting the RFP requirements through oversight and expert consultation, as needed.  


APS’ HI staff is a key differentiator because this team brings vast experience working with 


numerous data sources and has produced thousands of analyses and reports for its 


customers. Their range of expertise extends beyond traditional reporting analysis. These 


experienced professional analysts provide a unique combination of specialized expertise in 


both clinical and data analysis and routinely conduct predictive modeling analytics and 


reporting for its customers. Maintaining these functions in-house allows APS to evaluate 


programs and effectively bring insights through customized analyses and reports that are 


timely, tailored, and meaningful. This department employs more than 30 staff members. 


APS has more than 140 staff working in its IT department, including its software 


development team, to provide support for the Program. This department is involved in 


setting up satellite offices, establishing voice and data lines, and ordering and configuring 


appropriate equipment. The IT department has a chief security officer who develops and 


manages corporate wide security programs covering information and physical security. 


Finally, the Program will be supported by its corporate quality improvement (QI) resources. 


APS’ corporate quality improvement initiatives are led by APS’ chief medical officer, Stephen 


Saunders, MD. Dr. Saunders oversees companywide quality improvement activities, guides 


clinical product development and provides insight to APS medical directors and physicians. 


As the company’s quality structure is driven by the issues that are important to its 


customers, APS’ corporate quality staff will work in collaboration with APS’ Nevada-based 


operations staff. This team of eight corporate quality staff interacts with staff from clinical 


operations, customer service, claims, reporting and information systems. 


17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project. 


Local APS employees assigned to this project will work at 2450 Fire Mesa Street, Suite 160, 


Las Vegas, Nevada. 


17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency? 


Yes  No 


Yes 


If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency. 


APS has three contracts with two different State of Nevada agencies. As a Nevada Public 


Employees' Benefits Program vendor, the company provides case management and 


utilization management services for the Nevada Employee Disease and Care Management 


program. The contract term is June 1, 2007 to May 30, 2011. APS also contracts with the 


Nevada Department of Health and Human Services to operate the Nevada Silver State 
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Wellness and Silver State Kids programs. Both contracts started April 1, 2008 and terminate 


on June 30, 2010.  


For the Nevada Silver State Wellness program, the company provides Care Management to 


the high cost and high utilizing Aged, Blind, and Disabled (ABD) recipients within the 


Medicaid fee-for-service system who have chronic illness. For the Nevada Silver State Kids 


program, APS provide Care Management and Care Coordination to Medicaid eligible 


children under the age of 3 to 21 who are at-risk or are using behavioral health services in a 


residential or inpatient setting. 


17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its 


political subdivisions or by any other government?  


Yes No  


No 


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, compensatory time, sick 


leave, or on his own time? 


Neither APS nor any of its employees are employed by the State of Nevada, any of its 


political subdivisions or by any other government. 


17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any 


civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor 


has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems have been 


experienced, vendor must indicate in writing. 


APS has no contract failures or breaches and no litigation in which it has been judged guilty 


or liable with the State of Nevada. Along with audits conducted by customers, the company 


may occasionally agree on corrective action plans to improve contract performance and 


process. Additionally, it is the general policy of APS Healthcare that it does not comment on 


pending litigation. APS believes that its incidence of litigation is extremely low compared to 


other companies in the industry, and there are no matters in litigation that would affect the 


services provided under this contract. 


17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services 


described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages. 


APS and its related entities serve more than 20 million beneficiaries, supporting more than 


450 clients across the United States and Puerto Rico through a broad spectrum of uniquely 


structured programs. APS has been providing integrated wellness and disease management 


services for 15 years, medical utilization and case management services for 16 years, 


behavioral health utilization and case management for 15 years and employee assistance 


programs for more than 20 years.  


Founded as a managed behavioral healthcare company, APS has evolved into a leading 


specialty healthcare management company that provides customized, integrated healthcare 


solutions across medical and behavioral health product lines. The company’s programs 


include population health management services that target high-risk, high-cost clients and 


include a collaborative, flexible mix of services inclusive of wellness and prevention, health 
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education, disease management, complex care coordination, palliative care, and utilization 


management and review.  


APS operates more statewide Medicaid healthcare programs than any other vendor. Dating 


back to 1999, its operational approach has been one of continuous improvement and 


enhancement of every statewide Medicaid health management program it launches. APS 


has evolved its programs to provide a coordinated, person-centered, provider supportive 


approach for integrated and comprehensive interactions with program recipients, its 


providers, and customers like the DHCFP. APS’ approach to providing Health Education 


and Care Coordination for the MMIS Takeover Program is built on the company’s success in 


other Medicaid health management programs. APS focuses on first identifying recipients 


with uncoordinated care—those who are using the healthcare system in ways that do not 


support the vision of the medical home—and work closely with them to establish and 


effectively use a medical home. The company also reinforces this concept with the 


recipient’s providers, families, and appropriate community supports to improve care 


coordination. APS believes this proactive approach is aligned with the DHCFP’s stated 


program goals in Section 15.1.2 of the RFP.  


Qualifications 


APS is uniquely qualified to provide care coordination and health education services 


described in the RFP based on its local experience within the Nevada Medicaid program as 


well as its significant national experience. APS is distinct among vendors because of the 


depth and breadth of its state, county, and local government contracts—and is particularly 


well known for innovative program operations that emphasize community partnerships and 


compassionate, coordinated clinical care. APS is known among its customers for its ability to 


understand the customers’ needs and deliver a program to their specifications, even if their 


needs change. APS brings these strengths to the DHCFP, and its specific qualifications are 


described herein.  


Through its Las Vegas-based service center, APS has a strong history of conducting 


business in Nevada to help improve the health of the State’s most vulnerable citizens 


(Medicaid recipients) and some of its most valued citizens (State employees). The company 


provides care management and care coordination services for the Nevada Medicaid 


program serving people with disabilities and children requiring behavioral health treatment. 


Through the Silver State Wellness (SSW) program, APS provides preventive health and 


wellness and care management services to high-cost aged, blind, and disabled fee-for-


service Medicaid recipients affected by chronic and severe medical and behavioral health 


issues. APS’ Silver State Kids (SSK) program focuses on children ages three to 21 who use 


residential or inpatient behavioral health services or are at risk for needing these levels of 


treatment.  


As a current state Medicaid vendor, APS has the licensure, staffing, systems, policies and 


procedures, and facilities already in place and operational to support its proposed Health 


Education and Care Coordination Program. Under the guidance of its Nevada Executive 


Director, Maria Romero, APS’ local experience offers it a distinct advantage as the company 


already understands the State’s infrastructure, benefit partners, interface/integration 
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protocols, and data exchange requirements—as well as the Medicaid membership’s 


demographics, unique cultural composition, challenges, and expectations. APS will take 


advantage of its existing knowledge of the Medicaid program to provide effective health 


education and care coordination services for the DHCFP’s target population (Level II 


recipients).  


Like the Health Education and Care Coordination Program, the goals of the SSW and SSK 


Medicaid programs are to improve quality of care for Medicaid fee-for-service recipients. 


Through proper care coordination, APS reduces service duplication by working 


collaboratively with providers and case managers, and helping minimize Medicaid 


expenditures by improving cost-effectiveness. In fact, its most recent SSW usage report 


indicates APS achieved a 52 percent reduction for inpatient admissions (per 1,000) and a 45 


percent reduction in emergency room admissions from March 2009 to February 2010. For 


the SSK program, APS reduced emergency room admissions by 52 percent during the 


same period. 


Each program offers Medicaid recipients distinct advantages to help improve their health 


outcomes. For example, APS’ SSW program features community-based Health Coaches 


located strategically at Nevada hospitals and long-term acute care facilities who work closely 


with its recipients’ Discharge Planners and Case Managers. A key feature of APS’ SSK 


program also involves collaboration among caregivers and one-on-one interactions between 


its Health Coaches and behavioral health specialists with the eligible recipients to affect care 


provided in the least restrictive setting. These interventions commonly occur as personalized 


communications among the recipient, provider, recipient families and APS staff.  


APS also has a three-year relationship with the State of Nevada’s Public Employees’ 


Benefits Program (PEBP) providing utilization and case management services for state 


employees. Since the beginning of the relationship in July 2007, APS has worked closely 


with the PEBP to develop and execute an integrated Health Management program. At that 


time, in collaboration with PEBP, APS implemented asthma, diabetes, and hypertension 


disease management programs besides a wellness program. Last fall, because of budget 


reductions throughout the State of Nevada, the State withdrew its wellness program. APS 


continues to provide excellent utilization and case management services for more than 


40,000 state employees.  


National Medicaid Expertise 


Besides its local experience, APS brings the State its demonstrated national Medicaid 


experience, operational knowledge, and organizational capacity to provide expert care 


coordination and health education services for the MMIS Takeover Program. The company 


has been designing and operating innovative and comprehensive approaches to health 


management for State Medicaid programs since 1999, and today serves more than 40 


government entities, including 30 Medicaid programs, through contracts in 26 states and 


Puerto Rico. Its national presence also is depicted on the following map. 
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APS specializes in working cooperatively with government organizations to improve the 


health of their populations and optimize healthcare expenditures through sustainable 


behavior change that reinforces seeking and giving care in alignment with best practice 


clinical guidelines. Since implementing its first statewide Medicaid total population health 


management program in Wyoming, APS has expanded to provide customized programs 


across the United States, including Nevada, California, Georgia, Florida, Missouri, Ohio, 


Oregon, Vermont, and most recently, Pennsylvania. Each State represents a wide range of 


geographic and demographic diversity. Additionally, each of these State Medicaid programs 


is characterized by a flexible, customer-focused orientation that addresses each State’s 


unique needs and program objectives.  


HPES’ proposed health education, outreach, and intervention approach supports both 


providers’ and recipients’ efforts to move recipients to self-management to drive improved 


clinical outcomes and to embrace the concept of a medical home. APS’ Health Education 


and Care Coordination program for the DHCFP addresses recipients who are at moderate 


risk for poor clinical outcomes or future high costs because of inappropriate system 


utilization. APS has developed a model that is patient-centric and provider supportive; a 


model that addresses recipients’ overall health status as well as social and economic issues 


that may prevent appropriate self-management.  


APS addresses the education and care coordination needs of the targeted population and 


provide support to both the DHCFP and HPES to meet the State’s stated program goals in 


RFP Section 15.1.2. 
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Care Coordination Services to Sustain or Improve Functions and Health Status 


The APS CareConnection® system automatically uses CDPS predictive modeling scores 


and assessment information to stratify clinical risk and suggests goals and appropriate 


interventions. By successfully identifying and engaging recipients who need Level II care 


coordination and education services, APS CareConnection customizes outreach and 


interventions to help recipients either sustain or improve their health status and prevent 


them from becoming high-risk patients.  


This analytic approach helps to make sure that interventions focus on the recipient’s 


individual needs. APS then prioritizes interventions to improve coordination, link recipients to 


other services, deliver prevention and wellness strategies, and improve self-management 


techniques. This approach also strengthens the relationship between the recipient and the 


Medical Home by streamlining the delivery of services, re-focusing the recipient on 


appropriate primary and preventive care and making certain the PCP can coordinate 


referrals to specialty care and social services as well as monitor medications. The essential 


elements of APS’ care coordination model are to do the following: 


• Deliver services from a Nevada Resource Center with dedicated APS staff interacting 


with Nevada Medicaid recipients and providers. This model is an APS best practice: 


clinical and management staff is based in the State and near the customer’s office. This 


operational model has been field tested in 26 states. Recognizing that all healthcare is 


locally-focused, APS staff are community members who bring their knowledge, 


experience, and relationships with them to the benefit of its programs. This approach 


brings acceptance among the participant and provider communities because APS knows 


these communities. 


• Identify recipients at risk for future high-cost utilizations or those at risk of developing a 


serious chronic condition(s) using a predictive modeling system.  


• Establish a Medical Home as the source of primary healthcare and develop an effective 


referral process to community-based social and medical services.  


• Educate recipients to be more informed stewards of their own health and recognize and 


understand important clinical symptoms.  


• Improve recipients’ skills, knowledge, and confidence in self-managing their health 


condition(s) through one-on-one coaching interventions, care management and 


education support tools and information.  


An Accountable, Effective Prevention and Education program  


APS describes in its response an approach to recipient education and interventions that will 


build on proven techniques and processes that have worked with the Silver State programs 


as well as similar programs that APS is administering in Georgia, Missouri, Ohio, Oregon, 


Vermont, and Wyoming. The company’s approach to helping recipients realize their self-


management skills is to increase their ability to recognize the signs and symptoms of their 


clinical conditions, know where and when it is most appropriate to seek medical care, 
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become more accountable for their healthcare decisions and how to adhere to their 


provider’s plan of care.  


Supporting the Medical Home Concept 


APS’ effort to make the medical home concept work for recipients with chronic illnesses and 


disabilities is focused on providing various forms of external support to physician practices. 


These supports include: risk stratification through predictive modeling and targeting of the 


intensity of the intervention (for example high- or low-touch); current information about their 


recipients’ conditions, care needs, care gaps, and service use; and resources for care 


management and care coordination that are often not available in physician offices. The 


APS recipient Plan of Care is designed and used to promote the medical home model by 


supplying these external supports. APS’ proprietary, Internet-based, HIPAA-compliant 


platform, APS CareConnection, provides real time access for providers to individual 


recipient care plans. APS has extensive experience working with the provider community in 


other health management programs to help providers adopt evidence-based guidelines in 


their practices and embrace the medical home model.  


Standardized Program Outcome Measures 


APS tracks and reports on quality indicators for each of its Medicaid care management 


programs. The company’s annual reports for these programs provide a comprehensive 


assessment of the effect on quality indicators during the reporting year. This assessment will 


include an evaluation of areas of success and needed improvements and factors influencing 


APS’ achieved level of success. APS will work with HPES and the DHCFP to develop a set 


of standardized outcome measures, both clinical and financial, to track and report on 


program effectiveness. During the implementation period, APS will work with DHCFP to 


develop operational definitions and measurement methodologies for the finalized set of 


measures.  


Cost Efficiency 


APS has extensive experience working with State Medicaid agencies to verify services 


provided to Medicaid recipients are medically necessary and adhere to evidence-based 


medicine. APS has been given both the “Best Government Program” and “Best Provider 


Engagement” national awards from DMAA: The Care Continuum Alliance (formerly the 


Disease Management Association of America), and has achieved every return on 


investment (ROI) it has offered to government customers. These have been certified by 


independent evaluators. APS strengthens the providers’ ability to deliver effective services 


by increasing patient compliance, resolving barriers to full access, and coordinating 


community resources for both patient and provider. By promoting and establishing medical 


homes for Medicaid enrollees, APS will affect appropriate utilization and care coordination, 


resulting in improved outcomes for program recipients while reducing the escalation of 


medical costs to the DHCFP.  
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17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including takeover 


of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description. 


APS has been providing services similar to those described in this RFP to the public and 


private sector for more than 16 years.  


17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified 


MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience. 


APS is a subcontractor to the Fiscal Agent and will provide health education and care 


coordination services. 


17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to current and future 


MITA initiatives 


APS is a subcontractor to the Fiscal Agent and will provide health education and care 


coordination services. 


17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information exchange 


With more than two decades of experience establishing effective interfaces, and more 


important, alliances with clients like the State of Nevada Department of Health and Human 


Services and the Public Employees Benefit Program, the State can be assured in APS’ 


capabilities and capacity to develop a health information data exchange with DHCFP and 


HPES. APS has a team of IT professionals on staff, including experienced programmers 


who work exclusively with its clients’ benefit partners to develop customized data interface 


protocols. The company is fully capable of handling any data exchange needs DHCFP may 


require in terms of volume, frequency, type, and size. APS routinely receives monthly 


medical, behavioral and pharmaceutical claims data and corresponding member eligibility 


data from its customers. While the company does not require receipt of all three data sets 


(medical, behavioral, and pharmaceutical); the more responsive customers can be in 


providing data, the more successfully APS can provide services. Its preferred data 


exchange method to supply this information is SFTP, but other methods may include BBS, 


Internet, diskette, tape-to-tape, Iomega Zip, Castlewood Orb, CD-ROM, and so on.  


The following exhibit is a description of the interfaces APS has established for its Nevada 


Medicaid Programs and the PEBP. 


Import/ 
Export 


File 
Description 


Transfer 
Frequency 


Encryption Automated
? 


Exchange 
Method 


Sender/Recipient  
Vendor 


Import Eligibility Monthly  PGP Yes APS SFTP First Health 


Import Claims Weekly PGP Yes APS SFTP First Health 


Import Pharmacy Weekly PGP Yes APS SFTP First Health 


Import Eligibility Daily PGP Yes PEBP's 
FTP 


Fiserv 
Health/Benefit 
Planners 


Import Claims Monthly PGP Yes PEBP's 
FTP 


Fiserv 
Health/Benefit 
Planners 
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Import/ 
Export 


File 
Description 


Transfer 
Frequency 


Encryption Automated
? 


Exchange 
Method 


Sender/Recipient  
Vendor 


Import Pharmacy Monthly PGP Yes PEBP's 
FTP 


CatalystRx 


Export Pre-Auth 
Activity 


Weekly PGP Yes PEBP's 
FTP 


Fiserv 
Health/Benefit 
Planners 


 


The following exhibit illustrates the company’s experience providing data exchanges for 


other Medicaid programs.  


Type of Data Customer Frequency Covered Lives 


Eligibility  Government of Puerto Rico  Daily (Update)  900,000  


State of Oklahoma  Daily  600,000  


State of West Virginia  Weekly Import 
(Full)  


380,000  


State of Maryland  Daily (Update)  800,000 


State of Georgia‐ERO  Monthly  4,500,000  


State of Georgia‐GAMMP  Monthly  200,000  


State of Missouri  Daily  310,000  


Provider Files  State of Wyoming  Weekly  58,000  


State of West Virginia  Daily  380,000  


State of Oklahoma  Weekly  600,000  


State of Georgia‐GAMMP  Monthly  200,000  


Authorizations  State of South Carolina  Daily  455,000  


State of Georgia – ERO  Daily  4,500,000  


Claims  State of Maryland  Daily  800,000  


State of Georgia‐GAMMP  Monthly  200,000  


State of Georgia‐ERO  Weekly  4,500,000  


State of Oklahoma  Weekly  600,000  


 


17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential Financial 


Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial 


Information: 


17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and 


APS’ Dun and Bradstreet Number is located in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial 


Information.  
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17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number. MMIS Takeover RFP No. 1824 Page 160 


APS’ Employer Tax ID Number is located in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial 


Information. 


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which 


include: 


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and 


2. Balance Statement. 


APS Financial reports including profit and loss statements and its balance statements have 


been included in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information of this proposal. 


17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as addressed in 


Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to 


carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement. 


See Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information for APS’ audited financial 


statements that address its financial stability. APS affirms that the company has the financial 


resources to execute at least six months of services under the contract without receiving 


reimbursement.  


17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services within a 


budget-neutral contracting scenario. 


APS is committed to providing health education and care coordination services within a 


budget-neutral contracting scenario. 


17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational structure as it 


relates to the Nevada MMIS. 


APS has managed the Silver State Wellness (SSW) and Silver State Kids (SSK) Programs 


since June 2008 and the PEBP since 2007 through its established Las Vegas, Nevada 


Service Center. Las Vegas-based staff includes the APS Executive Director and Medical 


Director as well as health coaches, care management coordinators, health educators, and 


clinical management staff.  


A key strength APS brings DHCFP is the company’s leadership of its proposed Resource 


Center and the team’s experience working with the SSE, SSK and PEBP programs. Given 


this history, APS’ leadership team is intimately familiar with the State’s Medicaid program 


requirements, the membership itself, the provider community and the local support system. 


These professionals are as follows: 


• Maria Romero, Executive Director 


• Thomas Roben, Medical Director 


• Julie Wilson, Operations Manager 


• Wanda Haynes, Quality Improvement Manager 


APS also offers DHCFP the support of its corporate leadership team. Through its “top-down” 


approach, its executive team will help facilitate program success through support for and 


oversight of the Executive Director and overall Care Coordination Program operations. The 
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company’s corporate executives include individuals who have held leadership roles in 


healthcare and health policy—including the creation and management of national managed 


care and behavioral health companies and direction of government programs for medical 


care and behavioral health. The corporate team who will provide support for the Care 


Coordination Program is: 


• Gregory W. Scott, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 


• Jerome V. Vaccaro, M.D., President and Chief Operating Officer 


• John Tillotson, M.D., Chief Operating Officer 


• Richard Surles, Ph.D., Chief Development Officer  


• Stephen Saunders, M.D., M.P.H., Chief Medical Officer  


• Eleonore Saenger, Senior Vice President of Operations, West Region  


Maria Romero, Executive Director of the APS Nevada Service Center, will have executive 


oversight of the Care Coordination Program and Resource Center staff and is ultimately 


responsible for the program’s success. She reports to Eleonore Saenger, the APS regional 


vice president for the West. Ms. Saenger reports directly to John Tillotson, operations 


executive for APS. This authority structure promotes program accountability at the local level 


and APS executive level commitment to support the program and verify the responsiveness 


and performance that DHCFP expects and requires. 


APS Medical Director, Thomas Roben, D.O., will oversee the development, implementation, 


and review of APS’ internal quality assurance program and activities for the Program. Both 


he and Wanda Haynes, quality improvement manager, will be supported by two of its most 


highly qualified professional staff members: Chief Medical Officer Stephen E. Saunders, MD, 


MPH and Vice President for Quality Improvement Barbara A. Niedz, PhD, RN, CPHQ. Both 


Dr. Saunders and Dr. Neidz play pivotal roles to help implement the Care Coordination 


Program effectively and facilitate compliance with the DHCFP program. They also will serve 


as resources to the dedicated Care Coordination team, providing expert consultation on 


quality issues as well as the member and provider education program. Dr. Roben also will 


have access to APS’ other Medicaid program medical directors for additional collaboration 


and support for the Care Coordination Program.  


17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout the 


company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other significant changes, 


which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP. 


Management functions are integrated throughout its Resource Center through APS’ “top 


down” approach whereby the Nevada leadership team works collaboratively with and 


communicates proactively to the program’s dedicated staff. This occurs through staff 


meetings, email communications, face-to-face interactions and ongoing trainings. Executive 


Director Maria Romero conducts monthly staff meetings with the entire team and weekly 


meeting with the management team. She also conducts ad hoc “stand up” meetings that are 


short and focus on a particular real time communication. She also sends a Service Center 


Updated through email biweekly.  


Additionally, supervisors conduct one-on-one meetings with their staff. When a specific 


program or operational change occurs that will affect how its staff provides services for the 
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Care Coordination Program, the leadership team will first analyze the effects on the 


program, the population and the team’s processes. The executive director or other senior 


team leader will then communicate any changes to the Resource Center staff. APS would 


conduct trainings or demonstrations to make certain staff members understand the new 


procedure, which would be documented in the annual work plan, quality plan and necessary 


policies and procedure documents. The leadership team would provide assistance during 


the implementation phase and conduct an assessment to determine the need for additional 


training.  


APS’ Executive Director, Maria Romero, is responsible for effectively communicating 


program updates to DHCFP, which is a relationship already in place with Jennifer Benedict, 


management analyst and John Whaley, the chief of business lines. She will communicate 


the organizational, management, and process updates and changes to DHCFP contact 


during regularly scheduled monthly meetings, which she typically attends in person or more 


frequently as updates occur. Ms. Romero also sends DHCFP monthly updates on the 


provider outreach efforts and other email updates as they occur. She also is available by 


telephone or web-meeting to communicate updates and provide demonstrations as needed. 


These meetings are also opportunities for Ms. Romero to present recommendations and 


solutions based on analysis and trending of the program’s performance and characteristics 


of the population. Solutions may include restructuring their program’s focus based on recent 


analytics analyses, ongoing enhancements or version updates to APS CareConnection®, 


and additional or new products offered by APS that may be of benefit to DHCFP. APS’ 


approach is to act as both allies and consultants to DHCFP to make sure the Medicaid 


program continues to evolve and achieve DHCFP’s specific program objectives. 


Emdeon 


Vendors must provide a company profile. Information provided shall include: 


17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc). 


17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the 


date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must 


register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a 


contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically 


exempted by NRS 80.015. 


Emdeon is a limited liability corporation. 


17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately 


licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780. 


Emdeon provides services to many hospital and provider clients in the State of Nevada. The 


company provides many products centered on claims processing, eligibility, verification, TPL 


and self-pay analytics. Emdeon can provide additional information on this subject as 


requested.  


Emdeon is not registered as a foreign company in the State of Nevada, but will seek 


registration on contract award. 
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17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors 


shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal. Proposals, which 


do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this does not 


negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements. 


Not applicable. 


17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the services 


described in this RFP. 


The Emdeon office that will provide the services described in the RFP is located at 3055 


Lebanon Pike, Suite 1000, Nashville, TN 37214. 


17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the 


requirements identified within this RFP. 


Emdeon has approximately 2,500 employees with direct knowledge and expertise to support 


the different aspects of the services offered. Its TPL solution uses Emdeon’s segmented 


service verticals to support specific functions including claim processing, eligibility, and data 


services, TPL analytics and print and mail.  


17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project. 


Employees assigned to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project are located at 3055 Lebanon 


Pike, Suite 1000, Nashville, TN 37214. 


17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency? 


 No 


No. 


If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency. 


Not applicable. 


17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its 


political subdivisions or by any other government? 


 No  


No. 


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, compensatory time, sick 


leave, or on his own time? 


Not applicable. 


17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any 


civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor 


has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems have been 


experienced, vendor must indicate in writing. 


To Emdeon’s knowledge, neither it firm nor the firms identified above have ever been the 


subject of criminal or civil action. Additionally, to the company’s knowledge, no license held 


by a firm owner, officer, or manager has ever been denied, suspended, or revoked by any 


state, territory, county, or governmental agency. 
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17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in 


this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages. 


Emdeon has been the forerunner of electronic data interchange (EDI) and electronic 


commerce services in the healthcare industry since the early 1980s and, more recently, a 


premier provider of business process outsourcing services to payers and revenue cycle 


management services to providers. 


Emdeon’s mission is to provide revenue and payment cycle solutions that connect payers, 


providers, and patients to integrate and automate key business and administrative functions 


throughout the patient encounter. Through its comprehensive suite of products and services, 


Emdeon’s customers can improve efficiency, reduce costs, increase cash flow, and more 


efficiently manage the complex revenue and payment cycle process.  


Emdeon’s impressive differentiators, including the following:  


• Largest Healthcare Revenue and Payment Cycle Network in the Nation—The 


company’s revenue and payment cycle network reaches the largest number of payers, 


providers, and pharmacies in the U.S. healthcare system, including 340,000 physicians, 


5,000 hospitals, 1,200 payers, 600 software vendors, and 150,000,000 patients. The 


following list provides additional information on its industry presence.  


− For hospitals, Emdeon is the leading provider of patient access solutions and 


revenue cycle management solutions.  


− For physicians, the company is the leading payer connectivity network in the entire 


industry, and the company processes more than 700 million medical claims. 


− For payers, Emdeon processes one of every two commercial electronic claims. 


− For provider channels, the company delivers services directly and through more than 


600 software vendors across the medical, dental, and pharmacy segments. 


− Emdeon maintains data for 18 state Medicaid plans to support provider 


disproportionate share reporting capabilities.  


− For patient billing, it annually process more than 500 million patient statements. 


− For dental clients, Emdeon annually processes 75 percent of electronic claims. 


− Emdeon’s significant mail volumes have made them one of the top ten USPS 


customers, for which the U.S. Post Office has established a branch office within its 


print and mail facilities. 


• Comprehensive Suite of Market-Leading Solutions—The company provides a 


comprehensive suite of revenue and payment cycle solutions that address key aspects 


of the patient encounter. The combination of these products and services has resulted in 


a comprehensive solution that most are unable to replicate because other company 


offerings typically address only certain constituents and segments of the revenue and 


payment cycle.  
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• Platform for Future Growth—As the single greatest point of connectivity in the U.S. 


healthcare system, Emdeon is uniquely positioned to use its platform to drive the 


adoption of new products and services. 


• Established and Long-Standing Customer Relationships—Emdeon’s products and 


services are important to its customers, as demonstrated because its 50 largest 


customers have been with them for an average of more than eleven years. As many of 


its customers continue to rationalize their vendor relationships and simplify internal 


operations, Emdeon can meet its diverse business needs with its comprehensive suite of 


solutions. 


• Experienced Management Team—Emdeon’s management team and board of 


directors contain a balance of internally developed leaders and experienced managers 


from the industry and from its customers, including large payer customers, which 


provides us with a deep understanding of the complex needs of its customer base. 


As HPES’ TPL liability management partner, Emdeon will be responsible for providing TPL 


administrative support for Medicaid cost avoidance and cost recovery (that is, “pay and 


chase”). This includes the identification of other liable coverage—private insurance, 


Medicare, TRICARE, and other government payors—and integration of that information into 


the claim adjudication process and recovery when claims are identified as paid in error.  


Emdeon’s market differentiating TPL methodology focuses on maximizing cost avoidance 


through early and frequent data matching, before the state paying a claim. Cost avoidance 


activities and results are stored within a centralized case management system that 


seamlessly integrates subsequent processes, including TPL file management, pay and 


chase activities, health insurance premium evaluation and MMIS and State level reporting. 


Emphasizing cost avoidance will decrease the number of erroneously paid claims, reducing 


the volume and costs associated with pay and chase activities and increase recipient and 


provider satisfaction. 


Emdeon’s approach to TPL utilizes MITA’s best practice business architecture, information 


architecture and technology architecture. The company’s cost avoidance solution uses 


thousands of business rules, algorithms and data sources to identify third party coverage 


earlier in the Medicaid benefit cycle. This greatly increases the State’s up-front cost 


avoidance savings and avoids claim denial because of late filing. Additionally, the solution 


will generate and submit identified claims for which a third party has been found to be liable. 


This approach is more aggressive than traditional Medicaid TPL solutions by using the 


nation’s largest clearinghouse, which connects nearly 90 percent of healthcare providers to 


nearly 100 percent of commercial and government health plans.  


Emdeon has developed a best practice TPL data match strategy that facilitates maximum 


savings through cost avoidance and cost recovery from all possible third party payers. Its 


network has been the infrastructure for the leading TPL vendor for more than 15 years and 


powers leading COB/self-pay analytics solutions that are in use throughout the payer and 


provider market. 
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As deep, frequent identification and verification of TPL is the center piece of Emdeon’s 


offering, its solution features data matching at multiple stages in the benefit cycle. By 


providing a flexible array of verification tools, which allow the State to move TPL 


identification to the front of the workflow, Emdeon has ensured the State has maximum 


exposure to pertinent data while minimizing the need for backend recoupment. 


17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including takeover 


of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description. 


Emdeon is the nation’s largest clearinghouse and facilitates more than 5.3 billion 


transactions with a value of more than $660 billion per year. Acting as the intermediary for 


the provider community, it has worked directly with state Medicaid agencies and TPL and 


MMIS vendors to facilitate the smooth transition of MMISs and promoting business 


continuity for more than 15 years. 


Emdeon is a leader in provider COB/self-pay analytics to the provider and payer 


communities and is the IT infrastructure, data match services, and subrogation claim 


processor for many leading TPL companies in this marketplace including the incumbent 


vendor. 


17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified 


MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience. 


Emdeon does not provide fiscal agent services. 


17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to current and future 


MITA initiatives 


Emdeon’s TPL service is built on MITA business architecture, technology architecture, and 


information architecture best practices. The company’s commitment to furthering the MITA 


2.0.1 model is demonstrated by its involvement in the Health and Human Services 


Interoperability Advisory Committee (HHSAIC) organization.  


HHSAIC’s mission statement is as follows: 


“The Health and Human Services Interoperability Advisory Committee 


(HHSIAC) is a group of talented subject matter experts from industry, 


government, and the scientific community whose goal is to demonstrate how 


Medicaid programs can act as a leader and an active participant in the 


exchange of interoperable information in public health and human services 


industries. As part of the Private Sector Technology Group (PS-TG), the 


committee intends to parallel different aspects of interoperability with 


corresponding building blocks of the MITA framework, such as business, 


information, and technology.” 


Additionally, Emdeon has worked directly with CMS, state Medicaid agencies and 


commercial payer entities to architect industry standards for the data exchange of protected 


health information between liable entities and state Medicaid agencies known as Payer 


Initiated Eligibility/Benefit (PIE) Transaction. This companion guide is designed to assist the 


states and the commercial payer community with standardizing the data exchange and 


insuring payers remain DRA compliant. 
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17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information exchange 


Emdeon is the largest health information exchange (HIE) in the country because of its 


integrated network of administrative exchange services between providers, patients, and 


payers, as well as its clinical exchange services between providers, hospitals, and 


laboratories. Annually, the company processes more than 5 billion transactions for 500,000 


physicians, 5,000 hospitals, 1,200 payers, 81,000 dentists, more than 600 vendor partners, 


and 150,000,000 patients. 


Emdeon is the exclusive provider of certain electronic eligibility and benefits verification and 


claims management services under Managed Gateway Agreements (“MGAs”) for more than 


370 payer customers, approximately 25 percent of U.S. payers. Similarly, it is the sole 


provider of certain payment and remittance advice distribution services for more than 680 of 


its payer customers, approximately 50 percent of U.S. payers. 


17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential Financial 


Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial 


Information: 


17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number;  


Emdeon’s Dun and Bradstreet Number can be found in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential 


Financial Information. 


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number. MMIS Takeover RFP No. 1824 Page 160 


Emdeon’s Federal Tax Identification Number can be found in Section 20.6, Part IV – 


Confidential Financial Information. 


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which 


include: 


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and 


2. Balance Statement. 


Emdeon’s financial information can be found in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial 


Information. 


17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as addressed in 


Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to 


carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement. 


Because of the diversified nature of Emdeon’s business lines and the history of financial 


stability, Emdeon has sufficient funds to operate for an extended period. Please see 


Emdeon’s published annual reports and financial statements. 


17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take more than/during/across Nevada MMIS operations and 


services within a budget-neutral contracting scenario. 


Emdeon is committed to taking over Nevada’s MMIS operations and services within a 


budget-neutral contracting scenario by using best practice business, information, and 


technology architecture. 
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17.1.17 Vendors should describe how we are organized, including our organizational structure as it 


relates to the Nevada MMIS. 


Emdeon is part of the healthcare marketplace and understands the importance successful 


communication and interaction. The company will assign a single point of contact to Nevada 


to facilitate timely and effective communications. 


Emdeon’s organizational structure is similar to most business process outsourcing 


organizations including the major departments of IT customer services, marketing, sales, 


legal, human resources, finance, and business operations.  


17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout the 


company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other significant changes, 


which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP. 


Emdeon believes that effective communication between Emdeon, HPES, and DHCFP is of 


utmost importance. A single point of contact will be assigned to represent Emdeon as the 


most efficient means to maintain a successful relationship with Nevada and HPES. 


SXC 


Vendors must provide a company profile. Information provided shall include: 


17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc). 


17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the 


date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must 


register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a 


contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically 


exempted by NRS 80.015. 


SXC Health Solutions has been in existence since 1981, then known as ComCoTec, Inc. In 


1993, Systems Xcellence, Ltd. was incorporated and in 1995, Systems Xcellence, Inc. was 


incorporated in the State of Texas. In 2001, Systems Xcellence, Inc. acquired assets of 


ComCoTec, resulting in the formation of SXC Health Solutions, Inc. In 2004, SXC Health 


Solutions, Inc. acquired Health Business Systems, Inc. (HBS). In 2007, SXC Health 


Solutions, Inc. became SXC Health Solutions Corp. (SXC). In 2008, SXC acquired National 


Medical Health Card (NMHC) and Zynchros. 


17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately 


licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780. 


SXC understands that appropriate licensure by the Department of Taxation is required for 


the selected vendors, before doing business in the State of Nevada. SXC holds a TPA 


license and a Qualification to do Business, both issued by the Nevada Secretary of State.  
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17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors 


shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal. Proposals, which 


do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this does not 


negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements. 


Licensing Requirements 


SXC commits to demonstrating that required staff will possess the proper licensure before 


performing work on the contract. The company is providing staff with the proper licensure 


per the RFP requirements for the following areas. Please see Tab X – Attachment K-


Proposed Staff Resume(s) in the Confidential Technical Information binder. 


RFP Requirement Role Staff Member 


12.7.4.14 Licensed pharmacist Robert “Conor” Smith 


 


17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the services 


described in this RFP. 


SXC’s office locations are as follows: 


Illinois - Corporate Headquarters 
Call Centers 
2441 Warrenville Road 
Suite 610 
Lisle, IL 60532-3642 


Georgia – Public Sector 
3025 Windward Plaza, Suite 200 
Alpharetta, GA 30005 


Arizona – Call Centers  
8444 North 90th Street, Suite 100 
Scottsdale, AZ 85258 


Arkansas  
320 Executive Court, Suite 201 
Little Rock, AR 72205 


Pennsylvania 
600 Waterfront Drive, Suite 225 
Pittsburgh, PA 15222 


Hawaii  
City Financial Tower 
201 Merchant Street, Suite 1510 
Honolulu, HI 96813 


Massachusetts 
Clinical Call Center 
MedMetrics 
333 South Street  
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts 01545 


Ascend SpecialtyRx – Specialty Pharmacy 
53 Darling Avenue 
South Portland, ME 04106 


informedMail – Mail Order 
9994 Premier Parkway 
Miramar, FL 33025 


 


Multiple offices will provide the pharmacy services described in this RFP. Call center 


services, technical and clinical, will be provide from the facilities in Lisle, IL, Scottsdale, AZ, 


and Shrewsbury, Massachusetts,. Executive oversight and support for clinical services will 


be provided from the company’s location in Atlanta, GA. Specialty pharmacy services are 


offered through its South Portland, ME location. These offices are indicated in bold above.  


SXC’s two key employees, the Pharmacy Benefit Manager and the PBM Data Analyst, will 


support the project locally in Carson City. 
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17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the 


requirements identified within this RFP. 


SXC employs more than 1,000 individuals nationally with the expertise to support the 


requirements identified within this RFP. Its two key employees, the Pharmacy Benefit 


Manager and the PBM Data Analyst, will support the project locally. 


17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project. 


As indicated in requirement 17.1.2 above, SXC employees will be assigned to this project 


from the following locations: 


• Call Center - Lisle, Illinois 


• Call Center - Scottsdale, Arizona 


• Clinical Call Center – Shrewsbury, Massachusetts 


• Executive Oversight – Atlanta, Georgia 


• Clinical Support – Atlanta, Georgia 


Further, SXC’s proposed Pharmacy Benefits Manager and PBM Data Analyst will be located 


in HPES’ Carson City, Nevada location. 


17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency? 


Yes No  


No. 


If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency. 


SXC has never been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency. 


17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its 


political subdivisions or by any other government? 


Yes No  


No. 


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, compensatory time, sick 


leave, or on his own time? 


Not applicable. 


17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any 


civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor 


has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems have been 


experienced, vendor must indicate in writing. 


SXC Health Solutions, Inc. has not been the subject of any criminal investigations or 


litigation and has never been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. Further, it has 


not been the subject of any material civil litigation or contract disputes.  
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17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in 


this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages. 


SXC is the “power” behind many of the largest PBMs in the industry because the industry 


acknowledges that its systems are the best in terms of functional capability, reliability and 


stability. This unrivaled technical competency is complemented by a business approach that 


focuses on the customer and the delivery of exemplary clinical and administrative services. 


This is reflected in because SXC has never had to apologize for failures of agency duty.  


It is a company whose legacy is defined by the development, deployment and operation of 


industry-leading technical and clinical solutions. It is not obliged to corporate parents whose 


primary business is mail or retail pharmacy, behavioral health organizations, or health plans, 


nor, is it beholden by the pressures of the pharmaceutical industry. In the pages that follow, 


SXC documents its experience in developing and implementing programs for both 


government agencies and private sector clients that qualify us to effectively manage 


DHCFP’s pharmacy program. 


SXC is the undisputed market leader in delivering an innovative mix of market expertise, 


information technology, clinical capabilities, scale of operations, mail order and specialty 


pharmacy offerings to a wide variety of healthcare payer organizations including FFS State 


Medicaid plans, Medicaid MCO’s, health plans, Medicare, long-term care facilities and 


providers, unions, third-party administrators (TPAs), Veterans Affairs, and self-insured 


employers. The company considers itself to be a service organization driven by an 


information engine, powered by IT and its technology platform to provide agencies, patients, 


prescribers and pharmacists the information necessary to make good decisions and save 


money. 


As indicated above, SXC is one of the pioneers that built the technology used to manage the 


pharmacy benefit management (PBM) industry. The company traces its roots back to 


Systems Xcellence, which provided electronic transaction processing systems to financial 


services and healthcare customers. In 2001, after acquiring ComCoTec, a provider of 


pharmacy information processing solutions, the SXC brand was created, a company 


capable of providing different companies with an array of PBM tools, technology, and 


services to contain cost in pharmacy. Today, SXC has a full product line and a full suite of 


services for multiple market segments, approximately 1,000 employees, locations dispersed 


around the United States, and a mail order and specialty pharmacy where it distributes mail 


order and biotech prescriptions.  


A leading provider of PBM services and healthcare IT solutions to the healthcare industry, 


SXC’s product/service offerings and solutions combine a wide range of PBM software 


applications, application services provider (ASP) processing services, and professional 


services designed for many of the largest organizations in the pharmaceutical supply chain, 


such as State and Federal government entities, PBMs, MCOs, self-insured employer 


groups, and retail pharmacy chains. With this unique business model, the company offers its 


customers a pathway for control of their programs based on their individual needs. SXC is 


the only company in the PBM space to offer customers such a broad portfolio of solutions.  
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SXC’s background and experience provides a wealth of knowledge matched squarely to the 


objectives of the State’s pharmacy program. The company’s background provides evidence 


of well-developed functional skills in the technical and clinical areas required for successful 


performance on a POS pharmacy claims processing and clinical service contract. It is a 


history that articulates an organizational culture and philosophy shaped by extensive 


experience servicing government-sponsored health benefit programs. Simply stated, no 


other vendors’ systems process more pharmacy claims, both in the public and private 


sector, than SXC’s. Its systems are operational in 15 State Medicaid FFS programs. Its 


sixteenth POS system, for South Dakota Medicaid, is scheduled to go live in June 2010. 


Additionally, SXC processes pharmacy claims for seven Medicaid MCOs covering more 


than 3.1 million recipients.  


Besides Medicaid, SXC’s experience extends into other government programs and includes 


background with Medicare, the Department of Defense (DOD), Veterans Affairs, and state 


employee health benefit programs. Before the enactment of the Medicare Modernization Act 


(MMA), the number of claims processed for M+C and Medicare Supplement (h, i, and j) 


plans exceeded 100 million annual transactions, and following its implementation, SXC’s 


systems processed more than 135 million Part D transactions in the first year of operation 


and 165 million in year two of the contract, representing more than 10 million eligible 


recipients. SXC also enjoys a successful history with the DOD having supported TRICARE’s 


pharmacy benefit in ten of the twelve MHS regions before the TRRx program.  


The unique nature of this environment presents a distinct set of demands that significantly 


differentiate public sector programs from the private sector. In government programs, 


contract administration typically resides with an agency that reports to departmental, 


administrative and political oversight. The government program services recipients of a 


health benefit program funded by tax dollars. What this describes in terms of visibility into 


performance is a situation wholly dissimilar to the private sector. While regulatory oversight 


exists in the private sector, the light of inspection in the government realm differs 


significantly in terms of immediacy and intensity. 


To be successful, SXC has had to do the following: 


• Focus on responsiveness to operational requirements, developing a proficiency in 


responding to those same demands placed on or passed through the contracting 


authority 


• Commit itself to an unremitting focus on risk minimization 


• Take advantage of technology and project management expertise developed around 


elimination of risk; neglecting to do so would have exposed SXC, as well as its clients, to 


significant penalties 


This focus has shaped SXC’s approach to project management and how it deploys clinical 


and technology solutions.  
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One of the strengths that SXC brings to DHCFP is its breadth of 


experience. In fact, as previously stated, more than 100 million 


Americans’ pharmacy needs are met by SXC’s services and 


systems. SXC has customers in virtually every segment of the 


pharmacy benefit market. This experience is significant for one important reason; it enables 


SXC to deliver best-in-class solutions that can only be available with such broad experience. 


Below is a partial list of clients that are representative of the company’s extensive presence 


in the pharmacy program market. It includes some of the nation’s largest healthcare 


companies and spans organizations in Medicaid Fee-for-Service (FFS), Health Maintenance 


Organization (HMO), Medicaid Managed Care Organizations (MCO), Third Party 


Administrators (TPA), Blue Cross Blue Shield (BCBS), and regional insurer markets. 


SXC Health Solutions, Inc. (SXC) is a wholly owned subsidiary of SXC Health Solutions 


Corp. SXC Health Solutions Corp has been a publicly traded company on the NASDAQ 


(trading under the symbol “SXCI”) since 2006 and on the Toronto Stock Exchange (trading 


under the symbol “SXC”) since 1995. In the exhibit that follows, the company has provided a 


time line of its corporate history. 


SXC Corporate History 


1981 ComCoTec, Inc., a provider of pharmacy information processing solutions, 
was founded. 


1996 Systems Xcellence, Ltd (SX) was incorporated. 


1995 Systems Xcellence, Inc. was incorporated in the State of Texas. 


2001 Systems Xcellence, Inc acquired assets of ComCoTec, resulting in the 
formation of SXC Health Solutions, Inc. 


2004 SXC Health Solutions, Inc. acquired Health Business Systems, Inc. (HBS), 
a pharmacy system and services vendor located in the Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania area. 


2005 SXC Health Solutions, Inc. acquired the intellectual property and retained 
selected personnel that supported Pharmaceutical Horizons 
pharmaceutical manufacturer contracts and rebate processing services. 


2007 SXC Health Solutions, Inc. became SXC Health Solutions Corp (SXC). 


2008 SXC acquired National Medical Health Card Systems, Inc. (NMHC) and 
Zynchros 


 


17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including takeover 


of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description. 


SXC Health Solutions, Inc. has been providing the Pharmacy Benefit Management Services 


outlined in this RFP since 1981. 


SXC has never suffered 
a financial penalty 


because of an 
implementation failure. 
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17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified 


MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience. 


SXC Health Solutions, Inc. is not a Fiscal Agent and does not maintain a certified MMIS. For 


this RFP response, SXC is offering Pharmacy POS and Pharmacy Administration services 


as a subcontractor to HPES, LLC. As an experienced full service pharmacy benefit 


management company, serving the industry since 1981, SXC Health Solutions, Inc. has the 


requisite systems, tools, and dedicated staff to implement, operate and maintain these 


services. SXC’s point-of-sale (POS) claims adjudication system and associated modules are 


operational in 15 State Medicaid FFS programs with CMS-certified MMISs. To its 


knowledge, SXC’s pharmacy system is the only stand-alone system that has been certified 


by CMS. 


17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to current and future 


MITA initiatives 


SXC is familiar with the Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) 2.01 model 


and framework. To keep and further its alignment with the MITA framework, the company 


believes that its products and services align closely with MITA and it is committed through its 


product development road map for: 


• Business Architecture  


• Information Architecture  


• Technical Architecture  


From a Business Architecture perspective, SXC builds its products as follows:  


• The company designs its products to support Business-driven transformations during the 


lifespan of the product  


• Its systems are designed to be flexible and are built on configurable common 


modules/solutions that support consistency, re-use of components and the ability to be 


deployed in multiple enterprises  


From an Information Architecture standpoint, SXC’s products have the following design 


features:  


• Its systems are designed from the ground up to support industry standards and to 


enable information exchange  


• Its systems feature built-in security and privacy features that allow for customer-specific 


configuration of user roles and access rights to the data that its systems maintain.  


• Its systems feature built-in audit features that document the user responsible for making 


changes, plus features to document the changes made  


• Its systems have been designed to minimize the replication of data and to offer 


maximum data availability. The company plans for its systems to operate 24 x 7 x 365 


with the features in-place and available always.  


From a Technical Architecture standpoint SXC’s products feature: 
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• Available Service-Oriented Architecture interfaces  


• Common Interoperability and access across several access methods  


• Nearly unlimited scalability and extensibility  


• Built-in features to monitor/measure/tune system performance  


These product features align with the principle of the MITA 2.01 Framework and have 


enable us to keep these products state-of-art in terms of industry features and have allowed 


them to be flexible, comprehensive and pervasive so they can be deployed in multiple 


environments, including a variety of State Medicaid applications. 


17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information exchange 


Developed with the latest in client/server technologies, SXC’s RxSERVER® functions as the 


catalyst for the collection, control, and sharing of prescription information among pharmacies 


within a participating group, and is the enablement product for real-time information sharing 


with other systems or applications. The system stores information such as physician and 


medication files, performs real-time pre- and post-adjudication edits to reduce claim 


submission errors, and offers a host of standard and user-created reporting features. It also 


performs real-time pre- and post-adjudication edits to reduce claim submission errors, and 


offers a host of standard and user-created reporting features. 


The product is ideal for the needs of entities that require shared or centrally controlled data 


in a real-time environment. It also supports integration of medical benefits, real-time 


coordination of benefits, remote eligibility, and other functions requiring external information 


sharing. 


17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential Financial 


Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial 


Information: 


17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and 


SXC’s Dun and Bradstreet Number can be found in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential 


Financial Information. 


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number.  


SXC’s Federal Tax Identification Number can be found in Section 20.6, Part IV – 


Confidential Financial Information. 


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which 


include: 


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and 


2. Balance Statement. 


SXC’s financial information per RFP Section 17.1.4 can be found in Section 20.6, Part IV – 


Confidential Financial Information. 
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17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as addressed in 


Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to 


carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement. 


SXC Health Solutions, Inc. affirms that its organization has the financial resources to carry 


out at least six months of services under the contract, without receiving reimbursement. 


17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services within a 


budget-neutral contracting scenario. 


SXC commits to DHCFP to provide the products and services required in this opportunity 


and is committed to deliver in a budget-neutral status to the State. 


17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational structure as it 


relates to the Nevada MMIS. 


Ongoing success throughout a project depends on clearly defined project management 


procedures, a system for monitoring project management and resources, and the guidance 


of a strategic plan that enables the team to quickly adapt to necessary changes. SXC is 


committed to providing an efficient organizational structure, as well as an experienced, 


highly skilled project team that assures DHCFP of its ability to exceed the expectations of 


the project. 


The following exhibit depicts the placement of DHCFP’s project within its corporate 


organization. It has direct access to the highest level of executive authority within SXC.  
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On the following page, SXC has presented, in support of and consistent with its staffing 


plan, its proposed organization chart, naming the functions as well as the management 


structure for project oversight. SXC has highlighted the position that will be physically 


located in Nevada and that is key personnel. 


 


17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout the 


company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other significant changes, 


which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP. 


SXC’s proposed organizational management approach is structured around a single point of 


authority, with multiple points of contact. Designed to promote direct, clear communication 


between SXC, HPES, and DHCFP, SXC establishes reporting relationships that foster 


coordination of effort, that verifies issues or concerns are escalated to the appropriate levels 


of authority, and are logically organized along functional lines.  


Most important to the success of SXC and its customers, is the strength of its team 


comprised of more than 1,000 experienced and knowledgeable associates. At SXC, 


management, sales, clinical, technical, and support staff are composed of the best-trained 


and most qualified people in the industry. SXC employees, and those of the Public Sector 


team, are committed to the success of its customers, which requires a strong dedication to 


customer satisfaction and efficient communication. The company works to make certain its 


customers are provided with technical expertise, clinical solutions, and business 


professionalism at every phase of a SXC solution. 
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SXC’s key staff dedicated to this project, the Pharmacy Benefit Manager and the PBM Data 


analyst, have the full support of the entire SXC organization. The Pharmacy Benefit 


Manager will be the single point of authority, the go-to person for both DHCFP and its 


partner, HPES. However, the Pharmacy Benefit Manager has the full support of her 


immediate SXC supervisor, Vice President of Public Sector, and the Senior Vice President 


of SXC’s Public Sector Division. She and the PBM Data Analyst are fully backed by an 


entire organization of technical, clinical and operations experts to support them in their 


management of this project. This eliminates any confusion regarding where project 


responsibility rests and facilitates efficient communication at the highest, most critical levels. 


Such communication is particularly important in those instances where agreement must be 


reached on scope issues.  


From a management and escalation perspective, SXC believes its experience tested project 


management structure provides the highest level of responsiveness in terms of issue 


resolution and overall project management. The Nevada project is designated as a Key 


Account with Executive Vice President and Senior Vice President project oversight 


responsibility. Weekly status reviews are conducted to assess contract performance, 


address outstanding issues and resolve resource allocation requirements. These review 


meetings are attended by lead account management staff and led by the Senior Vice 


President of SXC’s Public Sector division. This high level attention verifies to DHCFP and 


HPES that upcoming tasks are on schedule, that risks are appropriately identified before 


task initiation, that project tasks are not relegated to an unacceptable priority. 


SXC’s entire organization is completely committed to facilitating the success of the Nevada 


pharmacy program. The SXC project team is supported by a management structure that 


supports adequate oversight and executive direction for the SXC Pharmacy Benefit 


Manager and every SXC team member. SXC corporate officers are available at any time to 


DHCFP and HPES should major issues arise during the performance of this contract. 


Thomson Reuters 


Vendors must provide a company profile. Information provided shall include: 


17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc). 


Thomson Reuters (Healthcare) Inc., a Delaware company incorporated in November 1996, 


is a wholly owned subsidiary of Thomson Reuters U.S. Inc., also a Delaware corporation. 


17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the 


date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must 


register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a 


contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically 


exempted by NRS 80.015. 


The legal name is Thomson Reuters (Healthcare) Inc. Thomson Reuters (Healthcare) Inc., a 


Delaware company incorporated in November 1996, is a wholly owned subsidiary of 


Thomson Reuters U.S. Inc., also a Delaware corporation. Both Thomson Reuters 


(Healthcare) Inc. and Thomson Reuters U.S. Inc. are indirect subsidiaries of Thomson 
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Reuters Corporation, a company organized under the laws of Ontario, Canada. Thomson 


Reuters is a $13 billion company, traded on the New York and Toronto stock exchanges. 


17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately 


licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780. 


Thomson Reuters (Healthcare) Inc. is licensed to do business in Nevada (02/05/2009; 


E0056942009-1). 


17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors 


shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal. Proposals, which 


do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this does not 


negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements. 


For the services proposed by Thomson Reuters, there is no professional licensure required. 


17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the services 


described in this RFP. 


Services provided by Thomson Reuters will be managed by its team based in Sacramento, 


California, with additional services provided by staff based in its Ann Arbor, Michigan 


headquarters and at its Minnesota data center. 


17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the 


requirements identified within this RFP. 


The Thomson Reuters Healthcare business has more than 2,000 employees in various 


locations across the country. The company’s employees possess extensive experience in 


healthcare, research, and technology. Its professional staff includes individuals with 


backgrounds and credentials in medicine, pharmacy, epidemiology, quantitative analysis, 


healthcare administration, healthcare fraud investigation, benefit design, health information 


systems, and data warehousing.  


17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project. 


Services provided by Thomson Reuters under this RFP will be managed by its team based 


in Sacramento, California, with additional services provided by staff based in its Ann Arbor, 


Michigan headquarters and at its Minnesota data center. 


17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency? 


Yes X No 


Yes. 


If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency. 


As a subcontractor to Nevada’s fiscal agent since September 2002, Thomson Reuters 


provides Advantage Suite as the current decision support system (DSS) and MARS, S/URS, 


and fraud and abuse detection and investigation system for DHCFP.  


17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its 


political subdivisions or by any other government? 


Yes No X 
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No. 


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, compensatory time, sick 


leave, or on his own time? 


Not applicable. 


17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any 


civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor 


has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems have been 


experienced, vendor must indicate in writing. 


Thomson Reuters has not experienced any such problems with the State of Nevada. 


17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in 


this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages. 


Thomson Reuters is the world’s leading source of intelligent information for business and 


professionals. The company combines industry expertise with innovative technology to 


deliver critical information to decision-makers in the healthcare, financial, legal, tax and 


accounting, scientific, and media markets, powered by the world’s most trusted news 


organization. The company’s Healthcare business is the leading provider of decision support 


solutions that help organizations across the healthcare industry improve clinical and 


business performance. Thomson Reuters solutions inform healthcare decisions affecting 


more than 150 million people in the U.S. 


The company has been a leader in healthcare business intelligence for almost 30 years. It 


produces insights, information, benchmarks, and analyses that enable health organizations 


to better manage the cost, improve the performance, and enhance the quality of the 


healthcare it purchases. Thomson Reuters is distinguished by its singular focus on decision 


support.  


Thomson Reuters Healthcare Payer business provides information solutions to more than 


200 organizations, including DHCFP and other state Medicaid agencies, the Federal 


government, public employee health benefit programs, large private employers and health 


plans. Some of its most prominent Payer market customers are shown below. 


Thomson Reuters Healthcare Payer Customers (Selected Examples) 


Employers Health Plans Government 


General Electric 


AT&T 


Tyson Foods 


PepsiCo 


FedEx 


Bank of America 


MGM MIRAGE 


Northrop Grumman 


WellPoint 


CIGNA Healthcare 


Blue Cross Blue Shield 
Association 


BCBS of South Carolina 


Health Care Service Corp. 


CareFirst Blue Cross Blue Shield 


Wellmark BCBS 


CMS, AHRQ, SAMHSA 


Nevada DHCFP 


NC DHHS DPH 
(NCHESS) 


Georgia DCH 


Missouri DSS MO 
HealthNet Division 


Nebraska DHHS 


Idaho DHW 
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Medicaid Experience 


Thomson Reuters has operated and administered Medicaid decision support systems for 


more than 18 years. Its solutions are used to improve decision-making in 26 state 


Medicaid/CHIP agencies. The company offers a range of products and services to support 


Medicaid, including decision support systems, surveillance and utilization review (SUR) 


services, fraud and abuse detection systems, program integrity analysis and consulting, 


Management Administrative Reporting System (MARS), Medicaid policy analysis and 


technical assistance, and other targeted consultative services, such as managed care 


encounter data validation and improvement. 


Thomson Reuters Medicaid experience includes implementing and supporting DHCFP since 


2002 as a subcontractor to the current fiscal agent. Thomson Reuters provides its 


Advantage Suite DSS to DHCFP. Services have included design and development of the 


DSS, installation and training, and the customization of DHCFP MAR/SUR reports to meet 


CMS certification requirements. Additionally, Thomson Reuters provides analytic support 


and Help Desk support for system users. Direct analytic support includes on-site user group 


meetings, coaching users on advanced reporting techniques, and providing targeted fraud 


analyses including studies such as: claims incurred after death, outliers in DEA-controlled 


substances and provider over-utilization. 


The map below highlights—in green—states in which Thomson Reuters products and 


services are in use to support the Medicaid and CHIP programs.  
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Current Thomson Reuters State Medicaid/CHIP Customers 


 


Advantage Suite for Medicaid 


Of greatest relevance to this proposal, Thomson Reuters provides the Advantage Suite 


decision support tool offered here to 12 states besides Nevada. Advantage Suite supports 


agency-wide analysis through a single integrated database and one set of analytic 


applications that can support DSS, SURS, and MARS. Thomson Reuters Medicaid clients 


use the system to meet a variety of needs including those listed in the exhibit below.  


Thomson Reuters State Medicaid/CHIP Advantage Suite Customers 


Decision 
Support 


Applications  


AL GA ID* KS ME* MO ND NE NH NV NY*  OH SC 


Data 
Warehouse/DSS 


� � � � � � � � � �  � � 


Executive 
Information 
System 


� � � � � �  � � �  � � 


Management 
Reporting and 
Analysis 


  � � � � � � � � � � � � 


MARS    �  �     � � �     


SURS    �       � � �    � 
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Decision 
Support 


Applications  


AL GA ID* KS ME* MO ND NE NH NV NY*  OH SC 


MSIS   �  �   � �     


Fraud Detection  � � � � � � � � �  � � 


Managed 
Care/Encounter 
Data 


 �       �  �  �  � � 


Quality of 
Care/Profiling 


 � � � � � � � � � � � � 


Retrospective 
Utilization 
Review 


          �   


HEDIS Reporting   �          �  


Analytic 
Consulting 


 � � � � � � � � � � � � 


* In implementation 


Other Medicaid SURS/FADS Capabilities 


Besides the 13 Medicaid and CHIP agencies that use Thomson Reuters Advantage Suite 


tools, it also supports another nine states with focused (stand-alone) SURS/Fraud and 


Abuse Detection System (FADS) capabilities using the J-SURS system. J-SURS is a 


nationally recognized, CMS-certified, SURS that detects waste, fraud, and abuse by 


providers and beneficiaries using powerful exception processing. J-SURS became part of 


Thomson Reuters portfolio of Medicaid solutions when Thomson Reuters acquired the UPI 


Government Group, Inc. in early 2009. 


Focus on Results 


Thomson Reuters’ track record of a successful long-term relationship with DHCFP and other 


government agencies is a result of its ability to help clients improve the value of 


healthcare—where value is defined as efficient, high quality, accessible healthcare at the 


best price.  


17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including takeover 


of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description. 


Thomson Reuters has been providing healthcare decision support services for nearly 30 


years. The company has provided these types of services to Medicaid agencies for nearly 


20 years. The Thomson Reuters healthcare decision support business, which includes the 


legacy Medstat products and services, was founded in 1981 to help Fortune 500 


corporations obtain better information with which to control employee health benefit costs. In 


the mid-1980s, Medstat adapted its information systems to meet the needs of managed care 


plans and insurers. In the early 1990s, Medstat further adapted to meet the emerging needs 


of state Medicaid agencies for advanced analytic reporting capabilities, including data 
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warehousing and decision support. The Thomson Corporation acquired Medstat in 1994. 


From 1994-2007, The Thomson Corporation and Thomson Healthcare made several 


acquisitions to facilitate the growth and development of its product and service offering to 


better meet the changing needs of its customer base. In April 2008, Thomson completed its 


acquisition of Reuters to become Thomson Reuters. 


17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified 


MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience. 


Thomson Reuters is not a fiscal agent. It has nearly 20 years experience working with 


various fiscal agents from around the country. Thomson Reuters Advantage Suite has 


served as the certified MARS and SURS for more than five years in the states of New 


Hampshire and Nebraska, besides Nevada, and as the certified SURS in South Carolina for 


more than three years. Advantage Suite is being installed as the MARS and SURS solution 


for Idaho and as the MARS for Maine. Thomson Reuters also has experience with SURS 


certification through the J-SURS product described above. 


17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to current and future 


MITA initiatives 


Since MITA was introduced, Thomson Reuters staff have participated on various MITA and 


HL7 workgroups. In the context of several recent Data Warehouse/Decision Support System 


implementations for state Medicaid agencies, it has participated in MITA certification efforts, 


validating that its solutions support MITA 2.01 Business Processes. 


The company’s new version of Advantage Suite uses a Service Oriented Architecture 


(SOA). SOA is aligned with the Technical Architecture recommendations of the MITA 


framework that CMS supports. The solution proposed by Thomson Reuters reflects the 


MITA Principles and includes:  


• A business-driven enterprise design.  


• Re-useable processes and architectures. 


• Web-enablement.  


• Data consistency across the enterprise, driven by standardized data and metadata.  


Thomson Reuters commits to supporting the progression through the MITA maturity levels 


over time. 


17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information exchange 


Thomson Reuters has extensive experience, capabilities, and best practices in assembling 


large scale solutions across the healthcare continuum. This experience includes installations 


of HIE technology to support disease surveillance, public health reporting, and clinical 


decision support. In North Carolina, the company installed the nation’s largest HIE for 


surveillance of emergency department (ED) experience that gathers real time data through 


secure methods from 112 hospitals. 


At the Federal level, Thomson Reuters is working with CMS to assemble the nation’s largest 


repository of Medicaid claims data, providing consultation on NHIN standards, and 


developing methodologies to monitor and measure meaningful use. 
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17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential Financial 


Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial 


Information: 


17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and 


Thomson Reuters’ Dun and Bradstreet Number is located in Section 20.6, Part IV – 


Confidential Financial Information. 


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number. MMIS Takeover RFP No. 1824 Page 160 


Thomson Reuters’ Federal Tax ID Number is located in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential 


Financial Information. 


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which 


include: 


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and 


2. Balance Statement. 


Thomson Reuters’ Annual Reports are audited and include a Profit and Loss Statement and 


a Balance Statement. The company included the last three years of financial statements in 


Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information of this proposal. 


17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as addressed in 


Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to 


carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement. 


Thomson Reuters acknowledges and accepts the responsibility to carry out at least six 


months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement. The financial 


statements included in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information 


demonstrate the company’s strong cash flow during the last three years. 


17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services within a 


budget-neutral contracting scenario. 


Thomson Reuters is committed to do its part in taking over the Nevada MMIS operations 


and services within a budget-neutral contracting scenario. 


17.1.17 Vendors should describe how we are organized, including our organizational structure as it 


relates to the Nevada MMIS. 


Thomson Reuters is organized into two divisions: Professional and Markets. The team 


responsible for working with HPES and DHCFP is part of the Professional Healthcare and 


Science division, more specifically, the State and Federal group. Thomson Reuters 


(Healthcare) Inc. as a legal entity functions organizationally within the Healthcare and 


Science business of Thomson Reuters.  


17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout the 


company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other significant changes, 


which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP. 
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The Thomson Reuters Client Services Director will have general oversight responsibility for 


Thomson Reuters’ relationship with DHCFP and HPES. The Client Services Director reports 


to the Vice President of Client Services for Thomson Reuters’ State Medicaid Team.  


The Client Services Director will work closely with the HPES Team to make sure that 


DHCFP needs related to the DSS, MARS, and SURS portion of this engagement are met 


and that relevant information about Thomson Reuters is communicated to DCHFP quickly. 


This includes meeting periodically (as appropriate) with DHCFP executive team and other 


HPES Team members to identify service plan priorities and again annually to check in on 


progress against those priorities. The Client Services Director has the responsibility for 


making certain additional resources are available should the company be needed to meet 


critical deadlines. The Client Services Director will attend other meetings with DHCFP and 


contribute as deemed appropriate. 


Verizon 


Vendors must provide a company profile. Information provided shall include: 


17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc). 


Verizon is a publicly-owned corporation traded on the New York Stock Exchange under the 


symbol “VZ.” 


17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the 


date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must 


register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a 


contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically 


exempted by NRS 80.015. 


Verizon is incorporated in the State of Delaware on June 30, 2000 


Verizon Communications, parent company of Verizon IT, is registered to do business in the 


State of Nevada. 


17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately 


licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780. 


Verizon Communications is licensed to do business in the State of Nevada. 


17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors 


shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal. Proposals, which 


do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this does not 


negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements. 


Verizon IT acknowledges and agrees to acquire any appropriate business licenses not 


already held and in effect with Verizon Communications, Verizon IT’s parent company. 


17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the services 


described in this RFP. 


Verizon is headquartered in New York, New York with its primary Operations Center in 


Basking Ridge, New Jersey, where most corporate functions are housed. Verizon owns and 


manages multiple data centers across the United States and internationally. The State of 
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Nevada MMIS application will be hosted in Verizon IT’s commercial data center in Temple 


Terrace, Florida. 


• Location of Verizon’s corporate headquarters: 140 West Street, New York City, New 


York 10007. 


• Location of the Office Providing Services: 7701 East Telecom Parkway, Temple Terrace, 


Florida 33637 


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.3, page 158 


17.1.3 The following information may be utilized in determining whether an inverse preference applies 


pursuant to NRS 333.336: 


17.1.3.1 Is your firm a resident of Nevada or a resident of another state? 


17.1.3.2 If so, please list the state of residence. 


17.1.3.3 Does your resident state apply a preference, which is not afforded to bidders or vendors who 


are residents in the state of Nevada? 


Per Amendment 3, March 24, 2010, Section 17.1.3 of RFP 1824 has been stricken in its entirety. 


 


17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the 


requirements identified within this RFP. 


Verizon’s IT organization comprises more than 6000 skilled IT personnel whose expertise 


can be relied on to support the mainframe hosting services for the State of Nevada’s MMIS. 


The specific team assigned to support the State’s MMIS hosting will be composed of both 


dedicated and shared technical personnel to provide support 24x7, 365 days a year. The 


team will include primary points of contact for business and operational issues, as well as a 


management escalation path for issues and concerns. 


17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project. 


Locations from which Verizon employees will be assigned to the Nevada MMIS Takeover 


Project include: 


• 7701 East Telecom Parkway, Temple Terrace, Florida 33637 


• Verizon’s support staff for the mainframe hosting services will be assigned from the 


Verizon commercial data center in Temple Terrace, Florida. 


17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency? 


Yes No  


No. 


If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency. 


Not applicable 
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17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its 


political subdivisions or by any other government? 


Yes No  


No. 


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, compensatory time, sick 


leave, or on his own time? 


Not applicable. 


17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any 


civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor 


has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems have been 


experienced, vendor must indicate in writing. 


Verizon affirms it is not involved in, nor been a part of, any legal proceedings involving any 


court of law, administrative tribunal, or alternative dispute resolution process that was filed, 


settled, or sent for final judgment with the State of Nevada. 


17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in 


this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages. 


One of the world’s leading providers of communications services, Verizon Communications 


Inc. is a strong, financially stable company: 


• Annual operating revenues of $97.4 billion (U.S.) in 2008 


• More than 235,000 employees worldwide as of August 2009 


• Fortune 500 rankings of the largest companies 


− Verizon Communications Inc. ranks #17 in the U.S. on the Fortune 500 Ranking and 


#55 globally in 2009 


• $26.6 billion of the company’s cash flow in 2008 is from operating activities 


• A Dow 30 company – Part of an elite list of the 30 American multinational conglomerates 


which make up the best known and most widely followed market indicator in the world 


As a corporation, Verizon is focused on three areas:  


• Profitable growth by transforming its business around the higher-growth segments of the 


market: consumer broadband, business and government, and wireless. 


• Growing through innovation by investing in world-class networks and product 


developments which will ultimately enable DHCFP’s own innovations. 


• Putting customers first – Above all, Verizon believes that the only way to win is to deliver 


excellent service and great experiences to customers such as Nevada. 


GTE created GTE Data Services, Inc. in 1967 to serve its IT needs. This GTE subsidiary 


began offering IT services to the commercial marketplace in 1988. 


When Verizon was created from the merger of GTE and Bell Atlantic in June 2000, Verizon 


inherited from GTE—a leader in information processing, help desk services, data center 
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outsourcing, server management and network management—one of the largest information 


processing organizations in the United States. 


Verizon Information Technologies LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Verizon Data 


Services LLC, which is a subsidiary of Verizon Communications, Inc. Verizon is a provider of 


data center outsourcing since the late 1980s. Headquartered in Temple Terrace, Florida, it 


offers access to data centers in: 


• Temple Terrace, Florida  


• Perryman, Maryland 


• Sacramento, California  


The data centers are staffed 24 hours a day, seven days a week. These three data centers 


are comparable in size with the Temple Terrace center having nearly 100,000 square feet of 


raised floor space. The data centers connect to diverse ISP networks. The connections are 


supplied across redundant SONET rings provided by various local ILEC and CLEC carriers. 


Following sections describe the infrastructure of the Temple Terrace data center. 


Power Supply  


The data centers are built to a full N+1 (Necessary plus one) redundancy design. The data 


center power design is based on multiple and fully diverse power substations that feed to 


the building, N+1 switchgear, N+1 Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), and N+1 generator 


backup. 


Electrical infrastructure at the Temple Terrace data center is as follows: 


• Two diverse utility substation feeds 


• Two in-house electrical substations 


• Two separate switchgears with maintenance tie-breaker provide ability to perform 


maintenance/repair activities with no interruption to the data center’s operation  


• Two Isolated Redundant UPS systems 


− Each UPS system comprises four load-carrying modules plus one Maintenance 


Module 


− Eight 480 kW UPS load carrying modules 


• Current UPS system load is 2.2 Megawatts 


The UPS system supports critical load during an outage by using battery power until the 


generator engines start and assume the building load. UPS and battery systems are 


regularly maintained and covered by applicable maintenance agreements. 


Cooling Systems 


The data center cooling system is a closed loop, chilled water system consisting of: 


• Four 600-ton cooling towers  


• Three 600-ton and one 750-ton chillers 
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Cold water is delivered to system components at approximately 47 degrees Fahrenheit. 


Raised floor cooling is supplied under the data center floor using Liebert 20 or 30-ton air 


handler units. If commercial power outages occur, the cooling system is powered using the 


backup generators. Cooling system components are regularly maintained and are covered 


by applicable maintenance contracts. 


Fire Systems  


The data centers are protected by various fire detection and suppression systems, including: 


• Smoke detectors 


• Under floor leak detectors 


• Dry pipe sprinkler system 


• Kidde FM-200 Fire Suppression System  


• Fenwal Halon 1301 


Backup Power Systems 


Data center backup power is provided through N+1 generator plants. The plants are as 


follows:  


• Four 1.1 Megawatt and two 1.25 Megawatt diesel generators 


• 40,000 Gallon in-ground fuel tank  


• 200-Gallon per Hour Burn rate at full load 


Verizon’s comprehensive portfolio of IT Services encompasses all aspects of data center 


outsourcing and support for mainframe, midrange and distributed systems.  


Verizon’s Mainframe Solution 


• Provides full management at the hardware and O/S level for customers’ multiplatform IT 


environments, specializing in mainframe computers 


− Transferring all or part of a company’s IT mainframe infrastructure to Verizon, and 


the associated operating systems, system management tools, and the corresponding 


network connectivity 


− Provides a comprehensive service that includes: computing environment and 


hardware (mainframe) as well as the operating systems (O/S) 


• The mainframe equipment is Verizon-owned, managed, and maintained in one of three 


Verizon IT data centers 


− Provided by fully secure data center infrastructure, infrastructure hosting along with 


disaster recovery services, storage area networks, and backup/off-site vaulting and 


business continuity planning 


• Customer owns, manages, and maintains all application software 


Standard Mainframe Hosting includes: 


• Hardened data centers 


• ISO 9001:2000-certified operations support 
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− System operations 


− Tape operations 


− Print operations (vendor-provided) 


− Second-level data center support 


− Production control 


− Back-up and recovery processes  


• Technical support 


− System Software and Third Party software 


− Performance analysis/capacity planning 


− Storage management 


− Systems security/contingency planning  


− Asset procurement and third-party management 


Disaster Recovery 


• Technical Support Services 


− Hardware and software certification  


−  Hardware maintenance  


−  Fault management 


−  Patch management  


−  Performance and capacity management  


−  Storage and enterprise back-up management 


• Operating System Support Services 


− Operating system changes/software upgrades 


−  Distribute software 


−  Maintain software currency  


−  Analyze and resolve problems 


−  Provide 24x7x365 on-call support 


−  Detailed system documentation 


−  Resolve O/S software problems 


−  Consulting re hardware and software 


−  Vendor interface for third-party O/S, hardware, system software 


• Operations Support Services 


− Technical customer advocate 


−  Customer support center (24x7) 


−  Fully automated system monitoring 


−  Fault management 


−  Change management 


−  Hands-on support 


−  Back-up and recovery services 


−  Tape management with off-site vaulting 


−  Service-level reporting 
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• Security Support Services 


− Firewall administration and review 


−  VLAN installation and management 


−  Virus scanning and protection 


−  Proactive full log analysis correlation and review  


− Proactive intrusion detection 


−  VPN and SSH to eliminate insecure protocols 


−  Development and implementation of trust models  


−  Data classification and risk-assessment methodologies 


−  Vulnerability testing 


• Network Management Services 


− Network infrastructure planning and engineering  


−  Network management  


−  Network infrastructure ongoing support  


−  Fault management 


−  Change management  


−  Performance and capacity management  


Why Verizon? 


• More than 20 years IT outsourcing experience 


• Wholly-owned global, IP-based network 


• Competitive service level agreements 


• Access to highly skilled IT professionals  


• Secure, reliable, and scalable services 


• Passionate service delivery team 


17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including takeover 


of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description. 


Verizon has been providing mainframe data center outsourcing services to commercial 


enterprise customers since 1988, originally as part of GTE Data Services. 


17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified 


MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience. 


From 1988 to 2000, Verizon IT (and formerly GTE Data Services) provided a proprietary 


Medicare Part B claims processing application and data center outsourcing that was in use 


for 14 Medicare jurisdictions nationwide. In 2000, CMS mandated that Medicare carriers 


migrate to the MCS. Verizon IT performed these claims processing services in its Temple 


Terrace, Florida data center. Verizon IT also provided Medicaid claims processing services 


for the state of Missouri under a facilities management agreement, whereby Verizon IT 


performed the services in a State-owned data center in Jefferson City, Missouri. Verizon IT 


was the fiscal agent under the terms of the Medicare and Medicaid agreements. In 2004, 


Verizon IT sold its healthcare division to InfoCrossing. Verizon IT no longer performs fiscal 


agent functions; however, it continues to offer data center hosting services under a 
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subcontractor arrangement to primary vendors. Verizon IT is the mainframe hosting service 


provider to the current prime contractor for the Nevada MMIS agreement (Magellan/First 


Health Services). Verizon IT also provides data center hosting services commercially to 


enterprise customers in the private sector.  


17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to current and future 


MITA initiatives 


This requirement is not applicable to Verizon. 


17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information exchange 


This requirement is not applicable to Verizon. 


17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential Financial 


Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial 


Information: 


17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and 


Verizon Dun and Bradstreet Number is located in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential 


Financial Information. 


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number.  


Verizon’s Federal Tax Identification Number is located in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential 


Financial Information.  


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which 


include: 


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and 


2. Balance Statement. 


Verizon’s financial information is located in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial 


Information. 


17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as addressed in 


Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to 


carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement. 


Verizon’s audited financial statements and affirmation of financial resources to carry out at 


least six months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement have been 


included in Part IV – Confidential Financial Information in this proposal. 


17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services within a 


budget-neutral contracting scenario. 


Verizon commits to DHCFP to provide the products and services required in this opportunity, 


and is committed to deliver in a budget-neutral status to the State. 


17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational structure as it 


relates to the Nevada MMIS. 


Verizon Communications employs more than 200,000 individuals. As mentioned above, the 


IT organization consists of more than 6000 skilled IT employees. The management of the 
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commercial date centers providing mainframe hosting services reports up to the CIO of 


Verizon. 


The main Verizon contact for the Nevada mainframe support services will be the Service 


Delivery Manager. He or she will be an employee of Verizon Information Technologies LLC 


and will report to the Manager-IT Service Delivery. The Manager-IT Service Delivery reports 


to the President of Verizon IT LLC. Verizon IT LLC reports under the Corporate CIO, Mr. 


Shaygan Kheradpir. 


17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout the 


company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other significant changes, 


which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP. 


A company’s control environment reflects the overall attitude, awareness, and actions of 


management, the Board of Directors, and others concerning the importance of controls and 


the emphasis given to controls in the company’s policies, procedures, methods and 


organizational structure.  


Control Environment  


Management of Verizon IT is responsible for directing and controlling operations and for 


establishing, communicating and monitoring control policies and procedures. Importance is 


placed on maintaining sound internal controls and the integrity and ethical values of Verizon 


management personnel. Organization values and behavioral standards are communicated 


to personnel through policy statements and formal codes of conduct documented in the 


Verizon Code of Business Conduct, which is located on the corporate intranet where 


employees may easily browse Verizon’s personnel policies. During new employee 


orientation, employees are required to read and sign a document indicating they will adhere 


to the Verizon Code of Business Conduct and Scientific Agreement. 


The organizational structure of Verizon IT, which provides the overall framework for 


planning, directing and controlling operations, uses an approach whereby personnel and 


business functions are segregated into departments according to job responsibilities. This 


approach allows the organization to clearly define responsibilities, lines of reporting and 


communication, and allows employees to focus on the specific business issues impacting 


customers. 


Detailed and current policy and procedure manuals are in place for most sensitive 


departments (for example, Accounting, Network Operations, or Human Resources) to 


instruct personnel on routine activities. These policies are also centrally stored and 


prominently displayed on the corporate HR intranet website. New employee orientation and 


related material on the company’s intranet contains sections covering general employment 


policies, confidentiality agreement and standards of conduct. Policies and procedures for 


each business unit have been formalized and distributed throughout Verizon’s operations 


through the corporate intranet 


Information and Communication  


Verizon IT has implemented a corporate intranet to disseminate information to employees. 


The intranet is the central repository for company communications and policy and procedure 
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documentation. Individual departments are charged with designing and developing their 


procedures; however, after a procedure is finalized, it is published to the intranet for 


companywide distribution. Publishing to the intranet site is performed by the Information 


Technology department, which follows a two-step process making certain that changes are 


approved before release to the production site. Restrictive access controls are also applied 


if the material being published is not intended for general viewing (such as Management 


Forms and Guidelines). 


Control Activities  


Verizon has developed formal policies and procedures covering various financial and 


operational matters (Business Policies and Procedures Manual) and critical aspects of 


employment services (Management Guidelines) applicable to management personnel, 


including hiring, training/development, performance appraisals and terminations. The 


information is available online for employees and managers to view as needed. This 


information includes staffing guidelines, employee development and a manager’s toolkit. 


The Human Resources department is responsible for the initial recruiting and evaluation of 


job applicants in accordance with Verizon IT’s diversity objectives. After the selection 


process has been completed, qualified applicants are referred to the applicable operating 


department manager for the final hiring decision. 


Risk Assessment  


Verizon IT has placed into operation a risk assessment process to identify and manage risk 


that could affect its ability to provide reliable transaction processing to its customers. This 


process requires Verizon to identify significant risks based on the following:  


• Management’s internal knowledge of its operations and the telecommunications industry 


(including the application hosting industry)  


• Input received annually from the Verizon Internal Audit group  


For any significant risks identified, management is responsible for implementing appropriate 


measures to monitor and manage these risks (for example, implementing/revising control 


procedures or conducting specific internal audit projects).  


17.2.1 Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from similar projects performed for 
private, state and/or large local government clients within the last five (5) years. Vendors are 
required to submit Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire to the business references they 
list. The business references must submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the 
Purchasing Division. It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by 
the Purchasing Division on or before the proposal submission deadline for inclusion in the evaluation 
process. Business References not received, or not complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score 
in the evaluation process. References must show the vendor’s experience with the following minimum 
mandatory qualification: 
17.5.1.5 References as specified in Section 17.2, References must be provided for any proposed 
subcontractors. 
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In this section, we provide our subcontractor’s responses to Section 17.2, References in 


the following order: 


• APS 


• Emdeon 


• SXC 


• Thomson Reuters 


• Verizon 


APS 


17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS 
for a minimum of five (5) years. 


As a subcontractor to HPES for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Program, APS has well more 


than five (5) years of experience providing the proposed health education and care 


coordination program services for Medicaid clients, including its Nevada contracts providing 


services for the Silver State Wellness and Silver State Kids recipients in the Medicaid fee-


for-service program.  


In addition, desired experience includes the following: 
17.2.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system 
developed and installed by another contractor 


Not relevant to APS’ subcontracting role and proposed program services. 


17.2.1.3 Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or 
private sectors 


Not relevant to APS’ subcontracting role and proposed program services. 


17.2.1.4 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model 


Not relevant to APS’ subcontracting role and proposed program services. 


17.2.1.5 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution 


Not relevant to APS’ subcontracting role and proposed program services. 


17.2.1.6 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan 


Not relevant to APS’ subcontracting role and proposed program services. 


17.2.1.7 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan 


APS implements a comprehensive training program for each program it operates. Each 


training program includes standard sessions on topics such as HIPAA compliance and fraud 


and abuse as well as customized topics relevant to the customer’s particular program or 


state requirements. During the implementation phase, the company works with clients like 


DHCFP, to truly understand the program’s unique challenges, culture, mission, and any 


other attributes that are important to the customer and its recipient population. The company 


customizes its training program to meet those needs. For example, for a program with a 


prevalent Hispanic population, APS’ cultural competency training would address how the 


Hispanic population views and accesses care, and how its staff can best assist these 


recipients.  
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APS’ training program makes certain that staff are knowledgeable about the program 


requirements and deliverables, each person’s specific job responsibilities, and the technical 


resources the company brings to the contract—such as CareConnection—from the onset of 


the program and throughout the life of the contract. Through this training program, staff 


members have the necessary tools and information to smoothly implement and deliver the 


required services of the Health Education and Care Coordination program. By implementing 


an effective, rigorous training program at the contract onset and conducting ongoing training 


throughout the life of the program, APS promotes consistency and embeds its culture of 


exemplary customer service in the Service Center to continuously improve the value of 


healthcare delivered to DHCFP recipients.  


APS supports cohesive operations by first providing new APS employees with a program-


specific orientation session. Staff members receive basic corporate training, which includes 


privacy and compliance training and general workplace training. Employees also receive 


annual updates on these key subjects, as well as any new areas that affect operations or 


policies across the company. APS then provides staff training on specific program 


requirements, such required turnaround times, referral processes, interface protocols, 


performance guarantees and targeted, advanced training depending on their job assignment 


within the Program.  


The goal of the company’s formal staff training program is to make certain staff receive 


current information on policies and procedures and remain updated on issues that affect 


care coordination performance. This includes new DHCFP initiatives as well as information 


regarding the routine flow of information among DHCFP, HPES and other Nevada Medicaid 


program partners. Building on this foundation of program understanding, APS also will 


provide detailed clinical and process training for its health coaches and other clinical staff. 


17.2.1.8 Experience with comprehensive project management 


APS has successfully implemented comprehensive project plans for more than 40 programs 


through contracts in 25 states and Puerto Rico. Of these programs, more than 30 serve 


Medicaid recipients including its two contracts with the State of Nevada to deliver care 


management and care coordination services to children enrolled in the Silver State Kids 


program as well as aged, blind and disabled (ABD) Medicaid recipients enrolled in the Silver 


State Wellness program. APS has become recognized in the industry for its innovative 


program operations, collaborative and consultative work with government partners, efficient 


and effective management of government resources and smooth and expeditious 


implementations and transitions. States have taken notice of the recognition APS has 


received within the industry, its extensive project management experience, its ability to 


effectively engage allies best suited to serve its customer’s program goals, and its ability to 


create integrated solutions that meet its customer’s objectives. APS will use this proven 


project management experience and collaborate with HPES to make sure DHCFP’s 


program is a success. 


17.2.1.9 Experience with cultural change management  


APS understands that improved processes lead to better performance, which includes 


effective cultural change management. Change management is embedded in its total quality 
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management (TQM) program at both the APS corporate level and local service center level. 


A critical element in its TQM approach is the role of the APS executive director (ED). The 


company’s executive directors are responsible for the effective, successful management of 


its local programs. APS’ Nevada Service Center Executive Director is Maria Romero.  


The ED is the primary liaison to both its clients and its staff and is responsible for 


communicating significant changes occurring within APS as well as how those changes may 


affect the programs the company administers. They, in collaboration with APS’ senior 


executive leadership, are on the front lines of communicating changes both internally and 


externally as needed and as required contractually. Internally, the ED conducts regular staff 


meetings, provides necessary staff trainings, shares information by email and makes certain 


appropriate training occurs related to product or process changes. Information related to 


cultural, program and process changes, as well as necessary trainings, are posted online 


and available for staff members. Externally, APS’ Executive Directors are the primary 


liaisons to clients like DHCFP and therefore, establish open and collaborative relationships 


with clients to encourage effective communication exchange. The company also relies on its 


Corporate Executive Team to communicate cultural changes with clients as needed. For 


example, when the former Nevada Executive Director left APS’ organization last year, the 


company’s Regional Vice President who oversees the service center, Eleonore Saenger, 


contacted DHCFP personally to communicate the termination, explain its contingency plan 


and answer questions. DHCFP also was part of the new hire approval process in 


collaboration with Ms. Saenger and the interim ED.  


Additionally, when APS’ clients experience a cultural change event, such as the hiring of a 


new Medicaid Program Director, the company proactively does outreach to the affected 


parties to determine the scope of the change, how it will affect the program membership and 


what action steps need to be taken to accommodate the change. In this case, APS would 


quickly establish a relationship with the new Director and provide education and information 


about its program. The APS Executive Director would communicate any current protocols in 


place that affect the new Director (such as meeting and reporting schedules) and promote 


open lines of communication between the Director and APS’ leadership team. The company 


would also make the necessary adjustments at the service center to make sure its policies 


and procedures reflected its customer’s change.  


17.2.1.10 Experience with managing subcontractors. 


APS is not using subcontractors to deliver its care coordination and education services.  
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17.2.1.11 Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan;  


Successful program implementation and project management 


experience is one of the most credible indications of an organization’s 


ability to develop, launch and manage a comprehensive project plan 


and be responsive to contractual obligations. APS has demonstrated a 


proven track record of successfully implementing on schedule and 


continuing to effectively manage state government programs, which 


includes the states of Nevada, Missouri, Ohio, Oregon and Wyoming 


to name a few. The company attributes this success to its approach to 


implementation, ongoing program management and system change 


that encourages mutual trust, ongoing communication, collaboration, 


and partnership among the entities serving its customers’ members. 


This is the approach APS will follow in working with HPES to 


implement the Care Coordination Program.  


APS’ best testament to its ability to provide a smooth implementation 


involving a comprehensive project management plan rests in the 


success of its existing customer operations. Since 2005, the company 


has successfully implemented more than 60 new customer programs, 


including the State of Nevada’s Public Employee Benefit Program 


(PEBP) program. In fact, a testimonial regarding PEBP’s initial 


implementation has been provided. 


APS has a full understanding of the expert facilitation skills as well as 


the multitude of steps that must be taken during implementation as 


well as throughout the program management process to make sure 


the program meets contract requirements and exceeds the State’s 


expectations. APS has a philosophy and practice of designing 


programs thoughtfully, hiring the best people, and operating within a 


paradigm of doing it right the first time. The company uses a 


formalized project management methodology, including a formal 


implementation project plan, which requires complete documentation 


of each stage and an acceptance of the 


components/objects/documents that will be produced at each stage. 


This also verifies that the key deliverables to the State are delivered 


on time.  


A summary of APS’ project management/implementation experience for the contracts it has 


included as references is included in the following exhibit.  


 


“The APS Team is very 
personable and 
professional. Our 
expectation of all 
vendors is that we not 
only enter into a 
contract arrangement, 
but that we work 
together as partners 
with a common goal to 
provide our customers 
with exceptional, 
courteous and when 
needed, compassionate 
service. APS was a 
good fit from the 
beginning! I have to say 
that our organization is 
very impressed with the 
communication material 
produced by APS. In 
the past, our 
organization has not 
been very successful in 
communicating 
wellness services, 
disease management 
services and utilization 
management services. 
For the first time ever, 
APS developed 
communication material 
that was informational 
and reader friendly. We 
really appreciate doing 
business with them.” 


Donna Lopez, Quality 
Control Officer, 
Nevada Public 


Employees’ Benefits 
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Summary of Recent APS Implementation/Program Management Experience 


Client APS Office Services Covered 


Lives 


Implemented 


Within… 


Start 


Year 


Staff 


Hired 


State of Wyoming Cheyenne, WY DM and UM 70,000 2 Months 2004 26 FTEs 


State of Vermont Williston, VT DM 25,000 10 Weeks 2007 26 FTEs 


State of Missouri Jefferson City, MO DM and CM 154,000 11 months 2007 120 


State of Oregon Salem, OR DM and CM 66,000 5 Months  2009 13 FTEs 


State of Ohio Columbus, OH Wellness 
and DM  


81,000 3 Months 2007 13 FTEs 


 


Project Management During Program Transition 


APS has substantial experience in effectively managing transitions when assuming a 


contract from an outgoing vendor. Its most recent example is the successful transition of a 


disease management program from McKesson to APS in the State of Oregon. The State 


awarded APS a redesigned disease and medical care management program with a contract 


effective on June 1, 2009 for the fee for service, Medicaid/SCHIP population. During the 


transition, APS’ focus was on continuity of recipient support. APS immediately identified 


recipients with the most acute healthcare needs and rapidly engaged them in the 


disease/case management program, which was followed by recipients with less acute 


needs. APS contacted every recipient of the previous program by mail or telephonically and 


more than 1,500 recipients were transitioned. Three months later, they outreached to an 


additional 1,750 recipients using a stratification list and initiating cold calling, facility and 


provider referrals and targeted triage/advice line encounters. This effort resulted in a smooth 


transition of the prior program and allowed the company to reach its engagement target on 


time. 


Shortly after APS was awarded the Oregon bid, the State experienced a budgetary crisis 


that required a redesign of the scope of work. APS worked collaboratively with the State to 


re-design the program keeping the best interests of the State and its Medicaid members in 


sight to facilitate continuous services. Weekly meetings were held with the State to identify 


key components of the program, prioritize these components, and design a structure to 


achieve outcomes. During this time, the State also revamped its Medicaid Information 


System which added numerous challenges to the areas of member eligibility, claims 


stratification and provider outreach. Both the State and APS developed effective and 


efficient solutions with open communications between both parties. Finally, the State 


needed to work through contract reviews with the CMS. APS and the State successfully 


collaborated to address CMS’s feedback and concerns. During this time, before the contract 


was finalized and signed, APS moved forward to build the program’s operational structure 


and hired and trained program staff to move ahead quickly after the contract was signed.  


APS was able to accomplish a successful transition during an implementation period that 


included multiple unexpected challenges. This was possible because APS and its state 
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partner had a strong commitment to the program and were willing to adapt the company’s 


approach to satisfy the larger goal of creating a successful program. 


Project Management to Assist State Clients with Program Expansion 


APS provides innovative program operations and works collaboratively with its government 


partners like DHCFP to create innovative solutions that meet APS’ customer’s objectives 


and the company remains flexible throughout the process to accommodate program 


changes. APS will use this proven project management experience and collaborate with 


HPES to make certain DHCFP’s program is a success. As an example of its collaborative, 


flexible approach, they provided guidance on implementation of Wyoming’s Pay for 


Participation (P4P) program. Under the P4P program, participating providers receive 


increased reimbursement for referring their eligible enrollees to the Healthy Together! 


Medicaid program; completing specific disease, age and gender screenings; and providing 


health education for Medicaid patients with chronic illness.  


During the P4P implementation process, APS conducted a claims query to identify top 


Medicaid providers. It then engaged in targeted outreach to those provider offices to present 


education on the program and its benefits. Provider recruitment was particularly challenging 


in the State because of resistant providers and Business Office Managers who acted as 


gateways to providers. To overcome this challenge, APS implemented several other 


strategies including arranging for Health Coaches to visit clinics and initiating 


provider‐to‐provider outreach through APS’ Wyoming Medical Director and the Wyoming 


State Medical Officer. For example, APS’ Wyoming Medical Director and the Wyoming State 


Medical Officer reached out to 60 clinics, and as a result, APS was able to schedule face-to-


face meetings with providers and their staff to gain program support and increase program 


participation. In 2008, its outreach efforts also increased the number of referrals from 


providers into the Wyoming Healthy Together! Program by 735 percent in one year. Today, 


100 provider clinics participate in Wyoming’s Pay for Participation program because of APS’ 


provider promotion and outreach efforts.  


17.2.1.12 Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, 
details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed. 
  


Not relevant to APS’ subcontracting role. 


17.2.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the vendor 
and/or subcontractor: 
17.2.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as applicable. The 
“Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or the subcontractor depending on 
the role the company will have for this RFP project. 


APS has provided reference information for five key contracts that demonstrate their 


experience performing similar operations period activities. The Wyoming, Vermont, Missouri, 


and Oregon programs are Medicaid clients for whom they provide similar services the 


DHCFP is requesting. The company’s newest implementation for Oregon exemplifies its 


ability to successfully implement a program using a comprehensive project plan. Finally, 


they provide the Ohio state employee population services that are closely aligned with those 


proposed for their Care Coordination Program.  
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The company presents its references in the following order: 


• Wyoming Medicaid Health Management (Healthy Together) 


• Vermont Chronic Care Initiative 


• Missouri Medicaid Chronic Care Improvement Program (Also called Health and 


Wellness) 


• Oregon Statewide Disease and Medical Care Management Program (Oregon Health 


Plan Care Coordination) 


• Ohio Employee Disease Management and Health and Wellness Program 
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Company Name: APS Healthcare 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: Wyoming Medicaid Health Management (Healthy Together) 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Michelle Harker, Medical Care Coordinator 


EqualityCare (Medicaid) Program 


Street Address: 6101 Yellowstone Rd., Suite 210 


City, State, Zip Cheyenne, WY 82002 


Phone, including area code: 1 307 777 5854 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 307 777 6964 


Email address: michelle.harker@health.wyo.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Teri Green, Director 


Street Address: 147 Hathaway Building, 2300 Capital Avenue 


City, State, Zip Cheyenne, WY 82009 


Phone, including area code: 1 307 777 7908 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 307 777 6964 


Email address: teri.green@health.wyo.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


Through its local Service Center in Cheyenne, APS provides 
disease-specific prevention and health management to Wyoming 
Medicaid (EqualityCare) members including wellness, prevention 
and education; care coordination; ongoing assessment and a 24 
hour access line. As part of the program, APS risk stratifies 
recipients and supports the use of a medical home. Additionally, as 
part of the contract amendment to manage the Pay for Participation 
(P4P) and Primary Care Case Management (PCCM) programs for 
Wyoming EqualityCare, APS facilitates Advisory Board meetings; 
develops materials to support the P4P incentive program; recruits 
and trains providers for the pilot phase of the P4P program; 
developed a plan to grow pilot P4P program into statewide use of 
incentives; and facilitated the development of the pilot PCCM 
program with select Advisory Board members and primary care 
providers. 


Project/contract start date: July 26, 2004; P4P amendment began Aug 1, 2007. 


Project/contract end date: July 26, 2004 to July 25, 2010, may extend through 2011.  
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Project/contract value: Annual revenue is $3,800,000. 


Was project/contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


The project was completed in the time originally allotted.  


Was project/contract 


completed within or under 


the original budget/cost 


proposal, and if not, why 


not? 


The project was completed within or under the original budget/cost 
proposal.  
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Company Name: APS Healthcare 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: Vermont Chronic Care Initiative 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Victoria Loner, Managed Care Director 


Office of Vermont Health Access 


Street Address: 312 Hurricane Lane, Suite 201 


City, State, Zip Williston, VT 05495 


Phone, including area code: 1 802 879 5906 


Facsimile, including area 


code: 
1 802 879 5962 


Email address: Victoria.loner@ahs.state.vt.us 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Kelly Gordon, Health Programs Administrator 


Office of Vermont Health Access 


Street Address: 312 Hurricane Lane, Suite 201 


City, State, Zip Williston, VT 05495 


Phone, including area code: 1 802 879 5905 


Facsimile, including area 


code: 
1 802 879 5651 


Email address: Kelly.gordon@ahs.state.vt.us 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


APS provides chronic disease management services for the 
Vermont Medicaid population, co-managed with the state. Their 
local Williston Service Center staff members provide health 
coaching, disease-specific prevention, education and care-
coordination for high risk-individuals. They also provide ongoing 
assessments and promote improved self-management, focusing on 
the prevention and treatment of chronic conditions. As part of the 
program, APS risk stratifies recipients and supports the use of a 
medical home. They provide services for people with the following 
diseases: arthritis, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 
chronic kidney disease, chronic renal failure, congestive heart 
failure, coronary artery disease, depression, diabetes, 
hyperlipidemia, hypertension and low back pain. 
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Project/contract start date: June 15, 2007. 


Project/contract end date: June 30, 2010 (may be extended through June 2014). 


Project/contract value: Annual revenue is $2,700,000. 


Was project/contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


The project was completed in the time originally allotted.  


Was project/contract 


completed within or under 


the original budget/cost 


proposal, and if not, why 


not? 


The project was completed within or under the original budget/cost 
proposal.  
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Company Name: APS Healthcare 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: Missouri Medicaid Chronic Care Improvement Program (Also called Health and 
Wellness) 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: George L. Oestreich, PharmD, MP 


Deputy Division Director MHD, Clinical Services  


MO HealthNet Division 


Street Address: PO Box 6500 


City, State, Zip Jefferson City, MO 65102-6500 


Phone, including area code: 1 573 751 6961 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 573 522 8514 


Email address: George.L.Oestreich@dss.mo.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Jayne Zemmer, Program Manager 


Street Address: PO Box 6500 


City, State, Zip Jefferson City, MO 65102-6500 


Phone, including area code: 1 573 751 1612 


Facsimile, including area 


code: 
1 573 522 8514 


Email address: Jayne.A.Zemmer@dss.mo.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


Through their Jefferson City Service Center, APS provides disease 
management and systems services geared toward selected 
members of the MO HealthNet (Medicaid) population residing in 
selected counties with Diabetes, Asthma, Chronic Obstructive 
Pulmonary Disease (COPD), Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease 
(GERD), Cardiovascular Disease (Hypertension, Hyperlipidemia, 
and Chronic Heart Disease), and Sickle Cell. Their program model 
includes disease-specific prevention and management education, 
care coordination services and ongoing assessments. APS risk 
stratifies recipients and promote the use of a medical home. 


This program features APS’ community-based care management 
model, which places nurse care managers in community health 
centers and provider locations throughout the state. Their model 
improves member and provider engagement in care management, 
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increases compliance with recommended care plans and improves 
coordination.  


Project/contract start date: Began May 2, 2006 and renews annually. 


Project/contract end date: Began May 2, 2006 and renews annually. 


Project/contract value: Annual revenue is $22,000,000. 


Was project/contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


The project was completed in the time originally allotted.  


Was project/contract 


completed within or under 


the original budget/cost 


proposal, and if not, why 


not? 


The project was completed within or under the original budget/cost 
proposal.  
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Company Name: APS Healthcare 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: Oregon Statewide Disease and Medical Care Management Program (Oregon 
Health Plan Care Coordination) 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Susan Good 


Disease Management/Prevention Coordinator 


Street Address: 500 Summer Street, N.E., MS E-49 


City, State, Zip Salem, OR. 97301 


Phone, including area code: 1 503 945 6921 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 503 373 7689 


Email address: Susan.e.good@state.or.us 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Jon Pelkey, Manager  
Quality Improvement and Medical Section  
Division of Medical Assistance Programs 
Department of Human Resources 


Street Address: 500 Summer Street, NE E-49 


City, State, Zip Salem, OR 97301 


Phone, including area code: 1 503 947 2315 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 503 373 7689 


Email address: jon.pelkey@state.or.us 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


APS provide statewide Disease and Case Management services for 
Oregon Medicaid/SCHIP fee-for-service enrollees administered 
through its Salem Service Center. The program features three main 
services; 24/7 nurse advice line providing prevention, education and 
assistance to recipients; care management, coordinating medical 
services of recipients having immediate/emergent complex 
healthcare needs; and disease management, encouraging self-care 
skills and supportive resources. Programs focus on medical home 
concept and reduction of preventable ambulatory admissions.  


Project/contract start date: June 1, 2009. 


Project/contract end date: May 31, 2011. 
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Project/contract value: Annual revenue is $4,000,000. 


Was project/contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


The project was completed in the time originally allotted.  


Was project/contract 


completed within or under 


the original budget/cost 


proposal, and if not, why 


not? 


The project was completed within or under the original budget/cost 
proposal.  
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Company Name: APS Healthcare 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: Ohio Employee Disease Management and Health and Wellness Program 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Mary Ellis 


Benefit Manager 


Street Address: 30 East Broad Street, 27t h Floor 


City, State, Zip Columbus, OH 43215-3414  


Phone, including area code: 1 614 644 1802 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 614 644 8151 


Email address: Mary.Ellis@das.state.oh.us 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Erika Hamric, Benefits Management Analyst 


Street Address: 30 East Broad Street, 27th Floor 


City, State, Zip Columbus, OH 43215-3414 


Phone, including area code: 1 614 644 7745 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 614 466 2921 


Email address: erika.hamric@das.state.oh.us 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


APS has provided a total population health management program, 
inclusive of comprehensive wellness and disease management 
services, for the State of Ohio employees. The State of Ohio’s 
"Take Charge! Live Well!" program includes disease-specific 
prevention and management education; care coordination services; 
ongoing health risk assessments; health coaching; lifestyle behavior 
change programs; worksite employee health screenings; preventive 
care; chronic condition management; and monetary incentives. 
Services are administered from APS’ Columbus, Ohio-based 
Service Center and include locally-based Outreach Coordinators. 
APS serves as the “prime integrator” for the State of Ohio. Their 
Health Coaches and Outreach Coordinators provide participants 
linkages to their services as well as other available benefits and 
resources and promote the medical home concept.  


Project/contract start date: July 1, 2009. 
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Project/contract end date: June 20, 2011. 


Project/contract value: Annual revenue is $3,600,000. 


Was project/contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


The project was completed in the time originally allotted.  


Was project/contract 


completed within or under 


the original budget/cost 


proposal, and if not, why 


not? 


The project was completed within or under the original budget/cost 
proposal.  
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17.2.2.2 The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, the 


quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance. 


APS understands that the State has the right to contact and verify, with any of APS’ 


references listed, to determine the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance. 


Emdeon 


17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS 
for a minimum of five (5) years. 


While Emdeon lacks a history as Medicaid MMIS Fiscal Intermediary; Emdeon has assisted 


many states and their Fiscal Agents with certain MMIS carve-outs. These carve-outs include 


the following: 


• Providing TPL identification services to states agencies, Medicaid agencies and their 


HMOs 


• Providing TPL identification services to HMS, PCG and other TPL vendors 


• Hosting eligibility systems for various states Medicaid programs as a means of 


simplifying provider eligibility 


In addition, desired experience includes the following: 


17.2.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system 
developed and installed by another contractor. 


Emdeon is the managed gateway for more than 450 payers and hosts eligibility rosters for 


more than 200 commercial payers. As such, Emdeon has significant experience with taking 


over, enhancing, and converting systems developed by other vendors.  


17.2.1.3 Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or 
private sectors 


As a leader in the industry, Emdeon has more than 25 years of experience working with 


large scale applications for federal, state, and private systems. Many of its products and 


services were designed specifically designed to simplify the processes of large 


organizations and are staffed with experienced team members to assist in the development 


and deployments of its enterprise level solutions. 


17.2.1.4 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model; 


Emdeon’s TPL services are built on MITA business architecture, technology architecture, 


and information architecture best practices. Emdeon’s commitment to furthering the MITA 


2.0.1 model is demonstrated by its involvement in the HHSAIC organization.  


17.2.1.5 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution; 


Emdeon is the largest HIE in the country because of its integrated network of Administrative 


Exchange services between providers, patients, and payers, as well as its Clinical Exchange 


services between providers, hospitals, and laboratories. Emdeon annually processes more 


than 5 billion transactions for 500,000 physicians, 5,000 hospitals, 1,200 payers, 81,000 


dentists, more than 600 vendor partners, and 150,000,000 patients. 
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This company the exclusive provider of certain electronic eligibility and benefits verification 


and claims management services under Managed Gateway Agreements (“MGAs”) for more 


than 370 payer customers, approximately 25 percent of U.S. payers. Similarly, it is the sole 


provider of certain payment and remittance advice distribution services for more than 680 of 


their payer customers, approximately 50 percent of U.S. payers. 


17.2.1.6 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan; 


Emdeon maintains specialized Testing, Implementation, Training, and Product teams which 


are coordinated by high skilled and experienced Project Managers. Emdeon Project teams 


have historically operated on a Waterfall development methodology. In 2008, Emdeon 


transitioned to a hybrid AGILE/SCRUM methodology which incorporated a rigorous testing 


and training with enterprise-level initiatives.  


Any work conducted for Nevada Medicaid will result in a comprehensive Project, Testing 


and Training plan which will be published to a jointly accessible information store. The work 


plan will be approved by the state, and Emdeon strictly adhered to. 


17.2.1.7 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan; 


Emdeon maintains specialized Testing, Implementation, Training and Product teams which 


are coordinated by high skilled and experienced Project Managers. Emdeon Project teams 


have historically operated on a Waterfall development methodology. In 2008, the company 


transitioned to a hybrid AGILE/SCRUM methodology which incorporated a rigorous testing 


and training with enterprise-level initiatives.  


Work conducted for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project will result in a comprehensive 


Project, Testing and Training plan which will be published to a jointly accessible information 


store. The work plan will be approved by the state, and Emdeon strictly adhered to. 


17.2.1.8 Experience with comprehensive project management; 


Emdeon works extensively with its clients to create project management plans that outline 


an enterprise deployment of its solutions that address the needs of the customer and 


solution as well as map specific goals and time lines. Emdeon’s documentation team, 


together with implementation and product management, design and maintain 


comprehensive plans for major project and customer implementations.  


17.2.1.9 Experience with cultural change management; 


As a business process outsourcing, transactional data vendor and healthcare IT workflow 


management company, Emdeon has worked with organizations of sizes to manage the 


effect of significant change when adopting new enterprise systems through appropriate 


Change Management. This is often incorporated directly into the company’s project 


management as the acceptance of new vendor solutions often affects project workflows and 


deadlines. Emdeon’s Project Management and product champions will work directly with 


customer representatives and their employees to minimize the stress associated with 


significant migrations such as is proposed in this RFP. 


17.2.1.10 Experience with managing subcontractors; 
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As the nation’s largest healthcare clearinghouse, Emdeon manages numerous data and 


product subcontractors. These contractors are managed though its Vendor relations 


department and must meet specific service level agreement (SLA) and service level 


objectives (SLO) requirements as defined by their contract.  


If an issue arises with a specific vendor, Emdeon will seek to remedy the situation 


immediate or, if necessary, seek to replace that vendor because of performance or 


contractual breach. Because of the process by which Emdeon vets its vendors, Emdeon has 


a strong partner base that helps to make certain its solutions maintain 99.9 percent uptimes.  


17.2.1.11 Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan; and 


Emdeon maintains specialized Testing, Implementation, Training and Product teams which 


are coordinated by high skilled and experienced Project Managers. Emdeon Project teams 


have historically operated on a Waterfall development methodology.  


Work conducted for Nevada Medicaid will result in a comprehensive Project, Testing and 


Training plan which will be published to a jointly accessible information store. The work plan 


will be approved by the state, and Emdeon strictly adhered to. 


17.2.1.12 Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, 
details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed. 


Emdeon is a leading provider of revenue and payment cycle solutions that connect payers, 


providers and patients to integrate and automate key business and administrative functions 


throughout the patient encounter. Through Emdeon's comprehensive suite of products and 


services, its customers can improve efficiency, reduce costs, increase cash flow and more 


efficiently manage the complex revenue and payment cycle process. 


The company’s general operations period activities include its market segments: 


• Providers—Emdeon is a leading provider of integrated Revenue Cycle Management 


Solutions and Services that help healthcare professionals optimize their cash flow 


management while reducing administrative costs. 


• Payers—Emdeon is a proven provider of claims and payment management solutions 


that increase efficiencies in the healthcare system—helping healthcare payers and 


Preferred Provider Organizations (PPOs) improve efficiencies while lowering 


administrative costs. 


• Pharmacy Services—Emdeon Pharmacy Services simplifies the prescription process 


and increases efficiency, accuracy and profitability for its customers ranging from 


national pharmacy chains and payers to prescription benefit managers to the local 


drugstore. 


Emdeon's network encompasses the following: 


• 340,000 providers  


• 1,200 government and commercial payers  


• 5,000 hospitals  


• 81,000 dentists  
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• 55,000 pharmacies  


• 600 vendor partners  


While Emdeon’s headquarter office is located in Nashville, Tennessee, it also has the 


following locations: 


• Asheville, NC 


• Auburndale, MA 


• Earth City, MO 


• Jessup, MD 


• Lake Forest, IL 


• Largo, FL 


• Long Beach, CA 


• Mayfield Heights, OH 


• Memphis, TN 


• Nashville, TN 


• Norcross, GA 


• Sacramento, CA 


• South Burlington, VT 


• South Windsor, CT 


• Spartanburg, SC 


• Taylorsville, UT 


• Tempe, AZ 


• Thousand Oaks, CA 


• Toledo, OH 


• Twinsburg, OH 


 


17.2.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the vendor 


and/or subcontractor: 


17.2.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as applicable. The 
“Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or the subcontractor depending on 
the role the company will have for this RFP project. 


Emdeon references are presented in the following order: 


• Public Consulting Group  


• FirstSource, Inc.  


• GHI Medicare  


• Maine Medicaid  


• State of MD Dept of Health and Mental Hygiene  


• Claricon  


• NYC Medical Insurance and Community Services Administration (MICSA)
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Company Name: Emdeon 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: Public Consulting Group 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Stephen Greene 


Street Address: 148 State Street 


City, State, Zip Boston, MA 02109 


Phone, including area code: 1 617 426 2026 x1272 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 617 7170013 


Email address: SGREENE@pcgus.com 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Ralph Hillard 


Street Address: 148 State Street 


City, State, Zip Boston, MA 02109 


Phone, including area code: 1 617 426 2026 x1125 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 617 717 0013 


Email address: RHILLARD@pcgus.com 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Emdeon is responsible for TPL-related discovery analytics for its 
Florida Bureau of Laboratories cost containment activities. Their 
duties include the identification of liable parties for state provided 
benefits as an extension of the recovery activities.  


Emdeon must manage all payer-specific information, identify 
additional parties, and execute timely identification of beneficiaries 
before claim submission.  


Project/contract start date: 2008 


Project/contract end date: 2011 


Project/contract value: Protected Information 


Was project/contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Services provided until the completion of PCG’s contract with 
FLBOL. 


Was project/contract 
completed within or under the 
original budget/cost proposal, 
and if not, why not? 


Completed within budget 
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Company Name: Emdeon 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: FirstSource, Inc.  


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Patti Denham 


Street Address: 1661 Lyndon Farm Court 


City, State, Zip Louisville, Kentucky 40223 


Phone, including area code: 1 502 499 0855 x3454 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 502 515 9838 


Email address: patti.denham@na.firstsource.com 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Judy Black 


Street Address: 1661 Lyndon Farm Court 


City, State, Zip Louisville, Kentucky 40223 


Phone, including area code: 1 502 499 0855 x3477 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 502 515 9838 


Email address: Judy.black@na.firstsource.com 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Emdeon is responsible for TPL-related discovery analytics for its 
institutional cost containment, recovery and public benefits 
enrollment activities. Their duties include the identification of state 
provided benefits for patient as an extension of the institutional 
recovery activities.  


Emdeon must manage all payer specific information, identify 
additional parties, and execute timely identification of beneficiaries 
before claim submission.  


Project/contract start date: 2005 


Project/contract end date: 2011 


Project/contract value: Protected Information 


Was project/contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


The service continues to be provided by automated systems on 
time. 


Was project/contract 
completed within or under the 
original budget/cost proposal, 
and if not, why not? 


Completed within budget 
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Company Name: Emdeon 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: GHI Medicare 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Jim Brady 


Street Address: 25 Broadway 


City, State, Zip NY NY 10025 


Phone, including area code: 1 646 458 6682 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 646 458 6761 


Email address: jim@ghimedicare.com 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Peter Moore 


Street Address: 25 Broadway 


City, State, Zip NY NY 10025 


Phone, including area code: 1 646 458 6682 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 646 458 6761 


Email address: peter@ghimedicare.com 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Print services outsourced for Medicare Fee-for-service program. 


Project/contract start date: 2007 


Project/contract end date: 2009 


Project/contract value: $1.5M 


Was project/contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Services provided until the completion of GHI Medicare contract 
with CMS. 


Was project/contract 
completed within or under the 
original budget/cost proposal, 
and if not, why not? 


Completed within budget 
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Company Name: Emdeon 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: Maine Medicaid 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Tracy Emerson 


Street Address: 442 Civic Center Drive 


City, State, Zip Augusta, Maine 04330 


Phone, including area code: 1 207 287 6135 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 207 287 1964 


Email address: Tracy.emerson@maine.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: ROBIN CHACON 


Street Address: 442 CIVIC CENTER DRIVE 


City, State, Zip AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0011 


Phone, including area code: 1 207 629 4259 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 207 629 4325 


Email address: robin.chacon@maine.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Interactive Voice Response System (IVRS) provider for the Maine 
Medicaid program. 


Project/contract start date: 2002 


Project/contract end date: 2010 


Project/contract value: 1M 


Was project/contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project/contract 
completed within or under the 
original budget/cost proposal, 
and if not, why not? 


Yes 
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Company Name: Emdeon 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: State of MD Dept of Health and Mental Hygiene 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Tom Stein 


Street Address: 201 West Preston Street 


City, State, Zip Baltimore, MD 21201 


Phone, including area code: 1 410 767 4981 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 410 333 7290 


Email address: tstein@dhmh.state.md.us 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Craig Smalls 


Street Address: 201 West Preston Street 


City, State, Zip Baltimore, MD 21201 


Phone, including area code: 1 410 767 6449 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 410 333 7290 


Email address: csmalls@dhmh.state.md.us 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


IVR services  


Project/contract start date: 2006 


Project/contract end date: 2010 


Project/contract value: $1,092,948.00 


Was project/contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Completed on time 


Was project/contract 
completed within or under the 
original budget/cost proposal, 
and if not, why not? 


Completed within budget 
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Company Name: Emdeon 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: Claricon 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Keith Kellogg 


Street Address: 701 Warrenville Rd Suite 210 


City, State, Zip Lisle, IL 60532 


Phone, including area code: 1 630 737 9900 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 630 206 0648 


Email address: kkellogg@claricon.net 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Bob Clementi 


Street Address: 701 Warrenville Rd. Suite 210 


City, State, Zip Lisle, IL 60532 


Phone, including area code: 1 630 737 9902 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 630 206 0648 


Email address: rlclementi@claricon.net 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


TPL/COB Analytics 


Project/contract start date: 2010 


Project/contract end date: NA 


Project/contract value: Not disclosed 


Was project/contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Completed on time 


Was project/contract 
completed within or under the 
original budget/cost proposal, 
and if not, why not? 


Completed within budget 
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Company Name: Emdeon 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: NYC Medical Insurance and Community Services Administration (MICSA) 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Sam Morcos 


Street Address: 330 West 34th Street, 5th Floor, Room 505  


City, State, Zip New York, NY 10001 


Phone, including area code: 1 212 273 0024 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 718 716 0827 


Email address: morcoss@hra.nyc.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Catherine Ray 


Street Address: 15 Metrotech  


City, State, Zip Brooklyn, NY 11201 


Phone, including area code: 1 718 510 0627 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 718 716 0827 


Email address: rayc@hra.nyc.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Development of the Electronic Data and Imaging Transfer System 
(EDITS) and its interfaces with the NYS systems and the FileNET 
image repository, to be used by the County Workers in New York 
City. EDITS receives and acknowledges electronic Medicaid 
applications and document images submitted by healthcare 
providers, processes the applications in concert with the NYS 
systems, and returns the electronic notification back to the 
healthcare provider.  


Project/contract start date: 01/01/03  


Project/contract end date: 12/31/07 


Project/contract value: 1,570,000.00 
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Was project/contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


The EDITS project was completed and delivered within the 
expected time frame.  


The external interfaces with the various New York State systems 
were completed in coordination with New York State’s development 
permitting access to such systems. 


Was project/contract 
completed within or under the 
original budget/cost proposal, 
and if not, why not? 


The project was completed within the original cost proposal. 
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17.2.2.2 The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, the 


quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance. 


Emdeon agrees that the State may contact and verify, with any and all references listed in 


an attempt to determine the quality and degree of satisfaction of its performance. 


SXC 


17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS 
for a minimum of five (5) years. 


SXC Health Solutions, Inc. is not a Fiscal Agent and does not maintain a certified MMIS. For 


this RFP response, SXC is offering Pharmacy POS claims processing system and 


Pharmacy Administration services as a subcontractor to HPES, LLC. As an experienced full 


service pharmacy benefit management company, serving the industry since 1981, SXC 


Health Solutions, Inc. has the requisite systems, tools, and dedicated staff to implement, 


operate and maintain these services. The company’s POS claims adjudication system and 


associated modules are operational in 15 State Medicaid FFS programs with CMS-certified 


MMISs, and the 16th system is scheduled to go live in second quarter 2010 in South 


Dakota. 


In addition, desired experience includes the following: 


17.2.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system 
developed and installed by another contractor. 


MMIS Takeover Experience  


SXC Health Solutions has never been involved in the takeover of an MMIS, a claims 


processing system, or other large-scale system developed and installed by another contract. 


However, SXC developed the First Rx system, which is in place in Nevada today, and 


continues to own the intellectual property rights associated with that system.  


17.2.1.3 Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or 
private sectors; 


SXC has extensive experience developing, designing and implementing its point-of sale 


(POS) claims adjudication systems and its components. As indicated above, this system has 


been implemented in fifteen State Medicaid FFS programs. Besides Medicaid clients, the 


company has implemented this system for some of the largest healthcare companies and 


organizations in the Health Maintenance Organization (HMO), Medicaid Fee-for-Service 


(FFS), Medicaid Managed Care Organizations (MCO), Third Party Administrators (TPA), 


Blue Cross Blue Shield (BCBS), and regional insurer markets. 


17.2.1.4 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model; 


Experience with MITA 


SXC is familiar with the MITA 2.01 model and framework. To keep and further the 


company’s alignment with the MITA Framework, SXC believes that its products and services 


align closely with MITA and it is committed through its product development road map for: 
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• Business Architecture  


• Information Architecture  


• Technical Architecture  


From a Business Architecture perspective, SXC builds its products as follows:  


• The company designs its systems and products to support Business-driven 


transformations during the lifespan of the product, and  


• Its systems are designed to be flexible and are built on configurable common 


modules/solutions that support consistency, re-use of components and the ability to be 


deployed in multiple enterprises.  


From an Information Architecture standpoint, the company’s products have the following 


design features:  


• SXC systems are designed from the ground up to support industry standards and to 


enable information exchange,  


• SXC systems feature built-in security/privacy features that allow for customer-specific 


configuration of user roles and access rights to the data that its systems maintain, 


• SXC systems showcase built-in audit features that document the user responsible for 


making changes, plus features to document the changes made, and  


• SXC systems have been designed to minimize the replication of data and to offer 


maximum data availability. They plan for their systems to operate 24 x 7 x 365 with 


capabilities in-place and available always.  


From a Technical Architecture standpoint SXC’s products feature: 


• Available Service-Oriented Architecture interfaces  


• Common Interoperability and access across several access methods,  


• Nearly unlimited scalability and extensibility, and  


• Built-in features to monitor/measure/tune system performance  


These features of its products align with the principles of the MITA 2.01Framework and have 


allowed the company to maintain state-of-art industry functional capability while continuing 


to remain flexible, comprehensive and pervasive so they can be deployed in multiple 


environments, including a variety of State Medicaid FFS and Medicaid MCO applications. 


17.2.1.5 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution; 


Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution 


Developed with the latest in client/server technologies, SXC’s RxSERVER® functions as the 


catalyst for the collection, control, and sharing of prescription information among pharmacies 


within a participating group, and is the enablement product for real-time information sharing 


with other systems or applications. The system stores information such as physician and 


medication files, performs real-time pre- and post-adjudication edits to reduce claim 


submission errors, and offers a host of standard and user-created reporting features. It also 
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performs real-time pre- and post-adjudication edits to reduce claim submission errors, and 


offers a host of standard and user-created reporting features. 


The product is ideal for the needs of entities that require shared or centrally controlled data 


in a real-time environment. It also supports integration of medical benefits, real-time 


coordination of benefits, remote eligibility, and other functions requiring external information 


sharing. 


17.2.1.6 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan; 


Experience Developing and Executing a Comprehensive Application Test Plan 


Through 28 years of implementing pharmacy benefit management programs, SXC’s 


implementation team is highly experienced in developing and executing a comprehensive 


application test plan.  


SXC has developed an all-inclusive test plan that uses its technologies, methodologies and 


resources. During the implementation process, each system is tested rigorously and must 


pass its quality assurance testing and undergo a formal user signoff before the code is 


migrated to the production system. DHCFP is part of all testing processes, including the 


submission of test claims and can audit the benefits set-up as loaded into the system before 


the effective date. The test plan includes: 


• Establishing both a production and at least three separate test environments before the 


established production date—these environments hold the benefit plan designs and 


other components used to control claim adjudications, payment, reporting and other 


related processing. The test environments reference the production environments 


(without modifying or compromising it) and provide the ability to conduct various forms of 


process validation. 


• Structured testing of benefits designs—this test environment is used by plan design and 


plan administration personnel to validate that a customer’s benefit designs have been 


properly transferred into the claims processing system. Claims are entered into this 


environment using manual claim entry or through a pre-established collection of “batch” 


claims that has been designed to exercise all aspects of a customer’s benefit, including 


known boundary conditions. Testing results are examined by the testers using online 


claim access or through the full spectrum of RxCLAIM® reports. 


• Parallel testing—actual DHCFP claims are adjudicated against the established benefit 


designs. A unique feature of this testing is that SXC allows the results of claims 


processing to be viewed directly against the results that the existing processor produced 


for the exact same claim. The results are also available in system reports, the Data 


Warehouse, or through a set of databases designed specifically for this purpose. This 


level of parallel testing enables the customer to see both financial results and operation 


impact results.  


With parallel testing, the company can assess such factors as:  


− Claims that paid in the customer’s current processing environment and not in the 


SXC environment 
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− Claims that paid in the SXC environment but rejected in the customer’s current 


processing environment, and 


− Claims that rejected for different reasons between the SXC and the customer’s 


current processing environments  


This level of parallel testing enables SXC and its clients to simulate what transpires when 


the actual production date arrives. SXC will know with confidence that its system produces 


accurate results, and clients can have their personnel properly advised and trained for any 


changes that might occur in their member and provider communities.  


• Interface testing—this test environment provides for the testing of the identified required 


interfaces between the organizations/systems. Interface testing is used for initial 


eligibility test loads and for the testing of other interface requirements (loading of prior 


authorizations, member adjustments, provider adjustments, and so on). It also is used to 


source output files and other information that is transferred from the claims system to 


other processing systems. This environment provides for the necessary isolation of 


these types of activities from other tasks critical to the success of the implementation. 


It should be noted that other test environments may be established, if necessary, but the 


three environments mentioned above are critical components in its plan for an effective 


implementation. 


Besides the testing of claims adjudication and information interfaces, several areas for 


testing will be addressed, including: 


• System access from all required desktops; including access to its primary and backup 


sites. This also includes testing for access from customer facilities and from any Internet-


enabled facility (If required).  


• Ability for remote printing (if required or applicable). 


• National switch readiness to route customer claims to SXC’s processing center(s). 


• Ability to deliver electronic deliverables (reports, claim experience tapes, ID card data, 


and so on) using preferred delivery methods (FTP, secured FTP, NDM, and so on). 


• Testing of any SXC web-based portal services. 


All of these testing facilities and specific testing tasks are designed to make certain that the 


production date for the transition to the SXC system can be met, and that the process 


provides for the full effect of the claims processing system to render benefits to DHCFP 


immediately. In some cases, clients have reported benefits from this exercise before the 


conversion date — a direct result of the rigorous testing-identified areas where existing 


customer processes needed to be addressed. 


These testing environments can be left or rebuilt to support much of the same type of 


activity for post-implementation and ongoing activities. SXC realizes that such a resource is 


critical to make certain that, as benefit designs change over time, new interface 


requirements are defined, or new claims processing system software features are made 
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available, testing facilities such as those described above will provide invaluable assistance 


and support to facilitate the success of those initiatives.  


17.2.1.7 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan; 


Developing and Implementing a Comprehensive Training Plan 


SXC’s project management approach, described in the next section, has been refined 


through repeated successful implementations. It provides the cornerstone for its overall 


approach and methodology, refined to best meets the needs of a given project (as defined 


by RFP requirements and objectives). A comprehensive Training Plan is an essential 


component of SXC’s overall project management strategy and is a requirement in every 


project they undertake. The company has indicated throughout this proposal, the depth of 


SXC’s experience in all aspects of pharmacy benefit management. Throughout its 28 years 


of implementing pharmacy systems and PBM implementations, SXC has developed and 


refined a sound Project Management Methodology (PMM), resulting in more than 100 


successful implementations to date, including the development and execution of 


comprehensive training plans. This is true for each of its references that have been included 


in the proposal, as well as the projects listed in the Experience Summary Matrix that 


appears later in this subsection. 


SXC’s dedicated training department provides a comprehensive array of training services 


tailored to meet DHCFP requirements. A customized curriculum for the Nevada pharmacy 


program is created and executed during the project’s execution phase, allowing for smooth 


transition to Acceptance testing and Operations phases. Additionally, SXC provides a 


targeted provider training plan to help make certain that the provider community has time to 


properly prepare for the transition, ultimately minimizing disruption to customer care. With a 


blend of focused communications and on-sight training sessions, SXC employs the most 


efficient and effective channels in delivering training to the Nevada provider community. 


SXC also places much importance on training its staff to meet the requirements of its 


customers. The company conducts comprehensive and continuous training programs for 


SXC staff to make certain that their customers’ pharmacy programs are managed properly 


and efficiently by team members. Industry best practices have proven that training is an 


investment a company makes in its people. SXC knows that only a well-trained and 


knowledgeable staff delivers the level of responsiveness and performance that its customers 


demand. Through proper employee selection and development, its training program 


facilitates efficiency and highest possible quality customer care.  


The company conducts a thorough and continuous training program to make certain that the 


Nevada pharmacy program is conducted in the most professional manner. Implementation, 


operational, and call center staff receive initial general training and focused training directly 


linked to customer requirements. More specific detailed training is conducted with individual 


groups concentrating on their area of responsibilities.  


The training team continues to provide comprehensive training support after the go-live date 


to identify any knowledge gaps and additional training needs. The company maintains a 


comprehensive library of advanced training topics. These topics are geared toward the user 
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who is familiar with the system and plan setup, but requires additional training on a specific 


topic.  


SXC’s ultimate training goal is to produce a team that understands all aspects of DHCFP’s 


program. The company’s comprehensive training teaches staff to be responsive to the 


needs of the Program and members – a total quality management approach that achieves 


results and consistently positive customer reviews. Team members understand that they are 


responsible, as well as accountable, for meeting performance standards.  


17.2.1.8 Experience with comprehensive project management; 


Experience with Comprehensive Project Management 


As described above, through its 28 years of implementing and managing pharmacy 


systems, SXC has developed and refined a sound Project Management Methodology 


(PMM), resulting in more than 100 successful implementations to date. Grounded in PMI’s 


Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK), SXC’s PMM is carefully applied in 


implementations and ongoing operations to carefully balance project duration, project scope 


and project costs, while facilitating the highest possible quality. More information on SXC’s 


project management methodology can be found in the Project Management Plan section 


later in this section. 


17.2.1.9 Experience with cultural change management; 


Experience with Cultural Change Management 


Cultural Change Management is a component of every implementation, no matter how 


extensive or minor. As programs are transitioned away from vendors to new organizations, 


cultural differences are inevitable and if not managed well, can derail a project. During the 


last 28 years, SXC has experienced first had, how important cultural change management 


is. The company is committed to preserving DHCFP’s program philosophies, while working 


as partners with HPES, the incumbent and other State vendors. SXC’s experience with 


programs such as Georgia Medicaid, TennCare and Ohio BWC, where they have worked as 


partners with Medicaid agencies, their vendors, their provider communities and their 


recipients, has taught them that the key to overcoming cultural differences and instituting 


change is communication. A thorough and specific communication plan is a component of 


SXC’s overall project management approach. It makes certain that stakeholders have an 


absolute understanding of the difference between the current culture, processes and 


policies that are in place within the program and those that are being implemented by the 


State under a new contract.  


17.2.1.10 Experience with managing subcontractors; 


Experience with Managing Subcontractors 


SXC is experienced in subcontractor management. Three of the its references provided in 


this proposal response, are contracts in which they are supported by and manage 


subcontractors. The following exhibit indicates the activities SXC manages through such 


partnerships. 
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Contract Subcontractor Activities Managed by SXC 


Georgia Medicaid • P&T Committee support 


• Therapeutic class review activities 


• Pharmacy audits 


• Second level appeals 


TennCare • Pharmacy Audits 


• Therapeutic class review activities 


Ohio BWC • Pharmacy Audits 


 


Experience with 17.2.1.11 Development and execution of a comprehensive project management 
plan; and 


Development and Execution of a Comprehensive Project Management Plan 


SXC’s experience with the development and execution of a Comprehensive Project 


Management plan has been continually refined throughout 28 years of implementing 


pharmacy systems. Obviously, every implementation requires a project management plan 


and with more than 100 successful implementations to date, SXC can facilitate the initiation, 


development and execution of a Project Management Plan for DHCFP.  


SXC recognizes that sound project management practices are the cornerstone to successful 


implementations. SXC’s Project Management Methodologies (PMM), practiced in alignment 


with its customer’s Project Management protocols, ideals, and standards, enable both the 


customer and SXC to begin the process with a common understanding of how the project is 


run. This means that project work can be focused on where it belongs, without unnecessary 


distractions. 


The SXC Project Management Methodology (PMM) is a contiguous framework of 


processes, each relying on the proper application of the others, while at the same time it is a 


set of separate, definable processes that can stand-alone. It is important to note that SXC’s 


PMM process inputs and outputs depend on close synchronization and collaboration with 


DHCFP and HPES and adheres to the major project life cycle phases: Initiating, Planning, 


Executing, Closing, and Controlling during which they are accomplished. During a project, 


there will be many overlaps. The planning process, for example, provides not only details of 


the work to be performed to bring the current phase of the project to successful completion, 


but must also provide some preliminary description of work to be performed in later phases. 


This progressive detailing of the project plan is called rolling wave planning; indicating that 


planning is an iterative and ongoing process. The SXC PMM adds the distinction of 


describing the controlling phase of the project to extend across the other project phases as 


shown in the following exhibit. 
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State Medicaid programs’ complex and evolving pharmacy benefit programs, coupled with 


shortened implementation time frame requirements, require that newly selected vendors rely 


on sound methodology when it comes to managing implementations. The SXC PMM 


provides the tools needed by the SXC implementation team to traverse and complete the 


often complicated and critical phases found within a pharmacy services implementation: 


requirements gathering, design, development, testing and readiness. 


The SXC PMM also describes key project management processes that represent the best 


practices for managing projects. These project areas are broken down into two distinct 


areas: 


• A functional grouping based on the contribution to the overall project management 


phase: initiating, planning, executing, controlling or closing 


• A content grouping into nine key knowledge areas that must be managed to promote a 


successful project, as shown in the following exhibit  
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The importance of a smooth transition from one processor to another cannot be 


understated. The 24x7 nature of pharmacy claims processing means that careful 


coordination to minimize system downtime is a must during a transition. SXC’s action plan, 


combined with its overall Project Management Approach, promotes minimal downtime while 


reducing the effect on project stakeholders, providers, and members.  


17.2.1.12 Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, 
details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed. 


Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities 


To demonstrate its corporate qualifications and experience as they relate to performing 


similar operations activities, SXC has prepared the summary experience matrix on the 


following pages.  
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SXC Summary Experience Matrix 
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American Drug City of Chicago  
Indigent Program 


 159,683 X X X X X X X X 


American Health Care Employer Group, 
Medicare Part D, 
Medicaid Managed Care 


 1,252,096 X X X X  X X X 


Ameriscript Employer Group  534,194 X X X X X X X X 


BCBS AZ Medicaid Managed Care, 
Employer Groups 


 4,321,119 X X X X X X X X 


BCBS AL Employer Group, 
Medicare Part D 


32,444,414 X  X X  X  X 


BCBS MS Employer Group 12,475,962 X X X X X X X X 


BioScript Employer Group 16,286,283 X  X X    X 


Boston Medical 
Center Healthplan 
(BMC) 


Managed Care 2,896,761 X X X x X X X  


City of Fresno Government 86,008 X X X X X X X  


Comm. Partnership 
S.AZ. 


Medicaid Managed Care  733,363 X  X X    X 


CVS/Caremark 
(PharmaCare) 


Employer Group,  
Medicare Part D 


138,612,292 X  X X    X 


Epic Pharmacy 
Network 


Employer Group  12,540 X  X     X 


Evanston Employer Group  118,319 X X X X X X X X 
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Northwestern 


State of Georgia Fee-For-Service Medicaid 
and Peach Care for Kids 


15,000,000 X X X X  X X X 


Group Health 
Cooperative 


Employer Group  610,690 X  X X  X  X 


Hawaii EUTF Government 1,073,258 X X X X X X X  


HealthExtras Employer Group,  
Medicare Part D 


25,902,706 X  X X  X X X 


Health First Health 
Plans 


Employer Group,  
Medicare Part D 


1,2000,000 X X X X X X X X 


Independent Health 
Association 


Employer Group,  
Medicare Part D 


 4,896,183 X  X X  X  X 


Innoviant Employer Group,  
Medicare Part D 


 5,838,828 X X X X X X X X 


LDI Pharmacy  
Benefit Mgmt 


Employer Group,  
Medicare Discount Card 


 1,157,460 X  X X    X 


Liberty Medicare Discount Card  224,431 X X X X X X X X 


LTC Solutions, Inc. Long Term Care  1,480,319 X X X X X X X X 


MedMetrics  
(Vermont Medicaid) 


Medicaid Fee-for-Service  5,884,300 X  X X  X X X 


MedMetrics 


(Elder Affairs) 


SPAP 3,026,020 X  X X  X X X 


MedMetrics 


(Bay State) 


Employer Group 898,424 X  X X  X X X 
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MedMetrics 


(Health New England) 


Commercial Health Plan 1,339,840 X  X X  X X X 


MaxCare (PPOK) Employer Group  311,541 X X X X X X X X 


Mayo Clinic Employer Group  1,611,195 X X X X X X X X 


MC-21 Employer Group,  
Medicare Part D,  
Medicaid Managed Care 


29,062,673 X  X X  X  X 


MDS Employer Group 27,762,891 X X X X X X X X 


Medliance Long Term Care  2,403,144 X X X X X X  X 


Member Health, Inc. Employer Group,  
Medicare Part D 


43,571,220 X X X X  X  X 


Montana State Fund Workers Compensation 100,235 X X X X X X X  


N. Miss. Medical Employer Group  286,462 X X X X X X X X 


Ohio BWC State Bureau of Worker’s 
Compensation 


1,400,000 X  X X  X  X 


OmniCare LTC, Medicare Part A, 
Medicare Part D, 
Commercial Insurance, 
Medicaid 


115,000,000    X   X  


Palliative Drug Hospice  307,958 X  X X    X 


PBM Plus Employer Group  2,477,976 X  X X  X  X 


PharMerica LTC, Medicare Part A 2,000,000    X   X  


Presbyterian Health 
Plan 


Employer Group,  
Medicare Part D,  


3,600,000 X X X X X X X X 
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Medicaid Managed Care 


Prescription Solutions Employer Group,  
Medicare Part D 


316,873,872 X  X X    X 


Professional Benefit 
Administrators 


Third Party Administrator 200,034 X X X X X X X  


PTRx Employer Group  11,584 X X X X X X X X 


Retail Clerks Taft Hartley 364,973 X X X X X X X  


RxStrategies Employer Group  291,833 X X X X X X X X 


RxWest Employer Group  1,829,594 X X X X X X X X 


Scripnet Employer Group,  
Workers Compensation 


 679,236 X X X X X X X X 


Security Health Employer Group,  
Medicare Part D 


 1,611,251 X X X X X X X X 


Serve You Employer Group  2,395,624 X  X X  X  X 


Sierra Health Employer Group,  
Medicare Part D 


12,754,478 X  X X  X  X 


State of Arkansas Government 2,495,000 X X X X X X X  


State of Washington Fee-For-Service Medicaid 
and SCHIP 


17,500,000 X  X X X X X X 


SXC: CMS Card Medicare Discount Card  55,146 X X X X X X X X 


Teamsters  
(N. New England) 


Employer Group  395,486 X X X X X X X X 


State of Tennessee  Fee-For-Service Medicaid 18,000,000 X X X X X X X X 
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Touchstone Medicare Part D  33,775 X  X X  X  X 


United Drug Employer Group  2,392,366 X  X X  X  X 


University of Michigan Employer Group  504,371 X X X X X X X X 


Value Options Employer Group  2,152,602 X X X X X X X X 


VA HAC Federal Veterans 
Administration Pharmacy 
(families of veterans) 


3,529,300 X  X X  X X X 


WebTPA Third Party Administrator 131,706 X X X X X X X  
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17.2.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the vendor 


and/or subcontractor: 


17.2.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as applicable. The 


“Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or the subcontractor depending on 


the role the company will have for this RFP project. 


SXC presents their references in the following order: 


• Georgia Medicaid 


• State of Tennessee, Bureau of TennCare 


• State of Washington Department of Social and Health Services 


• State of Ohio Bureau of Workers Compensation 


• MedMetrics 
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Company Name: SXC Health Solutions, Inc. 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: Georgia Medicaid 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Adrian Washington, Pharm.D., M.B.A., Director, Pharmacy 
Services 


Street Address: 2 Peachtree Street, NW, 36
th
 Floor 


City, State, Zip Atlanta, GA 30350 


Phone, including area code: 1 404 657 9092  


Facsimile, including area code: 1 404 656 8366 


Email address: awashington@dch.ga.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Jerry Dubberly, Pharm.D., M.B.A., Chief, Division of Medical 
Assistance, Georgia Department of Community Health 


Street Address: 2 Peachtree Street, NW, 36
th
 Floor 


City, State, Zip Atlanta, GA 30350 


Phone, including area code: 1 404 657 7793 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 866 283 0128 


Email address: jdubberly@dch.ga.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


SXC provides PBM support for the Division of Medical Assistance 
Medicaid and PeachCare for Kids programs, collectively referred to 
as “Medicaid”.  


The services provided by SXC include POS support, MAC support, 
ProDUR, RetroDUR, DUR Board support, Clinical and Pharmacy 
Provider Call Centers, Clinical programs, E-Commerce-web-based 
solutions, P&T support, Therapeutic Class Reviews, Fraud and 
Abuse, COB/TPL support, PDL Management, Supplemental 
Rebate billing and collection for diabetic supplies, MMIS interfaces, 
reporting and analytics. 


SXC Products used within the Georgia account are: 


• RxCLAIM
®
 


• RxMAX
®
 


• RxAUTH
®
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• Accounting Interface 


• RxPROVIDER Portal
TM


 


Project/contract start date: October 23, 2006 


Project/contract end date: June 30, 2012 


Project/contract value: $23.7 million 


Was project/contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project/contract 


completed within or under 


the original budget/cost 


proposal, and if not, why 


not? 


Yes 
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Company Name: SXC Health Solutions, Inc. 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: State of Tennessee, Bureau of TennCare 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Nicole Woods, Pharm.D., Pharmacy Director 


Street Address: Bureau of TennCare 


310 Great Circle Road 


City, State, Zip Nashville, TN 37243 


Phone, including area code: 1 615 507 6460 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 615 253 5481 


Email address: Nicole.Woods@tn.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Ray McIntire, R.Ph., Director, Pharmacy Operations 


Street Address: Bureau of TennCare 


310 Great Circle Road 


City, State, Zip Nashville, TN 37243 


Phone, including area code: 1 615 507 6497 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 615 253 5481 


Email address: raymond.mcintire@tn.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


SXC administers TennCare's pharmacy claims system, an online 
system that processes Medicaid pharmacy transactions. SXC also 
provides support in the following areas: MAC, ProDUR, RetroDUR, 
DUR Board support, Clinical and Pharmacy Provider Call Centers, 
Clinical programs, P&T support, Therapeutic Class Reviews, Fraud 
and Abuse, COB/TPL support, PDL Management, MMIS interfaces, 
reporting and analytics. SXC administers TennCare's Preferred 
Drug List, negotiate supplemental rebates, manage their pharmacy 
network, provide pharmacists with weekly payments for their 
services, and generate weekly encounter data and reconciliation 
services for TennCare. 


SXC Products used within the TennCare account are: 


• RxCLAIM
®
 


• RxMAX
®
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• RxAUTH
®
 


• RxPROVIDER Portal
TM


 


• Web Services 


• Accounting Interface 


• RxEXCHANGE
TM


 (e-prescribing) 


Project/contract start date: June 1, 2008 


Project/contract end date: May 31, 2013 


Project/contract value: $56 million 


Was project/contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project/contract 


completed within or under 


the original budget/cost 


proposal, and if not, why 


not? 


Yes 
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Company Name: SXC Health Solutions, Inc. 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: State of Washington Department of Social and Health Services 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Ms. Renee Morgan, ProviderOne Project – Pharmacy  


Street Address: P.O. Box 45514 


City, State, Zip Olympia, WA 98504-5514 


Phone, including area code: 1 360 725 1620 


Facsimile, including area code: No Fax Number 


Email address: MORGARM@dshs.wa.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Kathy Pickens Rucker 


Street Address: P.O. Box 45514 


City, State, Zip Olympia, WA 98504-5514 


Phone, including area code: 1 360 725 2135 


Facsimile, including area code: No Fax Number 


Email address: PICKEK@dshs.wa.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


The scope of the Washington MMIS Re-Procurement Project is the 
design, development and implementation (DDI) and maintenance of 
a modern MMIS and state-of-the-art pharmacy (POS) system 
including customer, provider, reference, prior authorization, claims 
processing, managed care, coordination of benefits (COB)/third 
party liability (TPL), financial and drug rebate components, and fully 
functional pharmacy point of sale (POS) components. Provider and 
staff training, cultural and business process change management, 
risk mitigation, certification support and system documentation are 
included.  


Other functions include DDI of a separate data warehouse, 
including decision support system (DSS), management and 
administrative reporting (MAR) and surveillance and utilization 
review (SUR), as well as the DDI of a state-of-the-art contact/call 
management system, electronic swipe card functions supporting 
customer eligibility, integrated voice response (IVR) component, 
imaging and document management services. Post implementation 
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services include ongoing system maintenance, data center 
operations and Facilities Management (FM) services.  


SXC products used within the DSHS account are: 


• RxCLAIM
®
 


• RxMAX
®
 


• RxAUTH
®
 


Project/contract start date: March, 2005 


Project/contract end date: December, 2012 


Project/contract value: $3.4 million 


Was project/contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


Original schedule for operations: July 1, 2007 


Actual pharmacy operations start: October 20, 2008 


There was a delay in MMIS implementation NOT associated with 
SXC or POS. Actual POS implementation was accomplished almost 
2 months PRIOR to scheduled MMIS implementation. 


Was project/contract 


completed within or under 


the original budget/cost 


proposal, and if not, why 


not? 


Original estimate of cost: DDI: $3M; Operations: $216,000/mo 


Actual cost: DDI: $3.4M; Operations: $216,000/mo 


Variance: Additional $400K for change order to support interface to 
legacy MMIS versus new MMIS under development.  
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Company 


Name: 
SXC Health Solutions, Inc. 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: MedMetrics 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: David Calabrese, R.Ph, MHP, Chief Clinical Officer 


Street Address: 100 Century Drive 


City, State, Zip Worcester, MA 01606 


Phone, including area code: 1 508 421 8932 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 509 355 1154 


Email address: david_calabrese@medmetricshp.com 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Ellen Nelson, Managing Director 


Street Address: 100 Century Drive 


City, State, Zip Worcester, Massachusetts 01606 


Phone, including area code: 1 508 421 5609 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 508 421 6123 


Email address: Ellen_nelson@medmetricshp.com 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


As a subcontractor, SXC provides claims processing, ProDUR, data 
warehousing, network management, reporting, data analysis and 
benefit design consulting, as well as Medicare Part D processing. 
When this customer came on board with SXC, the decision was 
made to combine the base SXC MAC List and the customer’s 
existing MAC list, supplied by their previous vendor.  


The rules for the new custom SMAC list allowed calculation of 
SMAC pricing to be the lower of the base SXC MAC or the 
customer’s existing SMAC.  


The existing SMAC was only available in an alphabetical list, so 
SXC assisted in the creation of a new file format that could be used 
by SXC’s claims processing system to process claims. SXC spent 
many hours before the implementation of the program on January 
1, 2006, comparing the customer SMAC to the SXC MAC. A final 
combination custom SMAC list resulted from these efforts. 
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SXC Products used within the OVHA account are: 


• RxCLAIM
®
 


• RxMAX
®
 


• RxAUTH
®
 


• RxExchange (e-prescribing) 


• RxBUILDER
TM


 


Project/contract start date: December 27, 2005 


Project/contract end date: Ongoing 


Project/contract value: $1.8M annually 


Was project/contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project/contract 


completed within or under 


the original budget/cost 


proposal, and if not, why 


not? 


Yes 
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Company Name: SXC Health Solutions, Inc. 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: Ohio Bureau of Workers Compensation 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Dr. Robert Balchick, Medical Director 


Street Address: 30 W Spring St 


City, State, Zip Columbus, OH 43215-2216 


Phone, including area code: 1 614 728 0452 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 614 621 9519 


Email address: Robert.B.16@bwc.state.oh.us 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Christine Sampson 


Street Address: 30 W Spring St 


City, State, Zip Columbus, OH 43215-2216 


Phone, including area code: 1 614 728 5498 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 614 621 5220 


Email address: christine.s.1@bwc.state.oh.us 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


As a subcontractor, SXC provides claims processing, ProDUR, data 
warehousing, network management, reporting, data analysis and 
benefit design consulting, as well as Medicare Part D processing. 
When this customer came on board with SXC, the decision was 
made to combine the base SXC MAC List and the customer’s 
existing MAC list, supplied by their previous vendor.  


The rules for the new custom SMAC list allowed calculation of 
SMAC pricing to be the lower of the base SXC MAC or the 
customer’s existing SMAC.  


The existing SMAC was only available in an alphabetical list, so 
SXC assisted in the creation of a new file format that could be used 
by SXC’s claims processing system to process claims. SXC spent 
many hours before the implementation of the program on January 
1, 2006, comparing the customer SMAC to the SXC MAC. A final 
combination custom SMAC list resulted from these efforts. 


SXC Products used within the OVHA account are: 
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• RxCLAIM
®
 


• RxMAX
®
 


• RxAUTH
®
 


• RxExchange (e-prescribing) 


Project/contract start date: December 27, 2005 


Project/contract end date: 6/30/2016 


Project/contract value: $13.7M 


Was project/contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project/contract 


completed within or under 


the original budget/cost 


proposal, and if not, why 


not? 


Yes 
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17.2.2.2 The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, the 


quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance. 


SXC understands the State reserves the right to contact the references provided to verify 


the quality its performance and the satisfaction of its customers. 


Thomson Reuters 


17.2.1 Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from similar projects performed for 


private, state and/or large local government clients within the last five (5) years. Vendors are 


required to submit Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire to the business references they 


list. The business references must submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the 


Purchasing Division. It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by 


the Purchasing Division on or before the proposal submission deadline for inclusion in the evaluation 


process. Business References not received, or not complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score 


in the evaluation process. References must show the vendor’s experience with the following minimum 


mandatory qualification: 


17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS 


for a minimum of five (5) years. 


Thomson Reuters is not an MMIS fiscal agent and does not offer MMIS fiscal agent services 


for claims processing. However, they have worked in collaboration with several of the largest 


fiscal agents to provide healthcare decision support, enterprisewide decision support, 


SURS, MARS, fraud detection services and other related data analytics to several state 


Medicaid agencies. The data that feeds the DSS most often comes from the MMIS; this 


requires a close working relationship with the fiscal agent.  


In addition, desired experience includes the following: 


17.2.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system 


developed and installed by another contractor. 


Not applicable 


17.2.1.3 Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or 


private sectors; 


Thomson Reuters has broad and deep experience in several areas important to the DHCFP 


and this engagement – decision support systems, MARS, SURS, reporting, and analytics. 


Thomson Reuters has a 30-year history of healthcare decision support and contracts with 


25 state Medicaid programs and all major Federal government healthcare agencies. For 


these government customers, Thomson Reuters provides large data warehouse and 


decision support solutions with advanced healthcare reporting and analytics tools, including 


SURS and MARS. Thomson Reuters leads many specialized research and consulting 


projects for their customers, who consider Thomson Reuters staff trusted advisors. The 


company’s references fully demonstrate its experience in building some of the largest and 


most complex healthcare decision support databases in the United States.  
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17.2.1.4 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model; 


Since MITA was introduced, Thomson Reuters staff have participated on various MITA and 


HL7 workgroups. In the context of several recent Data Warehouse/Decision Support System 


implementations for state Medicaid agencies, the company has participated in MITA 


certification efforts, validating that its solutions support MITA 2.01 Business Processes. 


Thomson Reuters’ new version of Advantage Suite uses a SOA. SOA is aligned with the 


Technical Architecture recommendations of the MITA framework that CMS supports. The 


solution proposed by Thomson Reuters reflects the MITA Principles and includes:  


• A business-driven enterprise design.  


• Re-useable processes and architectures. 


• Web-enablement.  


• Data consistency across the enterprise, driven by standardized data and metadata.  


Thomson Reuters commits to supporting the progression through the MITA maturity levels 


over time. 


17.2.1.5 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution; 


Thomson Reuters has extensive experience, capabilities, and best practices in assembling 


large scale solutions across the healthcare continuum. This experience includes installations 


of HIE technology to support disease surveillance, public health reporting, and clinical 


decision support. In North Carolina, the company installed the nation’s largest HIE for 


surveillance of emergency department (ED) experience that gathers real-time data through 


secure methods from 112 hospitals. 


At the Federal level, Thomson Reuters is working with CMS to assemble the nation’s largest 


repository of Medicaid claims data, providing consultation on NHIN standards, and 


developing methodologies to monitor and measure meaningful use. 


17.2.1.6 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan; 


Thomson Reuters extensive experience in building large scale healthcare decision support 


systems is the basis for the standard implementation methodology established for their 


customers. This methodology includes objectives for system/application testing. These 


objectives are applied to all Thomson Reuters implementations, including those that have 


occurred, or are occurring, for its references noted later in this section.  


The decision support Test Plan includes a series of queries that are run against the 


database to verify that the database is consistent with the specifications and reconciles to 


control reports provided by the data suppliers. The test plan includes critical areas that the 


customer is most interested in defining within their database. The Test Plan includes tests to 


make certain that field values meet expected valid values (for example, age is between 0-


150), relationships of fields make sense (Service Date <= Paid Date), guidelines for 


expected results match the company’s standards (such as top 10 DRGs), and 


transformations were done correctly (such as fields mapped correctly). Clients have the 


opportunity to provide input into the Test Plan document. 
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During the iterative testing process, Thomson Reuters identifies problems or errors in the 


transformation routines or build process that need to be fixed to produce a high quality 


production database. The build software takes the data and builds a relational, integrated 


health information database. This sophisticated software makes clinical assignments, 


performs edit checks, reports on data quality, builds inpatient admissions and episodes of 


care (if purchased), reconciles the data, and integrates multiple types and formats of data 


into a single data platform.  


System testing involves the iterative building of small databases (using a subset of the 


customer’s raw data) focused on testing the latest data transformation enhancements. Each 


test base is designed to test the accuracy of the transformation, enhancement, and build 


processes; identify errors; and confirm the database logic. By testing the build process in 


this way, Thomson Reuters can identify and correct problems before expending effort and 


resources on the full database processing. Each System Test run produces a series of 


Pass/Fail results from the Test Plan. During the final stages of this testing, results are 


shared with the customer and agreement is reached on the process for next steps, including 


prioritization of issues, error resolution, and timing for production. 


17.2.1.7 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan; 


Thomson Reuters has an expert team of training, documentation, and knowledge 


management professionals that collaborate with Thomson Reuters Account Team staff to 


develop and implement comprehensive training plans for each customer. Thomson Reuters 


has nine staff members focused specifically on healthcare product training, and some or all 


of these staff members have worked with Thomson Reuters references listed below. The 


Thomson Reuters training team has a wide range of experience training users with a variety 


of backgrounds and expertise and represents more than 45 years of training experience at 


Thomson Reuters. 


Thomson Reuters offers a full range of training approaches, including classroom training, 


web seminars, recorded sessions for provider products, and computer-based training. 


Additionally, Thomson Reuters customer Account Teams provide ongoing coaching and 


training to clients for the duration of each contract. 


17.2.1.8 Experience with comprehensive project management; 


Thomson Reuters project implementation and management methodology incorporates 


sound principles for managing large-scale system implementations of the kind that DHCFP 


is seeking. Thomson Reuters is highly experienced in leading projects of similar size and 


scope to the proposed solution; they will apply this experience to leading this project. The 


implementation will be managed in close coordination with HPES and DHCFP to promote 


good synchronization of efforts. The comprehensive project management approach used by 


Thomson Reuters has proven successful in more than 200 decision support system 


implementations, including those implementations that are occurring, or have occurred, for 


its referenced customers listed at the end of this subsection.  


Decades of experience in the government healthcare information arena as Project 


Management practitioners has developed the company’s effectiveness in:  
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• Planning and implementing projects on schedule and within budget constraints 


• Anticipating risks and issues common in the industry 


• Technical expertise with its products and the environments in which they operate 


17.2.1.9 Experience with cultural change management; 


Thomson Reuters DSS implementation methodology takes into account the need to help 


users quickly adapt to the new environment and new tools. The goal is to empower DHCFP 


staff to use data more effectively in their daily activities. Thomson Reuters provides 


classroom training, webinars, specialized training, user community learning opportunities, 


and in-depth customer conferences to enable state staff to become quickly comfortable and 


productive, and to remain that way during the life of the contract. Additionally, an 


experienced Account Team will service DCHFP and be the daily contact should the state 


have questions regarding the DSS/MARS/SURS tools. The company also provides user 


reference materials during training and on its Product Support web site as part of ongoing 


support.  


Thomson Reuters account team members are an extension of the company’s broader 


Product Support team. DCHFP users have access to a multichannel support experience, 


including electronic, email, and telephone submission of support requests, including 


emergency after hours support.  


17.2.1.10 Experience with managing subcontractors; 


To provide the best solution to their customers, Thomson Reuters occasionally works with 


subcontractors who have complimentary expertise. Thomson Reuters employs a proven, 


effective approach to managing and monitoring subcontractor engagement and ongoing 


commitment. In the cases where a subcontractor is employer, the Thomson Reuters Client 


Services Director acts as a single point of contact and regularly monitors the following 


project elements (among others): 


• Subcontractor progress 


• Deliverable products 


• Control requirements 


• Management/technical advancement 


• Subcontractor adherence to the SOW 


• Subcontractor performance 


Thomson Reuters makes sure that an executed agreement is in place with a statement of 


work (SOW) as the basis for managing the subcontract for each task. The SOW establishes 


the technical and non-technical requirements, the work to be done by the subcontractor, and 


the plans for the work.  


17.2.1.11 Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan; and 


Thomson Reuters project implementation and management methodology incorporates 


sound principles for managing large-scale system implementations of the kind that DHCFP 


is seeking. The company is highly experienced in leading projects of similar size and scope 


to the proposed solution; they will apply this experience to leading this project. The 


implementation will be managed in close coordination with HPES and DHCFP to promote 


good synchronization of efforts. The comprehensive project management approach used by 


Thomson Reuters has proven successful in more than 200 decision support system 
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implementations, including those implementations that are occurring, or have occurred, for 


its references customers listed later in this section.  


Decades of experience in the government healthcare information arena as Project 


Management practitioners has developed its effectiveness in:  


• Planning and implementing projects on schedule and within budget constraints  


• Anticipating risks and issues common in the industry  


• Technical expertise with its products and the environments in which they operate 


17.2.1.12 Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, 


details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed. 


On average, Thomson Reuters provides more than 3,000 learner days for more than 6,000 


learners each year. Average customer satisfaction ratings on post-training evaluations are 


4.25 on a scale of five. For classes with mastery assessments, 80 percent of the participants 


achieve a mastery score of 85 percent or higher.  


Training participants receive a detailed training manual for use in class and for future 


reference. The manual contains step-by-step guides for commonly performed tasks as well 


as exercises to give learners experience with the most common types of analysis.  


Thomson Reuters routinely conducts staff development programs to make sure that team 


members have the opportunity to improve their skills. Within the last several years, team 


members attended an intensive three-day program on instructional design and continue to 


update their skills and knowledge regularly. In-depth training on new e-learning technologies 


was recently offered. 


17.2.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the vendor 


and/or subcontractor: 


17.2.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as applicable. The 


“Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or the subcontractor depending on 


the role the company will have for this RFP project. 


Thomson Reuters references are included in the following order: 


• State of Georgia, Department of Community Health 


• Idaho Department of Health and Welfare (DHW) 


• Missouri Department of Social Services, MO HealthNet Division  


• Nebraska Department of Health and Human Services 


• North Dakota Department of Human Services 
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Company Name: Thomson Reuters 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: State of Georgia, Department of Community Health, Data Warehouse with 
Decision Support and Executive Information 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Darryl Dees 


Street Address: 2 Peachtree Street 


City, State, Zip Atlanta, GA 30303 


Phone, including area code: 1 404 6565395 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 404 656 0654 


Email address: ddees@dch.ga.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Daphanie Keit 


Street Address: 2 Peachtree Street 


City, State, Zip Atlanta, GA 30303 


Phone, including area code: 1404 656 3512 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 404 656 0654 


Email address: dkeit@dch.ga.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


Thomson Reuters is the prime contractor for a data warehouse and 
decision support system that integrates data from the State of 
Georgia’s Medicaid and CHIP programs with State Health Benefit 
Plan (SHBP) for state employees. Thomson Reuters has held this 
contract since 1996, through one competitive re-procurement. 
Thomson Reuters designed, developed, implemented, maintained 
and operated the original decision support system, which was 
replaced by a new system under a contract that began in 2006. 
Under the newest contract, Thomson Reuters has integrated what 
were two separate Medicaid and State Employee databases into 
one combined solution that enables DCH users to analyze data on 
the 2.2 million lives covered under the different programs. Thomson 
Reuters maintains up to 72 months of data online. The database 
size is 6.8 TBs, including production databases and data staging 
areas. 


For the combined data warehouse/decision support and executive 
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information system which includes Advantage Suite, Thomson 
Reuters designed, developed, and implemented the system and 
maintains and operates it for DCH. The system consists of an 
integrated, customized database that incorporates medical claims, 
prescription drug claims, denied claims, nursing home data, 
provider files, eligibility, and reference data for Georgia’s Medicaid 
recipients and SCHIP enrollees. For SHBP, the system integrates 
data from diverse employee plans – Indemnity, PPO, HMO, and 
CDHP. There are multiple database environments, including a 
mirror-image database that helps us maintain high availability of the 
system during the update process.  


Project/contract start date: July 1996  


Project/contract end date: June 2011 (with all possible annual extensions) 


Project/contract value: Approximately $13,900,000 (current contract term).  


Was project/contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project/contract 


completed within or under 


the original budget/cost 


proposal, and if not, why 


not? 


Project has stayed within budget except for customer-approved 
enhancements and special projects. 
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Company Name: Thomson Reuters 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: Idaho Department of Health and Welfare (DHW), Division of Medicaid, Decision 
Support System/Data Warehouse/MARS/SURS 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Patti Campbell 


Street Address: 3232 Elder Street 


City, State, Zip Boise, ID 83705 


Phone, including area code: 1 208 373 1404  


Facsimile, including area code: 1 208 364 1811 


Email address: campbell@dhw.idaho.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Laura Windham 


Street Address: 3276 Elder Street, Suite 102 


City, State, Zip Boise, ID 83705 


Phone, including area code: 1 208 287 1151 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 208 364 1811 


Email address: WindhamL@dhw.idaho.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


Thomson Reuters is designing, developing, and implementing a 
comprehensive healthcare decision support system and data 
warehouse (DSS/DW) for the Idaho Department of Health and 
Welfare (DHW) as part of the State’s efforts to modernize its 
Medicaid Management Information System. The DSS/DW system 
will improve DHW’s ability to manage and mine data from 9 million 
healthcare claims submitted to the state Medicaid program each 
year.  


The contract was awarded in late 2007 and the implementation 
process is well under way. DHW will use the analytic and reporting 
capabilities of the DSS/DW to strengthen management of Medicaid 
programs, measure cost-effectiveness and quality of care, forecast 
budgets, and fulfill federal Management and Administrative 
Reporting (MAR) requirements. The system will generate 
information that supports program planning and evaluation, financial 
reporting, healthcare utilization management, Medicaid eligibility 
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analysis, actuarial rate setting, and other functions. It also will serve 
as the Department’s SURS, which is mandated for every state 
Medicaid program by the federal government to help detect 
healthcare fraud and abuse.  


The Thomson Reuters solution integrates an analytically ready data 
warehouse with advanced methodologies and business intelligence 
applications, including Advantage Suite, to provide a powerful 
decision support system. It will be specifically configured to meet 
the unique needs of the Idaho Medicaid program and will replace 
the program’s existing information system. 


Project/contract start date: November 2007 


Project/contract end date: November 2014 


Project/contract value: Approximately $8 million 


Was project/contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


Project is in implementation 


Was project/contract 


completed within or under 


the original budget/cost 


proposal, and if not, why 


not? 


Project is in implementation 
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Company Name: Thomson Reuters 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: Missouri Department of Social Services, MO HealthNet Division, Fraud and 
Abuse Detection System (FADS) 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Julie Creach 


Street Address: 615 Howerton Court 


City, State, Zip Jefferson City, MO 65102-6500 


Phone, including area code: 1 573 751 3399 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 573 526 4375 


Email address: Julie.g.creach@dss.mo.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Kate Smith 


Street Address: 615 Howerton Court 


City, State, Zip Jefferson City, MO 65102-6500 


Phone, including area code: 1 573 522 4332 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 573 526 4375 


Email address: Kate.L.Smith@dss.mo.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


The Missouri Department of Social Services, MO HealthNet 
Division (MHD), is the Medicaid agency for Missouri. Since 1997, 
Thomson Reuters has been the prime contractor providing a 
comprehensive decision support system (DSS) for managing the 
MHD Medicaid program, which covers more than one million 
beneficiaries. A competitive re-bid resulted in renewal of the 
contract and replacement of the original DSS in 2002 with the 
newest Thomson Reuters services and software as a Fraud and 
Abuse Detection System (FADS). Thomson Reuters has delivered 
more than 45 fraud algorithms to date. The system supports the 
agency’s overall program monitoring and investigation needs and is 
used to manage health costs, quality, and access to care. MHD's 
30 most recent months of Medicaid data are included in the 
databases. Thomson Reuters hosts and maintains the databases in 
the Thomson Reuters Data Center. MHD has approximately 40 
users accessing Thomson Reuters’ systems. 
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In 2007 Thomson Reuters conducted a comprehensive review and 
gap analysis of the MHD program integrity department. As a result, 
MHD expanded the relationship with Thomson Reuters later that 
year. Thomson Reuters assumed primary responsibility for the 
analytic claims-based investigation for MHD Program Integrity, with 
the goal of streamlining the investigative process.  


Project/contract start date: March 2002 


Project/contract end date: June 2013 (with all possible annual extensions) 


Project/contract value: Approximately $20 million (current contract term).  


Was project/contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


Implementations were completed within timeframes approved by 
the customer. 


Was project/contract 


completed within or under 


the original budget/cost 


proposal, and if not, why 


not? 


Project has stayed within budget except for customer-approved 
enhancements and special projects. 
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Company Name: Thomson Reuters 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: Nebraska Department of Health and Human Services, Decision Support 
System, with a Management and Reporting Subsystem and SURS 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Kim Collins 


Street Address: 301 Centennial Mall South 


City, State, Zip Lincoln, NE 68509 


Phone, including area code: 1 402 471 9104 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 402 471 7783 


Email address: Kim.Collins@Nebraska.Gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Sam Kaplan 


Street Address: 301 Centennial Mall South 


City, State, Zip Lincoln, NE 68509 


Phone, including area code: 1 402 471 0122 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 402 471 7783 


Email address: Sam.kaplan@nebraska.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


In 1995, Thomson Reuters was awarded a contract to develop and 
operate a DSS for the Nebraska Medicaid program. Thomson 
Reuters implemented and maintained a comprehensive DSS for 
DHHS. 


After the available extensions to the original Thomson Reuters 
contract were exercised, the State was required by CMS to seek 
competitive bids. Through a subsequent RFP process in 2004, 
Thomson Reuters was chosen to provide decision support services 
as well as MARS and SURS support. The database integrated data 
from the MMIS, including claims, managed care encounters, 
provider data, eligibility, and other feeds. This enables DHHS to 
perform advanced analysis and management reporting. The new 
contract includes data from the MMIS as well as “N-FOCUS”, a 
separate payment system. Thomson Reuters also provides the 
MSIS solution for Nebraska DHHS.  


The current DSS contains eight years of claims and eligibility data 
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for more than 200,000 eligible members. Thomson Reuters’ 
services include data management, analytic consulting, and 
ongoing support. DHHS has used the system to evaluate 
accessibility of care, set risk adjusted capitation rates for prepaid 
health plans, evaluate quality of care, assess data capture and 
reporting capabilities of primary care providers (PCPs), and obtain 
baseline information for evaluating program effectiveness. Program 
integrity, fraud algorithm programming, and other data analysis 
services are a critical component of this engagement. 


Project/contract start date: Original contract: began 1995; New contract began 7/2004 


Project/contract end date: Extended thru 2004; New contract thru 3/2010 with the option of 
two additional years 


Project/contract value: Approximately $6,300,000 (current contract term).  


Was project/contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


Implementations were completed within timeframes approved by 
the customer. 


Was project/contract 


completed within or under 


the original budget/cost 


proposal, and if not, why 


not? 


Project has stayed within budget except for customer-approved 
enhancements and special projects. 
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Company Name: Thomson Reuters 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    � Subcontractor 


Project Name: North Dakota Department of Human Services, DSS and Data Warehouse 


Primary Contact Information 


Name: Erik Elkins 


Street Address: 600 East Boulevard Avenue, Dept. 325 


City, State, Zip Bismarck, ND 58505 


Phone, including area code: 1 701 328 4011 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 701 328 1544 


Email address: soelke@state.nd.us 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: Jennifer Witham 


Street Address: 600 East Boulevard Avenue, Dept. 325 


City, State, Zip Bismarck, ND 58505 


Phone, including area code: 1 701 328 2570 


Facsimile, including area code: 1 701 328 1544 


Email address: sowitj@nd.gov 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed: 


Thomson Reuters has both a DSS and Data Warehouse with North 
Dakota, and there are two contracts involved. 


Contract 1 - In 1996, the North Dakota Department of Health 
retained Thomson Reuters to build and implement a data 
warehouse and DSS using the Thomson Reuters DataProbe 
system that integrated data from all of the state’s healthcare payers 
(private and public including Medicare). In November 1999, the 
Department of Human Services (DHS), the state’s Medicaid 
agency, assumed responsibility for the Thomson Reuters contract 
from the Department of Health. The database was converted for 
DHS’ use for monitoring the Medicaid program and the Medicaid 
database was expanded, enhanced, and extended. Thomson 
Reuters was responsible for designing the database and providing 
comprehensive implementation services. Thomson Reuters 
continues to update the database and maintain the software. 
Thomson Reuters also provides ongoing analytic consultation. 
North Dakota’s Medicaid program covers approximately 60,000 
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individuals and contains 11 years of data. DHS uses the system to 
project the cost of proposed benefit changes for this population, 
track the effect of previous plan and program changes, detect 
waste, fraud and abuse, monitor prescription drug utilization and 
costs, and design disease management initiatives, among other 
applications. 


Contract 2 - Since June of 2007, Thomson Reuters has been 
developing a state-of-the-art data warehouse and DSS using 
Advantage Suite that will replace the system outlined above in 
contract 1. The project is part of a competitive reprocurement 
competed in 2005 and won by Thomson Reuters. The project 
started more than a year after award as the State legislature 
needed to approve funding. This new system is being implemented 
with the State’s MMIS replacement project. 


Project/contract start date: 1996 


Project/contract end date: June 2017 with all optional renewals 


Project/contract value: Approximately $10,400,000 (Contract 2).  


Was project/contract 


completed in time originally 


allotted, and if not, why not? 


The project under Contract 2 has been delayed because of delays 
with the implementation of the new MMIS on which the DSS/DW 
depends for data. Prior implementations were completed within 
timeframes approved by the customer. 


Was project/contract 


completed within or under 


the original budget/cost 


proposal, and if not, why 


not? 


Project has stayed within budget except for customer-approved 
modifications and enhancements. 
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17.2.2.2 The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, the 


quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance. 


Thomson Reuters acknowledges that the State reserves the right to contact and verify the 


information provided for references. 


Verizon 


17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS 


for a minimum of five (5) years. 


Verizon is not a Fiscal Agent and does not maintain a certified MMIS. For this RFP response, 


Verizon is providing mainframe information processing services as a subcontractor to HPES. 


In addition, desired experience includes the following: 


17.2.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system 


developed and installed by another contractor. 


Not applicable 


17.2.1.3 Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or 


private sectors; 


Not applicable 


17.2.1.4 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model; 


Not applicable 


17.2.1.5 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution; 


Not applicable 


17.2.1.6 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan; 


Not applicable 


17.2.1.7 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan; 


Verizon IT develops a complete training plan for its support model for each new customer 


implemented into its data center. This includes developing scripts and processes for the 


company’s help desk agents who will be receiving technical support calls from the customer 


as well as creating trouble tickets in response to alerts from internal monitoring tools. 


Verizon’s comprehensive migration and implementation plan includes training the customer 


as necessary on Verizon tools and processes. 


17.2.1.8 Experience with comprehensive project management; 


Verizon IT uses a repeatable, comprehensive project plan to manage migrations and 


implementations. This plan is customized with each customer and managed by a skilled 


project management professional. 
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17.2.1.9 Experience with cultural change management; 


Verizon IT understands that a company’s internal operations encompasses more than just 


processes and procedures, but reflects the culture of the organization, as well. Verizon 


respects and works with each customer to understand its organizational culture, and also to 


communicate Verizon’s corporate culture, policies, and operations processes. 


17.2.1.10 Experience with managing subcontractors; 


Not applicable 


17.2.1.11 Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan; and 


Verizon IT uses a repeatable, comprehensive project plan to manage migrations and 


implementations. This plan is customized with each customer and managed by a skilled 


project management professional. 


17.2.1.12 Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, 


details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed. 


Verizon IT has more than 20 years’ experience providing data center hosting services to 


large-scale outsourced customers. As part of its standard hosting services, Verizon has the 


responsibility to track transactions processed and job-level detail. Verizon’s provided 


references can speak to the level of detail and accuracy of Verizon’s processing capabilities. 


17.2.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the vendor 


and/or subcontractor: 


17.2.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as applicable. The 


“Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or the subcontractor depending on 


the role the company will have for this RFP project. 


Verizon references are marked confidential and are included in the Confidential Technical 


binder, under Tab IX Company Background and References. 


Verizon provides its references in the following order: 


• Syniverse Technologies, Inc 


• Velocity Technology Solutions 


• Entegra Power Group, LLC 


• Emerson Electric 


• Highlights for Children 
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17.2.2.2 The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, the 


quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance. 


Verizon acknowledges that the State reserves the right to contact and verify the information 


provided for references. 


17.5.1.6 Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractor staff as specified in Section 


17.3, Vendor Staff Skills and Experience Required. 


In this section, we provide our subcontractor’s responses to Section 17.3, Vendor Staff Skills 


and Experience Required in the following order: 


• APS 


• Emdeon 


• SXC 


• Thomson Reuters 


• Verizon 


APS 


A key strength APS brings to DHCFP is the company’s leadership within its proposed 


Resource Center in Nevada. Given APS’ history serving Medicaid recipients in Nevada, their 


leadership team is intimately familiar with the State’s Medicaid program requirements, the 


membership itself, the provider community and the local support system. These 


professionals are: 


• Maria Romero, BS, MA, RN, Nevada Service Center Executive Director 


• Thomas Roben, D.O., Medical Director, Nevada Service Center 


• Julie Wilson, RN, Operations Manager, Nevada Service Center 


The APS Nevada Service Center leadership team manages the operations for the Nevada 


Silver State Medicaid Program and the Public Employees Benefit Program. APS will 


augment its existing staff to include a Care Coordination Program team designated to the 


management of DHCFP’s enrolled program members and this staffs include Health 


Coaches, Health Educators, Care Management Coordinators, an Enrollment Specialist and 


a Reporting Analyst. The company has provided details regarding the roles and 


responsibilities for these positions, as well as education, licensing and certification 


requirements and required experience in the following qualification maps. 


Maria Romero, BS, MA, RN, Executive Director, APS Nevada  


Service Center  


As Executive Director, Maria Romero has overall strategy and general management of the 


Nevada Service Center, including the Silver State Wellness and Silver State Kids Medicaid 


programs. Her responsibilities include leading, planning, developing and directing operations 


of the service center or program and makes sure that the deliverables are met on a timely 


basis; developing and executing staff plans and staff development to promote excellent 


quality to achieve contract deliverables; and representing APS to the internal and external 


business communities and outreach.  
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Before joining APS, Ms. Romero was the Senior Executive, Client Relations for LifeMasters 


Supported SelfCare, Inc. At LifeMasters, she was responsible for managing complex 


government, commercial, and health plan contracts including the company’s top priority, the 


CMS Dually Eligible Medicare Fee‐for‐Service Demonstration Cooperative Agreement in 


Florida. She developed and implemented the first incentive‐based provider engagement 


program in the disease management industry and was responsible for more than $50 million 


dollars in annual revenue and customer relations in six states. Ms. Romero also served as 


co‐lead to transition the LifeMasters disease management program to an integrated model 


of care that incorporated care coordination, case management and provider engagement.  


During her 19 year tenure at the New Mexico Department of Health, she was promoted to 


positions of increasing responsibility culminating in senior leadership as Executive Manager 


of the most challenging inpatient healthcare facilities operated by the New Mexico 


Department of Health, including the state psychiatric hospital, inpatient substance abuse 


facilities, long‐term care facilities and a short‐term rehabilitation center. From 1985‐1998, 


she also worked with the New Mexico Department of Health Public Health Division where 


she was responsible for the implementation of statewide chronic disease prevention and 


control programs and implementing the first statewide influenza vaccination program, 


cholesterol screening program, women and heart disease program, and diabetes education 


program.  


Ms. Romero earned her M.A. in Public Administration from the University of New Mexico in 


Albuquerque and holds a B.S. in Nursing. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Ms. Romero brings exceptional health education and care 


coordination knowledge serving Medicaid populations and expertise to the Nevada MMIS 


Takeover Project. 


Required Qualifications Meets and Exceeds 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years providing programming, 
analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 
environment. 


Not applicable to proposed Health Education and 
Care Coordination Services. 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years designing online interfaces 
using the tools proposed for this project 


Not applicable  


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years performing testing functions for 
large-scale systems. 


Not applicable  


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


Not applicable  


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the 
last five years developing secure applications 
using tools proposed for this project. 


Not applicable  


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 
performing contract oversight activities within an 


Maria Romero has more than 25 years of 
experience and detailed knowledge providing 
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Required Qualifications Meets and Exceeds 


MMIS project or similar complex system project 
including but not limited to contract compliance 
monitoring and reporting. 


health education and care coordination services. 
This includes more than six years of experience 
with Medicaid populations. For example, her 
qualifications include: 


• Executive Director, APS Healthcare, 01/2009 
to 12/2009, Las Vegas, Nevada 


− Serves as Executive Director providing 


leadership for the Nevada Silver State 


Wellness and Kids Programs 


− Responsible for the compliance and 


integrity of service center systems; 


financial, staffing, clinical, contract 


management return on investment, 


performance guarantees, growth, 


customer relations 


• Senior Executive, Client Relations, LifeMasters 
Supported SelfCare, Inc., 2005-2009 


− Developed and implemented the first 


incentive-based provider engagement 


program in the disease management 


industry 


− Served as co-lead to transition the 


LifeMasters disease management 


program to an integrated model of care 


that incorporated care coordination, case 


management and provider engagement 


• Adult Health Section Head, Chronic Disease 
Programs, Public Health Division, New 
Mexico Department of Health, 1985-1998 


− Direct management or oversight of 


programs in adult health, breast cancer 


screening, tobacco use prevention and 


cessation, diabetes prevention and 


control, cardiovascular disease 


prevention, and chronic disease nutrition  


− Development and implementation of the 


first statewide influenza vaccination 


program, cholesterol screening program, 


women and heart disease program, and 


diabetes education program 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project 
within the past three (3) years that involved 
development of training outlines and materials 
and organizing and conducting training to support 
the takeover of a large system. 


Not applicable  
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Thomas Roben, D.O., Medical Director of APS’ Health Education 


and Care Coordination Program 


Dr. Roben brings more than 18 years of medical experience to APS, is licensed in the State 


of Nevada and board certified in Internal Medicine. He received his Doctorate in Osteopathic 


Medicine from Midwestern University and a Bachelors of Science in Medical Technology 


and Pharmacy from the University of Illinois. He holds a certification in Medical Review 


Officer Certification, and belongs to several professional societies including the Nevada 


Osteopathic Association, American Osteopathic Association, American Medical Association, 


American College of Physicians and the American Academy of Medical Acupuncture.  


As the Medical Director of APS’ Nevada Service Center, Dr. Roben is responsible for 


providing medical strategic direction and oversight in the areas of program design and 


implementation. He facilitates compliance with State, URAC, APS guidelines and policies, 


and other regulatory bodies and oversees the overall quality and appropriateness of medical 


care.  


Dr. Roben has worked in the State for the past 11 years and is extremely familiar with 


Nevada’s provider community, local resources and social support systems, as well as the 


diverse culture of Nevada residents including its Medicaid population. Previous positions he 


has held in the State include Medical Director of Fremont Medical Centers in Las Vegas 


where he was responsible for Wellness]; Catalyst RX where he was responsible for appeals 


and the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee.]; Medical Review Officer for the Desert 


West Medical Review Services where he reviews drug testing with the donors.]; and Staff 


Physician for Innovative Care Physicians. Other medical leadership positions he has held 


throughout his career include President of Primary Care Practice (Michigan), Chief of Staff 


of South Haven Hospital (Michigan), and Medical Director for Medical Intensive Care 


(Michigan). 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Dr. Roben bring exceptional medical knowledge and 


expertise to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the last 
five (5) years providing programming, analysis, or 
operational support in a MMIS environment. 


Not applicable  


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the last 
five (5) years designing online interfaces using the 
tools proposed for this project 


Not applicable  


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the last 
five (5) years performing testing functions for large-
scale systems. 


Not applicable. 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the last 
five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


Not applicable 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the last 
five years developing secure applications using tools 


Not applicable  
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


proposed for this project. 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 
performing contract oversight activities within an 
MMIS project or similar complex system project 
including but not limited to contract compliance 
monitoring and reporting. 


Dr. Roben has 18 years of medical healthcare 
experience. He also has 11 years of 
experience working in Nevada; as a result, he 
is familiar with Nevada’s provider community, 
local resources and social support systems, 
as well as the diverse culture of Nevada 
residents including its Medicaid population. 
Dr. Roben has been the Medical Director of 
APS’ Nevada Service Center, which serves its 
Nevada contracts including the Nevada Silver 
State Wellness and Kids Programs (Medicaid) 
and the State’s Public Employees’ Benefits 
Program (PEBP). His duties include, but are 
not limited to, the following: 


• Provides professional medical consultation 
services to APS clinical staff and 
healthcare community. 


• Makes certain that medical and clinical 
management programs are in compliance 
with the terms of the Plan requirements. 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project within 
the past three (3) years that involved development 
of training outlines and materials and organizing and 
conducting training to support the takeover of a 
large system. 


Not applicable  


 


Julie Wilson, RN, Operations Manager, APS Nevada Service Center  


Julie Wilson is the Operations Manager for the APS Nevada Service Center. In this role, her 


current responsibilities include managing the day‐to‐day operations of the Service Center, 


verifying quality customer service and support for clients and staff. Since 2007, she has held 


other positions while at APS including Health Coach as well as promotions to Clinical 


Outreach Coordinator and then Quality Improvement Manager.  


Before joining APS she was a practicing nurse for cosmetic surgery with The Weiland Group 


in Las Vegas. She completed surgical consults, pre‐operative history and physicals, as well 


as performed cosmetic medical procedures such as sclerotherapy, laser treatments, and 


injectables. She also has worked as a nurse clinician with Johns Hopkins’ Surgical Intensive 


Care Unit, caring for critically ill patients following trauma, surgery, and transplantation. As a 


new nursing graduate, Julie worked in the Cardiac Surgical Progressive Care Unit at Johns 


Hopkins caring for post‐operative heart and lung transplant and surgical patients.  


During her tenure as a traveling nurse with Cross Country Trav Corps, she completed six 


13‐week assignments throughout the country that included: Progressive Care Unit at Baptist 


Hospital in Miami; Cardiac Intermediate Care Unit at Georgetown University Hospital; 
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Cardiac Progressive Care Unit at the University of Colorado Hospital; Definitive Observation 


Unit at Scripps Memorial Hospital in Chula Vista, California; Neuro/Trauma Surgical 


Intermediate Care, Chest Pain Unit at St. Joseph’s Hospital in Phoenix and the Intermediate 


Care Unit at Sunrise Hospital in Las Vegas.  


Ms. Wilson earned her Bachelor of Science in Nursing from Pennsylvania State University 


and is pursuing a Master of Science in Health Care Informatics at the University of Colorado, 


Denver.  


As the following exhibit illustrates, Ms. Wilson brings exceptional health education and care 


coordination knowledge and expertise to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years providing programming, 
analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 
environment. 


Not applicable 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years designing online interfaces 
using the tools proposed for this project 


Not applicable 


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years performing testing functions for 
large-scale systems. 


Not applicable 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


Not applicable 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the 
last five years developing secure applications 
using tools proposed for this project. 


Not applicable 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 
performing contract oversight activities within an 
MMIS project or similar complex system project 
including but not limited to contract compliance 
monitoring and reporting. 


Ms. Wilson has more than nine years of 
experience and detailed knowledge providing 
health education and care coordination services. 
For example, her qualifications include:  


• Operations Manager, APS Healthcare, 2/09-
present, Las Vegas, Nevada 


− Serves as Operations Manager of the 


Nevada Service Center, which serves the 


Nevada Silver State Wellness and Kids 


Programs (Medicaid) 


− Oversight of Silver State Wellness and 


Silver State Kids staff (Medicaid) 


− Implementation and refinement of care 


management/care coordination 


processes 


• Clinical Outreach Coordinator, APS 
Healthcare, 08-10/08, Las Vegas, Nevada 


− Outreach to PEBP participants to inform 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


them of the services provided by APS 


(utilization and case management/care 


coordination).  


− Promote completion of Health 


Assessment Questionnaire.  


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project 
within the past three (3) years that involved 
development of training outlines and materials 
and organizing and conducting training to support 
the takeover of a large system. 


Not applicable  


 


Emdeon 


Emdeon brings superb qualifications and experience to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project 


as the following demonstrate: 


• Gavin Johnson, Vice President of Reimbursement Analytics 


• David Figueredo, TPL Product Manager 


Gavin Johnson, Vice President of Reimbursement Analytics 


Gavin Johnson is a healthcare executive with more than 25 years experience managing all 


phases of the software development life cycle. He has extensive experience in cross-


functional/divisional project management in a fast-paced, highly competitive environment 


with positions in IT, sales, operations and consulting. Gavin Johnson is a customer-focused 


professional who focuses on the balance between project scope, resources and scheduling. 


He has proven himself consistently effective in evaluating business opportunities, 


streamlining processes, and reducing costs during periods of transition, rapid growth and 


consolidation. Additionally, he brings a demonstrated success managing MMIS project 


activities including scheduling, project plan, vendor resource, scope, and correspondence 


management between the customer and contractors, as well as facilitating deliverable 


reviews. 
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As the following exhibit illustrates, Gavin Johnson bring exceptional TPL knowledge and 


expertise to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years providing programming, 
analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 
environment. 


Gavin Johnson has more than 25 years of 
healthcare and healthcare IT experience. Gavin 
has successfully filled executive, consultant, 
developer and operations roles. 


Since January 2004 to present Gavin has been 
the vice-president of Revenue Analytics at 
Emdeon. This role has provided Gavin with a 
breadth of work experience that includes 
significant eligibility oriented project work with 
more than 10 Medicaid states including Virginia, 
DC, Colorado and Texas. This role also has 
enabled Gavin to add value in the provider area 
where he has successfully developed leading 
self-pay analytics and DSH reimbursement 
products. 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years designing online interfaces 
using the tools proposed for this project. 


Gavin is the creator and vice-president over the 
Reimbursement and Revenue Analytics group at 
Emdeon. He has been in this role since January 
2004. This group is responsible for providing 
eligibility based solutions to leading TPL vendors, 
states and providers. The interfaces that the 
group provides are generally bidirectional data 
feeds that interact with MMIS eligibility files, 
reporting systems and hospital patient and billing 
systems. 


The system interfaces include MITA ready web 
services, SFTP batch data exchange and host-to-
host socket connection. 


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years performing testing functions for 
large-scale systems. 


During the past 15 years, Gavin and his team 
have implemented robust solutions that have 
interacted with MMISs, hospital systems (EPIC) 
and billing and collections systems (Ontario).  


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


Gavin’s group at Emdeon has been responsible 
for successfully exchanging data with 
hundreds/thousands of payer/provider 
customers. The data exchange is typically 
performed through web service, SFTP batch or 
host-to-host socket. 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the 
last five years developing secure applications 
using tools proposed for this project. 


Gavin’s group has been providing business 
services to payer and provider customers for 
Emdeon for more than 15 years. Emdeon and his 
group have full accreditation from the Healthcare 
Network Accreditation Program (HNAP) from the 
Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation 
Commission (EHNAC). 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 
performing contract oversight activities within an 
MMIS project or similar complex system project 
including but not limited to contract compliance 
monitoring and reporting. 


Gavin has been accountable for the Revenue 
and Reimbursement Analytics group at Emdeon 
for more than 15 years. This group has 
successful implemented projects with more than 
10 Medicaid states, hundreds of payers and 
thousands of providers. 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project 
within the past three (3) years that involved 
development of training outlines and materials 
and organizing and conducting training to support 
the takeover of a large system. 


Gavin’s group and Emdeon have taken part in 
many large scale projects during the previous 
three years that require the development of 
training outlines and materials and organizing 
and consulting training to support the system 
takeover. A recent significant undertaking was 
transitioning the maintenance of eligibility data 
from a large commercial payer to Emdeon. 


 


David Figueredo, TPL Product Manager 


David Figueredo as acted as a product champion for Emdeon’s Third Party Liability (TPL) 


and Coordination of Benefits (COB) analytics product lines since their inception. He has 


extensive experience assisting payer and provider entities in the identification and pursuit of 


other funding sources for healthcare claims. Additionally David has acted as an advocate of 


streamlined data sharing between government and commercial payers as a mean to reduce 


the burden and increase the effectiveness of data exchange for TPL purposes. He has 


worked directly with CMS to develop national standards on data exchange for state TPL 


purpose, which will be published in 2010 that facilitate compliance with state laws and the 


federal DRA. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, David bring exceptional TPL and COB knowledge and 


expertise to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years providing programming, 
analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 
environment. 


David has worked in the Payer TPL sector for 
more than three years. He has worked on project 
for several Medicaid, government and 
commercial payer as well as worked directly to 
enhance existing MMIS capabilities through the 
application of early TPL identification. 


• 01/2008 – Present as senior analyst and 
project manager providing leadership for 
payer to payer data exchange between 
Emdeon and Medicaid payer clients for 
eligibility and TPL purposes. 


• 06/2007 – 01/2008 as project manager over 
communication migration teams of software 
developers, business analysts, technical 
writers, and external customer business 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


representatives to collaboratively reach 
project milestones for legacy system sun-
setting. 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years designing online interfaces 
using the tools proposed for this project. 


David exceeds the required two years of needed 
experience as he has worked consistently during 
an eight-year period with the development of 
online interfaces in the web and desktop 
environments. He has designed as well as 
managed teams tasked with developing customer 
interfaces and reporting systems for TPL, COB 
and other related activities. 


• 01/2008 – Present as senior analyst and 
project manager providing leadership for 
payer to payer data exchange between 
Emdeon and payer clients. Assisted with the 
design and development with user interfaces 
for internal platforms and external customer 
portals and reporting systems. 


•  06/2007 – 01/2008 as project manager over 
communication migration teams of software 
developers, business analysts, technical 
writers, and external customer business 
representatives. Designed and deployment of 
reporting engines and interfaces used to 
monitor enterprise wide Level of Service 
indicators for claims processing and 
transmission. 


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years performing testing functions for 
large-scale systems. 


David exceeds the required two years of needed 
experience as he has worked consistently during 
an eight-year period with the development, 
overseeing testing and QA of processing 
engines, customer interfaces and reporting 
systems for TPL, COB and other related 
activities.  


• 01/2008 – Present as senior analyst and 
project manager providing leadership for 
payer to payer data exchange between 
Emdeon and payer clients. Assisted with the 
design and development with user interfaces 
for internal platforms and external customer 
portals and reporting systems. 


•  06/2007 – 01/2008 as project manager over 
communication migration teams of software 
developers, business analysts, technical 
writers, and external customer business 
representatives. Designed and deployment of 
reporting engines and interfaces used to 
monitor enterprise wide Level of Service 
indicators for claims processing and 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


transmission. 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


David exceeds the required two years of needed 
experience as he has worked consistently during 
an eight-year period with the development, 
overseeing testing and QA of processing 
engines, customer interfaces and reporting 
systems for TPL, COB and other related 
activities.  


• 01/2008 – Present as senior analyst and 
project manager providing leadership for 
payer to payer data exchange between 
Emdeon and payer clients. Assisted with the 
design and development with user interfaces 
for internal platforms and external customer 
portals and reporting systems. 


•  06/2007 – 01/2008 as project manager over 
communication migration teams of software 
developers, business analysts, technical 
writers, and external customer business 
representatives. Designed and deployment of 
reporting engines and interfaces used to 
monitor enterprise wide Level of Service 
indicators for claims processing and 
transmission. 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the 
last five years developing secure applications 
using tools proposed for this project. 


David has been providing business services to 
payer and provider customers for Emdeon during 
the past three years. Emdeon has full 
accreditation from the Healthcare Network 
Accreditation Program (HNAP) from the 
Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation 
Commission (EHNAC). 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 
performing contract oversight activities within an 
MMIS project or similar complex system project 
including but not limited to contract compliance 
monitoring and reporting. 


David exceeds the required two years of needed 
experience as he has worked in the Payer TPL 
sector for more than three years. He has been in 
a leadership role and assisted with the 
negotiation and monitoring of contracts for 
several Medicaid, government and commercial 
payer as well as worked directly to enhance 
existing MMIS vendors to promote compliance. 


• 01/2008 – Present as senior analyst and 
project manager providing leadership for 
payer to payer data exchange between 
Emdeon and Medicaid payer clients for 
eligibility and TPL purposes which includes 
monitoring deployed products for compliance 
with contractual agreement as well as state, 
federal and other laws/regulations. 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project David has taken part in many Emdeon large 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


within the past three (3) years that involved 
development of training outlines and materials 
and organizing and conducting training to support 
the takeover of a large system. 


scale projects during the previous three years. 
These projects require the development of 
training outlines and materials and organizing 
and consulting training to support the system 
takeover.  


 


SXC 


SXC presents the outstanding qualifications and experience of its proposed staff in the 


following order: 


• Robert “Connor” Smith, R.Ph., Pharmacy Benefits Manager  


• Robert Earnest, Pharm.D., J.D., Vice President Public Sector 


• Jilka Patel, Pharm.D., PBM Data Analyst 


Robert “Connor” Smith, R.Ph., Pharmacy Benefits Manager  


Robert Connor Smith, R.Ph. is a highly competent pharmacist with almost 30 years of 


experience in multiple settings. Mr. Smith’s experience ranges from hospital pharmacists, to 


Certified Geriatric Pharmacist, to Specialty Pharmacy Programs Manager, to Pharmacy 


Director. Mr. Smith also is a Certified Geriatric Pharmacist. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Mr. Smith exceeds the qualifications of the Pharmacy 


Benefits Manager as specified in RFP requirement 17.3.9. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.9.1 At least three (3) years of experience in 
managing a pharmacy benefit management 
system. 


Mr. Smith has more than nine years of 
experience in pharmacy benefits management. 
He served as: 


• Pharmacy Director for AmeriChoice-United 
Healthcare of Pennsylvania, 02/2008 to 
04/2009 


• Specialty Pharmacy Program Manager for 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida, 09/2005 to 
02/2008 


• Regional Clinical Pharmacy Projects Manager 
for AmeriHealth Mercy Health Plan, 04/2002 
to 09/2005 


• Certified Geriatric Pharmacist for Omnicare 
Pharmacy Services, 01/2000 to 04/2002 


• In these roles he was responsible for 
managing programs and services for a 
myriad of State agencies, including Medicaid. 


17.3.9.2 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the 
state and/or federal level. 


Through his pharmacy benefit manager work 
during the last nine years with the health plans 
noted above, Mr. Smith has gained detailed 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


knowledge of Medicaid programs and State and 
Federal rules and regulations impacting those 
programs.  


• Pharmacy Director for AmeriChoice-United 
Healthcare of Pennsylvania and Maryland, 
02/2008 to 04/2009 


• Specialty Pharmacy Program Manager for 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida, 09/2005 to 
02/2008 


• Regional Clinical Pharmacy Projects Manager 
for AmeriHealth Mercy Health Plan, 04/2002 
to 09/2005 


• Certified Geriatric Pharmacist for Omnicare 
Pharmacy Services, 01/2000 to 04/2002 


17.3.9.3 Detailed knowledge of pharmacy-related 
aspects of Medicaid. 


Mr. Smith served as Pharmacy Director for 
AmeriChoice-United Healthcare of Pennsylvania 
and Maryland where he was responsible for 
monitoring State and Federal pharmacy related 
regulatory requirements around Medicaid, and 
the analysis of overall pharmacy spend, 
utilization and the development of targeted 
clinical pharmacy programs, all for State 
Medicaid agencies.  


• Pharmacy Director for AmeriChoice-United 
Healthcare of Pennsylvania and Maryland, 
02/2008 to 04/2009 


− Establish and maintain effective 


relationships with key customers (state 


agencies, network physicians, vendors) 


including visits to targeted physician 


practices and monitoring of regulatory 


requirements to verify compliance 


17.3.9.4 A bachelor's degree in business 
administration or a related field or four (4) 
additional years of experience in lieu of a degree. 


Mr. Smith holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in 
Pharmacy. 


17.3.9.5 A minimum of two (2) years experience 
in managing operational aspects in large-scale 
operations environment. 


Mr. Smith has seven years of experience 
managing operational aspects of pharmacy 
programs as demonstrated by the following: 


• Pharmacy Director for AmeriChoice-United 
Healthcare of Pennsylvania and Maryland, 
02/2008 to 04/2009 


− Achieved per member per month 


(PMPM) targets of $80 million annual 


spend for two health plans through 


utilization management of preferred drug 


formulary.  
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


− Establish and maintain effective 


relationships with key customers (state 


agencies, network physicians, vendors) 


including visits to targeted physician 


practices and monitoring of regulatory 


requirements to verify compliance.  


− Processed monthly pharmacy 


performance through our PBM, Medco 


Health Solutions claim summaries of 


overall pharmacy spend; utilization; 


analysis of drivers of trend within 


therapeutic classes of drugs and develop 


recommendations to manage the costs to 


the Maryland and Pennsylvania Health 


Plans Senior Leadership  


− Develop solutions through identification 


of pharmacy opportunities including 


specialty pharmacy management of 


injectables and infusion to influence cost 


and utilization trends.  


− National Synagis Operations Director 


2008-2009 RSV season for 


AmeriChoice/United Healthcare 


− Implement targeted clinical pharmacy 


programs at the health plans and 


supported collaborative programs to 


improve Physician, Member, Behavior 


Health MCOs and PBM relationships. 


• Specialty Pharmacy Program Manager for 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida, 09/2005 to 
02/2008 


− Developed Specialty Pharmacy Initiatives 


that will enable comprehensive specialty 


pharmacy management solutions 


through implementing channel network 


management with deeper discounts, UM 


programs, and aligning benefit designs.  


− Finalized preferred network Hemophilia 


provider through vigorous RFP process 


which yielded $1 million in annual 


savings to the plan 


− Assisted in PBM transition from Medco 


Health Solutions to Prime Therapeutics 


• Regional Clinical Pharmacy Projects Manager 
for AmeriHealth Mercy Health Plan, 04/2002 
to 09/2005 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


− Best Practices Award 2002 


− Drug Utilization/Evaluation Review 


analysis of claims data through Argus 


Health Pharmacy Benefits Manager  


− Clinical Pharmacy Case Management  


− Academic counter detailing and 


Formulary outreaches to providers 


− Disease State Management Initiatives  


− Poly Pharmacy Interventions 


17.3.9.6 Working knowledge of HIPAA 
regulations and requirements. 


Mr. Smith has extensive knowledge of HIPAA 
regulations and requirements based on more 
than 30 years of experience in the healthcare 
industry. He has been involved in facilitating 
HIPAA compliance since HIPAA was enacted in 
1996. 


17.3.9.7 Effective documentation, verbal and 
written communication skills. 


Mr. Smith has been required, by nature of his 
life’s work, to communicate efficiently and 
effectively. Not only has Mr. Smith been 
responsible for managing a team of more than 30 
individuals, he also has served on numerous 
committees, and was in a medical related sales 
role for more than five years—all functions 
requiring a proficiency in all manner of 
communications. 


17.3.9.8 Ability to communicate succinctly and 
accurately in both written and verbal English. 


Mr. Smith is fluent in both written and verbal 
English. 


17.3.9.9 Ability to work independently and in a 
team environment. 


Mr. Smith has worked independently as well as 
on large teams throughout his career. 


17.3.9.10 Ability to work effectively and efficiently 
under stringent timelines 


Most of Mr. Smiths’ responsibilities during the last 
30 years were associated with stringent time 
lines driven by clients’ contracts. 


17.3.9.11 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult 
logic and processing issues 


In his roles as Pharmacy Director, Specialty 
Pharmacy Programs Manager, and Regional 
Clinical Pharmacy Projects Manager, Mr. Smith 
has been required to understand, analyze, 
process and resolve highly complicated clinical 
and technical information to fully support his 
organization’s clients. By way of example, at 
AmeriChoice, Mr. Smith was responsible for 
determining monthly pharmacy performance 
through the analysis of claims summaries, 
utilization, and the analysis of drivers of trends 
within therapeutic classes of drugs. He 
developed recommendations for cost 
management using this analysis.  
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Robert Earnest, Pharm.D., J.D. , Vice President Public Sector 


Dr. Robert “Rob” Earnest is SXC’s Vice President of Public Sector. He has more than 22 


years of pharmacy experience. Dr. Earnest has eight years of Medicaid drug rebate 


experience having successfully implemented, managed and enhanced numerous Medicaid 


drug rebate programs including those for the states of Indiana, Massachusetts, Hawaii and 


Georgia. The depth of Dr. Earnest’s experience working with Medicaid drug rebate 


programs extends further than merely managing and supervising the operations of 


subordinates. He began his career in pharmacy benefit management (and Medicaid) by 


serving as the Rebate Pharmacist for Georgia Medicaid while employed by DMAS’ current 


vendor. Additionally, Dr. Earnest served as the Rebate Pharmacist for Hawaii Medicaid 


before transitioning to a managerial position. Every program that Dr. Earnest has managed 


has seen at least an eight percent improvement in collections and cash flow. For the 


Nevada contract, Dr. Earnest will offer executive oversight of all clinical aspects of the 


pharmacy program. 


Dr. Earnest’s specific experience is as follows: 


• Thirteen years of management experience 


• Nine years of contract negotiation experience 


• Eight years of Pharmacy Benefits Management experience 


• Eight years of drug rebate project planning, implementation, and evaluation 


• Eight years of pharmacy rebate process facilitation, dispute resolution, program 


development, and staff training experience with primary focus on delivering customer 


requirements and meeting customer goals  


• Eight years of experience designing and running queries for ad hoc reports 


• Eight years of Medicaid drug rebate experience 


• Four years of commercial rebate experience 


• Eight years of Medicaid experience 


• Five years Preferred Drug List (PDL)/formulary development and maintenance 


experience 


As the following exhibit illustrates, PBM Data Analyst Dr. Patel brings superb knowledge and 


expertise to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.  


RFP Requirements Qualifications 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years providing programming, 
analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 
environment. 


Dr. Earnest has more than eight years of 
Pharmacy Benefits Management experience, 
working on Medicaid projects in an MMIS 
environment. In that time he has performed 
clinical analysis, as well as operations support 
and oversight. 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years designing online interfaces 
using the tools proposed for this project. 


N/A 


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the N/A 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications 


last five (5) years performing testing functions for 
large-scale systems. 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


N/A 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the 
last five years developing secure applications 
using tools proposed for this project. 


N/A 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 
performing contract oversight activities within an 
MMIS project or similar complex system project 
including but not limited to contract compliance 
monitoring and reporting. 


Dr. Earnest has more than eight years of recent 
experience, at SXC Health Solutions and ACS, in 
performing contract oversight as activities in 
support of complex Medicaid programs including 
TennCare, Georgia Medicaid and Indiana 
Medicaid, just to name a few. 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project 
within the past three (3) years that involved 
development of training outlines and materials 
and organizing and conducting training to support 
the takeover of a large system. 


This function does not specifically apply to Dr. 
Earnest role. However, he does engage in 
ongoing training activities with his SXC drug 
rebate staff. In particular, he makes sure that the 
rebate team understands the nuances of new 
customer programs.  


 


Jilka Patel, Pharm.D., Proposed PBM Data Analyst 


Dr. Jilka Patel is a highly competent pharmacist with more than six years of Pharmacy 


Benefits Management experience, three years of data management and clinical analysis 


experience, and two years of clinical program management and cost containment initiatives 


experience. She has in-depth knowledge of pharmacy and medical data, data validation, 


and a thorough knowledge and understanding of the pharmacy marketplace. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, PBM Data Analyst Dr. Patel brings exceptional 


knowledge and expertise to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years providing programming, 
analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 
environment. 


Dr. Jilka Patel has more than six years 
experience in Pharmacy Benefits Management 
providing analysis and operational support for the 
pharmacy component of numerous state 
Medicaid programs. Since 2003, Dr. Patel has 
served in the roles of Therapeutic Consultant 
Pharmacist, Intensified Benefit Management 
Pharmacist, Initiation and Selection Pharmacist, 
Clinical Program Analyst and Clinical Consultant. 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years designing online interfaces 
using the tools proposed for this project. 


N/A 


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the N/A. 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications 


last five (5) years performing testing functions for 
large-scale systems. 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


N/A 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the 
last five years developing secure applications 
using tools proposed for this project. 


N/A 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 
performing contract oversight activities within an 
MMIS project or similar complex system project 
including but not limited to contract compliance 
monitoring and reporting. 


Dr. Patel has more than five years of recent 
experience conducting clinical analysis and 
reporting for numerous Medicaid pharmacy 
programs. 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project 
within the past three (3) years that involved 
development of training outlines and materials 
and organizing and conducting training to support 
the takeover of a large system. 


N/A 


 


Thomson Reuters 


Thomson Reuters presents the outstanding qualifications and experience of its proposed 


staff in the following order: 


• Kelley Cartwright, DSS/DW Project Manager 


• Blong Xiong, DSS/DW Consulting Manager 


Kelley Cartwright, DSS/DW Project Manager 


Kelley Cartwright has seven years experience with Thomson Reuters products and 


processes as it relates to implementation and support of DSS/DW systems. She has worked 


in a variety of capacities on the Nevada DSS project since 2003 where she supported users 


analytic needs and was instrumental in preparing for and receiving CMS certification for the 


Nevada DSS/MAR/SUR solution. Serving as Project Manager in support of the Nevada DSS 


and Nebraska DSS, Kelley oversees the daily operations of the DSS and is responsible for 


all aspects of operations, technical support, user support and coordinates change control 


activities. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Kelley Cartwright exceptional DSS Project Manager 


experience to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years providing programming, 
analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 
environment. 


Kelley has 7 years experience of providing 
analytic support, operational support as well as 
completing DDI activities for Medicaid DSS 
systems. 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


Her leadership positions on DSS 
implementations and operations includes the 
following: 


6/2007 – Present as Project Manager for the 
Nevada DSS and Nebraska DSS, Kelley is 
responsible for all aspects of operational support 
for these accounts. This includes database 
operations and updates, ETL convert changes, 
change control and user analytic support. 


10/2003 – 6/2007 as Consulting Manager for the 
Nevada DSS and Nebraska DSS, Kelley was 
instrumental in CMS certification readiness 
activities and support of CMS certification. Kelley 
supported both the Nevada and Nebraska 
accounts making sure that analytic support 
activities were delivered to these State 
customers. In this role Kelley analyzed and 
assessed the impacts associated with database 
changes and report changes on the system and 
users.  


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years designing online interfaces 
using the tools proposed for this project. 


N/A 


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years performing testing functions for 
large-scale systems. 


Kelley has 7 years of experience supporting DSS 
testing functions associated with data builds, 
DDI, database changes and report testing. 


6/2007 – Present as Project Manager for the 
Nevada DSS and Nebraska DSS, Kelley is 
responsible for all aspects of testing associated 
with interface changes, database builds, 
database upgrades and report changes. Kelley 
and her team of analysts and database 
managers create test plans, execute test cases, 
create testing results and manage the process 
through customer acceptance. 


10/2003 – 6/2007 as Consulting Manager for the 
Nevada DSS and Nebraska DSS. Kelley and her 
the analysts she supervised created test plans, 
executed test cases and produced test results in 
support of these customers database updates, 
database changes and report designs changes. 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


N/A 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the 
last five years developing secure applications 
using tools proposed for this project. 


N/A 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience Kelley is responsible for oversight of all aspects 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


performing contract oversight activities within an 
MMIS project or similar complex system project 
including but not limited to contract compliance 
monitoring and reporting. 


of contract compliance. Her experience with DSS 
customer contract compliance monitoring 
includes the following: 


6/2007 – Present as Project Manager for the 
Nevada DSS and Nebraska DSS, Kelley is 
responsible for monitoring and compliance of 
contract performance related to service level 
agreements for database operations 
performance. Kelley submits monthly service 
plans to the customers that report downtime, 
database update timeliness, and report run-time 
performance monitoring.  


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project 
within the past three (3) years that involved 
development of training outlines and materials 
and organizing and conducting training to support 
the takeover of a large system. 


N/A 


 


Blong Xiong, DSS/DW Consulting Manager  


Blong Xiong has 6.5 years experience with Thomson Reuters products and processes as it 


relates to implementation and support of DSS/DW systems. Since his start in October of 


2002, Blong has supported analytics and consulting services in a variety of roles. Relevant 


project experience includes Design, Development and Implementation (DDI) and ongoing 


customer support for Nevada Medicaid DSS/MAR/SUR, DDI and ongoing support for 


Nebraska DSS/MAR/SUR and DDI Support for Idaho DSS/MAR/SUR and Data Warehouse. 


As the following exhibit illustrates, Blong Xiong exceeds the qualifications of the DSS 


Consulting Manager as specified in RFP requirement 17.3.11. 


RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years providing programming, 
analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 
environment. 


Blong has 6.5 years experience of providing 
analytic and operational support in completing 
Design, Development, and Implementations 
(DDI) activities for Medicaid DSS systems.  


His work experience in analysis and operational 
support of the DSS in implementations and 
operations includes the following: 


2/2008 – Present as Consulting Manager for the 
Nevada DSS and Nebraska DSS and Idaho 
DSS/DW Implementation, Blong leads analytic 
and operational support for the Nevada DSS and 
the Nebraska DSS. These efforts include daily 
consulting with users as needed, compiling 
proactive analyses and providing functional 
guidance and help desk support. For DDI work 
efforts in Idaho, Blong supports requirements 
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RFP Requirements Qualifications and Experience 


analyses, reporting analyses associated with 
system design activities. 


1/2006 – 2/2008 as Senior Analytic Consultant 
for the Nevada DSS and the Nebraska DSS, 
Blong was responsible for responding to and 
completing requests for analytic services and 
projects for these customers. In this capacity, 
Blong worked with users to understand 
underlying needs of the user and make 
recommendations on analytic approach. 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years designing online interfaces 
using the tools proposed for this project. 


N/A  


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years performing testing functions for 
large-scale systems. 


Blong has 6.5 total years experience in 
performing testing functions for large scale 
DW/DSS solution in the States of Nevada, 
Nebraska, and Idaho. This work includes testing 
data and interfaces for completeness and 
reasonability. Testing experience includes the 
following; 


2/2008 – Present as Consulting Manager for 
Idaho Medicaid, Nevada DSS and Nebraska 
DSS, Blong leads his team in testing functions in 
Idaho DDI.  


− Creating and execute test cases to 


evaluate data completeness and 


accuracy. Blong and his team track test 


cases in a defect management tool and 


manage any identified defects to 


resolution.  


− For Nevada and Nebraska, Blong 


manages his team in creating and 


executing test cases for database 


changes, database upgrades and 


disaster recovery.  


1/2006 – 2/2008 as Senior Analytic Consultant 
for the Nevada DSS and the Nebraska DSS 


− Developed and executed test cases in 


this role pertaining to database change 


validation, database rebuilds, database 


upgrades and disaster recovery. 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


N/A 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the 
last five years developing secure applications 
using tools proposed for this project. 


N/A 
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17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 
performing contract oversight activities within an 
MMIS project or similar complex system project 
including but not limited to contract compliance 
monitoring and reporting. 


N/A 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project 
within the past three (3) years that involved 
development of training outlines and materials 
and organizing and conducting training to support 
the takeover of a large system. 


N/A 


 


Verizon 


Verizon will provide an IT leader with skills comparable to the representative resume 


provided in the Confidential Technical Information binder and will meet qualifications as 


indicated in the following: 


Representative, IT Manager - Verizon 


Required Qualifications Meets and Exceeds 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years providing programming, 
analysis, or operational support in a MMIS 
environment. 


Verizon team members who will be assigned to 
the Nevada MMIS support team all have at least 
two years’ operational experience supporting an 
outsourced customer mainframe hosting 
environment. 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years designing online interfaces 
using the tools proposed for this project. 


Verizon team members who will be assigned to 
the Nevada MMIS support team all have at least 
two years’ experience supporting an outsourced 
customer mainframe hosting environment. 


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years performing testing functions for 
large-scale systems. 


N/A  


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the 
last five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


N/A  


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the 
last five years developing secure applications 
using tools proposed for this project. 


Verizon team members who will be assigned to 
the Nevada MMIS support team all have at least 
two years’ experience supporting an outsourced 
customer mainframe hosting environment. This 
includes providing a secure hosting environment. 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience 
performing contract oversight activities within an 
MMIS project or similar complex system project 
including but not limited to contract compliance 
monitoring and reporting. 


Verizon’s contracts management and service 
delivery team members have at least two years’ 
experience performing contract oversight 
activities to subcontractor agreements for MMIS 
processing services. 
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Required Qualifications Meets and Exceeds 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project 
within the past three (3) years that involved 
development of training outlines and materials 
and organizing and conducting training to support 
the takeover of a large system. 


Verizon will not be providing the training for the 
system takeover portions of this engagement. 


 


17.5.1.7 Staff resumes for any proposed subcontractors as specified in Section 17.4, Vendor Staff 


Resumes. 


 


A resume must be completed for each proposed individual on the State format provided in  


Attachment K: 


A. Name; 


B. Classification being proposed; 


C. Years of experience in this classification; 


D. Education pertinent to this project; 


E. Years with firm; 


F. Number of other projects currently assigned to, a brief description, the individual's role and the 


anticipated completion date of the project; 


G. Identify projects previously worked on that incorporate MMIS development, implementation and 


takeover experience, and Medicaid specific expertise both with this firm and any previous 


employment. The information must include a brief description, the individual's role, length and dates 


of the project; 


H. Identify if proposed staff is designated as key personnel (refer to Section 21.3.18, Key 


Personnel); 


I. For Key Personnel, identify how the individual meets the key personnel qualifications; and 


J. Identify proposed staff as either a prime contractor or subcontractor. 


The following subcontractor staff resumes have been included in Confidential Technical 


Information binder of this proposal: 


• APS 


− Thomas Roben, Medical Director of APS’ Health Education and Care Coordination 


Program 


− Maria Romero, Executive Director, APS Nevada Service Center 


− Julie Wilson, Operations Manager, APS Nevada Service Center 


• Emdeon 


− David Figueredo, TPL Product Manager 


− Gavin Johnson, Vice President of Reimbursement Analytics 
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• SXC 


− Robert Earnest, Pharm.D., J.D., Vice President Public Sector 


− Jilka Patel, Pharm. D., PBM Data Analyst 


• Thomson Reuters 


− DSS/DW Project Manager Kelley Cartwright 


− Blong Xiong, DSS/DW Consulting Manager 


• Verizon 


− Representative Resume, IT Manager – Verizon  


17.5.1.8 The State may require that the awarded vendor provide proof of payment to any 


subcontractors used for this project. Proposals should include a plan by which, at the State’s request, 


the State will be notified of such payments. 


Payments and invoicing will be negotiated with each subcontractor. Standard payment and 


invoicing contract terms should be included in each subcontract, where applicable. Each 


subcontractor and the service they are providing is different, and thus payment and invoicing 


terms should be altered to meet the specific needs of each subcontract. Additional prime 


contract flow downs should be considered to determine if any are applicable to payment and 


invoicing. Payment withholds also should be considered for each subcontract to determine if 


they are appropriate to flow down to the subcontractor. Flow downs will include the State’s 


mandatory flow down as well as items such as performance requirements and SLAs 


applicable to each associated work product. 


HP Supply Chain Management will be responsible for verifying that the correct payment and 


invoicing terms are present in each subcontract. 


17.5.1.9 Primary vendor shall not allow any subcontractor to commence work until all insurance 


required of the subcontractor is provided. 


HPES will not allow any subcontractors working with us to commence work until the 


insurance required of the subcontractor is provided. 


17.5.1.10 Primary vendor must notify the using agency of the intended use of any subcontractors not 


identified within their original proposal response and provide the information originally requested in 


the RFP in Section 16.5, Subcontractor Information. The primary vendor must receive agency 


approval prior to subcontractor commencing work. 


HPES will notify DHCFP if we intend to use any subcontractors not identified in this proposal 


response and we will provide the information originally requested in RFP Section 17.5, 


Subcontractor Information. We will request agency approval before subcontractor 


commencing work. 


17.5.1.11 All subcontractor employees assigned to the project must be authorized to work in this 


country. 


HPES subcontractors have verified that their employees assigned to the Nevada MMIS 


Takeover Project are authorized to work in the United States. 
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17.6 Resource Matrix 


17.6.1 Vendors must provide a resource matrix broken down by task to include the following: 


A. Proposed staff classification; 


B. Estimated number of vendor staff per classification; 


C. Estimated number of hours per person, per classification; 


D. Identification of task(s) to be completed by the prime (P) contractor and/or subcontractor (S). If 


more than one (1) subcontractor is proposed, the vendor must clearly identify the company with 


whom the individual is associated; 


E. Estimated percentage of work performed on site by vendor staff; and 


F. Estimated number of DHCFP staff required (FTE). 


HPES has assembled a high-quality service delivery team to support DHCFP in its mission. 


Our team comprises both familiar faces and new leadership to bring a balance of continuity 


and new thinking to Nevada. Lola Jordan, our account manager, provides full 


accountability to DHCFP for the entire team, including our partners: 


• APS Healthcare—Health Education and Care Coordination 


• Emdeon—Third-Party Liability (TPL) Administration 


• Service Excellence Corporation (SXC)—Pharmacy and Rebate programs 


• Thomson Reuters—Decision Support System and Data Warehouse 


• Verizon—Application Hosting 


This project requires a quick, yet low risk approach that provides for minimal disruption to 


recipients, providers, and other stakeholders. HPES, in its selection of staff, looked at four 


specific areas aligned with this approach.   


HP looked at our Medicaid accounts in Idaho and California to get not only MMIS and Fiscal 


Agent experience but also to get mainframe MMIS application experience. Second, we 


looked at those subcontractors who are in Nevada today. Third, HP looked at partners with 


whom we have worked on other Medicaid accounts. Finally, we intend to hire employees of 


First Health that will add strength and experience to the HPES team. The results are a very 


strong team with tremendous experience in Nevada, vast experience in Medicaid, and 


experience working together. 


As we considered our team’s locations, we set out to locate a strong core team in Nevada 


near you, our customer, while moving other positions into leveraged Centers of Excellence 


to reduce cost but gain strength in numbers, especially where clinical centers were 


concerned. We required this not only of ourselves but of our partners as well. Whether it is 


clinical call centers or COBOL mainframe expertise, the HPES team is in Centers of 


Excellence throughout the United States and has some specialized application teams in 


India.  
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About the Resource Matrix 


As we looked at the requirements for the resource matrix 17.6, we realized that we had 


several options to present the data. We looked at transition state of the account, we looked 


at steady state of the account, and we believe that the State would best benefit from a chart 


representing the team in steady state. In the matrix, we represent the HPES team as it 


would look in the first year of the contract several months after transition has completed.  


We identified the resources that will be in Nevada versus working remotely from one of our 


Centers of Excellence. 


For estimated number of hours, we chose to provide the total hours per person, per 


classification across the five-year term. 


Lastly, for the expected DHCFP staff needed, we used our experience with similar sized 


customers, as well as looking at the current organizational charts for the State of Nevada to 


assess the estimated DHCFP resource level. We understand that each client’s comfort with 


large projects drives the staffing needed. Thus, based on the staffing charts for Nevada, we 


assumed the minimal operational oversight and included other organizations that might be 


used such as finance or accounting. DHCFP may have a structure or governance where 


more or less involvement is required. We welcome any additional resources and input from 


DHCFP during the coloration on the final base line of resources for the project plan. 


HPES provides Nevada with tremendous resources including the following: 


• More than 1,000 local staff with relevant Medicaid and technology expertise to maintain 


and enhance the Core MMIS, peripheral systems, and provide fiscal agent services 


• More than 7,000 health care (IT) experts to support conversion to 5010, ICD-10, MITA 


maturity and other enhancements such as HIE 


• More than 4,300 dedicated fiscal agent operations staff and health care professionals to 


support continual program improvements 


• More than 200 professional clinicians such as providers, dentists, pharmacists, nurses, 


and social workers, to provide care management, disease management, and utilization 


management services 


The HPES team is excited to bring our well qualified, highly knowledgeable, Medicaid 


experienced resources to the Nevada Medicaid program. 


Our Resource Matrix is located in Tab XII – Resource Matrix. 
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17.7 Project Plan 


17.7.1 Vendors must submit a preliminary project plan as part of the proposal, including, but not 


limited to:  


A. Gantt charts that show all proposed project activities;  


B. Planning methodologies;  


C. Milestones;  


D. Task conflicts and/or interdependencies.;  


E. Estimated time frame for each task identified in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 


through 16); and  


F. Overall estimated time frame from project start to completion for both Contractor and DHCFP 


activities, including strategies to avoid schedule slippage.  


HPES brings an experienced staff to the Nevada MMIS Takeover to execute and deliver the 


activities and tasks associated with this project. HPES understands the importance of strong 


project management capability for the proposed short takeover period. Lola Jordan, the 


account manager, brings years of experience and Project Management Professional (PMP) 


certification to the process along with a Project Management Office (PMO) to give DHCFP 


an on time delivery of takeover. 


The preliminary project plan and schedule defines the activities needed to successfully 


transfer the Nevada MMIS to HPES. This detailed project plan serves as the basis for all 


work to be completed during the transition period and includes fixed deliverable due dates 


for all project tasks and activities associated with the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project Scope 


of Work, as well as the following: 


•  Gantt Chart—The project schedule includes a Gantt chart showing all proposed project 


activities/tasks. The Gantt will be generated using Microsoft Project and delivered in 


Microsoft Project format and another alternative view for those users who do not have 


access to Microsoft Project. 


• Planning Methodologies—The following planning methodologies are included in this 


proposal response and described in further detail in section 17.8 “Project Management.” 


In the preliminary project plan, you will see activities that support each of the following 


planning components: 


− Integration Management 


− Scope Management 


− Time Management  


− Issue Management  


− Cost Management  


− Resource Management Plan  


− Communication Plan 


− Risk Management Plan 


Our Microsoft Project Plan is located in Tab XI-Preliminary Project Plan. 
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• Milestones—The preliminary project plan identifies milestones using the Microsoft 


Project conventions to identify key dates that are essential for effectively and efficiently 


managing the takeover project. Included is a report listing of all project milestones, which 


was generated from the Microsoft Project-based project schedule. 


• Task Conflicts and/or Interdependencies—The Microsoft Project-based schedule 


defines all successor, predecessor, and project interdependencies. 


• Estimated Duration of Tasks—The Microsoft Project-based project schedule includes 


estimated durations for all tasks identified in the Scope of Work sections. 


• Overall Estimated Project Duration—The Microsoft Project-based project schedule 


includes the overall project start and completion dates for the entire project. In addition, 


the preliminary project management plan includes mitigation strategies that address 


contingency plans for avoiding project schedule slippage. 


Method for Project Schedule Development 


The first step in creating the start-up and transition (takeover) preliminary project plan was to 


understand the requirements in the RFP. Our proposed account team reviewed the RFP in 


detail and identified the work that needs to be done. The next step in creating the takeover 


detailed project schedule was to create a logical work breakdown structure (WBS), which 


facilitates ease of review and reporting.  


Using the WBS, we create an initial project schedule in the standardized project scheduling 


tool Microsoft Project. The order of the tasks and activities is based on RFP requirements. 


Based on RFP requirements, our extensive experience with MMIS implementations and our 


use of a standard methodology, we set the proposed time lines and add interdependencies 


and resource type assignments to the schedule.  


After project kickoff, we will work with DHCFP to update the preliminary project schedule 


and will baseline the schedule. The baseline represents the approved project schedule that 


we will track against. The detailed project schedule includes milestones and checkpoints. 


Milestones are the completion of major deliverables listed in the RFP.  


Project Schedule Updates 


Schedule management is a key part of our daily activities throughout the start-up and 


transition periods. Scheduled progress reports are a critical component to our objective 


status monitoring and reporting. The takeover detailed project schedule will be reviewed 


weekly. The project team will analyze deviations to the schedule to determine the source 


and develop corrective action to resolve the issue. If the issue or corrective action results in 


changes to the schedule that impact deliverable, milestone, or release dates, the changes 


will go through an agreed on project change request process for DHCFP approval. If 


updates are identified that impact milestones, deliverables, or release dates, the change will 


be presented to DHCFP for approval. When updates are approved or for updates to lower-


level tasks that do not impact milestones, deliverables, or release dates, the changes will be 


made and re-baselined in the schedule. 
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Tools for Maintaining Project Schedule  


We will use Microsoft Project for maintaining the takeover detailed project schedule. 


Microsoft Project is a standardized work plan and schedule format that is a standard for 


HPES and something that is familiar to DHCFP and HPES staff.  


The following exhibit, WBS Project Schedule Naming Convention, identifies the structure 
and hierarchy used in the takeover project schedule to show the logical breakdown of tasks, 
major subtasks, subtasks, and work packages. 


WBS Project Schedule Naming Convention 


 


The preliminary project plan and schedule is included in Tab XI Preliminary Project Plan. 


17.7.2 Project Plan 


17.7.2 Vendors must provide a written plan addressing the roles and responsibilities and method of 


communication between the primary contractor and any subcontractor(s).  


Overall Subcontractor Management Approach 


Communication is a critical component of a successful subcontractor relationship. HPES 


(HPES) includes regular communications with vendors including both prime service and 


supplier vendors as part of our external communications plan.  


We manage vendors in the same manner as we manage the other components of the 


project. A vendor just becomes an extension of the project. We employ our project 


management methodologies and rigor in managing our vendors, making sure they adhere to 


the project schedule and budget.  


For primary subcontractors who provide critical in-line services, we maintain consistent and 


regular communication through points of contact. We use this relationship to verify 


consistency in service and to oversee and check that tasks are completed on schedule and 


within budget. The following exhibit defines the primary subcontractors used for the Nevada 


MMIS and the primary HPES points of contact for each subcontractor: 
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Subcontractor 
Name 


Subcontractor Function Primary HP Subcontractor Point of 
Contact/Manager 


SxC Pharmacy Benefits 
Manager 


Account Manager Lola Jordan 


Verizon Mainframe Hosting Deputy Account Manager Bharat Vashi 


APS Health Education and Care 
Management 


Deputy Account Manager Bharat Vashi 


Thomson Reuters Decision Support System 
Hosting  


Deputy Account Manager, Bharat Vashi 


Emdeon Third-Party Liability Deputy Account Manager Bharat Vashi 


 


Subcontractors are those entities that are external to HPES and provide goods or services 


to HPES. The purpose of the Subcontractor Management Plan is to outline the process and 


provide guidance to the HPES project manager when engaging and managing vendors, 


subcontractors, and subcontractor management. The activities and processes outlined in 


this plan will enable effective subcontractor management and ultimately a successful 


deployment of the contractual services required by HPES for DHCFP and the Nevada 


MMIS. 


This plan covers the end-to-end process for subcontractors and subcontractor management. 


It provides for the following: 


• Verifies that qualified subcontractors are selected 


• Verifies that commitments between the organization and any subcontractors are 


documented, understood, and agreed on 


• Enables ongoing communication between the organization and the subcontractor 


• Verifies that the subcontractor’s actual results and performance are tracked against the 


subcontractor’s commitments 


These guidelines apply whenever a defined portion of this project is supplied by another 


organization, group, or individual external to HPES and where HPES is responsible to 


DHCFP for the contracted services. 


HPES and DHCFP Roles for Subcontractor Management 


The roles and responsibilities associated with HPES and DHCFP for executing this plan are 


outlined in the following exhibit. 
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Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


DHCFP Project 
Manager 


DHCFP Approval/Denial of 
Subcontractor 


The DHCFP project manager will 
provide approval or denial of proposed 
subcontractors before execution of 
subcontract between HPES and said 
subcontractor. 


Nevada MMIS 
Project 
Management 
Office (PMO) 


HPES  Owner of 
Subcontractor 
Management Plan 
and Subcontractor 
performance 
measurement 


The PMO team is responsible for the 
continual maintenance and update of 
this plan throughout the life of the 
contract to verify it meets the 
requirements. 


The PMO team with the project 
manager will be responsible for 
verifying that subcontractor 
performance measurements are 
properly reported in the HP PPM tool. 
Subcontractor progress will be tracked 
the same as any other individual on the 
project. 


Supply Chain 
Management 
Team 


HPES  Lead negotiations The HPES Supply Chain Management 
team will be responsible for crafting 
and negotiating the individual 
subcontractor agreements and verifying 
that HPES and prime contract required 
language is in each subcontract. 


Account Manager 
and Deputy 
Account Manager 


HPES  Subcontractor 
relationship 
management  


The HPES Account Manager and 
Deputy Account Manager will have 
overall responsibility for the contractual 
relationship with each subcontractor. 
This includes selecting subcontractors, 
participating in subcontract 
negotiations, monitoring subcontractor 
performance, reviewing and approving 
payments, managing contract 
shutdown, and so forth. 


 


We will use our corporate-approved process for managing subcontractor relationships. The 


delivery team will work with Supply Chain Management to manage this process. 
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Subcontractor Management Process 


The following exhibit outlines the subcontractor management process to be established with 


each subcontractor used on the project. 


Activity Process Component 


Establish subcontractor agreement • Determine scope of subcontractor work 


• Create subcontractor scope documentation 


• Determine subcontractor selection criteria 


• Review the subcontractor selection criteria 


• Determine potential subcontractors 


• Evaluate subcontractors and make a selection 


• Negotiate formal agreement and obtain approvals 


Develop subcontractor project plan • Provide information to develop subcontractor project plan 


Define subcontractor management 
activities 


• Define tasks necessary to manage the subcontractor activities, 


monitor critical processes, and transition acquired work products to 


the project 


• Integrate these tasks into the project’s schedule based on the formal 


subcontractor agreement 


• Make sure any dependencies between the project plan and the 


subcontractor’s project plan are managed 


Manage subcontractor performance • Monitor subcontractor activities 


• Evaluate subcontractor progress and communicate project status 


• Resolve documented issues 


• Assess subcontractor performance and provide feedback 


• Monitor validity of agreement 


Manage subcontractor change 
requests 


• Review and approve changes 


• Document changes required 


• Revise and negotiate subcontractor agreement and get approval 


• Review and update the subcontractor project plan and subcontractor 


statement of work 


Transition acquired work products • Review subcontractor work products 


• Transition subcontractor work products to project 


Close subcontractor agreement • Resolve outstanding issues 


• Verify the satisfaction of the documented deliverables 


• Terminate the documented agreement 


• Assess overall subcontractor performance, provide feedback, and 


store results 
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Communication, Tracking, and Reporting for Subcontractor 


Management 


Our Deputy Account Manager will maintain the lines of authority and communication for 


management of subcontractor relationships except for the Pharmacy Benefits Manager 


(PBM) subcontract. The PBM subcontractor relationship will be managed directly by the 


account manager. We will use the various tools such as HP PPM, Microsoft Project, and 


Microsoft Office as defined in each of project management disciplines in section 17.8 to 


communicate, track, and report subcontractor work as we would other project work.  


Tools for Subcontractor Management 


Our subcontractor management approach uses the same project management structure as 


the other projects with additional rigor and control to manage the outside subcontractor 


agreements and statements of work as defined previously. As such, we will use Microsoft 


Project, Microsoft Office suite, and HP PPM to manage the various aspects of subcontractor 


management. 


Training for Subcontractor Management 


Team members will receive training on the use of HP PPM for time reporting. Project 


managers will receive training on the use of HP PPM for project planning, project 


scheduling, and resource management functions. DHCFP stakeholders will receive training 


on the Change Management system and accessing the progress reporting online. This 


training will be provided at the start of the Operations period. 


Quality Measures for Subcontractor Management 


Each subcontract will include language that documents the metrics to be used in reviewing 


the subcontractor’s performance and quality measures. The metrics in each subcontract 


may be different because of different scopes of work for each subcontractor. 


Each performance measurement must be documented in the subcontract with necessary 


details to accurately understand and measure the item. Information that should be 


documented for each performance measurement should include at a minimum: 


• Measurement name 


• Measurement description 


• Measurement frequency 


• Measurement technique/process 


• Measurement recording tool 


Account Management—Ultimate Accountability 


HPES provides the above details on our subcontractor procurement and management 


process to assure DHCFP that HPES has stringent processes and procedures in place to 


support our clients. At the end of the day, however, HPES places ultimate accountability in 


the HPES Account Manager, Lola Jordan, to make certain services are performed and 
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delivered to DHCFP. DHCFP should be assured that they have one point of contact that is 


committed to handling the services of this contract. 


Please see our sample subcontractor management plan in Tab XIV – Other Reference 


Materials in Confidential Technical Information binder for further details on the content of a 


typical HPES subcontractor management plan. 


17.7.3 The preliminary project plan will be incorporated into the contract.  


HPES acknowledges that the preliminary project plan delivered with the RFP will be 


incorporated into the contract and that the contract will be amended when the finalized 


detailed project plan is submitted and approved. 
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17.7.4 The first project deliverable is the finalized detailed project plan that must include fixed 


deliverable due dates for all subsequent project tasks as defined in the Scope of Work Sections 


(Sections 7 through 16). The contract will be amended to include the State approved detailed project 


plan.  


As the first project deliverable outlined in the transition period entrance criteria, HPES will 


finalize and update the detailed project plan to include fixed deliverable due dates for the 


project tasks associated with the Scope of Work in sections 7 through 16. HPES 


understands that the contract will be amended to include this detailed project plan when 


approved by DHCFP.  


17.7.5 Vendors must identify all potential risks associated with the project, their proposed plan to 


mitigate the potential risks and include recommended strategies for managing those risks.  


HPES provides DHCFP with a transformative, low-risk approach to the Nevada MMIS 


Takeover. We apply knowledge, skills, strategies, and lessons learned from past MMIS 


takeovers to the mitigation strategy for the Nevada MMIS. For example, we will apply our 


lessons learned from the takeover of the First Health MMIS in Mississippi to this takeover. 


The Mississippi takeover occurred in 90 days with the same opportunities of replacing key 


systems that were deemed proprietary to the vendor. 


Our integrated project management approach is a proven, straightforward, and sensitive 


method to address the needs of DHCFP. As we did with prior takeover projects, the HPES 


team will successfully plan, validate requirements, conduct transition activities, and cut-over 


to operations to meet or exceed Nevada RFP requirements. Although we can learn from our 


history, we do evaluate each project for potential issues that may arise, define the potential 


risks, identify appropriate actions to mitigate those risks, and develop a contingency plan to 


execute, should the risk occur.  


The following exhibit provides an example of the risks DHCFP might expect to encounter 


related to this plan during the Nevada MMIS Takeover, regardless of the chosen vendor. We 


also list the unique mitigation strategies that we can offer. These risks and additional risks 


identified through the life of the project will be managed as described in section 17.8.9 Risk 


Management. 


With risk triggers and contingency actions identified and approved as part of the risk 


management process, HPES will meet with DHCFP to do the following:  


• Discuss resolution activities within 24 hours of occurrence of a critical risk event.  


• Take immediate corrective action per preapproved risk contingency plan. 


• Provide a daily status regarding critical risk events 


Our risk identification process focuses on delivering quality results that meet customer 


expectations in a timely manner using qualified resources. It considers external events that 


could potentially have an impact to the Nevada MMIS Takeover project as a whole.  


A risk exposure rating provides a means to help prioritize and rank risks relative to one 


another, should they occur. Sample risk ratings include the following: 
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• High—Would cause a significant and immediate corrective action; high risk probability 


and high risk consequence  


• Medium—Would cause a material cost and/or schedule increase, requiring a change 


request evaluation  


• Low—Would cause moderate cost and schedule increases, but important requirements 


would still be met; an alternative is readily accessible  
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Takeover Phase Risks and Mitigation Strategy 


Risk Type: Delivery of Project Requirements 


# Risk 


Title/Description 


Risk Owner Risk Impact Risk Exposure 


Rating 


Risk Mitigation Strategy  


1 Takeover does 


not meet DHCFP 


expectations 


DHCFP, HPES, 


Project Office 


• DHCFP stakeholders not 
satisfied with system 
operations 


• Momentum lost and team 
credibility damaged 


High • Work with DHCFP early in the takeover process to 
confirm expectations using the requirements 
validation and demonstration process for takeover 
and subsequent phases of work, including operations, 
to meet or exceed customer expectations 


• Monitor performance against DHCFP expectations 
throughout the life of the program to check on how we 
are doing and what we can do differently to continue 
to provide DHCFP with a high level of customer 
service 


2 Service 


interruption due 


to Nevada MMIS 


Takeover 


HPES account 


manager and 


deputy account 


manager 


• Delayed project schedule 
and increased cost  


• Delayed claims 
adjudication and treatment 
authorization requests 


• Delayed communications 
to healthcare providers, 
recipients, and Nevada 
MMIS users 


• Failure to address State 
and federal processing 
time requirements 


High • Take advantage of our experience in complex 
takeover projects 


• With much of Nevada MMIS operation holding steady, 
focus on transitioning new requirements, peripheral 
systems, and infrastructure 


• Proposed transition approach that is built on the same 
demonstrated, successful approach we used in 
previous MMIS takeovers 


• Using our experience maintaining and enhancing 
MMISs to apply our unique expertise and 
understanding of the Nevada MMIS’ complexity 


• Provide the oversight, communication, and 
coordination needed for successful operational 
transition through Nevada MMIS Takeover structure 


3 Nevada MMIS 


software (new 


HPES account 


manager and 


• Inability to operate system 


• Inability to fulfill DHCFP 


High • Use our experience in operating MMISs and 
conducting takeovers 
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# Risk 


Title/Description 


Risk Owner Risk Impact Risk Exposure 


Rating 


Risk Mitigation Strategy  


peripheral 


systems) and 


network 


installation failure 


deputy account 


manager 


mission • Use a defined and demonstrated process for 
installing, updating, and upgrading software and 
network connectivity 


• Use our familiarity with the MMIS environments and 
our knowledge of how to navigate the installation and 
upgrade process 


• Provide for detailed tasks and milestones for software 
and hardware installation, including appropriate 
checkpoints and measures for monitoring progress in 
the takeover project plan 


• Use schedule management processes to monitor the 
actual activities and progress against the plan and 
implement corrective actions, as necessary, for a 
successful installation and upgrade 


4 Data security and 


confidentiality is 


not effectively 


addressed 


HPES HIPAA 


security officer, 


DHCFP Project 


Office 


• MMIS data compromised 
and exposed to potential 
threats 


• Stakeholders impacted 


• Negative media attention 


• Cost and legal impact 


High • Use the CMS Information Security Risk Assessment 
(RA) and System Security Plan (SSP) Guidance and 
NIST security standard as a framework for data 
security 


• Plan for DHCFP data security in our Security and 
Confidentiality Data Plan 


• Identify procedure changes when data security 
standards should be modified and implement the 
changes 


• Establish a privacy and security officer to oversee our 
Nevada MMIS Privacy and Security Program and 
develop policies, procedures, and guidelines to 
protect data confidentiality and privacy rights 


• Conduct ongoing reviews to verify that the Nevada 
MMIS team follows the established privacy policies, 
procedures, and guidelines 
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# Risk 


Title/Description 


Risk Owner Risk Impact Risk Exposure 


Rating 


Risk Mitigation Strategy  


• Put safeguards in place to protect the confidentiality 
and security of MMIS information and address federal 
and state privacy and confidentiality laws, including 
HIPAA 


• Develop and implement a security and confidentiality 
training program for all users 


5 Missed 


requirements or 


scope during 


takeover 


HPES Project 


Management 


Office 


• Missed requirements/ 
scope 


• Increased cost due to 
rework 


Medium • Use the HPES team’s knowledge of MMIS systems 
and operations 


• Complete thorough requirements validation and 
demonstration review sessions to verify user 
requirements are captured and documented 


• Verify requirements are met per the Requirements 
Validation Matrix prior to implementation  


• Use operational procedures that are already defined 
and properly scaled so that takeover is successful 


• Enhance project management method with HPES’ 
project management capabilities 


• Make extensive use of our project work plan approach 
and deliverable tracking 
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Takeover Phase Risks and Mitigation Strategies 


Risk Type: Delivery to Project Schedule 


# Risk 


Title/Description 


Risk Owner Risk Impact Risk 


Exposure 


Rating 


Risk Mitigation Strategy (to reduce likelihood of risk event 


occurrence)  


6 Delay in 


development of 


peripheral 


systems 


interfaces 


HPES 


takeover 


system and 


project 


managers 


• Schedule delay to scheduled 
integrated system testing  


Medium • Create an integrated project plan and assign management 
staff (takeover manager and project manager) to manage 
the integrated project plan for testing 


• Appoint the deputy account manager as responsible for 
subcontractor relations and overall management of the 
subcontractor progress 


• Conduct bi-weekly meetings from intent to award to contract 
signing and weekly meetings after contract signed. Conduct 
daily meetings during integrated testing.  


7 Slip in meeting 


takeover 


schedule per 


Scope of Work 


HPES 


account 


manager 


and deputy 


account 


manager,  


DHCFP 


Project 


Office 


• Schedule delay in full 
takeover of system 


Medium • Work with DHCFP to develop a takeover reporting structure 


• Support takeover with project management disciplines of 
risk management, issue management, and schedule 
management  


• Integrate our processes into the DHCFP environment during 
takeover 


• Implement a demonstrated transition process with 
structured weekly meetings between DHCFP and HPES  


• Plan for and oversee knowledge transfer activities during 
transition for subcontractors new to the DHCFP 
organization  


• Monitor resource availability, including staffing delays and 
compressed and complex critical paths through the 
governance process and project schedule 


• Track and manage takeover schedule against defined plan 
and milestones; define and implement corrective actions, if 
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# Risk 


Title/Description 


Risk Owner Risk Impact Risk 


Exposure 


Rating 


Risk Mitigation Strategy (to reduce likelihood of risk event 


occurrence)  


there are any schedule deviations 


• Monitor key performance metrics though the interim 
takeover dashboard and/or automated tools as they 
become available  


• Track and manage clearly defined exit criteria for each 
stage of transition 


8 Delay in transfer 


of Incumbent 


information 


HPES 


account 


manager 


• Schedule Medium • Identify all turnover items  


• Identify schedule for turnover 


• Work with DHCFP to establish clear communication 
channels 


• Conduct knowledge acquisition/transfer early in project  


9 Late receipt of 


critical 


components 


HPES 


account 


manager 


and deputy 


account 


manager, 


and 


takeover 


systems 


manager 


• Schedule – delay in system 
build and test activities 


• Cost 


Medium • Begin early to look and negotiate terms of lease for a 
suitable location 


• Make sure purchase order is ready to go as soon as lease 
agreement is signed 


• Verify contract is written concisely with information such as 
number of reports and interfaces, degree of complexity, and 
key dependencies with due dates on what is needed and 
when 


• Review estimating assumptions and milestones with 
DHCFP during start-up so DHCFP is aware of when 
infrastructure is needed and what will happen to the 
schedule if delayed 


• Proactively establish expedition procedures  


• Verify adequate time and resources are allocated for the 
infrastructure tasks as part of schedule quality review  
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# Risk 


Title/Description 


Risk Owner Risk Impact Risk 


Exposure 


Rating 


Risk Mitigation Strategy (to reduce likelihood of risk event 


occurrence)  


10 Facility not ready 


on time 


HPES 


account 


manager 


and deputy 


account 


manager, 


HPES 


Global Real 


Estate, 


Takeover 


project 


manager 


• Delay to move-in date Low • Begin early to look and negotiate terms of lease for a 
suitable location 


• Identify all required facility equipment and resources by 
intent to award  


• Indentify appropriate lead time to acquire all necessary 
equipment 


• Develop and closely monitor purchase and installation 
facility plan 


• HPES Global Real Estate will identify alternate locations 


• Give priority to critical staff for Carson City area site  


• Continue use of temporary facility until suitable location can 
be occupied 


11 Contract approval 


and signing delay 


HPES 


account 


manager,  


DHCFP 


• Schedule 


• Cost 


Low • Identify pre-contract activities and create project schedule 


• Monitor approval process closely; and keep pre-contract 
work up-to-date 


• Update project schedule and supporting activities when 
official start date is received 
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Takeover Phase Risks and Mitigation Strategies 


Risk Type: Delivery with Right Resources 


# Risk 


Title/Description 


Risk Owner Risk Impact Risk 


Exposure 


Rating 


Risk Mitigation Strategy (to reduce likelihood of risk event 


occurrence)  


12 Loss of 


knowledgeable 


key personnel 


HPES 


account 


manager and 


deputy 


account 


manager, and 


HPES Human 


Resources 


• Business disruption 


• Schedule 


• Cost 


• Delayed claims adjudication 
and Prior Authorization 
Request processing 


• Delayed communications to 
Healthcare providers, 
recipients, and Nevada 
MMIS users 


• Failure to address state and 
federal requirements 


High • Rely on the enriched knowledge of the HPES team 
members versed in MMIS businesses and seek to acquire 
key knowledge transfer from the incumbent contractor, 
where appropriate 


• Using the team’s MMIS knowledge, focus on DHCFP 
objectives starting on day one  


• Use PMO project management experience in addressing 
Medicaid and other state agency needs 


• Train new members in Nevada MMIS per the training plan 


13 Qualified staff not 


fully productive  


HPES 


account 


manager and  


Transition 


team 


managers 


• Training content 


• Schedule 


• Quality 


Low • Use our vast network of talented resources, and have 
employees sign intent to work agreement  


• Update resource staffing plan at intent to award and identify 
training requirements early 


• Conduct job fairs with incumbent staff within one week after 
signing date  


• Create training schedule to properly develop of staff  


• Conduct standard training to existing HPES employees 
after contract signing and before project start date 


• Use our mentor program and create work buddy program 


• Identify subject-matter experts and alternative trained staff 
members 
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# Risk 


Title/Description 


Risk Owner Risk Impact Risk 


Exposure 


Rating 


Risk Mitigation Strategy (to reduce likelihood of risk event 


occurrence)  


14 Planned staff 


location not 


approved by 


DHCFP 


HPES 


account 


manager and 


deputy 


account 


manager 


• Schedule 


• Cost 


Low • Give priority to critical staff location at Carson City area site 


• During contract negotiations, determine if DHCFP will 
approve location of staff, contingent on contract signing 


• HP Global Real Estate will identify alternate locations for 
work 


• Continue use of temporary facility until suitable location can 
be occupied 


15 Subcontractor 


negotiations and 


agreements not 


complete 


HPES 


account 


manager and 


deputy 


account 


manager 


• Schedule 


• Cost  


Medium • Conduct appropriate company background checks and 
evaluate the company DNB rating 


• Make sure agreements include a liquidated damages 
clause 


• Identify alternate subcontractor sources 


• Monitor subcontractor negotiation progress project 
management controls and subcontractor viability and 
bandwidth reports 


16 Lack of 


integration of 


PMO processes 


and existing 


DHCFP 


environment 


HPES 


Takeover 


project 


manager 


• User expectations are not 
met 


• Scope not managed, 
leading to implementation 
delays 


• Project risks not actively 
managed, leading to poor 
quality 


• Lack of support for PM 
processes 


Low • Engage key PMO team members with project management 
experience 


• Use PMO processes tailored to address DHCFP’s 
specifications  


• Use PMO processes that incorporate demonstrated PMO 
methods from other successful Medicaid programs  


• Tap into the more than 7,000 HPES professionals 
dedicated to healthcare; and use our existing knowledge of 
PM processes to integrate our PMO process with DHCFP 
processes 


• Monitor implementation of the PMO processes through the 
overall project schedule so that issues are quickly identified 
and addressed before there is a significant impact to project 
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# Risk 


Title/Description 


Risk Owner Risk Impact Risk 


Exposure 


Rating 


Risk Mitigation Strategy (to reduce likelihood of risk event 


occurrence)  


objectives 


• Train Nevada MMIS team members and DHCFP Project 
Office in new PMO tools and processes in the early stages 
of Nevada MMIS takeover 


17 New hires do not 


pass background 


check 


HPES 


account 


manager and 


deputy 


account 


manager 


• Schedule impact 


• Cost impact 


Low • Make sure identified employees pass background check 
after contract signing and before project start date 


• Identify alternative resources to perform work  
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Takeover Phase Risks and Mitigation Strategies 


Risk Type: External Influences 


# Risk 


Title/Description 


Risk Owner Risk Impact Risk 


Exposure 


Rating 


Risk Mitigation Strategy (to reduce likelihood of risk event 


occurrence)  


18 Changing 


Incumbent 


system 


environment  


DHCFP, 


HPES 


account 


manager 


and deputy 


account 


manager, 


and 


takeover 


systems and 


project 


manager  


 


• Schedule 


• Scope 


• Cost 


• Quality 


Medium • Define preliminary requirements during the Requirements 
Validation Phase of the project using the output of the 
Requirements Traceability Matrix Requirements Validation 
document  


• Make sure that the requirements validation matrix contains 
completion measurements for success criteria 


• Work with DHCFP to determine early system freeze 
schedule 


• Consistently monitor system updates 


• Synchronize system environments as needed and when 
system changes occur 


19 Ability to adapt to 


mid-project scope 


changes due to 


legislative or 


program changes 


during transition 


and start of 


operations 


HPES 


account 


manager, 


takeover 


project 


manager,  


DHCFP 


• Scope—failure to meet 
legislative directives, state 
plans, and federal regulations 


• Delay in intended benefits to 
recipients and providers 


• Delay in Federal Financial 
Participation (FFP) 
acquisition 


• Cost 


• Schedule 


Medium • Proactively monitor legislative and additional policy changes 
to identify federal and state initiatives that are on the 
horizon and prepare for these upcoming changes 


• Use our forward-focused approach to enable us to 
collaborate with DHCFP to plan ahead for new 
requirements 


• Stay ahead of the curve with continual involvement in 
committees and forums so that we are proactive in building 
new requirements into our healthcare solutions 


• Maintain our status as a leader in helping to develop HIPAA 
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# Risk 


Title/Description 


Risk Owner Risk Impact Risk 


Exposure 


Rating 


Risk Mitigation Strategy (to reduce likelihood of risk event 


occurrence)  


requirements through our active involvement in many 
industry organizations, such as EDI X12, NCPDP, HL7 
SOA, MITA Workgroup, CAQH, NMEH 


• Use integrated change management processes to 
appropriately prioritize business critical initiatives  


• If realized, evaluate impact to schedule and cost to 
determine if change order is required; consider staged 
release  


20 Forces of 


nature—Facility 


closure due to 


inclement 


weather 


HPES 


account 


manager 


• Schedule Low • Plan for remote working capabilities 


• Train Nevada MMIS team members per the training plan, so 
back-up resources are identified 


21 Forces of 


nature—Disaster 


readiness site not 


available 


HPES 


account 


manager 


and deputy 


account 


manager 


• Schedule 


• Cost 


Low • Create Disaster Recovery plan at intent to award  


• Monitor DRP activity status 
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17.7.6 Vendors must provide information on the staff that will be located in Carson City. If staff will be 


located at remote locations, vendors must include specific information on plans to accommodate the 


exchange of information and transfer of technical and procedural knowledge. The State encourages 


alternate methods of communication other than in person meetings, such as transmission of 


documents via email and teleconferencing, as appropriate.  


During the first 30 days of start-up, HPES will establish a temporary location within 30 miles 


of Carson City area in which key personnel and functions will service the Nevada MMIS 


program. This location will be established at the beginning of the transition period. During 


the transition period a permanent location in Carson City will be developed. Personnel will 


be relocated to this permanent facility prior to the start of operations. In addition, during the 


transition period, HPES will bring up the remaining locations where off-site services for the 


Nevada MMIS will occur. See section 17.7.6 for details on which functions will be served 


from each location. 


HPES will establish a local facility in the Carson City area that will house core HPES Nevada 


fiscal agent personnel as outlined in 8.4.1. This facility will be located within 30 miles from 


the DHCFP state’s administration offices. Other personnel will be located at other onshore 


or offshore facilities. Our business hours of operation for the Nevada MMIS contract will be 


from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. PT, with the exception of State-observed holidays.  


HPES' strategy provides the right blend of delivery capabilities, which are positioned to 


provide clients with high quality, cost-competitive services from locations that best fit their 


unique requirements. The following map depicts the various service locations that comprise 


the solution for the Nevada MMIS. Each location has been selected for service excellence 


and provide DHCFP the most cost-efficient solution. 
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Proposed Nevada MMIS Service Locations 


 


In addition to the locations identified in this map, HPES will provide application development 


support at its Mumbai or Pune, Maharashtra, India offshore facility. 


HPES understands the need to establish strong, effective communication protocols that will 


allow for the HPES Team and DHCFP to work collaboratively regardless of location.  


HPES brings one of the largest suites of virtual room offerings, collaboration via conference 


calls and email, and various other methods. HPES will offer this wide range of 


communications services to support ongoing operational and project communication. We 


will use our extensive communication services to effectively manage and support the 


Nevada MMIS project. These communication services include: 


• Face-to-face on-site and off-site meetings 


• Audio conferencing services 


• HPES Virtual Room – a  service that allows users to present and share 


information/presentations through a web-based portal 


• SharePoint – an easily accessible web portal tool used for collaboration and sharing of 


documents, discussion threads, and other project materials  


The following exhibit contains service locations. 
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Service Locations  


Service 
Location 


Resource Type Communication Media 


Carson City, NV • Account Leadership 


• Mailroom/Scanning 


• Finance 


• Claims Adjudication 


• Provider Reps 


• Provider Trainers  


• Business Associates 


• Face-to-face on-site and off-site meetings 


• Audio Conferencing 


• HPES Virtual Room 


• SharePoint 


• Email 


Las Vegas, NV • Provider Reps 


• Provider Trainers 


• Health Care Education  


• Face-to-face on-site and off-site meetings 
(as needed) 


• Audio Conferencing  


• HPES Virtual Room 


• SharePoint 


• Email 


Sacramento, CA • Provider Reps 


• Provider Trainers 


• Application Maintenance 
– Onshore 


•  


• Face-to-face on-site and off-site meetings 
(as needed) 


• Audio Conferencing  


• HPES Virtual Room 


• SharePoint 


• Email 


Chico, CA Key From Image (KFI) • Audio Conferencing  


• HPES Virtual Room 


• SharePoint 


• Email 


Boise, ID • Provider Call Center 


• Provider Enrollment 


• Provider Maintenance 
Staff 


• Recipient File 
Maintenance 


• Audio Conferencing  


• HPES Virtual Room 


• SharePoint 


• Email 


Tampa, FL • Mainframe Hosting 
(Subcontractor: Verizon) 


• Audio Conferencing  


• HPES Virtual Room 


• SharePoint 


• Email 


Orlando, FL • Peripheral Device 
Hosting 


• Image Storage 


• Audio Conferencing  


• HPES Virtual Room 


• SharePoint 
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Service 
Location 


Resource Type Communication Media 


• Email 


North Carolina • Prior Authorization 


• Utilization Management 


• /PASRR  


• Audio Conferencing  


• HPES Virtual Room 


• SharePoint 


• Email 


Lisle, IL • Pharmacy Benefits 
Management  


• Audio Conferencing  


• HPES Virtual Room 


• SharePoint 


• Email 


Eagan, MN • Decision Support System 
Hosting  


• Audio Conferencing  


• HPES Virtual Room 


• SharePoint 


• Email 


Nashville, TN • Third Party Liability 
(Subcontractor: 
Emdeon) 


• Audio Conferencing  


• HPES Virtual Room 


• SharePoint 


• Email 


 


We are committed to making each of the service locations an integral part of the Nevada 


MMIS program to provide smooth operations to DHCFP. As part of our orientation and 


training plan, HPES will make sure that onshore and offshore personnel are fully trained to 


meet the requirements of the Nevada MMIS contract as required by their job role. 


We are extremely sensitive to protecting our client’s information. As part of our overall 


security and privacy planning, we will enact provisions to make sure the privacy and security 


of protected health information using appropriate contract provisions with subcontractors 


and Business Partner Agreements. We outline our plans for Communications in section 


17.8.9 and Subcontractor Management in 17.7.2.  
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17.8 Project Management 


Vendors must describe the project management methodology and processes utilized for: 


The Nevada Department of Health and Human 


Services relies on continual service from its 


MMIS to sustain the level and quality of 


Nevada Medicaid and Check Up services 


provided to Nevada program recipients. HPES 


(HPES) meets the needs of state agencies 


with the successful implementations of 


numerous MMIS projects as well as success in 


takeover projects in Medicaid and Medicare, 


as well as many other lines of business. In 


2008, we completed the implementation of 


new MMIS projects in five states. In 2009, we 


followed up with successful implementations in 


Massachusetts and Oregon. The Division of 


Health Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP) 


will find that only HP has this track record with 


the closest contender bringing up a new MMIS 


more than five years ago. We couple our vast 


systems integration and Project Management 


Office (PMO) experience with proven project 


management methodologies to provide 


DHCFP with transparency, increased control, 


and better oversight of Nevada MMIS 


operations. As an experienced provider of MMIS programs, HPES is sensitive to the needs 


of DHCFP operations. 


HPES understands the significant challenges facing MMIS operations today. States must 


meet state and federal mandates, move toward Medicaid Information Technology 


Architecture (MITA) alignment, provide quality and access to healthcare for qualified 


beneficiaries while at the same time managing reduction in budgets and reducing overall 


costs.  


 


Project Management Highlights 


• Our standard processes use and 


enforce industry-leading standards 


such as IEEE and PMBOK for our 


project and portfolio management 


operations. 


• HPES proposes a new PMO to 


foster a culture of highly visible 


and open communication, 


promoting proactive management 


in critical areas, such as resource 


management, allocation, and 


utilization. 


• We bring to DHCFP an industry-


leading project and portfolio 


management tool, HP PPM Center, 


to provide greater visibility into the 


system project portfolio and better 


controls to enforce processes, 


standards, and project 


management methodologies. 
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The MMIS Challenge 


 


We understand that the primary purpose of the Nevada MMIS systems team is to provide 


ongoing application development and maintenance, and accurate, timely implementation of 


system changes to the Nevada MMIS so that the scheduled provider payments are made 


without interruption. The HPES systems team will develop, deploy, and operate the new 


PMO. Operating in a culture of transparency and open communication promotes proactive 


management in critical areas, such as resource management, allocation, and utilization. 


Through the PMO, we will deliver consistent program management practices while also 


capturing critical information about past practices and incorporating them into our delivery 


operations for reuse. 


HPES understands that project management relies more on development activities 


exclusively. Project managers rely heavily on collaboration and inclusion of the business 


processes. HPES’ project managers make sure that business validation and needs 


incorporate DHCFP and HPES’ business operations in implementation. At each step, the 


project managers will review and make sure that each critical step of the project is 


completed on time whether system or business focused. 
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Success comes through using standard project management 


processes. Standards are the guide and map for managing 


projects and developing systems. Standards provide the path for 


consistently creating efficient, repeatable processes that deliver 


quality outputs on schedule and on budget. Our standard Project 


Life Cycle and Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) processes use and enforce 


industry-leading standards—such as Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), 


and the Project Management Institute’s (PMI’s) A Guide to the Project Management Body of 


Knowledge (PMBOK Guide)—for its project and portfolio management operations. 


Success also comes with the use of the correct tools that enable efficient project and 


portfolio management. The right tools in the right hands can increase the speed of delivery, 


verify that quality is included, and provide the necessary information to manage the daily 


activities under way while also giving insight for future efforts and decision-making. The 


HPES team brings the HP PPM Center, the leading project and portfolio management 


(PPM) tool, which provides an integrated, top-down view of systems activities so that 


management has more visibility into the portfolio, better controls to enforce processes, 


standards, and methodologies. At the same time, HP PPM Center supports the execution of 


projects and oversight of the project management methodology. 


HPES Project Management Staff 


Success comes through the deployment of a PMO staffed with experienced program and 


project managers. As the central point for work items coming into the project from DHCFP, 


the PMO will support and manage its responsibilities and the entire project’s efforts. The 


PMO includes a program manager who will provide a single point of contact for DHCFP and 


the HPES information technology (IT) manager regarding all things related to maintenance 


and enhancement projects.  


Nevada MMIS Transition Project Management Organization 


In the Transition Period, Marjie Sladek, a PMP-certified and MMIS-experienced project 


manager, will serve as the primary point of contact with DHCFP project managers for 


activities related to project management, scheduling, the project plan, vendor resources, 


communications with the Department and contractors, and deliverable reviews during the 


Takeover Project. Marjie will oversee the work of the transition project managers, business 


team, and technical team, who will use Microsoft Project and Microsoft Office suite tools 


during the Transition Period. The transition projects will be managed to the approved project 


plan and will follow the change management processes established in the RFP, while the 


proposed change management process for the operations period is being reviewed and 


approved by DHCFP. Marjie and her team of project managers will be located in Carson City 


area during the transition period to enable efficient communication and excellent 


responsiveness to DHCFP concerns.  


The HPES Nevada MMIS team, led by our account manager Lola Jordan, provides a central 


point of leadership and contact for HPES and DHCFP and brings a comprehensive 


approach to managing a successful takeover. HPES proposes a management team with a 


Our people, processes, 
and tools have enabled 
us to manage and 
control these projects to 
successful completion.  







Nevada MMIS Start-Up and Transition Team


 Account Executive
Lola Jordan


Deputy Account Manager
 Bharat Vashi


Pharmacy Benefits Manager
Robert Conor Smith 


(PBM -SXC)


 HIPAA Privacy & 
Security, QA Officer


 Robert Grill


Training Manager
Israel Camero


Takeover Project 
Manager


Marjie Sladek


 Takeover Systems
Manager
Mike Luk


Fiscal Manager
Judi Schafer


Healthcare Management 
Manager 


Sally Kozak


Provider Services/Relations 
Manager
Jo Mallard


Claims Manager
Anissa Hussman


Claims Lead


Claims Professional 
Nurse 


 


Supervisor Customer 
ServiceTrainer(s)


Provider


Editors


Courier/Librarian


Technical Writer


Transition Technical
Writers


Transitional and 
Functional Staff
   · Pre-Award, Start-Up
   · Transition Period
   · Readiness Assessment


PMO Manager
Carma Dunsmore 


Maintenance
Project Managers
Business Analysts


Enhancement
Project Managers
Business Analysts 


Project Coordinator


Work Plan
Specialist


Business Analysts


Business Analysts 
(Testing) 


Maintenance 
Tech Lead/PM


Enhancement 
Tech Lead/PM


CORE Programmers  


CORE SA


Developers


Web Developers


DBA


Testing 
Tech Lead/PM


Network SA


Comm Tech


State Single Point of Contact
   · Contractual Oversight
   · Works with HPES Real Estate
   · Works with HPES Finance-Invoicing
   · Works with HPES Human Resources
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diverse set of skills in all disciplines of MMIS activities. The following organization chart 


shows the HPES leadership team during the Transition Period of the project. 
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Nevada MMIS Operations Project Management Organization 


The Operations Phase PMO will be established with a PMP certified and PMO skilled 


program manager and experienced project managers. Before the start of operations, the 


PMO will tailor and document the project life cycle and systems development standards that 


will be followed during the operations period. Summary documents for repetitive project 


deliverables will be developed and submitted by the Takeover project manager to DHCFP 


for feedback and approval. The proposed Change Management Process will be presented 


to DHCFP for review, feedback, and approval. The HP PPM Center project and portfolio 


management tool will be installed and configured, and change management history and 


open tickets will be converted and loaded in preparation for the start of the operations 


period. Training on the use of the HP PPM Center and the Change Management system 


tracking, will be provided to DHCFP staff. The Project Management Office staff will be co-


located with DHCFP during the Operations Period to enable greater teamwork, 


communication, and responsiveness.  


Our goal is to provide a stable leadership team to DHCFP from the beginning; therefore, we 


propose a core leadership team that will move from the Transition Phase to the Operations 


Phase with minimal changes. Our account leader, Lola Jordan, stays in place, as well as the 


majority of the leadership team. This team provides continuity for both HPES and DHCFP.  


The following exhibit depicts the Nevada Operations and Turnover Phase team organization 


chart. 
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Nevada MMIS Operations and Turnover Phase Team


 Account Executive
Lola Jordan


Deputy Account Manager
 Bharat Vashi


Pharmacy Benefits Manager
Robert Conor Smith 


(PBM -SXC)


 HIPAA Privacy & 
Security, QA Officer


 Robert Grill


Training Manager
Israel Camero


Takeover Project 
Manager


Marjie Sladek


 Takeover Systems
Manager
Mike Luk


Fiscal Manager
Judi Schafer


Healthcare Management 
Manager 


Sally Kozak


Provider Services
Manager
Jo Mallard


Claims Manager
Anissa Hussman


BA – Project  
Coordinator and 


Timekeeping


Maintenance
Project Manager 
Business Analyst


 Tech Writer


Enhancement
Project Manager
Business Analyst


Transitional and 
Functional Staff
   · Pre-Award, Start-Up
   · Transition Period
   · Readiness Assessment


Maintenance 
Tech Lead


Brad Mosburg


Enhancement 
Tech Leads


Training Manager
Israel Camero


State Single Point of Contact
   · Contractual Oversight
   · Works with HP Real Estate
   · Works with HP Finance-Invoicing
   · Works with HP Human Resources


Senior Staff


Functional Staff
   · Operations
   · Turnover


Functional Team
   · Operations
   · Turnover


PMO Manager
 Carma Dunsmore


IT Systems Manager
Mike Luk


Provider Services 
Manager
Jo Mallard


Pharmacy Benefits 
Manager


Robert Conor Smith 


Fiscal Manager
Judi Schafer


Healthcare Mgmt 
Manager


 Sally Kozak


 Claims Manager
Anissa Hussman
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17.8.1 Project Integration 


17.8.1 Project integration to ensure that the various elements of the project are properly coordinated. 


HPES’ project management methodology is based on the PMBOK, and PMI Practice 


Standards. A project is accomplished through the integration of the project management 


processes. Project Integration Management is the key “Knowledge Area” which coordinates 


all aspects of a project from technical through business tasks. PMBOK recognizes five basic 


process groups and nine knowledge areas typical of almost all projects. The basic concepts 


are applicable to projects, programs, and operations.  


The following exhibit, PMBOK V3.0 Process Groups and Project Integration Management 


Knowledge Area, shows how PMBOK’s Project Integration Management key “Knowledge 


Area” integrates project management disciplines from all five of the process groups.  


PMBOK V3.0 Process Groups and Project Integration Management Knowledge Area 


 PMBOK Process Groups 


PMBOK 


Knowledge 


Area 


Initiating Planning Executing Monitoring and 


Controlling 


Closing 


Project 
Management 
Integration 


Develop Project 
Charter Develop 
preliminary project 
scope statement 


Develop 
Project 
Mgmt Plan 


Manage 
Project 
Execution 


Monitor and Control 
project work 


Integrated Change 
Control 


Close 
Project 


 


The integrated project management processes directly and indirectly affect one another in 


the project plan, creating project management synchronization. The intersection of project 


control processes including change and issue management are factored into HPES’ 


integration of project management processes.  


Standard templates for the project management plans (Scope, Time, Issue, Change, Quality 


Assurance, Cost, Resource, Communications, and Risk) are designed to integrate the 


project management processes that will be used for Transition and Operations projects. The 


standard project schedule will include tasking for completion of these project management 


plans. See sample project management plans in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material in the 


Confidential Technical Information binder.  


DHCFP and the HPES Systems team will work closely together under the guidance of the 


integrated HP PPM approach to produce excellence in project, business operations, and 


systems delivery. The following exhibit, HPES Integrated Project Management Approach, 


depicts the integration of the various project management disciplines which enable a 


cohesive and integrated project management approach.  
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HPES Integrated Project Management Approach  


 


Each of the integrated project management disciplines and their integration are highlighted 


below and described in detail in their relevant section. 


Integrated Scope Management Approach (17.8.2) 


Our Scope Management approach is based on IEEE Standards 1058-1998 and the PMI 


Practice Standards. The Scope Management process is primarily concerned with defining 


and controlling what is and is not included in each project. The Scope Management process 


calls for a Project Charter to be developed for all projects. The Project Charter is a one-page 


document that identifies the project type, project sponsor, stakeholders, and defines the 


boundaries of the project.  


The Scope Management process is integrated with the Change Control process and verifies 


that only the work required and authorized by DHCFP is included in the project scope. 


See response to section 17.8.2 for a detailed explanation of the HPES Scope Management 


process.  


Integrated Time Management Approach (17.8.3) 


The HPES Time Management approach conforms to IEEE Standards # 1058-1998, A Guide 


to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK), and PMI Practice Standards. It 


establishes the process required to accomplish timely completion of the approved projects 


within the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. The Time Management process includes 


standardized project schedule templates that will be established in HP PPM, for each of the 
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project types which means each project, whether an Enhancement project, Problem 


Resolution project, or another of the standard project types, will start with a tailored project 


schedule template that includes the integrated project management process and SDLC 


tasks built into the schedule. The HPES Time Management approach defines the process to 


be followed for using standardized project schedule 


templates, estimating project effort, and tracking time to 


project activities.  


The HPES Time Management process is integrated with 


the Scope Management process for time and schedule 


estimates associated with the baseline scope. The HPES 


Time Management process is also integrated with the 


Resource Management approach for allocation of 


resources to particular projects and the reporting of their 


hours to those project efforts, all within the HP PPM tool.  


See response to section 17.8.3 for a detailed explanation 


of the HPES Time Management process. 


Integrated Issue Management Approach 


(17.8.4, 17.8.6) 


Project Issue Management is the means of controlling 


change within your project. A “project issue” is a concern 


or request raised by any project stakeholder or team 


member that needs to be addressed, either immediately or 


during the project. The HPES Project Issue Management 


approach enables the DHCFP and HPES project team to 


quickly identify, document, assign, and resolve issues 


affecting the Nevada MMIS program. Issues will be 


monitored until closure.  


The HPES Issue Management approach uses the Change 


Control process as part of the overall approach to resolving 


issues that can affect scope, schedule, cost, or a configured item.  


See section 17.8.4 and 17.8.6 for a detailed discussion of the HPES Issue Management 


approach. 


Integrated Change Control Process (17.8.5) 


The HPES Change Control process is part of the proposed Change Management Process 


which is documented in section 12.2 of this proposal. The HPES Change Control process 


includes the processes to submit, analyze, and execute a change to the approved project 


scope, cost, or effort. A rigorous project change control process is necessary to make sure 


that projects are delivered on time and within budget. The HPES Change Control process 


uses a Project Change Request (PCR) form which is used to initiate a change to the project. 
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Before any work is done for the requested change, the PCR will need to pass through two 


DHCFP approval “gates.”  


The first PCR approval enables DHCFP to authorize project plan analysis in light of the 


requested scope change. In response, the project manager will estimate the impact of the 


requested scope change on project effort, cost, and schedule. DHCFP uses this project plan 


analysis information for the second DHCFP approval “gate,” to make the determination 


whether or not the PCR is approved. After the PCR is approved by DHCFP, the project 


manager will update the project planning documents necessary to implement the change. 


The HPES Change Control process is used in conjunction 


with other project management processes to make sure 


that the project is controlled, delivers on its objectives, and 


includes the scope of work approved by DHCFP.  


See section 17.8.5 for a detailed discussion of the HPES 


Change Control process. 


Integrated Cost Management (17.8.7) 


The HPES Cost Management process conforms to IEEE 


Standards #1058-1009, PMBOK Guide, and PMI 


Standards. The Cost Management approach includes the 


fiscal accounting processes and budgetary controls that 


HPES will use to manage the contract funds during the 


Operations period. HPES has years of fiduciary experience 


with MMIS accounting practices encompassing varying 


types of financial arrangements.  


The Cost Management approach integrates with the 


Change Control process and verifies that project effort is 


authorized by DHCFP and invoiced to the appropriate 


funding source. Cost Management is also integrated with 


the Time Management process to make sure that hours 


and full-time equivalents (FTEs) are authorized and 


tracked to the appropriate maintenance and enhancement 


project types. 


See the sample MMIS Cost Management Plan in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material in the 


Confidential Technical Information binder. See section 17.8.7 for a detailed discussion of the 


HPES Cost Management approach. 
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Integrated Resource Management (17.8.8) 


The Nevada MMIS Takeover project will be a success 


because our people provide leadership and experience 


which are key to that success. The HPES leadership team 


brings skilled and experienced resources to implement and 


lead the projects required by the DHCFP. Our Human 


Resource Management approach is based on IEEE 


Standards 1058-1998.  We offer a team of highly skilled 


resources that know Medicaid business and systems and 


subject-matter experts (SMEs) from many disciplines 


throughout HPES to meet or exceed the requirements for 


the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up programs.  


The HPES comprehensive approach to resource 


management for the Nevada Takeover Project Start-up 


and Transition Periods will be successfully guided by a 


select NV Transition Period leadership team. Our Project 


Management Office and core technical team will be 


responsible for resource management during the 


Operations Period. 


See the sample Human Resource (HR) Management Plan 


in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material in the Confidential 


Technical Information binder. See section 17.8.8 for a 


detailed discussion of the HPES Resource Management 


approach. 
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Integrated Communications Management (17.8.9) 


The HPES Communications Management Plan 


conforms to IEEE Standards #1058-1998, the 


Project Management Body of Knowledge 


(PMBOK), and the Project Management Institute 


(PMI) Practice Standards. We understand that 


strong communication is critical to building 


customer and stakeholder relationships. We 


commit to establishing strong channels of 


communication within all levels of the 


organization, starting with our single point of 


contact, our account manager Lola Jordan.  


In proposal section 17.8.9, we define a 


comprehensive approach to obtaining 


commitment for informal and formal 


communication to internal and external 


stakeholders, including but not limited to 


DHCFP, sister agencies, providers, recipients, 


lawmakers, and the public or media. 


Our plan provides for bidirectional integration with Microsoft Project, HP PPM, and 


SharePoint document repository. Additionally, this plan integrates with the other project 


management disciplines as follows: 


• Scope management—Through our communication plan, we will enable appropriate 


communication and approval of each project charter and project scope changes as they 


occur. 


• Time management—We will communicate effort hours expended for systems team 


projects through the monthly cost reporting process. Additionally, we report ongoing 


schedule activities through our weekly progress meetings and reports. 


• Issue management—Our communication plan includes reporting and communicating 


issues and issue metrics regularly. For example, during the transition period, we will 


report issues during the weekly progress meeting and on the weekly status report. 


• Change control—We will identify and communicate the status and state of change 


requests as defined in our change control process. 


• Resource management—We communicate resource levels and resource-related 


issues during transition and throughout the life of the contract as needed. 


• Risk management—We develop and communicate updates to risk events and risk 


mitigation activities regularly. 


See the sample MMIS Communication Management Plan in Tab XIV – Other Reference 


Material in the Confidential Technical Information binder. 


HP PPM’s Integrated Project 


Scheduling and Control 


• Bidirectional integration with 


Microsoft Project 


• Integration with Microsoft 


SharePoint 


• Clear communication of the 


status and health of programs 


and projects 


• More successful projects with 


greater impact 


• Management of programs and 


projects across geographically, 


outsourced, or organizationally 


dispersed environments 
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Integrated Risk Management (17.8.10) 


Our Risk Management Plan uses inputs from IEEE 1540-2001, Standard for Software Life 


Cycle Processes-Risk Management, and PMBOK, Fourth Edition, Chapter 11, Project Risk 


Management. We employ these standard processes to make sure risks to the Nevada MMIS 


project are appropriately identified, analyzed, planned for mitigation and contingency as 


needed, and monitored and controlled. We understand that risks can significantly derail a 


project if appropriate mitigation or contingency steps are not taken before risk events are 


realized. We have developed a Risk Management Plan as defined in full detail in section 


17.8.10 that identifies potential risks up front with associated mitigation steps that can be 


implemented if needed. 


Our risk management activities integrate with other project management processes, such as 


scope management, issue management, and resource management. These are the PM 


disciplines that can most significantly impact a project’s schedule or cost. We use this 


integrated approach to define a comprehensive approach for managing Nevada MMIS 


project risks. 


Standard Project Life Cycle 


In addition to an integrated project management approach, the HPES project management 


approach includes the use of a standard project life cycle for consistency across all project 


types.  


The HPES Project Management Office (PMO) classifies all system change work as a 


“project” whether it is transition work, or operations period work. The “project” approach 


makes certain that a standardized life cycle is used so that DHCFP will enjoy consistency in 


performance and delivery across the multiple project types. The following exhibit defines the 


project types proposed for the Nevada MMIS. 


Nevada MMIS Project Types 


Project Type Description Initiated via Supported by 


1. Problem 


Resolution 


Project to resolve system defect 


introduced by HPES 


System problem 


ticket 


HPES Maintenance 


Sub-team 


2. Infrastructure 


Maintenance 


Project to install, maintain, or repair 


system infrastructure 


Operational 


maintenance 


HPES Maintenance 


Sub-team 


3. System 


Maintenance 


Project to upgrade or maintain system 


software 


Operational 


maintenance 


HPES Maintenance 


Sub-team 


4. Policy 


Maintenance 


Project to maintain tables or data to 


implement policy changes 


DHCFP Procedure 


memo 


HPES Maintenance 


Sub-team 


5. Ad Hoc Project to complete DSS/MMIS or 


PBM query requests 


Change Request 


form 


HPES Maintenance 


Sub-team 
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Project Type Description Initiated via Supported by 


6. Enhancement Project to complete functional changes 


to the system 


Change Request 


form 


HPES Enhancement 


Sub-team 


7. Existing 


Defect 


Project to resolve system defects in 


the baseline system the  


System problem 


ticket 


HPES Enhancement 


Sub-team 


8. Rapid 


Response 


Project to respond to emergencies not 


covered by maintenance 


Change Request 


form 


HPES Enhancement 


Sub-team 


 


All project types have a consistent Initiation Phase, and the subsequent phases are tailored 


according to the size of the change. A standard project template will be established for each 


of the operations/maintenance project types (problem resolution, policy maintenance, ad 


hoc, enhancement, and existing defect) and will follow the same project life cycle. Transition 


projects will use standard project templates tailored for infrastructure installation and 


configuration, system changes, and system takeover. 


The standard project life cycle is a key component of the change management process, as 


shown in the following exhibit, Standard Project Life Cycle. 


Standard Project Life Cycle 


 


DHCFP and HPES Collaboration 


DHCFP and HPES staff will collaborate on decisions regarding project prioritization, risk 


mitigation, issue resolution, and coordination across the multiple projects in flight at a given 


time. During the Transition period, this collaboration will be manifested in Weekly program 


review meetings. The unifying component of our change management process is the 
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proposed, weekly, DHCFP/HPES project prioritization meeting. This meeting provides a 


mechanism for DHCFP to prioritize the workload for the HPES Maintenance and 


Enhancement teams. At this meeting, the HPES PMO will present project recommendations 


and project charters for the projects that have entered the pipeline since the last meeting. 


The HP PPM tool supports the full project life cycle approach. Ideas or issues that are 


logged are documented with project charters for presentation to DHCFP leadership at the 


DHCFP/HPES Weekly Project Prioritization meeting. Authorized maintenance and 


enhancement projects are planned, scheduled, monitored, and managed through the HP 


PPM tool. DHCFP is kept appraised of the status of these projects through status reports 


and real time access they have to the projects in the HP PPM tool. The following exhibit, 


DHCFP Requirements, depicts this holistic approach, using the HP PPM tool, for Nevada 


MMIS project and portfolio management. 


DHCFP Requirements 


 


The collaboration generates some important and tangible benefits for the Nevada MMIS 


Transition and Operations Projects: 


• Cohesive project environment free of organizational silos  


• Effective and useful bottom-up and top-down reporting 


• Smooth integration of change, risk and issue management 
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Integrated Project and Portfolio Management Summary 


In this section, we have shown how the nine project management disciplines are integrated 


to provide a smooth project management approach. Standardized project types make 


certain that all work is performed in a systematic manner and integrate all of the project 


management controls. Standard templates for the project management plans (Scope, Time, 


Issue, Change, Quality Assurance, Cost, Resource, Communications, and Risk) are 


designed to integrate the project management processes. Samples of the project 


management plans are contained in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material in the Confidential 


Technical Information binder. The standard project schedule will include tasking for 


completion of these project management plans. We have shown how the DHCFP and HPES 


working relationship will be enhanced through the weekly DHCFP/HPES Project 


Prioritization meeting. 


As shown in the following exhibit, the HPES Integrated Project Management approach will 


help DHCFP maximize value, enjoy high quality operations, and drive toward innovation and 


MITA alignment while staying on budget. The HP PPM tool makes managing the projects 


and portfolio and staying informed a reality. The combination of our project management 


approach and project management tool enables successful MMIS projects.  


HP PPM Tool Helps Successfully Manage Projects 


 


17.8.2 Project Scope 


17.8.2 Project scope to ensure that the project includes all the work required and only the work 


required to complete the project successfully. 


Section 17.8.2 will discuss the HPES Scope Management approach and will follow the same 


layout as is used for the other project management disciplines included in section 17.8:  
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• 17.8.3 Time Management 


• 17.8.4 and 17.8.6 Issue Management 


• 17.8.5 Change Control 


• 17.8.7 Cost Management 


• 17.8.8 Resource Management 


• 17.8.9 Communications Management 


• 17.8.10 Risk Management 


These sections are organized consistently and include the following content: 


• Approach 


• DHCFP and HPES Roles 


• Process Description 


• Tools 


• Communications, Tracking, and Reporting 


• Training 


• Quality Measures 


Overall Scope Management Approach 


The purpose of Scope Management is to make sure that the Nevada MMIS Takeover 


Project includes all the requirements required to complete each phase of work successfully. 


It is primarily concerned with defining and controlling what is and is not included in the 


project. Our scope management process is based on IEEE Standards 1058-1998 and the 


PMI Practice Standards. Scope Management defines the processes that will do the 


following: 


• Define and document how scope will be initiated, defined, planned, verified, and 


controlled  


• Develop a Project Charter and a detailed Scope Statement as the basis for future project 


decisions 


• Create a scope management plan 


• Subdivide the major deliverables and work into smaller, more manageable components 


as part of defining the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 


• Control changes to the scope of each phase 


The following chart represents the roles and responsibilities for DHCFP and HPES related to 


scope management.  
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DHCFP and HPES Roles for Scope Management 


Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


Steering 
Committee 


DHCFP Scope 
management 
review and 
approval 


• Review, provide feedback, and approve the 
proposed Change Management process  


• Review and approve or withdraw change 
orders within 15 days of receiving the 
proposal 


• Provide guidance for significant operational 
change requests 


• Provide departmental policy as it relates to 
the project 


DHCFP Project 
Manager 


 


DHCFP Scope 
management 
review and 
approval 


• Participate in meetings to review project 
charters, scope change requests, service 
requests and system service requests 


• Approve scope change requests  


HPES Executive 
Leadership 


HPES HPES Single 
Point of Contact 


• Provides overall leadership and single point 
of contact for all areas of the NV MMIS 
project 


HPES Takeover 
Project Manager 
(Transition) 


 


HPES PMO 
Program 
Manager 
(Operations)  


HPES Scope 
management 
supervision and 
monitoring 


• Develop and maintain Scope Management 
Plan template 


• Verify that scope management processes 
are operating effectively 


• Participate in review meetings as applicable 


• Train team members on the Scope 
Management process 


HPES Project 
Managers (for 
Transition and 
Operations)  


HPES Scope 
management 
execution and 
management 


• Read and understand the Scope 
Management Plan 


• Develop Project Charter for all change 
requests and issue tickets 


• Make sure project scope statement is clearly 
defined and documented 


• Sub-divide work into actionable tasks for the 
Work Breakdown Structure 


• Amend and submit project plan in response 
to scope change requests that impact the 
project/team 


• Baseline project plan 
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Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


Project Team 
Members 


HPES Requirement 
management 
execution 


• Create and document requirements  


• Establish traceability of requirements 


• Complete tasks to enable delivery to 
requirements 


• Identify scope changes and document them 
according to the Change Control 
management plan 


DHCFP Project 
Stakeholders 


DHCFP Identify scope  • Approve initial project scope  


• Identify and request scope changes 
according to the Change Control 
management plan 


 


Scope Management Process  


The HPES Scope Management Process facilitates scope definition, documentation, review, 


and approval. Approved scope is baseline and then managed throughout the project life 


cycle. We will work with the project teams and stakeholders to identify, document, review, 


implement, and manage changes in the Nevada MMIS environment. When properly 


implemented, scope management maintains the overall integrity of the project scope. Our 


approach begins with our methodology, IEEE, and PMBOK standards, which will be 


customized for the Nevada MMIS environment.  


HPES brings value to scope management with a focus on defining and baselining scope 


and early in the life of the project as defined in the following exhibit, “Scope Baselining 


Process.” Our approach to scope management begins by first developing a Project Charter 


for each project. The Project Charter is a one-page document that identifies the project type, 


project sponsor, stakeholders, and defines the boundaries of the project. This document is 


used by the DHCFP leaders at the proposed weekly Project Prioritization meeting to 


determine the project priority and grant approval for the project to be started. As the project 


requirements are identified by DHCFP and HPES project stakeholders, the boundaries of 


the project that were documented in the Project Charter may shift. The new scope 


boundaries and a detailed scope statement are developed and included in the Business 


Design document. This deliverable contains the detailed scope statement, high-level and 


detailed requirements, and the high-level business design. After the Business Design 


document is approved by DHCFP, the project scope is baselined, and further changes to the 


scope will be handled by the Change Control process. 


This process will enable DHCFP and HPES to have a clear understanding of the scope and 


how it will be managed, executed, and controlled. We will work together with DHCFP to 


confirm the scope of each project. It is important that this be a collaborative effort so that all 


parties agree to the scope of work to be completed before system development. DHCFP 


and HPES will have the ability to measure the success of each project to determine if the 


requirements and scope baseline have been met. 
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HPES’ approach to baselining project scope is shown in the following exhibit, Scope 


Baseline Process. After project scope is approved by DHCFP and baselined, any 


subsequent changes are subject to Change Control, which is discussed in section 17.8.5. 


Scope Baseline Process 


 


The receipt of the System Change Request form triggers the HPES PMO to initiate the 


Scope Baseline Process. Each of the four Scope Baseline processes will be discussed in 


the following section. 


System Change Request Form 


The System Change Request form enables DHCFP and HPES staff to submit a request for 


a new project. Enhancement, Ad Hoc, and Emergency Response projects can be requested 


through the System Change Request form. Regardless of the project type requested, similar 


data elements are entered on the System Change Request form including the following: 


• Reason for change request 


• Detailed description of requested change 


• Potential impacts to other system or process areas 


• Estimated hours to complete modification or enhancement 


• Tracking of decisions and discussions regarding the request 


• Reason for non-approval 


• Date of approval 


• Approval signatures for specific DHCFP and Contractor management 
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The PMO will process all System Change Requests and perform preliminary research to 


identify potential impacts to other system or process areas and develop a preliminary 


estimate of hours to complete the modification or enhancement.  


This information will be documented on the Project Charter. The Project Charter will be 


presented by the PMO at the proposed weekly DHCFP/HPES Project Prioritization meeting. 


DHCFP will review the project charter, provide feedback, identify the project priority, and 


approve the project to start or reject the system change request. 


DHCFP and HPES Project Team Defines Scope 


With the approved project charter, an HPES project manager and technical resources are 


assigned to the project. Scope definition is the process of developing a detailed description 


of the project and product scope. The definition of scope is a collaborative effort between 


DHCFP and HPES project stakeholders. This collaboration is critical to the project’s success 


because it defines the exact work expected to be completed during the phase. Initially, the 


scope baseline is reflective of requirements provided by DHCFP either as part of the RFP or 


as part of the System Change Request form. As we progress through the phases, the scope 


baseline is updated per DHCFP approved business requirements, design documents and 


detailed project schedule, which for this fast track takeover will be limited to mission critical 


legislative and federal mandated changes. Simultaneously, the project plans are updated to 


plan for development and implementation of the scope of work. A Business Design 


deliverable document is developed which contains the detailed scope statement, high-level 


and detailed business requirements, and the high-level design from the business 


perspective. A refinement of the estimated hours for the balance of the project will be 


included in the Business Design deliverable, which is submitted for DHCFP review, 


feedback, and approval. 


Project Plan and Scope Are Baselined 


Scope verification is the process of obtaining formal DHCFP acceptance of the scope 


statement and high level design contained in the Business Design deliverable. The project 


manager and technical lead will review the Business Design deliverable with interested 


DHCFP project stakeholders before submission, so that DHCFP feedback can be 


incorporated into the final deliverable. After the Business Design deliverable is approved, 


the project scope is considered baselined, and any subsequent changes to the project 


scope will be facilitated through the Change Control process. 


HPES Project Manager Monitors Baselined Scope 


The HPES project manager and project team will routinely monitor the project scope. 


Together, HPES and DHCFP will focus on controlling scope while looking for the impact of 


scope changes on other project management areas during each project phase. Scope 


control involves proactively thinking about where changes to scope originate and what can 


be done to limit the impact. It is concerned with influencing the factors that create scope 


changes and controlling the impacts of those changes. 


To maintain the approved scope through our development process, we incorporate 


validation steps as exit criteria for each development phase. Each system change 
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component must directly map to the approved requirements. This rigor verifies that the 


change follows the scope defined in the approved requirements. 


A scope change can be identified from a variety of internal and external sources including 


risks, issues, new regulatory requirements, mandates, and so forth. A Project Change 


Request and the Change Control process will be used to handle scope changes that occur 


after the scope is baselined. 


Scope Management Tools  


There are three separate documents that make up the Scope Management toolset:  


• System Change Request form 


• Project Charter 


• Business Design document 


As the project progresses, the scope gets progressively more mature as depicted in the 


following exhibit, Scope Management Documents. 


Scope Management Documents 


 


Project scope will initially be documented on the System Change Request form and from 


there it will be refined in the Project Charter. A detailed scope statement, high-level 


requirements and detailed business requirements will be documented in the Business 


Design documentation for each project. After the Business Design is approved by DHCFP, 


the scope is considered firm enough to be baselined. All project and product deliverables 


will be stored in SharePoint for accessibility to the stakeholders. 


Communications, Tracking, and Reporting for Scope Management 


HPES will regularly track and report on project status and scope change requests that 


impact each project. Scope management status, including request status and approvals, will 


be reported to DHCFP through weekly project status reports. Further, HPES will provide 
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communications to stakeholders impacted by the project activities through specified 


communications channels outlined in the communication management plan.  


Training for Scope Management 


As part of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project orientation, the HPES systems team 


members will be oriented to the scope management process including the roles that the 


System Change Request form, the Project Charter and the Business Design Document play 


in managing scope. Additional scope management training may be conducted as needed 


throughout the life of the program to provide team members with continued instruction in 


following the scope management process. 


Quality Measures for Scope Management 


To maintain the approved scope through our development process, we incorporate 


validation steps as exit criteria for each development project. Each system change 


component must directly map to the approved requirements. This rigor verifies that the 


change follows the scope defined in the approved requirements. 


Additionally, throughout the life of the project, we will maintain the requirements traceability 


matrix to make sure all requirements are addressed and changed components can be 


traced back to a requirement. 


See the sample Scope Management Plan contained in Tab XIV – Other Reference Materials 


in the Confidential Technical Information binder. 


17.8.3 Time Management 


17.8.3 Time management to ensure timely completion of the project. Include defining activities, 


estimating activity duration, developing and controlling the project schedule. 


The HPES Time Management approach provides standardized 


project schedule templates for each of the project types which 


means each project, whether an Enhancement project, Problem 


Resolution project, or another of the standard project types, will 


start with a tailored project schedule template that includes the 


integrated project management process and systems 


development life cycle tasks built into the schedule. The HPES 


Time Management approach defines the process to be followed 


for using standardized project schedule templates, estimating project effort, and tracking 


time to project activities.  


The time management approach defines the process to be followed: 


• Establish the project schedule templates  


• Customize the project schedule template  


• Estimate the project effort and duration 


• Refine the project schedule 


• Schedule approval and baseline 


• Complete time reporting by the project team 


HPES’ proven 
methodologies, used on 
thousands of projects 
globally, encompass 
both PMBOK and IEEE 
standards for project 
management and help 
us maximize quality 
while minimizing risk 
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• Provide Progress reporting by PMO 


• Schedule tracking and management 


The time management process conforms to IEEE Standards # 1058-1998, A Guide to the 


Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK), and PMI Practice Standards. 


Although the time management approach at HPES begins with industry-standard 


methodology, we will work with DHCFP during the Planning Phase to verify it meets DHCFP 


requirements. 


DHCFP and HPES Roles for Time Management 


Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


DHCFP Project 
Manager 


DHCFP Review and 
approval of 
monthly 
resource 
accounting 


• Review and approval of monthly 


accounting of all tickets, engineering 


hours spent by ticket, and the source of 


the hours 


• Review and approval of detailed monthly 


accounting of all projects in the form of 


the monthly “Enhancement Status” and 


“Operations Period Status” reports 


• Review and approval of monthly invoice 


supporting documentation for 


reimbursement of operations 


• Approve project schedules 


HPES Executive 
Leadership 


HPES HPES Single 
Point of Contact 


• Provides overall leadership and single 


point of contact for all areas of the 


Nevada MMIS project 


Takeover Project 
Manager (Transition)  


 


HPES PMO Program 
Manager 
(Operations)  


HPES Time 
Management 
oversight and 
reporting 


• Report on monthly accounting of all 


tickets, engineering hours spent by ticket 


and the source of the hours 


• Provide detailed monthly accounting of 


all projects in the form of the monthly 


“Enhancement Status” and “Operations 


Period Status” reports 


• Provide monthly invoice supporting 


documentation for reimbursement of 


operations 


• Review project schedules in HP PPM 


• Assist in metrics analysis to identify 


problems or improvement opportunities 


HPES Project 
Managers (for 
Transition and 
Operations) 


HPES Create and 
manage project 
schedules 


• Estimate work using historical data, and 


subject-matter knowledge 


• Create project schedules in Microsoft 


Project (during Transition) and HP PPM 
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Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


Center (during Operations), meeting 


schedule standards Review and revise 


schedule in support of change 


management activities 


• Review project time reports from team 


members 


• Baseline Enhancement project 


schedules and monitor the baselined 


schedule 


Team Members HPES Enter time • Enter time to the HPES corporate time 


tracking system during Transition, and 


also to HP PPM Center during the 


Operations period. 


 


Time Management Process 


HPES’ Time Management process will establish a rigorous, repeatable process to 


accomplish timely completion of the each systems project. The process set encompasses 


schedule development and management, time tracking, and time reporting. Our process is 


supported by the project management and time management functions of the HP PPM 


Center project and portfolio management tool. 


The project management function enables users to manage schedules within HP PPM. 


Extensive project management capabilities are available, including the ability to track and 


view project baselines, progress, status, dependencies, and milestones. Work effort 


associated with the project schedule will be captured as reported by resources in the HP 


PPM time management function. 


The time management function in HP PPM enables the execution of regular time reporting 


cycles to gain visibility and control of work being performed by the resources. Various 


project tasks are created in HP PPM so that each resource can record time against them. A 


standard process is used to manage the creation and approval of time reports by HPES 


personnel. Reports are available to obtain information on time sheet status and reported 


work effort. 


During the Operations Phase, the Systems team will be working on various types of system 


related projects, maintenance, enhancements, and more. (See below for a full list of 


systems project types). A detailed schedule will be created for each project type based on 


templates that are created and stored in HP PPM. 


The overall time management process for systems-related work during the Operations 


phase is depicted in the following exhibit, Time Management Process Flow, and described 


in the following sections.  
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Time Management Process Flow 


 


Establish Project Schedule Template for Each Project Type 


The HPES Project Management Office classifies all system change work as a “project” 


whether it is transition work or operations period work. The “project” approach enables a 
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standardized life cycle to be used so that DHCFP will enjoy consistency in performance and 


delivery across the multiple project types. 


Nevada MMIS Project Types 


Project Type Description Initiated via Supported by 


1. Problem 


Resolution 


Project to resolve system defect 


introduced by HPES 


System problem 


ticket 


HPES Maintenance 


Sub-team 


2. Infrastructure 


Maintenance 


Project to install, maintain, or repair 


system infrastructure 


Operational 


maintenance 


HPES Maintenance 


Sub-team 


3. System 


Maintenance 


Project to upgrade or maintain system 


software 


Operational 


maintenance 


HPES Maintenance 


Sub-team 


4. Policy 


Maintenance 


Project to maintain tables or data to 


implement policy changes 


DHCFP Procedure 


memo 


HPES Maintenance 


Sub-team 


5. Ad Hoc Project to complete DSS/MMIS or 


PBM query requests 


Change Request 


form 


HPES Maintenance 


Sub-team 


6. Enhancement Project to complete functional changes 


to the system 


Change Request 


form 


HPES Enhancement 


Sub-team 


7. Existing 


Defect 


Project to resolve system defects in 


the baseline system the  


System problem 


ticket 


HPES Enhancement 


Sub-team 


8. Rapid 


Response 


Project to respond to emergencies not 


covered by Maintenance 


Change Request 


form 


HPES Enhancement 


Sub-team 


 


The success of implementing and performing the required Nevada MMIS projects depends 


on the identification and documentation of the specific schedule activities that need to be 


performed to produce the various deliverables and milestones. A project schedule template 


will be established for each project type, so that each project whether an Enhancement 


project, Problem Resolution project, or another of the standard project types, will start with a 


tailored project schedule template that includes the integrated project management process 


and SDLC tasks built into the schedule. 


Based on historical information from similar projects, we will create a work breakdown 


structure (WBS) to identify the activities that need to be completed from a top down 


approach. The WBS breaks down the work into logical tasks and subtasks. The WBS is 


further broken down to a list of activities required to accomplish the work. The activities from 


this effort are called work packages. The work packages will be used as the basis for 


estimating, scheduling, executing, monitoring, and controlling the Operations project. The 


output of this process is a comprehensive list of scheduled activities (task, major subtask, 


subtask, or work package), deliverables, and milestones that are customized for each 


project type. 
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Systems Development Life Cycle 


HPES uses a standardized System Development Life Cycle (SDLC), which will be tailored 


specifically for Nevada project types. This IEEE-based SDLC provides a methodology for 


software development that HPES uses routinely, and it leverages policies, objectives, 


procedures, guidelines, checklists, templates, and forms that have been used with great 


success by HPES application development and maintenance on other MMIS projects.  


The following exhibit depicts the four main phases of the SDLC and identifies the high-level 


tasks that will be completed for each phase.  


Systems Development Life Cycle 


 


The project schedule template for each project type will include each of these phases and 


the tasks that are appropriate for each project type. For example, the Ad Hoc project type 


may have a very limited Build, Configure and Test Phase, assuming that the Ad Hoc request 


is for analysis and reporting and not for system development, whereas an Enhancement 


project type would include all of the high-level tasks in the project schedule.  


Throughout the SDLC, DHCFP stakeholders will be involved through regular project status 


meetings, requirements development sessions, test plan and results review, deliverable 


reviews and approvals, and approval to implement. 
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Business Design Phase 


The Business Design Phase is initiated after DHCFP has approved the project charter for 


the project and authorized the project work to commence. During this phase, the DHCFP 


and HPES project stakeholders gather to identify the scope and requirements for the 


project. The focus during this phase is on high-level requirements and detailed business 


requirements that will establish the boundaries for the scope of the project. The HPES 


project team will develop a test and release strategy and include this in the Business Design 


deliverable document. This deliverable includes the high-level design of the system 


changes. The Business Design deliverable will be reviewed with DHCFP stakeholders 


before submission so DHCFP feedback and concerns can be addressed.  


Technical Design Phase 


During this phase, the HPES project team develops the technical solution that corresponds 


to the approved business design. The application details are designed, test specifications 


are developed, and the implementation is planned. For system development projects, the 


technical design is documented in a Technical Design deliverable and includes the detailed 


design for the system changes. The Technical Design deliverable will be reviewed with 


DHCFP stakeholders before submission so that DHCFP feedback and concerns can be 


addressed. 


Build, Configure, and Test Phase 


During this phase, the HPES project team uses the approved technical design to construct 


the system changes. Test specifications are refined as needed to include testing of all 


technical components. Each changed component is unit tested thoroughly before it is 


admitted to system testing. System testing tests all components in the planned release as 


an integrated unit. The project team will document the test results and provide them to 


DHCFP stakeholders for review and feedback. DHCFP will use the test results from each 


project to confirm their approval of the system changes to proceed to implementation. 


Implement Phase 


During this phase, the HPES project team follows their implementation plan, promotes the 


system changes to the production environment, and monitors the system changes to make 


sure there are no post-implementation defects. An implementation notice is sent advising 


Nevada MMIS stakeholders of the implemented system changes. System documentation is 


updated and training is provided where applicable to the project. The system changes are 


turned over to the Operational Support team for ongoing maintenance. 


The SDLC prescribes standard project documentation for establishing scope, design, 


development or production of changes, and implementation. The SDLC documentation is 


used to verify that the customer and stakeholders are aware of and approve the 


requirements and design of the system before any development work is undertaken. During 


the project, the following set of documents is included for DHCFP review and approval for 


system enhancements: 


• Project Charter 
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• Business Design Document 


• Technical Design Document 


• Test Results Document 


• Approval to Implement 


Additionally, the SDLC enforces a system of progressive testing that begins with unit testing 


and proceeds to integrated system testing to make sure the system change is functioning as 


designed. The SDLC verifies that system changes meet the approved design and functional 


and technical specifications and are comprehensively tested. Test results will be presented 


for DHCFP review so DHCFP can grant approval before system changes are implemented.  


The SDLC includes a post-implementation phase for system enhancements that verifies that 


the implemented system change is performing as designed, system and user documentation 


is completed, and a Post-Implementation Review is completed.  


Customize the Project Schedule Template for the Particular Project 


Based on the standardized schedule for the specific project type, the project manager will 


analyze the project’s scope and requirements, SDLC and historical information from 


previous work with MMIS projects, to identify customizations and refinements that need to 


be made to the standard project schedule template. The project manager will identify and 


document dependencies among scheduled activities. Scheduled activities will be logically 


sequenced with proper predecessor relationships, as well as lead and lag time to support 


development of realistic project schedules.  


Estimate the Project Effort and Duration 


A project’s ultimate success can be tied directly back to the accuracy of its estimate. With 


that in mind, our approach is to use several methods to formulate estimates, including 


historical experience, expert opinion, and judgment. Multiple estimates for the project are 


provided across the life of the project, with the accuracy of the estimates increasing as the 


scope and design are finalized. The following exhibit demonstrates our estimating approach. 


Activity Resource and Duration Estimating 


Estimate Context Estimate Basis Validity of the Estimate 


Project Charter Estimate is based on scope as 
documented in the System 
Change Request 


This is an order of magnitude estimate based 
on historical projects and experience. 


Business Design Estimate is based on the 
detailed scope, high level 
requirements and detailed 
business requirements 


This is a closer approximation of project 
estimates based on the business 
requirements, but could be impacted based 
on the yet to be completed detailed design. 


Technical Design Estimate is based on the 
detailed design and any 
changes in project scope that 
have been approved 


This is a solid estimate that the project will be 
managed to. An approved project change 
request is the only method to revise this 
estimate. 
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Based on our SDLC and historical experience with other similar MMIS projects, expert 


opinion, and judgment we estimate the number of hours or days that will be needed to 


complete individual scheduled activities. The process of estimating durations uses 


information on schedule activity scope of work, required resource types, estimated resource 


quantities, and resource calendars with resource availabilities. The identified project risks 


(as described in the Risk Management Plan, Section 17.8.10) will be taken into 


consideration when producing estimates of activities and adjusting those durations for the 


risks, in particular those risks with ratings of high probability and impact. The data and 


assumptions that support duration estimating will be documented in the project plan. 


Refine the Project Schedule 


HPES will analyze activity sequences, durations, resource requirements, and schedule 


constraints to refine the project schedule. It is an iterative process that determines planned 


start and finish dates for project activities. Schedule development may require that duration 


estimates and resource estimates be reviewed and revised to create an approved project 


schedule that can serve as a baseline against which progress can be tracked. Schedule 


development continues throughout each project phase as work progresses, the project 


management plan changes, anticipated risk events occur or are eliminated, or as new risks 


are identified. 


Microsoft Project will be used to create schedules during the Transition phase. The 


schedules contain the following information for each work package: 


• Description 


• Identifiable Product (Phase Deliverable) 


• Resource/Role Title 


• Resource Units 


• Duration 


• Start Date 


• End Date 


• Effort 


• Predecessors 


During the Operations phase, the Project Management module of HP PPM Center will be 


used to manage the planning and execution of the project schedule. The project schedule in 


HP PPM will be viewable by DHCFP and HPES project stakeholders alike. Additionally, the 


project schedule and time line can be output as a Microsoft Project schedule for DHCFP 


users that prefer to review the schedule using Microsoft Project.  


The following exhibit, HP PPM Schedule Fields, provides a description of the fields that are 


part of the project schedule in HP PPM.  
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HP PPM Schedule Fields 


Fields Description  


Name Contains the master project, summary task, or task name 


Status Contains the state of the project, summary task, or task. Values for project 
can be different from task. Project options include: New, Active, On Hold, 
Completed, and Canceled. Task options include: New, Ready, In Progress, 
Completed, Canceled, Bypassed, and Pending Predecessor 


Description Contains a more detailed description of the task than the name (optional) 


Scheduled Duration Contains the planned duration of the project/task in days entered at the task 
level and rolled-up to the summary task 


Scheduled Effort Planned effort of the project/task in hours entered at the task level and 
rolled up to the summary task 


Scheduled Start Planned start date of the project/task entered at the task level and rolled up 
to the summary task 


Scheduled Finish Contains the planned finish date of the project/task entered at the task level 
and rolled up to the summary task 


Scheduling Constraint Allows for tasks to be scheduled based on a constraint date 


Predecessors Contains the line number of a task/summary task—and identifies a finish-
start relationship with the task/summary task 


Resource Contains the named resource responsible for the project, summary task, or 
task; multiple resources can be selected 


Percent Complete Contains the estimated completion progress of the project, summary task, 
or task, entered at the task level and rolled up to the summary task 


Estimated Time To 
Complete (hrs) 


The estimated number of hours remaining to complete the task. 


Actual Effort Actual effort in hours for the project, summary task, or task; entered into 
time sheets at the task level and rolled up to the summary task 


Actual Start The date that the work actually begins 


Actual Finish Date that the work ends 


Identifiable Product Deliverable or work product related to the task 


Milestone Indicates if the task is a milestone 


 


Obtain DHCFP Schedule Approval and Baseline 


Schedule approval and baseline is a critical component to project scope management. We 


will work with DHCFP to get schedules approved and baselined. After a schedule is 


baselined, tracking and reporting is done against the baselined version, and any changes to 


the schedule need to go through the Schedule Change Control process outlined in section 


10.8.5 to be rebaselined. 
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Report Time  


The HPES Systems team will track their time in the HPES corporate time tracking tool for 


the duration of the contract. Data from the HPES corporate time tracking tool will be used 


during the Transition period for time monitoring and control. Project managers will approve 


time sheets in the corporate time tracking tool. Before approving a time sheet, the project 


manager will verify the following: 


• Resource has submitted the correct number of hours on the correct days (this will 


depend on contracted hours and whether overtime is permitted) 


• Resource has recorded time against the correct tasks 


During the Operations period, besides tracking their time to the HPES corporate time 


tracking system, the project team will also track their time to assigned project activities in the 


HP PPM Center time tracking component. HP PPM timesheets act as a project task list and 


a time tracking tool for project resources. The completed timesheets are reviewed by the 


project managers then compiled for monthly reporting. 


Project schedule and tasks have been used to provide time categories that represent the 


different areas of work executed by a resource. Each resource will track hours against these 


time categories to provide an overall view of effort charged for project schedule activities 


and administrative activities, such as management time or vacation. Project managers will 


be responsible for verifying the time sheets for their resources. 


Report Progress 


During the Transition period, on a weekly basis, the Takeover Project Manager will run 


reports from Microsoft Project showing the progress at a program level. This information will 


be included in the Weekly Progress Report.  


During the operations period, HPES PMO will produce progress reports from HP PPM using 


the scheduling, time management and project metrics components of HP PPM. The HPES 


PMO through the HP PPM Center project and portfolio management tool will develop the 


monthly accounting of systems effort. These reports will be available through web-enabled 


access to the HP PPM tool as well as traditional hard-copy. Reports include the following: 


• Monthly accounting of all tickets, engineering hours spent by ticket and the source of the 


hours 


• Detailed monthly accounting of all projects in the form of the monthly Enhancement 


Status and Operations Period Status reports 


• Monthly invoice supporting documentation for reimbursement of operations 


Each project type will be assigned to the appropriate funding mechanism, such as 


enhancements and ad hoc. Resource allocations to these project types will in turn enable 


reporting of project effort to the funding source, project type, and specific project. 
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Schedule Tracking and Management 


Controlling schedule changes is critical to delivering the project phase deliverables and 


milestones in the specified time frame. HPES’ PMO will establish a rigorous, repeatable 


process to control schedule changes that include time reporting, progress reporting, and 


performance measurement as described in the Change Control plan. Project Managers will 


be responsible for baselining the projects after the plans are approved by DHCFP. They are 


also responsible for monitoring the progress of the project in comparison with the baseline, 


and taking corrective action should the project veer off course. 


Schedule Change Control 


When changes need to be made to the schedules that would impact milestones, 


deliverables, or release dates they will need to go through a formal change process. Any 


changes that would impact deliverable, milestone, or release dates will need to be approved 


through the Change Control process before they are rebaselined, as described in Section 


17.8.5. Changes that do not impact milestones, deliverables, or release dates such as 


resource changes, changes in the order of low-level tasks, or breaking down tasks to lower 


levels do not need to go through the Change Control Approval Process. The HPES PMO will 


approve and rebaseline these changes.  


Tools for Time Tracking and Project Scheduling  


The HPES Corporate time tracking tool will be used for all HPES resources assigned to the 


Nevada Takeover Project. For project time tracking and reporting purposes, the HP PPM 


Center tool will be used. The HP PPM tool will be installed and configured during the 


Transition period and will become operational at the start of the Operations period.  


Microsoft Project will be the project scheduling tool used during the Transition Period. In the 


Operations period, the HP PPM tool will be used for project scheduling. 


Communications, Tracking, and Reporting 


Effective time management processes provide a more objective and accurate way to report 


project status. We will use metrics from the schedule to review progress and identify 


problems early. DHCFP and HPES project stakeholders will have access to HP PPM and 


review project status as desired. Monthly progress reports will be produced out of HP PPM 


showing the effort and FTEs by project and funding source. 


There are significant benefits to using HP PPM for the time management process, 


particularly its integration with demand management, resource allocation, and reporting 


functions. The following exhibit, Integration of Time Management with Other Functions in HP 


PPM, shows a high level view of this integration.  
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Integration of Time Management with Other Functions in HP PPM 


 


The integrated nature of time management provides the following benefits: 


• Real-time reporting of time against tasks and project.  


• Increased project management discipline through the resource allocation and time sheet 


approval process. Project personnel can only charge time against assigned, active tasks 


allocated to them. Designated team leads approve time sheets with additional approval 


from the HPES PO to reinforce discipline. 


• Single mechanism to capture time and provide a consolidated picture of resource 


allocation across all project scope. 


• Tied to real-time resource allocation and demand management providing ability to more 


efficiently allocate resources across tasks by skill type and organization. 


• Time management is integrated with other functions in HP PPM.  


Training for Time Management  


Team members will receive training on the use of HP PPM for time reporting. Project 


managers will receive training on the use of HP PPM for project planning, project 


scheduling, and resource management functions. DHCFP stakeholders will receive training 


on the Change Management system and accessing the progress reporting online. This 


training will be provided at the start of the Operations period. 


Quality Measures for Time Management  


Measures identified during the Operations period will be tracked in HP PPM to gauge the 


progress of the actual work against the schedule. These measures will be reviewed and 


analyzed biweekly by project managers and team leads. The following performance 


measures will be provided per DHCFP request: 
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• Schedule Variance 


• Estimate at Completion versus Baseline at Completion 


• Earned Value 


See the sample Time Management Plan contained in Tab XIV – Other Reference Materials 


in the Confidential Technical Information binder. 


17.8.4 Issue Resolution Process 


17.8.4 Management of contractor and/or subcontractor issues and resolution process. 


HPES’ Issue Management approach is a subsidiary plan to our Risk Management Plan. Our 


Issue Management approach outlines the methods and techniques that we will use to 


identify, document, resolve, track, and report issues so that Nevada MMIS and project 


objectives are not negatively impacted. 


Distinguishing Between Risks and Issues 


Issue and risk management are similar and depend highly on each other, especially in terms 


of identification, analysis, resolution, and management of issues. We are careful to 


distinguish between issues and risks. An issue is an identified event that does affect 


schedule, scope, quality, or budget. An issue represents a problem that is occurring and 


having impact at the project level or program level. A risk identifies possible events that 


could potentially affect the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project negatively or positively. After 


realized, a risk may become an issue or an opportunity.  


Issue management is crucial to the success of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. We use 


the term program here because our approach refers to more than just one project or phase; 


it refers to a comprehensive approach that will provide DHCFP with a thorough, integrated 


plan for identifying issues and then managing them to minimize their impact. Our issue 


management approach for ongoing operations is based on the approach implemented in the 


system transition period. We will update our approach for ongoing operations with any 


identified process improvements. 


Issues can be the result of risks being realized or unforeseen problems that arise on the 


project. Left unresolved, an issue will impede or prohibit project-related progress or 


development by affecting scope, budget, schedule, resources, or quality. We must actively 


manage and resolve issues to keep the projects and phases on track.  


This issue management plan defines the process of identifying, documenting, resolving, 


tracking, and reporting a specific issue. The Change Control process is used with the Issue 


Management approach, to resolve issues that can affect scope, schedule, cost, or a 


configured item. 


The roles and responsibilities for executing the issue management plan are outlined in the 


following exhibit. 
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DHCFP and HPES Roles and Responsibilities 


Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


Steering Committee DHCFP Sponsorship and 
Issue resolution 
support 


• Establish priorities 


• Obtain Legislative and Administrative 


backing as needed 


• Provide problem resolution if issues 


cannot be resolved at the project team 


level 


• Propose alternative solutions to problems 


encountered 


• Provide information and involve external 


parties in project progress, 


accomplishments and challenges 


DHCFP Project Manager DHCFP Priorities and issue 
resolution support 


• Establish priorities 


• Support problem resolution at the project 


team level 


• Provide information and involve external 


parties in project issues as appropriate 


HPES Executive 
Leadership 


HPES HPES Single Point 
of Contact 


• Provides overall leadership and single 


point of contact for all areas of the NV 


MMIS project 


HPES Takeover Project 
Manager (Transition) 


 


HPES PMO Program 
Manager (Operations) 


HPES Oversight, 
identification, 
tracking and 
resolution of issues 


• Oversee the issue management and 


escalation process 


• Manage the issue management, 


resolution, and escalation process 


• Facilitate issue and action item resolutions  


• Escalate issues as necessary  


• Train team in issue management process 


• Report on issue management status for 


program 


• Manage Issue Tracking Tool function 


HPES Project Managers 
(for Transition and 
Operations) 


HPES Identification, 
tracking and 
resolution of issues 


• Oversee and execute the issue 


management process at the project level 


• Assign owner and date required for 


resolution for each issue identified 


• Review issues and action items at project 


team meetings to determine the 


appropriate course of action  


• Communicate with team members so that 


they are aware of important issue updates 


• Communicate with Nevada MMIS program 


manager so that issues which may impact 


more than one project are coordinated  


• Escalate issues per the established issue 
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Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


management process guidelines  


• Verify that issues are tracked and 


maintained in the Issue Tracking Tool 


Nevada MMIS Project 
Team Leads 


HPES Identification, 
tracking and 
resolution of issues 


• Identify issues 


• Escalate issues as necessary to the 


project manager and appropriate work 


teams for resolution 


• Communicate with team members so that 


they are aware of important issue updates 


Nevada MMIS Project 
Team Members and 
Stakeholders (Issue 
Identifiers) 


DHCFP and 
HPES 


Identification, 
tracking and 
resolution of issues 


• Identify issues  


• Participate in weekly meeting to discuss 


issues as necessary 


Nevada MMIS Issue 
Owners 


DHCFP and 
HPES 


Tracking and 
resolution of issues 


• Maintain accurate, timely issue information 


in the Issue Tracking Tool 


• Assess issues for impacts to Nevada 


MMIS program and/or project scope, cost, 


schedule and configured items  


• Implement approved issue action items 


and resolutions 


• Communicate and coordinate issues 


actions with work group  


• Monitor successful completion of action 


items 


• Manage issue through resolution 


 


Issue Management Process 


Our Issue Management approach is based on methods that align with PMBOK and IEEE 


1058 and 12207 standards. Issue Management focuses on early identification, structured 


issue tracking, and most importantly, prompt resolution procedures to verify a closed-loop 


structure. Our approach focuses on working with the project teams to quickly identify, 


assign, and resolve issues affecting the Nevada MMIS. The processes that the HPES team 


will use for issue management have been used successfully on thousands of projects, 


including numerous MMIS projects. We incorporate process knowledge and lessons learned 


from previous implementations into our proposed issue management approach. 


Implementing the methods and processes with HP PPM provides DHCFP with a high 


degree of flexibility, oversight, and control for issue management with a focus on the areas 


of specific interest. 


Our project management and systems experience enables the project team to proactively 


identify issues and quickly identify alternatives to resolution, analyze those alternatives, and 


make resolution recommendations. The following exhibit, Issue Management Process, 
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highlights our rigorous issue management process for both project- and program-level 


issues. 


Issue Management Process 


 


Identify (Project/Program) Issue 


Our approach makes issue identification an ongoing process throughout all project phases. 


An issue is a problem that impacts the project’s or program’s ability to deliver the agreed 


scope, schedule, budget, or quality, or to address key stakeholder requirements.  


In the Identify Issue step, we will capture issues from the Nevada MMIS project team and 


stakeholders, including Nevada MMIS users, DHCFP project staff, and interface agencies 


through issue meetings, review sessions, team meetings, or informal communications.  


Any member of the Nevada MMIS project team, HPES team, Nevada MMIS users, DHCFP 


project staff, and interface agencies can raise issues. The HP PMO will facilitate issue 


identification for users and stakeholders that do not have access to the HP PPM tool.  


Issues can occur at any stage of the project life cycle. HP PPM provides each team member 


access to HP PPM, a real-time tool to document issues impacting the project. The HP PPM 


tool implements the workflow described in this plan based on issue management leading 


practices and will be used to document and track issues in the Operations Phase.  


As soon as a potential issue is identified, it will be documented in the Issue Request form in 


HP PPM as shown in following exhibit. DHCFP and HPES project team members will have 


access to HP PPM for issue request entry. After documented, the issue will be tracked, 
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managed, and communicated following the processes in this plan. The following exhibit from 


HP PPM is a sample of a standard Issue Request Form.  


HP PPM Issue Request Form 


 


The fields in the Issue Request form in HP PPM are outlined in the following exhibit HP PPM 


Issue Request Form Fields. Identified issues will be tracked based on the particular program 


area or project where the issue was discovered. 


HP PPM Issue Request Form Fields 


Fields Description 


Priority Indicates the degree of urgency, based on the impact of the issue 


Issue Title Contains a meaningful, concise title of the issue request 


Issue Description Contains details about the issue 


Due Date Date the issue resolution is needed  


Engagement Phase Phase of engagement in which issue was detected 


Initial Reviewer Name of initial reviewer 


Assigned To Person who is assigned to the resolution of the issue 


Resolution A description of the issue resolution 
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Fields Description 


Reason For Issue Closure This field is populated when withdrawing the request 


Escalation Point Name of the person to whom the issue is escalated 


Reason For Escalation An indication of why issue has been escalated (required only if 
escalated) 


Notes This field tracks impacted stakeholders that may not be included in a 
prior contact field.  


 


For any issues that result from realized risks, the risk owner will indicate in HP PPM that the 


risk has been realized. Realizing the risk in HP PPM causes an issue request to be created. 


HP PPM enables users to easily create an issue from a realized risk using the functions in 


the HP PPM Risk Management workflow. Additionally, to auto-populating several fields, HP 


PPM also associates the earlier risk to the new issue. The new issue is then available for 


communication and review. 


Project managers are alerted as soon as a new issue is entered into the HP PPM system. 


Issues that impact more than one project or have financial or political impact are 


communicated to the HPES PMO and program manager.  


Analyze Issue 


Once created, the issue is analyzed and assigned by the initial reviewing team. Issues are 


reviewed weekly either in project status meetings or the DHCFP/HPES Project Prioritization 


meeting for issues for broader impact. When analyzing the issue, we will follow specific 


guidelines for escalation outlined in the issue management process as approved by DHCFP 


and supported by the HP PPM tool. 


For project team-level issues, the project manager will verify that the issue is valid and is a 


project issue in that it impacts only that project or the teams on that project. If the issue 


impacts more than project or phase on the program, then it should be escalated to the 


HPES program manager. For program-level issues, the HPES program manager will verify 


that the issue is a valid issue impacting the program or more than one project. If the issue is 


not valid, the issue may be withdrawn from the HP PPM tool. The issue may be assigned to 


a team member for additional assessment of cost, scope, schedule, and quality impact. 


An issue may be escalated per the issue management. Issue escalation may occur 


throughout the issue management process based on the need for approvals or urgency of 


the issue. If the issue is not resolved after one project meeting, the HPES PMO should be 


notified to assist with the escalation steps. The program manager has oversight for tactical 


issues that impact the program and resource allocations for the program. When an issue is 


escalated, the “Reason for Escalation” field in the Issue Request in HP PPM should be 


completed with the rationale for escalating the issue. This will help project leaders 


understand the reason for escalation. 
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The program manager then prioritizes the issue for quick resolution. Issues identified as 


having a high impact, such as those impacting ability to address project objectives, high 


cost, and schedule impacts, receive the highest priority.  


After the issue is validated, the program manager begins working to obtain resolution 


support at the appropriate levels. The program manager will follow the specific guidelines for 


escalation and communication outlined in the issue management process in section 17.8.4 


and communications management plan, Section 17.8.9, respectively. 


Escalated project issues are reported in the Monthly Project Management Status Report and 


also can be accessed in the HP PPM tool.  


Assess Impact and Priority 


After initial review of the issues, the assigned issue owner begins assessing the impact of 


the issue. The issue owner assesses the cost, scope, schedule, and quality impacts of the 


issue and updates the issue in HP PPM.  


The issue owner works with the program manager or project team to prioritize the issue 


based on the overall issue impact and then set an issue resolution date. The HPES PMO 


will establish priority categories that include critical, high, medium, or low. HPES will work 


with DHCFP leaders to define these priorities and then establish the ratings in the Issue 


Tracking Tool. The more the issue affects the project or contract phase, the higher the 


priority for resolution.  


The program or project manager will help establish the resolution date and assist with 


determining the resource dedication needed to resolve the issue. The issue may be 


reassigned or escalated depending on the issue impact and priority.  


The HPES PMO program manager and DHCFP project manager will assist with the 


communication of issue impact to the Nevada MMIS stakeholders. Stakeholders will be 


made aware of the potential impact that the escalated issue could have on the project 


following the guidelines in the communication management plan. 


Assess Alternatives, Risks, Determine Solution 


After consulting with the program manager, project team, and other appropriate 


stakeholders, as appropriate, the issue owner will begin to assess alternatives for resolution. 


The issue owner will use the updated issue documentation in the Issue Request area in HP 


PPM to complete the assessment. Assessment criteria could include project schedule 


constraints and cost constraints. The issue owner evaluates alternative solutions against the 


decision criteria, and recommends the appropriate resolution option. 


The issue owner reviews the alternative solutions, decision criteria, and recommended 


option with the work group and affected stakeholders for approval during the project status 


or DHCFP/HPES Project Prioritization meeting before proceeding.  


The program manager or project manager will approve the issue resolution and action items 


for issues within their scope. Resolution activities for escalated issues are reviewed and 


approved at the appropriate escalation point. 
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If the issue is approved, the selected resolution, associated action items, and the rationale 


for the decision are documented in the resolution field of the Issue Request in HP PPM. Any 


risks associated with the chosen resolution will be logged as risks in HP PPM following the 


risk management plan guidelines. The issue owner then implements the approved issue 


resolution action items. If the issue resolution involves a change to approved project scope, 


schedule, cost, or configured item, the process outlined in the change control management 


plan will be implemented.  


If the issue has a low impact to the project or program, the program manager may choose to 


defer this issue until a predetermined time. If issues are deferred, the program manager will 


document the time line of when the issue will be reviewed again in HP PPM.  


Before implementing the issue resolution, the relevant stakeholders must agree with the 


proposed resolution. Similarly, before the deferment of an issue, the relevant stakeholders 


must agree that the issue will be deferred to a specified future date. The program manager 


and HPES PMO will facilitate this process. For escalated issues, the appropriate board will 


work through the issue management process to obtain issue owner, DHCFP, and affected 


stakeholder agreement on the issue approach. These actions will be documented in the HP 


PPM tool. After the issue resolution has been approved per the issue management process, 


the impacted group will be notified through HP PPM.  


Monitor Issue through Closure 


Using HP PPM, the program manager, project manager, and each issue owner will actively 


track issues and any associated resolutions to verify that the issue management process is 


operating according to the issue management plan. HPES will maintain a dialogue with the 


DHCFP project staff and key stakeholders to manage open communications around the 


issue decision and action items.  


If issues are deferred, the issue owner will document the time line of when the issue will be 


reviewed again. If the issue resolution created risks for the program or project, the issue 


owner will verify that the appropriate risks have been documented as a risk.  


Further, all HP PPM users can directly track issues in HP PPM. This transparency allows HP 


PPM users to know exactly where an issue is in the process, and who has been assigned to 


address the issue and what steps have been taken to implement the resolution. 


HPES will provide status on issues in the Monthly Project Status Report and at weekly 


project status meetings. Users also can export HP PPM data in their issue dashboards, as 


needed. Data can be exported to Adobe Acrobat Reader or Microsoft Excel for further 


manipulation or reporting.  


Close Issue 


The program and project managers will manage the process for closing issues using the HP 


PPM tool. The HPES PMO will verify that issues at all levels of the program have been 


closed appropriately and the impacts of the issue have been successfully resolved. Issue 


closure will occur when the issue owner has signed off on the accomplishment of the 


identified issue resolution and associated action items. The effectiveness of the issue 
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resolution will be evaluated by the HPES PMO program manager and project manager to 


verify that additional issues have not been introduced. The HP PPM tool will be updated to 


reflect that the issue is closed. At any time, approved users will have access to the closed 


issues and the supporting documents associated with the issue so that they can review the 


material, as needed.  


Tools for Issue Management  


During Transition, the Microsoft Office suite and standardized issue tracking templates will 


be used by the project managers. During Operations, the HP PPM tool will provide DHCFP 


and HPES project teams with capabilities to capture, monitor, and resolve issues. Because 


the HP PPM tool is based on our field-tested issue management methodology and process, 


Nevada MMIS users will know what steps should take place next.  


This will provide new levels of control for the Nevada MMIS program users because they are 


not dependent on status reports or meetings to have the information they need to 


understand how project and program issues are being managed. Nevada MMIS program 


users can log in to HP PPM and select which issues they would like to view or drill down to 


specific issues based on priority in HP PPM. 


Communications, Tracking and Reporting of Issues 


The HPES PMO will report on issues, issue decisions, and issue metrics in the Monthly 


Project Status Report and the weekly and monthly project status meetings. Issues, issue 


metrics, and reports also will be available through HP PPM. Further, HPES will provide 


communications to stakeholders impacted by the issue through specified communications 


channels as outlined in the communication management plan.  


Training for Issue Management  


Nevada MMIS and DHCFP Project staff will be trained on the issue management process 


including the use of the HP PPM tool for identifying and monitoring issues. 


Team members are required to read the Issue Management Plan as part of the Nevada 


MMIS project orientation. Additional issue management training may be conducted as 


needed throughout the life of the program to provide team members with continued 


instruction in following the issue management process. 


Quality Measures for Issue Management  


Issue Management measures will be reported in the project status report and project status 


meetings. The following performance measures will be provided per DHCFP request: 


• Number of issues opened, closed, and pending in reporting period by category, priority, 


and severity 


• Cumulative number of issues open and closed by category, priority, and severity 


• Issues by category, priority, and severity overdue by 30 days, 60 days, 90 days, and 


more than 90 days 
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• Number of issues by category, severity, and status 


• Aging analysis by category and severity 


See the sample Issue Management Plan contained in Tab XIV – Other Reference Materials 


in the Confidential Technical Information binder. 


17.8.5 Responding to and Covering Changes with Project 


Time Frames 


17.8.5 Responding to and covering requested changes in the project time frames. 


The HPES Change Control process is a component of the proposed Change Management 


Process presented in section 12.2 of this proposal. The HPES Change Control process 


includes the processes to submit, analyze, and execute a change to the approved project 


scope, cost, or effort. The HPES Change Control process uses a Project Change Request 


(PCR) form to initiate a change to the project. Before any work is done for the requested 


change, the PCR will need to pass through two DHCFP approval “gates.”  


• The first PCR approval enables DHCFP to authorize project plan analysis in light of the 


requested scope change. In response, the project manager will estimate the impact of 


the requested scope change on project effort, cost, and schedule, and document it on 


the PCR form.  


• DHCFP uses this project plan analysis information to make the determination whether or 


not the PCR should be approved. After the PCR is approved by DHCFP, the project 


manager will update the project planning documents necessary to implement the change 


the project. 


The HPES Change Control process is based on PMBOK project management practice 


standards, and defines the processes that will: 


• Identify and document a requested change in scope 


• Review project change request and authorize or decline a change assessment 


• Complete and document the change assessment 


• Review the change assessment and approve or reject the change 


• Monitor the status of the project change request 


• Update planning documents based on the approved change request 


DHCFP and HPES Roles and Responsibilities for Project Change 


Control 


The roles and responsibilities associated with executing change control are outlined in the 


following exhibit, Roles and Responsibilities. 


Roles and Responsibilities 


Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


Steering Committee DHCFP Change control • Provide guidance for significant 
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Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


guidance operational change requests 


DHCFP Project 
Manager 


DHCFP Change control 
guidance, 
review and 
approval 


• Request a change in scope 


• Review project change request and 


authorize or decline a change 


assessment 


• Review the change assessment and 


approve or reject the project change 


request 


HPES Takeover 
Project Manager 
(Transition) 


 


HPES PMO Program 
Manager 
(Operations) 


 


HPES Single point of 
contact for 
change 
management 
activities 


• Develop and submit for DHCFP 


approval, the Project Change Request 


form and process 


• Provide orientation on Change Control 


process to project managers and 


DHCFP project staff 


• Assist in metrics analysis to identify 


problems or improvement opportunities 


HPES Project 
Managers (for 
Transition and 
Operations) 


HPES Monitor change 
management 
activities 


• Request a change in scope 


• Document the requested scope change 


in a Project Change Request form 


• Complete and document the change 


assessment 


• Monitor the status of the project change 
request 


• Update planning documents based on 
the approved change request 


Project Team 
Members 


DHCFP and 
HPES 


Identify issues 
that result in 
change 
management 
projects 


• Request change in scope 


• Document the requested scope change 


in a Project Change Request form 


• Support the change assessment 


 


Change Control Process 


The HPES Change Control process includes the processes to submit, analyze, and execute 


a change to the approved project scope, cost, or effort. The HPES Change Control process 


enables DHCFP or HPES project team members to submit a PCR. A PCR is different from a 


System Change Request; a PCR is requesting to change the scope of an already approved 


project effort. Although any team member can submit a PCR, it is up to the project manager 


and team to analyze the impact to the project scope, schedule, and effort, and a DHCFP 


decision whether or not the PCR will be approved. 
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The HPES Change Control Process includes six processes that require the HPES project 


manager, DHCFP project sponsor, and HPES project team effort and is facilitated by the HP 


PPM tool: 


•  Identify a requested change in scope 


• Manage the change control process 


• Obtain DHCFP approval for a change assessment 


• Complete change assessment 


• Obtain DHCFP approval to proceed with the project change 


• Update project planning documents 


Identify a Requested Change in Scope 


DHCFP or HPES project stakeholders may initiate a request to change the approved scope 


of a project. Typically, the change would be discussed in a project meeting with DHCFP and 


HPES project stakeholders present. The Project Manager will document the requested 


change on the PCR form. The PCR form will be scanned and made available within HP 


PPM. The PCR will contain the following sections and fields, to track the requested change 


in scope from concept through assessment, evaluation, and approval. 


Project Change Request – Sections and Fields 


Section  Field  Purpose 


Section 1 - Project 
Change Request 
Information 


• Project Number and Name 


• HPES Project Manager Name 


• HPES Project Manager Phone 


• Project Change Request (PCR) 


Name 


• PCR Submission Date 


• PCR Type (Scope, Schedule, 


Effort, Cost) 


• REQUESTER INFORMATION 


• Name of Requester 


• Organization of Requester 


• Requester Phone 


• PROJECT CHANGE REQUEST 


IMPACT 


• Description of 


Change/Requirements 


• Benefit/Reason for Change 


• Initial Concerns with Change 


• Preauthorization Request 


“Section 1 – Project Change 
Request Information” is completed 
by the project manager and 
catalogues the relevant project, 
project manager, and change 
request information. 


Requester Information identifies 
the name, organization, and 
contact information for the 
requester. The requester will act as 
the sponsor for the change 
request. 


The project manager will document 
a description of the requirements, 
the benefits of the change, and any 
initial concerns with the change. 
Additionally, the project manager 
may request DHCFP 
preauthorization of hours to 
evaluate and perform an impact 
analysis of the scope change. 


Section 2 – Project 
Change Request 


• Checkbox for DHCFP authorization The PCR Preauthorization section 
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Section  Field  Purpose 


Preauthorization of hours 


• Checkbox indicating DHCFP 


rejection of project change request 


• DHCFP Signature line 


• DHCFP Signature date 


will be completed at a project 


status meeting after the project 


manager has presented the PCR 


with Section 1 completed, to 


DHCFP.  


The DHCFP project sponsor will 


either authorize hours for the 


evaluation of the PCR or reject the 


PCR at this point. This is the first 


DHCFP approval “gate” for the 


Project Change Control process. 


Section 3 – Project 


Change request 


Evaluation 


• Proposed Solution 


• Estimated Impact to Project 


Schedule 


• Estimated Impact to other Projects, 


Systems 


• Estimated Impact to Project Effort 


Hours 


• Risks Associated with this Project 


Change Request 


This Section documents the 


Project Team’s evaluation and 


impact analysis of the project 


change. It is completed by the 


project team using the hours 


authorized by the DHCFP project 


sponsor. 


Section 4 – Project 


Change Request 


Disposition Information 


• Checkbox for PCR disposition 


(Approved or Declined) 


• DHCFP Signature line 


• DHCFP Signature date 


This Section is where the DHCFP 


sponsor approves or declines the 


project change request. 


 


Manage the Change Control Process 


The project manager is responsible for managing the Change Control process according to 


the Change Management plan. See the sample MMIS Change Control Management Plan in 


Tab XIV – Other Reference Material in the Confidential Technical Information binder. The 


project manager facilitates the project discussions that develop the idea for a project change 


from concept to documented project change request. The project manager is responsible for 


planning the project effort to respond to the project change request, and is responsible for 


obtaining DHCFP approval to apply effort to the project change request evaluation and 


impact analysis. The project manager is responsible for planning the additional project effort 


required to implement the approved project change request, and obtaining DHCFP’s 


approval to implement the changes. 


Obtain DHCFP Approval for a Change Assessment 


Any change in project scope will require time from the HPES Project team to analyze and 


estimate the impacts to the project schedule, effort, and cost. The project manager will 
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obtain DHCFP approval for this project change assessment before assigning the project 


team to the effort. The Project Change Request form has a signature line in Section 2 for 


project change request preauthorization, and second signature line in Section 4 for DHCFP 


final disposition of the project change request. After DHCFP signs and dates the form, the 


form will be loaded to SharePoint and made available in HP PPM. 


Complete Change Assessment 


On DHCFP preauthorization of hours to evaluate and estimate the impact of the requested 


change, the project manager will direct the project team in the evaluation of the proposed 


change. The team will estimate the effort to define the requirements, design, develop, test, 


and implement the proposed change. The project manager will revise the project plan and 


schedule to accommodate the proposed change, and will use the revised project plan and 


schedule to document the estimated impact to project schedule, other projects, effort, and 


costs, in Section 3 of the PCR form. 


Obtain DHCFP Approval to Proceed with the Project Change 


The project manager completes Section 3 of the PCR with information from the project 


change request evaluation. This information includes estimated impact to other 


projects/systems and estimated impact to the project’s schedule, effort, and cost. The 


project manager will obtain DHCFP approval to proceed with the project change request. 


The PCR form has a signature line in Section 4 for DHCFP final disposition of the project 


change request. The DHCFP sponsor will indicate project change request approved or 


declined. DHCFP approval indicates that the changes in project scope, schedule, effort, and 


cost are approved and the project is authorized to proceed with the new scope of work. 


DHCFP decline action indicates that the changes in project scope are not approved to go 


forward, and the project change request will be closed. In the case of a declined project 


change request, the project manager will return the project plans to their previous state. 


HPES will maintain a dialogue with the DHCFP Project staff and key stakeholders to 


manage open communications around the project change request through closure.  


Tools for Change Control  


A new Project Change Request form will be developed and used through the life of the 


contract. The form will be used to request a change to the approved project scope, cost, or 


effort.  


During the Transition Phase, HPES will communicate the status of change projects through 


the weekly project status meetings and reports. We will include the number of change 


projects spawned as a result of identified issues during the Transition Phase. Throughout 


the transition period, the tracking of issue tickets and change projects will be performed 


using Microsoft Excel spreadsheets.  


During operations, HPES will use the capabilities for tracking and reporting from the HP 


PPM tool to report status of PCRs and change management activities. Both DHCFP and 


HPES Systems staff will have access to the HP PPM system. 
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Communication, Tracking and Reporting for Project Change 


Control 


The HPES PMO program manager and HPES Takeover project manager will prepare and 


submit a summary document describing the Project Change Request form and Change 


Control process. DHCFP will review and provide feedback on the summary document. On 


approval of the Project Change Request form and Change Control process, the new form 


and process will be launched for use during the Transition and Operations period. 


Training for Project Change Control  


Project managers and project team will be trained on the Project Change Request form and 


change control process. This training will cover the use of the Project Change Request form, 


the Change Project Plan Analysis, and the updates to the project plan for approved Project 


Change Requests. 


Quality Measures for Change Control  


Throughout the change management section, we define the control steps required to verify 


appropriate quality measures are performed. 


See the sample Change Control Management Plan contained in Tab XIV – Other Reference 


Materials in the Confidential Technical Information binder. 


17.8.6 Responding to DHCFP-Generated Issues 


17.8.6 Responding to DHCFP generated issues. 


The issue management process outlined in section 17.8.4 also will be used to capture and 


manage issues generated by DHCFP. The issues received by DHCFP will be given a 


specific attribute within the HP PPM tool to allow users to easily identify those issues 


received by DHCFP. See section 17.8.4 for details on how issues are managed for the 


Nevada MMIS program. 


17.8.7 Cost Management 


17.8.7 Cost management to ensure that the project is completed within the approved budget. Include 


resource planning, cost estimating, cost budgeting and cost control. 


The cost management approach describes the fiscal accounting processes and budgetary 


controls that HPES will use to manage contract funds to operate the Nevada MMIS under a 


budget neutral contract arrangement during the life of the contract. We have years of 


fiduciary experience with MMIS accounting practices encompassing varying types of 


financial arrangements. We will use the support of our MMIS and corporate financial 


experience to make sure that costs are controlled through rigorous cost planning, resource 


planning, cost estimating, and cost budgeting through the life of the contract. 


The cost management process is based on IEEE Standards # 1058-1998, PMBOK Guide, 


and PMI Practice Standards. 
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Our methodology, IEEE, and the PMBOK standards are only the beginning of creating 


comprehensive cost management processes. We will submit a Cost Management Plan 


which defines our approach and processes to DHCFP for review, customization to the 


DHCFP environment, and final approval. See the MMIS Cost Management Plan in Tab XIV 


– Other Reference Material in the Confidential Technical Information binder. 


HPES and DHCFP Roles and Responsibilities 


The roles and responsibilities associated with HPES and DHCFP roles for executing these 


processes are outlined in the following exhibit, Roles and Responsibilities. 


Roles and Responsibilities 


Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


HPES 
Executive 
Leadership 


HPES Oversight for 
Account-wide cost 
management 
processes  


• Provides overall leadership and single 
point of contact for all areas of the 
Nevada MMIS project  


• Provide review and final approval of 
invoicing documents provided to 
DHCFP.  


• Work with the operational leadership 
team to make sure the appropriate 
financial controls are established and 
maintained. 


• Provide comprehensive financial services 
and facilitates financial transactions in 
accordance with established policy and 
procedures. 


• Provide financial reporting for billable 
work out of the HP PPM tool 
(Operations) and Excel based tools 
(Transition). 


System 
Takeover 
Manager & 
Takeover 
Project 
Manager 
(Transition) 


IT Manager 
(Operations) 


HPES Oversight for 
System team cost 
management 
processes 


• Oversee effort tracking and cost 
management for Department-directed 
modifications to Nevada MMIS systems 


Claims 
Manager  


HPES Oversight for 
Claims Operations 
cost management 
processes 


• Oversee Claims Operations functions 
including Claims entry, edit-resolution, 
work with the Department on policy 
issues, research complex claims 
payment issues, implement policies, 
provide leadership to HPES 
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Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


professionals and examiners and 
manage operations to meet or exceed 
SLAs. 


Fiscal Manager HPES Oversight for Cost 
Containment and 
Program Integrity 
cost management 
processes 


• Oversee identification and 
recommendations of innovative ideas to 
detect fraud, waste and abuse, saving 
FI program dollars both through 
provider fraud cases and program 
modifications. 


Training 
Manager  


HPES Oversight for 
Training cost 
management 
processes 


• Oversee training operational and 
financial responsibilities to make sure 
proper controls are in place and tracked 
monthly.  


• Verify and sign Training invoices. 


Provider 
Services 
Manager  


HPES Oversight for 
Provider Services 
cost management 
processes 


• Oversee the delivery of provider services 
including call center, education and 
outreach, claim and financial research, 
fulfillment, distribution of published 
materials through hardcopy media or on 
the Nevada MMIS website and 
communication.  


Pharmacy 
Benefits 
Manager 


HPES Oversight for 
Pharmacy Benefits 
cost management 
processes  


• Oversee the delivery of Pharmacy 
Benefit Management services including 
Prior Authorization of drug services, 
drug rebate, supplemental drug rebate, 
e-prescribing, and pharmacy reporting.  


Health Care 
Management 
Manager 


HPES Oversight for 
Health Care 
Management cost 
management 
processes  


• Oversee the delivery of Health Care 
Management services including 
utilization management and 
determination of benefits. 


 


Cost Management Process 


The HPES Cost Management process will enable the management and control of costs to 


operate the Nevada MMIS under a budget neutral contract arrangement. Costs will be 


controlled through a combination of resource planning, cost estimating and cost budgeting. 


Cost Planning 


The Nevada MMIS Takeover Project comprises two distinct activities—system development 


projects and operations. System development work is funded through the pool of 41,600 


programming hours annually, which are included under the budget neutral contract cost. 


System Development project effort will be tracked to the pool of programming hours, so that 
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DHCFP and HPES leadership will be aware of the current status of the pool of hours 


throughout the life of the contract. We have estimated the effort and associated costs of the 


Nevada MMIS Takeover project and developed a cost plan that enables us to work within 


the budget neutral. 


Resource Planning 


Resource planning is the process of allocating the number of person hours to a project or an 


operations effort. HPES will use one or more inputs and methodologies to determine the 


most accurate number of resources for Systems team projects and DHCFP operations.  


Systems Team Resource Planning 


During the Transition Period, the HPES Takeover project manager, HPES Takeover 


systems manager, and the other operational area managers are responsible for managing 


HPES and subcontractor resources for all effort associated with the Start-Up and Transition 


periods, allocation, and effort. We use Microsoft Office Suite applications and a corporate 


time tracking tool to monitor and track resource effort to the Transition project. The Takeover 


systems manager and the Takeover project manager and staff will be located in the Carson 


City, Nevada, area for optimal communication and responsiveness during the transition 


period. The location for each Transition team member is defined in the Resource Matrix in 


section 17.6. 


To plan the staffing levels for the Transition and Operations periods, the HPES team used 


historical information and work break down structures to estimate resource needs: 


• Historical Information—HPES will use historical data including project artifacts such as 


scope, projected budgets, actual costs, and more. Historical data can serve as a starting 


point for making project work estimates.  


• Work Breakdown Structure—A WBS is a breakdown of all the activities and individual 


tasks that need to be conducted to complete a project. The WBS facilitates project 


estimation by allowing several resources to contribute to the resource planning by 


providing the estimate of hours required for their individual portion of work.  


During the Operations Phase, the HPES IT system manager will manage Systems team 


projects through the HPES PMO using reporting from HP PPM. The HP PPM tools allows us 


to track and monitor resource usage at the individual WBS task and activity level. The IT 


systems manager, Project Management Office program manager and core technical staff 


will be located in Nevada for optimal communication and responsiveness during the 


Operations period. To keep resource costs down, the HPES systems team will also be 


located in two additional locations. Core leadership and technical staff will be located in 


Nevada and will provide guidance to the remote maintenance and enhancement teams that 


will be located off-site. The location of the System team members is defined in the Resource 


Matrix in section 17.6. 
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HPES Systems Team Location Plan 


Sub-Team Total Number Nevada Onsite Remote in CA Best Shore  


Maintenance 26 11 15 0 


Enhancement 23 5 5 13 


 


Operations Team Resource Planning 


During the Transition Period, the operational area managers are responsible for managing 


HPES and subcontractor resources for all effort associated with the Start-Up and Transition 


periods. We will use a Corporate Time Tracking tool to monitor and track resource effort to 


the Transition projects for operations staff. The primary management staff will be located in 


the Carson City, Nevada, area for optimal communication and responsiveness during the 


Transition Period. 


During the Transition Period, the operational area managers will perform activities 


associated with establishing readiness for each operational area. This includes hiring, on-


boarding, training, and operational procedural review and finalization. 


During the Operations Period, the operational area managers are responsible for oversight 


of all activities associated with their respective areas as defined by the contract. HPES will 


maintain offices within the Carson City, Nevada, area for core management staff associated 


with operations of the Nevada MMIS. Additional staff members may be located in off-site 


facilities.  


Cost Estimating 


Estimates for resource utilization are the basis of cost estimates. Operations costs include 


ongoing work such as MMIS system maintenance, claim processing, and operating call 


centers for providers. System development, existing defect, and rapid response projects do 


not fall into the operations category and will be invoiced against the 41,600 hour funding 


source or another funding source designated by DHCFP. 


Some examples of operational and project costs that are not labor are computer hardware, 


software, office supplies, telephone headsets, and sundries. These types of costs have 


been calculated into the cost basis that HPES used for this proposal. In many cases, cost 


estimates will have a direct relationship to resource numbers. For example, hiring two new 


call center operators will require the purchase of two sets of telephone and headset 


equipment as well as the allocation or acquisition of office furniture and supplies. The same 


logic will apply to the purchase of workstations and software licenses. 


Cost estimates for infrastructure expenditures such as server level hardware and software 


often will not have a simple 1:1 ratio. In these cases, the HPES technical team will use 


expert judgment, historical information, and other inputs and methods to determine the 


appropriate bill of materials taking in current and future capacity needs.  
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Cost Estimating for Systems Development Projects 


With the budget neutral contract arrangement, the system development costs and their 


application against the 41,600 hour per year accrual are the primary area for ongoing cost 


estimating. Section 17.8.3 Time Management describes the approach used for estimating 


the hours for Nevada MMIS systems development projects. The PMO program manager will 


be responsible for monitoring the pool of 41,600 programming hours, and applying the 


debits to the programming hour pool, as enhancement projects are approved, and actual 


hours are expended and invoiced for the approved project work.  


Cost Tracking and Budgeting 


Systems team projects and Operations will each follow their own processes for establishing 


a cost baseline. For System team enhancement projects, the project manager will baseline 


the budget. Each individual enhancement project will have a budget created after approval. 


Resources will report their time against the baselined budget. 


For Operations, the budget will continue to be recorded in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets to 


compare actual spending versus planned spending at regular intervals established for the 


particular operations activity or project. Any variance, whether above or below estimates, will 


be recorded in invoices to DHCFP and archived for future lessons learned activities. 


HPES uses several methods for tracking and reporting program hours and expenses. At the 


most basic level, our general ledger system uses unique account numbers to categorize 


costs by expense types and responsibility centers to track expenditures by unit. 


Responsibility centers are then summarized into hierarchy points. These tools enable us to 


segregate base FI expenditures from cost reimbursed expenditures. This is critical for the 


separation of base and cost reimbursed expenses. Each project that requires separate 


tracking can be given a separate responsibility center. By assigning unique responsibility 


centers to designated projects, we will be able to properly track expenses and support 


accurate billing. 


Project Labor Hour Tracking 


Labor tracking will drive much of our accounting in both the Systems and Operations teams. 


During the Transition period, the HPES Systems and Operations team will enter their time in 


the HPES corporate time tracking tool. During the Operations Phase, the Systems team and 


other technical staff will enter their time in two separate systems, HP PPM and the corporate 


time tracking tool.  


The time entered in HP PPM will be reported against the individual WBS tasks and activities 


for each project allowing us to accurately capture and report monthly staff effort. Project 


managers will review the inputs to time on a regular schedule to validate that the data is 


complete and accurate. At the end of the month, reports will be generated by the HPES 


PMO for accounting and invoicing. Reports are reviewed by appropriate personnel and 


verified that billing classifications are accurate. The following exhibit, Project Time Tracking 


Workflow represents a summary of this process: 
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Project Time Tracking Workflow 


 


Operations personnel will not enter their time into HP PPM, but will enter their time into the 


HP payroll system. HP will use the payroll system to allocate staff hours to an appropriate 


responsibility center. Managers of each unit within the System team and Operations are 


able to review and update the payroll allocation system as changes occur. This helps verify 


that payroll dollars are posted to the appropriate responsibility center. In the event staff 


members transfer between units before the payroll system can be updated, we have 


accounting processes available to verify that dollars are moved to the appropriate 


responsibility center.  


Supplemental Microsoft Excel models will also be used to properly report, validate, and split 


invoices into required components. Our documentation allows for special Federal Financial 


Participation (FFP) reporting requirements. This will ease the reporting requirements for 


DHCFP staff because necessary FFP information will be attached to the invoice and readily 


available for required reporting. HPES will work with DHCFP staff to complete each invoice 


in a format that meets the requirements of DHCFP. 


Overall Cost Tracking 


We will use an automated purchasing process to support the appropriate procurement of 


goods and services. Purchase requests will be initiated by staff members and are routed to 


managers for approval. Orders will not be placed until signatures from leaders with the 


appropriate authority are received. After the request is approved, a purchase order will be 


completed and an order placed with the designated vendor. We will release payments to 


vendors only after validating the receipt of goods or services. 
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Billing/Invoicing Frequency and Documentation 


We will follow the billing frequency guidelines requested by DHCFP. We will invoice DHCFP 


separately for each contract function described in this section and also will include the 


appropriate documentation as defined in the RFP.  


HPES understands the importance of proper and thorough documentation for submitted 


invoices. We are familiar with standard MMIS documentation requirements and will revise 


our processes to incorporate any new requirements and invoicing guidelines as required by 


DHCFP. We will review and follow each requirement in the RFP to verify that invoices 


include the required documentation. We will include time recording information, system 


reports, and supplemental worksheets to show how the invoices were derived.  


Though the majority of backup documentation is attached to the invoice when submitted, 


there may be times when supplemental documentation is not attached due to a voluminous 


amount of data. In those cases where documentation is not attached, it will be maintained in 


our on-site facility or off-site storage facility, and will be made available to DHCFP on 


request. 


We will maintain copies of invoices submitted to DHCFP. Current and prior year invoices are 


kept on-site with the HPES Finance team. Older invoices will be archived at an off-site 


storage facility to be determined with DHCFP. Additionally, the HPES Library will maintain 


hard copies at Operations. Electronic copies of invoices will be uploaded and maintained in 


SharePoint. If DHCFP invoice copies are not available, HPES will assist the DHCFP in 


gathering required information from one of our archived copies. 


Cost Control and Changes 


The first step in cost control is to validate the accuracy of invoices to DHCFP. HPES 


invoices are prepared in accordance with established financial policies and control 


procedures. Besides corporate controls, HPES follows the standards required by the 


Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOXA), which means that DHCFP will be invoiced using a well-defined 


process that includes key controls and is in accordance with contract requirements. After 


finance staff members have assembled the invoices, they are reviewed for accuracy by 


multiple HPES leaders.  


The manager of the unit responsible for the particular service being billed reviews the 


invoice for accuracy and signs the invoice once approved. Finally, the account manager 


reviews and signs each invoice once approved. HPES strives to maintain the accuracy and 


completeness of invoices delivered to DHCFP. This multilevel review of invoices validates 


that appropriate staff members have reviewed and are in agreement with the charges. 


In the case of unexpected cost variances, HPES has procedures in place to review 


Operational budgets and Systems projects as described in the following section.  


Cost Variances 


HPES will report cost variances that occur during FI Operations and Systems projects as 


soon as they are known and provide explanation and documentation with each invoice 
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summary page. Some cost variances may require specific actions to address and some may 


not.  


Cost Re-Planning 


Cost re-planning will take two different routes for Operations and Systems projects. 


Operations will need to make new budget requests, sometimes to the state legislature. 


Because this is a difficult endeavor in the middle of a fiscal year, HPES will allocate enough 


funds to handle the minimal, average, and maximal operational activities that can occur. 


Systems projects that require re-planning will require a formal review through the change 


control process as defined in section 17.8.5. Project leaders will present new cost estimates 


to complete the project. Once accepted, the entire project budget will be recalculated and 


baselined.  


Cost Re-Baselining 


During the transition period, we will re-baseline the transition project using MS Microsoft 


Project. During the operations period, HPES will re-baseline System team projects within the 


HP PPM tool after the revised resource planning and costs are complete. The Operations 


team members will baseline new budgets in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets and other tools to 


compare actual spending versus planned spending at regular intervals established for the 


particular operations activity or project.  


Cost Closeout 


Operations will close out its costs at the end of the budgetary period and will be closed out 


in the general ledger. Systems will close out projects at the completion of projects and will 


be closed within Microsoft Project (Transition) or HP PPM (Operations) so that personnel 


can no longer enter time against it. Systems projects may span one or more fiscal years.  


Annual Cost Summary 


HPES will provide DHCFP with an annual cost summary for Operations and Systems 


projects. The annual cost summary will be a snapshot of costs at the end of the fiscal year 


for ongoing operations and projects that has not yet closed out. Completed projects will be 


closed and can be reviewed in their entirety. 


Lessons Learned on Cost Management 


During the presentation of the annual cost summary, the HPES Executive Leadership team 


will summarize lessons learned in the past fiscal year as well as the strategy for improving 


our work in the new fiscal year.  


Tools for Cost Management  


During the Transition Period, we will install the PPM tool for managing the time and costs of 


Systems team projects. This tool will be used throughout the term of the contract starting 


with the Operations Period. During the Transition Period, HPES will use Microsoft Office 


Suite products to track costs associated with all aspects of the Start-Up and Transition 
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periods. For Operations activities, the Operations team will continue to use the Microsoft 


Office Suite applications to track and monitor financial activities.  


During the Transitions Period, we use the following tools for Cost Management: 


• MS Project—This tool is used to track project scheduled activities and tasks against 


baselined tasks and budget. 


• SharePoint—This is a content management portal that manages cost management 


documentation. 


• Microsoft Excel—Continue to use customized spreadsheets to track costs associated 


with specific billing codes for labor and expenses.  


• Microsoft Word—Continue to use customized Word templates as cover sheets that 


summarize the cost reports. 


During the Operations Phase, HPES will use the following tools for DHCFP: 


• HP PPM—This tool is a project time recording and budget reporting system that tracks 


labor hours used for specific projects. 


• SharePoint—This is a content management portal that manages cost management 


documentation. 


• Microsoft Excel—Continue to use customized spreadsheets to track costs associated 


with specific billing codes for labor and expenses.  


• Microsoft Word—Continue to use customized Word templates as cover sheets that 


summarize the cost reports. 


Communications, Tracking and Reporting for Cost Management 


Cost reporting is a complex process that requires a deep understanding of the Medicaid 


environment. HPES is the vendor most familiar with reporting needs and has demonstrated 


the ability to customize reports to meet particular state needs. For example, HPES 


understands the importance of properly categorizing components for FFP reporting to 


maximize matching dollars.  


For Systems and other technical resource planning reports, we will use HP PPM to track our 


billable employees’ time by individual project codes. Supervisory staff will review and verify 


inputs in HP PPM before using these numbers to generate invoices. Next, our leadership 


team will reconcile HP PPM reports with additional system reports and other time tracking 


tools to document each hourly billable invoice that is created. Most invoices will require 


Microsoft Excel-generated worksheets with rate calculations by billing category. Others may 


require extra back-up materials for FFP calculations.  


Many times during the current contract, DHCFP requested assistance with financial reports, 


project tracking, and financial metrics. We will continue to work with DHCFP staff to address 


special requests for information or documentation is required.  
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Training for Cost Management  


Team members will be trained to use the appropriate time tracking tools during for each 


period of the Nevada MMIS Takeover project. This includes the corporate time tracking tool, 


Microsoft Project, Microsoft Excel, and HP PPM. Additional cost management training may 


be conducted as needed throughout the life of the program to provide team members with 


continued instruction in following the cost management process. 


Quality Measures for Cost Management  


Throughout the cost management section, we define the control steps required to secure 


integrity and control of cost tracking and reporting activities.  


17.8.8 Resource Management 


17.8.8 Resource management to ensure the most effective use of people involved in the project 


including subcontractors. 


The HPES leadership team brings skilled and experienced resources to implement and lead 


the projects required by the DHCFP. We offer a team of highly skilled resources that know 


Medicaid business and system and SMEs from many disciplines throughout HPES to meet 


or exceed the requirements for the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up programs.  


The HPES comprehensive approach to resource management for the Nevada Takeover 


Project Start-Up and Transition periods will be successfully guided by the personnel 


reflected in the exhibit titled Nevada Start-Up and Transition team in section 17.8.   


During Transition, our leaders will bring on board talented individuals with the key 


knowledge needed to run the Nevada MMIS. We will seek to retain individuals from the 


current Nevada MMIS incumbent organization who have the skills needed to enable a 


smooth transition and transfer of knowledge from the incumbent contractor as well as new 


staff to infuse new energy and experience to the Nevada MMIS. The leadership team will 


come on board during the transition period to prepare their operational areas and develop 


and train staff as needed to be ready for operations day one of operations. 


As we move from the Transition period to the Operations period, our leadership team 


transitions into operational mode. The following exhibit, Nevada Operations and Turnover 


Phase Team, defines the organizational leadership team for the HPES Nevada MMIS team. 


This team will guide and deliver services throughout the life the remainder of the Nevada 


MMIS contract. 







Nevada MMIS Operations and Turnover Phase Team
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Retention of Resources 


There is intense competition in finding and retaining the right resources and talent for 


business. This is why one of our core principles is that our people, including current and 


future leaders, project managers, programmers, information analysts, medical professional, 


trainers, and other frontline employees, are our most important resource. 


Our processes validate the most effective use of the people involved with the project, 


including stakeholders, DHCFP staff, and project teams. Major processes include 


organizational planning, staff assignments, and team development. HPES will integrate our 


roles and processes into this approach so that providing the right information to the right 


group at the right time serves one purpose, effective decision-making.  


We offer a broad spectrum of technical and operational Medicaid experience to support the 


Nevada MMIS takeover projects. We appreciate the opportunity to work with DHCFP 


relationship and challenge our collective teams to raise standards and support DHCFP goals 


and objectives.  


We offer DHCS a carefully designed plan, one that brings together the right mix of people, 


knowledge, and skills that makes solid business and technical sense and will make Nevada 


MMIS business changes a reality. When we began discussing our staffing plan, we looked 


for the following attributes in our team members: 


• Experience with Medicaid business and systems 


• Proven project management skills 


• An understanding of and passion for meeting the goals of DHCFP 


We follow the following basic steps in resource management: 


Identify the Need 


• Determinations of roles, skill sets, and number of staff—This effort identifies the 


required roles, skill sets, and experience needed to perform the scope of work. 


• Continual monitoring—Throughout the project, continual monitoring of current and 


future staffing needs occurs to proactively make sure the proper level of resources is 


available. 


• Monitoring and reporting—These activities allow our management staff to understand 


daily resource needs, assess the available pool of resources, and maximize the 


productivity of the resource pool across work streams. 


Recruit the Best Resources 


We seek to retain the best of the current Nevada MMIS staff with the knowledge and 


understanding of the Nevada MMIS business, cultural, and system environments. 


Additionally, during the transition, we will seek to recruit people knowledgeable with the 


current Nevada MMIS systems and program services. We understand the value these 
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individuals can bring to the overall HPES Nevada MMIS team and how they can help make 


a smooth transition for the stakeholders. We will work with DHCFP to identify individuals 


they deem critical to the success of the transition of services and systems. We will then work 


with these individuals to see if they are a match with HPES. If hired, these individuals will go 


through the normal HPES on-boarding and development process.  


New resource needs are identified with sufficient lead time to search and recruit the most 


qualified candidates to perform the work, first looking within the current project staff and then 


broadening the search throughout our corporate family or beyond. 


We bring an internal talent pool of more than 300,000 employees which allows us to find the 


right person for the job providing for quicker identification and productivity.  


Prepare Resources for Assignment 


When new staff is brought onto the project, sufficient time is provided for acclimation and 


on-boarding activities.  


Re-assignment of staff is identified with sufficient lead time to identify new assignments for 


staff, allowing for a smooth transition for the employee. 


Retain for Long-Term Employment 


Retaining motivated employees is critical to effective management. Employees engaged in 


their work, satisfied with their environment, and focused on personal development prevent 


cost and productivity losses associated with employee-initiated attrition. 


Our people strategy focuses on attracting the best and retaining them across time. This 


strategy is built on three basic steps, stabilize, mobilize, and energize, that is explained 


further in this plan. 


HPES and DHCFP Roles and Responsibilities 


The roles and responsibilities associated with HPES and DHCFP roles for executing this 


plan are outlined in the following exhibit, Roles and Responsibilities. 


Roles and Responsibilities 


Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


Steering 
Committee  


DHCFP Program 
Oversight 


• Approve resource management plan 


HPES Executive 
Leadership  


HPES HPES Single 
Point of 
Contact 


• Provides overall leadership and single point of 


contact for all areas of the NV MMIS project 
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Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


HPES Takeover 
Project Manager 
(Transition) 


HPES Project 
Management 
Office (PMO) 


 


HPES Management 
Oversight and 
Support 


• Oversight of resource planning activities associated 


with transition and system team projects 


• Support project management activities 


• Identify resource needs 


• Recruit and Interview, as needed 


• Monitor staff acquisition activities 


• Approve key personnel 


• Review and approve Resource Management Plan 


• Develop and maintain Management Plan 


• Maintain HR Management Plans for all phases of 
contract 


• Maintain and update project organization charts and 


staff loading charts 


• Work with senior management to correctly apply HR 


policies across the account. Lead the transition 


program from takeover to live replacement system  


• Coordinate with PMO for reporting, governance and 


communication support 


• Escalate issues, obtain decisions, and manage 


transition plan and strategy 


 


Human Resource Management Processes 


Every HPES staff member has unique qualities and skills, and we have worked diligently so 


that our resource management solution recognizes the value and specific needs of each 


person. Our solution incorporates communication activities, knowledge transfer, 


organizational change, total compensation and benefits, retention, learning and 


development, and performance management, while remaining sensitive to HPES 


employees’ concerns. 


Additionally, we address the concerns of staff in place with the Nevada MMIS project from 


the incumbent contractor. Where feasible, HPES will seek to retain knowledgeable Nevada 


MMIS personnel to facilitate a smooth transition to the Nevada MMIS business cultural and 


technical environment. 


Our approach to resource management is an effective management process because it 


makes the essential information available for forward-looking decisions and prioritization. 


Appropriate resource management makes accurate forecasting of resources possible so 


that response to demand can be better managed. This benefits leaders and project 


managers by providing stability for planning and achieving functional responsibilities and 


DHCFP objectives.  
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Work force planning enables HPES leaders to deploy quality, competent personnel who 


have the right experience, education, training, and skills needed to meet requirements. 


While work force planning activities provide a method for deploying the appropriate 


personnel, our corporate and internal training processes and procedures result in sustained 


competency and quality of personnel. Leaders must engage in resource planning so that 


people whose work affects the quality of their products are: 


• Competent for the nature of the work they are performing 


• Trained as necessary to maintain an appropriate level of competence 


• Aware of the importance of their competence and training to the organization’s quality 


objectives 


We believe that as a collaborator with Nevada Medicaid in achieving your mission, we must 


be prepared for the unexpected. Our resource management approach minimizes operational 


risk and business disruption to Nevada Medicaid during Transition and throughout system 


operations. 


In accordance with the RFP requirements and PMBOK, the remainder of the Takeover 


resource management plan is contained in the following sections: 


• Managing Resource Demand 


• Acquiring Resources 


• Training Resources  


• Retaining Resources  


• Releasing Resources  


• Rewards and Recognition 


Managing Resource Demand  


Identifying the proper amount and type of resources within and across phases is imperative 


to delivering high value to DHCFP. Based on its long standing experience, HPES 


understands the effort necessary to implement the Transition Period of the Nevada MMIS 


contract. 


Managing resource demand is a proactive, iterative activity where HPES leaders forecast, 


identify, request, and continually adjust resources to support the business needs and goals. 


The HPES corporate workforce planning process and tool, Primavera/Evolve, is used as the 


standard method to employ workforce planning activities. Additionally, HPES uses 


alternative methods to forecast, identify, assign, track, and close resource requirement gaps 


(or surpluses) between demand and supply. 


Work force planning is the human resource aspect of resource planning and is a process 


that enables leaders to effectively forecast, plan, identify, and deploy a work force that 


supports business plans and strategies at all levels of the global enterprise. Work force 


planning is as follows: 


• An inclusive process by which we attract, develop, and retain a diverse and capable 


work force 
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• A process by which we determine how and when to move people into, around, and out 


of the enterprise 


• How we identify and act on the staffing implications of a business plan, a business 


strategy or change  


The task of managing resource demand requires accurate estimates of needed personnel, a 


plan to train the personnel, and an accurate time line of when personnel are required to join 


the team. In this section, we describe standard HPES corporate processes and strategies 


for the planning and acquisition of human resources, including working with HR for recruiting 


purposes, and providing training resources and infrastructure needs. 


Acquiring Resources  


As a services organization, we define our success almost entirely by what our employees do 


and say. We have a staffing process to select high-caliber people who will deliver results 


and conduct themselves on a level consistent with our standard of service excellence. Our 


commitment to DHCFP is to provide outstanding value, so that we build and retain a 


professional work force with the talent and skills to meet the demands of this commitment. 


Hiring and retaining quality personnel is critical to meeting and exceeding the RFP 


requirements. We look for candidates with the potential to succeed and grow in their roles. 


Because of the broad range of roles in operations, we can offer positions to people at 


different stages in their careers. This range of experience, combined with the selection of 


employees with high aptitude, promotes mentoring and team work. We are especially proud 


that many of our employees who began their careers in entry-level positions continue to be 


part of our professional and management team. The retention rate for our leaders is 77 


percent compared to an industry trend of 55 percent.  


When staffing a project, we select the most qualified people to perform the work who are 


eligible under local and national labor laws. Our policy is fair and impartial in our relations 


with employment applicants and makes employment-related decisions without regard to 


race, culture, religion, ancestry, place of origin, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed, sex, age, 


political affiliation, marital status, family status, sexual orientation, and mental or physical 


disability. Our corporate diversity mission provides equitable employment to our candidates.  


We comply with applicable laws prohibiting discrimination against any applicant or employee 


in our personnel actions. We comply with the affirmative action and Equal Employment 


Opportunity (EEO) regulations as well as the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). In our 


selection decisions, we seek to balance goals of global diversity with an emphasis on people 


development, management of business risk, and delivery of value to our clients.  


Staffing Process 


Staff acquisition begins at the account level and ends with external searches. High quality 


recruitment cannot rely on a single methodology to achieve the best outcomes. To be 


successful it must incorporate a variety of methods and be managed by proven 


professionals in the recruitment environment.  
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We have an in-house world-class Global Recruiting organization that partners with leaders 


around the globe to verify that the right personnel resources are placed in positions quickly. 


Our recruitment professionals are embedded in every area of the business, and every 


aspect of the pursuit process, to make sure that the highest quality candidates are sourced 


in the time allowed to deliver the required services to the highest level possible. 


We have recruitment expertise in the healthcare industry. We recognize that the transition 


can be a dynamic and stressful time for those involved. For this reason, HPES emphasizes 


the importance of helping employees navigate through the transition into a new job or role. 


This process is described in the following exhibit. Our goal is to minimize business 


disruptions while managing change.  


Staff Acquisition Process 


 


The combination and sequence of these steps translates into an efficient staffing process 


that minimizes the possibility of a mismatch or of employee turnover. The effectiveness of 


our recruiting practices allows us to retain/obtain skilled staff to operate the Nevada MMIS, 


Our staffing process consists of the following steps: 
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• Creating job profiles—We recruit people for various types of positions, depending on 


DHCFP’s needs. Based on those needs, we identify people to fill permanent full-time, 


permanent part-time, contract, seasonal, and temp-to-hire positions. To begin the 


staffing process, an HPES manager details the job responsibilities, required attributes, 


skills, knowledge, credentials, and experience. The manager matches these items to 


HPES defined job codes, which specify the industry-standard salary ranges. When 


complete, the manager sends this detailed request to the assigned recruiters in the 


Human Resources (HR) department. 


• Using recruitment sources—Our HR recruiters are responsible for finding qualified 


candidates to fill the positions. The recruiters consider potential applicants, including 


current Account employees, current HPES employees, employees transitioned to HPES 


through new business contracts, and non-HPES employees. We use various internal 


and external recruiting resources such as internal job postings, external advertisements, 


media, job fairs, and so on. 


• Screening applicants—When we find job candidates to fill our open positions, we 


request that external applicants complete an employment form. Formal applications 


enable us to consistently evaluate skills, experience, career goals, employers, and 


references. Applicants can complete their paper applications and mail or fax them to the 


human resources department. After receiving the formal applications, our recruiters 


conduct a telephone screening to choose the candidates whose background and skills 


best match the job requirements. When the recruiter deems that a sufficient match exists 


between a candidate and the job profile submitted by the HPES manager, the recruiter 


sets up an interview appointment with the HPES manager, who also verifies that senior 


members of the team are available to participate in a team interview. The recruiter then 


forwards the candidate’s formal application and resume to the manager for review before 


the interview. 


• Interviewing candidates—We hold open dialogue with our candidates to share and 


receive a true understanding of one another’s expectations. An HPES manager matches 


the candidate’s behaviors, skills, and career goals to the requirements and expectations 


of the job position. As appropriate for specified jobs, this manager also evaluates skills 


and work samples from candidates to determine if the applicant can truly contribute to 


the team and to determine the potential level of that contribution. Our managers are 


thoroughly trained in and apply the principles of behavioral interviewing to better analyze 


the skills needed for successful job performance. By asking for examples of behavior in 


relevant situations, the manager obtains real examples of past behavior, which can be 


used to predict future behavior. After the candidate and the HPES manager have 


answered each other’s questions, the HPES manager introduces the potential candidate 


to a team leader and other senior members who will be working directly with the 


potential new employee. When the team members and the job applicant have finished 


exchanging information, the candidate continues to the next step, which includes a 


writing sample or computer skills demonstration. This type of skill testing is only required 


for relevant positions. 
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• Making an offer—Promptly after the candidate’s interview, the HPES manager calls the 


candidate to communicate the team feedback and results of skills testing. HPES values 


timely communication and understands the urgency of recruiting outstanding employees. 


The HPES manager extends job offers to candidates who qualify for the job and are a 


match for the company. However, managers always specify that the job offer is 


contingent on the candidate fulfilling drug testing and background investigation 


requirements. 


• Performing drug testing and background investigation—Our hiring methods include 


a comprehensive process that promotes the hiring of honest, responsible employees. To 


support the ongoing security of our clients’ information, we mandate drug testing and 


background investigations for prospective employees. Job applicants who accept an 


offer must take a hair drug test at one of several specified independent laboratories 


within 96 hours of receiving the offer. This 96-hour time frame applies to candidates who 


have enough hair to qualify for this hair test. If the candidate does not have enough hair 


for the test, then he or she must take a urine test within 24 hours of receiving the offer. 


Additionally, HPES’ corporate background investigation unit verifies that applicants have 


furnished us with true information on their formal applications and resumes. After we 


receive the results of the drug test and background investigation, we ask employees to 


sign an offer letter contracting for employment with HPES. Besides the appropriate 


employment contracts, new hires are also required to complete a Conflict of Interest 


Disclosure form to help protect the privacy of HPES and its customers, including 


DHCFP. 


• Performing job acclimation—An important feature of our hiring method is the new 


employee orientation or “on-boarding” process, which occurs after the employee starts 


work. This allows individuals to learn about HPES’ philosophies and culture. Additionally, 


we assign mentors to new employees to provide workplace orientation and enhance on-


the-job training. The orientation covers the following topics: 


− Corporate policies and ethics 


− Nevada MMIS organization 


− Diversity in the workplace 


− Safety training  


− Quality awareness 


− Fraud prevention and awareness 


− Security and Privacy  


− Code of Conduct 


Policies to Mitigate and Fill Vacancies  


Inevitably with a project of this scale, there will be a certain amount of staff members who 


leave the project. Our goal is to provide a rewarding environment to effectively minimize the 


amount of attrition and have strong procedures in place to proactively plan for fulfillment of 


vacancies without impacting the project. 


Our procedures are built on a foundation of the following: 
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• Cross-training of staff—Our practice is to have continual cross-training of our staff to 


allow staff to better understand other areas of the project and provide backup support to 


handle increased workload demands, illness, and vacancies. We have set a goal for 


staff to spend a minimum of 20 hours a year being cross-trained in another area. Our 


people will be trained and prepared to step in so that work progresses and we deliver on 


our commitments to DHCFP while we work to permanently fill the vacancy. 


• Staff progression planning—Another goal of our career planning approach is to 


continually develop staff and prepare them for increasing responsibilities throughout their 


careers. To help develop staff for advancement and promote operational continuity, our 


staff progression planning program integrates with our career development planning so 


that candidates for key positions are identified before actual needs. This proactive 


identification process allows opportunities for mentoring and developmental activities 


beyond cross-training to groom our employees for future openings in advanced positions 


because of expected or unexpected vacancies. This approach minimizes the impact of 


staff departures on the project by having an available pool of resources that are trained, 


prepared, and ready to fill those vacancies. 


• Rapid response team for sudden vacancies—If unexpected vacancies arise that 


threaten the timely completion of work, HPES will take the following actions to fill those 


vacancies in a timely fashion:  


− Request existing staff to handle additional workloads for short periods of time 


− Obtain additional contingency staff from within our organization such as the 


following: 


� Staff members involved in other local accounts 


� Staff members rotated from other MMIS accounts  


− Obtain additional temporary staff from our staffing subcontractor partners who can 


provide qualified personnel on short notice to supplement our staff 


At the same time as temporary staff is put in place to allow us to continue to deliver on our 


commitments, we also will begin the process to permanently fill the vacancy following 


established processes for staff acquisition and recruitment. 


Tools for Resource Management 


During the Transition Period, Microsoft Project Office will be used as the tool to manage the 


activities of the resource management processes including document, tracking and 


managing the process of staff acquisition, on-boarding, training and start-up. During 


Transition, HPES will install HP PPM. The HP PPM tool facilitates a means to integrate 


resource allocation and management with the physical project schedule providing better 


visibility and control of resource management activities. 
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Communications, Tracking, and Reporting for Resource 


Management 


During the life of the contract, we will communicate resource information to the State on an 


agreed-on basis. During transition, we will keep DHCFP apprised of recruiting, staffing, on-


boarding, and training activities for all resources through our weekly transition progress 


reporting process. 


Training for Resources 


Every employee has unique qualities and skills, and we have worked diligently to verify that 


our HR solution recognizes the value and specific needs of each person. Our solution 


incorporates communication activities, knowledge transfer, organizational change, total 


compensation and benefits, retention, learning and development, and performance 


management. 


We recognize that employees, who are eager to learn, assimilate knowledge, and share that 


knowledge is key to delivering exceptional customer experiences. For that reason, we invest 


significantly in lifelong learning and development—providing employees dynamic and 


innovative growth opportunities throughout their careers.  


New employees who hire into HP find a challenging and rewarding place to work, with a 


focus on continued learning and career development. After their initial “who we are and what 


we do” introduction to HP during the hiring process, new employees continue to learn about 


HP through a structured on-boarding program. This program comprises a series of courses, 


self-paced study, and one-on-one activities designed to provide new employees with a high 


level of comfort working within the HP environment.  


HP places a strong emphasis on providing the right training, to the right individuals, at the 


right time. We are committed to providing comprehensive quality training in support of the 


Takeover MMIS Project and the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs. 


grow@HP Portal 


HP offers employees a one-stop gateway for their learning and career development needs: 


the grow@HP portal. Through the grow@HP portal, which is available to HP employees 24 


hours a day, 7 days a week, employees have access to almost thousands of courses and 


other online reference materials. This portal enables HP employees to connect with the right 


processes and tools for training, career planning, coaching and mentoring, and leveraging 


enterprise knowledge.  


Career Planning and Development 


We are committed to enabling employees to achieve their personal career goals. To 


maintain a knowledgeable work force, we provide employees with extensive information 


about the career planning process. HP Career Planning and Development is an iterative 


process that directs employees through the stages of career planning: assess interests, 


identify types of job roles and skills required in the business, develop career goals, identify 
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performance improvement opportunities, and finally take action on the goals and move 


forward in their careers.  


We provide the tools and resources; employees provide the energy and motivation to invest 


in their careers. Employees must assume ownership and ultimate responsibility for their 


career planning and development. HP leaders play a key role in guiding and assisting 


employees throughout the process.  


By participating in the HP Career Planning and Development process, employees can 


develop a portfolio of skills and knowledge that may position them for work that is both 


important to HP and meaningful to their career goals.  


The individual development plan (IDP) is a template used to capture an employee’s career 


goals and development planning information.  


In the Explore Phase, employees can explore ways to develop their skills and acquire new 


knowledge. During this phase, employees can research the development options associated 


with potential job roles in the portal. 


Our commitment to career development enables us to attract and retain a high-performance 


work force. Because HP supports a diverse range of customers in many industry sectors, 


employees can gain new experiences through a career mobility policy that enables them to 


support clients in any industry. The purpose of HP’s Career Mobility Policy is to empower 


our employees to proactively manage their careers and assist them in fully realizing their 


potential while working at HP. 


Quality Measures for Resource Management 


Effective resource management produces excellent technical and service delivery and a 


strong level of employee satisfaction. Rewards and recognition are critical to employee 


retention as well as employee satisfaction. Resources that are brought on for the Transition 


Period may be redeployed to other accounts after their transition work is complete. The 


HPES Resource Management approach takes into account employee retention, employee 


satisfaction and employee reassignments to maintain the service delivery levels required for 


operations of the Nevada MMIS. 


Employee Satisfaction 


As our main touch point with customers, partners, and communities, our employees put 


HP’s best face forward daily, around the world. That is why HP fosters an environment 


where people are empowered to make decisions that positively affect our customers. 


Empowered employees are more satisfied with their jobs and feel a greater sense of 


ownership in their environment. 


The following corporate initiatives play a critical role in motivating and retaining employees:  


• Recognition and appreciation 


• Work-life balance  


• Social and community activities 


• Communications 
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Releasing Resources 


With the scale and complexity of this project, it is inevitable that a certain amount of staff will 


come on board to support the Takeover effort, and when they have accomplished their tasks 


will move on to other projects. 


Staff planning will be critical to a successful and smooth release of staff from the project. 


The HPES Management Team and Project Office will continually monitor the staffing needs. 


These staff assessment needs will help the team execute the staffing plans to make the 


right resources are available and release staff to go on to other projects. 


If a resource is no longer needed on a particular area or phase of the project, we first look to 


determine if the resource: 


• Has appropriate skills sets to perform work in another areas of the project 


• Should be trained to support other areas of the project 


• Can be placed in other healthcare projects within the corporation 


• Can be placed in non-healthcare projects within the corporation 


It is our goal to use our staff and provide continued employment. If the situation arises 


where there are no other appropriate roles available within the corporation, HP adheres to 


the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification (WARN) Act that offers protection to 


workers, their families, and communities by requiring employers to provide notice 60 days in 


advance of qualified layoffs. 


We understand that staffing level changes might occur and that at some point the contract 


term may end. We understand the critical need for regular communication throughout this 


process to give staff assurance and reduce employee flight. We plan early so that as we get 


closer to the end date and experience attrition we use staffing agencies to support 


backfilling positions until we get to the desired staffing level. As a corporation, HP has solid 


retention plans and will activate for critical staff that we need to maintain to prevent 


disruption to service. 


Employees who transition to other HP accounts will enjoy far-reaching career options across 


a variety of industries and functions. We give employees the opportunity to continue to grow 


in their current field of expertise or to decide on a different career path.  


Rewards and Recognition 


We employ a performance management framework designed to elevate the performance of 


individuals and connect their work to the overall company strategy. The four parts of HP’s 


performance management framework are as follows: 


• Goal setting and cascading 


• Monitoring and feedback  


• Assessing performance 


• Rewarding and recognizing performance 


This simple framework is connected to our business and work force planning, talent 


management, and career and professional development processes. Together with strong 
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leadership and an innovative culture, HP’s performance management approach contributes 


to a talented, engaged, and competitive work force that delivers value to clients and 


shareholders alike. 


Total Compensation 


Ongoing compensation and benefits strategies are important to attracting and retaining 


skilled personnel to support Nevada’s services. We offer a total compensation and benefit 


package that provides a competitive, performance-based opportunity for all employees. 


Overall, we have a benefit package that is competitive and comparable with other Fortune 


100 corporations.  


HP’s total rewards compensation program is built on the following basic principles:  


• People are critical to our success. 


• HP pays for performance through pay plans that measure and reward company 


performance and individual performance. 


• Providing market-competitive compensation, rewards, and benefits enables HP to attract 


and retain a talented, diverse work force. 


Our compensation policy and philosophies are designed to link individual rewards to value-


add contributions that result in customer, individual, and team unit success. To be effective, 


the compensation program must do more than attract, motivate, and retain employees; it 


must also reward individuals for contributions that result in the corporation’s success. 


17.8.9 Communications Management 


17.8.9 Communications management to ensure effective information generation, documentation, 


storage, transmission and disposal of project information. 


The purpose of the communication management plan required by this RFP is to provide a 


framework for coordinating the communications that will occur during the Nevada MMIS 


program. The intent of this approach is to deliver the right messages at the right time to 


individuals that will be impacted by the program. This document describes the processes 


used to manage internal, external, and project communications during the Start-Up, 


Transitions and Operations contract periods.  


Because of the widespread impact of the Nevada MMIS project, effective communication 


and coordination is essential. The project manager is responsible for coordinating and 


communicating project issues, risks, status, and key strategic decisions that may impact the 


project. This communications management plan is created to provide timely and appropriate 


communications on these key messages to the stakeholders. It is through the execution of 


this plan that stakeholders associated with the Nevada MMIS program will be informed of 


project plans, progress, and issues. 


The objectives of the communications management plan are as follows:  


• Educate stakeholders on how the Nevada MMIS project enables the State to provide the 


highest quality care in the most cost-efficient manner possible 
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• Educate stakeholders on their role to make the Nevada MMIS project successful 


• Mobilize key State stakeholders on the Nevada MMIS project and other organizations 


(such as provider organizations) 


• Build commitment to the Nevada MMIS project across all stakeholders 


• Develop understanding and ownership of the goals and time frame of the project across 


all stakeholders 


• Inform stakeholders about forthcoming change and any possible impact resulting from 


the Nevada MMIS project 


• Motivate staff to operate productively and effectively 


• Communicate status regarding the progress of the project and enhance visibility of 


upcoming milestones 


• Minimize risk of adverse reactions to the Nevada MMIS project 


• Clearly communicate the benefits and challenges that the System Operations phase will 


present, the consequences of not succeeding in this effort, and the stakeholders’ roles in 


making it successful 


• Provide a forum for and encourage two-way communication 


• Evaluate, direct and escalate issues to appropriate arenas for resolution 


• Generate enthusiasm and excitement by acknowledging and celebrating progress and 


successes 


Communication is an important tool to facilitate, manage, and promote change. The 


following exhibit, Stages of Commitment outlines the stages of commitment and highlights 


proven communication planning and proven practices. This framework forms the foundation 


for Nevada’s communication plan. 
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Stages of Commitment 


 


The overall result of effective communication implementing these objectives will be the 


movement of stakeholders through the four stages of commitment.  


Critical Success Factors 


The following factors are critical to the success of the Communications Management Plan. 


• Ownership—The project will seek out champions and communicators within our 


constituencies because the messages will be more powerful coming from them. The 


HPES Takeover project manager (Transition) and the HPES PMO (Operations) will 


engage these communicators with key strategic business messages, helping them feel 


comfortable speaking about the Nevada MMIS project to their respective audiences. 


• Content—Communication must be relevant, meaningful and at an appropriate level of 


detail for the target audience. The message should convey realistic expectations by 


dealing openly with the impact of change. 


• Flexibility—Timing is everything when it comes to communicating with key audiences. 


The project must communicate results rather than plans that have yet to be realized. It 


must listen to the impact of communications and adjust its approach accordingly. 


• Simplicity—The project will design messages that are short and to the point. It will use 


anecdotes to promote the Nevada MMIS and planned changes through real-life success 


stories. It will also leverage existing communications opportunities wherever possible. 


• Timeliness—Information must be shared in a timely manner to allow stakeholders 


opportunities to process project-related information and to react. 


• Two-way Flow—The project will always look for opportunities to solicit information as 


well as offer it. Finally, it will always “close the loop.” 
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Our HPES leadership team, led by our account manager, Lola Jordan, is organized to 


provide strong lines of communication between HPES and DHCFP. Our leaders and project 


managers are empowered to open the appropriate lines of communication with DHCFP and 


other key Nevada MMIS stakeholders when necessary to enable “right time” decision-


making.  


HPES and DHCFP Roles and Responsibilities 


The roles and responsibilities associated with HPES and DHCFP roles for executing 


communication management plan are outlined in the following exhibit, Roles and 


Responsibilities. 


Roles and Responsibilities 


Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


Steering Committee DHCFP Communications review and 
approval 


• Provide communication 


management process 


oversight 


• Review and approve 


significant communications as 


needed 


• Provide strategic vision into 


key business messages 


• Provide oversight for 


communications with external 


stakeholders 


HPES Executive 
Leadership 


HPES HPES Single Point of 
Contact 


• Provides overall leadership 


and single point of contact for 


all areas of the Nevada MMIS 


project 


Takeover Project 
Manager 
(Transition) 


HPES Project 
Management Office 
(PMO) (Operations) 


HPES Status Meeting Schedule 
maintenance and 
monitoring 


• Verify that communication 


management processes are 


operating effectively 


• Maintain schedule for major 


recurring status meetings 


• Assist in the development of 


key business messages for 


communication 


• Develop standards and 
templates for project 
communications and validate 
compliance across the project 


• Participate in project status 


meetings 


• Coordinate communications 
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Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


across various projects and 


initiatives 


• Develop and maintain 


Communications Management 


Plan 


• Monitor communications 


effectiveness across program 


• Provide oversight for 


communications with external 


stakeholders 


• Train team members on the 


communications standards 


DHCFP Project 
Manager 


DHCFP Communication 
management supervision 
and execution 


• Assist in the development of 


key business messages for 


communication 


• Identify communications 


needs 


• Validate that communications 


are effective and efficient 


• Participate in project status 


meetings 


• Coordinate communications 


across various projects and 


initiatives 


• Monitor communications 


effectiveness across program 


• Provide oversight for 


communications with external 


stakeholders 


HPES Project 
Managers 


HPES Communication 
management execution 


• Deliver appropriate 


communications to their 


project teams 


• Identify communications 


needs relevant to their 


specialization 


• Facilitate team status 


meetings 


• Participate in project status 


meetings 


• Use project communications 


processes and standards 
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Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


Nevada MMIS 
Project Team 
Members 


HPES Communication 
management execution 


• Identify communications 


needs 


• Participate in team and project 


status meetings 


• Use project communications 


processes and standards 


 


Elements of Communication 


The following outlines our approach to identifying the communication elements to support 


the Nevada MMIS project. 


Stakeholders and Audience Groups 


Audience groups for the Nevada MMIS project are broken down into two broad groups: 


• Internal Stakeholders 


• External Stakeholders  


Internal Stakeholders 


This audience communicates project-specific information on a frequent basis. The internal 


stakeholders include the following groups: 


• DHCFP 


− Steering Committee 


− Project Sponsor 


− Project Manager 


− Project Staff 


− Quality Assurance Monitor 


− Users 


• HPES 


− Takeover Project Manager 


− Takeover Systems Manager/IT Manager 


− Account Manager 


− Claims Manager 


− Training Manager 


− Fiscal Manager 


− Provider Services Manager 


− Pharmacy Benefits Manager 


− Health Care Management Manager 


− Project managers 
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− HPES team members 


− Subcontractors 


External Stakeholders 


Communications with the following stakeholders will take place on an as-needed basis. 


These stakeholders include the following: 


• Providers 


• Beneficiaries 


• Potential enrollees 


• Other State staff beyond DHCFP 


• Lawmakers, advocates, and lobbyists 


• Public/media 


Key Business Issues and Messages 


Every communication has a purpose: to bring the audience to an appropriate level of 


awareness or understanding about the project. Effective communications focus on and 


reinforce the need for change. Business issues and key messages explain the context and 


necessity to change, and form the foundation for communication. 


The HPES Takeover project manager (Transition) and the HPES PMO (Operations) will 


work with the owner of each meeting or communication to identify key messages and 


validate that communications clearly convey these key messages, thus meeting the goals 


outlined in the Communication Management Plan. 


Channels for Communication 


Communication channels are the vehicles that are used in delivering key messages to target 


audiences at specified times. The effectiveness of these channels depends on factors such 


as audience, content quality, context of the message, and delivery timing. As shown by the 


following exhibit, Communication Process and Channels it is important to use varied 


channels while communicating with diverse audience groups. What works for one group 


may not prove effective for others. 
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Communication Process and Channels 


 


Communication and feedback channels fall into three broad categories: face-to-face, paper-


based, and technology-based. Some will be more or less suitable for different audience 


groups and different communication objectives.  


• Face-to-Face Channels—Include meetings, presentations, and one-on-one 


discussions, and are the primary mechanism for communication.  


• Paper-Based Channels—Include internal memos, customer notices, reports, and 


feedback forms. 


• Technology-Based Channels—Include email, HP Audio Conferencing, HP Virtual 


Room, SharePoint, and the HP reporting functions. 


Communicators 


As important as the message is the deliverer of the message, or the communicator. It is 


important that the communicators have credibility with their audience and for the message 


they are delivering. It is also important that the communicators are supported and trained in 


communication skills. The HPES Takeover project manager (Transition) and the HPES PMO 


(Operations) will support communicators with standard templates and business messaging 


for communications. 
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Formal and Informal Communication 


Maintaining accurate, verifiable, and timely communications entails both informal and formal 


lines of communication.  


Informal working lines of communication will be created and maintained. Informal 


communications consist of email, conversations or telephone calls and serve to supplement 


and enhance formal communications. Because of the varied types and ad hoc nature of 


informal communications, they are not discussed specifically in this plan.  


At the same time, project reporting and control will be provided through formal 


communications (such as monthly progress reports and leadership meetings) to official lines 


of authority. The project will maintain a formal communication schedule of these planned 


communications. 


Communication Standards 


The HPES PO will maintain templates for written communications including agendas, 


minutes, memos, presentations, and email headers. The project will also maintain a writing 


style guideline.  


Internal Project Communication 


The internal communications process does the following: 


• Streamlines the communication efforts of the project team 


• Reduces the number of redundant requests for information 


• Enables a large group of people to send consistent messages 


• Encourages the use of best available information to make project decisions 


• Facilitates sensitivity to concerns or issues identified within the project team or user 


community 


The following is a list of some of the regular internal project meetings that will facilitate 


sharing of information.  


• Semi Monthly Project Status Meetings during start-up 


• Weekly Project Status Meeting during transition 


• Weekly Project Status/Prioritization Meetings during operations 


Individual project teams will determine their own regular meeting schedules, and ad hoc 


gatherings will occur throughout the project lifespan. Key project meetings are documented 


in the Formal Communication Schedule. Attendees for ad hoc meetings will be determined 


by the meeting facilitator.  


External Communication Plan 


Ongoing communication with external stakeholders is crucial. Various external stakeholders 


as listed above often have different and changing priorities. The HPES communication 


approach focuses on early and frequent communication with key representatives within 


external stakeholders’ organizations. In particular, a combination of formal and informal 
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communication activities facilitate effective and efficient communication. This fosters a 


collaborative environment for coordinating system changes, schedules, and status. 


Reaching the Provider Community 


System changes can result in changes to the way that various providers work with DHCFP. 


To promote understanding and acceptance among this community, the HPES Takeover 


project manager (Transition) and the HPES PMO (Operations) will work through the 


Provider Services Operation to identify impacts and coordinate appropriate and timely 


communication to stakeholders in the provider community. This coordination will consist of 


the following key activities: 


• Informing—Making sure that the Provider Services Operation is aware of the project 


calendar and upcoming changes (through the planning meetings, PO reports, and so 


forth)  


• Verifying—Validating that the Provider Services Operation is following prescribed 


processes (including DHCFP and Provider Services Operation standard) for creating 


communications, such as, preparing material, holding appropriate training sessions, and 


mailing letters, and so on 


• Reporting—Providing status in the regular status meetings on conformance to agreed-


on performance standards, such as status reports, and so on 


• Follow up—Areas where exceptions to the performance standards are noted, instituting 


a “corrective action plan” process 


Media Requests 


Any requests for information or interviews from a media agency will be directed to the 


account manager by project staff. The account manager will coordinate responses to such 


requests with the project sponsor and sponsor’s public information officer. 


Tools for Communication Management  


During the transition period, HPES will use Microsoft Office Suite applications and the 


SharePoint repository to capture, track, monitor, and disseminate project communications. 


The Operations Communication Management Plan uses the HP PPM tool for documenting, 


tracking, and managing project status, progress, and statistics. See the MMIS 


Communication Management Plan in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material in the 


Confidential Technical Information binder.  


We feel there is not a single way to provide good communication. Therefore, HPES uses a 


wide range of communications services to support ongoing operational and project 


communication. HPES will use the extensive communication services at our disposal to 


effectively manage and support the Nevada MMIS project. These communication services 


include the following: 


• Face-to-face on-site and off-site meetings 
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• Audio conferencing services 


• HP Virtual Room, a service that allows users to present and share 


information/presentations using a web-based portal 


• SharePoint, a tool for collaboration and sharing of documents, discussion threads, and 


other materials through an easily accessible web portal 


• Email 


• Written documentation 


• HP PPM for real time project status 


Communication Management Tracking and Reporting 


The HPES Takeover Project Management (Transition) and the HPES PMO (Operations) will 


centralize reporting for transition and systems related projects. During the Start-up phase, 


project reporting is standardized and the format is submitted to DHCFP for approval. This 


will include project status/progress, issue reporting, risk reporting and other project related 


reporting. This centralized project reporting will provide the overall state of the Nevada 


MMIS project and recent status updates. 


Training for Communication Management  


Team members are required to read the Communication Management Plan as part of the 


Nevada MMIS project orientation. Additional communication management training may be 


conducted as needed throughout the life of the program to provide team members with 


continued instruction in following the communication management process. 


Quality Measures for Communication Management 


Feedback and Measuring Effectiveness 


Feedback is critical to supporting the ongoing effectiveness of Nevada MMIS 


communication. Besides determining whether people feel our communicators are doing a 


credible job, feedback will focus on finding the answers to a series of questions, such as 


whether people do the following: 


• Understand what the program will deliver 


• Understand when the program will deliver specified capabilities 


• Understand the progress of the program 


• Understand the issues of the program 


• Feel they have been involved in what is happening 


• Feel they have had a chance to voice their opinions 


• Feel their questions have been answered 


• Believe in the program and “own” the program 


By evaluating feedback we will be able to adapt the Communication Management Plan in 


order to meet the needs of the audience at any given point in time. This will enable 


continuous improvement for future communication. 
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Face-to-face communication events (such as communication sessions, workshops and 


management walkabouts) will provide an opportunity for the audience to give feedback 


directly to the communicators. Other channels will include physical feedback forms and 


surveys. 


Details of the feedback received about the Nevada MMIS program communication, together 


with any subsequent changes to the plan, will be given to program management at 


designated meetings. 


Formal Communication Schedule 


The following chart describes the planned communications that Nevada MMIS Project staff 


is responsible for or participate in. Other impromptu meetings occur, as needed, to resolve 


issues or problems that arise within DHCFP and with external agencies. The final schedule, 


including all interface partner meetings and other regularly scheduled project meetings, will 


be developed following project kickoff. 


Formal Communication Schedule 


Type Owner Audience Content Frequency Media 


Steering 
Committee 
Meetings 


DHCFP Executive 
Management 


Strategic review and 
direction of the overall 
program 


As directed 
by DHCFP 


Meeting 


Steering 
Committee 
Meeting 
Minutes 


HPES Executive 
Management 


Documentation of 
Steering Committee 
Meetings 


As directed 
by DHCFP 


Report 


Semi Monthly 
Project Status 
Meeting (Start-
Up) 


HPES DHCFP and 
HPES 


Review of the Start-Up 
activities, progress, 
issues and risks. 


Semi 
Monthly 


Meeting 


Semi Monthly 
Project Status 
Reports (Start-
Up) 


HPES DHCFP and 
HPES 


The Semi Monthly Project 
Progress reports will 
include both quantitative 
and qualitative 
information on program 
progress, deliverable 
status, and risks and 
issue information. The 
Semi Monthly Project 
Progress report will use 
stop light reporting to 
show project status at a 
high level so that 
stakeholders can get a 
summary view of the 
progress. 


Semi 
Monthly 


Report 
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Type Owner Audience Content Frequency Media 


Weekly Project 
Status Meeting 
(Transition) 


HPES DHCFP and 
HPES 


Review of the Transition 
activities, progress, 
issues and risks. 


Weekly Meeting 


Weekly Project 
Status Reports 
(Transition) 


HPES DHCFP and 
HPES 


The Weekly Project 
Progress reports will 
include both quantitative 
and qualitative 
information on program 
progress, deliverable 
status, and risks and 
issue information. The 
Semi Monthly Project 
Progress report will use 
stop light reporting to 
show project status at a 
high level so that 
stakeholders can get a 
summary view of the 
progress. 


Weekly Report 


Weekly 
Systems 
Status and 
Prioritization 
Meeting 


HPES DHCFP and 
HPES 


The Weekly Systems 
Status and Prioritization 
Meeting provide status of 
ongoing systems projects 
and allows key 
stakeholders to address 
and define prioritization of 
upcoming projects.  


Weekly Meeting 


  


17.8.10 Risk Management 


17.8.10 Risk management to ensure that risks are identified, planned for, analyzed, communicated 


and acted upon effectively. 


The purpose of the Risk Management Plan is to outline the process for managing risks for 


the Nevada MMIS program. Management of risks includes systematically identifying and 


assessing risks, determining risk mitigation and contingency plans, and monitoring and 


reporting progress in reducing risk. Our overall approach includes the following major steps 


as identified in our Risk Management Process Overview: 


• Understanding Risk Policies 


• Risk Planning 


• Risk Identification 


• Risk Analysis 


• Risk Mitigation and Contingency Planning 


• Risk Monitoring and Control 


• Risk Mitigation and Contingency Plan Execution, if needed 
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• Risk Communications 


• Risk Closure 


HPES and DHCFP Roles and Responsibilities 


The roles and responsibilities associated with HPES and DHCFP roles for executing this 


plan are outlined in the following exhibit, Roles and Responsibilities. 


Roles and Responsibilities 


Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


Steering Committee DHCFP Risk mitigation decision-
making 


• Review and approve Risk 


Mitigation and Contingency Plans 


• Assist with risk mitigation as 


necessary 


HPES Executive 
Leadership 


HPES HPES Single Point of 
Contact 


• Provides overall leadership and 


single point of contact for all areas 


of the Nevada MMIS project 


HPES Takeover 
Project Manager 
(Transition) 


HPES Project 
Management Office 
(PMO) (Operations) 


HPES Risk management 
oversight and execution 


• Oversee execution of Risk 


Management process on the 


project 


• Develop and maintain Risk 


Management Plan 


• Facilitate risk management 


process across Nevada MMIS 


projects and phases 


• Participate in regular risk meetings 


as necessary 


• Facilitate risk escalation  


• Facilitate risk response planning 


• Facilitate risk mitigation plan and 


contingency plan approval 


• Conduct risk management process 


training 


• Communicate risk management 


process and process changes to 


project team members 


• Track and manage metrics related 


to the risk management process 


• Develop risk management status 


reports 


• Review risk management process 


for process improvement updates 


periodically 
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Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


HPES Project 
Manager 


HPES Risk management 
execution 


• Oversee execution of risk 


management process on the 


project 


• Facilitate mitigation of project-level 


risks as necessary 


• Escalate risks per guidelines 


• Attend Work group project status 


meetings as necessary 


• Execute risk management 


processes 


• Facilitate continuous identification 


of risks  


• Review, approve, and assign risks 


• Facilitate development and 


execution of risk mitigation and 


Contingency Plans 


• Monitor and track risks  


• Review risk management process 


for process improvement updates 


periodically 


DHCFP Project 
Manager 


DHCFP Risk planning and 
monitoring 


• Monitor risks and contingency 


plans 


• Participate in risk contingency 


planning as needed 


• Review and approve risk mitigation 


and contingency plans 


• Review and approve risk closeout 


HPES Project Team 
Leads 


HPES Risk Management Plan 
execution 


• Identify risks 


• Document and report risks  


• Attend project status meetings, as 


necessary 
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Title Staffed By Process Role Role Description and Actions 


Risk Owner  DHCFP 
and HPES 


Risk Management Plan 
execution 


• Analyze and assess assigned risks 


• Develop and implement approved 


mitigation strategies for assigned 


risks 


• Help Project Teams create Risk 


Response Plans including Risk 


Mitigation and Contingency Plans 


• Mitigate assigned risks 


• Keep risk and associated 


mitigation and contingency 


strategies current throughout the 


life cycle 


• Implement approved Risk 


Contingency Plans if risk should 


occur 


Risk Identifier DHCFP 
and HPES 


Risk Management Plan 
execution 


• Identify risks 


• Document and report risks  


• Participate in project risk meetings 


Risk Management Process Overview 


The Risk Management Plan outlines how we will identify, manage, and control Nevada 


MMIS transition and enhancement project risks continuously through the life of the Nevada 


MMIS program. We will work with the project teams to quickly identify, assign, and mitigate 


risks affecting the Nevada MMIS program.  


Risk Management Policies 


We plan to conduct risk management using the inputs from IEEE 1540-2001, Standard for 


Software Life Cycle Processes-Risk Management and PMBOK, Fourth Edition, Chapter 11, 


Project Risk Management. During transition, we work with DHCFP to tailor our approach to 


DHCFP needs. 


Distinguishing Between Risks and Issues 


Issue and risk management are very similar and depend highly on each other, especially in 


terms of identification, analysis, resolution, and management of risks. We are careful to 


distinguish between issues and risks. An issue is an actual event that may affect schedule, 


scope, quality, or budget. A risk is a possible event that could affect the project negatively or 


positively. Once realized, a risk may become an issue or an opportunity.  


This plan will focus on our approach for managing risks. Refer to the Issue Management 


Plan in section 17.8.4 for more information on the issue management process for the 


Nevada MMIS program. 
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A highly visible system like Nevada MMIS needs an effective plan for identifying and more 


importantly, controlling and mitigating project risks that may threaten the achievement of 


project objectives. Our risk management approach relies on a regular review of Nevada 


MMIS-related risks, systematically identifying and assessing risks, determining risk response 


plans, and monitoring and reporting progress in reducing risk. It is important to understand 


and manage risks throughout the life cycle of the project to minimize the likelihood of risks 


being realized. 


This continuous approach to risk management allows us to address a fundamental principle 


throughout the risk management process, which is responding to changes across time.  


Risk Management Planning 


Our risk management approach begins by planning for risk management as part of our 


overall HPES start-up planning. The output of the planning process is the Risk Management 


Plan with the detailed risk management process.  


Our risk management methodology focuses on the following process tasks:  


• Identification 


• Analysis 


• Planning 


• Implementation 


• Tracking and Control 


• Communications 


This process provides DHCFP with a tested, thorough approach to identifying, mitigating, 


and managing risks, minimizing risk across Nevada MMIS projects and phases. Detail for 


each step in our process is provided in the following sections. We will work with DHCFP to 


confirm and tailor our risk management approach to the DHCFP environment. The workflow 


in the following exhibit, Risk Management Workflow demonstrates how the program works 


with the projects to quickly identify, assign, and resolve risks affecting the Nevada MMIS 


program. 
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Risk Management Workflow 


 


Risk Management Context 


The context in which risk management is conducted in the Nevada MMIS environment is 


critical to understanding how to analyze and address risks on the project. By understanding 


the project objectives and constraints, the project teams are better able to manage risks so 


that project objectives are not negatively impacted.  


We plan to use the approved project scope, performance objectives and exit criteria, and 


schedules as outlined in the project plan and project design documents, as the context for 


conducting risk management. The goal of risk management on the Nevada MMIS project is 


to see that these project- and phase- objectives are successfully fulfilled. 


Identification 


Our risk management process begins with risk identification. Although this is the first step in 


the process, risk identification is an ongoing process. Our risk identification approach 


incorporates historical lessons learned and frequent identification sessions, which help to 


surface major risks early – so that prevention and mitigation actions can begin to support 


achievement of the project schedule, budget, quality, and performance goals. Our approach 


minimizes risks before transition begins by undertaking the risk management activities 


before day one. Further, our approach focuses on continuous identification of risks through 


regular project status meetings.  


We will use our breadth of experience in MMIS systems operations to help DHCFP identify 


risks inherent in transitioning, operating and maintaining the Nevada MMIS. We will use 
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sample risk identification lists from our prior Medicaid projects and systems implementations 


as a starting point for the Nevada MMIS risk identification process. We work with DHCFP to 


customize this list throughout the project life cycle.  


Our risk management approach focuses on risk management being a team effort. Any team 


member can identify a risk. After identifying a risk, the risk identifier then logs it in the 


Decisions Assumptions Issues and Risk (DAIR)  


Risk Identification Methods 


We propose to identify and classify risks using the following methods: 


• Review the system operations phase-specific information in the proposal and other 


project documentation: Risks identified in the proposal serve as a starting point for risk 


identification. These risks include applications, technical, benefits, and other risks. 


• Seek out experts and conduct interviews: During our Requirements Validation and 


Demonstration interviews with key DHCFP staff, we will identify risks for inclusion in the 


DAIR. 


• Review contract: We will review the signed contract (including exhibits and schedules) to 


further identify and document risks. 


• Reference risk documentation: We will assess the results of risk reviews on other, 


similar projects to identify and document risks. 


Further, our approach considers risks that arise from a variety of sources. We use the 


guidelines outlined in the Managing Risk—SEI Series in Software Engineering, 1998 when 


considering risk sources:  


• Project thresholds exceeded, especially metrics threshold 


• Project status meetings 


• New risks previously missed or unforeseen requirements 


• Review project documents 


• Approved change request that imply the critical path, including cost, schedule, and 


scope 


• Current risks whose response requires investigation 


• Outcome or consequence of a separate risk occurrence identified 


Risk Review 


Risks are reviewed regularly by the applicable project team during the project status 


meetings. During this meeting we will: 


• Review and accept the risk 


• Eliminate duplicate risks 


• Verify the initial risk assessment 
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• Assign a risk owner, if the risk is accepted 


• Assess which risks should be escalated for continued analysis and mitigation 


The risk identifier may attend the project status meeting to present the rationale for the 


proposed risk. After being assigned a risk, the risk owner will review the risk at the next 


project status meeting. Further, risks will be reviewed with DHCFP as part of project status 


meetings. 


Analysis 


If the risk is not a duplicate and is noted as being a valid risk, then risk analysis begins. Risk 


analysis is the process of classifying the risk, and then examining and assessing the risk in 


terms of its qualitative impact and probability as well as quantitative schedule or cost impact. 


The goal of risk analysis is to assess and provide leaders with information necessary to 


select the appropriate mitigation strategies and contingency approaches. The following 


subsections describe risk analysis steps for Nevada MMIS. 


Risk Classification Methods 


After a risk is identified, it is classified for the project area that would suffer the greatest 


impact if the risk were to occur. The risk classification is recorded in the DAIR. The following 


are some of the risk categories: 


• Plan/Schedule 


• Organization and Management  


• Development Environment 


• User Involvement 


• Performance 


• Requirements Management 


• Product Characteristics 


• External Environment  


• Personnel 


• Design and Implementation 


• Process 


This listing will provide the basis for Risk Classification. We may identify additional risk 


categories throughout the duration of the contract. 


Qualitative Analysis 


After a risk is classified, the risk owner begins the qualitative risk analysis, which includes 


methods for prioritizing the identified risks for further action. During qualitative analysis, the 


risk owner assigns the risk probability and risk consequence (impact) values to calculate the 


risk exposure. Risk exposure is calculated to provide project leaders the means to focus on 


the risks relative to their risk level (high, medium, or low). 


Risk Probability 


The risk owner begins assessing the risk by assigning a risk probability, which is an 


assessment of the likelihood that the risk will occur. Risk Probability categories ranges, 
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associated percentages, and probability levels are listed in the following exhibit, Risk 


Probability Categories.  


Risk Probability Categories 


Criteria Percentage Probability Level 


Highly Unlikely  < 50% Low 


Possible 50% Medium 


Highly Likely to Near Certainty >50% High 


 


Risk Consequence (Impact) 


After the risk owner assesses Risk Probability, the risk owner assesses Risk Consequence 


also known as Risk Impact. We plan to use an ordinal scale with values ranging from “1” to 


“5” and corresponding Low, Medium, and High consequence designations to measure the 


consequence of the Risk. Our approach assesses Risk Consequence in four performance 


areas: Cost, Schedule, Technological, and Operational.  


The risk owner will determine a value for each performance area that impacts project 


objectives. Many risks will have more than one risk consequence across the performance 


areas. In such cases, the highest risk consequence level will be used when determining the 


overall risk exposure associated with the respective risk. The risk owner enters the highest 


risk consequence level into the DAIR. Risk consequence categories as outlined in the 


following exhibit, Risk Consequence Categories defines the guidelines for determining the 


risk consequence values.  


Risk Consequence Categories 


HP PPM 


Consequence 


(Impact) Scale 


Consequence 


Level 


Cost Schedule Technological Operational 


1 - Very Low Low 0-2% Cost 
Impact to 
project 
baseline 


Minimal 
impact; Less 
than 5% 
impact to 
project 
baseline 


Minimal effect on 
performance 


Minimal effect 
on operations 
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HP PPM 


Consequence 


(Impact) Scale 


Consequence 


Level 


Cost Schedule Technological Operational 


2 – Low Low 3-5% Cost 
Impact to 
project 
baseline 


Additional 
resources 
required; Less 
than 10% 
impact to 
project 
baseline 


Slight effect on 
performance; 
minor reduction 
in technical 
performance 


Slight effect on 
operations 


3 - Moderate Medium 6-10% Cost 
Impact to 
project 
baseline 


Minor slip in 
major 
milestone; 
Less than 
25% impact to 
project 
baseline 


Moderate effect 
on performance; 
significant 
reduction in 
technical/system 
performance 


Moderate 
effect on 
operations 


4 - High High 11-25% 
Cost Impact 
to project 
baseline 


Major slip in 
major 
milestone and 
critical path is 
impacted; 
Less than 
50% impact to 
project 
baseline 


Severe effect on 
performance; 
major reduction 
in 
technical/system 
performance 


Severe effect 
on operations 


5 - Critical High Substantial 
cost impact; 
contract/cost 
increase > 
25% 


Significant 
schedule 
delay. Cannot 
achieve major 
milestone(s); 
50% or more 
impact to 
project 
baseline 


Mission cannot 
be 
accomplished; 
unacceptable 
impact on 
system/technical 
performance.  


Operations 
cease to 
function 


 


Risk Exposure 


After the Risk Probability and Risk Consequence levels are set, the Risk Exposure is 


calculated. Risk Exposure is a means to help prioritize and rank risks relative to one 


another. The Risk Exposure values are High, Medium and Low. For example, if the Risk 


Exposure is High (from High Risk Consequence and High Risk Probability), the Risk Priority 


Level is set to High. This method of setting Risk Exposure enables the HPES and project 


teams to use consistent risk exposure guidelines, as shown in the following exhibit, Risk 


Exposure Matrix. 
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Risk Exposure Matrix 


Risk Exposure Probability 


Impact 
 High Medium Low 


High High High Medium 


Medium High Medium Low 


Low Medium Low Low 


 


The Risk Exposure Matrix depicts low-level risks in green cells, medium-level risks in yellow 


cells, and high-level risks in red cells. These guidelines establish a standard and reliable 


ranking system to prioritize risks and conduct further risk evaluation. The Risk Exposure 


Matrix with mapped risks will be shared with DHCFP as part of the regular project status 


report and regular project status meeting. We classify risks with their high/medium/low and 


red/yellow/green color designation when discussing and reporting risks. 


Risk Severity 


Risk severity also plays a part in the qualitative assessment of risk impact. Risk exposure 


and the risk time frame determine the relative risk severity. The risk owner determines the 


risk time frame and enters it into the DAIR. Risk severity is aligned to the calculated risk 


priority. The risk time frame provides leaders with a view of when the risk is most likely to 


occur and impacts the mitigation and contingency plans for the risk.  


Each project team will review and approve the risk time frame during project status 


meetings. The time frame (short-term, medium-term, or long-term), as described in the 


following exhibit, Risk Time Frame Description will let the project team know which project 


phase will be impacted if the risk were to materialize and become an issue. 


Risk Time Frame Description 


Time Frame Description 


Short-Term Most likely to occur in less than six months 


Medium-Term Most likely to occur between six months to one year 


Long-Term Most likely to occur in a period of greater than one year 


 


We combine the risk exposure with the risk time frame to determine risk severity. We assess 


the risk severity to determine which risks needs to be addressed first in the short-term.  


Further, risk severity is a major factor that goes into overall risk priority and the creation of 


Risk Mitigation and Contingency Plans. Risks with High Severity are addressed first and 


require both Risk Mitigation Plans and Contingency Plans. The following exhibit, Risk 


Severity Table provides a risk severity mapping. The risk owner will use the criteria identified 


in the exhibit as a guide for assessing risk severity. The project team will review the 


designation as part of the regular project status meeting. 
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Risk Severity Table 


Risk Time Frame Risk Severity 


Low Medium High 


Short-Term High High Medium 


Medium-Term High Medium Low 


Long-Term Medium Low Low 


 


Level of Control 


The risk owner will assess the level of control the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project has over 


the causes of the risk. The risk owner will make a note of the level of control in the DAIR. 


Because risk mitigation plans are created to reduce the causes of a risk, the level of control 


is another major factor in the decision to create a risk mitigation plan or a contingency plan. 


A low value for level of control indicates minimal control over the consequence or probability 


of the risk; while a higher value indicates extensive control over the risk. The risk owner will 


assess level of control based on the guidelines in the following exhibit, Risk Level of Control. 


Risk Level of Control 


Level of Control Description 


None HPES Project Team/DHCFP have no ability to control Consequence or 
Probability of Risk 


Minimal HPES Project Team/DHCFP have minimal ability to control Consequence or 
Probability of Risk 


Shared HPES Project Team/DHCFP share ability to control Consequence or 
Probability of Risk with another State office, agency, or department 


Moderate HPES Project Team/DHCFP have a moderate ability to control the 
Consequence or Probability of Risk 


Significant HPES Project Team/DHCFP have a significant ability to control the 
Consequence or Probability of Risk 


 


The Distinguishing between Risk Mitigation Plans and Contingency Plans section in this 


document provides more detail about how Level of Control is used when creating Risk 


Mitigation Plans and Contingency Plans.  


Quantitative Analysis 


Quantitative analysis assesses the value of cost and schedule impacts associated with 


risks. In some cases, quantitative risk analysis may not be required to develop effective risk 


responses; however, this decision remains at the discretion of the project team. If the project 


team decides that quantitative risk analysis is necessary, the risk owner will assess the 


schedule and cost impacts associated with the risk across project teams. This may include 


working with the impacted organizations or project teams to determine a collective view of 
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the overall schedule and cost impact to the project. The estimate must include all costs, 


such as additional staff costs, additional subcontractor time, and equipment. Risk owners 


will assess the schedule impact as to how many days the risk will affect the project 


schedule.  


Planning 


After risks have been identified, assessed, and analyzed, the next step is to determine how 


to handle each risk. Risk planning is the activity that identifies, evaluates, and selects 


options to set risk at acceptable levels given program constraints and objectives. 


Implementing rigorous risk planning activities enable program success. Risk planning is also 


known as risk treatment. The planning includes the specifics of what we will do, when we will 


do it, and who will handle the risk.  


A key part of risk planning is to determine the approach for mitigating the risk impact. Risk 


mitigation approaches will include the following: 


• Risk Control—Management says, “I take the necessary measures required to control 


this risk, re-evaluating it continuously, and develop mitigation or contingency plans. I will 


do what is expected.” 


• Risk Transfer—Management says, “I will share this risk with others through insurance 


or a warranty, or transfer the entire risk to them. I also may consider partitioning the risk 


across hardware and/or software interfaces.” 


• Risk Investigation—Management says “No clear solution for this risk can be currently 


identified, and further research is required before risk mitigation can occur.” 


• Risk Acceptance—Management says “This risk is outside the sphere of influence of 


project or organization management, and can therefore only be ’accepted.’” An 


acceptance response may be appropriate for a legislative or legal risk, over which the 


project has no control, or the approach the project would need to take for resolution is 


not cost-effective. 


• Risk Avoidance—Management says, “I will not accept this option because of the 


potentially unfavorable results. I will change the design to preclude the risk or change 


the requirements that lead to the risk.” 


The risk owner works with the appropriate stakeholders to develop the appropriate risk 


mitigation approach. After deciding how to handle the risk, the risk owner incorporates it into 


a Risk Action Plan. We expect that Risk Control will be the most employed risk planning 


approach for the Nevada MMIS program; however, a combination of approaches may be 


used based on the individual risk. 


Our planning approach provides DHCFP with clear insight into the risks of the Nevada MMIS 


program. We will work within the organizational structure to provide comprehensive risk 


planning that addresses risks at all severity levels with the Nevada MMIS program, as 


shown in the following exhibit, Risk Management Action Planning. We plan to use risk 


thresholds based on risk severity to determine the planning action and attention level for the 


risk. We will work with the DHCFP Project Office to confirm the thresholds. Project teams 
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will review risks against the thresholds, and decide which risks require further analysis and 


planning efforts to determine the appropriate responses to the identified risks. Risk 


thresholds will be evaluated periodically to verify the thresholds levels continue to be 


appropriate for the project teams. 


Risk Management Action Planning 


Severity Management 


Action Required 


Stakeholder 


Involvement 


Risk Management Action Required 


 


High 


Management 
Intervention 


DHCFP, HPES  • Actively manage and coordinate risk 


management actions including Risk 


Mitigation Plan and Risk Contingency Plan 


• Communicate risk to organization and 


external stakeholders 


• Establish monitoring plan with incremental 


milestones and treatment actions 


• Track risk as per plan  


• Review actions at Risk Review and project 


status meetings 


• Report on Risk Watch List 


 


Medium 


Management 
Attention 


DHCFP, HPES • Establish risk handling actions 


• Track risk and mitigating actions regularly 


• Report on Risk Watch List 


 


Low 


Normal 
Monitoring 


DHCFP, HPES • Identify alternatives and workarounds as 


contingencies 


• Track risk on a regular basis per plan 


• Report on Risk Watch List 


 


The following section contains more detail on the approaches to Risk Mitigation Plans and 


Contingency Plans. 


Distinguishing Between Risk Mitigation Plans and Contingency Plans 


Risk Mitigation Plans and Contingency Plans require the project to follow different guidelines 


and procedures. Risk Mitigation Plans address the causes of risks while Risk Contingency 


Plans address the risk impacts to the project objectives.  


Mitigation Plan 


A Risk Mitigation Plan consists of a mitigation description, mitigation options, and mitigation 


steps. The Risk Mitigation Plan will be created by the risk owner and appropriate project 


team. Before implementation, the HPES Takeover project manager (Transition) or the HPES 


PMO (Operations) and DHCFP project manager must approve the Risk Mitigation Plan. 


Each mitigation step in the plan, which may include one or more actionable items by various 
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resources across the organization or project teams, should produce a result that reduces the 


risk probability, the risk consequence, or both. The mitigation steps will be managed in the 


Risk Mitigation Plan.  


Contingency Plan 


The risk owner, in conjunction with the project team, will develop the Risk Contingency Plan 


by assessing multiple options to determine the optimal and recommended solution. After this 


solution has been determined, the risk owner and project team will develop the Risk 


Contingency Plan steps necessary to resolve the risk in the event it materializes into an 


issue. Once a Risk Contingency Plan is complete, it is then submitted to the HPES Takeover 


project manager (Transition) or the HPES Project Management Office (PMO) (Operations) 


and DHCFP Project Manager for review and approval. When Risk Contingency Plans are in 


place, issue resolution is streamlined because the responses have already been preplanned 


and approved.  


The risk owner should reference the Change Management Plan when developing the 


Contingency Plan because the Change Management Plan outlines the required processes 


when an Issue Resolution (Risk Contingency Plan) leads to a change in scope, cost, 


schedule or a configured item. 


Implementation 


During this step, the risk owner executes the approved Risk Mitigation Plan. The risk owner 


keeps the DAIR (risk log) current with progress of the mitigation steps, and updates the risk 


probability, risk consequence, or risk impact fields based on the impact of the mitigation 


strategy. The project team reviews the progress of the Risk Mitigation Plan. HPES reports 


risk management progress in the regular Project Status Report. 


In the event the risk occurs (the risk is realized), the risk owner will execute the approved 


Risk Contingency Plan. The risk owner logs an issue per the Issue Management Plan. The 


project team works with the risk owner during this period so there is as little impact as 


possible to the project. The status and impact of the Risk Contingency Plan activities are 


reported in the regular Project Status report as well. 


Tracking and Control 


Risk Tracking and Control is the process of tracking and reanalyzing existing risks, 


monitoring trigger conditions, monitoring residual risks, and reviewing the execution and 


effectiveness of Risk Mitigation Plan steps or Contingency Plans. The project team will 


review high-level medium-level risks regularly at project status meetings; whereas, low-level 


risks will be reviewed periodically on a rolling cycle. Risk tracking and control is an ongoing 


process during the life of the project. Other functions of the process of risk tracking and 


control are to determine the following: 


• A risk has changed from its prior state 


• Proper risk management policies and procedures are being followed 


• Contingency reserves of cost or schedule should be modified in line with the risks of the 


project 
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Risk tracking and control will involve reevaluating strategies, authorizing the execution of 


Risk Contingency Plans, and taking corrective actions where necessary. The team monitors 


the status of risks and the actions it has taken to mitigate them. Risk tracking is essential to 


effective action plan implementation. The team monitors events needed to verify that the 


planned risk actions are working. Throughout the risk management process, the risk owners 


will update the DAIR to provide the team the latest status. In turn, the HPES Takeover 


project manager (Transition) or the HPES PMO (Operations) will advise risk owners and 


other project team members on the appropriate steps for managing risks.  


Proactive risk management and oversight will provide the appropriate attention to risks, 


thereby improving the project’s ability to succeed and address project objectives. High-level 


risks and risk management status will be reported to DHCFP as part of the regular Project 


Management Status Reports will be discussed during project status meetings. 


Risk Triggers 


A Risk Trigger is an event or date that will cause a risk to materialize into an issue (the risk 


is realized). Risk owners will track Risk Triggers. The Risk Triggers are recorded as part of 


the review cycle by the risk owner. Depending on the impact of the risk occurrence, 


information may need to be escalated to obtain authority to execute preapproved Risk 


Contingency Plans should the risk occur.  


If the Risk Trigger occurs and the risk is realized, the risk owner updates the risk to show 


that is has been realized. An issue is then created in HP PPM, and managed in accordance 


with the Issue Management Plan.  


Risk Escalation 


After risk analysis is conducted, the project team uses the Risk Level Matrix and risk severity 


to determine which risks need to be escalated. Risks that are not resolved by the project 


team will be escalated based on urgency.  


Risk Retirement 


After the risk mitigation steps have been completed and risk exposure has been sufficiently 


lowered, the risk can be retired. Retired risks are considered closed, but may be reactivated, 


if appropriate. Risk retirement is a step in the risk management process that is managed by 


the project team and any decision to retire a risk will come from the project team. 


Tools for Risk Management  


Because our risk management approach rests on demonstrated methodologies and 


repeatable processes, HPES will bring structure and rigor to the entire risk management life 


cycle. During the Transition period, the risk management process will use Microsoft Project 


Office suite templates to track and monitor risks. During the Operations period, the risk 


management process will use the HP PPM tool for documenting, tracking, and managing 


risks, which presents a technical change. 
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Communication, Tracking and Reporting for Risk Management 


Communication of risk status and effectiveness of mitigation strategies is an ongoing 


process through the Identify, Analyze, Plan, Implement, Track, and Control steps of the risk 


management process. HPES will communicate status of the risk management process to 


the overall project leadership through project status meetings, regular project status 


meetings, and Monthly Project Status Reports.  


The Project Status report created by the HPES Takeover project manager (Transition) or 


HPES PMO (Operations) will include the risk metrics. These reports will be reviewed during 


regular project status meetings. The report will provide a concise view of the project’s overall 


risk situation. It will also include a brief description of the high severity risks and status of 


Risk Mitigation Plans and Contingency Plans.  


Training for Risk Management  


Team members are required to understand risk management policies and procedures as 


part of the Nevada MMIS project orientation. Additional risk management training may be 


conducted as needed throughout the life of the program to provide team members with 


continued instruction in following the risk management process. 


Quality Measures for Risk Management  


Project management uses performance measures and metrics to determine the 


effectiveness of the risk management process and risk planning. The HPES Takeover 


project manager (Transition) or HPES PMO (Operations) reports on risk measures and 


metrics across time to verify that risk management and tracking are occurring according to 


plan. If risk metrics are outside the control limits, project management evaluates the risk 


management process so that corrective actions can be identified and implemented.  
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17.9 Quality Assurance 


Vendors must describe the quality assurance methodology and processes utilized to ensure that the 


project will satisfy DHCFP requirements as outlined in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 


through 16) of this RFP. 


Quality is about performance! For the Nevada Medicaid Program, quality is about paying 


claims accurately and timely. Quality means supporting DHCFP with policy and program 


changes, and implementing system-wide changes, without disruption of service to providers. 


Quality is working with DHCFP to make sure that new policy or programs are implemented 


accurately and on time, as requested by the Governor and legislature. Access to care 


continues to be a critical issue for Medicaid recipients—an issue that is directly addressed 


by a quality program promoting accurate, timely claims processing performance, supporting 


recipient enrollment, and encouraging providers to remain or join the program. We have 


worked with more than 20 State Medicaid programs to improve the “quality standard” with 


the people who matter most—the recipients and providers of Medicaid services.  


The HPES Enterprise Services (HPESES) team is the driving force behind providing the 


highest level of quality service to our clients. We have designed a quality assurance 


methodology for this contract that provides DHCFP with comprehensive management and 


reporting, and that promotes collaborative assessment and monitoring of HPES team 


responsibilities. This will enhance the integrity of claims adjudication, provider and recipient 


relations, system coding and workmanship, project schedules and deliverables.  


The team’s approach to quality assurance promotes continuous quality and collaboration 


with DHCFP and operational areas to manage quality throughout the organization. The 


HPESES quality assurance approach also provides DHCFP with a proactive process for 


developing benchmarks and measurements, and reporting those results in the form of 


recommendations and action plans for improvements to the program.  


The comprehensive processes embodied in our methodology, combined with the experience 


of the HPES team, will allow the HPES team to surpass DHCFP’s base expectations for a 


methodology that promotes contract compliance along with timely and accurate contractor 


services. The HPES team’s quality management methodology and processes are 


comprehensive and technically sound. In the exhibit below, we show the different parts of 


our methodology that, when combined, increase the effectiveness and accuracy of the 


MMIS operation. 
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Quality Management Methodology 


 


Our team’s quality management methodology will take quality from philosophical discussion 


to operational reality through a multi-faceted methodology: 


• Comprehensive Processes for Monitoring and Reporting—Uses innovative, viable, 


and comprehensive processes to effectively monitor and measure operational activities, 


including both employee and subcontractor(s) activities.  


• Lean Sigma Strategy—Continually improves quality and streamlines processes by 


coordinating and conducting Lean Sigma process improvement activities that implement 


permanent, corrective actions and develop preventive measures.  


• Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) Framework—Cultivates 


improvement of IT Service Management (ITSM) strategies; ITIL heightens the current 


focus on the processes, procedures, and best practices necessary to provide reliable 


and repeatable development and increase desired operational business results. 


• PMBOK Standards—Provides control and quality through the application of standard, 


repeatable project management processes. 


• Collaboration with DHCFP and Operational Areas—Incorporate cross-organizational 


knowledge and experience to provide insight, process analyses, and innovation in our 


service delivery.  
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• Experienced and Qualified Staff—Works to bring a standardized, consistent quality 


assurance methodology across the operation; HPES team’s Quality Assurance staff will 


provide the underpinning to measure and continuously improve quality standards, while 


successfully and proactively managing quality performance. 


Our quality assurance methodology demonstrates the emphasis the HPES team places on 


quality management and the belief that it is essential to the success, effectiveness, and 


accuracy of the program. Our primary focus will be on the needs of DHCFP and its providers 


and recipients. The HPES team’s senior management and each working unit will follow a 


planned approach to monitor and improve processes so that results of our core 


responsibilities and performance measures meet or surpass DHCFP’s expectations. 


In the following sections, we describe how this quality assurance will be applied by the 


HPES team within the Nevada Medicaid Program to verify quality based on DHCFP’s 


requirements outlined in the Scope of Work (Sections 7 through 16).   


Comprehensive Processes for Monitoring and Reporting 


The HPES team will use innovative, viable, and comprehensive processes to effectively 


monitor and measure operational activities as outlined in the Scope of Work (Sections 7 


through 16), including both employee and subcontractor(s) activities. 


Multiple review methods and data analysis tools will be used to monitor both the qualitative 


and quantitative quality of the HPES team’s operational performance, such as claims 


processing and adjudication, provider and beneficiary relations, financial processes, and 


training.  


As appropriate, sampling of activities and outputs will be used to select the items to be 


reviewed. The sampling will vary depending on the review performed. For example, in 


Document Control, random manual selection of claims may be used, while in Key Data 


Entry, randomized sampling using system-generated reports may be used. In claim 


resolution areas, judgment, selection by specific error code, or selection from specific areas 


of interest such as an error code or provider type may be used. 


The actual reviews which will be used to monitor quality will vary depending on the activities 


being performed, the resources and processes used, and the type of staff performing the 


activities. For example, in California, the following are just some of the reviews and 


verification used that we can work in collaboration with DHCFP to adapt for Nevada: 


• Prepared paper claims are manually sampled to confirm claims have been sorted, 


validated, and batched appropriately 


• Imaged claims are randomly compared to source documents, and alignment is verified 


to make sure data is accurately captured 


• Entered data is compared to original claim to verify data is accurately captured 


• Electronic billing activity and claim counts are closely monitored 
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• Random claim resolution transactions are verified 


• Judgmental and random sampling of adjudicated claims, exceeding specific dollar 


amounts by claim type, are reviewed 


• Random recorded calls and correspondence are verified to make sure providers and 


recipients receive accurate and appropriate information or direction 


• Notifications regarding unscheduled downtime and scheduled maintenance is evaluated 


to confirm occurrences do not exceed customer thresholds 


• Provider evaluations of on-site visits, seminars and training are monitored 


• Closed provider issues are reviewed to confirm appropriate research and resolution  


In all areas, commitment to customer focus, continuous improvement, and a systems 


approach to quality assurance is paramount. The HPES team will have defined standard 


performance measurements that tie back to contract requirements, and will apply ongoing 


quality checks and corrective action to improve results.  


Lean Sigma Strategy 


The HPES team will continually improve quality and streamline processes by coordinating 


and conducting Lean Sigma (LS) process improvement activities that implement permanent, 


corrective actions and develop preventative measures. 


The LS strategy offers tools focused on creating flow and eliminating “waste” in processes, 


reducing process variation and eliminating defects. However, LS is more than a toolset, it is 


a philosophy of excellence, customer focus, and process improvement.  


By adopting and training operational area leaders on the LS philosophy, the HPES team will 


shift from a reactive mode to proactive problem-solving and performance improvement, 


encouraging and fostering a culture of “good change.” The principles can easily be used to 


respond to problems or to improve a process—both through projects and through the 


application of tools and principles in daily processes. This will result in an environment that 


promotes continuous improvement. Because the basic objective of LS is one of continuous 


improvement, its primary benefit is in the realization of accurate and uninterrupted 


processes that support customer requirements.  


Within various Medicaid accounts, including Idaho, Kansas, and California, HPES has 


applied LS to eliminate waste, create process flow and verify stability, while also assisting in 


reducing defects and variation, and optimizing and controlling process capability.  


• In Idaho, provider enrollment processing was optimized by reducing the number of 


processes steps, increasing the process time by 37 percent. 


• In Kansas, collaboration with the State customer designed a more efficient change 


management process was designed, resulting in 68% less process steps, 60% less 


handoffs, consolidated tracking, and improved communications between organizations.  
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• In California, LS was used extensively to improve claims processing through Kaizen 


events, resulting in the most paper claims being processed with the lowest monthly cycle 


time in the preceding 15 years of the contract. Other projects were requested by the 


State customer to focus on their prior authorization processes, removing backlogs of 


Pharmacists’ queues and, in another project, eliminating the need to hire more medical 


professionals by redirecting nurse staff from performing clerical tasks to performing 


medical reviews.   


Whether pursued through focused, high velocity LS quality events, where a team is led by a 


quality consultant and team leader, or through structured projects led a highly skilled 


individual (using a team of SMEs and leaders periodically to provide support, input, and 


validation), the philosophy of LS is continuous improvement; therefore, the tools and 


learning gained from each event are applied to any process that requires change for the 


better. 


ITIL Framework and PMBOK Standards 


The HPES team will cultivate improvement of IT Service Management (ITSM) strategies 


through the use of the ITIL Framework. This Framework heightens the current focus on the 


processes, procedures, and best practices necessary to provide reliable and repeatable 


development and increase desired operational business results. 


Additionally, as described previously in 17.8, Project Management, HPES’s methodology is 


based on the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK). PMBOK recognizes 5 


basic process groups and 9 knowledge areas typical of almost all projects; the basic 


concepts and applicable to projects, programs, and operations.  


Collaboration with DHCFP and Operational Areas  


Collaboration is an underlying component to all processes and quality. The HPES team will 


incorporate cross-organizational knowledge and experience to provide insight, process 


analyses, and innovation in our service delivery. The HPES team will achieve this level of 


service through consistent application of a comprehensive approach, and by using the 


resources and knowledge available to us. We recognize that DHCFP places a strong focus 


on quality and expects the following characteristics in its contractor:  


• Effective communication and coordination among all parties involved 


• Well established and documented Quality Assurance standards and processes 


• Strong and effective leadership 


• Experienced and knowledgeable staff 


• Active involvement of every employee in the quality improvement process 


The HPES team will frequently communicate with DHCFP regarding quality performance, 


current trends, impacts of recently changed policies, and policy clarification. The 


opportunities for exchanging data are as formal as regularly scheduled meetings or monthly 


reporting, or as informal as picking up the telephone. Information exchange is how we do 
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business every day—contacts range from requests for reports from previous months to 


discussions regarding sampling methods.  


HPES understands the importance of internal collaboration within its own organization. 


Regular meetings will be held with key representatives from all operational areas to provide 


updates regarding quality performance, client concerns, account updates, and changes to 


the Nevada Medicaid Program. We will document and share the information with our staff, 


and use this forum to identify trends and potential improvement ideas. Staff meetings will be 


used to address relevant topics and periodically experts and other guest speakers will be 


invited to share knowledge and promote learning. These established meetings demonstrate 


our commitment to staff communication, education, and training.  


In collaboration with other units, system-generated data will be used to facilitate problem 


identification and develop process improvement and resolution throughout the organization. 


Using established communication protocols will result in streamlined reporting of 


performance issues and allows for escalation of concerns greatly affecting DHCFP, 


beneficiaries, or providers. The established and effective communication lines will allow for 


prompt problem identification and correction. 


Additionally, the HPES team will use the knowledge and resources from its other Medicaid 


and Medicare support teams to facilitate effective practices and industry standards, from 


systems support in Plano, Texas, to claims resolution in Florida and Alabama. Through 


regular interaction with other HPES Medicaid accounts, best practices are shared and 


discussed with others charged with accomplishing the same goals.  


Experienced and Qualified Staff 


The HPES team will work to bring a standardized, consistent quality assurance methodology 


across the operation, provide the underpinning to measure and continuously improve quality 


standards, while successfully and proactively managing quality performance. 


Besides the specific metrics that will be employed to monitor the quality and performance of 


the Nevada Medicaid Project, the infrastructure of accountability will include the on-site 


HPES leadership team, from the individual operational area supervisors up to the account 


manager. This management chain is dedicated to service excellence, and committed to 


deliver the highest level of quality service to DHCFP. Through experienced staff and keen 


understanding of the program, the HPES team will seek to provide the optimum degree of 


efficiency and performance with no disruption of service to consistently meet and exceed 


state and federal MMIS requirements.  


Due to the complexity of Medicaid processes and the additional data necessary to verify 


quality, the HPES reviewers will need to be familiar with and review data from many 


potential reports. Additionally, analysts must be familiar with the files such as the provider 


master file, procedure master file, prior authorization file, formulary file, eligibility file, and 


Customer Relationship Management (CRM) information. Our staff will be proficient in 


gathering and interpreting data from these files and tables to determine accuracy of claims 


processing. 
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Each department will apply continuous, collaborative communication, and with DHCFP 


involvement, will establish quality standards and promote successful results. This approach, 


combined with cross-organizational knowledge, experience, and clear direction and 


requirements determination with DHCFP, uniquely positions the HPES team to deliver 


innovative, proactive quality processes throughout the Nevada Medicaid Project.  
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17.10 Metrics Management 


Vendors must describe the metrics management methodology and processes utilized to satisfy State 


requirements as outlined in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16) of this RFP. The 


methodology must include the metrics captured and how they are tracked and measured. 


To provide optimal support for evaluating project progress, HPES (HPES) will use a metrics 


management methodology and develop underlying processes to satisfy DHCFP 


requirements outlined in the Scope of Work (Sections 7 through 16). We will provide metrics 


management to facilitate accurate and meaningful information to DHCFP. We will use 


DHCFP-approved project management and change management tools for tracking, 


reporting, and delivering project metrics. HPES will use industry standard tools for reporting 


authorized system access, PHI disclosure information violations and system response time 


metrics. 


The HPES Project Office will be responsible for developing robust processes to support 


metrics collection across the functional areas specified in the RFP. Working alongside 


DHCFP, we will develop processes to provide a mechanism for the following: 


• Measuring progress and adherence to the project schedules and milestones 


• Monitoring defects so that we can eliminate causes 


• Retaining information needed to identify and report variances 


• Indicating areas for corrective action or process improvement 


• Identifying security and Protected Health Information (PHI) disclosure information 


violations 


HPES will then implement processes that will standardize the tracking, measurement, and 


reporting of project metrics. 


Metrics Management Methodology 


HPES’ Metrics Management Methodology supports project control, productivity, and process 


improvement activities. The focus of our methodology is to manage metrics to provide 


support for evaluating project progress, determine deviations that require corrective action 


and to use measurement data for organizational analysis and support for estimating future 


work and improving processes. The following exhibit depicts our Metrics Management 


Methodology. 
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Metrics Management Methodology 


 


 


Establish and Approve Metrics Plan and Processes 


HPES begins by identifying and defining business goals, objectives, and measures. The 


project requires metrics that directly relate to project goals and provides the project manager 


with reliable and accurate data to support timely and accurate decisions. Together, HPES 


and DHCFP will establish measurement and analysis activities by identifying what to 


measure (metrics), when to measure (frequency), the level of data summarization 


(granularity) the data sources (where the data comes from), the destination of the collected 


data, and the process for analyzing the data as defined by DHCFP in the RFP.  


The Metrics Management Plan will provide definitions, methods, tools, reporting, and 


frequency of project metrics. The HPES Project Office will develop the Metrics Management 


Plan and submit the Plan as a deliverable for DHCFP final review and approval. After the 


plan is approved, the HPES Project Office will develop the processes to be used by HPES 


management and support teams to collect and deliver accurate measurements to DHCFP 


management quickly, per the approved Metrics Management Plan. 


Perform Metrics Collection, Recording, and Analysis 


HPES will collect, record, and analyze metrics according to the Metrics Management Plan. 


Throughout the life of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, the HPES Project Management 
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team and various HPES functional teams will take measurements and collect and analyze 


quantifiable data. We will use this data to verify that processes are achieving their desired 


results as well as to identify areas for process improvements.  


The purpose of metrics analysis is to understand and improve productivity, predictability, 


and estimating capabilities and to use data in decision-making and daily management, such 


as planning, tracking, and project oversight. HPES will reevaluate the metric measurement 


and analysis processes throughout the project life cycle to adapt to the changing needs of 


the project and to make certain that the purpose of metrics analysis is being met.  


If metrics disclose issues or the data indicates extreme variance, we will take corrective 


action. If the data identifies possible process improvement, we will develop and implement 


process improvement plans. HPES will report results from measurement and analysis 


findings to stakeholders during the Project Start Up, Transition, and Operations phases of 


the project.  


Provide Metrics Reporting 


HPES will provide DHCFP with the measurements identified in the Metrics Management 


Plan. HPES will perform quality assurance on reports to verify their accuracy, and then 


deliver reports at the specified frequency and in the specified media according to the Metrics 


Management Plan. 


Develop Improvement Plans and Corrective Actions 


HPES will take immediate action to remedy deficiencies identified in reporting. If metrics 


disclose issues or the data indicates extreme variance, we will take corrective action. HPES 


will submit the corrective action plan to DHCFP for approval before implementing the 


corrective action. If the data identifies possible process improvement, HPES will develop 


and implement improvement plans on approval from DHCFP. When a corrective action or 


improvement plan impacts user or system documentation, the activities described in 12.2 


Maintenance and Change Management will be followed. 


The following exhibit provides a view of the metrics that HPES will provide to DHCFP at the 


specified frequency. HPES also acknowledges that not all metrics have been defined here 


and that HPES will work with DHCFP to define metrics and finalize the Metrics Management 


Plan during the Start Up phase of the contract. 


Metrics Reporting 


RFP # Measure Tracking 


Method/Tool 


Responsible Party Reporting 


Frequency 


8.1.2.4; A-K 


 


Project status measures 
identified in 8.1.2.4; A-K  


Status report 
template 
during Project 
Start Up; HP 
PPM beginning 
in Transition 


PMO Manager Semi-Monthly 
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RFP # Measure Tracking 


Method/Tool 


Responsible Party Reporting 


Frequency 


9.2.1.12 Progress of tasks against 
approved project plan 


HP PPM PMO Manager Weekly 


9.2.1.14 Delays or setbacks to 
critical path or project time 
line 


HP PPM PMO Manager COB on day 
issue/problem 
identified 


9.2.3.8 Status items agreed to 
during the transition phase 
of the project 


HP PPM PMO Manager Weekly 


9.3.2.20 


9.3.4.10 


9.4.2.17 


9.4.4.6 


9.6.1.12 


Progress of status tasks 
against the transition plan 
status items as agreed to 
during the start-up phase of 
the project 


HP PPM PMO Manager Weekly 


9.4.2.17 Progress of tasks against 
the work plan during 
Parallel Testing. 


HP PPM  PMO Manager Weekly 


9.6.1.12  


9.6.3.1 


Status items agreed to 
during the start-up phase of 
the project for transition 
implementation and start of 
operations phase 


HP PPM  PMO Manager Weekly 


10.2.2.2; B. Enhancements that fail to 
meet approved design and 
development technical and 
functional specification 
result in a defective end-
product; Re-worked and 
corrected enhancements 


Change 
Management 
System 


IT Manager Per incident 


10.2.2.3 


12.2.9.6 


Forecasted, approved and 
actual hour measured 
against the pool of 
programming hours 


HP PPM PMO Manager Monthly 


11.3.1.7 PHI disclosure information MMIS 
transactions 


HPES Privacy and 
Security Officer 


Monthly 


11.3.1.14 


 


Inappropriate or 
unauthorized system 
access attempts 


Mainframe:  
Computer 
Associates 
ACF 2 
software; Non-
mainframe:  
LDAP 
authentication 
software 


HPES Privacy and 
Security Officer 


Immediately on 
discovery 
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RFP # Measure Tracking 


Method/Tool 


Responsible Party Reporting 


Frequency 


11.4.1.2 


11.4.1.19 


11.4.3.3 


Access attempts, including 
attempts of unauthorized 
access. 


FIPS 201-
complaint card 
key system 


HPES Privacy and 
Security Officer 


Per incident 
within 24 hours 


12.1.3.3; 1-5 System component 
response times identified in 
12.1.3.3; 1-5 


Citrix 
EdgeSight for 
Endpoints 


IT Manager During 
randomly 
selected days 
several times 
per month 


12.2.6.2 Enhancement hours 
expended and available 
and including other 
elements as agreed to by 
DHCFP 


HP PPM PMO Manager Monthly 


12.2.8.11 Number of tickets, 
engineering hours and 
resource per ticket  


HP PPM PMO Manager Monthly 


12.2.8.9 Status of open tickets and 
other reporting 
requirements agreed to by 
HPES and DHCFP 


HP PPM PMO Manager Weekly 


12.2.2.12 Maintenance and 
enhancement hours and 
FTEs used during that 
period 


HP PPM PMO Manager Monthly 
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17.11 Project Software Tools 


17.11.1 Vendors must describe any software tools and equipment resources to be utilized during the 


course of the project including minimum hardware requirements and compatibility with existing 


computing resources as described in Section 3.6, Current Agency Computing Environment 


The HPES solution is compatible with the current computing environment described in 


Section 3.6, Current Agency Computing Environment. The hardware requirements for the 


State computers are comparable to what is in use today by the State MMIS users. As the 


current State computer hardware configuration was not detailed in the RFP, HPES assumes 


these computers provide acceptable performance. The applications in our solution use a 


combination of access through a Microsoft Internet Explorer browser and Citrix products to 


reduce end user computer hardware requirements. This virtualization and thin-client 


approach will enable the State users to continue to user their existing computers for access 


to the new system components.  


There are four main areas of interaction between the Agency Computing Environment and 


the HPES solution components; broadly grouped into the Core MMIS environment, the 


Peripheral Systems environment, a Networking environment and Productivity components. 


The following discussion presents the HPES’ approach to the new computing environment 


supporting the Nevada MMIS.  


Core MMIS  


The Core MMIS will continue to operate out of the Verizon data center in Tampa, Florida in 


the same manner as today. HPES’ approach is a ‘takeover in place’ in which the existing 


MMIS COBOL, CICS, and DB2 systems will be hosted in the same data center, using new 


logical partitions (LPARs). This low risk approach enables a clean and orderly migration of 


processing from the incumbent vendor to HPES. To provide access to the mainframe 


system components, HPES will continue to use the ClientBuilder product, now owned and 


supported through Progress Software. The ClientBuilder runtime module will execute in a 


Citrix XenApp application server, providing access to the MMIS screens through using either 


a web browser or a thick client approach. Either approach will work with a client computer 


running Microsoft Windows XP SP3. This client configuration was listed for the DHCFP’s 


computers, as detailed in the bidders library document, “Current Nevada MMIS and Agency 


Computing Environment” under the heading ”State Computers” on page 12.  


Information about the browser on these computers was not available in the RFP Bidder’s 


Library, but Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) 6, 7, or 8 are all available versions that are 


compatible and available with Windows XP SP3, the operating system version that was 


listed as installed on the State’s computers. In the event that the State upgrades their 


computing environment to Windows 7, IE 8 is the default browser, with the ability to run IE7 


or IE6 within a virtual machine under Windows XP or natively within Windows 7 in a 


compatibility mode. If the State computers are using a Microsoft Windows Internet Explorer 


version 6 or version 7, HPES recommends that the State upgrade all of their browsers to IE 


8 to minimize any security vulnerabilities. If versions of IE previous to IE 8 are used, the 


Citrix environment to be installed by HPES could be configured to work with IE 6 or IE 7.  
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Peripheral Systems  


Providing proven solutions for the Peripheral System applications is fundamental to the 


computing environment HPES provides DHCFP.  


Pharmacy Components  


Pharmacy applications include the following components: Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS); 


Pharmacy; Electronic Prescription Software; Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental 


Rebate; and Diabetic Supply Rebate. The new Nevada MMIS will use solution components 


provided by SXC Health Solutions Corporation (SXC) to deliver the Peripheral Systems 


Pharmacy-related components. Access to the SXC-hosted Pharmacy System components 


will be through a web browser. In the event that the web browser version in current use on 


the State computers is not at a release level supported by the SXC systems, HPES will 


enable the proper browser version on the Citrix system for a limited number of State users 


as an interim approach until such a time as the State browsers are updated to a more 


current browser version.  


Decision Support System (DSS)  


HPES will continue to use the MedStat products from Thomson Reuters for the Decision 


Support System (DSS). The incumbent’s MedStat DSS software and hardware are not 


running the current releases and are nearing end of life. HPES is reducing takeover taking 


risk by having Thomson Reuters provide a MedStat hosting service from their Eagan, 


Minnesota data center. HPES will work closely with Thomson Reuters and the incumbent 


vendor to transition the DSS application and data to a current and supported MedStat 


solution hosted at this data center.  


DHCFP will continue to use the Thomson Reuters thick client and web browser applications 


through the Citrix XenApp application servers hosted by HPES. DHCFP will have an 


encrypted, secure updated DSS solution from Thomson Reuters without the need to add 


software to their desktop other than minor Citrix plug-ins for their Internet Explorer browser.  


Clinical Claims Editing  


HPES will continue to use the McKesson clinical claims editing tools that were first 


introduced to the Nevada MMIS in early 2009. The McKesson product suite, widely 


recognized in the health care industry as a leader in claims editing technology, will continue 


to provide the Nevada MMIS program with its suite of automated claims editing tools, 


including ClaimCheck®, ClaimReview® and Clear Claim Connection®. Additionally, the 


McKesson Integration Wizard™ will continue to provide expanded functional capability for 


ClaimCheck.  


The ClaimCheck and ClaimReview products meet all of the listed RFP editing requirements. 


Additionally, ClaimCheck’s Integration Wizard provides the ability to review and void 


previously paid history claims as a result of a current claim. This function will support history 


processing by returning all claim lines in their original order and will add new lines 


sequentially to the bottom of the list, thus enabling the user to easily identify the Claim 


Check recommendations on both the current and historical claims.  
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Web Portal  


The Nevada MMIS Web Portal will transition to the HPES Healthcare Portal Solution. This 


HP Portal will provide public and secure services for the MMIS publications, information, and 


applications.  


DHCFP will access the Production Portal through their current State of Nevada Internet 


solution. DHCFP will continue to use their current desktop solution for access.  


Online Document Retrieval and Archive System (ODRAS)  


The Online Document Retrieval and Archive System (ODRAS) solution will replace the 


incumbent vendor’s proprietary document access and management system. The HPES 


solution will provide a like solution using the capabilities of the IBM OnDemand framework to 


store and deliver Claim images and other RFP required documents using a thick client or 


Web browser interface. The web based SharePoint product will be integrated into the 


ODRAS system to provide document versioning as required by the RFP.  


The OnDemand thick client runtime module will operate in a Citrix XenApp application 


server. Authorized State users will access ODRAS using the Citrix solutions to execute the 


OnDemand thick client or the web browser interfaces.  


Network  


DHCFP will connect to the HPES Nevada MMIS systems through a new dedicated high 


speed link to the HPES HealthCare Network Cloud (HNC). Through this cloud, all State 


users authorized by DHCFP will be able to access the Core MMIS and Peripheral System 


components. This communication channel will provide an encrypted communication channel 


using industry standard telecommunications equipment such as routers and firewalls that 


will meet the capacity and response time requirements as detailed in the RFP. The network 


protocols used will be compatible with the system interface tools such as Microsoft web 


browsers (IE 6, 7, 8) or web browser plug-ins and any thin/thick client components that 


might need to be used by State users such as OnDemand or Citrix.  


The mainframe components on the Verizon data center that communicate with the State 


mainframe systems such as NOMADS will continue to support any CICS-to-CICS interfaces 


for real time data inquiries; Enterprise Extender sessions for SNA data traffic, or secure file 


transfers including Sterling Software Connect:Direct. Any such communication between the 


two mainframe systems will traverse this high speed link.  


The Peripheral System components will also use this communication link to support secure 


access by authorized State users. The network will support such application protocols as 


ICA (Citrix’s Independent Computing Architecture, HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol), and 


HTTPS (HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure) to provide a secure communications channel 


between the State and the applications.  


The current HPES design envisions routers and firewalls provided by HPES to be installed 


at the State’s Carson City location. This equipment will provide a gateway for DHCFP and 


other authorized state users to access the Core MMIS and any applicable Peripheral 


System components that are not otherwise directly accessible through a public Internet 
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connection. HPES will work closely with the DHCFP or DHCFP-assigned state staff to install 


and configure these network components. Once installed, HPES will continue to operate 


and manage this equipment and network interface.  


Productivity Components 


Microsoft tools will continue to be used with upgrades made as releases become available 


and approved by DHCFP. Tools available include Microsoft Word, Excel, Outlook, 


PowerPoint, Project, Visio and Live Meeting. Adobe tools will provide the secure sharing 


and collaboration of electronic documents using Adobe Acrobat Professional and Acrobat 


Reader.  


HP Project Portfolio Management (PPM) will help meet the challenges of managing 


programs and projects from concept to completion. PPM will assist the State with business 


alignment, time, cost, and resource management. Access to the PPM is also through a web 


browser.  


The exhibit that follows, Nevada Hosting Solution, provides an overview of the different 


components that authorized users will access within the Nevada environment through a 


secure browser interface. Through a secure web browser connection, users from different 


support sites will be able to access the entire suite of Nevada MMIS and Peripheral System 


components.  


 







Nevada Hosting Solution


HP Enterprise 
Services GSN 
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HPES Orlando Data Center Orlando, Florida
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Outline of 2010 Training Plan for DHCFP Staff and Contractor Staff

I.
Introduction



A.   Training Plan for DHCFP and Contractor Staff



B.   Address the needs for Training



C.   Create a Training Plan



D.   Set a Curriculum for Learning


II.
Training and Development Overview:



A.   Audience


B.   Method of Training


C.   Location of Train



D.   Training Content

III.
Identify the Audience



A.   Utilize the Assessment survey for DHCFP and Contractor Staff




1.   Address survey distribution



B.   Identify Job Functions




1.   Review and plan training based on assessment survey

IV.
Identify the Curriculum



A.   MMIS



B.   FirstCRM™


C.   FirstDARS™


D.   Achieve


E.   User Administration Console (UAC)


F.   WebRA



G.   Web-based Provider Enrollment


V.
Training Summary



A.   DHCFP Staff New Hire and Refresher




1.   Basic, Intermediate/Live, Advanced/Refresher



B.   FHS Staff New Hire and Refresher




1.   Basic, Intermediate/Live, Advanced/Refresher, and QA

VI.
Training Schedule



A.   Set Sites



B.   Set Training Schedule Dates



C.   Allow for Customization


VII. Evaluation



A.   Create and Evaluation



B.   Distribution



C.   Review and Report
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover

Appendix O — Surescripts Certified e-Prescription Tools



appendix o — surescripts certified e-prescription tools

As referenced in Section 12.6.5, we have provided a list of Surescripts’ currently certified e-Prescription tools (practice management systems or e-Prescription modules) and the capabilities they offer on the following pages.  In the case of a physician who is using a tool that is not certified, we will nominate their tool to Surescripts for certification.  Practice management systems must adhere to mandated industry standards in order to be certified, giving DHCFP the assurance that the process will be standard.
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover 
Tab III — State Documents 


 


  
III-1 


 


TAB III — STATE DOCUMENTS   RFP Section 20.3.2.4 


In this section, First Health Services (FHS) submits the following required documents: 


 Vendor Information Sheet 
 Amendment Cover Page(s) 
 Attachment A – Confidentiality of Proposal and Certification of Indemnification 
 Attachment B1 – Technical Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP 
 Attachments C1 and C2 – Primary Vendor and Subcontractor Certifications 
 Attachment C3 – Lobbying Certification 
 Certificate of Insurance 
 Applicable Certifications and/or Licenses. 


FHS holds corporate licenses for all of the software and hardware that supports the Nevada contract.  
These contracts are designed to give maximum benefit and lowered cost to all contracts that are served by 
them.  Examples include licensed software such as KcKesson’s ClaimCheck and the First DataBank drug 
pricing file and clinical criteria set.  In our Data Centers, we license software for the enterprise to take 
advantage of discounts that result in lowered costs to our customers.  Therefore, FHS has not submitted 
any Licensing Agreements and/or Hardware and Software Maintenance Agreements with our proposal. 







State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover 
Tab III — State Documents 
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover

Tab XIII — Requirements Tables



tab xiii — requirements tables   RFP Section 20.3.2.14

FHS has placed our written responses within the Requirements Tables included as attachments to the RFP.  Each table has been completed according to the instructions in RFP Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work.  This tab includes the following completed Requirements Tables:

Attachment O — Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table

Attachment P — Peripheral Systems and Tools Component Requirements Table

Attachment Q — Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table.

As required by the RFP, FHS has provided both a hard copy and soft copy response to the Requirements Tables.  The soft copy response is in the same format as the MS Word spreadsheet provided with the RFP and is clearly labeled on the CD along with the RFP number and vendor name.
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HPES Response to Nevada DHCFP 
Tab IV – Attachment S – Minimum Mandatory Checklist 


Page–IV-1  
RFP No.1824 


Tab IV – Attachment S – Minimum Mandatory 


Checklist 
RFP Reference: 20.3.2.5 Tab IV - Attachment S – Minimum Mandatory Checklist, p. 190 


Vendors must submit the checklist included in Attachment S that the vendor meets all of the minimum 


mandatory requirements as described in Section 21.3. The completed checklist shall also identify the 


cross-reference of each minimum requirement to the location in the vendor’s proposal that 


demonstrates the requirement is met.  


As required, HP Enterprise Services has included Attachment S – Minimum Mandatory 


Checklist in this section of our proposal response. The checklist cross-references each 


minimum requirement to the location in the proposal that demonstrates the requirement is 


met. 







HPES Response to Nevada DHCFP 
Tab IV – Attachment S – Minimum Mandatory Checklist 


 Page–IV-2 
RFP No.1824 







HPES Response to Nevada DHCFP 
Tab IV – Attachment S – Minimum Mandatory Checklist 


Page–IV-3  
RFP No.1824 


 


ATTACHMENT S – MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST 


Mandatory Requirements Checklist for NV RFP #1824 


Vendor Name:  HP Enterprise Services, LLC 


# Requirement 
Acknowledgment 


(Yes/No) 


Cross-Reference to 


Location in Proposal 


1 Fiscal Agent Experience: 5 years 


experience as a Fiscal Agent operating 


and maintaining a certified MMIS (RFP 


Section 17.2) 


Yes Tab IX Company 


Background and 


References; Section 


17.1 Primary Vendor; 


Page–IX-15  


Section 17.2 


References;  


Page–IX-31 


2 Financial Stability: Provision of the 


following (RFP Sections 17.1.14 and 


17.1.15): 


a. Audited financial statements for the 


proposer and all proposed subcontractors, 


for the three consecutive years 


immediately preceding the issuance of 


this RFP. Statements should include: 


b. Balance Sheet 


c. Profit and Loss Statement 


d. Copies of any quarterly financial 


statements that have been prepared since 


the end of the period reported by its most 


recent annual report. 


e. Disclosure of any and all judgments, 


pending or expected litigation, or other 


real or potential financial reversals that 


might materially affect the viability or 


stability of the bidding organization, or 


warrant that no such condition is known 


to exist. 


f. Identification whether the proposer is a 


stand-alone or parent company, or a 


subsidiary of another company. If a 


Yes Confidential Financial 


Information Binder; 


Tab II – Financial 


Information and 


Documentation; 


Section 17.1.14 


Financial Information 


and Documentation; 


Pages–II-1 to II-2 


Section 17.1.15 


Financial Stability; 


Page–II-3 to II-11 







HPES Response to Nevada DHCFP 
Tab IV – Attachment S – Minimum Mandatory Checklist 


 Page–IV-4 
RFP No.1824 


Mandatory Requirements Checklist for NV RFP #1824 


Vendor Name:  HP Enterprise Services, LLC 


# Requirement 
Acknowledgment 


(Yes/No) 


Cross-Reference to 


Location in Proposal 


subsidiary, include financial statements 


and notes for the parent company. 


g. Disclosure of other public 


entities/government agencies with which 


the proposer has contracts and the size of 


the contracts. 


h. Affirmation that the proposer has the 


financial resources to carry out at least 6 


months of services under the contract 


without receiving reimbursement. 


3 Budget Neutrality Commitment: 


commitment and signed affirmation to 


take over Nevada MMIS operations and 


services within a budget-neutral 


contracting scenario (RFP Section 18.2 


and Pricing Schedule 18.1.2) 


Yes Cost Proposal;  


Tab II – Cost 


Proposal; Attachment 


N; Section 18.1.1.2  


4 Acknowledgement of Scope of Work 


Requirements: Completed Requirements 


Tables based on RFP Section 20.3.2.14 


and the instructions for the requirements 


tables contained in RFP Section 7.3.3 are 


included. 


Yes Tab XIII – 


Requirements Tables; 


Attachment O – Core 


MMIS Operation 


Requirements Table, 


Attachment P – 


Peripheral Systems 


and Tools Component 


Requirements Table, 


and Q – Medicaid 


Claims Processing 


and Program Support 


Services 


Requirements Table 
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Tab IV – Attachment S – Minimum Mandatory Checklist 


Page–IV-5  
RFP No.1824 


Mandatory Requirements Checklist for NV RFP #1824 


Vendor Name:  HP Enterprise Services, LLC 


# Requirement 
Acknowledgment 


(Yes/No) 


Cross-Reference to 


Location in Proposal 


5 Health Information Exchange Solution: 


Vendor has included a HIE solution as 


part of its proposal (RFP Section 13) 


Yes Tab VII – Scope of 


Work; Section 13 


Scope of Work – 


Health Information 


Exchange (HIE); 


Page–VII-203 
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State of Nevada


Purchasing Division


Response to RFP # 1824


Nevada MMIS Takeover

State of Nevada


Purchasing Division


Response to RFP # 1824


Nevada MMIS Takeover




17.1
Primary Vendor Information


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1, page 158

Vendors must provide a company profile. Information provided shall include:

With a long history of success in MMIS and fiscal agent services across the country, we offer DHCFP a relationship with a partner who is dedicated to Medicaid for the long term. This collaborative working arrangement will allow DHCFP to achieve a smooth takeover and to benefit from experiences learned on a national level with MITA, from our experience with health reform initiatives, and from our assistance in evaluating Nevada benefit spend and policy implications.


		

		



		As the only vendor to take over a similar base system to Nevada’s, we bring strong qualifications and experience to this takeover project.


· 28 years of MMIS takeover and fiscal agent services experience


· 39 years of Medicaid systems design, development, and implementation experience

· Strong commitment to Medicaid and other government healthcare programs


· 14 MMIS and fiscal agent services contracts


· History of providing innovative health administration and management solutions

· Recognized leader in MITA initiatives



		





A core DHCFP goal is to accomplish a smooth takeover of the Nevada MMIS with no disruption of services to program stakeholders. ACS and our subcontractors share this goal—our extensive planning and experience in takeover is reflected in our detailed project plan, which depicts all takeover activities, tasks, and subtasks that the project team performs to mitigate risk and ensure the orderly transfer of the State’s MMIS. DHCFP can rely on our many years of practical experience, expertise, and skills to ensure a takeover that is as seamless and non-disruptive as possible for program stakeholders. Prior successful experience with MMIS and fiscal agent services takeovers in Alaska and Virginia—both from the same MMIS contractor currently in Nevada—demonstrates our ability to handle the critical and subtle requirements of an MMIS and fiscal agent takeover and offers DHCFP the peace of mind of a seamless transition. In Alaska, we completed the takeover and transition of all systems, employees, and fiscal agent services in just 30 days, working closely with the Alaska Department of Health and Social Services and with First Health to make the transition successful. Furthermore, we anticipate completing Virginia’s takeover on time and on budget. Similar to Alaska and Virginia, the Nevada takeover will involve takeover and operation of First Health-developed system components out of a Verizon data center. Through the integration of incumbent staff into our operation, we gain the benefit of their first-hand experience and expertise, and by retaining the hosting solution in the current data center location, we reduce the risk of interrupting claims processing. This recent takeover experience and working relationships with Nevada contractors, First Health and Verizon, establishes a strong foundation for takeover success in Nevada.

ACS minimizes risk for DHCFP through our long-term commitment to Medicaid and our history of innovation, which will allow our partnership to grow as DHCFP’s needs change. We bring the strength and combination of experience and innovation. We will not only “be there” for DHCFP in the future, we will provide proactive leadership to help DHCFP manage a successful Medicaid program in Nevada. We possess nearly three decades of experience taking over legacy mainframe MMISs and in establishing fiscal agent operations, often within aggressive timelines. For example, in Texas, the third largest Medicaid program in the nation, we managed and worked in partnership with our subcontractor Accenture in taking over the highly complex Compass21 MMIS from Electronic Data Systems. The takeover was accomplished, including the start of ACS fiscal agent operations, ahead of schedule and was considered a nearly flawless takeover. Working in collaboration with our subcontractor partners, ACS will apply our proven skills and abilities to ensure that the Nevada MMIS takeover remains on track and meets DHCFP timeframes and performance expectations, so that Nevada citizens who depend on Medicaid can continue to depend on this important program.

17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc).


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.1, page 158

17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015.


17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780.


17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal. Proposals, which do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements.

Table 17.1-1 presents details of our company ownership.


Table 17.1-1. ACS Company Ownership

		



		State of Incorporation and Date

		ACS State Healthcare, LLC was established as a limited liability company in the State of Delaware under the name Consultec, LLC, on March 25, 1999; the name was changed to ACS State Healthcare, LLC, on May 29, 2001. 



		Registration with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a Foreign Corporation

		ACS State Healthcare, LLC has been registered with the State of Nevada since 7/19/2002. Our Entity # is LLC8861-2002.



		Department of Taxation Licensure

		ACS State Healthcare, LLC’s Nevada business ID is NV20021090239.



		Verification of Licensing Requirements

		ACS acknowledges and agrees to acquire and verify all appropriate business licenses. We have verified that the licensure we will need is a State of Nevada Utilization Review (UR) license. Therefore, if awarded this contract, we will pursue this license so that we have the license prior to the contract start date. We also plan to notify the State when we receive the UR license.

We will also make sure that our clinical staff are licensed in the State of Nevada as required. It is our understanding that the physicians serving on our panel of physicians do not need to be licensed in the State of Nevada—they only need to be licensed to practice medicine. 





17.1.2
Location

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.2, page 158

17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the services described in this RFP.


For the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, we have identified a project facility located approximately 23 miles from DHCFP’s office, which will provide ready access for DHCFP staff.

We foster a proactive partnership with DHCFP through an onsite account management and key leadership team. Local senior management presence demonstrates our commitment and desire to work together as a seamless unified team focused on common goals. To further this partnership, ACS will have the majority of our staff located in Nevada—up to 95 percent. Our operations workforce will come from the Reno area where our staff live and work. This staff will be complemented by a small group who will work remotely from the geographical locations specified in Table 17.1-2 to support the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.

Table 17.1-2. ACS Office Locations

		



		Location of ACS Office 

		ACS State Healthcare, LLC


9040 Roswell Road, Suite 700


Atlanta, GA 30350



		Location of the Office Providing Services

		Operations Facility


This is a facility that is representative of the kind of facility ACS selects for our MMIS and fiscal agent services projects. Upon contract award, ACS will finalize the selection of our operational facility in Nevada.

Reno, Nevada 89521

Data Center


Verizon Data Center (MMIS hosting)


Tampa, Florida


ACS Data Center (Web Portal, Care Management System, ODRAS, HIE, and E-prescribing)

Tarrytown, New York


ACS Data Center (Point-of-Sale, DSS, SmartPA, and DRAMS hosting)

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania


Technical Staff


Eagan, Minnesota (MMIS and Peripheral Systems Support)


Richmond, Virginia (Peripheral Systems Support)


Lansing, Michigan (Drug Rebate)


Franklin, Wisconsin (Optional Service – Care Management Support)

Atlanta, Georgia (Point-of-Sale)

Henderson, North Carolina (Pharmacy Call Center – after hours)

Disaster Recovery Sites


ACS will contract with Verizon to continue to operate the Nevada MMIS out of Verizon’s Tampa, Florida, Data Center. Verizon contracts an offsite back-up facility and computer systems for disaster recovery through SunGard Availability Services. Computer systems and peripheral equipment provided by SunGard are totally compatible with computer systems supporting the Nevada MMIS production environment. Related critical production peripheral systems will run out of ACS’ Tarrytown, New York and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania data centers with each facility serving as a mutual failover location for the other. Procedures are in place to use existing duplicate hardware and telecommunications links between the two ACS data centers to ensure connectivity and business continuity. Additionally, each of the servers deployed for the Nevada MMIS Project is connected via our secure telecommunications network. The production MMIS call center located in the Reno, Nevada, operations center will failover to an alternate ACS MMIS call center facility in Cheyenne, Wyoming. Refer to Proposal Section 11.5, Business Resumption Requirements, for details of our approach to disaster recovery on the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.





While most of our project staff will be onsite during the takeover phase, some technology and operational experts may assist from other locations, including our corporate headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia.

ACS Reno-Based Facility


For the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, we are looking at several facilities and plan to have a fully equipped and operational facility at contract start-up. This facility will be secure and have adequate office space for State staff. We are currently working on the facility and will be prepared to sign a lease upon contract award. We have narrowed our search to three facilities, including a site located at 9390 Gateway Drive, Reno, Nevada. As previously stated, this facility is representative of the kind of facility ACS selects for our MMIS and fiscal agent services project. Exhibit 17.1-1 provides a photo of this facility.



Exhibit 17.1-1.  Facility Style Sample


This facility is indicative of other ACS facilities and represents the style of facility we propose for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.

Additionally, our Reno-based facility will be located within 30 miles of DHCFP, will accommodate training on the premises, and include adjacent space for one of our subcontractors, HMS, to lease.

Operations and Maintenance of ACS Facilities


ACS has a well established facilities management group, responsible for operations and maintenance of all ACS facilities nationwide. The facilities management group is part of ACS Real Estate. The scope of facilities management services provided by the ACS facilities management group include:


Transaction management, including new leases, assignment of leases and subleases


Lease administration, including rent and critical date tracking


Project management, including infrastructure projects and moves/adds/changes


· Integrated facility management, including all buildings, equipment, fixtures and grounds maintenance, sanitation, physical security, and energy management


The facilities management group oversees the day-to-day operations of all ACS facilities through a regional and state-level organization. Exhibit 17.1-2 is a representative diagram of a floor plan for our proposed ACS facility in Reno.




Exhibit 17.1-2 Floor Plan Example

DHCFP benefits from our wide-ranging experience selecting and maintaining facilities that support successful MMIS and fiscal agent operations.

17.1.3
Inverse Preference. Deleted per Amendment No. 3 to RFP No. 1824, March 24, 2010. Section 17.1.3 of RFP 1824 has been stricken in its entirety.

17.1.4
Employees with Expertise

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.4, page 158

17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the requirements identified within this RFP.


		

		



		Did you know?


ACS State Healthcare, LLC (ACS) has 3,240 employees who perform duties and maintain subject matter expertise directly or indirectly related to Medicaid programs nationally and the specific requirements in the Nevada RFP.





		





As prime contractor of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, ACS has the depth of staff resources necessary to successfully support all requirements associated with the Nevada contract and to provide back up support if the need arises. Additionally, we have the proven capability—along with our specialty subcontractors—to effectively accomplish all required and optional services, including project management, system infrastructure support, Medicaid claims processing and program support, reporting, pharmacy benefits management, health information exchange, health education and care coordination, data warehouse, and training. ACS State Healthcare, LLC, the bidding entity, is devoted to government health programs and is widely recognized for its long-term commitment to the Medicaid industry. ACS comprises approximately 3,240 employees who perform duties and maintain subject matter expertise directly or indirectly related to the requirements in the Nevada RFP that could be used to support Nevada requests. Locally in Nevada we will have nearly 150 employees that will support Nevada.

We currently have staff resources assigned to 14 MMIS and fiscal agent services contracts in addition to the resources allocated to many other healthcare contracts, including pharmacy benefits management, enrollment broker and eligibility, clinical consulting, health information analysis, electronic health records, care management, call center, and managed care consulting. The number of similar resources locally varies based on specific contract requirements, with ACS employees performing duties locally as necessary. For example, ACS has close to 1,000 full time employees assigned to our Texas MMIS and fiscal agent services contract. For the Texas contract, we partner with a technology subcontractor to provide most of our technical resources. This resource model has worked well for us in Texas, and we plan to use a similar approach of relying on a major technical subcontractor to provide technical staff resources on our newly awarded California MMIS and fiscal agent services contract. This is significant because it means that our California MMIS contract will not interfere with any of ACS’ current or upcoming healthcare bids. Worth noting, on both the Texas and California contracts, ACS account management staff oversees our subcontractor partners (Accenture and IBM for technical resources) and the resources they provide while ensuring we meet all service level agreements for all work assigned—regardless of whether the activities were performed by ACS or subcontractor staff. The California MMIS program (known as Medi-Cal) technical takeover resources are from IBM and will not impact any resource requirements needed in Nevada.

Taking into consideration that our company is part of ACS, a Xerox company organization, across the United States, we have sister companies that also employ staff resources with healthcare-related subject matter expertise. Some of these companies, like ACS, work directly with Medicaid agencies and some also provide healthcare-related services to commercial healthcare companies and health plans. Whether our clients are government or commercial entities, ACS’ experienced professionals possess a thorough understanding of healthcare needs and issues, as well as in-depth knowledge of related systems and services.

17.1.5 Location for Making Assignments

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.5, page 158

17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project.


Specialized resources who will perform work on the Nevada contract are based in the offices listed in Table 17.1-2, ACS employees will also be assigned to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project from our corporate headquarters, however, our local project location in Reno, Nevada will house most of the project staff. As necessary, employees who are based in other locations will travel to our local office in Reno as required to meet with DHCFP staff.

Locations relevant to the Nevada contract include:

ACS State Healthcare, LLC (corporate headquarters)


9040 Roswell Road, Suite 700


Atlanta, GA 30350


The local location from which ACS employees will be assigned to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project operations will be the following location or one that is very similar to the location listed below in RFP subsection 17.1.2, Location.   For details of ACS’ proposed Reno facility where our Nevada MMIS Takeover Project account management, key leadership team, and project staff will be based.

17.1.6 Contracts with State of Nevada Agencies

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.6, page 159

17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?


Yes____ No__X___


If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency.


To the best of our knowledge and belief, ACS State Healthcare, LLC has never been engaged under a contract with the State of Nevada. Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. or Xerox Corporation affiliates, such as ACS State and Local Solutions, Inc., may have contracts with the State of Nevada.

17.1.7 State of Nevada Employees


REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.7, page 159

17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its political subdivisions or by any other government?


Yes____ No_X____


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, compensatory time, sick leave, or on his own time?


To the best of our knowledge and belief, ACS State Healthcare, LLC or any of our employees are not employed by the State of Nevada or any of its political subdivisions or by any other government.

17.1.8 Disclosures

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.8, page 159

17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems have been experienced, vendor must indicate in writing.

ACS State Healthcare LLC states that no such problems have been experienced. ACS has not experienced any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves ACS State Healthcare, LLC, or in which ACS has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. In addition, no other potential or reversals are noted might materially affect the viability or the stability of our organization.


We are aware of litigation involving a University Medical Center (UMC) employee that alleged theft and misconduct by a public official for awarding contracts improperly. Part of the allegations against the UMC employee related to a contract between UMC and an ACS commercial affiliate, ACS Consultant Company, Inc., d/b/a ACS Healthcare Solutions. The affiliate is a separate legal entity in a different line of business. Further, the ACS affiliate was not charged or accused of any wrongdoing. The affiliate is the plaintiff in related civil litigation against UMC. A settlement is expected in the civil litigation.

17.1.9
Company background/history

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.9, page 159

17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages.

ACS offers DHCFP the commitment of a long-term Medicaid contractor with a proven history of providing fiscal agent services and innovative health administration and management solutions for the future. Our longevity in Medicaid allows for a proactive relationship with DHCFP to address potential future changes. We understand how to translate complex Medicaid policy into systems and operational processes, and we can respond quickly, responsibly, and knowledgably to evolving policy and program needs. Our comprehensive understanding of healthcare business needs is what shapes our solutions and gives us the insight and control necessary to achieve success with a takeover of a Medicaid program like Nevada’s. Our nearly 40 years of experience stands as a demonstration of our commitment to this industry and provides evidence of the success we have had in providing effective fiscal agent services, strong technical solutions, and excellent operations on behalf of our clients.

We are one of a few long-term Medicaid contractors with a proven history of providing fiscal agent services and innovative and comprehensive alternatives to meet current and future needs. We provide a complete array of diversified Medicaid services including: Medicaid Management Information Systems (MMIS); fiscal agent services; pharmacy benefits management; decision support/data warehouse; health information exchange/electronic health records (HIE/EHR); clinical consulting and management tools; fraud and abuse detection; enrollment broker; call center services; health care analytics; and care and disease management.

ACS Background/History

In 1971, ACS established the federal government standard for MMIS when we developed the general systems design of a prototype MMIS for the United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Since that time, we have enjoyed an historic partnership with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), including working in association with CMS on the development of MITA. We continue to work closely with federal and state government entities to improve Medicaid services across the country. ACS was the first enrollment broker in the nation for Medicaid; pioneered efforts in managed care program design and development dating back to the 1970s; and developed the first Medicaid Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) program in the nation.


Strategic Acquisitions for Improving Medicaid Technology and Services


Our acquisitions underscore our commitment to Medicaid and the healthcare industry and to providing our customers with the broadest array of administrative, clinical, and technical support services possible as the mechanism to continually help improve the administration of their programs. ACS includes acquisitions of some of the nation’s leading health and human services vendors: Consultec, a leading provider of Medicaid technology and fiscal agent services; Birch and Davis, specializing exclusively in managed care services, and Heritage Information Systems, the leading provider of clinical management and health care analytics services in the nation. The acquisition of Heritage was an important step in the evolution of our HIE products and services, as this firm initially developed the nucleus of the systems and technology that would become our HIE solution. Heritage is a co-innovator with ACS in designing, developing, and delivering the most comprehensive health information exchange/electronic health records solutions to Medicaid.

Early in 2008, we also acquired Bowers & Associates, Inc., a Wisconsin-based provider of quality care and productivity management services and healthcare data analytics. Bowers, renamed ACS Care and Quality Solutions, Inc.

In 2009, ACS acquired Pharm/DUR Inc. and subsequently renamed the company ACS, Audit & Compliance Solutions. This acquisition brings to ACS and our clients a comprehensive portfolio of services that offer the opportunity to maximize the effectiveness of a pharmacy benefit program and to improve the financial performance of benefit dollars.

Additionally, in 2007, ACS and Ingenix Public Sector Solutions, Inc. (Ingenix) entered into a Strategic Alliance Agreement in which ACS and Ingenix have partnered to deliver decision support solutions (DSS) to the Medicaid market. 

Xerox Acquisition of Affiliated computer Services, Inc.


Our parent organization, Affiliated Computer Services, Inc., is the largest provider of diversified information technology (IT) and business process outsourcing (BPO) solutions to government and commercial customers in more than 100 countries worldwide. In 2009, Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. and Xerox Corporation (Xerox) announced that they had entered into an Agreement and Plan of Merger providing for the acquisition of Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. by Xerox. Closing on this acquisition took place on February 8, 2010, and Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. is now a subsidiary of Xerox. As a result of this acquisition, Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. is now known as, “ACS, a Xerox company” even though the formal entity name is still the same, Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. Our CEO, Lynn Blodgett, has become the President of the ACS division of Xerox. Mr. Blodgett reports to Ursula Burns, the CEO of Xerox. Organizationally, ACS, a Xerox company, will remain intact within Xerox, and serve as the BPO arm of Xerox, which is the broadest generalization of ACS, a Xerox company’s business.

ACS’ commitment to providing quality-driven technology solutions and services originates from—and is reinforced by—our corporate parent’s commitment to its clients and ability to develop creative, flexible solutions to address real-world business challenges. The “client first” environment of our parent company allows us to provide the responsive, flexible, and reliable solutions our healthcare customers need to address unique and complex challenges. The combination of ACS and Xerox is powerful for many reasons—one of them is innovation. Both companies have a strong reputation for innovation, whether that means perfecting new technologies or transforming government operations.

Qualifications Overview

ACS State Healthcare, LLC currently employs approximately 3,240 people nationwide who are dedicated to assisting our customers with implementing, operating, and enhancing their public sector healthcare programs. Internally, ACS operates our Government Healthcare Solutions Group through the service offerings shown in Table 17.1-3:

Table 17.1-3. ACS Service Offering Background

		Service Offering

		Details

		ACS Advantage



		MMIS

		· MMIS design, development, and implementation (DDI), including the following components:


· Claims processing


· Financial


· Prior authorization


· Provider


· Recipient


· SURS  and MARS support


· Third party liability (TPL)


· EPSDT


· Level of care


· Reference


· MMIS takeover, operation, and maintenance


· Clinical claims editing

· Web portal design and maintenance


· MITA framework

		ACS has a history of successful experience taking over competitor-developed MMIS solutions and fiscal agent operations.


Our legacy of innovation continues with our powerful self-service Web portal for providers, payers, and patients, providing better data access, streamlined patient information, and outstanding customer service.

A guiding principle for the future of ACS-developed MMIS solutions is a system design that is focused on aligning with advanced MITA features in each business area. Our next-generation MMIS solution, ACS Health Enterprise, will be available to Nevada when and if it seeks a new MMIS during a future procurement. 



		Fiscal Agent Services

		· Full Medicaid fiscal agent services

· Claims processing and suspense resolution

· Provider services

· Finance, including accounts payable


· Recipient ID card production

· Electronic data interchange (EDI)


· Web portal support services


· Call center and contact management


· TPL services


· Data entry and mail room services


· Printing and postage

· Prior authorization


· Utilization management


· EPSDT support services

		Clients can focus their energies on program development, management, and optimization with confidence that MMIS operations effectively support business needs.

ACS delivers unprecedented transparency and access to all contract operations and data.

All of our automated and manual processes fully comply with State and federal provisions governing confidentiality of data, including reporting requirements. 



		Pharmacy Benefits Management (PBM)

		Full range of PBM services, including:


· Claims adjudication and payment processing


· Prospective and retrospective (DUR)

· Prescribing patterns


· Prescriber and patient education


· Preferred drug list development/maintenance


· Prior authorization

· Drug rebate administration


· Pharmacy/desk auditing

· Clinical consulting 

		Nationally recognized for flexibility, efficiency, and performance, our online, real-time pharmacy cost management solutions are among the best in the industry. This includes SmartPA, our automated prior authorization solution.





		HIE/EHR

		· Actionable point-of-care information


· Alerts, notifications, and gaps-in-care identifications


· E-prescribing


· Real-time clinical algorithms

		ACS HIE and EHR solutions use our proprietary Patient Data Hub, allowing for the integration of administrative claims data, as well as data from labs, pharmacy switch vendors, EMR, health risk assessments, immunization systems, vital statistics, predictive models, and other disparate healthcare data sources.



		Health Information Analysis

		· Consulting


· Disease and care management support


· Clinical tools


· Predictive modeling


· Decision support/data warehouse

		ACS combines healthcare program knowledge with systems integration and data warehousing expertise to provide powerful solutions that turn patient-specific claims, lab, and health risk appraisal into actionable information.



		Care Management/ Care Coordination/ Disease Management

		· Suite of modeling, profiling, benchmarking, reporting, and health risk prediction tools

· Identification of recipients


· Assessment of levels of care


· Clinical quality outcomes reports


· Utilization and case management


· Wellness and preventative care program support


· Targeted interventions and messaging


· Workers’ compensation program case management

		ACS is one of few companies that hold URAC certifications for utilization management, case management, disease management, and workers’ compensation case management. ACS secured designation as a Quality Improvement Organization (QIO)-like entity under 1902(a)(30)(A) of the Social Security Act.


We use clinical expertise and a portfolio of technology tools to improve healthcare delivery and quality, promote medical best practices, and reduce costs.



		Fraud & Abuse Protection

		· Prevention and retrospective detection


· Prepayment identification and denial


· Claims analysis and auditing; network provider audits


· Data warehouse-based surveillance


· Peer group analysis


· Recipient characteristics comparisons

		ACS provides comprehensive waste, fraud, and abuse management services to combat healthcare abuse. Integrated advanced tools and experts provide results-oriented support to clients in identifying, detecting, and preventing waste, abuse, and fraud in Medicaid and other special healthcare programs.



		Health Benefits Management/ Eligibility and Enrollment

		· SCHIP administration


· Medicaid and SCHIP EB services 

· Medicaid and SCHIP eligibility determination


· Managed care program design, development, roll-out, and administration


· Primary care case management (PCCM)

· Long term care


· EPSDT


· Managed care enrollment

		ACS has more than 25 years of eligibility and enrollment services expertise.


Annually, we enroll hundreds of thousands of applicants into Medicaid managed care programs and SCHIP.


We offer a single integrated solution for choice counseling and enrollment services.






		Call Center Services

		· Call center services for the following programs:


Medicaid and Medicare


SCHIP


Enrollment broker


Workers’ compensation


HMO


Pharmacy benefits management

		ACS operates nearly 30 healthcare call centers nationally.


Recognized by the Call Center Industry Advisory Council as PaceSetter, ACS operates call centers that answer approximately 30 million calls annually from recipients, providers, and stakeholders.





ACS brings a history of innovation to the Medicaid arena, developing products and services that have assisted our Medicaid customers meet the challenges of an ever-changing state and federal regulatory landscape and improve the administration of their programs. Exhibit 17.1-3 depicts the breadth and depth of our support for various healthcare programs throughout the United States.



Exhibit 17.1-3. National Healthcare Experience


DHCFP benefits from the broad understanding and practical knowledge ACS gains from providing a wide range of healthcare systems and services to state customers nationwide.

Our priority is to bring value and service excellence to the Nevada Medicaid program. We can bolster the Nevada Medicaid program with broader efforts to contain costs to help ensure sustainability, develop strategies to provide increased access to care, and establish consistency in quality standards with the implementation of health information technology to promote an efficient healthcare system based on achieving positive health outcomes. ACS’ extensive MMIS experience and our unique position as the sole national vendor with a complete array of in-house Medicaid services demonstrate the depth and breadth of our capabilities.

17.1.10 Time Providing Services

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.10, page 159

17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description.

Our takeover experience dates back 28 years to our first successful takeover, enhancement, and operation of the Missouri MMIS. Since that time, we have taken over MMIS systems as well as numerous large-scale, complex systems and operations across Medicaid and other government programs. We also bring direct, recent experience taking over systems from DHCFP’s incumbent contractor in Alaska and Virginia. In October 2008, the State of Alaska awarded ACS a contract to take over fiscal agent services under the legacy Alaska MMIS from incumbent First Health Services Corporation/Coventry, subsequently acquired by Magellan. The takeover included transitioning nearly 100 fiscal agent and systems support staff—a nearly flawless transition that we completed in less than a month. Full network cutover was accomplished in phases in less than three months and takeover of the State’s website was completed in March 2009. This contract is in addition to Alaska’s September 2007 award to ACS to design, develop, and implement the ACS Health Enterprise (MMIS) for Alaska Medicaid. Additionally, the Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services awarded ACS a contract to takeover its legacy MMIS from First Health Services Corporation (March 2009) and to provide full fiscal agent services. Also in March 2009, DMAS awarded ACS the Virginia Provider Enrollment Services contract. We fully expect to complete the Virginia take over on time and on budget.

		

		



		ACS has experience providing all of the services described in the RFP, including:

· 39 years of MMIS experience


· 28 years of fiscal agent services experience


· 28 years of takeover experience


· 6 years of health information exchange experience


· 16 years of pharmacy claims administration experience for government-funded and commercial accounts

· 26 years of clinical management and health care analytics experience

· 15 years decision support experience



		





Timeline of ACS MMIS Takeover Experience


Our knowledge of takeovers is based on our fundamental and profound knowledge of MMIS technologies, operations requirements, and business processes, as shown in Exhibit 17.1-4. From day one, ACS capitalizes on our experience in MMIS takeovers to effect a transparent transition for all Nevada stakeholders. In short, DHCFP will experience business as usual.



Exhibit 17.1-4. ACS MMIS Takeover Experience Timeline

This timeline demonstrates ACS’ history of successful experience with large-scale MMIS takeovers during the last two decades.


As an example of our effective takeover skills, in 1994, the New Mexico Human Services Department (HSD) awarded ACS a contract to take over its legacy MMIS and provide fiscal agent services. 

		

		



		Did you know?


ACS accomplished MMIS takeovers in the following timeframes:


· 1 month Alaska takeover (incumbent staff)

· 6 month West Virginia takeover


· 6 month New Mexico takeover

· 10 month Mississippi takeover


· 12 month Texas takeover


· 12 month Florida takeover



		





In November 2002, the Texas Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC) awarded ACS the Texas Medicaid Claims and Primary Care Case Management (PCCM) Administrator contract that combined the takeover of its MMIS and fiscal agent services with the PCCM contract, previously two separate contracts. ACS has held the PCCM contract, formerly called the Texas Health Network, since 1997. ACS took over the EDS Compass21 MMIS and fiscal agent operations in an aggressive 11 month timeframe.


We have had successful large-scale MMIS takeovers beginning with Missouri and more recently in Texas, Florida, Mississippi, New Mexico, West Virginia, and Alaska. We are currently in the process of taking over the Virginia MMIS with an anticipated operational start date in June 2010. We recently received from the State of California a letter of intent to award a contract to takeover the legacy California MMIS and subsequently implement our ACS Health Enterprise MMIS, which uses service oriented architecture (SOA) and is MITA-aligned with proven, certifiable Medicaid functionality. Although the California MMIS takeover team is managed by ACS, many staff will be provided by our partner IBM, thereby assuring that sufficient ACS resources are available to perform the Nevada contract. IBM will be responsible for standing up the system from an infrastructure and applications standpoint. As prime contractor, ACS will direct the work performed with IBM and will perform all of the takeover tasks related to operations. Access to IBM staffing resources for the California MMIS project reduces the staffing burden for ACS.

OVerview of ACS MMIS Takeovers


Table 17.1-4 summarizes ACS’ takeover and operations experience and includes former and current clients.

Table 17.1-4. ACS MMIS Takeover Experience


		Customer and Contract Dates

		Number of Recipients

		Services Provided

		Products Implemented/ Functionality



		West Virginia Department of Health and Human Resources (DHHR), Bureau for Medical Services (BMS)

January 1993 – June 2005




		272,268



		· Takeover of the existing First Health-developed WV MMIS

· Fiscal agent services


· Medicaid medical/pharmacy claims processing and adjudication


· MMIS enhancement 

		· Took over a federally certified system and maintained CMS certification


· Replaced five MMIS subsystems, including claims processing, provider, reference, MARS, and SURS

· Developed a client/server-based EIS/DSS


· Implementation of ACS’ point-of-sale pharmacy claims processing system


· Implementation of imaging solution



		New Mexico Medicaid Human Services Department (HSD), Medical Assistance Division (MAD)

Two contracts:


June 1994 – August 2010

		426,702

		· Takeover of the existing First Health-developed NM MMIS

· Fiscal agent services


· Medicaid claims processing and adjudication

· MMIS maintenance

· Experience with managed care programs for Medicaid recipients

		· NM MMIS legacy system maintained certification and the replacement system was certified in 2002


· Implementation of managed care component based on transfer of ACS’ WA MMIS managed care subsystem


· Implementation of ACS-developed MMIS after initial takeover of legacy MMIS


· Implementation of ACS’ point-of-sale pharmacy claims processing system



		Florida Agency for Health Care Administration

First Contract:


June 1988 – June 1994


Second Contract (including extension):


June 1998 – June 2008

		2+ million

		· Takeover of the FL MMIS (originally implemented by ACS on our first contract with the State and subsequently enhanced by another vendor on the intervening contract)


· Fiscal agent services


· FL MMIS maintenance and modification

· Pharmacy benefits management services

		· FL MMIS was re-certified by CMS in 1999


· Implementation of :

· ACS’ point-of-sale pharmacy claims processing system


· Decision support system



		Mississippi Division of Medicaid

Two contracts:


January 2002 – June 2011 with three (1) year options, that if exercised, would take us to June 30, 2014

		640,000

		· Takeover of the existing MS MMIS


· Fiscal agent services


· Implementation of a new ACS-developed MMIS


· Medicaid medical and pharmacy claims processing and adjudication

· MS MMIS maintenance

· MS MMIS enhancement 

		· MS MMIS legacy system maintained certification and the replacement system was certified in 2003


· Enhancements (2nd contract):


· Electronic document management system (EDMS) with central image repository

· Recipient ID cards


· Implementation of an advanced Web portal

· NPI and UB-04 implementation


· Integration of a condition-based edits engine

· DSS



		Texas Health and Human Services Commission

Two contracts:


February 2003 – August 2010


August 2010 – August 2013 plus three one-year options

		3,792,416

		· Takeover of the existing EDS-developed TX MMIS

· Fiscal agent services


· MMIS enhancement

· Medicaid claims processing and adjudication


· MMIS maintenance


· Provide primary care case management services

		· Enhancements included:

· Non-HIPAA electronic transaction processing

· Multiple customer interfaces

· Online claim status inquiry and eligibility verification



		Alaska Department of Health and Social Services


(in DDI)

Two Contracts:


DDI: ACS Health Enterprise


October 2007 – June 2014

Takeover


October 2008 – June 2010

		125,000

		· Takeover of the existing First Health-developed MMIS


· Fiscal agent services

· DDI of ACS Health Enterprise

· Decision support services

· Pharmacy benefits management services

· CyberFormance advanced Retro-DUR

· SmartPA for automated prior authorization

		· Implementation of (DDI):


· ACS Health Enterprise

· Provider and recipient Web portal


· Electronic document management system

· Decision support system



		Virginia

(in DDI)


April 2009 – June 2014

Anticipated Takeover completion date: June 2010 

		557,000

		· Takeover of the First Health-developed VA MMIS


· Fiscal agent services


· Provider enrollment services


· Pharmacy benefits management


· Retro-DUR services


· Recipient ID card services

		· Enhancements include (DDI):


· Web portal solution


· Build and maintain enterprise-wide electronic content management system (ECM)

· Electronic work flow management





		

		



		Alaska Medicaid Project


“I am extremely pleased with ACS’ responsiveness to our needs. The department sees ACS as a strong partner in fulfilling our vision of maintaining access to health care and providing health coverage to Alaskans in need. ACS demonstrates full understanding and joins us in our sense of urgency to improving administration of the medical assistance program, particularly in serving the needs of our residents and the dedicated provider community.”

—Mr. Bill Streur


Deputy Commissioner


Alaska Medicaid and Health Policy






		





ACS offers Nevada nearly 40 years of experience with MMIS design—with nearly 30 of experience specifically with taking over large-scale MMIS and fiscal agent operations. ACS respects all parties that may be affected by takeover activities—in particular, State employees, staff of the current fiscal agent, recipients, providers, and all stakeholders. We have proven expertise and know-how to make this as seamless as possible. Lessons learned from our recent takeover experience in Alaska and Virginia will be the most valuable to exceed Nevada’s expectations. We look forward to working in concert with Nevada to minimize any potential risk and serve as the State’s partner for future innovations.


Summary


Our successful takeover history stems in large part from our willingness and ability to effectively communicate, cooperate, and collaborate with project stakeholders, a necessary ingredient of any effective takeover. This is the experience we offer to DHCFP—experience that can directly assist DHCFP in propelling the Nevada Medicaid program into the future.

17.1.11 Time as Fiscal Agent

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.11, page 159

17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience.


Leveraging our considerable Medicaid experience, including takeover, project management, and fiscal agent services, provides DHCFP with a partner ready to proactively manage Nevada MMIS fiscal agent business operations. Maintaining stable business operations that optimally supports efficient, customer-service-driven program operations is pivotal. Our goal in performing ongoing operations and maintaining a certified MMIS is to seamlessly support the technical infrastructure while focusing on delivering high quality customer service in a budget neutral environment. DHCFP desires a fiscal agent that has experience with the MITA 2.01 model and a demonstrable commitment to current and future MITA initiatives; experience in planning, developing, and implementing a Health Information Exchange solution; and experience taking over a CMS-certified MMIS or system of comparable size, scope, and complexity. We have this experience and more, gained over the course of nearly 30 years’ experience serving as Medicaid fiscal agent.

Experience with Fiscal Agent Services

After building a strong foundation in MMIS development and implementation, ACS entered the arena of Medicaid fiscal agent operations in 1982. ACS is the fiscal agent for the following Medicaid programs: Alaska, Colorado, Georgia, Hawaii, Mississippi, Montana, New Mexico, District of Columbia, Texas, and Wyoming. We will also serve as fiscal agent for New Hampshire Medicaid, where we are in the DDI phase of ACS Health Enterprise and will serve as fiscal agent for the Commonwealth of Virginia, where we are in the takeover phase. Our staff operates various MMIS solutions and provides claims administration and technical support for systems operations, maintenance, and enhancements. Recently awarded contracts that include fiscal agent services follow:


Virginia Medicaid: March 2009 award to takeover and enhance the legacy MMIS and provide full fiscal agent services. We anticipate completing the takeover phase on June 15, 2010. The completion of the takeover phase means that we will have additional resources available to support the takeover of the Nevada MMIS.


Alaska Medicaid: October 2008 contract award to takeover legacy fiscal agent operations—a contract that was awarded subsequent to a contract award to design, develop, implement, and operate a new ACS-developed MMIS. During a 30-day time period, ACS transitioned nearly 100 incumbent operations staff into our organization. Following a detailed plan that was geared toward retention, our human resources (HR) group oversaw staff transition activities, including benefits, job classification assignments, compensation, training, and security badges. ACS HR staff were available on location to assist new staff with transition activities and to answer questions. During HR activities that went extremely well, newly transitioned employees signed up for ACS benefits online and all of them received their next paycheck on time. With a speedy and smooth transition, the client and ACS continued to maintain access to the critical experience and expertise that these staff members bring to daily Alaska fiscal agent operations.

Hawaii Medicaid: February 2009 contract award represents our second consecutive contract, including a 2007 contract renewal and further extends our nine-year relationship with the State


Alaska Medicaid: October 2007 award to design, develop, implement ACS Health Enterprise and provide full fiscal agent services and pharmacy benefits management

Wyoming Medicaid: November 2008 contract renewal award represents our third consecutive contract and further extends our 16-year relationship with the State


District of Columbia Medicaid: September 2007 contract award represents our second consecutive contract and further extends our nine year relationship with the District


We are recognized in the Medicaid market place as a healthcare administrator that brings value to our state customers’ operations by consistently introducing new products and services that will increase efficiency, improve health outcomes, and maximize limited benefit dollars.

Table 17.1-5 shows current and recently awarded MMIS fiscal agent projects along with annual claim volume and Medicaid disbursements with the total amount of dollars disbursed.


Table 17.1-5. Current ACS Fiscal Agent Annual Transaction Volumes


		Account

		Claims

		Dollar Amount



		Alaska MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services 

		8 million

		$1 billion



		California MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services


(anticipated volumes)

		185 million

		$40 billion



		Colorado MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		26.8 million

		$2.1 billion



		DC MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		5 million

		$1.1 billion



		Georgia Health Partnership

		44.8 million

		$6 billion



		Hawaii Fiscal Agent Services

		2.2 million

		$500 million



		Mississippi MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		45 million

		$3.4 billion



		Montana MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		6 million

		$714 million



		New Hampshire MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

(anticipated volumes)

		6 million

		$1.3 billion



		New Mexico MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		10 million

		$2 billion



		Texas Medicaid and Healthcare Partnership

		62.4 million

		$18 billion



		Virginia MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

(awarded March 2009)

		48 million

		$4.8 billion



		Washington MMIS Facilities Manager 

		40 million

		$4 billion



		Wyoming MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		2.3 million

		$377 million





Our technology helps us deliver highly efficient, quality-driven Medicaid operations for our clients. Table 17.1-6 summarizes types of fiscal agent support provided for current and former clients.

Table 17.1-6. ACS Fiscal Agent Services


		Fiscal Agent 
Responsibilities

		Alaska MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services (in DDI)

		Colorado MMIS and 
Fiscal Agent Services

		DC MMIS and Fiscal 
Agent Services

		Florida MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		Georgia Health Partnership

		Hawaii Fiscal Agent Services

		Iowa MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		Mississippi MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		Montana MMIS and 
Fiscal Agent Services

		New Mexico MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		Texas Medicaid and Healthcare Partnership

		Washington MMIS

		West Virginia MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services

		Wyoming MMIS and 
Fiscal Agent Services



		Standards for Operations (service level agreements)

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Score Card Monitoring 

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		

		(

		(

		

		(

		

		

		(



		Claims Processing

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Customer Service

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		

		(

		(



		Medical Review

		

		(

		

		

		(

		

		(

		(

		

		

		(

		

		

		(



		Cost Containment

		(

		

		

		(

		

		

		

		(

		(

		

		(

		

		

		



		Web Portal for Providers

		(

		

		

		

		(

		

		

		(

		(

		(

		(

		

		

		(



		Web Portal for Members

		(

		

		

		

		(

		

		

		

		(

		

		

		(

		

		



		Continuous Quality Improvement

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(



		Claims Imaging/ Scanning/Document Management

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(
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		(
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		ID Cards

		

		

		

		(
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		(

		(

		(

		

		

		

		(



		Fraud and Abuse Detection

		(

		

		

		

		(

		

		

		(

		(

		

		(

		

		

		(



		Data Matches

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		(

		

		(

		

		

		(



		Provider Call Center 

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		(

		

		(

		(



		Recipient/Member Support and Call Center

		(

		

		

		(

		(
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		(

		

		(

		(



		Communication Management

		(

		(

		

		

		(

		

		

		

		(
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		(



		Training

		(

		(

		(

		(
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		Data Analysis

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		(

		

		(

		

		

		



		Provider Enrollment and/or Credentialing

		(
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		(



		Provider Outreach

		(
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		(



		Publications

		(
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		(
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		Network Management

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		(

		

		(

		(

		

		

		



		Premium Activities,

Payment Determination and/or Health Insurance Premium Payment (HIPP)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		(

		

		

		(

		(

		

		

		(



		Medicare Buy-In

		

		(

		

		(

		

		

		(

		

		

		

		

		

		

		(



		Beneficiary Outreach (Medicaid and/or CHIP)

		

		(

		

		

		

		

		

		

		(

		

		(

		

		

		(



		Lock-In Program

		

		

		

		

		

		

		(
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		(



		Surveys and Reports

		

		

		

		

		(
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		(

		

		

		



		Non-Emergency Transportation Services

		(

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		(

		

		(

		

		(
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		EPSDT Activities

		

		

		(

		

		(

		

		(

		

		

		(

		(

		

		

		



		REOMB

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		(
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		(



		Financial Services

		

		

		

		

		

		

		(

		

		

		(

		(

		

		

		



		Banking Reconciliations

		

		

		

		

		(
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		(

		

		

		



		Management and Administrative Reporting (MARS)

		(

		(
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		(
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		SURS/FADS

		(

		(
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		MITA Self Assessment

		(
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		Retrospective DUR
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		(

		



		Prospective DUR

		

		(
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		Pharmacy & Therapeutics (P&T) Committee

		

		

		

		(
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		Drug Rebate Administration

		

		(
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		Drug Prior Authorization

		

		(
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		Therapeutic Intervention
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		EIS/DSS

		

		(
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		Eligibility Verification

		(
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		(

		(





Project summaries for MMIS fiscal agent contracts selected as ACS references for this proposal follow. Refer to Proposal Section 17.2, References, for additional information on the submission of ACS references.


Colorado MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services


The Colorado Medicaid program serves 450,000 clients and processes 26.8 million medical and pharmacy claims annually, representing $2.1 billion in annual provider payments.


In August 1996, the Colorado Department of Health Care Policy and Financing (DHCPF) awarded ACS a contract to implement a replacement MMIS and provide full fiscal agent services. We transferred our Minnesota MMIS to Colorado, making significant system enhancements to meet Colorado-specific business requirements. In operation since December 1998, the Colorado MMIS is a client/server solution that uses a relational database management system on a mainframe server.


ACS is currently fulfilling a second consecutive Medicaid contract providing MMIS enhancements, full fiscal agent services, pharmacy benefits management, decision support/data warehouse services, fraud and abuse detection and recovery, program policy support, system support and maintenance, and third party liability services. We also run a customer call center, handling approximately 275,000 calls annually covering provider services, prior authorization, electronic data interchange, and pharmacy.


Hawaii Fiscal Agent Services


The Hawaii Medicaid program serves approximately 200,000 clients and processes 2.2 million medical claims annually, representing $500 million in annual provider payments.

In February 2009, the Hawaii Department of Human Services renewed a second consecutive contract with ACS to continue to provide fiscal agent and pharmacy benefits management services for the State’s Medicaid program. ACS has provided Hawaii Medicaid fiscal agent services since 2002 and pharmacy benefits management services since 2001. As part of the contract, ACS is deploying our electronic health record (EHR) solution, DirectAccessEHR, to assist Hawaii healthcare providers and payers promote the delivery of quality healthcare, increase efficiency, and support safety through increased access to patient data. This deployment is being funded in part by the State of Hawaii’s Transformation Grant from CMS. Under the new contract, ACS provides fiscal agent services including claims receipt, sorting, screening, imaging, and entry; prior authorization processing; provider call center; quality assurance and report card; mailroom; provider education; EDI support; banking operations; and third party recovery efforts. The MMIS is operated remotely by the State of Arizona; therefore, systems support is not provided onsite by ACS for the MMIS. Pharmacy services include claims processing, point-of-sale system maintenance and modification; call center and automated prior authorization processing; drug rebate administration; and clinical consultation.

Montana MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services


The Montana Medicaid program serves approximately 125,000 clients and processes approximately 6 million medical and pharmacy claims annually, representing $714 million annual provider payments.

Our July 2007 contract renewal represents a fourth consecutive contract and further extends our 26-year relationship with the Montana Department of Public Health and Human Services. In addition to providing MMIS and fiscal agent services, we provide pharmacy benefits management, Indian Health Services, and State’s Children’s Health Insurance Plan (SCHIP) administrative services. In July 2007, through a contract amendment, we also began providing enrollment broker services for the Passport to Health program and to Team Care, the State’s primary care case management (PCCM) and Medicaid managed care program, respectively. During our third contract with Montana, we implemented a claims-based medical history system solution—an initiative recognized by CMS as the nation’s first electronic health records (EHR) program. Since that time, ACS has become the leading provider of health information exchange (HIE)/EHR and clinical management tools. We recently implemented components of our advanced clinical suite, including SmartPA for automated prior authorization processing and DirectAccessEHR for physician access to patient data and e-prescribing.

Our fiscal agent operations scope of services includes claims processing for Medicaid and the Mental Health Services Plan; prescription benefits management; systems maintenance and support; Web services; provider and client services; call center operations; decision support/data warehouse services; fraud and abuse prevention and detection; program policy support; third party recovery; and financial services. We also process eyeglass and dental claims for the SCHIP and provide fiscal agent functions for the Indian Health Services programs.


New Mexico MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services


The New Mexico Medicaid program serves 463,000 clients and processes 10 million claims annually, representing $2 billion in annual provider payments.


In 1994, the New Mexico Human Services Department (HSD) awarded ACS a contract to takeover First Health New Mexico’s legacy MMIS and provide fiscal agent services. ACS expended several man-years of effort at no cost to HSD to re-engineer the system and to stabilize performance, increasing the electronic claims submission rate from 38 to 68 percent in only 18 months. Going forward, virtually every year of the ACS New Mexico contract has been marked by a significant enhancement, program implementation, or remediation effort. In 1997, we rolled out SALUD!, the State’s managed care program, developing a managed care subsystem and staffing a 30-person enrollment unit. In 1998, we assisted New Mexico in becoming one of the first states to implement a presumptive eligibility (PE) program, with ACS enrolling PE determiners and processing PE forms. In 1999, we completed the modifications required by Y2K, providing a remediated system that operated perfectly with no disruptions to clients or providers. In 2000, we implemented plastic swipe cards, eliminating the need to produce and mail client ID cards each month, a successful cost-containment initiative.

In 2002, we replaced the legacy MMIS with an ACS-developed MMIS, with a true multi-payer benefit structure, relational database management system (RDBMS), table-driven architecture, open scalability, Web-based capabilities, and portal architecture. In 2004, ACS completed a successful MMIS HIPAA compliance project, remediating the system to comply with HIPAA requirements. In September 2005, HSD awarded ACS a second consecutive contract to serve as fiscal agent and to implement additional significant enhancements to the MMIS. The success of these projects over a ten year period demonstrates partnership in action, marked by tangible results. Our scope of work for New Mexico includes claims processing and management, pharmacy benefits management, decision support/data warehouse services, provider and recipient services, third party liability, fraud and abuse detection and recovery, and financial services. We also operate a full service customer call center, handling more than 350,000 calls annually.

Tangible Benefits via the Web Portal

In 2008, we began initiatives to save New Mexico’s program dollars on pass-through print and mail costs for provider support, implementing electronic remittance advice (RA) delivery through the provider Web portal. At the beginning of this year, we moved from paper RAs to electronic RAs for all providers registered on the Web portal (more than half). We are currently in the process of moving the final 40 percent of providers to electronic RAs, which translates to additional savings for our client.


As of December 1, 2008, with a few exceptions, providers began submitting claims electronically via the provider Web portal. This initiative has several benefits for our client. Most claims are submitted electronically, therefore, it will eliminate the need for data entry of the bulk of claims, reducing data entry errors and increasing the speed at which claims are processed. Thus providers will be paid faster than they are today. These initiatives will nearly eliminate pass-through costs for printing and mailing paper claims, thereby significantly reducing staffing and operational costs for the State.

Wyoming MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services


The Wyoming Medicaid program serves 86,000 clients and processes 2.3 million medical and dental claims annually, representing $377 million in annual provider payments.


ACS is currently fulfilling a third consecutive contract to provide the Wyoming Department of Health MMIS maintenance and support and full fiscal agent services. Our initial contract in 1993 included the transfer and enhancement of an ACS-developed MMIS and the provision of fiscal agent services. Under our second contract, ACS implemented major enhancements to the Wyoming MMIS. Under the new contract, ACS is adding a call center for providers in the dental program and is working with the dental program on client outreach initiatives. ACS’ scope of work includes claims processing and management; provider and client services; medical policy support; fraud and abuse detection and recovery; decision support/data warehouse services; third party liability (TPL); prior authorization services; Medicare buy-in; estate recovery; and transportation call center services for Medicaid client travel services. ACS also operates a customer call center for the Medicaid program.


Other Relevant Experience


ACS brings extensive experience across Medicaid and other health and human services (HHS) programs. We offer a broad range of technology and services including primary care case management (PCCM) and long term care program design, development, implementation, and administration; SCHIP administration, including technology and services to support eligibility determination, enrollment, and premium processing; eligibility pre-determination and processing for Medicaid; Medicaid enrollment broker (EB) and health benefits administration, including the design and implementation of effective managed care enrollment strategies for programs of varying sizes and complexity. We pioneered enrollment assistance services in 1983 by working with Medicare to become the first enrollment contractor in the nation, and in 1984, we became the first enrollment contractor for Medicaid. We also developed the first Medicaid Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) program in the nation; our successful results are exemplified in our Louisiana KIDMED contract described later in this section.

In addition to providing program administration services, ACS also provides consulting as well as short-term management services to our Medicaid and other government clients across the nation covering:


Operations consulting and business process re-engineering


Comprehensive managed care consulting


Population/disease management


HIPAA 2 assessment and remediation phases, ICD 10, and NPI


MITA gap analysis and remediation services


Health care analytics and clinical analysis


Wellness/prevention programs


Assisting states in writing grants, waivers, and subsequent policy


Long Term Care assessments and waiver support

E-health, including health information technology (HIT)/health information exchange (HIE)

Enhanced third party liability services to reduce costs


· Fraud and abuse detection and prevention

Examples of the depth of other relevant services we offer our clients include a long term care (LTC) services contract with Louisiana and a contract for management and consulting services for Medicaid for the State of Rhode Island’s RIteCare managed care program.


Louisiana LT-PCS: The 2004 re-award of the KIDMED/CommunityCARE contract expanded services to include designing, developing, implementing the State’s new Long Term-Personal Care Services (LT-PCS) program. LT-PCS provides in-home and community-based services to the elderly and disabled requiring nursing-home level of care. Our scope of services includes providing eligibility determination support; conducting in-home assessments by RNs and field staff to determine appropriate level of care; provider selection assistance; plan of care review and development; quality of care follow-up; prior authorization of services; provider monitoring; data collection and input; and program reporting. ACS also implemented and operates a single-point-of-entry (SPOE) call center hot line for providing consumers information on Medicaid LTC and on accessing LTC services. The center provides callers LTC information, prescreens persons requesting LTC services, assists callers in choosing the right option for their unique needs, and collects information on the demographics and needs of persons requesting services.


Rhode Island RIte Care (Managed Care): Since 1994, ACS has assisted the Rhode Island Department of Human Services (DHS) in designing, implementing, and administering RIte Care, the State’s managed healthcare program that serves the State’s Medicaid and CHIP populations and other selected low-income, uninsured individuals under a managed care and fee-for-service model. ACS’ team of healthcare experts provides core consulting and support services that have resulted in the RIte Care program being nationally recognized for excellence. The State has one of the lowest insurance rates for children in the nation due to the success of RIte Care. Broadly, our scope of services includes analyzing federal and State legislation as it relates to Medicaid, CHIP, and access to health services. We track and analyze new legislation, evolving service delivery strategies and program trends, waiver initiatives, and new federal program implementation initiatives. Our staff frequently conducts presentations for the State legislature, State budget office, statewide community-based organizations, and related healthcare organizations within the State.

Our analysis of legislation and DHS business processes has resulted in implementing initiatives that have resulted in cost savings, cost avoidance, and more streamlined, efficient operations. Highlights of our scope of services and initiatives include:


· Purchasing Support and Technical Assistance: includes functional requirement specification; federal and State-compliant contract development and oversight; health plan and provider oversight and monitoring; grievance and appeals resolution; calculating premiums and State costs for co-pays, deductibles, and non-covered benefits; and work on behalf of the State in the development of actuarially certified capitation rates in compliance with federal rules. This process differs from most states, where state staff members work directly with actuarial firms.

· Program Policies and Implementation: includes medical consultation; RIte Care and RIte Share member enrollment and services support; health plan performance review; health services utilization and data analysis; enrollment and expenditure analysis, benchmarking to prevailing national performance; analytics reporting; administrative/production support; develop and implement federally approved quality strategy; and management and oversight of the RIte Smiles dental program.

· Health Policy and Planning Support: includes federal regulatory analysis; development of waiver applications, federal reporting; budget estimating and forecasting; analysis of compliance requirements under Balanced Budget Act, Medicare Prescription Drug Improvement and Modernization Act and the federal Deficit Reduction Act, and feasibility analyses of potential.

· Medicaid Special Education Program: oversight of program including developing program materials, school district staff training, and generating comprehensive program reports.

· Special Projects: support special projects including Children’s Behavioral Health, Hospital Financing Reform, Managed Care Options for Adults with Disabilities, and other budget and legislative initiatives.


· Alternate Non-Emergency Provider: developed network as part of an effort to reduce avoidable emergency department utilization.


· Generic First: implemented the “Generic First” pharmacy benefit for RIte Care, a strict generic policy with identified medical and drug exceptions.


· Implemented RIte Share: a premium payment assistance program in which the State pays an employee’s share of the premium for employer-sponsored healthcare coverage, eliminating the need for the employee to become a beneficiary in the RIte Care Medicaid managed care program. We built a “cost effectiveness” calculator that includes an actuarially-based projection of the State’s costs for expenses not covered by the insurer. When compared to costs associated with RIte Care managed care enrollment, the RIte Share program saves the State approximately $1 million per year per 1,000 individuals enrolled.

· Children with Special Health Care Needs: assisted the State in designing, developing, and integrating a coordinated system of managed care for children with special healthcare needs. As a result, behavioral health expenses have declined markedly as inpatient behavioral health days have been reduced by 20 percent.

· Cost containment/Quality Care Initiative: managed enrollment of non-dual resident adults with disabilities into the Rhody Health Partners managed care program.


· Cost Avoidance for Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU): ACS dedicates an RN care coordinator to facilitate the timely discharge of NICU infants and the coordination of care in the community, cost-avoiding approximately $3 million per year. Additionally, in cases where the infant’s mother leaves work and loses employer-sponsored coverage (making both mother and infant eligible for Medicaid), our care coordinator moves the case to RIte Share, where the State pays only for COBRA premiums, providing significant cost savings.


· Pricing/Payment Methodology Analysis: ACS provided our director of payment method development, a national expert in payment methodology, value purchasing, and pay-for-performance, to work with the ACS RIte Care team to review outpatient payments for radiology in comparison with Medicare pricing and recommend alternatives.


· Health Reform Analysis: conducting analyses of financial and programmatic impacts across State health programs of the recently enacted “Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.”

· Global Consumer Choice Compact Waiver (Global Waiver): The Global Waiver provides the State with increased flexibility to provide services more cost-effectively. We assisted Rhode Island in its work to secure the Global Waiver and provided key analytics for negotiations of the Global Waiver expenditure cap.

Experience Taking Over and Maintaining a certified MMIS

ACS’ extensive CMS certification experience facilitates a successful CMS review for our MMIS DDI clients. Because this project is a takeover, ACS will operate the CMS-certified Nevada MMIS, meeting all performance standards. We acknowledge the State’s response to Questions 173 and 174, indicating that CMS may require a limited review of the Nevada MMIS during the new contract. ACS has a very detailed understanding of MMIS certification requirements and will be able to support a flexible approach based on the final details provided by CMS.

DHCFP and ACS both realize that obtaining federal certification of the MMIS to achieve maximum federal financial participation (FFP) is a critical objective of all Medicaid projects. In addition to ensuring that all ACS-developed MMIS solutions meet federal certification requirements, we understand that any MMIS subsystems that we takeover, enhance, or operate must continue to maintain federal certification. No ACS-developed MMIS has ever failed to receive certification retroactive to the date requested. We follow a proven, documented approach to preparing for federal certification of ACS-developed MMISs to ensure successful system compliance with federal certification requirements. ACS MMIS systems have achieved certification in the following states, as shown in Table 17.1-7 and presented in alphabetical order:

Table 17.1-7. ACS MMIS Certifications


		State

		Year of Certification



		Colorado

		1999



		District of Columbia

		2004



		Florida

		1999



		Georgia

		2003



		Iowa

		1998



		Minnesota

		1994



		Mississippi

		2003



		Montana

		1997



		New Mexico

		2002



		Washington

		1982



		Wyoming

		1995





ACS brings to DHCFP not only fiscal agent services and MMIS experience that span nearly 30 years but also the ultimate goal of implementing and maintaining certified systems. ACS’ 30 years of experience in the Medicaid market far exceeds the State’s requirement but continues to re-enforce our commitment to states and Medicaid. ACS brings to DHCFP not only fiscal agent services and MMIS experience that span nearly 30 years but also the ultimate goal of implementing and maintaining certified systems. Our 30 years of experience in the Medicaid market far exceeds the State’s requirement to operate and maintain a certified MMIS for a minimum of five years.

17.1.12
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17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to a current and future MITA initiatives.


ACS fully supports the goals of the Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA). We have worked with CMS since the beginning in the continuing development of MITA, including the business, technical, and data architectures. Like CMS, we envision a coordinated and effective healthcare delivery system based on MITA, which will ultimately integrate information from many sources to achieve the long-sought goal of true population health management as well as improved individual health outcomes.


Our vision for MITA can be summed up in one concept: we will enable our customers—in particular the State of Nevada—and our staff to focus on the business of healthcare by enabling them to concentrate on the health of recipients, while the routine transactional aspects of our business are transformed to simple—but accurate and efficient—”background noise.” We believe that a core aim of any Medicaid agency is ultimately to be freed from the concerns of transaction processing so it can concentrate on its healthcare mission. That mission is to provide the best healthcare possible, in the right setting, with the best outcomes possible, at the lowest cost possible.

ACS’ intention over the next 10 years is to work collaboratively with our customers to help them reach the level of MITA maturity that supports their objectives for individual business processes at specific points in time. ACS’ deep and ongoing involvement with MITA development and application provides the knowledge and experience to move Nevada to higher levels of MITA maturity, in line with its MITA assessment and state roadmap. Furthermore, our experience shows that states can often achieve significant gains in MITA maturity without replacement of the core MMIS; our proposed solutions for new MITA-aligned peripheral systems demonstrates the possibilities of that same experience for Nevada.


Experience with the MITA 2.01 Model


ACS made a conscious choice to become involved with MITA since the initiative began in 2002. Our organization and staff have been committed to the principles and evolution of MITA, with our staff involvement, active membership, and participation in the following national workgroups and initiatives:


National Medicaid Electronic Data Interchange HIPAA (NMEH) MITA Initiative Workgroup

Health Level 7 (HL7) MITA Workgroup

MITA Technical Architecture Sub-Committee on Best Practices and Governance


MITA Technical Architecture Sub-Committee


· MITA Technical Architecture 5010 Gateway Initiative

Past MITA involvement by our senior staff members and thought leaders includes:


Co-author for MITA Technical Architecture White Paper regarding SOA Maturity Model


Chairing MITA Technical Architecture Sub-committee on Deployment and Operations


Developing MITA White Papers for CMS – MITA Deployment Issues in an SOA Environment – 2007 MMIS Conference


Developing MITA MMIS Provider Enrollment Prototype with a cross-vendor team


Participating on MITA Panel at MMIS Conferences

· Performing MITA State Self-Assessments in Alaska, New Mexico, North Dakota, and Tennessee

Perhaps our greatest application of MITA principles in our own organization has come with adaptation of MITA’s business, technical, and data architectures to create our own MITA-centric MMIS—the ACS Health Enterprise. Currently in development in New Hampshire, North Dakota, and Alaska, we have committed the full backing of ACS and its leadership to create a truly MITA-aligned system that exemplifies all of the standards and attributes of CMS’ MITA vision. We designed the ACS Health Enterprise following the MITA principles of an open, standards-based architecture, interoperable software components, use of Internet and Web-based technologies, externalization of business rules, and an emphasis on COTS components, where appropriate. ACS Health Enterprise also is organized around a MITA-aligned business architecture framework rather than traditional subsystems, which aligns fully with the CMS Medicaid Enterprise Certification Toolkit (MECT) guidelines.

What does this MITA-aligned MMIS development mean for Nevada? Across all of our contracts, we leverage and apply the expertise and experience we have gained from this effort to develop MITA-aligned systems for our customers, as well as to identify appropriate COTS products for system components or peripherals that can help customers move to higher MITA maturity levels successfully and economically. ACS stands ready to use our MITA knowledge and experience to help DHCFP weigh opportunities and options and make decisions to advance Nevada’s MITA maturity now and in the future.

The peripheral systems and operational support systems we propose for DHCFP move the Nevada Medicaid enterprise closer to its MITA goals without replacement of the Core MMIS. From our Informed Health Suite HIE with its service oriented architecture (SOA), expandable platform, and HL7-compliant interoperability to our DocFinity solution for Online Document Retrieval and Archive System (ODRAS) with built-in workflow management, we have chosen the systems and tools that support CMS’ and DHCFP’s objectives for the evolution of MITA within the healthcare environment.

Commitment to Current and Future MITA Initiatives


As an organization, we are firmly committed to the advancement of MITA as a technology strategy that will readily produce enhanced capabilities, functionality, and business outcomes for states. By embracing MITA, states can align their healthcare strategies with population health management and realize improved health outcomes and cost savings to help support and sustain a viable Medicaid program.

As CMS has embraced MITA as the technology architecture of the future for Medicaid programs, ACS has embraced MITA concepts and structures for our future as well. In fact, ACS’ corporate leadership has demonstrated strong commitment to meeting MITA goals, objectives, and standards across our entire line of healthcare products and services, particularly our MMIS and HIE/HIT offerings. In addition to ACS Health Enterprise, our DSS, PBM, and HIE/HIT/EHR solutions ensure that business and policy needs drive solutions; that providers, members, and internal users can access information easily to guide the delivery of healthcare; and that new functionality can be rapidly integrated in a modular fashion.

As a result of MITA’s focus on interoperability and data exchange, with the goal of beneficiary-centric service delivery, state government agencies can now actively participate in the Department of Health and Human Services’ continuing vision of a transparent healthcare market that uses electronic health records, e-prescribing, and personal health records to increase healthcare awareness and participation, as well as improving individual outcomes. Through the application of our current and evolving skills and knowledge in working with MITA on a daily, practical basis, we stand ready to help move Nevada toward higher levels of MITA maturity, as envisioned in DHCFP’s State Self-Assessment. This proposal contains many opportunities for MITA growth through our MITA-aligned peripheral solutions, many of which exceed RFP requirements but that we include because of their value to the Nevada Medicaid program. In Table 17.1-8, we identify these value-added components:

Table 17.1-8. Value-Added Improvements to MITA Maturity

		MITA Business Area

		Product or Service

		Included in Proposal



		Value-Added Services Included in Proposal



		Care Management


Member Management

		· HIE Extended Patient Data Search using Informed Health HIE in AL, KY, WY, MO, other ACS accounts

		Yes



		Provider Management


Member Management

		· Call center performance monitoring and recording, including 100% of calls and 100% of screens. We use Verint’s Witness product for both call and screen recording to support quality control activities in our call center. 

		Yes



		Care Management

		· Silverlink Predictive Dialer for targeted messaging, outbound calling campaigns under the optional Health Education and Care Coordination Component

		Yes



		Provider Management


Operations Management

		· Enhanced provider Web portal services

· Complete provider access to applications, correspondence, and enrollment status through the enrollment Web portal

· Lotus Forms allows ACS to configure specific application field-level business rules that can be applied to both electronic and paper applications ensuring the quality and integrity of documentation


· DocFinity provides efficient, automated, and fully controlled workflow for provider documentation, and optimizes the image and document storage capability

· Link to the Health Information Exchange (HIE) through the single sign-on portal to access electronic health records


· Provider locater feature in public area of the portal allows users—including Medicaid and Check-Up recipients—to search for providers by name, location, type, or specialty and view a map of the provider’s location

		Yes



		Operations Management

		· Cognos Metrics Manager Performance Monitoring and Reporting tools for metrics management and SLA tracking

		Yes



		Provider Management

		· BrightWave targeted messaging automation tool sends broadcast communications to providers by e-mail

		Yes



		Operations Management


Program Management

		· Microsoft EPM Suite with SharePoint document repository for review, sharing, and storage of project information 

		Yes



		Provider Management


Member Management


Program Integrity Management

		· Program Integrity screening with LexisNexis databases:


· Beneficiary screening identifies and prioritizes individuals who are currently receiving benefits, but who may no longer be eligible, or were never eligible

· Provider screening identifies and prioritizes providers who are currently providing services under Nevada Medicaid, but who may no longer be eligible, or were never eligible, and providers who are at high risk of fraudulent activity

· Provider enrollment screening provides access to LexisNexis’ online tool “Accurint for Government” to assist in evaluating providers who apply to participate in the Nevada Medicaid program. As the front-end step in a comprehensive provider screening solution, this tool allows DHCFP to identify providers who may not be eligible, or are at high risk of fraudulent activity before they are allowed to bill Medicaid

· Best contact information screen to update addresses and telephone numbers, reduce returned mail costs

		Yes





As a recognized thought leader in the industry, we also bring some additional ideas to the table that suggest some new avenues for MITA growth and service to DHCFP’s constituency. With selected partners, ACS is in a position to provide advanced capabilities that are not part of this proposal, but that DHCFP may wish to consider for the future. Table 17.1-9 contains a description of these potential services.


Table 17.1-9. MITA-Aligned Add-On Services for Future Consideration


		MITA Business Area

		Product or Service

Included in Proposal



		Potential Add-On Services for Future Consideration



		Care Management


Program Integrity Management




		ACS specialty benefits management from CareCore National. CareCore National delivers innovative specialty benefit management solutions focused on managing high-cost healthcare segments such as diagnostic and cardiac imaging, cardiac implantable devices, oncology drugs and adjunctive therapies, radiation oncology, sleep disordered breathing, pain management, and lab services including genomic testing.



		Care Management


Program Integrity Management

		ACS radiology benefits management from CareCore Radiology. CareCore Radiology provides management services for outpatient diagnostic imaging. Programs address the appropriate utilization of all imaging with a keen focus on advanced imaging technologies including MRI, MRA, CT, PET, Nuclear Medicine, and Nuclear Cardiology.



		Care Management


Operations Management—Claims

Member Management

		Home and Community-Based Services (HCBS) management from Greystone Consumer Empowerment Systems (GCES). The GCESonline solution provides operational and financial controls over long term spending within a framework that supports State plan-based personal care services (PCS) including the Katie Beckett Program and all HCBS waivers, while delivering tool sets that can better equip Nevada to monitor and set policy that delivers high quality program services. The GCESonline solution manages plans of care in an automated, Web-based environment and supports individual budgeting as well as self-directed care.



		Program Integrity Management

Care Management

		Personal care time and attendance management from Sandata Technologies or First Data’s AuthentiCare. Sandata and First Data provide statewide automated time and attendance monitoring systems, whose real-time data allows monitoring and verification of the providers delivering services under Nevada’s home and community-based services (HCBS) waivers. Providers check in and check out via toll-free telephone as they deliver services in a participant’s home, while the database interfaces with claims data to minimize fraudulent billing. The database serves as a quality management tool for case managers, ensuring that providers deliver the authorized services, and empowers HCBS participants to manage their self-directed care services effectively. 



		Care Management


Member Management


Program Integrity Management

		Post-acute care utilization management solutions from SeniorMetrix. Through their technology, data, and experience in frailty management, SeniorMetrix™ provides decision-support to assist professionals in better managing an individual’s care, seeking the optimal relationship of cost and predicted outcome. Currently, they provide predictive and evidence-modeling technologies for various clients who service more than 1 million Medicare Advantage, 3 million commercial, and 200,000 managed Medicaid lives.



		Care Management


Member Management

		Community-based care management from SeniorMetrix. SeniorMetrix™ has also developed a suite of solutions for improving the overall identification and care management of frail beneficiaries who live in the community. SeniorMetrix™ provides two proactive medical management processes: HRA+™, a Web-based tool that offers a simple and objective assessment for screening, risk stratification, and predicting how much care a beneficiary will require as well as identify other services that may be necessary for a safe, in-home, living situation. HomeSafe™ application is a Web-based tool that will guide a clinician to complete a comprehensive, in-home assessment of the identified population thereby screening for risk factors and care needs.



		Care Management


Member Management

		Long term care assessment from LifePlans, Inc. LifePlans is recognized as a leader in health risk assessment and geriatric care management services and provides management assistance to insurers and health plans with complex and frail populations, many of whom are disabled. LifePlans has assessed the medical, functional, cognitive, and home safety status of roughly 2 million older adults through a national clinical nursing network composed of 6,500 RNs located in all 50 states and Canada. Additionally, LifePlans has experience working with the technology of SeniorMetrix to provide quality, telephonic, and in-home assessments along with care management.



		Care Management


Member Management

		Preadmission screening and resident review (PASRR) assessment from DDM Ascend. DDM Ascend is the industry leader and expert in managing PASRR. They design comprehensive, efficient, and cost-effective PASRR management systems that adhere to federal compliance requirements while conforming to individual state service systems and processes. They provide a customized, Web-based PASRR system that provides around-the-clock access with real-time results and reporting capabilities. They offer a solid history of effective management of PASRR Level I, Level II, quality oversight, tracking, and provider training and database design.



		Care Management


Program Integrity Management

		Behavioral health utilization management from ValueOptions—the largest privately held managed behavioral health organization in the nation. ValueOptions specializes in behavioral health utilization management for all mental health and substance abuse diagnoses. With a mission to help people with mental health and substance abuse disorders, ValueOptions’ scope has expanded to include healthcare disorders of all types based on the holistic recognition that consumer’s behavior is the road to health or illness. Therefore, ValueOptions has considerable experience developing, implementing, and managing behavioral health utilization management programs based on this core mission. 



		Care Management


Member Management

		DirectCare Pro is ACS’ companion to DirectAccess EHR, which we have included in our Informed Health Suite HIE solution for DHCFP. This Web-based system assists pharmacists and other appropriate staff to provide proper care for a member’s multiple chronic diseases and co-morbidities by delivering nationally-recognized, evidence-based treatment standards onsite through the pharmacist’s computer.



		Program Integrity Management


Member Management

		LexisNexis is the largest and fastest growing data repository of public records and commercially available data in the country. LexisNexis can provide specialized data driven services focused on the provider and recipient populations that have the potential to increase operational efficiencies and generate program savings. Beneficiary data screening can help identify recipients who are currently receiving benefits but who may no longer be eligible. Similarly, provider data screening can identify current providers who may no longer be eligible to perform services due to OIG sanctions, are GSA excluded, are incarcerated or deceased for example. LexisNexis’ online “Accruint for Government” tool provides online access to a consolidated database of provider credentialing information which can be used during the enrollment process. Finally, LexisNexis offers a “Best Contact Information” service that provides the most recent contact information for the entire provider and recipient population.





17.1.13
HIE Experience
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17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information exchange.


Health information exchanges (HIE) provide the backbone on which other applications—such as electronic medical records (EMR), electronic health records (EHR), computerized physician order entry (CPOE), and e-prescribing—can reside. For example, HIEs enable providers to electronically access and share patient information from a variety of sources in order to deliver better patient care.


ACS’ HIE allows payers, hospitals, providers, and patients to connect in real-time to seamlessly, safely, and securely exchange patient healthcare data between providers and other caregivers. 


		

		



		Did you know?


ACS has been a leader in providing HIE services to Medicaid programs since 2004.






		





Users can exchange clinical images, hospital admit and discharge documents, and lab results; connect to public health systems; detect pandemic outbreaks; and issue appropriate alerts. Our solution adheres to the regulations of the federal government’s Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) and provides much of the reporting required to meet the new meaningful use guidelines.

A major differentiator between ACS’ HIE solution and other health information exchanges is that most health information exchanges only pass individual doctor notes and records, which are often isolated pieces of data about a patient. Our HIE solution produces a summarized patient health record in real-time, producing a standard continuity of care document (CCD), which is a true summary of a patient’s medication and their medical, family, social, and known allergy history in real-time. We take disparate pieces of data from hospitals and emergency rooms and provide physicians with actionable knowledge about a patient’s health and medication history—this is the true value of health information exchange.

As a leader in the health information exchange and electronic health records marketplace, ACS has the expertise, the experience, the technology, and the proven track record to provide high quality HIE services. Additionally, we leverage this expertise to support our clients’ secure funding for HIE and EHR initiatives. The HITECH Act, enacted as part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, allocated nearly $20 billion in healthcare information technology funding. ACS provides consultative services that support ARRA and HITECH Act initiatives at the state level, driving the development, implementation, and management of sustainable and fully interoperable HIT solutions by:


Ensuring compliance with HITECH security requirements


Facilitating consensus among stakeholders


Conducting education and outreach


Managing ongoing operations


· Coordinating statewide and regional health information exchange efforts


In fact, ACS worked closely with Alabama on the State’s application for HIE grant money. In January 2007, Alabama was one of the 26 states awarded funding in the first Medicaid Transformation Grants. The goal of the two year, $7.6 million grant was to transform the State’s current Medicaid claims system from a fragmented, wasteful system to a more cost-efficient, coordinated, and patient-centered organization. Alabama’s program, known as Together for Quality (TFQ), is a three part effort to provide up-to-date and comprehensive information to healthcare providers. Alabama’s TFQ initiative is helping Alabama Medicaid move from a traditional process-oriented and paper-driven system to one that uses modern technology to focus on patient-centered, coordinated healthcare information and services.

ACS HIE Experience

Our expertise in planning, developing, and implementing health information technology (HIT) solutions spans more than six years of experience with our successful implementations of electronic health records and health information exchange systems for state Medicaid programs, including Alabama, Florida, Hawaii, Kentucky, Missouri, Montana, Ohio, Texas, and Wyoming. Missouri is using federal stimulus dollars to transform its EHR into a fully functioning HIE.

The following is a high-level overview of these projects:


		

		



		“The system will allow us to see the treatment history from other sources, such as emergency room visits and specialist visits. It will show us treatment goals from other providers, as well.”

Provider, Talladega County, Alabama



		





Alabama Together For Quality HIE – This project is our nation’s first successful Medicaid-based and funded health information exchange solution, which has been cited by CMS as a model for state HIT innovation. The Alabama program currently focuses on two chronic conditions: asthma and diabetes.

Wyoming Total Health Record HIE – This state-wide Health Information Exchange is an electronic medical home for the Medicaid population of Wyoming.

Hawaii Pediatric EHR/EPSDT – This program tracks and schedules immunizations and health screenings for Medicaid children in Hawaii.

Missouri Medicaid (MOHealthNet) – In Missouri, more than 3,000 physicians access our electronic health record solution on a recurring basis. Missouri is using federal stimulus dollars to transform its EHR into a fully functioning HIE. Missouri was the first state in the nation to implement a complete EHR solution.


Kentucky Health Information Exchange (KHIE) – This is a state-wide health information exchange solution led by Kentucky Medicaid. Once completed, the HIE will link together hospitals, labs, patients, doctors, and existing regional health information organizations (RHIOs) across the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

Texas Medicaid – The Texas EHR solution comprises CyberAccess, SmartPA (prior authorization solution for pharmacy), and CyberFormance (program management solution for reporting and management).


Montana EHR – We implemented Montana’s online EHR portal for Medicaid providers.


Ohio EHR – We implemented an online EHR portal for Medicaid providers.


Florida Medication Therapy Management (MTM) – We implemented an online EHR portal for pharmacists.


This expertise well positions ACS to assist DHCFP in this critical new healthcare area, and we can leverage our experience and thought leadership in the field to help the citizens of Nevada. Our vision is to build and deliver electronic health solutions that improve healthcare by enabling providers and patients to make informed decisions at the point of care.

Exhibit 17.1-5, History of Innovation, provides a graphical representation of the evolution of our HIE/EHR products.




Exhibit 17.1-5. History of Innovation

Our extensive experience and technical capabilities provides DHCFP with a quality, comprehensive healthcare model that eases administrative burdens and promotes patient safety.

In 2004, ACS acquired Heritage Information Systems, founded in 1980 as a pharmacy auditing and clinical consulting company. The acquisition of Heritage was an important step in the evolution of our HIE products and services, as this firm initially developed the nucleus of the systems and technology that would become our HIE solution. ACS’ Informed Health Suite has continued to evolve the breadth of its technical capabilities as the HIE concept and use has expanded. Our Informed Health Suite has at its core the concept of being a single source of truth. All data collected through our HIE is preserved in a single database. All who view the data—provider, pharmacist, or patient/client—see the same data interpreted/reported in language that is most beneficial to the individual. As the first company to successfully integrate medical and pharmacy claim data in 1991, ACS built on this foundation to provide applications that use data and analytics to deliver to providers and clients information that they can use on a day-to-day basis to improve the outcomes and efficiency of healthcare delivery. Today, our Informed Health Product Suite is the most comprehensive electronic health record/personal health record product suite available, including fully integrated patient and provider Web portals built on a common health information exchange platform. Real-time clinical surveillance provides evidence-based medicine, preventive health and wellness, patient scheduling, and medication therapy management alerts. Reporting includes predictive models for evaluating and understanding population health risk as well as quality metrics and provider profiling using adherence to evidence-based medicine guidelines.

ACS’ clinical and claims processing experience makes our company unique in the field of HIE providers for our ability to understand and respond to the clinical analysis needs of the solution as well as the claims processing, claims integration, and provider service administrative tools. We continue to keep pace with technology developments and strive to employ the latest functionality in the enhancement of our product. Recent enhancements to our original solution include the incorporation of Microsoft InfoPath Clinical Documents within our applications allowing for both the display and capture of data through the user interface. We also have gained extensive experience using Web services to publish and consume data across programs and organizations. Our use of Microsoft BizTalk has also enhanced our capability to move data on the back-end across the enterprise bus.

The current version of our HIE system, CyberAccess, is in place and functioning in Missouri, Texas, and Wyoming while our next-generation interoperable EHR, DirectAccessEHR, has recently been implemented in Alabama for use with its statewide Health Information Exchange. Additionally, our pharmacy version of the EHR portal is functioning in Florida Medicaid. In our experience, a successful HIE program needs both interoperability and intra-operability. As highlighted in the following project overviews for Missouri, Texas, and Alabama, we have successful experience developing and implementing our HIE solution.


		

		



		Did you know?


ACS-led clinical initiatives have saved the Missouri Medicaid program a total of $117 million.






		





Missouri HealthNet (Missouri Medicaid). The Missouri HIE comprises CyberAccess (EHR Solution), SmartPA (prior authorization solution for pharmacy and medical), and CyberFormance (program management solution for reporting and management).

This is an established—and expanding—contract that has been in place since 2002, covering 833,845 Medicaid recipients. The intense provider recruitment and training for Missouri, therefore, the number of installation sites and users has increased dramatically since 2006. Current data indicates that of the more than 2,500 provider sites (physical locations) that have access to CyberAccess, 67 percent have at least one individual user that logs into the application at least once every 90 days. Only ACS can substantiate significant quantifiable savings and enhanced quality by changing provider practice patterns. This has been shown primarily by savings achieved in the SmartPA pharmacy and medical prior authorization programs via decreases in per-member per-month spending. These savings have also been augmented by provider education via CyberAccess and population-based interventions. Our program in Missouri generates more than an 8:1 return on investment.

		

		



		“By creating this electronic health information exchange where physicians can securely access their patients’ lab test results, medical claims, drug and other data, we are confident that providers will be better able to make more informed patient care decisions.”

Alabama Medicaid Commissioner

Carol H. Steckel 



		





Texas Medicaid. The Texas EHR solution comprises CyberAccess, SmartPA (prior authorization solution for pharmacy), and CyberFormance (program management solution for reporting and management). This contract has been in place since 2002, covering 2.8 million Medicaid recipients. We integrated data from the Texas fee-for-service program with every managed care organization to create a more complete health record. Nearly every pharmacy in Texas interfaces with our CyberAccess EHR solution by submitting pharmacy claims, which are then submitted to our complex clinical and fiscal criteria to determine the appropriateness of the claim.

Alabama Medicaid. For the Alabama HIE program, the Alabama Electronic Clinical Support Tool (ECST) is the electronic health record solution for the Together For Quality (TFQ) initiative under the CMS Transformation Grant of 2007. The ECST EHR interoperable solution integrates claims data, pharmacy data, provider clinical data, immunization data, and other state agency services data through a user friendly Web portal. This contract covers 997,000 Medicaid recipients and has been in place since September 2007.

Summary


With the growth and development of HIEs as a standard healthcare tool, ACS can place our extensive knowledge and solution in place for Nevada and its citizens. Clients gain from the benefits of health information technology, including ability to capitalize on cost reduction from decreasing waste, facilitation of more efficient care, and better management of chronic diseases.


17.1.14
Financial Information and Documentation

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.14, page 159-160


17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information:


17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number.


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which include:


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and


2. Balance Statement.


In accordance with RFP Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information, we provide financial information and documentation in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information of our proposal. This information includes the Dun and Bradstreet Number, Federal Tax Identification Number, and the last three years of audited financial statements, including profit and loss statement and balance sheet, as well as current year interim statements.


17.1.15
Financial Stability

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.15, page 160

17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement.

ACS State Healthcare, the legal entity submitting this proposal, is a wholly owned subsidiary of Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. (sometimes referred to as the “Parent Company”).


On September 28, 2009, Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. and Xerox Corporation (Xerox) announced that they had entered into an Agreement and Plan of Merger providing for the acquisition of the Parent Company by Xerox. Closing on this acquisition took place on February 5, 2010, and Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. is now a subsidiary of Xerox.

Detailed evidence of the financial stability of the bidder ACS State Healthcare, LLC is included in the final Form 10-K filing, which was submitted to the Securities & Exchange Commission by Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. on August 27, 2009, prior to the closing of the acquisition. This report contains audited financial information for the preceding three year period. It includes the audit opinion, balance sheet, and statements of income, retained earnings and cash flow, as well as notes to the financial statements and affirms ACS has the financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the Nevada MMIS Takeover contract without receiving reimbursement. 

It has historically been the practice of ACS State Healthcare, LLC not to maintain separate audited financial statements. Instead the Parent Company prepared consolidated financial statements for itself and its subsidiaries in accordance with the SEC instructions for item 8 of Part II of Form 10-K. This is a widely accepted practice.[1] Furthermore, now that Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. has been acquired, we expect that going forward the financial performance of ACS State Healthcare, LLC will be included within the consolidated reporting of Xerox. Nevertheless, the acquisition was completed too recently for those results to be captured in Xerox’s current financial statements.


Submitted in Part IV, Confidential Financial Proposal are copies of the most recent 10-K filings for both Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. and Xerox Corporation. Also included are the two companies’ most recent quarterly financial updates under Form 10-Q.


Xerox, headquartered in Norwalk, Connecticut, is an industry-leading document management, technology, and services enterprise, providing the industry’s broadest portfolio of color and black-and-white document processing systems and related supplies, as well as document management consulting and outsourcing services. The company is a Fortune 500, prior to the acquisition of Affiliated Computer Services, Inc., current annual revenues for the company exceeded $16 billion. 

It is important to note that as an operating company subsidiary, ACS State Healthcare, LLC is expected to continue to support new and existing client engagements in the regular course of business. The legal existence of ACS State Healthcare, LLC continues, and we do not expect that the acquisition of the Parent Company will have any material adverse impact on the assets, facilities, or personnel that would be dedicated to the performance of the proposed contract. On the contrary, we believe that the acquisition will create synergies that will yield important benefits to our customers over time.

As stated in Section 21.3.2.2 Financial Stability of the RFP to provide disclosure of other public entities/government agencies that ACS State Healthcare, LLC has contracts with and the size of the contracts.  This list has been included at the end of Section 17.1. 

17.1.16 Commitment to Budget Neutrality

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.16, page 160

17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services within a budget-neutral contracting scenario.


DHCFP has requested a commitment from its MMIS and fiscal agent services contractor to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services within a budget-neutral contracting scenario. ACS is fully committed to a budget-neutral contracting scenario, and our pricing for the core services provided under the terms of this contract is a testament to this commitment.

The State of Nevada faces many financial challenges related to the on-going economic situation in the United States. These challenges include falling state tax revenues, increased unemployment, and increasing numbers of citizens who are eligible for government-supported programs, such as Medicaid.


The Nevada Medicaid program has had to consider addressing these negative economic situations through unpopular measures, such as provider rate reductions, service cutbacks, and elimination of coverage for certain populations. Additionally, DHCFP faces the return to pre-ARRA Federal Medical Assistance Percentage (FMAP) rates during 2011—further eroding the State’s ability to sustain the Nevada Medicaid program. 

		

		



		Nevada in Budget Squeeze

Hard Choices Face State That Already Runs Lean; Redefining Small Government.

Wall Street Journal


February 22, 2010



		





ACS does not plan to add to the financial burden facing DHCFP through the takeover of the Nevada MMIS contract responsibilities. Beyond our budget-neutral pricing for MMIS operations, we plan to actively partner with DHCFP to implement innovative offerings that we expect to save program dollars while improving outcomes, thereby assisting DHCFP in sustaining the Medicaid program on an on-going basis over the life of the contract. Our commitment to the Medicaid market has led us to expand our offerings to address healthcare outcomes, care management, and cost containment where we work with our customer partners to sustain their programs. As we work together to implement MITA-aligned solutions, such as health information exchange (HIE), care coordination, and automated prior authorization via SmartPA, we will enable DHCFP to maintain its current programs and make great strides to ending the cycle of reductions to the Nevada Medicaid program.


We understand that the medical provider infrastructure in Nevada is fragile—as more Nevadans become unemployed and budgets are reduced, the burden on the provider infrastructure increases. Cracks are now being seen in this critical infrastructure that will only create more of a burden on the State of Nevada. We have had the opportunity to speak with Nevada’s key Medicaid providers and have learned the challenges they face. We know we can provide an improvement on the relations that Nevada providers are requesting from the State’s fiscal agent. We know that the State is stretched to its capacity in it ability to manage oversight of this program. We will work with the State in the spirit of partnership to ensure we achieve our mutual commitment to budget neutrality while, equally important, improving the relationships with the key providers of care and leveraging the State’s limited resources to administer this critical program in an even more challenging environment.

ACS is unique because of the approach we have taken to the Medicaid market. We are more than a transaction-based claims processing company. We are an innovative health administration and management company—one that is focused not just on the costs to administer healthcare, but also on solutions to improve the care provided in a Medicaid program. This philosophy and strategy differentiates our approach to providing solutions to our clients, because we focus on how to drive savings or efficiencies on claims processing while maintaining a focus on the true savings opportunities that impact the quality and timeliness of care. We put in place those services and products that enable our customers to continue to provide the level of services to their covered populations without cutting programs.

For Nevada, we have created a solution that is budget neutral as well as one that brings additional jobs to the State. We understand the need to improve the employment outlook in Nevada, and we are committed to provide DHCFP a program that leverages expertise within our organization to deliver high quality services and a program where the majority of jobs—as much as possible—are filled by Nevada residents. This approach is a testimony of our desire to create a partnership with the State of Nevada—one that demonstrates a commitment to budget neutrality and one that affords multiple state objectives to be fulfilled while achieving improvement in a critical program.


Healthcare is now at a crossroads, both nationally and within Nevada. Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), states were provided significant fiscal relief by increasing the FMAP rate for medical services incurred from October 1, 2008, through December 31, 2010. For Nevada, the increased FMAP is 63.93 percent and will provide more than $400 million in additional federal revenue. It was extended by President Obama in his annual budget for an additional six months, but will end June 30, 2011. Nevada will go back to its former FMAP calculation, losing additional millions of dollars. That’s where ACS can help. We deliver services that help improve the overall health of our customers’ populations and have a strong history of delivering the most efficient and cost-effective administrative systems and innovative business processes, so fewer dollars go toward administering the program and more dollars go toward healthcare services for members.

We represent a low risk solution. We have the majority of recent takeover projects, including one that is a very similar system to the system Nevada is running for its Medicaid program. In Virginia, we are planning to achieve our stated objectives of accomplishing the takeover on time and on budget. This falls on the heels of a successful takeover in Alaska where we took over another First Health-developed system. On September 1, 2008, ACS successfully assumed fiscal agent responsibility for the Alaska Medicaid program, transitioned staff from the State’s previous MMIS vendor, streamlined administrative functions, and educated staff to improve the quality of service delivery to clients and providers. The educational needs of the program staff were addressed by conducting diverse training and best practice reviews of many processes. More than 50 percent of the leadership team received leadership or mentorship training to shore up existing skill sets. We conducted call center best practices training to improve service delivery in call centers. This has directly resulted in more efficient call rate resolution and a 24 percent reduction of the call transfer rate. Improved processes have resulted in the elimination of the program’s provider enrollment backlog and streamlined workflows have significantly improved the timeliness of application processing. Furthermore, a best practice review of the documentation, revision, and reconciliation process will provide a framework for the revision of the provider billing manuals.

We will bring the lessons learned and the knowledge from these two latest takeovers to drive a stable transition with no impact to Nevada recipients or providers. We will leverage the abilities from these previous projects so as not to burden limited State staff with unnecessary and easily avoided issues and apply the valuable knowledge and lessons learned on during recent successful experience taking over systems very similar to the one in Nevada.


17.1.17
Organizational Structure

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.17, page 160

17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational structure as it relates to the Nevada MMIS.

ACS is a leading provider of healthcare systems and services, including MMIS and fiscal agent, pharmacy benefits management, decision support, clinical health, disease management, and care management services. Please see Exhibit 17.1-6 in Part III, Technical Confidential Information, Section 17.1.17. Exhibit 17.1-6 illustrates our Nevada MMIS Takeover Project organizational structure for the transition phase of the project. We follow that organization chart with Exhibit 17.1-7, which illustrates the organization chart for the operations phase of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. This section contains proprietary/confidential information and has been excerpted and moved per instructions in RFP Section 20.3.1.2 to Part III, Confidential Technical Information.

Our proposed takeover structure was specifically designed to begin our relationship with DHCFP and lay the ground work for a long term relationship with recipients, providers, and other DHCFP stakeholders. Through strong reporting relationships beginning between the Account Manager and Takeover Project Manager, we coordinate efforts to respond quickly and effectively to DHCFP and Nevada MMIS needs. Our proposed Systems Development Manager transitions directly from the Virginia takeover project to Nevada providing directly applicable experience and management to the takeover phase. Using workable defined reporting relationships that encourage intense collaboration early in the project, we immediately begin our work, having already spent the time to define roles. With management staff in place and poised for action, the takeover phase begins on schedule and with momentum required for a project of this importance.

Beyond tools, formal methodologies, and approaches, it is the quality of the project team that will determine success on any project. For the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, ACS’ project team brings a comprehensive understanding of Nevada’s goals and objects along with extensive hands-on experience with MMIS, peripheral systems, and fiscal agent services. We understand and know what it takes to be successful in managing, developing, implementing, and operating government information technology because it is our core business. Our success in the industry and our history of satisfied government clients demonstrates our ability to meet the needs of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.

Account Organization


ACS’ staffing approach provides a cost-effective organization that takes advantage of our broad range of Medicaid and other healthcare program knowledge, fiscal agent services experience, and technical skills. It includes specialized technical and programmatic staff members, who bring industry-leading skills to the project and provide in-depth knowledge in areas such as Medicaid business and operational processes, data warehousing, reporting, disease management, health care management, technical requirements, systems integration, facility relocation, finance, legal, customer services, and other functions. We have assigned highly experienced key staff in leadership roles on the project team. These resources will bring experience and subject matter expertise to the project team and assist in establishing a plan of action and issue resolution.

In creating staffing plans, we employ a top-down and bottom-up approach—where we first build our senior management team and then determine the individuals that comprise the entire Nevada MMIS Takeover team. To do this, we begin with analyzing the major tasks based on the work plan. Our staffing plan incorporates contingency planning to address workload variations and potential disruptions. This includes risk and complexity factors along with documented assumptions, such as work volume changes for peak periods (holidays, etc.) for estimates.


We assign resources to each task based on our experience and previous estimates. Tasks requiring more than 80 hours are broken down into subtasks for tracking and quality assurance. The project management team and senior management conduct iterative reviews to ensure actual and estimated work hours are appropriate. Our staffing matrix, which is broken down by task, is presented in Proposal Section 17.6, Resource Matrix. This chart identifies the resources necessary to meet the needs of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.

One of the overarching tangible results we deliver to DHCFP is unprecedented transparency and access to all contract operations and data. Our project organization is designed to facilitate transparency—and transparency promotes accountability by providing DHCFP with information about what ACS is doing. From senior management to local project staff, we subscribe to a common business philosophy—our customers are entitled to full access to their business operations at all times. We provide DHCFP staff with access to the information they want when they need it. We envision and will actively promote a collaborative partnership across all disciplines from program administrators to clinical policy experts to contract monitoring staff. This business approach preserves DHCFP resources and also results in ongoing innovation and improvements throughout the life of the contract.

Summary


ACS’ staffing approach will be invaluable to DHCFP as it moves toward finalizing the first step in its overall MMIS re-procurement and replacement strategy to initiate a full MMIS re-procurement project, commencing in 2011. The Nevada MMIS Takeover Project is designed to allow early adoption of MITA-aligned tools prior to the full MMIS procurement. We stand ready to support DHCFP with an organizational structure that is aligned with MITA and as a partner in navigating future major changes to the State’s MMIS solution and related initiatives, including the upcoming HIPAA X-12 standard version 5010, NCPDP version D.0, and ICD-10. Key components of our staffing solution include:


Team members chosen for their complementary skills and experience and for their successful work on past MMIS projects


Senior executive management staff with MMIS and other healthcare expertise who can provide guidance to the Nevada Takeover account management team


Decision-making authority to respond rapidly to change


PMBOK approach to staff organization and management

Proven on-boarding, recruiting, and training approach that significantly improves staff acquisition and retention

Succession planning and proactive recruitment to ensure consistent, knowledgeable, and trained resources


National experience maximizing the team relationships to benefit recipients and providers


Lower risk takeover with an MMIS contractor partner that has a long-term commitment to Medicaid and highly experienced staff


· Staff with the expertise to assist with and plan for solutions that address national healthcare reform

17.1.18 Integrated Management Functions

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.1.18, page 160

17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout the company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other significant changes, which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP.

Transparency—at the account level and for customer awareness of ACS organizational and executive leadership—is very important to ACS as an operating principle. Knowing who is in charge and where to turn to get answers and action, whenever needed, is of particular importance to a Medicaid account, simply because citizens’ lives often depend on the proper functioning of a Medicaid project. DHCFP can expect a high level of corporate management support for ensuring ACS’ performance meets or exceeds the State’s expectations. The project will have a communication plan in place so that DHCFP will be regularly advised regarding organizational, management, and other significant changes that may have an impact on DHCFP.

To ensure a successful takeover and efficient ongoing MMIS and fiscal agent operations, we establish clear lines of authority so the Account Manager can act quickly and decisively and has full authority to act on behalf of the company in managing the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project and assumes ultimate responsibility for all ACS and subcontractor employees. The Account Manager is the primary point of contact for DHCFP and will maintain regular and frequent contact with DHCFP staff. We are committed to providing the corporate oversight and resources that help her get the job done. Having direct access to Brett Jakovac, Vice President of Operations, Western US., means that our Account Manager has direct access to be sure the Nevada contract gets all necessary resources to support DHCFP. To that end, ACS structures our accounts so that the Account Manager has complete authority to manage all activities, resources and systems to ensure all contract requirements are met and exceeded.

Placement of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project


Our proposed organization includes:

Core account management team


Corporate oversight team


Professional and technical staff


· Highly qualified subcontractors for distinct functions

From our key managers to our operations staff, we employ individuals who possess the breadth and depth of experience required to successfully perform all contract requirements. Our Nevada MMIS Takeover Project team is led by our Account Manager, who has the unique career distinction of serving in a key management role for a state Medicaid agency prior to working for ACS in a key account management role on our a state MMIS and fiscal agent services project. For Montana, our proposed Account Manager gained valuable account management experience by maintaining overall responsibility for the level of service provided to our state client and all areas of MMIS contract compliance, including claims processing, provider relations, enrollment broker, program support, and third party liability. Prior to joining ACS, this candidate, served as chief information officer for the Mississippi Division of Medicaid. The combination of both state and contractor key management experience provides a valuable perspective and insight into the requirements for establishing and maintaining a successful relationship between the DHCFP and ACS.

As shown in Exhibit 17.1-8, ACS State Healthcare falls under Government Healthcare Solutions group. The Account Manager has support and leadership from experienced health care experts from the regional to corporate level.



Exhibit 17.1-8. ACS Corporate Oversight—DHCFP’s Link to ACS Senior Management

ACS senior management staff is available as a channel of communication for DHCFP.

We have designed business functions and reporting relationships to leverage the experience of our team members and to maximize our ability to exceed DHCFP goals and objectives. This structure ensures quality service to the State, providers, and other stakeholders and makes the most effective use of project staff and subcontractors. Our team’s positions and proposed lines of authority are detailed in our organizational chart presented in Exhibits 001 and 017 in Part 3, Confidential Technical Information, Section 17.1.

Decision making for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project is structured so that the account management team has the decision-making authority and responsibility for the functions, performance, and success of the areas to which they are assigned. This approach ensures responsiveness, ownership, and accountability to the needs of Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. In the rare case where a significant problem may arise during the performance of the contract, the direct channel of communication to the account management team, at the State’s discretion, may be broadened to include a direct link to ACS corporate officers, including Brett Jakovac, Vice President of Operations, Western U.S. Our Account Manager reports to Mr. Jakovac who oversees all state Medicaid contracts in the Western Region, including ACS’ Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Alaska, and Hawaii Medicaid contracts.

The following paragraphs provide an overview of our senior management’s role and experience with our company.


Brett Jakovac, Vice President of Operations, Western U.S. Formerly the Montana Executive Account Manager, Mr. Jakovac is now the Vice President of Operations for the West Region. His operational expertise, project management experience, and knowledge of the Montana MMIS and fiscal agent services project and other MMIS projects in the west bring a unique level of executive support for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project by providing a combination of detailed operational knowledge and a direct line of communication to COO Will Saunders. Located onsite at ACS’ Montana MMIS project office in Helena, Montana, Mr. Jakovac is available to communicate up the chain of command, as needed, to obtain support at a corporate level.

Will Saunders, Senior Vice President and Chief Operating Officer. Mr. Saunders oversees service delivery and operations for ACS’ Government Healthcare Solutions business, the national leader in state healthcare program administration. Mr. Saunders previously directed strategy and product development for Government Healthcare Solutions. From 2004 to 2007, he served as president of ACS Heritage, known as Heritage Information Systems, until it was acquired by Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. Under Mr. Saunders’ leadership, ACS Heritage conducted Medicaid electronic health record implementations in three states.

Mark Boxer, Group President, Government Healthcare Solutions. In the role of Group President, Government Healthcare Solutions, Mr. Boxer maintains full profit and loss responsibility, managing the sales, marketing, and delivery of ACS’ government healthcare products and services in the U.S. and overseas. In addition, Mr. Boxer also oversees the development of technology products and services for the company, including the Systems Integration, Customer Implementations and the Offshore Application Centers. Recognized as one of Computerworld’s “Premier 100” leaders and by Insurance and Technology Magazine as one of their “Elite Eight” technologists, Mr. Boxer chairs the ACS Healthcare Management Council, which is responsible for healthcare strategy across all lines of business. Going forward, Mr. Boxer has the goal of leveraging commercial best practices and working closely with our clients to apply those lessons learned, as applicable, to our Medicaid and other government-funded healthcare projects.
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Public entities/government agencies contracts 


The following response corresponds to Section 17.1.15 and Section 21.3.2.2 Financial Stability to provide disclosure of other public entities/government agencies that ACS State Healthcare, LLC has contracts with and the size of the contracts.  We include the Proposal Section response heading and RFP requirement below for ease of cross reference.   


21.3.2.2
Financial Stability

E. Disclosure of other public entities/government agencies with which the proposer has contracts and the size of the contracts.


ACS brings extensive experience providing Medicaid and fiscal agent services to state government clients nationwide. Following we provide a list of our current contracts and the size of the contracts.  This list includes the following description of services:  


Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) design, development, and implementation (DDI), operations, and maintenance 


Fiscal agent services (FAS) operations


Medicaid managed care enrollment services 


Prescription benefits management (PBM) technology and operations, including clinical services, as part of our MMIS/FAS contracts or as stand-alone contracts


Facilities Manager (FM) services 


Provider enrollment services (PES) as a stand-alone contract


· Clinical services and technology as stand-alone contracts 


Under several of our MMIS/FAS contracts, we also provide decision support system/data warehouse (DSS/DW) technology and services. 


List of Contracts


For each contract on the list, we disclose the name of the public entity/government agency, the name of the contract and the Contract size. We have included contracts for which the contracting entity is ACS State Healthcare, LLC as well as contracts for ACS Heritage, Inc. 


Table 17.1-10. Public Entities/Government Agencies Contracts   

		Public Entity/Government Agency

		Name of Contract 

		Approximate 


Contract Size 



		TFP/Medical Services Division

		Alabama EHR

		$5.34 Million



		Alaska Health and Social Services Department

		Alaska MMIS/FAS/PBM

		$130 Million



		California Department of Health Care Services

		CA MMIS Fiscal Intermediary 

		$1.5 Billion 



		Colorado Department of Health Care Policy & Financing

		Colorado CHIP

		$19.2 Million



		Colorado Department of Health Care Policy & Financing

		CO MMIS 

		$67.1 Million



		State of Connecticut Department of Social Services

		Connecticut HUSKY and Charter Oak Programs

		$30.9 Million



		DC Department of Health, Medical Assistance Administration

		DC MMIS Rebid

		$111.2 Million 






		DC Department of Health, Medical Assistance Administration

		DC PBM

		$9.1 Million 



		Florida Agency for Health Care Administration

		Florida Call Center

		$0.78 Million 



		Florida Agency for Health Care Administration

		Florida Choice Counseling 

		$34.4 Million



		Florida Agency for Health Care Administration

		Florida TPL

		$44 Million 



		Florida, Agency for Health Care Administration  

		Medicaid Drug Management Therapy Program 

		$8.7 Million





		Georgia Department of Community Health

		Georgia MMIS/DSS/FAS

		$408 Million





		Hawaii Department of Human Services, Med-QUEST Division

		Hawaii EB

		$5.1 Million  (plus three optional years)



		Hawaii Department of Human Services, Med-QUEST Division

		Hawaii MMIS/FAS/PBM

		$20.5 Million 






		Hawaii MQD

		Hawaii EHR/EPSDT

		$1.8 Million





		Indiana Family & Social Services Administration

		Indiana PBM  Rebid

		$16.1 Million



		Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals




		Louisiana KIDMED /Louisiana Long Term Care

		$99.6 Million





		Maryland Office of Systems, Operations, and Pharmacy  (DHMH)

		Maryland POS PBM

		$6.5 Million





		Massachusetts Executive Office of Health & Human Services

		Massachusetts POPS

		$51.5 Million  (plus four one-year options) 



		First Health Services Corporation

		Michigan, First Health 

		$2.7 Million 



		Mississippi Division of Medicaid (DOM)

		Mississippi MMIS/FAS/PBM, DSS/DW

		$185.8 Million



		Missouri  Department of Social Services—Missouri HealthNet Division

		Clinical Management Services and System for Pharmacy Claims and Prior Authorization

		$93.2 Million



		Missouri Department of Social Services

		Decision Support System

		$2.1 Million



		Missouri Department of Social Services

		Enrollment Broker

		$6.5 Million 



		Dept of Social Services, HealthNet Dvsn

		Missouri CMSP

		$93.2 Million



		Minnesota Dept of Human Services

		Minnesota Retro DUR

		$115,000/year






		Montana Department of Public Health & Human Services

		Montana MMIS

		$30 Million





		New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services

		New Hampshire MMIS/FAS/DSS

		$66.9 Million



		New Jersey Division of Medical Assistance & Health Services

		New Jersey HBC

		$120,000 (includes 4 amendments)



		New Mexico Human Services Department, Medical Assistance Division

		New Mexico MMIS/FAS/PBM

		$100 Million





		North Carolina Department Health & Human Services, Division Medical Assistance

		North Carolina PA PBM

		$7.1 Million 






		North Dakota Department of Human Services, Information Technology Services

		North Dakota MMIS/PBM

		$41.4 Million





		Ohio Department of Health

		Ohio BCMH PBM

		$522,500



		Ohio Office of Information Technology

		Ohio JFS (PBM)

		$29.2 Million



		Department of Public Welfare

		Pennsylvania MMRS

		$11.9 Million



		State of RI & Providence Plantations Department of Human Services

		Rhode Island Emergency Department

		$2.7 Million



		State of RI & Providence Plantations Department Human Services

		Rhode Island RIte Care

		$28 Million



		South Carolina Department of Health & Human Services

		South Carolina TPL

		$19.9 Million (over 2 years, plus 3 extension years)



		Tennessee Department of Finance & Administration, Bureau of TennCare

		Tennessee TennCare Call Center

		$3.3 Million





		Texas Health and Human Services Commission

		Texas Medicaid and Health Partnership 

		$1.2 Billion 



		Texas Health and Human Services Commission

		Texas DUR

		$472,281.25 /year



		Dept of Medical Assistance Services 

		Ancillary Provider Auditing Services

		$1.7 Million 



		Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services (DMAS)

		Virginia FAS and PES (both contracts are in DDI),

		$84 Million (plus four one-year options)



		Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services (DMAS)

		Virginia FAMIS (CHIP)

		$12.6 Million 



		Washington Department of Social and Health Services

		Washington MMIS/ Contract EDI/Web  Contract

		$81.6 Million 



		Wyoming Department of Health, Office of Healthcare Financing

		Wyoming MMIS/DSS/FAS

		$49.1 Million 



		Wyoming Department of Health

		Wyoming HIE/EHR

		$4.01 Million 
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[1] The SEC requires that financial statements meet the requirements of Regulation S-X, including but not limited to, 17 CFR §210.3-01 et seq. In accordance with Regulation S-X, our Parent Company prepared and submitted these consolidated financial statements in its annual report on Form 10-K.





These consolidated financial statements were prepared in accordance with GAAP, audited by Pricewaterhouse Coopers, and submitted to the SEC in accordance with the requirements of Regulation S-X. In preparing these consolidated financial statements Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. performed an analysis of materiality at the overall parent company level, which included all of the Parent Company’s subsidiaries, including ACS State & Local Solutions, Inc.  
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Nevada MMIS User Training Survey


DHCFP and FHS are working together to schedule a MMIS User Training for staff based on the staff member skill set. So that these trainings can be focused on job functions and better suited to your needs in the area you are currently working we are asking that you complete the following survey:


Name: _________________________________________________________________

Unit you work in: ________________________________________________________

1.
Briefly describe your job functions and identifying the MMIS subsystem used to complete the particular function:

Function


Description

Specify MMIS Subsystem Used

2.
Have you ever had MMIS User Training?
____Yes
___No


3.
If yes, briefly describe your experience: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4.
Do you have MMIS update capability?
______________________________

5.
If you have MMIS update capability please indicate which subsystem(s) you have update capability access and briefly describe the update task you perform:


MMIS Subsystem Used



Description of Update Task Performed 

6.
Do you currently use or have a need to use FirstDARS™?


_________________________________________________________________


7.
If yes, please list the reports and briefly describe what the report is used for:



DARs Report #



Description of Job Function Report is Used for 

8.
In regards to MMIS and FirstDARS™ what are your training needs? __________________________________________________________________


9.
Please specify any other specific things you would like to see covered in MMIS User Training: __________________________________________________________________

This page intentionally left blank.




Max Available for Demonstrated Competence = 20


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Reasonableness and Cost 


Effectiveness


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for the implementation 


of any incremental Data Warehouse 


functionality (e.g., above the current 


functionality) provide a reasonable 


approach to the pricing of each of the 


implementation components, including 


data extraction, loading and 


configuration, training and 


implementation? 


9 5 5 6 9 9 7 6 8 7.111111 0.45455 3.2323232


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for operations and 


maintenance of any incremental Data 


Warehouse functionality (e.g., above the 


current functionality) provide a 


reasonable approach to the pricing of 


these additional maintenance 


responsibilities?


9 3 5 4 4 6 7 4 4 5.111111 0.36364 1.8585859


To what extent do the proposed costs for 


the Data Warehouse incremental 


functionality seem acceptable and 


feasible for the Division?


9 3 5 5 4 5 7 4 6 5.333333 0.36364 1.9393939


Value for Services Received


Average Weight


Weighted 


Score


#


1


2


3


NV RFP #1824


Proposer Name:


ACS State Healthcare LLC


#


COST PROPOSAL - CONSENSUS SCORE SHEET


Data Warehouse (Additional Functionality Only) Cost


Evaluator ID







Does the pricing approach for 


incremental Data Warehouse services 


as shown in Cost Schedule 18.1.1.5 


appear to reflect corresponding value for 


the price, based on the Data Warehouse 


approach in the technical proposal?


9 4 5 5 5 6 7 5 7 5.888889 0.45455 2.6767677


To what extent to does the information 


and any assumptions provided by the 


vendor regarding incremental Data 


Warehouse functionality pricing appear 


to reflect an understanding of the State's 


desired Data Warehouse requirements?


9 3 5 4 4 4 7 2 6 4.888889 0.36364 1.7777778


11.5


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Reasonableness and Cost 


Effectiveness


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for the implementation 


of any incremental Data Warehouse 


functionality (e.g., above the current 


functionality) provide a reasonable 


approach to the pricing of each of the 


implementation components, including 


data extraction, loading and 


configuration, training and 


implementation? 


0 5 5 5 9 6 4 5 8 5.222222 0.45455 2.3737374


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for operations and 


maintenance of any incremental Data 


Warehouse functionality (e.g., above the 


current functionality) provide a 


reasonable approach to the pricing of 


these additional maintenance 


responsibilities?


4 5 5 6 9 6 4 6 9 6 0.36364 2.1818182


Data Warehouse Cost Area Weighted Score Subtotal


4


5


Proposer Name: Evaluator ID


Average Weight


Weighted 


ScoreFirst Health Services Corp


#


1


2







To what extent do the proposed costs for 


the Data Warehouse incremental 


functionality seem acceptable and 


feasible for the Division?


2 5 5 5 9 2 4 3 6 4.555556 0.36364 1.6565657


Value for Services Received


Does the pricing approach for 


incremental Data Warehouse services 


as shown in Cost Schedule 18.1.1.5 


appear to reflect corresponding value for 


the price, based on the Data Warehouse 


approach in the technical proposal?


2 5 4 5 4 2 4 1 5 3.555556 0.45455 1.6161616


To what extent to does the information 


and any assumptions provided by the 


vendor regarding incremental Data 


Warehouse functionality pricing appear 


to reflect an understanding of the State's 


desired Data Warehouse requirements?


0 4 3 4 4 0 4 2 2 2.555556 0.36364 0.9292929


8.8


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Reasonableness and Cost 


Effectiveness


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for the implementation 


of any incremental Data Warehouse 


functionality (e.g., above the current 


functionality) provide a reasonable 


approach to the pricing of each of the 


implementation components, including 


data extraction, loading and 


configuration, training and 


implementation? 


9 6 8 8 9 9 9 6 10 8.222222 0.45455 3.7373737


3


#


4


5


Data Warehouse Cost Area Weighted Score Subtotal


Proposer Name: Evaluator ID


Average Weight


Weighted 


ScoreHP Enterprise Services LLC


#


1







To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for operations and 


maintenance of any incremental Data 


Warehouse functionality (e.g., above the 


current functionality) provide a 


reasonable approach to the pricing of 


these additional maintenance 


responsibilities?


9 6 8 8 9 9 10 5 10 8.222222 0.36364 2.989899


To what extent do the proposed costs for 


the Data Warehouse incremental 


functionality seem acceptable and 


feasible for the Division?


10 5 8 8 9 9 10 5 10 8.222222 0.36364 2.989899


Value for Services Received


Does the pricing approach for 


incremental Data Warehouse services 


as shown in Cost Schedule 18.1.1.5 


appear to reflect corresponding value for 


the price, based on the Data Warehouse 


approach in the technical proposal?


9 5 7 8 9 10 10 7 10 8.333333 0.45455 3.7878788


To what extent to does the information 


and any assumptions provided by the 


vendor regarding incremental Data 


Warehouse functionality pricing appear 


to reflect an understanding of the State's 


desired Data Warehouse requirements?


10 6 8 10 9 10 10 7 10 8.888889 0.36364 3.2323232


16.7


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Reasonableness and Cost 


Effectiveness


2


3


#


4


5


Data Warehouse Cost Area Weighted Score Subtotal


Proposer Name: Evaluator ID


Average Weight


Weighted 


ScoreInfocrossing Inc


#







To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for the implementation 


of any incremental Data Warehouse 


functionality (e.g., above the current 


functionality) provide a reasonable 


approach to the pricing of each of the 


implementation components, including 


data extraction, loading and 


configuration, training and 


implementation? 


5 5 4 5 7 3 5 3 5 4.666667 0.45455 2.1212121


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for operations and 


maintenance of any incremental Data 


Warehouse functionality (e.g., above the 


current functionality) provide a 


reasonable approach to the pricing of 


these additional maintenance 


responsibilities?


4 3 3 5 5 3 5 2 7 4.111111 0.36364 1.4949495


To what extent do the proposed costs for 


the Data Warehouse incremental 


functionality seem acceptable and 


feasible for the Division?


4 3 4 4 5 0 5 2 7 3.777778 0.36364 1.3737374


Value for Services Received


Does the pricing approach for 


incremental Data Warehouse services 


as shown in Cost Schedule 18.1.1.5 


appear to reflect corresponding value for 


the price, based on the Data Warehouse 


approach in the technical proposal?


4 5 5 5 4 4 5 2 5 4.333333 0.45455 1.969697


To what extent to does the information 


and any assumptions provided by the 


vendor regarding incremental Data 


Warehouse functionality pricing appear 


to reflect an understanding of the State's 


desired Data Warehouse requirements?


3 3 4 5 4 0 5 2 4 3.333333 0.36364 1.2121212


8.2


4


5


Data Warehouse Cost Area Weighted Score Subtotal


1


2


3


#








State of Nevada  Jim Gibbons 


Department of Administration  Governor 
Purchasing Division  


515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300  Greg Smith 


Carson City, NV  89701  Administrator 
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SUBJECT: Amendment No. 3 to Request for Proposal No. 1824 
 


DATE OF AMENDMENT: March 24, 2010 
 


DATE OF RFP RELEASE: February 9, 2010 
 


DATE AND TIME OF OPENING: April 29, 2010 @ 2:00 PM PT 
 


AGENCY CONTACT:   Shannon Berry, Assistant Chief Procurement Officer 
 


 


The following shall be a part of RFP No. 1824 for Nevada MMIS Takeover.  If a vendor has 


already returned a proposal and any of the information provided below changes that proposal, 


please submit the changes along with this amendment.  You need not re-submit an entire 


proposal prior to the opening date and time. 
 


 
 


Changes to RFP Language: 


 


A. Section 3.6, Current Agency Computing Environment of RFP 1824  is modified as 


follows (additions are in bold italics, deletions are stricken)  


 


3.6 CURRENT AGENCY COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT 


All agency computers currently run Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 3. 


Agency computers connect to the MMIS using Citrix Program Neighborhood via 


a dedicated, T1 line with encryption. 


 


There are four DHCFP Division offices that currently connect to the MMIS. The 


offices are listed below: 


 Las Vegas District Office; 


 Reno District Office; 


 Elko District Office; and 


 DHCFP Administration. 


 


In addition, the Attorney General‘s office, Aging and Disability Services Division 


and Health Division the Nevada Division of Mental Health and Developmental 


Services Division also connect to the MMIS. 


 


For detailed information about the agency‘s computing environment, please refer 


to the ‗Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment‘ document within the 


reference library, (see Section 6, Reference Library). 
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B. Requirements 14.2.2.2 and 21.4.2.3.I.4 of RFP 1824 have been stricken in their entirety 


(deletions are stricken). 


14.2.2.2 Provide a description of the vendor‘s approach to provider outreach and 


training. 


21.4.2.3.I.4   Approach to performing provider outreach and training; 


 


C. Section 20.3.1.3 of RFP 1824 has been stricken in its entirety (deletions are stricken).  


20.3.1.3 Vendors who identify sections of the proposal as ―trade secret‖ or 


―confidential‖ must submit one (1) redacted copy of the proposal. 


 


D. Section 20.3.2.8, Tab VII – Scope of Work  of RFP 1824 is modified as follows 


(additions are in bold italics, deletions are stricken)  


20.3.2.8 Tab VII – Scope of Work 


Vendors must place their written response(s) immediately following the applicable RFP 


question, statement and/or section and must be presented in a style/format that is easily 


distinguishable from RFP language. Vendors are requested to limit their scope of work 


section to no more than two-hundred fifty (250)  eighty (80) pages, excluding contractor 


responses to requirements tables as instructed in Section 7.3, appendices, samples and/or 


exhibits. 


This tab must include responses outlining the Vendor‘s approach to handling the 


requirements listed in the following sections: 


11.1 – Vendor Response to System Requirements; 


11.2 – Current MMIS Computing Environment; 


11.3 – HIPAA Requirements; 


11.4 – Security Requirements; 


11.5 – Business Resumption Requirements; 


11.6 – Post Implementation Review and CMS System Certification; 


12.1 – General Operational Requirements for All System Components; 


12.2 – Maintenance and Change Management; 


12.3 – Training Requirements Change Management Activities; 


12.4 – General Reporting Requirements Maintenance Activities; 
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12.5 – Core MMIS Component Training Requirements; 


12.6 – Peripheral Systems and Tools Component General Reporting Requirements; 


12.7 – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Core MMIS 


Component Requirements; 


12.8 – Peripheral Systems and Tools Component Requirements; 


12.9 – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services; 


13 – Health Information Exchange Solution; 


14 – Hosting Solutions; 


15 – Health Education and Care Coordination – Optional Provision; and 


16 – Data Warehouse – Optional Provision 


**Response to Scope of Work Requirements Tables should be submitted as Tab XIII – 


Requirements Tables. See Section 20.3.2.14 of this RFP for submission information. 


 


E. Section 20.3.2.9, Tab VIII – Project Management Approach of RFP 1824  is modified as 


follows (additions are in bold italics, deletions are stricken)  


20.3.2.9 Tab VIII – Project Management Approach 


Vendors must place their written response(s) immediately following the applicable RFP 


question, statement and/or section and must be presented in a style/format that is easily 


distinguishable from RFP language. Vendors are requested to limit their project 


management approach to no more than seventy-five (75) twenty (20) pages, excluding 


tables, appendices, samples and/or exhibits. 


This tab must include responses outlining the Vendor‘s Project Management approach to 


handling the requirements listed in the following sections: 


8 – Contract Start-Up Period Requirements; 


9 – Transition Period Requirements; and 


10 – Operations Period Requirements. 


 


F. Section 22.3.11.1 of RFP 1824  is modified as follows (additions are in bold italics, 


deletions are stricken)  


22.3.11.1 The contractor agrees that in addition to all other rights set forth in this 


section  the State shall have a nonexclusive, royalty-free and irrevocable license 


to reproduce or otherwise use and authorize others to use all software, procedures, 
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files and other documentation comprising the identify appropriate Takeover 


project at any time during the period of the contract and thereafter. 


 


G. Section 17.1.3 of RFP 1824 has been stricken in its entirety (deletions are stricken).  


17.1.3  The following information may be utilized in determining whether an inverse 


preference applies pursuant to NRS 333.336: 


17.1.3.1  Is your firm a resident of Nevada or a resident of another state? 


17.1.3.2  If so, please list the state of residence. 


17.1.3.3  Does your resident state apply a preference, which is not afforded to bidders or 


vendors who are residents in the state of Nevada? 


 


H. Section 18.1.1.3-b, Page 5 of Attachment N of RFP 1824 is modified as follows 


(additions are in bold italics)  


18.1.1.3-b  Proposers must include all costs associated with operations and 


maintenance of the Nevada MMIS, including all personnel, overhead, profit, 


equipment usage, network communications, postage and other miscellaneous 


costs. 


 


I. Section 20.3.2.9, Tab VIII – Project Management Approach of RFP 1824  is modified as 


follows (additions are in bold italics, deletions are stricken)  


ICD-10 International Classification of Diseases. ICD-10 is used globally in 


anticipation of the most current version, however, the State expects the 


successful proposer will use the most current version. The International 


Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems 10th 


Revision (ICD-10) is a coding of diseases and signs, symptoms, 


abnormal findings, complaints, social circumstances and external 


causes of injury or diseases, as classified by the World Health 


Organization (WHO) International Classification of Diseases.   


 


DHCFP intends to request legislative approval to implement ICD-10. 


Upon approval DHCFP will initiate a separate contract with the 


awarded vendor.  The Takeover vendor may continue the use of ICD-9-


CM until such implementation.  
 


J. Section 16.3, Sources of Data of RFP 1824  is modified as follows (additions are in bold 


italics, deletions are stricken)  


16.3 SOURCES OF DATA 


Below is the approximate size of the sources of data to be included in the 


Warehouse. The sources have been ranked according to their relative order of 
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importance.  All MMIS d Data identified in 16.3.1 Medicaid Management 


Information System (MMIS) and 16.3.2 Encounters must be available to the 


agency in Phase One of this project.  
 


 


Questions and Responses to RFP: 
 


1. Section 4 MMIS Takeover Procurement Timeline, page 39.  We are very interested in 


submitting a responsible bid to the State of Nevada.  We understand the timeframes the 


state is under and don‘t want to frivolously add additional strain to those timeframes.  


However, we ask that the state provide a 4 week extension to the proposal submission 


date to allow the incumbent and non-incumbents alike the necessary time to submit 


responsible bids and provide the state with the most competition possible for this 


important procurement decision.  Without this extension, it will be very difficult to 


submit a proposal.  It would also be appreciated if your decision on this important item 


could be communicated to the bidder community as soon as possible. 


Please see Nevada MMIS Takeover Amendment #1 (1824A). 


 


2. General – Throughout the RFP, DHCFP makes reference to the takeover of the ―Core 


MMIS and existing peripheral systems and tools.‖  Aside from the Core MMIS, it 


appears that the other existing peripheral systems and tools are proprietary to the current 


vendor.  Please clarify exactly which components of the current ―peripheral systems and 


tools‖, if any, would be available for transfer to a non-incumbent vendor. 


Please see 2.3 Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment document within 


the Reference Library, for information regarding the Core MMIS and existing 


peripheral systems and tools, licensing, etc.  DHCFP anticipates that vendors may 


choose to replace existing peripheral tools/systems with MITA-aligned solutions.   


 


3. Section 2, pg. 14 - The definition of Budget Neutrality includes the statement ―[v]endors 


may propose additional savings as part of enhanced services but those savings must be 


guaranteed and must not negatively affect budget neutrality.  A portion of guaranteed 


savings may be moved to the operational budget as a savings offset.‖ Could the state 


please clarify the statement ―[a] portion of guaranteed savings may be moved to the 


operational budget as a savings offset‖?  


Vendor should propose solution. 


 


How would DHCFP determine the portion of savings that would be applied to the 


operational budget?  


Vendor should propose solution. 


 


By ―savings offset‖, does DHCFP imply this could be used to offset vendor‘s operational 


costs to attain budget neutrality?  
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Yes. 


 


4. Section 3.4, pg. 34 – Can DHCFP provide an overview of their plans to implement ICD-


10 and 5010 transactions?  Will this be in place before the new contractor implements the 


system or will it be an enhancement to be performed by the new vendor?  If the new 


vendor is responsible for the changes, will the enhancement system hours explained in 


RFP Section 10.2.2 be used to support these enhancement activities or will a different 


funding source be used?   


5010 and ICD-10 will be enhancements to the system after this contract has been 


awarded.  It will be a separate contract. 


 


5. Section 4, pg.39 – The current Procurement Timeline only allows for one Question and 


Answer period.  Given that the State‘s responses to questions usually generate additional 


clarification questions, would DHCFP consider either adding another round of questions 


and answers, or allowing the submission of questions up to the February 26 deadline, and 


DHCFP issuing answers to questions as they are received instead of issuing one set of 


answers on March 10? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this request.  This is the second of two Q&A’s related to 


this project.  The questions for the first were due on November 6, 2009 and the answers 


are currently in the Reference Library as 10.5 Pre-RFP Bidders Q&A – Corrected. 


 


6. Section 5.1.5, pg. 40 – Will DHCFP answer questions before the March 10, 2010 that are 


submitted before the Vendor Question Deadline to allow vendors to incorporate the 


responses into their proposals? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this request.  The Division is not able to respond to 


questions prior to March 10, 2010.  However, per Nevada MMIS Takeover 


Amendment #1 (1824A), the proposal opening date has been extended to April 29, 


2010. 


 


7. Section 6, pg.41 – In order for non-incumbent bidders to accurately size the EDI 


component of their solution, we need current volume information for several HIPAA 


transactions.  Please load the current volume information to the Reference Library for the 


following transactions: 


A. Member Eligibility (270/271) Batch and Real-time 


B. Claim Status (276/277) Batch and Real-time 


C. 278 Batch 


D. 829 Batch 


E. 834 Batch 
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a) 900,000/mo batch, b) none, c) none, d) none, e) 350,000/mo 


 


8. Section 6, pg.41 – In order for non-incumbent bidders to accurately size the IVR 


component of their solution, we need current volume information on traffic through the 


current IVR.  Please load the following IVR volume information to the Reference 


Library: 


 Monthly inbound calls to the IVR for the most current 12 months 


 Volume of calls that are completed within the IVR, vs. those that are 


directed to a live call center agent, for the most current 12 months 


IVR monthly inbound calls average: 31,920 


  Average calls connected live/mo:  497 


 


9. Section 8.6.2.8, pg. 57  – Regarding the requirement to establish and maintain a 


Requirements Traceability Matrix, this section indicates that the Requirements 


Traceability Matrix presented in the Reference Library will become the basis for this 


report.  It does not appear that this Matrix currently exists in the Reference Library.  Will 


DHCPF please load the document to the library? 


The Requirements Traceability Matrix will be created using the vendor completed 


Requirements Tables presented in the RFP as Attachments O, P, and Q.  Editable 


versions of these tables were provided as attachments to RFP No. 1824. 


 


10. Section 9.2.4.16, pg. 64 – This section indicates that DHCFP will transition state-owned 


property during the transition period to include office furniture, equipment, hardware and 


software to the new vendor.  In order for vendors to accurately develop their transition 


plan, it is necessary to understand exactly what state-owned property would be 


transferrable.  Also, given the budget-neutral requirement of the contract, it is critical for 


non-incumbent vendors to understand what items would be transitioned so duplicate costs 


for those items are not included in cost estimates.  Please provide a detailed listing of all 


state-owned items that would be considered for transition to the new vendor. 


The State does not possess an asset inventory list, however, should the incumbent 


contractor hold in its possession any state-owned property,  the State will coordinate 


the transition of state-owned property (i.e., office furniture, equipment, hardware and 


software), termination, or assumption of leases of MMIS hardware and software 


between the incumbent and new contractor. 


 


11. Section 9.3.5.2(D), pg. 67 – This section indicates that DHCFP will facilitate the transfer 


of ―all imaged document stored on digital imaging‖ from the current contractor.  In order 


to accurately size the electronic document management infrastructure, and determine the 


level of data conversion required, it is critical to understand the volume of data that will 


be transferred (number of megabytes, e.g.) and the format of the current data (.tif, .jpg, 


etc.). 
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The MMIS currently has 70 gigabytes (GB) of data on the Jobflow imaging server 


which is backed up onto tape. A complete full backup is done every week and end of 


month, with incremental backups daily. 


The 70GB varies as the server is cleaned up and data is moved off of the server and 


onto tape only.  At least 3 months worth of data is generally stored directly on the 


server, and anything older than that can be restored from tape if necessary.  


 


12. Section 11.4.1.5, pg. 89 – This section requires vendors to ―[e]mploy role-based security 


to the MMIS and DSS…‖.   Is role-based security currently deployed in the Core MMIS 


component?  If so, will the existing security definition be turned over to non-incumbent 


bidders?  If it does not exist today, given the budget-neutral requirement of the contract, 


will non-incumbent bidders be required to implement this functionality during the 


transition period? 


Role based security is currently deployed in the MMIS system.  The role definitions will 


be turned over to a non-incumbent awarded vendor. 


 


13. Section 11.5.4.6, pg. 93 – This section requires an annual test of the Business 


Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan.  So that bidders can accurately include the costs 


associated with this test, please provide detail on the scope of the annual test.  For 


example, does it include a hot-site recovery test of the Core MMIS component only, or 


does it include all or some of the Peripheral System Tools components as well? 


The bidder must propose a plan that tests all systems annually, including peripheral 


tools. 


 


14. Section 12.1, pg.99 – The General Operational Requirements section includes numerous 


technical requirements that all components of the MMIS must meet.  Please confirm that 


the Core MMIS components that will be transferred to a non-incumbent vendor currently 


meet the requirements in this section.  Given the budget-neutral requirement of the 


contract, it is critical for non-incumbent vendors to understand exactly what 


modifications, if any, will be required to the Core MMIS to meet these requirements. 


Please refer to RFP Section 10.2.2.1.  


 


15. Section 12.2.8.8, pg.108 –   In order for non-incumbent vendors to accurately scope the 


level of effort required to load the Change Management history and open tickets from the 


current vendor, we need the volume of data that must be loaded and the data format 


and/or the name of the tool used by the current vendor to manage Change requests. 


The current CM system uses less than 50 MB and has been developed by the 


incumbent on Remedy. 


 


16. Sections 12.3.1.4, pg.111 and 12.3.1.5, pg.112 – These requirements state that the 


Contractor must establish and equip training sites at the vendor‘s site and in Las Vegas.  


Given the budget neutral requirement of the contract, please confirm that bidders will be 


able to lease and equip training space in Las Vegas as needed to support training 
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activities, and it is not a requirement to establish and lease a fixed location in Las Vegas 


for the entire term of the contract. 


DHCFP is not requiring a permanent training site in Las Vegas.  Training space may 


be provided on an as-need basis, but must meet the training requirements specified in 


RFP Section 12.3. 


 


17. Section 12.7.15, pg.126 – Related to the Personal Care Services (PCS) Program, when 


does DHCFP anticipate loading the updated scope of work to the Reference Library? 


The draft scope of work has been placed in the Reference Library, please see 9.2 


Contract Amendment 22 – Draft.  Please be advised this is only a draft and has not yet 


been approved by the Board of Examiners. 


 
18. Sections 14.2.2.2, pg.131 and 21.4.2.3, pg.204 –  In this section, (and in the related 


section in the evaluation criteria [21.4.2.3.4], where Contractor‘s are to describe their 


approach to the hosting solution, there is a requirement (14.2.2.2) to ―[p]rovide a 


description of the vendor‘s approach to provider outreach and training.‖  This 


requirement seems out of context with the other requirements in section 14.2.2.   Should 


this requirement be deleted from this section? 


Please see Item B in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


19. Section 19.4, pg.183 – In the Financial section of the RFP, related to Hold Backs, it is not 


clear which invoices will be subject to the 10% hold back.  For example, the RFP states 


that the hold back pertains to ―cost related components presented in the RFP that are 


outside the budget neutral compensation model‖.   Does this mean that all non-budget 


neutral invoices throughout the life of the contract will be subject to the 10% hold back?  


Since non-incumbent bidders will have to amortize takeover costs over the life of the 


contract, it is very important to understand exactly which payments would be subject to 


hold back, and when the hold back would be released. 


Payment associated with any additional functionality beyond the current functionality 


of the DW, payment associated with the HIE solution, and any non budget-neutral 


invoice resulting from this procurement will be subject to the 10% holdback.   


 


20. Sections 20.1, pg 185 and 20.3.1.3, pg. 189 – In Section 20.3.1.3 there is a reference to a 


redacted copy of the proposal that is not noted in RFP Section 20.1 where the labeling for 


each volume is laid out.  Can DHCFP provide the labeling for the redacted version and 


the specifics to electronic versions required for the volume? 


Please see Item C in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


Any confidential technical or trade secret information must be within the Confidential 


Technical Proposal, as described in Section 20.5 of the RFP. 


 


21. Section 20.3.1.2-3, pg. 189 – In Section 20.3.1.2 we are told that no confidential 


information is to be included in the Technical proposal but in the confidential proposal 
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only.  Where the vendor has determined information to be confidential, does DHCFP 


expect the Technical proposal to contain a reference within the text that refers to the 


Confidential Technical information.  Is the Confidential Technical information 


considered in the page count provided in the different sections of the Technical proposal? 


See RFP Section 20.5.2.2 for cross-reference instructions.  Confidential Technical 


Proposal information will not be considered within the page count for corresponding 


sections of the Technical Proposal, but must meet the definition of Trade Secret or 


Confidential Information as described in Section 2 Acronyms/Definitions. 


 


22. Section 20.3.2.8, pg. 191-2 – DHCFP has limited the responses to the Tab VII Scope of 


Work to 80 pages.  In the review of RFP Sections 11-16, there are approximately 100 


pages of requirements provided in the RFP.       In order to adhere to  DHCFP‘s 


requirements that outline that ―Vendors must place their written response(s) immediately 


following the applicable RFP question, statement and/or section‖, does the State have an 


expectation that the responses to Section 11-16 relate to only certain requirements and 


that not each of these requirements must be responded to?  Can DHCFP clarify the 


requirements that are to be responded to in Tab VII? 


The page count limit for Tab VII Scope of Work has been expanded to 250 pages to 


support vendor responses. 


For Sections 12.5, 12.6, and 12.7 the Division expects proposers will provide responses 


in Tab VII that the proposer feels may not be adequately conveyed through the 


responses in the corresponding requirements tables (Tab XIII) 


 


23. Section 20.3.2.9, pg. 192 – RFP Sections 8, 9, and 10 include 37 pages of requirements 


to be responded to in Tab VIII.  This section is limited to 20 pages of response.  Can 


DHCFP clarify the requirements that are to be responded to in Tab VIII? 


The page count limit for Tab VIII, Project Management Approach has been expanded 


to 75 pages to support vendor responses. 


 


24. Section 20.3.2.13, pg 193 – RFP Section 17.6 outlines the requirements of the Resource 


Matrix as it relates to the Transition.  Please confirm that this reflects only the resources 


required to the Transition Phase and not Operations.   


RFP Sections 17.6 and 20.3.2.13 refer to both Transition and Operations Phase 


resources. 


 


25. Section 20.3.2.13, pg. 193 – Does DHCFP expect to have the operations staff included 


in the Resource Matrix to be provided in Tab XII? 


Please see response to Question 24. 


 


26. Section 21.3.2.4, pg. 200 and Tab XIII, pg 193 – Section 21.3.2.4 requires that the 


proposer state its intent to comply with all scope of work requirements‖.  Does DHCFP 
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expect an actual statement or be implied with the submission of the form itself in Tab 


XIII?   


Per RFP Section 21.3.2.4, intent is stated through completion of the Requirements 


Tables. 


 


27. Section 22.2.1.2[D], pg.210 – In the Contract Terms and Conditions section of the RFP, 


related to Background Checks on all contractor personnel, there is a list of items required 


for submission to the Department of Information Technology (DoIT).  One of these is a 


money order or certified check made payable to the Criminal History Repository in the 


amount of $51.25.  Please confirm that this is a one-time payment, and that the total 


payment is $51.25, not $51.25 multiplied by the number of contractor personnel. 


The fee of $51.25 noted in RFP Section 22.2.1.2.D is a one-time fee per person, and 


should be multiplied by the number of contractor personnel assigned to the project that 


will have access to live systems or personal health or any other confidential 


information. Please refer to NRS 239B, NRS 242.111 and State of Nevada Information 


Security Program Policy, 4.100000 Rev A (see 10.7, Information Security Program 


Policy, in Reference Library) for further details. 


 


28. Section 22.2.1.2[D], pg.210 – In the Contract Terms and Conditions section of the RFP, 


related to Background Checks on all contractor personnel, there is a list of items required 


for submission to the Department of Information Technology (DoIT).  One of these is a 


money order or certified check made payable to the Department of Information 


Technology in the amount of $20.00.  Please confirm that this is a one-time payment, and 


that the total payment is $20.00, not $20.00 multiplied by the number of contractor 


personnel. 


The fee of $20.00 noted in RFP Section 22.2.1.2.F is a one-time fee per person, and 


should be multiplied by the number of contractor personnel assigned to the project 


that will have access to live systems or personal health or any other confidential 


information. Please refer to NRS 239B, NRS 242.111 and State of Nevada Information 


Security Program Policy, 4.100000 Rev A (see 10.7, Information Security Program 


Policy, in Reference Library) for further details.   


 


29. Section 22.3.4.2.C, pg. 213  – This requirement indicates that the contractor‘s project 


management and fiscal agent operations space must be sized and provisioned for work 


activities of State staff involved in the project.  How many State staff, and what type of 


office configuration (private office, cubicle, etc.) will the contractor be required to house 


in their office space?  This information is necessary to ensure that the facility has been 


sized and costed appropriately. 


Vendors are to provide a minimum of 5 workspaces. Workspaces shall meet the 


requirements specified in RFP Section 22.3.4.  


 


30. Section 12.5.3.4, pg.300 – This requirement references an accounts receivable system 


that must be maintained by the Accounting Department.  Since this requirement is in the 
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Core MMIS requirements section, please confirm that the accounts receivable system is a 


component of the Core MMIS and will be transferred to non-incumbent bidders. 


This is in the MMIS functionality and will be transferred. 


 


31. Section 12.5.3.25, pg.304 – ―Automatically generate (paper or electronic) invoices to the 


specific carriers and/or providers...‖  Is this auto-generation a capability of the Core 


MMIS that will be transferred to non-incumbent bidders, or is this a function of the 


current TPL vendor? 


This is a requirement of the contractor which is currently being provided by a third 


party under contract to the incumbent contractor. 


 


32. Section 12.5.6.5, pg.317 – The requirement refers to performing reconciliation activities 


of the MMIS recipient file to eligibility files and/or required interfaces.  Is this 


reconciliation process an automated component of the Core MMIS that will be 


transferred to non-incumbent bidders?   


The reconciliation process is reporting only out of the MMIS and then any action 


required falls into the normal PDR/CM process. 


 


33. Section 12.5.7, pg.319 – This section itemizes the Core MMIS functionality related to the 


Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem.  Given that Attachment O is related to 


the Core MMIS that will be transferred to the new vendor, and we believe that the 


majority of the SURS functionality is provided by the DSS, it is unclear what 


functionality will be provided by the transferred MMIS and which functionality would 


have to be replaced in the new DSS.  Please clarify exactly which SURS functionality is 


provided by the Core MMIS that will be transferred to non-incumbent bidders. 


The SURS functionality described in Attachment O is part of the MMIS.  DSS 


requirements are included in Attachment P. 


 


34. Section 12.5.8.11, pg.326 – Regarding the requirement to send claim facsimiles to 


insurance companies when recoveries are initiated or insurance policy data is requested.  


Is this a function that is currently performed by the incumbent contractor, or by the TPL 


vendor? 


This activity is currently performed by the TPL vendor. 


 


35. Section 12.5.10.1, pg.332 – This requirement references a ―level of care information 


maintenance tool‖.  Since this requirement is in the Core MMIS requirements section, 


please confirm that the level of care information maintenance tool is a component of the 


Core MMIS and will be transferred to non-incumbent bidders.  If this is not the case, 


please provide the name of the tool currently used by the incumbent contractor. 


The Level of Care tool is in the Core MMIS. 
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36. Section 12.5.12, pg.338 – This section itemizes the Core MMIS functionality related to 


the Management and Administrative Reporting Subsystem.  Given that Attachment O is 


related to the Core MMIS that will be transferred to the new vendor, and we believe that 


the majority of the MAR functionality is provided by the DSS, it is unclear what 


functionality will be provided by the transferred MMIS and which functionality would 


have to be replaced in the new DSS.  Please clarify exactly which MAR functionality is 


provided by the Core MMIS that will be transferred to non-incumbent bidders. 


The MSRS functionality described in Attachment O is part of the MMIS.  DSS 


requirements are included in Attachment P. 


 


37. Section 12.6.3.2, pg.347– Please confirm if the current pharmacy system produces 


payments to providers directly, or if a payment file is sent to the MMIS and all payments 


generated from that system. 


 A payment file is sent to the MMIS and all payments are generated from that system. 


 


38. Section 12.6.3.4, pg.348 – Regarding the requirement to collaborate with the MMIS to 


process drug claims for Physician Administered Drugs.  We understand that the 


incumbent contractor developed an automated solution to identify potential duplicate 


claims transactions for physician administered drugs submitted to both the MMIS and the 


POS.  Will that solution be part of the Core MMIS that is transferred to a non-incumbent 


bidder? 


The duplicate check for physician administered drugs vs. retail pharmacy resides 


within the Point of Sale system not the CORE MMIS. 


 


39. Section 12.7.4.12, pg.405 – This requirement references a caller-selected option for a 


recipient to redirect eligibility inquiries to appropriate Eligibility Case Workers.  Please 


confirm that the call would need to be transferred to a State Eligibility Case Worker, not 


a member of the Fiscal Agent‘s staff. 


The caller-selected option in RFP Section 12.7.4.12 shall redirect recipients to a 


DHCFP Eligibility Case Worker.  Provider initiated eligibility inquiries shall be 


handled by IVR and/or FA Call Center staff. 


 


40. Attachment N – Since non-incumbent bidders will have to amortize all of their costs 


associated with takeover over the five years of operations, their costs presented on the 5-


Year Operations Pricing Worksheet will automatically be higher than those of the 


incumbent vendor.  The current structure of the pricing worksheets presents a clear cost 


competitive advantage for the incumbent contractor.   In order to remove this competitive 


advantage in the evaluation of the cost proposals, would DHCFP consider modifying the 


5-year Operations Pricing Worksheet to include a line item for non-incumbent vendors to 


identify the amount of takeover amortization being carried into the operations years?  


This amount could then be excluded during the cost evaluation for all vendors, thus 


leveling the playing field from a cost perspective. 
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DHCFP respectfully declines this request, the pricing worksheet will not be modified 


and no exclusions shall be made. The proposal must be cost neutral.  How it arrives at 


neutrality is not an issue. 


 


41. Attachment O – In Section 1.3, one of DHCFP‘s stated objectives is to exercise prudent 


cost containment efforts during the MMIS takeover procurement process, and that no 


enhancements to the Core MMIS would be required.  In Attachment O, which lists the 


Core MMIS Operational Requirements, there are several requirements that are noted as 


being applied to the Takeover, but are not part of the existing Nevada MMIS Fiscal 


Agent Account.  These requirements are marked as ―Potential Expanded Contractor 


Responsibility,‖ and some would require a modification or enhancement to the Core 


MMIS.  Since these requirements are marked ―Potential,‖ how are bidders to respond?  


Are non-incumbent bidders expected to include these expanded functional requirements 


in the budget-neutral component of the bid?  If so, please provide specific guidance on 


how these requirements are to be addressed so that all bidders include consistently in the 


proposal responses. 


The Division desires for optional responsibilities found in Attachments O, P, and Q, 


(marked in italics as "Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities") to be part of 


the takeover project and ongoing operations of the awarded vendor.  Vendors are 


encouraged to explain how they can address requirements other than the HIE and 


Data Warehouse expansion within the budget neutral cost model through efficiencies 


or cost savings in these or any other areas.  Optional responsibilities that can be 


incorporated within the cost neutrality model will become part of the resulting 


contract.   


 The Division may negotiate any of the expanded services with the awarded vendor, 


but makes no guarantee as to whether any or all of such expanded responsibilities will 


become part of the resulting contract. 


 


42. Section 17.2: References pp.160-162 and Attachment H. Reference Questionnaire, pp. 


253-257     Will one reference form per client suffice if we are serving as 


subcontractor on multiple bids?  


Yes; each primary vendor must clearly identify subcontractors to ensure all references 


are included during the evaluation process of their response. Please also see response 


to Question 234. 


 


43. Attachment O: Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.8 Third Party 


Liability    Question 1.2.5.8.3, pp. 325-326     Currently deductibles, co-pay, and 


threshold amounts are not being captured and entered in the MMIS as there are not fields 


to capture the data. Does the State anticipate maintaining current procedures and 


processes in the collection of TPL data? 


These fields are available in the current MMIS and DHCFP anticipates using them. 
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44. Question 1.2.5.8.4, p. 324   The State is interested in cost avoidance reports which 


capture the amount saved through cost avoidance. Does the State anticipate maintaining 


current reports? 


Reports must meet the requirements of RFP Section 12.5.8.4. 


 


45. Question 1.2.5.8.29, p. 329   Does this question refer to rebills to commercial insurance 


carriers? Carriers tend to refuse to comply with these short timelines and imposing these 


might be to the state‘s detriment. 


This question relates to all recovery projects where it is identified that other TPL is 


available (private insurance as well as Medicare).  The State is open to alternative 


timeframes as long as we are not fiscally compromised. 


 


46. Question 1.2.5.8.34, p. 329 


Can the state provide a definition and an example of a third party carrier invoice? 


On a monthly basis, letters are sent to insurance carriers that have been identified to 


have coverage available for a recipient for whom Medicaid paid as primary.  The letter 


instructs the provider on the regulations that allows for the pursuit of payment from 


the carrier and gives the carrier the necessary information to refund Medicaid.  A list 


of claims/recipients is also provided for the carrier's reference. 


Awarded vendor may propose letter/invoice format for DHCFP approval. 


 


47. Section 1.1 Strategic Vision For Nevada‘s MMIS, pg. 10 – As MITA is a strategic 


initiative and framework, thus each state‘s interpretation is inherently distinctive, please 


provide DHCFP‘s definition of the term ―MITA aligned,‖ including examples related 


specifically to what a ―MITA aligned tool‖ would be. 


Such tools would be in alignment with CMS’s initiatives, rules, and regulations 


regarding the most current Medicaid Information Technology Architecture. 


 


48. Section 8.3 Deliverable Submission and Review Process, pg. 50 – The RFP states that 


"once the detailed project plan is approved by DHCFP, the following sections detail the 


process for submission and review of deliverables during the life of the project/contract". 


Is the detailed project plan which, according to the RFP will be developed by working 


with the DHCFP, subject to this deliverable/review cycle or is this for all subsequent 


deliverables?   Do the sessions with the DHCFP to develop the plan count as the 15 day 


period or does the 15 day period apply to after the DHCFP and the vendor have worked 


collaboratively to develop the schedule? 


Yes;  


DHCFP’s review period will begin once a completed document has been delivered. 


 


49. Section 8.3 Deliverable Submission and Review Process, pg. 50 – Are summary 


documents required for recurring deliverables that essentially have the same content such 


as the Semi-Monthly Project Status Reports? The format for these will be approved prior 
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to the first report according to the RFP. (We understand that the sign-off sheets will be 


required). Also, is the contractor required to walk-through the status report deliverables 


prior to submission? 


Ongoing summary documents will not be required for recurring deliverables.  A 


summary document shall be required when initially determining the format and 


content of such deliverables; 


Yes. 


 


50. Section 8.3 Deliverable Submission and Review Process, item 8.3.3.3, pg. 51 – Indicates 


that the DHCFP has up to five working days to determine if a deliverable is complete and 


ready for review and that those days are part of DHCFP's total review time. However, the 


chart on page 49 indicates that the DHCFP has a total of five days for reviews of the 


written semi-monthly project status reports. How does the initial review time for these 


status reports fit into the DHCFP's total allotted timeframes?  Also, will the regular status 


report deliverables be subject to the same timeframes for contractor reviews, updates and 


meetings with the DHCFP to resolve any issues? 


DHCFP has a total of five working days to review or respond to project status reports. 


 


51. Section 8.4 Location Of Contract Functions, pg. 53 – To assist in the planning for 


retention of incumbent staff, please specify the number of incumbent personnel currently 


residing within the State of Nevada, their location(s), their roles and responsibilities, and 


their current annual/hourly remuneration and employer-based benefits.   


Please see 9.5 Incumbent Vendor Staffing Table in Reference Library. 


 


52. Section 8.6 Requirements Validation and Demonstration, pgs. 55 thru 57 – Does the 


DHCFP expect the successful vendor to provide requirements documentation for the 


current core MMIS functions (which as stated in the RFP, should not change over the 


transition period) or is this activity to document any new functions or changed functions 


(such as a new EDI approach, for example)?   


Requirements for all system components will be considered in the Requirements 


Validation and Demonstration phase. 


 


53. Section 8.6 Requirements Validation and Demonstration, item 8.6.2.8, pg. 57 – Indicates 


that the "Requirements Traceability Matrix presented in the Reference Library will 


become the basis for this report" yet we cannot locate this document in the library. There 


is a document called "Requirements Matrix" associated with the old RFP but we are not 


sure if this is the document in question since it does not provide any traceability. Can the 


DHCFP please provide this document or clarify this requirement? 


Please see response to Question 9. 


 


54. Section 9.2 Transition Planning, pg. 59 thru 64 – We believe that the staff knowledge of 


the incumbent is invaluable in conducting a transition. So that we can plan for visits (with 
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the DHCFP‘s and the incumbent's permission) at the incumbent's main operations site(s) 


during the transition period, can the DHCFP provide a brief summary of the locations of 


operations and the number/types of staff located at each location? We plan our visits to 


observe current processes and are extremely sensitive to not disrupting any day-to-day 


activities? 


First Health Services, 4300 Cox Rd, Glen Allen, VA 23060; First Health Services, 885 


Trademark Dr Ste 150, Reno, NV 89521.  For planning purposes, additional 


information about the incumbent’s operations locations may be requested by the State 


of the incumbent contractor and furnished to the new contractor subsequent to 


contract signature. 


 


55. Section 9.2 Transition Planning, item 9.2.1.13, pg. 61 – Provides for weekly status 


meetings during the transition period while 8.1.2.2 (page 47) discusses semi-monthly 


meetings. Can the DHCFP please clarify the requirements for status meetings throughout 


the entire period prior to the operations period? 


 RFP Section 8.1 applies to the Contract Start Up Period, while Section 9.2 applies to 


the Transition Period. 


 


56. Section 9.2 Transition Planning, item 9.2.3 Contractor Deliverables, pg. 63 – Indicates 


that weekly status reports are a deliverable while under the contract start-up period (page 


49), semi-monthly status reports are indicated. Should the entry in 9.2.3 be semi-


monthly?  And, if weekly status reports are required throughout the transition phase, what 


type of review time and deliverable submission status should be scheduled for those? 


Please see response to Question 55. 


 


57. Section 10.3 Turnover, item 10.3.1.2 Develop a System Requirements Document, pg. 81 


– The outgoing contractor is required to develop a System Turnover Plan that, among 


other items, provides an estimate of the number, types, and salaries of personnel required 


to perform the functions of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs. Although 


there is a high level fiscal agent organizational chart in the resource library, that chart 


does not specify the types of personnel used in the different positions. Can the DHCFP 


provide further information on the current types and numbers of resources required 


to fully support this contract? 


Please see 9.5 Incumbent Vendor Staffing Table in the Reference Library identifying 


FTEs according to the units they are assigned to. 


 


58. Section 17 Company Background and References, pg. 158 thru pg. 176 – The RFP‘s 


requirements limit the potential vendor pool to almost exclusively old guard Fiscal Agent 


vendors (e.g., §1.3.1.A, §1.3.2.C, §17.1.11, §17.2.1.1, §21.3.2.1, §21.4.2.2.E).  As such, 


how has DHCFP weighted evaluation criteria to address the risks to DHCFP should 


DHCFP contract with one of the multiple vendors in the eligible pool whose track record 


reflects a number of takeover and DDI projects that have extended timeframes and 


budgets? 
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Per Purchasing Division rules, DHCFP declines to release detailed evaluation criteria 


and weights.  See RFP Section 21 for information regarding the Proposal Evaluation 


and Award Process. 


 


59. Section 17 Company Background and References, pg. 158 thru pg. 176 – How has 


DHCFP appropriately weighted evaluation criteria to address the risks to DHCFP should 


DHCFP contract with a vendor whose current backlog of takeover and DDI projects have 


stretched the vendor‘s capacity? 


Please see response to Question 58. 


 


60. Section 17 Company Background and References, pg. 158 thru pg. 176 –How has 


DHCFP addressed mitigating the risks and costs associated with vendors who protest 


every losing bid? 


The rules regarding protest are found within NRS 333. 


 


61. Section 17.4 Vendor Staff Resumes, item 17.4.H, pg. 173 – This item references Section 


21.3.18, Key Personnel. However, there is no section 21.3.8 in the RFP. Please clarify the 


reference? 


The reference to Key Personnel in 17.4.H is incorrect, and should refer to RFP 


Section 22.3.18. 


 


62. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.1.3, pg. 189 – Specifies "Vendors 


who identify sections of the proposal as "trade secret" or "confidential" must submit one 


(1) redacted copy of the proposal. Since vendors are required to submit confidential 


volumes of both the technical and cost proposals, is a redacted copy still required? 


No.  Please see Item C in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


63. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.2.4.C, pg.190 – Indicates vendors 


must complete and submit Attachment A of the RFP with the technical proposal. 


However, no editable version of Attachment A was submitted with the RFP. Will 


DHCFP release an editable version of Attachment A for vendors to complete? 


Editable versions of the Attachments have been added to the Reference Library as 


Item 10.2. 


 


64. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.2.4.D, pg. 190 – Indicates vendors 


must complete and submit Attachment B1 of the RFP with the technical proposal. 


However, no editable version of Attachment B1 was submitted with the RFP. Will 


DHCFP release an editable version of Attachment B1 for vendors to complete? 


Editable versions of the Attachments have been added to the Reference Library as 


Item 10.2. 
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65. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.2.4.E, pg.190 – Indicates vendors 


must complete and submit attachments C1 and C2 of the RFP with the technical proposal. 


However, no editable versions of the attachments were submitted with the RFP. Will 


DHCFP release editable versions of Attachments C1 and C2 for vendors to complete? 


Editable versions of the Attachments have been added to the Reference Library as 


Item 10.2. 


 


66. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.2.8 Tab VII - Scope of Work 


(Instructions), pg.191 – The instructions indicate that the "Vendors must place their 


written response(s) immediately following the applicable RFP question, statement, 


and/or section and must be in a style/format that is easily distinguishable from RFP 


language". This instruction also indicates that the response for this section is limited to 


80 pages. Since the various topics the vendor must respond to in this section take over 80 


pages in the RFP we are unsure what RFP language the DHCFP would like us to include 


in the response and if the RFP language is included in the page count. We also have the 


same question regarding the instructions for the Project Management Approach on page 


192. 


Please see Items D and E in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


67. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.2.8, pg. 191- This item lists Training 


Requirements as Section 12.5. However, in the SOW, Section 12.3 is Training 


Requirements (12.5 is Core MMIS Component Requirements). Please clarify the order in 


which the sections should be listed. 


 Please see Item D in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


68. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.2.8, pg. 191 – Lists 12.3 as Change 


Management Activities and 12.4 as Maintenance Activities. However, in the SOW, these 


two sections are included under Section 12.2, Maintenance and Change Management and 


are not given separate sections. Please clarify the references listed in 20.3.2.8 as they do 


not match the references in the SOW. 


Please see Item D in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


69. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.2.8, pg. 192 – Lists General 


Reporting Requirements as Section 12.6. However, in the SOW, Section 12.4 is General 


Reporting Requirements (12.6 is Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements). 


Please clarify the order in which the sections should be listed. 


 Please see Item D in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


70. Section 20.4 Part II – Cost Proposal, item 20.4.2.4, pg. 194 – Indicates vendors must 


complete and submit Attachment B2 of the RFP with the cost proposal. However, no 


editable version of Attachment B2 was submitted with the RFP. Will DHCFP release an 


editable version of Attachment B2 for vendors to complete? 
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Editable versions of the Attachments have been added to the Reference Library as 


Item 10.2. 


 


71. Section 21.2 Administrative Review of Proposals Received, item 21.2.1.C, pg. 198 – This 


requirement indicates vendors are required to include a completed and signed "Proposer 


Information Sheet" in the technical proposal. Requirement 20.3.2.4 indicates vendors are 


required to submit a "Vendor Information Sheet" (found on page 2 of the RFP). Please 


confirm that the proposer information sheet referenced in 21.2.1.C is or is not the same 


document referenced in 20.3.2.4. 


The Vendor Information Sheet referenced in RFP Section 20.3.2.4.A and the 


Proposer Information Sheet referenced in RFP Section 21.2.1.C are the same 


document, included on page 2 of the RFP. 


 


72. Section 1.3.1, pg. 12 – Is it the State‘s expectation that vendor payments will be delayed 


consistently for a 6-month period? Or would the 6-month delay be the occasional and 


maximum amount of time a vendor can expect payments to be delayed? 


No.  This requirement is intended to be a measure of your company’s financial 


stability, only. 


 


73. Section 3.3.1, pg. 33 – The RFP text states: ―Service reimbursement may be offered 


either through a fee-for-service model or under a managed care contract, or a 


combination of both.‖ What services/items would fall under the ―combination of both‖? 


These are managed care carve-outs.  Please refer to the Managed Care policy in the 


Nevada Medicaid Services Manual. 


 


74. Section 3.8.1, pg. 37 – Can you please name the senior officials who comprise the 


Steering Committee? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


75. Section 6.2, pg. 40 – What are the responses and cost estimates provided by the current 


Contractor for MMIS system change orders: requested, closed, in process, or pending? 


What descriptions can be supplied, beyond the short titles used in the PDR spreadsheet? 


Please see 9.8.2 Key Indicator Reports - IT in the Reference Library. 


 


76. Section 8.3.3.8.H, pg. 52 – To meet the requirement of clearly identifying changes in 


documents, will it suffice to submit revised documents in Microsoft Word with ―track 


changes‖ turned on to identify changes that have been made? If not, what is the State‘s 


preferred way to meet this requirement? 


Yes.  The “track changes” feature in MS Word is an acceptable tool for documenting 


changes to draft deliverables. 
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77. Section 8.4.2.1, pg. 54 – How will DHCFP quantify ―reasonable portion‖? Can the 


Contractor locate all the standalone development activities outside the continent? What 


kind of governance / oversight does DHCFP expect? What expectations does DHCFP 


hold for the frequency of reporting and status reviews on such development tasks? 


The bidder will need to propose a solution. 


 


78. Section 8.5.2.3.B, pg. 55 – What is DHCFP‘s email and calendaring system? What 


network technology is used today to meet this requirement e.g. Secure Browser (SSL) / 


Mail Client Encryption / VPN / Private Encrypted Line? 


Email and calendaring system: MS Exchange Server and MS Outlook client. 


Network Technology: TLS Connection between the FA and DHCFP.   


 


79. Section 8.6.2.1, pg. 56 – What is the availability of State staff to attend scheduled 


Requirements Development sessions (assuming a 10-day notice)? Is any additional 


coordination required, or are there any limits to state availability for a reasonable number 


of sessions? 


It will be up to the contractor to work with the DHCFP to schedule sessions. 


 


80. Sections 10.1.1.1.C to 10.1.1.1.D, pg. 78 – For the takeover component of the Core 


MMIS, exclusive of changes made by the winning Contractor, what amount of rewrite to 


existing manuals and operations procedures is expected? 


Level of rewrite to existing manuals and operations procedures will be mutually agreed 


upon between DHCFP and the awarded vendor.  


 


81. Section 10.2, pg. 78 – What are the current known/open defects in the system? 


Please see the Reference Library – 2.2.1 PDRs. 


 


82. Section 10.2, pg. 78 – What is the normal backlog of documented change requests on file 


at any given time? 


An example can be developed from the PDR records listed in the Reference Library at 


2.2.1 PDRs. 


 


83. Sections 11.4.1.8 to 11.4.1.9, pgs. 89 to 90 – Does the incumbent hardware and software 


meet the requirements of this section to maintain HIPAA-required audit trails? If not, 


please identify areas where the requirements are not being met today. 


Please refer to RFP Section 10.2.2.1.  


 


84. Section 12.1.1.4, pg. 99 – What are the current forms and quantities of forms distributed? 


This is a general operational requirement.  Forms may vary by business area and may 


vary over time.   
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85.  Sections 12.1.1.8 to 12.1.1.11, pgs. 100 to 101 – Does the incumbent system meet all the 


requirements of this section for navigation and user interface? If not, please identify areas 


where the requirements are not being met today. 


Please refer to RFP Section 10.2.2.1.  


 


86. Section 12.1.1.19 to 12.1.1.20, pg. 102 – What media type(s) are the current archives 


stored on? How much data is currently archived? How far back do the present archives 


go? For how long must archives be maintained? 


a) No archives exist, data is backed up and is in storage 


b) See response (a), above. 


c) 6 years online;  


d) Forever. 


 


87. Section 12.1.1.21, pg. 102 – What standard of accuracy is the Contractor required to 


ensure? How does the State determine this level of performance? 


DHCFP hopes 100% accuracy is the goal for the Contractor and will entertain 


proposals for setting, monitoring, and determining these performance measurements. 


 


88. Section 12.1.1.22, pgs. 102 to 103 – Is the Contractor responsible for the cost of 


maintaining external data interface lines? 


Please refer to the Reference Library 2.4.1 System Interfaces.  


 


89. Section 12.1.1.23, pg. 103 – Are these response times currently being met by the 


incumbent Contractor? 


It is DHCFP’s belief that the system currently meets the response times described in 


the RFP.   


 


90. Section 12.1.1.23, pg. 103 – How many MIPS are currently utilized to maintain this 


required response time? 


Up to 400 MIPS is required to maintain the response times. 


 


91. Section 12.1.3.1 to 12.1.3.2, pg. 104 – Section 12.1.3.1 requires that MMIS and 


supporting components for Nevada Medicaid and Check Up must operate 24x7, with a 


limited maintenance window. Section 12.1.3.2 requires upgrades to be made outside of 


normal working hours. What constitutes an acceptable ―limited maintenance window‖ for 


the 24x7 environment? Are the 24x7 components to remain fully available if maintenance 


/ upgrades are being performed during these windows? How will availability be defined 


and measured? 


Maintenance timing and resulting system availability will be agreed upon between 


DHCFP and the awarded vendor. 
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92. Section 12.1.3.3, pg. 105 – What is the State‘s definition of a remote workstation? 


For the purpose of response time testing, a remote workstation is identified as a 


computer that can access vendor software, but does not operate on the vendor's 


network; system should be remote from the FHS server sending the data and 


approximate DHCFP end user experience. 


 


93. Section 12.1.3.3, pg. 105 – To fulfill the Contractor‘s responsibility to provide response 


time monitoring and reporting, from what point(s) on the network will the Contractor 


take their response time measurements? 


DHCFP will accept proposals from bidders, including processes and tools to be used. 


 


94. Section 12.2, pg. 105 – How many programmers are currently required to maintain the 


MMIS, exclusive of the 41,600 hour annual pool? 


Please refer to 5.5 Fiscal Agent Organizational Chart in the Reference Library. 


 


95. Section 12.2.2.10, pg. 106 – When was the MMIS last certified? 


2005. 


 


96. Section 12.2.8.1, pg 108 – What is the current Change Management process executed by 


the current Contractor? 


Please see Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 21. 


 


97. Section 12.2.8.8, pg. 108 – What is the current volume of Change Management tickets, 


open and historical? At the time library document ―2.2.1 PDRs Oct 6, 2009‖ was created, 


did it contain record of all open and historical Change Requests? If not, where can the 


other tickets be found? 


Please see 2.2.1, PDRs, in the Reference Library.  This captures a reasonable 


representation of open and historical Change Management requests. 


 


98. Section 12.3.1.4, pg. 111 – What is the geographical intent of the Las Vegas training 


center? 


Las Vegas is 454 miles from Reno.  Commuting that distance for training is not an 


option.  


 


99. Section 12.3.1.4, pg. 111 – Is the Las Vegas training center required to be permanent, or 


can temporary space be obtained as needed? 


Please see response to Question 16. 


 


100. Section 12.4.1.4, pg. 113 – What are all the different types of electronic report formats? 
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Currently, text reports, PDF’s, Excel (xls and csv), HTML, Word documents and TIFF 


images are supported in FirstDARS. 


 


101. Section 12.4.1.5, pg. 113 – How much storage is currently required to support online 


access and report retrieval? 


Medstat server:  2,772 GB 


FirstDARS:  800 GB (Reports from MMIS, Letters, Images, and Reports from 


Thomson Reuters are stored here.) 


 


102. Section 12.4.1.5, pg. 113 – Is online reporting subject to response time measurements? If 


so, what are the required standards? 


Please refer to RFP Section 12.1.3 for assistance. 


 


103. Section 12.5.2, pg. 115 – What are the current electronic methods of claim entry? 


Payor Path. 


 


104. Section 12.5.2, pg. 115 – How many paper claims are received annually? 


Approximately 80% of all claims are received electronically. Please see 9.8.1 Key 


Indicator Reports – Claims, in the Reference Library. 


 


105.  Section 12.5.6, pgs. 116-117 – What are the specifications for the identification cards? 


This information shall be provided to the awarded vendor. 


 


106. Section 12.5.6, pg. 117 – Who currently performs the Recipient Appeals function? With 


what number and type of staff? What is the rate of overturn on appeal? 


DHCFP currently handles recipient appeals. 


 


107. Section 12.6.2, pg. 119 – Is the clinical claims editor tool a public domain tool / 


application or a commercial licensed tool / application? 


It’s a commercially licensed solution, Claim Check. 


 


108. Section 12.6.2, pg. 119 – Does the State currently use a clinical rules engine? If so, who 


provides this? What opportunities for improvement does the State perceive? 


Please see response to Question 107. 


 


109. Section 12.6.2, pg. 119 – What edits are currently used in Clinical Claims Editing? On 


what standards and criteria are they based? How much of this is automated currently? 


How much is done manually and/or reviewed by clinicians? 


These are done automatically with no intervention.  Policy decisions are enforced via 


edits.  The claims editor is invoked where policy does not apply. 
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110. Section 12.6.4, pg. 119 – Is there a current formulary? What is the list of specialty 


pharmacy pharmaceuticals? 


The current Preferred Drug List is located at: 


https://nevada.fhsc.com/providers/rx/PDL.asp 


 


111. Section 12.6.4, pg. 119 – What type of analysis and clinical review are performed for 


Pharmacy Claims Processing? Who currently does this? 


a) The safety and efficacy of drugs, cost analysis and policy are considered; b) The 


incumbent vendor’s PharmD.  


 


112. Section 12.6.4, pg. 120 – Who is currently on the Pharmacy and Therapeutics 


Committee? What are the Committee‘s duties? How active has it been? 


Please see Reference Library items 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 12 and 9.7 


Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee Bylaws. 


 


113. Section 12.6.4, pg. 120 – Who is currently on the Drug Use Review Board? What are its 


duties? How active has it been? 


Please see Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 12. 


 


114. Section 12.7.3, pg.123 – What long-term care and/or SNP programs does the State 


support? 


Skilled Nursing Facility, Intermediate Care Facility, and Intermediate Care Facility 


for the Mentally Retarded. 


 


115. Section 12.7.4, pg. 123 – What IVR hardware and software is currently used? Does the 


State own that hardware? The software? 


The hardware and software are owned by the Fiscal Agent. 


 


116. Section 12.7.12, pg. 125 – Who performs the Prior Authorization function now? With 


what number and type of staff? What utilization and cost numbers are available by level 


of care, provider, etc? What current reports or samples are available? 


The Prior Authorization function is performed by licensed clinical staff pertinent to the 


subject.  Additional information is available in 5.5 Fiscal Agent Organizational Chart 


in the Reference Library.  Please also see 10.8.1 Key Indicator Reports – HCM in the 


Reference Library.  


 


117. Section 12.7.13, pg.126 – Who performs the Utilization Management function now? 


With what number and type of staff? What utilization and cost numbers are available by 


level of care, provider, etc? What current reports or samples are available? 
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The UM function is performed by licensed clinical staff pertinent to the subject. 


Additional information is available in 5.5 Fiscal Agent Organizational Chart in the 


Reference Library.  Please also see 10.8.1 Key Indicator Reports – HCM in the 


Reference Library. 


 


118. Section 12.7.13, pg.126 – What Utilization Management or Review of Radiology 


services does the State currently perform? 


This UM activity is currently performed by HCM. 


 


119. Section 13.2, pg. 128 – Will the HIE require participants to exchange data within the new 


5010 / ICD-10 claims standards? 


Data exchange will be based on ONC data transmission requirements, and will be 


required for ICD-9, ICD-10, and future formats. 


 


120. Section 13.2, pg. 128 – Given MITA was designed for MMIS rather than HIEs, are there 


specific elements or architectural principals of MITA that are to be minimally address by 


the HIE solution? 


Vendors must be able to address how these will be complied with. 


 


121. Section 13.2, pg. 128 – Is the State open to alternative cost/pricing options in regards to 


the HIE business model? 


DHCFP will consider alternative cost/pricing options. 


 


122. Section 13.2, pg. 128 – Will the State require hospitals, physicians and other stakeholders 


to communicate administrative, financial and clinical data exchange via the HIE? 


This will be determined by the Blue Ribbon Committee. 


 


123. Section 15, pg.133 – What are the State‘s current disease management programs, if any? 


Who operates them? How effectively? What proven savings have been achieved? What 


improvements in outcome have been measured? 


Please see response to Question 132. DHCFP utilizes a disease management vendor to 


operate the program. There have been no proven savings at this point. Improvement in 


outcomes has not yet occurred for most measurements.   


 


124. Section 15, pg.133 – What additional services does the State seek beyond what it has 


now? 


With regard to the Health Education and Care Coordination optional provision, 


DHCFP looks to experienced vendors to either implement the program components as 


described in RFP section 15, or propose other creative solutions that will achieve the 


same objectives and goals. 
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125. Section 15, pg.133 – What are the State‘s current plans and their status for medical 


homes in Nevada? 


DHCFP is open to proposals for medical homes in Nevada. 


 


126. Section 15, pg.133 – Who currently does this program? What do they provide? What 


results has it produced? 


This is an optional program not yet established.  The vendors may propose their 


solution.  See Section 15 of the RFP. 


 


127. Section 15.1, pg. 133 – What reports are available that review current vendor 


performance and satisfaction? 


This is an optional program not yet established.  The vendors may propose their 


solution.  See Section 15 of the RFP. 


 


128. Section 15.1.3, pg. 134 – What differences are there in services provided in Managed 


Care vs. Fee-For-Service? 


See Nevada Medicaid Services Manual at 


http://dhcfp.state.nv.us/MSM%20Table%20of%20Contents.htm?Accept 


At a minimum, Managed Care must provide FFS levels or greater. 


 


129. Section 15.2.1, pg. 135 – How many recipients are assigned to each Level of Care: I, II, 


and III? 


Recipients currently are not assigned to Levels of Care. Bidders will propose 


mechanisms for stratifying recipients into appropriate Levels of Care. Please refer to 


Section 15 of RFP 1824 in its entirety, as well as 9.1 Aid Codes & Demographics 


document in the Reference Library.  


 


130. Section 15.2.1, pg. 135 – How are recipients identified now? 


Recipients currently are not assigned to Levels of Care. Vendors will propose 


mechanisms for stratifying recipients into appropriate Levels of Care. DHCFP’s 


current disease management program utilizes their proprietary CDPS stratification tool 


to identify specific high utilizing recipients. These are Aged, Blind, and Disabled 


(ABD) recipients and recipients between the ages of 3 and 21 who are in need of 


behavioral health services and would most benefit from care coordination and case 


management services.  


 


131. Section 15.2.1, pg. 135 – What data will be available to identify recipients? 


Claims and demographic data will be available to identify recipients. 


 


132. Section 15.2.1, pg. 135 – How are Level III recipients identified and managed currently? 



http://dhcfp.state.nv.us/MSM%20Table%20of%20Contents.htm?Accept
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Recipients currently are not assigned to Levels of Care. However, DHCFP’s current 


disease management program utilizes their proprietary CDPS stratification tool to 


identify specific high utilizing recipients in two different groups. The first are Aged, 


Blind, and Disabled (ABD) recipients. The second group is recipients between the ages 


of 3 and 21 who are in need of behavioral health services and would most benefit from 


care coordination and case management services. The vendor manages the care of 


these recipients by coordinating care, working with community providers, directing 


recipients to appropriate referrals, educating recipients on relevant health issues, and 


assisting in discharge planning. The current disease management contract expires on 


June 30, 2010. DHCFP has the option to renew the contract at that time. 


 


133. Section 15.2.1, pg. 135 – What is the list of chronic conditions and diagnoses which the 


State wants the Contractor to focus on? What have these been in the past? Is behavioral 


health included (since it is patients with co-morbidities that often generate the most 


costs)? 


Vendors will propose mechanisms for identifying recipients and/or diagnoses that the 


vendor should focus on to improve health outcomes and reduce expenditures. 


DHCFP’s current disease management program utilizes their proprietary CDPS 


stratification tool to identify specific high utilizing recipients in the ABD and 


children’s behavioral health categories. Behavioral health should be included as one 


component in this stratification process. 


 


134. Section 15.4.2.3, pg. 137 – Is the required sentence exempt from the 6
th


 grade level 


calculation requirement? 


Yes. That sentence is exempt. 


 


135. Section 15.4.3, pg. 137 – What are the licensing/degree/credential requirements for staff 


working with recipients in the Resource Center? 


At a minimum, the Resource Center needs to be staffed by LPNs (Licensed Practical 


Nurses) and social workers who are licensed to practice in the State of Nevada. 


DHCFP encourages vendors to hire RNs (Registered Nurses) and LCSWs (Licensed 


Clinical Social Workers), as well. 


 


136. Section 15.8.2, pg. 141 – What samples are available of current QA reporting? PQI‘s? 


HEDIS? Key indicator reporting? 


This reporting is not currently performed.  Please propose. 


 


137. Section 16.3, pg. 153 – What clinical data are to be captured? Clinical protocols? 


Integrated clinical data by member and provider? 


Please propose.  DHCFP desires all sources of data. 


 


138. Section 16.3.9, pg. 155 – Are the 25,00-30,000 enrollees in the Nevada Health Check 


(SCHIP) program included in the 170,000-190,000 enrollees referenced in 16.3.1 Page 
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154, or are they a partially overlapping population, or are they totally distinct? Are 


Utilization Management services provided on these enrollees? If so, how many? 


SCHIP recipients are not eligible for Medicaid services which is where UM is provided. 


 


139. Section 17.1.1.3, pg. 158 – Which services require licenses to operate or provide the 


service in Nevada? 


See Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 8, Attachment AA. 


 


140. Section 17.4, pg. 173 – Which of the 10 positions listed in items 17.3 does the State 


require to be named in the proposal, with resumes completed? 


At a minimum, Vendors must name key personnel for required positions listed in the 


RFP.  Resumes are required for all named personnel. 


 


141. Section 17.4.H, pg. 173 – Section 17.4.H refers to section ―21.3.18, Key Personnel.‖ 


Section 21.3.18 appears to be missing from the RFP. What is the content of this missing 


section? 


The reference to 21.3.18 is incorrect, see RFP Section 22.3.18.  


 


142. Section 17.10, pg. 177 – What is the compliance percentage on metrics by the current 


Fiscal Agent; how are these currently measured and dealt with? 


Vendor should propose metrics. 


 


143. Section 18.1.1.2.a, pg.178 – The Contractor will be reimbursed for operations according 


to the formulas in the calculation methodology shown in the Reference Library, using the 


actual value of the variables including FFS caseloads, the CPI and other variables as 


noted. Will costs change based on volume? 


Please refer to Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 21. 


 


144. Section 19.1.7.2, pg. 182 – What was last year‘s volume of non-reimbursable claims 


(mass adjustments, etc.)? 


18,393. 


 


145. Section 19.1.7.4, pg. 182 – What is the current payment rate for processing capitations 


and encounter claims (shadow claims)? 


Processing fees for capitation claims and encounter claims are not currently being 


paid.   


 


146. Section 19.1.7.4, pg. 182 – Please clarify how encounter claims are to be paid. The 


statement at this line item indicates they are paid ―outside of the claims rate for fee-for-


service claims.‖ 


DHCFP does not understand the question. 
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147. Section 19.1.7.4, pg. 182 – Are claims paid to Medicaid Managed Care organizations 


counted as fee-for-service or capitation? 


Capitation. 


 


148. Section 19.5, pg. 183 – Please confirm that the DW and HIE are outside the budget 


neutral model and subject to the 10% holdback. Are there any other items outside this 


model that are subject to this holdback? 


Payment associated with any additional functionality beyond the current functionality 


of the DW, payment associated with the expansion of the HIE solution beyond the 


requirements, and any non budget-neutral invoice resulting from this procurement 


will be subject to the 10% holdback.   


 


149. Section 20.1.3, pg. 185 – What is the deadline, if any, by which the State will 


communicate its final determination of which sections will require hardcopy responses, 


as opposed to electronic media? 


Please review RFP Section 20, in its entirety.   


 


150. Section 20.1.8, pg. 187 – For the CD copy of the proposal, what file format(s) are 


preferred? Are PDFs of all materials acceptable? 


PDFs are an acceptable format. 


 


151. Section 20.1.8, pg. 187 – For the CD copy of the proposal, what are the specific 


transmittal requirements, similar to how RFP clauses 20.1.4/5/6/7 define the requirements 


for the hardcopy versions? 


CD submission requirements are specified in RFP Section 20.1.8. 


 


152. Section 22.3.11.1, pg. 217 – The sentence appears to have had unintended text for the 


final 14 words, italicized here: ―…files and other documentation comprising the identify 


appropriate project at any time during the period of the contract and thereafter.‖ What is 


the State‘s desired text for this paragraph? 


Please see Item F in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


153. Section 22.3.11.1, pg. 217 – Regarding Intellectual Property Rights, what does the State 


consider ―work for hire‖ vs. services-based? What does the State consider the property of 


the State? Typical State ownership would include all documentation and NV-specific 


procedures, database information (to assist in the transition) and all historical collected 


data and collateral materials submitted to the vendor that have not been purged or deleted 


per the RFP, but not the hardware, software, intellectual knowledge or infrastructure 


required to operate the complete system. 


DHCFP maintains that vendors must agree to and comply with the requirements listed 


in RFP Section 22.3.11. In addition, all bidders are charged with presumptive 
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knowledge of, and must comply with, CMS federal regulations associated with 


operating a federally funded, certified MMIS, including but not limited to 45 CFR 


95.617. 


 


154. Attachment O, Sections 12.5.2 to 12.5.12, pgs. 286 to 342 – Does the current system as 


operated by the incumbent fully meet all items in the Requirements Table (qualifying for 


Vendor Compliance Code ‗a‘), excluding those identified by the State as ―Potential 


Expanded Contractor Responsibilities‖? If not, please identify those requirements not 


met by the current system. 


Please refer to RFP Section 10.2.2.1 


 


155. Section 12.6.3.1, pg. 347 – Is there an EDI requirement for check processing? Will 


pharmacy check processing require synchronization with the financial/medical claims 


systems? Does the State require access to the on-line Pharmacy Point of Sale system? 


All payments to providers are EFT or printed/mailed, and are processed through 


MMIS.  EDI is preferred.  Yes, the DHCFP does require access to the online Pharmacy 


POS system. 


 


156. Section 12.6.3.38, pg. 352 – Is it acceptable to provide ProDUR criteria to the State as an 


exported file, but to not provide this access through the ―Drug File‖? 


Yes. 


 


157. Section12.6.3.42, pg. 353 – Is it acceptable for the Vendor to update and process the 


Drug File on the State‘s behalf? 


Yes. 


 


158. Section 12.6.4.14, pg. 358 – Does the State consider itself the owner of the supplemental 


rebate unit data, including pricing? Has it been confirmed with the current rebate vendor 


that historical claims data, including the historical supplemental rebate unit price 


information, will be shared with the winning, successor vendor for collections/dispute 


resolution if the successful vendor agrees to hold said information confidential? 


Volumetric data is owned by DHCFP, pricing data is proprietary. 


 


159. Section 12.6.4.23, pg. 360 – Please provide the DUR meeting schedule for 2011 and 


2012. 


Requested meeting schedules are not available. 


 


160. Section 12.6.4.33, page 361 – Can you provide the Pharmaceutical and Therapeutics 


Committee meeting schedule? Are Annual Drug Class Reviews completed on a periodic 


schedule? If yes, can you provide the schedule of these reviews? 


Committee meets quarterly.  Requested meeting and review schedules are not available.  
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161. General – It is our understanding that the current MMIS uses utilities from Nexio that are 


invoked from Endevor processors to manage the translation parameters and DB2 binds 


within the application life cycle.  Since these utilities are not listed in the ―Current 


Nevada MMIS and Agency Computing Environment‖ document in the Reference 


Library, please confirm that non-incumbent bidders will need to include costs for 


licensing these utilities. 


The tool being used is Endevor Change Manager.  The awarded vendor will need to 


secure licenses to use this product. 


 


162. Section 2, pg. 19 – In the Acronym/Definition section, please confirm that the correct 


definition of ―HEDIS‖ is Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set. 


Yes. 


 


163. Section 3.4 [B], pg. 34 – What is the approximate number and scope of the Legislative 


requests that are received during a typical monthly, quarterly, or yearly period?  How are 


the requests for information fulfilled?  What source(s) of data are utilized?  What tools 


are utilized? 


Nevada Legislature meets biennially for 120 days, PDRs vary vastly by session. 


 


164. Section 3.4. [E], pg. 34 – What alternate pharmacy reimbursement methodology is being 


analyzed?  When is the pharmacy reimbursement methodology expected to be 


implemented? What are the implications of this change that would affect the takeover 


project?  


DHCFP is currently considering a change to WAC or AAC pricing to take effect in 


July 2011. 


 


165. Section 3.6, pg. 36 – Are the T1 line with encryption and others connections described 


here supplied by the DHCFP? 


T1 provided by Fiscal Agent, encryption by FA/DHCFP. 


 


166. Section 6, pg. 41 – In the Reference Library, DHCFP provided a ―Pre-RFP Bidders 


Questions and Answers Document‖ on January 7, 2010.  The response to question 12 


indicates that there is an average of 1,175,918 average monthly claims adjustments, 


28,592 of which are actual adjustments, 1,109,137 are replacements and 38,188 are 


voids.  When compared to total claims processing statistics provided by DHCFP it 


appears that all claims are adjusted.  Is this correct?  Are the adjustment numbers 


provided in the Reference Library average annual volumes instead of monthly? 


Out of 1,175,918 monthly claims, 28,592 were adjusted, 38,188 were voided, and the 


remaining 1,109,137 were originals or replacements. 


 


167. Section 9.1.2.1, pg. 59 – Section states that DHCFP must accept all revisions to the 


Systems and User Documentation.  Is the Nevada MMIS Systems and User 
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Documentation currently up-to-date, reflective of the core MMIS?  If not, please describe 


the deficiencies in the current documentation. Will DHCFP allow the new vendor to use 


the pool of programming hours (Section 10.2.2.3) to correct the deficiencies in the 


documentation?  


It is the belief of DHCFP that deficiencies exist.  The pool of programming hours are 


not intended for this purpose. 


 


168. Section 9.3.5, pg. 67 – In order for non-incumbent vendors to correctly scope and cost the 


effort to takeover the Core-MMIS, specific information related to the system and its 


configuration is required.  While much information has already been provided in the 


Reference Library, the following information is still needed.  Please add the following 


information to the Reference Library: 


 


 All available system documentation including but not limited to the General 


System Design Document (GSD) and Detailed System Design Document (DSD) 


 Detailed physical network topology showing all devices, by model and 


configuration 


 Switch vendor connections, by switch vendor with specifications  


 CICS setup and definitions. This includes items such as Program Control Table 


Entries (PCT), Program Property Table Entries (PPT), File control Table Entries 


(FCT), and any other CICS properties unique to the operation 


 CICS (mainframe) detailed listings of the CICS System Definition CSD) files for 


each CICS region 


 Application domain architecture definition showing all application components 


(with versions), including 3rd party software, custom code, middleware, O/S and 


other infrastructure software 


 Security architecture definition showing all LDAP, identity management, access 


management, and security related components 


 Scheduling system documentation, indicating the order of jobs running in a given 


cycle (e.g. adjudication, payment year-end, etc) and their predecessor and 


successor jobs 


 DDL for all databases 


 Table size reports 


 DB2 table and index structures 


 Data Dictionary 


 CICS transaction volume (daily and 12 month trend) 


 Switch vendor volume 


 Web page volumes 


 Batch processing volumes 


Available information has been posted to the Reference Library. 


 


169. Section 10.2.1.4, pg 79 –Does the State have additional onsite support outside of the 1 


FTE required here, today for SURS and DSS?  Please confirm that it is the State‘s intent 
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in the new contract to have only 1 FTE to support DSS/SUR/MAR/Ad-Hoc reporting 


activities?  


Currently met by 1 FTE.  Vendor should propose an appropriate staffing level.  If a 


Data Warehouse is implemented, different staffing levels should be proposed. 


 


170. Section 10.2.1.4, p.79 – Please provide the current weekly number of ad hoc PBM 


queries performed by the PBM position referenced in this requirement. 


The average number of queries performed for DHCFP is 0 – 2 per week 


 


171. Section 10.2.2.1, pg. 79 – Will the new vendor be allowed to use the pool of 


programming hours for costs (Section 10.2.2.3) associated with resolving defects that 


existed in the baseline system or operations? Please confirm how the new vendor will be 


reimbursed for these costs.  


Please refer to RFP Section 10.2 for information on how emergency support will be 


addressed and reimbursed.  


With regard to resolving defects that existed in the baseline system or operations, per 


RFP Section 10.2.2.1, “…While DHCFP may request that the awarded vendor resolve 


all system defects identified by DHCFP, the awarded vendor will not be held 


responsible for costs associated with resolving defects that existed in the baseline 


system or operations of the Nevada MMIS prior to the take over…”  


 Please refer to Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 21, for current 


change management reimbursement methodology. 


 


172. Section 11.5.2.1[A.1], pg. 92 – In regard to budget neutrality, please confirm that the 


incumbent vendor currently has designed the mainframe solution, and has an agreement 


with the current data center hosting vendor to support resumption of the Core-MMIS at 


an alternate facility within 48 hours.  Legacy, tape backup-based mainframe systems will 


usually require more than 48 hours to recover in an alternate facility.  If the current 


solution is not already configured to meet this requirement, a non-incumbent vendor will 


be required to modify the architecture in the hosting and backup facilities which would 


generate additional costs that would be difficult to absorb given the budget neutrality 


requirement.  As such, if the current solution is not configured to meet this requirement, 


we respectfully request the recovery time for this requirement be changed to 72 hours.  


In the event of a disaster, the vendor is expected to meet the disaster recovery time 


listed in the RFP.  For testing, the time needed to recover tapes is not currently 


included. 


 


173. Section 11.6.1, pg. 93 – Can the State offer an explanation of their thinking with regards 


to a CMS certification process?  Why do you believe that ―Following the transition of the 


Nevada MMIS, the Vendor will be required to demonstrate to CMS ….that Nevada‘s 


MMIS continues to meet CMS‘ MMIS certification requirements.‖?  Later in Section 


11.6.1 you indicate: ―DHCFP anticipates that CMS will conduct a limited review of the 
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MMIS‖.  Generally speaking, CMS does not perform a re-review of an MMIS following 


the takeover of the MMIS from an incumbent by a subsequent vendor.  While there could 


be an argument calling for a review of a replacement DSS/DW, the effort associated with 


a certification process for other components of the MMIS would not seem appropriate.   


As the State knows, a CMS Certification process is a labor and other resource intensive 


process.  Because of the potential enormity of the effort, it would be advisable for the 


State to consider informing the vendor community of the scope to which the State wishes 


the vendors to respond.  Drawing a boundary around the DSS/DW might be a prudent 


step with variations to that being proposed after the scope of the effort is known by the 


State.  Reverse the two above questions. 


CMS has indicated to DHCFP that a limited review of the MMIS will occur following 


the takeover.  CMS has not provided to DHCFP a detailed account of the intended 


scope of their review and expectations, at this point in the procurement process.  


DHCFP anticipates that CMS will be forthcoming with that information once a 


vendor is selected. 


 


174. Section 11.6, pg.  93- 98 – If DHCFP determines that CMS Certification is required, 


which CMS Certification requirements and checklists will the Core MMIS and its 


Peripherals be held to for this Takeover?  


 MECT 2007 Checklists 


 Old CMS Checklists prior to MECT 


 


If an old CMS Checklists, please provide a copy of the checklists that will be used. 


CMS has not confirmed what checklist will be used during their limited certification 


review.  DHCFP believes the MECT checklist provided to CMS for review in 


December 2009, may be used.  Please see 10.1 MECT checklists in the Reference 


Library. 


 


175. Section 12.1.1.8, p.101 – The RFP states that ―The use of GUI access must be 


standardized throughout the MMIS and system components.‖  Please explain the intent of 


―standardized‖ in this requirement.  Since vendors may be proposing new systems to 


replace peripheral systems, please explain the GUI standards that new systems must 


follow.  


RFP Section 12.1.1.8 describes DHCFPs intent for ensuring a user interface that is 


consistent throughout the MMIS and components.  In terms of peripheral systems that 


may be replaced, it would be difficult for DHCFP to expand on specific expectations 


for GUI standards at this time, in the absence of knowing the solution that is being 


proposed.  DHCFP does anticipate however, that vendors may choose to replace 


existing peripheral tools/systems with more technologically savvy, MITA-aligned 


solutions and therefore have some level of confidence that those solutions will likely 


possess the user interface attributes described in RFP Section 12.1.1.8. 
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176. Section 12.1.1.10, pg. 101 –  The last sentence in this requirement ―[t]he user should be 


able to navigate to any component of the system without the need to enter additional user 


identification‖ seems to infer a requirement for single sign-on for all applications (Core 


MMIS and Peripheral Systems) that make up the Nevada MMIS.  Does the current 


solution provide this capability?  That is, can an authorized user log in to the MMIS, and 


access the POS, DSS, etc. components without having to enter additional credentials?  If 


so, how is this accomplished today? (i.e., through a Citrix environment, or a true single 


sign on portal.) 


The current system does not have a single sign on.  The vendor may propose a 


solution.  


 


177. Section 12.1.3.3, p.105 – This section lists required response times.  


 Record search time – does the current Core MMIS hardware/software 


configuration meet this requirement? 


 Record Retrieval Time – does the current Core MMIS hardware/software 


configuration meet this requirement? 


 Screen Edit Time – does the current Core MMIS hardware/software configuration 


meet this requirement? 


 New Screen/Page Time – does the current Core MMIS hardware/software 


configuration meet this requirement? 


 Print Initiation Time – does the current Core MMIS hardware/software 


configuration meet this requirement? 


 It is DHCFP’s belief that the system currently meets the response times described in 


the RFP.   


 


178. Section 12.3.1.4, pg. 111 – Is the State requiring that a permanent training site be 


maintained in Las Vegas?  Would the State accept rental of appropriately sized and 


equipped training space on an as-needed basis instead of a permanent training site in Las 


Vegas? 


Please see response to Question 16. 


 


179. Section 12.4, pg. 113 – The State‘s answer to question 08 of the Pre-RFP bidder‘s 


Questions and Answers stated that there were 2,679 reports generated in SFY 09. The 


Impacted Reports Inventory provided in the Reference Library (January 7, 2010 section 


6.2) shows only 677. Please clarify the number of reports currently being generated. 


Please provide an inventory of all reports containing report number, name, description, 


frequency and which system (DSS, MMIS, MAR, SURS, Etc.) currently generates the 


report. 


The Impacted Reports Inventory list refers to reports impacted by NCPDP D.0 


Implementation.  DHCFP will supply the requested report information to the awarded 


vendor.  
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180. Section 12.4 pg 113 – Will the report specifications/definitions/documentation for all 


reports being generated out of the current systems be made available to the successful 


vendor?  Will the current vendor(s) be responsible for the documentation being up to 


date? 


Yes, report specifications/definitions/documentation will be provided to the awarded 


vendor. 


 


181. Section 12.4.3, pg. 115 – If vendors are proposing new systems to replace the 


incumbent‘s POS, rebate, and retro DUR systems, will the vendors be required to 


produce existing reports?  If yes, please provide a list, description, and sample of the 


reports required for these functions. Or, can vendors propose standard reports produced 


by the new systems? 


Awarded vendor is expected to provide reports functionally equal to current reports. 


 


182. Section 12.4.3, pg. 115 – Please provide a list of the standard reports that the MMIS 


produces and that are required to be produced under the new contract. 


DHCFP will supply the requested report information to the awarded vendor. 


 


183. Sections 12.5-12.7, pg. 115-127 – In the majority of the requirements outlined in 


Sections 12.5-12.7 the RFP references Attachments O, P and Q and Section 7.3 that 


outlines the instructions to complete the tables in the Attachments.  Does DHCFP expect 


that each of the requirements in Sections 12.5-12.7 be responded to individually or that 


each of the requirements in the Tables that are more specific be responded to even if 


those are coded as CODE (a) COMPLY?   


The bidder must apply a code to each requirement however, whether the bidder wishes 


to elaborate by providing a comment in the response column is up to the bidder.  Per 


table instructions, responses are optional for items marked (a). 


 


184. Sections 12.5-12.7, pg.115-127 –  Since the responses to Sections 12.5-12.7 are also 


outlined in Attachments O, P, and Q, and Tab VII is page limited, does DHCFP expect 


responses to these Sections or should the vendors use the Tables in Attachments O, P, 


and Q to more completely respond to these requirements?   


Bidders may use the tables in attachments O, P, and Q, to provide detailed responses. 


For RFP Sections 12.5, 12.6, and 12.7 the Division expects proposers will provide 


responses in Tab VII that the proposer feels may not be adequately conveyed through 


the responses in the corresponding requirements tables (Tab XIII) 


 


185. Section 12.5.12, pg.118 – Please provide a list of reports with a description of each report 


that the State defines as a MAR report. 


Please see response to Question 182. 
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186. Section 12.6.4, pg. 120 – Will the vendor be responsible for expenses related to the P&T 


or DUR Board meetings such as facility expenses or fees, stipends, etc for attendees? 


Vendor will be responsible for facility expenses and meeting materials. 


 


187. Sections 12.7.12, 12.7.13 and 12.7.15, pg. 125-126 – After reviewing materials in the 


Reference Library, we were able to determine case volume for Care Management 


activities for 2007.  In order for non-incumbent vendors to accurately equate the level of 


staffing required, it is critical to have current (2009) volume and average time-per-case 


information.  Please provide 2009 volumes for all prior authorization and utilization 


management services that are expected to be provided under this contract, not limited to, 


but including: 


 Pre-certification, concurrent and retrospective reviews for inpatient services 


 Pre-certification, concurrent and retrospective reviews for outpatient services 


 ICFMR 


 PCA 


 LOC (Home) 


 PASRR I (Home) 


 PASRR II (Home) 


 COR 


 Ocular 


 Audiology 


 ADHC 


 BH Rehab 


Please see 9.5 Incumbent Vendor Staffing Table in the Reference Library. 


 


188. Section 12.7.12, 13, pg, 125-126 – Prior Authorization is listed as a strategy under 


Utilization Management in Section 12.7.13.  Please explain the distinction between Prior 


Authorization and Utilization Management services in this RFP and what services should 


be described within each section?   


PA is a tool used for UM controls. 


 


189. Section 12.7.12, pg. 125 – What automated Prior Authorization elements exist within the 


takeover system? Which Prior Authorization or Utilization Management elements need 


Web access for providers? 


There are not currently automated PA elements.  Provider access is currently provided 


by OPAS, which is proprietary and not part of the MMIS. 


 


190. Section 12.7.10, pg. 125 - In order for non-incumbent bidders to adequately scope and 


cost the takeover or replacement of the current EDI solution it is critical that more 


information on the current solution be provided.  Please provide documentation on the 


current EDI process for both batch and real time HIPAA electronic transactions, and 


documentation on the current business process followed to support test transactions for 


new submitters.  
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Please see 10.3 User Manual – HIPAA Compliant Transactions in the Reference 


Library. 


 


191. Section 12.7.15, pg. 126 –Are we correct in assuming that the required support activities 


associated with the PCS program are currently provided by the incumbent vendor as well 


as WIN and DAS case workers?  If so, please explain what a WIN and DAS case worker 


is and by whom these case workers are employed.  Is it expected that the new MMIS 


vendor will be required to perform the duties formerly performed by the WIN and DAS 


case workers? 


WIN and DAS case workers are DHHS staff. 


 


192. Section 13, pg. 128 – How many Electronic Medical Record (EMR) systems are utilized 


by hospitals and by physician practices in use in Nevada and how many are expected to 


be connected initially to the Medicaid HIE?  How many regional RHIOs/Regional HIEs 


are expected to connect to the Medicaid HIE?    Is the new MMIS vendor responsible for 


the development of the integration with each of these different EMR products? 


Nevada is currently in a planning phase for HIE, so this information is not currently 


available. 


 


193. Section 13, pg. 128 – What is the expectation related to the exchange of data between the 


Medicaid HIE and Nevada‘ Medicaid Managed Care Plans? 


Vendor may propose a solution as a part of the HIE expansion 


 


194. Section 13, pg. 128 – What State databases, other than the MMIS and SCHIP claims data 


are expected to be connected to the Medicaid HIE? 


Please see response to Question 192. 


 


195. Section 13, pg. 128 – Are there Telehealth or Rural Health HIE requirements? 


Please see response to Question 192. 


 


196. Section 13, pg. 128 – Is DHCFP‘s expectation that the Medicaid HIE will be the 


Statewide HIE or that it will only exchange data with the Statewide HIE? 


Initially, DHCFP is looking to utilize an HIE solution for Medicaid and SCHIP 


sharing claims data and Centers for Health Information Analytics data with 


Electronic Medical Record systems of select Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 


providers. However, the system must be scalable to allow for additional uses by 


providers and other agencies and organizations as well as potentially serve as the 


standard platform for health information exchange within Nevada DHHS. Expansive 


use of the HIE in the future is dependent upon State and Federal funding as well as 


priorities established by DHCFP, Nevada DHHS, and the State of Nevada. 
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197. Section 13, pg. 128 – Is DHCFP expecting the Medicaid HIE to provide MMIS 


laboratory or vital sign information to edit and/or assist in adjudicating a claim? 


Please see response to Question 192. 


 


198. Section 13, pg. 128 – Is there an expectation that the Medicaid HIE will exchange more 


than just SCHIP and Medicaid claims data (e.g., labs, images, documents, progress 


notes)? 


Please see response to Question 192. 


 


199. Section 13, pg. 128 – What are DHCFP‘s expectations with respect to reporting, outcome 


and ROI metrics?  Does DHCFP wish to augment the HIE with clinical decision support 


and population health management tools? 


Please see response to Question 192. 


 


200. Section 13, pg. 128 – Is there a requirement to integrate a Personal Health Record with 


the Medicaid HIE? 


This is not a requirement in Phase I. 


 


201. Section 13, pg. 128 – What are the specific goals of the Medicaid HIE program (e.g., 


consolidation of patient health data/connectivity of disparate systems, population health 


management)? 


Vendor may propose options. 


 


202. Section 13, pg. 128 – Please provide copies of the State‘s ARRA grant applications (e.g., 


State HIE, regional extension center).  


See http://dhhs.nv.gov/Hit_TaskForce.htm 


 


203. Section 13.1, pg. 128 – Will the DHCFP define the scope of the EMR systems which will 


be selected for initial sharing of claims data?  Will DHCFP define the Centers for Health 


Information Analytics? 


See http://dhhs.nv.gov/Hit_TaskForce.htm, DHCFP will adopt ONC’s definitions. 


 


204. Section 15.1, pg. 133 – Section 15.1.1 states that ―The vendor‘s proposal will have to 


demonstrate how these medical savings will be achieved and what percentage of savings 


the vendor would like to be reimbursed for?‖  


Please elaborate on this statement. Is this percentage of savings the sole fee structure for 


the program or a bonus opportunity?   Please specify how a vendor is to propose a 


cost savings share when the pricing sheet only provides one annual not-to-exceed 


amount? 


DHCFP wishes not to state a specific medical cost savings share model which 


proposers must utilize.  DHCFP expects experienced bidders to propose a program 



http://dhhs.nv.gov/Hit_TaskForce.htm

http://dhhs.nv.gov/Hit_TaskForce.htm
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and cost savings model that they have achieved success with in other states.  Please 


refer to RFP section 18.2, for guidance on where to include cost savings information 


in your cost proposal. 


 


205. Section 15.1.1, pg. 133 –  Regarding the budget neutral requirement as it relates to the 


optional Health Education and Care Coordination requirements: 


 Is there a previous budgeted amount to cover the cost for the requirements in this 


section? 


 If not, will DHCFP consider a scoring methodology for alternative program 


designs that eliminate some of the more expensive requirements, so that vendors 


can design a more cost-effective model without penalty?    


a) No; b) Cost-neutrality will be scored in proposals as presented. 


  


206. Section 15.1.1, pg. 133 – In Section 15.1.1 the RFP states that ―Vendors must either 


implement the program components as described in this section or propose other creative 


solutions that will achieve the same objectives and goals.‖ Will a vendor who submits a 


creative response be able to attain maximum points in this section? 


DHCFP is looking for the best program solution for Nevada.  A good, sound solution 


will improve scoring opportunities. 


 


207. Sections 15.1.1, pg. 133; 15.1.2, pg. 133; 15.4.5.2, pg. 139 – The Stanford Chronic 


Disease Self-management Program is referenced as being a model that the State of 


Nevada prefers.  The Stanford example reports a cost saving ratio of 1:4 that was 


achieved by saving hospital days, outpatient visits and hospitalizations.  Yet, in Section 


15.1.2, the population for the vendor is limited to Level II recipients who are not 


currently experiencing increased utilization in the areas of emergency room and inpatient 


hospital utilization.  Furthermore, Level II individuals are defined as‖ recipients with 


chronic diagnoses who are at moderate risk for future hospitalization and/or emergency 


room utilization‖.  


a. Please describe what preferred methodology should be used to capture savings as 


a result of improving functionality and health status for Level II recipients and 


avoiding costly care if inpatient and emergency room utilization are not 


characteristics of this Level II population. 


b. Can DHCFP describe their preferences and assumptions regarding how the 


vendor should quantify savings from a wellness program focused on improving 


functionality and health status for Level II recipients?   


c. For DHCFP to realize the most dramatic savings, a vendor would need to choose 


recipients from both Level II and Level III of the population to impact a reduction 


in expensive health care such as inpatient and emergency room visits?  Is DHCFP 


willing to broaden the population to include recipients from both Level II and 


Level III? 


a) Vendors will propose a specific methodology for capturing and quantifying savings.  


b) Vendors will propose a specific methodology for capturing and quantifying savings. 
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c) This section of the RFP is limited to Level II recipients. However, vendors can 


submit an optional proposal that is separate from the Level II component detailing 


how they would work with Level III recipients, what savings would be produced, 


and how much DHCFP would be billed.  


 


208. Sections 15.1.1, pg. 133; 15.1.2, pg. 133 – Chronic Disease Management savings, such as 


those attributed to the Stanford program, are usually calculated on avoided hospital 


inpatient stays and ER visits that could be interpreted many different ways. Outcomes 


need to be objective since there would be no concrete way to say that interventions really 


prevented an IP or ER visit.   


 If the vendor is responsible to provide a cost savings solution, how will DHCFP 


effectively compare solutions understanding the complexities of cost savings 


analysis in order to fairly score two vendors‘ solutions?  


 Will the State consider removing this requirement from scoring since it is optional 


and not easily scored OR will the state release your scoring methodology?  


 Will the State consider allowing bidders to propose a solution, with fixed pricing 


and postpone savings calculations/determination to be reviewed during contract 


negotiation? 


a) The vendor will utilize nationally recognized IP and ER quality measures to see if 


interventions have reduced IP and ER utilizations. A reasonability analysis will 


also be conducted by RFP evaluators, including most of the Chiefs within DHCFP, 


when scoring vendor’s proposed solutions. 


b) DHCFP will not exclude requirements associated with RFP section 15.  Per 


Purchasing Division rules, DHCFP declines to release detailed evaluation criteria 


and weights.  See RFP Section 21 for information regarding the Proposal 


Evaluation and Award Process. 


c) DHCFP will not allow bidders to postpone savings calculations. 


 


209. Section 15.1.1, pg. 133; Section 15.1.2, pg. 133; Section 15.2, pg. 134 – It is critical to 


establish a foundation of understanding regarding the interactions between Level II and 


Level III vendors and the coordination of the populations they manage.  Several key 


questions arise regarding the stratification and categorization of each recipient, and 


attributing the savings related to those recipients. Specific questions include: 


a. If two identification processes exist because there are two vendors, how will the 


categorization of Level II and Level III recipients be coordinated?   


b. Who will decide the point at which a recipient moves from one level to another?  


How will this be coordinated?   


c. If a recipient changes levels, how will the savings calculations by the two vendors 


be calculated?  


 Also, please describe how recipients in Level III are managed?  Who is managing them?   


a) Level III vendors will take precedence in categorizing recipients. However, both 


vendors will be required to use the same nationally recognized tool and 


methodology to categorize recipients. Although this section of the RFP is limited to 


Level II recipients, vendors can submit an optional proposal that is separate from 
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the Level II component detailing how they would work with Level III recipients, as 


well. 


b) Vendors will propose mechanisms for stratifying recipients into appropriate Levels 


of Care, including developing a process for moving recipients into different Levels 


of Care, as needed. DHCFP and the vendor will decide how this is coordinated.  


c) Savings calculations will be based on the date of the change. Although this section 


of the RFP is limited to Level II recipients, vendors can submit an optional 


proposal that is separate from the Level II component detailing how they would 


work with Level III recipients, as well. 


d) DHCFP’s current disease management program utilizes their proprietary CDPS 


stratification tool to identify specific high utilizing recipients in two different 


groups. The first are ABD recipients. The second group is recipients between the 


ages of 3 and 21 who are in need of behavioral health services and would most 


benefit from care coordination and case management services. The vendor 


manages the care of these recipients by coordinating care, working with community 


providers, directing recipients to appropriate referrals, educating recipients on 


relevant health issues, and assisting in discharge planning.  


 


210. Section 15.2.1, pg. 135 – Can the DHCFP provide approximations of the sizes of the 


populations in each of the stratified Levels of Care? 


Vendors will propose mechanisms for stratifying recipients into appropriate Levels of 


Care. Level II recipients will most likely be identified after first identifying Level III 


recipients. Most of the Level III recipients will probably be ABD recipients, but it will 


not necessarily be limited to just them. Please refer to Section 15 of RFP 1824 in its 


entirety, as well as 9.1 Aid Codes & Demographics document in the Reference Library. 


 


211. Section 15.3, pg. 136 – Will DHCFP provide the number and size of each of the 


populations that face cultural competence challenges within the populations they serve? 


Please refer to 9.1 Aid Codes & Demographics document in the Reference Library for 


information on the race and ethnicity of current Nevada Medicaid fee-for-service 


recipients. 


 


212. Section 15.4.1.1, pg. 136 – Will the State provide a listing of the prevalent non-English 


languages in its particular geographic service area? 


DHCFP has determined that Spanish is the prevalent non-English language. .  Please 


refer to 9.1 Aid Codes & Demographics document in the Reference Library for 


information on the race and ethnicity of current Nevada Medicaid fee-for-service 


recipients. 


 


213. Section 15.4.2.1, pg. 136-137 – Is there a time specification for completion of the initial 


assessment of Level II recipients?  Is an assumption that the initial assessment of Level II 
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would be performed over a reasonable period of time, and not all simultaneously, with a 


resultant requirement to reach all Level II recipients by phone within 5 days accurate?   


Vendors will propose a detailed time line for completing the initial assessment of Level 


II recipients.  


 


214. Section 15.4.2.1, pg. 136-137 – Where a Level II recipient can‘t be reached by phone 


during the five days, or they do not have a phone, can the requirement be fulfilled 


through the letter notification stipulated in 15.4.2.2? 


 The vendor must make a good-faith effort to contact the recipient by telephone. If the 


vendor has been provided with an incorrect phone number, then the vendor must make 


a good faith effort to secure an accurate phone number by, at a minimum, looking in 


phone directories and contacting last known providers. If that is unsuccessful, then a 


letter will fulfill the contract requirement.  


 


215. Section 15.4.3.1.A, pg.137 – The State requires that persons identified as Level II be 


contacted within five (5) days to inform them of available services:   


Does initial contact require a telephonic contact or will a mailing suffice? If 


telephonic contact is required: 


Does the State provide phone numbers in the eligibility record?   


What percentage of phone numbers on the eligibility record is valid?  


What does the State recommend as a course of action if we do not have phone 


numbers?  


Does the state allow for a ramp-up period at the beginning of the program when a 


large number of recipients are identified?  


Does a contact attempt meet the contact requirement?   


 The vendor must make a good-faith effort to contact the recipient by telephone. If the 


vendor has been provided with an incorrect phone number, then the vendor must make 


a good faith effort to secure an accurate phone number by, at a minimum, looking in 


phone directories and contacting last known providers. If that is unsuccessful, then a 


letter will fulfill the contract requirement.  


The eligibility files contain a recipient’s last known phone number. An exact 


percentage of valid phone numbers in the eligibility files is not known. Nonetheless, it 


could be expected that roughly 50% to 75% of the phone numbers are valid. 


Yes, DHCFP does allow for a ramp-up period at the beginning of the program. 


Vendors will propose a detailed time line for this ramp-up period.  


A contact attempt does not meet the contract requirement unless the vendor has taken 


and documented the steps as outlined above. A letter must always be sent to the 


recipients within the stated timeframe.  


 


216. Section 15.4.3.2, pg. 138 – Please define regular business hours. 
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Regular business hours are defined as Monday through Friday, 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 


P.M., excluding State-recognized holidays, unless otherwise modified by policy or 


statute.  


 


217. Section 15.4.3.3, pg. 138 – Does the Resource Directory exist?  Who creates and updates 


this?  What is the vendor‘s role in maintaining the resource directory? 


There are existing resources that the vendor could utilize to serve as their Resource 


Directory. For example, Nevada 2-1-1 has an online resource directory that could be 


used as part of the vendor’s resource directory. The vendor could also create their own 


Resource Directory. The vendor must demonstrate which Resource Directories they 


will use and ensure content meets the requirements of the contract. If using another 


organization’s directory, the vendor must describe their backup plan if that Resource 


Directory is no longer available. If the vendor develops their own resource directory, 


the vendor must ensure the content meets the requirements of the contract and describe 


a plan to keep the directory up to date. 


 


218. Section 15.4.5.3, pg. 139 – Please describe the budget that the State will make available 


for incentives?  Are incentives currently in place for Level III recipients?  Please 


describe. 


Given the current budget constraints, no additional funds will be allocated for 


incentives in this procurement. In a better economic environment, DHCFP would 


certainly consider reimbursing for incentive programs. Instead, the vendor is tasked 


with developing creative mechanisms to incentivize recipients to participate in the 


program.  


 


219. Section 15.5, pg. 140 – Is provider outreach an expectation of the current program for 


Level III recipients?  Will this cause duplication in outreach efforts to providers?  How 


do you expect providers will react to potentially duplicative outreach? 


There is not currently a program just for Level III recipients. The current disease 


management contract does work with high-utilizing ABD recipients and they are 


required to perform provider outreach. The vendors working with each level must 


coordinate their outreach efforts to avoid duplication. Bidders may include a separate 


proposal for working with Level III recipients. The current disease management 


contract expires on June 30, 2010. DHCFP has the option to renew the contract at that 


time. 


 


220. Section 15.8.2., pg. 142 – Are the quality measures listed in section 15.8.2. currently 


being used today?  Is the State using any other measurements outside of those listed in 


15.8.2?  Is the State looking at implementing any additional measures outside of 15.8.2 


prior to the takeover or after? 


The 3 HEDIS measures listed in the RFP section 15.8.2. are currently being used 


today. However, the Preventive Quality Indicators are not currently being used. For the 


State’s managed care program (TANF/CHAP and SCHIP), DHCFP requires 


additional HEDIS and CAHPs measures.  The State reserves the right to add 
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additional measures after the contract begins, such as those related to over and under 


utilization and provider and member satisfaction surveys.  DHCFP would implement 


these additional measures either through a contract amendment or by a request to the 


vendor to provide ad-hoc report(s). Also, see the response to Question 377.  Please refer 


to Section 15 of RFP 1824 in its entirety, as well as 9.1 Aid Codes & Demographics 


document in the Reference Library. 


 


221. Section 15.10.4.2, pg. 147 – Would DHCFP explain what is meant by this statement and 


what it intends have occur within 10 days of the service start date? 


All deliverables related to the Health Education and Care Coordination Optional 


Provision must be submitted to DHCFP at least 10 days prior to the service start date. 


This will allow DHCFP time to identify and notify the vendor of any modifications 


needed prior to the service start date.  


 


222. Section 16, pgs 151-157 – Given that non-incumbent bidders will be required to replace 


the current DSS solution, it would be more cost effective if the DSS provided under the 


budget neutral component of the contract address several of the requirements included in 


the expanded Data Warehouse outlined in this section(16).   For example, by nature of 


implementing a replacement solution, a new vendor would address several of the 


deficiencies of the current solution identified by DHCFP in section 16.2.   Since the Data 


Warehouse solution described in Section 16 would be compensated separately and 


external to the budget-neutral compensation model, will bidders be allowed to place costs 


of their base solution, that directly address requirements in Section 16, in the optional 


Data Warehouse Cost Schedule (18.1.1.5)?  If so, how would these costs be covered 


should DHCFP decide not to accept and implement the optional Data Warehouse 


component?    


Vendors must describe their “base” DSS solution being proposed under the budget 


neutral solution.  Vendors may also propose a replacement DSS for which the State 


would pay for added functionality.  Should vendors propose an alternative DSS, the 


state expects that vendor costs for the base system will be moved to the replacement 


solution.  DHCFP will accept the proposed alternative solution at their sole option. 


 


223. Section 16.2.7, pg. 153 – Is the strategic vision that is referenced in this requirement a 


vision which is outlined in detail in another document and is it available for review 


currently? 


The Data Warehouse is intended to be Phase One of a multiple phase project that will 


result in an enterprise-level Data Warehouse utilized by the entire DHHS. It is 


important that the platform on which Phase One is built is scalable to allow for future 


growth of data streams internal to DHCFP and to all other DHHS agencies. Future 


phases are intended to allow other DHHS agencies to house their data in the DHCFP 


Warehouse, report on it and share data, where appropriate, with other agencies, as 


well as provide additional functionality to DHCFP. 
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224. Section 16.3.1, pg. 153 – Will all sources of data other than the MMIS data (16.3.1 


Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS)) be added to the DW following the 


Phase One activities?  In other words, are the data sources articulated at 16.3.2 through 


16.3.12 not required to be added to the data warehouse in Phases subsequent to Phase 


One? 


Please see Item J in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


DHCFP looks to experienced bidders to propose the best approach for incorporating 


data sources into the DW in a manner that is timely and in the best interest in 


supporting Nevada Medicaid business.    


 


225. Section 16.3.1, pg. 153 – Will DHCFP specify the number of years of data that will be 


stored for each of the sources of data? 


Data should be live for 72 months (6 years), and then stored indefinitely. 


 


226. Section 16.3.4, p.153 – This section states that the pharmacy claims adjudication volume 


is 1.3 million claims per year.  However, the Pre-RFP Bidder‘s Questions and Answers 


Document published by the State on 1/7/2010 states that the pharmacy claims volume is 


3,016,452 annually. Which number is correct? Does the number include denied claims? 


The POS System has averaged 159,072 paid claims over the past three months (ending 


February 28, 2010) and 293,587 Total Claims over the past three months, including 


Paid, Void, and Denied Claims (ending February 28, 2010). 


 


227. Section 16.3.4, p.153 – For retrospective review; please provide the number of patient 


profiles that the contractor is required to review under the new contract. 


Please see RFP Section 16.3.4. 


 


228. Section 16.3.4, p.153 – Please provide the average annual number of paper pharmacy 


claims. 


Paper pharmacy claims are used rarely, if ever. 


 


229. Section 16.3.6, pg 155 – Can DHCFP define the expected size of this database at the time 


that it will be added to the DW? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this response.  Information will be supplied to awarded 


vendor. 


 


230. Section 16.3.7, pg 155 – Can DHCFP define the expected size of these sources at the 


time that they will be added to the DW? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this response.  Information will be supplied to awarded 


vendor. 
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231. Section 17.1.1.3, pg. 158 – This section cautions that some services may contain 


licensing requirements(s).  Please confirm that all required licensing requirements are 


specifically stated in the relevant sections of this RFP.  


Businesses are required to be appropriately licensed according to jurisdiction and their 


business structure. 


 


232. Section 17.1.3.1, pg. 158 – How is corporate residence determined? 


Please see Item G in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


233. Section 17.5.1.2 A, pg. 173 – What is meant by ―relevant contractual arrangements?‖  


Can you please give an example? 


Please refer back to RFP Section 17.5.1.2.A. 


 


234. Section 17.5.1.5, pg. 174 – In a situation where the prime contractor and a subcontractor 


have worked together on a previous engagement, and wish to use that customer as a 


reference, please confirm that the submission of a single ‗Attachment H, Reference 


Questionnaire‘ for both the Prime Contractor and the Subcontractor from the customer 


reference will meet the requirements of Section 17.2. 


No, each reference form must be submitted separately.  An editable version of 


Attachment H has been added to the Reference Library, in Item 10.2. 


 


235. Section 18.1.1.4 HIE Cost Schedule - 18.1.1.4-b states that Proposers must include 


information for the implementation and ongoing maintenance of the HIE component.  


Please confirm that by ―information‖, DHCFP is referring to the costs that will be 


entered into the Cost Schedule.  If not, are Proposers to include a narrative section on 


this worksheet to convey the requested ―information‖? 


Yes, please enter the cost information into the cost schedule. 


 


236. Section 18.1.1.5 Data Warehouse Cost Schedule - 18.1.1.5-b states that ―Proposers must 


include information for the design, development and implementation, and incremental 


maintenance costs of the Data Warehouse component…‖ Please confirm that by 


―information‖, DHCFP is referring to the costs that will be entered into the Cost 


Schedule.  If not, are Proposers to include a narrative section on this worksheet to 


convey the requested ―information‖? 


Yes, please enter the cost information into the cost schedule. 


 


237. Section 18.2, pg. 179 – Regarding the budget neutrality requirement, please confirm that 


budget neutrality will be evaluated against the ‗Total‘ amount provided in the 5-Year 


Operations Pricing Worksheet against the total contract not-to-exceed amount of 


$173,167,279.  That is, the evaluation is focused on the total amount, not the budgeted 


amount for each individual fiscal year. 
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Budget neutrality must be met for each State biennial budget cycle, and met for the 


total 5-year base contract.  The next State Biennium starts July 1, 2011 and spans 24 


months. 


The specific projected budget neutral baseline amount is included in Pricing Schedule 


18.1.1.2 in Attachment N. 


 


238. Section 18.2, pg 179 and Attachment N – Outside of the information provided in the 


reference library is there any additional licensing of third-party software that vendors 


need to be aware of for the takeover MMIS or any of its peripherals?   If yes please 


provide a list of the licenses the vendor would need to acquire.  


To the best of DHCFP’s knowledge, all software and components have been listed. 


 


239. Section 20.3.2.9, pg. 192 – RFP Section 20.3 outlines the RFP sections to be covered in 


each of the Tabs.  Tab VIII, Project Management Approach is to include our responses to 


sections 8, 9 and 10.  Is it appropriate to include in this section the response to RFP 


Sections 17.8, 17.9, 17.10 and 17.11 as they seem to directly relate to project 


management topics and not in Tab IX Company Background and References? 


Please provide responses as directed in RFP section 20.3.   


 


240. Section 22.2.1, pg. 209 – The RFP requires a fingerprint search and criminal background 


check through the Nevada Department of Information Technology (DoIT).  Will the State 


consider allowing the bidder to substitute their own internal mandatory corporate 


background check procedure to meet this requirement?  Otherwise, this requirement can 


create a redundant process and expense associated with the contract.  For example, if a 


company already contracts with a national background check vendor for all employees 


hired into a corporation, can this national check be used to accommodate the RFP 


requirement?  


Third party background checks may be performed by LiveScan vendors in Carson City 


or Las Vegas, Nevada, only. Please refer to NRS 239B, NRS 242.111 and State of 


Nevada Information Security Program Policy, 4.100000 Rev A (see 10.7, Information 


Security Program Policy, in Reference Library) for further details. 


 


241. Section 22.2.2, pg. 210 – This section states that vendor performance will be rated semi-


annually following contract award and then annually for the term of the contract in six 


categories.  Please indicate when DHCFP will provide the applicable performance 


criteria. 


Performance will be rated on any contract deliverable criteria within the categories. 


 


242. Section 22.3.11.1, pg. 217 – Will the State please (1) provide the missing words or 


phrases in Section 22.3.11.1 and (2) confirm that the software referred to is software 


developed and paid for by the State under the contract (not vendor proprietary software)? 


1) Please see Item F in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 
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2) MMIS is public domain; DHCFP owns licenses for all other existing applications in 


use currently. 


 


243. Attachment A, pg.226 – Please explain how the indemnification provision would work.  


Does the contractor hire its own legal counsel or do State attorneys defend the contractor?  


If State attorneys defend the contractor, what is the contractor‘s involvement and what is 


the rate? 


The Contractor will be required to hire their own legal counsel. 


 


244. Attachments B1 and B2, pgs. 228-229 – In Attachments B1 and B2, the RFP provides 


Exception Summary Forms and Assumption Summary Forms for Technical Proposal 


Certification and Cost Proposal Certification, respectively.  Please clarify if the same 


formats or forms should be used for exceptions to non-technical and non-cost portions of 


the RFP, such as attached contract forms. 


See Attachment B1 for Technical Proposal and B2 for Cost Proposal.  Please use the 


forms provided to identify exceptions and assumptions. 


 


245. Attachment D, Equal Opportunity Clause, pg. 234 – Is it DHCFP‘s intention that this 


form be signed and included in the proposal?   


No, Attachment D, of the RFP does not need to be included in the proposal, however 


vendors must agree to comply with the clause as it will become part of the contract 


awarded to the awarded vendor. 


 


246. Attachment G – Insurance Schedule, pg. 248 – Should this form be signed and included 


in the Proposal and then included in the contract or is it DHCFP‘s expectation that it not 


to be included in the proposal? If so, should the vendor have modifications to the 


Insurance Schedule, should they be submitted in Attachment B1 and B2. 


Attachment G, of the RFP does not need to be included in the proposal, however 


vendors must agree to comply with the insurance schedule requirements as it will 


become part of the contract awarded to the awarded bidder.  Any proposed 


modifications to the insurance schedule should be noted in the exceptions and 


assumptions forms. 


 


247. Attachment L, pg. 265 – Please clarify if the $5,000 in this section represents a per 


calendar day cap or an additional $5,000 assessment to specific performance 


requirements outlined in Section L? 


Liquidated damages, except for those specified throughout Attachment L, of the RFP, 


may be imposed up to $5,000 per calendar day. Liquidated Damages, may be imposed 


if there is substantial documentary evidence that failure to achieve the specified 


performance requirement is the primary fault of the contractor and/or its 


subcontractors.” 
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248. Attachment L, Section 2.1, pg. 265 – What does the $5,000 liquidated damage in this 


section apply to? 


The $5,000 liquidated damage applies to any contractor requirement documented 


within the RFP that is not specifically listed in Attachment L.   


 


249. Attachment L, Section 2.2 J, pg. 266 – Row ID 1 –- Can the State give an example of 


how this liquidated damage would be calculated and assessed? 


Please refer to RFP Attachment L. 


 


250. Attachment L, Section 2.2 J, pg. 266 – Row ID 4 – Please clarify if this Performance 


Area includes only $200 per day for each report not corrected within ten (10) working 


days of the State‘s notice or if an additional amount up to $200.00 is also assessed for 


each report not produced in accordance with the RFP. 


If a report is inaccurate or does not meet the general or specific reporting 


requirements presented in this RFP, and is not corrected within ten (10) working days 


of the State's notice of failure to meet the reporting requirements, then up to $200.00 


per day damages may be assessed for each report from the date of the notification 


until the date the corrected report is produced and distributed. 


 


251. Attachment L, Section 2.2 J, pg. 266 – Row ID 7 – Please clarify what is meant by 


―verified period of time.‖ 


The time when the extract was due be delivered or produced (in accordance with the 


performance requirement) and was not, to the time the extract was delivered or 


produced.  This time frame would need to be verified through documentation.  An 


email message that documents the issue and includes a date/time could serve as 


verification. 


 


252. Attachment N, Project Cost Worksheet, Sheet 18.1.1.3 Operations Yrs 1-5 –  Page 5 of 


this cost worksheet requires bidders to include Operating Expenses for the following 


pharmacy-related items: 


 Pharmacy Point-of-Sale:  which we assume includes costs for the requirements 


listed in Attachment P, section 12.6.3, Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS) 


 Electronic Prescribing: which we assume includes costs for the requirements 


listed in Attachment P, section 12.6.5, Electronic Prescription Software 


 Pharmacy and Diabetic Rebate: which we assume includes costs for the 


requirements listed in Attachment P, sections 12.6.4 Pharmacy, 12.6.6, Pharmacy 


Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate, and 12.6.7 Diabetic Supply Rebate 


 Page 6 of the cost worksheet requires bidders to include Claims Processing Support 


Services expenses for Pharmacy Support Services and Diabetic Supply Rebate which 


seem to be addressed in line items on Page 5 of the worksheet.  Please explain which 


costs vendors should include for the Pharmacy and Diabetic rebate line item on Page 5, 


and the Pharmacy Support Services and Diabetic Supply Rebate line items on Page 6. 
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Pharmacy Point of Sale, E-Prescribing, and Pharmacy and Diabetic Rebate service 


requirements may be found in attachments P and Q, of the RFP (requirements tables).  


Vendors will need to include costs associated with supporting those requirements on 


pages 5, and 6, accordingly.  Operating requirements for peripheral systems are 


presented in attachment P, and claims processing support service requirements are 


presented in attachment Q.   


 


253. Attachment O – Throughout Attachment O there are requirements that identify features 


of the MMIS. For example, requirement 12.5.2.23 lists specific edits that the claims 


adjudication system must perform.  Does the Core MMIS that the vendor is required to 


takeover currently meet all the system requirements listed in Attachment O except those 


in italicized text? 


Yes, it is the Division’s belief that the system currently meets the requirements that are 


not designated as “potential expanded contractor responsibilities”. 


 


254. Attachment O, Attachment P, and Attachment Q – Are the italicized requirements (in 


attachments O, P and Q) that are new for the takeover RFP included as part of the budget 


neutrality requirements? 


See response to Question 41. 


 


255. Attachment O , Attachment P, and Attachment Q – What requirements listed in 


Attachment O or P that are part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract are not 


currently being met by the current systems? 


The responsibilities that are not currently part of the current fiscal agent contract are 


the requirements listed within the sections throughout attachment O, P, and Q, named 


“Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities”. 


 


256. Attachment O, Attachment P, and Attachment Q – Are the italicized requirements that 


are labeled as ―Potential Expanded‖ required or optional?  If required do they fall under 


the Budget Neutrality requirements?  If optional do they fall under the Budget Neutrality 


requirements? 


See response to Question 41. 


 


257. Attachment O, item 12.5.2.31, pg. 291 – Please explain what types of data DHFCP 


would like to add to the provider database? Are there existing fields that DHFCP would 


like to expand? 


DHCFP does not understand the question. 


 


258. Attachment O, item 12.5.2.32, pg. 291 – Is the individual/corporation name already 


submitted and captured in the provider database? 


DHCFP does not understand the question. 
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259. Attachment O, item 12.5.2.59, pg.  295 – Does DHFCP want the criteria to be enterable 


online?   


Yes. 


 


260. Attachment O, item 12.5.2.62, pg. 295 – Please explain the current manual process for 


entering voids and adjustments.  Does this requirement relate to mass adjustments 


(adjusting many claims that meet the same criteria for reprocessing)? Or is this referring 


to individual claim voids and adjustments?  Does template refer to an online screen? 


There is a manual process for entering voids and limited capability to select a set of 


claims based on a query in the current system.  There is a need to define large sets of 


claims to void automatically.  Vendor should propose solution. 


 


261. Attachment O, item 12.5.2.75, pg. 297 – Are the requirements in 12.5.2.59 and 12.5.2.75 


the same?  If not explain the difference between these two requirements. 


They are similar, however in RFP Section 12.5.2.59, the provider type is an example 


of the criteria type.  There may be other criteria in which DHCFP may want to use in 


order to conduct random reviews.  DHCFP will work with the vendor to establish the 


other criteria type(s). 


 


262. Attachment O, item 12.5.7 pg. 319-325 – In RFP 02-03 MMIS Implementation, that was 


released as part of the pre-RFP information and bidder‘s library, Requirements Matrix 


Section 5.5, pages  61-64 contained the following SURS requirement: 


―Maintain an automated log of all referrals to the SURS unit and the associated 


decisions/resolutions related to the referral.  At a minimum, capture the following data: 


i. Referral date 


ii. Provider Number 


iii. Who referred 


iv. Assigned Date 


v. Staff person assigned 


vi. Issue Type (for example, suspected fraud/abuse or SURS issue) 


vii. MFCU acceptance/rejection and date 


viii. MFCU resolution code and date; 


ix. DHCFP resolution code and date; and 


x. Free-form narrative and/or comment field.‖ 


This requirement does not appear in RFP 1824. Was this requirement replaced by 


another, or does the State no longer need a SURS tracking system? 


DHCFP uses an internal subsystem at this time. 


 


263. Attachment O, 12.5.12 pg 338 – What extracts are required for MAR, e.g. MSIS & 


MFP? Does the State have any reporting requirements related to those extracts, and if so 


what are those requirements? 


Federal reporting requirements are used to determine extracts. The State produces 


reports to the DHHS and DHCFP Administration, the Controller’s Office, and Federal 


Agencies on set schedules.  
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264. Attachment O, 12.5.12 pg 338 – What Waivers is the State currently operating under? 


Please provide a description of each Waiver. 


 


Waiver Chapter Number and 


Control Number 


Description 


WIN (Persons with 


Physical 


Disabilities) 


 


Chapter 2300 


NV.4150.90.R3 


Physically disabled, nursing level of 


care, waiver service need, financial 


eligibility determined through 


Welfare 


CHIP (Frail 


Elderly at Home) 


 


Chapter 2200 


NV.0152.90.R3 


65 and over, nursing facility level of 


care, waiver service need, financial 


eligibility determined through 


Welfare 


WEARC (Elderly 


in Adult 


Residential Care) 


 


Chapter 2700 


NV.0267.90.RI.01 


65 and over, nursing facility level of 


care, waiver service need, financial 


eligibility determined through 


Welfare 


AL (Assisted 


Living) 


 


Chapter 3900 


NV.0452.R01.00 


65 and over, meet criteria for 


placement in  


Assisted Living Facility, needs level 


of care provided in a nursing facility 


MRRC (Persons 


with Mental 


Retardation or 


Related 


Conditions) 


Chapter 2100 


NV.0125.R05.02 


Mental retardation or related 


condition, ICF/MR level of care, 


waiver service need, financial 


eligibility determined through 


Welfare 


 


 


265. Attachment O, 12.5.12 pg 338 – Will MMIS data be the only data used for MAR related 


processes or reporting, or are there other sources that will be providing data? If there are 


other sources what are those sources? 


MAR reports are built from MMIS data. 


 


266. Attachment O, 12.5.7.13 pg. 321 – Please clarify the definition of ―referral data‖ and 


―electronic format‖ with examples for the following requirement:   12.5.7.13 ―Accept 


referral data in an electronic format, when available.‖ 


Referral data would be any documentation or information that an informant would 


want to convey to SURS about an issue they are reporting. It could include provider 


names, addresses, dates of services, recipient number, etc. 


 Electronic format would be the ability to send this information electronically by any 


format including email or any other electronic means. 
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267. Attachment O, 12.5.7.15 pg 322 – ―Maintain ability to identify transactions as SURS-


related by reason code or other DHCFP approved method.  ‖Please define ―transactions‖ 


in the above requirement. 


Claims transactions. 


 


268. Attachment O, 12.5.12 pg 338 – Please provide a list of all CMS reports (E.g. CMS 64.9 


Base, CMS 64.9A, CMS 416, CMS 372, etc.) the State currently produces and submits to 


CMS and the system that produces the report (DSS, MAR, MMIS, etc). 


Please see CMS’ requirements. 


 


269. Attachments O and Q, pg. 286-342, 394-432 – Within the requirements tables there are 


requirements in italicized text for optional services. For example, requirement 12.6.4.39 


lists optional specialty pharmacy services.  Where should vendors show the costs for 


these optional services? 


See response to Question 41. 


 


270. Attachments O, P, Q, pgs 286-432 – Does DHCFP expect to receive additional 


information on each of the requirements set out in the tables or just a response to the 


Vendor Compliance Code requirements?  In requirements where the vendor has detail to 


provide on the requirement should this be included in the response field? 


Please see response to Question 183. 


 


271. Attachment O, item 12.5.12.9, pg.340 – Please confirm that the current solution meets all 


requirements for MSIS.  If there are any deficiencies with the current solution and/or 


vendor related to MSIS reporting, please identify those deficiencies.  Would non-


incumbent vendors be required to remediate any existing deficiencies?  If that is the case, 


will DHCFP allow the new vendor to use the pool of programming hours (Section 


10.2.2.3) to correct the deficiencies?   


MSIS submissions are approved through Federal Fiscal Year 2008, DHCFP is 


working to meet the MSIS requirements and those changes will be handled through the 


CM process.  See Section 12.2 Maintenance and Change Management in RFP 1824. 


 


272. Attachment P, pg. 343 – Throughout Attachment P are requirements that identify features 


of the peripheral systems. For example, requirement 12.6.2.10 requires a Web and/or 


desktop application. Do the peripheral systems that vendors may takeover currently meet 


all the system requirements listed in Attachment P except those in italicized text? 


Yes, it is the Division’s belief that the system currently meets the requirements that are 


not designated as “potential expanded contractor responsibilities”. 


 


273. Attachment P, item 12.6.3.1, p.347 – Does the current MMIS calculate and send 


pharmacy EFTs, checks, remittance advices and 837s?  Or, are these functions performed 


by the current POS system? 
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These functions are performed by the MMIS. 


 


274. Attachment P, item 12.6.2, pg. 347 – Are all the clinical claims editing system 


requirements described in this section supported by Claim Check? If not, please explain 


which requirements are supported by other McKesson or third party products.  


Yes. 


 


275. Attachment P, item 12.6.3.8, p.348 – Please explain when and how procedures are used 


to process drug claims.  Please explain when and how diagnoses are used to process drug 


claims. 


DHCFP does not understand question. 


 


276. Attachment P, item 12.6.3.25, p.350 – Does the current POS system automatically 


generate and approve prior authorizations real-time based on information on the in-


coming claims? If yes, please provide the number of automated pharmacy prior 


authorizations. Please provide the number of manual pharmacy prior authorizations. 


The current POS System is able to utilize information on the incoming claim and 


information stored on the member profile to apply Nevada specific clinical criteria for 


prior authorizations, to adjudicate real-time claim submissions and bypass a manual 


Prior Auth.  The Fiscal Agent is currently in the process of implementing with no 


volume to report other than current manual.  Last 3 months have averaged 1,854 


Manual PA requests. 


 


277. Attachment P, item 12.6.3.56, p.355 – Do pharmacy claims suspend?  If yes, please 


provide the average monthly volume. 


No, pharmacy claims do not suspend. 


 


278. Attachment P, item 12.6.4.14, pg. 358 – Please provide the State‘s annual historical and 


projected cost savings from the multi-State pooling services provided by the incumbent. 


Please see 9.3 Drug Rebates document in the Reference Library. 


 


279. Attachment P, item 12.6.4.39, pg. 362 – What specific disease states does DHCFP target 


with its current specialty pharmacy program? 


DHCFP has not implemented a specialty pharmacy program. We are exploring the 


concept through prior authorizations and modification of the reimbursement 


methodology. 


 


280. Attachment P, item 12.6.4.39, pg. 362 – Are there any State regulations that would 


prohibit pay-for-performance strategies for specialty drugs? 


DHCFP is interested in pay-for-performance, and would entertain a proposal.  The 


legal implications are not currently known. 
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281. Attachment P, item 12.6.4.39, pg. 362 – Are any specialty drugs/classes excluded from 


any type of utilization management (e.g., rebates, prior authorization, etc.)? 


Please refer to NRS 422 for restrictions regarding the Preferred Drug List. DHCFP is 


precluded from managing certain classes under a Preferred Drug List. This statute was 


amended in the 76th Special Session under Senate Bill (SB) 4. 


 


282. Attachment P, item 12.6.4.39, pg. 362 – Does DHCFP currently provide a MAC list for 


specialty drugs/classes? 


 DHCFP has a MAC program, however, there is not one specific to specialty drugs. 


 


283. Attachment P, item 12.6.4.39, pg. 362 – What was the total paid and claims volume for 


specialty drugs in CY09? 


Please see 10.8.2 Key Indicator Reports – Pharmacy in the Reference Library for an 


overview on expenditures. 


 


284. Attachment P, item 12.6.4.39, pg. 362 – Does the State of Nevada have Any Willing 


Provider Legislation (prohibits exclusion of providers from contracts if they are willing to 


accept terms of a respective contract) that is applicable to the specialty pharmacy 


program?   


The State does not have a specialty drug program. 


 


285. Attachment P, item 12.6.6, pg. 364 – Please provide the total rebate dollars received in 


State Fiscal Year 2009. 


Please see response to Question 278. 


 


286. Attachment P, item 12.6.6.4, pg. 364 – Will the State own and manage the rebate lockbox 


for manufacturer payments or will the vendor be expected to own and manage the 


lockbox?  


Paper rebate checks are managed by DHCFP. 


 


287. Attachment P, item 12.6.7, pg. 370 – Does DHCFP have a contract template used for 


contracts negotiated with diabetic supply manufacturers?  If so, will the new vendor be 


given access to that contract template?   


No, contracts are negotiated by the fiscal agent using their own template. 


 


288. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.6, pg. 375 – Please tell us the number of authorized DSS users 


broken down by the following categories: 


a. Known Users (Total number of users authorized to use the system) 


b. Active Users (Total number of users logged on the system at the same time) 


c. Executive Users – Typically users of dashboards, scorecards and event driven 


reports 
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d. Casual Users – Users who generate pre-defined reports, basic ad hoc queries and 


simple reports 


e. Business Users – Users who employ more complex query development and report 


authoring as well as various distribution methodologies and display options 


f. Power Users – Capable of extracting large amounts of data, creating dynamic 


joins between data sets, create newly defined business groupings and possibly 


perform extensive analysis of data 


g. What is the number of users for the MAR system?  What is the number of users 


for the SURS system? 


a) There were 68 users in the Division as of January 2010; b) Multiple; c) None; d) 


Approximately 80%; e) DHCFP does not use this designation; f) Approximately 20%; 


g) Several. 


 


289. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.9, pg. 376 – Do 100% of the MMIS claims go into DSS today? 


Are any claims not accepted into the DSS due to failing quality tests? 


All go to DSS except pended claims. 


 


290. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.11 f, pg. 376 – What does the State consider to be the 


definition of ―Clinical Analysis Applications‖, and what are some examples of Clinical 


Analysis Applications that the State is running today?   


DHCFP does not run Clinical Analysis Applications outside the DSS at this time.  The 


vendor is free to propose. 


 


291. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.11 g, pg 376 –  What are the sources that are being used for 


the Financial Analysis and Reporting, is the source strictly the MMIS data or are there 


additional source systems?  Please provide examples of the type of Financial Analysis 


and Reporting the State is currently running from the DSS or looking to be able to run 


from the DSS. 


 Integrated Financial System and MMIS are the two sources of revenue used for 


Financial Analysis and Reporting. 


 The reports from DSS are CMS-mandated reports, including MARS reporting.  DSS is 


also used to generate multiple ad hoc reports used in business management, SURS, 


Managed Care, Program Services, Compliance and Rates. 


 


292. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.14, pg. 377 – Please confirm that updates to data in the DSS 


occur weekly and monthly as specified in the interface document in the Reference 


Library?  


Claims are updated weekly; Provider files and Eligibility is updated monthly; episodic 


data is updated quarterly. 
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293. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.16, pg. 377 – ―Provide the initial load of data the first month 


of the operation of the MMIS or the first month of the operation of the DSS, as specified 


by DHCFP.‖  Is the State looking to have the DSS operational prior to the MMIS? 


Current functionality, at a minimum, must be available not later than MMIS go-live.  


If additional functionality is being proposed, DHCFP will work with vendor to identify 


schedule. 


 


294. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.21 pg. 378 – Are the systems referenced part of the Core 


MMIS or other external systems? If external please identify the specific systems? 


Attachment P contains peripheral system tools. 


 


295. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.22, pg.  378 – ―Provide an expandable data model to 


accommodate the linkage of data elements from non-traditional sources such as 


recipient/patient assessments (MDS, OASIS), vital records (births, deaths), immunization 


registries, disease registries, etc.‖  Does the State currently have a mechanism today that 


is in place to create a unique person identifier? If so what is that mechanism? 


The Medicaid billing ID is used as a unique identifier. 


 


296. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.31 pg 380 – ―Support user-enabled export and import data 


capabilities to and from other standard spreadsheet or database applications such as 


Excel, or other standard file formats such as .csv, with minimal steps.‖  Please clarify 


―import data capabilities‖ for the DSS. For example is the requirement meant to allow 


end users to join data in a spreadsheet to tables in the data base for reporting/analytic 


purposes?  Does the State have a clear definition of what is allowed to be imported; is 


there a requirement to control this capability by security? 


List import is a function of the current DSS.  High-level users have access to this 


function with no limits. 


 


297. Attachment P, 12.6.8.34  pg. 382-383, 12.6.8.35,  pg. 383-385  –  Please provide a list of 


grouper software the State currently licenses and would like to see as a continued part of 


the solution. 


Nevada has access to Thomson/Reuters (DSS) diagnostic groupers. 


 


298. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.34 g, h, and I, pg. 382 – What benchmarks are being used 


today (internal and external)? Are any of the benchmarks from a third party?  If yes what 


benchmarks and who is the third party? Is licensing necessary for any of the benchmarks? 


If so which benchmarks, who is the third party company, and is the cost part of the 


vendor costs or does the state pay for the licensing? 


The benchmarks (or standards) are developed within the tool or by Thomson Reuters 


in conjunction with the State. 
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299. Attachment P, 12.6.8.34 q, pg 383 – ―Detect and investigate waste, fraud and abuse, 


beyond the standard SURS capability, within the same database.‖  Please provide a 


listing of the fraud analytics and the kinds of fraud detection queries that are being run in 


the DSS today? 


DHCFP uses 66 vendor developed DSS reports (canned and ad hoc) to assist in 


identifying fraud, waste, and abuse.  Additional details will be provided to the awarded 


vendor.  


 


300. Attachment P, item 12.6.9.3, pg. 388 – Are claims fully adjudicated real-time via the 


Web portal?  Or are they partially adjudicated and if so how far into the adjudication 


cycle? Or is the Web portal only used to upload claims files for capture only and then the 


claims are later adjudicated via a batch file. 


Web portal claims are adjudicated via batch file. 


 


301. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.2, pg. 394-401 – Please confirm that all of the operational 


requirements listed in the Managed Care Enrollment section of Attachment Q are 


currently being performed by the incumbent contractor.  If not, please identify the 


operational components that are new. 


Please refer to RFP Section 10.2.2.1. 


 


302. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.2, pg. 394-401 – Please confirm that all of the system-


related requirements listed in the Managed Care Enrollment section of Attachment Q are 


currently supported in the Core-MMIS component that will be transferred to the new 


vendor.  If not, please identify the system components that non-incumbent bidders would 


be required to replace. 


 Please see response to Question 301. 


 


303. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.2, pg. 394-401 – In order for non-incumbent vendors to 


adequately size the staffing and infrastructure required to support the Managed Care 


Enrollment activities, the following volume information is necessary: 


 Monthly call volumes for the current 12 months related to managed care 


enrollment 


 Monthly volume for the current 12 months of notices mailed to recipients 


 Monthly volume for the current 12 months of manual, and auto-enrollments of 


recipients into health plans 


 Please add this volume information to the Reference Library. 


Please see 10.4 Managed Care Enrollment Volumes in the Reference Library. 


 


304. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.2.17, pg. 397-398 – Please confirm the system that currently 


produces the ―HEDIS and fee-for-service performance reports‖ using encounter data.  


Are these reports currently produced by the Core-MMIS component that will be 


transferred to non-incumbent bidders or within the DSS? 


Reports are within the DSS. 
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305. Attachments/Forms – DHCFP has provided various forms that are to be included in the 


proposal.  Many of these are included as Attachments to the RFP.  Is it permissible to add 


headers and footers to the forms that identify the vendor and provide page numbers etc. to 


use as a reference in the proposal?  The specific forms that we are requesting verification 


that we can add headers and footers to are: 


 Attachment A 


 Attachment B1 


 Attachment B2 


 Attachment C1 


 Attachment C2 


 Attachment C3 


 Attachment D, if it is to be included in the Proposal 


 Attachment K 


 Attachment N 


 Attachment O 


 Attachment P 


 Attachment Q 


 Attachment R 


 Attachment S 


 Vendors may add headers/footers to forms as included in their proposals. 


 


306. In the Bidder‘s Library, Amendment 3, the services associated with Health Care 


Management are described in detail.  Can DHCFP define where in the RFP these services 


are listed as requirements? 


See RFP Section 12.7.13 – Utilization Management. 


 


307. In the Bidder‘s Library, Amendment 11, Table 11-B, there is an Estimated Payment 


Schedule associated with HCM.  Can DHCFP please define where in Attachment N, 


18.1.1.3 and on which line item, the expenses associated with these services are to be 


captured? 


HCM services fall under the line for Utilization Management on Pricing Worksheet 


18.1.1.3.   


 


308. In the Bidder‘s Library, Amendment 11, Table 11-B describes volumes associated with 


HCM services. Can DHCFP provide current volumes for these authorization and 


projected volumes for FY12 – FY16.     


DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


309. Section 4, pg. 39—Will there be a process that allows bidders to submit additional 


questions where there is a need for clarification of answers released by the State? 


Please see response to Question 5. 
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310. Section 6.1-2, pg. 41 – The Reference Library and DHCFP website have the Medicaid 


and Nevada CheckUp Fact Book dated January 2009. Please confirm whether or not there 


is a January 2010 version and if there is could you provide it in the Reference Library? 


The 2010 version is not yet available. 


 


311. Section 6.1-2, pg. 41 – The Reference Library documents the following: ―Count of most 


recent cash receipts - 3,052 receipts. Please provide the time period for these cash 


receipts and the types of cash receipts (for example, does this include Drug Rebate?) 


 


 MMIS Cash Receipt Count   
 July 1, 2008 - June 30, 2009   
 SFY 09   
    


 


Deposit Type 
Total Number 


of Deposits   
    
 First Health, (FH) 651  
 Health Management Systems, (HMS) - (TPL) 578  
 Las Vegas Kidney Clinic-Wire 9  
 Medicaid Estate Recovery, (MER) 198  
 Voluntary/Qualified Income Trust, (VOL/QIT) 56  
 State Collections and Disbursement Unit, (SCADU) 140  
 SURS Recovery/Recoupments 18  
 Pharmacy 1  


 TOTAL DEPOSITS FOR SFY 09: 1651  


    
    
 NOTE:  
 The deposit count information was calculated from the MMIS Deposit log 


maintained in the Accounting Unit for SFY 09.  
    


 


 


312. Section 6.1-2, pg.41 – The Reference Library includes monthly claim (paid and denied) 


claim counts SFY 2008 to 2009. Does this count include managed care encounter claims? 


Also, due to economic changes the past year that have typically increased Medicaid 


eligibility and claims volume, please provide claim count for July – Dec 2009. 


No, the count does not include managed care encounter claims.  The claims figure 


for July – Dec 2009 is 5,850,566. 


 


313. Section 6.2, pg. 41 – Please provide a current Standard Operating Procedure for Quality 


Assurance responsibilities 
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DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


314. Section 6.2.1.K, pg. 41 – In the unlikely event of a conflict between NIST and DOIT 


standards, which standards should apply? 


In the event of a conflict the more stringent standard will apply. 


 


315. Section 7.2, pg. 44 – In the description of the Operations Period, the vendor is expected 


to meet the operational requirements in Sections 10 and 12. Section 11 System 


Requirements was not included as scope required in the Operations Period. Which 


Contract Period does Section 11 apply to in the periods defined in Section 7.2? 


RFP Section 11 includes general system requirements that Vendors shall comply with 


throughout the life of the contract. 


 


316. Section 7.1, pg. 44 – ―Additionally, the Division also seeks proposals that include a 


scalable Health Information Exchange (HIE) solution that meets certification standards 


prescribed by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), and the 


Office of the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology, 


Department of Health and Human Services. Proposals are required to include an HIE 


solution in order to be deemed responsive.‖ The certifying agency for ARRA criteria has 


not yet been decided by ONC. Will vendors be expected to attest to the certification in 


effect for the CCHIT organization through 2009? 


If standard does not exist, system must meet current specifications to be considered 


viable. 


 


317. Section 8.1.3, pg. 49 and Section 8.6.3, pg. 57 – The deliverables tables do not specify a 


unit of time in the far right column. Does the unit listed refer to ―business days?‖ 


Deliverable Review Periods are in “working days”.   


 


318. Section 8.3.2, pg. 50 – Is the use of an electronic document storage and workflow system 


acceptable to meet the document deliverable process as noted in this section?  


To be mutually agreed upon between DHCFP and the awarded vendor. 


  


319. Section 9.2.4.16, pg.64 – Can the State provide an asset list detailing State-owned 


property that will be turned over to the new contractor? 


 


Please see response to Question 10.  


 


320. Section 9.4.1.1, pg. 69 – Will the State document the acceptance criteria expected so the 


vendors understand the ―expectations‖ required just prior to commencement of testing?  


Section 9.4.1.1 refers to Division expectations for parallel testing being met prior to 


proceeding with subsequent transition period activities. Transition period entrance 


and exit criteria are described in Section 9.1 of the RFP. 
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321. Section 10, pg.78 – The scope of work described in Section 10 includes Maintenance and 


Turnover. In reviewing Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.3 there is no line item associated with 


either of these scopes of services. Please define where is the pricing schedule the vendor 


is supposed to account for the costs associated with the scope of work in Section 10. 


Proposers may use the “Other Expense” line to call out maintenance and turnover 


costs or allocate them across the “Operating Expenses”.  Maintenance and Turnover 


costs are included within the budget neutral model for the 5 year pricing worksheet 


18.1.1.3.  Please refer to Question 400 for the complete description of instructions in 


18.1.1.3-b.  Additionally, section 10.3 of the RFP states that the “contractor shall 


provide, at no extra charge, assistance in turning over the final contractor 


responsibilities to DHCFP.” 


 


322. Section 10.2.2.3, pg. 80 – This requirement indicates that enhancements are paid from a 


pool of programming hours. Is the 41,600 stated here an annual allotment of hours? 


Requirement 12.2.9.6 again refers to this pool of programming hours. Please confirm that 


this is an annual pool of hours. 


Yes, the pool of 41,600 programming hours is annual, and as stated in RFP Section 


12.2.9.6 “At the end of each year, any unused hours from the pool of annual hours 


shall be carried forward into the next contract year…” 


 


323. Section 10.2.2.3, pg. 80 – In reviewing Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.3 Operations Years 1 – 5, 


on what line should the vendor account for the expense of associated with this annual 


pool of enhancement hours? 


Please see response to Question 321.  


 


324. Section 10.2.2.3, pg. 80—Will the State clarify if the 41,600 enhancement hours are to be 


included in the price proposal and if so, what cost element from cost worksheet 18.1.1.3 


Operations Years 1-5 should be used? Secondly, please confirm that bidders must use 


$85 an hour as the price for those services. To clarify this, may we suggest that the State 


update the cost worksheet to have a specific line item for the change order or 


enhancement hour‘s pool? 


Regarding the first part of the question, please see response to Question 321.  


Regarding the $85 per hour question, per RFP section 19.1.5, this is the hourly rate 


for approved change orders outside of the scope of the operational contract.  


Regarding the request to update the cost worksheet, the Division respectfully declines 


this request.    


 


325. Section 11.2.1, pg. 84 – The servers are currently owned, operated, and hosted by First 


Health in a Magellan Data Center in Phoenix, Arizona, soon to be moved to St. Louis, 


Missouri. Of the systems hosted on these servers owned by First Health, which 


application software on these servers is owned by the State or is it proprietary to First 


Health?  
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Nevada owns the MMIS software (public domain).  All other software is proprietary to 


First Health, however DHCFP has the right to use all products for which it has 


purchased licenses. 


 


326. Section 11.3.1.3, pg. 85 – Please confirm that the current environment meets ―45 CFR 


164.312 (e) (1)‖ and if not, that it is a requirement of the takeover contract.  


Yes, the current system meets HIPAA Security and Privacy standards for the 


protection of electronic health information.  According to RFP 11.3.1.10, the takeover 


vendor is expected to implement and maintain physical and technical safeguards to 


limit access to and protect the security and privacy of PHI in accordance with all 


applicable HIPAA regulations.  This includes, by incorporation of the HIPAA 


reference, but is not limited to, CFR 164.312 (e) (1).   


 


327. Section 11.4.1.1, pg. 88 – Please indicate the baseline controls required by FIPS 200. 


This would be indicated by the FIPS 199 impact level. 


DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


328. Section 11.4.1.1, pg. 88 – 45 CFR 95.621 requires periodic ADP reviews. Please consider 


providing a copy of the last review or any independent security reviews in the data library 


so we can determine if any remediation effort is required to bring the current system to 


required security standards.  


DHCFP will provide this information to the awarded vendor. 


 


329. Section 11.4.1.1, pg. 88, Please confirm that the current environment meets ―45 CFR 


164.312 (e) (1)‖ and if not, is it a requirement of the takeover contract.  


Please see response to Question 326. 


 


330. Section 11.4.1.17, pg. 90 – Does the State require the encryption of data at rest? 


See NRS 603A as revised by SB227 during the 2009 legislative session. 


 


331. Section 11.4.1.17, pg. 90 – Does the State require the encryption of data while in transit? 


Yes. See NRS 603A as revised by SB227 during the 2009 legislative session. 


 


332. Section 11.5.4.6, pg. 93 – Would a ―Desktop walkthrough – Business Continuity/Backup 


and recovery Plan‖ meet the requirements? 


No. The Division expects the awarded vendor to adequately test all systems annually, 


including peripheral tools, to prove that requirements are met. 


 


333. Section 12.1.1.5, pg. 99 – The RFP references a document showing ―Nevada‘s current 


LAN/WAN network architecture information and associated performance standards‖ in 


the Reference Library? Please name the document in the Procurement Library that 
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presents the current Nevada LAN/WAN network architecture and associated performance 


standards 


The LAN/WAN hardware information begins on pg 22 of 2.3Current MMIS and 


Agency Computing Environment document in the Reference Library. 


 


334. Section 12.1.1.6, pg.99 – Please provide a list of approved languages that are deemed 


compatible with DHCFP‘s computing environment? 


The DHCFP and OIS do not have a restriction on programming languages, nor do we 


have any specific languages identified that would problematic from a security 


standpoint. 


 


335. Section 12.1.1.4, pg. 99 – Please define the forms—unique to Nevada Medicaid and 


Check Up—that the contractor will maintain and distribute. What is the current volume 


of each form‘s distribution? 


Counts vary, but are typical to MMIS in other states. 


 


336. Section 12.1.1.7.H, pg. 100 – Please confirm if provider letters must be available in 


Spanish. 


No, provider letters are not available in Spanish. 


 


337. Section 12.1.1.6, pg.100 – Can the DHCFP provide the approved or acceptable 


development languages? 


Please see response to Question 334. 


 


338. Section 12.1.1.8, pg.100 – Is the ―GUI‖ used today provided through the ClientSoft tool? 


DHCFP has and uses various GUI tools.  Vendor should propose options. 


 


339. Section 12.1.1.11, pg.101 – How will ―authorized users from other agencies and entities‖ 


physically connect to the MMIS and system components?  


Connections are through the internet. 


 


340. Section 12.1.1.12, pg.101 – Is our assumption correct that the current MMIS and system 


components currently support this requirement of ―rollback‖ for a logical unit of work? 


Please refer to RFP section 10.2.2.1.  


 


341. Section 12.1.1.19, pg.102 – Please confirm that after seventy-two (72) months data can 


be moved to offline storage but that it can never be purged? 


Yes, this is true. 


 


342. Section 12.1.1.19, pg.102 – Is tape considered to be ―an unalterable electronic media?‖ 


Can DHCFP provide a list of media that meet this requirement? 
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DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


343. Section 12.1.3, pg.104 – Please specify if ―more than two hours, once a week‖ still falls 


within a ‗limited time period each week‘ 


Please see response to Question 91. 


 


344. Section 12.1.3, pg.104 – Does the contractor have to provide the remote workstation to 


support response time testing? 


No. 


 


345. Section 12.1.3.3, pg.105 – Could the State please explain in more detail the types of 


actions that will be used by DHCFP to conduct the response time testing? 


Vendor may propose methodology and any tools required to achieve. 


 


346. Section 12.1.3.3, pg.105 – Will the contractor be required to supply response time reports 


independently of DHCFP testing? If so, in what format will these reports need to be 


produced in and in what frequency? 


Please see response to Question 345. 


 


347. Section 12.2.2.4, pg.106 – The maintenance of security requires a retrofit of existing 


systems for new security standards issues by the State or NIST. Please confirm that this is 


a requirement for the new system. The question also applies to Section 3.5.4 on pg. 35. 


Yes. 


 


348. Section 12.2.8.8, pg.108 – In what format are the current change management history and 


open tickets stored? 


Remedy system modified to meet current needs. 


 


349. Section 12.2.8.8, pg.108 – This requirement to load change management history from the 


current vendor in the new change management system requires an understanding of the 


current data fields captured and the volume of historical tickets. Can the DHCFP supply 


this information? 


This information will be provided to awarded vendor. 


 


350. Section 12.3, pg.111 – The RFP states in the 12.3 intro that ―The Contractor…and will 


provide training for new DHCFP staff.‖ Section 12.3.1.4 states ―Train-the-trainer classes 


must also be conducted to equip DHCFP staff with the skills and materials necessary to 


provide future training to new staff.‖ Please confirm that the Contractor is not required to 


directly train new DHCFP staff, that this requirement is met by providing Train-the-


trainer classes to DHCFP staff to meet this requirement. Please confirm how many 


DHCFP staff members will need Train-the trainer instruction. 
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The vendor is free to propose their own solution.  Training needs will change over time 


and will be addressed accordingly by DHCFP and the awarded vendor. 


 


351. Section 12.3.1.4, pg.111 – The Contractor must create training sites that emulate the 


MMIS production environment. Please confirm that a training version of the MMIS 


production environment currently exists. 


Training version does not currently exist.  Please propose options. 


 


352. Section 12.3.1.4, pg.111 – Please clarify that the Las Vegas training site can be a 


temporary site set up for a specific training session. 


Please see response to Question 16. 


 


353. Section 12.3.1.11, pg.112 – The requirement is to conduct ongoing HIPAA training under 


the guidance of DHCFP compliance officer. Please confirm that the Contractor is not 


responsible for developing the materials for this training and that DHCFP will provide 


the content for this training. 


The awarded vendor will be responsible for developing materials for HIPAA training 


related to the MMIS operations under this contract for Contractor and Subcontractor 


staff, subject to DHCFP approval. 


 


354. Section 12.3.1.5, pg.112 – The requirement states that the Contractor ―Establish and 


equip two (2) training sites, one (1) at the vendor‘s operations center and one (1) in Las 


Vegas.‖ Does the training site at the vendor‘s operations center have to be in Carson City, 


or is Reno an option? Are there DHCFP training facilities with computers in Carson City, 


Reno, and/ or Las Vegas that can be leveraged for use for this training to reduce costs? 


a) The Northern NV training center may be established within the awarded vendor’s 


operations center.   


b) DHCFP does not operate training centers. 


 


355. Section 12.3.1.5, pg.112 – Please clarify that the Las Vegas training site can be a 


temporary site, set up for a specific training session? 


Please see response to Question 16. 


 


356. Section 12.3.1.6, pg.112 – The RFP states that ―Organization of the training sessions 


should take into account, but not be limited to, the following factors: 


 


A. Group people with like computer proficiencies (basic, intermediate and advanced); 


B. Group people with similar job functions; 


C. Show the application in relation to how the work is done; and 


D. Tailor training to each job function‖ 


 


Please provide the numbers of DHCFP staff that are MMIS users that would need to be 
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trained along with a description of job functions and the number of people in each of the 


computer proficiency (basic, intermediate, and advance) categories. 


25% Beginner, 50% Intermediate, 25% Advanced 


 


357. Section 12.4, pg.46 – Does the State expect the contractor to support access to previously 


generated reports?  If so, which reports, what tools would be needed, and how many 


report instances would need to be accommodated? 1 year, 2 years, 3 years, etc.? 


Yes; at least 6 years.  DHCFP expects all canned and ad hoc reports and/or templates 


to be preserved, transferred or regenerated. 


Currently the Fiscal Agent maintains all reports generated by the MMIS up to 255 


Versions on the Mainframe.  The Fiscal Agent has the capability to retain special 


reports for longer duration upon request on the mainframe. 


Reports generated from all MMIS Systems are sent to First DARS and maintained 


there.  Currently, the Fiscal Agent is carrying all reports generated since 


implementation on FirstDARS. 


 


358. Section 12.4.1.2, pg. 46 – What ―existing report management system‖ is Nevada using? 


Thomson Reuters DSS. 


 


359. Section 12.5.2, pg. 115—Please confirm if the physician-administered drug information, 


submitted to the pharmacy point-of-sale (POS) system, is by way of CMS-1500 claim. 


It is submitted to the MMIS. 


 


360. Sections 12.5 to 12.7, pgs.115-127 – We are uncertain as to what type of response is 


required for the subsections within 12.5 to 12.7 in Tab VII. It is our understanding that 


the responses to these requirements should be within the requirements tables. Would the 


state please clarify if there should be a response in Tab VII for these requirements? 


 The Division expects proposers will provide responses to Section 12.5, 12.6 and 12.7 


that the proposer feels may not be adequately conveyed through the responses in the 


requirements tables.  Also, please see response to Question 387 regarding the updated 


section names under Tab VII in RFP section 20.3.2.8 to be consistent with subsections 


12.3 – 12.7 in Section 12 of the RFP. 


 


361. Section 12.5.4, pg. 116 – What is the volume of prior authorization requests per month by 


category? Does the current system have prior authorization functionality or is the vendor 


expected to overlay a prior authorization system? 


The following table shows the entity responsible for making the Prior Authorization 


decision by area. 


  


Program 
Responsible Entity 


DHHS Fiscal Agent 
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ICF/MR   X 


Hospice   X 


Personal Care Services   X 


Intermediary Service 
Organizations 


  X 


Home Health   X 


Private Duty Nursing   X 


Adult Day Health Care   X 


Home Based Habilitation 
Services 


  X 


Home and Community Based 
Waiver (HCBW) for Persons with 
Physical Disabilities 


X   


HCBW for the Elderly in Adult 
Residential Care (WEARC) 


X   


HCBW for Assisted Living (AL) X   


HCBW for the Frail Elderly 
(CHIP) 


X   


Please see 10.8.1 Key Indicator Reports – HCM in the Reference Library. 


The Core MMIS contains the functionality to process claims requiring Prior 


Authorization.  For areas where the Fiscal Agent is responsible, they are responsible 


for providing the tools necessary to process the request, make decisions, and enter data 


into the Core MMIS. 


 


362. Section 12.5.7, pg.117 – What is the monthly volume of cases identified through the SUR 


processes that are sent for medical necessity review?  


SUR medical necessity review is performed by DHCFP. 


 


363. Section 12.5.7, pg. 117 – Please define the surveillance and utilization review (SUR) 


reports generated by the Decision Support System (DSS). 


Reports are generated in-house by SUR staff from existing DSS templates (ad hoc). 


 


364. Section 12.5.8 and 12.5.3.3, pg. 117 and pg. 299 – Section 12.5.8 (TPL) states that 


DHCFP maintains responsibility for all business processes and recovery associated with 


MER and TEFRA. Section 12.5.3.3 (financial) states that it is the contractor‘s 


responsibility to ―Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to support 


overpayment/recovery efforts, including but not limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER…‖ 


Please clarify the responsibility for Contractor and DHCFP for TEFRA: Liens and MER. 


DHCFP performs business process and recovery.  Vendor is responsible for support of 


activities listed in 12.5.3.3. 


 


365. Section 12.5.11, pg. 118 and 12.2 Reference Maintenance and Change Management, pg. 


105 – Can the State please confirm that fiscal agent support for the Reference function is 


included in the Maintenance and Change Management requirements? Additionally, 


please confirm that this support is part of the 41,600 enhancement hours annual pool. 
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Please refer to Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 21, Section 4, 


Change Control.  


 


366. Section 12.7.4, pg.123 – Please confirm that there are no voice call recording 


requirements for the Call Center. 


Vendor can propose option. 


 


367. Section 12.7.15, pg.127 – This section states: ―The functional assessment is currently 


being done as a "social model" by FHSC staff for Medicaid FFS recipients and by WIN 


and DAS case managers for those two waiver programs. Please define ―social model.‖ 


Does this statement indicate that a contractor will continue to perform PCS program 


eligibility assessments and process claims? Please define which tasks for this assessment 


is done by contractor and which tasks are performed by DHCFP staff. 


a) A “social model” is a service plan approved by the DHCFP rather than the 


“medical model” which is authorized for an individual by a physician in a plan of 


treatment. 


b) Yes 


c) Please refer to Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 21, Section I, 


PCA.   


 


368. Section 12.7.15, pg.127 – This section states: ―With the rapid increase in expenditures, 


the current Personal Care Services social model is not sustainable. To this end DHCFP is 


in the process of planning for program modifications and anticipates the release of an 


updated scope of work associated with the Nevada Medicaid PCS program, on or around 


the release of this RFP. DHCFP intends to post the scope of work associated with the 


PCS program to the on line reference library subsequent to BOE approval. DHCFP will 


notify prospective bidders once PCS program materials have been posted. Vendor 


proposals should include the provision of PCS program support services within their 


proposals as a required service, as part of the budget neutral compensation model.‖ As of 


2/23/2010, the updated PCS program materials do not appear to have been posted to the 


Reference Library. Would the State please provide these items?  


Please see response to Question 17. 


 


369. Section 14.1, pg.130 – Price information for the State hosted solution… Could the State 


please provide the pricing information for the State data center?  


Vendor may contact NV DoIT for rates.  In a state-hosted solution, DHCFP will pay 


hosting costs.  Vendor must propose all other costs. 


 


370. Section 14.1, pg.130 – Can the State confirm our assumption that a State-hosted solution 


means that the Core MMIS and supporting systems will operate out of State-owned data 


center facilities, and be operated by the contractor on behalf of the State MMIS program? 


Yes. 
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371. Section 14.2, pg.130 – Can the State provide a network diagram showing circuit 


connections/circuit bandwidth utilizations between the current contractor facilities in 


Nevada, the State facilities, and the Verizon data center in Florida and the contractor data 


center? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


372. Section 14.2.2, pg.130 – Please confirm that only costs associated with the proposed 


hosting scenario (from 14.1: scenario 1 or 2) plus the State hosted scenario need to be 


provided. 


Yes, this is true. 


 


373. Section 14.2.3, pg.131 – Is the proposed data solution required to be at a specific Tier 


level (1, 2, 3 or 4 – according to the Uptime Institute)? 


Vendor may propose solutions. 


 


374. Section 15.2, pg. 134 – Does the State have a disease management/wellness vendor and if 


so, what is their level of involvement in managing the ABD population?  


Yes, DHCFP currently has a disease management program targeting certain high 


utilizing recipients in two different groups. The first are Aged, Blind, and Disabled 


(ABD) recipients. The second group is recipients between the ages of 3 and 21 who are 


in need of behavioral health services and would most benefit from care coordination 


and case management services. The vendor manages the care of these recipients by 


coordinating care, working with community providers, directing recipients to 


appropriate referrals, educating recipients on relevant health issues, and assisting in 


discharge planning.  


 


375. Section 15.2.1, pg.135 – How many recipients does the State anticipate will meet Tier 11 


criteria identified in the RFP?  


Please see response to Question 210. 


 


376. Section 15.8.3, pg.142 – Please confirm that the HEDIS audit is a requirement of the 


takeover contract.  


DHCFP confirms that the awarded vendor will collect and report on HEDIS rates for 


this section of the RFP.  Please also see response to Question 479. 


 


377. Section 15.8.5, pg.143 – What is the maximum number of measures that the vendor will 


have to collect in any given year? How often does the State anticipate measures will be 


retired and new measures added?  


DHCFP will use HEDIS and PQI measures to evaluate the vendor’s performance and 


measure the vendors’ success in improving access to care and ensuring quality and 


timeliness of services provided to Nevada Medicaid recipients.  Measures will be retired 
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only if sustained improvement over the baseline is achieved. DHCFP reserves the right 


to add measures and reports when the legislature or the administration requests 


additional data. Also see response to Question 220. 


 


378. Section 16.3, pg. 153 – The RFP requirement states that MMIS data must be available to 


the Agency in Phase One of the project. Please define which subsections in Section 16.3 


are considered to be inclusive of MMIS data. Is the data required in subsections 16.3.1 – 


16.3.12 required as part of Phase One of the project? 


Please see response to Question 224. 


 


379. Section 16.3.12, pg. 155 – This requirement states that HMS is an independent 


contractor. In the Bidder‘s Library Contracts Amendment .zip file, Amendment 10 states 


the HMS is a subcontractor to First Health. Please clarify if work performed by HMS for 


DHCFP is done as a subcontractor of First Health. 


Yes, HMS is a subcontractor to First Health. 


 


380. Section 16.4.4, pg. 156 – This requirement states that the Data Warehouse solution must 


meet uptime requirements in the RFP. Could the State please point us to these uptime 


requirements?  


Please see RFP Section 12.1.3. 


 


381. Section 17.3.9, pg. 170 – Will the State please provide volume statistics for e-prescribing 


during the past two years? Will the State also provide the estimated e-prescribing volume 


for SFY 2012 so that each bidder submits costs based on the same baseline? 


DHCFP’s ePrescribing program is defined in Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract 


Amendment 15, projected costs can be found in MMIS Contract Amendment 21, 


Section A.   


 


382. Section 17.2.2.1, pgs. 161-162 – In lieu of the page counts and request to include original 


RFP questions in the response, can we omit tables that are included for informational 


purposes only? 


No. Please see Items D and E in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


383. Section 17.9, pg.177 – Is there currently a Contract Management tool used to monitor 


compliance to DHCFP requirements? If so, which software or other tools are used? Are 


their deliverables or other reports used to track compliance to DHCFP requirements? If 


so, please explain the deliverables/reports and provide an example. 


No. 


 


384. Section 19.1.4, pg. 181 – Will the State please provide the estimated claim volume for 


SFY 2012 so each bidder can submit costs based on the same baseline? 


Please see 3.6.2 Rebasing Sample in the Reference Library. 
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385. Section 19.1.4, pg. 181 – Will the State explain how the price per claim is determined for 


the first year of the contract? 


The price per claim for the first year of the contract will be based on the formula 


described in 19.1.4 and shown in Attachment R, based on the previous contract year’s 


midpoint plus the actual volume of claims for the twelve (12) month period 


immediately preceding the contract term multiplied by a State-defined factor.   


 


386. Section 19.1.5, pg. 181 – Would the State please consider applying a CPI-U adjustment 


to the $85 an hour rate for change orders? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


387. Section 20.3.2.8, pgs. 191-192 and Section 12, pgs. 105-115 – The section names for 12.3 


– 12.9 under Tab VII do not match the names in the Scope of Work requirements in 


Section 12. For example, in Tab VII, we have ―12.3 Change Management Activities;‖ 


however, this requirement in the Scope of Work section on pg. 111 is listed as ―12.3 


Training Requirements.‖ Could the State please verify the names of sections 12.3 – 12.9 


under Tab VII? 


Please see Item D in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


388. Sections 20.3.2.8, 20.3.2.9, 20.3.2.10, pgs. 191-192 – Is it the State‘s intention to have 


the RFP language included prior to each written response? With the restrictions on page 


limit for Tab VII and VIII, the RFP text would significantly increase this page count with 


the writing response. Would the state consider revising this requirement to providing the 


RFP reference line in place of the RFP text? 


 Please see Items D and E in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


389. Section 22.3.4.2, pg. 213 – Will the State please provide specifics of data such as the 


required square footage, number of cubicles, number of offices, and number of 


conference rooms that each bidder must include in its fiscal agent facility for State staff? 


Please see response to Question 29. 


 


390. Scope of Work sections listing DHCFP Responsibilities (ex. Section 11.3.2, pg 87) – 


Since these sections do not require a response from vendors, can we omit the RFP 


language? 


Yes. Please see Items D and E in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


391. Sections – Is it permissible to answer multiple questions with one answer? For example, 


pg. 68, is it OK to respond once to all of 9.3.5.4 and its sub-sections A-E? Or is it 


necessary to respond to each sub-section separately? 


Yes, it is okay to answer multiple questions with one answer.   
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392. Attachment N – Project Cost Worksheet, 18.1.1.4 HIE Cost Schedule – Please confirm 


that bidders are required to provide a maintenance price for the five years of the contract. 


Yes, that is true. 


 


393. Attachment N – Project Cost Worksheet, 18.1.1.5 DW Cost Schedule – Please confirm 


that bidders are required to provide a maintenance price for the five years of the contract. 


Yes, that is true. 


 


394. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.2, pg.4 – In this pricing schedule it states that the HIE 


implementation is excluded from the operational budget neutrality requirement. In 


Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.4 HIE Cost Schedule there are two Cost Elements – HIE 


Implementation and HIE Maintenance. Does the exclusion of HIE from the operational 


budget neutrality include the HIE Maintenance costs, or will these operational costs be 


considered in the budget neutrality value?  


Yes, the exclusion of HIE from the operational budget neutrality means that the HIE 


maintenance is not part of the budget neutrality value.   


 


395. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3, pg.5 – Please define which sections of the RFP apply to the 


line ―Core MMIS‖. Please define which expenses are to be captured in this line item.  


All of the requirements associated with RFP sections 12.5.2, 12.5.3, 12.5.4, 12.5.5, 


12.5.6, 12.5.7, 12.5.8, 12.5.9, 12.5.10, 12.5.11, 12.5.12 make up the Core MMIS 


Operation.  In addition, all requirements from sections 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.1 – 12.4 


must be accommodated in the Contractor’s MMIS operational pricing structure as 


shown in Pricing Worksheet 18.1.1.3.     


 


396. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3, pg.5 – Under ―Operating Expenses,‖ line items 15-21 list 


Peripheral System Tools. Please define specifically which sections of the RPP apply to 


each line item on 15-21. Please define which expenses are to be captured in each of these 


line items. 


Requirements associated with operational expense line items are as follows: 


Pharmacy Point-of-Sale – RFP section 12.6.3 


Electronic Prescribing – RFP section 12.6.5 


Pharmacy and Diabetic Rebate – RFP section 12.6.6 


Clinical Claims Editing – RFP section 12.6.2 


Decision Support System (Existing Data Warehouse) – RFP section 12.6.8 


Web Portal – RFP section 12.6.9 


Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System – RFP section 12.6.10 
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397. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3, pg.5 – Please define which sections of the RFP apply to the 


line ―Claims Expenses‖. Please define which expenses are to be captured in this line item. 


Claims Expenses is the claim volume at the per claim rate for that contract year.  The 


vendors should provide their pricing approach based on the current contract 


information and claims statistics in the RFP and Reference Library.   


 


398. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3 pg.5 – There is Total required on Line 27, Claims Processing 


Support Services in field H 27. Lines 28 – 42 are then indented below the heading in Line 


27. Should line 27 have a place for total value in field H27, or is Line 27 only intended to 


be a header describing the services below? If it is a header only, then field H27 should 


not require a total value. If expenses are intended to be reported on Line 27, please define 


which expenses are to be included on this line.  


The CLAIMS PROCESSING SUPPORT SERVICES line is intended to be a header 


describing the services below, and as such does not require a total value.   


 


399. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3 pg.5 – Under ―Claims Processing Support Services‖ line 


items 28-42 appear to list the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support 


Services. Please define specifically which sections of the RPP apply to each line item on 


28-42. Please define which expenses are to be captured in each of these line items. 


Requirements associated with claims processing support services line items are as 


follows: 


Managed Care Enrollment – RFP section 12.7.2 


PASR – RFP section 12.7.3 


Call Center and Contract Management – RFP section 12.7.4 


Provider Appeals – RFP section 12.7.5 


Provider Enrollment – RFP section 12.7.6 


Provider Training & Outreach – RFP section 12.7.7 


Finance – RFP section 12.7.8 


Return ID Card Process – RFP section 12.7.9 


Electronic Data Interchange – RFP section 12.7.10 


Pharmacy Support Services – RFP section 12.6.4 


Diabetic Supply Rebate – RFP section 12.6.7 


Prior Authorization – RFP section 12.7.12 


Utilization Management – RFP section 12.7.13 


EPSDT – RFP section 12.7.14 
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Personal Care Services (PCS) Program – RFP section 12.7.15 


 


400. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3.b, pg.5 – The instructions for the costs that the proposer must 


include in this pricing schedule contain an incomplete sentence. Is there more 


information that was to be included with instruction 18.1.1.3-b? Please note that the 


instructional sentence ends with ―and‖. 


Please see Item H in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


401. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3, pg.6 – There are Operational Expenses in these pricing 


schedules that are noted as affected by the CPI-U. The RFP also defines CPI-MC in the 


Section 2, Acronym/Definitions. There is no other reference to CPI-MC in the RFP or the 


Pricing Schedules. Are there expenses that are affected by CPI_MC? Section 19.1.3 


refers to the CPI_UMC index. In the Bidder‘s Library, Amendment 21 refers to CPI-


UMC. This amendment denotes that HCM costs are increased by CPI-UMC. Are there 


any expenses in Attachment N, Project Costs that are affected by CPI-UMC? None are 


footnoted as being affected by this index. 


Currently, the amount paid by the State for utilization management services is tied to 


increases/decreases in the CPI-UMC. 


 


402. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3 pg.6 – There are no instructions for what expenses are to be 


included in ―Other Costs.‖ Please provide a description of the types of costs that should 


be included in this line item.  


Proposers are to use the “other costs” line if they have costs for operations that are 


outside of the Operational Expense elements noted in the pricing worksheet.  The 


Division does not have expectations about typical other costs, but asks the vendors to 


describe any other costs that may make up the budget neutral operations pricing 


model in their proposal.   


 


403. Attachment O Section12.5.2.56, pg. 294 – Please confirm the number of recipient 


Validation of Service letters generated monthly. 


500. 


 


404. Attachment O, Section 12.5.3.3. pg. 299, and Requirement 12.5.8.4, p 327 – Will the 


contractor be responsible for operating and maintaining a system to perform all TPL 


functions in support of overpayment/recovery efforts, and performing TPL pay and 


chase? 


Yes. 


 


405. Attachment O, Section 12.5.5.4, pg. 312 – Please confirm how often DHCFP will direct 


the mass update of the provider file. 


Specific updates that are needed have not been identified at this time, however, updates 


have occurred infrequently in the past.  Examples of mass updates (not all inclusive) 
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would be closing the enrollments for all active providers within one or more provider 


types, adding a speciality to all providers of a specific type, etc. 


 


406. Attachment O, Section 12.5.6.4, pg. 317 – Please confirm how often the MDS 


information is transmitted. What entities submit the MDS? 


Nursing facilities submit MDS data quarterly. 


 


407. Attachment O, Section 12.5.9.7, pg. 331 – Please confirm how to identify recipients 


receiving treatment under the early and periodic screening, diagnosis, and treatment 


(EPSDT) program. 


DHCFP does not have a separate ID for those receiving EPSDT services. The related 


EPSDT data is in MMIS presently and will be transferred. 


 


408. Attachment O, Section 12.5.11.1–28, pg. 333 and pgs. 333-338 – Please confirm that the 


MMIS capabilities listed for these sections are available in the current system. 


Please refer to Section 10.2.2.1 of the RFP 


 


409. Attachment O, Section 12.5.11.1–28, pg. 333 and pgs. 333-338 – Please provide the 


number of online and mass updates to the reference files for SFY 2009. 


Requested information is not available. 


 


410. Attachment O, Section 12.5.11.1–28, pg. 333 and pgs. 333-338 – Please provide the 


number of edit or audit updates for SFY 2009. 


Requested information is not available. 


 


411. Attachment O, Section 12.5.11.1–28, pg. 333 and pg.s 333-338 – Please provide the 


number of full-time equivalents (FTEs) who support the MMIS reference features and 


their locations. 


Please see the Incumbent Vendor Staffing Table in the Reference Library (9.5). 


 


412. Attachment O, Section 12.5.11.4, pg. 334 – The RFP states, ―Provide training to staff 


designated by DHCFP in the use of the reference functions.‖ Please provide the number 


of training hours provided to DHCFP staff members in the use of reference functions in 


SFY 2009. 


Vendor may propose training they feel will meet the needs of DHCFP. 


 


413. Attachment O, Section 12.5.11.10, pg. 335 – Please confirm the before-and-after picture 


of the data is not required for mass updates, such as the quarterly or annual process. 


Required as written. 
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414. Attachment O, Section 12.5.11.14, pg. 335 – The RFP states, ―Maintain Diagnosis data 


that is compliant with the required coding set (soon to be ICD-10-CM).‖ Please confirm 


that implementation of International Classification of Disease, Tenth Revision (ICD-10) 


is not part of this proposal. 


Please see Item I in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


415. Attachment O, 12.5.12 MARS and 12.7.13 Utilization Management, pg. 338, pgs. 338-


341, and pgs. 426-429 – Can the State please confirm the number of staff members the 


current fiscal agent is using to support these requirements? 


Refer to 5.5, Fiscal Agent Organizational Chart, in the Reference Library. 


 


416. Attachment O, Section 12.5.12.13, pg. 341 – Please confirm if management and 


administrative reporting subsystem (MARS) reports are available by date of service and 


date of payment. 


Yes. 


 


417. Attachment P, Section 12.6.8.45, pg. 386 – Please confirm the data for updating and the 


frequency of update in the DSS. 


DSS is updated weekly with claims data and monthly with eligibility data.  The weekly 


updates take place every Thursday night except for the week with the end of month 


update, which is the last Friday of the month.  On the last Friday of the month that 


week’s claims are updated along with the eligibility data on file. 


 


418. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.3.12, pg. 403 – Please confirm if the contractor is responsible 


for PASRR Level I determinations. Is this a face-to-face event? What is the current 


volume? 


Yes, the awarded vendor is responsible for Level 1 determinations; No; 1,450 per 


month. 


 


419. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.3.12, pg. 403 – Please confirm if the contractor is responsible 


for PASRR Level II evaluations. What is the current volume? 


Yes, 15 per month. 


 


420. Attachment Q Section 12.7.8-13 pg.416 – Please confirm that system capabilities for 


these requirements for account reconciliation currently exist in the present MMIS. 


Please refer to RFP section 10.2.2.1.  


 


421. Attachment Q Section 12.7.8.9 pg.417 – Are checks that are stuffed and mailed generated 


by DHCFP? Where does the staffing and mailing currently take place? Is staffing 


currently a manual process? Do we assume correctly that checks are stuffed with paper 


RAs? If this is the case, are EFT payment documents also stuffed with RAs?  
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All checks are created and mailed via 3rd party vendor under contract to First Health. 


All check and RAs mailed are created and mailed per terms of contract. 


 


422. Attachment Q Section 12.7.8.14-15 pg.418 – Please provide additional criteria regarding 


the potential expanded contractor responsibility regarding pre-payment review. What is 


the sampling criterion including the monthly volume of claims to be reviewed? At what 


date does DHCFP anticipate adding this responsibility? Does the existing system provide 


the capability to select the criteria to be used to generate a sample? 


 Vendor should propose option for this potential expanded contractor responsibility. 


 


423. Attachment Q, pg.404 – There are numerous references to Potential Expanded Contractor 


Responsibilities. Can the State please clarify if these are included as part of the budget 


neutral bid or should be costed separately?  


See response to Question 41. 


 


424. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.4.3, pg.404 – This section is for call center services and the 


use of a contact tracking system to log provider inquiries. The current contractor uses 


FirstCRM (Remedy ARS) for tracking contacts. Please confirm that this system is not 


proprietary and would be made available to the successful bidder during Takeover. Please 


also confirm the retention period for storing contacts and how much contact history will 


be transferred during Takeover. 


FirstCRM is a proprietary product.  DHCFP owns the data. 


 


425. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.4.12, pg.405 – Provide, in both English and Spanish 


language, a caller-selected option for recipients, to redirect eligibility inquiries to 


appropriate Eligibility Case Worker(s).  


This is a “Contractor Responsibility.”  There does not appear to be a question. 


 


426. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.5.1, pg. 408 – Please confirm what actions the provider can 


appeal. 


All actions can be appealed. 


 


427. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.6.5, pg.409 Provider Enrollment – The requirement is to 


allow for online submission of provider application forms. This does not appear to be a 


current system capability according to the library information and what is published on 


the provider website. Will the State please confirm that this is indeed required? Please 


confirm that the current environment meets this requirement and if not, it is a requirement 


of the takeover contract.  


Please refer to RFP section 10.2.2.1.  


 


428. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.12.1, pg. 422 – Please confirm what languages are included 


in the ―multi-lingual‖ recipient PA denial notices. 
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English and Spanish. 


 


429. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.15.1, pg. 432 – In Attachment Q, the RFP states, 


―<CONTRACTOR SHOULD CONSULT THE REFERENCE LIBRARY FOR 


INFORMATION ON THE PCS PROGRAM>.‖ Please provide the name of the 


document in the Reference Library that provides the information on the PCS program. 


Please see response to Question 17. 


 


430. Attachment R, pg.433 – In the explanation of the Rebasing Calculation, the element Price 


Per Claim for the Contract Year is a key component of the calculation. Please define how 


the price per claim value is calculated in terms of Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.3 Operations 


Years 1-5. Which line items from this pricing schedule are considered expenses directly 


associated with claims processing and are therefore used to determine the price per 


claim? 


Please see Sample Rebasing Calculation on Page 435 of RFP 1824. 


 


431. Could the State provide the following forms in Microsoft WORD format? 


ATTACHMENT A – OF CONFIDENTIALITY OF PROPOSAL AND 


CERTIFICATION OF INDEMNIFICATION 


ATTACHMENT B1– TECHNICAL PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION OF 


COMPLIANCE WITH TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RFP 


ATTACHMENT B2 – COST PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 


WITH TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RFP 


ATTACHMENT C1 – VENDOR CERTIFICATION (Primary Vendor) 


ATTACHMENT C2 – VENDOR CERTIFICATION (Subcontractor) 


ATTACHMENT C3 – CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 


ATTACHMENT K – PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 


STATE OF NEVADA REGISTRATION SUBSTITUTE IRS FORM W-9 


Editable versions of the Attachments have been added to the Reference Library as 


Item 10.2. 


 


432. General Question – Would the State please allow the vendors to take a tour through the 


local Fiscal Agent operation centers? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


433. Contract Amendment 3, Bidder‘s Library 1 – Paragraph 1.A refers to rates set forth in 


Attachment BB, Planned Services Amendment. Attachment BB was not included in the 


Amendment 3 PDF file. Can DHCFP please add Attachment BB to the bidder‘s library? 


Attachment BB from Amendment 3 has been added to the Reference Library. 
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434. Contract Amendment 3, Bidder‘s Library – The services associated with Health Care 


Management are described in detail.  Can DHCFP define where in the RFP these services 


are listed as requirements? 


Please see response to Question 306. 


 


435. Contract Amendment 11, Bidder‘s Library, Table 11-B – There is an Estimated Payment 


Schedule associated with HCM.  Can DHCFP please define where in Attachment N, 


18.1.1.3 and on which line item, the expenses associated with these services are to be 


captured? 


On the line item for Utilization Management in Attachment N, 18.1.1.3. 


 


436. Contract Amendment 11, Bidder‘s Library – Table 11-B describes volumes associated 


with HCM services. Can DHCFP provide current volumes for these authorization and 


projected volumes for FY12 – FY16.     


Please see RFP Section 16.3.3. 


 


437. Contract Amendment 21 Bidder‘s Library, pg. 3 –In Contract Amendment 21; B. 4. The 


following statement is made: 


 


―FHSC attests that the following systems and software are proprietary to FHSC, are not 


public domain software, and neither DHCFP nor the Takeover vendor will have access to 


their coding or development manuals. POS P harmacy User Interface, Power Builder, 


FirstIQ Retro DUR Microsoft SQL Server, FirstIQ RetroDUR User Interface Visual 


Basic, FirstIQ RetroDUR Reporting tools Cognos Impromptu and PowerPlay, 


FirstRebate Microsoft SQL Server/IBM DB2 Connect, FirstRebate User Interface Visual 


Basic and Web, FirstTrax Pharmacy PA Tracking and Contact Management remedy 


ARS, POS Pharmacy Software FirstRX. FirstHCM application software and associated 


data base structure and FirstRequest. DHCFP will provide the list of requested materials 


to FHSC at least 90 days prior the end of the contract.‖ 


 


If this is proprietary will the State be receiving license rights for the term of the 


agreement? 


DHCFP does not own the coding and development manuals.  DHCFP has the right to 


use the number of licenses for which it has paid. 


 


438. RFP Section 1, Overview of Project, page 9  The State suggests that they will consider 


alternative solutions in the area of the peripheral tools.  If the vendor does not have an 


alternative to the currently operational proprietary tools, how should they propose a 


solution in these areas? 


The vendor should describe the tools that will be used to support the scope of work of 


the RFP, including any current operational tools. 
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439. The State very clearly identifies that this Takeover procurement is a budget neutral 


contract arrangement.  It is clear that there are some optional/new scope of work like HIE 


and the Data Warehouse that will be outside of the budget neutral requirement.  However, 


in the matrix there are a number of italicized requirements not performed by the current 


vendor.  How will these be handled in terms of budget neutrality? 


See response to Question 41. 


 


440. The State is very clear that funding of this project is contingent on the State Legislature 


and/or federal funding agency approval.  In the current economic environment in Nevada 


with significant budget shortfalls and proposed cuts, what is the likelihood that this 


project will get funded? 


The Takeover project was funded by the 2009 Legislature. 


 


441. RFP Section 1.1, Strategic Vision‘s for Nevada‘s MMIS, page 10   The RFP states that 


―Part of the State‘s vision also includes the opportunity to leverage potential vendors‘ 


abilities to support Nevada through multi-state operations contracts.‖  Please provide 


clarification. 


Vendors having contracts with multiple states may provide for cost savings related to 


various system and operational areas impacting multiple states including, but not 


limited to, system upgrades, support, and enhancements. 


 


442. RFP Section 1.3, Procurement Goals and Objectives, Item 1.3A, page 11Regarding 


budget neutrality, will adjustments be made for inflationary changes?  Will it change 


depending on the CPI-U for future fiscal years? 


Refer to Attachment R for adjustments for inflationary changes for paid claims. 


 


443. RFP Section 1.3, Procurement Goals and Objectives, Item 1.3D, page 11Will the HIE 


that a vendor proposes be the basis for a Statewide HIE or is there a HIE in place 


Statewide today that this HIE solution will plug into? 


The HIE that a vendor proposes may serve as the platform for DHHS. Refer to RFP 


Section 13.1 for more information. 


 


444. RFP Section 2, Definitions, page 14Are the Specialty Pharmacy and Radiology 


Utilization Management Services proposals (referenced in RFP Sections 12.6.4 and 


12.7.13) considered ―enhanced services‖ under the Budget Neutrality definition which 


have to be offered with guaranteed savings per RFP Section 18.2? 


The Requirements referenced in Sections 12.6.4 and 12.7.13 should be responded to in 


the requirements tables.  Refer to RFP Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of 


Work.  The Contractor Responsibilities in the requirements tables are included in the 


budget neutrality mode, but the Contractor should provide for explanations of these in 


pricing schedule 18.1.1.3. 
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445. RFP Section 3.6, Current Agency Computing Environment, page 36Section 3.6 states 


there are four offices that connect to the MMIS.  However, the Carson City, Nevada, 


office is not listed.  The Carson City, Nevada, office has connectivity under the current 


contract.  Please clarify if the Carson City, Nevada, will connect in the new contract?  


Carson City District Office resides within DHCFP Administration and will require its 


existing connectivity in the new contract. 


 


446. The RFP states that MHDS currently has connectivity.  For what purpose do they connect 


to the MMIS? 


Please see Item A in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


The following agencies have licenses for MMIS: 


 Aging and Disability Services Division (To administer Prior Authorizations for 


Waivers) 


 Health Division (Uses DSS) 


 Attorney General (Uses DSS for Investigations) 


 


447. RFP Section 7.3.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work, page 45When completing the 


Requirements Tables, may the Vendor use both Code a and Code c in the Vendor 


Compliance Code column of the table to indicate that the work effort for the requirement 


would be split between the Vendor and a subcontractor?  The division of work between 


the Vendor and the subcontractor would then be described in the Response column. 


 If the work is to be divided between the Vendor and a subcontractor, this should be 


reflected in the table.  Therefore use of both Codes (a) and (c) is acceptable. 


 


448. RFP Section 8.1.2.5, Scope of Work – Contract Start Up Period Requirements, page 48  


The RFP states that the contractor must ―develop a comprehensive approach for handling 


communications with both internal and external audiences.‖  Does this requirement 


include the provider community or just DHCFP and vendor? 


“The comprehensive approach for handling communications with both internal and 


external audiences” includes stakeholders, not just DCHFP and the vendor.  


Therefore, this requirement includes the provider community. 


 


449. RFP Section 8.4, Location of Contract Functions, page 54 In Section 8.4.2.1, the State 


identifies that a reasonable portion of the functions may be completed offshore or out of 


state.  Please define what the State considers a reasonable percentage.  Also, what 


functions within the operation does the State consider as acceptable to be outside of the 


State? 


Vendor may propose which portions would be performed out of the state and/or 


offshore. 
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450. RFP Section 9.1, Transition Overview, page 58  In the evaluation of the proposal 


responses, how will the State determine adequacy of new vendor staff to perform all of 


the transition functions?  As the incumbent, we have recently undergone a transition 


where the new vendor understaffed the bid and then the customer had to rely on the 


incumbent to get all of the tasks completed in a timely manner. 


The new vendor will be required to complete the contractor responsibilities as 


described in RFP Section 9. 


 


451. RFP Section 9.3, Transition of Core MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools, and Medicaid 


Program Claims Processing and Support Services, page 65   In RFP Section 9.3.2.22, the 


RFP states that the contractor must ―Work with other system vendors and the state to 


establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by 


DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities identified for this Period.‖  Who is 


responsible for developing interfaces to Pharmacy and HCM components?   


The awarded vendor will be responsible for developing and/or updating interfaces 


necessary for implementation of the Takeover MMIS.  This may include development 


of new interfaces as needed to integrate new or replacement components or tools. 


 


452. RFP Section 9.4, Parallel Testing, page 69 The RFP states that ―during the parallel testing 


task, the contractor(s) will utilize input files from the current contractor‘s claims 


processing activities and compare the output results to determine data integrity of the 


newly installed Core MMIS.‖  In RFP Section 9.4.5.7, one of the Department‘s 


responsibilities is to identify and coordinate with providers and the current MMIS 


contractor to provide testing data to cover the breadth and volume of the Core MMIS.  


Please elaborate on the current MMIS contractor‘s role in parallel testing.   


The current contractor’s role in parallel testing and the transfer phase is contained in 


the current contract, not within the scope of this RFP. Please refer to RFP 02-03 for 


further details. 


 


453. RFP Section 10.2.2.3, Scope of Work – Operations Period Requirements, page 80  This 


section states that all enhancements are paid by the pool of hours and/or an increase in 


contract authority.  Please clarify how State-requested enhancements are paid for.  Does a 


new contract amendment have to be executed for each enhancement that involves 


additional DHCFP funding?  


Please see response to Question 365. 


 


454. RFP Section 11.2, Current MMIS Computing Environment, page 84 Each of the 


applications listed in Section 11.2.1, Technical Hardware, are proprietary to the current 


vendor or are third party products.  How should potential vendors handle these areas in 


the procurement?  Does the State require that these applications continue to be used? 


Please refer to Section 18.2, Budget Neutrality, of RFP 1824. 
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455. RFP Section 11.3.1.1, HIPAA Requirements, page 85Is the contractor expected to absorb 


the cost of any changes to HIPAA by CMS that are undefined at the time of the 


submission of the response to the RFP for the life of the contract? 


DHCFP will work with the vendor through the Change Management process. 


 


456. RFP Section 11.6, Post Implementation Review and CMS System Certification, page 93  


RFP Section 11.6.1 states that the currently operational NV MMIS achieved certification 


upon initial implementation in 2004.  Does the State feel, or has CMS indicated, that 


there will be an additional need for re-certification upon successful transition by the 


incumbent? 


Please see response to Question 173. 


 


457. RFP Section 11.6.2.4, Post Implementation Review and CMS System Certification, page 


95  Is the DHCFP‘s current MECT different than the CMS version of the MMIS 


Certification ToolKit?  If yes, can DHCFP make available a copy of DHCFP‘s current 


MECT in the procurement library?  


Please see response to Question 174. 


 


458. RFP Section 12.1.1.1, General Operational Requirements for All System Components, 


page 99  Please clarify the frequency of ―periodic‖ for recommendations for process 


improvements based on industry standards? 


The frequency of “periodic” depends on available process improvement areas in the 


industry, but should not be less than twice per year. 


 


459. RFP Section 12.1.1.3, General Operational Requirements for All System Components, 


page 99   Are all responses to DHCFP within one working day expected to be complete 


answers including reports that may require research?  What type of inquiries must be 


responded to within one business day? 


Initial responses to inquiries must be responded to within one business day, with an 


understanding that some additional research, report production, or other task may 


need to be completed.   For finalized responses, the vendor should provide an estimate 


of completion. 


 


460. RFP Section 12.1.1.6, General Operational Requirements for All System Components, 


page 100. 


This section discusses compliance with DHCFP languages.  Does the State consider 


specific programming languages to be not acceptable? 


Please see response to Question 334. 


 


461. RFP Section 12.1.1.26, Programming Requirements, page 104  The RFP states that the 


contractor must provide a process that allows for the setting of statistical edits.  Please 


clarify what is meant by ―statistical?‖  Does this refer to service limit edits? 
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Please refer to RFP section 10.2.2.1.  


 


462. RFP Section 12.2.2.13, Maintenance and Change Management, page 106   In order to 


develop ―adequate staffing‖ for maintenance and modification, what turnaround time 


does DHCFP expect for approved change requests? 


Per RFP Section 12.2, bidders are expected to propose maintenance and change 


management process as specified in RFP requirement 12.2.8.1.D, that timeframes for 


approved change requests will be dependent upon what is agreed to by DHCFP and 


vendor, on a case-by-case basis per each change request.  In terms of determining 


adequate staffing for maintenance and modification, perhaps the current pool of 


41,600 annual programming hours may offer some insight to bidders in establishing 


staffing levels. 


 


463. RFP Section 12.3.1.5, Training requirements, page 112   Does the vendor need to 


maintain a fully equipped training site in Las Vegas, Nevada, at all times, or may a 


training site be rented for use when training is required? 


Please see response to Question 16.  


 


464. RFP Section 15, Health Education and Care Coordination, page 133   It is our 


understanding that some of the scope identified here is currently being performed by a 


separate vendor.  How many recipients are currently in this program?  How are they 


stratified – numbers in each of Level I, II, III? 


Please see response to Question 209. The current disease management vendor does not 


stratify recipients into one of these new Levels of Care. They have their own 


stratification system. There are approximately 7,800 recipients currently enrolled in the 


disease management program. Roughly 3,000 of those recipients are currently 


receiving active care coordination and case management services that are being billed 


to the DHCFP.  


 


465. Please define ―moderate risk.‖ 


In terms of healthcare, a moderate risk is a risk of healthcare complications within 


reasonable limits; not an excessive or extreme risk.  In terms of project management, 


an event that, if it occurred, would cause moderate cost and schedule increases, but 


important requirements would still be met. 


 


466. What is the expected ―go live‖ date of this program? 


Currently anticipated as July 2011.  Date will be mutually determined by DHCFP and 


the awarded vendor. 


 


467. Who is the incumbent? 


Refer to RFP Section 3.1.1. 
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468. The RFP states that ―…proposals that do not include a health education and care 


coordination component will not be entitled to receive the maximum points allotted for 


the evaluation of technical proposals, as this component will be considered during the 


evaluation and scoring of technical proposals.‖  What are the elements in the State‘s 


opinion that are considered a health education program vs. care coordination program? 


DHCFP describes a commingled scope of work for both programs.  Per RFP Section 


15.2, the Vendors must either implement the program components as described in 


Section 15 or propose other creative solutions that will achieve the same objectives 


and goals. 


 


469. Could the award of the Health Education and Care Coordination optional provision be 


different than the MMIS vendor? 


The Health Education and Care Coordination optional provisions, if accepted by 


DHCFP, will be awarded as part of this contract to the awarded vendor.  However, the 


vendor can use a subcontractor to carry out these services.  


Please refer to the definition of “Prime Contractor” in Section 2, Acronyms and 


Definitions and Section 22.3.1, Award of Related Contracts, of RFP 1824. 


 


470. In addition to Level II, is Level I also included in this Health Education and Care 


Coordination program or excluded? 


Level I recipients are excluded from this RFP. 


 


471. Who would manage the Level III recipients? 


Please see responses to Questions 131 and 209. 


 


472. What does the State consider prevalent non-English languages for written materials? 


The State has identified the prevalent non-English language in Nevada to be Spanish 


 


473. What is the estimated population that is in Level II for Health Education and Care 


Coordination for the year?  What is the estimated population that is in Level I and Level 


III for the year? 


Please see response to Question 210. 


 


474. What specific disease processes are targeted for the Health Education and Care 


Coordination? 


Please see response to Question 133. 


 


475. RFP Section 15.1.2, Health Education and Care Coordination, page 134   Please define 


―relatively‖ low hospital and emergency room utilization. 


Level II recipients have higher utilization than Level I recipients and less utilization 


than Level III recipients. 
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476. Is the State willing to offer provider incentives to support the use of a medical home 


program?  


Given the current budget constraints, no additional funds will be allocated for 


incentives in this procurement. In a better economic environment, the State would 


certainly consider reimbursing for incentive programs. Instead, the vendor is tasked 


with developing creative mechanisms to connect recipients to medical homes. 


 


477. RFP Section 15.4.1.1, Recipient Services, page 136   Are expenses related to recipient 


and provider educational materials, newsletters, printing, postage, etc., a pass-through to 


the State?  There is already a dollar amount listed for printing and postage in the RFP- is 


this dollar limit inclusive of this section, or is this a new consideration? 


The definition of pass-through expenses in 12.7.11 on page 125 of RFP 1824 also 


applies to Health Education and Care Coordination materials. 


The cost-saving initiative must include the pass-through printing and postage costs and 


invoicing must identify the materials as pertaining to the Health Education and Care 


Coordination program. 


If the program proposal is accepted, the pass-through will be in addition to the 


amounts listed on page 125 of the RFP which relates to MMIS pass-through expenses.  


 


478. RFP Section 15.8.2.2.B.1, HEDIS Measures, page 142  Are ―selected mental health‖ 


disorders defined by the State or the vendor?  If defined by the State, what are the 


identified mental health disorders? 


The vendor must propose the selected mental health disorders in their proposal. The 


selected disorders must be in compliance with HEDIS reporting requirements. DHCFP 


reserves the right to modify the chosen mental health disorders prior to the service start 


date if the proposed disorders do not meet DHCFP’s objectives.  


 


479. RFP Section 15.8.3, Quality Assurance Standards, page 142  The RFP states that ―The 


vendor must utilize the most recent version of the AHRQ software and utilize it 


according to the most recent PQI Technical Specifications.  The most recent HEDIS 


technical specifications will also be used for reporting these measures.  The vendor must 


use audited data and ensure all updates to the measures are reflected in the final, reported 


rates.‖  Does the auditor need to be HEDIS certified to audit? 


The awarded vendor will be required to use certified HEDIS auditors to perform the 


HEDIS audit. DHCFP may choose to audit and validate the vendors’ HEDIS 


compliance process with an outside vendor, such as DHCFP’s EQRO. 


 


480. RFP Section 15.10.4.4, Operational Requirements, Reporting, page 148  Do changes in 


reporting requirements follow the State‘s current change management process and are 


those reports billable to the State? 
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Changes in the reporting requirements for this section of the RFP will typically be 


addressed through the Change Management process, but may be addressed in 


subsequent contract amendments.  


 


481. RFP Section 20.2.11, General Submission Requirements, page 188.  Would the State 


consider (1) lengthening the page limit for the SOW and PM sections and/or (2) not 


counting the RFP requirement as part of the page limitation? 


Please see Items D and E in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


482. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.2.75, 


page 297  Will ―randomly pended‖ claims selected by DHCFP be reviewed at a 


Clinical/Medical Review level and will consideration be given to the vendor for staffing 


allowances based upon volumes? 


They will be reviewed by DHCFP.  Vendor may propose solution. 


 


483. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.2.86, 


page 298   Please clarify the meaning of ―non-clean.‖ 


Please refer to definition of Clean Claim in Section 2. 


 


484. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.2.92, 


page 299   The RFP requirement states that the contractor must ―Update TPL files with 


claim information in the same cycle as the payment cycle.‖  Please provide more details 


on what is meant by ―claim information?‖ 


Upon TPL recovery, two steps are required: an update to the financial subsystem and 


an update to the claims subsystem.  Both steps must occur within the same payment 


cycle. 


“Claim information” refers to the update to the claims subsystem.  


 


485. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.3.4, page 


300    The RFP requirement states that the contractor must ―Maintain an accounts 


receivable system populated by MMIS data on a weekly basis that is maintained by the 


Accounting Department.  The data is to be used to track matching dollars from other 


agencies.‖  Please provide more details regarding this requirement.  Does ―Accounting 


Department‖ refer to the State? 


The Fiscal Agent maintains the accounts receivable function of the MMIS and 


forwards the results to DHCFP weekly and monthly. 


 


486. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.3.49, 


page 308 


The RFP requirement states that the contractor must ―Maintain and update the accounts 


receivable system on a daily basis.‖  Is this requirement referring to the State‘s accounts 


receivable system? 
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Please see response to Question 485. 


 


487. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.5.31, 


page 315   The RFP requiremetn states that a potential expanded contractor responsibility 


is to ―Build and maintain an expanded database of provider data for claims processing, 


administrative reporting, and surveillance and review.‖  What is meant by ―expanded 


provider data?‖  Please provide examples. 


Examples include: 


-Ownership information to identify associations between provider 


groups/facilities/agencies.  


-Store and display both current and past licensing and address information so a history 


of events can be known.   


-Capture and display previous termination and/or suspension reasons along with a 


separate reinstatement reason so the provider’s enrollment history is available. 


 


488. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.8.3, page 


325 The RFP requirement states that the contractor must ―Identify and maintain TPL 


resource data including, but not limited to:  Coverage data, Effective dates, Termination 


dates, Individuals covered, Relationship to the insured, Premium amount (when paid for 


by the State), Date decision made to pay premiums, Deductibles, co-pay and threshold 


amounts, and Carrier information to including name, contact information, type of 


coverage, and filing periods.  Currently, deductibles, co-pay, and threshold amounts are 


not being captured and entered in the MMIS as there are not fields to capture the data.  


Does the State anticipate maintaining current procedures and processes in the collection 


of TPL data?  


Vendor may propose solution that, at a minimum, maintains current process. 


 


489. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.8.4, page 


326   The RFP requirement states that the contractor must ―Produce TPL data and/or Cost 


Avoidance Reports as specified by DHCFP or required by State and Federal rules and 


regulations.‖  Is the State interested in cost avoidance reports which capture the amount 


saved through cost avoidance.  Does the State anticipate maintaining current reports 


available?  Does the State anticipate maintaining the current report or may the vendor 


report estimated cost avoidance savings? 


Cost avoidance reports which capture the amount saved through cost avoidance are 


required, but the format may change as long as the information is available.  Current 


reporting also includes TPL activities (adds, terminations, updates, etc.) and this data 


is also required, but the format in which it's reported can be modified. 


 


490. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.8.29, 


page 329   The RFP requirement states that the contractor must ―Generate and mail 2nd 


and 3rd requests no later than sixty (60) and ninety (90) calendar days after the first 
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request if no response is received and notify DHCFP if no response is received after 


ninety (90) calendar days.‖  Does this requirement refer to rebills to commercial 


insurance carriers?  We are able to comply with this requirement; however, it has been 


our experience working with carriers in 40 states that plans often cannot process and 


respond to Medicaid claims within 60-90 days.  The majority of the billing is generally 


processed within a 120 day timeline. Sending commercial insurance rebills at 60 and 90 


days will increase the amount of duplicate work carriers will need to do in order to 


respond to each claim that is still being processed.  The increased focus on responding to 


claims within the 60-90 day period will impact the amount of time it will take the carrier 


to process and pay Medicaid claims.  Would the State consider alternative commercial 


insurance rebilling dates?  


Please see response to Question 45. 


 


491. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.8.34, 


page 329 The RFP requirement states that the contractor must ―Generate TPL recovery 


letters, claim facsimile and/or invoices to third party carriers within five (5) working days 


of request.‖  Can the State provide a definition and an example of a third party carrier 


invoice? 


Please see response to Question 46. 


 


492. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.9.11, 


page 331    The Current NVMMIS system is CMS certified and capable of accepting 


encounter claims.  Is the State planning to include any additional editing requirements for 


processing encounter claims, or will the State require the contractor to process encounter 


with the current editing capability of the system? 


Encounter claims are not currently captured in the MMIS.  Vendors may propose a 


new Data Warehouse/DSS and it is assumed that encounter claims will be captured in 


that tool. 


 


493. Will the State require and enforce the HMO to submit encounter data per State schedule 


and data requirements? 


Please see response to Question 492. 


 


494. Will State require the contractor to capture up to 250 error Reason Codes for each 


Encounter Claim Line? 


Please see response to Question 492. 


 


495. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.9.13, 


page 331    The RFP requirement states that a potential expanded contractor 


responsibility is to ―Implement and support a web-based EPSDT form.  Form information 


should be maintained in a database and does not need to interface with the claims 


system.‖  Please provide more details on what is meant by an ―EPSDT form.‖ 
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The EPSDT form is a form utilized by our healthcare providers (physicians) which 


collects information relevant to the EPSDT exam. Nevada would like to create a web-


based database for the providers to directly input this information into. Vendor may 


propose format for DHCFP approval. 


 


496. RFP Attachment P, Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table, 


Section12.6.2.12, pages 345 & 346   This section states that ―Provide support for clinical 


claims editing system including appeals, testimony by qualified representative, 


clarification of results/rational as formally requested.‖  Please specify the hours of 


support required on a monthly basis to perform these support functions and the level of 


qualified representatives (e.g., MD, specialists, RN, etc.).  


Hours vary by appeal. 


 


497. RFP Attachment P, Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table, 


Section12.6.3.18, page 349  The RFP states that the contractor must ―Notify State 


Pharmacy Consultant of NDCs identified during drug claim processing that need to have 


a benefit code assigned.‖  Please clarify this process.  It would seem that the State is 


asking that, as they enter the database, new drugs (NDCs) are expected to be flagged for 


restriction until a benefit code can be assigned.  Is this correct or is there a default or 


standard benefit?  Who is the State Pharmacy Consultant? 


Please see Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 12, Attachment A-12, 


Section A, and Section I.  


 


498. RFP Attachment Q, Medicaid Claims Processing and program Support Services 


Requirements Table, Section12.7.12.17, page 424   This requirement states that the 


contractor must ―Accept and process Requests for reconsideration from providers for 


adverse determinations when made within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of 


determination.‖  Is it the State‘s intention to have 30 calendar days for which to submit 


all reconsideration requests because currently there is an exception to this rule – RTC has 


90 calendar days to submit a reconsideration request? 


The expectation is for 30 days. DHCFP is changing the RTC policy. 


 


499. Please provide the following information about the current hosting solution (Verizon): 


 


-Total CPU Hours per Month and MIPS per Month by Environment 


-Total Production CPU Hours 


-Production CPU Hours per Month by Category 


-Prime Hours 


-Batch Hours 


-Ad Hoc Job Hours 


-Production LPAR MIPS  


-Total Test CPU Hours 


-Total Test CPU Hours per Month by Category 


-Prime Hours 
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This document must be submitted in the ―State 


Documents‖ section/tab of vendors‘ technical proposal 
 


 


-Batch Hours 


-Ad Hoc Job Hours 


-Test LPAR MIPS 


  


Storage 


  


-DASD Storage - Base # of GB Per Month 


-Most Recent Month Add‘l GB used above Base 


-Tape Backup – Base # of Mounts per Month 


-Most Recent Month Add‘l # of Mounts used above Base 


-Verizon Provided Software Applications Not Included in Base Charge (List) 


 


Network Bandwidth 


  


-Local Access Circuit Bandwidth Speed: e.g. 45Mbps 


-Committed Port or Circuit Bandwidth Speed to support Nevada MMIS Traffic 


e.g. 10Mbps 


 


Please see 10.6 Estimated Mainframe Utilization in the Reference Library. 


 


 


 


ALL ELSE REMAINS THE SAME FOR RFP 1824. 
 


 


Vendor shall sign and return this amendment with proposal submitted. 


 


NAME OF VENDOR ___________________________________________________________ 


 


AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE ____________________________________________________ 


 


TITLE __________________________________  DATE _____________________________ 


 


 
 







ATTACHMENT B2 – COST PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RFP



PRIMARY VENDOR



I have read, understand and agree to comply with the terms and conditions specified in this Request for Proposal.



Checking “YES” indicates acceptance of all terms and conditions, while checking “NO” denotes non-acceptance and vendor’s exceptions and/or assumptions should be detailed below. In order for any exceptions and/or assumptions to be considered they MUST be documented. The State will not accept additional exceptions and/or assumptions if submitted after the proposal submission deadline.



			YES


			


			I agree


			


			NO


			


			Exceptions and Assumptions identified below








			SIGNATURE:


			


			


			





			


			Primary Vendor


			


			Date





			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			





			PRINT NAME:


			


			


			





			


			Primary Vendor


			


			








Attach additional sheets if necessary. Vendors must use the following format.



Exception Summary Form



			RFP Section Number


			RFP Page Number


			Exception


(Provide a detailed explanation)





			


			


			





			


			


			





			


			


			








Assumption Summary Form



			RFP Section Number


			RFP Page Number


			Assumption


(Provide a detailed explanation)





			


			


			





			


			


			





			


			


			








This document must be submitted in Tab IV of vendor’s cost proposal.



This form MUST NOT be included in the technical proposal.
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ATTACHMENT K – PROPOSED STAFF RESUME


A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff in the following format.


SAMPLE PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



			Company Name


			





			Role


			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Prime Contractor


			 FORMCHECKBOX 
Subcontractor





			Name


			John J. Jones


			 FORMCHECKBOX 
Key Personnel





			Classification


			Project Leader





			Summary


			Mr. Jones has 25 years experience in (......describe......). Experience in Project Management, JAD, RAD......





			# of Years with Firm


			15 Years





			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE





			Month, 19XX to Present


			Required Information:


Vendor XXX, Client YYY



Client contact, name, address, phone number, email address



Role in project



Details of project



Duration of project



Software/hardware used in engagement





			Month, 19XX to Month, 19XX


			Required Information:


Vendor XXX, Client YYY



Client contact, name, address, phone number, email address



Role in project



Details of project



Duration of project



Software/hardware used in engagement





			EDUCATION





			Institution Name


			University of Reno





			City


			Reno





			State


			Nevada





			Degree/Achievement


			Master of Science, Telecommunications





			Certifications


			ISEE





			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY





			Environments:


			MVS/TSO, UNIX, DOS, Windows, OS/2





			Hardware:


			IBM, Sun





			Software:


			COBOL II, CICS, MS-Project, C++





			REFERENCES





			Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address
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Attachment C3 – Certification Regarding Lobbying


Certification for Contracts, Grants, Loans, and Cooperative Agreements



The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that:



(1) No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on behalf of the undersigned, to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with the awarding of any Federal contract, the making of any Federal grant, the making of any Federal loan, the entering into of any cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment, or modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement.



(2) If any funds other than Federally appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with this Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, “Disclosure of Lobbying Activities,” in accordance with its instructions.



(3) The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included in the award documents for all sub awards at all tiers (including subcontracts, sub grants, and contracts under grants, loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all sub recipients shall certify and disclose accordingly.



This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction was made or entered into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for making or entering into this transaction imposed by section 1352, U.S. Code. Any person who fails to file the required certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for each such failure.



			By:


			


			


			





			


			Signature of Official Authorized to Sign Application


			


			Date





			


			


			


			





			For:


			





			


			Name of Independent Contractor








			





			Title of Project








This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal.
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			STATE OF NEVADA



REGISTRATION



SUBSTITUTE IRS FORM W-9


			 



 






			Mail or fax to:



STATE PURCHASING



515 E. MUSSER ST STE 300



CARSON CITY, NV  89701



PHONE:  775-684-0187



FAX:  775-684-0188








Asterisked (*) sections are mandatory and require completion.


1. *Name   For proprietorship, provide proprietor’s name in first box and DBA in second box. 



			Legal Business Name, Proprietor’s Name or Individual’s Name



      


			Doing Business As (DBA)



     








2. *Address/Contact Information



			Address A – Physical address of 



 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Company Headquarters   FORMCHECKBOX 
 Individual’s Residence



Is this a US Post Office deliverable address?   FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes   FORMCHECKBOX 
 No 


			Address B 



 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Additional Remittance – PO Box, Lockbox or another physical location. 





			Address 



     


			Address 



     





			Address 



     


			Address 



     





			City



     


			State



  


			Zip Code



     


			City



     


			State



  


			Zip Code



     





			E-mail Address



               


			E-mail Address



     





			Phone Number



     


			Fax Number



     


			Phone Number



     


			Fax Number



     





			Primary Contact



     


			Primary Contact



     








3. *Organization type and Tax Identification Number (TIN)  Check only one organization type and supply the applicable


        Social Security Number (SSN) or Employee Identification Number (EIN).  For proprietorship, provide SSN or EIN, not both. 


			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Individual   (SSN)          


			 FORMCHECKBOX 
  LLC  


			SSN          


Name associated with SSN:       





			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Sole Proprietorship   (SSN or EIN)        


			      How does LLC report 


			





			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Partnership   (EIN)    


			      to IRS?


			





			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Corporation   (EIN)


			        FORMCHECKBOX 
 Proprietor


			EIN          





			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Government   (EIN)


			        FORMCHECKBOX 
 Partnership 


			





			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Tax Exempt/Nonprofit   (EIN)


			        FORMCHECKBOX 
 Corporation   


			New TIN?   FORMCHECKBOX 
 No   FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes – Provide previous TIN & effective date. 



Previous TIN:                                Date:      





			


			


			








 OTHER INFORMATION – Check all that apply.



			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Doctor or Medical Facility


			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 In-State (Nevada)





			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Attorney or Legal Facility


			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 DBE Certificate #:       








4. Electronic funds transfer preference   Do you want payments to be directly deposited into your bank account?


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes – Complete the following information and provide a copy of a voided imprinted check for the account.  If there are no checks for the account, restate the bank information on letterhead.  A deposit slip will not be accepted.  For a savings account, provide a signed letter with the bank information.  Information on this form and the support documentation must match.  Allow 10 working days for activation.  



 FORMCHECKBOX 
 No - Go directly to section 5 – IRS Form W-9 Certification and Signature.



			The information is for address  FORMCHECKBOX 
 A   FORMCHECKBOX 
 B   FORMCHECKBOX 
 Both 


			





			Bank Name



     


			Bank Account Type



 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Checking  FORMCHECKBOX 
 Savings


			Select only one:  Send Direct Deposit Remittance Advices by



 FORMCHECKBOX 
 US mail 



 FORMCHECKBOX 
 E-mail to        


                       E-mail address must be 30 characters or less.





			Transit Routing Number



     


			Bank Account Number



     


			








5. *IRS Form w-9 certification and signature



			Under penalties of perjury, I certify that:



1.  The number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer identification number (or I am waiting for a number to be issued to me), and



2.  I am not subject to backup withholding because: (a) I am exempt from backup withholding, or (b) I have not been notified by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)



     that I am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or dividends, or (c) the IRS has notified me that I am no longer subject to backup



     withholding, and 



3.  I am a U.S. citizen or other U.S. person (as defined by IRS Form W-9 rev October 2007).



Cross out item 2 above if you have been notified by the IRS that you are currently subject to backup withholding because you have failed to report all interest and dividends on your tax return.





			The Internal Revenue Service does not require your consent to any provision of this document other than the certifications required to avoid backup withholding.





			Signature






			Print Name & Title of Person Signing Form



     


			Date



     








			FOR STATE CONTROLLER’S OFFICE USE ONLY      


			Name of State agency 


contact & phone number:                         





			Primary 1099 Vendor   FORMCHECKBOX 
         1099 Indicator   FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes   FORMCHECKBOX 
 No



Entered By                                 Date






			Comments








Registration Instructions



General Instructions:



1. The substitute IRS Form W-9 is for the use of United States entities only.  Non-US entities must submit an IRS Form W-8.



2. Type or legibly print all information except for signature.


3. Asterisked (*) sections or items are mandatory and require completion.  Sections or items without an asterisk are optional.


Specific Information:



1. *NAME



a. Partnership, Corporation, Government or Nonprofit – Enter legal business name as registered with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) in first box.  If the company operates under another name, provide it in the second box.  



b. Proprietorship – Enter the proprietor’s name in the first box and the business name (DBA) in the second box.



c. Individual – Name must be as registered with the Social Security Administration (SSA) for the Social Security number (SSN) listed in Section 3.



2. *Address/Contact Information



a. Address A – If the address is non-deliverable by the United States Postal Service, complete both Address A and B sections.


Company – Provide physical location of company headquarters.



Individual – Provide physical location of residence. 



E-mail – Provide complete e-mail address when available.


Telephone Number – Include area code.



Fax Number – Include area code.



Primary Contact – Person (and phone number or extension) to be contacted for payment-related questions or issues.  



b. Address B – Provide additional remittance address and related information when appropriate.



3. *Organization Type and Tax Identification Number (tin)



a. Individual – A person that has no association with a business.



b. Proprietorship – A business owned by one person.



c. Partnership – A business with more than one owner and not a corporation.



d. Corporation – A business that may have many owners with each owner liable only for the amount of his investment in the business.



e. LLC – Limited Liability Company.  Must mark appropriate classification – proprietorship, partnership or corporation. 



f. Government – The federal government, a state or local government, or instrumentality, agency, or subdivision thereof.   



g. Tax Exempt/Nonprofit – Organization exempt from federal income tax under section 501(a) or 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.  



h. Doctor or Medical Facility – Person or facility related to practice of medicine.



i. Attorney or Legal Facility – Person or facility related to practice of law.



j. In-state – Nevada entity.



k. Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) – A small business enterprise that is at least 51% owned and controlled by one or more socially and economically disadvantaged individuals.  Provide certification number.  See http://www.nevadadbe.com for certification information.            



l. The Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) is always a 9-digit number.  It will be a Social Security Number (SSN) assigned to an individual by the SSA or an Employer Identification Number (EIN) assigned to a business or other entity by the IRS.  Per the IRS, use the owner’s social security number for a proprietorship.


4. Electronic funds transfer preference  


Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) is optional.  However, it is the preferred method of payment to all payees of the State of Nevada.  Provide a copy of a voided imprinted check or restate bank information on letterhead.  A deposit slip will not be accepted. *Bank Name – The name of the bank where account is held.



a. *Bank Account Type – Indicate whether the account is checking or savings.



b. *Transit Routing Number – Enter the 9-digit Transit Routing Number.



c. *Bank Account Number – Enter bank account number.



d. *Direct Deposit Remittance Advice – Select the preferred method for receiving remittance advices.  E-mail address must be 30 characters or less.  Companies should provide an address that will not change, i.e. accounting@business.com.



5. *IRS Form w-9 certification and signature



a. The Certification is copied from IRS Form W-9 (rev. October 2007).  See IRS Form W-9 for further information.  



b. The Signature should be provided by the individual, owner, officer, legal representative or other authorized person of the entity listed on the form.  



c. Print the name and title, when applicable, of the person signing the form.



d. Enter the date the form was signed.  Forms over three years old will not be processed.



Do not complete any remaining areas.  They are for State of Nevada use only.






























This document must be submitted in Tab II of vendor’s 



confidential financial information submittal
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ATTACHMENT C1 – VENDOR CERTIFICATIONS


PRIMARY VENDOR



Vendor agrees and will comply with the following:



· Any and all prices that may be charged under the terms of the contract do not and will not violate any existing federal, State or municipal laws or regulations concerning discrimination and/or price fixing. The vendor agrees to indemnify, exonerate and hold the State harmless from liability for any such violation now and throughout the term of the contract.



· All proposed capabilities can be demonstrated by the vendor.



· The price(s) and amount of this proposal have been arrived at independently and without consultation, communication, agreement or disclosure with or to any other contractor, vendor or potential vendor.



· All proposal terms, including prices, will remain in effect for a minimum of 180 days after the proposal due date. In the case of the awarded vendor, all proposal terms, including prices, will remain in effect throughout the contract negotiation process.



· No attempt has been made at any time to induce any firm or person to refrain from proposing or to submit a proposal higher than this proposal, or to submit any intentionally high or noncompetitive proposal. All proposals must be made in good faith and without collusion.



· Each vendor must disclose any existing or potential conflict of interest relative to the performance of the contractual services resulting from this RFP. Any such relationship that might be perceived or represented as a conflict should be disclosed. By submitting a proposal in response to this RFP, vendors affirm that they have not given, nor intend to give at any time hereafter, any economic opportunity, future employment, gift, loan, gratuity, special discount, trip, favor, or service to a public servant or any employee or representative of same, in connection with this procurement. Any attempt to intentionally or unintentionally conceal or obfuscate a conflict of interest will automatically result in the disqualification of a vendor’s proposal. An award will not be made where a conflict of interest exists. The State will determine whether a conflict of interest exists and whether it may reflect negatively on the State’s selection of a vendor. The State reserves the right to disqualify any vendor on the grounds of actual or apparent conflict of interest.



· All conditions and provisions of this RFP are deemed to be accepted by the vendor and incorporated by reference in the proposal, except such conditions and provisions that the vendor expressly excludes in the proposal. Any exclusion must be in writing and included in the proposal at the time of submission.



· All employees assigned to the project are authorized to work in this country.



· The company has a written equal opportunity policy that does not discriminate in employment practices with regard to race, color, national origin, physical condition, creed, religion, age, gender, marital status, sexual orientation, developmental disability or handicap.



· The company has a written policy regarding compliance for maintaining a drug-free workplace.



· The proposal must be signed by the individual(s) legally authorized to bind the vendor per NRS 333.337.



			SIGNATURE:


			


			


			





			


			Primary Vendor


			


			Date





			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			





			PRINT NAME:


			


			


			





			


			Primary Vendor


			


			








This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal.
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ATTACHMENT A – CONFIDENTIALITY OF PROPOSAL AND CERTIFICATION OF INDEMNIFICATION


PRIMARY VENDOR



Submitted proposals, which are marked “confidential” in their entirety, or those in which a significant portion of the submitted proposal is marked “confidential” will not be accepted by the State of Nevada. Pursuant to NRS 333.333, only specific parts of the proposal may be labeled a “trade secret” as defined in NRS 600A.030(5). All proposals are confidential until the contract is awarded; at which time, both successful and unsuccessful vendors’ technical and cost proposals become public information. In accordance with the Submittal Instructions of this RFP, vendors are requested to submit confidential information in separate binder(s) marked “Confidential – Technical” and “Confidential – Financial Information”.



The State will not be responsible for any information contained within the proposal should vendors not comply with the labeling and packing requirements, proposals will be released as submitted. In the event a governing board acts as the final authority, there may be public discussion regarding the submitted proposals that will be in an open meeting format, the proposals will remain confidential. 



By signing below, I understand it is my responsibility as the vendor to act in protection of the labeled information and agree to defend and indemnify the State of Nevada for honoring such designation. I duly realize failure to so act will constitute a complete waiver and all submitted information will become public information; additionally, failure to label any information that is released by the State shall constitute a complete waiver of any and all claims for damages caused by the release of the information.



This proposal contains Confidential Information, Trade Secrets and/or Proprietary information as defined in Section 2, Acronyms/Definitions. 



Please initial the appropriate response in the box below.



			YES


			


			NO


			








If Confidential Information is contained within this proposal, vendor must indicate each confidential item in the table below.



			Proposal Page #


			Proposal Section #


			Justification for Confidential Status





			


			


			





			


			


			








			SIGNATURE:


			


			


			





			


			Primary Vendor


			


			Date





			


			


			


			





			PRINT NAME:


			


			


			





			


			Primary Vendor


			


			








This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal.
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ATTACHMENT B1 – TECHNICAL PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RFP



PRIMARY VENDOR



I have read, understand and agree to comply with the terms and conditions specified in this Request for Proposal. 



Checking “YES” indicates acceptance of all terms and conditions, while checking “NO” denotes non-acceptance and vendor’s exceptions and/or assumptions should be detailed below. In order for any exceptions and/or assumptions to be considered they MUST be documented. The State will not accept additional exceptions and/or assumptions if submitted after the proposal submission deadline.



			YES


			


			I agree


			


			NO


			


			Exceptions and Assumptions identified below








			SIGNATURE:


			


			


			





			


			Primary Vendor


			


			Date





			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			





			PRINT NAME:


			


			


			





			


			Primary Vendor


			


			








Attach additional sheets if necessary. Vendors must use the following format.



Exception Summary Form



			RFP Section Number


			RFP Page Number


			Exception


(Provide a detailed explanation)





			


			


			





			


			


			





			


			


			








Assumption Summary Form



			RFP Section Number


			RFP Page Number


			Assumption


(Provide a detailed explanation)





			


			


			





			


			


			





			


			


			








This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal.
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ATTACHMENT C2 – VENDOR CERTIFICATIONS


SUBCONTRACTOR



Vendors must certify compliance with the following for any and all subcontractors proposed as part of the proposal response:



· An official of each subcontractor, authorized to bind the organization, must include as part of the proposal submitted, a signed letter that the subcontractor has read and will agree to abide by the successful vendor’s obligations.



· Each subcontractor must disclose any existing or potential conflict of interest relative to the performance of the contractual services resulting from this RFP. Any such relationship that might be perceived or represented as a conflict should be disclosed. By submitting a proposal in response to this RFP, subcontractors affirm that they have not given, nor intend to give at any time hereafter, any economic opportunity, future employment, gift, loan, gratuity, special discount, trip, favor, or service to a public servant or any employee or representative of same, in connection with this procurement. Any attempt to intentionally or unintentionally conceal or obfuscate a conflict of interest will automatically result in the disqualification of a vendor’s proposal. An award will not be made where a conflict of interest exists. The State will determine whether a conflict of interest exists and whether it may reflect negatively on the State’s selection of a vendor. The State reserves the right to disqualify any vendor on the grounds of actual or apparent conflict of interest.



· All subcontractor employees assigned to the project are authorized to work in this country.



· The company has a written equal opportunity policy that does not discriminate in employment practices with regard to race, color, national origin, physical condition, creed, religion, age, gender, marital status, sexual orientation, developmental disability or handicap.



· The company has a written policy regarding compliance for maintaining a drug-free workplace.



· The proposal must be signed by the individual(s) legally authorized to bind the vendor per NRS 333.337.



			SIGNATURE:


			


			


			





			


			Subcontractor


			


			Date





			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			





			PRINT NAME:


			


			


			





			


			Subcontractor


			


			








This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal.
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ATTACHMENT H – REFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE


The State of Nevada, as a part of the RFP process, requires proposing vendors to submit business references as required within this document. The purpose of these references is to document the experience relevant to the scope of work and provide assistance in the evaluation process. 



The proposing vendor or subcontractor is required to complete Part A and send the following reference form to each business reference listed for completion of Part B.


The business reference, in turn, is requested to submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the State of Nevada, Purchasing Division by the requested deadline for inclusion in the evaluation process.


The business reference may be contacted for validation of the response.


RFP NO. 1824


REFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE FOR:


			Part A:


			





			


			Name of Company Requesting Reference








			 FORMCHECKBOX 



			As Primary Vendor


			





			 FORMCHECKBOX 



			As Subcontractor of:


			





			


			


			Name of Primary Vendor








Part B:



This form is being submitted to your company for completion as a business reference for the company listed above. This form is to be returned to the State of Nevada, Purchasing Division, via email at srvpurch@purchasing.state.nv.us or facsimile at (775) 684-0188, no later than April 9, 2010, and must not be returned to the company requesting the reference. 



For questions or concerns regarding this form, please contact the State of Nevada Purchasing Division, Services Procurement Section by telephone at (775) 684-0170 or by email at srvpurch@purchasing.state.nv.us. When contacting us, please be sure to include the Request for Proposal number listed at the top of this page.



CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION WHEN COMPLETED (Please print)



			Company Providing Reference:


			





			Contact Name: 


			





			Title and Position:


			





			Contact Telephone Number:


			





			Contact Email Address:


			








Part C: (to be completed by reference):



A.
We request all questions be answered. If an answer is not known please answer as "U/K". If the question is not applicable please answer as "N/A".



B.
If you need additional space to answer a question or provide a comment, please attach additional pages. If attaching additional pages, please place your company/organization name on each page and reference the RFP #.



			1. Did this contractor perform any of the following on your project?





			DESCRIPTION 


			YES


			NO





			A. Take over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system developed and installed by another contractor? 


			


			





			B. Operate and maintain a certified MMIS?


			


			





			C. Develop, design, and implement other large-scale applications with public and/or private sectors?


			


			





			D. Experience with the MITA 2.01 model?


			


			





			E. Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution?


			


			





			F. Develop and execute a comprehensive application test plan?


			


			





			G. Develop and implement a comprehensive training plan?


			


			





			H. Experience with comprehensive project management?


			


			





			I. Experience with cultural change management?


			


			





			J. Experience with managing subcontractors?


			


			





			K. Develop and execute a comprehensive project management plan?


			


			





			L. Experience in performing MMIS Operational activities?


			


			





			If yes, what was their level of involvement? If no, what services did the contractor perform?












			2. Was the project completed on time and within your budget?


			Yes


			No





			If no, please explain.












			3. What was the primary factor considered in selecting this contractor?












			4. Who is/was the contractor's key personnel responsible for supervising work and completing deliverables and what were their roles?












			5. Were there any changes to key personnel during the term of the contract?


			Yes


			No





			If yes, please explain.












			6. Were there any subcontractors on your project?


			Yes


			No





			If yes, who was the subcontractor?









			If yes, what part of the project did the subcontractor work on?









			What was the ratio of prime contractor staff to subcontractor staff?





			Overall, how would you rate the subcontractor on a scale of 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent)?








			7. How would you rate this contractor on the following items on a scale of 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent)?





			DESCRIPTION 


			RATING


			DESCRIPTION


			RATING





			The Firm


			


			Fiscal Agent Services for an MMIS; Takeover of an MMIS; or claims processing system implementation (if applicable)


			





			Project Manager


			


			Contract Management 


			





			Key Personnel 


			


			Subject Matter Expertise


			





			Contractor Staff Skills


			


			Data Conversion and Testing (if applicable)


			





			Communication


			


			Provider Training


			





			Organization of Work


			


			System User Training


			





			Quality of Deliverables


			


			Deliverables associated with a system implementation project


			





			Reasonableness of Cost


			


			Operational Readiness Tasks


			





			Timeliness


			


			Quality Assurance


			





			Detailed Project Plan Management


			


			Metrics Management


			





			


			


			


			








			8. Were contractually identified deliverables received as scheduled?


			Yes


			No





			If no, please explain.









			What type of problems did you encounter?












			9. Would you contract with this company/organization again?


			Yes


			No





			Please explain.












			10. Please provide any additional comments you feel would be helpful to the State regarding this contractor.
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Strategy for the Conversion of AWP to an Alternative Pricing Benchmark


BACKGROUND:  On September 26, 2009, the Average Wholesale Prices (AWP) published in the First DataBank (FDB) and Medi-Span drug databases were adjusted to comply with a court ordered settlement originating out of a United States District Court in Massachusetts.  As part of the settlement, the publishers rolled back the mark-up of Wholesale Acquisition Cost (WAC) in their calculation of Average Wholesale Price (AWP) on a defined number of National Drug Codes (NDC).  


In a separate and voluntary action, additional changes were made by both First DataBank and Medi-Span to establish a uniform cost markup for establishing AWP (1.20 multiple of WAC).  In addition, both publishers announced their plan to discontinue publishing AWP information by September 26, 2011.

FDB and Medi-Span are the predominant sources of AWP data in use in the prescription benefit management industry, including fee-for-service Medicaid, but they are not the only sources.  Other AWP sources will remain unaffected by this change and will likely remain available.  At this point, Thomson Healthcare, publisher of Redbook, and Elsevier, publisher of Gold Standard (ProspectoRx), have not announced similar changes.

NEVADA IMPACT:  FDB is the drug database used in the Nevada Medicaid program as the source file for drug pricing.  The database contains multiple pricing variables including AWP, which are used as a benchmark for the reimbursement paid to pharmacies for drug claims.  Nevada’s published Estimated Acquisition Cost (EAC) for branded drugs is AWP – 15%.  

The planned discontinuation of AWP publishing by FDB will necessitate that Nevada Medicaid plan for an alternative method of establishing an EAC for pharmaceutical reimbursement.  

OPTIONS:

1. Use an alternative AWP data source:  Nevada would need to identify a source of AWP data, conduct an analysis to test the veracity of the information and create a cost-neutral EAC, and work with FHS to implement the new price list.  This will result in direct and indirect costs to both the State and FHS.  If the effective discount off of AWP needed to be adjusted, the State would have to file a State Plan Amendment (SPA) with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS).

2. Select another FDB pricing benchmark: The FDB file already in use in the Nevada Medicaid Program has other pricing benchmarks available.  Alternatives such as Wholesale Acquisition Cost (WAC) and Direct Price (DP) are examples.  A change to an alternative pricing benchmark will require a SPA submission to CMS.

3. Issue Request for Proposal: (RFP) for an actual acquisition cost pricing benchmark program (Alabama recently started a program like this and the American Medicaid Pharmacy Administrators Association (AMPAA) issued a White Paper about this approach).  A change to an alternative pricing benchmark will require a SPA submission to CMS.

As discussed in the First Health White Paper; Estimating the Impact of the FDB/Medi-Span AWP Settlement on Fee-For-Service Medicaid Programs (Sept 2009) First Health advocates the use of WAC and Direct Price as the benchmark for setting a program’s EAC.  The major drawback to this approach is that there are gaps in WAC coverage for some NDC, however once manufacturers realize that it will affect coverage of their products they will quickly move to remedy that situation.

While WAC is not a transactional index, it is a better representation of true acquisition cost when compared to AWP.  “WAC has historically been the closest reported price to the actual transaction price for pharmaceuticals between the manufacturer and wholesalers or other large direct purchasers, given the lack of public data on actual transaction prices.” (Bank of America Equity Research Report, December 2006).


Wholesale Acquisition Cost is the reported cost that wholesalers pay to a manufacturer for drug products and is currently the basis for many manufacturer rebate calculations.  WAC usually does not represent actual acquisition price because wholesalers may obtain discounts through volume purchases or special deals or discounts.  WAC is set by manufacturers, and is not audited across manufacturers by any regulated oversight process. 

Like AWP, WAC is a suggested price that often does not represent what a wholesaler or end provider (e.g. pharmacies) actually pays for the pharmaceutical, because WAC does not include manufacturer incentives such as rebates, volume purchase agreements, and prompt-payment discounts. However, unlike AWP, WAC is statutorily defined in the U.S. Code:

The term “wholesale acquisition cost” means, with respect to a pharmaceutical or biological, the manufacturer’s list price for the pharmaceutical or biological to wholesalers or direct purchasers in the United States, not including prompt pay or other discounts, rebates or reductions in price, for the most recent month for which the information is available, as reported in wholesale price guides or other publications of pharmaceutical or biological pricing data
.


ANALYSIS:

AWP is directly related to WAC at a multiple of 1.20 for the vast majority of branded NDC on the FDB file; it is estimated that over 95% of all branded AWP are calculated in this manner.  Generics have a very unpredictable relationship to WAC, however the impact of this is greatly mitigated by the use of MAC and FUL lists.


For those AWP that use a multiple of less than 1.20 of WAC; a direct conversion to a cost plus (WAC based) reimbursement model is simple.  

		Direct

		AWP – 15%

		WAC + 2% or DP + 2%





However, there are a significant number of pharmaceuticals that are routinely reimbursed at AWP that are not marked up a full multiple of 1.20 of WAC or in the case of generics are marked up in excess of the 1.20 multiple.  A true ‘cost-neutral’ switch would consider these adjustments by conducting a utilization based analysis

Example 1


		WAC

		AWP (multiple of 1.20)

		AWP-15%

		WAC+2%



		$100 

		$120.0 

		$102.00 

		$102.00 





Example 2


		WAC

		AWP (multiple of 1.15)

		AWP-15%

		WAC+2%



		$100 

		$115.0 

		$97.75 

		$102.00 





Example 3

		WAC

		AWP

		AWP-15%

		WAC+2%



		$100 

		$125.0 

		$106.25 

		$102.00





To account for this; a utilization based analysis would need to be conducted and compare a total amount paid at AWP-15% to a cost plus model based on WAC.  If taken in aggregate (brands and generics):

		Total Spend at AWP

		 AWP-15%

		 Total Spend at WAC 

		WAC+2.49% 



		$10,215,376

		 $8,683,070

		$8,472,079 

		$8,683,034





If you isolate Generics that paid at AWP (no MAC, no FUL, etc):

		Total Spend at AWP

		 AWP-15%

		 Total Spend at WAC 

		WAC+1.06



		$1,215,147

		 $1,032,875

		$971,882

		$1,030,195





This analysis was conducted on approximately 7,697 NDC(s) found in the claims database (paid claims).  Of these, 2,587 had a markup from WAC that exceeded 120% and 742 that were less (4,368 at 120%); 99% of these were generic drugs.

FHS RECOMMENDATION:

Branded Pharmaceuticals:

Lesser of: WAC + 2%; or usual and customary (U/C).


Branded Specialty Pharmaceuticals:


Lesser of WAC + 1%; or U/C.


Generic Drugs:


Lesser of WAC + 5%, or DP + 5%, MAC, FUL, U/C.


This will generate a savings of approximately $500,000 on generic drugs, while still incentivizing pharmacies to dispense generic products.  

Also, given the high margin associated with branded specialty pharmaceuticals, a smaller markup can be provided and still provide considerable margin to providers.  Using a very broad definition of specialty pharmacy, savings generated from reducing reimbursement could be approximately $1 MM.  If a less aggressive position is assumed, at WAC + 1.5%, then the savings would be approximately $500,000.



� http://www.ssa.gov/OP_Home/ssact/title18/1847A.htm
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Tab III — Narrative Description of Cost Approach



tab iii — narrative description of cost approach
 RFP Section 20.4.2.3

In this section, First Health Services (FHS) provides our narrative description of our cost approach and proposed operational savings in accordance with RFP Section 18.2.1.  We also include our assumptions and basis for our cost approach.

Objectives

Services to be provided pursuant to this proposal have been developed with the following objectives in mind:

1. Improve and enhance the quality of services provided under the current contract

2. Expand services provided under the contract to include the additional requirements of the RFP

3. Identify operational efficiencies and medical cost savings in order to achieve the required budget neutrality

Our proposal accomplishes these objectives and our proposed 5-year price falls $1.5 million below the amount required for budget neutrality without taking into consideration potential medical cost savings.  

Quality Enhancements

In an effort to improve and enhance the quality of services provided under the existing contract, FHS’s proposal includes:

An upgrade in the caliber of our account leadership;

Implementation of a Quality Management Department;

Implementation of a web-based MMIS; 

Implementation of a web portal; and 

Replacement of the current DSS, SURS, and MARS reporting toolset with an Operational Data Store and the Cognos Reporting and Analytics environment.

New and Expanded Services

Expanded services included within our proposal and proposed price Include:

An increase in the number of system enhancement hours provided annually and included in the fixed price; and

Implementation of health education and care coordination program. 

Operational Efficiencies and Medical Cost Savings

In order to provide for the cost of quality enhancements, add or expand services and remain budget neutral, our proposal includes operating efficiencies derived from improved technologies and renegotiated vendor contracts. 

As described in Section 15.0 of our proposal, FHS has proposed a comprehensive Health Education and Care Coordination Program focusing on the health of Aged, Blind, and Disabled (ABD) recipients with chronic diagnoses who are at risk for future hospitalization and/or Emergency Room utilization. The cost of this program over the initial 5-year term of the contract is $11.3 million.  By encompassing CHF, COPD, asthma, and diabetes recipients in Levels I, II, and III, we believe annual medical expenditure savings of approximately $2 million to $3 million can be achieved by the third full year of operations.  Savings resulting from the Health Education and Care Coordination Program have not been factored into our proposed pricing and would further reduce total program expenditures over the 5-year period below budget neutrality targets. 

Not included in the base services included in our proposal or proposed pricing are optional medical cost reduction opportunities described in Appendix N (Specialty Pharmacy), Appendix M (Behavioral Health) and Appendix JJ (Radiology).  The optional services could produce additional medical expense reductions approximating $2.2 million to $3.4 million annually. 

Savings resulting from the specialty pharmacy, behavioral health and radiology programs have not been factored into our proposed pricing and would further reduce total program expenditures over the 5-year period below budget neutrality targets.
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Tab VII — Scope of Work



14.0
scope of work — hosting solutions

First Health Services (FHS), as the incumbent Nevada MMIS/Fiscal Agent vendor, already has the MMIS and the major peripheral systems in place within either our vendor-hosted Verizon IT Data Center or in the Magellan Data Center in St. Louis, Missouri.  Our data center environment is stable and has consistently performed well over term of the current contract since 2003.  Transitions like the one being requested by the State are large and complex.  Vendors that will bid on this RFP have years of experience in performing these types of transitions.  As recent Takeover projects have evidenced, experience does not also serve as a good predictor of success.  One failure in Tennessee ended in a contract being terminated.  One very successful vendor in a current transition project — even with leaving the MMIS in the same environment but establishing it on different LPARs (logical partitions) — is struggling to get programs running efficiently, potentially putting the project at risk.


These projects are big and require dedicated staff to ensure that all aspects of the project are well planned and executed.  Any other projects or major activities occurring within a company can draw both resources and focus away from the project at hand and compromise the result.


FHS does not have this issue — we are implemented and operational and stable.  We are ready to move on to the next level of support for the State of Nevada.

14.1
Overview

Through this procurement, DHCFP will also review hosting options described in the Vendor’s proposal response to determine the feasibility of various hosting solutions and the extent to which they would support Nevada’s Core MMIS and associated peripheral systems and tools.


A document containing information about DHCFP’s current hosting solution is available within the Reference Library. Vendors are encouraged to review the file labeled ‘Current Nevada MMIS and Agency Computing Environment’ when preparing a response to this section. 


Vendors must propose a hosting solution for the Nevada MMIS operations and maintenance, and may respond to one of the following two scenarios:


1. Take over and provide continued hosting support and services based on Nevada’s current hosting solution; or


2. Provide an alternative vendor-hosted solution.


The vendor is requested to provide supporting information regarding the associated costs for their proposed hosting option. This information is for informational purposes only, as the payment for hosting will be incorporated into the operational cost schedule for maintaining budget neutrality. 


Vendors are also requested to describe a potential hosting solution and associated costs for a State-hosted solution. This information is being requested for informational purposes only, and will not be evaluated as part of the technical or cost proposal evaluations, as DHCFP does not intend to move to the State hosting option at this time. Cost information associated with this scenario shall be provided separately within the Vendor’s cost proposal. For the state hosted solution, DHCFP is seeking cost information associated with the provision of vendor support in a state-hosted scenario.  Vendors are not expected to provide state related costs associated with transitioning, operating, maintaining, staffing, or other expenses incurred in a state hosted scenario.

FHS proposes to provide our current hosting solution in response to Scenario #1.  Our solution provides DHCFP with the only seamless, risk-free option — any other vendor will have to create a new environment and perform extensive testing.

FHS, as the incumbent Fiscal Agent, currently hosts the Nevada Core MMIS using the Verizon IT Data Center in Temple Terrace, Florida, as the mainframe hosting site.  The peripheral systems are hosted at our Data Center in St. Louis, Missouri.  We will continue to use Verizon IT as our data center outsourcing vendor because of their capability to provide a world-class environment for our mainframe solutions.  Their expertise in managing large data centers and telecommunications networks provides FHS and DHCFP with the assurance that core business needs are consistently and reliably met.  This partnership has provided the State of Nevada with a processing center that offers scalability and growth to meet DHCFP’s changing needs — in addition to the security that all hardware and telecommunications will continue to operate in an environment that is highly available and secure with a significant investment in being able to recover from any kind of incident in a timely manner.

State of Nevada hosting solutions option


In this section of our proposal, FHS provides an overview of the currently operational environment that supports the Nevada MMIS and peripheral tools for the Medicaid and Nevada Check Up programs.  This list of hardware and software comprises the current systems that support the program.  We recognize that the State may have licenses to use different infrastructure and support software within the State data centers.  In each of the section tables provided, we have added a column to indicate if this software or hardware is required to operate the system or can be replaced with a comparable piece of hardware or software tool.  An “R” indicates it is a required piece of hardware or software to support the environment or application.  An “E” indicates that an equivalent can be used to support the function.  Also, it should be noted that these tables reflect the current FHS peripheral tools.  If any of these applications is not in use in the Nevada data center then the “R” indicator does not apply.


If DFCFP determines that they would like to pursue this option during the term of the proposed contract, FHS will work cooperatively to assist in defining the required hardware sizing and software required to support the operation.


In the following table we provide the mainframe hardware configuration for the Nevada MMIS.  This hardware is currently IBM but can be hosted on equivalent hardware, if desired.


		Mainframe Hardware Environment Configuration

		



		Name

		Description

		OS

		CPU

		RAM

		R/E



		Mainframe

		IBM System z9 Business Class, z/OS Technology

		IBM z/OS

		Model: 2096-S07-P04


4 Processor Engines


558 MIPS / 77 MSUs

		32GB

		E



		LPAR F1

		Development/ Testing/Training

		IBM z/OS 1.10

		Weighted 13% (73 MIPS), configured for 3 processors

		4.6GB

		E



		LPAR F2

		Production

		IBM z/OS 1.10

		Weighted 70% (391 MIPS), configured for 4 processors

		8.2GB

		E





In the following table we show the LAN/WAN hardware.  FHS uses the Cisco routers in our data centers.  DHCFP can use equivalent LAN/WAN hardware.


		LAN/WAN Hardware

		



		Type/Model

		Quantity

		Notes

		R/E



		Cisco 2821 Router with T3/E3 network module

		2

		Redundant WAN Customer Edge Routers


Location: Glen Allen, VA (FHS Fiscal Agent – Primary Site)

		E



		Cisco 2950-24 Catalyst Switch

		2

		Redundant Customer VLAN Switches


Location: Glen Allen, VA (FHS Fiscal Agent – Primary Site)

		E



		Cisco 3825 Router with 32 ASYNC/SYNC ports, and SNA Switch IOS

		2

		Redundant Customer IP SNA Switch SNA Routers


Location: Glen Allen, VA (FHS Fiscal Agent – Primary Site)

		E



		Cisco 2821 Router with T3/E3 network module

		2

		Redundant WAN Customer Edge Routers


Location: Temple Terrace, FL (Verizon Data Services – Primary Hosting Site)

		E



		Cisco 2821 Router with T3/E3 network module

		2

		Redundant WAN Customer Edge Routers


Location: St. Louis, MO (Magellan Health Services – Data Center Site)

		E



		Cisco 2821 Router with T3/E3 network module

		1

		WAN Customer Edge Router


Location: Wood Dale, IL (SunGard Availability Services – Mainframe DR Site)

		E





In the following table we show the storage infrastructure.  FHS and Verizon IT currently use the following hardware to support storage of data.  This hardware can be replaced by equivalent hardware.


		Storage Infrastructure 

		



		Type

		Make

		Model

		Capacity

		Description

		R/E



		DASD

		EMC

		EMC DMX 1000

		10TB

		FICON Attached 

		E



		Tape

		Sun – StorageTek (STK)

		STK SL8500 Tape Library

		6000 Slots

		FICON Attached, 8 – STK 9840C drives, 12 – STK 9840D drives

		E



		Tape

		Sun - StorageTek

		STK Virtual Tape Manager System 

		256 Virtual Tape Drives (VTDs)

		FICON Attached

		E





The following hardware environment is configured to support the peripheral systems that currently support DHCFP.  While the indicator is “R” in the table equivalent hardware can be reviewed for compatibility.  For the FHS proprietary applications, we have tested and use the specific hardware for optimal performance.


		Peripheral Systems Hardware Environment Configuration

		



		Item/Description

		Vendor

		Model/Version

		Sizing Information

		R/E



		Alfresco Content Management Servers

		IBM

		IBM eServer BladeCenter HS21

		~2667 Mhz
RAM: 16 GB
HD: 82 GB

		R



		WebLogic Application Servers/Liferay Portal Servers

		IBM

		IBM eServer BladeCenter HS21

		~2667 Mhz
RAM: 16 GB
HD: 82 GB

		R



		ODS Servers

		HP

		DL-585

		5 TB

		R



		Data Warehouse Servers

		HP

		DL-585

		10 TB

		R



		FirstRx™ Database and Application Servers

		IBM

		P560Q 4x32 
w/LPAR for Failover** (Production)

		EMC
Symmertix

		R



		FirstRebate™ Database Servers

		IBM

		XSeries_3850
M2 8 Way

		2 Terabytes Storage

		R



		FirstTrax™ Database Servers

		IBM

		P560Q 4x32 
w/LPAR for Failover** (Production)

		EMC
Symmertix

		R



		Informatica Servers

		HP

		DL-585

		0.5 TB

		R



		Enterprise Service Bus Environment

		IBM

		IBM eServer BladeCenter HS21

		~2667 Mhz
RAM: 16 GB
HD: 82 GB

		R





The mainframe software is listed in the following tables.  The following table comprises the software available for use as part of our vendor agreement with Verizon IT.  Many of these software tools can be replaced by equivalents.

		Vendor Third-Party Software 

		



		Vendor

		Software Product

		R/E



		Allen Systems Group

		ASG-Job/Scan

		E



		

		ASG-Center

		E



		

		ASG-SmartEdit

		E



		

		ASG-SmartTest – DB2/Stored Procedures Option

		E



		

		ASG-SmartTest – Assembler Option

		E



		

		ASG-SmartTest – CICS Option

		E



		

		ASG-SmartTest – TSO Option

		E



		

		ASG-Validate-OS(ESA)

		E



		Applications Software Inc.

		Asi-st

		E



		BMC Software

		BMC Apply Plus for DB2

		E



		

		BMC Utilities

		E



		

		BMC BMCDSN for DB2

		E



		

		BMC Catalog Manager for DB2

		E



		

		BMC Change Manager for DB2

		E



		

		BMC Copy Plus for DB2

		E



		

		BMC DASD Manager Plus for DB2

		E



		

		BMC LoadPlus for DB2

		E



		

		BMC Recover Plus for DB2

		E



		

		BMC Recovery Manager for DB2

		E



		

		BMC Reorg Plus for DB2

		E



		

		BMC SQL Explorer for DB2

		E



		

		BMC Unload Plus for DB2

		E



		Chicago-Soft, Ltd

		MVS/Quick-Ref

		E



		Computer Associates

		CA-Easytrieve Report Generator

		R



		

		CA-Optimizer

		E



		

		CA-Panaudit Plus

		E



		

		CA-Panvalet for z/OS

		E



		

		CA-Panvalet ISPF Option

		E



		

		CA-Panvalet TSO Option

		E



		

		CA-Endevor SCM – Automate Configuration Manager

		E



		

		CA-Endevor SCM – Extended Processors

		E



		

		CA-Endevor SCM – External Security Interface

		E



		

		CA-Endevor – Footprint Synchronization

		E



		

		CA-Endevor SCM – Parallel Development Manager

		E



		

		CA-Endevor SCM – Quick Edit

		E



		

		CA-Endevor Software Change Manager (SCM)

		E



		

		CA-ESP Common Programming Environment

		E



		

		CA-ESP Encore

		E



		

		CA-ESP High Performance Option

		E



		

		CA-ESP InfoServ

		E



		

		CA-ESP Workload Automation

		E



		

		CA-TLMS Tape Management

		E



		

		CA-TLMS Tape Management Copycat Utility

		E



		

		CA90s ( TNG - Framework )

		E



		

		CA-Gate

		E



		

		CA-Log Analyzer

		E



		

		CA-RAMIS

		E



		

		CA-ACF2 Security for CICS

		E



		

		CA-ACF2 Security for z/OS

		E



		

		CA-NETMASTER Network Management for SNA

		E



		

		CA-11 Workload Automation Restart and Tracking

		E



		

		CA-Deliver

		E



		

		CA-EBC

		E



		

		CA-JCLCheck Utility

		E



		

		CA-OPS/MVS Event Management & Automation

		E



		

		CA-PMO Runtime Performance Optimizer

		E



		

		CA-QuickFetch Runtime Performance Optimizer

		E



		

		CA-TPX Session Management for z/OS

		E



		

		CA-View

		E



		

		CA-View Output Archival and Viewing CICS Interface

		E





		

		CA-View Output Archival and Viewing Extended Retention Option

		E



		

		CA-View Output Archival and Viewing TSO Interface

		E



		

		CA-View Output Archival and Viewing VTAM Interface

		E



		

		Unicenter Netspy Network Automation Services

		E



		

		Unicenter Netspy Network Management Services

		E



		

		Unicenter Netspy Network Performance

		E



		Compuware

		AbendAid/MVS

		E



		 

		Enterprise Common Components (ECC)

		E



		 

		FileAid/MVS

		E



		Data Direct Technologies

		Shadow Direct

		E



		EMC

		CatalogSolutions

		E



		 

		EMC-Control Center (Disk Management)

		E



		 

		InfoMover

		E



		 

		VSAM Assist

		E



		

		VSAM Capacity Plus

		E



		 

		VSAM Performance Essential

		E



		 

		VSAM Quick-Index

		E



		Group 1 Software (now Pitney Bowes)

		CODE-1 Plus

		R



		 

		MailStream Plus

		R



		 

		POSTNET Barcoding Option

		R



		GT Software, Inc.

		BMS/TS

		E



		H&W Computer Systems, Inc.

		SYSB-II

		E



		Innovation Data Processing, Inc.

		FDRERASE

		E



		Levi, Ray, and Shoup, Inc.

		VPS

		E



		 

		VPS/PC

		E



		 

		VPS TCP/IP

		E



		Mackinney Systems

		CICS/Log View

		E



		Macro4

		Dumpmaster (CICS)

		E



		 

		FreezeFrame

		E



		 

		Insync - DB2

		E



		 

		Insync – MVS

		E



		 

		TraceMaster CICS

		E



		Mainstar

		Catalog Recovery Plus

		E



		Marble Corporation, Inc.

		OS DCDIII

		E



		McKesson

		ClaimCheck

		R



		Merill Consultants

		SASMXG

		R



		MVS Solutions

		Thru-Put Manager

		E



		NETEC

		CICS Application File Control (CAFC)

		E



		Open Software Technologies, Inc.

		Rexx Tools

		E



		PHOENIX SOFTWARE (formerly Mercator)   

		Key/101 (formerly Keylogic)

		E



		PKWare ( ASCENT SOLUTIONS)

		PKZip/MVS

		E



		Princeton SofTech (now IBM)

		Optim Data Growth Solution for z/OS

		E



		

		Optim Test Data Management Solution for z/OS

		E



		SAS

		SAS/BASE

		R



		

		SAS/CONNECT

		R



		Softbase

		DB CheckPoint Facility

		E



		Softek

		Softek Replicator

		E



		Sterling Commerce

		Connect:Direct (NDM)

		R



		Sun Microsystems - StorageTek

		Expert Library Manager (ExLM)

		E



		

		Expert Performance Reported (ExPR)

		E



		

		Host Software Component (HSC)

		E



		

		Multi-Platform Subsystem Test utility (MPST)

		E



		

		Performance Management and Predictive Maintenance (PM2)

		E



		

		VSM Vault Utilities

		E



		

		Virtual Tape Control System (VTCS)

		E



		Syncsort Inc.

		Syncsort

		R



		VSPLUS

		Virtual Storage PLUS

		E





		IBM Software

		



		Vendor

		Software Product

		R/E



		IBM

		AFP Font Collection

		E



		 

		AFP Fonts B240 Data1

		E



		

		Bar Code/OCR

		E



		

		BookManager BookServer

		E



		

		BookManager READ/MVS

		E



		

		COBOL for z/OS

		R



		

		Communications Server- IP (TCPIP)

		E



		

		Communications Server- Sec L3

		E



		

		Communications Server- SNA (VTAM)

		E



		

		Cryptographic Services – ICSF

		E



		

		Cryptographic Services - OCSF Base

		E



		

		Cryptographic Services - System SSL

		E



		

		CICS Transaction Server

		R



		

		CICS Transaction Gateway

		R



		

		DB2 Connect EE V7 – Distributed

		R



		

		DB2 Connect EE V8 – Distributed

		R



		

		DFSMS DSS/HSM

		E



		

		Document Composition Facility

		E



		

		Document Library Facility

		E



		

		Enhanced AFP Indexing Facility/Base

		E



		

		EREP

		E



		

		FFST

		E



		

		Foreign File System

		E



		

		GDDM/MVS

		E



		

		GDDM/PGF

		E



		

		HCD

		E



		

		High Level Assembler

		E



		

		ICKDSF

		E



		

		IOCP

		E



		

		iSeries Navigator

		E



		

		ISPF

		E



		

		Java 2

		R



		

		JDBC

		R



		

		JES 2

		R



		

		Language Environment

		E



		

		MICR/OCR for MVS

		E



		

		Net.Data

		E



		

		Netview Graphical Enterprise

		E



		

		Netview Procedural Option

		E



		

		Netview Unattended Option

		E



		

		Network File System

		E



		

		OAM

		E



		

		OCEP - Open Crypto Enh. Plug-ins

		E



		

		OSA Support Facility

		E



		

		PC File Transfer

		E



		

		Pi and Specials Fonts

		E



		

		PSF Compatibility Fonts

		E



		

		PSF Download

		E



		

		PSF for z/OS Base

		E



		

		QMF 7.2

		E



		

		REXX Library

		E



		

		RMF

		E



		

		RRS

		E



		

		SDSF

		E



		

		Security Server - LDAP Server Base

		E



		

		SMP/E

		E



		

		Sonoran Sans Serif fonts

		E



		

		Sonoran Serif fonts

		E



		

		TIOC

		E



		

		TSO/E

		E



		

		Unicode Services

		E



		

		UNIX System Services

		R



		

		WebSphere Application Server

		R



		

		z/OS

		E





Peripheral systems software is shown in the following tables.  The software tools in the following table reflect the hardware we use to operate our core applications in the Magellan Data Center.  Most can be replaced by equivalent tools.

		Vendor Third-Party Software 

		



		Vendor

		Software Product

		R/E



		Hewlett-Packard

		Insight Manager

		E



		Hewlett-Packard

		Performance Navigator

		E



		Liebert

		SiteScan

		R



		Microsoft

		System Center Operations Manager (SCOM)

		E



		Yuna Software

		Messenger Plus

		E





The following reflects the current data line configuration with the applications operating in the Verizon IT and Magellan data centers, connectivity to our Glen Allen offices, and also direct connection to the State of Nevada.  The resulting telecommunications data lines required if DHCFP were the host would need to be determined at the time of migration.


		Data Lines

		



		Type

		Quantity

		Notes

		R/E



		9 Meg Sub-rate PIP port

		9

		Verizon Business MPLS Private IP Network

		E



		Type 1 Access Line

		2

		Location: Glen Allen, VA (First Health Services Fiscal Agent – Primary Site)

		E



		Type 1 Access Line

		2

		Location: Temple Terrace, FL (Verizon Data Services – Primary Hosting Site)

		E



		Type 3 Access Line

		2

		Location: St. Louis, MO (Magellan Health Services – Data Center Site)

		E



		Type 1 Access Line

		1

		Location: Wood Dale, IL (SunGard Availability Services – Mainframe DR Site)

		E





FHS presents the above listing of hardware and software that reflects the current environment that supports DHCFP.  Data center migrations of applications as complex as the ones that are currently operating to support the Nevada Medicaid Program take a great deal of planning and risk assessment.  FHS is committed to supporting this migration, if DHCFP determines that this approach is best for the State.  We will bring resources to bear to support the planning and transition process, should it become necessary.  FHS cautions DHCFP about the following risks — these risks are seen with vendors that support data centers for a living and would not be unique to Nevada, but still must be considered.


Risks in porting the complex applications that support DHCFP:


· IT staff that can support the administration and operation of DB2, Oracle, and SQL Server applications


· Computer operations infrastructure that can support 24/365 days per year for the point-of-sale transaction processing systems such as pharmacy.

As is evidenced in other recent Takeover projects where an experienced MMIS vendor had the responsibility of porting the applications of a different vendor from one data center to another — they are complex and do not always succeed.


Any costs associated with this planning-based project will be contained in a separate Cost Proposal section.

14.2
Hosting Solution Requirements

14.2.1
For each hosting scenario, vendors must:


14.2.1.1
Provide staffing estimates for the startup and operations period associated with each hosting scenario and estimated timeframes for moving to each of the scenarios.


No incremental staff is needed for any of the hosting scenarios because FHS has been in compliance with Scenario #1 of this requirement since 2003.  The Core Nevada MMIS and the peripheral systems are already in operation and will continue to operate under the budget-neutral requirement.  The Core MMIS is hosted using Verizon IT, and the peripheral systems are hosted internally in our St. Louis Data Center.  All takeover vendors other than FHS will require significant time and financial investment during the transition to meet this requirement.

14.2.1.2
Provide a cost estimate for hosting services provided as well the total estimated cost.  Cost information associated with each scenario shall be provided separately within the Vendor’s cost proposal.


Cost information is included separately in our Cost Proposal.  FHS has been in compliance with Scenario #1 of this requirement since 2003.  The Core Nevada MMIS and the peripheral systems are already in operation and will continue to operate under the budget-neutral requirement.  The Core MMIS is hosted using Verizon IT in Temple Terrace, Florida, and the peripheral systems are hosted internally in our St. Louis Data Center.  

14.2.2
For either hosting scenario listed in Section 14.1, Vendors must:


14.2.2.1
Present their understanding and recommended approach for accomplishing the hosting solution, including the location of where the hosting services would be provided.  Any key assumptions on the Vendor’s part should also be identified as well as provide an understanding of Nevada’s current hosting environment.


FHS has been in compliance with Scenario #1 of this requirement since 2003.  The Core Nevada MMIS and the peripheral systems are already in operation and will continue to operate under the budget-neutral requirement.  The Core MMIS is hosted using Verizon IT in Temple Terrace, Florida, and the peripheral systems are hosted internally in our St. Louis Data Center.  Our assumption is that the same tools will be used going forward.

14.2.2.2
Provide a description of the vendor’s approach to provider outreach and training.


Amendment #3, issued on March 24, 2010, has stricken this requirement in its entirety.

14.2.2.3
Briefly describe the benefits, disadvantages, and risks that the solution poses to the State.  Proposed risk mitigation strategies should also be included for each risk identified.


There are many benefits to the proven solution we offer. FHS offers the lowest possible risk option as the incumbent with a solution that is currently operational and meets all State hosting requirements.  All other vendors will be required to perform a hosting transition, exposing the State to potentially unacceptable levels of risk during the process.    


With FHS, no disruption in the level or quality of services provided to recipients and providers would occur.  FHS has been in compliance with Scenario #1 of this requirement since 2003.  The Core Nevada MMIS and the peripheral systems are already in operation and will continue to operate under the budget-neutral requirement.  The Core MMIS is hosted using Verizon IT in Temple Terrace, Florida, and the peripheral systems are hosted internally in our St. Louis Data Center.

We do not see any disadvantages or risks to our solution as it is all currently operational.  

14.2.2.4
Identify the systems that will be hosted and any special provisions on how hosting would be managed, including whether any hosting support services would be subcontracted.


The Core MMIS is hosted using Verizon IT, and the peripheral systems are hosted internally in our data center.  The peripheral systems include:  FirstRx™, FirstRebate™, FirstTrax™, FirstHCM™, FirstCRM™, FirstDARS™, FirstCM™, the Operational Data Store (ODS), and the Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools, as well as our optional Enterprise Data Warehouse.  Our Core MMIS s hosted through our established proven vendor, Verizon.

14.2.2.5
Describe the services that would be provided by the Vendor, as well as anticipated DHCFP responsibilities.


Verizon IT provides the following services:


· Maintain and operate mainframe hardware and software


· Third party software licensing, support, and updates


· Monitor mainframe production environment

· DASD storage support


· Tape management


· Physical database support


· Network support services

· Provide mainframe production control and scheduling functions

· Perform initial, first-level, production problem resolution, and notification

· Security administration


· Help Desk support


· Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery services

· Schedule and perform mainframe backups and ship backups to off-site storage.

The Magellan St. Louis Data Center provides the following services:

· Maintain and operate hardware and software


· Monitor production environment


· Provide production control and scheduling functions


· Perform initial, first-level, production problem resolution, and notification


· Schedule and perform backups and ship backups to off-site storage.

Because the environment is already established there is no associated work for DHCFP staff.

14.2.3
At a minimum, the hosting solution must meet the following requirements:


14.2.3.1
Hosting operations must support uninterrupted 24x7x365 support and service.


Verizon IT provides 24x7x365 Operational Support activities for the Nevada MMIS mainframe system environment, as described in proposal Section 14.2.2.5.

Our St. Louis Data Center also supports uninterrupted 24x7x365 support and service.  

14.2.3.2
Timely production and delivery of high-quality output products for DHCFP’s MMIS and other systems.


As has been proven over the course of our current contract, FHS has consistently met the defined SLAs for timely production and delivery of quality products (e.g., files, reports) for all of the systems we provide in support of the Nevada Medicaid Program.  

14.2.3.3
Maintain security and integrity of the facility’s equipment, systems, and recipient data.


FHS provides the following system security and integrity support activities of the Nevada MMIS and peripheral system environment:

· Provide system security support for role-based user access


· Provide firewall administration and log review, intrusion detection, virus scanning, system and facilities hardening, and incident response


· Provide 24x7 monitoring through the use of guard services, electronic locks with card reader access, closed circuit television, and keys


· Provide color-coded identification cards issued to all authorized data center personnel to identify employees, contractors, vendors, and guests within the facility and to control access to restricted areas


· Maintain employee access and status procedures permitting only authorized personnel access to the data center and secure systems


· Perform security reviews of operating systems and make security recommendations to the appropriate management teams for implementation


· Conduct pre-employment background checks on potential data center employees


· Provide fully redundant firewalls and multi-layered security zones strategically placed at all ingress points into the Verizon network.  


FHS’ hosting solution incorporates industry-standard controls and security measures to include appropriately placed firewalls, intrusion detection controls, and securely patched systems and network devices.  Our multi-layered approach provides perimeter protection, segregated operations, business and administrative architectures, and extra protective measures associated with our web presence.  We monitor all interfaces to identify inappropriate/unauthorized traffic, email, and attempts to connect to our systems.  Security policies and procedures meet compliance standards and solidify best security business practices; procedures complement and follow each policy to ensure standardization.


Our firewalls/intrusion detection services (IDS) employ the latest technology standards and equipment to protect critical internal infrastructure.  Qualified, dedicated staff places, monitors, and manages firewalls.  All perimeter protection equipment is installed, patched, and maintained in accordance with manufacturer standards and best security practices to ensure the best possible protection.


A traditional DMZ structure supports e-commerce needs and is monitored via a managed IDS provided by an external organization to ensure quality of service.  LURHQ Corporation, specializing in incident response and intrusion detection capabilities for companies worldwide, monitors the IDS 24/7.


Please see proposal Section 14.2.3.9 for additional security-related information.

14.2.3.4
Provide a physically and environmentally secure operating environment that minimizes loss should a natural disaster occur.


Verizon IT hosts the Nevada MMIS processing in world-class, hardened data center that is protected from power outages and hardened against natural disasters.  Some of these business continuity features include:  power from two separate electricity substations, network connectivity from two separate telephone switch centers, independent banks of uninterruptable power supplies (UPS) with battery backup units, and diesel generators that allow our data centers to run non-stop for six days in an emergency.

Verizon was honored by the Uptime Institute with the Uptime Continuous Availability Award for six of its data centers. 


FHS’ St. Louis Data Center was designed to ensure continuing operations in the event of a natural disaster.  The data center is equipped with an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) distributed by five power distribution units (PDUs), in addition to a diesel generator backup.  In the event of a total disaster, the risk of extended downtime and data loss is mitigated by the Disaster Recovery Plan and frequent backups stored off-site.  Our site utilizes a dual-carrier model providing redundant data paths.  Diverse carrier 155mb MPLS circuits are maintained, and all cables are properly secured.  Please refer to proposal Section 14.2.3.6 for additional information.

14.2.3.5
Ensure the vendor’s disaster recovery and contingency plans comprehensively address the hosting solution.


Verizon IT, with the support of FHS, will update the current Disaster Recovery Plan in place for Nevada.  This plan addresses five distinct stages that are associated with the re-establishment of the mainframe hosted environment critical to Nevada MMIS business operations.  Functions of the recovery stages are described below:

· Stage 1 — Damage Assessment/Emergency Response:  Includes activation of emergency response procedures, incident notification, with possible declaration of disaster and activation of the disaster recovery teams.  In the event of a disaster, Verizon IT will notify FHS and activate the disaster recovery teams.


· Stage 2 — Environmental Restoration/Hot Site Restoration:  Verizon IT ships the backup tapes to the hot site and restores the mainframe system environment at the hot site. 


· Stage 3 — Application Restoration:  FHS restores Nevada MMIS application and data. 


· Stage 4 — Business Function Restoration:  The restoration includes establishing processing schedules, resumption of business processing functions, monitoring of restored operations.


· Stage 5 — Permanent Site Relocation:  Return to normal operations at the home site.

FHS has policies and procedures for all information system components supported in our data center, as well as a written response plan for data recovery in the event of a disaster or power outage.  We also maintain operational policies and procedures addressing the confidentiality of electronic information and data storage with current certification in HIPAA compliance.  We test the plan on an annual basis and provide the test results to DHCFP.


We have taken steps to eliminate or minimize unplanned data and telecommunication systems outages.  Backup power generation systems, environmental and systems monitoring applications, hardware and network redundancies, mirrored disk, and data replication are some of the technologies utilized to reduce downtime exposure during normal day-to-day operations.


Each morning during non-business hours (typically 4:00 a.m. to 5:00 a.m., ET), we conduct a routine check of our applications, systems, and services to ensure they are operational and working properly.  Examples of the tests performed are:  availability of critical mid-range and web applications, facsimile lines and servers, voice recording service components, Citrix and imaging servers, PDAs, email, and much more.  Throughout the day, automated tools proactively monitor our IT infrastructure, perimeter, systems, and databases and report on issues or items that are outside of thresholds set to define optimum operation and performance.  This includes tools to monitor the facilities and environmental conditions, the wide area network, local area network, Intel server infrastructure components, and mid-range systems.  If an issue is found, these tools automatically create logs and begin escalation procedures by notifying and initiating a response from the data center operations staff and appropriate technical resources.


The escalation procedures also have documented processes in place to alert Account Management and DHCFP staff when issues are discovered that could impact service delivery.


All of the preventative measures we have taken are intended to detect potential problems and facilitate corrective action before impacting production processes. 


FHS has taken steps to ensure that recovery from minor component failure is seamless.  Backup power generation systems, environmental and systems monitoring applications, hardware and network redundancies, mirrored disk, and data replication are some of the technologies utilized to prevent downtime exposure during normal day-to-day operations as part of our comprehensive system backup and recovery plan.


Further, for catastrophic events, we have contracted with SunGard Recovery Services Inc., a world leader in disaster recovery services; to provide backup computer systems hardware and hot site facilities should a large-scale systems recovery become necessary.  SunGard’s hot site facilities are located in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  The hot site is connected via a T3 to our MPLS Wide Area Network.  


Our comprehensive recovery plan with SunGard defines recovery roles and responsibilities, systems backup and recovery procedures, off-site media storage information, detailed production system hardware/software configurations/ specifications, and critical business contact information.  We also contract with Iron Mountain to provide off-site storage for recovery media and materials.  Should we declare a disaster, Iron Mountain will pull tapes for the last 15 days’ backups along with pre-assembled recovery materials and ship them to the designated SunGard hot site.  If data communications are still available, these data are delivered via secured FTP.


Recovery plan rehearsals are conducted annually and validate that we are capable of restoring systems within targeted time frames.


Our Management Team declares emergencies and coordinates all disaster recovery efforts for our operations.  The Mid-Range Management Teams from the Information Services Department support the Emergency Management Team.  Updated information is provided to the Administrative Support Team, Information Services Support Center, and Senior Management every two hours or as warranted.


The Administrative Support Team creates and maintains a voice mail general announcement with status updates that all staff are required to call in the event of an emergency.  This Service Center Emergency Notification Voice Mail extension provides updates on the current emergency status and directions staff members should follow.  The responsible manager and/or designee(s) contact all staff members within four hours of a declared disaster.  They are informed of the nature of the emergency and their assigned roles.


We have a target Recovery Time Objective (RTO) of 48 hours from the point of disaster declaration for all business critical systems.    


Our team maintains a documented Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Plan providing plans of action in the event a disaster occurs at one of our processing facilities.  A disaster is defined as any serious failure or disruption of regular processing.  For the purposes of this plan, disasters are categorized into three categories as shown in the following table.

		Level 1



		Temporary disruption of processing expected to be resolved within 2 hours



		Level 2



		Temporary disruption of processing expected to last in excess of 2 hours, but not to exceed 12 hours 





Examples of Level 1 or Level 2 emergencies include:  temporary power outages, air conditioning failures, minor fire, adverse weather conditions, equipment failure, minor chemical emergency, and bomb threats.


A Level 3 or major disaster is described in the following table.


		Level 3



		A situation in which the center expects an extended loss of processing capabilities for 12 hours or more.  This could include the destruction of all on-site library files, processing facilities, and on-site administrative functions.





Examples of possible Level 3 emergencies include:  major fire, water damage, extended power failure, chemical spills, terrorists acts, and adverse weather conditions.


When a system outage has occurred and immediate notification is required, an email notification titled IT Support Center Advisory is sent to impacted individuals and groups immediately.  DHCFP, as an affected group, would also be notified in a timely manner of a system outage.  At the time an unscheduled outage event has been confirmed the appropriate IT support group is notified via telephone and email for investigation.  Email notifications titled Global Issues are sent to IT and business staff twice daily at 11:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., ET listing new and ongoing outages, as well as resolved global issues during that time period.  Once the issue is resolved, a detailed post-mortem is conducted to determine the cause of the failure and identify solutions to ensure the risk of future occurrences is mitigated.  We will provide DHCFP with these details and corrective action plans in a formal, written communication.


14.2.3.6
Contain fully redundant and independent power grids, an uninterruptible power supply (UPS), and backup generator that prevent loss of the system due to a single-point electrical failure.


Verizon IT hosts the Nevada MMIS processing in a world-class, hardened data center that is protected from power outages and hardened against natural disasters.  Some of these business continuity features include:  power from two separate electricity substations, network connectivity from two separate telephone switch centers, independent banks of uninterruptable power supplies (UPS) with battery backup units, and diesel generators that allow our data centers to run non-stop for six days in an emergency.

All computer systems and related support equipment directly connected to the functional operation of FHS’ St. Louis Data Center are supported through a 500 kVA Liebert Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) and distributed by five 150 kVA Power distribution units (PDUs) and one 125 kVA PDU.  The UPS is supported internally for emergency battery backup by batteries for over two hours of battery power.  The battery backup is used as a backup to the primary source of emergency generator power.  The UPS battery system has been sized for over a two-hour battery backup based on 100 percent load capacity.  A 1,000 KW Kohler Diesel Generator is located outside the building at ground level on the northeast side.  The generator’s fuel tank can provide 36 hours of continuous standby power before refueling based on 100 percent load capacity.  The generator is tested weekly.

14.2.3.7
Contain a fully redundant and comprehensive environmental monitoring, detection, and alarm systems that notify in-house security and facilities personnel of unacceptable variations in environmental conditions.


Verizon provides facilities-related controls to monitor, detect, and alert appropriate in-house security and facilities personnel via redundant Command Centers in the event of any unacceptable variations in the following environmental conditions.

Redundant switchgear equipment monitors and controls the UPS systems, and automatically senses for commercial power failure.  In an emergency, N+2 Diesel generators are used that allow the data center to run nonstop for multiple days in the case of an emergency.  The generators are on-line and synchronized within 15 seconds.


Temperature and humidity sensors are installed at regular intervals throughout the Data Center which feed a central monitoring system.  The Data Center is maintained at 72°F +/- 8°F and 20-65% humidity.  There is a High Sensitivity Smoke Detection (HSSD) system that is capable of detecting particles of combustion at levels of obscuration as low as 0.0015% per foot (0.005% per meter) which is 2,000 times more sensitive than conventional smoke detectors.  Verizon IT has also installed redundant HVAC systems, along with alternate water supplies, to maintain continued operation of the cooling systems.  The monitoring of these cooling systems is automatic and alarms are triggered should any unit fail. 


All of the hardware in the FHS St. Louis Data Center is monitored on-site 24x7x365.  All environmental equipment is monitored by the Data Center operators using SiteScan Web monitoring equipment including:  HVACs, UPSs, PDUs, water detection, fire alarm and suppression systems, and a generator.  SiteScan Web software is a web-based application that will automatically page designated personnel when an alarm is received.  Once an alarm is received, the responsible facilities personnel will evaluate the situation and make necessary arrangements to resolve all issues, including initiating vendor support.

All of the systems are protected from fire using the FM200 system.  Water detection devices are in place under the floor of the Data Center, additionally, there are eight 20-ton AC units and one 30-ton AC unit for cooling within the Data Center and two 15-ton AC units for cooling the UPS room located on the first floor.

14.2.3.8
Provide administrative, physical, and technical security safeguards to protect sensitive or confidential data; ensure the safeguards adhere to HIPAA privacy and security regulations.


FHS’ solution is fully compliant with the HIPAA Standards for Privacy, Electronic Transactions and Security.  Our Corporate Compliance Office works in conjunction with each of our business units, departments, and regional offices to monitor ongoing compliance efforts and maintain various reporting mechanisms that are required by law or requested by our business partners.  


Our Security Department has the task of ensuring that recipients’ health information is protected as it rests in our systems and when it is exchanged via electronic means.  To address this, we have implemented technical, physical, and administrative safeguards to enhance:  physical security, personnel security, and information systems security.  We have taken a multi-layered approach to security, providing perimeter protection, segregated operations, business, and administrative architectures, and extra protective measures associated with our web presence.  We also monitor all of these interfaces to identify inappropriate or unauthorized traffic, email, and attempts to connect to our systems.  We have drafted and ratified security policies and procedures to meet compliance standards as well as solidify best security business practices.  Procedures have been implemented to support these policies in a manner which complements and follows each policy to ensure standardization.  Policies that have been ratified to date include:  Information Technology Security, Information Sensitivity, Disaster Preparedness, Remote Network Access, Internet Usage, Computer and Network Usage, Employee Email Usage, Enterprise Security, Pre-Employment Background Investigation, and Termination of Security Access for Employees and Contractors.

We employ the latest technology standards and equipment regarding the protection of the critical internal infrastructure.  All firewalls are placed, monitored and managed by qualified, dedicated personnel.  All perimeter protection equipment is installed, patched, and maintained in accordance with manufacturer standards and best security practices to ensure best possible protection.


A traditional DMZ (de-militarized zone) structure is in place to support our e-commerce needs and is monitored via a state-of -the art-managed intrusion detection systems provided by an external organization to ensure quality of service.  The IDS service is monitored 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year by SecureWorks, Inc. (formerly LURHQ Corporation), which specializes in incident response and intrusion detection capabilities for various corporations world-wide.


All systems activity, including user activity, is monitored in accordance with policy.  All deviations from accepted practices outlined in policy will be investigated and risks associated with these events will be mitigated accordingly. 


Magellan/FHS routinely conducts security assessments and vulnerability testing and mitigates any issues or risks found in a timely manner.  It is our policy not to disclose specifics regarding details or results of testing due to the proprietary and sensitive nature of the data.  We use industry-standard testing tool-sets and engages third-party, independent agencies to verify security infrastructure.

Our systems are housed in secured data centers.  Access is controlled through a variety of physical security processes.  Physical access is controlled by door, time of day, and day of the week, including holidays and weekends.  System operators staff the data center 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.


14.2.3.9
Servers are protected from intrusion through the use of physical barriers, such as placement in a secure computer room and a secure facility, technical barriers, such as the use of restricted access rights, and administrative barriers, including the administration of security privileges.


FHS provides the following system security and integrity support activities of the Nevada MMIS system environment:

· Provide 24x7 monitoring through the use of guard services, electronic locks with card reader access, closed circuit television, and keys


· Provide color-coded identification cards issued to all authorized data center personnel to identify employees, contractors, vendors, and guests within the facility and to control access to restricted areas


· Maintain employee access and status procedures permitting only authorized personnel access to the data center and secure systems


· Conduct pre-employment background checks on potential data center employees.

Our St. Louis Data Center is located on the second floor of a multi-tenant building located at 13500 Riverport Drive, Maryland Heights, Missouri.  Access to this building can be gained through the entrances on either side of the building.  All entrances to the building are controlled after normal working hours.  Badges must be worn and displayed at all times while on the premises.  Entrances to Magellan occupied spaces are secured with alarm sensors and a proximity access control system.  We monitor the access control system.  Closed circuit cameras monitor areas within, and all entrances to the St. Louis Data Center.  The output of all cameras is displayed on a monitor inside the Data Center and Magellan’s Security Office and recorded to a storage area network located in the Data Center. 


Visitors must present themselves at the reception desk and be signed in with a point of contact.  An authorized escort must accompany visitors while on the premises.  Upon leaving the premises, visitors must be signed out by their escort.  The Data Center is staffed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.  The Command Center Staff is responsible for the signing in, verification, and monitoring of all visitors while inside the Data Center.  The IS Operations Manager reviews logs daily and is provided monthly access control reports.  The Chief Information Officer (CIO) is the only person who can approve badge access to the Data Center.  Along with monthly reports, the CIO, IS Operations Manager, and Regional Security Manager conduct annual reviews of badge access to the Data Center.  


Solid, fireproof doors protect the entrances to the data center.  Individuals requiring access to this area utilize a ringer-bell that alerts the individuals responsible for providing access to the area.  Cameras and intercom systems provide positive identification of individuals requesting access.  The equipment room in the Data Center has true floor-to-ceiling walls, and does not have windows.  No fire-related incidents have ever occurred in the St. Louis Data Center.  The fire suppression mechanism used inside the Data Center is a FM200 with an abort switch connected to Gentry 17lbs Halon 1211 fire extinguishers, with a January 2010 inspection.

14.2.3.10
Maintain security policies and procedures for hosting location(s).


The Verizon IT data center adheres to Verizon Information Security Corporate Policy.  Under this Policy, Verizon IT must effectively protect all business information assets of its own and of its partners and customers while their assets are under Verizon’s control.  This policy requires adequate security measures must be implemented and maintained to ensure only authorized individuals and processes have access to Verizon-controlled information assets.  Information assets must be protected from theft, damage, loss, compromise, and inappropriate disclosure or alteration.  Verizon IT must plan, design, and maintain information systems and networks that ensure appropriate confidentiality, integrity, and availability of its information assets.  This policy applies to Verizon IT and all of its business units and extends to all personnel, locations, and information assets.  It requires that: 


· Accountability is established for implementation of this policy. 


· Instructions, procedures, and guidelines are developed, maintained, used, and periodically reviewed to protect Verizon, partner, and customer information assets within Verizon’s control. 


· Implementation, monitoring, and enforcement of the policy, instructions, procedures, and guidelines are instituted. 


· Contracts with partners and suppliers include provisions to protect Verizon information assets.

We have drafted and ratified security policies and procedures to meet compliance standards as well as solidify best security business practices.  Procedures have been implemented to support these policies in a manner which complements and follows each policy to ensure standardization.  Policies that have been ratified to date include:  Information Technology Security, Information Sensitivity, Disaster Preparedness, Remote Network Access, Internet Usage, Computer and Network Usage, Employee Email Usage, Enterprise Security, Pre-Employment Background Investigation, and Termination of Security Access for Employees and Contractors.

14.2.3.11
Limit changes, updates or other maintenance activities that require downtime to off-peak hours; normally between 12:01 AM and 2:00 AM, PT Sunday morning or by special arrangement with DHCFP.


FHS will work with DHCFP to ensure changes, updates and other maintenance activities that require down time as limited to off-peak hours.  When there are special needs for any additional maintenance window, FHS will use the Nevada Change Management process to request approval from DHCFP.


14.2.3.12
Centrally integrate HVAC system, humidity management, fire suppression, and power management controls into a Network Operations Center (NOC).


Temperature and humidity sensors are installed at regular intervals throughout the Veriaon IT Data Center which feed a central monitoring system.  The Data Center is maintained at 72°F +/- 8°F and 20-65% humidity.  There is a High Sensitivity Smoke Detection (HSSD) system that is capable of detecting particles of combustion at levels of obscuration as low as 0.0015% per foot (0.005% per meter) which is 2,000 times more sensitive than conventional smoke detectors.  Verizon IT has also installed redundant HVAC systems, along with alternate water supplies, to maintain continued operation of the cooling systems.  The monitoring of these cooling systems is automatic and alarms are triggered should any unit fail. 


All of the hardware in the FHS St. Louis Data Center is monitored on-site 24x7x365.  All environmental equipment is monitored by the Data Center operators using SiteScan Web monitoring equipment including:  HVACs, UPSs, PDUs, water detection, fire alarm and suppression systems, and a generator.  SiteScan Web software is a web-based application that will automatically page designated personnel when an alarm is received.  Once an alarm is received, the responsible facilities personnel will evaluate the situation and make necessary arrangements to resolve all issues, including initiating vendor support.  

All of the systems are protected from fire using the FM200 system.  Water detection devices are in place under the floor of the Data Center, additionally, there are eight 20-ton AC units and one 30-ton AC unit for cooling within the Data Center and two 15-ton AC units for cooling the UPS room located on the first floor.

14.2.3.13
Ensure all systems are protected via a suite of anti-virus and spam filters, which continually receive virus signature updates from the product vendor in real-time.


FHS has both anti-spam and anti-virus systems at the server level that are automatically updated. 

14.2.3.14
Monitor server resources/performance both real-time and on a trending basis.


System monitoring is an important part of a successful data center operations and performance.  Our operations staff adheres to strict monitoring and maintenance procedures to keep all hardware operating at required performance levels and efficiencies. Maintenance procedures are tailored for each device type and its respective maintenance requirements.  Regularly scheduled maintenance avoids disruption to business-processing requirements.

We use both in-house and commercially-available monitoring tools to monitor and control system activities.  These monitoring tools allow them to monitor numerous systems and enable computer operators to carry out and control tasks simultaneously. 

We maintain system integrity by automating such functions as:  task management (start, stop, and alert notification), interactive system performance, interactive system management, exception message capture and global notification, message trapping for specific purposes, and remedial actions for recurring faults.


In FHS’ St. Louis Data Center, third party software products (Performance Navigator, iSeries Navigator, Messenger Plus) are utilized to monitor server resources and performance, including trending for the iSeries platform.  Servers can be included into the System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM) to provide historical and/or real-time performance.

14.2.3.15
Provide sufficient storage to host Nevada’s MMIS and peripheral systems and tools.


Verizon IT’s initial configuration will provide up to 100 percent of the Nevada MMIS’ current mainframe storage, with the ability to grow to meet future demand.  Verizon monitors, manages, optimizes, and controls storage by using Verizon provided standard tools.  Data Facilities Storage Management Subsystem (DFSMS), by IBM, is used to handle data placement, performance, availability space usage, and security.  DFSMS reclaims space that is allocated to old and unused data sets and determines how long an unused data set resides in primary storage.  This tool includes the following products:  MVS/DFP, for program, data, and device management; DFDSS, a primary data mover; and DFHSM, for automated space availability management.

FHS currently hosts the storage solution for all peripheral systems used to support DHCFP in our St. Louis Data Center.  We also provide a secure backup and off-site storage solution.  Storage is provided ongoing as needed to support all systems.  We also monitor frequently to ensure sufficient storage is available to support systems and meet future growth projections.  The following tools are used to monitor space needs on all servers in our environment:  System Center Operations Manager (SCOM), Insight Manager, and EMC Storage reports.

14.2.3.16
Provide sufficient network bandwidth to support access by all authorized system users.


Verizon has implemented a managed Enterprise Business Partner (EBP) network with FHS.  The EBP network is comprised of redundant Verizon Business 9Mbps Private IP (PIP) circuits, and Verizon IT manages routers, switches, and firewalls providing a secure, highly available, and scalable network infrastructure for the Nevada MMIS end-user access.  


For the FHS Reno site there are two separate circuit carriers, AT&T and Sprint, for redundancy purposes.  Each carrier has 3MB of bandwidth to the Magellan network.  The St. Louis Data Center site has both AT&T and Sprint as the core network, and each carrier has 155MB of bandwidth.  The St. Louis core network is currently running no more than 40 percent utilization.  The Reno site is currently running at no more than 25 percent utilization.  Glen Allen has two 45MB circuits, one with Sprint and one with AT&T.  The Glen Allen site utilization is approximately 20 percent at peak.

14.2.3.17
Proactively maintain and upgrade all hardware as required.


Verizon IT’s internal policy for commercial data center hosting requires all hardware to be under vendor maintenance contracts, and any hardware approaching end-of-service-life is retired and replaced with current technology prior to the vendor’s announced date for service withdraw.


Our IT department has a schedule that is maintained for hardware and software upgrades in supporting the business environment.  Hardware is upgraded and maintained to provide high availably.  We utilize HP Insight Manager along with our HP hardware to provide proactive monitoring of all hardware which provides us proactive pre-failure alerts.
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Table 11.1-2. ACS Proposed Core MMIS Hardware Configuration

		ACS Proposed Nevada MMIS Hardware



		Exhibit 11.1-1 Ref #

		Make/ Model

		Operating System

		Data Base

		Environments

		Notes

		Use

		Location



		2

		IBM/ Model


9672 Mainframe X37


Production LPAR: 333 MIPS, 3.5GB RAM


Test LPAR: 143 MIPS, 2.5GB RAM

		IBM OS/390 


X37

		IBM DB2 

		Production and Test

		Shared at Verizon Data Center




		Core MMIS



		Verizon Data Center


Tampa, FL





		ACS Proposed Nevada MMIS Network Telecommunications



		Exhibit 11.1-1

Ref #

		Line


Leaser

		Type/Speed

		Line Counts

		Type

		Comments



		N1

		ACS

		Dedicated T-1 MPLS

		9

		TCP/IP - Data

		Dedicated.  7 T-1’s to NV State sites and 2 redundant T-1’s to 


Verizon Data Center, Tampa, FL



		N2

		ACS

		Dedicated Fractional DS-3 MPLS

		2

		TCP/IP - Data

		Dedicated.  2 redundant 6Mbps fractional DS-3’s for data and voice for ACS NV MMIS Operations Office, Reno, NV



		N3

		ACS

		Dedicated OC-3


MPLS

		2

		TCP/IP - Data

		Dedicated.  ACS redundant data center connections to MPLS cloud



		N4

		ACS

		Shared DS-3 Internet Connection

		2

		TCP/IP - Data

		Shared redundant Internet access





Table 11.1-3. ACS' Proposed Peripheral Systems and Tools Hardware Configurations

		ACS' Proposed Peripheral Systems and Tools Hardware Configurations



		Exhibit 11.1-1

Ref #

		Make/ Model

		Operating System

		Software

		Environments

		Notes

		Use

		Location



		1

		Printers

		N/A

		N/A

		Various line and laser printers

		Dedicated

		MMIS / PBM printers

		ACS NV MMIS  Operations Office


Reno, NV



		3

		Dell M600 Blade


Intel based (24)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


32GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s




		RHEL 5

		WebLogic, MicroFocus Cobol, Oracle

		Development


Test (PA)


QA (TRN)


Production

		Shared across PBM clients

		PBM Systems

		ACS Data Center


Pittsburgh, PA



		4

		Dell M600 Blade


Intel based (4)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


32GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s




		RHEL 5

		WebLogic, MicroFocus Cobol, Oracle

		Disaster Recovery

		Shared across PBM clients

		Disaster Recovery for PBM systems

		ACS Data Center


Tarrytown, NY



		5

		Intel based


Dual Quad Core

16GB RAM


Dual 300GB HD’s


(multiple)

		RHEL

		Oracle 10g

		Development


Test/TRN


Production

		Shared

		Drug Rebate systems


(DRAMS)

		ACS Data Center


Pittsburgh, PA



		6

		IBM Unix


System P550 (1)


CPU (4) 5 GHz cores


RAM 96 GB


Storage 600 GB

		IBM AIX Version 5.3.x

		Informatica with Oracle 11g

		Development


Test/TRN


Production

		Dedicated

		Informatica and Oracle for DSS, DW, and EFA

		ACS Data Center


Pittsburgh, PA



		7

		IBM Unix


System P550 (1)


CPU (4) 5 GHz cores


RAM 96 GB


Storage 600 GB

		IBM AIX Version 5.3.x

		Informatica with Oracle 11g

		Disaster Recovery

		Dedicated

		Informatica and Oracle for DSS, DW, and EFA

		ACS Data Center


Tarrytown, NY



		8

		Intel based


Dual Quad Core

16GB RAM


Dual 300GB HD’s


(multiple)

		Microsoft Windows 2003 Server Enterprise

		RightFax Servers

		Production

		Shared

		Used for:


Send/Receive faxes

		ACS Data Center


Atlanta, GA



		9

		IBM HS22 blade


Intel based (1)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


48GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s

		Microsoft


Windows 2003


Server Enterprise

		CBT / LMS

		Development


Testing / TRN


Production

		Dedicated

		Used for:


Computer based training and Learning Management 

		ACS Data Center


Tarrytown, NY



		10

		IBM HS22 blade


Intel based (3)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


48GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s

		Microsoft Windows 2003 Server Enterprise

		Smart PA


MS SQL Enterprise Server

		Development


Testing /TRN


Production

		Shared

		Used for:


SmartPA provides information for improved drug classes to provide higher clinical efficiency and reduce program costs.  

		ACS Data Center


Tarrytown, NY



		11

		IBM HS22 blade


Intel based (3)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


48GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s

		RHEL 5

		WebSphere Portal Server 6.x

		Development


Test / TRN


Production

		Dedicated

		Used for:


Web access to MMIS and various other systems

		ACS Data Center


Pittsburgh, PA



		12

		IBM HS22 blade


Intel based (5)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


48GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s




		Microsoft Windows 2003 Server Enterprise

		MS SQL Enterprise Server 2005

		Development


Test / TRN


Production

		Dedicated

		Database for various MS SQL based applications

		ACS Data Center


Tarrytown, NY



		13

		IBM HS22 blade


Intel based (7)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


48GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s

		Microsoft Windows 2003 Server Enterprise

		Docfinity


Using Oracle 11g

		Development


Test / TRN


Production

		Dedicated

		Docfinity EDMS solution

		ACS Data Center


Pittsburgh, PA



		14

		IBM HS22 blade


Intel based (2)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


48GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s

		Microsoft Windows 2003 Server Enterprise

		Docfinity


Using Oracle 11g

		Disaster Recovery

		Dedicated

		Docfinity EDMS solution (DR)

		ACS Data Center


Tarrytown, NY



		15

		IBM HS22 blade


Intel based (3)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


48GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s

		RHEL 5

		Oracle 11g

		Development


Test


Production


DR

		Dedicated

		Database for EDMS, LMS, Cognos, FormWorks, WPS, systems

		ACS Data Center


Tarrytown, NY



		16

		IBM HS22 blade


Intel based (3)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


48GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s

		RHEL 5

		Cyberformance

		Development


Test / TRN


Production

		Shared

		Produces critical business, trend, and clinical reports,


Drug review,


Provider Profiling

		ACS Data Center


Tarrytown, NY



		17

		IBM HS22 blade


Intel based (3)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


48GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s

		Microsoft Windows 2003 Server Enterprise

		DirectAccess

		Development


Test / TRN


Production

		Shared

		Used for DirectAccess e-Prescribing

		ACS Data Center


Tarrytown, NY



		18

		IBM HS22 blade


Intel based (1)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


48GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s

		RHEL 5

		WebSphere Portal Server 6.x

		Disaster Recovery

		Dedicated

		Used for:


Web access to MMIS (DR)

		ACS Data Center


Tarrytown, NY



		19

		IBM HS22 blade


Intel based (5)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


48GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s

		Microsoft Windows 2003 Server

		SunGard FormWorks v5.0

		Development


Test 


Production


DR

		Shared

		Data entry and data perfection

		ACS Data Center


Tarrytown, NY



		20

		Intel Based


Dual Core 3ghz


4GB RAM


(multiple)

		Microsoft Windows 2003 Server

		SharePoint


ePM

		Development


Test


Production

		Shared

		Document and Project management repository

		ACS Data Center


Atlanta, GA



		21

		Kodak i1860


Scanner

		N/A

		EDMS

		Production

		Dedicated

		Used to scan documents and records into electronic format

		ACS NV MMIS  Operations Office


Reno, NV



		22

		Avaya / Verint Phone system (multiple)

		N/A

		Call Center

		Production

		Shared

		Call Center and tracking capabilities

		ACS PBM Call Center


Henderson, NC



		23

		Intel based


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


32GB RAM 600GB HD


(multiple)

		Microsoft Windows 2003 Server Enterprise

		MS SQL Server 2005 and related systems

		Disaster Recovery for HMS systems

		Shared

		DR for HMS related capabilities

		ACS HMS Operations Office


Richmond, VA



		24

		IBM P-Series


(multiple)




		AIX v.5.3

		Rational Product Suite

		Production

		Shared

		Testing and Code repository

		ACS Data Center


Pittsburgh, PA



		25

		IBM HS22 blade


Intel based (1)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


48GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s

		Microsoft Windows 2003 Server Enterprise

		Subversion


Control-M

		Development


Production

		Dedicated

		Code control


Batch scheduling

		ACS Data Center


Pittsburgh, PA



		26

		IBM HS22 blade


Intel based (3)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


48GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s

		Microsoft Windows 2003 Server Enterprise

		DirectAccess

		Development


Test / TRN


Production

		Shared

		Provides electronic patient health records and provides information at the POS for drug interaction conflicts and appropriateness

		ACS Data Center


Tarrytown, NY



		27

		IBM HS22 blade


Intel based (4)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


48GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s

		Microsoft Windows 2003 Server Enterprise

		Cognos / Grouper


Oracle 11g

		Development


Test / TRN


Production


DR

		Dedicated

		Cognos reporting from the DW/DSS systems


Grouper is used for CMS related classifications

		ACS Data Center


Pittsburgh, PA



		28

		Intel Based


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


32GB RAM

		Microsoft Windows 2003 Server

		File and Print Services Domain Controller

		Production

		Dedicated

		File and Print Services along with replica Domain Controller function

		ACS NV MMIS  Operations Office


Reno, NV



		29

		IBM HS22 blade


Intel based (3)


Dual Quad Core 3ghz


48GB RAM


Dual 146GB HD’s

		Microsoft Windows 2003 Server Enterprise

		SmartPA UI

		Development


Test / TRN


Production

		Shared

		SmartPA Call Center

		ACS Data Center


Tarrytown, NY





Table 11.1-4. ACS' Other Mainframe, Server, and Workstation Software 


		ACS' Other Mainframe, Server, and Workstation Software 



		Software Name

		Vendor

		Description/System



		Mainframe Software



		Operating System: z/OS

		IBM

		MMIS



		COBOL for z/OS & OS/390

		IBM

		MMIS



		DB2 for z/OS

		IBM

		MMIS



		PSF V3

		IBM

		MMIS



		Netview

		IBM

		MMIS



		DCF

		IBM

		MMIS



		z/OS with DFSMS DSS/HSM, GDDM/PGF, RMF, SDSF features

		IBM

		MMIS



		TMON for DB2 (for DB2 monitoring)

		ASG

		MMIS



		TMON for CICS

		ASG

		MMIS



		TMON for z/OS

		ASG

		MMIS



		PKZIP for MVS

		Ascent Solutions

		MMIS



		QUICK-REF

		Chicago Soft

		MMIS



		ACF2 Security for CICS

		Computer Associates

		MMIS



		ACF2 Security for z/OS (includes DB2 security)

		Computer Associates

		MMIS



		TLMS Tape Management (with Copycat utility)

		Computer Associates

		MMIS



		ENDEVOR

		Computer Associates

		MMIS



		JCLCHECK

		Computer Associates

		MMIS



		LOG ANALYZER

		Computer Associates

		MMIS



		NETSPY

		Computer Associates

		MMIS



		Easytrieve Report Generator (includes PAN/SQL)

		Computer Associates

		MMIS



		TPX Session Management for z/OS

		Computer Associates

		MMIS



		ABEND-AID/MVS

		CompuWare

		MMIS



		File–AID/MVS

		CompuWare

		MMIS



		CATALOG SOLUTION

		EMC

		MMIS



		VSAM PERFORMANCE ESSENTIAL

		EMC

		MMIS



		VSAM QUICK–INDEX

		EMC

		MMIS



		VSAM ASSIST

		EMC

		MMIS



		CODE-1 PLUS

		Group 1 Software

		MMIS



		MAILSTREAM PLUS

		Group 1 Software

		MMIS



		BMS/TS

		GT Software

		MMIS



		SYSB-II

		H&W Computer

		MMIS



		VPS

		Levi, Ray & Shoup

		MMIS



		VPS/TCPIP

		Levi, Ray & Shoup

		MMIS



		CICS/LOG VIEW

		Mackinney Systems

		MMIS



		DCD III

		Marble Computer

		MMIS



		CAFC

		NETEC

		MMIS



		Optim Data Growth Solution for z/OS

		Princeton Softech

		MMIS



		Optim Test Data Management Solution for z/OS

		Princeton Softech

		MMIS



		SAS/BASE

		SAS Institute

		MMIS



		SAS/CONNECT

		SAS Institute

		MMIS



		CONNECT DIRECT for z/OS

		Sterling Commerce

		MMIS



		SyncSort

		SyncSort

		MMIS



		Server Software



		ClientSoft

		Progress Software

		MMIS User Interface



		IP Agent License for TTDC PBX

		Avaya

		PBX Phone System 


(ACS Operations Office, Reno, NV)



		Verint Software

		Verint 

		Call Center



		Formworks Software MS SQL Standard

		SunGard

		OCR



		Enterprise Linux

		Red Hat

		Operating System: WPS, Oracle



		Oracle 11g (including Diagnostic Pack, Tuning Pack, Configuration Management Pack, Change Management Pack, Advanced Security Option Enterprise)

		Oracle

		Database: LMS, EDMS, WPS, Formworks, Informatica



		Cognos Business Intelligence Suite, Metrics Manager

		Cognos

		Ingenix DW/DSS



		Docfinity

		OIT

		Imaging, COLD storage



		Informatica Suite

		Informatica

		Ingenix DW/DSS



		Websphere Portal Server

		IBM

		Web Portal



		Control-M

		BMC

		Job Scheduling



		Veritas Backup Client for Windows

		Veritas

		Backups



		Veritas Backup Client for Red Hat Linux

		Veritas

		Backups



		Veritas Backup for Oracle DB Server

		Veritas

		Backups



		Windows 2003 Enterprise Server

		Microsoft

		Operating System: Docfinity, Cognos, LMS, CBT, SmartPA, DirectAccess, Cyberformance, SQL Server, Subversion,/Control-M, FormWorks



		SQL Server

		Microsoft

		Database: Cyberformance, SmartPA, HIE, Care Management



		Fiscal Agent Desktop Software



		Reflection

		Attachmate

		3270 terminal emulation



		Ghost Corporate Edition

		Symantec

		Desktop configuration



		Office

		Microsoft

		Desktop applications (Word, Excel)



		PGP

		PGP Corporation

		Whole disk encryption 


(secure PHI and confidential data)



		Virus Protection (5 Year License)

		McAfee

		Anti-virus software



		Eclipse

		Eclipse Foundation

		Web Development Environment





Table 11.1-5. ACS’ Proposed Changes to the Nevada MMIS Interface List

		ACS’ Proposed Changes to the Nevada MMIS Interface List



		Subsystem

		Sending Source (System Name)

		Receiving Source (System Name)

		Brief Description or Purpose 

		Transfer Method

		Frequency of Interface Transaction

		Contractor Responsible for Interface

		Initial ACS Assessment Status



		Claims

		ABS

		MMIS

		ABS Transmissions

		FTP

		Daily

		ABS

		No Changes Needed



		Claims

		ACS-FormWorks

		MMIS

		FTP Paper Claims From The Data Entry Data Server 

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Claims

		MMIS

		PBM OS+

		Create NCPDP File for First RX

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Claims

		MMIS

		EDI

		Service Center 5001 

		

		Monthly

		ACS

		Changes Possible



		Claims

		MMIS

		EDI

		Service Center 5137

		

		Monthly

		ACS

		Changes Possible



		Claims

		MMIS

		EDI

		Service Center 5003

		

		Monthly

		ACS

		Changes Possible



		Claims

		EDI

		MMIS

		Encounter Claims File

		FTP

		Monthly

		EDI

		No Changes Needed



		Claims

		EDI

		MMIS

		Medicaid Fee for Service Claims

		FTP

		Daily

		EDI

		No Changes Needed



		Claims

		GHI

		MMIS

		837 Institutional Claims

		FTP

		Daily

		GHI

		No Changes Needed



		Claims

		MMIS

		APS

		PA EXTRACT FILE

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Claims

		GHI

		MMIS

		837 Professional Claims

		FTP

		Daily

		GHI

		No Changes Needed



		Claims

		MMIS

		PERM

		PERM Universe Claim Data FTP

		FTP

		Quarterly during fiscal year of PERM review which is once per 3 years.

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Claims

		MMIS

		PERM

		PERM Universe Claim Data FTP

		FTP

		Quarterly during fiscal year of PERM review which is once per 3 years.

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Claims

		MMIS

		DOH

		Download claims CPF009

		FTP

		Weekly

		DOH

		No Changes Needed



		Claims

		POS

		MMIS

		Pharmacy SX Claims Extract Load

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		PBM OS+

		MMIS

		DRAMS

		 POS History Claims/Encounter Claims 

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		PBM OS+

		MMIS

		DRAMS

		Pharmacy Providers

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		Claims

		MMIS

		Reno

		Edit 210 & 994 File

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		Accucard

		ID Cards

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		Accucard

		ID Cards

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		DWSS

		MMIS

		Nomads Case, Demo, Eligibility File

		FTP

		Daily

		DWSS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		DWSS

		MMIS

		Nomads Case, Demo, Eligibility File

		FTP

		Daily

		DWSS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		DWSS

		MMIS

		Nomads Case, Demo, Eligibility File

		FTP

		Daily

		DWSS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		DWSS

		MMIS

		Recipient  TPL Interface

		FTP

		Daily

		DWSS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		DWSS

		MMIS

		Recipient pending Nomads 

		FTP

		Daily

		DWSS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		DHCFP

		MMIS

		CheckUp Interface--Daily NCU 

		FTP

		Daily

		DOIT

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		DHCFP

		MMIS

		CheckUp Interface--Daily NCU 

		FTP

		Daily

		DOIT

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		GHI

		COBA Eligibility 

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		HCM

		Enrollee Daily Updates to HCM

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		Changes Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		EDI

		Enrollment 271U

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		EDI

		Enrollment 271U

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		DHCFP

		MMIS

		Medicare Part D file

		FTP

		Monthly

		DHCFP

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		DWSS

		MMIS

		Nomads Reconciliation

		FTP

		Monthly

		DWSS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		DWSS

		MMIS

		Nomads Reconciliation

		FTP

		Monthly

		DWSS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		DHCFP

		MMIS

		Checkup Reconciliation

		FTP

		Monthly

		DOIT

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		DSS

		Eligibility Extract Files

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		SX

		SX Interface

		

		Daily

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		APS

		Recipient Monthly Change File

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		EDI

		Recipient 270/271 transaction

		FTP

		At Request

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		EDI

		Recipient 270/271 transaction

		FTP

		At Request

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		Xerox

		Annual IRS 1099 File

		FTP

		Yearly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		Anthem

		MMIS

		Sobra 

		FTP

		Weekly

		Anthem

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		HPN

		MMIS

		Sobra 

		FTP

		Daily

		HPN

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		AMG

		MMIS

		Sobra 

		FTP

		Daily

		Amerigroup

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		Xerox

		Download RA's and Checks

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		Xerox

		Download RA's and Checks

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		EDI

		EDI 835 

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		EDI

		EDI 820

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		EDI

		EDI 277U

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		BofA

		Medicaid  Check file

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		BofA

		Checkup Check file

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		BofA

		Medicaid EFT

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		BofA

		Checkup EFT

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		IFS

		Account Interface File

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		APS

		Pharmacy Benefit Package Extract

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		APS

		TPL Contractor Resource Update File

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		APS

		Download Carrier Extract TPF011 

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		APS

		Download Claims Extract CFP009 

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		APS

		Copy Claims Extract Tape to an External Tape

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		APS

		Recipient Extract RSF104

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		APS

		Download Recipient Extract RSF104 

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		APS

		Download Provider Extract PSF100

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Finance

		MMIS

		APS

		Run TPL Denied Claims Extract Program

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		DSS

		Provider Extract File 

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		DSS

		Budget Extract

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		EDI

		EXPECTED DELIVERY DATE REPORT

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		CMS

		MSIS Eligibility Extract

		FTP

		Quarterly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		CMS

		MSIS Common Claims fields copybook

		FTP

		Quarterly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		CMS

		MSIS Inpatient Claims Extract

		FTP

		Quarterly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		CMS

		MSIS Long Term Claims Extract

		FTP

		Quarterly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		CMS

		MSIS Other Claims Extract

		FTP

		Quarterly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		CMS

		MSIS RX Claims Extract

		FTP

		Quarterly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		DSS

		Send the Facility Extract Files 

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		DSS

		Send the Drug Extract Files

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		DSS

		Send the Professional Extract Files

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		DSS

		Send the Capitation Extract Files

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		DSS

		Financial Transaction Extract 

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		DSS

		DSS OnceInALifetime procedure extract

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		APS

		APS Claims Data

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		MARS

		MMIS

		First IQ

		FIQ DATA

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		Xerox

		Managed Care Letters

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		EDI

		HMO 834 Enrollment

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Provider

		MMIS

		Pharmacy

		SX Provider Update Extract

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Provider

		MMIS

		HCM

		UP / HCM

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Provider

		MMIS

		HPN

		HMO Providers

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Provider

		MMIS

		AMG

		HMO Providers

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Provider

		MMIS

		Reno Ops

		Possible DHSS Reinstated Providers  OIG Report

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Provider

		MMIS

		HMS

		Provider Extract 

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Provider

		MMIS

		APS

		PROVIDER EXTRACT FILE TO APS

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Provider

		MMIS

		DSS

		Provider Master File

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Reference

		DHCFP

		MMIS

		HCPCS Procedure Update

		

		Annual

		DHCFP

		No Changes Needed



		Reference

		THOMPSON

		MMIS

		HCIA Diagnosis

		

		Annual

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Reference

		MMIS

		Xerox

		Letter Consolidation

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Claims

		MMIS

		FIRST IQ

		Files to First IQ

		

		Monthly

		ACS

		Changes Needed



		Claims

		MMIS

		PERM

		PERM Claim Detail Data FTP

		FTP

		Quarterly during fiscal year of PERM review which is once per 3 years.

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Provider

		CMS

		CRD

		CLIA Update

		

		Weekly

		ACS

		No Changes Needed



		Provider

		MMIS

		PBM OS+

		Supplier-Supplier Medicaid Providers

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		New Interface Needed



		Claims

		MMIS

		PBM OS+

		Supplier-Supplier Medical Claims including paid, denied and adjusted

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		New Interface Needed



		Claims

		MMIS

		PBM OS+

		Supplier-Supplier Member Demographic Elig/TPL

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		New Interface Needed



		Claims

		MMIS

		PBM OS+

		SUPPLIER - SUPPLIER Eligibility / TPL Information

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		New Interface Needed



		PBM OS+

		PBM OS+

		MMIS

		Drug Pricing data for NDC Processing.

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		New Interface Needed



		PBM OS+

		PBM OS+

		MMIS

		SUPPLIER - SUPPLIER Claim Stubs

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		New Interface Needed



		PBM OS+

		MMIS

		DRAMS

		Medical History Drug Claims/Encounter Claims

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		PBM OS+

		MMIS

		DRAMS

		Drug Extract

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		PBM OS+

		MMIS

		DRAMS

		Drug Price Extract

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		PBM OS+

		MMIS

		DRAMS

		Client Extract

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		PBM OS+

		MMIS

		DRAMS

		Group Extract

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		PBM OS+

		MMIS

		DRAMS

		Plan Extract

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		PBM OS+

		MMIS

		DRAMS

		Specific Therapeutic Class Extract

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		PBM OS+

		MMIS

		EDI

		EDI 835 

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		PBM OS+

		MMIS

		DRAMS

		SMAC Extract 

		FTP

		Weekly

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		DRAMS

		DRAMS

		CMS

		CMS Utilization file

		Tape

		Quarterly

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		DRAMS

		CMS

		DRAMS

		CMS Drug File

		FTP

		Quarterly

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		DRAMS

		CMS

		DRAMS

		CMS Labeler File

		FTP

		Quarterly

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		PBM OS+

		MMIS

		HIE

		Drug Formulary Extract

		FTP

		Monthly

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		Claims

		MMIS

		HIE

		Medical Claims Extract

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		New Interface Needed



		DirectAccess

		MMIS

		HIE

		Prior Authorizations Extract

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface



		Recipient

		MMIS

		HIE

		Recipient Daily Extract

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		New Interface Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		HIE

		Recipient Recon Extract

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		New Interface Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		HIE

		RecipientSSN Extract

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		New Interface Needed



		TPL

		MMIS

		HIE

		Recipient TPL Extract

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		New Interface Needed



		Recipient

		MMIS

		HIE

		Recipient Xref Extract

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		New Interface Needed



		PBM OS+

		MMIS

		HIE

		RX Claims Extract

		FTP

		Daily

		ACS

		Use existing ACS Interface
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VENDOR INFORMATION SHEET FOR RFP NO. 1824 
 
Vendor Must: 
 


A) Provide all requested information in the space provided next to each numbered question. The 
information provided in Sections V1 through V6 will be used for development of the contract; 


B) Type or print responses; and 
C) Include this Vendor Information Sheet in Tab III, State Documents of the Technical Proposal. 


 
V1 Firm Name  


 
V2 Street Address  


 
V3 City, State, ZIP  


 
Telephone Number V4 


Area Code:   Number:   Extension:   
 


Facsimile Number V5 
Area Code:   Number:   Extension:   


 
Toll Free Number V6 


Area Code:   Number:   Extension:   
 


Contact Person for Questions / Contract Negotiations, 
including address if different than above 


Name & Title: 
Address: 


V7 


Email Address: 
 


Telephone Number for Contact Person V8 
Area Code:   Number:   Extension:   


 
Facsimile Number for Contact Person V9 


Area Code:   Number:   Extension:   
 


Name of Individual Authorized to Bind the Organization V10 Name: Title: 
 


Signature (Individual must be legally authorized to bind the vendor per NRS 333.337) 
V11 Signature: Date: 
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A Request for Proposal process is different from an Invitation to Bid. The State expects 
vendors to propose creative, competitive solutions to the agency's stated problem or need, 
as specified below. Vendors may take exception, or make an assumption, to any section of 
the RFP. Exceptions and/or assumptions should be clearly stated in Attachment B1 
(Technical Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP) and 
Attachment B2 (Cost Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of 
RFP) and will be considered during the evaluation process. The State reserves the right to 
limit the Scope of Work prior to award, if deemed in the best interest of the State NRS 
333.350(1). 
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1 OVERVIEW OF PROJECT 


The Nevada Department of Health and Human Services, Division of Health Care 
Financing and Policy (herein referred to as “DHCFP”) is seeking proposals from 
qualified vendors to take over the State of Nevada’s Medicaid Management Information 
System (MMIS). An MMIS ‘takeover’ is a commonly used term within the MMIS 
industry used to describe one of several options that states may elect to exercise when 
reprocuring their MMIS and/or fiscal agent services contract. The takeover option results 
in either a new or incumbent MMIS vendor taking over existing MMIS and/or fiscal 
agent services. 


First Health Services Corporation (FHSC) currently provides MMIS services for DHCFP 
through a contract scheduled to terminate in September 2012. DHCFP desires to contract 
with an established MMIS vendor to take over and operate the existing Nevada MMIS, 
which includes the Core MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and Medicaid program 
claims processing and program support services for a period of five years, with two, two-
year option year extensions. During this time DHCFP will be working to procure a 
replacement, MITA-aligned MMIS.  


The MMIS takeover vendor will be required to operate the Nevada MMIS under a budget 
neutral contract arrangement during the life of the contract. It is essential to DHCFP that 
cost savings efforts do not disrupt the level and quality of Nevada Medicaid and Check 
Up services provided to Nevada program recipients, or negatively impact program 
providers. As a result, vendors will be required to meet pre-established, measureable 
performance indicator criteria established by the DHCFP.    


DHCFP welcomes flexibility and creativity in operational services provided by the 
vendor and will consider the replacement of peripheral systems, tools and services 
currently used to supplement the MMIS, such as a decision support system, clinical rules 
engine, utilization management and other potential areas where efficiency improvements 
may be achieved. 


Additionally, DHCFP also seeks proposals that include a scalable Health Information 
Exchange (HIE) solution with features that meet certification standards prescribed by the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), and the Office of the 
National Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology, Department of Health 
and Human Services. 


Any contract awarded as a result of this Request for Proposal (RFP) is contingent upon 
approval of funding by the Nevada State Legislature and/or the appropriate federal 
funding agency. While the contract resulting from this procurement may be approved by 
the Nevada Board of Examiners prior to funding being approved by the Nevada 
Legislature, work will not begin until such funding has been approved and allocated. 
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1.1 STRATEGIC VISION FOR NEVADA’S MMIS 


The Nevada MMIS Takeover Project is a first step in DHCFP’s overall MMIS re-
procurement and replacement strategy to initiate a full MMIS re-procurement 
project, commencing in 2011. This Nevada MMIS Takeover procurement is 
designed to allow early adoption of MITA-aligned tools prior to the full MMIS 
re-procurement. The State’s vision for the full re-procurement is to have an 
MMIS that is adaptable and aligned with MITA initiatives and that can leverage 
technology improvements and best-of-breed efficiencies. Part of the State’s vision 
also includes the opportunity to leverage potential vendors’ abilities to support 
Nevada through multi-state operations contracts. 


A number of federal and other initiatives related to MMIS development and 
operations are occurring over the next three years. These include the upcoming 
HIPAA X-12 standard version 5010, NCPDP version D.0 and ICD-10. DHCFP 
intends on having these projects completed by the Takeover vendor after 
completion of Takeover activities. These projects are outside the scope of the 
Takeover project and will utilize a separate funding stream. Additional initiatives 
include further MITA transition planning, the State Health Information Exchange 
(HIE), as well as the impact of Federal stimulus money on state Medicaid 
programs. In response to the changing nature of the Medicaid environment over 
these next three years and based on the current limitations of the Core MMIS’ 
related to its capabilities in aligning with MITA, the State has determined to 
initiate the planning process for a full MMIS procurement.  


During the base term of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project contract, the State 
will initiate a two-year planning and preparation phase for the full MMIS re-
procurement. DHCFP intends to request funding for the full MMIS re-
procurement project in the next Nevada legislative session. 


1.2 PURPOSE OF RFP 


DHCFP will competitively procure services from qualified vendors to provide the 
services described in this RFP. The information presented in this RFP is intended 
to provide a clear description of the:  


 Preferred qualifications of a successful MMIS vendor; 
 Scope of work established for this project; and 


 Orientation to the Nevada Medicaid Management Information System. 


While DHCFP has made every effort to promote and present relevant information 
and resource materials to assist vendors in their proposal preparations, DHCFP 
does not guarantee a complete and exhaustive description of the Nevada MMIS. 
DHCFP encourages vendors to review resource materials presented in the 
reference library. 
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The Nevada MMIS Takeover Project consists of the following components, 
which are individually defined and described in detail throughout this RFP: 


 The Core MMIS Component; 
 Peripheral Systems and Tools Component; and 


 Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services. 


Additionally, DHCFP’s expectations associated with a Health Information 
Exchange (HIE) solution are also presented in this RFP. 


1.3 PROCUREMENT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 


In selecting a vendor to continue operations and maintenance of the Nevada 
MMIS, DHCFP intends to meet the following procurement goals: 


A. Minimize impact on the provider community, sister agencies and other system 
stakeholders; 


B. Exercise prudent cost containment efforts during the MMIS takeover 
procurement process and maintain a simple, manageable scope of work (no 
enhancements to the Core MMIS); 


C. Procure fiscal agent services that will meet or exceed the current MMIS and 
fiscal agent contractor performance measures and standards; and 


D. Communicate DHCFP’s desired functionality, capabilities, and performance 
expectations of system tools that are peripheral to the MMIS.  


Procurement objectives are as follows: 


A. The contract resulting from this MMIS takeover project must be budget 
neutral based on the current contract, while ensuring the new contract 
efficiently serves DHCFP’s needs over the next five years; 


B. The Core MMIS will not be replaced as part of this takeover. This is a straight 
takeover, with a base contract period of 5 years; 


C. Under the takeover contract the vendor may propose to replace certain 
Peripheral Systems and Tools that are used in the MMIS operation, such as a 
decision support system, call tracking system, EDI clearinghouse, pharmacy 
point-of-sale system and others. Tool replacement is desirable if it leads to 
operational efficiencies and performance improvements; 


D. DHCFP will require vendors to propose an HIE solution as part of the 
takeover. Additional funds may be available for HIE-specific services and/or 
infrastructure that facilitate the secure electronic transmission of medical 
information between physicians, recipients and DHCFP in support of the 
operation of the Nevada MMIS; 
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E. Enable Nevada to improve its ability to adapt to State and federal initiatives 
primarily associated with the Medicaid and Nevada Check Up programs; and 


F. Promote alignment with national and State-level efforts for the Medicaid 
Information Technology Architecture (MITA) framework. 


1.3.1 DHCFP requires that qualified vendors possess the following: 


A. Experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified 
MMIS for a minimum of 5 years; 


B. Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial 
statements and affirmation of financial resources to carry out at 
least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving 
reimbursement; 


C. A commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services 
within a budget-neutral contracting scenario; 


D. Acknowledge compliance with all scope of work requirements for 
the Core MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and Medicaid 
claims processing support services; and that 


E. Vendor proposals contain a Health Information Exchange (HIE) 
solution. 


1.3.2 DHCFP desires that the winning vendor possess the following: 


A. Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and a demonstrable 
commitment to current and future MITA initiatives; 


B. Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a Health 
Information Exchange solution; and 


C. Experience taking over a CMS certified MMIS or system of 
comparable size, scope and complexity. 
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2 ACRONYMS/DEFINITIONS 


ABD Aged, Blind, and Disabled 


ADA American Dental Association 


ADSD Aging and Disability Services Division 


AHRQ Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 


ANSI American National Standards Institute  


APD Advance Planning Document 


API Atypical Provider Identification 


A/R Accounts Receivable 


ARRA American Recover and Reinvestment Act of 2009 


ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange 


Assumption An idea or belief that something will happen or occur 
without proof. An idea or belief taken for granted 
without proof of occurrence. 


Awarded Vendor The organization/individual that is awarded and has an 
approved contract with the State of Nevada for the 
services identified in this RFP. 


AWP Average Wholesale Price 


  


BEER Beneficiary Earnings Exchange Record 


BENDEX  Benefit Data Exchange 


BOE State of Nevada Board of Examiners 
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Budget Neutrality The contract resulting from this takeover procurement 
is required to be operationally budget neutral to 
DHCFP, with the possible exceptions of HIE and Data 
Warehouse. This means that the payment for Fiscal 
Agent services, including the takeover and operation of 
the Core MMIS, any peripheral systems or tools, and 
all FA operational services cannot exceed what 
DHCFP reimburses for operations under the current 
FA contract. All bidding vendors will be required to 
commit to the budget neutrality requirement as part of 
the mandatory minimum qualifications. Vendors may 
propose additional savings as part of enhanced 
services, but those savings must be guaranteed and 
must not negatively affect budget neutrality. A portion 
of guaranteed savings may be moved to the operational 
budget as a savings offset. 


  


CFR  Code of Federal Regulation 


Change Management (CM) A process that facilitates the organized planning, 
development, and execution of modifications and 
enhancements to the NV MMIS, which includes the 
Core MMIS as well as all peripheral systems and tools 
that support Medicaid claims processing. 


CHAP Child Health Assurance Program 


CHIP Children’s Health Insurance Program. This program is 
funded under Title XXI of the Social Security Act. In 
Nevada this program is called Nevada Check Up. 


Clean Claim  A claim that can be processed without obtaining 
additional information from the provider of the service 
or from a third party. It includes a claim with errors 
originating in a State's claims system. It does not 
include a claim from a provider who is under 
investigation for fraud or abuse, or a claim under 
review for medical necessity. 


CLIA Clinical Laboratories Improvement Act 
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Client/Server The client/server model typically defines the 
relationship between processes running on separate 
machines. The server process is a provider of services. 
The client is a consumer of services. In essence, 
client/server provides a clean separation of function 
based on the idea of service.  


CM Change Management 


CME Continuing Medical Education 


CMS Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 


Confidential Information Any information relating to the amount or source of 
any income, profits, losses or expenditures of a person, 
including data relating to cost or price submitted in 
support of a bid or proposal. The term does not include 
the amount of a bid or proposal. Refer to NRS 
333.020(5) (b). 


Contract Approval Date The date the State of Nevada Board of Examiners 
officially approves and accepts all contract language, 
terms and conditions as negotiated between the State 
and the successful vendor. 


Contract Award Date The date when vendors are notified that a contract has 
been successfully negotiated and is awaiting approval 
of the Board of Examiners. 


Contractor The company or organization that has an approved 
contract with the State of Nevada for services 
identified in this RFP. 


Contractor Performance 
Expectation 


Duties that must be conducted by the successful 
contractor within quantifiable measures as established 
by DHCFP. 


Contractor Responsibility Duties that must be conducted by the successful 
contractor. 


Core MMIS The MMIS component traditionally referred to as the 
claims payment engine, and defined by the system 
source code for the MMIS operated by the current 
Fiscal Agent for the State. The source code can be 
construed as the scope of the Core MMIS component. 


CPI-U Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers 
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CPI-MC Consumer Price Index for Medical Care 


CPT  Current Procedural Terminology 


Cross Reference A reference from one document/section to another 
document/section containing related material. 


CSE Child Support Enforcement Program within the 
Division of Welfare and Supportive Services 


Customer Department, Division or Agency of the State of 
Nevada. 


  


Data All facts, information, decision information, including 
the forms, procedures, and processes which together 
provide an organized and interrelated means of 
recording, communicating, processing, and presenting 
information relative to a definable function or activity 
associated with Medicaid claims processing. 


DCFS  Division of Child and Family Services  


DEA Drug Enforcement Administration 


DEERS Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System 


Deliverables Project work products throughout the term of the 
project/contract that may or may not be tied to a 
payment. 


Development Environment A system, toolset and methodology used to develop 
and/or modify and test new software applications. 


DHCFP Division of Health Care Financing and Policy 


DHHS Nevada Department of Health and Human Services 


DISA Data Interchange Standards Association 


Division/Agency The Nevada Department of Health and Human 
Services, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy  


Division Responsibility Duties that must be conducted by the DHCFP. 


DJJ Department of Juvenile Justice 
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DME Durable Medical Equipment 


DOI Nevada Division of Insurance 


DoIT Nevada Department of Information Technology 


DRG Diagnosis Related Group 


DSD Detailed System Design 


DSPP Diabetic Supply Procurement Program 


DSS Decision Support System 


DUR Drug Use Review 


DWSS Division of Welfare and Supportive Services 


  


EDI Electronic Data Interchange is a standard format for 
exchanging business data. The standard is ANSI X12, 
developed by the Data Interchange Standards 
Association. ANSI X12 is either closely coordinated 
with or is being merged with an international standard, 
EDIFACT. 


EDP Electronic Data Processing 


EFT Electronic Funds Transfer – an electronic transfer of 
funds through a national automated clearinghouse 
directly to a designated account. 


EIN Employer Identification Number 


Email Electronic mail 


EMR Electronic Medical Records 


EOB Explanation of Benefits 


ePHI Electronic Protected Health Information 


EPSDT Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment 
(known in Nevada as Healthy Kids) 
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Evaluation  
Committee 


An independent committee comprised of a majority of 
State officers or employees established to evaluate and 
score proposals submitted in response to the RFP 
pursuant to NRS 333.335.  


EVS Electronic Verification of Eligibility System 


Exception A formal objection taken to any statement/requirement 
identified within the RFP. 


  


FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation 


FEIN Federal Employee Identification Number 


FFP Federal Financial Participation 


FFS Fee-For-Service 


FICA Federal Insurance Contribution Act 


FIPS Federal Information Processing Standard 


FHSC First Health Services Corporation 


FMAP Federal Medical Assistance Percentages 


FOCIS Facility Oversight and Community Integration 
Services 


FQHC Federally Qualified Health Center 


FTE Full Time Equivalent 


Functional Requirements A narrative and illustrative definition of business 
processes independent of any specific technology or 
architecture. 


FUL Federal Upper Limit 


  


GAAP Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 


GSA General Services Administration 


GSN Generic Sequence Number 
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GUI Graphical User Interface 


  


HCBW Home and Community-Based Waivers 


HCPCS Health Care Procedural Coding System 


HEDIS Health Plan Employer Data and Information Set 


HICL Health Information Contract Language 


HIE Health Information Exchange 


HIPAA Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 
1996 


HMO Health Maintenance Organization 


  


IBNR Incurred But Not Reported 


ICD International Classification of Diseases 


ICD-10 International Classification of Diseases. ICD-10 is used 
globally in anticipation of the most current version, 
however, the State expects the successful proposer will 
use the most current version. 


ICD-9-CM International Classification of Diseases, 9th revision, 
Clinical Modification 


ICF Intermediate Care Facility 


ICF/MR Intermediate Care Facility for the Mentally Retarded 


ICN Internal Claim Number 


ID  Identification 


IFS Integrated Financial System 


IPN Individual Provider Number 
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Interoperability The ability to exchange and use information (usually in 
a large heterogeneous network made up of several 
local area networks). Interoperable systems reflect the 
ability of software and hardware on multiple machines 
from multiple vendors to communicate. 


IQAP Internal Quality Assurance Program 


ISO Intermediary Service Organization (provider type 83) 


ISO International Standards Organization 


IV&V Independent Verification and Validation 


IVR Interactive Voice Response 


  


JCL Job Control Language 


  


Key Personnel Vendor staff responsible for oversight of work during 
the life of the project and for deliverables. 


  


LAN Local Area Network 


LCB Legislative Counsel Bureau 


LOC Level of Care 


LOI Letter of Intent – notification of the State’s intent to 
award a contract to a vendor, pending successful 
negotiations; all information remains confidential until 
the issuance of the formal notice of award.  


LTC Long-Term Care 


  


MAC Maximum Allowable Cost 


MAR Management and Administrative Reporting 


MARS Management and Administrative Reporting Subsystem 
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May Indicates something that is recommended but not 
mandatory. If the vendor fails to provide recommended 
information, the State may, at its sole option, ask the 
vendor to provide the information or evaluate the 
proposal without the information. 


MCO Managed Care Organization 


MDC Major Diagnostic Category 


MDS  Minimum Data Set 


MECT Medicaid Enterprise Certification Toolkit 


Medicaid Program Claims 
Processing and Program 
Support Services 


Supplemental services provided by the Fiscal Agent or 
their designated subcontractor, that support operational 
functions, and are not specifically associated with the 
Core MMIS or peripheral tools and systems. Examples 
of such services include Utilization Management and 
TPL recovery services. 


MER Medicaid Estate Recovery 


MFCU Medicaid Fraud Control Unit 


MHDS Division of Mental Health and Developmental Services 


MITA Medicaid Information Technology Architecture 


MMIS Medicaid Management Information System 


MR Mental Retardation 


MS Microsoft 


MSA Master Services Agreement 


MSIS Medicaid Statistical Information System 


  


NAC Nevada Administrative Code – All applicable NAC 
documentation may be reviewed via the internet at: 
www.leg.state.nv.us. 


NCPDP National Council for Prescription Drug Programs 


NCU Nevada Check Up 



http://www.leg.state.nv.us/�
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NDC National Drug Code 


Nevada Check Up Nevada’s Children’s Health Insurance Program 


Nevada MMIS All components, collectively, of the MMIS, which are 
the following: 


 The Core MMIS 
 Peripheral Systems and Tools Components 
 Medicaid Program Claims Processing and 


Program Support Services 


NF Nursing Facility 


NIST  National Institute of Standards and Technology 


NOC Network Operations Center 


NOD Notice of Decision 


NOMADS Nevada Operations of Multi-Automated Data Systems 


Notice of Award Formal notification of the State’s decision to award a 
contract, pending Board of Examiners’ approval of 
said contract at which any non-confidential 
information becomes available upon written request. 


NPI National Provider Identifier 


NRS Nevada Revised Statutes – All applicable NRS 
documentation may be reviewed via the internet at: 
www.leg.state.nv.us. 


  


OASIS Outcome and Assessment Information Set 


OBRA 90 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 


ODBC Open Database Connectivity 


ODRAS Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System 


OIG Office of the Inspector General 


OLAP  
 


On-Line Analytical Processing 



http://www.leg.state.nv.us/�
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ONC Office of the National Coordinator for Health 
Information Technology 


OPAS Online Prior Authorization System 


Open Systems Computer systems that provide some combination of 
interoperability, portability and open software 
standards. 


OTC Over the Counter 


  


P&T Pharmacy and Therapeutics 


PA Prior Authorization  


Pacific Time (PT) Unless otherwise stated, all references to time in this 
RFP and any subsequent contract are understood to be 
Pacific Time. 


PASRR Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review 


PC Personal computer 


PCA Personal Care Aide Services 


PCCM Primary Care Case Management 


PCN Primary Care Network 


PCP Primary Care Physician 


PCS Personal Care Services 


PCS Primary Care Site 


PDR Production Discrepancy Report 


PDL Preferred Drug List 


Period The timeframe for a given portion of the Nevada 
MMIS Take over contract. The three “periods” 
described in the RFP for the take over contract are the 
Contract Start Up Period, Transition Period, and 
Operations Period. 
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Peripheral Systems and 
Tools 


Automated tools and technology solutions that are not 
part of the Core MMIS, but instead supplement the 
Core MMIS, such as a Decision Support System, a 
clinical rules engine, pharmacy POS, and others. 


PHI Protected Health Information 


PII Personally Identifiable Information 


PL Public Law 


POC Plan of Correction 


POS Point of Sale 


PQA Prior Quarter Adjustment 


PQAS Prior Quarter Adjustment Statement 


PQI Performance Quality Indicator 


PRI Private Rate Interface 


Prime Contractor The prime contractor has full responsibility for 
coordinating and controlling all aspects of the project, 
including support to be provided by any 
subcontractor(s). The prime contractor will be the sole 
point of contact with the State relative to contract 
performance. If this project involves the use of one or 
more program products proprietary to another supplier, 
the prime contractor will be responsible for acquiring a 
license for the State’s use of such program products. 


PRO Peer Review Organization 


Pro-DUR Prospective Drug Use Review 


Production Environment A computer system, communications capability and 
applications software that facilitates ongoing business 
operations. New hardware/software is not introduced 
into a production environment until it is fully tested 
and accepted by the State. 


Project Contract 
Administrator 


The Contract Administrator designated as the DHCFP 
point of contact between contractor and State during 
the RFP and contract negotiation process 
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Proposer Organization/individual submitting a proposal in 
response to this RFP.  


Proprietary Information Any trade secret or confidential business information 
that is contained in a bid or proposal submitted on a 
particular contract. (Refer to NRS 333.020 (5) (a). 


Provider A Medicaid provider is defined as an individual or 
business that provides services or goods to Medicaid 
recipients and meets the application requirements set 
forth by DHCFP. 


PT Pacific Time 


Public Record All books and public records of a governmental entity, 
the contents of which are not otherwise declared by 
law to be confidential must be open to inspection by 
any person and may be fully copied or an abstract or 
memorandum may be prepared from those public 
books and public records. (Refer to NRS 333.333 and 
NRS 600A.030 [5]). 


  


QA Quality Assurance 


QIO Quality Improvement Organization 


QMB Qualified Medicare Beneficiary 


  


RA Remittance Advice 


RDBMS Relationship Database Management System 


Recipient An individual who is receiving Medicaid/Nevada 
Check Up benefits.  


Response Time The elapsed time between the end of an inquiry or 
demand on a computer system and the beginning of a 
response. 


Retro-DUR Retrospective Drug Use Review 
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RFP Request for Proposal – a written statement which sets 
forth the requirements and specifications of a contract 
to be awarded by competitive selection as defined in 
NRS 333.020(8). 


RFS Request for Services (Master Services Agreement) 


ROSI Reconciliation of State Invoice 


RPU Rebate per Unit 


RTC Residential Treatment Center 


RUG Resource Utilization Groups 


  


SDLC System Development Lifecycle 


SDX State Data Exchange 


SLMB Special Low-Income Medicare Beneficiary 


SMD State Medicaid Director 


SMM State Medicaid Manual 


SNA Systems Network Architecture 


SNF Skilled Nursing Facility 


SOA Service Oriented Architecture 


SOBRA Supplemental Omnibus Reconciliation Act 


SSA Social Security Administration 


SSI Supplemental Security Income 


SSN Social Security Number 


State The State of Nevada and any agency identified herein. 


Steering Committee The Steering Committee is made up of the 
Director/Administrator of the agency and State 
government representatives. 
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Subcontractor Third party, not directly employed by the vendor, who 
will provide services identified in this RFP. This does 
not include third parties who provide support or 
incidental services to the vendor. 


Successful Proposer The company or organization that is awarded and has 
an approved contract with the State of Nevada for 
services identified in this RFP. 


SUR Surveillance and Utilization Review 


SURS Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem 


SVES State Verification Eligibility System 


System Performance 
Expectation 


Actions that must be performed or supported by a 
system within quantifiable measures as prescribed by 
DHCFP. 


  


Takeover Takeover of the Nevada MMIS as described in this 
RFP, by either an incumbent or non-incumbent MMIS 
vendor. 


TANF Temporary Assistance to Needy Families 


TEFRA Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 


TPL Third Party Liability 


Trade Secret Information, including, without limitation, a formula, 
pattern, compilation, program, device, method, 
technique, product, system, process, design, prototype, 
procedure, computer programming instruction or code 
that: derives independent economic value, actual or 
potential, from not being generally known to, and not 
being readily ascertainable by proper means by the 
public or any other person who can obtain commercial 
or economic value from its disclosure or use; and is the 
subject of efforts that are reasonable under the 
circumstances to maintain its secrecy. 


UFC Universal Claim Form 


UML Unified Modeling Language 


UPS Uninterruptible Power Supply 
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User Department, Division, Agency or County of the State 
of Nevada. 


  


Vendor Organization/individual submitting a proposal in 
response to this RFP. 


VPN Virtual Private Network 


  


Walkthrough Oral presentation by the contractor of deliverables 
and/or work products. 


WAC Wholesale Acquisition Cost 


WAN Wide Area Network 


WEDI Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange 
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2.1 STATE OBSERVED HOLIDAYS 


The State observes the holidays noted in the following table. 


HOLIDAY DAY OBSERVED 


New Year’s Day January 1 


Martin Luther King Jr.’s Birthday Third Monday in January 


Presidents' Day Third Monday in February 


Memorial Day Last Monday in May 


Independence Day July 4 


Labor Day First Monday in September 


Nevada Day Last Friday in October 


Veterans' Day November 11 


Thanksgiving Day Fourth Thursday in November 


Family Day Friday following the Fourth Thursday in 
November 


Christmas Day December 25 


Note: When January 1, July 4, November 11 or December 25 falls on Saturday, the preceding Friday is 
observed as the legal holiday. If these days fall on Sunday, the following Monday is the observed holiday. 
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3 BACKGROUND 


3.1 PROJECT 


DHCFP deployed its current MMIS in 2003 after it contracted with FHSC for the 
design, development and implementation of its current system. Services provided 
to the State by FHSC include the following: operating the Core MMIS, providing 
and supporting Peripheral Systems and Tools, and providing Medicaid Program 
Claims Processing and Program support services. Collectively, these three 
components encompass the “Nevada MMIS.” Below is a breakdown of the 
Nevada MMIS: 


A. Claims Processing; 


Core MMIS 


B. Financial; 


C. Prior Authorizations; 
D. Provider; 


E. Recipient; 
F. Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) Support; 


G. Third Party Liability (TPL); 
H. Early Periodic Screening Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT); 
I. Level of Care (LOC); 


J. Reference; and 
K. Management and Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS). 


A. Clinical Claims Editing; 


Peripheral Systems and Tools 


B. Pharmacy Point of Sale; 
C. Pharmacy; 


D. Electronic Prescription Software; 
E. Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate; 


F. Diabetic Supply Rebate; 
G. Decision Support System (Data Warehouse); 


H. Web Portal; and 
I. Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System. 


Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 
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A. Managed Care Enrollment; 
B. Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR); 


C. Call Center and Contact Management; 
D. Provider Appeals; 


E. Provider Enrollment; 
F. Provider Training and Outreach; 


G. Finance (including accounts payable); 
H. Return ID Card Process; 


I. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI); 
J. Printing and Postage; 


K. Prior Authorization; 
L. Utilization Management; 


M. Early Periodic Screening Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT); and 
N. Personal Care Services (PCS) Program. 


Additional information regarding contracted services can be found in the library. 
Please refer to Section 6, Reference Library. 


3.1.1 Current Contract Term 


The State’s current contract with FHSC is for an initial three-year term 
with the option of two additional three-year extensions. The State is 
presently operating under its second extension to continue the contract 
through September 29, 2012. 


DHCFP is seeking to contract with an established MMIS vendor to 
take over and operate the Nevada MMIS. The State will also allow the 
takeover vendor the latitude to propose replacement of Peripheral 
Systems and Tools and/or services as listed in Section 3.1, with those 
from their own product line. All replaced tools and services must be 
approved by DHCFP, certifiable by The Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services (CMS), and be MITA aligned. 


3.2 AGENCY 


3.2.1 Department of Health and Human Services 


The designated Single State Agency for the Medicaid Program in 
Nevada is the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). As 
the single State Agency, the Director of DHHS has the authority to make 
commitments with the federal government on behalf of Nevada. The 
Director is appointed by, and reports to, the Governor. 
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Within DHHS are the Divisions of Health Care Financing and Policy, 
Welfare and Supportive Services, Aging and Disability Services, Health, 
Child and Family Services and Mental Health and Developmental 
Services. The Medicaid and SCHIP Programs fund programs and 
services administered or provided by these Divisions. 


3.2.2 Health Care Financing and Policy 


Nevada adopted the Medicaid program in 1967 with the passage of 
State legislation placing the Medicaid program in the Welfare 
Division. During the 1997 legislative session, the Division of Health 
Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP) was created. DHCFP has 
approximately 243 staff with offices in Carson City, Las Vegas, Reno, 
and Elko. DHCFP administers two major federal health coverage 
programs (Medicaid and Children’s Health Insurance Program or 
CHIP) which provide health care to eligible Nevadans. The largest 
program is Medicaid, which provides health care to low-income 
families, as well as funding for aged, blind and disabled individuals. 
CHIP in Nevada is known as Nevada Check Up, and provides 
healthcare coverage to low-income, uninsured children who are not 
eligible for Medicaid. 


Medicaid and Nevada Check Up program operations staff report to the 
DHCFP Deputy Administrator. Staff is responsible for all program 
operations, except the processes for Medicaid eligibility. All district 
offices are included in program operations. 


Medicaid administrative functions and Nevada Health Care Cost 
Containment programs and staff report to the Administrative Services 
Officer IV. These staff are responsible for accounting, budget 
development and monitoring, data analysis, and rate setting. 


Current organization charts are available in the reference library (see 
Section 6.2, Reference Library Contents). 


3.2.3 Division of Welfare and Supportive Services (DWSS) 


The responsibility for determining Medicaid eligibility and child 
support enforcement activities related to medical support are located 
within the DWSS. 


3.2.4 Other DHHS Divisions 


Some Medicaid services are provided directly by staff of other divisions 
or division-operated programs. An example includes one of the Home 
and Community Based Waivers that are administered by DHCFP but 
operated by DHCFP for the Aging and Disability Services Division. 
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3.3 NEVADA MEDICAID AND NEVADA CHECK UP 


3.3.1 Nevada Medicaid 


Nevada’s Medicaid program pays for medical and medically-related 
services for persons eligible for Medicaid under Title XIX of the 
Social Security Act. In State Fiscal Year 2008, Nevada Medicaid 
covered an average of 180,347 individuals including pregnant women, 
children, the aged, blind, and/or disabled, and people who are eligible 
to receive federally assisted income maintenance payments. Service 
reimbursement may be offered either through a fee-for-service model 
or under a managed care contract, or a combination of both. Nevada 
Medicaid administers both fee-for-service and managed care 
programs.  


In addition to the Federal mandatory services through Medicaid, 
Nevada Medicaid offers the following optional services and receives 
federal funding to do so:  


A. Pharmacy;  


B. Dental;  
C. Optometry;  


D. Psychologist;  
E. Physical, occupational, and speech therapies;  


F. Podiatry for those under 21 years of age and QMB eligibles;  
G. Chiropractic for those under 21 years of age and QMB eligibles;  


H. Intermediate care facility services for those 65 years and older;  
I. Skilled nursing facility services for those under 21 years of age;  


J. Inpatient psychiatric services for those under 21 years of age; 
K. Personal care services; 


L. Private duty nursing;  
M. Adult day health care (1915(i) waiver);  


N. Nurse anesthetists;  
O. Hospice; 


P. Home Based Habilitation Services (1915(i) waiver); and 
Q. Day Treatment and Partial Hospitalization Services for persons 


with Chronic Mental Illness (1915(i) waiver). 


Nevada Medicaid also administers five home and community-based 
1915(c) waivers, authorized by the Secretary of the Federal 
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Department of Health and Human Services, and whose regulations are 
found in Section 1915(c) of the Act. 


3.3.2 Nevada Check Up 


Nevada Check Up is Nevada’s Children’s Health Insurance Program 
under Title XXI (CHIP). The program provides health care benefits to 
uninsured children from low-income families who are not eligible for 
Medicaid but whose family income is at or below 200% of the Federal 
Poverty Level. Nevada Check Up began providing services to children 
on October 1, 1998. Currently, there are approximately 21,584 
children that are served through Nevada Check Up. 


3.4 CONCURRENT IMPACTS/PROJECTS 


While the takeover of the Nevada MMIS is a mission-critical project to DHCFP, 
other concurrent projects requiring DHCFP resources include, but are not limited 
to, the following: 


A. Participating in the Pilot Medical Statistical Information System (MSIS) 
project; 


B. Addressing time sensitive business needs of DHCFP, such as responding to 
imminent Legislative requests for information such as budget data reports; 


C. Responding to system or program business changes introduced through the 
change management process; and 


D. Implementing a change in the type of health care professional that carries out 
the functional assessment process. In the past, registered nurses and social 
workers conducted a social, interview-based assessment. With this change, 
physical or occupational therapists will conduct a functional assessment based 
on an in-clinic visit and an in-home visit to obtain a more accurate picture of 
the recipient’s needs as related to personal care services. 


E. DHCFP is analyzing a pharmacy reimbursement methodology to replace the 
utilization of Average Wholesale Price (AWP). This will impact both point-
of-sale and physician administered claims.  


3.5 AGENCY SECURITY STANDARDS 


3.5.1 System must meet State security standards for transmission of personal 
information as outlined in NRS 603A. 


3.5.2 All information technology services and systems developed under the 
scope of work described within this RFP shall be performed in 
accordance with CMS’ security requirements, HIPAA security 
requirements, and any evolving federal security standards.  
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3.5.3 All information technology services and systems developed or 
acquired by agencies shall have documented security specifications 
that include an analysis of security risks and recommended controls 
(including access control systems and contingency plans). 


3.5.4 Security requirements shall be developed at the same time system 
planners define the requirements of the system. Requirements must 
permit updating security requirements as new threats/vulnerabilities 
are identified and/or new technologies implemented. 


3.5.5 Security requirements and evaluation/test procedures shall be included 
in all solicitation documents and/or acquisition specifications. 


3.5.6 Systems developed by either internal State or contracted system 
developers shall not include back doors, or other code that would 
cause or allow unauthorized access or manipulation of code or data. 


3.5.7 Security specifications shall be developed by the system developer for 
approval by the agency owning the system at appropriate points of the 
system development or acquisition cycle. 


3.5.8 All system development projects must include a documented change 
control and approval process and must address the security 
implications of all changes recommended and approved to a particular 
service or system. The responsible agency must authorize all changes. 


3.5.9 Application systems and information that become obsolete and are no 
longer used must be disposed of by appropriate procedures. The 
application and associated information must be preserved, discarded, 
or destroyed in accordance with Electronic Record and Record 
Management requirements defined in NRS and NAC 239, Records 
Management. 


3.5.10 Software development projects must comply with State Policy 
4.100000, Section 4.7, Software Development and Maintenance. 


3.5.10.1 Separate development, test and production environments 
must be established on State systems. 


3.5.10.2 Processes must be documented and implemented to control 
the transfer of software from a development environment to 
a production environment. 


3.5.10.3 Development of software and tools must be maintained on 
computer systems isolated from a production environment. 


3.5.10.4 Access to compilers, editors and other system utilities must 
be removed from production systems. 
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3.5.10.5 Controls must be established to issue short-term access to 
development staff to correct problems with production 
systems allowing only necessary access. 


3.5.10.6 Security requirements and controls must be identified, 
incorporated in and verified throughout the planning, 
development, and testing phases of all software 
development projects. Security staff must be included in all 
phases of the System Development Lifecycle (SDLC) from 
the requirement definitions phase through implementation 
phase. 


3.6 CURRENT AGENCY COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT  


All agency computers currently run Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 3. 
Agency computers connect to the MMIS using Citrix Program Neighborhood via 
a dedicated, T1 line with encryption. 


There are four DHCFP Division offices that currently connect to the MMIS. The 
offices are listed below: 


 Las Vegas District Office; 
 Reno District Office; 


 Elko District Office; and 
 DHCFP Administration. 


In addition, the Attorney General’s office and the Nevada Division of Mental 
Health and Developmental Services Division also connect to the MMIS.  


For detailed information about the agency’s computing environment, please refer 
to the ‘Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment’ document within the 
reference library, (see Section 6, Reference Library). 


3.7 PROJECT SOFTWARE  


All software used for project management must be approved by the State. Current 
desktop tools utilized by DHCFP include: 


 MS Project; 
 MS Visio; and 


 MS Office Suite. 


For detailed information about the project software, please refer to the ‘Current 
MMIS and Agency Computing Environment’ document within the reference 
library (see Section 6, Reference Library).  
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3.8 STATE RESOURCES  


The following paragraphs describe the resources the State has committed to this 
project. 


3.8.1 Steering Committee 


This team of senior officials will work with, and on behalf of the 
project in defining overall policy, providing top-level decision making, 
ensuring availability of key resources and effecting key 
interdepartmental and contractual relationships. The Steering 
Committee provides leadership in promoting support for the project. 
Additional roles of the Steering Committee may include: 


A. Review of proposed plans and timetables; 
B. Provide problem resolution if issues cannot be resolved at the 


project team level; 
C. Provide departmental policy as it relates to the project; 


D. Set priorities; 
E. Propose alternative solutions to problems encountered; 


F. Obtain Legislative and Administrative backing; and 
G. Provide information and involve external parties in project 


progress, accomplishments and challenges. 


3.8.2 Project Sponsor 


The DHCFP Administrator is the project sponsor. All project activities 
will be conducted under the authority of the Administrator’s office. 


3.8.3 Project Manager 


A project manager has been appointed to coordinate the activities of 
all individuals and organizations involved in the project. The project 
manager will provide on-going daily direction and oversight to the 
State project staff and the contractor and report progress and problems 
to the Steering Committee. The Project Manager will coordinate all 
organizations involved in the project and ensure resource requirements 
are identified and addressed. The project manager sets priorities when 
choices of alternatives are required. 


3.8.4 State Project Staff 


3.8.4.1 The awarded vendor will be expected to work closely with 
the State project staff assigned to this project. 
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3.8.4.2 State project staff will be available to attend meetings, 
interviews and assist assigned staff in reviewing functions, 
deliverables, and other project tasks with the contractor. 


3.8.4.3 State project staff will be assigned to the project on an as-
needed basis, as determined by project and technical 
management to represent the various functional and 
technical areas. 


3.8.4.4 The State project staff will report to the project manager 
who will act as a conduit to the awarded vendor. 


3.8.5 Quality Assurance Monitor 


A Quality Assurance (QA) monitor will be utilized and will act as 
technical assistant to the State. The QA monitor will report to the State 
project manager. Major functions will include, but not be limited to the 
following:  


A. Review of project tasks; 
B. Validation of results; 


C. Provide recommendations, as required; 
D. Review of deliverables; and 


E. Project plan monitoring. 
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4 MMIS TAKEOVER PROCUREMENT TIMELINE 


The following represents the proposed timeline for this project. All times stated are 
Pacific Time (PT). 


TASK DATE/TIME 


Reference Library Released October 16, 2009 


Reference Library Vendor Questions Due November 6, 2009, 2PM PT 


DHCFP Holds Pre-solicitation Conference November 16, 2009, 9AM – 11AM PT 


MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services Takeover 
RFP Released 


February 9, 2010 


RFP Vendor Questions Due February 26, 2010, 2PM PT 


DHCFP Responses to RFP Questions from 
Vendor 


March 10, 2010 


Proposals Due to State April 9, 2010, 2PM PT 


Proposal Review Period April 12-23, 2010 


Intent to Award Issued May 18, 2010 


Contract Negotiations May 19, 2010 – June 18, 2010 


CMS Contract Review and Approval June 21, 2010 – August 23, 2010 


Contract Signatures August 24-31, 2010 


Board of Examiners (BOE) Contract 
Review and Approval 


Spetember 1, 2010 – October 1, 2010 
(Approximately) 


Commence Contract Work October 4, 2010 


NOTE: These dates represent a tentative schedule of events. The State reserves the right to modify these 
dates at any time, with appropriate notice to prospective vendors. 
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5 RFP WRITTEN QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 


The Purchasing Division will accept questions and/or comments in writing, received by 
email regarding this RFP as follows: 


5.1 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 


5.1.1 Questions must be addressed and sent to the individual identified on 
Page 1 of this RFP. 


5.1.2 Questions must be submitted as a MS Word document and not in a 
table format. Following is a sample of how Vendors must submit 
questions. Questions that are not submitted in Word and in this format 
may be returned to the Vendor to resubmit. 


Sample format: 


1. Section 6.2.3, pg. 40 – Please confirm that Vendors are to 
contact the Purchasing Officer in order to gain access to the 
Reference Library. 


5.1.3 All communication regarding this RFP must include the following: 


A. RFP #; 


B. Vendor Name; 
C. Contact Name; 
D. Address; 


E. Telephone Number; and 
F. Email Address. 


5.1.4 The deadline for submitting questions is as specified in Section 4, 
MMIS Takeover Procurement Timeline. 


5.1.5 All questions and/or comments will be addressed in writing and 
responses emailed or faxed to prospective vendors on or about the date 
specified in Section 4, MMIS Takeover Procurement Timeline. 
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6 REFERENCE LIBRARY 


6.1 GENERAL INFORMATION 


6.1.1 The State has established a reference library containing reference 
materials describing the current system, applicable regulations and 
information pertinent to responding to this RFP. 


6.1.2 The information contained in the reference library has been assembled 
by the State to assist vendors in the preparation of proposals and to 
ensure that all vendors have equal access to such information. 


6.1.3 Vendors are encouraged to review all documentation in the reference 
library. 


6.1.4 While the State has attempted to gather the most accurate information 
available for inclusion in the reference library at the time this RFP was 
released, the State makes no assurances or guarantees that the library 
contains a complete and exhaustive description. 


6.2 REFERENCE LIBRARY CONTENTS 


6.2.1 The reference library contains the following information:  


A. MMIS Source Code, JCL Information, and Copy Books;  
B. MMIS and User Documentation; 
C. Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment; 


D. Inventory of Current Contracts; 
E. Interface List; 


F. Division of Health Care Financing and Policy, Medicaid and 
Nevada Check Up Fact Book 2009; 


G. MITA Report; 
H. MMIS Implementation and Operations RFP (RFP #02-03), 


Released February 25, 2002; 
I. DHCFP MMIS Contract with FHSC and (21) Amendments; 


J. Production Discrepancy Reports (PDR)s; 
K. State Security Standards; 


L. DHCFP Organization Chart; 
M. Procedure Memos;  


N. Policy Manuals; 
O. Billing Manuals; 
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P. Notification of Determination Standards; and 
Q. Drug Rebate Operational Procedures. 


6.2.2 Access to Library 


Vendors may gain access to the online reference library by contacting 
the individual identified on Page 1 of this RFP. 


6.2.3 VENDORS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MONITORING THE 
REFERENCE LIBRARY THROUGHOUT THE PROCUREMENT 
PROCESS IN ORDER TO OBTAIN UPDATED RESOURCE 
MATERIALS MAINTAINED WITHIN THE LIBRARY. 
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7 SCOPE OF WORK 


The Nevada MMIS Takeover Project is broken down into 4 major tasks as presented 
below.   


 Planning and Administration Task;  


 Requirements Validation and Demonstration Task; 
 Transition Task; and 


 Operations Task. 


There are various activities within each task that are described in detail throughout the 
following sections of the RFP. Vendors must reflect within their proposal response and 
preliminary project plan their recommended approach to scheduling and accomplishing 
all tasks and activities identified within this RFP. 


All tasks performed by the successful vendor may be reviewed by the QA monitor as 
well as DHCFP staff. 


The Planning and Administration Task includes the following major activities: 


 Deliverable Submission and Review Process; 
 Project Kick Off Meeting; 


 Location of Contract Functions; and 
 Communication Planning. 


The Requirements Validation and Demonstration Task includes the following major 
activities: 


 Conduct Requirements Review and Validation Sessions; 


 Document Requirements Validation; and 
 Update the Requirements Traceability Matrix. 


The Transition Task includes the following major activities: 


 Transition Planning Activities; and 


 Transition of MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools, and Nevada Medicaid Claims 
Processing and Support Services. 


The Operations Task includes the following activities: 


 Conduct Operations; and 


 Turnover Activities. 
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7.1 PROCUREMENT APPROACH TO CONTRACTOR SERVICES 


DHCFP desires to contract with an established MMIS vendor to take over and 
operate the existing Nevada MMIS contract, which includes the Core MMIS, 
peripheral systems and tools, and Medicaid program claims processing and 
program support services for a period of five years, with two, two-year option 
year extensions. During this time DHCFP will be working to procure a 
replacement, MITA-aligned MMIS.  


The MMIS takeover vendor will be required to operate the Nevada MMIS under a 
budget neutral contract arrangement during the life of the contract. It is essential 
to DHCFP that cost savings efforts do not disrupt the level and quality of Nevada 
Medicaid and Check Up services provided to Nevada program recipients, or 
negatively impact program providers. As a result, vendors will be required to 
meet pre-established, measureable performance indicator criteria established by 
DHCFP.    


DHCFP welcomes flexibility and creativity in operational services provided by 
the vendor and will consider the replacement of peripheral systems, tools and 
services currently used to supplement the MMIS, such as a decision support 
system, clinical rules engine, utilization management and other potential areas 
where efficiency improvements may be achieved. 


Additionally, DHCFP also seeks proposals that include a scalable Health 
Information Exchange (HIE) solution with features that meet certification 
standards prescribed by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 
(ARRA), and the Office of the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health 
Information Technology, Department of Health and Human Services.  


7.2 CONTRACT PERIODS 


The successful vendor will execute the scope of work described in this RFP, in 3 
periods; The Contract Start Up Period, Transition Period, and Operations Period. 
Entrance and exit criteria for each period are presented in Sections 8, 9, and 10 of 
this RFP, respectively.  


 Contract Start Up Period – During the contract start up period, the 
vendor will be required to perform all activities presented in Sections 8 of 
this RFP.  


 Transition Period – The vendor will be required to perform transition 
period activities as described in Section 9 of this RFP.    


 Operations Period – The vendor is expected to continue MMIS 
operations and services in accordance with CMS certification 
requirements. At a minimum, during the operations period, all operational 
requirements described in Sections 10 and 12 of this RFP must be met 
during the operations period.  
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7.3 VENDOR RESPONSE TO SCOPE OF WORK 


7.3.1 Within the proposal response, vendors must provide information 
regarding their approach to meeting the requirements described within 
Sections 7 through 16 of this RFP. 


7.3.2 If subcontractors will be used for any of the tasks, vendors must 
indicate what tasks and the percentage of time subcontractor(s) will 
spend on those tasks. 


7.3.3 Within the Requirements Tables, each vendor's response must indicate 
that each requirement will be satisfied in one of the following 
manners: 


A. Code (a): COMPLY – If the Vendor agrees to provide the required 
functionality or service as presented in the requirements language, 
place an (a) in the Vendor Compliance Code column 
corresponding with each applicable requirement. For each 
requirement marked with compliance code (a), the Response 
column may be left blank; 


B. Code (b): PROPOSE ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION – If the 
Vendor proposes an alternative solution to meet the functionality 
or service as presented in the requirements language, place a (b) in 
the Vendor Compliance Code column corresponding with each 
applicable requirement, and supply a narrative that is succinct, yet 
sufficient in detail describing the Vendor’s proposed alternative; or 


C. Code (c): SUBCONTRACTOR – If the Vendor will use a 
Subcontractor to meet the functionality or service presented in the 
requirements language, place a (c) in the Vendor Compliance Code 
column corresponding with each applicable requirement, and 
supply a narrative that is succinct, yet sufficient in detail 
describing how the Vendor will ensure that the proposed 
Subcontractor will meet the requirement. 


No Vendor Compliance Code or Response is required for DHCFP 
Responsibility requirements listed in the Requirements Tables. 
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8 SCOPE OF WORK – CONTRACT START UP PERIOD 
REQUIREMENTS 


8.1 PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION 


8.1.1 Objective 


The objective of this task is to ensure that adequate planning and 
project management resources are dedicated to this project. 


8.1.1.1 Contract Start Up Period Entrance Criteria 


At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the 
following entrance criteria prior to the commencement of 
Contract Start Up Period activities.  


A. Nevada MMIS Takeover Agreement signed by all 
required parties, and approved by required State and 
Federal authorities; and 


B. DHCFP approved project start date. 


8.1.1.2 Contract Start Up Period Exit Criteria 


At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the 
following criteria prior to exiting the Contract Start Up 
Period.  


A. DHCFP approval of all plans listed in Section 8 of this 
RFP. 


8.1.2 Activities 


The awarded vendor must: 


8.1.2.1 Work with DHCFP to provide a detailed project plan with 
fixed deadlines that take into consideration DHCFP 
expectations for adhering to State and federal rules and 
regulations and the State holiday schedule provided in 
Section 2.1, State Observed Holidays; the detailed project 
plan shall include, but not be limited to: 


A. Project schedule including tasks, activities, activity 
duration, sequencing and dependencies in Microsoft 
Project and an alternative electronic format for DHCFP 
Staff that do not have Microsoft project; 


B. Project work plan for each deliverable, including a 
work breakdown structure; 
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C. Completion date of each task; 
D. Project milestones; 


E. Entrance and exit criteria for specific project 
milestones; and 


F. Project organization including a resource plan defining 
roles and responsibilities for the awarded vendor, 
subcontractors (if applicable) and DHCFP. 


8.1.2.2 Attend semi-monthly project status meetings with DHCFP 
project team at a location to be determined by DHCFP. 
Attendance may be in person or via teleconferencing, as 
mutually agreed to by the project team. These meetings 
shall follow an agenda mutually developed by the awarded 
vendor and DHCFP. The agenda may include, but not be 
limited to: 


A. Review and approval of previous meeting minutes; 
B. Contractor project status; 


C. DHCFP project status; 
D. Contract status and issues, including resolutions; 


E. Quality Assurance status; 
F. New action items; 


G. Outstanding action items, including resolutions; 
H. Identified risks and risk mitigation strategies; 


I. Setting of next meeting date; and 
J. Other business. 


Minutes will be taken and distributed by Vendor staff 
within five (5) working days after the meeting. Minutes 
may be distributed via facsimile or email. 


8.1.2.3 Attend and participate in all project related meetings 
requested as well as Steering Committee meetings. The 
awarded vendor shall prepare materials or briefings for 
these meetings as requested by DHCFP. Minutes will be 
taken and distributed by Vendor staff within five (5) 
working days after the meeting. Minutes may be distributed 
via facsimile or email. 


8.1.2.4 Provide written semi-monthly project status reports 
delivered to DHCFP by the third (3rd) working day 
following the end of each reporting period. The format 
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must be approved by DHCFP prior to issuance of the first 
semi-monthly project status report. The first semi-monthly 
report covers the reporting period from the 1st through the 
fifteenth (15th) of each month; and the second semi-
monthly report covers the reporting period from the 
sixteenth (16th) through the end of the month. The status 
reports must include, but not be limited to the following: 


A. Overall completion status of the project in terms of 
DHCFP approved project work plan and deliverable 
schedule; 


B. Accomplishments during the period, including DHCFP 
staff/stakeholders interviewed, meetings held, 
requirements review and validation sessions and 
conclusions/decisions determined; 


C. Problems encountered and proposed/actual resolutions; 
D. What is to be accomplished during the next reporting 


period; 
E. Issues that need to be addressed, including contractual; 


F. Quality Assurance status; 
G. Updated MS Project timeline showing percentage 


completed, tasks assigned, completed and remaining; 
Timeline must be provided in an electronic format 
accessible to DHCFP staff that do not have access to 
MS Project; 


H. Identification of schedule slippage and strategy for 
resolution; 


I. Contractor staff assigned and their location/schedule; 
J. DHCFP resources required for activities during the next 


time period; and 
K. Resource allocation percentages including planned 


versus actual by project milestone. 


8.1.2.5 Develop a comprehensive approach for handling 
communications with both internal and external audiences. 
Effective communication is critical to the development of 
productive relationships with concerned stakeholders. The 
communication plan must include, but not be limited to: a 
plan for generation, documentation, storage, transmission 
and disposal of all project information. 
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8.1.2.6 Develop a risk management plan to ensure that risks are 
identified, planned for, analyzed, communicated and acted 
upon effectively. 


8.1.2.7 Develop a quality assurance plan including, but not limited 
to, the methodology for maintaining quality of the code, 
workmanship, project schedules, deliverables, and 
subcontractor(s) activities. 


8.1.3 Planning and Administration Deliverables 


DELIVERABLE 
NUMBER 


DESCRIPTION OF 
DELIVERABLE ACTIVITY 


DHCFP'S 
ESTIMATED 


REVIEW 
PERIOD 


8.1.2.1 Detailed Project Plan 8.1.2.1 15 


8.1.2.3 Attendance at all scheduled 
meetings 


8.1.2.3 N/A 


8.1.2.4 Written Semi-Monthly 
Project Status Report 


8.1.2.4 5 


8.1.2.5 Communication Plan 8.1.2.5 10 


8.1.2.6 Risk Management Plan 8.1.2.6 10 


8.1.2.7 Quality Assurance Plan 8.1.2.7 10 


8.2 PROJECT KICK OFF MEETING 


A project kick off meeting will be held with representatives from DHCFP and the 
contractor after contract approval and prior to work performed. Items to be 
covered in the kick off meeting will include, but not be limited to: 


8.2.1 Determining format and protocol for project status meetings; 


8.2.2 Determining format for project status reports; 


8.2.3 Setting the schedule for meetings between representatives from 
DHCFP and the contractor to develop the detailed project plan; 


8.2.4 Defining lines of communication and reporting relationships; 


8.2.5 Reviewing the project mission and guiding principles; 


8.2.6 Reviewing the deliverable review process; 


8.2.7 Pinpointing high-risk or problem areas; and 
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8.2.8 Issue resolution process. 


8.3 DELIVERABLE SUBMISSION AND REVIEW PROCESS 


Once the detailed project plan is approved by DHCFP, the following sections 
detail the process for submission and review of deliverables during the life of the 
project/contract. 


8.3.1 General 


8.3.1.1 The Vendor must provide one (1) master (both hard and 
soft copies) and five (5) additional hard copies of each 
written deliverable to the appropriate DHCFP Project 
manager as identified in the contract. 


8.3.1.2 Once a deliverable is approved and accepted by DHCFP, 
the Vendor must provide an electronic copy. DHCFP may, 
at its discretion, waive this requirement for a particular 
deliverable. 


8.3.1.3 The electronic copy must be provided in software currently 
utilized by the agency or provided by the Vendor. 


8.3.1.4 Deliverables will be evaluated by DHCFP utilizing 
mutually agreed to acceptance/exit criteria. 


8.3.2 Deliverable Submission 


8.3.2.1 Prior to development and submission of each contract 
deliverable, a summary document containing a description 
of the format and content of each deliverable will be 
delivered to the DHCFP Project Manager for review and 
approval. The summary document must contain, at a 
minimum, the following: 


A. Cover letter; 


B. Table of Contents with a brief description of the content 
of each section; 


C. Version and Revision section; 
D. Anticipated number of pages; and 


E. Identification of appendices/exhibits. 


8.3.2.2 The summary document must contain an approval/rejection 
section that can be completed by DHCFP. The summary 
document will be returned to the contractor within a 
mutually agreed upon time frame. 
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8.3.2.3 Deliverables must be developed by the Vendor according to 
the approved format and content of the summary document 
for each specific deliverable. 


8.3.2.4 At a mutually agreed to meeting, on or before the time of 
delivery to DHCFP, the contractor must provide a 
walkthrough of each deliverable. 


8.3.2.5 Deliverables must be submitted no later than 5:00 PM, per 
the approved contract deliverable schedule and must be 
accompanied by a deliverable sign-off form (refer to 
Attachment I) with the appropriate sections completed by 
the contractor. 


8.3.3 Deliverable Review 


8.3.3.1 DHCFP’s review time begins on the next working day 
following receipt of the deliverable. 


General 


8.3.3.2 DHCFP’s review time will be determined by the approved 
and accepted detailed project plan and the approved 
contract. 


8.3.3.3 DHCFP has up to five (5) working days to determine if a 
deliverable is complete and ready for review. Unless 
otherwise negotiated, this is part of DHCFP’s review time. 


8.3.3.4 Any subsequent deliverable dependent upon DHCFP’s 
acceptance of a prior deliverable will not be accepted for 
review until all issues related to the previous deliverable 
have been resolved. 


8.3.3.5 Deliverables determined to be incomplete and/or 
unacceptable for review will be rejected, not considered 
delivered and returned to the contractor. 


8.3.3.6 After review of a deliverable, DHCFP will return to the 
contractor the project deliverable sign-off form with the 
deliverable submission and review history section 
completed. 


8.3.3.7 Accepted 


If the deliverable is accepted, the original deliverable sign-
off form signed by the appropriate DHCFP representatives 
will be returned to the contractor. 
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8.3.3.8 Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP 


If DHCFP has comments and/or revisions to a deliverable, 
the following will be provided to the contractor: 


A. The original deliverable sign-off form with an updated 
entry to the deliverable submission and review history 
section. 


B. Attached to the deliverable sign-off form will be a 
detailed explanation of the revisions to be made and/or 
a marked up copy of the deliverable. 


C. DHCFP’s first review and return with comments will be 
completed within the times specified in the contract. 


D. The contractor will have five (5) working days, unless 
otherwise mutually agreed to, for review, acceptance 
and/or rejection of DHCFP’s comments. 


E. A meeting to resolve outstanding issues must be 
completed within three (3) working days after 
completion of the contractor’s review or a mutually 
agreed upon time frame. 


F. Agreements made during meetings to resolve issues 
must be documented separately. 


G. Once an agreement is reached regarding changes, the 
Vendor must incorporate them into the deliverable for 
resubmission to DHCFP. 


H. All changes must be easily identifiable by DHCFP. 


I. Resubmission of the deliverable must occur within five 
(5) working days or a mutually agreed upon time frame 
of the resolution of any outstanding issues. 


J. The resubmitted deliverable must be accompanied by 
the original deliverable sign-off form. 


K. This review process continues until all issues have been 
resolved within a mutually agreed upon time frame. 


L. During the re-review process, DHCFP may only 
comment on the original exceptions noted. 


M. All other items not originally commented on are 
considered to be accepted by DHCFP. 


N. Once all revisions have been accepted, the original 
deliverable sign-off form signed by the appropriate 
DHCFP representatives will be returned to the 
contractor. 
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O. The Vendor must provide one (1) updated and complete 
master paper copy of each deliverable after approval 
and acceptance by DHCFP. 


8.3.3.9 Rejected, Not Considered Delivered 


If DHCFP considers a deliverable not ready for review, the 
following will be returned to the contractor: 


A. The original deliverable sign-off form with an updated 
entry to the deliverable submission and review history 
section. 


B. The original deliverable and all copies with a written 
explanation as to why the deliverable is being rejected, 
not considered delivered. 


C. The Vendor will have five (5) working days, unless 
otherwise mutually agreed to, for review, acceptance 
and/or rejection of DHCFP’s comments. 


D. A meeting to discuss DHCFP’s position regarding the 
rejection of the deliverable must be completed within 
three (3) working days after completion of the 
contractor’s review or a mutually agreed upon time 
frame. 


E. Resubmission of the deliverable must occur within a 
mutually agreed upon time frame. 


F. The resubmitted deliverable must be accompanied by 
the original deliverable sign-off form. 


G. Upon resubmission of the completed deliverable, 
DHCFP will follow the steps outlined in Section 
8.3.3.7, Accepted, or Section 8.3.3.8, 
Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP. 


8.4 LOCATION OF CONTRACT FUNCTIONS 


8.4.1 The contractor shall identify the location where each MMIS-related 
function and contractor service function will be performed.  


8.4.2 DHCFP requires that the contractor maintain a facility within a 30-
mile radius of the DHCFP location in Carson City, Nevada with a 
preference for a local facility within Carson City limits. The contractor 
will have business hours from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM PT, with the 
exception of State observed holidays listed in Section 2.1. Electronic 
transactions must continue to be available on State Holidays, but 
operational staffing will not be required at the contractor's office.  
Electronic transactions supported by the following systems shall be 
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performed on a twenty four (24) hour basis, seven (7) days per week, 
except for maintenance to the system accomplished outside of usual 
business hours, per Section 12.2.1: 


A. EVS; 


B. Provider Web Portal;  
C. EDI Gateway; 


D. Call Center automation (phone, IVR, messaging); 
E. Pharmacy POS; 


F. Electronic Prescription Software; and 
G. Electronic Provider Direct Claims Entry Portal(s).  


8.4.2.1 The contractor may perform a reasonable portion of system 
development outside of the continental United States.  A 
reasonable portion of other Nevada MMIS functions may 
be performed outside of Nevada, but within the continental 
United States . The site(s) and activities shall be approved 
by DHCFP. 


8.4.2.2 During the Contract Start Up, Transition and Operational 
Periods of this contract, the vendor, within reasonable 
notice, shall provide adequate meeting facilities to 
accommodate the needs of intended audiences. 


8.4.2.3 The contractor shall provide courier service to the DHCFP 
site with pickup and delivery service at least three (3) times 
per week on a schedule agreed to by DHCFP.  


8.5 COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS 


8.5.1 DHCFP is committed to the use of various types of communication, 
including, but not limited to, face-to-face, electronic, and telephone, to 
support project business. 


8.5.2 Contractor shall maintain telephone and email contact with the 
contract administrator and other designated staff on a consistent basis 
throughout the contract. Contractor must provide management, 
supervisory and technical staff availability by email for ease of 
communication with DHCFP. Project managers and/or designated staff 
will also participate in semi-monthly status meetings in person or by 
telephone conference call and will provide regular status reports as 
outlined in Section 8.1.2.4. 


8.5.2.1 Twenty-four hour fax and toll-free access 
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A. Contractor shall provide: twenty-four (24) hour fax 
lines, toll-free telephone lines, voicemail message 
services, and twenty-four (24) hour access to the EVS 
for providers to submit requests for recipient eligibility 
or other inquiries.  


8.5.2.2 Written Communications and Standardized Forms 


A. Contractor shall render all reports and contract 
deliverables in electronic format and hard copy, as 
specified in Section 8.3.1, and shall maintain the 
capability of receiving reports, deliverables, test results, 
data file transfers, and other information electronically 
from DHCFP or DHCFP’s other contractors.  


B. Contractor will provide manuals and other provider 
communications in alternate formats (electronic, Web-
based, CD-ROM, etc.) as requested by DHCFP. 
DHCFP will approve standardized forms used by the 
contractor for all review activities and provider 
communications. DHCFP will also approve 
communication content such as provider manuals, form 
letters, web announcements, and training materials prior 
to publication.  


8.5.2.3 Electronic Communications 


A. Contractor shall provide all necessary software to 
support all electronic communications involved in day-
to-day activities associated with the contract. 


B. Contractor shall provide electronic network connections 
to enable the contractor to connect and have 
compatibility with DHCFP’s email and calendar system 
in accordance with DHCFP policy.  


8.6 REQUIREMENTS VALIDATION AND DEMONSTRATION 


8.6.1 Objective 


The objective of this task is for the successful vendor to validate and 
demonstrate that the Nevada MMIS will meet all requirements 
presented in the RFP and in the vendor’s proposal. In addition, any 
changes, tool replacement solutions, or improvements to business 
process functions across the Nevada MMIS will also be identified. 
This task will result in the establishment of a document of record that 
clearly identifies requirements decisions agreed upon by DHCFP and 
the successful vendor. 
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8.6.2 Activities 


The awarded vendor will perform the following activities within this 
task: 


8.6.2.1 Conduct and facilitate requirements review and validation 
sessions to validate and demonstrate system functionality. 
This will include all screens, reports, forms, inputs and 
outputs related to each requirement. A schedule of 
requirements review and validation sessions must be 
provided to the State at least ten (10) working days prior to 
the scheduled sessions. 


8.6.2.2 Use the requirements review and validation sessions to gain 
an understanding of the levels of user sophistication. The 
information will be used to develop trainers, the training 
programs, and to plan ongoing user support activities 
during operations. 


8.6.2.3 Document requirements review and validation sessions and 
submit meeting minutes to DHCFP for review and approval 
on any agreements reached, open issues and other 
outcomes. Minutes should be submitted within three (3) 
working days after a session is completed. 


8.6.2.4 Conduct interviews, as necessary, with DHCFP staff to 
validate, clarify, update and finalize requirements, 


8.6.2.5 Provide qualified data modelers and conduct any modeling 
sessions needed for data model modification. 


8.6.2.6 Prepare and submit an outline of the Requirements 
Validation Document to serve as a document of record for 
DHCFP approval. 


8.6.2.7 Prepare and submit a comprehensive and detailed 
Requirements Validation Document. This document must 
include the following items: 


A. Identification of changes to existing requirements; 
B. Clarifying information associated with requirements, as 


needed; 
C. Identification of new requirements; 


D. Definition of how requirements will be met; 
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E. Identification of the entity responsible for meeting a 
requirement, when it involves coordination of multiple 
parties (DHCFP and Contractor(s)). 


F. A detailed description of the hardware and software 
configuration to be used; 


G. An overview of the system architecture and how 
components are integrated; and 


H. Logical data model that defines all entities, 
relationships, attributes and access paths. 


8.6.2.8 Establish and maintain a Requirements Traceability Matrix 
in order for requirements to be traced throughout transition 
and operations periods. The Requirements Traceability 
Matrix presented in the Reference Library will become the 
basis for this report. Updates to the traceability matrix will 
be submitted to DHCFP on the monthly basis, with a 
summary description of the updates. The updated 
traceability matrix must be delivered to the State's project 
manager no later than the fifteenth (15th) calendar day of 
the following month. 


8.6.3 Requirements Validation and Demonstration Deliverables 


DELIVERABLE 
NUMBER 


DESCRIPTION OF 
DELIVERABLE ACTIVITY 


DHCFP'S 
ESTIMATED 


REVIEW TIME 


8.6.2.1 Requirements Review and 
Validation Session Schedule 


8.6.2.1 N/A 


8.6.2.3 
Requirements Review and 
Validation Session 
Discussion Minutes 


8.6.2.3 5 


8.6.2.6 Requirements Validation 
Document Outline 


8.6.2.6 5 


8.6.2.7 Requirements Validation 
Document 


8.6.2.7 10 


8.6.2.8 Requirements Traceability 
Matrix 


8.6.2.8 10 
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9 SCOPE OF WORK – TRANSITION PERIOD REQUIREMENTS 


9.1 TRANSITION OVERVIEW 


The Transition Period includes transition of the Core MMIS and existing 
peripheral systems and tools to the new contractor. Unless otherwise specified as 
applying to a new contractor only, transition planning and transition tasks are 
applicable to any contractor (incumbent or new), at a minimum, for any new or 
replaced peripheral systems or tools, or claims processing support services.  


Vendors may propose a phased implementation approach for the transition of the 
Nevada MMIS into operations, which shall be described in detail in the Vendor’s 
Transition Plan and reflected in the detailed project plan. The phased 
implementation approach shall not disrupt services provided by Medicaid service 
providers to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up recipients.  


In addition to looking for creative approaches for transferring the Nevada MMIS 
from the current contractor to the successful proposer (such as via a phased 
implementation approach), DHCFP will also assess transition approaches to 
ensure that Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program business is conducted in 
such a way that promotes a seamless transition for providers, recipients, and all 
contractors involved in the provision of services. Financial implications shall also 
be carefully considered by DHCFP to prevent compensation of multiple 
contractors during the phased implementation process as DHCFP is committed to 
compensating a single vendor deemed responsible for the provision of a particular 
business function or service. 


The major activities in this Period include the following: 


 Installation of the Core MMIS and any existing peripheral system and 
tools that have not been replaced by the new contractor on the new 
contractor’s hardware (new contractor only);  


 Modification of the system software to run in the new environment 
(applies to new contractor and to incumbent for replaced peripheral 
systems and tools); 


 System testing (applies to new contractor and to incumbent for replaced 
peripheral systems and tools); 


 Parallel testing between the current system and the newly installed 
transferred Core MMIS and existing peripheral system tools (new 
contractor only);  


 Transition of Medicaid Claims Processing and Support services (new 
contractor only); and 


 Implementation.  
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The contractor will conduct the tasks for this period according to the Project Plan 
submitted in the Technical Proposal, as described in Section 17.7. Changes to the 
Project Plan will require approval by DHCFP. The contractor will be responsible 
for system integration, with technical oversight from State of Nevada designated 
staff. The contractor and other system vendors shall work with other State 
contractors, as necessary, for establishing appropriate interfaces and system 
integration during this Period. 


9.1.1 Transition Period Entrance Criteria 


9.1.1.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the 
following entrance criteria prior to the commencement of 
Transition Period activities: 


A. DHCFP approval of the Vendor’s Detailed Project 
Plan; 


B. Establishment of a location where MMIS related 
functions and contractor services will be performed; 
and 


C. Acceptance of a comprehensive Requirements 
Validation Document. 


9.1.2 Transition Period Exit Criteria 


9.1.2.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the 
following criteria prior to exiting the Transition Period:  


A. DHCFP acceptance of the Vendor’s Transition Plan; 


B. Vendor’s certification of System Component(s) 
implementation (including the Core MMIS and 
peripheral systems and tools); 


C. Acceptance by DHCFP of all system test activities 
presented in Section 9 of this RFP; and 


D. Acceptance by DHCFP of all revisions to Systems and 
User Documentation (as required to fully describe the 
transferred system). 


9.2 TRANSITION PLANNING 


The first step in preparing for the continuance of operations of systems and 
programs associated with Nevada Medicaid and Check Up is transition planning. 
The following sections present the transition planning expectations. 


9.2.1 Contractor Responsibilities 
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9.2.1.1 Review and agree to the Transition Period entrance and exit 
criteria established by DHCFP within the first thirty (30) 
days of the contract start date. 


9.2.1.2 Select and establish a Medicaid Claims Processing and 
Support services site within thirty (30) miles of DHCFP 
Administrative Offices, with a preference for a facility and 
services to be provided within Carson City limits, and 
submit a Facilities Plan, including but not limited to, 
location of computer hardware, to DHCFP for approval 
within the first thirty (30) days of the start of the Transition 
Period. 


9.2.1.3 Conduct a review of the current systems and user 
documentation, and clarify deficiencies as necessary. 


9.2.1.4 Establish and implement a project control and reporting 
system, and establish protocols for problem reporting and 
controls for transfers. 


9.2.1.5 Become familiar with DHCFP policies and services 
through interviews with DHCFP and/or current contractor 
staff. 


9.2.1.6 Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Transition Plan to 
DHCFP. The plan shall include: 


A. Proposed approach to transition; 


B. Proposed approach for conducting a knowledge transfer 
from the current vendor to the new vendor; 


C. Tasks and activities for transition; 
D. Personnel and level of effort in hours; 


E. Completion date; 
F. Transition milestones; 


G. Entrance and exit criteria; 
H. Schedule for transition; 


I. Production program and documentation update 
procedures during transition; 


J. Readiness walkthrough; 
K. Parallel test procedures; 


L. Provider training; and 
M. Interface testing. 
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9.2.1.7 Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Relocation 
Risk/Contingency Plan to DHCFP.  


The plan shall include: 


A. Proposed approach to MMIS relocation 
risk/contingency planning; 


B. Risk analysis: identification of critical business 
processes; 


C. Risk analysis: identification of potential failures; 


D. Risk analysis: business impacts; and 
E. Identification of alternatives/contingencies. 


9.2.1.8 Develop an approved plan and establish the gateway to 
DHCFP’s LAN to facilitate communications between 
DHCFP and the contractor, and supply all hardware and 
software needed within sixty (60) days of the start of the 
Transition Period.  


9.2.1.9 Establish a contractor operations facility within thirty (30) 
miles of DHCFP Administrative Offices within the first 
thirty (30) days of the Transition Period. 


9.2.1.10 Initiate project management control software and reporting 
procedures. 


9.2.1.11 Establish and maintain a deliverable control and issue 
resolution tracking system using PC-based software, for the 
life of the contract. Update the software by recording and 
tracking all deliverable correspondence initiated by either 
DHCFP or the contractor. The system shall be accessible 
for joint use by both the authorized DHCFP and contractor 
staff.  


9.2.1.12 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of 
tasks against the approved Project Plan.  


9.2.1.13 Conduct weekly status meetings with the State Project 
Manager, other DHCFP staff, and DHCFP contractors, as 
necessary. 


9.2.1.14 Inform the State Project Manager of delays or setbacks to 
the critical path or project timeline by close of business on 
the day that any such issue or problem is identified.  
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9.2.1.15 Work with other system vendors, DHCFP, and other 
Nevada State agencies to establish and ensure appropriate 
system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by 
DHCFP to promote a successful transition period.  


9.2.1.16 Modify and Update the MMIS Project Plan that was 
initially submitted to DHCFP. Any changes from current 
operating procedures must be clearly identified and 
reflected in the Project Plan. The contractor must also 
clearly describe the hardware configurations and 
telecommunications network for the appropriate sections of 
the Project Plan. 


9.2.2 Progress Milestones 


9.2.2.1 Establishment of Transition Period entrance and exit 
criteria. 


9.2.2.2 DHCFP approval of the Transition Plan. 


9.2.2.3 DHCFP approval of the Facilities Plan. 


9.2.2.4 DHCFP approval of the Nevada MMIS Relocation 
Risk/Contingency Plan. 


9.2.2.5 Establishment of permanent contractor facilities. 


9.2.2.6 Complete review of existing system documentation and 
user documentation. 


9.2.2.7 Final transition work plan and schedule. 


9.2.2.8 Completion of DHCFP workspace at the contractor’s 
facility. 


9.2.2.9 Establishment of the gateway to DHCFP’s LAN.  


9.2.3 Contractor Deliverables 


9.2.3.1 Project Control and Reporting System. 


9.2.3.2 MMIS Transition Plan. 


9.2.3.3 MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan. 


9.2.3.4 MMIS System Documentation Review Results. 


9.2.3.5 MMIS User Documentation Review Results. 
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9.2.3.6 Facilities Plan. 


9.2.3.7 Updated Nevada MMIS Project Plan. 


9.2.3.8 Weekly Status Reports. 


9.2.4 DHCFP Responsibilities 


9.2.4.1 Review and approve final entrance and exit criteria for each 
task of the MMIS Transition Period. 


9.2.4.2 Coordinate communication, and act as liaison between the 
new contractor and the current contractor. 


9.2.4.3 Provide the new contractor with all available 
documentation on current MMIS operations and Nevada 
requirements. 


9.2.4.4 Provide the new contractor with DHCFP and current 
contractor MMIS naming convention standards and policies 
(as available). 


9.2.4.5 Provide the new contractor with an initial and final transfer 
copy of the Nevada MMIS, including but not limited to, 
source programs, files, job-cycle documentation, and all 
other supporting documentation necessary for system 
operations. 


9.2.4.6 The final transfer copy will be delivered before the start of 
parallel testing. 


9.2.4.7 Provide the new contractor with final schedules published 
by the current contractor for all cycle processes.  


9.2.4.8 Provide updates of the system to the new contractor as the 
current contractor continues to install modifications and 
correct deficiencies to the system. 


9.2.4.9 Clarify, at the new contractor’s request, Nevada Medicaid 
Program and Check Up Program policy, regulations, and 
procedures.  


9.2.4.10 Provide protocols for problem reporting and controls for 
the transfer of data or information from the current 
contractor to the new contractor. 
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9.2.4.11 Review and approve the Facilities Plan, including but not 
limited to, location of computer hardware, etc., submitted 
by the new contractor.  


9.2.4.12 Review and approve a Transition Plan to facilitate transfer 
of the Nevada MMIS to the new contractor. 


9.2.4.13 Review and approve MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency 
Plan. 


9.2.4.14 Review and approve staff training materials, sessions 
provide, and operations documentation. 


9.2.4.15 Conduct a review of the new contractor’s project work 
plan, defining all Period-level, project milestones, 
deliverables, and activity-level schedules and staffing 
levels. 


9.2.4.16 Coordinate the transition of state-owned property (i.e., 
office furniture, equipment, hardware and software) to the 
new contractor, termination, or assumption of leases of 
MMIS hardware and software.  


9.2.4.17 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period 
entrance and exit criteria. 


9.2.4.18 Review and monitor Project Plan.  


9.3 TRANSITION OF CORE MMIS, PERIPHERAL SYSTEMS AND TOOLS, 
AND MEDICAID PROGRAM CLAIMS PROCESSING AND SUPPORT 
SERVICES 


9.3.1 System Transfer and Installation  


In this task, the new contractor will transfer the current Core MMIS 
and existing peripheral systems and tools to the new hardware, 
installing all software and the telecommunications network required to 
operate the system according to the specifications outlined in the 
current system documentation and the RFP. For the incumbent or new 
contractor, the contractor will replace and install any new peripheral 
systems and tools. The contractor, incumbent or new, will also transfer 
or develop any software necessary to perform its operational 
responsibilities for the Medicaid Claims Processing and Support 
Services (e.g., data entry, claims processing, provider relations, etc.). 
The Vendor may also propose a phased implementation approach for 
transition of the Nevada MMIS to operations, which shall be described 
in detail in the Vendor’s Transition Plan and reflected in the detailed 
project plan. The phased implementation approach shall not disrupt 
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services provided by Medicaid service providers to Nevada Medicaid 
and Check Up recipients.  


9.3.2 Contractor Responsibilities 


9.3.2.1 Acquire necessary hardware and software needed for a 
successful transition. 


9.3.2.2 Establish system environments and facilities necessary to 
operate the Nevada MMIS. 


9.3.2.3 Install the most recent versions of the Core MMIS and 
peripheral system tools, as needed, including, but not 
limited to, all subsystem programs, online programs, 
telecommunications, data entry software, and test files. 


9.3.2.4 Customize any new peripheral systems and tools being 
provided by the vendor for the Nevada MMIS staff. 


9.3.2.5 Install replacements for licensed software and systems as 
described in this RFP. 


9.3.2.6 Coordinate with DHCFP and the current contractor to 
resolve problems encountered during the installation of the 
Core MMIS and peripheral system tools on the new 
contractor’s equipment. 


9.3.2.7 Ensure all hardware, software, protocols, processes, and 
communications are appropriately established to 
successfully “turn-on” the system. 


9.3.2.8 Revise systems and user documentation as required to fully 
describe the transferred system. 


9.3.2.9 Code modifications to the system as necessary for accurate 
operation of the system. 


9.3.2.10 Perform a system test to compare all transferred programs, 
files, utilities, JCL, etc., to determine that the transferred 
system has the same composition as the operational Core 
MMIS. 


9.3.2.11 Perform an integration test to determine that all cycles 
appropriately execute to conclusion; this test will validate 
all online and batch programs and cycles, including, but not 
limited to, all reporting programs. 


9.3.2.12 Review and analyze unit test results. 
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9.3.2.13 Resolve program errors and rerun unit tests as necessary. 


9.3.2.14 Assist DHCFP with problem identification and error 
resolution. 


9.3.2.15 Inform appropriate DHCFP Staff of delays or setbacks to 
the critical path or project timeline by close of business on 
the day that any such issue or problem is identified. 


9.3.2.16 Revise the Project Plan, as necessary, to provide current 
information regarding activities and dates. 


9.3.2.17 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period 
entrance and exit criteria; 


9.3.2.18 Develop configuration management tools to establish 
version control of Core MMIS and peripheral system tools. 


9.3.2.19 Provide Nevada MMIS operations training sessions for 
DHCFP personnel or new contractor staff, as necessary. 


9.3.2.20 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of 
tasks against the Transition Plan and the overall Project 
Plan. 


9.3.2.21 Conduct weekly status meetings with DHCFP staff. 


9.3.2.22 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish 
and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as 
deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the 
responsibilities identified for this Period. 


9.3.3 Progress Milestones 


9.3.3.1 Establish facility to operate the Nevada MMIS. 


9.3.3.2 Installation of hardware and system software. 


9.3.3.3 Installation of the Core MMIS software and files and 
peripheral system tools. 


9.3.3.4 Approval of system test results. 


9.3.3.5 Approval of integration test results. 


9.3.3.6 Approval of updated system and user documentation and 
operating procedures. 


9.3.3.7 Approval of training plan by DHCFP. 
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9.3.4 Contractor Deliverables 


9.3.4.1 System Test Plan. 


9.3.4.2 System Test Results. 


9.3.4.3 Integration Test Plan. 


9.3.4.4 Integration Test Results. 


9.3.4.5 Revised Nevada MMIS User Documentation. 


9.3.4.6 Revised Nevada MMIS System Documentation. 


9.3.4.7 Nevada Training Plan. 


9.3.4.8 Nevada MMIS Operations Training Sessions. 


9.3.4.9 Revised Project Plan, as necessary. 


9.3.4.10 Weekly Status Reports. 


9.3.5 DHCFP Responsibilities 


9.3.5.1 Coordinate with the contractor during the installation of 
any telecommunications links to DHCFP’s network. 


9.3.5.2 Verify that the following Nevada MMIS and associated 
documentation is received from the current contractor and 
transferred to the new contractor, including, but not limited 
to:  


A. All necessary data to support acceptance testing by 
DHCFP or designated agent; 


B. All necessary production data and reference files on 
electronic medium; 


C. All production computer programs on electronic 
medium; 


D. All imaged documents stored on digital imaging; 
E. All reports on DVD-R or other designated medium; 


F. Job Control Language (JCL) on electronic media; 
G. JCL for production jobs; 


H. All other documentation, including, but not limited to, 
user and operation manuals needed to operate and 
maintain the system; 
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I. Operations logs from the last 12 months; 
J. Balancing documents; 


K. Procedures for updating computer programs, JCL, data 
dictionaries, and other documentation; 


L. Job scheduling parameters and/or inputs; 
M. Reports used by operations staff during routine 


operations; and 
N. Hardware configuration diagram.  


9.3.5.3 Act as mediator with the current contractor to resolve 
system transfer and installation problems. 


9.3.5.4 Act as liaison between the current and new contractor to 
schedule Nevada MMIS operations training sessions for 
DHCFP staff and the new contractor staff. The training 
schedule shall include but not be limited to the following 
sessions:  


A. Data entry and claims processing; 


B. Computer operations and procedures, including, but not 
limited to, cycle monitoring procedures; 


C. Controls and balancing procedures; 
D. Suspended claims processing; and 


E. Other manual procedures.  


9.3.5.5 Review and approve system and external software 
capabilities used by the contractor to operate the Core 
MMIS and peripheral system tools. 


9.3.5.6 Arrange for the transfer of Core MMIS and peripheral 
system tools software and files to the new contractor. 


9.3.5.7 Review and approve contractor documentation that the 
entire Core MMIS and all peripheral system tools were 
transferred and they function according to DHCFP 
specifications. 


9.3.5.8 Provide a complete and finalized listing of system job 
cycles in use in baseline system at time of transfer and 
installation. 


9.3.5.9 Review and approve modifications to existing system or 
miscellaneous documentation made by the current and/or 
new contractor. 
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9.3.5.10 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period 
entrance and exit criteria. 


9.4 PARALLEL TESTING 


In this task, the new contractor shall conduct a comprehensive parallel system test 
to ensure the Core MMIS processing system is processing claims correctly. 
DHCFP expects full participation on behalf of the current MMIS contractor to 
ensure that parallel test activities are performed. 


As part of the parallel testing activity, the new contractor will be responsible for 
the planning, development, testing, and management of the data migration 
process.  


Through this parallel test, the contractor(s) shall demonstrate that the current 
claims system is fully operational under the new contractor(s) management. 
During the parallel testing task, the contractor(s) will utilize input files from the 
current contractor’s claims processing activities and compare the output results to 
determine data integrity of the newly installed Core MMIS. The new MMIS 
contractor shall be responsible for running prior cycles of standardized reports 
from the newly transferred system to compare to reports that have already been 
produced. 


9.4.1 Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs 


9.4.1.1 In the event of the identification of discrepant parallel test 
outputs or results, the new vendor will be required to 
research and determine the reason for the discrepant 
information, in an effort to successfully accomplish parallel 
testing. The new vendor will work to resolve discrepancies 
identified during parallel testing until all outputs and results 
are produced to DHCFP’s expectations and instills the level 
of confidence needed for the project team to proceed with 
subsequent transition period activities.  


9.4.1.2 In the event that the new Vendor is unable to address 
and/or resolve discrepant parallel test outputs or results to 
DHCFP’s satisfaction within ten (10) working days, 
DHCFP will: 


A. Continue to use and consider the existing Nevada 
MMIS outputs and data as the output standard; 


B. Require that the Vendor document an action plan 
containing the following elements (at a minimum): 


1. Description of discrepancy; 
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2. Date discrepancy identified by the Contractor; 


3. Date Vendor notified DHCFP of the discrepancy; 


4. Reason for discrepancy (if known); 


5. Actions taken by the Contractor to date; 


6. Vendor’s proposed options for resolving discrepant 
information and estimated scope of work associated 
with each resolution option; 


7. Additional resources and support needed to pursue 
the resolution, including an estimated schedule for 
resolving the discrepancy;  


8. Assumptions and dependencies related to the 
planned resolution of the discrepancy; and 


9. Impacts on the project. 


C. Request that the Vendor provide updates to DHCFP 
regarding the status of the action plan on a frequency 
determined by DHCFP that is appropriate to the 
discrepancy that has been identified.  


The parallel testing task will overlap with the start of the 
implementation/operations readiness task and start of the operations 
task only as much as required.  


9.4.2 Contractor Responsibilities 


9.4.2.1 Establish a parallel test plan. 


9.4.2.2 Develop procedures and supporting documentation for 
parallel testing. 


9.4.2.3 Establish a data migration plan that describes the data 
conversion strategy and the data validation approach. 


9.4.2.4 Develop and test data migration programs. 


9.4.2.5 Establish a parallel test schedule with DHCFP staff. 


9.4.2.6 Provide appropriate contractor staff for claims entry and 
claims resolution during the parallel test. 


9.4.2.7 Identify and resolve problems and discrepancies with 
DHCFP staff. 
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9.4.2.8 Perform parallel test of the transferred system with input 
from the current contractor’s operations. 


9.4.2.9 Compare the results of runs on the transferred system to 
identical runs on the current system. 


9.4.2.10 Analyze and record test results. 


9.4.2.11 Identify and generate test data, as needed. 


9.4.2.12 Perform a parallel test of standardized reports from prior-
cycle data to compare to existing reports for data integrity 
of the transferred system. 


9.4.2.13 Resolve any discrepancies in the Core MMIS identified as 
a result of parallel testing results. 


9.4.2.14 Revise systems and user documentation as required to fully 
describe the transferred system. 


9.4.2.15 Inform DHCFP of delays or setbacks to the critical path or 
project timeline by close of business on the day that any 
such issue or problem is identified. 


9.4.2.16 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period 
entrance and exit criteria. 


9.4.2.17 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of the 
tasks against the work plan. 


9.4.2.18 Conduct weekly status meetings with the appropriate 
DHCFP staff. 


9.4.2.19 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish 
and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as 
deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the 
responsibilities identified for this Period. 


9.4.3 Progress Milestones 


9.4.3.1 DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Plans. 


9.4.3.2 DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Results. 


9.4.3.3 DHCFP approval of Data Migration Plan. 


9.4.3.4 DHCFP approval of Data Migration Results. 


9.4.3.5 DHCFP approval of revised Systems Documentation. 
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9.4.3.6 DHCFP approval of revised User Documentation. 


9.4.3.7 Conduct a successful parallel test in accordance with test 
criteria, priorities, and quality standards established in the 
DHCFP-approved test plan. 


9.4.4 Contractor Deliverables 


9.4.4.1 Parallel Test Plan. 


9.4.4.2 Parallel Test Results. 


9.4.4.3 Data Migration Plan. 


9.4.4.4 Data Migration Results. 


9.4.4.5 Revised Systems and User Documentation (as required to 
fully describe the transferred system). 


9.4.4.6 Weekly Status Reports. 


9.4.4.7 Action Plan for Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs. 


9.4.5 Department Responsibilities 


9.4.5.1 Review and approve the new contractor’s parallel test plan 
that includes how it will produce the results from necessary 
job cycles. 


9.4.5.2 Review and approve the new contractor’s parallel schedule. 


9.4.5.3 Review and approve the new contractor’s parallel test 
results. 


9.4.5.4 Review and approve the new contractor’s data migration 
test plan. 


9.4.5.5 Review and approve the new contractor’s data migration 
test results. 


9.4.5.6 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period 
entrance and exit criteria. 


9.4.5.7 Identify and coordinate with providers and the current 
MMIS contractor to provide testing data to cover the 
breadth and volume of the Core MMIS. 
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9.5 OPERATIONAL READINESS 


The contractor will be expected to meet the responsibilities, milestones, and 
deliverables as indicated below to ensure the successful continuance of Nevada’s 
Medicaid and Check Up operations without disruption to recipients, providers, 
and DHCFP staff.  


The contractor shall perform specific implementation and operations functions to 
ensure operational readiness. In preparation for operations, the contractor will 
perform final file conversions, recruit and train operations staff, and conduct any 
necessary provider and DHCFP staff training.  


9.5.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


9.5.1.1 Identify necessary modifications to manual and automated 
operating procedures, and define relationships and 
responsibilities of DHCFP and the new contractor. Revise 
operating procedures as required. 


9.5.1.2 Develop or revise provider manuals, including but not 
limited to, billing and submission procedures, new provider 
relations phone numbers, and any other information 
pertinent to providers. Revise as required. 


9.5.1.3 Hire and train personnel to perform required manual and 
system responsibilities. 


9.5.1.4 Submit an updated staffing plan for all periods. 


9.5.1.5 Revise the report distribution schedule to reflect updated 
DHCFP decisions on format, media, and distribution. 


9.5.1.6 Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on 
contractor organization, functional responsibilities, and 
operational procedures. 


9.5.1.7 Prepare outreach materials for providers, with DHCFP 
approval, in which Nevada MMIS transition activities are 
identified, including but not limited to, pertinent 
information regarding the new contract, addresses, phone 
numbers, billing manuals, cutoff dates for claims 
submissions and enrollment changes, website changes, EDI 
support changes, and all other transition activities as 
necessary. 


9.5.1.8 Develop a provider transition training plan, and conduct 
any necessary provider training sessions. 
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9.5.1.9 Develop an operational readiness training plan and conduct 
training for DHCFP staff in order to ensure preparedness 
for operations. 


9.5.1.10 Conduct a formal readiness walkthrough with DHCFP, 
demonstrating how all functional areas are ready. 


9.5.1.11 Prepare a final Operational Readiness Assessment 
Document, including results of the parallel test and an 
assessment of the final operational readiness of contractor 
staff to operate the Nevada MMIS. 


9.5.1.12 Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-related 
receipts and pending claims from the current contractor for 
completion of processing after cutover. 


9.5.2 Progress Milestones 


9.5.2.1 DHCFP approval of Revised Operating Procedures. 


9.5.2.2 DHCFP approval of Revised Provider Manuals. 


9.5.2.3 DHCFP approval of updated Contractor Staffing Plan. 


9.5.2.4 DHCFP approval of Operational Readiness Training Plan. 


9.5.2.5 Approval by DHCFP of Operational Readiness 
Assessment. 


9.5.3 Contractor Deliverables 


9.5.3.1 Revised Operating Procedures. 


9.5.3.2 Revised Provider Manuals. 


9.5.3.3 Updated staffing plan for operations. 


9.5.3.4 Provider Transition Training Plan. 


9.5.3.5 DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan. 


9.5.3.6 Final Operational Readiness Assessment. 


9.5.4 DHCFP Responsibilities 


9.5.4.1 Provide staff time to attend training sessions conducted by 
the contractor for DHCFP personnel. 
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9.5.4.2 Approve notices to be sent to providers regarding transition 
issues and the process. 


9.5.4.3 Review and approve operating procedures defining 
responsibilities of contractor personnel for Nevada MMIS 
operations; 


9.5.4.4 Review and approve updated provider manuals delivered 
by the contractor, and request revisions as necessary. 


9.5.4.5 Review and approve revised staffing plan. 


9.5.4.6 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period 
entrance and exit criteria. 


9.5.4.7 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period 
entrance and exit criteria. 


9.6 IMPLEMENTATION AND START OF OPERATIONS 


The contractor shall perform specific implementation functions, as applicable, 
during the Transition Period, as listed below. DHCFP will work with the 
contractor to establish a specific date in which the contractor will be responsible 
for processing claims. Fully operational is defined as: accurately processing, 
according to DHCFP performance standards, the appropriate claims, all claims 
adjustments and mass adjustments, and other financial transactions; maintaining 
all system files; providing access to all supporting components, including 
eligibility verification, appropriate reference parameters, Prior Authorizations, 
and Third Party Liability; producing all required reports; meeting all system 
requirements; and performing all other contractor responsibilities specified in this 
RFP. 


If DHCFP determines the system will not be operational on the date established 
by which the contractor will be responsible for processing claims, then 
implementation readiness assessments will be performed until such time as 
DHCFP determines that either a) the system is fully operational or b) that the 
contractor shall be deemed in default. 


9.6.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


9.6.1.1 Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on 
contractor organization, functional responsibilities, and 
operational procedures. 


9.6.1.2 Implement operational plan. 


9.6.1.3 Conduct any necessary provider training sessions. 
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9.6.1.4 Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-related 
receipts and pending claims from the current contractor for 
completion of processing after cutover. 


9.6.1.5 No new claims, either electronic or hard copies, are 
accepted by the current contractor during the final five (5) 
working days prior to the transfer date. 


9.6.1.6 Allow for the complete resolution of all edits and 
adjudication of claims by the current contractor to be 
transferred. 


9.6.1.7 Perform final conversion and review conversion reports to 
demonstrate successful conversion. 


9.6.1.8 Implement all network connectivity and communications. 


9.6.1.9 Provide a final operational readiness certification based on 
the final operational readiness assessment, including, but 
not limited to, results of the parallel test and an assessment 
of the final operational readiness of contractor staff to 
operate the Nevada MMIS. 


9.6.1.10 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period 
entrance and exit criteria. 


9.6.1.11 Identify and report any implementation issues to DHCFP. 


9.6.1.12 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of 
tasks against the work plan. 


9.6.1.13 Conduct weekly status meetings with appropriate DHCFP 
staff. 


9.6.1.14 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish 
and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as 
deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the 
responsibilities identified for this Period. 


9.6.1.15 Accept the required software, including modifications 
thereof, and associated documentation designed, developed, 
or installed under this Contract, all State’s intellectual 
property, and all work products produced under the 
Contract, including deliverables and configurations that 
have been identified by DHCFP as material to the 
successful Vendor. 


9.6.2 Progress Milestones 
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9.6.2.1 Completion of contractor, DHCFP, and any necessary 
provider training. 


9.6.2.2 Successful completion of all entrance and exit criteria. 


9.6.2.3 Successful transfer of operations. 


9.6.3 Contractor Deliverables 


9.6.3.1 Weekly Status Reports. 


9.6.3.2 Certification from the Vendor of System Component(s) 
implementation (including the Core MMIS and peripheral 
systems and tools). 


9.6.4 DHCFP Responsibilities 


9.6.4.1 Approve certification from contractor that system is 
operation-ready. 


9.6.4.2 Oversee final transfer of all data, including, but not limited 
to, claims data. 


9.6.4.3 Provide staff time to attend training sessions conducted by 
the contractor for DHCFP personnel. 


9.6.4.4 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period 
entrance and exit criteria. 


9.6.4.5 Coordinate the termination or assumption of leases of 
appropriate hardware and software, where appropriate. 


9.6.4.6 Turn-off other communications. Other communications 
include formal or informal communications from the 
previous contractor to providers, recipients, or other 
stakeholders as deemed appropriate by DHCFP. 


9.6.4.7 Work with previous contractor on remaining turnover tasks. 
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10 SCOPE OF WORK – OPERATIONS PERIOD REQUIREMENTS 


10.1 OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS PERIOD 


The contractor is responsible for maintaining the system as required in the RFP 
for the term of the contract. During the operations period, the contractor will be 
responsible for maintenance and change management activities. It is DHCFP’s 
requirement that all change management and maintenance activities will be 
accomplished within the budgeted effort of annual system and programmer 
analyst support and result in no additional cost for system-time, person-time, 
and/or documentation support. 


10.1.1 Operations Period Entrance Criteria 


10.1.1.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the 
following entrance criteria prior to commencement of 
Operations Period activities:  


A. DHCFP approval of the vendor’s Operational 
Readiness Assessment; 


B. Certification from vendor that system is operation-
ready; 


C. DHCFP approved provider manuals; and 
D. DHCFP approved revised operations procedures. 


10.1.2 Operations Period Exit Criteria 


10.1.2.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the 
following criteria prior to exiting the Operations Period:  


A. DHCFP approved System Turn-Over Plan; and 


B. DHCFP approved System Requirements Statement. 


10.2 MAINTENANCE 


Maintenance includes operational maintenance, defects, and enhancements as 
defined in 10.2.2. 


10.2.1 Operational Maintenance Consists of: 


10.2.1.1 Ongoing changes, corrections, or enhancements to correct 
deficiencies found in the operational system. 


10.2.1.2 Emergency changes to the system involving table 
modification and/or changes that are done using system-
provided screens; 
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10.2.1.3 Hardware and software support (e.g. performing routine 
system maintenance with no impact on policy) 


10.2.1.4 Reporting performed by: 


A. One FTE budgeted to perform ad-hoc DSS and MMIS 
queries and analysis; and 


B. One PBM position budgeted to perform ad-hoc PBM 
queries and analysis. 


The contractor shall perform all operational maintenance as 
a routine activity during the Operations Period at no 
additional cost to DHCFP. The contractor shall provide 
sufficient technical staff to perform all routine systems 
maintenance responsibilities. 


10.2.2 Defects and Enhancements consist of: 


10.2.2.1 An operational or system defect is a flaw detected in the 
system, introduced by the successful vendor during the take 
over of the Nevada MMIS, or during the design, 
development, and implementation of a new or replaced 
system component.  Operational or system defects caused 
by the takeover vendor shall be resolved by the vendor 
through the approved change management process.  For the 
purpose of establishing baseline system and operational 
standards, the vendor shall refer to the current system 
source code for the base MMIS along with the operational 
requirements for the Nevada MMIS as described 
throughout this RFP.  The vendor shall be responsible for 
all costs associated with the resolution of operational or 
system defects introduced by the takeover vendor 
throughout the life of the contract.  While DHCFP may 
request that the successful vendor resolve all system defects 
identified by DHCFP, the successful vendor will not be 
held responsible for costs associated with resolving defects 
that existed in the baseline system or operations of the 
Nevada MMIS prior to the take over.         


10.2.2.2 Program source code changes required to implement new 
system function (e.g. use of a new code for a program 
based on a policy change) or performance requirement 
beyond the current system requirements and functionality 
shall be considered an enhancement.  Enhancements shall 
be executed by the vendor in accordance with the approved 
change management process.  To this end, at minimum, the 
vendor must: 
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A. Establish for review and approval by DHCFP, design, 
development, and implementation documents to 
formally describe the system enhancement. 


B. Include standards for testing of developed system 
changes, including DHCFP approval of test results.  
Enhancements that fail to meet the approved design and 
development technical and functional specifications or 
result in a defective end-product, shall be re-worked 
and corrected by the contractor at no additional cost to 
DHCFP. 


C. Include the approach for training contractor and/or 
DHCFP staff on process or system enhancements 
resulting from the approved enhancement. 


D. Support CMS’ prescribed post implementation 
certification review activities for each system 
enhancement as deemed appropriate by DHCFP and 
CMS, in accordance with Section 11.6.2.3, to 11.6.2.10. 


10.2.2.3 Emergency support not covered in Maintenance. 


Enhancements are paid from the pool of programming hours (41,600 
hours) and/or an increase in contract authority.   


All maintenance will be performed in accordance with Section 12.2 of this RFP. 


10.3 TURNOVER 


Prior to the conclusion of the contract awarded through this procurement, the 
contractor shall provide, at no extra charge, assistance in turning over the final 
contractor responsibilities to DHCFP.  


10.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


10.3.1.1 Develop a System Turnover Plan 


At least twelve (12) months before the start of the first 
option year of a contract(s) awarded under this 
procurement, the contractor shall provide, at no additional 
cost, a Turnover Plan to DHCFP. The plan shall include: 


A. Proposed approach to turnover; 


B. Tasks and subtasks for turnover; 
C. Schedule for turnover; 


D. Documentation update procedures during turnover; and 
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E. Description of vendor coordination activities that will 
occur during the turnover task that will be implemented 
to ensure continued system and services as deemed 
appropriate by DHCFP. 


10.3.1.2 Develop a System Requirements Statement 


At least eighteen (18) months prior to the start of the last 
year of the base contract period for any contract awarded 
under this procurement, the contractor shall furnish, at no 
extra charge, a statement of the resources that would be 
required by DHCFP or another contractor to fully take over 
system, technical, and business functions outlined in the 
contract(s). 


The statement must include an estimate of the number, 
type, and salary of personnel required to perform the other 
functions of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs 
and systems. The statement shall be separated by type of 
activity of the personnel, including, but not limited to, the 
following categories:  


A. Data processing staff (for modification support); 
B. Systems analysts; 


C. Systems programmers; 
D. Programmer analysts; 


E. Administrative staff; 
F. Clerks; 


G. Managers; 
H. Medical personnel (nurses, MDs, pharmacists, etc.); 


and 
I. Other support staff (TPL, SURS, Provider/Recipient 


Relations). 


The statement shall include all facilities and any other 
resources required to operate the system in question, 
including, but not limited to:  


A. Telecommunications networks; 
B. Office space; 


C. Hardware; 
D. Software; and 
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E. Other. 


The statement of resource requirements shall be based on 
the contractors’ experience in the operation of the system(s) 
in question and shall include actual contractor resources 
devoted to operations activities. 


10.3.1.3 Provide Turnover Services 


As requested, but approximately six (6) months prior to the 
end of the base contract period(s) or any extension thereof, 
transfer to DHCFP or its agent, as needed, a copy of the 
operational system(s) on media determined by DHCFP, 
including:  


A. Documentation, including, but not limited to, user, 
provider, and other manuals needed to maintain the 
system. 


As requested, but approximately five (5) months prior to 
the end of the contract(s) or any extension(s) thereof, begin 
training DHCFP staff, or its designated agent, in relevant 
operations activities of the system. Such training must be 
completed at least three (3) months prior to the end of the 
contract or any extension thereof. Such training shall 
include:  


A. Claims processing data/exam entry; 


B. Exception claims processing; and 
C. Other manual procedures. 


10.3.1.4 Update System Turnover Plan 


At least six (6) months prior to the end of the base 
contract(s) and at least six (6) months prior to the end of 
any contract extension(s), the contractor(s) shall provide an 
updated System Turnover Plan and System Requirements 
Statement. 


10.3.2 Progress Milestones 


10.3.2.1 DHCFP acceptance and approval of Turnover Plan. 


10.3.3 Contractor Deliverables 


10.3.3.1 System Turnover Plan. 
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10.3.3.2 System Requirements Statement. 


10.3.4 DHCFP Responsibilities 


10.3.4.1 Review and approve Turnover Plan(s) to facilitate transfer 
of the operational responsibilities to DHCFP or its 
designated agent(s). 


10.3.4.2 Review and approve a statement of staffing and non-
mainframe resources that would be required to take over 
operation(s). 


10.3.4.3 Request turnover services are initiated by the contractor(s). 


10.3.4.4 Identify training and support requirements. 


10.3.4.5 Make DHCFP staff or designated replacement contractor 
operations staff(s) available to be trained in the operation of 
the system. 


10.3.4.6 Monitor contractor performance.  
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11 SCOPE OF WORK – SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS  


11.1 VENDOR RESPONSE TO SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 


Within the contractor’s proposal response, the contractor must provide 
information regarding their approach to meeting the system requirements 
described within the following sections. The contractor shall provide information 
on the contractor’s proposed computing environment, including technical 
hardware and software, approach to conforming to HIPAA requirements, 
approach to conforming to security requirements, and approach to business 
resumption. The contractor shall also address the requirements for post 
implementation review and CMS certification. 


11.2 CURRENT MMIS COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT 


The current MMIS computing environment consists of numerous hardware and 
software components. An overview of the current environment, including 
hardware, software, and system interfaces, is provided in this section.  


For more details on the MMIS computing environment, please refer to the 
Reference Library. Bidders must contact the Nevada Purchasing Division to 
obtain access to the Reference Library (See Section 6.1 of this RFP). 


11.2.1 Technical – Hardware 


The hardware environment consists of numerous components running 
on an IBM mainframe and IBM AIX and Windows NT 4.0 servers. 
The core MMIS and Claim Check (excluding Pharmacy) currently 
runs on a leased mainframe. The mainframe is partitioned into two 
logical units for production and test. An additional ten (10) servers run 
the other components of the MMIS. These components include: 


 Pharmacy Management; 


 Decision Support System (DSS); 
 Online Documents Retrieval and Archiving System (ODRAS); 


 Customer Relationship Management (CRM); 
 Utilization Management (including PASRR); and 


 Third Party Liability (TPL) Management. 


The mainframe is currently hosted in a Verizon Data Center in Tampa, 
Florida. The servers are currently owned, operated, and hosted by First 
Health in a Magellan Data Center in Phoenix, Arizona, soon to be 
moved to St. Louis, Missouri. 
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Additional details on mainframe and server hardware can be found in 
the Reference Library – Current MMIS and Agency Computing 
Environment. 


11.2.2 Technical – Software 


The core MMIS is programmed using the COBOL programming 
language. The user interface for the MMIS uses ClientSoft. The 
Peripheral Systems and Tools run on various database servers from 
Microsoft and Oracle. The user interfaces for the Peripheral Systems 
and Tools are built with PowerBuilder and web-based programming 
languages, e.g. ASP, JavaScript, and VBScript. 


Additional details on mainframe and server software, including source 
code, are contained in the Reference Library – Current MMIS and 
Agency Computing Environment. 


11.2.3 System Interfaces 


Numerous data files generated by the Core MMIS and Peripheral 
Systems and Tools are exchanged between FHSC, DHCFP, and other 
subcontractors. Additionally, the Core MMIS and Peripheral Systems 
and Tools receive data from various other sources, including EDI, 
eligibility systems, and reference sources. 


A complete roster of System Interfaces, including detailed Copybook 
specifications, are contained in the Reference Library – Interface List.  


11.3 HIPAA REQUIREMENTS 


The MMIS and system components must operate in accordance with the all 
Federal regulations regarding standards for privacy, security, electronic healthcare 
transactions, healthcare code sets and individually identifiable health information 
as identified in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 
of 1996, Title II – Administrative Simplification. These standards outline specific 
rights for individuals regarding protected health information and obligations of 
health care providers, health plans and health care clearinghouses. 


11.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


11.3.1.1 The system must be HIPAA-compliant, and kept up-to-
date, according to the latest CMS requirements and 
timelines. The contractor shall work with DHCFP through 
Change Management process to maintain compliance as 
regulations change. 
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11.3.1.2 Establish privacy-conscious business practices to ensure 
that the minimum amount of health information necessary 
is disclosed. 


11.3.1.3 Implement business practices that ensure all electronic 
health information is transmitted in compliance with State, 
including NRS 603A, and HIPAA regulations. 


11.3.1.4 Address stakeholder compliance complaints and issues 
under the direction of DHCFP’s designated HIPAA 
compliance officer. 


11.3.1.5 Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance with 
HIPAA regulations and DHCFP policy. 


11.3.1.6 All confidentiality incidents, suspected incidents, breaches, 
or suspected breaches of Protected Health Information 
(PHI) or individually identifiable information, in any form 
or media (electronic, fax, paper, etc.), including, but not 
limited to, inappropriate disclosure of applicant or recipient 
name, must be reported to the DHCFP Administrator and 
the DHCFP HIPAA Privacy and Security Officers 
immediately upon discovery. 


11.3.1.7 Release of any PHI or individually identifiable information 
must only occur after the contractor has verified the proper 
HIPAA agreements are in place to allow for the release of 
said information in accordance with federal HIPAA and 
confidentiality regulations and state statues. To ensure 
compliance, the contractor must provide a monthly report 
to the HIPAA Security Officer and the HIPAA Privacy 
Officer for each release of PHI or individually identifiable 
information. 


11.3.1.8 Transmittal of PHI and/or individually identifiable 
information, as outlined in 45 CFR 164.512 and the 
definitions at 45 CFR 160.103, must be in accordance with 
HIPAA regulations in effect at the time of the transmittal. 


11.3.1.9 Become a business associate of the DHCFP and have a 
HIPAA Privacy and a HIPAA Security Officer. Must 
develop written HIPAA policies and procedures and train 
all members of the workforce on how to protect PHI and 
individually identifiable information. 


11.3.1.10 Implement physical and technical safeguards to limit access 
to and protect the security and privacy of PHI in 
accordance with all applicable HIPAA regulations. 
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11.3.1.11 Meet and maintain transactions and transaction code sets in 
accordance with HIPAA regulations at 45 CFR Part 162. 


11.3.1.12 Accept and transmit all electronic HIPAA-compliant 
formats and transactions, in accordance with Federal 
regulations. 


11.3.1.13 Maintain current companion guides, and establish new 
companion guides for any future HIPAA-compliant 
transactions adopted by DHCFP. 


11.3.1.14 Contractor must immediately report to the DHCFP 
Administrator and the DHCFP HIPAA Privacy and 
Security Officers any inappropriate or unauthorized access 
to systems immediately upon discovery.  


11.3.1.15 Contractor must maintain knowledge about current HIPAA 
regulations and stay informed about any upcoming changes 
in regulations. 


11.3.1.16 Contractor must ensure that any agent, including a 
subcontractor or employee of the Contractor agrees to 
implement reasonable and appropriate safeguards to protect 
protected health information or individually identifiable 
information. 


11.3.2 DHCFP Responsibilities 


11.3.2.1 Review and approve all HIPAA-related outreach materials, 
prior to release. 


11.3.2.2 Work with Contractor through the Change Management 
process to maintain compliance with HIPAA regulation 
changes. 


11.3.3 Contractor Performance Expectations 


11.3.3.1 Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance with 
HIPAA regulations and DHCFP policy. 


11.3.3.2 Upgrade system or implement new HIPAA rules according 
to Change Management Process and within State and 
Federal timelines. 
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11.4 SECURITY REQUIREMENTS (FEDERAL SECURITY REGULATIONS & 
SYSTEM ACCESS) 


The Contractor must ensure that the MMIS business operations, site(s), and 
system functions adhere to State and federal regulations and guidelines related to 
security, privacy, confidentiality, and auditing. Security of systems, site(s) and 
operations include physical, technical, and administrative safeguards. The 
contractor shall follow all applicable technical standards for security during the 
operation of the MMIS, using best practices as developed by the National Institute 
for Technology and Standards (NIST). 


The contractor shall abide by all of the HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations 
including future revisions and additions to such regulations. This includes 
agreement to control the use or disclosure of Protected Health Information as 
permitted or required by this agreement or as required by law. The contractor 
shall establish, maintain and use appropriate safeguards to prevent use or 
disclosure of recipient and provider personal information used by the Contractor. 


11.4.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


11.4.1.1 The contractor shall meet, or exceed, all HIPAA Privacy 
and Security Regulations including future revisions and 
additions to such regulations. The contractor shall adhere to 
the following regulations: 


A. Minimum Security Requirements for Federal 
Information and Information Systems (FIPS PUB 
200);  


B. Risk Management Guide for Information 
Technology Systems (NIST SP 800-30); 


C. Federal Regulations at 45 CFR 95.621; and 


D. ARRA 2009 Title XIII HITECH  


11.4.1.2 Implement and maintain physical security over sites related 
to fiscal agent responsibilities described in this RFP. At a 
minimum, restrict perimeter access to equipment sites, 
processing areas, storage areas and the mailroom through a 
card key or other comparable system, as well as provide 
accountability control to record access attempts, including 
attempts of unauthorized access. Physical security shall 
include additional features designed to safeguard system 
and operational processing site(s) through fire retardant 
capabilities as well as smoke and electrical alarms, 
monitored by security personnel on a twenty-four (24) 
hours per day, seven (7) days a week basis. 
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11.4.1.3 Employ a security system that requires a unique login ID 
and password for each user for the network and 
applications; password parameters and expirations must 
meet, or exceed, DHCFP policy. 


11.4.1.4 Establish and utilize a procedure that processes user login 
ID changes, additions and terminations as well as required 
password changes within a timeframe established by 
DHCFP. 


11.4.1.5 Employ role-based security to the MMIS and DSS, 
restricting access to subsystems and functions 
commensurate with job responsibilities and the minimum 
necessary based on the user’s profile (e.g., inquiry access 
only). Global access to all functions must be restricted to 
specified staff. 


11.4.1.6 Provide technical security to prohibit unauthorized access 
to the networks and applications, including but not limited 
to configuration and maintenance of a firewall to restrict 
access to systems from all unauthorized users. 


11.4.1.7 Ensure secure disposal and destruction of confidential 
information (e.g. PHI, ePHI, PII) regardless of format, in 
accordance with NIST Special Publication 800-88, DHCFP 
policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations. This 
includes but is not limited to hard copies and electronic 
media (e.g. hard drives, data tapes, USB drives, etc). 


11.4.1.8 Maintain the following types of audit trails: 


A. To identify and track results of transaction processing; 
changes to master file data (recipient, provider, 
reference, etc.); and all edits encountered, resolved, or 
overridden;  


B. To identify unauthorized attempts to access the 
network; and 


C. To track changes to software modules or subsystems 
and provide procedures for safeguarding DHCFP from 
unauthorized modifications to the Nevada MMIS. All 
modifications must be authorized through the change 
management process as outlined in Section 12.2 of this 
RFP. 


11.4.1.9 Provide Audit Trail reports showing before and after 
images of changed data, the ID of the person making the 
changes, the data changed and the reason for change. 
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11.4.1.10 Provide for automatic logoff of application for inactivity by 
timeframe established by DHCFP. 


11.4.1.11 Develop a DHCFP-approved Security Plan, providing 
details on how the Contractor will manage and maintain 
technical, physical, and administrative security over the 
systems, networks, and facilities as well as security roles 
and responsibilities. 


11.4.1.12 Establish the system security portions of a Security Plan as 
it relates to the MMIS and system components and for 
inclusion into DHCFP’s overall Security Plan. The system 
security portion of the Security Plan shall address all 
requirements presented in Federal Register 45 CFR 142, 
sub-part C, section 142.308. 


11.4.1.13 In addition, the Contractor is responsible, as defined in 
Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308, 
for all aspects of a Security Plan for federal systems that 
includes written security plans, rules, procedures and 
guidance concerning all aspects of security and 
contingency plans for responding to a system emergency. 


11.4.1.14 Ensure security of MMIS access and transactions from 
multiple sources, including but not limited to Virtual 
Private Networks, clearinghouses, Wide Area Networks, 
and the Internet. 


11.4.1.15 Maintain audit trails for all data received or transmitted. 


11.4.1.16 Utilize electronic signatures, where appropriate, as agreed 
to by DHCFP. 


11.4.1.17 Ensure encryption of data and encryption of transmission 
methods as required by DHCFP policy. 


11.4.1.18 Apply all security patches for the operating system and any 
other software for the system within timeframes specified 
by DHCFP. 


11.4.1.19 Inform DHCFP of any potential security breaches in a 
timeframe specified by DHCFP. 


11.4.2 DHCFP Responsibilities 


11.4.2.1 Provide the Contractor with DHCFP and State specific 
policies and procedures for Security. 
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11.4.2.2 Review and approve the Security Plan developed by the 
Contractor 


11.4.2.3 Inform the Contractor of additions, deletions, and changes 
in employees’ roles and responsibilities to modify user 
access as appropriate. In the case of terminated or demoted 
employees, notification should be made within one (1) 
calendar day. 


11.4.2.4 Review contractor reports of potential security 
breaches/violations. 


11.4.2.5 Request and review records of audit trails of all 
transactions, as needed for audit purposes. 


11.4.3 Contractor Performance Expectations 


11.4.3.1 Submit the Security Plan to DHCFP within thirty (30) 
calendar days of contract signing and provide updates to 
the plan on an annual basis. 


11.4.3.2 Develop, maintain and test procedures consistent with 
DHCFP/State policies for handling security patches and 
other necessary software patches and updates. 


11.4.3.3 Notify DHCFP of any potential or discovered security 
breaches within twenty-four (24) hours except as provided 
for in 45 CFR § 164.412. 


11.4.3.4 Process user ID changes and additions within three (3) 
working days of each request. 


11.4.3.5 Process user ID deletions within one (1) working day of 
each request. 


11.5 BUSINESS RESUMPTION REQUIREMENTS 


11.5.1 Overview 


Business Resumption entails the business continuity/backup and 
recovery planning for the Nevada MMIS. The contractor shall provide 
a comprehensive approach to addressing business continuity/backup 
and recovery for various scenarios that could cause interruption of 
systems and operations, including disasters, emergencies, system 
downtime, and network failures. 


11.5.2 Contractor Responsibilities 
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11.5.2.1 Business Resumption 


Regardless of the physical architecture of the MMIS and 
system components, the Contractor shall establish and 
submit a Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan 
for approval by DHCFP, including but not limited to: 


A. Procedures, physical equipment and facilities in place 
to reconstruct the MMIS and system components and 
data should a disaster strike any processor site; 


B. Recovery plans for all system components; 
C. Contingency Plan for the system to instruct DHCFP in 


responding to a system emergency or the unavailability 
of the system; and 


D. Plans to address four (4) types of situations that could 
occur: 


1. A major disaster where any hosting facility is 
destroyed or damaged. Identify and provide 
alternative facilities and backup to ensure 
continuation of operations as a part of a 
comprehensive disaster recovery plan to ensure that 
the system will be up and running at an alternate 
facility within forty-eight (48) hours of the disaster; 


2. Unscheduled system hardware downtime for any 
reason. Identify and provide a plan to repair or 
replace system hardware to ensure that the system 
will be up and running within twenty-four (24) 
hours of the failure; 


3. System or application dependent problems 
resulting from network failure. Provide a plan 
that addresses the repair or replacement of 
connectivity to ensure that the network will be up 
and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the 
failure; and 


4. Downtime caused by the failure of any 
application software. Provide a plan that addresses 
the restoration of application software and 
associated data, to ensure that the application 
software will be restored within four (4) hours of 
the failure, and associated data restored within 
twenty-four (24) hours of the failure.  
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11.5.3 DHCFP Responsibilities 


11.5.3.1 Review and approve Business Continuity/Backup and 
Recovery Plan. 


11.5.4 Contractor Performance Expectations 


11.5.4.1 In the event of a disaster where hosting facility is destroyed 
or damaged, the system must be up and running at an 
alternate facility within forty-eight (48) hours of the 
disaster. 


11.5.4.2 In the event of an unscheduled system hardware downtime, 
the system must be up and running within twenty-four (24) 
hours of the event. 


11.5.4.3 In the event of a network failure, the network must be up 
and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure. 


11.5.4.4 In the event of downtime caused by the failure of 
application software, the application software must be 
restored within four (4) hours of the failure, and associated 
data restored within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure. 


11.5.4.5 Submit Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan for 
approval by DHCFP within thirty (30) days of contract 
signing, and update plan at least annually thereafter. 


11.5.4.6 Test Business continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan 
annually, on a schedule approved by DHCFP, and present 
plan and results to DHCFP for approval. 


11.6 POST IMPLEMENTATION REVIEW AND CMS SYSTEM 
CERTIFICATION 


11.6.1 Overview 


Federal MMIS certification is the procedure by which CMS validates 
that State Medicaid systems are designed to support the efficient and 
effective management of the program and satisfy the requirements set 
forth in Part 11 of the State Medicaid Manual (SMM), as well as 
subsequent laws, regulations, directives, and State Medicaid Director 
(SMD) letters. The certification process also validates that the systems 
are operating as described in the prior approval documents, i.e., 
Advance Planning Documents (APDs), Requests for Proposal (RFPs), 
and all associated contracts submitted to CMS for the purpose of 
receiving Federal financial participation (FFP). 
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The CMS authority for requiring Federal certification is based, in part, 
on language found at Public Law 92-603, and the Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR) at 42 CFR 433 and 45 CFR 95.611(d). 


Following the transition of the Nevada MMIS, the Vendor will be 
required to demonstrate to CMS and DHCFP that Nevada’s MMIS 
continues to meet CMS’ MMIS certification requirements. The 
Vendor will assist in preparing for and will participate in the 
certification of the MMIS, including the preparation of certification 
documents, generating required reports, and ensuring that all MMIS 
certification requirements are met. DHCFP anticipates that CMS will 
conduct a limited review of the MMIS, and will be able to provide the 
successful Vendor with additional information about CMS’ 
certification review approach and expectations during the Contract 
Start Up Period of the project.  


11.6.2 Contractor Responsibilities 


11.6.2.1 Perform a post implementation review of the MMIS, 
peripheral systems and tools, and documentation (system 
and user) in preparation for CMS’ certification review 
process, approximately six (6) months after full transfer of 
the Nevada MMIS operations to the successful Vendor. 
The successful Vendor’s project manager will be required 
to participate on site for the duration of the review period. 
The post implementation review should be conducted no 
later than thirty (30) days prior to CMS’ scheduled 
certification review. Post implementation review results 
should be provided to DHCFP for review and approval. 


11.6.2.2 Prepare and submit for review by DHCFP, a Post 
Implementation Evaluation Report that includes at a 
minimum: 


A. Lessons learned (i.e., successes, failures, outcomes) 
from the takeover and implementation; 


B. Project successes and failures; 


C. Issues, risks, and concerns; 
D. Proposed resolutions to issues, risks, and concerns; 


E. MMIS user satisfaction; 
F. Benefits gained over the previous MMIS; and  


G. The current status of the MMIS. 


11.6.2.3 Perform a post implementation review of newly installed or 
modified systems that are within or peripheral to the 
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MMIS, in accordance with its approved implementation 
schedule. This review applies to systems that may be 
installed after the takeover of the Nevada MMIS.  


11.6.2.4 Review DHCFP’s current Medicaid Enterprise 
Certification Toolkit (MECT) and provide updates to 
MECT checklists prior to CMS’ MMIS certification review 
process. 


11.6.2.5 Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will 
promote coordination of DHCFP and contractor 
responsibilities associated with CMS certification review 
process. At a minimum, the schedule should include the 
following elements and shall be submitted to DHCFP no 
later than thirty (30) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled 
certification review: 


A. Planned dates, milestones, associated with certification 
review tasks and activities; 


B. Development periods and submission dates for 
materials and activities pertaining to CMS’ certification 
review; 


C. Review periods (including DHCFP and CMS reviews) 
for materials developed in preparation for CMS’ 
certification review; and 


D. Scheduled walkthroughs of MMIS subsystems, 
business areas, and documentation (system or user 
documentation, or other documents as requested by 
DHCFP or CMS).  


11.6.2.6 Prepare certification review materials in preparation for 
multiple meetings with CMS and DHCFP in support of 
CMS’ certification review process. Materials may include 
but is not limited to: 


A. Meeting or walkthrough agendas and subsequent 
meeting minutes; 


B. Specific documentation pertaining to the review of a 
particular MMIS subsystem or business area; 


C. System or user documentation pertaining to the review 
of a particular MMIS subsystem or business area; 


D. Materials in presentation format as requested by 
DHCFP or CMS in preparation for the review; and 
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E. Materials that support walkthrough with CMS and 
DHCFP, of various system components, functional, or 
business areas. 


11.6.2.7 Establish an online and/or physical repository of materials 
or information that will be used to support CMS’ 
certification review. The repository must adhere to access 
and security guidelines established by DHCFP. 


11.6.2.8 Participate in CMS certification review meetings, onsite 
reviews/walkthroughs, or teleconference calls as requested 
by DHCFP, in preparation of, throughout, and post CMS’ 
MMIS certification review process. 


11.6.2.9 Work with DHCFP to establish a corrective action plan 
including but not limited to an approach and schedule for 
addressing certification review findings reported by CMS 
within a timeframe that is acceptable to CMS and DHCFP. 


11.6.2.10 Perform corrective actions and address deficiencies 
identified by CMS, in a manner that is acceptable to CMS 
and DHCFP. Corrective actions taken shall be documented 
and submitted to DHCFP for evidential and record 
management purposes.  


11.6.3 Contractor Performance Responsibilities 


11.6.3.1 The Vendor’s post implementation review should be 
conducted no later than thirty (30) days prior to CMS’ 
scheduled certification review. Post implementation review 
results should be provided to DHCFP for review and 
approval. 


11.6.3.2 Submit to DHCFP for review, a Post Implementation 
Review Report no later than fifteen (15) working days prior 
to CMS’ scheduled certification review.  


11.6.3.3 Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will 
promote coordination of DHCFP and Fiscal Agent 
responsibilities associated with CMS certification review 
process. The schedule shall be submitted to DHCFP no 
later than thirty (30) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled 
certification review. 


11.6.4 Contractor Deliverables 


11.6.4.1 Updated MECT Checklists. 
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11.6.4.2 Post Implementation Review Report. 


11.6.4.3 Certification Review Schedule. 


11.6.4.4 Pre-certification Review Materials. 


11.6.4.5 Online or Physical Certification Review Repository. 


11.6.4.6 Corrective Action Plan (in response to CMS’ certification 
review results). 


11.6.4.7 Documented Evidence of Corrective Actions. 


11.6.5 DHCFP Responsibilities 


11.6.5.1 Meet with CMS to obtain an understanding of their planned 
approach to conducting a certification review of Nevada’s 
MMIS. 


11.6.5.2 Provide CMS’ certification review approach and detailed 
information to the Vendor based on information received 
from CMS. 


11.6.5.3 Review and approve the Vendor’s certification schedule to 
ensure effective coordination of activities leading up to and 
throughout CMS’ certification review. 


11.6.5.4 Review revisions or updates incorporated into MECT 
checklists as provided by the Vendor. 


11.6.5.5 Review the Vendor’s post implementation review report. 


11.6.5.6 Review and respond to issues, risks, or concerns reported 
by the Vendor during the post implementation review.  


11.6.5.7 Determine and notify the Vendor of any actions that must 
be taken in response to issues, risks, concerns or the overall 
post implementation review results.  


11.6.5.8 Notify CMS of proposed changes to the planned CMS 
certification review schedule as necessary. 


11.6.5.9 Review all materials developed by the Vendor that will be 
presented or used in support of CMS’ certification review 
process. 


11.6.5.10 Provide guidance to the Vendor associated with the 
establishment of an online or physical repository of 
certification review materials and information. 
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11.6.5.11 Notify the Vendor of CMS’ certification review findings. 


11.6.5.12 Work with the Vendor and CMS to establish an amenable 
timeframe for addressing CMS’ certification review 
findings. 


11.6.5.13 Review and approve the Vendor’s plan, schedule, and 
approach for addressing certification review findings 
reported by CMS. 


11.6.5.14 Review and approve corrective actions performed by the 
Vendor in accordance with the approved plan for 
addressing certification review findings. 
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12 SCOPE OF WORK – OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 


The project is broken down into the following tasks that will be explained in detail within 
the following sections. The tasks and activities requirements within this section are not 
necessarily listed in the order that they should be completed. Vendors must reflect within 
their proposal response and preliminary project plan their recommended approach to 
scheduling and accomplishing all tasks and activities identified within this RFP. 


DHCFP will retain or outsource responsibility for the following services:  


A. Waiver Enrollments;  


B. Nursing Facility Benefit Plan Assignments; 
C. Disability Determinations; 


D. Transportation; and 
E. Care Coordination. 


12.1 GENERAL OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL SYSTEM 
COMPONENTS 


12.1.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


12.1.1.1 Provide periodic recommendations for process 
improvements, based on industry standards, best practices, 
and/or cost efficiencies. 


General 


12.1.1.2 Contractor shall meet and comply with all State and 
Federal rules and regulations. 


12.1.1.3 Respond to all DHCFP inquiries within one (1) working 
day. 


12.1.1.4 Maintain, and distribute as necessary, forms unique to 
Nevada Medicaid and Check Up including historical and 
current forms. 


12.1.1.5 Operate within Nevada’s current and future LAN/WAN 
network architecture in accordance with performance 
standards established by DHCFP. Nevada’s current 
LAN/WAN network architecture information and 
associated performance standards are presented in the 
Procurement Library. The Contractor’s 
telecommunications/data communications network must be 


Computing Platform – LAN/WAN 
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compatible with State standards or be able to interface with 
State platforms and interconnections unless there are 
mutually agreed upon exceptions. 


12.1.1.6 All GUI front-end, database, middleware, and 
communications software, must be written in languages 
approved by DHCFP and compatible with DHCFP’s 
computing environment. Alternate languages may be 
proposed with the understanding that they must be 
approved by DHCFP. During the turnover period, the 
Contractor must take any actions necessary, including 
software and data conversion, to enable the MMIS and 
system components to be fully operational in DHCFP’s 
technical environment.  


12.1.1.7 Adhere to the following standards for all outputs: 


General Operations Outputs 


A. All data must be edited for presence, format and 
consistency with other data in the update transaction; 


B. All headings and footers must be standard; 


C. Current date and time must be displayed; 
D. Dates must display centuries when the century 


information is critical. For example, date of birth. All 
stored dates must identify the century; 


E. All data labels and definitions used must be consistent 
throughout the system and clearly defined in user 
manuals; 


F. All MMIS generated messages must be clear and 
sufficiently descriptive to provide enough information 
for problem correction and be written in full English 
text; 


G. All letters generated by the Nevada MMIS must have 
the ability to display data in upper and lower case; and 


H. All letters generated by the MMIS must be available in 
English and all other required languages (currently 
limited to Spanish). 


12.1.1.8 Maintain a user friendly systems navigation technology and 
a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows all Nevada 
MMIS users to move freely throughout the system using 


Technical Requirements – Navigation 
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pull down menus, window tabs, and "point and click" 
navigation. In addition, the navigation process must be 
completed without having to enter identifying data more 
than once. "Help" screens must be included and should be 
context-sensitive in order to provide for ease of use. The 
use of GUI access must be standardized throughout the 
MMIS and system components. 


12.1.1.9 Maintain a user-friendly menu system understandable by 
non-technical users that provides access to all functional 
areas. This menu system must be hierarchical and provide 
submenus for all functional areas of the Nevada MMIS. 
However, the menu system must not restrict the ability of 
users to directly access a screen, or the ability to access one 
screen from another without reverting to the menu 
structure. 


12.1.1.10 Maintain menus that reflect a hierarchical or tree structure 
of the screens. Each menu item may indicate a list of 
screens or a list of submenus to indicate screen 
dependencies to the users. The system should remain 
available to the user from log on to log off, without the 
need for intermediate systems prompts. The user should be 
able to navigate to any component of the system without 
the need to enter additional user identification.  


12.1.1.11 Maintain system navigation, user interface, and system 
access requirements that are standard for all authorized 
users of the MMIS and system components, including 
authorized users from other agencies and entities. 


12.1.1.12 Maintain a relational database management system 
(RDBMS). Referential integrity of the data must be 
maintained by the RDBMS. In the event of a break in a 
logical unit of work, all previously updated data must be 
rolled back. The system must provide a complete online 
audit trail of data changes, as outlined in Section 12.1.1 of 
this RFP. 


Technical Requirements – Data Integrity/Audit Trail 


12.1.1.13 Permit overrides only by written prior approval granted 
through DHCFP authorization policy. 


12.1.1.14 Ensure that the system design facilitates auditing of data 
and paper records and that audit trails are provided 
throughout the system, including any conversion programs. 
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The audit record must identify user ID, workstation ID, and 
date and time of change. 


12.1.1.15 Incorporate audit trails in the system to track source 
documents and data through all processing stages, 
including the final destination. The audit trails must also 
allow users to trace processed data back to source 
documents 


12.1.1.16 Maintain audit trails for data changes including but not 
limited to: 


A. Overrides; 


B. Updates; 
C. Insertions; 


D. Deletions; and 
E. Transformations. 


12.1.1.17 All updates to data and all error updates and replacement 
transactions must be available for review by DHCFP upon 
request. 


12.1.1.18 Display date and user ID associated with changes on 
appropriate online inquiry screens and reports. 


12.1.1.19 Maintain data for online access for a minimum of seventy-
two (72) months. After seventy-two (72) months the data 
can be archived to an unalterable electronic media agreed 
to by DHCFP, as long as a method to retrieve archived data 
within twenty-four (24) hours is provided. 


Technical Requirements – Data Storage and Retention 


12.1.1.20 Restore archived data for reviewing, copying and printing, 
when requested by DHCFP. 


12.1.1.21 Accept, enter, process, and report on requests for payment 
to meet the requirements of this RFP, DHCFP policy, and 
State and Federal rules and regulations. Accuracy, 
reasonableness and integrity of the payment processing 
function must be ensured by the Contractor. 


Processing Requirements 


12.1.1.22 Support the exchange of data between and among the 
MMIS and system components to facilitate business 
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functions that meet the requirements of this RFP, DHCFP 
policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations. Data 
may come from internal and external sources. A current 
interface inventory listing is contained in the Reference 
Library. 


12.1.1.23 The system must respond to specific user requests within 
response times identified by DHCFP. 


System Response 


System response time shall be measured during normal 
working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, 
Monday through Friday, with the exception of Nevada 
State Observed Holidays. 


The following response times will be measured: 


A. Record Search Time – The time elapsed after the search 
command is entered until the list of matching records 
begins to appear on the monitor; 


B. Record Retrieval Time – The time elapsed after the 
retrieve command is entered until the record data begin 
to appear on the monitor; 


C. Screen Edit Time – The time elapsed after the last field 
is filled on the screen with an enter command until all 
field entries are edited with the errors highlighted; 


D. New Screen Page Time – The time elapsed from the 
time a new screen is requested until the data from that 
screen start to appear on the monitor; and 


E. Print Initiation Time – The elapsed time from the 
command to print a screen or report until it appears in 
the appropriate queue. 


12.1.1.24 Enable flexibility and efficiency in performing 
modifications using parameter and rules-based techniques, 
in order to support DHCFP program changes. 


Programming Requirements 


12.1.1.25 Support validation checking for all transactions and 
interactions with the system including the data entry 
function.  


12.1.1.26 Maintain a comprehensive set of edits and audits including 
but not limited to the following points: 
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A. Ensure that the transaction is subjected to all validation 
checks (e.g., number fields are all numeric); 


B. Ensure that the transaction is subjected to all business 
rule edits (e.g., provider number on file, no drug to drug 
interactions are present); 


C. Store reference data in tables to support efficient 
maintenance of specific values; 


D. Provide a process that allows for the setting of 
statistical edits; 


E. Ensure that transaction data is consistent with the Data 
Dictionary definitions; and 


F. Ensure that the transaction is processed to the 
maximum extent possible and that all failed edits are 
returned to the provider with sufficient explanation to 
allow the provider to correct the transaction. 


12.1.2 DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.1.2.1 Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to 
existing requirements and new requirements of the State 
Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


12.1.2.2 Review and approve updates to system documentation. 


12.1.2.3 Select multiple days per month during which System 
Response times shall be monitored, and conduct response 
time testing at a remote work station. 


12.1.3 System Performance Expectations 


12.1.3.1 The MMIS and systems components that support Nevada 
Medicaid and Check Up program business, (e.g., EVS, 
DSS, etc.) must operate in a twenty-four (24) hours per 
day, seven (7) days a week environment with a limited time 
period each week for maintenance. 


12.1.3.2 Perform and complete system upgrades and database 
updates made to all systems outside of normal working 
hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, Monday 
through Friday, with the exception of Nevada State 
Observed Holidays, or at times agreed to by DHCFP. 


12.1.3.3 Meet MMIS and system components response time 
standards. 
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Times shall be measured for adherence to the requirements 
every fifteen (15) minutes during randomly selected days 
several times per month, at DHCFP's discretion, at a remote 
workstation. In addition, the Contractor must provide a 
system to monitor and report on response time monitoring 
results. 


1. Record Search Time – The response time must be 
within four (4) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the 
record searches; 


2. Record Retrieval Time – The response time must be 
within four (4) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the 
records retrieved; 


3. Screen Edit Time – The response time must be within 
two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the time; 


4. New Screen/Page Time – The response time must be 
within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the 
time; and 


5. Print Initiation Time – The response time must be 
within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the 
time. 


12.2 MAINTENANCE AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT 


The Maintenance and Change Management requirements define contractor 
responsibilities for maintaining and modifying the Nevada MMIS. This includes 
how future modifications and enhancements to the system will be categorized, 
tracked and completed through the Change Management process (CM) and how 
system maintenance will be addressed through changes to table values, system 
parameters, or codes and changes requested by the contractor to maintain related 
operations.  


12.2.1 Operational Maintenance 


Maintenance Activities 


The contractor must perform all operations maintenance and support to 
meet the requirements for the operational scope of work provided in 
Section 10 and 12 of this RFP. The operations period must provide for 
continuous effective and efficient operation of the Nevada MMIS. 


12.2.2 Contractor Responsibilities 
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12.2.2.1 Schedule and perform ongoing operations tasks to ensure 
system tuning, performance response time, database 
stability and processing. 


12.2.2.2 Initiate routine production schedules. 


12.2.2.3 Maintain tables/databases that are not automatically 
updated during scheduled data loads. 


12.2.2.4 Maintain security to include maintenance of user accounts. 


12.2.2.5 Maintain all database and application servers and related 
hardware.  


12.2.2.6 Provide and install upgrades of hardware and software 
during operations of the system as well as its maintenance. 


12.2.2.7 Provide ongoing maintenance and submit updates to system 
documentation within thirty (30) days of DHCFP approval 
of a corrective action plan of a deficiency, or of 
implementation of a software modification.  


12.2.2.8 Maintain updated user and system documentation. 


12.2.2.9 Respond to production problems and emergency situations 
according to DHCFP-approved guidelines. 


12.2.2.10 Maintain certification standards established during the 
CMS system review. 


12.2.2.11 Submit a monthly invoice and supporting documentation 
for reimbursement of operations, as specified by DHCFP.  


12.2.2.12 Submit monthly written operations period status reports to 
DHCFP, including details of the total maintenance and 
modification hours and the FTE’s utilized for that effort. 


12.2.2.13 Provide adequate maintenance and modification staffing 
levels to meet the requirements of this contract. 


12.2.2.14 Request approval to utilize FTE hours for IT programming 
staff that exceeds DHCFP-defined criteria. 


12.2.3 Progress Milestones 


12.2.3.1 Adherence to operational performance expectations for 
each Nevada MMIS function as found in Section 12 of this 
RFP. 
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12.2.4 Contractor Deliverables 


12.2.4.1 Monthly operations period status reports. 


12.2.5 DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.2.5.1 Initiate, or review and follow up on, operations production 
problem reports. 


12.2.5.2 Review and approve updates to system and user 
documentation.  


12.2.6 Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.2.6.1 Distribute meeting and planning session documentation to 
DHCFP for verification within five (5) working days 
following the meeting or planning session. 


12.2.6.2 Track and provide a monthly report for DHCFP approval, 
hours expended and available for Contractor’s modification 
and enhancement design, testing, and implementation 
activities. Report should include elements as identified by 
DHCFP. The report must be provided within 5 days 
following the last working day of the reporting period. 


12.2.6.3 Track and maintain problem logs and allow DHCFP access 
to the problem logs as needed. 


The Change Management process shall apply to the core MMIS and peripheral 
systems and tools. 


Change Management Activities 


12.2.7 Each vendor must propose a Change Management process through 
which ongoing system modifications and/or enhancements of the NV 
MMIS will be managed and considered by DHCFP and the Contractor. 
DHCFP is seeking an approach to Change Management based on 
industry best practices and successful implementation on one or more 
similar large scale IT projects. 


The purpose of the Change Management process is to facilitate the 
organized planning, development, and execution of modifications and 
enhancements to the NV MMIS, which includes the core MMIS as 
well as all peripheral systems and tools that support Medicaid claims 
processing. 


The Change Management process shall apply to all systems and tools.  
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12.2.8 The proposed Change Management solution submitted in response to 
this RFP must include the following: 


12.2.8.1 Provide a change request form/process that includes the 
following minimum fields/topics to be completed as 
information becomes available through research and 
request consideration: 


A. Reason for change request; 
B. Detailed description of requested change; 


C. Potential impacts to other system or process areas; 
D. Estimated hours to complete modification or 


enhancement; 
E. Tracking of decisions and discussions regarding the 


request; 
F. Reason for non-approval; 


G. Date of approval; and 
H. Approval signatures for specific DHCFP and 


Contractor management. 


12.2.8.2 Allow for change requests to be initiated and submitted by 
both DHCFP and Contractor staff. 


12.2.8.3 Proposed electronic tracking system capable of tracking 
change requests from submission through all steps to 
approval or closure, with access and record update 
capabilities for both DHCFP and Contractor staff. 


12.2.8.4 Include standards for Design deliverables resulting from 
approved change requests, including DHCFP approval of 
both high level and detailed design documents. 


12.2.8.5 Include standards for testing of developed system changes, 
including DHCFP approval of test results. 


12.2.8.6 Include approach for training Contractor and/or DHCFP 
staff on process or system changes resulting from approved 
change requests. 


12.2.8.7 Incorporates Change Management Responsibilities as 
stated in Section 12.2 of this RFP. 


12.2.8.8 Load Change Management history and open tickets from 
current vendor. 
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12.2.8.9 Provide reporting to meet Agency needs including, but not 
limited to Weekly report of all tickets with sufficient detail 
to allow staff to quickly and efficiently determine status of 
tickets they are interested in. 


12.2.8.10 Provide ability for all staff to view current status of all 
tickets. Information on display must be sufficient and 
detailed to allow staff to determine current status, next 
steps and all history and documents for this ticket. 


12.2.8.11 Provide detailed monthly accounting of all tickets, 
engineering hours spent by ticket and the source of the 
hours. 


12.2.8.12 Provide web-based view of Change Management tracking 
system which will be available to all Agency Staff. 


12.2.8.13 Provide Agency feedback on areas of the Change 
Management process that could be changed/enhanced to 
improve the process efficiency, achieve better Change 
Management outcomes and/or improve the process. With 
Agency approval, implement those changes. 


12.2.9 Contractor Responsibilities 


12.2.9.1 Develop and submit for DHCFP approval, a Change 
Management Plan based on the Change Management 
process proposed in the Contractor’s response to this RFP. 


12.2.9.2 Update Change Management Plan annually with input and 
approval from DHCFP. 


12.2.9.3 Perform change management activities in accordance with 
approved Change Management Plan. 


12.2.9.4 Provide staff competent to perform all functions of NV 
MMIS modification and enhancement tasks and 
responsibilities. 


12.2.9.5 Document Change Management meetings and planning 
sessions in writing, summarizing the key points covered, 
and distributed to DHCFP staff within five (5) working 
days after the meeting.  


12.2.9.6 Participate in long range planning sessions to coordinate 
future NV MMIS enhancements.  
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A pool of 41,600 programming hours will be provided 
annually to perform activities other than operational 
maintenance activities as directed by DHCFP using the 
change control process agreed upon by DHCFP and 
Contractor. 


At the end of each year, any unused hours from the pool of 
annual hours shall be carried forward into the next contract 
year. For valuation purposes, at the end of the contract and 
all amendments to the contract, any unused Maintenance 
and Enhancement hours shall be valued at $85.00 per hour. 


All work performed against the pool of programming hours 
will be performed by resources separate from those 
performing other DHCFP work during the same time 
period. 


12.2.9.7 The Takeover vendor shall continue work begun by FHSC 
programming staff, new work shall be identified and 
prioritized through the change management system. 


12.2.10 DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.2.10.1 Provide staff to participate in Change Management 
meetings and planning sessions. 


12.2.10.2 Approve the contractor’s proposed change management 
process. 


12.2.10.3 Review and approve contractor’s monthly change 
management report. 
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12.3 TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 


The Contractor shall provide a training program and documented Training Plan 
that describes the commitment of the Contractor staff to provide initial and 
ongoing training to DHCFP, Contractor, and Sub Contractor Staff. The Contractor 
will provide training to appropriate DHCFP staff when new tools, system features 
or updates have presented a significant change to the MMIS and system 
components and will provide training for new DHCFP staff. Comprehensive 
system documentation shall also assist staff in appropriate use of system tools and 
procedures. 


12.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


12.3.1.1 Develop and submit a Training Plan for DHCFP approval, 
to be updated at least annually, that describes the 
Contractor’s commitment to providing initial and ongoing 
training for all Contractor and DHCFP staff. 


12.3.1.2 Develop a Training Plan Outline. 


12.3.1.3 Develop a Training Plan and associated materials that 
includes, but is not limited to: 


A. Approach to training (basic, intermediate and 
advanced); 


B. Course listing and description; 


C. User documentation; 
D. Operational procedures; 


E. Training materials; 
F. Student Evaluation Forms; and 


G. Training schedule. 


12.3.1.4 The Contractor must create training sites which emulate the 
MMIS production environment. Both computer-based and 
classroom training are required to be available to new and 
existing users. Training sites will be required at the 
vendor’s operations center and Las Vegas. There must be 
one (1) instructor for every twelve (12) students with a 
computer and materials available for each student. DHCFP 
does not guarantee a minimum staff class size. Training 
must occur within fifteen (15) working days prior to 
implementation at that site. Train-the-trainer classes must 
also be conducted to equip DHCFP staff with the skills and 
materials necessary to provide future training to new staff. 
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12.3.1.5 Establish and equip two (2) training sites, one (1)at the 
vendor’s operations center and one (1) in Las Vegas. 


12.3.1.6 Organization of the training sessions should take into 
account, but not be limited to, the following factors: 


A. Group people with like computer proficiencies (basic, 
intermediate and advanced); 


B. Group people with similar job functions; 
C. Show the application in relation to how the work is 


done; and 
D. Tailor training to each job function. 


12.3.1.7 Prepare as requested by DHCFP, desk reference manuals 
for each system component, with instructions appropriate 
for differing levels of user access as prescribed by role-
based security. 


12.3.1.8 Provide initial, ongoing and refresher training on core 
MMIS, peripheral tools, and claims support services 
according to a DHCFP approved schedule, from the time 
the system is implemented through the end of the contract 
term. 


12.3.1.9 Provide evaluation forms to the attendees at each training 
session. Summarize the input from the forms for State 
review. 


12.3.1.10 Conduct initial and ongoing training and education for 
Contractor staff, including but not limited to: 


A. Help Desk Procedures and Protocols to support 
inquiries about connectivity, desktop software, the 
MMIS, and system components; and 


B. Call Center Procedures and Protocols to support 
Provider inquiries. 


12.3.1.11 Conduct ongoing HIPAA training and education for all 
Contractor and Sub-Contractor staff under the guidance of 
DHCFP’s designated HIPAA compliance officer, in 
accordance with HIPAA requirements. 


12.3.2 DHCFP Responsibilities 
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12.3.2.1 Make DHCFP staff or designated State or contracted staff 
available to be trained in the operation of the core MMIS 
and system components. 


12.3.2.2 Review and approve Contractor submitted Training Plan. 


12.3.2.3 Review and approve Contractor proposed training 
schedule. 


12.3.3 Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.3.3.1 Submit Training Plan for DHCFP approval thirty (30) days 
prior to system takeover, and at least annually thereafter. 


12.4 GENERAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 


Flexible, accurate, and timely reporting must be supported by the MMIS and 
system components for many of the business functions of the Nevada Medicaid 
and Check Up Programs. Required reports consist of numerous reports that are 
required by the Federal government and others which are required by DHCFP, 
other State agencies, and State Contractors. 


12.4.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


12.4.1.1 Render all reports in the media, format, timeframe, and 
frequency that are appropriate to the business nature of the 
report, as specified by DHCFP. 


12.4.1.2 System reports generated electronically using the existing 
report management system. Support the following 
formatting capabilities for system users: 


A. Default to Eight and one-half (8-1/2) by eleven (11) 
inch paper; and 


B. Landscape or portrait orientation, as appropriate or 
requested. 


12.4.1.3 Support menu-driven access to reports. 


12.4.1.4 Generate reports to electronic formats appropriate for 
storing, display and data extraction, in formats as specified 
by DHCFP. 


12.4.1.5 Provide storage capabilities that promote online access to 
and retrieval of report information using user-entered 
selection criteria. 
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12.4.1.6 Provide access to reports in accordance with security 
specifications and guidelines established by DHCFP. 


12.4.1.7 Reports shall be generated and made available based upon 
criteria and schedule determined by DHCFP. 


12.4.1.8 Ensure the accuracy of all reports, including, but not 
limited to, calculations and completeness of data used as 
input. 


12.4.1.9 Ensure report requests (not already addressed through the 
use of the DSS, query tools, MARS, other systems, or other 
reports) are managed through the approved change 
management process. 


12.4.1.10 Review DHCFP requested report parameter changes for 
feasibility and respond back to DHCFP on any requests that 
are not feasible prior to the cycle to which the change 
applies.  


12.4.1.11 Implement report parameter changes for upcoming 
reporting cycles as requested by DHCFP and in accordance 
with the change management process. 


12.4.1.12 Ensure that all current State and Federal reporting 
requirements are met by the MMIS and system 
components. 


12.4.1.13 Offer periodic recommendations for reporting process 
improvements, based on industry standards, best practices, 
and/or cost efficiencies. 


12.4.1.14 Submit Federal reports for review and approval by DHCFP, 
prior to submission to CMS. 


12.4.1.15 All reports must be made available in data format specified 
by DHCFP for export and import purposes. 


12.4.1.16 Respond promptly to legislative/administrative requests for 
reports, as required by DHCFP. 


12.4.2 DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.4.2.1 Review and approve Contractor proposed listing of reports 
and associated report generation schedule. 


12.4.2.2 Work with the Contractor to define report parameters and 
report layouts. 
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12.4.2.3 Review and approve Federal reports prior to submission to 
CMS. 


12.4.2.4 Consider recommendations for improvement provided by 
the contractor. 


12.4.3 Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.4.3.1 Produce each report at the frequency agreed to by DHCFP. 


12.4.3.2 Distribute each report within the timeframe agreed to by 
DHCFP. 


12.4.3.3 Produce reports according to Federal reporting time frames. 


12.4.3.4 Respond within one (1) working day to 
legislative/administrative requests for reports, as required 
by DHCFP. 


12.5 CORE MMIS COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS 


12.5.1 Overview of Core MMIS Components 


The Core MMIS is the component traditionally referred to as the 
claims payment engine, and defined by the system source code for the 
MMIS operated by the current Fiscal Agent for the State. The source 
code can be construed as the scope of the Core MMIS component.  


The following business function areas compose the Core MMIS. The 
associated Contractor Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, 
System Performance Requirements, and Contractor Performance 
Requirements are located in the Core MMIS Operational 
Requirements Table (Attachment O). 


12.5.2 Claims Processing 


The Claims Processing business function includes the processes that 
support claims control and entry, claims adjudication and processing, 
and claims reporting. The Claims function provides for the entry of the 
claims into the system from a variety of media, including hard copy 
and electronic formats, batching and controlling those claims 
throughout the system, editing, adjudication and pricing of claims and 
the generation of claims processing-related reports, according to 
DHCFP, State and Federal policies, rules and regulations.  


The Vendor must respond to the Claims Processing requirements listed 
in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, 
Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 
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12.5.3 Financial 


The Financial processing function performs various claims processing 
functions within the MMIS, including payment processing, adjustment 
processing, accounts receivable processing, and financial transaction 
processing. This function ensures that DHCFP funds are appropriately 
disbursed for claim payments and that all post-financial transactions 
are accurately tracked.  


The Vendor must respond to the Financial requirements listed in the 
Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor 
Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.5.4 Prior Authorization 


The Prior Authorization function provides automated capabilities to 
collect, process, maintain, and report information on Nevada Medicaid 
and Check Up services for which authorization is required prior to 
payment. The function allows DHCFP to approve payment for only 
those services that are medically necessary, appropriate, or cost-
effective. 


The Vendor must respond to the Prior Authorization requirements 
listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 
7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response 
instructions. 


12.5.5 Provider 


The Provider Data business function supports the maintenance of date-
sensitive information related to Provider identifiers, eligibility, 
certification, licensing, demographics, and reimbursement. The 
maintenance of Provider data is required to support claims processing, 
prior authorization, referrals, financial processing, and management 
and operational reporting functions. The Provider Billing business 
function includes requirements for contractor support of provider 
billing in a variety of approved formats, including electronic and paper 
claims. 


The Vendor must respond to the Provider requirements listed in the 
Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor 
Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.5.6 Recipient 


The Recipient business function includes the processes that support 
providing medical coverage to an eligible recipient. This includes 
maintaining eligibility and Third Party Liability (TPL) resource data, 
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assigning benefit plans, providing identification cards, making 
premium payments for other insurance when appropriate, and 
notifying the recipients of benefits he/she is eligible to receive. In 
addition, the Recipient business function describes the processes for 
recipient appeals when a recipient does not agree with the decisions 
made regarding his/her medical services.  


The Vendor must respond to the Recipient requirements listed in the 
Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor 
Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.5.7 Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) Support 


The Surveillance and Utilization Review process includes the 
identification of providers, health plans and/or recipients who may be 
committing fraud, waste, or abuse of services and/or billing practices. 
This review process is supported by the Surveillance and Utilization 
Review Subsystem, (SURS) in conjunction with the Decision Support 
System (DSS). These systems combined meet State and federal rules 
and regulation for surveillance and utilization review activities. 


The Vendor must respond to the SURS requirements listed in the Core 
MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor 
Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.5.8 Third Party Liability (TPL) 


The Third Party Liability (TPL) function provides administrative 
support for Medicaid cost avoidance and cost recovery. Third Party 
includes private insurance and Medicare. When other coverage can be 
identified, claims are denied and providers are advised to bill the other 
coverage carrier. DHCFP maintains responsibility for all business 
processes and recovery associated with MER and TEFRA. 


The Vendor must respond to the TPL requirements listed in the Core 
MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor 
Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.5.9 Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) 


The EPSDT function includes processes for the identification and 
tracking of EPSDT services, referral and follow-up visits, and 
notifications to EPSDT eligible recipients. 


The Vendor must respond to the EPSDT requirements listed in the 
Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor 
Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 
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12.5.10 Level of Care 


The Level of Care (LOC) process and tool is used to determine 
whether or not a Medicaid recipient meets the nursing facility standard 
LOC or other LOC determination, such as Pediatric Level I, Pediatric 
Level II, and/or ventilator. The LOC determines the appropriate level 
of service and payment rate for the Nursing Facility. LOC screenings 
are done for Medicaid-eligible recipients. 


The Vendor must respond to the Level of Care requirements listed in 
the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, 
Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.5.11 Reference 


The Reference Data business function includes the process for 
maintaining the reference data. This includes, but is not limited to rate, 
procedure, diagnosis and medical policy data for various business 
functions including but not limited to processing claims, calculating 
capitations, and reporting, and used to ensure claims are paid in 
accordance with State policy. 


The Vendor must respond to the Reference requirements listed in the 
Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor 
Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.5.12 Management & Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS) 


The Management and Administrative Review Subsystem (MARS) 
produces reports regarding Nevada Medicaid and Check Up payments, 
provider and beneficiary enrollment, program participation, and claims 
processing, assisting DHCFP with managing operations of the Nevada 
Medicaid and Check Up program. These reports also allow DHCFP to 
track the impact of policy changes on Medicaid and Check Up activity. 


The Vendor must respond to the MARS requirements listed in the 
Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor 
Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.6 PERIPHERAL SYSTEM TOOLS COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS 


12.6.1 Overview of Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements 


The Peripheral Systems are automated tools and technology solutions 
that are not part of the Core MMIS, but instead supplement the Core 
MMIS, such as a Decision Support System, a clinical rules engine, 
pharmacy POS, and others. 
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The following components are the Peripheral System Tools that 
supplement the Core MMIS. The associated Contractor 
Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, System Performance 
Requirements, and Contractor Performance Requirements are located 
in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table 
(Attachment P).  


12.6.2 Clinical Claims Editing 


The clinical claims editor tool enhances the adjudication process for 
Nevada Medicaid and Check Up claims. The claims editor program 
employs a nationally recognized, standardized method of processing 
claims using clinical logic based on CPT, HCPCS, ICD-9-CM, AMA, 
CMS, and specialty societal guidelines. The claim editor results in 
consistent claims adjudication for all providers and increased claims 
payment turnaround time. The claim editor will work with the current 
claims processing system to detect coding errors and to verify accurate 
billing. 


The Vendor must respond to the Clinical Claims Editing requirements 
listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. 
See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table 
response instructions. 


12.6.3 Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS) 


The Pharmacy point-of-sale (POS) system performs the billing, claims 
processing, including editing and auditing, and adjudicating of 
pharmacy claims. The system must also support other claims functions 
as adjustments, reporting, and prior authorizations. 


The Vendor must respond to the Pharmacy POS requirements listed in 
the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See 
Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response 
instructions. 


12.6.4 Pharmacy 


The Pharmacy Claims Processing function includes conducting 
analysis and clinical review of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check 
Up pharmacy claims and drugs, including review of new name brand 
drugs for clinical safety and efficacy, new generic drugs for clinical 
safety and efficacy, and existing drugs for new indications or changes 
to indications new product forms and strengths, prospective and 
retrospective drug utilization review. This also entails performing 
financial scenarios for various drugs. 
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For the Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee, the contractor 
will assist DHCFP with formulation of the committee, provide 
recommendations and written analysis for preferred drug(s), and 
facilitate and/or participate in P&T Committee meetings. 


For the Drug Use Review Board, the contractor will assist DHCFP 
with managing, maintaining, and facilitating the DUR Board, 
including development of annual, quarterly, and ad hoc DUR reports.  


For Specialty Pharmacy, the Division would accept proposals that 
would assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently managing 
specialty pharmaceuticals.  The proposals must be fiduciarily 
responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s 
recipients. 


The Vendor must respond to the Pharmacy requirements listed in the 
Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 
7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response 
instructions. 


12.6.5 Electronic Prescription Software 


The Electronic Prescription software allows for recipient eligibility 
verification and electronic transmission and validation of prescriptions 
through the use of an automated web-based software. 


The Vendor must respond to the Electronic Prescription Software 
requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component 
Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of 
Work for table response instructions. 


12.6.6 Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate 


The Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate function allows 
for the negotiating, accepting and processing of drug rebates. This 
includes the ability to receive and post money, perform adjustments, 
generate invoices, and perform various reporting. 


The Vendor must respond to the Pharmacy Drug OBRA and 
Supplemental Rebate requirements listed in the Peripheral System 
Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor 
Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.6.7 Diabetic Supply Rebate 


The Diabetic Supply Procurement Program (DSPP) includes 
management of a list of Diabetic Glucometers and test strips for which 
the State of Nevada can collect rebates from the diabetic supply 
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manufacturer. The program manages the diabetic supply rebate 
process for Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up, and leverages the 
purchasing power of other state Medicaid programs to increase savings 
and maximize the rebate negotiation process. 


The Vendor must respond to the Diabetic Supply Rebate requirements 
listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. 
See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table 
response instructions. 


12.6.8 Decision Support System 


The Decision Support System (DSS) serves a broad spectrum of users 
ranging from executives to program analysts, making Nevada 
Medicaid and Check Up business decisions. The DSS enables the 
collection, analysis, and shaping of data used to support program and 
strategic policy decisions made by DHCFP. The generation and 
maintenance of data queries, pre-defined reports, and ad hoc reporting 
is performed using the DSS. Access to the data is restricted to 
authorized users only.  


The Vendor must respond to the minimum DSS requirements listed in 
the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. The 
requirements listed in the table are based on the current data 
warehouse operational responsibilities performed by the current fiscal 
agent contractor. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work 
for table response instructions. 


12.6.9 Web Portal 


The MMIS contractor will be required to maintain a Web portal as part 
of their solution that includes public access to Nevada Medicaid and 
Check Up content, web announcements, provider billing manuals, EDI 
companion guides, and other forms and files based on input from 
DHCFP. The solution should also include the ability for authorized 
users to securely login for processing Prior Authorization requests, 
accessing EVS, and processing other secure transactions. 


The Vendor must respond to the Web Portal requirements listed in the 
Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 
7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response 
instructions. 


12.6.10 Online Document and Retrieval and Archive System 


The Contractor will utilize a secure, web-based document retrieval and 
archiving tool that allows DHCFP to view online, print and sort 
reports, documents and images. The tool will house reports generated 
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by the MMIS, such as Remittance Advices, as well as imaged 
documents and correspondence. In addition, users shall be able to 
obtain electronic reports from the system or extract data for further 
manipulation. The system shall store these items, and will not function 
as a report-generating tool. Access shall be allowed based on DHCFP-
specified security processes. 


The Vendor must respond to the Online Document Retrieval and 
Archival System (ODRAS) requirements listed in the Peripheral 
System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, 
Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.7 MEDICAID CLAIMS PROCESSING AND PROGRAM SUPPORT 
SERVICES 


12.7.1 Overview of Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support 
Services 


Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services are 
supplemental services provided by the Fiscal Agent or their designated 
subcontractor that support operational functions, and are not 
specifically associated with the Core MMIS or peripheral tools and 
systems. Examples of such services include Utilization Management 
and TPL recovery services. 


The following Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support 
Services support the operational functions of Nevada Medicaid and 
Nevada Check Up. The associated Contractor Responsibilities, 
DHCFP Responsibilities, System Performance Requirements, and 
Contractor Performance Requirements are located in the Medicaid 
Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table 
(Attachment Q). 


12.7.2 Managed Care Enrollment 


DHCFP’s managed care programs consist of the following key 
components: contracting of managed care entities; supporting multiple 
health care models including Health Maintenance Organizations 
(HMOs) and Primary Care Case Management (PCCM); eligibility and 
enrollment of recipients; accepting and storing of encounter data; 
managing monthly capitation and episodic payments to managed care 
entities; and management and payment of capitation for non-
emergency transportation for all fee-for-service and managed care 
recipients. 


The Vendor must respond to the Managed Care Enrollment 
requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program 
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Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor 
Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.7.3 Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR) 


PASRR is a screening and review process used to assess whether an 
individual is appropriate for nursing facility placement. The PASRR 
program is federally mandated for all individuals before entering a 
nursing facility. The administration of the PASRR is the responsibility 
of the contractor. Nursing home applicants must be screened before 
admission to determine whether they may have a serious mental 
illness, mental retardation or a related condition. This is known as a 
Level I screening. A Level II screening is required if the screener 
cannot rule out mental illness, mental retardation or a related 
condition. The Level II screening determines whether nursing home 
facility services are appropriate, whether a particular nursing home is 
capable of providing appropriate services in light of the nature of the 
individual’s mental illness or mental retardation, and whether the 
individual needs “specialized services,” as defined in federal law and 
regulations. 


 PASRR reviews are required for individuals with mental 
illness, mental retardation, or residents with a related condition 
and for those who experience a change in condition; 


 When there is a change in condition, a new LOC or PASRR 
screening may be necessary; 


 The prior authorization process for long-term care is based 
upon PASRR screening and LOC determinations; and 


The Vendor must respond to the PASRR requirements listed in the 
Medicaid Claims Processing Support Services Requirements Table. 
See Section 7.3 Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response 
instructions. 


12.7.4 Call Center and Contact Management 


The Provider Relations Call Center and Contact Tracking business 
function includes the processes related to the Fiscal Agent’s operation 
of a call center, staffed with customer service representatives to handle 
provider relations, including Pharmacy related inquiries. This function 
provides for the maintenance of telephone lines for inquiries, the 
capability to speak with a customer service representative, and the 
tracking and reporting of call center statistics. This function is 
supported by an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system that allows 
inquiry for topics including eligibility verification, claims status, Prior 
Authorization request status, check and EFT information. 
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The Vendor must respond to the Call Center and Contact Management 
requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program 
Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor 
Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.7.5 Provider Appeals 


The Provider appeals support services function includes the ability to 
accept, maintain, process, and track providers appeals as well as 
generate and track letters for each decision point in the appeals 
process. 


The Vendor must respond to the Provider Appeals requirements listed 
in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 
Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of 
Work for table response instructions. 


12.7.6 Provider Enrollment 


The Provider Enrollment support services business function includes 
requirements for contractor support of recruitment, enrollment, and 
disenrollment of Providers into Nevada Medicaid and Check Up. 


The Vendor must respond to the Provider Enrollment requirements 
listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support 
Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to 
Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.7.7 Provider Training and Outreach 


The Provider Training and Outreach support services business function 
includes requirements for contractor support of development and 
distribution of Provider Billing Manuals, Web Announcements, 
Newsletters, and other information, and provider training in a variety 
of formats, including individual training of providers, workshops, and 
training sessions. 


The Vendor must respond to the Provider Training and Outreach 
requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program 
Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor 
Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.7.8 Finance (including accounts payable) 


The financial claims processing support services function provides 
operational support for the claims processing, adjustment processing, 
accounts receivable processing, and financial transaction processing.  
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The Vendor must respond to the Finance requirements listed in the 
Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 
Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of 
Work for table response instructions. 


12.7.9 Return ID Card Process 


The Return ID Card Support Services function includes the generation 
and distribution of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipients.  


The Vendor must respond to the Return ID Card Process requirements 
listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support 
Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to 
Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.7.10 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)  


EDI entails assisting providers with EDI enrollment including 
providing providers with appropriate identifiers and agreements, 
testing of EDI transactions with the providers, and verification of 
testing completion. 


The Vendor must respond to the EDI requirements listed in the 
Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 
Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of 
Work for table response instructions. 


12.7.11 Printing and Postage 


Reimbursement will be available for direct expenses incurred in 
connection with printing and postage activities performed on behalf of, 
or at the direction of, DHCFP. These costs may be drawn down for 
normal operations to a contract maximum amount. The following is 
the maximum postage and printing allowance per Nevada State fiscal 
year: FY10 = $1,044,000.00; FY11 = $1,044,000.00; FY12 = 
$1,044,000.00; and $261,000.00 for the first three months of FY13. 


The Vendor must respond to the Printing and Postage requirements 
listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support 
Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to 
Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.7.12 Prior Authorization 


The Prior Authorization (PA) support services consists of the 
processes that serve as a cost-containment and utilization review 
mechanisms for the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs. It 
entails the review of requests for medical services before delivery of 
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care or services, in order for the service to be reimbursed by DHCFP. 
These services include mandatory and optional services.  


The Vendor must respond to the Prior Authorization requirements 
listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support 
Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to 
Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.7.13 Utilization Management 


Utilization Management encompasses review activity and related 
functions that focus on reducing over- and under-utilization. 
Utilization Management strategies include prior authorization, 
concurrent review, retrospective review and certificate of need review 
of designated services. All provided services (including, but not 
limited to, medical, behavioral health, and community-based services) 
must be medically necessary, of the highest quality, and provided in 
the most economical method possible. In reaching this goal, DHCFP 
operates a number of utilization control and review programs. These 
programs are conducted by Medicaid contractors or DHCFP. 


For Radiology Utilization Management, the Division would accept 
proposals that would assist the Division in more effectively and 
efficiently managing the utilization management of radiological 
services. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state 
and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients. 


The Vendor must respond to the Utilization Management requirements 
listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support 
Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to 
Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


12.7.14 Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) 


The EPSDT support services function includes the operational support 
for the EPSDT program including maintenance of EPSDT eligibility 
information, outreach, tracking of referred services and generation of 
Federal and State reports.  


The Vendor must respond to the EPSDT requirements listed in the 
Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 
Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of 
Work for table response instructions. 


12.7.15 Personal Care Services (PCS) Program  


The Nevada Medicaid Personal Care Services (PCS) program's 
objective is to assist, support and maintain recipients living 
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independently in their homes. This is done through the provision of 
medically necessary services as determined by a functional assessment 
and written service plan. The functional assessment is currently being 
done as a "social model" by FHSC staff for Medicaid FFS recipients 
and by WIN and DAS case managers for those two waiver programs.  


With the rapid increase in expenditures, the current Personal Care 
Services social model is not sustainable. To this end DHCFP is in the 
process of planning for program modifications and anticipates the 
release of an updated scope of work associated with the Nevada 
Medicaid PCS program, on or around the release of this RFP. DHCFP 
intends to post the scope of work associated with the PCS program to 
the on line reference library subsequent to BOE approval. DHCFP will 
notify prospective bidders once PCS program materials have been 
posted.  


Vendor proposals should include the provision of PCS program 
support services within their proposals as a required service, as part of 
the budget neutral compensation model.  
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13 SCOPE OF WORK – HEALTH INFORMATION EXCHANGE (HIE) 


13.1 OVERVIEW 


DHCFP is seeking a Health Information Exchange (HIE) solution for sharing 
clinical and administrative data across organizational boundaries. Initially, 
DHCFP is looking to utilize an HIE solution for Medicaid and SCHIP sharing 
claims data and Centers for Health Information Analytics data with Electronic 
Medical Record systems of select Nevada Medicaid and Check Up providers. 
However, the system must be scalable to allow for additional uses by providers 
and other agencies and organizations as well as potentially serve as the standard 
platform for health information exchange within Nevada DHHS. Expansive use of 
the HIE in the future is dependent upon State and Federal funding as well as 
priorities established by DHCFP, Nevada DHHS, and the State of Nevada. 


13.2 HIE REQUIREMENTS 


The HIE solution being proposed by the contractor must meet the following 
requirements: 


A. Utilize a common medical record number or algorithm that has the ability to 
support patient identification across organizations, agencies, and providers; 


B. Allow requestors to request patient information and provide the patient 
information back to the requestor; 


C. Utilize an interface engine to interpret and translate incoming and outgoing 
messages between DHCFP, selected provider EMR systems, and other 
agencies or organizations as identified by DHCFP; 


D. Share standardized and meaningful claims data with providers’ Electronic 
Medical Record systems that meet certification standards prescribed by the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), and the Office of 
the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology, 
Department of Health and Human Services; 


E. Ensure the HIE meets the latest MITA framework standards; 
F. Provide a scalable solution to meet an increase in capabilities requested by 


organizations and agencies that may use the HIE solution in the future; 
G. Have the ability to expand the type of health information data that will be 


exchanged or shared with other agencies and organizations, as decided upon 
by DHCFP; 


H. Ensure data sharing is in accordance with HIPAA requirements, as well as 
other Federal and State rules and regulations; 


I. Integrate the solution into the overall architecture of the Nevada MMIS; 
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J. Provide for a mechanism to track any needed data sharing agreements, 
especially as uses of the solution expand beyond the initial scope identified in 
the RFP; 


K. Utilize a sound data model and central data repository that will serve as the 
architecture of the HIE solution and will allow for expansive use of additional 
data based upon input from DHCFP; and 


L. Ensure transmission of data is done across secure network connections. 


Vendor must supply specifications, features and sample service level agreement 
(SLA). The SLA will be negotiated and the approved document made part of the 
contract. 


Please refer to Section 21.4 regarding the evaluation of this solution as part of the 
overall proposal evaluation process. 
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14 SCOPE OF WORK – HOSTING SOLUTIONS 


14.1 OVERVIEW 


Through this procurement, DHCFP will also review hosting options described in 
the Vendor’s proposal response to determine the feasibility of various hosting 
solutions and the extent to which they would support Nevada’s Core MMIS and 
associated peripheral systems and tools. 


A document containing information about DHCFP’s current hosting solution is 
available within the Reference Library. Vendors are encouraged to review the file 
labeled ‘Current Nevada MMIS and Agency Computing Environment’ when 
preparing a response to this section.  


Vendors must propose a hosting solution for the Nevada MMIS operations and 
maintenance, and may respond to one of the following two scenarios: 


1. Take over and provide continued hosting support and services based on 
Nevada’s current hosting solution; or 


2. Provide an alternative vendor-hosted solution. 


The vendor is requested to provide supporting information regarding the 
associated costs for their proposed hosting option. This information is for 
informational purposes only, as the payment for hosting will be incorporated into 
the operational cost schedule for maintaining budget neutrality.  


Vendors are also requested to describe a potential hosting solution and associated 
costs for a State-hosted solution. This information is being requested for 
informational purposes only, and will not be evaluated as part of the technical or 
cost proposal evaluations, as DHCFP does not intend to move to the State hosting 
option at this time. Cost information associated with this scenario shall be 
provided separately within the Vendor’s cost proposal. 


14.2 HOSTING SOLUTION REQUIREMENTS 


14.2.1 For each hosting scenarios, Vendors must: 


14.2.1.1 Provide staffing estimates for the startup and operations 
period associated with each hosting scenario and estimated 
timeframes for moving to each of the scenarios. 


14.2.1.2 Provide a cost estimate for hosting services provided as 
well the total estimated cost. Cost information associated 
with each scenario shall be provided separately within the 
Vendor’s cost proposal. 
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14.2.2 For either hosting scenario listed in Section 14.1, Vendors must: 


14.2.2.1 Present their understanding and recommended approach for 
accomplishing the hosting solution, including the location 
of where the hosting services would be provided. Any key 
assumptions on the Vendor’s part should also be identified 
as well as provide an understanding of Nevada’s current 
hosting environment. 


14.2.2.2 Provide a description of the vendor’s approach to provider 
outreach and training. 


14.2.2.3 Briefly describe the benefits, disadvantages, and risks that 
the solution poses to the State. Proposed risk mitigation 
strategies should also be included for each risk identified. 


14.2.2.4 Identify the systems that will be hosted and any special 
provisions on how hosting would be managed, including 
whether any hosting support services would be 
subcontracted. 


14.2.2.5 Describe the services that would be provided by the 
Vendor, as well as anticipated DHCFP responsibilities. 


14.2.3 At a minimum, the hosting solution must meet the following 
requirements: 


14.2.3.1 Hosting operations must support uninterrupted 24x7x365 
support and service. 


14.2.3.2 Timely production and delivery of high-quality output 
products for DHCFP’s MMIS and other systems.  


14.2.3.3 Maintain security and integrity of the facility’s equipment, 
systems, and recipient data. 


14.2.3.4 Provide a physically and environmentally secure operating 
environment that minimizes loss should a natural disaster 
occur.  


14.2.3.5 Ensure the vendor’s disaster recovery and contingency 
plans comprehensively address the hosting solution. 


14.2.3.6 Contain fully redundant and independent power grids, an 
uninterruptible power supply (UPS), and backup generator 
that prevent loss of the system due to a single-point 
electrical failure.  
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14.2.3.7 Contain a fully redundant and comprehensive 
environmental monitoring, detection, and alarm systems 
that notify in-house security and facilities personnel of 
unacceptable variations in environmental conditions.  


14.2.3.8 Provide administrative, physical, and technical security 
safeguards to protect sensitive or confidential data; ensure 
the safeguards adhere to HIPAA privacy and security 
regulations. 


14.2.3.9 Servers are protected from intrusion through the use of 
physical barriers, such as placement in a secure computer 
room and a secure facility, technical barriers, such as the 
use of restricted access rights, and administrative barriers, 
including the administration of security privileges. 


14.2.3.10 Maintain security policies and procedures for hosting 
location(s). 


14.2.3.11 Limit changes, updates or other maintenance activities that 
require downtime to off-peak hours; normally between 
12:01 AM and 2:00 AM, PT Sunday morning or by special 
arrangement with DHCFP. 


14.2.3.12 Centrally integrate HVAC system, humidity management, 
fire suppression, and power management controls into a 
Network Operations Center (NOC). 


14.2.3.13 Ensure all systems are protected via a suite of anti-virus 
and spam filters, which continually receive virus signature 
updates from the product vendor in real-time. 


14.2.3.14 Monitor server resources/performance both real-time and 
on a trending basis. 


14.2.3.15 Provide sufficient storage to host Nevada’s MMIS and 
peripheral systems and tools. 


14.2.3.16 Provide sufficient network bandwidth to support access by 
all authorized system users. 


14.2.3.17 Proactively maintain and upgrade all hardware as required. 
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15 HEALTH EDUCATION AND CARE COORDINATION – OPTIONAL 
PROVISION 


15.1 OVERVIEW 


15.1.1 Purpose 


This section of the Request for Proposal (RFP) pertains to the 
provision of Health Education Services. DHCFP’s objective is to 
identify a qualified vendor who will sustain and/or improve the health 
of specific recipients within the Nevada Medicaid Fee-For-Service 
(FFS) program, many of which are in the Aged, Blind, and Disabled 
(ABD) population. These are recipients with chronic conditions who 
are at a moderate risk for future health complications or 
hospitalizations. The vendor must produce savings for the FFS 
program through this health education and care coordination program, 
The Vendor shall develop policies and procedures that ensure cost 
containment by positively impacting health outcomes and producing 
cost savings to the State. The Vendor’s proposal will have to 
demonstrate how these medical savings will be achieved and what 
percentage of these savings the Vendor would like to be reimbursed 
for.  


Vendors must either implement the program components as described 
in this section or propose other creative solutions that will achieve the 
same objectives and goals. 


While this is an optional program services provision which Vendors 
may choose to include or exclude as part of their technical proposal 
submission, proposals that do not include a health education and care 
coordination component will not be entitled to receive the maximum 
points allotted for the evaluation of technical proposals, as this 
component will be considered during the evaluation and scoring of 
technical proposals. 


In addition, the health education and care coordination program is a 
component of the budget neutral compensation model. The acceptance 
and implementation of this optional provision will occur at DHCFP’s 
sole discretion and shall have no bearing on DHCFP’s decision to 
accept or implement other services proposed by the successful vendor 
regardless of whether it is part of, or external to the budget neutral 
compensation model. 


15.1.2 Health Education and Care Coordination 


The targeted population consists of recipients with chronic conditions 
within the Medicaid Fee-for Service system. These recipients 
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generally have relatively low hospital and emergency room utilization, 
but are at a moderate risk for future health complications as a result of 
their diagnoses. They need support to maintain functionality and/or 
improve health. The health education program will achieve the 
following goals: 


A. Sustain or improve the functionality and health status of recipients; 


B. Implement an accountable disease-specific prevention and 
management education program that includes mailings, telephone 
calls, and workshops; 


C. Provide care coordination services and Create mechanisms to refer 
recipients to appropriate medical and social services; 


D. Support the use of a medical home; 


E. Use standardized outcome measures for the program; and 
F. Maintain or improve the cost-effective use of services for this 


population. 


15.1.3 Background 


Nevada’s Title XIX Medicaid eligibility can be categorized into two 
general groups: Temporary Aid to Needy Families/ Child Health 
Assurance Program (TANF/CHAP) and Aged, Blind, and Disabled 
(ABD). While the TANF/CHAP population mainly consists of 
pregnant women and children, the ABD population encompasses 
individuals with disabilities and those who are 65 years or older. As of 
August 2009, there were 222,003 Medicaid Recipients, with 70%, or 
155,955, of them consisting of TANF/CHAP recipients, and another 
18%, or 40,402, consisting of ABD recipients.  


Over the past few years, the cost of providing care for ABD recipients 
through the fee-for-service system in Nevada has more than doubled 
the rate for the TANF/CHAP population. Even with a sizeable portion 
of the ABD population pharmacy now covered by Part D, as of August 
2009, this group still accounts for $39,393,466, or 46%, of total 
Medicaid expenditures. As a result, one of Medicaid’s main priorities 
is to maintain the health for those recipients who currently have some 
control over their chronic conditions to prevent them from becoming 
frequent and/or high-cost users of services in the future.  


15.2 SCOPE OF WORK – HEALTH EDUCATION AND CARE 
COORDINATION 


15.2.1 Identification of Recipientss 
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The vendor must develop a strategy to risk stratify all Medicaid 
recipients into different Levels of Care, which must include an 
administrative data review (e.g. diagnosis, cost threshold, and/or 
service utilization) and may also include telephone interviews, 
workshop conversations, or self-referrals. These Levels of Care are: 


 Level I – These are healthy recipients who have minimal 
medical expenses. These recipients will not need any 
interventions; 


 Level II – These are recipients with chronic diagnoses who are 
at moderate risk for future hospitalization and/or emergency 
room utilization. This is the targeted population for this section 
of the RFP; and 


 Level III – These are recipients with chronic diseases or 
diagnoses that are difficult to manage. They have high hospital 
or emergency room utilization and often have multiple co-
morbidities, are taking a variety of medications, and have 
complex medical and social needs. These recipients need 
comprehensive care coordination that is not part of this RFP. 


15.2.2 Ongoing Assessment of Levels of Care 


The vendor must develop tools to maintain the health of Level II 
recipients in order to prevent them from moving into higher Levels of 
Care. However, after the initial placement of recipients into Levels of 
Care is completed, the vendor must have ongoing mechanisms in place 
to identify recipients who may need to be moved into more appropriate 
Levels of Care. These mechanisms must include an administrative data 
review (e.g. diagnosis, cost threshold, and/or service utilization) and 
may also include telephone interviews, workshop conversations, or 
self-referrals. 


15.2.2.1 Higher Levels of Care 


Recipients may need to be placed into higher Levels of 
Care due to increased hospitalization or emergency room 
utilization, significant decreases in access to family or 
social support, or other changes that could lead to increased 
medical or behavioral problems.  


15.2.2.2 Lower Levels of Care 


Recipients may need to be placed into lower Levels of Care 
due to decreased hospitalization or emergency room 
utilization, significant increases in access to family or 
social support, or other changes that have resulted in a 
reduced need for interventions. 
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15.3 CULTURAL COMPETENCE 


The vendor must be able to provide services that are culturally competent and 
customer-friendly to both the recipients and the providers. Grievance policies and 
procedures are to be developed for situations where cultural competence is not 
recognized or acknowledged. 


15.4 RECIPIENT SERVICES 


15.4.1 Information Requirements 


15.4.1.1 The vendor must have written information about its 
services and access to services available upon request to all 
Medicaid recipients. This written information must also be 
available in the prevalent non-English languages, as 
determined by the State, in its particular geographic service 
area. The vendor must make free, oral interpretation 
services available to each recipient. This applies to all non-
English languages, not just those that the State identifies as 
prevalent. 


15.4.1.2 The vendor is required to notify all Level II recipients that 
oral interpretation is available for any language and written 
information is available in prevalent languages. The vendor 
must notify all recipients on how to access this information. 


15.4.1.3 The vendor’s written material must use an easily 
understood format. The vendor must also develop 
appropriate alternative methods for communicating with 
visually and hearing-impaired recipients and 
accommodating physically disabled recipients in 
accordance with the requirements of the American with 
Disabilities Act of 1990. All ABD recipients must be 
informed that this information is available in alternative 
formats and how to access those formats. The vendor will 
be responsible for effectively informing Medicaid 
recipients who are eligible for EPSDT services, regardless 
of any thresholds.  


15.4.2 Initial Contact with Recipient 


15.4.2.1 The vendor must contact all Level II recipients by 
telephone within five (5) working days of stratification of 
recipient into appropriate Levels of Care to explain 
available services, confirm diagnoses and provide referrals 
to any needed resources. 
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15.4.2.2 The vendor must also provide an introductory letter to all 
Level II recipients within five (5) working days of 
stratification of recipient into appropriate Levels of Care. 
At a minimum, this information must be included in the 
letter: explanation of services, how to access those services, 
address and telephone number of the vendor’s office or 
facility, and operating hours of the office or facility. 


15.4.2.3 The introductory letter must be written at no higher than a 
sixth (6th) grade reading level and must conspicuously state 
the following in bold print: 


“THIS LETTER IS NOT A CERTIFICATE OF 
INSURANCE AND SHALL NOT BE 
CONSTRUED OR INTERPRETED AS 
EVIDENCE OF INSURANCE COVERAGE 
BETWEEN THE VENDOR AND THE 
RECIPIENT.” 


15.4.2.4 The vendor must submit the introductory letter to the 
DHCFP for approval before it is distributed. DHCFP will 
review the letter and has the sole authority to approve or 
disapprove the letter and the vendor’s policies and 
procedures. The vendor must agree to make modifications 
in letter language, if requested, by the DHCFP, in order to 
comply with the requirements as described in this RFP or 
as required by CMS or State law. In addition, the vendor 
must maintain documentation that the introductory letter is 
updated to reflect any changes in the available services, 
operating hours, or contact information. The updates must 
be submitted to the DHCFP for approval before 
distribution.  


15.4.3 Resource Center and Care Coordination 


15.4.3.1 The vendor shall maintain a Resource Center that is 
adequately staffed with qualified individuals who shall 
assist Level II recipients, Level II recipients’ family 
members or other interested parties (consistent with laws 
on confidentiality and privacy) in obtaining information 
and services under the program. The Resource Center is to 
be operated at least during regular business hours (Pacific 
Standard Time). At a minimum, the Resource Center staff 
must be responsible for the following: 


A. Contacting Level II recipients within five (5) days of 
stratification to inform them of available services; 
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B. Explaining the operation of the vendor; 
C. Connecting recipients to social services and medical 


resources, as needed; 
D. Responding to recipient inquiries; 


E. Contacting Level II recipients quarterly by telephone to 
check their health status and providing any relevant 
resource information; and 


F. Following-up with recipients, as needed. 


15.4.3.2 The Resource Center will not be required to operate after 
business hours. However, the vendor must provide contact 
information for emergency coverage twenty-four (24) hours 
per day, seven (7) days per week. This requirement may be 
met by referring to the use of 9-1-1 or accessing the nearest 
medical facility. The vendor must have written policies and 
procedures describing how Medicaid recipients are referred 
to emergency services after business hours and on 
weekends. 


15.4.3.3 The vendor must utilize a Resource Directory to be used by 
Resource Center employees. The Resource Directory must 
include health and social service programs operated by 
government entities, social service organizations, non-
profit agencies, medical providers, and other programs that 
could help improve the health outcomes of this population. 
Resource Center employees will use the Resource 
Directory, along with other relevant resources, to assist 
recipients in identifying available public and private 
services. 


15.4.3.4 The vendor must have written policies and procedures 
detailing the operations of the Resource Center. 


15.4.4 Recipient Newsletters 


15.4.4.1 The vendor must, subject to the prior review and approval 
of the DHCFP, publish educational newsletters for Level II 
recipients at least twice a year. The newsletters will focus 
on topics of interest to Level II recipients and must be 
written at a sixth (6th) grade level of understanding and 
reflects cultural competence and linguistic abilities. The 
topics of interest must revolve around health promotion, 
disease management, and health education. In addition, 
dates for upcoming health events and health education 
workshops will be included. 
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15.4.4.2 The vendor must provide a draft copy of all newsletters to 
the DHCFP for approval prior to publication and 
distribution. Additionally, these newsletters and 
announcements regarding upcoming health education 
workshops must be published on the vendor’s website. 


15.4.5 Recipient Health Education Workshops 


15.4.5.1 The vendor must conduct health education workshops for 
Level II recipients in the geographic service areas that will 
accommodate most Level II recipients. These workshops 
will focus on topics related to health promotion, disease 
management, and health education for Level II recipients. 
The selected vendor is expected to determine targeted 
trainings for specific Level II recipients that includes both 
disease-specific lessons and sessions aimed at the 
complexities of chronic disease management, including 
behavioral health issues and medication compliance. All 
sessions should reinforce the need for appropriate 
emergency room utilization.  


15.4.5.2 The workshops must be based on evidence-based best 
practices for health promotion, disease management, and 
health education for patients with chronic diagnoses. 
Vendors are encouraged to utilize a program like the 
Stanford Chronic Disease Self-Management Program. 


15.4.5.3 The selected vendor will demonstrate how they will get 
Level II recipients to participate in the workshops. This 
must include performing outreach activities and developing 
incentives to encourage participation. 


15.4.5.4 Workshop trainers must be trained to direct participants to 
appropriate public and private resources, as needed. 


15.4.5.5 After implementation, each workshop will continue on a 
quarterly basis.  


15.4.5.6 Vendor will establish measureable mechanisms to follow-
up with workshop participants to determine the recipient’s 
satisfaction with the workshop and identify any changes in 
health as a result of participation. 


15.4.5.7 The vendor must provide a draft copy of all agendas and 
training materials to the DHCFP for approval prior to 
workshop implementation.  
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15.4.5.8 The vendor must have written policies and procedures 
detailing the operations and structure of the workshops. 


15.5 PROVIDER SERVICES 


15.5.1 Provider Educational Workshops  


15.5.1.1 The vendor will conduct, at least quarterly, informational 
and educational workshops in the geographic service areas 
that will accommodate most providers who treat ABD 
recipients.  


15.5.1.2 The informational workshops must include information to 
providers about Medicaid resources, policies, and updates. 


15.5.1.3 The selected vendor is expected to develop targeted 
educational workshops for providers that are based upon 
evidence-based best practices for health promotion, disease 
management, and health education for patients with chronic 
diagnoses. The educational workshops must be approved 
for Continuing Medical Education (CME) units by the 
Nevada State Board of Medical Examiners.  


15.5.1.4 The selected vendor must demonstrate how they will get 
providers to participate in the workshops. 


15.5.1.5 The vendor must have written policies and procedures 
detailing the operations and structure of the workshops. 


15.5.2 Provider Newsletter 


15.5.2.1 The vendor must, subject to prior review and approval of 
the DHCFP, publish a semi-annual newsletter for network 
providers. The newsletters may be sent electronically if the 
vendor can demonstrate to the DHCFP, prior to 
dissemination, that they have accurate e-mail addresses for 
most of the providers. The DHCFP must prior approve all 
provider announcements, regardless of method of 
dissemination. If the DHCFP does not respond within 
twenty (20) days, the newsletter will be considered 
approved.  


15.6 HEALTH EDUCATION STRATEGIES 


15.6.1 The vendor must develop newsletters and workshops that are based on 
best-practice and/or evidence-based guidelines that promote health, 
manage chronic diseases, and prevent unnecessary and avoidable 
hospitalizations. The education must be validated by scientific 
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research and/or nationally accepted and recognized standards in the 
health care industry. 


15.7 RACE AND ETHNICITY  


15.7.1 The vendor will work collaboratively with the DHCFP to determine 
recipient race and ethnicity. The vendor will develop newsletters and 
workshops that are specifically designed to address disparities in 
health care related to race and ethnicity. 


15.8 QUALITY ASSURANCE STANDARDS 


15.8.1 Overview 


The goal of the program is to create a successful partnership with a 
quality-focused vendor that will sustain and/or improve the 
functionality, independence, and health status of Level II recipients 
while focusing on continuous quality improvement. The vendor is 
required to work collaboratively with the DHCFP in quality 
monitoring and evaluation activities and may be required to provide 
reporting data beyond that stipulated in this section.  


15.8.2 Quality Measurements 


The following quality measures are to be reported for a calendar year. 
The quality measure specifications are based on Agency for 
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Prevention Quality 
Indicators (PQI’s) and Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information 
Set (HEDIS) Measures and may not necessarily correspond to the 
contract periods, but may overlap them.  


15.8.2.1 Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI’s): 


When reporting PQIs, the vendor will report the rate of 
admissions per 10,000 Level II recipients. If the vendor has 
less than 10,000 Level II recipients, then the vendor will 
use the total Level II population instead.  


The following PQI’s will be reported: 


A. Diabetes Admission Rates: 


1. Admissions for short-term diabetes complications; 
and 


2. Admissions for long-term diabetes complications. 
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B. Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Admission 
(COPD) Rate; 


C. Adult Asthma Admission Rate; and 
D. Congestive Heart Failure Admission Rate (CHF). 


15.8.2.2 Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set 
(HEDIS) Measures. 


The following HEDIS measures will be reported: 


A. Adults’ Access to Preventive/Ambulatory Health 
Services (AAP):  


1. The percentage of Level II recipients twenty (20) 
years and older who had an ambulatory or 
preventive care visit. 


B. Follow-up after Hospitalization for Mental Illness: 


1. The percentage of discharges for Level II recipients 
six (6) years of age and older who were hospitalized 
for treatment of selected mental health disorders 
and who had an outpatient visit, an intensive 
outpatient encounter or partial hospitalization with a 
mental health practitioner after discharge. Two rates 
will be reported: 


a. The percentage of recipients who received 
follow-up within seven (7) days of discharge; 
and 


b. The percentage of recipients who received 
follow-up within thirty (30) days of discharge. 


C. Persistence of Beta-Blocker After Heart Attack: 


1. The percentage of Level II recipients eighteen (18) 
years of age and older during the measurement year 
who were hospitalized and discharged alive from 
July 1 of the year prior to the measurement year to 
June 30 of the measurement year with a diagnosis 
of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) and who 
received persistent beta-blocker treatment for six 
months after discharge. 


15.8.3 The vendor must utilize the most recent version of the AHRQ software 
and utilize it according to the most recent PQI Technical 
Specifications. The most recent HEDIS Technical Specifications will 
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also be used for reporting these measures. The vendor must use 
audited data and ensure all updates to the measures are reflected in the 
final, reported rates. 


15.8.4 The vendor must establish a baseline measurement during the first year 
of the contract with reports sent to the DHCFP on a quarterly basis. 
During the second year of the contract, the vendor’s reports must show 
maintenance and/or improvement in the PQI and HEDIS 
measurements.  


15.8.5 The DHCFP can add or retire quality measures based on the value of 
the measure to provide useful information on recipient outcomes, 
program services, or recipient satisfaction. The DHCFP will determine 
these measures based on findings from the previous year and 
discussions with the vendor. 


15.8.6 The DHCFP and/or a contracted vendor may conduct on-site reviews 
as needed to validate measures reported. The DHCFP and/or a 
contracted vendor may conduct desk and/or on-site reviews as needed, 
to include, but not limited to: policy/procedure for service delivery, 
data tracking and analysis, and the process of notification to Level II 
recipients.  


15.8.7 If the vendor cannot satisfactorily demonstrate to the DHCFP a rate 
not less than the national baseline average, as determined by the 
DHCFP, the vendor may be required to submit a Plan of Correction 
(POC) to the DHCFP. The POC should identify improvements and/or 
enhancements of existing program activities, which will assist the 
vendor to sustain and/or improve health outcomes. 


15.9 STANDARDS FOR INTERNAL QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAMS 


15.9.1 Overview 


To promote the procurement of quality services, this contract will 
require the vendor to establish an Internal Quality Assurance Program 
(IQAP) that will make certain that policies and procedures are being 
fulfilled as required in the contract. IQAPs consist of systematic 
activities, undertaken by the vendor, to monitor and evaluate the 
services delivered to recipients according to predetermined, objective 
standards, and effect improvements as needed. 


15.9.2 The vendor must submit a written description of its IQAP to the 
DHCFP. The IQAP must include a detailed set of quality assurance 
objectives, a list of projects to be performed over a specific period of 
time, and methods for evaluating the impact and effectiveness of the 
IQAP.  
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15.9.3 Maintenance and Availability of Documentation 


Upon request, the vendor must maintain and make available to the 
State studies, reports, protocols, standards, worksheets, minutes, or 
other documentation as requested concerning its quality assurance 
activities and corrective actions.  


15.9.4 Recipient Rights and Responsibilities 


The vendor demonstrates a commitment to treating recipients in a 
manner that acknowledges their rights and responsibilities. 


15.9.4.1 Written Policy on Recipient Rights 


The vendor has a written policy that recognizes the 
following rights of recipients:  


A. to be treated with respect, and recognition of their 
dignity and need for privacy; 


B. to be provided with information about the vendor, its 
services, and recipients’ rights and responsibilities; and 


C. to pursue resolution of grievances about the vendor. 


15.9.4.2 Communication of Policies to Recipients  


Upon identification as a Level II recipient, recipients are 
provided a written statement that includes information on 
their rights and responsibilities. 


15.9.4.3 Recipient Suggestions 


Opportunity is provided for recipients to offer suggestions 
for changes in policies and procedures. 


15.9.4.4 Steps to Assure Accessibility of Services 


The vendor takes steps to promote accessibility to services 
offered to recipients. These steps include: 


A. At a minimum, recipients are given information about 
how to obtain services during regular hours of 
operations and how to obtain emergency and after-hour 
care; and 


B. Information Requirements: 
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1. Recipient information, including letters and 
newsletters, must be written at a sixth (6th) grade 
level that is readable and easily understood; 


2. Written information is available in the prevalent 
languages of the populations groups served; and 


3. All marketing information must be prior-approved 
by the DHCFP. 


15.10 OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 


15.10.1 Medical Director 


The vendor must designate a Medical Director to be responsible for 
the oversight of development, implementation, and review of the 
vendor’s internal quality assurance program, including implementation 
of and adherence to any Plan of Correction. The Medical Director need 
not serve full-time or be a salaried employee of the vendor, but the 
vendor must be prepared to demonstrate it is capable of meeting all 
requirements using a part-time or contracted non-employee director. 
The vendor may also use Assistant or Associate Medical Directors to 
help perform the functions of this office. The Medical Director must 
be licensed to practice medicine in the State of Nevada and be board-
certified or board-eligible in his or her field of specialty. 


15.10.1.1 The responsibilities of the Medical Director include the 
following: 


A. Serves as co-chair of the vendor’s Quality Assurance Plan 
Committee; 


B. Directs the development and implementation of the vendor’s 
internal quality assurance plan activities and the monitoring of the 
quality of services being rendered to recipients; and 


C. Reviews the development and revision of the vendor’s education 
standards and protocols, and oversees the development, 
implementation, and adherence to Plans of Correction. 


15.10.2 The vendor must also identify a liaison, which can be the Medical 
Director, to work with the DHCFP regarding quality assurance issues. 


15.10.3 Staffing 


Staff who will be involved in the operations of the Resource Center, 
Recipient Newsletters, and Recipient and Provider Workshops must be 
identified. These include, but are not limited to: the Medical Director, 
resource specialist supervisors, resource specialists, workshop trainers, 
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and administrative support staff. The vendor must identify the 
roles/functions of each resource specialist and workshop trainer, as 
well as the required educational requirements, licensure standards, 
certification, and relevant experience. Furthermore, the vendor must 
provide the resource specialist/recipients ratios. 


The vendor must assure the DHCFP that the organization is adequately 
staffed with experience, qualified personnel. The vendor shall provide 
such assurances as follows: 


A. Provide the DHCFP with an updated organizational chart, every 
six (6) months or whenever a significant change in the organization 
occurs. The organizational chart must depict each functional unit 
of the organization, numbers and types of staff for each function 
identified and lines of authority governing the interaction of staff. 
The organizational chart must also identify key personnel and 
senior-level management staff and clearly delineate lines of 
authority over all functions of this section of the contract; and 


B. Key personnel may be responsible for more than one area. The 
vendor will ensure that all staff have appropriate trainings, 
education, and experience to fulfill the requirements of their 
positions. The vendor shall inform the DHCFP in writing within 
seven (7) calendar days of any changes in key senior-management 
positions, including the Administrator and Medical Director. 


15.10.4 Vendor Operating Structure 


Selected vendor will provide an automated system that tracks 
recipients and maintains records of calls for follow-up, auditing, and 
reporting purposes. 


Guaranteed operational measures will be outlined in the contract to 
include number of calls received, time on hold, percent of abandoned 
calls, percent of calls answered within sixty (60) seconds, and percent 
of calls monitored for quality assurance. Key indicators are to be 
supplied to the state on a quarterly basis. Initial implementation may 
require more frequent reports.  


Selected vendor’s automated system will be able to track and report on 
the outcome of each recipient contact.  


15.10.4.1 Policies and Procedures 


Written policies and procedures must be developed by the 
vendor to provide a clear understanding of the program and 
its operations to vendor staff and the DHCFP. 
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Policies and procedures must be developed, in accordance 
with the DHCFP contract, amendments, and attachments 
for each of the vendor functions. The vendor’s policies and 
procedures must be kept in a clear and up-to-date manual. 
The Policy and Procedures Manual will be used as a 
training tool, and subsequently as a reference when 
performing contract related activities. The Policy and 
Procedure Manual must be reviewed at least annually for 
accuracy and updated as needed.  


The Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP must be provided 
with at least three (3) hard copies and an electronic copy of 
the vendor Policy and Procedures Manual as it relates to 
this section of the contract, including any exhibits, 
attachments, or other documentation included as part of the 
vendor Policy and Procedure Manual. The DHCFP reserves 
the right to review and reject any policies or procedures 
believed to be in violation of federal or state law.  


15.10.4.2 Implementation Vendor Plan 


Develop and submit to the Business Lines Unit in the 
DHCFP for approval, no later than one (1) month after 
notification that the DHCFP has selected it for contract 
negotiations, a detailed work plan and timeline for 
performing the obligations set forth in this section of the 
Contract for the first contract year; 


Provide the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP with 
updates to the initial work plan and timeline, identifying 
adjustments that have been made to either, and describing 
the vendor’s current state of readiness to perform all 
contract obligations in this section of the Contract. Until the 
service start date, the vendor shall provide biweekly written 
updates to the work plan and timeline, and thereafter as 
often as the DHCFP determines necessary; 


Unless otherwise agreed to by the DHCFP, the vendor will 
submit to the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP all 
deliverables related to this section of the contract to permit 
any DHCFP identified modifications within a minimum of 
ten (10) working days of the service start date; 


Ensure that all workplace requirements the DHCFP deems 
necessary, including but not limited to, office space, post 
office boxes, telephones and equipment, are in place and 
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operative as of the service start date for this section of the 
Contract; 


Ensure that a toll-free telephone number is in operation at 
the vendor’s office as of 8:00 AM, PT on the service start 
date and remains in operation for the duration of the 
Contract, unless otherwise directed or agreed to by the 
DHCFP. A single telephone number may be utilized as 
long as there is a menu option to channel different caller 
categories, e.g. recipients, providers, etc; and 


Establish and implement stratification procedures and 
maintain applicable Level II recipient data. 


15.10.4.3 Presentation of Findings 


The vendor must obtain approval from the DHCFP prior to 
publishing or making formal public presentations of 
statistical or analytical material that includes information 
about recipients. This material must protect specific 
individual recipient privacy and confidentiality to the 
extent required by both federal and state law and 
regulation. 


15.10.4.4 Reporting 


Adequate date reporting capabilities are critical to the 
ability of CMS and DHCFP to effectively evaluate the 
DHCFP’s programs. The success of the program is based 
on the belief that recipients will maintain their existing 
levels of functionality and health and/or experience 
improved health status, outcomes, and satisfaction with the 
FFS delivery system. To measure the program’s 
accomplishments in each of these areas the vendor must 
provide the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP and/or its 
contractors with uniform utilization, cost, and quality 
assurance data on a regular basis. It must also cooperate 
with the DHCFP in carrying out data validation steps. 


Summary Utilization Reporting 


The vendor shall produce reports using the Agency for 
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Prevention 
Quality Indicators (PQI) and Healthcare Effectiveness Data 
and Information Set (HEDIS) as specified in the Quality 
Measurements Section. The vendor must submit these 
reports to the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP in 
addition to the other reports required by this contract.  
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The vendor must supply key indicator reports that monitor 
the Resource Center interaction as described under 
Operational Duties. 


The vendor must supply quarterly reports by the tenth 
(10th) of each quarter. Initial implementation may require 
more frequent reports. The following quarterly reports must 
be submitted: 


 Number of recipients contacted by the Resource 
Center and method of contact; 


 A list of the top ten (10) most common referrals 
made to the recipients by the Resource Center and 
the number of recipients made to each of those 
referrals; 


 A list of the top ten (10) most common Level II 
recipients primary diagnoses, the number and 
percentage of recipients for each of these diagnoses, 
and the total number of Level II recipients; 


 Number and title of recipient workshops conducted 
and the number of recipients who participate in each 
workshop; 


 Number and title of provider informational and 
educational workshops conducted and the number 
of providers who participated in each workshop; 


 Number and percent of Level II recipients who had 
been admitted to the Emergency Room or hospital 
in the previous quarter; 


 Names of recipients recommended for more 
comprehensive care coordination; 


 Names of recipients recommended who no longer 
need educational services; and 


 Other reports as agreed upon by the selected vendor 
and State upon award of contract. 


The vendor must supply the following information 
regarding educational newsletters at least twice a year as 
part of their quarterly reports: 


 The number of educational newsletters sent to 
recipients; and 


 The number of newsletters sent to providers. 
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Upon successful selection of the vendor, the DHCFP and 
the vendor will work together to develop a reporting tool 
that will most effectively track these measurements. 


Other Reporting 


The vendor shall be required to comply with additional 
reporting requirements upon the request of the DHCFP. 
Additional reporting requirements may be imposed on the 
vendor if the DHCFP identifies any area of concern with 
regard to a particular aspect of the vendor’s performance 
under this contract. Such reporting would provide the 
DHCFP with the information necessary to better assess the 
vendor’s performance.  


Other ad hoc reports, at the vendor’s expense, may be 
required based upon legal counsel, federal government, 
and/or state government representatives. 
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16 DATA WAREHOUSE – OPTIONAL PROVISION 


16.1 OVERVIEW 


16.1.1 Purpose 


This section of the Request for Proposal (RFP) pertains to an 
upgraded Data Warehouse. The DHCFP’s objective is to identify a 
qualified vendor to implement a new commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 
data warehouse. As part of the required takeover scope of work, 
vendors’ data warehouse solution must meet the minimum data 
warehouse operational responsibilities as presented as presented in the 
Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table, Section 
12.6.8, of this RFP. Compensation for the minimum data warehouse 
operational responsibilities will occur through the budget neutral 
compensation model. Any incremental costs associated with an 
upgraded data warehouse that achieves the objectives and 
requirements presented in this section will be compensated separately, 
external to the budget neutral compensation model, based on the 
vendor’s cost proposal.  


While this is an optional provision which Vendors may choose to 
include or exclude as part of their technical proposal submission, 
proposals that do not include an upgraded data warehouse solution 
component will not be entitled to receive the maximum points allotted 
for the evaluation of technical proposals, as this component will be 
considered during the evaluation and scoring of technical proposals. 


The acceptance and implementation of this optional provision will 
occur at DHCFP’s sole discretion and shall have no bearing on 
DHCFP’s decision to accept or implement other services proposed by 
the successful vendor regardless of whether it is part of, or external to 
the budget neutral compensation model. DHCFP desires to implement 
a proven, table driven, easy to use, and easy to navigate Data 
Warehouse. Proposed systems must adhere to mainstream and industry 
best practices in design, architecture and functionality. Vendors must 
describe, in detail, how their product meets these expectations. 


The Data Warehouse is intended to be Phase One of a multiple phase 
project that will result in an enterprise-level Data Warehouse utilized 
by the entire DHHS. It is important that the platform on which Phase 
One is built is scalable to allow for future growth of data streams 
internal to DHCFP and to all other DHHS agencies. Future phases are 
intended to allow other DHHS agencies to house their data in the 
DHCFP Warehouse, report on it and share data, where appropriate, 
with other agencies, as well as provide additional functionality to 
DHCFP. 
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The objectives of this project are to: 


1. Take advantage of more modern technology including those in the 
upcoming Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) 
and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) initiatives. 


2. More accurately collect, monitor and evaluate existing data with 
the intent of moving towards a Department of Health and Human 
Services enterprise data warehouse that will allow all Nevada HHS 
agencies to share information about common recipients efficiently 
and effectively;  


3. Enhance DHCFP infrastructure that can be leveraged across 
multiple divisions. 


16.2 PROJECT 


DHCFP’s current data warehouse, Advantage Suite, by Thomson Reuters, was 
DHCFP’s first attempt at a data warehouse and, while it met the agency’s 
immediate needs, the system’s shortcomings, and the agency’s growing 
information needs, quickly became known. Existing shortfalls include: 


16.2.1 No direct control over what data are stored. For example, only partial 
data are available for Third Party Liability, Prior Authorization and 
Pharmacy records. 


16.2.2 Information from other State agencies that could be used to drive 
policy is not available and is not scalable in the existing warehouse. 


16.2.3 Poor architecture in existing reporting schema that cannot be 
overcome in the existing system. 


16.2.4 Existing reporting tool does not have the forecasting complexity to 
fully meet the agency’s needs, nor does it allow for the storage of 
historical provider rates. 


16.2.5 Basic accounting functions such as the ability to effectively balance 
are not available (project will greatly improve or ability to provide 
better financial information to CMS and other necessary parties). 


16.2.6 DHCFP requires one centralized repository for data. Currently, 
different program areas (e.g., Medicaid (Title XIX), Nevada Checkup 
(Title XXI), Pharmacy Benefit Program and Division of Welfare and 
Supportive Services, Eligibility) are utilizing MMIS data to maintain 
their own data repositories and employ their own reporting tools, 
thereby causing inconsistent reporting results.  
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16.2.7 The Agency requires a systems architecture that can support a complex 
reporting system for the present that meets DHHS’ and DHCFP’s 
strategic vision well into the future. 


16.2.8 DHCFP desires to shift its data warehouse focus from complex 
engineering tools for a few users to more flexible, affordable and 
accessible tools for a larger audience. Moving away from being an 
exclusive tool for power users, or ‘information producers’, to 
empowering the ‘information consumers’ in accessing, analyzing and 
sharing data. 


16.3 SOURCES OF DATA 


Below is the approximate size of the sources of data to be included in the 
Warehouse. The sources have been ranked according to their relative order of 
importance. All MMIS data must be available to the agency in Phase One of this 
project. 


16.3.1 Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) – The State’s 
MMIS manages approximately 12 million claims and 12,000 providers 
annually and between 170,000 and 190,000 Medicaid recipients 
monthly. 


16.3.2 Encounters – Approximately three million records have been 
generated annually, beginning on July 1, 2008. 


16.3.3 Health Care Management (HCM) – First Health Services performs 
utilization management services for pre-admission, concurrent, and 
retrospective reviews for payment authorization for approximately 
199,200 Medicaid Fee for Service and Medicaid Check-Up recipients. 
During 2007, First Health Services performed 109,000 prior 
authorization reviews for Nevada Medicaid.  


16.3.4 Point of Sale (POS) – Nevada’s POS is managed by FHSC using a 
program named FirstRX and performs the following functions:  


A. Pharmacy Claims Adjudication – 1.3 million claims per year;  
B. Drug Utilization Review – Both Prospective and Retrospective;  


C. Retrospective Review of 3600 individual patient profiles per year;  
D. Prior Authorization and Clinical Call Center Calls – 15,000 per 


year;  
E. Technical Call Center Calls – 13,000 per year;  


F. Preferred Drug List and Prescription Drug Management Program;  
G. Maximum Allowable Cost Program; and  
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H. Reporting to assist DHCFP in their policy decision-making 
process.  


16.3.5 Rates Table – The "Rates Table" consists of 8 different tables. The 
source of the data in the tables is MMIS. The Rate unit maintains these 
tables in an access database which is updated weekly from a download 
(on disk) from FHS. Rate's staff queries these tables to obtain rate, 
procedure, provider information. 


The tables are: 


A. Procedure Descriptions – containing 98,128 lines of data, this table 
consists of procedure code descriptions, begin and end dates of the 
code and any age limits on the code. 


B. Procedure Rates – containing 2,093,747 lines of data, rates on this 
table are provider type/specialty specific. Each procedure code is 
mapped to multiple provider types with the possibility of a 
different rate for each provider type. Each code might also have 
multiple modifiers with a different rate for each modifier. There is 
also a different rate for each code and modifier depending on 
region code (pediatric enhancement). 


C. Provider Type/Specialty – Containing 196,013 lines of data, this 
table lists the codes and to which provider type/specialty they are 
mapped. It also lists the claim type for each code. 


D. Prior Authorization Requirements – Containing 92,140 lines of 
data, this table lists the PA requirement and any age limits on each 
procedure code. 


E. Procedure Flag Codes – Containing 78,360 lines of data, flag codes 
indicate any special handling for a particular code or if the code is 
a covered procedure; i.e. the BA flag indicates that the code is to 
be paid at 100% of invoice; a 999 flag that has not been end dated 
indicates that the code is not a covered procedure. 


F. Capitation Rates – This table contains 5,173 lines and lists the 
capitated rate paid to HMOs. 


G. Provider Specific Rates – Containing 19,068 lines of data, this 
table contains provider specific rates based on the provider id. 
Some providers have specific rates for a specific code that is 
unique to that provider. 


H. Provider Rates – Containing 14,260 lines of data, this table lists 
providers that are paid at a percentage of billed charges such as out 
of state hospitals; providers with per diem rates such as nursing 
facilities; the financial cut back percentage for sister agencies. 
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16.3.6 ePrescribing – As this is a new program, the size of the database 
resulting from this program is minimal. 


16.3.7 Rebate – There are three rebate programs for the state: 


A. OBRA rebates are governed by SSA 1927. These rebates are 
required for manufacturer’s to have their drugs covered by Nevada 
Medicaid.  


B. Supplemental rebates are additional rebates the state collects by 
putting the drugs on the PDL.  


C. Diabetes Supply – The State collects rebates from diabetes supply 
manufacturers. 


All rebate programs are managed through FHSC. 


16.3.8 Nevada Operations of Multi-Automated Data Systems (NOMADS) 
– This DWSS system includes Medicaid eligibility and child support 
enforcement (CSE). The Medicaid eligibility file and third party 
information from NOMADS are interrelated to the Medicaid claims 
processing and managed care systems. This file contains 
approximately 184,453,000 rows and 110.7 Gb. 


16.3.9 Nevada Check Up – Nevada Check Up has between 25,000 and 
30,000 enrollees per month. 


16.3.10 Employee Subsidized Insurance (ESI) – The size of the database 
resulting from this program is minimal. 


16.3.11 The Health Insurance for Work Advancement (HIWA) – Current 
database size is estimated to be between 1 and 2 Gb. 


16.3.12 Health Management Systems (HMS) – is an independent contractor 
that performs work to identify and recover payments from third party 
insurance companies. For the five-month period between January, 
2007 and May, 2007 HMS made a total of 12,726 edits to MMIS data. 


16.4 ARCHITECTURE 


16.4.1 System Architecture 


Vendors must describe the overall architecture of their proposed 
solution including the degree of "openness" and adherence to industry 
standard hardware, plans for MITA alignment now and in the future, 
software, security and communications protocols. Describe the internal 
architecture and how it facilitates system changes and new user 
requirements. A browser-based and/or thin Windows client (user 
interface) for end users is preferred. Browser-based connections are 
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preferred for medical providers and other non-departmental system 
users. Vendors must describe how the proposed architecture is 
compatible with the Department and State's existing infrastructure. 
Vendors must describe how components of the proposed architecture 
will remain current and supported to avoid becoming obsolete. 


16.4.2 Security Architecture 


Vendors must describe how their system ensures security for both 
Intranet and Internet access, including recommended maintenance and 
upgrade strategies. 


16.4.3 Disaster Recovery and System Integrity Architecture 


Vendors must describe how their solution ensures system integrity and 
recovery. Include information regarding fault tolerance capability, if 
any, backup schedules and approach, data and system recovery, and 
offsite or alternate site requirements in case of disaster and other 
system continuity information and how it complies with business 
recovery and resumption as described elsewhere in the RFP. 


16.4.4 Development, Testing and Training Environment 


Vendors must describe how their solution meets up-time requirements 
defined in the RFP relating to data load and software upgrades and 
maintenance. 


16.4.5 Hardware 


Vendors must describe their solution’s hardware environment 
including a comprehensive equipment list including equipment make, 
model and primary configuration. 


16.4.6 Software 


If the application software is not public domain, a licensing strategy 
must be described to support the pre-production environment. Within 
the licensing strategy, describe how the State will defer paying for 
licenses until they are required and/or in full use. 


Any other software used within the system, for which the State would 
need to obtain licenses, must be defined by the vendor. While the State 
requires each vendor to include their costs for all third party software 
and associated licenses in Section 20.4, Part II – Cost Proposal, the 
State, at its sole option, reserves the right to procure any or all of the 
software and associated licenses from another source.  
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Vendors must indicate what software products and version levels are 
currently supported and required for the proposed Warehouse. The 
vendor must state and ensure that the proposed Warehouse and system 
configuration and solution does not require hardware, operating 
system, or other components that are no longer licensed and/or 
supported. 
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17 COMPANY BACKGROUND AND REFERENCES 


17.1 PRIMARY VENDOR INFORMATION 


Vendors must provide a company profile. Information provided shall include: 


17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc).  


17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the 
company is incorporated and the date of incorporation. 
Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated 
companies must register with the State of Nevada, 
Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a 
contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and 
the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 
80.015. 


17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of 
Nevada, must be appropriately licensed by the Department 
of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780. 


17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain 
licensing requirement(s). Vendors shall be proactive in 
verification of these requirements prior to proposal 
submittal. Proposals, which do not contain the requisite 
licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this 
does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute 
(NRS) requirements. 


17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will 
provide the services described in this RFP. 


17.1.3 The following information may be utilized in determining whether an 
inverse preference applies pursuant to NRS 333.336: 


17.1.3.1 Is your firm a resident of Nevada or a resident of another 
state? 


17.1.3.2 If so, please list the state of residence. 


17.1.3.3 Does your resident state apply a preference, which is not 
afforded to bidders or vendors who are residents in the state 
of Nevada? 


17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to 
support the requirements identified within this RFP. 


17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project. 
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17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of 
Nevada agency?  


Yes  No  


If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency. 


17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State 
of Nevada, any of its political subdivisions or by any other 
government? 


Yes  No  


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual 
leave, compensatory time, sick leave, or on his own time? 


17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, 
contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation 
pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor has been 
judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems 
have been experienced, vendor must indicate in writing. 


17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide 
the services described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five 
(5) pages. 


17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this 
RFP, including takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or private 
sector. Please provide a brief description. 


17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and 
maintaining a certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five 
(5) years experience. 


17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment 
to a current and future MITA initiatives. 


17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health 
information exchange. 


17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, 
Confidential Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance 
with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information:  


17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and 


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number. 
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17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years 
and current year interim, which include: 


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and 


2. Balance Statement. 


17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial 
statements as addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential 
Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to carry 
out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving 
reimbursement. 


17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and 
services within a budget-neutral contracting scenario. 


17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their 
organizational structure as it relates to the Nevada MMIS. 


17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are 
integrated throughout the company and how vendors communicate 
organizational, management, and other significant changes, which may 
directly or indirectly affect DHCFP. 


17.2 REFERENCES 


17.2.1 Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from similar 
projects performed for private, state and/or large local government 
clients within the last five (5) years. Vendors are required to submit 
Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire to the business references 
they list. The business references must


17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating 
and maintaining a certified MMIS for a minimum of five 
(5) years. 


 submit the Reference 
Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division. It is the vendor’s 
responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by the 
Purchasing Division on or before the proposal submission deadline for 
inclusion in the evaluation process. Business References not received, 
or not complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score in the 
evaluation process. References must show the vendor’s experience 
with the following minimum mandatory qualification: 


In addition, desired experience includes the following: 


17.2.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or 
other large-scale system developed and installed by another 
contractor. 
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17.2.1.3 Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale 
applications with public and/or private sectors; 


17.2.1.4 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model; 


17.2.1.5 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution; 


17.2.1.6 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test 
plan; 


17.2.1.7 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training 
plan; 


17.2.1.8 Experience with comprehensive project management; 


17.2.1.9 Experience with cultural change management; 


17.2.1.10 Experience with managing subcontractors; 


17.2.1.11 Development and execution of a comprehensive project 
management plan; and 


17.2.1.12 Experience in performing similar Operations Period 
activities, including, but not limited to, details of account 
location, types of transactions processed, and volume of 
transactions processed. 


17.2.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference 
provided by the vendor and/or subcontractor: 


17.2.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or 
subcontractor, as applicable. The “Company Name” must 
be identified as either the prime contractor or the 
subcontractor depending on the role the company will have 
for this RFP project. 


Company Name:  
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


  Prime Contractor      Subcontractor 
Project Name:  
Primary Contact Information 
Name:  
Street Address:  
City, State, Zip  
Phone, including area code:  
Facsimile, including area 
code: 
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Email address:  
Alternate Contact Information 
Name:  
Street Address:  
City, State, Zip  
Phone, including area code:  
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


 


Email address:  
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


 


Project / contract start date:  
Project / contract end date:  
Project / contract value:  
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


 


17.2.2.2 The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any 
and all references listed, the quality and degree of 
satisfaction for such performance. 


17.3 VENDOR STAFF SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE REQUIRED  


The vendor shall provide qualified personnel to perform the work necessary to 
accomplish the tasks defined in the Scope of Work sections. The State must 
approve all awarded vendor resources. The State reserves the right to require the 
removal of any member of the awarded vendor's staff from the project. 


17.3.1 Takeover Project Manager   


Key Personnel – Project Staff 


The position will serve as the primary point of contact with DHCFP’s 
Project Managers for activities related to project management, 
scheduling, the project plan, vendor resources, correspondence 
between the Department and contractors, and deliverable reviews 
during the Takeover activities and tasks. The Takeover Project 
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Manager assigned by the awarded vendor for the MMIS Takeover 
must have the following qualifications and experience: 


17.3.1.1 A minimum of five (5) years of project management 
experience, within the last six (6) years. At least two (2) of 
these years must have been in leadership positions on 
MMIS operations, implementation, or takeover projects. 


17.3.1.2 A minimum of three (3) years experience with and 
knowledge of MMIS systems. 


17.3.1.3 Detailed knowledge of the MITA framework. 


17.3.1.4 Detailed knowledge of HIPAA regulations and 
requirements. 


17.3.1.5 Demonstrated project management experience in multiple 
phases of the software development life cycle. 


17.3.1.6 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing 
issues. 


17.3.1.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written 
communication skills. 


17.3.1.8 Ability to communicate difficult concepts to technical and 
non-technical staff. 


17.3.1.9 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both 
written and verbal English. 


17.3.1.10 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 


17.3.1.11 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent 
timelines. 


17.3.1.12 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff 
assignments. 


17.3.1.13 Demonstrable analytical and planning skills. 


Desired Qualifications include: 


17.3.1.14 A Bachelors Degree in a relevant discipline; and  


17.3.1.15 Project Management Institute (PMI) Certified Associate of 
Project Management (CAPM) certification. 
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17.3.1.16 Demonstrated ability in the following additional project 
manager competencies: 


A. Project Initiation and Solution Analysis; 
B. Activity Definition and Sequencing; 


C. Project Execution and Control; 
D. Performance Planning; and  


E. Project Closeout. 


17.3.2 Takeover Systems Manager 


The Takeover Systems Manager will be responsible for managing the 
transfer, modification, and implementation of the MMIS and 
peripheral systems and tools for the takeover tasks. The Takeover 
Systems Manager will coordinate with the Takeover Project Manager 
to ensure appropriate communications and project reporting. The 
Takeover Systems Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must 
have the following qualifications and experience: 


17.3.2.1 At least five (5) years experience in managing an MMIS 
transfer, modification and implementation effort. 


17.3.2.2 At least three (3) years of experience with the data 
conversion efforts on an MMIS or other large scale system 
implementation project. 


17.3.2.3 Minimum of two (2) years experience with testing and 
validating results from system start-up and/or modification. 


17.3.2.4 A bachelor's degree in computer science, business 
administration or a related field. 


17.3.2.5 Detailed knowledge of the MITA framework. 


17.3.2.6 Detailed knowledge of HIPAA regulations and 
requirements. 


17.3.2.7 Extensive knowledge of the vendor’s peripheral system 
tools. 


17.3.2.8 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or federal 
level. 


17.3.2.9 Demonstrated project management experience in multiple 
phases of the software development life cycle. 
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17.3.2.10 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing 
issues. 


17.3.2.11 Effective documentation, verbal and written 
communication skills. 


17.3.2.12 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 


17.3.2.13 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent 
timelines. 


17.3.2.14 Demonstrated planning and scheduling capabilities. 


17.3.2.15 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff 
assignments. 


17.3.3 Account Manager 


Key Personnel – Operations Staff 


The Account Manager will serve as the primary point of contact with 
DHCFP’s Project Managers for activities related to administering the 
contract. This position will be responsible for managing any 
significant impacts to the contract and other legally binding documents 
for the MMIS Takeover project. This position will also have general 
oversight to the vendor’s organizational and management changes that 
impact the project and will ensure all appropriate communications 
occur with DHCFP. The Account Manager assigned by the awarded 
vendor must have the following qualifications and experience: 


17.3.3.1 At least five (5) years as an Account Manager for large 
scale medical claims processing systems of which at least 
three (3) years must have been with a Medicaid system. 


17.3.3.2 A bachelor's degree in business administration or a related 
field. 


17.3.3.3 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and 
requirements. 


17.3.3.4 Working knowledge of the MITA framework. 


17.3.3.5 Demonstrated project planning and scheduling skills for 
large system projects. 


17.3.3.6 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing 
issues. 
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17.3.3.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written 
communication skills. 


17.3.3.8 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both 
written and verbal English. 


17.3.3.9 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 


17.3.3.10 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent 
timelines. 


17.3.3.11 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff 
assignments. 


17.3.4 Claims Manager 


The Claims Manager will manage responsibilities for various claims 
processing tasks including routine claims processing operations, such 
as oversight of mass adjustments, adjudications, suspensions, and 
interfacing with EDI and other systems to support claims processing. 
The Claims Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the 
following qualifications and experience: 


17.3.4.1 At least five (5) years of experience in managing a large-
scale claims processing component of an MMIS. 


17.3.4.2 A bachelor's degree in business administration or a related 
field or four (4) additional years of experience in lieu of a 
degree. 


17.3.4.3 A minimum of two (2) years experience in managing 
operational aspects in large-scale operations environment. 


17.3.4.4 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or federal 
level. 


17.3.4.5 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and 
requirements. 


17.3.4.6 Effective documentation, verbal and written 
communication skills. 


17.3.4.7 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both 
written and verbal English. 


17.3.4.8 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 
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17.3.4.9 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent 
timelines. 


17.3.4.10 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing 
issues. 


17.3.5 Training Manager 


The Training Manager will be responsible for developing and 
delivering training to DHCFP Staff, other State staff, as needed, and 
vendor staff in order to support the MMIS Takeover, including 
training for new peripheral systems and tools, new functionality, the 
HIE solution, and operational procedures. The Training Manager 
assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications 
and experience: 


17.3.5.1 At least three (3) years experience in training development 
and training implementation for large-scale system 
implementations or other large-scale projects. 


17.3.5.2 Detailed knowledge of the vendor’s peripheral system 
tools. 


17.3.5.3 Previous experience with staff planning, recruitment, and 
training. 


17.3.5.4 Previous experience developing training content and/or 
materials. 


17.3.5.5 Previous experience with staff planning and scheduling. 


17.3.5.6 Effective documentation, verbal and written 
communication skills. 


17.3.5.7 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both 
written and verbal English. 


17.3.5.8 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 


17.3.5.9 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent 
timelines. 


17.3.5.10 A bachelor's degree and three (3) years experience in 
training, education, staff development, personnel or an 
agency program area or an equivalent combination of 
education and experience. 
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17.3.5.11 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and 
requirements. 


17.3.5.12 Effective documentation, verbal and written 
communication skills. 


17.3.5.13 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both 
written and verbal English. 


17.3.6 Fiscal Manager  


The Fiscal Manager is responsible for fiscal aspects of the contract, 
including cost containment efforts, providing oversight to claims paid, 
and providing various fiscal reports. The Fiscal Manager assigned by 
the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and 
experience: 


17.3.6.1 A bachelor's degree in finance or accounting is preferred or 
similar degree. 


17.3.6.2 Minimum of five (5) years experience with Medicaid in a 
public or private setting. 


17.3.6.3 Demonstrable understanding of the fiscal components of 
Medicaid claims processing, including adjudication, 
adjustments, and provider payment.  


17.3.6.4 Working knowledge of HIPAA requirements. 


17.3.6.5 Demonstrate analytical capabilities. 


17.3.6.6 Effective documentation, verbal and written 
communication skills. 


17.3.6.7 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both 
written and verbal English. 


17.3.6.8 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 


17.3.6.9 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent 
timelines. 


17.3.7 Provider Services Manager 


The Provider Services Manager will be responsible for managing 
aspects of provider services and relations including the following: 1) 
communications with providers and recipients relating to claims and 
eligibility issues; 2) provider enrollment and training; 3) provider 
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manual maintenance, production, and distribution; 4) oversight of 
provider/recipient relations call center and related responsibilities; and 
5) recipient eligibility verification system. The Provider Services 
Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following 
qualifications and experience: 


17.3.7.1 Two (2) years experience managing provider training 
functions in Medicaid or other major public or private 
health care programs. 


17.3.7.2 Experience in developing and managing training manuals. 


17.3.7.3 Demonstrable understanding of Medicaid provider 
functions. 


17.3.7.4 Previous experience developing training content and/or 
materials. 


17.3.7.5 Effective documentation, verbal and written 
communication skills. 


17.3.7.6 Working knowledge of HIPAA requirements. 


17.3.7.7 A bachelor's degree and three (3) years experience in 
training, education, staff development, personnel or an 
agency program area or an equivalent combination of 
education and experience. 


17.3.8 IT Manager 


17.3.8.1 The IT Manager will be responsible for IT and systems 
operations, which includes 1) systems maintenance and 
modification activities; 2) job scheduling; 3) reporting 
maintenance; 4) coordinating use of IT resources; 5) testing 
and implementation new functionality; 6) monitoring 
interfaces; and 7) maintaining system connectivity and 
security. The IT Manager assigned by the awarded vendor 
must have the following qualifications and experience: 


17.3.8.2 At least three (3) years of experience with large-scale IT 
operations, including experience with maintenance and 
modifications tasks. 


17.3.8.3 Minimum of two (2) years experience with a system 
change control process and system and integration testing. 


17.3.8.4 Minimum of two (2) years experience in developing, 
testing, implementing or monitoring interfaces. 
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17.3.8.5 Demonstrable understanding of network connectivity and 
network operations. 


17.3.8.6 Minimum of A bachelor's degree in computer science, 
business administration or a related field. 


17.3.8.7 Detailed knowledge of HIPAA regulations and 
requirements. 


17.3.8.8 Understanding of the vendor’s peripheral system tools. 


17.3.8.9 Demonstrated IT experience in multiple phases of the 
software development life cycle. 


17.3.9 Pharmacy Benefits Manager 


The Pharmacy Benefits Manager will be responsible for all functions 
associated with the Pharmacy Benefit Management System and the 
Pharmacy program as described in the Pharmacy requirements within 
this RFP, including managing the Prior Authorization processes, drug 
rebate, supplemental drug rebate, e-prescribing, reporting and other 
functions related to the pharmacy program. The Pharmacy Benefits 
Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following 
qualifications and experience. 


17.3.9.1 At least three (3) years of experience in managing a 
pharmacy benefit management system. 


17.3.9.2 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or federal 
level. 


17.3.9.3 Detailed knowledge of pharmacy-related aspects of 
Medicaid. 


17.3.9.4 A bachelor's degree in business administration or a related 
field or four (4) additional years of experience in lieu of a 
degree. 


17.3.9.5 A minimum of two (2) years experience in managing 
operational aspects in large-scale operations environment. 


17.3.9.6 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and 
requirements. 


17.3.9.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written 
communication skills. 
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17.3.9.8 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both 
written and verbal English. 


17.3.9.9 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 


17.3.9.10 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent 
timelines. 


17.3.9.11 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing 
issues. 


17.3.10 Health Care Management Manager 


The Health Care Management Manager will be responsible for 
managing utilization management activities and determination process 
for benefits and coverage limits to ensure that payment is approved for 
only those services that are medically necessary, appropriate, or cost 
effective as specified in by the State Medicaid Manual and State and 
Federal rules and regulations.  The Health Care Management Manager 
will play a key role in controlling costs while maintaining or 
improving access to and quality of care for Nevada Medicaid and 
Check Up recipients.  


17.3.10.1 At least five (5) years as an Account Manager or Health 
Care Management Manager for large scale medical claims 
processing systems of which at least three (3) years must 
have been with a Medicaid system or five (5) years in a 
management level position with a health plan or hospital 
system with responsibility for completing utilization 
management, cost control and quality management. 


17.3.10.2 A bachelor's degree in nursing, or related health care 
administration degree, or a licensed physician, advanced 
practitioner of nursing or physician’s assistant. 


17.3.10.3 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and 
requirements. 


17.3.10.4 Working knowledge of electronic health records or 
electronic medical records. 


17.3.10.5 Demonstrated project planning and scheduling skills for 
large system projects. 


17.3.10.6 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult medical coverage 
policy issues. 
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17.3.10.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written 
communication skills. 


17.3.10.8 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both 
written and verbal English. 


17.3.10.9 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 


17.3.10.10 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent 
timelines. 


17.3.10.11 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff 
assignments. 


17.3.11 Other Project Team Members 


Other Project Team members of the awarded vendor's project team 
must meet at least one (1) of the qualifications below. In addition, the 
aggregation of the individual qualifications of the team members must 
cumulatively meet all of the following requirements. These 
requirements are: 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years 
providing programming, analysis, or operational support in 
a MMIS environment. 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years 
designing online interfaces using the tools proposed for this 
project. 


17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years 
performing testing functions for large-scale systems. 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years 
developing system interfaces. 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the last five years 
developing secure applications using tools proposed for this 
project. 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience performing contract 
oversight activities within an MMIS project or similar 
complex system project including but not limited to 
contract compliance monitoring and reporting. 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project within the past three (3) 
years that involved development of training outlines and 
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materials and organizing and conducting training to support 
the takeover of a large system. 


17.4 VENDOR STAFF RESUMES  


A resume must be completed for each proposed individual on the State format 
provided in Attachment K: 


A. Name; 


B. Classification being proposed; 
C. Years of experience in this classification; 


D. Education pertinent to this project; 
E. Years with firm; 


F. Number of other projects currently assigned to, a brief description, the 
individual's role and the anticipated completion date of the project; 


G. Identify projects previously worked on that incorporate MMIS development, 
implementation and takeover experience, and Medicaid specific expertise both 
with this firm and any previous employment. The information must include a 
brief description, the individual's role, length and dates of the project; 


H. Identify if proposed staff is designated as key personnel (refer to Section 
21.3.18, Key Personnel); 


I. For Key Personnel, identify how the individual meets the key personnel 
qualifications; and 


J. Identify proposed staff as either a prime contractor or subcontractor. 


17.5 SUBCONTRACTOR INFORMATION 


17.5.1 Does this proposal include the use of subcontractors? Check the 
appropriate response in the table below: 


Yes  No  


If “Yes”, vendor must: 


17.5.1.1 Identify specific subcontractors and the specific 
requirements of this RFP for which each proposed 
subcontractor will perform services. 


17.5.1.2 If any tasks are to be completed by subcontractor(s), 
vendors must: 


A. Describe the relevant contractual arrangements; 
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B. Describe how the work of any subcontractor(s) will be 
supervised, channels of communication will be 
maintained and compliance with contract terms assured; 
and 


C. Describe your previous experience with 
subcontractor(s). 


17.5.1.3 Vendors must describe the methodology, processes and 
tools utilized for: 


A. Selecting and qualifying appropriate subcontractors for 
the project; 


B. Incorporating the subcontractor's roles and 
responsibilities and methodologies fit into the vendor's 
overall approach; 


C. Ensuring subcontractor compliance with the overall 
performance objectives for the project; and 


D. Ensuring that subcontractor deliverables meet the 
quality objectives of the project. 


17.5.1.4 Provide the same information for any proposed 
subcontractors as requested in Section 17.1, Primary 
Vendor Information. 


17.5.1.5 References as specified in Section 17.2, References must 
be provided for any proposed subcontractors. 


17.5.1.6 Provide the same information for any proposed 
subcontractor staff as specified in Section 17.3, Vendor 
Staff Skills and Experience Required. 


17.5.1.7 Staff resumes for any proposed subcontractors as specified 
in Section 17.4, Vendor Staff Resumes. 


17.5.1.8 The State may require that the awarded vendor provide 
proof of payment to any subcontractors used for this 
project. Proposals should include a plan by which, at the 
State’s request, the State will be notified of such payments. 


17.5.1.9 Primary vendor shall not allow any subcontractor to 
commence work until all insurance required of the 
subcontractor is provided. 


17.5.1.10 Primary vendor must notify the using agency of the 
intended use of any subcontractors not identified within 
their original proposal response and provide the 
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information originally requested in the RFP in Section 
16.5, Subcontractor Information. The primary vendor 
must receive agency approval prior to subcontractor 
commencing work. 


17.5.1.11 All subcontractor employees assigned to the project must 
be authorized to work in this country. 


17.6 RESOURCE MATRIX  


17.6.1 Vendors must provide a resource matrix broken down by task to 
include the following: 


A. Proposed staff classification; 


B. Estimated number of vendor staff per classification.; 
C. Estimated number of hours per person, per classification.; 


D. Identification of task(s) to be completed by the prime (P) 
contractor and/or subcontractor (S). If more than one (1) 
subcontractor is proposed, the vendor must clearly identify the 
company with whom the individual is associated; 


E. Estimated percentage of work performed on site by vendor staff; 
and 


F. Estimated number of DHCFP staff required (FTE). 


17.7 PROJECT PLAN  


17.7.1 Vendors must submit a preliminary project plan as part of the 
proposal, including, but not limited to: 


A. Gantt charts that show all proposed project activities; 
B. Planning methodologies; 


C. Milestones; 
D. Task conflicts and/or interdependencies.; 


E. Estimated time frame for each task identified in the Scope of Work 
Sections (Sections 7 through 16); and 


F. Overall estimated time frame from project start to completion for 
both Contractor and DHCFP activities, including strategies to 
avoid schedule slippage. 


17.7.2 Vendors must provide a written plan addressing the roles and 
responsibilities and method of communication between the primary 
contractor and any subcontractor(s). 
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17.7.3 The preliminary project plan will be incorporated into the contract.  


17.7.4 The first project deliverable is the finalized detailed project plan that 
must include fixed deliverable due dates for all subsequent project 
tasks as defined in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 
16). The contract will be amended to include the State approved 
detailed project plan. 


17.7.5 Vendors must identify all potential risks associated with the project, 
their proposed plan to mitigate the potential risks and include 
recommended strategies for managing those risks. 


17.7.6 Vendors must provide information on the staff that will be located in 
Carson City. If staff will be located at remote locations, vendors must 
include specific information on plans to accommodate the exchange of 
information and transfer of technical and procedural knowledge. The 
State encourages alternate methods of communication other than in 
person meetings, such as transmission of documents via email and 
teleconferencing, as appropriate. 


17.8 PROJECT MANAGEMENT 


Vendors must describe the project management methodology and processes 
utilized for: 


17.8.1 Project integration to ensure that the various elements of the project 
are properly coordinated. 


17.8.2 Project scope to ensure that the project includes all the work required 
and only the work required to complete the project successfully. 


17.8.3 Time management to ensure timely completion of the project. Include 
defining activities, estimating activity duration, developing and 
controlling the project schedule. 


17.8.4 Management of contractor and/or subcontractor issues and resolution 
process. 


17.8.5 Responding to and covering requested changes in the project time 
frames. 


17.8.6 Responding to DHCFP generated issues. 


17.8.7 Cost management to ensure that the project is completed within the 
approved budget. Include resource planning, cost estimating, cost 
budgeting and cost control. 
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17.8.8 Resource management to ensure the most effective use of people 
involved in the project including subcontractors. 


17.8.9 Communications management to ensure effective information 
generation, documentation, storage, transmission and disposal of 
project information. 


17.8.10 Risk management to ensure that risks are identified, planned for, 
analyzed, communicated and acted upon effectively. 


17.9 QUALITY ASSURANCE 


Vendors must describe the quality assurance methodology and processes utilized 
to ensure that the project will satisfy DHCFP requirements as outlined in the 
Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16) of this RFP. 


17.10 METRICS MANAGEMENT  


Vendors must describe the metrics management methodology and processes 
utilized to satisfy State requirements as outlined in the Scope of Work Sections 
(Sections 7 through 16) of this RFP. The methodology must include the metrics 
captured and how they are tracked and measured. 


17.11 PROJECT SOFTWARE TOOLS 


17.11.1 Vendors must describe any software tools and equipment resources to 
be utilized during the course of the project including minimum 
hardware requirements and compatibility with existing computing 
resources as described in Section 3.6, Current Agency Computing 
Environment. 


17.11.2 Costs and training associated with the project software tools identified 
must be included in Attachment N, Project Costs. 
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18 PROJECT COSTS 


18.1 COST SCHEDULES 


The Cost Schedules to be completed for this RFP are embedded as an Excel 
spreadsheet in Attachment N, Project Costs. 


18.1.1 Detail Task Cost Schedule 


Each worksheet in the Excel spreadsheet in Attachment N, Project 
Costs must be completed. The sub-total from each contract year in the 
5-Year Operations Pricing Worksheet and from the HIE Pricing 
Worksheet must be transferred to the summary table in Section 
18.1.1.6, the Summary Schedule of Project Costs in the spreadsheet in 
Attachment N for purposes of the cost proposal evaluation. 


The cost schedules will be broken down as follows: 


 Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.1 – Statement of zero costs for Start-
Up (Planning and Transition); 


 Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.2 – Statement of Commitment to 
Budget Neutrality for the Fiscal Agent Takeover of MMIS 
Operations and Maintenance; 


 Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.3 – 5-Year Operations Pricing 
Worksheet; 


 Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.4 – HIE Pricing Worksheet; 
 Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.5 – Data Warehouse Pricing 


Worksheet; and  
 Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.6 – Summary Schedule of Project 


Costs. 


18.1.2 Cost Schedule for State Hosting 


A cost schedule for the hosting component, and for the contractor to 
offer a State-hosted hosting environment is being requested as part of 
the Cost Proposal. The costs associated with State-hosting are only 
being requested for informational purposes to help DHCFP ascertain 
the future feasibility of State hosting of such applications as the 
MMIS. The costs in no way bind the vendor to any agreement 
regarding State hosting of the MMIS. In addition, the costs for hosting 
should be incorporated into the operational cost schedule and separate 
reimbursement for the hosting of the Nevada MMIS will not be made. 
These cost schedules are also included in Attachment N, and include 
the following pricing worksheets: 
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 Pricing Schedule 18.1.2.1 – Informational Costs for Proposed 
Hosting Approach for Nevada MMIS; and 


 Pricing Schedule 18.1.2.2 – Informational Costs for State-
hosted Hosting Solution. 


18.1.3 All proposal terms, including prices, will remain in effect for a 
minimum of 180 days after the proposal due date. In the case of the 
awarded vendor, all proposal terms, including prices, will remain in 
effect throughout the contract negotiation process. 


18.2 BUDGET NEUTRALITY 


The MMIS Takeover vendor will be required to operate the Nevada MMIS under 
a budget neutral contract arrangement during the life of the contract. Each vendor 
must propose an operational cost for the 5-year base contract that does not exceed 
the projected 5-year base operational contract amount (the specific projected 
budget neutral baseline amount is included in Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.2 in 
Attachment N) for the Nevada MMIS that make up the scope of work in the RFP, 
excluding the HIE and additional Data Warehouse scope of work. Vendors may 
propose the replacement of existing peripheral systems and tools with MITA 
aligned solutions that result in performance efficiencies and cost savings to the 
State. It is essential to DHCFP that cost savings efforts do not disrupt the level 
and quality of Nevada Medicaid and Check Up services provided to Nevada 
program recipients, or negatively impact program providers. DHCFP will 
establish measureable performance indicators and criteria for the assessment of 
any realized cost savings consistent with this position. Please refer to Section 2, 
Acronyms/Definitions for the definition of Budget Neutrality.  


18.2.1 Narrative Description of Proposed Operational Cost Approach 


As part of their cost proposals, proposers shall provide a narrative 
description of their approach to operational pricing, potential cost 
savings and operational efficiencies and how that approach provides 
assurance to DHCFP that the operational bid is consistent with the 
budget neutrality requirement. DHCFP will assess the reasonableness 
and overall feasibility of the vendor’s approach to achieving savings 
and the operational cost model. Any proposal with these types of cost 
savings must have a guarantee for the savings amount and identify and 
describe the proposed method for measuring and demonstrating the 
savings. DHCFP reserves the right to conduct verification of any 
savings guarantees with its own or outside independent actuarial, 
finance and program/policy experts. 
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19 FINANCIAL 


19.1 PAYMENT 


Upon review and acceptance by the State, payments for invoices are normally 
made within forty-five to sixty (45–60) days of receipt, providing all required 
information, documents and/or attachments have been received. 


19.1.1 Payment for Operations 


The contractor shall be paid the firm fixed price proposed in effect for 
each year of operations, in equal monthly installments. Such payments 
shall include all charges for data processing, claim/encounter 
processing, systems modification support and contractor 
responsibilities as described in this RFP. Operations costs shall include 
all charges related to the operations and administrative functions and 
all other responsibilities described in this RFP. The contractor will not 
receive payment outside of the payment for operations within the 
budget neutral stipulation, other than payment for approved and 
accepted HIE and Data Warehouse design, development and 
implementation services.  


19.1.2 Payment for Accepted HIE and Data Warehouse Provisions 


Upon contract award, DHCFP will negotiate contractual payment 
amounts for the HIE and/or additional Data Warehouse services as 
accepted by DHCFP.  


19.1.3 Operations Payment Methodology 


Payment for processed claims will be based on the specific calculation 
methodology set forth by the Division to calculate the average monthly 
payment for processed claims during the contract, according to the 
definition of a fee-for-service claim as presented in Section 19.1.7. 
The CPI-U and CPI-UMC indexes that will be used in the calculations 
will be the last posted “Annual” rate as published by the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics available in the last full month immediately prior to 
the start of each contract year.  


The payment calculation methodology has been applied to the current 
(incumbent) contract payment schedule showing the projected 5-year 
contract and is included in the Reference Library, labeled as: Nevada 
MMIS Cost Workbook. This is provided strictly for the vendors’ 
understanding of the how the calculation methodology is applied to 
each year’s contract payment amount. The variables that are used in 
the calculation are projections based on recent history. The contractor 
will be reimbursed for operations according to the formulas in the 
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calculation methodology shown in the Reference Library, using the 
actual value of the variables including FFS caseloads, the CPI and 
other variables as noted. This is consistent with the budget neutrality 
definition for purposes of operational payment determination. 


19.1.4 Rebasing 


For each contract year, the average monthly payment for processed 
claims shall be determined based on a rebasing formula that considers 
the price per claim for the contract period, multiplied by the CPI-U, 
multiplied by contract term midpoint, and divided by the number of 
months in that contract period. The midpoint shall be the previous 
contract year’s midpoint plus the actual volume of claims for the 
twelve (12) month period immediately preceding the contract term 
multiplied by a State-defined factor (currently nine percent – 9%). An 
example of this rebasing as applied to current claim volumes is 
included in Attachment R.  


19.1.5 Hourly Rate for Change Orders 


The rate for approved change orders and other services outside the 
scope of the operational contract shall be $85.00 per hour, based on 
current contract budget neutrality factors.  


19.1.6 Adjustment for Operations Payments 


The total amount payable each year for the MMIS Fiscal Agent 
services shall remain fixed, unless the adjudicated claim/encounter 
volume falls outside of the estimated range (plus or minus 15%) for 
that contract year. In that case, year-end financial adjustment to the 
amount payable for operations for that year will be made according to 
a DHCFP-defined calculation included in the contract terms and 
conditions. 


19.1.7 Definition of a Fee-for-Service Claim 


19.1.7.1 For the purpose of claim volume accounting, reconciliation 
of changes in Contractor reimbursement and performance 
requirements, the following definitions of a claim, subject 
to the qualifiers also noted, shall apply to claims processing 
adjudication counts tracked and reported by the Contractor:  


A. Professional claims are submitted either: 


1. via standard electronic transactions, ASC X12N 837 
(P and D), and NCPDP 5.1, (including direct-data-
entry), or  
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2. on paper documents including the CMS 1500, the 
ADA, and the Prescription Drug Universal Claim 
form,  


and are requesting payment for services rendered to a 
single Client, by a single Provider, on a single date or 
range of dates, that have been adjudicated through the 
MMIS to their final disposition. This includes Medicare 
B crossover claims.  This type of claim is paid at the 
line item level to the provider, each line being split into 
its own claim and assigned an internal control number 
(ICN). The Contractor is reimbursed for each line or 
ICN generated for this type of claim. 


B. Facility claims submitted via standard electronic 
transaction, ASC X12N 837 (I), or on a paper UB04 
document requesting payment for services rendered to a 
single Client, by a single Provider, on a single date or 
range of dates, that have been adjudicated through the 
MMIS to their final disposition.  This includes 
Medicare Part A crossover claims. This type of claim is 
paid to the provider at a document or header level 
regardless of the number of detail service lines 
containing procedure or revenue codes. The Contractor 
is reimbursed for each document or ICN generated for 
this type of claim. 


19.1.7.2 Excluded from the claims count shall be mass adjustments, 
financial transactions, cost settlements, file or system 
inquires, claim correction transactions, POS rejections or 
reversals, and/or reprocessing due to retroactive rate 
changes.  


19.1.7.3 All claims which require reprocessing due to errors caused 
by the Contractor in processing or due to system design are 
not chargeable to claims volume accounting during each 
fiscal year and shall be identified and reduced from the 
total claims number. 


19.1.7.4 Capitation payments, (e.g. transportation capitation and 
encounters) shall not count as a claim line items.  
Encounter data shall be tracked as a claim transaction for 
accounting purposes and counted as a shadow claim when 
submitted to the MMIS for reporting purposes by the 
managed care entity.  Encounter claims are to be paid 
outside of the claims rate for fee-for-service claims. 
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19.1.7.5 No transaction shall be counted as a claim which does not 
meet the specific criteria stated above. Only adjudicated 
claims resulting in payment or denial shall be counted: 


A. The denial of a claim is counted as a claim; 


B. The voiding of a previously paid claim is counted as a 
claim; and 


C. Claims pended for resolution are not eligible for 
inclusion in the Contractor’s billing statement until 
adjudication has occurred. 


19.2 BILLING 


19.2.1 There shall be no advance payment for services furnished by a 
contractor pursuant to the executed contract. 


19.2.2 Payment for services shall only be made after completed deliverables 
and services and appropriate documentation are received, reviewed 
and accepted in writing by the State. 


19.2.3 The vendor must bill the State as outlined in the approved contract 
and/or deliverable payment schedule. 


19.2.4 Each billing must consist of an invoice acceptable by the State and a 
copy of the State-approved deliverable sign-off form. 


19.3 TIMELINESS OF BILLING 


The State is on a fiscal year calendar. All billings for dates of service prior to July 
1, must be submitted to the State no later than the first Friday in August of the 
same year. A billing submitted after the first Friday in August, that forces the 
State to process the billing as a stale claim pursuant to NRS 353.097, will subject 
the contractor to an administrative fee not to exceed $100.00. This is the estimate 
of the additional costs to the State for processing the billing as a stale claim and 
this amount will be deducted from the stale claims payment due the contractor. 


19.4 HOLD BACKS 


This section pertains to cost related components presented in the RFP that are 
outside the budget neutral compensation model. For cost related items in which 
DHCFP will compensate the Vendor for: 


19.4.1 The State shall pay all invoiced amounts, less a 10% hold back, 
following receipt of the invoice and a fully completed project 
deliverable sign-off form. 
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19.4.2 The distribution of the hold backs will be negotiated with the 
contractor. 


19.4.3 Actual payment of hold backs will be made with the approval of the 
project steering committee. 
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20 PROPOSAL RESPONSE SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS, 
FORMAT AND CONTENT 


20.1 PROPOSAL PACKAGING 


20.1.1 If the separately


Shannon Berry, Purchasing Officer 


 sealed technical and cost proposals as well as 
confidential financial documentation and confidential technical 
information, marked as required in Section 20.5 and Section 20.6, are 
enclosed in another container for mailing purposes, the outermost 
container must fully describe the contents of the package and be 
clearly marked as follows: 


State of Nevada, Purchasing Division 
515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300 


Carson City, NV 89701 
RFP NO: 1824 
PROPOSAL OPENING DATE: April 9, 2010 
PROPOSAL OPENING TIME: 2:00 PM 
FOR: Nevada MMIS Takeover 
VENDOR’S NAME:  


20.1.2 Proposals must be received at the address referenced below no 
later than the date and time specified in Section 4, MMIS 
Takeover Procurement Timeline


20.1.3 The State will not be held responsible for proposal envelopes 
mishandled as a result of the envelope not being properly prepared. 
Facsimile, e-mail or telephone proposals will NOT be considered; 
however, at the State’s discretion, the proposal may be submitted all or 
in part on electronic media, as requested within the RFP document. 
Proposal may be modified by facsimile, e-mail or written notice 
provided such notice is received prior to the opening of the proposals. 


. Proposals that do not arrive by 
proposal opening time and date WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. Vendors 
may submit their proposal any time prior to the above stated deadline. 


20.1.4 The technical proposal shall be submitted to the State in a sealed 
package and be clearly marked as follows: 


Shannon Berry, Purchasing Officer 
State of Nevada, Purchasing Division 


515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300 
Carson City, NV  89701 


RFP NO: 1824 
PROPOSAL COMPONENT: TECHNICAL 
PROPOSAL OPENING DATE: April 9, 2010 
PROPOSAL OPENING TIME: 2:00 PM 
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FOR: Nevada MMIS Takeover 
VENDOR’S NAME:  


20.1.5 The cost proposal shall be submitted to the State in a sealed package 
and be clearly marked as follows: 


Shannon Berry, Purchasing Officer 
State of Nevada, Purchasing Division 


515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300 
Carson City, NV89701 


RFP NO: 1824 
PROPOSAL COMPONENT: COST 
PROPOSAL OPENING DATE: April 9, 2010 
PROPOSAL OPENING TIME: 2:00 PM 
FOR: Nevada MMIS Takeover 
VENDOR’S NAME:  


20.1.6 Confidential technical information shall be submitted to the State in a 
sealed package and be clearly marked as follows: 


Shannon Berry, Purchasing Officer 
State of Nevada, Purchasing Division 


515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300 
Carson City, NV 89701 


RFP NO: 1824 
PROPOSAL COMPONENT: CONFIDENTIAL – TECHNICAL 
PROPOSAL OPENING DATE: April 9, 2010 
PROPOSAL OPENING TIME: 2:00 PM 
FOR: Nevada MMIS Takeover 
VENDOR’S NAME:  


20.1.7 Confidential financial information shall be submitted to the State in a 
sealed package and be clearly marked as follows: 


Shannon Berry, Purchasing Officer 
State of Nevada, Purchasing Division 


515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300 
Carson City, NV 89701 


RFP NO: 1824 
PROPOSAL COMPONENT: CONFIDENTIAL – FINANCIAL 


INFORMATION 
PROPOSAL OPENING DATE: April 9, 2010 
PROPOSAL OPENING TIME: 2:00 PM 
FOR: MMIS Takeover 
VENDOR’S NAME:  
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20.1.8 Vendors must provide one (1) identical copy on CD containing the 
complete technical proposal including all exhibits, the cost proposal 
and confidential information. The CD should be organized so that the 
different sections are easily identifiable. The CD must be packaged in 
a case with the RFP number and vendor’s name on the label. 


20.2 GENERAL SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS  


20.2.1 All information is to be completed as requested. 


20.2.2 Vendors must submit their proposals as identified in the following 
sections. 


20.2.3 Vendors shall submit their response in four (4) parts as designated in 
the following sections. 


20.2.4 Each section within the technical proposal and cost proposal must be 
separated by clearly marked tabs with the appropriate section number 
and title as specified in the following sections. 


20.2.5 Although it is a public opening, only the names of the vendors 
submitting proposals will be announced per NRS 333.335(6). 
Technical and cost details about proposals submitted will not be 
disclosed. Assistance for handicapped, blind or hearing-impaired 
persons who wish to attend the RFP opening is available. If special 
arrangements are necessary, please notify the Purchasing Division 
designee as soon as possible and at least two days in advance of the 
opening. 


20.2.6 If discrepancies are found between two or more copies of the proposal, 
the master copy will provide the basis for resolving such 
discrepancies. If one copy of the proposal is not clearly marked 
“MASTER,” the State may reject the proposal. However, the State 
may at its sole option, select one copy to be used as the master. 


20.2.7 For ease of evaluation, the proposal must be presented in a format that 
corresponds to and references sections outlined within this RFP and 
must be presented in the same order. Written responses must be placed 
immediately following the applicable RFP question, statement and/or 
section and must be presented in a style/format that is easily 
distinguishable from RFP language. Exceptions/assumptions to this 
may be considered during the evaluation process. 


20.2.8 If complete responses cannot be provided without referencing 
confidential information, such confidential information must be 
provided in accordance with Section 20.5, Part III – Confidential 
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Technical Information and 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial 
Information and specific references made to the tab, page, section 
and/or paragraph where the confidential information can be located. 


20.2.9 Proposals are to be prepared in such a way as to provide a 
straightforward, concise delineation of capabilities to satisfy the 
requirements of this RFP. Expensive bindings, colored displays, 
promotional materials, etc., are not necessary or desired. Emphasis 
should be concentrated on conformance to the RFP instructions, 
responsiveness to the RFP requirements, and on completeness and 
clarity of content. 


20.2.10 For purposes of addressing questions concerning this RFP, the sole 
contact will be the Purchasing Division as specified on Page 1 of this 
RFP. Upon issuance of this RFP, other employees and representatives 
of the agencies identified in the RFP will not answer questions or 
otherwise discuss the contents of this RFP with any prospective 
vendors or their representatives. Failure to observe this restriction may 
result in disqualification of any subsequent proposal per NAC 
333.155(3). This restriction does not preclude discussions between 
affected parties for the purpose of conducting business unrelated to 
this procurement. 


20.2.11 Vendor who believes proposal requirements or specifications are 
unnecessarily restrictive or limit competition may submit a request for 
administrative review, in writing, to the Purchasing Division. To be 
considered, a request for review must be received no later than the 
deadline for submission of questions. 


20.2.12 The Purchasing Division shall promptly respond in writing to each 
written review request, and where appropriate, issue all revisions, 
substitutions or clarifications through a written amendment to the RFP. 


20.2.13 Administrative review of technical or contractual requirements shall 
include the reason for the request, supported by factual information, 
and any proposed changes to the requirements. 


20.2.14 If a vendor changes any material RFP language, vendor’s response 
may be deemed non-responsive per NRS 333.311. 


20.3 PART I – TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 


20.3.1 Submission Requirements 


20.3.1.1 Technical proposal must include: 


A. One (1) original marked “MASTER”; and 
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B. Fourteen (14) identical copies. 


20.3.1.2 The technical proposal must not include confidential 
technical information (refer to Section 20.5, Part III – 
Confidential Technical Information) or project costs. Cost 
and/or pricing information contained in the technical 
proposal may cause the proposal to be rejected. 


Proposer references to budget neutrality and how the 
vendor’s approach may result in cost savings is not 
considered prohibited cost and/or pricing information in the 
Technical Proposals. 


20.3.1.3 Vendors who identify sections of the proposal as “trade 
secret” or “confidential” must submit one (1) redacted copy 
of the proposal. 


20.3.2 Format and Content 


20.3.2.1 Vendors’ proposals must include the following tabs and 
required content as described in this section. 


20.3.2.2 Tab I – Letter of Transmittal 


Vendors must provide a transmittal letter not exceeding two 
(2) pages in length. This letter must include the following: 


A. A brief statement of the vendor’s understanding of the 
work to be done; 


B. The names, titles, address and telephone numbers of the 
individuals who are authorized to make representations 
on behalf of the vendor; 


C. A statement that the person signing the transmittal letter 
is authorized to legally bind the vendor; 


D. Signature of an individual(s) authorized to legally bind 
the vendor; and 


E. In the event of a proposal submitted jointly by more 
than one (1) organization, one (1) organization must be 
designated as the prime point of contact. 


20.3.2.3 Tab II – Title Page 


The title page must include the following: 


A. Technical Proposal for: “Nevada MMIS Takeover”; 


B. RFP No. 1824; 
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C. Name and Address of the vendor; 
D. Proposal Opening Date: April 9, 2010; and 


E. Proposal Opening Time: 2:00 PM 


20.3.2.4 Tab III – State Documents 


The State documents tab must include the following: 


A. The vendor information sheet completed with an 
original signature by an individual authorized to bind 
the organization; 


B. The cover page(s) from all amendments with an 
original signature by an individual authorized to bind 
the organization; 


C. Attachment A – Confidentiality of Proposal and 
Certification of Indemnification for the primary vendor 
and the subcontractor(s) with an original signature by 
an individual authorized to bind the organization; 


D. Attachment B1 – Technical Proposal Certification of 
Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP for 
both the primary vendor and the subcontractor(s) with 
an original signature by an individual authorized to bind 
the organization; 


E. Attachment C1 and Attachment C2 – Primary Vendor 
and Subcontractor(s) Certifications with an original 
signature by an individual authorized to bind the 
organization; 


F. Attachment C3 – Certification regarding lobbying; 
G. A copy of vendor’s Certificate of Insurance identifying 


the coverages and minimum limits currently in effect; 
H. Copies of any vendor licensing agreements and/or 


hardware and software maintenance agreements; and 
I. Copies of the applicable certifications and/or licenses. 


20.3.2.5 Tab IV – Attachment S – Minimum Mandatory Checklist 


Vendors must submit the checklist included in Attachment 
S that the vendor meets all of the minimum mandatory 
requirements as described in Section 21.3. The completed 
checklist shall also identify the cross-reference of each 
minimum requirement to the location in the vendor’s 
proposal that demonstrates the requirement is met. 
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20.3.2.6 Tab V – Executive Summary 


Vendors may submit up to three (3) pages summarizing the 
contents of the proposal. 


20.3.2.7 Tab VI – Table of Contents 


An accurate and updated table of contents must be 
provided. 


20.3.2.8 Tab VII – Scope of Work 


Vendors must place their written response(s) immediately 
following the applicable RFP question, statement and/or 
section and must be presented in a style/format that is 
easily distinguishable from RFP language. Vendors are 
requested to limit their scope of work section to no more 
than eighty (80) pages, excluding contractor responses to 
requirements tables as instructed in Section 7.3, 
appendices, samples and/or exhibits. 


This tab must include responses outlining the Vendor’s 
approach to handling the requirements listed in the 
following sections: 


11.1 – Vendor Response to System Requirements; 


11.2 – Current MMIS Computing Environment; 


11.3 – HIPAA Requirements; 


11.4 – Security Requirements; 


11.5 – Business Resumption Requirements; 


11.6 – Post Implementation Review and CMS System 
Certification; 


12.1 – General Operational Requirements for All System 
Components; 


12.2 – Maintenance and Change Management; 


12.3 – Change Management Activities; 


12.4 – Maintenance Activities 


12.5 – Training Requirements; 
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12.6 – General Reporting Requirements; 


12.7 – Core MMIS Component Requirements; 


12.8 – Peripheral Systems and Tools Component 
Requirements; 


12.9 – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support 
Services; 


13 – Health Information Exchange Solution; 


14 – Hosting Solutions; 


15 – Health Education and Care Coordination – Optional 
Provision; and 


16 – Data Warehouse – Optional Provision  


**Response to Scope of Work Requirements Tables should 
be submitted as Tab XIII – Requirements Tables. See 
Section 20.3.2.14 of this RFP for submission information. 


20.3.2.9 Tab VIII – Project Management Approach 


Vendors must place their written response(s) immediately 
following the applicable RFP question, statement and/or 
section and must be presented in a style/format that is 
easily distinguishable from RFP language. Vendors are 
requested to limit their project management approach to no 
more than twenty (20) pages, excluding tables, appendices, 
samples and/or exhibits. 


This tab must include responses outlining the Vendor’s 
Project Management approach to handling the requirements 
listed in the following sections: 


8 – Contract Start-Up Period Requirements; 


9 – Transition Period Requirements; and 


10 – Operations Period Requirements. 


20.3.2.10 Tab IX – Company Background and References 


Vendors must place their written response(s) to each of the 
requirements from Section 17 immediately following the 
applicable RFP question, statement and/or section and must 
be presented in a style/format that is easily distinguishable 
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from RFP language. This section must also include the 
requested information in Section 17.5, Subcontractor 
Information, if applicable. 


20.3.2.11 Tab X – Attachment K – Proposed Staff Resume(s) 


Vendors must include all proposed staff resumes per 
Section 17.4, Vendor Staff Resumes in this section. This 
section should also include any subcontractor proposed 
staff resumes, if applicable. 


20.3.2.12 Tab XI – Preliminary Project Plan 


Vendors must include the preliminary project plan in this 
section. 


20.3.2.13 Tab XII – Resource Matrix 


Vendors must include the resource matrix in this section. 


20.3.2.14 Tab XIII – Requirements Tables 


Vendors must place their written response(s) within the 
Requirements Tables included as attachments to this RFP. 
Each table must be completed according to the instructions 
in Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work. 


This tab must include the following requirements tables 
completed by the Vendor: 


Attachment O – Core MMIS Operational Requirements 
Table; 


Attachment P – Peripheral Systems and Tools Component 
Requirements Table; and 


Attachment Q – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program 
Support Services Requirements Table. 


Vendors are required to provide both a hard copy and soft 
copy response to the requirements tables. The soft copy 
response must remain in the same format as the MS Word 
spreadsheet provided with the RFP and be clearly labeled 
on the CD along with the RFP # and vendor name. 


20.3.2.15 Tab XIV – Other Reference Material 
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Vendors must include any other applicable reference 
material in this section clearly cross referenced with the 
proposal response. 


20.4 PART II – COST PROPOSAL 


20.4.1 Submission Requirements 


20.4.1.1 Cost proposal must include: 


A. One (1) original marked “MASTER”; and 
B. Fourteen (14) identical copies. 


20.4.1.2 The cost proposal must not be marked “confidential” 
except for trade or confidential business information as 
identified in NRS 333.020. 


20.4.2 Format and Content 


20.4.2.1 Tab I – Title Page 


The title page must include the following: 


A. Cost Proposal for: “Nevada MMIS Takeover”; 
B. RFP No. 1824; 


C. Name and Address of the vendor; 
D. Proposal Opening Date: April 9, 2010; and 


E. Proposal Opening Time: 2:00 PM 


20.4.2.2 Tab II – Cost Proposal 


Cost proposal must be in the format identified in 
Attachment N, Project Costs, as described in Section 18 of 
this RFP.  


20.4.2.3 Tab III – Narrative Description of Cost Approach 


Vendors must include a narrative description of their cost 
approach and proposed operational savings in accordance 
with Section 18.2.1. This section of the cost proposal 
should also include the vendors’ assumptions and basis for 
the cost approach.  


20.4.2.4 Tab IV – Attachment B2 – Cost Proposal Certification of 
Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP 
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Vendors must include the cost proposal Certification of 
Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP with an 
original signature by an individual authorized to bind the 
organization within this section. 


20.5 PART III – CONFIDENTIAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION 


20.5.1 Submission Requirements 


20.5.1.1 Confidential technical information must include: 


A. One (1) original marked “MASTER”; and 


B. Fourteen (14) identical copies. 


20.5.2 Format and Content 


20.5.2.1 Tab I – Title Page 


The title page must include the following: 


A. Confidential Technical Information for: “Nevada 
MMIS Takeover”; 


B. RFP No. 1824; 
C. Name and Address of the vendor; 


D. Proposal Opening Date: April 9, 2010; and 
E. Proposal Opening Time: 2:00 PM 


20.5.2.2 Tabs – Confidential Technical Information 


Vendors must have tabs in the confidential technical 
information that cross-reference back to the technical 
proposal. 


20.6 PART IV – CONFIDENTIAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION 


20.6.1 Submission Requirements 


20.6.1.1 Confidential financial information must include: 


A. One (1) original marked “MASTER”; and 


B. Two (2) identical copies. 


20.6.2 Format and Content 


20.6.2.1 Tab I – Title Page 
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The title page must include the following: 


A. Confidential Financial Information for: “Nevada MMIS 
Takeover”; 


B. RFP No. 1824; 


C. Name and Address of the vendor; 
D. Proposal Opening Date: April 9, 2010; and 


E. Proposal Opening Time: 2:00 PM 


20.6.2.2 Tab II – Financial Information and Documentation 


A. Dun and Bradstreet Number; 
B. The completed Attachment M, State of Nevada 


Registration Substitute IRS Form W-9; and 
C. Audited financial statements from the last three (3) 


years and current year interim, which include: 


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and 


2. Balance Statement. 
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21 PROPOSAL EVALUATION AND AWARD PROCESS 


21.1 OVERVIEW 


21.1.1 The evaluation of proposals and the determination as to the quality of 
services offered shall be the responsibility of DHCFP and will be 
based on information furnished by the proposers in their proposals as 
well as other information reasonably available. The evaluation process 
will include the following steps: 


 Administrative review of all proposals received for required 
proposal submission conditions and instructions; 


 Mandatory requirements review to determine if all of the 
minimum mandatory requirements have been met;  


 Technical proposal review of content, to include a review of 
reference check forms, resulting in a technical proposal score; 


 Cost proposal review and scoring; 


 Oral Presentations, if requested; 
 Best and final offers, if requested; and 


 Final selection and contract approval. 


Proposals shall be kept confidential until a contract is awarded. 


21.1.2 DHCFP will evaluate and score proposals in accordance with NRS 
333.335(3) based upon the following general criteria: 


 Demonstrated competence; 


 Experience in performance of comparable engagements; 
 Conformance with the terms of this RFP; 


 Expertise and availability of key personnel; and 
 Cost. 


Financial stability will be scored on a pass/fail basis. 


21.1.3 The evaluation committee will be comprised of representatives from 
the Nevada Departments of Health and Human Services, 
Administration and Information Technology.  


21.1.4 The evaluation committee may contact the references provided in 
response to Section 17, Company Background and References; 
contact any vendor to clarify any response; contact any current users 
of a vendor’s services; solicit information from any available source 
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concerning any aspect of a proposal; and seek and review any other 
information deemed pertinent to the evaluation process.  


21.1.5 The evaluation committee shall not be obligated to accept the lowest 
priced proposal, but shall make an award in the best interests of the 
State of Nevada per NRS 333.335(5). 


21.1.6 Each vendor must include in its proposal a complete disclosure of any 
alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract 
breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigations pending 
which involves the vendor or in which the vendor has been judged 
guilty or liable. Failure to comply with the terms of this provision may 
disqualify any proposal. The State reserves the right to reject any 
proposal based upon the vendor’s prior history with the State or with 
any other party, which documents, without limitation, unsatisfactory 
performance, adversarial or contentious demeanor, significant 
failure(s) to meet contract milestones or other contractual failures. See 
generally, NRS 333.335. 


21.1.7 Clarification discussions may, at the State’s sole option, be conducted 
with vendors who submit proposals determined to be acceptable and 
competitive per NAC 333.165. Vendors shall be accorded fair and 
equal treatment with respect to any opportunity for discussion and/or 
written revisions of proposals. Such revisions may be permitted after 
submissions and prior to award for the purpose of obtaining best and 
final offers. In conducting discussions, there shall be no disclosure of 
any information derived from proposals submitted by competing 
vendors. Any modifications made to the original proposal during the 
best and final negotiations will be included as part of the contract. 


21.2 ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW OF PROPOSALS RECEIVED 


21.2.1 To be considered responsive, submitted proposals shall meet the 
minimum requirements defined in this RFP. The purpose of this 
evaluation step is to review the submitted proposals for their adherence 
to the proposal submission instructions and administrative 
requirements to ensure that all proposals are sufficiently responsive to 
permit a detailed evaluation of its technical component. Administrative 
requirements will be rated on a pass/fail basis. These requirements 
include: 


A. Timely receipt by the Purchasing Division of all required proposal 
materials; 


B. Technical and Cost Proposals submitted under separate cover, with 
the required number of copies include in each package; 


C. Completed and signed Proposer Information Sheet; 
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D. Completed and signed original cover page of all amendments; 
E. Letter of Transmittal addresses all of the items listed in Section 


20.3.2.2; 
F. Compliance with the format and content instructions for the 


Technical Proposal pursuant to Section 20.3.2; 
G. Compliance with the format and content instructions for the Cost 


Proposal pursuant to Section 20.4.2; and 
H. Inclusion of all necessary certifications and forms as requested in 


this RFP, including but not limited to Attachments A – C3 of this 
RFP. 


21.2.2 Proposals which fulfill all administrative requirements will proceed to 
the review and assessment of minimum mandatory technical 
requirements.  


21.3 MINIMUM MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS 


21.3.1 DHCFP has established certain minimum mandatory requirements that 
must be met prior to full technical proposal evaluation review and 
scoring. The minimum mandatory requirements have been defined for 
areas of corporate qualifications that DHCFP believes are crucial to 
ensuring the successful proposer is strongly committed to the MMIS 
marketplace and offers a high probability of assisting the State in 
achieving its MMIS vision. These mandatory requirements may be met 
by the vendor’s proposal through the vendor company and/or any 
subcontractor. The vendor must submit Attachment S citing adherence 
to the minimum mandatory requirements according to Section 
20.3.2.5. 


21.3.2 The minimum mandatory requirements include the following: 


21.3.2.1 FISCAL AGENT EXPERIENCE 


The proposer shall demonstrate experience as a Fiscal 
Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS for a 
minimum of 5 years. This experience shall be demonstrated 
and verifiable through client reference(s). (Section 17.2) 


21.3.2.2 FINANCIAL STABILITY 


Financial stability shall be demonstrated by provision of the 
following (Sections 17.1.14 and 17.1.15):  


A. Audited financial statements for the proposer and all 
proposed subcontractors, for the three consecutive years 
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immediately preceding the issuance of this RFP. 
Statements should include: 


1. Balance Sheet; and 


2. Profit and Loss Statement. 


B. Copies of any quarterly financial statements that have 
been prepared since the end of the period reported by its 
most recent annual report; 


C. Disclosure of any and all judgments, pending or 
expected litigation, or other real or potential financial 
reversals that might materially affect the viability or 
stability of the bidding organization, or warrant that no 
such condition is known to exist; 


D. Identify whether the proposer is a stand-alone or parent 
company, or a subsidiary of another company. If a 
subsidiary, include financial statements and notes for 
the parent company; and 


E. Disclosure of other public entities/government agencies 
with which the proposer has contracts and the size of 
the contracts. 


The proposer must affirm that it has the financial resources 
to carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract 
without receiving reimbursement. (Section 17.1.15) 


21.3.2.3 BUDGET NEUTRALITY COMMITMENT 


The proposer must make a commitment and signed 
affirmation to take over Nevada MMIS operations and 
services within a budget-neutral contracting scenario. 
(Sections 17.1.16 and 18.2, and Pricing Schedule 
18.1.1.2) 


21.3.2.4 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF SCOPE OF WORK 
REQUIREMENTS 


The proposer must state its intent to comply with all scope 
of work requirements for the Core MMIS, peripheral 
systems and tools, and Medicaid Claims Processing and 
Program Support Services through the completion of the 
Requirements Tables according to Section 20.3.2.14 of the 
Proposal Submission Requirements in this RFP and the 
instructions for the requirements tables contained in 
Section 7.3.3. (Section 20.3.2.14) 
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21.3.2.5 HEALTH INFORMATION EXCHANGE SOLUTION 


Vendor proposals shall contain a Health Information 
Exchange (HIE) solution in accordance with Section 13 of 
this RFP. 


21.3.3 The minimum mandatory requirements will be evaluated on a pass/fail 
basis. Any proposal which receives a “fail” in any of these areas will 
be eliminated from further consideration.   


21.4 TECHNICAL PROPOSAL REVIEW AND SCORING 


21.4.1 DHCFP will evaluate and score technical proposals in accordance with 
NRS 333.335(3) based upon the following general criteria: 


21.4.1.1 Demonstrated competence; 


21.4.1.2 Experience in performance of comparable engagements; 


21.4.1.3 Conformance with the terms of the RFP;  


21.4.1.4 Expertise and availability of key personnel; and 


21.4.1.5 Cost (budget neutrality narrative). 


21.4.2 The technical evaluation of proposals will be conducted based on 
evaluation factors that correspond to the criteria listed above. 
Technical proposal evaluation factors are described below. 


21.4.2.1 Demonstrated Competence 


A. Reference forms from current and previous clients 
(Section 17.2); and 


B. Reference forms for any proposed subcontractors 
(Section 17.5). 


21.4.2.2 Experience in Performance of Comparable Engagements 


A. Vendor Profile Information (Sections 17.1 and 
20.3.2.10); 


B. Background and experience (including length of time 
performing the service) in MMIS systems, takeovers, 
and operations (Sections 17.2 and 20.3.2.10) 


C. Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and a 
demonstrable commitment to current and future MITA 
initiatives (Sections 17.2 and 20.3.2.10); 
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D. Experience in planning, developing, and implementing 
a health information exchange solution (Sections 17.2 
and 20.3.2.10); 


E. Experience taking over a CMS certified MMIS or 
system of comparable size, scope and complexity 
(Sections 17.2 and 20.3.2.10); and 


F. Subcontractor experience and qualifications (if 
subcontractors proposed) (Sections 17.5 and 20.3.2.10). 


21.4.2.3 Conformance with the Terms of the RFP 


A. Innovative approaches to performance standards and 
proposed efficiencies (Sections 7 – 16); 


B. Demonstrable understanding of the Nevada vision and 
intended scope of work for this procurement (Sections 
3 and 7); 


C. Demonstrable understanding of the budget neutrality 
model and cost savings (Section 1);  


D. Project Management Approach (Sections 20.3.2.9, 
20.3.2.12, 17.7, 17.8): 


1. Project Management tools; 


2. Approach to quality assurance; 


3. Completeness of project plan; and 


4. Communication with DHCFP. 


E. Approach to Operations Period (Sections 10 and 
20.3.2.8): 


1. Approach to ongoing maintenance and support; 


2. Location of resources and coordination of off-site 
resources; and 


3. Change management. 


F. Approach to System Requirements (Sections 11 and 
20.3.2.8): 


1. Approach to and understanding of HIPAA 
requirements; 


2. Approach to security requirements; 
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3. Discussion of overall MMIS computing 
requirements; and 


4. Approach to CMS certification. 


G. Approach to Operational Requirements (Sections 12 
and 20.3.2.8): 


1. Approach to meeting operational requirements for 
the Core MMIS components; 


2. Approach to meeting operational requirements for 
the peripheral systems and tools; 


3. Approach to meeting operational requirements for 
the claims processing support services; 


4. Use of tools that have been successfully deployed in 
an MMIS environment; and 


5. Use of tools that are MITA-aligned. 


H. Approach to Health Information Exchange (Sections 13 
and 20.3.2.8): 


1. Discussion of common identifier requirements for 
patient medical records/recipient identification;  


2. Approach to integration with the MMIS 
architecture; 


3. Discussion of scalability for use by additional 
provider populations and other agencies and 
organizations; 


4. Approach to utilizing standardized and meaningful 
claims data with providers’ Electronic Medical 
Record systems that meet certification standards 
prescribed by the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), and the Office 
of the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health 
Information Technology, Department of Health and 
Human Services; and 


5. Ability to meet MITA 2.01 standards for the HIE 
solution. 


I. Approach to Hosting (Sections 14 and 20.3.2.8): 
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1. Proposed vendor hosting approach; 


2. Description of the services that would be provided 
by the Vendor, as well as anticipated DHCFP 
responsibilities; 


3. The benefits, disadvantages, and risks that the 
proposed solution poses to the State; 


4. Approach to performing provider outreach and 
training; 


5. Description of the systems that will be hosted and 
any special provisions on how hosting would be 
managed, including whether any hosting support 
services would be subcontracted; and 


6. Approach for addressing physical, technical, and 
administrative safeguards for the proposed hosting 
solution. 


21.4.2.4 Approach to Optional Health Education and Care 
Coordination Scope of Work  


A. Understanding of the target population for health 
education and care coordination (Section 15); 


B. Approach to recipient and provider services (Section 
15); 


C. Approach to developing innovative health education 
and care coordination strategies (Section 15); 


D. Approach operational staffing requirements for health 
education and care coordination (Section 15); 


E. Description of cost containment initiatives (Section 15); 
and 


F. Approach to implementation and interface with MMIS 
and Medicaid operations (Section 15). 


21.4.2.5 Approach to Optional Data Warehouse Scope of Work 


A. Approach to Data Warehouse solution (Section 16); 
B. Description and discussion of data sources for the Data 


Warehouse (Section 16); 
C. Description and discussion of System Architecture 


(Section 16); 
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D. Description and discussion of Disaster Recovery and 
System Integrity Architecture (Section 16); 


E. Approach to Development, Testing and Training 
environment (Section 16); and 


F. Hardware and software for the Data Warehouse 
(Section 16); 


21.4.2.6 Expertise and Availability of Key Personnel 


A. Qualifications and resumes for proposed key staff 
(Sections 17.3, 17.4, and 20.3.2.11); 


B. Qualifications and resumes for other proposed staff 
(Sections 17.3 & 17.4); and 


C. Approach to staffing and resource matrix (Sections 17.6 
and 20.3.2.13). 


21.4.3 Reference check forms, as described in Section 17.2 and included in 
Attachment H, must be completed as part of the technical evaluation. 
Reference checks may not be limited to specific customer references 
cited in the proposal but may include other State staff and vendor 
groups served on other contracts.  


21.5 COST PROPOSAL EVALUATION 


21.5.1 Cost proposals will not be opened until the technical evaluation of all 
proposals has been completed and the technical ranking determined, 
based on the pass/fail mandatory evaluation, and the point scoring of 
the technical proposals. Cost proposal evaluation will include a 
pass/fail component and a scoring component, which is a percentage 
of the total available score. 


21.5.2 Vendors whose proposals do not meet the minimum requirements will 
be eliminated from further consideration and their cost proposals will 
remain unopened. 


21.5.3 Cost proposals shall be submitted on the cost schedules contained in 
Attachment N as described in Section 18 of this RFP. 


21.5.4 DHCFP intends to evaluate the budget neutral portion of the 
operational contract on a pass/fail basis, as the vendor commitment to 
operational budget neutrality is a mandatory requirement for all 
vendors in accordance with Section 21.3.2. The operational cost for 
the 5-year base contract provided in Pricing Schedule 18.1.3 will be 
assessed to determine that it does not exceed the projected 5-year base 
operational contract amount provided in Attachment N.  
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21.5.5 The point-scoring portion of the cost proposal evaluation offers 
additional consideration to vendors for the reasonableness and overall 
feasibility of the vendors’ approach to the operational pricing and cost 
savings approach. Cost proposal points will be awarded based on the 
proposer’s narrative description of their approach to cost savings and 
operational efficiencies, as described in Section 18.2.1 of this RFP, 
and the HIE and additional Data Warehouse proposed cost approach.  


21.5.6 The evaluation committee will consider the following when awarding 
points to the cost proposals. 


21.5.6.1 Operations Payment Approach for Existing Nevada MMIS 
Functionality 


A. Reasonableness and Cost Effectiveness of operational 
costs (RFP Cross-Reference Section 18.2.1);  


B. Value for Services Received; 


C. Assumptions and Exceptions; and 
D. Potential for Operational Savings. 


21.5.6.2 Health Information Exchange Cost 


A. Reasonableness and Cost Effectiveness of pricing 
elements and approach to pricing; and 


B. Value for Services Received. 


21.5.6.3 Data Warehouse (Additional Functionality only) Cost 


A. Reasonableness and Cost Effectiveness of pricing 
elements and approach to pricing; and  


B. Value for Services Received.  


21.6 PRESENTATIONS 


21.6.1 Following the evaluation and scoring process specified above, DHCFP 
may require vendors to make a presentation of their proposal to the 
evaluation committee or other State staff, as applicable. If 
presentations are requested, key project staff proposed for this contract 
must be in attendance for both the prime contractor and 
subcontractor(s) if applicable. 


21.6.2 If presentations are requested, key project staff proposed for this 
contract must be in attendance for both the prime contractor and 
subcontractor(s) if applicable. 
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21.6.3 No cost information may be discussed or revealed during 
presentations. 


21.7 BEST AND FINAL 


21.7.1 At the State’s sole option, discussions may be conducted with 
responsible proposers who submit proposals determined to be 
reasonably susceptible of being selected for an award for the purpose 
of clarification to assure full understanding of, and responsiveness to, 
the solicitation requirements. 


21.7.2 Proposers shall be accorded fair and equal treatment with respect to 
any opportunity for discussion and written revision of proposals and 
such revisions may be permitted after submissions and prior to award 
for the purpose of obtaining best and final offers. 


21.7.3 Any modifications made to the original proposal during the best and 
final negotiations will be included as part of the contract.  


21.8 REQUIRED APPROVALS 


21.8.1 Final contract approval is contingent on both Federal and State 
approval. 


21.8.2 A Notification of Intent to Award shall be issued in accordance with 
NAC 333.170. Any award is contingent upon the successful 
negotiation of final contract terms and upon approval of the Board of 
Examiners, when required. Negotiations shall be confidential and not 
subject to disclosure to competing vendors unless and until an 
agreement is reached. If contract negotiations cannot be concluded 
successfully, the State upon written notice to all vendors may negotiate 
a contract with the next highest scoring vendor or withdraw the RFP.  


21.8.3 Any contract resulting from this RFP shall not be effective unless and 
until approved by the Nevada State Board of Examiners (NRS 
284.173). 
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22 TERMS AND CONDITIONS 


22.1 PROCUREMENT AND PROPOSAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 


22.1.1 This procurement is being conducted in accordance with NRS Chapter 
333 and NAC Chapter 333. 


22.1.2 The State reserves the right to alter, amend, or modify any provisions 
of this RFP, or to withdraw this RFP, at any time prior to the award of 
a contract pursuant hereto, if it is in the best interest of the State to do 
so.  


22.1.3 The State reserves the right to waive informalities and minor 
irregularities in proposals received. 


22.1.4 The State reserves the right to reject any or all proposals received prior 
to contract award (NRS 333.350). 


22.1.5 The State shall not be obligated to accept the lowest priced proposal, 
but will make an award in the best interests of the State of Nevada 
after all factors have been evaluated (NRS 333.335). 


22.1.6 Any irregularities or lack of clarity in the RFP should be brought to the 
Purchasing Division designee’s attention as soon as possible so that 
corrective addenda may be furnished to prospective vendors. 


22.1.7 Proposals must include any and all proposed terms and conditions, 
including, without limitation, written warranties, maintenance/service 
agreements, license agreements and lease purchase agreements. The 
omission of these documents renders a proposal non-responsive. 


22.1.8 Alterations, modifications or variations to a proposal may not be 
considered unless authorized by the RFP or by addendum or 
amendment. 


22.1.9 Proposals which appear unrealistic in the terms of technical 
commitments, lack of technical competence, or are indicative of 
failure to comprehend the complexity and risk of this contract, may be 
rejected. 


22.1.10 Proposals from employees of the State of Nevada will be considered in 
as much as they do not conflict with the State Administrative Manual, 
NRS Chapter 281 and NRS Chapter 284. 


22.1.11 Proposals may be withdrawn by written or facsimile notice received 
prior to the proposal opening time. Withdrawals received after the 
proposal opening time will not be considered except as authorized by 
NRS 333.350(3). 
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22.1.12 Prices offered by vendors in their proposals are an irrevocable offer for 
the term of the contract and any contract extensions. The awarded 
vendor agrees to provide the purchased services at the costs, rates and 
fees as set forth in their proposal in response to this RFP. No other 
costs, rates or fees shall be payable to the awarded vendor for 
implementation of their proposal. 


22.1.13 The State is not liable for any costs incurred by vendors prior to 
entering into a formal contract. Costs of developing the proposal or 
any other such expenses incurred by the vendor in responding to the 
RFP, are entirely the responsibility of the vendor, and shall not be 
reimbursed in any manner by the State.  


22.1.14 All proposals submitted become the property of the State, selection or 
rejection does not affect this right; proposals will be returned only at 
the State’s option and at the vendor’s request and expense. The master 
technical proposal, the master cost proposal and Confidential 
Information of each response shall be retained for official files. Only 
the master technical and master cost will become public record after 
the award of a contract. The failure to separately package and clearly 
mark Part III and Part IV – which contains Confidential Information, 
Trade Secrets and/or Proprietary Information, shall constitute a 
complete waiver of any and all claims for damages caused by release 
of the information by the State.  


22.1.15 Vendor understands and acknowledges that the representations above 
are material and important, and will be relied on by the State in 
evaluation of the proposal. Any vendor misrepresentation shall be 
treated as fraudulent concealment from the State of the true facts 
relating to the proposal. 


22.1.16 The Nevada Attorney General will not render any type of legal opinion 
regarding this transaction. 


22.1.17 Any unsuccessful vendor may file an appeal in strict compliance with 
NRS 333.370 and Chapter 333 of the Nevada Administrative Code. 


22.2 CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS 


22.2.1 Background Checks 


22.2.1.1 All contractor personnel assigned to the contract must have 
a current fingerprint search and background check 
performed by the Federal Bureau of Investigation or other 
Federal investigative authority. 


22.2.1.2 All costs associated with this will be at the contractor’s 
expense. 
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The contractor shall provide to the Department of 
Information Technology (DoIT) the following documents: 


A. A Criminal Fingerprint Based Background Check 
Authorization, signed by the contractor(s); 


B. A Prior Criminal Conviction Disclosure Form, signed 
by the contractor(s); 


C. Two (2) completed fingerprint cards from a local 
sheriff’s office (or other law enforcement agency); 


D. A money order or certified check made payable to the 
Criminal History Repository in the amount of $51.25; 


E. A Civil Names Check (Personal Identification) Form 
completed and signed by the contractor; and 


F. A money order or certified check made payable to the 
Department of Information Technology (DoIT) in the 
amount of $20.00. 


22.2.1.3 In lieu of the above background check and subject to 
acceptance by the Chief Information Security Officer, 
contractor may submit a current active federal authority 
security clearance (FBI, DoD, NSA). 


22.2.1.4 Contractor(s) may not begin work until such time as they 
have been cleared by the Department of Information 
Technology’s Office of Information Security. 


22.2.1.5 Unfavorable results from a background check may result in 
the removal of vendor staff from the project. 


22.2.2 Performance of vendors will be rated semi-annually following contract 
award and then annually for the term of the contract by the using State 
agency in six categories: customer service; timeliness; quality; 
technology; flexibility; and pricing. Vendors will be notified in writing 
of their rating. 


22.2.3 The awarded vendor will be the sole point of contract responsibility. 
The State will look solely to the awarded vendor for the performance 
of all contractual obligations which may result from an award based on 
this RFP, and the awarded vendor shall not be relieved for the non-
performance of any or all subcontractors.  


22.2.4 The awarded vendor must maintain, for the duration of its contract, 
insurance coverages as set forth in the Insurance Schedule of the 
contract form appended to this RFP. Work on the contract shall not 
begin until after the awarded vendor has submitted acceptable 
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evidence of the required insurance coverages. Failure to maintain any 
required insurance coverage or acceptable alternative method of 
insurance will be deemed a breach of contract.  


22.2.5 Notwithstanding any other requirement of this section, the State 
reserves the right to consider reasonable alternative methods of 
insuring the contract in lieu of the insurance policies required by the 
Insurance Schedule appended to the RFP. It will be the awarded 
vendor’s responsibility to recommend to the State alternative methods 
of insuring the contract. Any alternatives proposed by a vendor should 
be accompanied by a detailed explanation regarding the vendor’s 
inability to obtain insurance coverage as described below. The State 
shall be the sole and final judge as to the adequacy of any substitute 
form of insurance coverage. 


22.2.6 The State will not be liable for Federal, State, or Local excise taxes per 
NRS 372.325. 


22.2.7 Attachment B1 and Attachment B2 of this RFP shall constitute an 
agreement to all terms and conditions specified in the RFP, including, 
without limitation, the Attachment F, Contract Form and all terms 
and conditions therein, except such terms and conditions that the 
vendor expressly excludes. Exceptions and assumptions will be taken 
into consideration as part of the evaluation process. 


22.2.8 The State reserves the right to negotiate final contract terms with any 
vendor selected per NAC 333.170. The contract between the parties 
will consist of the RFP together with any modifications thereto, and 
the awarded vendor’s proposal, together with any modifications and 
clarifications thereto that are submitted at the request of the State 
during the evaluation and negotiation process. In the event of any 
conflict or contradiction between or among these documents, the 
documents shall control in the following order of precedence: the final 
executed contract, the RFP, any modifications and clarifications to the 
awarded vendor’s proposal, and the awarded vendor’s proposal. 
Specific exceptions to this general rule may be noted in the final 
executed contract. 


22.2.9 Local governments (as defined in NRS 332.015) are intended third 
party beneficiaries of any contract resulting from this RFP and any 
local government may join or use any contract resulting from this RFP 
subject to all terms and conditions thereof pursuant to NRS 332.195. 
The State is not liable for the obligations of any local government 
which joins or uses any contract resulting from this RFP. 


22.2.10 Any person who requests or receives a Federal contract, grant, loan or 
cooperative agreement shall file with the using agency a certification 
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that the person making the declaration has not made, and will not 
make, any payment prohibited by subsection (a) of 31 U.S.C. 1352. 


22.2.11 Pursuant to NRS 613 in connection with the performance of work 
under this contract, the contractor agrees not to discriminate against 
any employee or applicant for employment because of race, creed, 
color, national origin, gender, sexual orientation or age, including, 
without limitation, with regard to employment, upgrading, demotion or 
transfer, recruitment or recruitment advertising, layoff or termination, 
rates of pay or other forms of compensation, and selection for training, 
including, without limitation apprenticeship. 


The contractor further agrees to insert this provision in all 
subcontracts, hereunder, except subcontracts for standard commercial 
supplies or raw materials. 


22.3 PROJECT TERMS AND CONDITIONS 


22.3.1 Award of Related Contracts 


22.3.1.1 The State may undertake or award supplemental contracts 
for work related to this project or any portion thereof. The 
contractor shall be bound to cooperate fully with such other 
contractors and the State in all cases. 


22.3.1.2 All subcontractors shall be required to abide by this 
provision as a condition of the contract between the 
subcontractor and the prime contractor. 


22.3.2 Products and/or Alternatives 


22.3.2.1 The vendor shall not propose an alternative that would 
require the State to acquire hardware or software or change 
processes in order to function properly on the vendor’s 
system unless the vendor included a clear description of 
such proposed alternatives and clearly mark any descriptive 
material to show the proposed alternative. 


22.3.2.2 An acceptable alternative is one the State considers 
satisfactory in meeting the requirements of this RFP. 


22.3.2.3 The State, at its sole discretion, will determine if the 
proposed alternative meets the intent of the original RFP 
requirement. 


22.3.3 State Owned Property 
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The awarded vendor shall be responsible for the proper custody and 
care of any State owned property furnished by the State for use in 
connection with the performance of the contract and will reimburse the 
State for any loss or damage. 


22.3.4 Contractor Space  


22.3.4.1 The contractor must maintain their fiscal agent 
operations within thirty (30) miles of the DHCFP 
Administrative Offices. Refer to Section 8.4.2 for 
contractor location requirements. 


22.3.4.2 The contractor must maintain a project management office 
in Carson City, NV until, at a minimum, the contractor’s 
Fiscal Agent facility is available for use.  


The contractor’s project management and fiscal agent 
operations space must have adequate space for: 


A. Contractor’s staff and resources; 
B. Takeover project staff; and  


C. Size and provisioning for work activities of State staff 
involved in project.  


22.3.4.3 All communication line costs, contractor computers, 
workstations, workstation hardware and software and 
contractor facilities will be the responsibility of the 
contractor. 


22.3.4.4 The contractor must comply with CMS and HIPAA 
standards for hardware, software and communication lines. 


22.3.4.5 Contractors must coordinate connection of communication 
lines to the State with DoIT Data Communications. 


22.3.4.6 The State guarantees the contractor access to the job site 
premises, when appropriate, during reasonable hours and 
without undue hindrance and/or interference in performing 
work required under the contract. 


22.3.5 Inspection/Acceptance of Work 


22.3.5.1 It is expressly understood and agreed all work done by the 
contractor shall be subject to inspection and acceptance by 
the State. 
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22.3.5.2 Any progress inspections and approval by the State of any 
item of work shall not forfeit the right of the State to 
require the correction of any faulty workmanship or 
material at any time during the course of the work and 
warranty period thereafter, although previously approved 
by oversight. 


22.3.5.3 Nothing contained herein shall relieve the contractor of the 
responsibility for proper installation and maintenance of the 
work, materials and equipment required under the terms of 
the contract until all work has been completed and accepted 
by the State. 


22.3.6 Completion of Work 


Prior to completion of all work, the contractor shall remove from the 
premises all equipment and materials belonging to the contractor. 
Upon completion of the work, the contractor shall leave the site in a 
clean and neat condition satisfactory to the State. 


22.3.7 Periodic Project Reviews 


22.3.7.1 On a periodic basis, the State reserves the right to review 
the approved project plan and associated deliverables to 
assess the direction of the project and determine if changes 
are required. 


22.3.7.2 Changes to the approved project plan and/or associated 
deliverables may result in a contract amendment. 


22.3.7.3 In the event changes do not include cost, scope or 
significant schedule modifications, mutually agreed to 
changes may be documented in memo form and signed by 
all parties to the contract. 


22.3.8 Change Management 


22.3.8.1 Should requirements be identified during requirements 
validation and demonstration that change the required work 
to complete the project and upon receipt of a change order 
request by the contractor, a written, detailed proposal must 
be submitted in accordance with the Change Management 
process approved by DHCFP as described in Section 12.2. 


22.3.8.2 Within fifteen (15) working days of receipt of a requested 
change order, the contractor must submit an amended 
project plan to include: 
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A. The scope of work; 
B. Impacts to the schedule for remaining work for 


implementing the identified change; 
C. Impacts of not approving the change; 


D. Estimated cost of change; and 
E. Alternative analysis of all identified solutions to 


include, but not limited to: 


1. A system impact report; 


2. Resource requirements for both the State and the 
contractor; 


3. A work plan; 


4. Estimated hours to complete the work; 


5. The estimated cost of each solution; and 


6. A plan for testing the change. 


22.3.8.3 The amended project plan will be prepared at no cost to the 
State and must detail all impacts to the project. The 
contractor must present the project plan to the Steering 
Committee prior to final acceptance and approval. 


22.3.8.4 The Steering Committee will either accept the proposal or 
withdraw the request within fifteen (15) working days after 
receiving the proposal. 


22.3.9 Issue Resolution 


During the term of the contract, issue resolution will be a critical 
component. The following process will be adhered to for all issues. 


22.3.9.1 Presentation of Issues 


A. Issues must be presented in writing to the designated 
project manager for each party; 


B. A uniform issues processing form will be developed by 
the State to record all issues, responses, tracking and 
dispositions; 


C. A project issues log will be kept by the State; 
D. Issues raised by either party must be accepted, rejected 


and/or responded to in writing within three (3) working 
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days of presentation or by a mutually agreed upon due 
date; and 


E. Failure to accept, reject and/or respond within the 
specified time frame will result in deeming the issue 
presented as accepted and the party presenting the issue 
may proceed to act as if the issue were actually 
accepted. 


22.3.9.2 Escalation Process 


A. If no resolution is obtainable by the respective project 
managers, the issue will be escalated to the: 


1. Administrator of DHCFP or designee; and 


2. Designated representative for the contractor. 


B. A meeting between the parties will take place within 
three (3) working days or a mutually agreed upon time 
frame; 


C. Final resolution of issues will be provided in writing 
within two (2) working days of the meeting or a 
mutually agreed upon time frame; 


D. All parties agree to exercise good faith in dispute/issue 
resolution; 


E. If no resolution is obtainable after the above review, the 
issue will be escalated to the Steering Committee for 
the State and the designated representative for the 
contractor; 


F. A meeting between the parties will take place within 
three (3) working days of the meeting or a mutually 
agreed upon time frame; and 


G. Final resolution of issues will be provided in writing 
within two (2) working days of the meeting or a 
mutually agreed upon time frame. 


22.3.9.3 Proceed with Duties 


The State and the contractor agree that during the time the 
parties are attempting to resolve any dispute in accordance 
with the provisions of the contract, all parties to the 
contract shall diligently perform their duties thereunder. 


22.3.9.4 Schedule, Cost and/or Scope Changes 
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If any issue resolution results in schedule, cost and/or scope 
changes, a State BOE contract amendment will be required. 


22.3.10 Quality Assurance Resolution Committee  


A Quality Assurance (QA) Resolution Committee is a group made up 
of project team members who have the responsibility and authority to 
act upon and resolve problems, issues and concerns identified in QA 
Reports. Typically, the QA Resolution Committee has the following 
members: Project Sponsor, Project Manager, Contractor Project 
Manager (if applicable), QA representative and the Team Leads 
responsible for each of the critical areas of the project. The members 
of this committee must have the authority to make decisions and take 
action on the items identified on the QA Report(s). The timing and 
distribution list for the QA Reports is determined by the Project 
Sponsor and the QA Representative and will be documented in a 
Service Level Agreement between these two parties. The QA 
Resolution Committee must meet within a few days of the QA Report 
being delivered since timely action is required to resolve critical 
project problems. 


When the project is initiated, the Project Sponsor, QA Representative 
and Project Manager will meet to decide who the appropriate QA 
Resolution Committee members will be. 


22.3.11 Source Code Ownership 


22.3.11.1 The contractor agrees that in addition to all other rights set 
forth in this section the State shall have a nonexclusive, 
royalty-free and irrevocable license to reproduce or 
otherwise use and authorize others to use all software, 
procedures, files and other documentation comprising the 
identify appropriate project at any time during the period of 
the contract and thereafter. 


22.3.11.2 The contractor agrees to deliver such material to the State 
within 20 business days from receipt of the request by the 
State. Such request may be made by the State at any time 
prior to the expiration of the contract. 


22.3.11.3 The license shall include, but not be limited to: 


A. All identify appropriate project and supporting 
programs in the most current version; 


B. All scripts, programs, transaction management or 
database synchronization software and other system 
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instructions for operating the system in the most current 
version; 


C. All data files in the most current version; 
D. User and operational manuals and other documentation; 


E. System and program documentation describing the 
most current version of the system, including the most 
current versions of source and object code; 


F. Training programs for the State and other designated 
State staff, their agents, or designated representatives, 
in the operating and maintenance of the system; 


G. Any and all performance-enhancing operational plans 
and products, exclusive of equipment; and  


H. All specialized or specially modified operating system 
software and specially developed programs, including 
utilities, software and documentation used in the 
operation of the system. 


22.3.11.4 All computer source and executable programs, including 
development utilities, and all documentation of the installed 
system enhancements and improvements shall become the 
exclusive property of the State and may not be copied or 
removed by the contractor or any employee of the 
contractor without the express written permission of the 
State. 


22.3.11.5 Proprietary software proposed for use as an enhancement or 
within a functional area of the system may require the 
contractor to give, or otherwise cause to be given, to the 
State an irrevocable right to use the software as part of the 
system into perpetuity. 


22.3.11.6 Exemptions may be granted if the proprietary product is 
proposed with this right in place and is defined with 
sufficient specificity in the proposal that the State can 
determine whether to fully accept it as the desired solution. 


22.3.11.7 The contractor shall be required to provide sufficient 
information regarding the objectives and specifications of 
any proprietary software to allow it functions to be 
duplicated by other commercial or public domain products. 


22.3.11.8 The software products (i.e., search engine) must be pre-
approved by the State. The State reserves the right to select 
such products. 
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22.3.11.9 Ongoing upgrades of the application software must be 
provided through the end of the contract. 


22.3.11.10 Any other specialized software not covered under a public 
domain license to be integrated into the system must be 
identified as to its commercial source and the cost must be 
identified in Attachment N, Project Costs. 


22.3.11.11 The State may, at is option, purchase commercially 
available software components itself. 


22.3.11.12 Title to all portions of the system must be transferred to the 
State including portions (e.g., documentation) as they are 
created, changed and/or modified. 


22.3.11.13 The contractor must convey to the State, upon request and 
without limitation, copies of all interim work products, 
system documentation, operating instructions, procedures, 
data processing source code and executable programs that 
are part of the system, whether they are developed by the 
employees of the contractor or any subcontractor as part of 
this contract or transferred from another public domain 
system or contract. 


22.3.11.14 The provision of 22.3.11 Source Code Ownership must be 
incorporated into any subcontract that relates to the 
development, operation or maintenance of any component 
part of the system. 


22.3.12 Ownership of Information and Data 


22.3.12.1 The State shall have unlimited rights to use, disclose or 
duplicate, for any purpose whatsoever, all information and 
data developed, derived, documented, installed, improved 
or furnished by the contractor under this contract. 


22.3.12.2 All files containing any DHCFP information are the sole 
and exclusive property of the State. The contractor agrees 
not to use information obtained for any purposes not 
directly related to this contract without prior written 
permission from the State. 


22.3.12.3 Contractor agrees to abide by all federal and State 
confidentiality requirements. 


22.3.13 Guaranteed Access to Software 
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22.3.13.1 The State shall have full and complete access to all source 
code, documentation, utilities, software tools and other 
similar items used to develop/install the MMIS or may be 
useful in maintaining or enhancing the equipment and 
MMIS after it is operating in a production environment. 


22.3.13.2 For any of the above-mentioned items not turned over to 
the State upon completion of the installation, the contractor 
must provide a guarantee to the State of uninterrupted 
future access to, and license to use, those items. The 
guarantee must be binding on all agents, successors and 
assignees of the contractor and subcontractor. 


22.3.13.3 The State reserves the right to consult legal counsel as to 
the sufficiency of the licensing agreement and guarantee of 
access offered by the contractor. 


22.3.14 Patent or Copyright Infringement 


To the extent of any limited liability expressed in the contract, the 
contractor agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless, not 
excluding the State’s right to participate, the State from any and all 
claims, actions, damages, liabilities, costs and expenses, including 
reasonable attorney’s fees and expenses, arising out of any claims of 
infringement by the contractor of any United State Patent or trade 
secret, or any copyright, trademark, service mark, trade name or 
similar proprietary rights conferred by common law or by any law of 
the United States or any state said to have occurred because of systems 
provided or work performed by the contractor, and, the contractor shall 
do what is necessary to render the subject matter non-infringing in 
order that the State may continue its use without interruption or 
otherwise reimburse all consideration paid by the State to the 
contractor. 


22.3.15 Contract Restriction 


Pursuant to NAC 333.180, if DHCFP or using agency undertakes a 
project that requires (A) more than one request for proposals or 
invitation for bids; and (B) an initial contract for the design of the 
project, the person who is awarded the initial contract for the design of 
the project, or any associated subcontractor, may not make a proposal, 
assist another person in making a proposal, or otherwise materially 
participate in any subsequent contract related to that project, unless his 
participation in the subsequent contract is within the scope of the 
initial contract. 


22.3.16 Period of Performance 
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The contract will be effective upon approval by the BOE and through 
the period of time the system is installed, operational and fully 
accepted by the State, including the maintenance and warranty period 
and delivery and acceptance of all project documentation and other 
associated material. 


22.3.17 Right to Publish 


22.3.17.1 All requests for the publication or release of any 
information pertaining to this RFP and any subsequent 
contract must be in writing and sent to the DHCFP Project 
Manager.  


22.3.17.2 No announcement concerning the award of a contract as a 
result of this RFP can be made without prior written 
approval of the Administrator of DHCFP or designee. 


22.3.17.3 As a result of the selection of the contractor to supply the 
requested services, the State is neither endorsing nor 
suggesting the contractor is the best or only solution. 


22.3.17.4 The contractor shall not use, in its external advertising, 
marketing programs, or other promotional efforts, any data, 
pictures or other representation of any State facility, except 
with the specific advance written authorization of the 
DHCFP or designee. 


22.3.17.5 Throughout the term of the contract, the contractor must 
secure the written approval of the State per Section 
22.3.17.2 prior to the release of any information pertaining 
to work or activities covered by the contract. 


22.3.18 Key Personnel 


22.3.18.1 Key personnel will be incorporated into the contract. 
Replacement of key personnel may be accomplished in the 
following manner: 


A. A representative of the contractor authorized to bind the 
company will notify the State in writing of the change 
in key personnel; 


B. The State may accept the change of the key personnel 
by notifying the contractor in writing; 


C. The signed acceptance will be considered to be an 
update to the key personnel and will not require a 
contract amendment. A copy of the acceptance must be 
kept in the official contract file; 
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D. Replacements to key personnel are bound by all terms 
and conditions of the contract and any subsequent issue 
resolutions and other project documentation agreed to 
by the previous personnel; 


E. If key personnel are replaced, someone with 
comparable skill and experience level must replace 
them; 


F. At any time that the contractor provides notice of the 
permanent removal or resignation of any of the 
management, supervisory or other key professional 
personnel and prior to the permanent assignment of 
replacement staff to the contract, the contractor shall 
provide a resume and references for a minimum of two 
(2) individuals qualified for and proposed to replace 
any vacancies in key personnel, supervisory or 
management position; 


G. Upon request, the proposed individuals will be made 
available within five (5) calendar days of such notice 
for an in-person interview with State staff at no cost to 
the State; 


H. The State will have the right to accept, reject or request 
additional candidates within five (5) calendar days of 
receipt of resumes or interviews with the proposed 
individuals, whichever comes later; 


I. A written transition plan must be provided to the State 
prior to approval of any change in key personnel; and 


J. The State reserves the right to have any contract or 
management staff replaced at the sole discretion and as 
deemed necessary by the State.  


22.3.19 Authorization to Work 


Contractor is responsible for ensuring that all employees and/or 
subcontractors are authorized to work in the United States. 


22.3.20 Warranties 


22.3.20.1 General Warranty 


Contractor warrants that all services, deliverables, and/or 
work products under the contract shall be completed in a 
workmanlike manner consistent with standards in the trade, 
profession, or industry; shall conform to or exceed the 
specifications set forth in the incorporated attachments; and 
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shall be fit for ordinary use, of good quality, with no 
material defects. 


22.3.20.2 System Compliance 


Licensor represents and warrants: (a) that each Product 
shall be Date Compliant; shall be designed to be used prior 
to, during, and after the calendar year 2000 A.D.; will 
operate consistently, predictably and accurately, without 
interruption or manual intervention, and in accordance with 
all requirements of this Agreement, including without 
limitation the Applicable Specifications and the 
Documentation, during each such time period, and the 
transitions between them, in relation to dates it encounters 
or processes; (b) that all date recognition and processing by 
each Product will include the Four Digit Year Format and 
will correctly recognize and process the date of February 
29, and any related data, during Leap Years; and (c) that all 
date sorting by each Product that includes a "year category" 
shall be done based on the Four Digit Year Format. 
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23 SUBMISSION CHECKLIST 


This checklist is provided for vendor’s convenience only and identifies documents that 
must be submitted with each package in order to be considered responsive. Any proposals 
received without these requisite documents may be deemed non-responsive and not 
considered for contract award. 


Part I – Technical Proposal – Submission Requirements Completed 


Required number of Technical Proposals per submission requirements  


Required Information to be submitted with Technical Proposal under the 
following tabs: 


 


 Tab I – Letter of Transmittal  


 Tab II – Title Page  


 Tab III – State Documents  


 Tab IV – Minimum Mandatory Checklist  


 Tab V – Executive Summary  


 Tab VI – Table of Contents  


 Tab VII – Scope of Work  


 Tab VIII – Project Management Approach  


 Tab IX – Company Background and References  


 Tab X – Attachment K – Proposed Staff Resume(s)  


 Tab XI – Preliminary Project Plan  


 Tab XII – Resource Matrix  


 Tab XIII – Requirements Tables  


 Tab XIV – Other Reference Material  


Part II – Cost Proposal Completed 


Required number of Cost Proposals per submission requirements  


 Tab I – Table of Contents  


 Tab II– Cost Proposal Spreadsheets  


 Tab III – Narrative Description of Cost Approach  


 Tab IV – Attachment B2 – Cost Proposal Certification of 
Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP 
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Part III – Confidential Technical Information Completed 


Required number of Confidential Technical Information Proposals per 
submission requirements 


 


 Tab I – Title Page  


 Tabs – Appropriate tabs and information that cross-reference 
back to the technical proposal 


 


Part IV – Confidential Financial Information Completed 


Required number of Confidential Financial Information Proposals per 
submission requirements 


 


 Tab I – Title Page  


 Tab II – Financial Information and Documentation  


REMINDERS Completed 


Send out Reference Forms for Primary Vendor (with Part A completed)  


Send out Reference Forms for Subcontractors (with Part A completed, if 
applicable) 
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ATTACHMENT A – CONFIDENTIALITY OF PROPOSAL AND 
CERTIFICATION OF INDEMNIFICATION 


Submitted proposals, which are marked “confidential” in their entirety, or those in which a 
significant portion of the submitted proposal is marked “confidential” 


PRIMARY VENDOR 


will not be accepted by the 
State of Nevada. Pursuant to NRS 333.333, only specific parts of the proposal may be labeled a 
“trade secret” as defined in NRS 600A.030(5). All proposals are confidential until the contract is 
awarded; at which time, both successful and unsuccessful vendors’ technical and cost proposals 
become public information. In accordance with the Submittal Instructions of this RFP, vendors 
are requested to submit confidential information in separate binder(s) marked “Confidential – 
Technical” and “Confidential – Financial Information


The State will not be responsible for any information contained within the proposal should 
vendors not comply with the labeling and packing requirements, proposals will be released as 
submitted. In the event a governing board acts as the final authority, there may be public 
discussion regarding the submitted proposals that will be in an open meeting format, the 


”. 


proposals will remain confidential


By signing below, I understand it is my responsibility as the vendor to act in protection of the 
labeled information and agree to defend and indemnify the State of Nevada for honoring such 
designation. I duly realize failure to so act will constitute a complete waiver and all submitted 
information will become public information; additionally, failure to label any information that is 
released by the State shall constitute a complete waiver of any and all claims for damages caused 
by the release of the information. 


.  


This proposal contains Confidential Information, Trade Secrets and/or Proprietary information as 
defined in Section 2, Acronyms/Definitions.  


Please initial the appropriate response in the box below. 


YES  NO  


If Confidential Information is contained within this proposal, vendor must indicate each 
confidential item in the table below. 


Proposal Page 
# 


Proposal Section 
# Justification for Confidential Status 


   
   


 


SIGNATURE:    
Primary Vendor  Date 
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PRINT NAME:    
 Primary Vendor   


This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal. 
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ATTACHMENT B1 – TECHNICAL PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION OF 
COMPLIANCE WITH TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RFP 


I have read, understand and agree to comply with the terms and conditions specified in this 
Request for Proposal.  


PRIMARY VENDOR 


Checking “YES” indicates acceptance of all terms and conditions, while checking “NO” denotes 
non-acceptance and vendor’s exceptions and/or assumptions should be detailed below. In order 
for any exceptions and/or assumptions to be considered they MUST be documented. The State 
will not accept additional exceptions and/or assumptions if submitted after the proposal 
submission deadline. 


YES  I agree  NO  
Exceptions and Assumptions 
identified below 


 


SIGNATURE:    
Primary Vendor  Date 


    
    


PRINT NAME:    
Primary Vendor   


Attach additional sheets if necessary. Vendors must use the following format. 


Exception Summary Form 


RFP Section 
Number 


RFP Page 
Number 


Exception 
(Provide a detailed explanation) 


   
   
   


Assumption Summary Form 


RFP Section 
Number 


RFP Page 
Number 


Assumption 
(Provide a detailed explanation) 


   
   
   


This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal. 
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ATTACHMENT B2 – COST PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION OF 
COMPLIANCE WITH TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RFP 


I have read, understand and agree to comply with the terms and conditions specified in this 
Request for Proposal. 


PRIMARY VENDOR 


Checking “YES” indicates acceptance of all terms and conditions, while checking “NO” denotes 
non-acceptance and vendor’s exceptions and/or assumptions should be detailed below. In order 
for any exceptions and/or assumptions to be considered they MUST be documented. The State 
will not accept additional exceptions and/or assumptions if submitted after the proposal 
submission deadline. 


YES  I agree  NO  
Exceptions and Assumptions 
identified below 


 


SIGNATURE:    
Primary Vendor  Date 


    
    


PRINT NAME:    
Primary Vendor   


Attach additional sheets if necessary. Vendors must use the following format. 


Exception Summary Form 


RFP Section 
Number 


RFP Page 
Number 


Exception 
(Provide a detailed explanation) 


   
   
   


Assumption Summary Form 


RFP Section 
Number 


RFP Page 
Number 


Assumption 
(Provide a detailed explanation) 


   
   
   


This document must be submitted in Tab IV of vendor’s cost proposal. 


This form MUST NOT be included in the technical proposal.  
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ATTACHMENT C1 – VENDOR CERTIFICATIONS 


Vendor agrees and will comply with the following: 


PRIMARY VENDOR 


 Any and all prices that may be charged under the terms of the contract do not and will not 
violate any existing federal, State or municipal laws or regulations concerning 
discrimination and/or price fixing. The vendor agrees to indemnify, exonerate and hold 
the State harmless from liability for any such violation now and throughout the term of 
the contract. 


 All proposed capabilities can be demonstrated by the vendor. 


 The price(s) and amount of this proposal have been arrived at independently and without 
consultation, communication, agreement or disclosure with or to any other contractor, 
vendor or potential vendor. 


 All proposal terms, including prices, will remain in effect for a minimum of 180 days 
after the proposal due date. In the case of the awarded vendor, all proposal terms, 
including prices, will remain in effect throughout the contract negotiation process. 


 No attempt has been made at any time to induce any firm or person to refrain from 
proposing or to submit a proposal higher than this proposal, or to submit any intentionally 
high or noncompetitive proposal. All proposals must be made in good faith and without 
collusion. 


 Each vendor must disclose any existing or potential conflict of interest relative to the 
performance of the contractual services resulting from this RFP. Any such relationship 
that might be perceived or represented as a conflict should be disclosed. By submitting a 
proposal in response to this RFP, vendors affirm that they have not given, nor intend to 
give at any time hereafter, any economic opportunity, future employment, gift, loan, 
gratuity, special discount, trip, favor, or service to a public servant or any employee or 
representative of same, in connection with this procurement. Any attempt to intentionally 
or unintentionally conceal or obfuscate a conflict of interest will automatically result in 
the disqualification of a vendor’s proposal. An award will not be made where a conflict 
of interest exists. The State will determine whether a conflict of interest exists and 
whether it may reflect negatively on the State’s selection of a vendor. The State reserves 
the right to disqualify any vendor on the grounds of actual or apparent conflict of interest. 


 All conditions and provisions of this RFP are deemed to be accepted by the vendor and 
incorporated by reference in the proposal, except such conditions and provisions that the 
vendor expressly excludes in the proposal. Any exclusion must be in writing and included 
in the proposal at the time of submission. 


 All employees assigned to the project are authorized to work in this country. 
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 The company has a written equal opportunity policy that does not discriminate in 
employment practices with regard to race, color, national origin, physical condition, 
creed, religion, age, gender, marital status, sexual orientation, developmental disability or 
handicap. 


 The company has a written policy regarding compliance for maintaining a drug-free 
workplace. 


 The proposal must be signed by the individual(s) legally authorized to bind the vendor 
per NRS 333.337. 


 


SIGNATURE:    
Primary Vendor  Date 


    
    


PRINT NAME:    
Primary Vendor   


This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal. 
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ATTACHMENT C2 – VENDOR CERTIFICATIONS 


Vendors must certify compliance with the following for any and all subcontractors proposed as 
part of the proposal response: 


SUBCONTRACTOR 


 An official of each subcontractor, authorized to bind the organization, must include as 
part of the proposal submitted, a signed letter that the subcontractor has read and will 
agree to abide by the successful vendor’s obligations. 


 Each subcontractor must disclose any existing or potential conflict of interest relative to 
the performance of the contractual services resulting from this RFP. Any such 
relationship that might be perceived or represented as a conflict should be disclosed. By 
submitting a proposal in response to this RFP, subcontractors affirm that they have not 
given, nor intend to give at any time hereafter, any economic opportunity, future 
employment, gift, loan, gratuity, special discount, trip, favor, or service to a public 
servant or any employee or representative of same, in connection with this procurement. 
Any attempt to intentionally or unintentionally conceal or obfuscate a conflict of interest 
will automatically result in the disqualification of a vendor’s proposal. An award will not 
be made where a conflict of interest exists. The State will determine whether a conflict of 
interest exists and whether it may reflect negatively on the State’s selection of a vendor. 
The State reserves the right to disqualify any vendor on the grounds of actual or apparent 
conflict of interest. 


 All subcontractor employees assigned to the project are authorized to work in this 
country. 


 The company has a written equal opportunity policy that does not discriminate in 
employment practices with regard to race, color, national origin, physical condition, 
creed, religion, age, gender, marital status, sexual orientation, developmental disability or 
handicap. 


 The company has a written policy regarding compliance for maintaining a drug-free 
workplace. 


 The proposal must be signed by the individual(s) legally authorized to bind the vendor 
per NRS 333.337. 


 


SIGNATURE:    
Subcontractor  Date 


    
    


PRINT NAME:    
Subcontractor   


This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal. 
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ATTACHMENT C3 – CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 


The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that: 


Certification for Contracts, Grants, Loans, and Cooperative Agreements 


(1) No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on behalf of the 
undersigned, to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or 
employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or 
an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with the awarding of any Federal 
contract, the making of any Federal grant, the making of any Federal loan, the entering 
into of any cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment, 
or modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement. 


(2) If any funds other than Federally appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any 
person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a 
Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member 
of Congress in connection with this Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement, the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, “Disclosure 
of Lobbying Activities,” in accordance with its instructions. 


(3) The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included in the 
award documents for all sub awards at all tiers (including subcontracts, sub grants, and 
contracts under grants, loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all sub recipients 
shall certify and disclose accordingly. 


This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed 
when this transaction was made or entered into. Submission of this certification is a 
prerequisite for making or entering into this transaction imposed by section 1352, U.S. 
Code. Any person who fails to file the required certification shall be subject to a civil 
penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for each such failure. 


By:    
 Signature of Official Authorized to Sign Application  Date 
    
For:  
 Name of Independent Contractor 


 


 
Title of Project 


This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal. 
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ATTACHMENT D – EQUAL OPPORTUNITY CLAUSE 


(The following clause is applicable unless this contract is exempt under the rules and regulations 
of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965 
(30 FR 12319), as amended.) 


During the performance of this contract, the contractor agrees as follows: 


(1) The contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment 
because of race, color, religion, gender, or natural origin. The contractor will take 
affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed, and that employees are treated 
during employment, without regard to their race, color, religion, gender, or national 
origin. Such action shall include, but not be limited to the following: employment, 
upgrading, demotion, or transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or 
termination; rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and selection for training, 
including apprenticeship. The contractor agrees to post in conspicuous places, available 
to employees and applicants for employment, notices to be provided by the contracting 
officer setting for the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause. 


(2) The contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on 
behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for 
employment without regard to race, color, religion, gender, or national origin. 


(3) The contractor will send to each labor union or representative of workers with which he 
has a collective bargaining agreement or other contract or understanding, a notice, to be 
provided by the agency contracting officer, advising the labor union or workers’ 
representative of the contractor’s commitments under Section 202 of Executive Order 
No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, and shall post copies of the notice in conspicuous 
places available to employees and applicants for employment. 


(4) The contractor will comply with all provisions of Executive Order No. 11246 of 
September 24, 1965, and of the rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the Secretary of 
Labor. 


(5) The contractor will furnish all information and reports required by Executive Order 
No.11246 of September 24, 1965, and by the rules, regulations and orders of the 
Secretary of Labor, or pursuant thereto, and will permit access to his books, records, and 
accounts by the contracting agency and the Secretary of Labor for purposes of 
investigation to ascertain compliance with such rules, regulations, and orders. 


(6) In the event of the contractor’s noncompliance with the nondiscrimination clauses of this 
contract or with any of such rules, regulations, or orders, this contract may be canceled, 
terminated, or suspended in whole or in part and the contractor may be declared ineligible 
for further Government contracts in accordance with the procedures authorized in 
Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, and such other sanctions may be 
imposed and remedies invoked as provided in Executive Order No. 11246 of September 
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24, 1965, or by rule, regulation, or order of the Secretary of Labor, or as otherwise 
provided by law. 


(7) The contractor will include the provisions of paragraphs (1) through (7) in every 
subcontract or purchase order unless exempted by rules, regulations, or orders of the 
Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to Section 204 of Executive Order No. 11246 of 
September 24, 1965, so that such provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor or 
vendor. The contractor will take such action with respect to any subcontract or purchase 
order as may be directed by the Secretary of Labor as a means of enforcing such 
provisions including sanctions for noncompliance: Provided, however, that in the event 
the contractor becomes involved in, or is threatened with, litigation with a subcontractor 
or vendor as a result of such direction, the contractor may request the United States to 
enter into such litigation to protect the interests of the United States. 
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ATTACHMENT E – FEDERAL LAWS AND AUTHORITIES 


Following is a list of Federal Laws and Authorities with which the awarded vendor will be 
required to comply. 


ENVIRONMENTAL: 


(1) Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974, PL 93-291 


(2) Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. 7506(c) 


(3) Endangered Species Act 16 U.S.C. 1531, ET seq. 


(4) Executive Order 11593, Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment. 


(5) Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management 


(6) Executive Order 11990, Protection of Wetlands 


(7) Farmland Protection Policy Act, 7 U.S.C. 4201 ET seq. 


(8) Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, PL 85-624, as amended 


(9) National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, PL 89-665, as amended 


(10) Safe Drinking Water Act, Section 1424(e), PL 92-523, as amended 


ECONOMIC: 


(1) Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966, PL 89-754, as 
amended 


(2) Section 306 of the Clean Air Act and Section 508 of the Clean Water Act, including 
Executive Order 11738, Administration of the Clean Air Act and the Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act with Respect to Federal Contracts, Grants or Loans 


SOCIAL LEGISLATION: 


(1) Age Discrimination Act, PL 94-135 


(2) Civil Rights Act of 1964, PL 88-352 


(3) Section 13 of PL 92-500; Prohibition against gender discrimination under the Federal 
Water Pollution Control Act 


(4) Executive Order 11246, Equal Employment Opportunity 


(5) Executive Orders 11625 and 12138, Women’s and Minority Business Enterprise 
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(6) Rehabilitation Act of 1973, PL 93, 112 


MISCELLANEOUS AUTHORITY: 


(1) Uniform Relocation and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, PL 91-646 


(2) Executive Order 12549 – Debarment and Suspension 
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ATTACHMENT F – CONTRACT FORM 


The following State Contract Form is provided as a courtesy to vendors interested in responding 
to this RFP. Please review the terms and conditions in this form, as this is the standard contract 
used by the State for all services of independent contractors. It is not necessary for vendors to 
complete the Contract Form with their proposal responses. 


All vendors are required to submit a Certificate of Insurance in Tab III, State Documents of 
the technical proposal identifying the coverages and minimum limits currently in effect. 


Please pay particular attention to the insurance requirements, as specified in Paragraph 16 
of the attached contract. 


As with all other requirements of this RFP, vendors may take exception or make assumptions to 
any of the terms in the Contract Form, including the required insurance limits. Exceptions and/or 
assumptions will be considered during the evaluation process. 


Unless specified as above, the insurance minimum limits will be negotiated at the time the State 
issues a Letter of Intent to Award. 
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CONTRACT FOR SERVICES OF INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR 
 


A Contract Between the State of Nevada 
Acting By and Through Its 


 
 


(NAME, ADDRESS, PHONE AND FACSIMILE NUMBER OF CONTRACTING AGENCY) 


 
and 


 
 


(NAME, CONTACT PERSON, ADDRESS, PHONE, FACSIMILE NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR) 


 
 WHEREAS, NRS 284.173 authorizes elective officers, heads of departments, boards, commissions or 
institutions to engage, subject to the approval of the Board of Examiners, services of persons as independent 
contractors; and 
 WHEREAS, it is deemed that the service of Contractor is both necessary and in the best interests of the 
State of Nevada; 
 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the aforesaid premises, the parties mutually agree as follows: 
 
1. REQUIRED APPROVAL.  This Contract shall not become effective until and unless approved by the 
Nevada State Board of Examiners. 
 
2. DEFINITIONS.  “State” means the State of Nevada and any state agency identified herein, its officers, 
employees and immune contractors as defined in NRS 41.0307.  “Independent Contractor” means a person 
or entity that performs services and/or provides goods for the State under the terms and conditions set forth 
in this Contract.  “Fiscal Year” is defined as the period beginning July 1 and ending June 30 of the 
following year. 
 
3. CONTRACT TERM.  This Contract shall be effective from    subject to Board of Examiners’ 
approval (anticipated to be    ) to                      , unless sooner terminated by either party as 
specified in paragraph ten (10). 
 
4. NOTICE.  Unless otherwise specified, termination shall not be effective until ____ calendar days after a 
party has served written notice of default, or without cause upon the other party.  All notices or other 
communications required or permitted to be given under this Contract shall be in writing and shall be deemed 
to have been duly given if delivered personally in hand, by telephonic facsimile with simultaneous regular 
mail, or mailed certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid on the date posted, and addressed to 
the other party at the address specified above. 
 
5. INCORPORATED DOCUMENTS.  The parties agree that the scope of work shall be specifically 
described.  This Contract incorporates the following attachments in descending order of constructive 
precedence:  
 
   ATTACHMENT AA:  STATE SOLICITATION OR RFP #_______ and AMENDMENT(S) 
#___;  
   ATTACHMENT BB:  INSURANCE SCHEDULE; AND 
   ATTACHMENT CC:  CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSE 
 
 A Contractor's Attachment shall not contradict or supersede any State specifications, terms or conditions 
without written evidence of mutual assent to such change appearing in this Contract: 


For Purchasing Use Only: 
 
RFP/CONTRACT # 
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6. CONSIDERATION.  The parties agree that Contractor will provide the services specified in paragraph five 
(5) at a cost of $ ____________ per ____________  (state the exact cost or hourly, daily, or weekly rate 
exclusive of travel or per diem expenses) with the total Contract or installments payable:  ______________, 
not to exceed $ __________.  The State does not agree to reimburse Contractor for expenses unless otherwise 
specified in the incorporated attachments.  Any intervening end to a biennial appropriation period shall be 
deemed an automatic renewal (not changing the overall Contract term) or a termination as the results of 
legislative appropriation may require. 
 
7. ASSENT.  The parties agree that the terms and conditions listed on incorporated attachments of this 
Contract are also specifically a part of this Contract and are limited only by their respective order of 
precedence and any limitations specified. 
 
8. TIMELINESS OF BILLING SUBMISSION.  The parties agree that timeliness of billing is of the essence 
to the contract and recognize that the State is on a fiscal year.  All billings for dates of service prior to July 1 
must be submitted to the State no later than the first Friday in August of the same year.  A billing submitted 
after the first Friday in August, which forces the State to process the billing as a stale claim pursuant to NRS 
353.097, will subject the Contractor to an administrative fee not to exceed one hundred dollars ($100.00).  The 
parties hereby agree this is a reasonable estimate of the additional costs to the State of processing the billing as 
a stale claim and that this amount will be deducted from the stale claim payment due to the Contractor. 
 
9. INSPECTION & AUDIT. 
 a. Books and Records.  Contractor agrees to keep and maintain under generally accepted accounting 


principles (GAAP) full, true and complete records, contracts, books, and documents as are necessary to 
fully disclose to the State or United States Government, or their authorized representatives, upon audits or 
reviews, sufficient information to determine compliance with all state and federal regulations and statutes. 


 b.  Inspection & Audit.  Contractor agrees that the relevant books, records (written, electronic, computer 
related or otherwise), including, without limitation, relevant accounting procedures and practices of 
Contractor or its subcontractors, financial statements and supporting documentation, and documentation 
related to the work product shall be subject, at any reasonable time, to inspection, examination, review, 
audit, and copying at any office or location of Contractor where such records may be found, with or without 
notice by the State Auditor, the relevant state agency or its contracted examiners, the Department of 
Administration, Budget Division, the Nevada State Attorney General's Office or its Fraud Control Units, 
the State Legislative Auditor, and with regard to any federal funding, the relevant federal agency, the 
Comptroller General, the General Accounting Office, the Office of the Inspector General, or any of their 
authorized representatives.  All subcontracts shall reflect requirements of this paragraph. 


 c.  Period of Retention.  All books, records, reports, and statements relevant to this Contract must be 
retained a minimum three (3) years, and for five (5) years if any federal funds are used pursuant to the 
Contract.  The retention period runs from the date of payment for the relevant goods or services by the 
State, or from the date of termination of the Contract, whichever is later.  Retention time shall be extended 
when an audit is scheduled or in progress for a period reasonably necessary to complete an audit and/or to 
complete any administrative and judicial litigation which may ensue. 


 
10. CONTRACT TERMINATION. 
 a.  Termination Without Cause.  Any discretionary or vested right of renewal notwithstanding, this Contract 


may be terminated upon written notice by mutual consent of both parties, or unilaterally by either party 
without cause.   


 b.  State Termination for Non-appropriation.  The continuation of this Contract beyond the current 
biennium is subject to and contingent upon sufficient funds being appropriated, budgeted, and otherwise 
made available by the State Legislature and/or federal sources.  The State may terminate this Contract, and 
Contractor waives any and all claim(s) for damages, effective immediately upon receipt of written notice 
(or any date specified therein) if for any reason the Contracting Agency’s funding from State and/or federal 
sources is not appropriated or is withdrawn, limited, or impaired. 
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 c.  Cause Termination for Default or Breach.  A default or breach may be declared with or without 
termination.  This Contract may be terminated by either party upon written notice of default or breach to the 
other party as follows: 


  i. If Contractor fails to provide or satisfactorily perform any of the conditions, work, deliverables, goods, 
or services called for by this Contract within the time requirements specified in this Contract or within 
any granted extension of those time requirements; or 


  ii.  If any state, county, city or federal license, authorization, waiver, permit, qualification or certification 
required by statute, ordinance, law, or regulation to be held by Contractor to provide the goods or 
services required by this Contract is for any reason denied, revoked, debarred, excluded, terminated, 
suspended, lapsed, or not renewed; or 
iii. If Contractor becomes insolvent, subject to receivership, or becomes voluntarily or involuntarily 
subject to the jurisdiction of the bankruptcy court; or 


  iv.  If the State materially breaches any material duty under this Contract and any such breach impairs 
Contractor's ability to perform; or 


  v.   If it is found by the State that any quid pro quo or gratuities in the form of money, services, 
entertainment, gifts, or otherwise were offered or given by Contractor, or any agent or representative of 
Contractor, to any officer or employee of the State of Nevada with a view toward securing a contract or 
securing favorable treatment with respect to awarding, extending, amending, or making any 
determination with respect to the performing of such contract; or 
vi. If it is found by the State that Contractor has failed to disclose any material conflict of interest 
relative to the performance of this Contract. 


 d. Time to Correct. Termination upon a declared default or breach may be exercised only after service of 
formal written notice as specified in paragraph four (4), and the subsequent failure of the defaulting party 
within fifteen (15) calendar days of receipt of that notice to provide evidence, satisfactory to the aggrieved 
party, showing that the declared default or breach has been corrected.  


 e. Winding Up Affairs Upon Termination.  In the event of termination of this Contract for any reason, the 
parties agree that the provisions of this paragraph survive termination: 


  i.  The parties shall account for and properly present to each other all claims for fees and expenses and 
pay those which are undisputed and otherwise not subject to set off under this Contract.  Neither party 
may withhold performance of winding up provisions solely based on nonpayment of fees or expenses 
accrued up to the time of termination;  


  ii. Contractor shall satisfactorily complete work in progress at the agreed rate (or a pro rata basis if 
necessary) if so requested by the Contracting Agency; 


  iii. Contractor shall execute any documents and take any actions necessary to effectuate an assignment of 
this Contract if so requested by the Contracting Agency; 


  iv. Contractor shall preserve, protect and promptly deliver into State possession all proprietary 
information in accordance with paragraph twenty-one (21). 
 


11. REMEDIES.   Except as otherwise provided for by law or this Contract, the rights and remedies of the 
parties shall not be exclusive and are in addition to any other rights and remedies provided by law or equity, 
including, without limitation, actual damages, and to a prevailing party reasonable attorneys' fees and costs.  It 
is specifically agreed that reasonable attorneys' fees shall include without limitation one hundred and twenty-
five dollars ($125.00) per hour for State-employed attorneys. The State may set off consideration against any 
unpaid obligation of Contractor to any State agency in accordance with NRS 353C.190. 
 
12. LIMITED LIABILITY.  The State will not waive and intends to assert available NRS chapter 41 liability 
limitations in all cases.  Contract liability of both parties shall not be subject to punitive damages.  Liquidated 
damages shall not apply unless otherwise specified in the incorporated attachments. Damages for any State 
breach shall never exceed the amount of funds appropriated for payment under this Contract, but not yet paid 
to Contractor, for the fiscal year budget in existence at the time of the breach.  Damages for any Contractor 
breach shall not exceed one hundred and fifty percent (150%) of the contract maximum “not to exceed” value.  
Contractor’s tort liability shall not be limited.  
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13. FORCE MAJEURE.  Neither party shall be deemed to be in violation of this Contract if it is prevented 
from performing any of its obligations hereunder due to strikes, failure of public transportation, civil or 
military authority, act of public enemy, accidents, fires, explosions, or acts of God, including without 
limitation, earthquakes, floods, winds, or storms.  In such an event the intervening cause must not be through 
the fault of the party asserting such an excuse, and the excused party is obligated to promptly perform in 
accordance with the terms of the Contract after the intervening cause ceases. 
 
14. INDEMNIFICATION.  To the fullest extent permitted by law Contractor shall indemnify, hold harmless 
and defend, not excluding the State's right to participate, the State from and against all liability, claims, 
actions, damages, losses, and expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs, 
arising out of any alleged negligent or willful acts or omissions of Contractor, its officers, employees and 
agents.  
 
15. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR.  Contractor is associated with the State only for the purposes and to 
the extent specified in this Contract, and in respect to performance of the contracted services pursuant to this 
Contract, Contractor is and shall be an independent contractor and, subject only to the terms of this Contract, 
shall have the sole right to supervise, manage, operate, control, and direct performance of the details incident 
to its duties under this Contract.  Nothing contained in this Contract shall be deemed or construed to create a 
partnership or joint venture, to create relationships of an employer-employee or principal-agent, or to 
otherwise create any liability for the State whatsoever with respect to the indebtedness, liabilities, and 
obligations of Contractor or any other party.  Contractor shall be solely responsible for, and the State shall 
have no obligation with respect to: (1) withholding of income taxes, FICA or any other taxes or fees; (2) 
industrial insurance coverage; (3) participation in any group insurance plans available to employees of the 
State; (4) participation or contributions by either Contractor or the State to the Public Employees Retirement 
System; (5) accumulation of vacation leave or sick leave; or (6) unemployment compensation coverage 
provided by the State.  Contractor shall indemnify and hold State harmless from, and defend State against, any 
and all losses, damages, claims, costs, penalties, liabilities, and expenses arising or incurred because of, 
incident to, or otherwise with respect to any such taxes or fees.  Neither Contractor nor its employees, agents, 
nor representatives shall be considered employees, agents, or representatives of the State. The State and 
Contractor shall evaluate the nature of services and the term of the Contract negotiated in order to determine 
"independent contractor" status, and shall monitor the work relationship throughout the term of the Contract to 
ensure that the independent contractor relationship remains as such.  To assist in determining the appropriate 
status (employee or independent contractor), Contractor represents as follows: 
 


         Contractor's Initials 


    YES   NO 


1. Does the Contracting Agency have the right to require control of when, where 
and how the independent contractor is to work? 


  
  


 
  


2. Will the Contracting Agency be providing training to the independent 
contractor? 


  
  


 
  


3. Will the Contracting Agency be furnishing the independent contractor with 
worker's space, equipment, tools, supplies or travel expenses? 


  
  


 
  


4. Are any of the workers who assist the independent contractor in performance of 
his/her duties employees of the State of Nevada? 


  
  


 
  


5. Does the arrangement with the independent contractor contemplate continuing 
or recurring work (even if the services are seasonal, part-time, or of short 
duration)? 


  
  


 
  


6. Will the State of Nevada incur an employment liability if the independent 
contractor is terminated for failure to perform? 


  
  


 
  


7. Is the independent contractor restricted from offering his/her services to the 
general public while engaged in this work relationship with the State? 
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16. INSURANCE SCHEDULE. Unless expressly waived in writing by the State, Contractor, as an 
independent contractor and not an employee of the State, must carry policies of insurance and pay all taxes 
and fees incident hereunto.  Policies shall meet the terms and conditions as specified within this Contract 
along with the additional limits and provisions as described in Attachment BB, incorporated hereto by 
attachment. The State shall have no liability except as specifically provided in the Contract.   


The Contractor shall not commence work before: 
 1) Contractor has provided the required evidence of insurance to the Contracting Agency of the State, 
and 
 2) The State has approved the insurance policies provided by the Contractor. 
Prior approval of the insurance policies by the State shall be a condition precedent to any payment of 
consideration under this Contract and the State’s approval of any changes to insurance coverage during the 
course of performance shall constitute an ongoing condition subsequent this Contract.  Any failure of the 
State to timely approve shall not constitute a waiver of the condition. 
 
Insurance Coverage:  The Contractor shall, at the Contractor’s sole expense, procure, maintain and keep 
in force for the duration of the Contract insurance conforming to the minimum limits as specified in 
Attachment BB, incorporated hereto by attachment.  Unless specifically stated herein or otherwise agreed 
to by the State, the required insurance shall be in effect prior to the commencement of work by the 
Contractor and shall continue in force as appropriate until: 


1. Final acceptance by the State of the completion of this Contract; or 
2. Such time as the insurance is no longer required by the State under the terms of this Contract; 
Whichever occurs later. 


Any insurance or self-insurance available to the State shall be in excess of, and non-contributing with, any 
insurance required from Contractor.  Contractor’s insurance policies shall apply on a primary basis.  Until 
such time as the insurance is no longer required by the State, Contractor shall provide the State with renewal 
or replacement evidence of insurance no less than thirty (30) days before the expiration or replacement of the 
required insurance.  If at any time during the period when insurance is required by the Contract, an insurer or 
surety shall fail to comply with the requirements of this Contract, as soon as Contractor has knowledge of any 
such failure, Contractor shall immediately notify the State and immediately replace such insurance or bond 
with an insurer meeting the requirements. 
 
General Requirements: 


a. Additional Insured:  By endorsement to the general liability insurance policy evidenced by 
Contractor, the State of Nevada, its officers, employees and immune contractors as defined in NRS 
41.0307 shall be named as additional insureds for all liability arising from the Contract. 


b. Waiver of Subrogation: Each insurance policy shall provide for a waiver of subrogation against the 
State of Nevada, its officers, employees and immune contractors as defined in NRS 41.0307 for 
losses arising from work/materials/equipment performed or provided by or on behalf of the 
Contractor. 


c. Cross-Liability:  All required liability policies shall provide cross-liability coverage as would be 
achieved under the standard ISO separation of insureds clause.  


d. Deductibles and Self-Insured Retentions: Insurance maintained by Contractor shall apply on a first 
dollar basis without application of a deductible or self-insured retention unless otherwise specifically 
agreed to by the State. Such approval shall not relieve Contractor from the obligation to pay any 
deductible or self-insured retention.  Any deductible or self-insured retention shall not exceed fifty 
thousand dollars ($50,000.00) per occurrence, unless otherwise approved by the Risk Management 
Division.  


e. Policy Cancellation:  Except for ten (10) days notice for non-payment of premium, each insurance 
policy shall be endorsed to state that without thirty (30) days prior written notice to the State of 
Nevada, c/o Contracting Agency, the policy shall not be canceled, non-renewed or coverage and /or 
limits reduced or materially altered, and shall provide that notices required by this paragraph shall be 
sent by certified mailed to the address shown on page one (1) of this contract: 


f. Approved Insurer:  Each insurance policy shall be: 
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1)  Issued by insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of Nevada or eligible 
surplus lines insurers acceptable to the State and having agents in Nevada upon whom service of 
process may be made; and  
2)  Currently rated by A.M. Best as “A-VII” or better. 


 
Evidence of Insurance: 
 
Prior to the start of any Work, Contractor must provide the following documents to the contracting State 
agency: 


 
1)  Certificate of Insurance:  The Acord 25 Certificate of Insurance form or a form substantially similar 
must be submitted to the State to evidence the insurance policies and coverages required of Contractor. The 
certificate must name the State of Nevada, its officers, employees and immune contractors as defined in 
NRS 41.0307 as the certificate holder.  The certificate should be signed by a person authorized insurer to 
bind coverage on its behalf.  The state project/contract number; description and contract effective dates 
shall be noted on the certificate, and upon renewal of the policies listed Contractor shall furnish the State 
with replacement certificates as described within Insurance Coverage, section noted above. 
 
Mail all required insurance documents to the State Contracting Agency identified on page one of the 


contract. 
 


2)  Additional Insured Endorsement:  An Additional Insured Endorsement (CG 20 10 11 85  or CG 20 26 
11 85) , signed by an authorized insurance company representative, must be submitted to the State to 
evidence the endorsement of the State as an additional insured per General Requirements, subsection a 
above. 
3)  Schedule of Underlying Insurance Policies:  If Umbrella or Excess policy is evidenced to comply with 
minimum limits, a copy of the Underlyer Schedule from the Umbrella or Excess insurance policy may be 
required.   


  
Review and Approval:  Documents specified above must be submitted for review and approval by the 
State prior to the commencement of work by Contractor.  Neither approval by the State nor failure to 
disapprove the insurance furnished by Contractor shall relieve Contractor of Contractor’s full 
responsibility to provide the insurance required by this Contract.  Compliance with the insurance 
requirements of this Contract shall not limit the liability of Contractor or its sub-contractors, employees 
or agents to the State or others, and shall be in addition to and not in lieu of any other remedy available to 
the State under this Contract or otherwise.  The State reserves the right to request and review a copy of 
any required insurance policy or endorsement to assure compliance with these requirements. 
 


17. COMPLIANCE WITH LEGAL OBLIGATIONS.  Contractor shall procure and maintain for the duration 
of this Contract any state, county, city or federal license, authorization, waiver, permit, qualification or 
certification required by statute, ordinance, law, or regulation to be held by Contractor to provide the goods or 
services required by this Contract.  Contractor will be responsible to pay all taxes, assessments, fees, 
premiums, permits, and licenses required by law.  Real property and personal property taxes are the 
responsibility of Contractor in accordance with NRS 361.157 and NRS 361.159.  Contractor agrees to be 
responsible for payment of any such government obligations not paid by its subcontractors during 
performance of this Contract.  The State may set-off against consideration due any delinquent government 
obligation in accordance with NRS 353C.190. 
 
18. WAIVER OF BREACH.  Failure to declare a breach or the actual waiver of any particular breach of the 
Contract or its material or nonmaterial terms by either party shall not operate as a waiver by such party of any 
of its rights or remedies as to any other breach. 
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19. SEVERABILITY.  If any provision contained in this Contract is held to be unenforceable by a court of 
law or equity, this Contract shall be construed as if such provision did not exist and the non-enforceability of 
such provision shall not be held to render any other provision or provisions of this Contract unenforceable. 
 
20. ASSIGNMENT/DELEGATION.  To the extent that any assignment of any right under this Contract 
changes the duty of either party, increases the burden or risk involved, impairs the chances of obtaining the 
performance of this Contract, attempts to operate as a novation, or includes a waiver or abrogation of any 
defense to payment by State, such offending portion of the assignment shall be void, and shall be a breach of 
this Contract.  Contractor shall neither assign, transfer nor delegate any rights, obligations nor duties under 
this Contract without the prior written consent of the State. 
 
21. STATE OWNERSHIP OF PROPRIETARY INFORMATION.  Any reports, histories, studies, tests, 
manuals, instructions, photographs, negatives, blue prints, plans, maps, data, system designs, computer code 
(which is intended to be consideration under the Contract), or any other documents or drawings, prepared or in 
the course of preparation by Contractor (or its subcontractors) in performance of its obligations under this 
Contract shall be the exclusive property of the State and all such materials shall be delivered into State 
possession by Contractor upon completion, termination, or cancellation of this Contract. Contractor shall not 
use, willingly allow, or cause to have such materials used for any purpose other than performance of 
Contractor's obligations under this Contract without the prior written consent of the State.  Notwithstanding 
the foregoing, the State shall have no proprietary interest in any materials licensed for use by the State that are 
subject to patent, trademark or copyright protection. 
 
22. PUBLIC RECORDS.  Pursuant to NRS 239.010, information or documents received from Contractor may 
be open to public inspection and copying.  The State has a legal obligation to disclose such information unless 
a particular record is made confidential by law or a common law balancing of interests.  Contractor may label 
specific parts of an individual document as a "trade secret" or "confidential" in accordance with NRS 333.333, 
provided that Contractor thereby agrees to indemnify and defend the State for honoring such a designation.  
The failure to so label any document that is released by the State shall constitute a complete waiver of any and 
all claims for damages caused by any release of the records.  
 
23. CONFIDENTIALITY.  Contractor shall keep confidential all information, in whatever form, produced, 
prepared, observed or received by Contractor to the extent that such information is confidential by law or 
otherwise required by this Contract.    
 
24. FEDERAL FUNDING.  In the event federal funds are used for payment of all or part of this Contract: 
 a.  Contractor certifies, by signing this Contract, that neither it nor its principals are presently debarred, 


suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this 
transaction by any federal department or agency.  This certification is made pursuant to the regulations 
implementing Executive Order 12549, Debarment and Suspension, 28 C.F.R. pt. 67, § 67.510, as published 
as pt. VII of the May 26, 1988, Federal Register (pp. 19160-19211), and any relevant program-specific 
regulations. This provision shall be required of every subcontractor receiving any payment in whole or in 
part from federal funds. 


 b.  Contractor and its subcontractors shall comply with all terms, conditions, and requirements of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-136), 42 U.S.C. 12101, as amended, and regulations 
adopted thereunder contained in 28 C.F.R. 26.101-36.999, inclusive, and any relevant program-specific 
regulations. 


 c.  Contractor and its subcontractors shall comply with the requirements of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as 
amended, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, P.L. 93-112, as amended, and any relevant program-specific 
regulations, and shall not discriminate against any employee or offeror for employment because of race, 
national origin, creed, color, sex, religion, age, disability or handicap condition (including AIDS and AIDS-
related conditions.) 
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25. LOBBYING.  The parties agree, whether expressly prohibited by federal law, or otherwise, that no 
funding associated with this contract will be used for any purpose associated with or related to lobbying or 
influencing or attempting to lobby or influence for any purpose the following: 


a.  Any federal, state, county or local agency, legislature, commission, counsel or board;  
b.  Any federal, state, county or local legislator, commission member, counsel member, board member, or 
other elected official; or 
c.  Any officer or employee of any federal, state, county or local agency; legislature, commission, counsel 


or board. 
 


26. WARRANTIES.   
 a. General Warranty.  Contractor warrants that all services, deliverables, and/or work product under this 


Contract shall be completed in a workmanlike manner consistent with standards in the trade, profession, or 
industry; shall conform to or exceed the specifications set forth in the incorporated attachments; and shall 
be fit for ordinary use, of good quality, with no material defects. 


 b. System Compliance.  Contractor warrants that any information system application(s) shall not experience 
abnormally ending and/or invalid and/or incorrect results from the application(s) in the operating and 
testing of the business of the State.  This warranty includes, without limitation, century recognition, 
calculations that accommodate same century and multi-century formulas and data values and date data 
interface values that reflect the century.   


 
27. PROPER AUTHORITY.  The parties hereto represent and warrant that the person executing this Contract 
on behalf of each party has full power and authority to enter into this Contract.  Contractor acknowledges that 
as required by statute or regulation this Contract is effective only after approval by the State Board of 
Examiners and only for the period of time specified in the Contract.  Any services performed by Contractor 
before this Contract is effective or after it ceases to be effective are performed at the sole risk of Contractor.   
 
28. GOVERNING LAW; JURISDICTION.  This Contract and the rights and obligations of the parties hereto 
shall be governed by, and construed according to, the laws of the State of Nevada, without giving effect to any 
principle of conflict-of-law that would require the application of the law of any other jurisdiction.  The parties 
consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of the First Judicial District Court, Carson City, Nevada for enforcement 
of this Contract. 
 
29. ENTIRE CONTRACT AND MODIFICATION.  This Contract and its integrated attachment(s) constitute 
the entire agreement of the parties and as such are intended to be the complete and exclusive statement of the 
promises, representations, negotiations, discussions, and other agreements that may have been made in 
connection with the subject matter hereof.  Unless an integrated attachment to this Contract specifically 
displays a mutual intent to amend a particular part of this Contract, general conflicts in language between any 
such attachment and this Contract shall be construed consistent with the terms of this Contract.  Unless 
otherwise expressly authorized by the terms of this Contract, no modification or amendment to this Contract 
shall be binding upon the parties unless the same is in writing and signed by the respective parties hereto and 
approved by the Office of the Attorney General and the State Board of Examiners. 
 
 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Contract to be signed and intend to be 
legally bound thereby. 
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Independent Contractor’s Signature Date  Independent Contractor’s Title 
 
 
 
    
Signature Date  Title 
 
 
    
Signature Date  Title 
 
 
    
Signature Date  Title 
 
 
 
   APPROVED BY BOARD OF EXAMINERS 
Signature – Board of Examiners    
 
 
 
  On:  


   Date 
 
 
Approved as to form by:    
    
    
    
    
  On:  
Deputy Attorney General for Attorney General   Date 
 
 
Form Approved 05/08/02 
Revised 11/07 
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ATTACHMENT G – INSURANCE SCHEDULE 


(This attachment will become Attachment BB at the time the contract is finalized.) 


Contractor shall indemnify, hold harmless and, not excluding the State's right to participate, 
defend the State, its officers, officials, agents, and employees (hereinafter referred to as 
“Indemnitee”) from and against all liabilities, claims, actions, damages, losses, and expenses 
including without limitation reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs, (hereinafter referred to 
collectively as “claims”) for bodily injury or personal injury including death, or loss or damage 
to tangible or intangible property caused, or alleged to be caused, in whole or in part, by the 
negligent or willful acts or omissions of Contractor or any of its owners, officers, directors, 
agents, employees or subcontractors. This indemnity includes any claim or amount arising out of 
or recovered under the Workers’ Compensation Law or arising out of the failure of such 
contractor to conform to any federal, state or local law, statute, ordinance, rule, regulation or 
court decree. It is the specific intention of the parties that the Indemnitee shall, in all instances, 
except for claims arising solely from the negligent or willful acts or omissions of the Indemnitee, 
be indemnified by Contractor from and against any and all claims. It is agreed that Contractor 
will be responsible for primary loss investigation, defense and judgment costs where this 
indemnification is applicable. In consideration of the award of this contract, the Contractor 
agrees to waive all rights of subrogation against the State, its officers, officials, agents and 
employees for losses arising from the work performed by the Contractor for the State. 


INDEMNIFICATION CLAUSE: 


Contractor and subcontractors shall procure and maintain until all of their obligations have been 
discharged, including any warranty periods under this Contract are satisfied, insurance against 
claims for injury to persons or damage to property which may arise from or in connection with 
the performance of the work hereunder by the Contractor, his agents, representatives, employees 
or subcontractors.  


INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS: 


The insurance requirements herein are minimum requirements for this Contract and in no way 
limit the indemnity covenants contained in this Contract. The State in no way warrants that the 
minimum limits contained herein are sufficient to protect the Contractor from liabilities that 
might arise out of the performance of the work under this contract by the Contractor, his agents, 
representatives, employees or subcontractors and Contractor is free to purchase additional 
insurance as may be determined necessary.  


A. MINIMUM SCOPE AND LIMITS OF INSURANCE:


1. Commercial General Liability – Occurrence Form 


 Contractor shall provide 
coverage with limits of liability not less than those stated below. An excess liability 
policy or umbrella liability policy may be used to meet the minimum liability 
requirements provided that the coverage is written on a “following form” basis. 
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Policy shall include bodily injury, property damage and broad form contractual 
liability coverage. 


General Aggregate $20,000,000 
Products – Completed Operations Aggregate $10,000,000 
Personal and Advertising Injury $1,000,000 
Each Occurrence $5,000,000 


The policy shall be endorsed to include the following additional insured language: 
"The State of Nevada shall be named as an additional insured with respect to 
liability arising out of the activities performed by, or on behalf of the Contractor. 


2. Automobile Liability – can be waived if contract does not involves use of 
motor vehicle. 


 Bodily Injury and Property Damage for any owned, hired, and non-owned 
vehicles used in the performance of this Contact. 


Combined Single Limit (CSL) $1,000,000 


The policy shall be endorsed to include the following additional insured language: 
"The State of Nevada shall be named as an additional insured with respect to 
liability arising out of the activities performed by, or on behalf of the Contractor, 
including automobiles owned, leased, hired or borrowed by the Contractor". 


3. Worker's Compensation and Employers' Liability 


 Workers' Compensation  
 Statutory 
 Employers' Liability  


Each Accident $500,000 
Disease – Each Employee $100,000 
Disease – Policy Limit $500,000 


Policy shall contain a waiver of subrogation against the State of Nevada. 


This requirement shall not apply when a contractor or subcontractor is exempt 
under N.R.S., AND when such contractor or subcontractor executes the 
appropriate sole proprietor waiver form. 


4. Professional Liability (Errors and Omissions Liability) – service contracts 
over Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) and above. 


The policy shall cover professional misconduct or lack of ordinary skill for those 
positions defined in the Scope of Services of this contract. 


Each Claim $10,000,000 
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Annual Aggregate $10,000,000 


In the event that the professional liability insurance required by this Contract is 
written on a claims-made basis, Contractor warrants that any retroactive date 
under the policy shall precede the effective date of this Contract; and that either 
continuous coverage will be maintained or an extended discovery period will be 
exercised for a period of two (2) years beginning at the time work under this 
Contract is completed. 


5. Fidelity Bond or Crime Insurance 


 Bond or Policy Limit  $1,000,000.00 


a. The bond or policy shall be issued with limits of 50% of the contract 
value or $50,000 – whichever amount is greater. 


b. The bond or policy shall include coverage for all directors, officers, 
agents and employees of the Contractor. 


c. The bond or policy shall include coverage for third party fidelity and 
name the State of Nevada as loss payee. 


d. The bond or policy shall include coverage for extended theft and 
mysterious disappearance. 


e. The bond or policy shall not contain a condition requiring an arrest and 
conviction. 


f. Policies shall be endorsed to provide coverage for computer 
crime/fraud. 


6. Performance Bond 


The Vendor agrees to provide all insurance requirements as stated throughout 
Request For Proposal 1824.  


The Vendor agrees to submit a performance bond in the amount of Five Million 
Dollars ($5,000,000.00) within ten (10) working days of notification of contract 
award. The bond must be issued by a surety authorized to do business in the State 
of Nevada. The cost of obtaining and maintaining the performance bond is the 
responsibility of the Contractor. 


The performance bond in an amount equal to Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000) 
must be maintained through the life of the contract and, in the event the contract is 
amended or extended, the Vendor shall cause the bonding company to 
communicate extension evidence in writing to the State of Nevada. 
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The Agency shall have the right to make a claim against the performance bond in 
the event of: 


A. Termination for default, the performance bond shall become payable to the 
Agency for any outstanding damage assessments against the Contractor. Up to 
the full amount of the performance bond may also be applied to the 
Contractor's liability for any administrative costs or excess costs incurred by 
the Agency in obtaining similar equipment or services to replace those 
terminated as a result of the default. The Agency may seek other remedies 
under law in addition to this stated liability. 


B. Damages incurred including but not limited to state personnel costs and other 
contractor costs for any schedule delay that is not prior approved in writing by 
the State. 


C. Contract termination due to bankruptcy on the part of the Contractor, whether 
voluntary or involuntary. 


Prior to acceptance of the performance bond, the Agency reserves the right to 
review the bond and may require the Contractor to substitute a more acceptable 
bond in such form as may be required. 


B. ADDITIONAL INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS:


1. On insurance policies where the State of Nevada is named as an additional 
insured, the State of Nevada shall be an additional insured to the full limits of 
liability purchased by the Contractor even if those limits of liability are in excess 
of those required by this Contract. 


 The policies shall include, or 
be endorsed to include, the following provisions: 


2. The Contractor's insurance coverage shall be primary insurance and non-
contributory with respect to all other available sources. 


C. NOTICE OF CANCELLATION:


D. 


 Each insurance policy required by the insurance 
provisions of this Contract shall provide the required coverage and shall not be 
suspended, voided or canceled except after thirty (30) days prior written notice has 
been given to the State, except when cancellation is for non-payment of premium, 
then ten (10) days prior notice may be given. Such notice shall be sent directly to 
(State of Nevada Department Representative's Name & Address). 


ACCEPTABILITY OF INSURERS:


E. 


 Insurance is to be placed with insurers duly 
licensed or authorized to do business in the state of Nevada and with an “A.M. Best” 
rating of not less than A-VII. The State in no way warrants that the above-required 
minimum insurer rating is sufficient to protect the Contractor from potential insurer 
insolvency. 


VERIFICATION OF COVERAGE: Contractor shall furnish the State with 
certificates of insurance (ACORD form or equivalent approved by the State) as 
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required by this Contract. The certificates for each insurance policy are to be signed 
by a person authorized by that insurer to bind coverage on its behalf. 


All certificates and any required endorsements are to be received and approved by the 
State before work commences. Each insurance policy required by this Contract must 
be in effect at or prior to commencement of work under this Contract and remain in 
effect for the duration of the project. Failure to maintain the insurance policies as 
required by this Contract or to provide evidence of renewal is a material breach of 
contract. 


All certificates required by this Contract shall be sent directly to (State Department 
Representative's Name and Address). The State project/contract number and 
project description shall be noted on the certificate of insurance. The State reserves 
the right to require complete, certified copies of all insurance policies required by this 
Contract at any time. DO NOT SEND CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE TO 
THE STATES RISK MANAGEMENT DIVISION. 


F. SUBCONTRACTORS:


G. 


 Contractors’ certificate(s) shall include all subcontractors as 
additional insureds under its policies or Contractor shall furnish to the State separate 
certificates and endorsements for each subcontractor. All coverages for 
subcontractors shall be subject to the minimum requirements identified above. 


APPROVAL:


 


 Any modification or variation from the insurance requirements in this 
Contract shall be made by the Attorney General’s Office or the Risk Manager, whose 
decision shall be final. Such action will not require a formal Contract amendment, but 
may be made by administrative action. 


IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Contract to be signed and 
intend to be legally bound thereby. 


 


    
Independent Contractor’s Signature Date  Independent Contractor’s Title 


 


    
Signature – State of Nevada Date  Title 
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ATTACHMENT H – REFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE 


The State of Nevada, as a part of the RFP process, requires proposing vendors to submit business 
references as required within this document. The purpose of these references is to document the 
experience relevant to the scope of work and provide assistance in the evaluation process.  


The proposing vendor or subcontractor is required to complete Part A and send the following 
reference form to each business reference listed for completion of Part B. 


The business reference, in turn, is requested to submit the Reference Questionnaire directly


The business reference may be contacted for validation of the response. 


 
to the State of Nevada, Purchasing Division by the requested deadline for inclusion in the 
evaluation process. 
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RFP NO. 1824 


REFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE FOR: 
 


Part A:  
Name of Company Requesting Reference 


 


 As Primary Vendor  
 As Subcontractor of:  


  Name of Primary Vendor 


Part B: 


This form is being submitted to your company for completion as a business reference for the 
company listed above. This form is to be returned to the State of Nevada, Purchasing Division, 
via email at srvpurch@purchasing.state.nv.us or facsimile at (775) 684-0188, no later than April 
9, 2010, and must not


For questions or concerns regarding this form, please contact the State of Nevada Purchasing 
Division, Services Procurement Section by telephone at (775) 684-0170 or by email at 


 be returned to the company requesting the reference.  


srvpurch@purchasing.state.nv.us


CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION WHEN COMPLETED (Please print) 


. When contacting us, please be sure to include the Request for 
Proposal number listed at the top of this page. 


Company Providing Reference:  
Contact Name:   
Title and Position:  
Contact Telephone Number:  
Contact Email Address:  


Part C: (to be completed by reference): 


A. We request all questions be answered. If an answer is not known please answer as "U/K". 
If the question is not applicable please answer as "N/A". 


B. If you need additional space to answer a question or provide a comment, please attach 
additional pages. If attaching additional pages, please place your company/organization name on 
each page and reference the RFP #. 
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1. Did this contractor perform any of the following on your project? 


DESCRIPTION  YES NO 
A. Take over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale 
system developed and installed by another contractor?    
B. Operate and maintain a certified MMIS?   
C. Develop, design, and implement other large-scale applications with public 
and/or private sectors?   
D. Experience with the MITA 2.01 model?   
E. Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution?   
F. Develop and execute a comprehensive application test plan?   
G. Develop and implement a comprehensive training plan?   
H. Experience with comprehensive project management?   
I. Experience with cultural change management?   
J. Experience with managing subcontractors?   
K. Develop and execute a comprehensive project management plan?   
L. Experience in performing MMIS Operational activities?   
If yes, what was their level of involvement? If no, what services did the contractor perform? 
 
 
 


 
2. Was the project completed on time and within your budget? Yes No 
If no, please explain. 
 
 
 


 
3. What was the primary factor considered in selecting this contractor? 
 
 


 
4. Who is/was the contractor's key personnel responsible for supervising work and completing 
deliverables and what were their roles? 
 
 
 


 
5. Were there any changes to key personnel during the term of the contract? Yes No 
If yes, please explain. 
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6. Were there any subcontractors on your project? Yes No 
If yes, who was the subcontractor? 
 
If yes, what part of the project did the subcontractor work on? 
 
 
 
What was the ratio of prime contractor staff to subcontractor staff? 
Overall, how would you rate the subcontractor on a scale of 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent)? 


 
7. How would you rate this contractor on the following items on a scale of 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent)? 


DESCRIPTION  RATING DESCRIPTION RATING 
The Firm 


 


Fiscal Agent Services for an MMIS; 
Takeover of an MMIS; or claims 
processing system implementation (if 
applicable)  


Project Manager  Contract Management   
Key Personnel   Subject Matter Expertise  


Contractor Staff Skills  
Data Conversion and Testing (if 
applicable)  


Communication  Provider Training  
Organization of Work  System User Training  


Quality of Deliverables  
Deliverables associated with a system 
implementation project  


Reasonableness of Cost  Operational Readiness Tasks  
Timeliness  Quality Assurance  
Detailed Project Plan Management  Metrics Management  
    


 


8. Were contractually identified deliverables received as scheduled? Yes No 
If no, please explain. 
 
 
 
What type of problems did you encounter? 
 
 
 


 
 


9. Would you contract with this company/organization again? Yes No 
Please explain. 
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10. Please provide any additional comments you feel would be helpful to the State regarding this 
contractor. 
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ATTACHMENT I – PROJECT DELIVERABLE SIGN-OFF FORM 


Deliverables submitted to the State for review per the approved contract deliverable payment 
schedule must be accompanied by a deliverable sign-off form with the appropriate sections 
completed by the contractor. 


Please refer to Section 8.3, Deliverable Submission and Review Process, for a discussion 
regarding the use of this form. 
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SAMPLE PROJECT DELIVERABLE SIGN-OFF 


DELIVERABLE INFORMATION (To be completed by the Contractor) 
CONTRACTOR:  
PROJECT NAME:  
DELIVERABLE #: 15.6.3.6 
DELIVERABLE TITLE: Data Conversion Plan 
DUE DATE PER CONTRACT: September 9, 2008 


 
DELIVERABLE SUBMISSION AND REVIEW HISTORY (To be completed by the State) 


Deliverable 
Submission # 


Date and Time 
Received From 


Contractor 
Date Returned to 


Contractor Notes / Comments 


1 9/11/08  4:30 PM 09/25/08 Refer to comments attached 


2 9/29/08 3:00 PM 10/05/08 
State accepts revisions made, except for attached 
comments 


3 10/10/08 1:00 PM 10/15/08 All revisions accepted by State 


    


    


    
 


STATE FINAL APPROVAL AND ACCEPTANCE OF DELIVERABLE 


APPROVED BY: SIGNATURE DATE 


Agency Project Lead:   


Other, if applicable:   


Quality Assurance, if applicable:   
 


Distribution 
Original: Contractor 
Copies: Project Office 
 Agency Contract Monitor 
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ATTACHMENT J – STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING 
Upon approval of the contract and prior to the start of work, each of the staff assigned by the 
contractor and/or subcontractor to this project will be required to sign a non-disclosure Statement 
of Understanding. 


All non-disclosure agreements shall be enforced and remain in force throughout the term of the 
contract. 
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STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING 


As a contract employee to the State of Nevada, I have an implicit responsibility to safeguard the 
public trust. I further affirm to follow all statutes, regulations, policies, standards and procedures 
governing the confidentiality, integrity and security of information resources prescribed by the 
State as outlined below. 


Information Resources are defined as all computing hardware, software, data files, computer 
generated hard copy, data facilities, communications, modems, multiplexors, concentrators, 
power sources and other assets related to computer-based information systems of computer 
installations. 


I will guard against and report to the proper authority any accidental or premeditated disclosure 
or loss of material such as, but not limited to, confidential data, sensitive information, 
developmental or operation manuals, encoding systems, activation passwords for teleprocessing, 
keys or any material entrusted to me when such disclosure or loss could be detrimental to the 
State of Nevada or citizenry thereof. I acknowledge responsibility to safeguard computer access 
privileges that I may be entrusted with (e.g., USERID and PASSWORD) and will not disclose 
this sensitive information to ANYONE. I will be responsible for all activity conducted under my 
user registration. I understand that the LOGONID and PASSWORD are intended for the sole use 
of the personnel to whom it is assigned and is not to be loaned to or used by any other individual. 


In conformance with customer agency regulations and in the performance of my duties, I will 
release from the State input documents and report output only to an authorized representative of 
the owning agency. Under no circumstances will I allow data owned by one customer agency to 
be made available to another entity without obtaining the express permission of the owning 
agency for such disclosure or utilization. 


Upon termination of the contract assignment with the State of Nevada, for whatever reason, I 
agree to respect the confidentiality of all customer agency data, applications and procedures 
entrusted to me and will submit to an authorized State representative all manuals, files, keys, 
data, applications and any other State owned relevant materials (this includes, but is not limited 
to, all copies of the same) pertinent to the performance of my assigned duties and tasks. 


Furthermore, I agree that if in the employ of, or under contract with, someone other than the 
State of Nevada, I will not attempt to implement any application or procedure which is 
proprietary to the State without the express written permission of the State of Nevada. 


I further agree that I will not knowingly engage in any activity for monetary gain or otherwise 
which may jeopardize the integrity of the State. I will further aid in the investigation of any 
individual violating or infringing upon this trust, realizing that such violation may be grounds for 
dismissal. I am also aware that I will be subject to warning, suspension or dismissal and/or 
appropriate legal action for any proven infringements or violations of these security provisions. 


The State of Nevada has a Zero Tolerance policy regarding sexual harassment which must be 
followed by all employees/contractors. The policy against sexual harassment for the State of 
Nevada states that all employees have the right to work in an environment free from all forms of 
discrimination and conduct which can be considered harassing, coercive or disruptive, including 
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sexual harassment. Any employee/contractor who violates this policy is subject to 
dismissal/removal from the project. 


It is the policy of the State of Nevada to ensure that its employees/contractors do not: report to 
work in an impaired condition resulting from the use of alcohol or drugs; consume alcohol while 
on duty; or unlawfully possess or consume any drugs while on duty, at a work site or on State 
property. Any employee/contractor who violates this policy is subject to dismissal/removal from 
the project. 


NAME (Please Print):  
COMPANY AFFILIATION:  
SIGNATURE:  
PROJECT:  DATE:  
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ATTACHMENT K – PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 


A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor 
staff in the following format. 
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SAMPLE PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 


A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff. 


Company Name  
Role  Prime Contractor Subcontractor 
Name John J. Jones Key Personnel 
Classification Project Leader 


Summary 
Mr. Jones has 25 years experience in (......describe......). 
Experience in Project Management, JAD, RAD...... 


# of Years with Firm 15 Years 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 


Month, 19XX to Present 


Required Information: 
Vendor XXX, Client YYY 
Client contact, name, address, phone number, email address 
Role in project 
Details of project 
Duration of project 
Software/hardware used in engagement 


Month, 19XX to Month, 
19XX 


Required Information: 
Vendor XXX, Client YYY 
Client contact, name, address, phone number, email address 
Role in project 
Details of project 
Duration of project 
Software/hardware used in engagement 


EDUCATION 


Institution Name University of Reno 
City Reno 
State Nevada 
Degree/Achievement Master of Science, Telecommunications 
Certifications ISEE 


HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY 


Environments: MVS/TSO, UNIX, DOS, Windows, OS/2 
Hardware: IBM, Sun 
Software: COBOL II, CICS, MS-Project, C++ 


REFERENCES 
Minimum of three (3) 
required, including name, 
phone number, fax number 
and email address 
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ATTACHMENT L – LIQUIDATED DAMAGES 


In the event of a contractor default or breach without termination by the State, the contractor 
shall correct such default or breach within a reasonable time frame agreed to by both parties. 
However, if such correction is unsatisfactory or not made within the period agreed upon, without 
waiver of the right to declare a termination and other remedies, contractor may be required to 
pay a liquidated damage retroactive to the original notice date until it is corrected. 


1.1 Liquidated damages may be set-off against consideration due. 


1.2 In the event a scheduled deliverable is not received or is reasonably rejected by the State, 
the State may impose liquidated damages as outlined below. Damages would accrue from the 
date of non-receipt or rejection of such deliverable by the State. 


1.3 Payment of any liquidated damages specified anywhere within this RFP will not relieve 
the contractor from its obligation to meet the requirements established by the contractor's 
response to this RFP. 


Liquidated Damages – Generally 


2.1 Liquidated damages, except as outlined below, may be imposed up to $5,000 per calendar 
day. Liquidated Damages, as outlined here, may be imposed if there is substantial documentary 
evidence that failure to achieve the specified performance requirement is the primary fault of the 
contractor and/or its subcontractors. 


2.2 For the purposes of liquidated damages, the number of days that the State causes a 
deliverable to be late due to a State failure to meet contractual review time deadlines or other 
contractually required input from the State will be added to the contractor's deliverable due date. 


Operational Performance Requirements 


The following liquidated damages relate to critical contractor responsibilities throughout the 
duration of the contract. Damages are defined for the following performance areas and respective 
RFP requirements: 


A. Timeliness of claims processing; 
B. System availability and response time; 


C. Minimum file update processing cycles; 
D. Timeliness and accuracy of report production; 


E. MMIS recipient eligibility reporting file update processes; 
F. EVS (voice response and automated) and Pro-DUR/EMC availability; 


G. Timeliness and accuracy of data extracts to the Decision Support System; 
H. MMIS system modification; 


I. MMIS operations; and 
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J. Business Resumption and Periodic Testing. 


Row ID Performance 
Area Damages 


Applicable RFP 
Requirement 


Citation 
1 Timeliness of 


Claims Processing 
Liquidated damages of up to 100% of 
the successful proposer's usual line 
item charges may be assessed for all 
claims not processed according to the 
minimum contractor performance 
expectations listed in 12.5.2.76 through 
12.5.2.92, or any other claims 
processing specification as described in 
this RFP. 


12.5.2.76 – 
12.5.2.92 


2 System 
Availability and 
Response Time 


Up to $1,250 per hour may be assessed 
for system unavailability as defined in 
RFP Section 12.1. 


12.1.3.1 


3 Minimum File 
Update Processing 
Cycles 


Up to $5,000.00 per day in damages 
may be assessed for each day of delay 
in completing the file update process as 
described above, unless prior written 
approval is authorized by the State. 
 
In addition to the above mentioned 
$5,000.00 per day in damages, further 
liquidated damages of 100% of the 
contractor's usual line item charges 
may be assessed for all claims not 
processed according to the 
requirements outlined in this RFP and 
in any subsequent contract with the 
contractor. This applies to each weekly 
payment cycle or adjudication cycle 
that is not completed in accordance 
with payment cycle specifications as 
described in this RFP, unless prior 
written approval is authorized by the 
State. 
 


12.1.3.2 
 
 
 
 
 
12.5.3.51 
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Row ID Performance 
Area Damages 


Applicable RFP 
Requirement 


Citation 
4 Timeliness and 


Accuracy of 
Report Production 


Up to $200.00 in damages may be 
assessed for each MMIS report that is 
not produced in accordance with the 
general reporting requirements as 
presented in RFP Section 12.4. 
 
If a report is inaccurate or does not 
meet the general or specific reporting 
requirements presented in this RFP, 
and is not corrected within ten (10) 
working days of the State's notice of 
failure to meet the reporting 
requirements, then up to $200.00 per 
day damages may be assessed for each 
report from the date of the notification 
until the date the corrected report is 
produced and distributed. 


12.4.1, and 
12.4.3. 


5 MMIS Recipient 
Eligibility 
Reporting File 
Update 


The contractor may be assessed 
liquidated damages which shall result 
in payment reduction, not to exceed 
$5,000.00 for each 24 hour increment 
the batch or reconciliation exceeds the 
allotted time frame. 
 
Payment of any liquidated damages 
will not relieve the contractor from this 
obligation to meet the requirements 
established by the contractor's response 
to this RFP in regards to the MMIS 
Recipient Eligibility File update 
process. 


12.5.6.3, and 
12.5.6.5. 


6 Eligibility 
Verification 
System (EVS) and 
Pro-DUR/EMC 
Availability 


Up to $375.00 per hour may be 
assessed for a verified period of time 
when the voice response EVS, the 
automated EVS, Pro-DUR and EMC 
were not available for provider inquiry, 
input and response purposes for greater 
than one (1) hour in a calendar day. 


12.7.4.9, and 
12.7.4.13. 


7 Data Extracts to 
Decision Support 
System/Data 
Warehouse 


Up to $500.00 per hour may be 
assessed for a verified period of time 
when the MMIS data extract was not 
made available by the MMIS 
contractor. 


12.6.8.48, and 
12.6.8.49 
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Row ID Performance 
Area Damages 


Applicable RFP 
Requirement 


Citation 
8 MMIS System 


Modification 
Liquidated damages as set forth in the 
following payment reduction factor 
may be assessed the contractor for 
failure to meet the functions associated 
with the Change Request process as 
established by the contractor's response 
to this RFP. The following schedule 
will be used to assess liquidated 
damages and shall be cumulative unless 
otherwise indicated: 
 
1. Failure to correct a system problem 


or complete a Change Request 
within the agreed upon completion 
date, where failure to complete was 
not due to the action or inaction on 
the part of DHCFP as documented 
in writing by the contractor: 


 
A) If only reports are affected, up 


to $200.00 per working day per 
report; 


B) If the DSS operation is affected, 
up to $500.00 per working day;  


C) If claims processing is affected, 
up to $5,000.00 per day that 
payments were affected; 


D) If the EVS system is affected, 
up to $375.00 per hour; and 


E) If the EVS system is affected, 
up to $375.00 per hour; 


F) Any other deficiencies, up to 
$1,000.00 per day. 


The contractor's performance will be 
measured by DHCFP. 
 
Payment of any liquidated damages 
will not relieve the contractor from its 
obligation to meet the requirements 
established by the contractor's response 
to this RFP in regard to Section 12.2. 
 


12.2 
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Row ID Performance 
Area Damages 


Applicable RFP 
Requirement 


Citation 
9 MMIS Operations Non-compliance with MMIS 


Operations performance requirements 
may result in assessment of liquidated 
damages up to the amounts for specific 
deficiencies as outlined in this 
attachment. 


 


10 Business 
Resumption and 
Periodic Testing 


Liquidated damages in the form of 
payment reduction of up to $5,000.00 
per day may be assessed the contractor 
for not implementing and 
demonstrating its business resumption 
plan within the allotted time frames 
established by the contractor's response 
to Section 11.5, Business Resumption 
Requirements. 
 
The contractor's performance will be 
measured by the ability of the backup 
facility(ies) to perform one hundred 
percent (100%) of the appropriate 
MMIS functions as measured by 
DHCFP personnel. 
 
Payment of any liquidated damages 
will not relieve the contractor from its 
obligation to meet business resumption 
requirements. 


11.5 
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ATTACHMENT M – STATE OF NEVADA REGISTRATION SUBSTITUTE 
IRS FORM W-9 


The completed form must be included in Tab II, Financial Information and Documentation of the 
Part IV – Confidential Financial Information proposal submittal. 


 







 
STATE OF NEVADA 
REGISTRATION 
SUBSTITUTE IRS FORM W-9 


 


Mail or fax to: 
STATE PURCHASING 


515 E. MUSSER ST STE 300 
CARSON CITY, NV  89701 


PHONE:  775-684-0187 
FAX:  775-684-0188 


Asterisked (*) sections are mandatory and require completion. 
1. *NAME   For proprietorship, provide proprietor’s name in first box and DBA in second box.  
Legal Business Name, Proprietor’s Name or Individual’s Name 


     


  
Doing Business As (DBA) 


     


 
 
2. *ADDRESS/CONTACT INFORMATION 
Address A – Physical address of  


 Company Headquarters   Individual’s Residence 
Is this a US Post Office deliverable address?   Yes   No  


Address B  
 Additional Remittance – PO Box, Lockbox or another physical location.  


Address  


     


 
Address  


     


 
Address  


     


 
Address  


     


 
City 


     


 
State 


  


 
Zip Code 


     


 
City 


     


 
State 


  


 
Zip Code 


     


 
E-mail Address 


     


           
E-mail Address 


     


 
Phone Number 


     


 
Fax Number 


     


 
Phone Number 


     


 
Fax Number 


     


 
Primary Contact 


     


 
Primary Contact 


     


 
 
3. *ORGANIZATION TYPE AND TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (TIN)  Check only one organization type and supply the applicable 
        Social Security Number (SSN) or Employee Identification Number (EIN).  For proprietorship, provide SSN or EIN, not both.  


 Individual   (SSN)             LLC   
 Sole Proprietorship   (SSN or EIN)               How does LLC report  
 Partnership   (EIN)           to IRS? 


SSN     


     


 
 
Name associated with SSN:  


     


 
 Corporation   (EIN)         Proprietor 
 Government   (EIN)         Partnership  


EIN     


     


 


 Tax Exempt/Nonprofit   (EIN)         Corporation    
  


New TIN?   No   Yes – Provide previous TIN & effective date.  
Previous TIN:  


     


                         Date: 


     


 
 OTHER INFORMATION – Check all that apply. 


 Doctor or Medical Facility  In-State (Nevada) 
 Attorney or Legal Facility  DBE Certificate #:  


     


 
 
4. ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER PREFERENCE   Do you want payments to be directly deposited into your bank account? 


 Yes – Complete the following information and provide a copy of a voided imprinted check for the account.  If there are no checks for the account, restate the bank 
information on letterhead.  A deposit slip will not be accepted.  For a savings account, provide a signed letter with the bank information.  Information on this form and 
the support documentation must match.  Allow 10 working days for activation.   


 No - Go directly to section 5 – IRS Form W-9 Certification and Signature. 
The information is for address  A   B   Both   
Bank Name 


     


 
Bank Account Type 


 Checking  Savings 
Transit Routing Number 


     


 
Bank Account Number 


     


 


Select only one:  Send Direct Deposit Remittance Advices by 
 US mail  
 E-mail to   


     


 
                       E-mail address must be 30 characters or less. 


 
5. *IRS FORM W-9 CERTIFICATION AND SIGNATURE 
Under penalties of perjury, I certify that: 
1.  The number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer identification number (or I am waiting for a number to be issued to me), and 
2.  I am not subject to backup withholding because: (a) I am exempt from backup withholding, or (b) I have not been notified by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 
     that I am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or dividends, or (c) the IRS has notified me that I am no longer subject to backup 
     withholding, and  
3.  I am a U.S. citizen or other U.S. person (as defined by IRS Form W-9 rev October 2007). 
  
Cross out item 2 above if you have been notified by the IRS that you are currently subject to backup withholding because you have failed to report all interest and dividends 
on your tax return. 
The Internal Revenue Service does not require your consent to any provision of this document other than the certifications required to avoid backup withholding. 
Signature 
 


Print Name & Title of Person Signing Form 


     


 
Date 


     


 
 
FOR STATE CONTROLLER’S OFFICE USE ONLY       Name of State agency  


contact & phone number:   


     


                  
Primary 1099 Vendor           1099 Indicator   Yes   No 
Entered By                                 Date 
 


Comments 







Registration Instructions 
General Instructions: 
1. The substitute IRS Form W-9 is for the use of United States entities only.  Non-US entities must submit an IRS Form W-8. 
2. Type or legibly print all information except for signature. 
3. Asterisked (*) sections or items are mandatory and require completion.  Sections or items without an asterisk are optional. 
Specific Information: 
1. *NAME 


a. Partnership, Corporation, Government or Nonprofit – Enter legal business name as registered with the Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) in first box.  If the company operates under another name, provide it in the second box.   


b. Proprietorship – Enter the proprietor’s name in the first box and the business name (DBA) in the second box. 
c. Individual – Name must be as registered with the Social Security Administration (SSA) for the Social Security number (SSN) 


listed in Section 3. 
2. *ADDRESS/CONTACT INFORMATION 


a. Address A – If the address is non-deliverable by the United States Postal Service, complete both Address A and B sections. 
Company – Provide physical location of company headquarters. 
Individual – Provide physical location of residence.  
E-mail – Provide complete e-mail address when available. 
Telephone Number – Include area code. 
Fax Number – Include area code. 
Primary Contact – Person (and phone number or extension) to be contacted for payment-related questions or issues.   


b. Address B – Provide additional remittance address and related information when appropriate. 
3. *ORGANIZATION TYPE AND TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (TIN) 


a. Individual – A person that has no association with a business. 
b. Proprietorship – A business owned by one person. 
c. Partnership – A business with more than one owner and not a corporation. 
d. Corporation – A business that may have many owners with each owner liable only for the amount of his investment in the 


business. 
e. LLC – Limited Liability Company.  Must mark appropriate classification – proprietorship, partnership or corporation.  
f. Government – The federal government, a state or local government, or instrumentality, agency, or subdivision thereof.    
g. Tax Exempt/Nonprofit – Organization exempt from federal income tax under section 501(a) or 501(c)(3) of the Internal 


Revenue Code.   
h. Doctor or Medical Facility – Person or facility related to practice of medicine. 
i. Attorney or Legal Facility – Person or facility related to practice of law. 
j. In-state – Nevada entity. 
k. Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) – A small business enterprise that is at least 51% owned and controlled by one or 


more socially and economically disadvantaged individuals.  Provide certification number.  See http://www.nevadadbe.com 
for certification information.             


l. The Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) is always a 9-digit number.  It will be a Social Security Number (SSN) assigned 
to an individual by the SSA or an Employer Identification Number (EIN) assigned to a business or other entity by the IRS.  
Per the IRS, use the owner’s social security number for a proprietorship. 


4. ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER PREFERENCE   
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) is optional.  However, it is the preferred method of payment to all payees of the State of Nevada.  Provide a copy of a voided 
imprinted check or restate bank information on letterhead.  A deposit slip will not be accepted. *Bank Name – The name of the bank where account 
is held. 


a. *Bank Account Type – Indicate whether the account is checking or savings. 
b. *Transit Routing Number – Enter the 9-digit Transit Routing Number. 
c. *Bank Account Number – Enter bank account number. 
d. *Direct Deposit Remittance Advice – Select the preferred method for receiving remittance advices.  E-mail address must be 


30 characters or less.  Companies should provide an address that will not change, i.e. accounting@business.com. 
5. *IRS FORM W-9 CERTIFICATION AND SIGNATURE 


a. The Certification is copied from IRS Form W-9 (rev. October 2007).  See IRS Form W-9 for further information.   
b. The Signature should be provided by the individual, owner, officer, legal representative or other authorized person of the 


entity listed on the form.   
c. Print the name and title, when applicable, of the person signing the form. 
d. Enter the date the form was signed.  Forms over three years old will not be processed. 


 


Do not complete any remaining areas.  They are for State of Nevada use only. 
 
 THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SUBMITTED IN TAB II  OF VENDOR’S  


CONFIDENTIAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION SUBMITTAL 
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ATTACHMENT N – PROJECT COSTS 


The cost for each task/deliverable must be complete and include all expenses, including travel, 
per diem and out-of-pocket expenses as well as administrative and/or overhead expenses. 
Detailed backup must be provided for all cost schedules completed. 
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PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE ARE 9 WORKSHEETS TOTAL, INCLUDING THESE INSTRUCTIONS, IN THIS EXCEL FILE 
All fields requiring data entry are shown in green


Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


    COST PROPOSAL INSTRUCTIONS - Each worksheet within this Excel document must be submitted.  


Contents of the cost proposal must be as follows:


1. Tab I - Title Page


The title page must include the following:


A. Cost Proposal for MMIS Takeover


B. RFP #1824


C. Name and address of the proposer:


D. Proposal opening date: April 9, 2010


E. Proposal opening time: 2:00:00 PM (Pacific Time)


2. Tab II - Cost Proposal Pricing Spreadsheets


A.


B.


C.


D.


Cost proposal must be in the format identified in Section 18, Project Costs.


Proposers must provide a CD of their cost proposal within the master cost proposal.


Cost proposal spreadsheets 18.1.1.1, 18.1.1.2, 18.1.1.3, 18.1.1.4, 18.1.1.5, and 18.1.1.6 must be completed according 
to the instructions for each spreadsheet.


Cost proposal spreadsheets for the Hosting Solutions 18.1.2.1 and 18.1.2.2 must be completed according to the 
instructions for each spreadsheet.
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3. Tab III - Narrative Description of Proposed Operational Cost Approach


A.


4. Tab IV - Cost Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP


A.


In addition to the pricing schedules included in this spreadsheet, the cost proposal must include a narrative description 
of the proposer's proposed operational pricing approach in accordance with Section 18.2.1.  


Proposers must include Attachment B-2, Cost Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP 
for Section 18, Project Costs within this section. 
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Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


18.1.1.1 Statement of Zero Costs for Start-Up and Transition


18.1.1.1-a Costs for conducting the scope of work activities for Contract Start-Up from Section 8 of RFP #1824 $0.00


18.1.1.1-b Costs for conducting the scope of work activities for Transition from Section 9 of RFP #1824 $0.00


Vendor acknowldeges and affirms that all contract start-up and transition tasks, activities and deliverables
will be performed and provided at no cost to the State.


Signature Title Date
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Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


18.1.1.2 Statement of Commitment to Budget Neutrality for the Fiscal Agent Takeover of MMIS Operations and Maintenance


18.1.1.2-a Vendor acknowledges commitment to budget neutrality for Fiscal Agent Services, including the takeover and 
operation of the Core MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and all FA operational services. The contract is not-to-
exceed an amount for the five year contract period (using Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.3) based on a formula tying costs 
to changes in CPI & Caseload.  Based on an analysis by our Accounting Unit of projected contract costs for the next 
five years using this formula, the contract is not-to-exceed $173,167,279 .  However the actual not-to-exceed 
amount may be more or less than this figure depending on actual costs.


Vendor acknowldeges and affirms that all tasks, activities and deliverables during the Operations Period, excluding the HIE
implementation, will be performed according to the operational budget neutrality requirement.  


Signature Title Date


NOTE:  This 5-year projection is based on actual current variables, including FFS caseloads and the CPI index, and 
is provided for purposes of determining budget neutrality in the submission of vendor proposals.  The contractor will 
be reimbursed for operations according to the formulas in the calculation methodology shown in the Reference 
Library, using the actual value of the variables including FFS caseloads, the CPI and other variables as noted.  This 
is consistent with the budget neutrality definition for purposes of operational payment determination.  
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Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


18.1.1.3 5-Year Operations Pricing Worksheet


18.1.1.3-a


18.1.1.3-b


18.1.1.3-c


DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONAL EXPENSE FY 121             


7/11 - 6/12
FY 13             


7/12 - 6/13
FY 14             


7/13 - 6/14
FY 15             


7/14 - 6/15
FY 16             


7/15 - 6/16 TOTAL


OPERATING EXPENSES2


Core MMIS $0.00


Pharmacy Point-of-Sale $0.00


Electronic Prescribing $0.00


Pharmacy and Diabetic Rebate $0.00


Clinical Claims Editing $0.00
Decision Support System (Existing Data 
Warehouse) $0.00


Web Portal $0.00
Online Document Retreival and Archiving 
System $0.00


CLAIMS EXPENSES2, 3 $0.00


ENCOUNTERS4 $0.00


CLAIMS PROCESSING SUPPORT SERVICES2,3 $0.00


Total cost must be transferred to the summary table in Section 18.1.1.6, Summary Schedule of Project 
Costs.


Proposers must include all costs associated with operations and maintenance of the Nevada MMIS, 
including all personnel, overhead, profit, equipment usage, network communications, postage and 


Proposers must base their costs on the caseload projections below, and within the budget neutrality 
ceiling provided on Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.2.
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Managed Care Enrollment $0.00


PASRR $0.00


Call Center and Contact Management $0.00


Provider Appeals $0.00


Provider Enrollment $0.00


Provider Training & Outreach $0.00
Finance (including Accounts Payable and 


TPL Activities)1, 2 $0.00


Return ID Card Process $0.00


Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)


Pharmacy Support Services $0.00


Diabetic Supply Rebate $0.00


Prior Authorization $0.00


Utilization Management $0.00


EPSDT $0.00


Personal Care Services (PCS) Program $0.00


HEALTH EDUCATION $0.00


POSTAGE & PRINTING PASS-THROUGH $0.00


OTHER COSTS (please describe) $0.00


SUB-TOTAL FOR 18.1.1.3 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1For purposes of the cost evaluation, operations payments projected to begin on July 1, 2011
2Expense affected by the CPI-U
3Expense affected by the FFS caseload
4Expense affected by the Managed Care caseload
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Caseload Projections* FY 12             
7/11 - 6/12


FY 13             
7/12 - 6/13


FY 14             
7/13 - 6/14


FY 15             
7/14 - 6/15


FY 16             
7/15 - 6/16


Fee for Service (Claims) 0.64% -1.29% -3.54% -4.07% -4.22%
Managed Care (Encounters) 2.71% 0.76% -1.52% -2.03% -2.17%


*Caseload projections represented as percentage of change from previous year.


Signature                                                                           Title Date
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Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


18.1.1.4 Health Information Exchange (HIE) Cost Schedule


18.1.1.4-a


18.1.1.4-b


DESCRIPTION OF COST ELEMENT FY 121             


7/11 - 6/12
FY 13             


7/12 - 6/13
FY 14             


7/13 - 6/14
FY 15             


7/14 - 6/15
FY 16             


7/15 - 6/16 TOTAL


HIE IMPLEMENTATION


Development and Testing of HIE


Implementation 
Rollout to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Providers (including training and 
outreach)


Other Implementation-related Costs (please describe)


HIE MAINTENANCE2


Personnel $0.00


Facilities $0.00


Equipment $0.00


Network Communications $0.00


Provider Training $0.00


Other Costs (please describe) $0.00


$0.00


SUB-TOTAL FOR 18.1.1.4 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1For purposes of the cost evaluation, maintenance-related payments projected to begin on July 1, 2011
2Maintenance-related costs are to be distributed by operational year as indicated.


Signature                                                                             Title Date


Proposers must include information for the implementation and ongoing maintenance of the HIE 
component.


Total cost must be transferred to the summary table in Section 18.1.1.6, Summary Schedule of 
Project Costs.
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Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


18.1.1.5 Data Warehouse Cost Schedule


18.1.1.5-a


18.1.1.5-b


DESCRIPTION OF COST ELEMENT FY 121             


7/11 - 6/12
FY 13             


7/12 - 6/13
FY 14             


7/13 - 6/14
FY 15             


7/14 - 6/15
FY 16             


7/15 - 6/16 TOTAL


Data Warehouse DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT & IMPLEMENTATION


Requirements Validation and Development


Testing


Data Extract, Load and Configuration


Training


Implementation


Other Costs (please describe)


Data Warehouse MAINTENANCE2  (Incremental Costs only)


Personnel $0.00


Facilities $0.00


Equipment $0.00


Network Communications $0.00


Other Costs (please describe) $0.00


$0.00


SUB-TOTAL FOR 18.1.1.5 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1For purposes of the cost evaluation, maintenance-related payments projected to begin on July 1, 2011
2Maintenance-related costs are to be distributed by operational year as indicated.  Incremental costs for additional functionality only should be provided here. 


Signature                                                                             Title Date


Proposers must include information for the design, development and implementation, and incremental 
maintenance costs of the Data Warehouse component that represents ADDITIONAL functionality beyond the 
current functionality.  Current DW functionality costs are to be provided within the operations cost schedule 
18.1.1.3.


Total cost must be transferred to the summary table in Section 18.1.1.6, Summary Schedule of Project 
Costs.
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Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


18.1.1.6


18.1.1.6-a Sub-totals from each of the previous cost schedules must be transferred to the following summary schedule of project costs.
(note:  subtotals will automatically transfer to this worksheet into the appropriate cell - no data entry is required)


DELIVERABLE OR
COST SCHEDULE 


NUMBER
SUMMARY OF TOTAL PROJECT COSTS COST


18.1.1.3 5-Year Operations Pricing Worksheet $0.00


18.1.1.4 Health Information Exchange (HIE) Cost Schedule $0.00


18.1.1.5 Data Warehouse Cost Schedule $0.00


Total Project Costs $0.00


Signature                                                                             TitleTitle Date


Summary Schedule of Project Costs
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Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


18.1.2.1 Informational Costs for Proposed Hosting Approach for Nevada MMIS


18.1.2.1-a


18.1.2.1-b Proposers must provide detailed information for each item identified.


18.1.2.1-c


18.1.2.1-d


DESCRIPTION OF ASSOCIATED COSTS COST


1
Transition Support
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the transition support line item]


2
Staffing Expenses During Transition
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the transition staffing line item]


3
Hosting Operations (per year):
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the operations line item]


4
Hosting Maintenance (per year)
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the maintenance line item]


5
Staffing Expenses During Operations (per year)
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the operations staffing line item]


6
Other Expenses (per year)
Includes: [vendor to describe other expenses that must be included in the total cost]


7


8


SUB-TOTAL FOR 18.1.2.1 $0.00


Signature                                                                             Title Date


Instructions for this worksheet:  Provide costs for the proposed hosting solution for the Nevada MMIS.  Indicate which hosting 
option is being proposed:  1)  Takeover of existing hosting infrastructure, OR 2) Vendor alternative hosting arrangement.


This information is for information purposes only and will NOT be evaluated or considered in the cost proposal evaluation.


The payment for hosting will be incorporated into the operational cost schedule for purposes of maintaining budget neutrality.  No 
separate reimbursement for hosting of the Nevada MMIS will be made.


< Identify Hosting Option #1 or #2 >
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Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


18.1.2.2 Informational Costs for State-hosted solution with the identification of Vendor responsibilities


18.1.2.2-a


18.1.2.2-b


18.1.2.2-c


DESCRIPTION OF ASSOCIATED COSTS COST


1
Transition Support
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the transition support line item]


2
Staffing Expenses During Transition
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the transition staffing line item]


3
Hosting Operations (per year):
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the operations line item]


4
Hosting Maintenance (per year)
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the maintenance line item]


5
Staffing Expenses During Operations (per year)
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the operations staffing line item]


6
Other Expenses (per year)
Includes: [vendor to describe other expenses that must be included in the total cost]


7


8


9
SUB-TOTAL FOR 18.1.2.2 $0.00


Signature Title Date


Proposers must provide detailed information for each item identified.


This information is for information purposes only and will NOT be evaluated or considered in the selection of the 
successful proposer.


The Division does not intend to select a State hosting approach at this time, but wishes to gather information regarding 
the future feasibility of maintaining and utilizing the State hosting environment.


< State Hosting Solution >
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ATTACHMENT O – CORE MMIS OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS TABLE 


Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work.  
Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor 
The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply. 


Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract. 


Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2 CLAIMS PROCESSING 


General  


12.5.2.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support all edit processing functions, files and data 
elements necessary to meet the needs of the Claims 
business function in accordance with DHCFP policies, 
State and Federal rules and regulations, and HIPAA 
standards. 


  


12.5.2.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform claims processing for electronically submitted 
and hard copy claims and adjudication according to 
State and Federal rules and regulations. 


  


12.5.2.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide staff competent to perform all claims functions 
specified in this RFP, or by State and Federal rules and 
regulations, during the life of the contract. 


  


Claims Control and Entry 


12.5.2.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop policies and procedures for performing claims 
control and entry activities; all policies and procedures 
must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain a claim control and inventory system 
approved by DHCFP.   


12.5.2.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide and train providers on no-cost access portal(s) 
for online claims submission, including updates and 
returned files, for all claim forms by electronic transfer 
or other media approved by DHCFP, in a HIPAA-
compliant format. 


  


12.5.2.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept both hard copy and electronic media claims, 
adjustments and voids according to DHCFP, CMS and 
HIPAA standards and ensure all relevant attachments, 
cash or checks are secure and appropriately routed 
upon receipt. 


  


12.5.2.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Sort hard-copy claims and attachments according to 
policies and procedures.    


12.5.2.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Prescreen hard-copy claims before entering them into 
the system, and return to the provider those not 
meeting certain criteria as specified by DHCFP, and 
maintain an electronic log of returned claims. 


  


12.5.2.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Capture and maintain images of all hard-copy claims, 
adjustments, voids, attachments and other documents. 


 


  


12.5.2.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain all data from electronically submitted claims.   


12.5.2.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assign unique claim control numbers and batches to 
each claim, adjustment, void and financial transaction 
with a unique document control number. Prevent 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


overlaying of unique control numbers. 


12.5.2.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Edit to prevent duplicate entry of electronic claim 
batches.   


12.5.2.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform data entry for all hard-copy claims and provide 
for the verification of manually entered claims 
including editing, key re-verification or other methods 
approved by DHCFP. 


  


12.5.2.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform data, format and validity editing on all entered 
claims, according to industry standards and HIPAA 
guidelines. 


  


12.5.2.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify and perform online correction to claims 
pended as a result of data entry errors.   


12.5.2.17  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Monitor, track and provide online inquiry access to 
each claim, adjustment, void and financial transaction 
from receipt through final disposition in accordance 
with HIPAA regulations. 


  


12.5.2.18  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Monitor, track, provide online inquiry to, and maintain 
an audit trail of batch information and electronic 
submission statistics. 


  


12.5.2.19  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Establish balancing processes to ensure control within 
the MMIS processing cycles. Reconcile all claims 
(hard-copy and electronic) to batch processing cycle 
input and output figures to ensure balancing. 


  


12.5.2.20  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Make recommendations in any area in which the 
contractor feels improvements can be made based on 
industry standards, best practices and/or cost 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


efficiencies. 


Claims Adjudication 


12.5.2.21  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support all the Claims Operations Management 
functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the 
requirements of the Nevada MMIS and peripheral 
systems/tools, and State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


  


12.5.2.22  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop policies and procedures for performing claims 
adjudication activities. All policies and procedures 
must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations.  


  


12.5.2.23  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform claim editing according to DHCFP policy, 
CMS, national coding standards, and HIPAA 
standards. Types of edits include, but are not limited to: 


a. Recipient and provider eligibility verification; 
b. Lock-in restrictions or special programs; 
c. Services requested are covered by applicable 


benefit plan; 
d. Managed care enrollment; 
e. Required attachments have been submitted; 
f. Age and gender are appropriate for service 


provided; 
g. Units billed are greater than or equal to service 


limits; 
h. If a diagnosis is required it is present and of 


sufficient detail; 
i. Proper use of modifier(s); 
j. Place of service is valid; 
k. Proper stale date billing timeframes; 
l. Service allows “from/through” billing if service 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


was billed using a range of dates; 
m. Provider eligibility to perform type of service; 
n. Provider participation in a group practice; 
o. Prior authorization compliance; 
p. Verify CLIA certification for procedure(s); and 
q. Exact duplicate and suspected duplicate claims 


across claim types and provider types. 


12.5.2.24  Contractor 
Responsibility 


As part of the claims adjudication process, review 
claims for billing and coding errors, according to 
industry guidelines and CMS Correct Coding Initiative 
edits.  


  


12.5.2.25  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Verify that services performed are consistent with 
services previously rendered to the recipient and that 
they comply with State policy and medical criteria. 


  


12.5.2.26  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Edit each claim record completely during a payment 
cycle, identifying as many errors as possible to limit 
the number of times a provider must to re-submit a 
claim before it completely processes.  


  


12.5.2.27  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform claim editing for conflicting services in 
accordance with DHCFP policy, CMS guidelines, 
national coding standards, and HIPAA standards. 
Types of conflicting edits include, but are not limited 
to: 


a. Institution/Outpatient (for example, Nursing 
Facility vs. Personal Care Services on same or 
overlapping date(s) of service); 


b. Institution/Institution (for example, Nursing 
Facility and Inpatient Hospital); 


c. Provider Type/Procedure Codes (for example, 
Nursing Facility stay with certain DME items on 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


same or overlapping date(s) of service [defined by 
a group of procedure codes]); and 


d. Procedure Code/Procedure Code (for example, 
extraction and a filling for the same tooth). 


12.5.2.28  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist DHCFP in defining additional, desirable edit 
criteria.    


12.5.2.29  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Propose criteria and procedures for processing and 
adjudicating “special claims” (bypass edit conditions), 
including but not limited to late billing, recipient retro-
eligibility, out-of-state emergency and any other 
DHCFP-defined and approved situation. 


  


12.5.2.30  Contractor 
Responsibility 


For recipients enrolled in Managed Care, identify, edit 
and correctly adjudicate claims for services carved out 
of a managed care contract as a fee-for-service claim. 


  


12.5.2.31  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Access the Prior Authorization function during claims 
processing, including adjustment and void processing, 
and update the PA data to reflect the services used on 
the claim and the number of services or dollars 
remaining once it is determined that the claim is 
payable. 


  


12.5.2.32  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain the edit disposition indicator on an error 
disposition file in the Reference Data Maintenance 
function. This file shall also indicate whether a 
particular edit can be overridden and allow for different 
disposition by media type, claim type (original, 
adjustment, void), or attachment indicator. 


  


12.5.2.33  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify and track all edits posted to the claim from 
entry through adjudication and final disposition.   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Provide online inquiry at no less than current 
functionality. 


12.5.2.34  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Monitor, track and provide online inquiry access to 
claim status (paid, denied, pended) from receipt 
through final disposition. 


  


12.5.2.35  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a claims void, reprocess and adjustment 
process which is accomplished operationally, using 
MMIS screens.  


  


12.5.2.36  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Manually or systematically review and resolve any 
pended claims.   


12.5.2.37  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain access to pricing and reimbursement 
methodologies to appropriately price claims.   


12.5.2.38  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide capability to accept and deduct co-payments in 
accordance with DHCFP policy.   


12.5.2.39  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Process payments to providers for QMB recipients of 
services covered by Medicare but not covered by 
Medicaid. 


  


12.5.2.40  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Submit physician administered drug information to the 
pharmacy POS system to support processing and 
adjudication of physician administered drug claims. 


  


12.5.2.41  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Interface with the pharmacy POS system to receive 
adjudication results information from the pharmacy 
POS system. 


  


12.5.2.42  Contractor Only override claim edits based on written 
authorization from DHCFP or DHCFP-approved   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility resolution instructions. 


12.5.2.43  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate and maintain the online resolution function in 
the MMIS, which includes resolution of all data entry 
errors. 


  


12.5.2.44  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain claim resolution information, such as edits 
that were overridden and the individual user who 
performed the override. 


  


12.5.2.45  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify potential Third Party Liability (TPL), 
including Medicare, and deny the claim if it is for a 
service covered by other insurance based on recipient’s 
type of TPL coverage and type of service (e.g., medical 
service claim with medical service coverage, dental 
service claim with dental coverage). 


  


12.5.2.46  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow for TPL overrides when the provider attaches an 
EOB stating that the other insurance is exhausted or the 
service is not covered, making Medicaid the payer for 
the claim. 


  


12.5.2.47  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify claims to pend for medical review, in 
accordance with DHCFP policy.   


12.5.2.48  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform adjustments and voids to original claims and 
maintain records of the previous processing.   


12.5.2.49  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Make recommendations in any area in which the 
contractor feels improvements can be made based on 
industry standards, best practices and/or cost 
efficiencies. 
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Claims Reporting 


12.5.2.50  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop policies and procedures for performing claims 
reporting activities. All policies and procedures must 
adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations. 


  


12.5.2.51  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce all daily, weekly and monthly claims entry 
statistics reports in accordance with DHCFP-approved 
specifications and media type. 


   


 


12.5.2.52  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce balancing and control reports according to 
DHCFP-approved specifications and media type.   


12.5.2.53  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an audit trail of each claim record including 
each stage of processing, the date the claim was entered 
in each stage, and any error codes posted. 


  


12.5.2.54  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Monitor and report on the use of override codes during 
the claims resolution process, based on DHCFP-
defined guidelines.  


  


12.5.2.55  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide online inquiry access to claims history as 
specified by DHCFP policy.   


12.5.2.56  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce and distribute recipient Validation of Service 
letter pursuant to State and Federal rules and 
regulations.  


  


12.5.2.57  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Screen returned recipient Validation of Service letters 
for discrepancies and produce monthly reports that 
identify the percentage of claims questions, the number 
of claims questions and the dollar amount of claims 
questions pursuant to State and Federal rules and 
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regulations.  


12.5.2.58  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Make recommendations in any area in which the 
contractor feels improvements can be made based on 
industry standards, best practices and/or cost 
efficiencies. 


  


Claims – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.5.2.59  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Use DHCFP identified criteria, such as Provider Type, 
to ‘randomly pend’ a specified percentage of claims for 
Pre-Payment Review.  


  


12.5.2.60  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a means to identify and recover “Never Events” 
claims as defined by CMS. These never events represent 
unnecessary services directly caused by practitioner or 
facility error (Example: Sponge left in a patient by error, 
claim submitted to pay for removal of the sponge).  


  


12.5.2.61  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


On an annual basis, produce, distribute and track 
False Claims letters/certifications to providers paid 
over five million dollars ($5,000,000) and provide 
results to DHCFP. 


  


12.5.2.62  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Create and maintain a standard template for the 
purpose of automating voids and adjustments. This 
would eliminate manual entry of voids and 
adjustments.  


  


Claims – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.2.63  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve all changes to internal and external claims 
processing procedures used for claims capture, claims   
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adjudication, and controlling the audit trails and 
location of all claims. 


12.5.2.64  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Monitor Contractor inventory through review of claims 
processing cycle balancing and control reports.   


12.5.2.65  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Establish and provide Contractor with claim electronic 
image retention and retrieval standards.   


12.5.2.66  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve implementation of HIPAA-compliant claim 
forms.   


12.5.2.67  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Establish standards for data entry error rates.    


12.5.2.68  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Determine and provide to Contractor edit criteria to 
enforce DHCFP policy.   


12.5.2.69  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Determine edit override policy, and review and 
approve contractor procedures for adjudication of 
“special batch” claims. 


  


12.5.2.70  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with Contractor on known changes to 
existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


  


12.5.2.71  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review all daily, weekly and monthly claims statistics 
and operational reports.   


12.5.2.72  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide to the contractor written authorization for edit 
overrides.   
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12.5.2.73  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve edit resolution instructions.   


12.5.2.74  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Establish criteria for returning hard-copy claims to 
providers before entering claims into the system.   


12.5.2.75  Potential 
Expanded 
DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Select a percentage of claims by provider type to 
‘randomly pend’ for Per-Payment Review by the 
Contractor. 


  


Claims – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.2.76  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Adjudicate claims in accordance with the requirements 
detailed in the State Medicaid Manual, Part 11, Section 
11325. 


  


12.5.2.77  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Data-enter hard copy claims within two (2) working 
days of receipt. 


 


  


12.5.2.78  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain data entry error rates below three percent 
(3%).   


12.5.2.79  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Load electronically submitted claims within one (1) 
working day of receipt.   


12.5.2.80  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Image every claim and attachment within one (1) 
working day of receipt.    
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12.5.2.81  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Assign a unique control number to every claim, 
attachment and adjustment within one (1) working day 
of receipt. 


  


12.5.2.82  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Return claims missing required data within two (2) 
working days of receipt.   


12.5.2.83  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Log returned claims daily.   


12.5.2.84  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Ninety-five percent (95%) of all clean claims or ninety 
percent (90%) of the dollar total for all clean claims 
must be adjudicated for payment or denial within thirty 
(30) calendar days of receipt.  


  


12.5.2.85  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Ninety-nine percent (99%) of clean claims must be 
adjudicated for payment or denial within ninety (90) 
calendar days of receipt. 


  


12.5.2.86  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Non-clean claims must be adjudicated within thirty 
(30) calendar days of the date of correction of the 
condition that caused it to be unclean. 


  


12.5.2.87  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


All claims must be adjudicated within twelve (12) 
months of receipt by the contractor, except for those 
exempted from this requirement by federal timely 
claims processing regulations. 


  


12.5.2.88  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Correctly adjudicate all pended claims, except those 
pended that require state review, within thirty (30) 
calendar days of receipt and report the pended status of 
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the claims to the provider. 


12.5.2.89  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Correctly adjudicate claims pended for medical review 
within fourteen (14) calendar days from completion of 
the review.  


  


12.5.2.90  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Review and adjudicate one-hundred percent (100%) of 
provider-initiated requests for adjustment within forty-
five (45) calendar days of receipt. 


  


12.5.2.91  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Submit returned denial notices to DHCFP each week.   


12.5.2.92  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Update TPL files with claim information in the same 
cycle as the payment cycle.   


12.5.3 FINANCIAL 


General/Inputs 


12.5.3.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support all financial processing functions, files and 
data elements necessary to meet the requirements of the 
Nevada MMIS operation, State and federal rules and 
regulations, in accordance with HIPAA regulations. 


  


12.5.3.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support multiple levels of role based security, as 
agreed upon by the Contractor and DHCFP.   


12.5.3.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to 
support overpayment/recovery efforts, including but 
not limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER, cost 
avoidance, pay and chase, premium payment, 
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Medicare, subrogation and recoupments according to 
DHCFP policy, State and Federal rules and regulations. 


12.5.3.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an accounts receivable system populated by 
MMIS data on a weekly basis that is maintained by the 
Accounting Department. The data is to be used to track 
matching dollars from other agencies. 


  


12.5.3.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Upload annual budget, including fund splits and 
program/sub-program codes, into financial processing 
system. 


  


12.5.3.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept the following inputs into the financial 
processing system to produce RA: 


a. Claims that have passed all edit, audit and pricing 
processing, or that have been denied; 


b. Claims that have a sanction or fiscal pend; 
c. Fiscal pend and release criteria; 
d. Recoupment data; 
e. Retroactive rate updates; and 
f. Provider, recipient and reference data from MMIS. 


  


12.5.3.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Create, maintain, and update accounting codes (e.g. 
object codes, sub-object codes, multiple FMAPs), as 
defined by DHCFP. 


  


12.5.3.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Validate budget authority for each financial and claim 
transaction.   


12.5.3.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain payment mechanisms to providers, including 
identification of check generation and electronic fund 
transfer (EFT). 
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12.5.3.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate and process non-claim-specific financial 
transactions.   


12.5.3.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate capitated payments to support managed care 
programs, according to HIPAA standards.    


12.5.3.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate non-emergency transportation capitation 
payments based on monthly eligibility file.   


Remittance Advice 


12.5.3.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce or reproduce both paper and electronic (ACS 
X12N 835 transaction) remittance advice and match 
checks (paper and EFT) to RAs as an audit function. 


  


12.5.3.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Include informational messages on the Remittance 
Advice from a user-maintainable message text table, 
with selection parameters such as provider type, claim 
type and claim payment date(s). 


  


12.5.3.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce remittance advice according to HIPAA 
standards for different claim forms and content such as 
institutional, pharmacy, professional and dental as well 
as paper remittance advice including but not limited to 
the following information:  


a. Recipient identification; 
b. Date(s) of service; 
c. Service identifier(s) (for example, HCPCS code, 


modifier(s), NDC code; 
d. Claim status (for example, paid, adjusted, denied, 


void, or pended); 
e. RA number; 
f. Internal Claim Number (ICN); 
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g. Previous ICN and new ICN are reported on the RA 
for adjustments. A voided claim will report to the 
RA using the original ICN that is being voided. 
Original check date and the original RA number 
are reported on the RA as well; 


h. All edits including edit description; 
i. Insurance company name, policy number and 


contact information for claims denied due to 
recipient having other insurance; 


j. Amount Billed;  
k. Any other insurance applied to the claim; 
l. Patient liability applied to claim; 
m. Amount of any other payments (i.e., voluntary 


contributions) applied to claim; 
n. Amount paid; and 
o. Summary information including but not limited to, 


number of claims paid, denied, or pended; total 
amount billed; total amount paid; active 
recoupment account balance(s); active sanction 
account balance(s); financial transactions (e.g. cut-
backs, add-payments). 


1099 Activities 


12.5.3.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Track 1099 earnings, adjust amounts due to 
recoupment activity or returned checks, produce 1099 
statements to providers and report the data to the IRS 
annually, in accordance with State and Federal rules 
and regulations. 


  


Output 


12.5.3.17  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Update claim history and online financial files with the 
check number, date of payment and amount paid after   
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the claims payment cycle. 


12.5.3.18  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Monitor the status of each account receivable and 
report monthly to DHCFP in aggregate and/or 
individual accounts, in a DHCFP approved report 
format. 


  


12.5.3.19  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide access to financial information online to 
authorized users.   


12.5.3.20  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce all required federal and State financial reports.   


12.5.3.21  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce claims payment and other financial data 
reports as specified by DHCFP, including but not 
limited to: 


a. Detailed financial transaction registers; 
b. Standard accounting, balance and control reports; 
c. Remittance and payment summaries; 
d. Listing of recoupments by amount and time period 


for providers; 
e. Single aged outstanding accounts receivable, with 


flags on those that have no activity within a 
DHCFP-specified period of time; 


f. Cash receipts and returned checks; 
g. Registers for checks/EFT with related remittance 


advice number and/or date; and 
h. Results of weekly Reconciliation/Balancing 


activities. 


  


Overpayments/Recoveries 


12.5.3.22  Contractor Accept and maintain the following information to 
support Overpayments/Recovery financial processing   
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Responsibility functions: 


a. Notification from Welfare, DHCFP and/or DCFS; 
b. Court notification; 
c. TPL-related data from the adjudicated claims 


history file including indicators of accident-related 
treatments, diagnosis codes and procedure codes 
indicating trauma; 


d. Parameters entered online to identify paid claims 
for tracking and potential recovery; and 


e. TPL information obtained from a source outside of 
Medicaid such as EOBs or providers. 


12.5.3.23  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify claims eligible for pay and chase recovery by 
user-driven criteria such as date of service or types of 
service. 


  


12.5.3.24  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to identify all claims that have been 
flagged for pay and chase recovery, including the date 
the process began. 


  


12.5.3.25  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Automatically generate (paper or electronic) invoices 
to the specific carriers and/or providers, according to 
HIPAA standards, with all pertinent information 
including, but not limited to, Recipient ID, service 
paid, date of service, insurance carrier name and policy 
information.  


  


12.5.3.26  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Track all responses and payments received and 
automatically adjust claims that have been recovered.   


12.5.3.27  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Automatically rebill insurance companies if a response 
is not received within DHCFP specified time frame.    
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12.5.3.28  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow online data access including: 


a. User-specified inquiry selection criteria such as 
recipient ID and date(s) of service to identify 
claims to assess for other insurance 
liability/Medicaid Estate Recovery; and 


b. List all claims selected for other insurance liability 
including all relevant information such as 
procedure code, diagnosis code, modifier and 
date(s) of service. 


  


12.5.3.29  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow authorized users to manually select or deselect 
claims for other insurance liability from the listing for 
inclusion in a case and allow the entry of a reason code 
for selection/de-selection. 


  


12.5.3.30  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain a listing of all claims selected for other 
insurance liability by the user for each case, and notify 
providers that claims have been identified for other 
insurance liability recovery action. 


  


12.5.3.31  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Automatically void the identified claims for other 
insurance liability with an explanation reason and 
report on the Remittance Advice. 


  


12.5.3.32  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Automatically reinstate previously voided claims 
according to user entered parameters for other 
insurance liability and report on the Remittance 
Advice. 


  


12.5.3.33  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Capture and provide online access to multiple names 
and addresses of the parties associated with a 
restitution case. 
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12.5.3.34  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to inquire against the recovery data 
by recipient ID or recipient name.    


12.5.3.35  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate 'reminders' at certain intervals based on 
recovery account information.   


12.5.3.36  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow for multiple recovery transactions for an 
individual.   


12.5.3.37  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Automatically set up a recoupment transaction for a 
provider if the provider payment amount is negative.   


12.5.3.38  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Update recoupment data automatically as the result of 
weekly claims run.    


12.5.3.39  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow for manual adjustment of recoupment balances.   


12.5.3.40  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide an audit trail of all transactions applied to the 
recoupment account including, but not limited to:  


a. Date of transaction; 
b. Dollar value of transaction; 
c. Reason for transaction; and 
d. Person/process authorizing the transaction. 


  


12.5.3.41  Contractor 
Responsibility 


If multiple accounts exist within a single account type, 
the older accounts are to be satisfied first.   


12.5.3.42  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce payment recovery reports as specified by 
DHCFP, including but not limited to: 


a. Aging reports of cases billed; 
b. Cost avoidance reports including detailed 


information on the number and types of claims and 
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amounts cost-avoided; 
c. Cost avoidance summary reports; 
d. Unrecoverable amounts by type and reason; 
e. Accounts receivable reports; 
f. Recoveries by case type; and 
g. Estate recovery activity reports. 


Financial – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.3.43  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 
to existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 
regulations (including FMAP changes). 


  


12.5.3.44  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Establish financial processing and adjustment 
processing policies and procedures.   


12.5.3.45  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Establish policies and procedures for processing non-
claim-specific financial transactions.   


12.5.3.46  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review all financial reports from the contractor.    


12.5.3.47  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide annual Budget file to Contractor no later than 
one (1) month prior to the first payment cycle each 
State Fiscal Year.  


  


12.5.3.48  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Establish requirements mandating EFT as payment 
mode for providers receiving more than a specified 
annual payment total. 


  


Financial – Contractor Performance Expectations 
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12.5.3.49  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain and update the accounts receivable system on 
a daily basis.   


12.5.3.50  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Perform weekly payment processing including 
generation of paper and electronic RAs.   


12.5.3.51  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Perform payment cycle on at least a weekly basis.   


12.5.3.52  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Produce and mail 1099 earning reports no later than 
January 31 of each year, and report to IRS according to 
Federal rules and regulations. 


  


12.5.3.53  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Upload annual Budget file and ensure accurate 
processing prior to the first weekly payment cycle of 
the new fiscal year. 


  


12.5.3.54  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Process each adjustment within ten (10) working days 
payment deposit.    


12.5.3.55  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Perform recoupment data entry keying with ninety-
seven percent (97%) or higher accuracy.   


12.5.4 PRIOR AUTHORIZATION (PA) 


12.5.4.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate and maintain the Prior Authorization (PA) 
function of the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check 
Up program, including review and physical 
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authorization of payment authorization functions 
associated with Prior Authorization Requests as 
identified by DHCFP.  


12.5.4.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support all Prior Authorization functions, features and 
data elements necessary to meet the requirements of 
this RFP and State and federal rules and regulations.  


  


12.5.4.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enter data into the Prior Authorization function 
through HIPAA compliant transaction that meets 
DHCFP guidelines, and maintain all Prior 
Authorization information. Data entry shall be 
permitted by DHCFP approved staff.  


  


12.5.4.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Purge Prior Authorization records to archive media 
according to DHCFP-defined criteria.   


12.5.4.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce Prior Authorization reports according to 
DHCFP-defined specifications and frequency.   


12.5.4.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan 
information propagated by eligibility interfaces in 
accordance with DHCFP guidelines. 


  


12.5.4.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Track all authorization activity from initiation of 
process through final decision, including each decision 
date and the results of that decision. 


  


12.5.4.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to track all correspondence, 
including date and reason sent.   


12.5.4.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Edit all Prior Authorization data entered for validity 
and disallow duplications.   
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12.5.4.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an audit trail, and provide ability to inquire 
against all Prior Authorization data. Include flexible 
inquiry capability such as, but not limited to, review 
type, service requested, date ranges, decision. Include 
ability to drill down to detail. 


  


12.5.4.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Update 'count down' fields such as units or dollars used 
during claims processing to allow a user to view how 
many services remain as pre-approved for payment. 


  


12.5.4.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability for providers to submit requests and 
receive responses for Prior Authorization according to 
HIPAA standards. 


  


Prior Authorization – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.4.13  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 
to existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and the State and Federal rules 
and regulations to ensure that they are supported by the 
Prior Authorization business function. 


  


12.5.4.14  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide guidelines for data entry or upload of Prior 
Authorization information in accordance with HIPAA 
standards. 


  


12.5.4.15  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide criteria for purging of Prior Authorization 
records to archive media.   


12.5.4.16  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Define frequency and specifications for Prior 
Authorization reports.    
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12.5.4.17  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review Prior Authorization reports produced by the 
Contractor.   


12.5.5 PROVIDER 


Provider Data Maintenance 


12.5.5.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept the following sources of provider information: 


a. Provider enrollment application form data; 
b. Licensure information, including electronic input 


from other State and federal agencies; 
c. Data from Office of Inspector General (OIG) and 


applied changes as specified by DHCFP; 
d. Provider add/update transactions; 
e. Changed provider information from DHCFP; 
f. Financial payment and recoupment data from the 


Financial Processing function; and 
g. Provider restrictions and/or sanction data from 


DHCFP. 


  


12.5.5.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate and maintain the Provider Data Maintenance 
function, including the maintenance of the provider 
master data set (Provider Master File), which includes, 
but is not limited to: provider taxonomy, provider type, 
provider specialty, provider demographic information, 
group affiliations, billing agency, service locations and 
provider identifiers (such as IPN, API, NPI, FEIN, 
DEA, and others).  


  


12.5.5.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Establish methods to verify accuracy of provider file 
data, and edit all data entered for presence, format and 
consistency with other data in the transaction and on 
the Provider File. 
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12.5.5.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Conduct mass updates of the provider file when 
directed by DHCFP.   


12.5.5.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support multiple levels of role based security, as 
agreed upon by the Contract and DHCFP.   


12.5.5.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow authorized users to add and change Provider File 
data through online, real time data entry.   


12.5.5.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and provide access to current and historical 
Provider data including an audit trail of all data added 
or changed and the user making the add/change. 


  


12.5.5.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain the minimum historical provider data online 
in accordance with State and Federal rules and 
regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) 
months. 


  


12.5.5.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide access to archived Provider File data.   


12.5.5.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide DHCFP with access to electronic copies of all 
provider documents, such as provider application, 
provider contract, etc. 


  


12.5.5.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Link a single provider when associated with multiple 
service locations and/or groups, each having a unique 
service address. 


  


12.5.5.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Link a single provider to multiple addresses (e.g. 
service, correspondence, payment, remittance advice).   
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12.5.5.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain Billing Agency information when a provider 
uses a service.   


12.5.5.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain change of ownership data and dates for which 
each owner should receive payment for claims.   


12.5.5.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and track complaints from providers.   


12.5.5.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform the following correspondence functions: 


a. Automatically send letters to providers based on 
DHCFP-specified criteria such as, but not limited 
to, change to status, Certification or Licensure 
expirations, etc.; 


b. Allow entry of free form verbiage to insert into 
system generated letters; 


c. Track all letters, provider, date and reason sent; 
d. Reprint letters and notices, upon request; and 
e. Create DHCFP-specified criteria-based files for 


mass mailing, upon request (By provider type, 
specialty, geographic area, etc.). 


  


12.5.5.17  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow online data inquiry access to provider file data, 
including, but not limited to: Doing Business As Name 
and Legal Entity Name (actual, partial, or phonetic 
search), Group associations, ownership, Federal 
Employer Identification Number (FEIN), SSN, ID, 
Location (city, state, zip, street), provider type and 
specialty. 


  


12.5.5.18  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to identify providers by 
participation in the Nevada Check Up (CHIP) Program, 
Medicaid, State-only, Medicare, or other programs as 
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specified by DHCFP. 


12.5.5.19  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide inquiry-only access to applicable provider data 
to outside agencies as identified by DHCFP.   


12.5.5.20  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide online access to financial summaries (e.g. 
payment totals for minimum seventy-two (72) months).   


12.5.5.21  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Make all provider data available for retrieval through 
the Ad Hoc/DSS reporting function.   


12.5.5.22  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce Provider Data reports as specified by DHCFP.   


Provider Billing 


12.5.5.23  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide staff competent in Medicaid billing policy and 
procedures for all provider and claim types who will be 
responsible for provider billing and training.  


  


12.5.5.24  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and 
Nevada Check Up including historical and current 
forms. 


  


12.5.5.25  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop, revise, produce and distribute printed and 
electronic provider communications (via contractor 
hosted website), including but not limited to, Provider 
Billing Manuals, Provider Web Announcements, and 
other materials as required.  


  


12.5.5.26  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide all providers with the most current DHCFP-
developed and/or approved policy program materials 
through updates and replacements (as needed) to the 
Provider Billing Manuals, Training Catalogs and 
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Schedules, and/or Provider Web Announcements, in 
accordance with DHCFP guidelines. 


12.5.5.27  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Inform and train providers about electronic billing, 
electronic remittance advices, Electronic Funds 
Transfer (EFT), and work with providers on HIPAA 
standard formats for the data transfer, including testing, 
in accordance with HIPAA standards. 


  


12.5.5.28  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and distribute quarterly newsletters to 
providers in both printed and electronic formats on 
current Nevada Medicaid and Check Up related news 
and information. 


  


12.5.5.29  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to produce payment by check for 
Providers that do not meet DHCFP established 
minimum standards requiring EFT. 


  


12.5.5.30  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an archive of billing manual versions and 
provide access on Provider web portal for reference.   


Provider – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.5.5.31  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Build and maintain an expanded database of provider 
data for claims processing, administrative reporting 
and surveillance and utilization review. 


  


12.5.5.32  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Track provider agency/group ownership in a manner 
that can be searched by individual/corporation name.   
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Provider – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.5.33  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Work with Contractor to develop DHCFP specific 
forms for provider use.   


12.5.5.34  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 
to existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal 
policy are met by the provider data and billing business 
functions. 


  


12.5.5.35  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Determine and communicate provider data related 
policies.   


12.5.5.36  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors 
resulting from provider data maintenance.   


12.5.5.37  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Define frequency and specifications for Provider Data 
reports.   


12.5.5.38  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review Provider Data reports produced by the 
Contractor.   


Provider– Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.5.39  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Enter all changes to provider records within two (2) 
working days of receipt of the input from DHCFP or 
other approved sources. 


  


12.5.5.40  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


At provider’s request, print and mail DHCFP specific 
forms and other billing-related documents within five 
(5) working days of request. 
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12.5.5.41  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Update Provider Billing Manuals to correspond with 
system takeover, and at least annually thereafter.   


12.5.5.42  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain electronic billing manual with all updates 
posted online within five (5) working days of approval 
by DHCFP. 


  


12.5.5.43  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


At the request of a provider, mail Provider Billing 
Manual revisions and Provider Web Announcements 
within five (5) working days of request. 


  


12.5.6 RECIPIENT 


12.5.6.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and update the MMIS recipient data set.   


12.5.6.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure that all existing and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and other State and Federal 
rules and regulations are met by the recipient business 
function. 


  


12.5.6.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept daily and monthly recipient interfaces from 
State eligibility systems (e.g. Welfare system, Nevada 
Check Up, DCFS, etc.) and perform updates to 
recipient data. 


  


12.5.6.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain minimum data set (MDS).   


12.5.6.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform reconciliation activities of the MMIS recipient 
file to eligibility files and/or required interfaces.   
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12.5.6.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain appropriate controls and audit trails to ensure 
the recipient eligibility data is used for eligibility 
verification and claims processing. 


  


12.5.6.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support all Recipient Data Access functions, files and 
data elements necessary to meet the requirements of 
this RFP, associated documents, and State and Federal 
rules and regulations. 


  


12.5.6.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide eligibility verification in accordance with 
HIPAA EDI Standards, including but not limited to 
online, real-time access to eligibility data to all 
authorized users having appropriate security. 


  


12.5.6.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain the minimum historical eligibility data online 
in accordance with State and Federal rules and 
regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) 
months. 


  


12.5.6.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan 
information propagated by eligibility interfaces in 
accordance with DHCFP guidelines. 


  


12.5.6.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate and distribute monthly recipient lists in 
accordance with HIPAA EDI Standards, including but 
not limited to DHCFP contracted vendors. 


  


12.5.6.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain recipient data not received from an interface 
within the MMIS.   


12.5.6.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate recipient reports as specified by DHCFP.   
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12.5.6.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain backup copy of eligibility data, in a format 
agreed to by DHCFP.   


Recipient – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.6.15  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 
to existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


  


12.5.6.16  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors 
resulting from the recipient update process (recipient 
data from Welfare eligibility files and/or other required 
interfaces). 


  


12.5.6.17  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Assist to resolve potential discrepancies in recipient 
eligibility when discovered.   


12.5.6.18  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review recipient reports produced by the Contractor.   


12.5.7 SURVEILLANCE AND UTILIZATION REVIEW SUBSYSTEM (SURS) 


General 


12.5.7.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support all Surveillance and Utilization Reviews 
Subsystem (SURS) functions, files and data elements 
necessary to meet the requirements in this RFP, State 
and Federal rules and regulations. 


  


12.5.7.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Train DHCFP and designated staff on the use of the 
SURS reporting system, on an ongoing basis.   
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12.5.7.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Advise DHCFP of any changes needed in the SURS 
function to correspond to changes made to other MMIS 
functions and offer periodic recommendations for 
revision of SUR functions, based on industry standards, 
best practices, and/or cost efficiencies. 


  


12.5.7.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support multiple levels of role-based security, as 
designated by DHCFP.   


SURS Process Operations 


12.5.7.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate: 


a. Statistical profiles, by providers and recipients, 
summarizing information contained in claims and 
prior authorization history, for specified periods of 
time; 


b. Statistical norms, by peer or treatment group, for 
each indicator contained within each statistical 
profile by using averages and standard deviations 
or percentiles; 


c. Lists of providers and recipients who are found to 
be outliers, ranked according to DHCFP defined 
variables such as cost, volume or severity; and 


d. Reports for providers groups including billings by 
the group and individual providers. 


  


12.5.7.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a methodology to classify providers and/or 
treatments into peer groups for the purpose of 
developing statistical profiles.  


  


12.5.7.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain a process to evaluate the statistical profiles of 
all individual providers or recipients within each peer 
group against the exception criteria established for each 
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peer group.  


12.5.7.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify providers and recipients who exhibit aberrant 
practice or utilization patterns as determined by an 
exception process comparing the individuals' profiles 
to the limits established for their respective peer 
groups.  


  


12.5.7.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an online parameter-driven control file which 
allows DHCFP to specify data extraction criteria, 
report content, parameters and weighting factors 
necessary to properly identify aberrant situations. This 
would include the maintenance of statistical profiles 
that could be used for exception processing. 


  


12.5.7.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop a weighting and ranking method subject to 
DHCFP approval to set priorities for reviewing 
utilization review exceptions. 


  


12.5.7.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain a process to apply weighting and ranking to 
exception report items to facilitate identification of 
outliers. 


  


SURS Data 


12.5.7.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide online access to MMIS data for research and 
supporting documentation.    


12.5.7.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept referral data in an electronic format, when 
available.    


12.5.7.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an audit trail of updates to the SURS tracking 
system and control files including data updated, who   
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updated the data and when the update occurred.  


SURS Recoupment 


12.5.7.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain ability to identify transactions as SURS-
related by reason code or other DHCFP approved 
method. 


  


12.5.7.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Refer suspected cases of fraud, waste, or abuse to the 
SURS unit.    


12.5.7.17  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Respond to information requests made by the SURS 
unit or Attorney General’s Office.   


12.5.7.18  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept spreadsheet from DHCFP listing claims to be 
adjusted or voided, in a format agreed to between 
DHCFP and the Contractor. 


  


12.5.7.19  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Apply voids and adjustments to the claims, as 
identified by DHCFP, within the same payment cycle.   


12.5.7.20  Contractor 
Responsibility 


When a payment is received from a Provider in 
satisfaction of a recoupment determined by SURS, 
coordinate with DHCFP to receive spreadsheet 
indicating claims to be adjusted and/or voided. 


  


12.5.7.21  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Notify DHCFP when all voids and adjustments from 
each spreadsheet have been completed.   


12.5.7.22  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide SURS-related recoupment reports as requested 
by DHCFP, and/or required by State and Federal rules 
and regulations. 
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12.5.7.23  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide monthly Provider Accounts Receivable Report 
(Negative Balances), in a DHCFP-specified media. The 
report should include, but not be limited to: detail 
balances, dates established, source of balance, whether 
balances are reducing, and status of collection actions. 


  


SURS Reports 


12.5.7.24  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide SURS management reports to DHCFP in hard 
or electronic media as requested by DHCFP.   


12.5.7.25  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce summary reports and provider and recipient 
profiles in the time frame, format and media requested 
by DHCFP.  


  


12.5.7.26  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Review DHCFP requested SURS report parameter 
changes for feasibility and report back to DHCFP on 
any requests that are not feasible prior to the cycle to 
which the change applies. 


  


12.5.7.27  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Implement SURS report parameter changes for 
upcoming reporting cycles, as requested by DHCFP.   


12.5.7.28  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to produce reports using the Ad Hoc 
query process and/or the DSS. Allow online selection 
of pre-defined report parameters (such as provider 
number, procedure code, date of service) by the user 
for use in running the specific report. Allow online 
access to lists of queries or report templates that are 
available for use and allow the user to select the query 
or template to be used. 
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12.5.7.29  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide technical assistance as needed to assist DHCFP 
users in researching problems, reviewing reports, 
establishing report parameters and analyzing SURS 
data. 


  


12.5.7.30  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain up-to-date complete documentation for 
SURS. The SURS system documentation updates 
should be consistent with general MMIS system 
documentation maintenance requirements. 


  


Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.7.31  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Submit report requests to the Contractor specifying the 
frequency, format, media, and production time frame 
for reports.  


  


12.5.7.32  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate SUR report parameter changes, and 
work with the Contractor to resolve change requests 
that the Contractor is unable to support.  


  


12.5.7.33  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Create spreadsheet listing claims to be adjusted or 
voided.   


12.5.7.34  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Allow Providers to specify whether offsets should be 
applied to their Provider number.   


Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.7.35  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Produce and deliver reports within five (5) working 
days of receipt of the request.   
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12.5.7.36  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


For reports that are to be run on a future specified date, 
produce and deliver reports within (5) working days of 
the specified date.  


  


12.5.7.37  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Respond to DHCFP requests regarding inquiries 
associated with information presented in reports, within 
three (3) working days of the request. 


  


12.5.7.38  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Respond to information requests made by the SURS 
unit or Attorney General’s Office within five (5) 
working days. 


  


12.5.8 THIRD PARTY LIABILITY (TPL) 


12.5.8.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and update Third Party Liability (TPL) data.   


12.5.8.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept, update and maintain TPL data inputs on a 
frequency and from sources identified by DHCFP, 
including but not limited to the Welfare system, CMS, 
TPL vendors, etc.  


  


12.5.8.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify and maintain TPL resource data including, but 
not limited to:   


a. Coverage data; 
b. Effective dates;   
c. Termination dates; 
d. Individuals covered; 
e. Relationship to the insured; 
f. Premium amount (when paid for by the State); 
g. Date decision made to pay premiums; 
h. Deductibles, co-pay and threshold amounts; and 
i. Carrier information to including name, contact 
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information, type of coverage, and filing periods. 


12.5.8.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce TPL data and/or Cost Avoidance Reports as 
specified by DHCFP or required by State and Federal 
rules and regulations. 


  


12.5.8.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability to update all recipients receiving 
insurance benefits by updating the policy holder's 
information.  


  


12.5.8.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate and distribute letters as identified by DHCFP 
to recipient and eligibility worker(s) allowing for the 
inclusion of free form text. Maintain an audit trail of all 
letters sent and content of letters. 


  


12.5.8.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to waive TPL requirements if "just 
cause" has been established by standards and indicators 
identified by DHCFP.  


  


12.5.8.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain the minimum historical TPL eligibility data 
online in accordance with State and Federal rules and 
regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) 
months. 


  


12.5.8.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure that all existing and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and other State and Federal 
rules and regulations are met by the TPL business 
function. 


  


12.5.8.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Initiate post payment recovery upon discovery of a 
TPL resource within guidelines established by DHCFP.   


12.5.8.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce and send claim facsimiles to insurance 
companies when recoveries are initiated or insurance   
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policy data is requested. 


12.5.8.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate and mail recovery requests based upon 
guidelines established by DHCFP.   


12.5.8.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for 
TPL recovery payments on a daily basis.   


12.5.8.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform TPL pay and chase activities on a schedule 
defined by DHCFP.   


12.5.8.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or 
invoices to third party carriers within guidelines 
established by DHCFP. 


  


12.5.8.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements 
within guidelines established by DHCFP.    


12.5.8.17  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost 
effectiveness based upon discovery of the existence of 
a possible resource within guidelines established by 
DHCFP. 


  


Third Party Liability – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.8.18  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 
to existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


  


12.5.8.19  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors 
resulting from the TPL update processes.   
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12.5.8.20  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Determine and interpret TPL related policies.   


12.5.8.21  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review TPL reports produced by the Contractor.   


12.5.8.22  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Identify required TPL data input sources and frequency 
for updates.   


12.5.8.23  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Identify and communicate guidelines for post payment 
TPL recovery notifications to providers.   


Third Party Liability – System Performance Expectations 


12.5.8.24  System 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain and update the accounts receivable system on 
a daily basis.   


Third Party Liability – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.8.25  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Report new and changed TPL information to the 
appropriate eligibility and TPL staff within 15 calendar 
days of discovery. 


  


12.5.8.26  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Do not introduce any new third party insurance 
information to the eligibility segment of Contractor’s 
MMIS within the initial fourteen (14) calendar days of 
a recipient’s eligibility. 


  


12.5.8.27  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Introduce new, third party insurance information, 
including the introduction of accurate TPL information, 
replacing inaccurate TPL information, to the eligibility 
segment of Contractor’s MMIS following the initial 
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fourteen (14) calendar days of a recipient’s eligibility. 


12.5.8.28  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Initiate post payment recovery within thirty (30) 
calendar days of discovery of a TPL resource within 
guidelines established by DHCFP. 


  


12.5.8.29  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Generate and mail 2nd and 3rd requests no later than 
sixty (60) and ninety (90) calendar days after the first 
request if no response is received and notify DHCFP if 
no response is received after ninety (90) calendar days.  


  


12.5.8.30  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements 
at least monthly.   


12.5.8.31  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Submit returned denial notices to DHCFP each week.   


12.5.8.32  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost 
effectiveness within fourteen (14) working days of 
discovery of the existence of a possible resource. 


  


12.5.8.33  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for 
TPL recovery payments on a daily basis.   


12.5.8.34  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or 
invoices to third party carriers within five (5) working 
days of request. 


  


12.5.9 EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT (EPSDT) 
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12.5.9.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate and maintain the Early Periodic Screening, 
Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) function of the 
MMIS, including EPSDT tracking file which includes 
screening, referral, diagnosis and treatment data for all 
EPSDT eligibles. 


  


12.5.9.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support all EPSDT subsystem functions, files and data 
elements necessary to meet the requirements in this 
RFP, DHCFP guidelines, and State and Federal rules 
and regulations. 


  


12.5.9.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain the following data to support EPSDT 
functions: 


a. Recipient demographics and program eligibility; 
b. Periodicity schedule; 
c. Claims data from Health Plans (encounter data); 


and 
d. Claims data from the Claims Processing functions. 


  


12.5.9.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and update EPSDT eligible recipient 
scheduled screening, screening results, referral and 
treatment dates, the diagnosis and treatments, and track 
all referrals. 


  


12.5.9.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to view online inquiry by Recipient 
ID for: 


a. Fee-for-Service EPSDT data; and 
b. Managed Care encounter EPSDT data. 


  


12.5.9.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Apply managed care and fee-for-service claims data 
(for example, screenings, follow-up treatments) to the 
EPSDT tracking file in the same cycle as the screening 
and treatment claims are adjudicated to a final status. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.9.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify and report (from paid claims and managed care 
data) recipients receiving treatment under the EPSDT 
program. 


  


12.5.9.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify and report abnormal conditions by screening 
date and recipient ID whether the condition was treated 
or referred for treatment, using data submitted on claim 
forms or managed care data. 


  


12.5.9.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Make available to DHCFP online inquiry capability for 
access to the EPSDT files.   


12.5.9.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce the CMS-416 quarterly and annually.   


12.5.9.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce management reports, containing recipient-
level and summary data relating to EPSDT services, 
referrals and follow-up treatment using both fee-for-
service and encounter claims data in a format agreed 
upon by DHCFP. 


  


12.5.9.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide an EPSDT extract, as needed by DHCFP.   


Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment– Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.5.9.13  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Implement and support a web-based EPSDT form. 
Form information should be maintained in a database 
and does not need to interface with the claims system.  


  


Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment– DHCFP Responsibilities 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.9.14  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review reports provided by Contractor.   


12.5.9.15  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Identify standards for requested EPSDT extract.   


12.5.9.16  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Determine and interpret EPSDT related policies. 


 
  


12.5.9.17  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Initiate request for the CMS-416 Annual Report on or 
around January 1st each year.   


Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.9.18  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Apply managed care and fee-for-service claims data 
(for example, screenings, follow-up treatments) to the 
EPSDT tracking file in the same cycle as the screening 
and treatment claims are adjudicated. 


  


12.5.9.19  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Provide the CMS-416 Annual Report to DHCFP no 
later than ninety (90) days prior to the federal due date.   


12.5.10 LEVEL OF CARE 


12.5.10.1  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Provide a level of care information maintenance tool 
that allows for online entry of: 


a. Nursing facility tracking form (benefit plan line) 
information by DHCFP staff; 


b. Waiver information by DHCFP staff; 
c. Hospice information by Contractor staff; and 
d. ICFMR information by Contractor staff. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.10.2  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Ensure that information cannot be entered into the level 
of care tool unless the recipient is eligible for such 
services. 


  


12.5.10.3  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Provide add, change, delete, and inquiry functions 
within the tool.   


12.5.10.4  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Once level of care information has been entered and 
processed by the MMIS, generate a letter to the 
provider specifying: 


a.  Begin/end eligibility date; 
b. Provider number; and 
c. Service level category. 


  


12.5.11 REFERENCE 


12.5.11.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate and support all reference data maintenance 
functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the 
requirements in this RFP, and State and Federal rules 
and regulations. 


  


12.5.11.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Manage current and historical reference data so that 
updates do not overlay, historical information is 
maintained and made accessible, and ensure that only 
the most current reference file information is used in 
business functions, including but not limited to 
processing claims and capitations, and producing 
reports. Must have the capability of being date specific 
and allow for multiple date periods to remain 
accessible for the business functions. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.11.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide DHCFP with online inquiry and update 
capabilities to all reference files based on appropriate 
security profiles. 


  


12.5.11.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide training to staff designated by DHCFP in the 
use of the reference functions.   


12.5.11.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform online and mass updates to the reference files 
as specified by DHCFP, including but not limited to 
the annual procedure code update, rate updates, and 
eligibility and demographic updates. 


  


12.5.11.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the required reports, online listings, and/or 
electronic media of the reference files as specified by 
DHCFP.  


  


12.5.11.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and update the following inputs for the 
reference subsystem: 


a. CMS – HCPCS, CPT, CDT updates;  
b. ICD-9-CM diagnosis and procedure updates; and 
c. DHCFP-approved updates for coverage, rate, and 


medical policy data.  


  


12.5.11.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide reference files containing all data required to 
provide validation and pricing verification during 
claims processing for all approved claim types and 
reimbursement methodologies.  


  


12.5.11.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain screens that allow the user inquiry ability to 
an audit trail of any adds or changes made to data files 
in the MMIS. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.11.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow for the entry of a reason (description or code) 
when any add/updates occur as well as capture the user 
making the change, the date of the change and a before 
and after picture of the data.  


  


12.5.11.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept online or other media input additions, deletions 
and updates to all reference files.   


12.5.11.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain screens that allow inquiry to all reference 
files using online, real-time using flexible "look up" 
criteria such as, but not limited to, code value, actual 
description as well as phonetic description.  


  


12.5.11.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain HCPCS Procedure data, CPT, CDT, and 
Revenue Code data that contains at a minimum: 


a. Procedure Code Description with adequate room to 
fully contain both short and long descriptions from 
CMS input;  


b. State specific restrictions that are able to be 
specified by the following but not limited to: prior 
authorization by provider type, age/gender 
restrictions, allowable units, requirements, review 
indicators, and pricing modifiers; 


c. TPL coverage information and accident related 
indicators to remain accessible for claims 
processing;  


d. Family Planning and EPSDT indicators;  
e. Specialty/certification required; and 
f. Ability to specify type of pricing methodology/rate 


to be applied by provider type and specialty. 


  


12.5.11.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain Diagnosis data that is compliant with the 
required coding set (soon to be ICD-10-CM) and   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


contain at a minimum:   


a. Description;   
b. Age and gender restrictions;   
c. Family Planning and EPSDT indicators;   
d. Prior Authorization requirements / date specific;   
e. Length of stay information; and   
f. Trauma/Accident Related indicators. 


12.5.11.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain Medical Policy data that provides the State 
with the maximum ability to modify defined business 
rules without requiring programming changes such as:   


a. An Edit Table to allow the State to specify how 
each edit set during claims processing should be 
treated (pay, deny, suspend to MMIS maintenance 
staff, suspend to State staff, etc.) by submission 
medium (electronic, paper), by invoice type (UB-
04, CMS 1500, and ADA 2006), by provider type, 
and by program code; and 


b. All Medical Policy data must be date specific, 
allow multiple iterations of data over time. 


  


12.5.11.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain Rate data to support the following 
methodologies:   


a. Procedure code, percentage of billed charge, 
provider number, provider specialty, service 
location (urban, rural), region (over or under 21), 
program code (Medicaid, CHIP, State only) ; 


b. Institutional claims, SNF or NF, Per Diem, med 
surg, OB, ICU; 


c. Long Term Care – Hospice Per Diem based on 
percentage of facility rate; 


d. Unit Pricing – for example, anesthesia pricing is 
based on base units plus time units plus P-Modifier 
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


units multiplied by a conversion factor; and 
e. Cap percentages – Provider Type Specific. 


12.5.11.17  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide Audit Trail reports showing before and after 
images of changed data, the ID of the person making 
the changes, the date changed and the reason for 
change.  


  


12.5.11.18  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide reference data reports as specified by DHCFP.   


Reference – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.11.19  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 
to existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and the State and Federal rules 
and regulations are met by the Reference business 
function. 


  


12.5.11.20  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide Medical Policy data with coverage, rate, and 
limitation as needed/specified.   


12.5.11.21  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review reports developed by Contractor.   


12.5.11.22  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Inform Contractor of timing of annual, quarterly, 
and/or other intermittent updates to all code sets.   


12.5.11.23  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide coverage, rate, and limitation information to 
the Contractor in response to the annual CMS code 
update. 


  


12.5.11.24  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Designate staff for specialized training.   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.11.25  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Perform a secondary review of the annual updates of 
coverage and rates performed by the Contractor.   


Reference – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.11.26  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Correctly apply routine updates to the Reference files 
within two (2) working days of receipt of the update 
file. 


  


12.5.11.27  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Correctly upload annual CMS codes to the Reference 
files within five (5) working days of receipt of the 
update file; 


  


12.5.11.28  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Correctly apply annual coverage and rate updates to the 
CMS codes within five (5) working days of receipt of 
the update file. 


  


12.5.12 MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTING SUBSYSTEM (MARS) 


General 


12.5.12.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


The system must provide management and 
administrative reports as described in this RFP and 
must be made available in data format for export and 
import purposes and through multiple media including 
online, paper, CD-ROM, and electronic file. 


  


12.5.12.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate and maintain all reporting functions, files and 
data elements to meet the requirements in this RFP, 
State and federal rules and regulations, federal MMIS 
certification requirements, and Part 11 of the State 
Medicaid Manual. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.12.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Offer periodic recommendations for process 
improvements, based on industry standards, best 
practices, and/or cost efficiencies. 


  


Input and Processing 


12.5.12.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain source data from all other functions of the 
MMIS, to create State and federally required reports at 
frequencies defined by the State. 


  


12.5.12.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Respond to DHCFP regarding requests for information 
regarding the reports within a timeframe established by 
DHCFP. Modify the reports to meet the changing 
information needs of DHCFP while ensuring accuracy 
of reports and compliance with current State and 
federal rules and regulations.  


  


12.5.12.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Compile subtotals, totals, averages, variances and 
percents of items and dollars on all reports as 
appropriate.  


  


12.5.12.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Implement uniform cut-off points for every report to 
ensure the consistency of all reports, as specified by 
State policy and guidelines. 


  


12.5.12.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support parameters and generate reports of claims 
utilization and financial data using individual or 
combined selection parameters. Reports shall include 
the results of all financial transactions, by DHCFP 
specified categories, whether claim-specific or non-
claim specific. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.12.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Meet all requirements for the Medicaid Statistical 
Information System (MSIS) and deliver the MSIS file 
to CMS in a federally approved format; produce, 
submit and correct, if necessary, data according to 
CMS media requirements and time frames. 


  


12.5.12.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide detailed and summary level counts of services 
by service, program and eligibility category, based on 
DHCFP specified units (days, visits, prescriptions or 
other); provide counts of claims, counts of 
unduplicated paid (participating) eligible recipients and 
counts of providers by DHCFP specified categories. 


  


12.5.12.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide charge, expenditure, program, recipient 
eligibility and utilization data to support State and 
federal budget forecasts, tracking and modeling to 
include, but not be limited to:  


a. Participating and non-participating eligible 
recipient counts and trends by program and 
category of eligibility; 


b. Utilization patterns by program, recipient medical 
coverage groups, provider type, and summary and 
detailed category of service; 


c. Charges, expenditures and trends by program and 
summary and detailed category of service; 


d. Lag factors between date of service and date of 
payment to determine billing and cash flow trends; 
and 


e. Any combination of the above.  


  


12.5.12.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Include a narrative description of codes and values on 
reports when possible.    
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Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.12.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


MARS reports must be available on both a date of 
payment and date of service basis.    


12.5.12.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


All reports must be made available in data format for 
export and import purposes and through multiple media 
such as electronic, paper, and/or CD-ROM. 


  


12.5.12.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Balance MARS report data to comparable data from 
other MARS reports to ensure internal validity, and to 
non-MARS reports to ensure external validity and 
comparability, including reconciliation of all financial 
reports with claims processing reports; deliver the 
balancing report to the State with each MARS 
production run. 


  


Output 


12.5.12.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide to DHCFP, on a specified schedule, the 
administrative cost information to complete the 
administrative portion of all federal expenditure 
reports. 


  


12.5.12.17  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and disseminate updated MARS 
documentation to the designated DHCFP users as 
needed. 


  


12.5.12.18  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide technical assistance as needed to assist users in 
researching problems, reviewing production outputs 
and understanding report formats. 


  


Management and Administrative Review Subsystem – DHCFP Responsibilities 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.12.19  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review reports provided by the Contractor.   


12.5.12.20  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Specify schedule for administrative cost information to 
complete the administrative portion of all federal 
expenditure reports. 


  


12.5.12.21  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve Contractor’s statistically valid 
trend methodology for generating MARS reports.   


12.5.12.22  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


DHCFP will work with the Contractor to resolve errors 
and address outliers identified by the Contractor.   


12.5.12.23  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate changes in MSIS data requirements and 
data submission methodologies to the Contractor.   


Management and Administrative Review Subsystem – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.12.24  Contactor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Respond to State requests for general information 
about the reports within three (3) working days of the 
request. 


  


12.5.12.25  Contactor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Produce and deliver all MARS reports and other 
outputs within the time frames and according to the 
format, input parameters, content, frequency, media 
and number of copies as specified by State and federal 
rules and regulations. 
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ATTACHMENT P – PERIPHERAL SYSTEM TOOLS COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS TABLE 


Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work.  
Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor 
The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply. 


Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract. 


Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.6.2 CLINICAL CLAIMS EDITING 


12.6.2.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide and maintain a clinical claims editing software 
program to assure appropriate and correct coding of 
claims using industry standard coding edits, including 
at a minimum: 


a. American Medical Association Current Procedural 
Terminology (CPT) guidelines (including CPT 
modifiers); 


b. Health Care Common Procedure Coding System 
(HCPCS) (including HCPCS modifiers); 


c. ICD-9-CM (with ICD-10-CM readiness); 
d. American Dental Association CDT codes and 
e. CMS claims editing guidelines, as determined 


appropriate by DHCFP. 


  


12.6.2.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform editing activities, including but not limited to: 


a. Identify Age and Gender Conflicts; 
b. Modifier Auditing; 
c. Duplicate services within claim date of service; 
d. Identify a single comprehensive CPT code to 


describe services performed when two or more 
codes have been billed; 


e. Identify incidental procedure(s) performed at the 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


same time as a more complex primary procedure, 
as a clinically integral component of a global 
service, or performed to gain access to accomplish 
the primary procedure; 


f. Identify any combination of procedures that differ 
in technique or approach but lead to the same 
outcome; 


g. Medical visit auditing based on surgical package 
guidelines; 


h. Pre-and post-op auditing across dates of service, 
including diagnosis checking and history auditing, 
and in accordance with CMS standards; 


i. New Visit Frequency edits according to CPT 
guidelines; 


j. Identify the use of an unlisted code for a procedure 
that cannot be assigned a more specific code; 


k. Identify procedures that are no longer performed 
under prevailing medical standards; and 


l. Appropriateness of Diagnosis to Procedure. 


12.6.2.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to deny original claim line(s) and 
produce replacement/added claim line(s) with correct 
coding information. 


  


12.6.2.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to review and void previously paid 
history claims as a result of a current claim.   


12.6.2.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a clinical claims editing solution that is 
configurable through a GUI user interface.   


12.6.2.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a tool that allows for integration 
configurability with the Core MMIS using a GUI 
interface outside of the Core MMIS. The tool should 
provide the ability to: 
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


a. Use any claim attribute to filter which claims are 
processed by the clinical claims editor (i.e. by 
Provider Type, Specialty, form type), as well as 
which results are passed back to the Core MMIS, 
as determined by DHCFP; and 


b. Return results uniquely identifiable by edit codes 
cross-referenced to Core MMIS codes. 


12.6.2.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Customize clinical claims editing software to meet 
DHCFP policy as required.   


12.6.2.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow for editing of multiple claim forms, including 
but not limited to CMS-1500 and UB-04.   


12.6.2.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Integrate clinical claims editing with the claims 
adjudication process prior to claims payment.   


12.6.2.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a web and/or desktop application that allows 
Contractor and DHCFP authorized users to  


a. Enter claims and view real-time results including 
detailed clinical rationale supporting the results; 
and 


b. View a comprehensive documentation library 
including items such as auditing logic and rules, 
clinical manuals, and reports of library 
updates/versions. 


  


12.6.2.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Employ role-based security restricting access to tool 
functions commensurate with job responsibilities and 
the minimum necessary based on the user’s profile. 


  


12.6.2.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide support including: 


a. Clarification of results/rational as formally 
requested; 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


b. Appeals support, including testimony by a 
qualified representative; and 


c. Ongoing technical support of software and 
documentation updates. 


12.6.2.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide version upgrades of software to ensure 
compliance with current procedure codes and clinical 
editing standards. 


  


12.6.2.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Work with DHCFP through the Change Management 
process to perform future changes or customization of 
the clinical claims editing software to meet DHCFP 
policy and State and Federal regulations. 


  


12.6.2.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce clinical claims editing reports according to 
DHCFP guidelines.   


Clinical Claims Editing – System Performance Expectations 


12.6.2.16  System 
Performance 
Expectation 


Perform clinical claims editing as part of each claims 
adjudication process run.   


12.6.2.17  System 
Performance 
Expectation 


Return clinical claims editing results to Core MMIS for 
each run.   


Clinical Claims Editing – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.2.18  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Acknowledge receipt of clinical clarification inquiry or 
technical support request within two (2) working days.   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.6.2.19  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Return response to clinical clarification inquiry or 
technical support request within five (5) working days 
of inquiry submission. 


  


12.6.3 PHARMACY POINT OF SALE (POS) 


General 


12.6.3.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Manage and maintain functional areas for the 
Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS), including but not 
limited to, the following: 


a. Remittance Processing; 
b. Provider Enrollment; 
c. Recipient Eligibility; 
d. Electronic Eligibility Verification; 
e. Third Party Liability Resource Data; 
f. Prior Authorization 
g. Pro-DUR Edits / Retro-DUR Reporting; 
h. National Drug Codes; 
i. Drug Rebate (OBRA and Supplemental); 
j. Accounts Receivable Distribution; 
k. Claims Processing; 
l. Claims Adjustments; 
m. Reporting; and 
n. Pharmacy Training and Outreach. 


  


12.6.3.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support RA message generation, and communicate 
Pharmacy RA information to MMIS Fiscal Agent.   


12.6.3.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Communicate all relevant Pharmacy data to the MMIS 
Fiscal Agent.   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.6.3.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Collaborate with the MMIS to process drug claims for 
Physician Administered Drugs.   


Process Drug Claims 


12.6.3.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept NCPDP 5.1 format, Batch 1.1 format, and 
Universal Claim Form for drug claims, or more current 
formats.  


  


12.6.3.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept interface from MMIS containing Physician 
Administered Drugs for pricing and adjudication, and 
return results of adjudication. 


  


12.6.3.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept all HIPAA required electronic formats and 
maintain all data required.   


12.6.3.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept the following types of data for processing drug 
claims:   


a. Provider Data; 
b. Recipient Data including lock in;   
c. Claims History from MMIS and POS; 
d. Prior Authorization Data; 
e. Reference Data (NDC, Diagnosis, Procedure); and 
f. TPL data. 


  


12.6.3.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Edit claims based on DHCFP policy (including Pro-
DUR).    


12.6.3.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Audit claims based on DHCFP policy.  


 
  


12.6.3.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Price claims based on DHCFP policy.    
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


 


12.6.3.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability to define NDC generic code, according 
to DHCFP policy.   


12.6.3.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Return all soft and hard edits failed during claims 
processing.   


12.6.3.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain reversed claims on system with status of 
reversal.    


12.6.3.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide capability for the pharmacy to override Pro-
DUR alerts, according to DHCFP policy.   


12.6.3.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain log of pharmacies overriding Pro-DUR alerts 
and which alerts are overridden.    


12.6.3.17  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide inquiry access to drug claims data history for 
authorized users.   


12.6.3.18  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Notify State Pharmacy Consultant of NDCs identified 
during drug claim processing that need to have a 
benefit code assigned. 


  


Adjust Drug Claims 


12.6.3.19  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability for a provider to submit a reversed 
claim, according to DHCFP policy. 


  


  


12.6.3.20  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to adjust a previously paid claim.  
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12.6.3.21  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ability to perform retroactive rate adjustments.   


12.6.3.22  Contractor 
Responsibility Maintain claims history with a reversal status, 


including date and reversal initiator. 
  


12.6.3.23  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Return reversal acceptance message back to provider 
within timeframe established by DHCFP.   


12.6.3.24  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce report of claim adjustments processed.    


Drug Prior Authorization 


12.6.3.25  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept Prior Authorization request submitted online, 
by phone, or fax from all authorized providers, vendors 
or DHCFP staff.  


  


12.6.3.26  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Adjudicate claims according to Prior Authorization edit 
criteria.   


12.6.3.27  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability to pend a Prior Authorization request 
for Medical Review.    


12.6.3.28  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to uniquely identify each Prior 
Authorization request received.   


12.6.3.29  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability to retrieve and update Prior 
Authorization requests by number, requesting provider, 
servicing provider, recipient ID number and dates of 
service for the Prior Authorization.  
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12.6.3.30  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Approve services based on the following information 
from the POS and MMIS:   


a. NDC , HICL, GSN, and/or Therapeutic Drug 
Class; 


b. Generic Code; 
c. Quantity; 
d. Days Supply; 
e. Units; 
f. Start and Stop Dates of Approval; 
g. Diagnosis (ICD-10); 
h. Age; 
i. Gender; 
j. Lock in; 
k. Over the Counter (OTC); and 
l. Claims Data. 


  


12.6.3.31  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ability to automate changes to the service or 
requesting provider of an existing Prior Authorization-
end date the original Prior Authorization request and 
approve the new Prior Authorization.  


  


12.6.3.32  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Return all edits to Provider based on Prior 
Authorization edit criteria, within timeframe 
established by DHCFP.  


  


12.6.3.33  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Return Prior Authorization determination to requesting 
provider within timeframe established by DHCFP and 
in accordance with State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


  


12.6.3.34  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate notices for duplicate Prior Authorization 
requests and changes to service/requesting providers.    
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12.6.3.35  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate paper and electronic approval / denial / pend 
notices for service/requesting providers.   


12.6.3.36  Contractor 
Responsibility Ensure that Notice of Denials are generated and 


distributed to recipients and the Hearing Department 
according to NODs requirements in Section 12.7.12 of 
this RFP. 


  


Prospective Drug Use Review 


12.6.3.37  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Adjudicate claims according to Pro-DUR criteria.   


12.6.3.38  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide inquiry access to Pro-DUR criteria through the 
Drug File.   


12.6.3.39  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain criteria for the following Pro-DUR modules:  


a. Therapeutic Duplication; 
b. Drug Disease Contra-indication; 
c. Drug to Drug Interactions; 
d. Incorrect Drug Dosage; 
e. Incorrect Duration of Drug Treatment; 
f. Quantity; 
g. Age/Gender; 
h. Clinical Abuse or Misuse; 
i. Non-Compliance; 
j. Excessive Utilization; 
k. Early/Late Refills; and 
l. Therapeutic Appropriateness. 


  


12.6.3.40  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate audit trail of Pro-DUR criteria updates.   
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12.6.3.41  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce Pro-DUR reports as specified by DHCFP.   


Drug File (NDC Data) 


12.6.3.42  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept update tape from Standardized Drug Database 
and apply update within timeframe specified by 
DHCFP. 


  


12.6.3.43  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ability to maintain online current and historical NDC 
data including an online audit trail of changes made to 
data. The audit trail identifies the date, time and user 
ID for all updates made during the online access and 
updates made by automated processes.  


  


12.6.3.44  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain access to current, historical, and archived data 
in accordance with timeframes and media established 
by DHCFP. 


  


12.6.3.45  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain previous/retired NDC information.    


12.6.3.46  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability to retrieve archived NDC data.  


 
  


12.6.3.47  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the following NDC search capabilities for 
authorized users: 


a. Search by alpha for NDCs and NDC data; and 
b. Maintain age, gender, quantity and days supply 


criteria for each NDC that will be used to edit 
claims. 
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12.6.3.48  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate reports on updated NDC data following the 
weekly update process.   


Pharmacy Point of Sale – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.3.49  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide policy information to Contractor to support the 
creation and maintenance of pharmaceutical coverage 
including, but not limited to, drugs covered, 
limitations, Prior Authorization constraints, exceptions 
and population criteria for each plan. 


  


12.6.3.50  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve claims and invoice audits reports 
from Contractor.   


Pharmacy Point of Sale – System Performance Expectations 


12.6.3.51  System 
Performance 
Expectation 


Return all edits to Provider based on Prior 
Authorization edit criteria, within two (2) seconds.   


12.6.3.52  System 
Performance 
Expectation 


Return reversal acceptance message back to provider 
within two (2) seconds.    


Pharmacy Point of Sale – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.3.53  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Accept update tape from Standardized Drug Database 
no less than on a weekly basis, and apply update within 
one (1) day of receipt.  


  


12.6.3.54  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain online access to seventy-two (72) months of 
all drug data including rate history.    
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12.6.3.55  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Archive drug data after seventy-two (72) months to 
media specified by DHCFP.   


12.6.3.56  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Accept paper NDC universal claim form (UCF) and 
meet the following performance expectations:   


a. Batch, Internal Control Number (ICN), film/image 
UCF paper drug claims within one (1) day of 
receipt; 


b. Data enter paper UCF drug claims within forty-
eight (48) hours of receipt; and 


c. Process ninety percent (90%) of paper UCF drug 
claims to a finalized status within thirty (30) days 
of receipt. 


  


12.6.3.57  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Return PA determination to requesting provider within 
twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of Prior Authorization 
request, or in less time to meet State and Federal rules 
and regulations. 


  


12.6.3.58  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Update T-bill rates weekly.   


12.6.4 PHARMACY 


General 


12.6.4.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide staff competent to perform and support all 
Pharmacy functions specified in this RFP, or by State 
and Federal rules and regulations, during the life of the 
contract. 
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12.6.4.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce high quality, reliable, valid and meaningful 
analyses of the prescribed drug data of DHCFP.   


Preferred Drug List (PDL) 


12.6.4.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Conduct analysis and clinical review of State of 
Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy 
claims history which shall include but not be limited to: 


a. Identify top therapeutic classes of drugs within the 
pharmacy claims data based on actual utilization 
and classified according to the National Drug 
Database classification of Specific Therapeutic 
Class. Specific classes will be selected for the PDL 
at the discretion of DHCFP. In order to comply 
with commitments made by DHCFP certain 
therapeutic classes will be excluded from the PDL; 


b. Conduct an analysis of each drug member within 
the selected classes based on the clinical safety and 
efficacy guidelines as compared to other members 
of the class; and 


c. Fiscal impact of inclusion or exclusion of 
therapeutic class onto preferred drug list based 
upon past utilization and expenditures.  


  


12.6.4.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop, maintain and electronically transmit to a 
DHCFP-identified Prior Authorization contractor, the 
list of drugs requiring prior authorization due to the 
level of participation on the PDL by National Drug 
Code (NDC) and/or therapeutic class. 


  


12.6.4.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support the management and coordination of all 
activities related to the maintenance of the PDL 
including but not limited to: 
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a. Clinical review of new name brand drugs for 
clinical safety and efficacy; 


b. Clinical review of new generic drugs for clinical 
safety and efficacy; 


c. Clinical review of existing drugs for new 
indications or changes to indications; 


d. Review of new product forms and strengths; 
e. Development of and changes to criteria based on 


new information; and 
f. Financial scenario development by Product 


Category to represent a current case, best financial 
case, and other scenario(s) as dictated by DHCFP 
to the contractor. 


12.6.4.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Work with the Provider community, associations, 
advocacy groups, etc. to ensure public involvement in 
the development process of the PDL. 


  


12.6.4.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assess drug cost and utilization changes and trends by 
drug, drug category, price, PDL compliance, percent of 
population using drugs, and use by age, location, 
eligibility category condition, length of use and other 
factors. 


  


12.6.4.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Determine and monitor on an ongoing basis, fiscal 
impact due to the exclusion or inclusion of therapeutic 
classes onto the preferred drug list and fiscal analysis 
reviewing cost effectiveness of PDL. 


  


12.6.4.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform ongoing analysis of the introduction of new 
drugs or new drug indications in relation to inclusion or 
exclusion from the PDL. 
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12.6.4.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


With the approval of DHCFP, manage all aspects of 
processing new rebate agreements.   


12.6.4.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform benchmark analysis for financial and clinical 
outcomes to monitor trends, consult with DHCFP staff 
on data findings and provide program 
recommendations to improve clinical and financial 
outcomes. 


  


12.6.4.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and maintain current and archived PDL on 
Contractor website.   


12.6.4.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Comply with any State and Federal rules and 
regulations related to the PDL.   


Multi-State Pooling 


12.6.4.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the following Cost Pooling services: 


a. Employ purchasing practices utilized in private 
sector purchasing in accordance to State and 
Federal rules regulations; 


b. Coordinate drug purchasing negotiations with drug 
manufacturers based upon other State Medicaid 
contracts, other State funded programs and/or 
commercial lines of business; and 


c. Differentiate, through accounting practice, DHCFP 
rebates separate from other lines of business if cost 
pooling techniques are applied. 


  


12.6.4.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure the Contractor is not utilizing Nevada 
Medicaid’s purchasing power as leverage to benefit 
other purchasing contracts for the contractor that would 
result in a disadvantage to DHCFP purchasing power. 
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Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC) 


12.6.4.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Conduct analysis and clinical review of Nevada 
Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims 
history to determine and recommend, to DHCFP, for 
implementation of Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC). 
MAC must also reflect Federal Upper Limit (FUL). 


  


12.6.4.17  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Utilize pharmacy claims data to maintain MAC.   


12.6.4.18  Contractor 
Responsibility 


At a minimum, conduct monthly market analysis of 
generic drug pricing to ensure access to services are not 
jeopardized due to application of MAC. 


  


12.6.4.19  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Conduct continual targeted analysis of drugs that are 
deemed to be scarce per CMS recommendations.   


12.6.4.20  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Update MAC pricing at least monthly and possibly 
more frequent if determined by market analysis or at 
the request of DHCFP. 


  


12.6.4.21  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a mechanism for providers to communicate 
with and provide justification to the Contractor if a 
particular generic drug is not obtainable at current 
MAC pricing. This justification may include provider 
submission of drug invoice to facilitate adjustment of 
MAC. 


  


12.6.4.22  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform benchmark analysis for financial and clinical 
outcomes to monitor trends, consult with DHCFP staff 
on data findings and provide program 
recommendations to improve clinical and financial 
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outcomes. 


Drug Use Review (DUR) Board 


12.6.4.23  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Manage the State Drug Use Review (DUR) program, 
including both retro and prospective DUR, in 
accordance with federal and state regulations. 


  


12.6.4.24  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide detailed written analysis for the DUR Board to 
assist them in making decisions as required by federal 
regulations. 


  


12.6.4.25  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Facilitate quarterly DUR Board meetings or more 
frequent as determined by the chair.   


12.6.4.26  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and provide all meeting materials to DHCFP 
in accordance with Nevada’s Open Meeting Law. 
Materials are to be approved by DHCFP prior to 
dissemination. 


  


12.6.4.27  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop quarterly reports for the DUR Program to be 
disseminated at the DUR Board.   


12.6.4.28  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop annual DUR report as required by State and 
Federal rules and regulations.   


12.6.4.29  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop ad hoc utilization, clinical and financial 
reports to support changes in Medicaid policy.   


12.6.4.30  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop draft and final meeting agendas and minutes 
in accordance with DHCFP timelines.   


12.6.4.31  Contractor Assist DHCFP in recruiting for DUR Board   
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Responsibility appointments. 


12.6.4.32  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide clinical and financial recommendations to 
DHCFP for policy changes that support a 
comprehensive pharmacy program. 


  


Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee 


12.6.4.33  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist DHCFP in the identification and appointment of 
a State Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee 
for recommendation to the Governor with the 
responsibility for review and approval of all programs 
relative to the use of Preferred Drugs and the Prior 
Authorization process. 


  


12.6.4.34  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Formulate, develop and provide to the P&T Committee 
recommendations for preferred drug(s) in each 
reviewed class. These classes may have more than one 
drug determined to have equal effectiveness and 
therapeutic value. In some classes, more than one drug 
may be recommended as the “Preferred Drug(s)”. 


  


12.6.4.35  Contractor 
Responsibility 


When two or more drugs in a class have equal 
effectiveness and therapeutic value, review these drugs 
on a cost basis and recommend which of the drugs 
should be selected for the base PDL for DHCFP. Other 
brand name drugs in this class will also be included if 
an appropriate supplemental rebate is obtained from the 
manufacturer. 


  


12.6.4.36  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Present recommendations, provide written analysis and 
respond to questions from the P&T Committee 
regarding its recommendations and finalize the PDL. 
The P&T Committee will be responsible for review of 
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the analysis and providing a final recommendation to 
DHCFP regarding which drugs should be included on 
the Preferred List. 


12.6.4.37  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Facilitate and/or participate in P&T Committee 
meetings at least quarterly and more often as 
determined by the Chair, through the supply of meeting 
documents, arrangement of facilities and participation 
in the meetings in a consultative manner. 


  


12.6.4.38  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and make available P&T Committee materials 
according to DHCFP guidelines. These materials 
include but are not limited to Agendas, Approved 
Minutes, and Drug Class Reviews. Some materials will 
be posted on the contractor’s website.  


  


Specialty Pharmacy – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.6.4.39  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently 
managing specialty pharmaceuticals.  The proposals 
must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and 
promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients 


  


Pharmacy – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.4.40  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve Contractor procedures for 
Pharmacy program.   


Pharmacy – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.4.41  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Enter adjustment requests within forty-eight (48) hours 
of DHCFP request.    
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12.6.4.42  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Enter Accounts Receivable in system within twenty-
four (24) hours.    


12.6.4.43  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Mail invoice statements to manufacturers within sixty 
(60) days of the end of the calendar quarter.   


12.6.5 ELECTRONIC PRESCRIPTION SOFTWARE 


12.6.5.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide eligibility, formulary, and medication history 
information via a commercially available software 
application to prescribers electing to use electronic 
prescribing functionality in their practice. 


  


12.6.5.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Use the X12 270/271 HIPAA transaction to verify 
recipient eligibility for prescriber requests.   


12.6.5.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Update recipient eligibility data daily, during off-peak 
hours via a batch process.   


12.6.5.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Use an automated system to validate scripts and 
forward real-time electronic copy of the prescriber’s 
script to the identified pharmacy. Utilize validation 
failures to prevent submission of a non-valid script and 
present information to the Prescriber as to why the 
script cannot be filled. 


  


12.6.5.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Validate receipt of script coverage files, validate 
NCPDP specifications.   


12.6.5.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide downloads of the contractor’s pharmacy list 
and formulary into the prescriber's practice   
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management system. 


12.6.5.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow prescribers to request and receive a Nevada 
Medicaid or Checkup recipient medication history 
using the latest version of NCPDP from a secured 
routing vendor.  


  


12.6.6 PHARMACY DRUG OBRA AND SUPPLEMENTAL REBATE 


Drug OBRA Rebate 


12.6.6.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Process OBRA rebates on all covered outpatient drug 
claims in accordance with Federal Regulations.   


12.6.6.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform drug rebate activities in accordance with 
DHCFP accounting principles (i.e. write-offs).   


12.6.6.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept and process the quarterly CMS drug rebate 
tape.    


12.6.6.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept copy of check or EFT from DHCFP to enter 
into drug rebate software.   


12.6.6.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept dispute requests from the manufacturers.  


 
  


12.6.6.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept prior quarter adjustments from the 
manufacturers.   


12.6.6.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Quarterly create invoices for prior period adjustments 
(claims).    
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12.6.6.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to submit a request online that will 
generate an invoice outside of the standard quarter end 
invoice generation process.  


  


12.6.6.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enter Accounts Receivable in drug rebate system 
within timeframe established by DHCFP and in 
accordance with Federal guidelines. 


  


12.6.6.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Receive and Post Money: 


a. Allow NDC specific rebate; 
b. Calculate interest on payments over thirty-eight 


(38) days, or in accordance with Federal 
regulations; 


c. Send reminders if interest payment not received;  
d. Capture T-bill interest rates weekly; and 
e. Track invoice. 


  


12.6.6.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow adjustments to A/R based on manual review.    


12.6.6.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


View online all NDCs associated with an invoice.  


 
  


12.6.6.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


View online all claims associated with NDCs invoiced 
for a quarter.    


12.6.6.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ability to identify payments as current or prior quarter.   


12.6.6.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow input of notes associated with copies of checks 
received.    
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12.6.6.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain rebate agreements online with NDC data.    


12.6.6.17  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain unit field and Rebate Per Unit (RPU) in 
accordance with Federal Regulations.   


12.6.6.18  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide capability to update manufacturer information 
online.    


12.6.6.19  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Query accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, 
NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler).    


12.6.6.20  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ability to post payments and identify disputed NDCs 
on the same screen.    


12.6.6.21  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain date invoice mailed to manufacturer.   


12.6.6.22  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Return quarterly drug rebate tapes as requested by 
CMS.   


12.6.6.23  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate invoices, paper and electronic, and keep 
online versions of paper invoice.    


12.6.6.24  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide drug rebate invoice generation, track receipt of 
money and assistance to the dispute resolution staff.   


12.6.6.25  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate outstanding balance/credit based on units 
rebated and corrections to original invoice.    


12.6.6.26  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate dispute report to manufacturer.    
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12.6.6.27  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate letter to CMS/manufacturer to confirm 
changes to manufacturer information.    


12.6.6.28  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Send reminder to manufacturer if payment not received 
within 38 days of mailing invoice (include note for 
interest due in the reminder notice).  


  


12.6.6.29  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform all reporting requests from CMS or other 
Federal regulatory bodies.    


12.6.6.30  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide performance reports as identified by DHCFP. 
These reports will be available online through the 
contractor’s secure web interface. 


  


Supplemental Rebate 


12.6.6.31  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Process Supplemental Rebates on all covered 
outpatient drug claims in accordance with State 
contracts and Federal regulations. 


  


12.6.6.32  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Invoice Supplemental Drug Rebates to manufacturers 
on a quarterly basis based upon individual rebate 
agreements. 


  


12.6.6.33  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept rebate amounts (EFT or copy of check) from 
the manufacturers.    


12.6.6.34  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept dispute requests from the manufacturers.  


 
  


12.6.6.35  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept prior quarter adjustments from the 
manufacturers.   
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12.6.6.36  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Quarterly create invoices for prior period adjustments 
(claims).    


12.6.6.37  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to submit a request online that will 
generate an invoice outside of the standard quarter end 
invoice generation process.  


  


12.6.6.38  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enter Accounts Receivable in drug rebate system 
within timeframe established by DHCFP and in 
accordance with Federal guidelines. 


  


12.6.6.39  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Receive and Post Money: 


a. Allow NDC specific rebate; 
b. Calculate interest on payments over thirty-eight 


(38) days, or in accordance with Federal 
regulations; 


c. Send reminders if interest payment not received; 
d. Capture T-bill interest rates weekly; and 
e. Track invoice. 


  


12.6.6.40  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow adjustments to A/R based on manual review.   


12.6.6.41  Contractor 
Responsibility 


View online all NDCs associated with an invoice.    


12.6.6.42  Contractor 
Responsibility 


View online all claims associated with NDCs invoiced 
for a quarter.    


12.6.6.43  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ability to identify payments as current or prior quarter.    
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12.6.6.44  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow input of notes associated with copies of checks 
received.  


 


  


12.6.6.45  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain rebate agreements online with NDC data.    


12.6.6.46  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain unit field and Rebate Per Unit (RPU) in 
accordance with Federal Regulations.   


12.6.6.47  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide capability to update manufacturer information 
online.    


12.6.6.48  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Query accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, 
NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler).    


12.6.6.49  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ability to post payments and identify disputed NDCs 
on the same screen.    


12.6.6.50  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain date invoice mailed to manufacturer.   


12.6.6.51  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate report on payments received for each quarter.    


12.6.6.52  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate invoices, paper and electronic, and keep 
online versions of paper invoice.    


12.6.6.53  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide drug rebate invoice generation, track receipt of 
money (EFT and copies of checks) and assistance to 
the dispute resolution staff. 
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12.6.6.54  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate outstanding balance/credit based on units 
rebated and corrections to original invoice.    


12.6.6.55  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate dispute report to manufacturer.    


12.6.6.56  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Send reminder to manufacturer if payment not received 
within 38 days of mailing invoice (include note for 
interest due in the reminder notice).  


  


12.6.6.57  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform all reporting requests from CMS 
or other Federal regulatory bodies.    


12.6.6.58  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide performance reports as identified by DHCFP. 
These reports will be available online through the 
contractor’s secure web interface. 


  


Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.6.59  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Perform all rebate requirements in accordance with 
federal regulations.   


12.6.6.60  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Perform all supplemental rebate requirements 
consistent with OBRA rebate program.   


12.6.7 DIABETIC SUPPLY REBATE 


12.6.7.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Administer a Diabetic Supply Procurement Program 
(DSPP) to manage and collect rebates from diabetic 
supply manufacturer(s) for Diabetic supplies including 
Glucometers and test strips. The Diabetic Supply 
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Procurement Program is applicable for the Nevada 
Medicaid Fee-for-service and Nevada Check Up Fee-
for-service programs, excluding Dual eligibles 
(Medicare and Medicaid coverage). 


12.6.7.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Leverage the purchasing power of other State Medicaid 
programs, when possible, to maximize the rebate 
negotiation process. 


  


12.6.7.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform all DSPP activities in a transparent manner, 
and in accordance with Nevada Medicaid and Check 
Up policies. 


  


12.6.7.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow override exceptions to the program including but 
not limited to, regional shortage of monitors and/or 
supplies, and State Administrative action, through the 
pharmacy technical call center. 


  


12.6.7.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify manufacturers that will exchange diabetes 
monitors for a similar monitor at no cost to the 
recipient and that one-hundred percent (100%) of the 
monitor rebates go back to DHCFP. 


  


12.6.7.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Negotiate rates and manage contracts with 
manufacturer(s) so that the monitor rebate is equal to 
one-hundred percent (100%) of Wholesale Acquisition 
Cost (WAC) price or one-hundred percent (100%) of 
the pharmacy reimbursement amount, depending upon 
selected vendor’s contract. In no case, can a 
manufacturer’s rebate exceed the pharmacy 
reimbursement amount. 


  


12.6.7.7  Contractor Provide recommendations and cost savings scenarios to 
assist the State in choosing the selection of   
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Responsibility manufacturers that provide quality products in a cost 
efficient manner, as the State reserves final approval of 
the number of manufacturers chosen to participate in 
the DSPP for Nevada.  


12.6.7.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide DHCFP with cost scenarios based upon the 
number and selection of manufacturer contract 
renewals. 


  


12.6.7.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Draft, negotiate, and implement DSPP rebate 
agreements with manufacturers.   


12.6.7.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Manage online adjudication of DSPP related claims 
through the Pharmacy Point-of-Sale (POS) system, 
ensuring that the monitors and supplies of selected 
manufacturers are coded to process appropriately.  


  


12.6.7.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Conduct dispute resolution with manufacturers.   


12.6.7.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Protect manufacturer price and rebate information as 
confidential documents and in accordance with the 
confidentiality provisions set forth in the contracts 
between the Contractor, participating state(s) and the 
manufacturer(s). 


  


12.6.7.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Monitor price of Diabetic supplies to ensure that the 
cost and rebate are equal.   


12.6.7.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure that all Diabetic supply claims are processed 
through the POS, and disallow processing of such 
claims within the MMIS. 
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12.6.7.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform management of the diabetic rebates including 
invoicing, collection or rebates, dispute resolution, and 
financial reporting, in compliance with federal 
regulations. 


  


12.6.7.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Apply logic to ensure that the appropriate rebate 
amount received from the vendor will not exceed the 
cost paid by DHCFP. 


  


12.6.7.17  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Track all DSPP invoices and rebates separately from 
other rebate programs and in accordance with State and 
Federal rules and regulations. 


  


12.6.7.18  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Invoice manufacturers on a quarterly basis, or more 
frequently as indicated by contract with 
manufacturer(s). 


  


12.6.7.19  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Retain no portion of rebates for Diabetic supplies 
collected on behalf of DHCFP. Remit one-hundred 
percent (100%) of the supplemental rebates collected 
on behalf of DHCFP. 


  


12.6.7.20  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform program outreach, including but not limited to, 
the following activities: 


a. Ongoing communication through a DSPP-specific 
website to update providers on current policies and 
procedures; 


b. Serve as point-of-contact for provider questions 
and concerns (written and telephonic); 


c. Coordinate with selected manufacturers to deliver 
education materials to pharmacies; 


d. Develop and maintain a Fact Sheet to educate 
stakeholders on DSPP; and 
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e. Conduct physician and pharmacy profiling to 
identify need for educational interventions, and 
provide additional information or training to such 
providers. 


12.6.7.21  Contractor 
Responsibility 


All communication and outreach materials must be 
approved by DHCFP prior to distribution.   


12.6.7.22  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform DSPP reporting activities including, but not 
limited to: 


a. Production of reports to meet all CMS reporting 
requirements; 


b. Benchmark analysis for financial outcomes to 
monitor trends, and provide program 
recommendations to improve financial outcomes; 
and 


c. Quarterly cost effectiveness reports on DSPP, 
including related POS costs and the rebate 
revenues. 


  


Diabetic Supply Rebate – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.7.23  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Consider Contractor recommendations and cost savings 
scenarios to give approval of the number of 
manufacturers chosen to participate in the DSPP, and 
subsequent manufacturer contract renewal. 


  


12.6.7.24  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve and sign manufacturer contracts/addendums 
when appropriate.   


12.6.7.25  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approval all outgoing DSPP 
communication and outreach materials.   


Diabetic Supply Rebate – Contractor Performance Expectations 
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12.6.7.26  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Produce DSPP reports within timelines and frequency 
specified by DHCFP and/or to meet Federal reporting 
requirements. 


  


12.6.8 DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (DSS) 


12.6.8.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a Decision Support System (DSS) to support 
the generation of pre-defined reports as well as user-
defined ad hoc reporting and data queries as specified 
by DHCFP. 


  


12.6.8.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support multiple levels of role-based security, as 
agreed upon by the Contractor and DHCFP.    


12.6.8.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Meet the requirements for MARS and SURS 
certification, without the need to build and maintain 
separate databases or data marts. 


  


12.6.8.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide DHCFP with online capability to develop, 
design, modify and test alternative report parameters 
and maintain an indexed library of such report 
parameters to run reports. 


  


12.6.8.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a statistically valid trend methodology 
approved by DHCFP for generating reports and 
perform various types of statistical analyses as needed 
by DHCFP Staff. 


  


12.6.8.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Permit authorized DSS users to develop, save, and 
invoke measures to create their own reports without 
requiring knowledge of complex query languages. 
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12.6.8.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a DSS solution that meets the needs of a broad 
spectrum of users ranging from executives to program 
analysts, and allows such users to analyze information 
in a variety of ways to meet the business needs of 
DHCFP. 


  


12.6.8.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a comprehensive and responsive data 
repository for analysis and decision making purposes.   


12.6.8.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept into the DSS, and update as necessary, the 
following data sources: 


a. Adjudicated claims (must include all analytically 
relevant data, such as TPL, PA, edits/audits 
associated); 


b. Provider Table; 
c. Recipient eligibility; 
d. Non-claims specific financial; 
e. Encounter; and 
f. Data from external sources to enhance the business 


value of historical data. 


  


12.6.8.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure MARS and SURS data are available for 
retrieval through the DSS Reporting function.   


12.6.8.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the following types of tools as integrated 
functions of the DSS to facilitate data analysis: 


a. Query (ad hoc); 
b. Reporting (predefined); 
c. Geographical Mapping; 
d. Statistical Analysis; 
e. Data Mining; 
f. Clinical Analysis Applications; and 
g. Financial Accounting, Analysis and Reporting. 
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12.6.8.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain historical data within the database in 
accordance with DHCFP’s timeframe specifications.    


12.6.8.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Analyze, identify and propose data needs, data sources, 
volume, data discrepancies and transmission protocols.   


12.6.8.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and update all data and files on a frequency 
specified by DHCFP.   


12.6.8.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Transmit data in ASCII, comma delimited format, 
unless otherwise agreed to by DHCFP, according to 
HIPAA guidelines. 


  


12.6.8.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the initial load of data the first month of the 
operation of the MMIS or the first month of the 
operation of the DSS, as specified by DHCFP. 


  


12.6.8.17  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Monitor all data transmissions at each phase to ensure 
successful completion, work to resolve all problems 
and, if transmission is still unsuccessful, notify DHCFP 
designee within one (1) working day of issue 
discovery. 


  


12.6.8.18  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure that standard audit trail requirements are 
maintained for this system.   


12.6.8.19  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow users the select print options, including local and 
remote printers.   


12.6.8.20  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support "open system" data warehousing concepts, 
using ODBC-compliant technology including an 
industry-standard relational database management 
system and standard operating environments and 
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scalable hardware platforms. Use a standard, well-
documented and expandable data model design concept 
specialized for OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing).  


12.6.8.21  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Link data from eligibility systems with data from 
disparate claims and reimbursement systems, managed 
care plans and other contractors (as identified by 
DHCFP) into a database that supports rapid and 
efficient population-based reporting across all systems 
and programs. 


  


12.6.8.22  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide an expandable data model to accommodate the 
linkage of data elements from non-traditional sources 
such as recipient/patient assessments (MDS, OASIS), 
vital records (births, deaths), immunization registries, 
disease registries, etc. 


  


12.6.8.23  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide consistent integrated online help capability for 
all features of the system.   


12.6.8.24  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow for online availability of metadata, describing 
the reports, providing the definitions of fields and 
defining any calculations and built-in statistical 
measure objects. The metadata must be easily 
accessible within the application. 


  


12.6.8.25  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide multi-dimensional analytic reporting capability 
across business functions in all the following functional 
areas, while giving individual users a significant degree 
of reporting flexibility: 


a. Financial reporting / budget forecasting; 
b. Third party recovery / estate recovery; 
c. Prescription drug policy; 
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d. Eligibility and benefit design; 
e. Program planning, types, and categories; 
f. Policy analysis and waiver reporting; 
g. Medical policy and provider profiling;  
h. Provider rate-setting and reimbursement; 
i. Nursing home care and other forms of long-term 


care; 
j. Actuarial reporting and rate-setting; 
k. Managed care administration and performance 


monitoring; 
l. Quality of care and outcomes assessment; 
m. Disease management; 
n. Program integrity and utilization review; 
o. Executive management; 
p. External reporting and public information; and 
q. Consumer outreach.  


12.6.8.26  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide automatic calculation of analytically 
descriptive measures or computations such as sums, 
rates, ratios and other statistics, and the ability to apply 
(or remove) them as unique "objects" on reports. These 
measures must include frequently-needed measures in 
all of the following categories: Utilization, Cost, 
Quality of Care, Outcomes, Prevention, Access to 
Care, Eligibility and Administrative Performance. 


  


12.6.8.27  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support flexible filtering (or "subsetting") including 
but not limited to the following capabilities:  


a. Specify the selection criteria for reports. There 
must be ready-to-use subsets that are appropriate to 
Medicaid and Check Up, such as federal age 
groups, as well as user-defined subsetting 
capability; 


b. Support complex conditions, including AND/OR 
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logic and use of parentheses for complex 
conditions such as Select where (Diagnosis = x and 
Procedure = a,b,c) or DRG = 12; and 


c. Automatically create denominators for relevant 
rates-based analysis, such as candidates for 
preventive screenings and patients with chronic 
disease conditions. 


12.6.8.28  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support pre-defined and user-defined time periods that 
include day, month, quarter, calendar year, federal 
fiscal year, and state fiscal year. Relative time period 
reporting must be automatic so that time periods 
affected by data updates (e.g., Current Year-to-Date 
compared to Prior Year-to-Date) are automatically 
adjusted over time without user intervention. 


  


12.6.8.29  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enable the selection of measures, dimensions, subsets 
and time periods: 


a. From a menu and apply them as flexible objects 
that can be inserted, through drag-and-drop 
technology, onto any report; and 


b. At the user group and individual user levels and 
store for repeat use. 


  


12.6.8.30  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support pre-defined logical drill paths (i.e., from 
summary to detail) so that the user can move quickly 
up or down in levels without defining a new query. The 
system must allow the user to skip levels in the drill 
path or modify the drill path as needed. 


  


12.6.8.31  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support user-enabled export and import data 
capabilities to and from other standard spreadsheet or 
database applications such as Excel, or other standard 
file formats such as .csv, with minimal steps. 
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12.6.8.32  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide integrated capabilities to graph reports and 
make them presentation-ready without the need to 
export the data to a third party tool. 


  


12.6.8.33  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enable distribution of information using secure Internet 
/ Intranet web technology to control access to 
information as determined by DHCFP, and support 
publishing of information in multiple, customized 
views suitable for disparate audiences.  


  


12.6.8.34  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enable the following minimum reporting capabilities: 


a. Report summary level information of executive 
information with intuitive graphical presentations 
and Medicaid/Check Up appropriate reports and 
statistics; 


b. Provide detailed, pre-defined, customizable reports 
or report frameworks that are appropriate for 
DHCFP; 


c. Support ad hoc user-enabled development and 
selection of reports; 


d. Perform automatic calculation of claim completion 
factors that support the analysis of incurred but not 
reported (IBNR) liability. The capability must 
support the calculation of claim lag factors by 
claim type and allow the completion methodology 
to be customized to meet the agency's unique 
experience by claim type; 


e. Perform automatic production of an IBNR report 
(i.e., a report by claim type that shows amount paid 
per period by incurred period); 


f. User-enabled election of whether to adjust or 
"complete" incurred date data on any report online, 
to create a more accurate picture of near-term 
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experience; 
g. Support online national norms and benchmarks that 


can be flexibly applied to any report including but 
not limited to norms and benchmarks for the 
privately insured population as well as the 
Medicaid/Check Up population; 


h. Enable user-defined norms on any subset in the 
database; 


i. Support establishment of norms and benchmarks 
based either on data available in the DSS database 
or on externally-defined targets, goals and 
benchmarks; 


j. Enable exception reporting that allows the user to 
instruct the system to produce a report at a future 
specified date, or on a periodic basis, or only when 
certain trigger conditions or exceptions occur (such 
as when monthly expenditures for a certain service 
exceed a threshold amount); 


k. Support data visualization techniques useful for 
exception reporting (e.g., exception highlighting 
and graphing); 


l. Enable distribution reporting capabilities that allow 
the user to report services, payments or other facts 
by a range of user-defined values (i.e., the number 
of patients/providers who received/ordered less 
than 50 labs, 50 – 100 labs, more than 100 labs, 
etc.); 


m. Enable ad hoc application of the following types of 
analytic adjustments to ensure accuracy in 
reimbursement rate analysis, provider profiling and 
population-based analysis:  


1. age/gender; 
2. case mix; 
3. severity of illness; and 
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4. other risk-adjustments. 
n. Analyze experience by episodes of care that 


combine inpatient, outpatient and prescription drug 
usage and cost across all settings of care; 


o. Link all records by individual patient or provider 
over time regardless of what table stores the 
recording. These capabilities must be available 
regardless of whether the data being analyzed is for 
a fee-for-service program, capitated program or 
combination. Example: A one-step capability to 
define the study population and then link in all 
other claims for the same patients (e.g., identify all 
patients with diabetes and then report on 
percentage with hemoglobin test); 


p. Link claims based on a time window around a 
tracer event (e.g., link in all claims for a patient 
nine (9) months prior to delivery, to study prenatal 
care); and 


q. Detect and investigate waste, fraud and abuse, 
beyond the standard SURS capability, within the 
same database. 


12.6.8.35  Contractor 
Responsibility 


At a minimum, the system database shall continue to 
include the following: 


a. Required functionality from a single database using 
a single repeatable update process. The information 
reported in all components of the DSS must be 
kept in sync, including the executive information 
reporting and Internet / Intranet reports; 


b. Periodic updates to occur as frequently as weekly 
or other timeframe specified by DHCFP; 


c. Ensure data quality for completeness, validity and 
reasonableness; 


d. Employ the appropriate audit / edit routines and 
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data cleansing routines to ensure the reliability of 
the data;  


e. Be able to handle records for Medicaid recipients 
retroactively eligible; 


f. Standardize key variables across all data sources, 
to facilitate cross-program analysis and support 
normative comparisons; 


g. Provide customization of the database design to 
meet DHCFP's unique analytical needs; 


h. Allow for conversion processes that support rules-
based edits; 


i. Allow for enhancement of the raw data with 
aggregates and groupers that increase analytic 
performance and clinical value. At a minimum, the 
groupers must include: Diagnosis Related Groups 
(DRG), Major Diagnostic Category (MDC), 
Procedure Groups, Relative Value Units, Age 
Groups, Drug therapeutic classes, Risk-adjustment 
methods, and severity of illness adjustment 
methods; 


j. Provide indexing and other performance 
characteristics that enhance report production; 


k. Possess a data model expressly for storing data 
from MMIS and other DHCFP data sources, for 
efficient online analytic processing. The system 
must enable the data model and database to be 
customized to meet the unique needs of DHCFP; 


l. Produce a summary record for all inpatient claims 
that constitutes an admission. Provide summary 
cost and use information for all facility and 
professional services within this admission; 


m. Link inpatient, outpatient and drug claims into 
clinically relevant episodes of care. Provide 
summary cost and use information to all services 
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within the episode. Assign a severity score to the 
episode to stratify episodes by severity; 


n. Update functionality that automatically 
synchronizes aggregates when detail data is 
added/removed from the database. Inpatient 
admission tables and episodes must be able to be 
updated on a separate update cycle if desired. To 
limit processing time during database updates, the 
system must provide the ability to incrementally 
update the episodes of care table so that only open 
episodes are rebuilt; and 


o. Insure that financial adjustments including mass 
adjustments are stored in a manner that provides 
the user the ability to analyze financial results pre-
or post-adjustment. 


12.6.8.36  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Train staff identified by DHCFP on the use of the DSS 
system, initially and on an ongoing basis.   


Decision Support System – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.8.37  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide list of staff and pertinent roles for accessing 
the DSS.   


12.6.8.38  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide the contractor with guidance on data elements 
and files that will be maintained and updated in the 
DSS. 


  


12.6.8.39  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Identify a DHCFP designee to work with the 
Contractor to resolve data transmission problems or 
failures.  


  


12.6.8.40  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Develop a data update schedule by which MMIS data 
extracts will be made available to the DSS from the   
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MMIS. 


12.6.8.41  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Identify staff to receive training on use of the DSS 
initially and on an ongoing basis.   


12.6.8.42  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve Contractor’s statistically valid 
trend methodology for report generation.   


12.6.8.43  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Notify contractor when State or Federal data retention 
standards are updated.    


Decision Support System – System Performance Expectations 


12.6.8.44  System 
Performance 
Expectations 


Meet system performance requirements for availability, 
support, and down time as specified for MMIS 
applications in Sections 12.1 General Operational 
Requirements for All System Components and 11.5 
Business Resumption Requirements of this RFP, unless 
otherwise agreed to by DHCFP. 


  


12.6.8.45  System 
Performance 
Expectations 


The system database must be capable of being updated 
on a periodic basis, as frequently as weekly.   


12.6.8.46  System 
Performance 
Expectations 


Allow at least 250,000 values per import file and at 
least 500,000 rows per export file.   


12.6.8.47  System 
Performance 
Expectations 


DSS Response Time –  The response time to run and 
return queries by authorized users during normal 
working hours must be within two (2) minutes for at 
least ninety percent (90%) of queries.  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Decision Support System – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.8.48  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


The contractor must make MMIS data extracts 
available to the DSS within one (1) working day of the 
data update schedule designated by DHCFP. 


  


12.6.8.49  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


The contractor must make available within the system, 
the most current MMIS data extracts data, to the DSS 
within four (4) working days of receipt. 


  


12.6.8.50  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain seventy-two (72) months of data in the DSS. 
Some data may be required for longer periods of time, 
as identified by DHCFP. 


  


12.6.8.51  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Notify DHCFP designee within one (1) working day of 
discovery of data transmission problems and/or issues.   


12.6.8.52  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Notify DHCFP designee no later than twenty-four (24) 
hours prior to any planned DSS downtime due to 
maintenance or other system issues that could impact 
system availability during required business hours. 


  


12.6.9 WEB PORTAL 


12.6.9.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Manage, publish, update and provide a link for public 
access to Medicaid and Check Up content, 
communications, guides, forms and files including, but 
not limited to, the following: 


a. Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Quarterly 
Newsletters; 


b. Web announcements based on input from DHCFP; 
c. Provider Billing manuals, web announcements, 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


guidelines, and forms; 
d. EDI Companion Guides and enrollment forms; 
e. Procedure and diagnosis reference lists; and 
f. Frequently Asked Questions. 


12.6.9.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide access to websites for various resources, 
including Nevada Medicaid and Check Up sites, Rates 
information, and other sites as requested by DHCFP. 


  


12.6.9.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide and train providers on no-cost access portal(s) 
for online claims submission, including updates and 
returned files, for all claim forms to allow electronic 
claims submission by electronic transfer or other media 
approved by DHCFP, in a HIPAA compliant format.  


  


12.6.9.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the following Pharmacy content: 


a. Web Announcements; 
b. Training schedules and enrollment; 
c. Information on the diabetic supply program; 
d. Various forms including Prior Authorization 


forms; 
e. Information on Maximum Allowable Costs; 
f. Information on Preferred Drug Lists; 
g. Information on Prescriber Lists; and 
h. Pharmacy Meetings. 


  


12.6.9.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a user administration module that allows 
authorized users, including authorized providers and 
system administrators, to login to restricted online 
functions in a secure manner in accordance with 
privacy and security requirements set forth in this RFP. 
Restricted online functions include the following: 


a. Prior Authorization request processing; 
b. Pharmacy Prior Authorization request processing; 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


c. Access to the Eligibility Verification System 
(EVS); and  


d. Claim Status. 


12.6.9.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide information on and instructions for Electronic 
Prescription Software.   


12.6.9.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow providers to obtain information on and access 
software that allows for electronic submission of 
transactions in a HIPAA compliance format. 


  


12.6.9.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide tutorials and instructions for processing Prior 
Authorization requests through the Web Portal.   


12.6.9.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a mechanism for users of the Web Portal to 
contact the contractor for technical support and other 
questions. 


  


Web Portal – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.6.9.10  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide electronic human readable remittance advices 
to all providers via the Web Portal.  At a minimum, the 
contractor shall support the following capabilities as it 
pertains to making RAs available via the Web Portal: 


a. Ensure secure access to provider’s electronic RAs 
as approved by DHCFP. 


b. Enable providers to view, save to a local PC, and 
conduct print capabilities of current and historical 
RAs. 


c. Support search capabilities as defined by DHCFP 
(e.g., search by date range, RA number, etc.) 


d. Establish an online archival system for RAs as 
approved by DHCFP. 


e. Ensure that the online RA retrieval system is MITA 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


compliant. 


Web Portal – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.9.11  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide contractor with updated policy and procedure 
information that needs to be incorporated into Web 
Portal content. 


  


12.6.9.12  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve Contractor-provided no-cost access portal(s) 
for online claims submission and corresponding 
instructional materials. 


  


12.6.9.13  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve of all forms, files, and general information 
published in the Web Portal.   


12.6.9.14  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide information posted in web announcements, 
newsletters, meetings, and other pertinent information 
that needs to be communicated through the Web Portal. 


  


12.6.9.15  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve provider billing manuals.   


Web Portal – System Performance Expectations 


12.6.9.16  System 
Performance 
Expectations 


Provide online response notifications to providers 
within ten (10) seconds or less for Prior Authorization 
requests. 


  


12.6.9.17  System 
Performance 
Expectations 


Provide twenty-four (24) hour access to the Web 
Portal, except for scheduled downtime.   


12.6.9.18  System 
Performance 


Apply all updates to support files of the Web Portal 
within twenty-four (24) hours of updating to the   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Expectations MMIS.  


12.6.10 ONLINE DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL AND ARCHIVE SYSTEM (ODRAS) 


General/Data 


12.6.10.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a secure, web-based document retrieval and 
archiving tool that allows DHCFP to view online, print 
and sort MMIS operational and management reports, 
correspondence and other documents, such as scanned 
images and electronic attachments. 


  


12.6.10.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept and allow for the retrieval and exporting of 
multiple file formats, such as CSV, TXT and RTF.    


12.6.10.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and allow DHCFP access to a regularly 
updated index of reports contained in the archiving and 
retrieval tool.  


  


12.6.10.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow access to reports generated by the MMIS, such 
as Remittance Advices and other standard batch reports 
agreed upon by DHCFP. 


  


12.6.10.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow access to imaged forms and other documents, 
including, but not limited to, hard copy claims, 
provider enrollment forms and claims attachments.  


  


12.6.10.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow access to all correspondence and letters 
generated through the MMIS or by Contractor.   


12.6.10.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate reports electronically or in the form of data 
extracts for further manipulation and querying. Allow 
the printing of reports. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.6.10.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Publish reports, documents and forms within the 
system based upon timeframes established by DHCFP. 
Timeframes for report generation include:  


a. Daily reports by noon the following working day; 
b. Weekly reports and cycle processing reports by 


noon the next working day or after the scheduled 
run; 


c. Monthly reports by noon of the fifth (5th) working 
day after the end of the month; 


d. Quarterly reports by noon of the fifth (5th) working 
day after the end of the quarter; 


e. Annual reports by noon of the tenth (10th) working 
day following the end of the year (whether federal 
fiscal year, state fiscal year, waiver year or other 
annual period); and 


f. Ad hoc and on-request reports on the date specified 
in the report request. 


  


Query Functions 


12.6.10.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow authorized users to search for documents and 
reports based on DHCFP-defined parameters.   


Viewing 


12.6.10.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow authorized users to rotate images viewed online.   


12.6.10.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enable authorized users to copy and paste all or part of 
documents into other software applications.   


Online Document Retrieval and Archive System – DHCFP Responsibilities 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.6.10.12  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Specify the types and timeframes for availability of 
reports, documents and correspondence in the web-
based system. 


  


12.6.10.13  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide input on the search parameters and 
organization of reports and documents maintained 
within the web-based system. 


  


Online Document Retrieval and Archive System – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.10.14  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain data for online access a minimum of seventy-
two (72) months.   


12.6.10.15  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Upload newly imaged documents on a daily basis.    
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ATTACHMENT Q – MEDICAID CLAIMS PROCESSING AND PROGRAM SUPPORT SERVICES 
REQUIREMENTS TABLE 


Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work.  
Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor 
The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply. 


Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract. 


Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.2 MANAGED CARE ENROLLMENT 


General     


12.7.2.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain online access to all recipient, provider, 
encounter, claim and reference data related to managed 
care.  


  


12.7.2.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support multiple health plan care models including 
Primary Care Case Management (PCCM) and Health 
Maintenance Organizations (HMO).  


  


Enrollment 


12.7.2.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to: 


a. Accept manual and auto-enrollments of recipients to 
health plans; 


b. Assign health plan enrollment by recipient choice 
indicating who made the choice; 


c. Assign health plan enrollment by default if no 
recipient response; 


d. Produce notices, track notices, track contact with 
recipients; and 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


e. Apply ratios for automatic assignment of recipients to 
a managed care plan, according to DHCFP guidelines. 


12.7.2.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to: 


a. Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan 
information propagated by eligibility interfaces in 
accordance with DHCFP guidelines; 


b. Associate managed care recipients with the health 
plans in which they are enrolled; 


c. Lock-in and lock-out recipients to health plans; 
d. Update health plan assignments/choices online; 
e. Enroll family members to different and/or the same 


health plan; and 
f. Accept and process retroactive enrollment and 


disenrollment of recipients to all health plans.  


  


12.7.2.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to accept and process daily updates 
from health plans with changes of recipient PCP 
assignments, changes in PCP status, changes in recipient 
demographics, notifications of newborns and changes in 
recipient TPL information. 


  


12.7.2.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain managed care related recipient data in the 
recipient data maintenance function including recipient 
geographic location. 


  


12.7.2.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain indicators for recipients certified as members of 
Federally recognized Indian tribes; and recipient profile 
information such as, language spoken, handicap access 
needed, health status identifying specialized medical 
needs, and recipient risk assessment data.  


  


12.7.2.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain the following inputs/data for Managed Care 
including but not limited to:   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


a. Health plan disenrollment and sanction requests; and 
b. Recipient disenrollment from health plan requests.  


Provider/PCP/PCCM 


12.7.2.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to maintain provider-related data in the 
provider data maintenance function for health plans 
including:   


a. Individual providers affiliated with a health plan; and 
b. Original and current number of "slots" (how many 


recipients can be enrolled) available in the health 
plan.  


  


12.7.2.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to maintain provider-related data in the 
provider data maintenance function for PCPs and PCCM 
including:   


a. Geographic location of primary care physicians and 
case managers; 


b. Original and current number of "slots" (how many 
recipients can be assigned) to the PCP/PCS; and 


c. Provider profile information such as language spoken, 
handicap access needed, health specialties identifying 
specialized medical abilities. 


  


12.7.2.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide for a cross reference of individual providers 
identifying those that are PCCMs, those in an HMO 
network and members of any other health plan models, as 
well as the health plan to its individual member providers, 
with effective and end dates.  


  


12.7.2.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Flag as inactive, but do not delete, a health plan that is 
identified as no longer participating in the managed care 
program, and update record within the Provider 
Subsystem with reason code and date of disenrollment. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Reassign recipients enrolled with the inactive health plan 
within timeframe established by DHCFP. 


Encounter 


12.7.2.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to receive, process, edit, maintain and 
report on encounter data from all health plans, and:  


a. Perform basic edits on encounter data to ensure 
integrity; 


b. Generate, store, and maintain error files and reports to 
health plans; 


c. Accept and process corrected encounter data; 
d. Capture and process encounter data for use in 


utilization/quality assurance reporting (e.g. HEDIS) 
and capitation rate setting purposes; and 


e. Manage the interface with the Ad Hoc/DSS so that all 
data is available for retrieval through the Ad 
Hoc/DSS.  


  


12.7.2.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain encounter data according to State and Federal 
rules and regulations including HIPAA.   


Data/Reports 


12.7.2.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Capture, store and retrieve date-specific, recipient-specific 
health plan enrollment history.    


12.7.2.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide reports, as identified by DHCFP and/or to meet 
CMS requirements, in data format for export or import 
purposes through medians agreed to by DHCFP in 
accordance with HIPAA Standards. 


  


12.7.2.17  Contractor Use encounter data to produce HEDIS and fee-for-service   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility performance reports, as specified by DHCFP. 


Claims/Payment 


12.7.2.18  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to: 


a. Maintain capitated rate tables; 
b. Calculate and generate capitated payments to health 


plans; 
c. Pay capitated payments at provider specific rates 


based on recipient demographics including eligibility 
program, place of residence, age, gender and risk 
factors; 


d. Calculate capitation payments pro-rated to the days 
the recipient is enrolled with the health plan; 


e. Calculate and generate payment for PCCM including 
payment for case management fee, case management 
fee plus fee-for-service, and/or capitation payment 
and fee-for-service; 


f. Calculate and issue risk control payments such as kick 
payments for delivery, based on the provider 
performing the delivery, the procedure and the 
diagnosis on the encounter data; 


g. Allow for payment holdbacks and/or incentive 
payments; and 


h. Automatically process adjustments and recoupments. 


  


12.7.2.19  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to pay capitated payments at provider 
specific rates based on recipient demographics including 
eligibility program, place of residence, age, gender and 
risk factors.  


  


12.7.2.20  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to calculate and issue risk control 
payments such as kick payments for delivery, based on 
the provider performing the delivery, the procedure and 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


the diagnosis on the encounter data.  


12.7.2.21  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Establish "Risk Pools" to allow for payment holdbacks 
and/or incentive payments.    


12.7.2.22  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain the following inputs/data for Managed Care 
including but not limited to: 


a. Health plan SOBRA files containing requests for one-
time SOBRA payment for delivery episode; 


b. Health plan requests for stop loss payment; 
c. Manual financial adjustment requests; and 
d. Reference data from the reference business function 


for capitation rates and services carved out for a 
health plan. 


  


Letters/Notices 


12.7.2.23  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to: 


a. Automatically and on-demand, produce and reprint 
notices/letters to recipients and health plans, as 
identified by DHCFP; 


b. Maintain online information on notices/letters sent to 
each recipient and health plan such as what 
notice/letter was sent and what date it was mailed; 
and 


c. Maintain notices/letters templates online and allow 
for online changes.  


  


12.7.2.24  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain online information on notices/letters sent to each 
recipient and health plan such as what notice/letter was 
sent and what date it was mailed. Provide the ability to 
reprint.  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.2.25  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain notices/letters templates online and allow for 
online changes.    


Managed Care Enrollment – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.2.26  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to 
existing requirements and new requirements of the State 
Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are 
met by the Managed Care business function. 


  


12.7.2.27  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors 
resulting from enrollment, disenrollment, encounter, and 
capitation payment processes. 


  


12.7.2.28  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Establish policy and make all administrative decisions 
concerning managed care programs and issues. 


  


12.7.2.29  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review reports provided by the Contractor.   


12.7.2.30  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide ratios for automatic assignment of recipients to a 
managed care plan. 


  


12.7.2.31  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Resolve potential discrepancies in managed care 
enrollment and disenrollment when notified of such by 
the Contractor.  


  


Managed Care Enrollment – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.2.32  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Re-assign or auto-assign recipients within ten (10) 
working days of a health plan being identified as no 
longer participating in the managed care program. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.2.33  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Conduct pre-assignment of managed care enrollees at 
least once per month.   


12.7.2.34  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Produce daily rosters that identify providers and 
recipients with new, changed, or ended enrollments. 
Distribute roster report to managed care plans within 24 
hours of update to the MMIS. 


  


12.7.2.35  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Send notification letter to recipient within three (3) 
working days of the change in managed care enrollment 
or assignment. 


  


12.7.3    PRE-ADMISSION SCREENING AND RESIDENT REVIEW (PASRR) 


12.7.3.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform the following Pre-Admission Screening and 
Resident Review (PASRR) functions: 


a. Complete PASRR Level I screening; 
b. Refer and complete PASRR Level II screening and 


reviews; 
c. Make placement determinations and 


recommendations based upon the results of the 
PASRR; and 


d. Provide timely written notification of determinations 
to appropriate individuals, as required by State and 
Federal rules and regulations. 


  


12.7.3.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Adhere to policies and procedures defined by DHCFP for 
Level of Care determinations.    


12.7.3.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Update the MMIS system and maintain a tracking system 
for PASRR.   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.3.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide required State and Federal reports in a timeframe 
specified by DHCFP.   


12.7.3.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan 
information in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.   


Long Term Care (LTC) 


12.7.3.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce for Providers facsimiles of the PASRR forms and 
LOC forms, as needed.   


12.7.3.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


For Long Term Care (LTC) claims: 


a. Verify that the recipient is approved for receiving 
services at the LTC facility billing on the date(s) 
of service; 


b. Ensure that payment is made at the recipient’s 
Level of Care rate in effect for the date(s) of 
service specific to the provider billing; 


c. If Leave of Absence Days have been billed, 
ensure that days do not exceed the maximum days 
allowed by DHCFP policy; 


d. Ensure that the recipient liability amount in effect 
for the date(s) of service is properly decremented 
from the Medicaid allowed payment (ff result is 
less than zero, no payment is made); and 


e. Track usage of the recipient liability, providing an 
audit trail of amounts used, provider who 
collected and the date that occurred. 


  


12.7.3.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


For Hospice claims: 


a. Verify that the recipient is enrolled in a hospice on the 
date(s) of service; 


b. Ensure payment level is appropriate to hospice setting 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


location; 
c. Ensure that if the recipient is a resident in a Long-


Term Care facility receiving hospice services, the 
hospice gets paid at the federally mandated 
percentage of the LTC rate. The hospice is 
responsible for paying the LTC facility its share; and 


d. Ensure that no LTC claims are paid when the 
recipient is enrolled in the hospice program on the 
date(s) of service, per DHCFP policy. 


PASRR/LTC – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.3.9  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review appropriateness of Level of Care and placement 
decisions for individuals.   


12.7.3.10  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide policy and procedure guidance on screenings, 
reviews and determinations.   


12.7.3.11  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Request State and Federal reports in a timeframe to be 
established by DHCFP.   


PASRR/LTC – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.3.12  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Notices of Determination regarding the results of PASRR 
shall be provided to the provider and recipient in 
accordance with Federal regulations and DHCFP policies. 
Current timeframes are: 


a. For Acute Facilities, PASRR Level I determination 
must be completed within one (1) working day; 


b. For all other submissions, PASRR Level I 
determination must be completed within three (3) 
working days; and 


c. PASRR Level II determinations must be completed 
within the Federal guidelines. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.3.13  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Level of Care screening results shall be provided to 
provider and recipient within one (1) working day for 
Acute Facilities, and three (3) working days for all other 
submissions. 


  


12.7.4 CALL CENTER AND CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 


General 


12.7.4.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and staff a provider relations function and call 
center, with availability during the State’s normal 
business hours excluding State observed holidays. 


  


12.7.4.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Answer provider inquiries received in a variety of formats 
(telephone, internet, fax, written, email).   


12.7.4.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an automated case notation and tracking system 
(electronic log) for all provider inquiries (verbal and 
written) that identifies date/time of inquiry, the provider, 
the form of the inquiry (written, telephone or in person), 
the nature of the inquiry, the date and form of response 
and the outcome, as well as the respondent and relevant 
comments.  


  


12.7.4.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide DHCFP with monthly reports on volume and 
performance for all inquiries received by the provider 
relations call center. 


  


12.7.4.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Make all provider correspondence and communication 
logs available to DHCFP upon request.   


12.7.4.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide information including but not limited to: policy, 
administrative decisions, enrollment, EDI, and billing   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


guidelines. 


12.7.4.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and document policies and procedures for 
performing provider relations activities; all policies and 
procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


  


12.7.4.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Make available to DHCFP the provider relations call 
center tracking system for inquiry purposes.   


12.7.4.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide an Electronic Verification of Eligibility System 
(EVS), accessible through both web-based and IVR 
functions, that accesses eligibility data from the MMIS 
updated daily from all eligibility databases, as well as 
pending eligibility information. 


  


12.7.4.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide confirmation number to inquiring provider for 
each eligibility verification inquiry and results, and 
maintain tracking information for both phone and web-
based inquiries. 


  


12.7.4.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability to submit requests and receive responses 
for eligibility verification in compliance with Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 
standards. 


  


12.7.4.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide, in both English and Spanish language, a caller-
selected option for recipients, to redirect eligibility 
inquiries to appropriate Eligibility Case Worker(s). 


  


12.7.4.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide IVR system to address, at a minimum, eligibility 
verification, claims status, Prior Authorization Request 
status, check and EFT information inquiries. 
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Pharmacy Specific 


12.7.4.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide licensed pharmacists and licensed pharmacy 
technicians to address pharmacy related call center 
inquiries 


  


12.7.4.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide information to providers and drug manufacturers 
regarding drug coverage and reimbursement information 
as detailed in pharmacy claims processing system. 


  


12.7.4.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Answer questions regarding pharmacy authorizations.   


12.7.4.17  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Triage and answer questions regarding pricing, such as 
the MAC program.   


12.7.4.18  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide for overrides of claims editing.   


Call Center and Contract Management – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.4.19  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve scripts for all automated voice prompts and 
inquiry systems before they are recorded and 
implemented. 


  


12.7.4.20  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review provider relations call center reports produced by 
the contractor.   


12.7.4.21  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to 
existing requirements and new requirements of the State 
Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Call Center and Contract Management – System Performance Expectations 


12.7.4.22  System 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain a sufficient number of phone lines so that no 
more than ten percent (10%) of incoming calls ring busy 
or are on hold for more than one (1) minute. 


  


12.7.4.23  System 
Performance 
Expectation 


Make EVS and IVR available twenty-four (24) hours per 
day, seven (7) days a week, unless otherwise agreed to in 
writing by DHCFP, for provider inquiry, input and 
response purposes.  


  


Call Center and Contract Management – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.4.24  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Staff provider relations call center with trained personnel 
from 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, PT, Monday – Friday, 
excluding State observed holidays. 


  


12.7.4.25  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Maintain a sufficient staffing level so that no more than 
ten percent (10%) of the calls placed into the queue 
remain on hold for more than one (1) minute, and so that 
the abandon rate is no greater than five percent (5%). 


  


12.7.4.26  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Respond to all telephone and email contacts within two 
(2) working days of receipt of the inquiry.   


12.7.4.27  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Respond to written correspondence with at least an 
interim answer within five (5) working days of receipt 
and a final response within twenty (20) working days of 
receipt. 


  


12.7.4.28  Contractor 
Performance 


Provide to DHCFP copies of provider inquiry logs and a 
summary report in a media requested by DHCFP on a   
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Expectations weekly basis. 


12.7.4.29  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Respond to all DHCFP inquiries within one (1) working 
day.   


12.7.5 PROVIDER APPEALS 


12.7.5.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept, maintain, and process appeal requests from 
providers, appeal decisions, updates to provider appeal 
data, and provide tracking of all appeal activity from 
initiation through final decision including decision dates 
and results. 


  


12.7.5.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Handle appealed claims according to DHCFP policy and 
procedures.   


12.7.5.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform the following: 


a. Generate letters to providers at each decision point of 
the appeal process; 


b. Allow entry of free form verbiage to insert into 
system generated letters; 


c. Track all letters, provider, date and reason sent; and 
d. Reprint letters and notices, upon user request. 


  


12.7.5.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide inquiry access to appeal history data including 
both open and closed appeals.   


12.7.5.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce provider appeal data reports as specified by 
DHCFP.   


Provider Appeals – Contractor Performance Expectations 
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Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.5.6  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Ninety percent (90%) of appeals must be issued a 
determination within thirty (30) days of receipt of appeal 
request. 


  


12.7.6 PROVIDER ENROLLMENT 


Provider Enrollment 


12.7.6.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide staff competent to perform all functions of 
provider relations/services, provider enrollment, and 
provider data maintenance during the life of the contract. 


  


12.7.6.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Facilitate provider enrollment process as defined by 
DHCFP and as specified in State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


  


12.7.6.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop, produce and provide information in print and 
through call-center for prospective providers, including 
requirements for enrollment (such as NPI, Licensure, 
etc.). 


  


12.7.6.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop, produce, and provide a DHCFP approved 
provider application form(s) and provider contract.   


12.7.6.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow for online submission of provider application 
forms.   


12.7.6.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce, update and maintain tracking information on 
provider application process through final disposition of 
the application. 


  


12.7.6.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain list of OIG sanctioned providers, preventing 
enrollment of excluded providers.   
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12.7.6.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain communication with the applicable State 
agencies to perform certification and licensure 
verification. 


  


12.7.6.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Notify providers of acceptance or rejection in accordance 
with State and Federal rules and regulations.   


12.7.6.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enroll providers by program (Nevada Check Up, 
Medicaid, State-only, Medicare, or other programs as 
specified by DHCFP). 


  


12.7.6.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Send accepted providers a DHCFP-approved orientation 
packet containing all of the information for participation 
in and for billing DHCFP for services to all eligible 
recipients. 


  


12.7.6.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain both physical and electronic files for each 
approved provider containing applications, provider 
agreements, copy of the provider license and all 
correspondence relating to certification, enrollment or 
resulting in provider file updates.  


  


12.7.6.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an electronic file for each denied provider 
including images of applications and/or profile 
information and documentation regarding the reason for 
the denial. Return original documentation to denied 
provider. 


  


12.7.6.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce Provider enrollment reports as specified by 
DHCFP.   


Provider Disenrollment 
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12.7.6.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Conduct exit interview with providers who voluntarily 
disenroll.   


12.7.6.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support disenrollment of providers with the following 
activities: 


a. Automatically disenroll provider when there has been 
no claims activity within a DHCFP-specified time 
period; 


b. Automatically notify providers upon disenrollment; 
c. Manually disenroll providers at the request of 


DHCFP; and 
d. Accept, compare, and create referral report based 


upon OIG exclusion file.  


  


Provider Enrollment – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.7.6.17  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enroll or register all servicing (care giver) providers for 
provider types 14, 29, 30, 38, 58, 57, 64, 82, 83 and 84 
and ensure the prior authorization process is effective for 
these provider types.  


  


Provider Re-Enrollment – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.7.6.18  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform provider re-enrollment validation for the Nevada 
Medicaid provider and personal caregiver network to 
ensure the approximately 15,000 Nevada Medicaid 
providers and caregivers validate their provider 
information upon licensure renewal and on a recurring 
basis to ensure that every provider is re-enrolled at least 
every 36 months. 


  


12.7.6.19  Potential 
Expanded 


Perform re-enrollment/validation in accordance with a 
prescribed schedule and will include follow-up with non-   
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Contractor 
Responsibility 


compliant providers. 


12.7.6.20  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


When correspondence is returned by the post office 
necessary actions taken may include termination for loss 
of contact or sending a request for updated information to 
the new reported address.  


  


12.7.6.21  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enrolled providers must be reviewed on a continuing 
basis to ensure that they continue to meet provider 
eligibility requirements. 


  


Provider Enrollment – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.6.22  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to 
existing requirements and new requirements of the State 
Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are 
met by the provider enrollment business function. 


  


12.7.6.23  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Determine and communicate provider enrollment related 
policies.   


12.7.6.24  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors 
resulting from provider enrollment activities.   


12.7.6.25  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve all provider enrollment materials 
(e.g. provider applications and provider contract).   


12.7.6.26  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Define frequency and specifications for Provider 
Enrollment reports.   


12.7.6.27  DHCFP Review Provider Enrollment reports produced by the   
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Responsibility Contractor. 


12.7.6.28  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Notify contractor of termination/disenrollment as directed 
by DHCFP.   


Provider Enrollment – Performance Expectations 


12.7.6.29  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Mail provider enrollment packages within two (2) 
working days of the request.   


12.7.6.30  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Process complete provider applications within five (5) 
working days of receipt.   


12.7.6.31  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Have trained provider representatives visit first-time 
enrolled providers within ten (10) work days of 
application approval, or other providers upon request.  


  


12.7.6.32  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Respond to all DHCFP requests or inquiries within one 
(1) working day.   


12.7.7 PROVIDER TRAINING AND OUTREACH 


12.7.7.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Educate providers about the Nevada Medicaid program, 
the claims processing system and proper billing through 
workshops, training sessions, presentations at professional 
association and stakeholder meetings, individual training 
as needed, Provider Manuals and Web Announcements, 
and the provider Internet website. 


  


12.7.7.2  Contractor Provide staff competent in Medicaid billing policy and 
procedures for all provider and claim types who will be   
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Responsibility responsible for provider training. 


12.7.7.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and conduct ongoing and special DHCFP-
approved training to meet the needs of specific provider 
types including material relevant to their programs and 
billing issues, policies, and new programs. 


  


12.7.7.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and conduct small workshops for individual 
provider training as requested and/or needed throughout 
the term of the contract at the provider’s place of 
business. 


  


12.7.7.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Target special training for providers who have been 
identified as having an abnormal number of claims denied 
or pended. 


  


12.7.7.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support training through the following activities: 


a. Notify providers of place, time and agenda for 
training sessions and workshops; 


b. Coordinate with DHCFP on all training sessions to 
ensure appropriate fiscal agent/DHCFP staff is in 
attendance as needed; 


c. Develop and produce provider training materials in 
accordance with DHCFP guidelines; 


d. Develop, distribute and evaluate provider training 
questionnaires from all training sessions and provide 
DHCFP with a summary of the provider responses on 
a monthly basis; and 


e. Produce records to DHCFP of providers that 
participate in training, by provider type.  


  


12.7.7.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Participate in training and orientation sessions conducted 
by other agencies (e.g., Indian Health Services, other 
divisions of the Department of Health and Human 
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Services, Nevada Rural Hospital Project, etc.) and provide 
staff members and materials as requested. 


12.7.7.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and submit to DHCFP for approval a Provider 
Training Plan annually at the beginning of each contract 
year, and update the plan as necessary each quarter.  


  


Provider Training and Outreach – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.7.7.9  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Every third year, produce, distribute and track Advance 
Directive and Civil Rights notifications/certifications to:  


a. Hospitals; 
b. Nursing facilities; 
c. Intermediate care facilities; 
d. Mental health facilities; 
e. Home health providers; and  
f. Personal care providers.  


  


Provider Training and Outreach – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.7.10  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Inform the Contractor of new or updated programs and 
policies that need to be introduced to providers. 


  


12.7.7.11  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Make DHCFP staff available for training sessions as 
appropriate. 


  


12.7.7.12  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Notify the Contractor of any providers with specialized 
training needs. 


  


12.7.7.13  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve Provider Billing Manuals, revisions 
to Manuals, Web Announcements, newsletters, provider 
training material, and other materials as required (e.g., 
quarterly newsletter). 
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12.7.7.14  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide to the Contractor any DHCFP-developed policy 
program materials for providers. 


  


12.7.7.15  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve and/or recommend changes to the Contractor’s 
annual Provider Training Plan. 


  


Provider Training and Outreach – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.7.16  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Conduct provider training at least once annually for in-
state provider groups, including hospitals, physicians, and 
nursing facilities.  


  


12.7.7.17  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Promote through education, within the provider 
community, the continued transition from a manual/paper 
environment to an automated/electronic transaction 
environment in accordance with HIPAA standards. 


  


12.7.8 FINANCE 


General 


12.7.8.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Reconcile all accounts and balance all claims processing 
cycles prior to approving the release of payment.    


12.7.8.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce and distribute letters, and: 


a. Provide the ability to include user specified message 
text within standard letter formats; and 


b. Retain a record of the letters sent, the content of the 
letters and the recipients of the letters. 


  


12.7.8.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Track all events, dates and dollars received as a result of 
recovery activity including the recipient's identity, reason 
for recovery action, person(s)/agency responsible for 
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Response 


following the recovery account and any applicable 
comments.  


Payments – Incoming 


12.7.8.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Receive and sort incoming checks from the third party 
payers, recipients and providers and process according to 
DHCFP policy and guidelines. 


  


12.7.8.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain a system of security and monitoring for the 
location, deposit and disposition status of each incoming 
check. 


  


12.7.8.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Comply with written procedures to meet State and federal 
guidelines for collection and write-off of outstanding 
accounts receivables. 


  


12.7.8.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to 
support overpayment/recovery efforts, including but not 
limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER, cost avoidance, pay 
and chase, premium payment, Medicare, subrogation and 
recoupments according to DHCFP policy, State and 
Federal rules and regulations. 


  


Payments – Outgoing 


12.7.8.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain security for checks during 
matching/stuffing/mailing process.   


12.7.8.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Suppress the generation of zero-pay checks and negative 
provider payment amounts, but generate the associated 
remittance advices. 
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12.7.8.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain provider accounts receivable and deduct 
appropriate amounts from payments due, both 
automatically and manually.  


  


12.7.8.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate manual check when requested and authorized by 
DHCFP.   


12.7.8.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate advance-payment-against-future-claims when 
requested and authorized by DHCFP, and associated 
recoupment process. 


  


12.7.8.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Send check register and file of checks to DHCFP at the 
end of each claims payment cycle pursuant to DHCFP 
policy and guidelines. 


  


Pre-Payment Review – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.7.8.14  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform Pre-Payment Review of claims ‘randomly 
pended’ according to DHCFP identified criteria. The 
review will consist of a complete claims and medical 
record review:  


a. Verifying the accuracy of the claim with the medical 
record supporting the claim; 


b. Verifying the codes billed are accurate; and  
c. Ensuring the claim billed complies with applicable 


policy. 


It is expected these prepayment reviews will result in cost 
savings by avoiding payment for claims that should not 
have been paid and bringing attention to provider billing 
issues that would otherwise remain undetected. 
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12.7.8.15  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide monthly report of the results of the Pre-Payment 
reviews.  


 


  


Finance – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.8.16  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Deposit all incoming funds within twenty-four (24) hours 
of receipt.   


12.7.9 RETURN ID CARD PROCESS 


12.7.9.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate and distribute Nevada Medicaid and Nevada 
Check Up recipient identification cards based upon policy 
and frequency set by DHCFP. 


  


Return ID Card Process – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.9.2  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Establish policy and frequency for generation of Nevada 
Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipient identification 
cards. 


  


Return ID Card Process – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.9.3  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Generate and distribute Nevada Medicaid and Nevada 
Check Up recipient identification cards based upon policy 
and frequency set by DHCFP. 


  


12.7.10 EDI  


12.7.10.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide instructions, training or support, and forms as 
needed to ensure providers understand EDI enrollment   
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procedures and requirements, including testing 
procedures. 


12.7.10.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure providers have appropriate access to allow for EDI 
submissions, including appropriate user names and 
passwords. 


  


12.7.10.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure providers have access to EDI companion guides to 
assist with EDI submissions.   


12.7.10.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and implement a testing process to certify 
providers for EDI submission. Allow only those providers 
passing testing standards to submit and receive electronic 
transactions using EDI. 


  


12.7.10.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide customer service access to providers that have 
direct questions regarding EDI enrollment and 
submissions. 


  


EDI – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.10.6  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Provide reports of provider’s completion of EDI testing 
within ten (10) days of testing.   


12.7.11 PRINTING AND POSTAGE 


12.7.11.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Prepare and submit invoices for pass-through postage and 
printing with no adjustment for administrative fees, profit, 
or other charges, including: 


a. Original, unaltered vendor invoice; and 
b. Supporting documentation itemizing all charges for 


supplies, postage, and printing and including a 
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description of the printed or posted material, the 
purpose of the printing or mailing, and the amount 
charged for each item. 


12.7.11.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


For projects outside the scope of normal operations, 
present proposed postage and printing costs to DHCFP as 
dictated by the Change Management process. Costs will 
be subject to approval by DHCFP. The Contractor will be 
under no obligation to provide printing and postage 
services when a request for additional pass-through 
printing and postage is not approved by DHCFP through 
the Change Management process. 


  


Printing and Postage – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.11.3  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Audit postage and/or printing invoices as appropriate 
prior to payment. 


  


12.7.11.4  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Request additional supporting documentation as needed to 
assure the validity of postage and printing charges prior to 
payment. 


  


12.7.11.5  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Issue no reimbursement for postage and/or printing costs 
incurred by the Contractor in the day-to-day operations of 
its business. 


  


Printing and Postage – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.11.6  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Exercise due diligence in obtaining the best value for all 
printing and postage jobs; making commercially 
reasonable efforts to avoid any uneconomical and 
inefficient methods of mailing that may result in excess 
postage costs. 
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12.7.12 PRIOR AUTHORIZATION (PA) 


12.7.12.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce and distribute provider Prior Authorization 
notices of approved, denied or pended Prior Authorization 
requests. 


  


12.7.12.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce and distribute multi-lingual recipient Prior 
Authorization denial notices.   


12.7.12.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide training to DHCFP staff and non-agency staff as 
approved by DHCFP in the use of the Prior Authorization 
screens, windows and reports. 


  


12.7.12.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Offer periodic recommendations for revision of list of 
services requiring Prior Authorization, or other Prior 
Authorization functions, based on utilization patterns, 
industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies. 


  


12.7.12.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide licensed clinical reviewers with appropriate 
clinical background to conduct medical necessity review 
of Prior Authorization requests to determine the 
appropriateness of services requested. 


  


12.7.12.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept Prior Authorization requests for services from 
authorized requestors through a web-based system, by 
fax, or by telephone, as agreed to by the Contractor and 
DHCFP.  


  


12.7.12.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Consider Prior Authorization requests utilizing DHCFP 
program policy, clinical criteria, and industry standards.   


12.7.12.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Use DHCFP-approved protocols to determine the type of 
denial to be issued (clinical, technical, reduction).   
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12.7.12.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide written notification of authorization request 
approval, partial approval, or denial to the requestor, 
including number of units, service, and specific time 
period authorized, or entire episode of care, as 
appropriate. 


  


12.7.12.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow licensed clinical reviewer to decrease the duration 
of some medical services per criteria and/or policy as part 
of the medical management process requiring the provider 
to submit additional information to support the medical 
appropriateness for continuation of service. This is not 
considered a reduction in service or non-certification 
since the provider has continued opportunity to extend the 
duration of service through the concurrent review process 
as indicated by medical need and clinical documentation.  


  


12.7.12.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist providers with identifying alternative resources and 
services for complex cases to the appropriate Case 
Management/Care Coordination Entity to explore options 
and possible referral for additional coordination of 
services. Discuss complex cases with Care Coordinators 
to explore options or referral for more coordination of 
services. 


  


12.7.12.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Issue a technical denial for any period in which service 
was provided without prior authorization, when such prior 
authorization is required. Unless the requesting provider 
has supporting documentation indicating a justifiable 
reason for the delay, as indicated by DHCFP Policy, a 
technical denial may not be appealed. 


  


12.7.12.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Conduct review of services provided on or after the date 
of the authorization request, reviewing for medical   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


appropriateness, medical necessity, EPSDT, and process 
according to reviewer findings. 


12.7.12.14  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a licensed, board certified physician to review 
reductions in service or non-certification determinations 
when the clinical reviewer cannot recommend 
certification. Cases requiring physician review may take a 
maximum of one additional day, or a maximum of three 
additional days in the case of a physician specialist 
review. 


  


12.7.12.15  Contractor 
Responsibility 


The contractor’s physician reviewer must be available for 
a peer-to-peer discussion if requested by the Provider 
within DHCFP-established timeframes. 


  


12.7.12.16  Contractor 
Responsibility 


The provider is notified in writing of all determinations.    


12.7.12.17  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept and process Requests for Reconsideration from 
providers for adverse determinations when made within 
thirty (30) calendar days of the date of determination. 


  


12.7.12.18  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Issue recipient a Notice of Determination (NOD) 
indicating the services being denied or terminated when 
the determination is to reduce, deny or terminate a 
service. A copy of the process for requesting a Fair 
Hearing must be included with any NOD and must denote 
DHCFP-defined timelines for requesting a hearing.  


  


12.7.12.19  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide evidence and testimony in hearings for any 
adverse determination for which a Request for Hearing 
has been made. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.12.20  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Personal Care Aids (PCA) services require licensed 
clinical staff to do in-home reviewer assessments to 
determine medical necessity and/or appropriateness under 
the social model. 


  


12.7.12.21  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and implement a DHCFP-approved training plan 
that incorporates the following: 


a. Contract Overview; 
b. Policy and procedure manuals specific to Nevada 


Medicaid and Check Up programs; 
c. Relevant Nevada Medicaid statutory and regulatory 


requirements; 
d. Medical necessity criteria and the role of the reviewer 


in determining medical necessity; 
e. Clinical Review Process; and 
f. Billing guidelines. 


  


Prior Authorization – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.12.22  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide a list of specific procedures for which Prior 
Authorization is required, and consider Contractor 
recommendations for revisions of list or other Prior 
Authorization functions, based on utilization patterns, 
industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies. 


  


12.7.12.23  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide list of exceptions and alternative requirements to 
the standard authorization review process, including 
authorization of Personal Care Aides (PCA), 
Preadmission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR), 
and Level of Care (LOC) requests. 


  


12.7.12.24  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Collaborate with Contractor to determine acceptable 
forms of review request (web-based, fax, telephone) based   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


on review type. 


12.7.12.25  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review Contractor developed training plan, and 
collaborate with Contractor to ensure accurate 
information is provided in trainings. 


  


Prior Authorization – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.12.26  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Generate and distribute Prior Authorization approval, 
denial, and suspense notices to providers and Prior 
Authorization denials to recipients within twenty-four 
(24) hours of processing. 


  


12.7.12.27  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Meet standards for turnaround of Notification of 
Determination as identified by DHCFP, generally ranging 
from one (1) to seven (7) working days by type of service, 
unless turnaround is extended to allow for physician 
review. Count of turnaround days begins when Prior 
Authorization Request is received including complete 
information with which the review can be conducted. 


  


12.7.12.28  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Update Training Plan on an annual basis, or more 
frequently if necessary to address major changes in policy 
and/or review process. 


  


12.7.13 UTILIZATION MANAGEMENT (UM) 


12.7.13.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform Utilization Management (UM) activities 
including, but not limited to, the review of designated 
claims for medical appropriateness; approving, pending, 
denying, and/or reviewing appealed claims; and providing 
a monthly report on the number of claims approved, 
pended, denied or appealed.  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.13.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide key personnel to serve as medical consultants for 
UM purposes.   


12.7.13.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Meet the Federal designation for a Quality Improvement 
Organization (QIO) or QIO-like vendor.   


12.7.13.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify quality of care concerns, best practice standards 
and potential defects in the level of care provided under 
Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs through 
activities including, but not limited to, individual record 
review during daily Utilization Management activity, and 
profile analysis of providers. 


  


12.7.13.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform DHCFP-requested activities to support the appeal 
process including, but not limited to: 


a. Provide supporting documentation; 
b. Provide clinical judgment and reasoning as to the 


determination of the decision; and 
c. Providing testimony as required (telephonic or in 


person). 


  


12.7.13.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain a Quality Assurance program for the Utilization 
Management process, including, but not limited to, 
conducting periodic reviews, and monitoring and 
reporting on staff performance, consistency of application 
of DHCFP policy and review criteria, and accuracy and 
timeliness of data entry. 


  


12.7.13.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Report to DHCFP any provider-specific concerns 
identified during reviews for investigation or intervention 
as needed.  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.13.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain information gathered during reviews and 
investigations of mis-utilization in a format that supports 
the reporting of utilization patterns by service, provider 
and/or recipient. 


  


12.7.13.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide separate monthly reports to meet DHCFP 
specifications for appropriateness of authorization 
requests for the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 
programs. 


  


12.7.13.10  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide summaries of service, provider and/or recipient 
issues.   


12.7.13.11  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a Provider Relations Supervisor to: 


a. Provide statewide Behavioral Health expertise, 
consultation, and support for the MH Rehabilitation 
UM program; 


b. Serve as primary point of contact for the various 
public agencies such as DCFS, MHDS, Department 
of Juvenile Justice (DJJ), DHCFP District Offices, 
DHCFP, Case Managers, and providers; 


c. Coordinate direct, one-on-one Prior Authorization, 
clinical training throughout the State as needed based 
upon provider requests, PA data trends, and changes 
in policy; 


d. Participate in workgroups and meetings with the 
CM/CC vendor to ensure continuity of care and 
accurate timely follow-up on UM recommendations 
and data exchange that improves outcomes for BH 
recipients; and 


e. Assist the Director of Behavioral Health with 
providing monthly and quarterly MH Rehabilitation 
UM program analysis and recommendations. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Analysis and recommendations will focus on access, 
utilization, cost reporting, provider enrollment, 
outcomes, recidivism, diagnostics and 
pharmaceutical utilization. 


12.7.13.12  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide quarterly reports reflecting utilization patterns by 
service type, with analysis and recommendations to meet 
DHCFP-defined specifications. Provide DHCFP staff 
access to predefined and ad hoc reports from the MMIS. 


  


12.7.13.13  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Recommend revisions to services requiring medical 
management based upon best practice standards or 
identification of unusual utilization patterns. 


  


Utilization Management – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.7.13.14  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist with PERM universe development and obtaining 
provider records.   


12.7.13.15  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently 
managing the utilization management of radiological 
services. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible 
for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s 
recipients. 


  


Utilization Management – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.13.16  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Define specifications for Utilization Management reports.   


12.7.13.17  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review Utilization Management reports produced by 
Contractor. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.13.18  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Request supporting documentation from Contractor, as 
needed to support DHCFP appeal activities. 


  


12.7.13.19  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with Contractor all known changes to the 
State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 
regulations, to ensure that the Utilization Management 
function remains compliant. 


  


12.7.13.20  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Interpret policy and make administrative decisions 
regarding Utilization Management in consultation with 
Contractor. 


  


12.7.13.21  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Determine policies for utilization review, fraud and abuse 
review, and quality of care reviews in consultation with 
Contractor. 


  


Utilization Management – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.13.22  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain hours of operation for Utilization Management 
review services between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM PT 
Monday through Friday, excluding scheduled State 
observed holidays. Provide toll-free phone and fax 
numbers to facilitate provider access to the review 
processes. 


  


12.7.13.23  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Generate and deliver monthly reports to DHCFP 
according to DHCFP-defined schedule and media type.   


12.7.13.24  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Provide a summary of service, provider and/or recipient 
issues on a quarterly basis or more frequently if requested 
by DHCFP.  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.13.25  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Respond promptly to legislative and administrative 
requests for reports, as required by DHCFP.   


12.7.14 EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT (EPSDT) 


12.7.14.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate, distribute, and track periodic follow-up or 
reminder correspondence to recipients and providers 
about upcoming or overdue appointments based upon 
periodicity schedule and referrals, initial and follow-up 
letters about EPSDT benefits, schedules for well-child 
exams and immunizations, and other EPSDT related 
information and events. 


  


12.7.14.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Document services provided, referrals made and treatment 
received to meet federal and State EPSDT reporting 
requirements and provide the information needed for 
EPSDT policy decisions. 


  


12.7.14.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify pregnant women in third trimester using State 
eligibility system data and send letter explaining EPSDT 
benefits. 


  


12.7.14.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate letters to head of household for all newborn 
recipients explaining EPSDT benefits.   


12.7.14.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability to reprint all letters and notices. 


 
  


Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.14.6  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve all letters and notifications, including 
timing of distribution, to recipients and providers.   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.15 PERSONAL CARE SERVICES (PCS) PROGRAM 


12.7.15.1   <CONTRACTOR SHOULD CONSULT THE 
REFERENCE LIBRARY FOR INFORMATION ON 
THE PCS PROGRAM> 
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ATTACHMENT R – REBASING DEFINITIONS AND CALCULATIONS 


Definitions of Values Found in Rebasing Calculations 


Price per Claim for the Contract Year: The dollar amount that is paid to the vendor for each 
claim that is processed in the MMIS and that meet certain criteria for payment. This amount is 
adjusted annually by the Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI-U). The CPI-U is 
represented as a percentage that the price per claim is multiplied by which has the effect of 
increasing or decreasing the price per claim paid. 


CPI-U: The Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers is the variable utilized to adjust the 
price paid per claim. It can be found at the US Bureau of Labor Statistics web site, 
www.bls.gov/CPI/. This CPI includes all the expenditure category movements of the consumer 
price. The CPI-U that is used to adjust the price per claim is the most recently published annual 
measure prior to the start of the new contract period. For example if the contract is set to renew 
in July, the CPI published at that time is typically for May. This CPI is an annual measure 
meaning it represents the previous 12 months, it is not simply the CPI for the month of May. 


Unit Price for the Contract Year: Represents the previous price per claim for the contract year 
multiplied by the current CPI-U. This will have the effect of increasing or decreasing the unit 
price unless the CPI is equal to zero %. 


Contract Year Midpoint: This is the estimated number of claims that will be processed and for 
which the State is liable to pay FHSC the per claim fee. It is referred to as the mid-point as it is 
considered the middle of the range of claims, with their being a 15% variance above that point, 
and a 15% variance below which is the area that the cost per claim is applied without adjusting 
it. The midpoint is calculated by multiplying the previous year's actual claims by a set growth 
factor of 9%, then adding this figure to the mid-point from the previous year. Should the claim 
volume move outside this range a modified rate is used to calculate the total amount due to 
FHSC. In such a case, every claim that exceeds the upper limit of the range is paid at only 40% 
of the cost per claim amount. A year end adjustment is done to compensate the fiscal agent for 
these additional claims. 


Actual Volume of Claims: The number of processed claims processed by the MMIS and billed to 
DHCFP. This can include paid claims, denied claims, and some recycled claims. 


Actual Encounter Volume: Encounters that are processed by the transportation agent 
(Logisticare) or one of the HMO's, and that are then successfully loaded into Thompson 
Medstat's Decision Support Analyst (DSS). 


Contract Growth Factor: The contract growth factor is fixed at 9% and allows for annual growth 
in the volume of claims. The rate has been fixed at this level for a number of years and could 
stand reevaluation for its efficacy. 


Average Monthly Payment for Processed Claims: This is the estimated annualized amount 
divided by the number of months in the contract period to provide a monthly payment amount 
for claims processed. 
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Annualized Amount: The estimated dollar amount of processing all claims for the contract 
period (1 year).  


Midpoint + 15%: This figure is the State Fiscal Year midpoint with 15% added as a ceiling. Any 
claims above this point will be charged a different price than the "price per claim". That amount 
is equal to the price per claim x 40%. This is meant to provide the State with some cost relief 
should the claim count exceed the midpoint + 15%. 


Actual Volume of Claims for July 20XX-June 20XX: This represents the actual claims volume 
for the most recent year. 


Number of Claims subject to yearend financial adjustment: If the actual claim volume exceeds 
the midpoint + 15%, these claims are subject to being paid at the price per claim x 40% rate. The 
opposite is also true, if the claim volume is below -15% of the midpoint, a refund will be due to 
the DHCFP for unrealized claims. 


Encounters: The encounters from the transportation agent and the HMO's are subject to a rate of 
$.33 each at the time of this writing. This is a flat contracted rate that is not subject to adjustment 
by CPI. 


Total Estimated Annualized Payments for Processed Claims: This total includes the annualized 
amount, the year-end adjustment, and the amount due to encounters. 
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Sample Rebasing Calculations 


Contract Period 1: January 1, 2007 –  June 30, 2007     Input Data    
             
For the six month contract year commencing January 1, 2007 and ending June 30, 2007 (the Six Month Contract Year),  
the average monthly payment for processed claims shall equal the price per claim for the 2006 Contract Year multiplied  
by the CPI-U (such product being the "unit price for the Six Month Contract Year"), multiplied by the Six Month Contract   
Year midpoint, divided by 12. The Six Month Contract Year midpoint shall be the adjusted 2006 Contract Year midpoint,  
(7,241,660), plus (the actual volume of claims for the 12 month period ending immediately prior to the commencement of  
the Six Month Contract Year, multiplied by 9%.)      ANNUAL 
         CLAIMS ENCOUNTERS SETTLEMENT 
Price Per Claim for the 2006 Contract Year     $             0.88     
CPI-U        3.40%    
Unit Price for the Six Month Contract Year     $            0.90992     
             
Adjusted 2006 Contract Year –  Midpoint                7,172,450     
Actual Volume of Claims for January through December 2006              8,914,704     
Actual Encounter Volume Jan –  June 07     138,187   
Contract Growth Factor      9.0%    
    Six Month Contract Year –   Midpoint  (Divided by 2 for 6-month period)             3,987,387     
             
Average Monthly Payment for Processed Claims     $       604,700.53     
Annualized Amount        $    3,628,203.19   $          45,601.71   
             
Six Month Contract Year  –  Midpoint plus 15%                4,585,495     
Actual Claims Volume (January through June 2007)               4,829,500     
Number of Claims Subject to Year-end Financial Adjustment                 244,005     
    Estimated Year-end Adjustment      $         88,810.13   $          45,601.71   $134,411.84  
             
Total Estimated (6 Months) Payments for Processed Claims      $    3,762,615.03     
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Contract Period 2:  July 1, 2007 –  June 30, 2008          
             
For the Contract Year commencing July 1, 2007 and ending June 30, 2008 (the "2007 –  2008 Contract Year"), the  
average monthly payment for processed claims shall equal the price per claim for the Six Month Contract Year multiplied  
by the CPI-U (such product being the "unit price for the 2007-2008 Contract Year"), multiplied by the 2007-2008 Contract   
Year midpoint, divided by 12. The 2007-2008 Contract Year midpoint shall be the Six Month Contract Year midpoint,  
plus (the actual volume of claims for the 12 month period ending immediately prior to the commencement of  
the 2007-2008 Contract Year, multiplied by 9% and divided by 2 to account for the Six Month Contract Year).  
             
Price Per Claim for the Contract Year      $                 0.91     
CPI-U        2.70%    
Unit Price for the Contract Year      $      0.93448784     
             
Full Year Contract Year Midpoint                 7,974,773     
Actual Volume of Claims for July 2006 through June 2007            9,398,825     
Actual Encounter Volume July 2007 –  June 2008        
Contract Growth Factor      9.0%    
    2007-2008 Contract Year Midpoint                 8,820,668     
             
Average Monthly Payment for Processed Claims     $       686,900.55   $                      –      
Annualized Amount        $    8,242,806.60   $                      –      
             
2007-2008 Contract Year Midpoint plus 15%              10,143,768     
Actual Volume of Claims for July 2007 –  June 2008               9,439,551     
Number of Claims Subject to Year-end Financial Adjustment                          –        
    Estimated Year-end Adjustment      $                    –      $                      –      $             –     
             
Total Estimated Annualized Payments for Processed Claims      $    8,242,806.60     
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Contract Period 3:  July 1, 2008 –  June 30, 2009          
             
For the Contract Year commencing July 1, 2008 and ending June 30, 2009 (the "2008 –  2009" Contract Year), the  
average monthly payment for processed claims shall equal the price per claim for the 2007-2008 Contract Year multiplied  
by the CPI-U (such product being the "unit price for the 2008-2009 Contract Year"), multiplied by the 2008-2009 Contract   
Year midpoint, divided by 12. The 2008-2009 Contract Year midpoint shall be the 2007-2008 Contract Year midpoint,  
plus (the actual volume of claims for the 12 month period ending immediately prior to the commencement of  
the 2008-2009 Contract Year, multiplied by 9%.        
             
Price Per Claim for the Contract Year      $                 0.93     
CPI-U        4.20%    
Unit Price for the Contract Year      $             0.9737     
             
2007-2008 Contract Year Midpoint                 8,820,668     
Actual Volume of Claims for July 2007 through June 2008               9,439,551     
Actual Encounter Volume July 08 –  June 09                     301,535   
Contract Growth Factor      9.0%    
    2008-2009 Contract Year Midpoint                 9,670,227     
             
Average Monthly Payment for Processed Claims     $       784,687.63   $          99,506.55   
Annualized Amount        $    9,416,251.51   $          99,506.55   
             
2008-2009 Contract Year Midpoint plus 15%              11,120,761     
Actual Volume of Claims for July 2008 –  June 2009    ACTUAL VOLUME           10,670,945     
Number of Claims Subject to Year-end Financial Adjustment                          –        
    Estimated Year-end Adjustment      $                    –      $          99,506.55   $  99,506.55  
             
Total Estimated Annualized Payments for Processed Claims    $    9,515,758.06     
              
CONTRACT TOTAL (Jan 1, 2007 –  June 30, 2009)      $   21,521,179.68     
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Contract Period 4:  July 1, 2009 –  June 30, 2010          
             
For the Contract Year commencing July 1, 2008 and ending June 30, 2010 (the "2009 –  2010" Contract Year), the  
average monthly payment for processed claims shall equal the price per claim for the 2008-2009 Contract Year multiplied  
by the CPI-U (such product being the "unit price for the 2009-2010 Contract Year"), multiplied by the 2009-2010 Contract   
Year midpoint, divided by 12. The 2009-2010 Contract Year midpoint shall be the 2008-2009 Contract Year midpoint,  
plus (the actual volume of claims for the 12 month period ending immediately prior to the commencement of  
the 2009-2010 Contract Year, multiplied by 9%.        
             
Price Per Claim for the Six Month Contract Year     $             0.9737     
CPI-U        -2.10%    
Unit Price for the Six Month Contract Year     $             0.9533     
             
2008-2009 Contract Year Midpoint                 9,670,227     
Actual Volume of Claims for July 2008 through June 2009             10,670,945     
Actual Encounter Volume July 08 –  June 09                             –      
Contract Growth Factor      9.0%    
    2009-2010 Contract Year Midpoint               10,630,612     
             
Average Monthly Payment for Processed Claims     $       844,502.80   $                      –      
Annualized Amount        $   10,134,033.64   $                      –      
            
            
2009-2010 Contract Year Midpoint plus 15%              12,225,204     
            
Actual Volume of Claims for July 2009 –  June 2010    To Be Determined                        –        
Number of Claims Subject to Year-end Financial Adjustment                          –        


    Estimated Year-end Adjustment      $                    –      $                      –     
 $             
–     


             
12 month Contract Period Amount:          $    8,445,028.04     
              
CONTRACT TOTAL (Jan 1, 2007 –  June 30, 2010)      $   41,971,629.34     
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ATTACHMENT S – MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST 


Mandatory Requirements Checklist for NV RFP #1824 
 
Vendor Name:_________________________________________________   


# Requirement Acknowledgment 
(Yes/No) 


Cross-
Reference to 
Location in 
Proposal 


1 Fiscal Agent Experience: 5 years experience as a 
Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a 
certified MMIS (RFP Section 17.2) 
 


  


2 Financial Stability: Provision of the following 
(RFP Sections 17.1.14 and 17.1.15): 
a. Audited financial statements for the proposer 


and all proposed subcontractors, for the three 
consecutive years immediately preceding the 
issuance of this RFP. Statements should 
include: 


b. Balance Sheet 
c. Profit and Loss Statement 
d. Copies of any quarterly financial statements 


that have been prepared since the end of the 
period reported by its most recent annual 
report. 


e. Disclosure of any and all judgments, pending 
or expected litigation, or other real or 
potential financial reversals that might 
materially affect the viability or stability of 
the bidding organization, or warrant that no 
such condition is known to exist. 


f. Identification whether the proposer is a 
stand-alone or parent company, or a 
subsidiary of another company. If a 
subsidiary, include financial statements and 
notes for the parent company. 


g. Disclosure of other public 
entities/government agencies with which the 
proposer has contracts and the size of the 
contracts. 


h. Affirmation that the proposer has the 
financial resources to carry out at least 6 
months of services under the contract 
without receiving reimbursement. 
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Mandatory Requirements Checklist for NV RFP #1824 
 
Vendor Name:_________________________________________________   


# Requirement Acknowledgment 
(Yes/No) 


Cross-
Reference to 
Location in 
Proposal 


3 Budget Neutrality Commitment: commitment and 
signed affirmation to take over Nevada MMIS 
operations and services within a budget-neutral 
contracting scenario (RFP Section 18.2 and 
Pricing Schedule 18.1.2)  


  


4 Acknowledgement of Scope of Work 
Requirements: Completed Requirements Tables 
based on RFP Section 20.3.2.14 and the 
instructions for the requirements tables contained 
in RFP Section 7.3.3 are included.  


  


5 Health Information Exchange Solution: Vendor 
has included a HIE solution as part of its 
proposal (RFP Section 13) 
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ATTACHMENT T – PRIOR CRIMINAL CONVICTION DISCLOSURE 


The following project form(s) are provided for reference purposes and should not be submitted 
with the Vendor’s proposal. The successful vendor will be required to sign and submit these 
forms once the project work begins. 







Attachment T - Prior Criminal Conviction Disclosure Form.doc 


PRIOR CRIMINAL CONVICTION DISCLOSURE 


 
 


Employee/Contractor name:           
 
State Agency name:            
 
Contract or project name (if applicable):         
 
 


Criminal Conviction/Traffic Violations:  Have you ever been convicted of: 
 
     (1) A misdemeanor, gross misdemeanor or felony (excluding juvenile adjudication)?  Yes  No 
 
     (2) A moving traffic violation within the last five years?  Yes  No 
 
If yes, give date(s), time(s), locations(s), circumstance(s), and dollar amount of fine(s).  Include any conditions of your parole 
and/or probation, if applicable.  Moving traffic violations will only be considered if driving a vehicle is a job requirement.  A 
criminal conviction is not an automatic bar to employment.  Each case is considered on its individual merits.  LACK OF, OR 
INCOMPLETE INFORMATION IS BASIS FOR REJECTING AN APPLICANT. 
DATE TIME LOCATION CIRCUMSTANCE FINE 


 AMOUNT 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
 
Remarks: 
        
        
        
 
 
Employee/Contractor signature:      Date:    
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ATTACHMENT U – BUSINESS ASSOCIATE ADDENDUM 


The following project form(s) are provided for reference purposes and should not be submitted 
with the Vendor’s proposal. The successful vendor will be required to sign and submit these 
forms once the project work begins. 







NMH 3820 (08/08) 1 


BUSINESS ASSOCIATE ADDENDUM 
 


BETWEEN  
THE DIVISION OF HEALTH CARE FINANCING AND POLICY (DHCFP) 


herein after referred to as the “Covered Entity” 
 


and  
                                                                (Enter Business Name) 
 


______________________________________________ 
herein after referred to as the “Business Associate”, (individually, a “Party” and collectively, the “Parties”). 


 
 
This Addendum is entered into between the Covered Entity and the Business Associate, effective as of  


(Enter Starting Date) 
 


___________________________. 
 
 PURPOSE.  In order to comply with the requirements of 45 CFR Part 160, 162 and 164 (the 
HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule), this Addendum is hereby added and made part of the Contract 
between the Division of Health Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP) and [CONTRACTOR] dated 
_____________________.  This Addendum establishes obligations of the Business Associate and the 
permitted and required uses and disclosures by the Business Associate of Protected Health Information 
(PHI) it may possess by reason of the Contract. This Addendum does not apply to disclosures by another 
Covered Entity regarding treatment of an Individual. 
  
 WHEREAS, the Business Associate will provide certain services to the Covered Entity, and, 
pursuant to such arrangement, the Business Associate may be considered a “business associate” of the 
Covered Entity as defined in the HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule; and 
 


WHEREAS, the Business Associate may have access to and/or receive from DHCFP certain PHI, 
in fulfilling its responsibilities under such arrangement; 


 
THEREFORE, the Covered Entity and the Business Associate agree to the provisions of this 


Addendum in order to address the requirements of the HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule and to protect 
the interests of both Parties. 
 
I.   DEFINITIONS.  The following terms shall have the meaning ascribed to them in this Section.  Other 


capitalized terms shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the context in which they first appear. 
 


1. Business Associate shall mean [NAME OF ORGANIZATION], as defined by 45 CFR Part 
160.103. 


2. CFR stands for the Code of Federal Regulations. 
3. Contract shall refer to that particular Contract to which this Addendum is made a part. 
4. Covered Entity shall mean DHCFP, as the entity providing, receiving or transmitting the PHI as 


defined in 45 CFR Part 160.103. 
5. Designated Record Set means a group of records maintained by or for a Covered Entity that 


includes the medical, billing, enrollment, payment, claims adjudication, and case or medical 
management records.  Refer to 45 CFR 164.501 for the complete definition. 


6. Disclosure means the release, transfer, provision of, access to, or divulging in any other manner 
of information outside the entity holding the information. (45 CFR 160.103) 


7. Electronic Protected Health Information (ePHI) means individually identifiable health information 
transmitted by electronic media or maintained in electronic media. (45 CFR 160.103) 


8. HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule shall mean the federal regulations at 45 CFR Part 160, 162 and 
164. 
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9. Individual is defined by 45 CFR 160.103 and shall include a person who qualifies as a personal 
representative as identified in 45 CFR 164.502(g). 


10. Individually Identifiable Health Information shall mean health information, including demographic 
information collected from an Individual and is created or received by a health care provider, 
health plan, employer or health care clearinghouse and relates to the past, present or future 
physical or mental health or condition of an Individual or the payment for the provision of health 
care to the Individual that identifies the Individual or where there is a reasonable basis to believe 
the information can be used to identify the Individual. (45 CFR 160.103) 


11. Parties shall mean the Business Associate and the DHCFP. 
12. Protected Health Information (PHI) means individually identifiable health information transmitted 


by electronic media, maintained in electronic media, or transmitted or maintained in any other 
form or medium.  Refer to 45 CFR 160.103 for complete definition, including exceptions. 


13. Required by Law means a mandate contained in law that compels an entity to make a use or 
disclosure of protected health information and that is enforceable in a court of law.  This includes, 
but is not limited to, court orders and court-ordered warrants, subpoenas or summons and 
statutes or regulations that require the production of information if payment is sought under a 
government program providing public benefits. Refer to 45 CFR 164.103 for the complete 
definition. 


14. Secretary shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) or 
the Secretary’s designee. 


 
 
II. OBLIGATIONS OF THE BUSINESS ASSOCIATE.  The Business Associate must: 
 


1. Implement administrative, physical, and technical safeguards that reasonably and appropriately 
protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the PHI that it creates, receives, maintains, 
or transmits on behalf of the Covered Entity, including those required by the HIPAA Security and 
Privacy Rule. 


2. Ensure that any agent, including a subcontractor or employee of the Business Associate agrees 
to implement reasonable and appropriate safeguards to protect PHI and the Business Associate 
will take reasonable steps to ensure that any actions or omissions by the agents, subcontractors 
or employees of the Business Associate do not cause the Business Associate to breach the 
terms of this Addendum.   


3. Promptly report to the Covered Entity any security incident or use or disclosure of PHI, not 
provided by the Contract of this Addendum, of which the Business Associate becomes aware. 


4. Provide details of any security incident or use or disclosure of PHI, to the Covered Entity 
including, at a minimum, the date of the incident, scope of the incident and actions taken to 
prevent reoccurrence.    


5. Authorize termination of the Contract by the Covered Entity, if the Covered Entity determines that 
the Business Associate has violated a material term of this Addendum.    


6. Not use or further disclose PHI in a manner that would violate the requirements of the HIPAA 
Security and Privacy Rule. 


7. Not use or further disclose PHI other than as permitted or required by the Contract or as Required 
by Law. 


8. Use appropriate safeguards to prevent use or disclosure of the PHI other than as provided for by 
the Contract and mitigate, to the extent practicable, any harmful effect that is known to the 
Business Associate, of a use or disclosure of PHI, by the Business Associate, in violation of the 
requirements of this Addendum. 


9. Ensure that any agent, including a subcontractor, to whom the Business Associate provides PHI 
which is received from, or created or received by the Business Associate on behalf of the 
Covered Entity, agrees to the same restrictions and conditions that apply to the Business 
Associate through this Addendum with respect to such information.   


10. Provide, as directed by the Covered Entity, an Individual access to inspect or obtain a copy of the 
PHI about the Individual that is maintained in a Designated Record Set in order to meet the 
requirements of 45 CFR Part 164.524. 
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11. Make available PHI for amendment and incorporate any amendments in the Designated Record 
Set, as directed by the Covered Entity or an Individual, in order to meet the requirements of 45 
CFR 164.526. 


12. Make available the information required for the Covered Entity to respond to requests for an 
accounting of disclosures of PHI, in accordance with 45 CFR 164.528. 


13. Make internal practices, books, and records relating to the use and disclosure of protected health 
information received from, or created or received by the Business Associated on behalf of the 
Covered Entity available to the Secretary or the Covered Entity for the Secretary to determine the 
Covered Entity’s compliance with the HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule.   


 
III. PERMITTED USE AND DISCLOSURES BY THE BUSINESS ASSOCIATE.  The Business Associate 


agrees to these general use and disclosure provisions: 
 


1. Except as otherwise limited in this Addendum, the Business Associate may use or disclose PHI to 
perform functions, activities, or services for, or on behalf of, the Covered Entity as specified in the 
Contract, provided that such use or disclosure would not violate the HIPAA Security and Privacy 
Rule, if done by the Covered Entity. 


2. Except as otherwise limited in this Addendum, the Business Associate may use PHI received by 
the Business Associate in its capacity as a Business Associate of the Covered Entity, as 
necessary, for the proper management and administration of the Business Associate or to carry 
out the legal responsibilities of the Business Associate. 


3. Except as otherwise limited by this Addendum, the Business Associate may disclose PHI for the 
proper management and administration of the Business Associate, provided the disclosures are:   
a. Required by Law; or 
b. The Business Associate obtains reasonable assurances from the person to whom the 


information is disclosed that it will remain confidential and used or further disclosed only as 
Required by Law or for the purpose for which it was disclosed to the person; and 


c. The person notifies the Business Associate of any instances of which it is aware in which the 
confidentiality of the information has been breached.    


4. Except as otherwise limited by this Addendum, the Business Associate may use PHI to provide 
data aggregation services, for and as directed by, the Covered Entity and as permitted by 45 CFR 
164.504(e)(2)(i)(B). 


5. The Business Associate may use PHI to report violations of law to appropriate Federal and State 
authorities, consistent with 45 CFR 164.502(j)(1). 
 


IV. OBLIGATIONS OF THE COVERED ENTITY.  The Covered Entity will notify the Business Associate: 
 
1. Of any limitations in its Notice of Privacy Practices in accordance with 45 CFR 164.520, to the 


extent that such limitation may affect the Business Associate’s use or disclosure of PHI. 
2. Of any changes in, or revocation of, permission by an Individual to use or disclose PHI, to the 


extent that such changes may affect the Business Associate’s use or disclosure of PHI. 
3. Of any restriction to the use or disclosure of PHI that the Covered Entity has agreed to in 


accordance with 45 CFR 164.522, to the extent that such restriction may affect the Business 
Associate’s use or disclosure of PHI. 


 
V. PERMISSABLE REQUESTS BY THE COVERED ENTITY.   
 


Except in the event of lawful data aggregation or management and administrative activities, the 
Covered Entity shall not request the Business Associate to use or disclose PHI in any manner that 
would not be permissible under the HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule, if done by the Covered Entity. 


 
VI. TERM AND TERMINATION.   
 


1. TERM.  The Term of this Addendum shall commence as of the effective date of this Addendum 
herein and shall extend beyond the termination of the Contract and shall terminate when all the 
PHI provided by the Covered Entity to the Business Associate, or created or received by the 
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Business Associate on behalf of the Covered Entity, is destroyed or returned to the Covered 
Entity, or, if it is not feasible to return or destroy the PHI, protections are extended to such 
information, in accordance with the termination. 


2. TERMINATION FOR BREACH.  The Business Associate agrees that DHCFP may immediately 
terminate the Contract if the DHCFP determines that the Business Associate has violated a 
material term of this Addendum. 


3. TERMINATION. 
a. Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, upon termination of this Agreement, for 


any reason, the Business Associate will return or destroy all PHI received from the Covered 
Entity or created or received by the Business Associate on behalf of the Covered Entity that 
the Business Associate still maintains in any form and the Business Associate will retain no 
copies of such information.   


b. If the Business Associate determines that returning or destroying the PHI is not feasible, the 
Business Associate will provide to the Covered Entity notification of the conditions that make 
return or destruction infeasible.  Upon a mutual determination that return or destruction of PHI 
is infeasible, the Business Associate shall extend the protections of this Addendum to such 
PHI and limit further uses and disclosures of such PHI to those purposes that make return or 
destruction infeasible, for so long as the Business Associate maintains such PHI. 


c. These termination provisions will apply to PHI that is in the possession of subcontractors, 
agents or employees of the Business Associate. 


 
VII. MISCELLANEOUS. 
 


1. AMENDMENT. The Parties agree to take such action as is necessary to amend this Addendum 
from time to time as is necessary for the Covered Entity to comply with all the requirements of the 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Public Law No. 104-191.    


2. INTERPRETATION. Any ambiguity in this Addendum shall be resolved to permit the Covered 
Entity to comply with the HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule. 


 
COVERED ENTITY BUSINESS ASSOCIATE 


 
Division of Health Care Financing and Policy 


 
______________________________ 


 
1100 E. William Street, Suite 101 


(Enter Business Name) 
______________________________ 


 
Carson City, NV 89701 


(Enter Business Address) 
______________________________ 


 
(775) 684-3636 


(Enter Business City, State and Zip Code) 
______________________________ 


 
(775) 687-3893 


(Enter Business Phone Number) 
______________________________ 


 (Enter Business FAX Number) 
 


______________________________ 
 


_____________________________ 
(Authorized Signature) (Authorized Signature) 


 
______________________________ 


 
_____________________________ 


(Print Name) (Print Name) 
 


______________________________ 
 


_____________________________ 
(Title) (Title) 


 
______________________________ 


 
_____________________________ 


(Date) (Date) 
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ATTACHMENT V – CIVIL NAMES CHECK FORM 


The following project form(s) are provided for reference purposes and should not be submitted 
with the Vendor’s proposal. The successful vendor will be required to sign and submit these 
forms once the project work begins. 







PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION: 


Name: ..,.,,=,,---------;r=n-------;=;n."'--- SCOPE IDlWork Card #:-,N:!.{.IL~'--__ _ 
(LAST) (FIRST) (MIDDLE) 


AnyO~erNameUsed:"'~ .. ----------<C""~----~~""~---------------
(LAST) (FIRST) (MIDDLE) 


Date of Birth : ______________ _ Social Security Number: Sex: ____ _ 


Race: ____ _ Height: ________ Weight: _______ __ Hair Color: ________ _ Eye Color: ________ _ 


AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF INFORMATION 


In consideration for processing my application for employment or, if hired by the requestor named below or a 
subsidiary, I, the unders igned, whose name and personal identification information voluntarily appears above, do 
hereby and irrevocably agree to the following: 


1. I hereby authorize the Nevada Department of Public Safety and any other agency of criminal justice, to search 
for and release crim inal history record information to the requestor named below. In giving this authorization, I 
expressly understand that the information may include information pertaining to notations of arrest, 
detainments, indictments, information or other charges for which the final court disposition is pending or is 
unknown to the above referenced agencies. For records containing final court disposition information, I 
understand thatlhe release may include information pertaining to dismissals, acquittals, convictions, 
sentences, correctional supervision information and information concerning the status of my parole or 
probation when applicable. Further, I understand that the information may include similar information obtained 
from other local, state and federal criminal justice agencies and may include information pertaining to 
convicted person data, outstanding arrest warrants, missing persons, and current and/or prior gaming and 
non-gaming sheriffs work cards that were issued to me. 


2. In giving the above authorization, I understand that all information provided to the requestor may be 
reviewed by the employer, his designee(s) in Human Resources and or Corporate Security officers, 
including but not limited to Corporate Security investigators or any other employee within the 
organization deemed necessary to. make an informed employment decision. This Information is 
confidential, as relating to a third party beyond that of the requestor's company and/or its subsidiary 
company{s) and of criminal justice agencies In the performance of their official duties, and may not be 
further disseminated without my expressed written permission or an order from a court of law having 
jurisdiction. (Please initial) 


3. I understand that I may review and challenge the accuracy of any and all criminal history records which are 
returned to the requestor. and that the proper forms and procedures will be furnished to me by the Nevada 
Department of Public Safety upon request. 


4. I hereby release from liability and promise to hold harmless under any and all causes of legal action, the State 
of Nevada. its officer(s), agent(s) and/or employee(s) who conducted my criminal history records search and 
provided information to the requestor for any statement(s). omission(s), or infringement(s) upon my current 
legal rights. I further release and promise to hold harmless and covenant not to sue any persons, firms , 
institutions or agencies providing such information to the State of Nevada on the basis of their disclosures. 
have signed this release voluntarily and of my own free will. 


A reproduction of this authorization for release of information by photocopy, facsimile or similar process, shall for all 
purposes be as valid as the original. 


Requestor: 


Applicants Signature: 


Address; 


Date:· ___________________ (wT~h~;s~w~a~;v~e~r~;~s~n~o~nwe~'~p~;r~;n~g~;f~e~m~p~l~o~y~.d~b~y~r~e~g~u~e~slltollJrl 
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ATTACHMENT W – DPS FINGERPRINT FORM 


The following project form(s) are provided for reference purposes and should not be submitted 
with the Vendor’s proposal. The successful vendor will be required to sign and submit these 
forms once the project work begins. 







CIVIL APPLICANT WAIVER 


In consideration for processing my application I, the undersigned, whose name and signature voluntarily appears 
below; do hereby and irrevocably agree to the following: 


I. I hereby authorize (enter name of submitting agency) , to submit a set of 
my fmgerprints to the Nevada Department Public Safety, Records Bureau for the purpose of accessing and 
reviewing Nevada and National criminal history records that may pertain to me. 
In giving this authorization, I expressly understand that the information may include information pertaining to 
notations of arrest, detainments, indicttnents, information or other charges for which the fmal court 
disposition is pending or is unknown to the above referenced agency. For records containing final court 
disposition information, I understand that the release may include information pertaining to dismissals, 
acquittals, convictions, sentences, correctional supervision information and information concerning the status 
of my parole or probation when applicable. Further, I understand that the information may include similar 
information obtained from other local, state and federal criminal justice agencies and may include 
information pertaining to convicted person data, outstanding arrest warrants, missing persons. 


2. In giving the above authorization, I understand that all information provided to the submitting agency 
may be reviewed by the snbmitting agency or any other employee within the submitting agency's 
organization deemed necessary to make an informed decision. This information is confidential, as 
relating to a third party beyond that ofthe submitting agency's company andlor its subsidiary 
company(s) and of criminal justice agencies in the performance of their official duties, and may not be 
further disseminated. (Please initial). ___ _ 


3. I understand that I may review and challenge the accuracy of any and all criminal history records which are 
returned to the submitting agency, and that the proper forms and procedures will be furnished to me by the 
Nevada Department of Public Safety Records Bureau upon request. 


4. I hereby release from liability and promise to hold harmless under any and all causes of legal action, the State 
of Nevada, its officer(s), agent(s) andlor employee(s) who conducted my criminal history records search and 
provided information to the submitting agency for any statement(s), omission(s), or infringement(s) upon my 
current legal rights. I further release and promise to hold harmless and covenant not to sue any persons, 
fmus, institutions or agencies providing such information to the State of Nevada on the basis of their 
disclosures. I have signed this release voluntarily and of my own free will. 


A reproduction of this authorization for release of information by photocopy, facsimile or similar process, shall for 
all purposes be as valid as the original. 


Applicant's Name: ____________________ _ 


(pLEASE PRINT LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE) 
Address: ___________________ _ 


Applicant's Signature:, ____________________ _ 


Date: ______ _ 


Submitting Agency: __________________ _ 


Address: _________________ _ 


Agency representative: ----==-:-::::-:==::----:-cc=:::-:==:-:-===-
(pLEASE PRINT LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE 


Agency representative's Signature: ____________________ _ 


Date: _____ _ 


Revised: 03/21/08 Civil Applicant Waiver 
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ATTACHMENT X – CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT 


The following project form(s) are provided for reference purposes and should not be submitted 
with the Vendor’s proposal. The successful vendor will be required to sign and submit these 
forms once the project work begins. 
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DIVISION OF HEALTH CARE FINANCING AND POLICY 
(DHCFP) 


 
CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT 


For Employees, On-Site Contractors and Temporary Workers 
 


The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act [HIPAA] governs the use and 
disclosure of a person’s health information by health plans, health care providers and 
health care clearing houses.  The Division of Health Care Financing and Policy 
[DHCFP], as the administrator of the state Medicaid and SCHIP (Nevada Check Up) 
programs, must adhere to all federal and state regulations regarding the use, transmission 
and disclosure of a recipient’s health information.  This includes health information 
created or received by or from a health care provider, the claim or payment for the 
provision of health care services, health information created or received by DHCFP, and 
any information which could be used to identify an individual receiving Medicaid or 
Nevada Check Up benefits.  


 
In the course of your association with DHCFP, you may have access to information 
which is protected by federal and state law.  By signing this agreement you consent to:  
adhere to privacy policies and procedures for all written and verbal communications and 
any data transmitted electronically; and to maintain strict confidentiality of recipients’ 
protected health information and personal identifiers such as name, address, telephone 
number, fax number, social security number, medical record numbers, and account 
numbers. 
 


General Policy and Procedures: 
 
(1) Sharing an individual’s protected health information should be limited to 


those persons having a need to know. 
(2) Knowledge of unauthorized or inadvertent disclosure of an individual’s 


protect health information must be immediately reported to the DHCFP 
Privacy Officer.    


(3) Only the minimum necessary protected health information will be used or 
disclosed in the course of performing your job duties.  


(4) Do not release, provide or make available to an individual, organization 
or the general public any information related to individuals receiving 
Medicaid or Nevada Check Up benefits unless you are complying with 
agency, state, or federal program regulations or requirements. 


(5) All workstations will be secured and protected health information will not 
be left in plain sight anytime the work area is unattended for a length of 
time.  Protected health information must be locked in a secure storage 
area at the end of the work period. 


(6) Any release or disclosure of protected health information must be 
disclosed in accordance with all applicable federal and HIPAA 
regulations or state statutes. 







Division of Health Care Financing and Policy 
Confidentiality Agreement 
Page 2 
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(7) Each employee, on-site contractor or temporary worker for DHCFP must 
complete the HIPAA Security and Privacy training within 30 days of their 
hire date. 


(8) The HIPAA Security and Privacy Manuals are located on the DHCFP 
Intranet. 


 
Administrative sanctions against employees for failure to comply with DHCFP’s policies 
established to protect the privacy or security of recipient protected health information will 
be in accordance with the Rules for State Personnel Administration (NAC 284) and the 
Department of Health and Human Services “Incompatible Activities – Prohibitions and 
Penalties, Section H. 
 
Under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act [HIPAA], penalties for 
misuse or misappropriation of health information by a covered entity may include civil, 
monetary and/or criminal penalties.  Civil penalties range from $110 for each violation to 
a maximum of $25,000 per year for some violations.  Criminal penalties vary from 
$50,000 and/or one year imprisonment to $250,000 and/or ten year imprisonment (42 
U.S.C. 1320d-5 and 1320d-6).   
 
I have read, understand and agree to abide by all confidentiality rules and regulations. 
I understand this document does not necessarily represent all of the policies and 
procedures that may be in force and should I have any questions regarding confidentiality 
I should ask my supervisor.   
 
__________________________________          _____________________________       
 Printed Name     Relationship with DHCFP 
 
__________________________________  ______________________________         
 Signature      Date  
 
__________________________________  ______________________________      
Printed Name/DHCFP Representative   Title 
 
__________________________________     ______________________________ 
 Signature      Date 
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		7.3.2 If subcontractors will be used for any of the tasks, vendors must indicate what tasks and the percentage of time subcontractor(s) will spend on those tasks.

		7.3.3 Within the Requirements Tables, each vendor's response must indicate that each requirement will be satisfied in one of the following manners:





		8 SCOPE OF WORK – CONTRACT START UP PERIOD REQUIREMENTS

		8.1 PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION

		8.1.1 Objective

		8.1.1.1 Contract Start Up Period Entrance Criteria

		8.1.1.2 Contract Start Up Period Exit Criteria



		8.1.2 Activities

		8.1.2.1 Work with DHCFP to provide a detailed project plan with fixed deadlines that take into consideration DHCFP expectations for adhering to State and federal rules and regulations and the State holiday schedule provided in Section 2.1, State Observed Holidays; the detailed project plan shall include, but not be limited to:

		8.1.2.2 Attend semi-monthly project status meetings with DHCFP project team at a location to be determined by DHCFP. Attendance may be in person or via teleconferencing, as mutually agreed to by the project team. These meetings shall follow an agenda mutually developed by the awarded vendor and DHCFP. The agenda may include, but not be limited to:

		8.1.2.3 Attend and participate in all project related meetings requested as well as Steering Committee meetings. The awarded vendor shall prepare materials or briefings for these meetings as requested by DHCFP. Minutes will be taken and distributed by Vendor staff within five (5) working days after the meeting. Minutes may be distributed via facsimile or email.

		8.1.2.4 Provide written semi-monthly project status reports delivered to DHCFP by the third (3rd) working day following the end of each reporting period. The format must be approved by DHCFP prior to issuance of the first semi-monthly project status report. The first semi-monthly report covers the reporting period from the 1st through the fifteenth (15th) of each month; and the second semi-monthly report covers the reporting period from the sixteenth (16th) through the end of the month. The status reports must include, but not be limited to the following:

		8.1.2.5 Develop a comprehensive approach for handling communications with both internal and external audiences. Effective communication is critical to the development of productive relationships with concerned stakeholders. The communication plan must include, but not be limited to: a plan for generation, documentation, storage, transmission and disposal of all project information.

		8.1.2.6 Develop a risk management plan to ensure that risks are identified, planned for, analyzed, communicated and acted upon effectively.

		8.1.2.7 Develop a quality assurance plan including, but not limited to, the methodology for maintaining quality of the code, workmanship, project schedules, deliverables, and subcontractor(s) activities.



		8.1.3 Planning and Administration Deliverables



		8.2 PROJECT KICK OFF MEETING

		8.2.1 Determining format and protocol for project status meetings;

		8.2.2 Determining format for project status reports;

		8.2.3 Setting the schedule for meetings between representatives from DHCFP and the contractor to develop the detailed project plan;

		8.2.4 Defining lines of communication and reporting relationships;

		8.2.5 Reviewing the project mission and guiding principles;

		8.2.6 Reviewing the deliverable review process;

		8.2.7 Pinpointing high-risk or problem areas; and

		8.2.8 Issue resolution process.



		8.3 DELIVERABLE SUBMISSION AND REVIEW PROCESS

		8.3.1 General

		8.3.1.1 The Vendor must provide one (1) master (both hard and soft copies) and five (5) additional hard copies of each written deliverable to the appropriate DHCFP Project manager as identified in the contract.

		8.3.1.2 Once a deliverable is approved and accepted by DHCFP, the Vendor must provide an electronic copy. DHCFP may, at its discretion, waive this requirement for a particular deliverable.

		8.3.1.3 The electronic copy must be provided in software currently utilized by the agency or provided by the Vendor.

		8.3.1.4 Deliverables will be evaluated by DHCFP utilizing mutually agreed to acceptance/exit criteria.



		8.3.2 Deliverable Submission

		8.3.2.1 Prior to development and submission of each contract deliverable, a summary document containing a description of the format and content of each deliverable will be delivered to the DHCFP Project Manager for review and approval. The summary document must contain, at a minimum, the following:

		8.3.2.2 The summary document must contain an approval/rejection section that can be completed by DHCFP. The summary document will be returned to the contractor within a mutually agreed upon time frame.

		8.3.2.3 Deliverables must be developed by the Vendor according to the approved format and content of the summary document for each specific deliverable.

		8.3.2.4 At a mutually agreed to meeting, on or before the time of delivery to DHCFP, the contractor must provide a walkthrough of each deliverable.

		8.3.2.5 Deliverables must be submitted no later than 5:00 PM, per the approved contract deliverable schedule and must be accompanied by a deliverable sign-off form (refer to Attachment I) with the appropriate sections completed by the contractor.



		8.3.3 Deliverable Review

		8.3.3.1 DHCFP’s review time begins on the next working day following receipt of the deliverable.

		8.3.3.2 DHCFP’s review time will be determined by the approved and accepted detailed project plan and the approved contract.

		8.3.3.3 DHCFP has up to five (5) working days to determine if a deliverable is complete and ready for review. Unless otherwise negotiated, this is part of DHCFP’s review time.

		8.3.3.4 Any subsequent deliverable dependent upon DHCFP’s acceptance of a prior deliverable will not be accepted for review until all issues related to the previous deliverable have been resolved.

		8.3.3.5 Deliverables determined to be incomplete and/or unacceptable for review will be rejected, not considered delivered and returned to the contractor.

		8.3.3.6 After review of a deliverable, DHCFP will return to the contractor the project deliverable sign-off form with the deliverable submission and review history section completed.

		8.3.3.7 Accepted

		8.3.3.8 Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP

		8.3.3.9 Rejected, Not Considered Delivered





		8.4 LOCATION OF CONTRACT FUNCTIONS

		8.4.1 The contractor shall identify the location where each MMIS-related function and contractor service function will be performed. 

		8.4.2 DHCFP requires that the contractor maintain a facility within a 30-mile radius of the DHCFP location in Carson City, Nevada with a preference for a local facility within Carson City limits. The contractor will have business hours from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM PT, with the exception of State observed holidays listed in Section 2.1. Electronic transactions must continue to be available on State Holidays, but operational staffing will not be required at the contractor's office.  Electronic transactions supported by the following systems shall be performed on a twenty four (24) hour basis, seven (7) days per week, except for maintenance to the system accomplished outside of usual business hours, per Section 12.2.1:

		8.4.2.1 The contractor may perform a reasonable portion of system development outside of the continental United States.  A reasonable portion of other Nevada MMIS functions may be performed outside of Nevada, but within the continental United States . The site(s) and activities shall be approved by DHCFP.

		8.4.2.2 During the Contract Start Up, Transition and Operational Periods of this contract, the vendor, within reasonable notice, shall provide adequate meeting facilities to accommodate the needs of intended audiences.

		8.4.2.3 The contractor shall provide courier service to the DHCFP site with pickup and delivery service at least three (3) times per week on a schedule agreed to by DHCFP. 





		8.5 COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS

		8.5.1 DHCFP is committed to the use of various types of communication, including, but not limited to, face-to-face, electronic, and telephone, to support project business.

		8.5.2 Contractor shall maintain telephone and email contact with the contract administrator and other designated staff on a consistent basis throughout the contract. Contractor must provide management, supervisory and technical staff availability by email for ease of communication with DHCFP. Project managers and/or designated staff will also participate in semi-monthly status meetings in person or by telephone conference call and will provide regular status reports as outlined in Section 8.1.2.4.

		8.5.2.1 Twenty-four hour fax and toll-free access

		8.5.2.2 Written Communications and Standardized Forms

		8.5.2.3 Electronic Communications





		8.6 REQUIREMENTS VALIDATION AND DEMONSTRATION

		8.6.1 Objective

		8.6.2 Activities

		8.6.2.1 Conduct and facilitate requirements review and validation sessions to validate and demonstrate system functionality. This will include all screens, reports, forms, inputs and outputs related to each requirement. A schedule of requirements review and validation sessions must be provided to the State at least ten (10) working days prior to the scheduled sessions.

		8.6.2.2 Use the requirements review and validation sessions to gain an understanding of the levels of user sophistication. The information will be used to develop trainers, the training programs, and to plan ongoing user support activities during operations.

		8.6.2.3 Document requirements review and validation sessions and submit meeting minutes to DHCFP for review and approval on any agreements reached, open issues and other outcomes. Minutes should be submitted within three (3) working days after a session is completed.

		8.6.2.4 Conduct interviews, as necessary, with DHCFP staff to validate, clarify, update and finalize requirements,

		8.6.2.5 Provide qualified data modelers and conduct any modeling sessions needed for data model modification.

		8.6.2.6 Prepare and submit an outline of the Requirements Validation Document to serve as a document of record for DHCFP approval.

		8.6.2.7 Prepare and submit a comprehensive and detailed Requirements Validation Document. This document must include the following items:

		8.6.2.8 Establish and maintain a Requirements Traceability Matrix in order for requirements to be traced throughout transition and operations periods. The Requirements Traceability Matrix presented in the Reference Library will become the basis for this report. Updates to the traceability matrix will be submitted to DHCFP on the monthly basis, with a summary description of the updates. The updated traceability matrix must be delivered to the State's project manager no later than the fifteenth (15th) calendar day of the following month.



		8.6.3 Requirements Validation and Demonstration Deliverables





		9 SCOPE OF WORK – TRANSITION PERIOD REQUIREMENTS

		9.1 TRANSITION OVERVIEW

		9.1.1 Transition Period Entrance Criteria

		9.1.1.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria prior to the commencement of Transition Period activities:



		9.1.2 Transition Period Exit Criteria

		9.1.2.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to exiting the Transition Period: 





		9.2 TRANSITION PLANNING

		9.2.1 Contractor Responsibilities

		9.2.1.1 Review and agree to the Transition Period entrance and exit criteria established by DHCFP within the first thirty (30) days of the contract start date.

		9.2.1.2 Select and establish a Medicaid Claims Processing and Support services site within thirty (30) miles of DHCFP Administrative Offices, with a preference for a facility and services to be provided within Carson City limits, and submit a Facilities Plan, including but not limited to, location of computer hardware, to DHCFP for approval within the first thirty (30) days of the start of the Transition Period.

		9.2.1.3 Conduct a review of the current systems and user documentation, and clarify deficiencies as necessary.

		9.2.1.4 Establish and implement a project control and reporting system, and establish protocols for problem reporting and controls for transfers.

		9.2.1.5 Become familiar with DHCFP policies and services through interviews with DHCFP and/or current contractor staff.

		9.2.1.6 Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Transition Plan to DHCFP. The plan shall include:

		9.2.1.7 Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan to DHCFP. 

		9.2.1.8 Develop an approved plan and establish the gateway to DHCFP’s LAN to facilitate communications between DHCFP and the contractor, and supply all hardware and software needed within sixty (60) days of the start of the Transition Period. 

		9.2.1.9 Establish a contractor operations facility within thirty (30) miles of DHCFP Administrative Offices within the first thirty (30) days of the Transition Period.

		9.2.1.10 Initiate project management control software and reporting procedures.

		9.2.1.11 Establish and maintain a deliverable control and issue resolution tracking system using PC-based software, for the life of the contract. Update the software by recording and tracking all deliverable correspondence initiated by either DHCFP or the contractor. The system shall be accessible for joint use by both the authorized DHCFP and contractor staff. 

		9.2.1.12 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the approved Project Plan. 

		9.2.1.13 Conduct weekly status meetings with the State Project Manager, other DHCFP staff, and DHCFP contractors, as necessary.

		9.2.1.14 Inform the State Project Manager of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified. 

		9.2.1.15 Work with other system vendors, DHCFP, and other Nevada State agencies to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to promote a successful transition period. 

		9.2.1.16 Modify and Update the MMIS Project Plan that was initially submitted to DHCFP. Any changes from current operating procedures must be clearly identified and reflected in the Project Plan. The contractor must also clearly describe the hardware configurations and telecommunications network for the appropriate sections of the Project Plan.



		9.2.2 Progress Milestones

		9.2.2.1 Establishment of Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.

		9.2.2.2 DHCFP approval of the Transition Plan.

		9.2.2.3 DHCFP approval of the Facilities Plan.

		9.2.2.4 DHCFP approval of the Nevada MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan.

		9.2.2.5 Establishment of permanent contractor facilities.

		9.2.2.6 Complete review of existing system documentation and user documentation.

		9.2.2.7 Final transition work plan and schedule.

		9.2.2.8 Completion of DHCFP workspace at the contractor’s facility.

		9.2.2.9 Establishment of the gateway to DHCFP’s LAN. 



		9.2.3 Contractor Deliverables

		9.2.3.1 Project Control and Reporting System.

		9.2.3.2 MMIS Transition Plan.

		9.2.3.3 MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan.

		9.2.3.4 MMIS System Documentation Review Results.

		9.2.3.5 MMIS User Documentation Review Results.

		9.2.3.6 Facilities Plan.

		9.2.3.7 Updated Nevada MMIS Project Plan.

		9.2.3.8 Weekly Status Reports.



		9.2.4 DHCFP Responsibilities

		9.2.4.1 Review and approve final entrance and exit criteria for each task of the MMIS Transition Period.

		9.2.4.2 Coordinate communication, and act as liaison between the new contractor and the current contractor.

		9.2.4.3 Provide the new contractor with all available documentation on current MMIS operations and Nevada requirements.

		9.2.4.4 Provide the new contractor with DHCFP and current contractor MMIS naming convention standards and policies (as available).

		9.2.4.5 Provide the new contractor with an initial and final transfer copy of the Nevada MMIS, including but not limited to, source programs, files, job-cycle documentation, and all other supporting documentation necessary for system operations.

		9.2.4.6 The final transfer copy will be delivered before the start of parallel testing.

		9.2.4.7 Provide the new contractor with final schedules published by the current contractor for all cycle processes. 

		9.2.4.8 Provide updates of the system to the new contractor as the current contractor continues to install modifications and correct deficiencies to the system.

		9.2.4.9 Clarify, at the new contractor’s request, Nevada Medicaid Program and Check Up Program policy, regulations, and procedures. 

		9.2.4.10 Provide protocols for problem reporting and controls for the transfer of data or information from the current contractor to the new contractor.

		9.2.4.11 Review and approve the Facilities Plan, including but not limited to, location of computer hardware, etc., submitted by the new contractor. 

		9.2.4.12 Review and approve a Transition Plan to facilitate transfer of the Nevada MMIS to the new contractor.

		9.2.4.13 Review and approve MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan.

		9.2.4.14 Review and approve staff training materials, sessions provide, and operations documentation.

		9.2.4.15 Conduct a review of the new contractor’s project work plan, defining all Period-level, project milestones, deliverables, and activity-level schedules and staffing levels.

		9.2.4.16 Coordinate the transition of state-owned property (i.e., office furniture, equipment, hardware and software) to the new contractor, termination, or assumption of leases of MMIS hardware and software. 

		9.2.4.17 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.

		9.2.4.18 Review and monitor Project Plan. 





		9.3 TRANSITION OF CORE MMIS, PERIPHERAL SYSTEMS AND TOOLS, AND MEDICAID PROGRAM CLAIMS PROCESSING AND SUPPORT SERVICES

		9.3.1 System Transfer and Installation 

		9.3.2 Contractor Responsibilities

		9.3.2.1 Acquire necessary hardware and software needed for a successful transition.

		9.3.2.2 Establish system environments and facilities necessary to operate the Nevada MMIS.

		9.3.2.3 Install the most recent versions of the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools, as needed, including, but not limited to, all subsystem programs, online programs, telecommunications, data entry software, and test files.

		9.3.2.4 Customize any new peripheral systems and tools being provided by the vendor for the Nevada MMIS staff.

		9.3.2.5 Install replacements for licensed software and systems as described in this RFP.

		9.3.2.6 Coordinate with DHCFP and the current contractor to resolve problems encountered during the installation of the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools on the new contractor’s equipment.

		9.3.2.7 Ensure all hardware, software, protocols, processes, and communications are appropriately established to successfully “turn-on” the system.

		9.3.2.8 Revise systems and user documentation as required to fully describe the transferred system.

		9.3.2.9 Code modifications to the system as necessary for accurate operation of the system.

		9.3.2.10 Perform a system test to compare all transferred programs, files, utilities, JCL, etc., to determine that the transferred system has the same composition as the operational Core MMIS.

		9.3.2.11 Perform an integration test to determine that all cycles appropriately execute to conclusion; this test will validate all online and batch programs and cycles, including, but not limited to, all reporting programs.

		9.3.2.12 Review and analyze unit test results.

		9.3.2.13 Resolve program errors and rerun unit tests as necessary.

		9.3.2.14 Assist DHCFP with problem identification and error resolution.

		9.3.2.15 Inform appropriate DHCFP Staff of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified.

		9.3.2.16 Revise the Project Plan, as necessary, to provide current information regarding activities and dates.

		9.3.2.17 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria;

		9.3.2.18 Develop configuration management tools to establish version control of Core MMIS and peripheral system tools.

		9.3.2.19 Provide Nevada MMIS operations training sessions for DHCFP personnel or new contractor staff, as necessary.

		9.3.2.20 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the Transition Plan and the overall Project Plan.

		9.3.2.21 Conduct weekly status meetings with DHCFP staff.

		9.3.2.22 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities identified for this Period.



		9.3.3 Progress Milestones

		9.3.3.1 Establish facility to operate the Nevada MMIS.

		9.3.3.2 Installation of hardware and system software.

		9.3.3.3 Installation of the Core MMIS software and files and peripheral system tools.

		9.3.3.4 Approval of system test results.

		9.3.3.5 Approval of integration test results.

		9.3.3.6 Approval of updated system and user documentation and operating procedures.

		9.3.3.7 Approval of training plan by DHCFP.



		9.3.4 Contractor Deliverables

		9.3.4.1 System Test Plan.

		9.3.4.2 System Test Results.

		9.3.4.3 Integration Test Plan.

		9.3.4.4 Integration Test Results.

		9.3.4.5 Revised Nevada MMIS User Documentation.

		9.3.4.6 Revised Nevada MMIS System Documentation.

		9.3.4.7 Nevada Training Plan.

		9.3.4.8 Nevada MMIS Operations Training Sessions.

		9.3.4.9 Revised Project Plan, as necessary.

		9.3.4.10 Weekly Status Reports.



		9.3.5 DHCFP Responsibilities

		9.3.5.1 Coordinate with the contractor during the installation of any telecommunications links to DHCFP’s network.

		9.3.5.2 Verify that the following Nevada MMIS and associated documentation is received from the current contractor and transferred to the new contractor, including, but not limited to: 

		9.3.5.3 Act as mediator with the current contractor to resolve system transfer and installation problems.

		9.3.5.4 Act as liaison between the current and new contractor to schedule Nevada MMIS operations training sessions for DHCFP staff and the new contractor staff. The training schedule shall include but not be limited to the following sessions: 

		9.3.5.5 Review and approve system and external software capabilities used by the contractor to operate the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools.

		9.3.5.6 Arrange for the transfer of Core MMIS and peripheral system tools software and files to the new contractor.

		9.3.5.7 Review and approve contractor documentation that the entire Core MMIS and all peripheral system tools were transferred and they function according to DHCFP specifications.

		9.3.5.8 Provide a complete and finalized listing of system job cycles in use in baseline system at time of transfer and installation.

		9.3.5.9 Review and approve modifications to existing system or miscellaneous documentation made by the current and/or new contractor.

		9.3.5.10 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.





		9.4 PARALLEL TESTING

		9.4.1 Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs

		9.4.1.1 In the event of the identification of discrepant parallel test outputs or results, the new vendor will be required to research and determine the reason for the discrepant information, in an effort to successfully accomplish parallel testing. The new vendor will work to resolve discrepancies identified during parallel testing until all outputs and results are produced to DHCFP’s expectations and instills the level of confidence needed for the project team to proceed with subsequent transition period activities. 

		9.4.1.2 In the event that the new Vendor is unable to address and/or resolve discrepant parallel test outputs or results to DHCFP’s satisfaction within ten (10) working days, DHCFP will:

		9.4.2.1 Establish a parallel test plan.

		9.4.2.2 Develop procedures and supporting documentation for parallel testing.

		9.4.2.3 Establish a data migration plan that describes the data conversion strategy and the data validation approach.

		9.4.2.4 Develop and test data migration programs.

		9.4.2.5 Establish a parallel test schedule with DHCFP staff.

		9.4.2.6 Provide appropriate contractor staff for claims entry and claims resolution during the parallel test.

		9.4.2.7 Identify and resolve problems and discrepancies with DHCFP staff.

		9.4.2.8 Perform parallel test of the transferred system with input from the current contractor’s operations.

		9.4.2.9 Compare the results of runs on the transferred system to identical runs on the current system.

		9.4.2.10 Analyze and record test results.

		9.4.2.11 Identify and generate test data, as needed.

		9.4.2.12 Perform a parallel test of standardized reports from prior-cycle data to compare to existing reports for data integrity of the transferred system.

		9.4.2.13 Resolve any discrepancies in the Core MMIS identified as a result of parallel testing results.

		9.4.2.14 Revise systems and user documentation as required to fully describe the transferred system.

		9.4.2.15 Inform DHCFP of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified.

		9.4.2.16 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.

		9.4.2.17 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of the tasks against the work plan.

		9.4.2.18 Conduct weekly status meetings with the appropriate DHCFP staff.

		9.4.2.19 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities identified for this Period.



		9.4.3 Progress Milestones

		9.4.3.1 DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Plans.

		9.4.3.2 DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Results.

		9.4.3.3 DHCFP approval of Data Migration Plan.

		9.4.3.4 DHCFP approval of Data Migration Results.

		9.4.3.5 DHCFP approval of revised Systems Documentation.

		9.4.3.6 DHCFP approval of revised User Documentation.

		9.4.3.7 Conduct a successful parallel test in accordance with test criteria, priorities, and quality standards established in the DHCFP-approved test plan.



		9.4.4 Contractor Deliverables

		9.4.4.1 Parallel Test Plan.

		9.4.4.2 Parallel Test Results.

		9.4.4.3 Data Migration Plan.

		9.4.4.4 Data Migration Results.

		9.4.4.5 Revised Systems and User Documentation (as required to fully describe the transferred system).

		9.4.4.6 Weekly Status Reports.

		9.4.4.7 Action Plan for Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs.



		9.4.5 Department Responsibilities

		9.4.5.1 Review and approve the new contractor’s parallel test plan that includes how it will produce the results from necessary job cycles.

		9.4.5.2 Review and approve the new contractor’s parallel schedule.

		9.4.5.3 Review and approve the new contractor’s parallel test results.

		9.4.5.4 Review and approve the new contractor’s data migration test plan.

		9.4.5.5 Review and approve the new contractor’s data migration test results.

		9.4.5.6 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.

		9.4.5.7 Identify and coordinate with providers and the current MMIS contractor to provide testing data to cover the breadth and volume of the Core MMIS.





		9.5 OPERATIONAL READINESS

		9.5.1 Contractor Responsibilities

		9.5.1.1 Identify necessary modifications to manual and automated operating procedures, and define relationships and responsibilities of DHCFP and the new contractor. Revise operating procedures as required.

		9.5.1.2 Develop or revise provider manuals, including but not limited to, billing and submission procedures, new provider relations phone numbers, and any other information pertinent to providers. Revise as required.

		9.5.1.3 Hire and train personnel to perform required manual and system responsibilities.

		9.5.1.4 Submit an updated staffing plan for all periods.

		9.5.1.5 Revise the report distribution schedule to reflect updated DHCFP decisions on format, media, and distribution.

		9.5.1.6 Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on contractor organization, functional responsibilities, and operational procedures.

		9.5.1.7 Prepare outreach materials for providers, with DHCFP approval, in which Nevada MMIS transition activities are identified, including but not limited to, pertinent information regarding the new contract, addresses, phone numbers, billing manuals, cutoff dates for claims submissions and enrollment changes, website changes, EDI support changes, and all other transition activities as necessary.

		9.5.1.8 Develop a provider transition training plan, and conduct any necessary provider training sessions.

		9.5.1.9 Develop an operational readiness training plan and conduct training for DHCFP staff in order to ensure preparedness for operations.

		9.5.1.10 Conduct a formal readiness walkthrough with DHCFP, demonstrating how all functional areas are ready.

		9.5.1.11 Prepare a final Operational Readiness Assessment Document, including results of the parallel test and an assessment of the final operational readiness of contractor staff to operate the Nevada MMIS.

		9.5.1.12 Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-related receipts and pending claims from the current contractor for completion of processing after cutover.



		9.5.2 Progress Milestones

		9.5.2.1 DHCFP approval of Revised Operating Procedures.

		9.5.2.2 DHCFP approval of Revised Provider Manuals.

		9.5.2.3 DHCFP approval of updated Contractor Staffing Plan.

		9.5.2.4 DHCFP approval of Operational Readiness Training Plan.

		9.5.2.5 Approval by DHCFP of Operational Readiness Assessment.



		9.5.3 Contractor Deliverables

		9.5.3.1 Revised Operating Procedures.

		9.5.3.2 Revised Provider Manuals.

		9.5.3.3 Updated staffing plan for operations.

		9.5.3.4 Provider Transition Training Plan.

		9.5.3.5 DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan.

		9.5.3.6 Final Operational Readiness Assessment.



		9.5.4 DHCFP Responsibilities

		9.5.4.1 Provide staff time to attend training sessions conducted by the contractor for DHCFP personnel.

		9.5.4.2 Approve notices to be sent to providers regarding transition issues and the process.

		9.5.4.3 Review and approve operating procedures defining responsibilities of contractor personnel for Nevada MMIS operations;

		9.5.4.4 Review and approve updated provider manuals delivered by the contractor, and request revisions as necessary.

		9.5.4.5 Review and approve revised staffing plan.

		9.5.4.6 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.

		9.5.4.7 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.





		9.6 IMPLEMENTATION AND START OF OPERATIONS

		9.6.1 Contractor Responsibilities

		9.6.1.1 Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on contractor organization, functional responsibilities, and operational procedures.

		9.6.1.2 Implement operational plan.

		9.6.1.3 Conduct any necessary provider training sessions.

		9.6.1.4 Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-related receipts and pending claims from the current contractor for completion of processing after cutover.

		9.6.1.5 No new claims, either electronic or hard copies, are accepted by the current contractor during the final five (5) working days prior to the transfer date.

		9.6.1.6 Allow for the complete resolution of all edits and adjudication of claims by the current contractor to be transferred.

		9.6.1.7 Perform final conversion and review conversion reports to demonstrate successful conversion.

		9.6.1.8 Implement all network connectivity and communications.

		9.6.1.9 Provide a final operational readiness certification based on the final operational readiness assessment, including, but not limited to, results of the parallel test and an assessment of the final operational readiness of contractor staff to operate the Nevada MMIS.

		9.6.1.10 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.

		9.6.1.11 Identify and report any implementation issues to DHCFP.

		9.6.1.12 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the work plan.

		9.6.1.13 Conduct weekly status meetings with appropriate DHCFP staff.

		9.6.1.14 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities identified for this Period.

		9.6.1.15 Accept the required software, including modifications thereof, and associated documentation designed, developed, or installed under this Contract, all State’s intellectual property, and all work products produced under the Contract, including deliverables and configurations that have been identified by DHCFP as material to the successful Vendor.



		9.6.2 Progress Milestones

		9.6.2.1 Completion of contractor, DHCFP, and any necessary provider training.

		9.6.2.2 Successful completion of all entrance and exit criteria.

		9.6.2.3 Successful transfer of operations.



		9.6.3 Contractor Deliverables

		9.6.3.1 Weekly Status Reports.

		9.6.3.2 Certification from the Vendor of System Component(s) implementation (including the Core MMIS and peripheral systems and tools).



		9.6.4 DHCFP Responsibilities

		9.6.4.1 Approve certification from contractor that system is operation-ready.

		9.6.4.2 Oversee final transfer of all data, including, but not limited to, claims data.

		9.6.4.3 Provide staff time to attend training sessions conducted by the contractor for DHCFP personnel.

		9.6.4.4 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.

		9.6.4.5 Coordinate the termination or assumption of leases of appropriate hardware and software, where appropriate.

		9.6.4.6 Turn-off other communications. Other communications include formal or informal communications from the previous contractor to providers, recipients, or other stakeholders as deemed appropriate by DHCFP.

		9.6.4.7 Work with previous contractor on remaining turnover tasks.







		10 SCOPE OF WORK – OPERATIONS PERIOD REQUIREMENTS

		10.1 OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS PERIOD

		10.1.1 Operations Period Entrance Criteria

		10.1.1.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria prior to commencement of Operations Period activities: 



		10.1.2 Operations Period Exit Criteria

		10.1.2.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to exiting the Operations Period: 





		10.2 MAINTENANCE

		10.2.1 Operational Maintenance Consists of:

		10.2.1.1 Ongoing changes, corrections, or enhancements to correct deficiencies found in the operational system.

		10.2.1.2 Emergency changes to the system involving table modification and/or changes that are done using system-provided screens;

		10.2.1.3 Hardware and software support (e.g. performing routine system maintenance with no impact on policy)

		10.2.1.4 Reporting performed by:



		10.2.2 Defects and Enhancements consist of:

		10.2.2.1 An operational or system defect is a flaw detected in the system, introduced by the successful vendor during the take over of the Nevada MMIS, or during the design, development, and implementation of a new or replaced system component.  Operational or system defects caused by the takeover vendor shall be resolved by the vendor through the approved change management process.  For the purpose of establishing baseline system and operational standards, the vendor shall refer to the current system source code for the base MMIS along with the operational requirements for the Nevada MMIS as described throughout this RFP.  The vendor shall be responsible for all costs associated with the resolution of operational or system defects introduced by the takeover vendor throughout the life of the contract.  While DHCFP may request that the successful vendor resolve all system defects identified by DHCFP, the successful vendor will not be held responsible for costs associated with resolving defects that existed in the baseline system or operations of the Nevada MMIS prior to the take over.        

		10.2.2.2 Program source code changes required to implement new system function (e.g. use of a new code for a program based on a policy change) or performance requirement beyond the current system requirements and functionality shall be considered an enhancement.  Enhancements shall be executed by the vendor in accordance with the approved change management process.  To this end, at minimum, the vendor must:

		10.2.2.3 Emergency support not covered in Maintenance.





		10.3 TURNOVER

		10.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities

		10.3.1.1 Develop a System Turnover Plan

		10.3.1.2 Develop a System Requirements Statement

		10.3.1.3 Provide Turnover Services

		10.3.1.4 Update System Turnover Plan



		10.3.2 Progress Milestones

		10.3.2.1 DHCFP acceptance and approval of Turnover Plan.



		10.3.3 Contractor Deliverables

		10.3.3.1 System Turnover Plan.

		10.3.3.2 System Requirements Statement.



		10.3.4 DHCFP Responsibilities

		10.3.4.1 Review and approve Turnover Plan(s) to facilitate transfer of the operational responsibilities to DHCFP or its designated agent(s).

		10.3.4.2 Review and approve a statement of staffing and non-mainframe resources that would be required to take over operation(s).

		10.3.4.3 Request turnover services are initiated by the contractor(s).

		10.3.4.4 Identify training and support requirements.

		10.3.4.5 Make DHCFP staff or designated replacement contractor operations staff(s) available to be trained in the operation of the system.

		10.3.4.6 Monitor contractor performance. 







		11 SCOPE OF WORK – SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

		11.1 VENDOR RESPONSE TO SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

		11.2 CURRENT MMIS COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

		11.2.1 Technical – Hardware

		11.2.2 Technical – Software

		11.2.3 System Interfaces



		11.3 HIPAA REQUIREMENTS

		11.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities

		11.3.1.1 The system must be HIPAA-compliant, and kept up-to-date, according to the latest CMS requirements and timelines. The contractor shall work with DHCFP through Change Management process to maintain compliance as regulations change.

		11.3.1.2 Establish privacy-conscious business practices to ensure that the minimum amount of health information necessary is disclosed.

		11.3.1.3 Implement business practices that ensure all electronic health information is transmitted in compliance with State, including NRS 603A, and HIPAA regulations.

		11.3.1.4 Address stakeholder compliance complaints and issues under the direction of DHCFP’s designated HIPAA compliance officer.

		11.3.1.5 Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance with HIPAA regulations and DHCFP policy.

		11.3.1.6 All confidentiality incidents, suspected incidents, breaches, or suspected breaches of Protected Health Information (PHI) or individually identifiable information, in any form or media (electronic, fax, paper, etc.), including, but not limited to, inappropriate disclosure of applicant or recipient name, must be reported to the DHCFP Administrator and the DHCFP HIPAA Privacy and Security Officers immediately upon discovery.

		11.3.1.7 Release of any PHI or individually identifiable information must only occur after the contractor has verified the proper HIPAA agreements are in place to allow for the release of said information in accordance with federal HIPAA and confidentiality regulations and state statues. To ensure compliance, the contractor must provide a monthly report to the HIPAA Security Officer and the HIPAA Privacy Officer for each release of PHI or individually identifiable information.

		11.3.1.8 Transmittal of PHI and/or individually identifiable information, as outlined in 45 CFR 164.512 and the definitions at 45 CFR 160.103, must be in accordance with HIPAA regulations in effect at the time of the transmittal.

		11.3.1.9 Become a business associate of the DHCFP and have a HIPAA Privacy and a HIPAA Security Officer. Must develop written HIPAA policies and procedures and train all members of the workforce on how to protect PHI and individually identifiable information.

		11.3.1.10 Implement physical and technical safeguards to limit access to and protect the security and privacy of PHI in accordance with all applicable HIPAA regulations.

		11.3.1.11 Meet and maintain transactions and transaction code sets in accordance with HIPAA regulations at 45 CFR Part 162.

		11.3.1.12 Accept and transmit all electronic HIPAA-compliant formats and transactions, in accordance with Federal regulations.

		11.3.1.13 Maintain current companion guides, and establish new companion guides for any future HIPAA-compliant transactions adopted by DHCFP.

		11.3.1.14 Contractor must immediately report to the DHCFP Administrator and the DHCFP HIPAA Privacy and Security Officers any inappropriate or unauthorized access to systems immediately upon discovery. 

		11.3.1.15 Contractor must maintain knowledge about current HIPAA regulations and stay informed about any upcoming changes in regulations.

		11.3.1.16 Contractor must ensure that any agent, including a subcontractor or employee of the Contractor agrees to implement reasonable and appropriate safeguards to protect protected health information or individually identifiable information.



		11.3.2 DHCFP Responsibilities

		11.3.2.1 Review and approve all HIPAA-related outreach materials, prior to release.

		11.3.2.2 Work with Contractor through the Change Management process to maintain compliance with HIPAA regulation changes.



		11.3.3 Contractor Performance Expectations

		11.3.3.1 Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance with HIPAA regulations and DHCFP policy.

		11.3.3.2 Upgrade system or implement new HIPAA rules according to Change Management Process and within State and Federal timelines.





		11.4 SECURITY REQUIREMENTS (FEDERAL SECURITY REGULATIONS & SYSTEM ACCESS)

		11.4.1 Contractor Responsibilities

		11.4.1.1 The contractor shall meet, or exceed, all HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations including future revisions and additions to such regulations. The contractor shall adhere to the following regulations:

		11.4.1.2 Implement and maintain physical security over sites related to fiscal agent responsibilities described in this RFP. At a minimum, restrict perimeter access to equipment sites, processing areas, storage areas and the mailroom through a card key or other comparable system, as well as provide accountability control to record access attempts, including attempts of unauthorized access. Physical security shall include additional features designed to safeguard system and operational processing site(s) through fire retardant capabilities as well as smoke and electrical alarms, monitored by security personnel on a twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days a week basis.

		11.4.1.3 Employ a security system that requires a unique login ID and password for each user for the network and applications; password parameters and expirations must meet, or exceed, DHCFP policy.

		11.4.1.4 Establish and utilize a procedure that processes user login ID changes, additions and terminations as well as required password changes within a timeframe established by DHCFP.

		11.4.1.5 Employ role-based security to the MMIS and DSS, restricting access to subsystems and functions commensurate with job responsibilities and the minimum necessary based on the user’s profile (e.g., inquiry access only). Global access to all functions must be restricted to specified staff.

		11.4.1.6 Provide technical security to prohibit unauthorized access to the networks and applications, including but not limited to configuration and maintenance of a firewall to restrict access to systems from all unauthorized users.

		11.4.1.7 Ensure secure disposal and destruction of confidential information (e.g. PHI, ePHI, PII) regardless of format, in accordance with NIST Special Publication 800-88, DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations. This includes but is not limited to hard copies and electronic media (e.g. hard drives, data tapes, USB drives, etc).

		11.4.1.8 Maintain the following types of audit trails:

		11.4.1.9 Provide Audit Trail reports showing before and after images of changed data, the ID of the person making the changes, the data changed and the reason for change.

		11.4.1.10 Provide for automatic logoff of application for inactivity by timeframe established by DHCFP.

		11.4.1.11 Develop a DHCFP-approved Security Plan, providing details on how the Contractor will manage and maintain technical, physical, and administrative security over the systems, networks, and facilities as well as security roles and responsibilities.

		11.4.1.12 Establish the system security portions of a Security Plan as it relates to the MMIS and system components and for inclusion into DHCFP’s overall Security Plan. The system security portion of the Security Plan shall address all requirements presented in Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308.

		11.4.1.13 In addition, the Contractor is responsible, as defined in Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308, for all aspects of a Security Plan for federal systems that includes written security plans, rules, procedures and guidance concerning all aspects of security and contingency plans for responding to a system emergency.

		11.4.1.14 Ensure security of MMIS access and transactions from multiple sources, including but not limited to Virtual Private Networks, clearinghouses, Wide Area Networks, and the Internet.

		11.4.1.15 Maintain audit trails for all data received or transmitted.

		11.4.1.16 Utilize electronic signatures, where appropriate, as agreed to by DHCFP.

		11.4.1.17 Ensure encryption of data and encryption of transmission methods as required by DHCFP policy.

		11.4.1.18 Apply all security patches for the operating system and any other software for the system within timeframes specified by DHCFP.

		11.4.1.19 Inform DHCFP of any potential security breaches in a timeframe specified by DHCFP.



		11.4.2 DHCFP Responsibilities

		11.4.2.1 Provide the Contractor with DHCFP and State specific policies and procedures for Security.

		11.4.2.2 Review and approve the Security Plan developed by the Contractor

		11.4.2.3 Inform the Contractor of additions, deletions, and changes in employees’ roles and responsibilities to modify user access as appropriate. In the case of terminated or demoted employees, notification should be made within one (1) calendar day.

		11.4.2.4 Review contractor reports of potential security breaches/violations.

		11.4.2.5 Request and review records of audit trails of all transactions, as needed for audit purposes.



		11.4.3 Contractor Performance Expectations

		11.4.3.1 Submit the Security Plan to DHCFP within thirty (30) calendar days of contract signing and provide updates to the plan on an annual basis.

		11.4.3.2 Develop, maintain and test procedures consistent with DHCFP/State policies for handling security patches and other necessary software patches and updates.

		11.4.3.3 Notify DHCFP of any potential or discovered security breaches within twenty-four (24) hours except as provided for in 45 CFR § 164.412.

		11.4.3.4 Process user ID changes and additions within three (3) working days of each request.

		11.4.3.5 Process user ID deletions within one (1) working day of each request.





		11.5 BUSINESS RESUMPTION REQUIREMENTS

		11.5.1 Overview

		11.5.2 Contractor Responsibilities

		11.5.2.1 Business Resumption



		11.5.3 DHCFP Responsibilities

		11.5.3.1 Review and approve Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan.



		11.5.4 Contractor Performance Expectations

		11.5.4.1 In the event of a disaster where hosting facility is destroyed or damaged, the system must be up and running at an alternate facility within forty-eight (48) hours of the disaster.

		11.5.4.2 In the event of an unscheduled system hardware downtime, the system must be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the event.

		11.5.4.3 In the event of a network failure, the network must be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure.

		11.5.4.4 In the event of downtime caused by the failure of application software, the application software must be restored within four (4) hours of the failure, and associated data restored within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure.

		11.5.4.5 Submit Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan for approval by DHCFP within thirty (30) days of contract signing, and update plan at least annually thereafter.

		11.5.4.6 Test Business continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan annually, on a schedule approved by DHCFP, and present plan and results to DHCFP for approval.





		11.6 POST IMPLEMENTATION REVIEW AND CMS SYSTEM CERTIFICATION

		11.6.1 Overview

		11.6.2 Contractor Responsibilities

		11.6.2.1 Perform a post implementation review of the MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and documentation (system and user) in preparation for CMS’ certification review process, approximately six (6) months after full transfer of the Nevada MMIS operations to the successful Vendor. The successful Vendor’s project manager will be required to participate on site for the duration of the review period. The post implementation review should be conducted no later than thirty (30) days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review. Post implementation review results should be provided to DHCFP for review and approval.

		11.6.2.2 Prepare and submit for review by DHCFP, a Post Implementation Evaluation Report that includes at a minimum:

		11.6.2.3 Perform a post implementation review of newly installed or modified systems that are within or peripheral to the MMIS, in accordance with its approved implementation schedule. This review applies to systems that may be installed after the takeover of the Nevada MMIS. 

		11.6.2.4 Review DHCFP’s current Medicaid Enterprise Certification Toolkit (MECT) and provide updates to MECT checklists prior to CMS’ MMIS certification review process.

		11.6.2.5 Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will promote coordination of DHCFP and contractor responsibilities associated with CMS certification review process. At a minimum, the schedule should include the following elements and shall be submitted to DHCFP no later than thirty (30) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review:

		11.6.2.6 Prepare certification review materials in preparation for multiple meetings with CMS and DHCFP in support of CMS’ certification review process. Materials may include but is not limited to:

		11.6.2.7 Establish an online and/or physical repository of materials or information that will be used to support CMS’ certification review. The repository must adhere to access and security guidelines established by DHCFP.

		11.6.2.8 Participate in CMS certification review meetings, onsite reviews/walkthroughs, or teleconference calls as requested by DHCFP, in preparation of, throughout, and post CMS’ MMIS certification review process.

		11.6.2.9 Work with DHCFP to establish a corrective action plan including but not limited to an approach and schedule for addressing certification review findings reported by CMS within a timeframe that is acceptable to CMS and DHCFP.

		11.6.2.10 Perform corrective actions and address deficiencies identified by CMS, in a manner that is acceptable to CMS and DHCFP. Corrective actions taken shall be documented and submitted to DHCFP for evidential and record management purposes. 



		11.6.3 Contractor Performance Responsibilities

		11.6.3.1 The Vendor’s post implementation review should be conducted no later than thirty (30) days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review. Post implementation review results should be provided to DHCFP for review and approval.

		11.6.3.2 Submit to DHCFP for review, a Post Implementation Review Report no later than fifteen (15) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review. 

		11.6.3.3 Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will promote coordination of DHCFP and Fiscal Agent responsibilities associated with CMS certification review process. The schedule shall be submitted to DHCFP no later than thirty (30) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.



		11.6.4 Contractor Deliverables

		11.6.4.1 Updated MECT Checklists.

		11.6.4.2 Post Implementation Review Report.

		11.6.4.3 Certification Review Schedule.

		11.6.4.4 Pre-certification Review Materials.

		11.6.4.5 Online or Physical Certification Review Repository.

		11.6.4.6 Corrective Action Plan (in response to CMS’ certification review results).

		11.6.4.7 Documented Evidence of Corrective Actions.



		11.6.5 DHCFP Responsibilities

		11.6.5.1 Meet with CMS to obtain an understanding of their planned approach to conducting a certification review of Nevada’s MMIS.

		11.6.5.2 Provide CMS’ certification review approach and detailed information to the Vendor based on information received from CMS.

		11.6.5.3 Review and approve the Vendor’s certification schedule to ensure effective coordination of activities leading up to and throughout CMS’ certification review.

		11.6.5.4 Review revisions or updates incorporated into MECT checklists as provided by the Vendor.

		11.6.5.5 Review the Vendor’s post implementation review report.

		11.6.5.6 Review and respond to issues, risks, or concerns reported by the Vendor during the post implementation review. 

		11.6.5.7 Determine and notify the Vendor of any actions that must be taken in response to issues, risks, concerns or the overall post implementation review results. 

		11.6.5.8 Notify CMS of proposed changes to the planned CMS certification review schedule as necessary.

		11.6.5.9 Review all materials developed by the Vendor that will be presented or used in support of CMS’ certification review process.

		11.6.5.10 Provide guidance to the Vendor associated with the establishment of an online or physical repository of certification review materials and information.

		11.6.5.11 Notify the Vendor of CMS’ certification review findings.

		11.6.5.12 Work with the Vendor and CMS to establish an amenable timeframe for addressing CMS’ certification review findings.

		11.6.5.13 Review and approve the Vendor’s plan, schedule, and approach for addressing certification review findings reported by CMS.

		11.6.5.14 Review and approve corrective actions performed by the Vendor in accordance with the approved plan for addressing certification review findings.







		12 SCOPE OF WORK – OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

		12.1 GENERAL OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL SYSTEM COMPONENTS

		12.1.1 Contractor Responsibilities

		12.1.1.1 Provide periodic recommendations for process improvements, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		12.1.1.2 Contractor shall meet and comply with all State and Federal rules and regulations.

		12.1.1.3 Respond to all DHCFP inquiries within one (1) working day.

		12.1.1.4 Maintain, and distribute as necessary, forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up including historical and current forms.

		12.1.1.5 Operate within Nevada’s current and future LAN/WAN network architecture in accordance with performance standards established by DHCFP. Nevada’s current LAN/WAN network architecture information and associated performance standards are presented in the Procurement Library. The Contractor’s telecommunications/data communications network must be compatible with State standards or be able to interface with State platforms and interconnections unless there are mutually agreed upon exceptions.

		12.1.1.6 All GUI front-end, database, middleware, and communications software, must be written in languages approved by DHCFP and compatible with DHCFP’s computing environment. Alternate languages may be proposed with the understanding that they must be approved by DHCFP. During the turnover period, the Contractor must take any actions necessary, including software and data conversion, to enable the MMIS and system components to be fully operational in DHCFP’s technical environment. 

		12.1.1.7 Adhere to the following standards for all outputs:

		12.1.1.8 Maintain a user friendly systems navigation technology and a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows all Nevada MMIS users to move freely throughout the system using pull down menus, window tabs, and "point and click" navigation. In addition, the navigation process must be completed without having to enter identifying data more than once. "Help" screens must be included and should be context-sensitive in order to provide for ease of use. The use of GUI access must be standardized throughout the MMIS and system components.

		12.1.1.9 Maintain a user-friendly menu system understandable by non-technical users that provides access to all functional areas. This menu system must be hierarchical and provide submenus for all functional areas of the Nevada MMIS. However, the menu system must not restrict the ability of users to directly access a screen, or the ability to access one screen from another without reverting to the menu structure.

		12.1.1.10 Maintain menus that reflect a hierarchical or tree structure of the screens. Each menu item may indicate a list of screens or a list of submenus to indicate screen dependencies to the users. The system should remain available to the user from log on to log off, without the need for intermediate systems prompts. The user should be able to navigate to any component of the system without the need to enter additional user identification. 

		12.1.1.11 Maintain system navigation, user interface, and system access requirements that are standard for all authorized users of the MMIS and system components, including authorized users from other agencies and entities.

		12.1.1.12 Maintain a relational database management system (RDBMS). Referential integrity of the data must be maintained by the RDBMS. In the event of a break in a logical unit of work, all previously updated data must be rolled back. The system must provide a complete online audit trail of data changes, as outlined in Section 12.1.1 of this RFP.

		12.1.1.13 Permit overrides only by written prior approval granted through DHCFP authorization policy.

		12.1.1.14 Ensure that the system design facilitates auditing of data and paper records and that audit trails are provided throughout the system, including any conversion programs. The audit record must identify user ID, workstation ID, and date and time of change.

		12.1.1.15 Incorporate audit trails in the system to track source documents and data through all processing stages, including the final destination. The audit trails must also allow users to trace processed data back to source documents

		12.1.1.16 Maintain audit trails for data changes including but not limited to:

		12.1.1.17 All updates to data and all error updates and replacement transactions must be available for review by DHCFP upon request.

		12.1.1.18 Display date and user ID associated with changes on appropriate online inquiry screens and reports.

		12.1.1.19 Maintain data for online access for a minimum of seventy-two (72) months. After seventy-two (72) months the data can be archived to an unalterable electronic media agreed to by DHCFP, as long as a method to retrieve archived data within twenty-four (24) hours is provided.

		12.1.1.20 Restore archived data for reviewing, copying and printing, when requested by DHCFP.

		12.1.1.21 Accept, enter, process, and report on requests for payment to meet the requirements of this RFP, DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations. Accuracy, reasonableness and integrity of the payment processing function must be ensured by the Contractor.

		12.1.1.22 Support the exchange of data between and among the MMIS and system components to facilitate business functions that meet the requirements of this RFP, DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations. Data may come from internal and external sources. A current interface inventory listing is contained in the Reference Library.

		12.1.1.23 The system must respond to specific user requests within response times identified by DHCFP.

		System response time shall be measured during normal working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, Monday through Friday, with the exception of Nevada State Observed Holidays.

		The following response times will be measured:

		12.1.1.24 Enable flexibility and efficiency in performing modifications using parameter and rules-based techniques, in order to support DHCFP program changes.

		12.1.1.25 Support validation checking for all transactions and interactions with the system including the data entry function. 

		12.1.1.26 Maintain a comprehensive set of edits and audits including but not limited to the following points:



		12.1.2 DHCFP Responsibilities

		12.1.2.1 Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		12.1.2.2 Review and approve updates to system documentation.

		12.1.2.3 Select multiple days per month during which System Response times shall be monitored, and conduct response time testing at a remote work station.



		12.1.3 System Performance Expectations

		12.1.3.1 The MMIS and systems components that support Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program business, (e.g., EVS, DSS, etc.) must operate in a twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days a week environment with a limited time period each week for maintenance.

		12.1.3.2 Perform and complete system upgrades and database updates made to all systems outside of normal working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, Monday through Friday, with the exception of Nevada State Observed Holidays, or at times agreed to by DHCFP.

		12.1.3.3 Meet MMIS and system components response time standards.





		12.2 MAINTENANCE AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT

		12.2.1 Operational Maintenance

		12.2.2 Contractor Responsibilities

		12.2.2.1 Schedule and perform ongoing operations tasks to ensure system tuning, performance response time, database stability and processing.

		12.2.2.2 Initiate routine production schedules.

		12.2.2.3 Maintain tables/databases that are not automatically updated during scheduled data loads.

		12.2.2.4 Maintain security to include maintenance of user accounts.

		12.2.2.5 Maintain all database and application servers and related hardware. 

		12.2.2.6 Provide and install upgrades of hardware and software during operations of the system as well as its maintenance.

		12.2.2.7 Provide ongoing maintenance and submit updates to system documentation within thirty (30) days of DHCFP approval of a corrective action plan of a deficiency, or of implementation of a software modification. 

		12.2.2.8 Maintain updated user and system documentation.

		12.2.2.9 Respond to production problems and emergency situations according to DHCFP-approved guidelines.

		12.2.2.10 Maintain certification standards established during the CMS system review.

		12.2.2.11 Submit a monthly invoice and supporting documentation for reimbursement of operations, as specified by DHCFP. 

		12.2.2.12 Submit monthly written operations period status reports to DHCFP, including details of the total maintenance and modification hours and the FTE’s utilized for that effort.

		12.2.2.13 Provide adequate maintenance and modification staffing levels to meet the requirements of this contract.

		12.2.2.14 Request approval to utilize FTE hours for IT programming staff that exceeds DHCFP-defined criteria.



		12.2.3 Progress Milestones

		12.2.3.1 Adherence to operational performance expectations for each Nevada MMIS function as found in Section 12 of this RFP.



		12.2.4 Contractor Deliverables

		12.2.4.1 Monthly operations period status reports.



		12.2.5 DHCFP Responsibilities

		12.2.5.1 Initiate, or review and follow up on, operations production problem reports.

		12.2.5.2 Review and approve updates to system and user documentation. 



		12.2.6 Contractor Performance Expectations

		12.2.6.1 Distribute meeting and planning session documentation to DHCFP for verification within five (5) working days following the meeting or planning session.

		12.2.6.2 Track and provide a monthly report for DHCFP approval, hours expended and available for Contractor’s modification and enhancement design, testing, and implementation activities. Report should include elements as identified by DHCFP. The report must be provided within 5 days following the last working day of the reporting period.

		12.2.6.3 Track and maintain problem logs and allow DHCFP access to the problem logs as needed.



		12.2.7 Each vendor must propose a Change Management process through which ongoing system modifications and/or enhancements of the NV MMIS will be managed and considered by DHCFP and the Contractor. DHCFP is seeking an approach to Change Management based on industry best practices and successful implementation on one or more similar large scale IT projects.

		12.2.8 The proposed Change Management solution submitted in response to this RFP must include the following:

		12.2.8.1 Provide a change request form/process that includes the following minimum fields/topics to be completed as information becomes available through research and request consideration:

		12.2.8.2 Allow for change requests to be initiated and submitted by both DHCFP and Contractor staff.

		12.2.8.3 Proposed electronic tracking system capable of tracking change requests from submission through all steps to approval or closure, with access and record update capabilities for both DHCFP and Contractor staff.

		12.2.8.4 Include standards for Design deliverables resulting from approved change requests, including DHCFP approval of both high level and detailed design documents.

		12.2.8.5 Include standards for testing of developed system changes, including DHCFP approval of test results.

		12.2.8.6 Include approach for training Contractor and/or DHCFP staff on process or system changes resulting from approved change requests.

		12.2.8.7 Incorporates Change Management Responsibilities as stated in Section 12.2 of this RFP.

		12.2.8.8 Load Change Management history and open tickets from current vendor.

		12.2.8.9 Provide reporting to meet Agency needs including, but not limited to Weekly report of all tickets with sufficient detail to allow staff to quickly and efficiently determine status of tickets they are interested in.

		12.2.8.10 Provide ability for all staff to view current status of all tickets. Information on display must be sufficient and detailed to allow staff to determine current status, next steps and all history and documents for this ticket.

		12.2.8.11 Provide detailed monthly accounting of all tickets, engineering hours spent by ticket and the source of the hours.

		12.2.8.12 Provide web-based view of Change Management tracking system which will be available to all Agency Staff.

		12.2.8.13 Provide Agency feedback on areas of the Change Management process that could be changed/enhanced to improve the process efficiency, achieve better Change Management outcomes and/or improve the process. With Agency approval, implement those changes.



		12.2.9 Contractor Responsibilities

		12.2.9.1 Develop and submit for DHCFP approval, a Change Management Plan based on the Change Management process proposed in the Contractor’s response to this RFP.

		12.2.9.2 Update Change Management Plan annually with input and approval from DHCFP.

		12.2.9.3 Perform change management activities in accordance with approved Change Management Plan.

		12.2.9.4 Provide staff competent to perform all functions of NV MMIS modification and enhancement tasks and responsibilities.

		12.2.9.5 Document Change Management meetings and planning sessions in writing, summarizing the key points covered, and distributed to DHCFP staff within five (5) working days after the meeting. 

		12.2.9.6 Participate in long range planning sessions to coordinate future NV MMIS enhancements. 

		12.2.9.7 The Takeover vendor shall continue work begun by FHSC programming staff, new work shall be identified and prioritized through the change management system.



		12.2.10 DHCFP Responsibilities

		12.2.10.1 Provide staff to participate in Change Management meetings and planning sessions.

		12.2.10.2 Approve the contractor’s proposed change management process.

		12.2.10.3 Review and approve contractor’s monthly change management report.





		12.3 TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

		12.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities

		12.3.1.1 Develop and submit a Training Plan for DHCFP approval, to be updated at least annually, that describes the Contractor’s commitment to providing initial and ongoing training for all Contractor and DHCFP staff.

		12.3.1.2 Develop a Training Plan Outline.

		12.3.1.3 Develop a Training Plan and associated materials that includes, but is not limited to:

		12.3.1.4 The Contractor must create training sites which emulate the MMIS production environment. Both computer-based and classroom training are required to be available to new and existing users. Training sites will be required at the vendor’s operations center and Las Vegas. There must be one (1) instructor for every twelve (12) students with a computer and materials available for each student. DHCFP does not guarantee a minimum staff class size. Training must occur within fifteen (15) working days prior to implementation at that site. Train-the-trainer classes must also be conducted to equip DHCFP staff with the skills and materials necessary to provide future training to new staff.

		12.3.1.5 Establish and equip two (2) training sites, one (1)at the vendor’s operations center and one (1) in Las Vegas.

		12.3.1.6 Organization of the training sessions should take into account, but not be limited to, the following factors:

		12.3.1.7 Prepare as requested by DHCFP, desk reference manuals for each system component, with instructions appropriate for differing levels of user access as prescribed by role-based security.

		12.3.1.8 Provide initial, ongoing and refresher training on core MMIS, peripheral tools, and claims support services according to a DHCFP approved schedule, from the time the system is implemented through the end of the contract term.

		12.3.1.9 Provide evaluation forms to the attendees at each training session. Summarize the input from the forms for State review.

		12.3.1.10 Conduct initial and ongoing training and education for Contractor staff, including but not limited to:

		12.3.1.11 Conduct ongoing HIPAA training and education for all Contractor and Sub-Contractor staff under the guidance of DHCFP’s designated HIPAA compliance officer, in accordance with HIPAA requirements.



		12.3.2 DHCFP Responsibilities

		12.3.2.1 Make DHCFP staff or designated State or contracted staff available to be trained in the operation of the core MMIS and system components.

		12.3.2.2 Review and approve Contractor submitted Training Plan.

		12.3.2.3 Review and approve Contractor proposed training schedule.



		12.3.3 Contractor Performance Expectations

		12.3.3.1 Submit Training Plan for DHCFP approval thirty (30) days prior to system takeover, and at least annually thereafter.





		12.4 GENERAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

		12.4.1 Contractor Responsibilities

		12.4.1.1 Render all reports in the media, format, timeframe, and frequency that are appropriate to the business nature of the report, as specified by DHCFP.

		12.4.1.2 System reports generated electronically using the existing report management system. Support the following formatting capabilities for system users:

		12.4.1.3 Support menu-driven access to reports.

		12.4.1.4 Generate reports to electronic formats appropriate for storing, display and data extraction, in formats as specified by DHCFP.

		12.4.1.5 Provide storage capabilities that promote online access to and retrieval of report information using user-entered selection criteria.

		12.4.1.6 Provide access to reports in accordance with security specifications and guidelines established by DHCFP.

		12.4.1.7 Reports shall be generated and made available based upon criteria and schedule determined by DHCFP.

		12.4.1.8 Ensure the accuracy of all reports, including, but not limited to, calculations and completeness of data used as input.

		12.4.1.9 Ensure report requests (not already addressed through the use of the DSS, query tools, MARS, other systems, or other reports) are managed through the approved change management process.

		12.4.1.10 Review DHCFP requested report parameter changes for feasibility and respond back to DHCFP on any requests that are not feasible prior to the cycle to which the change applies. 

		12.4.1.11 Implement report parameter changes for upcoming reporting cycles as requested by DHCFP and in accordance with the change management process.

		12.4.1.12 Ensure that all current State and Federal reporting requirements are met by the MMIS and system components.

		12.4.1.13 Offer periodic recommendations for reporting process improvements, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		12.4.1.14 Submit Federal reports for review and approval by DHCFP, prior to submission to CMS.

		12.4.1.15 All reports must be made available in data format specified by DHCFP for export and import purposes.

		12.4.1.16 Respond promptly to legislative/administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP.



		12.4.2 DHCFP Responsibilities

		12.4.2.1 Review and approve Contractor proposed listing of reports and associated report generation schedule.

		12.4.2.2 Work with the Contractor to define report parameters and report layouts.

		12.4.2.3 Review and approve Federal reports prior to submission to CMS.

		12.4.2.4 Consider recommendations for improvement provided by the contractor.



		12.4.3 Contractor Performance Expectations

		12.4.3.1 Produce each report at the frequency agreed to by DHCFP.

		12.4.3.2 Distribute each report within the timeframe agreed to by DHCFP.

		12.4.3.3 Produce reports according to Federal reporting time frames.

		12.4.3.4 Respond within one (1) working day to legislative/administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP.





		12.5 CORE MMIS COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS

		12.5.1 Overview of Core MMIS Components

		12.5.2 Claims Processing

		12.5.3 Financial

		12.5.4 Prior Authorization

		12.5.5 Provider

		12.5.6 Recipient

		12.5.7 Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) Support

		12.5.8 Third Party Liability (TPL)

		12.5.9 Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT)

		12.5.10 Level of Care

		12.5.11 Reference

		12.5.12 Management & Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS)



		12.6 PERIPHERAL SYSTEM TOOLS COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS

		12.6.1 Overview of Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements

		12.6.2 Clinical Claims Editing

		12.6.3 Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS)

		12.6.4 Pharmacy

		12.6.5 Electronic Prescription Software

		12.6.6 Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate

		12.6.7 Diabetic Supply Rebate

		12.6.8 Decision Support System

		12.6.9 Web Portal

		12.6.10 Online Document and Retrieval and Archive System



		12.7 MEDICAID CLAIMS PROCESSING AND PROGRAM SUPPORT SERVICES

		12.7.1 Overview of Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services

		12.7.2 Managed Care Enrollment

		12.7.3 Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR)

		12.7.4 Call Center and Contact Management

		12.7.5 Provider Appeals

		12.7.6 Provider Enrollment

		12.7.7 Provider Training and Outreach

		12.7.8 Finance (including accounts payable)

		12.7.9 Return ID Card Process

		12.7.10 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 

		12.7.11 Printing and Postage

		12.7.12 Prior Authorization

		12.7.13 Utilization Management

		12.7.14 Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT)

		12.7.15 Personal Care Services (PCS) Program 





		13 SCOPE OF WORK – HEALTH INFORMATION EXCHANGE (HIE)

		13.1 OVERVIEW

		13.2 HIE REQUIREMENTS



		14 SCOPE OF WORK – HOSTING SOLUTIONS

		14.1 OVERVIEW

		14.2 HOSTING SOLUTION REQUIREMENTS

		14.2.1 For each hosting scenarios, Vendors must:

		14.2.1.1 Provide staffing estimates for the startup and operations period associated with each hosting scenario and estimated timeframes for moving to each of the scenarios.

		14.2.1.2 Provide a cost estimate for hosting services provided as well the total estimated cost. Cost information associated with each scenario shall be provided separately within the Vendor’s cost proposal.



		14.2.2 For either hosting scenario listed in Section 14.1, Vendors must:

		14.2.2.1 Present their understanding and recommended approach for accomplishing the hosting solution, including the location of where the hosting services would be provided. Any key assumptions on the Vendor’s part should also be identified as well as provide an understanding of Nevada’s current hosting environment.

		14.2.2.2 Provide a description of the vendor’s approach to provider outreach and training.

		14.2.2.3 Briefly describe the benefits, disadvantages, and risks that the solution poses to the State. Proposed risk mitigation strategies should also be included for each risk identified.

		14.2.2.4 Identify the systems that will be hosted and any special provisions on how hosting would be managed, including whether any hosting support services would be subcontracted.

		14.2.2.5 Describe the services that would be provided by the Vendor, as well as anticipated DHCFP responsibilities.



		14.2.3 At a minimum, the hosting solution must meet the following requirements:

		14.2.3.1 Hosting operations must support uninterrupted 24x7x365 support and service.

		14.2.3.2 Timely production and delivery of high-quality output products for DHCFP’s MMIS and other systems. 

		14.2.3.3 Maintain security and integrity of the facility’s equipment, systems, and recipient data.

		14.2.3.4 Provide a physically and environmentally secure operating environment that minimizes loss should a natural disaster occur. 

		14.2.3.5 Ensure the vendor’s disaster recovery and contingency plans comprehensively address the hosting solution.

		14.2.3.6 Contain fully redundant and independent power grids, an uninterruptible power supply (UPS), and backup generator that prevent loss of the system due to a single-point electrical failure. 

		14.2.3.7 Contain a fully redundant and comprehensive environmental monitoring, detection, and alarm systems that notify in-house security and facilities personnel of unacceptable variations in environmental conditions. 

		14.2.3.8 Provide administrative, physical, and technical security safeguards to protect sensitive or confidential data; ensure the safeguards adhere to HIPAA privacy and security regulations.

		14.2.3.9 Servers are protected from intrusion through the use of physical barriers, such as placement in a secure computer room and a secure facility, technical barriers, such as the use of restricted access rights, and administrative barriers, including the administration of security privileges.

		14.2.3.10 Maintain security policies and procedures for hosting location(s).

		14.2.3.11 Limit changes, updates or other maintenance activities that require downtime to off-peak hours; normally between 12:01 AM and 2:00 AM, PT Sunday morning or by special arrangement with DHCFP.

		14.2.3.12 Centrally integrate HVAC system, humidity management, fire suppression, and power management controls into a Network Operations Center (NOC).

		14.2.3.13 Ensure all systems are protected via a suite of anti-virus and spam filters, which continually receive virus signature updates from the product vendor in real-time.

		14.2.3.14 Monitor server resources/performance both real-time and on a trending basis.

		14.2.3.15 Provide sufficient storage to host Nevada’s MMIS and peripheral systems and tools.

		14.2.3.16 Provide sufficient network bandwidth to support access by all authorized system users.

		14.2.3.17 Proactively maintain and upgrade all hardware as required.







		15 HEALTH EDUCATION AND CARE COORDINATION – OPTIONAL PROVISION

		15.1 OVERVIEW

		15.1.1 Purpose

		15.1.2 Health Education and Care Coordination

		15.1.3 Background



		15.2 SCOPE OF WORK – HEALTH EDUCATION AND CARE COORDINATION

		15.2.1 Identification of Recipientss

		15.2.2 Ongoing Assessment of Levels of Care

		15.2.2.1 Higher Levels of Care

		15.2.2.2 Lower Levels of Care





		15.3 CULTURAL COMPETENCE

		15.4 RECIPIENT SERVICES

		15.4.1 Information Requirements

		15.4.1.1 The vendor must have written information about its services and access to services available upon request to all Medicaid recipients. This written information must also be available in the prevalent non-English languages, as determined by the State, in its particular geographic service area. The vendor must make free, oral interpretation services available to each recipient. This applies to all non-English languages, not just those that the State identifies as prevalent.

		15.4.1.2 The vendor is required to notify all Level II recipients that oral interpretation is available for any language and written information is available in prevalent languages. The vendor must notify all recipients on how to access this information.

		15.4.1.3 The vendor’s written material must use an easily understood format. The vendor must also develop appropriate alternative methods for communicating with visually and hearing-impaired recipients and accommodating physically disabled recipients in accordance with the requirements of the American with Disabilities Act of 1990. All ABD recipients must be informed that this information is available in alternative formats and how to access those formats. The vendor will be responsible for effectively informing Medicaid recipients who are eligible for EPSDT services, regardless of any thresholds. 



		15.4.2 Initial Contact with Recipient

		15.4.2.1 The vendor must contact all Level II recipients by telephone within five (5) working days of stratification of recipient into appropriate Levels of Care to explain available services, confirm diagnoses and provide referrals to any needed resources.

		15.4.2.2 The vendor must also provide an introductory letter to all Level II recipients within five (5) working days of stratification of recipient into appropriate Levels of Care. At a minimum, this information must be included in the letter: explanation of services, how to access those services, address and telephone number of the vendor’s office or facility, and operating hours of the office or facility.

		15.4.2.3 The introductory letter must be written at no higher than a sixth (6th) grade reading level and must conspicuously state the following in bold print:

		15.4.2.4 The vendor must submit the introductory letter to the DHCFP for approval before it is distributed. DHCFP will review the letter and has the sole authority to approve or disapprove the letter and the vendor’s policies and procedures. The vendor must agree to make modifications in letter language, if requested, by the DHCFP, in order to comply with the requirements as described in this RFP or as required by CMS or State law. In addition, the vendor must maintain documentation that the introductory letter is updated to reflect any changes in the available services, operating hours, or contact information. The updates must be submitted to the DHCFP for approval before distribution. 



		15.4.3 Resource Center and Care Coordination

		15.4.3.1 The vendor shall maintain a Resource Center that is adequately staffed with qualified individuals who shall assist Level II recipients, Level II recipients’ family members or other interested parties (consistent with laws on confidentiality and privacy) in obtaining information and services under the program. The Resource Center is to be operated at least during regular business hours (Pacific Standard Time). At a minimum, the Resource Center staff must be responsible for the following:

		15.4.3.2 The Resource Center will not be required to operate after business hours. However, the vendor must provide contact information for emergency coverage twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days per week. This requirement may be met by referring to the use of 9-1-1 or accessing the nearest medical facility. The vendor must have written policies and procedures describing how Medicaid recipients are referred to emergency services after business hours and on weekends.

		15.4.3.3 The vendor must utilize a Resource Directory to be used by Resource Center employees. The Resource Directory must include health and social service programs operated by government entities, social service organizations, non-profit agencies, medical providers, and other programs that could help improve the health outcomes of this population. Resource Center employees will use the Resource Directory, along with other relevant resources, to assist recipients in identifying available public and private services.

		15.4.3.4 The vendor must have written policies and procedures detailing the operations of the Resource Center.



		15.4.4 Recipient Newsletters

		15.4.4.1 The vendor must, subject to the prior review and approval of the DHCFP, publish educational newsletters for Level II recipients at least twice a year. The newsletters will focus on topics of interest to Level II recipients and must be written at a sixth (6th) grade level of understanding and reflects cultural competence and linguistic abilities. The topics of interest must revolve around health promotion, disease management, and health education. In addition, dates for upcoming health events and health education workshops will be included.

		15.4.4.2 The vendor must provide a draft copy of all newsletters to the DHCFP for approval prior to publication and distribution. Additionally, these newsletters and announcements regarding upcoming health education workshops must be published on the vendor’s website.



		15.4.5 Recipient Health Education Workshops

		15.4.5.1 The vendor must conduct health education workshops for Level II recipients in the geographic service areas that will accommodate most Level II recipients. These workshops will focus on topics related to health promotion, disease management, and health education for Level II recipients. The selected vendor is expected to determine targeted trainings for specific Level II recipients that includes both disease-specific lessons and sessions aimed at the complexities of chronic disease management, including behavioral health issues and medication compliance. All sessions should reinforce the need for appropriate emergency room utilization. 

		15.4.5.2 The workshops must be based on evidence-based best practices for health promotion, disease management, and health education for patients with chronic diagnoses. Vendors are encouraged to utilize a program like the Stanford Chronic Disease Self-Management Program.

		15.4.5.3 The selected vendor will demonstrate how they will get Level II recipients to participate in the workshops. This must include performing outreach activities and developing incentives to encourage participation.

		15.4.5.4 Workshop trainers must be trained to direct participants to appropriate public and private resources, as needed.

		15.4.5.5 After implementation, each workshop will continue on a quarterly basis. 

		15.4.5.6 Vendor will establish measureable mechanisms to follow-up with workshop participants to determine the recipient’s satisfaction with the workshop and identify any changes in health as a result of participation.

		15.4.5.7 The vendor must provide a draft copy of all agendas and training materials to the DHCFP for approval prior to workshop implementation. 

		15.4.5.8 The vendor must have written policies and procedures detailing the operations and structure of the workshops.





		15.5 PROVIDER SERVICES

		15.5.1 Provider Educational Workshops 

		15.5.1.1 The vendor will conduct, at least quarterly, informational and educational workshops in the geographic service areas that will accommodate most providers who treat ABD recipients. 

		15.5.1.2 The informational workshops must include information to providers about Medicaid resources, policies, and updates.

		15.5.1.3 The selected vendor is expected to develop targeted educational workshops for providers that are based upon evidence-based best practices for health promotion, disease management, and health education for patients with chronic diagnoses. The educational workshops must be approved for Continuing Medical Education (CME) units by the Nevada State Board of Medical Examiners. 

		15.5.1.4 The selected vendor must demonstrate how they will get providers to participate in the workshops.

		15.5.1.5 The vendor must have written policies and procedures detailing the operations and structure of the workshops.



		15.5.2 Provider Newsletter

		15.5.2.1 The vendor must, subject to prior review and approval of the DHCFP, publish a semi-annual newsletter for network providers. The newsletters may be sent electronically if the vendor can demonstrate to the DHCFP, prior to dissemination, that they have accurate e-mail addresses for most of the providers. The DHCFP must prior approve all provider announcements, regardless of method of dissemination. If the DHCFP does not respond within twenty (20) days, the newsletter will be considered approved. 





		15.6 HEALTH EDUCATION STRATEGIES

		15.6.1 The vendor must develop newsletters and workshops that are based on best-practice and/or evidence-based guidelines that promote health, manage chronic diseases, and prevent unnecessary and avoidable hospitalizations. The education must be validated by scientific research and/or nationally accepted and recognized standards in the health care industry.



		15.7 RACE AND ETHNICITY 

		15.7.1 The vendor will work collaboratively with the DHCFP to determine recipient race and ethnicity. The vendor will develop newsletters and workshops that are specifically designed to address disparities in health care related to race and ethnicity.



		15.8 QUALITY ASSURANCE STANDARDS

		15.8.1 Overview

		15.8.2 Quality Measurements

		15.8.2.1 Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI’s):

		15.8.2.2 Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) Measures.



		15.8.3 The vendor must utilize the most recent version of the AHRQ software and utilize it according to the most recent PQI Technical Specifications. The most recent HEDIS Technical Specifications will also be used for reporting these measures. The vendor must use audited data and ensure all updates to the measures are reflected in the final, reported rates.

		15.8.4 The vendor must establish a baseline measurement during the first year of the contract with reports sent to the DHCFP on a quarterly basis. During the second year of the contract, the vendor’s reports must show maintenance and/or improvement in the PQI and HEDIS measurements. 

		15.8.5 The DHCFP can add or retire quality measures based on the value of the measure to provide useful information on recipient outcomes, program services, or recipient satisfaction. The DHCFP will determine these measures based on findings from the previous year and discussions with the vendor.

		15.8.6 The DHCFP and/or a contracted vendor may conduct on-site reviews as needed to validate measures reported. The DHCFP and/or a contracted vendor may conduct desk and/or on-site reviews as needed, to include, but not limited to: policy/procedure for service delivery, data tracking and analysis, and the process of notification to Level II recipients. 

		15.8.7 If the vendor cannot satisfactorily demonstrate to the DHCFP a rate not less than the national baseline average, as determined by the DHCFP, the vendor may be required to submit a Plan of Correction (POC) to the DHCFP. The POC should identify improvements and/or enhancements of existing program activities, which will assist the vendor to sustain and/or improve health outcomes.



		15.9 STANDARDS FOR INTERNAL QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAMS

		15.9.1 Overview

		15.9.2 The vendor must submit a written description of its IQAP to the DHCFP. The IQAP must include a detailed set of quality assurance objectives, a list of projects to be performed over a specific period of time, and methods for evaluating the impact and effectiveness of the IQAP. 

		15.9.3 Maintenance and Availability of Documentation

		15.9.4 Recipient Rights and Responsibilities

		15.9.4.1 Written Policy on Recipient Rights

		15.9.4.2 Communication of Policies to Recipients 

		15.9.4.3 Recipient Suggestions

		15.9.4.4 Steps to Assure Accessibility of Services





		15.10 OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

		15.10.1 Medical Director

		15.10.1.1 The responsibilities of the Medical Director include the following:



		15.10.2 The vendor must also identify a liaison, which can be the Medical Director, to work with the DHCFP regarding quality assurance issues.

		15.10.3 Staffing

		15.10.4 Vendor Operating Structure

		15.10.4.1 Policies and Procedures

		15.10.4.2 Implementation Vendor Plan

		15.10.4.3 Presentation of Findings

		15.10.4.4 Reporting







		16 DATA WAREHOUSE – OPTIONAL PROVISION

		16.1 OVERVIEW

		16.1.1 Purpose



		16.2 PROJECT

		16.2.1 No direct control over what data are stored. For example, only partial data are available for Third Party Liability, Prior Authorization and Pharmacy records.

		16.2.2 Information from other State agencies that could be used to drive policy is not available and is not scalable in the existing warehouse.

		16.2.3 Poor architecture in existing reporting schema that cannot be overcome in the existing system.

		16.2.4 Existing reporting tool does not have the forecasting complexity to fully meet the agency’s needs, nor does it allow for the storage of historical provider rates.

		16.2.5 Basic accounting functions such as the ability to effectively balance are not available (project will greatly improve or ability to provide better financial information to CMS and other necessary parties).

		16.2.6 DHCFP requires one centralized repository for data. Currently, different program areas (e.g., Medicaid (Title XIX), Nevada Checkup (Title XXI), Pharmacy Benefit Program and Division of Welfare and Supportive Services, Eligibility) are utilizing MMIS data to maintain their own data repositories and employ their own reporting tools, thereby causing inconsistent reporting results. 

		16.2.7 The Agency requires a systems architecture that can support a complex reporting system for the present that meets DHHS’ and DHCFP’s strategic vision well into the future.

		16.2.8 DHCFP desires to shift its data warehouse focus from complex engineering tools for a few users to more flexible, affordable and accessible tools for a larger audience. Moving away from being an exclusive tool for power users, or ‘information producers’, to empowering the ‘information consumers’ in accessing, analyzing and sharing data.



		16.3 SOURCES OF DATA

		16.3.1 Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) – The State’s MMIS manages approximately 12 million claims and 12,000 providers annually and between 170,000 and 190,000 Medicaid recipients monthly.

		16.3.2 Encounters – Approximately three million records have been generated annually, beginning on July 1, 2008.

		16.3.3 Health Care Management (HCM) – First Health Services performs utilization management services for pre-admission, concurrent, and retrospective reviews for payment authorization for approximately 199,200 Medicaid Fee for Service and Medicaid Check-Up recipients. During 2007, First Health Services performed 109,000 prior authorization reviews for Nevada Medicaid. 

		16.3.4 Point of Sale (POS) – Nevada’s POS is managed by FHSC using a program named FirstRX and performs the following functions: 

		16.3.5 Rates Table – The "Rates Table" consists of 8 different tables. The source of the data in the tables is MMIS. The Rate unit maintains these tables in an access database which is updated weekly from a download (on disk) from FHS. Rate's staff queries these tables to obtain rate, procedure, provider information.

		16.3.6 ePrescribing – As this is a new program, the size of the database resulting from this program is minimal.

		16.3.7 Rebate – There are three rebate programs for the state:

		16.3.8 Nevada Operations of Multi-Automated Data Systems (NOMADS) – This DWSS system includes Medicaid eligibility and child support enforcement (CSE). The Medicaid eligibility file and third party information from NOMADS are interrelated to the Medicaid claims processing and managed care systems. This file contains approximately 184,453,000 rows and 110.7 Gb.

		16.3.9 Nevada Check Up – Nevada Check Up has between 25,000 and 30,000 enrollees per month.

		16.3.10 Employee Subsidized Insurance (ESI) – The size of the database resulting from this program is minimal.

		16.3.11 The Health Insurance for Work Advancement (HIWA) – Current database size is estimated to be between 1 and 2 Gb.

		16.3.12 Health Management Systems (HMS) – is an independent contractor that performs work to identify and recover payments from third party insurance companies. For the five-month period between January, 2007 and May, 2007 HMS made a total of 12,726 edits to MMIS data.



		16.4 ARCHITECTURE

		16.4.1 System Architecture

		16.4.2 Security Architecture

		16.4.3 Disaster Recovery and System Integrity Architecture

		16.4.4 Development, Testing and Training Environment

		16.4.5 Hardware

		16.4.6 Software





		17 COMPANY BACKGROUND AND REFERENCES

		17.1 PRIMARY VENDOR INFORMATION

		17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc). 

		17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015.

		17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780.

		17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal. Proposals, which do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements.



		17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the services described in this RFP.

		17.1.3 The following information may be utilized in determining whether an inverse preference applies pursuant to NRS 333.336:

		17.1.3.1 Is your firm a resident of Nevada or a resident of another state?

		17.1.3.2 If so, please list the state of residence.

		17.1.3.3 Does your resident state apply a preference, which is not afforded to bidders or vendors who are residents in the state of Nevada?



		17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the requirements identified within this RFP.

		17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project.

		17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency? 

		17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its political subdivisions or by any other government?

		17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems have been experienced, vendor must indicate in writing.

		17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages.

		17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description.

		17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience.

		17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to a current and future MITA initiatives.

		17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information exchange.

		17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information: 

		17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and

		17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number.

		17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which include:



		17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement.

		17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services within a budget-neutral contracting scenario.

		17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational structure as it relates to the Nevada MMIS.

		17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout the company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other significant changes, which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP.



		17.2 REFERENCES

		17.2.1 Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from similar projects performed for private, state and/or large local government clients within the last five (5) years. Vendors are required to submit Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire to the business references they list. The business references must submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division. It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by the Purchasing Division on or before the proposal submission deadline for inclusion in the evaluation process. Business References not received, or not complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score in the evaluation process. References must show the vendor’s experience with the following minimum mandatory qualification:

		17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS for a minimum of five (5) years.

		17.2.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system developed and installed by another contractor.

		17.2.1.3 Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or private sectors;

		17.2.1.4 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model;

		17.2.1.5 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution;

		17.2.1.6 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan;

		17.2.1.7 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan;

		17.2.1.8 Experience with comprehensive project management;

		17.2.1.9 Experience with cultural change management;

		17.2.1.10 Experience with managing subcontractors;

		17.2.1.11 Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan; and

		17.2.1.12 Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed.



		17.2.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the vendor and/or subcontractor:

		17.2.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as applicable. The “Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or the subcontractor depending on the role the company will have for this RFP project.

		17.2.2.2 The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance.





		17.3 VENDOR STAFF SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE REQUIRED 

		17.3.1 Takeover Project Manager  

		17.3.1.1 A minimum of five (5) years of project management experience, within the last six (6) years. At least two (2) of these years must have been in leadership positions on MMIS operations, implementation, or takeover projects.

		17.3.1.2 A minimum of three (3) years experience with and knowledge of MMIS systems.

		17.3.1.3 Detailed knowledge of the MITA framework.

		17.3.1.4 Detailed knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.

		17.3.1.5 Demonstrated project management experience in multiple phases of the software development life cycle.

		17.3.1.6 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.

		17.3.1.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		17.3.1.8 Ability to communicate difficult concepts to technical and non-technical staff.

		17.3.1.9 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.

		17.3.1.10 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		17.3.1.11 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.

		17.3.1.12 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments.

		17.3.1.13 Demonstrable analytical and planning skills.

		17.3.1.14 A Bachelors Degree in a relevant discipline; and 

		17.3.1.15 Project Management Institute (PMI) Certified Associate of Project Management (CAPM) certification.

		17.3.1.16 Demonstrated ability in the following additional project manager competencies:



		17.3.2 Takeover Systems Manager

		17.3.2.1 At least five (5) years experience in managing an MMIS transfer, modification and implementation effort.

		17.3.2.2 At least three (3) years of experience with the data conversion efforts on an MMIS or other large scale system implementation project.

		17.3.2.3 Minimum of two (2) years experience with testing and validating results from system start-up and/or modification.

		17.3.2.4 A bachelor's degree in computer science, business administration or a related field.

		17.3.2.5 Detailed knowledge of the MITA framework.

		17.3.2.6 Detailed knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.

		17.3.2.7 Extensive knowledge of the vendor’s peripheral system tools.

		17.3.2.8 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or federal level.

		17.3.2.9 Demonstrated project management experience in multiple phases of the software development life cycle.

		17.3.2.10 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.

		17.3.2.11 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		17.3.2.12 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		17.3.2.13 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.

		17.3.2.14 Demonstrated planning and scheduling capabilities.

		17.3.2.15 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments.



		17.3.3 Account Manager

		17.3.3.1 At least five (5) years as an Account Manager for large scale medical claims processing systems of which at least three (3) years must have been with a Medicaid system.

		17.3.3.2 A bachelor's degree in business administration or a related field.

		17.3.3.3 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.

		17.3.3.4 Working knowledge of the MITA framework.

		17.3.3.5 Demonstrated project planning and scheduling skills for large system projects.

		17.3.3.6 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.

		17.3.3.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		17.3.3.8 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.

		17.3.3.9 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		17.3.3.10 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.

		17.3.3.11 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments.



		17.3.4 Claims Manager

		17.3.4.1 At least five (5) years of experience in managing a large-scale claims processing component of an MMIS.

		17.3.4.2 A bachelor's degree in business administration or a related field or four (4) additional years of experience in lieu of a degree.

		17.3.4.3 A minimum of two (2) years experience in managing operational aspects in large-scale operations environment.

		17.3.4.4 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or federal level.

		17.3.4.5 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.

		17.3.4.6 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		17.3.4.7 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.

		17.3.4.8 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		17.3.4.9 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.

		17.3.4.10 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.



		17.3.5 Training Manager

		17.3.5.1 At least three (3) years experience in training development and training implementation for large-scale system implementations or other large-scale projects.

		17.3.5.2 Detailed knowledge of the vendor’s peripheral system tools.

		17.3.5.3 Previous experience with staff planning, recruitment, and training.

		17.3.5.4 Previous experience developing training content and/or materials.

		17.3.5.5 Previous experience with staff planning and scheduling.

		17.3.5.6 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		17.3.5.7 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.

		17.3.5.8 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		17.3.5.9 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.

		17.3.5.10 A bachelor's degree and three (3) years experience in training, education, staff development, personnel or an agency program area or an equivalent combination of education and experience.

		17.3.5.11 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.

		17.3.5.12 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		17.3.5.13 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.



		17.3.6 Fiscal Manager 

		17.3.6.1 A bachelor's degree in finance or accounting is preferred or similar degree.

		17.3.6.2 Minimum of five (5) years experience with Medicaid in a public or private setting.

		17.3.6.3 Demonstrable understanding of the fiscal components of Medicaid claims processing, including adjudication, adjustments, and provider payment. 

		17.3.6.4 Working knowledge of HIPAA requirements.

		17.3.6.5 Demonstrate analytical capabilities.

		17.3.6.6 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		17.3.6.7 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.

		17.3.6.8 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		17.3.6.9 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.



		17.3.7 Provider Services Manager

		17.3.7.1 Two (2) years experience managing provider training functions in Medicaid or other major public or private health care programs.

		17.3.7.2 Experience in developing and managing training manuals.

		17.3.7.3 Demonstrable understanding of Medicaid provider functions.

		17.3.7.4 Previous experience developing training content and/or materials.

		17.3.7.5 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		17.3.7.6 Working knowledge of HIPAA requirements.

		17.3.7.7 A bachelor's degree and three (3) years experience in training, education, staff development, personnel or an agency program area or an equivalent combination of education and experience.



		17.3.8 IT Manager

		17.3.8.1 The IT Manager will be responsible for IT and systems operations, which includes 1) systems maintenance and modification activities; 2) job scheduling; 3) reporting maintenance; 4) coordinating use of IT resources; 5) testing and implementation new functionality; 6) monitoring interfaces; and 7) maintaining system connectivity and security. The IT Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience:

		17.3.8.2 At least three (3) years of experience with large-scale IT operations, including experience with maintenance and modifications tasks.

		17.3.8.3 Minimum of two (2) years experience with a system change control process and system and integration testing.

		17.3.8.4 Minimum of two (2) years experience in developing, testing, implementing or monitoring interfaces.

		17.3.8.5 Demonstrable understanding of network connectivity and network operations.

		17.3.8.6 Minimum of A bachelor's degree in computer science, business administration or a related field.

		17.3.8.7 Detailed knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.

		17.3.8.8 Understanding of the vendor’s peripheral system tools.

		17.3.8.9 Demonstrated IT experience in multiple phases of the software development life cycle.



		17.3.9 Pharmacy Benefits Manager

		17.3.9.1 At least three (3) years of experience in managing a pharmacy benefit management system.

		17.3.9.2 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or federal level.

		17.3.9.3 Detailed knowledge of pharmacy-related aspects of Medicaid.

		17.3.9.4 A bachelor's degree in business administration or a related field or four (4) additional years of experience in lieu of a degree.

		17.3.9.5 A minimum of two (2) years experience in managing operational aspects in large-scale operations environment.

		17.3.9.6 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.

		17.3.9.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		17.3.9.8 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.

		17.3.9.9 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		17.3.9.10 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.

		17.3.9.11 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.



		17.3.10 Health Care Management Manager

		17.3.10.1 At least five (5) years as an Account Manager or Health Care Management Manager for large scale medical claims processing systems of which at least three (3) years must have been with a Medicaid system or five (5) years in a management level position with a health plan or hospital system with responsibility for completing utilization management, cost control and quality management.

		17.3.10.2 A bachelor's degree in nursing, or related health care administration degree, or a licensed physician, advanced practitioner of nursing or physician’s assistant.

		17.3.10.3 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.

		17.3.10.4 Working knowledge of electronic health records or electronic medical records.

		17.3.10.5 Demonstrated project planning and scheduling skills for large system projects.

		17.3.10.6 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult medical coverage policy issues.

		17.3.10.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.

		17.3.10.8 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.

		17.3.10.9 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

		17.3.10.10 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.

		17.3.10.11 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments.



		17.3.11 Other Project Team Members

		17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years providing programming, analysis, or operational support in a MMIS environment.

		17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years designing online interfaces using the tools proposed for this project.

		17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years performing testing functions for large-scale systems.

		17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years developing system interfaces.

		17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the last five years developing secure applications using tools proposed for this project.

		17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience performing contract oversight activities within an MMIS project or similar complex system project including but not limited to contract compliance monitoring and reporting.

		17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project within the past three (3) years that involved development of training outlines and materials and organizing and conducting training to support the takeover of a large system.





		17.4 VENDOR STAFF RESUMES 

		17.5 SUBCONTRACTOR INFORMATION

		17.5.1 Does this proposal include the use of subcontractors? Check the appropriate response in the table below:

		17.5.1.1 Identify specific subcontractors and the specific requirements of this RFP for which each proposed subcontractor will perform services.

		17.5.1.2 If any tasks are to be completed by subcontractor(s), vendors must:

		17.5.1.3 Vendors must describe the methodology, processes and tools utilized for:

		17.5.1.4 Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractors as requested in Section 17.1, Primary Vendor Information.

		17.5.1.5 References as specified in Section 17.2, References must be provided for any proposed subcontractors.

		17.5.1.6 Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractor staff as specified in Section 17.3, Vendor Staff Skills and Experience Required.

		17.5.1.7 Staff resumes for any proposed subcontractors as specified in Section 17.4, Vendor Staff Resumes.

		17.5.1.8 The State may require that the awarded vendor provide proof of payment to any subcontractors used for this project. Proposals should include a plan by which, at the State’s request, the State will be notified of such payments.

		17.5.1.9 Primary vendor shall not allow any subcontractor to commence work until all insurance required of the subcontractor is provided.

		17.5.1.10 Primary vendor must notify the using agency of the intended use of any subcontractors not identified within their original proposal response and provide the information originally requested in the RFP in Section 16.5, Subcontractor Information. The primary vendor must receive agency approval prior to subcontractor commencing work.

		17.5.1.11 All subcontractor employees assigned to the project must be authorized to work in this country.





		17.6 RESOURCE MATRIX 

		17.6.1 Vendors must provide a resource matrix broken down by task to include the following:



		17.7 PROJECT PLAN 

		17.7.1 Vendors must submit a preliminary project plan as part of the proposal, including, but not limited to:

		17.7.2 Vendors must provide a written plan addressing the roles and responsibilities and method of communication between the primary contractor and any subcontractor(s).

		17.7.3 The preliminary project plan will be incorporated into the contract. 

		17.7.4 The first project deliverable is the finalized detailed project plan that must include fixed deliverable due dates for all subsequent project tasks as defined in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16). The contract will be amended to include the State approved detailed project plan.

		17.7.5 Vendors must identify all potential risks associated with the project, their proposed plan to mitigate the potential risks and include recommended strategies for managing those risks.

		17.7.6 Vendors must provide information on the staff that will be located in Carson City. If staff will be located at remote locations, vendors must include specific information on plans to accommodate the exchange of information and transfer of technical and procedural knowledge. The State encourages alternate methods of communication other than in person meetings, such as transmission of documents via email and teleconferencing, as appropriate.



		17.8 PROJECT MANAGEMENT

		17.8.1 Project integration to ensure that the various elements of the project are properly coordinated.

		17.8.2 Project scope to ensure that the project includes all the work required and only the work required to complete the project successfully.

		17.8.3 Time management to ensure timely completion of the project. Include defining activities, estimating activity duration, developing and controlling the project schedule.

		17.8.4 Management of contractor and/or subcontractor issues and resolution process.

		17.8.5 Responding to and covering requested changes in the project time frames.

		17.8.6 Responding to DHCFP generated issues.

		17.8.7 Cost management to ensure that the project is completed within the approved budget. Include resource planning, cost estimating, cost budgeting and cost control.

		17.8.8 Resource management to ensure the most effective use of people involved in the project including subcontractors.

		17.8.9 Communications management to ensure effective information generation, documentation, storage, transmission and disposal of project information.

		17.8.10 Risk management to ensure that risks are identified, planned for, analyzed, communicated and acted upon effectively.



		17.9 QUALITY ASSURANCE

		17.10 METRICS MANAGEMENT 

		17.11 PROJECT SOFTWARE TOOLS

		17.11.1 Vendors must describe any software tools and equipment resources to be utilized during the course of the project including minimum hardware requirements and compatibility with existing computing resources as described in Section 3.6, Current Agency Computing Environment.

		17.11.2 Costs and training associated with the project software tools identified must be included in Attachment N, Project Costs.





		18 PROJECT COSTS

		18.1 COST SCHEDULES

		18.1.1 Detail Task Cost Schedule

		18.1.2 Cost Schedule for State Hosting

		18.1.3 All proposal terms, including prices, will remain in effect for a minimum of 180 days after the proposal due date. In the case of the awarded vendor, all proposal terms, including prices, will remain in effect throughout the contract negotiation process.



		18.2 BUDGET NEUTRALITY

		18.2.1 Narrative Description of Proposed Operational Cost Approach





		19 FINANCIAL

		19.1 PAYMENT

		19.1.1 Payment for Operations

		19.1.2 Payment for Accepted HIE and Data Warehouse Provisions

		19.1.3 Operations Payment Methodology

		19.1.4 Rebasing

		19.1.5 Hourly Rate for Change Orders

		19.1.6 Adjustment for Operations Payments

		19.1.7 Definition of a Fee-for-Service Claim

		19.1.7.1 For the purpose of claim volume accounting, reconciliation of changes in Contractor reimbursement and performance requirements, the following definitions of a claim, subject to the qualifiers also noted, shall apply to claims processing adjudication counts tracked and reported by the Contractor: 

		19.1.7.2 Excluded from the claims count shall be mass adjustments, financial transactions, cost settlements, file or system inquires, claim correction transactions, POS rejections or reversals, and/or reprocessing due to retroactive rate changes. 

		19.1.7.3 All claims which require reprocessing due to errors caused by the Contractor in processing or due to system design are not chargeable to claims volume accounting during each fiscal year and shall be identified and reduced from the total claims number.

		19.1.7.4 Capitation payments, (e.g. transportation capitation and encounters) shall not count as a claim line items.  Encounter data shall be tracked as a claim transaction for accounting purposes and counted as a shadow claim when submitted to the MMIS for reporting purposes by the managed care entity.  Encounter claims are to be paid outside of the claims rate for fee-for-service claims.

		19.1.7.5 No transaction shall be counted as a claim which does not meet the specific criteria stated above. Only adjudicated claims resulting in payment or denial shall be counted:





		19.2 BILLING

		19.2.1 There shall be no advance payment for services furnished by a contractor pursuant to the executed contract.

		19.2.2 Payment for services shall only be made after completed deliverables and services and appropriate documentation are received, reviewed and accepted in writing by the State.

		19.2.3 The vendor must bill the State as outlined in the approved contract and/or deliverable payment schedule.

		19.2.4 Each billing must consist of an invoice acceptable by the State and a copy of the State-approved deliverable sign-off form.



		19.3 TIMELINESS OF BILLING

		19.4 HOLD BACKS

		19.4.1 The State shall pay all invoiced amounts, less a 10% hold back, following receipt of the invoice and a fully completed project deliverable sign-off form.

		19.4.2 The distribution of the hold backs will be negotiated with the contractor.

		19.4.3 Actual payment of hold backs will be made with the approval of the project steering committee.





		20 PROPOSAL RESPONSE SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS, FORMAT AND CONTENT

		20.1 PROPOSAL PACKAGING

		20.1.1 If the separately sealed technical and cost proposals as well as confidential financial documentation and confidential technical information, marked as required in Section 20.5 and Section 20.6, are enclosed in another container for mailing purposes, the outermost container must fully describe the contents of the package and be clearly marked as follows:

		20.1.2 Proposals must be received at the address referenced below no later than the date and time specified in Section 4, MMIS Takeover Procurement Timeline. Proposals that do not arrive by proposal opening time and date WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. Vendors may submit their proposal any time prior to the above stated deadline.

		20.1.3 The State will not be held responsible for proposal envelopes mishandled as a result of the envelope not being properly prepared. Facsimile, e-mail or telephone proposals will NOT be considered; however, at the State’s discretion, the proposal may be submitted all or in part on electronic media, as requested within the RFP document. Proposal may be modified by facsimile, e-mail or written notice provided such notice is received prior to the opening of the proposals.

		20.1.4 The technical proposal shall be submitted to the State in a sealed package and be clearly marked as follows:

		20.1.5 The cost proposal shall be submitted to the State in a sealed package and be clearly marked as follows:

		20.1.6 Confidential technical information shall be submitted to the State in a sealed package and be clearly marked as follows:

		20.1.7 Confidential financial information shall be submitted to the State in a sealed package and be clearly marked as follows:

		20.1.8 Vendors must provide one (1) identical copy on CD containing the complete technical proposal including all exhibits, the cost proposal and confidential information. The CD should be organized so that the different sections are easily identifiable. The CD must be packaged in a case with the RFP number and vendor’s name on the label.



		20.2 GENERAL SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 

		20.2.1 All information is to be completed as requested.

		20.2.2 Vendors must submit their proposals as identified in the following sections.

		20.2.3 Vendors shall submit their response in four (4) parts as designated in the following sections.

		20.2.4 Each section within the technical proposal and cost proposal must be separated by clearly marked tabs with the appropriate section number and title as specified in the following sections.

		20.2.5 Although it is a public opening, only the names of the vendors submitting proposals will be announced per NRS 333.335(6). Technical and cost details about proposals submitted will not be disclosed. Assistance for handicapped, blind or hearing-impaired persons who wish to attend the RFP opening is available. If special arrangements are necessary, please notify the Purchasing Division designee as soon as possible and at least two days in advance of the opening.

		20.2.6 If discrepancies are found between two or more copies of the proposal, the master copy will provide the basis for resolving such discrepancies. If one copy of the proposal is not clearly marked “MASTER,” the State may reject the proposal. However, the State may at its sole option, select one copy to be used as the master.

		20.2.7 For ease of evaluation, the proposal must be presented in a format that corresponds to and references sections outlined within this RFP and must be presented in the same order. Written responses must be placed immediately following the applicable RFP question, statement and/or section and must be presented in a style/format that is easily distinguishable from RFP language. Exceptions/assumptions to this may be considered during the evaluation process.

		20.2.8 If complete responses cannot be provided without referencing confidential information, such confidential information must be provided in accordance with Section 20.5, Part III – Confidential Technical Information and 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and specific references made to the tab, page, section and/or paragraph where the confidential information can be located.

		20.2.9 Proposals are to be prepared in such a way as to provide a straightforward, concise delineation of capabilities to satisfy the requirements of this RFP. Expensive bindings, colored displays, promotional materials, etc., are not necessary or desired. Emphasis should be concentrated on conformance to the RFP instructions, responsiveness to the RFP requirements, and on completeness and clarity of content.

		20.2.10 For purposes of addressing questions concerning this RFP, the sole contact will be the Purchasing Division as specified on Page 1 of this RFP. Upon issuance of this RFP, other employees and representatives of the agencies identified in the RFP will not answer questions or otherwise discuss the contents of this RFP with any prospective vendors or their representatives. Failure to observe this restriction may result in disqualification of any subsequent proposal per NAC 333.155(3). This restriction does not preclude discussions between affected parties for the purpose of conducting business unrelated to this procurement.

		20.2.11 Vendor who believes proposal requirements or specifications are unnecessarily restrictive or limit competition may submit a request for administrative review, in writing, to the Purchasing Division. To be considered, a request for review must be received no later than the deadline for submission of questions.

		20.2.12 The Purchasing Division shall promptly respond in writing to each written review request, and where appropriate, issue all revisions, substitutions or clarifications through a written amendment to the RFP.

		20.2.13 Administrative review of technical or contractual requirements shall include the reason for the request, supported by factual information, and any proposed changes to the requirements.

		20.2.14 If a vendor changes any material RFP language, vendor’s response may be deemed non-responsive per NRS 333.311.



		20.3 PART I – TECHNICAL PROPOSAL

		20.3.1 Submission Requirements

		20.3.1.1 Technical proposal must include:

		20.3.1.2 The technical proposal must not include confidential technical information (refer to Section 20.5, Part III – Confidential Technical Information) or project costs. Cost and/or pricing information contained in the technical proposal may cause the proposal to be rejected.

		20.3.1.3 Vendors who identify sections of the proposal as “trade secret” or “confidential” must submit one (1) redacted copy of the proposal.



		20.3.2 Format and Content

		20.3.2.1 Vendors’ proposals must include the following tabs and required content as described in this section.

		20.3.2.2 Tab I – Letter of Transmittal

		20.3.2.3 Tab II – Title Page

		20.3.2.4 Tab III – State Documents

		20.3.2.5 Tab IV – Attachment S – Minimum Mandatory Checklist

		20.3.2.6 Tab V – Executive Summary

		20.3.2.7 Tab VI – Table of Contents

		20.3.2.8 Tab VII – Scope of Work

		20.3.2.9 Tab VIII – Project Management Approach

		20.3.2.10 Tab IX – Company Background and References

		20.3.2.11 Tab X – Attachment K – Proposed Staff Resume(s)

		20.3.2.12 Tab XI – Preliminary Project Plan

		20.3.2.13 Tab XII – Resource Matrix

		20.3.2.14 Tab XIII – Requirements Tables

		20.3.2.15 Tab XIV – Other Reference Material





		20.4 PART II – COST PROPOSAL

		20.4.1 Submission Requirements

		20.4.1.1 Cost proposal must include:

		20.4.1.2 The cost proposal must not be marked “confidential” except for trade or confidential business information as identified in NRS 333.020.



		20.4.2 Format and Content

		20.4.2.1 Tab I – Title Page

		20.4.2.2 Tab II – Cost Proposal

		20.4.2.3 Tab III – Narrative Description of Cost Approach

		20.4.2.4 Tab IV – Attachment B2 – Cost Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP





		20.5 PART III – CONFIDENTIAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION

		20.5.1 Submission Requirements

		20.5.1.1 Confidential technical information must include:



		20.5.2 Format and Content

		20.5.2.1 Tab I – Title Page

		20.5.2.2 Tabs – Confidential Technical Information





		20.6 PART IV – CONFIDENTIAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION

		20.6.1 Submission Requirements

		20.6.1.1 Confidential financial information must include:



		20.6.2 Format and Content

		20.6.2.1 Tab I – Title Page

		20.6.2.2 Tab II – Financial Information and Documentation







		21 PROPOSAL EVALUATION AND AWARD PROCESS

		21.1 OVERVIEW

		21.1.1 The evaluation of proposals and the determination as to the quality of services offered shall be the responsibility of DHCFP and will be based on information furnished by the proposers in their proposals as well as other information reasonably available. The evaluation process will include the following steps:

		21.1.2 DHCFP will evaluate and score proposals in accordance with NRS 333.335(3) based upon the following general criteria:

		21.1.3 The evaluation committee will be comprised of representatives from the Nevada Departments of Health and Human Services, Administration and Information Technology. 

		21.1.4 The evaluation committee may contact the references provided in response to Section 17, Company Background and References; contact any vendor to clarify any response; contact any current users of a vendor’s services; solicit information from any available source concerning any aspect of a proposal; and seek and review any other information deemed pertinent to the evaluation process. 

		21.1.5 The evaluation committee shall not be obligated to accept the lowest priced proposal, but shall make an award in the best interests of the State of Nevada per NRS 333.335(5).

		21.1.6 Each vendor must include in its proposal a complete disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigations pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable. Failure to comply with the terms of this provision may disqualify any proposal. The State reserves the right to reject any proposal based upon the vendor’s prior history with the State or with any other party, which documents, without limitation, unsatisfactory performance, adversarial or contentious demeanor, significant failure(s) to meet contract milestones or other contractual failures. See generally, NRS 333.335.

		21.1.7 Clarification discussions may, at the State’s sole option, be conducted with vendors who submit proposals determined to be acceptable and competitive per NAC 333.165. Vendors shall be accorded fair and equal treatment with respect to any opportunity for discussion and/or written revisions of proposals. Such revisions may be permitted after submissions and prior to award for the purpose of obtaining best and final offers. In conducting discussions, there shall be no disclosure of any information derived from proposals submitted by competing vendors. Any modifications made to the original proposal during the best and final negotiations will be included as part of the contract.



		21.2 ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW OF PROPOSALS RECEIVED

		21.2.1 To be considered responsive, submitted proposals shall meet the minimum requirements defined in this RFP. The purpose of this evaluation step is to review the submitted proposals for their adherence to the proposal submission instructions and administrative requirements to ensure that all proposals are sufficiently responsive to permit a detailed evaluation of its technical component. Administrative requirements will be rated on a pass/fail basis. These requirements include:

		21.2.2 Proposals which fulfill all administrative requirements will proceed to the review and assessment of minimum mandatory technical requirements. 



		21.3 MINIMUM MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS

		21.3.1 DHCFP has established certain minimum mandatory requirements that must be met prior to full technical proposal evaluation review and scoring. The minimum mandatory requirements have been defined for areas of corporate qualifications that DHCFP believes are crucial to ensuring the successful proposer is strongly committed to the MMIS marketplace and offers a high probability of assisting the State in achieving its MMIS vision. These mandatory requirements may be met by the vendor’s proposal through the vendor company and/or any subcontractor. The vendor must submit Attachment S citing adherence to the minimum mandatory requirements according to Section 20.3.2.5.

		21.3.2 The minimum mandatory requirements include the following:

		21.3.2.1 FISCAL AGENT EXPERIENCE

		21.3.2.2 FINANCIAL STABILITY

		21.3.2.3 BUDGET NEUTRALITY COMMITMENT

		21.3.2.4 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF SCOPE OF WORK REQUIREMENTS

		21.3.2.5 HEALTH INFORMATION EXCHANGE SOLUTION



		21.3.3 The minimum mandatory requirements will be evaluated on a pass/fail basis. Any proposal which receives a “fail” in any of these areas will be eliminated from further consideration.  



		21.4 TECHNICAL PROPOSAL REVIEW AND SCORING

		21.4.1 DHCFP will evaluate and score technical proposals in accordance with NRS 333.335(3) based upon the following general criteria:

		21.4.1.1 Demonstrated competence;

		21.4.1.2 Experience in performance of comparable engagements;

		21.4.1.3 Conformance with the terms of the RFP; 

		21.4.1.4 Expertise and availability of key personnel; and

		21.4.1.5 Cost (budget neutrality narrative).



		21.4.2 The technical evaluation of proposals will be conducted based on evaluation factors that correspond to the criteria listed above. Technical proposal evaluation factors are described below.

		21.4.2.1 Demonstrated Competence

		21.4.2.2 Experience in Performance of Comparable Engagements

		21.4.2.3 Conformance with the Terms of the RFP

		21.4.2.4 Approach to Optional Health Education and Care Coordination Scope of Work 

		21.4.2.5 Approach to Optional Data Warehouse Scope of Work

		21.4.2.6 Expertise and Availability of Key Personnel



		21.4.3 Reference check forms, as described in Section 17.2 and included in Attachment H, must be completed as part of the technical evaluation. Reference checks may not be limited to specific customer references cited in the proposal but may include other State staff and vendor groups served on other contracts. 



		21.5 COST PROPOSAL EVALUATION

		21.5.1 Cost proposals will not be opened until the technical evaluation of all proposals has been completed and the technical ranking determined, based on the pass/fail mandatory evaluation, and the point scoring of the technical proposals. Cost proposal evaluation will include a pass/fail component and a scoring component, which is a percentage of the total available score.

		21.5.2 Vendors whose proposals do not meet the minimum requirements will be eliminated from further consideration and their cost proposals will remain unopened.

		21.5.3 Cost proposals shall be submitted on the cost schedules contained in Attachment N as described in Section 18 of this RFP.

		21.5.4 DHCFP intends to evaluate the budget neutral portion of the operational contract on a pass/fail basis, as the vendor commitment to operational budget neutrality is a mandatory requirement for all vendors in accordance with Section 21.3.2. The operational cost for the 5-year base contract provided in Pricing Schedule 18.1.3 will be assessed to determine that it does not exceed the projected 5-year base operational contract amount provided in Attachment N. 

		21.5.5 The point-scoring portion of the cost proposal evaluation offers additional consideration to vendors for the reasonableness and overall feasibility of the vendors’ approach to the operational pricing and cost savings approach. Cost proposal points will be awarded based on the proposer’s narrative description of their approach to cost savings and operational efficiencies, as described in Section 18.2.1 of this RFP, and the HIE and additional Data Warehouse proposed cost approach. 

		21.5.6 The evaluation committee will consider the following when awarding points to the cost proposals.

		21.5.6.1 Operations Payment Approach for Existing Nevada MMIS Functionality

		21.5.6.2 Health Information Exchange Cost

		21.5.6.3 Data Warehouse (Additional Functionality only) Cost





		21.6 PRESENTATIONS

		21.6.1 Following the evaluation and scoring process specified above, DHCFP may require vendors to make a presentation of their proposal to the evaluation committee or other State staff, as applicable. If presentations are requested, key project staff proposed for this contract must be in attendance for both the prime contractor and subcontractor(s) if applicable.

		21.6.2 If presentations are requested, key project staff proposed for this contract must be in attendance for both the prime contractor and subcontractor(s) if applicable.

		21.6.3 No cost information may be discussed or revealed during presentations.



		21.7 BEST AND FINAL

		21.7.1 At the State’s sole option, discussions may be conducted with responsible proposers who submit proposals determined to be reasonably susceptible of being selected for an award for the purpose of clarification to assure full understanding of, and responsiveness to, the solicitation requirements.

		21.7.2 Proposers shall be accorded fair and equal treatment with respect to any opportunity for discussion and written revision of proposals and such revisions may be permitted after submissions and prior to award for the purpose of obtaining best and final offers.

		21.7.3 Any modifications made to the original proposal during the best and final negotiations will be included as part of the contract. 



		21.8 REQUIRED APPROVALS

		21.8.1 Final contract approval is contingent on both Federal and State approval.

		21.8.2 A Notification of Intent to Award shall be issued in accordance with NAC 333.170. Any award is contingent upon the successful negotiation of final contract terms and upon approval of the Board of Examiners, when required. Negotiations shall be confidential and not subject to disclosure to competing vendors unless and until an agreement is reached. If contract negotiations cannot be concluded successfully, the State upon written notice to all vendors may negotiate a contract with the next highest scoring vendor or withdraw the RFP. 

		21.8.3 Any contract resulting from this RFP shall not be effective unless and until approved by the Nevada State Board of Examiners (NRS 284.173).





		22 TERMS AND CONDITIONS

		22.1 PROCUREMENT AND PROPOSAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

		22.1.1 This procurement is being conducted in accordance with NRS Chapter 333 and NAC Chapter 333.

		22.1.2 The State reserves the right to alter, amend, or modify any provisions of this RFP, or to withdraw this RFP, at any time prior to the award of a contract pursuant hereto, if it is in the best interest of the State to do so. 

		22.1.3 The State reserves the right to waive informalities and minor irregularities in proposals received.

		22.1.4 The State reserves the right to reject any or all proposals received prior to contract award (NRS 333.350).

		22.1.5 The State shall not be obligated to accept the lowest priced proposal, but will make an award in the best interests of the State of Nevada after all factors have been evaluated (NRS 333.335).

		22.1.6 Any irregularities or lack of clarity in the RFP should be brought to the Purchasing Division designee’s attention as soon as possible so that corrective addenda may be furnished to prospective vendors.

		22.1.7 Proposals must include any and all proposed terms and conditions, including, without limitation, written warranties, maintenance/service agreements, license agreements and lease purchase agreements. The omission of these documents renders a proposal non-responsive.

		22.1.8 Alterations, modifications or variations to a proposal may not be considered unless authorized by the RFP or by addendum or amendment.

		22.1.9 Proposals which appear unrealistic in the terms of technical commitments, lack of technical competence, or are indicative of failure to comprehend the complexity and risk of this contract, may be rejected.

		22.1.10 Proposals from employees of the State of Nevada will be considered in as much as they do not conflict with the State Administrative Manual, NRS Chapter 281 and NRS Chapter 284.

		22.1.11 Proposals may be withdrawn by written or facsimile notice received prior to the proposal opening time. Withdrawals received after the proposal opening time will not be considered except as authorized by NRS 333.350(3).

		22.1.12 Prices offered by vendors in their proposals are an irrevocable offer for the term of the contract and any contract extensions. The awarded vendor agrees to provide the purchased services at the costs, rates and fees as set forth in their proposal in response to this RFP. No other costs, rates or fees shall be payable to the awarded vendor for implementation of their proposal.

		22.1.13 The State is not liable for any costs incurred by vendors prior to entering into a formal contract. Costs of developing the proposal or any other such expenses incurred by the vendor in responding to the RFP, are entirely the responsibility of the vendor, and shall not be reimbursed in any manner by the State. 

		22.1.14 All proposals submitted become the property of the State, selection or rejection does not affect this right; proposals will be returned only at the State’s option and at the vendor’s request and expense. The master technical proposal, the master cost proposal and Confidential Information of each response shall be retained for official files. Only the master technical and master cost will become public record after the award of a contract. The failure to separately package and clearly mark Part III and Part IV – which contains Confidential Information, Trade Secrets and/or Proprietary Information, shall constitute a complete waiver of any and all claims for damages caused by release of the information by the State. 

		22.1.15 Vendor understands and acknowledges that the representations above are material and important, and will be relied on by the State in evaluation of the proposal. Any vendor misrepresentation shall be treated as fraudulent concealment from the State of the true facts relating to the proposal.

		22.1.16 The Nevada Attorney General will not render any type of legal opinion regarding this transaction.

		22.1.17 Any unsuccessful vendor may file an appeal in strict compliance with NRS 333.370 and Chapter 333 of the Nevada Administrative Code.



		22.2 CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS

		22.2.1 Background Checks

		22.2.1.1 All contractor personnel assigned to the contract must have a current fingerprint search and background check performed by the Federal Bureau of Investigation or other Federal investigative authority.

		22.2.1.2 All costs associated with this will be at the contractor’s expense.

		22.2.1.3 In lieu of the above background check and subject to acceptance by the Chief Information Security Officer, contractor may submit a current active federal authority security clearance (FBI, DoD, NSA).

		22.2.1.4 Contractor(s) may not begin work until such time as they have been cleared by the Department of Information Technology’s Office of Information Security.

		22.2.1.5 Unfavorable results from a background check may result in the removal of vendor staff from the project.



		22.2.2 Performance of vendors will be rated semi-annually following contract award and then annually for the term of the contract by the using State agency in six categories: customer service; timeliness; quality; technology; flexibility; and pricing. Vendors will be notified in writing of their rating.

		22.2.3 The awarded vendor will be the sole point of contract responsibility. The State will look solely to the awarded vendor for the performance of all contractual obligations which may result from an award based on this RFP, and the awarded vendor shall not be relieved for the non-performance of any or all subcontractors. 

		22.2.4 The awarded vendor must maintain, for the duration of its contract, insurance coverages as set forth in the Insurance Schedule of the contract form appended to this RFP. Work on the contract shall not begin until after the awarded vendor has submitted acceptable evidence of the required insurance coverages. Failure to maintain any required insurance coverage or acceptable alternative method of insurance will be deemed a breach of contract. 

		22.2.5 Notwithstanding any other requirement of this section, the State reserves the right to consider reasonable alternative methods of insuring the contract in lieu of the insurance policies required by the Insurance Schedule appended to the RFP. It will be the awarded vendor’s responsibility to recommend to the State alternative methods of insuring the contract. Any alternatives proposed by a vendor should be accompanied by a detailed explanation regarding the vendor’s inability to obtain insurance coverage as described below. The State shall be the sole and final judge as to the adequacy of any substitute form of insurance coverage.

		22.2.6 The State will not be liable for Federal, State, or Local excise taxes per NRS 372.325.

		22.2.7 Attachment B1 and Attachment B2 of this RFP shall constitute an agreement to all terms and conditions specified in the RFP, including, without limitation, the Attachment F, Contract Form and all terms and conditions therein, except such terms and conditions that the vendor expressly excludes. Exceptions and assumptions will be taken into consideration as part of the evaluation process.

		22.2.8 The State reserves the right to negotiate final contract terms with any vendor selected per NAC 333.170. The contract between the parties will consist of the RFP together with any modifications thereto, and the awarded vendor’s proposal, together with any modifications and clarifications thereto that are submitted at the request of the State during the evaluation and negotiation process. In the event of any conflict or contradiction between or among these documents, the documents shall control in the following order of precedence: the final executed contract, the RFP, any modifications and clarifications to the awarded vendor’s proposal, and the awarded vendor’s proposal. Specific exceptions to this general rule may be noted in the final executed contract.

		22.2.9 Local governments (as defined in NRS 332.015) are intended third party beneficiaries of any contract resulting from this RFP and any local government may join or use any contract resulting from this RFP subject to all terms and conditions thereof pursuant to NRS 332.195. The State is not liable for the obligations of any local government which joins or uses any contract resulting from this RFP.

		22.2.10 Any person who requests or receives a Federal contract, grant, loan or cooperative agreement shall file with the using agency a certification that the person making the declaration has not made, and will not make, any payment prohibited by subsection (a) of 31 U.S.C. 1352.

		22.2.11 Pursuant to NRS 613 in connection with the performance of work under this contract, the contractor agrees not to discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, creed, color, national origin, gender, sexual orientation or age, including, without limitation, with regard to employment, upgrading, demotion or transfer, recruitment or recruitment advertising, layoff or termination, rates of pay or other forms of compensation, and selection for training, including, without limitation apprenticeship.



		22.3 PROJECT TERMS AND CONDITIONS

		22.3.1 Award of Related Contracts

		22.3.1.1 The State may undertake or award supplemental contracts for work related to this project or any portion thereof. The contractor shall be bound to cooperate fully with such other contractors and the State in all cases.

		22.3.1.2 All subcontractors shall be required to abide by this provision as a condition of the contract between the subcontractor and the prime contractor.



		22.3.2 Products and/or Alternatives

		22.3.2.1 The vendor shall not propose an alternative that would require the State to acquire hardware or software or change processes in order to function properly on the vendor’s system unless the vendor included a clear description of such proposed alternatives and clearly mark any descriptive material to show the proposed alternative.

		22.3.2.2 An acceptable alternative is one the State considers satisfactory in meeting the requirements of this RFP.

		22.3.2.3 The State, at its sole discretion, will determine if the proposed alternative meets the intent of the original RFP requirement.



		22.3.3 State Owned Property

		22.3.4 Contractor Space 

		22.3.4.1 The contractor must maintain their fiscal agent operations within thirty (30) miles of the DHCFP Administrative Offices. Refer to Section 8.4.2 for contractor location requirements.

		22.3.4.2 The contractor must maintain a project management office in Carson City, NV until, at a minimum, the contractor’s Fiscal Agent facility is available for use. 

		22.3.4.3 All communication line costs, contractor computers, workstations, workstation hardware and software and contractor facilities will be the responsibility of the contractor.

		22.3.4.4 The contractor must comply with CMS and HIPAA standards for hardware, software and communication lines.

		22.3.4.5 Contractors must coordinate connection of communication lines to the State with DoIT Data Communications.

		22.3.4.6 The State guarantees the contractor access to the job site premises, when appropriate, during reasonable hours and without undue hindrance and/or interference in performing work required under the contract.



		22.3.5 Inspection/Acceptance of Work

		22.3.5.1 It is expressly understood and agreed all work done by the contractor shall be subject to inspection and acceptance by the State.

		22.3.5.2 Any progress inspections and approval by the State of any item of work shall not forfeit the right of the State to require the correction of any faulty workmanship or material at any time during the course of the work and warranty period thereafter, although previously approved by oversight.

		22.3.5.3 Nothing contained herein shall relieve the contractor of the responsibility for proper installation and maintenance of the work, materials and equipment required under the terms of the contract until all work has been completed and accepted by the State.



		22.3.6 Completion of Work

		22.3.7 Periodic Project Reviews

		22.3.7.1 On a periodic basis, the State reserves the right to review the approved project plan and associated deliverables to assess the direction of the project and determine if changes are required.

		22.3.7.2 Changes to the approved project plan and/or associated deliverables may result in a contract amendment.

		22.3.7.3 In the event changes do not include cost, scope or significant schedule modifications, mutually agreed to changes may be documented in memo form and signed by all parties to the contract.



		22.3.8 Change Management

		22.3.8.1 Should requirements be identified during requirements validation and demonstration that change the required work to complete the project and upon receipt of a change order request by the contractor, a written, detailed proposal must be submitted in accordance with the Change Management process approved by DHCFP as described in Section 12.2.

		22.3.8.2 Within fifteen (15) working days of receipt of a requested change order, the contractor must submit an amended project plan to include:

		22.3.8.3 The amended project plan will be prepared at no cost to the State and must detail all impacts to the project. The contractor must present the project plan to the Steering Committee prior to final acceptance and approval.

		22.3.8.4 The Steering Committee will either accept the proposal or withdraw the request within fifteen (15) working days after receiving the proposal.



		22.3.9 Issue Resolution

		22.3.9.1 Presentation of Issues

		22.3.9.2 Escalation Process

		22.3.9.3 Proceed with Duties

		22.3.9.4 Schedule, Cost and/or Scope Changes



		22.3.10 Quality Assurance Resolution Committee 

		22.3.11 Source Code Ownership

		22.3.11.1 The contractor agrees that in addition to all other rights set forth in this section the State shall have a nonexclusive, royalty-free and irrevocable license to reproduce or otherwise use and authorize others to use all software, procedures, files and other documentation comprising the identify appropriate project at any time during the period of the contract and thereafter.

		22.3.11.2 The contractor agrees to deliver such material to the State within 20 business days from receipt of the request by the State. Such request may be made by the State at any time prior to the expiration of the contract.

		22.3.11.3 The license shall include, but not be limited to:

		22.3.11.4 All computer source and executable programs, including development utilities, and all documentation of the installed system enhancements and improvements shall become the exclusive property of the State and may not be copied or removed by the contractor or any employee of the contractor without the express written permission of the State.

		22.3.11.5 Proprietary software proposed for use as an enhancement or within a functional area of the system may require the contractor to give, or otherwise cause to be given, to the State an irrevocable right to use the software as part of the system into perpetuity.

		22.3.11.6 Exemptions may be granted if the proprietary product is proposed with this right in place and is defined with sufficient specificity in the proposal that the State can determine whether to fully accept it as the desired solution.

		22.3.11.7 The contractor shall be required to provide sufficient information regarding the objectives and specifications of any proprietary software to allow it functions to be duplicated by other commercial or public domain products.

		22.3.11.8 The software products (i.e., search engine) must be pre-approved by the State. The State reserves the right to select such products.

		22.3.11.9 Ongoing upgrades of the application software must be provided through the end of the contract.

		22.3.11.10 Any other specialized software not covered under a public domain license to be integrated into the system must be identified as to its commercial source and the cost must be identified in Attachment N, Project Costs.

		22.3.11.11 The State may, at is option, purchase commercially available software components itself.

		22.3.11.12 Title to all portions of the system must be transferred to the State including portions (e.g., documentation) as they are created, changed and/or modified.

		22.3.11.13 The contractor must convey to the State, upon request and without limitation, copies of all interim work products, system documentation, operating instructions, procedures, data processing source code and executable programs that are part of the system, whether they are developed by the employees of the contractor or any subcontractor as part of this contract or transferred from another public domain system or contract.

		22.3.11.14 The provision of 22.3.11 Source Code Ownership must be incorporated into any subcontract that relates to the development, operation or maintenance of any component part of the system.



		22.3.12 Ownership of Information and Data

		22.3.12.1 The State shall have unlimited rights to use, disclose or duplicate, for any purpose whatsoever, all information and data developed, derived, documented, installed, improved or furnished by the contractor under this contract.

		22.3.12.2 All files containing any DHCFP information are the sole and exclusive property of the State. The contractor agrees not to use information obtained for any purposes not directly related to this contract without prior written permission from the State.

		22.3.12.3 Contractor agrees to abide by all federal and State confidentiality requirements.



		22.3.13 Guaranteed Access to Software

		22.3.13.1 The State shall have full and complete access to all source code, documentation, utilities, software tools and other similar items used to develop/install the MMIS or may be useful in maintaining or enhancing the equipment and MMIS after it is operating in a production environment.

		22.3.13.2 For any of the above-mentioned items not turned over to the State upon completion of the installation, the contractor must provide a guarantee to the State of uninterrupted future access to, and license to use, those items. The guarantee must be binding on all agents, successors and assignees of the contractor and subcontractor.

		22.3.13.3 The State reserves the right to consult legal counsel as to the sufficiency of the licensing agreement and guarantee of access offered by the contractor.



		22.3.14 Patent or Copyright Infringement

		22.3.15 Contract Restriction

		22.3.16 Period of Performance

		22.3.17 Right to Publish

		22.3.17.1 All requests for the publication or release of any information pertaining to this RFP and any subsequent contract must be in writing and sent to the DHCFP Project Manager. 

		22.3.17.2 No announcement concerning the award of a contract as a result of this RFP can be made without prior written approval of the Administrator of DHCFP or designee.

		22.3.17.3 As a result of the selection of the contractor to supply the requested services, the State is neither endorsing nor suggesting the contractor is the best or only solution.

		22.3.17.4 The contractor shall not use, in its external advertising, marketing programs, or other promotional efforts, any data, pictures or other representation of any State facility, except with the specific advance written authorization of the DHCFP or designee.

		22.3.17.5 Throughout the term of the contract, the contractor must secure the written approval of the State per Section 22.3.17.2 prior to the release of any information pertaining to work or activities covered by the contract.



		22.3.18 Key Personnel

		22.3.18.1 Key personnel will be incorporated into the contract. Replacement of key personnel may be accomplished in the following manner:



		22.3.19 Authorization to Work

		22.3.20 Warranties

		22.3.20.1 General Warranty

		22.3.20.2 System Compliance







		23 SUBMISSION CHECKLIST

		ATTACHMENTS

		Attachment A – Confidentiality of Proposal and Certification of Indemnification

		Attachment B1 – Technical Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP

		Attachment B2 – Cost Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP

		Attachment C1 – Vendor Certifications

		Attachment C2 – Vendor Certifications

		Attachment C3 – Certification Regarding Lobbying

		Attachment D – Equal Opportunity Clause

		Attachment E – Federal Laws and Authorities

		Attachment F – Contract Form

		Attachment G – Insurance Schedule

		Attachment H – Reference Questionnaire

		Attachment I – Project Deliverable Sign-off Form

		Attachment J – Statement of Understanding

		Attachment K – Proposed Staff Resume

		Attachment L – Liquidated Damages

		Attachment M – State of Nevada Registration Substitute IRS Form W-9

		Attachment N – Project Costs

		Attachment O – Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table

		Attachment P – Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table

		Attachment Q – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services

		Attachment R – Rebasing Definitions and Calculations

		Attachment S – Mandatory Requirements Checklist

		Attachment T – Prior Criminal Conviction Disclosure

		Attachment U – Business Associate Addendum

		Attachment V – Civil Names Check Form

		Attachment W – DPS Fingerprint Form

		Attachment X – Confidentiality Agreement


















CONTRACT FOR SERVICES OF INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR


 (
For Purchasing Use Only:
RFP/CONTRACT #
)


A Contract Between the State of Nevada


Acting By and Through Its








(NAME, ADDRESS, PHONE AND FACSIMILE NUMBER OF CONTRACTING AGENCY)





and








(NAME, CONTACT PERSON, ADDRESS, PHONE, FACSIMILE NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR)





	WHEREAS, NRS 284.173 authorizes elective officers, heads of departments, boards, commissions or institutions to engage, subject to the approval of the Board of Examiners, services of persons as independent contractors; and


	WHEREAS, it is deemed that the service of Contractor is both necessary and in the best interests of the State of Nevada;


	NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the aforesaid premises, the parties mutually agree as follows:





1. REQUIRED APPROVAL.  This Contract shall not become effective until and unless approved by the Nevada State Board of Examiners.





2. DEFINITIONS.  “State” means the State of Nevada and any state agency identified herein, its officers, employees and immune contractors as defined in NRS 41.0307.  “Independent Contractor” means a person or entity that performs services and/or provides goods for the State under the terms and conditions set forth in this Contract.  “Fiscal Year” is defined as the period beginning July 1 and ending June 30 of the following year.





3. CONTRACT TERM.  This Contract shall be effective from 		 subject to Board of Examiners’ approval (anticipated to be				) to                    		, unless sooner terminated by either party as specified in paragraph ten (10).





4. NOTICE.  Unless otherwise specified, termination shall not be effective until ____ calendar days after a party has served written notice of default, or without cause upon the other party.  All notices or other communications required or permitted to be given under this Contract shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given if delivered personally in hand, by telephonic facsimile with simultaneous regular mail, or mailed certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid on the date posted, and addressed to the other party at the address specified above.





5. INCORPORATED DOCUMENTS.  The parties agree that the scope of work shall be specifically described.  This Contract incorporates the following attachments in descending order of constructive precedence: 





			ATTACHMENT AA:		STATE SOLICITATION OR RFP #_______ and AMENDMENT(S) #___; 


			ATTACHMENT BB:		INSURANCE SCHEDULE; AND


			ATTACHMENT CC:		CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSE





	A Contractor's Attachment shall not contradict or supersede any State specifications, terms or conditions without written evidence of mutual assent to such change appearing in this Contract:





6. CONSIDERATION.  The parties agree that Contractor will provide the services specified in paragraph five (5) at a cost of $ ____________ per ____________  (state the exact cost or hourly, daily, or weekly rate exclusive of travel or per diem expenses) with the total Contract or installments payable:  ______________, not to exceed $ __________.  The State does not agree to reimburse Contractor for expenses unless otherwise specified in the incorporated attachments.  Any intervening end to a biennial appropriation period shall be deemed an automatic renewal (not changing the overall Contract term) or a termination as the results of legislative appropriation may require.





7. ASSENT.  The parties agree that the terms and conditions listed on incorporated attachments of this Contract are also specifically a part of this Contract and are limited only by their respective order of precedence and any limitations specified.





8. TIMELINESS OF BILLING SUBMISSION.  The parties agree that timeliness of billing is of the essence to the contract and recognize that the State is on a fiscal year.  All billings for dates of service prior to July 1 must be submitted to the State no later than the first Friday in August of the same year.  A billing submitted after the first Friday in August, which forces the State to process the billing as a stale claim pursuant to NRS 353.097, will subject the Contractor to an administrative fee not to exceed one hundred dollars ($100.00).  The parties hereby agree this is a reasonable estimate of the additional costs to the State of processing the billing as a stale claim and that this amount will be deducted from the stale claim payment due to the Contractor.





9. INSPECTION & AUDIT.


	a.	Books and Records.  Contractor agrees to keep and maintain under generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) full, true and complete records, contracts, books, and documents as are necessary to fully disclose to the State or United States Government, or their authorized representatives, upon audits or reviews, sufficient information to determine compliance with all state and federal regulations and statutes.


	b.  Inspection & Audit.  Contractor agrees that the relevant books, records (written, electronic, computer related or otherwise), including, without limitation, relevant accounting procedures and practices of Contractor or its subcontractors, financial statements and supporting documentation, and documentation related to the work product shall be subject, at any reasonable time, to inspection, examination, review, audit, and copying at any office or location of Contractor where such records may be found, with or without notice by the State Auditor, the relevant state agency or its contracted examiners, the Department of Administration, Budget Division, the Nevada State Attorney General's Office or its Fraud Control Units, the State Legislative Auditor, and with regard to any federal funding, the relevant federal agency, the Comptroller General, the General Accounting Office, the Office of the Inspector General, or any of their authorized representatives.  All subcontracts shall reflect requirements of this paragraph.


	c.  Period of Retention.  All books, records, reports, and statements relevant to this Contract must be retained a minimum three (3) years, and for five (5) years if any federal funds are used pursuant to the Contract.  The retention period runs from the date of payment for the relevant goods or services by the State, or from the date of termination of the Contract, whichever is later.  Retention time shall be extended when an audit is scheduled or in progress for a period reasonably necessary to complete an audit and/or to complete any administrative and judicial litigation which may ensue.





10. CONTRACT TERMINATION.


	a.  Termination Without Cause.  Any discretionary or vested right of renewal notwithstanding, this Contract may be terminated upon written notice by mutual consent of both parties, or unilaterally by either party without cause.  


	b.  State Termination for Non-appropriation.  The continuation of this Contract beyond the current biennium is subject to and contingent upon sufficient funds being appropriated, budgeted, and otherwise made available by the State Legislature and/or federal sources.  The State may terminate this Contract, and Contractor waives any and all claim(s) for damages, effective immediately upon receipt of written notice (or any date specified therein) if for any reason the Contracting Agency’s funding from State and/or federal sources is not appropriated or is withdrawn, limited, or impaired.


	c.  Cause Termination for Default or Breach.  A default or breach may be declared with or without termination.  This Contract may be terminated by either party upon written notice of default or breach to the other party as follows:


		i.	If Contractor fails to provide or satisfactorily perform any of the conditions, work, deliverables, goods, or services called for by this Contract within the time requirements specified in this Contract or within any granted extension of those time requirements; or


		ii.  If any state, county, city or federal license, authorization, waiver, permit, qualification or certification required by statute, ordinance, law, or regulation to be held by Contractor to provide the goods or services required by this Contract is for any reason denied, revoked, debarred, excluded, terminated, suspended, lapsed, or not renewed; or


iii. If Contractor becomes insolvent, subject to receivership, or becomes voluntarily or involuntarily subject to the jurisdiction of the bankruptcy court; or


		iv.  If the State materially breaches any material duty under this Contract and any such breach impairs Contractor's ability to perform; or


		v.	  If it is found by the State that any quid pro quo or gratuities in the form of money, services, entertainment, gifts, or otherwise were offered or given by Contractor, or any agent or representative of Contractor, to any officer or employee of the State of Nevada with a view toward securing a contract or securing favorable treatment with respect to awarding, extending, amending, or making any determination with respect to the performing of such contract; or


vi. If it is found by the State that Contractor has failed to disclose any material conflict of interest relative to the performance of this Contract.


	d.	Time to Correct. Termination upon a declared default or breach may be exercised only after service of formal written notice as specified in paragraph four (4), and the subsequent failure of the defaulting party within fifteen (15) calendar days of receipt of that notice to provide evidence, satisfactory to the aggrieved party, showing that the declared default or breach has been corrected. 


	e.	Winding Up Affairs Upon Termination.  In the event of termination of this Contract for any reason, the parties agree that the provisions of this paragraph survive termination:


		i.  The parties shall account for and properly present to each other all claims for fees and expenses and pay those which are undisputed and otherwise not subject to set off under this Contract.  Neither party may withhold performance of winding up provisions solely based on nonpayment of fees or expenses accrued up to the time of termination; 


		ii. Contractor shall satisfactorily complete work in progress at the agreed rate (or a pro rata basis if necessary) if so requested by the Contracting Agency;


		iii. Contractor shall execute any documents and take any actions necessary to effectuate an assignment of this Contract if so requested by the Contracting Agency;


		iv. Contractor shall preserve, protect and promptly deliver into State possession all proprietary information in accordance with paragraph twenty-one (21).





11. REMEDIES.   Except as otherwise provided for by law or this Contract, the rights and remedies of the parties shall not be exclusive and are in addition to any other rights and remedies provided by law or equity, including, without limitation, actual damages, and to a prevailing party reasonable attorneys' fees and costs.  It is specifically agreed that reasonable attorneys' fees shall include without limitation one hundred and twenty-five dollars ($125.00) per hour for State-employed attorneys. The State may set off consideration against any unpaid obligation of Contractor to any State agency in accordance with NRS 353C.190.





12. LIMITED LIABILITY.  The State will not waive and intends to assert available NRS chapter 41 liability limitations in all cases.  Contract liability of both parties shall not be subject to punitive damages.  Liquidated damages shall not apply unless otherwise specified in the incorporated attachments. Damages for any State breach shall never exceed the amount of funds appropriated for payment under this Contract, but not yet paid to Contractor, for the fiscal year budget in existence at the time of the breach.  Damages for any Contractor breach shall not exceed one hundred and fifty percent (150%) of the contract maximum “not to exceed” value.  Contractor’s tort liability shall not be limited. 





13. FORCE MAJEURE.  Neither party shall be deemed to be in violation of this Contract if it is prevented from performing any of its obligations hereunder due to strikes, failure of public transportation, civil or military authority, act of public enemy, accidents, fires, explosions, or acts of God, including without limitation, earthquakes, floods, winds, or storms.  In such an event the intervening cause must not be through the fault of the party asserting such an excuse, and the excused party is obligated to promptly perform in accordance with the terms of the Contract after the intervening cause ceases.





14. INDEMNIFICATION.  To the fullest extent permitted by law Contractor shall indemnify, hold harmless and defend, not excluding the State's right to participate, the State from and against all liability, claims, actions, damages, losses, and expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs, arising out of any alleged negligent or willful acts or omissions of Contractor, its officers, employees and agents. 





15. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR.  Contractor is associated with the State only for the purposes and to the extent specified in this Contract, and in respect to performance of the contracted services pursuant to this Contract, Contractor is and shall be an independent contractor and, subject only to the terms of this Contract, shall have the sole right to supervise, manage, operate, control, and direct performance of the details incident to its duties under this Contract.  Nothing contained in this Contract shall be deemed or construed to create a partnership or joint venture, to create relationships of an employer-employee or principal-agent, or to otherwise create any liability for the State whatsoever with respect to the indebtedness, liabilities, and obligations of Contractor or any other party.  Contractor shall be solely responsible for, and the State shall have no obligation with respect to: (1) withholding of income taxes, FICA or any other taxes or fees; (2) industrial insurance coverage; (3) participation in any group insurance plans available to employees of the State; (4) participation or contributions by either Contractor or the State to the Public Employees Retirement System; (5) accumulation of vacation leave or sick leave; or (6) unemployment compensation coverage provided by the State.  Contractor shall indemnify and hold State harmless from, and defend State against, any and all losses, damages, claims, costs, penalties, liabilities, and expenses arising or incurred because of, incident to, or otherwise with respect to any such taxes or fees.  Neither Contractor nor its employees, agents, nor representatives shall be considered employees, agents, or representatives of the State. The State and Contractor shall evaluate the nature of services and the term of the Contract negotiated in order to determine "independent contractor" status, and shall monitor the work relationship throughout the term of the Contract to ensure that the independent contractor relationship remains as such.  To assist in determining the appropriate status (employee or independent contractor), Contractor represents as follows:





			


			


					      Contractor's Initials





			


			


			


				YES 


				NO





			1.


			Does the Contracting Agency have the right to require control of when, where and how the independent contractor is to work?


			


			


	


			


	





			2.


			Will the Contracting Agency be providing training to the independent contractor?


			


			


	


			


	





			3.


			Will the Contracting Agency be furnishing the independent contractor with worker's space, equipment, tools, supplies or travel expenses?


			


			


	


			


	





			4.


			Are any of the workers who assist the independent contractor in performance of his/her duties employees of the State of Nevada?


			


			


	


			


	





			5.


			Does the arrangement with the independent contractor contemplate continuing or recurring work (even if the services are seasonal, parttime, or of short duration)?


			


			


	


			


	





			6.


			Will the State of Nevada incur an employment liability if the independent contractor is terminated for failure to perform?


			


			


	


			


	





			7.


			Is the independent contractor restricted from offering his/her services to the general public while engaged in this work relationship with the State?


			


			


	


			


	











16. INSURANCE SCHEDULE. Unless expressly waived in writing by the State, Contractor, as an independent contractor and not an employee of the State, must carry policies of insurance and pay all taxes and fees incident hereunto.  Policies shall meet the terms and conditions as specified within this Contract along with the additional limits and provisions as described in Attachment BB, incorporated hereto by attachment. The State shall have no liability except as specifically provided in the Contract.  


The Contractor shall not commence work before:


	1) Contractor has provided the required evidence of insurance to the Contracting Agency of the State, and


	2) The State has approved the insurance policies provided by the Contractor.


Prior approval of the insurance policies by the State shall be a condition precedent to any payment of consideration under this Contract and the State’s approval of any changes to insurance coverage during the course of performance shall constitute an ongoing condition subsequent this Contract.  Any failure of the State to timely approve shall not constitute a waiver of the condition.





Insurance Coverage:  The Contractor shall, at the Contractor’s sole expense, procure, maintain and keep in force for the duration of the Contract insurance conforming to the minimum limits as specified in Attachment BB, incorporated hereto by attachment.  Unless specifically stated herein or otherwise agreed to by the State, the required insurance shall be in effect prior to the commencement of work by the Contractor and shall continue in force as appropriate until:


1. Final acceptance by the State of the completion of this Contract; or


2. Such time as the insurance is no longer required by the State under the terms of this Contract;


Whichever occurs later.


Any insurance or self-insurance available to the State shall be in excess of, and non-contributing with, any insurance required from Contractor.  Contractor’s insurance policies shall apply on a primary basis.  Until such time as the insurance is no longer required by the State, Contractor shall provide the State with renewal or replacement evidence of insurance no less than thirty (30) days before the expiration or replacement of the required insurance.  If at any time during the period when insurance is required by the Contract, an insurer or surety shall fail to comply with the requirements of this Contract, as soon as Contractor has knowledge of any such failure, Contractor shall immediately notify the State and immediately replace such insurance or bond with an insurer meeting the requirements.





General Requirements:


a.	Additional Insured:  By endorsement to the general liability insurance policy evidenced by Contractor, the State of Nevada, its officers, employees and immune contractors as defined in NRS 41.0307 shall be named as additional insureds for all liability arising from the Contract.


b.	Waiver of Subrogation: Each insurance policy shall provide for a waiver of subrogation against the State of Nevada, its officers, employees and immune contractors as defined in NRS 41.0307 for losses arising from work/materials/equipment performed or provided by or on behalf of the Contractor.


c.	Cross-Liability:  All required liability policies shall provide cross-liability coverage as would be achieved under the standard ISO separation of insureds clause. 


d.	Deductibles and Self-Insured Retentions: Insurance maintained by Contractor shall apply on a first dollar basis without application of a deductible or selfinsured retention unless otherwise specifically agreed to by the State. Such approval shall not relieve Contractor from the obligation to pay any deductible or selfinsured retention.  Any deductible or self-insured retention shall not exceed fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.00) per occurrence, unless otherwise approved by the Risk Management Division. 


e.	Policy Cancellation:  Except for ten (10) days notice for non-payment of premium, each insurance policy shall be endorsed to state that without thirty (30) days prior written notice to the State of Nevada, c/o Contracting Agency, the policy shall not be canceled, non-renewed or coverage and /or limits reduced or materially altered, and shall provide that notices required by this paragraph shall be sent by certified mailed to the address shown on page one (1) of this contract:


f.	Approved Insurer:  Each insurance policy shall be:


1)  Issued by insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of Nevada or eligible surplus lines insurers acceptable to the State and having agents in Nevada upon whom service of process may be made; and 


2)  Currently rated by A.M. Best as “A-VII” or better.





Evidence of Insurance:





Prior to the start of any Work, Contractor must provide the following documents to the contracting State agency:





1)  Certificate of Insurance:  The Acord 25 Certificate of Insurance form or a form substantially similar must be submitted to the State to evidence the insurance policies and coverages required of Contractor. The certificate must name the State of Nevada, its officers, employees and immune contractors as defined in NRS 41.0307 as the certificate holder.  The certificate should be signed by a person authorized insurer to bind coverage on its behalf.  The state project/contract number; description and contract effective dates shall be noted on the certificate, and upon renewal of the policies listed Contractor shall furnish the State with replacement certificates as described within Insurance Coverage, section noted above.





Mail all required insurance documents to the State Contracting Agency identified on page one of the contract.





2)  Additional Insured Endorsement:  An Additional Insured Endorsement (CG 20 10 11 85  or CG 20 26 11 85) , signed by an authorized insurance company representative, must be submitted to the State to evidence the endorsement of the State as an additional insured per General Requirements, subsection a above.


3)  Schedule of Underlying Insurance Policies:  If Umbrella or Excess policy is evidenced to comply with minimum limits, a copy of the Underlyer Schedule from the Umbrella or Excess insurance policy may be required.  


	


Review and Approval:  Documents specified above must be submitted for review and approval by the State prior to the commencement of work by Contractor.  Neither approval by the State nor failure to disapprove the insurance furnished by Contractor shall relieve Contractor of Contractor’s full responsibility to provide the insurance required by this Contract.  Compliance with the insurance requirements of this Contract shall not limit the liability of Contractor or its sub-contractors, employees or agents to the State or others, and shall be in addition to and not in lieu of any other remedy available to the State under this Contract or otherwise.  The State reserves the right to request and review a copy of any required insurance policy or endorsement to assure compliance with these requirements.





17. COMPLIANCE WITH LEGAL OBLIGATIONS.  Contractor shall procure and maintain for the duration of this Contract any state, county, city or federal license, authorization, waiver, permit, qualification or certification required by statute, ordinance, law, or regulation to be held by Contractor to provide the goods or services required by this Contract.  Contractor will be responsible to pay all taxes, assessments, fees, premiums, permits, and licenses required by law.  Real property and personal property taxes are the responsibility of Contractor in accordance with NRS 361.157 and NRS 361.159.  Contractor agrees to be responsible for payment of any such government obligations not paid by its subcontractors during performance of this Contract.  The State may set-off against consideration due any delinquent government obligation in accordance with NRS 353C.190.





18. WAIVER OF BREACH.  Failure to declare a breach or the actual waiver of any particular breach of the Contract or its material or nonmaterial terms by either party shall not operate as a waiver by such party of any of its rights or remedies as to any other breach.





19. SEVERABILITY.  If any provision contained in this Contract is held to be unenforceable by a court of law or equity, this Contract shall be construed as if such provision did not exist and the non-enforceability of such provision shall not be held to render any other provision or provisions of this Contract unenforceable.





20. ASSIGNMENT/DELEGATION.  To the extent that any assignment of any right under this Contract changes the duty of either party, increases the burden or risk involved, impairs the chances of obtaining the performance of this Contract, attempts to operate as a novation, or includes a waiver or abrogation of any defense to payment by State, such offending portion of the assignment shall be void, and shall be a breach of this Contract.  Contractor shall neither assign, transfer nor delegate any rights, obligations nor duties under this Contract without the prior written consent of the State.





21. STATE OWNERSHIP OF PROPRIETARY INFORMATION.  Any reports, histories, studies, tests, manuals, instructions, photographs, negatives, blue prints, plans, maps, data, system designs, computer code (which is intended to be consideration under the Contract), or any other documents or drawings, prepared or in the course of preparation by Contractor (or its subcontractors) in performance of its obligations under this Contract shall be the exclusive property of the State and all such materials shall be delivered into State possession by Contractor upon completion, termination, or cancellation of this Contract. Contractor shall not use, willingly allow, or cause to have such materials used for any purpose other than performance of Contractor's obligations under this Contract without the prior written consent of the State.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the State shall have no proprietary interest in any materials licensed for use by the State that are subject to patent, trademark or copyright protection.





22. PUBLIC RECORDS.  Pursuant to NRS 239.010, information or documents received from Contractor may be open to public inspection and copying.  The State has a legal obligation to disclose such information unless a particular record is made confidential by law or a common law balancing of interests.  Contractor may label specific parts of an individual document as a "trade secret" or "confidential" in accordance with NRS 333.333, provided that Contractor thereby agrees to indemnify and defend the State for honoring such a designation.  The failure to so label any document that is released by the State shall constitute a complete waiver of any and all claims for damages caused by any release of the records. 





23. CONFIDENTIALITY.  Contractor shall keep confidential all information, in whatever form, produced, prepared, observed or received by Contractor to the extent that such information is confidential by law or otherwise required by this Contract.   





24. FEDERAL FUNDING.  In the event federal funds are used for payment of all or part of this Contract:


	a.  Contractor certifies, by signing this Contract, that neither it nor its principals are presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any federal department or agency.  This certification is made pursuant to the regulations implementing Executive Order 12549, Debarment and Suspension, 28 C.F.R. pt. 67, § 67.510, as published as pt. VII of the May 26, 1988, Federal Register (pp. 19160-19211), and any relevant program-specific regulations. This provision shall be required of every subcontractor receiving any payment in whole or in part from federal funds.


	b.  Contractor and its subcontractors shall comply with all terms, conditions, and requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-136), 42 U.S.C. 12101, as amended, and regulations adopted thereunder contained in 28 C.F.R. 26.101-36.999, inclusive, and any relevant program-specific regulations.


	c.  Contractor and its subcontractors shall comply with the requirements of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, P.L. 93-112, as amended, and any relevant program-specific regulations, and shall not discriminate against any employee or offeror for employment because of race, national origin, creed, color, sex, religion, age, disability or handicap condition (including AIDS and AIDS-related conditions.)





25. LOBBYING.  The parties agree, whether expressly prohibited by federal law, or otherwise, that no funding associated with this contract will be used for any purpose associated with or related to lobbying or influencing or attempting to lobby or influence for any purpose the following:


a.  Any federal, state, county or local agency, legislature, commission, counsel or board; 


b.  Any federal, state, county or local legislator, commission member, counsel member, board member, or other elected official; or


c.  Any officer or employee of any federal, state, county or local agency; legislature, commission, counsel or board.





26. WARRANTIES.  


	a.	General Warranty.  Contractor warrants that all services, deliverables, and/or work product under this Contract shall be completed in a workmanlike manner consistent with standards in the trade, profession, or industry; shall conform to or exceed the specifications set forth in the incorporated attachments; and shall be fit for ordinary use, of good quality, with no material defects.


	b. System Compliance.  Contractor warrants that any information system application(s) shall not experience abnormally ending and/or invalid and/or incorrect results from the application(s) in the operating and testing of the business of the State.  This warranty includes, without limitation, century recognition, calculations that accommodate same century and multi-century formulas and data values and date data interface values that reflect the century.  





27. PROPER AUTHORITY.  The parties hereto represent and warrant that the person executing this Contract on behalf of each party has full power and authority to enter into this Contract.  Contractor acknowledges that as required by statute or regulation this Contract is effective only after approval by the State Board of Examiners and only for the period of time specified in the Contract.  Any services performed by Contractor before this Contract is effective or after it ceases to be effective are performed at the sole risk of Contractor.  





28. GOVERNING LAW; JURISDICTION.  This Contract and the rights and obligations of the parties hereto shall be governed by, and construed according to, the laws of the State of Nevada, without giving effect to any principle of conflict-of-law that would require the application of the law of any other jurisdiction.  The parties consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of the First Judicial District Court, Carson City, Nevada for enforcement of this Contract.





29. ENTIRE CONTRACT AND MODIFICATION.  This Contract and its integrated attachment(s) constitute the entire agreement of the parties and as such are intended to be the complete and exclusive statement of the promises, representations, negotiations, discussions, and other agreements that may have been made in connection with the subject matter hereof.  Unless an integrated attachment to this Contract specifically displays a mutual intent to amend a particular part of this Contract, general conflicts in language between any such attachment and this Contract shall be construed consistent with the terms of this Contract.  Unless otherwise expressly authorized by the terms of this Contract, no modification or amendment to this Contract shall be binding upon the parties unless the same is in writing and signed by the respective parties hereto and approved by the Office of the Attorney General and the State Board of Examiners.





	IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Contract to be signed and intend to be legally bound thereby.
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			APPROVED BY BOARD OF EXAMINERS
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Attachment O – Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table



Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work. 


Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor



The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply.


Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract.



			Req. #


			Type


			Requirement


			Vendor
Compliance Code


			Response





			12.5.2


			CLAIMS PROCESSING





			General 





			12.5.2.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support all edit processing functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the needs of the Claims business function in accordance with DHCFP policies, State and Federal rules and regulations, and HIPAA standards.


			


			





			12.5.2.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform claims processing for electronically submitted and hard copy claims and adjudication according to State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.5.2.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide staff competent to perform all claims functions specified in this RFP, or by State and Federal rules and regulations, during the life of the contract.


			


			





			Claims Control and Entry





			12.5.2.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop policies and procedures for performing claims control and entry activities; all policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.5.2.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain a claim control and inventory system approved by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.2.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide and train providers on no-cost access portal(s) for online claims submission, including updates and returned files, for all claim forms by electronic transfer or other media approved by DHCFP, in a HIPAA-compliant format.


			


			





			12.5.2.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept both hard copy and electronic media claims, adjustments and voids according to DHCFP, CMS and HIPAA standards and ensure all relevant attachments, cash or checks are secure and appropriately routed upon receipt.


			


			





			12.5.2.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Sort hard-copy claims and attachments according to policies and procedures. 


			


			





			12.5.2.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Prescreen hard-copy claims before entering them into the system, and return to the provider those not meeting certain criteria as specified by DHCFP, and maintain an electronic log of returned claims.


			


			





			12.5.2.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Capture and maintain images of all hard-copy claims, adjustments, voids, attachments and other documents.






			


			





			12.5.2.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain all data from electronically submitted claims.


			


			





			12.5.2.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Assign unique claim control numbers and batches to each claim, adjustment, void and financial transaction with a unique document control number. Prevent overlaying of unique control numbers.


			


			





			12.5.2.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Edit to prevent duplicate entry of electronic claim batches.


			


			





			12.5.2.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform data entry for all hard-copy claims and provide for the verification of manually entered claims including editing, key re-verification or other methods approved by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.2.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform data, format and validity editing on all entered claims, according to industry standards and HIPAA guidelines.


			


			





			12.5.2.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Identify and perform online correction to claims pended as a result of data entry errors.


			


			





			12.5.2.17 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Monitor, track and provide online inquiry access to each claim, adjustment, void and financial transaction from receipt through final disposition in accordance with HIPAA regulations.


			


			





			12.5.2.18 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Monitor, track, provide online inquiry to, and maintain an audit trail of batch information and electronic submission statistics.


			


			





			12.5.2.19 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Establish balancing processes to ensure control within the MMIS processing cycles. Reconcile all claims (hard-copy and electronic) to batch processing cycle input and output figures to ensure balancing.


			


			





			12.5.2.20 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Make recommendations in any area in which the contractor feels improvements can be made based on industry standards, best practices and/or cost efficiencies.


			


			





			Claims Adjudication





			12.5.2.21 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support all the Claims Operations Management functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of the Nevada MMIS and peripheral systems/tools, and State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.5.2.22 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop policies and procedures for performing claims adjudication activities. All policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations. 


			


			





			12.5.2.23 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform claim editing according to DHCFP policy, CMS, national coding standards, and HIPAA standards. Types of edits include, but are not limited to:



a. Recipient and provider eligibility verification;


b. Lock-in restrictions or special programs;


c. Services requested are covered by applicable benefit plan;


d. Managed care enrollment;


e. Required attachments have been submitted;


f. Age and gender are appropriate for service provided;


g. Units billed are greater than or equal to service limits;


h. If a diagnosis is required it is present and of sufficient detail;


i. Proper use of modifier(s);


j. Place of service is valid;


k. Proper stale date billing timeframes;


l. Service allows “from/through” billing if service was billed using a range of dates;


m. Provider eligibility to perform type of service;


n. Provider participation in a group practice;


o. Prior authorization compliance;


p. Verify CLIA certification for procedure(s); and


q. Exact duplicate and suspected duplicate claims across claim types and provider types.


			


			





			12.5.2.24 


			Contractor Responsibility


			As part of the claims adjudication process, review claims for billing and coding errors, according to industry guidelines and CMS Correct Coding Initiative edits. 


			


			





			12.5.2.25 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Verify that services performed are consistent with services previously rendered to the recipient and that they comply with State policy and medical criteria.


			


			





			12.5.2.26 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Edit each claim record completely during a payment cycle, identifying as many errors as possible to limit the number of times a provider must to re-submit a claim before it completely processes. 


			


			





			12.5.2.27 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform claim editing for conflicting services in accordance with DHCFP policy, CMS guidelines, national coding standards, and HIPAA standards. Types of conflicting edits include, but are not limited to:



r. Institution/Outpatient (for example, Nursing Facility vs. Personal Care Services on same or overlapping date(s) of service);


s. Institution/Institution (for example, Nursing Facility and Inpatient Hospital);


t. Provider Type/Procedure Codes (for example, Nursing Facility stay with certain DME items on same or overlapping date(s) of service [defined by a group of procedure codes]); and


u. Procedure Code/Procedure Code (for example, extraction and a filling for the same tooth).


			


			





			12.5.2.28 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Assist DHCFP in defining additional, desirable edit criteria. 


			


			





			12.5.2.29 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Propose criteria and procedures for processing and adjudicating “special claims” (bypass edit conditions), including but not limited to late billing, recipient retro-eligibility, out-of-state emergency and any other DHCFP-defined and approved situation.


			


			





			12.5.2.30 


			Contractor Responsibility


			For recipients enrolled in Managed Care, identify, edit and correctly adjudicate claims for services carved out of a managed care contract as a fee-for-service claim.


			


			





			12.5.2.31 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Access the Prior Authorization function during claims processing, including adjustment and void processing, and update the PA data to reflect the services used on the claim and the number of services or dollars remaining once it is determined that the claim is payable.


			


			





			12.5.2.32 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain the edit disposition indicator on an error disposition file in the Reference Data Maintenance function. This file shall also indicate whether a particular edit can be overridden and allow for different disposition by media type, claim type (original, adjustment, void), or attachment indicator.


			


			





			12.5.2.33 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Identify and track all edits posted to the claim from entry through adjudication and final disposition. Provide online inquiry at no less than current functionality.


			


			





			12.5.2.34 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Monitor, track and provide online inquiry access to claim status (paid, denied, pended) from receipt through final disposition.


			


			





			12.5.2.35 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a claims void, reprocess and adjustment process which is accomplished operationally, using MMIS screens. 


			


			





			12.5.2.36 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Manually or systematically review and resolve any pended claims.


			


			





			12.5.2.37 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain access to pricing and reimbursement methodologies to appropriately price claims.


			


			





			12.5.2.38 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide capability to accept and deduct co-payments in accordance with DHCFP policy.


			


			





			12.5.2.39 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Process payments to providers for QMB recipients of services covered by Medicare but not covered by Medicaid.


			


			





			12.5.2.40 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Submit physician administered drug information to the pharmacy POS system to support processing and adjudication of physician administered drug claims.


			


			





			12.5.2.41 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Interface with the pharmacy POS system to receive adjudication results information from the pharmacy POS system.


			


			





			12.5.2.42 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Only override claim edits based on written authorization from DHCFP or DHCFP-approved resolution instructions.


			


			





			12.5.2.43 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Operate and maintain the online resolution function in the MMIS, which includes resolution of all data entry errors.


			


			





			12.5.2.44 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain claim resolution information, such as edits that were overridden and the individual user who performed the override.


			


			





			12.5.2.45 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Identify potential Third Party Liability (TPL), including Medicare, and deny the claim if it is for a service covered by other insurance based on recipient’s type of TPL coverage and type of service (e.g., medical service claim with medical service coverage, dental service claim with dental coverage).


			


			





			12.5.2.46 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow for TPL overrides when the provider attaches an EOB stating that the other insurance is exhausted or the service is not covered, making Medicaid the payer for the claim.


			


			





			12.5.2.47 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Identify claims to pend for medical review, in accordance with DHCFP policy.


			


			





			12.5.2.48 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform adjustments and voids to original claims and maintain records of the previous processing.


			


			





			12.5.2.49 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Make recommendations in any area in which the contractor feels improvements can be made based on industry standards, best practices and/or cost efficiencies.


			


			





			Claims Reporting





			12.5.2.50 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop policies and procedures for performing claims reporting activities. All policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.5.2.51 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce all daily, weekly and monthly claims entry statistics reports in accordance with DHCFP-approved specifications and media type.


			


			





			12.5.2.52 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce balancing and control reports according to DHCFP-approved specifications and media type.


			


			





			12.5.2.53 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain an audit trail of each claim record including each stage of processing, the date the claim was entered in each stage, and any error codes posted.


			


			





			12.5.2.54 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Monitor and report on the use of override codes during the claims resolution process, based on DHCFP-defined guidelines. 


			


			





			12.5.2.55 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide online inquiry access to claims history as specified by DHCFP policy.


			


			





			12.5.2.56 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce and distribute recipient Validation of Service letter pursuant to State and Federal rules and regulations. 


			


			





			12.5.2.57 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Screen returned recipient Validation of Service letters for discrepancies and produce monthly reports that identify the percentage of claims questions, the number of claims questions and the dollar amount of claims questions pursuant to State and Federal rules and regulations. 


			


			





			12.5.2.58 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Make recommendations in any area in which the contractor feels improvements can be made based on industry standards, best practices and/or cost efficiencies.


			


			





			Claims – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities





			12.5.2.59 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Use DHCFP identified criteria, such as Provider Type, to ‘randomly pend’ a specified percentage of claims for Pre-Payment Review. 


			


			





			12.5.2.60 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a means to identify and recover “Never Events” claims as defined by CMS. These never events represent unnecessary services directly caused by practitioner or facility error (Example: Sponge left in a patient by error, claim submitted to pay for removal of the sponge). 


			


			





			12.5.2.61 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			On an annual basis, produce, distribute and track False Claims letters/certifications to providers paid over five million dollars ($5,000,000) and provide results to DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.2.62 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Create and maintain a standard template for the purpose of automating voids and adjustments. This would eliminate manual entry of voids and adjustments. 


			


			





			Claims – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.5.2.63 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Approve all changes to internal and external claims processing procedures used for claims capture, claims adjudication, and controlling the audit trails and location of all claims.


			


			





			12.5.2.64 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Monitor Contractor inventory through review of claims processing cycle balancing and control reports.


			


			





			12.5.2.65 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Establish and provide Contractor with claim electronic image retention and retrieval standards.


			


			





			12.5.2.66 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Approve implementation of HIPAA-compliant claim forms.


			


			





			12.5.2.67 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Establish standards for data entry error rates. 


			


			





			12.5.2.68 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Determine and provide to Contractor edit criteria to enforce DHCFP policy.


			


			





			12.5.2.69 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Determine edit override policy, and review and approve contractor procedures for adjudication of “special batch” claims.


			


			





			12.5.2.70 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Communicate with Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.5.2.71 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review all daily, weekly and monthly claims statistics and operational reports.


			


			





			12.5.2.72 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide to the contractor written authorization for edit overrides.


			


			





			12.5.2.73 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Approve edit resolution instructions.


			


			





			12.5.2.74 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Establish criteria for returning hard-copy claims to providers before entering claims into the system.


			


			





			12.5.2.75 


			Potential Expanded DHCFP Responsibility


			Select a percentage of claims by provider type to ‘randomly pend’ for Per-Payment Review by the Contractor.


			


			





			Claims – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.5.2.76 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Adjudicate claims in accordance with the requirements detailed in the State Medicaid Manual, Part 11, Section 11325.


			


			





			12.5.2.77 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Data-enter hard copy claims within two (2) working days of receipt.






			


			





			12.5.2.78 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Maintain data entry error rates below three percent (3%).


			


			





			12.5.2.79 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Load electronically submitted claims within one (1) working day of receipt.


			


			





			12.5.2.80 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Image every claim and attachment within one (1) working day of receipt. 


			


			





			12.5.2.81 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Assign a unique control number to every claim, attachment and adjustment within one (1) working day of receipt.


			


			





			12.5.2.82 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Return claims missing required data within two (2) working days of receipt.


			


			





			12.5.2.83 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Log returned claims daily.


			


			





			12.5.2.84 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Ninety-five percent (95%) of all clean claims or ninety percent (90%) of the dollar total for all clean claims must be adjudicated for payment or denial within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt. 


			


			





			12.5.2.85 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Ninety-nine percent (99%) of clean claims must be adjudicated for payment or denial within ninety (90) calendar days of receipt.


			


			





			12.5.2.86 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Non-clean claims must be adjudicated within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of correction of the condition that caused it to be unclean.


			


			





			12.5.2.87 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			All claims must be adjudicated within twelve (12) months of receipt by the contractor, except for those exempted from this requirement by federal timely claims processing regulations.


			


			





			12.5.2.88 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Correctly adjudicate all pended claims, except those pended that require state review, within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt and report the pended status of the claims to the provider.


			


			





			12.5.2.89 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Correctly adjudicate claims pended for medical review within fourteen (14) calendar days from completion of the review. 


			


			





			12.5.2.90 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Review and adjudicate one-hundred percent (100%) of provider-initiated requests for adjustment within forty-five (45) calendar days of receipt.


			


			





			12.5.2.91 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Submit returned denial notices to DHCFP each week.


			


			





			12.5.2.92 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Update TPL files with claim information in the same cycle as the payment cycle.


			


			





			12.5.3


			FINANCIAL





			General/Inputs





			12.5.3.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support all financial processing functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of the Nevada MMIS operation, State and federal rules and regulations, in accordance with HIPAA regulations.


			


			





			12.5.3.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support multiple levels of role based security, as agreed upon by the Contractor and DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.3.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to support overpayment/recovery efforts, including but not limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER, cost avoidance, pay and chase, premium payment, Medicare, subrogation and recoupments according to DHCFP policy, State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.5.3.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain an accounts receivable system populated by MMIS data on a weekly basis that is maintained by the Accounting Department. The data is to be used to track matching dollars from other agencies.


			


			





			12.5.3.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Upload annual budget, including fund splits and program/sub-program codes, into financial processing system.


			


			





			12.5.3.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept the following inputs into the financial processing system to produce RA:



v. Claims that have passed all edit, audit and pricing processing, or that have been denied;


w. Claims that have a sanction or fiscal pend;


x. Fiscal pend and release criteria;


y. Recoupment data;


z. Retroactive rate updates; and


aa. Provider, recipient and reference data from MMIS.


			


			





			12.5.3.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Create, maintain, and update accounting codes (e.g. object codes, sub-object codes, multiple FMAPs), as defined by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.3.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Validate budget authority for each financial and claim transaction.


			


			





			12.5.3.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain payment mechanisms to providers, including identification of check generation and electronic fund transfer (EFT).


			


			





			12.5.3.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate and process non-claim-specific financial transactions.


			


			





			12.5.3.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate capitated payments to support managed care programs, according to HIPAA standards. 


			


			





			12.5.3.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate non-emergency transportation capitation payments based on monthly eligibility file.


			


			





			Remittance Advice





			12.5.3.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce or reproduce both paper and electronic (ACS X12N 835 transaction) remittance advice and match checks (paper and EFT) to RAs as an audit function.


			


			





			12.5.3.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Include informational messages on the Remittance Advice from a user-maintainable message text table, with selection parameters such as provider type, claim type and claim payment date(s).


			


			





			12.5.3.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce remittance advice according to HIPAA standards for different claim forms and content such as institutional, pharmacy, professional and dental as well as paper remittance advice including but not limited to the following information: 



ab. Recipient identification;


ac. Date(s) of service;


ad. Service identifier(s) (for example, HCPCS code, modifier(s), NDC code;


ae. Claim status (for example, paid, adjusted, denied, void, or pended);


af. RA number;


ag. Internal Claim Number (ICN);


ah. Previous ICN and new ICN are reported on the RA for adjustments. A voided claim will report to the RA using the original ICN that is being voided. Original check date and the original RA number are reported on the RA as well;


ai. All edits including edit description;


aj. Insurance company name, policy number and contact information for claims denied due to recipient having other insurance;


ak. Amount Billed; 



al. Any other insurance applied to the claim;


am. Patient liability applied to claim;


an. Amount of any other payments (i.e., voluntary contributions) applied to claim;


ao. Amount paid; and


ap. Summary information including but not limited to, number of claims paid, denied, or pended; total amount billed; total amount paid; active recoupment account balance(s); active sanction account balance(s); financial transactions (e.g. cut-backs, add-payments).


			


			





			1099 Activities





			12.5.3.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Track 1099 earnings, adjust amounts due to recoupment activity or returned checks, produce 1099 statements to providers and report the data to the IRS annually, in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			Output





			12.5.3.17 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Update claim history and online financial files with the check number, date of payment and amount paid after the claims payment cycle.


			


			





			12.5.3.18 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Monitor the status of each account receivable and report monthly to DHCFP in aggregate and/or individual accounts, in a DHCFP approved report format.


			


			





			12.5.3.19 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide access to financial information online to authorized users.


			


			





			12.5.3.20 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce all required federal and State financial reports.


			


			





			12.5.3.21 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce claims payment and other financial data reports as specified by DHCFP, including but not limited to:



aq. Detailed financial transaction registers;


ar. Standard accounting, balance and control reports;


as. Remittance and payment summaries;


at. Listing of recoupments by amount and time period for providers;


au. Single aged outstanding accounts receivable, with flags on those that have no activity within a DHCFP-specified period of time;


av. Cash receipts and returned checks;


aw. Registers for checks/EFT with related remittance advice number and/or date; and


ax. Results of weekly Reconciliation/Balancing activities.


			


			





			Overpayments/Recoveries





			12.5.3.22 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept and maintain the following information to support Overpayments/Recovery financial processing functions:



ay. Notification from Welfare, DHCFP and/or DCFS;


az. Court notification;


ba. TPL-related data from the adjudicated claims history file including indicators of accident-related treatments, diagnosis codes and procedure codes indicating trauma;


bb. Parameters entered online to identify paid claims for tracking and potential recovery; and


bc. TPL information obtained from a source outside of Medicaid such as EOBs or providers.


			


			





			12.5.3.23 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Identify claims eligible for pay and chase recovery by user-driven criteria such as date of service or types of service.


			


			





			12.5.3.24 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to identify all claims that have been flagged for pay and chase recovery, including the date the process began.


			


			





			12.5.3.25 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Automatically generate (paper or electronic) invoices to the specific carriers and/or providers, according to HIPAA standards, with all pertinent information including, but not limited to, Recipient ID, service paid, date of service, insurance carrier name and policy information. 


			


			





			12.5.3.26 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Track all responses and payments received and automatically adjust claims that have been recovered.


			


			





			12.5.3.27 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Automatically rebill insurance companies if a response is not received within DHCFP specified time frame. 


			


			





			12.5.3.28 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow online data access including:



bd. User-specified inquiry selection criteria such as recipient ID and date(s) of service to identify claims to assess for other insurance liability/Medicaid Estate Recovery; and


be. List all claims selected for other insurance liability including all relevant information such as procedure code, diagnosis code, modifier and date(s) of service.


			


			





			12.5.3.29 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow authorized users to manually select or deselect claims for other insurance liability from the listing for inclusion in a case and allow the entry of a reason code for selection/de-selection.


			


			





			12.5.3.30 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain a listing of all claims selected for other insurance liability by the user for each case, and notify providers that claims have been identified for other insurance liability recovery action.


			


			





			12.5.3.31 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Automatically void the identified claims for other insurance liability with an explanation reason and report on the Remittance Advice.


			


			





			12.5.3.32 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Automatically reinstate previously voided claims according to user entered parameters for other insurance liability and report on the Remittance Advice.


			


			





			12.5.3.33 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Capture and provide online access to multiple names and addresses of the parties associated with a restitution case.


			


			





			12.5.3.34 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to inquire against the recovery data by recipient ID or recipient name. 


			


			





			12.5.3.35 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate 'reminders' at certain intervals based on recovery account information.


			


			





			12.5.3.36 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow for multiple recovery transactions for an individual.


			


			





			12.5.3.37 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Automatically set up a recoupment transaction for a provider if the provider payment amount is negative.


			


			





			12.5.3.38 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Update recoupment data automatically as the result of weekly claims run. 


			


			





			12.5.3.39 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow for manual adjustment of recoupment balances.


			


			





			12.5.3.40 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide an audit trail of all transactions applied to the recoupment account including, but not limited to: 



bf. Date of transaction;


bg. Dollar value of transaction;


bh. Reason for transaction; and


bi. Person/process authorizing the transaction.


			


			





			12.5.3.41 


			Contractor Responsibility


			If multiple accounts exist within a single account type, the older accounts are to be satisfied first.


			


			





			12.5.3.42 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce payment recovery reports as specified by DHCFP, including but not limited to:



bj. Aging reports of cases billed;


bk. Cost avoidance reports including detailed information on the number and types of claims and amounts cost-avoided;


bl. Cost avoidance summary reports;


bm. Unrecoverable amounts by type and reason;


bn. Accounts receivable reports;


bo. Recoveries by case type; and


bp. Estate recovery activity reports.


			


			





			Financial – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.5.3.43 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations (including FMAP changes).


			


			





			12.5.3.44 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Establish financial processing and adjustment processing policies and procedures.


			


			





			12.5.3.45 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Establish policies and procedures for processing non-claim-specific financial transactions.


			


			





			12.5.3.46 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review all financial reports from the contractor. 


			


			





			12.5.3.47 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide annual Budget file to Contractor no later than one (1) month prior to the first payment cycle each State Fiscal Year. 


			


			





			12.5.3.48 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Establish requirements mandating EFT as payment mode for providers receiving more than a specified annual payment total.


			


			





			Financial – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.5.3.49 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Maintain and update the accounts receivable system on a daily basis.


			


			





			12.5.3.50 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Perform weekly payment processing including generation of paper and electronic RAs.


			


			





			12.5.3.51 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Perform payment cycle on at least a weekly basis.


			


			





			12.5.3.52 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Produce and mail 1099 earning reports no later than January 31 of each year, and report to IRS according to Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.5.3.53 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Upload annual Budget file and ensure accurate processing prior to the first weekly payment cycle of the new fiscal year.


			


			





			12.5.3.54 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Process each adjustment within ten (10) working days payment deposit. 


			


			





			12.5.3.55 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Perform recoupment data entry keying with ninety-seven percent (97%) or higher accuracy.


			


			





			12.5.4


			PRIOR AUTHORIZATION (PA)





			12.5.4.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Operate and maintain the Prior Authorization (PA) function of the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up program, including review and physical authorization of payment authorization functions associated with Prior Authorization Requests as identified by DHCFP. 


			


			





			12.5.4.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support all Prior Authorization functions, features and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of this RFP and State and federal rules and regulations. 


			


			





			12.5.4.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Enter data into the Prior Authorization function through HIPAA compliant transaction that meets DHCFP guidelines, and maintain all Prior Authorization information. Data entry shall be permitted by DHCFP approved staff. 


			


			





			12.5.4.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Purge Prior Authorization records to archive media according to DHCFP-defined criteria.


			


			





			12.5.4.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce Prior Authorization reports according to DHCFP-defined specifications and frequency.


			


			





			12.5.4.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information propagated by eligibility interfaces in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.


			


			





			12.5.4.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Track all authorization activity from initiation of process through final decision, including each decision date and the results of that decision.


			


			





			12.5.4.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to track all correspondence, including date and reason sent.


			


			





			12.5.4.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Edit all Prior Authorization data entered for validity and disallow duplications.


			


			





			12.5.4.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain an audit trail, and provide ability to inquire against all Prior Authorization data. Include flexible inquiry capability such as, but not limited to, review type, service requested, date ranges, decision. Include ability to drill down to detail.


			


			





			12.5.4.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Update 'count down' fields such as units or dollars used during claims processing to allow a user to view how many services remain as pre-approved for payment.


			


			





			12.5.4.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide ability for providers to submit requests and receive responses for Prior Authorization according to HIPAA standards.


			


			





			Prior Authorization – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.5.4.13 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and the State and Federal rules and regulations to ensure that they are supported by the Prior Authorization business function.


			


			





			12.5.4.14 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide guidelines for data entry or upload of Prior Authorization information in accordance with HIPAA standards.


			


			





			12.5.4.15 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide criteria for purging of Prior Authorization records to archive media.


			


			





			12.5.4.16 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Define frequency and specifications for Prior Authorization reports. 


			


			





			12.5.4.17 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review Prior Authorization reports produced by the Contractor.


			


			





			12.5.5


			PROVIDER





			Provider Data Maintenance





			12.5.5.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept the following sources of provider information:



bq. Provider enrollment application form data;


br. Licensure information, including electronic input from other State and federal agencies;


bs. Data from Office of Inspector General (OIG) and applied changes as specified by DHCFP;


bt. Provider add/update transactions;


bu. Changed provider information from DHCFP;


bv. Financial payment and recoupment data from the Financial Processing function; and


bw. Provider restrictions and/or sanction data from DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.5.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Operate and maintain the Provider Data Maintenance function, including the maintenance of the provider master data set (Provider Master File), which includes, but is not limited to: provider taxonomy, provider type, provider specialty, provider demographic information, group affiliations, billing agency, service locations and provider identifiers (such as IPN, API, NPI, FEIN, DEA, and others). 


			


			





			12.5.5.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Establish methods to verify accuracy of provider file data, and edit all data entered for presence, format and consistency with other data in the transaction and on the Provider File.


			


			





			12.5.5.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Conduct mass updates of the provider file when directed by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.5.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support multiple levels of role based security, as agreed upon by the Contract and DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.5.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow authorized users to add and change Provider File data through online, real time data entry.


			


			





			12.5.5.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain and provide access to current and historical Provider data including an audit trail of all data added or changed and the user making the add/change.


			


			





			12.5.5.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain the minimum historical provider data online in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) months.


			


			





			12.5.5.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide access to archived Provider File data.


			


			





			12.5.5.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide DHCFP with access to electronic copies of all provider documents, such as provider application, provider contract, etc.


			


			





			12.5.5.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Link a single provider when associated with multiple service locations and/or groups, each having a unique service address.


			


			





			12.5.5.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Link a single provider to multiple addresses (e.g. service, correspondence, payment, remittance advice).


			


			





			12.5.5.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain Billing Agency information when a provider uses a service.


			


			





			12.5.5.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain change of ownership data and dates for which each owner should receive payment for claims.


			


			





			12.5.5.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain and track complaints from providers.


			


			





			12.5.5.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform the following correspondence functions:



bx. Automatically send letters to providers based on DHCFP-specified criteria such as, but not limited to, change to status, Certification or Licensure expirations, etc.;


by. Allow entry of free form verbiage to insert into system generated letters;


bz. Track all letters, provider, date and reason sent;


ca. Reprint letters and notices, upon request; and


cb. Create DHCFP-specified criteria-based files for mass mailing, upon request (By provider type, specialty, geographic area, etc.).


			


			





			12.5.5.17 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow online data inquiry access to provider file data, including, but not limited to: Doing Business As Name and Legal Entity Name (actual, partial, or phonetic search), Group associations, ownership, Federal Employer Identification Number (FEIN), SSN, ID, Location (city, state, zip, street), provider type and specialty.


			


			





			12.5.5.18 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to identify providers by participation in the Nevada Check Up (CHIP) Program, Medicaid, State-only, Medicare, or other programs as specified by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.5.19 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide inquiry-only access to applicable provider data to outside agencies as identified by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.5.20 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide online access to financial summaries (e.g. payment totals for minimum seventy-two (72) months).


			


			





			12.5.5.21 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Make all provider data available for retrieval through the Ad Hoc/DSS reporting function.


			


			





			12.5.5.22 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce Provider Data reports as specified by DHCFP.


			


			





			Provider Billing





			12.5.5.23 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide staff competent in Medicaid billing policy and procedures for all provider and claim types who will be responsible for provider billing and training. 


			


			





			12.5.5.24 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up including historical and current forms.


			


			





			12.5.5.25 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop, revise, produce and distribute printed and electronic provider communications (via contractor hosted website), including but not limited to, Provider Billing Manuals, Provider Web Announcements, and other materials as required. 


			


			





			12.5.5.26 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide all providers with the most current DHCFP-developed and/or approved policy program materials through updates and replacements (as needed) to the Provider Billing Manuals, Training Catalogs and Schedules, and/or Provider Web Announcements, in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.


			


			





			12.5.5.27 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Inform and train providers about electronic billing, electronic remittance advices, Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT), and work with providers on HIPAA standard formats for the data transfer, including testing, in accordance with HIPAA standards.


			


			





			12.5.5.28 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop and distribute quarterly newsletters to providers in both printed and electronic formats on current Nevada Medicaid and Check Up related news and information.


			


			





			12.5.5.29 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to produce payment by check for Providers that do not meet DHCFP established minimum standards requiring EFT.


			


			





			12.5.5.30 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain an archive of billing manual versions and provide access on Provider web portal for reference.


			


			





			Provider – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities





			12.5.5.31 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Build and maintain an expanded database of provider data for claims processing, administrative reporting and surveillance and utilization review.


			


			





			12.5.5.32 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Track provider agency/group ownership in a manner that can be searched by individual/corporation name.


			


			





			Provider – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.5.5.33 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Work with Contractor to develop DHCFP specific forms for provider use.


			


			





			12.5.5.34 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are met by the provider data and billing business functions.


			


			





			12.5.5.35 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Determine and communicate provider data related policies.


			


			





			12.5.5.36 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from provider data maintenance.


			


			





			12.5.5.37 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Define frequency and specifications for Provider Data reports.


			


			





			12.5.5.38 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review Provider Data reports produced by the Contractor.


			


			





			Provider– Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.5.5.39 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Enter all changes to provider records within two (2) working days of receipt of the input from DHCFP or other approved sources.


			


			





			12.5.5.40 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			At provider’s request, print and mail DHCFP specific forms and other billing-related documents within five (5) working days of request.


			


			





			12.5.5.41 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Update Provider Billing Manuals to correspond with system takeover, and at least annually thereafter.


			


			





			12.5.5.42 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Maintain electronic billing manual with all updates posted online within five (5) working days of approval by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.5.43 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			At the request of a provider, mail Provider Billing Manual revisions and Provider Web Announcements within five (5) working days of request.


			


			





			12.5.6


			RECIPIENT





			12.5.6.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain and update the MMIS recipient data set.


			


			





			12.5.6.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ensure that all existing and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and other State and Federal rules and regulations are met by the recipient business function.


			


			





			12.5.6.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept daily and monthly recipient interfaces from State eligibility systems (e.g. Welfare system, Nevada Check Up, DCFS, etc.) and perform updates to recipient data.


			


			





			12.5.6.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain minimum data set (MDS).


			


			





			12.5.6.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform reconciliation activities of the MMIS recipient file to eligibility files and/or required interfaces.


			


			





			12.5.6.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain appropriate controls and audit trails to ensure the recipient eligibility data is used for eligibility verification and claims processing.


			


			





			12.5.6.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support all Recipient Data Access functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of this RFP, associated documents, and State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.5.6.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide eligibility verification in accordance with HIPAA EDI Standards, including but not limited to online, real-time access to eligibility data to all authorized users having appropriate security.


			


			





			12.5.6.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain the minimum historical eligibility data online in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) months.


			


			





			12.5.6.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information propagated by eligibility interfaces in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.


			


			





			12.5.6.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate and distribute monthly recipient lists in accordance with HIPAA EDI Standards, including but not limited to DHCFP contracted vendors.


			


			





			12.5.6.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain recipient data not received from an interface within the MMIS.


			


			





			12.5.6.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate recipient reports as specified by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.6.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain backup copy of eligibility data, in a format agreed to by DHCFP.


			


			





			Recipient – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.5.6.15 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.5.6.16 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from the recipient update process (recipient data from Welfare eligibility files and/or other required interfaces).


			


			





			12.5.6.17 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Assist to resolve potential discrepancies in recipient eligibility when discovered.


			


			





			12.5.6.18 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review recipient reports produced by the Contractor.


			


			





			12.5.7


			SURVEILLANCE AND UTILIZATION REVIEW SUBSYSTEM (SURS)





			General





			12.5.7.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support all Surveillance and Utilization Reviews Subsystem (SURS) functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements in this RFP, State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.5.7.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Train DHCFP and designated staff on the use of the SURS reporting system, on an ongoing basis.


			


			





			12.5.7.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Advise DHCFP of any changes needed in the SURS function to correspond to changes made to other MMIS functions and offer periodic recommendations for revision of SUR functions, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.


			


			





			12.5.7.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support multiple levels of role-based security, as designated by DHCFP.


			


			





			SURS Process Operations





			12.5.7.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate:



cc. Statistical profiles, by providers and recipients, summarizing information contained in claims and prior authorization history, for specified periods of time;


cd. Statistical norms, by peer or treatment group, for each indicator contained within each statistical profile by using averages and standard deviations or percentiles;


ce. Lists of providers and recipients who are found to be outliers, ranked according to DHCFP defined variables such as cost, volume or severity; and


cf. Reports for providers groups including billings by the group and individual providers.


			


			





			12.5.7.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a methodology to classify providers and/or treatments into peer groups for the purpose of developing statistical profiles. 


			


			





			12.5.7.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain a process to evaluate the statistical profiles of all individual providers or recipients within each peer group against the exception criteria established for each peer group. 


			


			





			12.5.7.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Identify providers and recipients who exhibit aberrant practice or utilization patterns as determined by an exception process comparing the individuals' profiles to the limits established for their respective peer groups. 


			


			





			12.5.7.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain an online parameter-driven control file which allows DHCFP to specify data extraction criteria, report content, parameters and weighting factors necessary to properly identify aberrant situations. This would include the maintenance of statistical profiles that could be used for exception processing.


			


			





			12.5.7.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop a weighting and ranking method subject to DHCFP approval to set priorities for reviewing utilization review exceptions.


			


			





			12.5.7.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain a process to apply weighting and ranking to exception report items to facilitate identification of outliers.


			


			





			SURS Data





			12.5.7.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide online access to MMIS data for research and supporting documentation. 


			


			





			12.5.7.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept referral data in an electronic format, when available. 


			


			





			12.5.7.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain an audit trail of updates to the SURS tracking system and control files including data updated, who updated the data and when the update occurred. 


			


			





			SURS Recoupment





			12.5.7.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain ability to identify transactions as SURS-related by reason code or other DHCFP approved method.


			


			





			12.5.7.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Refer suspected cases of fraud, waste, or abuse to the SURS unit. 


			


			





			12.5.7.17 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Respond to information requests made by the SURS unit or Attorney General’s Office.


			


			





			12.5.7.18 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept spreadsheet from DHCFP listing claims to be adjusted or voided, in a format agreed to between DHCFP and the Contractor.


			


			





			12.5.7.19 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Apply voids and adjustments to the claims, as identified by DHCFP, within the same payment cycle.


			


			





			12.5.7.20 


			Contractor Responsibility


			When a payment is received from a Provider in satisfaction of a recoupment determined by SURS, coordinate with DHCFP to receive spreadsheet indicating claims to be adjusted and/or voided.


			


			





			12.5.7.21 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Notify DHCFP when all voids and adjustments from each spreadsheet have been completed.


			


			





			12.5.7.22 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide SURS-related recoupment reports as requested by DHCFP, and/or required by State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.5.7.23 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide monthly Provider Accounts Receivable Report (Negative Balances), in a DHCFP-specified media. The report should include, but not be limited to: detail balances, dates established, source of balance, whether balances are reducing, and status of collection actions.


			


			





			SURS Reports





			12.5.7.24 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide SURS management reports to DHCFP in hard or electronic media as requested by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.7.25 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce summary reports and provider and recipient profiles in the time frame, format and media requested by DHCFP. 


			


			





			12.5.7.26 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Review DHCFP requested SURS report parameter changes for feasibility and report back to DHCFP on any requests that are not feasible prior to the cycle to which the change applies.


			


			





			12.5.7.27 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Implement SURS report parameter changes for upcoming reporting cycles, as requested by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.7.28 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to produce reports using the Ad Hoc query process and/or the DSS. Allow online selection of pre-defined report parameters (such as provider number, procedure code, date of service) by the user for use in running the specific report. Allow online access to lists of queries or report templates that are available for use and allow the user to select the query or template to be used.


			


			





			12.5.7.29 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide technical assistance as needed to assist DHCFP users in researching problems, reviewing reports, establishing report parameters and analyzing SURS data.


			


			





			12.5.7.30 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain up-to-date complete documentation for SURS. The SURS system documentation updates should be consistent with general MMIS system documentation maintenance requirements.


			


			





			Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.5.7.31 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Submit report requests to the Contractor specifying the frequency, format, media, and production time frame for reports. 


			


			





			12.5.7.32 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Communicate SUR report parameter changes, and work with the Contractor to resolve change requests that the Contractor is unable to support. 


			


			





			12.5.7.33 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Create spreadsheet listing claims to be adjusted or voided.


			


			





			12.5.7.34 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Allow Providers to specify whether offsets should be applied to their Provider number.


			


			





			Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.5.7.35 


			Contractor Performance Expectations


			Produce and deliver reports within five (5) working days of receipt of the request.


			


			





			12.5.7.36 


			Contractor Performance Expectations


			For reports that are to be run on a future specified date, produce and deliver reports within (5) working days of the specified date. 


			


			





			12.5.7.37 


			Contractor Performance Expectations


			Respond to DHCFP requests regarding inquiries associated with information presented in reports, within three (3) working days of the request.


			


			





			12.5.7.38 


			Contractor Performance Expectations


			Respond to information requests made by the SURS unit or Attorney General’s Office within five (5) working days.


			


			





			12.5.8


			THIRD PARTY LIABILITY (TPL)





			12.5.8.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain and update Third Party Liability (TPL) data.


			


			





			12.5.8.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept, update and maintain TPL data inputs on a frequency and from sources identified by DHCFP, including but not limited to the Welfare system, CMS, TPL vendors, etc. 


			


			





			12.5.8.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Identify and maintain TPL resource data including, but not limited to:  



cg. Coverage data;


ch. Effective dates;  



ci. Termination dates;


cj. Individuals covered;


ck. Relationship to the insured;


cl. Premium amount (when paid for by the State);


cm. Date decision made to pay premiums;


cn. Deductibles, co-pay and threshold amounts; and


co. Carrier information to including name, contact information, type of coverage, and filing periods.


			


			





			12.5.8.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce TPL data and/or Cost Avoidance Reports as specified by DHCFP or required by State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.5.8.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide ability to update all recipients receiving insurance benefits by updating the policy holder's information. 


			


			





			12.5.8.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate and distribute letters as identified by DHCFP to recipient and eligibility worker(s) allowing for the inclusion of free form text. Maintain an audit trail of all letters sent and content of letters.


			


			





			12.5.8.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to waive TPL requirements if "just cause" has been established by standards and indicators identified by DHCFP. 


			


			





			12.5.8.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain the minimum historical TPL eligibility data online in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) months.


			


			





			12.5.8.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ensure that all existing and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and other State and Federal rules and regulations are met by the TPL business function.


			


			





			12.5.8.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Initiate post payment recovery upon discovery of a TPL resource within guidelines established by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.8.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce and send claim facsimiles to insurance companies when recoveries are initiated or insurance policy data is requested.


			


			





			12.5.8.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate and mail recovery requests based upon guidelines established by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.8.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for TPL recovery payments on a daily basis.


			


			





			12.5.8.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform TPL pay and chase activities on a schedule defined by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.8.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or invoices to third party carriers within guidelines established by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.8.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements within guidelines established by DHCFP. 


			


			





			12.5.8.17 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost effectiveness based upon discovery of the existence of a possible resource within guidelines established by DHCFP.


			


			





			Third Party Liability – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.5.8.18 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.5.8.19 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from the TPL update processes.


			


			





			12.5.8.20 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Determine and interpret TPL related policies.


			


			





			12.5.8.21 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review TPL reports produced by the Contractor.


			


			





			12.5.8.22 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Identify required TPL data input sources and frequency for updates.


			


			





			12.5.8.23 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Identify and communicate guidelines for post payment TPL recovery notifications to providers.


			


			





			Third Party Liability – System Performance Expectations





			12.5.8.24 


			System Performance Expectation


			Maintain and update the accounts receivable system on a daily basis.


			


			





			Third Party Liability – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.5.8.25 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Report new and changed TPL information to the appropriate eligibility and TPL staff within 15 calendar days of discovery.


			


			





			12.5.8.26 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Do not introduce any new third party insurance information to the eligibility segment of Contractor’s MMIS within the initial fourteen (14) calendar days of a recipient’s eligibility.


			


			





			12.5.8.27 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Introduce new, third party insurance information, including the introduction of accurate TPL information, replacing inaccurate TPL information, to the eligibility segment of Contractor’s MMIS following the initial fourteen (14) calendar days of a recipient’s eligibility.


			


			





			12.5.8.28 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Initiate post payment recovery within thirty (30) calendar days of discovery of a TPL resource within guidelines established by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.8.29 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Generate and mail 2nd and 3rd requests no later than sixty (60) and ninety (90) calendar days after the first request if no response is received and notify DHCFP if no response is received after ninety (90) calendar days. 


			


			





			12.5.8.30 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements at least monthly.


			


			





			12.5.8.31 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Submit returned denial notices to DHCFP each week.


			


			





			12.5.8.32 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost effectiveness within fourteen (14) working days of discovery of the existence of a possible resource.


			


			





			12.5.8.33 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for TPL recovery payments on a daily basis.


			


			





			12.5.8.34 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or invoices to third party carriers within five (5) working days of request.


			


			





			12.5.9


			EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT (EPSDT)





			12.5.9.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Operate and maintain the Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) function of the MMIS, including EPSDT tracking file which includes screening, referral, diagnosis and treatment data for all EPSDT eligibles.


			


			





			12.5.9.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support all EPSDT subsystem functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements in this RFP, DHCFP guidelines, and State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.5.9.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain the following data to support EPSDT functions:



cp. Recipient demographics and program eligibility;


cq. Periodicity schedule;


cr. Claims data from Health Plans (encounter data); and


cs. Claims data from the Claims Processing functions.


			


			





			12.5.9.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain and update EPSDT eligible recipient scheduled screening, screening results, referral and treatment dates, the diagnosis and treatments, and track all referrals.


			


			





			12.5.9.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to view online inquiry by Recipient ID for:



ct. Fee-for-Service EPSDT data; and


cu. Managed Care encounter EPSDT data.


			


			





			12.5.9.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Apply managed care and fee-for-service claims data (for example, screenings, follow-up treatments) to the EPSDT tracking file in the same cycle as the screening and treatment claims are adjudicated to a final status.


			


			





			12.5.9.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Identify and report (from paid claims and managed care data) recipients receiving treatment under the EPSDT program.


			


			





			12.5.9.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Identify and report abnormal conditions by screening date and recipient ID whether the condition was treated or referred for treatment, using data submitted on claim forms or managed care data.


			


			





			12.5.9.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Make available to DHCFP online inquiry capability for access to the EPSDT files.


			


			





			12.5.9.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce the CMS-416 quarterly and annually.


			


			





			12.5.9.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce management reports, containing recipient-level and summary data relating to EPSDT services, referrals and follow-up treatment using both fee-for-service and encounter claims data in a format agreed upon by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.5.9.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide an EPSDT extract, as needed by DHCFP.


			


			





			Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment– Expanded Contractor Responsibilities





			12.5.9.13 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Implement and support a web-based EPSDT form. Form information should be maintained in a database and does not need to interface with the claims system. 


			


			





			Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment– DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.5.9.14 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review reports provided by Contractor.


			


			





			12.5.9.15 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Identify standards for requested EPSDT extract.


			


			





			12.5.9.16 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Determine and interpret EPSDT related policies.






			


			





			12.5.9.17 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Initiate request for the CMS-416 Annual Report on or around January 1st each year.


			


			





			Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.5.9.18 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Apply managed care and fee-for-service claims data (for example, screenings, follow-up treatments) to the EPSDT tracking file in the same cycle as the screening and treatment claims are adjudicated.


			


			





			12.5.9.19 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Provide the CMS-416 Annual Report to DHCFP no later than ninety (90) days prior to the federal due date.


			


			





			12.5.10


			LEVEL OF CARE





			12.5.10.1 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Provide a level of care information maintenance tool that allows for online entry of:



cv. Nursing facility tracking form (benefit plan line) information by DHCFP staff;



cw. Waiver information by DHCFP staff;



cx. Hospice information by Contractor staff; and



cy. ICFMR information by Contractor staff.


			


			





			12.5.10.2 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Ensure that information cannot be entered into the level of care tool unless the recipient is eligible for such services.


			


			





			12.5.10.3 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Provide add, change, delete, and inquiry functions within the tool.


			


			





			12.5.10.4 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Once level of care information has been entered and processed by the MMIS, generate a letter to the provider specifying:



cz.  Begin/end eligibility date;



da. Provider number; and



db. Service level category.


			


			





			12.5.11


			REFERENCE





			12.5.11.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Operate and support all reference data maintenance functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements in this RFP, and State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.5.11.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Manage current and historical reference data so that updates do not overlay, historical information is maintained and made accessible, and ensure that only the most current reference file information is used in business functions, including but not limited to processing claims and capitations, and producing reports. Must have the capability of being date specific and allow for multiple date periods to remain accessible for the business functions.


			


			





			12.5.11.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide DHCFP with online inquiry and update capabilities to all reference files based on appropriate security profiles.


			


			





			12.5.11.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide training to staff designated by DHCFP in the use of the reference functions.


			


			





			12.5.11.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform online and mass updates to the reference files as specified by DHCFP, including but not limited to the annual procedure code update, rate updates, and eligibility and demographic updates.


			


			





			12.5.11.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the required reports, online listings, and/or electronic media of the reference files as specified by DHCFP. 


			


			





			12.5.11.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain and update the following inputs for the reference subsystem:



dc. CMS – HCPCS, CPT, CDT updates; 



dd. ICD-9-CM diagnosis and procedure updates; and


de. DHCFP-approved updates for coverage, rate, and medical policy data. 


			


			





			12.5.11.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide reference files containing all data required to provide validation and pricing verification during claims processing for all approved claim types and reimbursement methodologies. 


			


			





			12.5.11.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain screens that allow the user inquiry ability to an audit trail of any adds or changes made to data files in the MMIS.


			


			





			12.5.11.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow for the entry of a reason (description or code) when any add/updates occur as well as capture the user making the change, the date of the change and a before and after picture of the data. 


			


			





			12.5.11.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept online or other media input additions, deletions and updates to all reference files.


			


			





			12.5.11.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain screens that allow inquiry to all reference files using online, real-time using flexible "look up" criteria such as, but not limited to, code value, actual description as well as phonetic description. 


			


			





			12.5.11.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain HCPCS Procedure data, CPT, CDT, and Revenue Code data that contains at a minimum:



df. Procedure Code Description with adequate room to fully contain both short and long descriptions from CMS input; 


dg. State specific restrictions that are able to be specified by the following but not limited to: prior authorization by provider type, age/gender restrictions, allowable units, requirements, review indicators, and pricing modifiers;


dh. TPL coverage information and accident related indicators to remain accessible for claims processing; 



di. Family Planning and EPSDT indicators; 


dj. Specialty/certification required; and



dk. Ability to specify type of pricing methodology/rate to be applied by provider type and specialty.


			


			





			12.5.11.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain Diagnosis data that is compliant with the required coding set (soon to be ICD-10-CM) and contain at a minimum:  



dl. Description;  



dm. Age and gender restrictions;  



dn. Family Planning and EPSDT indicators;  



do. Prior Authorization requirements / date specific;  



dp. Length of stay information; and  



dq. Trauma/Accident Related indicators.


			


			





			12.5.11.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain Medical Policy data that provides the State with the maximum ability to modify defined business rules without requiring programming changes such as:  



dr. An Edit Table to allow the State to specify how each edit set during claims processing should be treated (pay, deny, suspend to MMIS maintenance staff, suspend to State staff, etc.) by submission medium (electronic, paper), by invoice type (UB-04, CMS 1500, and ADA 2006), by provider type, and by program code; and


ds. All Medical Policy data must be date specific, allow multiple iterations of data over time.


			


			





			12.5.11.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain Rate data to support the following methodologies:  



dt. Procedure code, percentage of billed charge, provider number, provider specialty, service location (urban, rural), region (over or under 21), program code (Medicaid, CHIP, State only) ;


du. Institutional claims, SNF or NF, Per Diem, med surg, OB, ICU;



dv. Long Term Care – Hospice Per Diem based on percentage of facility rate;



dw. Unit Pricing – for example, anesthesia pricing is based on base units plus time units plus P-Modifier units multiplied by a conversion factor; and


dx. Cap percentages – Provider Type Specific.


			


			





			12.5.11.17 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide Audit Trail reports showing before and after images of changed data, the ID of the person making the changes, the date changed and the reason for change. 


			


			





			12.5.11.18 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide reference data reports as specified by DHCFP.


			


			





			Reference – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.5.11.19 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and the State and Federal rules and regulations are met by the Reference business function.


			


			





			12.5.11.20 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide Medical Policy data with coverage, rate, and limitation as needed/specified.


			


			





			12.5.11.21 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review reports developed by Contractor.


			


			





			12.5.11.22 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Inform Contractor of timing of annual, quarterly, and/or other intermittent updates to all code sets.


			


			





			12.5.11.23 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide coverage, rate, and limitation information to the Contractor in response to the annual CMS code update.


			


			





			12.5.11.24 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Designate staff for specialized training.


			


			





			12.5.11.25 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Perform a secondary review of the annual updates of coverage and rates performed by the Contractor.


			


			





			Reference – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.5.11.26 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Correctly apply routine updates to the Reference files within two (2) working days of receipt of the update file.


			


			





			12.5.11.27 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Correctly upload annual CMS codes to the Reference files within five (5) working days of receipt of the update file;


			


			





			12.5.11.28 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Correctly apply annual coverage and rate updates to the CMS codes within five (5) working days of receipt of the update file.


			


			





			12.5.12


			MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTING SUBSYSTEM (MARS)





			General





			12.5.12.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			The system must provide management and administrative reports as described in this RFP and must be made available in data format for export and import purposes and through multiple media including online, paper, CD-ROM, and electronic file.


			


			





			12.5.12.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Operate and maintain all reporting functions, files and data elements to meet the requirements in this RFP, State and federal rules and regulations, federal MMIS certification requirements, and Part 11 of the State Medicaid Manual.


			


			





			12.5.12.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Offer periodic recommendations for process improvements, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.


			


			





			Input and Processing





			12.5.12.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain source data from all other functions of the MMIS, to create State and federally required reports at frequencies defined by the State.


			


			





			12.5.12.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Respond to DHCFP regarding requests for information regarding the reports within a timeframe established by DHCFP. Modify the reports to meet the changing information needs of DHCFP while ensuring accuracy of reports and compliance with current State and federal rules and regulations. 


			


			





			12.5.12.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Compile subtotals, totals, averages, variances and percents of items and dollars on all reports as appropriate. 


			


			





			12.5.12.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Implement uniform cut-off points for every report to ensure the consistency of all reports, as specified by State policy and guidelines.


			


			





			12.5.12.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support parameters and generate reports of claims utilization and financial data using individual or combined selection parameters. Reports shall include the results of all financial transactions, by DHCFP specified categories, whether claim-specific or non-claim specific.


			


			





			12.5.12.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Meet all requirements for the Medicaid Statistical Information System (MSIS) and deliver the MSIS file to CMS in a federally approved format; produce, submit and correct, if necessary, data according to CMS media requirements and time frames.


			


			





			12.5.12.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide detailed and summary level counts of services by service, program and eligibility category, based on DHCFP specified units (days, visits, prescriptions or other); provide counts of claims, counts of unduplicated paid (participating) eligible recipients and counts of providers by DHCFP specified categories.


			


			





			12.5.12.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide charge, expenditure, program, recipient eligibility and utilization data to support State and federal budget forecasts, tracking and modeling to include, but not be limited to: 



dy. Participating and non-participating eligible recipient counts and trends by program and category of eligibility;


dz. Utilization patterns by program, recipient medical coverage groups, provider type, and summary and detailed category of service;


ea. Charges, expenditures and trends by program and summary and detailed category of service;


eb. Lag factors between date of service and date of payment to determine billing and cash flow trends; and


ec. Any combination of the above. 


			


			





			12.5.12.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Include a narrative description of codes and values on reports when possible. 


			


			





			12.5.12.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			MARS reports must be available on both a date of payment and date of service basis. 


			


			





			12.5.12.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			All reports must be made available in data format for export and import purposes and through multiple media such as electronic, paper, and/or CD-ROM.


			


			





			12.5.12.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Balance MARS report data to comparable data from other MARS reports to ensure internal validity, and to non-MARS reports to ensure external validity and comparability, including reconciliation of all financial reports with claims processing reports; deliver the balancing report to the State with each MARS production run.


			


			





			Output





			12.5.12.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide to DHCFP, on a specified schedule, the administrative cost information to complete the administrative portion of all federal expenditure reports.


			


			





			12.5.12.17 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain and disseminate updated MARS documentation to the designated DHCFP users as needed.


			


			





			12.5.12.18 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide technical assistance as needed to assist users in researching problems, reviewing production outputs and understanding report formats.


			


			





			Management and Administrative Review Subsystem – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.5.12.19 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review reports provided by the Contractor.


			


			





			12.5.12.20 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Specify schedule for administrative cost information to complete the administrative portion of all federal expenditure reports.


			


			





			12.5.12.21 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review and approve Contractor’s statistically valid trend methodology for generating MARS reports.


			


			





			12.5.12.22 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			DHCFP will work with the Contractor to resolve errors and address outliers identified by the Contractor.


			


			





			12.5.12.23 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Communicate changes in MSIS data requirements and data submission methodologies to the Contractor.


			


			





			Management and Administrative Review Subsystem – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.5.12.24 


			Contactor Performance Expectations


			Respond to State requests for general information about the reports within three (3) working days of the request.


			


			





			12.5.12.25 


			Contactor Performance Expectations


			Produce and deliver all MARS reports and other outputs within the time frames and according to the format, input parameters, content, frequency, media and number of copies as specified by State and federal rules and regulations.


			


			








Attachment P – Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table



Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work. 


Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor



The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply.


Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract.



			Req. #


			Type


			Requirement


			Vendor
Compliance Code


			Response





			12.6.2


			CLINICAL CLAIMS EDITING





			12.6.2.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide and maintain a clinical claims editing software program to assure appropriate and correct coding of claims using industry standard coding edits, including at a minimum:



ed. American Medical Association Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) guidelines (including CPT modifiers);



ee. Health Care Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) (including HCPCS modifiers);



ef. ICD-9-CM (with ICD-10-CM readiness);


eg. American Dental Association CDT codes and



eh. CMS claims editing guidelines, as determined appropriate by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.2.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform editing activities, including but not limited to:



ei. Identify Age and Gender Conflicts;



ej. Modifier Auditing;



ek. Duplicate services within claim date of service;



el. Identify a single comprehensive CPT code to describe services performed when two or more codes have been billed;



em. Identify incidental procedure(s) performed at the same time as a more complex primary procedure, as a clinically integral component of a global service, or performed to gain access to accomplish the primary procedure;



en. Identify any combination of procedures that differ in technique or approach but lead to the same outcome;



eo. Medical visit auditing based on surgical package guidelines;



ep. Pre-and post-op auditing across dates of service, including diagnosis checking and history auditing, and in accordance with CMS standards;



eq. New Visit Frequency edits according to CPT guidelines;



er. Identify the use of an unlisted code for a procedure that cannot be assigned a more specific code;



es. Identify procedures that are no longer performed under prevailing medical standards; and



et. Appropriateness of Diagnosis to Procedure.


			


			





			12.6.2.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to deny original claim line(s) and produce replacement/added claim line(s) with correct coding information.


			


			





			12.6.2.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to review and void previously paid history claims as a result of a current claim.


			


			





			12.6.2.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a clinical claims editing solution that is configurable through a GUI user interface.


			


			





			12.6.2.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a tool that allows for integration configurability with the Core MMIS using a GUI interface outside of the Core MMIS. The tool should provide the ability to:



eu. Use any claim attribute to filter which claims are processed by the clinical claims editor (i.e. by Provider Type, Specialty, form type), as well as which results are passed back to the Core MMIS, as determined by DHCFP; and



ev. Return results uniquely identifiable by edit codes cross-referenced to Core MMIS codes.


			


			





			12.6.2.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Customize clinical claims editing software to meet DHCFP policy as required.


			


			





			12.6.2.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow for editing of multiple claim forms, including but not limited to CMS-1500 and UB-04.


			


			





			12.6.2.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Integrate clinical claims editing with the claims adjudication process prior to claims payment.


			


			





			12.6.2.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a web and/or desktop application that allows Contractor and DHCFP authorized users to 



ew. Enter claims and view real-time results including detailed clinical rationale supporting the results; and



ex. View a comprehensive documentation library including items such as auditing logic and rules, clinical manuals, and reports of library updates/versions.


			


			





			12.6.2.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Employ role-based security restricting access to tool functions commensurate with job responsibilities and the minimum necessary based on the user’s profile.


			


			





			12.6.2.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide support including:



ey. Clarification of results/rational as formally requested;



ez. Appeals support, including testimony by a qualified representative; and



fa. Ongoing technical support of software and documentation updates.


			


			





			12.6.2.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide version upgrades of software to ensure compliance with current procedure codes and clinical editing standards.


			


			





			12.6.2.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Work with DHCFP through the Change Management process to perform future changes or customization of the clinical claims editing software to meet DHCFP policy and State and Federal regulations.


			


			





			12.6.2.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce clinical claims editing reports according to DHCFP guidelines.


			


			





			Clinical Claims Editing – System Performance Expectations





			12.6.2.16 


			System Performance Expectation


			Perform clinical claims editing as part of each claims adjudication process run.


			


			





			12.6.2.17 


			System Performance Expectation


			Return clinical claims editing results to Core MMIS for each run.


			


			





			Clinical Claims Editing – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.6.2.18 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Acknowledge receipt of clinical clarification inquiry or technical support request within two (2) working days.


			


			





			12.6.2.19 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Return response to clinical clarification inquiry or technical support request within five (5) working days of inquiry submission.


			


			





			12.6.3


			PHARMACY POINT OF SALE (POS)





			General





			12.6.3.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Manage and maintain functional areas for the Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS), including but not limited to, the following:



fb. Remittance Processing;



fc. Provider Enrollment;



fd. Recipient Eligibility;



fe. Electronic Eligibility Verification;



ff. Third Party Liability Resource Data;



fg. Prior Authorization



fh. Pro-DUR Edits / Retro-DUR Reporting;



fi. National Drug Codes;



fj. Drug Rebate (OBRA and Supplemental);



fk. Accounts Receivable Distribution;



fl. Claims Processing;



fm. Claims Adjustments;



fn. Reporting; and



fo. Pharmacy Training and Outreach.


			


			





			12.6.3.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support RA message generation, and communicate Pharmacy RA information to MMIS Fiscal Agent.


			


			





			12.6.3.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Communicate all relevant Pharmacy data to the MMIS Fiscal Agent.


			


			





			12.6.3.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Collaborate with the MMIS to process drug claims for Physician Administered Drugs.


			


			





			Process Drug Claims





			12.6.3.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept NCPDP 5.1 format, Batch 1.1 format, and Universal Claim Form for drug claims, or more current formats. 


			


			





			12.6.3.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept interface from MMIS containing Physician Administered Drugs for pricing and adjudication, and return results of adjudication.


			


			





			12.6.3.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept all HIPAA required electronic formats and maintain all data required.


			


			





			12.6.3.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept the following types of data for processing drug claims:  



fp. Provider Data;



fq. Recipient Data including lock in;  



fr. Claims History from MMIS and POS;



fs. Prior Authorization Data;



ft. Reference Data (NDC, Diagnosis, Procedure); and



fu. TPL data.


			


			





			12.6.3.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Edit claims based on DHCFP policy (including Pro-DUR). 


			


			





			12.6.3.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Audit claims based on DHCFP policy. 





			


			





			12.6.3.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Price claims based on DHCFP policy. 





			


			





			12.6.3.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide ability to define NDC generic code, according to DHCFP policy.


			


			





			12.6.3.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Return all soft and hard edits failed during claims processing.


			


			





			12.6.3.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain reversed claims on system with status of reversal. 


			


			





			12.6.3.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide capability for the pharmacy to override Pro-DUR alerts, according to DHCFP policy.


			


			





			12.6.3.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain log of pharmacies overriding Pro-DUR alerts and which alerts are overridden. 


			


			





			12.6.3.17 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide inquiry access to drug claims data history for authorized users.


			


			





			12.6.3.18 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Notify State Pharmacy Consultant of NDCs identified during drug claim processing that need to have a benefit code assigned.


			


			





			Adjust Drug Claims





			12.6.3.19 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide ability for a provider to submit a reversed claim, according to DHCFP policy.







			


			





			12.6.3.20 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to adjust a previously paid claim. 





			


			





			12.6.3.21 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ability to perform retroactive rate adjustments.


			


			





			12.6.3.22 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain claims history with a reversal status, including date and reversal initiator.


			


			





			12.6.3.23 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Return reversal acceptance message back to provider within timeframe established by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.3.24 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce report of claim adjustments processed. 


			


			





			Drug Prior Authorization





			12.6.3.25 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept Prior Authorization request submitted online, by phone, or fax from all authorized providers, vendors or DHCFP staff. 


			


			





			12.6.3.26 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Adjudicate claims according to Prior Authorization edit criteria.


			


			





			12.6.3.27 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide ability to pend a Prior Authorization request for Medical Review. 


			


			





			12.6.3.28 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to uniquely identify each Prior Authorization request received.


			


			





			12.6.3.29 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide ability to retrieve and update Prior Authorization requests by number, requesting provider, servicing provider, recipient ID number and dates of service for the Prior Authorization. 


			


			





			12.6.3.30 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Approve services based on the following information from the POS and MMIS:  



fv. NDC , HICL, GSN, and/or Therapeutic Drug Class;


fw. Generic Code;


fx. Quantity;


fy. Days Supply;



fz. Units;


ga. Start and Stop Dates of Approval;



gb. Diagnosis (ICD-10);



gc. Age;



gd. Gender;


ge. Lock in;


gf. Over the Counter (OTC); and



gg. Claims Data.


			


			





			12.6.3.31 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ability to automate changes to the service or requesting provider of an existing Prior Authorization-end date the original Prior Authorization request and approve the new Prior Authorization. 


			


			





			12.6.3.32 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Return all edits to Provider based on Prior Authorization edit criteria, within timeframe established by DHCFP. 


			


			





			12.6.3.33 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Return Prior Authorization determination to requesting provider within timeframe established by DHCFP and in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.6.3.34 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate notices for duplicate Prior Authorization requests and changes to service/requesting providers. 


			


			





			12.6.3.35 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate paper and electronic approval / denial / pend notices for service/requesting providers.


			


			





			12.6.3.36 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ensure that Notice of Denials are generated and distributed to recipients and the Hearing Department according to NODs requirements in Section 12.7.12 of this RFP.


			


			





			Prospective Drug Use Review





			12.6.3.37 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Adjudicate claims according to Pro-DUR criteria.


			


			





			12.6.3.38 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide inquiry access to Pro-DUR criteria through the Drug File.


			


			





			12.6.3.39 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain criteria for the following Pro-DUR modules: 



gh. Therapeutic Duplication;



gi. Drug Disease Contra-indication;



gj. Drug to Drug Interactions;



gk. Incorrect Drug Dosage;



gl. Incorrect Duration of Drug Treatment;



gm. Quantity;



gn. Age/Gender;



go. Clinical Abuse or Misuse;



gp. Non-Compliance;



gq. Excessive Utilization;



gr. Early/Late Refills; and



gs. Therapeutic Appropriateness.


			


			





			12.6.3.40 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate audit trail of Pro-DUR criteria updates.


			


			





			12.6.3.41 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce Pro-DUR reports as specified by DHCFP.


			


			





			Drug File (NDC Data)





			12.6.3.42 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept update tape from Standardized Drug Database and apply update within timeframe specified by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.3.43 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ability to maintain online current and historical NDC data including an online audit trail of changes made to data. The audit trail identifies the date, time and user ID for all updates made during the online access and updates made by automated processes. 


			


			





			12.6.3.44 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain access to current, historical, and archived data in accordance with timeframes and media established by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.3.45 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain previous/retired NDC information. 


			


			





			12.6.3.46 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide ability to retrieve archived NDC data. 





			


			





			12.6.3.47 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the following NDC search capabilities for authorized users:



gt. Search by alpha for NDCs and NDC data; and



gu. Maintain age, gender, quantity and days supply criteria for each NDC that will be used to edit claims.


			


			





			12.6.3.48 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate reports on updated NDC data following the weekly update process.


			


			





			Pharmacy Point of Sale – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.6.3.49 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide policy information to Contractor to support the creation and maintenance of pharmaceutical coverage including, but not limited to, drugs covered, limitations, Prior Authorization constraints, exceptions and population criteria for each plan.


			


			





			12.6.3.50 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review and approve claims and invoice audits reports from Contractor.


			


			





			Pharmacy Point of Sale – System Performance Expectations





			12.6.3.51 


			System Performance Expectation


			Return all edits to Provider based on Prior Authorization edit criteria, within two (2) seconds.


			


			





			12.6.3.52 


			System Performance Expectation


			Return reversal acceptance message back to provider within two (2) seconds. 


			


			





			Pharmacy Point of Sale – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.6.3.53 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Accept update tape from Standardized Drug Database no less than on a weekly basis, and apply update within one (1) day of receipt. 


			


			





			12.6.3.54 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Maintain online access to seventy-two (72) months of all drug data including rate history. 


			


			





			12.6.3.55 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Archive drug data after seventy-two (72) months to media specified by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.3.56 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Accept paper NDC universal claim form (UCF) and meet the following performance expectations:  



gv. Batch, Internal Control Number (ICN), film/image UCF paper drug claims within one (1) day of receipt;



gw. Data enter paper UCF drug claims within forty-eight (48) hours of receipt; and



gx. Process ninety percent (90%) of paper UCF drug claims to a finalized status within thirty (30) days of receipt.


			


			





			12.6.3.57 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Return PA determination to requesting provider within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of Prior Authorization request, or in less time to meet State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.6.3.58 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Update T-bill rates weekly.


			


			





			12.6.4


			PHARMACY





			General





			12.6.4.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide staff competent to perform and support all Pharmacy functions specified in this RFP, or by State and Federal rules and regulations, during the life of the contract.


			


			





			12.6.4.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce high quality, reliable, valid and meaningful analyses of the prescribed drug data of DHCFP.


			


			





			Preferred Drug List (PDL)





			12.6.4.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Conduct analysis and clinical review of State of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims history which shall include but not be limited to:


gy. Identify top therapeutic classes of drugs within the pharmacy claims data based on actual utilization and classified according to the National Drug Database classification of Specific Therapeutic Class. Specific classes will be selected for the PDL at the discretion of DHCFP. In order to comply with commitments made by DHCFP certain therapeutic classes will be excluded from the PDL;



gz. Conduct an analysis of each drug member within the selected classes based on the clinical safety and efficacy guidelines as compared to other members of the class; and


ha. Fiscal impact of inclusion or exclusion of therapeutic class onto preferred drug list based upon past utilization and expenditures. 


			


			





			12.6.4.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop, maintain and electronically transmit to a DHCFP-identified Prior Authorization contractor, the list of drugs requiring prior authorization due to the level of participation on the PDL by National Drug Code (NDC) and/or therapeutic class.


			


			





			12.6.4.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support the management and coordination of all activities related to the maintenance of the PDL including but not limited to:


hb. Clinical review of new name brand drugs for clinical safety and efficacy;


hc. Clinical review of new generic drugs for clinical safety and efficacy;


hd. Clinical review of existing drugs for new indications or changes to indications;


he. Review of new product forms and strengths;


hf. Development of and changes to criteria based on new information; and


hg. Financial scenario development by Product Category to represent a current case, best financial case, and other scenario(s) as dictated by DHCFP to the contractor.


			


			





			12.6.4.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Work with the Provider community, associations, advocacy groups, etc. to ensure public involvement in the development process of the PDL.


			


			





			12.6.4.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Assess drug cost and utilization changes and trends by drug, drug category, price, PDL compliance, percent of population using drugs, and use by age, location, eligibility category condition, length of use and other factors.


			


			





			12.6.4.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Determine and monitor on an ongoing basis, fiscal impact due to the exclusion or inclusion of therapeutic classes onto the preferred drug list and fiscal analysis reviewing cost effectiveness of PDL.


			


			





			12.6.4.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform ongoing analysis of the introduction of new drugs or new drug indications in relation to inclusion or exclusion from the PDL.


			


			





			12.6.4.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			With the approval of DHCFP, manage all aspects of processing new rebate agreements.


			


			





			12.6.4.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform benchmark analysis for financial and clinical outcomes to monitor trends, consult with DHCFP staff on data findings and provide program recommendations to improve clinical and financial outcomes.


			


			





			12.6.4.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop and maintain current and archived PDL on Contractor website.


			


			





			12.6.4.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Comply with any State and Federal rules and regulations related to the PDL.


			


			





			Multi-State Pooling





			12.6.4.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the following Cost Pooling services:


hh. Employ purchasing practices utilized in private sector purchasing in accordance to State and Federal rules regulations;


hi. Coordinate drug purchasing negotiations with drug manufacturers based upon other State Medicaid contracts, other State funded programs and/or commercial lines of business; and


hj. Differentiate, through accounting practice, DHCFP rebates separate from other lines of business if cost pooling techniques are applied.


			


			





			12.6.4.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ensure the Contractor is not utilizing Nevada Medicaid’s purchasing power as leverage to benefit other purchasing contracts for the contractor that would result in a disadvantage to DHCFP purchasing power.


			


			





			Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC)





			12.6.4.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Conduct analysis and clinical review of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims history to determine and recommend, to DHCFP, for implementation of Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC). MAC must also reflect Federal Upper Limit (FUL).


			


			





			12.6.4.17 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Utilize pharmacy claims data to maintain MAC.


			


			





			12.6.4.18 


			Contractor Responsibility


			At a minimum, conduct monthly market analysis of generic drug pricing to ensure access to services are not jeopardized due to application of MAC.


			


			





			12.6.4.19 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Conduct continual targeted analysis of drugs that are deemed to be scarce per CMS recommendations.


			


			





			12.6.4.20 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Update MAC pricing at least monthly and possibly more frequent if determined by market analysis or at the request of DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.4.21 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a mechanism for providers to communicate with and provide justification to the Contractor if a particular generic drug is not obtainable at current MAC pricing. This justification may include provider submission of drug invoice to facilitate adjustment of MAC.


			


			





			12.6.4.22 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform benchmark analysis for financial and clinical outcomes to monitor trends, consult with DHCFP staff on data findings and provide program recommendations to improve clinical and financial outcomes.


			


			





			Drug Use Review (DUR) Board





			12.6.4.23 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Manage the State Drug Use Review (DUR) program, including both retro and prospective DUR, in accordance with federal and state regulations.


			


			





			12.6.4.24 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide detailed written analysis for the DUR Board to assist them in making decisions as required by federal regulations.


			


			





			12.6.4.25 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Facilitate quarterly DUR Board meetings or more frequent as determined by the chair.


			


			





			12.6.4.26 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop and provide all meeting materials to DHCFP in accordance with Nevada’s Open Meeting Law. Materials are to be approved by DHCFP prior to dissemination.


			


			





			12.6.4.27 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop quarterly reports for the DUR Program to be disseminated at the DUR Board.


			


			





			12.6.4.28 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop annual DUR report as required by State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.6.4.29 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop ad hoc utilization, clinical and financial reports to support changes in Medicaid policy.


			


			





			12.6.4.30 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop draft and final meeting agendas and minutes in accordance with DHCFP timelines.


			


			





			12.6.4.31 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Assist DHCFP in recruiting for DUR Board appointments.


			


			





			12.6.4.32 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide clinical and financial recommendations to DHCFP for policy changes that support a comprehensive pharmacy program.


			


			





			Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee





			12.6.4.33 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Assist DHCFP in the identification and appointment of a State Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee for recommendation to the Governor with the responsibility for review and approval of all programs relative to the use of Preferred Drugs and the Prior Authorization process.


			


			





			12.6.4.34 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Formulate, develop and provide to the P&T Committee recommendations for preferred drug(s) in each reviewed class. These classes may have more than one drug determined to have equal effectiveness and therapeutic value. In some classes, more than one drug may be recommended as the “Preferred Drug(s)”.


			


			





			12.6.4.35 


			Contractor Responsibility


			When two or more drugs in a class have equal effectiveness and therapeutic value, review these drugs on a cost basis and recommend which of the drugs should be selected for the base PDL for DHCFP. Other brand name drugs in this class will also be included if an appropriate supplemental rebate is obtained from the manufacturer.


			


			





			12.6.4.36 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Present recommendations, provide written analysis and respond to questions from the P&T Committee regarding its recommendations and finalize the PDL. The P&T Committee will be responsible for review of the analysis and providing a final recommendation to DHCFP regarding which drugs should be included on the Preferred List.


			


			





			12.6.4.37 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Facilitate and/or participate in P&T Committee meetings at least quarterly and more often as determined by the Chair, through the supply of meeting documents, arrangement of facilities and participation in the meetings in a consultative manner.


			


			





			12.6.4.38 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop and make available P&T Committee materials according to DHCFP guidelines. These materials include but are not limited to Agendas, Approved Minutes, and Drug Class Reviews. Some materials will be posted on the contractor’s website. 


			


			





			Specialty Pharmacy – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities





			12.6.4.39 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently managing specialty pharmaceuticals.  The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients


			


			





			Pharmacy – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.6.4.40 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review and approve Contractor procedures for Pharmacy program.


			


			





			Pharmacy – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.6.4.41 


			Contractor Performance Expectations


			Enter adjustment requests within forty-eight (48) hours of DHCFP request. 


			


			





			12.6.4.42 


			Contractor Performance Expectations


			Enter Accounts Receivable in system within twenty-four (24) hours. 


			


			





			12.6.4.43 


			Contractor Performance Expectations


			Mail invoice statements to manufacturers within sixty (60) days of the end of the calendar quarter.


			


			





			12.6.5


			ELECTRONIC PRESCRIPTION SOFTWARE





			12.6.5.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide eligibility, formulary, and medication history information via a commercially available software application to prescribers electing to use electronic prescribing functionality in their practice.


			


			





			12.6.5.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Use the X12 270/271 HIPAA transaction to verify recipient eligibility for prescriber requests.


			


			





			12.6.5.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Update recipient eligibility data daily, during off-peak hours via a batch process.


			


			





			12.6.5.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Use an automated system to validate scripts and forward real-time electronic copy of the prescriber’s script to the identified pharmacy. Utilize validation failures to prevent submission of a non-valid script and present information to the Prescriber as to why the script cannot be filled.


			


			





			12.6.5.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Validate receipt of script coverage files, validate NCPDP specifications.


			


			





			12.6.5.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide downloads of the contractor’s pharmacy list and formulary into the prescriber's practice management system.


			


			





			12.6.5.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow prescribers to request and receive a Nevada Medicaid or Checkup recipient medication history using the latest version of NCPDP from a secured routing vendor. 


			


			





			12.6.6


			PHARMACY DRUG OBRA AND SUPPLEMENTAL REBATE





			Drug OBRA Rebate





			12.6.6.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Process OBRA rebates on all covered outpatient drug claims in accordance with Federal Regulations.


			


			





			12.6.6.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform drug rebate activities in accordance with DHCFP accounting principles (i.e. write-offs).


			


			





			12.6.6.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept and process the quarterly CMS drug rebate tape. 


			


			





			12.6.6.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept copy of check or EFT from DHCFP to enter into drug rebate software.


			


			





			12.6.6.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept dispute requests from the manufacturers. 





			


			





			12.6.6.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept prior quarter adjustments from the manufacturers.


			


			





			12.6.6.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Quarterly create invoices for prior period adjustments (claims). 


			


			





			12.6.6.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to submit a request online that will generate an invoice outside of the standard quarter end invoice generation process. 


			


			





			12.6.6.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Enter Accounts Receivable in drug rebate system within timeframe established by DHCFP and in accordance with Federal guidelines.


			


			





			12.6.6.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Receive and Post Money:



hk. Allow NDC specific rebate;



hl. Calculate interest on payments over thirty-eight (38) days, or in accordance with Federal regulations;



hm. Send reminders if interest payment not received; 



hn. Capture T-bill interest rates weekly; and



ho. Track invoice.


			


			





			12.6.6.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow adjustments to A/R based on manual review. 


			


			





			12.6.6.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			View online all NDCs associated with an invoice. 





			


			





			12.6.6.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			View online all claims associated with NDCs invoiced for a quarter. 


			


			





			12.6.6.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ability to identify payments as current or prior quarter.


			


			





			12.6.6.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow input of notes associated with copies of checks received. 


			


			





			12.6.6.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain rebate agreements online with NDC data. 


			


			





			12.6.6.17 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain unit field and Rebate Per Unit (RPU) in accordance with Federal Regulations.


			


			





			12.6.6.18 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide capability to update manufacturer information online. 


			


			





			12.6.6.19 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Query accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler). 


			


			





			12.6.6.20 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ability to post payments and identify disputed NDCs on the same screen. 


			


			





			12.6.6.21 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain date invoice mailed to manufacturer.


			


			





			12.6.6.22 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Return quarterly drug rebate tapes as requested by CMS.


			


			





			12.6.6.23 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate invoices, paper and electronic, and keep online versions of paper invoice. 


			


			





			12.6.6.24 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide drug rebate invoice generation, track receipt of money and assistance to the dispute resolution staff.


			


			





			12.6.6.25 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate outstanding balance/credit based on units rebated and corrections to original invoice. 


			


			





			12.6.6.26 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate dispute report to manufacturer. 


			


			





			12.6.6.27 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate letter to CMS/manufacturer to confirm changes to manufacturer information. 


			


			





			12.6.6.28 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Send reminder to manufacturer if payment not received within 38 days of mailing invoice (include note for interest due in the reminder notice). 


			


			





			12.6.6.29 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform all reporting requests from CMS or other Federal regulatory bodies. 


			


			





			12.6.6.30 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide performance reports as identified by DHCFP. These reports will be available online through the contractor’s secure web interface.


			


			





			Supplemental Rebate





			12.6.6.31 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Process Supplemental Rebates on all covered outpatient drug claims in accordance with State contracts and Federal regulations.


			


			





			12.6.6.32 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Invoice Supplemental Drug Rebates to manufacturers on a quarterly basis based upon individual rebate agreements.


			


			





			12.6.6.33 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept rebate amounts (EFT or copy of check) from the manufacturers. 


			


			





			12.6.6.34 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept dispute requests from the manufacturers. 





			


			





			12.6.6.35 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept prior quarter adjustments from the manufacturers.


			


			





			12.6.6.36 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Quarterly create invoices for prior period adjustments (claims). 


			


			





			12.6.6.37 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to submit a request online that will generate an invoice outside of the standard quarter end invoice generation process. 


			


			





			12.6.6.38 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Enter Accounts Receivable in drug rebate system within timeframe established by DHCFP and in accordance with Federal guidelines.


			


			





			12.6.6.39 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Receive and Post Money:



hp. Allow NDC specific rebate;



hq. Calculate interest on payments over thirty-eight (38) days, or in accordance with Federal regulations;



hr. Send reminders if interest payment not received;



hs. Capture T-bill interest rates weekly; and



ht. Track invoice.


			


			





			12.6.6.40 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow adjustments to A/R based on manual review.


			


			





			12.6.6.41 


			Contractor Responsibility


			View online all NDCs associated with an invoice. 


			


			





			12.6.6.42 


			Contractor Responsibility


			View online all claims associated with NDCs invoiced for a quarter. 


			


			





			12.6.6.43 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ability to identify payments as current or prior quarter. 


			


			





			12.6.6.44 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow input of notes associated with copies of checks received. 





			


			





			12.6.6.45 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain rebate agreements online with NDC data. 


			


			





			12.6.6.46 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain unit field and Rebate Per Unit (RPU) in accordance with Federal Regulations.


			


			





			12.6.6.47 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide capability to update manufacturer information online. 


			


			





			12.6.6.48 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Query accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler). 


			


			





			12.6.6.49 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ability to post payments and identify disputed NDCs on the same screen. 


			


			





			12.6.6.50 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain date invoice mailed to manufacturer.


			


			





			12.6.6.51 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate report on payments received for each quarter. 


			


			





			12.6.6.52 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate invoices, paper and electronic, and keep online versions of paper invoice. 


			


			





			12.6.6.53 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide drug rebate invoice generation, track receipt of money (EFT and copies of checks) and assistance to the dispute resolution staff.


			


			





			12.6.6.54 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate outstanding balance/credit based on units rebated and corrections to original invoice. 


			


			





			12.6.6.55 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate dispute report to manufacturer. 


			


			





			12.6.6.56 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Send reminder to manufacturer if payment not received within 38 days of mailing invoice (include note for interest due in the reminder notice). 


			


			





			12.6.6.57 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform all reporting requests from CMS or other Federal regulatory bodies. 


			


			





			12.6.6.58 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide performance reports as identified by DHCFP. These reports will be available online through the contractor’s secure web interface.


			


			





			Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.6.6.59 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Perform all rebate requirements in accordance with federal regulations.


			


			





			12.6.6.60 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Perform all supplemental rebate requirements consistent with OBRA rebate program.


			


			





			12.6.7


			DIABETIC SUPPLY REBATE





			12.6.7.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Administer a Diabetic Supply Procurement Program (DSPP) to manage and collect rebates from diabetic supply manufacturer(s) for Diabetic supplies including Glucometers and test strips. The Diabetic Supply Procurement Program is applicable for the Nevada Medicaid Fee-for-service and Nevada Check Up Fee-for-service programs, excluding Dual eligibles (Medicare and Medicaid coverage).


			


			





			12.6.7.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Leverage the purchasing power of other State Medicaid programs, when possible, to maximize the rebate negotiation process.


			


			





			12.6.7.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform all DSPP activities in a transparent manner, and in accordance with Nevada Medicaid and Check Up policies.


			


			





			12.6.7.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow override exceptions to the program including but not limited to, regional shortage of monitors and/or supplies, and State Administrative action, through the pharmacy technical call center.


			


			





			12.6.7.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Identify manufacturers that will exchange diabetes monitors for a similar monitor at no cost to the recipient and that one-hundred percent (100%) of the monitor rebates go back to DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.7.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Negotiate rates and manage contracts with manufacturer(s) so that the monitor rebate is equal to one-hundred percent (100%) of Wholesale Acquisition Cost (WAC) price or one-hundred percent (100%) of the pharmacy reimbursement amount, depending upon selected vendor’s contract. In no case, can a manufacturer’s rebate exceed the pharmacy reimbursement amount.


			


			





			12.6.7.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide recommendations and cost savings scenarios to assist the State in choosing the selection of manufacturers that provide quality products in a cost efficient manner, as the State reserves final approval of the number of manufacturers chosen to participate in the DSPP for Nevada. 


			


			





			12.6.7.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide DHCFP with cost scenarios based upon the number and selection of manufacturer contract renewals.


			


			





			12.6.7.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Draft, negotiate, and implement DSPP rebate agreements with manufacturers.


			


			





			12.6.7.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Manage online adjudication of DSPP related claims through the Pharmacy Point-of-Sale (POS) system, ensuring that the monitors and supplies of selected manufacturers are coded to process appropriately. 


			


			





			12.6.7.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Conduct dispute resolution with manufacturers.


			


			





			12.6.7.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Protect manufacturer price and rebate information as confidential documents and in accordance with the confidentiality provisions set forth in the contracts between the Contractor, participating state(s) and the manufacturer(s).


			


			





			12.6.7.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Monitor price of Diabetic supplies to ensure that the cost and rebate are equal.


			


			





			12.6.7.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ensure that all Diabetic supply claims are processed through the POS, and disallow processing of such claims within the MMIS.


			


			





			12.6.7.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform management of the diabetic rebates including invoicing, collection or rebates, dispute resolution, and financial reporting, in compliance with federal regulations.


			


			





			12.6.7.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Apply logic to ensure that the appropriate rebate amount received from the vendor will not exceed the cost paid by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.7.17 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Track all DSPP invoices and rebates separately from other rebate programs and in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.6.7.18 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Invoice manufacturers on a quarterly basis, or more frequently as indicated by contract with manufacturer(s).


			


			





			12.6.7.19 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Retain no portion of rebates for Diabetic supplies collected on behalf of DHCFP. Remit one-hundred percent (100%) of the supplemental rebates collected on behalf of DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.7.20 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform program outreach, including but not limited to, the following activities:


hu. Ongoing communication through a DSPP-specific website to update providers on current policies and procedures;


hv. Serve as point-of-contact for provider questions and concerns (written and telephonic);


hw. Coordinate with selected manufacturers to deliver education materials to pharmacies;


hx. Develop and maintain a Fact Sheet to educate stakeholders on DSPP; and


hy. Conduct physician and pharmacy profiling to identify need for educational interventions, and provide additional information or training to such providers.


			


			





			12.6.7.21 


			Contractor Responsibility


			All communication and outreach materials must be approved by DHCFP prior to distribution.


			


			





			12.6.7.22 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform DSPP reporting activities including, but not limited to:


hz. Production of reports to meet all CMS reporting requirements;


ia. Benchmark analysis for financial outcomes to monitor trends, and provide program recommendations to improve financial outcomes; and


ib. Quarterly cost effectiveness reports on DSPP, including related POS costs and the rebate revenues.


			


			





			Diabetic Supply Rebate – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.6.7.23 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Consider Contractor recommendations and cost savings scenarios to give approval of the number of manufacturers chosen to participate in the DSPP, and subsequent manufacturer contract renewal.


			


			





			12.6.7.24 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Approve and sign manufacturer contracts/addendums when appropriate.


			


			





			12.6.7.25 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review and approval all outgoing DSPP communication and outreach materials.


			


			





			Diabetic Supply Rebate – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.6.7.26 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Produce DSPP reports within timelines and frequency specified by DHCFP and/or to meet Federal reporting requirements.


			


			





			12.6.8


			DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (DSS)





			12.6.8.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a Decision Support System (DSS) to support the generation of pre-defined reports as well as user-defined ad hoc reporting and data queries as specified by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.8.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support multiple levels of role-based security, as agreed upon by the Contractor and DHCFP. 


			


			





			12.6.8.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Meet the requirements for MARS and SURS certification, without the need to build and maintain separate databases or data marts.


			


			





			12.6.8.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide DHCFP with online capability to develop, design, modify and test alternative report parameters and maintain an indexed library of such report parameters to run reports.


			


			





			12.6.8.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a statistically valid trend methodology approved by DHCFP for generating reports and perform various types of statistical analyses as needed by DHCFP Staff.


			


			





			12.6.8.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Permit authorized DSS users to develop, save, and invoke measures to create their own reports without requiring knowledge of complex query languages.


			


			





			12.6.8.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a DSS solution that meets the needs of a broad spectrum of users ranging from executives to program analysts, and allows such users to analyze information in a variety of ways to meet the business needs of DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.8.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a comprehensive and responsive data repository for analysis and decision making purposes.


			


			





			12.6.8.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept into the DSS, and update as necessary, the following data sources:



ic. Adjudicated claims (must include all analytically relevant data, such as TPL, PA, edits/audits associated);



id. Provider Table;



ie. Recipient eligibility;



if. Non-claims specific financial;



ig. Encounter; and



ih. Data from external sources to enhance the business value of historical data.


			


			





			12.6.8.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ensure MARS and SURS data are available for retrieval through the DSS Reporting function.


			


			





			12.6.8.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the following types of tools as integrated functions of the DSS to facilitate data analysis:



ii. Query (ad hoc);



ij. Reporting (predefined);



ik. Geographical Mapping;



il. Statistical Analysis;



im. Data Mining;



in. Clinical Analysis Applications; and



io. Financial Accounting, Analysis and Reporting.


			


			





			12.6.8.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain historical data within the database in accordance with DHCFP’s timeframe specifications. 


			


			





			12.6.8.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Analyze, identify and propose data needs, data sources, volume, data discrepancies and transmission protocols.


			


			





			12.6.8.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain and update all data and files on a frequency specified by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.8.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Transmit data in ASCII, comma delimited format, unless otherwise agreed to by DHCFP, according to HIPAA guidelines.


			


			





			12.6.8.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the initial load of data the first month of the operation of the MMIS or the first month of the operation of the DSS, as specified by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.8.17 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Monitor all data transmissions at each phase to ensure successful completion, work to resolve all problems and, if transmission is still unsuccessful, notify DHCFP designee within one (1) working day of issue discovery.


			


			





			12.6.8.18 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ensure that standard audit trail requirements are maintained for this system.


			


			





			12.6.8.19 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow users the select print options, including local and remote printers.


			


			





			12.6.8.20 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support "open system" data warehousing concepts, using ODBC-compliant technology including an industry-standard relational database management system and standard operating environments and scalable hardware platforms. Use a standard, well-documented and expandable data model design concept specialized for OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing). 


			


			





			12.6.8.21 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Link data from eligibility systems with data from disparate claims and reimbursement systems, managed care plans and other contractors (as identified by DHCFP) into a database that supports rapid and efficient population-based reporting across all systems and programs.


			


			





			12.6.8.22 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide an expandable data model to accommodate the linkage of data elements from non-traditional sources such as recipient/patient assessments (MDS, OASIS), vital records (births, deaths), immunization registries, disease registries, etc.


			


			





			12.6.8.23 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide consistent integrated online help capability for all features of the system.


			


			





			12.6.8.24 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow for online availability of metadata, describing the reports, providing the definitions of fields and defining any calculations and built-in statistical measure objects. The metadata must be easily accessible within the application.


			


			





			12.6.8.25 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide multi-dimensional analytic reporting capability across business functions in all the following functional areas, while giving individual users a significant degree of reporting flexibility:



ip. Financial reporting / budget forecasting;



iq. Third party recovery / estate recovery;



ir. Prescription drug policy;



is. Eligibility and benefit design;



it. Program planning, types, and categories;



iu. Policy analysis and waiver reporting;



iv. Medical policy and provider profiling; 



iw. Provider rate-setting and reimbursement;



ix. Nursing home care and other forms of long-term care;



iy. Actuarial reporting and rate-setting;



iz. Managed care administration and performance monitoring;



ja. Quality of care and outcomes assessment;



jb. Disease management;



jc. Program integrity and utilization review;



jd. Executive management;



je. External reporting and public information; and



jf. Consumer outreach. 


			


			





			12.6.8.26 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide automatic calculation of analytically descriptive measures or computations such as sums, rates, ratios and other statistics, and the ability to apply (or remove) them as unique "objects" on reports. These measures must include frequently-needed measures in all of the following categories: Utilization, Cost, Quality of Care, Outcomes, Prevention, Access to Care, Eligibility and Administrative Performance.


			


			





			12.6.8.27 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support flexible filtering (or "subsetting") including but not limited to the following capabilities: 



jg. Specify the selection criteria for reports. There must be ready-to-use subsets that are appropriate to Medicaid and Check Up, such as federal age groups, as well as user-defined subsetting capability;



jh. Support complex conditions, including AND/OR logic and use of parentheses for complex conditions such as Select where (Diagnosis = x and Procedure = a,b,c) or DRG = 12; and



ji. Automatically create denominators for relevant rates-based analysis, such as candidates for preventive screenings and patients with chronic disease conditions.


			


			





			12.6.8.28 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support pre-defined and user-defined time periods that include day, month, quarter, calendar year, federal fiscal year, and state fiscal year. Relative time period reporting must be automatic so that time periods affected by data updates (e.g., Current Year-to-Date compared to Prior Year-to-Date) are automatically adjusted over time without user intervention.


			


			





			12.6.8.29 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Enable the selection of measures, dimensions, subsets and time periods:



jj. From a menu and apply them as flexible objects that can be inserted, through drag-and-drop technology, onto any report; and



jk. At the user group and individual user levels and store for repeat use.


			


			





			12.6.8.30 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support pre-defined logical drill paths (i.e., from summary to detail) so that the user can move quickly up or down in levels without defining a new query. The system must allow the user to skip levels in the drill path or modify the drill path as needed.


			


			





			12.6.8.31 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support user-enabled export and import data capabilities to and from other standard spreadsheet or database applications such as Excel, or other standard file formats such as .csv, with minimal steps.


			


			





			12.6.8.32 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide integrated capabilities to graph reports and make them presentation-ready without the need to export the data to a third party tool.


			


			





			12.6.8.33 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Enable distribution of information using secure Internet / Intranet web technology to control access to information as determined by DHCFP, and support publishing of information in multiple, customized views suitable for disparate audiences. 


			


			





			12.6.8.34 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Enable the following minimum reporting capabilities:



jl. Report summary level information of executive information with intuitive graphical presentations and Medicaid/Check Up appropriate reports and statistics;



jm. Provide detailed, pre-defined, customizable reports or report frameworks that are appropriate for DHCFP;



jn. Support ad hoc user-enabled development and selection of reports;



jo. Perform automatic calculation of claim completion factors that support the analysis of incurred but not reported (IBNR) liability. The capability must support the calculation of claim lag factors by claim type and allow the completion methodology to be customized to meet the agency's unique experience by claim type;



jp. Perform automatic production of an IBNR report (i.e., a report by claim type that shows amount paid per period by incurred period);



jq. User-enabled election of whether to adjust or "complete" incurred date data on any report online, to create a more accurate picture of near-term experience;



jr. Support online national norms and benchmarks that can be flexibly applied to any report including but not limited to norms and benchmarks for the privately insured population as well as the Medicaid/Check Up population;



js. Enable user-defined norms on any subset in the database;



jt. Support establishment of norms and benchmarks based either on data available in the DSS database or on externally-defined targets, goals and benchmarks;



ju. Enable exception reporting that allows the user to instruct the system to produce a report at a future specified date, or on a periodic basis, or only when certain trigger conditions or exceptions occur (such as when monthly expenditures for a certain service exceed a threshold amount);



jv. Support data visualization techniques useful for exception reporting (e.g., exception highlighting and graphing);



jw. Enable distribution reporting capabilities that allow the user to report services, payments or other facts by a range of user-defined values (i.e., the number of patients/providers who received/ordered less than 50 labs, 50 – 100 labs, more than 100 labs, etc.);



jx. Enable ad hoc application of the following types of analytic adjustments to ensure accuracy in reimbursement rate analysis, provider profiling and population-based analysis: 



1. age/gender;



2. case mix;



3. severity of illness; and


4. other risk-adjustments.



jy. Analyze experience by episodes of care that combine inpatient, outpatient and prescription drug usage and cost across all settings of care;



jz. Link all records by individual patient or provider over time regardless of what table stores the recording. These capabilities must be available regardless of whether the data being analyzed is for a fee-for-service program, capitated program or combination. Example: A one-step capability to define the study population and then link in all other claims for the same patients (e.g., identify all patients with diabetes and then report on percentage with hemoglobin test);



ka. Link claims based on a time window around a tracer event (e.g., link in all claims for a patient nine (9) months prior to delivery, to study prenatal care); and



kb. Detect and investigate waste, fraud and abuse, beyond the standard SURS capability, within the same database.


			


			





			12.6.8.35 


			Contractor Responsibility


			At a minimum, the system database shall continue to include the following:



kc. Required functionality from a single database using a single repeatable update process. The information reported in all components of the DSS must be kept in sync, including the executive information reporting and Internet / Intranet reports;


kd. Periodic updates to occur as frequently as weekly or other timeframe specified by DHCFP;



ke. Ensure data quality for completeness, validity and reasonableness;



kf. Employ the appropriate audit / edit routines and data cleansing routines to ensure the reliability of the data; 



kg. Be able to handle records for Medicaid recipients retroactively eligible;



kh. Standardize key variables across all data sources, to facilitate cross-program analysis and support normative comparisons;



ki. Provide customization of the database design to meet DHCFP's unique analytical needs;



kj. Allow for conversion processes that support rules-based edits;



kk. Allow for enhancement of the raw data with aggregates and groupers that increase analytic performance and clinical value. At a minimum, the groupers must include: Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG), Major Diagnostic Category (MDC), Procedure Groups, Relative Value Units, Age Groups, Drug therapeutic classes, Risk-adjustment methods, and severity of illness adjustment methods;



kl. Provide indexing and other performance characteristics that enhance report production;



km. Possess a data model expressly for storing data from MMIS and other DHCFP data sources, for efficient online analytic processing. The system must enable the data model and database to be customized to meet the unique needs of DHCFP;



kn. Produce a summary record for all inpatient claims that constitutes an admission. Provide summary cost and use information for all facility and professional services within this admission;



ko. Link inpatient, outpatient and drug claims into clinically relevant episodes of care. Provide summary cost and use information to all services within the episode. Assign a severity score to the episode to stratify episodes by severity;



kp. Update functionality that automatically synchronizes aggregates when detail data is added/removed from the database. Inpatient admission tables and episodes must be able to be updated on a separate update cycle if desired. To limit processing time during database updates, the system must provide the ability to incrementally update the episodes of care table so that only open episodes are rebuilt; and



kq. Insure that financial adjustments including mass adjustments are stored in a manner that provides the user the ability to analyze financial results pre-or post-adjustment.


			


			





			12.6.8.36 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Train staff identified by DHCFP on the use of the DSS system, initially and on an ongoing basis.


			


			





			Decision Support System – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.6.8.37 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide list of staff and pertinent roles for accessing the DSS.


			


			





			12.6.8.38 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide the contractor with guidance on data elements and files that will be maintained and updated in the DSS.


			


			





			12.6.8.39 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Identify a DHCFP designee to work with the Contractor to resolve data transmission problems or failures. 


			


			





			12.6.8.40 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Develop a data update schedule by which MMIS data extracts will be made available to the DSS from the MMIS.


			


			





			12.6.8.41 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Identify staff to receive training on use of the DSS initially and on an ongoing basis.


			


			





			12.6.8.42 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review and approve Contractor’s statistically valid trend methodology for report generation.


			


			





			12.6.8.43 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Notify contractor when State or Federal data retention standards are updated. 


			


			





			Decision Support System – System Performance Expectations





			12.6.8.44 


			System Performance Expectations


			Meet system performance requirements for availability, support, and down time as specified for MMIS applications in Sections 12.1 General Operational Requirements for All System Components and 11.5 Business Resumption Requirements of this RFP, unless otherwise agreed to by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.8.45 


			System Performance Expectations


			The system database must be capable of being updated on a periodic basis, as frequently as weekly.


			


			





			12.6.8.46 


			System Performance Expectations


			Allow at least 250,000 values per import file and at least 500,000 rows per export file.


			


			





			12.6.8.47 


			System Performance Expectations


			DSS Response Time –  The response time to run and return queries by authorized users during normal working hours must be within two (2) minutes for at least ninety percent (90%) of queries. 


			


			





			Decision Support System – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.6.8.48 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			The contractor must make MMIS data extracts available to the DSS within one (1) working day of the data update schedule designated by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.8.49 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			The contractor must make available within the system, the most current MMIS data extracts data, to the DSS within four (4) working days of receipt.


			


			





			12.6.8.50 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Maintain seventy-two (72) months of data in the DSS. Some data may be required for longer periods of time, as identified by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.8.51 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Notify DHCFP designee within one (1) working day of discovery of data transmission problems and/or issues.


			


			





			12.6.8.52 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Notify DHCFP designee no later than twenty-four (24) hours prior to any planned DSS downtime due to maintenance or other system issues that could impact system availability during required business hours.


			


			





			12.6.9


			WEB PORTAL





			12.6.9.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Manage, publish, update and provide a link for public access to Medicaid and Check Up content, communications, guides, forms and files including, but not limited to, the following:



kr. Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Quarterly Newsletters;



ks. Web announcements based on input from DHCFP;



kt. Provider Billing manuals, web announcements, guidelines, and forms;



ku. EDI Companion Guides and enrollment forms;



kv. Procedure and diagnosis reference lists; and



kw. Frequently Asked Questions.


			


			





			12.6.9.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide access to websites for various resources, including Nevada Medicaid and Check Up sites, Rates information, and other sites as requested by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.9.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide and train providers on no-cost access portal(s) for online claims submission, including updates and returned files, for all claim forms to allow electronic claims submission by electronic transfer or other media approved by DHCFP, in a HIPAA compliant format. 


			


			





			12.6.9.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the following Pharmacy content:



kx. Web Announcements;



ky. Training schedules and enrollment;



kz. Information on the diabetic supply program;



la. Various forms including Prior Authorization forms;



lb. Information on Maximum Allowable Costs;



lc. Information on Preferred Drug Lists;



ld. Information on Prescriber Lists; and



le. Pharmacy Meetings.


			


			





			12.6.9.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a user administration module that allows authorized users, including authorized providers and system administrators, to login to restricted online functions in a secure manner in accordance with privacy and security requirements set forth in this RFP. Restricted online functions include the following:



lf. Prior Authorization request processing;



lg. Pharmacy Prior Authorization request processing;



lh. Access to the Eligibility Verification System (EVS); and 


li. Claim Status.


			


			 





			12.6.9.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide information on and instructions for Electronic Prescription Software.


			


			





			12.6.9.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow providers to obtain information on and access software that allows for electronic submission of transactions in a HIPAA compliance format.


			


			





			12.6.9.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide tutorials and instructions for processing Prior Authorization requests through the Web Portal.


			


			





			12.6.9.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a mechanism for users of the Web Portal to contact the contractor for technical support and other questions.


			


			





			Web Portal – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities





			12.6.9.10 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Provide electronic human readable remittance advices to all providers via the Web Portal.  At a minimum, the contractor shall support the following capabilities as it pertains to making RAs available via the Web Portal:



lj. Ensure secure access to provider’s electronic RAs as approved by DHCFP.



lk. Enable providers to view, save to a local PC, and conduct print capabilities of current and historical RAs.



ll. Support search capabilities as defined by DHCFP (e.g., search by date range, RA number, etc.)



lm. Establish an online archival system for RAs as approved by DHCFP.



ln. Ensure that the online RA retrieval system is MITA compliant.


			


			





			Web Portal – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.6.9.11 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide contractor with updated policy and procedure information that needs to be incorporated into Web Portal content.


			


			





			12.6.9.12 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Approve Contractor-provided no-cost access portal(s) for online claims submission and corresponding instructional materials.


			


			





			12.6.9.13 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Approve of all forms, files, and general information published in the Web Portal.


			


			





			12.6.9.14 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide information posted in web announcements, newsletters, meetings, and other pertinent information that needs to be communicated through the Web Portal.


			


			





			12.6.9.15 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review and approve provider billing manuals.


			


			





			Web Portal – System Performance Expectations





			12.6.9.16 


			System Performance Expectations


			Provide online response notifications to providers within ten (10) seconds or less for Prior Authorization requests.


			


			





			12.6.9.17 


			System Performance Expectations


			Provide twenty-four (24) hour access to the Web Portal, except for scheduled downtime.


			


			





			12.6.9.18 


			System Performance Expectations


			Apply all updates to support files of the Web Portal within twenty-four (24) hours of updating to the MMIS. 


			


			





			12.6.10


			ONLINE DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL AND ARCHIVE SYSTEM (ODRAS)





			General/Data





			12.6.10.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a secure, web-based document retrieval and archiving tool that allows DHCFP to view online, print and sort MMIS operational and management reports, correspondence and other documents, such as scanned images and electronic attachments.


			


			





			12.6.10.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept and allow for the retrieval and exporting of multiple file formats, such as CSV, TXT and RTF. 


			


			





			12.6.10.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain and allow DHCFP access to a regularly updated index of reports contained in the archiving and retrieval tool. 


			


			





			12.6.10.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow access to reports generated by the MMIS, such as Remittance Advices and other standard batch reports agreed upon by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.6.10.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow access to imaged forms and other documents, including, but not limited to, hard copy claims, provider enrollment forms and claims attachments. 


			


			





			12.6.10.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow access to all correspondence and letters generated through the MMIS or by Contractor.


			


			





			12.6.10.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate reports electronically or in the form of data extracts for further manipulation and querying. Allow the printing of reports.


			


			





			12.6.10.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Publish reports, documents and forms within the system based upon timeframes established by DHCFP. Timeframes for report generation include: 



lo. Daily reports by noon the following working day;



lp. Weekly reports and cycle processing reports by noon the next working day or after the scheduled run;



lq. Monthly reports by noon of the fifth (5th) working day after the end of the month;



lr. Quarterly reports by noon of the fifth (5th) working day after the end of the quarter;



ls. Annual reports by noon of the tenth (10th) working day following the end of the year (whether federal fiscal year, state fiscal year, waiver year or other annual period); and



lt. Ad hoc and on-request reports on the date specified in the report request.


			


			





			Query Functions





			12.6.10.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow authorized users to search for documents and reports based on DHCFP-defined parameters.


			


			





			Viewing





			12.6.10.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow authorized users to rotate images viewed online.


			


			





			12.6.10.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Enable authorized users to copy and paste all or part of documents into other software applications.


			


			





			Online Document Retrieval and Archive System – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.6.10.12 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Specify the types and timeframes for availability of reports, documents and correspondence in the web-based system.


			


			





			12.6.10.13 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide input on the search parameters and organization of reports and documents maintained within the web-based system.


			


			





			Online Document Retrieval and Archive System – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.6.10.14 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Maintain data for online access a minimum of seventy-two (72) months.


			


			





			12.6.10.15 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Upload newly imaged documents on a daily basis. 


			


			








Attachment Q – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table



Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work. 


Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor



The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply.


Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract.


			Req. #


			Type


			Requirement


			Vendor
Compliance Code


			Response





			12.7.2


			MANAGED CARE ENROLLMENT





			General


			


			


			


			





			12.7.2.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain online access to all recipient, provider, encounter, claim and reference data related to managed care. 


			


			





			12.7.2.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support multiple health plan care models including Primary Care Case Management (PCCM) and Health Maintenance Organizations (HMO).



			


			





			Enrollment





			12.7.2.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to:


lu. Accept manual and auto-enrollments of recipients to health plans;



lv. Assign health plan enrollment by recipient choice indicating who made the choice;



lw. Assign health plan enrollment by default if no recipient response;



lx. Produce notices, track notices, track contact with recipients; and



ly. Apply ratios for automatic assignment of recipients to a managed care plan, according to DHCFP guidelines.


			


			





			12.7.2.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to:


lz. Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information propagated by eligibility interfaces in accordance with DHCFP guidelines;



ma. Associate managed care recipients with the health plans in which they are enrolled;



mb. Lock-in and lock-out recipients to health plans;



mc. Update health plan assignments/choices online;



md. Enroll family members to different and/or the same health plan; and



me. Accept and process retroactive enrollment and disenrollment of recipients to all health plans. 


			


			





			12.7.2.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to accept and process daily updates from health plans with changes of recipient PCP assignments, changes in PCP status, changes in recipient demographics, notifications of newborns and changes in recipient TPL information.


			


			





			12.7.2.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain managed care related recipient data in the recipient data maintenance function including recipient geographic location.


			


			





			12.7.2.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain indicators for recipients certified as members of Federally recognized Indian tribes; and recipient profile information such as, language spoken, handicap access needed, health status identifying specialized medical needs, and recipient risk assessment data. 


			


			





			12.7.2.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain the following inputs/data for Managed Care including but not limited to:


mf. Health plan disenrollment and sanction requests; and



mg. Recipient disenrollment from health plan requests. 


			


			





			Provider/PCP/PCCM





			12.7.2.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to maintain provider-related data in the provider data maintenance function for health plans including:  


mh. Individual providers affiliated with a health plan; and



mi. Original and current number of "slots" (how many recipients can be enrolled) available in the health plan. 


			


			





			12.7.2.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to maintain provider-related data in the provider data maintenance function for PCPs and PCCM including:  


mj. Geographic location of primary care physicians and case managers;



mk. Original and current number of "slots" (how many recipients can be assigned) to the PCP/PCS; and



ml. Provider profile information such as language spoken, handicap access needed, health specialties identifying specialized medical abilities.


			


			





			12.7.2.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide for a cross reference of individual providers identifying those that are PCCMs, those in an HMO network and members of any other health plan models, as well as the health plan to its individual member providers, with effective and end dates. 


			


			





			12.7.2.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Flag as inactive, but do not delete, a health plan that is identified as no longer participating in the managed care program, and update record within the Provider Subsystem with reason code and date of disenrollment. Reassign recipients enrolled with the inactive health plan within timeframe established by DHCFP.


			


			





			Encounter





			12.7.2.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to receive, process, edit, maintain and report on encounter data from all health plans, and: 



mm. Perform basic edits on encounter data to ensure integrity;



mn. Generate, store, and maintain error files and reports to health plans;



mo. Accept and process corrected encounter data;



mp. Capture and process encounter data for use in utilization/quality assurance reporting (e.g. HEDIS) and capitation rate setting purposes; and



mq. Manage the interface with the Ad Hoc/DSS so that all data is available for retrieval through the Ad Hoc/DSS. 


			


			





			12.7.2.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain encounter data according to State and Federal rules and regulations including HIPAA.


			


			





			Data/Reports





			12.7.2.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Capture, store and retrieve date-specific, recipient-specific health plan enrollment history. 


			


			





			12.7.2.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide reports, as identified by DHCFP and/or to meet CMS requirements, in data format for export or import purposes through medians agreed to by DHCFP in accordance with HIPAA Standards.


			


			





			12.7.2.17 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Use encounter data to produce HEDIS and fee-for-service performance reports, as specified by DHCFP.


			


			





			Claims/Payment





			12.7.2.18 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to:


mr. Maintain capitated rate tables;



ms. Calculate and generate capitated payments to health plans;



mt. Pay capitated payments at provider specific rates based on recipient demographics including eligibility program, place of residence, age, gender and risk factors;



mu. Calculate capitation payments pro-rated to the days the recipient is enrolled with the health plan;



mv. Calculate and generate payment for PCCM including payment for case management fee, case management fee plus fee-for-service, and/or capitation payment and fee-for-service;



mw. Calculate and issue risk control payments such as kick payments for delivery, based on the provider performing the delivery, the procedure and the diagnosis on the encounter data;



mx. Allow for payment holdbacks and/or incentive payments; and



my. Automatically process adjustments and recoupments.


			


			





			12.7.2.19 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to pay capitated payments at provider specific rates based on recipient demographics including eligibility program, place of residence, age, gender and risk factors. 


			


			





			12.7.2.20 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to calculate and issue risk control payments such as kick payments for delivery, based on the provider performing the delivery, the procedure and the diagnosis on the encounter data. 


			


			





			12.7.2.21 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Establish "Risk Pools" to allow for payment holdbacks and/or incentive payments. 


			


			





			12.7.2.22 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain the following inputs/data for Managed Care including but not limited to:


mz. Health plan SOBRA files containing requests for one-time SOBRA payment for delivery episode;



na. Health plan requests for stop loss payment;



nb. Manual financial adjustment requests; and



nc. Reference data from the reference business function for capitation rates and services carved out for a health plan.


			


			





			Letters/Notices





			12.7.2.23 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide the ability to:


nd. Automatically and on-demand, produce and reprint notices/letters to recipients and health plans, as identified by DHCFP;



ne. Maintain online information on notices/letters sent to each recipient and health plan such as what notice/letter was sent and what date it was mailed; and



nf. Maintain notices/letters templates online and allow for online changes. 


			


			





			12.7.2.24 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain online information on notices/letters sent to each recipient and health plan such as what notice/letter was sent and what date it was mailed. Provide the ability to reprint. 


			


			





			12.7.2.25 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain notices/letters templates online and allow for online changes. 


			


			





			Managed Care Enrollment – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.7.2.26 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are met by the Managed Care business function.


			


			





			12.7.2.27 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from enrollment, disenrollment, encounter, and capitation payment processes.


			


			





			12.7.2.28 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Establish policy and make all administrative decisions concerning managed care programs and issues.


			


			





			12.7.2.29 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review reports provided by the Contractor.


			


			





			12.7.2.30 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide ratios for automatic assignment of recipients to a managed care plan.


			


			





			12.7.2.31 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Resolve potential discrepancies in managed care enrollment and disenrollment when notified of such by the Contractor. 


			


			





			Managed Care Enrollment – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.7.2.32 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Re-assign or auto-assign recipients within ten (10) working days of a health plan being identified as no longer participating in the managed care program.


			


			





			12.7.2.33 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Conduct pre-assignment of managed care enrollees at least once per month.


			


			





			12.7.2.34 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Produce daily rosters that identify providers and recipients with new, changed, or ended enrollments. Distribute roster report to managed care plans within 24 hours of update to the MMIS.


			


			





			12.7.2.35 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Send notification letter to recipient within three (3) working days of the change in managed care enrollment or assignment.


			


			





			12.7.3    PRE-ADMISSION SCREENING AND RESIDENT REVIEW (PASRR)





			12.7.3.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform the following Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR) functions:


ng. Complete PASRR Level I screening;



nh. Refer and complete PASRR Level II screening and reviews;



ni. Make placement determinations and recommendations based upon the results of the PASRR; and



nj. Provide timely written notification of determinations to appropriate individuals, as required by State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.7.3.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Adhere to policies and procedures defined by DHCFP for Level of Care determinations. 


			


			





			12.7.3.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Update the MMIS system and maintain a tracking system for PASRR.


			


			





			12.7.3.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide required State and Federal reports in a timeframe specified by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.7.3.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.


			


			





			Long Term Care (LTC)





			12.7.3.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce for Providers facsimiles of the PASRR forms and LOC forms, as needed.


			


			





			12.7.3.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			For Long Term Care (LTC) claims:


a. Verify tha t the recipient is approved for receiving services at the LTC facility billing on the date(s) of service;



b. Ensure that payment is made at the recipient’s Level of Care rate in effect for the date(s) of service specific to the provider billing;



c. If Leave of Absence Days have been billed, ensure that days do not exceed the maximum days allowed by DHCFP policy;



d. Ensure that the recipient liability amount in effect for the date(s) of service is properly decremented from the Medicaid allowed payment (ff result is less than zero, no payment is made); and



e. Track usage of the recipient liability, providing an audit trail of amounts used, provider who collected and the date that occurred.


			


			





			12.7.3.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			For Hospice claims:


nk. Verify that the recipient is enrolled in a hospice on the date(s) of service;



nl. Ensure payment level is appropriate to hospice setting location;



nm. Ensure that if the recipient is a resident in a Long-Term Care facility receiving hospice services, the hospice gets paid at the federally mandated percentage of the LTC rate. The hospice is responsible for paying the LTC facility its share; and



nn. Ensure that no LTC claims are paid when the recipient is enrolled in the hospice program on the date(s) of service, per DHCFP policy.


			


			





			PASRR/LTC – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.7.3.9 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review appropriateness of Level of Care and placement decisions for individuals.


			


			





			12.7.3.10 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide policy and procedure guidance on screenings, reviews and determinations.


			


			





			12.7.3.11 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Request State and Federal reports in a timeframe to be established by DHCFP.


			


			





			PASRR/LTC – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.7.3.12 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Notices of Determination regarding the results of PASRR shall be provided to the provider and recipient in accordance with Federal regulations and DHCFP policies. Current timeframes are:


no. For Acute Facilities, PASRR Level I determination must be completed within one (1) working day;



np. For all other submissions, PASRR Level I determination must be completed within three (3) working days; and



nq. PASRR Level II determinations must be completed within the Federal guidelines.


			


			





			12.7.3.13 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Level of Care screening results shall be provided to provider and recipient within one (1) working day for Acute Facilities, and three (3) working days for all other submissions.


			


			





			12.7.4
CALL CENTER AND CONTRACT MANAGEMENT





			General





			12.7.4.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain and staff a provider relations function and call center, with availability during the State’s normal business hours excluding State observed holidays.


			


			





			12.7.4.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Answer provider inquiries received in a variety of formats (telephone, internet, fax, written, email).


			


			





			12.7.4.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain an automated case notation and tracking system (electronic log) for all provider inquiries (verbal and written) that identifies date/time of inquiry, the provider, the form of the inquiry (written, telephone or in person), the nature of the inquiry, the date and form of response and the outcome, as well as the respondent and relevant comments. 


			


			





			12.7.4.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide DHCFP with monthly reports on volume and performance for all inquiries received by the provider relations call center.


			


			





			12.7.4.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Make all provider correspondence and communication logs available to DHCFP upon request.


			


			





			12.7.4.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide information including but not limited to: policy, administrative decisions, enrollment, EDI, and billing guidelines.


			


			





			12.7.4.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop and document policies and procedures for performing provider relations activities; all policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.7.4.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Make available to DHCFP the provider relations call center tracking system for inquiry purposes.


			


			





			12.7.4.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide an Electronic Verification of Eligibility System (EVS), accessible through both web-based and IVR functions, that accesses eligibility data from the MMIS updated daily from all eligibility databases, as well as pending eligibility information.


			


			





			12.7.4.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide confirmation number to inquiring provider for each eligibility verification inquiry and results, and maintain tracking information for both phone and web-based inquiries.


			


			





			12.7.4.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide ability to submit requests and receive responses for eligibility verification in compliance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) standards.


			


			





			12.7.4.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide, in both English and Spanish language, a caller-selected option for recipients, to redirect eligibility inquiries to appropriate Eligibility Case Worker(s).


			


			





			12.7.4.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide IVR system to address, at a minimum, eligibility verification, claims status, Prior Authorization Request status, check and EFT information inquiries.


			


			





			Pharmacy Specific





			12.7.4.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide licensed pharmacists and licensed pharmacy technicians to address pharmacy related call center inquiries


			


			





			12.7.4.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide information to providers and drug manufacturers regarding drug coverage and reimbursement information as detailed in pharmacy claims processing system.


			


			





			12.7.4.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Answer questions regarding pharmacy authorizations.


			


			





			12.7.4.17 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Triage and answer questions regarding pricing, such as the MAC program.


			


			





			12.7.4.18 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide for overrides of claims editing.


			


			





			Call Center and Contract Management – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.7.4.19 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Approve scripts for all automated voice prompts and inquiry systems before they are recorded and implemented.


			


			





			12.7.4.20 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review provider relations call center reports produced by the contractor.


			


			





			12.7.4.21 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			Call Center and Contract Management – System Performance Expectations





			12.7.4.22 


			System Performance Expectation


			Maintain a sufficient number of phone lines so that no more than ten percent (10%) of incoming calls ring busy or are on hold for more than one (1) minute.


			


			





			12.7.4.23 


			System Performance Expectation


			Make EVS and IVR available twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days a week, unless otherwise agreed to in writing by DHCFP, for provider inquiry, input and response purposes. 


			


			





			Call Center and Contract Management – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.7.4.24 


			Contractor Performance Expectations


			Staff provider relations call center with trained personnel from 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, PT, Monday – Friday, excluding State observed holidays.


			


			





			12.7.4.25 


			Contractor Performance Expectations


			Maintain a sufficient staffing level so that no more than ten percent (10%) of the calls placed into the queue remain on hold for more than one (1) minute, and so that the abandon rate is no greater than five percent (5%).


			


			





			12.7.4.26 


			Contractor Performance Expectations


			Respond to all telephone and email contacts within two (2) working days of receipt of the inquiry.


			


			





			12.7.4.27 


			Contractor Performance Expectations


			Respond to written correspondence with at least an interim answer within five (5) working days of receipt and a final response within twenty (20) working days of receipt.


			


			





			12.7.4.28 


			Contractor Performance Expectations


			Provide to DHCFP copies of provider inquiry logs and a summary report in a media requested by DHCFP on a weekly basis.


			


			





			12.7.4.29 


			Contractor Performance Expectations


			Respond to all DHCFP inquiries within one (1) working day.


			


			





			12.7.5
PROVIDER APPEALS





			12.7.5.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept, maintain, and process appeal requests from providers, appeal decisions, updates to provider appeal data, and provide tracking of all appeal activity from initiation through final decision including decision dates and results.


			


			





			12.7.5.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Handle appealed claims according to DHCFP policy and procedures.


			


			





			12.7.5.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform the following:


nr. Generate letters to providers at each decision point of the appeal process;



ns. Allow entry of free form verbiage to insert into system generated letters;



nt. Track all letters, provider, date and reason sent; and



nu. Reprint letters and notices, upon user request.


			


			





			12.7.5.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide inquiry access to appeal history data including both open and closed appeals.


			


			





			12.7.5.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce provider appeal data reports as specified by DHCFP.


			


			





			Provider Appeals – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.7.5.6 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Ninety percent (90%) of appeals must be issued a determination within thirty (30) days of receipt of appeal request.


			


			





			12.7.6
PROVIDER ENROLLMENT





			Provider Enrollment





			12.7.6.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide staff competent to perform all functions of provider relations/services, provider enrollment, and provider data maintenance during the life of the contract.


			


			





			12.7.6.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Facilitate provider enrollment process as defined by DHCFP and as specified in State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.7.6.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop, produce and provide information in print and through call-center for prospective providers, including requirements for enrollment (such as NPI, Licensure, etc.).


			


			





			12.7.6.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop, produce, and provide a DHCFP approved provider application form(s) and provider contract.


			


			





			12.7.6.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow for online submission of provider application forms.


			


			





			12.7.6.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce, update and maintain tracking information on provider application process through final disposition of the application.


			


			





			12.7.6.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain list of OIG sanctioned providers, preventing enrollment of excluded providers.


			


			





			12.7.6.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain communication with the applicable State agencies to perform certification and licensure verification.


			


			





			12.7.6.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Notify providers of acceptance or rejection in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			12.7.6.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Enroll providers by program (Nevada Check Up, Medicaid, State-only, Medicare, or other programs as specified by DHCFP).


			


			





			12.7.6.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Send accepted providers a DHCFP-approved orientation packet containing all of the information for participation in and for billing DHCFP for services to all eligible recipients.


			


			





			12.7.6.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain both physical and electronic files for each approved provider containing applications, provider agreements, copy of the provider license and all correspondence relating to certification, enrollment or resulting in provider file updates. 


			


			





			12.7.6.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain an electronic file for each denied provider including images of applications and/or profile information and documentation regarding the reason for the denial. Return original documentation to denied provider.


			


			





			12.7.6.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce Provider enrollment reports as specified by DHCFP.


			


			





			Provider Disenrollment





			12.7.6.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Conduct exit interview with providers who voluntarily disenroll.


			


			





			12.7.6.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support disenrollment of providers with the following activities:


nv. Automatically disenroll provider when there has been no claims activity within a DHCFP-specified time period;



nw. Automatically notify providers upon disenrollment;



nx. Manually disenroll providers at the request of DHCFP; and



ny. Accept, compare, and create referral report based upon OIG exclusion file. 


			


			





			Provider Enrollment – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities





			12.7.6.17 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Enroll or register all servicing (care giver) providers for provider types 14, 29, 30, 38, 58, 57, 64, 82, 83 and 84 and ensure the prior authorization process is effective for these provider types. 


			


			





			Provider Re-Enrollment – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities





			12.7.6.18 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Perform provider re-enrollment validation for the Nevada Medicaid provider and personal caregiver network to ensure the approximately 15,000 Nevada Medicaid providers and caregivers validate their provider information upon licensure renewal and on a recurring basis to ensure that every provider is re-enrolled at least every 36 months.


			


			





			12.7.6.19 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Perform re-enrollment/validation in accordance with a prescribed schedule and will include follow-up with non-compliant providers.


			


			





			12.7.6.20 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			When correspondence is returned by the post office necessary actions taken may include termination for loss of contact or sending a request for updated information to the new reported address. 


			


			





			12.7.6.21 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Enrolled providers must be reviewed on a continuing basis to ensure that they continue to meet provider eligibility requirements.


			


			





			Provider Enrollment – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.7.6.22 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are met by the provider enrollment business function.


			


			





			12.7.6.23 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Determine and communicate provider enrollment related policies.


			


			





			12.7.6.24 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from provider enrollment activities.


			


			





			12.7.6.25 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review and approve all provider enrollment materials (e.g. provider applications and provider contract).


			


			





			12.7.6.26 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Define frequency and specifications for Provider Enrollment reports.


			


			





			12.7.6.27 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review Provider Enrollment reports produced by the Contractor.


			


			





			12.7.6.28 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Notify contractor of termination/disenrollment as directed by DHCFP.


			


			





			Provider Enrollment – Performance Expectations





			12.7.6.29 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Mail provider enrollment packages within two (2) working days of the request.


			


			





			12.7.6.30 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Process complete provider applications within five (5) working days of receipt.


			


			





			12.7.6.31 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Have trained provider representatives visit first-time enrolled providers within ten (10) work days of application approval, or other providers upon request. 


			


			





			12.7.6.32 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Respond to all DHCFP requests or inquiries within one (1) working day.


			


			





			12.7.7
PROVIDER TRAINING AND OUTREACH





			12.7.7.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Educate providers about the Nevada Medicaid program, the claims processing system and proper billing through workshops, training sessions, presentations at professional association and stakeholder meetings, individual training as needed, Provider Manuals and Web Announcements, and the provider Internet website.


			


			





			12.7.7.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide staff competent in Medicaid billing policy and procedures for all provider and claim types who will be responsible for provider training.


			


			





			12.7.7.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop and conduct ongoing and special DHCFP-approved training to meet the needs of specific provider types including material relevant to their programs and billing issues, policies, and new programs.


			


			





			12.7.7.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop and conduct small workshops for individual provider training as requested and/or needed throughout the term of the contract at the provider’s place of business.


			


			





			12.7.7.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Target special training for providers who have been identified as having an abnormal number of claims denied or pended.


			


			





			12.7.7.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Support training through the following activities:


nz. Notify providers of place, time and agenda for training sessions and workshops;



oa. Coordinate with DHCFP on all training sessions to ensure appropriate fiscal agent/DHCFP staff is in attendance as needed;



ob. Develop and produce provider training materials in accordance with DHCFP guidelines;



oc. Develop, distribute and evaluate provider training questionnaires from all training sessions and provide DHCFP with a summary of the provider responses on a monthly basis; and



od. Produce records to DHCFP of providers that participate in training, by provider type. 


			


			





			12.7.7.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Participate in training and orientation sessions conducted by other agencies (e.g., Indian Health Services, other divisions of the Department of Health and Human Services, Nevada Rural Hospital Project, etc.) and provide staff members and materials as requested.


			


			





			12.7.7.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop and submit to DHCFP for approval a Provider Training Plan annually at the beginning of each contract year, and update the plan as necessary each quarter. 


			


			





			Provider Training and Outreach – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities





			12.7.7.9 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Every third year, produce, distribute and track Advance Directive and Civil Rights notifications/certifications to: 



oe. Hospitals;



of. Nursing facilities;



og. Intermediate care facilities;



oh. Mental health facilities;



oi. Home health providers; and 



oj. Personal care providers. 


			


			





			Provider Training and Outreach – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.7.7.10 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Inform the Contractor of new or updated programs and policies that need to be introduced to providers.


			


			





			12.7.7.11 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Make DHCFP staff available for training sessions as appropriate.


			


			





			12.7.7.12 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Notify the Contractor of any providers with specialized training needs.


			


			





			12.7.7.13 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review and approve Provider Billing Manuals, revisions to Manuals, Web Announcements, newsletters, provider training material, and other materials as required (e.g., quarterly newsletter).


			


			





			12.7.7.14 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide to the Contractor any DHCFP-developed policy program materials for providers.


			


			





			12.7.7.15 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Approve and/or recommend changes to the Contractor’s annual Provider Training Plan.


			


			





			Provider Training and Outreach – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.7.7.16 


			Contractor Performance Expectations


			Conduct provider training at least once annually for in-state provider groups, including hospitals, physicians, and nursing facilities. 


			


			





			12.7.7.17 


			Contractor Performance Expectations


			Promote through education, within the provider community, the continued transition from a manual/paper environment to an automated/electronic transaction environment in accordance with HIPAA standards.


			


			





			12.7.8
FINANCE





			General





			12.7.8.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Reconcile all accounts and balance all claims processing cycles prior to approving the release of payment. 


			


			





			12.7.8.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce and distribute letters, and:


ok. Provide the ability to include user specified message text within standard letter formats; and


ol. Retain a record of the letters sent, the content of the letters and the recipients of the letters.


			


			





			12.7.8.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Track all events, dates and dollars received as a result of recovery activity including the recipient's identity, reason for recovery action, person(s)/agency responsible for following the recovery account and any applicable comments. 


			


			





			Payments – Incoming





			12.7.8.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Receive and sort incoming checks from the third party payers, recipients and providers and process according to DHCFP policy and guidelines.


			


			





			12.7.8.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain a system of security and monitoring for the location, deposit and disposition status of each incoming check.


			


			





			12.7.8.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Comply with written procedures to meet State and federal guidelines for collection and write-off of outstanding accounts receivables.


			


			





			12.7.8.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to support overpayment/recovery efforts, including but not limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER, cost avoidance, pay and chase, premium payment, Medicare, subrogation and recoupments according to DHCFP policy, State and Federal rules and regulations.


			


			





			Payments – Outgoing





			12.7.8.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain security for checks during matching/stuffing/mailing process.


			


			





			12.7.8.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Suppress the generation of zero-pay checks and negative provider payment amounts, but generate the associated remittance advices.


			


			





			12.7.8.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain provider accounts receivable and deduct appropriate amounts from payments due, both automatically and manually. 


			


			





			12.7.8.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate manual check when requested and authorized by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.7.8.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate advance-payment-against-future-claims when requested and authorized by DHCFP, and associated recoupment process.


			


			





			12.7.8.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Send check register and file of checks to DHCFP at the end of each claims payment cycle pursuant to DHCFP policy and guidelines.


			


			





			Pre-Payment Review – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities





			12.7.8.14 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Perform Pre-Payment Review of claims ‘randomly pended’ according to DHCFP identified criteria. The review will consist of a complete claims and medical record review: 



om. Verifying the accuracy of the claim with the medical record supporting the claim;



on. Verifying the codes billed are accurate; and 



oo. Ensuring the claim billed complies with applicable policy.



It is expected these prepayment reviews will result in cost savings by avoiding payment for claims that should not have been paid and bringing attention to provider billing issues that would otherwise remain undetected.


			


			





			12.7.8.15 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Provide monthly report of the results of the Pre-Payment reviews. 






			


			





			Finance – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.7.8.16 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Deposit all incoming funds within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt.


			


			





			12.7.9
RETURN ID CARD PROCESS





			12.7.9.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate and distribute Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipient identification cards based upon policy and frequency set by DHCFP.


			


			





			Return ID Card Process – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.7.9.2 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Establish policy and frequency for generation of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipient identification cards.


			


			





			Return ID Card Process – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.7.9.3 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Generate and distribute Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipient identification cards based upon policy and frequency set by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.7.10
EDI 





			12.7.10.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide instructions, training or support, and forms as needed to ensure providers understand EDI enrollment procedures and requirements, including testing procedures.


			


			





			12.7.10.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ensure providers have appropriate access to allow for EDI submissions, including appropriate user names and passwords.


			


			





			12.7.10.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Ensure providers have access to EDI companion guides to assist with EDI submissions.


			


			





			12.7.10.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop and implement a testing process to certify providers for EDI submission. Allow only those providers passing testing standards to submit and receive electronic transactions using EDI.


			


			





			12.7.10.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide customer service access to providers that have direct questions regarding EDI enrollment and submissions.


			


			





			EDI – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.7.10.6 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Provide reports of provider’s completion of EDI testing within ten (10) days of testing.


			


			





			12.7.11
PRINTING AND POSTAGE





			12.7.11.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Prepare and submit invoices for pass-through postage and printing with no adjustment for administrative fees, profit, or other charges, including:


op. Original, unaltered vendor invoice; and


oq. Supporting documentation itemizing all charges for supplies, postage, and printing and including a description of the printed or posted material, the purpose of the printing or mailing, and the amount charged for each item.


			


			





			12.7.11.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			For projects outside the scope of normal operations, present proposed postage and printing costs to DHCFP as dictated by the Change Management process. Costs will be subject to approval by DHCFP. The Contractor will be under no obligation to provide printing and postage services when a request for additional pass-through printing and postage is not approved by DHCFP through the Change Management process.


			


			





			Printing and Postage – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.7.11.3 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Audit postage and/or printing invoices as appropriate prior to payment.


			


			





			12.7.11.4 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Request additional supporting documentation as needed to assure the validity of postage and printing charges prior to payment.


			


			





			12.7.11.5 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Issue no reimbursement for postage and/or printing costs incurred by the Contractor in the day-to-day operations of its business.


			


			





			Printing and Postage – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.7.11.6 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Exercise due diligence in obtaining the best value for all printing and postage jobs; making commercially reasonable efforts to avoid any uneconomical and inefficient methods of mailing that may result in excess postage costs.


			


			





			12.7.12
PRIOR AUTHORIZATION (PA)





			12.7.12.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce and distribute provider Prior Authorization notices of approved, denied or pended Prior Authorization requests.


			


			





			12.7.12.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Produce and distribute multi-lingual recipient Prior Authorization denial notices.


			


			





			12.7.12.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide training to DHCFP staff and non-agency staff as approved by DHCFP in the use of the Prior Authorization screens, windows and reports.


			


			





			12.7.12.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Offer periodic recommendations for revision of list of services requiring Prior Authorization, or other Prior Authorization functions, based on utilization patterns, industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.


			


			





			12.7.12.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide licensed clinical reviewers with appropriate clinical background to conduct medical necessity review of Prior Authorization requests to determine the appropriateness of services requested.


			


			





			12.7.12.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept Prior Authorization requests for services from authorized requestors through a web-based system, by fax, or by telephone, as agreed to by the Contractor and DHCFP. 


			


			





			12.7.12.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Consider Prior Authorization requests utilizing DHCFP program policy, clinical criteria, and industry standards.


			


			





			12.7.12.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Use DHCFP-approved protocols to determine the type of denial to be issued (clinical, technical, reduction).


			


			





			12.7.12.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide written notification of authorization request approval, partial approval, or denial to the requestor, including number of units, service, and specific time period authorized, or entire episode of care, as appropriate.


			


			





			12.7.12.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Allow licensed clinical reviewer to decrease the duration of some medical services per criteria and/or policy as part of the medical management process requiring the provider to submit additional information to support the medical appropriateness for continuation of service. This is not considered a reduction in service or non-certification since the provider has continued opportunity to extend the duration of service through the concurrent review process as indicated by medical need and clinical documentation. 


			


			





			12.7.12.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Assist providers with identifying alternative resources and services for complex cases to the appropriate Case Management/Care Coordination Entity to explore options and possible referral for additional coordination of services. Discuss complex cases with Care Coordinators to explore options or referral for more coordination of services.


			


			





			12.7.12.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Issue a technical denial for any period in which service was provided without prior authorization, when such prior authorization is required. Unless the requesting provider has supporting documentation indicating a justifiable reason for the delay, as indicated by DHCFP Policy, a technical denial may not be appealed.


			


			





			12.7.12.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Conduct review of services provided on or after the date of the authorization request, reviewing for medical appropriateness, medical necessity, EPSDT, and process according to reviewer findings.


			


			





			12.7.12.14 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a licensed, board certified physician to review reductions in service or non-certification determinations when the clinical reviewer cannot recommend certification. Cases requiring physician review may take a maximum of one additional day, or a maximum of three additional days in the case of a physician specialist review.


			


			





			12.7.12.15 


			Contractor Responsibility


			The contractor’s physician reviewer must be available for a peer-to-peer discussion if requested by the Provider within DHCFP-established timeframes.


			


			





			12.7.12.16 


			Contractor Responsibility


			The provider is notified in writing of all determinations. 


			


			





			12.7.12.17 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Accept and process Requests for Reconsideration from providers for adverse determinations when made within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of determination.


			


			





			12.7.12.18 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Issue recipient a Notice of Determination (NOD) indicating the services being denied or terminated when the determination is to reduce, deny or terminate a service. A copy of the process for requesting a Fair Hearing must be included with any NOD and must denote DHCFP-defined timelines for requesting a hearing. 


			


			





			12.7.12.19 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide evidence and testimony in hearings for any adverse determination for which a Request for Hearing has been made.


			


			





			12.7.12.20 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Personal Care Aids (PCA) services require licensed clinical staff to do in-home reviewer assessments to determine medical necessity and/or appropriateness under the social model.


			


			





			12.7.12.21 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Develop and implement a DHCFP-approved training plan that incorporates the following:


or. Contract Overview;



os. Policy and procedure manuals specific to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs;



ot. Relevant Nevada Medicaid statutory and regulatory requirements;



ou. Medical necessity criteria and the role of the reviewer in determining medical necessity;



ov. Clinical Review Process; and



ow. Billing guidelines.


			


			





			Prior Authorization – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.7.12.22 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide a list of specific procedures for which Prior Authorization is required, and consider Contractor recommendations for revisions of list or other Prior Authorization functions, based on utilization patterns, industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.


			


			





			12.7.12.23 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Provide list of exceptions and alternative requirements to the standard authorization review process, including authorization of Personal Care Aides (PCA), Preadmission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR), and Level of Care (LOC) requests.


			


			





			12.7.12.24 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Collaborate with Contractor to determine acceptable forms of review request (web-based, fax, telephone) based on review type.


			


			





			12.7.12.25 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review Contractor developed training plan, and collaborate with Contractor to ensure accurate information is provided in trainings.


			


			





			Prior Authorization – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.7.12.26 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Generate and distribute Prior Authorization approval, denial, and suspense notices to providers and Prior Authorization denials to recipients within twenty-four (24) hours of processing.


			


			





			12.7.12.27 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Meet standards for turnaround of Notification of Determination as identified by DHCFP, generally ranging from one (1) to seven (7) working days by type of service, unless turnaround is extended to allow for physician review. Count of turnaround days begins when Prior Authorization Request is received including complete information with which the review can be conducted.


			


			





			12.7.12.28 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Update Training Plan on an annual basis, or more frequently if necessary to address major changes in policy and/or review process.


			


			





			12.7.13
UTILIZATION MANAGEMENT (UM)





			12.7.13.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform Utilization Management (UM) activities including, but not limited to, the review of designated claims for medical appropriateness; approving, pending, denying, and/or reviewing appealed claims; and providing a monthly report on the number of claims approved, pended, denied or appealed. 


			


			





			12.7.13.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide key personnel to serve as medical consultants for UM purposes.


			


			





			12.7.13.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Meet the Federal designation for a Quality Improvement Organization (QIO) or QIO-like vendor.


			


			





			12.7.13.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Identify quality of care concerns, best practice standards and potential defects in the level of care provided under Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs through activities including, but not limited to, individual record review during daily Utilization Management activity, and profile analysis of providers.


			


			





			12.7.13.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Perform DHCFP-requested activities to support the appeal process including, but not limited to:


ox. Provide supporting documentation;



oy. Provide clinical judgment and reasoning as to the determination of the decision; and



oz. Providing testimony as required (telephonic or in person).


			


			





			12.7.13.6 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain a Quality Assurance program for the Utilization Management process, including, but not limited to, conducting periodic reviews, and monitoring and reporting on staff performance, consistency of application of DHCFP policy and review criteria, and accuracy and timeliness of data entry.


			


			





			12.7.13.7 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Report to DHCFP any provider-specific concerns identified during reviews for investigation or intervention as needed. 


			


			





			12.7.13.8 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Maintain information gathered during reviews and investigations of mis-utilization in a format that supports the reporting of utilization patterns by service, provider and/or recipient.


			


			





			12.7.13.9 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide separate monthly reports to meet DHCFP specifications for appropriateness of authorization requests for the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs.


			


			





			12.7.13.10 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide summaries of service, provider and/or recipient issues.


			


			





			12.7.13.11 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide a Provider Relations Supervisor to:


pa. Provide statewide Behavioral Health expertise, consultation, and support for the MH Rehabilitation UM program;


pb. Serve as primary point of contact for the various public agencies such as DCFS, MHDS, Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ), DHCFP District Offices, DHCFP, Case Managers, and providers;


pc. Coordinate direct, one-on-one Prior Authorization, clinical training throughout the State as needed based upon provider requests, PA data trends, and changes in policy;


pd. Participate in workgroups and meetings with the CM/CC vendor to ensure continuity of care and accurate timely follow-up on UM recommendations and data exchange that improves outcomes for BH recipients; and


pe. Assist the Director of Behavioral Health with providing monthly and quarterly MH Rehabilitation UM program analysis and recommendations. Analysis and recommendations will focus on access, utilization, cost reporting, provider enrollment, outcomes, recidivism, diagnostics and pharmaceutical utilization.


			


			





			12.7.13.12 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide quarterly reports reflecting utilization patterns by service type, with analysis and recommendations to meet DHCFP-defined specifications. Provide DHCFP staff access to predefined and ad hoc reports from the MMIS.


			


			





			12.7.13.13 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Recommend revisions to services requiring medical management based upon best practice standards or identification of unusual utilization patterns.


			


			





			Utilization Management – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities





			12.7.13.14 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Assist with PERM universe development and obtaining provider records.


			


			





			12.7.13.15 


			Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility


			Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently managing the utilization management of radiological services. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients.


			


			





			Utilization Management – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.7.13.16 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Define specifications for Utilization Management reports.


			


			





			12.7.13.17 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review Utilization Management reports produced by Contractor.


			


			





			12.7.13.18 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Request supporting documentation from Contractor, as needed to support DHCFP appeal activities.


			


			





			12.7.13.19 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Communicate with Contractor all known changes to the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations, to ensure that the Utilization Management function remains compliant.


			


			





			12.7.13.20 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Interpret policy and make administrative decisions regarding Utilization Management in consultation with Contractor.


			


			





			12.7.13.21 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Determine policies for utilization review, fraud and abuse review, and quality of care reviews in consultation with Contractor.


			


			





			Utilization Management – Contractor Performance Expectations





			12.7.13.22 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Maintain hours of operation for Utilization Management review services between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM PT Monday through Friday, excluding scheduled State observed holidays. Provide toll-free phone and fax numbers to facilitate provider access to the review processes.


			


			





			12.7.13.23 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Generate and deliver monthly reports to DHCFP according to DHCFP-defined schedule and media type.


			


			





			12.7.13.24 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Provide a summary of service, provider and/or recipient issues on a quarterly basis or more frequently if requested by DHCFP. 


			


			





			12.7.13.25 


			Contractor Performance Expectation


			Respond promptly to legislative and administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP.


			


			





			12.7.14
EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT (EPSDT)





			12.7.14.1 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate, distribute, and track periodic follow-up or reminder correspondence to recipients and providers about upcoming or overdue appointments based upon periodicity schedule and referrals, initial and follow-up letters about EPSDT benefits, schedules for well-child exams and immunizations, and other EPSDT related information and events.


			


			





			12.7.14.2 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Document services provided, referrals made and treatment received to meet federal and State EPSDT reporting requirements and provide the information needed for EPSDT policy decisions.


			


			





			12.7.14.3 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Identify pregnant women in third trimester using State eligibility system data and send letter explaining EPSDT benefits.


			


			





			12.7.14.4 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Generate letters to head of household for all newborn recipients explaining EPSDT benefits.


			


			





			12.7.14.5 


			Contractor Responsibility


			Provide ability to reprint all letters and notices.





			


			





			Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment – DHCFP Responsibilities





			12.7.14.6 


			DHCFP Responsibility


			Review and approve all letters and notifications, including timing of distribution, to recipients and providers.


			


			





			12.7.15
PERSONAL CARE SERVICES (PCS) PROGRAM





			12.7.15.1 


			


			<CONTRACTOR SHOULD CONSULT THE REFERENCE LIBRARY FOR INFORMATION ON THE PCS PROGRAM>
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Cost Proposal Instructions


						PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE ARE 9 WORKSHEETS TOTAL, INCLUDING THESE INSTRUCTIONS, IN THIS EXCEL FILE


						All fields requiring data entry are shown in green


			Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


			COST PROPOSAL INSTRUCTIONS - Each worksheet within this Excel document must be submitted.


						Contents of the cost proposal must be as follows:


						1.			Tab I - Title Page


									The title page must include the following:


									A.			Cost Proposal for MMIS Takeover


									B.			RFP #1824


									C.			Name and address of the proposer:


									D.			Proposal opening date:												April 9, 2010


									E.			Proposal opening time:												2:00:00 PM (Pacific Time)


						2.			Tab II - Cost Proposal Pricing Spreadsheets


									A.			Cost proposal must be in the format identified in Section 18, Project Costs.


									B.			Cost proposal spreadsheets 18.1.1.1, 18.1.1.2, 18.1.1.3, 18.1.1.4, 18.1.1.5, and 18.1.1.6 must be completed according to the instructions for each spreadsheet.


									C.			Cost proposal spreadsheets for the Hosting Solutions 18.1.2.1 and 18.1.2.2 must be completed according to the instructions for each spreadsheet.


									D.			Proposers must provide a CD of their cost proposal within the master cost proposal.


						3.			Tab III - Narrative Description of Proposed Operational Cost Approach


									A.			In addition to the pricing schedules included in this spreadsheet, the cost proposal must include a narrative description of the proposer's proposed operational pricing approach in accordance with Section 18.2.1.


						4.			Tab IV - Cost Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP


									A.			Proposers must include Attachment B-2, Cost Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP for Section 18, Project Costs within this section.
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18.1.1.1 Start-Up&Transition


			Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


			18.1.1.1 Statement of Zero Costs for Start-Up and Transition


						18.1.1.1-a			Costs for conducting the scope of work activities for Contract Start-Up from Section 8 of RFP #1824			$0.00


						18.1.1.1-b			Costs for conducting the scope of work activities for Transition from Section 9 of RFP #1824			$0.00


						Vendor acknowldeges and affirms that all contract start-up and transition tasks, activities and deliverables


						will be performed and provided at no cost to the State.


						Signature			Title			Date
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18.1.1.2 Budget Neutrality


			Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


			18.1.1.2 Statement of Commitment to Budget Neutrality for the Fiscal Agent Takeover of MMIS Operations and Maintenance


						18.1.1.2-a			Vendor acknowledges commitment to budget neutrality for Fiscal Agent Services, including the takeover and operation of the Core MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and all FA operational services. The contract is not-to-exceed an amount for the five year contract period (using Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.3) based on a formula tying costs to changes in CPI & Caseload.  Based on an analysis by our Accounting Unit of projected contract costs for the next five years using this formula, the contract is not-to-exceed $173,167,279 .  However the actual not-to-exceed amount may be more or less than this figure depending on actual costs.


									Vendor acknowldeges and affirms that all tasks, activities and deliverables during the Operations Period, excluding the HIE


									implementation, will be performed according to the operational budget neutrality requirement.


						Signature			Title			Date


									NOTE:  This 5-year projection is based on actual current variables, including FFS caseloads and the CPI index, and is provided for purposes of determining budget neutrality in the submission of vendor proposals.  The contractor will be reimbursed for operations according to the formulas in the calculation methodology shown in the Reference Library, using the actual value of the variables including FFS caseloads, the CPI and other variables as noted.  This is consistent with the budget neutrality definition for purposes of operational payment determination.
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18.1.1.3 Operations Yrs1-5


			Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


			18.1.1.3			5-Year Operations Pricing Worksheet


			18.1.1.3-a			Total cost must be transferred to the summary table in Section 18.1.1.6, Summary Schedule of Project Costs.


			18.1.1.3-b			Proposers must include all costs associated with operations and maintenance of the Nevada MMIS, including all personnel, overhead, profit, equipment usage, network communications, postage and printing and other miscellaneous costs.


			18.1.1.3-c			Proposers must base their costs on the caseload projections below, and within the budget neutrality ceiling provided on Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.2.


						DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONAL EXPENSE			FY 121             7/11 - 6/12			FY 13             7/12 - 6/13			FY 14             7/13 - 6/14			FY 15             7/14 - 6/15			FY 16             7/15 - 6/16			TOTAL


						OPERATING EXPENSES2


						Core MMIS																		$0.00


						Pharmacy Point-of-Sale																		$0.00


						Electronic Prescribing																		$0.00


						Pharmacy and Diabetic Rebate																		$0.00


						Clinical Claims Editing																		$0.00


						Decision Support System (Existing Data Warehouse)																		$0.00


						Web Portal																		$0.00


						Online Document Retreival and Archiving System																		$0.00


						CLAIMS EXPENSES2, 3																		$0.00


						ENCOUNTERS4																		$0.00


						CLAIMS PROCESSING SUPPORT SERVICES2,3																		$0.00


						Managed Care Enrollment																		$0.00


						PASRR																		$0.00


						Call Center and Contact Management																		$0.00


						Provider Appeals																		$0.00


						Provider Enrollment																		$0.00


						Provider Training & Outreach																		$0.00


						Finance (including Accounts Payable and TPL Activities)1, 2																		$0.00


						Return ID Card Process																		$0.00


						Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)


						Pharmacy Support Services																		$0.00


						Diabetic Supply Rebate																		$0.00


						Prior Authorization																		$0.00


						Utilization Management																		$0.00


						EPSDT																		$0.00


						Personal Care Services (PCS) Program																		$0.00


						HEALTH EDUCATION																		$0.00


						POSTAGE & PRINTING PASS-THROUGH																		$0.00


						OTHER COSTS (please describe)																		$0.00


						SUB-TOTAL FOR 18.1.1.3			$0.00			$0.00			$0.00			$0.00			$0.00			$0.00


						1For purposes of the cost evaluation, operations payments projected to begin on July 1, 2011


						2Expense affected by the CPI-U


						3Expense affected by the FFS caseload


						4Expense affected by the Managed Care caseload


						Caseload Projections*			FY 12             7/11 - 6/12			FY 13             7/12 - 6/13			FY 14             7/13 - 6/14			FY 15             7/14 - 6/15			FY 16             7/15 - 6/16


						Fee for Service (Claims)			0.64%			-1.29%			-3.54%			-4.07%			-4.22%


						Managed Care (Encounters)			2.71%			0.76%			-1.52%			-2.03%			-2.17%


						*Caseload projections represented as percentage of change from previous year.


						Signature						Title						Date
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18.1.1.4 HIE Cost Schedule


			Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


			18.1.1.4			Health Information Exchange (HIE) Cost Schedule


			18.1.1.4-a			Total cost must be transferred to the summary table in Section 18.1.1.6, Summary Schedule of Project Costs.


			18.1.1.4-b			Proposers must include information for the implementation and ongoing maintenance of the HIE component.


						DESCRIPTION OF COST ELEMENT			FY 121             7/11 - 6/12			FY 13             7/12 - 6/13			FY 14             7/13 - 6/14			FY 15             7/14 - 6/15			FY 16             7/15 - 6/16			TOTAL


						HIE IMPLEMENTATION


						Development and Testing of HIE


						Implementation


						Rollout to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Providers (including training and outreach)


						Other Implementation-related Costs (please describe)


						HIE MAINTENANCE2


						Personnel																		$0.00


						Facilities																		$0.00


						Equipment																		$0.00


						Network Communications																		$0.00


						Provider Training																		$0.00


						Other Costs (please describe)																		$0.00


																								$0.00


						SUB-TOTAL FOR 18.1.1.4			$0.00			$0.00			$0.00			$0.00			$0.00			$0.00


						1For purposes of the cost evaluation, maintenance-related payments projected to begin on July 1, 2011


						2Maintenance-related costs are to be distributed by operational year as indicated.


						Signature                                                                             Title						Date
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18.1.1.5 DW Cost Schedule


			Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


			18.1.1.5			Data Warehouse Cost Schedule


			18.1.1.5-a			Total cost must be transferred to the summary table in Section 18.1.1.6, Summary Schedule of Project Costs.


			18.1.1.5-b			Proposers must include information for the design, development and implementation, and incremental maintenance costs of the Data Warehouse component that represents ADDITIONAL functionality beyond the current functionality.  Current DW functionality costs are to be provided within the operations cost schedule 18.1.1.3.


						DESCRIPTION OF COST ELEMENT			FY 121             7/11 - 6/12			FY 13             7/12 - 6/13			FY 14             7/13 - 6/14			FY 15             7/14 - 6/15			FY 16             7/15 - 6/16			TOTAL


						Data Warehouse DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT & IMPLEMENTATION


						Requirements Validation and Development


						Testing


						Data Extract, Load and Configuration


						Training


						Implementation


						Other Costs (please describe)


						Data Warehouse MAINTENANCE2  (Incremental Costs only)


						Personnel																		$0.00


						Facilities																		$0.00


						Equipment																		$0.00


						Network Communications																		$0.00


						Other Costs (please describe)																		$0.00


																								$0.00


						SUB-TOTAL FOR 18.1.1.5			$0.00			$0.00			$0.00			$0.00			$0.00			$0.00


						1For purposes of the cost evaluation, maintenance-related payments projected to begin on July 1, 2011


						2Maintenance-related costs are to be distributed by operational year as indicated.  Incremental costs for additional functionality only should be provided here.


						Signature                                                                             Title						Date
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18.1.1.6 Summary Schedule


			Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


			18.1.1.6			Summary Schedule of Project Costs


			18.1.1.6-a			Sub-totals from each of the previous cost schedules must be transferred to the following summary schedule of project costs.


						(note:  subtotals will automatically transfer to this worksheet into the appropriate cell - no data entry is required)


						DELIVERABLE OR
COST SCHEDULE NUMBER			SUMMARY OF TOTAL PROJECT COSTS			COST


						18.1.1.3			5-Year Operations Pricing Worksheet			$0.00


						18.1.1.4			Health Information Exchange (HIE) Cost Schedule			$0.00


						18.1.1.5			Data Warehouse Cost Schedule			$0.00


									Total Project Costs			$0.00


						Signature                                                                             Title			Title			Date
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18.1.2.1 NV MMIS Hosting


			Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


			18.1.2.1			Informational Costs for Proposed Hosting Approach for Nevada MMIS


			18.1.2.1-a			Instructions for this worksheet:  Provide costs for the proposed hosting solution for the Nevada MMIS.  Indicate which hosting option is being proposed:  1)  Takeover of existing hosting infrastructure, OR 2) Vendor alternative hosting arrangement.


			18.1.2.1-b			Proposers must provide detailed information for each item identified.


			18.1.2.1-c			This information is for information purposes only and will NOT be evaluated or considered in the cost proposal evaluation.


			18.1.2.1-d			The payment for hosting will be incorporated into the operational cost schedule for purposes of maintaining budget neutrality.  No separate reimbursement for hosting of the Nevada MMIS will be made.


						DESCRIPTION OF ASSOCIATED COSTS			COST


						< Identify Hosting Option #1 or #2 >


			1			Transition Support
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the transition support line item]


			2			Staffing Expenses During Transition
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the transition staffing line item]


			3			Hosting Operations (per year):
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the operations line item]


			4			Hosting Maintenance (per year)
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the maintenance line item]


			5			Staffing Expenses During Operations (per year)
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the operations staffing line item]


			6			Other Expenses (per year)
Includes: [vendor to describe other expenses that must be included in the total cost]


			7


			8


						SUB-TOTAL FOR 18.1.2.1			$0.00


						Signature                                                                             Title			Date
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18.1.2.2 State-hosted Scenario


			Request for Proposal #1824 - MMIS Fiscal Agent Takeover


			18.1.2.2			Informational Costs for State-hosted solution with the identification of Vendor responsibilities


			18.1.2.2-a			Proposers must provide detailed information for each item identified.


			18.1.2.2-b			This information is for information purposes only and will NOT be evaluated or considered in the selection of the successful proposer.


			18.1.2.2-c			The Division does not intend to select a State hosting approach at this time, but wishes to gather information regarding the future feasibility of maintaining and utilizing the State hosting environment.


						DESCRIPTION OF ASSOCIATED COSTS			COST


						< State Hosting Solution >


			1			Transition Support
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the transition support line item]


			2			Staffing Expenses During Transition
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the transition staffing line item]


			3			Hosting Operations (per year):
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the operations line item]


			4			Hosting Maintenance (per year)
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the maintenance line item]


			5			Staffing Expenses During Operations (per year)
Includes: [vendor to describe expenses included within the operations staffing line item]


			6			Other Expenses (per year)
Includes: [vendor to describe other expenses that must be included in the total cost]


			7


			8


			9


						SUB-TOTAL FOR 18.1.2.2			$0.00


						Signature			Title			Date
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PRIOR CRIMINAL CONVICTION DISCLOSURE


Employee/Contractor name:













State Agency name:















Contract or project name (if applicable):










			Criminal Conviction/Traffic Violations:  Have you ever been convicted of:



     (1) A misdemeanor, gross misdemeanor or felony (excluding juvenile adjudication)?  FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes  FORMCHECKBOX 
 No




     (2) A moving traffic violation within the last five years?  FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes  FORMCHECKBOX 
 No



If yes, give date(s), time(s), locations(s), circumstance(s), and dollar amount of fine(s).  Include any conditions of your parole and/or probation, if applicable.  Moving traffic violations will only be considered if driving a vehicle is a job requirement.  A criminal conviction is not an automatic bar to employment.  Each case is considered on its individual merits.  LACK OF, OR INCOMPLETE INFORMATION IS BASIS FOR REJECTING AN APPLICANT.





			DATE


			TIME


			LOCATION


			CIRCUMSTANCE


			FINE
 AMOUNT









Remarks:












Employee/Contractor signature:





Date:





54F19_Prior Criminal Conviction Disclosure Form







7 SCOPE OF WORK



The Nevada MMIS Takeover Project is broken down into 4 major tasks as presented below.  



Planning and Administration Task; 



Requirements Validation and Demonstration Task;



Transition Task; and



Operations Task.



There are various activities within each task that are described in detail throughout the following sections of the RFP. Vendors must reflect within their proposal response and preliminary project plan their recommended approach to scheduling and accomplishing all tasks and activities identified within this RFP.



All tasks performed by the successful vendor may be reviewed by the QA monitor as well as DHCFP staff.



The Planning and Administration Task includes the following major activities:



Deliverable Submission and Review Process;



Project Kick Off Meeting;



Location of Contract Functions; and



Communication Planning.



The Requirements Validation and Demonstration Task includes the following major activities:



Conduct Requirements Review and Validation Sessions;



Document Requirements Validation; and



Update the Requirements Traceability Matrix.



The Transition Task includes the following major activities:



Transition Planning Activities; and



Transition of MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools, and Nevada Medicaid Claims Processing and Support Services.



The Operations Task includes the following activities:



Conduct Operations; and



Turnover Activities.



7.1 Procurement Approach to Contractor Services



DHCFP desires to contract with an established MMIS vendor to take over and operate the existing Nevada MMIS contract, which includes the Core MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and Medicaid program claims processing and program support services for a period of five years, with two, two-year option year extensions. During this time DHCFP will be working to procure a replacement, MITA-aligned MMIS. 



The MMIS takeover vendor will be required to operate the Nevada MMIS under a budget neutral contract arrangement during the life of the contract. It is essential to DHCFP that cost savings efforts do not disrupt the level and quality of Nevada Medicaid and Check Up services provided to Nevada program recipients, or negatively impact program providers. As a result, vendors will be required to meet pre-established, measureable performance indicator criteria established by DHCFP.   



DHCFP welcomes flexibility and creativity in operational services provided by the vendor and will consider the replacement of peripheral systems, tools and services currently used to supplement the MMIS, such as a decision support system, clinical rules engine, utilization management and other potential areas where efficiency improvements may be achieved.



Additionally, DHCFP also seeks proposals that include a scalable Health Information Exchange (HIE) solution with features that meet certification standards prescribed by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), and the Office of the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology, Department of Health and Human Services. 



7.2 Contract Periods



The successful vendor will execute the scope of work described in this RFP, in 3 periods; The Contract Start Up Period, Transition Period, and Operations Period. Entrance and exit criteria for each period are presented in Sections 8, 9, and 10 of this RFP, respectively. 



· Contract Start Up Period – During the contract start up period, the vendor will be required to perform all activities presented in Sections 8 of this RFP. 



· Transition Period – The vendor will be required to perform transition period activities as described in Section 9 of this RFP.   



· Operations Period – The vendor is expected to continue MMIS operations and services in accordance with CMS certification requirements. At a minimum, during the operations period, all operational requirements described in Sections 10 and 12 of this RFP must be met during the operations period. 



7.3 Vendor Response to Scope of Work



7.3.1 Within the proposal response, vendors must provide information regarding their approach to meeting the requirements described within Sections 7 through 16 of this RFP.



7.3.2 If subcontractors will be used for any of the tasks, vendors must indicate what tasks and the percentage of time subcontractor(s) will spend on those tasks.



7.3.3 Within the Requirements Tables, each vendor's response must indicate that each requirement will be satisfied in one of the following manners:



A. Code (a): COMPLY – If the Vendor agrees to provide the required functionality or service as presented in the requirements language, place an (a) in the Vendor Compliance Code column corresponding with each applicable requirement. For each requirement marked with compliance code (a), the Response column may be left blank;



B. Code (b): PROPOSE ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION – If the Vendor proposes an alternative solution to meet the functionality or service as presented in the requirements language, place a (b) in the Vendor Compliance Code column corresponding with each applicable requirement, and supply a narrative that is succinct, yet sufficient in detail describing the Vendor’s proposed alternative; or



C. Code (c): SUBCONTRACTOR – If the Vendor will use a Subcontractor to meet the functionality or service presented in the requirements language, place a (c) in the Vendor Compliance Code column corresponding with each applicable requirement, and supply a narrative that is succinct, yet sufficient in detail describing how the Vendor will ensure that the proposed Subcontractor will meet the requirement.


No Vendor Compliance Code or Response is required for DHCFP Responsibility requirements listed in the Requirements Tables.



8 Scope of Work – Contract Start Up Period Requirements



8.1 Planning and Administration



8.1.1 Objective



The objective of this task is to ensure that adequate planning and project management resources are dedicated to this project.



8.1.1.1 Contract Start Up Period Entrance Criteria



At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria prior to the commencement of Contract Start Up Period activities. 



A. Nevada MMIS Takeover Agreement signed by all required parties, and approved by required State and Federal authorities; and



B. DHCFP approved project start date.


8.1.1.2 Contract Start Up Period Exit Criteria



At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to exiting the Contract Start Up Period. 



C. DHCFP approval of all plans listed in Section 8 of this RFP.


8.1.2 Activities



The awarded vendor must:



8.1.2.1 Work with DHCFP to provide a detailed project plan with fixed deadlines that take into consideration DHCFP expectations for adhering to State and federal rules and regulations and the State holiday schedule provided in Section 2.1, State Observed Holidays; the detailed project plan shall include, but not be limited to:



D. Project schedule including tasks, activities, activity duration, sequencing and dependencies in Microsoft Project and an alternative electronic format for DHCFP Staff that do not have Microsoft project;



E. Project work plan for each deliverable, including a work breakdown structure;



F. Completion date of each task;



G. Project milestones;



H. Entrance and exit criteria for specific project milestones; and



I. Project organization including a resource plan defining roles and responsibilities for the awarded vendor, subcontractors (if applicable) and DHCFP.



8.1.2.2 Attend semi-monthly project status meetings with DHCFP project team at a location to be determined by DHCFP. Attendance may be in person or via teleconferencing, as mutually agreed to by the project team. These meetings shall follow an agenda mutually developed by the awarded vendor and DHCFP. The agenda may include, but not be limited to:



J. Review and approval of previous meeting minutes;



K. Contractor project status;



L. DHCFP project status;



M. Contract status and issues, including resolutions;



N. Quality Assurance status;



O. New action items;



P. Outstanding action items, including resolutions;



Q. Identified risks and risk mitigation strategies;



R. Setting of next meeting date; and



S. Other business.



Minutes will be taken and distributed by Vendor staff within five (5) working days after the meeting. Minutes may be distributed via facsimile or email.



8.1.2.3 Attend and participate in all project related meetings requested as well as Steering Committee meetings. The awarded vendor shall prepare materials or briefings for these meetings as requested by DHCFP. Minutes will be taken and distributed by Vendor staff within five (5) working days after the meeting. Minutes may be distributed via facsimile or email.



8.1.2.4 Provide written semi-monthly project status reports delivered to DHCFP by the third (3rd) working day following the end of each reporting period. The format must be approved by DHCFP prior to issuance of the first semi-monthly project status report. The first semi-monthly report covers the reporting period from the 1st through the fifteenth (15th) of each month; and the second semi-monthly report covers the reporting period from the sixteenth (16th) through the end of the month. The status reports must include, but not be limited to the following:



T. Overall completion status of the project in terms of DHCFP approved project work plan and deliverable schedule;



U. Accomplishments during the period, including DHCFP staff/stakeholders interviewed, meetings held, requirements review and validation sessions and conclusions/decisions determined;



V. Problems encountered and proposed/actual resolutions;



W. What is to be accomplished during the next reporting period;



X. Issues that need to be addressed, including contractual;



Y. Quality Assurance status;



Z. Updated MS Project timeline showing percentage completed, tasks assigned, completed and remaining; Timeline must be provided in an electronic format accessible to DHCFP staff that do not have access to MS Project;



AA. Identification of schedule slippage and strategy for resolution;



AB. Contractor staff assigned and their location/schedule;



AC. DHCFP resources required for activities during the next time period; and



AD. Resource allocation percentages including planned versus actual by project milestone.



8.1.2.5 Develop a comprehensive approach for handling communications with both internal and external audiences. Effective communication is critical to the development of productive relationships with concerned stakeholders. The communication plan must include, but not be limited to: a plan for generation, documentation, storage, transmission and disposal of all project information.



8.1.2.6 Develop a risk management plan to ensure that risks are identified, planned for, analyzed, communicated and acted upon effectively.



8.1.2.7 Develop a quality assurance plan including, but not limited to, the methodology for maintaining quality of the code, workmanship, project schedules, deliverables, and subcontractor(s) activities.



8.1.3 Planning and Administration Deliverables



			DELIVERABLE NUMBER


			DESCRIPTION OF DELIVERABLE


			ACTIVITY


			DHCFP'S ESTIMATED REVIEW PERIOD





			8.1.2.1


			Detailed Project Plan


			8.1.2.1


			15





			8.1.2.3


			Attendance at all scheduled meetings


			8.1.2.3


			N/A





			8.1.2.4


			Written Semi-Monthly Project Status Report


			8.1.2.4


			5





			8.1.2.5


			Communication Plan


			8.1.2.5


			10





			8.1.2.6


			Risk Management Plan


			8.1.2.6


			10





			8.1.2.7


			Quality Assurance Plan


			8.1.2.7


			10








8.2 Project Kick Off Meeting



A project kick off meeting will be held with representatives from DHCFP and the contractor after contract approval and prior to work performed. Items to be covered in the kick off meeting will include, but not be limited to:



8.2.1 Determining format and protocol for project status meetings;



8.2.2 Determining format for project status reports;



8.2.3 Setting the schedule for meetings between representatives from DHCFP and the contractor to develop the detailed project plan;



8.2.4 Defining lines of communication and reporting relationships;



8.2.5 Reviewing the project mission and guiding principles;



8.2.6 Reviewing the deliverable review process;



8.2.7 Pinpointing high-risk or problem areas; and



8.2.8 Issue resolution process.



8.3 Deliverable Submission And Review Process



Once the detailed project plan is approved by DHCFP, the following sections detail the process for submission and review of deliverables during the life of the project/contract.



8.3.1 General



8.3.1.1 The Vendor must provide one (1) master (both hard and soft copies) and five (5) additional hard copies of each written deliverable to the appropriate DHCFP Project manager as identified in the contract.



8.3.1.2 Once a deliverable is approved and accepted by DHCFP, the Vendor must provide an electronic copy. DHCFP may, at its discretion, waive this requirement for a particular deliverable.



8.3.1.3 The electronic copy must be provided in software currently utilized by the agency or provided by the Vendor.



8.3.1.4 Deliverables will be evaluated by DHCFP utilizing mutually agreed to acceptance/exit criteria.



8.3.2 Deliverable Submission



8.3.2.1 Prior to development and submission of each contract deliverable, a summary document containing a description of the format and content of each deliverable will be delivered to the DHCFP Project Manager for review and approval. The summary document must contain, at a minimum, the following:



AE. Cover letter;



AF. Table of Contents with a brief description of the content of each section;



AG. Version and Revision section;



AH. Anticipated number of pages; and



AI. Identification of appendices/exhibits.



8.3.2.2 The summary document must contain an approval/rejection section that can be completed by DHCFP. The summary document will be returned to the contractor within a mutually agreed upon time frame.



8.3.2.3 Deliverables must be developed by the Vendor according to the approved format and content of the summary document for each specific deliverable.



8.3.2.4 At a mutually agreed to meeting, on or before the time of delivery to DHCFP, the contractor must provide a walkthrough of each deliverable.



8.3.2.5 Deliverables must be submitted no later than 5:00 PM, per the approved contract deliverable schedule and must be accompanied by a deliverable sign-off form (refer to Attachment I) with the appropriate sections completed by the contractor.



8.3.3 Deliverable Review



General


8.3.3.1 DHCFP’s review time begins on the next working day following receipt of the deliverable.



8.3.3.2 DHCFP’s review time will be determined by the approved and accepted detailed project plan and the approved contract.



8.3.3.3 DHCFP has up to five (5) working days to determine if a deliverable is complete and ready for review. Unless otherwise negotiated, this is part of DHCFP’s review time.



8.3.3.4 Any subsequent deliverable dependent upon DHCFP’s acceptance of a prior deliverable will not be accepted for review until all issues related to the previous deliverable have been resolved.



8.3.3.5 Deliverables determined to be incomplete and/or unacceptable for review will be rejected, not considered delivered and returned to the contractor.



8.3.3.6 After review of a deliverable, DHCFP will return to the contractor the project deliverable sign-off form with the deliverable submission and review history section completed.



8.3.3.7 Accepted



If the deliverable is accepted, the original deliverable sign-off form signed by the appropriate DHCFP representatives will be returned to the contractor.



8.3.3.8 Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP



If DHCFP has comments and/or revisions to a deliverable, the following will be provided to the contractor:



AJ. The original deliverable sign-off form with an updated entry to the deliverable submission and review history section.



AK. Attached to the deliverable sign-off form will be a detailed explanation of the revisions to be made and/or a marked up copy of the deliverable.



AL. DHCFP’s first review and return with comments will be completed within the times specified in the contract.



AM. The contractor will have five (5) working days, unless otherwise mutually agreed to, for review, acceptance and/or rejection of DHCFP’s comments.



AN. A meeting to resolve outstanding issues must be completed within three (3) working days after completion of the contractor’s review or a mutually agreed upon time frame.



AO. Agreements made during meetings to resolve issues must be documented separately.



AP. Once an agreement is reached regarding changes, the Vendor must incorporate them into the deliverable for resubmission to DHCFP.



AQ. All changes must be easily identifiable by DHCFP.



AR. Resubmission of the deliverable must occur within five (5) working days or a mutually agreed upon time frame of the resolution of any outstanding issues.



AS. The resubmitted deliverable must be accompanied by the original deliverable sign-off form.



AT. This review process continues until all issues have been resolved within a mutually agreed upon time frame.



AU. During the re-review process, DHCFP may only comment on the original exceptions noted.



AV. All other items not originally commented on are considered to be accepted by DHCFP.



AW. Once all revisions have been accepted, the original deliverable sign-off form signed by the appropriate DHCFP representatives will be returned to the contractor.



AX. The Vendor must provide one (1) updated and complete master paper copy of each deliverable after approval and acceptance by DHCFP.



8.3.3.9 Rejected, Not Considered Delivered



If DHCFP considers a deliverable not ready for review, the following will be returned to the contractor:



AY. The original deliverable sign-off form with an updated entry to the deliverable submission and review history section.



AZ. The original deliverable and all copies with a written explanation as to why the deliverable is being rejected, not considered delivered.



BA. The Vendor will have five (5) working days, unless otherwise mutually agreed to, for review, acceptance and/or rejection of DHCFP’s comments.



BB. A meeting to discuss DHCFP’s position regarding the rejection of the deliverable must be completed within three (3) working days after completion of the contractor’s review or a mutually agreed upon time frame.



BC. Resubmission of the deliverable must occur within a mutually agreed upon time frame.



BD. The resubmitted deliverable must be accompanied by the original deliverable sign-off form.



BE. Upon resubmission of the completed deliverable, DHCFP will follow the steps outlined in Section 8.3.3.7, Accepted, or Section 8.3.3.8, Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP.



8.4 Location of Contract Functions



8.4.1 The contractor shall identify the location where each MMIS-related function and contractor service function will be performed. 



8.4.2 DHCFP requires that the contractor maintain a facility within a 30-mile radius of the DHCFP location in Carson City, Nevada with a preference for a local facility within Carson City limits. The contractor will have business hours from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM PT, with the exception of State observed holidays listed in Section 2.1. Electronic transactions must continue to be available on State Holidays, but operational staffing will not be required at the contractor's office.  Electronic transactions supported by the following systems shall be performed on a twenty four (24) hour basis, seven (7) days per week, except for maintenance to the system accomplished outside of usual business hours, per Section 12.2.1:



D. EVS;



E. Provider Web Portal; 



F. EDI Gateway;



G. Call Center automation (phone, IVR, messaging);



H. Pharmacy POS;



I. Electronic Prescription Software; and



J. Electronic Provider Direct Claims Entry Portal(s). 



8.4.2.1 The contractor may perform a reasonable portion of system development outside of the continental United States.  A reasonable portion of other Nevada MMIS functions may be performed outside of Nevada, but within the continental United States . The site(s) and activities shall be approved by DHCFP.



8.4.2.2 During the Contract Start Up, Transition and Operational Periods of this contract, the vendor, within reasonable notice, shall provide adequate meeting facilities to accommodate the needs of intended audiences.



8.4.2.3 The contractor shall provide courier service to the DHCFP site with pickup and delivery service at least three (3) times per week on a schedule agreed to by DHCFP. 



8.5 Communication Requirements



8.5.1 DHCFP is committed to the use of various types of communication, including, but not limited to, face-to-face, electronic, and telephone, to support project business.



8.5.2 Contractor shall maintain telephone and email contact with the contract administrator and other designated staff on a consistent basis throughout the contract. Contractor must provide management, supervisory and technical staff availability by email for ease of communication with DHCFP. Project managers and/or designated staff will also participate in semi-monthly status meetings in person or by telephone conference call and will provide regular status reports as outlined in Section 8.1.2.4.



8.5.2.1 Twenty-four hour fax and toll-free access



BF. Contractor shall provide: twenty-four (24) hour fax lines, toll-free telephone lines, voicemail message services, and twenty-four (24) hour access to the EVS for providers to submit requests for recipient eligibility or other inquiries. 



8.5.2.2 Written Communications and Standardized Forms



BG. Contractor shall render all reports and contract deliverables in electronic format and hard copy, as specified in Section 8.3.1, and shall maintain the capability of receiving reports, deliverables, test results, data file transfers, and other information electronically from DHCFP or DHCFP’s other contractors. 


BH. Contractor will provide manuals and other provider communications in alternate formats (electronic, Web-based, CD-ROM, etc.) as requested by DHCFP. DHCFP will approve standardized forms used by the contractor for all review activities and provider communications. DHCFP will also approve communication content such as provider manuals, form letters, web announcements, and training materials prior to publication. 


8.5.2.3 Electronic Communications



BI. Contractor shall provide all necessary software to support all electronic communications involved in day-to-day activities associated with the contract.



BJ. Contractor shall provide electronic network connections to enable the contractor to connect and have compatibility with DHCFP’s email and calendar system in accordance with DHCFP policy. 



8.6 Requirements Validation and Demonstration



8.6.1 Objective



The objective of this task is for the successful vendor to validate and demonstrate that the Nevada MMIS will meet all requirements presented in the RFP and in the vendor’s proposal. In addition, any changes, tool replacement solutions, or improvements to business process functions across the Nevada MMIS will also be identified. This task will result in the establishment of a document of record that clearly identifies requirements decisions agreed upon by DHCFP and the successful vendor.



8.6.2 Activities



The awarded vendor will perform the following activities within this task:



8.6.2.1 Conduct and facilitate requirements review and validation sessions to validate and demonstrate system functionality. This will include all screens, reports, forms, inputs and outputs related to each requirement. A schedule of requirements review and validation sessions must be provided to the State at least ten (10) working days prior to the scheduled sessions.



8.6.2.2 Use the requirements review and validation sessions to gain an understanding of the levels of user sophistication. The information will be used to develop trainers, the training programs, and to plan ongoing user support activities during operations.



8.6.2.3 Document requirements review and validation sessions and submit meeting minutes to DHCFP for review and approval on any agreements reached, open issues and other outcomes. Minutes should be submitted within three (3) working days after a session is completed.



8.6.2.4 Conduct interviews, as necessary, with DHCFP staff to validate, clarify, update and finalize requirements,



8.6.2.5 Provide qualified data modelers and conduct any modeling sessions needed for data model modification.



8.6.2.6 Prepare and submit an outline of the Requirements Validation Document to serve as a document of record for DHCFP approval.



8.6.2.7 Prepare and submit a comprehensive and detailed Requirements Validation Document. This document must include the following items:



BK. Identification of changes to existing requirements;



BL. Clarifying information associated with requirements, as needed;



BM. Identification of new requirements;



BN. Definition of how requirements will be met;



BO. Identification of the entity responsible for meeting a requirement, when it involves coordination of multiple parties (DHCFP and Contractor(s)).



BP. A detailed description of the hardware and software configuration to be used;



BQ. An overview of the system architecture and how components are integrated; and



BR. Logical data model that defines all entities, relationships, attributes and access paths.



8.6.2.8 Establish and maintain a Requirements Traceability Matrix in order for requirements to be traced throughout transition and operations periods. The Requirements Traceability Matrix presented in the Reference Library will become the basis for this report. Updates to the traceability matrix will be submitted to DHCFP on the monthly basis, with a summary description of the updates. The updated traceability matrix must be delivered to the State's project manager no later than the fifteenth (15th) calendar day of the following month.



8.6.3 Requirements Validation and Demonstration Deliverables



			DELIVERABLE NUMBER


			DESCRIPTION OF DELIVERABLE


			ACTIVITY


			DHCFP'S ESTIMATED REVIEW TIME





			8.6.2.1


			Requirements Review and Validation Session Schedule


			8.6.2.1


			N/A





			8.6.2.3


			Requirements Review and Validation Session Discussion Minutes


			8.6.2.3


			5





			8.6.2.6


			Requirements Validation Document Outline


			8.6.2.6


			5





			8.6.2.7


			Requirements Validation Document


			8.6.2.7


			10





			8.6.2.8


			Requirements Traceability Matrix


			8.6.2.8


			10








9 Scope of Work – TRANSITION PERIOD REQUIREMENTS



9.1 Transition Overview



The Transition Period includes transition of the Core MMIS and existing peripheral systems and tools to the new contractor. Unless otherwise specified as applying to a new contractor only, transition planning and transition tasks are applicable to any contractor (incumbent or new), at a minimum, for any new or replaced peripheral systems or tools, or claims processing support services. 



Vendors may propose a phased implementation approach for the transition of the Nevada MMIS into operations, which shall be described in detail in the Vendor’s Transition Plan and reflected in the detailed project plan. The phased implementation approach shall not disrupt services provided by Medicaid service providers to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up recipients. 



In addition to looking for creative approaches for transferring the Nevada MMIS from the current contractor to the successful proposer (such as via a phased implementation approach), DHCFP will also assess transition approaches to ensure that Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program business is conducted in such a way that promotes a seamless transition for providers, recipients, and all contractors involved in the provision of services. Financial implications shall also be carefully considered by DHCFP to prevent compensation of multiple contractors during the phased implementation process as DHCFP is committed to compensating a single vendor deemed responsible for the provision of a particular business function or service.



The major activities in this Period include the following:



· Installation of the Core MMIS and any existing peripheral system and tools that have not been replaced by the new contractor on the new contractor’s hardware (new contractor only); 



· Modification of the system software to run in the new environment (applies to new contractor and to incumbent for replaced peripheral systems and tools);



· System testing (applies to new contractor and to incumbent for replaced peripheral systems and tools);



· Parallel testing between the current system and the newly installed transferred Core MMIS and existing peripheral system tools (new contractor only); 



· Transition of Medicaid Claims Processing and Support services (new contractor only); and



· Implementation. 



The contractor will conduct the tasks for this period according to the Project Plan submitted in the Technical Proposal, as described in Section 17.7. Changes to the Project Plan will require approval by DHCFP. The contractor will be responsible for system integration, with technical oversight from State of Nevada designated staff. The contractor and other system vendors shall work with other State contractors, as necessary, for establishing appropriate interfaces and system integration during this Period.



9.1.1 Transition Period Entrance Criteria



9.1.1.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria prior to the commencement of Transition Period activities:



BS. DHCFP approval of the Vendor’s Detailed Project Plan;



BT. Establishment of a location where MMIS related functions and contractor services will be performed; and



BU. Acceptance of a comprehensive Requirements Validation Document.


9.1.2 Transition Period Exit Criteria



9.1.2.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to exiting the Transition Period: 



BV. DHCFP acceptance of the Vendor’s Transition Plan;



BW. Vendor’s certification of System Component(s) implementation (including the Core MMIS and peripheral systems and tools);



BX. Acceptance by DHCFP of all system test activities presented in Section 9 of this RFP; and



BY. Acceptance by DHCFP of all revisions to Systems and User Documentation (as required to fully describe the transferred system).



9.2 Transition Planning



The first step in preparing for the continuance of operations of systems and programs associated with Nevada Medicaid and Check Up is transition planning. The following sections present the transition planning expectations.



9.2.1 Contractor Responsibilities



9.2.1.1 Review and agree to the Transition Period entrance and exit criteria established by DHCFP within the first thirty (30) days of the contract start date.



9.2.1.2 Select and establish a Medicaid Claims Processing and Support services site within thirty (30) miles of DHCFP Administrative Offices, with a preference for a facility and services to be provided within Carson City limits, and submit a Facilities Plan, including but not limited to, location of computer hardware, to DHCFP for approval within the first thirty (30) days of the start of the Transition Period.



9.2.1.3 Conduct a review of the current systems and user documentation, and clarify deficiencies as necessary.



9.2.1.4 Establish and implement a project control and reporting system, and establish protocols for problem reporting and controls for transfers.



9.2.1.5 Become familiar with DHCFP policies and services through interviews with DHCFP and/or current contractor staff.



9.2.1.6 Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Transition Plan to DHCFP. The plan shall include:



BZ. Proposed approach to transition;



CA. Proposed approach for conducting a knowledge transfer from the current vendor to the new vendor;



CB. Tasks and activities for transition;



CC. Personnel and level of effort in hours;



CD. Completion date;



CE. Transition milestones;



CF. Entrance and exit criteria;



CG. Schedule for transition;



CH. Production program and documentation update procedures during transition;



CI. Readiness walkthrough;



CJ. Parallel test procedures;



CK. Provider training; and



CL. Interface testing.



9.2.1.7 Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan to DHCFP. 



The plan shall include:



CM. Proposed approach to MMIS relocation risk/contingency planning;



CN. Risk analysis: identification of critical business processes;



CO. Risk analysis: identification of potential failures;



CP. Risk analysis: business impacts; and



CQ. Identification of alternatives/contingencies.



9.2.1.8 Develop an approved plan and establish the gateway to DHCFP’s LAN to facilitate communications between DHCFP and the contractor, and supply all hardware and software needed within sixty (60) days of the start of the Transition Period. 



9.2.1.9 Establish a contractor operations facility within thirty (30) miles of DHCFP Administrative Offices within the first thirty (30) days of the Transition Period.



9.2.1.10 Initiate project management control software and reporting procedures.



9.2.1.11 Establish and maintain a deliverable control and issue resolution tracking system using PC-based software, for the life of the contract. Update the software by recording and tracking all deliverable correspondence initiated by either DHCFP or the contractor. The system shall be accessible for joint use by both the authorized DHCFP and contractor staff. 



9.2.1.12 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the approved Project Plan. 



9.2.1.13 Conduct weekly status meetings with the State Project Manager, other DHCFP staff, and DHCFP contractors, as necessary.



9.2.1.14 Inform the State Project Manager of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified. 



9.2.1.15 Work with other system vendors, DHCFP, and other Nevada State agencies to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to promote a successful transition period. 



9.2.1.16 Modify and Update the MMIS Project Plan that was initially submitted to DHCFP. Any changes from current operating procedures must be clearly identified and reflected in the Project Plan. The contractor must also clearly describe the hardware configurations and telecommunications network for the appropriate sections of the Project Plan.



9.2.2 Progress Milestones



9.2.2.1 Establishment of Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.



9.2.2.2 DHCFP approval of the Transition Plan.



9.2.2.3 DHCFP approval of the Facilities Plan.



9.2.2.4 DHCFP approval of the Nevada MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan.



9.2.2.5 Establishment of permanent contractor facilities.



9.2.2.6 Complete review of existing system documentation and user documentation.



9.2.2.7 Final transition work plan and schedule.



9.2.2.8 Completion of DHCFP workspace at the contractor’s facility.



9.2.2.9 Establishment of the gateway to DHCFP’s LAN. 



9.2.3 Contractor Deliverables



9.2.3.1 Project Control and Reporting System.



9.2.3.2 MMIS Transition Plan.



9.2.3.3 MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan.



9.2.3.4 MMIS System Documentation Review Results.



9.2.3.5 MMIS User Documentation Review Results.



9.2.3.6 Facilities Plan.



9.2.3.7 Updated Nevada MMIS Project Plan.



9.2.3.8 Weekly Status Reports.



9.2.4 DHCFP Responsibilities



9.2.4.1 Review and approve final entrance and exit criteria for each task of the MMIS Transition Period.



9.2.4.2 Coordinate communication, and act as liaison between the new contractor and the current contractor.



9.2.4.3 Provide the new contractor with all available documentation on current MMIS operations and Nevada requirements.



9.2.4.4 Provide the new contractor with DHCFP and current contractor MMIS naming convention standards and policies (as available).



9.2.4.5 Provide the new contractor with an initial and final transfer copy of the Nevada MMIS, including but not limited to, source programs, files, job-cycle documentation, and all other supporting documentation necessary for system operations.



9.2.4.6 The final transfer copy will be delivered before the start of parallel testing.



9.2.4.7 Provide the new contractor with final schedules published by the current contractor for all cycle processes. 



9.2.4.8 Provide updates of the system to the new contractor as the current contractor continues to install modifications and correct deficiencies to the system.



9.2.4.9 Clarify, at the new contractor’s request, Nevada Medicaid Program and Check Up Program policy, regulations, and procedures. 



9.2.4.10 Provide protocols for problem reporting and controls for the transfer of data or information from the current contractor to the new contractor.



9.2.4.11 Review and approve the Facilities Plan, including but not limited to, location of computer hardware, etc., submitted by the new contractor. 



9.2.4.12 Review and approve a Transition Plan to facilitate transfer of the Nevada MMIS to the new contractor.



9.2.4.13 Review and approve MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan.



9.2.4.14 Review and approve staff training materials, sessions provide, and operations documentation.



9.2.4.15 Conduct a review of the new contractor’s project work plan, defining all Period-level, project milestones, deliverables, and activity-level schedules and staffing levels.



9.2.4.16 Coordinate the transition of state-owned property (i.e., office furniture, equipment, hardware and software) to the new contractor, termination, or assumption of leases of MMIS hardware and software. 



9.2.4.17 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.



9.2.4.18 Review and monitor Project Plan. 



9.3 Transition of Core MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools, and Medicaid Program Claims Processing and Support Services



9.3.1 System Transfer and Installation 



In this task, the new contractor will transfer the current Core MMIS and existing peripheral systems and tools to the new hardware, installing all software and the telecommunications network required to operate the system according to the specifications outlined in the current system documentation and the RFP. For the incumbent or new contractor, the contractor will replace and install any new peripheral systems and tools. The contractor, incumbent or new, will also transfer or develop any software necessary to perform its operational responsibilities for the Medicaid Claims Processing and Support Services (e.g., data entry, claims processing, provider relations, etc.). The Vendor may also propose a phased implementation approach for transition of the Nevada MMIS to operations, which shall be described in detail in the Vendor’s Transition Plan and reflected in the detailed project plan. The phased implementation approach shall not disrupt services provided by Medicaid service providers to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up recipients. 



9.3.2 Contractor Responsibilities



9.3.2.1 Acquire necessary hardware and software needed for a successful transition.



9.3.2.2 Establish system environments and facilities necessary to operate the Nevada MMIS.



9.3.2.3 Install the most recent versions of the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools, as needed, including, but not limited to, all subsystem programs, online programs, telecommunications, data entry software, and test files.



9.3.2.4 Customize any new peripheral systems and tools being provided by the vendor for the Nevada MMIS staff.



9.3.2.5 Install replacements for licensed software and systems as described in this RFP.



9.3.2.6 Coordinate with DHCFP and the current contractor to resolve problems encountered during the installation of the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools on the new contractor’s equipment.



9.3.2.7 Ensure all hardware, software, protocols, processes, and communications are appropriately established to successfully “turn-on” the system.



9.3.2.8 Revise systems and user documentation as required to fully describe the transferred system.



9.3.2.9 Code modifications to the system as necessary for accurate operation of the system.



9.3.2.10 Perform a system test to compare all transferred programs, files, utilities, JCL, etc., to determine that the transferred system has the same composition as the operational Core MMIS.



9.3.2.11 Perform an integration test to determine that all cycles appropriately execute to conclusion; this test will validate all online and batch programs and cycles, including, but not limited to, all reporting programs.



9.3.2.12 Review and analyze unit test results.



9.3.2.13 Resolve program errors and rerun unit tests as necessary.



9.3.2.14 Assist DHCFP with problem identification and error resolution.



9.3.2.15 Inform appropriate DHCFP Staff of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified.



9.3.2.16 Revise the Project Plan, as necessary, to provide current information regarding activities and dates.



9.3.2.17 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria;



9.3.2.18 Develop configuration management tools to establish version control of Core MMIS and peripheral system tools.



9.3.2.19 Provide Nevada MMIS operations training sessions for DHCFP personnel or new contractor staff, as necessary.



9.3.2.20 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the Transition Plan and the overall Project Plan.



9.3.2.21 Conduct weekly status meetings with DHCFP staff.



9.3.2.22 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities identified for this Period.



9.3.3 Progress Milestones



9.3.3.1 Establish facility to operate the Nevada MMIS.



9.3.3.2 Installation of hardware and system software.



9.3.3.3 Installation of the Core MMIS software and files and peripheral system tools.



9.3.3.4 Approval of system test results.



9.3.3.5 Approval of integration test results.



9.3.3.6 Approval of updated system and user documentation and operating procedures.



9.3.3.7 Approval of training plan by DHCFP.



9.3.4 Contractor Deliverables



9.3.4.1 System Test Plan.



9.3.4.2 System Test Results.



9.3.4.3 Integration Test Plan.



9.3.4.4 Integration Test Results.



9.3.4.5 Revised Nevada MMIS User Documentation.



9.3.4.6 Revised Nevada MMIS System Documentation.



9.3.4.7 Nevada Training Plan.



9.3.4.8 Nevada MMIS Operations Training Sessions.



9.3.4.9 Revised Project Plan, as necessary.



9.3.4.10 Weekly Status Reports.



9.3.5 DHCFP Responsibilities



9.3.5.1 Coordinate with the contractor during the installation of any telecommunications links to DHCFP’s network.



9.3.5.2 Verify that the following Nevada MMIS and associated documentation is received from the current contractor and transferred to the new contractor, including, but not limited to: 



CR. All necessary data to support acceptance testing by DHCFP or designated agent;



CS. All necessary production data and reference files on electronic medium;



CT. All production computer programs on electronic medium;



CU. All imaged documents stored on digital imaging;



CV. All reports on DVD-R or other designated medium;



CW. Job Control Language (JCL) on electronic media;



CX. JCL for production jobs;



CY. All other documentation, including, but not limited to, user and operation manuals needed to operate and maintain the system;



CZ. Operations logs from the last 12 months;



DA. Balancing documents;



DB. Procedures for updating computer programs, JCL, data dictionaries, and other documentation;



DC. Job scheduling parameters and/or inputs;



DD. Reports used by operations staff during routine operations; and



DE. Hardware configuration diagram. 



9.3.5.3 Act as mediator with the current contractor to resolve system transfer and installation problems.



9.3.5.4 Act as liaison between the current and new contractor to schedule Nevada MMIS operations training sessions for DHCFP staff and the new contractor staff. The training schedule shall include but not be limited to the following sessions: 



DF. Data entry and claims processing;



DG. Computer operations and procedures, including, but not limited to, cycle monitoring procedures;



DH. Controls and balancing procedures;



DI. Suspended claims processing; and



DJ. Other manual procedures. 



9.3.5.5 Review and approve system and external software capabilities used by the contractor to operate the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools.



9.3.5.6 Arrange for the transfer of Core MMIS and peripheral system tools software and files to the new contractor.



9.3.5.7 Review and approve contractor documentation that the entire Core MMIS and all peripheral system tools were transferred and they function according to DHCFP specifications.



9.3.5.8 Provide a complete and finalized listing of system job cycles in use in baseline system at time of transfer and installation.



9.3.5.9 Review and approve modifications to existing system or miscellaneous documentation made by the current and/or new contractor.



9.3.5.10 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.



9.4 Parallel Testing



In this task, the new contractor shall conduct a comprehensive parallel system test to ensure the Core MMIS processing system is processing claims correctly. DHCFP expects full participation on behalf of the current MMIS contractor to ensure that parallel test activities are performed.



As part of the parallel testing activity, the new contractor will be responsible for the planning, development, testing, and management of the data migration process. 



Through this parallel test, the contractor(s) shall demonstrate that the current claims system is fully operational under the new contractor(s) management. During the parallel testing task, the contractor(s) will utilize input files from the current contractor’s claims processing activities and compare the output results to determine data integrity of the newly installed Core MMIS. The new MMIS contractor shall be responsible for running prior cycles of standardized reports from the newly transferred system to compare to reports that have already been produced.



9.4.1 Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs



9.4.1.1 In the event of the identification of discrepant parallel test outputs or results, the new vendor will be required to research and determine the reason for the discrepant information, in an effort to successfully accomplish parallel testing. The new vendor will work to resolve discrepancies identified during parallel testing until all outputs and results are produced to DHCFP’s expectations and instills the level of confidence needed for the project team to proceed with subsequent transition period activities. 



9.4.1.2 In the event that the new Vendor is unable to address and/or resolve discrepant parallel test outputs or results to DHCFP’s satisfaction within ten (10) working days, DHCFP will:



DK. Continue to use and consider the existing Nevada MMIS outputs and data as the output standard;



DL. Require that the Vendor document an action plan containing the following elements (at a minimum):



1. Description of discrepancy;



2. Date discrepancy identified by the Contractor;



3. Date Vendor notified DHCFP of the discrepancy;



4. Reason for discrepancy (if known);



5. Actions taken by the Contractor to date;



6. Vendor’s proposed options for resolving discrepant information and estimated scope of work associated with each resolution option;



7. Additional resources and support needed to pursue the resolution, including an estimated schedule for resolving the discrepancy; 



8. Assumptions and dependencies related to the planned resolution of the discrepancy; and



9. Impacts on the project.



DM. Request that the Vendor provide updates to DHCFP regarding the status of the action plan on a frequency determined by DHCFP that is appropriate to the discrepancy that has been identified. 



The parallel testing task will overlap with the start of the implementation/operations readiness task and start of the operations task only as much as required. 



9.4.2 Contractor Responsibilities


9.4.2.1 Establish a parallel test plan.



9.4.2.2 Develop procedures and supporting documentation for parallel testing.



9.4.2.3 Establish a data migration plan that describes the data conversion strategy and the data validation approach.



9.4.2.4 Develop and test data migration programs.



9.4.2.5 Establish a parallel test schedule with DHCFP staff.



9.4.2.6 Provide appropriate contractor staff for claims entry and claims resolution during the parallel test.



9.4.2.7 Identify and resolve problems and discrepancies with DHCFP staff.



9.4.2.8 Perform parallel test of the transferred system with input from the current contractor’s operations.



9.4.2.9 Compare the results of runs on the transferred system to identical runs on the current system.



9.4.2.10 Analyze and record test results.



9.4.2.11 Identify and generate test data, as needed.



9.4.2.12 Perform a parallel test of standardized reports from prior-cycle data to compare to existing reports for data integrity of the transferred system.



9.4.2.13 Resolve any discrepancies in the Core MMIS identified as a result of parallel testing results.



9.4.2.14 Revise systems and user documentation as required to fully describe the transferred system.



9.4.2.15 Inform DHCFP of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified.



9.4.2.16 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.



9.4.2.17 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of the tasks against the work plan.



9.4.2.18 Conduct weekly status meetings with the appropriate DHCFP staff.



9.4.2.19 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities identified for this Period.



9.4.3 Progress Milestones



9.4.3.1 DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Plans.



9.4.3.2 DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Results.



9.4.3.3 DHCFP approval of Data Migration Plan.



9.4.3.4 DHCFP approval of Data Migration Results.



9.4.3.5 DHCFP approval of revised Systems Documentation.



9.4.3.6 DHCFP approval of revised User Documentation.



9.4.3.7 Conduct a successful parallel test in accordance with test criteria, priorities, and quality standards established in the DHCFP-approved test plan.



9.4.4 Contractor Deliverables



9.4.4.1 Parallel Test Plan.



9.4.4.2 Parallel Test Results.



9.4.4.3 Data Migration Plan.



9.4.4.4 Data Migration Results.



9.4.4.5 Revised Systems and User Documentation (as required to fully describe the transferred system).



9.4.4.6 Weekly Status Reports.



9.4.4.7 Action Plan for Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs.



9.4.5 Department Responsibilities



9.4.5.1 Review and approve the new contractor’s parallel test plan that includes how it will produce the results from necessary job cycles.



9.4.5.2 Review and approve the new contractor’s parallel schedule.



9.4.5.3 Review and approve the new contractor’s parallel test results.



9.4.5.4 Review and approve the new contractor’s data migration test plan.



9.4.5.5 Review and approve the new contractor’s data migration test results.



9.4.5.6 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.



9.4.5.7 Identify and coordinate with providers and the current MMIS contractor to provide testing data to cover the breadth and volume of the Core MMIS.



9.5 Operational Readiness



The contractor will be expected to meet the responsibilities, milestones, and deliverables as indicated below to ensure the successful continuance of Nevada’s Medicaid and Check Up operations without disruption to recipients, providers, and DHCFP staff. 



The contractor shall perform specific implementation and operations functions to ensure operational readiness. In preparation for operations, the contractor will perform final file conversions, recruit and train operations staff, and conduct any necessary provider and DHCFP staff training. 



9.5.1 Contractor Responsibilities



9.5.1.1 Identify necessary modifications to manual and automated operating procedures, and define relationships and responsibilities of DHCFP and the new contractor. Revise operating procedures as required.



9.5.1.2 Develop or revise provider manuals, including but not limited to, billing and submission procedures, new provider relations phone numbers, and any other information pertinent to providers. Revise as required.



9.5.1.3 Hire and train personnel to perform required manual and system responsibilities.



9.5.1.4 Submit an updated staffing plan for all periods.



9.5.1.5 Revise the report distribution schedule to reflect updated DHCFP decisions on format, media, and distribution.



9.5.1.6 Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on contractor organization, functional responsibilities, and operational procedures.



9.5.1.7 Prepare outreach materials for providers, with DHCFP approval, in which Nevada MMIS transition activities are identified, including but not limited to, pertinent information regarding the new contract, addresses, phone numbers, billing manuals, cutoff dates for claims submissions and enrollment changes, website changes, EDI support changes, and all other transition activities as necessary.



9.5.1.8 Develop a provider transition training plan, and conduct any necessary provider training sessions.



9.5.1.9 Develop an operational readiness training plan and conduct training for DHCFP staff in order to ensure preparedness for operations.



9.5.1.10 Conduct a formal readiness walkthrough with DHCFP, demonstrating how all functional areas are ready.



9.5.1.11 Prepare a final Operational Readiness Assessment Document, including results of the parallel test and an assessment of the final operational readiness of contractor staff to operate the Nevada MMIS.



9.5.1.12 Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-related receipts and pending claims from the current contractor for completion of processing after cutover.



9.5.2 Progress Milestones



9.5.2.1 DHCFP approval of Revised Operating Procedures.



9.5.2.2 DHCFP approval of Revised Provider Manuals.



9.5.2.3 DHCFP approval of updated Contractor Staffing Plan.



9.5.2.4 DHCFP approval of Operational Readiness Training Plan.



9.5.2.5 Approval by DHCFP of Operational Readiness Assessment.



9.5.3 Contractor Deliverables



9.5.3.1 Revised Operating Procedures.



9.5.3.2 Revised Provider Manuals.



9.5.3.3 Updated staffing plan for operations.



9.5.3.4 Provider Transition Training Plan.



9.5.3.5 DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan.



9.5.3.6 Final Operational Readiness Assessment.



9.5.4 DHCFP Responsibilities



9.5.4.1 Provide staff time to attend training sessions conducted by the contractor for DHCFP personnel.



9.5.4.2 Approve notices to be sent to providers regarding transition issues and the process.



9.5.4.3 Review and approve operating procedures defining responsibilities of contractor personnel for Nevada MMIS operations;



9.5.4.4 Review and approve updated provider manuals delivered by the contractor, and request revisions as necessary.



9.5.4.5 Review and approve revised staffing plan.



9.5.4.6 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.



9.5.4.7 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.



9.6 Implementation and Start of Operations



The contractor shall perform specific implementation functions, as applicable, during the Transition Period, as listed below. DHCFP will work with the contractor to establish a specific date in which the contractor will be responsible for processing claims. Fully operational is defined as: accurately processing, according to DHCFP performance standards, the appropriate claims, all claims adjustments and mass adjustments, and other financial transactions; maintaining all system files; providing access to all supporting components, including eligibility verification, appropriate reference parameters, Prior Authorizations, and Third Party Liability; producing all required reports; meeting all system requirements; and performing all other contractor responsibilities specified in this RFP.



If DHCFP determines the system will not be operational on the date established by which the contractor will be responsible for processing claims, then implementation readiness assessments will be performed until such time as DHCFP determines that either a) the system is fully operational or b) that the contractor shall be deemed in default.



9.6.1 Contractor Responsibilities



9.6.1.1 Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on contractor organization, functional responsibilities, and operational procedures.



9.6.1.2 Implement operational plan.



9.6.1.3 Conduct any necessary provider training sessions.



9.6.1.4 Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-related receipts and pending claims from the current contractor for completion of processing after cutover.



9.6.1.5 No new claims, either electronic or hard copies, are accepted by the current contractor during the final five (5) working days prior to the transfer date.



9.6.1.6 Allow for the complete resolution of all edits and adjudication of claims by the current contractor to be transferred.



9.6.1.7 Perform final conversion and review conversion reports to demonstrate successful conversion.



9.6.1.8 Implement all network connectivity and communications.



9.6.1.9 Provide a final operational readiness certification based on the final operational readiness assessment, including, but not limited to, results of the parallel test and an assessment of the final operational readiness of contractor staff to operate the Nevada MMIS.



9.6.1.10 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.



9.6.1.11 Identify and report any implementation issues to DHCFP.



9.6.1.12 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the work plan.



9.6.1.13 Conduct weekly status meetings with appropriate DHCFP staff.



9.6.1.14 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities identified for this Period.



9.6.1.15 Accept the required software, including modifications thereof, and associated documentation designed, developed, or installed under this Contract, all State’s intellectual property, and all work products produced under the Contract, including deliverables and configurations that have been identified by DHCFP as material to the successful Vendor.


9.6.2 Progress Milestones



9.6.2.1 Completion of contractor, DHCFP, and any necessary provider training.



9.6.2.2 Successful completion of all entrance and exit criteria.



9.6.2.3 Successful transfer of operations.



9.6.3 Contractor Deliverables



9.6.3.1 Weekly Status Reports.



9.6.3.2 Certification from the Vendor of System Component(s) implementation (including the Core MMIS and peripheral systems and tools).



9.6.4 DHCFP Responsibilities



9.6.4.1 Approve certification from contractor that system is operation-ready.



9.6.4.2 Oversee final transfer of all data, including, but not limited to, claims data.



9.6.4.3 Provide staff time to attend training sessions conducted by the contractor for DHCFP personnel.



9.6.4.4 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.



9.6.4.5 Coordinate the termination or assumption of leases of appropriate hardware and software, where appropriate.



9.6.4.6 Turn-off other communications. Other communications include formal or informal communications from the previous contractor to providers, recipients, or other stakeholders as deemed appropriate by DHCFP.



9.6.4.7 Work with previous contractor on remaining turnover tasks.



10 Scope of Work – Operations Period Requirements



10.1 Overview of Operations Period



The contractor is responsible for maintaining the system as required in the RFP for the term of the contract. During the operations period, the contractor will be responsible for maintenance and change management activities. It is DHCFP’s requirement that all change management and maintenance activities will be accomplished within the budgeted effort of annual system and programmer analyst support and result in no additional cost for system-time, person-time, and/or documentation support.



10.1.1 Operations Period Entrance Criteria



10.1.1.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria prior to commencement of Operations Period activities: 



DN. DHCFP approval of the vendor’s Operational Readiness Assessment;



DO. Certification from vendor that system is operation-ready;



DP. DHCFP approved provider manuals; and



DQ. DHCFP approved revised operations procedures.



10.1.2 Operations Period Exit Criteria



10.1.2.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to exiting the Operations Period: 


DR. DHCFP approved System Turn-Over Plan; and



DS. DHCFP approved System Requirements Statement.



10.2 Maintenance



Maintenance includes operational maintenance, defects, and enhancements as defined in 10.2.2.


10.2.1 Operational Maintenance Consists of:



10.2.1.1 Ongoing changes, corrections, or enhancements to correct deficiencies found in the operational system.



10.2.1.2 Emergency changes to the system involving table modification and/or changes that are done using system-provided screens;



10.2.1.3 Hardware and software support (e.g. performing routine system maintenance with no impact on policy)



10.2.1.4 Reporting performed by:



DT. One FTE budgeted to perform ad-hoc DSS and MMIS queries and analysis; and



DU. One PBM position budgeted to perform ad-hoc PBM queries and analysis.



The contractor shall perform all operational maintenance as a routine activity during the Operations Period at no additional cost to DHCFP. The contractor shall provide sufficient technical staff to perform all routine systems maintenance responsibilities.


10.2.2 Defects and Enhancements consist of:



10.2.2.1 An operational or system defect is a flaw detected in the system, introduced by the successful vendor during the take over of the Nevada MMIS, or during the design, development, and implementation of a new or replaced system component.  Operational or system defects caused by the takeover vendor shall be resolved by the vendor through the approved change management process.  For the purpose of establishing baseline system and operational standards, the vendor shall refer to the current system source code for the base MMIS along with the operational requirements for the Nevada MMIS as described throughout this RFP.  The vendor shall be responsible for all costs associated with the resolution of operational or system defects introduced by the takeover vendor throughout the life of the contract.  While DHCFP may request that the successful vendor resolve all system defects identified by DHCFP, the successful vendor will not be held responsible for costs associated with resolving defects that existed in the baseline system or operations of the Nevada MMIS prior to the take over.        



10.2.2.2 Program source code changes required to implement new system function (e.g. use of a new code for a program based on a policy change) or performance requirement beyond the current system requirements and functionality shall be considered an enhancement.  Enhancements shall be executed by the vendor in accordance with the approved change management process.  To this end, at minimum, the vendor must:



DV. Establish for review and approval by DHCFP, design, development, and implementation documents to formally describe the system enhancement.



DW. Include standards for testing of developed system changes, including DHCFP approval of test results.  Enhancements that fail to meet the approved design and development technical and functional specifications or result in a defective end-product, shall be re-worked and corrected by the contractor at no additional cost to DHCFP.



DX. Include the approach for training contractor and/or DHCFP staff on process or system enhancements resulting from the approved enhancement.



DY. Support CMS’ prescribed post implementation certification review activities for each system enhancement as deemed appropriate by DHCFP and CMS, in accordance with Section 11.6.2.3, to 11.6.2.10.


10.2.2.3 Emergency support not covered in Maintenance.



Enhancements are paid from the pool of programming hours (41,600 hours) and/or an increase in contract authority.  



All maintenance will be performed in accordance with Section 12.2 of this RFP.


10.3 Turnover



Prior to the conclusion of the contract awarded through this procurement, the contractor shall provide, at no extra charge, assistance in turning over the final contractor responsibilities to DHCFP. 



10.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities



10.3.1.1 Develop a System Turnover Plan



At least twelve (12) months before the start of the first option year of a contract(s) awarded under this procurement, the contractor shall provide, at no additional cost, a Turnover Plan to DHCFP. The plan shall include:



DZ. Proposed approach to turnover;



EA. Tasks and subtasks for turnover;



EB. Schedule for turnover;



EC. Documentation update procedures during turnover; and



ED. Description of vendor coordination activities that will occur during the turnover task that will be implemented to ensure continued system and services as deemed appropriate by DHCFP.



10.3.1.2 Develop a System Requirements Statement



At least eighteen (18) months prior to the start of the last year of the base contract period for any contract awarded under this procurement, the contractor shall furnish, at no extra charge, a statement of the resources that would be required by DHCFP or another contractor to fully take over system, technical, and business functions outlined in the contract(s).



The statement must include an estimate of the number, type, and salary of personnel required to perform the other functions of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs and systems. The statement shall be separated by type of activity of the personnel, including, but not limited to, the following categories: 



EE. Data processing staff (for modification support);



EF. Systems analysts;



EG. Systems programmers;



EH. Programmer analysts;



EI. Administrative staff;



EJ. Clerks;



EK. Managers;



EL. Medical personnel (nurses, MDs, pharmacists, etc.); and



EM. Other support staff (TPL, SURS, Provider/Recipient Relations).



The statement shall include all facilities and any other resources required to operate the system in question, including, but not limited to: 



EN. Telecommunications networks;



EO. Office space;



EP. Hardware;



EQ. Software; and



ER. Other.



The statement of resource requirements shall be based on the contractors’ experience in the operation of the system(s) in question and shall include actual contractor resources devoted to operations activities.



10.3.1.3 Provide Turnover Services



As requested, but approximately six (6) months prior to the end of the base contract period(s) or any extension thereof, transfer to DHCFP or its agent, as needed, a copy of the operational system(s) on media determined by DHCFP, including: 



ES. Documentation, including, but not limited to, user, provider, and other manuals needed to maintain the system.



As requested, but approximately five (5) months prior to the end of the contract(s) or any extension(s) thereof, begin training DHCFP staff, or its designated agent, in relevant operations activities of the system. Such training must be completed at least three (3) months prior to the end of the contract or any extension thereof. Such training shall include: 



ET. Claims processing data/exam entry;



EU. Exception claims processing; and



EV. Other manual procedures.



10.3.1.4 Update System Turnover Plan



At least six (6) months prior to the end of the base contract(s) and at least six (6) months prior to the end of any contract extension(s), the contractor(s) shall provide an updated System Turnover Plan and System Requirements Statement.



10.3.2 Progress Milestones



10.3.2.1 DHCFP acceptance and approval of Turnover Plan.



10.3.3 Contractor Deliverables



10.3.3.1 System Turnover Plan.



10.3.3.2 System Requirements Statement.



10.3.4 DHCFP Responsibilities



10.3.4.1 Review and approve Turnover Plan(s) to facilitate transfer of the operational responsibilities to DHCFP or its designated agent(s).



10.3.4.2 Review and approve a statement of staffing and non-mainframe resources that would be required to take over operation(s).



10.3.4.3 Request turnover services are initiated by the contractor(s).



10.3.4.4 Identify training and support requirements.



10.3.4.5 Make DHCFP staff or designated replacement contractor operations staff(s) available to be trained in the operation of the system.



10.3.4.6 Monitor contractor performance. 



11 Scope of Work – System Requirements 



11.1 Vendor Response to System Requirements



Within the contractor’s proposal response, the contractor must provide information regarding their approach to meeting the system requirements described within the following sections. The contractor shall provide information on the contractor’s proposed computing environment, including technical hardware and software, approach to conforming to HIPAA requirements, approach to conforming to security requirements, and approach to business resumption. The contractor shall also address the requirements for post implementation review and CMS certification.



11.2 Current MMIS Computing Environment



The current MMIS computing environment consists of numerous hardware and software components. An overview of the current environment, including hardware, software, and system interfaces, is provided in this section. 



For more details on the MMIS computing environment, please refer to the Reference Library. Bidders must contact the Nevada Purchasing Division to obtain access to the Reference Library (See Section 6.1 of this RFP).


11.2.1 Technical – Hardware



The hardware environment consists of numerous components running on an IBM mainframe and IBM AIX and Windows NT 4.0 servers. The core MMIS and Claim Check (excluding Pharmacy) currently runs on a leased mainframe. The mainframe is partitioned into two logical units for production and test. An additional ten (10) servers run the other components of the MMIS. These components include:



· Pharmacy Management;



· Decision Support System (DSS);



· Online Documents Retrieval and Archiving System (ODRAS);



· Customer Relationship Management (CRM);



· Utilization Management (including PASRR); and



· Third Party Liability (TPL) Management.



The mainframe is currently hosted in a Verizon Data Center in Tampa, Florida. The servers are currently owned, operated, and hosted by First Health in a Magellan Data Center in Phoenix, Arizona, soon to be moved to St. Louis, Missouri.



Additional details on mainframe and server hardware can be found in the Reference Library – Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment.



11.2.2 Technical – Software



The core MMIS is programmed using the COBOL programming language. The user interface for the MMIS uses ClientSoft. The Peripheral Systems and Tools run on various database servers from Microsoft and Oracle. The user interfaces for the Peripheral Systems and Tools are built with PowerBuilder and web-based programming languages, e.g. ASP, JavaScript, and VBScript.



Additional details on mainframe and server software, including source code, are contained in the Reference Library – Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment.



11.2.3 System Interfaces



Numerous data files generated by the Core MMIS and Peripheral Systems and Tools are exchanged between FHSC, DHCFP, and other subcontractors. Additionally, the Core MMIS and Peripheral Systems and Tools receive data from various other sources, including EDI, eligibility systems, and reference sources.



A complete roster of System Interfaces, including detailed Copybook specifications, are contained in the Reference Library – Interface List. 


11.3 HIPAA Requirements



The MMIS and system components must operate in accordance with the all Federal regulations regarding standards for privacy, security, electronic healthcare transactions, healthcare code sets and individually identifiable health information as identified in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996, Title II – Administrative Simplification. These standards outline specific rights for individuals regarding protected health information and obligations of health care providers, health plans and health care clearinghouses.



11.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities



11.3.1.1 The system must be HIPAA-compliant, and kept up-to-date, according to the latest CMS requirements and timelines. The contractor shall work with DHCFP through Change Management process to maintain compliance as regulations change.



11.3.1.2 Establish privacy-conscious business practices to ensure that the minimum amount of health information necessary is disclosed.



11.3.1.3 Implement business practices that ensure all electronic health information is transmitted in compliance with State, including NRS 603A, and HIPAA regulations.



11.3.1.4 Address stakeholder compliance complaints and issues under the direction of DHCFP’s designated HIPAA compliance officer.



11.3.1.5 Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance with HIPAA regulations and DHCFP policy.



11.3.1.6 All confidentiality incidents, suspected incidents, breaches, or suspected breaches of Protected Health Information (PHI) or individually identifiable information, in any form or media (electronic, fax, paper, etc.), including, but not limited to, inappropriate disclosure of applicant or recipient name, must be reported to the DHCFP Administrator and the DHCFP HIPAA Privacy and Security Officers immediately upon discovery.



11.3.1.7 Release of any PHI or individually identifiable information must only occur after the contractor has verified the proper HIPAA agreements are in place to allow for the release of said information in accordance with federal HIPAA and confidentiality regulations and state statues. To ensure compliance, the contractor must provide a monthly report to the HIPAA Security Officer and the HIPAA Privacy Officer for each release of PHI or individually identifiable information.



11.3.1.8 Transmittal of PHI and/or individually identifiable information, as outlined in 45 CFR 164.512 and the definitions at 45 CFR 160.103, must be in accordance with HIPAA regulations in effect at the time of the transmittal.



11.3.1.9 Become a business associate of the DHCFP and have a HIPAA Privacy and a HIPAA Security Officer. Must develop written HIPAA policies and procedures and train all members of the workforce on how to protect PHI and individually identifiable information.



11.3.1.10 Implement physical and technical safeguards to limit access to and protect the security and privacy of PHI in accordance with all applicable HIPAA regulations.



11.3.1.11 Meet and maintain transactions and transaction code sets in accordance with HIPAA regulations at 45 CFR Part 162.



11.3.1.12 Accept and transmit all electronic HIPAA-compliant formats and transactions, in accordance with Federal regulations.



11.3.1.13 Maintain current companion guides, and establish new companion guides for any future HIPAA-compliant transactions adopted by DHCFP.


11.3.1.14 Contractor must immediately report to the DHCFP Administrator and the DHCFP HIPAA Privacy and Security Officers any inappropriate or unauthorized access to systems immediately upon discovery. 


11.3.1.15 Contractor must maintain knowledge about current HIPAA regulations and stay informed about any upcoming changes in regulations.



11.3.1.16 Contractor must ensure that any agent, including a subcontractor or employee of the Contractor agrees to implement reasonable and appropriate safeguards to protect protected health information or individually identifiable information.


11.3.2 DHCFP Responsibilities



11.3.2.1 Review and approve all HIPAA-related outreach materials, prior to release.


11.3.2.2 Work with Contractor through the Change Management process to maintain compliance with HIPAA regulation changes.


11.3.3 Contractor Performance Expectations



11.3.3.1 Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance with HIPAA regulations and DHCFP policy.



11.3.3.2 Upgrade system or implement new HIPAA rules according to Change Management Process and within State and Federal timelines.



11.4 Security Requirements (Federal Security Regulations & System Access)



The Contractor must ensure that the MMIS business operations, site(s), and system functions adhere to State and federal regulations and guidelines related to security, privacy, confidentiality, and auditing. Security of systems, site(s) and operations include physical, technical, and administrative safeguards. The contractor shall follow all applicable technical standards for security during the operation of the MMIS, using best practices as developed by the National Institute for Technology and Standards (NIST).


The contractor shall abide by all of the HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations including future revisions and additions to such regulations. This includes agreement to control the use or disclosure of Protected Health Information as permitted or required by this agreement or as required by law. The contractor shall establish, maintain and use appropriate safeguards to prevent use or disclosure of recipient and provider personal information used by the Contractor.


11.4.1 Contractor Responsibilities


11.4.1.1 The contractor shall meet, or exceed, all HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations including future revisions and additions to such regulations. The contractor shall adhere to the following regulations:



A. Minimum Security Requirements for Federal Information and Information Systems (FIPS PUB 200); 



B. Risk Management Guide for Information Technology Systems (NIST SP 800-30);



C. Federal Regulations at 45 CFR 95.621; and



D. ARRA 2009 Title XIII HITECH 



11.4.1.2 Implement and maintain physical security over sites related to fiscal agent responsibilities described in this RFP. At a minimum, restrict perimeter access to equipment sites, processing areas, storage areas and the mailroom through a card key or other comparable system, as well as provide accountability control to record access attempts, including attempts of unauthorized access. Physical security shall include additional features designed to safeguard system and operational processing site(s) through fire retardant capabilities as well as smoke and electrical alarms, monitored by security personnel on a twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days a week basis.



11.4.1.3 Employ a security system that requires a unique login ID and password for each user for the network and applications; password parameters and expirations must meet, or exceed, DHCFP policy.



11.4.1.4 Establish and utilize a procedure that processes user login ID changes, additions and terminations as well as required password changes within a timeframe established by DHCFP.



11.4.1.5 Employ role-based security to the MMIS and DSS, restricting access to subsystems and functions commensurate with job responsibilities and the minimum necessary based on the user’s profile (e.g., inquiry access only). Global access to all functions must be restricted to specified staff.



11.4.1.6 Provide technical security to prohibit unauthorized access to the networks and applications, including but not limited to configuration and maintenance of a firewall to restrict access to systems from all unauthorized users.



11.4.1.7 Ensure secure disposal and destruction of confidential information (e.g. PHI, ePHI, PII) regardless of format, in accordance with NIST Special Publication 800-88, DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations. This includes but is not limited to hard copies and electronic media (e.g. hard drives, data tapes, USB drives, etc).



11.4.1.8 Maintain the following types of audit trails:



EW. To identify and track results of transaction processing; changes to master file data (recipient, provider, reference, etc.); and all edits encountered, resolved, or overridden; 


EX. To identify unauthorized attempts to access the network; and


EY. To track changes to software modules or subsystems and provide procedures for safeguarding DHCFP from unauthorized modifications to the Nevada MMIS. All modifications must be authorized through the change management process as outlined in Section 12.2 of this RFP.


11.4.1.9 Provide Audit Trail reports showing before and after images of changed data, the ID of the person making the changes, the data changed and the reason for change.



11.4.1.10 Provide for automatic logoff of application for inactivity by timeframe established by DHCFP.


11.4.1.11 Develop a DHCFP-approved Security Plan, providing details on how the Contractor will manage and maintain technical, physical, and administrative security over the systems, networks, and facilities as well as security roles and responsibilities.



11.4.1.12 Establish the system security portions of a Security Plan as it relates to the MMIS and system components and for inclusion into DHCFP’s overall Security Plan. The system security portion of the Security Plan shall address all requirements presented in Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308.



11.4.1.13 In addition, the Contractor is responsible, as defined in Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308, for all aspects of a Security Plan for federal systems that includes written security plans, rules, procedures and guidance concerning all aspects of security and contingency plans for responding to a system emergency.



11.4.1.14 Ensure security of MMIS access and transactions from multiple sources, including but not limited to Virtual Private Networks, clearinghouses, Wide Area Networks, and the Internet.



11.4.1.15 Maintain audit trails for all data received or transmitted.


11.4.1.16 Utilize electronic signatures, where appropriate, as agreed to by DHCFP.



11.4.1.17 Ensure encryption of data and encryption of transmission methods as required by DHCFP policy.



11.4.1.18 Apply all security patches for the operating system and any other software for the system within timeframes specified by DHCFP.



11.4.1.19 Inform DHCFP of any potential security breaches in a timeframe specified by DHCFP.



11.4.2 DHCFP Responsibilities



11.4.2.1 Provide the Contractor with DHCFP and State specific policies and procedures for Security.



11.4.2.2 Review and approve the Security Plan developed by the Contractor



11.4.2.3 Inform the Contractor of additions, deletions, and changes in employees’ roles and responsibilities to modify user access as appropriate. In the case of terminated or demoted employees, notification should be made within one (1) calendar day.



11.4.2.4 Review contractor reports of potential security breaches/violations.



11.4.2.5 Request and review records of audit trails of all transactions, as needed for audit purposes.



11.4.3 Contractor Performance Expectations



11.4.3.1 Submit the Security Plan to DHCFP within thirty (30) calendar days of contract signing and provide updates to the plan on an annual basis.



11.4.3.2 Develop, maintain and test procedures consistent with DHCFP/State policies for handling security patches and other necessary software patches and updates.



11.4.3.3 Notify DHCFP of any potential or discovered security breaches within twenty-four (24) hours except as provided for in 45 CFR § 164.412.


11.4.3.4 Process user ID changes and additions within three (3) working days of each request.



11.4.3.5 Process user ID deletions within one (1) working day of each request.


11.5 Business Resumption Requirements



11.5.1 Overview



Business Resumption entails the business continuity/backup and recovery planning for the Nevada MMIS. The contractor shall provide a comprehensive approach to addressing business continuity/backup and recovery for various scenarios that could cause interruption of systems and operations, including disasters, emergencies, system downtime, and network failures.


11.5.2 Contractor Responsibilities



11.5.2.1 Business Resumption



Regardless of the physical architecture of the MMIS and system components, the Contractor shall establish and submit a Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan for approval by DHCFP, including but not limited to:



EZ. Procedures, physical equipment and facilities in place to reconstruct the MMIS and system components and data should a disaster strike any processor site;


FA. Recovery plans for all system components;


FB. Contingency Plan for the system to instruct DHCFP in responding to a system emergency or the unavailability of the system; and


FC. Plans to address four (4) types of situations that could occur:



10. A major disaster where any hosting facility is destroyed or damaged. Identify and provide alternative facilities and backup to ensure continuation of operations as a part of a comprehensive disaster recovery plan to ensure that the system will be up and running at an alternate facility within forty-eight (48) hours of the disaster;



11. Unscheduled system hardware downtime for any reason. Identify and provide a plan to repair or replace system hardware to ensure that the system will be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure;


12. System or application dependent problems resulting from network failure. Provide a plan that addresses the repair or replacement of connectivity to ensure that the network will be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure; and


13. Downtime caused by the failure of any application software. Provide a plan that addresses the restoration of application software and associated data, to ensure that the application software will be restored within four (4) hours of the failure, and associated data restored within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure. 


11.5.3 DHCFP Responsibilities



11.5.3.1 Review and approve Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan.


11.5.4 Contractor Performance Expectations



11.5.4.1 In the event of a disaster where hosting facility is destroyed or damaged, the system must be up and running at an alternate facility within forty-eight (48) hours of the disaster.



11.5.4.2 In the event of an unscheduled system hardware downtime, the system must be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the event.



11.5.4.3 In the event of a network failure, the network must be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure.



11.5.4.4 In the event of downtime caused by the failure of application software, the application software must be restored within four (4) hours of the failure, and associated data restored within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure.


11.5.4.5 Submit Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan for approval by DHCFP within thirty (30) days of contract signing, and update plan at least annually thereafter.


11.5.4.6 Test Business continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan annually, on a schedule approved by DHCFP, and present plan and results to DHCFP for approval.



11.6 Post Implementation Review and CMS System Certification



11.6.1 Overview


Federal MMIS certification is the procedure by which CMS validates that State Medicaid systems are designed to support the efficient and effective management of the program and satisfy the requirements set forth in Part 11 of the State Medicaid Manual (SMM), as well as subsequent laws, regulations, directives, and State Medicaid Director (SMD) letters. The certification process also validates that the systems are operating as described in the prior approval documents, i.e., Advance Planning Documents (APDs), Requests for Proposal (RFPs), and all associated contracts submitted to CMS for the purpose of receiving Federal financial participation (FFP).



The CMS authority for requiring Federal certification is based, in part, on language found at Public Law 92-603, and the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) at 42 CFR 433 and 45 CFR 95.611(d).


Following the transition of the Nevada MMIS, the Vendor will be required to demonstrate to CMS and DHCFP that Nevada’s MMIS continues to meet CMS’ MMIS certification requirements. The Vendor will assist in preparing for and will participate in the certification of the MMIS, including the preparation of certification documents, generating required reports, and ensuring that all MMIS certification requirements are met. DHCFP anticipates that CMS will conduct a limited review of the MMIS, and will be able to provide the successful Vendor with additional information about CMS’ certification review approach and expectations during the Contract Start Up Period of the project. 


11.6.2 Contractor Responsibilities



11.6.2.1 Perform a post implementation review of the MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and documentation (system and user) in preparation for CMS’ certification review process, approximately six (6) months after full transfer of the Nevada MMIS operations to the successful Vendor. The successful Vendor’s project manager will be required to participate on site for the duration of the review period. The post implementation review should be conducted no later than thirty (30) days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review. Post implementation review results should be provided to DHCFP for review and approval.



11.6.2.2 Prepare and submit for review by DHCFP, a Post Implementation Evaluation Report that includes at a minimum:



FD. Lessons learned (i.e., successes, failures, outcomes) from the takeover and implementation;


FE. Project successes and failures;


FF. Issues, risks, and concerns;


FG. Proposed resolutions to issues, risks, and concerns;


FH. MMIS user satisfaction;


FI. Benefits gained over the previous MMIS; and 


FJ. The current status of the MMIS.


11.6.2.3 Perform a post implementation review of newly installed or modified systems that are within or peripheral to the MMIS, in accordance with its approved implementation schedule. This review applies to systems that may be installed after the takeover of the Nevada MMIS. 



11.6.2.4 Review DHCFP’s current Medicaid Enterprise Certification Toolkit (MECT) and provide updates to MECT checklists prior to CMS’ MMIS certification review process.



11.6.2.5 Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will promote coordination of DHCFP and contractor responsibilities associated with CMS certification review process. At a minimum, the schedule should include the following elements and shall be submitted to DHCFP no later than thirty (30) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review:



FK. Planned dates, milestones, associated with certification review tasks and activities;



FL. Development periods and submission dates for materials and activities pertaining to CMS’ certification review;



FM. Review periods (including DHCFP and CMS reviews) for materials developed in preparation for CMS’ certification review; and



FN. Scheduled walkthroughs of MMIS subsystems, business areas, and documentation (system or user documentation, or other documents as requested by DHCFP or CMS). 



11.6.2.6 Prepare certification review materials in preparation for multiple meetings with CMS and DHCFP in support of CMS’ certification review process. Materials may include but is not limited to:



FO. Meeting or walkthrough agendas and subsequent meeting minutes;



FP. Specific documentation pertaining to the review of a particular MMIS subsystem or business area;



FQ. System or user documentation pertaining to the review of a particular MMIS subsystem or business area;



FR. Materials in presentation format as requested by DHCFP or CMS in preparation for the review; and



FS. Materials that support walkthrough with CMS and DHCFP, of various system components, functional, or business areas.



11.6.2.7 Establish an online and/or physical repository of materials or information that will be used to support CMS’ certification review. The repository must adhere to access and security guidelines established by DHCFP.



11.6.2.8 Participate in CMS certification review meetings, onsite reviews/walkthroughs, or teleconference calls as requested by DHCFP, in preparation of, throughout, and post CMS’ MMIS certification review process.



11.6.2.9 Work with DHCFP to establish a corrective action plan including but not limited to an approach and schedule for addressing certification review findings reported by CMS within a timeframe that is acceptable to CMS and DHCFP.



11.6.2.10 Perform corrective actions and address deficiencies identified by CMS, in a manner that is acceptable to CMS and DHCFP. Corrective actions taken shall be documented and submitted to DHCFP for evidential and record management purposes. 



11.6.3 Contractor Performance Responsibilities



11.6.3.1 The Vendor’s post implementation review should be conducted no later than thirty (30) days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review. Post implementation review results should be provided to DHCFP for review and approval.



11.6.3.2 Submit to DHCFP for review, a Post Implementation Review Report no later than fifteen (15) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review. 



11.6.3.3 Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will promote coordination of DHCFP and Fiscal Agent responsibilities associated with CMS certification review process. The schedule shall be submitted to DHCFP no later than thirty (30) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.



11.6.4 Contractor Deliverables



11.6.4.1 Updated MECT Checklists.



11.6.4.2 Post Implementation Review Report.



11.6.4.3 Certification Review Schedule.



11.6.4.4 Pre-certification Review Materials.



11.6.4.5 Online or Physical Certification Review Repository.



11.6.4.6 Corrective Action Plan (in response to CMS’ certification review results).



11.6.4.7 Documented Evidence of Corrective Actions.



11.6.5 DHCFP Responsibilities



11.6.5.1 Meet with CMS to obtain an understanding of their planned approach to conducting a certification review of Nevada’s MMIS.



11.6.5.2 Provide CMS’ certification review approach and detailed information to the Vendor based on information received from CMS.



11.6.5.3 Review and approve the Vendor’s certification schedule to ensure effective coordination of activities leading up to and throughout CMS’ certification review.



11.6.5.4 Review revisions or updates incorporated into MECT checklists as provided by the Vendor.



11.6.5.5 Review the Vendor’s post implementation review report.



11.6.5.6 Review and respond to issues, risks, or concerns reported by the Vendor during the post implementation review. 



11.6.5.7 Determine and notify the Vendor of any actions that must be taken in response to issues, risks, concerns or the overall post implementation review results. 



11.6.5.8 Notify CMS of proposed changes to the planned CMS certification review schedule as necessary.



11.6.5.9 Review all materials developed by the Vendor that will be presented or used in support of CMS’ certification review process.



11.6.5.10 Provide guidance to the Vendor associated with the establishment of an online or physical repository of certification review materials and information.



11.6.5.11 Notify the Vendor of CMS’ certification review findings.



11.6.5.12 Work with the Vendor and CMS to establish an amenable timeframe for addressing CMS’ certification review findings.



11.6.5.13 Review and approve the Vendor’s plan, schedule, and approach for addressing certification review findings reported by CMS.



11.6.5.14 Review and approve corrective actions performed by the Vendor in accordance with the approved plan for addressing certification review findings.


12 Scope of Work – Operational Requirements



The project is broken down into the following tasks that will be explained in detail within the following sections. The tasks and activities requirements within this section are not necessarily listed in the order that they should be completed. Vendors must reflect within their proposal response and preliminary project plan their recommended approach to scheduling and accomplishing all tasks and activities identified within this RFP.



DHCFP will retain or outsource responsibility for the following services: 



A. Waiver Enrollments; 



B. Nursing Facility Benefit Plan Assignments;


C. Disability Determinations;


D. Transportation; and


E. Care Coordination.


12.1 General Operational Requirements for All System Components



12.1.1 Contractor Responsibilities



General


12.1.1.1 Provide periodic recommendations for process improvements, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.



12.1.1.2 Contractor shall meet and comply with all State and Federal rules and regulations.



12.1.1.3 Respond to all DHCFP inquiries within one (1) working day.



12.1.1.4 Maintain, and distribute as necessary, forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up including historical and current forms.


Computing Platform – LAN/WAN


12.1.1.5 Operate within Nevada’s current and future LAN/WAN network architecture in accordance with performance standards established by DHCFP. Nevada’s current LAN/WAN network architecture information and associated performance standards are presented in the Procurement Library. The Contractor’s telecommunications/data communications network must be compatible with State standards or be able to interface with State platforms and interconnections unless there are mutually agreed upon exceptions.


12.1.1.6 All GUI front-end, database, middleware, and communications software, must be written in languages approved by DHCFP and compatible with DHCFP’s computing environment. Alternate languages may be proposed with the understanding that they must be approved by DHCFP. During the turnover period, the Contractor must take any actions necessary, including software and data conversion, to enable the MMIS and system components to be fully operational in DHCFP’s technical environment. 



General Operations Outputs


12.1.1.7 Adhere to the following standards for all outputs:



FT. All data must be edited for presence, format and consistency with other data in the update transaction;


FU. All headings and footers must be standard;


FV. Current date and time must be displayed;


FW. Dates must display centuries when the century information is critical. For example, date of birth. All stored dates must identify the century;


FX. All data labels and definitions used must be consistent throughout the system and clearly defined in user manuals;


FY. All MMIS generated messages must be clear and sufficiently descriptive to provide enough information for problem correction and be written in full English text;


FZ. All letters generated by the Nevada MMIS must have the ability to display data in upper and lower case; and



GA. All letters generated by the MMIS must be available in English and all other required languages (currently limited to Spanish).


Technical Requirements – Navigation



12.1.1.8 Maintain a user friendly systems navigation technology and a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows all Nevada MMIS users to move freely throughout the system using pull down menus, window tabs, and "point and click" navigation. In addition, the navigation process must be completed without having to enter identifying data more than once. "Help" screens must be included and should be context-sensitive in order to provide for ease of use. The use of GUI access must be standardized throughout the MMIS and system components.



12.1.1.9 Maintain a user-friendly menu system understandable by non-technical users that provides access to all functional areas. This menu system must be hierarchical and provide submenus for all functional areas of the Nevada MMIS. However, the menu system must not restrict the ability of users to directly access a screen, or the ability to access one screen from another without reverting to the menu structure.



12.1.1.10 Maintain menus that reflect a hierarchical or tree structure of the screens. Each menu item may indicate a list of screens or a list of submenus to indicate screen dependencies to the users. The system should remain available to the user from log on to log off, without the need for intermediate systems prompts. The user should be able to navigate to any component of the system without the need to enter additional user identification. 


12.1.1.11 Maintain system navigation, user interface, and system access requirements that are standard for all authorized users of the MMIS and system components, including authorized users from other agencies and entities.


Technical Requirements – Data Integrity/Audit Trail


12.1.1.12 Maintain a relational database management system (RDBMS). Referential integrity of the data must be maintained by the RDBMS. In the event of a break in a logical unit of work, all previously updated data must be rolled back. The system must provide a complete online audit trail of data changes, as outlined in Section 12.1.1 of this RFP.



12.1.1.13 Permit overrides only by written prior approval granted through DHCFP authorization policy.



12.1.1.14 Ensure that the system design facilitates auditing of data and paper records and that audit trails are provided throughout the system, including any conversion programs. The audit record must identify user ID, workstation ID, and date and time of change.



12.1.1.15 Incorporate audit trails in the system to track source documents and data through all processing stages, including the final destination. The audit trails must also allow users to trace processed data back to source documents


12.1.1.16 Maintain audit trails for data changes including but not limited to:



GB. Overrides;


GC. Updates;


GD. Insertions;


GE. Deletions; and


GF. Transformations.


12.1.1.17 All updates to data and all error updates and replacement transactions must be available for review by DHCFP upon request.



12.1.1.18 Display date and user ID associated with changes on appropriate online inquiry screens and reports.


Technical Requirements – Data Storage and Retention


12.1.1.19 Maintain data for online access for a minimum of seventy-two (72) months. After seventy-two (72) months the data can be archived to an unalterable electronic media agreed to by DHCFP, as long as a method to retrieve archived data within twenty-four (24) hours is provided.



12.1.1.20 Restore archived data for reviewing, copying and printing, when requested by DHCFP.


Processing Requirements


12.1.1.21 Accept, enter, process, and report on requests for payment to meet the requirements of this RFP, DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations. Accuracy, reasonableness and integrity of the payment processing function must be ensured by the Contractor.



12.1.1.22 Support the exchange of data between and among the MMIS and system components to facilitate business functions that meet the requirements of this RFP, DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations. Data may come from internal and external sources. A current interface inventory listing is contained in the Reference Library.


System Response


12.1.1.23 The system must respond to specific user requests within response times identified by DHCFP.


12.1.1.24 System response time shall be measured during normal working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, Monday through Friday, with the exception of Nevada State Observed Holidays.


12.1.1.25 The following response times will be measured:



GG. Record Search Time – The time elapsed after the search command is entered until the list of matching records begins to appear on the monitor;


GH. Record Retrieval Time – The time elapsed after the retrieve command is entered until the record data begin to appear on the monitor;


GI. Screen Edit Time – The time elapsed after the last field is filled on the screen with an enter command until all field entries are edited with the errors highlighted;


GJ. New Screen Page Time – The time elapsed from the time a new screen is requested until the data from that screen start to appear on the monitor; and


GK. Print Initiation Time – The elapsed time from the command to print a screen or report until it appears in the appropriate queue.


Programming Requirements



12.1.1.26 Enable flexibility and efficiency in performing modifications using parameter and rules-based techniques, in order to support DHCFP program changes.



12.1.1.27 Support validation checking for all transactions and interactions with the system including the data entry function. 


12.1.1.28 Maintain a comprehensive set of edits and audits including but not limited to the following points:



GL. Ensure that the transaction is subjected to all validation checks (e.g., number fields are all numeric);



GM. Ensure that the transaction is subjected to all business rule edits (e.g., provider number on file, no drug to drug interactions are present);



GN. Store reference data in tables to support efficient maintenance of specific values;



GO. Provide a process that allows for the setting of statistical edits;


GP. Ensure that transaction data is consistent with the Data Dictionary definitions; and


GQ. Ensure that the transaction is processed to the maximum extent possible and that all failed edits are returned to the provider with sufficient explanation to allow the provider to correct the transaction.



12.1.2 DHCFP Responsibilities



12.1.2.1 Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.


12.1.2.2 Review and approve updates to system documentation.


12.1.2.3 Select multiple days per month during which System Response times shall be monitored, and conduct response time testing at a remote work station.


12.1.3 System Performance Expectations



12.1.3.1 The MMIS and systems components that support Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program business, (e.g., EVS, DSS, etc.) must operate in a twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days a week environment with a limited time period each week for maintenance.


12.1.3.2 Perform and complete system upgrades and database updates made to all systems outside of normal working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, Monday through Friday, with the exception of Nevada State Observed Holidays, or at times agreed to by DHCFP.



12.1.3.3 Meet MMIS and system components response time standards.


Times shall be measured for adherence to the requirements every fifteen (15) minutes during randomly selected days several times per month, at DHCFP's discretion, at a remote workstation. In addition, the Contractor must provide a system to monitor and report on response time monitoring results.



1. Record Search Time – The response time must be within four (4) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the record searches;


2. Record Retrieval Time – The response time must be within four (4) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the records retrieved;


3. Screen Edit Time – The response time must be within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the time;



4. New Screen/Page Time – The response time must be within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the time; and



5. Print Initiation Time – The response time must be within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the time.


12.2 Maintenance and Change Management



The Maintenance and Change Management requirements define contractor responsibilities for maintaining and modifying the Nevada MMIS. This includes how future modifications and enhancements to the system will be categorized, tracked and completed through the Change Management process (CM) and how system maintenance will be addressed through changes to table values, system parameters, or codes and changes requested by the contractor to maintain related operations. 



Maintenance Activities


12.2.1 Operational Maintenance



The contractor must perform all operations maintenance and support to meet the requirements for the operational scope of work provided in Section 10 and 12 of this RFP. The operations period must provide for continuous effective and efficient operation of the Nevada MMIS.


12.2.2 Contractor Responsibilities



12.2.2.1 Schedule and perform ongoing operations tasks to ensure system tuning, performance response time, database stability and processing.



12.2.2.2 Initiate routine production schedules.



12.2.2.3 Maintain tables/databases that are not automatically updated during scheduled data loads.



12.2.2.4 Maintain security to include maintenance of user accounts.



12.2.2.5 Maintain all database and application servers and related hardware. 



12.2.2.6 Provide and install upgrades of hardware and software during operations of the system as well as its maintenance.



12.2.2.7 Provide ongoing maintenance and submit updates to system documentation within thirty (30) days of DHCFP approval of a corrective action plan of a deficiency, or of implementation of a software modification. 



12.2.2.8 Maintain updated user and system documentation.



12.2.2.9 Respond to production problems and emergency situations according to DHCFP-approved guidelines.



12.2.2.10 Maintain certification standards established during the CMS system review.



12.2.2.11 Submit a monthly invoice and supporting documentation for reimbursement of operations, as specified by DHCFP. 



12.2.2.12 Submit monthly written operations period status reports to DHCFP, including details of the total maintenance and modification hours and the FTE’s utilized for that effort.



12.2.2.13 Provide adequate maintenance and modification staffing levels to meet the requirements of this contract.



12.2.2.14 Request approval to utilize FTE hours for IT programming staff that exceeds DHCFP-defined criteria.


12.2.3 Progress Milestones



12.2.3.1 Adherence to operational performance expectations for each Nevada MMIS function as found in Section 12 of this RFP.



12.2.4 Contractor Deliverables



12.2.4.1 Monthly operations period status reports.



12.2.5 DHCFP Responsibilities



12.2.5.1 Initiate, or review and follow up on, operations production problem reports.



12.2.5.2 Review and approve updates to system and user documentation. 


12.2.6 Contractor Performance Expectations



12.2.6.1 Distribute meeting and planning session documentation to DHCFP for verification within five (5) working days following the meeting or planning session.



12.2.6.2 Track and provide a monthly report for DHCFP approval, hours expended and available for Contractor’s modification and enhancement design, testing, and implementation activities. Report should include elements as identified by DHCFP. The report must be provided within 5 days following the last working day of the reporting period.



12.2.6.3 Track and maintain problem logs and allow DHCFP access to the problem logs as needed.



Change Management Activities


The Change Management process shall apply to the core MMIS and peripheral systems and tools.


12.2.7 Each vendor must propose a Change Management process through which ongoing system modifications and/or enhancements of the NV MMIS will be managed and considered by DHCFP and the Contractor. DHCFP is seeking an approach to Change Management based on industry best practices and successful implementation on one or more similar large scale IT projects.


The purpose of the Change Management process is to facilitate the organized planning, development, and execution of modifications and enhancements to the NV MMIS, which includes the core MMIS as well as all peripheral systems and tools that support Medicaid claims processing.


The Change Management process shall apply to all systems and tools. 


12.2.8 The proposed Change Management solution submitted in response to this RFP must include the following:



12.2.8.1 Provide a change request form/process that includes the following minimum fields/topics to be completed as information becomes available through research and request consideration:



GR. Reason for change request;


GS. Detailed description of requested change;


GT. Potential impacts to other system or process areas;


GU. Estimated hours to complete modification or enhancement;


GV. Tracking of decisions and discussions regarding the request;


GW. Reason for non-approval;


GX. Date of approval; and


GY. Approval signatures for specific DHCFP and Contractor management.


12.2.8.2 Allow for change requests to be initiated and submitted by both DHCFP and Contractor staff.



12.2.8.3 Proposed electronic tracking system capable of tracking change requests from submission through all steps to approval or closure, with access and record update capabilities for both DHCFP and Contractor staff.



12.2.8.4 Include standards for Design deliverables resulting from approved change requests, including DHCFP approval of both high level and detailed design documents.



12.2.8.5 Include standards for testing of developed system changes, including DHCFP approval of test results.



12.2.8.6 Include approach for training Contractor and/or DHCFP staff on process or system changes resulting from approved change requests.



12.2.8.7 Incorporates Change Management Responsibilities as stated in Section 12.2 of this RFP.



12.2.8.8 Load Change Management history and open tickets from current vendor.



12.2.8.9 Provide reporting to meet Agency needs including, but not limited to Weekly report of all tickets with sufficient detail to allow staff to quickly and efficiently determine status of tickets they are interested in.



12.2.8.10 Provide ability for all staff to view current status of all tickets. Information on display must be sufficient and detailed to allow staff to determine current status, next steps and all history and documents for this ticket.



12.2.8.11 Provide detailed monthly accounting of all tickets, engineering hours spent by ticket and the source of the hours.



12.2.8.12 Provide web-based view of Change Management tracking system which will be available to all Agency Staff.



12.2.8.13 Provide Agency feedback on areas of the Change Management process that could be changed/enhanced to improve the process efficiency, achieve better Change Management outcomes and/or improve the process. With Agency approval, implement those changes.



12.2.9 Contractor Responsibilities



12.2.9.1 Develop and submit for DHCFP approval, a Change Management Plan based on the Change Management process proposed in the Contractor’s response to this RFP.



12.2.9.2 Update Change Management Plan annually with input and approval from DHCFP.



12.2.9.3 Perform change management activities in accordance with approved Change Management Plan.


12.2.9.4 Provide staff competent to perform all functions of NV MMIS modification and enhancement tasks and responsibilities.


12.2.9.5 Document Change Management meetings and planning sessions in writing, summarizing the key points covered, and distributed to DHCFP staff within five (5) working days after the meeting. 



12.2.9.6 Participate in long range planning sessions to coordinate future NV MMIS enhancements. 



A pool of 41,600 programming hours will be provided annually to perform activities other than operational maintenance activities as directed by DHCFP using the change control process agreed upon by DHCFP and Contractor.



At the end of each year, any unused hours from the pool of annual hours shall be carried forward into the next contract year. For valuation purposes, at the end of the contract and all amendments to the contract, any unused Maintenance and Enhancement hours shall be valued at $85.00 per hour.



All work performed against the pool of programming hours will be performed by resources separate from those performing other DHCFP work during the same time period.



12.2.9.7 The Takeover vendor shall continue work begun by FHSC programming staff, new work shall be identified and prioritized through the change management system.



12.2.10 DHCFP Responsibilities



12.2.10.1 Provide staff to participate in Change Management meetings and planning sessions.


12.2.10.2 Approve the contractor’s proposed change management process.


12.2.10.3 Review and approve contractor’s monthly change management report.


12.3 Training Requirements



The Contractor shall provide a training program and documented Training Plan that describes the commitment of the Contractor staff to provide initial and ongoing training to DHCFP, Contractor, and Sub Contractor Staff. The Contractor will provide training to appropriate DHCFP staff when new tools, system features or updates have presented a significant change to the MMIS and system components and will provide training for new DHCFP staff. Comprehensive system documentation shall also assist staff in appropriate use of system tools and procedures.



12.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities



12.3.1.1 Develop and submit a Training Plan for DHCFP approval, to be updated at least annually, that describes the Contractor’s commitment to providing initial and ongoing training for all Contractor and DHCFP staff.



12.3.1.2 Develop a Training Plan Outline.



12.3.1.3 Develop a Training Plan and associated materials that includes, but is not limited to:



GZ. Approach to training (basic, intermediate and advanced);


HA. Course listing and description;


HB. User documentation;


HC. Operational procedures;


HD. Training materials;


HE. Student Evaluation Forms; and


HF. Training schedule.



12.3.1.4 The Contractor must create training sites which emulate the MMIS production environment. Both computer-based and classroom training are required to be available to new and existing users. Training sites will be required at the vendor’s operations center and Las Vegas. There must be one (1) instructor for every twelve (12) students with a computer and materials available for each student. DHCFP does not guarantee a minimum staff class size. Training must occur within fifteen (15) working days prior to implementation at that site. Train-the-trainer classes must also be conducted to equip DHCFP staff with the skills and materials necessary to provide future training to new staff.



12.3.1.5 Establish and equip two (2) training sites, one (1)at the vendor’s operations center and one (1) in Las Vegas.



12.3.1.6 Organization of the training sessions should take into account, but not be limited to, the following factors:



HG. Group people with like computer proficiencies (basic, intermediate and advanced);


HH. Group people with similar job functions;


HI. Show the application in relation to how the work is done; and


HJ. Tailor training to each job function.


12.3.1.7 Prepare as requested by DHCFP, desk reference manuals for each system component, with instructions appropriate for differing levels of user access as prescribed by role-based security.



12.3.1.8 Provide initial, ongoing and refresher training on core MMIS, peripheral tools, and claims support services according to a DHCFP approved schedule, from the time the system is implemented through the end of the contract term.



12.3.1.9 Provide evaluation forms to the attendees at each training session. Summarize the input from the forms for State review.



12.3.1.10 Conduct initial and ongoing training and education for Contractor staff, including but not limited to:



HK. Help Desk Procedures and Protocols to support inquiries about connectivity, desktop software, the MMIS, and system components; and


HL. Call Center Procedures and Protocols to support Provider inquiries.


12.3.1.11 Conduct ongoing HIPAA training and education for all Contractor and Sub-Contractor staff under the guidance of DHCFP’s designated HIPAA compliance officer, in accordance with HIPAA requirements.


12.3.2 DHCFP Responsibilities



12.3.2.1 Make DHCFP staff or designated State or contracted staff available to be trained in the operation of the core MMIS and system components.



12.3.2.2 Review and approve Contractor submitted Training Plan.



12.3.2.3 Review and approve Contractor proposed training schedule.



12.3.3 Contractor Performance Expectations


12.3.3.1 Submit Training Plan for DHCFP approval thirty (30) days prior to system takeover, and at least annually thereafter.


12.4 General Reporting Requirements



Flexible, accurate, and timely reporting must be supported by the MMIS and system components for many of the business functions of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Programs. Required reports consist of numerous reports that are required by the Federal government and others which are required by DHCFP, other State agencies, and State Contractors.



12.4.1 Contractor Responsibilities



12.4.1.1 Render all reports in the media, format, timeframe, and frequency that are appropriate to the business nature of the report, as specified by DHCFP.



12.4.1.2 System reports generated electronically using the existing report management system. Support the following formatting capabilities for system users:


HM. Default to Eight and one-half (8-1/2) by eleven (11) inch paper; and


HN. Landscape or portrait orientation, as appropriate or requested.


12.4.1.3 Support menu-driven access to reports.


12.4.1.4 Generate reports to electronic formats appropriate for storing, display and data extraction, in formats as specified by DHCFP.



12.4.1.5 Provide storage capabilities that promote online access to and retrieval of report information using user-entered selection criteria.


12.4.1.6 Provide access to reports in accordance with security specifications and guidelines established by DHCFP.



12.4.1.7 Reports shall be generated and made available based upon criteria and schedule determined by DHCFP.



12.4.1.8 Ensure the accuracy of all reports, including, but not limited to, calculations and completeness of data used as input.



12.4.1.9 Ensure report requests (not already addressed through the use of the DSS, query tools, MARS, other systems, or other reports) are managed through the approved change management process.



12.4.1.10 Review DHCFP requested report parameter changes for feasibility and respond back to DHCFP on any requests that are not feasible prior to the cycle to which the change applies. 


12.4.1.11 Implement report parameter changes for upcoming reporting cycles as requested by DHCFP and in accordance with the change management process.



12.4.1.12 Ensure that all current State and Federal reporting requirements are met by the MMIS and system components.



12.4.1.13 Offer periodic recommendations for reporting process improvements, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.



12.4.1.14 Submit Federal reports for review and approval by DHCFP, prior to submission to CMS.



12.4.1.15 All reports must be made available in data format specified by DHCFP for export and import purposes.


12.4.1.16 Respond promptly to legislative/administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP.


12.4.2 DHCFP Responsibilities



12.4.2.1 Review and approve Contractor proposed listing of reports and associated report generation schedule.



12.4.2.2 Work with the Contractor to define report parameters and report layouts.



12.4.2.3 Review and approve Federal reports prior to submission to CMS.



12.4.2.4 Consider recommendations for improvement provided by the contractor.



12.4.3 Contractor Performance Expectations



12.4.3.1 Produce each report at the frequency agreed to by DHCFP.



12.4.3.2 Distribute each report within the timeframe agreed to by DHCFP.



12.4.3.3 Produce reports according to Federal reporting time frames.


12.4.3.4 Respond within one (1) working day to legislative/administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP.


12.5 Core MMIS Component Requirements



12.5.1 Overview of Core MMIS Components



The Core MMIS is the component traditionally referred to as the claims payment engine, and defined by the system source code for the MMIS operated by the current Fiscal Agent for the State. The source code can be construed as the scope of the Core MMIS component. 



The following business function areas compose the Core MMIS. The associated Contractor Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, System Performance Requirements, and Contractor Performance Requirements are located in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table (Attachment O).



12.5.2 Claims Processing



The Claims Processing business function includes the processes that support claims control and entry, claims adjudication and processing, and claims reporting. The Claims function provides for the entry of the claims into the system from a variety of media, including hard copy and electronic formats, batching and controlling those claims throughout the system, editing, adjudication and pricing of claims and the generation of claims processing-related reports, according to DHCFP, State and Federal policies, rules and regulations. 



The Vendor must respond to the Claims Processing requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.5.3 Financial



The Financial processing function performs various claims processing functions within the MMIS, including payment processing, adjustment processing, accounts receivable processing, and financial transaction processing. This function ensures that DHCFP funds are appropriately disbursed for claim payments and that all post-financial transactions are accurately tracked. 



The Vendor must respond to the Financial requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.5.4 Prior Authorization



The Prior Authorization function provides automated capabilities to collect, process, maintain, and report information on Nevada Medicaid and Check Up services for which authorization is required prior to payment. The function allows DHCFP to approve payment for only those services that are medically necessary, appropriate, or cost-effective.


The Vendor must respond to the Prior Authorization requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.5.5 Provider



The Provider Data business function supports the maintenance of date-sensitive information related to Provider identifiers, eligibility, certification, licensing, demographics, and reimbursement. The maintenance of Provider data is required to support claims processing, prior authorization, referrals, financial processing, and management and operational reporting functions. The Provider Billing business function includes requirements for contractor support of provider billing in a variety of approved formats, including electronic and paper claims.


The Vendor must respond to the Provider requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.5.6 Recipient



The Recipient business function includes the processes that support providing medical coverage to an eligible recipient. This includes maintaining eligibility and Third Party Liability (TPL) resource data, assigning benefit plans, providing identification cards, making premium payments for other insurance when appropriate, and notifying the recipients of benefits he/she is eligible to receive. In addition, the Recipient business function describes the processes for recipient appeals when a recipient does not agree with the decisions made regarding his/her medical services. 



The Vendor must respond to the Recipient requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.5.7 Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) Support



The Surveillance and Utilization Review process includes the identification of providers, health plans and/or recipients who may be committing fraud, waste, or abuse of services and/or billing practices. This review process is supported by the Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem, (SURS) in conjunction with the Decision Support System (DSS). These systems combined meet State and federal rules and regulation for surveillance and utilization review activities.


The Vendor must respond to the SURS requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.5.8 Third Party Liability (TPL)



The Third Party Liability (TPL) function provides administrative support for Medicaid cost avoidance and cost recovery. Third Party includes private insurance and Medicare. When other coverage can be identified, claims are denied and providers are advised to bill the other coverage carrier. DHCFP maintains responsibility for all business processes and recovery associated with MER and TEFRA.


The Vendor must respond to the TPL requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.5.9 Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT)



The EPSDT function includes processes for the identification and tracking of EPSDT services, referral and follow-up visits, and notifications to EPSDT eligible recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the EPSDT requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.5.10 Level of Care



The Level of Care (LOC) process and tool is used to determine whether or not a Medicaid recipient meets the nursing facility standard LOC or other LOC determination, such as Pediatric Level I, Pediatric Level II, and/or ventilator. The LOC determines the appropriate level of service and payment rate for the Nursing Facility. LOC screenings are done for Medicaid-eligible recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the Level of Care requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.5.11 Reference



The Reference Data business function includes the process for maintaining the reference data. This includes, but is not limited to rate, procedure, diagnosis and medical policy data for various business functions including but not limited to processing claims, calculating capitations, and reporting, and used to ensure claims are paid in accordance with State policy.


The Vendor must respond to the Reference requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.5.12 Management & Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS)



The Management and Administrative Review Subsystem (MARS) produces reports regarding Nevada Medicaid and Check Up payments, provider and beneficiary enrollment, program participation, and claims processing, assisting DHCFP with managing operations of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program. These reports also allow DHCFP to track the impact of policy changes on Medicaid and Check Up activity.


The Vendor must respond to the MARS requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.6 Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements



12.6.1 Overview of Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements



The Peripheral Systems are automated tools and technology solutions that are not part of the Core MMIS, but instead supplement the Core MMIS, such as a Decision Support System, a clinical rules engine, pharmacy POS, and others.



The following components are the Peripheral System Tools that supplement the Core MMIS. The associated Contractor Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, System Performance Requirements, and Contractor Performance Requirements are located in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table (Attachment P). 



12.6.2 Clinical Claims Editing



The clinical claims editor tool enhances the adjudication process for Nevada Medicaid and Check Up claims. The claims editor program employs a nationally recognized, standardized method of processing claims using clinical logic based on CPT, HCPCS, ICD-9-CM, AMA, CMS, and specialty societal guidelines. The claim editor results in consistent claims adjudication for all providers and increased claims payment turnaround time. The claim editor will work with the current claims processing system to detect coding errors and to verify accurate billing.


The Vendor must respond to the Clinical Claims Editing requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.6.3 Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS)



The Pharmacy point-of-sale (POS) system performs the billing, claims processing, including editing and auditing, and adjudicating of pharmacy claims. The system must also support other claims functions as adjustments, reporting, and prior authorizations.


The Vendor must respond to the Pharmacy POS requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.6.4 Pharmacy



The Pharmacy Claims Processing function includes conducting analysis and clinical review of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims and drugs, including review of new name brand drugs for clinical safety and efficacy, new generic drugs for clinical safety and efficacy, and existing drugs for new indications or changes to indications new product forms and strengths, prospective and retrospective drug utilization review. This also entails performing financial scenarios for various drugs.


For the Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee, the contractor will assist DHCFP with formulation of the committee, provide recommendations and written analysis for preferred drug(s), and facilitate and/or participate in P&T Committee meetings.


For the Drug Use Review Board, the contractor will assist DHCFP with managing, maintaining, and facilitating the DUR Board, including development of annual, quarterly, and ad hoc DUR reports. 


For Specialty Pharmacy, the Division would accept proposals that would assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently manage specialty pharmaceuticals.  The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the Pharmacy requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.6.5 Electronic Prescription Software



The Electronic Prescription software allows for recipient eligibility verification and electronic transmission and validation of prescriptions through the use of an automated web-based software.


The Vendor must respond to the Electronic Prescription Software requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.6.6 Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate



The Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate function allows for the negotiating, accepting and processing of drug rebates. This includes the ability to receive and post money, perform adjustments, generate invoices, and perform various reporting.


The Vendor must respond to the Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.6.7 Diabetic Supply Rebate



The Diabetic Supply Procurement Program (DSPP) includes management of a list of Diabetic Glucometers and test strips for which the State of Nevada can collect rebates from the diabetic supply manufacturer. The program manages the diabetic supply rebate process for Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up, and leverages the purchasing power of other state Medicaid programs to increase savings and maximize the rebate negotiation process.


The Vendor must respond to the Diabetic Supply Rebate requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.6.8 Decision Support System



The Decision Support System (DSS) serves a broad spectrum of users ranging from executives to program analysts, making Nevada Medicaid and Check Up business decisions. The DSS enables the collection, analysis, and shaping of data used to support program and strategic policy decisions made by DHCFP. The generation and maintenance of data queries, pre-defined reports, and ad hoc reporting is performed using the DSS. Access to the data is restricted to authorized users only. 



The Vendor must respond to the minimum DSS requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. The requirements listed in the table are based on the current data warehouse operational responsibilities performed by the current fiscal agent contractor. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.6.9 Web Portal



The MMIS contractor will be required to maintain a Web portal as part of their solution that includes public access to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up content, web announcements, provider billing manuals, EDI companion guides, and other forms and files based on input from DHCFP. The solution should also include the ability for authorized users to securely login for processing Prior Authorization requests, accessing EVS, and processing other secure transactions.


The Vendor must respond to the Web Portal requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.6.10 Online Document and Retrieval and Archive System



The Contractor will utilize a secure, web-based document retrieval and archiving tool that allows DHCFP to view online, print and sort reports, documents and images. The tool will house reports generated by the MMIS, such as Remittance Advices, as well as imaged documents and correspondence. In addition, users shall be able to obtain electronic reports from the system or extract data for further manipulation. The system shall store these items, and will not function as a report-generating tool. Access shall be allowed based on DHCFP-specified security processes.


The Vendor must respond to the Online Document Retrieval and Archival System (ODRAS) requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.7 Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services



12.7.1 Overview of Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services



Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services are supplemental services provided by the Fiscal Agent or their designated subcontractor that support operational functions, and are not specifically associated with the Core MMIS or peripheral tools and systems. Examples of such services include Utilization Management and TPL recovery services.



The following Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services support the operational functions of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up. The associated Contractor Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, System Performance Requirements, and Contractor Performance Requirements are located in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table (Attachment Q).


12.7.2 Managed Care Enrollment



DHCFP’s managed care programs consist of the following key components: contracting of managed care entities; supporting multiple health care models including Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) and Primary Care Case Management (PCCM); eligibility and enrollment of recipients; accepting and storing of encounter data; managing monthly capitation and episodic payments to managed care entities; and management and payment of capitation for non-emergency transportation for all fee-for-service and managed care recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the Managed Care Enrollment requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.7.3 Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR)



PASRR is a screening and review process used to assess whether an individual is appropriate for nursing facility placement. The PASRR program is federally mandated for all individuals before entering a nursing facility. The administration of the PASRR is the responsibility of the contractor. Nursing home applicants must be screened before admission to determine whether they may have a serious mental illness, mental retardation or a related condition. This is known as a Level I screening. A Level II screening is required if the screener cannot rule out mental illness, mental retardation or a related condition. The Level II screening determines whether nursing home facility services are appropriate, whether a particular nursing home is capable of providing appropriate services in light of the nature of the individual’s mental illness or mental retardation, and whether the individual needs “specialized services,” as defined in federal law and regulations.


· PASRR reviews are required for individuals with mental illness, mental retardation, or residents with a related condition and for those who experience a change in condition;



· When there is a change in condition, a new LOC or PASRR screening may be necessary;


· The prior authorization process for long-term care is based upon PASRR screening and LOC determinations; and



The Vendor must respond to the PASRR requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3 Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.



12.7.4 Call Center and Contact Management



The Provider Relations Call Center and Contact Tracking business function includes the processes related to the Fiscal Agent’s operation of a call center, staffed with customer service representatives to handle provider relations, including Pharmacy related inquiries. This function provides for the maintenance of telephone lines for inquiries, the capability to speak with a customer service representative, and the tracking and reporting of call center statistics. This function is supported by an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system that allows inquiry for topics including eligibility verification, claims status, Prior Authorization request status, check and EFT information.


The Vendor must respond to the Call Center and Contact Management requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.7.5 Provider Appeals



The Provider appeals support services function includes the ability to accept, maintain, process, and track providers appeals as well as generate and track letters for each decision point in the appeals process.


The Vendor must respond to the Provider Appeals requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.7.6 Provider Enrollment



The Provider Enrollment support services business function includes requirements for contractor support of recruitment, enrollment, and disenrollment of Providers into Nevada Medicaid and Check Up.


The Vendor must respond to the Provider Enrollment requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.7.7 Provider Training and Outreach



The Provider Training and Outreach support services business function includes requirements for contractor support of development and distribution of Provider Billing Manuals, Web Announcements, Newsletters, and other information, and provider training in a variety of formats, including individual training of providers, workshops, and training sessions.


The Vendor must respond to the Provider Training and Outreach requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.7.8 Finance (including accounts payable)



The financial claims processing support services function provides operational support for the claims processing, adjustment processing, accounts receivable processing, and financial transaction processing. 


The Vendor must respond to the Finance requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.7.9 Return ID Card Process



The Return ID Card Support Services function includes the generation and distribution of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipients. 


The Vendor must respond to the Return ID Card Process requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.7.10 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 



EDI entails assisting providers with EDI enrollment including providing providers with appropriate identifiers and agreements, testing of EDI transactions with the providers, and verification of testing completion.


The Vendor must respond to the EDI requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.7.11 Printing and Postage



Reimbursement will be available for direct expenses incurred in connection with printing and postage activities performed on behalf of, or at the direction of, DHCFP. These costs may be drawn down for normal operations to a contract maximum amount. The following is the maximum postage and printing allowance per Nevada State fiscal year: FY10= $1,044,000.00; FY11=$1,044,000.00; FY12=$1,044,000.00; and $261,000.00 for the first three months of FY13.


The Vendor must respond to the Printing and Postage requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.7.12 Prior Authorization



The Prior Authorization (PA) support services consists of the processes that serve as a cost-containment and utilization review mechanisms for the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs. It entails the review of requests for medical services before delivery of care or services, in order for the service to be reimbursed by DHCFP. These services include mandatory and optional services. 



The Vendor must respond to the Prior Authorization requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.7.13 Utilization Management



Utilization Management encompasses review activity and related functions that focus on reducing over- and under-utilization. Utilization Management strategies include prior authorization, concurrent review, retrospective review and certificate of need review of designated services. All provided services (including, but not limited to, medical, behavioral health, and community-based services) must be medically necessary, of the highest quality, and provided in the most economical method possible. In reaching this goal, DHCFP operates a number of utilization control and review programs. These programs are conducted by Medicaid contractors or DHCFP.


For Radiology Utilization Management, the Division would accept proposals that would assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently manage the utilization management of radiological services. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the Utilization Management requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.7.14 Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT)



The EPSDT support services function includes the operational support for the EPSDT program including maintenance of EPSDT eligibility information, outreach, tracking of referred services and generation of Federal and State reports. 



The Vendor must respond to the EPSDT requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


12.7.15 Personal Care Services (PCS) Program 



The Nevada Medicaid Personal Care Services (PCS) program's objective is to assist, support and maintain recipients living independently in their homes. This is done through the provision of medically necessary services as determined by a functional assessment and written service plan. The functional assessment is currently being done as a "social model" by FHSC staff for Medicaid FFS recipients and by WIN and DAS case managers for those two waiver programs. 



With the rapid increase in expenditures, the current Personal Care Services social model is not sustainable. To this end DHCFP is in the process of planning for program modifications and anticipates the release of an updated scope of work associated with the Nevada Medicaid PCS program, on or around the release of this RFP. DHCFP intends to post the scope of work associated with the PCS program to the on line reference library subsequent to BOE approval. DHCFP will notify prospective bidders once PCS program materials have been posted. 



Vendor proposals should include the provision of PCS program support services within their proposals as a required service, as part of the budget neutral compensation model. 



13 Scope of Work – Health Information Exchange (HIE)



13.1 Overview



DHCFP is seeking a Health Information Exchange (HIE) solution for sharing clinical and administrative data across organizational boundaries. Initially, DHCFP is looking to utilize an HIE solution for Medicaid and SCHIP sharing claims data and Centers for Health Information Analytics data with Electronic Medical Record systems of select Nevada Medicaid and Check Up providers. However, the system must be scalable to allow for additional uses by providers and other agencies and organizations as well as potentially serve as the standard platform for health information exchange within Nevada DHHS. Expansive use of the HIE in the future is dependent upon State and Federal funding as well as priorities established by DHCFP, Nevada DHHS, and the State of Nevada.



13.2 HIE Requirements



The HIE solution being proposed by the contractor must meet the following requirements:



A. Utilize a common medical record number or algorithm that has the ability to support patient identification across organizations, agencies, and providers;



B. Allow requestors to request patient information and provide the patient information back to the requestor;



C. Utilize an interface engine to interpret and translate incoming and outgoing messages between DHCFP, selected provider EMR systems, and other agencies or organizations as identified by DHCFP;



D. Share standardized and meaningful claims data with providers’ Electronic Medical Record systems that meet certification standards prescribed by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), and the Office of the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology, Department of Health and Human Services;



E. Ensure the HIE meets the latest MITA framework standards;



F. Provide a scalable solution to meet an increase in capabilities requested by organizations and agencies that may use the HIE solution in the future;



G. Have the ability to expand the type of health information data that will be exchanged or shared with other agencies and organizations, as decided upon by DHCFP;



H. Ensure data sharing is in accordance with HIPAA requirements, as well as other Federal and State rules and regulations;



I. Integrate the solution into the overall architecture of the Nevada MMIS;



J. Provide for a mechanism to track any needed data sharing agreements, especially as uses of the solution expand beyond the initial scope identified in the RFP;



K. Utilize a sound data model and central data repository that will serve as the architecture of the HIE solution and will allow for expansive use of additional data based upon input from DHCFP; and



L. Ensure transmission of data is done across secure network connections.



Vendor must supply specifications, features and sample service level agreement (SLA). The SLA will be negotiated and the approved document made part of the contract.



Please refer to Section 21.4 regarding the evaluation of this solution as part of the overall proposal evaluation process.



14 Scope of Work – Hosting Solutions



14.1 Overview



Through this procurement, DHCFP will also review hosting options described in the Vendor’s proposal response to determine the feasibility of various hosting solutions and the extent to which they would support Nevada’s Core MMIS and associated peripheral systems and tools.



A document containing information about DHCFP’s current hosting solution is available within the Reference Library. Vendors are encouraged to review the file labeled ‘Current Nevada MMIS and Agency Computing Environment’ when preparing a response to this section. 



Vendors must propose a hosting solution for the Nevada MMIS operations and maintenance, and may respond to one of the following two scenarios:



1. Take over and provide continued hosting support and services based on Nevada’s current hosting solution; or



2. Provide an alternative vendor-hosted solution.



The vendor is requested to provide supporting information regarding the associated costs for their proposed hosting option. This information is for informational purposes only, as the payment for hosting will be incorporated into the operational cost schedule for maintaining budget neutrality. 



Vendors are also requested to describe a potential hosting solution and associated costs for a State-hosted solution. This information is being requested for informational purposes only, and will not be evaluated as part of the technical or cost proposal evaluations, as DHCFP does not intend to move to the State hosting option at this time. Cost information associated with this scenario shall be provided separately within the Vendor’s cost proposal.



14.2 Hosting Solution Requirements



14.2.1 For each hosting scenarios, Vendors must:



14.2.1.1 Provide staffing estimates for the startup and operations period associated with each hosting scenario and estimated timeframes for moving to each of the scenarios.



14.2.1.2 Provide a cost estimate for hosting services provided as well the total estimated cost. Cost information associated with each scenario shall be provided separately within the Vendor’s cost proposal.


14.2.2 For either hosting scenario listed in Section 14.1, Vendors must:



14.2.2.1 Present their understanding and recommended approach for accomplishing the hosting solution, including the location of where the hosting services would be provided. Any key assumptions on the Vendor’s part should also be identified as well as provide an understanding of Nevada’s current hosting environment.



14.2.2.2 Provide a description of the vendor’s approach to provider outreach and training.



14.2.2.3 Briefly describe the benefits, disadvantages, and risks that the solution poses to the State. Proposed risk mitigation strategies should also be included for each risk identified.



14.2.2.4 Identify the systems that will be hosted and any special provisions on how hosting would be managed, including whether any hosting support services would be subcontracted.



14.2.2.5 Describe the services that would be provided by the Vendor, as well as anticipated DHCFP responsibilities.



14.2.3 At a minimum, the hosting solution must meet the following requirements:



14.2.3.1 Hosting operations must support uninterrupted 24x7x365 support and service.



14.2.3.2 Timely production and delivery of high-quality output products for DHCFP’s MMIS and other systems. 



14.2.3.3 Maintain security and integrity of the facility’s equipment, systems, and recipient data.


14.2.3.4 Provide a physically and environmentally secure operating environment that minimizes loss should a natural disaster occur. 


14.2.3.5 Ensure the vendor’s disaster recovery and contingency plans comprehensively address the hosting solution.



14.2.3.6 Contain fully redundant and independent power grids, an uninterruptible power supply (UPS), and backup generator that prevent loss of the system due to a single-point electrical failure. 


14.2.3.7 Contain a fully redundant and comprehensive environmental monitoring, detection, and alarm systems that notify in-house security and facilities personnel of unacceptable variations in environmental conditions. 


14.2.3.8 Provide administrative, physical, and technical security safeguards to protect sensitive or confidential data; ensure the safeguards adhere to HIPAA privacy and security regulations.


14.2.3.9 Servers are protected from intrusion through the use of physical barriers, such as placement in a secure computer room and a secure facility, technical barriers, such as the use of restricted access rights, and administrative barriers, including the administration of security privileges.


14.2.3.10 Maintain security policies and procedures for hosting location(s).


14.2.3.11 Limit changes, updates or other maintenance activities that require downtime to off-peak hours; normally between 12:01 AM and 2:00 AM, PT Sunday morning or by special arrangement with DHCFP.


14.2.3.12 Centrally integrate HVAC system, humidity management, fire suppression, and power management controls into a Network Operations Center (NOC).


14.2.3.13 Ensure all systems are protected via a suite of anti-virus and spam filters, which continually receive virus signature updates from the product vendor in real-time.


14.2.3.14 Monitor server resources/performance both real-time and on a trending basis.


14.2.3.15 Provide sufficient storage to host Nevada’s MMIS and peripheral systems and tools.



14.2.3.16 Provide sufficient network bandwidth to support access by all authorized system users.



14.2.3.17 Proactively maintain and upgrade all hardware as required.


15 Health Education and Care Coordination – optional provision



15.1 Overview



15.1.1 Purpose



This section of the Request for Proposal (RFP) pertains to the provision of Health Education Services. DHCFP’s objective is to identify a qualified vendor who will sustain and/or improve the health of specific recipients within the Nevada Medicaid Fee-For-Service (FFS) program, many of which are in the Aged, Blind, and Disabled (ABD) population. These are recipients with chronic conditions who are at a moderate risk for future health complications or hospitalizations. The vendor must produce savings for the FFS program through this health education and care coordination program, The Vendor shall develop policies and procedures that ensure cost containment by positively impacting health outcomes and producing cost savings to the State. The Vendor’s proposal will have to demonstrate how these medical savings will be achieved and what percentage of these savings the Vendor would like to be reimbursed for. 



Vendors must either implement the program components as described in this section or propose other creative solutions that will achieve the same objectives and goals.



While this is an optional program services provision which Vendors may choose to include or exclude as part of their technical proposal submission, proposals that do not include a health education and care coordination component will not be entitled to receive the maximum points allotted for the evaluation of technical proposals, as this component will be considered during the evaluation and scoring of technical proposals.



In addition, the health education and care coordination program is a component of the budget neutral compensation model. The acceptance and implementation of this optional provision will occur at DHCFP’s sole discretion and shall have no bearing on DHCFP’s decision to accept or implement other services proposed by the successful vendor regardless of whether it is part of, or external to the budget neutral compensation model.


15.1.2 Health Education and Care Coordination



The targeted population consists of recipients with chronic conditions within the Medicaid Fee-for Service system. These recipients generally have relatively low hospital and emergency room utilization, but are at a moderate risk for future health complications as a result of their diagnoses. They need support to maintain functionality and/or improve health. The health education program will achieve the following goals:



K. Sustain or improve the functionality and health status of recipients;



L. Implement an accountable disease-specific prevention and management education program that includes mailings, telephone calls, and workshops;



M. Provide care coordination services and Create mechanisms to refer recipients to appropriate medical and social services;



N. Support the use of a medical home;



O. Use standardized outcome measures for the program; and



P. Maintain or improve the cost-effective use of services for this population.



15.1.3 Background



Nevada’s Title XIX Medicaid eligibility can be categorized into two general groups: Temporary Aid to Needy Families/ Child Health Assurance Program (TANF/CHAP) and Aged, Blind, and Disabled (ABD). While the TANF/CHAP population mainly consists of pregnant women and children, the ABD population encompasses individuals with disabilities and those who are 65 years or older. As of August 2009, there were 222,003 Medicaid Recipients, with 70%, or 155,955, of them consisting of TANF/CHAP recipients, and another 18%, or 40,402, consisting of ABD recipients. 



Over the past few years, the cost of providing care for ABD recipients through the fee-for-service system in Nevada has more than doubled the rate for the TANF/CHAP population. Even with a sizeable portion of the ABD population pharmacy now covered by Part D, as of August 2009, this group still accounts for $39,393,466, or 46%, of total Medicaid expenditures. As a result, one of Medicaid’s main priorities is to maintain the health for those recipients who currently have some control over their chronic conditions to prevent them from becoming frequent and/or high-cost users of services in the future. 



15.2 Scope of Work – Health Education and Care Coordination



15.2.1 Identification of Recipientss



The vendor must develop a strategy to risk stratify all Medicaid recipients into different Levels of Care, which must include an administrative data review (e.g. diagnosis, cost threshold, and/or service utilization) and may also include telephone interviews, workshop conversations, or self-referrals. These Levels of Care are:



· Level I – These are healthy recipients who have minimal medical expenses. These recipients will not need any interventions;



· Level II – These are recipients with chronic diagnoses who are at moderate risk for future hospitalization and/or emergency room utilization. This is the targeted population for this section of the RFP; and



· Level III – These are recipients with chronic diseases or diagnoses that are difficult to manage. They have high hospital or emergency room utilization and often have multiple co-morbidities, are taking a variety of medications, and have complex medical and social needs. These recipients need comprehensive care coordination that is not part of this RFP.



15.2.2 Ongoing Assessment of Levels of Care



The vendor must develop tools to maintain the health of Level II recipients in order to prevent them from moving into higher Levels of Care. However, after the initial placement of recipients into Levels of Care is completed, the vendor must have ongoing mechanisms in place to identify recipients who may need to be moved into more appropriate Levels of Care. These mechanisms must include an administrative data review (e.g. diagnosis, cost threshold, and/or service utilization) and may also include telephone interviews, workshop conversations, or self-referrals.



15.2.2.1 Higher Levels of Care



Recipients may need to be placed into higher Levels of Care due to increased hospitalization or emergency room utilization, significant decreases in access to family or social support, or other changes that could lead to increased medical or behavioral problems. 



15.2.2.2 Lower Levels of Care



Recipients may need to be placed into lower Levels of Care due to decreased hospitalization or emergency room utilization, significant increases in access to family or social support, or other changes that have resulted in a reduced need for interventions.



15.3 Cultural Competence



The vendor must be able to provide services that are culturally competent and customer-friendly to both the recipients and the providers. Grievance policies and procedures are to be developed for situations where cultural competence is not recognized or acknowledged.



15.4 Recipient Services



15.4.1 Information Requirements



15.4.1.1 The vendor must have written information about its services and access to services available upon request to all Medicaid recipients. This written information must also be available in the prevalent non-English languages, as determined by the State, in its particular geographic service area. The vendor must make free, oral interpretation services available to each recipient. This applies to all non-English languages, not just those that the State identifies as prevalent.



15.4.1.2 The vendor is required to notify all Level II recipients that oral interpretation is available for any language and written information is available in prevalent languages. The vendor must notify all recipients on how to access this information.



15.4.1.3 The vendor’s written material must use an easily understood format. The vendor must also develop appropriate alternative methods for communicating with visually and hearing-impaired recipients and accommodating physically disabled recipients in accordance with the requirements of the American with Disabilities Act of 1990. All ABD recipients must be informed that this information is available in alternative formats and how to access those formats. The vendor will be responsible for effectively informing Medicaid recipients who are eligible for EPSDT services, regardless of any thresholds. 



15.4.2 Initial Contact with Recipient



15.4.2.1 The vendor must contact all Level II recipients by telephone within five (5) working days of stratification of recipient into appropriate Levels of Care to explain available services, confirm diagnoses and provide referrals to any needed resources.



15.4.2.2 The vendor must also provide an introductory letter to all Level II recipients within five (5) working days of stratification of recipient into appropriate Levels of Care. At a minimum, this information must be included in the letter: explanation of services, how to access those services, address and telephone number of the vendor’s office or facility, and operating hours of the office or facility.



15.4.2.3 The introductory letter must be written at no higher than a sixth (6th) grade reading level and must conspicuously state the following in bold print:



“THIS LETTER IS NOT A CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE AND SHALL NOT BE CONSTRUED OR INTERPRETED AS EVIDENCE OF INSURANCE COVERAGE BETWEEN THE VENDOR AND THE RECIPIENT.”


15.4.2.4 The vendor must submit the introductory letter to the DHCFP for approval before it is distributed. DHCFP will review the letter and has the sole authority to approve or disapprove the letter and the vendor’s policies and procedures. The vendor must agree to make modifications in letter language, if requested, by the DHCFP, in order to comply with the requirements as described in this RFP or as required by CMS or State law. In addition, the vendor must maintain documentation that the introductory letter is updated to reflect any changes in the available services, operating hours, or contact information. The updates must be submitted to the DHCFP for approval before distribution. 



15.4.3 Resource Center and Care Coordination



15.4.3.1 The vendor shall maintain a Resource Center that is adequately staffed with qualified individuals who shall assist Level II recipients, Level II recipients’ family members or other interested parties (consistent with laws on confidentiality and privacy) in obtaining information and services under the program. The Resource Center is to be operated at least during regular business hours (Pacific Standard Time). At a minimum, the Resource Center staff must be responsible for the following:



HO. Contacting Level II recipients within five (5) days of stratification to inform them of available services;



HP. Explaining the operation of the vendor;



HQ. Connecting recipients to social services and medical resources, as needed;



HR. Responding to recipient inquiries;



HS. Contacting Level II recipients quarterly by telephone to check their health status and providing any relevant resource information; and



HT. Following-up with recipients, as needed.



15.4.3.2 The Resource Center will not be required to operate after business hours. However, the vendor must provide contact information for emergency coverage twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days per week. This requirement may be met by referring to the use of 9-1-1 or accessing the nearest medical facility. The vendor must have written policies and procedures describing how Medicaid recipients are referred to emergency services after business hours and on weekends.



15.4.3.3 The vendor must utilize a Resource Directory to be used by Resource Center employees. The Resource Directory must include health and social service programs operated by government entities, social service organizations, non-profit agencies, medical providers, and other programs that could help improve the health outcomes of this population. Resource Center employees will use the Resource Directory, along with other relevant resources, to assist recipients in identifying available public and private services.



15.4.3.4 The vendor must have written policies and procedures detailing the operations of the Resource Center.



15.4.4 Recipient Newsletters



15.4.4.1 The vendor must, subject to the prior review and approval of the DHCFP, publish educational newsletters for Level II recipients at least twice a year. The newsletters will focus on topics of interest to Level II recipients and must be written at a sixth (6th) grade level of understanding and reflects cultural competence and linguistic abilities. The topics of interest must revolve around health promotion, disease management, and health education. In addition, dates for upcoming health events and health education workshops will be included.



15.4.4.2 The vendor must provide a draft copy of all newsletters to the DHCFP for approval prior to publication and distribution. Additionally, these newsletters and announcements regarding upcoming health education workshops must be published on the vendor’s website.



15.4.5 Recipient Health Education Workshops



15.4.5.1 The vendor must conduct health education workshops for Level II recipients in the geographic service areas that will accommodate most Level II recipients. These workshops will focus on topics related to health promotion, disease management, and health education for Level II recipients. The selected vendor is expected to determine targeted trainings for specific Level II recipients that includes both disease-specific lessons and sessions aimed at the complexities of chronic disease management, including behavioral health issues and medication compliance. All sessions should reinforce the need for appropriate emergency room utilization. 



15.4.5.2 The workshops must be based on evidence-based best practices for health promotion, disease management, and health education for patients with chronic diagnoses. Vendors are encouraged to utilize a program like the Stanford Chronic Disease Self-Management Program.


15.4.5.3 The selected vendor will demonstrate how they will get Level II recipients to participate in the workshops. This must include performing outreach activities and developing incentives to encourage participation.



15.4.5.4 Workshop trainers must be trained to direct participants to appropriate public and private resources, as needed.



15.4.5.5 After implementation, each workshop will continue on a quarterly basis. 



15.4.5.6 Vendor will establish measureable mechanisms to follow-up with workshop participants to determine the recipient’s satisfaction with the workshop and identify any changes in health as a result of participation.



15.4.5.7 The vendor must provide a draft copy of all agendas and training materials to the DHCFP for approval prior to workshop implementation. 



15.4.5.8 The vendor must have written policies and procedures detailing the operations and structure of the workshops.



15.5 Provider Services



15.5.1 Provider Educational Workshops 



15.5.1.1 The vendor will conduct, at least quarterly, informational and educational workshops in the geographic service areas that will accommodate most providers who treat ABD recipients. 



15.5.1.2 The informational workshops must include information to providers about Medicaid resources, policies, and updates.



15.5.1.3 The selected vendor is expected to develop targeted educational workshops for providers that are based upon evidence-based best practices for health promotion, disease management, and health education for patients with chronic diagnoses. The educational workshops must be approved for Continuing Medical Education (CME) units by the Nevada State Board of Medical Examiners. 



15.5.1.4 The selected vendor must demonstrate how they will get providers to participate in the workshops.



15.5.1.5 The vendor must have written policies and procedures detailing the operations and structure of the workshops.



15.5.2 Provider Newsletter



15.5.2.1 The vendor must, subject to prior review and approval of the DHCFP, publish a semi-annual newsletter for network providers. The newsletters may be sent electronically if the vendor can demonstrate to the DHCFP, prior to dissemination, that they have accurate e-mail addresses for most of the providers. The DHCFP must prior approve all provider announcements, regardless of method of dissemination. If the DHCFP does not respond within twenty (20) days, the newsletter will be considered approved. 



15.6 Health Education Strategies



15.6.1 The vendor must develop newsletters and workshops that are based on best-practice and/or evidence-based guidelines that promote health, manage chronic diseases, and prevent unnecessary and avoidable hospitalizations. The education must be validated by scientific research and/or nationally accepted and recognized standards in the health care industry.



15.7 Race and Ethnicity 



15.7.1 The vendor will work collaboratively with the DHCFP to determine recipient race and ethnicity. The vendor will develop newsletters and workshops that are specifically designed to address disparities in health care related to race and ethnicity.



15.8 Quality Assurance Standards



15.8.1 Overview



The goal of the program is to create a successful partnership with a quality-focused vendor that will sustain and/or improve the functionality, independence, and health status of Level II recipients while focusing on continuous quality improvement. The vendor is required to work collaboratively with the DHCFP in quality monitoring and evaluation activities and may be required to provide reporting data beyond that stipulated in this section. 



15.8.2 Quality Measurements



The following quality measures are to be reported for a calendar year. The quality measure specifications are based on Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI’s) and Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) Measures and may not necessarily correspond to the contract periods, but may overlap them. 



15.8.2.1 Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI’s):



When reporting PQIs, the vendor will report the rate of admissions per 10,000 Level II recipients. If the vendor has less than 10,000 Level II recipients, then the vendor will use the total Level II population instead. 



The following PQI’s will be reported:



HU. Diabetes Admission Rates:



14. Admissions for short-term diabetes complications; and



15. Admissions for long-term diabetes complications.



HV. Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Admission (COPD) Rate;



HW. Adult Asthma Admission Rate; and



HX. Congestive Heart Failure Admission Rate (CHF).



15.8.2.2 Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) Measures.



The following HEDIS measures will be reported:



HY. Adults’ Access to Preventive/Ambulatory Health Services (AAP): 



16. The percentage of Level II recipients twenty (20) years and older who had an ambulatory or preventive care visit.



HZ. Follow-up after Hospitalization for Mental Illness:



17. The percentage of discharges for Level II recipients six (6) years of age and older who were hospitalized for treatment of selected mental health disorders and who had an outpatient visit, an intensive outpatient encounter or partial hospitalization with a mental health practitioner after discharge. Two rates will be reported:



a. The percentage of recipients who received follow-up within seven (7) days of discharge; and



b. The percentage of recipients who received follow-up within thirty (30) days of discharge.



IA. Persistence of Beta-Blocker After Heart Attack:



18. The percentage of Level II recipients eighteen (18) years of age and older during the measurement year who were hospitalized and discharged alive from July 1 of the year prior to the measurement year to June 30 of the measurement year with a diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) and who received persistent beta-blocker treatment for six months after discharge.



15.8.3 The vendor must utilize the most recent version of the AHRQ software and utilize it according to the most recent PQI Technical Specifications. The most recent HEDIS Technical Specifications will also be used for reporting these measures. The vendor must use audited data and ensure all updates to the measures are reflected in the final, reported rates.



15.8.4 The vendor must establish a baseline measurement during the first year of the contract with reports sent to the DHCFP on a quarterly basis. During the second year of the contract, the vendor’s reports must show maintenance and/or improvement in the PQI and HEDIS measurements. 



15.8.5 The DHCFP can add or retire quality measures based on the value of the measure to provide useful information on recipient outcomes, program services, or recipient satisfaction. The DHCFP will determine these measures based on findings from the previous year and discussions with the vendor.



15.8.6 The DHCFP and/or a contracted vendor may conduct on-site reviews as needed to validate measures reported. The DHCFP and/or a contracted vendor may conduct desk and/or on-site reviews as needed, to include, but not limited to: policy/procedure for service delivery, data tracking and analysis, and the process of notification to Level II recipients. 



15.8.7 If the vendor cannot satisfactorily demonstrate to the DHCFP a rate not less than the national baseline average, as determined by the DHCFP, the vendor may be required to submit a Plan of Correction (POC) to the DHCFP. The POC should identify improvements and/or enhancements of existing program activities, which will assist the vendor to sustain and/or improve health outcomes.



15.9 Standards for Internal Quality Assurance Programs



15.9.1 Overview



To promote the procurement of quality services, this contract will require the vendor to establish an Internal Quality Assurance Program (IQAP) that will make certain that policies and procedures are being fulfilled as required in the contract. IQAPs consist of systematic activities, undertaken by the vendor, to monitor and evaluate the services delivered to recipients according to predetermined, objective standards, and effect improvements as needed.



15.9.2 The vendor must submit a written description of its IQAP to the DHCFP. The IQAP must include a detailed set of quality assurance objectives, a list of projects to be performed over a specific period of time, and methods for evaluating the impact and effectiveness of the IQAP. 



15.9.3 Maintenance and Availability of Documentation



Upon request, the vendor must maintain and make available to the State studies, reports, protocols, standards, worksheets, minutes, or other documentation as requested concerning its quality assurance activities and corrective actions. 



15.9.4 Recipient Rights and Responsibilities



The vendor demonstrates a commitment to treating recipients in a manner that acknowledges their rights and responsibilities.



15.9.4.1 Written Policy on Recipient Rights



The vendor has a written policy that recognizes the following rights of recipients: 



IB. to be treated with respect, and recognition of their dignity and need for privacy;



IC. to be provided with information about the vendor, its services, and recipients’ rights and responsibilities; and



ID. to pursue resolution of grievances about the vendor.



15.9.4.2 Communication of Policies to Recipients 



Upon identification as a Level II recipient, recipients are provided a written statement that includes information on their rights and responsibilities.



15.9.4.3 Recipient Suggestions



Opportunity is provided for recipients to offer suggestions for changes in policies and procedures.



15.9.4.4 Steps to Assure Accessibility of Services



The vendor takes steps to promote accessibility to services offered to recipients. These steps include:



IE. At a minimum, recipients are given information about how to obtain services during regular hours of operations and how to obtain emergency and after-hour care; and



IF. Information Requirements:



19. Recipient information, including letters and newsletters, must be written at a sixth (6th) grade level that is readable and easily understood;



20. Written information is available in the prevalent languages of the populations groups served; and



21. All marketing information must be prior-approved by the DHCFP.



15.10 Operational Requirements



15.10.1 Medical Director



The vendor must designate a Medical Director to be responsible for the oversight of development, implementation, and review of the vendor’s internal quality assurance program, including implementation of and adherence to any Plan of Correction. The Medical Director need not serve full-time or be a salaried employee of the vendor, but the vendor must be prepared to demonstrate it is capable of meeting all requirements using a part-time or contracted non-employee director. The vendor may also use Assistant or Associate Medical Directors to help perform the functions of this office. The Medical Director must be licensed to practice medicine in the State of Nevada and be board-certified or board-eligible in his or her field of specialty.



15.10.1.1 The responsibilities of the Medical Director include the following:



Q. Serves as co-chair of the vendor’s Quality Assurance Plan Committee;



R. Directs the development and implementation of the vendor’s internal quality assurance plan activities and the monitoring of the quality of services being rendered to recipients; and



S. Reviews the development and revision of the vendor’s education standards and protocols, and oversees the development, implementation, and adherence to Plans of Correction.



15.10.2 The vendor must also identify a liaison, which can be the Medical Director, to work with the DHCFP regarding quality assurance issues.



15.10.3 Staffing



Staff who will be involved in the operations of the Resource Center, Recipient Newsletters, and Recipient and Provider Workshops must be identified. These include, but are not limited to: the Medical Director, resource specialist supervisors, resource specialists, workshop trainers, and administrative support staff. The vendor must identify the roles/functions of each resource specialist and workshop trainer, as well as the required educational requirements, licensure standards, certification, and relevant experience. Furthermore, the vendor must provide the resource specialist/recipients ratios.



The vendor must assure the DHCFP that the organization is adequately staffed with experience, qualified personnel. The vendor shall provide such assurances as follows:



T. Provide the DHCFP with an updated organizational chart, every six (6) months or whenever a significant change in the organization occurs. The organizational chart must depict each functional unit of the organization, numbers and types of staff for each function identified and lines of authority governing the interaction of staff. The organizational chart must also identify key personnel and senior-level management staff and clearly delineate lines of authority over all functions of this section of the contract; and



U. Key personnel may be responsible for more than one area. The vendor will ensure that all staff have appropriate trainings, education, and experience to fulfill the requirements of their positions. The vendor shall inform the DHCFP in writing within seven (7) calendar days of any changes in key senior-management positions, including the Administrator and Medical Director.



15.10.4 Vendor Operating Structure



Selected vendor will provide an automated system that tracks recipients and maintains records of calls for follow-up, auditing, and reporting purposes.



Guaranteed operational measures will be outlined in the contract to include number of calls received, time on hold, percent of abandoned calls, percent of calls answered within sixty (60) seconds, and percent of calls monitored for quality assurance. Key indicators are to be supplied to the state on a quarterly basis. Initial implementation may require more frequent reports. 



Selected vendor’s automated system will be able to track and report on the outcome of each recipient contact. 



15.10.4.1 Policies and Procedures



Written policies and procedures must be developed by the vendor to provide a clear understanding of the program and its operations to vendor staff and the DHCFP.



Policies and procedures must be developed, in accordance with the DHCFP contract, amendments, and attachments for each of the vendor functions. The vendor’s policies and procedures must be kept in a clear and up-to-date manual. The Policy and Procedures Manual will be used as a training tool, and subsequently as a reference when performing contract related activities. The Policy and Procedure Manual must be reviewed at least annually for accuracy and updated as needed. 



The Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP must be provided with at least three (3) hard copies and an electronic copy of the vendor Policy and Procedures Manual as it relates to this section of the contract, including any exhibits, attachments, or other documentation included as part of the vendor Policy and Procedure Manual. The DHCFP reserves the right to review and reject any policies or procedures believed to be in violation of federal or state law. 



15.10.4.2 Implementation Vendor Plan



Develop and submit to the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP for approval, no later than one (1) month after notification that the DHCFP has selected it for contract negotiations, a detailed work plan and timeline for performing the obligations set forth in this section of the Contract for the first contract year;



Provide the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP with updates to the initial work plan and timeline, identifying adjustments that have been made to either, and describing the vendor’s current state of readiness to perform all contract obligations in this section of the Contract. Until the service start date, the vendor shall provide biweekly written updates to the work plan and timeline, and thereafter as often as the DHCFP determines necessary;



Unless otherwise agreed to by the DHCFP, the vendor will submit to the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP all deliverables related to this section of the contract to permit any DHCFP identified modifications within a minimum of ten (10) working days of the service start date;



Ensure that all workplace requirements the DHCFP deems necessary, including but not limited to, office space, post office boxes, telephones and equipment, are in place and operative as of the service start date for this section of the Contract;



Ensure that a toll-free telephone number is in operation at the vendor’s office as of 8:00 AM, PT on the service start date and remains in operation for the duration of the Contract, unless otherwise directed or agreed to by the DHCFP. A single telephone number may be utilized as long as there is a menu option to channel different caller categories, e.g. recipients, providers, etc; and



Establish and implement stratification procedures and maintain applicable Level II recipient data.



15.10.4.3 Presentation of Findings



The vendor must obtain approval from the DHCFP prior to publishing or making formal public presentations of statistical or analytical material that includes information about recipients. This material must protect specific individual recipient privacy and confidentiality to the extent required by both federal and state law and regulation.



15.10.4.4 Reporting



Adequate date reporting capabilities are critical to the ability of CMS and DHCFP to effectively evaluate the DHCFP’s programs. The success of the program is based on the belief that recipients will maintain their existing levels of functionality and health and/or experience improved health status, outcomes, and satisfaction with the FFS delivery system. To measure the program’s accomplishments in each of these areas the vendor must provide the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP and/or its contractors with uniform utilization, cost, and quality assurance data on a regular basis. It must also cooperate with the DHCFP in carrying out data validation steps.



Summary Utilization Reporting



The vendor shall produce reports using the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI) and Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) as specified in the Quality Measurements Section. The vendor must submit these reports to the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP in addition to the other reports required by this contract. 



The vendor must supply key indicator reports that monitor the Resource Center interaction as described under Operational Duties.



The vendor must supply quarterly reports by the tenth (10th) of each quarter. Initial implementation may require more frequent reports. The following quarterly reports must be submitted:



· Number of recipients contacted by the Resource Center and method of contact;



· A list of the top ten (10) most common referrals made to the recipients by the Resource Center and the number of recipients made to each of those referrals;



· A list of the top ten (10) most common Level II recipients primary diagnoses, the number and percentage of recipients for each of these diagnoses, and the total number of Level II recipients;



· Number and title of recipient workshops conducted and the number of recipients who participate in each workshop;



· Number and title of provider informational and educational workshops conducted and the number of providers who participated in each workshop;



· Number and percent of Level II recipients who had been admitted to the Emergency Room or hospital in the previous quarter;



· Names of recipients recommended for more comprehensive care coordination;



· Names of recipients recommended who no longer need educational services; and



· Other reports as agreed upon by the selected vendor and State upon award of contract.



The vendor must supply the following information regarding educational newsletters at least twice a year as part of their quarterly reports:



· The number of educational newsletters sent to recipients; and



· The number of newsletters sent to providers.



Upon successful selection of the vendor, the DHCFP and the vendor will work together to develop a reporting tool that will most effectively track these measurements.



Other Reporting



The vendor shall be required to comply with additional reporting requirements upon the request of the DHCFP. Additional reporting requirements may be imposed on the vendor if the DHCFP identifies any area of concern with regard to a particular aspect of the vendor’s performance under this contract. Such reporting would provide the DHCFP with the information necessary to better assess the vendor’s performance. 



Other ad hoc reports, at the vendor’s expense, may be required based upon legal counsel, federal government, and/or state government representatives.



16 Data Warehouse – Optional Provision



16.1 Overview



16.1.1 Purpose



This section of the Request for Proposal (RFP) pertains to an upgraded Data Warehouse. The DHCFP’s objective is to identify a qualified vendor to implement a new commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) data warehouse. As part of the required takeover scope of work, vendors’ data warehouse solution must meet the minimum data warehouse operational responsibilities as presented as presented in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table, Section 12.6.8, of this RFP. Compensation for the minimum data warehouse operational responsibilities will occur through the budget neutral compensation model. Any incremental costs associated with an upgraded data warehouse that achieves the objectives and requirements presented in this section will be compensated separately, external to the budget neutral compensation model, based on the vendor’s cost proposal. 



While this is an optional provision which Vendors may choose to include or exclude as part of their technical proposal submission, proposals that do not include an upgraded data warehouse solution component will not be entitled to receive the maximum points allotted for the evaluation of technical proposals, as this component will be considered during the evaluation and scoring of technical proposals.



The acceptance and implementation of this optional provision will occur at DHCFP’s sole discretion and shall have no bearing on DHCFP’s decision to accept or implement other services proposed by the successful vendor regardless of whether it is part of, or external to the budget neutral compensation model. DHCFP desires to implement a proven, table driven, easy to use, and easy to navigate Data Warehouse. Proposed systems must adhere to mainstream and industry best practices in design, architecture and functionality. Vendors must describe, in detail, how their product meets these expectations.



The Data Warehouse is intended to be Phase One of a multiple phase project that will result in an enterprise-level Data Warehouse utilized by the entire DHHS. It is important that the platform on which Phase One is built is scalable to allow for future growth of data streams internal to DHCFP and to all other DHHS agencies. Future phases are intended to allow other DHHS agencies to house their data in the DHCFP Warehouse, report on it and share data, where appropriate, with other agencies, as well as provide additional functionality to DHCFP.



The objectives of this project are to:



1. Take advantage of more modern technology including those in the upcoming Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) initiatives.



2. More accurately collect, monitor and evaluate existing data with the intent of moving towards a Department of Health and Human Services enterprise data warehouse that will allow all Nevada HHS agencies to share information about common recipients efficiently and effectively; 



3. Enhance DHCFP infrastructure that can be leveraged across multiple divisions.



16.2 Project



DHCFP’s current data warehouse, Advantage Suite, by Thomson Reuters, was DHCFP’s first attempt at a data warehouse and, while it met the agency’s immediate needs, the system’s shortcomings, and the agency’s growing information needs, quickly became known. Existing shortfalls include:



16.2.1 No direct control over what data are stored. For example, only partial data are available for Third Party Liability, Prior Authorization and Pharmacy records.



16.2.2 Information from other State agencies that could be used to drive policy is not available and is not scalable in the existing warehouse.



16.2.3 Poor architecture in existing reporting schema that cannot be overcome in the existing system.



16.2.4 Existing reporting tool does not have the forecasting complexity to fully meet the agency’s needs, nor does it allow for the storage of historical provider rates.



16.2.5 Basic accounting functions such as the ability to effectively balance are not available (project will greatly improve or ability to provide better financial information to CMS and other necessary parties).



16.2.6 DHCFP requires one centralized repository for data. Currently, different program areas (e.g., Medicaid (Title XIX), Nevada Checkup (Title XXI), Pharmacy Benefit Program and Division of Welfare and Supportive Services, Eligibility) are utilizing MMIS data to maintain their own data repositories and employ their own reporting tools, thereby causing inconsistent reporting results. 



16.2.7 The Agency requires a systems architecture that can support a complex reporting system for the present that meets DHHS’ and DHCFP’s strategic vision well into the future.



16.2.8 DHCFP desires to shift its data warehouse focus from complex engineering tools for a few users to more flexible, affordable and accessible tools for a larger audience. Moving away from being an exclusive tool for power users, or ‘information producers’, to empowering the ‘information consumers’ in accessing, analyzing and sharing data.



16.3 Sources of Data



Below is the approximate size of the sources of data to be included in the Warehouse. The sources have been ranked according to their relative order of importance. All MMIS data must be available to the agency in Phase One of this project.



16.3.1 Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) – The State’s MMIS manages approximately 12 million claims and 12,000 providers annually and between 170,000 and 190,000 Medicaid recipients monthly.



16.3.2 Encounters – Approximately three million records have been generated annually, beginning on July 1, 2008.



16.3.3 Health Care Management (HCM) – First Health Services performs utilization management services for pre-admission, concurrent, and retrospective reviews for payment authorization for approximately 199,200 Medicaid Fee for Service and Medicaid Check-Up recipients. During 2007, First Health Services performed 109,000 prior authorization reviews for Nevada Medicaid. 



16.3.4 Point of Sale (POS) – Nevada’s POS is managed by FHSC using a program named FirstRX and performs the following functions: 



V. Pharmacy Claims Adjudication – 1.3 million claims per year; 



W. Drug Utilization Review – Both Prospective and Retrospective; 



X. Retrospective Review of 3600 individual patient profiles per year; 



Y. Prior Authorization and Clinical Call Center Calls – 15,000 per year; 



Z. Technical Call Center Calls – 13,000 per year; 



AA. Preferred Drug List and Prescription Drug Management Program; 



AB. Maximum Allowable Cost Program; and 



AC. Reporting to assist DHCFP in their policy decision-making process. 



16.3.5 Rates Table – The "Rates Table" consists of 8 different tables. The source of the data in the tables is MMIS. The Rate unit maintains these tables in an access database which is updated weekly from a download (on disk) from FHS. Rate's staff queries these tables to obtain rate, procedure, provider information.



The tables are:



AD. Procedure Descriptions – containing 98,128 lines of data, this table consists of procedure code descriptions, begin and end dates of the code and any age limits on the code.



AE. Procedure Rates – containing 2,093,747 lines of data, rates on this table are provider type/specialty specific. Each procedure code is mapped to multiple provider types with the possibility of a different rate for each provider type. Each code might also have multiple modifiers with a different rate for each modifier. There is also a different rate for each code and modifier depending on region code (pediatric enhancement).



AF. Provider Type/Specialty – Containing 196,013 lines of data, this table lists the codes and to which provider type/specialty they are mapped. It also lists the claim type for each code.



AG. Prior Authorization Requirements – Containing 92,140 lines of data, this table lists the PA requirement and any age limits on each procedure code.



AH. Procedure Flag Codes – Containing 78,360 lines of data, flag codes indicate any special handling for a particular code or if the code is a covered procedure; i.e. the BA flag indicates that the code is to be paid at 100% of invoice; a 999 flag that has not been end dated indicates that the code is not a covered procedure.



AI. Capitation Rates – This table contains 5,173 lines and lists the capitated rate paid to HMOs.



AJ. Provider Specific Rates – Containing 19,068 lines of data, this table contains provider specific rates based on the provider id. Some providers have specific rates for a specific code that is unique to that provider.



AK. Provider Rates – Containing 14,260 lines of data, this table lists providers that are paid at a percentage of billed charges such as out of state hospitals; providers with per diem rates such as nursing facilities; the financial cut back percentage for sister agencies.



16.3.6 ePrescribing – As this is a new program, the size of the database resulting from this program is minimal.



16.3.7 Rebate – There are three rebate programs for the state:



AL. OBRA rebates are governed by SSA 1927. These rebates are required for manufacturer’s to have their drugs covered by Nevada Medicaid. 



AM. Supplemental rebates are additional rebates the state collects by putting the drugs on the PDL. 



AN. Diabetes Supply – The State collects rebates from diabetes supply manufacturers.



All rebate programs are managed through FHSC.



16.3.8 Nevada Operations of Multi-Automated Data Systems (NOMADS) – This DWSS system includes Medicaid eligibility and child support enforcement (CSE). The Medicaid eligibility file and third party information from NOMADS are interrelated to the Medicaid claims processing and managed care systems. This file contains approximately 184,453,000 rows and 110.7 Gb.



16.3.9 Nevada Check Up – Nevada Check Up has between 25,000 and 30,000 enrollees per month.



16.3.10 Employee Subsidized Insurance (ESI) – The size of the database resulting from this program is minimal.



16.3.11 The Health Insurance for Work Advancement (HIWA) – Current database size is estimated to be between 1 and 2 Gb.



16.3.12 Health Management Systems (HMS) – is an independent contractor that performs work to identify and recover payments from third party insurance companies. For the five-month period between January, 2007 and May, 2007 HMS made a total of 12,726 edits to MMIS data.



16.4 Architecture



16.4.1 System Architecture



Vendors must describe the overall architecture of their proposed solution including the degree of "openness" and adherence to industry standard hardware, plans for MITA alignment now and in the future, software, security and communications protocols. Describe the internal architecture and how it facilitates system changes and new user requirements. A browser-based and/or thin Windows client (user interface) for end users is preferred. Browser-based connections are preferred for medical providers and other non-departmental system users. Vendors must describe how the proposed architecture is compatible with the Department and State's existing infrastructure. Vendors must describe how components of the proposed architecture will remain current and supported to avoid becoming obsolete.



16.4.2 Security Architecture



Vendors must describe how their system ensures security for both Intranet and Internet access, including recommended maintenance and upgrade strategies.



16.4.3 Disaster Recovery and System Integrity Architecture



Vendors must describe how their solution ensures system integrity and recovery. Include information regarding fault tolerance capability, if any, backup schedules and approach, data and system recovery, and offsite or alternate site requirements in case of disaster and other system continuity information and how it complies with business recovery and resumption as described elsewhere in the RFP.



16.4.4 Development, Testing and Training Environment



Vendors must describe how their solution meets up-time requirements defined in the RFP relating to data load and software upgrades and maintenance.



16.4.5 Hardware



Vendors must describe their solution’s hardware environment including a comprehensive equipment list including equipment make, model and primary configuration.



16.4.6 Software



If the application software is not public domain, a licensing strategy must be described to support the pre-production environment. Within the licensing strategy, describe how the State will defer paying for licenses until they are required and/or in full use.



Any other software used within the system, for which the State would need to obtain licenses, must be defined by the vendor. While the State requires each vendor to include their costs for all third party software and associated licenses in Section 20.4, Part II – Cost Proposal, the State, at its sole option, reserves the right to procure any or all of the software and associated licenses from another source. 



Vendors must indicate what software products and version levels are currently supported and required for the proposed Warehouse. The vendor must state and ensure that the proposed Warehouse and system configuration and solution does not require hardware, operating system, or other components that are no longer licensed and/or supported.



17 Company Background and References



17.1 Primary Vendor Information



Vendors must provide a company profile. Information provided shall include:



17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc). 



17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015.



17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780.



17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal. Proposals, which do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements.



17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the services described in this RFP.



17.1.3 The following information may be utilized in determining whether an inverse preference applies pursuant to NRS 333.336:



17.1.3.1 Is your firm a resident of Nevada or a resident of another state?



17.1.3.2 If so, please list the state of residence.



17.1.3.3 Does your resident state apply a preference, which is not afforded to bidders or vendors who are residents in the state of Nevada?



17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the requirements identified within this RFP.



17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project.



17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency? 



			Yes


			


			No


			








If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency.



17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its political subdivisions or by any other government?



			Yes


			


			No


			








If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, compensatory time, sick leave, or on his own time?



17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems have been experienced, vendor must indicate in writing.



17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages.



17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description.



17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience.



17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to a current and future MITA initiatives.



17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information exchange.



17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information: 



17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and



17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number.



17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which include:



6. Profit and Loss Statement; and



7. Balance Statement.



17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement.



17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services within a budget-neutral contracting scenario.



17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational structure as it relates to the Nevada MMIS.


17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout the company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other significant changes, which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP.



17.2 References



17.2.1 Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from similar projects performed for private, state and/or large local government clients within the last five (5) years. Vendors are required to submit Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire to the business references they list. The business references must submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division. It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by the Purchasing Division on or before the proposal submission deadline for inclusion in the evaluation process. Business References not received, or not complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score in the evaluation process. References must show the vendor’s experience with the following minimum mandatory qualification:



17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS for a minimum of five (5) years.



In addition, desired experience includes the following:



17.2.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system developed and installed by another contractor.



17.2.1.3 Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or private sectors;



17.2.1.4 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model;



17.2.1.5 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution;



17.2.1.6 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan;



17.2.1.7 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan;



17.2.1.8 Experience with comprehensive project management;



17.2.1.9 Experience with cultural change management;



17.2.1.10 Experience with managing subcontractors;



17.2.1.11 Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan; and



17.2.1.12 Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed.



17.2.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the vendor and/or subcontractor:



17.2.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as applicable. The “Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or the subcontractor depending on the role the company will have for this RFP project.



			Company Name:


			





			Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one)



 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Prime Contractor



 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Subcontractor





			Project Name:


			





			Primary Contact Information





			Name:


			





			Street Address:


			





			City, State, Zip


			





			Phone, including area code:


			





			Facsimile, including area code:


			





			Email address:


			





			Alternate Contact Information





			Name:


			





			Street Address:


			





			City, State, Zip


			





			Phone, including area code:


			





			Facsimile, including area code:


			





			Email address:


			





			Project Information





			Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed:


			





			Project / contract start date:


			





			Project / contract end date:


			





			Project / contract value:


			





			Was project / contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why not?


			





			Was project / contract completed within or under the original budget / cost proposal, and if not, why not?


			








17.2.2.2 The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance.



17.3 Vendor Staff Skills And Experience Required 



The vendor shall provide qualified personnel to perform the work necessary to accomplish the tasks defined in the Scope of Work sections. The State must approve all awarded vendor resources. The State reserves the right to require the removal of any member of the awarded vendor's staff from the project.



Key Personnel – Project Staff


17.3.1 Takeover Project Manager  



The position will serve as the primary point of contact with DHCFP’s Project Managers for activities related to project management, scheduling, the project plan, vendor resources, correspondence between the Department and contractors, and deliverable reviews during the Takeover activities and tasks. The Takeover Project Manager assigned by the awarded vendor for the MMIS Takeover must have the following qualifications and experience:



17.3.1.1 A minimum of five (5) years of project management experience, within the last six (6) years. At least two (2) of these years must have been in leadership positions on MMIS operations, implementation, or takeover projects.



17.3.1.2 A minimum of three (3) years experience with and knowledge of MMIS systems.



17.3.1.3 Detailed knowledge of the MITA framework.



17.3.1.4 Detailed knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.



17.3.1.5 Demonstrated project management experience in multiple phases of the software development life cycle.



17.3.1.6 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.



17.3.1.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.



17.3.1.8 Ability to communicate difficult concepts to technical and non-technical staff.



17.3.1.9 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.



17.3.1.10 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.



17.3.1.11 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.



17.3.1.12 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments.



17.3.1.13 Demonstrable analytical and planning skills.



Desired Qualifications include:



17.3.1.14 A Bachelors Degree in a relevant discipline; and 



17.3.1.15 Project Management Institute (PMI) Certified Associate of Project Management (CAPM) certification.



17.3.1.16 Demonstrated ability in the following additional project manager competencies:



IG. Project Initiation and Solution Analysis;



IH. Activity Definition and Sequencing;



II. Project Execution and Control;



IJ. Performance Planning; and 



IK. Project Closeout.



17.3.2 Takeover Systems Manager



The Takeover Systems Manager will be responsible for managing the transfer, modification, and implementation of the MMIS and peripheral systems and tools for the takeover tasks. The Takeover Systems Manager will coordinate with the Takeover Project Manager to ensure appropriate communications and project reporting. The Takeover Systems Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience:



17.3.2.1 At least five (5) years experience in managing an MMIS transfer, modification and implementation effort.



17.3.2.2 At least three (3) years of experience with the data conversion efforts on an MMIS or other large scale system implementation project.



17.3.2.3 Minimum of two (2) years experience with testing and validating results from system start-up and/or modification.



17.3.2.4 A bachelor's degree in computer science, business administration or a related field.



17.3.2.5 Detailed knowledge of the MITA framework.



17.3.2.6 Detailed knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.



17.3.2.7 Extensive knowledge of the vendor’s peripheral system tools.



17.3.2.8 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or federal level.



17.3.2.9 Demonstrated project management experience in multiple phases of the software development life cycle.



17.3.2.10 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.



17.3.2.11 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.



17.3.2.12 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.



17.3.2.13 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.



17.3.2.14 Demonstrated planning and scheduling capabilities.



17.3.2.15 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments.



Key Personnel – Operations Staff


17.3.3 Account Manager



The Account Manager will serve as the primary point of contact with DHCFP’s Project Managers for activities related to administering the contract. This position will be responsible for managing any significant impacts to the contract and other legally binding documents for the MMIS Takeover project. This position will also have general oversight to the vendor’s organizational and management changes that impact the project and will ensure all appropriate communications occur with DHCFP. The Account Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience:



17.3.3.1 At least five (5) years as an Account Manager for large scale medical claims processing systems of which at least three (3) years must have been with a Medicaid system.



17.3.3.2 A bachelor's degree in business administration or a related field.



17.3.3.3 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.



17.3.3.4 Working knowledge of the MITA framework.



17.3.3.5 Demonstrated project planning and scheduling skills for large system projects.



17.3.3.6 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.



17.3.3.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.



17.3.3.8 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.



17.3.3.9 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.



17.3.3.10 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.



17.3.3.11 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments.



17.3.4 Claims Manager



The Claims Manager will manage responsibilities for various claims processing tasks including routine claims processing operations, such as oversight of mass adjustments, adjudications, suspensions, and interfacing with EDI and other systems to support claims processing. The Claims Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience:



17.3.4.1 At least five (5) years of experience in managing a large-scale claims processing component of an MMIS.



17.3.4.2 A bachelor's degree in business administration or a related field or four (4) additional years of experience in lieu of a degree.



17.3.4.3 A minimum of two (2) years experience in managing operational aspects in large-scale operations environment.



17.3.4.4 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or federal level.



17.3.4.5 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.



17.3.4.6 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.



17.3.4.7 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.



17.3.4.8 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.



17.3.4.9 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.



17.3.4.10 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.



17.3.5 Training Manager



The Training Manager will be responsible for developing and delivering training to DHCFP Staff, other State staff, as needed, and vendor staff in order to support the MMIS Takeover, including training for new peripheral systems and tools, new functionality, the HIE solution, and operational procedures. The Training Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience:



17.3.5.1 At least three (3) years experience in training development and training implementation for large-scale system implementations or other large-scale projects.



17.3.5.2 Detailed knowledge of the vendor’s peripheral system tools.



17.3.5.3 Previous experience with staff planning, recruitment, and training.



17.3.5.4 Previous experience developing training content and/or materials.



17.3.5.5 Previous experience with staff planning and scheduling.



17.3.5.6 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.



17.3.5.7 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.



17.3.5.8 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.



17.3.5.9 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.



17.3.5.10 A bachelor's degree and three (3) years experience in training, education, staff development, personnel or an agency program area or an equivalent combination of education and experience.



17.3.5.11 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.



17.3.5.12 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.



17.3.5.13 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.



17.3.6 Fiscal Manager 



The Fiscal Manager is responsible for fiscal aspects of the contract, including cost containment efforts, providing oversight to claims paid, and providing various fiscal reports. The Fiscal Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience:



17.3.6.1 A bachelor's degree in finance or accounting is preferred or similar degree.



17.3.6.2 Minimum of five (5) years experience with Medicaid in a public or private setting.



17.3.6.3 Demonstrable understanding of the fiscal components of Medicaid claims processing, including adjudication, adjustments, and provider payment. 



17.3.6.4 Working knowledge of HIPAA requirements.



17.3.6.5 Demonstrate analytical capabilities.



17.3.6.6 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.



17.3.6.7 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.



17.3.6.8 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.



17.3.6.9 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.



17.3.7 Provider Services Manager



The Provider Services Manager will be responsible for managing aspects of provider services and relations including the following: 1) communications with providers and recipients relating to claims and eligibility issues; 2) provider enrollment and training; 3) provider manual maintenance, production, and distribution; 4) oversight of provider/recipient relations call center and related responsibilities; and 5) recipient eligibility verification system. The Provider Services Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience:



17.3.7.1 Two (2) years experience managing provider training functions in Medicaid or other major public or private health care programs.



17.3.7.2 Experience in developing and managing training manuals.



17.3.7.3 Demonstrable understanding of Medicaid provider functions.



17.3.7.4 Previous experience developing training content and/or materials.



17.3.7.5 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.



17.3.7.6 Working knowledge of HIPAA requirements.



17.3.7.7 A bachelor's degree and three (3) years experience in training, education, staff development, personnel or an agency program area or an equivalent combination of education and experience.



17.3.8 IT Manager



17.3.8.1 The IT Manager will be responsible for IT and systems operations, which includes 1) systems maintenance and modification activities; 2) job scheduling; 3) reporting maintenance; 4) coordinating use of IT resources; 5) testing and implementation new functionality; 6) monitoring interfaces; and 7) maintaining system connectivity and security. The IT Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience:



17.3.8.2 At least three (3) years of experience with large-scale IT operations, including experience with maintenance and modifications tasks.



17.3.8.3 Minimum of two (2) years experience with a system change control process and system and integration testing.



17.3.8.4 Minimum of two (2) years experience in developing, testing, implementing or monitoring interfaces.



17.3.8.5 Demonstrable understanding of network connectivity and network operations.



17.3.8.6 Minimum of A bachelor's degree in computer science, business administration or a related field.



17.3.8.7 Detailed knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.



17.3.8.8 Understanding of the vendor’s peripheral system tools.



17.3.8.9 Demonstrated IT experience in multiple phases of the software development life cycle.



17.3.9 Pharmacy Benefits Manager



The Pharmacy Benefits Manager will be responsible for all functions associated with the Pharmacy Benefit Management System and the Pharmacy program as described in the Pharmacy requirements within this RFP, including managing the Prior Authorization processes, drug rebate, supplemental drug rebate, e-prescribing, reporting and other functions related to the pharmacy program. The Pharmacy Benefits Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience.



17.3.9.1 At least three (3) years of experience in managing a pharmacy benefit management system.



17.3.9.2 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or federal level.



17.3.9.3 Detailed knowledge of pharmacy-related aspects of Medicaid.



17.3.9.4 A bachelor's degree in business administration or a related field or four (4) additional years of experience in lieu of a degree.



17.3.9.5 A minimum of two (2) years experience in managing operational aspects in large-scale operations environment.



17.3.9.6 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.



17.3.9.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.



17.3.9.8 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.



17.3.9.9 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.



17.3.9.10 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.



17.3.9.11 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues.



17.3.10 Health Care Management Manager



The Health Care Management Manager will be responsible for managing utilization management activities and determination process for benefits and coverage limits to ensure that payment is approved for only those services that are medically necessary, appropriate, or cost effective as specified in by the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.  The Health Care Management Manager will play a key role in controlling costs while maintaining or improving access to and quality of care for Nevada Medicaid and Check Up recipients. 



17.3.10.1 At least five (5) years as an Account Manager or Health Care Management Manager for large scale medical claims processing systems of which at least three (3) years must have been with a Medicaid system or five (5) years in a management level position with a health plan or hospital system with responsibility for completing utilization management, cost control and quality management.



17.3.10.2 A bachelor's degree in nursing, or related health care administration degree, or a licensed physician, advanced practitioner of nursing or physician’s assistant.



17.3.10.3 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements.



17.3.10.4 Working knowledge of electronic health records or electronic medical records.



17.3.10.5 Demonstrated project planning and scheduling skills for large system projects.



17.3.10.6 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult medical coverage policy issues.



17.3.10.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills.



17.3.10.8 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English.



17.3.10.9 Ability to work independently and in a team environment.



17.3.10.10 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines.



17.3.10.11 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments.



17.3.11 Other Project Team Members



Other Project Team members of the awarded vendor's project team must meet at least one (1) of the qualifications below. In addition, the aggregation of the individual qualifications of the team members must cumulatively meet all of the following requirements. These requirements are:



17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years providing programming, analysis, or operational support in a MMIS environment.



17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years designing online interfaces using the tools proposed for this project.



17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years performing testing functions for large-scale systems.



17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years developing system interfaces.



17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the last five years developing secure applications using tools proposed for this project.



17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience performing contract oversight activities within an MMIS project or similar complex system project including but not limited to contract compliance monitoring and reporting.



17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project within the past three (3) years that involved development of training outlines and materials and organizing and conducting training to support the takeover of a large system.



17.4 Vendor Staff Resumes 



A resume must be completed for each proposed individual on the State format provided in Attachment K:



M. Name;



N. Classification being proposed;



O. Years of experience in this classification;



P. Education pertinent to this project;



Q. Years with firm;



R. Number of other projects currently assigned to, a brief description, the individual's role and the anticipated completion date of the project;



S. Identify projects previously worked on that incorporate MMIS development, implementation and takeover experience, and Medicaid specific expertise both with this firm and any previous employment. The information must include a brief description, the individual's role, length and dates of the project;



T. Identify if proposed staff is designated as key personnel (refer to Section 21.3.18, Key Personnel);



U. For Key Personnel, identify how the individual meets the key personnel qualifications; and



V. Identify proposed staff as either a prime contractor or subcontractor.



17.5 Subcontractor Information



17.5.1 Does this proposal include the use of subcontractors? Check the appropriate response in the table below:



			Yes


			


			No


			








If “Yes”, vendor must:



17.5.1.1 Identify specific subcontractors and the specific requirements of this RFP for which each proposed subcontractor will perform services.



17.5.1.2 If any tasks are to be completed by subcontractor(s), vendors must:



IL. Describe the relevant contractual arrangements;



IM. Describe how the work of any subcontractor(s) will be supervised, channels of communication will be maintained and compliance with contract terms assured; and



IN. Describe your previous experience with subcontractor(s).



17.5.1.3 Vendors must describe the methodology, processes and tools utilized for:



IO. Selecting and qualifying appropriate subcontractors for the project;



IP. Incorporating the subcontractor's roles and responsibilities and methodologies fit into the vendor's overall approach;



IQ. Ensuring subcontractor compliance with the overall performance objectives for the project; and



IR. Ensuring that subcontractor deliverables meet the quality objectives of the project.



17.5.1.4 Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractors as requested in Section 17.1, Primary Vendor Information.



17.5.1.5 References as specified in Section 17.2, References must be provided for any proposed subcontractors.



17.5.1.6 Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractor staff as specified in Section 17.3, Vendor Staff Skills and Experience Required.



17.5.1.7 Staff resumes for any proposed subcontractors as specified in Section 17.4, Vendor Staff Resumes.



17.5.1.8 The State may require that the awarded vendor provide proof of payment to any subcontractors used for this project. Proposals should include a plan by which, at the State’s request, the State will be notified of such payments.



17.5.1.9 Primary vendor shall not allow any subcontractor to commence work until all insurance required of the subcontractor is provided.



17.5.1.10 Primary vendor must notify the using agency of the intended use of any subcontractors not identified within their original proposal response and provide the information originally requested in the RFP in Section 16.5, Subcontractor Information. The primary vendor must receive agency approval prior to subcontractor commencing work.



17.5.1.11 All subcontractor employees assigned to the project must be authorized to work in this country.



17.6 Resource Matrix 



17.6.1 Vendors must provide a resource matrix broken down by task to include the following:



AO. Proposed staff classification;



AP. Estimated number of vendor staff per classification.;



AQ. Estimated number of hours per person, per classification.;



AR. Identification of task(s) to be completed by the prime (P) contractor and/or subcontractor (S). If more than one (1) subcontractor is proposed, the vendor must clearly identify the company with whom the individual is associated;



AS. Estimated percentage of work performed on site by vendor staff; and



AT. Estimated number of DHCFP staff required (FTE).



17.7 Project Plan 



17.7.1 Vendors must submit a preliminary project plan as part of the proposal, including, but not limited to:



AU. Gantt charts that show all proposed project activities;



AV. Planning methodologies;



AW. Milestones;



AX. Task conflicts and/or interdependencies.;



AY. Estimated time frame for each task identified in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16); and



AZ. Overall estimated time frame from project start to completion for both Contractor and DHCFP activities, including strategies to avoid schedule slippage.



17.7.2 Vendors must provide a written plan addressing the roles and responsibilities and method of communication between the primary contractor and any subcontractor(s).



17.7.3 The preliminary project plan will be incorporated into the contract. 



17.7.4 The first project deliverable is the finalized detailed project plan that must include fixed deliverable due dates for all subsequent project tasks as defined in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16). The contract will be amended to include the State approved detailed project plan.



17.7.5 Vendors must identify all potential risks associated with the project, their proposed plan to mitigate the potential risks and include recommended strategies for managing those risks.



17.7.6 Vendors must provide information on the staff that will be located in Carson City. If staff will be located at remote locations, vendors must include specific information on plans to accommodate the exchange of information and transfer of technical and procedural knowledge. The State encourages alternate methods of communication other than in person meetings, such as transmission of documents via email and teleconferencing, as appropriate.



17.8 Project Management



Vendors must describe the project management methodology and processes utilized for:



17.8.1 Project integration to ensure that the various elements of the project are properly coordinated.



17.8.2 Project scope to ensure that the project includes all the work required and only the work required to complete the project successfully.



17.8.3 Time management to ensure timely completion of the project. Include defining activities, estimating activity duration, developing and controlling the project schedule.



17.8.4 Management of contractor and/or subcontractor issues and resolution process.



17.8.5 Responding to and covering requested changes in the project time frames.



17.8.6 Responding to DHCFP generated issues.



17.8.7 Cost management to ensure that the project is completed within the approved budget. Include resource planning, cost estimating, cost budgeting and cost control.



17.8.8 Resource management to ensure the most effective use of people involved in the project including subcontractors.



17.8.9 Communications management to ensure effective information generation, documentation, storage, transmission and disposal of project information.



17.8.10 Risk management to ensure that risks are identified, planned for, analyzed, communicated and acted upon effectively.



17.9 Quality Assurance



Vendors must describe the quality assurance methodology and processes utilized to ensure that the project will satisfy DHCFP requirements as outlined in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16) of this RFP.



17.10 Metrics Management 



Vendors must describe the metrics management methodology and processes utilized to satisfy State requirements as outlined in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16) of this RFP. The methodology must include the metrics captured and how they are tracked and measured.



17.11 Project Software Tools



17.11.1 Vendors must describe any software tools and equipment resources to be utilized during the course of the project including minimum hardware requirements and compatibility with existing computing resources as described in Section 3.6, Current Agency Computing Environment.



17.11.2 Costs and training associated with the project software tools identified must be included in Attachment N, Project Costs.
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BUSINESS ASSOCIATE ADDENDUM



BETWEEN 



THE DIVISION OF HEALTH CARE FINANCING AND POLICY (DHCFP)



herein after referred to as the “Covered Entity”



and 



                                                                (Enter Business Name)


______________________________________________



herein after referred to as the “Business Associate”, (individually, a “Party” and collectively, the “Parties”).


This Addendum is entered into between the Covered Entity and the Business Associate, effective as of 



(Enter Starting Date)


___________________________.




PURPOSE.  In order to comply with the requirements of 45 CFR Part 160, 162 and 164 (the HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule), this Addendum is hereby added and made part of the Contract between the Division of Health Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP) and [CONTRACTOR] dated _____________________.  This Addendum establishes obligations of the Business Associate and the permitted and required uses and disclosures by the Business Associate of Protected Health Information (PHI) it may possess by reason of the Contract. This Addendum does not apply to disclosures by another Covered Entity regarding treatment of an Individual.




WHEREAS, the Business Associate will provide certain services to the Covered Entity, and, pursuant to such arrangement, the Business Associate may be considered a “business associate” of the Covered Entity as defined in the HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule; and


WHEREAS, the Business Associate may have access to and/or receive from DHCFP certain PHI, in fulfilling its responsibilities under such arrangement;


THEREFORE, the Covered Entity and the Business Associate agree to the provisions of this Addendum in order to address the requirements of the HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule and to protect the interests of both Parties.


I.  
DEFINITIONS.  The following terms shall have the meaning ascribed to them in this Section.  Other capitalized terms shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the context in which they first appear.



1. Business Associate shall mean [NAME OF ORGANIZATION], as defined by 45 CFR Part 160.103.



2. CFR stands for the Code of Federal Regulations.



3. Contract shall refer to that particular Contract to which this Addendum is made a part.


4. Covered Entity shall mean DHCFP, as the entity providing, receiving or transmitting the PHI as defined in 45 CFR Part 160.103.


5. Designated Record Set means a group of records maintained by or for a Covered Entity that includes the medical, billing, enrollment, payment, claims adjudication, and case or medical management records.  Refer to 45 CFR 164.501 for the complete definition.



6. Disclosure means the release, transfer, provision of, access to, or divulging in any other manner of information outside the entity holding the information. (45 CFR 160.103)


7. Electronic Protected Health Information (ePHI) means individually identifiable health information transmitted by electronic media or maintained in electronic media. (45 CFR 160.103)


8. HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule shall mean the federal regulations at 45 CFR Part 160, 162 and 164.



9. Individual is defined by 45 CFR 160.103 and shall include a person who qualifies as a personal representative as identified in 45 CFR 164.502(g).


10. Individually Identifiable Health Information shall mean health information, including demographic information collected from an Individual and is created or received by a health care provider, health plan, employer or health care clearinghouse and relates to the past, present or future physical or mental health or condition of an Individual or the payment for the provision of health care to the Individual that identifies the Individual or where there is a reasonable basis to believe the information can be used to identify the Individual. (45 CFR 160.103)


11. Parties shall mean the Business Associate and the DHCFP.



12. Protected Health Information (PHI) means individually identifiable health information transmitted by electronic media, maintained in electronic media, or transmitted or maintained in any other form or medium.  Refer to 45 CFR 160.103 for complete definition, including exceptions.


13. Required by Law means a mandate contained in law that compels an entity to make a use or disclosure of protected health information and that is enforceable in a court of law.  This includes, but is not limited to, court orders and court-ordered warrants, subpoenas or summons and statutes or regulations that require the production of information if payment is sought under a government program providing public benefits. Refer to 45 CFR 164.103 for the complete definition.


14. Secretary shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) or the Secretary’s designee.


I. OBLIGATIONS OF THE BUSINESS ASSOCIATE.  The Business Associate must:



1. Implement administrative, physical, and technical safeguards that reasonably and appropriately protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the PHI that it creates, receives, maintains, or transmits on behalf of the Covered Entity, including those required by the HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule.


2. Ensure that any agent, including a subcontractor or employee of the Business Associate agrees to implement reasonable and appropriate safeguards to protect PHI and the Business Associate will take reasonable steps to ensure that any actions or omissions by the agents, subcontractors or employees of the Business Associate do not cause the Business Associate to breach the terms of this Addendum.  



3. Promptly report to the Covered Entity any security incident or use or disclosure of PHI, not provided by the Contract of this Addendum, of which the Business Associate becomes aware.


4. Provide details of any security incident or use or disclosure of PHI, to the Covered Entity including, at a minimum, the date of the incident, scope of the incident and actions taken to prevent reoccurrence.   



5. Authorize termination of the Contract by the Covered Entity, if the Covered Entity determines that the Business Associate has violated a material term of this Addendum.   



6. Not use or further disclose PHI in a manner that would violate the requirements of the HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule.



7. Not use or further disclose PHI other than as permitted or required by the Contract or as Required by Law.



8. Use appropriate safeguards to prevent use or disclosure of the PHI other than as provided for by the Contract and mitigate, to the extent practicable, any harmful effect that is known to the Business Associate, of a use or disclosure of PHI, by the Business Associate, in violation of the requirements of this Addendum.


9. Ensure that any agent, including a subcontractor, to whom the Business Associate provides PHI which is received from, or created or received by the Business Associate on behalf of the Covered Entity, agrees to the same restrictions and conditions that apply to the Business Associate through this Addendum with respect to such information.  



10. Provide, as directed by the Covered Entity, an Individual access to inspect or obtain a copy of the PHI about the Individual that is maintained in a Designated Record Set in order to meet the requirements of 45 CFR Part 164.524.


11. Make available PHI for amendment and incorporate any amendments in the Designated Record Set, as directed by the Covered Entity or an Individual, in order to meet the requirements of 45 CFR 164.526.


12. Make available the information required for the Covered Entity to respond to requests for an accounting of disclosures of PHI, in accordance with 45 CFR 164.528.


13. Make internal practices, books, and records relating to the use and disclosure of protected health information received from, or created or received by the Business Associated on behalf of the Covered Entity available to the Secretary or the Covered Entity for the Secretary to determine the Covered Entity’s compliance with the HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule.  



II. PERMITTED USE AND DISCLOSURES BY THE BUSINESS ASSOCIATE.  The Business Associate agrees to these general use and disclosure provisions:


1. Except as otherwise limited in this Addendum, the Business Associate may use or disclose PHI to perform functions, activities, or services for, or on behalf of, the Covered Entity as specified in the Contract, provided that such use or disclosure would not violate the HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule, if done by the Covered Entity.


2. Except as otherwise limited in this Addendum, the Business Associate may use PHI received by the Business Associate in its capacity as a Business Associate of the Covered Entity, as necessary, for the proper management and administration of the Business Associate or to carry out the legal responsibilities of the Business Associate.



3. Except as otherwise limited by this Addendum, the Business Associate may disclose PHI for the proper management and administration of the Business Associate, provided the disclosures are:  



a. Required by Law; or


b. The Business Associate obtains reasonable assurances from the person to whom the information is disclosed that it will remain confidential and used or further disclosed only as Required by Law or for the purpose for which it was disclosed to the person; and



c. The person notifies the Business Associate of any instances of which it is aware in which the confidentiality of the information has been breached.   



4. Except as otherwise limited by this Addendum, the Business Associate may use PHI to provide data aggregation services, for and as directed by, the Covered Entity and as permitted by 45 CFR 164.504(e)(2)(i)(B).



5. The Business Associate may use PHI to report violations of law to appropriate Federal and State authorities, consistent with 45 CFR 164.502(j)(1).



III. OBLIGATIONS OF THE COVERED ENTITY.  The Covered Entity will notify the Business Associate:



1. Of any limitations in its Notice of Privacy Practices in accordance with 45 CFR 164.520, to the extent that such limitation may affect the Business Associate’s use or disclosure of PHI.



2. Of any changes in, or revocation of, permission by an Individual to use or disclose PHI, to the extent that such changes may affect the Business Associate’s use or disclosure of PHI.



3. Of any restriction to the use or disclosure of PHI that the Covered Entity has agreed to in accordance with 45 CFR 164.522, to the extent that such restriction may affect the Business Associate’s use or disclosure of PHI.



IV. PERMISSABLE REQUESTS BY THE COVERED ENTITY.  


Except in the event of lawful data aggregation or management and administrative activities, the Covered Entity shall not request the Business Associate to use or disclose PHI in any manner that would not be permissible under the HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule, if done by the Covered Entity.



V. TERM AND TERMINATION.  



1. TERM.  The Term of this Addendum shall commence as of the effective date of this Addendum herein and shall extend beyond the termination of the Contract and shall terminate when all the PHI provided by the Covered Entity to the Business Associate, or created or received by the Business Associate on behalf of the Covered Entity, is destroyed or returned to the Covered Entity, or, if it is not feasible to return or destroy the PHI, protections are extended to such information, in accordance with the termination.



2. TERMINATION FOR BREACH.  The Business Associate agrees that DHCFP may immediately terminate the Contract if the DHCFP determines that the Business Associate has violated a material term of this Addendum.



3. TERMINATION.


a. Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, upon termination of this Agreement, for any reason, the Business Associate will return or destroy all PHI received from the Covered Entity or created or received by the Business Associate on behalf of the Covered Entity that the Business Associate still maintains in any form and the Business Associate will retain no copies of such information.  


b. If the Business Associate determines that returning or destroying the PHI is not feasible, the Business Associate will provide to the Covered Entity notification of the conditions that make return or destruction infeasible.  Upon a mutual determination that return or destruction of PHI is infeasible, the Business Associate shall extend the protections of this Addendum to such PHI and limit further uses and disclosures of such PHI to those purposes that make return or destruction infeasible, for so long as the Business Associate maintains such PHI.


c. These termination provisions will apply to PHI that is in the possession of subcontractors, agents or employees of the Business Associate.



VI. MISCELLANEOUS.


1. AMENDMENT. The Parties agree to take such action as is necessary to amend this Addendum from time to time as is necessary for the Covered Entity to comply with all the requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Public Law No. 104-191.   



2. INTERPRETATION. Any ambiguity in this Addendum shall be resolved to permit the Covered Entity to comply with the HIPAA Security and Privacy Rule.
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Tab XI – Preliminary Project Plan

REQUIREMENT:  Section 20.3.2.12, page 193

This section contains proprietary/confidential information and has been excerpted and moved per instructions in RFP Section 20.3.1.2 to Part III, Confidential Technical Information.
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover

Appendix R — Provider Evaluation Form and Course Catalog



appendix r — provider evaluation form and course catalog

As referenced in Section 12.7.7, as part of our ongoing commitment to work with providers to ensure their overall experience with Nevada Medicaid is one that has few or no barriers to claims submission and reimbursement, our efforts start with putting the focus on provider training.  Because we understand the issues a provider may have with scheduling staff time for training, we will provide web-based training through our Magellan Achieve site.  This site allows the user to sign up for a course of self-directed study.  The program will offer the user training tools and a course evaluation in order for us to determine if the user requires more “hands on” training.  We can also provide reporting to DHCFP on evaluations submitted and provider participants.  

FHS has attained a 99 percent rate of satisfaction on our current training that is outlined in our training catalog.  We take the course evaluations seriously, as this is a tool we use to identify opportunities to enrich the training content.  A sample provider evaluation form and course catalog is included on the following pages.
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Max Available for Demonstrated Competence = 100


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Demonstrated Competence


Do the completed reference check 


forms demonstrate that references 


are commensurate with the vendor's 


and/or subcontractor's listed 


experience?


9 7 7 7 9 9 7 8 8 7.888889 1.355 10.689444


Do reference checks confirm 


success and overall satisfaction with 


vendor and/or subcontractor's 


performance?


9 7 7 8 9 9 8 9 8 8.222222 1.612 13.254222


To what extent did the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings in the reference check 


forms for the vendor as well as key 


services (as completed by the 


business references)?


9 7 8 8 9 8 7 9 8 8.111111 1.612 13.075111


To what extent does the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings for key personnel?


9 7 8 7 9 9 7 9 8 8.111111 1.099 8.9141111


To what extent does the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings for similar project work 


(takeover of an MMIS or claims 


processing system implementation)?


10 7 8 8 9 9 8 9 8 8.444444 1.612 13.612444


To what extent does the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings for subject matter 


expertise?


10 7 8 8 9 9 7 9 8 8.333333 1.099 9.1583333
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Demonstrated Competence







To what extent did the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings in the reference check 


forms for project management and 


quality of deliverables?


8 7 8 7 8 8 7 8 8 7.666667 1.612 12.358667


81.1


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Demonstrated Competence


Do the completed reference check 


forms demonstrate that references 


are commensurate with the vendor's 


and/or subcontractor's listed 


experience?


7 8 6 4 5 1 5 8 7 5.666667 1.355 7.6783333


Do reference checks confirm 


success and overall satisfaction with 


vendor and/or subcontractor's 


performance?


6 7 4 5 5 4 5 7 7 5.555556 1.612 8.9555556


To what extent did the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings in the reference check 


forms for the vendor as well as key 


services (as completed by the 


business references)?


6 7 6 5 5 4 4 7 7 5.666667 1.612 9.1346667


To what extent does the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings for key personnel?


6 7 6 5 5 4 4 7 7 5.666667 1.099 6.2276667


To what extent does the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings for similar project work 


(takeover of an MMIS or claims 


processing system implementation)?


6 7 6 4 5 4 4 8 7 5.666667 1.612 9.1346667
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To what extent does the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings for subject matter 


expertise?


9 7 7 4 7 7 4 9 7 6.777778 1.099 7.4487778


To what extent did the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings in the reference check 


forms for project management and 


quality of deliverables?


5 7 6 4 6 5 4 7 7 5.666667 1.612 9.1346667


57.7


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Demonstrated Competence


Do the completed reference check 


forms demonstrate that references 


are commensurate with the vendor's 


and/or subcontractor's listed 


experience?


8 8 8 8 9 8 9 8 8 8.222222 1.355 11.141111


Do reference checks confirm 


success and overall satisfaction with 


vendor and/or subcontractor's 


performance?


8 8 7 7 9 7 10 8 6 7.777778 1.612 12.537778


To what extent did the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings in the reference check 


forms for the vendor as well as key 


services (as completed by the 


business references)?


9 8 7 7 9 7 9 8 7 7.888889 1.612 12.716889


To what extent does the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings for key personnel?


9 8 8 8 9 8 9 9 7 8.333333 1.099 9.1583333
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ScoreHP Enterprise Services LLC
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To what extent does the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings for similar project work 


(takeover of an MMIS or claims 


processing system implementation)?


9 8 8 7 9 8 8 8 7 8 1.612 12.896


To what extent does the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings for subject matter 


expertise?


8 8 8 8 9 8 9 8 7 8.111111 1.099 8.9141111


To what extent did the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings in the reference check 


forms for project management and 


quality of deliverables?


9 8 8 7 9 9 8 8 7 8.111111 1.612 13.075111


80.4
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Demonstrated Competence


Do the completed reference check 


forms demonstrate that references 


are commensurate with the vendor's 


and/or subcontractor's listed 


experience?


6 8 6 6 8 3 4 7 5 5.888889 1.355 7.9794444


Do reference checks confirm 


success and overall satisfaction with 


vendor and/or subcontractor's 


performance?


6 6 7 7 8 4 4 8 5 6.111111 1.612 9.8511111


To what extent did the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings in the reference check 


forms for the vendor as well as key 


services (as completed by the 


business references)?


6 8 8 7 8 4 5 8 5 6.555556 1.612 10.567556
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To what extent does the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings for key personnel?


6 8 8 7 8 3 4 8 5 6.333333 1.099 6.9603333


To what extent does the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings for similar project work 


(takeover of an MMIS or claims 


processing system implementation)?


6 8 7 6 5 9 3 9 4 6.333333 1.612 10.209333


To what extent does the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings for subject matter 


expertise?


6 8 6 8 8 4 5 8 5 6.444444 1.099 7.0824444


To what extent did the vendor 


receive excellent or above average 


rankings in the reference check 


forms for project management and 


quality of deliverables?


0 8 8 6 8 4 5 8 5 5.777778 1.612 9.3137778
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Attachment Q – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table


Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work.


Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor


The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply.

Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract.

		Req. #

		Type

		Requirement

		Vendor
Compliance Code

		Response



		12.7.2

		MANAGED CARE ENROLLMENT



		General

		

		

		

		



		12.7.2.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain online access to all recipient, provider, encounter, claim, and reference data related to managed care. 

		a, c

		ACS confirms its commitment and capacity to meet all requirements related to online access to provider, recipient, claim, encounter and reference data that is in the Core MMIS and DSS related to managed care program administration in the Nevada Medicaid program.


ACS will subcontract with Ingenix to provide its decision support system solution, a solution that includes interface development and ongoing extract, transformation, and load (ETL) of MMIS data into the proposed DSS. Both ACS and Ingenix staff proposed for this contract are experienced in working with managed care plans to create efficient interfaces in order to load encounter data and make it available for analyses through the proposed DSS.


We estimate that Ingenix will perform approximately 75% of this requirement.



		12.7.2.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support multiple health plan care models including Primary Care Case Management (PCCM) and Health Maintenance Organizations (HMO).


		a

		Combining the functions of the Core MMIS with operational processes established by ACS provides support for multiple health plan care models, including PCCM and HMO. ACS has experience with both PCCM and HMO health plan care models and is currently the fiscal agent for several states with these multiple models.



		Enrollment



		12.7.2.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to:

a. Accept manual and auto-enrollments of recipients to health plans;


b. Assign health plan enrollment by recipient choice indicating who made the choice;


c. Assign health plan enrollment by default if no recipient response;


d. Produce notices, track notices, track contact with recipients; and


e. Apply ratios for automatic assignment of recipients to a managed care plan, according to DHCFP guidelines.

		a

		The Core MMIS contains data fields and software logic to enroll recipients in their chosen health plan or automatically as the result of an applied algorithm if a plan is not selected. Enrollment staff monitors enrollments, enters changes online, and ensures that appropriate notices are tracked and sent to recipients.  Our call center contact management system, Oracle CRM OnDemand, tracks contact with recipients.






		12.7.2.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to:

a. Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information propagated by eligibility interfaces in accordance with DHCFP guidelines;


b. Associate managed care recipients with the health plans in which they are enrolled;


c. Lock-in and lock-out recipients to health plans;


d. Update health plan assignments/choices online;


e. Enroll family members to different and/or the same health plan; and


f. Accept and process retroactive enrollment and disenrollment of recipients to all health plans. 

		a

		Enrollment staff maintains responsibility for making updates to managed care data in the Core MMIS, and for monitoring reports that result from system processes. The Core MMIS has the capability to update benefit plan data, associate recipients with their health plan, lock-in and lock-out recipients, update plan assignments, consider family membership when enrolling recipients, and process enrollment and disenrollment retroactively. 



		12.7.2.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to accept and process daily updates from health plans with changes of recipient PCP assignments, changes in PCP status, changes in recipient demographics, notifications of newborns and changes in recipient TPL information.

		a

		The Core MMIS accepts daily updates from health plans and applies updates to recipient data including changes to PCP assignment, PCP status, demographics, and TPL information. The system also processes notifications of newborns.



		12.7.2.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain managed care related recipient data in the recipient data maintenance function including recipient geographic location.

		a

		In addition to updates to recipient data on files from the health plans, ACS enrollment staff enters data in the maintenance GUI screens of the Core MMIS, including recipient geographic location. 



		12.7.2.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain indicators for recipients certified as members of Federally recognized Indian tribes; and recipient profile information such as, language spoken, handicap access needed, health status identifying specialized medical needs, and recipient risk assessment data. 

		a

		ACS commits to ensuring that the database of the Core MMIS stores extensive information for recipients, including the fields specified by this requirement. GUI screens allow this data to be added and updated by enrollment staff.


Our DirectOutcomes reporting component of the DirectAccess Health Information Exchange (HIE) also identifies recipients with high risk of medical morbidity and treatment needs, as well as recipients needing specialized care. 



		12.7.2.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the following inputs/data for Managed Care including but not limited to:

a. Health plan disenrollment and sanction requests; and


b. Recipient disenrollment from health plan requests. 

		a

		The Core MMIS maintains health plan and recipient disenrollments, as well as health plan sanction requests. If a health plan is disenrolled, the recipients assigned to that plan are transferred to one or more health plans, based upon DHCFP policy and availability of other plans.



		Provider/PCP/PCCM



		12.7.2.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to maintain provider-related data in the provider data maintenance function for health plans including:

a. Individual providers affiliated with a health plan; and


b. Original and current number of "slots" (how many recipients can be enrolled) available in the health plan. 

		a

		Using the Core MMIS GUI screens, enrollment staff enters data to affiliate a provider to a health plan and to track the number of recipients that can be enrolled with the providers, as well as the original number of enrollment slots.



		12.7.2.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to maintain provider-related data in the provider data maintenance function for PCPs and PCCM including:

a. Geographic location of primary care physicians and case managers;


b. Original and current number of "slots" (how many recipients can be assigned) to the PCP/PCS; and


c. Provider profile information such as language spoken, handicap access needed, health specialties identifying specialized medical abilities.

		a

		The Core MMIS allows authorized enrollment staff to enter data for PCPs and PCCM including geographic location, original and current number of recipients that can be assigned, and profile information such as language spoken, handicap access needed, health specialties identifying specialized medical abilities.



		12.7.2.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide for a cross reference of individual providers identifying those that are PCCMs, those in an HMO network and members of any other health plan models, as well as the health plan to its individual member providers, with effective and end dates. 

		a

		Providers can be affiliated in the Core MMIS with multiple networks, including PCCM, HMO and other health plan models. In addition, health care plans in the system are affiliated with individual providers who are a part of that plan’s network. Provider affiliations are date stamped with effective and end dates.



		12.7.2.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Flag as inactive, but do not delete, a health plan that is identified as no longer participating in the managed care program, and update record within the Provider Subsystem with reason code and date of disenrollment. Reassign recipients enrolled with the inactive health plan within timeframe established by DHCFP.

		a

		If a health plan ceases to participate in the managed care program it is flagged as inactive and its recipients are reassigned. The Core MMIS captures the date of and reason for the plan’s disenrollment.



		Encounter



		12.7.2.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to receive, process, edit, maintain and report on encounter data from all health plans, and:

a. Perform basic edits on encounter data to ensure integrity;


b. Generate, store, and maintain error files and reports to health plans;


c. Accept and process corrected encounter data;


d. Capture and process encounter data for use in utilization/quality assurance reporting (e.g. HEDIS) and capitation rate setting purposes; and


e. Manage the interface with the Ad Hoc/DSS so that all data is available for retrieval through the Ad Hoc/DSS. 

		a, c

		Work related to the receipt, storage, processing, analysis and reporting of managed care data is shared between the Core MMIS, HIE and the DSS.

The Core MMIS provides the function to capture and edit encounter data.

HEDIS reporting for encounter data will be performed using the HIE database and Diagnosis One.

The Ingenix DSS includes interface development and ongoing ETL of encounter data into the DSS. Both ACS and Ingenix staff proposed for this contract are experienced in working with managed care plans to create efficient interfaces in order to load encounter data and make it available for analyses and production reporting through the proposed DSS. 


We estimate that Ingenix will perform approximately 60% of this requirement.



		12.7.2.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain encounter data according to State and Federal rules and regulations including HIPAA.

		a, c

		Ingenix ensures that all encounter data will be maintained according to State and federal rules and regulations, including HIPAA. In all of its previous Medicaid program installations, the proposed DSS solution was certified for compliance with State and federal rules and regulations, including HIPAA.


We estimate that Ingenix will perform approximately 80% of this requirement.



		Data/Reports



		12.7.2.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Capture, store and retrieve date-specific, recipient-specific health plan enrollment history. 

		a

		The Core MMIS and DSS includes and incorporates the capture, storage and retrieval functionality for date-specific, recipient-specific enrollment history.



		12.7.2.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide reports, as identified by DHCFP and/or to meet CMS requirements, in data format for export or import purposes through medians agreed to by DHCFP in accordance with HIPAA Standards.

		a, c

		Work related to the reporting of managed care data is shared between the MMIS, HIE and the DSS.


The Ingenix DSS includes the creation of reports and data sets, as identified by DHCFP and/or to meet CMS requirements, through media and in formats specified by DHCFP and in accordance with HIPAA standards.

We estimate that HMS will perform approximately 75% of this requirement.



		12.7.2.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Use encounter data to produce HEDIS and fee-for-service performance reports, as specified by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet all requirements related to HEDIS and fee-for-service performance reporting. HEDIS reporting for encounter data will be performed by ACS’ Healthcare Management staff using the HIE database and Diagnosis One data.



		Claims/Payment



		12.7.2.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to:

a. Maintain capitated rate tables;


b. Calculate and generate capitated payments to health plans;


c. Pay capitated payments at provider specific rates based on recipient demographics including eligibility program, place of residence, age, gender and risk factors;


d. Calculate capitation payments pro-rated to the days the recipient is enrolled with the health plan;


e. Calculate and generate payment for PCCM including payment for case management fee, case management fee plus fee-for-service, and/or capitation payment and fee-for-service;


f. Calculate and issue risk control payments such as kick payments for delivery, based on the provider performing the delivery, the procedure and the diagnosis on the encounter data;


g. Allow for payment holdbacks and/or incentive payments; and


h. Automatically process adjustments and recoupments.

		a

		Under the new contract, the Core MMIS continues to provide the capabilities for capitation payments, PCCM payments, kick payments, holdbacks, incentives, adjustments, and recoupments as described in this requirement. The system maintains the information required to calculate capitation payments for each appropriate health plan, based upon rate cohorts, including rates based upon recipient demographics. ACS enrollment staff monitors reports related to the administration of these functions.



		12.7.2.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to pay capitated payments at provider specific rates based on recipient demographics including eligibility program, place of residence, age, gender and risk factors. 

		a

		The Core MMIS provides the ability to make capitation payments based upon rate cohorts, which are set up by combination of demographic criteria. For example, rates may differ by geographic region, factor such as pregnancy, age such as under 18, etc.



		12.7.2.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to calculate and issue risk control payments such as kick payments for delivery, based on the provider performing the delivery, the procedure and the diagnosis on the encounter data. 

		a

		Based upon the analysis of encounter data, the Core MMIS is able to calculate and issue risk control payments such as kick (SOBRA) payments.



		12.7.2.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Establish "Risk Pools" to allow for payment holdbacks and/or incentive payments. 

		a

		Based upon DHCFP criteria for payment holdbacks and incentives, the system maintains criteria for risk pools and processes the appropriate financial transaction.



		12.7.2.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the following inputs/data for Managed Care including but not limited to:

a. Health plan SOBRA files containing requests for one-time SOBRA payment for delivery episode;


b. Health plan requests for stop loss payment;


c. Manual financial adjustment requests; and


d. Reference data from the reference business function for capitation rates and services carved out for a health plan.

		a

		Under the new contract, the Core MMIS continues to provide the capabilities for kick payments, stop loss payments, adjustments, and managed care data in the reference business function as described in this requirement. ACS enrollment staff monitors reports related to the administration of these functions.



		Letters/Notices



		12.7.2.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to:

a. Automatically and on-demand, produce and reprint notices/letters to recipients and health plans, as identified by DHCFP;


b. Maintain online information on notices/letters sent to each recipient and health plan such as what notice/letter was sent and what date it was mailed; and


c. Maintain notices/letters templates online and allow for online changes. 

		a

		Managed care recipient and health plan notices are generated by the MMIS and tracked online, including the type of notice and date of mailing. Authorized users can establish and maintain notice and letter templates online using our call center contact management system, Oracle CRM OnDemand. Further, we import information related to the letters sent into CRM to create a tracking record that identifies each recipient and health plan, and the date the letter was sent. Outgoing correspondence is stored in ODRAS, where it is available for reprint.



		12.7.2.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain online information on notices/letters sent to each recipient and health plan such as what notice/letter was sent and what date it was mailed. Provide the ability to reprint. 

		a

		Please see our response to 12.7.2.23.



		12.7.2.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain notices/letters templates online and allow for online changes. 

		a

		Please see our response to 12.7.2.23.



		Managed Care Enrollment – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.2.26 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are met by the Managed Care business function.

		

		



		12.7.2.27 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from enrollment, disenrollment, encounter, and capitation payment processes.

		

		



		12.7.2.28 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish policy and make all administrative decisions concerning managed care programs and issues.

		

		



		12.7.2.29 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review reports provided by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.7.2.30 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide ratios for automatic assignment of recipients to a managed care plan.

		

		



		12.7.2.31 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Resolve potential discrepancies in managed care enrollment and disenrollment when notified of such by the Contractor. 

		

		



		Managed Care Enrollment – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.2.32 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Re-assign or auto-assign recipients within ten (10) working days of a health plan being identified as no longer participating in the managed care program.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.7.2.33 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Conduct pre-assignment of managed care enrollees at least once per month.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.7.2.34 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Produce daily rosters that identify providers and recipients with new, changed, or ended enrollments. Distribute roster report to managed care plans within 24 hours of update to the MMIS.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.7.2.35 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Send notification letter to recipient within three (3) working days of the change in managed care enrollment or assignment.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.7.3 PRE-ADMISSION SCREENING AND RESIDENT REVIEW (PASRR)



		12.7.3.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform the following Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR) functions:

a. Complete PASRR Level I screening;


b. Refer and complete PASRR Level II screening and reviews;


c. Make placement determinations and recommendations based upon the results of the PASRR; and


d. Provide timely written notification of determinations to appropriate individuals, as required by State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		ACS healthcare management staff onsite in our Reno, Nevada facility perform the PASRR functions, including Level I and Level II screening reviews and placement determinations. Our Integrated Care Management System (ICMS) is used to enter, track, and complete PASRR functions, as well as produce required notices of determinations.  Inbound and outbound correspondence is loaded to ODRAS and tracked in our contact management system, CRM OnDemand. 



		12.7.3.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Adhere to policies and procedures defined by DHCFP for Level of Care determinations. 

		a

		ACS commits to following the policies and procedures defined by DFCHP for Level of Care determinations.



		12.7.3.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update the MMIS system and maintain a tracking system for PASRR.

		a

		PASRR information is tracked in our ICMS and the results transmitted to the Core MMIS. 



		12.7.3.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide required State and Federal reports in a timeframe specified by DHCFP.

		a

		ICMS will support the required reporting. 



		12.7.3.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.

		a

		Benefit plan information is maintained in the Core MMIS according to DHCFP guidelines. 



		Long Term Care (LTC)



		12.7.3.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce for Providers facsimiles of the PASRR forms and LOC forms, as needed.

		a

		Providers are able to download PASRR and LOC forms from the ACS Web portal. They may also request forms to be faxed or mailed as needed. 



		12.7.3.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		For Long Term Care (LTC) claims:

a. Verify that the recipient is approved for receiving services at the LTC facility billing on the date(s) of service;


b. Ensure that payment is made at the recipient’s Level of Care rate in effect for the date(s) of service specific to the provider billing;


c. If Leave of Absence Days have been billed, ensure that days do not exceed the maximum days allowed by DHCFP policy;


d. Ensure that the recipient liability amount in effect for the date(s) of service is properly decremented from the Medicaid allowed payment (if result is less than zero, no payment is made); and


e. Track usage of the recipient liability, providing an audit trail of amounts used, provider who collected and the date that occurred.

		a

		Under the new contract, LTC claims are processed in the Core MMIS according to requirements.



		12.7.3.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		For Hospice claims:

a. Verify that the recipient is enrolled in a hospice on the date(s) of service;


b. Ensure payment level is appropriate to hospice setting location;


c. Ensure that if the recipient is a resident in a Long-Term Care facility receiving hospice services, the hospice gets paid at the federally mandated percentage of the LTC rate. The hospice is responsible for paying the LTC facility its share; and


d. Ensure that no LTC claims are paid when the recipient is enrolled in the hospice program on the date(s) of service, per DHCFP policy.

		a

		ACS maintains the Core MMIS which continues to process hospice claims according to DHCFP policy.



		PASRR/LTC – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.3.9 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review appropriateness of Level of Care and placement decisions for individuals.

		

		



		12.7.3.10 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide policy and procedure guidance on screenings, reviews and determinations.

		

		



		12.7.3.11 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Request State and Federal reports in a timeframe to be established by DHCFP.

		

		



		PASRR/LTC – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.3.12 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Notices of Determination regarding the results of PASRR shall be provided to the provider and recipient in accordance with Federal regulations and DHCFP policies. Current timeframes are:

a. For Acute Facilities, PASRR Level I determination must be completed within one (1) working day;


b. For all other submissions, PASRR Level I determination must be completed within three (3) working days; and


c. PASRR Level II determinations must be completed within the Federal guidelines.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.7.3.13 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Level of Care screening results shall be provided to provider and recipient within one (1) working day for Acute Facilities, and three (3) working days for all other submissions.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.7.4
CALL CENTER AND CONTRACT MANAGEMENT



		General



		12.7.4.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and staff a provider relations function and call center, with availability during the State’s normal business hours excluding State observed holidays.

		a

		The Reno-based provider relations call center is staffed and available Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Nevada time, excluding State observed holidays. 



		12.7.4.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Answer provider inquiries received in a variety of formats (telephone, internet, fax, written, email).

		a

		Our provider relations call center staff responds to provider inquiries received from telephone, Internet, fax, written correspondence, and e-mail.



		12.7.4.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an automated case notation and tracking system (electronic log) for all provider inquiries (verbal and written) that identifies date/time of inquiry, the provider, the form of the inquiry (written, telephone or in person), the nature of the inquiry, the date and form of response and the outcome, as well as the respondent and relevant comments. 

		a

		Our contact management system Oracle CRM OnDemand provides the ability to electronically track all provider inquiries including date, time, form and outcome of the inquiry.



		12.7.4.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide DHCFP with monthly reports on volume and performance for all inquiries received by the provider relations call center.

		a

		Through our Avaya telephony solution we are able to customize monthly reports on volume and performance metrics for DHCFP.  These metrics are also incorporated in our Metrics Manager solution.  This solution combines performance metrics across the entire operation and provides DHCFP insight to current and historical performance reporting.



		12.7.4.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make all provider correspondence and communication logs available to DHCFP upon request.

		a

		Oracle CRM OnDemand maintains and tracks all provider correspondence and communication. Upon DHCFP request we will provide logs.



		12.7.4.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide information including but not limited to: policy, administrative decisions, enrollment, EDI, and billing guidelines.

		a

		Our call center specialists are trained in all DHCFP policy and provide information to providers on policy, administrative decisions, enrollment, EDI, and billing guidelines. 



		12.7.4.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and document policies and procedures for performing provider relations activities; all policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		All call center and contact management policies and desk level procedures are documented and maintained in accordance with State and federal rules and regulations 



		12.7.4.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make available to DHCFP the provider relations call center tracking system for inquiry purposes.

		a

		Oracle CRM OnDemand maintains and tracks all provider correspondence and communication. We make this system available to DHCFP for inquiry.



		12.7.4.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide an Electronic Verification of Eligibility System (EVS), accessible through both web-based and IVR functions, that accesses eligibility data from the MMIS updated daily from all eligibility databases, as well as pending eligibility information.

		a

		The EVS is available to providers through both our Web portal and IVR. The EVS accesses current eligibility data and pending eligibility information from the Core MMIS and all eligibility databases and is updated daily.



		12.7.4.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide confirmation number to inquiring provider for each eligibility verification inquiry and results, and maintain tracking information for both phone and web-based inquiries.

		a

		Each eligibility inquiry and response is assigned a confirmation number so that the provider may reference it in any later inquiries. 



		12.7.4.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to submit requests and receive responses for eligibility verification in compliance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) standards.

		a

		When taking inquiries from providers, we follow strict privacy and security rules and ensure that all requests are in compliance with HIPAA standards. 



		12.7.4.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide, in both English and Spanish language, a caller-selected option for recipients, to redirect eligibility inquiries to appropriate Eligibility Case Worker(s).

		a

		In the event a recipient calls the call center, we provide a bilingual (English and Spanish) option to redirect the inquiry to the appropriate DHCFP Eligibility Case Worker(s).



		12.7.4.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide IVR system to address, at a minimum, eligibility verification, claims status, Prior Authorization Request status, check and EFT information inquiries.

		a

		The IVR system gives providers the option to check eligibility verification, claims status, prior authorization request status, check, and EFT information all through using an automated system without having to wait to speak to a call center representative.



		Pharmacy Specific



		12.7.4.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide licensed pharmacists and licensed pharmacy technicians to address pharmacy related call center inquiries

		a

		Our call centers in Reno, Nevada and Henderson, North Carolina are staffed with pharmacists and pharmacy technicians that are well-versed in Nevada’s pharmacy program.



		12.7.4.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide information to providers and drug manufacturers regarding drug coverage and reimbursement information as detailed in pharmacy claims processing system.

		a

		Call center specialists in Reno, Nevada and Henderson, North Carolina have access to a variety of tools in order to provide accurate information regarding drug coverage, reimbursement information and authorizations. In both sites our staff can triage and answer complex questions regarding prior authorizations and pricing, such as the MAC program, and they can support overrides of claims editing. 



		12.7.4.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Answer questions regarding pharmacy authorizations.

		a

		Please see our response to 12.7.4.15



		12.7.4.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Triage and answer questions regarding pricing, such as the MAC program.

		a

		Please see our response to 12.7.4.15



		12.7.4.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide for overrides of claims editing.

		a

		Please see our response to 12.7.4.15



		Call Center and Contract Management – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.4.19 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve scripts for all automated voice prompts and inquiry systems before they are recorded and implemented.

		

		



		12.7.4.20 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review provider relations call center reports produced by the contractor.

		

		



		12.7.4.21 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		

		



		Call Center and Contract Management – System Performance Expectations



		12.7.4.22 

		System Performance Expectation

		Maintain a sufficient number of phone lines so that no more than ten percent (10%) of incoming calls ring busy or are on hold for more than one (1) minute.

		a

		ACS confirms that we will meet this System Performance Expectation.



		12.7.4.23 

		System Performance Expectation

		Make EVS and IVR available twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days a week, unless otherwise agreed to in writing by DHCFP, for provider inquiry, input and response purposes. 

		a

		ACS confirms that the EVS and IVR will meet this System Performance Expectation.



		Call Center and Contract Management – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.4.24 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Staff provider relations call center with trained personnel from 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, PT, Monday – Friday, excluding State observed holidays.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.7.4.25 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Maintain a sufficient staffing level so that no more than ten percent (10%) of the calls placed into the queue remain on hold for more than one (1) minute, and so that the abandon rate is no greater than five percent (5%).

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.





		12.7.4.26 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Respond to all telephone and email contacts within two (2) working days of receipt of the inquiry.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.7.4.27 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Respond to written correspondence with at least an interim answer within five (5) working days of receipt and a final response within twenty (20) working days of receipt.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.





		12.7.4.28 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Provide to DHCFP copies of provider inquiry logs and a summary report in a media requested by DHCFP on a weekly basis.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.7.4.29 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Respond to all DHCFP inquiries within one (1) working day.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.7.5
PROVIDER APPEALS



		12.7.5.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept, maintain, and process appeal requests from providers, appeal decisions, updates to provider appeal data, and provide tracking of all appeal activity from initiation through final decision including decision dates and results.

		a

		Our provider services department accepts, maintains, and processes appeal requests from providers, appeal decisions, updates to provider appeal data, and track all appeal activity from initiation through final decision including decision dates and results. 



		12.7.5.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Handle appealed claims according to DHCFP policy and procedures.

		a

		ACS commits to following DFCHP policy in handling appealed claims.



		12.7.5.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform the following:

a. Generate letters to providers at each decision point of the appeal process;


b. Allow entry of free form verbiage to insert into system generated letters;


c. Track all letters, provider, date and reason sent; and


d. Reprint letters and notices, upon user request.

		a

		Oracle CRM OnDemand provides the functionality to generate provider letters using free-form text. This tool also allows us to track and reprint these letters.  Letters are also stored in ODRAS.



		12.7.5.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide inquiry access to appeal history data including both open and closed appeals.

		a

		Oracle CRM OnDemand tracks all appeal history data including both open and closed appeals and we provide inquiry access upon request. 



		12.7.5.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce provider appeal data reports as specified by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS commits to generating provider appeal reports as defined by DHCFP.



		Provider Appeals – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.5.6 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Ninety percent (90%) of appeals must be issued a determination within thirty (30) days of receipt of appeal request.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.7.6
PROVIDER ENROLLMENT



		Provider Enrollment



		12.7.6.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide staff competent to perform all functions of provider relations/services, provider enrollment, and provider data maintenance during the life of the contract.

		a

		The provider services department is effectively managed and staffed with employees who are able to assist providers in many different ways. Our comprehensive transition plan and training strategy ensures that our enrollment specialists are highly qualified and well-trained to perform all functions of provider relations/services, provider enrollment and provider data maintenance throughout the life of the contract. 



		12.7.6.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Facilitate provider enrollment process as defined by DHCFP and as specified in State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		We work in partnership with DHCFP to ensure we follow all State and federal rules and regulations with regards to the provider enrollment process. When a prospective provider contacts us regarding enrollment, we answer any questions and supply all of the necessary information needed to become a provider in the Nevada Medicaid or Nevada Check Up program or other programs as specified by DHCFP.



		12.7.6.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop, produce and provide information in print and through call-center for prospective providers, including requirements for enrollment (such as NPI, Licensure, etc.).

		a

		Prospective providers have several options when requesting information regarding the Nevada Medicaid or Nevada Check Up program including phoning the call center, sending a written request, e-mailing a request, or accessing all of the necessary information on the Web portal. We are equipped to respond in the provider’s preferred method of communication. 



		12.7.6.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop, produce, and provide a DHCFP approved provider application form(s) and provider contract.

		a

		Each provider type may have unique requirements, so we create specialized workflows and checklists which include all of the necessary documents a provider needs to become enrolled including a DHCFP approved provider application form(s) and provider contract. 



		12.7.6.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for online submission of provider application forms.

		a

		The Web portal provides easy access to the DHCFP approved provider application forms, agreements, and provider contract. A provider has the option of printing these forms, then completing them and mailing them to ACS for processing, or submitting them electronically. The Web portal enables easy electronic submission of additional information, which is automatically associated with the provider’s application for efficient handling. 



		12.7.6.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce, update and maintain tracking information on provider application process through final disposition of the application.

		a

		Every application and its supporting documentation is tracked through final disposition in our contact management system, Oracle CRM OnDemand. 



		12.7.6.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain list of OIG sanctioned providers, preventing enrollment of excluded providers.

		a

		An integral part of our thorough enrollment validation process is to determine whether perspective providers should be excluded from participation in Medicaid and Medicare. We search the Medicare Exclusion Database (MED) and the OIG List of Excluded Individuals/Entities (LEIE) databases for each applicant to ensure that sanctioned providers are prevented from enrolling. We promptly notify DHCFP of any excluded individuals. We also search these databases on a monthly basis to ensure that sanctioned providers are promptly reported to DHCFP and terminated from participation in the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up programs as directed by DHCFP. 



		12.7.6.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain communication with the applicable State agencies to perform certification and licensure verification.

		a

		We communicate regularly with applicable State agencies in order to perform necessary certification and licensure verification.



		12.7.6.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Notify providers of acceptance or rejection in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.

		a

		When an enrollment application has been reviewed and a decision made regarding acceptance or rejection, we send the provider a notice in accordance with State and federal rules and regulations. 



		12.7.6.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enroll providers by program (Nevada Check Up, Medicaid, State-only, Medicare, or other programs as specified by DHCFP).

		a

		ACS commits to enrolling providers by program.



		12.7.6.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Send accepted providers a DHCFP-approved orientation packet containing all of the information for participation in and for billing DHCFP for services to all eligible recipients.

		a

		Once a provider has been successfully enrolled, we send them a DHCFP-approved orientation packet which includes participation information and instructions for billing for services rendered to all eligible recipients. An experienced field representative contacts each newly enrolled provider to brief the provider on such things as:


· The Nevada Medicaid or Nevada Check Up program policies


· How to use the features of the Web portal


· Billing tips


· Available helpful resources


· Availability of an in-service visit to instate providers.



		12.7.6.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain both physical and electronic files for each approved provider containing applications, provider agreements, copy of the provider license and all correspondence relating to certification, enrollment or resulting in provider file updates. 

		a

		All provider applications and supporting documentation received are imaged ODRAS and are directly linked to the contact management system, Oracle CRM OnDemand. Files for all approved and denied providers are kept by ACS. For approved providers, ACS maintains both an electronic file and a physical file, containing the application, agreements, copy of the provider license, and any correspondence relating to certification enrollment, or file updates. 



		12.7.6.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an electronic file for each denied provider including images of applications and/or profile information and documentation regarding the reason for the denial. Return original documentation to denied provider.

		a

		For denied providers, ACS maintains an electronic file including an image of the application and/or profile information and the reason for denial, while all original documents are returned to the denied provider.



		12.7.6.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce Provider enrollment reports as specified by DHCFP.

		a

		Oracle CRM OnDemand and the Web portal track all necessary enrollment statistics and we produce enrollment reports as requested by DHCFP.



		Provider Disenrollment



		12.7.6.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct exit interview with providers who voluntarily disenroll.

		a

		Provider participation in the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up programs is essential to meeting the needs of the eligible recipient population. However ACS recognizes there are times when disenrollment is necessary. We conduct exit interviews and document the outcome for all providers for whom disenrollment from the program occurs voluntarily.



		12.7.6.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support disenrollment of providers with the following activities:

a. Automatically disenroll provider when there has been no claims activity within a DHCFP-specified time period;


b. Automatically notify providers upon disenrollment;


c. Manually disenroll providers at the request of DHCFP; and


d. Accept, compare, and create referral report based upon OIG exclusion file. 

		a

		ACS supports disenrollment of providers using the following criteria:


No claim activity within the DHCFP-specified time period using standardized MMIS activity reports


At the request of DHCFP


Based upon the OIG exclusion file referral report and DHCFP direction.


In cases of terminations by DHCFP or other authority, authorized ACS staff updates the MMIS so that these providers do not receive payment for claims for services performed after their termination date. We notify providers upon disenrollment.



		Provider Enrollment – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.7.6.17 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Enroll or register all servicing (care giver) providers for provider types 14, 29, 30, 38, 58, 57, 64, 82, 83 and 84 and ensure the prior authorization process is effective for these provider types. 

		a

		During the transition period we will work with DHCFP to define this requirement. We understand that provider types 14, 29, 30, 38, 57, 58, 64, 82, 83, and 84 are currently being enrolled, but we need further definition to develop a solution to ensure that the prior authorization for these types of providers is effective.

Because we need further information before determining the scope of work, this responsibility is not included in our budget neutral cost model.



		Provider Re-Enrollment – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.7.6.18 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Perform provider re-enrollment validation for the Nevada Medicaid provider and personal caregiver network to ensure the approximately 15,000 Nevada Medicaid providers and caregivers validate their provider information upon licensure renewal and on a recurring basis to ensure that every provider is re-enrolled at least every 36 months.

		a

		During the transition period ACS will provide resources to work with DHCFP to do an end-to-end evaluation of the current provider enrollment and reenrollment processes, including possible expansion of the provider database tables and screens. As part of this process, we will make recommendations for improvement for DHCFP consideration. Our review will include the following potential expanded responsibilities:

12.5.5.31 - Build and maintain an expanded database of provider data for claims processing, administrative reporting and surveillance and utilization review


12.5.5.32 - Track provider agency/group ownership in a manner that can be searched by individual/corporation name


12.7.6.18 - Perform provider re-enrollment validation for the Nevada Medicaid provider and personal caregiver network to ensure the approximately 15,000 Nevada Medicaid providers and caregivers validate their provider information upon licensure renewal and on a recurring basis to ensure that every provider is re-enrolled at least every 36 months

12.7.6.19 - Perform re-enrollment/validation in accordance with a prescribed schedule and will include follow-up with non-compliant providers


· 12.7.6.21 - Enrolled providers must be reviewed on a continuing basis to ensure that they continue to meet provider eligibility requirements


To ensure that we scope these changes to meet DHCFP’s exact requirements, we will need to discuss each upon contract award.  At that point we can provide an accurate estimate of the level of effort to implement and determine if we are able to complete each under the budget neutral component of the contract.  



		12.7.6.19 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Perform re-enrollment/validation in accordance with a prescribed schedule and will include follow-up with non-compliant providers.

		a

		Please see our response to 12.7.6.18. 



		12.7.6.20 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		When correspondence is returned by the post office necessary actions taken may include termination for loss of contact or sending a request for updated information to the new reported address. 

		a

		During the transition period we will work with DHCFP to develop a process for handling written correspondence returned by the post office. The process will include any necessary actions needed such as termination of the provider for loss of contact or sending a request for updated information to the new address reported.

We have included 12.7.6.20 in our budget neutral cost model.



		12.7.6.21 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Enrolled providers must be reviewed on a continuing basis to ensure that they continue to meet provider eligibility requirements.

		a

		Please see our response to 12.7.6.18. 



		Provider Enrollment – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.6.22 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are met by the provider enrollment business function.

		

		



		12.7.6.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine and communicate provider enrollment related policies.

		

		



		12.7.6.24 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from provider enrollment activities.

		

		



		12.7.6.25 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve all provider enrollment materials (e.g. provider applications and provider contract).

		

		



		12.7.6.26 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Define frequency and specifications for Provider Enrollment reports.

		

		



		12.7.6.27 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review Provider Enrollment reports produced by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.7.6.28 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Notify contractor of termination/disenrollment as directed by DHCFP.

		

		



		Provider Enrollment – Performance Expectations



		12.7.6.29 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Mail provider enrollment packages within two (2) working days of the request.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.7.6.30 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Process complete provider applications within five (5) working days of receipt.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.7.6.31 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Have trained provider representatives visit first-time enrolled providers within ten (10) work days of application approval, or other providers upon request. 

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.7.6.32 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Respond to all DHCFP requests or inquiries within one (1) working day.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.7.7
PROVIDER TRAINING AND OUTREACH



		12.7.7.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Educate providers about the Nevada Medicaid program, the claims processing system and proper billing through workshops, training sessions, presentations at professional association and stakeholder meetings, individual training as needed, Provider Manuals and Web Announcements, and the provider Internet website.

		a

		Our training plan describes our approach to training, our Web portal provides manuals and information, and our staff conducts the following types of training:


· In-service sessions for individual providers at their office


· Small workshops for specific groups of providers


· Large statewide workshops and training conferences


· Presentations at professional association meetings, conferences or provider group meetings


· Targeted training for those providers who have been identified as having an abnormal number of claims denied or pended.



		12.7.7.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide staff competent in Medicaid billing policy and procedures for all provider and claim types who will be responsible for provider training.

		a

		Our provider field representatives are well-versed in claims processing and proper Medicaid billing and serve as excellent provider trainers.



		12.7.7.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and conduct ongoing and special DHCFP-approved training to meet the needs of specific provider types including material relevant to their programs and billing issues, policies, and new programs.

		a

		The training plan addresses the unique training needs of specific provider types including creating materials relevant to their unique programs, billing issues, policies, and any new programs.



		12.7.7.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and conduct small workshops for individual provider training as requested and/or needed throughout the term of the contract at the provider’s place of business.

		a

		Please see our response to 12.7.7.1.



		12.7.7.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Target special training for providers who have been identified as having an abnormal number of claims denied or pended.

		a

		Please see our response to 12.7.7.1.



		12.7.7.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support training through the following activities:

a. Notify providers of place, time and agenda for training sessions and workshops;


b. Coordinate with DHCFP on all training sessions to ensure appropriate fiscal agent/DHCFP staff is in attendance as needed;


c. Develop and produce provider training materials in accordance with DHCFP guidelines;


d. Develop, distribute and evaluate provider training questionnaires from all training sessions and provide DHCFP with a summary of the provider responses on a monthly basis; and


e. Produce records to DHCFP of providers that participate in training, by provider type. 

		a

		We work in partnership with DHCFP to perform all of the activities listed in this requirement in order to support extensive and accurate training for providers. 



		12.7.7.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Participate in training and orientation sessions conducted by other agencies (e.g., Indian Health Services, other divisions of the Department of Health and Human Services, Nevada Rural Hospital Project, etc.) and provide staff members and materials as requested.

		a

		Along with conducting Medicaid specific training, our provider services staff participate in training and orientation sessions conducted by other agencies.



		12.7.7.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and submit to DHCFP for approval a Provider Training Plan annually at the beginning of each contract year, and update the plan as necessary each quarter. 

		a

		Training begins with developing and implementing a comprehensive and dynamic annual provider training plan in partnership with DHCFP. We update the annual provider training plan as needed on a quarterly basis. 



		Provider Training and Outreach – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.7.7.9 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Every third year, produce, distribute and track Advance Directive and Civil Rights notifications/certifications to:


a. Hospitals;

b. Nursing facilities;

c. Intermediate care facilities;

d. Mental health facilities;

e. Home health providers; and

f. Personal care providers. 

		a

		As an extension of our ongoing provider outreach ACS will produce and distribute Advance Directive and Civil Rights notifications/certifications to hospitals, nursing facilities, intermediate care facilities, mental health facilities, home health providers, and personal care providers, reminding them of their obligation related to recipient civil rights and advanced directives. We will track receipt of confirmation from the providers and notify DHCFP of those providers who have not complied.

We have included 12.7.7.9 in our budget neutral cost model.



		Provider Training and Outreach – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.7.10 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Inform the Contractor of new or updated programs and policies that need to be introduced to providers.

		

		



		12.7.7.11 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Make DHCFP staff available for training sessions as appropriate.

		

		



		12.7.7.12 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Notify the Contractor of any providers with specialized training needs.

		

		



		12.7.7.13 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve Provider Billing Manuals, revisions to Manuals, Web Announcements, newsletters, provider training material, and other materials as required (e.g., quarterly newsletter).

		

		



		12.7.7.14 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide to the Contractor any DHCFP-developed policy program materials for providers.

		

		



		12.7.7.15 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve and/or recommend changes to the Contractor’s annual Provider Training Plan.

		

		



		Provider Training and Outreach – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.7.16 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Conduct provider training at least once annually for in-state provider groups, including hospitals, physicians, and nursing facilities. 

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.7.7.17 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Promote through education, within the provider community, the continued transition from a manual/paper environment to an automated/electronic transaction environment in accordance with HIPAA standards.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.7.8
FINANCE



		General



		12.7.8.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Reconcile all accounts and balance all claims processing cycles prior to approving the release of payment. 

		a

		After the completion of the payment cycle, we review standard accounting, balance, and control reports. We balance the reports to ensure accuracy of the payment cycle. If any discrepancies are noted, we work to resolve them and rerun the reports, until the payment cycle numbers have been balanced and the payment can be released.



		12.7.8.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce and distribute letters, and:

a. Provide the ability to include user specified message text within standard letter formats; and

b. Retain a record of the letters sent, the content of the letters and the recipients of the letters.

		a

		Letter templates are stored in our contact management system, Oracle CRM OnDemand. can be modified to include specific messages within the standard letter format. Letters that have been generated are stored in ODRAS.  Further, letter data is imported to CRM which creates a tracking record including the recipient and the date the letter was sent.



		12.7.8.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Track all events, dates and dollars received as a result of recovery activity including the recipient's identity, reason for recovery action, person(s)/agency responsible for following the recovery account and any applicable comments. 

		c

		HMS’ accounts receivable system is updated and maintained daily. HMS has established detailed processes to ensure the capture, processing, maintenance, and reporting of all accounts receivable activity. Features of the HMS accounts receivable system include: individual, claim-specific records; generation of deliverables such as A/R listings, provider recoupment listings, financial adjustment listings; automatic updates to the TPL coverage database to eliminate non-covered entities or items from future billings and to create new or updated coverage information; generate statistics; and more.

HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		Payments – Incoming



		12.7.8.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Receive and sort incoming checks from the third party payers, recipients and providers and process according to DHCFP policy and guidelines.

		a, c

		Checks will be received in the shared mailroom in the Reno facility and be included in the workflow management process. Using the workflow management system allows checks and supporting documentation to be routed to the appropriate responsible party. 


We estimate the HMS will perform 25% of this requirement.



		12.7.8.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a system of security and monitoring for the location, deposit and disposition status of each incoming check.

		a, c

		ACS and HMS will enforce dual check control for all checks received in the Reno facility. HMS incorporates their current check tracking system in addition to the workflow management process to ensure security and monitoring of each check until deposit according to DHCFP requirements.


We estimate that HMS will perform approximately 25% of this requirement.



		12.7.8.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Comply with written procedures to meet State and federal guidelines for collection and write-off of outstanding accounts receivables.

		a, c

		ACS and HMS follow State and federal guidelines for handling accounts receivables. We estimate that HMS will perform approximately 25% of this requirement.



		12.7.8.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to support overpayment/recovery efforts, including but not limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER, cost avoidance, pay and chase, premium payment, Medicare, subrogation and recoupments according to DHCFP policy, State and Federal rules and regulations.

		c

		HMS performs recovery functions related to its TPL activities defined in the TPL scope of work using the system provided by the fiscal agent. HMS performs these activities according to DHCFP policy and State and Federal rules and regulations. HMS currently does TPL, cost avoidance, pay and chase, premium payment, Medicare, subrogation and recoupment. 


HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		Payments – Outgoing



		12.7.8.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain security for checks during matching/stuffing/mailing process.

		a

		We print and secure payment disbursement checks, then match the Remittance Advice (RA) with the check, all within our Reno facility. 



		12.7.8.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Suppress the generation of zero-pay checks and negative provider payment amounts, but generate the associated remittance advices.

		a

		The payment cycle function of the Core MMIS provides the flexibility to suppress generation of disbursements for providers with zero-pay and negative pay check requests, while continuing to generate the RA.



		12.7.8.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain provider accounts receivable and deduct appropriate amounts from payments due, both automatically and manually. 

		
a

		Payment cycles draw down outstanding accounts receivable balance by reducing payments to the provider. This is automatically done by the system or can be done manually by authorized staff in our fiscal department.



		12.7.8.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate manual check when requested and authorized by DHCFP.

		a

		Authorized financial staff produces manual checks when necessary at times other than the normal payment cycle.



		12.7.8.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate advance-payment-against-future-claims when requested and authorized by DHCFP, and associated recoupment process.

		a

		At DHCFP direction financial staff sets up an account receivable to recoup an advance payment by entering data in an online screen of the Core MMIS.



		12.7.8.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Send check register and file of checks to DHCFP at the end of each claims payment cycle pursuant to DHCFP policy and guidelines.

		a

		After balancing, the check file and register is sent to DHCFP for each weekly payment cycle.



		Pre-Payment Review – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.7.8.14 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Perform Pre-Payment Review of claims ‘randomly pended’ according to DHCFP identified criteria. The review will consist of a complete claims and medical record review:


a. Verifying the accuracy of the claim with the medical record supporting the claim;


b. Verifying the codes billed are accurate; and


c. Ensuring the claim billed complies with applicable policy.


It is expected these prepayment reviews will result in cost savings by avoiding payment for claims that should not have been paid and bringing attention to provider billing issues that would otherwise remain undetected.

		a

		In our response to 12.5.2.59 in Attachment O - Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, we describe a potential solution for identifying claims for pre-payment review. Selected claims will be assigned a specified exception code and pended to a queue for review. As the claims in that queue are worked, they will be reviewed following a process we would define with DHCFP during the transition period.


Although we believe we have developed a realistic solution for this requirement, we do need to have discussions with DHCFP to ensure that we are approaching the requirement correctly.  As such, we have not included implementation of this potential expanded requirement under the budget neutral component of the contract.



		12.7.8.15 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Provide monthly report of the results of the Pre-Payment reviews.




		a

		Although we believe we have developed a realistic solution for this requirement, we do need to have discussions with DHCFP to ensure that we are approaching the requirement correctly.  As such, we have not included implementation of this potential expanded requirement under the budget neutral component of the contract.



		Finance – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.8.16 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Deposit all incoming funds within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt.

		c

		HMS tracks checks from receipt to deposit. Deposits are made within 24 hours of the receipt of the check. Deposits consist of a maximum of 17 checks per deposit according to DHCFP requirements. 


HMS will perform 100% of this requirement.



		12.7.9
RETURN ID CARD PROCESS



		12.7.9.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate and distribute Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipient identification cards based upon policy and frequency set by DHCFP.

		a

		Our card vendor, AccuCard, creates and distributes eligibility ID cards from a daily file that is the output of eligibility processing in the Core MMIS. 



		Return ID Card Process – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.9.2 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish policy and frequency for generation of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipient identification cards.

		

		



		Return ID Card Process – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.9.3 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Generate and distribute Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipient identification cards based upon policy and frequency set by DHCFP.

		a, c

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.7.10
EDI 



		12.7.10.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide instructions, training or support, and forms as needed to ensure providers understand EDI enrollment procedures and requirements, including testing procedures.

		a

		This information is provided on the Web portal and will include Companion Guides for the submitters, Provider Enrollment forms and procedures, Submitter Enrollment forms and procedures, and Billing Manuals for the detailed billing process.



		12.7.10.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure providers have appropriate access to allow for EDI submissions, including appropriate user names and passwords.

		a

		To support electronic submitters, at the time of enrollment user IDs and passwords are created and the following is determined:


a. Submission method and type


b. Software name, version, and protocol


c. Transactions

d. Choice of method for receiving their remittance advice



		12.7.10.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure providers have access to EDI companion guides to assist with EDI submissions.

		a

		The EDI Companion Guides are made available on the Web portal for users to access. The Companion Guides provide submission methods and identify specific business rules to submit EDI claims to ACS.



		12.7.10.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and implement a testing process to certify providers for EDI submission. Allow only those providers passing testing standards to submit and receive electronic transactions using EDI.

		a

		This information is found in the Companion Guides that submitters use to create their test files. The submitter submits X number of test files are identified by the value in the ISA15. Once testing conditions have been passed, the submitter is moved to a production status for the transaction tested. 



		12.7.10.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide customer service access to providers that have direct questions regarding EDI enrollment and submissions.

		a

		Our EDI staff provides trading partner enrollment, technical assistance, and support of daily operations.



		EDI – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.10.6 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Provide reports of provider’s completion of EDI testing within ten (10) days of testing.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.7.11
PRINTING AND POSTAGE



		12.7.11.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Prepare and submit invoices for pass-through postage and printing with no adjustment for administrative fees, profit, or other charges, including:

a. Original, unaltered vendor invoice; and

b. Supporting documentation itemizing all charges for supplies, postage, and printing and including a description of the printed or posted material, the purpose of the printing or mailing, and the amount charged for each item.

		a

		Xerox provides our print and mail fulfillment and generates invoices for all pass-through postage.  Invoices will not be adjusted for administrative fees and profit or other charges.  The invoice will also provide adequate detail to include supporting documentation that itemizes all charges for supplies, postage, and printing including a description of the printed material, the purpose of the printing or mailing and the amount charged for each.



		12.7.11.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		For projects outside the scope of normal operations, present proposed postage and printing costs to DHCFP as dictated by the Change Management process. Costs will be subject to approval by DHCFP. The Contractor will be under no obligation to provide printing and postage services when a request for additional pass-through printing and postage is not approved by DHCFP through the Change Management process.

		a

		When a system change or enhancement has an impact on postage or printing costs, this information is included in the change management process for approval by DHCFP.



		Printing and Postage – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.11.3 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Audit postage and/or printing invoices as appropriate prior to payment.

		

		



		12.7.11.4 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Request additional supporting documentation as needed to assure the validity of postage and printing charges prior to payment.

		

		



		12.7.11.5 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Issue no reimbursement for postage and/or printing costs incurred by the Contractor in the day-to-day operations of its business.

		

		



		Printing and Postage – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.11.6 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Exercise due diligence in obtaining the best value for all printing and postage jobs; making commercially reasonable efforts to avoid any uneconomical and inefficient methods of mailing that may result in excess postage costs.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.7.12
PRIOR AUTHORIZATION (PA)



		12.7.12.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce and distribute provider Prior Authorization notices of approved, denied or pended Prior Authorization requests.

		a

		Our ICMS produces notices for approval, denial, or pended status directed to providers and/or recipients



		12.7.12.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce and distribute multi-lingual recipient Prior Authorization denial notices.

		a

		ICMS produces recipient notices in English and Spanish.



		12.7.12.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide training to DHCFP staff and non-agency staff as approved by DHCFP in the use of the Prior Authorization screens, windows and reports.

		a

		Our training plan incorporates best practices for facilitated and self-paced training and describes our approach to providing initial and ongoing training to DHCFP, ACS staff, providers, and subcontractors.



		12.7.12.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Offer periodic recommendations for revision of list of services requiring Prior Authorization, or other Prior Authorization functions, based on utilization patterns, industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		a

		We conduct periodic QA reviews of services rendered to confirm their medical appropriateness and necessity. Results from our reviews may also lead to recommendations for additions or changes to the list of services that require an authorization.



		12.7.12.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide licensed clinical reviewers with appropriate clinical background to conduct medical necessity review of Prior Authorization requests to determine the appropriateness of services requested.

		a

		All reviews are conducted by licensed clinical reviewers with the appropriate clinical background, trained in URAC standards to promote consistency within the review process.



		12.7.12.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept Prior Authorization requests for services from authorized requestors through a web-based system, by fax, or by telephone, as agreed to by the Contractor and DHCFP. 

		a

		We accept PA requests by phone, by fax or electronically. Providers enter prior authorization requests through our Web portal.



		12.7.12.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Consider Prior Authorization requests utilizing DHCFP program policy, clinical criteria, and industry standards.

		a

		All PAs are edited and validated to ensure that they conform to DHCFP program policy, clinical criteria, and industry standards.



		12.7.12.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Use DHCFP-approved protocols to determine the type of denial to be issued (clinical, technical, reduction).

		a

		Denials are identified as clinical, technical or reductions as determined using DHCFP-approved protocols.



		12.7.12.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide written notification of authorization request approval, partial approval, or denial to the requestor, including number of units, service, and specific time period authorized, or entire episode of care, as appropriate.

		a

		Our ICMS produces notices to the requestor that specify approval, denial, or pended status and include specific information concerning the number, type, and time period of the service requested. Notices are loaded to ODRAS and tracked in our contact management system, Oracle CRM OnDemand.



		12.7.12.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow licensed clinical reviewer to decrease the duration of some medical services per criteria and/or policy as part of the medical management process requiring the provider to submit additional information to support the medical appropriateness for continuation of service. This is not considered a reduction in service or non-certification since the provider has continued opportunity to extend the duration of service through the concurrent review process as indicated by medical need and clinical documentation. 

		a

		Clinical reviewers follow DHCFP criteria to approve a PA request, suspend it for additional information from the provider, reduce the number of services, or reduce the service time period of the request



		12.7.12.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assist providers with identifying alternative resources and services for complex cases to the appropriate Case Management/Care Coordination Entity to explore options and possible referral for additional coordination of services. Discuss complex cases with Care Coordinators to explore options or referral for more coordination of services.

		a

		We assist providers with complex cases, offering consultations or providing referrals to the State’s Case Management / Care Coordination Entity.



		12.7.12.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Issue a technical denial for any period in which service was provided without prior authorization, when such prior authorization is required. Unless the requesting provider has supporting documentation indicating a justifiable reason for the delay, as indicated by DHCFP Policy, a technical denial may not be appealed.

		a

		The claims function of the Core MMIS edits to determine if the service billed on a claim requires a PA. If an appropriate and adequate PA is not present, the claim is issued a technical denial.



		12.7.12.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct review of services provided on or after the date of the authorization request, reviewing for medical appropriateness, medical necessity, EPSDT, and process according to reviewer findings.

		a

		Prior authorizations play a vital role in our overall utilization management strategy. We conduct periodic QA reviews of services rendered to confirm their medical appropriateness and necessity.



		12.7.12.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a licensed, board certified physician to review reductions in service or non-certification determinations when the clinical reviewer cannot recommend certification. Cases requiring physician review may take a maximum of one additional day, or a maximum of three additional days in the case of a physician specialist review.

		a

		When the clinical reviewer cannot recommend approval of the PA request, a licensed physician board certified in their specialty, reviews the request for reductions in service or denial determinations and is available for discussions with the provider if needed. Cases requiring physician review may take one additional day; specialist reviews may take three additional days.



		12.7.12.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		The contractor’s physician reviewer must be available for a peer-to-peer discussion if requested by the Provider within DHCFP-established timeframes.

		a

		Please see our response to 12.7.12.14.



		12.7.12.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		The provider is notified in writing of all determinations. 

		a

		Our ICMS produces notices for approval, denial, or pended status directed to providers. 



		12.7.12.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept and process Requests for Reconsideration from providers for adverse determinations when made within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of determination.

		a

		Providers are sent Notices of Determination (NOD) and may request reconsideration of an adverse determination within 30 days of the decision. ACS establishes procedures for accepting and processing these requests.



		12.7.12.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Issue recipient a Notice of Determination (NOD) indicating the services being denied or terminated when the determination is to reduce, deny or terminate a service. A copy of the process for requesting a Fair Hearing must be included with any NOD and must denote DHCFP-defined timelines for requesting a hearing. 

		a

		When a PA request is denied or terminated, we send a Notice of Determination (NOD) to the recipient to indicate the service denied. A description of the process and timelines for requesting a Fair Hearing according to DHCFP policies is included with the notice.



		12.7.12.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide evidence and testimony in hearings for any adverse determination for which a Request for Hearing has been made.

		a

		When an appeal results in a hearing, we provide all information related to our review decision and make it available for use as evidence. Our staff is available to provide testimony as needed.



		12.7.12.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Personal Care Aids (PCA) services require licensed clinical staff to do in-home reviewer assessments to determine medical necessity and/or appropriateness under the social model.

		a

		In-home assessments for PCA services are conducted by licensed clinical staff to determine medical necessity and/or appropriateness under the social model.



		12.7.12.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and implement a DHCFP-approved training plan that incorporates the following:

a. Contract Overview;


b. Policy and procedure manuals specific to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs;


c. Relevant Nevada Medicaid statutory and regulatory requirements;


d. Medical necessity criteria and the role of the reviewer in determining medical necessity;


e. Clinical Review Process; and


f. Billing guidelines.

		a

		ACS commits to include the listed items from this requirement in our training plan.



		Prior Authorization – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.12.22 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide a list of specific procedures for which Prior Authorization is required, and consider Contractor recommendations for revisions of list or other Prior Authorization functions, based on utilization patterns, industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		

		



		12.7.12.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide list of exceptions and alternative requirements to the standard authorization review process, including authorization of Personal Care Aides (PCA), Preadmission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR), and Level of Care (LOC) requests.

		

		



		12.7.12.24 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Collaborate with Contractor to determine acceptable forms of review request (web-based, fax, telephone) based on review type.

		

		



		12.7.12.25 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review Contractor developed training plan, and collaborate with Contractor to ensure accurate information is provided in trainings.

		

		



		Prior Authorization – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.12.26 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Generate and distribute Prior Authorization approval, denial, and suspense notices to providers and Prior Authorization denials to recipients within twenty-four (24) hours of processing.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.7.12.27 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Meet standards for turnaround of Notification of Determination as identified by DHCFP, generally ranging from one (1) to seven (7) working days by type of service, unless turnaround is extended to allow for physician review. Count of turnaround days begins when Prior Authorization Request is received including complete information with which the review can be conducted.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.



		12.7.12.28 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Update Training Plan on an annual basis, or more frequently if necessary to address major changes in policy and/or review process.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.7.13
UTILIZATION MANAGEMENT (UM)



		12.7.13.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform Utilization Management (UM) activities including, but not limited to, the review of designated claims for medical appropriateness; approving, pending, denying, and/or reviewing appealed claims; and providing a monthly report on the number of claims approved, pended, denied or appealed. 

		a

		ACS performs comprehensive Utilization Management (UM) activities. Management of services is achieved through the ongoing monitoring and evaluation of medical necessity criteria and evaluation of appropriateness of the level of care. The UM program is integrated with the ACS Quality Assurance program (Section 15.9.2), to identify and promote optimal clinical practices in all settings. This is further supported by the DirectOutcomes reporting component of our InformedHealth HIE solution.  This allows analysis of the population's health and quality of care issues.


All designated medical claims are reviewed for medical appropriateness based on evidence-based clinical guidelines published as the Milliman Care Guidelines. To ensure behavioral health service claims are provided timely and effectively, the Magellan Behavioral Health Medical Necessity Criteria are applied for decision making in the appropriate setting. In addition to application of UM criteria in decision making, the UM clinical staff assess the unique needs of individual recipients in consideration of local medical resources. Relevant clinical information and facts from appropriate practitioners involved in a recipient’s care are also gathered. This may be accomplished through review of medical record documentation and/or conversations with appropriate physicians.



		12.7.13.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide key personnel to serve as medical consultants for UM purposes.

		a

		A Nevada licensed physician who is board-certified or board-eligible serves as medical director and is responsible for the oversight of development, implementation and review of the ACS internal quality assurance program including all utilization management activities and adherence to any Plan of Correction. Under the oversight of the medical director, additional medical consultants including a psychiatrist, support clinical, administrative and IT staff to ensure the daily operations are carried out in accordance with the contract terms. 



		12.7.13.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Meet the Federal designation for a Quality Improvement Organization (QIO) or QIO-like vendor.

		a

		ACS is also certified by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) as a QIO-like organization. ACS's Utilization Management program is also fully accredited through the Utilization Review Accreditation Commission (URAC) and has been since 2008. 



		12.7.13.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify quality of care concerns, best practice standards and potential defects in the level of care provided under Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs through activities including, but not limited to, individual record review during daily Utilization Management activity, and profile analysis of providers.

		a

		Several mechanisms for identifying quality of care concerns have been established including the prior authorization activities. These include member and recipient grievances, feedback from satisfaction surveys, utilization tracking and trending data by provider and recipient, medical record reviews and peer review activities.



		12.7.13.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform DHCFP-requested activities to support the appeal process including, but not limited to:

a. Provide supporting documentation;


b. Provide clinical judgment and reasoning as to the determination of the decision; and


c. Providing testimony as required (telephonic or in person).

		a

		To support the appeals process we provide documentation from the Integrated Care Management System (ICMS) record of all review activities. ACS is prepared to provide testimony telephonically or in person.



		12.7.13.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a Quality Assurance program for the Utilization Management process, including, but not limited to, conducting periodic reviews, and monitoring and reporting on staff performance, consistency of application of DHCFP policy and review criteria, and accuracy and timeliness of data entry.

		a

		Linkage between the UM Program and Quality Assurance Program is supported through multiple committees. Key performance and quality of care indicators and criteria are established in collaboration with the Internal Quality Improvement Program ( IQAP) Committee and incorporated into the UM Program.


ACS conducts ongoing inter-rater reliability (IRR) analysis in order to evaluate the consistency with which reviewers involved in the UM processes apply approved clinical criteria and DHCFP policy, and accuracy and timeliness of data entry. The purpose of the IRR is to identify opportunities for improvement in UM processing, assess the consistency of application of criteria, improve coordination of the UM function with providers and other program functions and to communicate techniques to all reviewers to avoid identified errors.



		12.7.13.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Report to DHCFP any provider-specific concerns identified during reviews for investigation or intervention as needed. 

		a

		Through utilization data, ACS is able to track and trend practice patterns of providers. Upon appropriate investigation which may include patient record reviews, and system reports, provider education may result and re-measured for behavior modification. Peer Review may also apply to the process of aberrant practice patterns. 



		12.7.13.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain information gathered during reviews and investigations of mis-utilization in a format that supports the reporting of utilization patterns by service, provider and/or recipient.

		a

		UM decision making is based only on appropriateness of care and service and existence of coverage. When ACS identifies any significant variance from the standard of care, either as a sentinel event if an unjustifiable adverse outcome warrants immediate action or based on a pattern of practice that falls significantly outside of the established program and community standard, ACS will investigate. More detailed analyses are conducted as warranted to investigate and resolve identified problems. Performance comparisons are made against benchmarks or goals and historical norms. When UM concerns are identified an action plan is required to be established by the appropriate quality committee. Such action plans may include provider education, member education, staff development, policy changes, provider contract changes and/or alteration of provider privileges. Re-measurement is performed at appropriate intervals to determine the effectiveness of interventions.



		12.7.13.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide separate monthly reports to meet DHCFP specifications for appropriateness of authorization requests for the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs.

		a

		ACS conducts reviews of prior authorizations (PAs) and provides monthly reports to DHCFP to monitor appropriateness of authorization requests for the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs.



		12.7.13.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide summaries of service, provider and/or recipient issues.

		a

		In the course of reviews, service, provider, or recipient issues may come to light. These issues are summarized and reported to DHCFP. 



		12.7.13.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a Provider Relations Supervisor to:

a. Provide statewide Behavioral Health expertise, consultation, and support for the MH Rehabilitation UM program;

b. Serve as primary point of contact for the various public agencies such as DCFS, MHDS, Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ), DHCFP District Offices, DHCFP, Case Managers, and providers;

c. Coordinate direct, one-on-one Prior Authorization, clinical training throughout the State as needed based upon provider requests, PA data trends, and changes in policy;

d. Participate in workgroups and meetings with the CM/CC vendor to ensure continuity of care and accurate timely follow-up on UM recommendations and data exchange that improves outcomes for BH recipients; and

e. Assist the Director of Behavioral Health with providing monthly and quarterly MH Rehabilitation UM program analysis and recommendations. Analysis and recommendations will focus on access, utilization, cost reporting, provider enrollment, outcomes, recidivism, diagnostics and pharmaceutical utilization.

		a

		ACS provides staff that support the Behavioral Health UM Program, and serves as a primary contact for state agencies. Responsibilities also include coordination and direction of the UM authorization processes. The Provider Relations Manager also participates in workgroups and meetings, with follow-up activities as needed, as well as assisting the Director of Behavioral Health with reports, analyses and recommendations for improvement.






		12.7.13.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide quarterly reports reflecting utilization patterns by service type, with analysis and recommendations to meet DHCFP-defined specifications. Provide DHCFP staff access to predefined and ad hoc reports from the MMIS.

		a

		Reports that include the results of the analysis of utilization patterns and recommendations for action are provided quarterly to DHCFP



		12.7.13.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Recommend revisions to services requiring medical management based upon best practice standards or identification of unusual utilization patterns.

		a

		Based on information from quarterly reports and best practice standards we recommend revisions to improve the effectiveness and efficiencies of the Nevada Medicaid and Check UP programs.



		Utilization Management – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.7.13.14 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Assist with PERM universe development and obtaining provider records.

		a

		ACS will assist with the Payment Error Rate Measure initiative including obtaining provider records from the MMIS and DSS to verify claim submissions for accuracy.

We have included 12.7.13.14 in our budget neutral cost model.



		12.7.13.15 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently managing the utilization management of radiological services. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients.

		a

		ACS has developed a partnership with CareCore National to address utilization management for high cost diagnostic and therapies. CareCore National utilizes research-driven clinical expertise to improve quality and reduce inappropriate utilization. They employ innovative information technology, data management systems and evidence-based clinical pathways to deliver financial and clinical value. Specific to Radiology, CareCore National provides utilization management for advanced imaging (MRI, MRA, PET, Nuclear Cardiology & Medicine, CT) and primary imaging (Radiography, Ultrasound, Bone Density, Mammography, Fluoroscopy).

CareCore National can provide services on either a fixed per member per month basis, or can provide a risk-based cost model if they are given access to more than one year of Nevada Medicaid radiology utilization data. Should DHCFP be interested in pursuing this enhanced radiology utilization management approach, we will be happy to provide resources from CareCore National to finalize the level of services and costing approach.


Because we need discussions with DHCFP on the desirability of using CareCore capabilities, this responsibility is not included in our budget neutral cost model.



		Utilization Management – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.13.16 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Define specifications for Utilization Management reports.

		

		



		12.7.13.17 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review Utilization Management reports produced by Contractor.

		

		



		12.7.13.18 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Request supporting documentation from Contractor, as needed to support DHCFP appeal activities.

		

		



		12.7.13.19 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with Contractor all known changes to the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations, to ensure that the Utilization Management function remains compliant.

		

		



		12.7.13.20 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Interpret policy and make administrative decisions regarding Utilization Management in consultation with Contractor.

		

		



		12.7.13.21 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine policies for utilization review, fraud and abuse review, and quality of care reviews in consultation with Contractor.

		

		



		Utilization Management – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.13.22 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain hours of operation for Utilization Management review services between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM PT Monday through Friday, excluding scheduled State observed holidays. Provide toll-free phone and fax numbers to facilitate provider access to the review processes.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation.





		12.7.13.23 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Generate and deliver monthly reports to DHCFP according to DHCFP-defined schedule and media type.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.7.13.24 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Provide a summary of service, provider and/or recipient issues on a quarterly basis or more frequently if requested by DHCFP. 

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.7.13.25 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Respond promptly to legislative and administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP.

		a

		ACS confirms its commitment to meet or exceed this Contractor Performance Expectation. 



		12.7.14
EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT (EPSDT)



		12.7.14.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate, distribute, and track periodic follow-up or reminder correspondence to recipients and providers about upcoming or overdue appointments based upon periodicity schedule and referrals, initial and follow-up letters about EPSDT benefits, schedules for well-child exams and immunizations, and other EPSDT related information and events.

		a

		Frequent communication with recipients is necessary for the success of the EPSDT program. We send outreach brochures and letters to provide the recipient’s parent or guardian with information about the program, notices in advance of screenings due to remind the recipient to set up an appointment with his/her Primary Care Physician or other Medicaid provider, and follow-ups to ensure recipients receive all screenings and treatments due.



		12.7.14.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Document services provided, referrals made and treatment received to meet federal and State EPSDT reporting requirements and provide the information needed for EPSDT policy decisions.

		a

		We identify, report, track, and monitor utilization of all services related to EPSDT screenings, immunizations, diagnosis, and treatment. EPSDT services are initially identified on provider-submitted claims and are subsequently available for statistical reporting.



		12.7.14.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify pregnant women in third trimester using State eligibility system data and send letter explaining EPSDT benefits.

		a

		The recipient function of the Core MMIS captures a pregnant women’s expected due date as transmitted in the NOMADS eligibility file. This information triggers the generation of an initial EPSDT letter when the women has reached her third trimester. 



		12.7.14.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate letters to head of household for all newborn recipients explaining EPSDT benefits.

		a

		Adding newborn data to the recipient database triggers the system to generate letters to send to parents or guardians with information about the EPSDT Program and its benefits



		12.7.14.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to reprint all letters and notices.



		a

		Our Online Document Retrieval and Archive System (ODRAS), stores images of letters and notices, making them available for reprinting.



		Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.14.6 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve all letters and notifications, including timing of distribution, to recipients and providers.

		

		



		12.7.15
PERSONAL CARE SERVICES (PCS) PROGRAM



		12.7.15.1 

		

		<CONTRACTOR SHOULD CONSULT THE REFERENCE LIBRARY FOR INFORMATION ON THE PCS PROGRAM>

		a

		Please see Proposal Section 12.7 Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services for our approach to maintaining the Personal Care Services program.
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SUBJECT:
Amendment No. 4 to Request for Proposal No. 1824

DATE OF AMENDMENT:
March 26, 2010

DATE OF RFP RELEASE:
February 9, 2010

DATE AND TIME OF OPENING:
April 29, 2010 at 2:00 p.m.

AGENCY CONTACT:   Shannon Berry, Assistant Chief Procurement Officer

The following shall be a part of RFP No. 1824 for Nevada MMIS Takeover.  If a vendor has already returned a proposal and any of the information provided below changes that proposal, please submit the changes along with this amendment.  You need not re-submit an entire proposal prior to the opening date and time.


Changes to RFP Language:


A. Section 14.1, Overview of RFP 1824 is modified as follows (additions are in bold italics, deletions are stricken) 

14. Scope of Work – Hosting Solutions



14.1 Overview


Through this procurement, DHCFP will also review hosting options described in the Vendor’s proposal response to determine the feasibility of various hosting solutions and the extent to which they would support Nevada’s Core MMIS and associated peripheral systems and tools.


A document containing information about DHCFP’s current hosting solution is available within the Reference Library. Vendors are encouraged to review the file labeled ‘Current Nevada MMIS and Agency Computing Environment’ when preparing a response to this section. 


Vendors must propose a hosting solution for the Nevada MMIS operations and maintenance, and may respond to one of the following two scenarios:


1. Take over and provide continued hosting support and services based on Nevada’s current hosting solution; or


2. Provide an alternative vendor-hosted solution.


The vendor is requested to provide supporting information regarding the associated costs for their proposed hosting option. This information is for informational purposes only, as the payment for hosting will be incorporated into the operational cost schedule for maintaining budget neutrality. 


Vendors are also requested to describe a potential hosting solution and associated costs for a State-hosted solution. This information is being requested for informational purposes only, and will not be evaluated as part of the technical or cost proposal evaluations, as DHCFP does not intend to move to the State hosting option at this time. Cost information associated with this scenario shall be provided separately within the Vendor’s cost proposal. For the state hosted solution, DHCFP is seeking cost information associated with the provision of vendor support in a state-hosted scenario.  Vendors are not expected to provide state related costs associated with transitioning, operating, maintaining, staffing, or other expenses incurred in a state hosted scenario.

Correction to State Response in Amendment #3, Questions and Responses to RFP:


Amendment #3, Vendor Question #369:  

Section 14.1, pg.130 – Price information for the State hosted solution… Could the State please provide the pricing information for the State data center? 


Vendor may contact NV DoIT for rates.  In a state-hosted solution, DHCFP will pay hosting costs.  Vendor must propose all other costs.


For the state hosted solution, DHCFP is seeking cost information associated with the provision of vendor support in a state-hosted scenario.  Vendors are not expected to provide state related costs associated with transitioning, operating, maintaining, staffing, or other expenses incurred in a state hosted scenario, and therefore declines to provide pricing information associated with the state data center as requested.


ALL ELSE REMAINS THE SAME FOR RFP 1824.


Vendor shall sign and return this amendment with proposal submitted.


NAME OF VENDOR ___________________________________________________________


AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE ____________________________________________________


TITLE __________________________________ 
DATE _____________________________




This document must be submitted in the “State Documents” section/tab of vendors’ technical proposal
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Appendix C — Web Front-End Navigation and Screens



appendix C — web front-end navigation and screens

As referenced in Sections 12.1.1.10 and 12.5.1, the proposed web-enabled screens for the Nevada MMIS provide the user with a drop-down menu to select which subsystem in the MMIS is to be used. In addition, with subsystems, the user is able to easily navigate through a series of tabs and sub-tabs to enter or review information.

Since the MMIS is accessible through a secure web portal, individual functions can be exposed to users depending on role-based security.  An example of this is exposure of web enrollment self-service to providers.  Another example is access to the pend resolution process for providers to update or correct missing or incorrect information to streamline the claims and provider payment process.  An overview of the proposed web front-end system is included on the following pages.   
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			11.3.1.6	All confidentiality incidents, suspected incidents, 			breaches, or suspected breaches of Protected Health 		Information (PHI) or individually identifiable 			information, in any form or media (electronic, fax, 		paper, etc.), including, but not limited to, 				inappropriate disclosure of applicant or recipient 			name, must be reported to the DHCFP Administrator 		and the DHCFP HIPAA Privacy and Security Officers 		immediately upon discovery.

		VII-20



			11.3.1.7	Release of any PHI or individually identifiable 			information must only occur after the contractor has 		verified the proper HIPAA agreements are in place 		to allow for the release of said information in 			accordance with federal HIPAA and confidentiality 		regulations and state statues. To ensure compliance, 		the contractor must provide a monthly report to the 		HIPAA Security Officer and the HIPAA Privacy 			Officer for each release of PHI or individually 			identifiable information.

		VII-20



			11.3.1.8	Transmittal of PHI and/or individually identifiable 		information, as outlined in 45 CFR 164.512 and the 		definitions at 45 CFR 160.103, must be in 				accordance with HIPAA regulations in effect at the 		time of the transmittal.

		VII-20



			11.3.1.9	Become a business associate of the DHCFP and have 		a HIPAA Privacy and a HIPAA Security Officer. 			Must develop written HIPAA policies and 	procedures 		and train all members of the workforce on how to 			protect PHI and individually identifiable information.

		VII-20



			11.3.1.10	Implement physical and technical safeguards to limit 		access to and protect the security and privacy of PHI 		in accordance with all applicable HIPAA regulations.

		VII-20



			11.3.1.11	Meet and maintain transactions and transaction code 		sets in accordance with HIPAA regulations at 45 CFR 		Part 162.

		VII-20



			11.3.1.12	Accept and transmit all electronic HIPAA-	compliant 		formats and transactions, in accordance with Federal 		regulations.

		VII-20



			11.3.1.13	Maintain current companion guides, and establish new 		companion guides for any future HIPAA-compliant 		transactions adopted by DHCFP.

		VII-21



			11.3.1.14	Contractor must immediately report to the DHCFP 		Administrator and the DHCFP HIPAA Privacy and 		Security Officers any inappropriate or unauthorized 		access to systems immediately upon discovery.

		VII-21



			11.3.1.15	Contractor must maintain knowledge about current 		HIPAA regulations and stay informed about any 			upcoming changes in regulations.

		VII-21



			11.3.1.16	Contractor must ensure that any agent, including a 			subcontractor or employee of the Contractor agrees 		to implement reasonable and appropriate safeguards 		to protect protected health information or individually 		identifiable information.

		VII-21



			11.3.2	DHCFP Responsibilities

		VII-21



			11.3.3	Contractor Performance Expectations

		VII-21



			11.3.3.1	Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance 		with HIPAA regulations and DHCFP policy.

		VII-21



			11.3.3.2	Upgrade system or implement new HIPAA rules 			according to Change Management Process and within 		State and Federal timelines.

		VII-21



		11.4	Security Requirements (Federal Security Regulations and System 	Access)

		VII-22



				11.4.1	Contractor Responsibilities

		VII-22



			11.4.1.1	The contractor shall meet, or exceed, all HIPAA 			Privacy and Security Regulations including future 			revisions and additions to such regulations. The 			contractor shall adhere to the following regulations:

		VII-22



			11.4.1.1.A	Minimum Security Requirements for Federal 			Information and Information Systems (FIPS PUB 			200);

		VII-22



			11.4.1.1.B	Risk Management Guide for Information Technology 		Systems (NIST SP 800-30);

		VII-23



			11.4.1.1.C	Federal Regulations at 45 CFR 95.621; and

		VII-24



			11.4.1.1.D	ARRA 2009 Title XIII HITECH

		VII-24



			11.4.1.2	Implement and maintain physical security over sites 		related to fiscal agent responsibilities described in this 		RFP. At a minimum, restrict perimeter access to 			equipment sites, processing areas, storage areas and 		the mailroom through a card key or other comparable 		system, as well as provide accountability control to 		record access attempts, including attempts of 			unauthorized access. Physical security shall include 		additional features designed to safeguard system and 		operational processing site(s) through fire retardant 		capabilities as well as smoke and electrical alarms, 		monitored by security personnel on a twenty-four (24) 		hours per day, seven (7) days a week basis.

		VII-25



			11.4.1.3	Employ a security system that requires a unique login 		ID and password for each user for the network and 		applications; password parameters and expirations 			must meet, or exceed, DHCFP policy.

		VII-25



			11.4.1.4	Establish and utilize a procedure that processes user 		login ID changes, additions and terminations as well 		as required password changes within a timeframe 			established by DHCFP.

		VII-26



			11.4.1.5	Employ role-based security to the MMIS and DSS, 		restricting access to subsystems and functions 			commensurate with job responsibilities and the 			minimum necessary based on the user’s profile (e.g., 		inquiry access only). Global access to all functions 		must be restricted to specified staff.

		VII-26



			11.4.1.6	Provide technical security to prohibit unauthorized 		access to the networks and applications, including but 		not limited to configuration and maintenance of a 			firewall to restrict access to systems from all 			unauthorized users.

		VII-26



			11.4.1.7	Ensure secure disposal and destruction of confidential 		information (e.g. PHI, ePHI, PII) regardless of format, 		in accordance with NIST Special Publication 800-88, 		DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and 			regulations. This includes but is not limited to hard 		copies and electronic media (e.g. hard drives, data 			tapes, USB drives, etc).

		VII-27



			11.4.1.8	Maintain the following types of audit trails:

		VII-27



			11.4.1.8.A	To identify and track results of transaction processing; 		changes to master file data (recipient, provider, 			reference, etc.); and all edits encountered, resolved, or 		overridden;

		VII-27



			11.4.1.8.B	To identify unauthorized attempts to access the 			network; and

		VII-28



			11.4.1.8.C	To track changes to software modules or subsystems 		and provide procedures for safeguarding DHCFP from 		unauthorized modifications to the Nevada MMIS. All 		modifications must be authorized through the change 		management process as outlined in Section 12.2 of 		this RFP.

		VII-28



			11.4.1.9	Provide Audit Trail reports showing before and after 		images of changed data, the ID of the person making 		the changes, the data changed and the reason for 			change.

		VII-29



			11.4.1.10	Provide for automatic logoff of application for 			inactivity by timeframe established by DHCFP.

		VII-29



			11.4.1.11	Develop a DHCFP-approved Security Plan, providing 		details on how the Contractor will 	manage and 			maintain technical, physical, and administrative 			security over the systems, 	networks, and facilities as 		well as security roles and responsibilities.

		VII-30



			11.4.1.12	Establish the system security portions of a Security 		Plan as it relates to the MMIS and system components 		and for inclusion into DHCFP’s overall Security Plan. 		The system security portion of the Security Plan shall 		address all requirements presented in Federal Register 		45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308.

		VII-30



			11.4.1.13	In addition, the Contractor is responsible, as defined in 		Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 			142.308, for all aspects of a Security Plan for federal 		systems that includes written security plans, rules, 			procedures and guidance concerning all aspects of 			security and contingency plans for responding to a 			system emergency.

		VII-30



			11.4.1.14	Ensure security of MMIS access and transactions from 		multiple sources, including but not limited to Virtual 		Private Networks, clearinghouses, Wide Area 			Networks, and the Internet.

		VII-30



			11.4.1.15	Maintain audit trails for all data received or 			transmitted.

		VII-30



			11.4.1.16	Utilize electronic signatures, where appropriate, as 		agreed to by DHCFP.

		VII-30



			11.4.1.17	Ensure encryption of data and encryption of 			transmission methods as required by DHCFP policy.

		VII-30



			11.4.1.18	Apply all security patches for the operating system 		and any other software for the system within 			timeframes specified by DHCFP.

		VII-30



			11.4.1.19	Inform DHCFP of any potential security breaches in a 		timeframe specified by DHCFP.

		VII-31



				11.4.2	DHCFP Responsibilities

		VII-31



				11.4.3	Contractor Performance Expectations

		VII-31



			11.4.3.1	Submit the Security Plan to DHCFP within thirty (30) 		calendar days of contract signing and provide updates 		to the plan on an annual basis.

		VII-31



			11.4.3.2	Develop, maintain and test procedures consistent with 		DHCFP/State policies for 	handling security patches 		and other necessary software patches and updates.

		VII-31



			11.4.3.3	Notify DHCFP of any potential or discovered 			security breaches within twenty-four (24) hours 			except as provided for in 45 CFR § 164.412.

		VII-31



			11.4.3.4	Process user ID changes and additions within three (3) 		working days of each request.

		VII-31



			11.4.3.5	Process user ID deletions within one (1) working day 		of each request.

		VII-31



		11.5	Business Resumption Requirements

		VII-31



				11.5.1	Overview

		VII-32



				11.5.2	Contractor Responsibilities

		VII-32



			11.5.2.1	Business Resumption

		VII-32



			11.5.2.1.A	Procedures, physical equipment and facilities in place 		to reconstruct the 	MMIS and system components and 		data should a disaster strike any processor site;

		VII-32



			11.5.2.1.B	Recovery plans for all system components;

		VII-33



			11.5.2.1.C	Contingency Plan for the system to instruct DHCFP in 		responding to a system emergency or the 				unavailability of the system; and

		VII-33



			11.5.2.1.D	Plans to address four (4) types of situations that could 		occur:

		VII-33



			11.5.2.1.D.1	A major disaster where any hosting facility is 				destroyed or damaged. Identify and provide 				alternative facilities and backup to ensure 				continuation of operations as a part of a 				comprehensive disaster recovery plan to ensure that 		the system will be up and running at an alternate 			facility within forty-eight (48) hours of the disaster;

		VII-33



			11.5.2.1.D.2	Unscheduled system hardware downtime for any 			reason. Identify and provide a plan to repair or 				replace 	system hardware to ensure that the 				system will be up and running within twenty-four 			(24) hours of the failure;

		VII-33



			11.5.2.1.D.3	System or application dependent problems resulting 			from network failure. Provide a plan that addresses 			the repair or replacement of connectivity to ensure 			that the network will be up and running within 				twenty-four (24) hours of the failure; and

		VII-34



			11.5.2.1.D.4	Downtime caused by the failure of any application 			software. Provide a plan that addresses the 				restoration of application software and associated 			data, to ensure that the application software will be 			restored within four (4) hours of the failure, and 				associated data restored within twenty-four (24) 				hours of the failure.

		VII-34



				11.5.3	DHCFP Responsibilities

		VII-34



				11.5.4	Contractor Performance Expectations

		VII-34



			11.5.4.1	In the event of a disaster where hosting facility is 			destroyed or damaged, the system must be up and 			running at an alternate facility within forty-eight (48) 		hours of the disaster.

		VII-34



			11.5.4.2	In the event of an unscheduled system hardware 			downtime, the system must be up and running within 		twenty-four (24) hours of 	the event.

		VII-34



			11.5.4.3	In the event of a network failure, the network must be 		up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the 		failure.

		VII-34



			11.5.4.4	In the event of downtime caused by the failure of 			application software, the application software must be 		restored within four (4) hours of the failure, and 			associated data restored within twenty-four (24) hours 		of the failure.

		VII-34



			11.5.4.5	Submit Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery 		Plan for approval by DHCFP within thirty (30) days of 		contract signing, and update plan at least annually 			thereafter.

		VII-35



			11.5.4.6	Test Business continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan 		annually, on a schedule approved by DHCFP, and 			present plan and results to DHCFP for approval.

		VII-35



		11.6	Post Implementation Review and CMS Certification

		VII-35



				11.6.1	Overview

		VII-35



				11.6.2	Contractor Responsibilities

		VII-36



			11.6.2.1	Perform a post implementation review of the MMIS, 		peripheral systems and tools, and documentation 			(system and user) in preparation for CMS’ 			certification review process, approximately six (6) 			months after full transfer of the Nevada MMIS 			operations to the successful Vendor. The successful 		Vendor’s 	project manager will be required to 			participate on site for the duration of the review 			period. The post implementation review should be 			conducted no later than thirty (30) days prior to CMS’ 		scheduled certification review. Post implementation 		review results should be provided to DHCFP for 			review and approval.

		VII-36



			11.6.2.2	Prepare and submit for review by DHCFP, a Post 			Implementation Evaluation Report that includes at a 		minimum:

		VII-36



			11.6.2.2.A	Lessons learned (i.e., successes, failures, outcomes) 		from the takeover and implementation;

		VII-36



			11.6.2.2.B	Project successes and failures;

		VII-37



			11.6.2.2.C	Issues, risks, and concerns;

		VII-37



			11.6.2.2.D	Proposed resolutions to issues, risks, and concerns;

		VII-37



			11.6.2.2.E	MMIS user satisfaction;

		VII-37



			11.6.2.2.F	Benefits gained over the previous MMIS; and

		VII-37



			11.6.2.2.G	The current status of the MMIS.

		VII-37



			11.6.2.3	Perform a post implementation review of newly 			installed or modified systems that are within or 			peripheral to the MMIS, in accordance with its 			approved implementation 	schedule. This review 			applies to systems that may be installed after the 			takeover of the Nevada MMIS.

		VII-37



			11.6.2.4	Review DHCFP’s current Medicaid Enterprise 			Certification Toolkit (MECT) and provide updates to 		MECT checklists prior to CMS’ MMIS certification 		review process.

		VII-37



			11.6.2.5	Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will 		promote coordination of DHCFP and contractor 			responsibilities associated with CMS certification 			review process. At a minimum, the schedule should 		include the following elements and shall be submitted 		to DHCFP no later than thirty (30) working days prior 		to CMS’ scheduled certification review:

		VII-38



			11.6.2.5.A	Planned dates, milestones, associated with 			certification review tasks and activities;

		VII-38



			11.6.2.5.B	Development periods and submission dates for 			materials and activities pertaining to CMS’ 			certification review;

		VII-38



			11.6.2.5.C	Review periods (including DHCFP and CMS reviews) 		for materials developed in preparation for CMS’ 			certification review; and

		VII-38



			11.6.2.5.D	Scheduled walkthroughs of MMIS subsystems, 			business areas, and documentation (system or user 			documentation, or other documents as requested by 		DHCFP or CMS).

		VII-38



			11.6.2.6	Prepare certification review materials in preparation 		for multiple meetings with CMS and DHCFP in 			support of CMS’ certification review process. 			Materials may include but is not limited to:

		VII-38



			11.6.2.6.A	Meeting or walkthrough agendas and subsequent 			meeting minutes;

		VII-38



			11.6.2.6.B	Specific documentation pertaining to the review of a 		particular MMIS subsystem or business area;

		VII-39



			11.6.2.6.C	System or user documentation pertaining to the review 		of a particular MMIS subsystem or business area;

		VII-39



			11.6.2.6.D	Materials in presentation format as requested by 			DHCFP or CMS in preparation for the review; and

		VII-39



			11.6.2.6.E	Materials that support walkthrough with CMS and 			DHCFP, of various system components, functional, or 		business areas.

		VII-39



			11.6.2.7	Establish an online and/or physical repository of 			materials or information that will be used to support 		CMS’ certification review. The repository must adhere 		to access and security guidelines established by 			DHCFP.

		VII-39



			11.6.2.8	Participate in CMS certification review meetings, 			onsite reviews/walkthroughs, or teleconference calls 		as requested by DHCFP, in preparation of, throughout, 		and post CMS’ MMIS certification review process.

		VII-39



			11.6.2.9	Work with DHCFP to establish a corrective action 			plan including but not limited to an approach and 			schedule for addressing certification review findings 		reported by CMS within a timeframe that is acceptable 		to CMS and DHCFP.

		VII-40



			11.6.2.10	Perform corrective actions and address deficiencies 		identified by CMS, in a manner that is acceptable to 		CMS and DHCFP. Corrective actions taken shall be 		documented and submitted to DHCFP for evidential 		and record management purposes.

		VII-40



			11.6.3	Contractor Performance Responsibilities

		VII-40



			11.6.3.1	The Vendor’s post implementation review should be 		conducted no later than thirty (30) days prior to CMS’ 		scheduled certification review. Post implementation 		review results should be provided to DHCFP for 			review and approval.

		VII-40



			11.6.3.2	Submit to DHCFP for review, a Post Implementation 		Review Report no later than fifteen (15) working days 		prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.

		VII-40



			11.6.3.3	Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will 		promote coordination of DHCFP and Fiscal Agent 		responsibilities associated with CMS certification 			review process. The schedule shall be submitted to 		DHCFP no later than thirty (30) working days prior to 		CMS’ scheduled certification review.

		VII-40



			11.6.4	Contractor Deliverables

		VII-41



			11.6.4.1	Updated MECT Checklists.

		VII-41



			11.6.4.2	Post Implementation Review Report.

		VII-41



			11.6.4.3	Certification Review Schedule.

		VII-41



			11.6.4.4	Pre-certification Review Materials.

		VII-41



			11.6.4.5	Online or Physical Certification Review Repository.

		VII-41



			11.6.4.6	Corrective Action Plan (in response to CMS’ 			certification review results).

		VII-41



			11.6.4.7	Documented Evidence of Corrective Actions.

		VII-41



			11.6.5	DHCFP Responsibilities

		VII-41



		12.1	General Operational Requirements for All System Components

		VII-43



				12.1.1	Contractor Responsibilities

		VII-43



					General

		VII-43



			12.1.1.1	Provide periodic recommendations for process 			improvements, based on industry standards, best 			practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		VII-43



			12.1.1.2	Contractor shall meet and comply with all State and 		Federal rules and regulations.

		VII-43



			12.1.1.3	Respond to all DHCFP inquiries within one (1) 			working day.

		VII-43



			12.1.1.4	Maintain, and distribute as necessary, forms unique to 		Nevada Medicaid and Check Up including historical 		and current forms.

		VII-43



					Computing Platform – LAN/WAN

		VII-43



			12.1.1.5	Operate within Nevada’s current and future LAN/ 			WAN network architecture in accordance with 			performance standards established by DHCFP. 			Nevada’s current LAN/WAN network architecture 		information and associated performance standards are 		presented in the Procurement Library. The 			Contractor’s telecommunications/data 				communications network must be compatible with 		State standards or be able to interface with State 			platforms and interconnections unless there are 			mutually agreed upon exceptions.

		VII-43



			12.1.1.6	All GUI front-end, database, middleware, and 			communications software, must be written in 			languages approved by DHCFP and compatible with 		DHCFP’s computing environment. Alternate 			languages may be proposed with the understanding 		that they must be approved by DHCFP. During the 		turnover period, the Contractor must take any actions 		necessary, including software and data conversion, to 		enable the MMIS and system components to be fully 		operational in DHCFP’s technical environment.

		VII-44



					General Operations Outputs

		VII-45



			12.1.1.7	Adhere to the following standards for all outputs:

		VII-45



			12.1.1.7.A	All data must be edited for presence, format and 			consistency with other data in the update transaction;

		VII-45



			12.1.1.7.B	All headings and footers must be standard;

		VII-45



			12.1.1.7.C	Current date and time must be displayed;

		VII-45



			12.1.1.7.D	Dates must display centuries when the century 			information is critical. For example, date of birth. All 		stored dates must identify the century

		VII-45



			12.1.1.7.E	All data labels and definitions used must be 			consistent throughout the system and clearly defined 		in user manuals;

		VII-45



			12.1.1.7.F	All MMIS generated messages must be clear and 			sufficiently descriptive to provide enough information 		for problem correction and be written in full English 		text;

		VII-45



			12.1.1.7.G	All letters generated by the Nevada MMIS must have 		the ability to display data in upper and lower case; and

		VII-45



			12.1.1.7.H	All letters generated by the MMIS must be available 		in English and all other required languages (currently 		limited to Spanish).

		VII-45



					Technical Requirements - Navigation

		VII-45



			12.1.1.8	Maintain a user friendly systems navigation 			technology and a graphical user interface (GUI) that 		allows all Nevada MMIS users to move freely 			throughout the system using pull down menus, 			window tabs, and "point and click" navigation. In 			addition, the navigation process must be completed 		without having to enter identifying data more than 			once. "Help" screens must be included and should be 		context-sensitive in order to provide for ease of use. 		The use of GUI access must be standardized 			throughout the MMIS and system components.

		VII-45



			12.1.1.9	Maintain a user-friendly menu system understandable 		by non-technical users that provides access to all 			functional areas. This menu system must be 			hierarchical and provide submenus for all functional 		areas of the Nevada MMIS. However, the menu 			system must not restrict the ability of users to directly 		access a screen, or the ability to access one screen 			from another without reverting to the menu structure.

		VII-48



			12.1.1.10	Maintain menus that reflect a hierarchical or tree 			structure of the screens. Each menu item may indicate 		a list of screens or a list of submenus to indicate 			screen dependencies to the users. The system should 		remain available to the user from log on to log off, 		without the need for intermediate systems prompts. 		The user should be able to navigate to any 	component 		of the system without the need to enter additional user 		identification.

		VII-49



			12.1.1.11	Maintain system navigation, user interface, and 			system access requirements that are standard for all 		authorized users of the MMIS and system 				components, including authorized 	users from other 		agencies and entities.

		VII-50



					Technical Requirements – Data Integrity/Audit Trail

		VII-50



			12.1.1.12	Maintain a relational database management system 		(RDBMS). Referential integrity of the data must be 		maintained by the RDBMS. In the event of a break in 		a logical unit of work, all previously updated data 			must be rolled back. The system must provide a 			complete online audit trail of data changes, as outlined 		in Section 12.1.1 of this RFP.

		VII-50



			12.1.1.13	Permit overrides only by written prior approval 			granted through DHCFP authorization policy.

		VII-50



			12.1.1.14	Ensure that the system design facilitates auditing of 		data and paper records and that audit trails are 			provided throughout the system, including any 			conversion programs. The audit record must identify 		user ID, workstation ID, and date and time of change.

		VII-50



			12.1.1.15	Incorporate audit trails in the system to track source 		documents and data through all processing stages, 			including the final destination. The audit trails must 		also allow users to trace processed data back to source 		documents

		VII-51



			12.1.1.16	Maintain audit trails for data changes including but not 		limited to:

		VII-51



			12.1.1.16.A		Overrides

		VII-51



			12.1.1.16.B		Updates

		VII-51



			12.1.1.16.C		Insertions

		VII-51



			12.1.1.16.D		Deletions

		VII-51



			12.1.1.16.E		Transformations

		VII-51



			12.1.1.17	All updates to data and all error updates and 			replacement transactions must be available for review 		by DHCFP upon request.

		VII-51



			12.1.1.18	Display date and user ID associated with changes on 		appropriate online inquiry screens 	and reports.

		VII-51



					Technical Requirements – Data Storage and Retention

		VII-52



			12.1.1.19	Maintain data for online access for a minimum of 			seventy two (72) months. After seventy-two (72) 			months the data can be archived to an unalterable 			electronic media agreed to by DHCFP, as long as a 		method to retrieve archived data within twenty-four 		(24) hours is provided.

		VII-52



			12.1.1.20	Restore archived data for reviewing, copying and 			printing, when requested by DHCFP.

		VII-52



					Processing Requirements

		VII-52



			12.1.1.21	Accept, enter, process, and report on requests for 			payment to meet the requirements of this RFP, 			DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and 			regulations. Accuracy, reasonableness and integrity of 		the payment processing function must be ensured by 		the Contractor.

		VII-52



			12.1.1.22	Support the exchange of data between and among the 		MMIS and system components to 	facilitate business 		functions that meet the requirements of this RFP, 			DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and 			regulations. Data may come from internal and external 		sources. A current interface inventory listing is 			contained in the Reference Library.

		VII-52



					System Response

		VII-53



			12.1.1.23	The system must respond to specific user requests 			within response times identified by DHCFP. System 		response time shall be measured during normal 			working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, 		Monday through Friday, with the exception of Nevada 		State Observed Holidays.  The following response 			times will be measured:

		VII-53



			12.1.1.23.A		Record Search Time – The time elapsed after the 			search command is entered until the list of matching 		records begins to appear on the monitor;

		VII-53



			12.1.1.23.B		Record Retrieval Time – The time elapsed after the 			retrieve command is entered until the record data 			begin to appear on the monitor;

		VII-53



			12.1.1.23.C		Screen Edit Time – The time elapsed after the last 			field is filled on the screen with an enter 	command 			until all field entries are edited with the errors 			highlighted;

		VII-53



			12.1.1.23.D		New Screen Page Time – The time elapsed from the 			time a new screen is requested until the data from 			that screen start to appear on the monitor; and

		VII-53



			12.1.1.23.E		Print Initiation Time – The elapsed time from the 			command to print a screen or report until it appears 			in the appropriate queue.

		VII-53



					Programming Requirements

		VII-54



			12.1.1.24	Enable flexibility and efficiency in performing 			modifications using parameter and rules-based 			techniques, in order to support DHCFP program 			changes.

		VII-54



			12.1.1.25	Support validation checking for all transactions and 		interactions with the system including the data entry 		function.

		VII-56



			12.1.1.26	Maintain a comprehensive set of edits and 	audits 			including but not limited to the following points:

		VII-56



			12.1.1.26.A		Ensure that the transaction is subjected to all 				validation checks (e.g., number fields are all 				numeric);

		VII-57



					12.1.1.26.B	Ensure that the transaction is subjected to all 						business rule edits (e.g., provider number on file, no 					drug to drug interactions are present);

		VII-57



			12.1.1.26.C		Store reference data in tables to support efficient 			maintenance of specific values;

		VII-58



			12.1.1.26.D		Provide a process that allows for the setting of 				statistical edits;

		VII-59



			12.1.1.26.E		Ensure that transaction data is consistent with the 			Data Dictionary definitions; and

		VII-59



			12.1.1.26.F		Ensure that the transaction is processed to the 				maximum extent possible and that all failed edits are 			returned to the provider with sufficient explanation 			to allow the provider to 	correct the transaction.

		VII-60



				12.1.2	DHCFP Responsibilities

		VII-60



				12.1.3	System Performance Expectations

		VII-60



			12.1.3.1	The MMIS and systems components that support 			Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program business, 		(e.g., EVS, DSS, etc.) must operate in a twenty-four 		(24) hours per day, seven (7) days a week environment 		with a limited time period each week for maintenance.

		VII-60



			12.1.3.2	Perform and complete system upgrades and database 		updates made to all systems outside of normal 			working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, 		Monday through Friday, with the exception of Nevada 		State Observed Holidays, or at times agreed to by 			DHCFP.

		VII-60



			12.1.3.3	Meet MMIS and system components response time 		standards.  Times shall be measured for adherence to 		the requirements every fifteen (15) minutes during 		randomly selected days several times per month, at 		DHCFP's 	discretion, at a remote workstation. In 			addition, the Contractor must provide a system to 			monitor and report on response time monitoring 			results.  1. Record Search Time – The response time 		must be within four (4) seconds for ninety-five (95%) 		of the record searches;  2. Record Retrieval Time – 		The response time must be within four (4) seconds 		for ninety-five (95%) of the records retrieved; 3. 			Screen Edit Time – The response time must be 			within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the 		time; 4. New Screen/Page Time – The response time 		must be within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) 		of the time; and 5. Print Initiation Time – The 			response time must be within two (2) seconds for 			ninety-five (95%) of the time.

		VII-61



		12.2	Maintenance and Change Management

		VII-61



				Maintenance Activities

		VII-61



				12.2.1	Operational Maintenance

		VII-61



				12.2.2	Contractor Responsibilities

		VII-62



			12.2.2.1	Schedule and perform ongoing operations 	tasks to 		ensure system tuning, performance response time, 			database stability and processing.

		VII-62



			12.2.2.2	Initiate routine production schedules.

		VII-62



			12.2.2.3	Maintain tables/databases that are not automatically 		updated during scheduled data loads.

		VII-62



			12.2.2.4	Maintain security to include maintenance of user 			accounts.

		VII-62



			12.2.2.5	Maintain all database and application servers and 			related hardware.

		VII-62



			12.2.2.6	Provide and install upgrades of hardware and 			software during operations of the system as well as its 		maintenance.

		VII-62



			12.2.2.7	Provide ongoing maintenance and submit updates to 		system documentation within thirty (30) days of 			DHCFP approval of a corrective action plan of a 			deficiency, or of implementation of a software 			modification.

		VII-62



			12.2.2.8	Maintain updated user and system documentation.

		VII-63



			12.2.2.9	Respond to production problems and emergency 			situations according to DHCFP-approved guidelines.

		VII-63



			12.2.2.10	Maintain certification standards established during the 		CMS system review.

		VII-63



			12.2.2.11	Submit a monthly invoice and supporting 				documentation for reimbursement of operations, as 		specified by DHCFP.

		VII-63



			12.2.2.12	Submit monthly written operations period 	status 			reports to DHCFP, including details of the total 			maintenance and modification hours and the FTE’s 		utilized for that effort.

		VII-63



			12.2.2.13	Provide adequate maintenance and modification 			staffing levels to meet the 	requirements of this 			contract.

		VII-63



			12.2.2.14	Request approval to utilize FTE hours for IT 			programming staff that exceeds DHCFP-defined 			criteria.

		VII-63



				12.2.3	Progress Milestones

		VII-63



			12.2.3.1	Adherence to operational performance expectations 		for each Nevada MMIS function as found in Section 		12 of this RFP.

		VII-63



				12.2.4	Contractor Deliverables

		VII-64



			12.2.4.1	Monthly operations period status reports

		VII-64



				12.2.5	DHCFP Responsibilities

		VII-64



				12.2.6	Contractor Performance Expectations

		VII-64



			12.2.6.1	Distribute meeting and planning session 				documentation to DHCFP for verification within five 		(5) working days following the meeting or planning 		session.

		VII-64



			12.2.6.2	Track and provide a monthly report for DHCFP 			approval, hours expended and available for 			Contractor’s modification and enhancement design, 		testing, and implementation activities. Report should 		include elements as identified by DHCFP. The report 		must be provided within 5 days following the last 			working day of the reporting period.

		VII-64



			12.2.6.3	Track and maintain problem logs and allow DHCFP 		access to the problem logs as needed.

		VII-64



				Change Management Activities

		VII-64



				12.2.7	Each vendor must propose a Change Management process through 			which ongoing system modifications and/or enhancements of the 			NV MMIS will be managed and considered by DHCFP and the 			Contractor. DHCFP is seeking an approach to Change 					Management based on industry best practices and successful 				implementation on one or more similar large scale IT projects. The 			purpose of the Change Management process is to facilitate the 				organized planning, development, and execution of modifications 			and enhancements to the NV MMIS, which includes the core 				MMIS as well as all peripheral systems and tools that support 				Medicaid claims processing. The Change Management process 			shall apply to all systems and tools.

		VII-64



				12.2.8	The proposed Change Management solution submitted in response 			to this RFP must include the following:

		VII-66



			12.2.8.1	Provide a change request form/process that includes 		the following minimum fields/topics to be completed 		as information becomes available through research 		and request consideration:

		VII-66



			12.2.8.1.A	Reason for change request;

		VII-67



			12.2.8.1.B	Detailed description of requested change;

		VII-67



			12.2.8.1.C	Potential impacts to other system or process areas;

		VII-67



			12.2.8.1.D	Estimated hours to complete modification or 			enhancement;

		VII-67



			12.2.8.1.E	Tracking of decisions and discussions regarding the 		request;

		VII-67



			12.2.8.1.F	Reason for non-approval;

		VII-67



			12.2.8.1.G	Date of approval; and

		VII-67



			12.2.8.1.H	Approval signatures for specific DHCFP and 			Contractor management.

		VII-68



			12.2.8.2	Allow for change requests to be initiated and 			submitted by both DHCFP and Contractor 	staff.

		VII-68



			12.2.8.3	Proposed electronic tracking system capable of 			tracking change requests from submission 	through all 		steps to approval or closure, with access and record 		update capabilities for both DHCFP and Contractor 		staff.

		VII-68



			12.2.8.4	Include standards for Design deliverables resulting 		from approved change requests, including DHCFP 		approval of both high level and detailed design 			documents.

		VII-68



			12.2.8.5	Include standards for testing of developed 	system 			changes, including DHCFP approval of test results.

		VII-68



			12.2.8.6	Include approach for training Contractor and/or 			DHCFP staff on process or system changes resulting 		from approved change requests.

		VII-68



			12.2.8.7	Incorporates Change Management Responsibilities as 		stated in Section 12.2 of this RFP.

		VII-69



			12.2.8.8	Load Change Management history and open tickets 		from current vendor.

		VII-69



			12.2.8.9	Provide reporting to meet Agency needs including, but 		not limited to Weekly report of all tickets with 			sufficient detail to allow staff to quickly and 			efficiently determine status of tickets they are 			interested in.

		VII-69



			12.2.8.10	Provide ability for all staff to view current 	status of all 		tickets. Information on display must be sufficient and 		detailed to allow staff to determine current status, next 		steps and all history and documents for this ticket.

		VII-69



			12.2.8.11	Provide detailed monthly accounting of all tickets, 			engineering hours spent by ticket and the source of the 		hours.

		VII-69



			12.2.8.12	Provide web-based view of Change Management 			tracking system which will be available to all Agency 		Staff.

		VII-69



			12.2.8.13	Provide Agency feedback on areas of the Change 			Management process that could be changed/enhanced 		to improve the process efficiency, achieve better 			Change Management outcomes and/or improve the 		process. With Agency approval, implement those 			changes.

		VII-69



				12.2.9	Contractor Responsibilities

		VII-69



			12.2.9.1	Develop and submit for DHCFP approval, a Change 		Management Plan based on the Change Management 		process proposed in the Contractor’s response to this 		RFP.

		VII-69



			12.2.9.2	Update Change Management Plan annually with input 		and approval from DHCFP.

		VII-70



			12.2.9.3	Perform change management activities in 				accordance with approved Change Management Plan.

		VII-70



			12.2.9.4	Provide staff competent to perform all functions of 		NV MMIS modification and enhancement tasks and 		responsibilities.

		VII-70



			12.2.9.5	Document Change Management meetings and 			planning sessions in writing, summarizing the key 			points covered, and distributed to DHCFP 	staff within 		five (5) working days after the meeting.

		VII-70



			12.2.9.6	Participate in long range planning sessions to 			coordinate future NV MMIS enhancements. A pool of 		41,600 programming hours will be provided annually 		to perform activities other than operational 			maintenance activities as directed by DHCFP using 		the change control process agreed upon by DHCFP 		and Contractor. At the end of each year, any unused 		hours from the pool of annual hours shall be carried 		forward into the next contract year. For valuation 			purposes, at the end of the contract and all 				amendments to the contract, any unused Maintenance 		and Enhancement hours shall be valued at $85.00 per 		hour. All work performed against the pool of 			programming hours will be performed by resources 		separate from those performing other DHCFP work 		during the same time period.

		VII-70



			12.2.9.7	The Takeover vendor shall continue work 	begun by 		FHSC programming staff, new work shall be 			identified and prioritized through the change 			management system.

		VII-70



				12.2.10	DHCFP Responsibilities

		VII-70



		12.3	Training Requirements

		VII-71



				12.3.1	Contractor Responsibilities

		VII-71



			12.3.1.1	Develop and submit a Training Plan for DHCFP 			approval, to be updated at least annually, that 			describes the Contractor’s commitment to providing 		initial and ongoing training for all Contractor and 			DHCFP staff.

		VII-71



			12.3.1.2	Develop a Training Plan Outline.

		VII-72



			12.3.1.3	Develop a Training Plan and associated materials that 		includes, but is not limited to:

		VII-72



			12.3.1.3.A	Approach to training (basic, intermediate and 			advanced);

		VII-72



			12.3.1.3.B	Course listing and description;

		VII-72



			12.3.1.3.C	User documentation;

		VII-72



			12.3.1.3.D	Operational procedures;

		VII-72



			12.3.1.3.E	Training materials;

		VII-72



			12.3.1.3.F	Student Evaluation Forms; and

		VII-72



			12.3.1.3.G	Training schedule.

		VII-72



			12.3.1.4	The Contractor must create training sites which 			emulate the MMIS production environment. Both 			computer-based and classroom training are required to 		be available to new and existing users. Training sites 		will be required at the vendor’s operations center and 		Las Vegas. There must be one (1) instructor for every 		twelve (12) students with a computer and materials 		available for each student. DHCFP does not guarantee 		a minimum staff class size. Training must occur 			within fifteen (15) working days prior to 				implementation at that site. Train-the-trainer classes 		must also be conducted to equip DHCFP staff with the 		skills and materials necessary to provide future 			training to new staff.

		VII-72



			12.3.1.5	Establish and equip two (2) training sites, one (1) at 		the vendor’s operations center and one (1) in Las 			Vegas.

		VII-73



			12.3.1.6	Organization of the training sessions should take into 		account, but not be limited to, the following factors:

		VII-73



			12.3.1.6.A	Group people with like computer proficiencies (basic, 		intermediate and advanced);

		VII-73



			12.3.1.6.B	Group people with similar job functions;

		VII-73



			12.3.1.6.C	Show the application in relation to how the work is 		done; and

		VII-73



			12.3.1.6.D	Tailor training to each job function.

		VII-73



			12.3.1.7	Prepare as requested by DHCFP, desk reference 			manuals for each system component, with instructions 		appropriate for differing levels of user access as 			prescribed by role-based security.

		VII-73



			12.3.1.8	Provide initial, ongoing and refresher training on core 		MMIS, peripheral tools, and claims support services 		according to a DHCFP approved schedule, from the 		time the system is implemented through the end of the 		contract term.

		VII-73



			12.3.1.9	Provide evaluation forms to the attendees at each 			training session. Summarize the input from the forms 		for State review.

		VII-73



			12.3.1.10	Conduct initial and ongoing training and education for 		Contractor staff, including but not limited to:

		VII-73



			12.3.1.10.A		Help Desk Procedures and Protocols to support 				inquiries about connectivity, desktop software, the 		MMIS, and system components; and

		VII-73



			12.3.1.10.B		Call Center Procedures and Protocols to support 				Provider inquiries

		VII-74



			12.3.1.11	Conduct ongoing HIPAA training and education for 		all Contractor and Sub-Contractor staff under the 			guidance of DHCFP’s designated HIPAA compliance 		officer, in accordance with HIPAA requirements.

		VII-74



				12.3.2	DHCFP Responsibilities

		VII-74



				12.3.3	Contractor Performance Expectations

		VII-74



			12.3.3.1	Submit Training Plan for DHCFP approval thirty (30) 		days prior to system takeover, and at least annually 		thereafter.

		VII-74



		12.4	General Reporting Requirements

		VII-75



				12.4.1	Contractor Responsibilities

		VII-77



			12.4.1.1	Render all reports in the media, format, timeframe, 		and frequency that are appropriate to the business 			nature of the report, as specified by DHCFP.

		VII-77



			12.4.1.2	System reports generated electronically using the 			existing report management system. Support the 			following formatting capabilities for system users:

		VII-77



			12.4.1.2.A	Default to Eight and one-half (8-1/2) by eleven (11) 		inch paper; and

		VII-77



			12.4.1.2.B	Landscape or portrait orientation, as appropriate or 		requested.

		VII-77



			12.4.1.3	Support menu-driven access to reports.

		VII-77



			12.4.1.4	Generate reports to electronic formats appropriate for 		storing, display and data extraction, in formats as 			specified by DHCFP.

		VII-77



			12.4.1.5	Provide storage capabilities that promote online access 		to and retrieval of report information using user-			entered selection criteria.

		VII-77



			12.4.1.6	Provide access to reports in accordance with security 		specifications and guidelines established by DHCFP.

		VII-78



			12.4.1.7	Reports shall be generated and made available based 		upon criteria and schedule determined by DHCFP.

		VII-78



			12.4.1.8	Ensure the accuracy of all reports, including, but not 		limited to, calculations and completeness of data used 		as input.

		VII-78



			12.4.1.9	Ensure report requests (not already addressed through 		the use of the DSS, query tools, MARS, other systems, 		or other reports) are managed through the approved 		change management process.

		VII-78



			12.4.1.10	Review DHCFP requested report parameter changes 		for feasibility and respond back to DHCFP on any 			requests that are not feasible prior to the cycle to 			which the change applies.

		VII-78



			12.4.1.11	Implement report parameter changes for upcoming 		reporting cycles as requested by DHCFP and in 			accordance with the change management process.

		VII-78



			12.4.1.12	Ensure that all current State and Federal reporting 			requirements are met by the MMIS and system 			components.

		VII-78



			12.4.1.13	Offer periodic recommendations for reporting process 		improvements based on industry standards, best 			practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		VII-78



			12.4.1.14	Submit Federal reports for review and approval by 		DHCFP, prior to submission to CMS.

		VII-79



			12.4.1.15	All reports must be made available in data 	format 			specified by DHCFP for export and import purposes.

		VII-79



			12.4.1.16	Respond promptly to legislative/administrative 			requests for reports, as required by DHCFP.

		VII-79



				12.4.2	DHCFP Responsibilities

		VII-79



				12.4.3	Contractor Performance Expectations

		VII-79



			12.4.3.1	Produce each report at the frequency agreed to by 			DHCFP.

		VII-79



			12.4.3.2	Distribute each report within the timeframe agreed to 		by DHCFP.

		VII-79



			12.4.3.3	Produce reports according to Federal reporting time 		frames.

		VII-79



			12.4.3.4	Respond within one (1) working day to 				legislative/administrative requests for reports, as 			required by DHCFP.

		VII-79



		12.5	Core MMIS Component Requirements 

		VII-80



				12.5.1	Overview of MMIS Core Components

		VII-80



				12.5.2	Claims Processing

		VII-82



				12.5.3	Financial

		VII-84



				12.5.4	Prior Authorization

		VII-86



				12.5.5	Provider

		VII-89



				12.5.6	Recipient

		VII-91



				12.5.7	Surveillance and Utilization Review System

		VII-92



				12.5.8	Third Party Liability

		VII-94



				12.5.9	EPSDT

		VII-96



				12.5.10	Level of Care

		VII-97



				12.5.11	Reference

		VII-98



				12.5.12	Management and Administrative Reporting Subsystem

		VII-100



		12.6	Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements

		VII-108



				12.6.1	Overview of Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements

		VII-108



				12.6.2	Clinical Claims Editing

		VII-110



				12.6.3	Pharmacy Point of Sale

		VII-111



				12.6.4	Pharmacy

		VII-115



				12.6.5	Electronic Prescription Software

		VII-121



				12.6.6	Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate

		VII-122



				12.6.7	Diabetic Supply Rebate

		VII-123



				12.6.8	Decision Support System

		VII-123



				12.6.9	Web Portal

		VII-127



				12.6.10	Online Document and Retrieval and Archive System

		VII-130



		12.7	Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services

		VII-130



				12.7.1	Overview of Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support 			Services

		VII-131



				12.7.2	Managed Care Enrollment

		VII-142



				12.7.3	Preadmission Screening and Resident Review

		VII-143



				12.7.4	Call Center and Contact Management

		VII-144



				12.7.5	Provider Appeals

		VII-147



				12.7.6	Provider Enrollment

		VII-148



				12.7.7	Provider Training and Outreach

		VII-150



				12.7.8	Finance

		VII-152



				12.7.9	Return ID Card Process

		VII-155



				12.7.10	Electronic Data Interchange

		VII-155



				12.7.11	Printing and Postage

		VII-156



				12.7.12	Prior Authorization

		VII-156



				12.7.13	Utilization Management

		VII-157



				12.7.14	EPSDT

		VII-159



				12.7.15	Personal Care Services Program

		VII-160



		13.0	Health Information Exchange

		VII-163



				13.1	Overview

		VII-163



				13.2	HIE Requirements

		VII-163



			13.2.A	Utilize a common medical record number or algorithm 		that has the ability to support patient identification 			across organizations, agencies, and providers;

		VII-166



			13.2.B	Allow requestors to request patient information and 		provide the patient information back to the requestor;

		VII-167



			13.2.C	Utilize an interface engine to interpret and translate 		incoming and outgoing messages between DHCFP, 		selected provider EMR systems, and other agencies or 		organizations as identified by DHCFP;

		VII-168



			13.2.D	Share standardized and meaningful claims data with 		providers’ Electronic Medical Record systems that 		meet certification standards prescribed by the 			American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 		(ARRA), and the Office of the National Coordinator 		(ONC) for Health Information Technology, 			Department of Health and Human Services;

		VII-169



			13.2.E	Ensure the HIE meets the latest MITA framework 			standards;

		VII-169



			13.2.F	Provide a scalable solution to meet an increase in 			capabilities requested by organizations and agencies 		that may use the HIE solution in the future;

		VII-172



			13.2.G	Have the ability to expand the type of health 			information data that will be exchanged or shared with 		other agencies and organizations, as decided upon by 		DHCFP;

		VII-172



			13.2.H	Ensure data sharing is in accordance with HIPAA 			requirements, as well as other Federal and State rules 		and regulations;

		VII-173



			13.2.I	Integrate the solution into the overall architecture of 		the Nevada MMIS;

		VII-173



			13.2.J	Provide for a mechanism to track any needed data 			sharing agreements, especially as uses of the solution 		expand beyond the initial scope identified in the RFP;

		VII-173



			13.2.K	Utilize a sound data model and central data repository 		that will serve as the architecture of the HIE solution 		and will allow for expansive use of additional data 		based upon input from DHCFP; and

		VII-173



			13.2.L	Ensure transmission of data is done across secure 			network connections. Vendor must supply 				specifications, features and sample service level 			agreement (SLA). The SLA will be negotiated and the 		approved document made 	part of the contract. Please 		refer to Section 21.4 regarding the evaluation of this 		solution as part of the overall proposal evaluation 			process.

		VII-174



		14.0	Hosting Solutions

		VII-175



				14.1	Overview

		VII-175



				14.2	Hosting Solution Requirements

		VII-183



				14.2.1	For each hosting scenarios, vendors must:

		VII-183



			14.2.1.1	Provide staffing estimates for the startup and 			operations period associated with each hosting 			scenario and estimated timeframes for moving to each 		of the scenarios.

		VII-183



			14.2.1.2	Provide a cost estimate for hosting services provided 		as well the total estimated cost. Cost information 			associated with each scenario shall be provided 			separately within the Vendor’s cost proposal.

		VII-183



				14.2.2	For either hosting scenario listed in Section 14.1, Vendors must:

		VII-183



			14.2.2.1	Present their understanding and recommended 			approach for accomplishing the hosting solution, 			including the location of where the hosting services 		would be provided. Any key assumptions on the 			Vendor’s part should also 	be identified as well as 			provide an understanding of Nevada’s current hosting 		environment.

		VII-183



			14.2.2.2	Requirement deleted as per Amendment 3 dated 			March 24, 2010

		VII-183



			14.2.2.3	Briefly describe the benefits, disadvantages, and risks 		that the solution poses to the State. Proposed risk 			mitigation strategies should also be included for each 		risk identified.

		VII-183



			14.2.2.4	Identify the systems that will be hosted and any 			special provisions on how hosting would be managed, 		including whether any hosting support services would 		be subcontracted.

		VII-184



			14.2.2.5	Describe the services that would be provided by the 		Vendor, as well as anticipated DHCFP 				responsibilities.

		VII-184



				14.2.3	At a minimum, the hosting solution must meet the following 				requirements:

		VII-184



			14.2.3.1	Hosting operations must support uninterrupted 			24x7x365 support and service.

		VII-184



			14.2.3.2	Timely production and delivery of high-quality 			output products for DHCFP’s MMIS and other 			systems.

		VII-184



			14.2.3.3	Maintain security and integrity of the facility’s 			equipment, systems, and recipient data.

		VII-185



			14.2.3.4	Provide a physically and environmentally secure 			operating environment that minimizes loss should a 		natural disaster occur.

		VII-185



			14.2.3.5	Ensure the vendor’s disaster recovery and 				contingency plans comprehensively address the 			hosting solution.

		VII-186



			14.2.3.6	Contain fully redundant and independent power grids, 		an uninterruptible power supply (UPS), and backup 		generator that prevent loss of the system due to a 			single-point electrical failure.

		VII-188



			14.2.3.7	Contain a fully redundant and comprehensive 			environmental monitoring, detection, and alarm 			systems that notify in-house security and facilities 			personnel of unacceptable variations in environmental 		conditions.

		VII-188



			14.2.3.8	Provide administrative, physical, and technical 			security safeguards to protect sensitive or 				confidential data; ensure the safeguards adhere to 			HIPAA privacy and security regulations.

		VII-189



			14.2.3.9	Servers are protected from intrusion through the use of 		physical barriers, such as placement in a secure 			computer room and a secure facility, technical 			barriers, such as the use of restricted access rights, and 		administrative barriers, including the administration of 		security privileges.

		VII-190



			14.2.3.10	Maintain security policies and procedures for hosting 		location(s).

		VII-191



			14.2.3.11	Limit changes, updates or other maintenance 			activities that require downtime to off-peak hours; 			normally between 12:01 AM and 2:00 AM, PT 			Sunday morning or by special arrangement with 			DHCFP.

		VII-191



			14.2.3.12	Centrally integrate HVAC system, humidity 			management, fire suppression, and power 				management controls into a Network Operations 			Center (NOC).

		VII-191



			14.2.3.13	Ensure all systems are protected via a suite of anti-			virus and spam filters, which continually receive virus 		signature updates from the product vendor in real-			time.

		VII-192



			14.2.3.14	Monitor server resources/performance both real-time 		and on a trending basis.

		VII-192



			14.2.3.15	Provide sufficient storage to host Nevada’s MMIS and 		peripheral systems and tools.

		VII-192



			14.2.3.16	Provide sufficient network bandwidth to support 			access by all authorized system users.

		VII-193



			14.2.3.17	Proactively maintain and upgrade all hardware as 			required.

		VII-193



		15.0	Health Education and Care Coordination – Optional 	Provision

		VII-195



				15.1	Overview

		VII-195



			15.1.1	Purpose

		VII-195



			15.1.2	Health Education and Care Coordination

		VII-198



			15.1.3	Background

		VII-200



				15.2	Scope of Work – Health Education and Care Coordination

		VII-200



			15.2.1	Identification of Recipients

		VII-200



			15.2.2	Ongoing Assessments of Levels of Care

		VII-201



			15.2.2.1	Higher Levels of Care

		VII-202



			15.2.2.2	Lower Levels of Care

		VII-203



				15.3	Cultural Competence

		VII-203



				15.4	Recipient Services

		VII-204



			15.4.1	Information Requirements

		VII-204



			15.4.1.1	The vendor must have written information about its 		services and access to services available upon request 		to all Medicaid recipients. This written information 		must also 	be available in the prevalent non-English 		languages, as determined by the State, in its 			particular geographic service area. The vendor must 		make free, oral interpretation services available to 			each recipient. This applies to all non-English 			languages, not just those that the State identifies as 		prevalent.

		VII-204



			15.4.1.2	The vendor is required to notify all Level II recipients 		that oral interpretation is available for any language 		and written information is available in prevalent 			languages. The vendor must notify all recipients on 		how to access this information.

		VII-204



			15.4.1.3	The vendor’s written material must use an 	easily 			understood format. The vendor must also develop 			appropriate alternative methods for communicating 		with visually and hearing-	impaired recipients and 			accommodating physically disabled recipients in 			accordance with the requirements of the American 		with Disabilities Act of 1990. All ABD recipients 			must be informed that this information is available in 		alternative formats and how to access those formats. 		The vendor will be responsible for effectively 			informing Medicaid recipients who are eligible for 		EPSDT services, regardless of any thresholds.

		VII-204



			15.4.2	Initial Contact with Recipient

		VII-205



			15.4.2.1	The vendor must contact all Level II recipients by 			telephone within five (5) working days of 				stratification of recipient into appropriate Levels of 		Care to explain available services, confirm diagnoses 		and provide referrals to any needed resources.

		VII-205



			15.4.2.2	The vendor must also provide an introductory letter to 		all Level II recipients within five (5) working days of 		stratification of recipient into appropriate Levels of 		Care. At a minimum, this information must be 			included in the letter: explanation of services, how to 		access those services, address and telephone number 		of the vendor’s office or facility, and operating hours 		of the office or facility.

		VII-205



			15.4.2.3	The introductory letter must be written at no higher 		than a sixth (6th) grade reading level and must 			conspicuously state the following in bold print: “THIS 		LETTER IS NOT A CERTIFICATE OF 				INSURANCE AND SHALL NOT BE CONSTRUED 		OR INTERPRETED AS EVIDENCE OF 				INSURANCE COVERAGE BETWEEN THE 			VENDOR AND THE RECIPIENT.”

		VII-205



			15.4.2.4	The vendor must submit the introductory letter to the 		DHCFP for approval before it is distributed. DHCFP 		will review the letter and has the sole authority to 			approve or disapprove the letter and the vendor’s 			policies and procedures. The vendor must agree to 			make modifications in letter language, if requested, 		by the DHCFP, in order to comply with the 			requirements as described in this RFP or as required 		by CMS or State law. In addition, the vendor must 			maintain documentation that the introductory letter is 		updated to reflect any changes in the available 			services, operating hours, or contact information. The 		updates must be submitted to the DHCFP for approval 		before distribution.

		VII-205



			15.4.3	Resource Center and Care Coordination

		VII-205



			15.4.3.1	The vendor shall maintain a Resource Center that is 		adequately staffed with qualified individuals who shall 		assist Level II recipients, Level II recipients’ family 		members or other 	interested parties (consistent with 		laws on confidentiality and privacy) in obtaining 			information and services under the program. The 			Resource Center is to be operated at least during 			regular business hours (Pacific Standard Time). At a 		minimum, the Resource Center staff must be 			responsible for the following:

		VII-205



			15.4.3.1.A	Contacting Level II recipients within five (5) days of 		stratification to inform them of available services;

		VII-205



			15.4.3.1.B	Explaining the operation of the vendor;

		VII-205



			15.4.3.1.C	Connecting recipients to social services and medical 		resources, as needed;

		VII-205



			15.4.3.1.D	Responding to recipient inquiries;

		VII-206



			15.4.3.1.E	Contacting Level II recipients quarterly by telephone 		to check their health status and providing any relevant 		resource information; and

		VII-206



			15.4.3.1.F	Following-up with recipients, as needed.

		VII-206



			15.4.3.2	The Resource Center will not be required to operate 		after business hours. However, the vendor must 			provide contact information for emergency coverage 		twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days per 			week. This requirement may be met by referring to the 		use of 9-1-1 or accessing the nearest medical facility. 		The vendor must have written policies and procedures 		describing how Medicaid recipients are referred to 		emergency services after business hours and on 			weekends.

		VII-206



			15.4.3.3	The vendor must utilize a Resource Directory to be 		used by Resource Center employees. The Resource 		Directory must include health and 	social service 			programs operated by government entities, social 			service organizations, nonprofit agencies, medical 			providers, and other programs that could help improve 		the health outcomes of this population. Resource 			Center employees will use the Resource Directory, 		along with other relevant resources, to assist recipients 		in identifying available public and private 	services.

		VII-206



			15.4.3.4	The vendor must have written policies and procedures 		detailing the operations of the Resource Center.

		VII-206



			15.4.4	Recipient Newsletters

		VII-206



			15.4.4.1	The vendor must, subject to the prior review and 			approval of the DHCFP, publish educational 			newsletters for Level II recipients 	at least twice a 			year. The newsletters will focus on topics of interest to 		Level II recipients and must be written at a sixth (6th) 		grade level of understanding and reflects cultural 			competence and linguistic abilities. The topics of 			interest must revolve around health promotion, disease 		management, and health education. In addition, dates 		for upcoming health events and health education 			workshops will be included.

		VII-206



			15.4.4.2	The vendor must provide a draft copy of all 			newsletters to the DHCFP for approval prior to 			publication and distribution. Additionally, 	these 			newsletters and announcements regarding upcoming 		health education workshops must be published on the 		vendor’s website.

		VII-206



			15.4.5	Recipient Health Education Workshops

		VII-207



			15.4.5.1	The vendor must conduct health education workshops 		for Level II recipients in the geographic service areas 		that will accommodate most Level II recipients. These 		workshops will focus on topics related to health 			promotion, disease management, and health education 		for Level II recipients. The selected vendor is 			expected to determine targeted trainings for specific 		Level II recipients that includes both disease-specific 		lessons and sessions aimed at the complexities of 			chronic disease management, including behavioral 		health issues and medication compliance. All sessions 		should reinforce the need for appropriate emergency 		room utilization.

		VII-207



			15.4.5.2	The workshops must be based on evidence-based best 		practices for health promotion, disease management, 		and health education for patients with chronic 			diagnoses. Vendors are encouraged to utilize a 			program like the Stanford Chronic Disease Self-			Management Program.

		VII-207



			15.4.5.3	The selected vendor will demonstrate how they will 		get Level II recipients to participate in the 	workshops. 		This must include performing outreach activities and 		developing incentives to encourage participation.

		VII-207



			15.4.5.4	Workshop trainers must be trained to direct 			participants to appropriate public and private 			resources, as needed.

		VII-208



			15.4.5.5	After implementation, each workshop will continue on 		a quarterly basis.

		VII-208



			15.4.5.6	Vendor will establish measurable mechanisms to 			follow up with workshop participants to determine the 		recipient’s satisfaction with the workshop and identify 		any changes in health as a result of participation.

		VII-208



			15.4.5.7	The vendor must provide a draft copy of all agendas 		and training materials to the DHCFP for approval 			prior to workshop implementation.

		VII-208



			15.4.5.8	The vendor must have written policies and procedures 		detailing the operations and structure of the 			workshops.

		VII-208



				15.5	Provider Services

		VII-208



				15.5.1	Provider Educational Workshops

		VII-208



			15.5.1.1	The vendor will conduct, at least quarterly, 			informational and educational workshops in the 			geographic service areas that will accommodate most 		providers who treat ABD recipients.

		VII-208



			15.5.1.2	The informational workshops must include 			information to providers about Medicaid resources, 		policies, and updates.

		VII-208



			15.5.1.3	The selected vendor is expected to develop 			targeted educational workshops for providers that are 		based upon evidence-based best practices for health 		promotion, disease management, and health education 		for patients with chronic diagnoses. The educational 		workshops must be approved for Continuing Medical 		Education (CME) units by the Nevada State Board of 		Medical Examiners.

		VII-209



			15.5.1.4	The selected vendor must demonstrate how they will 		get providers to participate in the workshops.

		VII-209



			15.5.1.5	The vendor must have written policies and procedures 		detailing the operations and structure of the 			workshops.

		VII-209



				15.5.2	Provider Newsletter

		VII-209



			15.5.2.1	The vendor must, subject to prior review and approval 		of the DHCFP, publish a semi-annual newsletter for 			network providers. The newsletters may be sent 				electronically if the vendor can demonstrate to the 			DHCFP, prior to dissemination, that they have 				accurate e-mail addresses for most of the providers. 			The DHCFP must prior approve all provider 				announcements, regardless of method of 				dissemination. If the DHCFP does not respond 				within twenty (20) days, the newsletter will be 				considered approved.

		VII-209



				15.6	Health Education Strategies

		VII-209



				15.6.1	The vendor must develop newsletters and workshops that are 				based on best-practice and/or evidence-based guidelines that 				promote health, manage chronic diseases, and prevent unnecessary 			and avoidable hospitalizations. The education must be validated by 			scientific research and/or nationally accepted and recognized 				standards in the health care industry.

		VII-209



				15.7	Race and Ethnicity

		VII-210



				15.7.1	The vendor will work collaboratively with the 	DHCFP to 				determine recipient race and ethnicity. The vendor will develop 			newsletters and workshops that are specifically designed to 				address disparities in health care related to race and ethnicity.

		VII-210



				15.8	Quality Assurance Standards

		VII-210



				15.8.1	Overview

		VII-210



				15.8.2	Quality Measurements

		VII-210



					15.8.2.1	Prevention Quality Indicators

		VII-212



					15.8.2.2	HEDIS Measures

		VII-212



				15.8.3	The vendor must utilize the most recent version of the AHRQ 				software and utilize it 	according to the most recent PQI Technical 			Specifications. The most recent HEDIS Technical Specifications 			will also be used for reporting these measures. The vendor must 			use audited data and ensure all updates to the measures are 				reflected in the final, reported 	rates.

		VII-212



				15.8.4	The vendor must establish a baseline measurement during the first 			year of the contract with reports sent to the DHCFP on a 				quarterly basis. During the second year of the contract, the 				vendor’s reports must show maintenance and/or improvement in 			the PQI and HEDIS measurements.

		VII-212



				15.8.5	The DHCFP can add or retire quality measures based on the value 			of the measure to provide useful information on recipient 				outcomes, program services, or recipient satisfaction. The DHCFP 			will determine these measures based on findings from the previous 			year and discussions with the vendor.

		VII-213



				15.8.6	The DHCFP and/or a contracted vendor may conduct on-site 				reviews as needed to validate measures reported. The DHCFP 				and/or a contracted vendor may conduct desk and/or on-site 				reviews as needed, to include, but not limited to: policy/procedure 			for service delivery, data tracking and analysis, and the process of 			notification to Level II recipients.

		VII-213



				15.8.7	If the vendor cannot satisfactorily demonstrate to the DHCFP a 			rate not less than the national baseline average, as determined by 			the DHCFP, the vendor may be required to submit a Plan of 				Correction (POC) to the DHCFP. The 	POC should identify 				improvements and/or enhancements of existing program activities, 			which will assist the vendor to sustain and/or improve health 				outcomes.

		VII-213



				15.9	Standards for Internal Quality Assurance Programs

		VII-215



				15.9.1	Overview

		VII-215



				15.9.2	The vendor must submit a written description of its IQAP to the 			DHCFP. The IQAP must include a detailed set of quality 				assurance objectives, a list of projects to be performed 	over a 				specific period of time, and methods for evaluating the impact and 			effectiveness of the IQAP.

		VII-215



				15.9.3	Maintenance and Availability of Documentation

		VII-216



				15.9.4	Recipient Rights and Responsibilities

		VII-216



					15.9.4.1	Written Policy on Recipient Rights

		VII-216



					15.9.4.2	Communication of Policies to Recipients

		VII-217



					15.9.4.3	Recipient Suggestions

		VII-217



					15.9.4.4	Steps to Assure Accessibility of 	Services

		VII-217



				15.10	Operational Requirements

		VII-218



				15.10.1	Medical Director

		VII-218



					15.10.1.1	Responsibilities of the Medical Director

		VII-218



				15.10.2	Vendor Liaison to Work with DHCFP

		VII-219



				15.10.3	Staffing

		VII-219



			15.10.4	Vendor Operating Structure

		VII-222



					15.10.4.1	Policies and Procedures

		VII-222



					15.10.4.2	Implementation Vendor Plan

		VII-223



					15.10.4.3	Presentation of Findings

		VII-224



					15.10.4.4	Reporting

		VII-224



		16.0	Data Warehouse – Optional Provision

		VII-227



				16.1	Overview

		VII-227



				16.1.1	Purpose

		VII-227



				16.2	Project

		VII-233



				16.2.1	No direct control over what data are stored. For example, only 				partial data are available for Third Party Liability, Prior 				Authorization and Pharmacy records.

		VII-233



				16.2.2	Information from other State agencies that could be used to drive 			policy is not available and is not scalable in the existing 				warehouse.

		VII-233



				16.2.3	Poor architecture in existing reporting schema 	that cannot be 				overcome in the existing system.

		VII-233



				16.2.4	Existing reporting tool does not have the forecasting complexity to 			fully meet the agency’s needs, nor does it allow for the storage of 			historical provider rates.

		VII-233



				16.2.5	Basic accounting functions such as the ability to effectively 				balance are not available (project will greatly improve or ability to 			provide better financial information to CMS and other 	necessary 			parties).

		VII-233



				16.2.6	DHCFP requires one centralized repository for data. Currently, 			different program areas (e.g., Medicaid (Title XIX), Nevada 				Checkup (Title XXI), Pharmacy Benefit Program and Division 			of Welfare and Supportive Services, Eligibility) are utilizing 				MMIS data to maintain their own data repositories and employ 			their own reporting tools, thereby causing inconsistent 	reporting 			results.

		VII-234



				16.2.7	The Agency requires a systems architecture that can support a 				complex reporting system for the present that meets DHHS’ and 			DHCFP’s strategic vision well into the future.

		VII-234



				16.2.8	DHCFP desires to shift its data warehouse focus from complex 			engineering tools for a few users to more flexible, affordable and 			accessible tools for a larger audience. Moving away from being an 			exclusive tool for power users, or ‘information producers’, to 				empowering the ‘information consumers’ in accessing, analyzing 			and sharing data.

		VII-234



				16.3	Sources of Data

		VII-234



				16.3.1	Medicaid Management Information System

		VII-235



				16.3.2	Encounters

		VII-235



				16.3.3	Health Care Management

		VII-235



				16.3.4	Point of Sale

		VII-235



				16.3.5	Rates Table

		VII-236



				16.3.6	ePrescribing

		VII-236



				16.3.7	Rebate

		VII-236



				16.3.8	Nevada Operations of Multi-Automated Data Systems 					(NOMADS)

		VII-236



				16.3.9	Nevada Check Up

		VII-236



				16.3.10	Employee Subsidized Insurance

		VII-236



				16.3.11	The Health Insurance for Work Advancement (HIWA)

		VII-237



				16.3.12	Health Management Systems (HMS)

		VII-237



				16.4	Architecture

		VII-237



				16.4.1	System Architecture

		VII-237



				16.4.2	Security Architecture

		VII-237



				16.4.3	Disaster Recovery and System Integrity Architecture

		VII-238



				16.4.4	Development, Testing, and Training Environment

		VII-238



				16.4.5	Hardware

		VII-239



				16.4.6	Software

		VII-239



		

		



		TAB VIII — PROJECT MANAGEMENT APPROACH

		VIII-1



		8.0	Scope of Work – Contract Start Up Period Requirements

		VIII-1



				8.1	Planning and Administration

		VIII-1



				8.1.1	Objective

		VIII-1



					8.1.1.1	Contract Start Up Period Entrance Criteria

		VIII-1



					8.1.1.2	Contract Start Up Period Exit Criteria

		VIII-1



				8.1.2	Activities

		VIII-1



			8.1.2.1	Work with DHCFP to provide a detailed project plan 		with fixed deadlines that take into 	consideration 			DHCFP expectations for adhering to State and federal 		rules and regulations and the State holiday schedule 		provided in Section 2.1, State Observed Holidays 

		VIII-1



			8.1.2.2	Attend semi-monthly project status meetings with 			DHCFP project team at a location to be determined by 		DHCFP. Attendance may be in person or via 			teleconferencing, as mutually agreed to by the project 		team. These meetings shall follow an agenda mutually 		developed by the awarded vendor and DHCFP. 

		VIII-3



			8.1.2.3	Attend and participate in all project related meetings 		requested as well as Steering Committee meetings. 		The awarded vendor shall prepare materials or 			briefings for these meetings as requested by DHCFP. 		Minutes will be taken and distributed by Vendor staff 		within five (5) working days after the meeting. 			Minutes may be distributed via facsimile or email.

		VIII-3



			8.1.2.4	Provide written semi-monthly project status reports 		delivered to DHCFP by the third (3rd) working day 		following the end of each 	reporting period. The 			format must be approved by DHCFP prior to issuance 		of the first semi-monthly project status report. The 		first semi-monthly report covers the reporting period 		from the 1st through the fifteenth (15th) of each 			month; and the second semimonthly report covers the 		reporting period from the sixteenth (16th) through the 		end of the month. 	

		VIII-4



			8.1.2.5	Develop a comprehensive approach for handling 			communications with both internal and external 			audiences. Effective communication is critical to the 		development of productive relationships with 			concerned stakeholders. The communication plan 			must include, but not be limited to: a plan for 			generation, documentation, storage, transmission and 		disposal of all project information.

		VIII-4



			8.1.2.6	Develop a risk management plan to ensure that risks 		are identified, planned for, analyzed, communicated 		and acted upon effectively.

		VIII-4



			8.1.2.7	Develop a quality assurance plan including, but not 		limited to, the methodology for maintaining quality of 		the code, workmanship, project schedules, 			deliverables, and subcontractor(s) activities

		VIII-5



				8.1.3	Planning and Administration Deliverables

		VIII-5



				8.2	Project Kick Off Meeting

		VIII-6



				8.2.1	Determining format and protocol for project status meetings;

		VIII-6



				8.2.2	Determining format for project status reports;

		VIII-6



				8.2.3	Setting the schedule for meetings between representatives from 			DHCFP and the contractor to develop the detailed project plan;

		VIII-7



				8.2.4	Defining lines of communication and reporting relationships;

		VIII-7



				8.2.5	Reviewing the project mission and guiding principles;

		VIII-7



				8.2.6	Reviewing the deliverable review process;

		VIII-7



				8.2.7	Pinpointing high-risk or problem areas; and

		VIII-7



				8.2.8	Issue resolution process.

		VIII-8



				8.3	Deliverable Submission and Review Process

		VIII-8



				8.3.1	General

		VIII-8



			8.3.1.1	The Vendor must provide one (1) master (both hard 		and soft copies) and five (5) additional hard copies of 		each written deliverable to the appropriate DHCFP 		Project manager as identified in the contract.

		VIII-8



			8.3.1.2	Once a deliverable is approved and accepted by 			DHCFP, the Vendor must provide an electronic copy. 		DHCFP may, at its discretion, waive this requirement 		for a particular deliverable.

		VIII-8



			8.3.1.3	The electronic copy must be provided in software 			currently utilized by the agency or provided by the 		Vendor.

		VIII-8



			8.3.1.4	Deliverables will be evaluated by DHCFP 	utilizing 		mutually agreed to acceptance/exit criteria.

		VIII-9



				8.3.2	Deliverable Submission

		VIII-9



			8.3.2.1	Prior to development and submission of each contract 		deliverable, a summary document 	containing a 			description of the format and content of each 			deliverable will be delivered to the DHCFP Project 		Manager for review and approval. 

		VIII-9



			8.3.2.2	The summary document must contain an 				approval/rejection section that can be completed by 		DHCFP. The summary document will be returned to 		the contractor within a mutually agreed upon time 			frame.

		VIII-9



			8.3.2.3	Deliverables must be developed by the Vendor 			according to the approved format and content of the 		summary document for each specific deliverable.

		VIII-9



			8.3.2.4	At a mutually agreed to meeting, on or before the time 		of delivery to DHCFP, the contractor must provide a 		walkthrough of each deliverable.

		VIII-9



			8.3.2.5	Deliverables must be submitted no later than 5:00 PM, 		per the approved contract deliverable schedule and 		must be accompanied by a deliverable sign-off form 		(refer to Attachment I) with the appropriate sections 		completed by the contractor.

		VIII-9



				8.3.3	Deliverable Review

		VIII-10



					General

		VIII-10



			8.3.3.1	DHCFP’s review time begins on the next working day 		following receipt of the deliverable.

		VIII-10



			8.3.3.2	DHCFP’s review time will be determined by the 			approved and accepted detailed project plan and the 		approved contract.

		VIII-10



			8.3.3.3	DHCFP has up to five (5) working days to determine 		if a deliverable is complete and ready for review. 			Unless otherwise negotiated, this is part of DHCFP’s 		review time.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.4	Any subsequent deliverable dependent upon DHCFP’s 		acceptance of a prior deliverable will not be accepted 		for review until all issues related to the previous 			deliverable have been resolved.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.5	Deliverables determined to be incomplete and/or 			unacceptable for review will be rejected, not 			considered delivered and returned 	to the contractor.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.6	After review of a deliverable, DHCFP will return to 		the contractor the project deliverable sign-off form 		with the deliverable submission and review history 		section completed.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.7	Accepted:  If the deliverable is accepted, the original 		deliverable signoff form signed by the appropriate 			DHCFP representatives will be returned to the 			contractor.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8	Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP:  If 			DHCFP has comments and/or revisions to a 			deliverable, the following will be provided to the 			contractor:

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8.A	The original deliverable sign-off form with an updated 		entry to the deliverable submission and review history 		section.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8.B	Attached to the deliverable sign-off form will be a 			detailed explanation of the revisions to be made and/or 		a marked up copy of the deliverable.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8.C	DHCFP’s first review and return with comments will 		be completed within the times specified in the 			contract.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8.D	The contractor will have five (5) working days, unless 		otherwise mutually agreed to, for review, acceptance 		and/or rejection of DHCFP’s comments.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8.E	A meeting to resolve outstanding issues must be 			completed within three (3) working days after 			completion of the contractor’s review or a mutually 		agreed upon time frame.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8.F	Agreements made during meetings to resolve issues 		must be documented separately.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8.G	Once an agreement is reached regarding changes, the 		Vendor must incorporate them into the deliverable 		for resubmission to DHCFP.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8.H	All changes must be easily identifiable by DHCFP.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8.I	Resubmission of the deliverable must occur within 		five (5) working days or a mutually agreed upon time 		frame of the resolution of any outstanding 	issues.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8.J	The resubmitted deliverable must be accompanied by 		the original deliverable sign-off form.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8.K	This review process continues until all issues have 			been resolved within a mutually agreed upon time 			frame.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8.L	During the re-review process, DHCFP may only 			comment on the original exceptions noted.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8.M	All other items not originally commented on are 			considered to be accepted by DHCFP.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8.N	Once all revisions have been accepted, the original 		deliverable sign-off form signed by the appropriate 		DHCFP representatives will be returned to the 			contractor.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.8.O	The Vendor must provide one (1) updated and 			complete master paper copy of each deliverable after 		approval and acceptance by DHCFP.

		VIII-11



			8.3.3.9	Rejected, Not Considered Delivered:  If DHCFP 			considers a deliverable not ready for review, the 			following will be returned to the contractor:

		VIII-12



			8.3.3.9.A	The original deliverable sign-off form with an updated 		entry to the deliverable submission and review 			history section.

		VIII-12



			8.3.3.9.B	The original deliverable and all copies with a written 		explanation as to why the deliverable is being rejected, 		not considered delivered.

		VIII-12



			8.3.3.9.C	The Vendor will have five (5) working days, unless 		otherwise mutually agreed to, for review, acceptance 		and/or rejection of DHCFP’s comments.

		VIII-12



			8.3.3.9.D	A meeting to discuss DHCFP’s position regarding the 		rejection of the deliverable must be completed within 		three (3) working days after completion of the 			contractor’s review or a mutually agreed upon time 		frame.

		VIII-12



			8.3.3.9.E	Resubmission of the deliverable must occur within a 		mutually agreed upon time frame.

		VIII-12



			8.3.3.9.F	The resubmitted deliverable must be accompanied by 		the original deliverable sign-off form.

		VIII-12



			8.3.3.9.G	Upon resubmission of the completed deliverable, 			DHCFP will follow the steps outlined in Section 			8.3.3.7, Accepted, or Section 8.3.3.8, Comments/ 			Revisions Requested by DHCFP.

		VIII-12



				8.4	Location of Contract Functions

		VIII-12



				8.4.1	The contractor shall identify the location where each MMIS-				related function and contractor service function will be performed.

		VIII-12



				8.4.2	DHCFP requires that the contractor maintain a facility 	within a 			30-mile radius of the DHCFP location in Carson City, Nevada 				with a preference for a local facility within Carson City limits. The 			contractor will have business hours from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM PT, 			with the exception of State observed holidays listed in 	Section 2.1. 			Electronic transactions must continue to be available on State 				Holidays, but operational staffing will not be required at the 				contractor's office. Electronic transactions supported by the 				following systems shall be performed on a twenty four (24) hour 			basis, seven (7) days per week, except for maintenance to the 				system accomplished outside of usual business hours, per Section 			12.2.1:

		VIII-12



			8.4.2.1	The contractor may perform a reasonable portion of 		system development outside of the continental United 		States. A reasonable portion of other Nevada MMIS 		functions may be performed outside of Nevada, but 		within the continental United States.  The site(s) and 		activities shall be approved by DHCFP.

		VIII-13



			8.4.2.2	During the Contract Start Up, Transition and 			Operational Periods of this contract, the vendor, 			within reasonable notice, shall provide adequate 			meeting facilities to accommodate the needs of 			intended audiences.

		VIII-13



			8.4.2.3	The contractor shall provide courier service to the 			DHCFP site with pickup and delivery service at least 		three (3) times per week on a schedule agreed to by 		DHCFP.

		VIII-13



				8.5	Communication Requirements

		VIII-13



				8.5.1	DHCFP is committed to the use of various types of 					communication, including, but not limited to, face-to-face, 				electronic, and telephone, to support project business.

		VIII-13



				8.5.2	Contractor shall maintain telephone and email contact with the 				contract administrator and other designated staff on a consistent 			basis throughout the contract. 	Contractor must provide 				management, supervisory and technical staff availability by email 			for ease of communication with DHCFP. Project managers and/or 			designated staff will also participate in semi-monthly status 				meetings in person or by telephone conference call and will 				provide regular status reports as outlined in Section 8.1.2.4.

		VIII-13



			8.5.2.1	Twenty-four hour fax and toll-free access

		VIII-14



			8.5.2.2	Written Communications and Standardized Forms

		VIII-14



			8.5.2.2.A	Contractor shall render all reports and contract 			deliverables in electronic format and hard copy, as 		specified in Section 8.3.1, and shall maintain the 			capability of receiving reports, deliverables, test 			results, data file transfers, and other information 			electronically from DHCFP or DHCFP’s other 			contractors.

		VIII-14



			8.5.2.2.B	Contractor will provide manuals and other provider 		communications in alternate formats (electronic, Web-		based, CD-ROM, etc.) as requested by DHCFP. 			DHCFP will approve standardized forms used by the 		contractor for all review activities and provider 			communications. DHCFP will also approve 			communication content such as provider manuals, 			form letters, web announcements, and training 			materials prior to publication.

		VIII-14



			8.5.2.3	Electronic Communication

		VIII-14



			8.5.2.3.A	Contractor shall provide all necessary software to 			support all electronic communications involved in 			day-to-day activities associated with the contract.

		VIII-14



			8.5.2.3.B	Contractor shall provide electronic network 			connections to enable the contractor to connect and 		have compatibility with DHCFP’s email and 			calendar system in accordance with DHCFP policy.

		VIII-14



				8.6	Requirements Validation and Demonstration

		VIII-15



				8.6.1	Objective

		VIII-15



				8.6.2	Activities

		VIII-15



			8.6.2.1	Conduct and facilitate requirements review and 			validation sessions to validate and demonstrate system 		functionality. This will include all screens, reports, 		forms, inputs and 	outputs related to each requirement. 		A schedule of requirements review and validation 			sessions must be provided to the State at least ten (10) 		working days prior to the scheduled sessions.

		VIII-15



			8.6.2.2	Use the requirements review and validation sessions to 		gain an understanding of the levels of user 			sophistication. The information will be used to 			develop trainers, the training programs, and to plan 		ongoing user support activities during operations.

		VIII-15



			8.6.2.3	Document requirements review and validation 			sessions and submit meeting minutes to DHCFP for 		review and approval on any agreements reached, open 		issues and other outcomes. Minutes should be 			submitted within three (3) working days after a session 		is completed.

		VIII-15



			8.6.2.4	Conduct interviews, as necessary, with DHCFP staff 		to validate, clarify, update and finalize requirements,

		VIII-16



			8.6.2.5	Provide qualified data modelers and conduct any 			modeling sessions needed for data model 				modification.

		VIII-16



			8.6.2.6	Prepare and submit an outline of the Requirements 		Validation Document to serve as a document of record 		for DHCFP approval.

		VIII-16



			8.6.2.7	Prepare and submit a comprehensive and detailed 			Requirements Validation Document. This document 		must include the following items:

		VIII-16



			8.6.2.7.A	Identification of changes to existing requirements;

		VIII-16



			8.6.2.7.B	Clarifying information associated with requirements, 		as needed;

		VIII-16



			8.6.2.7.C	Identification of new requirements;

		VIII-16



			8.6.2.7.D	Definition of how requirements will be met;

		VIII-16



			8.6.2.7.E	Identification of the entity responsible for meeting a 		requirement, when it involves coordination of multiple 		parties (DHCFP and Contractor(s)).

		VIII-16



			8.6.2.7.F	A detailed description of the hardware and software 		configuration to be used;

		VIII-16



			8.6.2.7.G	An overview of the system architecture and how 			components are integrated; and

		VIII-16



			8.6.2.7.H	Logical data model that defines all entities, 			relationships, attributes and access paths.

		VIII-16



			8.6.2.8	Establish and maintain a Requirements Traceability 		Matrix in order for requirements to be traced 			throughout transition and operations periods. The 			Requirements Traceability Matrix 	presented in the 		Reference Library will become the basis for this 			report. Updates to the traceability matrix will be 			submitted to DHCFP on the monthly basis, with a 			summary 	description of the updates. The updated 			traceability matrix must be delivered to the State's 			project manager no later than the fifteenth (15th) 			calendar day of the following month.

		VIII-16



				8.6.3	Requirements Validation and Demonstration Deliverables

		VIII-17



		9.0	Scope of Work – Transition Period Requirements

		VIII-17



				9.1	Transition Overview

		VIII-17



				9.1.1	Transition Period Entrance Criteria

		VIII-19



				9.1.2	Transition Period Exit Criteria

		VIII-20



				9.2	Transition Planning

		VIII-20



				9.2.1	Contractor Responsibilities

		VIII-20



			9.2.1.1	Review and agree to the Transition Period 	entrance 		and exit criteria established by DHCFP within the first 		thirty (30) days of the contract start date.

		VIII-20



			9.2.1.2	Select and establish a Medicaid Claims Processing and 		Support services site within thirty (30) miles of 			DHCFP Administrative Offices, with a preference for 		a facility and services to be provided within Carson 		City limits, and submit a Facilities Plan, including 			but not limited to, location of computer hardware, to 		DHCFP for approval within the first thirty (30) days 		of the start of the Transition Period.

		VIII-20



			9.2.1.3	Conduct a review of the current systems and user 			documentation, and clarify deficiencies as 	necessary.

		VIII-20



			9.2.1.4	Establish and implement a project control and 			reporting system, and establish protocols for problem 		reporting and controls for transfers.

		VIII-20



			9.2.1.5	Become familiar with DHCFP policies and services 		through interviews with DHCFP and/or current 			contractor staff.

		VIII-20



			9.2.1.6	Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Transition Plan 		to DHCFP. 

		VIII-21



			9.2.1.7	Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Relocation 			Risk/Contingency Plan to DHCFP.  

		VIII-21



			9.2.1.8	Develop an approved plan and establish the gateway 		to DHCFP’s LAN to facilitate communications 			between DHCFP and the contractor, and supply all 		hardware and software needed within sixty (60) days 		of the start of the Transition Period.

		VIII-21



			9.2.1.9	Establish a contractor operations facility within thirty 		(30) miles of DHCFP Administrative Offices within 		the first thirty (30) days of the Transition Period.

		VIII-21



			9.2.1.10	Initiate project management control software and 			reporting procedures.

		VIII-21



			9.2.1.11	Establish and maintain a deliverable control and issue 		resolution tracking system using PC-based software, 		for the life of the contract. Update the software by 			recording and tracking all deliverable correspondence 		initiated by either DHCFP or the contractor. The 			system shall be accessible for joint use by both the 		authorized DHCFP and contractor staff.

		VIII-21



			9.2.1.12	Submit weekly written status reports on the progress 		of tasks against the approved Project Plan.

		VIII-21



			9.2.1.13	Conduct weekly status meetings with the State Project 		Manager, other DHCFP staff, and 	DHCFP 			contractors, as necessary.

		VIII-22



			9.2.1.14	Inform the State Project Manager of delays or setbacks 		to the critical path or project timeline by close of 			business on the day that any such issue or problem is 		identified.

		VIII-22



			9.2.1.15	Work with other system vendors, DHCFP, and other 		Nevada State agencies to establish and ensure 			appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed 		necessary by DHCFP to promote a successful 			transition period.

		VIII-22



			9.2.1.16	Modify and Update the MMIS Project Plan that was 		initially submitted to DHCFP. Any changes from 			current operating procedures must be clearly identified 		and reflected in the Project Plan. The contractor must 		also clearly describe the hardware configurations and 		telecommunications network for the appropriate 			sections of the Project Plan.

		VIII-22



				9.2.2	Progress Milestones

		VIII-22



			9.2.2.1	Establishment of Transition Period entrance and exit 		criteria.

		VIII-22



			9.2.2.2	DHCFP approval of the Transition Plan.

		VIII-22



			9.2.2.3	DHCFP approval of the Facilities Plan.

		VIII-22



			9.2.2.4	DHCFP approval of the Nevada MMIS Relocation 		Risk/Contingency Plan.

		VIII-22



			9.2.2.5	Establishment of permanent contractor facilities.

		VIII-22



			9.2.2.6	Complete review of existing system documentation 		and user documentation.

		VIII-22



			9.2.2.7	Final transition work plan and schedule.

		VIII-22



			9.2.2.8	Completion of DHCFP workspace at the contractor’s 		facility.

		VIII-22



			9.2.2.9	Establishment of the gateway to DHCFP’s LAN.

		VIII-22



				9.2.3	Contract Deliverables

		VIII-22



			9.2.3.1	Project Control and Reporting System.

		VIII-22



			9.2.3.2	MMIS Transition Plan.

		VIII-22



			9.2.3.3	MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan.

		VIII-22



			9.2.3.4	MMIS System Documentation Review Results.

		VIII-22



			9.2.3.5	MMIS User Documentation Review Results.

		VIII-22



			9.2.3.6	Facilities Plan.

		VIII-22



			9.2.3.7	Updated Nevada MMIS Project Plan.

		VIII-22



			9.2.3.8	Weekly Status Reports.

		VIII-23



				9.2.4	DHCFP Responsibilities

		VIII-23



				9.3	Transition of Core MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools, and 				Medicaid Program Claims Processing and Support Services

		VIII-23



				9.3.1	System Transfer and Installation

		VIII-23



				9.3.2	Contractor Responsibilities

		VIII-23



			9.3.2.1	Acquire necessary hardware and software needed for a 		successful transition.

		VIII-23



			9.3.2.2	Establish system environments and facilities to 			operate the Nevada MMIS.

		VIII-23



			9.3.2.3	Install the most recent versions of the Core MMIS and 		peripheral system tools, as needed, including, but not 		limited to, all subsystem programs, online programs, 		telecommunications, data entry software, and test 			files.

		VIII-23



			9.3.2.4	Customize any new peripheral systems and tools being 		provided by the vendor for the Nevada MMIS staff.

		VIII-23



			9.3.2.5	Install replacements for licensed software and systems 		as described in this RFP.

		VIII-24



			9.3.2.6	Coordinate with DHCFP and the current contractor to 		resolve problems encountered during the installation 		of the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools on the 		new contractor’s equipment.

		VIII-24



			9.3.2.7	Ensure all hardware, software, protocols, processes, 		and communications are appropriately established to 		successfully “turn-on” the system.

		VIII-24



			9.3.2.8	Revise systems and user documentation as required to 		fully describe the transferred system.

		VIII-24



			9.3.2.9	Code modifications to the system as necessary for 			accurate operation of the system.

		VIII-24



			9.3.2.10	Perform a system test to compare all transferred 			programs, files, utilities, JCL, etc., to determine that 		the transferred system has the same composition as the 		operational Core MMIS.

		VIII-24



			9.3.2.11	Perform an integration test to determine that all cycles 		appropriately execute to conclusion; this test will 			validate all online and batch programs and cycles, 			including, but not limited to, all reporting programs.

		VIII-24



			9.3.2.12	Review and analyze unit test results.

		VIII-24



			9.3.2.13	Resolve program errors and rerun unit tests as 			necessary.

		VIII-24



			9.3.2.14	Assist DHCFP with problem identification and error 		resolution.

		VIII-25



			9.3.2.15	Inform appropriate DHCFP Staff of delays or setbacks 		to the critical path or project timeline by close of 			business on the day that any such issue or problem is 		identified.

		VIII-25



			9.3.2.16	Revise the Project Plan, as necessary, to provide 			current information regarding activities and dates.

		VIII-25



			9.3.2.17	Review progress and compliance with Transition 			Period entrance and exit criteria;

		VIII-25



			9.3.2.18	Develop configuration management tools to establish 		version control of Core MMIS and peripheral system 		tools.

		VIII-25



			9.3.2.19	Provide Nevada MMIS operations training sessions 		for DHCFP personnel or new contractor staff, as 			necessary.

		VIII-25



			9.3.2.20	Submit weekly written status reports on the progress 		of tasks against the Transition Plan and the overall 		Project Plan.

		VIII-25



			9.3.2.21	Conduct weekly status meetings with DHCFP staff.

		VIII-25



			9.3.2.22	Work with other system vendors and the state to 			establish and ensure appropriate system and business 		interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to 			successfully meet the responsibilities identified for 		this Period.

		VIII-25



				9.3.3	Progress Milestones

		VIII-25



			9.3.3.1	Establish facility to operate the Nevada MMIS.

		VIII-25



			9.3.3.2	Installation of hardware and system software.

		VIII-25



			9.3.3.3	Installation of the Core MMIS software and files and 		peripheral system tools.

		VIII-25



			9.3.3.4	Approval of system test results.

		VIII-25



			9.3.3.5	Approval of integration test results.

		VIII-26



			9.3.3.6	Approval of updated system and user documentation 		and operating procedures.

		VIII-26



			9.3.3.7	Approval of training plan by DHCFP.

		VIII-26



				9.3.4	Contractor Deliverables

		VIII-26



			9.3.4.1	System Test Plan.

		VIII-26



			9.3.4.2	System Test Results.

		VIII-26



			9.3.4.3	Integration Test Plan.

		VIII-26



			9.3.4.4	Integration Test Results.

		VIII-26



			9.3.4.5	Revised Nevada MMIS User Documentation.

		VIII-26



			9.3.4.6	Revised Nevada MMIS System Documentation.

		VIII-26



			9.3.4.7	Nevada Training Plan.

		VIII-26



			9.3.4.8	Nevada MMIS Operations Training Sessions.

		VIII-26



			9.3.4.9	Revised Project Plan, as necessary.

		VIII-26



			9.3.4.10	Weekly Status Reports.

		VIII-26



				9.3.5	DHCFP Responsibilities

		VIII-26



				9.4	Parallel Testing

		VIII-26



				9.4.1	Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs 

		VIII-27



			9.4.1.1	In the event of the identification of discrepant parallel 		test outputs or results, the 	new vendor will be required 		to research and determine the reason for the discrepant 		information, in an effort to successfully accomplish 		parallel testing. The new vendor will work to resolve 		discrepancies identified during parallel testing until all 		outputs and results are produced to DHCFP’s 			expectations and instills the level of confidence 			needed for the project team to proceed with 			subsequent transition period activities.

		VIII-27



			9.4.1.2	In the event that the new Vendor is unable to address 		and/or resolve discrepant parallel test outputs or 			results to DHCFP’s satisfaction within ten (10) 			working days, DHCFP will:

		VIII-27



			9.4.1.2.A	Continue to use and consider the existing Nevada 			MMIS outputs and data as the output standard

		VIII-27



			9.4.1.2.B	Require that the Vendor document an action plan 			containing the following elements (at a minimum):  

		VIII-27



			9.4.1.2.C	Request that the Vendor provide updates to DHCFP 		regarding the status of the action plan on a frequency 		determined by DHCFP that is appropriate to the 			discrepancy that has been 	identified. The parallel 			testing task will overlap with the start of the 			implementation/operations readiness task and start of 		the operations task only as much as required.

		VIII-27



				9.4.2	Contractor Responsibilities

		VIII-28



			9.4.2.1	Establish a parallel test plan.

		VIII-28



			9.4.2.2	Develop procedures and supporting documentation for 		parallel testing.

		VIII-28



			9.4.2.3	Establish a data migration plan that describes the data 		conversion strategy and the data validation approach.

		VIII-28



			9.4.2.4	Develop and test data migration programs.

		VIII-28



			9.4.2.5	Establish a parallel test schedule with DHCFP staff.

		VIII-28



			9.4.2.6	Provide appropriate contractor staff for claims entry 		and claims resolution during the parallel test.

		VIII-28



			9.4.2.7	Identify and resolve problems and discrepancies with 		DHCFP staff.

		VIII-29



			9.4.2.8	Perform parallel test of the transferred system with 		input from the current contractor’s operations.

		VIII-29



			9.4.2.9	Compare the results of runs on the transferred system 		to identical runs on the current system.

		VIII-29



			9.4.2.10	Analyze and record test results.

		VIII-29



			9.4.2.11	Identify and generate test data, as needed.

		VIII-29



			9.4.2.12	Perform a parallel test of standardized reports from 		prior cycle data to compare to existing reports for data 		integrity of the transferred system.

		VIII-29



			9.4.2.13	Resolve any discrepancies in the Core MMIS 			identified as a result of parallel testing results.

		VIII-29



			9.4.2.14	Revise systems and user documentation as required to 		fully describe the transferred system.

		VIII-29



			9.4.2.15	Inform DHCFP of delays or setbacks to the critical 		path or project timeline by close of business on the 		day that any such issue or 	problem is identified.

		VIII-30



			9.4.2.16	Review progress and compliance with Transition 			Period entrance and exit criteria.

		VIII-31



			9.4.2.17	Submit weekly written status reports on the progress 		of the tasks against the work plan.

		VIII-31



			9.4.2.18	Conduct weekly status meetings with the appropriate 		DHCFP staff.

		VIII-31



			9.4.2.19	Work with other system vendors and the state to 			establish and ensure appropriate system and business 		interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to 			successfully meet the responsibilities identified for 		this Period.

		VIII-31



				9.4.3	Progress Milestones

		VIII-31



			9.4.3.1	DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Plans.

		VIII-31



			9.4.3.2	DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Results.

		VIII-31



			9.4.3.3	DHCFP approval of Data Migration Plan.

		VIII-31



			9.4.3.4	DHCFP approval of Data Migration Results.

		VIII-31



			9.4.3.5	DHCFP approval of revised Systems Documentation.

		VIII-31



			9.4.3.6	DHCFP approval of revised User Documentation.

		VIII-31



			9.4.3.7	Conduct a successful parallel test in accordance with 		test criteria, priorities, and quality 	standards 			established in the DHCFP-approved test plan.

		VIII-31



				9.4.4	Contractor Deliverables

		VIII-31



			9.4.4.1	Parallel Test Plan.

		VIII-31



			9.4.4.2	Parallel Test Results.

		VIII-31



			9.4.4.3	Data Migration Plan.

		VIII-31



			9.4.4.4	Data Migration Results.

		VIII-31



			9.4.4.5	Revised Systems and User Documentation (as 			required to fully describe the transferred system).

		VIII-31



			9.4.4.6	Weekly Status Reports.

		VIII-31



			9.4.4.7	Action Plan for Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs.

		VIII-31



				9.4.5	Department Responsibilities

		VIII-31



				9.5	Operational Readiness

		VIII-32



				9.5.1	Contractor Responsibilities

		VIII-32



					9.5.1.1	Identify necessary modifications to manual and 					automated operating procedures, and define 					relationships and responsibilities of DHCFP and the 				new contractor. Revise operating procedures as 					required.

		VIII-32



					9.5.1.2	Develop or revise provider manuals, including but 					not limited to, billing and submission procedures, 					new provider relations phone numbers, and any 						other information pertinent to providers. Revise as 					required.

		VIII-32



					9.5.1.3	Hire and train personnel to perform required manual 				and system responsibilities.

		VIII-32



					9.5.1.4	Submit an updated staffing plan for all periods.

		VIII-32



					9.5.1.5	Revise the report distribution schedule to reflect 					updated DHCFP decisions on format, media, and 					distribution.

		VIII-32



					9.5.1.6	Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP 					personnel on contractor organization, functional 					responsibilities, and operational procedures.

		VIII-33



					9.5.1.7	Prepare outreach materials for providers, with 					DHCFP approval, in which Nevada MMIS 					transition activities are identified, including but not 				limited to, pertinent information regarding the new 				contract, addresses, phone numbers, billing manuals, 				cutoff dates for claims submissions and enrollment 				changes, website changes, EDI support changes, and 				all other transition activities as necessary.

		VIII-33



					9.5.1.8	Develop a provider transition training plan, and 						conduct any necessary provider training 	sessions.

		VIII-33



					9.5.1.9	Develop an operational readiness training plan and 					conduct training for DHCFP staff in order to ensure 					preparedness for operations.

		VIII-33



					9.5.1.10	Conduct a formal readiness walkthrough with 						DHCFP, demonstrating how all functional areas are 					ready.

		VIII-33



					9.5.1.11	Prepare a final Operational Readiness Assessment 					Document, including results of the parallel test and 					an assessment of the final operational readiness of 					contractor staff to operate the Nevada MMIS.

		VIII-33



					9.5.1.12	Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-					related receipts and pending claims from the current 					contractor for completion of processing after 						cutover.

		VIII-33



				9.5.2	Progress Milestones

		VIII-34



					9.5.2.1	DHCFP approval of Revised Operating Procedures.

		VIII-34



					9.5.2.2	DHCFP approval of Revised Provider Manuals.

		VIII-34



					9.5.2.3	DHCFP approval of updated Contractor 	Staffing 					Plan.

		VIII-34



					9.5.2.4	DHCFP approval of Operational Readiness Training 					Plan.

		VIII-34



					9.5.2.5	Approval by DHCFP of Operational Readiness 						Assessment.

		VIII-34



				9.5.3	Contractor Deliverables

		VIII-34



					9.5.3.1	Revised Operating Procedures.

		VIII-34



					9.5.3.2	Revised Provider Manuals.

		VIII-34



					9.5.3.3	Updated staffing plan for operations.

		VIII-34



					9.5.3.4	Provider Transition Training Plan.

		VIII-34



					9.5.3.5	DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan.

		VIII-34



					9.5.3.6	Final Operational Readiness Assessment.

		VIII-34



				9.5.4	DHCFP Responsibilities

		VIII-34



				9.6	Implementation and Start of Operations

		VIII-34



				9.6.1	Contractor Responsibilities

		VIII-34



					9.6.1.1	Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP 						personnel on contractor organization, functional 						responsibilities, and operational 	procedures.

		VIII-34



					9.6.1.2	Implement operational plan.

		VIII-34



					9.6.1.3	Conduct any necessary provider training sessions.

		VIII-35



					9.6.1.4	Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-					related receipts and pending claims from the current 					contractor for completion of processing after 						cutover.

		VIII-35



					9.6.1.5	No new claims, either electronic or hard copies, are 					accepted by the current contractor during the final 					five (5) working days prior to the transfer date.

		VIII-35



					9.6.1.6	Allow for the complete resolution of all edits and 					adjudication of claims by the current contractor to 					be transferred.

		VIII-35



					9.6.1.7	Perform final conversion and review conversion 						reports to demonstrate successful conversion.

		VIII-35



					9.6.1.8	Implement all network connectivity and 							communications.

		VIII-35



					9.6.1.9	Provide a final operational readiness certification 					based on the final operational readiness assessment, 					including, but not limited to, results of the parallel 					test and an assessment of the final operational 						readiness of contractor staff to operate the Nevada 					MMIS.

		VIII-35



					9.6.1.10	Review progress and compliance with Transition 					Period entrance and exit criteria.

		VIII-35



					9.6.1.11	Identify and report any implementation issues to 						DHCFP.

		VIII-35



					9.6.1.12	Submit weekly written status reports on the progress 					of tasks against the work plan.

		VIII-35



					9.6.1.13	Conduct weekly status meetings with appropriate 					DHCFP staff.

		VIII-36



					9.6.1.14	Work with other system vendors and the state to 						establish and ensure appropriate system and 						business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP 					to successfully meet the responsibilities identified 					for this Period.

		VIII-36



					9.6.1.15	Accept the required software, including 							modifications thereof, and associated documentation 					designed, developed, or 	installed under this 						Contract, all State’s intellectual property, and all 					work products produced under the Contract, 						including deliverables and configurations that have 					been identified by DHCFP as material to the 						successful Vendor.

		VIII-36



				9.6.2	Progress Milestones

		VIII-36



					9.6.2.1	Completion of contractor, DHCFP, and any 						necessary provider training.

		VIII-36



					9.6.2.2	Successful completion of all entrance and exit 						criteria.

		VIII-36



					9.6.2.3	Successful transfer of operations.

		VIII-36



				9.6.3	Contractor Deliverables

		VIII-36



					9.6.3.1	Weekly Status Reports.

		VIII-36



					9.6.3.2	Certification from the Vendor of System 						Component(s) implementation (including the Core 					MMIS and peripheral systems and tools).

		VIII-36



				9.6.4	DHCFP Responsibilities

		VIII-36



		10.0	Scope of Work – Operations Period Requirements

		VIII-36



				10.1	Overview – Operations Period

		VIII-36



				10.1.1	Operations Period Entrance Criteria

		VIII-37



				10.1.2	Operations Period Exit Criteria

		VIII-37



				10.2	Maintenance

		VIII-37



				10.2.1	Operational Maintenance Consists of 

		VIII-37



					10.2.1.1	Ongoing changes, corrections, or enhancements to 					correct deficiencies found in the operational system.

		VIII-37



					10.2.1.2	Emergency changes to the system involving table 					modification and/or changes that are done using 						system provided screens;

		VIII-37



					10.2.1.3	Hardware and software support (e.g., performing 					routine system maintenance with no impact on 						policy)

		VIII-37



					10.2.1.4	Reporting performed by:  A. One FTE budgeted to 					perform ad-hoc DSS and MMIS queries and 						analysis; and B. One PBM position budgeted to 						perform ad-hoc PBM queries and analysis. The 						contractor shall perform all operational maintenance 					as a routine activity during the Operations Period at 					no additional cost to DHCFP. The contractor shall 					provide sufficient technical staff to perform all 						routine systems maintenance responsibilities.

		VIII-37



				10.2.2	Defects and Enhancements Consist of

		VIII-38



					10.2.2.1	An operational or system defect is a flaw detected in 					the system, introduced by the successful vendor 						during the take over of the Nevada MMIS, or during 					the design, development, and implementation of a 					new or replaced system component. Operational or 					system defects caused by the takeover vendor shall 					be resolved by the vendor through the approved 						change management process. For the purpose of 						establishing baseline system and operational 						standards, the vendor shall refer to the current 						system source code for the base 	MMIS along with 					the operational requirements for the Nevada MMIS 					as described throughout 	this RFP. The vendor shall 					be responsible for all costs associated with the 						resolution of operational or system defects 						introduced by the takeover vendor throughout the 					life of the contract. While DHCFP may request that 					the successful vendor resolve all system defects 						identified by DHCFP, the successful vendor will not 					be held responsible for costs associated with 						resolving defects that existed in the baseline system 					or operations of the Nevada MMIS prior to the take 					over.

		VIII-38



					10.2.2.2	Program source code changes required to implement 					new system function (e.g. use of a new code for a 					program based on a policy change) or performance 					requirement beyond the current system requirements 					and functionality shall be considered an 							enhancement. Enhancements shall be executed by 					the vendor in accordance with the approved change 					management process. To this end, at minimum, the 					vendor must:

		VIII-38



					10.2.2.2.A	Establish for review and approval by DHCFP, 						design, development, and implementation 						documents to formally describe the system 						enhancement.

		VIII-38



					10.2.2.2.B	Include standards for testing of developed system 					changes, including DHCFP approval of test results. 					Enhancements that fail to meet the approved design 					and development technical and functional 						specifications or result in a defective end-product, 					shall be re-worked and corrected by the contractor at 					no additional cost to DHCFP.

		VIII-38



					10.2.2.2.C	Include the approach for training contractor and/or 					DHCFP staff on process or system enhancements 					resulting from the approved enhancement.

		VIII-38



					10.2.2.2.D	Support CMS’ prescribed post implementation 						certification review activities for each system 						enhancement as deemed appropriate by DHCFP and 					CMS, in accordance with Section 11.6.2.3, to 						11.6.2.10.

		VIII-38



					10.2.2.3	Emergency support not covered in Maintenance. 					Enhancements are paid from the pool of 							programming hours (41,600 hours) and/or an 						increase in contract authority. All maintenance will 					be performed in accordance with Section 12.2 of this 					RFP.

		VIII-39



				10.3	Turnover

		VIII-39



				10.3.1	Contractor Responsibilities

		VIII-40



					10.3.1.1	At least twelve (12) months before the start of the 					first option year of a contract(s) awarded under this 					procurement, the contractor shall provide, at no 						additional cost, a Turnover Plan 	to DHCFP. 

		VIII-40



					10.3.1.2	Develop a System Requirements Statement at least 					eighteen (18) months prior to the start of the last 						year of the base contract period for any contract 						awarded under this procurement, the contractor shall 					furnish, at no extra charge, a statement of the 						resources that would be 	required by DHCFP or 						another contractor to fully take over system, 						technical, and business functions outlined in the 						contract(s). The statement must include an estimate 					of the number, type, and salary of personnel 						required to perform the other functions of the 						Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs and 						systems. The statement shall be separated by type of 					activity of the personnel. 

		VIII-40



					10.3.1.3	Provide Turnover Services:  As requested, but 						approximately six (6) months prior to the end of the 					base contract period(s) or any extension 	thereof, 					transfer to DHCFP or its agent, as needed, a copy of 					the operational system(s) on media determined by 					DHCFP. 

		VIII-41



					10.3.1.4	Update System Turnover Plan:  At least six (6) 						months prior to the end of the base contract(s) and at 					least six (6) months prior to the end of any contract 					extension(s), the contractor(s) shall provide an 						updated System Turnover Plan and System 						Requirements Statement.

		VIII-41



				10.3.2	Progress Milestones

		VIII-41



					10.3.2.1	DHCFP acceptance and approval of Turnover Plan.

		VIII-41



				10.3.3	Contractor Deliverables

		VIII-41



					10.3.3.1	System Turnover Plan

		VIII-41



					10.3.3.2	System Requirements Statement

		VIII-41



				10.3.4	DHCFP Responsibilities

		VIII-41



		

		



		TAB IX — COMPANY BACKGROUND AND REFERENCES

		IX-1



		17.1	Primary Vendor Information

		IX-1



		17.1.1	Company Ownership

		IX-1



					17.1.1.1	Incorporated companies must identify the state in 					which the company is incorporated and the date of 					incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 					80.010, incorporated companies must register with 					the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a 					foreign 	corporation before a contract can be 						executed between the State of Nevada and the 						awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by 					NRS 80.015.

		IX-1



					17.1.1.2	The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the 					State of Nevada, must be appropriately licensed by 					the Department of Taxation, in accordance with 						NRS 360.780.

		IX-2



					17.1.1.3	Vendors are cautioned that some services may 						contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors shall be 					proactive in verification of these requirements prior 					to proposal submittal. Proposals, which do not 						contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-					responsive. However, this does not negate any 						applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) 						requirements.

		IX-2



		17.1.2	Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that 	will provide the services described in this RFP.

		IX-2



		17.1.3	Requirement deleted as per Amendment 3 dated 			March 24, 2010

		IX-3



		17.1.4	Number of employees both locally and nationally with the 		expertise to support the requirements identified within this RFP.

		IX-3



		17.1.5	Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this 		project.

		IX-4



		17.1.6	Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of 	Nevada agency?  If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for 	which agency.

		IX-4



		17.1.7	Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the 	State of Nevada, any of its political subdivisions or by any other 	government?  If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services 	while on annual leave, compensatory time, sick leave, or on his 	own time?

		IX-5



		17.1.8	Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract 		failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or 		investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the 	vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If 	no such problems have been experienced, vendor must indicate in 	writing.

		IX-5



		17.1.9	Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to 	provide the services described in this RFP. Limit response to no 	more than five (5) pages.

		IX-5



		17.1.10	Length of time vendor has been providing services described in 	this RFP, including takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or 	private sector. Please provide a brief description.

		IX-19



		17.1.11	Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and 	maintaining a certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of 	five (5) years experience.

		IX-19



		17.1.12	Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable 	commitment to a current and future MITA initiatives.

		IX-19



		17.1.13	Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health 	information exchange.

		IX-19



		17.1.14	Financial information and documentation to be included in Part 	IV, Confidential Financial Information of vendor’s response in 	accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial 	Information:

		IX-20



					17.1.14.1	Dun and Bradstreet Number; and

		IX-20



					17.1.14.2	Federal Tax Identification Number.

		IX-20



					17.1.14.3	Audited financial statements from the last three (3) 					years and current year interim, which include: 1. 					Profit and Loss Statement; and 2. Balance 						Statement.

		IX-20



		17.1.15	Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial 	statements as addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential 	Financial Information and affirmation 	of financial resources to 	carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without 	receiving reimbursement.

		IX-20



		17.1.16	Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations 	and services within a budget-neutral contracting scenario.

		IX-20



		17.1.17	Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their 	organizational structure as it relates to 	the Nevada MMIS.

		IX-20



		17.1.18	Vendors should also describe how management functions are 	integrated throughout the company and how vendors communicate 	organizational, management, and other significant changes, which 	may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP.

		IX-21



		17.2	References

		IX-23



		17.2.1	Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from 	similar projects performed for private, state and/or large local 	government clients within the last five (5) years. Vendors are 	required to submit Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire to the 	business references they list. The business references must 	17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating 	and maintaining a certified MMIS for a minimum of five (5) years.  	Submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing 	Division. It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure that completed 	forms are received by the Purchasing Division on or before the 	proposal submission deadline for inclusion in the evaluation 	process. Business References not received, or not complete, may 	adversely affect the vendor’s score in the evaluation process. 	References must show the vendor’s experience with the following 	minimum mandatory qualification:

		IX-23



					17.2.1.1	Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent 						operating and maintaining a certified MMIS for a 					minimum of five (5) years.

		IX-23



					17.2.1.2	Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing 						system, or other large-scale system developed and 					installed by another contractor.

		IX-23



					17.2.1.3	Developing, designing, and implementing other 						large scale applications with public and/or private 					sectors;

		IX-23



					17.2.1.4	Experience with the MITA 2.01 model;

		IX-23



					17.2.1.5	Experience with a Health Information (HIE) 						Solution;

		IX-23



					17.2.1.6	Developing and executing a comprehensive 						application test plan;

		IX-23



					17.2.1.7	Developing and implementing a comprehensive 						training plan;

		IX-23



					17.2.1.8	Experience with comprehensive project 							management;

		IX-23



					17.2.1.9	Experience with cultural change management;

		IX-23



					17.2.1.10	Experience with managing subcontractors;

		IX-23



					17.2.1.11	Development and execution of a comprehensive 						project management plan; and

		IX-23



					17.2.1.12	Experience in performing similar Operations Period 					activities, including, but not limited to, details of 					account location, types of transactions processed, 					and volume of transactions processed.

		IX-23



		17.2.2	Vendors must provide the following information for every 		reference provided by the vendor and/or subcontractor:

		IX-24



					17.2.2.1	The “Company Name” must be the name of the 						vendor or subcontractor, as applicable. The 						“Company Name” must be identified as either the 					prime contractor or the subcontractor depending on 					the role the company will have for this RFP project.  

		IX-24



					17.2.2.2	The State reserves the right to contact and verify, 					with any and all references listed, the quality and 					degree of satisfaction for such performance.

		IX-31



		17.3	Vendor Staff Skills and Experience Required

		IX-33



			Key Personnel – Project Staff

		IX-33



		17.3.1	Takeover Project Manager

		IX-33



		17.3.2	Takeover Systems Manager

		IX-35



			Key Personnel – Operations Staff

		IX-37



		17.3.3	Account Manager

		IX-37



		17.3.4	Claims Manager

		IX-40



		17.3.5	Training Manager

		IX-41



		17.3.6	Fiscal Manager

		IX-43



		17.3.7	Provider Services Manager

		IX-44



		17.3.8	IT Manager

		IX-45



		17.3.9	Pharmacy Benefits Manager

		IX-46



		17.3.10	Health Care Management Manager

		IX-48



		17.3.11	Other Project Team Members

		IX-50



		17.4	Vendor Staff Resumes

		IX-53



		17.5	Subcontractor Identification

		IX-55



		17.5.1	Does this proposal include the use of subcontractors? Check the 	appropriate response in the table below:  If “Yes”, vendor must:

		IX-55



					17.5.1.1	Identify specific subcontractors and the specific 						requirements of this RFP for which each proposed 					subcontractor will perform services.

		IX-55



					17.5.1.2	If any tasks are to be completed by subcontractor(s), 					vendors must:

		IX-55



					17.5.1.2.A	Describe the relevant contractual arrangements;

		IX-55



					17.5.1.2.B	Describe how the work of any subcontractor(s) will 					be supervised, channels of communication will be 					maintained and compliance with contract terms 						assured; and

		IX-55



					17.5.1.2.C	Describe your previous experience with 							subcontractor(s).

		IX-57



					17.5.1.3	Vendors must describe the methodology, processes 					and tools utilized for:

		IX-57



					17.5.1.3.A	Selecting and qualifying appropriate subcontractors 					for the project;

		IX-57



					17.5.1.3.B	Incorporating the subcontractor's roles and 						responsibilities and methodologies fit into the 						vendor's overall approach;

		IX-57



					17.5.1.3.C	Ensuring subcontractor compliance with the overall 					performance objectives for the project; and

		IX-57



					17.5.1.3.D	Ensuring that subcontractor deliverables meet the 					quality objectives of the project.

		IX-57



					17.5.1.4	Provide the same information for any proposed 						subcontractors as requested in Section 17.1, Primary 					Vendor Information.

		IX-58



					17.5.1.5	References as specified in Section 17.2, References 					must be provided for any proposed subcontractors.

		IX-62



					17.5.1.6	Provide the same information for any proposed 						subcontractor staff as specified in Section 17.3, 						Vendor Staff Skills and Experience Required.

		IX-69



					17.5.1.7	Staff resumes for any proposed subcontractors as 					specified in Section 17.4, Vendor Staff Resumes.

		IX-69



					17.5.1.8	The State may require that the awarded vendor 						provide proof of payment to any subcontractors used 					for this project. Proposals should include a plan by 					which, at the State’s request, the State will be 						notified of such 	payments.

		IX-69



					17.5.1.9	Primary vendor shall not allow any subcontractor to 					commence work until all insurance required of the 					subcontractor is provided.

		IX-69



					17.5.1.10	Primary vendor must notify the using agency of the 					intended use of any subcontractors not identified 					within their original proposal response and provide 					the information 	originally requested in the RFP in 					Section 16.5, Subcontractor Information. The 						primary vendor must receive agency approval prior 					to subcontractor commencing work.

		IX-70



					17.5.1.11	All subcontractor employees assigned to the project 					must be authorized to work in this country.

		IX-70



		17.6	Resource Matrix

		IX-71



		17.6.1	Vendors must provide a resource matrix broken down by task to 	include the following:

		IX-71



					17.6.1.A	Proposed staff classification;

		IX-71



					17.6.1.B	Estimated number of vendor staff per classification.;

		IX-71



					17.6.1.C	Estimated number of hours per person, per 						classification.;

		IX-71



					17.6.1.D	Identification of task(s) to be completed by the 						prime (P) contractor and/or subcontractor (S). If 						more than one (1) subcontractor is proposed, the 						vendor must clearly identify the company with 						whom the individual is associated;

		IX-71



					17.6.1.E	Estimated percentage of work performed on site by 					vendor staff; and

		IX-71



					17.6.1.F	Estimated number of DHCFP staff required (FTE).

		IX-71



		17.7	Project Plan

		IX-77



		17.7.1	Vendors must submit a preliminary project plan as part of the 		proposal, including, but not limited to:

		IX-77



					17.7.1.A	Gantt charts that show all proposed project 						activities;

		IX-77



					17.7.1.B	Planning methodologies;

		IX-77



					17.7.1.C	Milestones;

		IX-79



					17.7.1.D	Task conflicts and/or interdependencies.;

		IX-79



					17.7.1.E	Estimated time frame for each task identified in the 					Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16); 

		IX-80



					17.7.1.F	Overall estimated time frame from project start to 					completion for both Contractor and DHCFP 						activities, including strategies to avoid schedule 						slippage.

		IX-80



		17.7.2	Vendors must provide a written plan addressing the roles and 		responsibilities and method of communication between the 		primary contractor and any subcontractor(s).

		IX-81



		17.7.3	The preliminary project plan will be incorporated into the contract.

		IX-82



		17.7.4	The first project deliverable is the finalized detailed project plan 	that must include fixed deliverable due dates for all subsequent 	project tasks as defined in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 	through 16). The contract will be amended to include the State 	approved detailed project plan.

		IX-82



		17.7.5	Vendors must identify all potential risks associated with the 		project, their proposed plan to mitigate the potential risks and 	include recommended strategies for managing those risks.

		IX-82



		17.7.6	Vendors must provide information on the staff that will be located 	in Carson City. If staff will be located at remote locations, vendors 	must include specific information on plans to accommodate the 	exchange of information and transfer of technical and procedural 	knowledge. The State encourages alternate methods of 	communication other than in person meetings, such as 	transmission of documents via email and teleconferencing, as 	appropriate.

		IX-82



		17.8	Project Management

		IX-83



		17.8.1	Project integration to ensure that the various elements of the 		project are properly coordinated.

		IX-89



		17.8.2	Project scope to ensure that the project includes all the work 		required and only the work required to complete the project 		successfully.

		IX-90



		17.8.3	Time management to ensure timely completion of the project. 		Include defining activities, estimating activity duration, developing 	and controlling the project schedule.

		IX-91



		17.8.4	Management of contractor and/or subcontractor issues and 		resolution process.

		IX-92



		17.8.5	Responding to and covering requested changes in the project time 	frames.

		IX-92



		17.8.6	Responding to DHCFP generated issues.

		IX-93



		17.8.7	Cost management to ensure that the project is completed within 	the approved budget. Include resource planning, cost estimating, 	cost budgeting and cost control.

		IX-94



		17.8.8	Resource management to ensure the most effective use of people 	involved in the project including subcontractors.

		IX-95



		17.8.9	Communications management to ensure effective information 	generation, documentation, storage, transmission and disposal of 	project information.

		IX-96



		17.8.10	Risk management to ensure that risks are identified, planned for, 	analyzed, communicated and acted upon effectively.

		IX-96



		17.9	Quality Assurance

		IX-99



		17.10	Metrics Management

		IX-107



		17.11	Project Software Tools

		IX-113



		17.11.1	Vendors must describe any software tools and 	equipment 	resources to be utilized during the course of the project including 	minimum hardware requirements and compatibility with existing 	computing resources as described in Section 3.6, Current Agency 	Computing Environment.
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The following information has been excerpted from State Medicaid Agencies’ Initiatives on Health Information Technology and Health Information Exchange – August 2007.


		Planned Medicaid HIT Initiatives



		State

		EHR

		E-Prescr

		RDM

		PHR

		State

		EHR

		E-Prescr

		RDM

		PHR



		Alabama

		•

		

		

		

		Montana

		•

		

		

		



		Alaska

		

		

		

		

		Nebraska

		

		

		•

		



		Arizona

		•

		•

		

		•

		Nevada

		

		• FHS

		

		



		Arkansas

		

		

		

		

		New Hampshire

		•

		• FHS

		

		•



		California

		•

		

		

		

		New Jersey

		•

		

		

		



		Colorado

		

		

		•

		

		New Mexico

		•

		•

		

		



		Connecticut

		•

		•

		

		•

		New York

		

		•

		

		



		Delaware

		

		•

		

		

		North Carolina

		

		•

		

		



		District of Columbia

		•

		

		

		

		North Dakota

		

		

		

		



		Florida

		•

		• FHS 2010

		

		•

		Ohio

		•

		•

		

		•



		Georgia

		•

		•

		

		

		Oklahoma

		

		•

		

		



		Hawaii

		•

		

		

		

		Oregon

		

		

		

		



		Idaho

		•

		• FHS

		

		•

		Pennsylvania

		

		•

		•

		



		Illinois

		

		

		

		

		Puerto Rico

		

		

		

		



		Indiana

		

		

		

		

		Rhode Island

		•

		•

		

		



		Iowa

		

		

		

		

		South Carolina

		•

		• FHS

		

		



		Kansas

		

		

		

		

		South Dakota

		

		

		

		



		Kentucky

		•

		

		

		•

		Tennessee

		

		•

		

		•



		Louisiana

		

		•

		

		

		Texas

		•

		

		

		•



		Maine

		

		

		

		

		Utah

		

		

		

		



		Maryland

		•

		•

		

		•

		Vermont

		

		•

		

		



		Massachusetts

		•

		•

		

		

		Virginia

		•

		

		

		



		Michigan

		

		• FHS

		

		

		Washington

		•

		

		

		



		Minnesota

		•

		•

		

		

		West Virginia

		•

		

		

		



		Mississippi

		•

		

		

		

		Wisconsin

		•

		

		

		



		Missouri

		

		

		

		•

		Wyoming

		•

		•

		

		•





Source:
Office of Inspector General Analysis of State Medicaid Director’s responses – 2007


NOTE:  FHS has identified those states where we have implemented e-Prescription initiatives over the past two years as part of our customers HIT initiatives.

		Legend

		EHR - Electronic Health Record

		E-Prescr – Electronic Prescription

		RDM – Remote Disease Monitoring

		PHR – Personal Health Record





FHS presents the enclosed information published in August of 2007 to illustrate that many states are conducting initiatives in the realm of HIT.  We have actively participated and supported our customer’s transition to a regional health organization approach or direct information exchange like our Surescripts HIE for e-prescription.


Our Health Information Exchange (HIE) proposal expands our capability as the host of the HIE rather than as a participant.  As the MMIS/Fiscal Agent, we understand that the systems we support for the State of Nevada (e.g., MMIS, Pharmacy POS, and Healthcare Management) are the core sources for data to be used in the HIE.  We propose use of our Operational Data Store and optional Data Warehouse, if implemented, to support this effort.

		TABLE 1:   Detailed Descriptions of Current Electronic Health Record Initiatives



		State

		Description



		Iowa


Iowa Medicaid Electronic Record System (I-MERS)

		A claims-based electronic health record (EHR) that contains descriptions of diagnosis and procedure codes, Iowa Medicaid as well as prescription histories. Certain health care data, such as information related to mental health Electronic Record records or HIV/AIDS, may be viewed only by emergency room physicians in emergency situations. The System (I-MERS) EHR is accessible through a secure Web portal.


Developed internally by the Iowa Department of Human Services. It was launched in June 2006.


Records are available for all Medicaid beneficiaries. Records are currently being accessed by providers in a few hospitals and clinics that focus on primary and indigent care. This technology may be accessible to providers statewide by the end of 2007.



		Kansas 


The Community Health Record Pilot Project (CHRPP)

		Primarily a claims-based EHR that contains descriptions of diagnosis and procedure codes, as well as The Community prescription histories and information about managed care encounters. Also includes information from Health Record other sources, such as lab results from participating labs and immunization records and lead-screening Pilot Project results from the State public health department. In some cases, limited physician-entered data are (CHRPP) included, such as patients’ vital signs and allergies. The EHR is accessible through a secure Web portal. 


Developed in partnership with one of the State’s managed care organizations. It was launched in February 2006. 


Records are available for about 14,000 Medicaid beneficiaries covered by the managed care organization in one county. Records are currently accessible to approximately 300 providers at 20 test sites. This technology may be accessible to providers statewide by 2008. 



		Louisiana 


Medicaid e-CDI (Electronic Clinical data Inquiry)

		A claims-based EHR that contains descriptions of diagnosis and procedure codes, as well as prescription Medicaid e-CDI histories. Also includes clinical alerts for disease management of certain conditions, such as diabetes and (Electronic Clinical asthma. The EHR is accessible through a secure Web portal. Data Inquiry). 


Developed in partnership with the vendor operating the State’s MMIS. It was launched in September 2003. 


Records are available for all Medicaid beneficiaries. Records are accessible to all enrolled Medicaid providers who prescribe medication in the State, including doctors, dentists, pharmacists, and certain nurses. 



		Missouri 


Cyber Access

		Primarily a claims-based EHR that contains descriptions of diagnosis and procedure codes, as well as CyberAccess prescription histories and information about managed care encounters. In some cases, limited physician-entered data are included, such as patients’ vital signs and allergies. For a subpopulation of chronically ill beneficiaries, providers may also view electronic Web-based plans of care for beneficiaries. The EHR is accessible through a secure Web portal. 


Developed in partnership with a clinical management services vendor operator. It was launched in July 2006. 


Records are available for all Medicaid fee-for-service beneficiaries and provide some encounter data for beneficiaries covered by managed care organizations. Records are accessible to all enrolled Medicaid providers and are currently being accessed by approximately 3,600 providers. 



		Montana

Montana Access to Health Web Portal 

		A claims-based EHR that contains descriptions of diagnosis and procedure codes, as well as prescription Montana Access histories. Certain health care data, such as information related to substance abuse or HIV/AIDS, are not to Health Web displayed. The EHR is accessible through a secure Web portal. 


Developed in partnership with the vendor operating the State’s MMIS. It was launched in December 2005. 


Records are available for all Medicaid beneficiaries. Records are accessible to all enrolled Medicaid providers and are currently being accessed by more than 8,000 providers. 



		Pennsylvania 


The Emergency Department Electronic Health Initiative

		A claims-based EHR that contains descriptions of diagnosis and procedure codes, as well as prescription histories. The EHR is accessible through a secure Web portal. Developed in partnership with a chronic disease management vendor. It was launched in December 2006. Records are available for the entire Medicaid fee-for-service population. Records are currently being accessed by providers in three high-volume emergency departments in rural Pennsylvania. Depending upon the results of the initiative, the State may extend the initiative to all emergency departments in the State.



		Tennessee 


The Shared Health Clinical Record

		Primarily a claims-based EHR that contains descriptions of diagnosis and procedure codes, as well as prescription histories and information about managed care encounters. Also includes information from other sources, such as lab results from participating labs and immunization records provided by the State public health department. In some cases, limited physician-entered data are included, such as patients’ vital signs, over-the-counter medications, and Early Periodic Screening and Diagnostic Testing information. Certain health care data, such as information related to mental health or substance abuse, are not displayed. The EHR is accessible through a secure Web portal.


Developed in partnership with a company that is a subsidiary of a Medicaid managed care organization. It was launched in June 2005.


Records are available for all Medicaid beneficiaries. Records are accessible to all enrolled Medicaid providers and are currently being accessed by approximately 11,000 providers and other authorized users.



		Vermont 


Care Coordination Initiative

		Developed internally by the State Medicaid agency. It was launched in December 2006. 


Records are available for several hundred chronically ill beneficiaries. Records can be accessed only by caseworkers who care for these beneficiaries. 



		Wisconsin 


Emergency Room Medicaid Health Information Exchange

		A claims-based EHR that contains descriptions of diagnosis and procedure codes, as well as prescription histories. The EHR is accessible through a secure Web portal. Developed in partnership with the vendor operating the State’s MMIS. It was launched in April 2006. Records are available for Medicaid fee-for-service beneficiaries who have had more than three emergency department visits in a rolling 12-month period. Records can be accessed only by providers at 10 emergency rooms in Milwaukee County hospitals. 





Source:
Office of Inspector General Analysis of State Medicaid Director’s responses – 2007

		TABLE 2:   Detailed Descriptions of Current Electronic Prescribing Initiatives



		State

		Description



		Florida 


Wireless Handheld PDA Project 




		Provides electronic prescribing (e-prescribing) to providers through a secure Web portal and personal digital assistants. Includes claims-based prescription histories for fee-for-service beneficiaries, information about the State’s Medicaid drug formulary, and a tool to alert providers about potential drug interactions. 


Developed in partnership with an e-prescribing vendor. It was launched in 2003. E-prescribing is currently available to 3,000 providers who write approximately 80 percent of all Medicaid prescriptions in the State. .



		Kansas 


The Community Health Record Pilot Project




		Provides e-prescribing to providers through a secure Web portal. This is the same Web portal used for the State’s claims-based EHR initiative. Includes claims-based prescription histories, information about the State’s Medicaid drug formulary, and a tool to alert providers about potential drug interactions. 


Developed in partnership with one of the State’s managed care organizations and a vendor specializing in HIT. It was launched in February 2006. E-prescribing is currently available to approximately 76 providers at 20 test sites in Sedgwick County. This technology may be released to providers statewide by 2008.



		Mississippi 


The Gold Standard eMPOWERx




		Provides e-prescribing to providers through a secure Web portal and personal digital assistants. Includes claims-based prescription histories for fee-for-service beneficiaries, information about the State’s Medicaid drug formulary, and a tool to alert providers about potential drug interactions. 


Developed in partnership with an e-prescribing vendor. It was launched in October 2005.  E-prescribing is currently available to approximately 225 of Mississippi Medicaid’s highest volume prescribers. This technology may be released to providers statewide by 2008.



		Missouri 


CyberAccess




		Provides e-prescribing to providers through a secure Web portal. This is the same Web portal used for the State’s claims-based EHR initiative. Includes claims-based prescription histories, information about the State’s Medicaid drug formulary, and a tool to alert providers of potential drug interactions. The initiative also allows providers to electronically request prior authorizations. Developed in partnership with a vendor operating the State’s MMIS. It was launched in July 2006. E-prescribing is currently available to approximately 3,600 providers.



		Tennessee 


Shared Health ePrescribe

		Provides e-prescribing to providers through a secure Web portal. This is the same Web portal used for the State’s claims-based EHR initiative. Includes claims-based prescription histories, information about the State’s Medicaid drug formulary, dosing instructions, and side effects, as well as a tool to alert providers about potential drug interactions. Developed in partnership with a vendor specializing in HIT. It was launched in June 2005. E-prescribing is currently available to all prescribing providers with access to the State’s EHR initiative.





Source:
Office of Inspector General Analysis of State Medicaid Director’s responses – 2007

		TABLE 3:   Detailed Descriptions of Current Remote Disease-Monitoring Initiatives



		State

		Description



		Missouri 


Telemonitoring Initiative




		Provides beneficiaries with an electronic telemonitoring device that enables the patients’ vital signs, or other medical statistics, to be monitored daily. A central processing unit placed in the beneficiary’s home can incorporate an array of devices, such as a scale or an automated blood pressure cuff. The results of the monitoring are transmitted to the participating beneficiary’s provider. Developed in partnership with a vendor that specializes in chronic disease management. It was launched in July 2002. Available to beneficiaries who require medical monitoring and who have any of the following conditions: diabetes, asthma, hypertension, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, chronic heart failure, acute respiratory failure, and pneumonia. Served approximately 226 beneficiaries between July 2005 and June 2006.



		Wyoming 


Health Buddy Program




		Provides beneficiaries with an electronic device which asks about their health status on a daily basis. The device is placed in the beneficiary’s home and plugs into the telephone line and an electrical outlet. The results of the monitoring are transmitted to the participating beneficiary’s provider. The device also provides beneficiaries with health care information and tips. Developed in partnership with a vendor that specializes in chronic disease management. It was launched in July 2004.  Available to beneficiaries who require medical monitoring and who have any the following conditions: diabetes, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, coronary artery disease, chronic heart failure, hypertension, and depression. Approximately 60 beneficiaries have participated.





Source:
Office of Inspector General Analysis of State Medicaid Director’s responses – 2007
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover


Tab VII — Scope of Work



12.1
general operational requirements for all system components

12.1.1
Contractor Responsibilities


General


12.1.1.1
Provide periodic recommendations for process improvements, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.


First Health Services (FHS) currently makes recommendations to DHCFP on an informal basis; one recent example includes the recommendation to implement ClaimCheck.  Additionally, based on interaction with DHCFP, we established the Clinical Steering Committee as a structured forum to evaluate the status quo and make recommendations for clinical process improvements.  As part of this contract, we will extend this structured process to the Operations side of the account.  We will collaborate with DHCFP to set up a process where we perform analyses and make recommendations for process improvements, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.  We will formally present these recommendations to DHCFP on a quarterly basis or according to a time frame requested by DHCFP.  This activity will be facilitated by our Nevada Account Director, Mark Shaffer, PMP.

12.1.1.2
Contractor shall meet and comply with all State and Federal rules and regulations.


FHS will continue to meet and comply with all State and Federal rules and regulations.


12.1.1.3
Respond to all DHCFP inquiries within one (1) working day.


We will continue to acknowledge the receipt of DHCFP inquiries within one working day.  If the response requires more than one day to complete, we will work with DHCFP to establish a turnaround time depending upon the complexity of the request.

12.1.1.4
Maintain, and distribute as necessary, forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up including historical and current forms.


FHS has and will continue to meet this requirement.  We currently make forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up available on the Nevada website, where they can be downloaded by providers and State staff.  These forms will be available through the web portal.

Computing Platform – LAN/WAN


12.1.1.5
Operate within Nevada’s current and future LAN/WAN network architecture in accordance with performance standards established by DHCFP.  Nevada’s current LAN/WAN network architecture information and associated performance standards are presented in the Procurement Library.  The Contractor’s telecommunications/data communications network must be compatible with State standards or be able to interface with State platforms and interconnections unless there are mutually agreed upon exceptions.


FHS currently operates within Nevada’s LAN/WAN network architecture in accordance with all performance standards established by DHCFP.  We are now positioned to leverage Magellan Health Services’ assets to quickly adapt to future changes in architecture or performance standards.  In addition, the FHS telecommunications/data communications network is fully compatible with State standards.  As part of our work plan, we have included tasks for conducting an assessment that ensures that, as we introduce new functionality, we will work with DHCFP to ensure continued compatibility.

Exhibit 12.1.1.5-1 illustrates the proposed connectivity with the State.
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		Exhibit 12.1.1.5-1, SilverNet Connectivity





12.1.1.6
All GUI front-end, database, middleware, and communications software, must be written in languages approved by DHCFP and compatible with DHCFP’s computing environment.  Alternate languages may be proposed with the understanding that they must be approved by DHCFP.  During the turnover period, the Contractor must take any actions necessary, including software and data conversion, to enable the MMIS and system components to be fully operational in DHCFP’s technical environment.


FHS’ application platform is built using open architecture and data standards.  Our Web Services, Portals, Enterprise Service Bus, Data Integration, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Data Services, Application Databases, Operational Data Stores (ODSs), and optional Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW) provide a complete interoperable solution offering the most flexible, scalable system to seamlessly integrate with DHCFP and all trading partners’ technical environments.


All FHS front-end, database, middleware, and communications software is currently developed and implemented in languages approved by DHCFP and are compatible with DHCFP’s computing environment.  FHS’ technical architecture staff is committed to providing the best possible and economically feasible technical solution for our customers; delivering to this commitment via periodic (quarterly) review of our existing system architecture, and proposing necessary changes to best serve our customers is the Enterprise Architecture and Solutions Group’s (EASG) primary function. 


FHS architectural proposals including application language changes will be reviewed with DHCFP staff for approval before implementation.  As the existing vendor, we already comply with the interoperability requirements of DHCFP and are uniquely positioned to fully comply with the transition period requirements.  Additionally, during the transition period, FHS will review all new interoperability requirements and incorporate necessary software and data conversion changes to ensure that all system components are fully operational in DHCFP’s technical environment. 


FHS uses the latest industry leading technologies to web-enable the current Nevada MMIS system and is adhering to the MITA architecture standards.  FHS is maximizing the use of the solid foundation of the IBM Mainframe System Z, DB2 database (V8), CICS V3 and CICS Transaction Gateway coupled with Java technologies to provide a state-of-the-art user-friendly SOA-based system to meet MITA Architecture standards 


FHS is committed to making all upgrades to keep in line with the DHCFP vision towards becoming MITA-compliant and building a SOA-based system.  The new Nevada MMIS high-level system architecture diagram is as shown in Exhibit 12.1.1.8-4. 


General Operations Outputs


12.1.1.7
Adhere to the following standards for all outputs:


12.1.1.7.A
All data must be edited for presence, format and consistency with other data in the update transaction;


12.1.1.7.B
All headings and footers must be standard;


12.1.1.7.C
Current date and time must be displayed;


12.1.1.7.D
Dates must display centuries when the century information is critical.  For example, date of birth.  All stored dates must identify the century.


12.1.1.7.E
All data labels and definitions used must be consistent throughout the system and clearly defined in user manuals;


12.1.1.7.F
All MMIS generated messages must be clear and sufficiently descriptive to provide enough information for problem correction and be written in full English text;


12.1.1.7.G
All letters generated by the Nevada MMIS must have the ability to display data in upper and lower case; and


12.1.1.7.H
All letters generated by the MMIS must be available in English and all other required languages (currently limited to Spanish).


The MMIS supports and enforces the following standard processes for all screens, windows, and reports:


· All data are edited for presence, format, and consistency with other data in the update transaction.


· All headings and footers are standard.


· Current date and time are displayed in a consistent manner. 


· Century is always displayed, and the date format is mm/dd/yyyy.


· All data labels and definitions used are consistent, and an automated data label cross-reference is supported.  They are clearly defined in the user manuals.


· All MMIS-generated messages are contained in standard system tables.  They are clearly written in full English text with sufficient information for user problem identification and correction. 

· All MMIS-generated letters have the ability to display data in upper and lower case. 

· All MMIS-generated letters are clearly written in full English text, as well as Spanish text where requested by the State.

Our peripheral systems meet these standards, as well.

Technical Requirements — Navigation


12.1.1.8
Maintain a user friendly systems navigation technology and a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows all Nevada MMIS users to move freely throughout the system using pull down menus, window tabs, and "point and click" navigation.  In addition, the navigation process must be completed without having to enter identifying data more than once.  "Help" screens must be included and should be context-sensitive in order to provide for ease of use. The use of GUI access must be standardized throughout the MMIS and system components.


The current Nevada MMIS that FHS is operating meets all State standards for system access, usability, and navigation.  FHS has upgraded one of our core MMISs and enhanced the screens to be true web-enabled screens.  These screens are shown in Appendix C and are demo-ready for DHCFP.  Since the creation of these web-enabled screens, FHS has upgraded our approach and technology and will implement our newest approach to web-enabled screens and navigation.  Samples of these screens are shown in the following section and in Appendix C of our response.

FHS proposes to implement the upgraded version of the Nevada MMIS on-line screens on or before the first quarter of 2011.  Exhibits 12.1.1.8-1 through 3 show the look and feel of the newly designed on-line screens that are truly web-enabled and can be accessed through any web browser over the Internet with proper security.

		



		Exhibit 12.1.1.8-1, Claims History Information Retrieval Processor (CHIRP) Screen, page 1





		



		Exhibit 12.1.1.8-2, Claims History Information Retrieval Processor (CHIRP) Screen, page 2





		



		Exhibit 12.1.1.8-3, Claims History Information Retrieval Processor (CHIRP) Screen, page 3





The new Nevada MMIS high-level system architecture diagram is as shown in Exhibit 12.1.1.8-4.
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		Exhibit 12.1.1.8-4, High-Level Nevada System Architecture 





FHS uses web-based thin-client delivery methodology as a presentation media to our internal and external customers.  This enables us to easily integrate our technical solutions and make them compatible with DHCFP’s existing infrastructure.  The web-enabled portals and MMIS application will be based on advanced technology which is driven by SOA and MITA principles.  


The web portal is designed as the launch point for the recipient, provider, State user, and internal FHS user to gain access to web services as part of the Nevada Medicaid Program.  The design is meant to provide efficient and effective access through secured role-based protocols.   Once access is achieved, the user will be presented with all functions available to be performed based on their access level.  


The design of this interface and the flow of the screens are reviewed with DHCFP in the early days of the transition period of the project.  We use standard protocols and tools to effect this change, including the JBoss rules engine, Liferay Portal, and Alfresco Content and Document Management open source tools to support the process.


12.1.1.9
Maintain a user-friendly menu system understandable by non-technical users that provides access to all functional areas.  This menu system must be hierarchical and provide submenus for all functional areas of the Nevada MMIS.  However, the menu system must not restrict the ability of users to directly access a screen, or the ability to access one screen from another without reverting to the menu structure.


The Nevada MMIS on-line system consists of several subsystems, each having its own use and purpose.  The new web-enabled MMIS screens will allow the user is able to navigate to and from any subsystem with a click of the mouse. 


Each web page (screen) in the web-enabled MMIS contains standard layout and design features that help the user complete specific subsystem tasks and navigate to other web MMIS pages or screens easily.  Navigation is accomplished through the use of tabs at the top of the screen.  

Screens are user-friendly and easily navigated using point-and-click technology, tab key, or specified function buttons.  Additional pages associated with any primary page are also quickly available with the click of the mouse on the Tabs located across the top of the active work area of the screen.  On-line help features and drop-down menus provide quick reference, selection subjects, and valid values and codes.

12.1.1.10
Maintain menus that reflect a hierarchical or tree structure of the screens. Each menu item may indicate a list of screens or a list of submenus to indicate screen dependencies to the users.  The system should remain available to the user from log on to log off, without the need for intermediate systems prompts.  The user should be able to navigate to any component of the system without the need to enter additional user identification.


The proposed web-enabled screens for the Nevada MMIS provide the user with a tab to select which subsystem in the MMIS is to be used.  In addition, within subsystems, the user is able to easily navigate through a series of tabs and sub-tabs to enter or review information.


Since the MMIS is accessible through a secure web portal, individual functions can be exposed to users depending on role-based security.  An example of this is exposure of web enrollment self-service to providers.  Another example is access to the pend resolution process for providers to update or correct missing or incorrect information to streamline the claims and provider payment process.   


Exhibit 12.1.1.10-1 shows the Recipient Eligibility Benefits screen. 

		



		Exhibit 12.1.1.10-1, Recipient Eligibility Benefits Screen





Please refer to Appendix C, Web Front-End Navigation and Screens, for an overview of the proposed web front-end system.   


FHS has requested and been granted a waiver for Nevada to allow the system to remain active from login to logout without timing out and requesting password reentry.  FHS is proposing a single sign-on web portal as the launching pad for access to the MMIS and all peripheral applications.  Once the user signs into the portal, he/she will not need to sign in again as he/she navigates through the various components, such as the MMIS, FirstRx™, FirstDARS™, the DSS, etc. 


12.1.1.11
Maintain system navigation, user interface, and system access requirements that are standard for all authorized users of the MMIS and system components, including authorized users from other agencies and entities.


FHS is currently using established system access requirements approved by DHCFP and will continue to use these standards.  Where applicable, FHS will work with DHCFP to enhance these standards and policies prior to implementation of the new screens for the Nevada MMIS.  The standards are applicable to all authorized users of the MMIS and peripheral system components, including authorized users from other agencies and entities.

Technical Requirements — Data Integrity/Audit Trail


12.1.1.12
Maintain a relational database management system (RDBMS).  Referential integrity of the data must be maintained by the RDBMS.  In the event of a break in a logical unit of work, all previously updated data must be rolled back.  The system must provide a complete online audit trail of data changes, as outlined in Section 12.1.1 of this RFP.


FHS has always treated the data as the most important product that our systems create and maintain.  The care and feeding of that data are critical to our collective best interests.  For that reason, we have taken full advantage of referential integrity, both database-driven and application-driven.  FHS is using the latest version of IBM-DB2 V8 as the database foundation for the Nevada MMIS and Oracle 10G for FirstRx™ and SQL server for FirstHCM™.  We have defined strict referential integrity between related tables.  In addition, we have coded our applications to operate in logical units of work to commit or roll back each unit of work as appropriate. 


We use Computer Associate’s Log Analyzer for DB2 for the MMIS.  This tool provides friendly reports of all, or selected, database table changes to provide an audit trail of changes.  This tool can be used to maintain a data mart of all application-related table changes which can be used later to supply report requests.  For the peripheral tools that run on Oracle or SQL, we use Gardium.

12.1.1.13
Permit overrides only by written prior approval granted through DHCFP authorization policy.


FHS follows standard procedures for performing override activities; these procedures are currently in use and approved by DHCFP.  When changes are required to these procedures, they are made with the approval of DHCFP.


12.1.1.14
Ensure that the system design facilitates auditing of data and paper records and that audit trails are provided throughout the system, including any conversion programs.  The audit record must identify user ID, workstation ID, and date and time of change.


The relational database system (RDBMS) uses a file system to capture insert, update, and delete events and the sequence in which these events happened.  The information recorded in the log is intended primarily for data recovery procedures that are employed in situations of database failure.


FHS extends the use of the database log files to include accurate reporting on the changes that are made to the database.  Computer Associates’ CA/DB2 Log Analyzer (PLA) enables us to read and report on information from the DB2 Log records.  The MMIS has processes that use the Log Analyzer tool to extract and filter MMIS-related data events from the DB2 Log.  These processes write the log data to files that are kept for an appropriate time period for auditing purposes.  These files can be read at any time to report on information about data changes made to any column in any table.  The input parameter requirements to locate the appropriate log information vary, but typically would include some or all of the following:  time period, table name(s), transaction ID(s)/program ID(s), and employee ID(s).


All information and transactions are tracked and available for reporting within the MMIS and associated applications.  These audit trails can identify the transactions that occurred, who performed the transaction, when it occurred and whether there was any override action taken on an edit or other message to the user.  The internal security built within the MMIS is designed to support users in the performance of their operational duties.  Security groups will be discussed and designed to all access to functionality on a “need to know basis.”  With this philosophy, security for functions such as the ability to perform overrides in the system is given only to designated users within the organization.


Finally, the Log Analyzer tool enables the database administrators to restore data based on the search parameters mentioned above.

For the peripheral tools that run on Oracle or SQL, we use Gardium.

12.1.1.15
Incorporate audit trails in the system to track source documents and data through all processing stages, including the final destination.  The audit trails must also allow users to trace processed data back to source documents.

The Nevada MMIS and peripheral systems are designed to provide extensive audit trail capabilities.  The audit trail information provided enables source documents to be traced through the various processing stages.  Data can also be traced from its final place of recording back to the original source document.


Claim record documents are provided a unique Internal Control Number (ICN) upon receipt.  This identifier allows the claim to be tracked to its final disposition and to be linked to the image of the original document.  The system automatically maintains audit trails for all MMIS transactions, including recipient, provider, and reference file changes and conversion programs.  Detailed information which is maintained for all update transactions includes, but is not limited to, the following:  date and time of change, originating transaction and/or function, and operator identifier or source.


12.1.1.16
Maintain audit trails for data changes including but not limited to:


12.1.1.16.A
Overrides


12.1.1.16.B
Updates


12.1.1.16.C
Insertions


12.1.1.16.D
Deletions


12.1.1.16.E
Transformations


The MMIS and peripheral systems provide audit trail capabilities for overrides, updates, insertions, deletions, and transformations.  The audit trail identifies who made the change, what the change was, and the date and time stamp for data changes.  A “before and after” picture is also provided. 

12.1.1.17
All updates to data and all error updates and replacement transactions must be available for review by DHCFP upon request.


As noted previously, FHS provides complete audit trails for all data insertions, updates, and deletes which can be reviewed on-line upon request from DHCFP.  In addition, we maintain an on-line history of the more commonly used audits trails available within the MMIS and peripheral systems.  


12.1.1.18
Display date and user ID associated with changes on appropriate online inquiry screens and reports.

The MMIS and peripheral systems automatically maintain audit trails for all transactions, including recipient, provider, and reference file changes.  Detailed information is maintained for all update transactions including, but not limited to, the following:  date and time of change, originating transaction and/or function, and operator identifier or source.


Information is gathered automatically during the data maintenance process.  Such elements as date of the change and operator ID are gathered during execution of the transaction.  The information is then available for display on on-line inquiry screens and reports.


TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS — DATA STORAGE AND RETENTION

12.1.1.19
Maintain data for online access for a minimum of seventy two (72) months.  After seventy-two (72) months the data can be archived to an unalterable electronic media agreed to by DHCFP, as long as a method to retrieve archived data within twenty-four (24) hours is provided.


Currently, all data are maintained on-line.  FHS supports a full range of archival processes.  We have the ability to archive datasets based on dataset name, age, usage, and combinations of these and other variables.  There are two archival levels.  The first is compressed DASD.  Data that reside here are available with good response time, yet using 50%-75% less DASD.  The next level is tape archival.  We are currently working with DHCFP to identify the business requirements associated with implementation of the archive process including the requirement that data can be archived to an approved unalterable electronic media.

12.1.1.20
Restore archived data for reviewing, copying and printing, when requested by DHCFP.


When authorized by DHCFP, users will have the ability to request archived data on-line or via a change request.  Data that have been archived off of the real-time system after 72 months will remain available for access and processing within the defined 24-hour period from request.  If information is required from the archived data store, a request is submitted, and the information is retrieved and provided for review.

Processing Requirements


12.1.1.21
Accept, enter, process, and report on requests for payment to meet the requirements of this RFP, DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations.  Accuracy, reasonableness and integrity of the payment processing function must be ensured by the Contractor.


The Nevada MMIS and the Pharmacy POS system are complete claims processing solutions that meet all requirements of the RFP.  They accept claims electronically, through the web, or manually and process them based on configurable parameters.  Whether the claim is pended, adjudicated, approved, or denied depends on table-driven parameters that have been configured based on DHCFP requirements.  FHS ensures that the requirements for the accuracy, reasonableness, and integrity of the payment processing function are met or exceeded. Our accuracy rate regularly exceeds 97% against an SLA of 95%.

12.1.1.22
Support the exchange of data between and among the MMIS and system components to facilitate business functions that meet the requirements of this RFP, DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations.  Data may come from internal and external sources.  A current interface inventory listing is contained in the Reference Library.


The Nevada MMIS currently operated by FHS supports all data exchanges between and among the MMIS and peripheral system components and meets all requirements of this RFP.  


System Response


12.1.1.23
The system must respond to specific user requests within response times identified by DHCFP.  System response time shall be measured during normal working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, Monday through Friday, with the exception of Nevada State Observed Holidays.  The following response times will be measured:


12.1.1.23.A
Record Search Time – The time elapsed after the search command is entered until the list of matching records begins to appear on the monitor;


12.1.1.23.B
Record Retrieval Time – The time elapsed after the retrieve command is entered until the record data begin to appear on the monitor;


12.1.1.23.C
Screen Edit Time – The time elapsed after the last field is filled on the screen with an enter command until all field entries are edited with the errors highlighted;


12.1.1.23.D
New Screen Page Time – The time elapsed from the time a new screen is requested until the data from that screen start to appear on the monitor; and


12.1.1.23.E
Print Initiation Time – The elapsed time from the command to print a screen or report until it appears in the appropriate queue.


FHS currently meets all Service Level Agreements (SLAs) regarding response time by using the monitoring tools like TMON, BMC’s Patrol Software that constantly polls servers and processes to collect live information from all of our servers, networks, applications, and databases.  Where the capability exists, these tools are configured to notify selected FHS staff when established thresholds are breached, or to automatically take corrective action when appropriate.


Our monitoring software also provide a window for our network control staff to proactively predict situations and provide the opportunity to take action to prevent outages or performance problems.  In addition, these tools capture historical data, which can be made available to DHCFP, which is used for trending, capacity planning, and spike awareness.  We periodically use these data for our own report card and can provide this information to DHCFP as requested.


FHS monitors Record Search Times, Record Retrieval Times, Screen Edit Times, New Screen Page Times, and also the Print initiation Time on the System Monitoring tool.  The system monitoring tool’s script performs prior authorization and claim history searches within the Contact Detail screen of FirstTrax™, it records and documents retrieval or response times for each of the transactions that is performed, it edits screen information to continue on to the next step when performing a scripted transaction, and it also records and documents response times elapsed time for each new screen call, the tool takes a screen shot and sends to a print queue.  The print job process time is recorded and documented.  All these results are compared to the established SLAs.


FHS has procedures in place to monitor system performance and track any operational issues.  The FirstRx™ POS system’s performance is monitored/managed on a real-time basis in several ways:


· Within the FirstRx™ application, system logic dynamically assigns claims to be adjudicated using a parallel execution assignment algorithm.  This allows multiple claims to adjudicate concurrently in a performance optimized workflow.


· The AIX system host running the FirstRx™ POS system is sized to support typical transaction claim volume +20%.  This provides sufficient reserve capacity to handle peak requests when needed and ensure the PBM system is available 99.9% of the time.


· Within our data center, industry-standard monitoring tools such as Computer Associates Uni-Center and Micromuse NetCool are used to track performance of all application servers, databases, LAN, and WAN resources.  Automated alerts are defined to page 24x7 dedicated operations staff, should defined capacity or performance threshold be exceeded.  Our internal thresholds are set tighter than a customer’s SLA to minimize potential impact.


· Within our Network Operations Center (NOC), 24x7 dedicated operations staff has on-screen real-time adjudication performance metrics displayed for all FirstRx™ customer systems.  Operators also have access to the Production batch job management console (TIDAL) and can monitor/minimize the potential impact of batch jobs the real-time claims adjudication process. 


FHS also uses a system monitoring tool that runs 24x7.  The monitoring tool’s role is to identify, document, record, and report findings about FHS systems.  The system monitoring tool gauges the response times of applications against established SLAs using dedicated workstations that replay scripted transactions. 


FirstTrax™ is monitored by the system monitoring tool with a script that runs every 10 minutes.  The monitoring script includes launching FirstTrax™, user name and password authentication, basic and advanced preconfigured searches, data validation, and printing of screen prints.  Each of the scripts verifies the performance, availability, and the connection to a specified process and/or database(s). 


Programming Requirements


12.1.1.24
Enable flexibility and efficiency in performing modifications using parameter and rules-based techniques, in order to support DHCFP program changes.


From our longstanding experience with Medicaid programs, FHS realized that the ability to accommodate rapid program changes with minimal application development is critical to success.  FHS is one of the very early adaptors to implement parameter-driven rules-based programming techniques that have made our technical solution flexible and allow customization to existing programs with almost no or minimal application changes.  We started implementing rules-based application development in early 2000 and have mastered the technique in the last 10 years.


The currently operational systems supporting the Nevada Medicaid Program — MMIS, FirstRx™ and other pharmacy systems, and FirstHCM™ — each have been designed to provide both flexibility and configurability in establishing and modifying edits and rules through on-line functions.  These tools support our staff in making changes to support DHCFP as the program requirements change.  As we continue to modernize the various systems, we plan to introduce even more capability in these areas.


FHS has adopted the JBoss Enterprise Business Rules Management System (BRMS) as our approach to MITA compliance for SOA.  JBoss Enterprise BRMS includes a fast and highly efficient rules engine and easy-to-use rules development, management system, and repository.  Some of its key features include:


Rules Engine:  It implements the full Rete algorithm with high performance indexing and optimization.  It works by decomposing large sets of rules into a very efficient network of nodes that can process and react to facts far more efficiently than can be programmed manually.


Management:  JBOSS enterprise BRMS includes support for categories and sub-categories of rules to help organize business rules.  This feature allows users to search for existing rules.  Assets are rules, group of rules, or a decision table that are to be managed as one entity.  Packages are like a folder of rules and represent the business functionality.  The package is exposed to the application as a URL or http link which can be wrapped into a web service.  Rules can be changed on the fly without impacting the running subscriber application and can also be executed based on effective date, expiration date, and time duration.


Event Model:  The model is the contract between the application and the rules engine.  In a typical auto-adjudication scenario, the data come from the model and the rules engine updates the model and sends it back to the application.  The data elements in the model are the entities on which the rules will be authored. 


Knowledge Base:  The rules engine facilitates knowledge transfer by externalized business rules into the corporate-wide central repository.  


This JBoss rules engine has already been incorporated in the FirstHCM™ application.  With the introduction of the web portal and other enhancements such as web enabling the MMIS and introducing various other web services, FHS will continue to leverage this rules engine.


Currently the MMIS contains a System Support Module which maintains four databases:  Edit Criteria, Error Text, System Parameters, and Value Sets.  The Edit Criteria and Error Text databases provide specific support for the claims adjudication process.  The System Parameters and Value Sets databases provide general-purpose support for claims, as well as all other MMIS processing components.  Utilizing these modules enables updates and changes to the MMIS to be flexible and to minimize program changes.  These databases support the following activities and processes:


		Database

		Activities and Processes Supported



		Error Text Table

		The Error Text Table contains edit codes and associated error messages, effective dates, and other adjudication indicators.  The table also identifies the claim types and programs by edit code.  Error Text Table messages are used throughout the MMIS.  In addition, the claims processing error messages in the table are coded with disposition and suspense locations as well as edit criteria.  Users update and browse error messages by accessing Error Text screens.  The screens, when used with claims processing errors, allow authorized users to change error dispositions and suspense locations.



		Edit Criteria Table

		The Edit Criteria Table contains service limit information associated with the edit code by claim type and benefit program.  In addition, lists of procedure codes, revenue codes, diagnosis codes, claim type ranges, and provider types and specialties can be specified as they relate to the specific edit criterion.  Duplicates and contraindicated information are also contained in this table.  These lists are easily captured as value set ranges as explained below.



		Value Set Table

		The Value Set Table contains named sets of values associated with various data elements such as procedure codes, revenue codes, diagnosis codes, and others.  These types of codes that lend themselves to ‘from’ and ‘to’ ranges, as well as single strings, are entered as Value Sets via on-line screens.  As code lists change from time to time, they are easily modified on-line.  Each value range has effective dates that allow the user to track the history of a code list.  Value sets are used throughout the MMIS.  By maintaining them in tables, we reduce the amount of hard-coding in the system, simplifying maintenance.



		System Parameter Table

		The System Parameter Table contains miscellaneous single value parameters used throughout the MMIS.  Use of System Parameter data reduces the amount of hard-coding and, consequently, the maintenance burden.  The System Parameter maintenance screen is used to update and browse the tables.





The FirstRx™ pharmacy point of sale system has an internal rules engine that supports a high degree of flexibility in configuring rules and edits.  This system has demonstrated over the course of the current contract that it can readily be modified by the Plan Administration staff to meet the Nevada program requirements.


Some of the capabilities of the FirstRx™ application include:


· Ability to support multiple rule types and rules for Nevada.  FHS recognizes that modifications, enhancements, or new rules are necessary and may be the result of Federal or State laws, regulations, guidelines, or litigation settlements which become policy for the State and must be configured in the FirstRx™ pharmacy claims processing system.  FirstRx™ is set up to provide the flexibility to include or exclude multiple parameters or conditions, including drugs, recipients, prescribers, and providers when developing rules.


· Ability for rules to be very simple, based on simple logic to cover a broad range of items, or can be very complex, combining complex clauses to specify numerous conditions that must be satisfied in order for an item to be included in the rules.  These rules are based on a set of criteria typically available during the processing of a claim, whether already stored in the database or on the incoming claim.  During adjudication, the criteria in a rule are evaluated, to determine if the data on the claim and/or in the database match the criteria specified in the rules.  Rules can also be developed to be applied broadly — that is, to all claims entering the system — or specifically, to a single drug or a particular recipient.  Rules can also be developed for specially defined groups, such as drug manufacturers, provider panels, drug lists, or recipients.  

· Ability to track all rules using effective dates.  No records are actually removed from the database; instead, the record becomes inactive.  During adjudication processing, a claim makes use of rules that are in effect at the moment the claim comes through the system.


12.1.1.25
Support validation checking for all transactions and interactions with the system including the data entry function.


The data entry system captures all data required to meet State and Federal processing guidelines.  Edits for presence, format, and validity of data are done prior to claims being moved into the Claims Subsystem.  This analysis includes identification and definition of the fields and specific data elements that the data entry system edits and compares to extracts of provider, recipient, and reference data from the MMIS master files.


Our MMIS Claims Subsystem and the FirstRx™ POS system contain standard edits for typical validity checks.  Editing is also done to ensure that both a recipient number and provider number are also on the claims.  These validity edits are done prior to other editing and pricing.  

12.1.1.26
Maintain a comprehensive set of edits and audits including but not limited to the following points:


Within the Reference Subsystem, the System Support Module maintains four databases:  Edit Criteria, Error Text, System Parameters, and Value Sets.  The Edit Criteria and Error Text databases provide specific support for the claims adjudication process.  The System Parameters and Value Sets databases provide general-purpose support for claims as well as all other MMIS processing components.  

		Database

		Activities and Processes Supported



		Edit Criteria Table

		The Edit Criteria Table contains service limit information associated with the edit code by claim type and benefit program.  In addition, lists of procedure codes, revenue codes, diagnosis codes, claim type ranges, and provider types and specialties can be specified as they relate to the specific edit criterion.  Duplicates and contraindicated information are also contained in this table.  These lists are easily captured as value set ranges as explained below.



		Error Text Table

		The Error Text Table contains edit codes and associated error messages, effective dates, and other adjudication indicators.  Error Text Table messages are used throughout the MMIS.  Users update and browse error messages by accessing Error Text screens.  The screens, when used with claims processing errors, allow authorized users to change error dispositions and suspense locations.



		System Parameter Table

		The System Parameter Table contains miscellaneous single value parameters used throughout the MMIS.  Use of System Parameter data reduces the amount of hard-coding and, consequently, the maintenance burden.  The System Parameter Maintenance Screen is used to update and browse the tables.



		Value Set Table

		The Value Set Table contains named sets of values associated with various data elements such as Procedure Codes, Revenue Codes, Diagnosis Codes, and others.  These types of codes that lend themselves to ‘from’ and ‘to’ ranges as well as single strings are entered as Value Sets via on-line screens.  As code lists change from time to time, they are easily modified on-line.  Each value range has effective dates that allow the user to track the history of a code list.  Value sets are used throughout the MMIS.  By maintaining them in tables, we reduce the amount of hard-coding in the system, simplifying maintenance.





12.1.1.26.A
Ensure that the transaction is subjected to all validation checks (e.g., number fields are all numeric);


Within the MMIS, the Claims Subsystem verifies that specific claim data elements pass certain validity edits.  These edits ensure that all required data elements are:  present, correctly formatted, consistent with other data on the claim, reasonable, and allowable values.  


The Claims Subsystem contains standard edits for typical validity checks.  For example, edit number 0007 is for invalid dates of service and is applied to all claim types.  Other validity edits, such as edit 0035 that identifies missing or invalid accommodation codes, are applied only to specific claim types (in this case Inpatient or Nursing Home claim forms).


12.1.1.26.B
Ensure that the transaction is subjected to all business rule edits (e.g., provider number on file, no drug to drug interactions are present);


The Claims Subsystem is based upon relational database technology and provides sophisticated rules-based processing.  Our flexible and comprehensive rules-based subsystem provides the capability to process claims that meet Nevada-specific requirements without major modifications to existing logic.  


The Claims Subsystem works along with the Reference Subsystem to ensure that claims are adjudicated in accordance with Federal and State regulations.  The subsystems use table-driven edit and audit logic that is easily modified to reflect changes in policy and regulations.  The combination of standard edits and historical auditing provides the power needed to ensure the validity of claims and financial transaction data, the application of prior authorization (PA) and third party liability (TPL) criteria, proper Medicare crossover processing, limitations and maximum payment amounts for services and procedures, identification of duplicate transactions, appropriate pricing, and correct payment processing.


The MMIS accepts updates from all approved sources of coding and pricing data and applies them to the appropriate files.  The system performs batch updates using files received from State-approved sources and provides on-line update capability for individual or small groups of records. 


Pricing and service limitation information is recorded in segments with beginning and ending dates, and both retrospective and prospective date spans are accommodated.  Claims processing compares dates of service to the date segments and determines which criteria or values were in effect on those dates.


The MMIS provides complete service and provider coding and pricing verification during claims adjudication.  It handles all approved claim types and media, benefit plans, and reimbursement methodologies, including capitation payments.  The system also has the ability to generate administrative fees, and Primary Care Physician management fees. 

We edit pharmacy claims according to defined DHCFP program parameters.  For example, FirstRx™ validates that the recipient is eligible for the service based on the claim date of service relative to the enrollment effective and termination dates and additionally verifies that the pharmacy provider and prescriber participate in the Nevada Medicaid Program.  FirstRx™ contains a full suite of prospective drug utilization (ProDUR) edits, including Drug-to-Drug.  FirstRx™ is fully operational supporting all current Nevada edits and ready to support the development of future edits.  


12.1.1.26.C
Store reference data in tables to support efficient maintenance of specific values;


The MMIS provides on-line rules-based processing.  Additionally, data maintenance, rules definition, and claims adjudication take advantage of relational database technology.  This MMIS design approach allows users to easily and rapidly change data stores.


Data elements, fields, and values can be added, changed, or updated or field lengths expanded as required by DHCFP, Federal, or healthcare industry policies.  Storing reference data using relational database technology also improves DHCFP’s ability to introduce new data requiring new data elements.  New columns in these tables can be implemented without affecting existing system logic.  


Due to the flexible design of the system, non-technical users are able to define and construct edits, audits, pricing, fund assignment, and other required claims and financial processing rules through the use of our browser-based screens.  Any potential changes to Medicaid policy and associated system rules are always tested and verified prior to implementation.  The Error Text File contained in our MMIS allows an edit or audit to be set to “Test” status, causing a copy of any claim that fails the test edit or audit to be written to a test file from which pre-defined or ad hoc reports may be produced.  The normal adjudication process is not interrupted.  This approach allows DHCFP and FHS staff to exercise “what-if” scenarios for different edit and audit conditions, simulating production processing and results.


Additionally, the Claims Subsystem interfaces with the Reference Subsystem to access, obtain, and verify system parameters, data facts, and processing rules.  The Claims Subsystem accesses Reference Subsystem databases to verify the accuracy of the data element codes carried on a claim and to receive processing instructions.  These instructions include such things as procedure code pricing information, attachment requirements, prior authorization requirements, as well as other edit/audit criteria and rules.  


Within the Reference Subsystem, the System Support Module maintains four databases:  Edit Criteria, Error Text, System Parameters, and Value Sets.  The Edit Criteria and Error Text databases provide specific support for the claims adjudication process.  The System Parameters and Value Sets databases provide general-purpose support for claims, as well as all other MMIS processing components.  


The Error Text Table contains edit codes and associated error messages, effective dates, and other adjudication indicators.  The table also identifies the claim types and programs by edit code.  Error Text Table messages are used throughout the MMIS.  In addition, the claims processing error messages in the table are coded with disposition and suspense locations as well as edit criteria.  Users update and browse error messages by accessing Error Text screens.  The screens, when used with claims processing errors, allow authorized users to change error dispositions and suspense locations.


The Edit Criteria Table contains service limit information associated with the edit code by claim type and benefit program.  In addition, lists of procedure codes, revenue codes, diagnosis codes, claim type ranges, and provider types and specialties can be specified as they relate to the specific edit criterion.  Duplicates and contraindicated information are also contained in this table.  These lists are easily captured as value set ranges as explained below.


The Value Set Table contains named sets of values associated with various data elements such as Procedure Codes, Revenue Codes, Diagnosis Codes, and others.  These types of codes that lend themselves to ‘from’ and ‘to’ ranges as well as single strings are entered as Value Sets via on-line screens.  As code lists change from time to time, they are easily modified on-line.  Each value range has effective dates that allow the user to track the history of a code list.  Value sets are used throughout the MMIS.  By maintaining them in tables, we reduce the amount of hard-coding in the system, simplifying maintenance. 


The System Parameter Table contains miscellaneous single value parameters used throughout the MMIS.  Use of system parameter data reduces the amount of hard-coding and, consequently, the maintenance burden.  The System Parameter Maintenance Screen is used to update and browse the tables. 


The Medical Codes Module uses batch and on-line processes to maintain data describing both covered and non-covered medical services, the pricing of those services, and diagnoses entered by providers on payment requests.  Information related to medical procedures, dental procedures, drugs, surgical procedures, and revenue code data, including descriptive data, pricing data, coverage, and restrictions, are updated from external sources as well as through on-line facilities.  Information related to diagnoses including descriptive data and length of stay.


The Administrative Codes Module maintains tables that divide the State into geographical region types, regions, and localities.  These groupings enable the MMIS to vary the application of administrative and pricing rules and algorithms according to geographical subdivisions.  The geographical groupings are customized to reflect the State’s internal organization.  Cities and counties are identified by FIPS Code along with associated ZIP Codes.  Their associations with geographic and administrative state regions are maintained as well.  The primary function of the Administrative Codes Module is to maintain the databases and tables containing this geographical information.


All data stored in the Reference Subsystem, whether rules, medical codes, or administrative codes, are viewable to anyone granted inquiry access to the specific screens in the MMIS.  Our browser-based screens are easy to navigate and permit any authorized user to retrieve, view, and print any data used in claims adjudication.   


12.1.1.26.D
Provide a process that allows for the setting of statistical edits;


The MMIS currently provides edits to check the claim in process against approved historical claims, claims in the current cycle with a status of to be paid, and claims processed during the current week with status of to be paid.  The system is fully integrated and, when processing a claim, reviews all associations between the recipient and programs in which the recipient has participated or is currently participating.  Claims found to be exact duplicates or potential duplicates fail these edits and either suspend for review or deny, according to DHCFP policy.  Exact duplicate edits typically check for the same provider number, the same recipient number, the same dates of service, and the same procedure codes.  Potential duplicate edits typically suspend claims for review if the current claim was for the same recipient, with the same or overlapping dates of service, and the same procedure codes or related procedure codes.  Claims identified can be suspended for review or denied, based upon State policy.  


Claims adjudication is capable of auditing all claims against State-defined service limitations, including once-in-a-lifetime procedures that are defined by procedure code or revenue code in the Reference Subsystem.  Specific edit criteria can be established for service limits, along with frequency, periodicity, and dollar limitations.  Once-in-a-lifetime procedures are associated with the recipient and are permanently available to the audit process.  Contraindicated editing is also performed to prevent one service from being performed when that service conflicts with a service already paid. 


12.1.1.26.E
Ensure that transaction data is consistent with the Data Dictionary definitions; and


The Claims and Reference Subsystems are based upon relational database technology and provide sophisticated rules-based processing.  We use state-of-the-art modeling and dictionary tools to ensure that our databases are designed in complete accordance with our corporate data dictionary.  Validity editing is performed at the beginning of claims adjudication to check that data submitted on or keyed from claims forms are in the correct format.  Further editing is performed to make sure recipients and providers are on file and eligible, that services are valid for the recipient and provider, if prior authorizations are needed, and whether or not the claim has been submitted previously or is in conflict with another claim.   


12.1.1.26.F
Ensure that the transaction is processed to the maximum extent possible and that all failed edits are returned to the provider with sufficient explanation to allow the provider to correct the transaction.


Claims history files are updated once the claims have actually been processed through a financial cycle and final determination has been made to pay, deny, or budget pend claims.  A status of paid, denied, or to be paid is added to the claim record, and posted to the Claims History File.  Claims with a status of to be paid are available to be reprocessed during the next financial cycle, and, depending upon the status of the budget appropriations, may be moved to a status of paid at that time. 


The claim record also maintains a history of all applicable error codes for claims failing any edits and audits.  These are maintained as an audit trail, but are also reported on the provider’s Remittance Advice.  The MMIS maintains up to 30 error codes each time a claim is adjudicated.  Therefore, the provider is able to receive multiple error notifications at one time, reducing the need to resubmit the claim multiple times for reimbursement.  These errors are reported on the paper Remittance Advice and X12 835 with an explanation of the code.


12.1.2
DHCFP Responsibilities


As indicated by Answer #390 in Amendment #3, we have not responded to these DHCFP responsibilities.


12.1.3
System Performance Expectations


12.1.3.1
The MMIS and systems components that support Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program business, (e.g., EVS, DSS, etc.) must operate in a twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days a week environment with a limited time period each week for maintenance.


FHS meets the requirement for operation 24x7 with a limited time period each week for maintenance.  The maintenance windows are provided below.

		Description

		When



		Mainframe Initial Program Load (IPL) without event


Initial Program Load (the initialization procedure that causes an operating system to start operations)

		2nd Sunday of every month — 12:00 a.m. to 1:30 a.m.



		Mainframe IPL with event like OS version upgrade, endevor upgrade etc.

		2nd Sunday of every month — 12:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m.



		Database reorgs

		Every Sunday — 2:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m.



		CICS downtime (IVR does not work)

		Every day — 3:00 a.m. to 3:30 a.m.



		FirstDARS™

		Sunday between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. 



		Peripheral Systems (includes FirstRx™, FirstRebate™, FirstHCM™, FirstIQ™, FirstRequest™, FirstCM™, FirstCRM™, FirstTrax™)

		Saturday 11:00 p.m. EST to 6:00 a.m. Sunday





12.1.3.2
Perform and complete system upgrades and database updates made to all systems outside of normal working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, Monday through Friday, with the exception of Nevada State Observed Holidays, or at times agreed to by DHCFP.


FHS will continue to perform and complete system upgrades and database updates made to all systems outside of the period from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., PT, Monday through Friday, with the exception of Nevada State Observed Holidays.  If DHCFP indicates that another time should be used for upgrades and updates, we will comply with the required schedule.

12.1.3.3
Meet MMIS and system components response time standards.  Times shall be measured for adherence to the requirements every fifteen (15) minutes during randomly selected days several times per month, at DHCFP's discretion, at a remote workstation.  In addition, the Contractor must provide a system to monitor and report on response time monitoring results.  1. Record Search Time – The response time must be within four (4) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the record searches; 2. Record Retrieval Time – The response time must be within four (4) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the records retrieved; 3. Screen Edit Time – The response time must be within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the time; 4. New Screen/Page Time – The response time must be within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the time; and 5. Print Initiation Time – The response time must be within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the time.


FHS consistently meets all of the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for response time.  We use system monitoring tools, (e.g., TMON and BMC Products) that are configured to notify selected staff when established thresholds are breached, or to automatically take corrective action when appropriate.  In addition, these tools capture historical data, which can be made available to our customers, that is used for trending, capacity planning, and spike awareness.  We periodically use these data for our own report card and can provide this information to our customers as requested.

12.2
Maintenance and Change Management


The Maintenance and Change Management requirements define contractor responsibilities for maintaining and modifying the Nevada MMIS. This includes how future modifications and enhancements to the system will be categorized, tracked and completed through the Change Management process (CM) and how system maintenance will be addressed through changes to table values, system parameters, or codes and changes requested by the contractor to maintain related operations.


FHS currently uses the established and approved Nevada Change Management process to track and complete system maintenance and DHCFP-requested enhancements and changes to the system.  FHS collaborated closely with DHCFP to develop the current Change Management process that is used for the MMIS and peripheral systems to track every requested enhancement and change.   

Maintenance Activities


12.2.1
Operational Maintenance


The contractor must perform all operations maintenance and support to meet the requirements for the operational scope of work provided in Sections 10 and 12 of this RFP. The operations period must provide for continuous effective and efficient operation of the Nevada MMIS.


FHS currently provides centralized production operations support to leverage the expertise required to effectively and efficiently maintain an application with the scope of the Nevada MMIS.  This centralized expertise is supported by on-site network administrators who have primary responsibility for coordinating activities, including production meetings with the Nevada MMIS IT Manager, Santhosh Nair, and DHCFP.  The systems are operated out of our data center in St. Louis, Missouri, for our midrange peripheral systems and in the Verizon IT Data Center in Temple Terrace, Florida, for our mainframe systems.  These two locations are equipped with advanced security and monitoring capability to maintain all systems in peak condition to meet our performance requirements.  Automated scheduling tools are used in these locations to ensure consistent batch processing.  Our staff is currently responsible for maintaining frequent communication with the State staff on the management of the system and all operational components.  


Dedicated telecommunication links supporting all user and data traffic are in place connecting our data centers to the State facilities; Temple Terrace, Florida; St. Louis, Missouri; and our Nevada and Virginia offices.  These connections are actively monitored to ensure high availability to users.

An ongoing aspect of our management of the program and related systems for the Nevada MMIS includes periodic upgrades to the operating system software (we are currently using the latest version of the IBM zOS operating system), the databases (currently using IBM-DB2 v.8), application version control, and enhancements, as well as making sure that all databases are tuned for high performance.  


We have consistently met the corresponding SLAs during our contract term.


12.2.2
Contractor Responsibilities


12.2.2.1
Schedule and perform ongoing operations tasks to ensure system tuning, performance response time, database stability and processing.


FHS has established a proven, tested, and approved schedule for routine maintenance of the current Core MMIS and the peripheral systems and has used this process since 2003.  FHS has been able to perform major upgrades such as upgrades to new versions of IBM zOS operating systems, AIX operating systems, DB2, and Oracle database upgrades within the established weekly maintenance window. 

12.2.2.2
Initiate routine production schedules.


FHS currently initiates routine production schedules and will continue to meet the RFP requirements.


12.2.2.3
Maintain tables/databases that are not automatically updated during scheduled data load


FHS currently maintains tables/databases that are not automatically updated during the scheduled data load and will continue to meet the RFP requirements.

12.2.2.4
Maintain security to include maintenance of user accounts.


FHS currently maintains security, including maintenance of user accounts, and will continue to meet the RFP requirements.


12.2.2.5
Maintain all database and application servers and related hardware.


FHS currently maintains all database and application servers and related hardware and will continue to meet the RFP requirements.


12.2.2.6
Provide and install upgrades of hardware and software during operations of the system as well as its maintenance.


FHS and Magellan have standard practices in place to keep all hardware and software up-to-date during the term of this contract.  These upgrades are part of our overall commitment within our Magellan Data Center to use of the most cost-effective and efficient technology to support the operations of our customers.  In addition, our vendor, Verizon IT, maintains up-to-date hardware and software within their Data Center as well.  Upgrades to either hardware or software are identified and scheduled with advance knowledge of the DHCFP staff.

12.2.2.7
Provide ongoing maintenance and submit updates to system documentation within thirty (30) days of DHCFP approval of a corrective action plan of a deficiency, or of implementation of a software modification. 


We will implement a new upgraded version of the on-line systems documentation tool to integrate with the web-enabled MMIS screens.  Within 30 days of DHCFP approval of system updates, enhancements, or maintenance or of a Corrective Action Plan to address a deficiency, we will update system documentation following the Nevada Change Management process and provide the documentation for DHCFP approval.  FHS is providing a dedicated Documentation Specialist on the IT team to facilitate this process.

12.2.2.8
Maintain updated user and system documentation.


FHS will implement a new upgraded version of the on-line systems documentation tool to integrate with the web-enabled MMIS screens.  The Documentation Specialist will maintain updated user and system documentation following the Nevada Change Management process, and the updated documentation will be submitted for DHCFP approval.


12.2.2.9
Respond to production problems and emergency situations according to DHCFP approved guidelines.


FHS currently responds to production problems and emergency situations according to the guidelines approved by DHCFP and will continue to meet the RFP requirements.


12.2.2.10
Maintain certification standards established during the CMS system review.


FHS currently maintains certification standards as established during the CMS system review and will continue to meet the RFP requirements.

12.2.2.11
Submit a monthly invoice and supporting documentation for reimbursement of operations, as specified by DHCFP.


FHS currently submits a monthly invoice along with the required supporting documentation for reimbursement of operations.  We follow DHCFP specifications and will continue to meet the RFP requirements.


12.2.2.12
Submit monthly written operations period status reports to DHCFP, including details of the total maintenance and modification hours and the FTE’s utilized for that effort.


FHS will continue to provide written operations period status reports to DHCFP.  These reports are compiled by our Nevada Account Director, Mark Shaffer, PMP, and include details of the total maintenance and modification hours expended and the FTEs used for that effort.  We will continue to meet the RFP requirements.


12.2.2.13
Provide adequate maintenance and modification staffing levels to meet the requirements of this contract.


FHS currently provides adequate maintenance and modification staffing levels as per the contract and will continue to do so to meet the requirements of the RFP.

12.2.2.14
Request approval to utilize FTE hours for IT programming staff that exceeds DHCFP defined criteria.


FHS currently follows the Nevada Change Management process to request approval to utilize FTE hours for IT programming staff that exceeds DHCFP-defined criteria.  FHS performs approved work only when a Funding Source Authorization (FSA) for Statement of Understanding (SOU) or FSA for implementation is received from DHCFP.  An FSA template is provided in Appendix D.

12.2.3
Progress Milestones


12.2.3.1
Adherence to operational performance expectations for each Nevada MMIS function as found in Section 12 of this RFP.


FHS will adhere to the operational performance expectations for each Nevada MMIS function as found in RFP Section 12.


12.2.4
Contractor Deliverables


12.2.4.1
Monthly operations period status reports


FHS will continue to provide monthly operations period status reports.  Our Nevada Account Director, Mark Shaffer, PMP, is responsible for the compilation and submission of these reports to DHCFP.

12.2.5
DHCFP Responsibilities


As indicated by Answer #390 in Amendment #3, we have not responded to these DHCFP responsibilities.


12.2.6
Contractor Performance Expectations


12.2.6.1
Distribute meeting and planning session documentation to DHCFP for verification within five (5) working days following the meeting or planning session.


FHS currently distributes meeting and planning session documentation to DHCFP for verification within five working days following the meeting or planning session.  Our Nevada Account Director, Mark Shaffer, PMP, is responsible for this activity.  We will continue to meet this requirement.

12.2.6.2
Track and provide a monthly report for DHCFP approval, hours expended and available for Contractor’s modification and enhancement design, testing, and implementation activities. Report should include elements as identified by DHCFP. The report must be provided within 5 days following the last working day of the reporting.


FHS will continue to submit the monthly hours report for DHCFP’s approval and make modifications as requested throughout the contract period.  We will continue to ensure that the report contains all elements as identified by DHCFP.  This monthly report will be delivered during the time frame requested.


12.2.6.3
Track and maintain problem logs and allow DHCFP access to the problem logs as needed.


FHS will continue to track and maintain problem logs using FirstRequest™ and FirstCM™ and will allow DHCFP access to the logs as needed.


Change Management Activities

The Change Management process shall apply to the core MMIS and peripheral systems and tools.

12.2.7
Each vendor must propose a Change Management process which ongoing system modifications and/or enhancements of the NV MMIS will be managed and considered by DHCFP and the Contractor. DHCFP is seeking an approach to Change Management based on industry best practices and successful implementation on one or more similar large scale IT projects. 

The purpose of the Change Management process is to facilitate the organized planning, development, and execution of modifications and enhancements to the NV MMIS, which includes the core MMIS as well as all peripheral systems and tools that support claims processing. 

The Change Management process shall apply to all systems and tools.


FHS has coordinated with DHCFP to develop a Change Management process that meets DHCFP’s needs.  As part of this effort, FHS developed FirstCM™ (a Remedy-based Change Management system used by DHCFP) following DHCFP specifications.  After we developed and implemented FirstCM™, we modified our FirstRequest™ Change Management system to tightly integrate with FirstCM™ through an automated interface.  FHS and DHCFP currently use FirstCM™ to manage the Change Management process for DHCFP, and FHS will continue to use this tool for this purpose.  The tool has recently been upgraded to enhance the functionality and will continue to be updated as needed to better assist the Nevada Change Management process.  This tool allows FHS staff and DHCFP staff to easily create a new change request.  We provide access for a secure general request form for completion and submission directly to the Remedy change tracking database.  

		FirstCM™ is a fully functional Change Management request and tracking system that:



		√
Includes the ability to handle different types/severities of operational and system problems and enhancements

√
Includes the ability to log, track, review, comment on and approve defect correction and/or enhancement requests

√
Provides reporting and tracking of all historical and new defect/enhancement requests

√
Includes the ability to plan for all activities and deliverables for a defect/enhancement

√
Provides tracking and status process (both system and operations)

√
Includes prioritization, scheduling, approval, and tracking of releases/contents and activities

√
Offers the ability to escalate high priority releases/defects/enhancements

√
Provides for DHCFP’s review/approval of releases and/or changes

√
Includes FHS’ system/operations QA processes

√
Provides reporting of releases, release dates, contents, status

√
Provides reporting of non-release based operational/system changes. 





In addition to the FirstRequest™ Change Management tool, FHS also uses the PDR (Production Discrepancy Report) Agenda Report (Spreadsheet) that is currently published to DHCFP on a daily basis on the Nevada secure website.  This spreadsheet provides an overview and status of all PDRs currently in the CM Process lifecycle.  FHS has made enhancements to FirstRequest™ to generate this PDR Agenda Report automatically.  This spreadsheet includes filters and macros that help FHS staff and DHCFP staff to drill down to their list of PDRs and view status updates.  FirstRequest™ is still the source of all status updates.  Please refer to Exhibit 12.2.7-1, Nevada Change Management Workflow for an overview of the Change Management process.  A detailed description of the flow of the process is provided in Appendix E.
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		Exhibit 12.2.7-1, Nevada Change Management Workflow





12.2.8
The proposed Change Management solution submitted in response to this RFP must include the following:


FirstRequest™ and FirstCM™ are used to handle requests to correct system functionality that are submitted by DHCFP on a PDR Form.  


12.2.8.1
Provide a change request form/process that includes the following minimum fields/topics to be completed as information becomes available through research and request consideration:


The current screens in FirstRequest™ and FirstCM™ are very easy to use.  The process may be initiated by FHS or DHCFP.  DHCFP staff fills in the request in FirstCM™ and submits it to FHS.  Each request requires descriptive information, such as:  

· Urgency


· Classification of Change Requests — selected from a drop-down box.

· Summary — allows for a brief description of the request


· Detail Description for Change Request— allows for unlimited free-form description of the request


· Assignment of State Originator — selected from a drop-down box.


12.2.8.1.A
Reason for change request;


The Change Type field on the Change Control Board (CCB) workflow section of the requestor screen identifies the reason for all requests for a change.  The Nevada MMIS Statement of Understanding (SOU) will outline the Business Case for the change request defined by DHCFP.


12.2.8.1.B
Detailed description of requested change;


The Detailed Description field on the Activity workflow section of the requestor screen allows for unlimited free-form description of the change request.  The Nevada MMIS SOU will include a detailed description of the change request defined by DHCFP.


12.2.8.1.C
Potential impacts to other system or process areas;


The Impact workflow section of the requestor screen tracks any impacts to other system or process areas.  The Nevada MMIS SOU will include a detailed description of any operational impacts to other system or process areas.  


12.2.8.1.D
Estimated hours to complete modification or enhancement;


The Nevada MMIS SOU will include the estimated number of hours required for the SDLC phases for implementing the PDR into production.  


12.2.8.1.E
Tracking of decisions and discussions the request;


The FirstRequest™ and FirstCM™ Change Management database systems will track the following fields as the change request progresses through its lifecycle:


· Create Date:  date submitter originates request


· Request Date:  date request is supposed to be completed


· Group Assigned:  area assigned to work on the request


· Status:  each time the status changes, the audit log is updated with new assignee and date/time stamp.  Following are the “out of the box” states for a change request — New, Assigned, Planning, Scheduled, Work In Progress, Pending, Resolved, and Closed.


Approvals, escalations, and automatic notifications can be set up to control the change request as it progresses.  A resolved change must be approved before it is closed.  If the approval is not granted, the change can move back to a previous state.  Once closed, the request ticket can be cross-referenced to a new change request if necessary.


12.2.8.1.F
Reason for non-approval;


DHCFP can reject or not approve a deliverable submitted by FHS.  When this situation occurs, we will rework the deliverable in consultation with DHCFP and re-submit the deliverable for approval.


12.2.8.1.G
Date of approval; and


This date will be captured by FirstRequest™ and FirstCM™ in the worklog.


12.2.8.1.H
Approval signatures for specific DHCFP and Contractor management.


Electronic signatures in form of worklog entries and email are stored within FirstRequest™ and FirstCM™.  No paper trail documents are currently used in the Change Management process.  We will continue to use FirstRequest™ and FirstCM™ for the approval and the workflow process.


12.2.8.2
Allow for change requests to be initiated and submitted by both DHCFP and Contractor staff.


FHS will use FirstRequest™ and FirstCM™ to manage project change requests.  This tool allows FHS staff and DHCFP to easily create a new change request.  A general request form will be accessible in secure fashion for completion and submission directly to the FirstRequest™ and FirstCM™ databases.


12.2.8.3
Proposed electronic tracking system capable of change requests from submission through all steps to approval or closure, with access and record update capabilities for both DHCFP and Contractor staff.


We will continue to use FirstRequest™ and FirstCM™ to manage project change requests.  FirstRequest™ and FirstCM™ allow FHS staff and DHCFP to easily create a new change request.  A general request form will be accessible in secure fashion for completion and submission directly to FirstRequest™ and FirstCM™.  Project tracking and oversight involve tracking and reviewing the software accomplishments and results against documented commitments, plans, risks, and estimates and adjusting these plans based on the actual accomplishments and results.  The purpose of project tracking and oversight is to monitor and control the project. 


12.2.8.4
Include standards for Design deliverables resulting from approved change requests, including DHCFP approval of both high level and detailed design documents.


FHS uses the currently approved standard format for Design deliverables and submits them to DHCFP for review and approval before work is started.   


12.2.8.5
Include standards for testing of developed system changes, including DHCFP approval of test results.


The development of thorough test plans is of primary importance in our testing procedures.  It is essential that appropriate test scenarios and expected results be created beforehand.  This process begins during Requirements Validation and Demonstration.  The designated FHS Project Lead meets with the appropriate DHCFP Subject Matter Expert to determine the test approach to be used and the required deliverables.  As new requirements are identified, the documentation of test scenarios begins.  The test cases are formally documented in the test plan with a number assigned to each test case; expected results are documented to be compared with actual results as the test results are analyzed.  The planning process also includes establishing a detailed schedule and assigning resources.  Follow-up plans are documented and executed afterwards, where appropriate, to accomplish the desired outcome.  All elements of the system are refined through this iterative process of planning, testing, and correcting.  The test plan includes phases to test each claim type, as well as a phase for external interfaces, which include trading partners to ensure HIPAA compliance.  


12.2.8.6
Include approach for training Contractor and/or DHCFP staff on process or system changes resulting from approved change requests.


FHS developed a Change Management training course which provides an overview of the Change Management process co-developed by DHCFP and FHS.  Every member of the Nevada MMIS team is required to take and pass the course with a score of 85 percent.  The course is also made available on-line to State staff.

12.2.8.7
Incorporates Change Management Responsibilities as stated in Section 12.2 of this RFP.


FHS will continue to adhere to the Change Management Responsibilities for each Nevada MMIS function as defined in RFP Section 12.2.


12.2.8.8
Load Change Management history and open tickets from current vendor.


As the incumbent vendor, this requirement is not applicable to FHS.


12.2.8.9
Provide reporting to meet Agency needs including, but not limited to Weekly report of all tickets with sufficient detail to allow staff to quickly and efficiently determine status of tickets they are interested in.

FHS exceeds this requirement by providing daily reports of all tickets with sufficient detail to allow staff to quickly and efficiently determine the status of tickets.


We also use the PDR Agenda Report (Spreadsheet) that is currently published to DHCFP on a daily basis on the Nevada secure website.  This spreadsheet provides an overview and status of all PDRs currently in the Change Management process lifecycle.  FHS has enhanced FirstRequest™ to automatically generate this PDR Agenda Report daily.  This spreadsheet includes filters and macros that help FHS and DHCFP staff to drill down to their list of PDRs and view status updates.  FirstRequest™ and FirstCM™ are the source of all status updates.


12.2.8.10
Provide ability for all staff to view current status of all tickets. Information on display must be sufficient and detailed to allow staff to determine current status, next steps and all history and documents for this ticket.


In addition to the PDR Agenda Report, FHS staff and DHCFP staff can easily view all open change requests through FirstRequest™ and FirstCM™.  

12.2.8.11
Provide detailed monthly accounting of all tickets, engineering hours spent by ticket and source of the hours.


FHS currently submits a monthly Change Control Board (CCB) Dashboard report with monthly accounting of all tickets.  FHS also submits a Monthly Hours Report that provides details of how hours were spent each month on tickets.  This report also provides a year-to-date view of hours spent and balances of the programming pool of hours.


12.2.8.12
Provide web-based view of Change Management tracking system which will be to all Agency Staff.


DHCFP currently can access FirstCM™ through the web.


12.2.8.13
Provide Agency feedback on areas of the Change Management process that could be changed/enhanced to improve the process, achieve better Change Management outcomes and/or improve the process. With Agency approval, implement those changes.


The FHS Nevada IT Manager, Santhosh Nair, works with DHCFP to improve the Change Management process towards meeting the Agency goals of achieving maximum output.


12.2.9
Contractor Responsibilities


12.2.9.1
Develop and submit for DHCFP approval, a Change Management Plan based on the Change Management process proposed in the Contractor’s response to this RFP.


FHS currently utilizes the Nevada Change Management Plan with documented Change Management workflows that has been approved by DHCFP.  These workflow diagrams are provided in Appendix E.  We will continue to utilize the same plan and will work with DHCFP to make any updates. 


12.2.9.2
Update Change Management Plan annually with input and approval from DHCFP.


FHS currently updates the Change Management Plan annually with input and approval from DHCFP and will continue to comply with this requirement.


12.2.9.3
Perform change management activities in accordance with approved Change Plan.


FHS currently performs change management activities according to the DHCFP-approved Change Management Plan and will continue to comply with this requirement.


12.2.9.4
Provide staff competent to perform all functions of NV MMIS modification and enhancement tasks and responsibilities.


FHS currently provides staff competent to perform maintenance and modification of the Nevada MMIS and will continue to comply with this requirement.


12.2.9.5
Document Change Management meetings and planning sessions in writing, summarizing the key points covered, and distributed to DHCFP staff within five (5) working days after the meeting.


FHS currently documents Change Management meetings and planning sessions in writing.  We summarize the key points covered in the meeting.  The report is distributed to DHCFP within five working days after the meeting.  We will continue to comply with this requirement.


12.2.9.6
Participate in long range planning sessions to coordinate future NV MMIS enhancements. A pool of 41,600 programming hours will be provided annually to perform activities other than operational maintenance activities as directed by DHCFP using the change control process agreed upon by DHCFP and Contractor. At the end of each year, any hours from the pool of annual hours shall be carried forward into the next contract. For valuation purposes, at the end of the contract and all amendments to the contract, unused Maintenance and Enhancement hours shall be valued at $85.00 per hour.  All work performed against the pool of programming hours will be performed by resources separate from those performing other DHCFP work during the same time period.


FHS will continue to work with DHCFP on long-range planning to ensure coordination for future Nevada MMIS enhancements.  We are familiar with the annual pool of 41,600 programming hours and understand that this pool under the new contract will be used for enhancement activities and not for operational maintenance.  FHS has provided trained resources to meet the needs of the programming pool of 41,600 hours per year.  We have tracked and reported hours used against the annual pool of hours and have worked closely with DHCFP in using the hours very judiciously in the past.  We provide a monthly report to DHCFP that tracks all programming activities by PDR that are charged against the bank of 41,600 hours.  We propose that DHCFP and FHS reconcile the hours report monthly and that both parties agree and sign off on the hours charged to the bank.  Annually, the hours bank will be reconciled, with any unused hours being carried forward into the new year.  FHS understands that the enhancement hours will be valued at $85 per hour.

12.2.9.7
The Takeover vendor shall continue work begun by First Health Services programming staff, new work shall be identified and prioritized through the change management system.


FHS will continue the programming work that our staff has begun and will identify and prioritize new work using the Nevada Change Management process and system.


12.2.10
DHCFP Responsibilities


As indicated by Answer #390 in Amendment #3, we have not responded to these DHCFP requirements.


12.3
training requirements


The Contractor shall provide a training program and documented Training Plan that describes the commitment of the Contractor staff to provide initial and ongoing training to DHCFP, Contractor, and Sub Contractor Staff. The Contractor will provide training to appropriate DHCFP staff when new tools, system features or updates have presented a significant change to the MMIS and system components and will provide training for new DHCFP staff. Comprehensive system documentation shall also assist staff in appropriate use of system tools and procedures.

FHS’ Nevada Training Department staff, lead by our Acting Training Manager, Donna Perkins, provides DHCFP staff and our staff with training at the Training Center in our Reno office.  The training is focused on the MMIS and is scheduled each quarter, as well as specially-requested classes on specific MMIS subsystems which are held throughout the year.  Individual training and assistance is also provided upon request for specific areas of need or as changes in job position responsibilities occur.  The classes are generally four hours in length with individual training varying in time depending on the needs/skill set of the person.  We have also implemented a needs assessment in order to determine by skill set the training the DHCFP staff member or FHS staff member will require.  These courses will incorporate hands-on training versus a general overview for the entry-level staff member.  

12.3.1
Contractor Responsibilities


12.3.1.1
Develop and submit a Training Plan for DHCFP approval, to be updated at least annually, that describes the Contractor’s commitment to providing initial and ongoing training for all Contractor and DHCFP staff.


The FHS Nevada Training Department will provide training services to DHCFP staff, as well as across all lines of business within FHS.  The Technical Writers on our Training Team provide content for all required training materials.  We submit the Training Plan to DHCFP for approval prior to implementing it.

DHCFP training will continue to be customized to fit Nevada’s unique requirements.  Training on the MMIS, FirstDARS™, FirstRx™, User Administration Console (UAC), and WebRA will be conducted.  With the introduction of the new tools, such as the web portal, the DSS, and the Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools, training will be added for DHCFP and FHS staff. 

For FHS employees, the applications noted above will be taught, as well as review of the departmental desktop procedure manuals and the Nevada Medicaid Services Manual, along with helpful hints that highlight the special variations of the program.


The Training Department works closely with both FHS and DHCFP management to develop learning objectives suited for both DHCFP staff and FHS staff.  These learning objectives will help identify the training subject matter and audience.  Based on the concluded objectives, our Nevada Training Department will coordinate and deliver ongoing education for FHS and DHCFP personnel as needed. 


FHS employees will be monitored for quality standards in customer service and Nevada Medicaid Program knowledge.  Tools used to measure this include post-training assessments, service level reports, and call monitoring.  The call monitoring system used is Q-Finiti and provides real-time call observation with recording of all calls, allowing the QA Specialists to view the same screens that the Call Center Customer Service Associate (CSA) is using to resolve the telephonic inquiry.

As training opportunities are identified, the Training Department works with FHS managers, as well as DHCFP, to create an action plan that can include coaching, mentoring, and classroom refresher training to provide the appropriate strategy. 


We will update the Training Plan as needed and at least annually.

12.3.1.2
Develop a Training Plan Outline.


A Training Plan Outline will be provided as a part of the Training Plan.  We have provided a sample Training Plan Outline and sample Training Plan in Appendix F.

12.3.1.3
Develop a Training Plan and associated materials that includes, but is not limited to:


12.3.1.3.A
Approach to training (basic, intermediate and advanced);


12.3.1.3.B
Course listing and description;


12.3.1.3.C
User documentation;


12.3.1.3.D
Operational procedures;


12.3.1.3.E
Training materials;


12.3.1.3.F
Student Evaluation Forms; and


12.3.1.3.G
Training schedule.


The Training Plan will provide all the required elements as described, including the approach to training.  A course listing and description will also be provided.  Sample course descriptions for training include:


		Training

		Description



		FHS New Hire Training

		The MMIS Provider Call Center Training is an extensive six-week course on everything needed to be an effective staff member of the Call Center.  The new hire spends one week in a cross-training program and five weeks on the floor.  Through a structured combination of presentation, hands-on, observation, testing, and practice, they are taught the skills to provide excellent, knowledgeable service to providers.



		New State Staff Basic MMIS Training

		The MMIS training geared for the entry level State employee is a four-hour course.  All subsystems are reviewed during this classroom instruction with a SME from FHS providing live demos of the functionality and purpose.





We provide user documentation for our training sessions.  All training that is provided to both DHCFP staff and FHS staff is conducted using handouts geared for the specific training session, including the use of desktop procedures for training our Nevada staff.  The overview of basic MMIS functions training for State staff is a PowerPoint presentation (see Appendix G for a sample presentation).  Also included in Appendix G is a sample Training Schedule.

We document operational procedures in the specific training modules.


We provide student evaluation forms to be completed at the end of each training session.  


12.3.1.4
The Contractor must create training sites which emulate the MMIS production environment.  Both computer-based and classroom training are required to be available to new and existing users.  Training sites will be required at the vendor’s operations center and Las Vegas.  There must be one (1) instructor for every twelve (12) students with a computer and materials available for each student.  DHCFP does not guarantee a minimum staff class size.  Training must occur within fifteen (15) working days prior to implementation at that site.  Train-the-trainer classes must also be conducted to equip DHCFP staff with the skills and materials necessary to provide future training to new staff.


FHS will continue to provide training for DHCFP staff in our training/presentation room at our Reno operations facility, as well as a selected site in Las Vegas.  We also provide training throughout the State as requested by DHCFP.  FHS will continue to provide this training in the time frames requested by DHCFP to ensure staff members are adequately trained within 15 working days of the implementation.  We will continue to provide train-the-trainer classes.  We currently hold quarterly MMIS training sessions.


12.3.1.5
Establish and equip two (2) training sites, one (1) at the vendor’s operations center and one (1) in Las Vegas.


FHS has a training center at our Reno facility.  In addition, there are two sites that we can use in the Las Vegas area that will be equipped with PCs for hands-on training — Professional Development Center and The Learning Center. 


12.3.1.6
Organization of the training sessions should take into account, but not be limited to, the following factors:


12.3.1.6.A
Group people with like computer proficiencies (basic, intermediate and advanced);


12.3.1.6.B
Group people with similar job functions;


12.3.1.6.C
Show the application in relation to how the work is done; and


12.3.1.6.D
Tailor training to each job function.


Currently, when conducting our quarterly MMIS training for DHCFP staff, we ascertain the needs of the class and their skill level (basic, intermediate and advanced).  We bring in Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) to assist in the training sessions when there needs to be special emphasis on a particular function of the system (e.g., DHCFP Rates/Accounting Department will receive MMIS Financial Subsystem-specific training, DHCFP Provider Support will receive Provider Subsystem-specific training).  We include in this training session FHS staff who have been identified as newly hired or needing remedial training in order to group individuals with similar skill sets.

12.3.1.7
Prepare as requested by DHCFP, desk reference manuals for each system component, with instructions appropriate for differing levels of user access as prescribed by role based security.


FHS has met and will continue to meet this requirement.  We provide updates to the reference materials as necessary.  These manuals will be modified to reflect new functionality that is included in the Transition Period.  Instructions will be provided for differing levels of user access as prescribed by role-based security.

12.3.1.8
Provide initial, ongoing and refresher training on core MMIS, peripheral tools, and claims support services according to a DHCFP approved schedule, from the time the system is implemented through the end of the contract term.


We will continue to provide ongoing and refresher training on the core MMIS, peripheral tools, and claims support services at the request of DHCFP throughout the life of the contract.  Our continued commitment to provide this type of training is demonstrated in the training developed and offered to DHCFP staff on the Clinical Claim Editor.

12.3.1.9
Provide evaluation forms to the attendees at each training session.  Summarize the input from the forms for State review.


FHS uses the evaluation forms completed by the attendees of the training sessions to improve and enhance the classes we offer.  In response to comments from these evaluations, we have modified the curriculum and how we present it over the years.  The summary of evaluation comments is provided to appropriate DHCFP staff.  We have received a minimum rating of 90 percent on the evaluation forms.  We have included a sample evaluation form and user training survey as Appendix H.

12.3.1.10
Conduct initial and ongoing training and education for Contractor staff, including but not limited to:


12.3.1.10.A
Help Desk Procedures and Protocols to support inquiries about connectivity, desktop software, the MMIS, and system components; and


We maintain a Help Desk and have resources available to assist staff on the use of the various systems and software.  We also use the train-the-trainer approach to assist FHS staff on protocols to support inquiries.  Each department within our Nevada operation has desktop procedure manuals that are used in training.


12.3.1.10.B
Call Center Procedures and Protocols to support Provider inquiries.


FHS staffs a “First Call Resolution” Call Center for provider inquiries.  We maintain and regularly update Call Center Protocols and Procedures.  As State policies and procedures change and when our processes and procedures change, staff is provided training and supporting documentation.  This department currently handles over 2,000 calls weekly and consistently meets the defined service level agreements.

12.3.1.11
Conduct ongoing HIPAA training and education for all Contractor and Sub-Contractor staff under the guidance of DHCFP’s designated HIPAA compliance officer, in accordance with HIPAA requirements.


Strict adherence to FHS’ HIPAA privacy and security policies and procedures is vital to ensure the security of DHCFP’s protected health information and confidential information.  Our Corporate Compliance Director is responsible for ensuring that employees are aware of, and adhere to, the provisions of our HIPAA privacy and security policies and procedures.


Our employees must comply with our Privacy and Security Compliance Program, including all privacy and security policies.  Our Privacy and Security policies and procedures are reviewed as necessary and pursuant to changes in Federal or State regulations or when a change to business operations impacts policy or procedure.


We require HIPAA training for our staff, with annual refresher training.  Corporate Compliance training includes comprehensive security and privacy modules to ensure that our workforce understands the policies and procedures and understand the application of the policies and procedures in their respective roles.  We ensure that desk-level procedures implemented reflect the company’s privacy policies and procedures.  Our policies and procedures address all areas of privacy and security compliance.

We will collaborate with the compliance officer for DHCFP in providing HIPAA training for DHCFP staff.


12.3.2
DHCFP Responsibilities


As indicated by Answer #390 in Amendment #3, we have not responded to these DHCFP responsibilities.


12.3.3
Contractor Performance Expectations


12.3.3.1
Submit Training Plan for DHCFP approval thirty (30) days prior to system takeover, and at least annually thereafter.


As the incumbent, FHS’ process for submitting a Training Plan to DHCFP will be unchanged.  As updates to MMIS are implemented, the Training Plan will be modified to reflect the requirements.  We will provide an annual Training Plan every October.  As part of the transition, we will submit a Training Plan to DHCFP for approval 30 days prior to system takeover.

12.4
general reporting requirements


Flexible, accurate, and timely reporting must be supported by the MMIS and system components for many of the business functions of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Programs. Required reports consist of numerous reports that are required by the Federal government and others which are required by DHCFP, other State agencies, and State Contractors.

First Health Services (FHS) currently produces all reports required by the Federal government, DHCFP, other State agencies, and State Contractors using the MMIS and its peripheral systems.  We produce over 1,329 standard reports on a daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, or annual schedule.  We have the capability to produce ad hoc reports that are developed on request by FHS’ dedicated Nevada-based Biostatistician, Gosia Sylwestrzak, supported by her team of Healthcare Analysts.  The Nevada MMIS provides the end-user the capability of using the on-line menus and selection criteria to create and generate ad hoc reports.  

As part of the transition, FHS proposes to implement an Operational Data Store (ODS) and the Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools to enhance reporting capability.  The ODS will receive extracted data near real time from the MMIS, Pharmacy and HCM systems, and other identified data sources.  Once these data reside in the ODS environment, they are available for use in Cognos by users designated by DHCFP.  Cognos Business Intelligence is an industry-standard web-enabled suite of tools that is easy to use and that minimizes efforts by end-users.  Using Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools, data retrieval and report authoring are made easier for all levels of users, from the non-technical business users to experienced IT report developers.  Cognos provides drill-down capabilities allowing for analysis of cost savings and program impacts which enables better business decision making.  We will provide training in the use of these tools during the transition period.  The tools enable easy access and retrieval of data to support analysis of business functions and trends in programs to identify any outliers that require further review.  Reporting for the peripheral systems will be done out of the ODS.  Exhibit 12.4-1 shows the screen in the Cognos tools where standard reports will be accessed.  Exhibit 12.4-2 shows the screen where Cognos tools for ad hoc reporting will be accessed.


		



		Exhibit 12.4-1, Cognos Access to Standard Reports





		



		Exhibit 12.4-2, Cognos Tools for Ad Hoc Reporting





Standard reports are produced and stored in FirstDARS™ and are available for retrieval by authorized users.   Interactive users who want to design and re-use reports will employ the Cognos Information Portal to formulate, manipulate, and run reports.  All reports that have been produced for Nevada since 2003 are currently available in FirstDARS™.  A link to FirstDARS™ will be provided on the web portal, as will access to the Cognos tools.  FHS maintains report usage statistics, which will enable us to work with DHCFP to identify the reports that are currently not utilized and evaluate opportunities for changes/enhancements to those reports or their value on a going-forward basis.  


We produce MARS and SURS reports, MSIS reports, EPSDT management reports, Nevada-specific and pharmacy provider-specific reports, drug rebate receivables aging schedule (CMS-64-9-r) that fulfills CMS-64 reporting requirements, CMS-416, CMS-420, CMS-64, and a host of other reports.  A full list of standard reports that we currently produce for DHCFP is provided in Appendix I.

12.4.1
Contractor Responsibilities


FHS understands the importance of reporting in Medicaid Program management and is committed to ensuring that the MMIS and all peripheral systems continue to meet or exceed DHCFP’s reporting needs.

12.4.1.1
Render all reports in the media, format, timeframe, and frequency that are appropriate to the business nature of the report, as specified by DHCFP.


FHS fully meets this requirement.  We currently produce reports on a daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, and annual schedule per DHCFP requirements and in the required format and media.  Generated reports are stored in FirstDARS™, as well as in the Cognos Information Portal, where they can be retrieved by designated users.  Interactive and self-service queries can be made through the Cognos Information Portal.


12.4.1.2
System reports generated electronically using the existing report management system.  Support the following formatting capabilities for system users:


12.4.1.2.A
Default to Eight and one-half (8-1/2) by eleven (11) inch paper; and


12.4.1.2.B
Landscape or portrait orientation, as appropriate or requested.


FHS currently generates system reports electronically and in the required format and will continue to meet these requirements.


12.4.1.3
Support menu-driven access to reports. 


FHS currently supports menu-driven access to reports and will continue to meet this requirement.  Standard reports are stored in FirstDARS™.  Interactive and self-service query capabilities will be available in Cognos.


12.4.1.4
Generate reports to electronic formats appropriate for storing, display and data extraction, in formats as specified by DHCFP.


FHS currently meets and will continue to meet this requirement.  Standard reports are stored in FirstDARS™.  Interactive and self-service query capabilities are available in Cognos.  Output types include Excel, Adobe PDF, XML, HTML, and CSV.


12.4.1.5
Provide storage capabilities that promote online access to and retrieval of report information using user-entered selection criteria.


FHS currently meets and will continue to meet this requirement.  Standard reports are stored in FirstDARS™.  The retrieval mechanism in FirstDARS™ uses a hierarchical organization and allows the user to retrieve reports using a variety of criteria. 


12.4.1.6
Provide access to reports in accordance with security specifications and guidelines established by DHCFP.


FHS currently meets and will continue to meet this requirement.  Standard reports are stored in FirstDARS™.  Interactive and self-service query capabilities are available in Cognos.  Access is based on role-based specifications and guidelines established by DHCFP or FHS as applicable.


12.4.1.7
Reports shall be generated and made available based upon criteria and schedule determined by DHCFP.


FHS currently meets this requirement and will continue to meet this requirement.  Reports are stored in FirstDARS™.  We use an automated process to schedule jobs based on criteria approved by DHCFP. 


12.4.1.8
Ensure the accuracy of all reports, including, but not limited to, calculations and completeness of data used as input.


FHS currently meets and will continue to meet this requirement.  When a new standard report is developed by FHS, our Development Team follows our documented Quality Assurance process to ensure the accuracy of reports including, but not limited to, calculations and completeness of data used as input.  On an ongoing basis, our business staff performs regular reviews of reports to ensure that they continue to meet accuracy standards.


12.4.1.9
Ensure report requests (not already addressed through the use of the DSS, query tools, MARS, other systems, or other reports) are managed through the approved change management process.


FHS currently meets and will continue to meet this requirement.  Formal ad hoc reports and new report requests for the MMIS and the peripheral systems are developed and delivered using the established Nevada Change Management process.


12.4.1.10
Review DHCFP requested report parameter changes for feasibility and respond back to DHCFP on any requests that are not feasible prior to the cycle to which the change applies.


FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement by following the defined Nevada Change Management process to fulfill new and ad hoc report requests.


12.4.1.11
Implement report parameter changes for upcoming reporting cycles as requested by DHCFP and in accordance with the change management process.


FHS meets and will continue to meet these requirements.


12.4.1.12
Ensure that all current State and Federal reporting requirements are met by the MMIS and system components.


FHS meets and will continue to meet this requirement.


12.4.1.13
Offer periodic recommendations for reporting process improvements, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.


FHS has designed new and improved reports throughout the life of our contract with Nevada.  We have provided report conversion to Microsoft Excel for enhanced usage of reports.  FHS proposes to implement the Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools to provide additional reporting flexibility.  Cognos is a flexible and user-friendly advanced reporting system that provides multiple output options, including Excel. 


Examples where FHS developed new reporting processes to meet DHCFP’s needs include the Medical/Surgical Client Report Card (Medical/Surgical Report Card) and the Behavioral Health Client Report Card (BH Report Card).  These interactive reports are used to monitor and assess utilization and performance indicators in the Medical/Surgical and Behavioral Health areas.  They identify the primary cost drivers, as well as performing geomapping analysis.  They contain the last four complete years of data, as well as the latest State Fiscal Year-to-date data, and are refreshed quarterly. 


12.4.1.14
Submit Federal reports for review and approval by DHCFP, prior to submission to CMS.


FHS currently meets and will continue to meet this requirement.  We currently meet with DHCFP to review the MSIS and CMS 416 reports.  


12.4.1.15
All reports must be made available in data format specified by DHCFP for export and import purposes.


FHS currently meets and will continue to meet this requirement.  The tools we propose allow reports to be made available in a variety of data formats.  Output types include Excel, Adobe PDF, XML, HTML, and CSV.


12.4.1.16
Respond promptly to legislative/administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP.


FHS has consistently met this requirement by providing prompt turnaround to legislative/administrative requests for reports.  Recently, FHS has responded to the State’s request for budget savings by providing analysis to facilitate major program and process changes within the Personal Care Services program; these changes were approved and implemented in March 2010.  We also have provided analysis and recommendations for therapy services in consideration of budget savings.  In Appendix J, we provide a FHS pharmacy report in support of the pending AWP change.  With the implementation of Cognos, it will be easier to extract the data and to perform analyses using the drill-down capabilities offered by Cognos to identify program cost savings and the impacts of changes.


12.4.2
DHCFP Responsibilities

As indicated by Answer #390 in Amendment #3, we have not responded to these DHCFP responsibilities.


12.4.3
Contractor Performance Expectations


FHS agrees to meet the following performance requirements related to the General Reporting requirements.


12.4.3.1
Produce each report at the frequency agreed to by DHCFP.


FHS will continue to produce each report at the frequency agreed to by DHCFP.


12.4.3.2
Distribute each report within the timeframe agreed to by DHCFP.


FHS will continue to distribute each report within the time frame agreed to by DHCFP.


12.4.3.3
Produce reports according to Federal reporting time frames.


FHS will continue to produce reports according to Federal reporting time frames.


12.4.3.4
Respond within one (1) working day to legislative/administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP.


FHS will continue to respond within one working day to legislative/administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP.


12.5
Core MMIS Component requirements 


12.5.1
Core mmis components overview

The Core MMIS is the component traditionally referred to as the claims payment engine, and defined by the system source code for the MMIS operated by the current Fiscal Agent for the State. The source code can be construed as the scope of the Core MMIS component.


The following business function areas compose the Core MMIS. The associated Contractor Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, System Performance Requirements, and Contractor Performance Requirements are located in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table (Attachment O).


In 2003 the State of Nevada, with the support of First Health Services (FHS), implemented an MMIS that was the newest MMIS in the market place at the time.  This system took the Nevada Medicaid Program from a very manual, paper-based, non-certified MMIS to a highly automated MMIS that was fully certified by CMS in 2005, retroactive to implementation.  The MMIS that was implemented had a set of graphical user interface (GUI) screens that were designed to improve navigation throughout the system for the end-user.


As part of the Takeover MMIS RFP for the State of Nevada, FHS proposes to begin a process of modernizing the currently operational MMIS.  This modernization will include the implementation of a web portal that will serve as the launch pad for all functions performed by Nevada Medicaid providers, and DHCFP users.  This portal sets the stage for ease of navigation and use by all parties.  Optionally, this same web portal is the foundation for the Health Information Exchange (HIE) that the State has established as a goal.  Exhibit 12.5.1 shows the architecture of the web portal.
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		Exhibit 12.5.1-1, Nevada Web Portal Architecture





The web portal will provide access to all systems currently supported by FHS for Nevada.  Depending on the role of the user and the security that has been established, the user will be able to access the web-enabled MMIS, the On-line Prior Authorization System, OPAS (FirstHCM™) tool that supports medical and behavioral health utilization management, and also various web services for pharmacy — web-enabled Prior Authorization (PA), Drug Lookup, web claims submission, and many other identified functions.


An important aspect of this portal is that it will also support access to our Operational Data Store (ODS), which contains transactional data that are present in the ODS in real-time for query and reporting purposes using the Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools.


The focus of the portal is to provide self-service to the stakeholders in the Nevada Medicaid Program.  This includes submission of claims, ability to determine status of provider enrollment or claims status, determine recipient eligibility, and many other user functions.  Some of the potential advances that are possible with this new web-enabled MMIS include:

		Feature

		Enhanced Capability



		In the Claims Subsystem, the web-enabled screens support these enhanced capabilities:

		· Web claims submission — direct data entry using the Claims Courier tool


· Web claims submission — batch entry through the EDI tool from the web using the DirectSubmit tool

· FHS will maintain the PayerPath option for those providers who currently use this application

· Web claims submission of pharmacy claims 

· Claims status inquiry through the web portal


· Self-service claims pend resolution to address errors or missing information on claims submitted.



		In the Financial Subsystem, the web-enabled screens support these enhanced capabilities:

		· Direct link through the web portal to HMS provider portal that can save Nevada Medicaid providers time and mailing costs by allowing them on-line access to their claims identified to have TPL coverage


· Providers will no longer need to wait to receive their claims listings in the mail, which will provide them additional time to bill the appropriate TPL


· If a provider has already billed TPL on any of the claims, that provider can directly notate the billing results on-line, and HMS can verify the results through documentation review and MMIS research.  



		For Prior Authorizations, the web-enabled screens support these enhanced capabilities:

		· Access for the provider to request all types of prior authorizations — medical and behavioral — through the same web portal


· Access for the provider to submit web-enabled pharmacy prior authorization requests and have them resolved upon completion of the request


· Status inquiry for all prior authorization request dispositions.



		In the Provider Subsystem, the web-enabled screens support these enhanced capabilities:

		· Access for the provider to request and submit enrollment materials to become a Medicaid provider


· Access for the provider to inquire on status of enrollment through web portal.



		In the case of the SURS and MARS functionality, FHS replaces the current Thomson Reuters Advantage Suite with our Operational Data Store (ODS) and Cognos reporting and data analytics tool.  This tool provides the SURS staff and other users with the capability to:

		· Produce current standard SURS reports on-line


· Create ad hoc SURS reports on-line


· Perform drill-down analysis for MARS and SURS using the Cognos tool and reports


· Perform queries on real-time and historic data to assess areas of potential fraud and abuse, track on lock-in recipients, assess whether recipients should be referred for lock-in and many other functions


· Produce current standard MARS reports on-line


· Create ad hoc MARS reports on-line


· Perform queries on real-time and historic data to assess areas of program trends and needs.



		We have also introduced capability that will allow for recipients and providers to perform inquiry and update functions that were historically performed by FHS staff or DHCFP staff.

		· Access to EPSDT-related service data including begin and end dates in a data repository


· Access to identify EPSDT-eligible recipients


· Access to data to track screening, immunization, and referral appointments

· Access to the periodicity schedule

· Access to reminders, alert notices, and letters 


· Access to Level of Care function by users to input and modify information as necessary

· Direct access by Health Care Management Clinical Reviewers to use information when completing authorization requests or PASRR reviews.





In Appendix C, we have provided examples of the new web screens.  In the next sections of our proposal, FHS discusses the Core MMIS capabilities.


12.5.2
Claims Processing

The Claims Processing business function includes the processes that support claims control and entry, claims adjudication and processing, and claims reporting. The Claims function provides for the entry of the claims into the system from a variety of media, including hard copy and electronic formats, batching and controlling those claims throughout the system, editing, adjudication and pricing of claims and the generation of claims processing-related reports, according to DHCFP, State and Federal policies, rules and regulations.


The Vendor must respond to the Claims Processing requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


During the initial implementation in 2003, FHS worked with the State to move from a virtually 100 percent paper/manual claims processing environment to a highly automated HIPAA-compliant system.  With this Transition, we are committed to the web-enablement of the MMIS, including web claims submission.  We emphasize the desirability of electronic claims submissions (through EDI and the web) for providers able to take advantage of this feature.  FHS understands that providers are more willing to participate in Nevada’s Medicaid programs if their interfaces with these programs closely resemble their interfaces with other payers, simplifying their billing procedures and lowering their costs.  We are committed to continuing to work with providers to streamline the process. 


While we have achieved an impressive 88 percent EDI average claims submission rate, we continue to accept paper for those providers who wish to send it and for those special situations where paper is required by State guidelines.  These claims are received and batched in our Mailroom, where they are immediately placed under control.  We optically scan and image all hard copy claims using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology to capture the data from CMS-1500, UB-04, and ADA-2006 claim forms.  All claims, adjustments, and financial transactions are controlled through the use of a unique control number assigned to each individual payment request, and an audit trail is maintained throughout the processing cycles.  


The Claims Subsystem adjudicates payment requests of all types.  Currently, the MMIS pays fee-for-service claims for Medicaid and other non-Medicaid programs, generates capitation payments for managed care, processes and pays claims for long term care, and processes claims for various other State-specified programs.  Additionally, the MMIS can process encounter claims for managed care programs such as HMOs.  The Claims Subsystem is flexibly designed to incorporate additional programs.  Recent additions completed for DHCFP include various HIFA waiver programs including the Small Employers Insurance program, the Pregnant Women Program, and the Violence Against Women Act Program, as well as new provider types for the Facility Based Affordable Assisted Living Waiver and Dental Hygienists with public health endorsements.


In support of efficient claims processing, the MMIS meets DHCFP’s business needs by maintaining applicable rules, DHCFP-approved policies, and pricing methodologies.  The Claims Subsystem is based upon relational database technology and provides sophisticated rules-based processing.  Our advanced Claims Subsystem processes all payment requests through a series of edits, audits, pricing logic, and claims adjudication protocols.  DHCFP is also able to associate recipients enrolled in a specific program with providers, benefit plans, and covered services.  


The edits and audits ensure that all claims, financial transactions, and payments are processed according to State and Federal rules, policies, and guidelines.  Our flexible and comprehensive rules-based subsystem provides the capability to process claims that meet Nevada-specific requirements.  The combination of standard edits and historical audits provides the power needed to ensure the validity of claims and financial transaction data, the application of prior authorization (PA) and third party liability (TPL) criteria, proper Medicare crossover processing, limitations and maximum payment amounts for services and procedures, identification of duplicate transactions, appropriate pricing, and correct payment processing.


Our Claims Subsystem supports standard pricing methodologies, and accommodates other State-specific methodologies.  Standard pricing includes statewide or area prevailing fees, usual and customary fees, RBRVS, capitation fees, Medicare co-payments and deductibles, per diem rates, DRG, EAPG, negotiated rates, and other methodologies.  Pricing methodologies can vary by benefit plan, provider type, and other attributes (e.g., level of care).  Our claim pricing logic ensures that claims are paid correctly and takes into consideration Medicaid-allowed amount, TPL payments, Medicare payments, recipient cost share, general and provider-specific criteria, prior authorized amounts, capitation rates, and other required factors.  Rates are maintained on the Reference and Provider databases, and payment methodology parameters reside in the Reference database.  The adjudication function of our Claims Subsystem processes claims through to final disposition.  Based on Nevada-specific business rules, benefit package definition, and associated system logic for different claim types and provider and program criteria, claims may be set to pay, deny, or pend for further review.  An additional feature of our system, which the State of Nevada currently uses, allows the State to better control expenditures by pending payments that exceed budgeted amounts.

The output from our advanced Claims Subsystem includes accurate payments, remittance advices (RAs) for providers, timely reports on claims inventory, processing statistics for management review, and claims history files.  The claims history files provide a timely, accurate, automated, and date-sensitive data repository of claims processing data, including at a minimum, current and historical status, rates, and unit limits.  These data will be available to the Operational Data Store (ODS) on a real-time basis for reporting using the Cognos Business Intelligence tools.

The Claims Subsystem, as operated by FHS, generates timely and accurate payments to enrolled providers for covered services furnished to eligible recipients.  In order to ensure that providers are attracted to participate in Nevada Medicaid Programs, the Nevada MMIS must process payment requests efficiently and effectively while requiring a minimal administrative workload.  FHS has never missed a payment cycle.  As demonstrated by our clean claims timely processing average rate of 99% (the SLA is 95%), FHS exceeds the requirements of the RFP for claims processing, editing and auditing, pricing, adjudication, and pend resolution for all claim types regardless of the means of submission. 

12.5.3
Financial


The Financial processing function performs various claims processing functions within the MMIS, including payment processing, adjustment processing, accounts receivable processing, and financial transaction processing. This function ensures that DHCFP funds are appropriately disbursed for claim payments and that all post-financial transactions are accurately tracked.


The Vendor must respond to the Financial requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

The Nevada MMIS provides complete and accurate financial and reporting functionality through the Financial Subsystem.  Throughout our contract term, we have consistently met the primary objective to provide accurate payments to enrolled providers for covered services rendered to eligible recipients.  The Claims Subsystem provides the functionality that ensures accurate editing, auditing, and pricing of all claims.  The output from claims processing activities is a file of approved or denied claims and adjustments.   The Financial Subsystem incorporates claim payments and adjustments, accounts receivable, and other financial transactions to determine total payments due to providers or other entities.  


The Financial Subsystem has the controls and balances to track recoveries while interfacing with the Provider Subsystem to maintain total balances for each provider.  The Financial Subsystem interfaces with the Provider 1099 Module in the Provider Subsystem to accurately track, update, and adjust all payments made to providers for reporting to the IRS.  Through the integration of the Financial Subsystem, the Claims Subsystem, the Provider Subsystem, and the Reference Subsystem, we maintain the current and historical status of claims and financial transactions, rates, and service/unit limits with associated begin and end dates.  


Our Budget Control Module provides comprehensive budget control features that allow DHCFP to have control over creating account codes, modifying these codes, assigning budget amounts to the appropriate account codes, and monitoring all budget and related expenditure activity.  Using this module, we maintain budgets and expenditures for the Nevada Medicaid Program, as well as other related State programs.  In order to process and pay based on available budget appropriations, the MMIS assigns account codes to all adjudicated payment requests and financial transactions.  Additionally, this module provides the input process for all financial transactions based on adjustment and financial reasons.  A Journal Voucher Decentralized (JVD) file is provided to the State Budget and Accounting Department on a weekly basis to facilitate their weekly financial reconciliation.

The Financial Subsystem supports the following functions required in the RFP:


· Payment Processing:  calculates final payments, record payments against the applicable budget account codes, generate check registers, remittance advices (both paper and ANSI 835 transactions), and balancing and control reports, and update 1099 information and claims history


· Adjustment Processing:  generates claim-specific adjustments and voids, gross level adjustments and voids, and mass adjustments and voids 


· Accounts Receivable Processing:  processes provider refunds, cash receipts, and recoupments 


· Financial Transaction Processing:  processes advance payment, provider liens, manual checks, health insurance premium payments (HIPP), SOBRA, enhanced DSH (disproportionate share), UPL (upper payment limit), and enhanced DME (durable medical equipment).   


In our role as Fiscal Agent since 2003, FHS has consistently met the requirements of the RFP for financial processing.  Drawing on our more than seven years of hands-on experience working with the State Finance group, we have a thorough understanding of the nuances comprising Nevada’s policies, procedures, and requirements.  Through this long-standing collaborative relationship, we have recognized the need to enhance the capabilities within the Financial Subsystem and especially in the area of access to data for reporting, forecasting, and analysis.  We provide this with our flexible and dynamic DSS using the Cognos Business Intelligence tools.


Our financial processing function ensures that DHCFP funds are appropriately disbursed for claim payments and that all post-financial transactions are accurately tracked.

		The Financial Subsystem is designed to accomplish the following objectives:



		√
Produce remittance advice (RA) documents and disbursements on behalf of eligible DHCFP recipients using direct and indirect payment request activity in hard copy or electronic media.

√
Ensure the maintenance of all DHCFP budgets and expenditures and assign the appropriate accounting codes to adjudicated claims and financial payment requests.

√
Maintain accurate and complete registers and audit trails of all disbursement activity based on weekly, monthly, quarterly, and annual criteria.  These data are additionally used for annual provider 1099 reporting.

√
Ensure that all disbursements to all providers and other DHCFP-directed payees are rendered according to State guidelines and generally accepted accounting principles.

√
Process claim credits and adjustments to accurately maintain the integrity of claims history and to report the disbursement and recovery of federal, State, and local government and other related fund shares.


√
Manage the disbursement and recovery of program funds through financial add pay/recovery transactions Automatically reconcile expenditures processed within the MMIS for all program funds with banking institution data on a monthly basis.

√
Compensate Medicaid eligible recipients for insurance premium payments paid for healthcare coverage either directly to the recipient or indirectly to private insurance companies, employers or other public agencies as appropriate. 





12.5.4
Prior Authorization

The Prior Authorization function provides automated capabilities to collect, process, maintain, and report information on Nevada Medicaid and Check Up services for which authorization is required prior to payment. The function allows DHCFP to approve payment for only those services that are medically necessary, appropriate, or cost effective.


The Vendor must respond to the Prior Authorization requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

Our Prior Authorization (PA) function accurately captures and maintains Nevada Medicaid and Check Up PA data and makes it available to support processes such as claims adjudication, subsequent PA processing, provider services, utilization reporting, and program management.  This ensures that only medically necessary, appropriate, and/or cost effective services are paid.  


We accept PA requests through multiple media including web, fax, telephone, and U.S. Mail.  Our web-based system, OPAS (FirstHCM™), maintains all requests, reviews, and outcome determinations electronically, regardless of submission media.  Its relational database makes PA data available throughout the system, ensuring that information is always accurate, timely, and reflects the results of real-time updates.  Reporting is available to the State through the Cognos Business Intelligence tool for both ad hoc and scheduled reporting in addition to our weekly operational updates.


PA information includes current and historical status, as well as rates and unit limits that are date-segmented.  A virtually unlimited number of history segments, consisting of series of authorizations, may be maintained to furnish an accurate, chronological, and integrated compendium of recipient PA status and activity.


Our on-line system supports all requirements for Utilization Management (UM) within the Nevada Medicaid Program.  Our role-based security requires authentication of providers or their designees to access assigned recipient records or to request or update PA information.


		Users employ the on-line PA system to:



		√
Validate PA requests against existing PAs


√
Add, update, or inquire about PAs


√
Ensure that data meet State specifications through an edit engine


√
Verify the provider and recipient IDs, procedure codes, and other information in real time


√
Be alerted to duplicate or overlapping PAs


√
Receive PA request in 278 format from hospital electronic health records through a batch interface


√
Identify authorized service costs against the amounts that Medicaid would ordinarily pay (authorization requests must pass mandatory edits in order to be accepted by the system)


√
Process authorization requests according to specific criteria using a clinical rules engine 


√
Process provider appeals.





FHS performs PA retrospective eligibility authorization and level of care documentation reviews and service eligibility registration as designated by DHCFP.  The current services are: 

		· Acute Inpatient


· Acute Rehabilitation


· Adult Day Health Care (ADHC)


· Alcohol/Substance Abuse Detox and Treatment


· Behavioral Health


· Dental


· DME


· Home Health


· Hospice


· ICF/MR

		· Long-term acute care inpatient Medical/Surgical


· MH Rehabilitation Outpatient Services


· Outpatient procedures


· Outpatient services (session-based)


· PCS


· Psychiatric Inpatient


· Psychological/Neuropsychological testing


· Residential treatment


· Service eligibility


· Therapy — Speech, Occupational, and Physical.





A licensed Clinical Reviewer utilizes established medical necessity criteria for treatment in the review process.  Medical/Surgical Services reviewers utilize InterQual® criteria in conjunction with Medicaid guidelines.  Behavioral Health reviewers incorporate best practice guidelines from the American Psychiatric Association and the Magellan Behavioral Health Medical Necessity Criteria Guide when supported by Medicaid guidelines.  


If the Clinical Reviewer is unable to justify full approval of services as requested, the case is deferred to a consulting physician for further review.  Only Physician Reviewers are allowed to give an adverse determination, which may be either a full denial or a partial approval of requested service units and/or date span.  All requests for psychological or neuropsychological testing are reviewed initially by a Licensed Clinical Psychologist, who also may render an adverse determination.

FHS’ QIO-like Physician Review Panel includes 15 sub-specialties.

		· Cardiology


· Child & Adolescent Psychiatry


· DDS


· Family Medicine


· Family Practice/Surgery


· General Psychiatry


· General Surgery/Gynecology


· Internal Medicine

		· Nephrology


· OB-GYN/Maternal-Fetal Medicine


· Orthopedics


· Pediatrics


· Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation


· Psychology


· Subspecialty Hand Surgery.





Clinical Reviewers are only allowed to render an adverse determination (Technical Denial) related to provider noncompliance with administrative guidelines.  A Technical Denial may be appealed only in extenuating circumstances with supporting evidence/documentation justifying noncompliance.


The FHS provider appeal process supports two types of appeals:


· Peer-to-peer requests must be initiated within 10 days of the adverse determination and involve a telephone conversation with the FHS Physician Reviewer who gave the initial adverse determination.


· Reconsideration requests must be initiated within 30 calendar days of the adverse determination and provide additional supporting clinical information.  The review is performed by a physician other than the one who rendered the initial adverse determination.


Below is a detailed description of PA submission procedures for providers. To promote adoption of these procedures, FHS will make provider tutorials and workshops available.  Web functionality will allow for the ability to check the status of submitted requests as well as the ability to view and print letters.  


		Submission Options

		Procedures



		Web — OPAS/FirstHCM™

		· Provider starts a new request through the web portal; the system has the ability to save and return a request that is not completed.


· Once completed, the request is submitted via the web to FHS.


· FHS has the capability of reviewing and requesting additional information.  Providers are able to view information requested.


· A determination is made by FHS.


· The determination is transmitted to the MMIS.

· The provider can view the current status at any given time, print a copy of their request, and view the PA number assigned.


· Letters are generated and mailed to the provider in accordance with mandated turnaround times.



		Fax/Mail

		· Provider sends the fax (for mail submissions we scan the documents to create an electronic copy to attach inside FirstHCM™).


· The fax or electronic copy is automatically attached to a new request in FirstHCM™.


· FHS has the capability of reviewing and requesting additional information; the provider is able to view information requested and provide the information via the web (or return fax).


· A determination is made by FHS.


· The determination is transmitted to the MMIS.


· The provider can view the current status at any given time, print a copy of their request, and view the PA number assigned.


· Letters are generated and mailed to the provider in accordance with mandated turnaround times.



		Telephone

		· Appointment schedules are developed for intake of requests.


· Customer Service Associates (CSAs) are available for all intake calls.


· The provider calls and provides information for request submission.


· Review process as stated above.


· Letters are generated and mailed to the provider in accordance with mandated turnaround times.





We have implemented this process for all of our current customers and consider web-based submissions a best practice for utilization review.  The provider community has adopted use of our web-based authorization process in large numbers, with adoption rates approaching 100 percent for prior authorization and concurrent review of both inpatient and outpatient services in several states.  One state Medicaid program mandates use of the web-based process by providers.  As a result, this process enables us to provide real-time updates to the provider community and significantly reduce the amount of paper and fax processing necessary to conduct operations.  


For each request, after a determination has been rendered, FirstHCM™ assigns a PA number and transmits the information to the MMIS.  Once PA numbers are uploaded into the FirstHCM™ authorization system, a notification of determination will be generated and mailed to all appropriate individuals.  Letters will be generated from FirstHCM™ and mailed within one business day following the final determination.  If the determination is a denial, that letter will be generated when the determination is entered into FirstHCM™ and mailed to the recipient, as well as the provider.  In addition to receiving mailed paper copies, providers will be able to view their letters on-line via FirstHCM™ in real time.  Providers may also contact FHS for determination results if needed.  

		The contents of the letter include:



		√
Date of notice

√
Admission date/service start date

√
Determination date


√
Recipient demographic information

√
Provider demographic information


√
Unique ID for the review

√
From and through date(s) of service

√
Service(s) or item(s) being approved, denied, or reduced

√
Principal reason, as well as clinical rationale, for the denial or reduction of approved services

√
An offer, when appropriate, for the attending physician to have an opportunity to consult by telephone with the review physician

√
Name of provider and provider number

√
A statement, if applicable, informing the provider, recipient, or responsible party the right to request reconsideration through FHS or the right to appeal through DHCFP


√
Instructions/procedures for requesting a reconsideration or appeal

√
A brief statement of FHS’ authority and responsibility for review. 





12.5.5
Provider


The Provider Data business function supports the maintenance of date-sensitive information related to Provider identifiers, eligibility, certification, licensing, demographics, and reimbursement. The maintenance of Provider data is required to support claims processing, prior authorization, referrals, financial processing, and management and operational reporting functions. The Provider Billing business function includes requirements for contractor support of provider billing in a variety of approved formats, including electronic and paper claims.


The Vendor must respond to the Provider requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

Attracting qualified providers to participate in Nevada’s Medicaid Program is critical to ensuring quality healthcare for Nevada residents.  The Nevada MMIS takes advantage of new technologies to minimize administrative burdens on providers.  We replace time-consuming exchanges of paperwork with on-line and web-based transactions that include Medicaid Program enrollment and on-line claims entry from a provider’s office.  Since our initial implementation in 2003, EDI transactions have risen to 88% of total transaction volume. The web enrollment functionality is a new feature that FHS proposes to enhance the Nevada MMIS.  FHS, in partnership with DHCFP, will use the MMIS web portal to maintain a virtual “provider community center” for Nevada’s healthcare providers.


We have chosen an outstanding collection of productivity and performance monitoring tools to help us better serve providers.  The Edify EVS/AVR system, as well as the web portal, allows providers rapid access to vital information and track our performance in making the process reliable, fast, and convenient.  FirstCRM™, a Remedy-based action request system, is an automated call tracking and letter generation package that allows us to respond promptly to provider correspondence and calls.  An operator can enter a few keystrokes and produce a responsive, customized letter.  FirstCRM™ provides a comprehensive solution for tracking provider telephone calls, training sessions, and appeals.  Flexible reporting in FirstCRM™ monitors the status and progress of open items and provides historical reports for a retrospective view of problem areas and trends — providing a tool that allows management staff to easily monitor and identify issues.  


We have consistently demonstrated our commitment to excellence in provider relations in Nevada since FHS took over the MMIS fiscal agent duties in 2003.  FHS’ Customer Service Associates (CSAs) respond quickly and professionally to inquiries.  Their training focuses on gaining an in-depth understanding of each provider’s unique needs, which allows them to be more proactive and responsive.  FHS’ Provider Services Department provides a consolidated focus for all other provider inquiries, whether it pertains to enrolling as a new provider, obtaining a prior authorization, arranging for additional training, or a claim-related question.  We train our staff to be a “one stop” portal of information for providers.  FHS goes above and beyond by extending outreach to multiple provider associations (e.g., NAMPS and Nevada Health Care Association) and participating in their quarterly meetings and conducting specialized group training sessions.  We understand the specific provider demographic and geographic needs of the State of Nevada, and we have established special protocols to meet the particular needs of rural providers within the State.


Our Provider Subsystem is a flexible, relational database design that is table-driven and on-line accessible for inquiry, update, adding, and reporting.  It is designed to meet the specified current business needs of Nevada and is well positioned to meet the future of provider self-service through one-stop access.  Examples include web enrollment and re-enrollment and access to RAs through the portal.  FHS will enhance the public face of Nevada Medicaid by including content of interest to providers on our website.  We already offer educational materials to all providers to attract those who do not currently participate in Medicaid Programs and interactive tutorials and web casts of training sessions for those in remote locations.  


FHS understands and supports that one of the basic objectives of a Medicaid Program is to encourage participation of qualified providers in the program.  In addition to the rapid and accurate payment of claims, we accomplish this by offering thorough training, effective educational materials, professional responses to inquiries, timely processing of provider applications and update information, and by supporting multiple means of provider access to program data.  Maximizing provider participation means more services will be available to the recipients of the program, which in turn, leads to a healthier population.

The Nevada MMIS, using the most current and reliable technology and best practices in the industry, stores provider data in an IBM DB2 relational database, which is structured to accommodate the complete history of a provider’s data.  Internal tables are updateable in real time, giving DHCFP complete flexibility in applying needed changes immediately.  Our web-enabled browser makes provider data available for viewing, updating, and reporting.  The database design is flexible, allowing easy additions of new data elements and support tools for ad hoc and standard reporting and for auditing on-line activity.  DB2 maintains an audit log of all modifications using Log Analyzer to the Provider database, whether performed on-line or in a batch process.


The MMIS maintains key data elements in dated segments, including codes to identify the reason for the change, enabling date-specific inquiries and transaction processing.  A series of from and to dates on the inquiry screen makes it easy to determine what was in effect on a particular date.  Date-specific information includes:  enrollment status; eligibility for specific programs; permitted or excluded categories of service, procedures, or services; reimbursement rates; and licensure and certifications.


The MMIS is composed of fully integrated subsystems that share and exchange information routinely.  The provider database interfaces daily with the claims processing, financial, prior authorization, quality assurance, TPL, EPSDT, POS, Retrospective DUR, CPAS, and managed care processes.  On a daily basis, provider data are extracted and loaded to the decision support system to support routine reports, in addition to MARS and SURS analysis.  This integration ensures accuracy and consistency in transaction processing.  The claims adjudication process, for example, accesses the provider database to verify that the provider was eligible to render the services reported on the claim on the indicated dates, while financial processing accesses both the provider and claims databases to record and update 1099 earnings year-to-date, and receivables or payables.

The MMIS supports provider billing in all approved formats including electronic, web, and paper. 

12.5.6
Recipient


The Recipient business function includes the processes that support providing medical coverage to an eligible recipient. This includes maintaining eligibility and Third Party Liability (TPL) resource data assigning benefit plans, providing identification cards, making premium payments for other insurance when appropriate, and notifying the recipients of benefits he/she is eligible to receive. In addition, the Recipient business function describes the processes for recipient appeals when a recipient does not agree with the decisions made regarding his/her medical services.


The Vendor must respond to the Recipient requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

The FHS Recipient Subsystem is flexible, reliable, database-driven, easily maintained and updated, user friendly, and it provides simplified, real-time access to critical information that is both timely and accurate.  Our fully CMS-certified Recipient Subsystem has been in place since 2003, demonstrating our ability to meet the processing and reporting needs of the Nevada Medicaid Program and all its stakeholders.  Additionally, our system is ready to accept real-time updates, which would eliminate the current one-day lag.  Real-time updates ensure timely and accurate information is always available for prior authorization, claims adjudication, and reference purposes.  We will continue to work with DHCFP staff to ensure all data accepted and retained by the subsystem are accurate and consistent with data from the State’s NOMADS system.


First and foremost, our Recipient Subsystem is consistent with State and Federal rules.  Data residing in our Recipient Subsystem relational database include current and unlimited related historical Medicaid eligibility segments (which could include overlapping category of assistance segments, if applicable) with status, eligibility category, benefit plan codes that may overlap if appropriate, Medicare eligibility status, LTC and patient liability data, third party liability (TPL) coverage, lock-in to specified providers or provider types, HMOs (MCOs), applicable service limitations, and demographics.


The Recipient Subsystem carries a single unique ID number for each recipient on the Recipient Eligibility History File.  Each recipient record contains links to all prior numbers and their associated eligibility records to ensure accessibility to all historical data for a recipient on a single inquiry or retrieval.  The Recipient Inquiry screen displays these links to the user, who may examine the linked records by a single point and click.  Due to this recipient ID linking feature, historical claims data are also linked.


Our Recipient Subsystem supports daily and other identified frequency FTP updates from the State’s eligibility system (NOMADS) and from other required sources (e.g., DCFS and Check Up) per DHCFP’s schedule.  We also support monthly or other periodic reconciliation of the eligibility files, and produce appropriate reports to enable State staff to resolve any discrepancies.  The MMIS is fully capable of receiving real-time eligibility updates. The file received from NOMADS identifies the group the recipient is to be assigned to which automatically links them to the benefit plan.

The Recipient Subsystem generates the data feeds for the production of ID cards.  It also generates correspondence involving recipient and/or case information.  We support the eligibility recertification process through changing a recipient’s eligibility status based on criteria established by the State.

The Financial subsystem, in conjunction with the Recipient Subsystem, makes premium payments for other insurance.  When cost-effective to Medicaid, premium payments will be made to Medicare or other commercial primary insurance entity.  The eligibility system will track and process this DHCFP-directed request.


The Recipient Subsystem supports inquiries to the Recipient Eligibility database from providers and authorized users for eligibility confirmation and billing through telephone-based voice response units, point-of-sale devices (including swipe cards), or through the web portal. 

Currently, recipient appeals are not a function of FHS.  Recipients, who are denied for medical services, receive a Notice of Decision (NOD) from DHCFP as a result of a prior authorization review conducted by FHS.  The NOD gives the recipient information on filing for a hearing if they do not agree with the decision.  The hearing is handled by DHCFP.  

The MMIS, including the Recipient Subsystem, provides ready on-line access for authorized users through an easily navigable set of screens.  State and other designated end-users can view current and historical eligibility data, assign and maintain benefit plans to assign benefits to recipients and determine coordination of benefits during the payment process, and update lock-in data, to name a few.  Access to records is available by recipient name, recipient ID number, Social Security Number (SSN), and case number.  

During the Takeover, FHS proposes to further enhance the MMIS, including the Recipient Subsystem, to web-enable all functions to increase the ease of use and navigation for the end-user.  Samples of the proposed approach are included in Appendix C, Part 2 Nevada Sample Web Screens.

12.5.7
Surveillance and Utilization Review System


The Surveillance and Utilization Review process includes the identification of providers, health plans and/or recipients who may be committing fraud, waste, or abuse of services and/or billing practices. This review process is supported by the Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem, (SURS) in conjunction with the Decision Support System (DSS). These systems combined meet State and federal rules and regulation for surveillance and utilization review activities. 


The Vendor must respond to the SURS requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


With the prospect of continuing expansion of healthcare costs and extreme focus on budgetary constraints at the federal and state level, it is critical that management of any Medicaid or state healthcare program have the appropriate management tools.  The FHS integrated DSS/SURS/MARS tools support the evaluation of the quality, delivery, and utilization of care, as well as the identification and investigation of misuse or abuse by providers and recipients.  Based on industry-leading and innovative technology, our solutions are essential to providing the timely and accurate access to data required to effectively manage any Medicaid or state program.  Being able to get the information when needed, when you need it, through an easy-to-use process or technology in the Nevada environment is required.  For a discussion on the architecture and technology used in the DSS/SURS tool refer to proposal Section 12.6.8.


In order to meet the ongoing demands for decision support and provide a modernized approach to utilization review and fraud and abuse detection, we propose to replace the current Thomson Reuters solution with the FHS DSS, which will support all aspects of standard and ad hoc reporting, including SURS and MARS.  FHS leverages the already established Magellan DSS — over the past ten years we have continued to build upon our Data Warehouse solution.  We have listened to the needs expressed by our customers and applied our Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) experience to identify and develop many innovations to our DSS to support utilization review and fraud and abuse detection (FAD) capabilities.  The result is a comprehensive solution providing complete SURS and FAD capabilities fully integrated within our DSS.  In this section, we discuss the capabilities of the SURS tool.  As an integrated component of the DSS, this data repository, in combination with the Cognos Business Intelligence tools, can support the ever changing demands of any Medicaid program.


The strength of using a DSS/SURS offering that can be integrated into the optional data warehouse is that both detailed claims and encounter data, as well as summarized data for profiling, are stored and available to users through an Oracle relational database.  Users can access a series of predefined reports, many of which are user-prompted to focus results.  All of the reports within the SURS offering are located in the report library.  This provides easy access for the DHCFP SURS Analysts and promotes follow-up using DSS detail through the common reporting interface, the Cognos Business Intelligence tools.  This portion of the solution makes the DSS/SURS offering more flexible and responsive to the changing research needs for utilization review case development.


The DSS/SURS tool meets all of the processing requirements outlined by DHCFP for SURS.  SURS users the full power of the DSS to help find the data they need to build their cases and complete their utilization review.  These capabilities include the following:


· Claims utilization review and fraud and abuse detection utilities, including provider and recipient profiling


· Claim sampling using statistical methodology


· Specialized queries to identify known, common fraud and abuse schemes and patterns 


· Identifies episodes of care for measuring cost and quality of patient care.


Using these data marts and utilities, DHCFP staff will have a complete SURS solution that is flexible and easy to learn.  The DSS/SURS capabilities provide DHCFP staff with the ability to conduct SURS across all Medicaid services and payments regardless of how the service was delivered — we support collection, retention, and reporting against all data.  In addition, the functionality that exists in the DSS gives SURS Analysts the added benefit of building more detailed cases due to the ease of use and the availability of data.  


FHS proposes to implement our DSS/SURS tool to support the following needs of DHCFP:


· Operate a highly adaptable Fraud and Abuse Detection (FAD) system for the ongoing, retrospective, comprehensive analysis of Medicaid and other designated data for the detection of potential provider and recipient Medicaid program fraud, abuse, or improper utilization 

· Accommodate complex decision algorithm analysis

· Produce graphical reports and charts

· With Cognos Business Intelligence tools, users have the ability to produce charts and graphics:

· Create bar charts, pie charts, stacked and side-by-side bar charts, single and multiple line charts, three-dimensional graphs, tree graphs, probability plots, and other common graphical presentation methods


· Customize the attributes of charts, including the orientation, legends, intervals, and scaling


· Import, export, and manipulate data files with spreadsheet and database management tools, such as Microsoft Access or Excel


· Manipulate the font style and size of text or number


· Edit, shadow, mirror, highlight, or change axes


· Print gray scale, patterns, and symbols


· Allow user to run fraud studies using flexible, user-defined time periods

· Provide the ability to run fraud studies on-demand, from the user’s desktop, without dependence on mainframe scheduling or competition for resources

· Allow data to be selected in unlimited combinations to create broad based or narrowly-focused peer groups

· Provide the functionality for aggregations to be performed on any appropriate data element

· Allow fraud studies to be created by the DHCFP or FHS staff, archiving the results and saving the study for re-use

· Develop pre-defined templates and/or algorithms and provide the capability for a user to initiate customized pattern recognition queries

· Maintain a process to apply weighting and ranking to exception report items to facilitate identification of deviation or exceptions

· Perform iterative analysis, allowing for multiple real-time analysis review cycles

· Allow specific inclusion or exclusion of provider, provider organization, recipient, billing agent, or other population in the detection process.


12.5.8
Third Party Liability


The Third Party Liability (TPL) function provides administrative support for Medicaid cost avoidance and cost recovery. Third Party includes private insurance and Medicare. When other coverage can be identified, claims are denied and providers are advised to bill the other coverage carrier. DHCFP maintains responsibility for all business processes and recovery associated with MER and TEFRA.


The Vendor must respond to the TPL requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

FHS supports the Third-Party Liability (TPL) functionality through the MMIS and the proprietary product suite offered by our subcontractor, HMS.  This approach to meeting the TPL needs of the State combines the tracking, flagging, and extraction capabilities of the automated, integrated MMIS subsystem for cost-avoidance resulting in savings on an annual basis.  We will continue to subcontract with HMS for all tracking, pay and chase, and recoupment activities.  We acknowledge that DHCFP maintains responsibility for all business processes and recovery associated with MER and TEFRA.


When editing payment requests, the MMIS uses insurance information that is stored in the TPL Resource Table.  The TPL Subsystem provides:


· Timely updates in an on-line and/or batch format from the identified inputs to recipient data


· Accepting retroactive changes as an on-line, real-time update from NOMADS, a manual (on-line) update directly into the MMIS, and an electronic file transfer or tape input


· The collection of TPL data from several input sources for edit/update processing to the TPL Resource, Absent Parent, and TPL Carrier Master files


· Audit trail logs that capture the changes made to recipient data during on-line and batch updates.

FHS has partnered with HMS, the leading TPL identification and insurance recovery vendor, to maximize the identification of TPL resources.  HMS offers proven methods of TPL identification that will generate substantial high-quality TPL leads for the recovery process.  The approach used by FHS and HMS is one of maximizing cost avoidance; this provides immediate savings for the State versus the traditional pay and chase approach. 


The TPL solution encompasses data collection, cost avoidance, recovery, and reporting functions.  The HMS product suite comprises four modules:  Recipient Resource Information, Insurance Carrier Information, Cost Avoidance, and Benefit Recovery.

		Our TPL solution is designed to accomplish the following objectives:



		√
Record and maintain information related to third-party resources available to recipients

√
Identify payment requests to cost avoid and identify previously paid payment requests which may be recouped

√
Maintain a post-payment billing capability for resources within the approved “pay and chase” category where third-party liability is indicated

√
Report TPL data captured from payment requests submitted by providers

√
Report payment requests with accident or trauma-related diagnoses or procedures for establishing TPL recovery cases

√
Perform automated data matches with commercial carriers and State agencies

√
Produce appropriate TPL reports for cost avoidance, potential resource information, payment recovery accounts receivable

√
Adjust payment request history resulting from TPL recoveries

√
Support TPL audit efforts. 





Cost avoidance is performed through efforts on several fronts, including the following:


· Data matches have been performed regularly throughout the course of the contract.  HMS conducts DEERS, commercial carriers and worker’s compensation data matches and motor vehicle information.  Therefore, any eligible Medicaid recipients with TPL identified will be verified for coverage and eligibility dates and added to the DHCFP’s file for future cost avoidance and retroactive recovery.


· The purpose of the DEERS match is to identify Medicaid-eligible recipients with CHAMPUS/TRICARE medical and dental benefits.  This match allows DHCFP to recover expenditures that should have been paid by the Department of Defense/Department of Veterans’ Affairs, including changes in the TRICARE for Life program and veteran’s benefits, as they provide benefit coordination potential for the Medicaid program.  In order to maximize results, we create the DEERS query tape and submit it on an annual basis.  When match results are received, we identify the covered dependents that are not on the Medicaid TPL File.  Before conducting a recovery billing, we routinely re-verify match results using our on-line DEERS inquiry process.


· HMS performs a Commercial/HMO data match to identify Medicaid recipients with overlapping third party insurance eligibility.


· All private commercial and HMO insurers, large self-insured employers, Union Health and Welfare plans, ERISA Trustees and/or Administrators are sources of TPL and are considered primary to the Medicaid program.


· Motor vehicle accident information is used to identify liability for Medicaid-eligible recipients injured in motor vehicle accidents or recipients injured as drivers, pedestrian, or bicyclists.  HMS obtains files from the State Police accident files and matches those files to the Nevada Medicaid population.  This process identifies additional leads for the casualty identification and case management process.


· Worker’s Compensation data are used to pursue pay-and-chase recoveries from workers compensation cases with health insurance liability.  The overall design of the worker’s compensation system promotes proper coordination of benefits with the Nevada Medicaid Program.


In addition, HMS offers a thorough and complete approach to billings and recoveries, which is instrumental in maximizing the benefit to DHCFP.  In keeping with Federal requirements of initiating recoveries within 60 days after the end of the month in which insurance is identified, HMS schedules recovery billings on a quarterly basis, immediately following the verification for the quarterly match cycle in which the insurance was identified.  HMS selects paid claims from the MMIS history file and determines those individuals who will be eligible for retroactive recovery.  System procedures are designed to flag and prevent duplicate billings.  As part of HMS’ comprehensive TPL recovery process, system edits checking validity of data, adherence to standard coding requirements, and other quality checks are conducted prior to claim/report generation.  Based upon the insurer’s preferred billing method, and the identified recovery options, HMS submits appropriately identified claims based upon the data match in the appropriate claims medium according to HIPAA standards and within required time frames.  HMS maintains sophisticated accounts receivable and provider communication tracking applications.  This facilitates a thorough follow-up process to identify outstanding claims and automatically re-bills the carriers, keeping liable third parties and providers fully informed.  The system tracks all cases for open/closed status, generates reports on claims paid and claims outstanding, as well as detailed reports on recovery cases and dollars recovered.


Included in Appendix K, HMS TPL Approach, is an overview of the HMS TPL solution.

12.5.9
EPSDT 

The EPSDT function includes processes for the identification and tracking of EPSDT services, referral and follow-up visits, and notifications to EPSDT eligible recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the EPSDT requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

FHS operates the EPSDT Subsystem to provide DHCFP with the necessary information to ensure a comprehensive and certified EPSDT Program.  The EPSDT Subsystem is composed of the following major modules:  Case Management, Case Matching, Management Reporting, On-Line Support, and Periodicity Schedule Management.


The Nevada MMIS provides on-line and/or batch updates to the EPSDT data with HIPAA-compliant data from sources approved by DHCFP.  The EPSDT Subsystem facilitates on-line entry of periodicity and immunization scheduling information and maintenance of EPSDT outreach and informing letters.  The EPSDT Subsystem currently accepts the following data:  recipient demographics and program eligibility, periodicity schedule, paid claims data from Health Plans (encounter data), and paid claims data from the claims processing functions.


The current EPSDT Subsystem satisfies all of the requirements of this RFP as follows:


· Identifies all children on the Recipient database eligible for EPSDT services


· Extracts data concerning screenings and administered immunizations, referrals made, and follow-up treatments from the Rendered Services File


· Maintains and updates the EPSDT database with service data for tracking, follow-up, Federal reporting, and management reporting purposes

· Links healthcare costs for EPSDT recipients to specific conditions, using claims information


· Calculates and summarizes statistics necessary to evaluate program effectiveness and operational results


· Produces reports which meet CMS documentation and filing requirements


· Produces reports for program management including status, cost analysis, participation and provider screening and service information


· Informs newly eligible families about the availability and scope of EPSDT services


· Informs eligible but non-participating families about EPSDT services on an annual basis


· Identifies and report on providers eligible to provide EPSDT screenings in each eligible recipient’s geographic area.


The current EPSDT Subsystem produces management reports that meet Federal and State needs to evaluate both performance and status of EPSDT program operations.  These standard reports are available to designated users through secured web-enabled access to FirstDARS™.  These data are also available in the DSS, where reports may be generated using the Cognos Business Intelligence tools. In addition to the reporting flexibility, the Nevada MMIS provides on-line users with inquiry screens displaying all relevant EPSDT data. 

12.5.10
Level of Care


The Level of Care (LOC) process and tool is used to determine whether or not a Medicaid recipient meets the nursing facility standard LOC or other LOC determination, such as Pediatric Level I, Pediatric Level II, and/or ventilator. The LOC determines the appropriate level of service and payment rate for the Nursing Facility. LOC screenings are done for Medicaid-eligible recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the Level of Care requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


FHS’ current process for Level of Care (LOC) determinations exceeds all Nevada Medicaid policy and contractual requirements.  Our current compliance rate (based on the most recent six months of data) is 99.79% which exceeds the contractual requirement of 95%.  Our process is provider-friendly, with a 74% adoption rate for our on-line system (OPAS/FirstHCM™), which provides paperless data entry of requests and the ability for providers to print their own determination letter the moment the review is completed.  This system also allows DHCFP staff to input waiver information and FHS to input hospice and ICFMR information. 


LOC determinations go hand-in-hand with the pre-admission screening resident review (PASRR) process which is described in proposal Section 12.7.3.  A safety mechanism built into our on-line prior authorization system (OPAS/FirstHCM™) prevents an LOC from being completed until a PASRR screening is on file.  This ensures that the Nevada Medicaid Program and the provider community meet the Federal requirements as outlined by 42 CFR 483.  OPAS/FirstHCM™ is available 24/7 giving providers the ability to request and print a copy of a previously completed screen within seconds.  This potentially reduces the length of stay for recipients in an acute care setting, as it provides immediate access to the LOC determination.  


LOC screening ensures that Medicaid-eligible individuals are appropriate for nursing facility placement.  Screenings are completed prior to initial nursing facility placement or when there has been a change in the recipient’s condition.  Determinations are based on a point system and results are defined as standard, ventilator, and pediatric specialty care I or II.  

Currently 74 percent of all LOC submissions occur directly through our on-line system.  The remaining providers access and submit LOC forms directly through our HIPAA-compliant on-line prior authorization system, OPAS/FirstHCM™, or www.nevada.fhsc.com to submit via fax or mail.  Providers using this system receive a timely determination which assists them in appropriate discharge planning.  Additionally, the provider may print the determination letter.  Recipients who do not meet LOC criteria are reviewed by the Medical Director, Steve Phillips, MD, and are provided with a notice of decision outlining their fair hearing rights.  Requesting providers receive written notification of all approvals and denials.


FHS will add nursing facility admission and discharge tracking forms within OPAS/FirstHCM™.  Since all historical PASRR/LOC information is contained within OPAS/First HCM™, this addition will enable users to more quickly verify that PASRR and LOC screenings have all been completed.  When the admission is approved, it will cause an automatic feed into the LOC MMIS screens for auto-loading of the benefit eligibility.  If the individual is discharged from the nursing facility, the system offers a “discharge” choice, and the benefit eligibility can be quickly end-dated.


12.5.11
Reference


The Reference Data business function includes the process for maintaining the reference data. This includes, but is not limited to rate, procedure, diagnosis and medical policy data for various business functions including but not limited to processing claims, calculating capitations, and reporting, and used to ensure claims are paid in accordance with State policy.


The Vendor must respond to the Reference requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

The Reference Subsystem is critical to the successful functioning of the MMIS, and its data must be correct, its processing reliable, and its contents accessible.  System flexibility is built into all of the Reference Subsystem modules.  The relational database structure can easily accommodate future program expansion.  Reference Subsystem tables replace much of the hard coding found in older MMISs.  Tables in the Reference Subsystem contain the “valid values” and criteria against which edits and audits are performed, as well as the edits and audits themselves.  New edits, audits, values, and criteria are easily added, enabling FHS to respond quickly to changes in the Nevada Medicaid Program.  The Reference Subsystem maintains data that support the processing requirements of other MMIS subsystems.  It carries the code sets, value sets, and system parameters required by the entire MMIS for timely and accurate processing.  


The primary interface with the Reference Subsystem is the Claims Subsystem, which accesses Reference Subsystem databases to verify the accuracy of the data element codes carried on a claim and to receive processing instructions, such as edit and audit rules.  The Provider, Recipient, Financial, and EPSDT subsystems also access the Reference Subsystem data, especially to translate codes into narrative descriptions and to access system parameters required for processing.  Reference data are regularly loaded to the DSS, making the data available for MARS, SURS, and ad hoc reporting.


Reference data, both current and historical, are stored in the relational database which ensures timely, consistent, automated, and immediate access to data from all areas of the MMIS.  Reference data elements such as rates, units, procedure codes, diagnosis codes, medical policy data and many other types of data are all associated with effective date ranges to ensure accuracy of historical reporting and retroactive processing. 


The MMIS Reference Subsystem ensures that claims are adjudicated in accordance with Federal and State regulations.  The subsystem uses table-driven edit and audit logic that is easily modified to reflect changes in policy and regulations.  The MMIS accepts updates from all approved sources of coding and pricing data and applies them to the appropriate files.  The system performs batch updates using files received from State-approved sources and provides on-line update capability.  


Pricing and service limitation information is recorded in segments with beginning and ending dates, and both retrospective and prospective date spans are accommodated.  Claims processing compares dates of service to the date segments and determines which criteria or values were in effect on those dates.


The MMIS provides complete service and provider coding and pricing verification during claims adjudication.  It handles all approved claim types and media, benefit plans, and reimbursement methodologies. 

The Reference Subsystem consists of three modules.  The primary function of each of these modules is to ensure timely and accurate update of the databases and tables in that module.  Audit trails track the updates.  The capabilities of each module are summarized below.  

		Module

		Description



		Medical Codes Module

		The Medical Codes Module uses batch and on-line processes to maintain data describing both covered and non-covered medical services, the pricing of those services, and diagnoses entered by providers on payment requests.  Information related to medical procedures, dental procedures, drugs, surgical procedures, and revenue code data, including descriptive data, pricing data, coverage, and restrictions, are updated from external sources as well as through on-line facilities.  Information related to diagnoses including descriptive data, length of stay, and diagnosis related groups (DRGs) is also updated from external sources and via on-line transactions.  


The primary function of the Medical Codes Module is to maintain the data contained in its databases.  It performs the following update processes:  HCPCS Update, First DataBank (FDB) Update, RBRVS Update, Diagnosis/LOS Update, DRG Update, Medicare Rates Update, On-line Procedure/Revenue Codes, On-line Drug Codes, On-line Diagnosis/LOS Codes and On-line DRG Code.



		Administrative Codes Module

		The Administrative Codes Module maintains tables that divide the State into geographical region types, regions, and localities.  These groupings enable the MMIS to vary the application of administrative and pricing rules and algorithms according to geographical subdivisions.  The geographical groupings are customized to reflect the State’s internal organization.  Cities and counties are identified by FIPS Code along with associated ZIP Codes.  Their associations with geographic and administrative state regions are maintained as well.  The primary function of the Administrative Codes Module is to maintain the databases and tables containing this geographical information.  



		System Support Module

		The System Support Module maintains four databases:  Edit Criteria, Error Text, System Parameters, and Value Sets.  The Edit Criteria and Error Text databases provide specific support for the claims adjudication process.  The System Parameters and Value Sets databases provide general-purpose support for claims as well as all other MMIS processing components.





Utilizing these modules and other capabilities within the MMIS, FHS satisfies Nevada’s Reference requirements outlined in the RFP.  


12.5.12
Management and Administraive Reporting Subsystem


The Management and Administrative Review Subsystem (MARS) produces reports regarding Nevada Medicaid and Check Up payments, provider and beneficiary enrollment, program participation, and claims processing, assisting DHCFP with managing operations of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program. These reports also allow DHCFP to track the impact of policy changes on Medicaid and Check Up activity.


The Vendor must respond to the MARS requirements listed in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

FHS proposes to replace the current Thomson Reuters tool within the Nevada Medicaid Program with the FHS DSS/Management and Reporting (MARS) toolset.  The proposed MARS solution allows DHCFP to receive the most current information available regarding not only program expenditure reporting, but also overall program management statistics, such as inventory levels and customer service statistics.  The replacement solution leverages the best features of the Oracle relational database/DSS environment incorporating a MARS relational data mart from all medical, behavioral, drug, clinical and utilization management, including related provider, recipient, reference and financial.  The solution aggregates financial and operational data into statistical reports that provide information on program status and trends to support the analysis of historical data and to predict the impact of program policy change.  For a discussion on the architecture and technology used in the DSS/MARS tool refer to proposal Section 12.6.8.

With the DSS/MARS solution, DHCFP will be able to produce Federal reports in compliance with current regulations, including the State Medicaid Manual Parts 7 (Quality Control) and 11 (MMIS), while maintaining the ability to accommodate future requirements.  Federal reports including CMS 64, MSIS, and 372 Waiver reporting are also generated within the DSS/MARS solution.  The DSS/MARS solution is federally-certifiable to meet all requirements of Part 7 and 11 of the State Medicaid Manual.  FHS’ experience in getting the current MMIS and MARS solution certified in Nevada provides the assurance that we are proposing a solution that will meet this standard.


In addition to the MARS functionality, FHS develops a Key Indicator Dashboard (KID) using the Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools.  The KID will receive systematic updates from various identified key indicator triggers throughout the MMIS, Pharmacy and HCM systems, such as claims processing statistics.  The KID can also be updated manually for statistics that may not be automated.  The KID will provide DHCFP and FHS staff with a clear graphical representation of program statistics, allowing drill down to specific data, and systematically alert users to declining trends.


The FHS DSS/MARS tool produces federally-required reports and will provide detailed financial reporting that allows DHCFP and FHS staff to account for 100 percent of all program expenditures and refunds received.  Detailed financial reports will support the full reconciliation of the bank account.  All reports will be distributed through the DSS/MARS and FirstDARS™ document management system based on a mutually agreed upon schedule with DHCFP.  With the DSS/MARS, DHCFP will find that the majority of all reporting needs can be managed by on-line access to the MMIS application, through the DSS tool using Cognos Business Intelligence tools or through access of system reports through our computer output to laser disk (COLD) solution — FirstDARS™.   The benefits and features of the management reporting solution include:


· Provides authorized users point-and-click access to MMIS data through user-friendly browser pages that provide statistical information.

· Allows users the flexibility to tailor detailed on-line query results by changing variable page selection criteria to meet specific program management needs.

· Makes reports are available on-line through the web portal.  Users can run searches, export data to other software for analysis, or print only what they need rather than waiting for the delivery of a paper report.

· Allows users to rapidly access comprehensive information reported by variable criteria such as payer, program, or funding source, enabling authorized DHCFP users to quickly analyze expenditures and service delivery trends.

· Uses a single-source reporting environment for DSS/MARS, eliminating the need for the user to access multiple sources and multiple tools to review data.

· Provides access to the Cognos Business Intelligence tools that allow generation of customized presentation-ready graphics displaying trends across DHCFP programs — without IT intervention in most instances.

· Supports variable selection criteria in the DSS/MARs tool.  Data and criteria are table driven, to accommodate rapid additions or changes to criteria such as payer, benefit plan, program, fund source, State or Federal category of service, etc.  Once the applicable table is updated, DSS/MARS will summarize data based on the updated table.

· Provides ability to produce reports on various media including paper, or data files on tape, CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, as designated by the user — in the format that the user prefers such as Excel, RTF or PDF.

		The FHS DSS/MARS solution will:



		√
Provide the on-line ability to configure DSS/MARS reports to properly categorize services based on the Benefit Plan structure. 


√
Provide the on-line ability to configure DSS/MARS reports to properly categorize services based on the benefit plan structure.


√
Provide, with the MMIS, the capability to configure reports to properly categorize services on benefit plans.  As benefit plan changes are made, table updates are completed to allow DSS/MARS to recognize those services and categorize the activity in the new benefit plan. 


√
Meet both existing and new format and data requirements for federal statistical MARS reporting.


√
Create existing and new Federal MARS reports according to the standards established by DHCFP and CMS.  FHS will works with DHCFP during the Takeover to analyze and define each report, determine delivery requirements, and verify that the MMIS federal reporting component meets business needs, as well as CMS certification requirements. 





Analytic Support


In addition to meeting all of the MARS performance requirements listed in this section, FHS uses our technology, applications, analytics/health informatics resources, and clinical subject matter expertise to assist the State with management of its various programs and policies.  We will provide expenditure, program, recipient eligibility, utilization, and other data as necessary to support DHCFP forecasting needs including State and federal budget forecasts.  We can also build the models and forecasts if DHCFP desires, using our expertise and statistical packages such as SPSS 17.0 and SPSS Clementine.


FHS believes that understanding and promoting the effective organization, analysis, management, and use of information in health care is essential.  To achieve this goal, we have an established corporate Health Informatics Department.  This department is staffed by biostatisticians and healthcare analysts and serves as a bridge connecting IT to the rest of our business in areas such as account and clinical management, modeling and forecasting.  DHCFP will continue to have access to the resources of the corporate Health Informatics Department in the areas of performance measurement, outcomes assessment, assessment of cost avoidance, and forecasting and will also be supported by our Nevada Health Informatics Team.  Gosia Sylwestrzak is the Reno-based FHS Biostatistician currently assigned to DHCFP.  She will be supported by two new Healthcare Data Analysts.

In each unique population, we work collaboratively with our State Medicaid customers to understand their program goals and bring innovative clinical and leading edge technological solutions to achieve those goals.  Our clinical/analytical staff understands and can analyze data, formulate solutions, and measure success.  We are not simply pharmacy, medical, or behavioral management — we think in terms of an integrated, enhanced care management model to ensure that the program is patient-centric and meets the quality and access standards prescribed by DHCFP.  We manage the whole patient, while maintaining the highest levels of quality and effectively controlling costs.  


SPSS 17.0 and SPSS Clementine


SPSS 17.0 and SPSS Clementine provide FHS with descriptive, inferential, and predictive modeling statistical analysis capabilities.  SPSS 17.0 enables the FHS Nevada Health Informatics Team to conduct statistical analyses such as means testing, time series analyses, survival analyses, and correlation analytics.  Further strengthening our statistical toolkit, SPSS Clementine provides FHS’ Health Informatics Team with a full set of data mining/predictive modeling capabilities.  Clementine offers a wide variety of modeling techniques, including linear regression, logistic regression, decision trees, neural networks, and sequencing.  Because of the unique skill sets required for these software packages, they are used by select teams within FHS.  SPSS 17.0 is used by the Healthcare Data Analysts in both the corporate Quality Improvement and Health Informatics teams, and SPSS Clementine is used almost exclusively by the Biostatistician on the Health Informatics Team.  Although only select groups interface with this software, the results of the analyses run on these tools impact operations across FHS.  By applying the power of SPSS 17.0 and SPSS Clementine to the data available in the operational data store, FHS develops customized, data-driven strategies that match patients with the appropriate clinical interventions.  By using historic data to create models that apply to future data, FHS has been able to capitalize on our huge data stores to make more informed treatment and business decisions.  


Examples of reports that FHS currently produces for DHCFP that are used to detect areas that require process improvements and to monitor process improvements that already have been made are the Medical/Surgical Client Report Card (Medical/Surgical Report Card) and the Behavioral Health Client Report Card (BH Report Card).  These reports are used to monitor and assess utilization and performance indicators in the Medical/Surgical and Behavioral Health areas.  They contain the last four complete years, as well as the latest state fiscal year‐to‐date data.  They are refreshed quarterly.  While these reports are currently produced as Excel documents, they will be transitioned to the Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools where they will be available via a secure website.  Additional drill-down capability will be added to these reports. 


Medical/Surgical Client Report Card


This report contains high‐level, executive‐style summary information (e.g., the Dashboard Summary and Admission Summary), as well as detail reports containing information regarding individual facilities or diseases.  It is an Excel-based application that allows the end user to easily manipulate the data and graphs in order to customize the report.  


		Med/Surg Report Card Reports

		Description



		Snapshot

		The Snapshot report is the highest-level summary of membership, admission, readmission, and ER statistics. This report shows the values of the major program metrics as well as the change in the metric compared to the previous year.



		Dashboard

		This report shows information about admissions, LOS, readmissions, and ER visits. The change in the metric compared to the previous year is also presented. Tabular and graphical information about the top 10 DRGs, top aid classes, and top aid categories are also included.



		Admissions


· Summary


· By Aid Category


· By Specialty


· By Facility


· By DRG


· By DRG & Location

		High-level summary metrics regarding admissions for the program are presented in the Summary. Year-over-year changes are also reported.  Special populations can be broken out (e.g., exclude Medicare primary) as well as regions. 


The other admissions reports are more detailed reports that break down admission metrics by aid category, revenue code-based categories and DRG.  They present data in both tabular and graphical formats. 


The Facility report presents the number of admissions, LOS and percent of all admissions for each facility for each of the last five years.  It utilizes the auto-filter feature described below which allows the user to easily sort and filter the list to select facilities most of interest.  



		Readmissions


· Summary


· By Facility

		High-level summary metrics regarding readmissions for the program are presented. Year-over-year changes are also reported. Presents data in both tabular and graphical formats. 


Presents the metrics in the Readmission Summary for each facility for each of the last five years.  Utilizes the auto-filter feature.   



		Related Readmissions


· By MDC


· By MDC & Facility

		Presents the related readmission metrics for each MDC for each of the last five years.  Utilizes the auto-filter feature.  


Presents the related readmission metrics for each MDC/facility combination for each of the last five years.  Utilizes the auto-filter feature.  



		ER Visits


· By Facility


· By Diagnosis

		By Facility: Presents the ER visit metrics for each facility for each of the last five years.  Utilizes the auto-filter feature.  


By Diagnosis: Presents the ER visit metrics for each admitting and principle diagnosis for each of the last five years.  User can select age range.  Utilizes the auto-filter feature.  





Summary Example


The primary cost drivers are illustrated in the following “dashboard” diagram.  This report shows utilization and cost metrics for the last five years.  Information about admissions, LOS, readmissions, and ER visits is presented, as well as the year‐over‐year changes for these metrics.  The top 10 DRGs, aid classes, and aid categories are also presented.




Example of Detail Report 


Emergency Room (ER) Visits by Facility is shown as an example of a detail report sheet.  In most detail sheets, there are summary data above the data table containing the detail information.  In this example, two graphs for the top 10 facilities are displayed — ER visits and ER visits/patient. 


An Auto-Filter feature is used in all of the detail reports that facilitates sorting and filtering. By selecting a column heading, the end user can sort the report by that column or they can set up selection criteria for the report.  The following shows the ER listing that contains one user-selected filter.  As can be seen in the highlighted filter setting row, the user in this case has filtered the SFYTD ER Visits listing to those facilities with ≥5 ER visits.  Since at least one filter has been set, there are two summary rows—one for the filtered subset and one for the entire listing.  This allows the user to compare the selected subset to the entire data set — using these criteria, we have selected the 15% of facilities that were responsible for 98% of all ER visits.  




Behavioral Health Client Report Card


This report contains high‐level, executive‐style summary information (e.g., the Snapshot and Dashboard Summary), as well as detailed reports containing information regarding regional differences, trends, and utilization and performance metrics.  It is an Excel-based application that allows the end user to easily manipulate the data and graphs in order to customize the report.  All reports can be restricted to certain age ranges and certain regions.  


		BH Report Card Reports

		Description



		Snapshot

		Information about the utilization of behavioral healthcare services is displayed in a tabular form with easy to interpret arrows indicating the change in the trend.



		Dashboard

		Summary information about costs and penetration rates for each service type, as well as quality indication information is displayed by state fiscal year.  There are 11 major utilization sections; one for each service type and eight major indicator sections, one for each indicator type.



		Geo-Mapping


· Utilization


· Quality Indicators

		Gives a high level overview of costs, utilization, and quality for each behavioral health service type by geographic region.  The geo-mapping sheets are higher level summaries of behavioral health metrics by region. They show metrics from the last 4 state fiscal years as well as the most recent state fiscal year-to-date. 


A variety of options are available for the user.  Once you have chosen a metric, you have the option to choose a desired fiscal year.  The map will automatically be refreshed after you click OK. You have the option of changing the suggested ranges for the geo-mapping shading.



		Trends


· Utilization


· Quality Indicators

		Determining how behavioral healthcare utilization and costs change over time is easy using the information on this sheet.  The Trends sheets are high level summaries of service types for a metrics broken out by fiscal year.  They show metrics from the last 4 state fiscal years as well as state fiscal year-to-date.  You are required to choose a desired region and metric to display. 



		Utilization Summary

		Determining how utilization is divided among service types is easy using the information on this sheet.  The Utilization Summary sheet is a high level summary of utilization and cost metrics broken out by service type.  It shows metrics from the last 4 state fiscal years as well as state fiscal year-to-date. 


You have the option to limit this report to a specific region and age range; just select the desired choice from the drop-down list.



		Indicator Summary

		Determining how readmissions, follow-up, and BH ER visits are being managed is easy using the information on this sheet.  The Indicator Summary sheet is a high level summary of readmission, follow-up, and BH ER visit quality indicators.  It shows metrics from the last four state fiscal years as well as state fiscal year-to-date. 


You have the option to limit this report to a specific region and age range; just select the desired choice from the drop-down list.





Summary Example

Following is a summary example.




Trend Example

Following is a trend example.




Recipient Profile Example

Following is a Recipient Profile example.





12.6
peripheral system tools component requirements


12.6.1
Overview of Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements


The Peripheral Systems are automated tools and technology solutions that are not part of the Core MMIS, but instead supplement the Core MMIS, such as a Decision Support System, a clinical rules engine, pharmacy POS, and others.  


The following components are the Peripheral System Tools that supplement the Core MMIS. The associated Contractor Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, System Performance Requirements, and Contractor Performance Requirements are located in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table (Attachment P).


First Health Services (FHS) has implemented and operates each of the designated Peripheral System Tools to support the Nevada Medicaid Program today.  Other vendors who submit proposals will have to make more complex and costly decisions about how to continue to support each of these tools and processes.  FHS has the advantage of making the decision on how to refine and improve the peripheral tools we offer.  Other vendors will have to spend months implementing new tools or contracting with vendors or subcontractors to get to the same position Nevada is already in today.  In the following sections, FHS highlights the improvements we envision in this Takeover proposal to provide DHCFP with even more advanced functionality than is operational today.

		Function

		FHS Approach



		Clinical Claims Editing

		FHS has integrated the McKesson ClaimCheck tool with the Nevada MMIS.  We are ready to help Nevada determine expanded use of this tool which could provide savings to the State.



		Pharmacy Point-of-Sale

		FHS continues with our industry-leading FirstRx™ POS system and related tools.  We promote the use of web services on the portal to provide access to both recipients and providers.



		Pharmacy

		FHS continues our support for the Nevada Medicaid Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee, the PDL and Supplemental Rebates, and cost savings provided by our national NMPI pooling initiative.  No other vendor has more experience in this area.  Our NMPI is the largest Medicaid PDL pool in the country, with the ability to leverage the number of lives in the program to garner more savings for the Nevada Medicaid Program than any other “me-too” vendor.



		Electronic Prescription Software

		Nevada Medicaid has implemented our Surescripts e-prescription solution that offers critical services that support the e-Prescription process.  FHS will implement the real-time version that provides up-to-date information and to look for ways to advance e-prescription through our proposed Health Information Exchange (HIE) initiative.



		Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate

		We will continue to support the rebate process using our FirstRebate™ system.  We advance this process through web-enabled functionality for manufacturers use in the invoicing process.  This will speed collections and minimize disputes, maximizing cash flow to the State.  We also provide advanced tools to support reporting for the end-user so that Nevada Medicaid always has access to the information needed to administer the program. FHS will proactively work with the State of Nevada to determine the impact of Health Care Reform.



		Diabetic Supply Rebate

		Nevada Medicaid has implemented FHS’ innovative Diabetic Supply Rebate Program, gaining savings in this high utilization area.  We are on track to exceed budgeted savings for this program this fiscal year.  We look forward to continued expansion of this program to deliver additional cost savings opportunities through creative contracting with manufacturers.  



		Decision Support System

		We propose to replace the Thomson Reuters tools with our Operational Data Store (ODS), DSS, and Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools to enhance the real-time access to data for the DHCFP users.  



		Web Portal

		Today we provide a static website and various web-enabled functions such as pharmacy WebPA, EVS, and static communication materials.  We propose to implement a true web portal that serves as the launch point for all applications and activities.  We support recipient, provider, State, and other stakeholder portals that offer role-based security governing access to materials through this portal.  Optionally, this web portal serves as the base for an extended HIE for Nevada Medicaid and other stakeholder groups like the local Regional Health Insurance Organization (RHIO).



		On-line Document Retrieval and Archiving System

		FHS has the IBM OnDemand image archival and retrieval tool operational as the FirstDARS™ tool.  We propose to continue the use of this tool and expand the areas of the enterprise that contribute to it.  We also propose to use the Alfresco document management tool (Open Source) to support web portal-based document management.





In the following sections of this proposal, we provide specific detail on the Peripheral System Tools we propose to continue to use or introduce in this next contract term.

12.6.2
Clinical Claims Editing


The clinical claims editor tool enhances the adjudication process for Nevada Medicaid and Check Up claims. The claims editor program employs a nationally recognized, standardized method of processing claims using clinical logic based on CPT, HCPCS, ICD-9-CM, AMA, CMS, and specialty societal guidelines. The claim editor results in consistent claims adjudication for all providers and increased claims payment turnaround time. The claim editor will work with the current claims processing system to detect coding errors and to verify accurate billing.


The Vendor must respond to the Clinical Claims Editing requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

The purpose of the clinical claim editor is to ensure nationally recognized billing guidelines and Medicaid policies are followed.  Clinical logic is based on CPT, HCPCS, ICD-9-CM, AMA, CMS, and specialty societal guidelines.  The result is more accurate dispositioning of the claim and significant fiscal savings to the Nevada Medicaid Program.  FHS uses output from this process to identify those providers who are outliers and follows up with targeted training.


McKesson’s ClaimCheck, with the Wizard configuration tool, has been integrated with Nevada MMIS for clinical claim editing.  Currently, the process happens through a nightly batch process; the system is fully capable of integration in the adjudication cycle.  This software is used widely by commercial payers and Medicaid programs, providing a nationally accepted clinical knowledge base which minimizes medical review.  It has been configured for DHCFP policy; claim lines can be added when needed.  ClaimCheck audits claim lines and performs rebundling.  It also denies incidental/mutually exclusive procedures, denies medical visits during pre- or post-op care, enforces new visit frequency limits, and checks for a valid procedure code modifier combination.  It also denies claims with age/gender conflicts and unlisted/obsolete procedures.


An additional feature, Clear Claim Connection, is used by our Call Center staff to view how ClaimCheck edited the claim by identifying the criteria that were used.  Exhibit 12.6.2-1 shows this screen.


		



		Exhibit 12.6.2-1, Clear Claim Connection Edit Clarification Screen





This is an effective tool for use in the provider appeals process.  Clear Claim Connection is also available to DHCFP users through secured access and will be available through the new web portal.  

		Potential additional savings identified for DHCFP include:



		√
Currently claims are audited through ClaimCheck for 23 of possible a 34 provider types. Including the other 11 provider types could bring substantial savings to the State.


√
Turning on the National Correct Coding Initiative option developed and promoted by CMS in ClaimCheck could bring at least additional $200,000 per year savings to the State.


√
Currently, the diagnosis-to-procedure edit has been turned off in the Nevada MMIS.  ClaimCheck has flagged over 23,000 claims with this edit which collectively paid over $4.15 million dollars.  FHS can use the tool to provide the State feedback on which edits could provide additional savings. 





12.6.3
Pharmacy Point of Sale (pos)

The Pharmacy point-of-sale (POS) system performs the billing, claims processing, including editing and auditing, and adjudicating of pharmacy claims. The system must also support other claims functions as adjustments, reporting, and prior authorizations.


The Vendor must respond to the Pharmacy POS requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.


FHS is an industry-recognized specialist in pharmacy management, and we needed a specialized system that could respond to the dynamic nature of Medicaid pharmacy programs.  Our highly configurable, flexible, and fully integrated rules-based engine, FirstRx™, has proven to be that singular tool and is recognized in the industry as being best-of-breed.


In the early 2000s, after careful evaluation of the constraints and limitations of mainframe claims processing for pharmacy point-of-sale (POS), FHS made the considered decision to move our pharmacy claims processing system outside the mainframe environment.  We moved away from the paradigm of 98 percent of program changes having to be made by an IT person — often a lengthy process — to providing a paradigm that supported 98 percent of program changes being made by a Business Analyst.  This decision advanced our capabilities, increased our responsiveness, and provided enhanced flexibility and reduced costs for our customers.  

FHS has successfully provided pharmacy POS services for DHCFP since February 2003.  Together, FHS and DHCFP have collaborated on many new initiatives and policy changes that have created a robust and rigorous pharmacy program.  Some of our major accomplishments include implementation of the PDL, the MAC program, and the creation of numerous clinical initiatives designed to improve the health of Nevada’s Medicaid recipients while providing cost savings opportunities.  


Since program inception, no system performance penalties have been experienced relating to FirstRx™, and the pharmacy program enjoys a flat cost-trend rate compared to a national average of 4-7% trend in similar programs
,
.  Our program is also met with high stakeholder satisfaction, as a result of our comprehensive provider outreach program.

		At the core of our program is our claims processing engine, the state-of-the-art FirstRx™ POS system.  FirstRx™ is continuously evaluated for enhancements that are designed, developed, implemented, and delivered to our customers on a quarterly basis.  Unlike our competitors’ systems, our system design is focused on public-sector— specifically Medicaid— needs.  We are widely recognized in the industry with active participation and membership in the National Council for Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP) and the Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange (WEDI). 


FirstRx™ features:



		√
Table- and list-driven to ensure optimal flexibility and rapid deployment of changes


√
One hundred percent NCPDP 5.1, Batch 1.1, and HIPAA compliant


√
Fully customized to meet the unique needs and dynamic requirements of the Nevada Medicaid Program

√
Supported by experienced pharmacy clinicians to ensure appropriate interpretation and timely completion of change orders and system requirements; core development is supported by Medicaid IT professionals


√
Fully capable of supporting an Automated Prior Authorization (AutoPA) functionality which is completely integrated in our rules engine (see Exhibit 12.6.3-1  for an example of an AutoPA edit that would benefit the Nevada Medicaid Program), providing enhanced capabilities over competitor products

√
Fully capable of supporting mass adjustments, as well as individual provider adjustments, through NCPDP transactions


√
The ninth largest Pharmacy Benefits Administrator by claims volumes in the United States
.





Our robust system comprises over 4,600 adjudication edits and audits, with new edits/audits added as needed.  Please see Appendix L where we provide our detailed FirstRx™ Functionality Matrix.
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		Exhibit 12.6.3-1, Oxycontin Automated Prior Authorization Edit





FirstRx™ enables granular customization of coverage and reimbursement logic based on DHCFP policies and procedures.  Batch, POS, web-submitted, and paper claims are adjudicated through the same engine; yet business rules can be set to apply to any/all media type and effect the appropriate disposition which may be the same or different based on the business requirement. 


We edit pharmacy claims according to defined DHCFP program parameters.  FirstRx™ validates that the recipient is eligible for the service based on the claim date of service relative to the enrollment effective and termination dates and additionally verifies that the pharmacy provider and prescriber participate in the Nevada Medicaid Program.  FirstRx™ is fully operational supporting all current Nevada edits and ready to support the development of future edits.  


FirstRx™ supports all clinical management, prior authorization, and claims adjudication functions through edits and rules which are all uniquely and respectively date-driven.  Clinical functions are integrated in the system and use claims history stored in the system for claims processing.  Additionally, FirstRx™ provides a state-of-the-art prospective drug utilization review system that exceeds all Federal requirements, including OBRA ’90.

FirstRx™ supports the pharmacy prior authorization (PA) process in a number of ways.  We utilize our AutoPA capabilities and complimentary manual PA processes to develop the optimal ways to handle these clinical edits:


· AutoPA:  FirstRx™ can use stored recipient information to automatically adjudicate (or AutoPA) claims that would otherwise be approved through the manual PA process.  FHS’ goal is to reduce provider burden by optimizing AutoPA whenever appropriate.  Our AutoPA process uses a clinical decision module (CDM) which is fully integrated within FirstRx™, providing for consistent application of PA criteria between manual and AutoPA.


· WebPA: through the use of a clinical decision module, FHS supports provider access to submit PA requests and receive immediate disposition. 


· Manual PA:  While the goal of automation is to reduce provider burden, it is not always appropriate to AutoPA all clinical edits, as there is some information (such as growth velocity charts used in growth hormone PA criteria) that is not available in the claims processing system but is critical to the appropriate approval of the request.


Over the past several years, we have expanded the FirstRx™ capability to configure drug coverage parameters through development of an innovative state formulary configuration option, which enables the establishment of drug coverage parameters through the use of customized indicators.  FHS has successfully implemented this new functionality for the Medicaid programs in Nebraska and Florida.  We have found this to be a very user-friendly approach to managing coverage parameters.  The advantage of this option is that it allows the user to easily decipher which products are covered through the Graphical User Interface (GUI).  Drug coverage parameters are maintained separately from other customers’ data by FHS and are under DHCFP’s control at all times.  Our system provides and permits the use of general system parameters regarding data access, support, and maintenance.


FirstRx™ has the capability to support multiple pricing methods by establishing rules.  This includes such price types as WAC, AWP, FUL, and MAC, or various other pricing benchmarks.  Pricing of a claim takes into account all program rules, including but not limited to, existence of co-pays, deductibles, dispensing fee, third party liability, including Medicare Parts B and D, and capitation if applicable.  Co-pays may be assessed based on information on the recipient eligibility file (e.g., long term care) or other reference files (e.g., drug file) and/or values submitted on the claim (Prior Authorization Medical Certification Code and Number).  These variables can also be configured to process differently based on different programs’ rules.  FirstRx™ accommodates all pricing types currently used in the Nevada pharmacy program.  FirstRx™ also includes functionality to configure Dispense as Written codes to require prior authorization in the event the provider requests higher pricing based on a prescriber correctly providing the necessary documentation and pending any prior authorization requirements.  We have proactively prepared to accept new pricing benchmarks such as Average Manufacturer’s Price (AMP) and/or Average Sales Price (ASP).  We can accommodate loading any other price types that are appropriate and necessary to accurately price and pay claims on behalf of the State.  As Nevada evaluates the transition to a new reimbursement benchmark, FHS has not only been supporting this effort through careful analysis, but will also support the change with FirstRx™.


FirstRx™ is a highly configurable system which provides the capability to maintain unlimited iterations of each type of rule, including pricing rules; all rules are stored in the database and are never physically deleted.  The system is designed to drive adjudication based on the effective and termination dates of each and every constructed rule set.  The FirstRx™ adjudication engine evaluates the incoming claim and adjudicates it based upon the claim date of service relative to the effective and termination date of the applicable processing rule, regardless of the date of adjudication.  FirstRx™, through the use of the “effective dating” process, supports the retention of rules for as long as defined by DHCFP — typically for the life of the contract.

To further support claims auditing, the FHS Nevada pharmacy management team reviews all pharmacy claims over $800 to detect high dollar claims that are incorrectly billed on a quarterly basis.  We have saved the State over $100,000 a year conducting these bench audits.  These reviews also provide opportunities to improve the program on an ongoing basis, providing provider educational opportunities and information used to inform providers about clinical and quantity limit edits that can be used to stop inappropriate billing before it is adjudicated.  With the advent of outpatient clinic NDC billing, we also have developed detailed reports to review physician drug administration and billing.  The Nevada Medicaid SURS Unit uses our reports to assist in identifying incorrectly billed claims.  

To support billing operations and financial reporting, FirstRx™ interfaces with the MMIS.  On a weekly basis, an extract from FirstRx™ is transmitted to the MMIS for processing and to make payments to providers.  FirstRx™ is able to support adjustments to claims through a variety of mechanisms.


FirstRx™ will interface with the ODS, DSS, and the Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools.  The DSS supports DHCFP staff, as well as the FHS Nevada management team, in providing access to stored claims information.  The clinical pharmacy team produces a multitude of reports using Cognos.  These reports include the Nevada Medicaid Drug Utilization Review Annual Report required by CMS detailing drug expenditure, RetroDUR, and ProDUR reporting.  FHS also compiles the monthly Report Card and Key Indicator reports which provide a multi-scale view of pharmacy claims data.  At the request of DHCFP staff, ad hoc reports are created to identify trends in recipient drug usage, provide billing, and prescriber drug ordering, all created based on information provided by FirstRx™.  All current FirstIQ™ Cognos Impromptu reports will be available in the DSS. 

12.6.4
Pharmacy

The Pharmacy Claims Processing function includes conducting analysis and clinical review of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims and drugs, including review of new name brand drugs for clinical safety and efficacy, new generic drugs for clinical safety and efficacy, and existing drugs for new indications or changes to indications new product forms and strengths, prospective and retrospective drug utilization review. This also entails performing financial scenarios for various drugs.


For the Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee, the contractor will assist DHCFP with formulation of the committee, provide recommendations and written analysis for preferred drug(s), and facilitate and/or participate in P&T Committee meetings.


For the Drug Use Review Board, the contractor will assist DHCFP with managing, maintaining, and facilitating the DUR Board, including development of annual, quarterly, and ad hoc DUR reports.


For Specialty Pharmacy, the Division would accept proposals that would assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently managing specialty pharmaceuticals. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the Pharmacy requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

FHS’ clinical staff will continue to conduct analyses and clinical reviews of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims and drugs, including performing financial scenarios (e.g., PDL) for various drugs.  We will continue to support the Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee and the DUR Board, as well.  FHS has also provided a proposal for specialty pharmacy services to assist DHCFP with more effectively and efficiently managing specialty pharmaceuticals.

Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee Support

FHS will continue to assist DHCFP with formulation of the P&T Committee, provide recommendations and written analysis for preferred drug(s), and facilitate and/or participate in P&T Committee meetings.  The P&T process includes the review of new drugs and generics as they enter the market.  FHS will continue to provide analysis and review of new brand/generic drugs for clinical safety and efficacy, as well as making recommendations for clinical management tools including the requisite financial modeling/scenarios.  These reviews include comprehensive analysis of existing drugs as the clinical guidelines evolve, as they obtain new or changed FDA indications, as support or challenges to their off-label use evolves, and as new product line extensions (strengths and dosage forms) become available.  FHS has a consistent record of successfully managing the pharmacy benefit for covered products through these tools.


Working closely with DHCFP and Nevada’s P&T Committee, FHS implemented a Preferred Drug List (PDL) during the third quarter of 2004, which has since grown to include 51 therapeutic classes (as of March 16, 2010).  Through December 2009, this activity has garnered over $12 million in invoiced rebates and approximately $2.4 million in additional savings through market shift.

FHS is presenting 19 new PDL therapeutic classes to the P&T Committee, including 15 that were formerly excluded classes (changes pending the Governor’s signature of SB 4).  We worked closely with DHCFP to provide the necessary support (i.e., analysis, background, program benchmarks, and financial modeling) for this important change during the 26th Special Session of the Nevada Legislature.

		Future plans for the Nevada PDL include:



		√
Planned introduction of new therapeutic classes:


· We will introduce up to nine new proposed therapeutic classes at Nevada’s P&T Committee meetings for the June 2010 Annual Review


· FHS will introduce three new manufacturers and six new drugs as a result of our annual re-bid cycle.

√
Annual review of current preferred drugs to ensure clinically appropriate medications are available and to optimize rebates:


· Conducted every June in Nevada, this review coincides seamlessly with the National Medicaid Pooling Initiative (NMPI) re-bid cycle.

√
Increasing inclusion of specialty pharmacy on the Nevada PDL:


· An estimated 30 to 40 percent of the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America’s (PhRMA’s) current pipeline is specialty pharmacy.

√
Position Nevada to seize the generic opportunities:


· 2011 – 2012 are projected to be blockbuster years for generic opportunities.





FHS created the pooled Preferred Drug List in 2002, and it was approved by DHHS.  Since then, the program has grown to include over 90 manufacturers and 310 drugs.  We continue to grow this program, which includes many specialty pharmacy therapeutic classes and controversial classes (e.g., atypical antipsychotics, growth hormones) once considered unmanageable.  In fact, our NMPI program serves as the prototype for other PDL programs.


In the coming years, Nevada is well positioned to take advantage of FHS’ expertise and cutting edge PDL management.  As specialty pharmacy products become the predominant new drugs entering the market place, we are already taking the necessary steps to manage these products through a PDL, when clinically appropriate.


FHS is a national leader in supporting P&T committees, Preferred Drug Lists, OBRA and Supplemental Rebates, and retrospective DUR programs.  Clearly, the scope of our experience is broad:

		FHS NMPI

		Provider Synergies TOP$SM

		State-Specific Programs



		Nevada, Michigan, New Hampshire, Alaska, Montana, Minnesota, Kentucky, New York, Rhode Island, DC, South Carolina, and North Carolina 

		Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Maryland, Delaware, Idaho, Louisiana, and Nebraska

		Missouri, Virginia, Florida, Texas, Connecticut, and Mississippi



		Three-year contracts guarantee pricing; manufacturers can “improve” price annually.


Independent state-by-state P&T schedules based on three-year price by therapeutic class.

		One-year contracts.

Coordinated P&T reviews.

		State-designed programs with FHS and Provider Synergies assistance





FHS has a demonstrated and sophisticated process supporting P&T Committees and Preferred Drug Lists.  As shown in Exhibit 12.6.4-1, our philosophy and actions support:


		



		Exhibit 12.6.4-1, FHS’ P&T Philosophy





The result of this process is that over $2 billion in OBRA and supplemental rebates were captured on $14 billion of pharmaceutical spending by our customers, including Nevada, in 2009 (in aggregate).


Drug Use Review (DUR) Board Support


FHS’ clinical staff will continue to assist DHCFP in managing, maintaining, and facilitating the DUR Board, including assistance with recruitment, development of objectives, as well as the maintenance of the Board with the development of annual, quarterly, and ad hoc DUR reporting and Board meeting minutes. 


We have worked diligently over the years in close collaboration with DHCFP and the Nevada Drug Utilization Review (DUR) Board to develop the State’s clinical prior authorization program.  We have tackled difficult subjects, such as the utilization of psychotropic medications in children and adolescents (July 2009) and specialty pharmacy products (Xolair®).


Paula Townsend, PharmD, our Nevada Pharmacy Benefits Manager, is responsible for conducting analysis on claims and drugs, including review of new name brand drugs for clinical safety and efficacy, new generic drugs for clinical safety and efficacy, and existing drugs for new indications or changes to indications, new product forms and strengths, and prospective and retrospective drug utilization review.  David Wuest, PharmD, provides support on an ad hoc basis.  Shirley Hunting, CPhT, provides pharmacy program support as well.  All of their recommendations will be supported with financial modeling to project any savings or cost avoidance. 

FHS provides a comprehensive retrospective and prospective drug utilization review (RetroDUR/ProDUR) process, and we are proud of our history of accomplishments with these processes in the State of Nevada.  


In an effort to further engage the Board members and leverage their collective backgrounds and experience, FHS has recommended to turn more of the decision process over to the Board so as to better reflect the local flavor of the provider community.  We have vetted this direction through DHCFP and have received approval to proceed.  This is an exciting opportunity to use the presence of Nevada clinicians in the direction of this program, and FHS will provide the necessary tools to facilitate the change including all necessary clinical and financial analysis and modeling.

Through our affiliation with Magellan Behavioral Health Services, we are uniquely positioned to assist Nevada in managing the use of psychotropic medications.  We have developed a unique academic detailing program called EnhanceMedSM that targets outlier prescribers of these expensive medications through proprietary algorithms.  The identification of these prescribers creates educational opportunities aimed at changing prescriber behavior through the use of evidence-based guidelines.  Currently, health care is delivered without an empirical understanding of outcomes and costs.  Prescribers develop their diagnoses and treatment plans based on their own experience and their current understanding of the available clinical research.  Keeping up with current medical knowledge, as it evolves, is a huge task (growth of medical knowledge doubles every 18-24 months).  The result of this is that there is a great deal of unnecessary variability inherent in how physicians deliver care and services
.  We propose to have discussions with DHCFP staff related to the optional use of the EnhanceMedSM tools and program.  We have not included costs in this proposal as we feel that a more detailed discussion is needed to take advantage of the potential cost savings.  We have included the description of the EnhanceMedSM tool in Part III, Confidential Technical Information, Appendix M.  Backed by the depth of behavioral health management experience from Magellan Behavioral Health Services, FHS believes that through aligning this optional EnhanceMedSM approach with the children/adolescent behavioral health policy (Chapter 1200) developed by the Nevada DUR Board, we can provide the Nevada Medicaid Program with a unique and relevant solution that far exceeds the capabilities of any of our competitors.


Also underway is a complete and thorough review of all current Nevada prior authorization criteria for completeness, clinical appropriateness, and effectiveness.  We are currently planning a renewed focus on drugs such as behavioral health medications, controlled substances, and those drugs subject to fraud, abuse, and diversion.  In addition, we are working on updating our annual report process and procedures to align with the objectives of CMS and the changes in the survey anticipated to be required at the conclusion of the next Federal Fiscal Year (due July 2011).


Specialty Pharmacy


FHS has analyzed the specialty pharmacy landscape in Nevada and has provided DHCFP with options for implementing a comprehensive Specialty Pharmacy Program (SPP).  Based on how specialty pharmacy is defined, there is a broad range of opportunities.  Using a liberal application of what drugs fall under specialty pharmacy and through which dispensing channels (pharmacy or physician administered) are included, we have found that approximately 15.5% of the total drug expenditure (about $17,000,000) falls under specialty pharmacy in Nevada.


FHS will work with DHCFP to establish the objectives and standards for a comprehensive and financially responsible Specialty Pharmacy Program.  Some of this work has already been completed, and we are in the process of finalizing recommendations for a Specialty Pharmacy Price List in the light of the First DataBank (FDB) AWP Roll-back.

In the following narrative, FHS identifies which programs are included in our base cost and which require further negotiation.  

There are three major components of our proposed SPP: 


Retail Specialty Pharmacy Network Discounts (included in base cost):  These savings come from establishing a specialty pharmacy price list (Nevada Medicaid Specialty Pharmaceuticals Price List) based on reduced reimbursement to providers of specialty pharmaceuticals.  More aggressive pricing may be available through an exclusive provider arrangement (which would require an RFP, 1915b Waiver, and possibly an SPA); however, given Nevada’s current reimbursement (very competitive), position on the FDB AWP Roll-back, and limited size of the Medicaid population, additional savings will not be that much greater.  FHS believes the savings opportunity to be between $400,000-$600,000/year.


FHS has researched and discussed exclusive provider arrangements with specialty pharmacy providers and has reached the conclusion that savings opportunities with an exclusive provider are not that much greater than can be obtained using a specialty pharmacy price list, given the population size, spend, and geographical size of Nevada.  FHS believes that the financially responsible manner to obtain network discounts in the State of Nevada is through the creation and maintenance of a specialty pharmacy price list that maintains open-access of the Nevada pharmacy provider community (including keeping these dollars spent within the State’s boundaries) and the freedom of choice of the patient population using these drugs. 


However, should the State elect to pursue an exclusive provider arrangement, FHS is in the unique position of being able to offer the services of our sister company, ICORE Specialty Pharmacy Management, for distribution upon mutual agreement of terms.


Enhanced Utilization Management (included in base cost):  The Nevada DUR Board will be utilized to develop policies for drug and/or drug classes in order to ensure appropriate utilization of these specialty pharmaceuticals.  The policies will be designed to address:


· Safety issues


· Public health concerns


· Appropriateness of therapy


· Waste


· The potential for fraud, abuse, and diversion


· The over-/under-use and misuse of medications


· Promote quality outcomes for patients.


Utilization management for many of these products will encompass traditional methods of managing the pharmacy benefit, including step edits, quantity limits, prior authorization, and drug utilization review, but will undergo rigorous evidence-based literature review and approval by the DUR Board.  The goal of the PA process is to encourage appropriate use of medications, both to reduce the incidence of preventable drug-related morbidity and to contain costs.  The program will utilize evidence-based clinical guidelines to develop criteria for selected products listed on the recommended Nevada Medicaid Specialty Pharmaceuticals Price List and will further any savings potential by operating in synch with the price list.  This is not always possible in an exclusive provider relationship due to the competing incentives of the program and the vendor.


ICORE’s Provider Administered Drug Program (to be negotiated):  ICORE uses a three-fold approach to managing specialty pharmacy products on the medical claims side of the program.  FHS recommends that Nevada use the proposed web claims submission process to directly enter claims into FirstRx™, enabling controls over the program including PA.


· Reimbursement Rationalization:  ICORE supports physician office “buy-and-bill”, and advocates use of a variable fee schedule that incents prescription of generics (where available).  Our model is to increase reimbursement of generics, while maintaining or reducing reimbursement of branded physician office injectables/infusibles — maintaining quality of care, and keeping it in the physician office rather than the hospital outpatient department.  


· Improve Claims Operations:  Our model places edits on clinically impossible claims, and identifies claims payment errors.  


· Mitigate Inappropriate and Off-Label Use:  Our claim audits eliminate off-label use, and can provide payers with an outsourced PA unit.  


Savings Opportunity:  ICORE can assist Nevada Medicaid in reducing their PADP spend, and calculates a savings of approximately $800,000 annually.  Should Nevada Medicaid be interested in pursuing this innovative program, FHS would be happy to discuss mutually agreeable terms.


The most effective, efficient, and financially responsible manner in which to manage a specialty pharmacy program in the Nevada Medicaid Program is to:


· Develop a specialty pharmacy price list that maintains open access for providers and freedom of choice for recipients.  The savings opportunity is approximately $400-$500,000/year.

· Develop enhanced utilization management through prior authorization to ensure appropriate utilization of these expensive pharmaceuticals.  The savings opportunity is approximately $200,000-$300,000/year.

· Manage the mix of medications via prior authorizations to ensure rebate optimization.

· Set fees of specialty pharmaceuticals administered at the physician’s office, such that the best value medications are ultimately prescribed.  The savings opportunity is approximately $800,000/year.

Please see our complete analysis in Appendix N.

12.6.5
Electronic Prescription Software


The Electronic Prescription software allows for recipient eligibility verification and electronic transmission and validation of prescriptions through the use of automated web-based software.


The Vendor must respond to the Electronic Prescription Software requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

FHS currently supports e-Prescription functionality for the Nevada Medicaid Program.  We propose to migrate the Nevada program to the Surescripts real-time data exchange process.  Surescripts supports a hosted model for Patient Demographics, Eligibility (including real-time TPL), and Formulary.  With the hosted model, the pharmacy data will be sent/refreshed on an agreed-upon frequency that will be hosted on Surescripts database servers.  For eligibility requests, standard HIPAA transactions (270/271) will be used to obtain real-time eligibility data.  Surescripts uses real-time model using web services for acquisition of medication history.  Exhibit 12.6.5-1 demonstrates the flow between FHS’ FirstRx™ POS system and the Surescripts Health Information Exchange (HIE).  The e-Prescription process is a real-time event driven by the use of the prescriber’s practice management system, rather than forcing use of a proprietary process.  In addition to the implementation of the real-time data exchange, we will provide additional access to data for reporting and will work with DHCFP to make this functionality available through the proposed HIE portal (see proposal Section 13.0).
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		Exhibit 12.6.5-1, e-Prescription Process Flow





We have provided in Appendix O a list of Surescripts’ currently certified e-Prescription tools (practice management systems or e-Prescription modules) and the capabilities they offer.  In the case of a physician who is using a tool that is not certified, we will nominate their tool to Surescripts for certification.  Practice management systems must adhere to mandated industry standards in order to be certified, giving DHCFP the assurance that the process will be standard. 


The current penetration rate is 43 percent; we anticipate this will measurably increase with the implementation of the real-time functionality.


12.6.6
Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate


The Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate function allows for the negotiating, accepting and processing of drug rebates. This includes the ability to receive and post money, perform adjustments, generate invoices, and perform various reporting.


The Vendor must respond to the Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

The Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate function allows for the negotiating, accepting and processing of drug rebates.  This includes the ability to receive and post money, perform adjustments, generate invoices, and perform various reporting.


FHS and our affiliate, Provider Synergies, each have more than eight years of experience administering a Medicaid manufacturer rebate program and Preferred Drug Lists (PDLs) that comply with Federal Medicaid laws, regulations and notifications.  We administer CMS drug rebate programs for the Medicaid programs in Nevada, Michigan, South Carolina, Alaska, New Hampshire, and Virginia.  We also provide rebate support for the New York EPIC Program and the Pennsylvania PACE Program.  We also currently provide supplemental rebate services including administration in support of our PDL contracts with Nevada, Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, the District of Columbia, Florida, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin.

FHS’ FirstRebate™ system automates the various functions required by the CMS drug rebate program defined at http://www.cms.hhs.gov/ MedicaidDrugRebateProgram and provides DHCFP with an efficient and cost-effective method of managing its Medicaid drug rebate program.  Our rebate staff uses FirstRebate™ to generate and forward rebate invoices, conduct dispute resolution, and update and maintain the labeler accounts receivable file.  Both prescription claims from the FirstRx™ system and physician-administered claims from the MMIS are included in the rebate process.  Using FirstRebate™, we calculate the total rebate amount due from each manufacturer by taking the total number of units per NDC paid for by DHCFP and multiplying it by the unit rebate amount.  Rebate per unit rate information is received from different sources, depending on the type of rebate program.  The CMS rebate program utilizes the unit rebate amount as distributed by CMS.  The supplemental rebate program utilizes the rebate amount as established in the contract between DHCFP and the manufacturer and considers the CMS rebate rate with the manufacturer net cost bid.  The functionality of FirstRebate™ is described in Appendix P.

In addition to the Medicaid Drug Rebate Program, we also have significant experience administering supplemental rebate programs for both state-specific and multi-state pooling initiative programs.  


12.6.7
Diabetic Supply Rebate


The Diabetic Supply Procurement Program (DSPP) includes management of a list of Diabetic Glucometers and test strips for which the State of Nevada can collect rebates from the diabetic supply manufacturer. The program manages the diabetic supply rebate process for Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up, and leverages the purchasing power of other state Medicaid programs to increase savings and maximize the rebate negotiation process. 


The Vendor must respond to the Diabetic Supply Rebate requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

The Diabetic Supply Procurement Program (DSPP) includes management of a list of Diabetic Glucometers and test strips for which the State of Nevada can collect rebates from the diabetic supply manufacturer.  The program manages the diabetic supply rebate process for the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up programs and leverages the purchasing power of other state Medicaid programs to increase savings and maximize the rebate negotiation process.


FHS has developed and implemented a DSPP for the State of Nevada and has invoiced over $623,000 over the last four quarters (averaging $200,000/quarter after adjusting for first quarter implementation).  

The program uses the FHS/Provider Synergies market share purchasing power in the Medicaid market to negotiate rebates for diabetic supplies paid for by the states for Medicaid recipients.  In this manner, we leverage the purchasing power of other state Medicaid programs to increase savings and maximize the rebate negotiation process.  Through our contracts, FHS provides pharmacy services that impact approximately 60 percent of the Medicaid population. 


The FHS/Provider Synergies program includes all national diabetic supply vendors to offer the best available products to the State of Nevada.  We have recently expanded this program to include syringes, pen needles, alcohol swabs, lancets, and lancet devices.  


12.6.8
Decision Support System


The Decision Support System (DSS) serves a broad spectrum of users ranging from executives to program analysts, making Nevada Medicaid and Check Up business decisions. The DSS enables the collection, analysis, and shaping of data used to support program and strategic policy decisions made by DHCFP. The generation and maintenance of data queries, pre-defined reports, and ad hoc reporting is performed using the DSS. Access to the data is restricted to authorized users only.


The Vendor must respond to the minimum DSS requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. The requirements listed in the table are based on the current data warehouse operational responsibilities performed by the current fiscal agent contractor. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 

The DSS provides powerful, intuitive, and flexible access to information by combining Magellan’s decade of knowledge, experience, and investment in data warehousing with FHS’ almost 40 years of experience effectively managing state MMIS programs.  The team came together to build a powerful information infrastructure based upon industry-leading Cognos Business Intelligence tools, as outlined in proposal Section 16.0, Data Warehouse.  The user has independent, flexible access to information surrounding healthcare cost, use, quality, and access.  


Access to components and capabilities of the DSS is controlled through a centrally managed, robust, and flexible role-based security model.  Role-based security controls a user’s access to detailed data, dimensions, fields, measures and functionality.  Security can be controlled at the following levels:


		Level

		Description



		Measure, Report, and Subset Security

		Users’ access to certain measures, reports, and subsets can be restricted by their security group.  As users create their own content, they can grant read or read/write access to other users, limit access to only themselves, or grant access to the entire organization.  



		Field-Level Security

		Sensitive data elements such as recipient name, SSN, or other confidential data can be protected through column security.  A user must be authorized to access these secured fields for use in report creation.  Based upon security settings, restricted fields can be hidden from certain users.  For example, a standard report that is relevant to everyone could have different fields appear depending upon security settings.



		Record Security

		This limits users to a subset of data to which they need access.  For example, individuals in certain programs or in charge of certain populations might be restricted to that set of data.  





A suite of user monitoring reports exists in the system to track who uses the various components of the DSS and to monitor the performance of reports, queries, and other analytic processes.  

Exhibit 12.6.8-1 shows the Cognos Business Intelligence system data flow.
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		Exhibit 12.6.8-1, Cognos Business Intelligence System Data Flow





There are three main components to the DSS as outlined in the MMIS DSS Data Flow: 

		Level

		Description



		Data Layer

		FHS’ relationally and dimensionally based data architecture supports the business needs by defining attributes, measures, and dimensions in business terms, rather than sometimes cryptic structures of underlying source systems.  The data structures of the Medicaid-focused Operational Data Store (ODS) and data marts, combined with mature OLAP technology, enable intuitive, high performance access to information.



		Business Layer

		The business layer provides consistent definitions, measures, dimensions, metrics, and terminology.  It is the window to the underlying ODSs, Performance Data Store, and even the source system database.  The Business Layer can also be expanded to reach into the Enterprise Data Warehouse, if that option is chosen and implemented.  The rich and consistent metadata allow all users to access information using a single, business friendly representation of information regardless of their data needs.  



		Presentation Layer

		All user access comes through the presentation layer, allowing each type of user to consume information when they need it via views that are consistent with their role in the organization.  Information is easily accessible via a browser based interface using Dashboards, Interactive Parameterized Reports, Scheduled Reports, Ad Hoc Query, Advanced Analytics, Customizable Alerts and Scorecards.  Information can even be accessed on handheld devices.   





The Business Layer organizes information by all the areas of healthcare and financial reporting to support all reporting and analytic requirements.  Some of the areas covered include:  


		Data

		Description



		Claims

		Medical, Behavioral, DME, LTC, Radiology, Dental, Pharmacy, Encounters, and Lab



		Clinical Information

		Prior Authorization, Utilization Management, Outcomes, Disease Management



		Provider Information

		Demographic, Type, Specialty Affiliation, Rate



		Value-Added Items

		Peer groupings DRG, Episode of Care, Pharmacy Grouping, Benchmarks Norm



		Prescription Drug Information

		NDC, HICL, GSN, Therapeutic Drug Class



		Membership

		Demographic, Eligibility, Participation, Category of Service, TPL, Benefit



		Financial

		Budget, Forecast, Product Category, Funding Category





Within the Business Layer common information artifacts are created, tested, and available to users via the various Presentation Layer options.  These following components form the core points for the business to interact with data:

		Measures

		Measures are performance indicators — sums, rates, and ratios — that can be easily applied to any report.  Some examples include Net Payment PMPM, ER Visits per 1,000, Readmits, and the Visits per Outpatient Professional. The Business Layer contains hundreds of measures that can be used for analytics by dragging and dropping them onto reports, queries, dashboards, charts, etc.  If none of the established measures meet the need, users with the appropriate authority can create a new measure for themselves or other users.  Because common, shared measures play an important role, care needs to be taken to prevent user-created measures from being duplicated or misused.



		Dimensions

		Dimensions are broad groupings of descriptive data about a major aspect of the business, such as dates, age group, gender, ethnicity, region, program, service type, claim type, provider category, eligibility category, etc.  Dimensions are hierarchical in nature, supporting drilling up, down, and across information.  Additional dimensions can be added to meet any DHCFP analytic needs.  The Business Layer has the flexibility to build dimensions from an underlying star schema, relational tables, or both.  



		Time Periods

		Time Periods offer powerful capabilities for users when creating reports and analytics.  There are basic, discrete time periods (month, quarter, calendar year, fiscal year, etc.), as well as those that are customized to support State, Federal, or other logical time periods.  Dates can be also be grouped  into single-category periods — such as Same Month, Prior Quarter or Same Month, Prior Year;  to-date periods — such as Year-To-Date or Quarter To-Date; and N-period running totals, such as a two-week total in the previous month, or a four-month total in the previous year.  All of these calculations are updated appropriately to reflect the underlying data and available for the user to drag and drop onto reports.  Some common dates covered by time periods include dates of service and payment.  



		Attributes

		Attributes are items that do not fall into one of the other categories but are used for reporting, such as a provider name or telephone number.



		Subsets

		Subsets are ways to select information about specific sub-groups of claims, providers, and recipients.  Any data element in the system can be used to create a subset, and thousands of subsets can be created and stored for re-use. The system includes dozens of pre-defined subsets.  There are subsets for each major claim type, disease condition, service type, provider type, service setting, etc.





The final component of the DSS involves the Presentation Layer, which enables the users to interact with the information.  A powerful, intuitive search capability exists to let the users find measures, dimensions and attributes within the Business Layer.  The user capabilities address all levels of the business including the casual users, managers, power users, and executives.  All of the creation and interaction occurs via a browser and by dragging, dropping, and clicking.  SPSS 17.0 and Clementine provide descriptive, inferential, and predictive modeling statistical analysis capabilities.

Enterprise Reporting is open to any Cognos user with the appropriate security settings.  Even the casual user can run interactive reports, follow pre-determined drill paths, create personal report subscriptions, determine the delivery format of the report, and create alerts based upon user-defined thresholds. 


		



		Exhibit 12.6.8-2, Drill-down capability





Dashboards offer personalized, graphical, and interactive, cross enterprise views of key metrics, alerts, and reports that allow executives and others to quickly track progress and status.  Each individual has the capability to customize standard dashboards or add a new one to keep track of the information most relevant to their current situation.  Exhibit 12.6.8-2 shows how a map can be drilled into to illustrate provider density.

Ad Hoc Queries are helpful for users who need access to the underlying data, but who do not need to perform high-powered analytics or report formatting.  The Ad Hoc Query capability allows the user to drag and drop items into new or already created queries.  There are some basic formatting capabilities as well as the ability to create queries with filtering, groupings, arithmetic calculations, basic statistics, sorting, cross tab creation, pivoting, sorting, conditional styles, and using basic graphing options.  New calculated fields can be created on the fly by combining fields using basic arithmetic, percentages, basic statistics, and ranking capabilities.


Report Creation enables more powerful formatting and calculations.  Charting options offer variety of  styles (e.g., Column, Bar, Progressive, Pareto, Line, Pie, Donut, Area, Combination, Scatter, Bubble, Point, Radar, Polar, Microcharts, Gauges, Metrics Range, and Microcharts) with more than 50 variations, including 3D options.  Geographic ESRI-compliant mapping capabilities, displaying state, county, and ZIP Code levels, are also available with the Report Creation capabilities.  Additional mapping capabilities extend the ability to analyzing and communicating the accessibility of networks.  The report creation role contains more advanced formatting features and the ability to add advanced calculations. 

Power users use more statistical and data mining functions that are contained in the Analysis Studio component of the system.  Power users have the ability to create custom sets and subsets to focus their analysis on unique groupings.  Comparisons to benchmarks, norms, and peer groups, allow outliers and trends to be easily identified by comparing percentages and top/bottom calculations.  Additional data mining and statistical algorithms are built within the SPSS suite of products by our Health Informatics Team.  The results of many of these calculations are loaded into the DSS and made available via the Business Layer.  Power users can use subsets, filters, and norms, episodes of care, peer groups and weighting factors to perform complex analysis on underlying data sets.  


The DSS includes the ability to do extensive exception reporting.  Users can independently create exceptions by modifying parameters, adding additional filters, or creating new criteria.  Exceptions can be graphically highlighted on reports or generate email alerts.  Exceptions can be defined and weighted in several ways:  specific limit values (e.g., more than three office visits in a month or more than a certain dollar amount billed), mean values, standard deviations, upper and lower limits, and combination of multiple criteria such as the number of office visits and/or scripts exceeding certain limits.


All of the components enable selection from a wide range of criteria or parameters.  With the appropriate security, users can create new parameters or analytic items (reports, queries, measures and subsets) and share them with others.  These powerful features enable the business user to pursue new and relevant analytics without further development from the IT team.


The DSS offers DHCFP a flexible, expandable, and easy-to-use system as a central source for all of their reporting and analytic needs.  The use of a single system to produce SURS, MARS, and all other reports reduces the training burden on the end user, while providing a more efficient use of development resources.  All of the components in the Data, Business, and Presentation Layers are built using scalable, highly rated, industry-standard software and hardware.


12.6.9
Web Portal


The MMIS contractor will be required to maintain a Web portal as part of their solution that includes public access to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up content, web announcements, provider billing manuals, EDI companion guides, and other forms and files based on input from DHCFP. The solution should also include the ability for authorized users to securely login for processing Prior Authorization requests, accessing EVS, and processing other secure transactions. 


The Vendor must respond to the Web Portal requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

In accordance with Magellan’s corporate-wide SOA architecture, FHS delivers key features and functions as web services through a web portal as a means of delivering business services  to an external connecting point.  FHS has chosen to selectively web service-enable MMIS, Pharmacy, and Healthcare Management features, functions, and access to data.  We create standard connecting points through web portals to key system features within the enterprise solution to improve integration between systems and meet key security guidelines designed to protect PHI.  Use of web services, however, is an evolutionary process that allows new integration points to be more readily created as business needs change.  To that end, FHS is constantly responding to the evolving needs of our customers and business stakeholders with enhancements to the services delivered through our web portals that increase the usability and interoperability with our technical and business services.  Exhibit 12.6.9-1 shows the web portal launch screen.


		



		Exhibit 12.6.9-1, Providers can request and receive information from this secured web portal





Our approach is to interactively deliver key features that best support our customers in the delivery of their business services.  We have done so using both web application and web services enhancements that facilitate standards-based interactions.  These services are, in most cases, designed to support multiple business domains and back-end systems.  An example of this is our User Provisioning System that is capable of supporting all web-enabled applications.  This solution is delivered as a JavaEE web application and uses a set of common web service-based interfaces.  These common web services are also leveraged by other web systems.  The web service-based interfaces provide a common way for all web solutions to securely gain access to provisioning and user authorization-related data.  


FHS supports portal-based delivery for Provider Enrollment, Provider Reenrollment, Prior Authorization, Claim Submission and Claims Search, Member (Recipient) Profile, Provider Profile, and Drug Look-up services via the provider web portal leveraging our common web services.  In addition, the web portal provides the first step in the development of the proposed HIE.  These services are delivered securely over the Internet.  This application also leverages web services securely exposed by our call tracking and pharmacy benefits management systems.  In addition to the provider portal, we also provide secure business services to recipients, DHCFP users, and internal users through our portal-based service delivery methodology.  


In the future, we will work with our customers to identify additional web services.  Future releases of the portal architecture will include additional web services to more directly expose features and functions central to our pharmacy claims adjudication engine.  Nevada has already implemented a web-based prior authorization process for Pharmacy and Healthcare Management, as well as for EVS access.  These functions will be web-enabled through the portal.

In keeping with SOA and MITA compliance, FHS provides a standard layer for integrating with systems in the solution architecture called an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).  Having an ESB allows connections to be created with less confusion and more standardization.  We use this standards-based architecture to provide interoperability between our provider management system and the MMIS to deliver provider updates in real time.  Nearly all web services will, at some point, leverage the ESB.  The ESB provides enhanced functions to validate, transform, and enhance data or messages that pass through it.


ESB-oriented protocol translation functions are also available.  These allow external users who are unable to submit information directly to web services to leverage other protocols, such as FTP, to use enterprise services and business functions. This demonstrates the real flexibility of our systems, as well as our ability to interoperate across technology protocols and paradigms in support of SOA and MITA. All web services are based on the following industry standards:  XML, XML Schema (XSD), Web Service Description Language (WSDL), SOAP, and Web Services Interoperability (WS-I) Basic Profile.  


FHS provides a website that includes public access to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up content, web announcements, provider billing manuals, EDI companion guides, and other forms and files based on input from DHCFP.  Our websites conform to industry-accepted W3C standards.  Every effort is made to validate the (X)HTML and CSS to the W3C recommendations.  Websites and web-based applications are tested in a variety of browsers to ensure content is accessible and compatible and that user flow is maintained for as many users as possible.  Our websites are protected with powerful 128-bit SSL encryption, regardless of browser type or version.


Our websites also comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements making electronic and information technology accessible to people with disabilities.  Following the guidelines defined by Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, our websites include features such as:


· A text equivalent for every non-text element will be provided (e.g., via “alt”, longdesc”, or in element content)


· Equivalent alternatives for any multimedia presentation will be synchronized with the presentation


· Web pages will be designed so that all information conveyed with color is also available without color, for example form context or markups. 


FHS offers a low-cost, easily maintained website by using the same intuitive interface design that is used across all of our applications.  This ensures that the user is presented with a consistent, familiar screen flow.  We recommend the use of the interface design standards on FHS-hosted and maintained websites for an intuitive and user-friendly solution.  Minor customizations, such as branding, can be incorporated to the standard services template.  FHS’ websites are developed to provide information and content to the user in a concise manner.  Pages are kept as short as possible to facilitate locating data, though the nature of the content and user’s environment (system and browser configuration) may introduce some variation in page length.  Pages may be reached through several means of navigation such as tabbed interfaces, drop-down menus, and static/sectional menu blocks.  

Data entered into form fields may be validated browser-side, by checking for required fields as well as formatting for common field types (such as telephone and ZIP Code fields), and provides immediate on-screen feedback to the user.  Additionally, more in-depth server-side validations are conducted upon attempted submission.


It is very important to note that not every system feature, function, or capability is suitable for exposure by web services.  Web services allow messages or information packets to pass between systems or system components.  There are many cases where performance, security requirements, or business requirements preclude a given feature from being exposed as a web service.  We take extreme care and research all the avenues to make sure that only those functions that provide immediate business value to DHCFP or improved interoperability should be exposed or made into web services.


12.6.10
Online Document and Retrieval and Archive System


The Contractor will utilize a secure, web-based document retrieval and archiving tool that allows DHCFP to view online, print and sort reports, documents and images. The tool will house reports generated by the MMIS, such as Remittance Advices, as well as imaged documents and correspondence. In addition, users shall be able to obtain electronic reports from the system or extract data for further manipulation. The system shall store these items, and will not function as a report-generating tool. Access shall be allowed based on DHCFP-specified security processes.


The Vendor must respond to the Online Document Retrieval and Archival System (ODRAS) requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

FHS provides desktop access for authorized users to all imaged documents with FirstDARS(, our document archival and retrieval system, which is accessed through the web portal.  FirstDARS( provides secure access-controlled viewing, storing, and printing reports, documents, remittance advices, and imaged documents.  We provide simple search functionality to enable users to search through the document and access the same based on the user role. 


FirstDARS( is capable of establishing separate security parameters for each report or document type identified.  Thus, the security list for authorized users may include global authorization, or some users may be restricted to certain documents or reports.  The users that have appropriate access rights are able to view claims, claim attachments, electronic claim facsimiles, attachments for electronic claims, adjustments/void forms, provider enrollment documents, prior authorization forms, correspondence, or any other imaged document at their desktops.  


FirstDARS™ also provides the capability to print documents on demand.  Any imaged document or report that is viewed can be printed at a local printer for the user’s immediate access.  The archival and retrieval system is easy to use and provides DHCFP and FHS staff with immediate access to paper documents without the need for looking through stacks of paper.  Documents are available through easy-to-use search screens using index values for the various documents.  


12.7
Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services

First Health Services (FHS) is fully prepared to continue to provide outstanding Medicaid claims processing and program support services to Nevada.  We have structured our Nevada Operations staff in a manner that ensures we meet and can exceed service levels for claims processing and provider support of claim processing.  Over the past seven years as DHCFP’ Fiscal Agent, we have continually improved upon our infrastructure to meet the State’s changing policy.  We have continued to support claims processing without missing any financial payment cycles, and we have exceeded the defined Service Level Agreements since the implementation of the contract in 2003.  Our structure enables us to have a continual check and balance system in place so that we know immediately of any areas with gaps.  Our Director of Operations, Donna Perkins, is responsible for ensuring that FHS continues to meet the support and business requirements of the contract, assisted by the day-to-day oversight of the Provider Services Manager, Jennifer Shaffer.  The Provider Services Manager has three supervisors reporting to her who are directly accountable for claims processing, Call Center, and provider enrollment activities.  We have added a Quality Assurance (QA) Department that validates the work of all three of these departments in order for us to continually improve quality and adhere to the prescribed Service Level Agreements.  In addition, our QA process provides a mechanism that is used for remedial training of staff in order for us to deliver quality and outstanding service to the providers of Nevada Medicaid services.  


We provide further information about our approach to ensuring that the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services provided meet DHCFP’s requirements.

12.7.1
Overview of Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services


Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services are supplemental services provided by the Fiscal Agent or their designated subcontractor that support operational functions, and are not specifically associated with the Core MMIS or peripheral tools and systems. Examples of such services include Utilization Management and TPL recovery services.


The following Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services support the operational functions of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up. The associated Contractor Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, System Performance Requirements, and Contractor Performance Requirements are located in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table (Attachment Q).

FHS has structured our Nevada operations organization to support the operational functions of the Fiscal Agent contract.  Exhibit 12.7.1-1 shows the organization of our Nevada operations team.
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Our Nevada Account Director (Manager), Mark Shaffer, PMP, is responsible for day-to-day management of all Fiscal Agent activities for the Nevada contract.  Reporting directly to FHS’ Vice President of Account Management, Dave Viele, Mr. Shaffer will be the primary interface with the State’s Project Manager.  Mr. Shaffer will:


· Direct activities of direct reports


· Provide primary interface for DHFCP


· Plan for compliance with all contract provisions


· Interface with corporate support areas (legal, human resources), subcontractor (HMS), and other vendors


· Prepare status meetings and reports.


Reporting directly to Mr. Shaffer are Donna Perkins, the Operations Director; Candis Lee Englant, Fiscal Manager; Santhosh Nair, IT Manager; Colleen Boltman, RN, HCM Account Manager; and Gosia Sylwestrzak, Biostatistician.


NEVADA MMIS OPERATIONS 


Donna Perkins, Director of Operations, is responsible for the oversight of all Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent operations at the FHS Reno, Nevada, location.  This oversight includes the following areas within operations:


· Pharmacy Benefit Management


· Healthcare Management — Utilization Management and Care Coordination


· Provider Services


· Training


· Quality Assurance.


Exhibit 12.7.1-2 shows the organization of our Reno Operations managed by Ms. Perkins.
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Pharmacy Department


Paula Townsend, PharmD, serves as the FHS Nevada Pharmacy Benefit Manager.  In this role, she provides support for the entire pharmacy process, including ProDUR, RetroDUR, PDL, and P&T Committee DUR Board support.  Dr. Townsend provides direct communication with the DHCFP Pharmacy Programs Specialist and Pharmacy Program Manager(s) and presents recommendations for the State of Nevada to consider for inclusion in the Prescription Drug Program.  The functions performed in this area are as follows:  

· The Clinical Management staff performs the following functions:


· Implement clinical criteria based on input from DUR Board


· Ensure criteria for ProDUR and RetroDUR are consistent with each other and conform to other DHCFP requirements and policies


· Provide clinical information for ProDUR processing to individual pharmacies using criteria recommended by DUR Board


· Make recommendations to the State on any criteria or DUR areas to improve the benefit and increase cost effectiveness


· Work with Health Informatics staff for trend analysis and to develop program recommendations


· Provide drug therapy management


· Clinical review of pharmacy claims.


· Pharmacy Operations Management consists of the following areas:


· Drug Rebate staff is responsible for:


· Performing manual rebate updating


· Sending out drug rebate invoices


· Responding to manufacturer inquiries, both verbal and written


· Performing all aspects of the formalized dispute resolution process


· Supporting the State in cases of formal appeal of a rebate invoice


· Administering Accounts Receivable 


· Maintaining web applications for supporting drug rebate function.


· The Pharmacy Operations staff is responsible for:


· Pharmacy Support Call Center (pharmacy user support help line)


· Clinical Support Call Center (clinical resource center for pharmacy providers).


· The Plan Administration staff is responsible for:


· Problem solving


· Change control for pharmacy system


· Benefit configuration and management within the FirstRx™ pharmacy POS system.


Exhibit 12.7.1-3 shows the organization of FHS’ Nevada Pharmacy Department.
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HCM Operations Department


Colleen Boltman, RN, currently serves in the role of HCM Account Manager and Healthcare Management Manager.  We propose to add a Manager of Healthcare Management in the Reno office to bring additional local control and support over the utilization management functions.  The role of the Reno-based Manager of HCM will be to oversee the operation of the clinical review and customer service functions.  The Manager also will work directly with Ms. Boltman and DHCFP staff to identify trends in the program and make recommendations for new clinical edits and utilization management functions.  The Manager is responsible for ensuring compliance with all policies and procedures of DHCFP and the various accreditation bodies.  


The HCM Operations Department, supported by our Nevada Medical Director, Steven Phillips, MD, CMD, evaluates and recommends areas for improvement for medical management practices and program policy.  They also provide assistance to the claims resolution staff for claims requiring medical review.  The primary functions of the HCM Operations Department are:


· The PASRR staff has the following responsibilities:


· Conducting PASRR Level I and II reviews 


· Making PASRR determinations


· Performing pre-admission screenings for long term care and residential treatment centers


· Providing timely written notification of determinations to appropriate individuals


· Providing all Federal and State requirement reports.


· The Service Payment Authorization staff processes prior authorization requests to ensure that services provided are within established program limitations and medically appropriate.  Local prior authorization activities are inclusive of the following programs:  Medical/Surgical inpatient, outpatient, therapy, durable medical equipment, home health, hospice, comprehensive outpatient rehabilitation, ocular, audiology, dental, and personal care services.  Behavioral Health activities include:  inpatient, outpatient, residential treatment center, behavioral health rehabilitation, ICF/MR.  Continuum services include PASRR Levels I and II, Level of Care, and adult day health care.  The activities of the Service Payment Authorization staff include:

· Receive Prior Authorization (PA) requests via the web, telephone, fax, and mail


· Enter PA requests into OPAS (FirstHCM™)


· Review and make determinations on all PA requests 


· Conduct medical review of claims submitted for payment, as needed, to support the claims resolution staff


· Identify and review services audited on prepayment review status


· Monitor all claims that failed medical necessity edits and audits to determine if claims should be paid


· Resolve claims that pend for Medical Policy Review.


Exhibit 12.7.1-4 shows the organization of FHS’ Nevada HCM Operations Department.
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Provider Services Department


Jennifer Shaffer, Provider Services Manager, is responsible for the oversight of the following business units within the Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent Operations.  In this role, she establishes workload measures and metrics and ensures that all DHCFP policies are implemented and followed.


· Service Operations Unit — Glynda Bolinger, Supervisor Service Operations, is responsible for oversight of all functions in the Mailroom, the image/scanning area, and the data entry process.  FHS will continue to provide operational support for the Claims Subsystem.  Our process relies on an automated workflow and manual review.  Provider paper claims are initially handled in the Mailroom by our Mail Clerks.  These claims are reviewed to meet certain requirements and then prepped for scanning.  The Imaging Technician assigns a document control number to the claims and ensures that we image the claims within twenty four hours of receipt.  Ms. Bolinger reviews the daily batches prior to submission to the mainframe in order to validate inventory and balance.  The claims are then keyed in a real-time mode following any state-specific data entry instructions.  These keyed claims are sent via FTP to the mainframe for adjudication.  


· Claims Unit — Shanna Lira, Claims Manager, is responsible for the supervision of all claims functions.  Claims that require manual review are pended to the Nevada claims staff to finalize.  The claims staff is part of the Call Center staff so they are able to keep like job tasks linked.  This process ensures that we process each pended claim appropriately based on DHCFP-specified instructions, including overriding timely filing limits.  The oversight of this process involves Ms. Lira, who is responsible for ensuring we meet/exceed contractual service levels as determined by DHCFP.  In addition, staff is trained on ARRA requirements in order for us to be in compliance with timely and correct processing of all claims.


· Provider Enrollment Unit — Brenda Salgado, Supervisor Provider Enrollment. is responsible for the management and oversight of the following functions: 


· Provider enrollment, including mailing enrollment packets, screening for qualifications, application tracking, and recertification


· Enroll EPSDT providers


· Image all provider documents


· Maintain a physical file of provider hard copy documents


· Update provider enrollment status codes, apply on-line updates to provider database


· Operational statistics and reporting.

Exhibit 12.7.1-5 shows the organization of FHS’ Nevada Provider Services Department.
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Training Department


Donna Perkins is currently the Acting Training Manager.  Upon successful award of this contract, we plan to hire a Training Manager who will have oversight of all training functions for the entire operation, including training for providers, DHCFP staff, and FHS staff.  The Training Department staff has the following responsibilities:


· The Provider Training Unit staff performs the following:


· Visit all newly enrolled Medicaid providers


· Train all provider types in billing procedures, RAs, managed care, and other billing matters


· Train providers on AVR, and the web-based service authorization system (OPAS/FirstHCM™)


· Educate providers on alternatives for electronic submission of claims, RAs and EFT


· Conduct face-to-face provider meetings


· Develop provider training plans including schedules, workshops, materials, and evaluations


· Conduct exit interviews with providers leaving the program


· Operational statistics and reporting.


· The Publications Unit Technical Writers perform the following functions:


· Publish provider training materials, including handouts, agendas, schedules, and presentations


· Generate all provider billing manuals, bulletins, rosters, and RA stuffers


· Develop all forms and documents used in the operation and maintenance of the contract


· Generate and update procedure manuals and user manuals


· Serve as publishing department for entire Nevada Fiscal Agent operation


· Gather operational statistics and provide reporting.


Exhibit 12.7.1-6 shows the organization of FHS’ Nevada Training Department.
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Quality Assurance Department


FHS’ Quality Manager is a new centralized position that will be responsible for all quality functions within the operation.  The Quality Manager is responsible for all clinical and business quality functions as follows:


· Quality Assurance functions include:


· Balance daily and monthly reports


· Receive file maintenance requests


· Ensure appropriate approvals for file maintenance are provided


· Enter updates to databases using on-line screens


· Verify updates are applied correctly


· Process returned checks


· Develop corrective action plans


· Review and distribute EPSDT listings to providers


· Reporting to ensure contract compliance.


· Activities to support the area of cultural competence include:


· Monitor changes for impacts to existing processes for State and fiscal agent staff


· Recommend changes to improve operational efficiencies


· Provide ongoing education and seminars as needed to managers and administrators.


· MMIS Help Desk support includes the following functions.  Staff within the Quality Assurance Unit is cross-trained to support this function.  


· Receive and log all inquiries from Nevada MMIS users 


· Track and provide responses for all inquiries.


Exhibit 12.7.1-7 shows the organization of FHS’ Nevada Quality Assurance Department.
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FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT


The Fiscal Manager, Candis Lee Englant, is responsible for all financial functions within the operation.  The Financial Department’s activities include:


· Bank reconciliation


· Process refunds


· Manual operations to support miscellaneous payments, generate mass adjustments, suppress check generation, apply recoupments, etc.


· Track financial transactions, perform balancing


· Initiate adjustment transactions


· Fiscal Agent billing


· Perform manual processes for Medicare Buy-In


· Identify and resolve individual buy-in case problems


· Respond in writing to State buy-in inquiries


· Operational statistics, reporting


· TPL subcontractor oversight.


Our Financial Department staff is also responsible for supporting the MCO enrollment process.  They are responsible for all manual assignment or enrollment of recipients into an HMO, based on Choice Letters and requests submitted by the recipients each month.  

Our TPL subcontractor, HMS, is monitored by Ms. Englant.  HMS is responsible for TPL recovery services, including:


· Health Insurance and Trauma Recovery:


· Prepare DEERS Data Match Tape


· Process DEERS Match Response Tape


· Conduct CHAMPUS/TRICARE Verification


· Conduct Medicaid TPL Data Matches


· Conduct TPL Data Match Validation and Quality Control


· TPL Verification


· Conduct Workers Compensation Data Matches


· Generate Retro-active Workers Compensation Related Recoveries


· Identify Liable Third Parties


· Identify Retroactive Claim Recoveries


· Submit Recovery Notices to Carriers or Providers


· Process Payment and Denial Information


· Generate Claims History Update Transactions


· Generate TPL Update Transactions


· Follow-up on outstanding accounts receivables.


· Estate Recovery:

· Identify Cases Appropriate For Estate Recovery


· Calculate Medicaid Payments Received By Member


· File Lien With Appropriate Probate Court


· Negotiate And Settle Lien Cases


· Release Lien.


· HIPP:


· Identify HIPP eligibles


· Conduct verification of insurance for HIPP


· Complete HIPP cost-effective determination 


· Process and validate payments for HIPP


· Conduct ongoing HIPP review and follow-up.


Exhibit 12.7.1-7 shows the organization of FHS’ Nevada Financial Department.
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HEALTH INFORMATICS TEAM

FHS will implement an expanded Information Management group to support the Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent operation.  This team will be led by our Reno-based Biostatistician, Gosia Sylwestrzak, who will provide reporting and analytics for the operations staff and DHCFP.  In addition to Ms. Sylwestrzak, we also plan to hire two Healthcare Data Analysts to support standard reporting and ad hoc reporting using the DSS and Cognos Business Intelligence tools to support both the operations staff and State staff.  The Healthcare Data Analyst is the first line of support for DSS users, as well as supporting the reporting needs of DHCFP and FHS.  This position:


· Provide DSS expertise for fiscal agent reporting 


· Assist with initial Help Desk inquiries related to reporting


· Coordinate with corporate Health Informatics staff for additional analytic and technical support as needed


· Provide ongoing DSS training.


One of the proposed Healthcare Data Analysts will be a SURS reporting specialist who will have the following responsibilities:


· Produce monthly reports


· Provide assistance to the State’s SURS Unit.


The Health Informatics staff will provide support for the Pharmacy Department, including:


· Ensuring that pharmacy data are included in Claims/Encounter History, Inquiry, and Reporting


· Using the DSS and Cognos Business Intelligence tools for trending analysis of the pharmacy program, including expenditure trends in utilization and cost, drug, prior authorization statistics, etc.


· Comprehensive reporting capability:  standard management reports, ad hoc, cost savings, statistical, annual savings, and ProDUR reports.


Exhibit 12.7.1-8 shows the organization of FHS’ Nevada Health Informatics Team.
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SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT 


Our Nevada Systems Department, managed by Santhosh Nair, is responsible for:


· Routine maintenance


· Routine modifications


· Operations support. 


Exhibit 12.7.1-9 shows the organization of FHS’ Nevada Systems Department.
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12.7.2
Managed Care Enrollment

DHCFP’s managed care programs consist of the following key components: contracting of managed care entities; supporting multiple health care models including Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) and Primary Care Case Management (PCCM); eligibility and enrollment of recipients; accepting and storing of encounter data; managing monthly capitation and episodic payments to managed care entities; and management and payment of capitation for nonemergency transportation for all fee-for-service and managed care recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the Managed Care Enrollment requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

The MMIS provides support for multiple Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) and has the capability to support Primary Care Case Management (PCCM) as well.  The FHS Reno-based Financial Department is responsible for all manual assignment or enrollment of recipients into an HMO, based on Choice Letters and requests submitted by the recipients each month.  The MMIS automatically identifies potential managed care recipients upon initial Medicaid eligibility and generates the Choice Letters.  Thereafter, the system has an automated monthly process that assigns, terminates, and reassigns managed care enrollment based on the State’s approved algorithm and rules. 


Recipients new to Medicaid, or moving into a mandatory geographical area, receive a Choice Letter, providing them the opportunity to choose an HMO for their families.  Financial Department staff receives and processes these responses on a daily basis, manually entering the chosen HMO for each recipient and all associated family members.  If the recipient submits the letter but fails to indicate an HMO, FHS goes above and beyond, by initiating recipient outreach through a return letter advising the recipient to make a choice.  If a choice is not made in the first 30 days after receiving their Choice Letter, recipients are randomly assigned to an HMO by the system, based on the State’s algorithm.  The recipient then has an additional 60 days to request a change, which is manually entered for the recipient and family members.  Each Choice Letter and request requires researching the entire household to ensure all recipients are enrolled in the same HMO.  If a household is split between HMOs, FHS will manually change all recipients to match the enrollment reflected in the Choice Letter.  A system enhancement targeted for June 2010 will identify split households and automatically reassign recipients to the same HMO. 


After 90 days, the recipient and family are locked into the assigned HMO until the yearly Open Enrollment period.  Once the family is locked in, if a change request is received, FHS produces a letter advising the recipient the change cannot be processed until the Open Enrollment period.  In some instances, recipients receive authorization from their HMO to switch to another HMO.  When this occurs, DHCFP submits a request to FHS to change the enrollment for the recipient and family members.  These requests are processed in the same way as those received directly from the recipients.  Our average completion time of one to two days exceeds the 10-day SLA requirement.  All requests are filed on-site by calendar quarter, according to date received.


The Open Enrollment period provides all recipients enrolled in managed care the opportunity to change to another HMO.  All enrolled recipients receive notification of the Open Enrollment period, and are instructed to submit their requests to FHS who then processes the requests in the same manner as initial enrollment Choice Letters.  

The MMIS maintains reference data needed to calculate capitation payments using claims adjudication routines, which assign rates based on age, gender, county of residence, and aid category.  The system calculates capitation payments, monthly, for each recipient, and then generates total payment to each HMO based on their enrollment roster.  The system supports automated retro capitation payments for all newborns and allows for on-line retro capitation payments and voids for other recipient enrollments and disenrollments.  Non-emergency transportation capitation payments are generated monthly, but are handled by the Financial Subsystem of the MMIS rather than the Managed Care Subsystem.  FHS has the capability of accepting encounter data from the HMO. 


12.7.3
Preadmission Screening and Resident Review

PASRR is a screening and review process used to assess whether an individual is appropriate for nursing facility placement. The PASRR program is federally mandated for all individuals before entering a nursing facility. The administration of the PASRR is the responsibility of the contractor. Nursing home applicants must be screened before admission to determine whether they may have a serious mental illness, mental retardation or a related condition. This is known as a Level I screening. A Level II screening is required if the screener cannot rule out mental illness, mental retardation or a related condition. The Level II screening determines whether nursing home facility services are appropriate, whether a particular nursing home is capable of providing appropriate services in light of the nature of the individual’s mental illness or mental retardation, and whether the individual needs “specialized services,” as defined in federal law and regulations.


· PASRR reviews are required for individuals with mental illness, mental retardation, or residents with a related condition and for those who experience a change in condition;

· When there is a change in condition, a new LOC or PASRR screening may be necessary;

· The prior authorization process for long-term care is based upon PASRR screening and LOC determinations; and

The Vendor must respond to the PASRR requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3 Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

FHS’ HCM Operations Department currently processes pre-admission screening resident review (PASRR) exceeding Nevada Medicaid Policy and contractual requirements in accordance with the Federal guidelines outlined in 42 CFR 483.  The current process is provider-friendly and exceeds the SLA of 95 percent within one business day, with a performance rate of 100 percent (based on the most recent six months of data). 


The Level I PASRR form is available to providers through our HIPAA-compliant on-line PA system (OPAS/FirstHCM™) or via hard copy at www.nevada.fhsc.com.  The form is used as a tool to assist FHS Clinical Reviewers to identify the presence of mental illness, mental retardation, and/or related conditions for all individuals applying for admission into a Medicaid-certified nursing facility.  Screenings are completed by Clinical Reviewers for initial nursing facility placement (pre-admission screening) or when there is a significant change in the recipient’s condition (resident review).  Positive PASRR screenings result in a Level II PASRR review that is conducted by licensed clinical social workers with final review by a psychologist or psychiatrist.  The PASRR process ensures appropriate nursing facility placement and identifies less restrictive environments when applicable. 


Currently 74 percent of all PASRR requests are submitted on-line and providers receive a timely determination, regardless of recipient location.  The remaining 26 percent are received via facsimile and entered into the on-line system by FHS staff, with a clinical determination within 24 hours of receipt.  OPAS/First HCM™ and our toll-free fax number are available 24 hours a day, 7 days per week.  Providers who use OPAS/First HCM™ can request a historical copy of a previously completed screening and retrieve a determination letter within seconds, 24 hours a day, 7 days per week. This potentially reduces the length of stay for acute care recipients in an acute care setting as it provides immediate access to the level of care determination.  


FHS plans to create Nursing Facility admission and discharge tracking forms within OPAS/First HCM™ to expedite notices of determination.  With all historical PASRR/LOC information contained in this system, we will be able to more quickly verify that the PASRR and LOC screenings have been completed.  When the admission is approved, it will prompt an automatic feed into the LOC MMIS screens for auto-loading of the benefit eligibility line.  Upon discharge, the system offers a “discharge” choice, and the benefit line can be quickly end-dated. 


12.7.4
Call Center and Contact Management


The Provider Relations Call Center and Contact Tracking business function includes the processes related to the Fiscal Agent’s operation of a call center, staffed with customer service representatives to handle provider relations, including Pharmacy related inquiries. This function provides for the maintenance of telephone lines for inquiries, the capability to speak with a customer service representative, and the tracking and reporting of call center statistics. This function is supported by an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system that allows inquiry for topics including eligibility verification, claims status, Prior Authorization request status, check and EFT information.


The Vendor must respond to the Call Center and Contact Management requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

FHS’ Reno-based Provider Relations Call Center managed by the Customer Service Claims Supervisor, Shanna Lira, is staffed with Customer Services Associates (CSAs) who respond quickly and professionally to inquiries.  Their training focuses on an in-depth understanding of each provider type’s unique needs, which allows the CSA to be more proactive and responsive.  The Provider Relations Call Center provides a consolidated focus for all provider inquiries, whether pertaining to enrolling as a new provider, obtaining a prior authorization, arranging for additional training, or claim-related questions.  We train our staff to be a “one stop” shop of information for providers.


We provide an automated tracking capability for all provider interface activities through FirstCRM™.  FirstCRM™ is based on the industry-leading software product, Remedy.  The flexible design of FirstCRM™ allows customization to track any type of activity, design customized workflow automation based on the type of activity, route open work items to users, and follow-up on open items through completion.  FirstCRM™ has been customized to meet the specific needs of DHCFP and has successfully met those needs since 2003.  Comprehensive monitoring and reporting are also provided.  All telephone inquiries, walk-in visits and field encounters, correspondence, appeals, requests for reconsideration and for publications by type, provider training, and one-on-one visits will be entered in FirstCRM™ and tracked by provider number (among other criteria) through completion.  Documents may be linked to the record or free-form comments added in addition to defined, required fields.  EVS and IVR inquiries are automated interactions and are tracked and reported as such by the EDIFY software used to support these business functions.  If a provider chooses to exit the EVS/IVR system to speak to a CSA, the call is then considered a standard inquiry and reported in FirstCRM™. 


FHS’ AVAYA telephone system provides our management team with reports to monitor and project peak periods, thus ensuring appropriate support for telephone inquiries.  FirstCRM™ provides support for these reports.  As each call is received by the Provider Relations Call Center, the CSR will immediately log the call into FirstCRM™ with the information necessary to track the call.  In turn, FirstCRM™ produces reports that can provide analytical data on all calls.  As part of the Transition Period, data will be loaded into the Operational Data Store (ODS) in real time, allowing the end-user to create reports using the Cognos Business Intelligence tools.  

These data, in conjunction with that produced by the telephone system, allow us to report the number of calls by inquiry and resolution type, the average length of all calls by inquiry type, and the average wait time.  Using additional data supplied by the telephone carrier, combined with statistics from the AVAYA telephone system and FirstCRM™, we can report the exact number and percentage of ring busy and abandoned calls.  FHS consistently exceeds the requirement that no more than 10% of calls ring busy; averages are less than 5%. Our systems also produce separate reports for automated versus CSA-assisted calls to show the entire universe of telephone activity from providers in Nevada, and allow us to assess the quality of the contacts.

FHS is committed to ensuring that all telephone contacts with providers are handled professionally and to the provider’s satisfaction.  We use the Automated Call Distribution (ACD) feature and reports to monitor wait time, busy signals, and abandoned calls on the provider toll-free telephone lines.  The Provider Relations Call Center is structured to provide additional support during peak call times and during absences such, as vacations.  A unique feature of our Call Center operations is that no limit is placed on the number of requests a provider can make in a single call.  Our staff is trained to answer all of a provider’s inquiries in a single telephone call.  In the event additional research is needed to be fully responsive, we will follow up with the provider in a timely manner.  FirstCRMTM monitors the activity reports entered that are outstanding and notifies the person assigned, as well as that person’s supervisor, of inquiries that are outstanding.  Ms. Lira will monitor the ability of our equipment and the Provider Relations Call Center staff to handle the call volume, making adjustments as necessary to meet performance expectations and maintain a high standard of service to providers.  When needed, Ms. Lira works with the Acting Training Manager, Donna Perkins, to obtain additional support to ensure telephone calls are answered promptly by personnel with the requisite level of expertise.

In order to validate provider satisfaction, we target the top 10 providers based on call volume logged in FirstCRM™.  This report is provided to our Nevada Training Department as a means to follow up with specific providers for one-on-one training.  This approach bolsters our commitment to building a solid relationship with the Nevada provider community.


As a Quality Assurance measure, the FHS Provider Relations Call Center incorporates call monitoring using Q-Finiti as the monitoring device.  This enables us to monitor calls in real time, and each call is recorded.  In addition, the QA Specialists in our Quality Assurance Department have the capability to monitor the screen the CSR is using to ensure the accuracy of response provided.  The Provider Relations Call Center averages a 97% call accuracy rating.  This ongoing call observation enhances our performance measures and is an effective tool for identifying trainees.


Our CSAs respond to all calls regarding provider and recipient eligibility, prior authorization, specific claims situations, billing instructions, and other related matters falling within FHS’ areas of responsibility.  Our staff documents the nature of the inquiries, the information provided, and the outcome using FirstCRM™.  Additionally, the EVS/IVR maintains statistics regarding the number of calls automatically answered through EDIFY.  All of our Call Centers support access for the hearing impaired through the use of TTY/TDD technology and can access OMNI Network interpreter facilities to interpret for non-English-speaking callers.


The EVS system provides secure Internet access for providers.  FHS provides inquiry capability for providers on claims status, prior authorization, eligibility, checks, and EFT via the Internet using the MMIS web screens.  Access will be provided via the web portal.  Only enrolled providers will be eligible to access the system, and we will limit the access to claims submitted under their own provider ID.


When we implemented this program in 2003, a primary goal was to improve the accuracy and timeliness of payments to providers to help ensure their satisfaction with the Nevada Medicaid Program; we have improved timely payment to within 14-21 days — consistently exceeding the goal of 30 days.  In addition, we have never missed a payment cycle.  The Provider Relations Call Center maintains a focus on improving provider payment accuracy and throughput rates for original submissions, not just on taking and completing telephone calls and correspondence.  Ms. Lira coordinates with DHCFP to examine targeted groups or error conditions.  Ms. Lira begins with an analysis of pended claims for specific provider types.  Using the on-line Claims History Information Retrieval Processor (CHIRP) feature of the Claims Subsystem, CSAs can make immediate inquiries to identify all claims pended for a provider or a particular error code affecting multiple providers.  The outcome is streamlined claims processing, as well as improved provider interaction with the program.  The CSA also reviews claims processing reports to identify providers with high rates of pended or denied claims.  To ensure the right areas are being targeted, Ms. Lira coordinates these activities with DHCFP, other units within FHS such as Health Care Management (HCM) Operations, or other State agencies as appropriate.  The experience gained from these activities advances our ability to provide even higher levels of service through the contract period.


We provide a value-added services to providers — reconciliation support — as a part of our daily Provider Services responsibilities.  FHS understands that this type of request of reconciliation assistance is typically generated when a provider has a large outstanding balance, and we know the work effort to resolve perceived differences can be significant.  We also understand that the longer a provider sees a discrepancy between what they believe they are owed and what is indicated by the system, the greater the provider’s frustration and dissatisfaction with the program.  We view requests for reconciliation assistance as an opportunity to first resolve the current issue and then to conduct targeted training designed to prevent a recurrence. 


The MMIS provides on-line research capabilities through CHIRP that facilitate reconciliation of a provider’s outstanding balance.  For claims research, the Provider Relations Call Center can select a provider’s claims that are in process, adjudicated, or both.  The summary display screen provides enough information to complete most reconciliation efforts in one sitting.  If more detail is required, the Provider Relations Call Center staff can drill down to the detail of each claim by simply selecting the ICN from the summary screen.  For complex cases, additional support is available through FirstDARS™, which gives access to images of the original claims submitted and the remittance advice.  The Provider Relations Call Center can then assist the provider in correcting claim errors and resubmitting denied claims, and will provide instruction on how to prevent unnecessary pends and denials in the future.

In addition, our Pharmacy Support Call Center in Glen Allen, Virginia, operates 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, 365 days per year and is staffed by Customer Service Associates (CSAs) who have access to on-call Clinical Pharmacists through company-issued cellular telephones.  Our Clinical Pharmacists are available to respond to any questions concerning prior authorization approvals and denials, conduct reviews for prior authorization decisions, and respond to prior authorization requests within one hour of those requests.


Our Clinical Support Call Center in Glen Allen operates from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., ET, Monday through Friday.  Calls received after hours and on weekends are routed to our Pharmacy Support Call Center, where CSRs can, when necessary, enter a 72-hour emergency fill according to Nevada-specific guidelines.  


The Call Center staff records and tracks all inquiries and requests received from prescribers and pharmacies, by telephone, facsimile, and U.S. Mail into the FirstTrax™ contact tracking and prior authorization system, as well as records the pertinent aspects of the inquiry or prior authorization request.  Prior authorization requests submitted through the WebPA tool are automatically recorded and tracked in FirstTrax™ and are integrated into the same format as recordings of inquiries and requests. 


12.7.5
Provider Appeals


The Provider appeals support services function includes the ability to accept, maintain, process, and track providers appeals as well as generate and track letters for each decision point in the appeals process.


The Vendor must respond to the Provider Appeals requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

The FHS Provider Appeals staff with the Provider Enrollment Unit, managed by Brenda Salgado, supports DHCFP with provider appeals.  We respond in a timely manner to State requests for provider and claims information, including copies of enrollment documents, audit trails, claim images, and any related system history data or reports, in support of the appeals process.  With our processing average of 95.5%, FHS consistently exceeds the requirement that 90% of all appeals must be processed within 30 days. 


The information that is tracked contains more than the minimum requirements of the State.  The MMIS supports the creation and tracking of letters sent to providers related to appeals activities for each decision point.  The standard letter function uses templates to construct routine, ad hoc, and free form letters to be used to communicate to the providers.  These templates can be designed and revised on-line to accommodate the needs of DHCFP.  These letters are retained and are available to view and/or reprint through FirstCRM™.  In addition, all required communication (letters/calls) to the provider is documented in FirstCRM™.  This tool and the information can be accessed through secured Internet browser screens to review this history.  FirstCRM™ supports the inquiry and tracking of appeal disposition categories as defined by the State to include open and closed.  The user is able to access provider appeals by a variety of parameters, including provider name and number, recipient name and number, and appeal letter number.


The FHS Appeals Coordinator, Tyler Ranville, prepares all materials in support of the DHCFP Hearings Prep Meeting (HPM) and testifies on behalf of DHCFP in the provider hearings.


12.7.6
Provider Enrollment


The Provider Enrollment support services business function includes requirements for contractor support of recruitment, enrollment, and disenrollment of Providers into Nevada Medicaid and Check Up.


The Vendor must respond to the Provider Enrollment requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

The FHS Provider Enrollment Unit, managed by Brenda Salgado, is staffed to maintain and follow the State-approved enrollment process for enrolling providers into the Nevada Medicaid Program.  This unit staffs a Provider Enrollment Call Center to respond to all provider/State inquiries regarding enrollment status.  As part of the Transition, we will implement a web-based enrollment process using the provider self-service web portal; this improved process will enable automated flow control and enhance provider satisfaction with the program from the outset.  We will receive forms submitted electronically, authenticate electronic signatures, ensure compliance with State guidelines for electronic signatures, and capture imaged copies of supporting documents.  We match paper and electronic attachments to the application to complete enrollment.  Data entry fields on provider enrollment screens flow in the same way as the provider application form to facilitate enrollment processing.  The screens are easily modified to add new fields should additional information be required.  In all electronic transactions, FHS adheres to State and Federal guidelines for maintaining data security and integrity.  Exhibit 12.7.6-1 shows the web-enabled screen where the provider address is located.


		



		Exhibit 12.7.6-1, Provider Location Screen





We enroll both in- and out-of-State providers and verify eligibility, including reviewing for OIG/Medicare/Medicaid sanctions.  If the provider is sanctioned, the application is denied in accordance with Nevada guidelines.  Submitted enrollments are pended for review and follow the standard workflow up to and including final approval.  Manual and automated procedures are in place to ensure that applications, provider information changes, and agreements are controlled and tracked from the time of receipt so that provider information is entered into the system and processed and provider information is sent with minimum turnaround time.  

We have a program in place for disenrollment of providers due to inactivity of claims over a two-year period.  This is a collaborative effort with DHCFP, and every six months we look back two years to determine which providers have not submitted any claims and these providers are then termed due to inactivity.

The Provider Enrollment Unit tracks all provider inquiries by category, including inquiries regarding enrollment applications, using FirstCRM™.  We assign a unique category to record inquiries regarding the enrollment process.  Provider Enrollment staff provides assistance to potential providers in completing enrollment applications via telephone, through instructions provided on the website, and in person, when feasible.  The FHS Provider Enrollment Unit has consistently met or exceeded the performance requirement of completing all new enrollment requests within five business days — averaging three business days — and all enrollment change requests, including terminations, within two business days upon receipt.


FHS will ensure that provider enrollment and status information is collected, controlled, and processed efficiently and accurately.  Enrollment in the program may be a provider’s first experience with Medicaid, and it is important to the State’s goal of attracting and retaining providers that the experience be a good one; FHS has consistently delivered.  With the new self-service process, we anticipate further enhancing the user experience.  


The MMIS fully supports the business requirements for these functions.


12.7.7
Provider Training and Outreach


The Provider Training and Outreach support services business function includes requirements for contractor support of development and distribution of Provider Billing Manuals, Web Announcements, Newsletters, and other information, and provider training in a variety of formats, including individual training of providers, workshops, and training sessions.


The Vendor must respond to the Provider Training and Outreach requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

FHS’ Training Department, managed by Donna Perkins, the Acting Training Manager, is well-versed in the design and distribution of communication documents, including but not limited to, provider billing manuals, quarterly newsletters, and web and RA announcements.  Our Technical Writers create these documents to provide an efficient means for providers to research issues.  The design of the materials is appropriate for both print and web formats.  Drafts of all provider communication materials are presented to DHCFP as defined in the Communication Plan provided in Appendix Q. 


The FHS Training Manager and Trainers meet with DHCFP annually to identify and confirm training objectives and approaches.  Based on these objectives, we update our annual Provider Training Plan for DHCFP review and approval.  The plan identifies the methods of education, which may include workshops, association meetings, interactive web-based sessions, and an ongoing outreach program with emails, remittance advice messages, and website messages and other content.  The plan also includes identification of the target audience for each session (basic, including newly enrolled providers, or advanced), the objectives of each unit of training, a course outline, copies of training materials, and a schedule of training locations, dates, and times.  We provide training at the frequencies and locations required by DHCFP and include multi-agency requirements.  We conduct special training as needed when claim results indicate a special need, and when major changes affect providers, such as HIPAA mandates or any other changes in billing requirements, new programs, or provider types.  Special training may also be done through webcasts, flyers, provider association newsletters, or other communication methods approved by DHCFP.  


We welcome providers to our training center in our Reno facility and can accommodate individuals or groups of providers.  Our knowledgeable Training Department staff is available to meet with providers in the office by appointment, or when staff is not otherwise committed.  We can train providers who are unable to visit our training facility via telephone and provide them with supplemental training materials, such as web tutorials, if appropriate and necessary.  Whether at our facility or the provider’s facility, all provider training interactions are tracked in FirstCRM™, and the reports submitted on the training are available for review by FHS supervisory staff or DHCFP.  As part of the Transition activities, we will also provide webinars.

We provide adequate notice of training sessions to maximize attendance by publishing the schedule at the end of a calendar year for the entire following year.  FHS publicizes the training schedule and emphasizes the benefits that providers can derive from the training sessions.  We encourage training participation through announcements on the website or RA, flyers, letters, emails, and provider association newsletters containing the schedule and descriptions of the classes.  Our Training Department staff will contact in person any providers they identify who could especially benefit from the training.  Our staff takes every opportunity to encourage participation in training through attendance and presentations at meetings of professional associations and community events.

All training materials developed and used by FHS are DHCFP-approved prior to use.  We use an analytical approach to determining the focus of provider training sessions.  Our Trainers employ standard and custom reports from the DSS and the MMIS to identify trends within claims processing and from FirstCRM™ to identify the most frequently asked questions.  These reports are produced at least monthly, sorted by provider types, forming the foundation for recommended training session subjects.  This approach ensures that the sessions are problem-focused and tailored to the audience.  As an example, we will not discuss dental claim problems during a hospital billing group training session.  We use professionally prepared PowerPoint materials with de-identified actual examples when discussing problem claims or other billing situations.  Our presenters encourage questions from participants at critical points during the presentations, rather than waiting until the end, to foster a healthy dialogue and clarify key points. 

At the conclusion of each session, participants are asked to complete an evaluation of the session, both for presentation quality, contents, and effectiveness.  Participants are also asked for suggestions for improving the sessions and for additional subjects we should include in future sessions.  We use this input, together with management and DHCFP input, to improve future sessions and to ensure they are relevant to providers and billing staff.  A sample provider evaluation form is included in Appendix R.

As part of our ongoing commitment to work with providers to ensure their overall experience with Nevada Medicaid is one that has few or no barriers to claims submission and reimbursement, our efforts start with putting the focus on provider training.  Because we understand the issues a provider may have with scheduling staff time for training, we will provide web-based training through our Magellan Achieve site.  This site allows the user to sign up for a course of self-directed study.  The program will offer the user training tools and a course evaluation in order for us to determine if the user requires more “hands on” training.  We can also provide reporting to DHCFP on evaluations submitted and provider participants.  

FHS has attained a 99% rate of satisfaction on our current training that is outlined in our training catalog (see Appendix R).  We take the course evaluations seriously, as this is a tool we use to identify opportunities to enrich the training content.

We maintain a comprehensive training session results database.  Our Trainers use FirstCRM™ to track all training sessions.  Provider Training is a distinct category within FirstCRM™ and has its own set of workflow automation, which may include the generation of individual activities for follow-up.  We track attendees, providers represented, primary questions or concerns raised during the session, and evaluations.  These items, plus the date, times, and locations, are all listed or attached as documents to the tracking record.  This allows the Training Manager to review all data on the sessions on-line and compile results for evaluation and review with DHCFP.

A sample of the Training Catalog is available on our website, nevada.fhsc.com, and included with this proposal as Appendix R.

12.7.8
Finance (including accounts payable)

The financial claims processing support services function provides operational support for the claims processing, adjustment processing, accounts receivable processing, and financial transaction processing.


The Vendor must respond to the Finance requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

FHS staffs a Reno-based Financial Department, under the direction of the Fiscal Manager, Candis Lee Englant, that is responsible for performing all required financial support services.  The Financial Department, using the Financial Subsystem, provides operational support to claims, adjustment, accounts receivable, and financial transaction processing.


One of the key objectives of this department is to reconcile and balance the claim processing cycle prior to the approval to release payment.  After the check write cycle has been completed, all associated financial reports are reviewed to ensure accuracy and that they balance.  Once balancing has been verified, copies of the financial reports are sent to DHCFP with the request to deposit the required funds into the State bank account.  The check transmission and electronic funds transfer (EFT) files are authorized.  The check and remittance data are forwarded to the mailing vendor for printing and mailing to providers.  All data and reports that are produced are available for review and printing through the use of FirstDARS™.


Following are the responsibilities of the Financial Department:


· Ensure the maintenance of all DHCFP budgets and expenditures and assign the appropriate accounting codes to adjudicated claims and financial payment requests.  Maintain accurate and complete registers and audit trails of all disbursement activity based on weekly, monthly, quarterly, and annual criteria.


· Perform the State’s MMIS 1099 functions that consist of yearly 1099 reporting to providers and the IRS and yearly payment reporting of all providers.

· Manage the disbursement and recovery of program funds through financial add pay/recovery transactions.

· Process claim credits and adjustments to accurately maintain the integrity of claims history and to report the disbursement and recovery of Federal, State, and local government and other related fund shares.   The MMIS provides for the inquiry of both non-claim-specific financial transactions and claim-specific adjustments.  

· Handle claim adjustments/void requests that are submitted by providers, the State, and FHS staff who encounter a processing error, to correct errors resulting from provider billing mistakes, claims processing inaccuracies, and/or retroactive changes to claims support file data such as rate changes or retroactive eligibility changes.

· Compensate Medicaid eligible recipients for insurance premium payments paid for healthcare coverage either directly to the recipient or indirectly to private insurance companies, employers or other public agencies as appropriate.


· Process financial transactions that are not related to specific claims, such as audit settlements or advance payments to providers, in the financial subsystem. The MMIS automatically assigns each transaction a unique Financial Control Number (FCN). The system edits the transaction for validity based on the type of transaction to ensure that all required information is entered correctly. Inquiries of financial transactions are included in the Financial Subsystem’s on-line environment, allowing inquiry of all financial information to authorized DHCFP users.  The inquiry access is through the Financial Master Inquiry/Update screen and is based on provider/other entity ID or FCN.  All information available for maintenance of the financial transactions is also available for inquiry  


· Maintain the necessary data to produces all required Federal and State financial reports according to the State Medicaid Manual.  


· Review all associated financial reports after the check write cycle has been completed to ensure that all the proper reports have been produced and balanced to ensure accuracy.  Once balancing is verified, copies of the financial reports are sent to DHCFP with the request to deposit the required funds into the bank account.  The check transmission or produce the electronic funds transfer (EFT) transaction is authorized.  The check and remittance data is forwarded to the mailing vendor for printing and mailed to providers.  All data and reports that are produced are available for review and printing through the use of FirstDARS(.


· Produce and distribute letters to support the collection process.  All communications must receive prior approval from DHCFP.


· Provide inquiry through the MMIS Financial Master Inquiry/Update screen on receivable account balance (amounts remaining to be recovered) and established date.  The account balance is also available on-line via the Provider Subsystem Financial Inquiry screen.  Detailed information regarding the reason for the recovery, the recipient and/or provider ID, amount and comments can be tracked.


· Receive the refund checks sent to FHS by third-party payers or providers.  When checks are posted to the account receivables, the amounts on the Cash Control data store are automatically decreased or increased depending on the type of transaction.  This system provides a means of monitoring the disposition status of each check, when the Cash Control Log report is generated.


· Place incoming checks under security and deliver them to the Accounting Assistant immediately upon receipt.  Once the checks have been logged into the Cash Control data store, the Accounting Assistant carries the checks to the imaging area and waits while the checks are imaged.  The checks are then placed in locked storage until the end of the day when the Cash Control Log report is generated.  After verifying the checks against the log report, the Accounting Assistant deposits the checks and delivers a facsimile of the checks and the cash control log report under cover of transmittal to DHCFP.  The imaged record of the checks and the cash control log provide a means of monitoring the checks that were received and forwarded to DHCFP on any given date.  As checks are posted to the account receivables, the amounts on the Cash Control data store are automatically decreased or increased depending on the type of transaction.  This system provides a means of monitoring the disposition status of each check.


· Initiate processes to collect outstanding provider accounts receivable and for monitoring the collection activity.  


· Support the collections function through the MMIS by generating financial reports with each payment cycle that identify all outstanding accounts receivable, sorted by provider ID, and reflect all activity that has occurred on the account balances since the last payment cycle.  


· Support the overpayment/recovery efforts of our Accounting Assistants through the MMIS.  These financial transactions are entered into the Financial Subsystem and can be tracked by reason code, recipient and provider ID, claim ICN, etc.  If a negative balance occurs based on one of these transactions, that information is tracked as well.  Several reports are automatically generated and stored in FirstDARS™.


· Provide data to the mail vendor to print and distribute checks.  Their process reduces risk since checks are printed as they are needed so check stock is not required and there is no security issues related to blank checks.  In addition, they have created a program to print checks and remits in one stream to eliminate the matching process.  Providers will always get the right check with the right remit.  After the checks and remits have been printed, they are stored in a secured area if the funds have not yet been deposited.  Once notified that the funds have been deposited, the mailing vendor proceeds with mailing the checks and RAs to the providers.


· Provide flexibility through the MMIS to suppress generation of disbursements for providers with zero-pay and negative pay check requests.  


· Post additional financial transactions (Memo Items), as the account balance is reduced, to the Financial Master data store indicating the specific amount reducing the balance until the balance (receivable) is satisfied.  The corresponding Financial Control Numbers (FCNs) link these additional transactions to the original.  The original transaction contains the date the original receivable was established (Transaction Date).  All account balances can be monitored, adjusted, or be viewed on-line by authorized DHCFP users.  These account balances are also used for aggregate and individual monthly reporting to DHCFP on several reports.


· Issue a manual check to a provider at a time other than the normal payment cycle check.  Upon receipt of a request from an authorized DHCFP staff member, the Accounting Assistant will enter a financial transaction using an on-line screen for an advance payment to a provider, with or without setting up an account receivable to recoup the payment at DHCFP direction.  The Accounting Assistant will then cut a manual check for immediate send-out to the provider and will issue a request to DHCFP to deposit funds to cover the check.  The advance payment check will be included on the check register in the next payment cycle with a code identifying it as a manual check.


· Issue advance-payments-against-future claims.  FHS and DHCFP have developed a process for issuing advance-payments-against-future claims.  These payments can either be done through a manual check or can be added to the current financial payment cycle.  Either way, the information is entered and tracked in the Financial Subsystem and appears on the provider’s RA.  The Financial Supervisor, Sharon Derengowski, is responsible for this activity.


· Internally track the disbursement of funds to an authorized provider for approved services from approval to payment by the MMIS.  The resulting check (disbursement) produced, which encompasses all payment activity and includes both claims and financial transactions, is assigned a unique check number and is recorded in the MMIS Check Register and check file sent to DHCFP for the weekly payment cycle.  Various reports are produced which itemize all checks by check number, payee, amount, etc.  Any manually issued checks are also included on these reports and the check file.  The Financial Supervisor analyzes these reports and corrects any discrepancies before the checks are generated, matched, and mailed.  The reports are available for viewing on-line and printing by authorized persons.


12.7.9
Return ID Card Process


The Return ID Card Support Services function includes the generation and distribution of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the Return ID Card Process requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

FHS will continue to support the return ID card function using our vendor, Personix.  This function is performed by the Provider Appeals staff.  A documented process is place to ensure that, on a daily basis, the return ID cards are set to be re-mailed, forwarded to DHCFP, or destroyed.  This process has been approved by DHCFP, and any change to the process is directed by DHCFP.


12.7.10
Electronic Data Interchange


EDI entails assisting providers with EDI enrollment including providing providers with appropriate identifiers and agreements, testing of EDI transactions with the providers, and verification of testing completion.


The Vendor must respond to the EDI requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

Our corporate EDI Help Desk provides support to existing electronic submitters, but we also provide assistance to those providers and billing services who are new to electronic claims submission.  This support includes assisting Trading Partners with the completion of the Nevada Trading Partner Agreement Form, Trading Partner set-up, assistance with the data submission process, and testing for all providers, Trading Partners, and billing agents who want to submit electronic claims or eligibility requests to the Nevada Medicaid Program.  

		Our EDI testing process consists of:



		√
Submitting claims as ANSI X12N transactions through the use of Claims Courier and DirectSubmit, both in batch and individually


√
Submitting claims status requests as ANSI X12N transactions (276) and receiving a claims status response (277)


√
Testing the ability to receive ANSI X12N response transactions including an electronic remittance advice (835)


√
Submitting eligibility request as ANSI X12N transactions (270) and receive an eligibility response (271)


√
Receiving and interpreting an ANSI X12N acknowledgement response (997)


√
Assisting Nevada HMOs with receipt of ANSI X12N Eligibility Roster data (834) and capitation payment data (820)


√
Submitting claims via modem-to-modem transmission (FTP) or our web portal.





Our testing process validates that only approved providers and billing agents are able to submit transactions to the Nevada Medicaid Program.  To be approved as a Nevada Trading Partner, the provider or billing agent must meet both HIPAA and the Nevada Medicaid Program standards.  All transactions must first pass the HIPAA ANSI X12N compliancy protocols during pre-processing.  The transactions are then processed by the MMIS to completion and results are shared with the Trading Partner.   


FHS currently assigns a unique media control number to every transaction.  This is done for audit purposes, so any transaction within the MMIS can be traced back to the originally submitted file.  In addition, each approved Trading Partner is assigned a Service Center identification number.  The MMIS contains a field labeled Service Center on the provider’s record for the billing service or other third-party submitter authorized to receive data on the provider’s behalf.  Once the provider or billing agent passes all test scenarios, they are approved for live submission of claims and other electronic transactions.  At this point, the provider’s file is updated to indicate that the provider or the provider’s billing agent is authorized to receive electronic data with begin dates and end dates for the authorization.  


FHS’ EDI Help Desk is staffed 4:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (PT), Monday through Friday, with after hours emergency support until 7:00 p.m.  The EDI Help Desk monitors usage and system availability to ensure that all providers requesting access to the system are able to do so.  They are also responsible for assisting providers with technical issues related to the submission of data files, Trading Partner user ID and password maintenance, Nevada HIPAA Transaction Companion Guides, and EDI file submission balancing reports. 

12.7.11
Printing and Postage


Reimbursement will be available for direct expenses incurred in connection with printing and postage activities performed on behalf of, or at the direction of, DHCFP. These costs may be drawn down for normal operations to a contract maximum amount. The following is the maximum postage and printing allowance per Nevada State fiscal year: FY10 = $1,044,000.00; FY11 = $1,044,000.00; FY12 = $1,044,000.00; and $261,000.00 for the first three months of FY13.


The Vendor must respond to the Printing and Postage requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

FHS will work within the contracted reimbursement for printing and postage and also look for efficiency and cost savings to reduce State expenditures.  We acknowledge the maximum postage and printing allowances defined in the RFP.  Details of how we will meet the printing and postage requirements are listed in the Program Support Services Requirements Table.  We continuously work with DHCFP to explore opportunities to use electronic communications.  We also maximize efficiencies such as bulk rates and two-sided printing where feasible.

12.7.12
Prior Authorization

The Prior Authorization (PA) support services consists of the processes that serve as a cost-containment and utilization review mechanisms for the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs. It entails the review of requests for medical services before delivery of care or services, in order for the service to be reimbursed by DHCFP. These services include mandatory and optional services.


The Vendor must respond to the Prior Authorization requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

The PA process is supported by our PA Review Team comprised of physician specialists, clinical review specialists, and Customer Service Associates.  This team collectively receives and processes, using the OPAS/FirstHCM™ system, requests for medical care and services, either concurrently or retrospectively to services being rendered.  This team is able to access a recipient’s or provider’s PA history including approved, denied, and/or pending requests. 


The PA process begins when authorized users enter or modify PA requests using information that providers submit, by telephone, or electronically.  In real time, the team verifies the provider ID, recipient ID, procedure codes, and compliance with policy and other information.  Once the request is reviewed for appropriate information, clinical personnel review the request against established, proprietary, or national guidelines and State policy to determine if the request is medically necessary.  The first-line Clinical Reviewers then render an approval, or send the request to a Physician Reviewer, who renders a final determination.  Providers are notified of the determination either on-line, by courtesy fax back, or by a mailed determination.  They also receive a notice of appeal rights, if appropriate.


Records of any claims that have been paid under a PA are available on-line.  Our integrated environment allows us to view the PA requests approve and then easily inquire into the MMIS about which claims have been paid against the PA.  Reports are available quarterly or upon DHCFP request.  PA reporting is also utilized to guide FHS training activities with providers.  As an example of the value of these reports, the FHS team was able to help a Nevada home health provider identify that its high medical necessity denial rates were due to PA requests that had inadequate information and did not adhere to policy.  In these cases, FHS’ Clinical Trainer, Kimberly Grace, assists the provider community with training to ensure that it successfully obtains both appropriate, medically necessary PAs and to ensure recipients have continued access to care. 


A robust, real-time prior authorization (PA) reporting capability is essential to DHCFP’s ability to successfully manage and sustain both mandatory and optional Medicaid services programs.  The FHS on-line PA system allows FHS to produce reports quarterly and as requested by DHCFP.  PA reports identify specific trends by provider type, provider, and procedure code that give DHCFP the necessary information for policy and cost containment considerations.  All reports are validated and analyzed by our Health Informatics Team and then are further analyzed by clinical experts. 


12.7.13
Utilization Management


Utilization Management encompasses review activity and related functions that focus on reducing over- and under-utilization. Utilization Management strategies include prior authorization, concurrent review, retrospective review and certificate of need review of designated services. All provided services (including, but not limited to, medical, behavioral health, and community-based services) must be medically necessary, of the highest quality, and provided in the most economical method possible. In reaching this goal, DHCFP operates a number of utilization control and review programs. These programs are conducted by Medicaid contractors or DHCFP.


For Radiology Utilization Management, the Division would accept proposals that would assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently managing the utilization management of radiological services. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients.


The Vendor must respond to the Utilization Management requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

Our review activities and functions are focused on reducing both the over- and under-utilization of services to ensure safe and effective treatment and to meet the recipient’s needs.  Reviews are performed by our Reno-based HCM Operations Department’s clinical review staff.

Utilization management comprises prior authorization, concurrent review, and retrospective and certificate of need reviews of designated services for medical appropriateness.  Our OPAS/First HCM™ system monitors and track determinations made on all completed reviews.  Reports are generated from OPAS/First HCM™ and accessible on daily, weekly, and monthly basis.  We provide a monthly report on all approved, pended, denied, or appealed claims.  


The level of care criteria that follow are guidelines for determining medical necessity for conditions allowed by Medicaid policy and defined with the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorder, Fourth Edition, Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR).  The Magellan Behavioral Health Medical Necessity Criteria 2010 and the InterQual® guidelines to review general hospital medical/surgical inpatient cases, which are defined by InterQual® terms as acute, intermediate, observation and skilled, guides both providers and reviewers to the most effective, and least restrictive level of care.  From time-to-time, some cases may fall beyond these definitions and scope. In these cases, we carefully review each case, including consulting with supervising clinicians and a Board Certified Physician to determine LOC.  Physicians in each specialty area are available to clinical reviewers for consultation and provide education and updates within their specialty.

FHS uses a comprehensive approach to evaluate Quality of Care across the continuum for Medicaid recipients.  Quality of Care concerns are tracked within the OPAS/First HCM™ review application by FHS Clinical (Nurse) Reviewers and Physician Reviewers.  This team holds a monthly Quality of Care Concern meeting to discuss concerns identified by:


· Individual record review during daily utilization management activity


· Profile analysis of physician, provider, and county utilization management activity


· Other interactions with practitioners, community behavioral services providers, case managers, county offices, or other agencies


· Quality of Care on-site reviews.

FHS supports the appeal process by:


· Providing clinical documentation submitted for clinical review submitted by the provider


· Providing documented clinical rationale for the non-certification documented by Physician Reviewer


· Participating in the appeal process by a FHS Clinical Reviewer and/or Physician Reviewer.


FHS tracks Quality of Care concerns within the OPAS/First HCM™ review application.  Concerns are trended monthly, quarterly, and annually by recipient, facility, and type of concern and reports are sent to DHCFP for review and action, if needed. 

Other Quality of Care concerns reported by recipients, families, county office personnel, or other persons are reviewed and reported to DHCFP according to urgency.  All sentinel events, patient injuries, or reports of patient neglect or endangerment are reported to DHCFP within 24 hours.  


FHS maintains a Quality Assurance Program to ensure that reviews are processed timely and consistently by each reviewer using the Magellan Behavioral Health Medical Necessity Criteria 2010, the InterQual® guidelines and DHCFP policies. 


Clinical Reviewers are required to pass annual inter-rater reliability tests though our web-based Inter-Rater Reliability tool.  The tests require reviewers to examine clinical scenarios for recipients presenting for different levels of care (inpatient, outpatient, residential, partial hospitalization) for medical and behavioral health.  Then, they are asked to apply the appropriate medical necessity criteria to the scenarios.  If their results do not meet a performance threshold, they receive additional training and must retake the test.  In addition, every year all clinical employees are required to take medical necessity criteria training available through our education tool, Achieve. 

FHS proposes to effectively and efficiently manage UM for radiological services through National Imaging Associates, Inc. (NIA), a Magellan business unit and industry leader since 1996.  NIA serves millions of lives in the U.S. and over 130,000 lives in the State of Nevada, 50%of which are Medicaid recipients.  NIA demonstrates fiduciary responsibility while promoting quality outcomes and patient safety through a comprehensive diagnostic imaging solution, which includes: 

· A Complete UM/Prior Authorization Program using evidence-based, proprietary clinical algorithms


· Provider Ordering Tools (RadMD.com) for providers to efficiently request services on-line 


· ER Radiology Management that addresses spiraling imaging costs in ER/hospital settings 


· Provider Training and Education for ordering providers, imaging providers, and hospitals 


· Freestanding Network Contracting and Provider Quality Assessment (Privileging)

· Facility Site Selection Initiatives designed to move a small volume of outpatient imaging services performed in higher cost outpatient hospital facilities to more cost-effective, freestanding facilities  


· A Full Consumerism approach that includes a customized consumer portal and assisted member scheduling


· Customized, Proprietary Claim Edits that leverage additional savings through Magellan’s claim-edit and claim auth-matching expertise 


· CardiacConnections that provides an episode of care management for patients under evaluation for cardiac conditions 


· OncologyConnections that improves health care quality and reduces costs by ensuring the use of an effective and efficient radiation oncology treatment plan.

NIA is proposing a full risk program with capitation rates specified in the financial offer section of this proposal, which includes a table showing capitation based on NIA estimates of current cost trends, as well as assumptions and terms and conditions for our offer.  The RBM program, as proposed, covers approximately 89,000 non-dual eligible members (RBM is not applicable to dual eligible members due to low spend).


· Actual Year 1 Capitation rate will be set to deliver 8.4% savings versus actual costs for the immediate prior year.


· Capitation rates provide $830,000 dollars in savings in the first year (the year starting 11/1/2010) on non-Medicare eligible Nevada Medicaid lives and $2.6 million over the three-year life of the contract.


For the Nevada Medicaid Program, NIA would assume full risk for advanced modalities, all administrative components and cost of procedures, and implementation on a fixed PMPM basis that would be guaranteed for a three-year period.  This risk model operates using our published clinical guidelines and accredited quality management protocols to ensure a clinically sound operation. A fixed PMPM is a predictable expense which will represent less money than the amount the State is paying today for costs related to advanced imaging.  NIA can implement their full-service model within 120 days.  NIA would provide a firm PMPM based on analysis of updated claim information once the MMIS contract is awarded.  Please see Part III, Confidential Technical Information, Appendix JJ, National Imaging Associates, Inc. Proposal Summary, for NIA’s full proposal.  Because FHS and NIA believe that these savings are exceptional and should be considered as an accelerated implementation, we have chosen to include the information in this proposal, but we have not included cost.  We recommend that discussions begin immediately upon contract award notification so that DHCFP can take advantage of this program within a short period of time.

12.7.14
EPSDT


The EPSDT support services function includes the operational support for the EPSDT program including maintenance of EPSDT eligibility information, outreach, tracking of referred services and generation of Federal and State reports.


The Vendor must respond to the EPSDT requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions.

The currently operational and certified Nevada MMIS supports all aspects of the EPSDT program and functions as required by CMS.  The MMIS:


· Generates correspondence to both providers and recipients identified as either EPSDT eligible recipients or providers with responsibility for an eligible recipient.  These communications can include reminders that periodic screening or immunizations are upcoming or past due.  The MMIS has the flexibility to trigger these letters based on rules built within the MMIS.  FHS maintains a periodicity schedule within the MMIS that can be used to establish these trigger events.


· Tracks Nevada MMIS, EPSDT events, such as a referral, office visit or other activity (similar to claims tracking).  EPSDT reporting at both the State and Federal level is accomplished through some of the standard reports that are within the MARS DSS tool.  Then new operational data store and optional data warehouse which FHS is proposing will give users access to the Cognos Business Intelligence reporting and analytics tool to create queries, ad hoc reports, or other types of reports to more easily track and report on EPSDT.  Examples of areas of interest might be an analysis of counties or localities within the state where EPSDT compliance falls short of the goal.  In this case, a report could be used to target recipients, their families or their providers to improve compliance.


· Integrates, tracks, and analyzes EPSDT data related to the eligible recipients, their claims activities, and provider relationships.  DHCFP staff can use the system to assess the current or potential EPSDT population from any vantage point.  For example, the proposed operational data store or data warehouse tools (mentioned above) could be used to target a group of recipients either for intervention and compliance monitoring or for proactive communication related to the benefits available for children under 21.  This could include establishing reports that show trigger events such as suggested in the Requirements Tables where pregnant women in their third trimester could be the subject of a report that then could be used to send letters or literature about their newborn’s benefit eligibility.  A second capability that exists in the system today but that could be enhanced with the new reporting capability is interventions with heads of household explaining the benefits upon the birth of the child.


All letters and notices that are produced and available in the currently operational system are accessible in the FirstDARS™ documentation system for retrieval and reprint.  The current EPSDT functionality in the MMIS is not widely used in Nevada.  FHS would like to explore the interests and needs of DHCFP staff in this area in order to capitalize on the existing capability and also to take advantage of some of the new advanced access available through the Cognos Business Intelligence tools.  One of the additional capabilities we would like to explore with DHCFP is the ability to interface to any state-wide Immunization Registries and make this access and information available to providers and State users through our proposed web portal.

12.7.15
Personal Care Services Program 

The Nevada Medicaid Personal Care Services (PCS) program's objective is to assist, support and maintain recipients living independently in their homes. This is done through the provision of medically necessary services as determined by a functional assessment and written service plan. The functional assessment is currently being done as a "social model" by FHSC staff for Medicaid FFS recipients and by WIN and DAS case managers for those two waiver programs.


With the rapid increase in expenditures, the current Personal Care Services social model is not sustainable. To this end DHCFP is in the process of planning for program modifications and anticipates the release of an updated scope of work associated with the Nevada Medicaid PCS program, on or around the release of this RFP. DHCFP intends to post the scope of work associated with the PCS program to the on line reference library subsequent to BOE approval. DHCFP will notify prospective bidders once PCS program materials have been posted. 


Vendor proposals should include the provision of PCS program support services within their proposals as a required service, as part of the budget neutral compensation model.


FHS recognizes the challenges associated with the Personal Care Services (PCS) Program and DHCFP’s need to maintain this optional program while controlling costs.  FHS’ Reno-based HCM Operations Department manages the PCS authorization process, which includes:


· Maintaining a call center for provider and recipient calls and includes a process to screen all new requests for services, prior to referral for an in-home assessment

· Training of and referrals to physical and occupational therapists for initial PCS assessments (effective 3/1/2010)


· Maintaining a clinical staff that completes in-home assessments of a recipient’s functional abilities to perform activities of daily living when a significant change in condition has occurred and for their annual reassessment


· Maintaining office clinical staff for desktop review, including review of recipients determined to be “at risk”, QA of assessments, and review of one-time or service change authorizations


· Providing approvals, denials, terminations service reductions, and letters to providers for all reviews; a Notice of Decisions (NOD) is issued to the recipient for any reduction, denial or termination of services


· Oversight by Medical Director, Steve Philips, MD

· QA under the direction of the Medical Director, Dr. Philips, including QA of individual assessments and inter-reviewer reliability (IRR).


A complete outline of the Personal Care Services Program process is contained in Appendix S, Personal Care Services. 


Initial requests may be received from hospital discharge planners, waiver case managers, the recipient him/herself, or his/her personal representative or guardian.  Transfer requests, additional service requests, or reassessments for those currently receiving services may be requested by the personal care services provider.  The request form can be found at www.nevada.fhsc.com. 

Under Dr. Philips’ direction and in collaboration with DHCFP and FHS staff and physical and occupational therapists, functional assessment forms will be updated to be specific to the recipient’s functional abilities.  Recipients with cognitive deficits that affect their ability to independently complete their activities and instrumental activities of daily living will also be addressed. 


Upon completion of the new forms, the web-enabled prior authorization system (OPAS/First HCM™) will be updated to allow direct data entry by assessors completing in-home functional assessments.  Fields within the OPAS/First HCM™ will be used to create reports that include but are not limited to compliance, billing, type of visit, hours assigned, denials of services, PCS agency trends, and in-home assessment reviewer trends.
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DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


Benefits of the Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools include:


Self-service reporting enables non-technical users to get the business information they need quickly and easily without relying on IT staff.


Business and IT staff are able to collaborate through sharing queries and reports.


Full drill-down capabilities are provided.


Output types include Excel, Adobe PDF, XML, HTML, and CSV.





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE 


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


Benefits of FHS’ enhanced Claims Subsystem include: 


Established operational staff  with extensive knowledge of Nevada Medicaid policies


In-place trading partner agreements


Web-enabled MMIS


Web claims submission — direct data entry using the Claims Courier tool


Web claims submission — batch entry through the EDI tool from the web using the DirectSubmit tool


Maintenance of the PayerPath option for those providers who currently use this application


Web claims submission of pharmacy claims 


Claims status inquiry through the web portal


Self-service claims pend resolution to address errors or missing information on claims submitted.





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


Our flexible system has enabled FHS to implement enhancements for DHCFP:


NVPAD — processing of physician-administered drugs, resulting in increased rebates for the State


COBA — automates the crossover process, resulting in more efficient processing


ClaimCheck — clinical claims editor, resulting in over $5 million in savings to the State since implementation in March 2009


ARRA — tracking and reporting of prompt payment, ensuring State receives additional monies.





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEATLH SERVICES


Benefits of FHS’ enhanced Financial Subsystem include:


Established operational staff with extensive knowledge of Nevada Medicaid policies


Enhanced reporting functionality with ODS and Cognos 


As part of the ARRA system enhancements, adjustments and voids are applied against their original funding splits thereby ensuring accuracy of State reporting of fund splits  


Direct link through the web portal to HMS provider portal that can save Nevada Medicaid providers time and mailing costs by allowing them on-line access to their claims identified to have TPL coverage


Providers will no longer need to wait to receive their claims listings in the mail, which will provide them additional time to bill the appropriate TPL


If a provider has already billed TPL on any of the claims, that provider can directly notate the billing results on-line, and HMS can verify the results through documentation review and MMIS research.   Providers will no longer need to wait to receive their claims listings in the mail, which will provide them additional time to bill the appropriate TPL


If a provider has already billed TPL on any of the claims, that provider can directly notate the billing results on-line, and HMS can verify the results through documentation review and MMIS research.  





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


Benefits of FHS’ enhanced Prior Authorization (PA) System include:


Access for the provider to request all types of prior authorizations — medical and behavioral — through the same web portal


Access for the provider to submit web-enabled pharmacy prior authorization requests and have them resolved upon completion of the request


All reviews are date and time stamped to ensure an unbroken audit trail for every case reviewed 


Providers will be able to access all PAs (medical, pharmacy, and behavioral health) for a patient through the web portal.  





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE 


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


Benefits of FHS’ enhanced Provider Subsystem include:


Established operational staff  with extensive knowledge of Nevada Medicaid policies


Web access for the provider to request and submit enrollment materials to become a Medicaid provider


Access for the provider to inquire on status of enrollment through web portal


Self-service features that enable one-stop access.





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


Benefits of FHS’ enhanced Recipient Subsystem include: 


Established operational staff with extensive knowledge of Nevada Medicaid policies


Ability to accept real-time updates


FHS will develop and implement a recipient web portal and will work with DCHFP to determine what services will be available to recipients. 





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


The key benefits and features of our SURS solution include:


Replace existing DSS with enhanced model


Produce current standard SURS reports on-line


Create ad hoc SURS reports on-line


Perform drill-down analysis for MARS and SURS using the Cognos tool and reports


Perform queries on real-time and historic data to assess areas of potential fraud and abuse, track on lock-in recipients, assess whether recipients should be referred for locked-in, and many other functions.





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


HMS’ experience and innovative approaches to third party identification have yielded sound results for the State of Nevada��.  Since they began work in 2004, HMS has recovered more that $38 million on behalf of the State, including over $11 million last year alone.  They have also enabled the State to avoid over $135 million in upfront costs by identifying third party coverage before claims were paid.





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICEE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


Benefits of FHS’ EPSDT Subsystem include:


Access to EPSDT-related service data including begin and end dates in a data repository


Access to identify EPSDT-eligible recipients


Access to data to track screening, immunization , and referral appointments


Access to the periodicity schedule


Access to reminders, alert notices, and letters.





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


Benefits of FHS’ Reference function include:


Provision of reliable data through flexible relational database architecture and timely updates;


Reference on-line screens are easy to learn and use — functions are clearly designated and feedback is provided by visual cues and informative messages;


All reference data are available to users on-line, and authorized users can make updates on-line, including reviewing, adding, or deleting codes, rates, effective dates, and other data.





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


Benefits of FHS’ MARS solution include:


Quick and easy access


Flexible, user-tailored unique online queries


DSS/MARS reports available on-line


Information available by multiple programs or agencies


Single-source reporting environment


Clear, professional, and customized graphics


Table-driven variable select criteria


Accessible results.





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


ClaimCheck was implemented in the Nevada MMIS on March 16, 2009.  Since then, it has saved the State over $5.2 million.





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICE


FHS has provided guidance to the Nevada DUR Board to implement initiatives to improve these processes based on evolving clinical literature and have made an impact on the collective prescribing behavior.  Results include:


In the fourth quarter of 2009, the FHS ProDUR identified 640,177 Nevada-specific, potentially clinically-inappropriate opportunities to pharmacies which impacted 609,606 claims and $80,298,923 of spend.  These are opportunities that were identified and communicated to pharmacists in the event an intervention should be made, based on their clinical judgment and experience.


In the last half of 2009, FHS reviewed 2,305 patient profiles for educational opportunities to be made to prescribers based on direction from the DUR Board.  This resulted in 876 letters sent to providers to educate them on Board-directed medical trends, impacting 638 prescribers and 577 patients.





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


FHS was the first entity to combine multiple states into a pool for negotiating aggressive drug pricing, the National Medicaid Pooling Initiative (NMPI).  While this had been done in the private sector for years, this methodology had not previously been used in the Medicaid program.  While our state customers have realized over $1.4 billion in savings (invoiced amounts and market shift) — clinical outcomes were enhanced at the same time.  





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


FHS collaborated with DHCFP to implement a cutting-edge MMIS/rebate exchange program in the State’s physician administered drug program in response to the DRA (2005).  This program accomplishes:


Rebate optimization — both OBRA and Supplemental


Ensure accurate pricing — no unit confusion


Eliminates claim duplication.





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


Benefits of FHS’ proposed DSS approach include:


The relationally and dimensionally based data architecture supports DHCFP’s business needs by defining attributes, measures, and dimensions in business terms, rather than sometimes cryptic structures of underlying source systems.  This allows direct control over what data are stored and how they are named.


The data structures of the Medicaid-focused Operational Data Store (ODS) and data marts, combined with mature OLAP technology, enable intuitive, high performance access to information.  There will be one centralized repository for data allowing different program areas to access shared data using the same data structures and reporting tools.


All user access comes through the Presentation Layer, allowing each type of user to interact with information when they need it via views that are consistent with their role in the organization.  This empowers casual users to access, analyze, and share data, while giving the power user the ability to accurately forecast trends and support Nevada’s strategic vision.





DHCPF’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


The FHS Nevada Provider Relations Call Center has consistently met or exceeded the service level requirements that 90% of all calls be answered within 60 seconds.  Call abandonment rates average <2%.





DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


FHS controls the accuracy and integrity of provider data through consistent and thorough edit logic in the on-line update program.  Specific data elements are required on screens to enroll a provider and allow payment for services.  On-line data validity and consistency edits support State licensure, certification requirements, federal regulations, and provider review edits.  FHS’ Quality Assurance Department audits on-line provider database updates as an additional safeguard of data integrity.














�Medco 2009 Drug Trend Report 


� CareMark TrendsRx 2009


� �HYPERLINK "http://www.pbmi.com/PBMmarketshare2.asp"�http://www.pbmi.com/PBMmarketshare2.asp�:  Q1 2009


� Merritt, David: Paper Kills 2.0 CHT Press Book; Washington DC 2010
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Entire Patient Pool: PCS Evaluation  (n = 6,346)        Selected Service Type = 6,343 Members with Activity PCS
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13
Health Information Exchange (HIE) Solution

REQUIREMENT:  Section 13, page 128

DHCFP requires an experienced partner with a proven record of success in implementing Health Information Exchange solutions in order to meet the State's broad vision of electronic healthcare coordination and sustainability.  ACS is that qualified partner.

		

		



		ACS has the qualifications 

· Experience with multiple Medicaid HIE/EHR projects


· Cost-effective, MITA-aligned solution


· Ease of implementation

· HIE with EMR-Lite e-prescribing

· Supports Meaningful Use


· Integrated with MMIS, PBM, PA, UM

· Intra-operable with multiple State data sources as well as interoperable with commercial healthcare systems



		





Establishment of a State Health Information Exchange (HIE) for Nevada is a baseline goal of DHCFP's vision for a MITA-aligned Medicaid enterprise and a new way of conducting healthcare business in the future.  ACS' Informed Health Suite HIE solution brings together traditional MMIS data with providers' clinical data, as well as data collected by other agencies and healthcare entities across the State and even the region.  Implementation of this powerful solution in Nevada brings closer to reality the objectives of coordination of care, sustainability of cost, high quality, more-effective care for the individual, and greater support for telehealth and information sharing not just in the cities but also across a widely rural State.

ACS’ Informed Health Suite, our proposed HIE solution for DHCFP, comprises two primary solutions with multiple functionalities—a Patient Data Hub (PDH) and an Electronic Health Record (EHR), known as DirectAccessEHR.  Our Informed Health solution meets DHCFP's core requirements:


Use of a common identifier for patient medical records/recipient identification


Integration with the MMIS architecture for data exchange and ease of user access

Scalability for use by additional provider populations and other agencies and organizations—in other words, the basis of a broad statewide exchange in the future

· Ability to meet MITA 2.01 standards for the HIE solution

· Standardized and meaningful claims data systems that meet certification standards prescribed by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) and DHHS' Office of the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology (HIT)

Our Informed Health solution supports both certification and “meaningful use” for our clients and user communities.  Following the general recommendations to the ONC made by the Health Information Technology Committee last June, ACS’ review of the criteria revealed a compliance rate of 80% with those recommendations valid through 2015.  ACS also identified a roadmap for development to meet all remaining recommended criteria during 2010.

As required by the RFP, we have organized the remainder of this chapter into the following sections: 


13.1  Overview

· 13.2  HIE Requirements

13.1
Overview


REQUIREMENT:  Section 13.1, page 128

DHCFP is seeking a Health Information Exchange (HIE) solution for sharing clinical and administrative data across organizational boundaries. Initially, DHCFP is looking to utilize an HIE solution for Medicaid and SCHIP sharing claims data and Centers for Health Information Analytics data with Electronic Medical Record systems of select Nevada Medicaid and Check Up providers. However, the system must be scalable to allow for additional uses by providers and other agencies and organizations as well as potentially serve as the standard platform for health information exchange within Nevada DHHS. Expansive use of the HIE in the future is dependent upon State and Federal funding as well as priorities established by DHCFP, Nevada DHHS, and the State of Nevada.


The Informed Health Suite provides DHCFP with a sophisticated HIE solution that transforms a complicated process into a low-impact implementation, while creating a significant positive impact on patient outcomes across the Nevada healthcare system.  


Transforming Nevada Medicaid, improving the efficiency of providers, easing administrative burdens, improving care outcomes, and creating the next generation of healthcare for Nevada involves more than just providing a system.  Making the Nevada HIE program successful requires a partner that can provide the combination of Medicaid experience, proven health information technology, innovation, and determination.  ACS is uniquely qualified to unite Nevada’s healthcare system and transform the way healthcare is delivered.  With more than seven years of HIE/EHR experience and seven active implementations, ACS is the leader in HIE solutions for state government.

To support Nevada’s vision, ACS offers a combination of tools, experience, and HIE capabilities that is unmatched by any other vendor.  In the mid-1980s, ACS pioneered medical and pharmacy claim data integration.  We have continued our innovation in health data integration today, having successfully completed hundreds of health information system implementations and 24 electronic clinical support installations.  We have current HIE/EHR projects for Medicaid programs in Missouri, Kentucky, Wyoming, Hawaii, Alabama, Montana, and Ohio.  Our e-prescribing module within our EHR solution is certified with SureScripts for Missouri, New Mexico, and Alabama.  We were recently awarded the MMIS contract in California that includes an HIE solution.  


ACS has a history of successfully implementing it’s HIE solutions on time and within budget, meeting or exceeding customer expectations.  We achieve this success by combining an experienced project team, proven operational processes, and diligent quality and risk management activities, as well as by developing and maintaining positive working relationships with our customers.  We demonstrate our success by the fact that we have programs with features comparable to our Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) solutions implemented and operating in 14 states, as well as multiple Medicaid HIE/EHR contracts.  Our ability to integrate with other organizations in the healthcare space, such as state MMIS, other healthcare payers, and providers has been successfully demonstrated.

Our interoperable solution integrates healthcare data including claims, pharmacy, clinical, immunization, lab, and other agency healthcare data through a user-friendly provider Web portal.  Additionally, we recently implemented the solution for the Hawaii HIE exchange with Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) functionality.  This module can be added to any HIE.  Soon we will add additional enhancements including real-time lab data exchange (versus batch), imaging, and cross document sharing (XDS).  Our solution is fully scalable to add additional features and meet the needs of future requirements to support Nevada’s vision for Medicaid and potentially, for the statewide HIE.  If desired, our solution can expand to encompass the data of multiple payers and providers to support a statewide HIE.  

Electronic Health Record


DirectAccessEHR is our provider Web portal EHR (“EMR Lite”) that turns disparate data from the PDH into an aggregated comprehensive format to provide clinical knowledge in treating a patient at the time of care.  Providers who do not have their own EMR use this portal.  The DirectAccessEHR solution screens are detailed in Exhibits 13-10 to 13-20 in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material, Section 13.  Rules-based analytics analyze the data in real-time, producing alerts for potential gaps in care, adverse drug conditions, drug contraindications, and duplicate therapies.  ACS’ core EHR solution is branded internally as DirectAccessEHR.  ACS would recommend branding the solution for Nevada to be Nevada-specific, which would provide a brand name recognition and distinction for DHCFP and Nevada.  ACS would be pleased to work with DHCFP on the final branding strategy. 

Medicaid providers of various specialty types can access their patients’ information through the DirectAccessEHR Web portal to receive a comprehensive health record based upon the various data sources such as MMIS, pharmacy claims, or utilization management/care coordination services.  Additionally, the clinical history from other established electronic medical record (EMR) systems such as Renown Healthcare System, Mohave Mental Health Services, University of Nevada School of Dental Medicine, or University Medical Center can be incorporated into the PDH for presentation to a provider using DirectAccessEHR or their own EMR system.  Similar to what we have done in other states, ACS would work closely with the University of Nevada Center for Health Statistics and Informatics and the stakeholders within the Nevada Information Community Health Exchange (NICHE) to leverage current efforts to maximize adoption and exchange efforts to accelerate interoperability throughout Nevada.  

DirectAccessEHR can be used by DHCFP, the Division of Child and Family Services (DCFS), Mental Health and Developmental Services (MHDS), the Aging and Disability Services Division, and other State systems that contain an individual’s healthcare data (e.g., school system and corrections).  This data sharing will allow agencies to better manage their respective patient population and allow each division and the provider community to understand the services being provided along the continuum of care. 

A Vision for Nevada HIE


Proof of how ACS’ vision, mission, and strategies align with Nevada’s is evident in the combination of our proven HIE, EHR, and system integration capabilities, combined with our extensive history in the healthcare services industry.  By arming providers with patient-specific history, risks, gaps in care, and care plans, our patient-centric solution can transform how care is delivered to Nevada citizens.  Our capability to be the HIE data aggregator, integrator, and data analytics partner provides the foundation, allowing Nevada to deliver a patient-centric solution.  Capabilities such as e-prescribing, clinical surveillance, medication management, and integrated payment provide support to Nevada’s healthcare programs.  Secure provider messaging exchange changes the way a provider works by improving workflow, centralizing key daily activities, and easing the provider’s administrative burden. 

The ACS Informed Health Suite solution decreases stakeholder costs through reduced duplication of services, reduced administrative costs, and decreased adverse outcomes with contraindicated prescription medicines and treatment.  Access to care is enhanced through electronic referrals, availability of current treatment history, and coordination of care along the continuum of care.  Quality of care is enhanced via a comprehensive medical record for each Medicaid recipient, including reporting and patient alerts available to the treating provider.  The HIE solution encourages a partnership between the patient, payors, practitioners, and provider organizations. 

Our experience with integrating and managing data for more than 24 state HIE solutions offers Nevada the additional stability and the deliverability Nevada requires.  Additionally, our solution supports the ARRA Incentive Reimbursement Program (Meaningful Use) over the next five years.  Our Informed Health Suite meets security requirements and complies with federal and State HIE regulations.  We have also confirmed that our solution meets each of the current national HIE standards and supports future standards through our adoption of Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology (CCHIT)-certification standards.  The key functionalities of our HIE solution are outlined in Table 13-1.


Table 13-1.  Informed Health Key Functionalities 

		Functionality

		Highlights 



		Provider Web portal

		E-prescribing, allergy charting, vital sign charting, diagnostic and procedural history, personal history charting, eligibility, medication history, messaging, referrals, immunizations, laboratory results.



		Integrate behavioral health, medical/surgical, long term care services and treatment

		Allows patient clinical history to follow the individual along the continuum of care regardless of service.  Integrates each service type to provide a more comprehensive medical record to support enhanced outcomes.  



		Reporting and analytics




		Reporting and analytics are available for individual providers or the Medicaid provider population within Nevada, as well as the Medicaid recipient population to better understand outcomes related to use of health information technology (HIT).



		Case management, care coordination, and prior authorization support

		Integration of the prior authorization, case management, and care coordination data and services into one record for a more coordinated treatment plan.



		Laboratory and immunization registry exchange




		Incorporation of laboratory order entry and results, along with immunization results within the DirectAccessEHR provides greater efficiencies for the treating provider.  The treating provider does not need to access multiple systems.  



		Fraud and auditing support




		DirectAccessEHR supports fraud and abuse efforts through verification of the clinical record and saves time in obtaining the medical record.



		Public Health Information Network (PHIN) / National Health Information Network (NHIN) ready

		In an effort to provide a foundation for DHCFP to use the ACS HIE/EHR solution to participate in future federal programs, we have designed our system for full compatibility with PHIN, the evolving MITA 2.0 framework, and the NHIN.  This would allow exchange of public health data into a national health database to further support Nevada.



		Meaningful Use support

		ACS has positioned our Informed Health Suite to meet the Meaningful Use requirements.  We reviewed and adjusted our development roadmap to be in compliance with the implementation of Stage 1 measures in 2010.



		Supports MITA

		ACS uses a Microsoft Connected HHS Framework and VisionWare’s MultiVue software to produce a unified PDH in line with MITA 2.0 architectural guidelines permitting rapid expansion of the system, to includes insurance companies, EMR companies, and other payors’ patient populations.



		Intra-operability with other state health systems

		DirectAccessEHR is easily integrated with DCFS, MHDS, and the Aging and Disability Services Division data sources.



		Clinical rules engine to provide real time alerts and clinical decision support




		Clinical rules for disease categories, such as asthma and diabetes, will trigger an alert to notify the treating provider within DirectAccessEHR.  ACS has over 70 disease categories and 1,100 rules ready to implement to support DHCFP.  ACS can customize the clinical rules as well to meet the needs of DHCFP.



		EMR data exchange

		Through our PDH and HIE framework, unidirectional and bidirectional data exchange with EMR systems within Nevada are possible.





Our scalable and proven toolset makes full use of HIE within the lifecycle of our Informed Health Suite and overall HIE roadmap to create and unite disparate data sources to form a composite EHR and to unite all parts of the Nevada healthcare system in a common framework.  This provides knowledge and tools to improve the way providers work and to empower patients.  HIE changes the paradigm of care from one that is siloed, fragmented, and rescue-based to a cohesive, coordinated system enabling coordination among providers based on a common understanding of patient health needs. Our capabilities and partnerships will provide Nevada the ability to become a virtual “Medical Village” for each patient, along with offering the best value in terms of meeting the needs of DHCFP by decreasing costs, enhancing quality, and increasing access to care. 


13.2
HIE Requirements


REQUIREMENT:  Section 13.2, page 128-129


The HIE solution being proposed by the contractor must meet the following requirements:


Please refer to Section 21.4 regarding the evaluation of this solution as part of the overall proposal evaluation process.

Nevada’s healthcare system will change dramatically with ACS’ Informed Health Suite HIE solution, arming providers with a real-time comprehensive clinical history through a central data exchange. 

The ACS solution exceeds requirements and expectations, supporting DHCFP in becoming a recognized leader in the HIE arena.  As outlined below, our architecture, experience, and products provide technical as well as clinical foundations to foster operational efficiencies and enhanced patient outcomes and to support meaningful use across the healthcare enterprise.  In the remainder of this section, we respond to the RFP requirements for a potentially statewide HIE solution.

A. Utilize a common medical record number or algorithm that has the ability to support patient identification across organizations, agencies, and providers;


ACS offers a proven, low-risk approach to Master Patient Index (MPI).  VisionWare’s MultiVue product is our MPI solution for the Nevada HIE/EHR.  MultiVue product experts from VisionWare have reviewed and approved our implementation approach and MultiVue installation.  Our solution includes code written by VisionWare specifically to interface with our BizTalk orchestration.  Additionally, VisionWare and ACS are both partners in the Microsoft Connected Human Health Services framework, which offers opportunities for deeper partnership and technical collaboration.  Our BizTalk orchestration process will provide a roadmap for other systems and programs to follow, or could be leveraged to support integration of other solutions. 

Master Patient Index.  ACS has proven capability in linking administrative data from multiple payers as well as linking clinical data from EMR and lab results.  Our experience combines commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) MPI tools (MultiVue) as well as in-house algorithms.  In general, our matching algorithms may employ the following matching criteria: social security number, last name, first name, gender, age, ethnicity, location/address, driver’s license number, Medicaid ID, primary diagnosis, and other fields as necessary.


Different data sets, available fields, and the quality of the data provided are keys to the ability to provide superior match-level confidence.  As the MMIS contractor, we would have even greater control over the quality of the data.  We will work closely with DHCFP to establish the business rule logic, including the match criteria fields, data source priorities, data quality rankings, and confidence levels in the MPI matching algorithm.  The criterion returns a confidence level with each match.  Exact matches based on agreed-to rules, confidence levels, and criteria require no human intervention.  Suspect matches generate a listing of possible match conditions for final DHCFP review and approval. 

Record Locator Service.  Our Informed Health Suite centers on a PDH where claims, clinical information, lab values, and other patient data are stored.  As a “hybrid solution,” use of the record locator service (RLS) allows providers with siloed EMR systems the capability to retain control of their patients’ data while still having capability to combine the information real-time into the consolidated patient continuity of care document (CCD).  During the orchestration process, BizTalk queries the RLS database for other known records for a recipient.  Concurrent data requests are sent via QRY^12 to indicated EMR systems for other patient information.  Received replies are cataloged in BizTalk, then quickly prioritized, semantically and interoperably translated to common clinical nomenclature, and formatted into the outbound HL7 message construct or the CCD.  The result is that the RLS allows facilities the ability to retain control of that data for patient confidentiality or political reasons, but still permits this data to be part of the longitudinal view of the patient’s history of care. 

The RLS is the core infrastructural component responsible for determining and reporting the location of information across member sites.  Our RLS is certified using Integrating the Health Enterprise (IHE)-compliant enterprise document sharing for documents and patient profiles.  Working with Microsoft’s latest identity management software, Active Directory Federation Services and Identity Lifecycle Management, we configure the RLS to accept clinical metadata (i.e., the index of clinical content) from each peripheral server across the exchange over encrypted tunnels through the public Internet.  The RLS also responds in real time to authorized requests for clinical data pertaining to a specific patient by disclosing the location (and corresponding peripheral server) for each set of data, as well as the relevant metadata (e.g., institution name, author, date, etc.). 


B. Allow requestors to request patient information and provide the patient information back to the requestor;


The heart of the HIE is the PDH.  This is the starting point for the transaction.  It consists primarily of Medicaid claims data.  Claims provide a rich source of data from day one, including diagnosis and procedures.  However, centralized data does not comprise the entirety of the solution.  The federated capabilities augment the solution with real-time collection and aggregation of clinical or other patient-related data from external commercial healthcare data systems.  The RLS improves query speeds by pre-identifying indexed patient data records, allowing the aggregation, cleansing, semantic translation, de-duplication, and clinical rules queries within our federated framework to process the data to produce the out-bound CCHIT-certifiable HITSP C32 CCD.  Transmitting the aggregated CCD facilitates the exchange among providers on the HIE network by focusing on the transaction with the largest amount of data impact, along with the simplest implementation footprint for the partners wishing to connect to the network. 


A core component of the HIE is the clinical rules engine, which includes a collection of approximately 7,000 clinical rules that address, but are not limited to, recipient eligibility, provider eligibility, payer source, and claims history analysis.  As claims pass through the system, a collection of flagged claims are created and communicated through the DirectAccessEHR portal to providers in the form of healthcare alerts and recommendations.  Please see Exhibit 13-12, DirectAccessEHR Patient Alert Information, in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material, Section 13.


The proposed network is a hybrid model that contains both a centralized PDH and a federated model.  This hybrid solution offers the best of both approaches: centralized analytics, rules-based analysis and reporting, including clinical support for e-prescribing and prior authorization, plus the advantages of federated access to clinical information that for various technical, privacy, or political reasons remains housed at the facility where it was performed.  Please see Exhibit 13-1, Technical Architecture—Conceptual Architecture Overview, in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material, Section 13.   

Centralized Technology – Patient Data Hub (PDH).  The Nevada HIE will contain the core infrastructure consisting of the following:


The PDH containing payer administrative data, lab results, clinical data, etc.

Service-oriented browser-based technology that facilitates addition of Web services functions

Enterprise Service Bus used to aggregate/move data from State or State-contracted systems 


Master Patient Index (MPI) - that uniquely identifies patients across disparate data sources

Record Locator Service (RLS) - During the orchestration process, peripheral servers are queried real-time for other known records for a patient.  Received replies are cataloged in the framework, then quickly prioritized, semantically translated to common clinical nomenclature, and formatted into the appropriate outbound HL7 message construct or the CCD.  

Security and audit subsystems - authenticate users and control access through user, role and staff (person type) access


· Web Services - provide access to information for picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) and EMR systems 


Federated Technology – Web Services.  Incorporating the federated model into our PDH solution, connected systems of entities participating with the Nevada HIE have the capability to “push or pull” data, utilizing industry-standard messaging such as HL7 or ANSI X12N protocols.  In essence, these nodes function as peripheral servers in a true federated system.  The peripheral server may receive patient demographics and other relevant clinical information from the PDH (e.g., Admission Discharge Transfer (ADT) system, CCD document, etc.) at the site and may publish such information to the exchange.  The PDH may consume other unsolicited information from publishing systems such as immunization updates (VXU) from EMRs, or to receive/send lab orders and information responses (ORU/OUL). 

Our solution may push/pull medical documents from clinical information systems at the member site and publish relevant metadata to the exchange describing the documents’ contents (HL7 CDAr2 documents); store and maintain a local copy (caching) of the images and reports, as appropriate, for both performance and production unloading reasons; enforce privacy and security policies pertaining to disclosure of personal health information (PHI), including the authentication of external requests for clinical information and the logging of auditable events; or serve clinical data directly to authenticated and authorized clinical users of the exchange, offloading such transmission from the site’s own clinical information systems. 


Users who access system data via the HIE through their own EMR and hospital systems get access to HIE data via a consistent mechanism.  ACS’ HIE system sends the patient summary record via the standard HITSP c32 CCD.  All connected systems can intercept the CCD, and they can view the CCD data consistently between different applications or they may use their own style sheet to apply their own look and feel to the data display.  ACS’ HIE infrastructure also sends other HL7 transactions in their standard format for compliant, standardized data exchange, consistently delivering data to nodes on the HIE network for data consumption by partner systems. 

At the requestor’s choice, federated data does not persist in the centralized solution.  While available within the outbound CCD and Web-based user interface, federated data is not stored within the PDH.  Facilities that for various technical, privacy, or political reasons cannot share data are assured their data remains securely housed at the location where the service was performed.

C. Utilize an interface engine to interpret and translate incoming and outgoing messages between DHCFP, selected provider EMR systems, and other agencies or organizations as identified by DHCFP;


ACS proposes to use BizTalk Server as the foundation for both systems’ inter- (external) and intra- (internal) operability.  With BizTalk, we can establish direct connections between Nevada’s legacy systems and the PDH.  Thus, a published event can trigger an action with the subscribing system.  Through use of the appropriate adapters, data may be written or received in a consumable format.  This activity will be transparent to the user.  The users access their applications in normal fashion.  Patient information not available from their own system due to database limitations can be accessed via the portal in DirectAccessEHR.  Please see Exhibit 13-2, Technical Architecture—Intra-Operability Model in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material, Section 13, for an intra-operability flow representation, which shows how the solution can be integrated with other State systems.  Exhibit 13-3, Technical Architecture—Interoperability Model in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material, Section 13, is an interoperability flow representation that shows a logical view of health information exchange connectivity depicting EMR, MCO, and hospital connections. 


ACS is currently piloting the Integrating the Health Enterprise (IHE) Cross-Enterprise XDS framework, which focuses on providing a standards-based specification for managing the sharing of documents between any healthcare enterprise—ranging from a private physician office to a clinic to an acute care inpatient facility—and personal health record systems.  This is managed through federated document repositories and a document registry to create a longitudinal record of information about a patient within a given clinical affinity domain.  These are distinct entities with separate responsibilities: 


A document repository is responsible for storing documents in a transparent, secure, reliable, and persistent manner and responding to document retrieval requests. 


· A document registry is responsible for storing information about those documents so that the documents of interest for the care of a patient may be easily found, selected, and retrieved irrespective of the repository where they are actually stored. 

Documents are provided by one or more document sources and can be accessed by one or more document consumers.  The HIE facilitates the registration, distribution and access across health enterprises of patient electronic health records and provides the framework for document exchange.  The concept of a document in XDS is not limited to textual information.  XDS is document-content neutral and supports any type of clinical information without regard to content and representation.  This makes the XDS IHE Integration Profile equally able to handle documents containing simple text, formatted text (e.g., HL7 CDA Release 1), images (e.g., DICOM), or structured and vocabulary-coded clinical information (e.g., CDA Release 2, CCR, DICOM SR).  In order to ensure the necessary interoperability between the document sources and the document consumers, the ACS HIE XDS Affinity Domain adopts policies concerning document format, structure, and content.  Exhibit 13-4, Technical Architecture—XDS Model, in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material, Section 13, depicts the logical changes to the HIE model following the implementation of our XDS service.   

The EHR component requires a flexible data exchange platform to connect numerous disparate healthcare systems, legacy systems, electronic medical records, clinics, hospitals, MMISs or other payer domains, labs, and e-prescribing networks.  Importantly, the solution must offer capabilities to deal with a variety of communication protocols, exchange formats, technologies, or technological limitations, and standard or non-standard data formats. 


The capability to connect to source data systems, semantically translate clinical data to common nomenclature, and push/pull information is the key to achieving the goals of the PDH.  BizTalk provides the “spokes” to our PDH solution, allowing data to reside in remote systems and be accessed in real time during the orchestration process.  Record locator service (RLS) are invoked during the orchestration process to speed identification of patient information, which is combined with the centralized claims data in real time to create a longitudinal patient view.  Patient-centric knowledge is sent in real time to the clinical rules engine in a sub-orchestration process.  The rules engine reviews episodes of care against established evidence-based medicine guidelines, producing clinical alerts that are then provided to caregivers through the Web portal or CCD at the place where it matters most: the point of care. 


BizTalk’s role is to provide all the functionality required as the Enterprise Service Bus utilizing the HL7 translation capabilities built into the product.  


		Services provided by Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for HL7



		· Supports all live HL7 versions from Version 2.1 through Version 3.0


· Supports HL7 v3 CDAr2 documents, e.g., CCD, HIPAA Claim Attachments  


· Provides functionality needed to map between HL7 versions and enables interoperability of multiple versions at a single site


· Supports localization by supporting Z segments and enables mapping between alternate interpretations or uses of standard messages such as with PQRI –DOC-IT initiative 


· Supports batch and real-time interfaces


· Provides HIPAA file logging capabilities


· Orchestrates connectivity between federated data nodes





The BizTalk Orchestration Process accesses and combines data from various sources as needed, in real time, and produces one CCD for a patient.  BizTalk acts as both gatekeeper and conductor of the data collection, conversion, cleansing, prioritization, and sequencing process.  Our partner Microsoft Consulting Services (MCS) will ensure that BizTalk provides an enterprise messaging platform that offers secure messaging, fault tolerance, scalable performance, and intelligent workflow.  Furthermore, BizTalk will provide the messaging component that provides connections to enterprise platforms as needed, both internal and external, to the PDH.  

The orchestration process comprises six steps: user initiation, MPI initiation, RLS, clinical rules, user interface population, and episodic grouping.  Please see Exhibit 13-5, BizTalk Orchestration, in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material, Section 13, for a detailed process diagram and explanation.


		Key Advantages to Orchestration Approach



		· Does not require all data to be loaded into a centralized model

· Reduces implementation costs/time.  More centralized models require more IT services, more IT costs, higher risk of data conversion errors, higher risk of delays

· Doctors or facilities that wish to hold their own data can participate in the system and gain the advantage of having access to all information about a patient, real-time 


· Proven, tested approach and capability, backed by Microsoft Health Services Group (HSG)

· HIPAA event logging through BizTalk

· Full push/pull capabilities for EMRs; agnostic to other EMRs

· No cost to providers for hardware or data transfers; fits within their office workflow

· Hospitals continue to use current systems; CCD is accessed by viewers in those systems





D. Share standardized and meaningful claims data with providers’ Electronic Medical Record systems that meet certification standards prescribed by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), and the Office of the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology, Department of Health and Human Services;


ACS is already positioned to meet the Meaningful Use requirements.  Based on our current development roadmap and other contractual commitments, we require minimal alteration of our application to support the State of Nevada.  We have reviewed the Interim Final Rule and have provided public comment on the initial set of standards, implementation specifications, and certification criteria for Electronic Health Record Technology.  (Medicare and Medicaid Programs Electronic Health Record Incentive Program)  [Federal Register: January 13, 2010 (Volume 75, Number 8b)]. 


ACS maintains a unique position to continue to use our technology and resources to support both certification and “meaningful use” for our clients and user communities.  Following the general recommendations to the ONC made by the Health Information Technology Committee last June, ACS’ review of the criteria revealed a compliance rate of 80% with those recommendations valid through 2015.  ACS also identified a roadmap for development to meet all remaining criteria found in the recommendations during 2010.  We reviewed and adjusted our development roadmap to comply with the implementation of Stage 1 measures in 2010.  Our current GAP analysis provided the information contained in Table 13-2.   


Table 13-2.  Meaningful Use - Health Outcome Policy Priorities, Stage 1, Table 1 IFR


		Category

		Number


Measures

		Compliance



		Improving quality, safety, efficiency, and reducing health disparities

		16

		89%



		Engage patients and families in their healthcare

		3

		100%



		Improve care coordination 

		3

		100%



		Improve population and public health

		2

		50%



		Ensure adequate privacy and security protections for personal health information

		1

		100%





Quality reporting is the key to meaningful use and improving health outcomes.  ACS produces key performance indicators (KPI), including Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) and Physician Quality Reporting Initiative (PQRI) metrics.  ACS reporting for HIE provides multiple levels of understanding, beginning with a baseline of population health, efficiency and effectiveness of care, risk analytics, geo-mapping, and meaningful use metrics, presented in easy to understand dashboard formats. 


ACS has continually been involved with and influenced the CCHIT certification standards for ambulatory practice management systems since the formation of the commission in 2004.  We fully support national initiatives for standardized exchange of healthcare data and currently hold a seat and participate on the CCHIT Interoperability Expert Panel.  Additionally, we have long been involved with national standards commissions and participate in numerous committees and standards groups, including membership in HL7 and WEDI work groups.  ACS also collaborates with numerous firms, including Microsoft, IBM, Sun, and Oracle, that are major players in the creation and adoption of these standards.  We have close relationships with a number of EMR vendors such as Allscripts, NextGen, EHS, Sage, DocWorks, Cerner,  Siemens, and a fast growing list of others as our HIE projects expand, and we are actively working with our EMR partners to further enhance our HIE capabilities.  We are also working closely with Oracle to allow the HL7 CCD clinical data to be parsed into their HealthCare Transaction Data Schema at Birmingham Children’s Health System in Alabama.  


ACS recognizes that the primary mission of this solution is to provide the seamless integration of complex and heterogeneous data systems.  This includes the challenge of linking data systems across the healthcare enterprise as well as locating, semantically translating, and exchanging data in accordance with open industry standards with a variety of practice management and electronic medical record systems, as listed in Exhibit 13-6, HIE Integration Standards, in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material, Section 13.  ACS is uniquely positioned to undertake this mission.  Our solution combines ACS’ 39 years as a systems integrator and data repository for state Medicaid agencies with our proven capabilities in exchanging data with EHR systems.  We take the opportunity here to discuss in detail the major factors that facilitate this seamless exchange.


Architectural Standards.  ACS uses a service oriented architecture (SOA) that provides a modular approach to system integration.  Our adoption of this framework has significant advantages in that it provides the means for syntactic and technical interoperability.  Loosely defined, syntactic interoperability allows systems to interact in mutually understandable terms, while the technical interoperability component establishes the basis for a secure reliable connection that is available 24/7 over the Internet.  This high-level integration provides the foundation for diverse systems to collaborate, regardless of technical platform, by using open standards and protocols to promote interoperability.  Examples of such include Extensible Markup Language (XML), Simple Object Access Protocols (SOAP), and Web services.  Finally, these two levels of system integration provide the foundation upon which we have implemented standard-based messages, telecommunications and documented data exchange interfaces.  ACS technical architecture aligns with MITA 2.01 and the Microsoft Connected Health Framework, permitting rapid expansion of the system to other programs, insurance companies, EMR companies, and other payors’ patient populations.


Connectivity Standards.  ACS will provide Nevada its own registered Internet sites for EMR, hospital, and clinic connections.  External systems will access the ports via secure HTTPS requests over the Internet.  ACS currently supports a high bandwidth redundant Internet connection including redundant Internet service provider circuits and redundant network components such as switches and firewalls.  ACS provides Internet bandwidth capacity based upon the unique needs of each project for our clients.  We anticipate that network traffic for this project will use existing redundant high-speed Internet connections that currently support the ACS data center.  ACS follows the accepted “4-second rule” and generally responds in four seconds or less to partner EMR systems upon receipt.  Displaying scanned images and reports is generally 10 seconds or less with a strong connection.  Table 13-3 provides a short list of some of the major applicable standards used by ACS for connectivity.  


Table 13-3.  Syntactic and Technical Standards for Connectivity 

		Standard

		Author 



		Web Service Standards 

		www.w3c.org , W3C A-Z index



		SOAP (Simple Access Object Protocol)

		www.w3c.org/2000/xp/Group/ 



		WSDL (Web Service Descriptive Language) 

		www.w3c.org/2002/ws/descript 



		Microsoft .Net 2.0 

		http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zw4w595w.aspx 



		MS WS Security and WS-Secure Conversation 

		http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa155073.aspx 





Messaging/Telecommunication Standards.  All external connections to the HIE network from physician EMRs, hospitals and clinics use the ACS HL7 Web Service, which is the transport mechanism for all HL7 messages.  Our current BizTalk HL7 Accelerator supports the HL7 v2.5 messaging standard and is backward-compatible.  This allows a wide number of systems to connect and pass information through the HIE network or request consolidated information from the PDH.  Documents returned such as the CCD will be encapsulated in the response as HL7 CDAr2 documents.  ACS uses a variety of HL7 messages to interact with external systems and has an extensive library of HL7 message templates.  For the purpose of document exchange, we use the HL7 QRY^T12/ DOC^T12 for the request and response.  Table 13-4 lists our messaging/telecommunication standards.

Additionally, ACS has the experience and capability to transform data from legacy systems and include this information in the PDH.  


Table 13-4.  Messaging/Telecommunication Standards 

		Format

		Description



		Health Level Seven - Global Messaging Standard v2.x 

		Message Request and Response sent  over the Web Service 


Uses in data exchange with EMRs and hospitals 



		Health Level Seven v3 RIM 211 

		Supporting structure for message components within v2.x Message



		ASC X12 N 

		Data exchange with other systems, eligibility, medical claims and attachments 



		NCPDP 5.1  

		Pharmacy claims 



		NCPDP Script 8.1  

		E-prescribing; refill request, refill response; RX cancel messages, eligibility queries; formulary inquiries and response; RX histories queries and response



		DICOM 2008 

		Image requests and transfers 





Semantic Standards.  Semantic standards provide the core foundations upon which all components standards are developed.  This provides a uniform recognition of the data across diverse systems known as semantic interoperability.  In support of seamless data exchange and semantic compatibility, we employ all standard nomenclatures, taxonomies, vocabularies, and object identifiers recognized by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the National Library of Medicine UMLS System.  In fact, many ACS subject matter experts have been involved in organizational workgroups associated with the development of those standards. 


Component Standards.  In the same manner that the telecommunication protocols organize data in a format for transmission, the component standards further define the structure, content, and vocabularies to be used for the data being published.  We employ appropriate component templates as approved and published by Health Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP – IS, C, T), Center for Disease Control PHIN Standards, or those of other recognized standards workgroups such as IHE.  Some examples of component standards are:


Continuity of Care Document – HITSP/C32


Emergency Care Summary Document – HISTP/C28


· Physician Hospital Discharge Summary (LOINC 11490-0) as a CDA document 

E. Ensure the HIE meets the latest MITA framework standards;  


ACS uses a Microsoft Connected HHS Framework and VisionWare’s MultiVue software to produce a unified PDH in line with MITA 2.01 architectural guidelines, permitting rapid expansion of the system, which can include insurance companies, EMR companies, and other payors’ patient populations.


In an effort to provide a foundation for DHCFP to use the ACS HIE/EHR solution to participate in future federal programs, we have designed our system for full compatibility with PHIN, the evolving MITA 2.0 framework, and the NHIN.  The Nevada HIE base system provides:


SOA Architecture.  Standard interoperability is a major component of the PHIN network.  Our infrastructure is already in place; thus, the addition of PHIN-MS software will establish another access channel to and from the PDH.


Standard Messaging.  The CDC has specified that PHIN-compliant systems should use both HL7 v2.x and HL7 v3.0 RIM messages.  To achieve Nevada's goal of PHIN certification, ACS will support both 2.x and v3.0 RIM messages.  This is fully compatible with current PHIN messaging models for the tuberculosis, hepatitis, variciella, and lead programs.  


Data Standards.  Our logical data model is based upon HL7 v3 RIMM211, as is the PHIN National Electronic Disease Surveillance System (NEDSS) database.  We have adopted the use of object identity (OID) and used the nested table structure for reference data storage.  This is important in producing narrative and clinical statements in CDAr2 documents such as CCD or matching data across platforms. 


Common Terminology.  ACS uses standard vocabularies and code sets adopted by the National Library of Medicine, such as SNOMED-CT, LOINC, UCUM, etc.  In addition, we have incorporated many PHIN-VADS code sets such as Race into our metadata. 


· Alerts.  The Nevada HIE provides various alert types.  The clinical rules engine delivers alerts based on rules written in the application.  ACS works with our state Medicaid partners to tailor the clinical rules and alerts based upon the prevalence of disease categories within the Medicaid population or other payer populations captured within the HIE.  ACS’ HIE solution can receive alert messages from other systems, such as refill requests from a pharmacy, through the message board contained in the application.  We may also post other messages to the board as requested by DHCFP.  Our infrastructure also has the ability to broadcast fax, which is a significant advantage in communicating to areas where computer technology does not reach.

Additional MITA Support - Reporting and Analytics


To support NHIN and PHIN guidelines and MITA requirements, ACS proposes a reporting and analytics solution, DirectOutcomes, that supports the analytical, profiling, and reporting needs of the HIE, MMIS, and utilization management portions of this contract.  This .NET Web-based reporting system produces easy-to-use, easy-to-understand, yet flexible analyses and reports.  End users have the capability of changing reports via parameters from drop down menus. 


Our ability to collect and aggregate data across systems coupled with the powerful features of the clinical rules engine provides a unique capability to identify reportable events, monitor populations for patterns such as pandemic outbreaks, or in general aggregate specific data sets for reporting, Medicaid ad hoc patient population reporting, or exchange.  The clinical alert components are specifically geared toward a uniform approach to population health management, while customization of the clinical rules is primarily client-driven.  This allows DHCFP to establish a consistent standard of care for all patients that is reproducible and reportable.  This is extremely important for benchmarking and aggregate statistical, outcome, and federal reporting.  


Clinical protocols are defined by using an interactive administrative tool.  The flexibility of the application allows ACS to be extremely responsive to DHCFP’s needs for the creation and/or modification of clinical protocols.  For example, using this system, we were able to meet Missouri Medicaid’s change control requirement to update clinical rules within 72 hours. ACS reporting user interfaces allow ad-hoc and standard reporting of patient and provider outcomes and trends for Medicaid and authorized end user analysis.  Additionally, ad-hoc and customized standard reports from the application allow staff to monitor the e-prescribing solution for drug diversions, drug-drug interactions, and patterns of prescribing, while leveraging the clinical alerts.

The solution has the ability to create numerous quality indicators and measures, including HEDIS measurements.  DirectAccessEHR supports provider surveillance and compliance of evidence-based guidelines.  Dashboard reporting allows measurement and comparison of a provider’s effectiveness on a pre-determined set of quality indicators.  The measurement of quality of care, provider profiling, and quality indicator reporting is available through DirectAccessEHR.  These reports allow providers to compare their performance on specific diseases to each other and evidence based guidelines. The reports provide an in-depth understanding of the effectiveness and efficiency of care delivered.  The reports are Web-based, displayed with easy to understand graphs and tables, and designed for an executive level understanding of trends in the covered population. Reports include population demographics, medical and pharmacy, financial analysis, disease prevalence, and health risk.  We provide a number of clinical rules libraries covering quality measures from various authorities such as:


Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS)

Physician Quality Reporting Initiative (PQRI)

Physician Consortium for Performance Improvement (PCPI)

· American College of Cardiology (ACC)

Each measure in our rules libraries has both clinical and administrative rules.  The clinical rules alert the care provider to take the necessary actions that will allow them to meet the quality requirements of that specific measure. The administrative rules are not visible to the care provider but these rules generate the codes required for the reporting of the quality measure to the appropriate authority.


Predictive Modeling.  Predictive modeling, long used by credit-card companies, retailers, and property-casualty insurers, has come of age in the healthcare arena.  With broad acceptance by leading healthcare actuaries, clinical managers and financial forecasters, the applications for predictive modeling reach from budget setting and design to delivery system and care coordination. For healthcare payers, such as Nevada Medicaid, predictive modeling can vastly improve data analyses, making data smarter, thereby changing the way we plan, finance, and deliver healthcare.

 


Exhibit 13-21.  Risk Stratification for Effective Predictive Modeling 

Risk stratifying the population allows DHCFP to understand the level of care and intervention required for each recipient.  Patients can be identified as they move from lower risk to higher risk. 


Predictive modeling, as illustrated in Exhibit 13-21, helps shape our understanding of the illness burden in any population.  Using available medical and pharmacy claims data, predictive models assign a relative risk score to each individual. The assigned risk score measures the illness burden, co-morbidities, and prospective risk of each person as compared to the health of the average individual in the population. Risks can be stratified from lowest to highest risk, creating a scientific means to understanding the overall health of the Nevada population.  Understanding the relative risk level of a population allows DHCFP to tailor the benefit structure of the program to the populations needs.  ACS’ Informed Health Suite provides functionality that supports the full spectrum of care, from wellness (very low risk) all the way to very high risk and high cost patients. 


Each level of risk requires different care plans, outreach, and level of intervention.  Patients on the left side of the chart are low risk and use health and wellness functions.  Risk and costs increase as a patient’s illness progresses and moves toward the right side of the chart. Those in the middle of the pyramid are moderate risk and receive counseling, guidance, and interventions based on care alerts. Those at the very right side are high-risk, high-cost patients and require the most intervention including case or disease management. 


Overall, this approach to care management is more comprehensive than managing high-cost, high-risk cases only. All members of the care community are engaged and participate in the patients’ care.  The availability of electronic health records and care alerts improves the coordination of care for recipients.  Patients receive the right level of care for their condition. As the patients’ health needs change, the intensity level of the system increases appropriately. 


The following is a list of key analytical capabilities that are unique to predictive models.  Predictive models will allow DHCFP to understand the overall health of the population by:


Identifying high-cost, high-risk patients for potential recommendation to case management


Identifying and tracking “risk movers”


Understanding disease cost drivers within the individual


Allowing comparison of provider experience adjusted according to the severity of patient illness


Creating an understanding of an illness and prevalence of disease at the individual and population level


· Accurately predicting future healthcare costs


Using Risk-Adjusted Data from Predictive Models.  Developing a baseline of the risk population allows DHCFP to understand current care needs, as well as identify “risk movers,” those individuals that are regressing from wellness to illness.  Prospective risk scores identify the future risk and healthcare resource utilization for an individual in the next 12 months. Trending prospective risk scores allows DHCFP to prospectively identify those individuals that would benefit from increasing levels of intervention or referral to case management programs.  This enables a shift in the care paradigm for one of “rescue-based” to proactive care, an essential ingredient to changing the way care is delivered in Nevada.  Our solution provides a number of reports that provide different views of the population at both summary and detail levels.  The report shown in Exhibit 13-22 provides one view of actual data on a 50,000-member group (Base Year and Year 1). 
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Exhibit 13-22.  Utilization–Risk Trend


Predictive models give health care managers the opportunity to understand the prevalence of disease within their population, trend expected costs, model efficiency (value for dollars spent) and predict resources needed in the future (actual data ACS 2004 and 2005).

Predictive models benefit any organization responsible for paying or arranging for care:


Predict illness burden and explain why


Measure efficiency of providers and programs


Quantify return on investment (ROI) from disease management 


Stratify patients for case management


Understand changes in risk pools, revealing selection and trend over time


Compare provider practices fairly, adjusting for differences in health status


Identify potential fraud and abuse


· Provide for fair adjustment of premiums and provider payments


For programmatic use, DHCFP program managers can use the risk scores and clinical classifications generated by the predictive models for two main purposes.  The first purpose is identification of patients most likely to benefit from intervention—those members with the onset of chronic conditions according to the model’s diagnosis classification groups.  Each individual is assigned a risk score from the predictive model (with a score of 1.0 being a normal, healthy individual).  The individual risk scores can be aggregated to form a composite risk score for each component of the healthcare delivery system.  The composite risk scores can then be analyzed to gain an understanding of the illness burden of the population served by each portion of the healthcare delivery system.  Composite illness burden scores highlight instances of adverse selection bias among caregivers and scientifically determine which providers serve the “sickest” segment of the population, thus requiring the most resources. Furthermore, the information provided by the models can be used to monitor population shifts that occur when deviations from evidence-based medicine do not occur.  Finally, this data can also be invaluable when funding decisions are necessary. The example shown in Exhibit 13-23 helped an ACS account management team confirm the need for prenatal education program. 
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Exhibit 13-23.  Utilization—Risk Trend


ACS’ Informed Health predictive modeling component provides data necessary to make program decisions and establishes a basis for future comparative analysis. 


The second major use of risk-adjusted data is in the measurement of efficiency of care provided.  The efficiency score is a ratio depicting how closely the providers’ actual patient costs compare to the predictive model costs for that patient (the provider efficiency ratio = total actual costs divided by total expected costs, thus ratios that exceed 1.0 are considered “high,” or ineffective).  The provider efficiency score measures how efficiently the differing components of the delivery model are functioning as compared to their peers and as compared to expected practice patterns.


Using the combination of the composite illness burden and the provider efficiency score will highlight which practices and practitioners provide the state with the greatest value for the healthcare dollar.  The practice patterns of individual providers with low risk scores and high efficiency ratios should be reviewed for outdated or ineffective treatment plans along with possible abusive or fraudulent behaviors.  The scientific measurement of the illness burden of the individual provider allows a peer-to-peer comparison of practice costs and provides objective data to support or refute the belief that “my costs are higher because my patients are sicker.” 


Risk modeling and risk management are emerging trends in the healthcare industry used to combat double-digit annual cost increases.  Other large public payers, including CMS Medicare Advantage, are already working with predictive models to assist in proper allocation of medical resources, identify members with chronic conditions, create profile providers, identify potential misuse or fraudulent conditions, and predict future costs and calculate ROI.  ACS is pleased to offer this powerful modeling and reporting solution as a component of the Nevada HIE and is confident that we can provide a significant amount of information and data to prove a ROI for DHCFP.


Disease Management Support.  ACS’ real-time clinical surveillance and HIE framework provide support for existing disease or care management programs and can transform the way DHCFP delivers care to recipients.  Technology and information exchange are the drivers of change.  Health Information Exchange allows us to gather and measure clinical information that has not been previously available, as opposed to administrative data, which tells more about what happened, when, and the cost. Using administrative data provides a retrospective look at what has happened to the individual, providing a limited understanding of the treatment outcome. With the combination of tools offered in the Informed Health Suite, using provider data will enable DHCFP to understand and measure true health outcomes.  The introduction of these means of gathering data changes the paradigm, from administrative data about patients, to clinical data from people, harvested electronically. 


Clinical data, vital statistics, and biometric information indicate the true effectiveness of care and allow an “inside-out” understanding of a person’s health status.  Providing this information to case or disease managers through the DirectAccessEHR portal allows caregivers the insight to understand if the devised care plans and outreach are having the desired effect on key health measures. As is often the case, not only in Medicaid but with all health-related activities, the key to improving health is encouraging proper medical, preventive, and self-care.  Many of our patients, such as the aged, blind, and disabled (ABD) population, suffer from chronic conditions or disabilities that limit their capacity to enact change.  However, there are segments of the population, especially children and families, where encouraging proper care is potentially more beneficial in the short and long term. 


De-identified Data for Research.  Data within the reporting data mart and support data cubes is de-identified and aggregated for understanding of trends, patterns, unduplicated counts, and percent change over time.  Aggregates are produced by geographic region, healthcare delivery model (FFS vs. MCO vs. PCCM), and by individual provider. 


Bio-surveillance, Health Alerts and Homeland Security.  The threat of significant natural or man-made health events is a critical issue for the nation.  The ability to detect clinical events rapidly, manage the events, and appropriately mobilize resources in response can save lives. Information from hospitals, other providers, and ancillary facilities can be electronically reported and monitored without identifying patients, providing a near real-time view of the community’s health.  This data can be shared with and among local, state, and federal public authorities to support the unique needs at all levels of government.  This same approach can also be applied to monitor and report other public health concerns such as flu pandemics, West Nile Virus, food, and other vector-borne diseases or enteric diseases covered under the Pandemic and All Hazards Preparedness Act of 2006. 


ACS is uniquely positioned to meet this challenge for DHCFP.  Our clinical rules engine provides the foundations for all population health management and surveillance.  We currently receive utilization and lab result data from ambulatory care, and emergency departments from electronically enabled healthcare delivery or public health systems.  Because we have designed our rules engine to provide this disease and medication monitoring of patients, our ability to rapidly add new rules that use the same data types can serve to establish an information cornerstone for any bio-surveillance or epidemiology program.  For example, we can create simple rules to survey laboratory data for microbiology reports, such as Anthrax, Influenza A/H5 or specific strains of E. coli or Salmonella. The development of more complex algorithms that use diagnoses, coupled with laboratory data, are well within the scope of the clinical rules engine.  Exceptions to these rules generate “flags” which are the codes that trigger events.  ACS has a registered OID with HL7, which allows the use of the codes in standard messaging.  Because we base our infrastructure on the connected heath framework, we also have the ability to use the descriptive text in outbound e-mails from our exchange server.  Users of DirectAccessEHR also have the ability to receive notifications directly from DHCFP via the built in message center.   


Because we use the same patient data for reporting, we have the ability to bring in additional data, adding another dimension to our reporting.  For example, we can report documented cases of Arbor Virus and influenza-like illness by zip code, merge the data with positive results from equine blood samples with environmental mosquito sampling, and create a MS MapPoint view of the data.  Other examples of expanding the rules base include the Incidence of acute asthma and state environmental air quality results by station.


Using this approach with a large covered population increases active public health surveillance, supplements the routine collection of information from registered sentinel sites, and provides for better statistical analysis. Having a larger sample size can show shifts or trends more apparently.  Additionally, ACS is committed to attaining certification for participation in the PHIN network and as such has designed and implemented data architecture compatible with CDC National Electronic Disease Surveillance System (NEDSS) and the future NHIN.  


We welcome the opportunity to assist DHCFP in promoting public health preparedness by: 


Providing data that can be used in evaluating interventions for the prevention of disease

Providing data in a form and format that provide for early recognition of disease outbreaks and other public health threats

Using the Nevada HIE to collect and disseminate knowledge across the healthcare enterprise and community  


Interoperating with State and Federal systems to exchange information on reportable disease events such as variciella, tuberculosis, lead levels, hepatitis and others as HITSP/PHIN standards are developed

· Interoperating with other payer systems to exchange information on other State reportable disease events 


F. Provide a scalable solution to meet an increase in capabilities requested by organizations and agencies that may use the HIE solution in the future;


We designed our Informed Health Suite to grow with additional users, functions, and data.  Components of the system are built on SOA, allowing for the quick addition of other components to work with the system as a whole.  As a tiered application, all our services and supporting databases can be upgraded to support processing needs with the addition of more processing power for transactions, database storage needs, or UI support.


ACS uses a SOA that provides a modular approach to system integration.  Our adoption of this framework has significant advantages as it provides the means for syntactic and technical interoperability.  Syntactic interoperability allows systems to interact in mutually understandable terms, while the technical interoperability component establishes the basis for a secure reliable connection that is available 24/7 over the Internet.  This high-level integration provides the foundation for diverse systems to collaborate, regardless of technical platform, by using open standards and protocols to promote interoperability.  These two levels of system integration provide the foundation upon which we have implemented standards-based messages, telecommunications, and documented data exchange interfaces.  ACS uses a virtual technology fabric to support the system dynamically.  These options provide effective tools to maximize performance as needs evolve without major technology disruptions.  We use a variety of system monitoring tools to understand resource utilization and allow on-going resource planning.  


Beyond the minimum CCHIT ambulatory certification requirements, our EHR system affords physicians the flexibility to select a model that best suits the needs of their practice/specialty, office, and clinical workflow.  This is important, because the features and functions of the EMR must match the habits and technical proficiency of the user for acceptance.  Each proposed application has its own unique look and feel, navigation, workflow, and additional add-on features that afford customization for the user.  Providing these options serves to reinforce HIT adoption by acknowledging “user preferences” in the selection of computer software.  Many studies have indicated that the process of selecting office automation is greatly influenced by user preference and not just functional capability.  These offerings also provide for turnkey or Application Service Provider (ASP) operation, which provide several models for data storage. 

G. Have the ability to expand the type of health information data that will be exchanged or shared with other agencies and organizations, as decided upon by DHCFP;


The key success factor for this project is the capability to secure the exchange of common data among various legacy systems across different agencies, such as DHCFP, Division of Child and Family Services, Mental Health and Developmental Services, and the Aging and Disability Services Division, as well as other State systems that contain individuals’ healthcare data (e.g., school-based system data) to better manage their respective patient population and allow each division to understand the services being provided along the continuum of care.  Key ACS interoperability and intra-operability capabilities include:  


Ability to loosely couple integration with the Connected HHS Framework service-oriented architecture

Ability to expose Web services interfaces through the Nevada HIE presentation layer to publisher and subscriber services from other State applications

Ability to provide interactive system-to-system data exchange with ebXML-compliant SOAP Web service utilizing an HTTP connection and HL7 Messaging Standard

Ability to provide support for rural or less technologically advanced providers utilizing fax documents and alerts.  This capability allows doctors that would normally not benefit from electronic health records the opportunity to participate in the project

· Established connectivity to push/pull data electronic medical records, practice management, and patient registry systems through utilizing ASTEM/HL7 or HITSP C32 Continuity of Care Document  


Additional Data Exchange Capability

		Patient Demographics and Enrollment data as per ASC x12 N 834 specification or extract


Medical claim data as per ASC x12N 837 PID specification or extract


Pharmacy claim data as per NCPDP 5.1 specification or extract 


· Prescription and prescription renewal information as per NCPDP 8.1 specification or extract 

		State formulary or PDL


Customized forms and templates via Microsoft InfoPath within the Nevada HIE solution


Laboratory data per HL7 specification


State databases per client specification


Immunizations per client or HL7 specification


Vital statistics 


· Prior Authorization data per client specification





Another key component in expanding the type of information utilized is our incorporation of semantically neutral component standards that allow the production of structured data documents.  One such project that we are pursuing is the standardization of EPSDT data utilizing the Logical Observation Identifiers, Names, and Codes (LOINC) coding system.  By utilizing a standard that can be applied across all commercial and legacy systems, Nevada can expand the types of data being exchanged based upon the capabilities of the connected systems.  Additionally, the PHIN Guides can further enhance data sharing within public health.   

H. Ensure data sharing is in accordance with HIPAA requirements, as well as other Federal and State rules and regulations;


ACS recognizes and complies with HIPAA and provides for data sharing in accordance with the boundaries of treatment, payment, and operations.  We are keenly aware of the responsibilities associated with patient consent and with State regulations that restrict the sharing of certain types of information.  To this end, we have designed our applications to allow participants to opt-in and opt-out of information sharing.  We additionally record, track, and are able to report on access to an individual's information.  In addition, ACS has worked with our clients to assist in insuring that the appropriate Business Associate Agreement and Data Sharing Agreement are in place with providers during the on-boarding process.  


The primary component standard we use to share information between systems is the HITSP c32 Standard for the HL7 Continuity of Care Document.  This document is compiled in the HL7CDAr2 format and provides a comprehensive set of patient information.  This CCD standard is also recognized by the CCHIT Certification Standards.  The CCD provides a patient data set that can be viewed as a document within EMR system but also has semantically compatible, formatted information that may be consumed by the receiving system.  Exhibit 13-7, CCD, in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material, Section 13, provides an overview of that data set contained in the CCD.  ACS is the only company that provides a single consolidated and aggregated CCD to present to the requesting EMR or treating provider using our Web-based provider portal, DirectAccessEHR.  This means greater ease of use and increased utilization.  As a result, more providers benefit from the data that the HIE provides to improve patient care.

Where it is not feasible to use the CCD as the mechanism to collect and share data, we use other standard methods to publish and consume information.  We employ appropriate component templates as approved and published by Health Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP – IS,C,T ), Center for Disease Control - PHIN Standards or those of other recognized standards workgroups such as IHE.  Where component standards do not exist, we employ a standard HL7 message containing a HL7 CDAr2 formatted document for consistency.  We may also receive information via HL7 v2.x standard message. 


Exhibit 13-8, Data Sharing Matrix, in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material, Section 13, addresses the specific standards and processes that apply to data sets used by our PDH.  Where standards differ when publishing or consuming data, we have indicated the standards used for the inbound and outbound processes. 


With the Nevada HIE solution and the DirectAccess EMR (“EMR Lite”), non-EMR providers gain the ability to access patient information and e-prescribe.  These providers may also enter semantically standardized information that may be shared with other providers and used in clinical review and outcome and ad hoc reporting. This benefits the Medicaid customer and HIE providers as allowed by DHCFP and made possible through a simple reporting user interface available from the Nevada HIE User Interface.


I. Integrate the solution into the overall architecture of the Nevada MMIS;


ACS utilizes the MMIS data as the foundation to build upon.  Data such as eligibility, pharmacy, claims benefit limits, MCO data, demographic data, and prior authorization information is integrated in the HIE PDH.  In support of meaningful use, DirectAccessEHR will have the ability to submit claims directly to the MMIS.  The CCD that is presented to the treating provider in DirectAccessEHR or a provider’s EMR includes MMIS data along with other clinical data sources.  The clinical rules incorporated into the HIE are triggered by the data contained in the MMIS database to support the providers with clinical decision support.  Additionally, the SureScripts pharmacy data provides third party liability (TPL) information to assist in TPL recovery efforts.  


To support the MMIS and PBM systems, we have designed a high quality, high-performance, 
cost-effective telecommunications solution to ensure that we meet and exceed all industry requirements.  This solution is designed to maintain optimum data integrity; provide a secure enterprise server interface; and optimize safe, secure, and efficient client/server, LAN, and Web server configurations.


DirectAccessEHR can initiate and receive electronic prescriptions using the NCPDP SCRIPT v8.1 format.  Physician billing is accomplished with an abbreviated ASC x12N 837 Professional transaction that is sent directly to the State’s MMIS from the PDH.  The DirectAccessEHR system can also receive prior authorizations from other payers for an integrated view of all relative prior authorization data.  ACS is able to include a DirectAccessEHR link in the MMIS portal that allows providers to have single sign-on access to the application along with their other applications.  This single point of entry is yet another key to hassle free adoption.    


J. Provide for a mechanism to track any needed data sharing agreements, especially as uses of the solution expand beyond the initial scope identified in the RFP;

All EMR vendors and data exchange partners of the Nevada HIE system must register as a provider on the “Healthcare Partners/Vendor Registration” screen.  The Web-based, public access Request for Login form shown in Exhibit 13-24 is provided as all potential users must complete the request to complete the registration to ACS’ proprietary on-boarding provider and software vendor solution, DirectVue.




Exhibit 13-24 Request for Login

Healthcare Partners/Vendors request a login for registration to DirectVue.

Nevada HIE designated representatives will review all requests for access received.  Then, based on verification of the request, they will grant or deny access for registration.  ACS will modify the on-boarding screens to allow the addition of the DCN that identifies the signed Business Associate Agreement or Data Sharing Agreement that is on file.   


A user interface called DirectVue allows applying participant/providers and software vendors to access data managed by the Nevada HIE.  Completion of the security application allows the provider registry to store data that will be used to uniquely identify a provider, and allow the HIE to retain access to information regarding current patients for that provider. 




Exhibit 13-25.  Partner/Vendor Security Registration

Participant/providers may register their business with multiple locations for accessing the Nevada HIE network.



Exhibit 13-26.  Software Vendor Registration

Software system vendors may register their business with multiple software products and versions.



Exhibit 13-27.  Security Certificates

For each product and version, the software system vendor will be expected to upload one-to-many X509 security certificates for their product(s).

K. Utilize a sound data model and central data repository that will serve as the architecture of the HIE solution and will allow for expansive use of additional data based upon input from DHCFP; and

Management of the modern Medicaid enterprise requires more than understanding utilization, timing, and cost of services.  Improving health outcomes, measuring, researching, and understanding of the true effectiveness of care require the capability to gather and analyze patient clinical data.  Integration of clinical and administrative data into the enterprise solution for Medicaid is fast becoming the norm.


Integration of clinical and administrative requires a data model that supports a wide variety of dimensions, facts, and sparsely populated data attributes.  Health Level Seven (HL7) is the organization that has gone the farthest in terms of defining standards for the exchange, transformation, storage, and reporting of healthcare data. 


HL7 v 3.0 was introduced in 1997.  With this standard HL7 also introduced the Reference Information Model (RIM).  The HL7 RIM model is a static model of healthcare information that supports all HL7 v3 messaging as well as clinical and administrative data.  The RIM model supports multiple architectural database models including Operational Data Stores (ODS), Online Transaction Processing (OLTP), and as a staging database for the Online Analytical Processing (OLAP).  Additionally, healthcare organizations communicate in a variety of different languages including LOINC, SNOMED, CPT, and ICD.  The RIM model supports each of these coding systems, key to the fundamentals of health information exchange.  


The ACS PDH is a centralized RIM 211 version for storing patient specific information.  The PDH contains a combination of data gathered from HL7 v2 and v3 messages, administrative data from the Nevada MMIS, patient and provider entered data, and data from integrated registries.  We have also incorporated nested components of the NEDSS models to enhance gaps in the RIM.  ACS provides for changes in standards and additional data elements in its data architecture.  ACS has 39 years experience handling Medicaid claims and healthcare data, and applies this experience to effectively generate useful information from disparate sets of patient information. 

Clinical Rules Engine


Key to the PDH is the basis for our real-time clinical surveillance, clinical decision support, and population health management reporting.  The capabilities of the centralized solution include the following:


Clinical surveillance for 40 major disease conditions


Adherence to evidence based medicine guidelines (EBM) 


Medication therapy management (MTM)

Clinical alerts and reminders 


Image storage and retrieval


Population health management and reporting

Provider quality and reporting indictors (PQRI)


Pay-for-performance dashboard reporting

Episode based predictive models

Public health reporting 

· Bio-surveillance 


Our proven clinical decision support solution supports data from 20 states and commercial entities for 87 million covered lives, involving 1.4 billion drug claims and 1.5 billion medical/facility claims.  The clinical rules engine runs real-time with sub-second response ensuring that users receive a quick response to queries and other requests for information.  The clinical rules engine addresses 40 medical conditions and all prescription drugs, in addition to over 7,000 client-specific clinical and economic rules.  Finally, we incorporate the use of a master patient index across administrative and clinical data.  ACS is currently implementing the receipt of laboratory values with an HL7 interface for another Medicaid HIE client.  


The PDH’s RIM data schema is very flexible and readily accepts new data types including data types not envisioned at the time of installation.  The key to this flexibility is the ability to accept multiple input formats, from standard claims 837 to HL7, to non-structured data formats such as text or XML.  This flexibility is the key to allowing the PDH to incrementally grow according to changing clinical and operational needs, as well as connect with other program databases.  Table 13-5 lists the data storage capabilities of the central PDH and accessed by the DirectAccessEHR solution.  DirectAccessEHR screens are detailed in Exhibits 13-10 to 13-20 in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material, Section 13. 

Table 13-5.  Patient Data Hub

		Subcategory

		Description



		DirectAccessEHR



		Demographics

		Allows display and update of Medicaid base demographic data with additional updates or changes while retaining original data for reference.  Also allows the addition of non Medicaid patient data for EMR usage and patient record storage/retrieval



		Lab History

		Allows display and graphing of lab data results that come from the laboratory hub, as well as laboratory order entry



		Family and Social History

		Allows update and display of family, social and prior medical history using SNOMED and ICD-9, CPT/HCPCS.  Data is used in the ACS Rules Engine for historical consideration.



		Immunizations

		Allows display of claims and immunization registry information



		Procedure History

		Allows display of procedure history from claims, patient office visits, self reported procedures and other external sources (EMRs, external claims systems)



		Diagnosis History

		Allows display of diagnosis history from claims, patient office visits, self reported procedures and other external sources (EMRs, external claims systems)



		Prior Authorization History

		Allows display of prior authorization history from PA vendors, PA history, ACS PA processes etc.



		E-RX History

		Allows display of e-prescribing history by site and by patient with SureScripts-RxHub



		Medication History

		Allows display of Medicaid claims history (drug pickup) from claims, other EMRs, MCOs and sources such as SureScripts-RxHub.



		Eligibility 

		Allows display of Medicaid eligibility for base Medicaid and waiver programs.  Allows addition and editing of manually entered insurance information.  Allows inquiry and display of eligibility information from external sources.  



		Office and Hospital Visits

		Allows display of consolidated information on office visits and hospital visits.



		SOAP Notes

		Allows addition and protected editing of Provider SOAP notes including editable, template driven chief complaints, subjective, objective, review of systems and physical exam notes along with customizable, template driven treatment plan notation.



		Master Patient Indexing

		ACS MPI software enables patient records to be matched up using unique identifiers and probabilistic matching 



		Forms

		System allows user to upload and complete standard forms online.  Data can be selected to be shared among providers and can be used in rules determinations and prior authorizations.





Population Health Management, Patient Risk Scoring, and Predictive Modeling.  The flexibility of the model covers not only messaging and real-time exchange of standardized healthcare transactions, but extends to reporting as well.  Our model includes integrated reporting schemas that support a variety of standardized and ad hoc reporting capabilities.  Recent changes in Health Information Technology and standardization of clinical data exchange have opened the door for new levels of understanding of quality, efficiency, and effectiveness of the delivery healthcare.  The introduction of Health Information Exchange provides a capability of collecting data with a profound impact on the healthcare data warehouse.  Combining the power of clinical data with Electronic Health Records offers the next evolution in data warehousing, a step necessary to transform how payors control costs while simultaneously improving quality of care delivered.


Traditional Medicaid-related data warehousing approaches are limited in terms of the type of data contained within the solution and how the information is made available.  Current warehouse solutions are based primarily on claims or administrative data.  The power of this data is evident in understanding of utilization, trends and patterns, fiscal and program management, provider practice patterns and discerning potential fraud, waste, and abuse.  Understanding patient care and outcomes is empirical, based on comparing care provided to nationally established evidence-based care guidelines.  However, while the type, duration, and cost of care can be adequately understood, what is difficult to ascertain from analysis of claims data is the true effectiveness of care.  Additionally, lag times from time of service to claim processing and ultimate analysis of claims data can take weeks or even months.  This lag further erodes the power of claims data for understanding the effectiveness of patient care and removes the potential for more cost-effective, proactive care.


The Patient Data Hub solution supports the following:


Web-based dashboard reporting


Risk-adjusted provider profiling reports

Predictive models based on episode treatment groups (ETG) and episode of care analysis


HEDIS-based quality of care metrics 

Ad hoc reporting 


Risk adjusted patient profiles 

Dashboard based pay-for-performance reporting and metrics


· Provider quality and reporting indicators (PQRI)


Our foundation to population health management and reporting offers a broader approach than most disease management programs, as well as having a lower per member, per month (PMPM) cost and higher return on investment than traditional disease management programs.  This is due to the following:


The system provides information that enables individuals to maintain their health and independence through prevention, early detection, and management of chronic conditions.

Since the entire population is included, all individuals benefit, not just those with advanced and developing chronic conditions.

This program allows DHCFP to intervene with a broader range of individuals including those with medical and medication compliance issues that may otherwise go unnoticed for years. This gives DHCFP the opportunity to improve a recipient’s care before they become high cost.

· Positive results achieved with the program include early detection, delayed progression of chronic conditions, and reduced long-term medical and pharmacy expenditures.

Please see Proposal Section 15, Health Education and Care Coordination – Optional Provision, which proposes a Medical Home Transformation pilot using HIE as the cornerstone.

L. Ensure transmission of data is done across secure network connections.


Our overall approach to security is to provide defense in multiple layers.  Our primary method of message transmission involves the use of a secure internet protocol (HTTPS) that is locked with an x509 security certificate that establishes a secure link between systems.  This method provides added security over the common VPN Connection since each message is locked into a point-to-point connection.  Patient data sent using this data and HL7 message is double encrypted; in essence, the message is encrypted in addition to the CCD payload being encrypted.  Large file transfers are handled utilizing ACS’ secure FTP site.   


Other network and application security features include:


External Data Security.  Includes use of multiple firewalls at all ingress or egress points.


Network Security.  Includes the use of firewalls, end-to-end encryption, secure transfer, and network intrusion detection sensors. 


Data Access Security.  Limits access to systems, databases, directories, or files to authorized users or groups.  Passwords expire after a set number of days. 


Application Security.  Includes SSL encryption of data, protection of HIPAA data, strong password enforcement, secure user password maintenance, and role-based user security.


· Audit Trails.  Modifications to data performed through system screens are logged and the system creates an audit trail of each modification.


User Interface Role- and Person-Based Security


ACS controls access to DirectAccessEHR through user, role, person and certificate/token based access.  Users are first identified with a clinical or administrative type of system user.  DirectAccessEHR can integrate its security management screens with identity lifecycle management or similar software for a wider control of user and system identifiers.  A user “person type” is used to drive system provider pick lists for each location, such as prescribing provider or performing provider.  A user ID is then given to the user as well as a user role for granting access to system data.  User roles are based on levels of access needed for clinical record review by individual users and customer users.  Roles tightly control the amount of access a user can have within the clinical and administrative screens, such as e-prescription ability and patient visit charting finalization.

Information Security.  The primary ACS implementation is based on n-tier architecture with rack mounted clustered servers for redundant processing capability, scalability and fail-over recovery.  Each tier is partitioned with Cisco PIX 525 hard firewalls.  All servers and applications are hosted in our secure Tarrytown, New York Data Center. 


The use of this hardware configuration also supports the additional security measures:


Data Access Security.  Limits access to the systems, databases, directories, or files to authorized users or groups; passwords expire after a set number of days on a staggered schedule


Application Security.  Includes SSL encryption of data, protection of HIPAA data, strong password enforcement, secure user password maintenance, and role-based user security


· Audit Trails.  Modifications to data performed through system screens are logged, and the system creates an audit trail of each modification


Our 3-tiered portal/security provides multiple levels of system security and protection.  Our system is based on technologies from Dell, Sun Microsystems, and Microsoft.  IBM UniVerse databases drive the transactional engines, which execute the clinical, therapeutic, and formulary rules defined by each client.  The UniVerse databases run on Sun Servers running Solaris 9 or Solaris 10.  Middle-tier services are provided by business objects written in C# (a close derivative of Java) using the Microsoft .NET Framework Class Library.  Reporting services are implemented in the middle tier using Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS).  In all cases, strong authentication to a private directory (or one provided by the client) is used for middle tier and reporting component identity management.  SQL Server 2005 databases are deployed in the back end to support online transaction processing (OLTP) and reporting applications as well.  Again, strong authentication is required between the middle tier and the databases.  An Access Control List (ACL) on a firewall is used to severely restrict access between those tiers, as well.


XML Web services are provided in both the middle and Web tiers of the application using Microsoft ASP.NET.  All relevant code is written in C#.  In the middle tier, only strong authentication using NTLM or Kerberos tickets is allowed.  In the Web tier, XML Web services are authenticated using either NET Forms Authentication or the WS-Security implementation of the OASIS protocols in the Web Services Enhancements 3.0 module.  The choice of authentication mechanisms in the Web tier is based on origin.  Web GUIs typically use the .NET forms authentication (having established a security token via the GUI), whereas client-server applications typically use WSE 3.0 to authenticate.  Another firewall provides strict source route and protocol protection between the Web and middle tiers.  The BizTalk server and HL7 Accelerator are also deployed in this tier and support integration and enterprise service bus guidance.


Last, a third outer firewall provides protected access to the Web tier itself.  Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol using 128-bit encryption is required for Web transactions.  SSL acceleration is typically provided as a standalone service between the outer firewall and the Web tier or as a component of load balancing services.  Redundant pairs of BigIP load balancers typically provide load balancing for the clinical rules engines, reporting services, XML Web services, and Web applications from F5 Labs.  A private directory usually provides user authentication.  However, integration with LDAP or a Single Sign-On (SSO) policy server is common, at each client's request.

Vendor must supply specifications, features and sample service level agreement (SLA). The SLA will be negotiated and the approved document made part of the contract.


ACS is providing representative service level agreements (SLAs) for our proposed HIE solution that we have used with other clients.  We will negotiate an SLA for DHCFP upon contract award. Please see Exhibit 13-9, HIE Service Level Agreement Information and Overview in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material Section 13.
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Tab II – Cost Proposal 
Attached is the completed Infocrossing Cost Proposal in response to RFP1824. 
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Tab III – Narrative Description of Cost Approach 


20.4.2.3 Tab III – Narrative Description of Cost Approach  


Infocrossing’s operational cost methodology is based upon a weighted combination of important 
variables including (1) a comprehensive evaluation of Nevada’s current Medicaid environment 
including key metrics such as the number and mix of projected recipients, providers, care 
management case loads, core MMIS and Peripheral Systems/Tools functionality, Fiscal Agent 
services being provided, staffing mix and operational infrastructure requirements, etc., (2) a 
comparative review of our MMIS and FA experience in Missouri and other states, (3) industry 
standards in the area of data center managed services, pharmacy benefit management, care and 
disease management (UM, UR, PASSR, Health Education, care coordination, etc.), Data 
Warehouse/DSS, HIE, FA services, provider enrollment, training and support, customer support 
and claims processing and administration and (4) the RFP and associated documentation. 


Utilizing these data, Infocrossing applied a series of “reasonableness” factors, ratios and 
statistical corridors against the baseline cost model overall as well as within each required 
programmatic area to ensure that both overall and program-specific costs were consistent with 
our MMIS and Fiscal Agent experience and industry best practices while, at the same time, 
adhering to the State’s budget neutrality requirements. 


Infocrossing’s proposal meets all the RFP requirements with maximum value to the State of 
Nevada at our lowest possible cost. Key highlights related to the value of our pricing proposal 
include: 


• An immediate upgrade or refresh to the State of Nevada related to the core MMIS data 
center hardware, software environment and technical support operations leveraging one 
of Infocrossing’s 6 state-of-the-art data centers; 


• Transition takeover of core MMIS operations utilizing a team of highly qualified staff 
whose recent experience includes migrating a core MMIS from a Verizon data center to 
an Infocrossing data center; 


• Pharmacy Benefit Management, Rebate management (note: there will be no costs 
charged to the State for Diabetic Supply Rebates) and related POS services performed by 
a proven subcontractor whose preliminary SMAC savings estimates are approximately 
$12 million annually; and 


• Health education, care coordination and management services performed by an 
experienced subcontractor and targeted at chronically ill vulnerable populations whose 
savings estimates include a 25 percent cost avoidance of future utilization by addressing 
the critical interplay between medical and psychosocial health.  


Some of the key assumptions and data points included in building and validating our cost model 
included: 


1. Current and projected recipient population estimates; 


2. Percent of beneficiaries enrolled in managed care plans; 


3. Current and projected medical claims volumes; 
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4. Current and projected UM and care management reviews conducted; 


5. Current and projected pharmacy claims volumes; 


6. Current and projected CPI-U and CPI-MC; 


7. Number and mix of Medicaid care providers (hospitals, physicians, etc.) in Nevada; 


8. Estimated percent and number of Levels I, II and III recipient population; 


9. Number and mix of current MMIS technology and operational staff supporting the 
Department; 


10. Current and projected Department MMIS operating budget; 


11. CMS-reported drug ingredients, utilization and cost information; 


12. State of Nevada Preferred Drug List; 


13. Current PASSR reviews conducted by the State of Nevada; and 


14. 11-month Core MMIS transition takeover work plan requirements and assumptions; 


Potential for Operational Savings 
Infocrossing has identified two potentially significant program savings opportunities. Because 
these savings are in program dollars rather than administrative costs, we have not included any 
cost savings in the cost sheets in Tab II, Cost Proposal Pricing Sheets. In addition, while 
Infocrossing strongly believes there are potential, significant savings, Infocrossing does not 
provide any guarantee concerning the projected program cost savings without further discussions 
with the State. 


Pharmaceutical Costs – Goold Health Systems’ (GHS) preliminary estimates suggest the 
Department could save an additional $6.3 million in pharmacy costs semi-annually by 
implementing GHS’ SMAC methodology.  Please refer to the potential SMAC savings reports in 
the Technical Proposal which provide the foundation and details for this savings estimate. 


GHS estimates Nevada would save about $12.6 million annually, which represents 59% of the 
ingredient costs estimated for those drugs. GHS performed the given analysis by using the 
Nevada utilization data set downloaded from www.cms.gov on April 19, 2010. The Nevada 
utilization data contained summary statistics by NDC for Q1 and Q2 CY2009 only. Therefore, 
the given projections were semiannual, as the projected savings were based on the Nevada total 
units for Q1 and Q2 CY2009. 


The Summary Report by Drug Class shows the projected SMAC savings across major drug 
classes, while the detailed reports demonstrate how the projected SMAC savings were estimated.  
The SMAC savings projections were based only on those drugs which currently had GHS 
SMACs. The given analysis also applied the current AWP and FUL numbers. The Estimated 
Acquisition Cost (EAC) was estimated as AWP less 15%. This is the current formula for EAC in 
Nevada. 


GHS did not have access to Nevada SMACs because the website of First Health Services 
restricted any access to the Nevada SMAC list. Therefore, the savings analysis used the lesser of 
EAC and FUL (the “Lowest EAC and FUL” column in the detailed reports) to estimate the 
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ingredient cost for NDCs from the Nevada utilization data available at www.cms.gov. The 
ingredient costs are presented in the column called “Nevada Ingredient Costs”, which were 
estimated by multiplying “Nevada Total Units” by “Lowest EAC and FUL”. 


The SMAC savings estimation is based on the difference between the “GHS SMAC” and 
“Lowest EAC and FUL” numbers. The detailed report shows this difference in the column called 
“Difference between GHS SMAC and Lowest EAC and FUL”. This is the difference in drug 
price per unit which Nevada will gain if GHS’s current SMACs are applied in Nevada. The 
SMAC savings are estimated by multiplying “Nevada Total Units” by “Difference between GHS 
SMAC and Lowest EAC and FUL”.  


Both Detailed and Summary reports also show the percent SMAC savings out of Nevada 
ingredient costs estimated. As the reports show, the Nevada projected savings resulting from 
GHS’s SMAC program are about $6.3 million semiannually (or about $12.6 million on an 
annualized basis), which constitutes over 59% of the ingredient costs estimated. 


Costs related to Recipients with Chronic Conditions – Health Integrated has extensive 
experience providing a health management program for the high cost, high risk, chronically ill 
that improves clinical outcomes and lowers unnecessary, avoidable utilization by addressing the 
critical interplay between medical and psychosocial health. 


Critical to Health Integrated’s success is their proven ability to help vulnerable populations 
identify, accept and address chronic health disorders and underlying behavioral health issues 
impacting their willingness and ability to manage their chronic illness. Health Integrated has 
been remarkably effective at advancing clinical outcomes, improving quality of life and lowering 
health care costs through their “Synergy” health education program. This program is delivered 
through a unique combination of highly-trained clinicians, dynamic outreach and engagement, 
one-on-one coaching, provider participation, and a proprietary program design that has proven to 
deliver immediate and longer term cost savings impact. 


By addressing the medical and behavioral issues that are barriers to health, Health Integrated is 
able to impact the future utilization drivers that spike costs including ER visits and inpatient 
admissions. A key to Health Integrated’s success is the ability to collect, integrate, and clinically 
analyze data from multiple healthcare silos, and then identify opportunities for savings and 
health improvements. This same ability tracks recipient outcomes, provider performance, and 
savings over time. In addition, Health Integrated delivers additional value by driving adherence 
to evidence-based guidelines, which enhances quality of care and ultimately translates to 
improved health and more efficient resource utilization. 


With this approach, Health Integrated has seen improved clinical and financial outcomes for 
Medicaid and other health plans with vulnerable populations averaging a 3:1 Return on 
Investment with an equivalent reduction in care costs of 21-37% for members enrolled in the 
Synergy program. Health Integrated will help produce similar outcomes for Level II and Level 
III members, and has submitted proposals for programs for both populations. This combination 
has a synergistic effect in producing optimal outcomes for the State and these recipients. 


Health Integrated relies on a rigorous ROI methodology to ensure that the reported results are 
meaningful, straightforward and unassailable. 
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Health Information Exchange 


The Medicity Health Information cost model is based upon a combination of important factors 
including (1) a comprehensive assessment of Nevada’s Health Information Exchange 
requirements; (2) a comparative review of our extensive corporate HIE experience in Missouri 
and other states; (3) industry Health Information Exchange technologies and customer support 
standards and best practices; (4) long-term financial sustainability methodologies that provide for 
a baseline State of Nevada HIE with extensive future scalability and growth for additional 
stakeholder participation and capabilities; (5) a review of Medicity’s existing accounts with a 
comparable breadth and depth of HIE solution requirements. 


For our proposed Health Information Exchange solution, there are six (6) major cost categories 
involved in our approach to pricing: (1) data center hosting infrastructure, operations, facilities, 
maintenance and staff support; (2) core HIE software; (3) data integration with Core MMIS and 
common provider EMR systems; (4) key enabling technologies (e.g., Master Person Index); (5) 
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customer support including end-user training and call center support services; (6) project 
management and implementation. 


Data Warehouse/Decision Support 
Infocrossing’s Data Warehouse / DSS cost methodology is based upon a combination of 
important factors including (1) a comprehensive assessment of Nevada’s current DW/DSS 
environment including capabilities, feature functionality and architectural constraints (Thomson 
Reuters Advantage Suite); (2) a comparative review of our DW/DSS experience in Missouri and 
other states; (3) industry standards and best practices in the area of MITA-compliant DW/DSS 
systems, applications, capabilities and architectural design, development, implementation and 
support; (4) the DW/DSS RFP requirements and associated documentation; (5) a review of 
Maryland’s DW/DSS system developed and maintained by the Hilltop Institute (University of 
Maryland). 


Our proposal includes licensing the Hilltop DW/DSS and re-platforming to a new database and 
reporting application. This is necessary for improved scalability, operating efficiencies, MITA-
compliance and to meet all of the Department’s DSS/DW requirements. Once deployed, we have 
provided for the optimum technical and business personnel to support, maintain and enhance the 
application. 
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Tab IV – Attachment B2 
Following is the signed Attachment B2 – Cost Proposal Certification of Compliance With Terms and 
Conditions of RFP. 
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14
Hosting Solutions

REQUIREMENT:  Section 14, page 130

With recent experience taking over a similar MMIS in the Verizon Data Center, we apply our “lessons learned” to the Nevada MMIS transition—a benefit that other vendors cannot match.

		

		



		A low-risk, cost-effective hosting solution ensures minimal impact to providers, sister agencies, and other system stakeholders.

· Verizon is experienced with current Nevada MMIS

· Established relationship with Verizon, the current hosting vendor

· Benefit of lessons learned from taking over another First Health MMIS in the same data center

· Unparalleled data security – data is not moved out of the current processing facility



		





To minimize risk with the Nevada MMIS takeover, ACS is partnering with Verizon Information Technologies (Verizon) to host the Core MMIS functions in a new partition in the Verizon Data Center in Tampa, Florida, where the system currently runs.  By using Verizon, we ensure that Nevada data remains secure and in the hands of the experienced hosting staff who are familiar with the Nevada MMIS.  We eliminate the potential risks associated with the transfer of data to another data center, and simplify the turnover process for DHCFP and the incumbent contractor. Verizon will copy Nevada’s current MMIS environment and datasets to the new ACS Nevada MMIS environment.  The time Verizon needs to replicate the MMIS environment is significantly reduced, as are the risks involved, than if we were to replicate the system in another data center.  This virtually eliminates any risk of transitioning the MMIS to ACS as the new fiscal agent for Nevada.


The system transition itself, however, is only one of the benefits DHCFP gains with our hosting solution.  As the current host of the Nevada MMIS, the Verizon Data Center brings system knowledge that proves invaluable during parallel testing, operational readiness testing, and the assumption of operations.  The solution greatly minimizes the possibility of missed cycles or updates during the early operational period.  In this section, we discuss our rationale for proposing this hosting solution, and we review the option of a State-hosted solution per DHCFP request. 

As required by the RFP, we have organized the remainder of this chapter into the following sections: 


14.1  Overview 


· 14.2  Hosting Solution Requirements

14.1
Overview

REQUIREMENT:  Section 14.1, page 130

Through this procurement, DHCFP will also review hosting options described in the Vendor’s proposal response to determine the feasibility of various hosting solutions and the extent to which they would support Nevada’s Core MMIS and associated peripheral systems and tools.


A document containing information about DHCFP’s current hosting solution is available within the Reference Library. Vendors are encouraged to review the file labeled ‘Current Nevada MMIS and Agency Computing Environment’ when preparing a response to this section.


Vendors must propose a hosting solution for the Nevada MMIS operations and maintenance, and may respond to one of the following two scenarios:


1. Take over and provide continued hosting support and services based on Nevada’s current hosting solution; or


2. Provide an alternative vendor-hosted solution.


The vendor is requested to provide supporting information regarding the associated costs for their proposed hosting option. This information is for informational purposes only, as the payment for hosting will be incorporated into the operational cost schedule for maintaining budget neutrality.


Vendors are also requested to describe a potential hosting solution and associated costs for a State-hosted solution. This information is being requested for informational purposes only, and will not be evaluated as part of the technical or cost proposal evaluations, as DHCFP does not intend to move to the State hosting option at this time. Cost information associated with this scenario shall be provided separately within the Vendor’s cost proposal.  For the state hosted solution, DHCFP is seeking cost information associated with the provision of vendor support in a state-hosted scenario.  Vendors are not expected to provide state related costs associated with transitioning, operating, maintaining, staffing, or other expenses incurred in a state hosted scenario. Per RFP Amendment 4, March 26, 2010.

Our data center hosting solution leverages the expertise and capabilities of Verizon and ACS to ensure transition risks are mitigated and the Core MMIS and peripheral systems are operated in a secure and efficient manner throughout the entire contract.  


MMIS takeovers entail a certain amount of risk, as these systems must support Medicaid operations consistently and without interruption during the transition.  In RFP Section 3.1, DHCFP clearly states that an objective of this procurement is to minimize the impact on the provider community, sister agencies, and other system stakeholders.  As such, we carefully considered the potential risks associated with the two data center hosting options provided in the RFP and have selected an approach that meets DHCFP objectives.


Based on the information contained in the “Current Nevada MMIS and Agency Computing Environment” document, discussions with the current hosting provider, and an analysis of the costs and risks associated with a migration of the Core MMIS to an ACS data center, we have determined that the optimal solution is to continue hosting the Core MMIS with Verizon. By using Verizon, we mitigate the risks associated with the transition of the Core MMIS to ACS.  Table 14-1 identifies several features of the proposed solution and how it benefits the overall transition effort.


Table 14-1.  Features and Benefits of Continuing to Host the Core MMIS at Verizon


		Feature

		Benefits



		During transition, Core MMIS data files are not transferred outside the current Verizon Data Center

		Sensitive data is not exposed to the risk of physical movement from the current data center to a new hosting environment.  This reduces risks associated with data security and also reduces the costs associated with moving large volumes of tape backup files from one data center to another.



		Verizon establishes the new mainframe application environment in the same Data Center and migrates the application from the incumbent’s environment to the new environment

		Verizon is very familiar with the hardware and software infrastructure that currently supports the Core MMIS.  Having them replicate the environment in the same data center reduces the transition timeline significantly when compared to a new hosting location.  Reliance on the incumbent vendor’s participation is also reduced.



		ACS experience with First Health MMISs in the Verizon Data Center

		ACS is currently working to take over the Virginia MMIS and we operate the Alaska MMIS.  Both systems were developed by First Health, are predecessors to the Nevada MMIS, and operate in the same Verizon Data Center as the Nevada MMIS.  We are scheduled to complete the takeover of the Virginia MMIS on July 1, 2010.  Since we have already established a strong working relationship with Verizon, and have numerous “lessons learned,” this further reduces risks associated with transition and is a capability that cannot be matched by any other bidder.  





In the remainder of this section, we provide information related to our proposed hosting approach including staffing requirements, transition timeline, and features and benefits of the host data center. We understand that DHCFP is also investigating the feasibility of a State-hosted solution.  At the end of this section, we provide additional information to support DHCFP’s analysis of that option.  Per the RFP, we acknowledge that DHCFP does not intend to move to a State-hosted option at this time, and that the information provided in this section is informational only and will not be included in the technical evaluation.


14.2
Hosting Solution Requirements


REQUIREMENT:  Section 14.2, page 130-132


We address each of the hosting solution requirements under the following headings:


14.2.1 Staffing Requirements and Transition Timeline


14.2.2 Hosting Solution Approach


14.2.3 Additional Hosting Solution Requirements


· 14.2.4 State-Hosted Solution Information


14.2.1
Staffing Requirements and Transition Timeline

REQUIREMENT:  Section 14.2.1, page 130


14.2.1.1 Provide staffing estimates for the startup and operations period associated with each hosting scenario and estimated timeframes for moving to each of the scenarios.


14.2.1.2 Provide a cost estimate for hosting services provided as well the total estimated cost. Cost information associated with each scenario shall be provided separately within the Vendor’s cost proposal.


One of the benefits of our proposed hosting solution is that it facilitates a shorter transition period than shifting to a new hosting center. For example, since Verizon is already hosting the Core MMIS, a new logical partition (LPAR) will be established on existing mainframe hardware, and the data and application software will be moved to the new LPAR within the same facility.  For the peripheral systems, we use existing ACS hardware and software infrastructure for most applications, which reduces the time required for extensive hardware and software procurement.  Our work plan located in Tab XI – Preliminary Project Plan includes planning, procurement, installation, testing and migration tasks related to establishing the Nevada MMIS in the hosting environment.  All activities required to establish the Core MMIS and peripheral systems hosting environments will be performed within the proposed 12-month transition period.

We provide expert infrastructure staff from both ACS and Verizon to ensure a successful transition of operations from the incumbent contractor to ACS.  We provide a detailed resource matrix in Tab XII – Resource Matrix, which identifies all staff on the project.  In Table 14-2 we identify key positions related to the transition and operation of the NV MMIS in the Verizon and ACS data centers.  For our hosting solution, we have assumed that DHCFP resources will only be required for review and approval of hosting-related deliverables identified in our work plan.

Table 14-2.  Hosting Staff Estimates


		Position

		Description

		Transition Period

		Operations Period



		Takeover Systems Manager (ACS)

		Management oversight for establishment of the Nevada MMIS in the hosting facilities during the transition period

		(

		



		IT Manager (ACS)

		Management oversight for the continued successful operation of the Nevada MMIS hosting facilities during operations

		

		(



		PMO Project Coordinator (ACS)

		Manages the activities on the transition work plan to ensure successful implementation of the Nevada MMIS in the Verizon and ACS data centers

		(

		



		PMO Work Plan Scheduler (ACS)

		Provides work plan management, status reporting, issue management during the transition period

		(

		



		Hardware Support Engineer (Verizon and ACS)

		Performs hardware capacity analysis, identifies additional hardware requirements, assists with procurement of additional hardware and implementation of additional hardware components.  During operations, assists with changes and resolves issues escalated from the Help Desk.

		(

		(



		Held Desk Analyst (Verizon)

		Provides Level 1 help desk support for data center issues during both the transition and operations periods

		(

		(



		Mainframe Systems Engineer (Verizon)

		Responsible for the initial design, setup and operation of mainframe system components to include databases, security, CICS-table and other system-level components. During operations, assists with changes and resolves issues escalated from the Help Desk. 

		(

		(



		Network Engineer (ACS and Verizon)

		Performs network capacity analysis, identifies additional network hardware and circuit requirements, assists with procurement and installation of additional network hardware and circuit components. During operations, assists with changes and resolves issues escalated from the Help Desk.

		(

		(



		Software Engineer (ACS and Verizon)

		Performs analysis of software requirements, identifies additional software required for the solution, assists with procurement and installation of additional software components. During operations, assists with changes and resolves issues escalated from the Help Desk.

		(

		(



		Storage Engineer (ACS and Verizon)

		Performs capacity analysis of mainframe and storage area network storage solutions, identifies additional storage required for the solution, assists with procurement and installation of additional storage solutions. During operations, assists with changes and resolves issues escalated from the Help Desk.

		(

		(



		System Architect (ACS and Verizon)

		Responsible for the successful setup and operation of the operating system-level infrastructure components of the NV MMIS Core MMIS and peripheral systems components. During operations, assists with changes and resolves issues escalated from the Help Desk.

		(

		(



		Production Control Analyst (Verizon)

		Responsible for scheduling the nightly production batch cycles, monitoring job execution and resolving any abnormal job terminations.  During transition, will monitor initial data load jobs and test cycles.

		(

		(



		Tape Librarian (ACS and Verizon)

		Responsible for managing the storage and retrieval of all physical tape resources during the transition and operations periods of the contract

		(

		(



		Console Operator (ACS and Verizon)

		Performs console monitoring for NV MMIS infrastructure components including mainframe and server hardware, operating systems and data center environmental systems.  Escalate issues that cannot be resolved within documented timeframes.

		(

		(



		Tape Operator (ACS and Verizon)

		Responds timely to tape mount requests during initial data loads, production processing and backup processing

		(

		(





We included cost estimates for hosting services as part of our Cost Proposal.  In Cost Worksheet 18.1.2.2, we provide hosting costs associated with transition support, staffing expenses during the transition and operations periods, hosting operations, and hosting maintenance.


14.2.2
Hosting Solution Approach

REQUIREMENT:  Section 14.2.2, page 131

14.2.2.1 Present their understanding and recommended approach for accomplishing the hosting solution, including the location of where the hosting services would be provided. Any key assumptions on the Vendor’s part should also be identified as well as provide an understanding of Nevada’s current hosting environment.


Based on a thorough review of the documentation provided in DHCFP’s Reference Library and extensive conversations with Verizon, we understand the current hosting environment includes the Verizon Data Center for the Core MMIS function and the Magellan Data Center for the peripheral systems.  As stated previously, we propose to continue hosting the Core MMIS in the current Verizon Data Center and will host our peripheral systems in existing ACS data centers.  This approach, which we are also following in our Virginia MMIS Takeover Project, provides hardened, stable, and secure processing environments to ensure optimal performance of the Nevada Medicaid program, while significantly reducing risks during transition. 


Verizon’s Data Center in Tampa, Florida, will host the Core MMIS and is equipped with the necessary mainframe and server hardware capacity, software, storage media, maintenance, operational support, 24/7 remote monitoring, and project management staff.   Infrastructure supporting the peripheral systems solutions will be housed in existing ACS data centers.  All are hardened, secure facilities and are staffed with hardware, software, telecommunications, and operations experts supporting true 24/7 operations.  Table 14-3 identifies each peripheral system and the corresponding ACS data center where it will be hosted.  


Table 14-3. Peripheral Systems Hosting Locations

		Peripheral System

		Hosted in ACS Data Center



		Pharmacy Point of Sale


Decision Support System


Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate


Diabetic Supply Rebate

		Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania



		Web Portal


Care Management System


Electronic Prescription Software


Health Information Exchange (HIE)

Online Document Retrieval and Archive System (ODRAS)

		Tarrytown, New York





 14.2.2.2 Provide a description of the vendor’s approach to provider outreach and training.  

Per RFP Amendment 3, March 24, 2010, this requirement has been deleted.

14.2.2.3 Briefly describe the benefits, disadvantages, and risks that the solution poses to the State. Proposed risk mitigation strategies should also be included for each risk identified.


As discussed previously, our solution is designed to minimize the risk associated with transitioning to a new vendor, and to ensure a reliable and secure operating environment for the Nevada MMIS throughout the entire contract. The Verizon Data Center currently hosts the Core MMIS and employs staff who are familiar with the day-to-day operation of the system.  In addition, the ACS data centers that will provide hosting services for the peripheral system components currently host and support these applications for other state Medicaid clients.  ACS provides the added benefit of lessons learned while taking over the Virginia MMIS operating in the same Verizon Data Center as the Nevada MMIS.  This is a key benefit in that we have already established strong working relationships with the same Verizon team we will work with on this project, and we have already identified and worked through the nuances and challenges associated with taking over the incumbent’s system.


While our entire hosting solution has been designed to mitigate risk, in Table 14-4 we identify specific risks and our mitigation approach for each.


Table 14-4. Hosting Solution Risks and Mitigation Strategies

		Risk

		Mitigation Strategy



		Data security during transition

		Sensitive data contained within the Core MMIS infrastructure is not exposed to the risk of physical movement from the current data center to a new hosting environment.  This data is moved from the current mainframe LPAR to a new LPAR in the same Verizon Data Center.  


For data contained within existing peripheral systems Pharmacy Point of Sale, DSS, etc., we migrate using only a secure network segment, or encrypted tapes.  As demonstrated during the load of the claims data provided by DHCFP as part of this procurement, ACS has strict security policies regarding the handling of sensitive data.  Tapes are packed in locked “hard shell” plastic cases for shipping.  Once received, the recipient must contact the sender and validate they are authorized to receive the data; only then are they given the combination to the locks on the cases. 



		Physical security during operations 

		Both the Verizon and ACS data centers are true hardened facilities with multiple layers of physical security to ensure that only staff who are authorized to access Nevada MMIS infrastructure and data are allowed access.  See Proposal Section 14.2.3 below for more detail.



		Business continuity during power and other environmental system failures

		Both the Verizon and ACS data centers are equipped with redundant and/or backup power and environmental conditioning systems.  See Proposal Section 14.2.3 below for more detail.



		Procurement timeline for key hardware and software infrastructure components

		For the Core MMIS, Verizon will only need to procure hardware and software components to expand the capacity of a current mainframe infrastructure, not procure a new, separate mainframe.  This significantly reduces the risks associated with procurement and implementation delays.  For the peripheral systems, we will also leverage the infrastructure that exists for many of the replacement systems we are proposing.  We will only need to procure new hardware and software infrastructure for the Web portal, DSS, and ODRAS components of the solution.



		Learning curve for hosting support staff

		Since Verizon is currently hosting the Core MMIS, there is virtually no learning curve for staff providing production control, network and infrastructure monitoring, and project management.   For the peripheral systems, staff in the ACS data centers are already providing hosting services for other State Medicaid clients on the solutions we have proposed for DHCFP.





14.2.2.4 Identify the systems that will be hosted and any special provisions on how hosting would be managed, including whether any hosting support services would be subcontracted.


14.2.2.5 Describe the services that would be provided by the Vendor, as well as anticipated DHCFP responsibilities.


In the response to Requirement 14.2.2.1 above, we have identified the components of the solution and where each will be hosted.  Hosting services for the Core MMIS will be managed through a subcontract with Verizon.  Our Reno-based Information Technology manager will have responsibility for managing the Verizon contract and ensuring that services delivered are in accordance with RFP requirements.  Specific hosting support services that will be provided as part of the subcontract with Verizon include:


Monitor internal telecommunications

Upgrade software as required, scheduling with DHCFP as required

Backup and archival of data files


Operate and maintain all mainframe hardware infrastructure and third party software components


Provide mainframe application production control including scheduling, monitoring, and abend management


Perform infrastructure capacity planning and performance tuning


Provide results of SAS-70 audits of the Verizon facility


Provide disaster recovery planning and testing support, including the provision of the hot-site data center facility


· Provide 24/7 Technical Help Desk support for infrastructure hosting services

Our hosting solution is designed to ensure that ACS maintains responsibility for managing all hosting services provided as part of the contract.  DHCFP resources would only be required to approve operational readiness of the hosting environments prior to transition to production, approve any changes proposed to the environment during the operations phase of the contract, and review and approve results of the annual disaster recovery testing.


14.2.3
Additional Hosting Solution Requirements

REQUIREMENT:  Section 14.2.3, page 131-132

14.2.3.1 Hosting operations must support uninterrupted 24x7x365 support and service.


14.2.3.2 Timely production and delivery of high-quality output products for DHCFP’s MMIS and other systems.


14.2.3.3 Maintain security and integrity of the facility’s equipment, systems, and recipient data.


14.2.3.4 Provide a physically and environmentally secure operating environment that minimizes loss should a natural disaster occur.


14.2.3.5 Ensure the vendor’s disaster recovery and contingency plans comprehensively address the hosting solution.


14.2.3.6 Contain fully redundant and independent power grids, an uninterruptible power supply (UPS), and backup generator that prevent loss of the system due to a single-point electrical failure.


14.2.3.7 Contain a fully redundant and comprehensive environmental monitoring, detection, and alarm systems that notify in-house security and facilities personnel of unacceptable variations in environmental conditions.


14.2.3.8 Provide administrative, physical, and technical security safeguards to protect sensitive or confidential data; ensure the safeguards adhere to HIPAA privacy and security regulations.


14.2.3.9 Servers are protected from intrusion through the use of physical barriers, such as placement in a secure computer room and a secure facility, technical barriers, such as the use of restricted access rights, and administrative barriers, including the administration of security privileges.


14.2.3.10 Maintain security policies and procedures for hosting location(s).


Our hosting solution includes established, hardened data centers that support true uninterrupted 24/7 service and the hardware and software infrastructure required to produce high-quality deliverables from the Core MMIS and the peripheral systems in a timely manner.  Both the Verizon and ACS data centers are equipped with resilient power and environmental systems to ensure reliable, consistent processing, and strict physical safeguards to ensure the integrity of the equipment, systems, and data.  We also develop a comprehensive disaster recovery and business continuity plan to address the backup and recovery capabilities for all data centers included in our hosting solution. Components of the Verizon and ACS data centers include:


Hardened Data Center Environments. Data centers are protected from power outages and hardened against natural disasters. A sample of the business continuity features include:


Power diversification from separate electricity substations


Network diversification from separate telephone switch centers


Independent banks of uninterruptible power supplies with battery backup units


Diesel generators that can supply full power requirements for extended power outage emergencies

International Organization for Standardization (ISO)-Certified Operations Support. This includes ongoing monitoring and maintenance activities required to ensure that the MMIS and peripheral systems run smoothly and efficiently.  Centralized automated monitoring tools notify operations staff of device or system failures and variations in environmental conditions that exceed acceptable ranges. Operations staff are on site 24/7 providing: 


System monitoring


Fault management


Production control and job scheduling


Change management


Back-up and recovery services


Comprehensive Technical Support. Specialized technical engineers are onsite to provide:

Technical planning and engineering


Hardware maintenance


Operating system software support


Capacity and performance management


System database software support


End-to-End Network Support. Network monitoring for the wide area network is controlled from a central Network Operations Center (NOC).  Monitoring of networks internal to each data center are also managed from a central command center within each facility.  End-to-end network support services include:

Network infrastructure planning and engineering


Network implementation services


Network infrastructure support


Network monitoring, performance management, and reporting


Multi-Level Security Support. Each hosting environment is designed to ensure that all applications operate in a safe and reliable environment and that operations are managed to adhere to HIPAA privacy and security regulations. All security policies and procedures are clearly documented for each facility, and support staff are required to participate in annual HIPAA privacy and security training.  The security functions cover three areas: 


Physical security – all facilities that house infrastructure components are protected by physical barriers which include perimeter fences and locked doors.  All facilities are monitored by guards 24/7.  Internal access is controlled by photo ID and card reader access to ensure that only authorized personnel have physical access to hardware and software infrastructure. 

Data security – role-based security is administered for the Core MMIS and all peripheral systems, requiring users to authenticate themselves prior to accessing any system or data. 

· Network security – includes the use of firewalls and intrusion detection systems to prevent unauthorized access to data

4.2.3.11 Limit changes, updates or other maintenance activities that require downtime to off-peak hours; normally between 12:01 AM and 2:00 AM, PT Sunday morning or by special arrangement with DHCFP.


We acknowledge and agree to the requirement to limit changes and maintenance activities that require downtime to off-peak hours as defined by DHCFP, unless a specific exception has been approved by DHCFP in advance of the change.

14.2.3.12 Centrally integrate HVAC system, humidity management, fire suppression, and power management controls into a Network Operations Center (NOC).


A central Command Center exists in each of the proposed data center hosting locations.  The Command Center consolidates all of the environmental and infrastructure monitoring systems to ensure that HVAC, humidity management, power management, and fire suppression systems are all operating within acceptable ranges.  Should performance of any system degrade below acceptable measures, automated systems alert monitoring personnel so that immediate corrective action can be taken to resolve the problem.


14.2.3.13 Ensure all systems are protected via a suite of anti-virus and spam filters, which continually receive virus signature updates from the product vendor in real-time.


As part of the network security controls in place in all proposed hosting facilities, we include spam filters and virus scanning.  All devices are connected to a centralized virus scanning server, which continually receives virus signature updates from the software vendor.  This ensures that all virus protection measures are the most current available.


14.2.3.14 Monitor server resources/performance both real-time and on a trending basis.


Automated tools provide real-time monitoring of all server, mainframe, disk, and tape devices to ensure optimal performance.  Should performance issues develop on any system, the monitoring tools will immediately send an alarm to operations staff in the Command Center.  The monitoring tools also track historic performance metrics for all devices, which supports reporting and analysis to identify trends in capacity and performance measurements.  This information is used by capacity planning and performance staff to identify when performance growth will exceed existing processing capacity so that additional hardware capacity can be procured and installed to proactively address continued growth.  The trending analysis can also be used to identify monthly or annual peak processing periods to ensure that any short-term capacity increases can be addressed.


14.2.3.15 Provide sufficient storage to host Nevada’s MMIS and peripheral systems and tools.


Since Verizon is the current hosting vendor, they understand the storage requirements for processing in the Nevada MMIS.  From lessons learned taking over and operating incumbent MMISs for Alaska and Virginia, we understand that the incumbent operates the MMIS using a shared database infrastructure.   As such, we will be required to extract Nevada specific data and reload it into a new, separate database instance.   Since we have just completed that process for the Virginia MMIS, we are able to more adequately address the storage requirements needed to continue operating the Nevada MMIS in the Verizon Data Center.


For the peripheral systems, we have designed the storage system capacity based on current volume information provided in the Reference Library and in DHCFP’s response to questions in RFP Amendment 3.   To this baseline, we have increased storage over time to account for expected growth and data retention requirements outlined in the RFP.


Storage systems supporting the Core MMIS and all peripheral systems are constantly monitored to ensure adequate storage is available.  


14.2.3.16 Provide sufficient network bandwidth to support access by all authorized system users.


ACS agrees to provide all data telecommunications lines and network access required to link all of the data centers, our Reno operations facility, and all required DHCFP and State of Nevada facilities.  We will design and build a multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) data network in cooperation with Verizon Business Services, which will be used to interconnect all required data center and office locations.  MPLS technology provides “any-to-any” connectivity within the network cloud, allowing application traffic to automatically be routed from any user or system connected to the cloud.  This is particularly beneficial during disaster recovery operations, as it helps to reduce time to systems recovery. Quality of Service (QoS) features will also be enabled on the MPLS cloud to ensure critical application traffic is prioritized during heavy network usage periods.  


Leveraging our industry best-practices network architecture standards, MPLS “extranet” and “intranet” networks will be used for this project.  An extranet provides an extra layer of security that protects DHCFP systems and data by providing a separate network to interconnect required data centers for this project.  ACS’ existing “intranet” is used primarily to interconnect “ACS only” facilities. This level of physical network separation is maintained throughout the solution to provide the high level of security and redundancy required in the RFP.

14.2.3.17 Proactively maintain and upgrade all hardware as required.


As a standard practice, all system hardware is maintained under an agreement with the hardware vendor to ensure proactive maintenance is performed and optimum performance is achieved.   Hardware is upgraded or replaced according to the established manufacturer support agreement or to ensure that performance requirements are being met consistently.


14.2.4
State-Hosted Solution Information

Vendors are also requested to describe a potential hosting solution and associated costs for a State-hosted solution. This information is being requested for informational purposes only, and will not be evaluated as part of the technical or cost proposal evaluations, as DHCFP does not intend to move to the State hosting option at this time. Cost information associated with this scenario shall be provided separately within the Vendor’s cost proposal.  For the state hosted solution, DHCFP is seeking cost information associated with the provision of vendor support in a state-hosted scenario.  Vendors are not expected to provide state related costs associated with transitioning, operating, maintaining, staffing, or other expenses incurred in a state hosted scenario. Per RFP Amendment 4, March 26, 2010.

ACS understands that DHCFP is investigating the possibility of hosting all components of the Nevada MMIS in the State DoIT Data Center.  This option would provide centralized hosting for the infrastructure components, while application maintenance would still be the responsibility of the Fiscal Agent vendor.   While we believe that our proposed hosting solution provides the most cost-effective and risk-adverse option, we provide the following information for DHCFP consideration.

Core MMIS Hosting


Migration of the Core MMIS from the current Verizon Data Center to the DoIT Data Center will allow the State to leverage existing data center infrastructure resources including raised floor space, power, and environmental systems.  There is also the potential to leverage existing mainframe, disk, and tape resources. However, a detailed analysis of current hardware capacity would need to be performed to determine if additional resources need to be purchased and installed to support the Nevada MMIS.


In addition to hardware capacity, a complete review of software licensing must be performed.  As listed in the “Current Nevada MMIS and Agency Computing Environment” document in the Reference Library, there is an extensive list of mainframe software components required to operate the Nevada MMIS.  Some of these products are specific to the Verizon Data Center infrastructure standards and may not match current standards in the DoIT Data Center.   For example CA-1 is the current tape library management system, and CA-ESP is the current job scheduling system.  If the DoIT standards for these functions are based on other applications, a conversion from one system to the other would be required.  ACS would include one full time business analyst and one full time mainframe systems engineer to assist DHCFP with the analysis and to provide support for any conversion efforts identified.  We would expect, however, that additional resources from DHCFP and DoIT would be necessary to support this activity.


ACS would provide resources to address the movement of the Core MMIS code and data from the Verizon Data Center to the DoIT facility.  We would also provide resources to load the application and data into the new environment at DoIT.  DoIT would need to schedule resources to establish the new mainframe LPAR, load all required third-party software, initiate the physical database structure, and provide system architecture support for the installation.   Prior to go-live, ACS would support the final extract and shipment of production data from the Verizon facility to DoIT.  

During operations, ACS would provide production control staff to schedule, execute, and monitor production batch cycles.  We assume that DoIT will provide all other data center operations personnel to include console operators, tape operators, tape librarians, hardware and system software engineers, and technical help desk staff.

Peripheral Systems Hosting


Our solution for the peripheral system components of the Nevada MMIS includes the use of several ACS products that currently support other state Medicaid programs.  Using this approach, we are able to provide state-of-the-art tools in a cost-effective manner since they are operating on shared hardware and software infrastructure.  We strongly suggest that DHCFP continue this approach.  Implementing standalone solutions for each component would result in significant expense, as each application would require the purchase of new hardware and software and would require additional resources to establish the new environments.  Since the Web portal, DSS, and ODRAS components are not designed in a “shared” infrastructure, we would suggest establishing new environments in the DoIT data center for these components.

ACS resources would identify all of the hardware and software components that would need to be purchased for the peripheral system components.   We would also provide technical architecture assistance to DoIT staff to ensure that each component is installed and configured appropriately to support successful operations in the DoIT facility.  We assume that DoIT would provide infrastructure monitoring tools and the centralized operations staff necessary to monitor the environments.  


During operations, ACS would provide staff to support each of the applications but would assume that DoIT would provide the data center resources mentioned in the Core MMIS hosting section above.


Transition timeline


Based on the complexity of consolidating the two current hosting solutions, we believe that DHCFP should plan for at least 12 to 18 months to complete the movement of the Core MMIS and peripheral systems applications to the DoIT Data Center.   We assume that DHCFP or DoIT would assign project management staff to lead the migration effort, and ACS would provide staff from our Project Management Office (PMO) to support the management of the effort.   
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Infocrossing Healthcare Services 
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Tab III – State Documents 


Vendor Information Sheet 


A. The vendor information sheet completed with an original signature by 
an individual authorized to bind the organization; 
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Amendment Cover Pages 


B. The cover page(s) from all amendments with an original signature by an 
individual authorized to bind the organization; 


Please find attached Infocrossing’s signed Amendment Cover Pages for Amendments 1 through 
5. 
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Attachment A 


C. Attachment A – Confidentiality of Proposal and Certification of 
Indemnification for the primary vendor and the subcontractor(s) with an 
original signature by an individual authorized to bind the organization; 
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ATTACHMENT A – CONFIDENTIALITY OF PROPOSAL AND 
CERTIFICATION OF INDEMNIFICATION 


Subcontractor 


Submitted proposals, which are marked “confidential” in their entirety, or those in which a 
significant portion of the submitted proposal is marked “confidential” will not be accepted by the 
State of Nevada. Pursuant to NRS 333.333, only specific parts of the proposal may be labeled a 
“trade secret” as defined in NRS 600A.030(5). All proposals are confidential until the contract is 
awarded; at which time, both successful and unsuccessful vendors’ technical and cost proposals 
become public information. In accordance with the Submittal Instructions of this RFP, vendors 
are requested to submit confidential information in separate binder(s) marked “Confidential – 
Technical” and “Confidential – Financial Information”. 


The State will not be responsible for any information contained within the proposal should 
vendors not comply with the labeling and packing requirements, proposals will be released as 
submitted. In the event a governing board acts as the final authority, there may be public 
discussion regarding the submitted proposals that will be in an open meeting format, the 
proposals will remain confidential.  


By signing below, I understand it is my responsibility as the vendor to act in protection of the 
labeled information and agree to defend and indemnify the State of Nevada for honoring such 
designation. I duly realize failure to so act will constitute a complete waiver and all submitted 
information will become public information; additionally, failure to label any information that is 
released by the State shall constitute a complete waiver of any and all claims for damages caused 
by the release of the information. 


This proposal contains Confidential Information, Trade Secrets and/or Proprietary information as 
defined in Section 2, Acronyms/Definitions.  


Please initial the appropriate response in the box below. 


YES BKO NO  


If Confidential Information is contained within this proposal, vendor must indicate each 
confidential item in the table below. 


Proposal Page 
# 


Proposal Section 
# Justification for Confidential Status 


 Sub – Tab part IV Medicity is private corporation. Disclosure of 
pricing will give competitors and advantage, 
we therefore prefer that financial information 
remain private and confidential.  
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SIGNATURE: 
  April 27, 2010 
Subcontractor: Medicity Vice 
President 


 Date 


    
PRINT NAME: Brad Overby: Subcontractor 


Medicity  
  


 Subcontractor to Primary Vendor 
Infocrossing 


  


This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal. 
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Attachment B1 


D. Attachment B1 – Technical Proposal Certification of Compliance with 
Terms and Conditions of RFP for both the primary vendor and the 
subcontractor(s) with an original signature by an individual authorized to 
bind the organization; 
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ATTACHMENT B1 – TECHNICAL PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION 
OF COMPLIANCE WITH TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RFP 
 
I have read, understand and agree to comply with the terms and conditions specified in 
this Request for Proposal. 
 
Subcontractor 
Checking “YES” indicates acceptance of all terms and conditions, while checking “NO” 
denotes non-acceptance and vendor’s exceptions and/or assumptions should be detailed 
below. In order for any exceptions and/or assumptions to be considered they MUST be 
documented. The State will not accept additional exceptions and/or assumptions if 
submitted after the proposal submission deadline. 
 


YES_____X_________ I agree  NO_________________Exceptions and 
Assumptions identified below 


 
SIGNATURE: __________________ Date_April 27, 201 
  Subcontractor  
 
PRINT NAME _Brad Overby__________________________ 
SUBCONTRACTOR__Medicity, Inc.____________________________ 
 
PRINT NAME: Primary Vendor  Infocrossing, Inc 
 
Attach additional sheets if necessary. Vendors must use the following format. 
 
Exception Summary Form  
RFP Section 
Number 


RFP Page 
Number 


Exception  
(Provide a detailed explanation) 


   
   
   
 
 
Assumption Summary Form  
RFP Section 
Number 


RFP Page 
Number 


Exception  
(Provide a detailed explanation) 


   
   
   
   
This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal. 
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Attachments C1 and C2 


E. Attachment C1 and Attachment C2 – Primary Vendor and 
Subcontractor(s) Certifications with an original signature by an 
individual authorized to bind the organization; 
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MMIS Take Over RFP No. 1824  


ATTACHMENT C2 – VENDOR CERTIFICATIONS 


SUBCONTRACTOR 


Vendors must certify compliance with the following for any and all subcontractors proposed as 
part of the proposal response: 


 An official of each subcontractor, authorized to bind the organization, must include as 
part of the proposal submitted, a signed letter that the subcontractor has read and will 
agree to abide by the successful vendor’s obligations. 


 Each subcontractor must disclose any existing or potential conflict of interest relative to 
the performance of the contractual services resulting from this RFP. Any such 
relationship that might be perceived or represented as a conflict should be disclosed. By 
submitting a proposal in response to this RFP, subcontractors affirm that they have not 
given, nor intend to give at any time hereafter, any economic opportunity, future 
employment, gift, loan, gratuity, special discount, trip, favor, or service to a public 
servant or any employee or representative of same, in connection with this procurement. 
Any attempt to intentionally or unintentionally conceal or obfuscate a conflict of interest 
will automatically result in the disqualification of a vendor’s proposal. An award will not 
be made where a conflict of interest exists. The State will determine whether a conflict of 
interest exists and whether it may reflect negatively on the State’s selection of a vendor. 
The State reserves the right to disqualify any vendor on the grounds of actual or apparent 
conflict of interest. 


 All subcontractor employees assigned to the project are authorized to work in this 
country. 


 The company has a written equal opportunity policy that does not discriminate in 
employment practices with regard to race, color, national origin, physical condition, 
creed, religion, age, gender, marital status, sexual orientation, developmental disability or 
handicap. 


 The company has a written policy regarding compliance for maintaining a drug-free 
workplace. 


 The proposal must be signed by the individual(s) legally authorized to bind the vendor 
per NRS 333.337. 


 


SIGNATURE:   April  27, 2010 
Subcontractor  Date 


    
    


PRINT NAME: Brad Overby   
Subcontractor   


This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal. 
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Attachment C3 


F. Attachment C3 – Certification regarding lobbying; 
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Vendor’s Certificate of Insurance 


G. A copy of Vendor’s Certificate of Insurance identifying the coverages 
and minimum limits currently in effect; 
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CERTIFICATE HOLDER


1988-2009 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.ACORD 25 (2009/01)


SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE THE EXPIRATION


DATE THEREOF, THE ISSUING INSURER WILL ENDEAVOR TO MAIL DAYS WRITTEN


NOTICE TO THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER NAMED TO THE LEFT, BUT FAILURE TO DO SO SHALL


IMPOSE NO OBLIGATION OR LIABILITY OF ANY KIND UPON THE INSURER, ITS AGENTS OR


REPRESENTATIVES.
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE


CANCELLATION


The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD


INSURED


NAIC #


INSURER E:


INSURER D:


INSURER C:


INSURER B:


INSURER A:


INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE


THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION
ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE
HOLDER. THIS CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AMEND, EXTEND OR
ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES BELOW.


PRODUCER


OTHER


LOCJECT
PRO-POLICY


GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:


OCCURCLAIMS MADE


COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY


GENERAL LIABILITY


PREMISES (Ea occurrence) $
DAMAGE TO RENTED
EACH OCCURRENCE $


MED EXP (Any one person) $


PERSONAL & ADV INJURY $


GENERAL AGGREGATE $


PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG $


$RETENTION


DEDUCTIBLE


CLAIMS MADEOCCUR


EXCESS / UMBRELLA LIABILITY


$


$


$


AGGREGATE $


EACH OCCURRENCE $


COVERAGES
THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING
ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR
MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS, EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH
POLICIES. AGGREGATE LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.


DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES / EXCLUSIONS ADDED BY ENDORSEMENT / SPECIAL PROVISIONS


INSR
LTR TYPE OF INSURANCE POLICY NUMBER POLICY EFFECTIVE


DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)
POLICY EXPIRATION
DATE (MM/DD/YYYY) LIMITS


ADD'L
INSRD


AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY


ANY AUTO


ALL OWNED AUTOS


SCHEDULED AUTOS


HIRED AUTOS


NON-OWNED AUTOS


PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Per accident) $


COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
(Ea accident) $


BODILY INJURY
(Per accident) $


BODILY INJURY
(Per person) $


ANY AUTO


GARAGE LIABILITY


OTHER THAN
AUTO ONLY:


EA ACC


AGG


$


$


AUTO ONLY - EA ACCIDENT $


WC STATU-
TORY LIMITS


OTH-
ER


E.L. EACH ACCIDENT


E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE


E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT


$


$


$


ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE


If yes, describe under
SPECIAL PROVISIONS below


(Mandatory in NH)
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?


WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY Y / N


DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE


INS025 (200901)


12/24/2009
(212)252-7100 FAX: (212)252-7115


The Mogil Organization
116 East 27th Street
9th Floor
New York NY 10016-8942


Infocrossing, Inc.
Att: Ron Green
2 Christie Heights Street
Leonia NJ 07605


Great Northern Ins. Co. 20303
Federal Ins. Co. 20281
Pacific Indemnity Co 20346


A
X


X


X


1,000,000
500,000


35840416 12/31/2009 12/31/2010 10,000
1,000,000
2,000,000


B
X 1,000,000


73539579 12/31/2009 12/31/2010


  


C
Y


X
1,000,000


71710541 12/31/2009 12/31/2010 1,000,000
1,000,000


Jeff Elman/JE


     For Information Purposes 







ACORD 25 (2009/01)


IMPORTANT


If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must be endorsed. A statement
on this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).


If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may
require an endorsement. A statement on this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate
holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).


DISCLAIMER


This Certificate of Insurance does not constitute a contract between the issuing insurer(s), authorized
representative or producer, and the certificate holder, nor does it affirmatively or negatively amend,
extend or alter the coverage afforded by the policies listed thereon.


INS025 (200901)
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Vendor Licensing Agreements 


H. Copies of any vendor licensing agreements and/or hardware and 
software maintenance agreements; and 
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Certifications and Licenses 


I. Copies of the applicable certifications and/or licenses. 
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Tab IV – Attachment S – Minimum Mandatory Checklist 
Vendors must submit the checklist included in Attachment S that the vendor 
meets all of the minimum mandatory requirements as described in Section 
21.3. The completed checklist shall also identify the cross-reference of each 
minimum requirement to the location in the vendor’s proposal that 
demonstrates the requirement is met. 


Please find attached Infocrossing’s completed Attachment S – Minimum Mandatory Checklist. 
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Mandatory Requirements Checklist for NV RFP #1824 


Vendor Name: Infocrossing Inc. 


# Requirement Acknowledgment 


(Yes/No) 


Cross-Reference 
to Location in 


Proposal 


1 Fiscal Agent Experience: 5 years experience as a 
Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified 
MMIS (RFP Section 17.2) 


Yes Part I Technical 
Proposal Tab IX 
Item 17.1.11 


2 Financial Stability: Provision of the following (RFP 
Sections 17.1.14 and 17.1.15): 


 Various, see below 


2a Audited financial statements for the proposer and all 
proposed subcontractors, for the three consecutive 
years immediately preceding the issuance of this RFP. 
Statements should include: 


Yes Part IV Confidential 
Financial 
Information 


2b Balance Sheet Yes Part IV Confidential 
Financial 
Information 


2c Profit and Loss Statement Yes Part IV Confidential 
Financial 
Information 


2d Copies of any quarterly financial statements that have 
been prepared since the end of the period reported by 
its most recent annual report. 


Yes None Released 


2e Disclosure of any and all judgments, pending or 
expected litigation, or other real or potential financial 
reversals that might materially affect the viability or 
stability of the bidding organization, or warrant that 
no such condition is known to exist. 


Yes Part I Tab III 
Mandatory 
Checklist:  
Affirmation Letter, 
located immediately 
behind this 
checklist. 


2f Identification whether the proposer is a stand-alone or 
parent company, or a subsidiary of another company. 
If a subsidiary, include financial statements and notes 
for the parent company. 


Yes Part I Tab IX Item 
17.1.1 & 


Part IV Confidential 
Financial 
Information 
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Mandatory Requirements Checklist for NV RFP #1824 


Vendor Name: Infocrossing Inc. 


# Requirement Acknowledgment 


(Yes/No) 


Cross-Reference 
to Location in 


Proposal 


2g Disclosure of other public entities/government 
agencies with which the proposer has contracts and 
the size of the contracts. 


Yes Part I Tab III 
Mandatory 
Checklist:  
Affirmation Letter, 
located immediately 
behind this 
checklist. 


2h Affirmation that the proposer has the financial 
resources to carry out at least 6 months of services 
under the contract without receiving reimbursement. 


Yes Part I Tab III 
Mandatory 
Checklist:  
Affirmation Letter, 
located immediately 
behind this 
checklist. 


4 Budget Neutrality Commitment: commitment and 
signed affirmation to take over Nevada MMIS 
operations and services within a budget-neutral 
contracting scenario (RFP Section 18.2 and Pricing 
Schedule 18.1.2) 


Yes Part I Tab III 
Mandatory 
Checklist:  
Affirmation Letter, 
located immediately 
behind this 
checklist. 


5 5 Health Information Exchange Solution: Vendor has 
included a HIE solution as part of its proposal (RFP 
Section 13) 


Yes Part I Tab VII 
Scope of Work  


Item 13 Health 
Information 
Exchange 
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Tab V – Executive Summary 
Infocrossing, Inc is pleased to present this proposal for Medicaid Management Information 
System (MMIS) and Fiscal Agent (FA) takeover services for the Nevada Department of Health 
and Human Services (the Department). 


In the RFP for Nevada MMIS/FA takeover services, the Department stated that it was seeking 
proposals from qualified vendors that will deliver these services on behalf of the State within a 
strict budget neutral environment and in a manner that will not “disrupt the level and quality of 
Nevada Medicaid and Check Up services provided to Nevada program recipients, or 
negatively impact program providers”. 
This low-risk, non-disruptive takeover strategy requires a partner with broad and deep 
experience, knowledge and available resources that can be exclusively dedicated and fully 
attentive to ensuring the success of Nevada’s MMIS takeover initiative. Our offering to the 
State of Nevada is built upon a solid and unprecedented foundation of 23 years of 
uninterrupted experience and fiscal dependability in transitioning, managing, supporting 
and enhancing the State of Missouri MMIS/FA program. 
Infocrossing has also formed several strategic partnerships with organizations whose unique 
offerings and proven track record of outstanding performance in their area of Medicaid 
specialization will serve to provide the Department with maximum value, further reduce the 
inherent risks associated with traditional MMIS/FA takeover initiatives, and drive additional 
potential cost savings to the State of Nevada. 


Together, the Infocrossing project team brings a proven ability to takeover and manage the 
required MMIS and Fiscal Agent services at a cost that will bring savings relief to the State of 
Nevada without the risk of disrupting the delivery of services to either program recipients or 
providers. 


A Unique Track Record of Operational Excellence 
Infocrossing prides itself on not being a traditional MMIS or Fiscal Agent services company.  
Unlike the handful of overextended vendors in the Medicaid market attempting to successfully 
perform in a dozen or more states all at once, Infocrossing has focused its efforts on developing 
deep MMIS/FA/DDI expertise and on building a lasting partnership within the State of Missouri. 


For over 23 years, Infocrossing has provided MMIS, Fiscal Agent and unique MITA-
transformational DDI services to the State of Missouri without procurement interruption 
(including four consecutive competitive RFPs) and within budget (Infocrossing has never 
submitted a single Change Order to the State of Missouri during our 23 year MMIS / FA 
engagement history!). 
Infocrossing’s outstanding operational performance, overall value and unyielding commitment to 
the formation of long-term partnerships is not limited to Medicaid. Infocrossing has been the 
Medicare Eligibility contractor for 24 consecutive years providing eligibility and enrollment 
services to 80% of the nation’s Medicare Advantage plans on behalf of CMS. Additionally, prior 
to a consolidation in the CMS regional configuration of Medicare Part B claims processing 
services, Infocrossing was a Part B claims processor with CMS for 19 years. 
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Our corporate ability to develop and maintain these types of long-term relationships with 
government healthcare programs is a testament to our deep knowledge and expertise, our 
unwavering commitment to operational excellence, and a cost methodology that is fair, reliable 
and predictable while offering a quantifiable return on investment to our clients. 


With strong financial support from our $5.5 billion corporate parent (Wipro Ltd.), Infocrossing 
has recently begun to offer its proven MMIS and Fiscal Agent expertise and services to a limited 
number of small to midsize State Medicaid programs.  We believe Nevada provides an ideal 
long-term partnership opportunity that will reap significant benefits and rewards for both 
organizations. 


The Value of “Team Infocrossing” 
“Team Infocrossing” is committed to providing the Department with the very best value.  Our 
value is demonstrated by the experience and strength of each team member, the vital role each 
plays in the Nevada MMIS/FA takeover initiative, the cost-efficiencies of our solutions and 
services, and the potential to drive additional cost savings to the Department. 


While still contracting with a single company (Infocrossing), the Department will have the 
advantage of working with a strong team of companies with proven Medicaid MMIS and Fiscal 
Agent takeover and operational experience.  More than a marriage of convenience, it is a set of 
relationships whose combined value to Nevada is far greater than the sum of their individual 
parts: 


• Infocrossing, Inc., a full service technology vendor providing governmental agencies 
and private businesses with healthcare IT solutions and managed services including the 
State of Missouri as the MMIS, Fiscal Agent and DDI vendor with a successful 2005 
migration from the Verizon data center in Tampa, Florida; 


• S2Tech, Inc., an industry leader in providing technical resources to Medicaid fiscal agent 
vendors for MMIS takeover, maintenance, and enhancement services including having 
assisted in the takeover of the Mississippi, Iowa, Tennessee, and Virginia Medicaid 
systems; 


• Goold Health Systems, Inc., a leader in government pharmacy benefit management 
services administration including on-line, real-time claims adjudication, multi-state drug 
rebate services and drug utilization review. Preliminary estimates suggest the 
Department could save significant addition expenditures in SMAC costs; 


• Health Integrated, Inc., a leader in Medicaid utilization review and management, 
evidence-based population health and disease management solutions and services; 


• Hilltop Institute (University of Maryland), is a non-profit organization with nationally 
renowned expertise in Medicaid decision support systems, policy research and analysis. 
We have licensed Hilltop’s MITA-compliant DSS application which has been used by 
Maryland Medicaid since 2000; 


• Medicity, Inc., a leader in Health Information Exchange solutions for RHIO’s, HIE’s and 
integrated health systems and the only HIE vendor in the market with a MITA-
architected HIE platform. 
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Uniquely Attentive to Nevada’s Success 
In working with Infocrossing, the Department has a unique opportunity to work with a multi-
billion dollar company whose significant corporate resources and attention will be singularly 
focused on ensuring the Department’s success. Unlike other vendors, Infocrossing is not 
simultaneously attempting to implement, transition and manage multiple other State Medicaid 
MMIS/FA/DDI procurements. Rather, we have made significant investments in our Medicaid 
and ITO managed services infrastructure, resources and technologies and are poised to extend 
our full corporate attention to the success of our next Medicaid MMIS and/or Fiscal Agent client 
– Nevada! With the strong financial and technical support of our parent corporation (Wipro, 
Ltd.) – in combination with our existing experience, resources and skill sets – Infocrossing is 
better positioned and very highly motivated to ensure your success than any other MMIS/FA 
services company. 


Our MMIS/FA Takeover Approach 
Infocrossing has carefully evaluated the work to be accomplished and has developed a schedule 
that accomplishes the Department’s objectives while minimizing risk. Our transition plan and 
implementation strategy is constructed by a team of experienced professionals knowledgeable 
with the MMIS and the Verizon center host environment.  


Infocrossing is proposing to transition the Nevada MMIS from the current Verizon data center in 
Tampa, Florida to an Infocrossing data center in Omaha, Nebraska.  In 2005, Infocrossing 
successfully relocated the Missouri MMIS, without service interruption or cost overruns, 
from this same Verizon data center to an Infocrossing-owned and operated data center.  
The Omaha data center is a purpose-built, state-of-the-art Level (3) rated data center. The 
advantage to the Department will be an immediate and significant refresh of its hardware, 
software and operating systems for both mainframe and open systems platforms. 


We are committed to making sure the transition is supported by experienced staff who know 
Nevada Medicaid.  A key strategy is the orderly transition of experienced incumbent staff to the 
Infocrossing team. We will work with the Department and the incumbent vendor from the day of 
contract signing to successfully plan and execute the transition of staff in a way that does not 
impede the incumbent’s ability to perform over the life of the takeover phase. “Team 
Infocrossing” has a proven track record of combining the best of its Team personnel and the best 
of the incumbent staff to migrate and transition MMIS and Fiscal Agent services without 
business interruption to the State, beneficiaries or providers. 


We look forward to establishing a long-term partnership with the Department as we address 
today’s Medicaid needs to meet the healthcare challenges of tomorrow. 
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11 Scope of Work – System Requirements 


11.1 Vendor Response to System Requirements 
Within the contractor’s proposal response, the contractor must provide 
information regarding their approach to meeting the system requirements 
described within the following sections. The contractor shall provide information 
on the contractor’s proposed computing environment, including technical 
hardware and software, approach to conforming to HIPAA requirements, 
approach to conforming to security requirements, and approach to business 
resumption. The contractor shall also address the requirements for post 
implementation review and CMS certification. 


System Requirements Overall Approach 


Infocrossing’s system requirement approach is segmented into the following three distinct 
projects of: 


Project I: Take-Over and Consolidation of the Current “As Is” MMIS Environment 
The first project represents a low-risk take-over and upgrade approach of DCHFP’s current “As 
Is” Core MMIS, ancillary MMIS server components, system interfaces, supporting utility tools 
and network infrastructure. To move closer to Nevada’s MITA goals, the objectives of this 
project is to replicate, consolidate, fortify and migrate DCHFP’s current disparate MMIS 
environment into Infocrossing’s world-class data center processing and network management 
environment. To minimize risks and to condense the implementation schedule to eleven months, 
with the exception of upgraded hardware and network components, software as a service 
applications as well as and the Health Information Exchange infrastructure, minimal changes 
will be made to the “As Is” system requirements configuration. Within this project, Infocrossing 
will make every effort to upgrade the hardware, network infrastructure and operating systems as 
well as the supporting utilities, system interfaces and application software. 


Project II: Post Implementation Review and CMS Certification 


This project represents Infocrossing’s post implementation review of the MMIS, peripheral 
systems and tools, and documentation (system and user) in preparation for CMS certification 
review process, approximately six (6) months after full transfer of the MMIS operations. The 
goals and objectives are for Infocrossing to demonstrate to CMS and DHCFP that Nevada’s 
MMIS continues to meet CMS’ MMIS certification requirements. 


Project III: MMIS Enhancements and MITA alignment 


This project represents the commencement of the “To Be” MITA aligned MMIS environment. 
The goals and objectives are to upgrade the system environment and incrementally assist 
DHCFP in improving its business and technical services and achieving advances on the MITA 
maturity scale. The following notable enhancements are suggested targets: 


• Eligibility Information Exchange (seeking improved eligibility information exchange that 
is reliable, more frequent and provides additional data for end users)  
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• Provider Portal (a secure provider portal that provides a single access point for providers 
and also supports the online enrollment and maintenance of provider information)  


• Care Coordination and Disease Management (expanding upon the current care 
management and disease management program features and capabilities) 


• Decision Support System/Data Warehouse (DSS/DW) (seeking increased functionality 
and scalability of the DSS/DW solution to support all known program needs; it is 
anticipated that this solution should be scalable and flexible to include other programs 
and serve as an enterprise data warehouse) 


• Strategic Planning for Staffing (to meet the anticipated staffing to support a MITA 
aligned business and technical architecture) 
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11.2 Current MMIS Computing Environment 
The current MMIS computing environment consists of numerous hardware and 
software components. An overview of the current environment, including 
hardware, software, and system interfaces, is provided in this section.  


For more details on the MMIS computing environment, please refer to the 
Reference Library. Bidders must contact the Nevada Purchasing Division to 
obtain access to the Reference Library (See Section 6.1 of this RFP). 


11.2.1 Technical – Hardware 


The hardware environment consists of numerous components running on an 
IBM mainframe and IBM AIX and Windows NT 4.0 servers. The core MMIS and 
Claim Check (excluding Pharmacy) currently runs on a leased mainframe. The 
mainframe is partitioned into two logical units for production and test. An 
additional ten (10) servers run the other components of the MMIS. These 
components include: 


 Pharmacy Management; 


 Decision Support System (DSS); 


 Online Documents Retrieval and Archiving System (ODRAS); 


 Customer Relationship Management (CRM); 


 Utilization Management (including PASRR); and 


 Third Party Liability (TPL) Management. 


The mainframe is currently hosted in a Verizon Data Center in Tampa, Florida. 
The servers are currently owned, operated, and hosted by First Health in a 
Magellan Data Center in Phoenix, Arizona, soon to be moved to St. Louis, 
Missouri. 


Additional details on mainframe and server hardware can be found in the 
Reference Library – Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment. 


Understanding of Hardware Environment 


Infocrossing understands that the mainframe hardware, operating system and supporting 
infrastructure are currently leased by the current Fiscal Agent using the Verizon Data Center in 
Tampa, Florida and that the ancillary server environment is hosted by First Health in Magellan 
Data Center located in Phoenix, Arizona. Infocrossing understands that the current operating 
environment as provided by the current Fiscal Agent is stable and provides a reasonable system 
response time with windows that meet and/or exceed contractual requirements. 


Infocrossing’s Low-Risk Hardware Transformation Approach 


As the fiscal agent for the Nevada Medicaid program, Infocrossing offers the following low-risk 
approach to our world-class data center processing and network management environment, 
providing consistent high-quality processing and data network services for the MMIS: 


“As Is” - Core MMIS Mainframe Hardware Equivalent Environment 
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As per the specifications listed in the “Reference Library – Current MMIS and Agency 
Computing Environment”, for the Core MMIS, Infocrossing will procure and install the “As Is” 
equivalent and/or upgraded mainframe hardware components in our Omaha, Nebraska data 
center configured with upgraded processing power, RAM, operating system, DASD, tapes and 
channel switching with Ethernet connections. Two logical partitions will be configured and 
weighted for production at 70% and test at 30%. 


The Core MMIS and Claim Check application infrastructure will be configured with an 
equivalent and/or upgraded operating system, DB2 database, performance monitor, QMF for 
windows, COBOL, PSF, CICS Transaction Server, Netview, DCF Script, DFS (DSS + HSM), 
GDDM PGF, RMF, SDSF, PKZIP for MVS, and PSL components. 


The Core MMIS mainframe ancillary supporting application software environment will also be 
configured with equivalent and/or upgraded components from IBM, Computer Associates, 
Ascent Solutions, ASG Software Solutions, Candle Corporation, CompuWare, Chicago Soft, 
EMC Corporation, Group 1 Software, GT Software, H&W Computer, Levi, Ray & Shoup, 
Marble Computer, MacKinney Systems, NETEC, Princeton Softech, SAS Institute, Sterling 
Commerce, SyncSort and ClientSoft. 


“As Is” - Ancillary Servers Hardware Equivalent Environment 
As per the specifications listed in the “Reference Library – Current MMIS and Agency 
Computing Environment” for the ancillary MMIS components, Infocrossing will procure and 
install equivalent and/or upgraded RS/6000 AIX and Windows NT server hardware components 
in our Omaha, Nebraska data center configured with upgraded processing power, RAM, 
operating systems, high availability - extendible SANS within a secured robust high-speed 
network infrastructure. 


The server hardware, operating system and ancillary supporting software for the following 
components of the MMIS will be configured per the replacement systems vendor’s 
specifications: 


• 12.6.3 - Pharmacy Point Of Sale (POS) 
• 12.6.4 - Pharmacy 
• 12.6.5 - Electronic Prescription SW 
• 12.6.6 - Pharm. Drug OBRA & Suppl. Rebate 
• 12.6.7 - Diabetic Supply Rebate 


11.2.2 Technical – Software 


The core MMIS is programmed using the COBOL programming language. The 
user interface for the MMIS uses ClientSoft. The Peripheral Systems and Tools 
run on various database servers from Microsoft and Oracle. The user 
interfaces for the Peripheral Systems and Tools are built with PowerBuilder and 
web-based programming languages, e.g. ASP, JavaScript, and VBScript. 


Additional details on mainframe and server software, including source code, 
are contained in the Reference Library – Current MMIS and Agency Computing 
Environment. 
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“As Is” – Technical Software Equivalent 
EnvironmentAs per the specifications listed in the “Reference Library – Current MMIS and 
Agency Computing Environment” for the Core MMIS, peripheral systems, and tools, 
Infocrossing will procure and install the equivalent and/or upgraded mainframe and server 
software for MMIS User Interface, MedStat DSS, Document Archival and Retrieval, FirstIQ 
RetroDUR, FirstIQ RetroDUR Reporting Tools, CMTS, Automated Response Unit, Accounts 
Receivable, Provider Recoveries, FirstCM and FirsTrax. 


The server software and user interfaces for the following components of the MMIS will be 
configured per the replacement systems vendor’s specifications: 


• 12.6.3 - Pharmacy Point Of Sale (POS) 
• 12.6.4 - Pharmacy 
• 12.6.5 - Electronic Prescription SW 
• 12.6.6 - Pharm. Drug OBRA & Suppl. Rebate 
• 12.6.7 - Diabetic Supply Rebate 


11.2.3 System Interfaces 


Numerous data files generated by the Core MMIS and Peripheral Systems and 
Tools are exchanged between FHSC, DHCFP, and other subcontractors. 
Additionally, the Core MMIS and Peripheral Systems and Tools receive data 
from various other sources, including EDI, eligibility systems, and reference 
sources. 


A complete roster of System Interfaces, including detailed Copybook 
specifications, are contained in the Reference Library – Interface List. 


“As Is” – System Interfaces Environment 
As per the format specifications layout, transfer methods and frequencies listed in the 
“Reference Library – Interface List, Infocrossing will reconfigure the system interfaces to send 
and receive data from MMIS. 
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11.3 HIPAA Requirements 
The MMIS and system components must operate in accordance with the all 
Federal regulations regarding standards for privacy, security, electronic 
healthcare transactions, healthcare code sets and individually identifiable 
health information as identified in the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996, Title II – Administrative Simplification. 
These standards outline specific rights for individuals regarding protected 
health information and obligations of health care providers, health plans and 
health care clearinghouses. 


11.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


11.3.1.1 The system must be HIPAA-compliant, and kept up-to date, according to the latest 
CMS requirements and timelines. The contractor shall work with DHCFP through 
Change Management process to maintain compliance as regulations change. 


Infocrossing conducts an annual Risk Assessment, which identifies potential 
threat/vulnerabilities in the information system, analyzes planned actual security controls and 
potential impacts on operations, assets, or individuals, and then determines potential risk. 


When a change to requirements or a change to correct problems or any other system or 
documentation change is agreed and requested by the DHCFP and/or Infocrossing, the Account 
Manager (or designated staff member) will issue a Specification Change Request (SCR). The 
purpose of the SCR is to initiate the change management cycle for a requested enhancement or 
update to the system or documentation. An SCR may be also be generated internally to correct a 
deficiency or address a user request. Requested documentation changes (such as changes to 
plans, process guidelines or training materials) are initiated through an SCR. All SCRs will be 
submitted to the DHCFP for approval. The SCRs will be tracked and version controlled through 
the Change Management Tracking Tool. 
11.3.1.2 Establish privacy-conscious business practices to ensure that the minimum amount 


of health information necessary is disclosed. 


Infocrossing and partners have met all HIPAA mandated privacy and security regulations to 
ensure the minimum amount of health information is disclosed. 


We have always been committed in our efforts to assure confidentiality, privacy and security of 
health information. We have met the CMS requirements for the Privacy Act of 1974 and HIPAA 
Privacy Rules. We have also achieved compliance with the CMS security requirements and 
HIPAA Security Rules. 
11.3.1.3 Implement business practices that ensure all electronic health information is 


transmitted in compliance with State, including NRS 603A, and HIPAA regulations. 


Infocrossing has corporate business practices in place to ensure that all electronic health 
information is transmitted securely in compliance with both Nevada’s Security of Personal 
Information and HIPAA regulations. 
11.3.1.4 Address stakeholder compliance complaints and issues under the direction of 


DHCFP’s designated HIPAA compliance officer. 
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Infocrossing will have a dedicated Security Officer (SO) responsible for all ongoing activities 
related to the implementation and enforcement of Nevada’s MMIS privacy and security 
initiatives. Infocrossing’s Nevada’s MMIS Security Officer will coordinate with DHCFP all 
compliance complaints and issues. This approach assures compliance with federal and state laws 
and regulations, compliance with contractual and other industry requirements and organization-
wide consistency. 
11.3.1.5 Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance with HIPAA regulations and 


DHCFP policy. 


Infocrossing will coordinate with DHCFP policies and HIPAA regulations in creating a secure 
process when responding to recipient requests for PHI. An option would be to employ an 
authentication process, which is handled by Infocrossing’s helpdesk. 
11.3.1.6 All confidentiality incidents, suspected incidents, breaches, or suspected breaches of 


Protected Health Information (PHI) or individually identifiable information, in any form 
or media (electronic, fax, paper, etc.), including, but not limited to, inappropriate 
disclosure of applicant or recipient name, must be reported to the DHCFP 
Administrator and the DHCFP HIPAA Privacy and Security Officers immediately 
upon discovery. 


Infocrossing has an Incident Response Policy and Procedure that encompass the ARRA 2009 
Title XIII HITECH Act to handle the breach determination and notification process if a breach 
should occur. Infocrossing will review this procedure with DHCFP and work with DHCFP to an 
agreed upon breach notification procedure. 
11.3.1.7 Release of any PHI or individually identifiable information must only occur after the 


contractor has verified the proper HIPAA agreements are in place to allow for the 
release of said information in accordance with federal HIPAA and confidentiality 
regulations and state statues. To ensure compliance, the contractor must provide a 
monthly report to the HIPAA Security Officer and the HIPAA Privacy Officer for each 
release of PHI or individually identifiable information. 


Infocrossing will ensure signed Trading Partner and Business Associate Agreements prior to the 
release of any health information. In addition, all Infocrossing staff is initially trained and re-
trained at set intervals on HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules.  


Infocrossing will require registration for all trading partners desiring to send or receive data 
electronically. Registration materials will be posted to the web portal allowing easy access for 
interested providers. Providers and their billing agents will complete registration materials to 
initiate testing for claim batch transactions and to have security established for access to 
submission of real time transactions. 


Infocrossing will work with DHCFP to develop an approved report(s) reflecting the release of all 
PHI or individually identifiable information. 


Information is available to only those with a “need to know”. 
11.3.1.8 Transmittal of PHI and/or individually identifiable information, as outlined in 45 CFR 


164.512 and the definitions at 45 CFR 160.103, must be in accordance with HIPAA 
regulations in effect at the time of the transmittal. 
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Infocrossing will make reasonable and appropriate administrative, technical, and physical 
safeguards to prevent intentional or unintentional use or disclosure of protected health 
information in violation of the Privacy Rule and to limit its incidental use and disclosure 
pursuant to otherwise permitted or required use or disclosure. 
11.3.1.9 Become a business associate of the DHCFP and have a HIPAA Privacy and a 


HIPAA Security Officer. Must develop written HIPAA policies and procedures and 
train all members of the workforce on how to protect PHI and individually identifiable 
information. 


Infocrossing will sign a Business Associate (BA) with DHCPF and assign a dedicated Security 
Officer for Nevada’s MMIS. The Nevada’s MMIS Security Officer will be responsible for all of 
the MMIS security policies and procedures for HIPAA privacy that includes administrative, 
physical and technical safeguards to protected health information in any form (hardcopy, fax, 
electronic). Additionally, Trading Partner and Business Associate Agreements will be executed 
between Infocrossing and our vendors. 


Infocrossing’s Nevada’s MMIS Security Officer is responsible to train and re-train at set 
intervals on HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules as part of the Infocrossing’s Nevada’s MMIS 
Security Awareness program. 
11.3.1.10 Implement physical and technical safeguards to limit access to and protect the 


security and privacy of PHI in accordance with all applicable HIPAA regulations. 


Infocrossing employs numerous technical safeguards throughout MMIS reducing the risk 
compromise of health information. All of Infocrossing’s application access control requires a 
unique login ID and password. The password parameters and expiration can be set to meet any 
DHCFP policy. The administrator grants access using role-based. The MMIS system monitors 
the activity within the system tracking the user’s activity. Infocrossing will coordinate with 
DHCFP contingency plans if emergency access is needed for Nevada’s health information. 


Infocrossing’s monitoring procedures also include the termination of a session after three 
unsuccessful login attempts, the immediate deactivation of invalid user ID, and a terminal 
timeout after a period of inactivity. This is a predetermined amount of time (normally 15 
minutes). Infocrossing’s Security Manager will work with DHCFP to review all session timeout 
periods. 


Audit controls are essential component of Infocrossing’s MMIS system. The MMIS currently 
generates audit trails for the following functions: 


• Tracking User Activity 
• Maintaining Before and After Images 
• Providing Transaction History 


Another technical safeguard that Infocrossing utilizes is the encryption of data in transit. 
11.3.1.11 Meet and maintain transactions and transaction code sets in accordance with HIPAA 


regulations at 45 CFR Part 162. 
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The Infocrossing solution to HIPAA compliance involves all Infocrossing partners. Each partner 
will met all current HIPAA requirements for transactions and code sets, privacy and security 
rules. 
11.3.1.12 Accept and transmit all electronic HIPAA-compliant formats and transactions, in 


accordance with Federal regulations. 


The MMIS system has the ability to transmit and receive HIPAA-compliant transactions utilizing 
numerous environments, including ASC X12 and NCPDP. All confidential and sensitive 
information will be transmitted using HTTPS 
11.3.1.13 Maintain current companion guides, and establish new companion guides for any 


future HIPAA-compliant transactions adopted by DHCFP. 


Infocrossing will maintain the current companion guides that support the Nevada’s MMIS 
submissions of electronic claims. Throughout the contract period, Infocrossing will update the 
current guides and create any new companion when required by future HIPAA compliant 
transactions adopted by DHCFP. 
11.3.1.14 Contractor must immediately report to the DHCFP Administrator and the DHCFP 


HIPAA Privacy and Security Officers any inappropriate or unauthorized access to 
systems immediately upon discovery. 


Infocrossing has an Incident Response Policy and Procedure that encompass the ARRA 2009 
Title XIII HITECH Act to handle the breach determination and notification process if a breach 
should occur. Infocrossing Nevada’s MMIS Security Officer will review this procedure with 
DHCFP and work with DHCFP to an agreed upon breach notification procedure. 
11.3.1.15 Contractor must maintain knowledge about current HIPAA regulations and stay 


informed about any upcoming changes in regulations. 


Infocrossing will maintain the knowledge of the current HIPAA regulations and staying 
informed by attending health conferences, subscribing to security related health periodicals and 
security awareness for the Infocrossing staff. 


Infocrossing participates in WEDI and the regional WEDI Strategic National Implementation 
Process (SNIP). They are active participants in the NPI subgroups and are liaisons between the 
WEDI NPI SNIP and the National Medicaid EDI HIPAA (NMEH) NPI workgroup. Infocrossing 
is active in several NMEH workgroups including those addressing code sets, the coordination of 
benefits contractor, NPI and the NMEH Medicaid Infrastructure Technology Architecture 
(MITA) workgroup. Infocrossing also participates in the HIPAA Integration and Transition 
(HIT) group, NCPDP, and the International DB2 User Group (IDUG) from a mainframe and a 
server perspective. 
11.3.1.16 Contractor must ensure that any agent, including a subcontractor or employee of the 


Contractor agrees to implement reasonable and appropriate safeguards to protect 
protected health information or individually identifiable information. 


The Infocrossing solution to HIPAA compliance involves all Infocrossing partners; each partner 
has met all current HIPAA requirements for transactions and code sets, privacy and security 
rules and consequently will bring HIPAA compliant software products and a commitment to 
HIPAA compliance. Infocrossing’s collective experience puts us in a good position to support 
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existing HIPAA requirements as well as work collaboratively to implement new HIPAA 
regulations.  
11.3.2 11.3,2  DHCFP Responsibilities 


11.3.2.1 11.3.2.1 Review and approve all HIPAA-related outreach materials, prior to release. 


Infocrossing will work with DHCFP on all outreach materials when requested 
11.3.2.2 11.3.2.2 Work with Contractor through the Change Management process to maintain 


compliance with HIPAA regulation changes. 


Infocrossing will work with DHCFP through the change management system to ensure that 
DHCFP remains in HIPAA compliance throughout the contract period. 
11.3.3 11.3.3. Contractor Performance Expectations 


11.3.3.1 11.3.3.1 Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance with HIPAA regulations 
and DHCFP policy. 


Infocrossing will respond to all recipient requests for PHI in accordance with HIPAA regulation 
and DHCFP. Infocrossing will create a procedure for DHCFP approval, of all PHI request. 
11.3.3.2 11.3.3.2 Upgrade system or implement new HIPAA rules according to Change 


management Process and within State and Federal timelines 


When a change to requirements or a change to correct problems or any other system or 
documentation change is agreed and requested by the DHCFP and/or Infocrossing, the Account 
Manager (or designated staff member) will issue a Specification Change Request (SCR). The 
purpose of the SCR is to initiate the change management cycle for a requested enhancement or 
update to the system or documentation. An SCR may be also be generated internally to correct a 
deficiency or address a user request. Requested documentation changes (such as changes to 
plans, process guidelines or training materials) also will be initiated through an SCR. All SCRs 
will be submitted to the DHCFP for approval. The SCRs will be tracked and version controlled 
through the Change Management Tracking Tool. 
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11.4 SECURITY REQUIREMENTS (FEDERAL SECURITY REGULATIONS & SYSTEM 
ACCESS) 
The Contractor must ensure that the MMIS business operations, site(s), and 
system functions adhere to State and federal regulations and guidelines related 
to security, privacy, confidentiality, and auditing. Security of systems, site(s) 
and operations include physical, technical, and administrative safeguards. The 
contractor shall follow all applicable technical standards for security during the 
operation of the MMIS, using best practices as developed by the National 
Institute for Technology and Standards (NIST). 


The contractor shall abide by all of the HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations 
including future revisions and additions to such regulations. This includes 
agreement to control the use or disclosure of Protected Health Information as 
permitted or required by this agreement or as required by law. The contractor 
shall establish, maintain and use appropriate safeguards to prevent use or 
disclosure of recipient and provider personal information used by the 
Contractor. 


11.4.1 Contractor Responsibilities  


11.4.1.1 The contractor shall meet, or exceed, all HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations 
including future revisions and additions to such regulations. The contractor shall 
adhere to the following regulations: 


A. Minimum Security Requirements for Federal Information and Information 
Systems (FIPS PUB 200); - Minimum Security Requirements for Federal 
Information and Information Systems 


Here Infocrossing meets the 17 minimum-security requirements of FIPS Pub 200. 


• Access Control: Infocrossing has policies and procedures to control both physical and 
logical security 


• Awareness and Training: New employees must attend a security training class prior to 
granting access. A security awareness program requires that employees annually take 
awareness training. 


• Audit and Accountability: Infocrossing will utilize a Log Management software tool to 
ensure all logs are reviewed and retained for forensic investigation. 


• Certification, Accreditation, and Security assessments: Annually, Infocrossing 
performs two audits to validate that the security controls throughout the corporation, and 
will conduct an annual self-assessment on the MMIS system: 
o SAS-70 Type II 
o PCI 


• Configuration Management: Baseline configuration is set for all Infocrossing firmware 
at installation and reviewed on a periodical basis. 


• Contingency Planning: Infocrossing’s disaster recovery team works with all users to 
ensure the plans are in place to ensure the availability of critical information resources 
and the continuity of operations if an emergency occurs 
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• Identification and authentication: All system users have a unique ID and must a supply 
a password for access. 


• Incident Response: Infocrossing Incident Response policy and procedure were updated 
to include ARRA 2009 Title XII HITECH 


• Maintenance: Infocrossing conducts periodic review and performs required maintenance 
of the IT system along with reviews of security controls. 


• Media Protection: Policies and procedures are in place to protect media that contains 
sensitive data both in transit and at rest. 


• Physical and Environmental Protection: All Infocrossing sites require at a minimum 
proximity cards with zone access. At sites that store and process sensitive date (PHI), 
interior and exterior cameras are deployed 


• Planning: Infocrossing has a security plan that is reviewed at a minimum annually. 
• Personnel Security: New employee and contractor hiring process includes an application 


review, drug test, a signed nondisclosure agreement and review of Infocrossing’s 
Acceptable Use Policy. 


• Risk Assessment: all of Infocrossing’s facilities undergo an annual security risk 
assessment 


• Systems and Services Acquisition: Infocrossing has adequate resources to protect the IT 
environment and procedures for software and firmware installation and settings. 


• System and Communications Protection: Infocrossing has system network 
architectural design. Infocrossing monitors the electronic communication to ensure the 
integrity of the data. 


• System and Information Integrity: antivirus software is installed on all machines and 
the network is scanned on a regular basis 


B. Risk Management Guide for Information Technology Systems (NIST SP 800-
30); - Risk Management Guide for Information Technology Systems 


Infocrossing’s security staff will perform an initial and then periodic risk analysis in compliance 
with regulatory requirements. At a minimum, Infocrossing will follow the CMS Information 
Security Risk Assessment methodology to perform the analysis and will employ other 
methodologies if the Department so directs. The CMS Information Security Risk Assessment 
methodology provides a systematic approach for the risk assessment of information systems. The 
assessment requires a system overview to provide a basic understanding of the system, its 
interconnections and a description of the overall system security level. 


Additionally, the risk assessment requires: 


• The development of a list of system threats and vulnerabilities, 
• An evaluation of current security controls to safeguard against the identified threats and 


vulnerabilities and the resulting risks levels, and 
• A recommendation of safeguards to reduce the system’s risk exposure (including the 


identification of the revised or residual risk level once the recommended safeguards are 
implemented) 
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Infocrossing will present to and discuss with the DHCFP the results of the analysis and 
implement mitigating controls where needed. 


C. Federal Regulations at 45 CFR 95.621; - ADP Review – and 


Infocrossing currently adheres to the security requirement of 45 CFR 95.621. Infocrossing 
employs a security team, has policies and procedures, and a corporate security plan. Infocrossing 
will create a system security plan (SSP) specifically to address the following areas of security: 
physical security; data security; network security; personnel security and contingency plans, 
within 30 days after receiving notification of the MMIS contract. 


D. ARRA 2009 Title XIII HITECH 


The Infocrossing security team and management updated the Incident Response Policy and 
Procedure to encompass the ARRA 2009 Title XIII HITECH Act to handle the breach 
determination and notification process if a breach should occur.  
11.4.1.2 Implement and maintain physical security over sites related to fiscal agent 


responsibilities described in this RFP. At a minimum, restrict perimeter access to 
equipment sites, processing areas, storage areas and the mailroom through a card 
key or other comparable system, as well as provide accountability control to record 
access attempts, including attempts of unauthorized access. Physical security shall 
include additional features designed to safeguard system and operational processing 
site(s) through fire retardant capabilities as well as smoke and electrical alarms, 
monitored by security personnel on a twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days 
a week basis. 


Infocrossing’s Fiscal Agent Operations building will secured by a proximity key system that 
maintains door control permitting access to only authorized employees and State personnel. All 
external doors will be kept locked, except the main entrance, during normal business hours and 
require the use of a proximity card key. All electrical areas, computer room, call center and 
telephone equipment rooms will be locked; access will be granted only to appropriate staff and 
management personnel using proximity key cards. Access reports will be reviewed and stored for 
a minimum of 90 days. 


Employees cannot allow any other individual unauthorized access to a secured area, including, 
but not limited to: fellow employees; government personnel; temporary employees; vendors; 
beneficiaries; or subscribers. Visitors and others without authorized access, (including employees 
who have forgotten or misplaced their security badge) must access the facilities through 
designated visitor entrances that are monitored by receptionists and/or security guards. Any 
outside visitor, either to a Infocrossing office buildings or to the computer room, who do not 
have a security badge for access to the facility, must sign a visitor log, obtain a temporary visitor 
security badge, and be escorted by an employee. During normal business hours, the Infocrossing 
building receptionists or security staff ensures visitors sign the appropriate logs and wear a 
temporary visitor badge. After normal business hours, security guards are contracted to provide 
security for the large office locations. 


Infocrossing issues the photo security badges. Records for Security Badges (including but not 
limited to records of issuance and use) are kept in a locked room with limited personnel having 
access to the room. Lost or stolen badges must be reported immediately to the respective 
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Security. All employees must return their badges upon termination of employment or upon 
request. 


Multiple fixed and pan-tilt-zoom cameras on the exterior of the facility provide 360-degree 
coverage of the immediate and adjacent areas. 


Interior security cameras will monitor all ingress and egress points to the Infocrossing facilities. 
Cameras monitor all hallways and the data will be stored for a minimum of 90 days for any area 
where PHI is handled. 


Equipment Security 


An Infocrossing Programmer/Analyst within the Open Systems unit is responsible for LAN 
administration, support of mainframe and distributed PC/LAN applications, installation of PCs 
and peripheral equipment, and data/voice communications lines/circuits. 


The Programmer/Analyst also assists the Security Manager with the development, 
implementation, testing, and revision of the equipment security efforts, examines the equipment 
to ensure that it is in good working order, and has no components that might be detrimental to 
the secure operation of the project. As equipment changes and development occurs, the 
Programmer/Analyst will perform additional examination and records the results in a security 
checklist. 
11.4.1.3 Employ a security system that requires a unique login ID and password for each user 


for the network and applications; password parameters and expirations must meet, 
or exceed, DHCFP policy. 


Users are responsible for choosing a “complex” password. Using names or words for passwords 
is not allowed. Employees are encouraged to memorize passwords, but are given guidelines for 
securing passwords when they are written down. Function keys or other system features to 
remember passwords must not be used. 


Users of Infocrossing’s information systems are not allowed to reveal passwords to anyone, 
including Technical Support staff, except in extraordinary situations. Such extraordinary 
situations must be reported to the Infocrossing Compliance Officer as soon as possible. Users are 
responsible and liable for any damage that results from revealing their password. If users suspect 
or are aware that their password is known by anyone else, they are required to promptly report 
and change it. 


Passwords must be changed every 30 to 90 days or when an individual changes positions. In 
addition, users cannot re-use the same password for at least six password changes. 


All of Infocrossing’s application requires a unique login ID and password. The password 
parameters and expiration can be set to meet any DHCFP policy, but Infocrossing recommends 
inactivity be no greater than 15 minutes and password at a minimum meet the following 
conditions: 


• The password should be unique and not easily guessed 
• The minimum length for passwords must be set to at least eight if the technology permits. 
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• Implementations where the technology in use will not support an eight character 
minimum length are exempted from this requirement, but must set the password 
minimum at the system's supportable maximum. 


• Password should be complex. Password must meet 3 of the following 4 requirements 
were technology allows: 
o English upper case letters   (A, B, C, …Z) 
o English Lower case letters  (a, b, c,…z) 
o English Numerals   (1, 2, 3, etc.) 
o Special Characters (!, @...) 


11.4.1.4 Establish and utilize a procedure that processes user login ID changes, additions 
and terminations as well as required password changes within a timeframe 
established by DHCFP. 


Infocrossing has a process for adding, changing or removing access to all IDs. Adding IDs is 
normally completed with a 24 hour turnaround and termination if not adverse will be completed 
with 24 hours. Adverse terminations can be completed within minutes. 


Password changes are the responsibility of the user, but the system will notify the user prior to 
expiration. Infocrossing will work with DHCFP to define this life of the password. Infocrossing 
recommends no greater than 60 days. 
11.4.1.5 Employ role-based security to the MMIS and DSS, restricting access to subsystems 


and functions commensurate with job responsibilities and the minimum necessary 
based on the user’s profile (e.g., inquiry access only). Global access to all functions 
must be restricted to specified staff. 


Infocrossing will employ the role-base authorization control mechanism for obtaining consent 
for the use and disclosure of the MMIS health information. Global access function will be 
restricted to a small group of specified staff members. The global access is reviewed periodically 
throughout the year ensuring only those employee’s that need to perform their duties. 
11.4.1.6 Provide technical security to prohibit unauthorized access to the networks and 


applications, including but not limited to configuration and maintenance of a firewall 
to restrict access to systems from all unauthorized users. 


Infocrossing monitors all Infocrossing controlled and supported systems for availability and 
performance problems. Systems are monitored 24 x 7.System monitoring is performed for 
standard metrics such as Network, CPU, Memory, Disc, etc. Monitoring includes: 


• Periodic polling of system resources (processors, memory, storage, switches, hubs, and 
routers) for availability 


• Establishing thresholds for various components based on industry standards, Infocrossing 
experience, and client input 


• Measuring actual availability against defined thresholds 
• Taking appropriate actions as predefined by Infocrossing and the client, when one or 


more system resource thresholds are violated 
• Reporting monthly on availability 
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• Utilization of a network vulnerability software tool 


Software and Data Security 


The Security Plan will enumerate the steps to take for securing the software and data used for 
MMIS processing. All software undergoes examination and routine screening for viruses, and 
software developed by MMIS personnel is tested and reviewed at all stages of development. 
COTS products are examined to ensure that the software does not contain features detrimental to 
system or application security. Proper virus protection software is required on all workstations to 
prevent the introduction or spread of viruses, and virus software is updated monthly and run 
continuously to ensure peak protection. Anti-virus software is also used on all distribution media 
before loading new software, and only approved software may be loaded onto a workstation. 


Healthcare data is protected under federal law and must be safeguarded against unauthorized 
disclosure, modification, access, use, destruction, or delay in availability. The Security Plan will 
addresses the authentication, authorization, and monitoring of all individuals who have access to 
Medicaid data and the data backup procedures to protect the data.  


Data transmitted electronically to and from the MMIS will use HTTPS, which provides 
authentication and encryption of communications. When accepted by the MMIS, application 
level security is applied within all applications to verify that only authorized individuals, based 
on their roles, can perform specific functions within the application. The Web portal will include 
a level of security that validates the users’ right to access information and perform functions. The 
MMIS software security program also contains individual security profiles for each user who has 
access to the system. The Security Manager maintains all security controls. 


To monitor usage and the effectiveness of the security measures, the system automatically 
generates audit trails of all activities. These logs note the individual user ID, time, and date. The 
Security Manager reviews these logs periodically. 


The Security Plan will also describe the steps taken to verify that data backups are conducted 
according to DHCFP and Infocrossing policies. Complete backups of the MMIS are performed 
daily and stored offsite in a secured building. Copies of essential business data and software also 
are regularly made, according to a defined schedule within the Security Plan, and stored in the 
secured area. The Security Manager also verifies that backups and archives conducted onsite 
have the appropriate security controls and safeguards. 


Telecommunications Security 


Healthcare information transmitted electronically over open networks will be protected so that it 
cannot be easily intercepted and interpreted by parties other than the intended recipient. The 
Security Plan will contain a multi-faced, interdependent approach to the complexities of 
telecommunications security. It addresses the connectivity between computer systems under 
Infocrossing control, the Intranet, and the Internet. It notes the encryption mechanisms, integrity 
controls, entity authentication, e-mail, and Internet procedures that will be implemented to 
protect the networks and Web transmissions. 
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In addition, the Security Plan will detail the following products and services that are used for 
telecommunications security: 


• Physical Security 
• Automated Physical Security 
• Authentication and Access Controls 
• Firewalls and Encryption 
• Logging and Audits 
• Virus Scans and Intrusion Detection 
• Secure Routing 
• Backup Recovering 
• Critical Infrastructure Protection 


11.4.1.7 Ensure secure disposal and destruction of confidential information (e.g. PHI, ePHI, 
PII) regardless of format, in accordance with NIST Special Publication 800-88, 
DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations. This includes but is not 
limited to hard copies and electronic media (e.g. hard drives, data tapes, USB drives, 
etc). 


Sensitive information is never disclosed during disposal unless authorized by statute and with the 
knowledge of DHCFP. An employee will witness destruction of sensitive information during the 
shredding or degaussing. 


Shredding machines and/or locked bins will be located throughout the facilities. The locked bins 
paper which will be shredded on site by a certified commercial disposal vendor. 


Unusable storage media will always degaussed or destroyed by authorized Infocrossing 
personnel. 


Employees have a recycling container at their workstation. All paper documents are disposed of 
in these containers, and employees are responsible for emptying them into large locked recycling 
bins located throughout the Buildings. Shredding contractors pick up the bins regularly and 
transport them to their shredding site in an enclosed secure truck. The contract requirement of 
shredding to 5/16” is universal. The shredding companies provide certificates of document 
destruction monthly. 


Infocrossing has procedures for the destruction of print, mail and tape media, as well as 
procedures for disposal of PCs. 


• Tapes are formatted and degaussed prior to physical destruction. The container is 
smashed, preventing use of the original media. All tapes destroyed are documented on a 
Destroyed Media Form. Procedures for destruction of tape media are located in the Tape 
Librarians Desk Manual. 


• Printed reports are placed in recycle bins for shredding. Printed checks that are void are 
logged on a balance sheet. Check runs printed on plain white paper are marked “Void” 
and placed in recycle bins for shredding. Print procedures are documented in the Print 
Operators Desk Manuals. 
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• If a mail run has errors, the mail is removed from envelopes and shredded. The envelopes 
are turned into the post office for postage reimbursement. If there is a large volume of 
mail that needs shredding, the post office comes on-site for a physical envelop count, and 
allows Infocrossing to shred the unopened mail pieces. 


• When a PC is reused or destroyed, the hard drive is repartitioned and formatted, 
eliminating any data on the physical drive. 


11.4.1.8 Maintain the following types of audit trails: 


A. To identify and track results of transaction processing; changes to master file 
data (recipient, provider, reference, etc.); and all edits encountered, resolved, 
or overridden;   


To monitor usage and the effectiveness of the security measures, the Infocrossing MMIS system 
automatically generates audit trails of all activities. These logs note the individual user ID, time, 
and date. The Security Manager reviews these logs periodically. 


B. To identify unauthorized attempts to access the network; and 


As part of its internal security auditing process, the Security Manager will perform a manual 
review of the records of system activity (e.g., logins, file accesses, and security incidents) to 
identify potential security violations. The CICS transaction logs, or audit trails, maintain a record 
of system activity both by system and application processes and by user activities of systems and 
applications. In conjunction with appropriate tools and procedures, audit trails assist in detecting 
security violations, performance problems, and flaws in applications. 


These audit logs show system activity and include the login ID of the individual who accessed 
the system as well as the time and date. Audit logs are included in the weekly backup procedures 
and stored offsite in a secured building. Our monitoring and auditing procedures also include the 
termination of a session after three unsuccessful login attempts, the immediate deactivation of 
invalid user ID, and a terminal timeout after a period of inactivity. 


C. To track changes to software modules or subsystems and provide 
procedures for safeguarding DHCFP from unauthorized modifications to the 
Nevada MMIS. All modifications must be authorized through the change 
management process as outlined in Section 12.2 of this RFP. 


All software changes are documented so that they can be traced from authorization to the final 
approved code and they facilitate "trace-back" of code to design specifications and with an 
automated tool. The changes are date stamped along with the User ID. 
11.4.1.9 Provide Audit Trail reports showing before and after images of changed data, the ID 


of the person making the changes, the data changed and the reason for change. 


Infocrossing’s MMIS application provides audit reports displaying the before and after images of 
changed data, the ID of the person making the changes, the data changed and the reason for 
change. 


The MMIS currently generates audit trails for the following functions: 


• Tracking User Activity 
• Maintaining Before and After Images 
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• Providing Transaction History 
11.4.1.10 Provide for automatic logoff of application for inactivity by timeframe established by 


DHCFP 


Our monitoring and auditing procedures include the termination of a MMIS session after a 
terminal timeout after a period of inactivity. This is a predetermined amount of time (normally 
15 minutes). Infocrossing’s Security Manager will work with DHCFP to review all session 
timeout periods. 
11.4.1.11 Develop a DHCFP-approved Security Plan, providing details on how the Contractor 


will manage and maintain technical, physical, and administrative security over the 
systems, networks, and facilities as well as security roles and responsibilities. 


The Infocrossing Nevada Security Plan provides a high-level overview of the proposed 
Infocrossing Nevada Medicaid Information Security Program. The purpose of this plan is to 
safeguard against the abuse of all Nevada’s Medicaid data. 


This Security Plan recognizes that Infocrossing handles highly sensitive healthcare information, 
which must be protected. The confidentiality, integrity, and availability of healthcare information 
handled are vital to the overall success of Infocrossing’s healthcare customers. All healthcare 
information that Infocrossing processes has a high level of sensitivity, requires protection in 
accordance with State and Federal regulations and policies, and is an integral part of good 
management practice. 


The purpose of a thorough security plan is to provide an overview of the security requirements of 
the system and describe the controls in place or planned for meeting those requirements. This 
overview of systems security provides a high level of detail as to the security requirements and 
controls. Upon implementation of the contract, a detailed security and data plan will be 
developed for the Nevada Medicaid system(s) and will be made available to the DHCFP. 


Existing procedures require that the security plans are reviewed and updated on a yearly basis or 
upon implementation of new major systems or upon the request of the customer. Infocrossing, 
the DHCFP, and any other possible involved parties perform this review. The review process 
consists of an evaluation of content of the existing Security Plan, the completion of a risk 
assessment, the implementation of proposed changes, and a final review. 


Infocrossing is committed to and assures that all activities and processes are in accordance with 
all applicable laws, this includes controls established by the Health Insurance Portability and 
Availability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) 
Acceptable Risk Safeguards (ARS). 


Infocrossing will develop a DHCFP-approved Security Plan that will include; an integral piece 
of comprehensive Medicaid Information Security Program that meets all requirements noted in 
the RFP. At the core of the program is the Security Plan, which itemizes the security policies and 
practices that are implemented to protect the entire Medicaid Fiscal Agent environment. The 
program recognizes that DHCFP and Infocrossing are responsible for sensitive information and 
that strict adherence to security measures must be observed to safeguard the confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability of the information. 


Components of the Security Plan shall include all of the following: 
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Establish a security plan, policies, and procedures to address: 


• Physical security of State of Nevada resources; 
• Equipment security to protect equipment from theft and unauthorized use; 
• Software and data security; 
• Telecommunications security; 
• Personnel security; 
• Contingency plans to meet critical processing needs in the event of short or long term 


interruption of service; 
• Emergency preparedness 


Infocrossing’s Plan will incorporates Federal Automatic Data Processing Regulations (45 
CFR95.621(f)), Health Insurance Portability Accountability Act of 1996 Security Rule Safeguard 
Standards (45 CFR 164), and HHSS IT Security Policies and Standards. These standards are 
required to protect private and confidential information and information systems used to process 
Medicaid transactions. Infocrossing’s Security Plan will rely on the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology standards for security, where applicable. 


As part of our commitment to security, we conduct risk analyses periodically to verify that our 
security measures are appropriate and practical for safeguarding all MMIS components. When 
we install new equipment or software, make major operational adjustments or implement 
significant system changes, we perform a risk analysis to ensure that security to the MMIS is not 
compromised. 


During the Planning Phase, the Security Manager will review and modify the plan to address any 
significant changes. We will conduct a walk-through with DHCFP, adjust the plan where 
applicable, and submit a final revised plan for DHCFP approval. 


Physical Security of State Resources 


The Security Plan describes the access controls used to protect the premises and building 
(exterior and interior) from unauthorized physical entry into the building and to secure areas 
within the building were PHI is processed and/or stored. It incorporates a secure key card entry 
system and formal procedures for ensuring only authorized access is permitted. These procedures 
include verifying access authorizations prior to granting physical access, maintaining 
authorization records, and requiring sign-ins and escorts for visitors, if appropriate. 


The Security Manager is responsible for developing and enforcing the physical security controls, 
in consultation with the systems and functional managers and other appropriate management 
personnel. 


Equipment Security 


An Infocrossing Programmer/Analyst within the Open Systems is responsible for LAN 
administration, support of mainframe and distributed PC/LAN applications, installation of PCs 
and peripheral equipment, and data/voice communications lines/circuits. The 
Programmer/Analyst also assists the Security Manager with the development, implementation, 
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testing, and revision of the equipment security efforts. The Programmer/Analyst examines the 
equipment to ensure that it is in good working order and has no components that might be 
detrimental to the secure operation of the project. As equipment changes and developments 
occur, the Programmer/Analyst performs additional examination and records the results in a 
security checklist. 


Software and Data Security 


The Security Plan enumerates the steps to take for securing the software and data used for MMIS 
processing. All software undergoes examination and routine screening for viruses, and software 
developed by Infocrossing personnel is tested and reviewed at all stages of development. COTS 
products are examined to ensure that the software does not contain features detrimental to system 
or application security. Proper virus protection software is required on all workstations to prevent 
the introduction or spread of viruses, and virus software is updated monthly and run continuously 
to ensure peak protection. Anti-virus software is also used on all distribution media before 
loading new software, and only approved software may be loaded onto a workstation. 


Warning banners advising safeguard requirements for sensitive information are used for 
computer screens or applications that process sensitive information. 


Healthcare data is protected under federal law and must be safeguarded against unauthorized 
disclosure, modification, access, use, destruction, or delay in availability. The Security Plan 
addresses the authentication, authorization, and monitoring of all individuals who have access to 
Medicaid data and the data backup procedures to protect the data. 


Data transmitted electronically to and from the MMIS uses HTTPS, which provides 
authentication and encryption of communications. When accepted by the MMIS, application 
level security is applied within all applications to verify that only authorized individuals, based 
on their roles, can perform specific functions within the application. The Web portal includes a 
level of security that validates the users’ right to access information and perform functions. The 
MMIS software security program also contains individual security profiles for each user who has 
access to the system. The Security Manager maintains all security controls. 


To monitor usage and the effectiveness of the security measures, the system automatically 
generates audit trails of all activities. These logs note the individual user ID, time, and date. The 
Security Manager reviews these logs periodically.  
The Security Plan also describes the steps to be taken to verify that data backups are conducting 
according to DCHFP and Infocrossing policies. Complete backups of the MMIS are performed daily and 
stored offsite in a secured building. Copies of essential business data and software also are regularly 
made, according to a defined schedule within the Security Plan, and stored in the secured area. The 
Security Manager also verifies that backups and archives conducted onsite have the appropriate security 
controls and safeguards. 


Telecommunications Security 


Healthcare information that is transmitted electronically over open networks must be protected 
so that it cannot be easily intercepted and interpreted by parties other than the intended recipient. 
The Security Plan contains a multi-faced, interdependent approach to the complexities of 
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telecommunications security. It addresses the connectivity between computer systems under 
Infocrossing’s control, the Intranet, and the Internet. It notes the encryption mechanisms, 
integrity controls, entity authentication, e-mail, and Internet procedures that must be 
implemented to protect the networks and Web transmissions. 


In addition, the Security Plan details the following products and services that are used for 
telecommunications security: 


• Physical Security 
• Automated Physical Security 
• Authentication and Access Controls 
• Firewalls and Encryption 
• Logging and Audits 
• Virus Scans and Intrusion Detection 
• Secure Routing 
• Backup Recovering 
• Critical Infrastructure Protection 


Personnel Security 


The Security Plan enumerates the procedures to follow for personnel security. The Human 
Resources Department oversees the recruiting and hiring efforts to employ a qualified workforce 
and performs security-related exit procedures when employees leave the organization. They also 
ensure all personnel with access to health information are authorized to do so after receiving 
appropriate training in HIPAA requirements. 


New employees and contractors hiring background investigation process include a review 
verification of the application, work history, education, and finger printing. Drug tesing and 
signed nondisclosure agreements are completed prior to hiring. Access is granted to personnel 
after a signed statement from the new hire accepting Infocrossing’s Acceptable Use Policy. 


HR also checks the Office of Inspector General (OIG) Exclusion list located on the internet 
(http://exclusions.oig.hhs.gov/home) and the Excluded Parties Listing System (EPLS) also 
located on the internet (http://epls.arnet.gov/) to ensure the applicant is eligible for hire. The HR 
Department maintains all applicant information, reference checks, background checks; OIG and 
EPLS screen prints and other supporting documentation. 


HR reinvestigates all employees within 5 years or sooner if circumstance dictates. 


The MMIS Application Security personnel ensure that only approved users are allowed user IDs 
and passwords to access the MMIS. During the user ID request process, the appropriate level 
(e.g. inquiry only, inquiry and update) of role-based access is defined for each user. All system 
users are trained in system security. 


To ensure segregation of duties in critical mission functions, financial functions, and information 
system support functions will be divided among separate individuals to ensure least privileged 
and individual accountability. 
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The Security Plan describes the authentication standards for user access that must be met, 
including: 


• Initial Password assignment 
• Password reset process 
• Password expiration policy 
• Password controls for automatic lockout of access from any user or user group after three 


unsuccessful log-on attempts. 


Contingency Plans 


The Security Plan also addresses the role security must play in meeting critical processing needs 
in the event of short or long term interruption of service. The plan supports the Business 
Continuity and Contingency Plan, the Continuity Plan, and the Disaster Recovery Plan. Among 
the information contained in the Security Plan are the following: 


• Emergency procedures that describe the immediate actions to take following a major 
incident 


• Fallback procedures that list the actions to take to continue essential business activities 
• Resumption procedures that describe the actions to take to return to normal full business 


operations 
• Testing procedures that specify how and when the Contingency Plans will be tested. 


The plan also includes the names and contact information of the appropriate individuals to notify 
when a disruption in services occurs and specifies the distribution of this information onsite and 
offsite. 


Emergency Preparedness 


Listed in the Security Plan are the procedures that must be observed to ensure that the facility, 
personnel, and systems are prepared for emergencies. These procedures are certified during the 
annual review process and include the following: 


• Facility personnel are knowledgeable about building evacuation routes and emergency 
procedures. 


• Emergency lighting is in place in the facility and tested periodically. 
• Physical access controls have been reviewed by building management to ensure 


compliance with local fire and building codes. 
• Systems, servers, midrange computers, and other critical equipment are connected to 


emergency power. 
• An administrative password is available in a secure location in the event of an emergency 


during the absence of the primary system security manager. 
• Back-up data should be regularly tested, where practical, to ensure that it can be relied 


upon for emergency use when necessary. 
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11.4.1.12 Establish the system security portions of a Security Plan as it relates to the MMIS 
and system components and for inclusion into DHCFP’s overall Security Plan. The 
system security portion of the Security Plan shall address all requirements presented 
in Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308. 


Healthcare information that is transmitted electronically over open networks will be protected so 
that it cannot be easily intercepted and interpreted by parties other than the intended recipient. 
The Security Plan will contain a multi-faced, interdependent approach to the complexities of 
telecommunications security. It addresses the connectivity between computer systems under 
Infocrossing control, the Intranet, and the Internet. It notes the encryption mechanisms, integrity 
controls, entity authentication, e-mail, and Internet procedures that will be implemented to 
protect the networks and Web transmissions. 


In addition, the Security Plan will detail the following products and services that are used for 
telecommunications security: 


• Physical Security 
• Automated Physical Security 
• Authentication and Access Controls 
• Firewalls and Encryption 
• Logging and Audits 
• Virus Scans and Intrusion Detection 
• Secure Routing 
• Backup Recovering 
• Critical Infrastructure Protection 


11.4.1.13 In addition, the Contractor is responsible, as defined in Federal Register 45 CFR 
142, sub-part C, section 142.308, for all aspects of a Security Plan for federal 
systems that includes written security plans, rules, procedures and guidance 
concerning all aspects of security and contingency plans for responding to a system 
emergency. 


Infocrossing will meet the HIPAA Security requirements, which will include written security 
plans, rules, procedures and guidance concerning all aspects of security and contingency plans 
for responding to a system emergency. The Security Manager will be responsible for delivering 
the security plan 
11.4.1.14 Ensure security of MMIS access and transactions from multiple sources, including 


but not limited to Virtual Private Networks, clearinghouses, Wide Area Networks, and 
the Internet. 


Infocrossing’s MMIS system has a secure means to access and transactions from multiple 
sources, including but not limited to Virtual Private Networks, clearinghouses, Wide Area 
Networks, and the Internet. 
11.4.1.15 Maintain audit trails for all data received or transmitted 


Healthcare information that is transmitted electronically over open networks must be protected 
so that it cannot be easily intercepted and interpreted by parties other than the intended recipient. 
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The Security Plan contains a multi-faced, interdependent approach to the complexities of 
telecommunications security. It addresses the connectivity between computer systems under 
Infocrossing’s control, the Intranet, and the Internet. It notes the encryption mechanisms, 
integrity controls, entity authentication, e-mail, and Internet procedures that must be 
implemented to protect the networks and Web transmissions. 


To monitor usage and the effectiveness of the security measures, the system automatically 
generates audit trails of all activities. These logs note the individual user ID, time, and date. 
These logs are reviewed periodically by the Security Manager. 
11.4.1.16 Utilize electronic signatures, where appropriate, as agreed to by DHCFP 


Infocrossing will work with DHCFP to determine the use of electronic signature  
11.4.1.17 Ensure encryption of data and encryption of transmission methods as required by 


DHCFP policy 


The Web Application uses HTTPS protocol to encrypt all browser-based traffic. Batch files 
transfers may secure FTP (SFTP or FTPS) or FTP of PGP encrypted files. Site-to-Site VPN may 
also be configured for batch FTP processing. 
11.4.1.18 Apply all security patches for the operating system and any other software for the 


system within timeframes specified by DHCFP. 


Infocrossing will utilize patch management software to assist the Nevada’s MMIS Security staff 
in rolling-out patches across the environment. 


• All newly announced vulnerabilities must be evaluated by the security team to determine 
the threat they pose to Infocrossing systems. Based on the perceived treat, new 
vulnerabilities will categorized as Critical (highest risk), Urgent (medium risk), or 
Quarterly (low risk). 


• Critical Vulnerability (Patching required within 24 hours – 72 hours) 
• Urgent Vulnerability (Patching required within 72 hours to 2 weeks) 
• Low Risk Vulnerability (Patching added to quarterly bundle) 


11.4.1.19 Inform DHCFP of any potential security breaches in a timeframe specified by 
DHCFP. 


Infocrossing has an Incident Response Policy and Procedure that encompass the ARRA 2009 
Title XIII HITECH Act to handle the breach determination and notification process if a breach 
should occur. Infocrossing will review this procedure with DHCFP 
11.4.2 DHCFP Responsibilities 


11.4.2.1 Provide the Contractor with DHCFP and State specific policies and procedures for 
Security. MMIS Takeover RFP No. 1824 Page 91 


Infocrossing will review DHCFP and State specific policies and procedures for Security and 
ensure they are included with Infocrossing’s Security Program 
11.4.2.2 Review and approve the Security Plan developed by the Contractor  


Infocrossing will submit a Security Plan to DHCFP with 30 days on signing the contract for 
review. Infocrossing will work with DHCFP to an agreed upon Plan. 
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11.4.2.3 Inform the Contractor of additions, deletions, and changes in employees’ roles and 
responsibilities to modify user access as appropriate. In the case of terminated or 
demoted employees, notification should be made within one (1) calendar day. 


Infocrossing will work with DHCFP to create a process to ensure that additions, deletions, and 
changes in employees’ roles and responsibilities to modify user access are completed in an 
agreed upon time. Terminated or demoted employees, notification should be made within one (1) 
calendar day. 
11.4.2.4 Review contractor reports of potential security breaches/violations. 


Infocrossing will work with DHCFP to create and distribute security reports of potential security 
breaches/violations. 
11.4.2.5 Request and review records of audit trails of all transactions, as needed for audit 


purposes. 


Infocrossing will allow DHCFP or their auditors to review all audit trails upon request. 
11.4.3 Contractor Performance Expectations 


11.4.3.1 Submit the Security Plan to DHCFP within thirty (30) calendar days of contract 
signing and provide updates to the plan on an annual basis. 


The Security Plan which is encompassed by Infocrossing’s MMIS Security Program will be 
submitted within thirty (30) calendar days of contract signing updated on an annual basis. 
11.4.3.2 Develop, maintain and test procedures consistent with DHCFP/State policies for 


handling security patches and other necessary software patches and updates. 


Infocrossing will review DHCFP/State policies for handling security patches and other necessary 
software patches and updates and submit to DHCFP for approval. 
11.4.3.3 Notify DHCFP of any potential or discovered security breaches within twenty-four 


(24) hours except as provided for in 45 CFR § 164.412 


Infocrossing has an Incident Response Policy and Procedure that encompass the ARRA 2009 
Title XIII HITECH Act to handle the breach determination and notification process if a breach 
should occur. Infocrossing will review this procedure with DHCFP for approval. 
11.4.3.4 Process user ID changes and additions within three (3) working days of each request 


Infocrossing will process user ID changes and additions within three (3) working days of each 
request or sooner. 
11.4.3.5 Process user ID deletions within one (1) working day of each request 


Infocrossing will process user ID deletions within one (1) working day of each request or sooner. 
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11.5 Business Resumption Requirements 
11.5.1 Overview 


Business Resumption entails the business continuity/backup and recovery 
planning for the Nevada MMIS. The contractor shall provide a comprehensive 
approach to addressing business continuity/backup and recovery for various 
scenarios that could cause interruption of systems and operations, including 
disasters, emergencies, system downtime, and network failures. 


11.5.2 Contractor Responsibilities 


11.5.2.1 Business Resumption 


Regardless of the physical architecture of the MMIS and system components, 
the Contractor shall establish and submit a Business Continuity/Backup and 
Recovery Plan for approval by DHCFP, including but not limited to: 


A. Procedures, physical equipment and facilities in place to reconstruct the 
MMIS and system components and data should a disaster strike any 
processor site; 


B. Recovery plans for all system components; 


C. Contingency Plan for the system to instruct DHCFP in responding to a 
system emergency or the unavailability of the system; and 


D. Plans to address four (4) types of situations that could occur: 


1. A major disaster where any hosting facility is destroyed or damaged. Identify and 
provide alternative facilities and backup to ensure continuation of operations as a 
part of a comprehensive disaster recovery plan to ensure that the system will be 
up and running at an alternate facility within forty-eight (48) hours of the disaster; 


2. Unscheduled system hardware downtime for any reason. Identify and provide a 
plan to repair or replace system hardware to ensure that the system will be up 
and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure; 


3. System or application dependent problems resulting from network failure. 
Provide a plan that addresses the repair or replacement of connectivity to ensure 
that the network will be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the 
failure; and 


4. Downtime caused by the failure of any application software. Provide a plan that 
addresses the restoration of application software and associated data, to ensure 
that the application software will be restored within four (4) hours of the failure, 
and associated data restored within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure.  


11.5.3 DHCFP Responsibilities 


11.5.3.1 Review and approve Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan. 


11.5.4 Contractor Performance Expectations 
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11.5.4.1 In the event of a disaster where hosting facility is destroyed or damaged, the system 
must be up and running at an alternate facility within forty-eight (48) hours of the 
disaster. 


11.5.4.2 In the event of an unscheduled system hardware downtime, the system must be up 
and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the event. 


11.5.4.3 In the event of a network failure, the network must be up and running within twenty-
four (24) hours of the failure. 


11.5.4.4 In the event of downtime caused by the failure of application software, the application 
software must be restored within four (4) hours of the failure, and associated data 
restored within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure. 


11.5.4.5 Submit Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan for approval by DHCFP 
within thirty (30) days of contract signing, and update plan at least annually 
thereafter. 


11.5.4.6 Test Business continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan annually, on a schedule 
approved by DHCFP, and present plan and results to DHCFP for approval. 


Backup and Contingency Requirements 


Infocrossing will implement a comprehensive business continuity and contingency plan (BCCP), 
an extensive business continuity plan (BCP), and a tried and tested disaster recovery plan (DRP) 
that address all State requirements for recovery from adverse or unexpected circumstances that 
affect the Nevada MMIS. The State can be reassured that the systems and core business 
functions under Infocrossing control can withstand hardware and software failures, human error, 
natural disasters, and other emergencies that could interrupt services. When reviewing our 
BCCP, BCP, and DRP with the State, we will append all required information for our business 
partners and their data centers. 


Business Continuity and Contingency Plan 


The BCCP establishes a mission critical center to respond to and recover from any emergency 
event or disaster that impairs our ability to perform core business processes. In developing the 
Nevada-specific plan, we will describe the mission critical functions that affect the core business 
of processing and paying Medicaid claims. These mission critical functions constitute areas that 
would have an adverse impact on our ability to meet contractual obligations if a disaster or 
emergency event occurs. 


When creating the BCCP, we will employ a diverse set of business strategies that, when 
implemented, enable us to manage the various types of issues that arise during emergency 
events. The following strategies are factored into our business continuity and disaster recovery 
planning: 


• Command and Control • Provisioning 


• Communications • Parity 


• Employee • Re-Entry 
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• Building • Return to Business as Usual 


• Mission Critical Elements • Operational Status Report 


• Supplies, Equipment, Materials, Tools • Mitigation  


• Work Prioritization and Work Flow 
Process 


• Labor and Expense 


In any contingency planning, it is imperative to understand the conventional business 
expectations. The BCCP plan relies on regular business operational metrics to define normal 
measurement ranges and abnormal trigger levels. As part of our routine management 
responsibilities we define the minimum acceptable level of output for each mission critical area 
and monitor the performance against established Medicaid processing standards. 


Risk Analysis 


Another key component of our BCCP is an analysis of the effect that risks and time might have 
on our operations. The corporate Business Continuity Planning and Emergency Management 
Plan provide two key tables for analyzing risks that are adapted for the Nevada MMIS. The 
Business Impact Analysis Table – Risk Based concisely identifies the most probable risk factors 
and notes existing, missing, or new plans or practices that may require development. The 
Business Impact Analysis Table – Time Based evaluates the impact of a loss of operational 
resources for a specific period of time that will affect management’s decision to move work or 
move people. Charting the risk and time analyses enables Infocrossing to identify the impact of 
specific risks may have on operations and to prioritize our response to these risks. 


Triggers 


The BCCP may be activated or triggered based on anticipated or unanticipated threats and 
emergency events. Some threats to operations provide advance warning (e.g., severe weather 
conditions or threat of a terrorist incident) and permit the orderly alert, notification, evacuation, 
and if necessary, relocation of employees. Unanticipated threats or emergency events may occur 
during or after normal work hours. If unanticipated emergency events occur without warning 
(e.g. earthquakes, arson, HAZMAT), after normal work hours, the majority of employees can be 
notified and provided instructions, including the requirement to report to a different work site if 
necessary. When emergency events occur without warning during normal work hours, proper 
execution of the response and recovery phase plans (based on the circumstances of the 
emergency) provide for the safety of employees and mitigate the impact of the event on DHCFP 
core business processes. 


Emergency Response  


The BCCP also stipulates the procedures to follow immediately after an emergency has occurred. 
The facility emergency evacuation plan is activated; the proper public emergency services, 
corporate emergency responders, and Infocrossing’s site managers are notified; and, the 
emergency response team begins to evacuate the facility to ensure the safety and security of 
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employees, vendors, consultants, and visitors. The initial response team also is responsible for 
preparing a damage assessment report to inform management about the extent of damage and 
make recovery location, time, and cost estimate recommendations. 


Business Resumption Team 


The resumption phase of the BCCP includes the plans, preparations, and procedures required for 
the facility to resume some or all of its mission critical functions within an acceptable time 
period. The crucial business decision made during this phase is to ‘move the work’ or ‘move the 
people’ to expedite the recovery process. The recovery team, or business resumption team, 
consists of site managers and subject matter experts from each mission critical function with the 
primary responsibility to plan and implement the damage assessment report recommendations 
approved by Infocrossing’s senior leaders. They also keep the State and other external entities 
informed, develop time and cost estimates for recovery, coordinate cleanup and equipment 
salvage operations, coordinate re-construction efforts, and monitor compliance with OSHA and 
other regulatory agencies. In addition, they issue operational status reports and a post recovery 
final report. 


Documentation 


The Security Manager is charged with the responsibility of maintaining the BCCP. On an annual 
basis, he/she reviews and documents any changes to the key elements of the plan, including the 
business continuity planning strategy, organizational charts, contact numbers, referenced 
documents, and mission critical functions. The Calling Trees that identify the appropriate public 
emergency services and Infocrossing’s emergency responders to notify are updated quarterly. 


In addition, Infocrossing conducts awareness training and exercises with employees to 
underscore the purpose and importance of the emergency and contingency planning. Employees 
responsible for the administration and execution of the mission critical business components of 
the plan receive additional training on a periodic basis. 


Business Continuity Plan 


The Business Continuity Plan addresses the specific processes and procedures for the Omaha, 
Nebraska facility to continue to conduct MMIS operations in the anticipation of an unexpected 
incident or event. The plan, when viewed in context with the BCCP, provides additional details 
for handling site-specific issues and concerns.  


Personnel Replacement 


To ensure business continuity in those cases where employee loss, turnover, or inadequate 
performance occurs, we observe all corporate hiring and termination policies and procedures. 
Infocrossing’s Corporate Human Resources organization dedicates a human resource manager to 
support any additional staffing efforts we may require for the Nevada MMIS Project. They also 
will assist in verifying that we have adequate staff in place throughout the course of the new 
contract. 
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Should individuals leave due to a disaster, major illness, poor performance, or personal choice, 
the manager of the leaving individual will have discretion in selecting the replacement. The 
likely candidates for selection will come from an internal pool of top performing direct reports, 
from a pool of lateral-level candidates, from advertisements, or from local recruitment agencies. 
Working in consultation with the human resource manager, the hiring functional manager relies 
on the specific job qualifications and required experience to interview and hire suitable 
candidates. Employee data, including job descriptions, is online and available to the management 
team that would be required to make the selection. 


Each functional manager is responsible for ensuring that his or her respective department 
operates at optimal performance. Vacant positions are filled quickly to ensure no negative impact 
on performance and overall operations. Timeframes for filling open positions may vary, 
depending on the level of the position being recruited. Those individuals identified as key 
personnel for the Nevada contract who are unable to fulfill their commitment are replaced within 
(30) thirty days, as required. The State is notified of any change in key personnel in writing and 
immediately advised when a qualified replacement has been required. We seek State approval of 
the candidate before hiring a key personnel replacement 


Our staffing and resource management plans will be used to assess the viability of implementing 
all planned work with our available employee pool. We will constantly monitor individual job 
performance, conduct annual reviews, and provide supplemental training, if warranted, to ensure 
that employee performance standards are met.  


In addition, the BCCP will contain guidelines for considering the welfare and safety of our 
employees in the event of a disaster. Employee considerations include items such as early release 
to care for family matters, counseling, property protection, meals, lodging, transportation, 
payroll, and time charging. The plan also requires the selection of key personnel to staff backup 
sites and the identification of employee needs to resume critical functions. Also included are the 
assigned responsibilities to specific personnel for notifying all affected employees. 


Daily and Weekly Back Ups 


Contingency planning also demands stringent backup schedules and processes for the site 
operations. Each day Infocrossing will perform backup procedures for all computer software and 
operating programs, databases and systems, operations, and user documentation (in magnetic and 
non-magnetic form) used at the site. These back-up tapes will be stored in a locked cabinet in a 
secure, climate-controlled room. Access to backup tapes requires the approval of Infocrossing. 


Remote Facility 


We will store back-up operating instructions, procedures, reference files, system documentation, 
programs, procedures, and operational files used in an off-site storage area. Records stored in 
this facility do not include claims or contain any private health information. Infocrossing’s 
approval is required for access. Our procedures for updating off-site materials will be noted in 
the BCP, which will be reviewed, updated where necessary, and submitted for State approval. 
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Checkpoints and Restart Capabilities 


Infocrossing offers complete solutions to get the MMIS up and running following unplanned 
interruptions. Keeping users and critical data connected is a very important goal for us. Our 
Disaster Recovery business experts make available an uncommonly broad range of hosting, 
recovery, and consulting services. We have a strong commitment to an evergreen Disaster 
Recovery Plan and periodic testing of that plan insures the ability to recover the MMIS from an 
event impacting the functioning of the data center as quickly and completely as possible. 
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11.6 Post Implementation Review and CMS System Certification 
11.6.1 Overview 


Federal MMIS certification is the procedure by which CMS validates that State 
Medicaid systems are designed to support the efficient and effective 
management of the program and satisfy the requirements set forth in Part 11 of 
the State Medicaid Manual (SMM), as well as subsequent laws, regulations, 
directives, and State Medicaid Director (SMD) letters. The certification process 
also validates that the systems are operating as described in the prior approval 
documents, i.e., Advance Planning Documents (APDs), Requests for Proposal 
(RFPs), and all associated contracts submitted to CMS for the purpose of 
receiving Federal financial participation (FFP). 


The CMS authority for requiring Federal certification is based, in part, on 
language found at Public Law 92-603, and the Code of Federal Regulations 
(CFR) at 42 CFR 433 and 45 CFR 95.611(d). 


Following the transition of the Nevada MMIS, the Vendor will be required to 
demonstrate to CMS and DHCFP that Nevada’s MMIS continues to meet CMS’ 
MMIS certification requirements. The Vendor will assist in preparing for and will 
participate in the certification of the MMIS, including the preparation of 
certification documents, generating required reports, and ensuring that all 
MMIS certification requirements are met. DHCFP anticipates that CMS will 
conduct a limited review of the MMIS, and will be able to provide the successful 
Vendor with additional information about CMS’ certification review approach 
and expectations during the Contract Start Up Period of the project.  


System certification by CMS is the final step in the MMIS transfer project. We understand that 
certification is mandatory and that failure to achieve timely certification has extensive negative 
consequences for the State. We place the highest priority on protecting our Medicaid clients by 
ensuring that certification is obtained on schedule and within budget. Our approach employs 
extensive documentation, prepared in accordance with federal certification guidelines, 
throughout the project and a dedicated certification expert supporting the approach at every point 
in the certification process. Our strategy, objectives and preparation activities to achieve 
certification is presented after restating the contractor requirements of Section 11.6.2 below. 


Certification Experience:  


Infocrossing and its predecessor companies and partners have never failed to achieve federal 
certification. The following table lists the successful CMS certifications of our team. 
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Company State Role Implementation 
Responsibility 


Infocrossing Kansas Subcontractor to BCBS 
of Kansas 


Transferred, modified, and 
implemented the MMIS 


Infocrossing Missouri Prime Contractor  Takeover existing system; 
implemented new claims engine; 
provide fiscal agent services. 


S2Tech Mississippi Subcontractor to ACS Supported the transfer, 
modification, and 
implementation of the current 
MMIS; subsequently supported 
ACS’ replacement of the MMIS 


S2Tech  Iowa Subcontractor to Noridian 
Administrative Services 


Supported the transfer, 
modification, and 
implementation of the current 
MMIS 


S2Tech  Georgia Subcontractor to ACS Supported the implementation of 
a new MMIS 


S2Tech  District of 
Columbia 


Subcontractor to ACS Supported the implementation of 
a new MMIS 


GHS Wyoming Pharmacy Medicaid PBM 
and Fiscal Agent 


Implemented new Pharmacy 
systems for State of Wyoming to 
replace system from previous 
vendor. 


CMS Certification Experience 


After the RFP requirements restatements of Sections 11.6.2, 3, & 4, we present our approach to 
obtaining CMS certification post takeover. 
11.6.2 Contractor Responsibilities 


11.6.2.1 Perform a post implementation review of the MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, 
and documentation (system and user) in preparation for CMS’ certification review 
process, approximately six (6) months after full transfer of the Nevada MMIS 
operations to the successful Vendor. The successful Vendor’s project manager will 
be required to participate on site for the duration of the review period. The post 
implementation review should be conducted no later than thirty (30) days prior to 
CMS’ scheduled certification review. Post implementation review results should be 
provided to DHCFP for review and approval. 


11.6.2.2 Prepare and submit for review by DHCFP, a Post Implementation Evaluation Report 
that includes at a minimum: 


A. Lessons learned (i.e., successes, failures, outcomes) from the takeover and 
implementation; 


B. Project successes and failures; 


C. Issues, risks, and concerns; 
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D. Proposed resolutions to issues, risks, and concerns; 


E. MMIS user satisfaction; 


F. Benefits gained over the previous MMIS; and  


G. The current status of the MMIS. 


11.6.2.3 Perform a post implementation review of newly installed or modified systems that are 
within or peripheral to the MMIS, in accordance with its approved implementation 
schedule. This review applies to systems that may be installed after the takeover of 
the Nevada MMIS.  


11.6.2.4 Review DHCFP’s current Medicaid Enterprise Certification Toolkit (MECT) and 
provide updates to MECT checklists prior to CMS’ MMIS certification review process. 


11.6.2.5 Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will promote coordination of DHCFP 
and contractor responsibilities associated with CMS certification review process. At a 
minimum, the schedule should include the following elements and shall be submitted 
to DHCFP no later than thirty (30) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification 
review: 


A. Planned dates, milestones, associated with certification review tasks and 
activities; 


B. Development periods and submission dates for materials and activities 
pertaining to CMS’ certification review; 


C. Review periods (including DHCFP and CMS reviews) for materials developed 
in preparation for CMS’ certification review; and 


D. Scheduled walkthroughs of MMIS subsystems, business areas, and 
documentation (system or user documentation, or other documents as 
requested by DHCFP or CMS). 


11.6.2.6 Prepare certification review materials in preparation for multiple meetings with CMS 
and DHCFP in support of CMS’ certification review process. Materials may include 
but is not limited to: 


A. Meeting or walkthrough agendas and subsequent meeting minutes; 


B. Specific documentation pertaining to the review of a particular MMIS 
subsystem or business area; 


C. System or user documentation pertaining to the review of a particular MMIS 
subsystem or business area; 


D. Materials in presentation format as requested by DHCFP or CMS in 
preparation for the review; and 


E. Materials that support walkthrough with CMS and DHCFP, of various system 
components, functional, or business areas. 


11.6.2.7 Establish an online and/or physical repository of materials or information that will be 
used to support CMS’ certification review. The repository must adhere to access and 
security guidelines established by DHCFP. 
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11.6.2.8 Participate in CMS certification review meetings, onsite reviews/walkthroughs, or 
teleconference calls as requested by DHCFP, in preparation of, throughout, and post 
CMS’ MMIS certification review process. 


11.6.2.9 Work with DHCFP to establish a corrective action plan including but not limited to an 
approach and schedule for addressing certification review findings reported by CMS 
within a timeframe that is acceptable to CMS and DHCFP. 


11.6.2.10 Perform corrective actions and address deficiencies identified by CMS, in a manner 
that is acceptable to CMS and DHCFP. Corrective actions taken shall be 
documented and submitted to DHCFP for evidential and record management 
purposes.  


11.6.3 Contractor Performance Responsibilities 


11.6.3.1 The Vendor’s post implementation review should be conducted no later than thirty 
(30) days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review. Post implementation review 
results should be provided to DHCFP for review and approval. 


11.6.3.2 Submit to DHCFP for review, a Post Implementation Review Report no later than 
fifteen (15) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review.  


11.6.3.3 Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will promote coordination of DHCFP 
and Fiscal Agent responsibilities associated with CMS certification review process. 
The schedule shall be submitted to DHCFP no later than thirty (30) working days 
prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review. 


11.6.4 Contractor Deliverables 


11.6.4.1 Updated MECT Checklists. 


11.6.4.2 Post Implementation Review Report. 


11.6.4.3 Certification Review Schedule. 


11.6.4.4 Pre-certification Review Materials. 


11.6.4.5 Online or Physical Certification Review Repository. 


11.6.4.6 Corrective Action Plan (in response to CMS’ certification review results). 


11.6.4.7 Documented Evidence of Corrective Actions. 


 


Infocrossing acknowledges and is committed to the contractor, performance, deliverables and 
certification responsibilities enumerated in the RFP in sections 11.6.2-4. Below we detail our 
objectives, preparation activities and methodology to meeting the requirements. 


Objectives 


Our goal is to assist the State to achieve full federal certification within the specified timeframe. 
Our objectives include: 


• Achieving the ability to include all required data elements and produce all required 
samples, reports, and documentation with zero defects. 


• Achieving the levels of system performance required. 
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• Facilitating the certification preparation and execution through the application of our 
familiarity with the certification process and understanding of the CMS certification 
requirements, products, procedures, and expectations. 


Preparation Activities 


The Infocrossing management team will confer with DHCFP to identify and name the members 
of the Certification Team. Infocrossing will furnish qualified members who have certification 
expertise and experience, technical knowledge to support all aspects of the process, a Quality 
Assurance representative, a senior-level Trainer, and a representative from the management 
team. This team will be dedicated to the certification preparation and execution process. 


To facilitate certification, Infocrossing will train the Certification Team in the CMS process. We 
recommend that training include a mock certification drill to prepare the team members for 
actual onsite conduct of the certification by CMS representatives. This exercise will not only 
prepare the team and raise their level of comfort and confidence, but also it will highlight any 
problems that might occur during actual certification and enable us to correct them ahead of 
time. 


Infocrossing will prepare all the deliverables associated with certification including a 
Certification Plan, Checklist, and Review Package in accordance with CMS guidelines. The 
Certification Plan will enumerate the products to be produced and present a certification 
schedule. We will involve the DHCFP team members to ensure they have a complete 
understanding of all certification requirements and products. Certification deliverables will be 
presented to DCHFP for walk-through, review, and approval in the same manner as other project 
deliverables. 


Comprehensive Certification Evaluation 


Infocrossing will conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the transitioned MMIS following the 
successful implementation of the system. During this period, the Infocrossing certification team 
members will assist by providing documentation, reports, data files and any other information 
requested. We will provide the reports and data needed for the initial letter submission to the 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and prepare the required certification 
manuals as specified in the State Medicaid manual. Infocrossing’s Certification Team members 
will participate with DHCFP, as requested, in the actual certification. All team members will be 
present and available to respond to questions, assist DHCFP team members in conducting the 
certification test, and logging and correcting any errors. We will also participate in all CMS site 
visits, as requested, and provide them with any information needed to certify the system. 


Infocrossing will coordinate with DHCFP to prepare the Post Implementation Evaluation Report, 
in the unlikely event that it is necessary, the Infocrossing Certification Team members will work 
diligently with DHCFP to develop a process for ongoing resolution of issues through the design 
and implementation of a Corrective Action Plan. The team members will remain fully available 
to DHCFP until the State receives notification from CMS that the MMIS has been re-certified. 
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The following table summarizes our response, listing the job title or group(s) responsible for 
performance, the tools used to perform the function, a synopsis of our approach, and the signoff 
or completion indicator(s) to achieve CMS re-certification of the Nevada MMIS. 


Responsibility Performer Tools Approach Evidence of 
Completion 


1. Prepare the certification 
checklist and 
documentation 
developed from CMS 
certification 
requirements contained 
in the State Medicaid 
Manual, Part 11 and in 
42 CFR 433, Subpart C. 


Project 
Manager; 
Certification 
Team 


CMS 
Requirements
; MS Word; 
MS Excel; 
SharePoint 
Portal 


Walk-through the CMS 
certification 
requirements. 
Determine how each 
will be addressed and 
who on the team is 
responsible. Team 
members will collect 
documentation and 
complete their sections 
of the checklist. 
Weekly statuses will be 
provided. Issues will 
be tracked through 
completion. 


Submission of 
checklist and 
documentation to 
DHCFP. 


2. Collect federally 
required reports to be 
included in certification 
documentation. 


Project 
Manager; 
Certification 
Team 


Project 
repository; 
MS Word; 
MS Excel; 
SharePoint 
Portal 


Identify required 
reports. Determine 
source. Obtain reports. 
Maintain in project 
repository until 
required by CMS. 
Weekly status reports 
will be provided and 
issues tracked through 
completion. 


Reports submitted to 
DHCFP. 


3. Conduct walk-through of 
certification review 
deliverables. 


Project 
Manager; 
Certification 
Team 


Project 
repository; 
MS Word; 
MS Excel; 
SharePoint 
Portal 


Walk-through 
certification 
deliverables. Good 
mechanism for this is a 
mock certification drill. 


Minutes from 
completed walk-
through. Sign-off 
approval from DHCFP.


4. Prepare and submit final 
deliverables for approval.  


Project 
Manager 


Project 
repository; 
MS Word; 
MS Excel; 
SharePoint 
Portal 


Deliverables will be 
submitted according to 
CMS requirements. 


Submission of 
deliverables. 


5. Assemble approved 
documents in the 
certification review 
package. 


Project 
Manager 


Project 
repository; 
MS Word; 
MS Excel; 
SharePoint 
Portal 


Deliverables will be 
submitted according to 
CMS requirements. 


Submission of 
deliverables. 
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Responsibility Performer Tools Approach Evidence of 
Completion 


6. Participate in federal 
certification activities as 
requested by DHCFP. 


Project 
Manager; 
Certification 
Team 


 DHCFP Project 
Manager will identify 
which of the 
Certification Team will 
participate in specific 
activities. Team 
members will 
participate as 
requested. 


Infocrossing Team 
participation. 


7. Work with DHCFP to 
resolve any deficiencies 
identified during the 
review, if necessary. 


Project 
Manager; 
Certification 
Team 


Whatever is 
necessary to 
ensure prompt 
and 
successful 
certification. 


Certification Team will 
assist DHCFP in 
resolving any issues. 
Issues will be tracked 
through completion. 


Issue Tracking Log. 


8. Work with DHCFP to 
create and implement 
Correction Action Plan, 
if necessary. 


Project 
Manager; 
Certification 
Team 


Whatever is 
necessary to 
ensure prompt 
and 
successful 
certification 


Certification Team 
creates and implements 
a timely Corrective 
Action Plan in the 
unlikely event it is 
required by CMS. 


Submission of 
Corrective Action Plan.


 
11.6.5 DHCFP Responsibilities 


11.6.5.1 Meet with CMS to obtain an understanding of their planned approach to conducting a 
certification review of Nevada’s MMIS. 


11.6.5.2 Provide CMS’ certification review approach and detailed information to the Vendor 
based on information received from CMS. 


11.6.5.3 Review and approve the Vendor’s certification schedule to ensure effective 
coordination of activities leading up to and throughout CMS’ certification review. 


11.6.5.4 Review revisions or updates incorporated into MECT checklists as provided by the 
Vendor. 


11.6.5.5 Review the Vendor’s post implementation review report. 


11.6.5.6 Review and respond to issues, risks, or concerns reported by the Vendor during the 
post implementation review.  


11.6.5.7 Determine and notify the Vendor of any actions that must be taken in response to 
issues, risks, concerns or the overall post implementation review results.  


11.6.5.8 Notify CMS of proposed changes to the planned CMS certification review schedule 
as necessary. 


11.6.5.9 Review all materials developed by the Vendor that will be presented or used in 
support of CMS’ certification review process. 
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11.6.5.10 Provide guidance to the Vendor associated with the establishment of an online or 
physical repository of certification review materials and information. 


11.6.5.11 Notify the Vendor of CMS’ certification review findings. 


11.6.5.12 Work with the Vendor and CMS to establish an amenable timeframe for addressing 
CMS’ certification review findings. 


11.6.5.13 Review and approve the Vendor’s plan, schedule, and approach for addressing 
certification review findings reported by CMS. 


11.6.5.14 Review and approve corrective actions performed by the Vendor in accordance with 
the approved plan for addressing certification review findings. 


Infocrossing acknowledges DHCFP Responsibilities as stated in Section 11.6.5. 
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12 Scope of Work – Operational Requirements 
The project is broken down into the following tasks that will be explained in 
detail within the following sections. The tasks and activities requirements within 
this section are not necessarily listed in the order that they should be 
completed. Vendors must reflect within their proposal response and preliminary 
project plan their recommended approach to scheduling and accomplishing all 
tasks and activities identified within this RFP. 


DHCFP will retain or outsource responsibility for the following services:  


A. Waiver Enrollments;  


B. Nursing Facility Benefit Plan Assignments; 


C. Disability Determinations; 


D. Transportation; and 


E. Care Coordination. 


In this section of our proposal, Infocrossing responds to the Operational requirements detailed in 
DHCFP’s RFP. All RFP tasks and activities are addressed within the following narratives and/or 
within our preliminary work plan and schedule. 


12.1 General Operational Requirements for All System Components 
12.1.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


General 


12.1.1.1 Provide periodic recommendations for process improvements, based on industry 
standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies. 


12.1.1.2 Contractor shall meet and comply with all State and Federal rules and regulations. 


12.1.1.3 Respond to all DHCFP inquiries within one (1) working day. 


12.1.1.4 Maintain, and distribute as necessary, forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and Check 
Up including historical and current forms. 


As Missouri’s Medicaid fiscal agent since 1988, Infocrossing has worked closely with the 
Missouri DMS to ensure that the State’s Medicaid program remains current with industry 
standards and best practices. Our proven operational oversight process, both from a MMIS 
technical and program administrative services standpoint, has assisted the DMS to consistently 
meet all State and Federal Medicaid rules and regulations. We are confident that the operational 
procedures we’ve developed over the previous 22 years can easily be tailored to Nevada-specific 
requirements and will be more than effective at meeting DHCFP’s expectations. 


One of the keys to maintaining a close relationship between DHCFP staff and the Infocrossing 
project team is thorough and frequent communication. While the RFP requires weekly status 
reports and meetings, only through daily interaction can our two staffs foster a close and 
effective working relationship. Infocrossing is committed to establishing peer relationships with 
DHCFP at all supervisory and management levels to ensure that the State is immediately aware 
of operational issues and that DHCFP’s inquiries receive a response within a single working day. 
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Computing Platform – LAN/WAN 


12.1.1.5 Operate within Nevada’s current and future LAN/WAN network architecture in 
accordance with performance standards established by DHCFP. Nevada’s current 
LAN/WAN network architecture information and associated performance standards 
are presented in the Procurement Library. The Contractor’s telecommunications/data 
communications network must be compatible with State standards or be able to 
interface with State platforms and interconnections unless there are mutually agreed 
upon exceptions. 


12.1.1.6 All GUI front-end, database, middleware, and communications software, must be 
written in languages approved by DHCFP and compatible with DHCFP’s computing 
environment. Alternate languages may be proposed with the understanding that they 
must be approved by DHCFP. During the turnover period, the Contractor must take 
any actions necessary, including software and data conversion, to enable the MMIS 
and system components to be fully operational in DHCFP’s technical environment. 


During the development of our proposal, Infocrossing’s network and telecommunications 
architects reviewed Nevada’s current LAN/WAN network architecture information and 
performance standards in the Procurement Library. With these standards in mind, we designed 
our new information technology environment to be fully compatible with current State standards. 
Throughout the Transition and Operations Phases, we review potential IT environment changes 
with DHCFP to ensure continued compliance with Nevada standards. 


Infocrossing assumes all current Nevada core MMIS and Peripheral Systems / Tools software 
meet the RFP requirements detailed in Section 12.1.1.6. During the Requirements Review and 
Validation Task, we will review with DHCFP each of the Peripheral Systems and Tools 
components being replaced to ensure compliance with these State standards. Infocrossing will 
discuss with DHCFP any potential alternate software languages and obtain approval before 
proceeding. As part of our Transition responsibilities, we will accomplish the appropriate 
software and data conversions to enable the new Peripheral Systems and Tools to be fully 
operational in DHCFP’s technical environment. 


General Operations Outputs 


12.1.1.7 Adhere to the following standards for all outputs: 


A. All data must be edited for presence, format and consistency with other data 
in the update transaction; 


B. All headings and footers must be standard; 


C. Current date and time must be displayed; 


D. Dates must display centuries when the century information is critical. For 
example, date of birth. All stored dates must identify the century; 


E. All data labels and definitions used must be consistent throughout the system 
and clearly defined in user manuals; 


F. All MMIS generated messages must be clear and sufficiently descriptive to 
provide enough information for problem correction and be written in full 
English text; 
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G. All letters generated by the Nevada MMIS must have the ability to display 
data in upper and lower case; and 


H. All letters generated by the MMIS must be available in English and all other 
required languages (currently limited to Spanish). 


Infocrossing assumes all current Nevada MMIS outputs meet the RFP requirements detailed in 
Section 12.1.1.7. During the Requirements Review and Validation Task, we will review with 
DHCFP each window, screen, report, letter, and other outputs created by the Peripheral Systems 
and Tools components being replaced to ensure compliance with the State’s standard output 
requirements. 
Technical Requirements – Navigation 


12.1.1.8 Maintain a user friendly systems navigation technology and a graphical user 
interface (GUI) that allows all Nevada MMIS users to move freely throughout the 
system using pull down menus, window tabs, and "point and click" navigation. In 
addition, the navigation process must be completed without having to enter 
identifying data more than once. "Help" screens must be included and should be 
context-sensitive in order to provide for ease of use. The use of GUI access must be 
standardized throughout the MMIS and system components. 


12.1.1.9 Maintain a user-friendly menu system understandable by non-technical users that 
provide access to all functional areas. This menu system must be hierarchical and 
provide submenus for all functional areas of the Nevada MMIS. However, the menu 
system must not restrict the ability of users to directly access a screen, or the ability 
to access one screen from another without reverting to the menu structure. 


12.1.1.10 Maintain menus that reflect a hierarchical or tree structure of the screens. Each 
menu item may indicate a list of screens or a list of submenus to indicate screen 
dependencies to the users. The system should remain available to the user from log 
on to log off, without the need for intermediate systems prompts. The user should be 
able to navigate to any component of the system without the need to enter additional 
user identification.  


12.1.1.11 Maintain system navigation, user interface, and system access requirements that are 
standard for all authorized users of the MMIS and system components, including 
authorized users from other agencies and entities. 


Infocrossing assumes all current Nevada MMIS GUI and system navigation features meet the 
RFP requirements detailed in Sections 12.1.1.8 through 12.1.1.11. During the Requirements 
Review and Validation Task, we will review with DHCFP each new user interface created by the  
Peripheral Systems and Tools components being replaced to ensure compliance with the State’s 
standard GUI and navigational requirements. 
Technical Requirements – Data Integrity/Audit Trail 


12.1.1.12 Maintain a relational database management system (RDBMS). Referential integrity 
of the data must be maintained by the RDBMS. In the event of a break in a logical 
unit of work, all previously updated data must be rolled back. The system must 
provide a complete online audit trail of data changes, as outlined in Section 12.1.1 of 
this RFP. 
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12.1.1.13 Permit overrides only by written prior approval granted through DHCFP authorization 
policy. 


12.1.1.14 Ensure that the system design facilitates auditing of data and paper records and that 
audit trails are provided throughout the system, including any conversion programs. 
The audit record must identify user ID, workstation ID, and date and time of change. 


12.1.1.15 Incorporate audit trails in the system to track source documents and data through all 
processing stages, including the final destination. The audit trails must also allow 
users to trace processed data back to source documents 


12.1.1.16 Maintain audit trails for data changes including but not limited to: 


A. Overrides; 


B. Updates; 


C. Insertions; 


D. Deletions; and 


E. Transformations. 


12.1.1.17 All updates to data and all error updates and replacement transactions must be 
available for review by DHCFP upon request. 


12.1.1.18 Display date and user ID associated with changes on appropriate online inquiry 
screens and reports. 


Infocrossing assumes all current Nevada core MMIS and Peripheral Systems / Tools functions 
meet the data integrity and audit trail requirements detailed in Sections 12.1.1.12 through 
12.1.1.18. During the Requirements Review and Validation Task, we will review with DHCFP 
each of the Peripheral Systems and Tools components being replaced to ensure compliance with 
the State’s data integrity and audit trail requirements. 


Technical Requirements – Data Storage and Retention 


12.1.1.19 Maintain data for online access for a minimum of seventy-two (72) months. After 
seventy-two (72) months the data can be archived to an unalterable electronic media 
agreed to by DHCFP, as long as a method to retrieve archived data within twenty-
four (24) hours is provided. 


12.1.1.20 Restore archived data for reviewing, copying and printing, when requested by 
DHCFP. 


Infocrossing assumes all current Nevada core MMIS and Peripheral Systems / Tools functions 
and claims administrative processes meet the data storage and retention requirements detailed in 
Sections 12.1.1.19 through 12.1.1.20. During the Requirements Review and Validation Task, 
we will review with DHCFP each of the Peripheral Systems and Tools components being 
replaced to ensure compliance with the State’s data storage and retention requirements. 


Processing Requirements 


12.1.1.21 Accept, enter, process, and report on requests for payment to meet the requirements 
of this RFP, DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations. Accuracy, 
reasonableness and integrity of the payment processing function must be ensured by 
the Contractor. 
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12.1.1.22 Support the exchange of data between and among the MMIS and system 
components to facilitate business functions that meet the requirements of this RFP, 
DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations. Data may come from 
internal and external sources. A current interface inventory listing is contained in the 
Reference Library. 


Infocrossing’s technical and claims administrative quality control processes ensure that our 
MMIS and administrative operations remain compliant with DHCFP policies and procedures. 


During the development of our proposal, we reviewed the existing incoming and outgoing data 
exchange interfaces between the core MMIS, various Peripheral Systems and Tools, and external 
sources. Infocrossing assumes all current Nevada core MMIS and Peripheral Systems / Tools 
interfaces function correctly. During the Requirements Review and Validation Task, we will 
review with DHCFP each of the Peripheral Systems and Tools components being replaced to 
ensure the interfaces into and out of the replaced components meet the State’s requirements. 
System Response 


12.1.1.23 The system must respond to specific user requests within response times identified 
by DHCFP. 


System response time shall be measured during normal working hours, which 
are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, Monday through Friday, with the exception of 
Nevada State Observed Holidays. 


The following response times will be measured: 


A. Record Search Time – The time elapsed after the search command is 
entered until the list of matching records begins to appear on the monitor; 


B. Record Retrieval Time – The time elapsed after the retrieve command is 
entered until the record data begin to appear on the monitor; 


C. Screen Edit Time – The time elapsed after the last field is filled on the screen 
with an enter command until all field entries are edited with the errors 
highlighted; 


D. New Screen Page Time – The time elapsed from the time a new screen is 
requested until the data from that screen start to appear on the monitor; and 


E. Print Initiation Time – The elapsed time from the command to print a screen 
or report until it appears in the appropriate queue. 


Infocrossing assumes all current Nevada core MMIS and Peripheral Systems / Tools meet the 
system response requirements detailed in Sections 12.1.1.23 through 12.1.1.250. As we move 
through the various work plan activities associated with the set-up of a new data center and the 
transition of the core MMIS and Peripheral Systems / Tools into the new data center, we 
repeatedly perform system response time tests to ensure no degradation in service. Our work 
plan contains a number of activities designed, in part, to allow us to measure system throughput 
performance, such as: testing the initial load of the transferred MMIS, unit testing, system 
testing, integration testing, and parallel testing. 


Programming Requirements 
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12.1.1.24 Enable flexibility and efficiency in performing modifications using parameter and 
rules-based techniques, in order to support DHCFP program changes. 


12.1.1.25 Support validation checking for all transactions and interactions with the system 
including the data entry function.  


12.1.1.26 Maintain a comprehensive set of edits and audits including but not limited to the 
following points: 


A. Ensure that the transaction is subjected to all validation checks (e.g., number 
fields are all numeric); 


B. Ensure that the transaction is subjected to all business rule edits (e.g., 
provider number on file, no drug to drug interactions are present); 


C. Store reference data in tables to support efficient maintenance of specific 
values; 


D. Provide a process that allows for the setting of statistical edits; 


E. Ensure that transaction data is consistent with the Data Dictionary definitions; 
and 


F. Ensure that the transaction is processed to the maximum extent possible and 
that all failed edits are returned to the provider with sufficient explanation to 
allow the provider to correct the transaction. 


Infocrossing assumes all current Nevada core MMIS and Peripheral Systems / Tools functions 
meet the programming detailed in Sections 12.1.1.26 through 12.1.1.28. During the 
Requirements Review and Validation Task, we will review with DHCFP each of the Peripheral 
Systems and Tools components being replaced to ensure compliance with the State’s 
programming requirements. 
12.1.2 DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.1.2.1 Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and 
new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


12.1.2.2 Review and approve updates to system documentation. 


12.1.2.3 Select multiple days per month during which System Response times shall be 
monitored, and conduct response time testing at a remote work station. 


Infocrossing acknowledges the DHCFP responsibilities detailed in Sections 12.1.2.1 through 
12.1.2.3. We will work closely with the State to ensure all DHCFP’s responsibilities can be 
accomplished with the least expenditure of State personnel resources and in the most cost 
effective manner. 
12.1.3 System Performance Expectations 


12.1.3.1 The MMIS and systems components that support Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 
program business, (e.g., EVS, DSS, etc.) must operate in a twenty-four (24) hours 
per day, seven (7) days a week environment with a limited time period each week for 
maintenance. 
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12.1.3.2 Perform and complete system upgrades and database updates made to all systems 
outside of normal working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, Monday 
through Friday, with the exception of Nevada State Observed Holidays, or at times 
agreed to by DHCFP. 


12.1.3.3 Meet MMIS and system components response time standards. 


Times shall be measured for adherence to the requirements every fifteen (15) 
minutes during randomly selected days several times per month, at DHCFP's 
discretion, at a remote workstation. In addition, the Contractor must provide a 
system to monitor and report on response time monitoring results. 


1. Record Search Time – The response time must be within four (4) seconds for 
ninety-five (95%) of the record searches; 


2. Record Retrieval Time – The response time must be within four (4) seconds for 
ninety-five (95%) of the records retrieved; 


3. Screen Edit Time – The response time must be within two (2) seconds for ninety-
five (95%) of the time; 


4. New Screen/Page Time – The response time must be within two (2) seconds for 
ninety-five (95%) of the time; and 


5. Print Initiation Time – The response time must be within two (2) seconds for 
ninety-five (95%) of the time. 


Infocrossing assumes all current Nevada core MMIS and Peripheral Systems / Tools meet the 
system performance expectations detailed in Sections 12.1.3.1 through 12.1.3.3. As noted 
previously, within a number of work plan activities associated with the set-up of a new data 
center and the transition of the core MMIS and Peripheral Systems / Tools into the new data 
center, we repeatedly perform system performance testing to ensure no degradation in service 
levels. 


Throughout the Transition and Operations Phase, we work closely with DHCFP to establish the 
appropriate processes and schedules for monitoring system response times. 
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12.2 MAINTENANCE AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT 
The Maintenance and Change Management requirements define contractor 
responsibilities for maintaining and modifying the Nevada MMIS. This includes 
how future modifications and enhancements to the system will be categorized, 
tracked and completed through the Change Management process (CM) and 
how system maintenance will be addressed through changes to table values, 
system parameters, or codes and changes requested by the contractor to 
maintain related operations. 


Maintenance Activities 


12.2.1 OPERATIONAL MAINTENANCE 


The contractor must perform all operations maintenance and support to meet 
the requirements for the operational scope of work provided in Section 10 and 
12 of this RFP. The operations period must provide for continuous effective and 
efficient operation of the Nevada MMIS. 


Infocrossing is committed to maintaining the same high-quality level of service for the State of 
Nevada that we have for the past 20 years for our Missouri client. We will work with DHCFP to 
manage a MMIS and an operation that is not only efficient, but flexible enough to fit into today’s 
ever-changing health care field. Since 1988, we have maintained the Missouri MMIS and 
performed all the fiscal agent operations with a strong commitment to quality. We will maintain 
and modify the Nevada MMIS, utilizing our experienced systems staff and we will also sustain 
superior day-to-day operations that all of our customers have come to expect.  


System maintenance and modification is a critical component of the successful operation of the 
Nevada MMIS. System maintenance and modification are the ongoing, day-to-day tasks of the 
Infocrossing systems staff. Outstanding technical design and integration of system modifications 
are essential in maintaining a system that performs at the expected standards. Infocrossing 
believes that this high level of performance is a direct result of the experience, expertise, and 
performance of the individuals assigned to the project. To further enhance our performance, 
Infocrossing will establish a project management organization (PMO) during the Planning and 
Administration task of the Contract Start-Up Phase. The PMO will remain in place throughout 
all phases of our contract, including Contract Start-Up, Transition, Development and Operations. 
We will adjust the functions from phase to phase to support the project activities. 


Infocrossing will provide DHCFP with innovative technology and quality services through the 
experience and expertise of individuals highly trained in Medicaid claims processing. Our 
motivation and attitude allows Infocrossing to meet and often exceed all state requirements on 
schedule in a professional, capable manner. Infocrossing has developed a comprehensive method 
of ensuring that changes to the MMIS are made accurately and on time. Infocrossing has 
consistently delivered reliable solutions with unprecedented service and commitment.  


Infocrossing uses separate secure Intranet applications utilizing databases that can be viewed by 
DHCFP through a web browser to track system task requests, system problem assistance 
requests, help desk tickets (HDTs), Reference file changes, and provider manual changes. 
DHCFP or Infocrossing can initiate any of these changes, except HDTs, which are created by 
Infocrossing staff in response to a phone call or email and are usually urgent in nature. 
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The State may also request a system change using the Project Assessment Quotation process, 
which is used for a change that is more extensive and outside the scope of the normal 
maintenance process. We provide these changes upon request and with approval of the State at 
the rates specified in this contract. 


As a part of our commitment to the State, Infocrossing proactively identifies pieces of the MMIS 
that we think need changed. We may identify some of these changes from a technical system 
viewpoint, such as modifying a program to increase system response time or the change may 
come from an internal Infocrossing department, such as adding a field to the Medical Claim 
screen. We work closely with DHCFP to update the system, both for required changes and for 
changes that make an individual user’s job more efficient. All the MMIS program code and 
documentation that we create is the property of the State. 


Through our 20 years of collaboration with the State of Missouri, we have developed a 
maintenance and modification process that enables Infocrossing to provide the State with a 
robust, secure, efficient method of processing Medicaid claims. We are combining these time-
tested processes with a new project governance process utilizing the Project Management Office 
(PMO). Our PMO Manager will develop, implement, and maintain a PMO using the Guide to the 
Project Management Body of Knowledge Third Edition (PMBOK) as the foundation. We will 
establish the PMO in Phase I, Project Planning and Startup, of this contract and will continue 
using the PMO throughout the life of the contract. By merging our comprehensive understanding 
of the State’s needs and requirements with an industry-recognized project governance process, 
we will maintain our unparalleled service to the State. 
12.2.2 CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITIES 


12.2.2.1 Schedule and perform ongoing operations tasks to ensure system tuning, 
performance response time, database stability and processing. 


Infocrossing will schedule and perform ongoing operations tasks to ensure system tuning, 
performance response time, database stability and processing 
12.2.2.2 Initiate routine production schedules. 


Infocrossing will initiate routine production schedules. 
12.2.2.3 Maintain tables/databases that are not automatically updated during scheduled data 


loads. 


Infocrossing will maintain tables/databases that are not automatically updated during scheduled 
data loads. 
12.2.2.4 Maintain security to include maintenance of user accounts. 


Infocrossing will maintain security to include maintenance of user accounts. 
12.2.2.5 Maintain all database and application servers and related hardware.  


Infocrossing will maintain all database and application servers and related hardware. 
12.2.2.6 Provide and install upgrades of hardware and software during operations of the 


system as well as its maintenance. 
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Infocrossing will provide and install upgrades of hardware and software during operations of the 
system as well as its maintenance. 
12.2.2.7 Provide ongoing maintenance and submit updates to system documentation within 


thirty (30) days of DHCFP approval of a corrective action plan of a deficiency, or of 
implementation of a software modification.  


Infocrossing will provide ongoing maintenance and submit updates to system documentation 
within thirty (30) days of DHCFP approval of a corrective action plan of a deficiency, or of 
implementation of a software modification. 
12.2.2.8 Maintain updated user and system documentation. 


Infocrossing will maintain updated user and system documentation. 
12.2.2.9 Respond to production problems and emergency situations according to DHCFP-


approved guidelines. 


Infocrossing will respond to production problems and emergency situations according to 
DHCFP-approved guidelines. 
12.2.2.10 Maintain certification standards established during the CMS system review. 


Infocrossing will maintain certification standards established during the CMS system review. 
12.2.2.11 Submit a monthly invoice and supporting documentation for reimbursement of 


operations, as specified by DHCFP.  


Infocrossing will submit a monthly invoice and supporting documentation for reimbursement of 
operations, as specified by DHCFP. 
12.2.2.12 Submit monthly written operations period status reports to DHCFP, including details 


of the total maintenance and modification hours and the FTE’s utilized for that effort. 


Infocrossing will submit monthly written operations period status reports to DHCFP, including 
details of the total maintenance and modification hours and the FTE’s utilized for that effort. 
12.2.2.13 Provide adequate maintenance and modification staffing levels to meet the 


requirements of this contract. 


Infocrossing will provide adequate maintenance and modification staffing levels to meet the 
requirements of this contract 
12.2.2.14 Request approval to utilize FTE hours for IT programming staff that exceeds 


DHCFP-defined criteria. 


Infocrossing will request approval to utilize FTE hours for IT programming staff that exceed 
DHCFP-defined criteria. 
12.2.3 PROGRESS MILESTONES 


12.2.3.1 Adherence to operational performance expectations for each Nevada MMIS function 
as found in Section 12 of this RFP. 


Infocrossing will adhere to operational performance expectations for each Nevada MMIS 
function listed in Section 12 of this proposal. 
12.2.4 CONTRACTOR DELIVERABLES 
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12.2.4.1 Monthly operations period status reports. 


Infocrossing will deliver monthly operations period status reports, in a DHCFP approved format. 
12.2.5 DHCFP RESPONSIBILITIES 


12.2.5.1 Initiate, or review and follow up on, operations production problem reports. 


12.2.5.2 Review and approve updates to system and user documentation.  


12.2.6 CONTRACTOR PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS 


12.2.6.1 Distribute meeting and planning session documentation to DHCFP for verification 
within five (5) working days following the meeting or planning session. 


Infocrossing will distribute meeting and planning session documentation to DHCFP for 
verification within five (5) working days following the meeting or planning session. 
12.2.6.2 Track and provide a monthly report for DHCFP approval, hours expended and 


available for Contractor’s modification and enhancement design, testing, and 
implementation activities. Report should include elements as identified by DHCFP. 
The report must be provided within 5 days following the last working day of the 
reporting period. 


Infocrossing will track and provide a monthly report for DHCFP approval, hours expended and 
available for Contractor’s modification and enhancement design, testing, and implementation 
activities. Report should include elements as identified by DHCFP. The report must be provided 
within 5 days following the last working day of the reporting period. 
12.2.6.3 Track and maintain problem logs and allow DHCFP access to the problem logs as 


needed. 


Infocrossing will track and maintain problem logs and allow DHCFP access to the problem logs 
as needed. 


Change Management Activities 


The Change Management process shall apply to the core MMIS and peripheral 
systems and tools. 


12.2.7 Each vendor must propose a Change Management process through which ongoing 
system modifications and/or enhancements of the NV MMIS will be managed and 
considered by DHCFP and the Contractor. DHCFP is seeking an approach to 
Change Management based on industry best practices and successful 
implementation on one or more similar large scale IT projects. 


The purpose of the Change Management process is to facilitate the organized 
planning, development, and execution of modifications and enhancements to 
the NV MMIS, which includes the core MMIS as well as all peripheral systems 
and tools that support Medicaid claims processing. 


The Change Management process shall apply to all systems and tools  


Infocrossing is pleased that the State of Nevada has recognized the importance of recognizing 
and managing the inevitability of change to Project Schedules and Plans. We would like to 
slightly broaden the scope of our answer to this question to encompass the overall topic of 
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Change Management, which covers not only requested changes to time frames, but also to 
underlying scope and requirements. 


Change Management is considered key in delivering a quality system, on time and within 
budget. Change Management does not mean that changes are not allowed. Rather, in recognition 
of the fact that changes will occur, it is a method of reviewing and understanding the impact of 
potential changes prior to implementing them. The control of changes to the software and non-
software artifacts is an essential ingredient to the success of a project. All possible effort must be 
taken to ensure that changes are appropriately and efficiently instituted, that the impact of the 
change with respect to the overall system is understood, and that DHCFP is protected from risks 
associated with requested changes. It is imperative that all staff involved on a project are aware 
of the development scope, objectives, status, and impact of the change process at all times. 


The objective of Change Management is to establish defined baselines and describe how changes 
to those baselines are controlled. Infocrossing recommends the development of explicit Change 
Management Plans for each of the project phases, tailored to the specific phase activities and 
objectives: 


• Planning & Administration -- The Change Management Plan addresses defining and 
implementing the change management process and reporting and managing significant 
changes to the initial tasks that comprise project initiation and requirements definition 
and validation. At the completion of this Phase, Project Scope and Plans are defined in 
great detail, establishing the baseline for the Transition Phase 


• Transition – Starting with the well understood baseline established by Planning & 
Administration, transition encompasses both the Technology (installation, 
development/modification, testing and transition) and Fiscal Agent (staffing, training and 
transition) activities. This plan manages changes to the systems design and controls and 
manages approved changes in project scope. 


• Operations – The Change Management Plan for ongoing operations ensures that routine 
changes, as well as major future system enhancements, are effectively managed within 
the operational environment. 


Although Change Management processes usually address only systems-related changes, the 
Infocrossing Change Management Plan manages non-systems project changes (e.g., development 
of a new manual) as well, using the approaches and processes described in this section. 
Additionally, the Change Management process is used to identify potential project scope changes 
and to determine how these should be resolved. 


The Change Management Plan for the project will be described in the Project Plan and agreed to 
as part of the sign-off by applicable Infocrossing and DHCFP management representatives. 


The Change Management Board (CMB) oversees and manages changes identified for the 
project. The Change Management Board is formed at the beginning of Planning & 
Administration. This board is responsible for developing the Configuration Management Plan for 
deliverables and artifacts, implementing the plan, monitoring the plan, and reporting on 
Configuration and Change Management activities. In addition to senior DHCFP project 
representation, the following Infocrossing project members usually participate on the Board: 
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• Account Manager 
• PMO Manager 
• IT Manager 
• Operations Manager 


Infocrossing works with the State to determine CMB membership and DHCFP has the option to 
designate other or additional participants for board membership. 


The purpose of the CMB is to establish an appropriate baseline (or set of baselines) for the 
project, evaluate and approve or disapprove proposed changes to the baseline, ensure the 
approved changes are implemented, and make project scope decisions. Specific objectives or 
roles of the CMB include: 


• Define Project Baselines 
• Determine and describe what work products should be placed under Configuration 


Management for the project, what level of control is necessary for managing changes to 
each set of work products (e.g., Requirements Analysis Document, Detailed Systems 
Design, software elements, systems elements, etc.), and at what point the work products 
should be placed under the Configuration Management control. 


• Authorize changes to the baseline. 
• Determine “promote” methodology and audit requirements (i.e., describe how authorized 


changes will be incorporated into the baseline and deliverables accepted into the  next 
project phase or environment, including any audit reports required at these control points. 


• Define any additional Configuration Management review and status reporting 
requirements for the project. 


• Determine future meeting requirements for the CMB, including tailoring Infocrossing’s 
CMB procedures to meet the project’s needs. 


The Change Management Plan is an integral part of the Configuration Management Plan and the 
Change Management process is the responsibility of the PMO Manager who facilitates CMB 
meetings and performs administrative and reporting functions. 


Change Requests are submitted according to a formal process that is defined in the Change 
Management Plan that include processes for submitting a change, required information, change 
request update procedures, change status checking, and decision notification. 


On a regularly-scheduled basis that Infocrossing determines with DHCFP, the CMB reviews and 
approves changes. The CMB reviews changes for impact to the project in conjunction with the 
project’s definition of “significant change.” The PMO Manager works with DHCFP 
representatives to develop the project’s definition of “significant change” (i.e., the tolerable 
change-impact threshold during the course of the project which, when expected to be exceeded, 
will require re-planning of the project schedule and sign-off by applicable DHCFP and 
Infocrossing management). Changes may be approved, disapproved, returned to the requester for 
additional information, or approved in modified form. Approved changes must be formally 
signed-off by the CMB, after which the PMO incorporates them into the project management 
and tracking process. 
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Non-software work products associated with the project, including, but not limited to Software 
Development Plan components, baseline project schedule, test scripts, test results, and 
documentation are appropriately managed and controlled. The Change Management Plan defines 
this process and documents the specific steps. For each set of work products, the methodology 
and responsibility for ensuring appropriate levels of change, security, and version control are 
explicitly assigned. 


Infocrossing works with DHCFP during the early stages of Planning & Administration to define 
the detailed types of changes under the purview of the Change Management process. 
Infocrossing customizes our existing Change Management Plan (which has been used 
successfully on previous major Infocrossing projects) to reflect these decisions and the processes 
approved by the State. 


To record, track, and report on Change Requests and the status of the Change Management 
function, Infocrossing has implemented Change Management features based on Microsoft’s 
SharePoint. This web-enabled capability offers transparency into the Change Management 
function by making information readily accessible to all authorized project stakeholders, as well 
as furnishing an efficient, easy-to-use, and powerful tracking and reporting capability. 
12.2.8 The proposed Change Management solution submitted in response to this RFP must 


include the following: 


12.2.8.1 Provide a change request form/process that includes the following minimum 
fields/topics to be completed as information becomes available through research and 
request consideration: 


A. Reason for change request; 


B. Detailed description of requested change; 


C. Potential impacts to other system or process areas; 


D. Estimated hours to complete modification or enhancement; 


E. Tracking of decisions and discussions regarding the request; 


F. Reason for non-approval; 


G. Date of approval; and 


H. Approval signatures for specific DHCFP and Contractor management. 


Infocrossing will provide a change request form/process that includes the above fields/topics, at a 
minimum, to be completed as information becomes available through research and request 
consideration. 
12.2.8.2 Allow for change requests to be initiated and submitted by both DHCFP and 


Contractor staff. 


Infocrossing will allow change requests to be initiated and submitted by both DHCFP and 
Contractor staff. 
12.2.8.3 Proposed electronic tracking system capable of tracking change requests from 


submission through all steps to approval or closure, with access and record update 
capabilities for both DHCFP and Contractor staff. 
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Infocrossing proposes an electronic tracking system capable of tracking change requests from 
submission through all steps to approval or closure, with access and record update capabilities 
for both DHCFP and Contractor staff. 
12.2.8.4 Include standards for Design deliverables resulting from approved change requests, 


including DHCFP approval of both high level and detailed design documents. 


Infocrossing will include standards for Design deliverables resulting from approved change 
requests, including DHCFP approval of both high level and detailed design documents. 
12.2.8.5 Include standards for testing of developed system changes, including DHCFP 


approval of test results. 


Infocrossing will include standards for testing of developed system changes, including DHCFP 
approval of test results. 
12.2.8.6 Include approach for training Contractor and/or DHCFP staff on process or system 


changes resulting from approved change requests. 


Infocrossing will include approach for training Contractor and/or DHCFP staff on process or 
system changes resulting from approved change requests. 
12.2.8.7 Incorporates Change Management Responsibilities as stated in Section 12.2 of this 


RFP. 


Infocrossing will incorporate Change Management Responsibilities as stated in Section 12.2 of 
this RFP. 
12.2.8.8 Load Change Management history and open tickets from current vendor. 


Infocrossing will load Change Management history and open tickets from current vendor. 
12.2.8.9 Provide reporting to meet Agency needs including, but not limited to Weekly report of 


all tickets with sufficient detail to allow staff to quickly and efficiently determine status 
of tickets they are interested in. 


Infocrossing will provide reporting to meet Agency needs including, but not limited to Weekly 
report of all tickets with sufficient detail to allow staff to quickly and efficiently determine status 
of tickets they are interested in. 
12.2.8.10 Provide ability for all staff to view current status of all tickets. Information on display 


must be sufficient and detailed to allow staff to determine current status, next steps 
and all history and documents for this ticket. 


Infocrossing will provide ability for all staff to view current status of all tickets. Information on 
display must be sufficient and detailed to allow staff to determine current status, next steps and 
all history and documents for this ticket. 
12.2.8.11 Provide detailed monthly accounting of all tickets, engineering hours spent by ticket 


and the source of the hours. 


Infocrossing will provide detailed monthly accounting of all tickets, engineering hours spent by 
ticket and the source of the hours. 
12.2.8.12 Provide web-based view of Change Management tracking system which will be 


available to all Agency Staff. 
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Infocrossing will provide web-based view of Change Management tracking system which will be 
available to all Agency Staff. 
12.2.8.13 Provide Agency feedback on areas of the Change Management process that could 


be changed/enhanced to improve the process efficiency, achieve better Change 
Management outcomes and/or improve the process. With Agency approval, 
implement those changes. 


Infocrossing will provide Agency feedback on areas of the Change Management process that 
could be changed / enhanced to improve the process efficiency, achieve better Change 
Management outcomes and/or improve the process and with Agency approval, implement those 
changes. 
12.2.9 CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITIES 


12.2.9.1 Develop and submit for DHCFP approval, a Change Management Plan based on the 
Change Management process proposed in the Contractor’s response to this RFP. 


Infocrossing will develop and submit for DHCFP approval, a Change Management Plan based 
on the Change Management process proposed in the Contractor’s response to this RFP. 
12.2.9.2 Update Change Management Plan annually with input and approval from DHCFP. 


Infocrossing will update the Change Management Plan annually with input and approval from 
DHCFP. 
12.2.9.3 Perform change management activities in accordance with approved Change 


Management Plan. 


Infocrossing will perform change management activities in accordance with approved Change 
Management Plan. 
12.2.9.4 Provide staff competent to perform all functions of NV MMIS modification and 


enhancement tasks and responsibilities. 


Infocrossing will provide staff competent to perform all functions of NV MMIS modification 
and enhancement tasks and responsibilities. 
12.2.9.5 Document Change Management meetings and planning sessions in writing, 


summarizing the key points covered, and distributed to DHCFP staff within five (5) 
working days after the meeting.  


Infocrossing will document Change Management meetings and planning sessions in writing, 
summarizing the key points covered, and distributed to DHCFP staff within five (5) working 
days after the meeting. 
12.2.9.6 Participate in long range planning sessions to coordinate future NV MMIS 


enhancements.  


A pool of 41,600 programming hours will be provided annually to perform 
activities other than operational maintenance activities as directed by DHCFP 
using the change control process agreed upon by DHCFP and Contractor. 


At the end of each year, any unused hours from the pool of annual hours shall 
be carried forward into the next contract year. For valuation purposes, at the 
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end of the contract and all amendments to the contract, any unused 
Maintenance and Enhancement hours shall be valued at $85.00 per hour. 


All work performed against the pool of programming hours will be performed by 
resources separate from those performing other DHCFP work during the same 
time period. 


Infocrossing will participate in long range planning sessions to coordinate future NV MMIS 
enhancements. Infocrossing understands and agrees to provide pool of 41,600 programming 
hours annually to perform activities other than operational maintenance activities as directed by 
DHCFP using the change control process agreed upon by DHCFP. Infocrossing acknowledges 
that at the end of each year, any unused hours from the pool of annual hours will be carried 
forward into the next contract year. For valuation purposes, at the end of the contract and all 
amendments to the contract, any unused Maintenance and Enhancement hours shall be valued at 
$85.00 per hour. Infocrossing acknowledges that all work performed against the pool of 
programming hours will be performed by resources separate from those performing other 
DHCFP work during the same time period. 
12.2.9.7 The Takeover vendor shall continue work begun by FHSC programming staff, new 


work shall be identified and prioritized through the change management system. 


Infocrossing acknowledges that they will continue work begun by FHSC programming staff, 
new work shall be identified and prioritized through the change management system. 
12.2.10 DHCFP RESPONSIBILITIES 


12.2.10.1 Provide staff to participate in Change Management meetings and planning sessions. 


12.2.10.2 Approve the contractor’s proposed change management process. 


12.2.10.3 Review and approve contractor’s monthly change management report. 


These responsibilities are a standard component of Infocrossing’s processes for first establishing 
and then executing a successful Change Management Plan. 
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12.3 Training Requirements 
The Contractor shall provide a training program and documented Training Plan 
that describes the commitment of the Contractor staff to provide initial and 
ongoing training to DHCFP, Contractor, and Sub Contractor Staff. The 
Contractor will provide training to appropriate DHCFP staff when new tools, 
system features or updates have presented a significant change to the MMIS 
and system components and will provide training for new DHCFP staff. 
Comprehensive system documentation shall also assist staff in appropriate use 
of system tools and procedures. 


12.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


12.3.1.1 Develop and submit a Training Plan for DHCFP approval, to be updated at least 
annually, that describes the Contractor’s commitment to providing initial and ongoing 
training for all Contractor and DHCFP staff. 


12.3.1.2 Develop a Training Plan Outline. 


12.3.1.3 Develop a Training Plan and associated materials that includes, but is not limited to: 


A. Approach to training (basic, intermediate and advanced); 


B. Course listing and description; 


C. User documentation; 


D. Operational procedures; 


E. Training materials; 


F. Student Evaluation Forms; and 


G. Training schedule. 


12.3.1.4 The Contractor must create training sites which emulate the MMIS production 
environment. Both computer-based and classroom training are required to be 
available to new and existing users. Training sites will be required at the vendor’s 
operations center and Las Vegas. There must be one (1) instructor for every twelve 
(12) students with a computer and materials available for each student. DHCFP does 
not guarantee a minimum staff class size. Training must occur within fifteen (15) 
working days prior to implementation at that site. Train-the-trainer classes must also 
be conducted to equip DHCFP staff with the skills and materials necessary to 
provide future training to new staff. 


12.3.1.5 Establish and equip two (2) training sites, one (1)at the vendor’s operations center 
and one (1) in Las Vegas. 


12.3.1.6 Organization of the training sessions should take into account, but not be limited to, 
the following factors: 


A. Group people with like computer proficiencies (basic, intermediate and 
advanced); 


B. Group people with similar job functions; 


C. Show the application in relation to how the work is done; and 
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D. Tailor training to each job function. 


12.3.1.7 Prepare as requested by DHCFP, desk reference manuals for each system 
component, with instructions appropriate for differing levels of user access as 
prescribed by role-based security. 


12.3.1.8 Provide initial, ongoing and refresher training on core MMIS, peripheral tools, and 
claims support services according to a DHCFP approved schedule, from the time the 
system is implemented through the end of the contract term. 


12.3.1.9 Provide evaluation forms to the attendees at each training session. Summarize the 
input from the forms for State review. 


12.3.1.10 Conduct initial and ongoing training and education for Contractor staff, including but 
not limited to: 


A. Help Desk Procedures and Protocols to support inquiries about connectivity, 
desktop software, the MMIS, and system components; and 


B. Call Center Procedures and Protocols to support Provider inquiries. 


12.3.1.11 Conduct ongoing HIPAA training and education for all Contractor and Sub-Contractor 
staff under the guidance of DHCFP’s designated HIPAA compliance officer, in 
accordance with HIPAA requirements. 


12.3.2 DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.3.2.1 Make DHCFP staff or designated State or contracted staff available to be trained in 
the operation of the core MMIS and system components. 


12.3.2.2 Review and approve Contractor submitted Training Plan. 


12.3.2.3 Review and approve Contractor proposed training schedule. 


12.3.3 Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.3.3.1 Submit Training Plan for DHCFP approval thirty (30) days prior to system takeover, 
and at least annually thereafter. 


The Nevada Medicaid Information system (MMIS) takeover project will have multiple 
enhancements and new functionality scheduled to be implemented on an incremental basis. As a 
result, changes to existing business processes and supporting technologies will occur for State 
and Fiscal Agent staff. Successful implementation of these changes requires a training solution 
that focuses on educating business and technical users about how to complete their day-to-day 
activities in the new environment. 


The success of the implementation and ongoing operations will depend on how well employees 
are equipped to operate in the new business environment. One of the critical success factors is 
focused training and change management efforts. Training would play a critical role in training 
the users on the new functionality and would help overcome general resistance to change. 


The overall objective for successful training for the project would be capturing the right 
information, delivering quality training, and equipping the people with the tools and information 
that they need at the right time to perform their job duties in the new environment. This goal will 
be achieved by implementing a comprehensive training methodology that will guide the entire 
training process. 
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Infocrossing has implemented this solution in Missouri and this will enable us to leverage 
training best practices and training solutions. Our experience with other Medicaid state 
implementations will make us a highly knowledgeable and responsive partner. 


Training Development Approach 


End User Training is a key element in ensuring the successful implementation of MMIS 
enhancements and changes. Training the end users in the use of the application will facilitate a 
smooth transition from existing business processes to new processes. It is critical in helping 
employees adapt to the changes being introduced and in transferring knowledge and ownership.  


The key tasks as part of our training approach include: 


• Develop a Training Plan – Infocrossing will develop and deliver a Training Plan at least 
30- days prior to system take over and annually thereafter to address the unique needs of 
each MMIS operation. Our training plan and supporting documentation will include, at a 
minimum: 
o Training needs analysis (identify prior to training on each enhancement) 
o Type of training required (business, technical or both) 
o Level of training (basic, intermediate and advanced) 
o Course Listing and description 
o Subject Matter – user documentation, operational procedures and system 


documentation 
o Training delivery method (hands-on, Classroom-training or web-based) 
o Participants who will be attending training 
o Number of training sessions required 
o Projected dates for training 
o Prerequisites (if any) 
o Trainer’s qualifications 
o Student Evaluation 


• Design and Develop Training Material – Key business and technical project team 
members work with the content development team to design and develop training 
material specific to the MMIS implementation. The deliverables for training would 
include PowerPoint Slides, Instructor Guides and Web-based training based on the 
identified training delivery method. 


• Deliver Training – Training is delivered to the users based on the defined Training Plan. 
These training sessions will be delivered on site and will include hands-on practice and 
face to face training. A trainer knowledgeable about the MMIS implementation facilitates 
the session. 


• Evaluate Training – Post the completion of the training, feedback is collated about the 
quality of the training material, quality of training and the participant’s satisfaction with 
the training program. 
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• Update Training Material - Feedback is obtained from training sessions conducted and 
training materials are modified periodically to improve the training experience for the 
participant. 


 
Training Development Approach 


Training Needs Analysis 


The training needs analysis is conducted with the key stakeholders in the State and the 
Infocrossing Training Manager and key individuals to establish who needs training, what will be 
trained, how they will be trained, and if any participant has special training needs. A session will 
be conducted to determine the final training requirements. The training materials will be 
developed from the information received at the sessions and State stakeholders may review the 
content before the material is finalized. 


Training Delivery Methods 


Training is delivered either in a Classroom or Web-based mode. 


• Classroom Mode – In a Classroom mode, the training will be delivered face-to-face by 
the facilitator. The instructor will provide an overview of the new features and the 
participants will be able to learn about the new features using scenarios and facilitator 
demonstrations. The participants will also have access to the MMIS training environment 
to practice exercises. 


• Web-based Mode – A Web-based training solution will be developed in scenarios where 
there is a need to deliver training to a large number of users and if there is a need to make 
the content available to learners at their desk. The Web-based training courses will 
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contain system simulations to demonstrate the key tasks in the system. This will enable 
the learners to practice key transactions even if the MMIS training environment is not 
available. 


Training Courses 


Our training plan will include numerous training courses (both web and classroom) that will be 
based upon the requirements identified through the training needs analysis process as well as any 
future enhancement needs. The list of training courses could, at a minimum, include the 
following functional areas: 


• Fundamentals and Overview 
• Claims Submission 
• Claims Processing 
• Provider Enrollment, Updates and Inquiry 
• Reference Update 
• Financial Inquiry 
• Adjustments and Financial Update 
• Managed Care Inquiry and Update 
• Prior Authorization Inquiry, Update and Submission 
• TPL Inquiry and Update 
• Security 
• HIPAA 
• Web Portal 
• Decision Support/Data Warehouse 
• MARS/SURS 


Training Material 


Training materials will have a consistent look and feel and will be produced using Microsoft 
Word, PowerPoint and Adobe tools. 


• Curriculum – The training curriculum will detail the basic and complex scenarios 
designed to cover all new functionality or features introduced with the MMIS 
implementation. The key components that will be detailed in the curriculum include: 
o Session plan 
o Course objectives and overview 
o Course evaluation 
o Post-training follow-up on outstanding items 


• Training Material/Handbooks – Training manuals will be produced to support the 
MMIS implementation. The content and level of detail required in the handbook is 
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determined by the project team. These manuals will contain process overviews and step 
by step descriptions for various system tasks 


• Web-based Training – Web-based training courses will be developed for key tasks and 
transactions. 


• Evaluations – At the end of a classroom training session each participant is requested to 
complete an anonymous evaluation form specifically targeting: 
o Quality of instruction 
o Quality of material 
o Pace of training 
o Facility accommodations 
o Improvement suggestions 


Feedback is used to gauge training effectiveness and to identify areas of training that need 
improvement. Please refer to Tab XIV Other Materials, Appendix A – Training Evaluation 
Template. 


Roles and Responsibilities 


Role Responsibilities 
Training Manager • Develop and implement a State-approved training plan. 


• Develop a curriculum for initial and follow-up internal training 
courses on the new system; update the curriculum with new 
system releases and new components. 


• Manage all internal training documentation and support materials. 
• Ensure that all hardware and software are available for training 


sessions. 
• Produce reports on training activities for management review. 
• Contribute to a high-performing, motivated work group by 


applying interpersonal communication and collaboration skills to 
achieve project goals. 


• Work with peers and team leaders to ensure assignment deadlines 
are communicated and being met. 


Trainers • Conduct training sessions for new users. 
• Deliver training to technical and non-technical users either at the 


State facility or other off-site location. 
• Provide training one-on-one, small group, large group, over the 


telephone or Web cast. 
• Ensure that all hardware and software are available for training 


sessions. 
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Role Responsibilities 
Functional Team • Provide inputs to the training development team and trainers about 


the changes in the system 
• Review and sign-off training material developed for the rollout 


Training 
Development Team 


• Prepare training materials utilizing different formats such as 
Classroom and Web-based training 


• Work with teams to develop educational materials for the provider 
or recipient communities 


Participant • Actively participate throughout training course 
• Complete prerequisites for attending a training session (if 


necessary) prior to the training session 
• Communicate any scheduling conflicts in a timely manner  
• Complete “hands-on” scenarios or workshops during the course 
• Take notes and ask questions 
• Complete evaluation form at the end of training session and 


submit to the facilitator 
• Share information with co-workers as necessary 
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12.4 General Reporting Requirements 
Flexible, accurate, and timely reporting must be supported by the MMIS and 
system components for many of the business functions of the Nevada Medicaid 
and Check Up Programs. Required reports consist of numerous reports that 
are required by the Federal government and others which are required by 
DHCFP, other State agencies, and State Contractors. 


Infocrossing delivers the knowledge, skills, and experience needed to efficiently and accurately 
meet the General Reporting Requirements set forth in section 12.4 of this RFP and of DHCFP. 
The Nevada MMIS reports will be set up to run in timeframes specified by DHCFP. Federal 
reports will be produced, reviewed for Quality and, after DCHFP approval, distributed on the 
schedule required.  
12.4.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


12.4.1.1 Render all reports in the media, format, timeframe, and frequency that are 
appropriate to the business nature of the report, as specified by DHCFP. 


12.4.1.2 System reports generated electronically using the existing report management 
system. Support the following formatting capabilities for system users: 


A. Default to Eight and one-half (8-1/2) by eleven (11) inch paper; and 


B. Landscape or portrait orientation, as appropriate or requested. 


12.4.1.3 Support menu-driven access to reports. 


12.4.1.4 Generate reports to electronic formats appropriate for storing, display and data 
extraction, in formats as specified by DHCFP. 


12.4.1.5 Provide storage capabilities that promote online access to and retrieval of report 
information using user-entered selection criteria. 


12.4.1.6 Provide access to reports in accordance with security specifications and guidelines 
established by DHCFP. 


12.4.1.7 Reports shall be generated and made available based upon criteria and schedule 
determined by DHCFP. 


12.4.1.8 Ensure the accuracy of all reports, including, but not limited to, calculations and 
completeness of data used as input. 


12.4.1.9 Ensure report requests (not already addressed through the use of the DSS, query 
tools, MARS, other systems, or other reports) are managed through the approved 
change management process. 


12.4.1.10 Review DHCFP requested report parameter changes for feasibility and respond back 
to DHCFP on any requests that are not feasible prior to the cycle to which the 
change applies.  


12.4.1.11 Implement report parameter changes for upcoming reporting cycles as requested by 
DHCFP and in accordance with the change management process. 


12.4.1.12 Ensure that all current State and Federal reporting requirements are met by the 
MMIS and system components. 
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12.4.1.13 Offer periodic recommendations for reporting process improvements, based on 
industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies. 


12.4.1.14 Submit Federal reports for review and approval by DHCFP, prior to submission to 
CMS. 


12.4.1.15 All reports must be made available in data format specified by DHCFP for export and 
import purposes. 


12.4.1.16 Respond promptly to legislative/administrative requests for reports, as required by 
DHCFP. 


Our approach to meeting the requirements is two pronged: 


• Continue the use of the current MMIS reporting capabilities to provide reports and 
extracts that meet state and CMS reporting requirements as well as those reports needed 
to report performance and operational status. 


• Deliver and configure a replacement solution for the current Data Warehouse and 
Decision Support system and transfer general and CMS reporting requirements point of 
origin to the Hilltop Institute DW/DSS solution. 


This approach assures Nevada, that reporting requirements will continue to be met through a low 
risk continuation of current reporting processes and capabilities, while preparing Nevada for 
more robust analytic and reporting capabilities. Please refer to our response to Section 16, for a 
more detailed discussion of the Hilltop Institute solution. 


By transitioning to the Hilltop Institute product, new options will be available to the state that 
will simplify general, ad-hoc and MARS reporting and data mining which will improve the 
accuracy, completeness and accessibility of data. A few of the benefits will include: 


• Tools that allow the user to easily view details behind aggregate totals 
• Ability to select a subset of data instead of viewing an entire report 
• The setting of alerts for fields that are outside of pre-set norms 
• Creation and viewing of pie charts and bar charts as well as detail reports 


With other features, including parameterized reporting, extensive drill through capability from 
summary to detail, and advanced graphics capability, DHCFP will have optimal capability of 
obtaining meaningful data. Infocrossing will work closely with DHCFP to ensure all users are 
trained in the capabilities of the reporting system and will make any recommendations on how to 
optimize the use of its system features. 


The Hilltop Institute solution can meet all stated CMS-mandated MAR reporting requirements, 
as indicated in the following table. 
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CMS Reporting Requirements 
CMS Requirement EMAR Report(s) Meeting Requirement 


Provide information required in the review and 
development of medical assistance policy and 
regulations 


MR-O-02 
MR-O-04 


Monitor the progress of claims processing activity and 
provide summary reports which reflect the current 
status of payments 


MR-O-09 
MR-O-10 
MR-O-15 
MR-O-16 


Report recipient participation to analyze usage and 
develop more effective programs 


MR-O-22 
MR-O-23 
MR-O-24 


Produce program data necessary to satisfy Federal 
Medicaid reporting requirements, e.g., those contained 
in §2700 


MSIS Extracts 


Prepare budget allocations for various categories of 
service for the fiscal year MR-O-01 


Project the cost of program services for future periods 
from past experience 


MR-O-01 
MR-O-02 
MR-O-04 


Compare expenditures with budget to control financial 
position 


MR-O-01 
MR-O-03 


Compare current cost with previous period cost to 
analyze current cash flow 


MR-O-01 
MR-O-04 
MR-O-06 
MR-O-08 
MR-O-12 


Analyze areas of program expenditure to determine 
relative cost benefit 


MR-O-22 
MR-O-23 
MR-O-24 


Review services used by recipient categories for 
participation and relative cost MR-O-28 


Analyze progress in accreting eligible Medicare Buy-
In recipient data and the break-even point between 
Medicare and Medicaid payments 


MR-O-05 


Review provider participation and analyze provider 
service capacity for recipient access to health care 


MR-O-06 
MR-O-12 
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CMS Reporting Requirements 
CMS Requirement EMAR Report(s) Meeting Requirement 


Present claims processing and payment information 
for an analysis of timely reimbursement 


MR-O-09 
MR-O-10 
MR-O-30 


Analyze the frequency, extent, and type of provider 
and other claims processing errors 


MR-O-11 
MR-O-18 


Monitor third party avoidances and collections under 
state plan requirements 


MR-O-17 
CMS 64 


Provide information needed for institutional and 
capitation rate setting 


MR-O-01 
MR-O-04 


Analyze provider claim filing for timeliness, fiscal 
controls, and ranking 


MR-O-15 
MR-O-16 
MR-O-19 


Analyze drug use by individual and by eligibility 
category for cost and potential abuse 


MR-O-21 
MR-O-26 


Present geographic analysis of expenditures and 
recipient participation 


MR-O-23 
MR-O-24 


Provide information to support State and Federal 
program initiatives and reporting requirements MSIS Extracts 


 


In addition to meeting the reporting requirements, we have reviewed your Federal Reporting 
checklist and note a number of business objectives where the current reporting requirements 
could be improved. For example, real time summary queries that are now obtained by batch job. 
In particular, we note needs in the program cost analysis areas and trend identification and 
analysis area. We will work with DHCFP to develop flexible real time reporting for these areas. 
12.4.2 DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.4.2.1 Review and approve Contractor proposed listing of reports and associated report 
generation schedule. 


12.4.2.2 Work with the Contractor to define report parameters and report layouts. 


12.4.2.3 Review and approve Federal reports prior to submission to CMS. 


12.4.2.4 Consider recommendations for improvement provided by the contractor. 


Infocrossing acknowledges the DHCFP responsibilities of Section 12.4.2. Infocrossing will make 
recommendations on an ongoing basis for improvements to the reporting process. These 
recommendations could center on obtaining data or the production and delivery of reports. One 
of the major benefits of the Hilltop DW/DSS solution is its ability to create custom reports to 
match individual needs in the areas of policy and management. Users will be able to view reports 
using enhanced selection parameters and drill-through capabilities to fine-tune program analysis. 
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For example, a user can view expenditures by either date of payment or date of service, as 
required by the analysis. 


Infocrossing will monitor the Federal reporting requirements, which currently include 122 data 
elements, ensuring that we include in the reports all data elements related to services covered in 
the State Plan. Infocrossing will analyze, recommend, and provide for use of Minimum Data Set 
information as part of our services of this component.  


The current MARS will continue to provide reports and extract files not initially available with 
the Hilltop solution. Infocrossing will work with DHCFP to recommend the conversion of any 
existing MARS reporting system components into the Hilltop system and assist in designing any 
non-Federal reports. 
12.4.3 Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.4.3.1 Produce each report at the frequency agreed to by DHCFP. 


12.4.3.2 Distribute each report within the timeframe agreed to by DHCFP. 


12.4.3.3 Produce reports according to Federal reporting time frames. 


12.4.3.4 Respond within one (1) working day to legislative/administrative requests for reports, 
as required by DHCFP 


Infocrossing will produce all the required reports on the medium and in the quantity DHCFP 
desires. Infocrossing also will produce the reports in any timeframe the State desires. The date 
control table that drives the time periods for each report: monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, 
calendar year-end, state fiscal year, federal fiscal year, or on-request will be evaluated during the 
Takeover and Transition phase and Infocrossing will meet with DHCFP to define what unique 
accuracy requirements are necessary. Balancing features will be employed that ensure that 
transaction counts and amounts that are processed match the totals in the reporting repository.  
Infocrossing acknowledges and is committed to meeting and exceeding the Contractor reporting 
requirements specified in Section 12.4 of the RFP and assumes the current solution meets all of the 
current requirements. 
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12.5 Core MMIS Component Requirements 
12.5.1 Overview of Core MMIS Components 


The Core MMIS is the component traditionally referred to as the claims 
payment engine, and defined by the system source code for the MMIS 
operated by the current Fiscal Agent for the State. The source code can be 
construed as the scope of the Core MMIS component.  


The following business function areas compose the Core MMIS. The 
associated Contractor Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, System 
Performance Requirements, and Contractor Performance Requirements are 
located in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table (Attachment O). 


Maintaining stable business operations that optimally support efficient, customer-service driven 
program operations is pivotal. Our goal in taking over and performing ongoing operations and 
enhancements of the MMIS is to seamlessly support the technical infrastructure while focusing 
on delivering systems and applications that consistently meet or exceed the DHCFP’s 
expectations for quality. We recognize that DHCFP requires a fiscal agent who has successfully 
managed a MMIS and who is fully prepared to partner with DHCFP to ensure that the system 
and operations of the MMIS continue without interruption and with improved efficiencies. 


Even during a Takeover, system operation for an MMIS is foremost about business continuity 
and ensuring the reliability of a stable, secure, efficient system. Ensuring consistent system 
uptime requires a dedicated, experienced staff and well-defined processes. To accomplish this 
continuity, we will blend current Infocrossing team members and work with DHCFP to retain 
much of the incumbent staff. Retaining a staff with direct, relevant experience in modifying and 
enhancing the Nevada MMIS and related systems reduces risk to operational efficiency and 
maximizes the opportunities for increased quality of service to providers, clients, and DHCFP.  


Open, frank communication is possibly the most important component of maintaining an 
effective partnership. In maintaining day-to-day operations, as well as implementing special 
projects, knowing and being responsive to the information needs of all project staff is essential. 


Particularly in the implementation of projects that are time limited, sharing critical information 
with appropriate project members in a timely manner is especially helpful in ensuring that 
projects proceed according to plan. Also, as the DHCFP’s Medicaid health care landscape 
changes over the upcoming years, the MMIS must be poised to expand to include new 
stakeholders, new programs, and even tighter security. Partnerships are built through sharing 
knowledge and resources in order to reach a common goal. 


The clients and providers who are served through the MMIS, as well as the taxpayers whose 
dollars are being spent, have a right to expect excellence in service. To provide this level of 
excellence requires a solid partnership between DHCFP and its Fiscal Agent – a partnership that 
will be built on the knowledge that both entities are committed to providing only the best for the 
citizens of Nevada. Infocrossing has over 20 years performing the same high-quality Fiscal 
Agent functions for the State of Missouri. We have established an unparalleled partnership in 
Missouri and plan to develop the same kind of relationship with the DHCFP and the State of 
Nevada. 
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Our long-standing commitment to the Medicaid environment allows us to share ideas and bring 
innovations to the DHCFP—ideas and innovations developed from our long-standing 
relationship with the State of Missouri. As Infocrossing’s attention is not divided between 
multiple large simultaneous MMIS installations and operations across the country, we can focus 
our full attention to the State of Nevada to ensure that we deliver an unparalleled project team to 
drive efficiencies, risk mitigation strategies and the same superior day-to-day operations that we 
have performed for the State of Missouri. 
12.5.2 Claims Processing 


The Claims Processing business function includes the processes that support 
claims control and entry, claims adjudication and processing, and claims 
reporting. The Claims function provides for the entry of the claims into the 
system from a variety of media, including hard copy and electronic formats, 
batching and controlling those claims throughout the system, editing, 
adjudication and pricing of claims and the generation of claims processing-
related reports, according to DHCFP, State and Federal policies, rules and 
regulations. 


The Vendor must respond to the Claims Processing requirements listed in the 
Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor 
Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


Accurate and timely adjudication of claims is one of the most crucial and time critical functions 
of the MMIS and Fiscal Agent operation. The adjudication process includes the ability to 
capture, control, edit, and fully process claims data from the time of the initial receipt through 
final disposition. Infocrossing is committed to ensuring that the Nevada MMIS Claims 
Subsystem adjudicates and pays claims accurately and consistently the first time through the 
process based on the business logic and data validation rules established by DHCFP for provider 
and recipient eligibility, medical policy, prior authorization, and variable reimbursement 
methodologies. 


Infocrossing recognizes that an efficient claims processing system alone is not enough to achieve 
the desired results – it must be supported by a knowledgeable team of business and clinical 
experts. The Infocrossing Claims Department will be organized to enable smooth, efficient, and 
timely processing of claims. The Document Control and Claims units will be well trained to 
handle claims processing from the point of entry through adjudication. Each unit is committed to 
producing high quality work and expediting payment without error. Our operations teams have 
the knowledge, expertise and experience to evaluating processes and workflows to drive 
efficiencies and risk mitigation strategies in each operational functional area. 


Infocrossing is proud of our over 20-year record of accomplishment for processing and paying 
Missouri Medicaid claims with a superior level of accuracy and timeliness. Infocrossing and the 
State of Missouri have worked together to transition to a paperless claims processing 
environment and together we have achieved an electronic submission rate of over 99 % for all 
claims received with the claims processing completion average of 54 day. The following chart 
provides an illustration of the steady progression of electronic claim submissions we have 
achieved. Developing the Web Portal Internet application had the most significant impact on 
reducing paper claim volumes by introducing an easy-to-use direct claims entry alternative. The 
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successful and timely implementation of HIPAA compliant ANSI X12N 837 transactions in 
2003 was also instrumental in increasing the percentage of electronic claim submissions. 
Infocrossing will also target faster, simpler, smarter solutions and deliver products and services 
that to further DHCFP’ goals to reduce paper claim volumes and provide more effective ways to 
encourage provider participation by offering stress-free and responsive claims submission 
options. 


 
EMC Claim Submission Chart 


illustrates the effort and commitment to transitioning to a paperless environment. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Claims Processing Requirements detailed in 
Tab XIII Requirements Tables, Attachment O. 
12.5.3 Financial 


The Financial processing function performs various claims processing functions 
within the MMIS, including payment processing, adjustment processing, 
accounts receivable processing, and financial transaction processing. This 
function ensures that DHCFP funds are appropriately disbursed for claim 
payments and that all post-financial transactions are accurately tracked.  


The Vendor must respond to the Financial requirements listed in the Core 
MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to 
Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


The Financial subsystem monitors and controls the cash disbursement and recoupment of 
program funds to providers and other payees through a combination of automatic and manual 
functions. The subsystem is designed to ensure that all disbursements to providers and other 
DHCFP-directed payees are rendered according to state and federal guidelines and Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). The fundamental responsibility of the Fiscal Agent is 
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to manage Medicaid payment transactions – paying providers accurately and on time and 
maintaining an accounts receivable ledger for collection of provider, funds owed DHCFP. 


Infocrossing understands that maintaining proper financial procedures contributes to the overall 
well-being and accountability of a Medicaid program. The Financial Services approach we offer 
DHCFP is a proven solution refined over 20 years as a successful Fiscal Agent for Medicaid 
agencies. Proper, fully tested, and documented procedures add efficiencies, consistency, and 
integrity, plus integrate with staff training programs. Our financial processes and system controls 
support accurate, reliable, and fully transparent business processes for Nevada Medicaid program 
finances. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Financial Requirements detailed in Tab XIII 
Requirements Tables, Attachment O. 
12.5.4 Prior Authorization 


The Prior Authorization function provides automated capabilities to collect, 
process, maintain, and report information on Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 
services for which authorization is required prior to payment. The function 
allows DHCFP to approve payment for only those services that are medically 
necessary, appropriate, or cost-effective. 


The Vendor must respond to the Prior Authorization requirements listed in the 
Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor 
Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


The Nevada Medicaid Program has designated certain healthcare services and products 
reimbursed on a fee-for-service basis to be subject to Prior Authorization (PA). These healthcare 
services, medical supplies, durable medical equipment/accessories, and drugs must be authorized 
by the DHCFP or waiver service programs prior to delivery of the service or product. PA 
utilization management processes are used to assure services or products are medically 
necessary, appropriate, and provided in a fiscally responsible manner without compromising the 
recipient’s quality of care. Non-covered services may be requested by a provider on behalf of a 
recipient under certain circumstances of unusual or compelling need. A product or service may 
be authorized when needed to sustain life, improve the quality of life for the terminally ill, 
prevent a higher level of care or replace an item lost due to an act of nature. A Prior 
Authorization approves the medical necessity of a service or product but is not a guarantee of 
payment. 


In Missouri, our current Infocrossing team supports the PA 
functions with efficient processing of PA requests received 
on paper or electronically. Our Resolution Specialist enters 
requests, routes them for consultant review and updates the 
Prior Authorization file based on the consultant review 
determination. File transfers are received and processed 
nightly. Hourly updates of drug, psychology and medical 
PAs are accepted from the clinical processor contractor. Claims received by any type 
transmission go through full adjudication processing that includes assignment of an ICN, data 
validity, recipient eligibility, provider eligibility, claim pricing, history, PA processing and final 
adjudication. This function ensures that payments for services meet Federal and State regulations 


    Infocrossing has provided 
accurate, medically 
appropriate review 


determinations for Medicaid 
programs since 1988. 
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and are paid when appropriately authorized. Infocrossing has efficiently and accurately 
performed PA processes for the State of Missouri since 1988. 


Infocrossing’s Medical Services Authorization unit is responsible for review of the more 
complex claims that suspend for medical review. This unit also performs post-payment and prior 
authorization (PA) reviews for the State of Missouri on an as needed basis. The Medical Services 
Authorization unit is staffed with Medical Policy Technicians and a part time physician 
consultant who have in-depth knowledge of Missouri Medicaid program policy and specialized 
training to resolve claims and PAs. Infocrossing Medical Policy Technicians are registered 
nurses who have varied and extensive professional nursing backgrounds. 


Our Medical Policy Technicians determine compliance with Missouri Medicaid policy and 
utilize their nursing judgment to make payment decisions for claims and PAs. The physician 
performs medical necessity review of claims and PAs requiring consultant level review and 
renders a medical and pricing determination. Our physician also consults with Medical Services 
Authorization and Resolution staff regarding complex or special claims determined by 
Infocrossing or Missouri Medicaid staff to require additional medical expertise. Missouri 
Medicaid and Infocrossing’s cooperative relationship combined with experienced Medical 
Services Authorization staff has resulted in medically appropriate review determinations and 
reimbursement of services in accordance with DMS policy since 1988. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Prior Authorization Requirements detailed in 
Tab XIII Requirements Tables, Attachment O. 
12.5.5 Provider 


The Provider Data business function supports the maintenance of date-
sensitive information related to Provider identifiers, eligibility, certification, 
licensing, demographics, and reimbursement. The maintenance of Provider 
data is required to support claims processing, prior authorization, referrals, 
financial processing, and management and operational reporting functions. The 
Provider Billing business function includes requirements for contractor support 
of provider billing in a variety of approved formats, including electronic and 
paper claims. 


The Vendor must respond to the Provider requirements listed in the Core MMIS 
Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope 
of Work for table response instructions. 


With more than 18,000 active providers, the provider community represents a major component 
of the Nevada Medicaid Program. Infocrossing recognizes the importance of this key 
constituency and supports the efficient, accurate management of Medicaid provider data. 
Throughout our 20+-year tenure as the Missouri Medicaid fiscal agent, Infocrossing has 
developed a deep understanding of, and appreciation for, the provider functions conducted in 
Medicaid programs. 


The goal of any successful provider services solution is to ensure that the number of participating 
providers meets recipient demand. Flexibility, 24/7 accessibility, comprehensive self-service 
functionality, and ease of use are essential components of a successful provider services solution 
that promotes provider participation. A successful provider services approach also must take into 
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account the shifting needs and priorities of a continually evolving program and provide a 
mechanism for effective, efficient, and informed decision-making. Infocrossing is positioned to 
do so. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Provider Requirements detailed in Tab XIII 
Requirements Tables, Attachment O. 
12.5.6 Recipient 


The Recipient business function includes the processes that support providing 
medical coverage to an eligible recipient. This includes maintaining eligibility 
and Third Party Liability (TPL) resource data, assigning benefit plans, providing 
identification cards, making premium payments for other insurance when 
appropriate, and notifying the recipients of benefits he/she is eligible to receive. 
In addition, the Recipient business function describes the processes for 
recipient appeals when a recipient does not agree with the decisions made 
regarding his/her medical services.  


The Vendor must respond to the Recipient requirements listed in the Core 
MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to 
Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


Infocrossing knows it is important to provide an easy-to-use, easy-to-understand point of contact 
where authorized users from the State, recipient, and provider communities can access eligibility, 
demographics, health premiums, and benefit information. Accurate maintenance of recipient data 
is necessary to support claims processing, state and federal 
reporting needs, and eligibility verification. Infocrossing 
intends to support the DHCFP’s need by providing a table-
driven system that interfaces with interactive voice 
response, Web Portal, and POS. The system also provides 
security over recipient data and, once reengineered, will 
support multi-payer and multi-benefit programs. 


In Missouri, the MMIS Recipient database is robust, 
managing over 921,000 eligible recipients. Monthly, 
Infocrossing verifies roughly 2 million eligibility inquiries 
and adjudicates more than 6.7 million claims against the recipient database. We are dedicated to 
meeting the needs of the State, provider, and recipient communities by providing accurate, 
reliable, up-to-date recipient data that the State needs to manage the Medicaid program, 
providers need to manage health and enable accurate claims processing and recipients rely on to 
obtain needed healthcare services. 


The MMIS supports batch and real time verification of eligibility through four means: 


• Electronic X12 270/271 batch queries. 
• Electronic X12 270/271 POS (real-time) queries 
• Real-time inquiry through the Medicaid provider application 
• Interactive Voice Response system. 


      Infocrossing manages 
more than 921,000 recipients 
and monthly for the State of 


Missouri: 


• Performs 2 million 
eligibility inquiries 


• Supports eligibility data for 
6.7 million claims. 
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The figure below, Eligibility Inquiries, displays the volume of eligibility requests that are 
processed monthly by the Missouri MMIS. 
 


 
Infocrossing processes eligibility inquiries with 4 methods, 


for a combined average of 2 million inquiries a month. 
In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Recipient Requirements detailed in Tab XIII 
Requirements Tables, Attachment O. 


12.5.7 Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) Support 


The Surveillance and Utilization Review process includes the identification of 
providers, health plans and/or recipients who may be committing fraud, waste, 
or abuse of services and/or billing practices. This review process is supported 
by the Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem, (SURS) in conjunction 
with the Decision Support System (DSS). These systems combined meet State 
and federal rules and regulation for surveillance and utilization review activities. 


The Vendor must respond to the SURS requirements listed in the Core MMIS 
Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope 
of Work for table response instructions. 


Infocrossing, through our 20 years of Missouri Medicaid experience, understands the importance 
of providing effective and easy-to-use fraud and abuse detection tools for a Medicaid Program. 
The Surveillance and Utilization Review subsystem (SURS) is an important component of every 
MMIS because it supports the detection, investigation, prevention and cost avoidance of 
improper payments and the misuse of services by providers and recipients. 


We understand the importance of having the most current information at the right time to 
identify, investigate, and take the right action with an aberrant provider or recipient. We will 
support DHCFP in their commitment to monitoring the provision and receipt of Nevada 
Medicaid services. We will continue to strive to create the correct extracts, provide ongoing 
secure transmission, and furnish DHCFP with the right information and tools. 
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In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the SURS Requirements detailed in Tab XIII 
Requirements Tables, Attachment O. 
12.5.8 Third Party Liability (TPL) 


The Third Party Liability (TPL) function provides administrative support for 
Medicaid cost avoidance and cost recovery. Third Party includes private 
insurance and Medicare. When other coverage can be identified, claims are 
denied and providers are advised to bill the other coverage carrier. DHCFP 
maintains responsibility for all business processes and recovery associated 
with MER and TEFRA. 


The Vendor must respond to the TPL requirements listed in the Core MMIS 
Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope 
of Work for table response instructions. 


Infocrossing will team with DHCFP to help maintain State fiscal integrity by continually 
evaluating and adjusting TPL processes and procedures to ensure Medicaid is the payer of last 
resort. Infocrossing has been diligent in securing information on third parties that should accept 
responsibility for payment before Medicaid. With more than 20 years of fiscal agent experience, 
Infocrossing has been involved with all aspects of Third Party Liability (TPL) activities, from 
pre-payment cost avoidance to post-payment recovery. Integration of TPL Case Management, 
HIPP, and TPL subsystems creates a solid foundation for powerful, effective cost avoidance and 
recovery. 


The Infocrossing TPL Specialists obtain the most current health insurance policy information 
from insurance companies and employers by calling, faxing, or accessing the Internet. We follow 
procedures for verifying and adding information as outlined in TPL Procedure Manuals. During 
the verification process the TPL Specialist confirms the most current health insurance policy 
information including: 


• The effective and termination dates 
• Type of coverage 
• Policyholder’s name and SSN 
• Group name and number 
• Dependent coverage 
• Insurance company name and claims mailing address. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the TPL Requirements detailed in Tab XIII 
Requirements Tables, Attachment O. 
12.5.9 Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) 


The EPSDT function includes processes for the identification and tracking of 
EPSDT services, referral and follow-up visits, and notifications to EPSDT 
eligible recipients. 


The Vendor must respond to the EPSDT requirements listed in the Core MMIS 
Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope 
of Work for table response instructions. 


  Infocrossing TPL Specialists 
process 36,000 TPL leads 


annually with a 94% first pass 
accuracy rate. 
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Nevada’s EPSDT program builds upon the base federal requirement targeting the under 21-year 
old group of its Medicaid population. We share the DHCFP’s commitment to ensuring that 
EPSDT services are delivered according not only to federal and state guidelines, but also to 
published and accepted medical standards and best practice recommendations. 


Strategic use of data and automation are key components to achieving EPSDT goals and program 
outcomes. Given the number of eligible children and the complexity of identifying, tracking, and 
monitoring EPSDT events, coupled with the demands of state and federal reporting mandates 
and rigorous communication and education requirements, it takes the integration and inherent 
flexibility of the MMIS and capable operational activities to successfully administer the EPSDT 
activities of today and respond to program changes of tomorrow. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the EPSDT Requirements detailed in Tab XIII 
Requirements Tables, Attachment O. 
12.5.10 Level of Care 


The Level of Care (LOC) process and tool is used to determine whether or not 
a Medicaid recipient meets the nursing facility standard LOC or other LOC 
determination, such as Pediatric Level I, Pediatric Level II, and/or ventilator. 
The LOC determines the appropriate level of service and payment rate for the 
Nursing Facility. LOC screenings are done for Medicaid-eligible recipients. 


The Vendor must respond to the Level of Care requirements listed in the Core 
MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to 
Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


Infocrossing understands that the Level of Care process and tool is used to ensure that Medicaid 
recipients are appropriately placed in nursing facilities. Federal law requires that a Medicaid-
certified nursing facility may not admit an applicant unless the individual is properly screened, 
thoroughly evaluated, found to be appropriate for NF placement, and will receive all specialized 
services necessary to meet the individual's unique needs. Infocrossing has the expertise and 
experience to support the functions of this effort. 


GHS, our subcontractor, has been providing Level of Care (LOC) determinations for the State of 
Maine’s Long-Term Care and Medicaid programs since 1998. The LOC tool to be used by GHS 
will connect to Nevada Medicaid information and will identify individuals financially eligible for 
Medicaid. The current tool used by GHS allows for corrections to be made for basis errors, dates 
of service, provider numbers, and level of care edits. The tool will automatically transfer the 
clinical/demographic information to the appropriate party once dissemination occurs. In addition, 
the tool allows for on-line entry of Nursing Facility tracking information including: Waiver, 
Hospice and ICFMR. The tool used by GHS clinical staff meets all the requirements set forth by 
the State of Nevada regarding LOC determination process. 


GHS has been responsible for determining medical eligibility for 14 different program options. 
In addition to this process GHS nurses also develop plans of care within these various programs. 
Our staff will work closely with DHCFP to assure that services authorized are necessary and 
cost-effective while promoting independence whenever possible. Our staff will work 
cooperatively with other disciplines to assure that each person’s needs are met without 
duplication of services. The tool used by GHS nursing assessors use translates clinical and 
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demographic information obtained during the assessment process into a series of 
recommendations for the possible options a person may be eligible for. Once a LOC is 
determined GHS will generate all required notices that relate to eligibility, authorization 
beginning and end dates of services, provider number and level of service category. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Level of Care Requirements detailed in Tab 
XIII Requirements Tables, Attachment O. 
12.5.11 Reference 


The Reference Data business function includes the process for maintaining the 
reference data. This includes, but is not limited to rate, procedure, diagnosis 
and medical policy data for various business functions including but not limited 
to processing claims, calculating capitations, and reporting, and used to ensure 
claims are paid in accordance with State policy. 


The Vendor must respond to the Reference requirements listed in the Core 
MMIS Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to 
Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


The processing and payment of claims accurately and within required time frames is the core 
function of the Nevada MMIS. The reference component is responsible for determining data 
validity, pricing, prior authorization, and other business-critical functions. Reference data, 
applied accurately, allows for proper processing throughout the entire MMIS. Infocrossing will 
fully support and manage the varied requirements of DHCFP’s reference functionality. 
Infocrossing will provide seasoned, experienced professionals and those professionals already 
familiar with the unique characteristics of Nevada Medicaid to maintain and support the 
reference and pricing methodologies needed to meet the DHCFP’s needs. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Reference Requirements detailed in Tab XIII 
Requirements Tables, Attachment O. 
12.5.12 Management & Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS) 


The Management and Administrative Review Subsystem (MARS) produces 
reports regarding Nevada Medicaid and Check Up payments, provider and 
beneficiary enrollment, program participation, and claims processing, assisting 
DHCFP with managing operations of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 
program. These reports also allow DHCFP to track the impact of policy 
changes on Medicaid and Check Up activity. 


The Vendor must respond to the MARS requirements listed in the Core MMIS 
Operational Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope 
of Work for table response instructions. 


A comprehensive set of CMS-certified MARS reports is a valuable tool to support the 
monitoring and administrative functions of DHCFP. We understand that this subsystem assists 
with financial planning, control, monitoring, program and policy development, and evaluation. 
Additionally, it empowers DHCFP with the ability to monitor eligibility and program utilization, 
evaluate performance indicators, oversee the program budget and initiate program changes in 
response to regulatory developments or trends identified through data analysis. 
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In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the MARS Requirements detailed in Tab XIII 
Requirements Tables, Attachment O. 
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12.6 Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements 
12.6.1 Overview of Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements 


The Peripheral Systems are automated tools and technology solutions that are 
not part of the Core MMIS, but instead supplement the Core MMIS, such as a 
Decision Support System, a clinical rules engine, pharmacy POS, and others. 


The following components are the Peripheral System Tools that supplement 
the Core MMIS. The associated Contractor Responsibilities, DHCFP 
Responsibilities, System Performance Requirements, and Contractor 
Performance Requirements are located in the Peripheral System Tools 
Component Requirements Table (Attachment P). 


In the following sections, we describe our approach to taking over or replacing the peripheral 
systems not part of the Core MMIS. As also described in other sections of this proposal, 
Infocrossing believes that these solutions offer DHCFP the most cost effective and lowest risk 
approach to transitioning the system and fiscal agent operations. Out team of outstanding 
Medicaid systems and services, companies have solid records of accomplishment in MMIS and 
peripheral systems deployments, integrations, takeovers and operations. Our strategy supported 
by our worldwide resources will deliver the lowest risk solution and transition for Nevada while 
providing a foundation for the future. 
12.6.2 Clinical Claims Editing 


The clinical claims editor tool enhances the adjudication process for Nevada 
Medicaid and Check Up claims. The claims editor program employs a 
nationally recognized, standardized method of processing claims using clinical 
logic based on CPT, HCPCS, ICD-9-CM, AMA, CMS, and specialty societal 
guidelines. The claim editor results in consistent claims adjudication for all 
providers and increased claims payment turnaround time. The claim editor will 
work with the current claims processing system to detect coding errors and to 
verify accurate billing. 


The Vendor must respond to the Clinical Claims Editing requirements listed in 
the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 
7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


Infocrossing will continue to employ the McKesson clinical claims editing software currently 
utilized within the Nevada MMIS to ensure the appropriate and correct coding of claims. We’ve 
chosen this approach for two reasons: 


1. Retaining the current McKesson clinical claims editing software will reduce the overall 
transition risk by eliminating the need to modify the Core MMIS to interface with a 
different software product(s). 


2. Our systems team has prior experience utilizing McKesson’s claims editing software 
products in several state Medicaid systems, including Mississippi and the Virginia 
version of the FHSC MMIS. 


As required by the RFP, Infocrossing has completed Section 12.6.2 Clinical Claims Editing, in 
Attachment P, Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table to indicate the 
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approach that Infocrossing will use to satisfy DHCFP’s functional requirements for clinical 
claims editing. 
12.6.3 Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS) 


The Pharmacy point-of-sale (POS) system performs the billing, claims 
processing, including editing and auditing, and adjudicating of pharmacy 
claims. The system must also support other claims functions as adjustments, 
reporting, and prior authorizations. 


The Vendor must respond to the Pharmacy POS requirements listed in the 
Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, 
Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


GHS has developed a state-of-the-art Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS) claims adjudication system 
that is NCPDP and HIPAA compliant and customized to meet each client’s unique processing 
needs. Pharmacy claims are processed online, in real time, through standard pharmacy 
communication links, giving pharmacies quick responses to requests for payment. Pharmacies 
send claims to GHS electronically through a secure network in a standard, NCPDP-compliant 
format. GHS’ POS system allows program rules and policy to be applied and validated during 
claims adjudication – avoiding many time consuming Prior Authorizations. Among other things, 
our POS system can verify eligibility, identify covered drugs, price the claim, and return a 
response to the submitting pharmacy. All of this is done online in real-time, with a typical 
response time that is measured in milliseconds. 


Paid and rejected claims are stored in individual data warehouses maintained for each client. 
These claims are available for further reporting and analysis. The POS system can also integrate 
Pharmacy Prior Authorization (PA), Preferred Drug Lists (PDL), and other systems into the 
claims adjudication process. 


Pharmacy Prior Authorization (PA) is a successful cost saving program for Medicaid programs. 
Our PA system allows Medicaid pharmacy program managers to reduce costs by requiring 
physicians to receive authorization before prescribing cost restrictive and/or clinically 
inappropriate drugs to patients. This process allows our customers to limit expensive 
pharmaceuticals to only those patients for whom the drug is therapeutically necessary. 


PA determinations are made by GHS’ staff of clinical pharmacists, assisted by an automated, 
electronic determination process. Completed PA forms are faxed to GHS where they are stored 
electronically and loaded into our PA Decision Support System (PADSS). GHS currently makes 
a determination on completed PA requests in fewer than four hours. This rapid turnaround is 
attributable to the efficiency of the automated system and the professional staff we have 
dedicated to PA inquiries. 


GHS and its PA systems are flexible enough to accommodate any changes and updates that may 
be requested by our clients. GHS’ PA system interfaces efficiently with its POS system, and can 
be easily added to any pharmacy benefit solution. 


More detailed descriptions of our processes and systems are contained in the Peripheral System 
Tools Component Requirements Table, included in Section XIII – Requirements Tables of this 
proposal. 
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12.6.4 Pharmacy 


The Pharmacy Claims Processing function includes conducting analysis and 
clinical review of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims 
and drugs, including review of new name brand drugs for clinical safety and 
efficacy, new generic drugs for clinical safety and efficacy, and existing drugs 
for new indications or changes to indications new product forms and strengths, 
prospective and retrospective drug utilization review. This also entails 
performing financial scenarios for various drugs. 


For the Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee, the contractor will assist 
DHCFP with formulation of the committee, provide recommendations and 
written analysis for preferred drug(s), and facilitate and/or participate in P&T 
Committee meetings. 


For the Drug Use Review Board, the contractor will assist DHCFP with 
managing, maintaining, and facilitating the DUR Board, including development 
of annual, quarterly, and ad hoc DUR reports.  


For Specialty Pharmacy, the Division would accept proposals that would assist 
the Division in more effectively and efficiently manage specialty 
pharmaceuticals. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state 
and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients. 


The Vendor must respond to the Pharmacy requirements listed in the 
Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, 
Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


GHS has utilized its wealth of knowledge and experience in the industry to accomplish 
outstanding objectives for our clients; achievements that have been recognized nationwide as 
leading edge and extremely cost effective in this ever growing business. GHS recognizes that the 
success to any endeavor is close communication with the client, the ability and willingness to 
think outside the box and provide comprehensive, cost savings solutions that meet the needs of 
the client. Identifying the customer’s needs and accommodating them is an area where GHS 
excels, and we are prepared to offer these services to the State of Nevada so they can benefit 
from an experienced industry leader. 


GHS is fully capable and experienced in providing support to Pharmaceutical and Therapeutics 
(P & T) Committees and Drug Use Review (DUR) Boards. GHS has significant expertise in 
managing and facilitating quarterly meetings and providing any logistical and administrative 
support necessary. Our typical approach is low-key while remaining focused on expressed 
objectives and maximizing the use of resources already available. We believe committees 
usually make the best decisions when all the necessary clinical information is made available to 
them. We offer robust reporting in support of both P&T Committees and DUR Boards and are 
skilled at providing expertise when analyzing the financial and clinical impact of changes in PDL 
categories as well as value added (non-cash) agreements. 


Efficient application of the PDL is an area of excellence for GHS. We have learned that a highly 
intelligent and flexible system reduces both administrative costs and provider burdens while 
optimizing net savings for clients. GHS considers the Preferred Drug List to be one of the most 
important aspects of a high quality pharmacy solution. We take great pride in the PDL’s we have 
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helped to create and maintain. A carefully designed PDL, in combination with PA’s and 
supplemental drug rebates allow state Medicaid Programs to realize significant savings without 
sacrificing clinical outcomes. We have done this successfully in the States of Maine, Iowa and 
Wyoming. Each state has realized significant savings in the pharmacy benefit since the 
implementation of their PDL’s. 


GHS specializes in assisting state Medicaid agencies in a variety of pharmacy benefit Maximum 
Allowable Cost (MAC) services. We will create a unique MAC program for Nevada, one 
designed for maximal efficiency and savings while striving to maintain the viability of the 
State’s pharmacy providers. We will develop a program that ensures cost savings without unduly 
disrupting the specialty drug market. 


GHS’ detailed understanding of pharmacies and prescription drugs, coupled with our system 
integration capabilities and our subject matter expertise, will prove invaluable in developing, 
implementing and operating programs to more effectively manage specialty pharmaceuticals. 
GHS will administer a Specialty Maximum Allowable Cost (SMAC) program the supports the goals of 
ensuring that recipients receive appropriate specialty drugs in the most cost-effective manner, limiting 
disruption in the specialty drug market, maintaining access to specialty drugs and minimizing 
administrative requirements. This program will be closely integrated with the MAC program and the PDL 
to ensure recipients receive quality products in a cost-effective manner. We will provide the required 
support to the Department in the administration of this program. 


Our MAC and SMAC programs meet all applicable State and Federal regulations and we will 
ensure that any program implemented for the State of Nevada does the same. 


More detailed descriptions of our processes and systems are contained in the Peripheral System 
Tools Component Requirements Table, included in Section XIII – Requirements Tables of this 
proposal. 
12.6.5 Electronic Prescription Software 


The Electronic Prescription software allows for recipient eligibility verification 
and electronic transmission and validation of prescriptions through the use of 
an automated web-based software. 


The Vendor must respond to the Electronic Prescription Software requirements 
listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See 
Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response 
instructions. 


GHS has an established business partner agreement with Surescripts for the provision of 
Electronic Prescribing. Surescripts will support GHS with the connectivity, implementation and 
certification of e-prescribing in the State of Nevada. 


An electronic connection between payers, prescribers, and pharmacists is essential to reducing 
costs and improving the safety and efficiency of the prescribing process. Patients can feel 
confident knowing their prescribers are empowered to make the most clinically appropriate and 
cost effective treatment decision at the point of care. 
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More detailed descriptions of our processes and systems are contained in the Peripheral System 
Tools Component Requirements Table, included in Section XIII – Requirements Tables of this 
proposal. 
12.6.6 Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate 


The Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate function allows for the 
negotiating, accepting and processing of drug rebates. This includes the ability 
to receive and post money, perform adjustments, generate invoices, and 
perform various reporting. 


The Vendor must respond to the Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental 
Rebate requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools Component 
Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work 
for table response instructions. 


We are well positioned to provide cost-effective OBRA and Supplemental Rebate services for 
the State of Nevada. We currently provide full OBRA, supplemental and J-code rebate services 
for the States of Georgia, Iowa and Wyoming. We provide support services for the States of 
Maine and West Virginia. We are the SR negotiator for the seven SSDC member states; we also 
provide full Supplemental Rebate negotiation services as a stand-alone solution for the State of 
Georgia. 


The drug rebate process is a core function of GHS’s Medicaid Pharmacy benefits program. It has 
enabled us to work effectively with the respective State Medicaid staffs to reduce the costs of the 
Medicaid pharmacy benefit for clients participating in our rebate programs. We offer a full suite 
of rebate services including negotiations, invoice generation and mailing, receiving and posting 
money, performing adjustments, dispute resolution and comprehensive reporting and analytics. 


Participating in the SSDC supplemental rebate pool is a great opportunity for the State of 
Nevada. GHS has operated a PDL for Maine since 2003, for Iowa since 2004 and for West 
Virginia since 2007. We have been performing all of the functions required in this RFP for these 
states for several years. GHS worked with Iowa, Maine and Vermont to form a Medicaid drug 
purchasing pool in 2005. Since then Oregon, Utah, West Virginia and Wyoming have joined the 
pool representing over 2 million lives. We have performed five annual pool negotiations. 
Working with GHS as part of the SSDC supplemental rebate pool allows our State partners to 
achieve the greatest degree of independence and control while optimizing savings and 
minimizing overhead costs. 


Another important goal in creating the SSDC pool was to make it as state-centric as possible, as 
opposed to vendor-centric. This means GHS was hired by the SSDC and does not have separate 
pooling contracts with each participating state. This also means that GHS is not a signing party 
to the contracts each state signs with the manufacturers. The rebate contracts are between each 
participating state and the manufacturer(s) alone. Although we were instrumental in creating and 
operating the pool so far, we want to make it clear that it is not “our” pool now, but rather the 
pool of the states within the SSDC; we, GHS, administer the SSDC at their discretion. 


The supplemental rebate process as administered through the SSDC is a completely transparent 
process. All offers submitted are accessible on-line through the SSDC website. Any offers, 
including subsequent counteroffers, responses and final accepted and rejected bids are 
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completely visible to authorized State staff. The complete electronic offer history is retained on-
line for immediate State retrieval. 


GHS’ business model is based on 100% transparency. GHS does not derive any annual revenue 
from the pharmaceutical industry in relation to any Medicaid program, including the SSDC and 
Multi-State pooling effort. There are no hidden fees associated with the program. 


More detailed descriptions of our processes and systems are contained in the Peripheral System 
Tools Component Requirements Table, included in Section XIII – Requirements Tables of this 
proposal. 
12.6.7 Diabetic Supply Rebate 


The Diabetic Supply Procurement Program (DSPP) includes management of a 
list of Diabetic Glucometers and test strips for which the State of Nevada can 
collect rebates from the diabetic supply manufacturer. The program manages 
the diabetic supply rebate process for Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check 
Up, and leverages the purchasing power of other state Medicaid programs to 
increase savings and maximize the rebate negotiation process. 


The Vendor must respond to the Diabetic Supply Rebate requirements listed in 
the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 
7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


GHS is prepared to negotiate rebate agreements on behalf of the State of Nevada for preferred 
diabetic testing supplies. Negotiations and maintenance of the rebate agreements will be handled 
in much the same way we will conduct supplemental rebates on behalf of the State of Nevada. 
GHS has successfully negotiated rebates in the past with Durable Medical Equipment (DME) 
supply companies. We first negotiated diabetic supply contracts for Maine, Utah and Vermont in 
2007. Two of these states chose semi-exclusive deals with Abbott and Lifescan, while the other 
state chose to contract with Lifescan and Bayer. Each of these contracts is for utilization 
adjudicated through pharmacy POS. At the moment we are negotiating rebates for these same 
products for Iowa but via their MMIS, not their pharmacy POS since it does not cover DME 
items. We are also concluding negotiations on other needle and syringe supplies for several 
states. We have assisted these states with provider communications, implementation plans and 
drug SRA modifications relevant to enabling the addition of DME supplies to the PDL. These 
efforts have been very successful with the states collecting well over 50% back of their original 
reimbursements 


More detailed descriptions of our processes and systems are contained in the Peripheral System 
Tools Component Requirements Table, included in Section XIII – Requirements Tables of this 
proposal. 
12.6.8 Decision Support System 


The Decision Support System (DSS) serves a broad spectrum of users ranging 
from executives to program analysts, making Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 
business decisions. The DSS enables the collection, analysis, and shaping of 
data used to support program and strategic policy decisions made by DHCFP. 
The generation and maintenance of data queries, pre-defined reports, and ad 
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hoc reporting is performed using the DSS. Access to the data is restricted to 
authorized users only.  


The Vendor must respond to the minimum DSS requirements listed in the 
Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. The requirements 
listed in the table are based on the current data warehouse operational 
responsibilities performed by the current fiscal agent contractor. See Section 
7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


Infocrossing recognizes that DHCFP’s strategic vision for information intelligence can be 
realized only through a best-of-breed technologies intended to perform their respective functions 
in the best way possible. DHCFP cannot afford to constrain its vision through a shrink-wrap 
proprietary software tool that may deliver today’s DSS requirements but may not scale to 
meeting the long-term requirements. Infocrossing’s proposed solution will deliver next-
generational capabilities to DHCFP users through its MITA aligned architecture realized through 
a best-of-breed vendor technology licenses from Oracle, IBM, Informatica, SAS and the Hilltop 
Institute. The Hilltop Institute provides a pre-built Medicaid DSS system that has been 
successfully operational at the State of Maryland. Infocrossing’s solution approach is to leverage 
the proven Medicaid DSS from the Hilltop Institute, as a starter and transform it to best meet the 
functional and architectural needs of DHCFP. 


A more detailed description of our proposed solution is described in Section 16 and Attachment 
P of this proposal. 
12.6.9 Web Portal  


The MMIS contractor will be required to maintain a Web portal as part of their 
solution that includes public access to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 
content, web announcements, provider billing manuals, EDI companion guides, 
and other forms and files based on input from DHCFP. The solution should 
also include the ability for authorized users to securely login for processing 
Prior Authorization requests, accessing EVS, and processing other secure 
transactions. 


The Vendor must respond to the Web Portal requirements listed in the 
Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, 
Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


Infocrossing will transition the existing Nevada Medicaid Web Portal based on indications in the 
RFP that the current MMIS Web Portal meets the DHCFP’s requirements and current needs with 
a single exception, the potential addition of electronic human readable remittance advices. From 
RFP Section 12.6.9 Web Portal, and from Attachment P, Section 12.6.9 Web Portal, we assume 
that the current Nevada Medicaid Web Portal includes public access to Nevada Medicaid and 
Check Up content, web announcements, provider billing manuals, EDI companion guides, and 
other forms and files based on input from DHCFP. The current Web Portal also includes the 
ability for authorized users to securely login for processing Prior Authorization requests, 
accessing EVS, and processing other secure transactions.  


We’ve chosen to transition the existing Web Portal for two reasons: 
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• Retaining the current Nevada MMIS Web Portal will reduce the overall transition risk by 
eliminating the need to transfer a Web Portal from another state Medicaid program and 
make the many modifications to it needed to meet Nevada specific requirements. 


• Our systems team has prior experience maintaining and enhancing MMIS Web Portals 
for a number of state Medicaid systems, including Missouri, Mississippi, Wyoming, and 
the Virginia version of the FHSC MMIS. 


As required by the RFP, Infocrossing has completed Section 12.6.9 Web Portal, in Attachment 
P, Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table to indicate the approach that 
Infocrossing will use to satisfy DHCFP’s functional requirements. 
12.6.10 Online Document and Retrieval and Archive System 


The Contractor will utilize a secure, web-based document retrieval and 
archiving tool that allows DHCFP to view online, print and sort reports, 
documents and images. The tool will house reports generated by the MMIS, 
such as Remittance Advices, as well as imaged documents and 
correspondence. In addition, users shall be able to obtain electronic reports 
from the system or extract data for further manipulation. The system shall store 
these items, and will not function as a report-generating tool. Access shall be 
allowed based on DHCFP-specified security processes. 


The Vendor must respond to the Online Document Retrieval and Archival 
System (ODRAS) requirements listed in the Peripheral System Tools 
Component Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to 
Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


Infocrossing fully appreciates the need to access, store and manage a vast amount of reports, 
documents and images and ensure that information is thorough, traceable and easily accessible. 
Balancing this need with a cost effective low risk approach, Infocrossing proposes to the State of 
Nevada, to transition the current ODRAS from the incumbent vendor and installing and running 
the system in our data center. We assume that since there are no italicized requirements listed in 
Section 12.6.10 of Attachment P, that FHSC’s (the current incumbent Fiscal Agent) system 
meets all of the current ODRAS requirements. 


Infocrossing proposes to duplicate the hardware infrastructure in our data center, install the 
ODRAS software, test the system software to ensure appropriate functionality and operation and 
then perform data conversion to upload the 72 months of historical data files from the current 
ODRAS system. From this we can parallel test this version of ODRAS to the current FHCS 
installed system to ensure appropriate operations. 


This methodology ensures DHCFP that all of the ODRAS requirements are met, reduces the 
need for additional training staff to learn new system functionality through the takeover phase, 
and provides the DHCFP the lowest risk to a takeover solution. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Claims Processing Requirements detailed in 
Attachment P and located in Part 1 Tab XIII Requirements Tables of this response. 
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12.7 Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 
12.7.1 Overview of Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 


Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services are supplemental 
services provided by the Fiscal Agent or their designated subcontractor that 
support operational functions, and are not specifically associated with the Core 
MMIS or peripheral tools and systems. Examples of such services include 
Utilization Management and TPL recovery services. 


The following Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 
support the operational functions of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up. 
The associated Contractor Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, System 
Performance Requirements, and Contractor Performance Requirements are 
located in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 
Requirements Table (Attachment Q). 


Infocrossing fully understands the duties and responsibilities associated with operating and 
maintaining the MMIS for the State of Nevada. We will apply our proven approaches and 
capabilities, relying on our seasoned professional staff, to execute all tasks associated with the 
Operations Phase in accordance with State requirements detailed in Attachment Q and as 
described below. 
12.7.2 Managed Care Enrollment 


DHCFP’s managed care programs consist of the following key components: 
contracting of managed care entities; supporting multiple health care models 
including Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) and Primary Care Case 
Management (PCCM); eligibility and enrollment of recipients; accepting and 
storing of encounter data; managing monthly capitation and episodic payments 
to managed care entities; and management and payment of capitation for non-
emergency transportation for all fee-for-service and managed care recipients. 


The Vendor must respond to the Managed Care Enrollment requirements listed 
in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 
Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work 
for table response instructions. 


When a person becomes eligible for Managed Care, they need answers. They need to know 
about the health plans available, to be advised about their choices, and feel empowered to make 
the right choice for themselves and their family. The informing and enrollment process should be 
easy to understand, respectful, and efficient for all recipients. This process is at the core of the 
Managed Care Enrollment Program. Doing it exceedingly well in an efficient and timely manner 
is at the core of the Infocrossing solution. Infocrossing brings the State of Nevada the benefits of 
an established, successful, and stable track record in enrollment operations while providing 
additional advantages brought about through new services, outreach, and upgraded technology. 
Our focus is on quality customer service, and continuous program improvement. We are 
committed to the enhancement of Nevada Medicaid Managed Care program, so that the right 
people are making the right choice about their health plan, all the time. 


Infocrossing has assembled a successful team while making significant enhancements to 
enrollment services and supporting technology. In Missouri, Infocrossing’s operation has 
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consistently provided outstanding, high-quality services that have produced excellent results and 
high satisfaction levels.  


Infocrossing understands and supports the State of Nevada’s objective of obtaining a 
comprehensive, reliable, member-oriented solution for enrollment services with umbrella 
contract oversight that provides single-source communications and minimal risk for the State. 
Infocrossing’s experience in Missouri Medicaid has enforced the importance of open 
communication and the need for accurate and rapid response to changes in Managed Care policy, 
enrollment procedures, or any concerns brought to the table by the State or its Managed Care 
members. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Managed Care Enrollment Requirements 
detailed in Tab XIII Requirements Tables, Attachment Q. 
12.7.3 Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR) 


PASRR is a screening and review process used to assess whether an 
individual is appropriate for nursing facility placement. The PASRR program is 
federally mandated for all individuals before entering a nursing facility. The 
administration of the PASRR is the responsibility of the contractor. Nursing 
home applicants must be screened before admission to determine whether 
they may have a serious mental illness, mental retardation or a related 
condition. This is known as a Level I screening. A Level II screening is required 
if the screener cannot rule out mental illness, mental retardation or a related 
condition. The Level II screening determines whether nursing home facility 
services are appropriate, whether a particular nursing home is capable of 
providing appropriate services in light of the nature of the individual’s mental 
illness or mental retardation, and whether the individual needs “specialized 
services,” as defined in federal law and regulations. 


• PASRR reviews are required for individuals with mental illness, mental 
retardation, or residents with a related condition and for those who 
experience a change in condition; 


• When there is a change in condition, a new LOC or PASRR screening 
may be necessary; 


• The prior authorization process for long-term care is based upon 
PASRR screening and LOC determinations; and 


The Vendor must respond to the PASRR requirements listed in the Medicaid 
Claims Processing Support Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3 
Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response instructions. 


Infocrossing understands that the PASRR process is used to ensure that Medicaid recipients are 
appropriately placed in nursing facilities. Federal law requires that a Medicaid-certified nursing 
facility may not admit an applicant unless the individual is properly screened, thoroughly 
evaluated, found to be appropriate for NF placement, and will receive all specialized services 
necessary to meet the individual's unique needs. Infocrossing, working with its partner Goold 
Health Systems, has the expertise and experience to support the functions of this effort. 
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Goold Health Systems (GHS) has been providing Long-Term Care Assessments to the State of 
Maine for 13 years. GHS has also been the incumbent State of Maine Katie Beckett Program 
vendor since July of 2002, providing assessments for children less than 19 years of age to 
determine medical eligibility for services under MaineCare. 


GHS understands the goals and concepts associated with the scope of work outlined in the RFP. 
GHS is knowledgeable about medical eligibility requirements and pre-admission screening and 
review processes. GHS provides objective professional assessing services. We will demonstrate 
the same caliber of assessment quality, efficiency, and cost effectiveness for the State of Nevada 
that we have provided to the State of Maine over the last 13 years. 


GHS provides reliable, objective and timely assessments to the affected populations across the 
State of Maine. GHS has also played a major role in transforming this assessment program in 
Maine from a paper-based workflow to an electronic one. It has always been GHS’s mission to 
provide effective, cost efficient assessments and pass those savings through to the State. 


In Maine, GHS is responsible for training intake / pre-screening staff, and providing 
management and administrative support to qualified staff to meet the required performance 
standards. We provide high quality, in-depth, fair and objective assessments while implementing 
state policies and procedures. 


More detailed descriptions of our processes and systems are contained in the Medicaid Claims 
Processing Support Services Requirements Table, included in Section XIII – Requirements 
Tables of this proposal. 
12.7.4 Call Center and Contact Management 


The Provider Relations Call Center and Contact Tracking business function 
includes the processes related to the Fiscal Agent’s operation of a call center, 
staffed with customer service representatives to handle provider relations, 
including Pharmacy related inquiries. This function provides for the 
maintenance of telephone lines for inquiries, the capability to speak with a 
customer service representative, and the tracking and reporting of call center 
statistics. This function is supported by an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) 
system that allows inquiry for topics including eligibility verification, claims 
status, Prior Authorization request status, check and EFT information. 


The Vendor must respond to the Call Center and Contact Management 
requirements listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support 
Services Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope 
of Work for table response instructions. 


Infocrossing manages call centers and ensures staffing with highly qualified professionals who 
are responsible for responding to inquiries from providers, recipients, and business associates. 
Infocrossing call center candidates are carefully evaluated and selected based on the 
requirements of the specific call center. Each position within a call center requires a set of basic 
skills and Infocrossing actively recruits individuals with these skills. For the Service 
Authorization units, Infocrossing views individuals with a medical, pharmacy, or psychology 
background and utilization review experience as prospective candidates. The Technical Help 
Desk requires a background in IT help desk, and transfers from other parts of the organization 
are considered strong Technical Help Desk candidates since they already possess Medicaid 
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knowledge and experience. When hiring call center staffs, we weigh an individual’s background 
and experience in a variety of areas, including healthcare provider relations, healthcare customer 
relations, call center experience, insurance claims processing, medical billings, or medical 
diagnostic and procedure coding. A minimum of three (3) years of experience is desired and 
education in a complementary field may be considered in lieu of experience. 


All call centers are equipped with desktop computers to provide access to systems and resources 
necessary for staff to assist callers and respond effectively to questions. As part of our call center 
training process, we emphasis telephone use and etiquette, listening and written communication 
skills, e-mail use, and HIPAA privacy to ensure basic training elements are provided. 
Customized initial and ongoing training is geared toward specific call center requirements and 
involves the systems and software used as well as applicable approved policies and procedures. 
Focused training in these areas acclimate call center staff and prepares them for a production 
environment. As appropriate, Infocrossing will develop scripts and submit to the State for 
approval. Call center scripts are another training element and resource for call center staff. 


Base staffing for each call center is determined by service level requirements, and Infocrossing 
has experienced personnel to support the provider, recipient, and business associate inquiries. 
Call center managers and supervisors regularly review management reports and make necessary 
adjustments to ensure that service levels are continually met. With our Contact Center 
Management software, activity in each call center is reviewed on a daily basis to monitor the 
appropriateness of staffing levels. Supervisors have online monitoring capabilities, and when 
adjustments in staffing are necessary; resources are shifted from other activities performed 
within the call centers. Experience also helps identify traditional peaks times. For example, in 
Recipient Communications, Monday’s call volume is typically the highest of the week. All 
available staff is assigned to answer phones on Monday to accommodate the increased volume. 
Infocrossing constantly assesses service levels, real-time usage, and historical activity to ensure 
sufficient staff is available to answer calls. 


Infocrossing will provide staff with the training, tools, resources, and technology necessary to 
deliver unparalleled customer service. All call center staff complete a training program that 
focuses on education and gives providers, recipients and business associates the information they 
need to assist them with their question, inquiry or problem. Call center staff is trained in all 
aspects of the systems and programs necessary to effectively communicate with callers. Initial 
and continuous training throughout the life of the contract keep staff apprised of the most current 
Medicaid program policies that impact their customers. Infocrossing will use call monitoring and 
other quality reviews to meet individualized or group training needs and all training is conducted 
to minimize the impact on call center operations.  


Infocrossing supports the Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) principle that quality stems 
from employing sound business processes designed specifically to achieve objective, measurable 
standards for performance. We focus on improvement efforts within each call center to reduce or 
eliminate identified problems and take steps to correct the process. The quality assurance 
function provides call center managers with tangible data to measure performance against 
standards, to take and monitor corrective action where necessary, and to improve processes 
where opportunities exist. To ensure customer satisfaction for all callers, Infocrossing 
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understands that quality must be integrated at every level and in every operational function of all 
call center operations. 


Infocrossing Call Center Operations utilizes the latest in call center management technology. The 
Call Center Operations environment is extremely complex. Infocrossing is responsible for 
several call centers, each providing targeted services and support. They include the following: 


• Recipient Communications 
• Provider Communications 
• Service Authorizations (Pharmacy, Psychology, and Medical) 
• Technical Support Help Desk. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Call Center and Contact Management 
Requirements detailed in Tab XIII Requirements Tables, Attachment Q. 
12.7.5 Provider Appeals 


The Provider appeals support services function includes the ability to accept, 
maintain, process, and track providers appeals as well as generate and track 
letters for each decision point in the appeals process. 


The Vendor must respond to the Provider Appeals requirements listed in the 
Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements 
Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table 
response instructions. 


Infocrossing will support the provider appeals process by accepting, maintaining, processing and 
tracking provider appeals including the generation and tracking of various letters at each decision 
point in the process. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Provider Appeals Requirements detailed in 
Tab XIII Requirements Tables, Attachment Q. 
12.7.6 Provider Enrollment 


The Provider Enrollment support services business function includes 
requirements for contractor support of recruitment, enrollment, and 
disenrollment of Providers into Nevada Medicaid and Check Up. 


The Vendor must respond to the Provider Enrollment requirements listed in the 
Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements 
Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table 
response instructions. 


Providing service to the various provider communities is a key fiscal agent responsibility. The 
experienced staff of Infocrossing has served the State of Missouri in this capacity for over 20 
years. Infocrossing believes that accurate and timely provider enrollments have a significant 
impact on the overall success of the Nevada Medicaid delivery system and we are eager support 
the provider enrollment function. 


The Claims Manager will administer the Provider Enrollment unit function. Also reporting to the 
Claims Manager is the Document Control and Claims units. These units are driven by well 
documented, detailed processes to ensure efficiency. Infocrossing will establish similar processes 
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and procedures within the Provider Enrollment unit to guarantee we meet or exceed current State 
standards and deliver prompt, accurate, and professional service to the provider community. 
Infocrossing will continue to work in partnership with State staff to evaluate procedures and 
develop cost effective improvements to enhance the provider enrollment function. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Provider Enrollment Requirements detailed in 
Tab XIII Requirements Tables, Attachment Q. 
12.7.7 Provider Training and Outreach 


The Provider Training and Outreach support services business function 
includes requirements for contractor support of development and distribution of 
Provider Billing Manuals, Web Announcements, Newsletters, and other 
information, and provider training in a variety of formats, including individual 
training of providers, workshops, and training sessions. 


The Vendor must respond to the Provider Training and Outreach requirements 
listed in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 
Requirements Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work 
for table response instructions. 


Using our experience in state Medicaid MMIS implementations and our ongoing experience in 
Missouri, we will develop and deliver training for the Nevada’s provider community. We will 
work with the State to develop the provider training plan and materials and incorporate these into 
our overall training approach as delineated in Section 12.3 of this proposal. Completing 
overview and fundamentals courses will allow users to develop a baseline level in their 
understanding of the MMIS. Classroom inquiry and update training courses will be developed 
that will meet user needs based on their security levels and job responsibilities. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Provider Training and Outreach Requirements 
detailed in Attachment Tab XIII Requirements Tables, Attachment Q. 
12.7.8 Finance (including accounts payable) 


The financial claims processing support services function provides operational 
support for the claims processing, adjustment processing, accounts receivable 
processing, and financial transaction processing.  


The Vendor must respond to the Finance requirements listed in the Medicaid 
Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See 
Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response 
instructions. 


The financial management and accounting operation carries the responsibility for processing and 
reconciling the financials for the State’s healthcare programs. As such, the State seeks a financial 
management and accounting operation that enables accurate and timely processing of financial 
transactions. 


The Financial subsystem monitors and controls the cash disbursement and recoupment of 
program funds to providers and other payees through a combination of automatic and manual 
functions. The subsystem is designed to ensure that all disbursements to providers and other 
DHCFP-directed payees are rendered according to state and federal guidelines and generally 
accepted accounting principles (GAAP). The fundamental responsibility of the Fiscal Agent is to 
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manage Medicaid payment transactions—paying providers accurately and on time and 
maintaining an accounts receivable ledger for collection of provider, funds owed DHCFP. 


Infocrossing understands that maintaining proper financial procedures contributes to the overall 
well-being and accountability of a Medicaid program. The Financial Services approach we offer 
DHCFP is a proven solution refined over 20 years as a successful Fiscal Agent for Medicaid 
agencies. Proper, fully tested, and documented procedures add efficiencies, consistency, and 
integrity, plus integrate with staff training programs. Our financial processes and system controls 
support accurate, reliable, and fully transparent business processes for Nevada Medicaid program 
finances. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Financial Requirements detailed in Tab XIII 
Requirements Tables, Attachment Q. 
12.7.9 Return ID Card Process 


The Return ID Card Support Services function includes the generation and 
distribution of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipients.  


The Vendor must respond to the Return ID Card Process requirements listed in 
the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements 
Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table 
response instructions. 


Infocrossing agrees to perform the return ID card support services as defined by the State of 
Nevada including the generation and distribution to Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check-Up 
recipients. 


Infocrossing realizes that the State is working with limited tax dollars and we continually search 
for and offer DHCFP up-to-date, cost saving ways of doing business. Infocrossing recommends 
DHCFP consider a more economical card that would save the State dollars as well as make the 
process of creating cards more flexible and efficient. Infocrossing has experience is finding 
alternative solutions for our Missouri client where we identified that their current Medicaid card 
was a pre-printed, heavy plastic card with a magnetic strip. Infocrossing contacted all of the POS 
switch vendors that submit real-time eligibility inquires and found that the magnetic strip which 
contains the Medicaid ID is only utilized by the customers of one vendor, consisting of a very 
small percentage of the provider population. The pre-printed cards limit the State’s ability to 
have more than one ID on a card and require the State to maintain an inventory of pre-printed 
cards—making it difficult to switch to a new card style. 


Infocrossing proposed switching to a new card style which is a thinner sheet of plastic having 
multiple punch-out cards on one sheet. Whereas with the pre-printed card, to be cost efficient, 
the State attempts to deplete the stock before implementing changes which potentially could take 
months. The proposed card is not pre-printed, it is a blank sheet that is printed with the 
information as each card is needed. This allows the State to switch to a new style without 
wasting stock and any required modifications to the card are only dependant on the time it takes 
for the vendor to modify the design. In addition, the card could be designed to contain multiple 
IDs; for example, a whole family on one card. Such cards may only be issued to the case head(s), 
for example, to reduce the amount of cards generated. The left-over portion of the card sheet can 
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be printed with instructions and used in place of the informational letters that accompany a card, 
allowing for a paperless option. 


Our plan is to perform a requirements validation process and then Infocrossing will evaluate and 
provide DHCFP an alternative ID Card solution that may provide a method for reducing the 
overall cost of the solution. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Return ID Care Process Requirements 
detailed in Tab XIII Requirements Tables, Attachment Q. 
12.7.10 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)  


EDI entails assisting providers with EDI enrollment including providing 
providers with appropriate identifiers and agreements, testing of EDI 
transactions with the providers, and verification of testing completion. 


The Vendor must respond to the EDI requirements listed in the Medicaid 
Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See 
Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response 
instructions. 


Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) improves the accuracy, efficiency, and timeliness of the 
Nevada claims processing operation and improves information exchange with providers and 
other program stakeholders. Through innovation, dedication, and deployment of proven, 
effective, and reliable solutions, Infocrossing has established a reputation as a leader in the area 
of health care EDI. For the Nevada Medicaid program, we will support a high rate of electronic 
claims submission and a high degree of automation throughout operations. 


Secure electronic data transmission has increased significantly over the past decade. Electronic 
transmission offers greater operational efficiencies as well as a more convenient method of 
submitting claims and encounter data. This is a benefit for both state Medicaid programs and 
program stakeholders, especially providers and recipients, as it results in more timely data 
processing and removes the risk of clerical errors. Consequently, national and state standards, 
including the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) Accredited Standards Committee (ASC) X12N 837, National Council 
for Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP), and Health Level Seven (HL7) data formats have 
been implemented to ensure the secure, reliable transmission of electronic data. 


Infocrossing will work with the State of Nevada to define, acquire, implement and maintain the 
staff, infrastructure, procedures, and processes required to support the current Nevada MMIS 
EDI solution. By taking the current EDI configuration as our baseline, we reduce the risk of 
inadvertently missing mappings by simply taking everything that currently exists in EDI 
production and loading it to a mirror image of the current EDI platform. Although this reduces 
the risk, we understand the need to test our environment against the existing environment to 
ensure all configurations were correctly copied over. This includes beta testing with Providers 
and clearinghouses as approved by DHCFP. 


DHCFP and Infocrossing share the common goal of minimizing disruption to Nevada providers 
and clients during contract transition. We will actively work with DHCFP and the incumbent to 
transition knowledgeable incumbent staff to the Infocrossing operation. A plan to address the 
Fiscal Agent’s EDI-related support functions will be developed, implemented, and maintained 
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within the proposed Operations Staffing Plan to identify positions that will, at a minimum, have 
responsibilities for: 


• Service Center registration processes and procedures including Service Center evaluation, 
approval, and systems set up. 


• Testing EDI transmissions with approved Service Centers prior to allowing them to 
submit claims for Production processing. 


• Development and maintenance of EDI billing procedures and agreements that include 
electronic claims submission and remittance requests. 


• Maintenance and control of electronic media including receiving/processing the media; 
researching requests for EDI support and queries; and maintenance/update of EDI media 
files. 


• Maintaining Help Desk support for receiving and logging of Help Desk requests; 
documenting resolution of requests; and providing services for the FTP server. 


• Reports, as required, for daily/weekly/monthly EDI operations statistics, SLA 
compliance, and to provide information relative to areas under the EDI Support Unit’s 
control. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the EDI Requirements detailed in Tab XIII 
Requirements Tables, Attachment Q. 
12.7.11 Printing and Postage 


Reimbursement will be available for direct expenses incurred in connection with 
printing and postage activities performed on behalf of, or at the direction of, 
DHCFP. These costs may be drawn down for normal operations to a contract 
maximum amount. The following is the maximum postage and printing 
allowance per Nevada State fiscal year: FY10= $1,044,000.00; 
FY11=$1,044,000.00; FY12=$1,044,000.00; and $261,000.00 for the first three 
months of FY13. 


The Vendor must respond to the Printing and Postage requirements listed in 
the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements 
Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table 
response instructions. 


The Infocrossing Document Control Unit handles the sorting, screening, batching, and imaging 
of incoming hard copy claims, attachments, prior authorizations, correspondence, and supports 
outbound mail. Infocrossing will work in concert with the State of Nevada to ensure all mailings 
use the most cost-effective methods possible in meeting mailing requirements. Infocrossing 
strives to identify potential expense reductions that might add value to the service we provide to 
the state. In Missouri, Infocrossing has a contract with AAA Mailing Services, Inc. (AAA), a 
MBE/WBE vendor, for the bulk of our mailing. AAA uses a barcode presorting technology that 
provides that State the lowest available rates from the post office. Infocrossing will also strive to 
provide the same kind of service for the State of Nevada and ensure the most cost effective 
manner for postage and printing services. 
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Infocrossing includes responses to the Printing and Postage Requirements detailed in Tab XIII 
Requirements Tables, Attachment Q. 
12.7.12 Prior Authorization 


The Prior Authorization (PA) support services consists of the processes that 
serve as a cost-containment and utilization review mechanisms for the Nevada 
Medicaid and Check Up programs. It entails the review of requests for medical 
services before delivery of care or services, in order for the service to be 
reimbursed by DHCFP. These services include mandatory and optional 
services.  


The Vendor must respond to the Prior Authorization requirements listed in the 
Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements 
Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table 
response instructions. 


The Nevada Medicaid Program has designated certain healthcare services and products 
reimbursed on a fee-for-service basis to be subject to Prior Authorization (PA). These healthcare 
services, medical supplies, durable medical equipment/accessories, and drugs must be authorized 
by the DHCFP or waiver service programs prior to delivery of the service or product. PA 
utilization management processes are used to assure services or products are medically 
necessary, appropriate, and provided in a fiscally responsible manner without compromising 
recipients’ quality of care. Non-covered services may be requested by a provider on behalf of a 
recipient under certain circumstances of unusual or compelling need. A product or service may 
be authorized when needed to sustain life, improve the quality of life for the terminally ill, 
prevent a higher level of care or replace an item lost due to an act of nature. A prior authorization 
approves the medical necessity of a service or product but is not a guarantee of payment. 


In Missouri, our current Infocrossing team supports the PA functions with efficient processing of 
PA requests received on paper or electronically. Our Resolution Specialist enters requests, routes 
them for consultant review and updates the Prior Authorization file based on the consultant 
review determination. File transfers are received and processed nightly. Hourly updates of drug, 
psychology and medical PAs are accepted from the clinical processor contractor. Claims 
received by any type transmission go through full adjudication processing that includes 
assignment of an ICN, data validity, recipient eligibility, provider eligibility, claim pricing, 
history, PA processing and final adjudication. This function ensures that payments for services 
meet Federal and State regulations and are paid when appropriately authorized. Infocrossing has 
efficiently and accurately performed PA processes for the State of Missouri since 1988. 


Infocrossing’s Medical Services Authorization unit is responsible for review of the more 
complex claims that suspend for medical review. This unit also performs post-payment and prior 
authorization (PA) reviews for the State of Missouri on an as needed basis. The Medical Services 
Authorization unit is staffed with Medical Policy Technicians and a part time physician 
consultant who have in-depth knowledge of Missouri Medicaid program policy and specialized 
training to resolve claims and PAs. Infocrossing Medical Policy Technicians are registered 
nurses who have varied and extensive professional nursing backgrounds. 


Our Medical Policy Technicians determine compliance with Missouri Medicaid policy and 
utilize their nursing judgment to make payment decisions for claims and PAs. The physician 
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performs medical necessity review of claims and PAs requiring consultant level review and 
renders a medical and pricing determination. Our physician also consults with Medical Services 
Authorization and Resolution staff regarding complex or special claims determined by 
Infocrossing or Missouri Medicaid staff to require additional medical expertise. Missouri 
Medicaid and Infocrossing’s cooperative relationship combined with experienced Medical 
Services Authorization staff has resulted in medically appropriate review determinations and 
reimbursement of services in accordance with DMS policy since 1988. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the Prior Authorization Requirements detailed in 
Tab XIII Requirements Tables, Attachment Q. 
12.7.13 Utilization Management 


Utilization Management encompasses review activity and related functions that 
focus on reducing over- and under-utilization. Utilization Management 
strategies include prior authorization, concurrent review, retrospective review 
and certificate of need review of designated services. All provided services 
(including, but not limited to, medical, behavioral health, and community-based 
services) must be medically necessary, of the highest quality, and provided in 
the most economical method possible. In reaching this goal, DHCFP operates 
a number of utilization control and review programs. These programs are 
conducted by Medicaid contractors or DHCFP. 


For Radiology Utilization Management, the Division would accept proposals 
that would assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently manage the 
utilization management of radiological services. The proposals must be 
fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s 
recipients. 


The Vendor must respond to the Utilization Management requirements listed in 
the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements 
Table. See Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table 
response instructions. 


Our approach to utilization and care management focuses on the recipient and endeavors to 
support the member-provider relationship. We want to ensure people have access to the right 
care at the right place and time by the right provider. Our experience shows this approach results 
in optimal health and functional outcomes for recipients and their families, and savings and the 
most-effective programs for States. We also proactively outreach to providers and other key 
stakeholders, and actively work with them in collaborative ways that make them partners with us 
in striving to optimize outcomes. We rely on data and information to drive decision making, 
performance measurement, and accountability, and apply a system of key indicators in a 
continuous quality improvement process to produce the best results. 


As the MMIS fiscal agent, Infocrossing will process many transactions that yield abundant data. 
To convert this data into meaningful information for utilization and care management, it is 
vitally important to collect all data from the many silos in healthcare, integrate it by member and 
provider, and then analyze it clinically to provide basic management information as well as 
trends and potential opportunities for improvement. Artemetrx, a clinical data analytic company 
based in Lexington KY, will provide this function as a vendor for Infocrossing in Nevada. 
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Artemetrx has successfully performed this service for public and private clients nationally, and 
presents a truly unique analytic, unparalleled resource that has yielded significant cost-savings 
for its clients and improvements in health outcomes for their members. 


Artemetrx will collect and integrate data, and use its clinical algorithms and staff to analyze it at 
aggregate and individual levels. It will provide fundamental information for utilization and care 
management that shows also trends and opportunities for intervention, and will help identify 
Level I, II, and III members. It will also help track performance and outcomes over time, 
including satisfaction, health and functional outcomes, utilization and costs, and provide a vital, 
foundational resource to us and the State. 


To provide care management services, Infocrossing is partnering with organizations that have 
specific strengths in areas of managing care and services. Artemetrx data analytics will be made 
available to these partners to support, inform, and help guide their work. Our partners will in turn 
apply their own clinical algorithms to further refine and focus it on the interventions they 
provide. 


Infocrossing has subcontracted with Health Integrated to provide prior authorization and 
utilization management services as well as proposals to manage Level II and Level III members. 
Health Integrated has produced excellent results in health outcomes and savings in similar 
programs in other states, and we strongly believe it can do so in Nevada. We believe the savings 
would be substantial for Nevada, and can give a more accurate estimate by analyzing the State’s 
Medicaid data. 


We have also subcontracted with Goold Health Systems (GHS) to manage pharmacy and PASSR 
reviews, and with National Imaging Associates to manage radiology. Both companies have 
excellent reputation and results in providing these services for Medicaid populations. 


Our Chief Medical Officer (CMO) in Nevada will supervise and oversee the work of Artemetrx 
and our partners in managing utilization and care and all clinically related matters. The CMO 
will meet regularly with our clinical vendors and subcontractors individually and as a team to 
ensure an integrated, consistent approach that focuses partner strengths on member and program 
needs. Artemetrx integrated clinical analytics will be used to support these efforts, including 
measuring performance and identifying opportunities for improvement. A key indicator report 
for the overall team and individual partner will support this continuous quality improvement 
process. 


An effective utilization and care management strategy must proactively outreach to providers 
and other key stakeholders and engage them to become active, positive participants in our work. 
We will undertake several outreach and engagement activities. Among these, and importantly, 
we will create a Clinical Advisory Committee composed of multidisciplinary clinical leaders in 
the State. This Committee will meet regularly to provide feedback, review policy, information, 
and performance, and advise and make recommendations for improving the program. We will 
create a similar Advisory Committee for Recipients, Family Members, and Advocates. 


The State will be invited to participate in these Committees as it desires. We also will meet 
regularly with the State to review performance, results, and any other information from our care 
management process. We believe this will help keep the lines of communication open and 
working well, and give us regular opportunity to assess performance, address any issues, and 
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identify opportunities to improve health and functional outcomes for Nevada Medicaid recipients 
as well as cost-effectiveness and savings. 


Infocrossing proposes National Imaging Associates, Inc. (NIA) as an effective utilization 
management agent to assist Nevada Medicaid in assuring appropriate and cost effective 
utilization. Below we present their program features and benefits. 


Nevada Medicaid and its members and providers can benefit from NIA’s innovative solutions 
that improve access to quality care, effectively manage the costs of diagnostic imaging, and 
provide a comprehensive approach to improving patient outcomes and addressing patient safety. 
NIA’s full-service Radiology Benefits Management solution includes the following offerings for 
Nevada Medicaid: 


• Prior Authorization Program that uses evidence-based, proprietary clinical algorithms 
to ensure appropriate and expeditious authorization determinations 


• Provider Ordering Tools (RadMD.com) that makes it easy for providers to receive 
gives real-time prior authorization approvals at any hour of the day or night 


• ER Radiology Management that helps reduce spiraling imaging costs in emergency 
room/hospital settings 


• Provider Training and Education that engages and prepares ordering providers, 
imaging providers, and hospitals for program participation 


• Freestanding Network Contracting and Provider Quality Assessment that ensures 
Nevada Medicaid recipients have access to quality imaging services 


• Facility Site Selection Initiatives that can move some recipients from outpatient 
imaging services performed in higher cost outpatient hospital facilities to more cost-
effective freestanding facilities 


• A Full Consumerism Approach with a customized Consumer Portal that educates 
recipients on the services their providers order and assists them with scheduling their 
services at a convenient 


• Customized, Proprietary Claim Edits that leverage additional savings for Nevada 
Medicaid through our claim-edit and claim auth-matching expertise 


• CardiacConnections program with an episode-of-care approach that helps ensure 
appropriate services for patients under evaluation for cardiac conditions 


• OncologyConnections that helps ensure that cancer patients receive an effective and 
efficient radiation oncology treatment plan that helps to improve the quality of care and 
reduces costs 


Special Advantages for Nevada Medicaid 
NIA is unique in the RBM arena in that we offer a synergistic combination of clinical, 
operational, and financial program solutions that drive effective program outcomes for our 
customer partners. We believe our approach and some of our key programmatic solutions 
represent significant differentiators for the NIA offering for Nevada Medicaid. 


We believe Nevada Medicaid will benefit from the many advantages NIA has to offer: 
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• Strong Executive Leadership Team that represents a high level of health care 
experience, a strong track record of driving growth and innovation and in delivering 
strong customer results 


• Clinical Thought Leadership unmatched the imaging space and available to work with 
Nevada Medicaid through ongoing collaboration and consultation 


• Effective Provider Engagement and a Well Managed Network that helps us to 
collectively establish program credibility, provider acceptance and collaborative 
understanding of NIA/Nevada Medicaid program details 


• Clinical Expertise/Consultation by credentialed, board certified specialists that is easily 
accessible to Nevada Medicaid as well as to your ordering and imaging providers 


• Consumer Engagement Approach, with a unique focus on the recipient as an important 
part of the prior authorization process and a host of easily accessible tools for children as 
well as for adults 


• Technologies/Tools that provides the Nevada Medicaid program with a strong 
technology platform and a broad spectrum of provider tools, dashboard suites, and 
reporting capabilities for to manage and monitor the success of the NIA program 


• Rapid Implementation Capabilities and Strong Financial Performance resulting 
from NIA’s unequaled experience in providing programs for highly utilizing and 
chronically ill Medicaid populations including TNF, ABD, and dual-eligible recipients 


• Experience Working with State Regulators and CMS that gives NIA an in-depth 
understanding of the regulatory requirements and complexities of servicing a Medicaid-
specific program. 


Highlights of NIA’s Prior Authorization Program 
NIA’s prior authorization process requires that, with the exception of screening studies, there be 
sound, clinical rationale for obtaining the examination. The exam must significantly contribute to 
the positive predictive value of the basic supposition, and it must carry the weight of a 
subsequent clinical determination. Further, it must offer the value of confirmation or change in a 
clinical decision. To ensure the appropriateness of approved studies, NIA clinicians designed our 
proprietary medical necessity criteria, which provide clinical guidelines for the provision of 
diagnostic imaging management, to guide both ordering providers and NIA physician clinical 
reviewers to the most appropriate services, based on each patient’s unique circumstances. 


NIA clinicians brought our clinical criteria down to a micro level, enabling us to create 
algorithms that provide a clinically sound and logical step-by-by step progression of scripted 
questions that quickly lead to an accurate authorization determination. To integrate the 
knowledge inherent in our algorithms to the clinical practice of prior authorization, we embedded 
them into Informa, our interactive clinical application. NIA’s algorithms and business rules drive 
Informa, allowing it to manage the workflow of our prior authorization process, from the 
inception of a request through the final communication of results, whether the Nevada ordering 
provider submits a request online through our RadMD.com Web site or through our call center. 


NIA’s algorithmic process is so efficient, that we are able to approve most requests in only four 
to five minutes. If we cannot approve a request at the algorithmic level, we forward it for further 
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review by an NIA nurse initial clinical review and/or an NIA physician clinical reviewer. Only 
an NIA physician clinical reviewer can deny a request, and only after making every effort to 
engage the Nevada ordering provider in a peer-to-peer discussion. They reiterate the reason for 
the denial and communicate standard – or expedited – appeal information, explain about the 
availability of the NIA reconsideration process, and inform the provider of the timeframe. If the 
Nevada Medicaid provider expresses a desire for additional peer-to-peer discussion, our clinical 
operations staff will help to facilitate the request. 


Program Savings for Nevada Medicaid 
An important element of our program is providing-cost savings guarantees.. Please note that 
customers with full service/risk programs realize greater, guaranteed savings than those with 
administrative-only programs, since the program includes the full spectrum of NIA features as 
described above. 


• Full Risk – NIA would assume full risk for advanced modalities, for all administrative, 
cost of procedures and implementation costs on a fixed PMPM basis that would be 
guaranteed for a 3-year period. This risk model operates using our established clinical 
guidelines for the agreed-upon advanced imaging services. NIA can establish a three year 
rate with guaranteed cost savings based on historical claims data. 


• ASO – NIA would manage advanced modalities on an administrative fee (PMPM) basis. 
Service would include prior authorization/utilization management, reporting, and 
Radiation Awareness. 


Please refer to Tab XIV – Other Reference Materials, Appendix G for a detailed Proposal 
Summary from NIA. Should Nevada be interested in pursuing this strategy, we would be happy 
to present several models of pricing, Administrative Services Only (ASO); a per-member per-
month rate or other arrangement can be presented. 
12.7.14 Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) 


The EPSDT support services function includes the operational support for the 
EPSDT program including maintenance of EPSDT eligibility information, 
outreach, tracking of referred services and generation of Federal and State 
reports.  


The Vendor must respond to the EPSDT requirements listed in the Medicaid 
Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table. See 
Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work for table response 
instructions. 


Nevada’s EPSDT program builds upon the base federal requirement targeting the under 21-year 
old group of its Medicaid population. We share the DHCFP’s commitment to ensuring that 
EPSDT services are delivered according not only to federal and state guidelines, but also to 
published and accepted medical standards and best practice recommendations. 


Strategic use of data and automation are key components to achieving EPSDT goals and program 
outcomes. Given the number of eligible children and the complexity of identifying, tracking, and 
monitoring EPSDT events, coupled with the demands of state and federal reporting mandates 
and rigorous communication and education requirements, it takes the integration and inherent 
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flexibility of the MMIS and capable operational activities to successfully administer the EPSDT 
activities of today and respond to program changes of tomorrow. 


In addition, Infocrossing includes responses to the EPSDT Requirements detailed in Tab XIII 
Requirements Tables, Attachment Q. 
12.7.15 Personal Care Services (PCS) Program  
The Nevada Medicaid Personal Care Services (PCS) program's objective is to assist, support and maintain 
recipients living independently in their homes. This is done through the provision of medically necessary services as 
determined by a functional assessment and written service plan. The functional assessment is currently being done 
as a "social model" by FHSC staff for Medicaid FFS recipients and by WIN and DAS case managers for those two 
waiver programs.  


With the rapid increase in expenditures, the current Personal Care Services social model is not sustainable. To this 
end DHCFP is in the process of planning for program modifications and anticipates the release of an updated scope 
of work associated with the Nevada Medicaid PCS program, on or around the release of this RFP. DHCFP intends 
to post the scope of work associated with the PCS program to the on line reference library subsequent to BOE 
approval. DHCFP will notify prospective bidders once PCS program materials have been posted.  


Vendor proposals should include the provision of PCS program support services within their proposals as a required 
service, as part of the budget neutral compensation model. 


Infocrossing has reviewed the information regarding the Personal Care Services Program including Amendment 22 
to the Contract with FHSC.  The Program revision seeks to transition from a more socially based model using social 
workers and nurses to a more “clinically rigorous” program overseen by a Medical Director and utilizing a network 
of physical and occupational therapists (PTs and OTs)to do functional assessments and service plans for applicants 
and recipients.  These assessments and plans are to be based on objective, clinical standards and criteria and should 
better balance true clinical needs with the funds available to make the program sustainable. 


Infocrossing agrees to provide the work and services as described in Amendment 22. As an initial step, Infocrossing 
proposes to review the status of the program to date, including the implementation of Phase I which prepares the 
Program for its start March 1, 2010. We will look for strengths and weaknesses as well as opportunities to improve 
the Program and any threats to its continued existence. This analysis will include the collection, integration, and 
analysis of any data we can obtain from the State and previous vendor related to these populations. 


We will apply a similar analytic approach to Phase II activities, which were scheduled to start March 1, 2010, and 
entail PT and OT providers performing At Risk Assessments and Initial Functional Assessments and Service Plans 
“for persons receiving Personal Care Services for the first time (Applicants).” We will continue the process in place 
initially, and then review our findings about program performance and outcomes with the State. At this point, we 
will also make recommendations for improvement. 


We will implement the Scope of Work, including meeting weekly and regularly with DHCFP to refine our transition 
and operations. A medical director will oversee, lead, and guide the PSC program operation. The medical director 
will oversee the Quality Assurance Program, and will be responsible for monthly meetings with DHCFP as the 
Amendment requires. The medical director will also be the clinical expert and leader for the Program, provide 
recommendations to improve the assessment tool, service planning tool, and operational processes based on clinical 
best practices, and lead any activities do so. This person will have experience in working with these populations, 
including the physical, behavioral and social components that factor in their care outcomes and drive their costs. 


Infocrossing will initially continue with and also assess the current network of “assessors” of Nevada licensed 
PT/OTs, and review its findings and any recommendations with DHCFP. It will provide trainings, information, and 
other activities as the Amendment requires. We welcome the opportunity to discuss Phase III with DHCFP and any 
alternatives it may want to consider. Through all phases we will perform the functions outlined in the Amendment, 
including Call Center intake, triage, referrals, clerical support, provide authorizations and temporary service plan 
changes per program policy, and data collection. 
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13 Scope of Work- Health Information Exchange 


13.1 Overview 
DHCFP is seeking a Health Information Exchange (HIE) solution for sharing 
clinical and administrative data across organizational boundaries. Initially, 
DHCFP is looking to utilize an HIE solution for Medicaid and SCHIP sharing 
claims data and Centers for Health Information Analytics data with Electronic 
Medical Record systems of select Nevada Medicaid and Check Up providers. 
However, the system must be scalable to allow for additional uses by providers 
and other agencies and organizations as well as potentially serve as the 
standard platform for health information exchange within Nevada DHHS. 
Expansive use of the HIE in the future is dependent upon State and Federal 
funding as well as priorities established by DHCFP, Nevada DHHS, and the 
State of Nevada. 


The Medicity Business and Technology Architecture supports the common stakeholders in a 
health information exchange thru a MITA and HIPAA compliant, secure data exchange, 
community health charting, reporting, alerting and other mechanisms that can be leveraged by 
Stakeholders as needed.  


As shown, stakeholders include: 


Federal and State Inter-HIE exchange Hospitals 


State Public Health Agencies Academic Medical Centers 


Reference Labs Long Term Care Centers 


Emergency and Acute Care Settings Primary Care Providers 


Insurers Specialty Care Providers  
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The figure below shows an example of a business architecture design for an inter-state and intra-
state HIE. 


 


 
HIE Architecture 
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Application Architecture – the figure below depicts Medicity’s logical application architecture, 
organizing all of the technology assets into an n-tier architecture maximizing flexibility, security 
and scalability options for the HIE. 


 
Data-centric, event-driven, service-oriented, and pervasive, our open standard-based 


architecture is MITA-designed for high-performing Health Information Exchanges 


The table below provides an overview of each key layer of the architecture, its deployment 
mode, platform and capabilities. 


Layer Deployment Capabilities Platform 
Novo Grid De-centralized • PCMH Coordination 


• Data Distribution to EMR, PMS and Print 
Devices 


• Ambulatory CPOE 
• Referrals 
• Clinical Messaging 


J2EE 
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Layer Deployment Capabilities Platform 


MediTrust 
Cloud 
Services 


Centralized • Community Health Record (Portal) 
• Community Identity Management - CMPI, 


EMPI, RLS, Patient Consent 
• Data Integration – Source System Adaptors, 


Reference Terminology Service,  
• Public Health and State Agency Integration 
• Hybrid Data Architecture – multi-Data Stages 
• Community Analytics – Chronic Condition 


Mgmt for Diabetes, CHF, Cancer, etc. 
• Clinical Decision Support 


Web 
Services 


.NET 


Gateway 
Services 
(part of 
MediTrust 
Cloud 
Services) 


De-centralized • NHIN Connectivity 
• National Reference Lab Connectivity  
• Medication History 
• PHR Network Connectivity 


Web 
Services 


.NET and 
J2EE 


Note: Audit and Logging is implemented at every layer of the architecture, but is centrally 
aggregated for administrative purposes from all of the connected parties in the HIE. 


Data Architecture – Medicity’s data architecture, much like the application architecture, tailors 
the deployment model for each layer of the architecture: 


Medicity’s Novo Grid facilitates the exchange of information between disparate systems and 
creates the ‘plumbing’ required for an HIE. The Novo Grid is built on a distributed computing 
platform using Agent Grid technology. The Novo Grid uses small software programs, called 
Agents, which are installed locally to the systems they need to integrate with. These Agents are 
developed to perform a specific task. For instance, there are results agents, ADT agents, orders 
agents and referral agents. Agents have many skills. Agents can deliver information 
electronically in formats such as HL7, CCR and CCD, render information into PDFs to be 
manually imported into a receiving system, and compile and print information for those 
preferring paper records. Although most Agents today utilize HL7 to connect to disparate 
systems, Agents are standards independent. Agents can render in any consistent, defined format. 
Agents will continue to evolve and adapt to the latest standards supported by the systems being 
integrated. 


Medicity’s hybrid (or confederated) architecture for MIN-NS HIE allows each participant to 
maintain their own clinical data store in a Medicity edge server that runs our Data-staging 
Service software, organizing the following subject areas: 


• Clinical Data Repository 
o Patients 
o Encounters and Visits 
o Orders and Results 
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o Medications 
o Notes and Reports 


• Facility Code Sets Translation Tables 
• Reference Data 
• Terminology/Vocabulary Maps 
• Enterprise Patient Match Rules (EMPI) 
• Audit and Logging 
• Utilization Reporting 
• Management Reporting 


For each Data repository, the participating organization maintains custodianship of its own data 
and asserts security policies for all data it contributes. 


Services like the Record Locator Service (RLS) rely on centralized Identity Management 
Services to locate a patient, and the corresponding pointers to records in each Data repository 
needed to create a longitudinal view of a patient. 


In addition to patient community health records, Medicity’s ProAccess Community application 
offers a variety of standard and custom reports, including individual patient reports and 
ProAccess management utilization reports. Individual patient level reporting includes, but is not 
limited to, laboratory test history, medication history, and encounters reports. 


Core Medicity capabilities include the population of a secure analytics data warehouse for 
quality reporting purposes, which augment core Medicity capabilities in the MediTrust Cloud 
Services and ProAccess Community application. 


In addition, Medicity has a partnership with third party vendor to deploy robust data 
warehousing and analytics solutions. Medicity can collaborate with MIN-NS HIE to define the 
specific requirements in this regard. 


Technical Architecture – Medicity’s Novo Grid is a completely distributed system which 
facilitates the exchange of information between originating systems (such as providers, labs, and 
hospitals) and interested parties throughout the HIE. The distribution platform is comprised of 
three basic components: 


• The Novo Nodes are Java-based software platforms that are installed on computers in 
participating organizations (installed on the local network, behind the Internet firewalls). 
The nodes consist of an Apache Tomcat Applications Server, communications 
mechanisms that support secure, asynchronous exchange, security components, 
management utilities that enable remote management of the platform, and an object data 
store to queue information received and transmitted to other nodes over the Grid. 


• The Novo Rendezvous is a secure post office that allows nodes to exchange encrypted 
information. In practice, each node has an inbox queue established on the Rendezvous. 
Encrypted information received from other nodes is held in the respective inbox queue. 
Each node regularly connects to the Rendezvous to download and decrypt the 
information received in a manner similar to the way secure email works. 
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• Novo Agents are autonomous software programs that run on the node platforms and 
interface to local systems through a variety of means (HL7, text, PDF, and other formats). 
They can parse and analyze received data to determine what actions (if any) to take. If 
appropriate (based on context and rules), the agent can “push” the information to another 
agent running on another node in another location via asynchronous messaging. 


Together, this simple system is capable of automating complex messaging workflows that allow 
providers to achieve meaningful use and streamline information exchange within the HIE. 


Medicity provides the following reference architecture (see figure below) that details the optimal 
hardware and software configuration that Medicity recommends for MIN-NS HIE. This 
architecture serves as a starting point for discussions with the client. Our reference architecture 
and its deployment incorporate best practices on horizontal and vertical scalability, network 
configurations, high availability, fault tolerance, database clustering, and disaster recovery. 


Specifically, the MediTrust Cloud Services architecture is deployed in an n-tiered architecture 
model that utilizes web application, integration, and data tiers in its design. 


• The web servers utilize IIS, ASP.Net, and the .Net Framework to provide presentation 
and application functions.  


• The integration server hosts a series of Windows services that uses the .Net framework to 
provide clinical transformation, mapping, and routing services.  


• The database servers run in a clustered configuration of SQL Server 2005 and SQL 
Server 2008. 


Medicity’s products are architected and engineered leveraging a service-oriented architecture, 
allowing for each layer of the architecture to be independently secured in a trusted zone and 
scaled over time. 
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Our reference architecture and its deployment incorporate best practices on horizontal 


and vertical scalability, network configurations, high availability, fault tolerance, 
database clustering, and disaster recovery 


Security Architecture – Maintaining the security, confidentiality, integrity, and availability of 
health information is of paramount importance to Medicity. The security architecture for the 
Novo Grid, MediTrust Cloud Services and ProAccess application incorporate design features to 
ensure the security of health information. As required by HIPAA and the NIST, Medicity data is 
encrypted while at rest and while it is being transmitted. 
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The MediTrust Cloud Services infrastructure are managed in a secure infrastructure depicted 
below, with each tier of the architecture protected on either side with firewalls. 


• Logical Security – Logical security restricts access to data and application logic through 
a series of dedicated networks, security appliances and firewalls. For example, the 
database server is connected to the application server in a way that only allows access to 
data through the data abstraction layer. Application servers have two network adapters, 
one used to access a dedicated link to the data abstraction layer and another used to 
connect to web servers contained behind a firewall in a “DMZ”. This “DMZ” is the only 
area where services can be accessed from external sources. 


• Transmission Security – Source systems are secure as messages received from foreign 
systems are transmitted via a private LAN link or an encrypted VPN or web link. All 
receiving systems, such as ProAccess, AutoPrint, and EMRs, utilize SSL 128-bit 
encryption to guarantee message security. 


• Message Integrity – Medicity’s Data Services validate all messages it receives from data 
feeds (hospital ADT, lab, radiology, PACs, and so forth). It uses message-specific 
modules to interrogate the structure of each message and validate the integrity of the data 
within a message. If a message fails any of the validation steps, it is placed in an error 
queue, and an alert can be sent (without any personally identifying information) to an 
email address. 


• User Authentication – Users are identified by user ID, classified by type, and 
authenticated with a password and an optional second factor such as token-based 
authentication. 


• Access Control List – Medicity’s technology is driven off of a well-defined Access 
Control List (ACL) that is seeded during installation of the product. This access control 
list is critical to making the solution functional, since most of the data abstraction layer (a 
part of the Medicity application software) requires this information to restrict and control 
access to the information contained in the database. These controlled access and update 
methods are more compact than other application software and are easier to manage and 
test. This allows Medicity to focus on quality assurance where it matters most – when 
data is accessed, changed, or manipulated. 


• Role-Based Access – The role-based permissions security authorization occurs at the 
application level. A system administrator is able to create various user roles (for example, 
Physician, Clinical Staff, and User Admin), and then assign various application access 
levels to these roles. This is performed within the administrative functions/pages of 
ProAccess. For example, a Physician or Clinical Staff role may have access to view 
patient clinical information, where as a User Admin role may be limited to only the 
administrative functions for adding new users and viewing application usage reports. 


• When a new user account is created, the user must be assigned to one of the user roles 
that are active for that organization. It is the user role that dictates which parts of the 
application, and which patients, the user is allowed to see. When the user logs into the 
system, the user’s application access rights are checked, so ProAccess knows the 
appropriate parts of the application to display for this specific user. The same is true 
when a user searches for a patient. Each time a user conducts a patient search, the 
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application checks to see if this user has rights to view a patient(s) before it returns a list 
of patients for the user to choose from. 


• Grid PKI Security – Within the Novo Grid infrastructure, security and privacy are 
greatly simplified by the nature of the architecture. The Grid uses a strong combination of 
user authentication, secure message encryption and message transmission to ensure 
customers can meet HIPAA requirements to protect patient information being exchanged 
via the Grid. When the agent is authenticated to the Grid, a PKI key pair is created. The 
private key is kept by the agent, but the public key is distributed to all other agents on the 
Grid. When an agent needs to send a message to one or more other agents on the Grid, it 
encrypts the message with a random, 2048-bit AES encryption key. The AES key is then 
encrypted with the public key of each of the destination agents. At this point, the message 
can only be decrypted by the receiving location, because only the receiving location has 
possession of their complementary private key. Upon receipt of the message, the 
receiving agent will use the private key to unlock the AES key, and then use the AES key 
to decrypt and process the payload. 


• Grid Secure Messaging – When a message is ready to be transmitted to the recipient, the 
agent initiates an outbound SSL (port 443) connection to the agent’s primary message 
exchange server. This server is sometimes referred to as a “rendezvous”. It is simply an 
agent whose primary task is to store and forward messages between agents. Message 
servers are redundant, and any agent may communicate with one or more message 
servers in order to ensure delivery. Once the message server receives the encrypted 
message, it places the message in the “post office box” of the appropriate receiving 
agent(s). 


• Agents check their “post office box” message queue on a regular basis (this is user-
defined and defaults to once a minute). The request to check for messages is also initiated 
by an outbound call on port 443. If messages exist, they are copied to the agent for 
decryption according to the previous step. 


• Grid Security Advantage – This security architecture is very powerful and elegant for 
the following reasons: 
o Because the Grid uses no centralized infrastructure, there is no “privacy” issue to be 


concerned with. Any compromise of the message servers would only provide the 
messages still queued for delivery, and they have been encrypted with two layers of 
2048-bit encryption (AES and PKI). 


o Because the security infrastructure is nearly transparent to the administrators and 
users, no external security infrastructure is required (such as VPNs, ACE servers, 
etc). 


o It does not require any special hardware, connectivity or firewall configuration, which 
is essential when dealing with physician practice staff. In fact, to test for readiness for 
implementation, Medicity staff will ask the practice to access a secure website (such 
as a bank) and see if the “padlock” icon appears in their browser. If it does, the site 
can proceed with installation with no other effort. This is indeed the case in nearly 
every practice. 
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13.2 HIE Requirements 
The HIE solution being proposed by the contractor must meet the following 
requirements: 


A. Utilize a common medical record number or algorithm that has the ability to 
support patient identification across organizations, agencies, and providers; 


Medicity's identity-management technology is currently implemented in community-sharing 
information networks. Many MPI products on the market have been designed for use within a 
single enterprise, and are often ill-suited for community use where no central authority can 
exercise control over every participant. Unlike centralized MPI methodologies, where algorithm 
adjustments that benefit one organization often adversely impact other organizations in the 
system, Medicity’s matching implementation allows for the matching algorithms to be tuned for 
each participant that contributes data to the network. Our MPI solution uses both probabilistic 
and deterministic logic to adjudicate patients. Its algorithms can be customized to meet both the 
requirements of the data sources and the organization’s tolerance for error. In cases where a 
match is not certain (as defined by the policy makers), two separate patients are created and 
identified for manual resolution. 


Medicity moves matching logic and management to the edges of the network. In this model, 
Medicity technology allows publishing nodes in the network to tune their matching algorithms 
for improved patient matching accuracy without affecting the accuracy of any other publishing 
nodes in the network. 


Medicity's MPI solution also includes tools to help administrators identify and merge or link 
duplicate patients in the index. The system generates a log of duplicates and potential duplicates, 
which can be examined in a queue by administrative users. This work queue can also be 
distributed to the edges of the network, allowing each participating provider organization to 
manage its own patient mismatches. 


The system allows an administrator to: 


• Merge patients – Two patient records, including identifiers, are merged to create one 
record. 


• Link patients – Two patient records are linked, leaving both records in the index. If the 
system ever matches against the linked-from patient, the linked-to patient is returned by 
the index. One common use case for this functionality involves maiden names. The 
patient with the maiden name remains in the database but is linked to the patient with the 
married name. If the index ever matches the patient with the maiden name, the system 
knows it is really the patient with the married name. This feature is often referred to as a 
patient alias feature. 


• Manage patient demographics and identifiers – Administrators can view, edit, and 
delete patient demographics and identifiers that are present in the index. 


B. Allow requestors to request patient information and provide the patient 
information back to the requestor; 


Medicity’s referrals solution in ProAccess provides a secure, HIPAA-compliant environment 
allowing providers to electronically communicate about patient care. It allows providers (e.g. 
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nurse, physician, ancillary) to electronically share patient information with one another, 
regardless of whether they are in the hospital or in their offices. ProAccess features a consults 
inbox as well as a clinical inbox. The referral functionality enables providers to request a consult, 
follow a patient through the process, view all of their patient’s information, and send messages 
and documents between referring and performing providers – all within a single application. 
Messaging and attachment of documents all occur within the application and are managed using 
the consults inbox. The number and length of messages are unlimited. In addition, the referring 
physician can grant access to the performing physician for specific results or results gathered 
within a specified date range, forwarding these results from inbox to another inbox and/or fax 
machine. The performing physician keeps the referring physician notified of new results and 
reports throughout the consult process. The performing physician can choose to “Cc” all results 
associated with the consult to the referring provider. 


Medicity enables physicians to electronically refer patients to one another and into the 
organization’s central scheduling queue. Medicity would send the information to a work queue to 
facilitate authorization and scheduling. The consulting provider uses portal functionality to 
designate which type and for which date range patient results should be released to a central 
referral office or a specific provider. The consulting provider can also request to be Cc’ed on 
results from subsequent encounters with the performing provider, related to the consult. The 
performing provider can accept whether or not to release these results. Since granting access to 
this data is accomplished through the portal’s security functions, no additional messages need to 
be sent or transferred. However, both performing and consulting providers can attach documents 
to the consult. 


The following screenshot presents the user interface for creating a new consult request: 
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C. Utilize an interface engine to interpret and translate incoming and outgoing 
messages between DHCFP, selected provider EMR systems, and other 
agencies or organizations as identified by DHCFP; 


The MediTrust Cloud Services integration engine queues, manages, translates, and normalizes 
information utilizing the HL7 standard and other popular data-exchange formats like XML. The 
product’s open, standards-based approach provides flexibility and stability. 


With the proliferation of clinical systems and electronic medical record software, the need to 
share health information across systems has increased exponentially. The majority of existing 
integration solutions focus on the physical transfer of data in a traditional point-to-point interface 
model, ignoring emerging standards and rendering them incapable of cost- effectively managing 
compliance mandates, business rule changes, and growing demand for clinical information. 


D. Share standardized and meaningful claims data with providers’ Electronic 
Medical Record systems that meet certification standards prescribed by the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), and the Office of 
the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology, 
Department of Health and Human Services; 
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Medicity exchanges claims data with EMRs and currently has defined integration with over 150 
EMRs. We exchange a broad variety of data including claims data, CCD/CCR, orders, results 
and other documents. Our solution enables queries for claims data from participating payors 
including private payors (insurance companies), state, Medicaid and Medicare. We have existing 
direct integration with Medicaid claims data feeds in California (MediCal) and Medicare claims 
data feeds in Mississippi (Blue Cross Medicare). 


Medicity has extensive experience in implementing all core healthcare industry standards, 
including HIPAA-standard transaction sets including HL7 and ANSI. Among the standards we 
support are ASTM, LOINC, SNOMED CT, RxNorm, ICD -9CM, ICD-10,  X12N, NCPDP, 
HCPCS, and CPT. While we support these standards, we are not limited in any way to using only 
these standards and code sets. As certification standards are defined by the ONCHIT, Medicity 
will also meet these standards. 


E. Ensure the HIE meets the latest MITA framework standards; 


Medicity will continue to monitor and meet all MITA framework standards. The Medicity HIE 
platform development approach focuses on capabilities and services by properly decomposing 
and reassembling application functionality into functionality groups that perform elemental 
services. This approach is a truly MITA-aligned—dedicated to increasing functionality reuse and 
decreasing total cost of development and ownership. 


Due to Medicity’s involvement with HIEs nationwide including NHIN, the proposed HIE 
platform supports key MITA goals to allow for interoperability among state and federal health 
care agencies, RHIOs and, eventually, the Nationwide Health Information Network. 


MITA also encourages states to adopt common standards that will assist in the exchange of 
health information and improve MMISs in the states. Medicity meets all current HIT industry 
standards and will support all new federal guidelines being designed at this time through the 
ONCHIT HIT Standards Committee. 


F. Provide a scalable solution to meet an increase in capabilities requested by 
organizations and agencies that may use the HIE solution in the future; 


The scalability of Medicity’s solution supports an incremental deployment process and the 
addition of new HIE participants. The various components of the application can be scaled 
throughout the implementation phases, and, as utilization increases, the platform can be scaled at 
the server level both horizontally and vertically to handle the increased load without disrupting 
the existing environment. 


All components of the Medicity solution are designed to be highly reliable, available, and 
scalable. The system has been architected and certified through a series of combative 
performance, volume, and stress tests to ensure it will continue to perform without any 
degradation. The platform’s underlying technology utilizes the latest in processing power, 
memory, and 64-bit operating systems. 


Medicity’s Novo Grid is designed to scale in two primary ways. 


• Component scaling: Because Grid components are highly modular, additional 
components can be added to divide a large workload into manageable pieces. 
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• Grid scaling: Grids can be built and operated in parallel to divide large regional networks 
into sub-networks to distribute the load. 


Additionally, the system has been designed to scale at all levels—presentation, application and 
database. Each of these components scales using industry-standard methodologies designed to 
maintain high availability while increasing the system’s capability to accept more incoming data 
transactions and end-user connections.  


• The presentation layer scales through the use of load-balancing. Load-balancing directs 
end-user browser requests and web-service requests to servers with the least number of 
active connections. These devices allow the addition of web servers as needed to share 
the overall burden of end-user connections. 


• The application servers can be partitioned as the number of contributing systems grows. 
• The database servers can be partitioned to allow the system to scale horizontally when 


vertical limits are reached. 


There are no limitations to the number of named users within the product. Additionally, there are 
no application or hardware limitations for the number of concurrent users that the system can 
support. As the limits of existing hardware are reached, additional servers can be added to spread 
the load and scale the system. 


Historically, once the HIE infrastructure is in place, adding like partners to an existing health 
information network is a straightforward process that takes approximately 6 months. The 
timeframe depends heavily on the following variables: 


• The number of interfaces to be added 
• The data provider’s ability to support the co-development of integration specifications  
• The data provider’s ability to provide sample HL7 messages at the time of project 


kickoff. Delays occur if the data provider must have a new outbound interface developed 
to provide data to the HIE. 


A breakdown of the implementation tasks are as follows (for an average hospital with six 
interfaces—ADT, LAB, RAD, PATH, Transcription and PACS): 


• Educate new data provider on ProAccess – 1 week 
• Develop, QA, and finalize integration specifications, code sets, patient matching 


algorithms, etc. – 8 weeks 
• Code interfaces and complete internal end-to-end QA testing – 8 weeks 
• Client product and interface certification testing – 6 weeks 
• Production deployment – 1 week 
• Total: 24 weeks or 6 months. 


Medicity can support the on-boarding of multiple new data providers at one time. 


While Medicity’s platform is scalable and has been deployed state-wide and nationally, 
increased hardware and/or managed data center requirements are based on volume of data being 
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managed by the Medicity platform. Medicity will work with the HIE to ensure hardware is 
deployed incrementally while ensuring system performance. 


G. Have the ability to expand the type of health information data that will be 
exchanged or shared with other agencies and organizations, as decided upon 
by DHCFP; 


As mentioned above in our response to requirement F, Medicity’s solution is highly scalable. We 
will work with DHCFP to facilitate the exchange of additional types of health information data 
within established protocols and standards as the need arises. 


H. Ensure data sharing is in accordance with HIPAA requirements, as well as 
other Federal and State rules and regulations; 


Medicity employs sophisticated and stringent security measures to ensure that its solutions both 
contribute to building trust among all entities that use its technology and adhere to or to exceed 
HIPAA security requirements as well as federal and state rules and regulations. Medicity 
employsthe following measures to protect the confidentiality and integrity of shared data include: 


Access Management 
Access Control List – Medicity’s technology is driven off of a well defined Access Control List 
(ACL) that is seeded during installation of the product. 


Authentication and Authorization – Users are identified by user ID, classified by type, and 
authenticated with a password and an optional second factor such as token-based authentication. 
User names can be assigned by an administrator or self-assigned. Users are classified by a type 
that defines a basic set of functional and data type access authorities. 


Relationship-based Access – Data is routed to a physician based on that physician’s relationship 
to the patient. For example, if the physician is the ordering provider or the attending physician as 
noted in the HL7 data, that result or report will be routed to that physician. 


Inter-organization Provider Identity Matching – Medicity maps the various physician 
identifiers from each facility in which the provider practices to a single, unique user identifier in 
the Medicity system. 


Role-based Access – A physician or staff member’s level of access to a patient’s clinical data in 
ProAccess is determined by their role in the organization and their relationship to the patient. 
Our access model relies upon a combination of controlled user access driven by rules and 
organizational roles which can be configured by department. Maintenance and oversight can be 
centralized or delegated to authorized departmental administrators. 


Break-glass Access – ProAccessfeatures a break-glass function in which a user who does not 
have a relationship with a patient can view the records but must “break the glass” and give a 
reason for doing so. When breaking glass, users are warned that their actions are being 
monitored and documented, and they must provide a reason for breaking the glass. 


Auditing 
Message Auditing – Medicity validates all messages it receives from data feeds (hospital ADT, 
lab, radiology, PACs and so forth). At each step of the validation process, a complete copy of the 
message is archived, so that at a later date it can be determined what (if anything) was changed at 
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each step. These message copies are kept indefinitely and archived according to the policies of 
the client. 


Access Auditing – Medicity’s solution secures data with audits to both views and distribution. In 
support of HIPAA and patient privacy, Medicity products provide comprehensive logging 
capabilities. Any access to the system, as well as to patient data, is logged and can be viewed 
online. System administrators can view any audit trail information throughout the system. 
Physician users can view audit trails pertaining to the staff users that work on their behalf in their 
practice office. 


Informed Consent 
Patient consent is a critical component in ensuring patient privacy in an HIE implementation, 
enabling patients to retain control over who can access their private and sensitive medical 
information. It is important that the exchange’s governing body and primary stakeholders 
determine policies regarding informed consent. 


Once patient consent policies are set, Medicity supports them with its software. Medicity 
software can facilitate informed consent policies by: 


• Generating the form patients sign to grant access to their clinical data. 
• Deploying a patient portal that enables patients to grant control over who can access their 


data. 
• Empowering patients to print audit reports of who has viewed their data. 


Integrity and Non-repudiation Checking 
Medicity validates all messages it receives from data feeds (hospital ADT, lab, radiology, PACs, 
and so forth). Non-repudiation checking is achieved through various means. Medicity establishes 
point-to-point interfaces with data contributors, ensuring that the information flowing into the 
system comes directly from those contributors. Medicity’s SOA uses web services extensively. 
To ensure non-repudiation, we use an encrypted-key authentication model. 


Transmission Security 
Source System Security – Messages received from foreign systems are transmitted via a private 
LAN link or an encrypted VPN link. 


Receiving System Security – All receiving systems such as ProAccess, AutoPrint, and EMRs 
utilize SSL 128-bit encryption to guarantee message security. 


Confidentiality 


Medicity has many safeguards in place to protect the confidentiality of patient data against 
unauthorized disclosure including: 


HIPAA-compliant Alerts – When a notification alert is sent via email, either to an administrator 
(indicating a message validation error) or to a physician or staff member (indicating a result is 
available), the alert contains no personally identifying information or clinical data about a 
patient. 
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Secure Message Transmission – All exchanged data is secure as it traverses the network. 
Messages received from foreign systems are sent using a private LAN link or an encrypted VPN 
link. Receiving systems such as ProAccess, AutoPrint, and EMRs, use SSL (128-bit encryption) 
to ensure message security. 


Data Security 
To safeguard data, Medicity recommends a backup and maintenance schedule that includes the 
use of third-party backup compression software. These products reduce the time and size of the 
backup file while still conforming to Microsoft standards. When hosting, Medicity works closely 
with its clients to ensure system recoverability according to client policy in the event of a 
disaster. At a minimum this includes their RTO (recovery time objective) which is the amount of 
acceptable system downtime, and the RPO (recovery point objective) which is the amount of 
acceptable data loss. 


Logical Security 
Logical security restricts access to data and application logic through a series of dedicated 
networks, security appliances and firewalls. For example, the database server is connected to the 
application server in a way that only allows access to data through the data abstraction layer. 
Application servers have two network adapters, one used to access a dedicated link to the data 
abstraction layer and another used to connect to web servers contained behind a firewall in a 
“DMZ”. This “DMZ” is the only area where services can be accessed from external sources. 


I. Integrate the solution into the overall architecture of the Nevada MMIS; 


As the health information exchange platform, Medicity’s MediTrust Cloud Services power the 
foundation for scalable and secure data integration, exchange and reconciliation and will fully 
integrate with the MMIS architecture through the integration engine functionality.  


Medicity provides infrastructure for integrating disparate systems in a cost-effective, standards-
based, and real-time manner. Our integration engine is the foundation of the platform, enabling 
interoperability. This engine that drives the efficient exchange, transformation, and 
normalization of information utilizing the healthcare industry HL7 standard and other popular 
data-exchange formats like the ubiquitous XML standard. The product uses a hybrid architecture 
that employs both a hub-and-spoke design and a services bus to provide strength and flexibility 
within the platform. 


Our integration engined provides the following: 


• HL7 message broker 
• HL7 message queuing 
• HL7 re-submittal 
• Clinical web services 
• Clinical systems adaptors 
• Clinical data mapping, transformation, and translation 
• Clinical partner profile management 
• Web-based deployment manager 
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• Web-based self-service administration 


Our integration engine includes a well-defined data abstraction layer between the growing 
number of user access channels – web, smart client, mobile—and our data repository (edge 
server), its authoritative source of clinical information. In federated deployments, such as a 
health information exchange (HIE), the product is aware of other remote deployments, creating 
seamless communication and data transfer. The solution’s open, standards-based approach 
provides flexibility and stability. It also facilitates rapid deployment by simplifying configuration 
of data communication, messaging, transport, and security. 


The following represent Medicity integration engine benefits: 


• Integration flexibility 
• Simplified administrator experience - Web-based deployment 
• Open, standards-based design - Native HL7 engine 
• Horizontally and vertically scalable - High level of security 


Our integration engine solution offers an optional module that extends administrative rights 
through a web- native application accessed via a standard internet browser. This “manager” 
enables delegated administrators to monitor the status of designated interface connections. With 
Medicity’s intuitive user interface, even trained, non-technical personnel can start and stop an 
interface or re-queue HL7/ANSI messages without taxing data center staff. This self-service 
approach to systems interface management is one more innovation in Medicity’s effort to drive 
down the costs associated with information sharing outside your organization. 


For future data participants, including other state departments, Medicity supports a “community 
patient master index” (CMPI), Record Locator Service (RLS) and a “federated” or hybrid” 
environment to support stakeholders where policies, data structures, terminology, coding 
requirement and back-end databases are varied. The demand to provide clinical data to health 
information exchange (HIE) initiatives, like the dozens of emerging regional health information 
organizations (RHIOs) across the country, can be challenging. Nevada Medicaid, who will have 
deployed the Medicity HIE platform, will already have the infrastructure to participate and add 
value to such initiatives. 


MediTrust Cloud Service’s MPI is a patented utility that employs algorithms tailored to the 
data source rather than conglomerated in a single, centralized matching formula that must 
accommodate every contributing system. By moving matching logic and management to the 
edges of the network, the CMPI allows each publishing node to tune its matching algorithm for 
improved accuracy. Administrators can manually adjudicate patient-matching questions using 
the CMPI. An administrator can merge patients, link patients, and manage patient demographics 
and identifiers. 


Medicity has a proven, scalable MPI product that overcomes some of the inherent limitations of 
EMPIs designed for intra-organizational systems. Our CMPI (Community Master Patient Index) 
employs distributed algorithms that can be tailored to the peculiarities of each data source 
without disturbing the entire network of source systems every time a new one is added. 
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In considering the tasks ahead, some bidders may focus on the value of their central record 
locator service (RLS). But emphasis on the RLS assumes that all participants will supply the 
information exchange with a single reconciled patient. In many cases, the participating enterprise 
only reconciles a patient in the billing of services during an encounter, creating the real 
probability that participants may have in their systems multiple representations of the same 
patient, which geometrically increases the patient matching problem for the HIE. Overemphasis 
on the RLS distracts evaluators from the more difficult work facing the data exchange.  


Medicity’s solution assists participating organizations with the preparation of their data to reduce 
complexity and overhead at the community level. Medicity’s solution leverages the power of 
distributed processes by configuring a DataStage for each contributing data center. The 
DataStage gives participants the same MPI tools available centrally to the HIE to appropriately 
index and reconcile patient demographics so relevant patient data can be identified by the RLS 
and retrieved in a query that will elicit a complete result for each participant. Another DataStage 
utility transforms clinical information from encounter-centric to patient-centric data in a data 
store that can be queried without affecting the performance of mission critical systems. The 
DataStage isolates users from back-end system changes. Distributed with the DataStage is an 
integration engine that queues, transforms, normalizes, and standardizes messages for each 
inbound and outbound data feed. 


MediTrust Cloud Service’s Record Locator Service (RLS) is a utility that indexes all the 
clinical information published to providers by contributing systems. From this information, the 
RLS creates a virtual patient record composed of metadata descriptors that can be queried to 
retrieve information at a later date. 


Working in conjunction with Medicity’s MPI, the Record Locator Service (RLS) provides a 
longitudinal patient record that includes clinical data from many sources. The RLS contains 
pointers to all organizations that have clinical data for a particular patient. These pointers allow 
patient data to be retrieved efficiently while still ensuring that protected health information is 
safeguarded according to the policies established by the custodial organization. The RLS enables 
a confederated model by allowing participants to retain custodianship of their own data while 
still making it available to the network. The Medicity RLS supports a metadata layer. 


J. Provide for a mechanism to track any needed data sharing agreements, 
especially as uses of the solution expand beyond the initial scope identified in 
the RFP; 


Medicity adapts our data repository technology to archive, track and maintain data sharing 
agreements. As the uses of the solution expand, Medicity works with our clients to create, track 
and maintain data sharing agreements among contributors, fundamental to our technology and 
solution is aggregating patient information from disparate systems into a single view and 
simultaneously providing an infrastructure that allows contributors to maintain and control their 
own data without “co-mingling” that data with other participants. 


K. Utilize a sound data model and central data repository that will serve as the 
architecture of the HIE solution and will allow for expansive use of additional 
data based upon input from DHCFP; and 
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Medicity’s data architecture, much like the application architecture, tailors the deployment 
model for each layer of the architecture: 


Medicity’s Novo Grid facilitates the exchange of information between disparate systems and 
creates the ‘plumbing’ required for an HIE. The Novo Grid is built on a distributed computing 
platform using Agent Grid technology. The Novo Grid uses small software programs, called 
Agents, which are installed locally to the systems they need to integrate with. These Agents are 
developed to perform a specific task. For instance, there are results agents, ADT agents, orders 
agents and referral agents. Agents have many skills. Agents can deliver information 
electronically in formats such as HL7, CCR and CCD, render information into PDFs to be 
manually imported into a receiving system, and compile and print information for those 
preferring paper records. Although most Agents today utilize HL7 to connect to disparate 
systems, Agents are standards independent. Agents can render in any consistent, defined format. 
Agents will continue to evolve and adapt to the latest standards supported by the systems being 
integrated. 


Medicity’s hybrid (or confederated) architecture for the DHCFP HIE allows each participant to 
maintain their own clinical data store in a Medicity edge server that runs our Data-staging 
Service software, organizing the following subject areas: 


• Clinical Data Repository 
o Patients 
o Encounters and Visits 
o Orders and Results 
o Medications 
o Notes and Reports 


• Facility Code Sets Translation Tables 
• Reference Data  
• Terminology/Vocabulary Maps 
• Enterprise Patient Match Rules (EMPI) 
• Audit and Logging 
• Utilization Reporting 
• Management Reporting 


For each Data repository, the participating organization maintains custodianship of its own data 
and asserts security policies for all data it contributes. 


Services like the Record Locator Service (RLS) rely on centralized Identity Management 
Services to locate a patient, and the corresponding pointers to records in each Data repository 
needed to create a longitudinal view of a patient. 


In addition to patient community health records, Medicity’s ProAccess Community application 
offers a variety of standard and custom reports, including individual patient reports and 
ProAccess management utilization reports. Individual patient level reporting includes, but is not 
limited to, laboratory test history, medication history, and encounters reports. 
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Core Medicity capabilities include the population of a secure analytics data warehouse for 
quality reporting purposes, which augment core Medicity capabilities in the MediTrust Cloud 
Services and ProAccess Community application. 


In addition, Medicity has a partnership with a third party vendor to deploy robust data 
warehousing and analytics solutions. Medicity can collaborate with DHCFP HIE to define the 
specific requirements in this regard. 


Medicity’s HIE solution is highly scalable and easily accommodates the addition of technical 
users and feeder systems. 


L. Ensure transmission of data is done across secure network connections. 


Medicity employs safeguards to ensure data transmission occurs only across secure network 
connections. Connections to third parties, such as clients and vendors, are required to be 
completed across a VPN tunnel and are limited via access control lists (ACLs) to specific hosts 
within the organizations. In addition to encrypted channels, a network of trust is established, 
driven off of a PKI infrastructure. Furthermore, we comply with NHIN messaging guidelines for 
X.509 digital certificate signing of all XML-based transactions. Intrusion Detection Software 
(IDS) is configured within the Medicity environment to detect any malicious traffic across the 
networks. 


Medicity supports industry standard best practices and protocols for network connectivity, 
including TCP/IP, HTTPS, SFTP, and encryption. Medicity supports several different Data 
Encryption and Transmission Patterns including: 


• File Upload & Download encrypted by public channels (HTTPS) 
• Web Services Requests, Acknowledgements and Transfers encrypted by public channel 


(SOAP over HTTPS or XML over HTTPS) 
• Socket communication over secure channel (TCP / VPN) 
• PGP-encrypted file over FTP  
• Secure FTP over public channel (sFTP) 
• Unencrypted file over secure channel (FTP / VPN) 


Vendor must supply specifications, features and sample service level 
agreement (SLA). The SLA will be negotiated and the approved document 
made part of the contract. 


Please refer to Section 21.4 regarding the evaluation of this solution as part of 
the overall proposal evaluation process. 


Please see the sample Service Level Agreement for the HIE in Tab XIV Other Reference Material. 
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14 Hosting Solution Requirements 
In this Section, we present our alternative vendor-hosted solution for the Nevada Core MMIS 
and the Peripheral supporting solutions. We propose to transfer and host the Core MMIS 
consolidated with the supporting peripheral solutions, in our world class Omaha, Nebraska data 
center.  Our Partner, Goold Health Systems (GHS), will host the Nevada pharmacy Point of Sale 
solution in their Augusta, Maine data center. 


For your ease of review, we present the Core MMIS and peripheral solutions first, followed by 
the GHS hosting solution narrative. 


Infocrossing Hosting Solution 


14.1 Overview 
Through this procurement, DHCFP will also review hosting options described in 
the Vendor’s proposal response to determine the feasibility of various hosting 
solutions and the extent to which they would support Nevada’s Core MMIS and 
associated peripheral systems and tools. 


A document containing information about DHCFP’s current hosting solution is 
available within the Reference Library. Vendors are encouraged to review the 
file labeled ‘Current Nevada MMIS and Agency Computing Environment’ when 
preparing a response to this section.  


Vendors must propose a hosting solution for the Nevada MMIS operations and 
maintenance, and may respond to one of the following two scenarios: 


1. Take over and provide continued hosting support and services based on 
Nevada’s current hosting solution; or 


2. Provide an alternative vendor-hosted solution. 


The vendor is requested to provide supporting information regarding the 
associated costs for their proposed hosting option. This information is for 
informational purposes only, as the payment for hosting will be incorporated 
into the operational cost schedule for maintaining budget neutrality.  


Vendors are also requested to describe a potential hosting solution and 
associated costs for a State-hosted solution. This information is being 
requested for informational purposes only, and will not be evaluated as part of 
the technical or cost proposal evaluations, as DHCFP does not intend to move 
to the State hosting option at this time. Cost information associated with this 
scenario shall be provided separately within the Vendor’s cost proposal. 


Infocrossing has selected to provide an alternative hosting support and services solution. 
Infocrossing is an end-to-end IT Infrastructure Management Solution Company, referred to as 
“ITO”, that offers large and mid-market customers an Enterprise Delivery Model to 
professionally manage the burden of vital daily operations. ITO operates five top tier data centers 
and with expertise in every computing platform, including Mainframes, iSeries, Windows, UNIX 
and Linux servers, as well as networking, security and storage systems. As transitional experts, 
we deliver solutions that adapt to DHCFP’s MITA aligned needs 
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Because DHCFP is not seeking to replace its MMIS core system at this time, we will consolidate 
and transfer the current MMIS infrastructure into our state-of-the-art data center facility located 
in Omaha, Nebraska. Inside and out, this specially designed, 86,800 square foot data center is 
engineered for extensive security and fail-safe redundancy. 


Understanding of DFCHP’s environment and Objectives 


Currently, DFCHP has a mainframe zSeries production and test workload outsourced and hosted 
in a provider facility in Tampa. The ultimate goal of this project is to: 


• Transition mainframe support elements and functions from current provider to a provider 
who will standardize, document and support the environment at or above 99.995% 
availability 


• Improve system performance and prevent issues that arise during system upgrades and or 
maintenance 


• Reduce overall cost of the environment and provide technology refresh during the term of 
the agreement 


• In addition to the mainframe system, DFCHP has peripheral (Open systems) components 
(servers) currently housed in a Provider’s data center in the Phoenix area. Objectives are: 
o Transition Open systems components from current location to a provider who will 


standardize, update and support the environment at agreed to SLA availability levels 
o Improve system performance and prevent issues that arise during system upgrades 


and or maintenance 
o Provide updated hardware technologies that will allow DFHCP to progress into future 


IT technologies 


Mainframe Solution Outline: Infocrossing will provide an “up to date” fully supported 
Mainframe environment in a “state of the art” Infocrossing data center. The environment will 
have current and vendor supported IBM hardware environment with Z9 or Z10 technologies. The 
Operating system and subsystems will be at current supported levels including the Operating 
system - IBM ZOS V1.9 or later, and IBM’s DB2 at V9 or later. Infocrossing’s regimented OS 
and subsystem rollout schedule insures the customer base is at current supported software levels 
to minimize systems related software issues or outages. DFHCP will benefit ultimately benefit as 
Infocrossing maintains an updated systems environment that can take advantage of current 
software and hardware features. 


In addition to the mainframe CEC, state of the art EMC Symmetric, DMX-4 (RAID 5)  disk is 
utilized along with SUN VSM (Virtual Storage manager) with  SL-8500 Tape Silos for tape 
requirements 


Our DFCHP solution is based on hundreds of successful mainframe migrations to Infocrossing 
service centers. This disciplined process can be adjusted to meet the specific needs of DFCHP. 
The following bullets outline the solution Infocrossing recommends. Note that many of these 
activities will occur in parallel: 


• Dedicated Project team / Transition Manager: Infocrossing will provide a dedicated 
project team and an ITO transition manager working on site with DFCHP and our local 
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Infocrossing team throughout the transition period. The focus of this team is to transition 
the Infrastructure components (mainframe and Open systems environments) to the target 
Infocrossing data center. An overall “Takeover manager” is assigned to the oversee the 
entire “Health Care” take over initiative. 


• Develop detailed migration plan: Infocrossing will develop a detailed migration plan 
with DFCHP, Infocrossing Health Care Services, subcontractors and DFCHP’s current 
provider. 


• Due diligence: RFP technical specifications require validation. A thorough due diligence 
should be performed after contract award. Open systems environment representation are 
suspect as information regarding ancillary servers, network and interfaces are not 
represented in the RFP. 


• Disciplined knowledge acquisition process: Infocrossing will initiate a disciplined 
knowledge acquisition process with DFCHP and current provider for a period of 60-90 
days. Note: We typically recommend “shadowing” (described later) for two month-ends 
and a quarter-end to fully understand unique processes that occur at these times. 


• Mainframe: Implement Z9 Z-series environment: Infocrossing recommends 
implementing a IBM Z9 series environment entirely committed to DFCHP resources. 


• Open systems: In line for a low risk migration approach, Infocrossing will duplicate 
current Peripheral (open systems environment) where feasible for the transition period to 
‘GO Live’. After ‘GO live’ hardware and software will be upgraded to current supported 
levels to insure DFCHP will enjoy a supported hardware and software platform. Final 
migration / transition strategy will be decided after detailed due diligence process. 


• Migrate DFCHP Mainframe environment: Using a tape transfer scheduled over one 
weekend Infocrossing will migrate the DFCHP environment to Infocrossing’s Omaha, 
Nebraska data center where we will offer DFCHP a 100% data center availability SLA. 
Note: Infocrossing is also building a new data center that will be on-line prior to the 
DFCHP migration. This new facility may be leveraged in lieu of Omaha. 


• Optimize the environment: Infocrossing will leverage our experience managing over 
100 client mainframes. Infocrossing will consolidate current toolsets / capabilities into 
Computer Associates Unicenter to streamline operations and reduce IBM software costs. 
Infocrossing will clearly document all configurations and systems. 


• Replace / reconfigure automation and exits: Infocrossing will evaluate, replace and 
reconfigure automation and exits to create efficiencies enjoyed by our mainframe 
customer base. 


Services include: 


z/OS support Capacity monitoring Level 2 helpdesk services 
System administration Scheduling Disaster Recovery 
Performance monitoring and 
tuning 


Batch monitoring Web-based reporting 


System monitoring reporting Security management Backup and recovery 
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14.2 For each hosting scenarios, Vendors must: 
14.2.1 Provide staffing estimates for the startup and operations period associated with each 


hosting scenario and estimated timeframes for moving to each of the scenarios. 


14.2.1.1 Provide a cost estimate for hosting services provided as well the total estimated cost. 
Cost information associated with each scenario shall be provided separately within 
the Vendor’s cost proposal. 


14.2.1.2 Provide a cost estimate for hosting services provided as well the total estimated cost. 
Cost information associated with each scenario shall be provided separately within 
the Vendor’s cost proposal. 


14.2.2 For either hosting scenario listed in Section 14.1, Vendors must: 


14.2.2.1 Present their understanding and recommended approach for accomplishing the 
hosting solution, including the location of where the hosting services would be 
provided. Any key assumptions on the Vendor’s part should also be identified as well 
as provide an understanding of Nevada’s current hosting environment. 


14.2.2.2 Provide a description of the vendor’s approach to provider outreach and training. 


RFP Clause 14.2.2.2 was struck by Amendment 3, Clause B. 
14.2.2.3 Briefly describe the benefits, disadvantages, and risks that the solution poses to the 


State. Proposed risk mitigation strategies should also be included for each risk 
identified. 


14.2.2.4 Identify the systems that will be hosted and any special provisions on how hosting 
would be managed, including whether any hosting support services would be 
subcontracted. 


14.2.2.5 Describe the services that would be provided by the Vendor, as well as anticipated 
DHCFP responsibilities. 


Infocrossing understands that the mainframe hardware, operating system and supporting 
infrastructure is currently leased by the current Fiscal Agent using the Verizon Data Center in 
Tampa, Florida and that the ancillary servers and supporting tools environment are hosted in 
First Health in Magellan Data Center located in Phoenix, Arizona. We further understand, as 
depicted in the following high-level graphic, that the wide-area network connects Nevada’s 
offices and the fiscal agents support center located in Richmond, Virginia. We understand that 
the current operating environment is stable and provides a reasonable system response time with 
windows that meet and/or exceed requirements. 


We understand that DHCFP uses the current Fiscal Agent’s applications for the core MMIS and  
does have some internal applications for Nevada Check Up (NCU) and Nevada Check Up Plus 
(NCU+) interfaces, as well as , the interface for HIWA to the PPS system, online submissions for 
NCU, and NOMADS. Finally, we understand that the current system architecture must be 
addressed to align business processes with the spirit of MITA initiative. 
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Current High-Level “As Is” Nevada MMIS Wide-Area-Network 


As the fiscal agent for the Nevada Medicaid program, Infocrossing offers the following low-risk 
approach to our world-class Omaha, Nebraska data center processing and network 
management environment, providing consistent high-quality processing and data network 
services for the MMIS 


Infocrossing’s proven recommended 6-phase transition approach is organized into distinct 
phases, representing more than 650 individual work steps. Each of these steps are essential to the 
successful transition of a DHCFP’s computer operations, yet they allow certain degrees of 
freedom where needed. Infocrossing recognizes that not all work steps may be appropriate to 
every transition. While most are required, some are not, depending on the circumstances unique 
to each DHCFP. Therefore, Infocrossing will tailor its standard transition plan to the unique 
requirements of DHCFP. 


• Phase 1: Transition Planning & Planning – The transition planning and provisioning 
phase centers on a review of the business requirements, constraints, day-to-day 
operations, and transition effort associated with DHCFP’s computer operations. 


• Phase 2: Environment Preparation – The environment preparation phase tailors the 
transition plan to DHCFP’s processing environment, placing emphasis on the transition 
fallback plan. Infocrossing develops the fallback plan by assessing the risk to DHCFP’s 
critical information assets and operations. This risk assessment identifies areas requiring 
contingency action plans and guidelines for ensuring damage prevention and providing 
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appropriate recovery procedures. 
 
Other activities completed during this phase involve equipment installation, diagnostic 
and functional testing of the new DHCFP processing environment at the Infocrossing 
data center, and certain transition preparation activities at DHCFP’s locations.  


• Phase 3: Unit and Integration Testing – Infocrossing tests every part of the computer 
hardware, software, and telecommunications equipment and services established for 
DHCFP’s processing environment in this phase. We execute and verify all backup, 
restore, and recovery procedures, as well as test DHCFP’s application systems for 
accuracy and operating efficiency. All Infocrossing technical areas test their plans 
individually, followed by the execution and re-execution of the integrated plan until 
flawless. 


• Phase 4: Transition “Dry Run” – The dry run is a rehearsal of the final transition. Once 
DHCFP’s data is installed in the new processing environment, Infocrossing makes a 
temporary network switch. This switch allows a full test and verification of DHCFP’s on-
line and batch processing environments, software systems, and applications. Infocrossing 
verifies virtually all operational aspects of DHCFP’s computing environment, including 
compliance with batch processing windows and on-line response time service levels. 


• Phase 5: Relocation & Transition – During relocation, Infocrossing compares all 
significant events against scheduled milestones and takes frequent checkpoints. All 
DHCFP’s critical data is copied before transporting and its receipt is verified. 
Infocrossing moves two synchronized copies of this data to the Infocrossing data center 
via alternate, diversely routed, transportation carriers. 
 
Infocrossing requires DHCFP’s acceptance and authorization prior to the actual 
production cut-over. The production cut-over authorization will be based on DHCFP’s 
verification of the accuracy of production application systems and an initial comparison 
of system performance metrics against DHCFP – provided performance standards and 
benchmarks. 


• Phase 6: Post Transition Review – The post-transition review process provides for an 
immediate performance assessment of DHCFP’s applications and system service levels 
on the target environment at Infocrossing. The assessment period begins soon after 
DHCFP’s authorization for a production cut-over to the Infocrossing data center. 


Infocrossing has executed close to 350 transitions to date. Over 150+ large transitions have been 
undertaken by us and the customer ratings for transitions undertaken in last 18 months have 
touched an average of 4.8 out of 5. 


As depicted in the following high-level graphic, Infocrossing will procure and install the “As Is” 
equivalent and/or upgraded mainframe hardware components in our Omaha, Nebraska data 
center. As per the specifications listed in the “Reference Library – Current MMIS and Agency 
Computing Environment”, the configuration will include upgraded processing power, RAM, 
operating system, DASD, tapes and channel switching with Ethernet connections. Two logical 
partitions will be configured and weighted for production at 70% and test at 30%. 
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The Core MMIS and Claim Check application infrastructure will be configured with an 
equivalent and/or upgraded operating system, DB2 database, performance monitor, QMF for 
windows, COBOL, PSF, CICS Transaction Server,  Netview, DCF Script,  DFS (DSS + HSM), 
GDDM PGF, RMF, SDSF, PKZIP for MVS, and PSL components.  


The Core MMIS mainframe ancillary supporting application software environment will also be 
configured with equivalent and/or upgraded components from IBM, Computer Associates, 
Ascent Solutions, ASG Software Solutions, Candle Corporation, CompuWare, Chicago Soft, 
EMC Corporation, Group 1 Software, GT Software, H&W Computer, Levi, Ray & Shoup, 
Marble Computer, MacKinney Systems, NETEC, Princeton Softech, SAS Institute, Sterling 
Commerce, SyncSort and ClientSoft. 


Infocrossing will procure and install equivalent and/or upgraded RS/6000 AIX and Windows 
NT server hardware components in our Omaha, Nebraska data center configured with 
upgraded processing power, RAM, operating systems, high availability - extendible SANS 
within a secured robust high-speed network infrastructure. 


Proposed High-Level “To Be” Nevada MMIS Wide-Area-Network 


In addition to the Infocrossing application support team, DHCFP will be serviced by a team of 
more than 300 mainframe professionals. DHCFP will benefit from 25 years of experience, 
enterprise class tools, world class hosting facilities, and proven transition processes. The 
following services will be provided as part of the managed hosting environment: 
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• PCI and HIPAA Certifications 
• System Configuration and Installation 
• System Administration and Hardware Support 
• System Monitoring and Reporting 
• System Security Management 
• Managed Storage Services 
• Backup and Restoration 


o Data Center Network Management 
o Business Continuity Plan 
o Disaster Recovery 
o Database Administration Services 
o High Availability Configurations 
o Remote Management 
o Managed Network Services 


The extent of DHCFP’s participation in the computer operations transition effort will be 
explicitly defined during the first phase of the transition plan. While it is difficult to forecast the 
actual responsibilities assumed by DHCFP’s personnel, consideration for the following is 
essential: 


DHCFP Role Responsibilities 


DHCFP 
RESPONSIBILITIES 


DHCFP must provide a project coordinator to participate in day-to-day 
transition planning tasks as an integral part of the transition team. 


An executive sponsor for the transition is required to assist in resolving 
issues with the existing computer services operation and any DHCFP 
organizational and staffing issues that may arise as a result of the 
transition.  


Infocrossing will exercise considerable care and effort to mitigate any 
adverse effects on DHCFP’s business operations resulting from the 
transition. All windows of opportunity for conducting systems tests and 
the final transition will be identified.  
 
DHCFP must assist in identifying and recommending those 
opportunities, as well as any business operating conditions requiring 
special attention or consideration. Weekends are usually the most 
convenient time for conducting the transition “dry run” and final 
relocation. However, it may be that specific weekends must be avoided, 
due to business cycles or other such conditions. 
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DHCFP Role Responsibilities 
DHCFP must provide Infocrossing and various vendor personnel with 
necessary access to DHCFP’s facilities to install and test the required 
network interface hardware. 


DHCFP must provide Infocrossing personnel access to documentation 
and users of the existing computer systems. 


DHCFP personnel using existing application systems software may need 
to participate in unit testing, integration testing, transition dry-run, and 
final transition activities with the transition project team. 


 
14.2.3 At a minimum, the hosting solution must meet the following requirements: 


14.2.3.1 Hosting operations must support uninterrupted 24x7x365 support and service. 


14.2.3.2 Timely production and delivery of high-quality output products for DHCFP’s MMIS 
and other systems.  


14.2.3.3 Maintain security and integrity of the facility’s equipment, systems, and recipient 
data. 


14.2.3.4 Provide a physically and environmentally secure operating environment that 
minimizes loss should a natural disaster occur.  


14.2.3.5 Ensure the vendor’s disaster recovery and contingency plans comprehensively 
address the hosting solution. 


14.2.3.6 Contain fully redundant and independent power grids, an uninterruptible power 
supply (UPS), and backup generator that prevent loss of the system due to a single-
point electrical failure.  


14.2.3.7 Contain a fully redundant and comprehensive environmental monitoring, detection, 
and alarm systems that notify in-house security and facilities personnel of 
unacceptable variations in environmental conditions.  


14.2.3.8 Provide administrative, physical, and technical security safeguards to protect 
sensitive or confidential data; ensure the safeguards adhere to HIPAA privacy and 
security regulations. 


14.2.3.9 Servers are protected from intrusion through the use of physical barriers, such as 
placement in a secure computer room and a secure facility, technical barriers, such 
as the use of restricted access rights, and administrative barriers, including the 
administration of security privileges. 


14.2.3.10 Maintain security policies and procedures for hosting location(s). 


14.2.3.11 Limit changes, updates or other maintenance activities that require downtime to off-
peak hours; normally between 12:01 AM and 2:00 AM, PT Sunday morning or by 
special arrangement with DHCFP. 


14.2.3.12 Centrally integrate HVAC system, humidity management, fire suppression, and 
power management controls into a Network Operations Center (NOC). 
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14.2.3.13 Ensure all systems are protected via a suite of anti-virus and spam filters, which 
continually receive virus signature updates from the product vendor in real-time. 


14.2.3.14 Monitor server resources/performance both real-time and on a trending basis. 


14.2.3.15 Provide sufficient storage to host Nevada’s MMIS and peripheral systems and tools. 


14.2.3.16 Provide sufficient network bandwidth to support access by all authorized system 
users. 


14.2.3.17 Proactively maintain and upgrade all hardware as required. 


Designed solely to accommodate the special requirements of Nevada MMIS, the Omaha, 
Nebraska data center computer operations areas house the computer machine rooms, command 
center, telecommunications area, tape library, and mechanical and electrical equipment rooms. 
The structure is casehardened, consisting of 14-inch steel-reinforced, poured concrete walls and 
ceiling, with waterproof membranes and an integral drainage system. The facility is capable of 
withstanding 200-mile-per-hour winds and will comply with all of the conditions outlined in 
section 14.2.3.  


Infocrossing pays special attention to the reliability of support systems, viewing the appropriate 
redundancy where necessary as key to maintaining the integrity of all critical functions. 
Electrical power, telecommunications, and environmental conditioning are fully redundant. An 
uninterruptible power supply, diesel generator, and private water supply are immediately 
available for emergency use. Heat, smoke, and fire detection and suppression systems are located 
throughout the building.  


Television cameras provide interior and exterior surveillance, monitored by guards around the 
clock. A multi-level, card-key access system restricts unauthorized building access. A Site Scan 
system monitors temperature, humidity, and other environmental conditions. The Site Scan 
system’s video monitors display all alarm conditions and resides in key locations throughout the 
facility, the operations command center and the facility maintenance office. To ensure 
Infocrossing’s practices maintain the standards expected by DHCFP, an international business 
advisory firm performs an annual general review of the security, operations, and control 
procedures in place. 


Infocrossing allocates its Omaha facility space to balance providing advanced computer 
hardware technology with the potential need for expansion of the environmental support 
systems. Infocrossing takes advantage of the smaller footprint and greater processing power of 
the newest technology in computer hardware, and earmarks space for the additional electrical 
and cooling equipment required by an increase in workload. 


Facility Physical Capacity specifications 
Total Facility: 86,800 square feet  


Raised floor space: 37,000 square feet  


Air Conditioning 


• Facility houses both chilled water and compressorized air handlers to support air 
conditioning and temperature control requirements. 
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o Computer machine rooms designed to facilitate additional air handler units. 
o Air handler units supplied by either redundant glycol filled fluid chillers, or by 


redundant chilled water loops connected to three redundant 150 ton chiller units. 
• 150 ton chiller units receive water through a closed loop from a 325 ton cooling tower; 


located in a separate utility building adjacent to the main facility. 
• Cooling tower is supplied by city water sources and a private well backup. 


Fire-Protection/Suppression 


• Fire detection, alarm and suppression system consists of fully automatic four-inch dry 
pipe sprinkler valves. 


• Smoke detectors reside both under the raised flooring and in the ceilings throughout the 
data center. 


• Portable Halotron fire extinguishers strategically placed throughout the raised floor and 
utility room serve as backups for the automatic sprinkler system. 


• Main fire panel resides in the engineering area, with remote annunciator panels located in 
the command center and front atrium. 


• Infocrossing staffs both of these areas 24 hours a day, seven days a week, including 
holidays. 


Generation/Diesel 


• After 1.5 seconds without commercial power, generators automatically start. 
• Within 30 seconds, the generators can supply all necessary power to maintain the facility. 
• Generators have been situated to eliminate vibration and noise in the building.  
• A five day supply of fuel is stored on-site to supply generator sets; there is a two hour 


response time to refill the tank, if necessary 


UPS 


• The main switchboard provides continuous power throughout the facility by feeding 
redundant uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems and other distribution panels 


• UPS systems consist of redundant racks of batteries, redundant UPS modules, a UPS 
control cabinet, and maintenance bypass breakers. 


• The batteries provide continuous operation of the critical systems for approximately 15 
minutes on full load in the event of a commercial power failure. 


Facility Grounding and Lightning Protection 


• A state-of-the-art electrical ground ring system encircles the entire facility, with deep-
driven stainless steel rods at each of its four corners. 


• Eight shallow driven stainless rods located in pairs between the corner rods are connected 
via a continuous ground circuit of buried copper cable. 


• The resistance of the deep driven rods has tested at zero (0) ohms to ground. 
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• All power distribution equipment, computer equipment, and raised floor systems in the 
facility connected to common ground bus. 


• Common ground bus is connected to the ground ring at a deep-driven corner rod. 
• Facility is wired for lightning protection. This system is comprised of air terminals on the 


roofs of all structures, as well as the bonding of all exterior and structural steel 
components to the ring grounding system at multiple down-lead point around the 
building. 


Physical Security and Protection Practices 


• Limited access to the building by a single card-key controlled entrance adjacent to the 
security station. Visitors must register at the security station and be escorted during their 
entire stay inside the building. 


• No breaches of Infocrossing’s physical security practices have ever occurred.  
• Computerized, multi-level card-key access system provides internal screening and access 


control for all personnel.  
• Security officers are on duty 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, monitoring activity both 


inside and outside the building from display screens in the security station.  
• Multiple fixed and pan-tilt-zoom cameras on the exterior of the facility provide 360-


degree coverage of the immediate and adjacent areas.  
• A camera monitors all access through the main entrance to the facility. Cameras monitor 


access to, and all hallways within, the computer operations areas of the facility. A 
complex of pan-tilt-zoom cameras monitors all movements and activities inside the 
telecommunications and computer room areas. 


Telecommunications Redundancy 


• The facility also has redundancies in its telecommunications, ensuring that DHCFP may 
always access their business information. Infocrossing designed the facility with two 
incoming telecommunication lines. Entrances are located at opposite ends, with either 
line capable of carrying the entire telecommunications requirements of the facility.  


• To further ensure no single point of failure exists in the facility’s telecommunications, 
Infocrossing employs two different carriers to provide this service. COX 
Communications and Level 3 Communications both have Self-Healing Synchronous 
Optical Network Rings (SONET) in our facility. This ring consists of redundant fiber 
optic telecommunication lines located on a co-rotating ring, which automatically re-
routes telecommunications traffic should either or both of the fiber lines be severed. 
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GHS Hosting Solution 


14.2 Hosting Solution Requirements 
14.2.1 For each hosting scenarios, Vendors must: 


14.2.1.1 Provide staffing estimates for the startup and operations period associated with each 
hosting scenario and estimated timeframes for moving to each of the scenarios. 


14.2.1.2 Provide a cost estimate for hosting services provided as well the total estimated cost. 
Cost information associated with each scenario shall be provided separately within 
the Vendor’s cost proposal. 


14.2.2 For either hosting scenario listed in Section 14.1, Vendors must: 


14.2.2.1 Present their understanding and recommended approach for accomplishing the 
hosting solution, including the location of where the hosting services would be 
provided. Any key assumptions on the Vendor’s part should also be identified as well 
as provide an understanding of Nevada’s current hosting environment. 


14.2.2.2 Provide a description of the vendor’s approach to provider outreach and training. 


Clause 14.2.2.2 was struck by Amendment 3, Clause B. 
14.2.2.3 Briefly describe the benefits, disadvantages, and risks that the solution poses to the 


State. Proposed risk mitigation strategies should also be included for each risk 
identified. 


14.2.2.4 Identify the systems that will be hosted and any special provisions on how hosting 
would be managed, including whether any hosting support services would be 
subcontracted. 


14.2.2.5 Describe the services that would be provided by the Vendor, as well as anticipated 
DHCFP responsibilities. 


14.2.3 At a minimum, the hosting solution must meet the following requirements: 


14.2.3.1 Hosting operations must support uninterrupted 24x7x365 support and service. 


GHS assures that all services related to our solution will be available greater than 99% of the 
time during prime hours. Any maintenance that may affect Nevada services will be performed 
during off-peak hours. Notifications of all scheduled maintenance will be delivered to DHCFP in 
advance. GHS systems will also be available during daily backup processing. We are confident 
that we can meet an overall, annual system availability timeframe of 24x7x365 excluding 
approved maintenance timeframes. 
14.2.3.2 Timely production and delivery of high-quality output products for DHCFP’s MMIS 


and other systems.  


GHS maintains redundant, high-speed internet connections to support the contracts we presently 
hold. Assuming typical network conditions, users can expect quick response times. This will 
hold true for those using dial-up TCP/IP connections to those with business-class broadband 
connections. 


We manage over a dozen accounts and process data extracts and loads on both a regular and ad 
hoc basis. We currently manage over 20 major databases and manipulate over 2 million records 
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per day. We use database replication for performance and security purposes to support our 
developers and analysts in their own environment. 
14.2.3.3 Maintain security and integrity of the facility’s equipment, systems, and recipient 


data. 


GHS’ technical staff is experienced and responsive to the needs of our clients. GHS’ data center 
is located right next to an electrical substation, which reduces the plausibility of a power outage. 
Our data center is also housed in the same building as the State of Maine’s Emergency Services, 
Public Safety Services, and E-911 Call Center. GHS has its own UPS and generator system. The 
building maintains 24/7/365 security. 
14.2.3.4 Provide a physically and environmentally secure operating environment that 


minimizes loss should a natural disaster occur.  


GHS implements industry-standard storage mechanisms to ensure the availability and integrity 
of all data for which we are responsible. GHS houses mission-critical data on a highly fault-
tolerant Storage Area Network (SAN) infrastructure, and data is replicated to our secondary 
SAN. All critical data is backed up to tape and stored offsite. Our technical staff follows standard 
operating procedures and strict policies to ensure confidentiality, integrity, and availability of 
stored data. 


To ensure continuity of data and processes in the case of a disaster, GHS maintains a 
comprehensive disaster recovery plan. This plan includes all policy related to backup and 
restoration of data, backup power supplies, redundant systems, offsite facilities, potential 
scenarios, and the procedures to follow in the event of a disaster. Copies of GHS’ disaster 
recovery policy can be provided upon request after contract award. 


We maintain two offsite facilities to house warm backups of mission critical application and data 
servers and storage facilities for tape backups. Our tape backup storage facility is at location 
remote from our home offices in Augusta, Maine. Our server co-location is located in a city 
outside the city of Augusta, but within a reasonable distance for our Network Services team to 
access it in a timely manner in the event of a disaster. The agreements for both of these facilities 
include a requirement for HIPAA compliance and maintenance of GHS’ required levels of 
security. GHS property (servers, tapes, etc.) located at these facilities are locked and secured. 


Included within our disaster recovery plan are the policies and procedures related to backing up 
all information housed within our data center. Our production servers are mirrored to our server 
co-location throughout the day. Incremental tape backups of our entire data center are processed 
on a daily basis, with full backups occurring once a week. These tapes are then moved to our 
secure storage facility the following business day. 
14.2.3.5 Ensure the vendor’s disaster recovery and contingency plans comprehensively 


address the hosting solution. 


GHS has in place a comprehensive disaster recovery plan and contingency plans that address all 
of the services and systems that we provide. A copy of our disaster recovery plan can be 
provided to DHCFP upon contract award. 
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14.2.3.6 Contain fully redundant and independent power grids, an uninterruptible power 
supply (UPS), and backup generator that prevent loss of the system due to a single-
point electrical failure.  


In addition to data backups and our mission critical server co-location, we also have backup 
power and FM-200 gas fire suppression systems. These minimize the risk of failure due to power 
outages or fire, the most likely of potential disaster scenarios. Testing of the network 
Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) and generator is fully automated. A failure in any of the 
tested components triggers a notification to be sent to all network services employees and the 
Director of Management Information Services (MIS). Since the testing occurs during regular 
business hours, any deficiency that is found can be resolved quickly. In addition to weekly 
maintenance, maintenance of backup power systems is scheduled twice a year, at six month 
intervals. 


In the event of a brief power failure, the UPS systems will immediately provide power to GHS’ 
data center. The UPS system can provide power to the data center for approximately 20 minutes; 
however, the generator is programmed to activate within 30 seconds of a power failure. If a 
power failure lasts longer than a few minutes, the generator is capable of providing power to the 
data center and selected office facilities indefinitely, as long as it is fueled. 
14.2.3.7 Contain a fully redundant and comprehensive environmental monitoring, detection, 


and alarm systems that notify in-house security and facilities personnel of 
unacceptable variations in environmental conditions.  


GHS maintains multi-node, multi controller EMU systems which monitor the environmental 
conditions of our data center. In the event of breach of condition thresholds, the systems will 
notify Network operations staff via email and pager. 


Internally, GHS’s Network Services Team is available to address technical issues with any 
hardware systems maintained within our data center. Key members of our team are on call 
around the clock and are notified automatically of any critical system failures. They are able to 
quickly address most issues. We also have documented policy and procedure in place to deal 
with specific issues and who to contact under what scenarios. 
14.2.3.8 Provide administrative, physical, and technical security safeguards to protect 


sensitive or confidential data; ensure the safeguards adhere to HIPAA privacy and 
security regulations. 


GHS applies at least 128 bit encryption for all data sets transferred electronically to and from our 
business partners. We also use 1024 bit DSA SSH Version 2 encryption for any data sets 
transmitted by means other than a secure web interface. This will also apply to all KSPMP 
claims data sets sent to and from GHS’ data center through our enterprise ETL system. 
Authentication for our ETL system is provided by a public key / private key authentication 
method. Manual and paper processes make security more difficult to control and predict. GHS 
has made great strides to eliminate them from our programs. 


Access to web-based applications and services will be secured using LDAP authentication 
through HTTPS over SSL. Typically we require usernames and passwords for access to web-
based services to be at least eight (8) characters each, with the password containing variations of 
upper and lower case letters and / or numbers and at least one (1) special character. 
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GHS uses a shredding company to destroy any confidential paper and electronic media (CDs, 
floppy disks, tapes, etc). These items are placed in locked bins, and then transported by the 
shredding company for destruction. 


GHS is compliant with all security standards and policies set forth by the United States DHHS, 
CMS, and our clients. We also employ other security measures in our policy that have been 
determined by us to improve security. All Nevada-related Protected Health Information (PHI) 
data will be kept secure in GHS’ data center. We follow all the rules and regulations set forth by 
HIPAA. Our data center is physically and electronically secure and we have never had any loss 
of data or breach of security. We also adhere to a standard process of backup and recovery for all 
the programs and systems we are responsible for and assure the integrity of all data and systems. 
14.2.3.9 Servers are protected from intrusion through the use of physical barriers, such as 


placement in a secure computer room and a secure facility, technical barriers, such 
as the use of restricted access rights, and administrative barriers, including the 
administration of security privileges. 


Data transmission lines are located in rooms protected by secured doors. Only those technicians 
with a business need have access to those doors. Systems hardware and software is stored in 
secured rooms with limited access. Systems libraries are protected via access controls within the 
system. GHS employs the “minimum access necessary” principle, providing access only to those 
employees who need it to perform their job functions. 


Visitors to the office and any secured areas must sign in/out and be escorted at all times by an 
employee who has been granted access. 
14.2.3.10 Maintain security policies and procedures for hosting location(s). 


Upon hire and annually thereafter, all employees read and sign the GHS Confidentiality Policy, 
which requires the protection of all patient identifiable and proprietary corporate resources. 
Employees who use systems that reside on the company servers are also required to read and 
sign an additional data usage Security Policy. New employees receive security and privacy 
training. Periodic security reminders are provided in multiple ways, including but not limited to 
training classes, posters, and various emails. 
14.2.3.11 Limit changes, updates or other maintenance activities that require downtime to off-


peak hours; normally between 12:01 AM and 2:00 AM, PT Sunday morning or by 
special arrangement with DHCFP. 


Any maintenance that may affect Nevada services will be performed during off-peak hours, as 
specified above. Notifications of all scheduled maintenance will be delivered to DHCFP in 
advance. Any changes, updates or other maintenance activities that cannot be accomplished 
during the specified times will be arranged and approved in advance with DHCFP. 
14.2.3.12 Centrally integrate HVAC system, humidity management, fire suppression, and 


power management controls into a Network Operations Center (NOC). 


All of our climate control and power management and appropriate monitoring systems are 
centrally managed by our network operations team. 
14.2.3.13 Ensure all systems are protected via a suite of anti-virus and spam filters, which 


continually receive virus signature updates from the product vendor in real-time. 
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We maintain an enterprise-wide suite of anti-malware tools. We keep vendor patches and 
definition files up-to-date. We also monitor nodes and address outliers. 
14.2.3.14 Monitor server resources/performance both real-time and on a trending basis. 


We use a suite of tools that monitor system resources and notify our staff regarding errors, 
outages, and system health. We also monitor resource thresholds and take proactive steps before 
issues may occur. We also have a trend monitoring system to capture statistics of system 
resource and bandwidth usage, and we use these figures to calculate resource needs and avert 
possible long-term issues. 
14.2.3.15 Provide sufficient storage to host Nevada’s MMIS and peripheral systems and tools. 


GHS will house all database servers and communications in its data center on-site in Augusta, 
Maine. Our data center is comprised of current technology and can be expanded if needed to 
meet the growing storage and performance demands over the life of this project. All systems are 
run on commodity server hardware on which maintenance contracts are secured. All operating 
systems are contemporary and are maintained to optimum necessary patch levels. Database 
server implementations are on redundant or high-availability server clusters back-ended on SAN 
storage technology. Application servers run on highly-available virtual server technology and/or 
quickly recoverable stand-alone servers depending on requirements. 
14.2.3.16 Provide sufficient network bandwidth to support access by all authorized system 


users. 


Our data center houses the servers, networking equipment, backup power systems, and other 
tools necessary to deliver the fast and effective services we provide. We also have multiple 
secure data lines entering our facility to supply the security, speed, and accessibility our clients 
demand. Our data center, and the data and process housed within it, are available around the 
clock, every day of the year. Our redundant systems and backup procedures ensure the continuity 
of data and processes in the event of a disaster. 
14.2.3.17 Proactively maintain and upgrade all hardware as required. 


GHS maintains its enterprise hardware, software, and communications infrastructure to ensure 
all systems are up-to-date and, ultimately, ensure that all requirements outlined in this RFP are 
met in a timely and satisfactory manner. We maintain patches and updates on hardware, 
software, and operating systems, as well as maintain service and support contracts for all 
production hardware and software. We will also ensure patches are vetted before they are put 
into production. 


GHS follows industry best-practices and maintains our platforms and operating system software 
to keep it up to date. We will also maintain system reference data in order to keep it current. One 
example of this would be our drug reference file which we would update on a weekly basis. 


GHS will also provide at no additional charge any system modification required to correct errors 
that are clearly within GHS’ systems. GHS will not provide programming on systems that are 
outside GHS control. 
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15 Health Education and Care Coordination – optional provision 


15.1 Overview 
15.1.1 Purpose 


This section of the Request for Proposal (RFP) pertains to the provision of 
Health Education Services. DHCFP’s objective is to identify a qualified vendor 
who will sustain and/or improve the health of specific recipients within the 
Nevada Medicaid Fee-For-Service (FFS) program, many of which are in the 
Aged, Blind, and Disabled (ABD) population. These are recipients with chronic 
conditions who are at a moderate risk for future health complications or 
hospitalizations. The vendor must produce savings for the FFS program 
through this health education and care coordination program, The Vendor shall 
develop policies and procedures that ensure cost containment by positively 
impacting health outcomes and producing cost savings to the State. The 
Vendor’s proposal will have to demonstrate how these medical savings will be 
achieved and what percentage of these savings the Vendor would like to be 
reimbursed for.  


Vendors must either implement the program components as described in this 
section or propose other creative solutions that will achieve the same 
objectives and goals. 


While this is an optional program services provision which Vendors may 
choose to include or exclude as part of their technical proposal submission, 
proposals that do not include a health education and care coordination 
component will not be entitled to receive the maximum points allotted for the 
evaluation of technical proposals, as this component will be considered during 
the evaluation and scoring of technical proposals. 


In addition, the health education and care coordination program is a component 
of the budget neutral compensation model. The acceptance and 
implementation of this optional provision will occur at DHCFP’s sole discretion 
and shall have no bearing on DHCFP’s decision to accept or implement other 
services proposed by the successful vendor regardless of whether it is part of, 
or external to the budget neutral compensation model. 


15.1.2 Health Education and Care Coordination 


The targeted population consists of recipients with chronic conditions within the 
Medicaid Fee-for Service system. These recipients generally have relatively 
low hospital and emergency room utilization, but are at a moderate risk for 
future health complications as a result of their diagnoses. They need support to 
maintain functionality and/or improve health. The health education program will 
achieve the following goals: 


A. Sustain or improve the functionality and health status of recipients; 


B. Implement an accountable disease-specific prevention and management 
education program that includes mailings, telephone calls, and workshops; 


C. Provide care coordination services and Create mechanisms to refer 
recipients to appropriate medical and social services; 
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D. Support the use of a medical home; 


E. Use standardized outcome measures for the program; and 


F. Maintain or improve the cost-effective use of services for this population. 


As a partner with Infocrossing, Health Integrated will provide Health Education and Care 
Coordination Services for Nevada’s Medicaid population through Health Integrated’s Synergy 
Targeted Population Management® program. Synergy is a health management program for the 
chronically ill that improves clinical outcomes and lowers or prevents unnecessary, avoidable 
utilization by addressing the critical interplay between medical and psychosocial health. For the 
state of Nevada, the Synergy program is being proposed to address Level II and Level III risk 
recipients. The Level III proposal is provided in a separate document. 


The Synergy program includes health education, biopsychosocial assessment, coordination of 
care and integrated care coaching. 


Critical to Synergy’s success is the ability to help people identify, accept and address behavioral 
health disorders, such as depression or anxiety, and psychosocial barriers, such as poor social 
support or addictive patterns that get in the way of improved treatment adherence and associated 
lifestyle changes that can impact physical health. Synergy initially focuses on stabilizing and 
managing any existing behavioral health conditions, whether diagnosed or undiagnosed. With 
that, focus shifts to behavior change – including overcoming barriers and goal setting. When the 
participant is ready, focus moves to improving knowledge of one’s medical health and self-care 
skills. Synergy is remarkably effective at advancing clinical outcomes, improving quality of life 
and lowering health care costs. We do this through a unique combination of highly-trained 
clinicians, dynamic outreach and engagement, connecting the care community, one-on-one 
coaching, and a proprietary program design that has proven to deliver immediate and longer term 
impact. 


Synergy is comprised of five integrated modules that span the population health management 
process from recipient identification, engagement, empowerment and care coordination through 
outcomes measurement. The program delivers the following key capabilities: 


• Advanced, predictive identification of the targeted population based on risk, complexity 
and opportunity. For the State of Nevada we will identify adults and children who meet 
criteria for Level II and III risk   


• Customized, consumer-oriented engagement strategies to maximize participation 
• Unique biopsychosocial approach, seamlessly addressing medical, behavioral and social 


issues that affect health status and utilization 
• Coordination of care across all stakeholders: recipient, providers, health plan, community 


resources  
• Transparent outcomes metrics that are meaningful in demonstrating the value and impact 


of the program 


Health Integrated has extensive experience working with vulnerable populations, such as 
Nevada’s Medicaid population. Based on our experience with other Medicaid populations, we 
anticipate a return on investment for Level III members to be in the range of 2-3 to 1. Level II 
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savings are anticipated to generate a return on investment of 1.1 to 1.5 to 1. Level III proposal is 
provided separately. 


The Synergy program targeted at vulnerable children is primarily a caregiver model. The parent 
or caregiver is engaged in Synergy to take actions to drive better health outcomes and lower 
costs for their children. The Synergy program for children is more narrowly defined to address 
some of the most prevalent conditions in pediatrics, including Asthma, ADHD, Diabetes and 
Depression. As with the Synergy program for adults, identified recipients are managed across 
their biopsychosocial spectrum once identified with one or some combination of the above or 
other, conditions. 


 
15.1.3 Background 


Nevada’s Title XIX Medicaid eligibility can be categorized into two general 
groups: Temporary Aid to Needy Families/ Child Health Assurance Program 
(TANF/CHAP) and Aged, Blind, and Disabled (ABD). While the TANF/CHAP 
population mainly consists of pregnant women and children, the ABD 
population encompasses individuals with disabilities and those who are 65 
years or older. As of August 2009, there were 222,003 Medicaid Recipients, 
with 70%, or 155,955, of them consisting of TANF/CHAP recipients, and 
another 18%, or 40,402, consisting of ABD recipients.  


Over the past few years, the cost of providing care for ABD recipients through 
the fee-for-service system in Nevada has more than doubled the rate for the 
TANF/CHAP population. Even with a sizeable portion of the ABD population 
pharmacy now covered by Part D, as of August 2009, this group still accounts 
for $39,393,466, or 46%, of total Medicaid expenditures. As a result, one of 
Medicaid’s main priorities is to maintain the health for those recipients who 
currently have some control over their chronic conditions to prevent them from 
becoming frequent and/or high-cost users of services in the future.  


Health Integrated has extensive experience in working with Medicaid populations, including 
TANF and ABD. Our services are specifically designed to prevent risk progression and address 
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those already at high risk. The following response addresses recipients at Level II risk. Level III 
risk is addressed in a separate proposal. 


15.2 Scope of Work – Health Education and Care Coordination 
15.2.1 Identification of Recipients 


The vendor must develop a strategy to risk stratify all Medicaid recipients into 
different Levels of Care, which must include an administrative data review (e.g. 
diagnosis, cost threshold, and/or service utilization) and may also include 
telephone interviews, workshop conversations, or self-referrals. These Levels 
of Care are: 


 Level I – These are healthy recipients who have minimal medical expenses. 
These recipients will not need any interventions; 


 Level II – These are recipients with chronic diagnoses who are at moderate risk 
for future hospitalization and/or emergency room utilization. This is the targeted 
population for this section of the RFP; and 


 Level III – These are recipients with chronic diseases or diagnoses that are 
difficult to manage. They have high hospital or emergency room utilization and 
often have multiple co-morbidities, are taking a variety of medications, and have 
complex medical and social needs. These recipients need comprehensive care 
coordination that is not part of this RFP. 


Health Integrated reviews eligibility and administrative claim data (medical, behavioral, and 
pharmacy) on a monthly basis to determine eligibility for the Synergy program. This approach is 
two-fold: recipients have specific disease states present and recipients are assessed for clinical 
severity and risk. Note that while it is important to identify specific chronic conditions and 
disease states, recipients are not managed in disease silos, but rather across their medical, 
psychological and social health. 


Identification of specific disease states is currently performed through disease-specific 
algorithms, which look at demographic, medical, behavioral, and pharmacy data. These 
algorithms use traditional claim values such as diagnosis, CPT/HCPCS and NDC codes to 
ascertain the presence of a condition. They also have logic to guard against ‘false positive’ 
identification by excluding codes that are not directly related to the condition. The combination 
of these filters and algorithms allows us to identify a disease as early in the treatment phase as 
possible while maintaining strict guidelines to avoid including unrelated costs. 


Initial risk stratification is performed for all recipients identified as eligible for Synergy 
programs. Then, recurring analysis is run on a monthly basis using the most recent twelve (12) 
months of eligibility, medical, behavioral, and pharmacy administrative data sets. This analysis 
combines a number of data elements and proprietary filtering logic in order to evaluate a 
recipient’s disease severity as well as risk for health degeneration looking forward. Some of 
these elements may include: 


• Recipient demographics 
• Current healthcare resource consumption 
• Mix of acute versus long-term care events 
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• Medical complexity and co morbidity 
• Behavioral Health and psychosocial risk factors 


With the addition of the Impact Pro tools to our solution, we have complemented our analytics 
platform with the standard 3-month and 12-month risk profile as well as the overall predicted 
cost at the recipient level. A key component of the Impact Pro suite is Symmetry’s Episode 
Treatment Groups (ETGs™). This substantially augments our ability to adjust for co-morbidities 
and complicating conditions as we develop targeted intervention strategies for the recipients 
eligible for the program. 


Stratification is used to stratify recipients to low, moderate and high levels of risk. For purposes 
of this proposal, Synergy delivery focuses on Levels II. Level II are recipients with chronic 
diagnoses who are at moderate risk for future hospitalization and/or emergency room utilization. 
Level III are those who suffer from multiple chronic conditions and show utilization patterns that 
reflect avoidable hospitalizations, often as a result of psychosocial factors that exacerbate 
physical symptoms and disease progression. In addition to being clinically complicated, these 
individuals are often hard to reach and difficult to motivate. Level III is addressed in a separate 
proposal. 


Self referrals, telephone calls, and provider referrals can also be used to assign recipients to a 
level. Should a referral occur, the recipient is initially assigned to a level two stratification. The 
types of care and interventions level two and level three recipients shall receive are outlined 
below: 


 Level Two (Moderate Risk) 
• Introduction Packet 
• Recipient Rights and Responsibilities 
• Health Resource Listing 
• Outreach to recipient discussing availability of program 
• Welcome to the Program Packet 
• Telephone outreach and engagement with a Care Coordinator at least once a quarter (may 


be more or less frequent based on individual needs) 
• Additional condition specific and general health interventions (newsletters, IVR, 


workshops) 
 Level Three (High Risk) – separate proposal, here for comparison purposes 
• Introduction Packet 
• Recipient Rights and Responsibilities 
• Health Resource Listing 
• Outreach to recipient discussing availability of program 
• Welcome to the Program Packet 
• Care Coach Tool Kit 
• Care Coach Empower calls to recipients on average every 30-45 days (based on 


individual needs) 
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• Additional condition specific and general health interventions (newsletters, IVR, 
workshops) 


Please refer to Tab XIV – Other Reference Materials, Appendix D to see a sample of 
Recipient / Member Materials 
15.2.2 Ongoing Assessment of Levels of Care 


The vendor must develop tools to maintain the health of Level II recipients in 
order to prevent them from moving into higher Levels of Care. However, after 
the initial placement of recipients into Levels of Care is completed, the vendor 
must have ongoing mechanisms in place to identify recipients who may need to 
be moved into more appropriate Levels of Care. These mechanisms must 
include an administrative data review (e.g. diagnosis, cost threshold, and/or 
service utilization) and may also include telephone interviews, workshop 
conversations, or self-referrals. 


Recurring analysis for assessment and stratification is conducted on a monthly basis using the 
most recent twelve (12) months of eligibility, medical, behavioral, and pharmacy administrative 
data sets. This analysis combines a number of data elements and proprietary filtering logic in 
order to evaluate a recipient’s disease severity as well as risk for health degeneration looking 
forward. Some of these elements may include: 


• Recipient demographics 
• Current healthcare resource consumption 
• Mix of acute versus long-term care events 
• Medical complexity and co morbidity 
• Behavioral Health and psychosocial risk factors 


All information is updated in the medical management system. The stratification level and 
corresponding interventions may be adjusted based on assessment information and new 
information from the recipient. 
15.2.2.1 Higher Levels of Care 


 Recipients may need to be placed into higher Levels of Care due to increased 
hospitalization or emergency room utilization, significant decreases in access 
to family or social support, or other changes that could lead to increased 
medical or behavioral problems.  


Since recurring stratification and assessment is on a monthly basis, recipients who may increase 
to a higher level of care will be stratified appropriately. This will impact the frequency to which 
outreach is conducted and the level of engagement that occurs for each recipient. A person 
initially stratified to Level I may move to Level II, where a Care Coordination call would be 
triggered. Any new barriers or issues are noted and incorporated into the care plan as 
appropriate. The recipient care plan is updated as needed to reflect new or continued education 
needs. 


Members who escalate to Level III will be referred to those associated services, should that 
proposal be accepted. 
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15.2.2.2 Lower Levels of Care 


Recipients may need to be placed into lower Levels of Care due to decreased 
hospitalization or emergency room utilization, significant increases in access to 
family or social support, or other changes that have resulted in a reduced need 
for interventions. 


Similar to the recipients that may need to be placed in higher levels of care; lower levels of care 
are also re-stratified on a monthly basis. This will impact the frequency to which outreach is 
conducted and the level of engagement that occurs for each recipient. A recipient moving from 
Level II to Level I will be considered to no longer be in need of a Care Coach and will be 
transitioned accordingly. Should a recipient be re-stratified to a lower level of care, they will still 
have access to the resource center and may still reach out to their Care Coach if an issue should 
arise and they need additional help. They may also be returned to a higher level of care at any 
time as necessary if those Level III services are also being provided by Health Integrated. 


15.3 Cultural Competence 
The vendor must be able to provide services that are culturally competent and 
customer-friendly to both the recipients and the providers. Grievance policies 
and procedures are to be developed for situations where cultural competence 
is not recognized or acknowledged. 


At Health Integrated, we provide culturally sensitive and customer-friendly services. We strive to 
ensure our staff is trained properly and treats recipients and providers with the utmost respect 
and courtesy. Training in ethics and cultural diversity/sensitivity is provided annually for all 
Synergy staff. There are grievance policies and procedures already in place for situations where 
cultural competence is not recognized or acknowledged. All grievances and complaints are 
documented and handled appropriately by our Quality Improvement department. 


Health Integrated provides a mechanism for recipients to express complaints concerning Health 
Integrated service. Complaints received about the recipient’s health plan, including claims, 
benefits, or other issues are forwarded to the health plan or other appropriate designee for 
resolution. Practitioners may also submit complaints about program services. The complaint 
policy has been established to define a clear framework for resolution of complaints in a timely 
and efficient manner. The policy includes the following: 


• Identification and coordination of complaints 
• Collection of data for reporting and evaluating satisfaction 
• Implementation of corrective action plans to reduce dissatisfaction 
• Compliance with legal, regulatory, and accreditation standards and requirements 


All complaints are tracked, trended, and reported to the Health Integrated Quality Improvement 
Committee. An analysis is performed to determine root cause and opportunities for improvement 
when trends are identified. 


15.4 Recipient Services 
15.4.1 Information Requirements 
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15.4.1.1 The vendor must have written information about its services and access to services 
available upon request to all Medicaid recipients. This written information must also 
be available in the prevalent non-English languages, as determined by the State, in 
its particular geographic service area. The vendor must make free, oral interpretation 
services available to each recipient. This applies to all non-English languages, not 
just those that the State identifies as prevalent. 


Health Integrated is able to provide educational materials and services in prevalent non-English 
languages. We also use a language line translation service that allows us to accommodate up to 
150 other languages representing 98% of customer translation requests. In addition, we provide 
telephonic services to the hearing impaired. Program materials outlining our services as well as 
educational materials are designed at sixth grade or lower reading level. Also, materials are 
customized to reflect the services accessible in the Nevada area. This will be conducted through 
in-depth research and utilization of key websites of services that will be ideal to provide 
assistance to recipients in the area. 


We understand the importance of promoting the use of health education materials that are 
tailored to the individual recipient’s specific needs and characteristics, including health literacy 
levels. This is accomplished through the following: 


• Use of local and national community resources and other health care partners, as 
indicated based on the recipient’s health education needs 


• Use of nationally recognized, validated, patient health education materials; to include 
materials in languages of recipient’s choice (based on availability) 


• Use of internal marketing-review and approval processes to ensure that recipient 
materials are at the appropriate literacy level and have the appropriate content prior to 
distribution 


• Use of interactive voice recording technology to provide routine preventative and 
condition specific health education 


To further research and document the needs of the recipients, during the initial call (within 5 
days) from the Engagement Specialist,  the recipient is  asked, “Do you have any special hearing, 
language or vision needs?” Documentation of all identified special needs occurs in the 
Engagement Assessment. Accommodations requiring the use of a TDY, language line, or 
program materials printed in large font are addressed immediately. This is documented in the 
medical management system. A Special Needs detail report provides details of special needs by 
type (i.e., large print required, deafness). Supervisors review the detail data to ensure that 
recipients with special needs are accommodated. 
15.4.1.2 The vendor is required to notify all Level II recipients that oral interpretation is 


available for any language and written information is available in prevalent 
languages. The vendor must notify all recipients on how to access this information. 


The same steps outlined above in question 15.4.1.1 will be followed when assessing the needs of 
recipients. Documentation will be made for each of the recipients who have a language 
preference or an oral interpretation need. In the introduction letter, phone number will be 
provided for a TDY line. An additional introduction letter will be sent if a language preference is 
identified other than English. Subsequent materials sent to the recipient will be in their preferred 
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language. Information will also be posted to the internet and the internet site will include 
communications in prevalent languages. Notification of oral interpretation in any language and 
written materials in prevalent languages will be made to Level II III recipients. 
15.4.1.3 The vendor’s written material must use an easily understood format. The vendor 


must also develop appropriate alternative methods for communicating with visually 
and hearing-impaired recipients and accommodating physically disabled recipients in 
accordance with the requirements of the American with Disabilities Act of 1990. All 
ABD recipients must be informed that this information is available in alternative 
formats and how to access those formats. The vendor will be responsible for 
effectively informing Medicaid recipients who are eligible for EPSDT services, 
regardless of any thresholds.  


Health Integrated provides information in appropriate alternative methods as noted in 15.4.1.1 
and 15.4.1.2. 
15.4.2 Initial Contact with Recipient 


15.4.2.1 The vendor must contact all Level II recipients by telephone within five (5) working 
days of stratification of recipient into appropriate Levels of Care to explain available 
services, confirm diagnoses and provide referrals to any needed resources 


Using proprietary, consumer-oriented marketing protocols, recipients are contacted through the 
Synergy Engage™ process. Our engagement model contemplates the unique characteristics of 
each targeted population, particularly psychological and social factors that impact physical 
health, and is deployed in a way and at times that are most likely to resonate, drive action and 
ultimately lead to greater impact. 


One of our Engagement Specialists will reach out the recipient within 5 working days, after 
initial stratification, to recipients that are eligible and qualified. They will obtain the recipient’s 
consent to engage in the Synergy program, verify demographic information, explain the program 
and complete a special needs assessment. This outreach applies to both Level II and Level III 
with the appropriate interventions commenced as recipients engage, should the Level III 
proposal also be accepted. 
15.4.2.2 The vendor must also provide an introductory letter to all Level II recipients within 


five (5) working days of stratification of recipient into appropriate Levels of Care. At a 
minimum, this information must be included in the letter: explanation of services, how 
to access those services, address and telephone number of the vendor’s office or 
facility, and operating hours of the office or facility. 


As part of Synergy Engage™, prior to the telephone call (as stated above in 15.4.2.1) an 
introductory letter is mailed, which invites the recipient to participate in the program and 
contains the recipient rights and responsibilities. Our introductory letters are specifically 
designed to resonate with the recipient, offer and encourage recipients to take advantage of a 
beneficial health program. They purposefully do not mention or suggest specific conditions that 
the recipient may have so as not to cause any undue alarm. Recipients who choose to engage in 
the program are mailed a Welcome Kit. The Welcome Kit includes a welcome letter, health 
journal, and a resource listing. The resource listing includes contact information, websites and 
telephone numbers for organizations that can be contacted for the recipient to receive other 
information or learn more about their particular chronic condition(s) or health status. Please see 
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Please refer to Tab XIV – Other Reference Materials, Appendix D to see a sample from the 
Recipient / Member Materials for a sample member Introductory Letter and Welcome Kit. 
15.4.2.3 The introductory letter must be written at no higher than a sixth (6th) grade reading 


level and must conspicuously state the following in bold print: 
“THIS LETTER IS NOT A CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE AND SHALL NOT BE 
CONSTRUED OR INTERPRETED AS EVIDENCE OF INSURANCE COVERAGE 
BETWEEN THE VENDOR AND THE RECIPIENT.” 


Health Integrated customizes all communications to specification of the client. This includes 
reading level, font, and formatting. We also use internal marketing-review and approval 
processes to ensure that recipient materials are at the appropriate literacy level and have the 
appropriate content prior to distribution. At Health Integrated, we have a dedicated staff that will 
take charge of the letter writing and ensure that it meets all specifications. 
15.4.2.4 The vendor must submit the introductory letter to the DHCFP for approval before it is 


distributed. DHCFP will review the letter and has the sole authority to approve or 
disapprove the letter and the vendor’s policies and procedures. The vendor must 
agree to make modifications in letter language, if requested, by the DHCFP, in order 
to comply with the requirements as described in this RFP or as required by CMS or 
State law. In addition, the vendor must maintain documentation that the introductory 
letter is updated to reflect any changes in the available services, operating hours, or 
contact information. The updates must be submitted to the DHCFP for approval 
before distribution.  


Health Integrated is accustomed to providing written materials for client approval. A sample 
introduction letter is included in Tab XIV – Other Reference Materials, Appendix D. Our 
introductory letters are specifically designed to resonate with the recipient, offer and encourage 
recipients to take advantage of a beneficial health program. They purposefully do not mention or 
suggest specific conditions that the recipient may have so as not to cause any undue alarm and to 
stay in the intent of the Synergy program to address the recipient across their entire health status. 


Health Integrated works collaboratively to develop letters to meet specified standards. We 
understand that it is through this collaborative effort and maintaining open communication where 
the recipients ultimately benefit by receiving clear and concise information that is easy to 
understand. There is not an issue maintaining documentation that reflects the most up-to-date 
changes. At Health Integrated, we maintain a materials catalog, which tracks all documents that 
have been created, when the documents were edited last, whether or not the documents have 
been approved and what changes if any have been made. This materials catalog is available to 
share at the request of DHCFP. If the letter needs to be updated, a meeting is set up to discuss 
revisions and deadlines to have them submitted for approval. 
15.4.3 Resource Center and Care Coordination 


15.4.3.1 The vendor shall maintain a Resource Center that is adequately staffed with qualified 
individuals who shall assist Level II recipients, Level II recipients’ family recipients or 
other interested parties (consistent with laws on confidentiality and privacy) in 
obtaining information and services under the program. The Resource Center is to be 
operated at least during regular business hours (Pacific Standard Time). At a 
minimum, the Resource Center staff must be responsible for the following: 
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A. Contacting Level II recipients within five (5) days of stratification to inform 
them of available services; 


B. Explaining the operation of the vendor; 


C. Connecting recipients to social services and medical resources, as needed; 


D. Responding to recipient inquiries; 


E. Contacting Level II recipients quarterly by telephone to check their health 
status and providing any relevant resource information; and 


F. Following-up with recipients, as needed. 


Health Integrated’s Resource Center is staffed with adept Care Coaches supported by medical 
and psychiatric directors. The Care Coach is a licensed clinical professional (RN, LCSW, 
LMHC, etc.) with a current, unrestricted license where such licensure is available who conducts 
day-to-day telephonic education and coaching activities with individual recipients. These 
professionals have a minimum of two years of case management and/or behavioral health 
experience. The Care Coaches are available for Level III members on a more intensive basis, 
should that service be selected by the State. 


Level II recipients are invited to engage in Integrated Care Coaching. The Care Coach conducts a 
comprehensive biopsychosocial health assessment, including an evaluation of any co-morbidity 
the recipient may have. The health assessment includes an evaluation of the recipient’s 
biopsychosocial status, using a proprietary assessment tool. Barriers to optimal health are 
identified. The Care Coach then provides guidance in helping the recipient determine his/her 
long and short term goals and identifies strategies to address the barriers that may prevent the 
recipient from reaching goals. Additionally, the PHQ-9 is administered during the initial 
assessment and periodically throughout the time the recipient is actively engaged with a Care 
Coach to ascertain the recipient’s level of depression, if any, and quality of life. Family or other 
support systems are also evaluated and interventions may be structured to address a lack of social 
support. Each assessment tool includes condition-specific information and incorporates 
evidence-based criteria to evaluate the recipient’s past and present biopsychosocial health 
history. 


The Care Coach evaluates any barriers that are impacting the recipient’s ability to access care 
and will utilize established criteria to determine if coordination of care with providers, health 
department or community resources is necessary. The Care Coach, along with local Outreach 
Coordinators will facilitate a recipient’s ability to access the insurance benefit, community 
resources and available practitioner resources. The Care Coach will follow up with Level II 
recipients on a quarterly basis. All information is documented in the medical care management 
system. 


Should the Level III proposal be accepted, Level III recipients would be invited to engage in 
Integrated Care Coaching on a more intensive level. 


The resource center hours of operation are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturday 
9 am. to 9 pm. Level II recipients are contacted within 5 days of initial stratification. An 
Engagement Specialist conducts the initial call and explains the reason for the call, what services 
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are offered to the recipient, how Health Integrated is able to help, and verifies if the recipient 
consents to engage in the Synergy program. 


Once consent is granted to engage in the program, Level II recipients will receive a call from a 
Care Coordinator once a quarter. However, if a recipient should have questions or a problem 
should arise, they may contact the resource center to receive information/education or be referred 
to the most appropriate resource to provide help. 


While engaged in the Synergy program, the recipient receives disease relevant information as 
well as interventions generated from individual answers gathered while completing the Care 
Coordination assessment. A resource listing is also provided which includes contact information, 
websites and telephone numbers for organizations that can be contacted for the recipient to 
receive other information or learn more about their particular chronic condition(s) or health 
status.  


All program content for recipients is consistent with current evidence-based guidelines and 
covers important components of self-management; while also ensuring that educational materials 
and other interventions provided reflect the health and learning needs of the targeted population: 


• Promote self management and empowerment of their health 
• Encourage effective use of available clinical and educational resources 
• Are based on the stratification levels or results of recipient assessments 
• Include special considerations and exceptions 
• Adjust for behavioral and psychosocial issues 
• Take into account family support available to the recipient and include family recipients 


who give consent 
• Encourage recipients to communicate with their providers about their health condition(s) 


and treatment 
• Target one or more of the recipient’s education needs for the current episode of care 
• Proactively provide health information to the individual recipient 
• Support informed decision making 
• Promote or address: 
• Adherence to treatment plans (including medication adherence, as appropriate) 
• Consideration of other health conditions (e.g. co morbidities and cognitive and motor 


deficits) 
• Lifestyle issues as indicated by evidence-based guidelines (e.g., goal setting, techniques, 


problem solving); and additional resources external to the organization, as appropriate 
(e.g., community programs, voluntary associations such as American Diabetes 
Association, Web-sites, etc.) 


15.4.3.2 The Resource Center will not be required to operate after business hours. However, 
the vendor must provide contact information for emergency coverage twenty-four 
(24) hours per day, seven (7) days per week. This requirement may be met by 
referring to the use of 9-1-1 or accessing the nearest medical facility. The vendor 
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must have written policies and procedures describing how Medicaid recipients are 
referred to emergency services after business hours and on weekends. 


The standard hours of operation are Monday through Friday 8:00 am to 9:00 pm EST, Saturday 
9:00 am to 9:00 pm with after-hours crisis support 24x7, 365 days per year, including holidays, 
or such other times as agreed up by the program manager and the participating recipient. 


Heath Integrated staff is available to assist recipients with questions/provide information during 
the hours of operations, mentioned above. Recipients are able to access Integrated Care 
Coaching staff through a toll free telephone number. Recipients with rotary lines are directed to a 
Care Coach at the end of the queue. When a recipient calls into the resource center, a recorded 
message states “If this is an emergency, please hang up and dial 911…” to redirect recipients 
needing emergency assistance. If a recipient reaches a Care Coach’s voicemail, the voicemail 
message includes instructions for medical emergencies “If this is a medical emergency, please 
hang up and dial 911.” For non-emergencies, if a recipient does not wish to leave a voicemail 
message, the recipient is instructed to press zero “0” to reach another Care Coach for assistance. 
This is an established policy, documented and made available to staff on our intranet. 
15.4.3.3 The vendor must utilize a Resource Directory to be used by Resource Center 


employees. The Resource Directory must include health and social service programs 
operated by government entities, social service organizations, non-profit agencies, 
medical providers, and other programs that could help improve the health outcomes 
of this population. Resource Center employees will use the Resource Directory, 
along with other relevant resources, to assist recipients in identifying available public 
and private services. 


The Synergy program includes a process to identify and utilize community resources within a 
recipient’s local area. The Synergy team includes an Outreach Coordinator who identifies local 
community resources, in coordination with the recipient’s health plan, and linking recipients, as 
needed, to those resources. This would include collaborating with the State to identify 
appropriate resources. A comprehensive directory of local resources, by client locale, is 
maintained online in the Health Integrated intranet for access by all staff involved in the Synergy 
program. 
15.4.3.4 The vendor must have written policies and procedures detailing the operations of the 


Resource Center. 


Our Quality Improvement department is responsible for creating and maintaining all policies and 
procedures. Currently, we have a policy in place detailing the operations of the Resource Center. 
15.4.4 Recipient Newsletters 


15.4.4.1 The vendor must, subject to the prior review and approval of the DHCFP, publish 
educational newsletters for Level II recipients at least twice a year. The newsletters 
will focus on topics of interest to Level II recipients and must be written at a sixth 
(6th) grade level of understanding and reflects cultural competence and linguistic 
abilities. The topics of interest must revolve around health promotion, disease 
management, and health education. In addition, dates for upcoming health events 
and health education workshops will be included. 


Health Integrated has extensive experience in developing various educational, motivational and 
support communication materials, including newsletters. Level II recipients will receive 
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newsletters at least twice a year that cover health education, motivation/readiness to change, 
chronic condition management and health promotion. Workshops and other health promotion 
related events will also be announced. 


All written recipient program materials are evaluated for readability and usefulness prior to the 
recipient’s participation in the program. We use the SMOG and the Flesh-Kinkaid reading level 
to determine readability and ease and will ensure a sixth grade or lower reading level. 
Throughout development, the newsletters will be reviewed to ensure they are clear in content, 
message and purpose. The letters are appropriate for Levels II recipients, providing the correct 
level of detail to inform the recipients of their health needs and opportunities to improve their 
health. 


We understand the importance of providing materials that are appropriate for differing cultural 
sensitivities and linguistic abilities. Special needs, such as language, hearing impairment, sight 
impairment or other specific needs are addressed by using alternative materials or approaches, 
including Interactive Voice messaging. We work with a third party vendor to translate and check 
for the appropriateness of phrases so there is no miscommunication, when the newsletters are 
translated from English to the desired language. 


A designated Outreach Coordinator will research health events and resources in the geographical 
areas and maintain an up-to-date record of all upcoming events. 
15.4.4.2 The vendor must provide a draft copy of all newsletters to the DHCFP for approval 


prior to publication and distribution. Additionally, these newsletters and 
announcements regarding upcoming health education workshops must be published 
on the vendor’s website. 


All newsletters and announcements will be sent to DHCP for approval, prior to publication. After 
the draft is submitted for approval Health Integrated will schedule meetings with key recipients 
of DHCFP to review the documents. Recipients may be mailed or emailed materials and all 
materials will be posted on our website. Recipient educational materials are derived from 
evidence based clinical information and selected from nationally recognized sources. Internally 
developed education materials are derived from evidence based sources and references. 
15.4.5 Recipient Health Education Workshops 


15.4.5.1 The vendor must conduct health education workshops for Level II recipients in the 
geographic service areas that will accommodate most Level II recipients. These 
workshops will focus on topics related to health promotion, disease management, 
and health education for Level II recipients. The selected vendor is expected to 
determine targeted trainings for specific Level II recipients that include both disease-
specific lessons and sessions aimed at the complexities of chronic disease 
management, including behavioral health issues and medication compliance. All 
sessions should reinforce the need for appropriate emergency room utilization. 


Health education workshops will be provided for Level II recipients. These workshops will 
include subjects of most relevance to the population, including chronic condition management, 
health education and promotion, treatment plan adherence and medication compliance, setting 
goals and overcoming barriers to better health (including behavioral, psychological and social 
barriers as well as physical), appropriate use of the health care system and other topics. 
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Health Integrated will leverage local Outreach Coordinators to set up these workshops, engage 
members to participate and promote the workshops through high-volume physician practices, 
community health centers, shelters, group homes and other high traffic areas for these recipients. 


The Outreach Coordinator will be supported by other clinical staff to deliver the workshops, 
along with medical director oversight. 
15.4.5.2 The workshops must be based on evidence-based best practices for health 


promotion, disease management, and health education for patients with chronic 
diagnoses. Vendors are encouraged to utilize a program like the Stanford Chronic 
Disease Self-Management Program. 


Recipient education and educational materials reflect current evidence-based practice like the 
Stanford Chronic Disease Self-Management Program and are consistent with the clinical 
conditions being managed in the Synergy program. Workshop trainers include health educators 
and outreach coordinators as well as RNs and behavioral health clinicians supported by medical 
and psychiatric medical directors. 
15.4.5.3 The selected vendor will demonstrate how they will get Level II recipients to 


participate in the workshops. This must include performing outreach activities and 
developing incentives to encourage participation. 


Health Integrated employs a consumer-oriented marketing approach to outreach, called Synergy 
Engage™. Through Synergy Engage™, recipients in Levels II will be invited to participate in 
workshops. Synergy Engage™ includes Health Integrated’s direct-to-consumer engagement 
model, strategies, protocols, systems and tools. Health Integrated recognizes that the success 
hinges on the engagement process to drive active participation. Persistent, iterative 
communication strategies are executed via multiple modalities to invite active participation: 
mail, telephone, and interactive voice response along with local outreach. As part of local 
outreach, Health Integrated works with clients to co-promote workshops via recipient and 
provider newsletters, posters at work sites and other high traffic areas. 


Health Integrated applies customized engagement strategies with messages and mode of delivery 
designed to resonate with each recipient. The engagement process is designed to capitalize on 
behavior change and readiness principles, while establishing awareness, affinity, trust and 
empathy. 


In addition, the locally based Outreach Coordinators will capture updated contact information 
and will interface with provider network management to establish relationships with the highest 
volume providers of Synergy eligible recipients. By finding more recipients and garnering 
encouragement via the provider community, more recipients will participate in the Synergy 
workshops. The Outreach Coordinator will inform provider groups of the Synergy program, 
describe its benefits in driving adherence to provider treatment plans and improving provider-
recipient communication, and drive recipient participation through provider encouragement / 
referral. Health Integrated is also open to discussing incentive approaches with the state of 
Nevada that most appropriately address your Medicaid population. 
15.4.5.4 Workshop trainers must be trained to direct participants to appropriate public and 


private resources, as needed. 
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Workshop trainers will be trained to direct participants to appropriate public and private 
resources. These resources are determined through the Synergy Connect process that actively 
connects people to their physicians, their health plan or health department, and support 
organizations in their community. Synergy Connect interweaves community based resources, 
health plan programs and local physicians to meet the psychosocial and medical needs of 
patients. 


Health Integrated proactively works with the department of health and other resources to identify 
and evaluate local community based programs for possible referral for Synergy recipients. These 
established directories of community resources are readily available to workshop trainers, Care 
Coordinators and Care Coaches and are communicated to recipients as appropriate given their 
specific circumstances. 


Community resources are often identified by Synergy Connect Outreach Coordination function 
which serves to extend efforts by having a local presence in the communities that our clients 
serve. Outreach Coordinators are on-the-ground representatives developing relationships with 
key influencers (i.e., health plan, providers, and community-based organizations) to create an 
environment that encourages active participation and ensures appropriate resources are made 
available to the recipient. 
15.4.5.5 After implementation, each workshop will continue on a quarterly basis.  


Health Integrated will continue to conduct workshops for the recipients on a quarterly basis. 
Each workshop will cover new topics that would be of interest the recipients. Some of the topics 
that may be discussed at the workshop may include: 


• Self health management, setting goals and overcoming barriers to better health   
• Navigating the health system 
• Advocacy for special needs 
• Asthma 
• Diabetes 
• Depression 
• Heart Disease 
• Prenatal/Postnatal Care 
• Taking Care of New Baby 
• Childhood Obesity 
• Available community resources for health needs 


Health Integrated will work with the Department of Health and other groups to identify subjects 
of most interest. Health Integrated will also use data analytics to identify highly prevalent 
conditions, medical or behavioral, or health situations that would warrant workshops. 


At Health Integrated, we are experienced in identifying the needs of the recipients and providing 
education that will positively impact their lives leading to better health. 
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15.4.5.6 Vendor will establish measureable mechanisms to follow-up with workshop 
participants to determine the recipient’s satisfaction with the workshop and identify 
any changes in health as a result of participation. 


Satisfaction surveys will be hand distributed at the time of the workshop, mailed and emailed to 
recipients who attended. Care Coaches will also follow up and assess if there have been any 
changes in their health. If there are changes in the recipient’s health, the Care Coach will 
document this in our medical tracking system in the recipient’s file. Once received, the 
satisfaction survey will be analyzed, looking for areas of improvement and what aspects of the 
workshop were successful. Feedback is encouraged through the satisfaction survey process and 
through the Care Coach calls.  


A survey will be created specifically for the recipient workshops. 
15.4.5.7 The vendor must provide a draft copy of all agendas and training materials to the 


DHCFP for approval prior to workshop implementation.  


We will provide draft copies of all agendas and training material to the DHCFP for approval 
prior to workshop implementation. 
15.4.5.8 The vendor must have written policies and procedures detailing the operations and 


structure of the workshops. 


All aspects of the Synergy program are governed by written policies and procedures, which are 
maintained in the Health Integrated Synergy Department and on the Health Integrated internal 
Intranet. 


Program policies and procedures are formally reviewed and approved at least annually and 
revised on an as needed basis. Synergy clinical policies and procedures are reviewed and 
approved by the Health Integrated Quality Improvement Committee. Policies are developed in 
order to support the program and maintain ongoing compliance with all applicable state/federal 
laws and accreditation organizations. Health Integrated will have policies and procedures 
detailing operations and structure of workshops as finalized during the implementation process. 


15.5 Provider Services 
15.5.1 Provider Educational Workshops  


15.5.1.1 The vendor will conduct at least quarterly, informational and educational workshops 
in the geographic service areas that will accommodate most providers who treat ABD 
recipients.  


In order for the Synergy program to be successful, outreach and coordination with local 
providers are critical. Our program provides the infrastructure and dedicated resources necessary 
to ensure the multiple entities involved in the care of each recipient act as one cohesive 
healthcare delivery system. This includes coordination among and between medical and 
behavioral health providers and facilities. Our provider support tools and physician reporting 
methodologies are intended to facilitate collaboration and to keep physicians involved and 
informed so that our Synergy program and the medical care provided to recipients jointly 
improves their health and well-being. Quarterly informational educational workshops will be 
conducted to support and educate the providers in managing the health of their patients, 
including addressing psychosocial factors that can exacerbate physical health conditions. The 
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workshops will update providers on new and relevant clinical updates or other findings as they 
become available. 


Offering the workshops to physicians has numerous advantages. Some of the advantages include: 


• Provides the physician with information regarding other medical and social services 
access; 


• Assures that the physician will be knowledgeable of the latest evidence based information 
and appropriately execute the recipient’s plan of care; 


• Gain cooperation in care for recipients from physicians; 
• Enables ease of access to the latest research in Best Practices; 
• Reminds the physicians of critical Medicaid information; 
• Serves as the forum to address questions regarding healthcare needs of ABD recipients; 
• Serves as an avenue to further highlight the Synergy program and ways the program can 


help the provider, thus garnering provider and support for referrals into the program. 
15.5.1.2 The informational workshops must include information to providers about Medicaid 


resources, policies, and updates. 


Workshop content will include up-to-date information on Medicaid resources, policies, and 
updates. 
15.5.1.3 The selected vendor is expected to develop targeted educational workshops for 


providers that are based upon evidence-based best practices for health promotion, 
disease management, and health education for patients with chronic diagnoses. The 
educational workshops must be approved for Continuing Medical Education (CME) 
units by the Nevada State Board of Medical Examiners.  


Health Integrated has extensive experience in developing evidence-based programs, webinars, 
workshops, etc. that include CME units. Using data analytics and the Synergy Engage and 
Synergy Connect outreach processes, Health Integrated can also target specific providers based 
on identified educational or informational need. 
15.5.1.4 The selected vendor must demonstrate how they will get providers to participate in 


the workshops. 


Through Synergy Connect, locally-based Outreach Coordinators aim to actively involve treating 
practitioners in the care/collaboration of their individual patients who are enrolled in the Synergy 
program. Outreach Coordinators serve as liaisons between Health Integrated’s Synergy program 
and the physician community. They provide support and education to physicians and their staffs 
and build rapport with them. Outreach Coordinators may visit offices, email, mail or fax 
information to create awareness for workshops. They will also seek input from providers for 
topics of interest and take into account logistical considerations that make the workshops most 
convenient for the providers. 


Working in the geography, the Outreach Coordinator maintains a strong working knowledge of 
practitioner networks and provider groups, proactively reaching out to the highest volume 
providers, as well as local and state health care treatment facilities. The Outreach Coordinator 
explains the value of the Synergy program, builds rapport and partners with practitioner groups 
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to facilitate optimal management of their recipients. The Outreach Coordinator facilitates 
problem resolution related to specific patient issues (often in concert with a Care Coach and 
providers or provider office staff) and facilitates network coordination and collaboration via 
ongoing communication and outreach activities. Additionally, the Outreach Coordinator 
conducts ongoing education and re-orientation for providers and their staff on Synergy program 
strategies. As providers understand the value and collaborative nature of the Synergy program, 
they will be more inclined to participate, and perhaps play a role, in ongoing workshops. 
15.5.1.5 The vendor must have written policies and procedures detailing the operations and 


structure of the workshops. 


All aspects of the Synergy program are governed by written policies and procedures, which are 
maintained in the Health Integrated Synergy Department and on the Health Integrated internal 
Intranet. 


Program policies and procedures are formally reviewed and approved at least annually and 
revised on an as needed basis. Synergy clinical policies and procedures are reviewed and 
approved by the Health Integrated Quality Improvement Committee. Policies are developed in 
order to support the program and maintain ongoing compliance with all applicable state/federal 
laws and accreditation organizations. Health Integrated will have policies and procedures 
detailing operations and structure of workshops as finalized during the implementation process. 


Currently, we have policies and procedures in place detailing provider outreach. We will amend 
these policies to include details of the operations and structure of the provider workshops. All 
program materials are reviewed and approved for use in the program prior to implementation. 
15.5.2 Provider Newsletter 


15.5.2.1 The vendor must, subject to prior review and approval of the DHCFP, publish a semi-
annual newsletter for network providers. The newsletters may be sent electronically if 
the vendor can demonstrate to the DHCFP, prior to dissemination, that they have 
accurate e-mail addresses for most of the providers. The DHCFP must prior approve 
all provider announcements, regardless of method of dissemination. If the DHCFP 
does not respond within twenty (20) days, the newsletter will be considered 
approved.  


Health Integrated has extensive experience in developing and providing provider newsletters or 
articles. Health Integrated will provide a provider newsletter at least semi-annually, after 
approval by DHCFP. 


Highlights of what may be covered in the newsletters are enumerated below: 


• Update on bio-psycho-social issues in the Medicaid community (adults and children) 
• Information specific to the prescribing or treating practitioner’s ABD patients  
• Psychosocial support 
• Information about Medicaid best practice guidelines and how the practitioner can access 


these guidelines. 
• Disease management plans 
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Newsletters may contain information about up-to-date medical and behavioral health standards 
that are derived from nationally recognized evidence-based sources. 


Electronic delivery will be facilitated by the capture of provider contact information. Upon 
recipient engagement in the Synergy program, their Provider’s contact information will be 
documented in the medical management system. The contact information will be updated 
periodically through updated claims and data feeds from DCHFP as well as via Outreach 
Coordinators. 


15.6 Health Education Strategies 
15.6.1 The vendor must develop newsletters and workshops that are based on best-


practice and/or evidence-based guidelines that promote health, manage chronic 
diseases, and prevent unnecessary and avoidable hospitalizations. The education 
must be validated by scientific research and/or nationally accepted and recognized 
standards in the health care industry.  


Health Integrated uses clinical practice guidelines to develop all educational and workshop 
materials. Clinical Practice Guidelines are evidence-based guidelines derived from published 
academic literature and national treatment guidelines issued by professional organizations, 
government institutions, academic research institutions, or other nationally recognized sources. 
Where evidence-based guidelines do not exist from recognized sources, Health Integrated 
establishes its own guidelines with the participation and input from clinically appropriate 
practitioners. Evidence based guidelines provide the foundation for the Synergy programs and 
serve to assist practitioners in delivering evidence-based care for participants. Clinical Practice 
guidelines are reviewed annually. The review includes a review of government research sources 
and a review of clinical or technical literature. Health Integrated utilizes a panel of board-
certified practitioners from appropriate specialties to review and update guidelines. Guidelines 
are modified as updates from the recognized sources are made available, and as approved by the 
Health Integrated Chief Medical Officer and the Quality Improvement committee. Significant 
new clinical findings that are relevant to program content are reviewed as they become available. 
Health Integrated will incorporate new findings into program content as appropriate, as 
determined by the Chief Medical Officer and the Quality Improvement committee. 


Clinical Practice Guidelines are available to all practitioners and participants upon request. 


15.7 Race and Ethnicity  
15.7.1 The vendor will work collaboratively with the DHCFP to determine recipient race and 


ethnicity. The vendor will develop newsletters and workshops that are specifically 
designed to address disparities in health care related to race and ethnicity. 


Health Integrated is experienced in working collaboratively with our clients to determine race 
and ethnicity and address health care disparities. Through our Outreach Coordinators and other 
clinical staff we are able to develop workshops that address these opportunities. Recipient 
Newsletters may also be developed that leverage our team’s expertise in this area. 


15.8 Quality Assurance Standards 
15.8.1 Overview 
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The goal of the program is to create a successful partnership with a quality-
focused vendor that will sustain and/or improve the functionality, 
independence, and health status of Level II recipients while focusing on 
continuous quality improvement. The vendor is required to work collaboratively 
with the DHCFP in quality monitoring and evaluation activities and may be 
required to provide reporting data beyond that stipulated in this section.  


Health Integrated has adopted the Disease Management Association of America’s definition of 
Disease Management. 


The DMAA defines DM as: 


“A multi disciplinary, continuum-based approach to healthcare delivery that proactively 
identifies populations with, or at risk for, conditions that: 


• Supports the practitioner/patient relationship and plan of care 
• Emphasizes prevention of exacerbation and complications utilizing cost-effective 


evidence-based practice guidelines and patient empowerment strategies such as self-
management 


• Continuously evaluates clinical, humanistic, and economic outcomes with the goal of 
improving overall health.” 


The Synergy program adheres to the Disease Management standards promulgated by NCQA and 
URAC; and further ensures that CMS or other Federal regulations are incorporated into the 
program design and operation. Individual state standards will be included, as needed, to ensure 
compliance in those states (where the program is offered) that have regulations that differ from 
any of the above standards. 
15.8.2 Quality Measurements 


The following quality measures are to be reported for a calendar year. The 
quality measure specifications are based on Agency for Healthcare Research 
and Quality (AHRQ) Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI’s) and Healthcare 
Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) Measures and may not 
necessarily correspond to the contract periods, but may overlap them.  


15.8.2.1 Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI’s): 


When reporting PQIs, the vendor will report the rate of admissions per 10,000 
Level II recipients. If the vendor has less than 10,000 Level II recipients, then 
the vendor will use the total Level II population instead.  


Health Integrated is familiar with and currently provides utilization and quality based measures 
to clients using either per 1,000 or per 10,000 rate. Under this agreement, Health Integrated will 
provide measures under the prescriber per 10,000 rate, unless the Level II population size is 
under 10,000. 


The following PQI’s will be reported: 


A. Diabetes Admission Rates: 


1..Admissions for short-term diabetes complications; and 


2..Admissions for long-term diabetes complications. 
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B. Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Admission (COPD) Rate; 


C. Adult Asthma Admission Rate; and 


D. Congestive Heart Failure Admission Rate (CHF). 


Health Integrated currently calculates inpatient rates for a variety of chronic health conditions, 
including those listed above. Health Integrated performs these calculations using administrative 
medical claim data from each client. Admissions are determined and assigned based on either the 
admission diagnosis or the primary diagnosis found on the claim. 


Health Integrated assigns admissions to chronic conditions based on codes used within the 
Synergy program. In most cases, these codes overlap with the codes specified by AHRQ PQI. 
Where there may be a difference, Health Integrated will adjust the current measures to align with 
the coding specifications as outlined in V4.1 of the Prevention Quality Indicator Technical 
Specifications, under PQI 01 and 03 (Diabetes short and long term complications), PQI 05 
(COPD), PQI 15 (Adult Asthma) and PQI 08 (CHF). 
15.8.2.2 Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) Measures. 


The following HEDIS measures will be reported: 


A. Adults’ Access to Preventive/Ambulatory Health Services (AAP):  


1. The percentage of Level II recipients twenty (20) years and older who had an 
ambulatory or preventive care visit. 


Health Integrated does not currently measure Adult Access to Preventative/Ambulatory Health 
Services as defined under the NCQA APP technical measure. However, Health Integrated does 
provide many HEDIS-like measures to clients using administrative claim data. Health Integrated 
has reviewed the measurement requirement of AAP under the HEDIS 2009 Technical 
Specifications manual and will be able to provide this measure under this proposal. 


B. Follow-up after Hospitalization for Mental Illness: 


1. The percentage of discharges for Level II recipients six (6) years of age and 
older who were hospitalized for treatment of selected mental health disorders 
and who had an outpatient visit, an intensive outpatient encounter or partial 
hospitalization with a mental health practitioner after discharge. Two rates will 
be reported: 


a. The percentage of recipients who received follow-up within seven (7) 
days of discharge; and 


b. The percentage of recipients who received follow-up within thirty (30) 
days of discharge. 


Health Integrated currently calculates the NCQA HEDIS FUH (Follow-Up After Hospitalization 
for Mental Illness) for clients provided that the necessary recipient and underlying behavioral 
health administrative claim data is available. Health Integrated will provide this measure under 
this proposal as defined. 


C. Persistence of Beta-Blocker After Heart Attack: 
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1. The percentage of Level II recipients eighteen (18) years of age and older 
during the measurement year who were hospitalized and discharged alive 
from July 1 of the year prior to the measurement year to June 30 of the 
measurement year with a diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) and 
who received persistent beta-blocker treatment for six months after 
discharge. 


Health Integrated currently calculates the NCQA HEDIS PBH (Persistence of Beta-Blocker 
Treatment after a Heart Attack) for clients provided that the necessary recipient and underlying 
medical and pharmacy administrative claim data is available. Health Integrated will provide this 
measure under this proposal as defined. 
15.8.3 The vendor must utilize the most recent version of the AHRQ software and utilize it 


according to the most recent PQI Technical Specifications. The most recent HEDIS 
Technical Specifications will also be used for reporting these measures. The vendor 
must use audited data and ensure all updates to the measures are reflected in the 
final, reported rates. 


Health Integrated will provide PQI measures using the latest version of the AHRQ QI Windows 
Software on top of our Microsoft SQL Server based data warehouse. Version 4.0 of this software 
will be used unless a more current version of the software exists at the time of report delivery. 


Health Integrated subscribes to and utilizes the most current HEDIS specifications when 
calculating and providing HEDIS based measures. In addition to the use of the most current 
Technical Specifications document, Health Integrated will also stay current with the 
commensurate NDC mapping files as posted annually by NCQA, for those measures utilizing 
NDC codes. 
15.8.4 The vendor must establish a baseline measurement during the first year of the 


contract with reports sent to the DHCFP on a quarterly basis. During the second year 
of the contract, the vendor’s reports must show maintenance and/or improvement in 
the PQI and HEDIS measurements.  


Health Integrated will perform a baseline measure for the specific PQI and HEDIS Measures 
listed. This will be based on the 12 months immediately preceding the go-live date of the 
program, and allowing for a minimum of 3 months of claim run out. Assuming all data is 
received and complete on a timely basis, Health Integrated will deliver the baseline measure 
within 30 calendar days following the successful receipt of the 3 months paid run out data. 


Health Integrated will continue to provide first year measurement reports each calendar quarter, 
unless the calendar is defined with separate quarterly requirements, within 30 days of the receipt 
of the required 3 month paid run out after the end of each quarter period. 


Health Integrated will continue to provide second year measurement reports which will compare 
second year quarters to equivalent first year measurement periods in order to showcase 
maintenance or improvement in each measure. 
15.8.5 The DHCFP can add or retire quality measures based on the value of the measure to 


provide useful information on recipient outcomes, program services, or recipient 
satisfaction. The DHCFP will determine these measures based on findings from the 
previous year and discussions with the vendor. 
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Health Integrated acknowledges that DHCFP can adjust through deletion or addition any 
measure currently listed. If a change occurs, Health Integrated will comply with the necessary 
change requirements. 
15.8.6 The DHCFP and/or a contracted vendor may conduct on-site reviews as needed to 


validate measures reported. The DHCFP and/or a contracted vendor may conduct 
desk and/or on-site reviews as needed, to include, but not limited to: 
policy/procedure for service delivery, data tracking and analysis, and the process of 
notification to Level II recipients.  


Health Integrated regularly has clients come on-site for reviews. The reviews will be at the 
request of DHCFP, as needed. Quality Improvement is responsible for creating an agenda and 
ensuring all needs are met. Some of the topics that can be discussed during the on-site visit 
include: 


• Synergy program review 
• Review of policies and procedures 
• Stratification of recipients 
• Quality Improvement 
• Tour of facility 


15.8.7 If the vendor cannot satisfactorily demonstrate to the DHCFP a rate not less than the 
national baseline average, as determined by the DHCFP, the vendor may be 
required to submit a Plan of Correction (POC) to the DHCFP. The POC should 
identify improvements and/or enhancements of existing program activities, which will 
assist the vendor to sustain and/or improve health outcomes. 


The Health Integrated Synergy quality improvement approach is to use continuous quality 
improvement (CQI) techniques and tools to improve the quality and safety of health care services 
for program participants. 


Through the continuous quality improvement cycle, Health Integrated: 


 has a structured and systematic approach to identify opportunities for improvement in the 
effectiveness 


 and efficiency of the health care delivery process; 
 has a process for implementing appropriate corrective actions for continuous quality 


improvement; 
 supports the basic quality value of managing by data, which increases the credibility of 


the data by: 
• determining current performance 
• identifying benchmarks and establishing goals 
• performing root cause analysis 
• identifying barriers to performance 
• monitoring and reporting results 
• designs interventions and implements improvement plans; 
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• sustains gains; and 
• continues the cycle of improved performance by monitoring and identifying 


additional improvement opportunities and activities 


Goals and benchmarks are established for key performance indicators. Performance is measured 
against the goals/benchmarks and actions taken when actual performance does not meet 
established goals. 


15.9 Standards for Internal Quality Assurance Programs 
15.9.1 Overview 


To promote the procurement of quality services, this contract will require the 
vendor to establish an Internal Quality Assurance Program (IQAP) that will 
make certain that policies and procedures are being fulfilled as required in the 
contract. IQAPs consist of systematic activities, undertaken by the vendor, to 
monitor and evaluate the services delivered to recipients according to 
predetermined, objective standards, and effect improvements as needed. 


Health Integrated has developed and implemented a comprehensive corporate Quality 
Improvement (QI) program. The program is designed to monitor and improve care and service 
provided to recipients, practitioners, providers, and clients. QI initiatives advance three critical 
goals: better clinical outcomes, higher quality of life, and improved healthcare economics. 
Clinical and service issues are measured and monitored to ensure patient safety, process 
improvement, positive clinical outcomes, accreditation, regulatory compliance, and client, 
recipient, and practitioner satisfaction. 


All aspects of the Synergy program are governed by written policies and procedures, which are 
maintained in the Health Integrated Synergy Department and on the Health Integrated internal 
Intranet. Program policies and procedures are formally reviewed and approved at least annually 
and revised on an as needed basis. Synergy clinical policies and procedures are reviewed and 
approved by the Health Integrated Quality Improvement Committee. Policies are developed in 
order to support the program and maintain ongoing compliance with all applicable state/federal 
laws and accreditation organizations. 
15.9.2 The vendor must submit a written description of its IQAP to the DHCFP. The IQAP 


must include a detailed set of quality assurance objectives, a list of projects to be 
performed over a specific period of time, and methods for evaluating the impact and 
effectiveness of the IQAP.  


Health Integrated’s QI objectives include the following: 


• To promulgate the principles and spirit of continuous quality improvement throughout 
Health Integrated 


• To identify, measure, monitor and trend key performance indicators of quality and 
service, including behavioral health, for recipients, customers, and providers/practitioners 


• To incorporate patient safety identification and reporting mechanisms into quality 
activities 
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• To improve performance by sharing key quality management data with internal and 
external customers 


• To operate the Health Integrated Quality Improvement program in compliance with and 
responsive to applicable requirements of federal and state regulators, appropriate 
accrediting bodies, and our customers 


• To provide service that is culturally competent and sensitive to the diverse population of 
recipients engaged in the Health Integrated medical management programs 


Health Integrated’s Synergy QI projects include the following: 


• Diabetes dilated retinal exam screening 
• Use of appropriate medications for persons with asthma 
• Cholesterol management for patients with cardiovascular condition (annual LDL-C 


screening) 
• CHF recipients being treated with an ACE or ARB medication 
• COPD recipients with annual spirometry testing 
• ER rates for Recipients with Low Back Pain  
• PHQ-9 scores for recipients engaged in the Synergy programs 
• Medication adherence 


Methods for evaluating the impact and effectiveness of the Health Integrated QI program 
include:  


Health Integrated supports a comprehensive and coordinated program of clinical and service 
improvement initiatives. Continuous quality improvement (CQI) techniques and tools are used 
whenever possible to improve the quality and safety of health care services for program 
participants. Through the CQI process, Health Integrated: 


• has a structured and systematic approach to identify opportunities for improvement in the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the delivery of program services 


• has a process for implementing appropriate improvement actions 
• supports the basic quality value of monitoring and managing by data as noted by: identify 


quantifiable measure(s) for ongoing monitoring and identify acceptable levels of 
performance 


• determine baseline performance level 
• identify benchmarks and establish performance goal 
• perform root cause analysis 
• identify barriers to performance 
• develop and implement improvement actions 
• monitor performance  and report results 
• continue the cycle of improved performance by re-measuring performance at least 


annually, and identifies additional improvement opportunities and activities. 
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The major initiatives for monitoring and evaluating include, but are not limited to the following: 


The Health Integrated Quality Improvement Committee (HIQIC) is responsible for analyzing 
and evaluating data from quality measurement activities and making recommendations for 
improvement. Reports on QI initiatives may be presented to the HIQIC on a monthly, quarterly 
or semi-annual basis, and is determined based on the operational and priority needs of the QI 
indicator. The HIQIC monitors the continuous improvement of the delivery of quality health care 
and service for those client recipients engaged in the HI medical management programs. The 
HIQIC is responsible for monitoring the progress in meeting QI goals and ensures that an 
evaluation of the QI program is completed annually. 


The Professional Advisor Committee (PAC) is a subcommittee of and reports directly to the 
HIQIC. This subcommittee is primarily responsible for: reviewing the recipient and practitioner 
clinical content and interventions, ensuring that programs reflect national guidelines and local 
standards of clinical practice, reviewing outcome data to monitor progress and effectiveness of 
the programs and offering suggestions for interventions, clinical and operational, to address 
barriers to program outcomes. 
15.9.3 Maintenance and Availability of Documentation 


Upon request, the vendor must maintain and make available to the State 
studies, reports, protocols, standards, worksheets, minutes, or other 
documentation as requested concerning its quality assurance activities and 
corrective actions.  


Health Integrated maintains QI minutes, summary reports, worksheets, QI activity reports and 
other information related to its QI program. This information will be available to the vendor 
upon request. 
15.9.4 Recipient Rights and Responsibilities 


The vendor demonstrates a commitment to treating recipients in a manner that 
acknowledges their rights and responsibilities. 


Health Integrated has a recipient rights and responsibilities statement that meets the requirements 
for 15.1.4. Please see Tab XIV – Other Reference Materials, Appendix D. 
15.9.4.1 Written Policy on Recipient Rights 


The vendor has a written policy that recognizes the following rights of 
recipients:  


A. to be treated with respect, and recognition of their dignity and need for 
privacy; 


B. to be provided with information about the vendor, its services, and recipients’ 
rights and responsibilities; and 


C. to pursue resolution of grievances about the vendor. 


These rights are addressed in the Health Integrated Recipient R&R statement (Recipient Rights 
and Responsibilities P&P) 
15.9.4.2 Communication of Policies to Recipients  
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 Upon identification as a Level II recipient, recipients are provided a written 
statement that includes information on their rights and responsibilities. 


Level II recipients are provided a written statement which includes their rights and 
responsibilities. Health Integrated utilizes a Rights and Responsibilities statement for recipients 
and practitioners to define and establish a foundation for cooperation among recipients, 
practitioners and Health Integrated. This statement is communicated to recipients and 
practitioners upon initiation of disease management services via the introduction packet. 


An example of the recipient’s rights and responsibilities is demonstrated in Tab XIV – Other 
Reference Materials, Appendix D. 
15.9.4.3 Recipient Suggestions 


 Opportunity is provided for recipients to offer suggestions for changes in 
policies and procedures. 


This is not included in the DM Rights and Responsibilities statement as it is currently not an 
NCQA or URAC requirement. However, this recipient right/opportunity is facilitated through 
our DM Satisfaction survey process (Comments) and Complaints/Inquiry process. 
15.9.4.4 Steps to Assure Accessibility of Services 


The vendor takes steps to promote accessibility to services offered to 
recipients. These steps include: 


A. At a minimum, recipients are given information about how to obtain services 
during regular hours of operations and how to obtain emergency and after-
hour care; and 


Recipients are provided with hours of operation and how to obtain emergency and after-hour 
care. This is outlined in question 15.4.3.2. 


B. Information Requirements: 


1. Recipient information, including letters and newsletters, must be written at a 
sixth (6th) grade level that is readable and easily understood; 


Health Integrates uses internal marketing-review and approval processes to ensure that recipient 
materials are at the appropriate literacy level and have the appropriate content prior to 
distribution. SMOG, Flesch Reading Ease, and Flesch-Kincaid grade level analyzing tools are 
also utilized to determine appropriate reading levels of documents. 


2. Written information is available in the prevalent languages of the populations 
groups served; and 


Health Integrated will have all information available in prevalent languages, based on the 
population. Previously, we have provided information in Spanish, Russian, Korean, and 
Simplified Chinese. Based upon our experience we are equipped to handle requests to provide 
information in languages other than English by: 


• Use of nationally recognized, validated, patient health education materials; to include 
materials in languages of recipient’s choice (based on availability) 
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3. All marketing information must be prior-approved by the DHCFP. 


Health Integrated will work with DHCFP on specific customizations such as branding, word 
choice, etc. Health Integrated will submit all developed program collateral for review as desired 
by DHCFP. 


15.10 Operational Requirements 
15.10.1 Medical Director 


The vendor must designate a Medical Director to be responsible for the 
oversight of development, implementation, and review of the vendor’s internal 
quality assurance program, including implementation of and adherence to any 
Plan of Correction. The Medical Director need not serve full-time or be a 
salaried employee of the vendor, but the vendor must be prepared to 
demonstrate it is capable of meeting all requirements using a part-time or 
contracted non-employee director. The vendor may also use Assistant or 
Associate Medical Directors to help perform the functions of this office. The 
Medical Director must be licensed to practice medicine in the State of Nevada 
and be board-certified or board-eligible in his or her field of specialty. 


15.10.1.1 The responsibilities of the Medical Director include the following: 


A. Serves as co-chair of the vendor’s Quality Assurance Plan Committee; 


B. Directs the development and implementation of the vendor’s internal quality 
assurance plan activities and the monitoring of the quality of services being 
rendered to recipients; and 


C. Reviews the development and revision of the vendor’s education standards 
and protocols, and oversees the development, implementation, and 
adherence to Plans of Correction. 


Health Integrated’s Chief Medical Officer is responsible for the QI program, and he is the Chair 
of the Health Integrated Quality Improvement Committee. The CMO is responsible for the 
everyday support of, and input into, quality improvement initiatives such as: disease 
management, case management, triage, utilization management, credentialing, and other QI 
projects to direct, develop, support and guide staff to meet the goals of the program. The CMO is 
responsible for oversight of any clinical decision-making aspects of Health Integrated medical 
management programs. The CMO has a central role in implementation of the QI Program 
through leadership, facilitation, and communication. The CMO uses medical training and 
experience, along with managerial skills, to lead the QI team to their objectives in improving 
care and service to our client health plan members. The CMO plays an important role in 
communicating and collaborating with all practitioners, including network practitioners, 
providers and vendors to promote the quality improvement strategies of Health Integrated. The 
CMO ensures appropriate oversight of clinical staff to promote accountability for decisions that 
affect members. As the senior clinical professional, the Chief Medical Officer is responsible for 
providing oversight of all training standards, protocols, and corrective action plans (as 
applicable) for licensed health care professionals. 
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15.10.2 The vendor must also identify a liaison, which can be the Medical Director, to work 
with the DHCFP regarding quality assurance issues. 


The Medical Director will be the liaison to work with the DHCFP. Health Integrated will also 
assign a backup liaison should the Medical Director be unavailable. 
15.10.3 Staffing 


Staff who will be involved in the operations of the Resource Center, Recipient 
Newsletters, and Recipient and Provider Workshops must be identified. These 
include, but are not limited to: the Medical Director, resource specialist 
supervisors, resource specialists, workshop trainers, and administrative support 
staff. The vendor must identify the roles/functions of each resource specialist 
and workshop trainer, as well as the required educational requirements, 
licensure standards, certification, and relevant experience. Furthermore, the 
vendor must provide the resource specialist/recipients ratios. 


The vendor must assure the DHCFP that the organization is adequately staffed 
with experience, qualified personnel. The vendor shall provide such 
assurances as follows: 


A. Provide the DHCFP with an updated organizational chart, every six (6) 
months or whenever a significant change in the organization occurs. The 
organizational chart must depict each functional unit of the organization, 
numbers and types of staff for each function identified and lines of authority 
governing the interaction of staff. The organizational chart must also identify 
key personnel and senior-level management staff and clearly delineate lines 
of authority over all functions of this section of the contract; and 


Formal job descriptions outline all requirements for Synergy staff positions, including required 
education, training, experience, skills, licensure/credentials and certifications. The Human 
Resources department conducts a pre-hire background check to verify staff applicant 
information. Prior to employment, all candidates are compared against the OIG Website list to 
ensure that no individual is on the list of Excluded Individuals. 


Senior Vice President, Service Delivery 
The Senior Vice President of Corporate Synergy Operations is a licensed clinical professional 
who is accountable for providing leadership to the Synergy management team and staff. The 
Senior Vice President is responsible for implementation, operation, and monitoring of the 
Synergy program. The Senior Vice President ensures that processes are designed to achieve the 
desired outcomes, have measurable indicators, are monitored and reported to the Quality 
Improvement Committee, The Executive Leadership Team and the Board of Directors. The 
Senior Vice President reports to the CEO and is a member of the Executive Leadership Team. 


Medical Director 


• M.D. or D.O. degree, Board Certified in medical or psychiatric field, active unrestricted 
medical license to practice in the State of Florida and other states/territories as required, 
such as Nevada in this case 
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• Minimum five (5) years active medical practice experience, minimum three (3) years 
managed care experience to include utilization management, case management and/or 
disease management 


The Medical Directors are board certified physicians with active, unrestricted licenses who have 
training and expertise in various specialties. The Medical Directors conduct clinical rounds with 
the Synergy program staff to provide education on motivational interviewing techniques, 
coaching models, member engagement strategies, appropriate member interventions based on 
assessment results, and clinical education related to the disease states managed by the Synergy 
program. The Medical Directors also provide peer consultations with practitioners and may 
conduct outreach calls to members, if a need is identified. The Medical Directors may assist in 
the review of cases for appropriate participation in the Synergy program. The Medical Directors 
report to the Senior Vice President of Corporate Synergy Operations for day to day business 
policies and procedures and to the CMO for clinical consultation. Medical Directors are 
responsible for delivery of provider workshops with the support of other clinicians and non-
clinical staff. 


Senior Director, Synergy Program 


• Nursing, behavioral health, and/or healthcare sciences degree required 
• Licensed healthcare professional (RN, LPN, LCSW, LMHC, LMFT, PsyD) 
• Minimum five years of managed care and call center experience 


The Senior Director of the Synergy program is a licensed clinical professional who has 
accountability for the day to day management of the Synergy staff. The Senior Director is 
responsible for ensuring that adequate staff are hired and trained to support the delivery of the 
Synergy program. The Senior Director is also responsible for ensuring that staff understand and 
meet all program standards and comply with program requirements. The Senior Director reports 
to the Senior Vice President of Corporate Synergy Operations. 


Supervisor(s), Synergy Program 


• Nursing, behavioral health, and/or healthcare sciences degree required 
• Licensed healthcare professional (RN, LPN, LCSW, LMHC, LMFT, PsyD 
• Minimum two years of disease management and/or case management and/or behavioral 


health experience 
• Two to three years clinical call center experience preferred 


The Supervisors of the Synergy Program are licensed clinical professionals who supervise the 
Care Coaches and Engagement Specialists. The Supervisors are responsible for assisting the staff 
in providing Synergy services to members. They actively monitor staff performance and provide 
feedback and evaluations to the staff. They actively participate in the hiring, training, 
management, evaluation, and performance improvement with the staff. 


Clinical Care Coach 


• Nursing, behavioral health, and/or healthcare sciences degree required. 
• Licensed healthcare professional (RN, LPN, LCSW, LMHC, LMFT, PsyD 
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• Direct consumer/patient care in behavioral health required 
• Two years clinical experience in case management and/or mental health required. 
• One-to-two year’s critical care experience/crisis management in medical practices or 


behavioral health practices preferred. 
• Two to three years clinical call center experience preferred. 


The Clinical Care Coach is a licensed clinical professional with a current, unrestricted license 
where such licensure is available who conducts day-to-day telephonic education and coaching 
activities with individual members. These professionals have a minimum of two years of case 
management and/or behavioral health experience. The Care Coach is responsible for providing 
support and education to members involved in the Synergy program. The Care Coach interacts 
with members to assist them in establishing goals related to their personal health status; and 
helps members develop strategies for achieving those goals. 


Engagement Specialists 


• Associates degree or relevant business experience 
• One year telemarketing/call center experience 
• Healthcare Experience 


The Engagement Specialists are non-clinical staff who provides critical program support services 
by conducting telephonic outreach to participants to promote care coaching program and 
services. The Engagement Specialists follow explicit instructions with scripts, and are trained in 
the principles and procedures of non-clinical data collection and transfer. Engagement Specialists 
do not evaluate or interpret individual clinical data. Under the direction of the Supervisors, the 
Engagement Specialists provide administrative support to the team to maximize client 
enrollments and promote excellent customer service. 


Program Specialists 


• Associates degree or relevant business experience 
• One year telemarketing/call center experience 
• Healthcare Experience 


The Program Specialists are non-clinical staff who provides critical program support services by 
managing outgoing recipient and practitioner health information mailings. The Personal Health 
Information mailings are sent to recipients at the direction of the Clinical Care Coaches. The 
Program Specialists are responsible for assuring those recipients’ communication requests are 
submitted appropriately through Health Integrated’s “Do Not Call” registry. The Program 
Specialists follow explicit instructions with scripts, and are trained in the principles and 
procedures of non-clinical data collection and transfer. Program Specialists do not evaluate or 
interpret individual clinical data. Under the direction of the Supervisors, the Program Specialists 
provide administrative support to the team to maximize client enrollments and promote excellent 
customer service. 


Outreach Coordinators 
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• Bachelor’s Degree in a health related field. Master’s Degree preferred, such as MSW, 
MPH, MHA, MSN, etc. 


• Licensure as a health professional desirable.  
• Minimum of three years experience in a health care delivery environment, managed care 


plan, or Disease Management provider.  
• Experience as a consumer or family advocate, either in volunteer or paid settings, with 


knowledge of Medicaid and Medicare regulations/standards preferred 


The Outreach Coordinators may be clinical or non-clinical staff located within the client’s 
service area. The Outreach coordinators assist in locating recipients who are difficult to reach 
using telephone and mail services. They work with the client’s network practitioners and 
providers to promote awareness of the Synergy program to increase recipient participation. They 
are also responsible for assisting in the identification and coordination of local community 
resources with the Care Coaches and the health plan. They are involved in the set up and 
execution of member and provider workshops, working with clinical staff and health educators to 
develop venue, content, targets, etc. 


Care Coordinators 
The Care Coordinators are non-clinical bachelors level health care professionals with experience 
in coordinating care for recipients in acute, subacute and/or community healthcare settings. The 
Care Coordinator conducts a comprehensive social service assessment with the recipient that 
includes an evaluation of any barriers that are impacting the recipient’s ability to access care or 
follow the treatment recommendations prescribed by their treating practitioner. The Care 
Coordinator will utilize established criteria to determine if coordination of care with providers, 
health department, community resources, PBM’s or referral to a higher risk level (Integrated 
Care Coaching) for additional intervention is necessary. The Care Coordinator will facilitate a 
recipient’s ability to access the insurance benefit, community resources and practitioner 
resources available. The Care Coordinator may also identify needs for condition specific or 
general health information and may provide that information via print or web access for the 
recipient. The Care Coordinator will follow up with Level II recipients on a quarterly basis. 


The Care Coordinators are responsible for tracking recipient referrals received into and out of the 
program. They are also responsible for assisting in the identification and coordination of local 
community resources with the Care Coaches and the health plan. 


Recipient Ratios 
Staffing ratios are generally as follows: 


• Care Coordinators – 1:300 engaged 
• Program Specialist – 1:5 care coordinators 
• Engagement Specialist – 1:5000 identified 
• Outreach Coordinator – 1:100,000 total population 


Each case will be assigned as it is received, based on the clinical information available at that 
time and the current Care Coordinator caseloads. When specific information is known or 
whenever feasible, cases are assigned by specialty, recipient specifics, case type and rotation 
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order. Every effort will be made to provide for even caseload distribution to maintain quality and 
efficiency. 


B. Key personnel may be responsible for more than one area. The vendor will 
ensure that all staff have appropriate trainings, education, and experience to 
fulfill the requirements of their positions. The vendor shall inform the DHCFP 
in writing within seven (7) calendar days of any changes in key senior-
management positions, including the Administrator and Medical Director. 


Health Integrated affirms that it will provide assurances of stipulations A and B above. 
15.10.4 Vendor Operating Structure 


Selected vendor will provide an automated system that tracks recipients and 
maintains records of calls for follow-up, auditing, and reporting purposes. 


Guaranteed operational measures will be outlined in the contract to include 
number of calls received, time on hold, percent of abandoned calls, percent of 
calls answered within sixty (60) seconds, and percent of calls monitored for 
quality assurance. Key indicators are to be supplied to the state on a quarterly 
basis. Initial implementation may require more frequent reports.  


Selected vendor’s automated system will be able to track and report on the 
outcome of each recipient contact.  


Health Integrated produces a collection of call handling metrics on a monthly basis and 
sometimes weekly basis for all clients via FTP move to client secure locations. These reports 
contain information on the following phone metrics.  


• Service Level 
• Abandonment Rate (10 sec., 5 sec.) 
• Average Speed of Answer 
• Call Volume – Incoming/Answered 


Health Integrated has the capability to provide call handling metrics as required and agreed upon 
for quality assurance and other reporting purposes. 
15.10.4.1 Policies and Procedures 


Written policies and procedures must be developed by the vendor to provide a 
clear understanding of the program and its operations to vendor staff and the 
DHCFP. 


Health Integrated has developed and maintained policies and procedures for its Synergy Targeted 
Population Management program, as well as the Quality Improvement program. 


Policies and procedures must be developed, in accordance with the DHCFP 
contract, amendments, and attachments for each of the vendor functions. The 
vendor’s policies and procedures must be kept in a clear and up-to-date 
manual. The Policy and Procedures Manual will be used as a training tool, and 
subsequently as a reference when performing contract related activities. The 
Policy and Procedure Manual must be reviewed at least annually for accuracy 
and updated as needed.  
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Health Integrated has both hard copy and electronic versions of its Synergy program policies and 
procedures available. All policies and procedures are reviewed and updated, as necessary, at least 
annually based on NCQA and URAC accreditation requirements. A Master P&P Tracking Log is 
also available upon request. 


The Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP must be provided with at least three (3) 
hard copies and an electronic copy of the vendor Policy and Procedures 
Manual as it relates to this section of the contract, including any exhibits, 
attachments, or other documentation included as part of the vendor Policy and 
Procedure Manual. The DHCFP reserves the right to review and reject any 
policies or procedures believed to be in violation of federal or state law.  


Health Integrated will provide both hard copy and electronic versions of its Synergy program 
policies and procedures as well as all applicable exhibits, as requested by DHCFP. 
15.10.4.2 Implementation Vendor Plan 


Develop and submit to the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP for approval, no 
later than one (1) month after notification that the DHCFP has selected it for 
contract negotiations, a detailed work plan and timeline for performing the 
obligations set forth in this section of the Contract for the first contract year; 


Provide the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP with updates to the initial work 
plan and timeline, identifying adjustments that have been made to either, and 
describing the vendor’s current state of readiness to perform all contract 
obligations in this section of the Contract. Until the service start date, the 
vendor shall provide biweekly written updates to the work plan and timeline, 
and thereafter as often as the DHCFP determines necessary; 


Unless otherwise agreed to by the DHCFP, the vendor will submit to the 
Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP all deliverables related to this section of the 
contract to permit any DHCFP identified modifications within a minimum of ten 
(10) working days of the service start date; 


Ensure that all workplace requirements the DHCFP deems necessary, 
including but not limited to, office space, post office boxes, telephones and 
equipment, are in place and operative as of the service start date for this 
section of the Contract; 


Ensure that a toll-free telephone number is in operation at the vendor’s office 
as of 8:00 AM, PT on the service start date and remains in operation for the 
duration of the Contract, unless otherwise directed or agreed to by the DHCFP. 
A single telephone number may be utilized as long as there is a menu option to 
channel different caller categories, e.g. recipients, providers, etc; and 


Establish and implement stratification procedures and maintain applicable 
Level II recipient data. 


Health Integrated is accustomed to developing and providing a detailed implementation plan and 
then executing against it. As with all of our clients, our expectation is to do the majority of the 
“heavy lifting”, but also require input from select client functions during the implementation 
phase. Our implementation teams have extensive experience in bringing new customer online. 
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We affirm our commitment to address the requirements noted above. We would expect to 
develop an extensive plan with DHCFP once the project is awarded. 
15.10.4.3 Presentation of Findings 


The vendor must obtain approval from the DHCFP prior to publishing or making 
formal public presentations of statistical or analytical material that includes 
information about recipients. This material must protect specific individual 
recipient privacy and confidentiality to the extent required by both federal and 
state law and regulation. 


Health Integrated follows all applicable laws regarding privacy and confidentiality. As it relates 
to publishing or presenting information, Health Integrated prefers to work with our clients to 
jointly bring important findings and information to the public. Health Integrated looks forward to 
partnering with DHCFP to share the success of the Synergy program. 
15.10.4.4 Reporting 


Adequate date reporting capabilities are critical to the ability of CMS and 
DHCFP to effectively evaluate the DHCFP’s programs. The success of the 
program is based on the belief that recipients will maintain their existing levels 
of functionality and health and/or experience improved health status, outcomes, 
and satisfaction with the FFS delivery system. To measure the program’s 
accomplishments in each of these areas the vendor must provide the Business 
Lines Unit in the DHCFP and/or its contractors with uniform utilization, cost, 
and quality assurance data on a regular basis. It must also cooperate with the 
DHCFP in carrying out data validation steps. 


Summary Utilization Reporting 


The vendor shall produce reports using the Agency for Healthcare Research 
and Quality (AHRQ) Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI) and Healthcare 
Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) as specified in the Quality 
Measurements Section. The vendor must submit these reports to the Business 
Lines Unit in the DHCFP in addition to the other reports required by this 
contract.  


The vendor must supply key indicator reports that monitor the Resource Center 
interaction as described under Operational Duties. 


The vendor must supply quarterly reports by the tenth (10th) of each quarter. 
Initial implementation may require more frequent reports. The following 
quarterly reports must be submitted: 


 Number of recipients contacted by the Resource Center and method of contact; 


 A list of the top ten (10) most common referrals made to the recipients by the 
Resource Center and the number of recipients made to each of those referrals; 


 A list of the top ten (10) most common Level II recipients primary diagnoses, the 
number and percentage of recipients for each of these diagnoses, and the total 
number of Level II recipients; 


 Number and title of recipient workshops conducted and the number of recipients 
who participate in each workshop; 
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 Number and title of provider informational and educational workshops conducted 
and the number of providers who participated in each workshop; 


 Number and percent of Level II recipients who had been admitted to the 
Emergency Room or hospital in the previous quarter; 


 Names of recipients recommended for more comprehensive care coordination; 


 Names of recipients recommended who no longer need educational services; 
and 


 Other reports as agreed upon by the selected vendor and State upon award of 
contract. 


The vendor must supply the following information regarding educational 
newsletters at least twice a year as part of their quarterly reports: 


 The number of educational newsletters sent to recipients; and 


 The number of newsletters sent to providers. 


 Upon successful selection of the vendor, the DHCFP and the vendor will work 
together to develop a reporting tool that will most effectively track these 
measurements. 


Other Reporting 


The vendor shall be required to comply with additional reporting requirements 
upon the request of the DHCFP. Additional reporting requirements may be 
imposed on the vendor if the DHCFP identifies any area of concern with regard 
to a particular aspect of the vendor’s performance under this contract. Such 
reporting would provide the DHCFP with the information necessary to better 
assess the vendor’s performance.  


Other ad hoc reports, at the vendor’s expense, may be required based upon 
legal counsel, federal government, and/or state government representatives. 


We will meet all reporting requirements through an integrated process that includes, and is 
overseen by, Infocrossing. Artemetrx will augment this process through its integrated clinical 
data analytics. 


Implementation progress is tracked and reported at weekly implementation team meetings based 
upon the documented implementation plan using MS Project Management software. Throughout 
the implementation process the Health Integrated Project Manager completes weekly project 
timeline reviews and provides project status updates over the course of the implementation 
process. 


Health Integrated provides monthly, quarterly, and annual reports entitled Value and Impact 
Statement.  


Within the quarterly report DCHFP will be able to review the number of targeted recipients 
identified, the method of contact, the number of targeted recipients unable to reach, the number 
of targeted recipients reached and chose to participate and at what level in the program they 
choose to participate. Additionally, participation data that will be provided to the Department 
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includes the number of targeted recipients who are no engaged in the program and why, the 
number of targeted recipients in the program and their demographic information. 


The quarterly Value and Impact Statement demonstrates a certain level of program outreach and 
participation results. The quarterly statement describes in detail the related outreach activities 
completed in the preceding three-month period and provides a roll-up of what is provided to the 
Department on a monthly basis through Health Integrated’s Program Progress Report. The 
monthly Program Progress Report provides a complete breakdown of the results of all outreach 
and participation and describes the related outreach activities completed. 


The Synergy annual Value and Impact Statement is provided to each client 120 days following 
the initial 12 month measurement period of the program. The 120-day period following the 
initial program measurement period allows for 90 days of claims run out and also includes a 30 
day timeframe compilation and production of the report and corresponding presentation 
materials. 


Health Integrated’s Value and Impact Statement includes but is not limited to clinical outcomes, 
utilization of services, including emergency room, HEDIS measurement data, financial savings 
and return on investment savings as well as PMPM cost comparisons. The delivery of the Value 
and Impact Statement is done by the designated account manager and medical director in a face-
to-face presentation. Once all results have been presented and finalized collaboratively with the 
Department, Health Integrated will provide both hard and soft copies for use and review within 
the organization. 


Health Integrated is committed to transparency across our metrics. We routinely collaborate with 
our clients to identify barriers and challenges and work together to resolve them as efficiently as 
possible. We are able to be flexible in our clinical reporting to the extent that the data exists. 
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16 Data Warehouse – Optional Provision 


16.1 Overview 


The Nevada Department of Health and Human Services, Division of Health Care Financing and 
Policy “DHCFP” has recognized the need to transform its current Decision Support Systems 
(DSS) to a next generational architecture that will empower its user community to drive optimal 
business and policy decisions. DHCFP’s transformation strategy emphasizes the need to shift its 
user focus from information production to consumption. This means the new upgraded DSS 
should be capable of delivering the right set of information intelligence to the right group of 
users at the right time, effortlessly. DHCFP has an incremental strategy that will allow 
repositioning of the upgraded DSS in the future to support an enterprise-wide Data Warehouse 
for all the DHHS agencies. This vision requires that the proposed solution’s architecture be 
flexible, expandable, scalable, practical and proven. 


Our Proposal is presented as a complete response to all requirements at the end of this 
Section 16 
16.1.1 Purpose 


This section of the Request for Proposal (RFP) pertains to an upgraded Data 
Warehouse. The DHCFP’s objective is to identify a qualified vendor to 
implement a new commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) data warehouse. As part of 
the required takeover scope of work, vendors’ data warehouse solution must 
meet the minimum data warehouse operational responsibilities as presented as 
presented in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table, 
Section 12.6.8, of this RFP. Compensation for the minimum data warehouse 
operational responsibilities will occur through the budget neutral compensation 
model. Any incremental costs associated with an upgraded data warehouse 
that achieves the objectives and requirements presented in this section will be 
compensated separately, external to the budget neutral compensation model, 
based on the vendor’s cost proposal.  


While this is an optional provision which Vendors may choose to include or 
exclude as part of their technical proposal submission, proposals that do not 
include an upgraded data warehouse solution component will not be entitled to 
receive the maximum points allotted for the evaluation of technical proposals, 
as this component will be considered during the evaluation and scoring of 
technical proposals. 


The acceptance and implementation of this optional provision will occur at 
DHCFP’s sole discretion and shall have no bearing on DHCFP’s decision to 
accept or implement other services proposed by the successful vendor 
regardless of whether it is part of, or external to the budget neutral 
compensation model. DHCFP desires to implement a proven, table driven, 
easy to use, and easy to navigate Data Warehouse. Proposed systems must 
adhere to mainstream and industry best practices in design, architecture and 
functionality. Vendors must describe, in detail, how their product meets these 
expectations. 
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The Data Warehouse is intended to be Phase One of a multiple phase project 
that will result in an enterprise-level Data Warehouse utilized by the entire 
DHHS. It is important that the platform on which Phase One is built is scalable 
to allow for future growth of data streams internal to DHCFP and to all other 
DHHS agencies. Future phases are intended to allow other DHHS agencies to 
house their data in the DHCFP Warehouse, report on it and share data, where 
appropriate, with other agencies, as well as provide additional functionality to 
DHCFP. 


The objectives of this project are to: 


1. Take advantage of more modern technology including those in the upcoming 
Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) and Service Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) initiatives. 


2. More accurately collect, monitor and evaluate existing data with the intent of 
moving towards a Department of Health and Human Services enterprise data 
warehouse that will allow all Nevada HHS agencies to share information about 
common recipients efficiently and effectively;  


3. Enhance DHCFP infrastructure that can be leveraged across multiple divisions. 


16.2 Project 
DHCFP’s current data warehouse, Advantage Suite, by Thomson Reuters, was 
DHCFP’s first attempt at a data warehouse and, while it met the agency’s 
immediate needs, the system’s shortcomings, and the agency’s growing 
information needs, quickly became known. Existing shortfalls include: 


16.2.1 No direct control over what data are stored. For example, only partial data are 
available for Third Party Liability, Prior Authorization and Pharmacy records. 


16.2.2 Information from other State agencies that could be used to drive policy is not 
available and is not scalable in the existing warehouse. 


16.2.3 Poor architecture in existing reporting schema that cannot be overcome in the 
existing system. 


16.2.4 Existing reporting tool does not have the forecasting complexity to fully meet the 
agency’s needs, nor does it allow for the storage of historical provider rates. 


16.2.5 Basic accounting functions such as the ability to effectively balance are not available 
(project will greatly improve or ability to provide better financial information to CMS 
and other necessary parties). 


16.2.6 DHCFP requires one centralized repository for data. Currently, different program 
areas (e.g., Medicaid (Title XIX), Nevada Checkup (Title XXI), Pharmacy Benefit 
Program and Division of Welfare and Supportive Services, Eligibility) are utilizing 
MMIS data to maintain their own data repositories and employ their own reporting 
tools, thereby causing inconsistent reporting results.  


16.2.7 The Agency requires a systems architecture that can support a complex reporting 
system for the present that meets DHHS’ and DHCFP’s strategic vision well into the 
future. 
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16.2.8 DHCFP desires to shift its data warehouse focus from complex engineering tools for 
a few users to more flexible, affordable and accessible tools for a larger audience. 
Moving away from being an exclusive tool for power users, or ‘information 
producers’, to empowering the ‘information consumers’ in accessing, analyzing and 
sharing data. 


16.3 Sources of Data 
Below is the approximate size of the sources of data to be included in the 
Warehouse. The sources have been ranked according to their relative order of 
importance. All MMIS data must be available to the agency in Phase One of 
this project. 


16.3.1 Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) – The State’s MMIS manages 
approximately 12 million claims and 12,000 providers annually and between 170,000 
and 190,000 Medicaid recipients monthly. 


16.3.2 Encounters – Approximately three million records have been generated annually, 
beginning on July 1, 2008. 


16.3.3 Health Care Management (HCM) – First Health Services performs utilization 
management services for pre-admission, concurrent, and retrospective reviews for 
payment authorization for approximately 199,200 Medicaid Fee for Service and 
Medicaid Check-Up recipients. During 2007, First Health Services performed 
109,000 prior authorization reviews for Nevada Medicaid.  


16.3.4 Point of Sale (POS) – Nevada’s POS is managed by FHSC using a program named 
FirstRX and performs the following functions:  


A. Pharmacy Claims Adjudication – 1.3 million claims per year;  


B. Drug Utilization Review – Both Prospective and Retrospective;  


C. Retrospective Review of 3600 individual patient profiles per year;  


D. Prior Authorization and Clinical Call Center Calls – 15,000 per year;  


E. Technical Call Center Calls – 13,000 per year;  


F. Preferred Drug List and Prescription Drug Management Program;  


G. Maximum Allowable Cost Program; and  


H. Reporting to assist DHCFP in their policy decision-making process.  


16.3.5 Rates Table – The "Rates Table" consists of 8 different tables. The source of the 
data in the tables is MMIS. The Rate unit maintains these tables in an access 
database which is updated weekly from a download (on disk) from FHS. Rate's staff 
queries these tables to obtain rate, procedure, provider information. 


The tables are: 


A. Procedure Descriptions – containing 98,128 lines of data, this table consists of 
procedure code descriptions, begin and end dates of the code and any age limits 
on the code. 


B. Procedure Rates – containing 2,093,747 lines of data, rates on this table are 
provider type/specialty specific. Each procedure code is mapped to multiple 
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provider types with the possibility of a different rate for each provider type. Each 
code might also have multiple modifiers with a different rate for each modifier. 
There is also a different rate for each code and modifier depending on region 
code (pediatric enhancement). 


C. Provider Type/Specialty – Containing 196,013 lines of data, this table lists the 
codes and to which provider type/specialty they are mapped. It also lists the 
claim type for each code. 


D. Prior Authorization Requirements – Containing 92,140 lines of data, this table 
lists the PA requirement and any age limits on each procedure code. 


E. Procedure Flag Codes – Containing 78,360 lines of data, flag codes indicate any 
special handling for a particular code or if the code is a covered procedure; i.e. 
the BA flag indicates that the code is to be paid at 100% of invoice; a 999 flag 
that has not been end dated indicates that the code is not a covered procedure. 


F. Capitation Rates – This table contains 5,173 lines and lists the capitated rate 
paid to HMOs. 


G. Provider Specific Rates – Containing 19,068 lines of data, this table contains 
provider specific rates based on the provider id. Some providers have specific 
rates for a specific code that is unique to that provider. 


H. Provider Rates – Containing 14,260 lines of data, this table lists providers that 
are paid at a percentage of billed charges such as out of state hospitals; 
providers with per diem rates such as nursing facilities; the financial cut back 
percentage for sister agencies. 


16.3.6 ePrescribing – As this is a new program, the size of the database resulting from this 
program is minimal. 


16.3.7 Rebate – There are three rebate programs for the state: 


A. OBRA rebates are governed by SSA 1927. These rebates are required for 
manufacturer’s to have their drugs covered by Nevada Medicaid.  


B. Supplemental rebates are additional rebates the state collects by putting the 
drugs on the PDL.  


C. Diabetes Supply – The State collects rebates from diabetes supply 
manufacturers. 


All rebate programs are managed through FHSC. 


16.3.8 Nevada Operations of Multi-Automated Data Systems (NOMADS) – This DWSS 
system includes Medicaid eligibility and child support enforcement (CSE). The 
Medicaid eligibility file and third party information from NOMADS are interrelated to 
the Medicaid claims processing and managed care systems. This file contains 
approximately 184,453,000 rows and 110.7 Gb. 


16.3.9 Nevada Check Up – Nevada Check Up has between 25,000 and 30,000 enrollees 
per month. 


16.3.10 Employee Subsidized Insurance (ESI) – The size of the database resulting from 
this program is minimal. 
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16.3.11 The Health Insurance for Work Advancement (HIWA) – Current database size is 
estimated to be between 1 and 2 Gb. 


16.3.12 Health Management Systems (HMS) – is an independent contractor that performs 
work to identify and recover payments from third party insurance companies. For the 
five-month period between January, 2007 and May, 2007 HMS made a total of 
12,726 edits to MMIS data. 


16.4 Architecture 
16.4.1 System Architecture 


Vendors must describe the overall architecture of their proposed solution 
including the degree of "openness" and adherence to industry standard 
hardware, plans for MITA alignment now and in the future, software, security 
and communications protocols. Describe the internal architecture and how it 
facilitates system changes and new user requirements. A browser-based 
and/or thin Windows client (user interface) for end users is preferred. Browser-
based connections are preferred for medical providers and other non-
departmental system users. Vendors must describe how the proposed 
architecture is compatible with the Department and State's existing 
infrastructure. Vendors must describe how components of the proposed 
architecture will remain current and supported to avoid becoming obsolete. 


16.4.2 Security Architecture 


Vendors must describe how their system ensures security for both Intranet and 
Internet access, including recommended maintenance and upgrade strategies. 


16.4.3 Disaster Recovery and System Integrity Architecture 


Vendors must describe how their solution ensures system integrity and 
recovery. Include information regarding fault tolerance capability, if any, backup 
schedules and approach, data and system recovery, and offsite or alternate 
site requirements in case of disaster and other system continuity information 
and how it complies with business recovery and resumption as described 
elsewhere in the RFP. 


16.4.4 Development, Testing and Training Environment 


Vendors must describe how their solution meets up-time requirements defined 
in the RFP relating to data load and software upgrades and maintenance. 


16.4.5 Hardware 


Vendors must describe their solution’s hardware environment including a 
comprehensive equipment list including equipment make, model and primary 
configuration. 


16.4.6 Software 


If the application software is not public domain, a licensing strategy must be 
described to support the pre-production environment. Within the licensing 
strategy, describe how the State will defer paying for licenses until they are 
required and/or in full use. 
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Any other software used within the system, for which the State would need to 
obtain licenses, must be defined by the vendor. While the State requires each 
vendor to include their costs for all third party software and associated licenses 
in Section 20.4, Part II – Cost Proposal, the State, at its sole option, reserves 
the right to procure any or all of the software and associated licenses from 
another source.  


Vendors must indicate what software products and version levels are currently 
supported and required for the proposed Warehouse. The vendor must state 
and ensure that the proposed Warehouse and system configuration and 
solution does not require hardware, operating system, or other components 
that are no longer licensed and/or supported. 


Infocrossing recognizes that DHCFP’s strategic vision for information intelligence can be 
realized only through a best-of-breed technologies intended to perform their respective functions 
in the best way possible. DHCFP cannot afford to constrain its vision through a shrink-wrap 
proprietary software tool that may deliver today’s DSS requirements but may not scale to 
meeting the long-term requirements. Infocrossing’s proposed solution will deliver next-
generational capabilities to DHCFP users through its MITA aligned architecture realized through 
a best-of-breed vendor technology licenses from Oracle, IBM, Informatica, SAS and the Hilltop 
Institute. The Hilltop Institute provides a pre-built Medicaid DSS system that has been 
successfully operational at the State of Maryland. Infocrossing’s solution approach is to leverage 
the proven Medicaid DSS from the Hilltop Institute, as a starter and transform it to best meet the 
functional and architectural needs of DHCFP. 


Our solution offering to DHCFP is built on a solid foundation of proven experience of Hilltop 
Institute’s jump-start DSS license coupled with our more than 20 years of experience in 
architecting and implementing state of the art Data Warehousing and Decision Support Systems 
in a number of industries worldwide through our parent company Wipro Technologies and the 
20+ years of experience in operating State Medicaid programs. Our alliance partnerships with 
leading software vendors such as Oracle, IBM, Informatica and SAS with a number of trained 
and certified healthcare and technology consultants make us uniquely positioned to become 
DHCFP’s strategic vendor partner in this major initiative. 


Infocrossing’s Unique Value Proposition to Nevada DHCFP 
Our unique value proposition through a deep understanding of health plan business, State 
Medicaid operations, innovative technologies, and extensive solution design and delivery 
expertise differentiates us from the competition. We will leverage our assets and experience to 
deliver on Nevada’s expectations for the new DSS system. Below are steadfast partnering 
considerations that define our unique value proposition. 


• Best-in-class DSS for Nevada – Infocrossing along with its parent firm Wipro’s 
Business Intelligence and Information Management Practice, Hilltop Institute’s Medicaid 
domain experts will bring their proven methodologies, tools, processes and alliance 
partners to deliver the next generation DSS per Nevada’s vision. 


• Medicaid Domain Experience – A combination of Hilltop Institute’s Medicaid DSS 
experts and Infocrossing Healthcare’s functional business analysts who have a thorough 
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understanding of fiscal agent operations will deliver innovative business capabilities to 
the Nevada DSS, keeping the longer term vision in mind. 


• Best Value for Nevada – Infocrossing will bring a highly efficient cost structure to the 
DSS initiative by utilizing the global delivery model that include technology resources 
offshore and domain resources and project management onsite at the State of Nevada. 


• Strategic Partnership with Vendors – Wipro is one of largest global strategic partners 
with Oracle, IBM, and Informatica and has a dedicated Center of Excellence (CoE) for 
each of the vendor technologies. Wipro has experience in more than 150 implementations 
using Informatica technologies in delivering Data Warehouse related transformation 
projects. Wipro is a three-time Winner of the Informatica Insight Award and a global 
premium partner since 1998. 


We are confident that our solution presents a compelling value proposition to the Nevada 
DHCFP. You will benefit from a lower total cost of ownership and an operational model that 
satisfies your information needs and adapts to the emerging business demands as regards to the 
healthcare reform. The foundation of the Nevada DHCFP-Infocrossing relationship will be 
governed by a proven model served by metrics, performance and accountability in a manner that 
defines success to the agency’s strategic DSS upgrade program. 


Our Understanding of the Scope  


Current state 


DHCFP’s current DSS system is enabled through Thomson Reuter’s Advantage Suite. Though 
this system meets the current requirements of DHCFP, it is constrained in terms of flexibility, 
scalability and maintainability and its ability to meet the agency’s growing information needs. 
Listed below is a set of challenges in the current DSS system that needs to be addressed by the 
new DSS system. 


Lacking Capability or Functionality 


• Availability of only partial data for Third Party Liability, Prior Authorization and 
Pharmacy records. 


• Unavailability of information from other agencies to drive the right policy decisions 
• Lacks ability to store historical provider rates 
• Lacks forecasting ability 
• Lacks basic accounting functions such as balancing 


Architectural Constraints 


• Short comings in existing reporting schema 
• Lacks centralized data repository across Medicaid program areas creating the potential 


for reporting inconsistencies. 
• Lack of flexible and scalable architecture to support complex reporting system that meets 


DHHS’ and DHCFP’s strategic vision well into the future. 
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• Overall, DHCFP desires to shift its data warehouse focus from complex engineering tools 
to an architecture that provides flexible, affordable information access to a larger 
audience. 


Key Objectives of the Medicaid Data Warehouse 


The objective is to enable the following: 


• Enable a Medicaid data warehouse that adapts to Medicaid Information Technology 
Architecture (MITA) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). 


• Enable a single unified repository to store MMIS and peripheral systems data 
• Ensure data quality and standardization to provide consistent reporting and data extracts 


to the downstream applications and business users. 
• Implement a Scalable infrastructure that can be leveraged across multiple divisions. 


Scope 


Following are the set of activities envisioned: 


• Transition and support of the existing Thomson Reuter’s DSS system 
o Knowledge acquisition of the existing  Thomson Reuter’s Decision Support System 
o Understanding of the critical success factors and identification of gaps and 


shortcomings that need to be addressed in the proposed system. 
o Develop roadmap to modernize the current system in phases to address the 


shortcomings. 
o Successful support of the decision support systems till the rollout of the proposed 


system 
• DDI – Design, Development and Implementation of the Medicaid data warehouse 


o Requirement gathering and analysis of the source systems from which the data is 
extracted and loaded to the data warehouse. 


o Design of the conceptual and logical data model design of the Medicaid data 
warehouse 


o ETL Architecture to extract, transform and load to Medicaid data warehouse 
o Design of the data mart / OLAP layer for enabling specific subject area reports 
o Report design (framework model and reports, both canned and ad hoc reports) 
o Design and implementation of statistical models for predictive modeling and Fraud 


analytics. 
o Design and implementation of data extracts to the downstream application and 


business users. 
o Perform system integration testing 
o Provide user acceptance test support – fixing the bugs & providing user clarification 
o Provide deployment support 
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o Provide warranty support- Three (3) months 
o Design & implement HIPPA compliant role based security for data warehouse 


database, reporting and data mining & statistical models 
o Design & implement disaster recovery and business continuity 
o Conduct training to end users. 


• Support and maintenance of the new Medicaid data warehouse 
o Design & implement process, policies and governance to provide  application support 


with agreed upon Service Level Agreements (SLA) 
o Support and maintenance of the new system 


Assumption & Dependencies 


• Solution specific assumptions 
i. Any change in scope or requirements needs to be evaluated for its necessity, 


project impacts, effort, timelines and cost. 
ii. Source data extracts will be provided by the source system owners in pre-defined 


and agreed upon flat file format. 
iii. Any changes to source data extracts will impact the data model, extraction 


routines and thus impact the overall project schedule. 
• General assumptions 


i. DHCFP shall provide a point contact for coordinating the efforts for Design, 
Development and Implementation (DDI) and ongoing support of the Medicaid 
data warehouse 


ii. DHCFP point of contact ensures readiness /availability of key subject matter 
experts during the DDI and transition phase. 


iii. The Wipro offshore team will work out of Wipro Development Centers in India 
accessing the hosted servers through Citrix and no data transfer will take place to 
any of the offshore servers or machines.   


iv. DHCFP shall share all available documents related to existing DSS systems, data 
dictionary,  source systems, existing applications and any other pertinent 
information to Wipro in relation to this project  


v. Multi-language and internationalization requirement is currently not estimated in 
this project and considered out of scope. In case required, this is a valid 
requirement; it will be handled through the change management process.  


vi. DHCFP shall develop acceptance test scenarios / cases and perform the user 
acceptance testing within the schedule identified. 
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Solution Overview & Conceptual Architecture  


Our solution and Delivery Strategy 


Infocrossing recognizes the criticality of a right strategy for delivering programs such as the 
Nevada Medicaid DSS which is the initial phase of a long-term vision that is planned to be 
realized through incremental phases. A key component of such a strategy is to balance the fastest 
time-to-market or delivery of the first phase with the comprehensiveness of an architecture that 
can sustain future requirements and align to emerging standards such as the MITA. Keeping the 
above as a guiding principle, we have crafted a solution that is jump-start ready in terms of 
Medicaid DSS requirements and functionality and at the same time a best-of-breed technology 
suite that is MITA aligned and sustainable to evolve and mature Nevada DHCFP’s business 
capabilities. 


We have chosen Hilltop Institute’s Medicaid DSS that is in use today at the State of Maryland as 
the COTS or the application that will jump-start our functional readiness. We have chosen the 
best-of-breed technology stack of Oracle Database, Informatica ETL, IBM Cognos and SAS to 
create an architecture that will transform our functional ready Medicaid DSS to a sustainable 
architecture. 


With our years of fiscal agent operations experience, we understand the information intelligence 
requirements of State Medicaid stakeholders and the opportunities to putting information to 
innovative needs. Our proposed delivery strategy involves performing a gap analysis of Nevada 
DHCFP’s requirements and Concept of Operations (COO) with our current functional 
capabilities and identifying the To-Be information requirements and the Business Architecture as 
part of our delivery scope. We will also assess the initial maturity of our MITA aligned To-Be 
architecture and provide a recommended path of incremental progression that will allow DHCFP 
to improve their architectural maturity. 


With the To-Be information requirements and Business Architecture as the baseline, we will 
assess and refine our current Information Architecture in terms of conceptual and physical data 
models, data marts, data standards and develop a comprehensive Data Management Strategy that 
DHCFP can implement and sustain in the long-run. 


Our Technical Architecture design that will comprise of software and infrastructure design of the 
DSS will provide a strong foundation with necessary flexibility to realize the information 
intelligence, analytics and reporting requirements of various stakeholders of DHCFP 
organizations and the potential integration with other DHHS State Agencies. 


Infocrossing’s comprehensive approach to creating a sustainable architecture that leverages our 
strong Medicaid experience, our pre-built DSS solution, our knowledge of industry proven 
practices, and our deep expertise in technology will prove to deliver a unique value proposition 
to Nevada DHCFP. 


Functional / Business Architecture 


Wipro conceptualizes the design of next generation Nevada Medicaid DSS system in accordance 
with the business architecture depicted in the diagram below 
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Our proposed business architecture adheres to the multi-layer design philosophy which is in line 
with DHCFP’s vision for a robust and scalable architecture that delivers improved user 
experience, business workflow automation, improved productivity, and most importantly rich 
business functionality with the necessary flexibility. 


Our business process architecture also follows the MITA business process model hierarchy by 
grouping together business processes that share common processes and data; for example, 
Provider Management focuses on provider outreach, enrollment, and information maintenance 
(as opposed to payment or auditing) and it “owns” a designated set of provider demographic 
data. Our proposed architecture will align with the MITA 2.01 framework by providing Web-
based access and integration, interoperability, the use of COTS software, is service oriented and 
has the ability to integrate health related data from other external Department and Agencies. 


MMIS Business Processes and Services 
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Our philosophy on the development of the DSS/Data Warehouse solution aligns directly with 
MITA’s principals that the business drives the information that drives the technology. We 
construct the business architecture of the data warehouse and the decision support layer by first 
understanding the MMIS business groupings and the common business processes within them. 
These business groupings drive the various data sources and then the types of data and analytics 
services to be available within the decision support system. 


Medicaid Data Sources/Data Warehouse 
Utilizing business process modeling process, tools and methodologies to model the Data 
Warehouse source-to-target transformations, as well Health Level 7 Reference Information 
Model as a basis for identifying standard data elements ensure the desired interoperability for 
future phases of the DSS/Data Warehouse transformation. This will enable connection to other 
State Departments and Agencies. We will evaluate and model each of the identified data sources 
from Section 16.3 of the RFP in this manner. 


Medicaid Decision Support Services 
The Decision Support Services Layer acts as a key component in the Multi-dimensional DSS 
model enabling business process enablers/users to drive ad-hoc queries, Analytics, Predictive 
Modeling etc. This layer will enable Analytics and Reporting components as well as guided rules 
and performance management. The business architecture includes the following types of support 
services (as a sample) that will be available in the through the decision support system 


• Member – analytics and reporting of member demographics, benefit management, 
managed care etc. 


• Provider – analytics and reporting of provider demographics, provider types, allowable 
services, credentials, censorship, etc. 


• Prior Authorization – analytics and reporting of services authorized 
• Claims – analytics and reporting of claims received, claims adjudicated, claim types, etc. 
• Pharmacy – pharmacy claims, drug formulary and drug rebate reporting and analytics 
• MARS – federally mandated management administrative reports  
• SURS – surveillance and utilization review analytics and reports for fraud and abuse 
• Managed Care – reporting and analytics of encounter claims submitted by the managed 


care plans 
• EPSDT – Health Check analytics and reporting 


Information Architecture 


The following diagram depicts our proposed Information Architecture. 
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The key components of the Information architecture include” 


• Data sources 
• Extraction transformation & Loading (ETL) 
• Medicaid Data warehouse 
• Data marts 
• Information delivery & Analytics (Fraud Management) 
• User constituents 


Data Sources 


Oracle database server with file mounts/folders will be created to stage the incoming files. Data 
from the staging database will be cleansed, transformed and loaded to the Medicaid data 
warehouse adhering to any existing standards or the industry standard best practices. There will 
be a need to setup multiple schemas to logically group the tables through the use of appropriate 
naming conventions 


The various source systems from which the data are extracted to the Medicaid data warehouse 
includes 
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• MMIS 
• Encounters 
• Health care management systems 
• Point of Sale  
• Rate table from MMIS 
• ePrescribing 
• Rebate 
• Nevada Operations of Multi-automated data systems (NOMADS) 
• Nevada Checkup 
• Employee Subsidized Insurance (ESI) 
• Health insurance for Word Advancement (HIWA) 
• Health management systems (HMS) 


Most of the data sources are mainframe systems. Careful analysis of the data required from these 
sources and by leverage of any existing documentation/reporting queries suitable extraction 
methods for extraction from these sources will be implemented. 


There could be some file sources as well. Predominantly these file sources arrive in pre-defined 
manner. Existing documentation for these files will be analyzed and formatting standards for 
processing the needed information will be arrived. These files will either be pushed or pulled by 
secure FTP to the folders on the mounts mapped to the Data warehouse server. 


Generic FTP scripts will be coded or if any existing leveraged which can take the server name, 
user id, password, expected file name as parameters to move the files from the source system 
into the specific folders on the Data warehouse server. An exception handling mechanism – to 
reject the file or request for a different file due to failure to conform will also be included at the 
scripts level that would be invoked from ETL tool or an alternate scheduler. 


Once the incoming files are mapped as external files in Oracle, they are compared with 
previously processed files to arrive at the changes. It is assumed that where the source systems 
support the change data capture, same will be enabled at the source extraction level 


New & valid for processing records will be then processed and posted to the staging area where a 
level of data quality and standardization is introduced into the process. Also at this staging level 
data logs will be captured for any audits & reconciliation. Look-up tables to implement any first 
level business rules and control data – example, for sFTP process etc, is staged into a set of 
tables to enable processing of extracts and staging. 


ETL (Extraction transformation & Loading) 


The process flow for ETL to update the data warehouse is depicted below 
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• ETL Architecture will be designed for file handling, Error / Exception handling, Process 
& Audit logs. This is to ensure all the data extracted has been transformed and loaded to 
the target system. 


• Wipro proposes to use Informatica Power Center as the ETL tool for transforming the 
data from various source systems. For Data Quality / Cleansing, Informatica data quality 
component of Informatica can be used. 


• Integration jobs will be designed considering re-usability i.e. repeated business rules & 
Data cleansing / Quality / Validation checks will be designed as a re-usable code. This 
will ensure consistency and reduce the effort to build every time an entity requires the 
business rule to be implemented before loading to the target table. 


• The data from each of the source systems are landed as-is in the staging area. 
• Only relevant entities & attributes required for information analysis are extracted and 


populated in the staging area. 
• Basic data validations are performed at this level & data undergoes data quality check & 


transformations & loaded to the Medicaid data warehouse. 
• Cleansed and Standardized data will be transformed and loaded to the Medicaid data 


warehouse. 
• The ETL Architecture will address the following 


o Unexpected data volumes and growing demands, by utilizing the Informatica parallel 
processing ability and best practices in developing ETL process. 


o Ability to handle complex transformation and aggregation.  
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o Ability to identify the data changes (“deltas”) and use appropriate update logic when 
loading the data into Medicaid data warehouse. 


• From this layer, the data will be transformed & aggregated to the data mart layer 
designed for reporting needs. 


• Reports will be built sourcing it from the data mart layer. 


Data Architecture: Medicaid Data warehouse 


• The physical data model will be laid in a 3NF, with appropriate relationships to make the 
data staged for further processing.  


• Care will be taken for handling the master data changes (Provider, Patients, Rates, 
customers, etc..,) and increasing data volumes in tables (partitions). 


• Surrogate key generation will be devised to assist the relationships at this level and also 
take care of master data changes. 


• ETL mapping will process the data from staging tables and apply the same into the Data 
warehouse tables. 


• Any specific logs and key summaries for reconciliation will be collected during this 
process in parallel. 


• Scenarios where the entire set of staged data needs to be rejected versus a rejection at 
record level granularity will be provided appropriate treatment 


The key subject areas involved are depicted below - Claims, Member, Provider, Prior 
Authorization, Claims payments, Eligibility, Encounters. 
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Data Architecture: Data Marts 


• The data marts will be designed using de-normalized & dimensional modeling technique 
(star schema) to hold reference data, dimensions, detail (Level 0) and summary fact 
tables (Level 1 – weekly aggregates) and(Level 2 – monthly aggregates). 


• The data layering concept will help navigating the reports from aggregated data to detail 
data. This helps in performing intuitive analysis through drill down and drills up from the 
reports. 


• ETL mapping to update each data marts will primarily constitute of 3 different areas viz 
Facts, dimensions and summaries. Though the ETL transformations for updating the data 
mart might be relatively simpler compared to the ETL implemented to load the DW from 
the stating, the complexity would increase due to user reporting centricity associated with 
the data mart. As for each subject area, individual data marts will be created, dimensions 
used across the data marts will be designed as conformed dimensions. 


• A set of aggregate summaries and / or data views will be enabled for reporting identified 
data sets along with the data mart. This enablement could happen via materialized views 
or custom-built summarization. Low level design will carefully evaluate a suitable 
approach for the each data set and enable the same. 


• Any calculated fields or measures are required in the report, instead of performing the 
calculations on the fly, it is recommended to include it as a database column to improve 
the report performance. The data will be calculated while the data is being loaded into the 
data warehouse. Every time the report is executed, this will remove the need to perform 
the calculation. 


• Since claims can go through multiple adjustments, it is very important to efficiently 
identify claims that have been adjusted versus those that have not been. If MMIS does not 
flag the status of the claims appropriately, we will design the ETL architecture to ensure 
that this is done when claim information is brought into the data warehouse. 
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• Added consideration here would be the refresh frequency of the views and incremental or 
full refresh need based on the incoming data characteristics has to be evaluated and 
addressed appropriately. Also scheduled processes that would enable the refresh of 
materialized views need a careful planning. This could be based on a prior update success 
into the data warehouse logged. 


Data Load 
As the Medicaid data warehouse is a relational database, the data need to be loaded in order of 
dependency. All reference data need to be loaded first followed by the master and transaction 
data say Provider, Member, Prior Authorization, Claim header, Claim lines, rate etc. The same 
holds good for data mart loading as well i.e. Reference data first, followed by the dimension 
tables, facts and aggregates. 


The idea is to set up the load process to run during off hours. Typically, it will be set up so that it 
runs during the Saturday and Sunday night hours. It is premature to discuss details at this time, as 
CNSI needs to complete the development and testing to even estimate the amount of time and 
resources required for the feeds. These details will be worked out during the design phase of the 
project. 


OLAP Cubes 
Multi-dimensional OLAP cubes will be designed using Cognos Analysis services for enabling 
multi-dimensional analysis of the data. OLAP layer will be built only for those set of reporting 
requirements wherein there is a need for multi-dimensional analysis; the data source being 
Medicaid data warehouse or the data marts. 


Information delivery: Reports (Formatted and Ad-hoc reports) 
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• Wipro recommends using Cognos 8 BI for reporting requirements. Users can rapidly 
create custom reports by choosing columns, sort criteria, measures, and output formats, to 
generate their own personal reports. 


• Reports can be delivered in any preferred format including Excel, PDF. 
• Framework model will be designed with data source as the data mart. Multiple 


Framework manager models /packages will be built to support the following business 
areas: 


 Claims related reports 


 Provider related reports 


 Surveillance and Utilization review reports 


 Maintenance and Administration reports 


• Security will be built in the reporting layer so that only those users authorized to view the 
reports are given the access. 


• Reports will be built using Cognos 8 ReportStudio and will be published to the Cognos 
portal. 


• Required hierarchies will be designed and built for drill down / up to view detail level or 
summarized reports. 


• Users will be given ability to render  the reports in PDF / Excel format 
• Separate level of security will be implemented per the various categories of reports based 


on user’s nation/area/region/territory details, hierarchical level of the users etc. 
• Both data level and report level security can be enabled. 
• Data extracts – There will be a provision enabled to deliver the data extracts required for 


the business to the Enterprise service bus, from which the downstream applications can 
pick the data as a service. 


• Statistical Analytics – This will be enabled through SAS. Data from Medicaid data 
warehouse will be brought into the SAS repository through base SAS programming. 
Various SAS models will be generated for predictive and statistical analysis. 


• Fraud Analytics – Wipro recommend using SAS fraud detection framework and 
application, for detecting and alerting fraudulent claims. SAS provides a Web-enabled 
application to combine, analyze and share claims information that:  


 Enables auditors and agents to search for fraud and payment errors. 


 Identifies duplicate payments, claims not coordinated with other insurance, overpaid 
assistant surgeons and a variety of other types of claim payment errors. 


User constituents 
The DSS user constituents / portals will authenticate, authorize and personalize information 
targeted at 


• Administrative Users Performing Admin/operations related items, 
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• Internal Business  Users comprising of MARS, SURS and other operational users, 
• Executive Users  Comprises of Sr. staffs who need to do Admin /operational items 
• External Users CMS users who need some Admin/operational access 


The constituent layer will customize the allow the portal contents to dynamically link users to the 
specific portal DSS area and workflow path based on the user access rights appropriate to their 
job needs. It will also facilitate the identification and tracking of personnel when generating 
queries/reports 


Security 


• Role based security – Users will be provided access to those reports which they are 
authorized to view only. 


• Data Level Security – The simplest way of implementing data level security in detailed 
reports is to pass the login Id of the user as a parameter and use it in the SQL Filter. This 
needs to be implemented in front-end tools like COGNOS PowerPlay, ReportStudio etc. 


• Application and Report Level Security – In built features of the reporting tools will be 
used to provide application and report level security. 


Technical Architecture 


Wipro proposes to use our DSS Framework in conjunction with pre-built accelerators from Hill 
Top. The framework comprises of pre-built data models, data extraction routines, report 
templates and Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s). 


The technical architecture of the Medicaid DSS system is depicted below designed to be in line 
with the Information architecture. The figure below depicts the software envisioned in the 
proposed solution 


• Extraction, transformation & Loading tool – Informatica PowerCenter 9.x 
• Backend database for the Medicaid data warehouse and data marts, Repository for the 


ETL and Reports – Oracle 11g 
• Reporting tool – Cognos 8 BI 
• Metadata management – Informatica metadata manager 
• Analytics (Statistical analysis, Fraud detection & management) – SAS 
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Each layer is explained in detail in Informatica architecture section 3.2. 
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The hardware architecture of Medicaid DSS system is depicted below. The physical architecture 
and the hardware solution are proposed in line with the application architecture and the hardware 
sized to meet the Scalability, Reliability and Availability requirements of DHCFP. 
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Environmental Details 


Please refer to Tab XIV – Other Reference Materials, Appendix E for the hardware and 
software specifics. 


Backup and Disaster Recovery 


Backup Management 
Backup and Recovery plan plays an important part in ensuring a successful and continuous 
operation of any system. The robustness of any system is decided by its ability to recover from 
any failure such as system crash or power failure. Recommended backup and recovery strategy 
would be to take periodic backups of Database Server and Application Server. 


Database backup 
Though most of the data comes from source systems originally, one cannot always rebuild data 
warehouse in the event of a media failure (or a disaster). As operational data ages, it is removed 
from the operational databases, but it may still exist in the data warehouse. Therefore, the backup 
of Data warehouse database is imperative. The Overall Medicaid Data Warehouse Architecture 
comprises of following schemas described in the table below. 


Schema Purpose 


Staging This schema holds the incremental data from various source 
systems 


Data Warehouse Schema This schema holds the Medicaid data warehouse data 
Datamart Schema This schema holds the Data marts 


Metadata Schema This schema holds the technical metadata of Medicaid’s DSS 
System 


Repository Schemas This schema holds the repository tables for ETL, Reports and 
OLAP tools 


 


Application Backup 


Similar to database backups, system backups of the applications are also an important 
requirement. This backup would include the following application code: 


• Analytical reports 
•  OLAP Cubes 
• Informatica PowerCenter ETL Process Code 
•  Unix Shell Scripts/batch files used for executing ETL process 
•  COGNOS Upfront repository data 


Frequency of Backup 
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For any database or application the backup schedule or frequency depends upon the certain 
factors like: 


• Rate of data change/ transaction rate 
• Database availability 
• Criticality of the data/ value of the data to the users, etc 


Backup Maintenance 
In order to ensure quick and easy recovery, maintaining the backup logs is extremely important. 
A backup log is a simple register, which can be referred to quickly identify the appropriate 
backup media that needs to be used in the event of a recovery situation. All the information 
pertaining to the backup is maintained in a backup maintenance table as depicted below: 


Date Contents Full / 
Incremental 


Media 
identifier 


Location Destroy on 


      


      


 


Recovery Process 
Recovery is a need-based activity. The decision about what to recover depends on the nature of 
recovery (single file or full database) and the time of recovery during the week. 


The following scenarios and the actions to be taken for each of those are as follows: 


• If the underlying Oracle database crashes – , the database administrators should 
complete a disaster recovery in accordance with their defined processes. If the crash 
happens while extracting, then PowerCenter ETL process will abort the extraction with 
an error message. The extraction can be run gain once the Oracle instance is restored. We 
would need to know the date and time of the last Oracle backup so that we can re-extract 
the data from Source System if necessary. 


• If Cognos services fail – If one or more of these services fails, the safest thing to do is to 
perform a soft reboot of the entire system. This will ensure that all services are properly 
stopped and started in the correct order. 


• The extraction process fails – The nightly extract process could fail for the following 
reasons: 
o Oracle connectivity fails, a change is made to Source System data structure, (or 


changes to data due to application change), disc space is inadequate on server, or the 
application throws an extraction errors. 


o If the extraction fails the process will stop and the PowerCenter ETL process will 
write the detailed description of the error including failed SQL in the error log. The 
application creates a log for each build executed. The process will then have to be 
manually re-executed 
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Data Archival 


Archival and purging would help to data base to perform to the optimal level to some extent. 
Archival and purge strategies will be reviewed during the requirement validation and the low 
level design drawn. This may not be applicable to all the data and this is driven by the retention 
policies and constraints.  


Medicaid data warehouse will be designed to hold historical data as defined by DHCFP. As per 
the data retention policy set forth by DHCFP, data will reside in Medicaid data warehouse. It will 
be archived to a secondary storage therein after and provision will be enabled to retrieve it when 
requested. Cognos allows the administrator to set the number of versions of any report to be kept 
online. Old reports will be overwritten when the number of versions exceeds this value. To keep 
an archive of all the reports, an automated process will be required to FTP the reports from the 
report server to a file server from which they will be archived to secondary storage media, as 
appropriate. This process will be defined once the archiving requirements, server capacities, and 
the secondary storage configuration are completely determined. 


How the proposed solution addresses the current challenges 


Mapping of the current challenges to the proposed solution 


The table below maps the current key challenges faced & how the proposed solution addresses 
those challenges. 


S.No Challenges in the current DSS system Proposed solution 


Lacking Capability or Functionality 
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S.No Challenges in the current DSS system Proposed solution 


1 


Only partial data is available for Third Party 
Liability, Prior Authorization and Pharmacy 
records. 


 


Wipro proposes to use our DSS Framework in 
conjunction with pre-built accelerators from Hill Top. The 
framework comprises of pre-built data models, data 
extraction routines, report templates and Key 
performance Indicators (KPI’s).  


Medicaid data warehouse will be designed considering 
all the source systems to enable a single unified 
repository to generate consistent and high quality 
reports, analytics and data extracts to the end users / 
downstream application.  
 
The source systems from which the data will be extracted 
include 


a) Encounters 


b) Health care management systems 


c) Point of Sale 


d) Rate table from MMIS 


e) ePrescribing 


f) Rebate 


g) Nevada Operations of Multi-automated data 


systems (NOMADS) 


h) Nevada Checkup 


i) Employee Subsidized Insurance (ESI) 


j) Health insurance for Word Advancement 


(HIWA) 


k) Health management systems (HMS) 


l) MARS 


m) SURS 


2 
Data integration from other State agencies to the 
existing warehouse. 


• File layouts will be defined and aligned with the state 
agencies. Medicaid data warehouse will be designed 
to integrate data from various state agencies. 


• Data are extracted from the source systems using 
Informatica ETL. 


Architectural Constraint 


3 
Poor architecture in existing reporting schema 


Wipro recommend using Cognos 8 BI for the building 
reports (canned and adhoc reports). Reporting 
architecture will be designed considering flexibility and 
maintainability of the system to make any changes. 
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S.No Challenges in the current DSS system Proposed solution 


4 


Existing reporting tool does not have the 
forecasting complexity to fully meet the agency’s 
needs, nor does it allow for the storage of historical 
provider rates. 


Wipro proposes to use SAS to enable fraud detection, 
predictive and statistical analysis & budget forecasting. 
The Medicaid data warehouse will be designed for 
holding historical data and comply to DHCFP’s data 
retention policy. 


5 
Basic accounting functions such as the ability to 
effectively balance are not available Wipro proposes to use SAS to enable fraud detection, 


predictive and statistical analysis & budget forecasting. 


6 


Lack of a centralized repository for data. Currently, 
different program areas (e.g., Medicaid (Title XIX), 
Nevada Checkup (Title XXI), Pharmacy Benefit 
Program and Division of Welfare and Supportive 
Services, Eligibility) are utilizing MMIS data to 
maintain their own data repositories and employ 
their own reporting tools, thereby causing 
inconsistent reporting results. 


Medicaid data warehouse is proposed to be a single 
unified repository to generate reports and extracts to the 
end users & downstream applications. This will ensure 
single version of truth and consistency across the 
different program areas. 


7 


Lack of flexible and scalable architecture to support 
complex reporting system that meets DHHS’ and 
DHCFP’s strategic vision well into the future. 


Wipro proposes to use Cognos 8 BI for all reporting 
needs; which is very flexible, scalable and standard BI 
tool for performing OLAP analysis, drill down / up, adhoc 
reporting etc. 


8 


DHCFP desires to shift its data warehouse focus 
from complex engineering tools for a few users to 
more flexible, affordable and accessible tools for a 
larger audience. 


 


The technical landscape proposed for DSS include 
Database: Oracle 11g 
ETL: Informatica 9.x 
Report: Cognos 8 BI 
Analytics – SAS 


Reports are designed for web enablement, both 
automatic scheduling & distribution. 
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Methodology and key deliverables 


Transition methodology 


 


The methodology is divided into six broad phases: 


• Planning – where via an appropriate transition model and approach/ sequence to 
transition is arrived at. A detailed transition plan will be delivered at the end of the 
planning phase. 


• KAP (Knowledge Acquisition Phase) – where with a methodical stage wise process, 
familiarity, detailed documentation, onsite/offshore setup and ‘cut-over’ to 
onsite/offshore occurs. 


• Parallel perform – where the Wipro team services the tickets / requests under the 
guidance from the current support team. 


• Stabilization – is the phase where the Wipro team takes total ownership of the support 
and maintenance of the DSS systems. 


• Steady State – where ‘As-Is’ state of portfolio is successfully taken over, service levels 
are tracked, reported and baseline, on a Weekly/Monthly/Quarterly basis in an agreed-
upon format and then through continuous improvement and use of Wipro’s proven tools 
once steady state is obtained.  


Following are the key phases of the engagement, with the major milestones and deliverables. 
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Phase Objectives Key Activities 


Planning • DSS application 
inventory 


• Verification of 
ticket volume  


• Understand 
DHCFP specific 
processes 


• Validate Proposed Engagement Plan 
• Validate Engagement Scope 
• Define Application Specific Transition Plan 
• Review of the proposed team structure 
• Establish Engagement communication plan  
• Finalize deliverables schedule 


KAP • Understand the 
application 
architecture, 
functionality, 
configuration 
and 
customizations 
and integration 
touch points  


• Baseline Application Specific Transition Plan 
• Collect inventory of application components, Understand 


the current DSS system, Identify gaps and challenges in the 
existing DSS system  


• Prepare draft System Maintenance Technical Document 
(SMTD) 


• Prepare draft Maintenance Plan Document (MPD) 
• Define target SLAs and compare with the baseline 
• Finalize plan for Parallel Perform 
• Revalidate scope and perform impact analysis 


Shadow 
support 


• Simulate non 
critical requests 
by shadowing 
existing support 
team 


• Setup infrastructure for support 
• Perform shadow support with existing support team 
• Baseline SMTD 
• Baseline MPD 


Primary 
support • Simulate onsite / 


offshore 
coordination 


• Offshore 
training  


• Ramp-up support team  
• Own up and support for low and high priority tickets 
• Finalize ticket flow process 
• Revalidate SLA and scope of Enhancement Requests  
• Coordinate issue resolution 
• Finalize metric reporting 
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Phase Objectives Key Activities 


Planning • DSS application 
inventory 


• Verification of 
ticket volume  


• Understand 
DHCFP specific 
processes 


• Validate Proposed Engagement Plan 
• Validate Engagement Scope 
• Define Application Specific Transition Plan 
• Review of the proposed team structure 
• Establish Engagement communication plan  
• Finalize deliverables schedule 


Steady state • Provide support 
• Prioritization of 


service requests 
for work 
allocated to 
Wipro. 


• Resolve issues as per SLA 
• Prioritize assigned service requests  
• Monitor extent of enhancement requests and do  impact 


analysis 
• Periodic status updates 
• Period end metric reporting 
• Coordinate issue resolution 
• Create knowledge repository 
• Finalize knowledge retention plan


Continuous 
improvement 


• Identify areas 
for Continuous 
Improvement 


• Formulate re-use plan 
• Perform root cause analysis for recurring issues and  
• Perform impact analysis on the identified improvement 


areas & pass on the benefit to DHCFP.


Key deliverables 


Transition Phases Deliverables 


Planning • Application specific Transition Plan 
KAP • System Maintenance technical Document (SMTD) 
Shadow support • Maintenance Plan Document (MPD)


Primary support • Status Reports 
• Periodic Matrix Reports 


Steady state • SLA reports 
• Bug Fixed Code / Application 
• Periodic Matrix Reports


Continuous improvement • Continuous Improvement Plan
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Development methodology 


 


 


Phases Key activities 


Requirements 
study 


• Gather & analyze business requirements 
• Identify & Analyze Source Systems, existing data architecture of the 


DSS system, identify gaps / short comings in the current architecture & 
DSS systems.  


• Analyze the technical challenges encountered in the current architecture. 
• Identify the business priorities of the requirements with the help of 


DHCFP stakeholders. 
• Prepare Requirement Specification 


Design 


• Data model design for the Medicaid data warehouse and data marts 
• ETL Mapping specification to load the Medicaid data warehouse & data 


marts 
• Report design for the reports scoped in with data source being the data 


marts. 
• Design of the SAS models for statistical analysis  
• Design the customization of SAS’s Fraud detection application  
• Prepare Design document  
• Prepare System test cases / test plan 


Development 
(Build & Unit test) 


• Develop  database scripts for Medicaid data warehouse and data marts 
• Develop the ETL programs  
• Develop reports, SAS ETL programs, SAS models and analysis routines 
• Perform unit testing of the ETL programs, reports and components / 


programs developed 


Testing 
• Deploying the code in test environment. 
• Perform integration & system testing  
• Fix bugs resulting in the integration/ system testing 


User acceptance 
testing 


• DHCFP team to perform UAT. 
• Wipro to fix bugs that comes up during UAT 
• Prepare Release documents 
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Phases Key activities 


Deployment & 
warranty support 


• Prepare release document 
• Provide support to DHCFP during deployment of the ETL programs, 


Reports and SAS models 
• Prepare user manual & providing training to the DHCFP (Train the 


trainer program). 
• Warranty support of the new DSS system 


Key deliverables 


Engagement Phases Deliverables 
Requirement validation • Project plan 


• Requirement specification 
Design   • Design document containing ETL mapping specification 


and Report specification, UI layer 
• System test cases and Test plan 


Coding and unit testing • Unit test cases 
• Unit tested code 


System integration testing • System tested code 
• System test logs 


User Acceptance testing • Acceptance tested code 
• UAT Test logs 


Deployment support • Release plan and Release document 
• Production deployment support 
• User manual 
• Train the trainer program 


Training methodology 


Wipro has extensive experience in preparing training plans and materials to support project 
delivery. Our approach to developing successful training focuses on the four dimensions of 
successful education: 


• Audience – Education and training must be structured to address the needs of the specific 
stakeholder to which it is targeted. As part of our training planning effort we identify the 
different stakeholders of the application and assess their particular training and education 
needs. 


• Message – Once the audience and their needs have been identified we craft the message 
content to meet that need. Content scope includes both education (the business focused 
knowledge about what the system is intended to do from a business perspective) as well 
as training (how to use the system to accomplish the business objectives). Different 
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audiences require a different focus on education and training and on specific content 
relative to each. 


• Modality or Medium – Reflects the way in which the training will be delivered and 
dictates the form and format of materials to be developed whether that is PowerPoint 
presentations, Word documents, interactive models etc. to meet the meet objectives 
defined above. 


• Verification – Assess the success of the training by providing a mechanism to test the 
uptake of knowledge delivered through training. 


Prior to beginning the development of training materials a training plan will be prepared based 
on our understanding of the application and its stakeholders and users. The Consultants will meet 
with project management and stakeholders to identify the specific education and training needs 
for the application. Consulting with project sponsors and stakeholders the potential audience will 
be identified along with their specific needs. 


Once the audience and their needs are identified an outline will be prepared defining the training 
content and deliverables to be developed to satisfy those needs. An estimate and schedule will be 
prepared reflecting the effort, time and resources needed to prepare the training materials. It may 
be necessary to have access to client personnel beyond the immediate project team to provide 
input to the content of some training. The targeted audience, content outline and deliverables, 
and development plan will be reviewed with the client for approval. Each deliverable will be 
produced and tested for efficacy in meeting its goal. Testing normally takes the form of the 
delivery or review of the training materials in focus groups and/or the target audience with 
feedback. 


The various tasks and responsibility share for training is as described below: 


Task Wipro Responsibilities 
Training Needs Analysis Conduct “Training Need Analysis” including kind of training, 


Number of trainers required based on the total number of 
processes, Approach to design & development of training 
material, proposed training delivery method. 


Training material design 
& development 


Softcopy and printed training material (if required) in English 
(US) 


Training delivery Wipro will train selective users (trainers as indicated by 
DHCFP) 


Strategic Partnerships 


Wipro Technologies holds strategic partnership alliances with a number of global technology 
vendors who are leaders in the area of Data Warehousing and Decision Support Systems. Our 
partnerships include joint Marketing to bring the best of our integrated products, solutions and 
services to our customers, executing implementation projects and providing technical support. 
Leading vendors with whom Wipro currently holds an agreement are: The Hilltop Institute, BM, 
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Informatica, Oracle, SAS, SAP Business Objects, IBM Cognos, MicroStrategy, Trillium, 
Computer Associates and Microsoft. Other vendors with whom Wipro has close working 
relationships are Teradata & SPSS. 


 
The Hilltop Institute* at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County is a 
nationally recognized research center dedicated to improving the health and 
social outcomes of vulnerable populations. Hilltop conducts research, analysis, 
and evaluation on behalf of government agencies, foundations, and other non-
profit organizations at the national, state, and local levels. 


• Medicaid Managed Care 
o Federal waiver programs 
o Regulation drafting 
o Managed care organization selection, management, and 


compliance 
o Primary care and specialty care network assessment 
o Policy analysis 
o Program evaluation 


• Health Care Financing and Medicaid Rate Setting 
o Medicaid managed care capitation rates 
o Medicaid long-term care capitation rates 
o Nursing home rate setting 
o School health program rate setting 
o Risk-adjusted capitation models 
o Actuarial and financial analysis 


• Health Care Data Management Systems 
o Web-accessible, interactive database development and hosting 
o Web-based eligibility/application tracking systems 
o Web-based single point-of-entry information services 
o Data warehousing 


• Managed Care Encounter Data 
o Validity assessment 
o Provider training and compliance 
o Collection, reporting, and data management systems 
o Rate setting applications 
o Performance measures 


 


 
• Global Premier Partnership with Informatica. 


• Participation in joint marketing activities such as lead generation, lead 
exchange 


• Reseller of the Informatica suite of products - Definition, Development 
and Deployment 


• Informatica Beta testing partner 


• Access to the Informatica knowledge base, licenses and focused training 


• Technical support and latest software upgrade for CoE lab 


• Advanced focus training on new products / new releases 
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•Top Innovators” award recipient for MDM & DI, Premier consulting partner 


 


• Wipro is a global premium partner. 


• Beta Testing partner: Wipro has involved in the beta testing of the IBM 
DataStage version 8.0 code named as “Hawk”. Wipro Center of Excellence 
(COE) for Data Integration has involved in testing the product modules 
extensively. The team has tested some of the key functionality using the pre-
defined use cases. 


o Performance  


o Multi user development environment capabilities  


o New repository functionality 


o User Interface and ease of use 


o Installation & configuration of the product 


o New Stage capabilities 


o Ability to support the new versions of the database  


o Information Analyzer 


o QualityStage 


 
• Global Platinum Partner  


• Jointly deliver Industry Solutions, Analytics, systems integration, 
Maintenance, and research and development services  


Area of focus includes  


• Predictive Analytics and Data Mining/Forecasting 


• Business Intelligence and Data Integration  


• Fraud management solutions for insurance and health care industries 


• Industry solutions e.g. Merchandise Intelligence, QLA, CI, MA, Fraud 
analytics 


 
• Premier Partner 


• Participation in joint marketing activities such as lead generation, lead 
exchange 


• Access to the Oracle knowledge base, licenses and focused training 


• Technical support and latest software upgrade for CoE lab 


• Advanced focus training on new products / new releases 


Wipro’s BI experience, specific experience using the proposed software tools and case studies 
are located in Tab XIV – Other Reference Material, Appendix F of this proposal. 
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Tab VIII – Project Management Approach 
20.3.2.9 – Vendors must place their written response(s) immediately following 
the applicable RFP question, statement and/or section and must be presented 
in a style/format that is easily distinguishable from RFP language. Vendors are 
requested to limit their project management approach to no more than twenty 
(20) seventy-five (75) pages, excluding tables, appendices, samples and/or 
exhibits. 


Per Amendment #3, Infocrossing has increased Tab VIII’s page limit from its original value of 
20 pages to 75 pages. 


This tab must include responses outlining the Vendor’s Project Management 
approach to handling the requirements listed in the following sections: 


8 – Contract Start-Up Period Requirements; 


9 – Transition Period Requirements; and 


10 – Operations Period Requirements. 
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8 Scope of Work – Contract Start-Up Period Requirements 
In this section, Infocrossing details our approach to the Contract Start-Up Period Requirements. 


8.1 Planning and Administration 
8.1.1 Objective 


The objective of this task is to ensure that adequate planning and project 
management resources are dedicated to this project. 


Infocrossing has the highest commitment to delivering quality services. We enable quality by 
maintaining a simple approach to Governance. Infocrossing applies the same project 
management approach to individual projects as to the overall management of the engagement. 
Our project management approach comprises the initial start-up activities and all administrative 
and management activities necessary to execute the project, including oversight of all contract-
related deliverables. Our project management strategy was carefully honed by our 20+ years of 
working with the State of Missouri, successfully meeting deadlines and supporting State and 
federal audits – which uniquely positions us to takeover and support the State of Nevada’s 
Medicaid Program. We will apply this extensive project experience, project management 
expertise and technical/business knowledge to organizing, documenting, performing, and 
monitoring this project. We will continue to apply industry best practices and powerful project 
management tools and methodologies to the effort. The result will be a superior product, on-time 
and on-budget delivery, and efficient operation that fulfills all of the State’s requirements and 
expectations. 


We thoroughly document in Tab IX, Section 17.8 of this proposal, our overall project 
management approach that will ensure we provide more than adequate planning and project 
management resources to this project. 
8.1.1.1 Contract Start Up Period Entrance Criteria 


At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance 
criteria prior to the commencement of Contract Start Up Period activities.  


A. Nevada MMIS Takeover Agreement signed by all required parties, and 
approved by required State and Federal authorities; and 


B. DHCFP approved project start date. 


8.1.1.2 Contract Start Up Period Exit Criteria 


At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior 
to exiting the Contract Start Up Period.  


A. DHCFP approval of all plans listed in Section 8 of this RFP. 


8.1.2 Activities 


The awarded vendor must: 


8.1.2.1 Work with DHCFP to provide a detailed project plan with fixed deadlines that take 
into consideration DHCFP expectations for adhering to State and federal rules and 
regulations and the State holiday schedule provided in Section 2.1, State Observed 
Holidays; the detailed project plan shall include, but not be limited to: 
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A. Project schedule including tasks, activities, activity duration, sequencing and 
dependencies in Microsoft Project and an alternative electronic format for 
DHCFP Staff that do not have Microsoft project; 


B. Project work plan for each deliverable, including a work breakdown structure; 


C. Completion date of each task; 


D. Project milestones; 


E. Entrance and exit criteria for specific project milestones; and 


F. Project organization including a resource plan defining roles and 
responsibilities for the awarded vendor, subcontractors (if applicable) and 
DHCFP. 


In order to conduct a successful project there must exist a clear and achievable project schedule. 
Infocrossing strongly promotes this concept to all our clients and has extensive experience in 
defining, implementing and managing detailed plans for complex projects. In Tab IX, Sections 
17.6 and 17.7 of this proposal, we have provided an initial Resource Matrix and Project 
Schedule. This project schedule contains all tasks and subtasks inclusive of start and end dates, 
task dependencies, deliverables and milestones. This critical deliverable will be used as a tool to 
facilitate the monitoring and tracking of progress within the project. We understand that these 
products will be subject to collaborative review and revision with the State project management 
team and be finalized within planning phase of the project. 
8.1.2.2 Attend semi-monthly project status meetings with DHCFP project team at a location 


to be determined by DHCFP. Attendance may be in person or via teleconferencing, 
as mutually agreed to by the project team. These meetings shall follow an agenda 
mutually developed by the awarded vendor and DHCFP. The agenda may include, 
but not be limited to: 


A. Review and approval of previous meeting minutes; 


B. Contractor project status; 


C. DHCFP project status; 


D. Contract status and issues, including resolutions; 


E. Quality Assurance status; 


F. New action items; 


G. Outstanding action items, including resolutions; 


H. Identified risks and risk mitigation strategies; 


I. Setting of next meeting date; and 


J. Other business. 


Minutes will be taken and distributed by Vendor staff within five (5) working 
days after the meeting. Minutes may be distributed via facsimile or email. 


Communicate status, issues, and progress in a timely and accurate manner to all appropriate 
project participants throughout the duration of the project. The impact and criticality of 
communications cannot be understated. Well-defined communication methods and processes are 
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vital components of successful projects, and the lack of effective communication is a primary 
reason for project failures. As part of Infocrossing’s overall communication plan will be our 
participation in the semi-monthly project status meeting with the DHCFP project team. At these 
meetings, Infocrossing will be going over the project status reports with key consideration of 
discussion of the following items: 


• Issues/Resolutions 
• Action Items 
• Risks/Mitigation strategies 
• Project Schedule 
• Upcoming deliverables and milestones 
• Project Status 
• Resource allocations  


o Infocrossing/Subcontractor Resources 
o DHCFP resource needs for next time period 


• Quality Assurance Status 
• Contract Status, Issues and Resolutions 


Infocrossing will take meeting minutes and distribute these to all attendees within five business 
days after the meeting. 
8.1.2.3 Attend and participate in all project related meetings requested as well as Steering 


Committee meetings. The awarded vendor shall prepare materials or briefings for 
these meetings as requested by DHCFP. Minutes will be taken and distributed by 
Vendor staff within five (5) working days after the meeting. Minutes may be 
distributed via facsimile or email. 


Infocrossing understands that effective communication begins with a partnership with DHCFP 
and includes active participation in all project related meetings as requested as well as Steering 
Committee meetings. These meetings are a strong source of information exchange and have a 
significant effect on project success. As such, Infocrossing agrees to participate in all of these 
meetings and shall prepare and distribute materials or briefings for these meetings as requested 
by DHCFP. 
8.1.2.4 Provide written semi-monthly project status reports delivered to DHCFP by the third 


(3rd) working day following the end of each reporting period. The format must be 
approved by DHCFP prior to issuance of the first semi-monthly project status report. 
The first semi-monthly report covers the reporting period from the 1st through the 
fifteenth (15th) of each month; and the second semi-monthly report covers the 
reporting period from the sixteenth (16th) through the end of the month. The status 
reports must include, but not be limited to the following: 


A. Overall completion status of the project in terms of DHCFP approved project 
work plan and deliverable schedule; 
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B. Accomplishments during the period, including DHCFP staff/stakeholders 
interviewed, meetings held, requirements review and validation sessions and 
conclusions/decisions determined; 


C. Problems encountered and proposed/actual resolutions; 


D. What is to be accomplished during the next reporting period; 


E. Issues that need to be addressed, including contractual; 


F. Quality Assurance status; 


G. Updated MS Project timeline showing percentage completed, tasks assigned, 
completed and remaining; Timeline must be provided in an electronic format 
accessible to DHCFP staff that do not have access to MS Project; 


H. Identification of schedule slippage and strategy for resolution; 


I. Contractor staff assigned and their location/schedule; 


J. DHCFP resources required for activities during the next time period; and 


K. Resource allocation percentages including planned versus actual by project 
milestone. 


As part of monitoring and measuring progress of the Project, Infocrossing will produce written 
semi-monthly status reports, which include a summary of work activities and major 
accomplishments achieved during the reporting period, in addition to any problems or issues that 
require management attention. The status reports will include an ongoing project scorecard or 
dashboard with key metrics to be jointly determined with DHCFP. This indicator will advise if 
there are potential problems with scope, resources, budget or schedule or in the feasibility of 
hitting a project milestone or deliverable. It will also provide recommendations for solutions and 
required follow-up actions. 


The status reports will encompass a broad view of the overall Project, but will include specific 
summary data relative to the reviews performed and will also contain the following quality 
assurance related information: 


• Deliverable description 
• Overview of review approach and corresponding activities 
• Issues/concerns 
• Open Action Items 
• Identification of overdue activities 
• Deliverable review status and findings 
• Contractor staff assigned and their location/schedule 
• DHCFP resources required for activities during next time period 
• Resource allocation percentages including planned versus actual by project milestone 
• New or escalated (triggered) risks 
• Recommendations 
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Infocrossing will notify DHCFP in advance of any anticipated deviations from the established 
schedule for any milestone or deliverable. 
8.1.2.5 Develop a comprehensive approach for handling communications with both internal 


and external audiences. Effective communication is critical to the development of 
productive relationships with concerned stakeholders. The communication plan must 
include, but not be limited to: a plan for generation, documentation, storage, 
transmission and disposal of all project information. 


Communicate status, issues, and progress in a timely and accurate manner to all appropriate 
project participants throughout the duration of the project. The impact and criticality of 
communications cannot be understated. Well-defined communication methods and processes are 
vital components of successful projects, and the lack of effective communication is a primary 
reason for project failures. Infocrossing agrees to develop a comprehensive communications plan 
and additional detail regarding our communications approach can be found in Tab IX, Section 
17.7 of this proposal. 
8.1.2.6 Develop a risk management plan to ensure that risks are identified, planned for, 


analyzed, communicated and acted upon effectively. 


Comprehensive Risk Management Plans provide well-defined processes for identifying and 
anticipating all components of risk, developing risk mitigation strategies from project outset, and 
conducting ongoing risk assessments. Infocrossing agrees to develop a comprehensive risk 
management plan and additional detail regarding our risk management approach can be found in 
Tab IX, Section 17.7 of this proposal. 
8.1.2.7 Develop a quality assurance plan including, but not limited to, the methodology for 


maintaining quality of the code, workmanship, project schedules, deliverables, and 
subcontractor(s) activities. 


Infocrossing agrees to develop a comprehensive quality assurance plan and additional detail regarding our 
quality assurance approach can be found in Tab IX, Section 17.7 of this proposal. 


8.1.3 Planning and Administration Deliverables 


 


DELIVERABLE 
NUMBER 


DESCRIPTION OF 
DELIVERABLE ACTIVITY 


DHCFP'S 
ESTIMATED 


REVIEW 
PERIOD 


8.1.2.1 Detailed Project Plan 8.1.2.1 15 


8.1.2.3 Attendance at all scheduled 
meetings 


8.1.2.3 N/A 


8.1.2.4 Written Semi-Monthly Project 
Status Report 


8.1.2.4 5 


8.1.2.5 Communication Plan 8.1.2.5 10 


8.1.2.6 Risk Management Plan 8.1.2.6 10 


8.1.2.7 Quality Assurance Plan 8.1.2.7 10 
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Infocrossing acknowledges the contractor deliverables enumerated above and have included 
these comprehensive planning and administrative activities in our project schedule. 


8.2 Project Kick Off Meeting 
A project kick off meeting will be held with representatives from DHCFP and the 
contractor after contract approval and prior to work performed. Items to be 
covered in the kick off meeting will include, but not be limited to: 


8.2.1 Determining format and protocol for project status meetings; 


8.2.2 Determining format for project status reports; 


8.2.3 Setting the schedule for meetings between representatives from DHCFP and the 
contractor to develop the detailed project plan; 


8.2.4 Defining lines of communication and reporting relationships; 


8.2.5 Reviewing the project mission and guiding principles; 


8.2.6 Reviewing the deliverable review process; 


8.2.7 Pinpointing high-risk or problem areas; and 


8.2.8 Issue resolution process. 


Infocrossing will conduct a project Kick-Off meeting with representatives of DHCFP after 
contract approval and prior to any work performed. This meeting is a venue for interaction with 
personnel from DHCFP, the IV&V contractor, and Infocrossing project personnel and 
subcontractors. During this session, Infocrossing will introduce staff responsible for meeting the 
project requirements. This meeting will signify the official start of the project, identify all 
responsible personnel, and discuss specific plans and activities. We will present our project work 
plans and discuss the purpose, objectives, overall schedule, major milestones, resources, and key 
tasks to be performed. 


8.3 Deliverable Submission And Review Process 
Once the detailed project plan is approved by DHCFP, the following sections 
detail the process for submission and review of deliverables during the life of 
the project/contract. 


Infocrossing understands and accepts that the requirements and processes described by Section 
8.3 pertain to all formalized project / contract deliverables created throughout the lifespan of the 
engagement. This includes both those deliverables defined explicitly in this RFP, and future 
formal deliverables that become the responsibility of Infocrossing as part of this engagement. 
8.3.1 General 


8.3.1.1 The Vendor must provide one (1) master (both hard and soft copies) and five (5) 
additional hard copies of each written deliverable to the appropriate DHCFP Project 
manager as identified in the contract. 


8.3.1.2 Once a deliverable is approved and accepted by DHCFP, the Vendor must provide 
an electronic copy. DHCFP may, at its discretion, waive this requirement for a 
particular deliverable. 
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Infocrossing additionally suggests that approved and accepted deliverable documents that have 
an electronic form be stored long term in the engagement’s document library, subject to the 
engagement’s record retention and archival policies. Those that are not intrinsically electronic 
should be scanned and stored as images, unless waived by DHCFP. 
8.3.1.3 The electronic copy must be provided in software currently utilized by the agency or 


provided by the Vendor. 


Infocrossing recommends that document style deliverables should be rendered into Adobe PDF 
form in addition to their native electronic source form, when they are likely to be distributed 
outside of a tightly controlled project team. 
8.3.1.4 Deliverables will be evaluated by DHCFP utilizing mutually agreed to acceptance/exit 


criteria. 


8.3.2 Deliverable Submission 


8.3.2.1 Prior to development and submission of each contract deliverable, a summary 
document containing a description of the format and content of each deliverable will 
be delivered to the DHCFP Project Manager for review and approval. The summary 
document must contain, at a minimum, the following: 


A. Cover letter; 


B. Table of Contents with a brief description of the content of each section; 


C. Version and Revision section; 


D. Anticipated number of pages; and 


E. Identification of appendices/exhibits. 


8.3.2.2 The summary document must contain an approval/rejection section that can be 
completed by DHCFP. The summary document will be returned to the contractor 
within a mutually agreed upon time frame. 


8.3.2.3 Deliverables must be developed by the Vendor according to the approved format and 
content of the summary document for each specific deliverable. 


8.3.2.4 At a mutually agreed to meeting, on or before the time of delivery to DHCFP, the 
contractor must provide a walkthrough of each deliverable. 


8.3.2.5 Deliverables must be submitted no later than 5:00 PM, per the approved contract 
deliverable schedule and must be accompanied by a deliverable sign-off form (refer 
to Attachment I) with the appropriate sections completed by the contractor. 


8.3.3 Deliverable Review 


General 


8.3.3.1 DHCFP’s review time begins on the next working day following receipt of the 
deliverable. 


8.3.3.2 DHCFP’s review time will be determined by the approved and accepted detailed 
project plan and the approved contract. 


8.3.3.3 DHCFP has up to five (5) working days to determine if a deliverable is complete and 
ready for review. Unless otherwise negotiated, this is part of DHCFP’s review time. 
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8.3.3.4 Any subsequent deliverable dependent upon DHCFP’s acceptance of a prior 
deliverable will not be accepted for review until all issues related to the previous 
deliverable have been resolved. 


Infocrossing recommends that all Issues as defined by Section 8.3.3.4 be tracked and managed 
within the structure defined by the Issues Management component of the Risk and Issue 
Management Plan, once that Plan has become operational via deliverable 8.1.2.6. 
8.3.3.5 Deliverables determined to be incomplete and/or unacceptable for review will be 


rejected, not considered delivered and returned to the contractor. 


8.3.3.6 After review of a deliverable, DHCFP will return to the contractor the project 
deliverable sign-off form with the deliverable submission and review history section 
completed. 


8.3.3.7 Accepted 


If the deliverable is accepted, the original deliverable sign-off form signed by 
the appropriate DHCFP representatives will be returned to the contractor. 


8.3.3.8 Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP 


If DHCFP has comments and/or revisions to a deliverable, the following will be 
provided to the contractor: 


A. The original deliverable sign-off form with an updated entry to the deliverable 
submission and review history section. 


B. Attached to the deliverable sign-off form will be a detailed explanation of the 
revisions to be made and/or a marked up copy of the deliverable. 


C. DHCFP’s first review and return with comments will be completed within the 
times specified in the contract. 


D. The contractor will have five (5) working days, unless otherwise mutually 
agreed to, for review, acceptance and/or rejection of DHCFP’s comments. 


E. A meeting to resolve outstanding issues must be completed within three (3) 
working days after completion of the contractor’s review or a mutually agreed 
upon time frame. 


F. Agreements made during meetings to resolve issues must be documented 
separately. 


G. Once an agreement is reached regarding changes, the Vendor must 
incorporate them into the deliverable for resubmission to DHCFP. 


H. All changes must be easily identifiable by DHCFP. 


I. Resubmission of the deliverable must occur within five (5) working days or a 
mutually agreed upon time frame of the resolution of any outstanding issues. 


J. The resubmitted deliverable must be accompanied by the original deliverable 
sign-off form. 


K. This review process continues until all issues have been resolved within a 
mutually agreed upon time frame. 
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L. During the re-review process, DHCFP may only comment on the original 
exceptions noted. 


M. All other items not originally commented on are considered to be accepted by 
DHCFP. 


N. Once all revisions have been accepted, the original deliverable sign-off form 
signed by the appropriate DHCFP representatives will be returned to the 
contractor. 


O. The Vendor must provide one (1) updated and complete master paper copy 
of each deliverable after approval and acceptance by DHCFP. 


8.3.3.9 Rejected, Not Considered Delivered 


If DHCFP considers a deliverable not ready for review, the following will be 
returned to the contractor: 


A. The original deliverable sign-off form with an updated entry to the deliverable 
submission and review history section. 


B. The original deliverable and all copies with a written explanation as to why 
the deliverable is being rejected, not considered delivered. 


C. The Vendor will have five (5) working days, unless otherwise mutually agreed 
to, for review, acceptance and/or rejection of DHCFP’s comments. 


D. A meeting to discuss DHCFP’s position regarding the rejection of the 
deliverable must be completed within three (3) working days after completion 
of the contractor’s review or a mutually agreed upon time frame. 


E. Resubmission of the deliverable must occur within a mutually agreed upon 
time frame. 


F. The resubmitted deliverable must be accompanied by the original deliverable 
sign-off form. 


G. Upon resubmission of the completed deliverable, DHCFP will follow the steps 
outlined in Section 8.3.3.7, Accepted, or Section 8.3.3.8, 
Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP. 


8.4 Location of Contract Functions 
8.4.1 The contractor shall identify the location where each MMIS-related function and 


contractor service function will be performed.  


Below is a list of MMIS-related and contractor service functions and the location where these 
functions are performed. 


Function Location 
Data Center Hosting Omaha, NE 
Pharmacy Services Augusta, ME 
Call Centers Carson City, NV 
MMIS Core Operations Carson City, NV 
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Function Location 


Utilization Management Tampa, Florida 
EDI Jefferson City, MO 
HIE Salt Lake City, UT 


 
8.4.2 DHCFP requires that the contractor maintain a facility within a 30-mile radius of the 


DHCFP location in Carson City, Nevada with a preference for a local facility within 
Carson City limits. The contractor will have business hours from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM 
PT, with the exception of State observed holidays listed in Section 2.1. Electronic 
transactions must continue to be available on State Holidays, but operational staffing 
will not be required at the contractor's office. Electronic transactions supported by the 
following systems shall be performed on a twenty four (24) hour basis, seven (7) 
days per week, except for maintenance to the system accomplished outside of usual 
business hours, per Section 12.2.1: 


A. EVS; 


B. Provider Web Portal;  


C. EDI Gateway; 


D. Call Center automation (phone, IVR, messaging); 


E. Pharmacy POS; 


F. Electronic Prescription Software; and 


G. Electronic Provider Direct Claims Entry Portal(s).  


Infocrossing will maintain a facility for MMIS operations within 30 miles of the DHCFP 
location in Carson City, Nevada. Infocrossing also agrees to the business operating hours, except 
State observed Holidays, and the continuation of electronic transactions indicated above. 
8.4.2.1 The contractor may perform a reasonable portion of system development outside of 


the continental United States. A reasonable portion of other Nevada MMIS functions 
may be performed outside of Nevada, but within the continental United States . The 
site(s) and activities shall be approved by DHCFP. 


At contract initiation, Infocrossing will determine the location of all system development and, if 
necessary, request approval from DHCFP for any work to be performed outside the continental 
United States. Infocrossing will also request approval from DHCFP for any MMIS functions that 
will be performed outside the State of Nevada. 
8.4.2.2 During the Contract Start Up, Transition and Operational Periods of this contract, the 


vendor, within reasonable notice, shall provide adequate meeting facilities to 
accommodate the needs of intended audiences. 


Infocrossing will provide adequate meeting facilities in our Carson City operations facility to 
accommodate the needs of intended audiences. 
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8.4.2.3 The contractor shall provide courier service to the DHCFP site with pickup and 
delivery service at least three (3) times per week on a schedule agreed to by 
DHCFP.  


Infocrossing will provide courier service to the DHCFP site as indicated in this requirement. 


8.5 Communication Requirements 
8.5.1 DHCFP is committed to the use of various types of communication, including, but not 


limited to, face-to-face, electronic, and telephone, to support project business. 


8.5.2 Contractor shall maintain telephone and email contact with the contract administrator 
and other designated staff on a consistent basis throughout the contract. Contractor 
must provide management, supervisory and technical staff availability by email for 
ease of communication with DHCFP. Project managers and/or designated staff will 
also participate in semi-monthly status meetings in person or by telephone 
conference call and will provide regular status reports as outlined in Section 8.1.2.4. 


8.5.2.1 Twenty-four hour fax and toll-free access 


A. Contractor shall provide: twenty-four (24) hour fax lines, toll-free telephone 
lines, voicemail message services, and twenty-four (24) hour access to the 
EVS for providers to submit requests for recipient eligibility or other inquiries.  


8.5.2.2 Written Communications and Standardized Forms 


A. Contractor shall render all reports and contract deliverables in electronic 
format and hard copy, as specified in Section 8.3.1, and shall maintain the 
capability of receiving reports, deliverables, test results, data file transfers, 
and other information electronically from DHCFP or DHCFP’s other 
contractors.  


B. Contractor will provide manuals and other provider communications in 
alternate formats (electronic, Web-based, CD-ROM, etc.) as requested by 
DHCFP. DHCFP will approve standardized forms used by the contractor for 
all review activities and provider communications. DHCFP will also approve 
communication content such as provider manuals, form letters, web 
announcements, and training materials prior to publication.  


8.5.2.3 Electronic Communications 


A. Contractor shall provide all necessary software to support all electronic 
communications involved in day-to-day activities associated with the contract. 


B. Contractor shall provide electronic network connections to enable the 
contractor to connect and have compatibility with DHCFP’s email and 
calendar system in accordance with DHCFP policy.  


Infocrossing agrees that the communications requirements in this section will be incorporated 
into our comprehensive communications plan and additional detail regarding our 
communications approach can be found in Tab IX, Section 17.7 of this proposal. 


8.6 Requirements Validation and Demonstration 
8.6.1 Objective 
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The objective of this task is for the successful vendor to validate and 
demonstrate that the Nevada MMIS will meet all requirements presented in the 
RFP and in the vendor’s proposal. In addition, any changes, tool replacement 
solutions, or improvements to business process functions across the Nevada 
MMIS will also be identified. This task will result in the establishment of a 
document of record that clearly identifies requirements decisions agreed upon 
by DHCFP and the successful vendor. 


Infocrossing understands that the goal of this phase is to confirm the needs and unique business 
processes of Nevada DHCFP to ensure the system and operational solution meets these needs. 
Our process for compiling the Requirements Validation Document and related artifacts is both 
collaborative and creative. 
8.6.2 Activities 


The awarded vendor will perform the following activities within this task: 


8.6.2.1 Conduct and facilitate requirements review and validation sessions to validate and 
demonstrate system functionality. This will include all screens, reports, forms, inputs 
and outputs related to each requirement. A schedule of requirements review and 
validation sessions must be provided to the State at least ten (10) working days prior 
to the scheduled sessions. 


8.6.2.2 Use the requirements review and validation sessions to gain an understanding of the 
levels of user sophistication. The information will be used to develop trainers, the 
training programs, and to plan ongoing user support activities during operations. 


8.6.2.3 Document requirements review and validation sessions and submit meeting minutes 
to DHCFP for review and approval on any agreements reached, open issues and 
other outcomes. Minutes should be submitted within three (3) working days after a 
session is completed. 


8.6.2.4 Conduct interviews, as necessary, with DHCFP staff to validate, clarify, update and 
finalize requirements, 


8.6.2.5 Provide qualified data modelers and conduct any modeling sessions needed for data 
model modification. 


8.6.2.6 Prepare and submit an outline of the Requirements Validation Document to serve as 
a document of record for DHCFP approval. 


8.6.2.7 Prepare and submit a comprehensive and detailed Requirements Validation 
Document. This document must include the following items: 


A. Identification of changes to existing requirements; 


B. Clarifying information associated with requirements, as needed; 


C. Identification of new requirements; 


D. Definition of how requirements will be met; 


E. Identification of the entity responsible for meeting a requirement, when it 
involves coordination of multiple parties (DHCFP and Contractor(s)). 


F. A detailed description of the hardware and software configuration to be used; 
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G. An overview of the system architecture and how components are integrated; 
and 


H. Logical data model that defines all entities, relationships, attributes and 
access paths. 


8.6.2.8 Establish and maintain a Requirements Traceability Matrix in order for requirements 
to be traced throughout transition and operations periods. The Requirements 
Traceability Matrix presented in the Reference Library will become the basis for this 
report. Updates to the traceability matrix will be submitted to DHCFP on the monthly 
basis, with a summary description of the updates. The updated traceability matrix 
must be delivered to the State's project manager no later than the fifteenth (15th) 
calendar day of the following month. 


Our Requirements Validation activity is the crucial process for defining, documenting, and 
confirming the capabilities that must be present in the takeover of the Nevada MMIS. We will 
apply our extensive Software Development methodology and tools as well as our MMIS 
takeover and transition experience to this effort. We will work closely with DHCFP to gain an 
understanding of the State’s unique business requirements and ensure that we completely 
understand the functionality that we must deliver. 


The Requirements Validation task is completed when requirements for all functional areas of the 
RFP are delivered to and approved by the DHCFP. Approval signifies that Infocrossing 
understands the RFP as clarified and expanded upon during JAD sessions. Requirements 
discovered outside of the RFP are evaluated to determine whether a requirement is new or a 
clarification to the RFP. Adjustments to scope are discussed with the DHCFP, if necessary. The 
Infocrossing PMO places change control around requirements in scope from the RFP or 
clarifications to the RFP, and any approved changes to the original scope upon completion of 
Inception. 


Our goal in completing the Requirements Validation task is to produce a Requirements 
Validation outline, Requirements Validation Document and Requirements Traceability Matrix, 
that accurately and completely reflects the business needs of the Nevada Medicaid MMIS and 
supports all subsequent design, development, and implementation efforts. Objectives include: 


• Documenting and controlling requirements in the project file to establish a baseline for 
use by all areas involved in developing software and related work products. 


• Maintaining consistency of requirements with software plans, products, and development 
and transition activities.  


• Utilizing the Change Management Board and Configuration Management resources and 
capabilities to control requirements. 


In any MMIS project, there are a large number of requirements, and facilitated sessions consume 
a significant portion of the overall project schedule. Our experience indicates that this time is 
well spent, because without facilitated requirements validation sessions, the general 
understanding of requirements across the project is considerably impaired. requirements 
validation sessions also promote our goal of DHCFP satisfaction, which depends upon a concise 
statement from the State of its requirements, needs and expectations. Our experience is that 
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requirements validation sessions provide the best forum for requirements discussion and 
validation. 


Infocrossing will perform extensive data gathering and interviewing of DHCFP and incumbent 
MMIS contractor resources to analyze business requirements and collect information. We will 
work with DHCFP and the incumbent contractor to schedule requirements validation sessions, 
relying on the State to identify appropriate attendees for specific subject matter. Infocrossing will 
document the requirements validation sessions and deliver meeting minutes to all meeting 
attendees as required by Section 8.6.2.3. 


Infocrossing will conduct interviews as necessary with DHCFP staff to review, validate, clarify 
and finalize requirements. We will also provide data modelers and conduct data modeling 
sessions for data model modification as necessary. 


In preparation of the Requirements Validation Document, Infocrossing will submit an outline of 
the document for DHCFP review and approval. 


Properly documenting, analyzing, and maintaining requirements is one of the single most 
important elements of this project. IBM/Rational RequisitePro will be deployed by Infocrossing 
to its Business Analysts to record and manage Requirements. 


While the textual detail of Requirements is properly addressable with Microsoft Word, by itself 
Word provides no context or meaning to requirements. RequisitePro, working in concert with 
Word, adds that context. RequisitePro records the relationships of Requirements to each other, 
and to other elements of the overall system and project. From this information, RequisitePro 
produces Traceability Matrix reports, Requirements Change Management and Notification, 
Requirement Change Impact and Cross-Impact Analysis. 


IBM/Rational Rose Modeler will be Infocrossing’ tool of choice for Business Modeling, 
especially for the capture of Use Cases and Activity/Process Flows. 


Utilizing our requirements tool sets, Infocrossing will produce and deliver a comprehensive 
Requirements Validation Document. The Requirements Validation Document will include, at a 
minimum: 


• Identification of changes to existing requirements; 
• Clarifying information associated with requirements, as needed; 
• Identification of new requirements; 
• Definition of how requirements will be met; 
• Identification of the entity responsible for meeting a requirement, when it involves 


coordination of multiple parties (DHCFP and Contractor(s)). 
• A detailed description of the hardware and software configuration to be used; 
• An overview of the system architecture and how components are integrated; and 
• Logical data model that defines all entities, relationships, attributes and access paths. 


Upon approval of this deliverable, Infocrossing will then produce and deliver from the 
IBM/Rational RequisitePro a Requirements Traceability Matrix on a monthly basis throughout 
the project. 
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8.6.3 Requirements Validation and Demonstration Deliverables 


DELIVERABLE 
NUMBER 


DESCRIPTION OF 
DELIVERABLE ACTIVITY 


DHCFP'S 
ESTIMATED 


REVIEW TIME 


8.6.2.1 Requirements Review and 
Validation Session Schedule 


8.6.2.1 N/A 


8.6.2.3 
Requirements Review and 
Validation Session 
Discussion Minutes 


8.6.2.3 5 


8.6.2.6 Requirements Validation 
Document Outline 


8.6.2.6 5 


8.6.2.7 Requirements Validation 
Document 


8.6.2.7 10 


8.6.2.8 Requirements Traceability 
Matrix 


8.6.2.8 10 


 


Infocrossing acknowledges the contractor deliverables enumerated above and have included 
these comprehensive requirements validation activities in our project schedule. 
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9 Scope of Work – Transition Period Requirements 
Under Tab XI, Section 17.7 Project Plan, Infocrossing presents an overview of our preliminary 
Project Plan for the Nevada MMIS Takeover. Because we consider the Preliminary Project Plan 
as a proprietary and confidential work product, we have included the Gantt chart detailing all 
proposed project activities in Part III, Confidential Technical Information. 


Using work plans from our previous successful data center migrations and the responsibilities / 
milestones / deliverables requirements in RFP Sections 7 through 16, our proposal contains a 
preliminary Project Plan sufficient to outline Infocrossing’s general approach to the project and 
to ensure all Transition activities can be accomplished in the proposed time frame. During the 
first weeks of the Contract Startup Period will, we will meet with DHCFP and other stakeholders 
to review each step in the preliminary Project Plan. The resulting Final Project Plan will be used 
by our PMO Manager to track and control project progress throughout the Transition Period. 


In other sections of our proposal, we have addressed the majority of the tasks and activities 
enumerated in RFP Section 9. To avoid excessive repetition of those responses in this section, 
we have merely acknowledged as our responsibility the Transition Period requirements within 
this section. 


9.1 Transition Overview 
The Transition Period includes transition of the Core MMIS and existing 
peripheral systems and tools to the new contractor. Unless otherwise specified 
as applying to a new contractor only, transition planning and transition tasks 
are applicable to any contractor (incumbent or new), at a minimum, for any new 
or replaced peripheral systems or tools, or claims processing support services.  


Vendors may propose a phased implementation approach for the transition of 
the Nevada MMIS into operations, which shall be described in detail in the 
Vendor’s Transition Plan and reflected in the detailed project plan. The phased 
implementation approach shall not disrupt services provided by Medicaid 
service providers to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up recipients.  


In addition to looking for creative approaches for transferring the Nevada MMIS 
from the current contractor to the successful proposer (such as via a phased 
implementation approach), DHCFP will also assess transition approaches to 
ensure that Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program business is conducted in 
such a way that promotes a seamless transition for providers, recipients, and 
all contractors involved in the provision of services. Financial implications shall 
also be carefully considered by DHCFP to prevent compensation of multiple 
contractors during the phased implementation process as DHCFP is committed 
to compensating a single vendor deemed responsible for the provision of a 
particular business function or service. 


The major activities in this Period include the following: 


 Installation of the Core MMIS and any existing peripheral system and 
tools that have not been replaced by the new contractor on the new 
contractor’s hardware (new contractor only);  
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 Modification of the system software to run in the new environment 
(applies to new contractor and to incumbent for replaced peripheral 
systems and tools); 


 System testing (applies to new contractor and to incumbent for replaced 
peripheral systems and tools); 


 Parallel testing between the current system and the newly installed 
transferred Core MMIS and existing peripheral system tools (new 
contractor only);  


 Transition of Medicaid Claims Processing and Support services (new 
contractor only); and 


 Implementation.  


The contractor will conduct the tasks for this period according to the Project 
Plan submitted in the Technical Proposal, as described in Section 17.7. 
Changes to the Project Plan will require approval by DHCFP. The contractor 
will be responsible for system integration, with technical oversight from State of 
Nevada designated staff. The contractor and other system vendors shall work 
with other State contractors, as necessary, for establishing appropriate 
interfaces and system integration during this Period. 


The Infocrossing project team has a successful track record of system transition projects in the 
healthcare industry, many with Medicaid programs. We will demonstrate the same commitment 
to success with DHCFP that Infocrossing and our teaming partners have demonstrated in other 
states. Infocrossing recognizes that each system takeover and data center transition presents 
unique challenges. We are keenly aware of DHCFP’s concerns and expectation that the 
successful vendor address these challenges. 


Our team will use proven business procedures for establishing, controlling, and monitoring all 
transition activities. To meet the benchmarks required for a successful transition of the Core 
MMIS and Peripheral Systems to Infocrossing, we adhere to a well-defined, quality management 
approach to minimize risks and avoid disruption of the ongoing services to DHCFP’s Medicaid 
program. Our project management methodology and processes are built on the lessons learned 
from Infocrossing’s more than 25 years of successful experience as the Missouri Medicaid Fiscal 
Agent through four consecutive competitive reprocurements and numerous program-level MMIS 
enhancement projects we have accomplished for this client. In each project, we proved our 
commitment and resolve by minimizing impact on the provider and recipient communities, as 
well as the state program staff. In addition, we draw on the expertise our teaming partners have 
amassed in servicing more than two dozen other state Medicaid programs. 


Infocrossing is committed to providing outstanding service to DHCFP, other vendors, and 
providers so that the transition is orderly and minimizes disruptions to the program. We will 
focus on open communication and provide access to project records and status. We will verify 
the work that must be completed, provide the necessary staff, and develop the appropriate work 
plan schedule to meet this goal. We will conduct regular project status meetings with DHCFP, 
the incumbent fiscal agent, and new vendors to discuss takeover and turnover activities and the 
status of deliverables, tasks, milestones, resources, project risks, action items, and issues. 
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Our reputation is built on the proven professionalism of the Infocrossing team. Our experience as 
a fiscal agent has consistently demonstrated our commitment to providing excellent service 
during each contract phase. 


Infocrossing will approach the transition in an organized and disciplined manner, using 
Microsoft Project as the tool to maintain the schedule, milestones, and resource needs. The 
project phases and milestone deliverables are reflected on the Microsoft Project Plan. 
Infocrossing, along with DHCFP staff, will use the work plan as a living tool to meet the 
established benchmarks and to monitor the completion of every key task. We will align our 
project schedule and milestones to the project management life cycle phases as follows: 


• Phase I:   Transition Initiation 
• Phase II:   Transition Planning 
• Phase III:   Transition Installation, Configuration, Migration & Unit Testing 
• Phase IV:   Transition Integration Testing 
• Phase V:   Transition Training 
• Phase VI:   Transition Parallel Testing 
• Phase VII:   Transition Operational Readiness 
• Phase VIII:   Transition Go-Live 
• Phase IX:   Transition Close 


To allow the greatest flexibility in detailing the relationships and dependencies of the many 
activities required to successfully transition the Nevada MMIS, we have organized our work plan 
into: 


• Phases – which correspond to Infocrossing’s proven Information Technology transition 
planning methodology. Within the nine transition phases listed above, we have embedded 
the tasks defined in the three RFP defined contract Periods: Contract Start-Up, Transition, 
and Operations. 


• Tasks – which are a combination of the specific Tasks defined in the RFP and 
established IT-specific tasks from Infocrossing’s work plan models. 


• Subtasks – which correspond to the RFP’s breakdown of the major activities within each 
RFP Task. 


• Activities, and Elements – which represent a further subdivision of activities within 
each RFP Task. 


• Milestones and Deliverables – which correspond to the RFP’s Milestones and 
Deliverables. 


Based on our knowledge and experience with other Medicaid programs, we know to not 
underestimate the requirements of taking over the system and the complexity of the tasks 
involved. As such, we submit a comprehensive work plan detailing project tasks, activities, 
milestones and deliverables in each project phase. The work plan for DHCFP is based on actual 
experience and through lessons learned. 
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The specific processes, procedures, and templates used to manage the project work plan will be 
tailored from a standard set of organizational project management assets maintained within 
Infocrossing’s Global Centers of Excellence Repository (IGCE). ICGE provides application and 
information engineering project management assets from Infocrossing organizations around the 
world. This base set of assets has been used to create project plans for Medicaid, Medicare and 
healthcare projects. ICGE tools follow industry recognized guidelines to project management 
established by the Project Management Institute (PMI) and the Project Management Book of 
Knowledge (PMBOK). Using these assets from a consistent organizational process 
configuration, will bring efficiency to DHCFP’s transition. 


Working closely with DHCFP, we will pair our project management and quality processes to 
satisfy the needs of project stakeholders by delivering the project on time, on budget, and with 
the right functional capability. We also incorporate our best practices for project management 
with our systems life cycle management to provide a strong combination of engineering 
discipline and flexibility. 


Our goal is to align our project development, quality assurance, and delivery to support 
DHCFP’s business and operational goals. From the beginning, we establish a collaborative 
approach to offer program and project accessibility. By employing a portfolio of procedures that 
have been applied, tested, and continually improved on projects and programs of every 
magnitude, DHCFP will benefit from a systematic methodology that delivers measurable results, 
quality assurance, and project success. 


Our project management follows a procedural approach, beginning at a high level then 
developing more detailed plans as the project evolves and specifics of the required work is 
defined. In this way, each plan is a living document that is updated as needed. 


The detailed Microsoft Project work plan is maintained through each phase of the transition. 
Besides the Takeover Project Manager, Infocrossing will assign a work planner who has 
responsibility of the Microsoft Project schedule updates, report generation, and plan change 
management. The work plan will accurately reflect actual and estimated effort, duration of tasks, 
and the relationships between tasks so that Infocrossing, DHCFP management, and project 
analysts can recognize potential issues or risks and take action to resolve them as quickly as 
possible. Within the work plan, we establish the baseline target values for effort, duration, and 
budget for each scheduled element of work in the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) to the level 
it will be managed. 


Change control and configuration management standards also will be applied to the work plan. 
To receive approval for any changes to the baseline work plan and milestone schedule, 
Infocrossing will submit a written request to DHCFP project leadership that includes a 
description of the change, impact analysis, and justification documentation. Throughout the 
project, Infocrossing project leaders will provide input into the effectiveness of the project 
progress and have factual information and access to provide status information. 


Using change control and configuration management standards and Microsoft Project, the 
Infocrossing Project Management Office can perform tasks electronically, including the 
following: 
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Assign tasks to team members and keep track of work as it is completed; allowing the project 
management team to automatically or manually accept task updates from team members and 
incorporate the updated information into their project statistics 


• Request and receive status reports in DHCFP desired format and consolidate individual 
status reports into one project status report that DHCFP can incorporate into the 
DHCFP’s project status reports 


• Perform what-if analyses to compare schedules and resource allocation after project 
managers have created different versions of their project and monitor the effect of 
schedule changes on resource availability, resource allocation, and costs 


• View resource availability across the organization and assemble a team of resources 
which project managers can assign various tasks, find and substitute resources based on 
skills, and build teams from a common list of enterprise resources 


9.1.1 Transition Period Entrance Criteria 


9.1.1.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria 
prior to the commencement of Transition Period activities: 


A. DHCFP approval of the Vendor’s Detailed Project Plan; 


B. Establishment of a location where MMIS related functions and contractor 
services will be performed; and 


C. Acceptance of a comprehensive Requirements Validation Document. 


As noted above, we meet with DHCFP and other stakeholders during the first week of the 
Contract Start-Up Period to review each step in the preliminary Project Plan. The resulting Final 
Project Plan is used by our PMO Manager to track and control project progress throughout the 
Transition Period. The Gantt chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project 
milestone activity for each of the Transition Period Entrance Criteria listed in RFP Section 9.1.1. 
9.1.2 Transition Period Exit Criteria 


9.1.2.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to 
exiting the Transition Period:  


A. DHCFP acceptance of the Vendor’s Transition Plan; 


B. Vendor’s certification of System Component(s) implementation (including the 
Core MMIS and peripheral systems and tools); 


C. Acceptance by DHCFP of all system test activities presented in Section 9 of 
this RFP; and 


D. Acceptance by DHCFP of all revisions to Systems and User Documentation 
(as required to fully describe the transferred system). 


The Gantt chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project deliverable and/or 
milestone activity for each of the Transition Period Exit Criteria listed or general referred to in 
RFP Section 9.1.2. 


In proposal Tab XI, Section 17.7 Project Plan, Infocrossing describes our approach to the 
deliverable review and approval process. Although RFP Section 8.3, Deliverable Submission and 
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Review Process presents a complex set of requirements controlling the deliverable review, 
revision, and approval process, in our preliminary Project Plan, we simplified the representation 
of this complex process using a standard scenario in which DHCFP requests changes to the 
original deliverable, Infocrossing revises the deliverable, and DHCFP accepts the deliverable 
after their second review (we realize that this process may become iterative depending on the 
complexity of the deliverable and the number of State reviews necessary to obtain approval.)  
Our PMO Manager will utilize this highly structured approach to ensure that all Transition 
Period Exit Criteria, as well as all other deliverables, have been appropriately produced, 
reviewed, and approved by DHCFP. 


9.2 Transition Planning 
The first step in preparing for the continuance of operations of systems and 
programs associated with Nevada Medicaid and Check Up is transition 
planning. The following sections present the transition planning expectations. 


9.2.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


9.2.1.1 Review and agree to the Transition Period entrance and exit criteria established by 
DHCFP within the first thirty (30) days of the contract start date. 


9.2.1.2 Select and establish a Medicaid Claims Processing and Support services site within 
thirty (30) miles of DHCFP Administrative Offices, with a preference for a facility and 
services to be provided within Carson City limits, and submit a Facilities Plan, 
including but not limited to, location of computer hardware, to DHCFP for approval 
within the first thirty (30) days of the start of the Transition Period. 


9.2.1.3 Conduct a review of the current systems and user documentation, and clarify 
deficiencies as necessary. 


9.2.1.4 Establish and implement a project control and reporting system, and establish 
protocols for problem reporting and controls for transfers. 


9.2.1.5 Become familiar with DHCFP policies and services through interviews with DHCFP 
and/or current contractor staff. 


9.2.1.6 Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Transition Plan to DHCFP. The plan shall 
include: 


A. Proposed approach to transition; 


B. Proposed approach for conducting a knowledge transfer from the current 
vendor to the new vendor; 


C. Tasks and activities for transition; 


D. Personnel and level of effort in hours; 


E. Completion date; 


F. Transition milestones; 


G. Entrance and exit criteria; 


H. Schedule for transition; 


I. Production program and documentation update procedures during transition; 
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J. Readiness walkthrough; 


K. Parallel test procedures; 


L. Provider training; and 


M. Interface testing. 


9.2.1.7 Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan to DHCFP.  


The plan shall include: 


A. Proposed approach to MMIS relocation risk/contingency planning; 


B. Risk analysis: identification of critical business processes; 


C. Risk analysis: identification of potential failures; 


D. Risk analysis: business impacts; and 


E. Identification of alternatives/contingencies. 


9.2.1.8 Develop an approved plan and establish the gateway to DHCFP’s LAN to facilitate 
communications between DHCFP and the contractor, and supply all hardware and 
software needed within sixty (60) days of the start of the Transition Period.  


9.2.1.9 Establish a contractor operations facility within thirty (30) miles of DHCFP 
Administrative Offices within the first thirty (30) days of the Transition Period. 


9.2.1.10 Initiate project management control software and reporting procedures. 


9.2.1.11 Establish and maintain a deliverable control and issue resolution tracking system 
using PC-based software, for the life of the contract. Update the software by 
recording and tracking all deliverable correspondence initiated by either DHCFP or 
the contractor. The system shall be accessible for joint use by both the authorized 
DHCFP and contractor staff.  


9.2.1.12 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the approved 
Project Plan.  


9.2.1.13 Conduct weekly status meetings with the State Project Manager, other DHCFP staff, 
and DHCFP contractors, as necessary. 


9.2.1.14 Inform the State Project Manager of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project 
timeline by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified.  


9.2.1.15 Work with other system vendors, DHCFP, and other Nevada State agencies to 
establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed 
necessary by DHCFP to promote a successful transition period.  


9.2.1.16 Modify and Update the MMIS Project Plan that was initially submitted to DHCFP. Any 
changes from current operating procedures must be clearly identified and reflected in 
the Project Plan. The contractor must also clearly describe the hardware 
configurations and telecommunications network for the appropriate sections of the 
Project Plan. 


Of the many activities to be performed during Transition Planning, there are three that standout 
as the most important in completing Infocrossing’s and DHCFP’s understanding of the 
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requirements of the Transition Period and in developing the manual and automated processes to 
support the positive control and monitoring of all Transition activities: 


• As the final activities in developing a full understanding of all Nevada MMIS and 
Medicaid program requirements, Infocrossing will conduct interviews with DHCFP and 
current contractor staff to complete our understanding of State Medicaid policies and 
services. In conjunction with these interviews, we will complete our review of the current 
systems and user documentation, and request clarification of any deficiencies found. 


• Building on the final Project Plan approved in the Contract Start-Up Period, Infocrossing 
will implement a multi-process project control and reporting system, and work with 
DHCFP to establish protocols for problem reporting and controls for transfers. Our 
project control system includes formalized project management software, a structured 
change request and issue tracking process, and detailed procedures for effecting the 
submission / review / approval of all project deliverables. 


• While the overall Project Plan is the key artifact used to control and monitor day to day 
task completion, the Nevada MMIS Transition Plan is the key artifact providing an 
overview of the road map to successful transition of the Core MMIS and Peripheral 
Systems. By the time the Transition Plan is completed, Infocrossing and the State will 
have a solid, and mutually agreed upon, understanding of the major activities and their 
sequence of completion necessary to achieve the objectives of the Transition Period. 


9.2.2 Progress Milestones 


9.2.2.1 Establishment of Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


9.2.2.2 DHCFP approval of the Transition Plan. 


9.2.2.3 DHCFP approval of the Facilities Plan. 


9.2.2.4 DHCFP approval of the Nevada MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan. 


9.2.2.5 Establishment of permanent contractor facilities. 


9.2.2.6 Complete review of existing system documentation and user documentation. 


9.2.2.7 Final transition work plan and schedule. 


9.2.2.8 Completion of DHCFP workspace at the contractor’s facility. 


9.2.2.9 Establishment of the gateway to DHCFP’s LAN. 


The Gantt chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project milestone activity for 
each of the Progress Milestones listed in RFP Section 9.2.2. For DHCFP’s ease of reference, 
each Project Plan milestone is cross-referenced to the specific RFP requirement represented. 
9.2.3 Contractor Deliverables 


9.2.3.1 Project Control and Reporting System. 


9.2.3.2 MMIS Transition Plan. 


9.2.3.3 MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan. 


9.2.3.4 MMIS System Documentation Review Results. 


9.2.3.5 MMIS User Documentation Review Results. 
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9.2.3.6 Facilities Plan. 


9.2.3.7 Updated Nevada MMIS Project Plan. 


9.2.3.8 Weekly Status Reports. 


The Gantt chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project deliverable activity 
for each of the Contractor Deliverables listed in RFP Section 9.2.3. For DHCFP’s ease of 
reference, each Project Plan deliverable is cross-referenced to the specific RFP requirement 
represented. 
9.2.4 DHCFP Responsibilities 


9.2.4.1 Review and approve final entrance and exit criteria for each task of the MMIS 
Transition Period. 


9.2.4.2 Coordinate communication, and act as liaison between the new contractor and the 
current contractor. 


9.2.4.3 Provide the new contractor with all available documentation on current MMIS 
operations and Nevada requirements. 


9.2.4.4 Provide the new contractor with DHCFP and current contractor MMIS naming 
convention standards and policies (as available). 


9.2.4.5 Provide the new contractor with an initial and final transfer copy of the Nevada 
MMIS, including but not limited to, source programs, files, job-cycle documentation, 
and all other supporting documentation necessary for system operations. 


9.2.4.6 The final transfer copy will be delivered before the start of parallel testing. 


9.2.4.7 Provide the new contractor with final schedules published by the current contractor 
for all cycle processes.  


9.2.4.8 Provide updates of the system to the new contractor as the current contractor 
continues to install modifications and correct deficiencies to the system. 


9.2.4.9 Clarify, at the new contractor’s request, Nevada Medicaid Program and Check Up 
Program policy, regulations, and procedures.  


9.2.4.10 Provide protocols for problem reporting and controls for the transfer of data or 
information from the current contractor to the new contractor. 


9.2.4.11 Review and approve the Facilities Plan, including but not limited to, location of 
computer hardware, etc., submitted by the new contractor.  


9.2.4.12 Review and approve a Transition Plan to facilitate transfer of the Nevada MMIS to 
the new contractor. 


9.2.4.13 Review and approve MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan. 


9.2.4.14 Review and approve staff training materials, sessions provide, and operations 
documentation. 


9.2.4.15 Conduct a review of the new contractor’s project work plan, defining all Period-level, 
project milestones, deliverables, and activity-level schedules and staffing levels. 
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9.2.4.16 Coordinate the transition of state-owned property (i.e., office furniture, equipment, 
hardware and software) to the new contractor, termination, or assumption of leases 
of MMIS hardware and software.  


9.2.4.17 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


9.2.4.18 Review and monitor Project Plan. 


Infocrossing acknowledges the State’s responsibilities listed in RFP Section 9.2.4. The Gantt 
chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project activity, deliverable, or 
milestone for most, if not all, of the DHCFP Responsibilities identified above. For DHCFP’s 
ease of reference, these activities, deliverables, and milestones are cross-referenced to the 
specific RFP requirement represented. 


Throughout the project, Infocrossing fully involves the State in all project governance activities 
through regularly scheduled meetings, formal and informal status reporting, walk-throughs, 
definition of deliverable formats and processes, collaboration to define requirements, risks, and 
mitigations, availability and responsiveness for questions and consultations, and formal sign-off 
for all deliverables. One of our objectives is to utilize DHCFP resources in the most productive 
and cost effective manner. To that end, we discuss deliverable content with the State prior to 
submission and, where possible, we submit large deliverables in multiple components to reduce 
the impact on the overall project schedule. 


9.3 Transition of Core MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools, and Medicaid Program 
Claims Processing and Support Services 


9.3.1 System Transfer and Installation  


In this task, the new contractor will transfer the current Core MMIS and existing 
peripheral systems and tools to the new hardware, installing all software and 
the telecommunications network required to operate the system according to 
the specifications outlined in the current system documentation and the RFP. 
For the incumbent or new contractor, the contractor will replace and install any 
new peripheral systems and tools. The contractor, incumbent or new, will also 
transfer or develop any software necessary to perform its operational 
responsibilities for the Medicaid Claims Processing and Support Services (e.g., 
data entry, claims processing, provider relations, etc.). The Vendor may also 
propose a phased implementation approach for transition of the Nevada MMIS 
to operations, which shall be described in detail in the Vendor’s Transition Plan 
and reflected in the detailed project plan. The phased implementation approach 
shall not disrupt services provided by Medicaid service providers to Nevada 
Medicaid and Check Up recipients.  


Our team will use proven business procedures for “System Transfer and Installation” to 
transition the Core MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools, and Medicaid Claims Processing and 
Support Services. We adhere to a well-defined, quality management approach to minimize risks 
and avoid disruption of the ongoing services to DHCFP’s recipients and providers. Our 
methodology and processes are built on the lessons learned from more than 25 years of fiscal 
agent services. Infocrossing understands the need to follow proven practices and standards to 
make certain these phases are completed as expected and approved by DHCFP.  
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9.3.2 Contractor Responsibilities 


9.3.2.1 Acquire necessary hardware and software needed for a successful transition. 


9.3.2.2 Establish system environments and facilities necessary to operate the Nevada 
MMIS. 


9.3.2.3 Install the most recent versions of the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools, as 
needed, including, but not limited to, all subsystem programs, online programs, 
telecommunications, data entry software, and test files. 


9.3.2.4 Customize any new peripheral systems and tools being provided by the vendor for 
the Nevada MMIS staff. 


9.3.2.5 Install replacements for licensed software and systems as described in this RFP. 


9.3.2.6 Coordinate with DHCFP and the current contractor to resolve problems encountered 
during the installation of the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools on the new 
contractor’s equipment. 


9.3.2.7 Ensure all hardware, software, protocols, processes, and communications are 
appropriately established to successfully “turn-on” the system. 


9.3.2.8 Revise systems and user documentation as required to fully describe the transferred 
system. 


9.3.2.9 Code modifications to the system as necessary for accurate operation of the system. 


9.3.2.10 Perform a system test to compare all transferred programs, files, utilities, JCL, etc., 
to determine that the transferred system has the same composition as the 
operational Core MMIS. 


9.3.2.11 Perform an integration test to determine that all cycles appropriately execute to 
conclusion; this test will validate all online and batch programs and cycles, including, 
but not limited to, all reporting programs. 


9.3.2.12 Review and analyze unit test results. 


9.3.2.13 Resolve program errors and rerun unit tests as necessary. 


9.3.2.14 Assist DHCFP with problem identification and error resolution. 


9.3.2.15 Inform appropriate DHCFP Staff of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project 
timeline by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified. 


9.3.2.16 Revise the Project Plan, as necessary, to provide current information regarding 
activities and dates. 


9.3.2.17 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria; 


9.3.2.18 Develop configuration management tools to establish version control of Core MMIS 
and peripheral system tools. 


9.3.2.19 Provide Nevada MMIS operations training sessions for DHCFP personnel or new 
contractor staff, as necessary. 


9.3.2.20 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the Transition 
Plan and the overall Project Plan. 


9.3.2.21 Conduct weekly status meetings with DHCFP staff. 
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9.3.2.22 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate 
system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully 
meet the responsibilities identified for this Period. 


As with the Transition Planning task, there are many critical activities to be performed during the 
actual transition of the Core MMIS and Peripheral Systems to Infocrossing’s data center. 
However, two activities are arguably the most important in ensuring positive management 
control and in preventing schedule slippage: 


• Coordinate with DHCFP and the current contractor to resolve problems encountered 
during the installation of the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools on the new 
contractor’s equipment. While it is not unusual for problems to occur during the software 
and data file transfer process, it is imperative that issues be addressed immediately and 
fully by both the State and the incumbent contractor to prevent schedule slippage. 


• Develop configuration management tools to establish version control of the Core MMIS 
and peripheral system tools. During the Contract Start Up Period, Infocrossing will work 
with DHCFP and the incumbent contractor to establish a periodic schedule of software 
and data file transfers throughout the implementation period. Typically, the initial 
transfer of the system is followed by periodic transfer of modified source code and a final 
copy of the system is received at the start of parallel testing (at this point, all changes to 
the incumbent’s version of the MMIS and Peripheral Systems are frozen.)  This is a 
complicated process and requires an automated software version control tool and strictly 
focused oversight on the part of Infocrossing and DHCFP. 


9.3.3 Progress Milestones 


9.3.3.1 Establish facility to operate the Nevada MMIS. 


9.3.3.2 Installation of hardware and system software. 


9.3.3.3 Installation of the Core MMIS software and files and peripheral system tools. 


9.3.3.4 Approval of system test results. 


9.3.3.5 Approval of integration test results. 


9.3.3.6 Approval of updated system and user documentation and operating procedures. 


9.3.3.7 Approval of training plan by DHCFP. 


The Gantt chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project milestone activity for 
each of the Progress Milestones listed in RFP Section 9.3.3. For DHCFP’s ease of reference, 
each Project Plan milestone is cross-referenced to the specific RFP requirement represented. 
9.3.4 Contractor Deliverables 


9.3.4.1 System Test Plan. 


9.3.4.2 System Test Results. 


9.3.4.3 Integration Test Plan. 


9.3.4.4 Integration Test Results. 


9.3.4.5 Revised Nevada MMIS User Documentation. 
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9.3.4.6 Revised Nevada MMIS System Documentation. 


9.3.4.7 Nevada Training Plan. 


9.3.4.8 Nevada MMIS Operations Training Sessions. 


9.3.4.9 Revised Project Plan, as necessary. 


9.3.4.10 Weekly Status Reports. 


The Gantt chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project deliverable activity 
for each of the Contractor Deliverables listed in RFP Section 9.3.4. For DHCFP’s ease of 
reference, each Project Plan deliverable is cross-referenced to the specific RFP requirement 
represented. 
9.3.5 DHCFP Responsibilities 


9.3.5.1 Coordinate with the contractor during the installation of any telecommunications links 
to DHCFP’s network. 


9.3.5.2 Verify that the following Nevada MMIS and associated documentation is received 
from the current contractor and transferred to the new contractor, including, but not 
limited to:  


A. All necessary data to support acceptance testing by DHCFP or designated 
agent; 


B. All necessary production data and reference files on electronic medium; 


C. All production computer programs on electronic medium; 


D. All imaged documents stored on digital imaging; 


E. All reports on DVD-R or other designated medium; 


F. Job Control Language (JCL) on electronic media; 


G. JCL for production jobs; 


H. All other documentation, including, but not limited to, user and operation 
manuals needed to operate and maintain the system; 


I. Operations logs from the last 12 months; 


J. Balancing documents; 


K. Procedures for updating computer programs, JCL, data dictionaries, and 
other documentation; 


L. Job scheduling parameters and/or inputs; 


M. Reports used by operations staff during routine operations; and 


N. Hardware configuration diagram.  


9.3.5.3 Act as mediator with the current contractor to resolve system transfer and installation 
problems. 


9.3.5.4 Act as liaison between the current and new contractor to schedule Nevada MMIS 
operations training sessions for DHCFP staff and the new contractor staff. The 
training schedule shall include but not be limited to the following sessions:  
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A. Data entry and claims processing; 


B. Computer operations and procedures, including, but not limited to, cycle 
monitoring procedures; 


C. Controls and balancing procedures; 


D. Suspended claims processing; and 


E. Other manual procedures.  


9.3.5.5 Review and approve system and external software capabilities used by the 
contractor to operate the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools. 


9.3.5.6 Arrange for the transfer of Core MMIS and peripheral system tools software and files 
to the new contractor. 


9.3.5.7 Review and approve contractor documentation that the entire Core MMIS and all 
peripheral system tools were transferred and they function according to DHCFP 
specifications. 


9.3.5.8 Provide a complete and finalized listing of system job cycles in use in baseline 
system at time of transfer and installation. 


9.3.5.9 Review and approve modifications to existing system or miscellaneous 
documentation made by the current and/or new contractor. 


9.3.5.10 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


Infocrossing acknowledges the State’s responsibilities listed in RFP Section 9.3.5. The Gantt 
chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project activity, deliverable, or 
milestone for most, if not all, of the DHCFP Responsibilities identified above. For DHCFP’s 
ease of reference, these activities, deliverables, and milestones are cross-referenced to the 
specific RFP requirement represented. 


9.4 Parallel Testing 
In this task, the new contractor shall conduct a comprehensive parallel system 
test to ensure the Core MMIS processing system is processing claims correctly. 
DHCFP expects full participation on behalf of the current MMIS contractor to 
ensure that parallel test activities are performed. 


As part of the parallel testing activity, the new contractor will be responsible for 
the planning, development, testing, and management of the data migration 
process.  


Through this parallel test, the contractor(s) shall demonstrate that the current 
claims system is fully operational under the new contractor(s) management. 
During the parallel testing task, the contractor(s) will utilize input files from the 
current contractor’s claims processing activities and compare the output results 
to determine data integrity of the newly installed Core MMIS. The new MMIS 
contractor shall be responsible for running prior cycles of standardized reports 
from the newly transferred system to compare to reports that have already 
been produced. 
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Infocrossing will take advantage of the knowledge and experience of DHCFP assist during the 
Parallel Testing Phase. Infocrossing resources are dedicated to testing activities and follow a 
standard testing methodology to verify and validate the system and measure the progress toward 
the plan completion. Specifically, Infocrossing provides a requirements-driven testing approach 
to identify defects early in the systems development cycle and focus testing coverage on high-
risk, high-value system requirements. We will track defects identified during testing by using an 
issue tracking and reporting system. We will maintain testing and defect metrics during this 
phase so that progress can be monitored and current information can be provided to DHCFP 
organization.  


The Test Plan will be submitted as part of the Detailed Project Plan and provide information on 
each of the types of test activities and the expected outputs of each.  
9.4.1 Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs 


9.4.1.1 In the event of the identification of discrepant parallel test outputs or results, the new 
vendor will be required to research and determine the reason for the discrepant 
information, in an effort to successfully accomplish parallel testing. The new vendor 
will work to resolve discrepancies identified during parallel testing until all outputs 
and results are produced to DHCFP’s expectations and instills the level of 
confidence needed for the project team to proceed with subsequent transition period 
activities.  


9.4.1.2 In the event that the new Vendor is unable to address and/or resolve discrepant 
parallel test outputs or results to DHCFP’s satisfaction within ten (10) working days, 
DHCFP will: 


A. Continue to use and consider the existing Nevada MMIS outputs and data as 
the output standard; 


B. Require that the Vendor document an action plan containing the following 
elements (at a minimum): 


1. Description of discrepancy; 


2. Date discrepancy identified by the Contractor; 


3. Date Vendor notified DHCFP of the discrepancy; 


4. Reason for discrepancy (if known); 


5. Actions taken by the Contractor to date; 


6. Vendor’s proposed options for resolving discrepant information and 
estimated scope of work associated with each resolution option; 


7. Additional resources and support needed to pursue the resolution, 
including an estimated schedule for resolving the discrepancy;  


8. Assumptions and dependencies related to the planned resolution of the 
discrepancy; and 


9. Impacts on the project. 
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C. Request that the Vendor provide updates to DHCFP regarding the status of 
the action plan on a frequency determined by DHCFP that is appropriate to 
the discrepancy that has been identified.  


The parallel testing task will overlap with the start of the 
implementation/operations readiness task and start of the operations task only 
as much as required.  


The Infocrossing approach for testing will be documented in the Test Plan and the key activities 
and outputs will be represented as milestones on the project work plan. We will create a 
comprehensive test plan with input from DHCFP and the incumbent contractor. We will work 
closely with the DHCFP personnel as well as the incumbent contractor to collaborate and 
execute a plan that focused on the specific testing tasks and outcomes that are keys to verifying 
the transitioned system.  


The test plan will document the testing activities and the final acceptance criteria for production 
cutover to the new environment. Infocrossing recognizes that the keys to successful testing 
during the Takeover Phase are well-defined objectives and clearly documented roles and 
responsibilities of the testing team and project partners. The testing objectives are as follows: 


• Provide a clear and concise path of action that will test each function of the Nevada 
MMIS to make certain that the current functional capability has been preserved during 
takeover activities. 


• Make sure the features of the mandatory and optional Nevada MMIS enhancements meet 
the business requirements as specified and approved by DHCFP. 


• Make certain that the Nevada MMIS will appropriately converse to other systems, fully 
adjudicate program claims with payment or denial, generate capitation payments, update 
reference data, and produce required reports and outputs. 


9.4.2 Contractor Responsibilities 


9.4.2.1 Establish a parallel test plan. 


9.4.2.2 Develop procedures and supporting documentation for parallel testing. 


9.4.2.3 Establish a data migration plan that describes the data conversion strategy and the 
data validation approach. 


9.4.2.4 Develop and test data migration programs. 


9.4.2.5 Establish a parallel test schedule with DHCFP staff. 


9.4.2.6 Provide appropriate contractor staff for claims entry and claims resolution during the 
parallel test. 


9.4.2.7 Identify and resolve problems and discrepancies with DHCFP staff. 


9.4.2.8 Perform parallel test of the transferred system with input from the current contractor’s 
operations. 


9.4.2.9 Compare the results of runs on the transferred system to identical runs on the 
current system. 


9.4.2.10 Analyze and record test results. 
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9.4.2.11 Identify and generate test data, as needed. 


9.4.2.12 Perform a parallel test of standardized reports from prior-cycle data to compare to 
existing reports for data integrity of the transferred system. 


9.4.2.13 Resolve any discrepancies in the Core MMIS identified as a result of parallel testing 
results. 


9.4.2.14 Revise systems and user documentation as required to fully describe the transferred 
system. 


9.4.2.15 Inform DHCFP of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline by close of 
business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified. 


9.4.2.16 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


9.4.2.17 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of the tasks against the work 
plan. 


9.4.2.18 Conduct weekly status meetings with the appropriate DHCFP staff. 


9.4.2.19 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate 
system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully 
meet the responsibilities identified for this Period. 


Parallel testing provides two important measurements in judging a transferred systems’ readiness 
to support production. The first is volume testing, which measures the transitioned system’s 
ability to support the daily, weekly, and monthly transaction volumes required to meet the 
system response time requirements of the RFP. The second is “comparison testing”, which 
measures the ability of the transitioned system to produce results identical to the incumbent’s 
system given the exact same data input. 


The volume testing component of Parallel Testing is primarily an activity for the Infocrossing 
team. It provides us with an opportunity to measure system throughput and provides us with an 
environment to finalize system and administrative staff training using “live” production data. 


It is the “comparison testing” component of Parallel Testing that provides the most difficulty and 
which will require the majority of Infocrossing and DHCFP resources. The RFP requires 
Infocrossing to complete two “comparison testing” activities: 


• Utilize input files from the current contractor’s claims processing activities and compare 
the output results to determine data integrity of the newly installed Core MMIS; and 


• Execute prior cycles of standardized reports from the newly transferred system to 
compare to reports that have already been produced. 


For both of these “comparison testing” activities, Infocrossing is responsible for identifying 
discrepant parallel test outputs or results and determining the reason for the discrepant 
information. The key to minimizing test result discrepancies is the establishment of an identical 
application software configuration and test data environment. This is especially difficult to do 
because of: 


• The hundreds of data files within the MMIS which must contain the same identical 
information in the parallel testing environment as originally contained within the 
incumbent’s production environment; and 
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• The requirement to transfer on-going application software changes from the incumbent’s 
system multiple times throughout the Transition Period. 


Because of the above complexities, there are typically a number of discrepancies encountered 
between the incumbent’s prior MMIS cycle outputs and the transitioned MMIS outputs. While 
most of these discrepancies will be determined to be caused by data or application software 
differences, their research does require considerable resource investment on the part of 
Infocrossing, DHCFP, and incumbent vendor staff. Infocrossing’s proposed software and data 
file version control system will help to minimize discrepancies due to differing software and data 
file configurations. However, these issues need to be carefully considered during the creation of 
the Parallel Testing Plan to minimize the potential for data file and application software 
differences. 
9.4.3 Progress Milestones 


9.4.3.1 DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Plans. 


9.4.3.2 DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Results. 


9.4.3.3 DHCFP approval of Data Migration Plan. 


9.4.3.4 DHCFP approval of Data Migration Results. 


9.4.3.5 DHCFP approval of revised Systems Documentation. 


9.4.3.6 DHCFP approval of revised User Documentation. 


9.4.3.7 Conduct a successful parallel test in accordance with test criteria, priorities, and 
quality standards established in the DHCFP-approved test plan. 


The Gantt chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project milestone activity for 
each of the Progress Milestones listed in RFP Section 9.4.3. For DHCFP’s ease of reference, 
each Project Plan milestone is cross-referenced to the specific RFP requirement represented. 
9.4.4 Contractor Deliverables 


9.4.4.1 Parallel Test Plan. 


9.4.4.2 Parallel Test Results. 


9.4.4.3 Data Migration Plan. 


9.4.4.4 Data Migration Results. 


9.4.4.5 Revised Systems and User Documentation (as required to fully describe the 
transferred system). 


9.4.4.6 Weekly Status Reports. 


9.4.4.7 Action Plan for Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs. 


The Gantt chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project deliverable activity 
for each of the Contractor Deliverables listed in RFP Section 9.4.4. For DHCFP’s ease of 
reference, each Project Plan deliverable is cross-referenced to the specific RFP requirement 
represented. 
9.4.5 Department Responsibilities 
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9.4.5.1 Review and approve the new contractor’s parallel test plan that includes how it will 
produce the results from necessary job cycles. 


9.4.5.2 Review and approve the new contractor’s parallel schedule. 


9.4.5.3 Review and approve the new contractor’s parallel test results. 


9.4.5.4 Review and approve the new contractor’s data migration test plan. 


9.4.5.5 Review and approve the new contractor’s data migration test results. 


9.4.5.6 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


9.4.5.7 Identify and coordinate with providers and the current MMIS contractor to provide 
testing data to cover the breadth and volume of the Core MMIS. 


Infocrossing acknowledges the State’s responsibilities listed in RFP Section 9.4.5. The Gantt 
chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project activity, deliverable, or 
milestone for most, if not all, of the DHCFP Responsibilities identified above. For DHCFP’s 
ease of reference, these activities, deliverables, and milestones are cross-referenced to the 
specific RFP requirement represented. 


9.5 Operational Readiness 
The contractor will be expected to meet the responsibilities, milestones, and 
deliverables as indicated below to ensure the successful continuance of 
Nevada’s Medicaid and Check Up operations without disruption to recipients, 
providers, and DHCFP staff.  


The contractor shall perform specific implementation and operations functions 
to ensure operational readiness. In preparation for operations, the contractor 
will perform final file conversions, recruit and train operations staff, and conduct 
any necessary provider and DHCFP staff training.  


9.5.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


9.5.1.1 Identify necessary modifications to manual and automated operating procedures, 
and define relationships and responsibilities of DHCFP and the new contractor. 
Revise operating procedures as required. 


9.5.1.2 Develop or revise provider manuals, including but not limited to, billing and 
submission procedures, new provider relations phone numbers, and any other 
information pertinent to providers. Revise as required. 


9.5.1.3 Hire and train personnel to perform required manual and system responsibilities. 


9.5.1.4 Submit an updated staffing plan for all periods. 


9.5.1.5 Revise the report distribution schedule to reflect updated DHCFP decisions on 
format, media, and distribution. 


9.5.1.6 Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on contractor organization, 
functional responsibilities, and operational procedures. 


9.5.1.7 Prepare outreach materials for providers, with DHCFP approval, in which Nevada 
MMIS transition activities are identified, including but not limited to, pertinent 
information regarding the new contract, addresses, phone numbers, billing manuals, 
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cutoff dates for claims submissions and enrollment changes, website changes, EDI 
support changes, and all other transition activities as necessary. 


9.5.1.8 Develop a provider transition training plan, and conduct any necessary provider 
training sessions. 


9.5.1.9 Develop an operational readiness training plan and conduct training for DHCFP staff 
in order to ensure preparedness for operations. 


9.5.1.10 Conduct a formal readiness walkthrough with DHCFP, demonstrating how all 
functional areas are ready. 


9.5.1.11 Prepare a final Operational Readiness Assessment Document, including results of 
the parallel test and an assessment of the final operational readiness of contractor 
staff to operate the Nevada MMIS. 


9.5.1.12 Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-related receipts and pending 
claims from the current contractor for completion of processing after cutover. 


Infocrossing has a detailed understanding of the administrative and systems scope of work 
required to support Nevada’s Medicaid program. We understand the importance of a thorough 
and accurate Operational Readiness assessment from both a systems and administrative staff 
perspective. Our proven system and administrative procedures for processing transactions for 
providers, clients, and the State assure a prompt and accurate result that provides optimal service 
to these constituencies and responsibly administers Medicaid program funds. Our standard 
approach to operational readiness assessment and validation includes a review and assessment of 
all business areas. The table below provides an example of the functional areas we typically 
review during an Operational Readiness assessment: 


 


Functional Areas Reviewed 
• Recipient Services • Interactive Voice Response System  


• Managed Care Enrollment • Documentation Control, Imaging, and Error Resolution


• Provider Services • HIPAA – Privacy, Security, and Crosswalk 


• Reference and Rate Setting • Web Portal 


• Medical Policy • Call Center Operation 


• Prior Authorization • System Maintenance 


• Third Party Liability and Recoveries • General System Requirements 


• Claims Processing • Data Center Operations 


• Encounter Processing  • Documentation Updates 


• MARS and Finance • Production and Distribution of all Required Reports 


• SURS and Program Integrity • Software License Maintenance 


• Pharmacy Point-of-Service • Hardware Purchase 


• Drug Rebate • Disaster Recovery and Backup 
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Functional Areas Reviewed 
• Data Warehouse and Decision Support Systems • Quality Assurance 


• Ad hoc and Other Reporting • Other 


 


Each functional area will be assessed for operational readiness using a specific Readiness 
Acceptance Checklist. The assessment process will be managed by our Quality Control unit and 
supported by specific functional area project team members. Assessment results will be reviewed 
with DHCFP and operational readiness walk-throughs of each business area will be conducted. 
9.5.2 Progress Milestones 


9.5.2.1 DHCFP approval of Revised Operating Procedures. 


9.5.2.2 DHCFP approval of Revised Provider Manuals. 


9.5.2.3 DHCFP approval of updated Contractor Staffing Plan. 


9.5.2.4 DHCFP approval of Operational Readiness Training Plan. 


9.5.2.5 Approval by DHCFP of Operational Readiness Assessment. 


The Gantt chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project milestone activity for 
each of the Progress Milestones listed in RFP Section 9.5.2. For DHCFP’s ease of reference, 
each Project Plan milestone is cross-referenced to the specific RFP requirement represented. 
9.5.3 Contractor Deliverables 


9.5.3.1 Revised Operating Procedures. 


9.5.3.2 Revised Provider Manuals. 


9.5.3.3 Updated staffing plan for operations. 


9.5.3.4 Provider Transition Training Plan. 


9.5.3.5 DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan. 


9.5.3.6 Final Operational Readiness Assessment. 


The Gantt chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project deliverable activity 
for each of the Contractor Deliverables listed in RFP Section 9.5.3. For DHCFP’s ease of 
reference, each Project Plan deliverable is cross-referenced to the specific RFP requirement 
represented. 
9.5.4 DHCFP Responsibilities 


9.5.4.1 Provide staff time to attend training sessions conducted by the contractor for DHCFP 
personnel. 


9.5.4.2 Approve notices to be sent to providers regarding transition issues and the process. 


9.5.4.3 Review and approve operating procedures defining responsibilities of contractor 
personnel for Nevada MMIS operations; 
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9.5.4.4 Review and approve updated provider manuals delivered by the contractor, and 
request revisions as necessary. 


9.5.4.5 Review and approve revised staffing plan. 


9.5.4.6 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


9.5.4.7 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


Infocrossing acknowledges the State’s responsibilities listed in RFP Section 9.5.4. The Gantt 
chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project activity, deliverable, or 
milestone for most, if not all, of the DHCFP Responsibilities identified above. For DHCFP’s 
ease of reference, these activities, deliverables, and milestones are cross-referenced to the 
specific RFP requirement represented. 


9.6 Implementation and Start of Operations 
The contractor shall perform specific implementation functions, as applicable, 
during the Transition Period, as listed below. DHCFP will work with the 
contractor to establish a specific date in which the contractor will be 
responsible for processing claims. Fully operational is defined as: accurately 
processing, according to DHCFP performance standards, the appropriate 
claims, all claims adjustments and mass adjustments, and other financial 
transactions; maintaining all system files; providing access to all supporting 
components, including eligibility verification, appropriate reference parameters, 
Prior Authorizations, and Third Party Liability; producing all required reports; 
meeting all system requirements; and performing all other contractor 
responsibilities specified in this RFP. 


If DHCFP determines the system will not be operational on the date established 
by which the contractor will be responsible for processing claims, then 
implementation readiness assessments will be performed until such time as 
DHCFP determines that either a) the system is fully operational or b) that the 
contractor shall be deemed in default. 


Infocrossing recognizes and will comply with all the requirements to proceed to implementation 
and start of operations according to DHCFP performance standards defined as accurately 
processing, the following:  


• appropriate claims  
• all claims adjustments 
• mass adjustments  
• other financial transactions  
• maintaining all system files  
• providing access to all supporting components  
• including eligibility verification  
• appropriate reference parameters  
• Prior Authorizations 
• Third Party Liability 
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• producing all required reports 
• meeting all system requirements 
• performing all other contractor responsibilities specified in this RFP 


By employing a portfolio of procedures that have been applied, tested, and continually improved 
on projects and programs of every magnitude, DHCFP will benefit from a systematic 
methodology that delivers measurable results, quality assurance, and project success. 
9.6.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


9.6.1.1 Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on contractor organization, 
functional responsibilities, and operational procedures. 


9.6.1.2 Implement operational plan. 


9.6.1.3 Conduct any necessary provider training sessions. 


9.6.1.4 Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-related receipts and pending 
claims from the current contractor for completion of processing after cutover. 


9.6.1.5 No new claims, either electronic or hard copies, are accepted by the current 
contractor during the final five (5) working days prior to the transfer date. 


9.6.1.6 Allow for the complete resolution of all edits and adjudication of claims by the current 
contractor to be transferred. 


9.6.1.7 Perform final conversion and review conversion reports to demonstrate successful 
conversion. 


9.6.1.8 Implement all network connectivity and communications. 


9.6.1.9 Provide a final operational readiness certification based on the final operational 
readiness assessment, including, but not limited to, results of the parallel test and an 
assessment of the final operational readiness of contractor staff to operate the 
Nevada MMIS. 


9.6.1.10 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


9.6.1.11 Identify and report any implementation issues to DHCFP. 


9.6.1.12 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the work plan. 


9.6.1.13 Conduct weekly status meetings with appropriate DHCFP staff. 


9.6.1.14 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate 
system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully 
meet the responsibilities identified for this Period. 


9.6.1.15 Accept the required software, including modifications thereof, and associated 
documentation designed, developed, or installed under this Contract, all State’s 
intellectual property, and all work products produced under the Contract, including 
deliverables and configurations that have been identified by DHCFP as material to 
the successful Vendor. 


While all of the activities in this task are key to beginning the Operations period, there are four 
most critical that determine Infocrossing’s full readiness to begin production operations: 
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• Infocrossing’s completion of our system and administrative staff training activities 
culminated by the volume testing (stress test) of the Parallel Testing task. 


• Completion of all provider training sessions. 
• Infocrossing’s acceptance of the transfer of unkeyed hardcopy claims and other 


outstanding MMIS update transactions from the incumbent contractor. 
• The electronic transfer of MMIS input transactions and master files resulting from the 


incumbent’s final system file transfers. 


The groundwork for the successful completion of these critical activities is laid with the 
development and approval of the Nevada MMIS Transition Plan. To properly develop the 
Transition Plan and ensure that all contingencies have been considered, the Infocrossing team 
and DHCFP will have to determine the time line schedules for all final implementation activities 
as well as estimate the personnel and material resources needed to prepare for and conduct the 
activities. 
9.6.2 Progress Milestones 


9.6.2.1 Completion of contractor, DHCFP, and any necessary provider training. 


9.6.2.2 Successful completion of all entrance and exit criteria. 


9.6.2.3 Successful transfer of operations. 


The Gantt chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project milestone activity for 
each of the Progress Milestones listed in RFP Section 9.6.2. For DHCFP’s ease of reference, 
each Project Plan milestone is cross-referenced to the specific RFP requirement represented. 
9.6.3 Contractor Deliverables 


9.6.3.1 Weekly Status Reports. 


9.6.3.2 Certification from the Vendor of System Component(s) implementation (including the 
Core MMIS and peripheral systems and tools). 


The Gantt chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project deliverable activity 
for each of the Contractor Deliverables listed in RFP Section 9.6.3. For DHCFP’s ease of 
reference, each Project Plan deliverable is cross-referenced to the specific RFP requirement 
represented. 
9.6.4 DHCFP Responsibilities 


9.6.4.1 Approve certification from contractor that system is operation-ready. 


9.6.4.2 Oversee final transfer of all data, including, but not limited to, claims data. 


9.6.4.3 Provide staff time to attend training sessions conducted by the contractor for DHCFP 
personnel. 


9.6.4.4 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


9.6.4.5 Coordinate the termination or assumption of leases of appropriate hardware and 
software, where appropriate. 
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9.6.4.6 Turn-off other communications. Other communications include formal or informal 
communications from the previous contractor to providers, recipients, or other 
stakeholders as deemed appropriate by DHCFP. 


9.6.4.7 Work with previous contractor on remaining turnover tasks. 


Infocrossing acknowledges the State’s responsibilities listed in RFP Section 9.6.4. The Gantt 
chart included in our preliminary Project Plan contains a project activity, deliverable, or 
milestone for most, if not all, of the DHCFP Responsibilities identified above. For DHCFP’s 
ease of reference, these activities, deliverables, and milestones are cross-referenced to the 
specific RFP requirement represented. 
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10 Scope of Work – Operations Period Requirements  


10.1 Overview of Operations Period 
The contractor is responsible for maintaining the system as required in the RFP 
for the term of the contract. During the operations period, the contractor will be 
responsible for maintenance and change management activities. It is DHCFP’s 
requirement that all change management and maintenance activities will be 
accomplished within the budgeted effort of annual system and programmer 
analyst support and result in no additional cost for system-time, person-time, 
and/or documentation support. 


In this section, we describe Infocrossing’s approach to performing systems maintenance and 
change management activities during the Operations Period. For an in-depth discussion of our 
project management methodology, including issue tracking and change management, please refer 
to proposal Section 17.8 Project Management. 


Infocrossing understands that all system maintenance activities will be accomplished by the 
budgeted annual systems and programming analyst support. In addition, we acknowledge that the 
resources associated with performing and monitoring the change management process itself will 
also be covered under the annually budgeted system and programmer analyst support. 
10.1.1 Operations Period Entrance Criteria 


10.1.1.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria 
prior to commencement of Operations Period activities:  


A. DHCFP approval of the vendor’s Operational Readiness Assessment; 


B. Certification from vendor that system is operation-ready; 


C. DHCFP approved provider manuals; and 


D. DHCFP approved revised operations procedures. 


Infocrossing has a detailed understanding of the administrative and systems scope of work 
required to support Nevada’s Medicaid program. We have developed our preliminary Project 
Plan based on the requirements specified in this RFP. 


There are hundreds, if not thousands, of activities that need to be completed prior to the start of 
the Operations Period. Our Project Management Office will utilize the final Project Plan as the 
road map to monitor the Transition process and to ensure that we achieve operational readiness 
within the scheduled time frame. 


DHCFP has chosen the completion of four key activities to serve as gatekeepers for successful 
entry into the Operations Period: the Operational Readiness assessment, vendor certification of 
system readiness, the updating of Provider Manuals, and the updating of operations procedures. 


Infocrossing understands the importance of a thorough and accurate Operational Readiness 
assessment from both a systems and administrative staff perspective. Our proven system and 
administrative procedures for processing transactions for providers, clients, and the State assure a 
prompt and accurate result that provides optimal service to these constituencies and responsibly 
administers Medicaid program funds. Our standard approach to operational readiness assessment 
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and validation includes a review and assessment of all business areas. The table below provides 
an example of the functional areas we typically review during an Operational Readiness 
assessment: 


Functional Areas Reviewed 


• Recipient Services • Interactive Voice Response System  


• Managed Care Enrollment • Documentation Control, Imaging, and Error 
Resolution 


• Provider Services • HIPAA – Privacy, Security, and Crosswalk 


• Reference and Rate Setting • Web Portal 


• Medical Policy • Call Center Operation 


• Prior Authorization • System Maintenance 


• Third Party Liability and Recoveries • General System Requirements 


• Claims Processing • Data Center Operations 


• Encounter Processing  • Documentation Updates 


• MARS and Finance • Production and Distribution of all Required 
Reports 


• SURS and Program Integrity • Software License Maintenance 


• Pharmacy Point-of-Service • Hardware Purchase 


• Drug Rebate • Disaster Recovery and Backup 


• Data Warehouse and Decision Support 
Systems • Quality Assurance 


• Ad hoc and Other Reporting • Other 


 


Each functional area will be assessed for operational readiness using a specific Readiness 
Acceptance Checklist. The assessment process will be managed by our Quality Control unit and 
supported by specific functional area project team members. Assessment results will be reviewed 
with DHCFP and operational readiness walk-throughs of each business area will be conducted. 
10.1.2 Operations Period Exit Criteria 


10.1.2.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to 
exiting the Operations Period:  


A. DHCFP approved System Turn-Over Plan; and 


B. DHCFP approved System Requirements Statement. 
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Infocrossing acknowledges our responsibilities for accomplishing the Operations Period Exit 
Criteria and will ensure that we accomplish these requirements within the time frames specified 
in the RFP. 


10.2 Maintenance 
Maintenance includes operational maintenance, defects, and enhancements as 
defined in 10.2.2. 


10.2.1 Operational Maintenance Consists of: 


10.2.1.1 Ongoing changes, corrections, or enhancements to correct deficiencies found in the 
operational system. 


10.2.1.2 Emergency changes to the system involving table modification and/or changes that 
are done using system-provided screens; 


10.2.1.3 Hardware and software support (e.g. performing routine system maintenance with no 
impact on policy) 


As noted previously in our response to this section, Infocrossing understands that the system 
maintenance activities detailed in RFP requirements 10.2.1.1 through 10.2.1.3 are to be 
accomplished by our budgeted annual systems and programming analyst support teams. 
10.2.1.4 Reporting performed by: 


A. One FTE budgeted to perform ad-hoc DSS and MMIS queries and analysis; 
and 


B. One PBM position budgeted to perform ad-hoc PBM queries and analysis. 


The contractor shall perform all operational maintenance as a routine activity 
during the Operations Period at no additional cost to DHCFP. The contractor 
shall provide sufficient technical staff to perform all routine systems 
maintenance responsibilities. 


Please refer to Infocrossing’s Resource Matrix contained in proposal Section 17.6. We 
acknowledge that the DSS / MMIS and PBM ad hoc reporting analyst positions are to be 
accomplished by our budgeted annual systems and programming analyst support teams. 
10.2.2 Defects and Enhancements consist of: 


10.2.2.1 An operational or system defect is a flaw detected in the system, introduced by the 
successful vendor during the take over of the Nevada MMIS, or during the design, 
development, and implementation of a new or replaced system component. 
Operational or system defects caused by the takeover vendor shall be resolved by 
the vendor through the approved change management process. For the purpose of 
establishing baseline system and operational standards, the vendor shall refer to the 
current system source code for the base MMIS along with the operational 
requirements for the Nevada MMIS as described throughout this RFP. The vendor 
shall be responsible for all costs associated with the resolution of operational or 
system defects introduced by the takeover vendor throughout the life of the contract. 
While DHCFP may request that the successful vendor resolve all system defects 
identified by DHCFP, the successful vendor will not be held responsible for costs 
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associated with resolving defects that existed in the baseline system or operations of 
the Nevada MMIS prior to the take over. 


Infocrossing works with DHCFP during the Contract Startup Period to define the methodology 
for handling both regular maintenance changes and enhancements using our proposed Change 
Management process. Infocrossing customizes our existing Change Management Plan (which 
has been used successfully on previous major Infocrossing projects) to reflect these decisions 
and the processes approved by the State. 


To record, track, and report on Change Requests and the status of the Change Management 
function, Infocrossing will utilize IBM/Rational’s ClearQuest. This web-enabled tool offers 
transparency into the Change Management function by making information readily accessible to 
all authorized project stakeholders, as well as furnishing an efficient, easy-to-use, and powerful 
tracking and reporting capability. 


Using the ClearQuest tool, we will be able to identify changes needed to correct defects existent 
in the base system prior to Transition, changes needed to correct defects introduced by the 
Infocrossing team during Transition, and changes resulting from system enhancements to 
accommodate new functionality. Working with the DHCFP members of our Change 
Management Board, we will classify all changes into one of these three categories, set priorities 
for accomplishing the changes, and agree on any additional costs as appropriate. 
10.2.2.2 Program source code changes required to implement new system function (e.g. use 


of a new code for a program based on a policy change) or performance requirement 
beyond the current system requirements and functionality shall be considered an 
enhancement. Enhancements shall be executed by the vendor in accordance with 
the approved change management process. To this end, at minimum, the vendor 
must: 


A. Establish for review and approval by DHCFP, design, development, and 
implementation documents to formally describe the system enhancement. 


B. Include standards for testing of developed system changes, including DHCFP 
approval of test results. Enhancements that fail to meet the approved design 
and development technical and functional specifications or result in a 
defective end-product, shall be re-worked and corrected by the contractor at 
no additional cost to DHCFP. 


C. Include the approach for training contractor and/or DHCFP staff on process 
or system enhancements resulting from the approved enhancement. 


D. Support CMS’ prescribed post implementation certification review activities 
for each system enhancement as deemed appropriate by DHCFP and CMS, 
in accordance with Section 11.6.2.3, to 11.6.2.10. 


The control of changes to system software and non-software artifacts is an essential ingredient to 
the success of a project. All possible effort must be taken to ensure that changes are 
appropriately and efficiently instituted, that the impact of the change with respect to the overall 
system is understood, and that DHCFP is protected from risks associated with requested changes. 
It is imperative that all staff involved on a project are aware of the development scope, 
objectives, status, and impact of the change process at all times. 
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As noted in proposal Section 17.8, Project Management, the Nevada MMIS Change 
Management Plan will be described in the final Project Plan and agreed to as part of the sign-off 
by applicable Infocrossing and DHCFP management representatives. To ensure that all changes 
are properly defined and prioritized, we propose to establish a Change Management Board 
(CMB). The CMB will oversee and manage all system and administrative services changes 
throughout the Transition and Operations Periods. 


The Change Management Board is formed at the beginning of Contract Start-Up Period. The 
CMB is responsible for developing the Change Management Plan for deliverables and artifacts, 
implementing the plan, monitoring the plan, and reporting on Change Management activities. In 
addition to senior DHCFP project representation, the following Infocrossing project members 
will participate on the Board: 


• Account Manager 
• PMO Manager 
• IT Manager 
• Operations Manager 


The Change Management process is the responsibility of the PMO Manager who facilitates 
CMB meetings and performs administrative and reporting functions. Change Requests are 
submitted according to a formal process that is defined in the Change Management Plan that 
include processes for submitting a change, required information, change request update 
procedures, change status checking, and decision notification. 


On a regularly-scheduled basis that Infocrossing determines with DHCFP, the CMB reviews and 
approves changes. The CMB reviews changes for impact to the project in conjunction with the 
project’s definition of “significant change.” The PMO Manager works with DHCFP 
representatives to develop the project’s definition of “significant change” Changes may be 
approved, disapproved, returned to the requester for additional information, or approved in 
modified form. Approved changes must be formally signed-off by the CMB, after which the 
PMO incorporates them into the project management and tracking process. 


Non-software work products associated with the project, including, but not limited to task 
schedules, design documentation, test scripts, test results, and documentation are appropriately 
managed and controlled. The Change Management Plan defines this process and documents the 
specific steps. For each set of work products, the methodology and responsibility for ensuring 
appropriate levels of change, security, and version control are explicitly assigned. 


As part of the change request process, Infocrossing prepares and submits deliverables to 
document performance and status, and maintain DHCFP currency on all aspects of this process. 
Depending on the complexity of the change request, we develop some or all of the following 
deliverables: 


• System Modification Plans – that present our analysis of the changes requested by the 
State, our assessment of the level of effort and timing, and identification of any issues or 
risks associated with the project.  


• System Modification Design Documents – furnish all design-related information and 
artifacts required to obtain State approval of the proposed project and enable the 
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development effort. The Systems Maintenance or Enhancement Team (as appropriate), 
supported by the PMO, develops these documents. 


• System Modification Test Plans – developed by the System Maintenance or 
Enhancement Team to describe all aspects of enhancement testing, including Unit, 
System, and Acceptance. 


• System Modification Test Results – document and report testing outcomes to verify that 
the enhancements are fully operational and meet all requirements. This information 
enables DHCFP to approve the modification for production implementation. The System 
Maintenance or Enhancement Team prepares the test results according to established 
change request processes 


• System Documentation Updates – are prepared and submitted as part of the 
development and testing process. The System Maintenance or Enhancement Team, 
supported by the Business Analysts and the PMO, ensures that we update all affected 
documents.  


• Business Operations Policies and Procedures Updates – document the operational 
changes that occur as a result of system enhancements and ensure that adequate 
documentation exists to guide daily operations as staff uses the modified system 
components. The System Modification or Enhancement Team, supported by the Business 
Analysts, prepares these updates. 


As a final step in the change request process, the Infocrossing team conducts training for State 
and Infocrossing administrative staff prior to implementing any system changes that affect an 
aspect of business operations. This training ensures that all users have the ability and tools to 
make effective use of the enhancement features to support Medicaid program administration.  


Infocrossing will also support CMS’ prescribed post implementation certification review 
activities for each system enhancement as deemed appropriate by DHCFP and CMS, in 
accordance with RFP Sections 11.6.2.3 to 11.6.2.10. 


 
10.2.2.3 Emergency support not covered in Maintenance. 


Enhancements are paid from the pool of programming hours (41,600 hours) 
and/or an increase in contract authority. 


All maintenance will be performed in accordance with Section 12.2 of this RFP. 


As noted above, change requests are accomplished by one of two Infocrossing system teams, the 
Maintenance Team or the Enhancement Team, as designated by the Change Control Board. 
Changes accomplished by the System Maintenance Team are accomplished under the annual 
systems and programming analyst support budget. Changes deemed to be “emergency support 
not covered in Maintenance” are accomplished by the Systems Enhancement Team, which is 
funded by the pool of programming hours and/or an increase in contract authority. 


10.3 Turnover 
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Prior to the conclusion of the contract awarded through this procurement, the 
contractor shall provide, at no extra charge, assistance in turning over the final 
contractor responsibilities to DHCFP.  


10.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


10.3.1.1 Develop a System Turnover Plan 


At least twelve (12) months before the start of the first option year of a 
contract(s) awarded under this procurement, the contractor shall provide, at no 
additional cost, a Turnover Plan to DHCFP. The plan shall include: 


A. Proposed approach to turnover; 


B. Tasks and subtasks for turnover; 


C. Schedule for turnover; 


D. Documentation update procedures during turnover; and 


E. Description of vendor coordination activities that will occur during the turnover 
task that will be implemented to ensure continued system and services as 
deemed appropriate by DHCFP. 


Approximately fifteen (15) months before the start of the first option year of the contract, 
Infocrossing’s PMO Manager will initiate the development of a Systems Turnover Plan as 
detailed in RFP requirement 10.3.1.1. Containing all of the information requested by the State, 
this document will be delivered and revised as necessary to achieve DHCFP’s approval no later 
than twelve (12) months before the start of the first option year of the contract. This deliverable 
will be provided at no additional cost to the State. 
10.3.1.2 Develop a System Requirements Statement 


At least eighteen (18) months prior to the start of the last year of the base 
contract period for any contract awarded under this procurement, the contractor 
shall furnish, at no extra charge, a statement of the resources that would be 
required by DHCFP or another contractor to fully take over system, technical, 
and business functions outlined in the contract(s). 


The statement must include an estimate of the number, type, and salary of 
personnel required to perform the other functions of the Nevada Medicaid and 
Check Up programs and systems. The statement shall be separated by type of 
activity of the personnel, including, but not limited to, the following categories:  


A. Data processing staff (for modification support); 


B. Systems analysts; 


C. Systems programmers; 


D. Programmer analysts; 


E. Administrative staff; 


F. Clerks; 


G. Managers; 


H. Medical personnel (nurses, MDs, pharmacists, etc.); and 
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I. Other support staff (TPL, SURS, Provider/Recipient Relations). 


The statement shall include all facilities and any other resources required to 
operate the system in question, including, but not limited to:  


A. Telecommunications networks; 


B. Office space; 


C. Hardware; 


D. Software; and 


E. Other. 


The statement of resource requirements shall be based on the contractors’ 
experience in the operation of the system(s) in question and shall include 
actual contractor resources devoted to operations activities. 


Approximately twenty-one (21) months prior to the start of the last year of the base contract 
period, Infocrossing’s PMO Manager will initiate the development of a Systems Requirement 
Statement as detailed in RFP requirement 10.3.1.2. Containing all of the information requested 
by the State, this document will be delivered and revised as necessary to achieve DHCFP’s 
approval no later than eighteen (18) months prior to the start of the last year of the base contract 
period. This deliverable will be provided at no additional cost to the State. 
10.3.1.3 Provide Turnover Services 


As requested, but approximately six (6) months prior to the end of the base 
contract period(s) or any extension thereof, transfer to DHCFP or its agent, as 
needed, a copy of the operational system(s) on media determined by DHCFP, 
including: 


A. Documentation, including, but not limited to, user, provider, and other 
manuals needed to maintain the system. 


As requested, but approximately five (5) months prior to the end of the 
contract(s) or any extension(s) thereof, begin training DHCFP staff, or its 
designated agent, in relevant operations activities of the system. Such training 
must be completed at least three (3) months prior to the end of the contract or 
any extension thereof. Such training shall include: 


A. Claims processing data/exam entry; 


B. Exception claims processing; and 


C. Other manual procedures. 


Infocrossing commits to DHCFP to provide the turnover services detailed in RFP Section 
10.3.1.3. Oversight responsibility for turnover services is assigned to our PMO Manager who 
will oversee all turnover activities, ensure that all State requirements are met, and that all tasks 
are completed within the desired time frames. Detail turnover activities will be accomplished by 
the Systems Maintenance Team and members of Infocrossing’s administrative services staff as 
appropriate. 
10.3.1.4 Update System Turnover Plan 
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At least six (6) months prior to the end of the base contract(s) and at least six 
(6) months prior to the end of any contract extension(s), the contractor(s) shall 
provide an updated System Turnover Plan and System Requirements 
Statement. 


Infocrossing’s PMO Manager will ensure that the System Turnover Plan, once created, is 
updated as specified throughout the remaining months of the contract. 
10.3.2 Progress Milestones 


10.3.2.1 DHCFP acceptance and approval of Turnover Plan. 


10.3.3 Contractor Deliverables 


10.3.3.1 System Turnover Plan. 


10.3.3.2 System Requirements Statement. 


Infocrossing acknowledges the progress milestones and deliverables associated with the 
Operations Period turnover requirements. During the development of our final Project Plan, these 
milestones and deliverables will be scheduled as required. 
10.3.4 DHCFP Responsibilities 


10.3.4.1 Review and approve Turnover Plan(s) to facilitate transfer of the operational 
responsibilities to DHCFP or its designated agent(s). 


10.3.4.2 Review and approve a statement of staffing and non-mainframe resources that 
would be required to take over operation(s). 


10.3.4.3 Request turnover services are initiated by the contractor(s). 


10.3.4.4 Identify training and support requirements. 


10.3.4.5 Make DHCFP staff or designated replacement contractor operations staff(s) 
available to be trained in the operation of the system. 


10.3.4.6 Monitor contractor performance. 


Infocrossing acknowledges DHCFP’s responsibilities and will work closely with State staff 
throughout the Operations Period to minimize the utilization of DHCFP’s personnel resources. 
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Tab IX – Company Background and References 


17 Company Background and References 


17.1 PRIMARY VENDOR INFORMATION 


Infocrossing 
Vendors must provide a company profile. Information provided shall include: 


Infocrossing, A Wipro Company, is a provider of selective IT infrastructure, enterprise 
application and business process outsourcing services delivering the computing platforms and 
proprietary systems that enable companies, regardless of industry, to process data and share 
information within their business, and between their customers, suppliers and distribution 
channels. Leading companies leverage Wipro Infocrossing's robust computing infrastructure, 
skilled technical team, and process-driven operations to reduce costs and improve service 
delivery by outsourcing the operation of mainframes, mid-range, open system servers, networks 
and business processes to Wipro Infocrossing. 
17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc).  


Infocrossing Inc. is wholly owned by Wipro Technologies, a division of Wipro Limited 
(NYSE:WIT). WIPRO is the first PCMM Level 5 and SEI CMM Level 5 certified global IT 
services organization. Wipro Technologies was recently assessed at Level 5 for CMMI V 1.2 
across offshore and onsite development centers. Wipro is one of the largest product engineering 
and support service providers worldwide. Wipro provides comprehensive research and 
development services, IT solutions and services, including systems integration, information 
systems outsourcing, package implementation, software application development, and 
maintenance services to corporations and governments globally. (www.wiprocorporate.com.) 


17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated 
and the date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, 
incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s 
Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State 
of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015. 


Infocrossing was incorporated in the state of Delaware in 1984. We will register our corporation 
in the state of Nevada and meet all requirements to be eligible to do business with Nevada. 
17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be 


appropriately licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 
360.780. 


Prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, Infocrossing will obtain the appropriate license 
from Nevada’s Department of Taxation. 
17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). 


Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal 
submittal. Proposals, which do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed 
non-responsive. However, this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised 
Statute (NRS) requirements. 
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Infocrossing acknowledges that some RFP services may contain licensing requirement(s). These 
include professional licenses for medical personnel performing Health Care Management 
reviews i.e. nurses, physicians, social workers, pharmacist and other professionals required to be 
licensed in Nevada. Infocrossing direct and subcontractor staff will obtain and maintain all 
licenses required to provide services under the agreement. 
17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the 


services described in this RFP. 


Infocrossing currently maintains offices in five states, with Headquarters located in Leonia NJ. 
Infocrossing healthcare services are headquartered in Tampa, Florida 
 


 


We plan to provide services under this RFP from multiple locations. The CORE MMIS and 
peripherals systems will be housed in our Omaha Nebraska data center. Operations staff will be 
located primarily in our Carson City facility. EDI Support and Core MMIS Operations and 
Maintenance staff are planned to be located in Jefferson City Missouri, Administrative support 
will be provided from our headquarters in Tampa Florida and our corporate offices in Leonia, 
New Jersey. 
17.1.3 NRS 333.336 Determination 


This Section has been stricken in its entirety by RFP Amendment 3. 


17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the 
requirements identified within this RFP. 


Infocrossing employs over 750 staff professional staff nationally. Professional expertise includes 
data center operations, application hosting, information technologist, systems design, 
development and deployment, operations, maintenance and modifications, programming and 
coding, call center operations, managed care enrollment and claims processing, just to name of 
few areas of healthcare related expertise. Over 200 professionals are directly engaged in 


Corporate Office 
Data Centers


Healthcare
Office Locations 
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supporting our Missouri Medicaid project. Wipro, our parent companies healthcare division 
employs over 5,000 professionals engaged in worldwide healthcare service delivery, systems 
design, development and implementation, healthcare device engineering, BPO services, 
customer service centers and other technology services. 
17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project. 


We will assign staff from our Omaha Data center location, our Tampa Florida headquarters and 
our Missouri Medicaid operations site. Our subcontractors will assign staff from their respective 
locations. 
17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?  


Yes  No X 


If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency. 


No. Infocrossing has not been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency. 
17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, 


any of its political subdivisions or by any other government? 


Yes  No X 


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, 
compensatory time, sick leave, or on his own time? 


No. Neither Infocrossing nor any of Infocrossing’s employees are employed by the State of 
Nevada, any of its political subdivisions or by any other government. 
17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract 


breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the 
vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of 
Nevada. If no such problems have been experienced, vendor must indicate in 
writing. 


Infocrossing has not experienced any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, 
contract breaches, or any civil or criminal litigation. Infocrossing does not have any investigation 
pending which involves Infocrossing or in which Infocrossing has been judged guilty or liable 
with the State of Nevada. 
17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services 


described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages. 


Initially founded in 1984, Infocrossing serves the public and private healthcare market including 
Medicare, Medicaid & Medicare Advantage Plans with IT, data, operations & outsourced 
services. 


Infocrossing’s successful track record includes providing healthcare system development, 
maintenance, claims processing, and data center outsourcing services to both the public and, 
private sectors for the past 18 years. 


We provide clients with a clear understanding of the financial, technology, and business benefits 
of IT Services and selective outsourcing. The company focuses its solutions in four vital, market 
arenas: 
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• IT infrastructure outsourcing, including the management of mainframes, mid-range 


systems, open system servers and networks, allowing leading companies to reduce costs, 
improve service delivery, and more effectively process electronic transactions. 


• Healthcare IT and outsourced services, which range from transaction management, to 
fiscal agent services, to automated enrollment and eligibility processes for Medicare and 
Medicaid. Through continuous innovation in such areas, Infocrossing helps healthcare 
providers, insurers, and State and Federal agencies reduce costs, alleviate risks, and 
improve patient care. 


• Managed security services that provide critical protection for enterprise email systems. 
• Enterprise application services, including the deployment and management of 


comprehensive enterprise resource planning (ERP) applications. 


Infocrossing brings the optimal resources for MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services projects. We are 
an industry leader and bring depth and dimension that is unavailable from any individual bidder. 
Infocrossing has worked successfully since 1988 to meet the needs of Medicaid. Infocrossing has 
developed close working relationships built upon mutual trust and respect. We have delivered 
successful, high-quality MMIS implementations in 1988, 1993, and 1999 through:  


• Consistent operational performance throughout the course of our contracts 
• Excellent delivery of system enhancements and modifications 
• Development of solid business and technical solutions 
• Infocrossing has continually demonstrated our ability to perform competently and 


reliably as the 
• Medicaid fiscal agent over the last 18 years... We have a demonstrated history of 


collaboration and cooperation by providing cost-effective and value-add solutions.  


In the public sector, Infocrossing furnishes services to Federal and State governments 
including: 


• Medicaid fiscal agent operations and system development, maintenance, and 
enhancement 


• Medicare Part B application software enhancement and support 
• Medicare Part B shared system operation and processing 
• Medicare Advantage Claims and Health Plan management 
• Medicare Eligibility Brokering 
• Medicare Part C and D payment reconciliation 
• Managed Care benefit and claims administration, encounter processing, provider and 


member management, benefit plan administration, capitation and financial reporting, and 
quality initiatives such as HEDIS. 


Infocrossing is the current Medicaid fiscal agent for the State of Missouri and, because of our 
excellent service and continuing commitment to Missouri’s success; we have held this contract 
since 1988. 
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Our Medicare clients include carriers such as Blue Cross Blue Shield of Montana, Noridian 
(Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Dakota), and First Coast Service Options (Blue Cross Blue 
Shield of Florida). Since 1987, Infocrossing has been a trusted CMS contractor.  


Throughout our history as a provider of services to the public and private sector health insurance, 
health plan, and payer industries, Infocrossing and its predecessor companies have successfully 
executed a wide variety of administrative operations and IT services for a diverse client base. 


In the private sector, we support IT, data center, outsourcing, and systems development and 
maintenance services to premier health insurance organizations such as Kaiser Permanente, 
CIGNA, HIP of New York, and United Healthcare. Through our Q/Care health plan management 
and claims processing system, we provide an application that supports the full range of 
administrative activities for managed care organizations. 


Our healthcare experience includes. 


• Part D Eligibility Verification & Enrollment Services  
• Medicare Part C and D Payment Reconciliation 
• 51 private Medicare Advantage Health Plans  
• Host and Operate Medicare Multi-Carrier System (MCS) 
• Cahaba (BCBS of Alabama) 
• Noridian (BCBS of North Dakota) 
• Arkansas BCBS 
• First Coast Service Options, Inc. (BCBS of Florida) 
• BCBS of Montana 
• BCBS of Kansas 1996 – 2001 MMIS Implementation, Enhancement, and Maintenance 
• BCBS of Kansas 1996 – 2001 Medicare Part B Claims System Implementation, 


Enhancement, and Maintenance 
• Missouri Medicaid Fiscal Agent and MMIS Implementation, Enhancement, and 


Maintenance  
• Medicare Eligibility Broker CMS, 94 Health Plans 
• Q/Care our Benefit Management System serves major health care clients including 


APIPA,  Travelers, HealthNet, HIP of New York, Kaiser of Colorado, BCBS Georgia, 
State of Arizona DHS, CIGNA and Cal OPTIMA 


WIPRO, http://www.wipro.com  a leading global IT and Services outsourcing service provider: 
acquired Infocrossing in 2007. Wipro is a 


• $5B Organization  (NYSE: WIT) 
• Delivers Consulting, IT Services, BPO & R & D Services 
• Over 90,000 Employees 
• Comprehensive Global Data Center Services 
• Diverse Enterprise Client Base Across All Industries 
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• 56 Development Centers around the world 
• Maturity Level 5 For CMMI V1.2  across Offshore And Onsite Development Centers 


 


 
Wipro resources in the worldwide Healthcare vertical are available to support Infocrossing client 
projects with IT expertise, business process outsourcing and application development as called 
for. Wipro clients include some of the world’s leading healthcare companies including payers, 
PBM’s, providers and pharmaceuticals. Wipro is highly ranked in the TOP 100 leading IT 
companies by Healthcare Informatics. A sample of Wipro clients are listed below. 
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Infocrossing’s executive management team has more than 100 years of healthcare, information 
technology and project management experience. Their Medicaid experience includes: fiscal 
agent account management in multiple states; Medicaid HMO development and management; 
Medicaid behavioral health. 


Position Name Loc 


Yrs 
Healthcare  


& 
Medicaid 


Exp 


Yrs 
State/Fed 
Gov Exp 


President  Clifford Carroll FL 21 21 


Vice President, General Manager Paul Averill FL 24 5 


Medicaid Account Director Tom Stockdale FL 30 20 


Chief Medical Officer Don Fowls AZ 28 28 


 


This team, along with the Nevada project team we have proposed, offers Nevada a committed 
pool of expertise in Medicaid, healthcare and technology with the depth of experience needed to 
support your vision of the Nevada Healthcare Enterprise. Our focus and resources are dedicated 
to our clients. There is no better evidence of this than our 20 plus years of consistent quality 
service to the state of Missouri. 


Payers/PBMs
• Private payers
• Blues
• PBMs
• Gov’t / CMS
Providers
•Hospitals
•HCIT 
•Labs


Life Sciences 
•Pharma
•Med Device
•CRO


Wipro Healthcare Ranked 30th among Top 100 Health 
IT companies by Healthcare Informatics 
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17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including 
takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief 
description. 


Infocrossing has provided MMIS maintenance, modification, enhancement, and fiscal agent 
operations services as a Medicaid Fiscal agent vendor since 1988. 
17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a 


certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience. 


As noted above, Infocrossing has been a fiscal agent continuously since 1988, providing a full 
range of outsourced services including MMIS DDI, deployment and  migration to our data center 
and the full range of fiscal agent operational services including enrollment broker, prior 
authorizations, provider and recipient call center services, utilization management and claims 
processing. 
17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to a current 


and future MITA initiatives. 


Infocrossing has been engaged with MITA standards since the beginning. Our approach to MITA 
alignment is transformational; evolutionary rather than revolutionary. Recent industry experience 
has demonstrated that an approach involving wholesale replacement of entire systems and 
business processes includes a significant risk of disrupting the existing continuity of service. This 
can leave the community in a state of chaos while issues are addressed under the pressure of 
operational deadlines. Resolving expected and unexpected issues in such high pressure 
environments is not conducive to making appropriate long term decisions and significantly 
limits, if not prohibits, the involvement of stakeholders. 


This approach also risks damaging the stakeholder partnerships and trust built up over years. 
Some examples of Medicaid implementations that have or are currently experiencing significant 
publicly documented problems with a wholesale replacement approach include Maine, Georgia 
and North Carolina. Types of problems that have been reported with the revolutionary approach 
include: 


• Payment delays which have ultimately resulted in providers turning away Medicaid 
patients 


• Drastic measures have been taken to reimburse providers when the normal payment 
process of the system has failed 


• Delays in implementation and cost overruns requiring costly recovery measures to 
resolve (such as canceling and re-procuring the vendor contract) 


• Public news articles, that along with issues noted above, work to undermine the hard 
earned trust of the community in the State’s Medicaid program 


• The more disruptive revolutionary approach typically sets expectations that all issues 
with the “current system” will be resolved with the “new system” and does not establish 
the pattern of progressive system refinement and ongoing new technology adoption. 
Additionally, a revolutionary approach yields no “lessons learned” until the conclusion of 
the project. If a replacement approach is used, the current system must be maintained 
during this period putting State resources under significant pressure to participate in a 
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complete new system implementation while also keeping up with the ongoing 
management and maintenance of the current system. The detrimental risks of a 
revolutionary approach typically outweigh the benefits.  


Evolutionary Approach 


• An evolutionary approach is one in which the system is incrementally improved over 
time using a combination of process improvements, business reengineering initiatives and 
the introduction of new technology that aligns itself with the overall business goals and 
priorities identified by the State. 


• This approach requires careful planning and strong management and is intended to 
significantly reduce the risk and complexity of the overall project by using iterative, more 
manageable phases of smaller scope. 


• Inevitably, all projects yield a set of problems and resolutions resulting in lessons 
learned, both positive and negative. An evolutionary approach provides the opportunity 
for the lessons learned from previous phases of the project to be reviewed and considered 
in each successive phase of the overall project as they are planned and implemented. A 
revolutionary approach does not yield such education until the conclusion of the project. 


• The evolutionary approach provides for the gradual movement from one technology to 
another. This in turn allows the human resources of an enterprise to participate in and 
progressively move from using and supporting older technologies to newer ones. 


• The evolutionary approach allows for more manageable iterations and as such helps to 
increase the opportunity for current business experts to adequately participate in the 
process which is critical to the success of the overall project. In contrast, a replacement 
approach puts constraints on State resources as they struggle to participate in a complete 
new system implementation while keeping up with the ongoing management and 
maintenance of the current system. 


Infocrossing is committed to this low risk strategy of evolving dependable existing systems into 
a more maintainable, flexible and lower cost enterprise based on newer technologies that have 
the ability to interoperate with other systems and can more quickly adapt to changing customer 
and industry needs. 
17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information 


exchange. 


Infocrossing has engaged the services of Medicity, a leading and widely experienced Health 
Information Exchange solutions provider for our Nevada project. Please refer to their experience 
and qualification on Tab VII Scope of Work, Section 13 Health Information Exchange, for a 
detailed review of our HIE offering. We are certain you will be more than enthusiastic about the 
enterprise wide solutions of our partner in this important area of operations. In addition, our 
General Manager, Paul Averill, is a pioneer in the HIE area having significant experience and 
having led the development and deployment of the New York State HIE.  
17.1.14  Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential 


Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV 
– Confidential Financial Information:  
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17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and 


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number. 


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, 
which include: 


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and 


2. Balance Statement. 


Please refer to Part IV, Confidential Financial Information, of the proposal for the appropriate 
Infocrossing confidential financial information. 
17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as 


addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and 
affirmation of financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the 
contract without receiving reimbursement. 


Please refer to Part IV, Confidential Financial Information, of the proposal for the appropriate 
Infocrossing confidential financial stability information. 
17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services 


within a budget-neutral contracting scenario. 


Infocrossing is committed to supporting Infocrossing’s commitment to take over the Nevada 
MMIS operations and services within a budget-neutral scenario. During the proposal process, we 
have worked closely with Infocrossing management to develop a cost effective takeover plan 
that not only leverages our resources and capabilities throughout our organization, our plan is to 
bring Nevada true program cost containment and savings initiatives. 
17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational 


structure as it relates to the Nevada MMIS. 


Below is the Infocrossing high level organizational chart and structure. The Nevada MMIS 
account will be managed at the local level and report up through our VP of State Accounts. 
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17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout 
the company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other 
significant changes, which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP. 


The Infocrossing corporate organization is designed to support client satisfaction and superior 
service at all levels. To the maximum degree consistent with good organization and management 
principles, authority is delegated to the client facing team. Our structure is designed to promote 
routine ongoing communication of project status, concerns and issues to assure they are 
addressed immediately by the highest executive levels in our company. 
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17.2 References 
17.2.1 Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from similar projects 


performed for private, state and/or large local government clients within the last five 
(5) years. Vendors are required to submit Attachment H, Reference 
Questionnaire to the business references they list. The business references 
must submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division. 
It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by the 
Purchasing Division on or before the proposal submission deadline for inclusion in 
the evaluation process. Business References not received, or not complete, may 
adversely affect the vendor’s score in the evaluation process. References must show 
the vendor’s experience with the following minimum mandatory qualification: 
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Company Name: Infocrossing, Inc. 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    Subcontractor 
Project Name: Nevada MMIS Takeover RFP No 1824 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Todd Meyer 
Street Address: 615 Howerton Court 
City, State, Zip Jefferson City, MO, 65101 
Phone, including area code: 573-751-7996 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


573-751-4580 


Email address: Todd.Meyer@dss.mo.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 
Name: Lynn Young 
Street Address: 615 Howerton Court 
City, State, Zip Jefferson City, MO, 65101 
Phone, including area code: 573-751-7996 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


573-751-4580 


Email address: Lynn.Young@dss.mo.gov 


Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Medicaid fiscal agent services. Claims 
payment, provider and recipient call 
centers, pharmacy prior authorization, 
managed care enrollment, systems 
maintenance and modification. 


Project / contract start date: September 7, 2007 
Project / contract end date: June 30, 2017 
Project / contract value: $400M 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Yes 
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Company Name: Infocrossing, Inc. 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    Subcontractor 
Project Name: Nevada MMIS Takeover RFP No 1824 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Triple-S Salud Inc. 


Yamile Suárez Gierbolini 


Street Address: 1441 Ave. F.D. Roosevelt


City, State, Zip San Juan, PR  00936-3628


Phone, including area code: 787.281.2316 


Facsimile, including area 
code: 


787.281.2312


Email address: ysuarez@ssspr.com 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name: NA 
Street Address:  
City, State, Zip  
Phone, including area code:  
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


 


Email address:  
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Revenue 360, Member 360 and 
correspondence fulfillment 


Project / contract start date: Appx 2006 
Project / contract end date: NA 
Project / contract value: Appx 2.5M 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


The newest product, Member 360 was not 
completed on time. As is typically there 
are several reasons that can be most 
attributed to lack of adequate planning. 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Revenue 360, Enrollment, and Eligibility 
were under budget. Member 360 was 
over budget, because the implementation 
took longer than planned. This created an 
overrun in resource costs. 
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Company Name: Infocrossing, Inc. 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    Subcontractor 
Project Name: Nevada MMIS Takeover RFP No 1824 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Frederick Rook/ Universal American 


Corporation 
Street Address: 1001 Heathrow Park Lane # 5001 
City, State, Zip Lake Mary, Florida 32746 
Phone, including area code: (407) 995-8000 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


(407) 995-8041 


Email address: Frook@universalamerican.com 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name: Winnie Sunderland 
Street Address: 1001 Heathrow Park Lane # 5001 
City, State, Zip Lake Mary, Florida 32746 
Phone, including area code: (407) 995-8000 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


(407) 995-8041 


Email address: wsunderland@universalamerican.com 
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Eligibility & Enrollment and 
Reconciliation Services. 
 


Project / contract start date: 11-2006 
Project / contract end date: Current 
Project / contract value: $ 16 Million 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Yes 
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Company Name: Infocrossing, Inc. 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    Subcontractor 
Project Name: Nevada MMIS Takeover RFP No 1824 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Patrick Stamm/United Healthcare 


Services 
Street Address: 9900 Bren Road 
City, State, Zip Minnetonka, MN 
Phone, including area code: (317) 405-3940 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


 


Email address: pstamm@uhc.com 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name:  
Street Address:  
City, State, Zip  
Phone, including area code:  
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


 


Email address:  
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Claims Administration Services Claims 
Pre-processing, Claims Adjustments, 
Claims Post-processing, and Appeals 
Routing 


• 24 million claims processed 
annually 


• Medical, Facility & Behavioral  
claims across Indemnity, PPO, 
Managed Care, Open Access,  
CDHP, Medicare primary and 
Medicaid plans  


• 950 FTE’s 
Project / contract start date: April 2003 
Project / contract end date: Ongoing 
Project / contract value: $18 MM / Annum 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project / contract Yes 
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completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 
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Company Name: Infocrossing, Inc. 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


 Prime Contractor    Subcontractor 
Project Name: Nevada MMIS Takeover RFP No 1824 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Kristi Thomason/Cigna HealthCare of 


Arizona 
Street Address: 9900 Bren Road 
City, State, Zip Minnetonka, MN 
Phone, including area code: (317) 405-3940 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


 


Email address: pstamm@uhc.com 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name:  
Street Address:  
City, State, Zip  
Phone, including area code:  (602) 371-2699 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


 (602) 371-2370 


Email address: kristi.thomason@cigna.com 
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Qcare management solutions,for  
approximately 37,000 live 


• 1.2 Million Claim 


Project / contract start date: 1997  
Project / contract end date: Ongoing for Medicare,  not for Medicaid 
Project / contract value: $1.5MM / Annum 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Yes 
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17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified 
MMIS for a minimum of five (5) years. 


Infocrossing is the current Medicaid fiscal agent for the State of Missouri and, because of the 
excellent and consistent services and continuing commitment to the State’s success; we have 
held this contract since 1988. Infocrossing has continually demonstrated to the State of Missouri 
our ability to perform competently and reliably as the Medicaid fiscal agent. We have a 
demonstrated history of collaboration and cooperation in meeting the needs of the State by 
providing cost-effective and value-add solutions to requests for additional services. This 
willingness and ability to expand our scope of fiscal agent services benefited not only the State, 
but the Missouri recipient and provider communities as well. Additional services included 
assumption of provider communications, providing additional staff for the exceptions process, 
assuming responsibility for incoming calls for Medicare Part D from recipients, and imaging 
provider enrollment documents for the State. As a long standing and trusted partner of the State, 
Infocrossing was willing to present a $2.9 million savings in the base contract price when we 
recognized operational savings. We greatly value our fiscal agent contract with the State of 
Missouri and we look forward to providing the same services to the Nevada Medicaid program. 


In addition, Infocrossing was a subcontractor to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kansas from July 
1995 through June 2001, where we assisted in the implementation and operation of a new 
certified MMIS in support of the overall fiscal agent contract. 


In addition, we have extensive Medicare Healthcare experience. Our Medicare clients include 
carriers such as Blue Cross Blue Shield of Montana, Noridian (Blue Cross Blue Shield of North 
Dakota), and First Coast Service Options (Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida). Infocrossing has 
also been a CMS contractor since 1987. 


In the private sector, we have furnished and continue to support IT, data center, outsourcing, and 
systems development and maintenance services to premier health insurance organizations such 
as Kaiser Permanente, CIGNA, HIP of New York, and United Healthcare. Through our Q/Care 
health plan management and claims processing system, we provide an application that supports 
the full range of administrative activities for managed care organizations.  


Throughout our history as a provider of services to the public and private sector health insurance, 
health plan, and payer industries, Infocrossing and its predecessor companies have successfully 
executed a wide variety of administrative operations and IT services for a very diverse customer 
base. Our healthcare experience, upon which our offering is predicated, is summarized in the 
following table. 
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Infocrossing Healthcare Services’ Healthcare Experience Summary 
Type of Service Client Duration 


Part D Eligibility Enrollment  CMS, 98 discount drug card sponsors 2004 – Current 


Medicare Part C and D 
Payment Reconciliation 


51 private Health Plans 2002 – Current 


Host and Operate Medicare 
Multi-Carrier System (MCS)  


Cahaba (BCBS of Alabama) 


Noridian (BCBS of North Dakota) 


Arkansas BCBS 


First Coast Service Options, Inc. (BCBS of Florida) 


BCBS of Montana 


2000 – Current 


Kansas MMIS Implementation, 
Enhancement, and 
Maintenance 


BCBS of Kansas  1996 – 2001 


Medicare Part B Claims 
System Implementation, 
Enhancement, and 
Maintenance 


Cahaba (BCBS of Alabama) 


Noridian (BCBS of North Dakota) 


Arkansas BCBS 


First Coast Service Options, Inc. (BCBS of Florida)  


BCBS of Montana 


1988 – 2001 
 


Missouri Medicaid Fiscal Agent 
and MMIS Implementation, 
Enhancement, and 
Maintenance 


Missouri Division of Medical Services  1988 – Current 


Medicare Eligibility Broker CMS, 94 Health Plans 1987 – Current 


Q/Care Benefit Management 
System 


APIPA 


Travelers 


HealthNet 


HIP of New York 


Kaiser of Colorado 


BCBS Georgia 


State of Arizona DHS 


CIGNA 


CalOPTIMA 


1989 – Current 


 


In addition, desired experience includes the following: 


17.2.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system 
developed and installed by another contractor. 


Infocrossing has experience taking over the Missouri MMIS in 1988; and operating other large-
scale healthcare systems in both the public and private sectors. In addition, in 2005, Infocrossing 
successfully transitioned the Missouri MMIS data center from Verizon to an Infocrossing-owned 
and operated data center without service interruption or cost overruns. 
17.2.1.3 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model; 
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Our specific experience with the MITA 2.01 model is extensive. We have advanced the model to 
level three, having deployed Provider WEB services, Participant WEB services, and installed a 
commercial rules engine (Faire Isaacs) in the Missouri MMIS. Our approach to meeting MITA 
technology and application alignment is an industry leader of evolution versus revolution. Our 
Missouri legacy system transformation to MITA alignment is the first true legacy transformation 
of an MMIS in the country. Our approach to re-engineering to MITA alignment is more fully 
explained in our response to item 17.1.2. 
17.2.1.4 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution; 


As indicated in our response to Item 17.1.33, we have partnered with Medicity, one of the 
leading Health Information Exchange vendors in the country. Their experience combined with 
our project management and team integration strategies, assures Nevada of a successful approach 
to deploying an enterprise wide Health Information Exchange. 
17.2.1.5 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan; 


Infocrossing has developed and executed comprehensive test plans for MMIS systems since 
1988. We operate comprehensive MMIS testing facilities supporting unit, application and 
acceptance testing in our Missouri operation. Our approach includes development of unit and 
comprehensive test plans and procedures covering all aspects of the MMIS enterprise and 
peripherals. 


Infocrossing conducts Unit testing on specific sections of code, System testing on entire 
components of the solution and Integration testing to ensure full interoperability of all systems 
components and operations. When code updates or modifications are made, Regression testing is 
conducted to make sure that no other aspects of the solution are affected by the change. 


Our standard software development life cycle (SDLC) model for large MMIS projects is the 
Overlapping Waterfall. The Overlapping Waterfall is a model of the software development 
process in which the constituent major tasks are performed in a specified sequential order. Each 
major task of the project may be initiated before completion of the previous major task, causing 
an overlap, but with little or no iteration. There are several advantages to using this Overlapping 
Waterfall Model as opposed to the linear Waterfall SDLC: 


• Functionality is delivered incrementally, allowing testing to begin earlier than with a 
more traditional approach 


• The approach enables controlled testing and validation of specific solution components 
• End-users and other parties have a longer opportunity to become more familiar and 


comfortable with the system 
• Risk is reduced by confirming functions and operations earlier in the process 
• The approach allows more time for corrections or adjustments 


Since Infocrossing is at its core an IT Outsourcing company, we have successfully developed 
and delivered comprehensive application test plans to many of our clients on nearly all of our 
projects. 
17.2.1.6 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan; 
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Developing and executing training plans is a major feature and task of all our systems change 
management projects. We understand the significance of thorough user and operations training 
for all stakeholders. We have been the MMIS Fiscal Agent in Missouri lead the transition to new 
systems functionality and new staff training programs many times through the last 20 years. Our 
comprehensive training plan and strategy is in place and on-going to ensure that new staff are 
sufficiently introduced and educated on their roles and responsibilities. As new MMIS enterprise 
technology and functionality are introduced our training plans are updated and executed to 
ensure that existing Infocrossing, State staff and providers all have an complete understanding of 
the changes introduced, how the solutions supports their business area and how to access on-
going assistance. 


Key elements of our approach, based on our experience in developing training programs for a 
wide range of clients include: 


• Training Course: Developing Training courses for functional areas. Course content is 
defined by subject matter experts. We are currently deploying a WEB based training 
program in Missouri to update user abilities on advanced portal functionality. (MITA 
2.01) 


• New Supplemental Training: We provide customized training for new providers and 
medical authorization functions. 


• Ongoing Training: Courses for new employees and refresher courses related to 
continuous process improvement. 


• Training Materials: we develop the most cost effective training program materials include 
computer programs, CDs, slide presentations, handbooks, CBT and WBT programs. 


• Delivery Methods: Our approach synchronizes course materials with job responsibilities 
and the most expedient and cost effective delivery methods. Approaches include  


o Meetings: Hands on training with participation and demonstrations; Written 
instructions/handout materials; group work and mentored on the job training. 


• Quality Assessments: We include evaluation of training content and instructors to support 
continuous quality improvement. 


17.2.1.7 Experience with cultural change management; 


Cultural and change management are radical and fundamental forms of organizational 
transformation.  They involve changing basic values, norms, and beliefs among stakeholders in 
order to improve organizational performance.  Infocrossing understands that improved processes 
lead to better performance; however, we also realize that certain cultural barriers may exist that 
keep change from taking place. Our corporate cultural awareness orientation and refresher 
programs are a key feature of WIPRO and Infocrossing human resource training programs 
17.2.1.8 Experience with managing subcontractors; 


Coordinating the work of subcontractors requires extraordinary effort and organization. 
Communication must be a high priority in order to make certain scheduled activities happen 
timely and dependencies are synchronized. Effective communication among all the parties and 
entities will be one of the most challenging aspects of the entire project. Our experience is that 
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large efforts such as the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project have multiple, parallel tracks being 
pursued by many individual teams, with few project staff having the benefit of the cross-track 
knowledge of all work being performed. Infocrossing has a deep appreciation as to the overhead 
cost of ensuring cross pollination of ideas, mitigation strategies, issue resolution, and basic 
project talk, but likewise fully understands the peril the project faces by not investing in the time 
and resources needed for appropriate and timely communications. Infocrossing has a proven 
communications methodology and we have successfully managed subcontractors in our many 
large complex projects, such as the Missouri MMIS project. One of the prime subcontractors we 
are proposing for our approach to Nevada is S2Tech. We have successfully integrated S2Tech 
seamlessly into this project in a relationship originated in 1998. 
17.2.1.9 Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan; and 


As detailed in Section 17 of this proposal, Infocrossing has the highest commitment to delivering 
quality services. We enable quality by maintaining a simple approach to Governance. 
Infocrossing applies the same project management approach to individual projects as to the 
overall management of the engagement. Our project management approach comprises the initial 
start-up activities and all administrative and management activities necessary to execute the 
project, including oversight of all contract-related deliverables. Our comprehensive project 
management strategy was carefully honed by our 20+years of working with the State of 
Missouri, successfully meeting deadlines and supporting State and federal audits – which 
uniquely positions us to takeover and support the State of Nevada’s Medicaid Program. We will 
apply this extensive project experience, project management expertise and technical/business 
knowledge to organizing, documenting, performing, and monitoring this project. We will 
continue to apply industry best practices and powerful project management tools and 
methodologies to the effort. The result will be a superior product, on-time and on-budget 
delivery, and efficient operation that fulfills all of the State’s requirements and expectations. 
17.2.1.10 Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not 


limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of 
transactions processed. 


 


Project Contract 
Dates 


Types of 
Transactions 


Volume of 
Transactions 


Part D Eligibility Enrollment  
CMS, 98 discount drug card sponsors 


2004 – Current Eligibility 
Verification & Plan 


Enrollment 


10MM + annually 


Medicare Part C and D Payment 
Reconciliation 


51 private Health Plans 


2002 – Current HCC rate validation 
and CMS payment 


reconciliation 


5M + annually 
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Project Contract 
Dates 


Types of 
Transactions 


Volume of 
Transactions 


Host and Operate Medicare Multi-Carrier 
System (MCS)  


Cahaba (BCBS of Alabama) 
Noridian (BCBS of North Dakota) 
Arkansas BCBS 
First Coast Service Options, Inc. 
(BCBS of Florida) 
BCBS of Montana 


2000 – Current Full System Hosting 
and Operations 


supporting Claims 
and Eligibility 


50M+ Annually 


Kansas MMIS Implementation, 
Enhancement, and Maintenance 


BCBS of Kansas 


1996 – 2001 Full MMIS 
Transaction 
Processing 


50M + Annually 


Medicare Part B Claims System 
Implementation, Enhancement, and 
Maintenance 


Cahaba (BCBS of Alabama) 
Noridian (BCBS of North Dakota) 
Arkansas BCBS 
First Coast Service Options, Inc. 
(BCBS of Florida)  
BCBS of Montana 


1988 – 2001 Claims 1.2 million annually 


Missouri Medicaid Fiscal Agent and 
MMIS Implementation, Enhancement, 
and Maintenance 


1988 – Current Claims 
Prior Authorizations 


Members 
Encounters 


Over 100M annually 


Medicare Eligibility Broker 
CMS, 94 Health Plans 


1987 – Current   


Q/Care Benefit Management System 
APIPA 
Travelers 
HealthNet 
HIP of New York 
Kaiser of Colorado 
BCBS Georgia 
State of Arizona DHS 
CIGNA  
CalOPTIMA 


1989 – Current Claims 
Prior Authorizations 


Members 
Encounters 


Over 28M annually 


 


17.2.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the 
vendor and/or subcontractor: 


17.2.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as 
applicable. The “Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or 
the subcontractor depending on the role the company will have for this RFP project. 
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17.3 Infocrossing Staff Skills and Experience 


17.3 Vendor Staff Skills And Experience Required  
The vendor shall provide qualified personnel to perform the work necessary to 
accomplish the tasks defined in the Scope of Work sections. The State must approve 
all awarded vendor resources. The State reserves the right to require the removal of 
any member of the awarded vendor's staff from the project. 


Key Personnel – Project Staff 


17.3.1 Takeover Project Manager 


17.3.1 Takeover Project Manager  


The position will serve as the primary point of contact with DHCFP’s Project 
Managers for activities related to project management, scheduling, the project plan, 
vendor resources, correspondence between the Department and contractors, and 
deliverable reviews during the Takeover activities and tasks. The Takeover Project 
Manager assigned by the awarded vendor for the MMIS Takeover must have the 
following qualifications and experience: 


17.3.1.1 A minimum of five (5) years of project management experience, within the last six (6) 
years. At least two (2) of these years must have been in leadership positions on 
MMIS operations, implementation, or takeover projects. 


17.3.1.2 A minimum of three (3) years experience with and knowledge of MMIS systems. 


17.3.1.3 Detailed knowledge of the MITA framework. 


17.3.1.4 Detailed knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements. 


17.3.1.5 Demonstrated project management experience in multiple phases of the software 
development life cycle. 


17.3.1.6 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues. 


17.3.1.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills. 


17.3.1.8 Ability to communicate difficult concepts to technical and non-technical staff. 


17.3.1.9 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English. 


17.3.1.10 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 


17.3.1.11 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines. 


17.3.1.12 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments. 


17.3.1.13 Demonstrable analytical and planning skills. 


Desired Qualifications include: 


17.3.1.14 A Bachelors Degree in a relevant discipline; and  


17.3.1.15 Project Management Institute (PMI) Certified Associate of Project Management 
(CAPM) certification. 


17.3.1.16 Demonstrated ability in the following additional project manager competencies: 
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A. Project Initiation and Solution Analysis; 


B. Activity Definition and Sequencing; 


C. Project Execution and Control; 


D. Performance Planning; and  


E. Project Closeout. 


17.3.2 Takeover Systems Manager 


17.3.2 Takeover Systems Manager 


The Takeover Systems Manager will be responsible for managing the transfer, 
modification, and implementation of the MMIS and peripheral systems and tools for 
the takeover tasks. The Takeover Systems Manager will coordinate with the 
Takeover Project Manager to ensure appropriate communications and project 
reporting. The Takeover Systems Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must 
have the following qualifications and experience: 


17.3.2.1 At least five (5) years experience in managing an MMIS transfer, modification and 
implementation effort. 


17.3.2.2 At least three (3) years of experience with the data conversion efforts on an MMIS or 
other large scale system implementation project. 


17.3.2.3 Minimum of two (2) years experience with testing and validating results from system 
start-up and/or modification. 


17.3.2.4 A bachelor's degree in computer science, business administration or a related field. 


17.3.2.5 Detailed knowledge of the MITA framework. 


17.3.2.6 Detailed knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements. 


17.3.2.7 Extensive knowledge of the vendor’s peripheral system tools. 


17.3.2.8 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or federal level. 


17.3.2.9 Demonstrated project management experience in multiple phases of the software 
development life cycle. 


17.3.2.10 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues. 


17.3.2.11 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills. 


17.3.2.12 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 


17.3.2.13 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines. 


17.3.2.14 Demonstrated planning and scheduling capabilities. 


17.3.2.15 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments. 


 


Key Personnel – Operations Staff 
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17.3.3 Account Manager 


17.3.3 Account Manager 


The Account Manager will serve as the primary point of contact with DHCFP’s Project 
Managers for activities related to administering the contract. This position will be 
responsible for managing any significant impacts to the contract and other legally 
binding documents for the MMIS Takeover project. This position will also have general 
oversight to the vendor’s organizational and management changes that impact the 
project and will ensure all appropriate communications occur with DHCFP. The Account 
Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and 
experience: 


17.3.3.1 At least five (5) years as an Account Manager for large scale medical claims 
processing systems of which at least three (3) years must have been with a Medicaid 
system. 


17.3.3.2 A bachelor's degree in business administration or a related field. 


17.3.3.3 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements. 


17.3.3.4 Working knowledge of the MITA framework. 


17.3.3.5 Demonstrated project planning and scheduling skills for large system projects. 


17.3.3.6 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues. 


17.3.3.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills. 


17.3.3.8 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English. 


17.3.3.9 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 


17.3.3.10 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines. 


17.3.3.11 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments. 


17.3.4 Claims Manager 


17.3.4 Claims Manager 


The Claims Manager will manage responsibilities for various claims processing tasks 
including routine claims processing operations, such as oversight of mass 
adjustments, adjudications, suspensions, and interfacing with EDI and other systems 
to support claims processing. The Claims Manager assigned by the awarded vendor 
must have the following qualifications and experience: 


17.3.4.1 At least five (5) years of experience in managing a large-scale claims processing 
component of an MMIS. 


17.3.4.2 A bachelor's degree in business administration or a related field or four (4) additional 
years of experience in lieu of a degree. 


17.3.4.3 A minimum of two (2) years experience in managing operational aspects in large-
scale operations environment. 


17.3.4.4 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or federal level. 
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17.3.4.5 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements. 


17.3.4.6 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills. 


17.3.4.7 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English. 


17.3.4.8 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 


17.3.4.9 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines. 


17.3.4.10 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues. 


17.3.5 Training Manager 


17.3.5 Training Manager 


The Training Manager will be responsible for developing and delivering training to 
DHCFP Staff, other State staff, as needed, and vendor staff in order to support the 
MMIS Takeover, including training for new peripheral systems and tools, new 
functionality, the HIE solution, and operational procedures. The Training Manager 
assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and 
experience: 


17.3.5.1 At least three (3) years experience in training development and training 
implementation for large-scale system implementations or other large-scale projects. 


17.3.5.2 Detailed knowledge of the vendor’s peripheral system tools. 


17.3.5.3 Previous experience with staff planning, recruitment, and training. 


17.3.5.4 Previous experience developing training content and/or materials. 


17.3.5.5 Previous experience with staff planning and scheduling. 


17.3.5.6 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills. 


17.3.5.7 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English. 


17.3.5.8 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 


17.3.5.9 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines. 


17.3.5.10 A bachelor's degree and three (3) years experience in training, education, staff 
development, personnel or an agency program area or an equivalent combination of 
education and experience. 


17.3.5.11 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements. 


17.3.5.12 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills. 


17.3.5.13 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English. 


17.3.6 Fiscal Manager 


17.3.6 Fiscal Manager  


The Fiscal Manager is responsible for fiscal aspects of the contract, including cost 
containment efforts, providing oversight to claims paid, and providing various fiscal 
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reports. The Fiscal Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the 
following qualifications and experience: 


17.3.6.1 A bachelor's degree in finance or accounting is preferred or similar degree. 


17.3.6.2 Minimum of five (5) years experience with Medicaid in a public or private setting. 


17.3.6.3 Demonstrable understanding of the fiscal components of Medicaid claims 
processing, including adjudication, adjustments, and provider payment.  


17.3.6.4 Working knowledge of HIPAA requirements. 


17.3.6.5 Demonstrate analytical capabilities. 


17.3.6.6 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills. 


17.3.6.7 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English. 


17.3.6.8 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 


17.3.6.9 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines. 


17.3.7 Provider Services Manager 


17.3.7 Provider Services Manager 


The Provider Services Manager will be responsible for managing aspects of provider 
services and relations including the following: 1) communications with providers and 
recipients relating to claims and eligibility issues; 2) provider enrollment and training; 
3) provider manual maintenance, production, and distribution; 4) oversight of 
provider/recipient relations call center and related responsibilities; and 5) recipient 
eligibility verification system. The Provider Services Manager assigned by the 
awarded vendor must have the following qualifications and experience: 


17.3.7.1 Two (2) years experience managing provider training functions in Medicaid or other 
major public or private health care programs. 


17.3.7.2 Experience in developing and managing training manuals. 


17.3.7.3 Demonstrable understanding of Medicaid provider functions. 


17.3.7.4 Previous experience developing training content and/or materials. 


17.3.7.5 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills. 


17.3.7.6 Working knowledge of HIPAA requirements. 


17.3.7.7 A bachelor's degree and three (3) years experience in training, education, staff 
development, personnel or an agency program area or an equivalent combination of 
education and experience. 


17.3.8 IT Manager 


17.3.8 IT Manager 


The IT Manager will be responsible for IT and systems operations, which includes 1) 
systems maintenance and modification activities; 2) job scheduling; 3) reporting 
maintenance; 4) coordinating use of IT resources; 5) testing and implementation new 
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functionality; 6) monitoring interfaces; and 7) maintaining system connectivity and 
security. The IT Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following 
qualifications and experience: 


17.3.8.1 At least three (3) years of experience with large-scale IT operations, including 
experience with maintenance and modifications tasks. 


17.3.8.2 Minimum of two (2) years experience with a system change control process and 
system and integration testing. 


17.3.8.3 Minimum of two (2) years experience in developing, testing, implementing or 
monitoring interfaces. 


17.3.8.4 Demonstrable understanding of network connectivity and network operations. 


17.3.8.5 Minimum of A bachelor's degree in computer science, business administration or a 
related field. 


17.3.8.6 Detailed knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements. 


17.3.8.7 Understanding of the vendor’s peripheral system tools. 


17.3.8.8 Demonstrated IT experience in multiple phases of the software development life 
cycle. 


17.3.9 Pharmacy Benefits Manager 


17.3.9 Pharmacy Benefits Manager 


The Pharmacy Benefits Manager will be responsible for all functions associated with 
the Pharmacy Benefit Management System and the Pharmacy program as described 
in the Pharmacy requirements within this RFP, including managing the Prior 
Authorization processes, drug rebate, supplemental drug rebate, e-prescribing, 
reporting and other functions related to the pharmacy program. The Pharmacy 
Benefits Manager assigned by the awarded vendor must have the following 
qualifications and experience. 


17.3.9.1 At least three (3) years of experience in managing a pharmacy benefit management 
system. 


17.3.9.2 Detailed knowledge of Medicaid at the state and/or federal level. 


17.3.9.3 Detailed knowledge of pharmacy-related aspects of Medicaid. 


17.3.9.4 A bachelor's degree in business administration or a related field or four (4) additional 
years of experience in lieu of a degree. 


17.3.9.5 A minimum of two (2) years experience in managing operational aspects in large-
scale operations environment. 


17.3.9.6 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements. 


17.3.9.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills. 


17.3.9.8 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English. 


17.3.9.9 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 


17.3.9.10 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines. 
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17.3.9.11 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult logic and processing issues. 


17.3.10 Health Care Management Manager 


17.3.10 Health Care Management Manager 


The Health Care Management Manager will be responsible for managing utilization 
management activities and determination process for benefits and coverage limits to 
ensure that payment is approved for only those services that are medically 
necessary, appropriate, or cost effective as specified in by the State Medicaid 
Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations. The Health Care Management 
Manager will play a key role in controlling costs while maintaining or improving 
access to and quality of care for Nevada Medicaid and Check Up recipients.  


17.3.10.1 At least five (5) years as an Account Manager or Health Care Management Manager 
for large scale medical claims processing systems of which at least three (3) years 
must have been with a Medicaid system or five (5) years in a management level 
position with a health plan or hospital system with responsibility for completing 
utilization management, cost control and quality management. 


17.3.10.2 A bachelor's degree in nursing, or related health care administration degree, or a 
licensed physician, advanced practitioner of nursing or physician’s assistant. 


17.3.10.3 Working knowledge of HIPAA regulations and requirements. 


17.3.10.4 Working knowledge of electronic health records or electronic medical records. 


17.3.10.5 Demonstrated project planning and scheduling skills for large system projects. 


17.3.10.6 Ability to analyze and resolve difficult medical coverage policy issues. 


17.3.10.7 Effective documentation, verbal and written communication skills. 


17.3.10.8 Ability to communicate succinctly and accurately in both written and verbal English. 


17.3.10.9 Ability to work independently and in a team environment. 


17.3.10.10 Ability to work effectively and efficiently under stringent timelines. 


17.3.10.11 Ability to direct and supervise multiple tasks and staff assignments. 


17.3.11 Other Project Team Members 


17.3.11 Other Project Team Members 


Other Project Team members of the awarded vendor's project team must meet at 
least one (1) of the qualifications below. In addition, the aggregation of the individual 
qualifications of the team members must cumulatively meet all of the following 
requirements. These requirements are: 


17.3.11.1 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years providing programming, 
analysis, or operational support in a MMIS environment. 


17.3.11.2 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years designing online interfaces 
using the tools proposed for this project. 
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17.3.11.3 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years performing testing functions 
for large-scale systems. 


17.3.11.4 Two (2) years experience within the last five (5) years developing system interfaces. 


17.3.11.5 Three (3) years experience within the last five years developing secure applications 
using tools proposed for this project. 


17.3.11.6 One (1) to two (2) years experience performing contract oversight activities within an 
MMIS project or similar complex system project including but not limited to contract 
compliance monitoring and reporting. 


17.3.11.7 Completed at least one (1) project within the past three (3) years that involved 
development of training outlines and materials and organizing and conducting 
training to support the takeover of a large system. 
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17.4 Infocrossing Staff Resumes 


17.4 Vendor Staff Resumes 


Per RFP instruction 20.3.2.11, Section 17.4 Vendor Staff Resumes is placed in Tab X. 
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17.5 Subcontractor Information 
17.5.1 Does this proposal include the use of subcontractors? Check the appropriate 


response in the table below: 


Yes       X No  
If “Yes”, vendor must: 


17.5.1.1 Identify specific subcontractors and the specific requirements of this RFP for which 
each proposed subcontractor will perform services. 


Subcontractor Services Performed 


GHS Pharmacy; Point-of-Sale; Diabetic Supply 
Rebate; Pharmacy Rebate; PASSR 


Health Integrated UM; PA; PCS; HECC 
Medicity HIE 
S2Tech Core MMIS; Web Portal 


 
17.5.1.2 If any tasks are to be completed by subcontractor(s), vendors must: 


A. Describe the relevant contractual arrangements; 


Infocrossing manages subcontractors through a formal approach, controlled by our Subcontractor 
Coordinator that fully involves them in all aspects of the project related to their area of 
performance. We make no distinction between Infocrossing personnel and subcontractors in 
terms of involvement, responsibilities, and participation. Infocrossing practices thorough, 
effective, and comprehensive project management to verify that subcontractors are integrated 
with the overall Infocrossing operation and that their work products and services are timely, 
satisfactory, compliant with contract requirements, and of high quality. We develop strong, 
binding subcontract language that “flows down” our client’s requirements to the subcontractor 
organization that is included in each subcontractor’s Master Services Agreement and Statement 
of Work. 


B. Describe how the work of any subcontractor(s) will be supervised, channels 
of communication will be maintained and compliance with contract terms 
assured; and 


Please refer to Section 17.8, Subcontractor Management Overview, in our proposal for details on 
Infocrossing’s subcontractor management process. 


C. Describe your previous experience with subcontractor(s). 
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Subcontractor Previous Experience 
GHS Infocrossing has held conversations with 


GHS during the past year with the intent to 
form an ongoing Medicaid services 
partnership. Our subcontractor, S2Tech, has 
worked with GHS to support the Iowa 
Medicaid program since 2004. 


Health Integrated Infocrossing executives and its current 
Medical Director have utilized Health 
Integrated in an advisory capacity for more 
than five years. 


Medicity Infocrossing’s current General Manager, 
has evaluated the work of Medicity in 
establishing Health Information Exchanges 
over the last several years. They were 
selected as our partner for this project based 
on their previous success in developing and 
deploying the technology and their 
familiarity with Medicaid environments. 


S2Tech S2Tech has provided systems maintenance 
and enhancement support services to 
Infocrossing’s Missouri Medicaid account 
since 2007.  


 
17.5.1.3 Vendors must describe the methodology, processes and tools utilized for: 


A. Selecting and qualifying appropriate subcontractors for the project; 


B. Incorporating the subcontractor's roles and responsibilities and 
methodologies fit into the vendor's overall approach; 


C. Ensuring subcontractor compliance with the overall performance objectives 
for the project; and 


D. Ensuring that subcontractor deliverables meet the quality objectives of the 
project. 


Infocrossing practices thorough, effective, and comprehensive project management to verify that 
subcontractors are integrated with the overall Infocrossing operation and that their work products 
and services are timely, satisfactory, compliant with contract requirements, and of high quality. 
We: 


• Select subcontractors on the basis of proven capabilities, stature in the industry, 
qualification of personnel, and previous successful performance 
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• Develop strong, binding subcontract language that “flows down” our client’s 
requirements to the subcontractor organization 


• Subject subcontractors to the same management, quality, performance, and ethics 
requirements that we impose on Infocrossing members of the project 


• Include subcontractor representatives in all communications, project decisions, and status 
meetings 


• Require subcontractor submission of written status reports that Infocrossing uses in 
preparing its regular Status Reports 


• Hold regular meetings with each subcontractor to review status, discuss issues, and 
monitor progress 


• Measure and monitor subcontractor performance using the same metrics and standards 
applied to Infocrossing staff 


• Exercise financial monitoring and oversight to verify submitted subcontractor time 
reporting, billing, and expenses 


 
17.5.1.4 Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractors as requested in 


Section 17.1, Primary Vendor Information. 


Vendor information for our four subcontractors is provided in Tab IX, Section 17 Company 
Background and References in the same format as provided for Infocrossing. 
17.5.1.5 References as specified in Section 17.2, References must be provided for any 


proposed subcontractors. 


References for our four subcontractors are provided in Tab IX, Section 17 Company Background 
and References in the same format as provided for Infocrossing. 
17.5.1.6 Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractor staff as specified in 


Section 17.3, Vendor Staff Skills and Experience Required. 


Infocrossing has provided the required information for proposed subcontractor staff as specified 
in Section 17.3. 
17.5.1.7 Staff resumes for any proposed subcontractors as specified in Section 17.4, Vendor 


Staff Resumes. 


Infocrossing has provided the required information for proposed subcontractor staff as specified 
in Section 17.4. 
17.5.1.8 The State may require that the awarded vendor provide proof of payment to any 


subcontractors used for this project. Proposals should include a plan by which, at the 
State’s request, the State will be notified of such payments. 


During the development of our proposal, Infocrossing executed a Master Services Agreement 
and detail Statement of Work with each subcontractor. These contract agreements specify 
payment criteria such as performance and deliverable expectations, flow downs, and payment 
time frames. 
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As noted previously, we manage subcontractors through a formal approach, controlled by our 
Subcontractor Coordinator. During the Contract Start-Up Period, Infocrossing will discuss the 
requirement to provide the State with notices of subcontractor payments and will work with 
DHCFP to develop an acceptable plan for creating this deliverable. 
17.5.1.9 Primary vendor shall not allow any subcontractor to commence work until all 


insurance required of the subcontractor is provided. 


Infocrossing will ensure that our subcontractors do not commence work on the Nevada MMIS 
Takeover project until they meet all insurance requirements. 
17.5.1.10 Primary vendor must notify the using agency of the intended use of any 


subcontractors not identified within their original proposal response and provide the 
information originally requested in the RFP in Section 16.5, Subcontractor 
Information. The primary vendor must receive agency approval prior to 
subcontractor commencing work. 


Infocrossing acknowledges the requirement to provide prior notification to DHCFP and to 
receive prior approval from the State to utilize any subcontractor not identified within our 
originally submitted proposal. Should it become necessary to engage a new subcontractor, 
Infocrossing will provide the information originally requested in the RFP in Section 16.5, 
Subcontractor Information.  
17.5.1.11 All subcontractor employees assigned to the project must be authorized to work in 


this country. 


Infocrossing acknowledges this requirement and commits to DHCFP to ensure that we will not 
assign any Infocrossing employee or subcontractor personnel to the Nevada MMIS Takeover 
project unless the individual is fully authorized to work in the United States. 
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17 Subcontractor Background and References 


17.1 Goold Health Systems (GHS) Subcontractor Vendor Information 


GHS Pharmacy Benefits Manager and Rx Point of Sale Solution 


17.5 Subcontractor Vendor Information 
Vendors must provide a company profile. Information provided shall include: 


17.5.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc).  


Founded in 1974, Goold Health Systems (GHS) is a privately held corporation affiliated with the 
Waldron Group of companies. GHS is owned by William G. Waldron, Jr. and Victoria Waldron 
Mulkern. 
17.5.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated 


and the date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, 
incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s 
Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State 
of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015. 


GHS is incorporated in the State of Maine and is in good standing. The incorporation date for 
GHS is 5/27/1992. GHS is currently registered with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s 
Office as a foreign corporation. 
17.5.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be 


appropriately licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 
360.780. 


GHS is currently in the process of obtaining a license from the Department of Taxation to do 
business in the State of Nevada, in accordance with NRS 360.780. 
17.5.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). 


Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal 
submittal. Proposals, which do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed 
non-responsive. However, this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised 
Statute (NRS) requirements. 


GHS has reviewed and verified all licensing requirements applicable to the services that will be 
provided in the State of Nevada and has determined that no additional licensing is required for 
GHS. 
17.5.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the 


services described in this RFP. 


GHS employs approximately 195 people at four locations. We maintain headquarters in Augusta, 
Maine, with additional satellite offices located in Atlanta, Georgia, Des Moines, Iowa, and 
Cheyenne, Wyoming. 


Upon contract award, GHS plans to establish a Carson City, Nevada office to house our Nevada 
operational staff that are dedicated to the Nevada MMIS Takeover project. We will immediately 
begin the process of augmenting our existing staff with Nevada-based pharmacy professionals 
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who we will train in our applications, PBSA model, and business approach. The remainder of the 
services will be provided from our headquarters in Augusta, Maine. 
17.5.3 The following information may be utilized in determining whether an inverse 


preference applies pursuant to NRS 333.336: 


17.5.3.1 Is your firm a resident of Nevada or a resident of another state? 


17.5.3.2 If so, please list the state of residence. 


17.5.3.3 Does your resident state apply a preference, which is not afforded to bidders or 
vendors who are residents in the state of Nevada? 


This section stricken per RFP Amendment #3. 
17.5.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the 


requirements identified within this RFP. 


GHS currently employs 195 staff of which 164 of them both locally and nationally have the 
expertise to support the requirements identified in this RFP. 
17.5.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project. 


GHS will be opening an office in Carson City, Nevada as soon as feasible just as we have done 
in Georgia, Iowa and Wyoming. GHS will staff the Carson City office with local pharmacists, 
pharmacy technicians and support staff. The Carson City staff will be assigned to the PA and 
PDL portions of this project. Some clinical and administrative support for these programs would 
be provided by the Augusta office staff, including the reporting and analytics staff and GHS’ 
staff of doctors and pharmacists. GHS will hire staff with skills similar to our current personnel. 
Our existing staff will be used as a resource for new staff dedicated to Nevada. Established GHS 
employees will counsel the new staff; they will travel to Nevada as necessary and devote a 
portion of their time to the Nevada project and always be available by email/phone. They will 
pass on their experience and knowledge of the GHS culture. 


GHS has assembled a staff of extremely talented, competent and capable employees based out of 
our Augusta, Maine office. We are dedicated to providing the highest quality services to GHS’ 
clients. Our Augusta location would house the pharmacy POS system and support staff, as well 
as our network services staff, reporting and analytics staff, a portion of our clinical support staff 
and the administrative support staff. 


Our staff is acutely aware of the importance of the health care programs we manage, not only in 
terms of the provision of services to the neediest citizens, but also in terms of the state budget. 
We understand the issues in Medicaid and their impact on a state. 
17.5.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?  


Yes  No X 
If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency. 


17.5.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, 
any of its political subdivisions or by any other government? 


Yes  No X 
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If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, 
compensatory time, sick leave, or on his own time? 


17.5.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract 
breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the 
vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of 
Nevada. If no such problems have been experienced, vendor must indicate in 
writing. 


GHS has experienced no such problems. 
17.5.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services 


described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages. 


Founded in 1974, GHS has been located in Augusta, Maine for all of our 35 year history. GHS 
has migrated from a paper health care claims processing company to a highly specialized 
pharmacy benefits services company. GHS has established itself a leader in Medicaid Pharmacy 
Benefits Services Administration (PBSA).  


The major systems and services that GHS offers include: 


• Online, real-time Point of Sale (POS) pharmacy claims adjudication 
• Drug utilization management 
• CMS and Supplemental Rebate management 
• Preferred Drug List (PDL) management 
• Drug Prior Authorization Committee and DUR Board support 
• Focused clinical pharmacy services, including Drug Class Reviews 
• Prior Authorization (PA), and other related programs 
• Multi-State Pool for Supplemental Rebates 
• Pharmacy/Physician Help Desks to support POS and PA 
• Medical Prior Authorization Services (beginning in 2010 for the Maine Medicaid 


Program) 
• Robust reporting systems for our clients – including standard, ad hoc, decision support 


systems and pharmacy data “marts” 
• Interfacing with Medicaid Management Information Systems(MMIS) and /or POS 


vendors; and 
• Consultation and implementation of cost containment and legislative proposals 
• Fraud, Abuse and Program Integrity Services 


GHS presently provides diverse, value-driven pharmacy services in eleven (11) states. We 
provide the full set of Pharmacy Benefits Services Administration (PBSA) to the Medicaid 
agencies in Iowa, Maine and Wyoming. GHS performs a variety of clinical pharmacy services 
for the State of West Virginia’s Medicaid program and for the State of Alabama. We provide 
Medicaid and Supplemental Pharmacy Rebate services for the State of Georgia and were 
recently selected to manage the Medicaid SMAC program for the State of Illinois. GHS also 
helped form and now serves as the pharmacy vendor for the Sovereign States Drug Consortium 
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(SSDC), a multi-state drug rebate pool that presently includes Iowa, Maine, Oregon, Utah, 
Vermont, West Virginia and Wyoming. We are the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program 
(PDMP) vendor for the State of Colorado’s Department of Regulatory Agencies and the State of 
Maine’s Office of Substance Abuse. 


All of the above services are configured or customized to meet the individual needs of our 
clients; for some clients we constructed new programs, processes and systems solutions from the 
ground up within very tight development timeframes. GHS is continuously looking to improve 
and expand the services we offer and provide maximum value and expertise to our clients. 


The pharmacy benefit represents one of the most significant expenditure categories for Nevada’s 
Medicaid Program and is otherwise likely to be a growing cost center in the future. The 
Medicaid Pharmacy Program must rely on the proper administration of this benefit to ensure 
access to appropriate and medically necessary drug therapies while maximizing effective 
program savings. 


GHS has utilized its wealth of knowledge and experience in the industry to accomplish 
outstanding objectives for our clients; achievements that have been recognized nationwide as 
leading edge and extremely cost effective in this ever growing business. GHS recognizes that the 
success to any endeavor is close communication with the client, the ability and willingness to 
think outside the box and provide comprehensive, cost savings solutions that meet the needs of 
the client. Identifying the customer’s needs and accommodating them is an area where GHS 
excels. 
17.5.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including 


takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief 
description. 


GHS brings 35 years of pharmacy experience to our clients and business partners. This includes 
18 years of electronic POS pharmacy claims processing, 13 years of drug rebate management, 8 
years of PDL maintenance, and 8 years of PA experience. 


Goold Health Systems has assisted the State of Maine in its electronic administration of 
pharmacy programs since 1991, accepting claims data for on-line adjudication for Maine’s Low 
Cost Drugs for the Elderly and Disabled (DEL) program. In the earliest years of the DEL 
contract, starting in 1974, the system relied exclusively on paper claims. In 1991, GHS migrated 
to a fully electronic system, resulting in significant cost savings for the State at the time. 


In December of 1995, GHS implemented an electronic pharmacy Point of Sale (POS) claims 
adjudication system (MEPOP) for Maine’s Medicaid pharmacy program. While not without its 
challenges, the development, implementation, refinement, and on-going administration of the 
system has proceeded with few difficulties. The services we now provide as part of the MEPOP 
contract include Pharmacy POS claims adjudication, PA, PDL maintenance, drug rebate 
management, a pharmacy / provider help desk, and other related services. 


In the State of Iowa, GHS developed and implemented PDL, PA, Supplemental Rebate, and 
pharmacy POS claims adjudication services. In 2004, GHS designed and developed a PDL and 
pharmacy PA system for the State’s Iowa Medicaid Enterprise (IME) project. Immediately after 
contract initiation, GHS commenced working with Iowa’s P&T Committee, developing the PDL 
and negotiating Supplemental Rebates with drug manufacturers. On January 15, 2005, GHS 
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implemented a full PDL and took over all pharmacy PA determination responsibilities from the 
incumbent contractor. This included the deployment of our redesigned PA determination 
application, PADSS 3.0, which was implemented almost six months ahead of schedule. 


The second portion of GHS’ work for IME began in December 2004 when we were awarded the 
pharmacy POS contract. As with the PA system, we upgraded our POS claims adjudication 
system to meet the IME requirements. We also started claims processing ahead of schedule, to 
ensure a smooth transition between POS vendors. The rest of the IME project became 
operational on June 30, 2005. GHS has just re-secured this contract in March of 2010. 


In the fall of 2005, GHS participated in the design and became the negotiating vendor for a 
multi-state drug rebate pooling program, now known as the Sovereign States Drug Consortium 
(SSDC). The objective was to create a pool that would be attractive to states with a desire to take 
an active role in rebate negotiation and / or retain a higher degree of control. To encourage 
participation, the pool was designed to be as efficient and inexpensive as possible for 
participating states, while allowing the retention of current Pharmacy Benefit Management 
(PBM) service vendors, if desired. The initial pool states consisted of Vermont, Iowa, and 
Maine. Since then Oregon, Utah, West Virginia and Wyoming have joined the pool representing 
over 2 million lives. 


GHS began providing the State of Wyoming with Supplemental Rebate and Preferred Drug List 
services in October 2007. In 2008 GHS began negotiating Supplemental Rebate Agreements for 
Wyoming as part of the Sovereign States Drug Consortium (SSDC). In 2009, GHS completed 
implementation of the full set of PBM services for the State of Wyoming, including fiscal agent 
services, PDL management, Prior Authorization (PA) services, help desk and Drug Utilization 
Review (DUR). CMS certified our “WY Fiscal Agent/PBM” system in January of 2010. 


GHS operates an Intensive Benefit Management program and a Pain Management Program for 
the State of Maine. Both programs monitor usage of prescription narcotic medications to high-
risk patients. The programs use PA on all controlled prescriptions and can force doctor and/or 
pharmacy choice upon historically risky patients. Random pill counts and toxicology tests are 
used to determine if medications are being used appropriately and legally. GHS manages and 
analyzes these audits and reports the results back to Maine’s Medicaid program. 


In 2007 GHS was awarded a contract to provide West Virginia’s Bureau of Medical Services 
(BMS) with clinical and administrative support to develop and manage their Preferred Drug List, 
as well as to negotiate and administer their Supplemental Rebate and SMAC programs. GHS 
provides complete support for West Virginia’s Pharmaceutical and Therapeutics (P&T) 
Committee.  


In 2009 GHS was selected to provide full Medicaid and Supplemental Pharmacy Rebate services 
for the State of Georgia and was awarded a contract to manage the Medicaid SMAC program for 
the State of Illinois. 
17.5.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a 


certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience. 


This requirement does not apply to GHS. Please see previous response for a complete description 
of our applicable experience. 
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17.5.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to a current 
and future MITA initiatives. 


GHS’ development efforts have focused on aligning our systems on MITA principles. We have 
taken careful measure to focus on user-centric workflow in our user interfaces to maximize 
efficiency and satisfactory user experience. 


The various operating systems and platforms on which we develop our systems are COTS 
products and supported by regular updates and patches. We engineer our technical architecture 
and data structures to meet or exceed open standards and MITA principles. 


We have been and are able to leverage our systems to use various data exchange standards. We 
purposefully chose systems on which we can also develop and be compatible with other entity 
systems that do not conform to normal open standards; thereby giving us a level of agility that 
meets or exceeds State Medicaid interface needs. We are able to interface with a variety of 
contemporary MMIS systems, CMS Health information systems, and we have experience 
interfacing with a Health data information hub. 
17.5.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information 


exchange. 


GHS has been and is able to leverage our systems to use various data exchange standards. We 
purposefully chose systems on which we can also develop and be compatible with other entity 
systems that do not conform to normal open standards; thereby giving us a level of agility that 
meets or exceeds State Medicaid interface needs. We are able to interface with a variety of 
contemporary MMIS systems, CMS Health information systems, and we have experience 
interfacing with a Health data information hub. 
17.5.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential 


Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV 
– Confidential Financial Information:  


17.5.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and 


17.5.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number. 


17.5.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, 
which include: 


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and 


2. Balance Statement. 


The requested information has been included in included in Part IV, Confidential Financial 
Information. 
17.5.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as 


addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and 
affirmation of financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the 
contract without receiving reimbursement. 


GHS’ financial statements are included in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial 
Information. The statements attest to the fact that GHS is in sound financial condition and has 
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the financial resources necessary to carry out the contractual obligations associated with this RFP 
and to perform at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement. 
17.5.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services 


within a budget-neutral contracting scenario. 


GHS is a service-oriented company; we focus on doing what it takes to meet our clients’ 
timeline, budget, and savings targets. We actively participate in the creation and development of 
new initiatives designed to maximize efficiency (cost and otherwise), enhance services, and 
improve patient outcomes. Most importantly, we demonstrate considerable flexibility with the 
various state Medicaid contracts we hold. GHS is committed to offering timely, flexible, cost-
effective services to the State of Nevada and has priced the services we will provide so that they 
will align with Nevada’s goal of a budget-neutral contracting scenario. 


GHS has been providing great value in return on investment for our state clients. The pharmacy 
benefit represents one of the most significant expenditure categories for most state Medicaid 
Programs and is otherwise likely to be a growing cost center in the future. In the first five years 
working with the State of Iowa, GHS has been successful in slowing the growth of pharmacy 
expenditures and decreasing the per user per year costs, as shown in Figure 1 on the next page. 
The Medicaid Pharmacy Program must rely on the proper administration of this benefit to ensure 
access to appropriate and medically necessary drug therapies while maximizing effective 
program savings. 


GHS has utilized its wealth of knowledge and experience in the industry to accomplish 
outstanding objectives for our clients that have been recognized nationwide as leading edge and 
extremely cost effective in this ever growing business. GHS recognizes that the success of any 
endeavor is close communication with the client, the ability and willingness to think outside the 
box and provide comprehensive, cost savings solutions that meet the needs of the client. 
Identifying the customer’s needs and accommodating them is an area where GHS excels, and we 
are prepared to continue these services for the State of Nevada so they can utilize leading edge 
technology with the ability to interface with all of their existing systems, and to benefit from an 
experienced industry leader. 
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Figure 1: Iowa Per User Per Year Cost
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17.5.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational 
structure as it relates to the Nevada MMIS. 


GHS’ organizational structure is poised to accommodate new growth. Each team is grouped 
together by their specialty areas, which promotes each subject matter expert the opportunity to 
pool their resources and team leaders, operate under a shared knowledge approach to working. 
Our teams realize that by sharing their wealth of knowledge with each other, the team (and 
company) gets stronger. Sharing knowledge and duties becomes a win-win situation for 
everybody, our clients benefit from access to staff that are knowledgeable and our staff is able to 
expand and grow. They are always looking for new ways and tools to solve problems. Our 
clients then, do not hesitate to bring their “what if” questions to the table. GHS excels in 
brainstorming with clients to produce solutions that can be implemented in a timely manner and 
accommodate the needs of the client. 


GHS has had significant success in creating a local, on-site presence in States where we provide 
services similar to those being required in this RFP. GHS recruits and hires talented local staff 
that has expertise and knowledge of the state-specific pharmacy environment. Our experienced 
staff mentors the local staff and trains them in GHS systems, procedures and corporate culture. 
These individuals bring real life experience as front-line providers and knowledge of the local 
pharmacy industry, lending them unique insight into the issues and challenges confronting the 
State and the beneficiaries. This attribute, combined with GHS’ thorough training, makes them 
especially well qualified to carry out their assigned duties, which is reflected in GHS’ high 
customer service ratings. 


With the State’s approval, we will also look for viable Carson City-based candidates by 
evaluating the incumbent vendor’s staff that may be currently performing similar tasks or are 
qualified to take on a new role. It has been our experience that many high-caliber staff will elect 
to change employers rather than relocate to a new location or possibly be down-sized. This tactic 
helps minimize disruptions and improves our in-house knowledge of the previous system and 
policies. 
17.5.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout 


the company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other 
significant changes, which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP. 


GHS recognizes that the success to any endeavor is close communication with the client, the 
ability and willingness to think outside the box and provide comprehensive, cost savings 
solutions that meet the needs of the client. GHS has developed our management approach to 
leverage GHS’ relevant experience and incorporate the proven strengths of our project team. We 
believe that this formula provides the highest level of service to our clients. GHS blends the 
following four proven strategies into our operations: 


• Our management team is empowered to make rapid and deliberate operational decisions 
in the field that are in your best interest. To manage this engagement successfully, it is 
mandatory that our Nevada Managers be empowered with the capability to make timely 
decisions.  


• Our team of Technical Advisors is available for “on-call” assistance with any clinical, 
operational, organizational, and developmental function throughout the life of the 
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contract. Our Technical Advisors are among the most experienced individuals in the state 
in their designated specialties.  


• At the foundation of our management approach is a commitment to flexibility and 
responsiveness that ensures “seamless” operations and project administration. Our work 
plan is a “living document” designed for any changes as the project unfolds. Our 
management team understands this concept and will rely on experience with similar 
projects to manage this effort efficiently. 


• GHS has made strong operational and philosophical commitments to a process of internal 
and external continuous quality improvement programs. GHS will apply these standards 
to all our Nevada operations. 


Throughout this project, GHS will seek to maximize the use of the time and resources required 
by DHCFP personnel by bringing in an experienced senior level team that has hands-on expertise 
in the programmatic and financial aspects the requested services. Our management approach 
includes the following: 


• We have designated an account manager and a project manager with extensive Medicaid 
experience who will ensure that our professional teams remain on task and on focus, 


• We will work closely with the MMIS Fiscal Agent and other contractors to ensure the 
smooth operations, 


• We produce management reports, conduct regular status meetings, and convene periodic 
workgroup sessions for all groups involved. 


The guiding principal at GHS is to maintain standardization, documentation, adherence to 
processes, creating and maintaining audit trails and open communication. GHS has been audited 
previously by the State of Maine, and has also been audited by CMS with glowing results in 
regards to our documentation standards, audit trails, and performance. GHS has the ability to 
bring on new staff, provide them with the documentation and resources available, assign a 
mentor to them from their internal team and provide open door access to anyone to ensure they 
are successful. 


GHS account managers understand the work that we do with other states via our regularly-
scheduled manager meetings, discussions, etc. so they can gain lessons learned from other states. 
Our SSDC role also allows GHS and our state clients to collaborate on issues such as strategies, 
PDL design, savings targets, and best practices, among others.  


Communication that takes place early and often, in both formal and informal processes, is critical 
to ensure timely and effective implementation and operations. 


GHS considers regular status meetings with the State as the most appropriate time to review 
project operations and discuss problems, accomplishments, and planning issues, as well as any 
significant changes internal to GHS that may affect our clients. For each status meeting, we 
create and distribute status report documents containing “action items” identified at the previous 
meeting with assigned responsibilities and a summary report of project accomplishments, issues 
and next steps. 
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It is also critical to the success of the program that an informal exchange of ideas and 
communication of potentials barriers exist between GHS and DHCFP. Our management team is 
in regular contact with, and has responsibility for, overseeing the teams that will be working 
during the stated phases of our engagement. They coordinate the efforts of the teams we use in 
our engagement to make sure they are achieving results and providing high quality services to 
the State. 


GHS is a small, nimble, company who will work with the State of Nevada on a one-to-one basis. 
We are committed to developing a strong, flexible working relationship with State staff and 
providing consistent, high-quality services. 
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17.2 Goold Health Systems Subcontractor References 


17.6 References 
17.6.1 Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from similar projects 


performed for private, state and/or large local government clients within the last five 
(5) years. Vendors are required to submit Attachment H, Reference 
Questionnaire to the business references they list. The business references 
must submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division. 
It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by the 
Purchasing Division on or before the proposal submission deadline for inclusion in 
the evaluation process. Business References not received, or not complete, may 
adversely affect the vendor’s score in the evaluation process. References must show 
the vendor’s experience with the following minimum mandatory qualification: 


17.6.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified 
MMIS for a minimum of five (5) years. 


GHS brings 35 years of pharmacy experience to our clients and business partners. This includes 
18 years of electronic POS pharmacy claims processing, 13 years of drug rebate management, 8 
years of PDL maintenance, and 8 years of PA experience. 


In addition, as a Medicaid Pharmacy vendor, GHS has had to integrate with five MMIS 
applications/vendors-to-date. This includes the State of Maine’s mainframe MMIS application, 
then the replacement Maine Claims Management System (MeCMS) application built by CNSI 
and the State (deployed in 2005); it includes integrating with ACS’ MMIS application in the 
State of Iowa, then the takeover MMIS application run by Noridian Administration Services. We 
have successfully integrated data interfaces with Unisys’ MMIS and POS applications in the 
State of West Virginia, as well as with ACS’ MMIS and POS applications in the State of 
Wyoming. We are confident that we can have the experience and skill required to successfully 
integrate with Infocrossing. 


In addition, desired experience includes the following: 


17.6.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system 
developed and installed by another contractor. 


GHS is proposing to replace Nevada’s current POS and related peripheral pharmacy systems 
with GHS’ state-of-the-art systems. GHS gained considerable experience in taking over and 
transitioning PBSA services in the all of the states where we currently provide these services. In 
addition, we have significant experience in transitioning services from First Health Services 
Corporation in the State of Georgia. GHS has a first-hand understanding of what it will take to 
transition POS and related pharmacy services in the State of Nevada. 
17.6.1.3 Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public 


and/or private sectors; 


We are an experienced Medicaid Pharmacy Benefit Services Administrator (PBSA) with proven 
results as the full PBSA vendor in the States of Iowa, Maine and Wyoming. We provide similar 
services to those requested in this RFP for those states as well as for West Virginia, Alabama, 
Georgia and Illinois. We have been successful in meeting aggressive timelines in the States of 
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Georgia, Iowa, Maine, West Virginia and Wyoming on projects of similar size and scope to what 
is proposed in this RFP. GHS is a service-oriented Healthcare Management company, offering a 
package that is capable of expanding services when additional programs are needed. The work 
requested under this proposal fits within the GHS pipeline of current contracts and availability of 
company resources to meet the timelines expected for this engagement. 
17.6.1.4 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model; 


GHS’ development efforts have focused on aligning our systems on MITA principles. We have 
taken careful measure to focus on user-centric workflow in our user interfaces to maximize 
efficiency and satisfactory user experience. 


The various operating systems and platforms on which we develop our systems are COTS 
products and supported by regular updates and patches. We engineer our technical architecture 
and data structures to meet or exceed open standards and MITA principles. 


We have been and are able to leverage our systems to use various data exchange standards. We 
purposefully chose systems on which we can also develop and be compatible with other entity 
systems that do not conform to normal open standards; thereby giving us a level of agility that 
meets or exceeds State Medicaid interface needs. We are able to interface with a variety of 
contemporary MMIS systems, CMS Health information systems, and we have experience 
interfacing with a Health data information hub. 
17.6.1.5 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution; 


GHS has been and are able to leverage our systems to use various data exchange standards. We 
purposefully chose systems on which we can also develop and be compatible with other entity 
systems that do not conform to normal open standards; thereby giving us a level of agility that 
meets or exceeds State Medicaid interface needs. We are able to interface with a variety of 
contemporary MMIS systems, CMS Health information systems, and we have experience 
interfacing with a Health data information hub. 
17.6.1.6 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan; 


GHS has developed and executed comprehensive test plans for the systems that we provide. Our 
staff will work closely with the primary vendor to align our testing activities and procedures and 
to ensure that there is a seamless integration of systems, services and activities under the Nevada 
MMIS Takeover project.  


In general, GHS’ testing activities are fully documented and presented to the State for review of 
results and input as appropriate. GHS conducts Unit testing on specific sections of code, System 
testing on entire components of the solution and Integration testing to ensure that it works as a 
whole. If changes are made to the underlying code (not configuration based) Regression testing 
is conducted to make sure that no other aspects of the solution are affected by the change. 


At the macro level, GHS conducts many forms of testing. Among those will be Pilot testing 
through the solicitation of pharmacy vendors to participate in the program by sending in trial 
claims, Parallel testing where GHS will take a raw stream of data directly from a major 
switching company and process the results through our system and compare the results against 
the incumbent’s claim adjudication process and finally User Acceptance testing with the 
Department or their designated agent conducting tests on components within the system such as 
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claims processing, Prior Authorization or Helpdesk activities. Approval of User Acceptance 
testing is required prior to “go-live”. 


During Parallel testing, GHS will compare and report on all claims processing deviations from 
the current system. It is anticipated that some results will be different based upon directives from 
the Department due to changes or enhancements. Differences will be reviewed by GHS and 
reported to the Department for resolution if there are discrepancies that need to be resolved, such 
as differences in DUR error message coding. 


GHS has a team of highly-skilled Data Warehouse staff members who will analyze the data 
structures of the current vendor and build similar structures within GHS’ SQL Server 
environment such as paid and denied claims, medical diagnosis, First Databank, member 
eligibility, Provider eligibility, etc. All data conversions will be integrated and tested as part of 
the Parallel and User Acceptance testing. 


A large part of the new activities and coordination revolve around the coordination of technical 
interfaces, file transfer protocols and integration. GHS has an established methodology and 
template that we will use to track all interfaces, ownership, status and issues throughout the DDI 
phase until the interfaces are mature and automated by all vendors. GHS will work cooperatively 
and in good faith with DHCFP and other vendors to establish these interfaces. 
17.6.1.7 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan; 


GHS has experience in developing and implementing comprehensive training plans for the 
services we offer. GHS will work closely with the primary vendor to integrate our training plans 
in the overall Nevada MMIS Takeover project training plan. Typically, we follow a similar 
approach to the one we used for our Iowa Medicaid Enterprise (IME) Implementation where we 
trained new employees on GHS’ systems. Operations’ training is an intensive hands-on 
experience, where users are paired up and supervised by actual users of the systems. GHS 
Technical Writing and Training staff develops desk manuals and training materials under the 
guidance of the State and collaboration of the new users. Once the material is established and 
approved, we schedule training with new staff. For the IME project, experienced GHS POS 
supervisors and PA managers traveled to the operation site and provided hands-on system 
training, walking through typical scenarios and actual day-to-day job functions using the actual 
systems and referencing the desk manuals where appropriate. This support staff then remained 
on-site for the operations start-up. Additionally, they were supported by development staff 
located at the home office in Augusta. 


GHS will tailor a training program specific to this PBM services project. GHS will provide 
training modules in all operations procedures required in the RFP. GHS assumes that any State 
and newly hired / transferred staff will have the necessary technical skill set to be able to learn 
the operations systems, and that they will be hired and available in the time-table established by 
GHS and the State. 
17.6.1.8 Experience with comprehensive project management; 


GHS has provided or assisted with project management for all of the contracts we maintain, large 
and small. GHS has Project Management Professionals (PMP)® and Certified Associates in 
Project Management (CAPM)® on staff and will draw on their expertise to ensure an efficiently 
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run project with successful outcomes. GHS is experienced in working with other MMIS vendors 
in support of the transition to new services and in the ongoing operation of PBM services as part 
of a complete MMIS solution. Our Project Management staff will work closely with the MMIS 
Fiscal Agent Project Management staff to ensure that our policies and procedures align with the 
State’s expectations and that we provide the support necessary to ensure a successful transition. 
We will work diligently to provide the same level of service to DHCFP that our present State 
Medicaid clients receive 


GHS has successfully deployed PBM services in Maine, Iowa and most recently, Wyoming. 
Based on this experience, GHS already has a good level of understanding regarding the tasks that 
must be completed, project dependencies and likely risks. 


GHS’ overarching strategy combines the best technical and subject matter teams to deploy a 
technically superior solution at a competitive price. Our project principles follow the general 
guidance of the Project Management Institute’s (PMI)* A Guide to the Project Management 
Body of Knowledge (PMBOK)* ANSI / PMI 99-001-2004. We also combine some aspects and 
ideals of Agile software design methodology for use in our software planning and iteration.  


In order to best support the Account Director, GHS will manage and coordinate activities 
through Professional Project Managers (PMP), subject matter experts and technical staff 
members. A key component for a successful project is the management of changes and change 
control. GHS has a reliable change control process that will be used to manage change 
throughout DDI and Operations. GHS has established documentation and control procedures and 
has documentation in place such as Change Management, Disaster Recovery, Equipment and 
Technology Acquisition, Facility, Documentation Standards and System Development 
Methodology that can be provided in Draft form upon request and ready for review within 10 
days following contract award. 


GHS has a successful record of implementing our solutions on time and on budget. The work 
plan from GHS will include all key requirements such as the final implementation schedule, 
finalization of all key deliverables, interfaces and coordination tasks, data conversion, 
Department approvals and all relevant tasks and milestones such as starting claims processing, 
and approval to start operations. 


*PMI, PMBOK and PMP are registered trademarks of the Project Management Institute. 


17.6.1.9 Experience with cultural change management; 


GHS’s cultural change management methodology encompasses all aspects of change that a 
business encounters through both organizational and individual perspectives. Rather than provide 
the State of Nevada with a static change approach, we customize change management solutions 
with targeted work streams that integrate people, process, technology and strategy 
17.6.1.10 Experience with managing subcontractors; 


GHS will be a subcontractor to the MMIS Fiscal Agent for this engagement. As outlined in our 
response to section 17.2.1.1, GHS has had extensive experience in integrating with MMIS 
applications and vendors. GHS was initially a subcontractor to the Iowa Foundation for Medical 
Care (IFMC) for the pharmacy clinical services portion of the Iowa Medicaid Professional 
Services contract. As a result, GHS has experience in these kinds of relationships and has an 
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understanding of what it will take to ensure a successful relationship in the State of Nevada. We 
always go the extra mile to ensure that we work cooperatively with our partners. Using lessons 
and experience from previous projects, we will work closely with Nevada’s MMIS Fiscal Agent 
and other vendors as well as DHCFP staff to ensure a seamless implementation and integration 
process. 
17.6.1.11 Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan; and 


As described in our response to Section 17.2.1.8, GHS has provided or assisted with project 
management for all of the contracts we maintain, large and small. GHS has successfully 
deployed PBM services in Maine, Iowa and most recently, Wyoming and created and executed 
comprehensive project management plans for each of these projects. 


GHS uses Microsoft Project 2007 to manage and communicate the work plan and resource 
management. If requested weekly updates are provided in PDF or Word formatting. A typical 
weekly report contains updates to the project work plan and a detailed list of items completed, 
upcoming items for the next week and tasks on the plan that are late or at risk of becoming late. 
Any issues are also highlighted for prompt resolution. 


Within the Microsoft Project work plan, GHS captures all key milestones, deliverable and 
activity-level (work packages) task schedules in a clear and concise manner showing internal and 
external relationships. GHS includes key State and incumbent vendor deliverables and clearly 
differentiate them from GHS activities, such as displaying them in different fonts and colors. 
Specific Department and Vendor resources can also be included if desired. GHS work plans 
typically include all key requirements such as the final implementation schedule, finalization of 
all key deliverables, interfaces and coordination tasks, data conversion, Department approvals 
and all relevant tasks and milestones such as starting claims processing, and approval to start 
operations. 
17.6.1.12 Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not 


limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of 
transactions processed. 


In the State of Iowa, GHS oversees the Medicaid pharmacy benefit, provides POS claims 
processing, develops and maintains the PDL, negotiates SR, provides rebate administration 
services and clinical pharmacy services for approximately 366,500 covered lives. The PDL 
encompasses 139 PDL categories. In 2008 GHS processed approximately 68,200 PAs with an 
average determination time of 1 hour and 53 minutes and paid 3.6 million claims with total 
payments of $233 million. GHS has 15 employees on-site in Des Moines, Iowa, supporting both 
the Iowa POS and clinical contracts. Some additional support is provided from the Augusta, 
Maine office. 


In Maine in State Fiscal Year 2009 GHS administered a SMAC program encompassing 1,920 
drugs. GHS negotiated SR and Special Rebates (diabetic monitors, test strips & related supplies) 
for approximately 260,000 covered lives. GHS provides Pharmacy claims processing, prior 
authorization and help desk services, as well as a variety of other pharmacy clinical services and 
special programs. In SFY 2009 GHS processed approximately 89,200 PAs and 5.7 million 
claims with total payments of $205 million. Approximately 40 FTE staff members support this 
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contract; however some services are supported in conjunction with other contracts. These 
employees are all located in our Augusta, Maine office location. 


In West Virginia, GHS manages the Preferred Drug List, provides Supplemental Rebate 
negotiation, P & T Committee support, Therapeutic Class Reviews, and a State Maximum 
Allowable Cost program. The West Virginia Medicaid program has approximately 322,000 
covered lives. The West Virginia PDL encompasses 68 major therapeutic categories and a larger 
number of subcategories. 


GHS provides complete Medicaid Pharmacy and Supplemental Rebate services to the State of 
Georgia. In SFY2009 the Georgia Medicaid FFS program covered 430,000 eligible lives, with 
over $492,000,000 in claims paid and $199,000,000 in rebate collections. GHS has 
approximately 6.5 FTE staff members working on this project, on average. The Georgia Account 
Manager is located in our Atlanta, Georgia office. The GHS Rebate Services team, including the 
staff members dedicated to the Georgia project, is located at our headquarters in Augusta, Maine. 


In the State of Wyoming GHS provides pharmacy POS claims processing, pharmacy fiscal agent 
services, Rebate negotiations, invoicing and administration, State Maximum Allowable Cost 
program management, PDL support services, and related pharmacy clinical support services. 
This project is a combination of three separate contracts. For the period of 05/28/09 through 
11/30/09, GHS paid a total of 287,132 claims with total expenditures of approximately 
$20,410,516. In that time GHS also processed approximately 4095 PAs and administered a 
SMAC program for over 1100 drugs. As of November 30, 2009 the Wyoming Medicaid Program 
covered 71,871 eligible lives. 
17.6.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the 


vendor and/or subcontractor: 


17.6.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as 
applicable. The “Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or 
the subcontractor depending on the role the company will have for this RFP project. 


 


Company Name: Goold Health Systems 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


  Prime Contractor      Subcontractor 
Project Name: Maine Point of Purchase System (MEPOP)  
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Tony Marple, Director 
Street Address: State of Maine 


Department of Health and Human 
Services 
Office of MaineCare Services 
11 SHS, 442 Civic Center Drive 


City, State, Zip Augusta, Maine 04333-0011 
Phone, including area code: 207-287-8477 
Facsimile, including area 207-287-2675 
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code: 
Email address: tony.marple@maine.gov 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name: Jennifer Palow, Pharmacy Unit Manager 
Street Address: State of Maine 


Department of Health and Human 
Services 
Office of MaineCare Services 
11 SHS, 442 Civic Center Drive 


City, State, Zip Augusta, Maine 04333-0011 
Phone, including area code: 207-287-7131 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


207-287-8601 


Email address: Jennifer.palow@maine.gov 
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


GHS provides PDL design and 
maintenance, Supplemental Drug Rebate 
Agreements, P&T Committee support, 
and PA program as well as a POS 
electronic information system and related 
pharmacy and administrative services. 


Project / contract start date: April 1995 
Project / contract end date: On-going, current contract will end June 


30, 2010. 
Project / contract value: $7,054,350 for SFY ending June 2010 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Initial project implementation was 
scheduled for completion in January 
1996. Project was completed on time. 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Project was completed within original 
budget. 


 


Company Name: Goold Health Systems 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


  Prime Contractor      Subcontractor 
Project Name: Supplemental Rebate and Pharmacy Prior 


Authorization Programs for Iowa Medicaid Enterprise 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Eileen Creager, Bureau Chief 
Street Address: Iowa Foundation for Medical Care/Iowa 
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Medicaid Enterprise 
100 Army Post Road 


City, State, Zip Des Moines, IA 50315 
Phone, including area code: 515-725-1273 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


515-725-1010 


Email address: ecreage@dhs.state.ia.us 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name: Susan Parker, Pharm.D 
Street Address: Iowa Foundation for Medical Care/Iowa 


Medicaid Enterprise 
100 Army Post Road 


City, State, Zip Des Moines, IA 50315 
Phone, including area code: 515-725-1226  
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


515-725-1010 


Email address: sparker2@dhs.state.ia.us 
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Under this contract GHS provides 
Preferred Drug List, Supplemental 
Rebate, RetroDUR and Prior 
Authorization services under this 
contract. GHS holds a separate contract to 
provide POS and related services. 


Project / contract start date: July 2004 
Project / contract end date: This contract was recently re-secured 


through June 2013. 
Project / contract value: $1,470,000 for SFY ending June 2010 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Original implementation of this project 
was scheduled for completion on January 
15, 2005. The project was completed on 
time. 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Project was completed within original 
budget. 


 


Company Name: Goold Health Systems 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


  Prime Contractor      Subcontractor 
Project Name: Wyoming Pharmacy Benefits Management Services 
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Primary Contact Information 
Name: Antoinette Brown, R.Ph. 


Pharmacy Program Manager 
Street Address: Wyoming Department of Health 


6101 Yellowstone Road, Suite 259 A 
City, State, Zip Cheyenne, WY 82002 
Phone, including area code: 307-777-6016 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


307-777-8623 


Email address: antoinette.brown@health.wyo.gov 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name: Roxanne Homar, R.Ph 


State Pharmacist 
Street Address: Wyoming Department of Health 


Office of Pharmacy Services 
6101 Yellowstone Road, Suite 259 A 


City, State, Zip Cheyenne, WY 82002 
Phone, including area code: 307-777-6032 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


307-777-8623 


Email address: roxanne.homar@health.wyo.gov  
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Under this contract, GHS provides a POS 
system and related services, including 
PA, Pro-DUR, pharmacy fiscal agent 
services and related administrative 
support. GHS holds separate contracts 
with the State of WY for Supplemental 
Rebate and PDL services and SMAC 
program administration. 


Project / contract start date: November 2008 
Project / contract end date: June 2013 
Project / contract value: $1,268,552 for SFY ending June 2010 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


The project implementation was 
completed on time in May 2009. 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


The project was completed within the 
original budget. 
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Company Name: Goold Health Systems 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


  Prime Contractor      Subcontractor 
Project Name: West Virginia PDL, Supplemental Rebate, SMAC and 


Related Pharmacy Services 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Peggy King, R.Ph. 


Director, Pharmacy Services 
Street Address: State of West Virginia 


Department of Health and Human 
Resources 
Bureau for Medical Services 
350 Capitol Street, Room 251 


City, State, Zip Charleston, WV 25301-3709 
Phone, including area code: 304-558-5976 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


304-558-1542 


Email address: peggy.a.king@wv.gov 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name: Vicki Cunningham, R.Ph. 


DUR Coordinator 
Street Address: State of West Virginia 


Department of Health and Human 
Resources 
Bureau for Medical Services 
350 Capitol Street, Room 251 


City, State, Zip Charleston, WV 25301-3709 
Phone, including area code: 304-558-6541 ext. 6541 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


304-558-1542 


Email address: vicki.m.cunningham@wv.gov 
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


GHS provides Preferred Drug List 
services, Supplemental Rebate 
negotiation, P & T Committee support, 
Therapeutic Class Reviews and State 
Maximum Allowable Cost program 
administration. 


Project / contract start date: October 1, 2007 
Project / contract end date: December 31, 2010 
Project / contract value: $501,500 for SFY ending Sept. 2010 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 


Original project implementation was 
scheduled for completion on March 2008. 
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allotted, and if not, why not? The project was completed on time. 
Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Project was completed within original 
budget. 


 


Company Name: Goold Health Systems 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 


  Prime Contractor      Subcontractor 
Project Name: Georgia Medicaid and Supplemental Rebate Services 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Adrian Washington, Pharm.D, MBA 
Street Address: Georgia Department of Community 


Health 
2 Peachtree Street 


City, State, Zip Atlanta, GA 30303-3159 
Phone, including area code: 404-657-9092 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


678-605-6857 


Email address: awashington@dch.ga.gov 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name: Etta Hawkins, Pharmacy Program 


Manager 
Street Address: Georgia Department of Community 


Health 
2 Peachtree Street 


City, State, Zip Atlanta, GA 30303-3159 
Phone, including area code: 404-657-7239 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


678-605-6857 


Email address: ehawkins@dch.ga.gov 
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


GHS processes, invoices and accounts for 
Pharmacy Rebate and Supplemental 
Rebates. GHS also provides stand-alone 
negotiations for Supplemental Rebates. 


Project / contract start date: June 2009 
Project / contract end date: June 2014 
Project / contract value: $900,000 for SFY ending June 2010 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 


Project was completed in the time 
allotted. 
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allotted, and if not, why not? 
Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Project was completed within the original 
budget. 


 


17.6.2.2 The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, 
the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance. 


GHS recognizes the State’s right to contact and verify the references provided. 
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17 Subcontractor Background and References 


17.1 S2Tech Subcontractor Vendor Information 


17.1 Subcontractor Vendor Information 
Vendors must provide a company profile. Information provided shall include: 


S2Tech was incorporated in the state of Missouri in 1997. We are certified as a Minority 
Business Enterprise (MBE) in 13 states and several large municipalities. In today’s healthcare 
marketplace, few technical staffing companies can match S2Tech’s Medicaid applications 
experience and service to state government agencies. Since 1999, we have provided Medicaid 
system development, modification, and enhancement services to 23 state Medicaid programs. 
Today, we support legacy MMIS operations; HIPAA, NPI, and MITA assessment and 
remediation projects; and the evolving Java and .Net service- oriented architecture system 
development environments. 
17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc).  


17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated 
and the date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, 
incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s 
Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State 
of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015. 


S2Tech was incorporated in Missouri on April 16, 1997. S2Tech is currently registered with 
Nevada’s Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation. Our Nevada business license 
number is NV20101190061. 
17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be 


appropriately licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 
360.780. 


Prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, S2Tech will obtain the appropriate license from 
Nevada’s Department of Taxation. 
17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). 


Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal 
submittal. Proposals, which do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed 
non-responsive. However, this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised 
Statute (NRS) requirements. 


S2Tech acknowledges that some RFP services may contain licensing requirement(s). Other than 
the licensing requirements referenced in RFP Sections 17.1.1.1 and 17.1.1.2, the services 
provided by S2Tech require no additional licensure. 
17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the 


services described in this RFP. 


S2Tech currently has staff working at client sites and in company offices located in 10 states and 
India in the following locations: 
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• St. Louis, Missouri (S2Tech Corporate Office & Regional Development Center – 
Company Administration & MMIS System Support) 


• Durham, North Carolina (Client offices – MMIS System Support) 
• Atlanta, Georgia (S2Tech Home Offices – Company Administration) 
• Jackson, Mississippi (Client offices - MMIS System Support) 
• Jefferson City, Missouri (Client offices - MMIS System Support) 
• Olympia, Washington (Client offices - MMIS System Support) 
• Atlanta, Georgia (Client offices - MMIS System Support) 
• Helena, Montana (Client offices - MMIS System Support) 
• Des Moines, Iowa (State of Iowa offices - MMIS System Support) 
• Fargo, North Dakota (Client offices - Medicare System Support) 
• Richmond, Virginia (Client offices – MMIS System Support) 
• Hyderabad, India (System Development Center) 


S2Tech anticipates providing support for the Nevada MMIS transition and systems operational 
activities from three different locations as appropriate and as approved by DHCFP: 


• Co-location with Infocrossing facilities in Nevada 
• S2Tech’s St. Louis Regional Development Center 
• S2Tech’s Hyderabad, India Development Center 


17.1.3 NRS 333.336 Determination 


This Section has been stricken in its entirety by RFP Amendment 3. 


17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the 
requirements identified within this RFP. 


S2Tech has approximately 80 staff members in various locations within the United States and 
approximately 60 employees in our Hyderabad, India System Development Center (HDC). Our 
staff have many different accreditations, certifications, and trade association memberships. 
Examples are our corporate ISO 9001-2008 and CMMI Level 3 certifications; individual staff 
have bachelor and advanced degrees in various fields; the majority of staff are certified in 
Stephen Coveys 7 Habits of Highly Effective People; many staff members are certified in 
various programs for COBOL, VSAM, CICS, JAVA etc. We actively participate in trade 
associations and conferences such as various state Technology Associations, the annual 
Medicaid Systems conference, the annual National Association of Medicaid Directors 
conference, etc. 


All employees, permanent and subcontractor, are provided with multiple "on-boarding" sessions. 
First, our Human Resources and Recruiting managers provide an introduction to S2Tech and its 
policies / procedures, and an overview of the staff member's first project. Second, the specific 
project manager or coordinator provides the new staff member with detailed information on the 
project and the staff member's first assignment. In addition, we assign one individual on the 
project to mentor the new staff member in regards to both the project and the office locale. 
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S2Tech has a firm belief in Stephen Covey's business and life principles. At S2Tech, we align 
our mission, values, goals and basic operating procedures around Covey’s 7 Habits of Highly 
Effective People because we believe that practicing the 7 Habits will help each of our employees 
to become even more effective in both their professional and personal lives. In 2006, we began a 
major training initiative to make Covey’s 7 Habits an integral part of the start-up phase of each 
new project. Today, each person joining S2Tech receives a copy of Stephen Covey’s 7 Habits of 
Highly Effective People; each project team receives a formal training session on the 7 Habits. 


As staff acquire applications expertise and grow into leadership positions, they are provided with 
formal project management and leadership training based on Stephen Covey’s 8th Habit on 
Leadership: Great Leaders, Great Teams, Great Results. We developed this additional 
leadership-training program in 2007 and are in the process of delivering it to all staff that 
currently have or are expected to assume leadership responsibilities in the near future, both in our 
United States and international locations. 


For our Medicaid line-of-business, S2Tech has created a Medicaid Certification program for all 
MMIS project employees. This new program includes both instructor-led and self-paced CBT 
programs, and is delivered to all US-based and HDC staff. The purpose of our Medicaid 
Certification program is to provide an understanding of Medicaid and related programs, such as 
SCHIP and Medicare, allowing our staff members to more effectively support our projects. 


Within the Hyderabad Development Center (HDC), we employ a direct hire program from Level 
1 Indian technical institutes. We hire entry-level employees from colleges based on aptitude 
tests, GPA and personal interviews. Our entry-level employees go through intensive training in 
specific skill sets for one to three months in an accredited training institute. After this training, 
the employees are assigned to various projects. We encourage our offshore staff to participate in 
Toastmasters to enhance their communication skills. Moreover, we provide all HDC staff with 
CMMI training and project specific training. 
17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project. 


As noted in our response to Section 17.1.2 above, S2Tech anticipates providing support for the 
Nevada MMIS transition and systems operational activities from three different locations: 
Infocrossing facilities in Nevada, S2Tech’s St. Louis Regional Development Center, and 
S2Tech’s Hyderabad, India Development Center. 
17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?  


Yes  No  


If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency. 


No. S2Tech has never been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency. 
17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, 


any of its political subdivisions or by any other government? 


Yes  No  


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, 
compensatory time, sick leave, or on his own time? 
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No. Neither S2Tech nor any of S2Tech’s employees are employed by the State of Nevada, any of 
its political subdivisions or by any other government. 
17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract 


breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the 
vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of 
Nevada. If no such problems have been experienced, vendor must indicate in 
writing. 


S2Tech has not experienced any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract 
breaches, or any civil or criminal litigation. S2Tech does not have any investigation pending 
which involves S2Tech or in which S2Tech has been judged guilty or liable with the State of 
Nevada. 
17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services 


described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages. 


S2Tech was incorporated in the state of Missouri in 1997. We are certified as a Minority 
Business Enterprise (MBE) in 13 states and 2 municipalities. The following table summarizes 
our current MBE certifications: 


State Entity Designation Valid Until


CA City of Los Angeles Minority Business Enterprise 08/28/13 


GA Georgia Minority Supplier Development 
Council (GMSDC) 


Minority Reciprocal Services MBE 01/31/10 


IL Illinois Department of Central 
Management Service 


Minority Business Enterprise 07/15/11 


IN Indiana Department Of Administration Minority Business Enterprise 06/30/12 


MA Massachusetts SOMWBA Minority Business Enterprise 12/31/11 


MD Maryland Department of Transportation Minority Business Enterprise 07/01/10 


MO Missouri Department of Administration 
EEO 


Minority Business Enterprise 11/01/12 


MO St. Louis MBC St. Louis Minority Business Council 01/31/11 


NC North Carolina Department of 
Administration 


Historically Underutilized Business 03/18/14 


NJ New Jersey Department of the Treasury Minority Business Enterprise 10/14/12 


NY New York State Minority Business Enterprise 08/06/11 


OR Oregon Department of Consumer and 
Business Services 


Minority Business Enterprise 11/18/12 


PA Pennsylvania Department of General 
Services 


Minority Business Enterprise 10/31/11 


VA Virginia Small, Woman- and/or Minority-owned 
(SWaM)  


08/06/11 


WA Washington OMWBE Minority Business Enterprise 12/10/12 


S2Tech Minority Business Enterprise Certifications 
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S2Tech’s executive management team has more than 114 years of information technology and 
project management experience, 73 years of which have been in projects for state and federal 
government agencies. Our many years of large-scale project experience with government 
agencies will ensure S2Tech’s understanding of the unique issues faced in state information 
technology projects. We have summarized the years of experience of our executive management 
team in the following table. 


Position Name Loc 
Yrs IT 
Exper 


Yrs 
State/Fed 


Govt 
Exper 


President & CEO Day Veerlapati MO 26 12 


Senior Vice President, Operations Worth Green GA 36 33 


Senior Vice President, Business Development Gerald Massey OR 23 13 


Vice President, Operations Brenda Yockey GA 29 15 


 


Service Models 


Depending on client preferences, the company’s staff may be integrated onsite within the 
customer’s IT infrastructure or work independently from any of S2Tech’s remote office locations 
within the United States or offshore. Therefore, we can offer our clients three staffing models: 
on-site at the client’s office; off-site at a U.S.-based S2Tech office, or offshore at S2Tech’s 
Hyderabad, India System Development Center. Because we believe that technical expertise is a 
commodity, we strive to offer our customers technical expertise blended with an understanding 
of their business enterprise and the application systems supporting their day-to-day operations. 


As more and more companies look to offshore labor to generate cost efficiencies, business 
leaders are finding that language and cultural differences often create knowledge transfer and 
performance issues that preclude the expected cost savings. At S2Tech, we believe we have 
developed a unique solution for resolving the issues inherent in off shoring. We capitalize upon 
our unique blended staffing model, which provides training across multiple business client 
business processes. By implementing this model, our clients are at less risk of losing the backup 
support needed for any given contract. 


Technology Services 


As a fast growing Inc. 500 Global IT services company serving diverse industry sectors in 
multiple technology areas, S2Tech has an enthusiastic and talented team of technology 
professionals working on a wide variety of projects for clients located across the United States. 
The company offers clients a wide range of technology services through both on-shore and 
offshore development and operational support resources. S2Tech’s mission is to provide 
innovative, high quality, timely and cost effective IT solutions for our clients' success and the 
company’s vision is to become the preferred IT consulting services partner to each and every 
client. 
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S2Tech provides knowledgeable, skilled, motivated, energetic and competent consultants who 
work seamlessly as part of client teams to provide customized solutions in a highly structured 
environment. The range of IT support services offered by the company includes: 


• Expertise in diverse technologies -- S2Tech has expertise in a wide range of hardware 
and software platforms including mainframes and emerging technologies. The company’s 
heterogeneous mix of skills enables a quick ramp-up of resources for both large and small 
application projects. 


• Application development -- our software development process, supported by our optional 
onsite-offshore development methodology, and our quality management methodology, 
shortens application development timeframes providing significant business benefits to 
our clients. We provide both end-to-end solutions (analysis to maintenance) and specific 
development services. 


• Applications maintenance -- S2Tech has the expertise to maintain a variety of 
applications on different hardware and software platforms. The company excels in 
quickly understanding aging systems, processes and standards regardless of the 
availability of thorough system documentation and client expertise in the relevant 
technologies. S2Tech’s mature application maintenance methodology includes adaptive 
maintenance, preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance. The company’s 
comprehensive methodology for application maintenance captures the functionality and 
processes for the entire maintenance life cycle, which includes: 
o Providing the necessary tools to identify the application business rules 
o Providing value-added services to enhance the capability of the application system 
o Building the tools and techniques to enhance staff productivity 
o Staffing and training the maintenance team on the application system needs, tools, 


and the maintenance process itself 
o Defining a client-approved quality measurement program 


• Data base migration -- S2Tech has executed multiple migration projects involving both 
database and language changes, and data conversion from one platform to another; for 
example: Unisys to IBM and legacy mainframes to client server environments. The 
company’s migration services include: 
o Analysis of existing applications 
o Identification of suitable technology and platforms 
o Replacement of obsolete applications through fresh development or integration of 


established products 
o Migration of applications to the new platform 
o Design, development and integration of the new environment 


Timely Recruitment of Resources 


The ability to identify and place experienced, top-quality staffing resources to meet project needs 
is central to S2Tech’s business success. We have long recognized the importance of this critical 
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business function and have developed a strong recruiting organization and supporting 
infrastructure to effectively meet this need. 


S2Tech’s Recruiting Team is headquartered in our corporate offices in St. Louis, Missouri, and 
is supported by our offshore recruiting staff located in our Hyderabad offices. Our placement 
metrics demonstrate the effectiveness of our Recruiting Team. Currently, our ratio on submittal 
to interview is approximately 2 to 1 and our ratio on interview to hire is approximately 1.5 to 1. 
If S2Tech has an existing resource with the qualifications to meet a client’s requirement, we can 
usually make the resource available onsite within 1 week. If S2Tech has to procure the needed 
resource externally, the resource can usually be onsite within 2 to 4 weeks. As demonstrated by 
our performance on numerous client projects, we have the capability to provide a top-quality 
team and to quickly ramp up when unforeseen staffing requirements arise. 


The Offshore Advantage 


In addition to U.S.-based support, S2Tech offers clients an “offshore edge” from the company’s 
Hyderabad, India development center. In 2002, S2Tech established a CMMI ML3 certified 
development center in Hyderabad to offer clients a virtually unlimited set of technical resources 
with Java, Informatica, Powerbuilder, .NET, and other advanced hardware and software 
platforms. Utilizing OSDM (Offshore Software Development and Maintenance Methodology) 
concepts along with a state-of-the-art hardware and telecommunications infrastructure, the 
company’s “onshore / offshore” model can result in significant savings on IT support costs 
without compromising client satisfaction and applications support quality. 


S2Tech’s Hyderabad development center has been certified by the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) 9001-2008 and its project methodology is certified by the Software 
Engineering Institute (SEI) at CMMI Level 3. 


Through the Hyderabad development center, S2Tech can provide customers with: 


• Up to a 60% savings on labor costs without sacrificing technological expertise and years 
of experience. 


• Support for a 24 x 7 development and maintenance support model because of the time 
difference between the United States and India. 


• Programming support performed to strict CMMI methodology and standards. 


Partial Client List 


Other than a few Medicaid fiscal agent vendors, few companies can match S2Tech’s breath of 
experience in the maintenance, enhancement, and operations of multiple state MMIS’. Since 
1999, we have provided Medicaid system development, modification, and enhancement services 
to 23 state Medicaid programs. We have also provided support to a number of private and public 
companies, such as Union Pacific. Our current and previous projects include: 
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Arizona Medicaid  X  X   
Arkansas Medicaid    X   
Colorado Medicaid  X X X X  
D.C. Medicaid X X  X X  
Delaware Medicaid    X   
Federal Dept of Labor X X  X  X 
Florida Medicaid     X  
FraudExchange X X     
Georgia Medicaid X X X X X  
Indiana Medicaid   X X   
Iowa Medicaid  X X X X  
Maine Medicaid     X  
Missouri Medicaid X X X X X  
Mississippi Medicaid X X X X X X 
Montana Medicaid X X X X   
New Jersey Medicaid    X   
New Mexico Medicaid  X X X X  
New York Taxation X X X X   
New York Medicaid  X  X X  
North Carolina Medicaid X X   X X 
Noridian Medicare    X X   
Oklahoma Medicaid    X   
Tennessee TennCare  X  X    
Texas Medicaid     X   
Union Pacific X X X X   
Vermont Medicaid     X  
Virginia Medicaid X X  X X X 
Washington Medicaid  X X X X  
Wyoming Medicaid X X X X X X 


 


17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including 
takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief 
description. 
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S2Tech has provided MMIS maintenance, modification, enhancement, and operations support 
services to Medicaid fiscal agent vendors for takeover, DDI, and existing operational projects 
since 1999. Highlights of our experience show that S2Tech: 


• Has provided Medicaid system development, modification, and enhancement services to 
22 state Medicaid programs. 


• Has assisted or is currently assisting clients in the takeover of 4 existing Medicaid 
systems – MS, IA, TN, VA. 


• Has assisted or is currently assisting clients in the transfer and implementation of 5 core 
Medicaid systems – DC, GA, MS, NC (2). 


• Has assisted or is currently assisting clients in the development and implementation of 
major MMIS enhancements such as HIPPA, NPI, web portal, and 5010 for 6 Medicaid 
systems – IA, DC, MO, MS, MT, WY. 


• Is currently providing support to clients in the daily operations and maintenance of 4 
Medicaid systems – WA, MS, MO, IA. 


• Has performed and is currently performing MMIS modification and enhancement 
services onsite, offsite in an S2Tech RDC, and offshore. 


• Is currently providing MMIS production support and CSR modification support to MS 
from our CMMI Level 3 offshore data center. 


17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a 
certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience. 


As noted above, S2Tech has provided MMIS maintenance, modification, enhancement, and 
operations support services to Medicaid fiscal agent vendors for takeover, DDI, and existing 
operational projects since 1999. Specific to takeover opportunities, we have: 


• Assisted a Medicaid fiscal agent to takeover, maintain, enhance, and operate the 
Mississippi MMIS since 2002. Today, we support the ongoing maintenance and 
enhancement of this MMIS through a combination of onsite and offshore resources. 


• Assisted a Medicaid fiscal agent to takeover, maintain, enhance, and operate the Iowa 
MMIS since 2005. Today, we support the ongoing maintenance and enhancement of this 
MMIS with a team of onsite resources, and will continue to do so throughout the 
remaining term of the operational contract. 


• Assisted a Medicaid fiscal agent to takeover and enhance the Virginia MMIS (a FHSC 
system) since 2009. Today, we support the transition of the system from the incumbent 
vendor to the new fiscal agent vendor. We will continue to provide ongoing maintenance 
and enhancement of this MMIS with a team of onsite resources throughout the remaining 
term of the contract. 


17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to a current 
and future MITA initiatives. 


S2Tech is currently supporting four different Medicaid fiscal agents in the evolution of their base 
MMIS systems to meet the objectives of MITA. While each of these clients are approaching the 
MITA 2.01 model differently, each is committed to obtaining MITA compliancy within the 
reasonable future.  
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17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information 
exchange. 


S2Tech currently has no significant experience in planning, developing, and implementing a 
health information exchange. 
17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential 


Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV 
– Confidential Financial Information:  


17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and 


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number. 


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, 
which include: 


1.  Profit and Loss Statement; and 
2.  Balance Statement. 


Please refer to Part IV, Confidential Financial Information, of the proposal for the appropriate 
S2Tech confidential financial information. 
17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as 


addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and 
affirmation of financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the 
contract without receiving reimbursement. 


Please refer to Part IV, Confidential Financial Information, of the proposal for the appropriate 
S2Tech confidential financial stability information. 
17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services 


within a budget-neutral contracting scenario. 


S2Tech is committed to supporting Infocrossing’s commitment to take over the Nevada MMIS 
operations and services within a budget-neutral scenario. During the proposal process, we have 
worked closely with Infocrossing management to develop a cost effective takeover plan and 
ongoing core MMIS operations support team.  
17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational 


structure as it relates to the Nevada MMIS. 


S2Tech’s corporate office is located in the St. Louis, Missouri area (Chesterfield) and is 
managed by our President & CEO, Mr. Day Veerlapati. The majority of our operational accounts 
report to Ms. Brenda Yockey, Vice President of Operations, or Mr. Worth Green, Senior Vice 
President. 


For the Nevada MMIS project, we anticipate providing services from three locations as noted in 
our response to RFP Section 17.1.2 above: 


• Co-location with Infocrossing facilities in Nevada 
• S2Tech’s St. Louis Regional Development Center 
• S2Tech’s Hyderabad, India Development Center 
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S2Tech’s corporate organization chart is presented below. 


Confidential Slide # 1


 


 


Day Veerlapati,  
President/Owner 


dayv@s2tech.com 
636-530-9286 x 101 


Kim Hobratschk,  
HR Manager 


kimh@s2tech.com 
636-530-9286 x 105 


Srinivas Tutika,  
Sr. International 


Resourcing Manager 
srinivast@s2tech.com 
636-530-9286 x 107 


Mr. Venkataramana,  
Director of HDC 


vrsunku@s2tech.com 
636-489-0156 


Lena Mathis 
Asst Mgr Recruiting & 


Immigration 
lenam@s2tech.com 
636-530-9286 x 108 


Worth Green 
Senior Vice President 
worthg@s2tech.com 


678-389-4030 


Brenda Yockey,  
V.P Operations 


brenday@s2tech.com 
678-392-3211 


636-530-9286 x 107 


Susan Jarrett 
Office Manager 


susanj@s2tech.com 
636-530-9286 x 106 


Ajoy Lal 
Technical Recruiter 
ajoyl@s2tech.com 


636-530-9286 x 110 


Shanta Veerlapati,  
Finance Consultant 
shanta@s2tech.com 


Corporate Organization Chart 


Gerald Massey 
Senior VP, Business 


Development 
geraldm@s2tech.com 
636-530-9286 x121


 
17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout 


the company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other 
significant changes, which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP. 


As can be seen in our response to RFP Section 17.1.17 above, S2Tech’s corporate organization is 
a relatively flat structure designed to promote quick and efficient communications between our 
President and the senior management of our operational accounts. To ensure client satisfaction, 
we developed our organizational approach to ensure that project concerns and issues are 
addressed immediately by the highest executive levels in our company. 


For the Nevada MMIS, we plan to use a matrixed management approach to ensure the most 
effective oversight of S2Tech operations: 


• Our Senior Vice President, Worth Green, and our Vice President of Operations, Brenda 
Yockey, will work directly with Infocrossing executive management on contract level 
issues. 


• Ms. Yockey will work directly with Infocrossing’s Takeover Project Manager / Account 
Manager to address day-to-day performance concerns and issues. Ms. Yockey will also 
provide day-to-day support to S2Tech’s Nevada Project Lead. 


• S2Tech’s Nevada Project Lead will be based in our St. Louis Regional Development 
Center and will have day-to-day responsibility for the performance of all S2Tech Nevada 
MMIS project staff. Our Nevada Project Lead will report directly to Infocrossing’ 
Takeover Systems Manager / IT Manager for all transition and operational phase tasks. 
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• S2Tech’s St. Louis Regional Development Center and Hyderabad, India Development 
Center will report directly to our President, Day Veerlapati. In this role, Mr. Veerlapati 
will provide support to our Nevada MMIS Project Lead to ensure all contractual 
obligations are met and S2Tech’s performance exceeds Infocrossing’s and DHCFP’s 
expectations. 
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17.2 S2TechSubcontractor References 


17.2 References 
17.2.1 Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from similar projects 


performed for private, state and/or large local government clients within the last five 
(5) years. Vendors are required to submit Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire to 
the business references they list. The business references must submit the Reference 
Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division. It is the vendor’s responsibility to 
ensure that completed forms are received by the Purchasing Division on or before 
the proposal submission deadline for inclusion in the evaluation process. Business 
References not received, or not complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score in 
the evaluation process. References must show the vendor’s experience with the 
following minimum mandatory qualification: 


17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified 
MMIS for a minimum of five (5) years. 


In addition, desired experience includes the following: 


17.2.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system 
developed and installed by another contractor. 


17.2.1.3 Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public 
and/or private sectors; 


17.2.1.4 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model; 


17.2.1.5 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution; 


17.2.1.6 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan; 


17.2.1.7 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan; 


17.2.1.8 Experience with comprehensive project management; 


17.2.1.9 Experience with cultural change management; 


17.2.1.10 Experience with managing subcontractors; 


17.2.1.11 Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan; and 


17.2.1.12 Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not 
limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of 
transactions processed. 


In this section, S2Tech provides 5 references from current or previous MMIS takeover or 
maintenance / modification projects the company initiated within the last 5 years. We have 
forwarded a copy of Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire, to each of our 5 business 
references and requested that the Reference Questionnaires be returned directly to the Nevada 
Purchasing Division. 
17.2.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the 


vendor and/or subcontractor: 
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17.2.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as 
applicable. The “Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or 
the subcontractor depending on the role the company will have for this RFP project. 


Company Name: S2Tech 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 
___  Prime Contractor    _X_Subcontractor 
Project Name: Iowa MMIS Takeover & Operations 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Mr. Scott Hruska, CORE Account Manager 


Noridian Administrative Services 
Iowa Medicaid Program 


Street Address: 100 Army Post Road, Cube 473 


City, State, Zip Des Moines, Iowa 50315  


Phone, including area code: (515) 725-1159 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


 


Email address: Shruska@dhs.state.ia.us 


Alternate Contact Information 
Name:  
Street Address:  
City, State, Zip  
Phone, including area code:  
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


 


Email address:  
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


S2Tech has been engaged with Noridian 
Administrative Services and the Iowa 
Department of Health and Human Services 
since 2004. Services provided include design 
specification documentation, interpretation of 
requirements, software development, unit and 
system testing, system integration, 
configuration management, and 
implementation. S2Tech staff are co-located 
with Noridian and Iowa staff in Des Moines.  
 
In August 2004, S2Tech was retained by 
Noridian to assist in transferring and 
enhancing the Iowa Medicaid Management 
Information System (MMIS) from the 
existing Medicaid fiscal agent to the State of 
Iowa’s Des Moines data center. Five S2Tech 
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staff were assigned to the project with 
responsibilities for application migration and 
compliance, including the creation of source 
libraries, JCL development, configuration 
management for both test and production 
platforms, and for the implementation of 
HIPAA requirements for electronic data 
interchange transactions for claims, 
remittance advices, and eligibility 
verification. 
 
Because of the outstanding performance of 
the S2Tech team, our Technical Team Lead 
was promoted to fill the Operations Manager 
role for the final implementation of the Iowa 
MMIS system in the State’s data center. After 
implementation in June 2005, the S2Tech 
implementation team formed the base of 
Noridian’s ongoing MMIS operations and 
maintenance systems group.  
 
Since implementation, our staff have 
continued their responsibilities for managing 
MMIS production processing and for 
performing the vast majority of all MMIS 
modifications and enhancements. During this 
period, S2Tech has often provided additional 
staff whenever needed to accomplish time 
critical State and federal requirements. 


Project / contract start date: August 2004 
Project / contract end date: June 2013 
Project / contract value: > $7,000,000 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Yes 


 


Company Name: S2Tech 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 
___ Prime Contractor    _X_Subcontractor 
Project Name: Mississippi MMIS Takeover, Replacement, Operations 
Primary Contact Information 
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Name: Mr. Tony Franklin, Project Manager 
ACS, a Xerox Company 


Street Address: 385B Highland Colony Parkway, Suite 300 
City, State, Zip Ridgeland, Mississippi 39157 


Phone, including area code: (601) 456-1397 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


(601) 206-3119 


Email address: Tony.Franklin@acs-inc.com 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name:  
Street Address:  
City, State, Zip  
Phone, including area code:  
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


 


Email address:  
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


In 2002, S2Tech was retained by ACS for 
assistance in taking over the Mississippi 
Medicaid Management Information System 
(MMIS). Subsequent to the successful 
implementation of ACS’ fiscal agent 
services, S2Tech was retained for ongoing 
support of the day-to-day operations of the 
MMIS. We continue to support ACS today.  
S2Tech’s production support responsibilities 
include all first level systems operations 
tasks; such as performing daily checklist 
activities, monitoring the production job 
schedule, responding to all on-call issues 
encountered, quick fixing system abends and 
implementing long term corrective actions 
wherever applicable, and performing other 
production support activities as requested. 
S2Tech’s production support team provides 
on-call coverage between the hours of 2:00 
pm through 4:30 am Central time, Monday 
through Friday. On-call support is provided 
through both onshore and offshore resources. 
 
In addition to providing daily MMIS 
operations support, S2Tech provides system 
change request services, both for minor day-
to-day changes as well as major 
enhancements. For example, S2Tech re-
platformed and enhanced the Mississippi 
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Envision Web Portal. As a precursor to the 
Project, multiple Joint Application Design 
(JAD) sessions were conducted to review the 
State’s Request for Proposal and to develop 
the requirements for enhancing the Envision 
Web Portal. Using the resulting 
Requirements Analysis Document, S2Tech 
provided the technical services for the detail 
design, coding, testing, implementation, and 
cut-over to the enhanced Mississippi 
Envision MMIS Web Portal. In addition to 
the many functional modifications made to 
the Portal, S2Tech also converted the existing 
Web Portal from a DB2/WebLogics platform 
to an Oracle/Websphere platform. The 
Project was complicated by the narrow 
timeframe required for full implementation 
and by the restricted availability of 
experienced client resources due to a large 
number of concurrent systems projects. The 
enhanced and re-platformed Mississippi 
Envision MMIS Web Portal was 
implemented on time and under budget with 
no errors or omitted requirements.  


Project / contract start date: 2002 
Project / contract end date: June 2010 (however our present contract is 


typically extended for 3 or 6 month intervals 
and we anticipate such extension through the 
ACS contract end date)  


Project / contract value: >$5,000,000 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Yes 


 


Company Name: S2Tech 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 
___  Prime Contractor    _X_Subcontractor 
Project Name: Missouri MMIS Maintenance, Modification, Operations 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Mr. Keith Huhn, Systems Manager 


Infocrossing, Inc 
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Street Address: 905 Weathered Rock Road 
City, State, Zip Jefferson City, Missouri 65101 
Phone, including area code: (573) 635-2434 x5370 


Facsimile, including area 
code: 


 


Email address: Keith.Huhn@MoMed.com 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name:  
Street Address:  
City, State, Zip  
Phone, including area code:  
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


 


Email address:  
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


In 2007, S2Tech contracted with its client, 
Infocrossing Healthcare Services, to provide 
software modification, development, and 
implementation services for the Missouri 
Medicaid program. As a result of the 
reprocurement of Missouri’s Medicaid 
support contract, Infocrossing was required to 
initiate an almost three year project to 
significantly enhance the existing Missouri 
MMIS.  
 
S2Tech was engaged on a time and materials 
basis to provide supplemental staffing 
resources to various Infocrossing technical 
teams. Since 2007 and continuing today, 
S2Tech has provided applications business 
analysts and technical programming staff to: 


 Support ongoing system applications 
maintenance and troubleshooting; 


 Analyze and document complex 
system requirements; 


 Interpret software requirements, 
design specifications to code, manage 
software development and support, 
integrate and test software 
components; and 


 Estimate software development costs 
and schedules.  


Project / contract start date: 2007 
Project / contract end date: 2011 (however our present contract is 
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continually being extended and we anticipate 
continuing to assist this client for at least 
another year) 


Project / contract value: > $3,500,000 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Yes 


 


Company Name: S2Tech 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 
___  Prime Contractor    _X_Subcontractor 
Project Name: District of Columbia MMIS NPI Remediation  
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Ms. Karen Brooks, Director Operations 


Consulting Group 
ACS, a Xerox Company 


Street Address: 7906 Xavier Ct 


City, State, Zip Dallas, TX 75218 


Phone, including area code: (469) 233-3927 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


 


Email address: karen.brooks@acs-inc.com 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name:  
Street Address:  
City, State, Zip  
Phone, including area code:  
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


 


Email address:  
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


In October 2007, S2Tech executed an 
agreement with Affiliated Computer 
Services, Inc., the District of Columbia’s 
Medicaid fiscal agent, to remediate the 
District’s Medicaid Management Information 
System (MMIS) to meet new federal 
guidelines for the National Provider Identifier 
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(NPI) and J-Code processing requirements. 
This full life-cycle project lasted 10 months 
and involved more than 20 S2Tech staff. 
With the exception of two onsite business 
analysts, S2Tech staff worked remotely from 
our Durham, North Carolina development 
center.  
 
S2Tech responsibilities included project 
management, requirements analysis, design, 
coding, unit / system / acceptance testing, and 
implementation. We were responsible for 
planning and scheduling all S2Tech 
activities, and for coordinating our efforts 
with related ACS technical teams. Our 
business analysis, software engineering, and 
project management services included 
estimating project scope and effort, creating 
design specification documentation, software 
development, unit testing, system and 
acceptance testing, system integration and 
implementation, and system maintenance.  
 
Half way through the NPI remediation 
project, the District of Columbia decided to 
implement the new federal J-Code standards 
concurrent with the NPI enhancements. In 
response, S2Tech quickly expanded its DC 
MMIS project team and was able to complete 
both the NPI and J-Codes enhancements 
within the District’s calendar and budget 
requirements. 


Project / contract start date: October 2007 
Project / contract end date: July 2008 
Project / contract value: > $1,200,000 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


No. The scope of the project was expanded 
on several occasions increasing overall 
requirements. Schedule extensions were 
agreeable to the ACS client and the District 
of Columbia. 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


No. The increase in project requirements 
resulted in several contract amendments 
extending the schedule and increasing 
S2Tech’s overall revenue. 


 


Company Name: S2Tech 
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Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 
___  Prime Contractor    _X_Subcontractor 
Project Name: Virginia MMIS Takeover & Operations 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Mr. Doug Hasty 


Virginia MMIS Account 
Systems Development Manager 
ACS, a Xerox Company 


Street Address: 411 E. Franklin St. Suite 202 
City, State, Zip Richmond, VA 23219 
Phone, including area code: (804) 482-5949 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


None 


Email address: doug.hasty@acs-inc.com 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name:  
Street Address:  
City, State, Zip  
Phone, including area code:  
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


 


Email address:  
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


In Virginia, S2Tech is responsible for 
assisting our client to takeover, enhancement, 
and maintain the incumbent Medicaid fiscal 
agent’s (FHSC’s) MMIS. During the 
Takeover Phase, S2Tech will support the 
transition of the core MMIS with COBOL, 
DB2 and CICS technical skills, and will also 
support the takeover and enhancement of the 
Medicaid Web Portal with JAVA and HATS 
technical skills. During the Operations Phase, 
S2Tech staff will comprise the majority of 
the core MMIS maintenance team and will 
perform systems development technical work 
as specified by state-defined Information 
Systems Requests (ISRs) and system 
deficiency reports.  


Project / contract start date: July 2009 
Project / contract end date: June 2014 
Project / contract value: > $3,700,000 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 


Yes. Takeover Phase is currently in progress 
and should complete as originally scheduled. 
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allotted, and if not, why not? 
Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Yes. See note above. 


 


17.2.2.2 The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, 
the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance. 


S2Tech has notified each of our references that the State of Nevada may contact them to verify 
the quality and degree of satisfaction with S2Tech’s performance. A recent S2Tech client-wide 
survey placed satisfaction with S2Tech’s performance at a 4.8 on a 5.0 scale. We are confident 
that the State will find S2Tech’s references more than acceptable. 
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17 Subcontractor Background and References 


17.1 Health Integrated Subcontractor Vendor Information 


17.1 Subcontractor Vendor Information 
Vendors must provide a company profile. Information provided shall include: 


17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc).  


17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated 
and the date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, 
incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s 
Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State 
of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015. 


Health Integrated was founded in 1996 and incorporated in Delaware. 
17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be 


appropriately licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 
360.780. 


Health Integrated is currently in the process of obtaining a license from the Department of 
Taxation to do business in the State of Nevada in accordance with NRS 360.780. 
17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). 


Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal 
submittal. Proposals, which do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed 
non-responsive. However, this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised 
Statute (NRS) requirements. 


Health Integrated has reviewed and verified all licensing requirements applicable to the services 
that will be provided in the State of Nevada and has determined that no additional licensing is 
required for Health Integrated. 
17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the 


services described in this RFP. 


Health Integrated’s office locations are provided below: 


Corporate Headquarters & East Coast Delivery Center 


10008 N Dale Mabry Hwy, Suite 214 
Tampa, FL 33618 


Phone: 813.388.4000 
Toll Free: 800.323.0286 


Fax: 813.388.4001 
 


Technology Center 
74 W. Neal St., Suite 200 


Pleasanton, CA 94566 
Toll Free: 800.323.0286 


Fax: 813.388.4001 
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West Coast Delivery Center 


20816 44th Ave West, Suite 200  
Lynnwood, WA 98036-7702 


Toll Free: 800.323.0286 
Fax: 800.269.6264 


 
17.1.3 The following information may be utilized in determining whether an inverse 


preference applies pursuant to NRS 333.336: 


17.1.3.1 Is your firm a resident of Nevada or a resident of another state? 


17.1.3.2 If so, please list the state of residence. 


17.1.3.3 Does your resident state apply a preference, which is not afforded to bidders or 
vendors who are residents in the state of Nevada? 


This section stricken per RFP Amendment #3 
17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the 


requirements identified within this RFP. 


The number of Health Integrated employees and their locations are as follows: 
 


Tampa – 153 
Lynnwood – 20 
Pleasanton – 3 


Other (Remote) – 32 
 
17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project. 


Health Integrated employees will be assigned to this project from the Lynnwood and Tampa 
locations. 
17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?  


Yes  No X 
 


If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency. 


17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, 
any of its political subdivisions or by any other government? 


Yes  No X 
If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, 
compensatory time, sick leave, or on his own time? 


17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract 
breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the 
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vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of 
Nevada. If no such problems have been experienced, vendor must indicate in 
writing. 


Health Integrated does not have any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, 
contract breaches, civil or criminal litigation or investigations. There have been no judgments, 
citations, or liens against the company in the last five years. 
17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services 


described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages. 


Health Integrated History 


Health Integrated is a privately owned company based in Tampa, Florida, providing products and 
services that focus on the integration of related behavioral and medical health management 
functions. Our fully staffed clinical call center provides national 24/7 access to these services for 
the our clients, providers, and members we serve. Our clinical staff includes general 
practitioners, psychiatrists, licensed psychologists, licensed masters-level and doctoral-level 
behavioral therapists, registered nurses, licensed clinical social workers and clinical pharmacists 
who provide support to all of our product lines. Currently, Health Integrated offers a 
comprehensive suite of clinically based services that are designed to insure measureable and 
improved clinical outcomes, appropriate utilization of health care resources and a high degree of 
member satisfaction. Our products include Synthesis Behavioral Health Integration Services™, 
Medical Utilization Management, Case Management, and Nurse Advice/Triage Line as well as 
Synergy Targeted Population Management™, our condition management program. 


Health Integrated was founded in 1996 based on the experiences, perspectives and vision of Sam 
Toney, M.D. A board-certified psychiatrist, Dr. Toney has spent much of his career involved in 
the development and management of provider-based managed care systems, at one point serving 
as the national medical director for one of the largest managed behavioral healthcare 
organizations in the nation. Seeing firsthand how patients often had to struggle to secure needed 
treatments, Dr. Toney came to believe that making it difficult for patients to get care was not just 
wrong, but counterproductive. He realized that providing easier access to care would in the long 
term save managed care organizations significant amounts of money by stabilizing patients 
sooner, thereby lowering stress levels and helping to avoid further difficulties stemming from 
behavioral or medical complications. He launched Health Integrated based on these principles. 


Over the years, Health Integrated has built a team of health experts with a broad range of 
clinical, operational, and management expertise, all of whom continue to innovate new ways to 
increase the value of healthcare through better use of resources. At the core of the Health 
Integrated philosophy is the idea that financial incentives and appropriate care management have 
to be aligned at the provider level. By removing barriers to quality patient care, better outcomes 
will result, which in turns reduces demand on the system, boosts patient satisfaction and drives 
financial savings. Since its inception in 1996, Health Integrated has successfully proven the 
effectiveness of its philosophical approach and its business model. 


Today, Health Integrated’s primary focus is as a Targeted Population Health Management 
company dedicated to understanding and addressing the critical interplay between medical, 
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psychological and social health. Health Integrated’s expertise is in the integration of medical and 
behavioral health. With this expertise, Health Integrated works with our clients to enhance the 
quality of life of their members while improving clinical outcomes, lowering unnecessary 
utilization and reducing healthcare costs. 


Health Integrated is a leading innovation partner for our clients, providing evidence-based 
solutions to accelerate achievement of health and care management goals for clinical outcomes, 
quality measures and cost containment. Health Integrated has unique and significant experience 
in the care management arena, having delivered successful care management solutions for over 
13 years. 


There are many things that set Health Integrated apart, but first and foremost is that across our 
client base we are viewed not as a vendor, but as a partner. A key strength of Health Integrated is 
our demonstrated ability to customize and tailor specific solutions for our clients that support 
their business and care management strategies while complimenting their existing resources and 
programs. We truly partner with our our client customers to meet their goals and specialized 
service needs, from relatively modest service levels to fully rooted strategic partnership 
agreements. Our partnership and organizational culture is one of flexibility and nimbleness to 
support the evolving needs of our clients as they strive to meet the challenges and requirements 
of the changing market landscape. 


A second strength is our extensive experience and expertise in delivering solutions with an 
integrated medical and behavioral approach. Our programs are designed, technologically 
supported and staffed by clinicians with extensive experience and training in behavioral health as 
well as medical management and are supported by internal medicine and psychiatric medical 
directors. 


Third, our solutions deliver the clinical and financial results our clients expect. Unlike many 
other traditional programs offered by other companies that project savings and tout unrealistic 
returns, Health Integrated works closely with all our clients upfront, and transparently throughout 
any engagement, to measure agreed upon metrics. We are very proud that all of our clients are 
reference accounts spanning commercial, Medicare and Medicaid populations. Our success has 
been in part through work with a number of Blues plans, including Arkansas, Massachusetts, 
Western and Northeastern New York, Horizon (New Jersey) and Tennessee. Our client list also 
includes several regional, not-for-profit plans where we are a trusted and valued partner 
delivering on our promise to “help make our clients better”.  


Health Integrated is a metrics-driven, quality-focused organization with an entrepreneurial 
culture that allows us to be flexible and deliver creative, tailored solutions to our clients. Our 
clinical leadership has extensive experience in both new program design and quality and more 
than half of our staff holds clinical certifications. 


We are proud of our accreditations for Utilization Management, Case Management and Disease 
Management by both NCQA and URAC. 


Clinically sound programs with a whole person orientation 


• Evidence based guidelines and treatment programs 
• Engage the member, plan resources and provider community 
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• Full accreditation 


Provide value to the healthcare system 


• Commitment to measurement and transparency around results 
• Reduce unnecessary utilization 
• Deliver enduring value by improving member health 


Partner with Our clients 


Identify business challenges and opportunities  


Customize solutions leveraging reusable expertise 


Spur innovation and competitive position 


 
17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including 


takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief 
description. 


Health Integrated is a leading innovation partner for our clients, providing evidence-based 
solutions to accelerate achievement of health and care management goals for clinical outcomes, 
quality measures and cost containment. Health Integrated has unique and significant experience 
in the care management arena, having delivered successful care management solutions for over 
13 years. 
17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a 


certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience. 


This requirement does not apply to Health Integrated. Please see previous response for a 
complete description of our applicable experience. 
17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to a current 


and future MITA initiatives. 


This requirement does not apply to Health Integrated. 
17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information 


exchange. 


This requirement does not apply to Health Integrated. Please see previous response for a 
complete description of our applicable experience. 
17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential 


Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV 
– Confidential Financial Information:  


Health Integrated has provided financial statements. 
17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and 


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number. 


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, 
which include: 
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1. Profit and Loss Statement; and 


2. Balance Statement. 


Please see attachment with our audited financial statements for 2007, 2008, and 2009 in Part IV 
– Confidential Financial Information, Tab II – Financial Information and Documentation, 
Section C. We do not have audited financials for 2009 yet. In the interim, please use the attached 
2009 Report which includes the statements for 2009, which is expected to be presented in the 
Audited Financials for 2009. 
17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as 


addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and 
affirmation of financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the 
contract without receiving reimbursement. 


Please see our audited financial statements referred to in 17.1.14.3. The statements attest to the 
fact that Health Integrated is in sound financial condition and has the financial resources 
necessary to carry out the contractual obligations associated with this RFP and to perform at least 
6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement. 
17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services 


within a budget-neutral contracting scenario. 


This requirement does not apply to Health Integrated. 
17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational 


structure as it relates to the Nevada MMIS. 


17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout 
the company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other 
significant changes, which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP. 


Health Integrated will have a dedicated Account Executive dedicated to the State of Nevada. 
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17.2 Health Integrated Subcontractor References 


17.2 References 
17.2.1 Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from similar projects 


performed for private, state and/or large local government clients within the last five 
(5) years. Vendors are required to submit Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire to 
the business references they list. The business references must submit the Reference 
Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division. It is the vendor’s responsibility to 
ensure that completed forms are received by the Purchasing Division on or before 
the proposal submission deadline for inclusion in the evaluation process. Business 
References not received, or not complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score in 
the evaluation process. References must show the vendor’s experience with the 
following minimum mandatory qualification: 


17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified 
MMIS for a minimum of five (5) years. 


In addition, desired experience includes the following: 


17.2.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system 
developed and installed by another contractor. 


17.2.1.3 Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public 
and/or private sectors; 


17.2.1.4 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model; 


17.2.1.5 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution; 


17.2.1.6 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan; 


17.2.1.7 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan; 


17.2.1.8 Experience with comprehensive project management; 


17.2.1.9 Experience with cultural change management; 


17.2.1.10 Experience with managing subcontractors; 


17.2.1.11 Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan; and 


17.2.1.12 Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not 
limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of 
transactions processed. 


17.2.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the 
vendor and/or subcontractor: 


17.2.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as 
applicable. The “Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or 
the subcontractor depending on the role the company will have for this RFP project. 
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Company Name: Health Integrated 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 
  Prime Contractor    X  Subcontractor 
Project Name: Nevada MMIS Takeover  RFP 1824 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: CareOregon Ann Blume, RN, BSN, 


CPHQ 
Street Address: 315 SW Fifth Ave; Suite 900 
City, State, Zip Portland, Oregon 97204 
Phone, including area code: 503 416 1723 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


503 416 3665 


Email address: blumea@careoregon.org 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name: Margaret S. Rowland, MD 
Street Address: 315 SW Fifth Ave; Suite 900 
City, State, Zip Portland, Oregon 97204 
Phone, including area code: 503 416 1476 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


503 416 3665 


Email address: rowlandm@careoregon.org 
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Providing disease management services 
for adult Medicaid health plan members 


Project / contract start date: 01/01/09 
Project / contract end date: Ongoing  
Project / contract value:  
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes, met their target date to “go live” 
with outreach to members 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Initial ROI has indicated a significant 
savings for the health plan 
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Company Name: Health Integrated 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one)  
 Prime Contractor  X  Subcontractor 
Project Name: Nevada MMIS Takeover RFP 1824 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Health Plus Dr. Cliff Marbut 
Street Address: 335 Adams St, Suite 2600 
City, State, Zip Brooklyn, NY 11201 
Phone, including area code: (718) 852-5090 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


718-858-9184 


Email address: cmarbut@healthplus-ny.org 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name: Rich Weinberg 
Street Address: 335 Adams St, Suite 2600 
City, State, Zip Brooklyn, NY 11201 
Phone, including area code: (718) 852-5090 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


718-858-9184 


Email address: rweinberg@HealthPlus-ny.org 
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Health Integrated delivers its Synergy Targeted 
Population Management program to high 
risk/cost individuals within HealthPlus’ 
membership. Synergy includes integrated care 
coaching, health education and support, and care 
coordination 


Project / contract start date: April 1, 2008 
Project / contract end date: No end date 
Project / contract value: $2.9 Million per year 
Was project / contract 
completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why 
not? 


Project was completed in time originally allotted. 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Project was completed within original budget. 
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Company Name: Health Integrated 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 
  Prime Contractor    X Subcontractor 
Project Name: Nevada MMIS Takeover RFP 1824 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: HealthNow of New York  


Richard Clopper, Sc.D 
Street Address: 257 West Genesee Street 
City, State, Zip Buffalo, NY  14240 
Phone, including area 
code: 


716-887-6957 


Facsimile, including area 
code: 


716-887-8938 


Email address: Clopper.Richard@healthnow.org 
 


Alternate Contact Information 
Name: Kim Barker 
Street Address: 257 West Genesee Street 
City, State, Zip Buffalo, NY  14240 
Phone, including area 
code: 


 
(716) 887 - 7545 


Facsimile, including area 
code: 


 
(716) 887 - 7909 


Email address: Kim.Barker@healthnow.org 
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Synergy Targeted Population Management 
Program and Behavioral Health Utilization 
Management Program 


Project / contract start 
date: 


Synergy: May 1, 2006 
BH UM: September 1, 2004 


Project / contract end date: Both are ongoing programs 
Project / contract value: Approx. $9 mil.  
Was project / contract 
completed in time 
originally allotted, and if 
not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Yes 
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Company Name: Health Integrated 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 
  Prime Contractor    X  Subcontractor 
Project Name: Nevada MMIS Takeover RFP 1824 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Scott & White Health Plan  


Debbie Garrett 
Street Address: 2401 South 31st St. 
City, State, Zip Temple, TX 76508 
Phone, including area code: (254) 298-3085 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


(254) 298-3090 


Email address: degarrett@swmail.sw.org 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name: Dr. Craig Clanton 
Street Address: 2401 South 31st St. 
City, State, Zip Temple, TX 76508 
Phone, including area code: 254-298-3460 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


254-298-3090 


Email address: cclanton@swmail.sw.org 
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Synergy Targeted Population Management 
(private labeled fro SWHP as VitalCare 
Condition Management) This program includes 
outreach and engagement, integrated care 
coaching, health education and support, and care 
coordination.  


Project / contract start date: January, 2008 
Project / contract end date: ongoing 
Project / contract value: ~ $3 million/year 
Was project / contract 
completed in time 
originally allotted, and if 
not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Yes, and the original scope of the project has 
been expanded to include additional conditions 
beyond depression and to all lines of SWHP 
membership. 
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Company Name: Health Integrated 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one) 
  Prime Contractor    X  Subcontractor 
Project Name: Nevada MMIS Takeover RFP 1824 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Scott & White Health Plan BH UM  


Debbie Garrett 
Street Address: 2401 South 31st St. 
City, State, Zip Temple, TX 76508 
Phone, including area code: (254) 298-3085 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


(254) 298-3090 


Email address: degarrett@swmail.sw.org 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name: Candus Ater 
Street Address: 2401 South 31st St. 
City, State, Zip Temple, TX 76508 
Phone, including area code: 254-298-3000 
Facsimile, including area 
code: 


254-298-3090 


Email address: cater@swmail.sw.org 
Project Information 
Brief description of the 
project/contract and 
description of services 
performed: 


Behavioral Utilization Management, In 
performing BHUM, Health Integrated acts in a 
delegated capacity, on behalf of SWHP to 
provide BH Criteria sets, clinicians in their call 
center to interact with our providers, to authorize 
and manage benefits, medical directorship and 
physician review services.  


Project / contract start date: November, 2006 
Project / contract end date: ongoing 
Project / contract value: ~ $2 million/year 
Was project / contract 
completed in time 
originally allotted, and if 
not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project / contract 
completed within or under 
the original budget / cost 
proposal, and if not, why 
not? 


Yes and the original scope of the project has 
been expanded to include all SWHP 
members/providers. 


 


17.2.2.2 The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, 
the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance. 
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17.3 Health Integrated Vendor Staff Skills and Experience Required 


The vendor shall provide qualified personnel to perform the work necessary to 
accomplish the tasks defined in the Scope of Work sections. The State must 
approve all awarded vendor resources. The State reserves the right to require 
the removal of any member of the awarded vendor's staff from the project. 


Key Personnel – Project Staff 


As a subcontractor below you will find a list of all key personal for this project. 


Amy Grazer, Senior Vice President, Client Services 


Ms. Grazer has more than 10 years of experience in the healthcare management industry in the 
areas of new business implementations, account management, marketing, sales and product 
development. At Health Integrated her primary responsibility is ensuring that customer 
expectations are met or exceeded. This includes playing an integral role in defining product 
strategy and content and direct oversight of a team of Account Executives to ensure that 
customer implementations are completed in a timely and efficient manner. 


Prior to joining Health Integrated, Ms. Grazer spent a decade with APS Healthcare, one of the 
nation’s leading behavioral health companies and the first to offer programs that address both 
behavioral health and medical disease management. Most recently at APS she served in the role 
of Vice President of Implementations and Client Services. In that role, Ms. Grazer was 
responsible for overseeing the implementation and management of the company's most 
demanding implementation projects. These included the installation of medical management, 
disease management, behavioral health and Employee Assistance programs to employers, our 
clients and public sector clients. Ms. Grazer was responsible for managing a team of a dozen 
senior Account Executives in servicing the company’s largest commercial customers. 


Amber Steffenson, Sr. Director, Client Services 


Ms. Steffenson has over 10 years of combined health promotion and managed care experience. 
She received her Bachelor of Science in Health and Human Performance with a focus on Health 
and Wellness Education from the University of Montana. 


As Senior Director of Client Services for Health Integrated, Ms. Steffenson is responsible for 
customer implementations for all business lines, ensuring effective transition and hand off from 
implementation to ongoing account management, assisting in operational enhancements within 
departments, and oversight of the clinical Outreach Coordinator team as well as overseeing 
account management operations. 


Prior to coming to Health Integrated Ms. Steffenson was Implementation Manager for APS 
Healthcare. During her tenure with APS, she was responsible for new business implementations 
for all lines of business including; Disease Management, Utilization Management, Case 
Management, EAP, Wellness Programs, and Health Risk Assessment. While with APS, Ms. 
Steffenson successfully implemented over 13 new programs totaling nearly $15 million in annual 
revenue. She was responsible for new client implementations, new service line implementations, 
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overall project management and support for internal departments as well as large product 
development.  


Before joining APS Healthcare, she worked for TriMedica, International where she served as 
Marketing Director for two years. At TriMedica, Ms. Steffenson managed a sales team of four 
people working toward an annual sales goal of more than $1 million in natural supplements 
business. She was responsible for the development of strategic sales plans, customer 
presentations and site visits, as well as a national advertising campaign.  


Don Wright, Account Executive 


Don Wright has been with Health Integrated since November, 2001. Since 1973, his experience 
has been client service oriented. He has over 10 years experience in health care management 
industry with particular emphasis supporting the following client services: Utilization 
Management, Case Management, Disease Management, Triage, Behavioral Health Crisis Line, 
Physician Review, Provider Network Maintenance and Development, Credentialing, Claims 
Processing, and Quality Improvement. Don has administered an Employee Assistance Program 
with another managed care organization. 


Sharon Shirley, SVP, Corporate Resources 


Sharon Shirley is responsible for Human Resources and Training & Development. Sharon has 25 
years experience in managed healthcare. She worked for Prudential Healthcare and its pharmacy 
benefit management partner, Integrated Pharmacy Solutions (IPS), for 16 years, holding various 
operational and administrative positions. As Executive VP at IPS, a start-up company, she was 
responsible for developing operational and corporate infrastructure, including human resources 
and organizational development functions. Prior to joining Health Integrated in 2008, she spent 9 
years with SXC Health Solutions, a pharmacy benefit management software and services 
organization, where she was responsible for developing the HR and training functions to support 
the company’s substantial growth. Sharon holds a BS in Organizational Communications, and is 
a certified Senior Professional in Human Resources (SPHR).  


Janet Niles, SVP, Service Delivery 


Janet Niles has over 30 years of healthcare experience, which includes 10 years of active clinical 
practice and 22 years of insurance and managed care industry experience. Ms. Niles has a 
breadth of experience in all aspects of the operational areas of health care plans and insurance 
companies. Most recently, she was owner of her a medical management consulting company, 
focused on operational improvement in the medical management delivery for managed care 
plans. Previously she was the President of an independent Utilization/Case Management 
company serving self-insured employers; and Vice President of Health Services for several 
provider-owned our clients with Commercial, Medicare and Medicaid lines of business.  


Ms. Niles received her nursing degree from Kettering College of Medical Arts, her Bachelors of 
Science in Business Administration degree from Covenant College, and her Masters of Science 
in Health Education from Virginia Tech.  
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Susan Casper, Sr. Director, Synergy Service Delivery 


Susan Casper has 19 years of healthcare experience, which includes 9 years of active clinical 
practice and 11 years of managed care industry experience. Susan’s direct practice experience 
was performed in both outpatient and inpatient settings focusing on psychotherapy, community 
mental health triage services, behavioral health and medical hospital case management, 
utilization management and hospital consultative rounds. Over the last 3 plus years Susan has 
overseen the Synergy Service Delivery at Health Integrated. Prior to her employment with 
Health Integrated, Susan was responsible for the health plan operational management of an 
inpatient and outpatient behavioral health utilization department for a large Commercial, 
Medicaid and and PPO insurer. 


Susan received her Master’s in Social Work from Southern Illinois University and holds clinical 
licensure in the states of Illinois, Massachusetts and Florida. 


Craig Wigginton, Chief Operating & Technology Officer 


Prior to joining Health Integrated, Craig held a number of technical leadership positions at 
Neoforma, including Chief Technology Officer and Chief Technical Strategist. During his tenure 
at Neoforma, he was responsible for the design and development of NeoConnect™, supporting 
the largest transaction volume of any supply chain services provider in the healthcare industry at 
the time. Mr. Wigginton was recognized for his technical contributions to the industry and served 
on the board of directors for leading technical standards groups in healthcare, including the 
Coalition for Healthcare eStandards (CHeS) and the Health Industry Business Communications 
Council (HIBCC).  


Mr. Wigginton has more than 15 years experience in enterprise product development as well as a 
broad base of knowledge in building business-to-business applications to drive growth. He was 
one of the founding engineers of Pharos Technologies, acquired by Neoforma in 2000. Prior to 
joining Pharos, he spent nearly 7 years in the telecommunications industry with Centillion Data 
Systems and Ameritech/SBC in a number of technical leadership roles. He has founded one and 
joined two newly founded companies from inception to successful sale. 


Barbara Swartos, Director, Care Management 


Barbara Swartos has over 25 years of healthcare experience including 20 years of acute hospital 
nursing in a variety of settings including Surgical, Emergency Medicine and Neuro-Trauma 
Intensive Care. Prior to joining Health Integrated, Ms. Swartos was responsible for the 
management of the Commercial Care Management department at Blue Cross of Idaho. There, 
she developed an integrated Case Management module, including targeted program development 
to decrease utilization and unnecessary healthcare spending. She utilized a variety of informatics 
and predictive modeling tools to effectively impact and manage areas of high cost/utilization. 
Her areas of management responsibility included Utilization Management, Case Management, 
Care Coordination, and Quality Improvement for a population of 450,000 members.  


Barbara received her nursing degree from the University of South Dakota, Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing from Boise State University and her Masters in Business Administration Health Care 
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from Northwest Nazarene University. She is also a Certified Case Manager through the 
Commission for Case Manager Certification. Barbara brings her unique combination of clinical 
and administrative skills as well as unique experience at the Federal, State and local levels 
involving large scale customers to Health Integrated. 


The remaining items of this section do not apply to Health Integrated as a subcontract.  
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17 Subcontractor Background and References 


17.1 Medicity Subcontractor Vendor Information 


17.1 Subcontractor Vendor Information 
Vendors must provide a company profile. Information provided shall include: 


17.1.1 Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc).  


Medicity is a privately held corporation. 


17.1.1.1 Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated 
and the date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, 
incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s 
Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State 
of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015. 


Medicity was incorporated under the laws of the State of Delaware in 2000. 


17.1.1.2 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be 
appropriately licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 
360.780. 


Medicity will meet this requirement prior to commencing business in the State of Nevada. 


17.1.1.3 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). 
Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal 
submittal. Proposals, which do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed 
non-responsive. However, this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised 
Statute (NRS) requirements. 


Medicity acknowledges this requirement. 


17.1.2 Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the 
services described in this RFP. 


Medicity has offices in Alpharetta, GA, Long Beach, CA, Des Moines, IA and Salt Lake City, 
UT. We anticipate providing services from our headquarters in Salt Lake City, UT. 
17.1.3 The following information may be utilized in determining whether an inverse 


preference applies pursuant to NRS 333.336: 


17.1.3.1 Is your firm a resident of Nevada or a resident of another state? 


17.1.3.2 If so, please list the state of residence. 


17.1.3.3 Does your resident state apply a preference, which is not afforded to bidders or 
vendors who are residents in the state of Nevada? 


Requirement 17.1.3 was stricken in its entirety by Amendment #3. 


17.1.4 Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the 
requirements identified within this RFP. 
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Medicity has 175+ employees who are dedicated to HIE Solutions. Among these personnel, the 
following functional areas have direct client implementation and support responsibilities: 


Implementation: 15 


Support: 54 (25 in Application Support, 23 in Technical Support and 5 in 
Customer Service) 


Development: 57 (including design, development, and testing) 


Client Education: 10 


17.1.5 Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project. 


Salt Lake City, UT. 


17.1.6 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?  


 


Yes No X


If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency. 


17.1.7 Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, 
any of its political subdivisions or by any other government? 


Yes No X


If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on annual leave, 
compensatory time, sick leave, or on his own time? 


17.1.8 Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract 
breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the 
vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of 
Nevada. If no such problems have been experienced, vendor must indicate in 
writing. 


Medicity has experienced none of the above stated issues. 
17.1.9 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services 


described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages. 


Medicity was established in 2000 to create software solutions that enable the electronic flow of 
clinical information—within and among healthcare organizations—essential to improving the 
timeliness and quality of patient care. The company specializes in clinical interoperability 
solutions configured from its componentized software applications. Platform software 
components include a Record Locator Service (RLS), Electronic Medical Record (EMR), an 
integration engine (oriented to regional and state-wide integration), community master person 
index (CMPI) and a data-store environment. Medicity also offers robust application suites for 
physicians, patients, and consumers. 


Clinical Focus. From its inception, Medicity has been committed solely to the clinical data side 
of Healthcare, addressing the needs of hospitals and hospital systems, large physician 
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organizations and practices, payers, and medical testing laboratories. Medicity focuses its 
resources on clinical data sharing within single organizations and among organizations in the 
larger community. Patient safety and articulation of a national strategy for connecting the 
disparate enterprises that participate in the delivery of patient care has set off a drive for systems 
that support health information exchange (HIE) at regional health information organizations 
(RHIOs), in the community, the state, and at the national level. Medicity currently provides HIE 
infrastructure and applications for numerous community initiatives, for the state of Delaware and 
for Mississippi (Mississippi Coastal HIE). 


Configurable Clinical Solutions. Medicity’s core technology components can be configured to 
create a variety of health information-sharing solutions. At Laboratory Corporation of America, 
Medicity technology provides browser-based lab-test ordering and resulting available to its 
250,000+ physician clients across the country. Large California IPAs and MSOs use Medicity’s 
software as a service to distribute clinical results, offer eligibility and authorization, and provide 
secure messaging to independent practices throughout the state. Medicity has hundreds of 
diverse hospital clients that license its portal, ranked in the inaugural KLAS hospital survey of 
provider portals as the leading vendor-neutral solution. Hundreds of clients use the platform – 
with its service oriented architecture – to integrate clinical systems from every major vendor, 
including Cerner, Siemens, McKesson, MEDITECH, and GE to name a few. 


Connecting Physician EMR Systems. Many organizations also use Medicity’s EMR 
technology to distribute data directly to physician electronic medical records and generate 
electronic orders directly into hospital laboratory systems. A service oriented architecture is 
especially well adapted to this challenge. With the sharp uptake of physician office EMR 
systems, hospitals and other large healthcare organizations now feel an urgent need to find 
solutions that more efficiently integrate with these software applications. Medicity leverages it 
work with a large national laboratory to build an extensive library of interfaces with the largest 
EMR vendors. Medicity’s collection includes a complete list of demographic interfaces into 
physician practice management systems and our unrivaled library of HIE and hospital clinical 
system interfaces. 


Service Oriented Architecture. Medicity entered the software market with the concept of 
configurable, distributed software components using web-based technology. In the enterprise and 
the larger care community, this distributed architecture offered significant benefits, including the 
ability to tailor MPI algorithms and data adaptors to diverse data sources. This concept of 
distributed components ultimately matured, with the evolution of Microsoft’s .NET platform, 
into a service oriented architecture (SOA). 


Medicity’s application components and its SOA platform have an established record of 
performance and dependability in large-scale commercial projects. Medicity has hundreds of 
diverse hospital clients that license its clinical interoperability platform for the purpose of 
consolidating patient clinical data that was previously isolated in unconnected source systems. 


Medicity has found that the best way to build an HIE is in an incremental fashion, taking a 
“bottom-up” approach. We start by focusing on automating core healthcare transactions like 
ordering and resulting tests, referring patients between providers, and coordinating information 
among care teams.  In accomplishing this critical step, the platform connects hospital systems, 
EMRs, PM systems, labs and other entities in such a way that information is “liquefied” to flow 
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across the HIE. This critical step also creates immediate value for the providers that use the HIE 
by reducing labor, improving information quality, and increasing user satisfaction. 


As the HIE grows from the bottom-up and more and more connections come online, the HIE can 
begin the process of building the backbone.  This process includes building data collection points 
across the HIE to stage information for use, standing up the MPI and record locator services to 
aggregate information, establishing community health records and registries to enable access to 
and analysis of information, and establishing gateway services to exchange information with 
external networks like the NHIN and other HIEs. 


The Medicity approach has proven successful in a wide variety of environments like the 
Delaware Health Information Network (DHIN), the nation’s first state-wide HIE, the Mississippi 
Coastal HIE, and others. 


By delivering immediate value to HIE participants by automating clinical messaging and 
workflow, then building upon that with higher level services that provide greater value over time, 
the Medicity approach offers DHCFP the ability to create a utility across the state incrementally. 


Technically, the Medicity architecture blends two models to meet the needs of healthcare 
communities like the State of Nevada—a distributed computing system that uses intelligent 
agents operating in an agent-grid, and service oriented components to build the HIE backbone 
for higher level exchanges (e.g. NHIN participation). Together, these technologies are able to 
meet your goals. 


The diagram below provides an overview of the Medicity system. 


 
The foundation is the Medicity Novo Grid, a distributed, agent-based system that offers unique 
capabilities to provide “last mile” connectivity and clinical messaging. Agents are small, 
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intelligent, adaptive software programs that can be quickly deployed to locations across the 
community (hospitals, physician practices, clinics, extended care facilities, etc.). They operate on 
the organization’s local network and interface directly to local applications such as a hospital 
information system and EMRs, printers, and other computer/office equipment. 


Agents perform workflow tasks. As they acquire information from local systems, they apply 
rules to determine actions to take. Agents have the intelligence to transform information, map it 
to different values, filter, and copy data to other agents over the Grid. 


Agents exchange information using a secure asynchronous messaging protocol that is designed 
to “push” information securely over the Internet in a manner similar to secure email. This 
approach is highly effective in a distributed world of disparate systems like that found in 
healthcare. As a result, providers with EMRs leverage the Grid to receive information directly 
into their patient charts, to capture orders and referrals and deliver them to the appropriate 
service provider, or to “scan” the EMR for information and distribute it to other providers or 
registries based on the context of the information (consent, need to know, etc.). Providers 
without an EMR can also use the Grid technology to collaborate electronically through a grid 
platform that provides a provider inbox, local auto-print capability, the ability to order tests, refer 
patients, and other services via the platform’s Web-based user interface. 


 
Agents are able to automate a wide variety of exchanges designed to provide clinical message 
automation and meet meaningful use criteria. As the agents manage the exchange of core 
transactions (orders, results, referrals, admissions, transfers, etc.), they become ideal mechanisms 
to feed higher level HIE functions such as aggregation, standardization, and reconciliation. 


Medicity SOA services are provided to further process information to the degree necessary for 
HIE exchange, aggregation and consumption. For example, agents can acquire information and 
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utilize the services to improve the quality of data for access and analytics purposes. SOA 
services include functions like: 


• Vocabulary standardization (e.g. proprietary lab term to LOINC)  
• Format standardizing (e.g. multiple HL7 messages into a single CCD) 
• Anonymization Services to de-personalize and re-identify data  
• Identity, relationship, and consent services. 


This enables information to be prepared for use in HIE functions such as aggregating data for 
standardized queries (e.g. PIX/PDQ) that return formatted responses (e.g. CCD), or distributing 
information to local, state and national registries, filtered and formatted to match the needs of 
each specific registry (e.g. immunization, cancer research, meaningful use reporting, 
performance metrics, etc.) As information is aggregated, it is linked through Record Locator and 
Identity Management services (MPI), to provide a single, longitudinal view of patient 
information across the HIE. Medicity offers the ability to create a composite EHR from a variety 
of application modules that are applicable in both enterprise and community settings. 
Functionality includes elements like e-Prescribing, e-Signature, and clinical modules for 
problem, allergy and medication lists, claims history and other functions. The Medicity 
environment can be applied to create a summary view of data with comprehensive security 
access mechanisms, audit, in place to ensure only those with the right to see data can access the 
data. For unique cases such as with first responders and emergency room physicians that need 
consolidated, summary information at their finger tips, the Medicity system offers a high degree 
of security to enable “break glass” functionality that enables limited access while auditing the 
event to ensure all privacy rules are enforced. An important facet of the Grid is the ability to 
share and synchronize information about specific patients in private, Grid-based social networks. 
This allows providers to “see” what other members of the care team are doing with the patient. 
As a social network, only the members of the care team share the patient data, leveraging the 
agents to keep the providers in sync (with and without an EMR). 


Agents collaborating in a Grid social network are well suited to support collaborative networks 
such as Patient Centered Medical Homes (PCMH) where a diverse group of providers are linked 
to a common patient for the delivery of care. 


As distributed interface/workflow engines, agents can easily copy information to other locations 
by based on rules and programmed behavior. They can populate HIE data stages, registries, 
clinical research databases, PHRs, bio-surveillance databases and other data receivers as 
required. This approach makes the cost of data acquiring data extremely low, effectively 
provided as a by-product of the primary data exchange (e.g. delivering patient test results). 
Because agents are encountering information in real-time with sophisticated rules capability, 
they are also ideal technologies to enable public health alerts and reporting. 


In addition to the HIE backbone services to aggregate and present information, Medicity’s 
architecture also incorporates a suite of gateways services that allow information to be queried 
from outside sources (e.g. from the NHIN using PIX/PDQ queries), or to deliver information to 
specific sources like commercial PHRs (e.g. Microsoft Health Vault and Google Health), payers, 
and others.  This requires the underlying features of the Medicity architecture such as the agent 
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grid to acquire data, services to standardize the information acquired, and gateway services to 
deliver the newly standardized data to a destination or queue it for later queries. 


The final aspect of the Medicity approach is based on our experience in building large, state-
wide HIEs and highly functional community HIEs (often built around hospital systems) in some 
of the most complicated environments in healthcare. This has enabled us to grow our resources 
to adapt and interoperate with a wide array of products and solutions on the market including 
hospital systems (lab, radiology, financial, etc.), EMRs, and others. This is critical to success 
because the reality is that today’s environment does not adhere to any specific standard or 
approach. As a result, many systems require knowledge and skills at creating interoperability that 
is only gained through experience. 


Our service and support organization has evolved from supporting large-scale initiatives like 
managing the Web presence of one of the largest national reference labs and the nation’s first 
state-wide HIE. As our footprint has grown, our service teams have gained experience in 
interfacing the widest array of EMRs and other applications in the industry. 


As a result, Medicity is well suited to continue to help the State of Nevada to achieve its goal of 
creating HIEs across the state, which can connect seamlessly to the NHIN and other national 
networks and systems in an incremental, natural manner. 


17.1.10 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including 
takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief 
description. 


Not applicable. Medicity is providing HIE solution expertise in this project. 


17.1.11 Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a 
certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience. 


Not applicable. Medicity is providing HIE solution expertise in this project. Medicity has over 10 
years of experience in the implementation and maintenance of HIE solutions for more than 100 
clients across the United States including the first statewide HIE for Delaware. 


17.1.12 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to a current 
and future MITA initiatives. 


Not applicable. Medicity is providing HIE solution expertise in this project. 
17.1.13 Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information 


exchange. 


Medicity is the prime technology partner for the Delaware Health Information Network (DHIN) 
– the first statewide clinical health information exchange. DHIN brings together three competing 
health systems and two national reference laboratories. Data passing through the system 
represents over 81 percent of Delaware’s hospitalizations and 85 percent of lab tests performed 
in the state and accounts for more than 1.7 million transactions per month. 


Additionally, Medicity supports Laboratory Corporation of America (LabCorp) with their HIE 
solution, which provides web-based test ordering and resulting for their 260,000+ affiliated 
physicians and hospitals. 
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Medicity’s solution has been designed to scale at all levels – presentation, application and 
database. Each of these components scales using industry-standard methodologies designed to 
maintain high availability while increasing the system’s capability to accept more incoming data 
transactions and end-user connections.  


There are no limitations to the number of named users for our HIE solution. Additionally, there 
are no application or hardware limitations for the number of concurrent users that the system can 
support. As the limits of existing hardware are reached, additional servers can be added to spread 
the load and scale the system 


17.1.14 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential 
Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV 
– Confidential Financial Information:  


17.1.14.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number; and 


17.1.14.2 Federal Tax Identification Number. 


17.1.14.3 Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, 
which include: 


1. Profit and Loss Statement; and 


2. Balance Statement. 


As a privately held corporation, Medicity does not provide information to Dun and Bradstreet.  
Our Federal Employer Identification Number-(FEIN) is 33-0807547. Medicity is a financially 
strong, privately-held company with no debt. We are a market leader with operations generating 
positive cash flow. Medicity is majority employee-owned with the majority of the remaining 
portion owned by institutional investors, who receive and review our financials on a quarterly 
basis. At the appropriate time, Medicity would enjoy the opportunity to review our audited 
financial statements with AHA member organizations. 


17.1.15 Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as 
addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and 
affirmation of financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the 
contract without receiving reimbursement. 


Please see the response to 17.1.14 above. 


17.1.16 Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services 
within a budget-neutral contracting scenario. 


Not applicable. Medicity is providing HIE solution expertise in this project. 
17.1.17 Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational 


structure as it relates to the Nevada MMIS. 


Medicity maintains a flat hierarchical organization structure with the following functional areas:  
Account Management, Administration, Implementations, Information Technology, Operations, 
Product Management, Research & Development, and Sales. 
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17.1.18 Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout 
the company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other 
significant changes, which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP. 


Medicity maintains a highly collaborative, consensus-driven management philosophy which 
encourages communication and cross-departmental participation in development, 
implementations, project management and support for clients. 
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17.2 Medicity Subcontractor References 


17.2 References 
17.2.1 Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from similar projects 


performed for private, state and/or large local government clients within the last five 
(5) years. Vendors are required to submit Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire 
to the business references they list. The business references must submit the 
Reference Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division. It is the vendor’s 
responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by the Purchasing 
Division on or before the proposal submission deadline for inclusion in the evaluation 
process. Business References not received, or not complete, may adversely affect 
the vendor’s score in the evaluation process. References must show the vendor’s 
experience with the following minimum mandatory qualification: 


Please refer to Part III Confidential Technical Information, Tab IX Background and 
References for disclosure of Medicity  references and the contract values associated with 
their references. 


17.2.1.1 Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified 
MMIS for a minimum of five (5) years. 


Not applicable. Medicity is providing HIE solution expertise in this project. Medicity has over 10 
years of experience in the implementation and maintenance of HIE solutions for more than 100 
clients across the United States including the first statewide HIE for Delaware. 


In addition, desired experience includes the following: 


17.2.1.2 Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system 
developed and installed by another contractor. 


Not applicable. Medicity is providing HIE solution expertise in this project. 


17.2.1.3 Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public 
and/or private sectors; 


Medicity is the prime technology partner for the Delaware Health Information Network (DHIN) 
– the first statewide clinical health information exchange. DHIN brings together three competing 
health systems and two national reference laboratories. Data passing through the system 
represents over 81 percent of Delaware’s hospitalizations and 85 percent of lab tests performed 
in the state and accounts for more than 1.7 million transactions per month. 


Additionally, Medicity supports Laboratory Corporation of America (LabCorp) with their HIE 
solution, which provides web-based test ordering and resulting for their 260,000+ affiliated 
physicians and hospitals. 


Medicity’s solution has been designed to scale at all levels – presentation, application and 
database. Each of these components scales using industry-standard methodologies designed to 
maintain high availability while increasing the system’s capability to accept more incoming data 
transactions and end-user connections. 
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There are no limitations to the number of named users for our HIE solution. Additionally, there 
are no application or hardware limitations for the number of concurrent users that the system can 
support. As the limits of existing hardware are reached, additional servers can be added to spread 
the load and scale the system 


17.2.1.4 Experience with the MITA 2.01 model; 


Not applicable. Medicity is providing HIE solution expertise in this project. 


17.2.1.5 Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution; 


Medicity is the leading provider of Health Information Exchange (“HIE”) solutions in the U.S., 
serving over 700 hospitals, one of two national lab companies, multiple statewide and regional 
HIEs, and several major healthcare software integrators. We have has 108 healthcare provider 
contracts, representing cumulative access to over 250,000 physicians, or roughly 33% of all 
licensed physicians in the United States. 


Medicity’s HIE platform is the largest in America and permits physicians to easily access patient 
clinical information, resulting in lower costs and better care. By almost any metric available to 
the markets, Medicity is three times the size of its nearest competitors and is becoming a 
standard for connecting physicians to the clinical data they require. 


Medicity’s single largest client points to the massive proven scalability of the architecture by 
supporting: 


• 100+ million annual clinical transactions 
• 15,000+ connected organizations (clinics, hospitals, physicians’ offices, laboratories, etc.) 
• 225,000+ unique users (each physician’s use is typically accompanied by 4 to 5 


additional system users) 


17.2.1.6 Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan; 


Medicity’s test approach includes an initial test phase during which all new functionality coming 
out of R&D Engineering is tested (both functional testing as well as integration testing into the 
existing product line). During this phase, the test organization works side-by-side with the 
development organization in an Agile development manner. As user stories are marked 
complete, they are tested by the Quality Assurance (QA) organization and market “Accepted” in 
our project tracking software. In addition to manual acceptance testing, we have a large and 
continuously-updated suite of automated acceptance tests which are run against our core product. 
These tests address both user-interface cases as well as deeper business logic cases. 


We also perform a suite of security and penetration tests. The core of our security focus is on 
SQL injection with a battery of additional test cases covering issues such as cookie hijacking, 
URL concatenation, and SSL validation. In addition to our R&D security testing, Medicity’s 
network security engineers exercise regular penetration tests where our network segmentation 
and security is probed, tested, and improved. 


Customer Delivery Services – After the core product development cycle, we enter our 
Customer Delivery Services (CDS) phase, during which our solution is configured for each 
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customer, and customer-specific interfaces are developed. During the CDS phase, we take a 
waterfall methodology and our test efforts are focused on customer requirements and 
expectations. 


Our interoperability testing occurs during this phase. In coordination with the customer, we 
create a CDS test kit. This test kit includes sample interface data as well as any other sample 
output from customer applications (for instance, radiology images from third-party radiology 
systems). This data is used initially for internal testing in our QA phase; following internal sign-
off, these interoperability files and cases will be exercised by the customer in certification (or 
customer acceptance) testing. 


Testing Phases – The CDS portion of Medicity’s product lifecycle best illustrates our migration 
from one testing phase to another. We have three distinct phases to this cycle: 


• Development: Product requirements are developed by engineers. QA team members also 
participate in an Agile-like development process, briefly acceptance testing each 
functional requirement in our continuous-integration development environment. 


• Post-development: Product builds are moved into the package QA environment.  
Developed code is packaged into a set of releasable binaries, configurations, and 
documentation. This packaging process allows us to ensure successful product 
deployment because we validate the deployment process going into QA. During the QA 
phase, core test cases (modified to match each customer’s configuration and 
requirements) are executed. In addition, numerous customer-specific cases are executed. 
During this phase, interface testing also occurs (see the attached documentation for 
detailed examples of interface test cases). Customer-supplied data is incorporated into 
this test phase. Medicity has a growing suite of test applications which are used to de-
identify patient data making our test cases as real-world as possible. 


• After the QA phase, testing moves to the certification (CERT) phase where a 
production-like environment is opened up to the customer and where customers perform 
their acceptance testing. This final phase of CDS testing demonstrates operational 
readiness including customer acceptance of the project. During CERT, the Medicity QA 
team will smoke test a CERT build deployment and then turn the CERT environment 
over to the customer acceptance test team. Medicity is in frequent contact with the client 
acceptance team, providing support on an as-needed basis. 


17.2.1.7 Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan; 


With each of our solution clients, Medicity has adapted our comprehensive training plan to meet 
specific organizational needs and objectives. Medicity employs a train-the-trainer training 
methodology. Medicity provides varying levels of training support and works with customers to 
determine the most effective yet cost-conscious model required for each project, including 
location(s) and length of training. 


As part of the rollout and training process, it is useful to identify super users to influence their 
peers’ behavior.  It is often helpful if these individuals are involved in initial training sessions, so 
they are “known” as experts. Our project teams are very experienced in working with our clients 
on their comprehensive training plans during rollout. 
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17.2.1.8 Experience with comprehensive project management; 


Medicity has developed a well-documented and defined project management process over the 
past ten years of HIE solution implementations. Each project is lead by an experienced Medicity 
Project Manager who oversees the phases of the project from initiation through software 
development or modification, data migration, interface development, etc. to ‘go-live.” 


Implementation requires participation of technical and non-technical staff from both the client 
and Medicity. The overall work effort is guided by the Medicity Project Manager. Medicity fully 
supports the implementation process. The following represent the major phases of the 
implementation process. 


• Project Initiation. Project initiation includes all of the necessary reviews of scope, 
deliverables, organization, work planning, and communications strategies. 


• Configuring Application Software. The identified core components of the application 
software are configured to meet client information needs and business requirements. 


• Data Migration. The foundation of the information exchanges value is the integration 
with all required participant data feeds.  Templates for each step assist the team and 
owners of the feeds to quickly step through the data migration plan. 


• Interface Development. Each identified data feed has considerable documentation to 
ensure the specifications and data mapping are accurate and complete. 


• System Build. Once the software modifications and configurations are complete, the 
team begins the process of creating the product environments and loading of required 
data. The build process includes many tools or scripts to handle the receipt, conversion, 
loading, and support of all the necessary data tables. 


• System Development. Internal processes to control the overall system design, 
development, installation, and support are documented. Industry standard documentation 
tools include the use of UML, flowcharting, and use cases to properly convey the design 
aspects of the system. 


• System Testing. System testing includes extensive system testing including test cases, 
use cases, report format verification and data flow validation. The testing process begins 
with unit testing of each system component, followed by integrated testing of the 
complete system build. 


• Training Users. Medicity adapts our training solution to provide users with effective 
training. 


• System Integration. Medicity provides overall oversight, support and accountability for 
the system integration. 


• System Installation and Testing. As part of the solution delivery, system installation 
and testing includes change control procedures, release notes, issue logs, and weekly 
status reports to indicate system activity. 


• System Acceptance. The specifics of our multi-step approach to system acceptance are 
defined in cooperation between Medicity and the client. Detailed scripts for each 
component will ensure mutual. 
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• Go-live Requirements. Go-live planning ensures all necessary logistics are covered and 
delegation of duties is completed. Medicity provides all the communication tools so that 
identified issues can be swiftly responded to and resolved. Typically the team provides 
on-site support as part of the Go Live. 


17.2.1.9 Experience with cultural change management; 


Medicity’s solution captures, measures and reports improvements in the quality, safety, 
efficiency and/or effectiveness of care that have resulted from the data sharing and 
interoperability measures for the HIE. Our analytics and reporting modules will help identify any 
lessons learned about factors that led to a successful implementation, including cultural, 
financial, technical, organizational, personnel and procedural barriers, as well as ways to 
overcome them. The system supports the development of metrics for the evaluation of all three 
primary areas defined by AHRQ as follows: 


• Organizational Efficiency and Effectiveness. Metrics to evaluate improvements in 
organizational effectiveness, as evidenced in work and quality improvement processes; 
communication among individuals, groups and organizations; satisfaction of needs and 
expectations of patients, providers, and other stakeholders; and organizational risk 
mitigation. 


• Financial. Financial benefits may include cost reduction/reduction in cost increases, 
revenue enhancement and productivity gains. Any cost savings resulting from ordering 
redundant tests and greater use of lower cost medications to the extent measureable. The 
evaluation will also address the costs associated with state-based clinical data exchange 
including equipment, personnel, training, hardware, software, networks, use of clinical 
data standards, or other costs incurred to achieve state-wide implementation and 
interoperability. 


• Quality and Safety. This evaluation metrics helps address the nature and extent of the 
healthcare data exchange and its impact on important patient safety and quality processes 
and outcomes within the state. Measurable benefits may include advances in care 
processes, improved patient outcomes, improvements in safety and quality, and better 
monitoring of diseases and other health risks. 


17.2.1.10 Experience with managing subcontractors; 


Medicity has established relationships with and has managed subcontractors for multiple, 
successful HIE implementation projects. We currently have relationships with subcontractors for 
solution hosting, MMIS governance, project management, data analytics and personal health 
records (PHRs). Medicity has employed subcontractors as supplemental support in the 
implementation process for the Delaware Health Information Network and for the NHIN Trials. 


17.2.1.11 Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan; and 


Please see the response to 17.2.1.8 above. 
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17.2.1.12 Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not 
limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of 
transactions processed. 


Medicity can provide complete operation support as well as statistical updates of systems 
operations. Medicity logs auditable information for all transactions including user, facility, time 
and date. 


17.2.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the 
vendor and/or subcontractor: 


17.2.2.1 The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as 
applicable. The “Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or 
the subcontractor depending on the role the company will have for this RFP project. 


Medicity, Inc. would act as prime contractor for this project. All other participating companies 
would be subcontractors. 
17.2.2.2 The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, 


the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance. 


Medicity acknowledges the above statement. 
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17.6 Resource Matrix 


17.6 Resource Matrix 


Per RFP instruction 20.3.2.13, Section 17.6 Resource Matrix is placed in Tab XII. 


17.7 Project Plan 


17.7 Project Plan 


Per RFP instruction 20.3.2.12, Section 17.7 Project Plan appears in Tab XI. 


17.8 Project management 


17.8 Project Management 
Vendors must describe the project management methodology and processes 
utilized for: 


Infocrossing has the highest commitment to delivering quality services. We enable quality by 
maintaining a simple approach to Governance. Infocrossing applies the same project 
management approach to individual projects as to the overall management of the engagement. 
Our project management approach comprises the initial 
start-up activities and all administrative and management 
activities necessary to execute the project, including 
oversight of all contract-related deliverables. Our project 
management strategy was carefully honed by our 18+ 
years in Medicaid and Medicare, successfully meeting 
deadlines and supporting State and federal audits – which 
uniquely positions us to takeover and support the State of 
Nevada’s Medicaid Program. We will apply our extensive project experience, project 
management expertise and technical/business knowledge to organizing, documenting, 
performing, and monitoring the Nevada project. We will continue to apply industry best 
practices and powerful project management tools and methodologies to the effort. The result will 
be a superior product, on-time and on-budget delivery, and efficient operation that fulfill all of 
the State’s requirements and expectations. 


Infocrossing will initiate an enterprise-class approach that is built on: 


• Application of proven project management methodologies and tools that provide a basis 
for implementing the State’s requirements 


• Proven record for continuous process improvement and integration of industry best 
practices into every project component 


• Development of a comprehensive understanding of the State’s needs, requirements, 
technical and cultural operating environment 


In addition, Infocrossing recognizes the equally important cultural component of the 
project. Systems serve people, not functions, and must be understood, learned, accepted, and 
effectively applied in order for the State to fully realize the program’s goals. To that end, we 


 Infocrossing offers 
unmatched experience and 


understanding of MMIS Project 
Management, backed by 18 


years of successful 
collaboration with the State of 


Missouri. 
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have taken special care to include the following considerations in the design, planning, and 
execution of project tasks: 


• Attention to cultural change issues in every aspect of our dealings with DHCFP and 
Providers 


• Development and delivery of a training program that is specifically tailored to the needs 
of affected groups and, when needed, individuals, to promote program-wide expertise in 
and acceptance of the reengineered system, technology, and culture 


• An approach to requirements gathering and validation that not only addresses identified 
needs, but also anticipates future opportunities for functionality and automation and 
incorporates these considerations into the system process where appropriate. 


Our primary focus in project management is to deliver an on-time and on-budget 
completion of all contract requirements in an environment that produces the highest quality 
product and result possible for the State of Nevada and its Medicaid constituencies. Infocrossing 
project management is structured to achieve the following objectives: 


• Plan and document the activities and commitments of the project 
• Document software estimates and use those estimates while planning and tracking the 


software project 
• Reach agreements among both individual and group stakeholders involved in the project 
• Ensure affected groups and individuals receive the necessary training to perform their 


roles 
• Track actual results and performance against the project plans 
• Effectively manage issues and track them to resolution 
• Continually and proactively asses and manage risks to the project 
• Take corrective action and manage these actions to completion when results or 


performance deviate from the scheduled plan 
• Document and reflect changes to commitments in the project plan as agreed upon by the 


affected parties 
• Plan and manage the project according to the project’s defined process 
• Establish reporting requirements and communication protocols with the DHCFP Project 


Manager 


Infocrossing’s standard project approach relies on industry-leading, integrated processes 
and tools. We use Project Management Institute’s (PMI’s) standard project management 
methodology, which is documented in the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) 
Guide. Infocrossing combines PMBOK with the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) and 
Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI) Guidelines for Improving the Software Process, 
developed by the Carnegie Mellon University Software Engineering Institute (SEI). We use this 
methodology as a basis for performing, managing, and documenting all project activities. 


Our standard life cycle model for large MMIS projects is the Overlapping Waterfall. The 
Overlapping Waterfall is a model of the software development process in which the constituent 
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major tasks are performed in a specified sequential order. Each major task of the project may be 
initiated before completion of the previous major task, causing an overlap, but with little or no 
iteration. There are several advantages to using this Overlapping Waterfall: 


• Functionality is delivered incrementally, allowing testing to begin earlier than with a 
more traditional approach. 


• The approach enables controlled testing and validation of specific solution components. 
• End-users and other parties have a longer opportunity to become more familiar and 


comfortable with the system. 
• Risk is reduced by confirming functions and operations earlier in the process. 
• The approach allows more time for corrections or adjustments.  


All four phases will be fully integrated into the overall Project Work Plan and supporting 
process plans; additionally, all project work, throughout the entire contract life cycle, is subject 
to the same process and quality standards. Thus, the transition from phase to phase (e.g., 
Requirements Validation & Demonstration to Operations) can be expected to proceed as 
smoothly as the transition between any two sequential tasks in the life cycle. 


We recognize that Project Management is an integral component of the project’s success 
and we take great pride in our quality efforts and in meeting our project milestone dates. We use 
our defined procedures, combined with our project management methodology, to meet DHCFP 
timelines. Infocrossing is committed to a successful on-time implementation. We employ 
documented procedures, well-defined plans, strong project management controls, customer 
involvement, and effective communication methods, to meet the time and budget constraints, 
allowing our projects to be implemented on time and on budget with high-quality results. We 
manage our projects according to a consistent, repeatable methodology that enables 
predictability, resource management, and reliable delivery of products and services that meet the 
stated requirements. Examples of Infocrossing’s success with this approach include our on-time 
and on-budget completions of the HIPAA, Pharmacy, and National Provider Identifier (NPI) 
implementation projects for the State of Missouri. 


Our project management approach includes: 


• An overall Project Management Plan with subsidiary plans that address risk 
management and resolution, issue management and resolution, work management, scope 
management, status reporting, and the systems development methodology; a major 
component of this plan is the Infocrossing Software/Application Development and 
Maintenance Plan which is discussed in detail in the remainder of this section. 


• A Project Work Plan (deliverable 8.1.2.1), submitted in WBS format for each Major 
Period/Task: 
o Contract Start-Up: Planning and Administration 
o Contract Start-UP: Requirements Validation & Demonstration 
o Transition 
o Operations 
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For our preliminary Project Plan, please refer to Part 3 Confidential Technical 
Information, Tab XIV Other Reference Materials, Attachment 1. 


• The Communication Plan (deliverable 8.1.2.5), created during Planning and 
Administration and modified as needed in all other phases. This plan defines the modes 
of communication, frequency, schedule, and processes for project stakeholders to 
communicate and interact throughout the project. For a sample of an actual Infocrossing 
Communications Plan, please refer to Part 3 Confidential Technical Information, Tab 
XIV Other Reference Materials, Attachment 3. 


• The Risk Management Plan (deliverable 8.1.2.6), created during Planning and 
Administration. This Plan coordinates the identification, evaluation, and mitigation of 
Project Risks; the detection for and responses to materializing Risks. For a sample of an 
actual Infocrossing Risk Management Plan, please refer to Part 3 Confidential 
Technical Information, Tab XIV Other Reference Materials, Attachment 1. 


• The Quality Management Plan (deliverable 8.1.2.7), created during Planning and 
Administration, which includes the Infocrossing Software Quality Assurance Plan 
component of the project’s overall Software Development Plan, tailored to facilitate and 
incorporate appropriate communications with the State and other stakeholders. For a 
sample of an actual Infocrossing Quality Management Plan, please refer to Part 3 
Confidential Technical Information, Tab XIV Other Reference Materials, 
Attachment 4. 


• The Change Management Plan. Infocrossing recommends that a Change Management 
Plan be developed jointly with the State during Planning and Administration, to address 
the processes by which the project will accommodate requested changes in project time 
frames (17.8.5) and State requested modifications to scope or requirements. For a sample 
of an actual Infocrossing Change Management Plan, please refer to Part 3 Confidential 
Technical Information, Tab XIV Other Reference Materials, Attachment 5. 


Infocrossing will prepare these plans in a collaborative effort with the State, and will maintain 
and update each plan as appropriate to reflect the activities included in each phase. 


Our proposed Project Work Plan and schedule incorporate the following critical activities, each 
required for a successful project implementation: 


Critical Activities for a Successful Project Implementation 


• Project management 
• Software project planning 
• Project training needs identification 
• Risk identification 
• Software project tracking and oversight 
• Change management approach 
• Software configuration management 
• Risk management 
• Integrated software management and 


communications 


• Development 
• Peer reviews 
• Systems testing 
• Software quality assurance 
• Documentation 
• Product training 
• Organizational and cultural change management
• Data conversion 
• Acceptance testing 
• Implementation 
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Critical Activities for a Successful Project Implementation 
• Systems analysis and design 
• Requirements analysis and management 
• Detail design 


• MMIS Certification 
• Operations, maintenance, and support. 


Project tracking and oversight commence using documented procedures once the initial 
planning and start-up activities are completed and the Project Work Plan has been developed 
and approved. We use the Project Work Plan as a basis for monitoring and tracking the activities 
as well as communicating the status. Project tracking and oversight entail monitoring and 
reviewing project accomplishments and results against the documented plan. Oversight activities 
include: 


• Monitor progress and project schedule 
• Manage critical dependencies and critical paths of the project schedule 
• Monitor and reassess risks periodically and at defined project milestones 
• Communicate to the project team 
• Manage change activities using documented change management procedures 
• Document and distribute project status reports 
• Track issues and action items to closure 
• Track defects to closure 
• Monitor and track the budget and costs 
• Review project activities with senior Infocrossing and State management 
• Document lessons learned after each phase of the project 
• Distribute consolidated lessons learned upon project completion 


Project management activities are performed throughout the project’s life cycle, in 
accordance with the Project Management Plan, to monitor the status of activities and update 
tracking documents. 


Throughout the project, Infocrossing fully involves the State in all Project Governance 
activities through regularly scheduled meetings, formal and informal status reporting, walk-
throughs, definition of deliverable formats and processes, collaboration to define requirements, 
risks, and mitigations, availability and responsiveness for questions and consultations, and 
formal sign-off for all deliverables. We believe that the methodology described above is the best 
and most effective approach to project execution. We have successfully used this approach for 
other Medicaid and Medicare contracts. 


Program Management Office (PMO) 


Infocrossing uses PMBOK standards and approaches for all aspects of Project 
Management to ensure optimal management, coordination, effectiveness, and the continuous 
application of best practices. This standard was adopted and approved by the American National 
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Standards Institute (ANSI) which has endorsed PMI's publication of the PMBOK Guide as a 
standard for the profession of project management. 


During Planning and Administration, Infocrossing will establish and staff a Project 
Management Office (PMO). All project leaders will receive support from the PMO resources. 
DHCFP management and staff as designated by the State, subcontractors, and other stakeholders 
and participants, as identified by DHCFP, will interact through the PMO. Infocrossing will use 
the PMO throughout the project life cycle as the project management oversight body. 


The PMO Addresses the Following Needs: 


• Provide Project Management Services, acting as trainer, consultant, and practitioner of Project Management 
practices and techniques 


• Provide a single point of contact for all project information and artifacts 


• Provide a central, customer-focused office to care for the concerns of DHCFP and project stakeholders 


• Provide centralized control of all projects under the control of the PMO 


• Reduce project costs by managing at the PMO level 


• Ensure compliance with a standard project management methodology, including tools, a collaborative 
environment, and communication standards 


• Develop and formalize project management methodologies, apply best practices and standards, and create 
forms and templates to facilitate the development of project estimates, project plans, project schedules, risk 
management, issues management, scope management, quality management, integration management, cost 
management, Human Resources management, procurement management, change management, project 
acceptance and project reports 


• Provide a training progression for project management and project management tools 


• Provide training, coaching, guidance and mentoring to promote a workforce of competent project managers 


• Manage and enforce project priorities 


• Utilizing a collaborative workspace, assist project managers with administrative chores such as project 
schedule creation and update, report production and distribution, and maintaining other project documents 


• Maintain and apply methods, processes, and metrics 


• Review and audit the implementation of project management in the enterprise to ensure good project 
management practices are being applied and provide assistance in complying with standard project 
management practices (training, coaching, and mentoring), emphasizing collaborative rather than punitive 
processes 


• Conduct, report on, and collect information from project reviews 


• Receive, consolidate, and distribute information for all projects 


• Provide assistance in selecting and analyzing projects 


• Provide project metrics and a project dashboard or scoreboard for a variety of views throughout the enterprise 


• Ensure critical projects are on time and within the budget by providing objective accountability and review at 
every stage, from initiating to closing 


• Serve as a central point of control and communications for issues and risks across all tasks 


• Increase communication and coordination across tasks 


• Conduct all quality assurance functions for the project 


• Implement process improvement initiatives 
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The PMO Addresses the Following Needs: 
• Collect, track, and report on all Service Level Agreements (SLA). 


The PMO will be established at project initiation during Planning and Administration and 
membership / functions modified as needed for successive phases. Infocrossing will continue to 
manage the project through a revised PMO during the Operations Phase. We believe this 
approach promotes consistency, quality, and helps us assure the State that all aspects of our 
successful PMO infrastructure will continue to be available to the project. At the conclusion of 
the Transition, the PMO will update the Project Management Plan to address the Operations 
Period, as required. 


The PMO will conduct all project management and oversight functions. The PMO will be 
structured for maximum effectiveness through: 


• Employing an enterprise-wide approach to the structuring the PMO to ensure 
representation and oversight of all areas of project management, rather than only the 
technical aspects 


• Focusing on methods, processes, and metrics to achieve uniformity, objective 
measurement, and effective reporting 


• Providing a web-based capability that furnishes on-demand access to PMO project 
artifacts and information to all authorized members 


• Using a standardized set of proven, effective, and relevant tools that each support project 
management functions and occupy marketplace leadership positions. 


For a sample of Infocrossing’s Policies and Procedures pertaining to PMO Management, please 
refer to Part 3 Confidential Technical Information, Tab XIV Other Reference Materials, 
Attachment 17.8. 


Configuration Management Overview 


Infocrossing has a long history of successful workload transitions, conversions, and ongoing 
business operations, including over 18 years of successful performance for the State of 
Missouri. A critical aspect of our Project Management methodology is providing the assurance 
that all of the systems software and business documents we produce and support are properly 
maintained, up-to-date, accurate, and available. 


Configuration Management is defined as a discipline that provides the methods and tools to 
identify and control work products, particularly software, throughout development and 
maintenance activities of an SDLC. Configuration Management activities include: 


• Identification and establishment of baselines 
• Review, approval, and control of changes 
• Tracking and reporting of changes 
• Audits and reviews of the evolving products 


  Infocrossing uses 
comprehensive configuration 


management processes 
throughout the project for 


both systems and non-systems 
project artifacts to prevent 


unauthorized changes. 
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Configuration Management is the means through which the integrity and traceability of the 
software and work products of a system are recorded, communicated, and controlled during both 
development and operations phases. 


Infocrossing’s MMIS Configuration Management approach is based on the CMM Key 
Process Area (KPA) 7.6 process in use by Infocrossing to manage current MMIS and our other 
commercial systems. Our plan also addresses the management of changes to the various work 
products produced during the Transition Period. In addition, our Configuration Management 
Plan describes the practices that will be used to control changes to systems software and work 
products during the engagement’s Operations Period. 


As reflected in our existing Configuration Management plans, the time and effort we have 
expended to develop our unique and sophisticated Configuration Management processes 
demonstrate our full commitment to ensuring the stability and reliability of our systems. The 
controlled Configuration Management processes that we consistently follow result in accurate 
and timely processing of changes which, in turn, results in a stable, controlled development 
environment and later, in accurate and timely Medicaid Program administration for our clients 
and Medicaid constituencies. For a sample of an Infocrossing Configuration Management Plan, 
please refer to Part 3 Confidential Technical Information, Tab XIV Other Reference 
Materials, Attachment 6. 


Infocrossing uses software configuration management procedures to ensure unauthorized 
changes cannot be made between completion of program testing and transfer into the live 
environment. Using the Computer Associates Endevor product as the library management tool 
for mainframe and IBM/Rational ClearCase for open systems, these documented procedures 
verify the baseline and validate the documented and approved changes. 


The following are some of the development and operational work products controlled 
through our Configuration Management discipline: 


• Systems software including programs, copybooks, job control language, file formats, and 
any other information relating to a system or subsystem 


• Requirements Verification Specification 
• Design documents such as the Requirements Validation Document (deliverable 8.6.2.7), 


Detailed System Design (DSD), and detailed data mapping documents 
• Functional area documentation such as process documents and workflows 
• Project specific documents such as Project Management Plans, Quality Assurance Plans, 


Status Reports, and Work Plans 
• Training materials and courses 
• System documentation 
• Operational Desk Top Procedures 
• Manuals 


The PMO tailors our Configuration Management Plan for both mainframe and open systems 
components. The Configuration Management Plan identifies all the software work products to be 
placed under Software Configuration Management control. The schedule of tasks for all project-
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related Configuration Management activities is recorded in the overall project schedule for the 
implementation. The PMO Manager ensures that the project team has adequate personnel, tools, 
and training to perform its Configuration Management functions on the project, and personnel in 
other departments are provided with adequate training and work instructions. 


The Configuration Management Plan is a key component of the Project Plan and is developed in 
parallel with other initial Plan components during the Planning and Administration stage of the 
project. The SCM plan will be submitted to DHCFP for sign-off and the approved plan will serve 
as the basis for all SCM activities on the project. 


Subcontractor Management Overview 


Infocrossing believes that the most effective project team is one that acts seamlessly, without 
regard to organizational boundaries. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the PMO Manager to 
ensure constant coordination among Infocrossing and its subcontractors. Our PMO Manager 
serves as a single point of contact for DHCFP and coordinates client needs across team partners. 


Infocrossing manages subcontractors through a formal approach, controlled by our 
Subcontractor Coordinator, that fully involves them in all aspects of the project related to 
their area of performance. We make no distinction between Infocrossing personnel and 
subcontractors in terms of involvement, responsibilities, and participation. 


Infocrossing practices thorough, effective, and comprehensive project management to 
verify that subcontractors are integrated with the overall Infocrossing operation and that 
their work products and services are timely, satisfactory, compliant with contract requirements, 
and of high quality. We: 


• Select subcontractors on the basis of proven capabilities, stature in the industry, 
qualification of personnel, and previous successful performance 


• Develop strong, binding subcontract language that “flows down” our client’s 
requirements to the subcontractor organization 


• Subject subcontractors to the same management, quality, performance, and ethics 
requirements that we impose on Infocrossing members of the project 


• Include subcontractor representatives in all communications, project decisions, and status 
meetings 


• Require subcontractor submission of written status reports that Infocrossing uses in 
preparing its regular Status Reports 


• Hold regular meetings with each subcontractor to review status, discuss issues, and 
monitor progress 


• Measure and monitor subcontractor performance using the same metrics and standards 
applied to Infocrossing staff 


• Exercise financial monitoring and oversight to verify submitted subcontractor time 
reporting, billing, and expenses 
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17.8.1 Project Integration Overview 


17.8.1 Project integration to ensure that the various elements of the project are properly 
coordinated. 


Project level integration and coordination are the fundamental duties of the PMO. As 
outlined by both the State in its RFP, and expanded upon in our response, there are numerous 
distinct named components to the overall Plan, such as the Risk Management Plan covering both 
Risk and Issues, , the Communications Plan, the Resourcing Plan, the Work Breakdown 
Structure (WBS), and so on. While it is often useful to discuss these component Plans as separate 
entities, in fact they are all tightly interwoven, and depend and rely upon each other for 
successful execution. For example, the Risk Management Plan will identify that a materialized 
Risk is generating one or more Issues. Conversely, Issue Management within the Risk 
Management Plan will define that the recognition of a major Issue creates a Risk. Both entail 
significant communications (Communication Plan), and may result in alterations to Scope 
(Scope Management), resulting in changes to the Project Work Plan (Change Management, 
Project Planning), with possible impacts to Time, Resources, dependencies and so forth. 


During Planning and Administration, the primary and common interactions between these 
planning elements are explicitly defined, when the initial forms of these various constituent 
Plans are finalized and put into effect. These interactions appear in both the process elements of 
the individual Plans (When “X’ happens, do “A”…), and as part of the interface specification of 
each Plan (in the Risk Plan, Issues can create Communication). 


The detailed Project Work Plan (Microsoft Project) and WBS document and drive another 
key element of interaction planning: logical and scheduling dependencies. The PMO utilizes 
this Plan as the hub of integration management for defined tasks and activities. 


Tools aside, in the end it is effective Project Management, executed by the PMO, that is 
essential to successful integration and coordination. Tools can document, tools can suggest, tools 
can notify; tools cannot decide, nor can they supplant expert judgment. 


17.8.2 Project Scope Management Overview 


17.8.2 Project scope to ensure that the project includes all the work required and only the 
work required to complete the project successfully. 


Effective scope management is essential to project integrity since it protects the project 
timeline and resources against unanticipated activities and prevents “scope creep.” Scope 
management depends on advance planning and detailed definition of the work that comprises the 
project. The RFP defines the major tasks and, after contract award and completion of the 
Requirements Validation Sessions, Infocrossing decomposes these tasks into discrete activities 
which are units of work that require no more than 80 man-hours or 10 business days for 
completion. Completion of the tasks and activities results in collective completion of the project 
deliverables. 


Infocrossing has carefully reviewed the requirements of the RFP and designed a Project 
Work Plan for each project Period/Task, that decomposes the tasks and enumerates the 
associated activities, including resources, timeline, and dependencies. The plans are presented in 
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Tab XI “Preliminary Project Plan.” Under Change Management, this Plan will be refined as 
necessary, as the project progresses. Infocrossing will develop and propose a procedure to 
resolve scope disputes. 


The Infocrossing PMO is responsible for project scope management and verifying that 
project work results in acceptance of deliverables that are prepared according to established 
criteria. Infocrossing presents deliverables as described in Proposal Section 8.3, Deliverable 
Submission and Review Process, obtaining signoff from the State for task completion and 
formal written acceptance of each deliverable. The PMO updates the Project Work Plan weekly 
to reflect progress, task completion, and highlight any slippage or resource issues. 


Infocrossing controls scope by documenting and aggressively managing changes through 
our integrated Change Management Process. Infocrossing implements a formal process for 
introducing change requests (as a result of State requests, changing business needs, or discovery 
of additional activities that must be undertaken in order to meet project objectives.) Each change 
is formally evaluated to determine compatibility with project scope i.e., is the change part of the 
intended original scope as defined by the RFP, or an additional work item that is not integral to 
project completion. The Change Management Board makes the ultimate determination of scope 
determinations as described in the formalized Change Management Process. 


If Infocrossing interprets a request as outside the agreed project, we negotiate with the 
State to determine how the change can be accommodated, obtain verification from the State 
that the project scope is to be amended, and perform the required project planning and updating 
to incorporate the change into project activities. If the requested change significantly impacts 
project priorities and timelines, we work with the State to determine whether and how the change 
could be accommodated later in the project. Changes in project scope are inevitable, especially 
on complex and dynamic projects, but Infocrossing’s experience and application of project 
management discipline provides predictability and effective tools and processes to evaluate and 
manage change to protect the project. 


17.8.3 Time Management Overview 


17.8.3 Time management to ensure timely completion of the project. Include defining 
activities, estimating activity duration, developing and controlling the project 
schedule. 


Please refer to response Section 17.8.7 Cost Management, which presents Cost and Time 
Management under a single integrated view. 


17.8.4 Contractor and Subcontractor Issue Management Overview 


17.8.4 Management of contractor and/or subcontractor issues and resolution process. 


Infocrossing recommends integrating Issue Management under a single umbrella process, 
regardless of source: DHCFP, Infocrossing, subcontractors, or any other stakeholder. Therefore, 
we are including our response to Section 17.8.6 Responding to DHCFP Generated Issues. 
Infocrossing also recognizes a close relationship between the disciplines of Issue Management 
and Risk Management (discussed in our response to Section 17.8.10 Risk Management), and 
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recommends that both fall under the integrated purview of a single Risk and Issue Manager 
within the project’s PMO, responsible for the execution of the Risk Management Plan. 


Issues and problems are imminent during all large-scale projects and later through the 
day-to-day operations of complex systems. Infocrossing has a prescribed methodology in place 
to handle the logging, reporting, tracking, escalation, and resolution of issues that may arise 
throughout the life cycle of this project. 


Issues are generally first identified through one of two distinct paths: the result of the 
materialization of pre-identified Risks (please refer to Section 17.8.10 Risk Management); the 
result of regular day-to-day activities that naturally occur during the implementation or 
operations phases of a project. Common day-to-day sources include, but are not limited to: 


• Regular status meetings 
• Internal team meetings 
• Monitoring of workload and inventory metrics 
• Communications between staff members or staff and management 
• Quality Assurance activities and reviews 
• Testing activities 
• Internal or external audits of work products or processes 
• Updates to the Work Plan 
• Walk-throughs and reviews of work products 
• Communication from the Medicaid provider and member constituencies 


Issues may be raised by any DHCFP, Infocrossing, subcontractor, or other team member 
or stakeholder. Issues are communicated to the appropriate manager who initiates steps to 
resolve the problem. Any issue affecting the project that cannot be resolved by the manager is 
reported to the PMO Manager. 


Infocrossing uses custom functionality implemented within SharePoint for handling both 
emergency and routine questions and issues requiring a decision or resolution. This system 
ensures accurate logging and tracking as well as provides an automated escalation capability. 
Once identified, we document the issue and log it in the formal Issues Log. The PMO is 
responsible for maintaining the Issues Log and follows standard, documented procedures for 
maintenance of this log. 


The first step in logging the issue is to determine its 
severity and how it may impact the project. The 
severity of the issue is determined using an estimate of 
the time it may take to resolve that issue, the resources 
needed to correct the problem, and the possible impact of 
the issue on the project. 


During Planning and Administration, Infocrossing & DHCFP will define the parameters for 
categorizing the severity of an issue or problem, as part of the development of the Risk 


We define three levels of 
criticality for issues, specifying 


the resources and expected 
timeframe for resolution. 
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Management Plan. Infocrossing recommends a three-level degree of criticality for classifying an 
issue: 


• Level One issues are those that can be resolved within two business days with minor 
impact to the implementation of the project or ongoing operations 


• Level Two issues are those issues that impact only a portion of the project and will have 
no real consequences to the overall project or operations. These issues should be 
resolvable within five business days. 


• Level Three issues are those which pose an impact or risk to the overall project or to 
day-to-day operations and will take over five business days or additional resources to 
resolve. Under the Risk Management Plan, recognition of a Level Three Issue normally 
causes generation of a related Risk item. 


Lower-level issues are elevated to the next level once the timeframe for resolution passes. Some 
of the items that might be considered level-three issues with impact to the project include: 


• Temporary or permanent increase or decrease in staff 
• Tasks going beyond the scheduled end date, such as delayed deliverables 
• Delays in installing necessary hardware or telecommunications 
• Difference in opinion on how a specific function should be implemented  
• System problems affecting development or production. 


Once the issue has been categorized, Infocrossing follows the defined issues management 
approach: 


• The PMO Manager assigns responsibility to specific team members for issue resolution. 
• The issue is posted to the Issues Log, recording the person responsible, the issue priority, 


a summary of the issue, contacts, and the expected resolution date. 
• The necessary contacts are automatically notified through e-mail. If the issue is 


considered critical, the PMO Manager or designated representative phones the 
Infocrossing and DHCFP contacts to assure everyone is aware of the problem as early as 
possible. 


• The Infocrossing or DHCFP contact then acknowledges receipt of the issue through the 
notification facility. 


• DHCFP determines whether its executive level should be contacted for a decision and if 
so, notifies the appropriate manager. The PMO Manager updates the Issues Log to note 
that the issue has been escalated. 


• Once the issue has been resolved, the contact logs in the resolution along with the actual 
completion date. If the deadline for resolution of the issues passes (as indicated above) 
the PMO Manager is automatically updated online. 


• The resolution is automatically forwarded to the PMO Manager and appropriate DHCFP 
contact. 


Web-enabled Issue Tracking allows authorized personnel, including DHCFP and 
subcontractors to monitor questions and issues as they are received and resolved. 
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Infocrossing leadership, other affected contacts, and functional Project Managers have dynamic, 
secured access to the system. We work with DHCFP to develop project-specific queries from to 
track detail on issues received, issues outstanding, and issues resolved. The designated back-ups 
for the PMO Manager and functional area contacts are responsible for timely responses during 
primary staff absences. 


We use Issue Log information as part of regular project Status Reporting, and include the 
Issues Log as an agenda item in the regular Status Meetings. That way, all interested parties are 
well aware of any open issues, especially those requiring high-level decisions. 


17.8.5 Change Management Overview 


17.8.5 Responding to and covering requested changes in the project time frames. 


Infocrossing is pleased that the State of Nevada has identified the importance of 
recognizing and managing the inevitability of change to Project Schedules and Plans. We 
would like to slightly broaden the scope of our answer to this question to encompass the overall 
topic of Change Management, which covers not only requested changes to time frames, but also 
to underlying scope and requirements. 


Change Management is considered key in delivering a quality system, on time and within 
budget. Change Management does not mean that changes are not allowed. Rather, in recognition 
of the fact that changes will occur, it is a method of reviewing and understanding the impact of 
potential changes prior to implementing them. The control of changes to the software and non-
software artifacts is an essential ingredient to the success of a project. All possible effort must be 
taken to ensure that changes are appropriately and efficiently instituted, that the impact of the 
change with respect to the overall system is understood, and that DHCFP is protected from risks 
associated with requested changes. It is imperative that all staff involved on a project are aware 
of the development scope, objectives, status, and impact of the change process at all times. 


The objective of Change Management is to establish defined baselines and describe how 
changes to those baselines are controlled. Infocrossing recommends the development of the 
initial Change Management Plans during Planning and Administration, with a review for 
possible enhancement or modification of the Plan for each of the project phases, tailored to the 
specific phase activities and objectives: 


• Planning and Administration -- The Change Management Plan addresses defining and 
implementing the change management process and reporting and managing significant 
changes to the initial tasks that comprise project initiation and requirements definition 
and validation. At the completion of this Phase, Project Scope and Plans are defined in 
great detail, establishing the baseline for the Transition Phase 


• Transition – Starting with the well understood baseline established by Planning and 
Administration, transition encompasses both the Technology (installation, 
development/modification, testing and transition) and Fiscal Agent (staffing, training and 
transition) activities. This plan manages changes to the systems design and controls and 
manages approved changes in project scope. 
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• Operations – The Change Management Plan for ongoing operations ensures that routine 
changes, as well as major future system enhancements, are effectively managed within 
the operational environment. 


Although Change Management processes usually address only systems-related changes, the 
Infocrossing Change Management Plan manages non-systems project changes (e.g., 
development of a new manual) as well, using the approaches and processes described in this 
section. Additionally, the Change Management process is used to identify potential project scope 
changes and to determine how these should be resolved. 


The Change Management Plan for the project will be described in the Project Plan and 
agreed to as part of the sign-off by applicable Infocrossing and DHCFP management 
representatives. 


The Change Management Board (CMB) oversees and manages changes identified for the 
engagement. The Change Management Board is formed at the beginning of Planning and 
Administration. This board is responsible for developing the Change Management Plan for 
deliverables and artifacts, implementing the plan, monitoring the plan, and reporting on Change 
Management activities. In addition to senior DHCFP project representation, the following 
Infocrossing project members usually participate on the Board: 


• Account Manager 
• PMO Manager 
• IT Manager 
• Operations Manager 


Infocrossing works with the State to determine CMB membership and DHCFP has the 
option to designate other or additional participants for board membership. 


The purpose of the CMB is to establish an appropriate baseline (or set of baselines) for the 
engagement, evaluate and approve or disapprove proposed changes to the baseline, ensure 
the approved changes are implemented, and make project scope decisions. Specific 
objectives or roles of the CMB include: 


• Define Project Baselines 
• Determine and describe what work products should be placed under Configuration 


Management for the project, what level of control is necessary for managing changes to 
each set of work products (e.g., Requirements Analysis Document, Detailed Systems 
Design, software elements, systems elements, etc.), and at what point the work products 
should be placed under the Configuration Management control. 


• Authorize changes to the baseline. 
• Determine “promote” methodology and audit requirements (i.e., describe how authorized 


changes will be incorporated into the baseline and deliverables accepted into the next 
project phase or environment, including any audit reports required at these control points. 


• Define any additional Configuration Management review and status reporting 
requirements for the project. 
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• Determine future meeting requirements for the CMB, including tailoring Infocrossing’s 
CMB procedures to meet the project’s needs. 


The Change Management process is the responsibility of the PMO Manager who facilitates 
CMB meetings and performs administrative and reporting functions. 


Change Requests are submitted according to a formal process that is defined in the Change 
Management Plan that include processes for submitting a change, required information, change 
request update procedures, change status checking, and decision notification. 


On a regularly-scheduled basis that Infocrossing determines with DHCFP, the CMB 
reviews and approves changes. The CMB reviews changes for impact to the project in 
conjunction with the project’s definition of “significant change.” The PMO Manager works with 
DHCFP representatives to develop the project’s definition of “significant change” (i.e., the 
tolerable change-impact threshold during the course of the project which, when expected to be 
exceeded, will require re-planning of the project schedule and sign-off by applicable DHCFP and 
Infocrossing management). Changes may be approved, disapproved, returned to the requester for 
additional information, or approved in modified form. Approved changes must be formally 
signed-off by the CMB, after which the PMO incorporates them into the project management 
and tracking process. 


Non-software work products associated with the project, including, but not limited to 
Software Development Plan components, baseline project schedule, test scripts, test results, 
and documentation are appropriately managed and controlled. The Change Management 
Plan defines this process and documents the specific steps. For each set of work products, the 
methodology and responsibility for ensuring appropriate levels of change, security, and version 
control are explicitly assigned. 


Infocrossing works with DHCFP during the early stages of Planning and Administration to 
define the detailed types of changes under the purview of the Change Management process. 
Infocrossing customizes our existing Change Management Plan (which has been used 
successfully on previous major Infocrossing projects) to reflect these decisions and the processes 
approved by the State. 


To record, track, and report on Change Requests and the status of the Change 
Management function, Infocrossing will utilize IBM/Rational’s ClearQuest. This web-
enabled tool offers transparency into the Change Management function by making information 
readily accessible to all authorized project stakeholders, as well as furnishing an efficient, easy-
to-use, and powerful tracking and reporting capability. 


17.8.6 DHCFP Generated Issues 


17.8.6 Responding to DHCFP generated issues. 


Please refer to Infocrossing’s response to Section 17.8.4 Contractor/Subcontractor Issue 
Management and Resolution, which incorporates a unified approach to Issue Management. 
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17.8.7 Cost Management Overview 


17.8.7 Cost management to ensure that the project is completed within the approved 
budget. Include resource planning, cost estimating, cost budgeting and cost control. 


Cost management addresses the cost of the resources required to complete project 
activities. PMI defines cost management through three core processes: cost estimating, cost 
budgeting, and cost control. These processes are typically integrated and conducted iteratively as 
the project progresses. Cost estimating establishes the cost budget associated with the activities 
required to meet the project schedule. The cost budget is a time-phased baseline used in the cost 
control process to monitor and measure project performance and the impact of corrective actions 
on the estimate at completion. 


To create valid Cost Estimates requires accurate valuations of activity durations and 
resource requirements. Infocrossing commonly uses a combination of Expert, Top-down 
(Analogous) and Parametric estimation techniques, as the situation dictates. Three-Point 
estimation is sometimes applied as a cross-check for the more quantitative techniques, or applied 
as an additional layer when PERT analysis is indicated. 


Infocrossing’s project management approach focuses on managing time through the 
accurate definition of tasks and activities, appropriate sequencing, and level-of-effort 
estimation to determine duration and resource requirements. As the activities become fully 
defined and interrelated dependencies identified, we refine the Project Work Plan which 
incorporates the project schedule. After establishing the project schedule baseline, that schedule 
becomes a critical project management tool for monitoring schedule performance, tracking the 
incorporation of approved changes, and evaluating the effectiveness of implemented mitigation 
and corrective actions. 


Infocrossing uses time reporting for all project contributors. The time reporting system, 
based on Microsoft’s Project Server 2007/Project Web Access, will be available via the Web for 
team members to report time weekly, by activity and task, and also enter estimated remaining 
work time for each activity. The applicable Infocrossing Project Manager reviews and approves 
these submissions. This process updates the Project Work Plan and produces summary reports 
for the PMO Manager’s review. This information forms part of the input to the Status Report. 


Infocrossing has successfully used similar approaches internally to manage and report project 
time on major implementation efforts in the past. This process allows for timely and accurate 
availability of performance metrics and status reporting. The web portal environment enables 
sharing of project time and schedule information with authorized stakeholders throughout the 
project. 


The PMO tracks the effort/costs and size and reports the information to the State and the 
project team so corrective actions can be taken when the effort/costs or size deviate significantly 
from estimates. Formal cost reporting occurs through the Monthly and Quarterly Status Reports 
and any other reports as defined by the State. The PMO compares the actual size and actual 
expenditure of hours and effort over time with the estimates documented in the Project Plan that 
were derived from the approved Requirements Validation Document (deliverable 8.6.2.7). The 
following activities may be conducted: 
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• Use the project’s approved Requirements Validation Document for capturing estimated 
size by element type, effort, cost, and staffing 


• Use time accounting reports for capturing actual effort, cost, and staffing 
• Use approved change requests to adjust the size and effort hour estimates 


The PMO Manager negotiates and documents changes in size, staffing, and cost that affect 
project commitments with the affected groups. The PMO, using the Change Request process 
defined by the Change Management Plan, identifies and closely monitors issues or factors that 
could significantly affect the effort or size of the project’s deliverables. Infocrossing adjusts 
effort, cost, and staffing profile models using available historical data where appropriate, to meet 
the project specific and organizational needs. 


The PMO records the overall project effort and costs (allocated by department reflecting the 
project stages) to manage the effort and cost effectively. The PMO Manager distributes and 
reviews the project’s effort/cost, size, and status on a regular basis. Actual work progress and 
actual expenditures are compared against estimates defined in the Project Work Plan and are 
used to refine the estimates for remaining work. 


The PMO Manager establishes an effort and cost threshold for each department reflecting 
project stages which, when projected to be exceeded, requires action, as defined in the Project 
Plan. A size change threshold is established in the Plan for modification to each requirement 
which, when projected to be exceeded, requires action. The tracking spreadsheets are reviewed 
regularly based on the thresholds established. Productivity and cost data are adjusted to 
incorporate project variables. These adjustments are reflected in the difficulty level of the 
estimates and are monitored continually. 


The PMO Manager tracks project activities and reports project information to the project 
team members so corrective actions can be taken when the actual work deviates significantly 
from the schedule. The PMO Manager compares estimated and actual completion of activities, 
milestones, and other activities. The PMO Manager evaluates impacts on other activities and 
milestones due to late or early completion of software activities, milestones, and other 
commitments. 


The PMO Manager ensures the project components are compared to the documented 
requirements and ensures any problems identified in any of the software work products are 
reported, documented, and tracked to closure (via defect tracking log and issue resolution 
reporting and tracking). 


17.8.8 Resource Management Overview 


17.8.8 Resource management to ensure the most effective use of people involved in the 
project including subcontractors. 


Infocrossing Resource Management approach focuses on the core processes of human 
resources planning, acquiring the project team, project team development, and 
management of the project team. We analyze project requirements to determine the roles, 
responsibilities, reporting relationships and other activities required for project success and 
design a project organizational structure and a comprehensive Resource Management Plan. We 
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ensure that appropriate resources are recruited, prepared, assigned, and available to complete the 
work as specified in the Project Work Plan. 


Infocrossing has carefully reviewed and assessed all requirements of the RFP in order to 
define the optimal project organization and assemble the most qualified staff. Subcontractors 
have been selected based on their ability to bring to this engagement both excellence in 
execution as evidenced by their track records, and unique perspectives on select business, 
operational, and technical areas that will lead to ongoing and significant improvements in 
program efficiencies, quality, and returns. 


During Planning and Administration, Infocrossing reviews the proposed organization with 
DHCFP and determines whether any modifications are needed. Infocrossing develops and 
submits our Staffing Management Plan, which is based on predecessor plans for similar 
implementations. The plan includes updated organization charts, job descriptions, definition of 
responsibilities, and contact information for all staff. To supplement this plan and enable 
effective human resource administration throughout the project, Infocrossing relies on our 
corporate policies and documentation to address the wide variety of staffing management 
activities that must be performed, including, but not limited to: 


• Employee technical and management training 
• Employee retention 
• Ethics and Code of Conduct training 
• Recruiting sources and procedures 
• Career path management 
• Knowledge retention (applied when employees leave Infocrossing or the project to ensure 


that valuable knowledge is retained within the project) 


Infocrossing reports and manages staff time, both ours and our subcontractors, through a 
uniform web-accessible portal. Refer to Section 17.8.7 Cost Management for additional 
details. This tool supports staff time reporting by both activity and project. The tool provides 
access for inquiry purposes to all authorized users and has extensive reporting capabilities that 
we will use to develop requested DHCFP reports. 


17.8.9 Communications Management Overview 


17.8.9 Communications management to ensure effective information generation, 
documentation, storage, transmission and disposal of project information. 


Effective Communications Management is comprised of two components: a technical 
infrastructure with procedures for its operation; a Communications Strategy and Plan that 
defines what is communicated, to whom, when, and why. While Section 17.8.9’s wording 
strongly implies a focus on documentary communication, Infocrossing believes that the overall 
Communication Infrastructure should additionally address transitory communication. 


Throughout our extensive transition and conversion experience, Infocrossing has learned 
the importance of constant and effective communication among all stakeholders involved in a 
project. Infocrossing’s philosophy is that “early and often” communication is instrumental for a 
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successful workload transition and to facilitate expectations, performance and strong business 
relationships among all parties during day-to-day business operations. Developing strong 
business relationships based on trust and respect is essential for the overall success of any large-
scale project. Consistent and regular communication is key to keeping all stakeholders involved 
and to manage expectations and outcomes. Our considerable experience in managing large 
projects with multiple partners and external entities has shown us that good communications 
begin with a sound Communication Plan. 


Communication Infrastructure 


All tools used for document/information communication must satisfy several requirements 
in common: 


• Is it secure? 
• Is it easy to use? 
• When appropriate, can it be reached across the Internet, without seriously compromising 


security? 
• Can it be accessed without deploying heavyweight software to client PC’s? For example, 


is a common Internet Browser a useful access point? 
• Does it provide cost-effective value? 
• Is it easy and intuitive to use? 


These communication infrastructure tools have all been chosen with those common requirements 
in mind. 


Microsoft SharePoint Server 2007 (MOSS) will be used as the hub tool at the core of 
implementing the Communication Management Plan. This is a highly effective Document 
and Content Management Tool that integrates seamlessly with standard Microsoft Office tools 
such as Word, Excel, and Visio, and almost as easily supports almost any content type that can 
be stored as a “file”, such as Adobe PDF’s, Images, Graphics and so forth. SharePoint is heavily 
used daily by many Business Units of Infocrossing, including its Medicaid and Medicare 
organizations, Datacenter Operations, and Engineering Teams. 


SharePoint provides a secure and encrypted web browser interface between the user’s 
desktop and its central repository. User authentication integrates seamlessly with the same 
Directory Service used for Microsoft Local Area Network (LAN) and Email Authentication. 
When logged in to the project’s Microsoft Network, User authentication is inherited from the 
LAN credentials without further authentication (single sign-on). User capabilities may be easily 
configured and controlled based on both their individual User ID, and the placement of their ID 
by administration into one or more User Groups (role based capabilities). Based on a User ID 
and Group membership, SharePoint directly implements the Communication Plan’s document 
access control policies, controlling what information can be viewed, updated, or deleted by a 
User. SharePoint does not display to a User the existence of documents the User is not permitted 
to manipulate. 
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SharePoint directly implements version management and configuration control of all 
desired documents, similar to a programmer’s Source-Code Control System. SharePoint fully 
automates document check-out, locking during revision, document return, and document 
versioning. By default, while SharePoint presents the most current published revision of a 
document, the complete revision / version history is available, and all historical versions can be 
retrieved at will until purged. 


SharePoint directly supports automated Email notification of significant events, when 
desired. For example, an authorized User can subscribe (or be subscribed) to individual 
documents or entire directories, receiving SharePoint generated notifications when an existing 
document is modified or a new document published. SharePoint can also directly insert 
Workflow assignments into Users’ Outlook Tasks, such as “Please review this document for 
draft approval by date …”. 


SharePoint provides an easy to use and sophisticated Document Workflow engine. With 
only moments of work, starting with standardized SharePoint templates, a document 
administrator can create complete document lifecycle workflows that automatically route a 
document through collaborative authorship, internal review and approval, formal “official” 
review for Acceptance / Comment & Revision / Rejection, and final disposition. SharePoint can 
automatically monitor defined deadlines and create reminders and initiate exception and 
escalation processes, such as “must review within 5 days or will notify supervisor”. 


SharePoint is a vehicle to implement document retention and archival policies, as defined 
in the Communications Plan. 


Many “Approved” documents are best converted to Adobe PDF format for general 
publication and dissemination. Of the common broadly accessible document formats, only 
Adobe PDF provides a stable “what the author published is what you see” format, and one that 
can in theory be displayed identically on almost any device or workstation device. While not 
every document artifact of a project or operation needs to be converted to PDF format, all 
documents that will be public facing will generally be presented as a PDF, as will most large and 
complex highly structured internal documents. For internal document management, SharePoint 
will be used to as a repository for PDFs. The Communication Plan documents which document 
artifacts will be converted to PDF for final publishing. 


Email, Instant Messaging, and Shared Desktop Meeting Software will all be utilized by 
significant percentages of the Project Team for transactional communications. 


Infocrossing will implement Email and Calendar Management based on a combination of 
Exchange Server, Outlook Client, and Outlook Web Access (OWA). The Email system will 
present a known Internet Domain Name (name to be determined with the State) to the outside 
world for the sending and receiving of external Internet Email. Both the Outlook Client and 
Internet Browser-based OWA implement secure, authenticated and encrypted communication 
channels between the client PC and the Email server. These Email tools are the internal corporate 
standard for all employees and long-term contract employees of Wipro and Infocrossing. 


MessageLabs Professional Online Desktop (POD) will supply secure Instant Messaging. 
POD provides an Enterprise Class Instant Messaging tool that is securely authenticated and 
encrypted from the client PC to the server. It is compatible with other common Instant 
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Messaging networks, such as MSN, AIM, and Yahoo. POD is a standard Infocrossing corporate 
tool, deployed to all employees and long-term contract employees. 


Shared Desktop and Share Audio Meeting tools are key when coordinating a distributed 
team. Infocrossing has extensive experience with these types of tools, as Infocrossing is a 
broadly geographically distributed organization that frequently holds audio call-in or mixed 
audio and shared desktop meetings to coordinate its daily activities. For Shared Desktop, 
Infocrossing will deploy Microsoft’s Office Live Meeting. This software supports both 
scheduled and ad-hoc meetings ranging from two to hundreds of participants. The meeting 
moderator can display a specific window or their entire desktop to all meeting participants, and 
can pass meeting control around to any desired participant. Infocrossing will use Live Meeting in 
conjunction with BT MeetMe for group phone-call based audio meetings. While Live Meeting 
can in theory supply the audio side of a meeting using Voice Over IP (VOIP), Infocrossing has 
found that in practice Shared Desktop Meeting Software tools are inconsistent in their ability to 
reliably coordinate the audio side of meetings. Infocrossing has determined as an internal best 
practice that meeting results are best when audio is distributed by a dedicated call-in bridge 
supplier distinct from the current most popular Shared Desktop tools. 


Communication Strategy and Plan 


The goal of our communication strategy is to develop a framework that will be used by all 
stakeholders on the project to assure that communication paths and decision processes are fully 
understood by all entities. The Communication Plan will provide input and feedback 
mechanisms to help all involved parties embrace change affecting people, work processes, and 
the environment. The main objectives of this plan are to: 


• Identify roles and responsibilities for communicating all aspects of the project 
• Identify the types of information that are communicated 
• Identify schedules for communicating information on the project 
• Identify the methods for communicating information on the project 
• Provide mechanisms for stakeholder involvement and feedback 
• Establish stakeholder support and buy-off of the project to facilitate co-ownership 


The Communication Plan provides the framework for communication among all entities 
associated with the project, setting expectations for the type and frequency of communication. 
The Communication Plan is a dynamic document with a defined framework for a mutually 
agreed upon set of guiding principles. During the initial stages of Planning and Administration, 
the plan (deliverable 8.1.2.5) is developed using previous plans for similar projects as a basis. 
We meet with DHCFP and other project stakeholders to confirm communication needs and 
incorporate any additional needs. Infocrossing will finalize and submit the plan and obtain 
DHCFP approval in accordance with the process defined in RFP Section 8.3 Deliverable 
Submission & Review Process. Updates and adjustments to the plan are made, as necessary, 
throughout the life cycle of the project. The plan is placed under Configuration Management and 
appropriately versioned as needed. 
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For successive phases of the project, Infocrossing tailors the Communications Plan to the 
activities and DHCFP needs specific to each phase.  


The following sections of our Communication Plan explain our approach to communication 
through the Transition and Operations Phases of this project. In this plan, Infocrossing will 
describe the following: 


• Objectives of this plan 
• Communication Plan documentation and updates 
• References to other documents 
• Definitions 
• Stakeholder identification and management 
• Communication roles and responsibilities 
• Communication methods 
• Risk Management (Risks and Issues) 
• Tracking and updating the Project Work Plan 
• Provider Communications 
• DHCFP and other stakeholder communication 
• Updates to any individual plan elements of the overall Project Plan 


Infocrossing’s approach to communications includes soliciting quality improvement 
feedback and formally recording lessons learned throughout the project. The Infocrossing 
Account Manager and management team will formally meet with DHCFP at the conclusion of 
the project to review this information. 


17.8.10 Risk Management Overview 


17.8.10 Risk management to ensure that risks are identified, planned for, analyzed, 
communicated and acted upon effectively. 


PMI defines the risk planning process as integral to achieving project success. The risk 
planning process consists of the following steps: risk identification, risk assessment, risk 
response planning, and risk monitoring and control. Risk planning determines how we conduct 
project risk management to increase the likelihood of success and minimize the impact of 
realized risks that occur during a project. Infocrossing provides a deliberate and proactive 
process for identifying potential risks and initiating the assessment of the probability and 
potential consequences of an identified risk. 


Risks Management and Issue Management are closely related, but not identical Program and 
Project Management activities: 


• Risks are generally strategic, and are ideally identified and analyzed in advance of their 
possible occurrence. Their probability of occurrence, likely impact, mitigation and 
response strategies, and defined sensors are carefully thought thru as an ongoing planning 
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activity coordinated by the PMO. Once identified, Risks are monitored until they are 
formally retired. 


• Materializing or actualized Risks become Issues. Issues can range from small tactical 
day-to-day events up to the materialization of pre-identified strategic Risks identified by 
the Risk components of the Risk Management Plan. Once identified, Issues are acted 
upon until resolved. See Section 17.1.6 above for additional treatment of Issues identified 
by DHCFP. 


Risk Management focuses on future planning and Issue Management on tactical actions to 
bring about resolution; both are closely related and operate under a single integrated Risk 
Management Plan. They share many elements in common, including impact analysis, 
prioritization, response planning, assignment of responsibility, and monitoring of outcomes. 


The Risk and Issue Management Plan (deliverable 
8.1.2.6) is completed during the Planning and 
Administration Task of the Contract Start-Up Period. 
Using the procedures documented in the approved RIMP, 
Infocrossing will then build upon the preliminary 
assessment presented in Section 17.7.5 of this RFP 
response, to complete the initial risk assessment as part of the Planning and Administration Task. 
This assessment establishes the initial of the Risk Profile and the Risk and Issue Tracking Log, 
the primary tracking and communication vehicles for the project through the successful initiation 
of the Operations period. 


As each Risk is identified, it is entered into the Risk and Issue Tracking Log maintained in 
IBM/Rational ClearQuest. This log is the primary summary-level Status tracking vehicle that 
uniquely identifies each Risk, its current Status, and other related summary information. 


Upon identification, each Risk creates a new Risk Assessment record in the Risk Profile, 
which will be the long term repository for detailed information about the risk, such as impact 
analysis, mitigation plans and response plans. During this exercise, the two main factors we 
evaluate are the probability of the problem occurring and the impact to the project if it does 
occur. The combination of these two factors will help to provide an overall evaluation of risk 
exposure. The key staff members help us understand the different activities that they consider 
high risk. 


During this initial assessment, Risks associated with resources, requirements validation, test data, 
schedules, and other potential impacts will be documented, addressing the following topics: 


• Identify each possible risk 
• Define the cause or causes of the risk 
• Determine the impact of the risk 
• Estimate the probability of the risk occurring 
• Outline a preliminary Mitigation Strategy(s) to help “avoid” the risk 
• Outline a preliminary Response Strategy should the risk occur 
• Initially assign the risk to a responsible operational area and person 


    Infocrossing provides a 
deliberate and proactive 
process for identifying 


potential risks and initiating 
the assessment. 
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This initial Risk Profile is generated during the Planning and Administration Task, and is 
the initiation of the ongoing Risk Management cycle. Upon entry into the Requirements 
Validation and Demonstration task, the Risks identified in the initial Risk Profile will be further 
analyzed, and complete Mitigation Strategies and Response Plans will be developed. Additional 
Risks will enter the full cycle as they are identified. 


Risk Management Cycle 


Once the initial Risk Profile is complete, the risks are organized into industry-accepted 
categories for evaluation and impact analysis, and are fully documented. At this time, all 
stakeholders are asked to review and establish their respective levels of “risk appetite” or, in 
other words, the amount of risk that can be accepted before resultant action must be taken. The 
remaining steps of the risk management cycle are defining suitable responses to each risk, 
gaining partner assurance and agreement on effectiveness of mitigation efforts, developing and 
implementing mitigation processes, and performing subsequent reviews. The entire risk 
management cycle, is a continuous and iterative process that is regularly executed to assure 
changes are routinely evaluated and assessed. 


 
Risk Management Cycle 


Risks are continually monitored and reassessed at key milestones throughout the project 
lifecycle. 


Infocrossing has performed a preliminary, high-level Risk Assessment including an initial 
analysis of the Start-Up, Transition, and Operational periods, based on our experience with 
similar projects. The Risk Assessment Summary, Section 17.7.5, shows the potential risks, 
periods(s) to which they apply, affected entities, and possible Mitigation Strategies. 
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Infocrossing places the Risk Management Plan and Risk Profile under Change 
Management and stores them in the project repository which is available to authorized users via 
the Web. Risks and Issues are tracked and updated, and reviewed monthly. In addition, each 
week as the project status, milestones, issues, and deliverables are reviewed, new risks may be 
added. When that occurs, the identified new risks are examined and analyzed using the same 
methodology as that used to create the original Risk Profile. Risks may also be removed from the 
Profile as part of the monthly status review. 


Risk Management Process 


Infocrossing will identify a resource from the PMO to lead the Risk Management process, 
from Contract Start-Up until the successful entry of the Operations Phase. This role is known as 
the Risk Manager, who with the support of the PMO and individual delivery teams, is 
responsible for implementing the Risk Management Plan.. This process begins at project 
initiation with the development of the initial Risk Profile for the project. 


The Risk Manager is a professional specialist who not only owns and executes the Risk 
Management Plan and processes, but acts as a mentor to individual working teams, to help them 
improve their skills in risk and issue management below the level of those managed by the PMO. 


The Risk Manager is principally responsible for the overall execution of the Risk Management 
Plan, including these duties: 


• Development of individual Risk Assessments, through both direct and delegated 
responsibility. Includes Risk Identification, Analysis, Mitigation & Response Planning, 
and development of Risk Sensors (aka Risk Triggers). 


• Formalization and communication of Risk Plans to all appropriate stakeholders. 
• Chairs and coordinates the regular Risk Management Workgroup meetings. 
• Receives Risk and Issue information from all teams, updating the Risk and Issue Tacking 


Log. 
• Responsible overall for identifying materializing risks by monitoring established Risk 


Sensors. Updates and communicates the overall Risk posture to senior PMO, 
Infocrossing, and DHCFP stakeholders through standardized Status Reporting. 


• Mentors and educates delivery teams on both the PMO level Risk Management Plan and 
on tactical tools and approaches to team level risk and issue awareness. 


The Risk Manager chairs the Risk Management Workgroup, the team level organizational 
structure responsible for the effective ongoing execution of the Risk Management Plan. The Risk 
Management Workgroup includes representation from all major delivery teams, acting as the 
primary liaison between the PMO’s Risk Management function and the day to day activities of 
the working teams. Most members of the Risk Management Workgroup will be full time (hard-
line reporting) members of working teams, with a part time (dotted-line reporting) relationship to 
the Risk Manager. 


The Risk Management Workgroup analyzes and addresses all newly identified risks. Risk 
identification and initial analysis may have been performed at any level in the project: by 
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individual teams up through the PMO itself. Regardless of source, once identified, risks are 
formally managed by the Risk Management Workgroup under the leadership of the PMO’s Risk 
Manager. The workgroup provides team level expertise to assist the Risk Manager to prioritize 
risks, to monitor ongoing risks, and to develop and monitor the action plans relating to a 
materialized or realized risk. The workgroup will: 


• Review identified risks, providing feedback on risk materialization 
• Review, validate, and update risk impact, risk mitigation strategies and risk response 


plans, as appropriate. 
• Develop, monitor, and update resolution plans for materialized risks (Issues). 
• Recommend risks that may be retired 
• Provide overall guidance and feedback to the Risk Manager and PMO on all matters 


concerning Risk Management 


Identify the Risk 


All program teams join the Risk Manager in identifying risks to the overall program. 
Individual delivery teams will formally interface to the Risk Manager through their team’s 
representative on the Risk Management Workgroup. While not limited to identifying only risks 
attendant to their own areas, individual delivery teams will focus on identifying risks to their 
program/project components, whereas the PMO / Risk Manager will focus on overarching 
Program and Project risks. To reduce problems potential to limit the success of the program, 
risks will be identified as early as possible. 


The Risk Log is the set of all Risk entries from the combined Risk and Issues Tracking 
Log: it is the key communications tool used during risk identification. The Risk Log holds a 
permanent record of all risks identified over the duration of the Program, even those that are 
analyzed and dismissed immediately. While the Risk Manager has overall responsibility for the 
Risk Log, any member of the team may identify a risk and create an entry in the log to initiate 
the Risk Management Process. 


The Risk Log contains many data elements, some of which will likely be empty when a risk is 
first identified. Changes to the Risk Log will be recorded in an audit trail. For example, over its 
lifetime a Risk may transition through several Risk Owners. Each change of ownership will be 
recorded and available in the Risk Log. The minimum information that will be carried in the 
Risk Log is: 


Risk Log Data Elements 
Element Purpose 


Risk ID A unique identifier assigned to each Risk upon initial entry in the 
log. Mandatory at Risk Identification. 


Created By Identity of the named individual who created the initial entry for 
this risk in the Risk Log. Mandatory at Risk Identification. 
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Risk Log Data Elements 
Element Purpose 


Identification Date The date the risk was first identified. May not equal exact date 
the Risk Log entry is created. Mandatory at Risk Identification. 


Risk Name A short summary description of the risk, sufficient to clarify its 
content and intent. Mandatory at Risk Identification. 


Risk Owner The individual who currently holds ownership of the Risk. Often 
“PMO: Risk Unassigned” at initial Risk Identification. 


Status The high level status of the risk. Often “Unassigned” at initial 
Risk Identification. Includes: 


Unassigned Entry created, not yet assigned to a Risk Owner 
Evaluating Risk Owner assigned, initial evaluation underway 
Planning Formal development of Mitigation Plan, Risk Sensors, and 


Response Plans is in progress. 
Monitoring Planning completed, Risk Sensors established, monitoring is 


underway; no Risk Sensors have been triggered. 
Materializing One or more Risk Sensors have triggered, and Risk is deemed 


to be materializing. Action Plans developing and/or executing 
Materialized Risk has actualized. Action Plans executing. 
Holding A Risk is deemed low-priority, not sufficient to justify 


complete formal Planning, but is not deemed fully “Retired”. 
Retired Risk has been retired. Neither further monitoring nor actions 


are required. 
Risk Priority High level assessment that combines elements of qualitative and 


quantitative assessment of Probability and Impact. During 
Evaluation / Qualitative Analysis, represented by three tiers: 2 
(Low) through 4 (High). After Quantitative Analysis, represented 
on a five-tier scale: 1 (Nominal) through 5 (Critical). 


Risk Probability Evaluation of the percentage chance of the risk occurring, 
represented by 1 (Very Low) through 5 (Very High). Optional at 
Risk Identification, becomes mandatory during Evaluation. 


Impact Level Rating of the impact, on a 1 (Negligible) to 5 (Critical) scale. 
Optional at Risk Identification, becomes mandatory during 
Evaluation. 


Impact Description Short statement of the quantified impact should the risk 
materialize. Optional at Risk Identification, becomes mandatory 
at conclusion of Evaluation. 
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Risk Log Data Elements 
Element Purpose 


Has Mitigation Plan Y/N indicator: is a Mitigation Plan in place? Optional at Risk 
Identification. 


Mitigation Plan Due Date the Mitigation Plan is due. Mitigation Plan is responsibility 
of the Risk Owner. Optional at Risk Identification. 


Has Response Plan Y/N indicator: is a Response Plan to correct a materialized Risk 
in place? Analysis may create a preliminary Response Plan or 
Strategy. A full Plan becomes mandatory when a Risk 
materializes. 


Response Plan Due Date a Response Plan is due from the Risk Owner. 


Assign Risk Ownership 


Every Risk will be assigned a Risk Owner by the PMO. The Risk Owner is a named 
individual who is responsible for documenting the risk, and takes primary lifecycle responsibility 
for it, including: overseeing the establishment of Risk Sensors to detect the materialization of a 
developing Risk; ongoing monitoring of those Sensors; development of a Mitigation Plan for the 
Risk, development of a preliminary Response Strategy or Plan for execution should the Risk 
materialize; development of a mandatory Response Plan when a Risk materializes. 


The Risk Log will be updated by the Risk Manager to reflect assignment of or changes in Risk 
Ownership. 


Evaluate the Risk 


Risk Evaluation analyzes the identified Risk and determines its potential impact and 
probability of occurrence. 


The Evaluation step is crucial for assigning an initial Risk Priority. Risk evaluation is the 
initial responsibility of the Risk Owner. The Owner’s evaluation is forwarded to the Risk and 
Issue Manager, and presented/discussed by the Risk Management Workgroup. The Workgroup 
may accept the evaluation as is, modify it, or request further evaluative actions by the Risk 
Owner. 


Initial Qualitative (preliminary) Risk Evaluation will rate risks on a three-tier scale of Low, 
Medium, or High, using the Risk Priority field. This initial qualitative assessment is based on 
size and complexity of an undertaking, level of effort, cost, potential impact to schedule, staff 
experience, and several other project attributes. Qualitative Evaluation allows the PMO to 
initially prioritize a Risk, and specifically to decide if a full Quantitative Risk Analysis should be 
undertaken. All risks accepted as having a qualitative Risk Priority rating of Medium or High 
will undergo Quantitative Risk Analysis; Quantitative Analysis is optional for risks evaluated as 
Low. 
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Quantitative analysis rates Risk Probability on a five-tier scale (Very Low through Very 
High) for probability of occurrence, and Risk Impact using a five tier scale (Negligible 
through Critical) for impact should the risk materialize. From these ratings, the Risk 
Manager, with the advice and guidance of the Risk Management Workgroup, will assign an 
overall Risk Priority on a five tier scale ranging from nominal risk exposure through critical risk 
exposure. 


Set Acceptable Risk Level 


While a preliminary Risk Priority is assigned by Risk Evaluation, stakeholder management 
is formally engaged to determine their level of tolerance for a particular risk. While the 
following protocol is recommended, stakeholder management may override this default action. 


Risks deemed a Medium or higher Risk Priority will undertake complete formal Risk 
Planning, including the development of formal Mitigation and Preliminary Response Plans by 
the Risk Owner. Risks deemed a Priority Nominal or Low may be assigned for Mitigation and 
Preliminary Response planning, at the discretion of the PMO, Risk and Issue Manager, and risk 
stakeholder management. 


All risks assigned a Risk Priority of Medium or higher require the definition of formal Risk 
Sensors, by default. 


Triage to determine next Step 


At the completion of Evaluation, the Risk is triaged into one of three possible States, which 
determines the next action to be undertaken: Planning, Holding, or Retired. 


Significant Risks enter Planning, which develops and institutes formalized Mitigation Plans to 
minimize the chance of a Risk materializing; Risk Sensors to detect risk materialization; 
Response Plans to minimize the impact of a materialized Risk. 


Minor Risks may be placed on Hold, which defers comprehensive planning and monitoring 
without completely Retiring (dismissing) the Risk. 


Inconsequential or false Risks may be immediately Retired (dismissed). A Retired Risk is no 
longer monitored nor planned for, unless it is re-raised at a later time. 


Planning 


All significant Risks enter the Planning Phase, during which the Risk Owner is responsible for 
three key deliverables that become part of the Risk’s Assessment within the overall Risk Profile: 
a Mitigation Plan, one or more Risk Sensors, and a preliminary Response Plan. Upon successful 
completion of Planning, the Risk will enter Monitoring, where the identified Risk Sensors are 
operational. 


A Risk Mitigation Plan will be developed and overseen by the assigned Risk Owner. The 
Risk Mitigation plan identifies actions that will be undertaken to minimize either or both of the 
probability of the Risk materializing, or the potential impact of the risk should it materialize. 
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One or more Risk Sensors are defined and installed to monitor the Risk. The purpose of 
these sensors is to detect if an identified Risk is materializing i.e. its probability of occurring is 
increasing or is beyond an acceptable threshold, and further explicit actions have become 
mandatory. 


Risk Sensors should be as quantitative as possible. While sensors may occasionally be 
qualitative, it is preferable that they be defined in objective quantitative terms. It is the 
responsibility of the assigned Risk Owner to oversee the development, placement, and ongoing 
monitoring of the Sensors defined for their Risk(s). 


Minimally, a preliminary Risk Response Plan will be established at this time. This 
represents a short statement of the actions that will be undertaken if the Risk materializes i.e. one 
or more Risk Sensors are triggered. 


Optionally, a comprehensive Risk Response Plan may be created in advance of a Risk 
materializing, and is always created if a Risk does materialize, generating an Issue. A Risk 
Response Plan is the detailed response to a Risk. Creation, and if required, execution of a Risk 
Response Plan is the responsibility of the Risk Owner, with coordination of the Risk 
Management Workgroup and Risk Manager. 


Monitoring 


Once Risk Sensors are in place, a Risk moves to the “Monitoring” Status. During 
monitoring, the Risk Owner evaluates the Risk Sensors and other criteria to determine the 
ongoing dynamic behavior of the identified Risk. During this time in a Risk’s lifecycle, the Risk 
Owner is also monitoring and overseeing the Mitigation Plan, and its effectiveness in reducing 
the either the probability of the Risk’s materializing and/or its potential. The Risk Manager is 
responsible for updating the Risk Manager on the ongoing status of the Sensors and the 
Mitigation Plans, who in turn updates the Risk Management Workgroup and PMO. 


The objective during the “Monitoring” phase is to Retire the Risk. A Retired Risk is one that 
no longer requires either any action or monitoring, and is therefore totally closed. Several actions 
may result in a Risk’s formal Retirement: 


• Successful mitigation. For example, the program may re-schedule work to move a risky 
project thread out of the critical path, fully mitigating a delivery time risk. 


• Expiration. A Risk has simply expired without materializing. For example, a deliverable 
timeframe considered a project risk has passed, with the deliverable on time. 


• Acceptance. A Risk is simply accepted by its senior management stakeholders. This 
method of retiring a Risk is typically used for Risks that either carry a minor and fully 
acceptable impact (the cost of monitoring/mitigating exceeds the Risk), or for which 
there appears to be no practical Mitigation or Action Plan. 


Risk Materialization 


When Risk Sensors show that the probability or potential impact of a Risk is increasing 
beyond a triggering threshold, the Risk Owner moves the Status to “Materializing”. This 
indicates a heightened awareness of the Risk, and for High Priority Risks (normally 3 or higher), 
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this immediately triggers a review by the Risk Owner, Risk Manager, and Risk Management 
Workgroup of the Risk. Mitigation Plans may be revised; more comprehensive Response Plans 
prepared or moved into place for execution. 


A Materialized Risk is one that has arrived: it is no longer a probabilistic future event, it is 
now an actuality. Materialized Risks generate Issues (though not all Issues are of sufficient 
significance to have been identified in advance as Risks). Materialized Risks require the 
activation and management of their Risk Response Plans. Normally, at least Preliminary versions 
of Response Plans will have been put in place in advance of materialization, when the Risk’s 
initial Risk Priority rating was evaluated as High, or the Risk was identified as in the process of 
materializing. 


Review Effectiveness 


Activated Risk Response Plans are reviewed for their effectiveness. Once a Risk has 
materialized, and its Risk Response Plan activated, that Plan’s execution is continuously 
monitored by the Risk Owner 


Risk Status Summary Reporting 


One of the primary responsibilities of the Risk Manager is the preparation and 
presentation of the Risk Status to senior stakeholders. The Risk Status is a very high level 
review document of all current (non-retired) Risks, one row per Risk. For each active Risk, it 
summarizes a mix of quantitative and qualitative information taken from the Risk Log and other 
sources. It includes: 


• Risk ID and short Description 
• Current Risk Status 
• Current Risk Owner 
• Has Mitigation Plan (Y/N) 
• Mitigation Plan Due Date 
• Has Action Plan (Y/N) 
• Action Plan Due Date 


Most importantly, for the three Risk Evaluation Criteria of Risk Probability, Impact Level, 
and their derivative Risk Priority, the Risk Dashboard will provide recent historical, 
current, and prospective predictions of these three crucial indicators. The standardized 
frequency of this summary report remains to be mutually determined by Infocrossing and 
DHCFP, as part of the adoption of the Risk Management Plan. For each of these three indicators, 
each Risk Status report will present by default from left to right the most recent 5 evaluations 
(oldest is leftmost, through last reporting period); their current evaluation; projections for the 
next 2 reporting periods. Each evaluation will be presented both as its numerical value (1 to 5), 
and as a color-coded value (1 = “Green” through 5 = “Red”).
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17.9 Quality Management Overview 


17.9 Quality Assurance 
Vendors must describe the quality assurance methodology and processes 
utilized to ensure that the project will satisfy DHCFP requirements as outlined 
in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16) of this RFP. 


PMI defines Quality Management as a combination of quality planning, assurance, and 
control. Quality Planning includes identifying the relevant quality processes, measurements, and 
performance standards. Quality Assurance is the systematic application of quality processes and 
activities to ensure project performance will meet requirements. Quality Assurance is also the 
process area to pursue continuous process improvements, initiatives, and activities. Quality 
Control focuses on specific project results to determine compliance with the quality standards 
and eliminate unsatisfactory deviations. Thus, Quality Control focuses on defect identification 
and correction of defect conditions on deliverables within the project, while the previously 
discussed Quality Assurance process area is focused on ensuring that quality controls involve 
establishing the appropriate metrics and quality processes to ensure project objectives are met. 


Wipro and Quality 


Wipro, Infocrossing’s parent company, has been an industry leader in the application and 
exploitation of Quality Management processes, beginning in 1993. Wipro’s approach to 
quality begins with the Wipro Quality Policy: 


“Achieve customer satisfaction by providing defect free products and services on time.” 


To this end, Infocrossing places a strong emphasis on Defect Prevention. 


At the root of our approach to quality management are the quality processes developed and 
utilized to deliver results to our customers. The focal point in achieving process excellence is 
to consistently provide on-time, on-budget deliveries, with low project risk and a reduced defect 
rate. Wipro’s in-house developed tools and methodologies are built around ISO, SEI and Six 
Sigma methodologies, and enhance the quality of its solutions. Infocrossing will be drawing 
upon a combination of both its own experience in Quality Management as applied to Healthcare 
solutions and technology operations, and Wipro best-practices and tools to support project and 
quality management. 


Wipro has achieved key quality certifications relating to: 


• ISO 9001 for process mapping 
• SEI-CMM Level 5 for software process improvement 
• Six-Sigma initiative for defect and cycle time reduction 
• PCMM for people involvement in quality initiatives 
• CMMi for an integrated software process 


Wipro is a leader in quality, having pioneered numerous quality initiatives in the IT 
services sector. Wipro’s quality journey began in the year 1993 when it first started working 
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towards setting its quality system in line with the ISO 9000 quality system standards. Since then, 
Wipro has never looked back and has always endeavored to align with the updated standards. 


 
Wipro’s Quality Journey 


Select highlights of Wipro’s quality journey are: 


• Wipro was first ISO certified in the year 1995, and since has maintained quality 
standards and acquired up to date re-certifications. Wipro is ISO 9000:2000 certified as 
per the revised ISO standards in 2001. Wipro is also TL-9000 certified, which means that 
its quality system addresses and implements procedures for executing telecom projects as 
well. 


• Wipro Technologies has the distinction of being the first software services company 
in the world to achieve the acclaimed SEI-CMM Level 5 rating. 


• Wipro is the world’s first company to be assessed at the SEI PCMM Level 5. 
• In addition to the above, Wipro became the world’s 1st SEI-CMMI Level-5 software 


services company (version 1.1 SE/SW/IPPD). CMMI stands for Capability Maturity 
Model Integration, and was developed by the Software Engineering Institute of United 
States of America (version 1.1 of SE/SW/IPPD was released in Dec'2001). This model 
integrates various disciplines for which separate frameworks existed earlier, such as, 
Systems Engineering, Software Engineering and Integrated Process, and Product 
development. 


• Wipro has pioneered the Six-Sigma methodology in the IT Services industry, and 
has been on the Six Sigma journey since 1996. Having implemented Six Sigma across 
various business units of the corporation, Wipro has achieved the Sigma level of 5.11 as 
of April 2002. In addition, Wipro has evolved its own methodology for developing Six 
Sigma Software. 


This focus on quality processes has resulted in better project schedule adherence, reduced 
error rates, better estimation capabilities and minimization of rejections. Wipro’s quality 
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initiative has resulted in its ability to consistently deliver outputs to its customers on time, on 
budget, and in full conformance with specifications. 


Quality Assurance from Planning Through Transition to Operations 


From Planning and Administration through Transition, quality processes will emphasize 
Project Management centric principles of quality. Upon entrance into the Operations Phase, 
the emphasis shifts to Operational Service Quality metrics, while still maintaining sound 
processes for residual system technical maintenance and change requests. 


The same underlying framework is common to both environments, the Project and the 
Operational. The overall process is a closed loop: 


• Preliminary Quality Planning, at Phase beginning and iterated 
o Identification of remaining Quality Issues / Concerns from prior phases 
o Identification of tools and best practices applicable to the phase 
o Identification of common / probable defects or threats to quality 


 Classify and Prioritize using Pareto Analysis (the formalization of the popular 
“80/20” rule) 


 Develop and pre-position corrective and preventative action plans 
 Identify preliminary Triggers to be used to measure Quality. Typical Triggers are: 
• Deviation in project, operational, cost, defect or other metrics 
• Customer feedback / complaints 
• Audit and assessment results 


• Update Quality Plan 
• Institute / Update Phase-appropriate Metrics and Triggers, and begin monitoring 
• Upon materialization of a Quality Trigger: 


o Conduct a Root Cause Analysis 
o Identify corrective and further preventative actions, execute as appropriate 
o Track effectiveness of corrective and preventative actions 


• Iterate 


Veloci-Q: Wipro’s and Infocrossing’s Quality Management System 


Wipro has a well-defined and proven quality management system called VelociQ. VelociQ, 
Wipro’s integrated quality methodology, synergistically leverages the ISO 9001, SEI-CMM, and 
Six Sigma quality models, to deliver on critical business objectives. Infocrossing will be fully 
utilizing Veloci-Q as the basis of its approach to Quality Management during this engagement. 
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Wipro’s Quality Management Approach 


Veloci-Q provides a systematic methodology to the project teams, for effectively 
performing project engineering and management activities. Veloci-Q is built around ISO 
standards and guidelines, SEI CMM recommended processes and practices, and Six Sigma. 
Veloci-Q’s Quality Manual states the overall intentions and directions of Wipro Technologies 
with respect to quality policies. It describes the quality system and defines the processes and 
procedures for implementing the same. Our Quality System is organized into three layers, 
depicted as: 


 
Quality System 


Policies are specific statements of principle or guiding action that imply clear management 
commitment. Policies percolate down in the form of procedures, guidelines, forms/templates, 
and checklists. 
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Procedures are derived to meet those objectives of the policies, which have been stated in the 
Quality Manual. Each procedure will be associated with activities, and describe the following: 


• The activity to be performed 
• Identify the person who is responsible for the activity 
• How would the activity be performed 
• The corresponding work product of the activity 


Procedures address all areas of project execution, and are defined for almost all activities 
pertaining to project execution and management. Some of the procedures in our Quality System 
are: 


• Project Initiation  
• Project Planning  
• Project Monitoring and Control  
• Product Integration 
• Project Closure 
• Estimation  
• Life Cycle Models 
• Metrics Collection and Analysis 
• Testing 
• Configuration Management 


Guidelines, Templates, and Checklists provide teams the daily working tools they need to 
deliver, in support of the Policies and Procedures. Guidelines are suggestions for project 
engineering and project management activities. Describing the procedures for project execution, 
guidelines may be adapted to suit project specific requirements. Forms and Templates are used to 
document the execution of activities. Checklists are triggers for ensuring that all required project 
engineering and management activities are performed. The documents covered in the above three 
layers are subjected to document control. Standards, guidelines, and other useful information for 
project execution are provided as Process Assets. 


One of the major benefits of Veloci-Q is the availability of definitions for many useful life 
cycle models which can be used for different kinds of projects. Infocrossing follows several 
well-defined process methodologies that enable efficient handling of all types of projects. Each 
process model has detailed processes and a uniform set of standards to be followed, from project 
initiation, planning, execution, project monitoring and control, through project closure. These 
processes are flexible enough to integrate with any client specific process. This table lists several 
of the life-cycle models supported by Veloci-Q that are relevant to the Nevada MMIS Takeover 
project: 
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Activity Process Model Followed 
Conversion / 
Porting 


Conversion/ Porting Process Model 
The Conversion Process Model is applicable to projects involving the conversion 
/ porting of system components from one platform to another, while delivering 
the same business or end-user functions. 


Testing Model Testing (QA) Process Model 
This process model targets projects involving the handling of repetitive test 
cycles. The salient features of this model are:  


• Specific templates and checklists to capture Test Requirements 
and Test Development 


• Release review summary specifically meant for execution and 
closure 


• Quality goals and metrics suitable for testing projects 
Maintenance Maintenance Model 


The Maintenance Process Model is applicable to projects which involve 
activities such as: 


• Problem resolution including fixing of bugs 
• Resolving operational problems 
• Providing temporary fixes and enhancements 


Select Veloci-Q Life Cycle Models 


Entry-Task-Validation-Exit (ETVX) 


Our Process Definition Standards are based on the Entry-Task-Validation-Exit (ETVX) 
paradigm. Every life cycle model depicts a systematic approach, through a set of phases 
required to be completed for project execution. Each phase is represented by a set of activities 
defining the ETVX (Entry, Task, Validation, eXit) criteria: 


Activity Description 
Entry Criteria/Inputs These are the inputs required for a Phase to start, for 


example, Requirement Specifications or Contract. 
Task A task can be defined as a major activity to be 


performed during a phase. For example, Requirements 
Gathering, and Preparing the Statement of Work. 


Validation This is a major verification activity, for example 
review of a Requirement Specification or Contract. 


Exit Criteria This is the criteria to exit from a Phase. Approved 
review and authorization are obtained in order to 
proceed with the next Phase. 
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Phase Activities of ETVX 


The Project Databank (PDB) 


The Project Databank (PDB) is Wipro/Infocrossing’s project database and best practices 
library. The PDB is the central repository of projects’ information collected from across the 
organization. Data extracted from the project performance report (PPR), project data and metrics 
report (PDMR), and project plan are input to the PDB. A number of query parameters can be 
selected for retrieving information from the PDB, using an exhaustive query interface. Data from 
PDB is retrieved through an Excel-download interface, in order to perform metrics analysis at 
regular intervals. 


PDB maintains archive data collected from project retrospectives, with details such as: project 
profiles; lessons learned; "risks identified / occurred / mitigated"; and project metrics. It also 
contains Wipro’s best practices library, including the following: 


• Practices which are superior to current practices and have resulted in tangible or 
intangible benefits 


• Practices which are desirable across the organization but are currently not practiced or 
documented 


Six Sigma 


Wipro is the leader in adopting Six Sigma practices and applying them to systems 
development and maintenance, in order to deliver increased value to its customers. 


Wipro follows the most mature Six Sigma programs in the industry, ensuring that 91% of 
its projects are completed on schedule, much above the industry average of 55%. Six Sigma 
provides the tools for continuous improvement on existing processes, thereby helping to sustain 
the SEI-CMM Level 5 and CMMI certifications. 


Key highlights of our Six Sigma program are: 


• Wipro is the first company in India to adopt the Six Sigma Total Quality Management 
(TQM) methodology for continuous improvement, as well as defect and cycle time 
reduction 


• Wipro’s Six Sigma program spreads across verticals and impacts multiple areas such as: 
project management; market development; and resource utilization 


• Wipro has over 3,350 employees trained in Six Sigma, with 120 certified black belts 
• Wipro has 500 ongoing Six Sigma projects 
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Continuous Improvement through the Six Sigma Initiative 


Wipro/Infocrossing employs the DSSS methodology for software development. This 
methodology uses rigorous in-process metrics and cause analysis throughout the software 
development lifecycle, aiming at defect free deliveries and lower customer costs for application 
development. 


 
Results of the DSSS Methodology 


Six Sigma practices have made enormous, quantifiable positive impacts for our customers: 


• Six Sigma institutes a customer focus, measuring all deliverables with respect to 
customer Critical-To-Quality (CTQ) factors. 


• Defect reduction (software defects reduced by 50%) and cycle time reduction (rework in 
software down from 12% to 5%) leading to improved product quality 
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• Waste elimination and increased productivity up to 35% 
• Cost of failure avoidance (Installation failures down from 4.5% to 1% in hardware 


business) 
• Tangible cost savings due to lower system development costs for our customers 


Data Center Quality 


Infocrossing is associated with industry groups and standards such as the Quality 
Assurance Institute (QAI) and the Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) 
to ensure our practices are in-line with industry standard “best practices,” and implement 
new practices as needed. We focus on Continuous Service Improvement (CSI) to correctly 
track the appropriate key performance indicators and resolve issues effectively. 


Continuous Service Improvement commitments are formal agreements implemented 
between Infocrossing and DHCFP. CSI commitments are not intended to be an agreement or 
contract in the legal sense, but rather provide a more formal process by which service problems 
can be addressed and resolved. CSIs are a tool to facilitate communication and encourage a 
partnership focusing resources on areas of service that require measurable improvement. 


Service problems may be identified through surveys, focus groups, report cards, or in 
response to a separate DHCFP complaint, but may not necessarily be addressed via the 
normal channels of the Infocrossing Help Desk, CSOs and surveys. The benefits of CSI 
commitments to DHCFP and Wipro are twofold: 


• They provide a formal mechanism for documenting and tracking the service 
improvement strategies developed by Infocrossing and DHCFP in response to problems 
identified via surveys and focus groups. 


• They provide a measurable process for addressing service problems that cannot be solved 
by other channels. 


Data Center Network Operations Approach 


The critical functions of 24x7 monitoring, break/fix 
support, configuration management, and patch 
management are provided for all shared network 
infrastructure. This includes utilizing systems, tools, and 
processes to proactively detect and fix network problems, as 
well as identifying critical trends and resolving potential issues before they result in an outage. 
The section below details the tools leveraged by the Infocrossing network operations center 
(NOC) in managing client environments. 


The NOC serves as the focal point for all management, operations, and monitoring of 
networks. Spectrum provides linkage between element managers and the service desk systems 
(HEAT and Tivoli). From the NOC, Infocrossing provides the State with a base set of 
comprehensive network services. 


     Infocrossing supports 
critical network functions 


24x7 
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Infocrossing provides the above described services using an industry standard, best of 
breed tool set and with an unmatched data center infrastructure. The tool set was selected for its 
dependability, vendor support, and the array of services it supports. The tools include but are not 
limited to: 


NOC Tool Description 
Computer Associates Spectrum Poll and monitor both network and server elements and 


devices. 
Computer Associates eHealth 
(formerly Concord) 


Near real-time and historical reports showing the State’s 
LAN and WAN usage, availability, errors, usage trends 
and other customizable variables. These reports are 
created and made available via the customer web portal. 


Computer Associates Security 
Command Center (SCC) 


Compliance security audit and reporting capability for 
log files from security enabled devices. 


McAfee InstruShield Prevention 
System (IPS) 


Detect and circumvent intrusions for systems in our data 
center and can be customized for specific customer 
needs. 


Emprisa Managing network device configurations. 


Network Operations Center Tools 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


     Infocrossing 
uses an 


integrated set of 
fault and 


performance 
tools to manage 


network 
operations 
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Data Center Help Desk  


The Infocrossing elp Desk supports the Fiscal 
Agent Operations by providing a single point 
of contact for the reporting, tracking, and 
resolution of technology service issues. The 
help desk is staffed 24 hours a day, 365 days a 
year.  


The Data Center Help Desk performs first 
level problem determination. For problem 
analysis the Help Desk uses various monitoring 
systems. Help Desk technicians are well trained 
in system-related skills, possessing a solid 
foundation for dealing with daily problem calls. 
These individuals will review known resolutions 
to similar conditions, or provide insight into 
trouble-shooting techniques as may be 
appropriate to the circumstances. In addition, the 
Help Desk technician maintains a database of 
problem tickets, which provides knowledge and 
a reference for assistance in problem resolution. 


Infocrossing conducts daily meetings to 


     Infocrossing 
network 


management 
tools provide 


comprehensive 
reports and 
analyses of 


network 
performance 
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review problems that have occurred within the last 24 hours. Representatives from the help 
desk, production control, and operations attend these meetings. At these meetings, impact to the 
nightly batch schedule caused by problems or emergency changes is reviewed. Additionally, a 
daily turnover event log and open Help Desk problem tickets are routed electronically to 
operations directors and managers. Copies also are sent to Infocrossing Account Manager for this 
engagement. 


Reported problems are logged into a problem tracking software package employing a 
unique problem identification number. This number is key to problem inquiry and follow-up. 
Each problem is owned by the Help Desk technician until a satisfactory resolution is reached. 
Problems are resolved as quickly as possible, depending on the level of severity, which is 
determined by the caller and predetermined guidelines. 


Infocrossing’s Data Center Help Desk technicians make every effort to identify and correct 
the problem while the caller is on the phone. When that is not possible, the Help Desk 
technician researches the problem and follows up with the Account Manager when the problem 
is resolved. If the problem cannot be resolved within a reasonable duration, it is escalated to the 
appropriate technical area for resolution. The help desk technician continues tracking the 
problem until a satisfactory resolution is achieved. 


Severe problems result in immediate notification to the Account Manager and Infocrossing 
management. Necessary parties remain with the problem unit until it is satisfactorily resolved. 
The Help Desk technician remains the single point of contact throughout the resolution of a 
severe problem. 


Updates to the problem are entered into the on-line problem management system. When the 
problem record is ready to be closed, a Data Center Help Desk technician follows up with the 
Account Manager to verify the problem has been resolved. Help Desk technicians typically own 
problems that are not batch related in nature until closure, and are the only technicians, aside 
from the problem management coordinator, that are authorized to close a problem record. Batch 
related problem tickets are typically owned and closed by production control technicians and are 
handled outside the scope of the help desk unless they are critical in nature. 


Service Level Management 


Service level management (SLM) is the process that forms the link between Infocrossing Data 
Center Operations and DHCFP. The goal for SLM is to maintain and improve on service quality 
through a constant cycle of agreeing, monitoring, reporting and improving the current levels of 
service. It is focused on the business and maintaining the alignment between the business 
objectives and IT. 


To perform SLM, Infocrossing provides Service Level Agreements (SLAs) on key client 
performance and maintains key performance indicator (KPI) statistics internally to ensure that 
service levels meet the State’s needs. Controlling what cannot be measured is difficult, if not 
impossible. Therefore, the establishment of verifiable methods for measuring improvements in 
service is perhaps the most critical element of this process. 
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Measure and Analyze Key Performance Indicators (KPI) 


to determine a root cause and an Irreversible Corrective Action (ICA). 


Quality Assurance Plan 


As the prime contractor, Infocrossing administers and is accountable for the Quality 
Assurance Plan for the overall program and all Infocrossing team members and subcontractors 
adhere to the practices and procedures outlined in the Quality Assurance Plan. This plan is partly 
based on Infocrossing existing Quality Assurance Plans and is customized to incorporate best 
practices and procedures applicable to the project. During Planning and Administration, we work 
with DHCFP to finalize the Quality Assurance Plan (deliverable 8.1.2.7) and implement an 
extensive Quality Assurance Program that will be used throughout the project and modified as 
needed to serve the needs of individual phases. We emphasize and acknowledge that all 
members of our project team are subject to guidelines, practices, and procedures outlined in the 
final Quality Assurance Plan. 


The purpose of the Quality Assurance Plan is to ensure that a specific project’s cost, 
schedule, performance, and quality meet or exceed agreed upon expectations and are 
continually improved. Quality Assurance provides management with appropriate visibility into 
the processes being used by the software projects and the quality of the products being built. The 
Quality Assurance Plan also provides insight into the effectiveness of Infocrossing’s continuing 
process improvement infrastructure and activities. 


Our commitment to quality is established by allocating 
the resources necessary to implement, maintain, and 
continually improve the effectiveness of our quality 
management system. We measure, monitor, and enforce 
standards at both the employee and team levels with 


     Infocrossing uses aggressive 
controls and processes to 


ensure we meet and exceed 
DHCFP’s performance 


requirements. 
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detailed reporting and feedback. We strive continually to enhance our quality management 
system through process improvements, process automation, and the implementation of smart 
technology. 


Infocrossing has developed these aggressive controls and processes to meet and exceed 
performance standards. These same controls provide a structure for early identification of 
potential issues. If a deficiency situation ever arises, an effective corrective action system is in 
place immediately to identify and permanently eliminate the deficiency from recurring. 


The Quality Assurance Plan provides detail on each of the key processes that are used to 
ensure quality throughout the project, starting with task 8.6 Requirements Validation and 
Demonstration. The Plan then continues with additional sections that describe quality assurance 
activities applicable to the Transition and Operations Phases. 


Infocrossing looks forward to the opportunity to establish an effective Quality Assurance 
Plan for this project to complement our existing robust quality management system. 
Infocrossing has embedded the concept of quality assurance into each of our corporate cultures, 
and we view quality as an entrenched philosophy, rather than a contractual requirement. 


Our Quality Assurance Plan covers all software and technical components of the Core MMIS 
(and interfaces) and the Peripheral Systems & Tools; project and administrative plans; Fiscal 
Agent Operations, It initially includes, is not limited to: 


• Project Management Plan  
• Project Work Plan 
• Configuration Management Plan 
• Status Reports 
• Risk Management Plan 
• Corrective Action Plans. 


The table below presents an outline of Infocrossing’s Quality Assurance Plan that we will 
use as a basis for developing, tailoring, and maintaining the Quality Assurance Plan for the 
Nevada MMIS takeover. The quality initiatives developed throughout Transition continue for 
the life of the contract, tailored and optimized in the Operations Phase to promote excellent 
administration of the Nevada Medicaid Program. 


Quality Assurance Plan Outline 
 


1. Purpose 


2. Referenced Documents 


3. Management 


3.1 Organization 


3.2 Tasks 


3.3 Roles and Responsibilities 


 


11. Supplier Control 


12. Records Collection, Maintenance and Retention 


13. Training 


14. Risk Management 


15. Glossary 


15.1 Definitions 
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Quality Assurance Plan Outline 
3.4 Quality Assurance Estimated Resources 


4. Documentation 


4.1 Purpose 


4.2 Minimum Documentation Requirements 


5. Standards, Practices, Conventions and Metrics 


5.1 Purpose 


5.2 Content 


6. Software Reviews 


6.1 Purpose 


6.2 Minimum Requirements 


6.3. Other Reviews and Audits 


7. Test 


8. Problem Reporting and Corrective Action 


9. Tools, Techniques and Methodologies 


10. Media Control 


10.1 Media 


10.2 Computer Media Protection 


15.2 Acronyms 


16. Quality Assurance Plan Change Procedure and  
 History 


17. Operations Phase Quality Assurance Plan 


17.1 Introduction 


17.2 Internal Controls / Compliance Program 


17.3 Automation, Workload Monitoring and 
Employee Performance Monitoring 


17.4 Reporting / Quality Monitoring 


17.5 Training, Feedback Programs, and 
Process Improvements 


Appendix A – Process Review / Audit Plan 


Appendix B – Sample Summary Operations Metrics 
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17.10 Metrics Management 


17.10 Metrics Management 
Vendors must describe the metrics management methodology and processes 
utilized to satisfy State requirements as outlined in the Scope of Work 
Sections (Sections 7 through 16) of this RFP. The methodology must include 
the metrics captured and how they are tracked and measured. 


Metrics are at the center of all closed-loop management processes: they are the objective and 
quantifiable measurements used to express goals and to assess performance. While individual 
metrics vary widely based on the domain being managed, the overall approach is the same: 


• Define appropriate metrics to measure performance 
• Establish meaningful norms for each metric 
• Begin measurement of the process, analyzing gathered metrics against their norms 
• When a metric trends out of its norm: 


o Institute corrective action 
o Evaluate the effectiveness of the correction(s) 
o Continue the Correct/Evaluate loop until the metric returns to its acceptable norms 


This level of control seeks to achieve the basic minimum of a management process: 
predictability, stability, repeatability. 


Select processes are chosen as targets for improvement, with improvement quantified as a 
modification to one or more of the target process’ metric norms. The same basic closed loop is 
executed, except that the “corrective action” is better described as the “proposed processes 
improvement(s)”. 


Key Metrics 


Key Metrics are those that are codified into formal agreements between Infocrossing and 
the State. These are the metrics that must be defined, implemented, monitored, reported, and 
acted upon. 


Key Metrics and their target norms are ideally defined as part of the requirements of a 
process, before that process is designed. The process is then designed to meet those norms, 
similar to any other objective requirements criteria. Treating metrics as a form of requirement 
accrues several advantages: 


• Key Metrics will be defined based on their usefulness and alignment to organizational 
goals, rather than their ease of implementation or gathering 


• Key Metrics will be resilient when faced with changes to their processes. A metric that 
changes meaning when a process changes is not a good candidate for a closed loop 
management process or for driving process improvement 


While Key Metrics are ideally treated as requirements settled in advance of process design, 
this is not always possible. Sometimes processes will already in place before Key Metrics for 
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them are defined. This is entirely natural, as it is not always practical or cost-justifiable to 
establish metrics in advance for all processes. When retro-fitting metrics to existing processes, 
care must be taken to ensure that the metrics directly support clear State objectives, as there is a 
natural tendency to measure what is “easy”, rather than what is useful. Therefore, the addition of 
new Key Metrics to an existing process will always be treated as a change in requirements, 
undergoing the same Change Management controls and other general Project Management 
processes as any other system or process change in requirements. 


Not all metrics-like measurements are Key Metrics. Data Warehouse mining of Fiscal Agent 
data, and technical review of Data Center technical logs are examples of valid and useful 
techniques practiced daily by business and technical analysts. In many cases, this type of 
subjective or intuitional research leads to a recommendation to create new Key Metrics or to 
alter existing ones. Additionally, designers may specify metric-like forensic data to be gathered 
by a system to gain insight into the process’ or component’s behavior, without going as far as 
pre-defining measurement norms nor instituting formal active monitoring processes. While 
useful, and often suggestive of areas of possible improvement, these types of informal metrics 
are not ideal for direct incorporation into formalized process measurement and process 
improvement. 


Key Metrics share certain ideal characteristics. Generally individual Key Metrics will exhibit 
most of these characteristics, though often not all. Experience shows that sometimes one or more 
of these characteristics has to be traded off against others. Infocrossing will work with DHCFP at 
the time specific metrics are finalized to determine the optimal initial form of each metric: 


• Aligns with State / Organizational Goals 
• Provides meaningful and actionable insight 
• Is Cost Effective: the value of the metric exceeds its cost 
• Measurable with data collected automatically as a natural part of the system or process 


being monitored 
• Is as objective as possible 
• Stable and Comparable for a long time relative to its sampling period 
• Expressed in simple intuitive units, such as counters, percentages, times etc. 
• Norms can be expressed by simple criteria, such as thresholds and bands 
• Easily fits into a graphical presentation with a time-axis 


Of all these characteristics, “Measurable with data collected automatically…” is the one 
that is most commonly not achievable. For example, a Quality Metric assessing the data entry 
accuracy of a clerical unit may require the establishment of a dedicated random sampling process 
by a supervisor, as contrasted with an Operational Metric monitoring the backlog of Pending 
Claims which is wholly derivable from data elements held by the Claims system. When data 
required by the Key Metric is not a natural side effect of existing systems / processes, then there 
is generally a visible and repeated cost associated with executing the metric. This increases the 
likelihood that it will be desirable to manage the tradeoff between cost of the metric and its 
accuracy / potential return by resorting to sampling. 
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Overestimating the objectivity of a metric is another common short-falling. Since metrics 
tend to be presented as simple numerical values, they often imply a level of objectivity they do 
not deserve. Their core measurements may be highly subjective, or the validity of a calculation, 
or the setting of the norms. Understanding the subjectivity inherent in a metric, and explicitly 
designing the metric’s process to maximize its value is a significant part of Infocrossing’s Metric 
Management Process. 


All Key Metrics are subjected to a rigorous and on-going evaluation process by 
Infocrossing. Conceptually, the metric’s evaluation is treated as a process in its own right 
subject to closed-loop improvement. The initial definition of a Key Metric is analogous to the 
initial implementation of a system or process: to be monitored. If the measured outcomes do not 
correlate adequately with the Metric, then the Metric is re-evaluated and possibly modified. 


To maximize the quality of Project Management metrics at the start of a Project, Wipro / 
Infocrossing utilizes its proprietary Wipro Project Databank (PDB). Described more 
completely in Section 17.9 Quality Assurance of this response, Wipro’s PDB is a complete 
repository of over 300 Projects (including over 150 major Projects), with detailed records of their 
Project Work Plan’s, Progress Reports, Project Metrics, and Outcomes. Wipro uses the 
information contained in this extensive repository as the basis for its real-world 
recommendations for the definition and implementation of highly effective Project Management 
Metrics. 


Components of Metrics 


All Key Metrics share a common set of components, defined in this table. A consistent example 
is used throughout the table, based on a common Project Management Metric “Effort Deviation”: 


Component Description 
Metric Name A common display name for the Metric. Example: 


Effort Deviation 
Purpose A short description of the purpose / intent / use of this Metric. 


Example: 
To assess and control the accuracy of level of effort 
estimates for deliverables in approved Project Work Plans. 
A positive value beyond the acceptable threshold 
represents an actual effort that was significantly higher 
than planned; a negative value below the minimum 
acceptable threshold represents a significant over-
estimation of the effort required. 


Parameter Defines what is being measured. Example: 
Effort 


Unit of Measurement Unit, Form, or Dimension of the Metric. Example: 
Percentage 
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Component Description 


Definition The calculation / formula / algorithm /derivation behind the 
Metric. Based on the Data to be Collected. Example: 


Effort Deviation (%) = (Actual Effort – Planned 
Effort)*100 / Planned Effort 


Norms Defines what constitutes the acceptable or unacceptable 
evaluation of this Metric. Often expressed as a simple threshold, 
or a range. Example: 


±10% is Acceptable 
Data to be Collected Data Elements required to derive the Metric, according to the 


formulation of the Metric Definition. Example: 
Planned Effort, from Project Work Plan 
Actual Effort, from Project Tracking 


Evaluation / Sampling Definition of what triggers the evaluation of this Metric. 
Commonly, fully automated metrics might be applied to each 
relevant event, whereas metrics based on statistical sampling 
might apply to a defined number or percentage of a class of 
events. Example: 


Effort Deviation will be evaluated for all deliverables of a 
Project Work Plan, at their accepted completion. 


Metric Producer Role / Organization with responsibility for gathering the metric’s 
data, performing required calculations, evaluating to norms, 
formatting and placing in “presentation” form. Note that any or 
all of these steps may be automated; any or all may be delegated. 
Example: 


Project Manager responsible for Work Plan containing 
deliverable 


Metric Consumers The principle target audience of the Metric and its analysis. Does 
not need to include all members of the escalation list who may 
become involved if the metric violates its Norms. The Metric 
Producer may also be one of its Consumers. Example: 


The assigned Project Manager; Project Management 
Office (PMO); PMO Manager; DHCFP Project Manager 


Metrics Plan 


Infocrossing is proposing an initial partial list of Metrics that encompass all Phases of the 
engagement. This list will be refined twice during the Contract Start-Up period. As part of 
Planning and Administration, core metrics for general Project Management will be defined, as 
well as metrics deemed necessary to the successful execution of the Requirements Validation 
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and Demonstration Task. These will fall under the aegis of the Quality Assurance Plan 
(deliverable 8.1.2.7). At this point, these Metrics will be under full Change Management control, 
requiring approval by the State to be modified from that point forward. As part of Requirements 
Validation and Demonstration, new Metrics for the Transition and the Operations Periods will be 
added. 


Metric Name Description 
Schedule Deviation To assess and control the accuracy of schedule for deliverables in 


approved Project Work Plans. Based on schedule dates, so a 
deviation in a predecessor task may, if uncorrected, affect this 
metric for successor tasks even if those tasks meet their planned 
durations. 


Duration Deviation To assess and control the accuracy of the durations required to 
achieve deliverables in approved Project Work Plans. This 
measure compares actual and planned durations, so a deviation in 
a Start Date will not affect this metric. Used by Project Managers 
to assess the accuracy of their estimates. 


Resource Deviation To assess and control the accuracy of the estimated levels of 
effort or other resource measurement required to achieve 
deliverables in approved Project Work Plans. This measure 
compares actual and planned levels of resource utilization. Used 
by Project Managers to assess the accuracy of their estimates. 
The type of resource being compared is specific to the application 
of the metric. For example, a human centric activity such as 
testing will use Effort, whereas an acquisition activity would use 
cost. 


Productivity Technology / function specific measures of productivity. Usually 
expressed as a standard for the “Amount of Work of Type X” per 
“Person Day of Effort”. 


Requirements Traceability 
Coverage 


A progress metric that measures coverage of known requirements 
from the Traceability Matrix. 


Test Plan Coverage Percentage of a testable component, system, or process for which 
formal Test Plans exist. 


Post Delivery Defect Rate A measure of the number of Defects / Discrepancies detected per 
unit of “Work Product Size” between submission of a deliverable 
by Infocrossing to the State, and the State’s Acceptance or 
Rejection of the deliverable. Does not include Post-Production 
defects / discrepancies. 


Defect Detection Rate 
• Unit Testing 
• System Testing 
• Production 


A measure of the defect “find” rate of a component or process per 
time. Tallies newly discovered defects. Does not count 
continuing defects that were not expected to be resolved, nor 
recurrences. Often categorized by Severity Level. 
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Metric Name Description 
Defect Extinction Rate 


• Unit Testing 
• System Testing 
• Production 


A measure of the rate of resolution of defects per time of a 
component or process. When paired with Defect Detection Rate, 
same Severity Level categorization is used, if any. 


Defect Recurrence Rate 
• Unit Testing 
• System Testing 
• Production 


Measures the recurrence (regression) of a previously noted 
defect, or failure to resolve a present defect that was claimed to 
be resolved. When paired with Defect Detection and Extinction 
Rates, same Severity Level categorization is used, if any. 


Defect Backlog 
• Unit Testing 
• System Testing 
• Production 


Number of known outstanding defects in a component or a 
process. Sometimes presented as a density metric, where the 
number of known defects is divided by a measure of the 
component’s size. 


Aged Defects Measure of number of defects in a production component or 
process whose “age” (time since initial detection) exceed a 
defined threshold. 


Response Time A Service Level Agreement (SLA) measurement of the statistical 
acceptability of the responsiveness of online components. Most 
realistically measured against the criteria “Xth Percentile not to 
exceed Y time”. Sometimes the percentile criteria is set to 100% 
i.e. “Never to exceed”, or a mean response time measure is 
utilized, but both of these measurements tend to present 
unrealistic/skewed results. 


Technical Resources “Computer Room” measurements of resources such as 
Mainframe MIPS available/used; memory; network bandwidth 
and so forth. Drives capacity planning. 


Transactions Transactions submitted per unit of time. Can be technical 
transactions that feed Data Center capacity planning (CICS 
Transactions per hour, average and peak), or Business 
Transactions that affect Fiscal Agent Operations (Customer 
Service Calls per hour; Claims per Month) 


Claims Pending Backlog  
Claims Processed  
Claims Electronic / 
Manual Ratio 


 


Pharmacy POS Claims 
Processed 


 


Pharmacy POS 
Response Time 
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Metric Name Description 


Customer Service Call 
Volumes 
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17.11 Project Software Tools 


17.11 Project Software Tools 
17.11.1 Vendors must describe any software tools and equipment resources to be utilized 


during the course of the project including minimum hardware requirements and 
compatibility with existing computing resources as described in Section 3.6, Current 
Agency Computing Environment. 


The desktop components of the Current Agency Computing Environment, as described in 
Section 6 of the Reference library, is presently centered on the extremely common Microsoft 
Windows XP Pro operating system for all systems, and a mix of Microsoft Office 2003 and 2007 
on desktops supporting knowledge workers. All tools proposed by Infocrossing for the duration 
of this engagement are fundamentally compatible with this basic desktop fabric. 


Based on the tools present track-record, it can be expected that compatibility should be 
easily maintained should the State choose to upgrade its desktop environments along the most 
natural path, such as Windows XP Pro to Windows 7, or Microsoft Office 2007 to Office 2010. 


The following table summarizes the components and tools we will use for the execution of the 
MMIS Takeover project. 


Project Software Tools Summary 
Tool Description of Tool’s Use 


MS Word 2007 Principle tool for document creation and maintenance 
MS Excel 2007 Financial modeling; Misc. Lists / Tracking; Simple 


charting/graphing 
MS Visio Pro 2007 Design / Flow / Process diagramming 
MS SharePoint Server 2007 
Enterprise (aka MOSS) 


Document Repository and Versioning; Document 
Management Workflows; PMO Workflows 


MS Project Server 2007 Integrated Project Work Plan definition, tracking, and 
reporting; Work Plan Scheduling; Project level financial 
tracking; Timesheet entry 


MS Project Professional 2007 Project Manager Work Plan definition and maintenance 
MS Project Web Access Non-specialist access to the centralized MS Project 


Environment 
MS Outlook Client & OWA Local and Internet Email clients; document distribution and 


event notification; Meeting and personal time scheduling 
MS Office Live Meeting Shared PC Desktop Meetings; Webinars 
MessageLabs POD 3.6 Secure instant messaging 
IBM/Rational RequisitePro 7 Requirements Management; Requirements Traceability 


Matrix; Requirements Change Analysis 
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Project Software Tools Summary 


IBM/Rational Rose Modeler Business Modeling: Use Cases and Activity Flows 
IBM/Rational Functional Tester Functional and Regressing Testing of online components. 
IBM/Rational ClearCase Distributed SW Configuration/Change Management (SCM) 
CA Endevor Mainframe SW Configuration Management (SCM) 
IBM/Rational ClearQuest Change Management; Defect Tracking 
Adobe Acrobat Creation of PDFs for reference and read-only documents 
Adobe Technical 
Communications Suite 2 


Technical Writer Support; screen captures; graphic 
generation; package includes Adobe Photoshop, Acrobat, 
Captivate, Frame Maker, RoboHelp. 


Support & Environment Description of Purpose 
MS Windows XP Pro Standard desktop OS 
MS Internet Explorer 7 and 
later 


Browser access to major tools, such as SharePoint and Project 
Server 


Adobe Reader 9 Standard for reading PDFs. 
MS Windows Server 2003 Standard datacenter server to host SharePoint Server, Project 


Server, ClearQuest, ClearCase, RequisitePro 
MS SQL Server 2005 Database layer to support hosting of SharePoint Server, 


Project Server, RequisitePro 
Microsoft Exchange Server Backend server for Email and Meeting / Personal Scheduling 


Document Creation and Editing Tools 


For primary document creation and editing, Infocrossing will utilize elements of the 
Microsoft Office suite, principally Word, Excel, and Visio. In the document Current Agency 
Computing Environment, the State describes a configuration where it is currently utilizing the 
2007 version of these tools, while the incumbent Fiscal Agent is operating with version 2003. 
Infocrossing will deploy 2007 across the board for its desktop computers requiring Microsoft 
Office components. Office 2007 is the current Infocrossing internal standard, and exhibits 
dramatically increased integration and interoperability with Microsoft’s SharePoint Server 2007 
in contrast to the 2003 version. 


Adobe Technical Communications Suite will be deployed to a limited number of Technical 
Writing Staff, to supplement the use of Microsoft Office Tools. The Technical 
Communications Suite is a packaging option of several industry standard Technical Writer tools 
sourced by Adobe, including Acrobat 3D, Photoshop, Captivate, Frame Maker, and RoboHelp. 
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Communication Tools 


Infocrossing will deploy 3 tools in support of team and general communication: Microsoft’s 
Exchange/Outlook Email for basic message exchange; Microsoft Live meeting for shared-
desktop conferencing; MessageLabs POD for secure Enterprise instant messaging. 


MessageLabs POD (Professional Online Desktop) is the enterprise-class secure Instant 
Messaging client that Infocrossing deploys to all of its desktop computer users. POD 
supports secure, encrypted messaging across both internal secure networks and the public 
Internet, without requiring the use of a Virtual Private Network (VPN). It is fully interoperable at 
the contact and messaging level of functionality with other common IM networks, such as AIM, 
MSN, and Yahoo Messaging. 


Document Management & Workflows 


Infocrossing will deploy Microsoft’s SharePoint Server 2007 as the project’s central project 
document repository and document management system. SharePoint provides document 
storage, security, versioning control, document change management, active notification of 
document publishing/modifications via Email, and document workflow capability. SharePoint 
access is Internet Browser based, so its use does not require the deployment of any SharePoint 
specific desktop client software. It fully integrates with Microsoft’s Active Directory for 
common user credentialing (User Authentication) with Microsoft’s LAN and Email 
environments. SharePoint is Infocrossing’s standard internal document management tool both for 
its present Fiscal Agent duties, and as an overall corporate standard and tool. 


SharePoint automates the creation, storage, and maintenance of document versions, a 
critical feature in any large, document-intensive project. When first published to the SharePoint 
repository, a document is assigned an initial version number. IF that document is later checked-
out, updated, and then re-published, a new version is created. The complete version history and 
version-specific content of the document is maintained by SharePoint, along with information on 
when and who published each version. This allows easy tracking of a document’s lifecycle with 
minimal human intervention. 


SharePoint directly supports standard document workflows. All documents follow lifecycle 
processes starting with their initial drafting, collaborative review, formalized approval / 
correction / rejection, and publishing. SharePoint, in concert with Email, easily implements both 
out-of-the box and customized workflows that fully automate the routing, notification, tracking, 
and deadline management of these workflows. 


Project Work Plan Management 


Infocrossing will utilize the Microsoft Project tool suite for Project Work Plan 
Management, including Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) definition and maintenance, task 
inter-dependency management, task scheduling, resource management, time & progress tracking, 
resource cost tracking, and global project schedule management. 
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For Project Management Professionals, Infocrossing will deploy the industry standard 
Microsoft Project 2007 at the desktop level. This tool will be deployed to those whose primary 
duties entail the creation and maintenance of detailed Project Plans. 


Microsoft Project Web Access (PWA) will be used to allow non-project management 
specialists to interact with the Project Management environment through a Browser 
interface. PWA, in concert with Microsoft’s Project Server 2007, allows authorized users to 
access and interact directly with the Project Work Plans without requiring the deployment of the 
heavyweight Microsoft Project client software. PWA users are always viewing and interacting 
with the single central repository version of the Plan, without the need to manually retrieve any 
Plan files. 


Microsoft Project Server institutes a single, enterprise-level view of all Project Work Plan / 
Schedule information. Classically, Project Management staff maintained Project Work Plans 
using Microsoft Project at their desktop. While ideal for the management of small projects, 
where the entire resource pool and plan resides under the control of a single Project Manager, 
this approach fails when the project size and complexity requires that Project Management be 
distributed. Significant Human Resources, generally supplied out of a Program/Project 
Management Office (PMO) are required to coordinate the multiplicity of interacting Plans, 
which is both resource intensive and error-prone. 


Project Server centralizes the multiple Plans to a single (Server) environment, managing a 
single global resource pool and scheduling from the Server. Project Server coordinates the Plans 
directly, so that Plan Task interdependencies and Resource interactions are as easily maintained 
and managed across the entire program as they are within a single Microsoft Project file. This 
dramatically reduces the administrative workload on the PMO function, while at the same time 
providing the entire stakeholder constituency (DHCFP, Infocrossing, Subcontractors) a common 
synchronized view of the overall Project. Additionally, Microsoft Project Web Access allows 
any authorized user to access the central scheduling environment with only an Internet Browser, 
limiting the need to broadly deploy the heavyweight Microsoft Project desktop client software. 


Requirements Management 


The State has identified Requirements Validation and Demonstration as one of the four 
major Task areas of the entire contract lifecycle. Properly documenting, analyzing, and 
maintaining requirements is one of the single most important elements of this project. 
IBM/Rational RequisitePro will be deployed by Infocrossing to its Business Analysts to record 
and manage Requirements. 


While the textual detail of Requirements is properly addressable with Microsoft Word, by 
itself Word provides no context or meaning to requirements. RequisitePro, working in 
concert with Word, adds that context. RequisitePro records the relationships of Requirements to 
each other, and to other elements of the overall system and project. From this information, 
RequisitePro produces Traceability Matrix reports, Requirements Change Management and 
Notification, Requirement Change Impact and Cross-Impact Analysis. 


IBM/Rational Rose Modeler will be Infocrossing’ tool of choice for Business Modeling, 
especially for the capture of Use Cases and Activity/Process Flows. 
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Defect / Issue Tracking 


IBM/Rational’s ClearQuest tool will be used for tactical Issue tacking, and for Defect 
capture, management, and reporting. Using Internet Browser access, authorized project team 
members will be able to open Issues, triggering automated workflows that drive the review, 
classification, and PMO Response to Issues. The same tool will be used for Defect Tracking 
throughout the life of the contract, including Operation’s Period production issues. ClearQuest is 
the standard ticketing / defect / issue management tool used by both Infocrossing and its parent, 
Wipro. 
17.11.2 Costs and training associated with the project software tools identified must be 


included in Attachment N, Project Costs. 


Please refer to Attachment N, Project Costs to determine the Costs and Training associated with 
the project software tools. 
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Tab X – Proposed Staff Resumes 
17.4 Vendor Staff Resumes 


A resume must be completed for each proposed individual on the State format 
provided in Attachment K: 


A. Name; 


B. Classification being proposed; 


C. Years of experience in this classification; 


D. Education pertinent to this project; 


E. Years with firm; 


F. Number of other projects currently assigned to, a brief description, the 
individual's role and the anticipated completion date of the project; 


G. Identify projects previously worked on that incorporate MMIS development, 
implementation and takeover experience, and Medicaid specific expertise both 
with this firm and any previous employment. The information must include a brief 
description, the individual's role, length and dates of the project; 


H. Identify if proposed staff is designated as key personnel (refer to Section 
21.3.18, Key Personnel); 


I. For Key Personnel, identify how the individual meets the key personnel 
qualifications; and 


J. Identify proposed staff as either a prime contractor or subcontractor. 


Proposed Staff Resumes are located in Part III Confidential Technical Information, Tab X 
Proposed Staff Resumes. 
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Tab XI – Preliminary Project Plan 


17 Company Background and References (Project Plan Section) 
Per RFP instruction 20.3.2.12, Section 17.7 Project Plan is placed in Tab XI. 


Under this Tab, Infocrossing presents its preliminary Project Plan for the Nevada MMIS 
Takeover. We have included a non-confidential narrative discussion of our Project Plan in the 
following sections. Because we consider the Preliminary Project Plan as a proprietary and 
confidential work product, we have included the Gantt chart showing all proposed project 
activities in Part III, Confidential Technical Information 


17.7 Project Plan 


17.7 Project Plan 
17.7.1 Vendors must submit a preliminary project plan as part of the proposal, including, but 


not limited to: 


A. Gantt charts that show all proposed project activities; 


B. Planning methodologies; 


C. Milestones; 


D. Task conflicts and/or interdependencies.; 


E. Estimated time frame for each task identified in the Scope of Work Sections 
(Sections 7 through 16); and 


F. Overall estimated time frame from project start to completion for both 
Contractor and DHCFP activities, including strategies to avoid schedule 
slippage. 


Using work plans from our previous successful data center migrations and the responsibilities / 
milestones / deliverables requirements in RFP Sections 7 through 16, we have constructed a 
preliminary Project Plan sufficient to outline Infocrossing’s general approach to the project and 
to ensure all Transition activities can be accomplished in the proposed time frame. 


We used several conventions in creating our preliminary Project Plan. The following outlines 
those conventions and describes how our Project Plan relates to the responsibilities, milestones, 
and deliverables detailed in the RFP. 


Hierarchical Relationship of Project Plan Elements 


To allow the greatest flexibility in detailing the relationships and dependencies of the many 
activities required to successfully transition the Nevada MMIS, we have organized our work plan 
into: 


• Phases – which correspond to Infocrossing’s proven Information Technology transition 
planning methodology. Within these nine Phases, we have embedded the tasks defined in 
the three RFP defined contract Periods: Contract Start-Up, Transition, and Operations. 
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• Tasks – which are a combination of the specific Tasks defined in the RFP and 
established IT-specific tasks from Infocrossing’s work plan models. 


• Subtasks – which correspond to the RFP’s breakdown of the major activities within each 
RFP Task. 


• Activities and Elements – which represent a further subdivision of activities within each 
RFP Task. 


• Milestones and Deliverables – which correspond to the RFP’s Milestones and 
Deliverables. 


Resource Groups 


For our preliminary Project Plan, we assigned activities to three general Resource Groups: 


• DHCFP – to denote activities that are State responsibilities 
• IFOX – to denote activities that are Infocrossing responsibilities. 
• IFOX-DELV – to denote the deliverable products produced by Infocrossing. We made 


this distinction to allow easy extraction of all project deliverables into a stand-alone 
Microsoft Project report. 


When both DHCFP and IFOX appear in the assigned resources field, the first Resource Group 
has primary responsibility for the activity, while the second Resource Group assists as needed.  


Deliverable Review and Approval Process 


RFP Section 8.3, Deliverable Submission and Review Process presents a complex set of 
requirements controlling the deliverable review, revision, and approval process. For our 
preliminary Project Plan, we simplified the representation of this complex process using a 
standard scenario in which DHCFP requests changes to the original deliverable, Infocrossing 
revises the deliverable, and DHCFP accepts the deliverable after their second review. We realize 
that this process may become iterative depending on the complexity of the deliverable and the 
number of State reviews necessary to obtain approval. 


For simplicity of presentation, we compressed the deliverable creation and approval process into 
a standard set of six activities. While we also established a standard time frame for each of these 
activities, we realize that these time frames will vary depending on the individual deliverable. To 
accurately establish reasonable and acceptable time frames for each deliverable, we need to 
discuss each with DHCFP as we finalize the Project Plan during Contract Startup. 
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The six standard activities representing each deliverable are: 


RFP Ref# Activity 
8.3.1; 8.3.2.1; 8.3.2.2; 8.3.2.4 Develop Deliverable 


8.3.2.3 Submit Deliverable 


8.3.3.1 thru 8.3.3.6  Review Deliverable 


8.3.3.8.A thru I; 8.3.3.9 Revise Deliverable 


8.3.3.8.K thru O  Review Deliverable 


8.3.3.7 Approve Deliverable 


 


As noted above, Infocrossing’s Project Plan identifies each deliverable using a Resource Group 
label of “IFOX-DELV”. Using Microsoft Project’s filtering function on the Resource field, we 
produce an extract of our preliminary Project Plan identifying each pre-Operations Period 
deliverable. This extract is included immediately below. 
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ID RFP No. 1824


Section #


WBS - Nevada MMIS Take-Over RFP No. 1824 Task Name Estimated


Deliverable Date


1 17.7 1 Nevada MMIS Take-Over Preliminary Transition Project Plan Mon Jun 11


9 1.2 Phase II - Transition Planning & Provisioning - 60 Days Tue Jan 18


10 1.2.1 DHCFP Provides Current MMIS Transitition  Artifacts Fri Oct 22


11 9.2.4.3 1.2.1.1 Documentation on Current MMIS Operations Fri Oct 22


12 9.2.3.3 1.2.1.2 Documentation on Nevada Requirements Fri Oct 22


13 9.2.4.4 1.2.1.3 Current DHCFP & Incumbent Naming Conventions/Policies Fri Oct 22


14 9.2.4.5 1.2.1.4 Initial Copy of the Nevada MMIS Fri Oct 22


15 9.2.4.8 1.2.1.5 Periodic MMIS Updates (Link to Parallel Testing) Fri Oct 15


16 9.2.4.10 1.2.1.6 Protocols/Controls for Liaison with Incumbent Fri Oct 22


17 8.6.3 1.2.2 Requirements Validation & Demonstration Deliverables Mon Jan 10


18 8.6.2.1 1.2.2.1 Requirements Review & Validation Schedule Thu Dec 16


20 8.6.2.1 1.2.2.1.2 Submit Requirements Review & Validation Schedule Mon Dec 06


25 8.6.2.6 1.2.2.2 Requirements Validation Document Outline Mon Jan 03


27 8.6.2.6 1.2.2.2.2 Submit Requirements Validation Document Outline Mon Dec 20


32 8.6.2.7 1.2.2.3 Requirements Validation Document Mon Jan 03


34 8.6.2.7 1.2.2.3.2 Submit Requirements Validation Document Mon Dec 20


39 8.6.2.8 1.2.2.4 Requirements Traceability Matrix Mon Jan 10


41 8.6.2.8 1.2.2.4.2 Submit Updated Requirements Traceability Matrix Tue Dec 21


56 8.1.2.5 1.2.3 Communication Planning Mon Nov 01


58 8.1.2.5 1.2.3.2 Submit Communication Plan Tue Oct 19


63 8.1.2.6 1.2.4 Risk Management Planning Mon Nov 08


65 8.1.2.6 1.2.4.2 Submit Risk Management Plan Tue Oct 19


70 8.1.2.7 1.2.5 Quality Assurance Planning Mon Nov 08


72 8.1.2.7 1.2.5.2 Submit Quality Assurance Plan Wed Oct 20


77 8.4 1.2.6 Location of Contract Functions Mon Nov 08


79 8.4 1.2.6.2 Submit Contractor Location Plan Wed Oct 20


84 8.6.2.4 1.2.7 Conduct Review of Current Systems, User Documentation & Clarify Deficiencies Thu Dec 02


94 8.6.2.4 1.2.7.2 Review Core MMIS Applications Thu Dec 02


95 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.1 Provider Requirements Review & Validation Session Thu Nov 18


97 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.1.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


102 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.2 Recipient Requirements Review Session Fri Nov 26


104 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.2.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


109 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.3 Reference Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02
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Section #
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111 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.3.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


116 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.4 Claims Processing Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


118 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.4.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


123 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.5 Clinical Claims Editing Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


125 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.5.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


130 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.6 Financial Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


132 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.6.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


137 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.7 Prior Auth Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


139 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.7.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


144 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.8 TPL Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


146 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.8.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


151 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.9 EPSDT Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


153 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.9.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


158 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.10 LOC Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


160 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.10.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


165 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.11 MARS Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


167 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.11.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


172 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.12 SURS Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


174 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.12.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


179 8.6.2.4 1.2.7.3 Ancillary MMIS Applications Thu Dec 02


180 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.1 Web Portal Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


182 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.1.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


187 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.2 Pharmacy Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


189 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.2.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


194 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.3 Pharmacy Point of Sale Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


196 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.3.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


201 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.4 Electronic Presc Software Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


203 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.4.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


208 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.5 Pharmacy Drug OBRA / Supplemental Rebate Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


210 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.5.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


215 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.6 Diabetic Supply Rebate Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


217 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.6.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


222 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.7 Decision Support Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


224 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.7.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


229 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.8 Online Doc Retrieval & Archiving Requirements Review & Validations Thu Dec 02
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231 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.8.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


236 8.6.2.4 1.2.7.4 Interfaces - Inbound & Outbound Thu Dec 02


237 1.2.7.4.1 Inbound to MMIS Thu Dec 02


239 1.2.7.4.1.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


244 1.2.7.4.2 Outbound from MMIS Thu Dec 02


246 1.2.7.4.2.2 Submit Requirements Review Session Minutes Wed Oct 27


251 8.1.2.1 1.2.8 Prepare Detailed Nevada Transition Plan Mon Jan 03


252 1.2.8.1 IFOX Software, Controls, Monitoring & Reporting Thu Dec 09


257 9.2.1.6 1.2.8.2 Develop Nevada MMIS Transition Plan Thu Dec 16


258 9.2.1.1; 9.2.2.1 1.2.8.2.1 Review/Agree to Transition Entrance / Exit Criteria Fri Dec 03


260 9.2.3.2 1.2.8.2.3 Submit MMIS Transition Plan Thu Dec 02


265 9.2.1.7 1.2.8.3 Develop MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Thu Dec 09


267 9.2.3.3 1.2.8.3.2 Submit Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Thu Dec 02


272 9.2.1.8 1.2.8.4 Develop Gateway to DHCFP's LAN Thu Dec 16


274 9.2.1.8 1.2.8.4.2 Submit DHCFP LAN Gateway Plan Thu Dec 02


280 9.2 1.2.8.5  Develop Nevada Facility Planning Thu Dec 23


281 9.2.1.2 1.2.8.5.1 Claims Processing & Support Site(s) Thu Dec 16


282 1.2.8.5.1.1 Facilities Plan Thu Dec 09


284 9.2.3.6 1.2.8.5.1.1.2 Submit Facilities Plan Thu Dec 02


289 1.2.8.5.1.2 Execute Facility Contract(s) Tue Dec 14


290 9.2.1.9; 9.2.2.5 1.2.8.5.1.3 Establish Contractor Operations Facility Thu Dec 16


291 9.2.2.8 1.2.8.5.2 Complete DHCFP Workspace Thu Dec 23


292 1.2.8.6 Update Nevada MMIS Project Plan Mon Jan 03


294 9.2.3.7 1.2.8.6.2 Submit Updated MMIS Project Plan Thu Dec 23


300 9.3.2.1 1.2.10 Determine & Order Hardware / Software Mon Jan 03


303 1.3 Phase III -Transition Installation, Configuration, Migration  & Unit Testing - 90 Days Wed May 25


308 9.3 1.3.2 System Transfer & Installation Wed May 25


313 1.3.2.5 Install Provider Functions Wed May 25


318 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.5.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 11


321 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.5.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed Apr 13


322 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.5.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed Apr 27


323 1.3.2.5.5.5 Review Deficiency Documentation with DHCFP Wed May 11


324 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.5.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed Mar 09


336 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.5.11 System Testing Wed May 25
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337 1.3.2.5.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


339 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.5.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


344 1.3.2.5.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


346 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.5.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


349 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.5.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


351 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.5.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


353 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.5.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


358 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.5.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


360 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.5.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


365 1.3.2.6 Install Recipient Functions Wed May 25


370 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.6.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


373 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.6.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


374 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.6.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


376 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.6.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


388 1.3.2.7 Systems Testing Wed Apr 13


389 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.7.1 System Testing Wed Apr 13


390 1.3.2.7.1.1 System Test Plan Wed Apr 13


392 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.7.1.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed Apr 13


397 1.3.2.7.1.2 System Testing Wed Apr 13


399 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.7.1.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed Apr 13


402 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.7.1.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed Apr 13


404 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.7.1.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed Apr 13


406 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.7.1.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed Apr 13


411 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.7.1.4 Revise User Documentation Wed Apr 13


413 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.7.1.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed Apr 13


418 1.3.2.8 Install Reference Functions Wed May 25


423 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.8.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


426 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.8.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


427 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.8.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


429 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.8.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


441 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.8.11 System Testing Wed May 25


442 1.3.2.8.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


444 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.8.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


449 1.3.2.8.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


451 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.8.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25
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454 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.8.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


456 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.8.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


458 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.8.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


463 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.8.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


465 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.8.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


470 1.3.2.9 Install Claims Processing Functions Wed May 25


475 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.9.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


478 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.9.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


479 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.9.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


481 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.9.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


493 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.9.11 System Testing Wed May 25


494 1.3.2.9.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


496 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.9.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


501 1.3.2.9.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


503 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.9.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


506 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.9.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


508 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.9.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


510 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.9.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


515 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.9.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


517 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.9.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


522 1.3.2.10 Install Clinical Claims Editing Functions Wed May 25


527 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.10.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


530 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.10.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


531 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.10.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


533 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.10.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


545 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.10.11 System Testing Wed May 25


546 1.3.2.10.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


548 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.10.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


553 1.3.2.10.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


555 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.10.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


558 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.10.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


560 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.10.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


562 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.10.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


567 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.10.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


569 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.10.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25
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574 1.3.2.11 Install Financial Functions Wed May 25


579 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.11.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


582 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.11.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


583 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.11.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


585 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.11.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


597 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.11.11 System Testing Wed May 25


598 1.3.2.11.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


600 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.11.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


605 1.3.2.11.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


607 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.11.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


610 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.11.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


612 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.11.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


614 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.11.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


619 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.11.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


621 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.11.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


626 1.3.2.12 Install Prior Auth Functions Wed May 25


631 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.12.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


634 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.12.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


635 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.12.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


637 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.12.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


649 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.12.11 System Testing Wed May 25


650 1.3.2.12.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


652 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.12.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


657 1.3.2.12.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


659 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.12.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


662 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.12.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


664 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.12.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


666 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.12.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


671 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.12.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


673 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.12.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


678 1.3.2.13 Install TPL Functions Wed May 25


683 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.13.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


686 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.13.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


687 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.13.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


689 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.13.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25
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701 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.13.11 System Testing Wed May 25


702 1.3.2.13.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


704 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.13.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


709 1.3.2.13.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


711 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.13.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


714 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.13.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


716 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.13.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


718 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.13.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


723 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.13.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


725 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.13.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


730 1.3.2.14 Install EPSDT Functions Wed May 25


735 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.14.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


738 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.14.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


739 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.14.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


741 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.14.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


753 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.14.11 System Testing Wed May 25


754 1.3.2.14.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


756 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.14.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


761 1.3.2.14.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


763 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.14.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


766 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.14.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


768 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.14.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


770 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.14.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


775 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.14.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


777 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.14.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


782 1.3.2.15 Install Level Of Care Functions Wed May 25


787 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.15.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


790 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.15.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


791 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.15.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


793 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.15.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


805 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.15.11 System Testing Wed May 25


806 1.3.2.15.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


808 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.15.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


813 1.3.2.15.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


815 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.15.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25
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818 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.15.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


820 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.15.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


822 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.15.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


827 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.15.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


829 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.15.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


834 1.3.2.16 Install MARS Functions Wed May 25


839 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.16.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


842 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.16.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


843 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.16.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


845 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.16.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


857 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.16.11 System Testing Wed May 25


858 1.3.2.16.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


860 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.16.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


865 1.3.2.16.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


867 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.16.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


870 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.16.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


872 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.16.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


874 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.16.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


879 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.16.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


881 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.16.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


886 1.3.2.17 Install SURS Functions Wed May 25


891 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.17.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


894 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.17.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


895 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.17.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


897 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.17.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


909 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.17.11 System Testing Wed May 25


910 1.3.2.17.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


912 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.17.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


917 1.3.2.17.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


919 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.17.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


922 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.17.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


924 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.17.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


926 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.17.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


931 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.17.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


933 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.17.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25
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938 1.3.2.18 Install Web Portal Functions Wed May 25


943 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.18.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


946 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.18.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


947 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.18.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


949 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.18.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


961 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.18.11 System Testing Wed May 25


962 1.3.2.18.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


964 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.18.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


969 1.3.2.18.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


971 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.18.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


974 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.18.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


976 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.18.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


978 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.18.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


983 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.18.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


985 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.18.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


990 1.3.2.19 Install Pharmacy Functions Wed May 25


995 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.19.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


998 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.19.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


999 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.19.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


1001 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.19.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


1013 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.19.11 System Testing Wed May 25


1014 1.3.2.19.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


1016 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.19.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


1021 1.3.2.19.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


1023 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.19.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


1026 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.19.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


1028 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.19.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


1030 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.19.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1035 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.19.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


1037 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.19.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1042 1.3.2.20 Install Pharmacy Point of Sale Functions Wed May 25


1047 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.20.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


1050 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.20.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


1051 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.20.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


1053 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.20.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25
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1065 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.20.11 System Testing Wed May 25


1066 1.3.2.20.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


1068 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.20.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


1073 1.3.2.20.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


1075 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.20.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


1078 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.20.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


1080 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.20.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


1082 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.20.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1087 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.20.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


1089 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.20.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1094 1.3.2.21 Install Electronic Presc Software Functions Wed May 25


1099 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.21.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


1102 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.21.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


1103 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.21.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


1105 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.21.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


1117 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.21.11 System Testing Wed May 25


1118 1.3.2.21.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


1120 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.21.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


1125 1.3.2.21.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


1127 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.21.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


1130 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.21.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


1132 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.21.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


1134 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.21.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1139 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.21.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


1141 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.21.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1146 1.3.2.22 Install Pharmacy Drug OBRA / Supplemental Rebate Functions Wed May 25


1151 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.22.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


1154 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.22.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


1155 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.22.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


1157 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.22.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


1169 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.22.11 System Testing Wed May 25


1170 1.3.2.22.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


1172 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.22.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


1177 1.3.2.22.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


1179 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.22.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25
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1182 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.22.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


1184 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.22.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


1186 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.22.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1191 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.22.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


1193 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.22.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1198 1.3.2.23 Install Diabetic Supply Rebate Functions Wed May 25


1203 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.23.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


1206 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.23.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


1207 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.23.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


1209 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.23.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


1221 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.23.11 System Testing Wed May 25


1222 1.3.2.23.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


1224 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.23.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


1229 1.3.2.23.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


1231 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.23.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


1234 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.23.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


1236 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.23.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


1238 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.23.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1243 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.23.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


1245 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.23.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1250 1.3.2.24 Install Decision Support Functions Wed May 25


1255 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.24.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


1258 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.24.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


1259 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.24.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


1261 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.24.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


1273 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.24.11 System Testing Wed May 25


1274 1.3.2.24.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


1276 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.24.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


1281 1.3.2.24.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


1283 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.24.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


1286 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.24.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


1288 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.24.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


1290 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.24.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1295 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.24.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


1297 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.24.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25
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1302 1.3.2.25 Install Online Doc Retrieval & Archiving Functions Wed May 25


1307 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.25.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


1310 9.2.3.4 1.3.2.25.5.3 Document System Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


1311 9.2.3.5 1.3.2.25.5.4 Document User Documentation Deficiencies Wed May 25


1313 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.25.5.6 Develop Schedule for Correcting Deficiencies Wed May 25


1325 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.25.11 System Testing Wed May 25


1326 1.3.2.25.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


1328 9.3.4.1 1.3.2.25.11.1.2 Submit System Test Plan Wed May 25


1333 1.3.2.25.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


1335 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.25.11.2.2 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


1338 9.3.4.2 1.3.2.25.11.2.5 Review System Test Results Wed May 25


1340 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.25.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


1342 9.3.4.6 1.3.2.25.11.3.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1347 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.25.11.4 Revise User Documentation Wed May 25


1349 9.3.4.5 1.3.2.25.11.4.2 Submit Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1355 1.4 Phase IV: Integration Testing - 60 Days Fri Aug 19


1356 9.3.2.11 1.4.1 Integration Testing Fri Aug 19


1358 1.4.1.2 Integration Test Plan Thu Jun 30


1360 9.3.4.3 1.4.1.2.2 Submit Integration Test Plan Thu Jun 02


1365 1.4.1.3 Integration Testing Fri Aug 19


1367 9.3.4.4 1.4.1.3.2 Review Integration Test Results Fri Jul 29


1373 1.5 Phase V: Training - 60 Days Wed Nov 16


1374 9.3.2.19 1.5.1 MMIS Operations Training Wed Nov 16


1376 9.3.4.7 1.5.1.2 Submit MMIS Training Plan Fri Aug 26


1381 9.3.4.8 1.5.1.7 Conduct MMIS Operations Training Sessions Wed Nov 16


1383 1.6 Phase VI: Parallel Testing - 60 Days Wed Feb 08


1386 9.4 1.6.3 Parallel Testing Wed Feb 08


1387 9.4.2.1 1.6.3.1 Parallel Test Plan & Schedule Wed Nov 30


1390 9.4.4.1 1.6.3.1.3 Submit Parallel Test Plan & Schedule Mon Nov 21


1395 1.6.3.2 Data Migration Wed Dec 28


1396 9.4.2.3 1.6.3.2.1 Data Migration Plan Mon Dec 05


1398 9.4.4.3 1.6.3.2.1.2 Submit Migration Plan Fri Nov 18
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1405 9.4.4.4 1.6.3.2.4 Submit Data Migration Test Results Wed Nov 30


1411 1.6.3.3 Parallel Testing Activities Wed Feb 08


1418 9.4.4.2 1.6.3.3.7 Submit Parallel Test Results Mon Jan 23


1420 9.4.4.7 1.6.3.3.9 Create Action Plan for Discrepant Test Outputs Wed Feb 01


1423 9.4.2.14 1.6.3.4 Revise Systems & User Documentation Wed Dec 07


1425 9.4.4.5 1.6.3.4.2 Submit Systems Documentation Mon Nov 21


1430 9.4.2.14 1.6.3.5 Revise User Documentation Wed Dec 14


1432 9.4.4.5 1.6.3.5.2 Submit User Documentation Wed Nov 23


1438 1.7 Phase VII: Operational Readiness Review - 40 -Days Wed Apr 04


1439 9.5 1.7.1 Operational Readiness Wed Apr 04


1440 9.5.1.1 1.7.1.1 Operating Procedures Wed Feb 29


1442 9.5.3.1 1.7.1.1.2 Submit Revise Operating Procedures Wed Feb 15


1447 9.5.1.2 1.7.1.2 Provider Manuals Wed Feb 29


1449 9.5.3.2 1.7.1.2.2 Submit Provider Manuals Wed Feb 15


1454 1.7.1.3 Fiscal Agent Staffing Wed Feb 29


1456 9.5.3.3 1.7.1.3.2 Submit Staffing Plan Mon Feb 13


1469 1.7.1.6 Provider Outreach Wed Mar 28


1478 9.5.1.8 1.7.1.6.3 Provider Transition & Training Plan Wed Feb 22


1480 9.5.3.4 1.7.1.6.3.2 Submit Transition & Training Plan Fri Feb 10


1486 1.7.1.7 Operational Readiness Training Wed Apr 04


1487 9.5.1.9 1.7.1.7.1 Operational Readiness Training Plan Wed Mar 07


1489 9.5.3.5 1.7.1.7.1.2 Submit Operational Readiness Training Plan Wed Feb 15


1496 1.7.1.7.4 Document Operational Readiness Wed Mar 28


1498 9.5.3.6 1.7.1.7.4.2 Submit Readiness Assessment Wed Mar 14


1505 1.8 Phase VIII: Go-Live - 34 Days Tue May 22


1506 9.6 1.8.1 Implementation and Start of Operations Tue May 22


1511 1.8.1.2 Implement Operations Tue May 22


1530 9.6.3.2 1.8.1.2.9 Provide Certification of Complete System Implementation Mon May 21


1550 2 Project Management Office  - Recurring Activities Tue May 15


15519.2.1.14; 9.3.2.15; 9.4.2.15 2.1 Report Delays/Deviations to Project Plan Daily Tue May 15


15529.2.1.13; 9.3.2.21; 9.4.2.18; 9.6.1.3 2.2 Conduct Weekly Status Meetings Tue May 15


15539.2.1.12; 9.2.23.8; 9.3.2.20; 9.3.4.10; 9.4.2.17; 9.4.4.6; 9.6.1.2; 9.6.3.1 2.3 Submit Weekly Written Project Plan Status Reports Tue May 15
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1554 8.1.2.2 2.4 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meetings Tue May 15


1555 8.1.2.4 2.5 Provide Written Semi-Monthly Project Status Report Tue May 15


15569.3.2.16; 9.3.4.9 2.6 Document Changes to Current Plan Tue May 15


15579.3.2.17; 9.4.2.16; 9.6.1.10 2.7 Review Progress Against Entrance/Exit Criteria Tue May 15


1558 9.2.1.16 2.8 Update MMIS Project Plan Tue May 15


1559 8.1.2.3 2.9 Participate in Steering Committee / Other Project Related Meetings Tue May 15
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 Part I Tab XI – Preliminary Project Plan 
 


 
Infocrossing Response to Nevada RFP 1824, MMIS Takeover Tab XI-19 


As noted above, Infocrossing’s Project Plan identifies each project milestone. Using Microsoft 
Project’s filtering function on the Milestone Indicator field, we produce an extract of our 
preliminary Project Plan identifying each pre-Operations Period milestone. This extract is 
included immediately below. 
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Tab XI-20 Infocrossing Response to Nevada RFP 1824, MMIS Takeover 
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ID RFP No. 1824


Section #


WBS - Nevada MMIS Take-Over RFP No. 1824 Task Name Estimated


Milestone Date


1 17.7 1 Nevada MMIS Take-Over Preliminary Transition Project Plan Mon Jun 11


3 1.1 Phase I -  Transition Initiation & Project Setup Fri Oct 15


4 8.1 1.1.1 Planning and Administration Fri Oct 15


9 1.2 Phase II - Transition Planning & Provisioning - 60 Days Tue Jan 18


17 8.6.3 1.2.2 Requirements Validation & Demonstration Deliverables Mon Jan 10


18 8.6.2.1 1.2.2.1 Requirements Review & Validation Schedule Thu Dec 16


24 1.2.2.1.6 Approve Requirements Review & Validation Schedule Thu Dec 16


25 8.6.2.6 1.2.2.2 Requirements Validation Document Outline Mon Jan 03


31 1.2.2.2.6 Approve Requirements Validation Document Outline Mon Jan 03


32 8.6.2.7 1.2.2.3 Requirements Validation Document Mon Jan 03


38 1.2.2.3.6 Approve Requirements Validation Document Mon Jan 03


39 8.6.2.8 1.2.2.4 Requirements Traceability Matrix Mon Jan 10


45 8.6.2.8 1.2.2.4.6 Approve Updated Requirements Traceability Matrix Thu Jan 06


46 1.2.2.4.7 Implement Project Controls & Reporting System; Protocols for Problem Reporting and
Controls for Transfers


Mon Jan 10


47 9.2.1.4 1.2.2.4.7.1 Project Control and Reporting Mon Jan 10


55 9.2.1.4 1.2.2.4.7.1.8 Approve Project Control Process Mon Jan 10


56 8.1.2.5 1.2.3 Communication Planning Mon Nov 01


62 8.1.2.5 1.2.3.6 Approve Communication Plan Mon Nov 01


63 8.1.2.6 1.2.4 Risk Management Planning Mon Nov 08


69 8.1.2.6 1.2.4.6 Approve Risk Management Plan Mon Nov 08


70 8.1.2.7 1.2.5 Quality Assurance Planning Mon Nov 08


76 8.1.2.7 1.2.5.6 Approve Quality Assurance Plan Mon Nov 08


77 8.4 1.2.6 Location of Contract Functions Mon Nov 08


83 8.4 1.2.6.6 Approve Contractor Location Plan Mon Nov 08


84 8.6.2.4 1.2.7 Conduct Review of Current Systems, User Documentation & Clarify Deficiencies Thu Dec 02


94 8.6.2.4 1.2.7.2 Review Core MMIS Applications Thu Dec 02


95 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.1 Provider Requirements Review & Validation Session Thu Nov 18


101 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.1.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Thu Nov 18


102 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.2 Recipient Requirements Review Session Fri Nov 26


108 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.2.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


109 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.3 Reference Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02
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WBS - Nevada MMIS Take-Over RFP No. 1824 Task Name Estimated


Milestone Date


115 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.3.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


116 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.4 Claims Processing Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


122 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.4.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


123 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.5 Clinical Claims Editing Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


129 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.5.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


130 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.6 Financial Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


136 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.6.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


137 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.7 Prior Auth Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


143 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.7.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


144 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.8 TPL Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


150 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.8.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


151 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.9 EPSDT Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


157 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.9.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


158 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.10 LOC Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


164 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.10.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


165 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.11 MARS Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


171 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.11.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


172 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.2.12 SURS Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


178 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.2.12.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


179 8.6.2.4 1.2.7.3 Ancillary MMIS Applications Thu Dec 02


180 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.1 Web Portal Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


186 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.1.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


187 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.2 Pharmacy Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


193 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.2.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


194 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.3 Pharmacy Point of Sale Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


200 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.3.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


201 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.4 Electronic Presc Software Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


207 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.4.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


208 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.5 Pharmacy Drug OBRA / Supplemental Rebate Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


214 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.5.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


215 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.6 Diabetic Supply Rebate Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


221 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.6.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


222 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.7 Decision Support Requirements Review Session Thu Dec 02


228 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.7.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


229 8.6.2.1 1.2.7.3.8 Online Doc Retrieval & Archiving Requirements Review & Validations Thu Dec 02
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WBS - Nevada MMIS Take-Over RFP No. 1824 Task Name Estimated


Milestone Date


235 8.6.2.3 1.2.7.3.8.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


236 8.6.2.4 1.2.7.4 Interfaces - Inbound & Outbound Thu Dec 02


237 1.2.7.4.1 Inbound to MMIS Thu Dec 02


243 1.2.7.4.1.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


244 1.2.7.4.2 Outbound from MMIS Thu Dec 02


250 1.2.7.4.2.6 Approve Requirements Review Session Minutes Fri Nov 26


251 8.1.2.1 1.2.8 Prepare Detailed Nevada Transition Plan Mon Jan 03


257 9.2.1.6 1.2.8.2 Develop Nevada MMIS Transition Plan Thu Dec 16


264 9.2.2.2 1.2.8.2.7 Approve MMIS Transition Plan Thu Dec 02


265 9.2.1.7 1.2.8.3 Develop MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Thu Dec 09


271 9.2.2.4 1.2.8.3.6 Approve Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Thu Dec 02


272 9.2.1.8 1.2.8.4 Develop Gateway to DHCFP's LAN Thu Dec 16


278 9.2.1.8 1.2.8.4.6 Approve DHCFP LAN Gateway Plan Thu Dec 02


280 9.2 1.2.8.5  Develop Nevada Facility Planning Thu Dec 23


281 9.2.1.2 1.2.8.5.1 Claims Processing & Support Site(s) Thu Dec 16


282 1.2.8.5.1.1 Facilities Plan Thu Dec 09


288 9.2.2.3 1.2.8.5.1.1.6 Approve Facilities Plan Thu Dec 02


292 1.2.8.6 Update Nevada MMIS Project Plan Mon Jan 03


298 9.2.2.7 1.2.8.6.6 Approve Updated MMIS Project Plan Thu Dec 23


299 8.2 1.2.9 Project Kick-Off Meeting Tue Jan 18


301 1.2.11 PHASE II END:  SIGN-OFF - TRANSITION PLANNING Tue Jan 18


303 1.3 Phase III -Transition Installation, Configuration, Migration  & Unit Testing - 90 Days Wed May 25


304 9.1 1.3.1 Transition Period Entrance Requirements Tue Jan 18


305 9.1.1.1.A 1.3.1.1 Approved Detailed Project Plan Tue Jan 18


306 9.1.1.1.B 1.3.1.2 Identified Location(s) for MMIS Functions Tue Jan 18


307 9.1.1.1.C 1.3.1.3 Approved Requirements Validation Document Tue Jan 18


308 9.3 1.3.2 System Transfer & Installation Wed May 25


309 9.3.2.2; 9.3.3.1 1.3.2.1 Establish IT Systems Environment Tue Feb 01


310 9.3.3.2 1.3.2.2 Install Hardware / Software Wed Feb 23


313 1.3.2.5 Install Provider Functions Wed May 25


314 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.5.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed Mar 09


318 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.5.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 11


325 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.5.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed Mar 02


336 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.5.11 System Testing Wed May 25
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337 1.3.2.5.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


343 1.3.2.5.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


344 1.3.2.5.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


350 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.5.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


351 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.5.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


357 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.5.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


365 1.3.2.6 Install Recipient Functions Wed May 25


366 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.6.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


370 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.6.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


377 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.6.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


388 1.3.2.7 Systems Testing Wed Apr 13


389 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.7.1 System Testing Wed Apr 13


390 1.3.2.7.1.1 System Test Plan Wed Apr 13


396 1.3.2.7.1.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed Apr 13


397 1.3.2.7.1.2 System Testing Wed Apr 13


403 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.7.1.2.6 Approve System Test Wed Apr 13


404 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.7.1.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed Apr 13


410 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.7.1.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed Apr 13


418 1.3.2.8 Install Reference Functions Wed May 25


419 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.8.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


423 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.8.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


430 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.8.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


441 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.8.11 System Testing Wed May 25


442 1.3.2.8.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


448 1.3.2.8.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


449 1.3.2.8.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


455 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.8.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


456 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.8.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


462 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.8.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


470 1.3.2.9 Install Claims Processing Functions Wed May 25


471 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.9.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


475 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.9.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


482 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.9.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


493 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.9.11 System Testing Wed May 25


494 1.3.2.9.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25
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500 1.3.2.9.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


501 1.3.2.9.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


507 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.9.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


508 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.9.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


514 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.9.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


522 1.3.2.10 Install Clinical Claims Editing Functions Wed May 25


523 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.10.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


527 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.10.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


534 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.10.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


545 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.10.11 System Testing Wed May 25


546 1.3.2.10.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


552 1.3.2.10.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


553 1.3.2.10.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


559 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.10.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


560 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.10.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


566 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.10.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


574 1.3.2.11 Install Financial Functions Wed May 25


575 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.11.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


579 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.11.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


586 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.11.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


597 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.11.11 System Testing Wed May 25


598 1.3.2.11.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


604 1.3.2.11.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


605 1.3.2.11.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


611 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.11.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


612 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.11.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


618 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.11.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


626 1.3.2.12 Install Prior Auth Functions Wed May 25


627 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.12.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


631 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.12.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


638 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.12.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


649 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.12.11 System Testing Wed May 25


650 1.3.2.12.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


656 1.3.2.12.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


657 1.3.2.12.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25
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663 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.12.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


664 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.12.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


670 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.12.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


678 1.3.2.13 Install TPL Functions Wed May 25


679 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.13.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


683 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.13.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


690 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.13.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


701 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.13.11 System Testing Wed May 25


702 1.3.2.13.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


708 1.3.2.13.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


709 1.3.2.13.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


715 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.13.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


716 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.13.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


722 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.13.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


730 1.3.2.14 Install EPSDT Functions Wed May 25


731 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.14.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


735 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.14.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


742 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.14.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


753 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.14.11 System Testing Wed May 25


754 1.3.2.14.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


760 1.3.2.14.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


761 1.3.2.14.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


767 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.14.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


768 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.14.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


774 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.14.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


782 1.3.2.15 Install Level Of Care Functions Wed May 25


783 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.15.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


787 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.15.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


794 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.15.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


805 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.15.11 System Testing Wed May 25


806 1.3.2.15.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


812 1.3.2.15.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


813 1.3.2.15.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


819 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.15.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


820 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.15.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25
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826 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.15.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


834 1.3.2.16 Install MARS Functions Wed May 25


835 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.16.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


839 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.16.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


846 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.16.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


857 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.16.11 System Testing Wed May 25


858 1.3.2.16.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


864 1.3.2.16.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


865 1.3.2.16.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


871 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.16.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


872 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.16.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


878 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.16.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


886 1.3.2.17 Install SURS Functions Wed May 25


887 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.17.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


891 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.17.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


898 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.17.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


909 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.17.11 System Testing Wed May 25


910 1.3.2.17.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


916 1.3.2.17.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


917 1.3.2.17.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


923 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.17.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


924 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.17.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


930 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.17.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


938 1.3.2.18 Install Web Portal Functions Wed May 25


939 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.18.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


943 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.18.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


950 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.18.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


961 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.18.11 System Testing Wed May 25


962 1.3.2.18.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


968 1.3.2.18.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


969 1.3.2.18.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


975 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.18.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


976 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.18.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


982 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.18.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


990 1.3.2.19 Install Pharmacy Functions Wed May 25
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Section #


WBS - Nevada MMIS Take-Over RFP No. 1824 Task Name Estimated


Milestone Date


991 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.19.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


995 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.19.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


1002 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.19.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


1013 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.19.11 System Testing Wed May 25


1014 1.3.2.19.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


1020 1.3.2.19.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


1021 1.3.2.19.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


1027 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.19.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


1028 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.19.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


1034 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.19.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1042 1.3.2.20 Install Pharmacy Point of Sale Functions Wed May 25


1043 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.20.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


1047 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.20.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


1054 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.20.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


1065 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.20.11 System Testing Wed May 25


1066 1.3.2.20.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


1072 1.3.2.20.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


1073 1.3.2.20.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


1079 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.20.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


1080 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.20.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


1086 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.20.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1094 1.3.2.21 Install Electronic Presc Software Functions Wed May 25


1095 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.21.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


1099 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.21.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


1106 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.21.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


1117 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.21.11 System Testing Wed May 25


1118 1.3.2.21.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


1124 1.3.2.21.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


1125 1.3.2.21.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


1131 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.21.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


1132 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.21.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


1138 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.21.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1146 1.3.2.22 Install Pharmacy Drug OBRA / Supplemental Rebate Functions Wed May 25


1147 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.22.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


1151 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.22.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25
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WBS - Nevada MMIS Take-Over RFP No. 1824 Task Name Estimated


Milestone Date


1158 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.22.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


1169 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.22.11 System Testing Wed May 25


1170 1.3.2.22.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


1176 1.3.2.22.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


1177 1.3.2.22.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


1183 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.22.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


1184 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.22.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


1190 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.22.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1198 1.3.2.23 Install Diabetic Supply Rebate Functions Wed May 25


1199 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.23.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


1203 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.23.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


1210 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.23.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


1221 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.23.11 System Testing Wed May 25


1222 1.3.2.23.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


1228 1.3.2.23.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


1229 1.3.2.23.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


1235 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.23.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


1236 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.23.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


1242 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.23.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1250 1.3.2.24 Install Decision Support Functions Wed May 25


1251 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.24.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


1255 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.24.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


1262 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.24.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


1273 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.24.11 System Testing Wed May 25


1274 1.3.2.24.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


1280 1.3.2.24.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


1281 1.3.2.24.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


1287 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.24.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


1288 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.24.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


1294 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.24.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1302 1.3.2.25 Install Online Doc Retrieval & Archiving Functions Wed May 25


1303 9.3.3.3 1.3.2.25.1 Install Application Software/JCL/Proc/Doc Wed May 25


1307 9.2.1.3 1.3.2.25.5 Review System/User Document, Requirements, & Policies Wed May 25


1314 9.2.2.6 1.3.2.25.5.7 Notify DHCFP of Completion of System/User Doc Review Wed May 25


1325 9.3.2.10 1.3.2.25.11 System Testing Wed May 25
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1326 1.3.2.25.11.1 System Test Plan Wed May 25


1332 1.3.2.25.11.1.6 Approve System Test Plan Wed May 25


1333 1.3.2.25.11.2 System Testing Wed May 25


1339 9.3.3.4 1.3.2.25.11.2.6 Approve System Test Wed May 25


1340 9.3.2.8 1.3.2.25.11.3 Revise Systems Documentation Wed May 25


1346 9.3.3.6 1.3.2.25.11.3.6 Approve Updated Documentation Wed May 25


1355 1.4 Phase IV: Integration Testing - 60 Days Fri Aug 19


1356 9.3.2.11 1.4.1 Integration Testing Fri Aug 19


1357 1.4.1.1 Certify Readiness for Integration Testing Thu Jun 02


1358 1.4.1.2 Integration Test Plan Thu Jun 30


1364 1.4.1.2.6 Approve Integration Test Plan Thu Jun 30


1365 1.4.1.3 Integration Testing Fri Aug 19


1371 9.3.3.5 1.4.1.3.6 Approve Integration Testing Fri Aug 19


1373 1.5 Phase V: Training - 60 Days Wed Nov 16


1374 9.3.2.19 1.5.1 MMIS Operations Training Wed Nov 16


1380 9.3.3.7 1.5.1.6 Approve MMIS Training Plan Tue Sep 13


1383 1.6 Phase VI: Parallel Testing - 60 Days Wed Feb 08


1386 9.4 1.6.3 Parallel Testing Wed Feb 08


1387 9.4.2.1 1.6.3.1 Parallel Test Plan & Schedule Wed Nov 30


1394 9.4.3.1 1.6.3.1.7 Approve Parallel Test Plan & Schedule Wed Nov 30


1395 1.6.3.2 Data Migration Wed Dec 28


1396 9.4.2.3 1.6.3.2.1 Data Migration Plan Mon Dec 05


1402 9.4.3.3 1.6.3.2.1.6 Approve Migration Plan Mon Dec 05


1410 9.4.3.4 1.6.3.2.9 Approve Data Migration Test Results Wed Dec 28


1411 1.6.3.3 Parallel Testing Activities Wed Feb 08


1421 9.4.3.7 1.6.3.3.10 Re-execute Parallel Test Wed Feb 08


1422 9.4.3.2 1.6.3.3.11 Approve Parallel Test Results Wed Feb 08


1423 9.4.2.14 1.6.3.4 Revise Systems & User Documentation Wed Dec 07


1429 9.4.3.5 1.6.3.4.6 Approve Systems Documentation Wed Dec 07


1430 9.4.2.14 1.6.3.5 Revise User Documentation Wed Dec 14


1436 9.4.3.6 1.6.3.5.6 Approve User Documentation Wed Dec 14
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1438 1.7 Phase VII: Operational Readiness Review - 40 -Days Wed Apr 04


1439 9.5 1.7.1 Operational Readiness Wed Apr 04


1440 9.5.1.1 1.7.1.1 Operating Procedures Wed Feb 29


1446 9.5.2.1 1.7.1.1.6 Approve Operating Procedures Wed Feb 29


1447 9.5.1.2 1.7.1.2 Provider Manuals Wed Feb 29


1453 9.5.2.2 1.7.1.2.6 Approve Provider Manuals Wed Feb 29


1454 1.7.1.3 Fiscal Agent Staffing Wed Feb 29


1460 9.5.2.3 1.7.1.3.6 Approve Staffing Plan Wed Feb 29


1461 1.7.1.4 Report Distribution Schedule Wed Feb 29


1467 1.7.1.4.6 Approve Report Distribution Schedule Wed Feb 29


1469 1.7.1.6 Provider Outreach Wed Mar 28


1470 9.5.1.7 1.7.1.6.1 Provider Outreach Materials Wed Mar 07


1476 1.7.1.6.1.6 Approve Provider Outreach Materials Wed Mar 07


1486 1.7.1.7 Operational Readiness Training Wed Apr 04


1487 9.5.1.9 1.7.1.7.1 Operational Readiness Training Plan Wed Mar 07


1493 9.5.2.4 1.7.1.7.1.6 Approve Operational Readiness Training Plan Wed Mar 07


1496 1.7.1.7.4 Document Operational Readiness Wed Mar 28


1502 9.5.2.5 1.7.1.7.4.6 Approve Readiness Assessment Wed Mar 28


1505 1.8 Phase VIII: Go-Live - 34 Days Tue May 22


1506 9.6 1.8.1 Implementation and Start of Operations Tue May 22


1507 1.8.1.1 Final Training Sessions Wed Apr 11


1510 9.6.2.1 1.8.1.1.3 Provide Certification of Completion of Training Activities Wed Apr 11


1511 1.8.1.2 Implement Operations Tue May 22


1514 1.8.1.2.3 Final Data Conversions Wed Apr 25


1521 1.8.1.2.3.7 Approve Data Conversion Reports Wed Apr 25


1529 9.6.2.2 1.8.1.2.8 Provide Certification of Completion of Entrance/Exit Criteria Thu May 17


1531 9.6.2.3 1.8.1.2.10 Certify Readiness for Operations Tue May 22


1533 1.9 Phase IX - Migration Close-Out - 14 Days Mon Jun 11
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Infocrossing Response to Nevada RFP 1824, MMIS Takeover Tab XI-33 


17.7.2 Vendors must provide a written plan addressing the roles and responsibilities and 
method of communication between the primary contractor and any subcontractor(s). 


To ensure complete and timely oversight of all subcontractor activities, Infocrossing will 
establish a Subcontractor Coordinator position. And to ensure that all subcontractor concerns are 
addressed immediately, the Subcontractor Coordinator will report directly to Infocrossing’s 
Nevada Account Manager, Tom Stockdale. 


During the proposal development process, Infocrossing executed Master Services Agreements 
and Statements of Work (SOW) with each subcontracting entity. Each SOW details the 
subcontractor’s responsibilities (either imbedded within the SOW or by reference to RFP 
requirements) and performance / deliverable requirements as appropriate.  


Infocrossing’s project management methodology provides for multiple levels of subcontractor 
management and oversight: 


• Each subcontracting entity will be required to provide input for Infocrossing’s Weekly 
Project Plan Status Report. 


• As appropriate, subcontractor personnel will participate in weekly project status 
meetings. 


• Infocrossing’s Quality Assurance Team will perform periodic reviews of subcontractor 
functions and measure performance to the subcontractor’s SOW and RFP performance 
criteria. 


• Each month during the Contract Startup and Transition Periods, and quarterly during the 
Operations Period, Infocrossing’s Account Manager and Subcontractor Coordinator will 
meet with each subcontractor’s Nevada Account Executive. 


17.7.3 The preliminary project plan will be incorporated into the contract.  


Infocrossing acknowledges this requirement and understands that the first several weeks of the 
Contract Startup Period will be used to produce a finalized detailed Project Plan using the 
proposal’s preliminary Project Plan as a base starting point. 
17.7.4 The first project deliverable is the finalized detailed project plan that must include 


fixed deliverable due dates for all subsequent project tasks as defined in the Scope 
of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16). The contract will be amended to 
include the State approved detailed project plan. 


Infocrossing acknowledges this requirement and understands that the first several weeks of the 
Contract Startup Period will be used to produce a finalized detailed Project Plan using the 
proposal’s preliminary Project Plan as a base starting point. 
17.7.5 Vendors must identify all potential risks associated with the project, their proposed 


plan to mitigate the potential risks and include recommended strategies for managing 
those risks. 


Infocrossing has made a preliminary analysis of this project, generating an initial Risk Profile 
presented in a subset of our recommended Risk Log format. Proposal Section 17.8.10 (Risk 
Management Overview) defines our recommended approach to identifying, tracking, and 
managing project risk. The Risk Management Plan (deliverable 8.1.2.6 of the Planning and 
Administration Task) will finalize the structure and presentation the Risk Log. 
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Per Infocrossing’s recommended Risk Management Approach, all risks identified in this section 
are treated as “In Evaluation”. In other words, they have been identified, and assigned an initial 
estimated Risk Priority. These estimates ares labeled “Risk Priority (Qualitative)”, to remind the 
reader that at this point, only a qualitative judgment of risk has been made. In the Infocrossing 
recommended approach, Qualitative Risk Priority Assessments are limited to a simple three-tier 
ranking of Low / Medium / High. Only later, during complete Quantitative Risk Assessments 
would the lower Risk Priority of “Nominal”, or the higher one of “Critical” be assigned to a 
Risk. 


These risks are presented roughly in descending order of Risk Priority, followed by Impact. 
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Risk #1: Provider’s Readiness to Transition 
Risk Description Cutover will entail significant elements of change for current 


Providers. Such change be met by resistance or lack of cooperation.
Risk Owner Account Manager 
Status Evaluating 
Risk Priority (Qualitative) 4 – High 
Risk Probability 5 – Very High 
Impact Level 5 – Critical 
Mitigation Plan Conduct training workshops; develop joint Provider bulletins; 


recertify electronic submitters to assist educating Providers. 
Identify Provider Associations / Groups to develop provider 
advocates to champion the new system. Focus on high-impact 
groups. 


Preliminary Action Plan TBD 


 


Risk #2: Legislative or Regulatory Actions Change Requirements 
Risk Description Unknown future changes driven by Legislative or Regulatory 


action at either the State or Federal Level could compromises the 
scope, requirements, definition, or execution of planned activities. 
Federal Legislative changes could cascade into extensive Federal 
Regulatory and State Medicaid requirement changes during project 
execution. 


Risk Owner PMO 
Status Evaluating 
Risk Priority (Qualitative) 4 – High 
Risk Probability 4 – High 
Impact Level 5 – Critical 
Mitigation Plan Both DHCFP and Infocrossing continuously monitor proposed 


legislation and regulatory authorities through direct relationships, 
lobbyists, workgroups, industry conferences, professional contacts 
etc. Known proposals are evaluated for impact on the overall 
project. Known proposals are treated as explicit individual Risks in 
the Risk Management process. Extensive ongoing monitoring and 
analysis of developing Federal Healthcare legislation and its impact 
on Medicaid by Wipro / Infocrossing and Infocrossing Consultants.
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Risk #2: Legislative or Regulatory Actions Change Requirements 
Preliminary Action Plan If proposed or actual change risks significant negative project 


impact, consider trying to influence proposals content or timeline to 
mitigate the impact. May entail rework of the Project Work Plan; 
re-evaluation of staffing. Ultimately may impact schedule. 


 


Risk #3: Plans Established Before Firm Requirements 
Risk Description High level Project Plans (Work Plan, Resourcing, Cost Models…) 


as developed for the RFP Response are based on summary, 
sometimes qualitative information. Not all desired information is 
available at this time. Plans have risk of error due to excessive 
unknowns at this stage. 


Risk Owner PMO 
Status Evaluating 
Risk Priority (Qualitative) 4 – High 
Risk Probability 4 – High 
Impact Level 5 – Critical: risk to success of all phases of the overall project 
Mitigation Plan First level mitigation is already built into the RFP, evidenced by the 


explicit inclusion of “Requirements Validation and Demonstration” 
by the State. Planning for unknowns was the most important first 
step, already taken. Infocrossing believes it has built sufficient 
time, resources, and processes into its initial proposal to absorb 
expected levels of variance in requirements understanding that are 
typical at this preliminary stage, without placing excessive risk on 
the key deliverable dates. The proposed PMO is the primary tool 
Infocrossing believes is required to mitigate this risk on an ongoing 
basis, through its Project Planning / Monitoring / Control processes, 
and through its Risk Management responsibilities. As requirements 
are developed, and missing background information exposed, the 
PMO takes responsibility for continuously incorporating the new 
information into its planning and evaluation, and identifying if this 
risk is materializing. 


Preliminary Action Plan Evaluate changing resource levels to absorb materializing risk; re-
prioritization of deliverables, if possible. Ultimately, movement of 
dates. 
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Risk #4: FA Operational Center Relocation 
Risk Description At cutover, operation relocates to a new center, entailing new 


networks, technology infrastructure build out, phone lines, mail and 
shipping delivery, staff disruption, business processes etc. RFP 
Item 9.2.1.7 calls out the need during the Transition Phase for the 
development of a specific and comprehensive Risk / Contingency 
Plan to address these and all other Risks associated with 
Relocation. Infocrossing understands and acknowledges the 
requirement to conduct extensive specific Risk Planning for this 
item. 


Risk Owner Account Manager 
Status Evaluating 
Risk Priority 4 – High 
Risk Probability 3 – Medium 
Impact Level 5 – Critical 
Mitigation Plan TBD in specific dedicated Risk Plan (9.2.1.7) 
Preliminary Action Plan TBD 


 


Risk #5: System Still in Change Near Cutover 
Risk Description Changes mandated by Federal or State Legislative or Regulatory 


actions may require modifications to the system shortly before or 
during cutover to Operations. A special sub case of Risk #2, this 
Risk addresses late breaking changes that no longer allow time to 
absorb into the Schedule 


Risk Owner Account Manager 
Status Evaluating 
Risk Priority (Qualitative) 4 – High 
Risk Probability 3 – Medium 
Impact Level 5 – Critical 
Mitigation Plan Lobby for regulatory dispensation on deadline to execute on new 


requirements; Recast Plan, and change schedule. 
Preliminary Action Plan TBD 
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Risk #6: Availability of SMEs: DHCFP; FHSC; Others (FHSC Subs) 
Risk Description The inability to access required Subject Matter Expertise not 


directly under the control or hire of Infocrossing can threaten 
project timelines. 


Risk Owner Account Manager 
Status Evaluating 
Risk Priority (Qualitative) 4 – High 
Risk Probability 3 – Medium 
Impact Level 5 – Critical: risk to success of all phases of the overall project 
Mitigation Plan Identify existing knowledgeable DHCFP staff upon approval; begin 


process of incorporation into the Project process. Augment DHCFP 
staff with Infocrossing and externally contracted business expertise. 
Utilize modern communications technologies (Email, PC 
Conferencing, Video Conferencing, and Messaging) to minimize 
lost time due to travel and locale, to maximize flexibility and 
productive time. Utilize modern Document Management tools 
(SharePoint) and effective communications procedures as 
documented in the Communications Plan. 


Preliminary Action Plan Shift resources; work overtime; extend timeline of project. 


 


Risk #7: Acquiring Sufficient Experienced Operations Staff 
Risk Description Infocrossing may not be able to acquire sufficient experienced staff 


members to execute the Operational Phase. 
Risk Owner Account Manager 
Status Evaluating 
Risk Priority (Qualitative) 4 – High 
Risk Probability 3 – Medium 
Impact Level 5 – Critical 
Mitigation Plan Identify Key Positions early; begin recruiting Operational Staff 


upon Contract Award. Partner with DHCFP and FHSC to identify 
and pre-position select members of existing FA Operations staff to 
make transition. Development of explicit Staff Transition Plan. 


Preliminary Action Plan TBD 
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Risk #8: 5010 / ICD10 Changes in Parallel with Transition 
Risk Description FHSC is changing the current system to accommodate 5010 / 


ICD10 changes. This introduces a significant level of “moving 
change” to the current system, possibly far beyond the level 
expected due to normal ongoing maintenance activities. 
Coordinating these changes into the Project’s Plan and Schedule 
represents substantial risk to initial Plan validity. 


Risk Owner PMO 
Status Evaluating 
Risk Priority (Qualitative) 4 – High 
Risk Probability 5 – Very High 
Impact Level 5 – Critical 
Mitigation Plan During Planning and Administration, then current FHSC Plans and 


Status will be incorporated into the detailed Project Plan. Project 
information exchange will be specifically incorporated into 
Infocrossing Plans, conceptually treating FHSC’s work as a sub-
project requiring similar coordination of Planning, Change 
Management, Status Reporting, and Communications Management 
as other sub-projects. 


Preliminary Action Plan TBD 


 


Risk #9: Scope Change 
Risk Description Unexpected changes in requirements / scope can threaten proposed 


schedules and/or resource requirements. This risk is especially 
prevalent in any project of such significant duration, complex 
stakeholder relationships, and in an industry undergoing rapid 
change. Changes mandated from without e.g. Regulatory Change 
(Risks #1 and #4), and changes due to imperfect Infocrossing 
understanding of Requirements / Scope (Risk #3) are treated as 
separate Risks. 


Risk Owner PMO 
Status Evaluating 
Risk Priority (Qualitative) 4 – High 
Risk Probability 2 – Low 
Impact Level 5 – Critical: risk to success of all phases of the overall project 
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Risk #9: Scope Change 
Mitigation Plan The two principle mitigations are built into both the RFP and into 


Infocrossing’s response: strong Requirements Management, and 
formalized Change Management procedures. Both the State and 
Infocrossing recognize the threat of uncontrolled shift in 
requirements or scope. Strong Requirements Management 
maximizes that the understanding of requirements and their impacts 
are verifiably solid; Change Management ensures that once 
understood, they do not change without complete analysis of 
impact, and concurrence by the State’s Executive Management 
team. 


Preliminary Action Plan Consider possibility of exchanging new requirements deemed 
critical for already-defined, non-critical requirements. Modify 
staffing. 


 


Risk #10: Resource Risks 
Risk Description Infocrossing may not be able to acquire sufficient knowledgeable 


staff to support the Transition Phase. 
Risk Owner PMO 
Status Evaluating 
Risk Priority (Qualitative) 4 – High 
Risk Probability 3 – Medium 
Impact Level 4 – High 
Mitigation Plan Engage corporate resources to plan ahead and facilitate staffing 


requirements. Begin recruiting early. Utilize extensive Wipro 
resources, including offshore technology teams. 


Preliminary Action Plan Draw upon extended resources from other members of the Wipro / 
Infocrossing corporate family. Hire skilled temporary contractors; 
initiate staff overtime; reallocate resources. 


 


Risk #11: Subcontractor / Vendor Delays 
Risk Description Subcontractor or Vendor Delays: timely delivery of equipment, 


software, other contracted components. 
Risk Owner PMO 
Status Evaluating 
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Risk #11: Subcontractor / Vendor Delays 
Risk Priority (Qualitative) 3 – Medium 
Risk Probability 2 – Low 
Impact Level 4 –High 
Mitigation Plan Known track-record for reliable and consistent delivery was a 


specific and key criteria used in Subcontractor and Vendor 
selection. Many have extensive successful track-records with 
Wipro / Infocrossing, with ongoing and expected future 
relationships. Infocrossing’s Subcontractor management practices 
as described in this proposal bring Subs/Vendors under a unified 
Project Management model. All activities are tracked constantly 
and consistently. Regular Infocrossing Internal project status 
meetings include Subcon/vendor representation as required. 
Integrated Project Work Plan and Status Reporting shows status of 
all areas in one document. 


Preliminary Action Plan Same initial actions as an internal Project Delay: resourcing 
alternatives; Work Plan task re-arrangement; alternative solution 
consideration. 


 


Risk #12: Delayed Contract Award 
Risk Description Nevada awards contract later than planned, engendering a late 


project start. Risk to target Operational cut-over date. 
Risk Owner PMO 
Status Evaluating 
Risk Priority (Qualitative) 2 – Low 
Risk Probability 4 – High 
Impact Level 2 – Low 
Mitigation Plan Current incumbent’s contract extends sufficiently far past current 


target cut-over date to accommodate slippage likely to occur with a 
late start. A significant late-start is not likely to be absorbable by 
re-arranging schedule or altering resource levels. 


Preliminary Action Plan Shift cut-over date. Re-analyze Project Work Plan details if a late 
award begins to materialize. 


 
17.7.6 Vendors must provide information on the staff that will be located in Carson City. If 


staff will be located at remote locations, vendors must include specific information on 
plans to accommodate the exchange of information and transfer of technical and 
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procedural knowledge. The State encourages alternate methods of communication 
other than in person meetings, such as transmission of documents via email and 
teleconferencing, as appropriate. 


In our response to Section 17.6, Resource Matrix, Infocrossing provides a resource matrix 
detailing work location by individual staff position. Because our proposed project team will 
operate from a number of locations, Infocrossing understands the necessity to ensure immediate 
and thorough communications, both within the Infocrossing project team and with DHCFP and 
other State organizations. 


We are committed to maximizing the utilization of electronic communication vehicles while 
maintaining data security and PHI confidentiality. During the Contract Startup Period, 
Infocrossing and DHCFP will discuss communication methods and protocols for addressing the 
various types of project concerns and information transfer needs. We plan on minimizing the 
need for in person meetings through the carefully controlled usage of telephone, email, and video 
conferencing communications. And, as noted previously in our proposal, early in the project we 
will work with DHCFP to establish peer to peer relationships between our two organizations to 
reduce or eliminate the time-consuming flow of information up and down our respective 
management chains without sacrificing acceptable project management control. 
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Tab XII – Resource Matrix 


17 Company Background and References (Resource Matrix 
Section) 


Per RFP instruction 20.3.2.13, Section 17.6 Resource Matrix is placed in Tab XII. 


Under this Tab, Infocrossing presents its preliminary Project Plan for the Nevada MMIS 


17.6 Resource Matrix 


17.6 Resource Matrix  
17.6.1 Vendors must provide a resource matrix broken down by task to include the 


following: 


A. Proposed staff classification; 


B. Estimated number of vendor staff per classification.; 


C. Estimated number of hours per person, per classification.; 


D. Identification of task(s) to be completed by the prime (P) contractor and/or 
subcontractor (S). If more than one (1) subcontractor is proposed, the vendor 
must clearly identify the company with whom the individual is associated; 


E. Estimated percentage of work performed on site by vendor staff; and 


F. Estimated number of DHCFP staff required (FTE). 


G. Please refer to our response in Part III Tab XII Confidential Technical 
Information 17.6 Resource Matrix. 


Please refer to our response in Part III Tab XII Confidential Technical Information 17.6 
Resource Matrix. 
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Tab XIII – Requirements Tables 
Vendors must place their written response(s) within the Requirements Tables 
included as attachments to this RFP. Each table must be completed according 
to the instructions in Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work. 


Infocrossing has completed the three Requirements Tables provided as Attachment O, 
Attachment P, and Attachment Q. 
7.3.3 Within the Requirements Tables, each vendor's response must indicate that each 
requirement will be satisfied in one of the following manners: 


A. Code (a): COMPLY – If the Vendor agrees to provide the required 
functionality or service as presented in the requirements language, place an 
(a) in the Vendor Compliance Code column corresponding with each 
applicable requirement. For each requirement marked with compliance code 
(a), the Response column may be left blank; 


B. Code (b): PROPOSE ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION – If the Vendor proposes 
an alternative solution to meet the functionality or service as presented in the 
requirements language, place a (b) in the Vendor Compliance Code column 
corresponding with each applicable requirement, and supply a narrative that 
is succinct, yet sufficient in detail describing the Vendor’s proposed 
alternative; or 


C. Code (c): SUBCONTRACTOR – If the Vendor will use a Subcontractor to 
meet the functionality or service presented in the requirements language, 
place a (c) in the Vendor Compliance Code column corresponding with each 
applicable requirement, and supply a narrative that is succinct, yet sufficient 
in detail describing how the Vendor will ensure that the proposed 
Subcontractor will meet the requirement. 


No Vendor Compliance Code or Response is required for DHCFP 
Responsibility requirements listed in the Requirements Tables. 


Each table was completed in accordance with the instruction of RFP paragraph 7.3.3. 
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ATTACHMENT O – CORE MMIS OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS TABLE 


Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work.  
Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor 
The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply. 


Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract. 


Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2 CLAIMS PROCESSING 


General  


12.5.2.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support all edit processing functions, files and data 
elements necessary to meet the needs of the Claims 
business function in accordance with DHCFP policies, 
State and Federal rules and regulations, and HIPAA 
standards. 


(a)  


12.5.2.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform claims processing for electronically submitted 
and hard copy claims and adjudication according to 
State and Federal rules and regulations. 


(a)  


12.5.2.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide staff competent to perform all claims functions 
specified in this RFP, or by State and Federal rules and 
regulations, during the life of the contract. 


(a)  


Claims Control and Entry 


12.5.2.4  Contractor Develop policies and procedures for performing claims 
control and entry activities; all policies and procedures 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations. 


12.5.2.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain a claim control and inventory system 
approved by DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.5.2.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide and train providers on no-cost access portal(s) 
for online claims submission, including updates and 
returned files, for all claim forms by electronic transfer 
or other media approved by DHCFP, in a HIPAA-
compliant format. 


(a)  


12.5.2.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept both hard copy and electronic media claims, 
adjustments and voids according to DHCFP, CMS and 
HIPAA standards and ensure all relevant attachments, 
cash or checks are secure and appropriately routed 
upon receipt. 


(a)  


12.5.2.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Sort hard-copy claims and attachments according to 
policies and procedures.  


(a)  


12.5.2.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Prescreen hard-copy claims before entering them into 
the system, and return to the provider those not 
meeting certain criteria as specified by DHCFP, and 
maintain an electronic log of returned claims. 


(a)  


12.5.2.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Capture and maintain images of all hard-copy claims, 
adjustments, voids, attachments and other documents. 


 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain all data from electronically submitted claims. (a)  


12.5.2.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assign unique claim control numbers and batches to 
each claim, adjustment, void and financial transaction 
with a unique document control number. Prevent 
overlaying of unique control numbers. 


(a)  


12.5.2.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Edit to prevent duplicate entry of electronic claim 
batches. 


(a)  


12.5.2.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform data entry for all hard-copy claims and provide 
for the verification of manually entered claims 
including editing, key re-verification or other methods 
approved by DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.5.2.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform data, format and validity editing on all entered 
claims, according to industry standards and HIPAA 
guidelines. 


(a)  


12.5.2.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify and perform online correction to claims 
pended as a result of data entry errors. 


(a)  


12.5.2.17 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Monitor, track and provide online inquiry access to 
each claim, adjustment, void and financial transaction 
from receipt through final disposition in accordance 
with HIPAA regulations. 


(a)  


12.5.2.18 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Monitor, track, provide online inquiry to, and maintain 
an audit trail of batch information and electronic 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


submission statistics. 


12.5.2.19 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Establish balancing processes to ensure control within 
the MMIS processing cycles. Reconcile all claims 
(hard-copy and electronic) to batch processing cycle 
input and output figures to ensure balancing. 


(a)  


12.5.2.20 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Make recommendations in any area in which the 
contractor feels improvements can be made based on 
industry standards, best practices and/or cost 
efficiencies. 


(a)  


Claims Adjudication 


12.5.2.21 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support all the Claims Operations Management 
functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the 
requirements of the Nevada MMIS and peripheral 
systems/tools, and State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


(a)  


12.5.2.22 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop policies and procedures for performing claims 
adjudication activities. All policies and procedures 
must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations.  


(a)  


12.5.2.23 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform claim editing according to DHCFP policy, 
CMS, national coding standards, and HIPAA 
standards. Types of edits include, but are not limited to: 


a. Recipient and provider eligibility verification; 
b. Lock-in restrictions or special programs; 
c. Services requested are covered by applicable 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


benefit plan; 
d. Managed care enrollment; 
e. Required attachments have been submitted; 
f. Age and gender are appropriate for service 


provided; 
g. Units billed are greater than or equal to service 


limits; 
h. If a diagnosis is required it is present and of 


sufficient detail; 
i. Proper use of modifier(s); 
j. Place of service is valid; 
k. Proper stale date billing timeframes; 
l. Service allows “from/through” billing if service 


was billed using a range of dates; 
m. Provider eligibility to perform type of service; 
n. Provider participation in a group practice; 
o. Prior authorization compliance; 
p. Verify CLIA certification for procedure(s); and 
q. Exact duplicate and suspected duplicate claims 


across claim types and provider types. 


12.5.2.24 Contractor 
Responsibility 


As part of the claims adjudication process, review 
claims for billing and coding errors, according to 
industry guidelines and CMS Correct Coding Initiative 
edits.  


(a)  


12.5.2.25 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Verify that services performed are consistent with 
services previously rendered to the recipient and that 
they comply with State policy and medical criteria. 


(a)  


12.5.2.26 Contractor Edit each claim record completely during a payment (a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility cycle, identifying as many errors as possible to limit 
the number of times a provider must to re-submit a 
claim before it completely processes.  


12.5.2.27 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform claim editing for conflicting services in 
accordance with DHCFP policy, CMS guidelines, 
national coding standards, and HIPAA standards. 
Types of conflicting edits include, but are not limited 
to: 


a. Institution/Outpatient (for example, Nursing 
Facility vs. Personal Care Services on same or 
overlapping date(s) of service); 


b. Institution/Institution (for example, Nursing 
Facility and Inpatient Hospital); 


c. Provider Type/Procedure Codes (for example, 
Nursing Facility stay with certain DME items on 
same or overlapping date(s) of service [defined by 
a group of procedure codes]); and 


d. Procedure Code/Procedure Code (for example, 
extraction and a filling for the same tooth). 


(a)  


12.5.2.28 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist DHCFP in defining additional, desirable edit 
criteria.  


(a)  


12.5.2.29 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Propose criteria and procedures for processing and 
adjudicating “special claims” (bypass edit conditions), 
including but not limited to late billing, recipient retro-
eligibility, out-of-state emergency and any other 
DHCFP-defined and approved situation. 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.30 Contractor 
Responsibility 


For recipients enrolled in Managed Care, identify, edit 
and correctly adjudicate claims for services carved out 
of a managed care contract as a fee-for-service claim. 


(a)  


12.5.2.31 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Access the Prior Authorization function during claims 
processing, including adjustment and void processing, 
and update the PA data to reflect the services used on 
the claim and the number of services or dollars 
remaining once it is determined that the claim is 
payable. 


(a)  


12.5.2.32 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain the edit disposition indicator on an error 
disposition file in the Reference Data Maintenance 
function. This file shall also indicate whether a 
particular edit can be overridden and allow for different 
disposition by media type, claim type (original, 
adjustment, void), or attachment indicator. 


(a)  


12.5.2.33 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify and track all edits posted to the claim from 
entry through adjudication and final disposition. 
Provide online inquiry at no less than current 
functionality. 


(a)  


12.5.2.34 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Monitor, track and provide online inquiry access to 
claim status (paid, denied, pended) from receipt 
through final disposition. 


(a)  


12.5.2.35 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a claims void, reprocess and adjustment 
process which is accomplished operationally, using 
MMIS screens.  


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.36 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Manually or systematically review and resolve any 
pended claims. 


(a)  


12.5.2.37 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain access to pricing and reimbursement 
methodologies to appropriately price claims. 


(a)  


12.5.2.38 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide capability to accept and deduct co-payments in 
accordance with DHCFP policy. 


(a)  


12.5.2.39 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Process payments to providers for QMB recipients of 
services covered by Medicare but not covered by 
Medicaid. 


(a)  


12.5.2.40 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Submit physician administered drug information to the 
pharmacy POS system to support processing and 
adjudication of physician administered drug claims. 


(a)  


12.5.2.41 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Interface with the pharmacy POS system to receive 
adjudication results information from the pharmacy 
POS system. 


(a)  


12.5.2.42 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Only override claim edits based on written 
authorization from DHCFP or DHCFP-approved 
resolution instructions. 


(a)  


12.5.2.43 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate and maintain the online resolution function in 
the MMIS, which includes resolution of all data entry 
errors. 


(a)  


12.5.2.44 Contractor Maintain claim resolution information, such as edits (a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility that were overridden and the individual user who 
performed the override. 


12.5.2.45 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify potential Third Party Liability (TPL), 
including Medicare, and deny the claim if it is for a 
service covered by other insurance based on recipient’s 
type of TPL coverage and type of service (e.g., medical 
service claim with medical service coverage, dental 
service claim with dental coverage). 


(a)  


12.5.2.46 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow for TPL overrides when the provider attaches an 
EOB stating that the other insurance is exhausted or the 
service is not covered, making Medicaid the payer for 
the claim. 


(a)  


12.5.2.47 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify claims to pend for medical review, in 
accordance with DHCFP policy. 


(a)  


12.5.2.48 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform adjustments and voids to original claims and 
maintain records of the previous processing. 


(a)  


12.5.2.49 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Make recommendations in any area in which the 
contractor feels improvements can be made based on 
industry standards, best practices and/or cost 
efficiencies. 


(a)  


Claims Reporting 


12.5.2.50 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop policies and procedures for performing claims 
reporting activities. All policies and procedures must 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations. 


12.5.2.51 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce all daily, weekly and monthly claims entry 
statistics reports in accordance with DHCFP-approved 
specifications and media type. 


(a)   


 


12.5.2.52 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce balancing and control reports according to 
DHCFP-approved specifications and media type. 


(a)  


12.5.2.53 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an audit trail of each claim record including 
each stage of processing, the date the claim was entered 
in each stage, and any error codes posted. 


(a)  


12.5.2.54 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Monitor and report on the use of override codes during 
the claims resolution process, based on DHCFP-
defined guidelines.  


(a)  


12.5.2.55 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide online inquiry access to claims history as 
specified by DHCFP policy. 


(a)  


12.5.2.56 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce and distribute recipient Validation of Service 
letter pursuant to State and Federal rules and 
regulations.  


(a)  


12.5.2.57 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Screen returned recipient Validation of Service letters 
for discrepancies and produce monthly reports that 
identify the percentage of claims questions, the number 
of claims questions and the dollar amount of claims 
questions pursuant to State and Federal rules and 
regulations.  


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.58 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Make recommendations in any area in which the 
contractor feels improvements can be made based on 
industry standards, best practices and/or cost 
efficiencies. 


(a)  


Claims – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.5.2.59 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Use DHCFP identified criteria, such as Provider Type, 
to ‘randomly pend’ a specified percentage of claims for 
Pre-Payment Review.  


(a)  


12.5.2.60 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a means to identify and recover “Never Events” 
claims as defined by CMS. These never events represent 
unnecessary services directly caused by practitioner or 
facility error (Example: Sponge left in a patient by error, 
claim submitted to pay for removal of the sponge).  


(a)  


12.5.2.61 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


On an annual basis, produce, distribute and track 
False Claims letters/certifications to providers paid 
over five million dollars ($5,000,000) and provide 
results to DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.5.2.62 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Create and maintain a standard template for the 
purpose of automating voids and adjustments. This 
would eliminate manual entry of voids and 
adjustments.  


(a)  


Claims – DHCFP Responsibilities 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.63 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve all changes to internal and external claims 
processing procedures used for claims capture, claims 
adjudication, and controlling the audit trails and 
location of all claims. 


  


12.5.2.64 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Monitor Contractor inventory through review of claims 
processing cycle balancing and control reports. 


  


12.5.2.65 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Establish and provide Contractor with claim electronic 
image retention and retrieval standards. 


  


12.5.2.66 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve implementation of HIPAA-compliant claim 
forms. 


  


12.5.2.67 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Establish standards for data entry error rates.    


12.5.2.68 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Determine and provide to Contractor edit criteria to 
enforce DHCFP policy. 


  


12.5.2.69 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Determine edit override policy, and review and 
approve contractor procedures for adjudication of 
“special batch” claims. 


  


12.5.2.70 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with Contractor on known changes to 
existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


  


12.5.2.71 DHCFP Review all daily, weekly and monthly claims statistics   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility and operational reports. 


12.5.2.72 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide to the contractor written authorization for edit 
overrides. 


  


12.5.2.73 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve edit resolution instructions.   


12.5.2.74 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Establish criteria for returning hard-copy claims to 
providers before entering claims into the system. 


  


12.5.2.75 Potential 
Expanded 
DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Select a percentage of claims by provider type to 
‘randomly pend’ for Per-Payment Review by the 
Contractor. 


  


Claims – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.2.76 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Adjudicate claims in accordance with the requirements 
detailed in the State Medicaid Manual, Part 11, Section 
11325. 


(a)  


12.5.2.77 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Data-enter hard copy claims within two (2) working 
days of receipt. 


 


(a)  


12.5.2.78 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain data entry error rates below three percent 
(3%). 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.79 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Load electronically submitted claims within one (1) 
working day of receipt. 


(a)  


12.5.2.80 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Image every claim and attachment within one (1) 
working day of receipt.  


(a)  


12.5.2.81 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Assign a unique control number to every claim, 
attachment and adjustment within one (1) working day 
of receipt. 


(a)  


12.5.2.82 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Return claims missing required data within two (2) 
working days of receipt. 


(a)  


12.5.2.83 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Log returned claims daily. (a)  


12.5.2.84 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Ninety-five percent (95%) of all clean claims or ninety 
percent (90%) of the dollar total for all clean claims 
must be adjudicated for payment or denial within thirty 
(30) calendar days of receipt.  


(a)  


12.5.2.85 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Ninety-nine percent (99%) of clean claims must be 
adjudicated for payment or denial within ninety (90) 
calendar days of receipt. 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.86 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Non-clean claims must be adjudicated within thirty 
(30) calendar days of the date of correction of the 
condition that caused it to be unclean. 


(a)  


12.5.2.87 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


All claims must be adjudicated within twelve (12) 
months of receipt by the contractor, except for those 
exempted from this requirement by federal timely 
claims processing regulations. 


(a)  


12.5.2.88 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Correctly adjudicate all pended claims, except those 
pended that require state review, within thirty (30) 
calendar days of receipt and report the pended status of 
the claims to the provider. 


(a)  


12.5.2.89 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Correctly adjudicate claims pended for medical review 
within fourteen (14) calendar days from completion of 
the review.  


(a)  


12.5.2.90 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Review and adjudicate one-hundred percent (100%) of 
provider-initiated requests for adjustment within forty-
five (45) calendar days of receipt. 


(a)  


12.5.2.91 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Submit returned denial notices to DHCFP each week. (a)  


12.5.2.92 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Update TPL files with claim information in the same 
cycle as the payment cycle. 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.3 FINANCIAL 


General/Inputs 


12.5.3.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support all financial processing functions, files and 
data elements necessary to meet the requirements of the 
Nevada MMIS operation, State and federal rules and 
regulations, in accordance with HIPAA regulations. 


(a)  


12.5.3.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support multiple levels of role based security, as 
agreed upon by the Contractor and DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.5.3.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to 
support overpayment/recovery efforts, including but 
not limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER, cost 
avoidance, pay and chase, premium payment, 
Medicare, subrogation and recoupments according to 
DHCFP policy, State and Federal rules and regulations. 


(a)  


12.5.3.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an accounts receivable system populated by 
MMIS data on a weekly basis that is maintained by the 
Accounting Department. The data is to be used to track 
matching dollars from other agencies. 


(a)  


12.5.3.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Upload annual budget, including fund splits and 
program/sub-program codes, into financial processing 
system. 


(a)  


12.5.3.6  Contractor Accept the following inputs into the financial (a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility processing system to produce RA: 


a. Claims that have passed all edit, audit and pricing 
processing, or that have been denied; 


b. Claims that have a sanction or fiscal pend; 
c. Fiscal pend and release criteria; 
d. Recoupment data; 
e. Retroactive rate updates; and 
f. Provider, recipient and reference data from MMIS. 


12.5.3.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Create, maintain, and update accounting codes (e.g. 
object codes, sub-object codes, multiple FMAPs), as 
defined by DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.5.3.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Validate budget authority for each financial and claim 
transaction. 


(a)  


12.5.3.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain payment mechanisms to providers, including 
identification of check generation and electronic fund 
transfer (EFT). 


(a)  


12.5.3.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate and process non-claim-specific financial 
transactions. 


(a)  


12.5.3.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate capitated payments to support managed care 
programs, according to HIPAA standards.  


(a)  


12.5.3.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate non-emergency transportation capitation 
payments based on monthly eligibility file. 


(a)  


Remittance Advice 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.3.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce or reproduce both paper and electronic (ACS 
X12N 835 transaction) remittance advice and match 
checks (paper and EFT) to RAs as an audit function. 


(a)  


12.5.3.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Include informational messages on the Remittance 
Advice from a user-maintainable message text table, 
with selection parameters such as provider type, claim 
type and claim payment date(s). 


(a)  


12.5.3.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce remittance advice according to HIPAA 
standards for different claim forms and content such as 
institutional, pharmacy, professional and dental as well 
as paper remittance advice including but not limited to 
the following information:  


a. Recipient identification; 
b. Date(s) of service; 
c. Service identifier(s) (for example, HCPCS code, 


modifier(s), NDC code; 
d. Claim status (for example, paid, adjusted, denied, 


void, or pended); 
e. RA number; 
f. Internal Claim Number (ICN); 
g. Previous ICN and new ICN are reported on the RA 


for adjustments. A voided claim will report to the 
RA using the original ICN that is being voided. 
Original check date and the original RA number 
are reported on the RA as well; 


h. All edits including edit description; 
i. Insurance company name, policy number and 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


contact information for claims denied due to 
recipient having other insurance; 


j. Amount Billed;  
k. Any other insurance applied to the claim; 
l. Patient liability applied to claim; 
m. Amount of any other payments (i.e., voluntary 


contributions) applied to claim; 
n. Amount paid; and 
o. Summary information including but not limited to, 


number of claims paid, denied, or pended; total 
amount billed; total amount paid; active 
recoupment account balance(s); active sanction 
account balance(s); financial transactions (e.g. cut-
backs, add-payments). 


1099 Activities 


12.5.3.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Track 1099 earnings, adjust amounts due to 
recoupment activity or returned checks, produce 1099 
statements to providers and report the data to the IRS 
annually, in accordance with State and Federal rules 
and regulations. 


(a)  


Output 


12.5.3.17 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Update claim history and online financial files with the 
check number, date of payment and amount paid after 
the claims payment cycle. 


(a)  


12.5.3.18 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Monitor the status of each account receivable and 
report monthly to DHCFP in aggregate and/or 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


individual accounts, in a DHCFP approved report 
format. 


12.5.3.19 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide access to financial information online to 
authorized users. 


(a)  


12.5.3.20 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce all required federal and State financial reports. (a)  


12.5.3.21 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce claims payment and other financial data 
reports as specified by DHCFP, including but not 
limited to: 


a. Detailed financial transaction registers; 
b. Standard accounting, balance and control reports; 
c. Remittance and payment summaries; 
d. Listing of recoupments by amount and time period 


for providers; 
e. Single aged outstanding accounts receivable, with 


flags on those that have no activity within a 
DHCFP-specified period of time; 


f. Cash receipts and returned checks; 
g. Registers for checks/EFT with related remittance 


advice number and/or date; and 
h. Results of weekly Reconciliation/Balancing 


activities. 


(a)  


Overpayments/Recoveries 


12.5.3.22 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept and maintain the following information to 
support Overpayments/Recovery financial processing 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


functions: 


a. Notification from Welfare, DHCFP and/or DCFS; 
b. Court notification; 
c. TPL-related data from the adjudicated claims 


history file including indicators of accident-related 
treatments, diagnosis codes and procedure codes 
indicating trauma; 


d. Parameters entered online to identify paid claims 
for tracking and potential recovery; and 


e. TPL information obtained from a source outside of 
Medicaid such as EOBs or providers. 


12.5.3.23 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify claims eligible for pay and chase recovery by 
user-driven criteria such as date of service or types of 
service. 


(a)  


12.5.3.24 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to identify all claims that have been 
flagged for pay and chase recovery, including the date 
the process began. 


(a)  


12.5.3.25 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Automatically generate (paper or electronic) invoices 
to the specific carriers and/or providers, according to 
HIPAA standards, with all pertinent information 
including, but not limited to, Recipient ID, service 
paid, date of service, insurance carrier name and policy 
information.  


(a)  


12.5.3.26 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Track all responses and payments received and 
automatically adjust claims that have been recovered. 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.3.27 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Automatically rebill insurance companies if a response 
is not received within DHCFP specified time frame.  


(a)  


12.5.3.28 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow online data access including: 


a. User-specified inquiry selection criteria such as 
recipient ID and date(s) of service to identify 
claims to assess for other insurance 
liability/Medicaid Estate Recovery; and 


b. List all claims selected for other insurance liability 
including all relevant information such as 
procedure code, diagnosis code, modifier and 
date(s) of service. 


(a)  


12.5.3.29 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow authorized users to manually select or deselect 
claims for other insurance liability from the listing for 
inclusion in a case and allow the entry of a reason code 
for selection/de-selection. 


(a)  


12.5.3.30 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain a listing of all claims selected for other 
insurance liability by the user for each case, and notify 
providers that claims have been identified for other 
insurance liability recovery action. 


(a)  


12.5.3.31 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Automatically void the identified claims for other 
insurance liability with an explanation reason and 
report on the Remittance Advice. 


(a)  


12.5.3.32 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Automatically reinstate previously voided claims 
according to user entered parameters for other 
insurance liability and report on the Remittance 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Advice. 


12.5.3.33 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Capture and provide online access to multiple names 
and addresses of the parties associated with a 
restitution case. 


(a)  


12.5.3.34 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to inquire against the recovery data 
by recipient ID or recipient name.  


(a)  


12.5.3.35 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate 'reminders' at certain intervals based on 
recovery account information. 


(a)  


12.5.3.36 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow for multiple recovery transactions for an 
individual. 


(a)  


12.5.3.37 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Automatically set up a recoupment transaction for a 
provider if the provider payment amount is negative. 


(a)  


12.5.3.38 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Update recoupment data automatically as the result of 
weekly claims run.  


(a)  


12.5.3.39 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow for manual adjustment of recoupment balances. (a)  


12.5.3.40 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide an audit trail of all transactions applied to the 
recoupment account including, but not limited to:  


a. Date of transaction; 
b. Dollar value of transaction; 
c. Reason for transaction; and 
d. Person/process authorizing the transaction. 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.3.41 Contractor 
Responsibility 


If multiple accounts exist within a single account type, 
the older accounts are to be satisfied first. 


(a)  


12.5.3.42 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce payment recovery reports as specified by 
DHCFP, including but not limited to: 


a. Aging reports of cases billed; 
b. Cost avoidance reports including detailed 


information on the number and types of claims and 
amounts cost-avoided; 


c. Cost avoidance summary reports; 
d. Unrecoverable amounts by type and reason; 
e. Accounts receivable reports; 
f. Recoveries by case type; and 
g. Estate recovery activity reports. 


(a)  


Financial – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.3.43 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 
to existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 
regulations (including FMAP changes). 


  


12.5.3.44 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Establish financial processing and adjustment 
processing policies and procedures. 


  


12.5.3.45 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Establish policies and procedures for processing non-
claim-specific financial transactions. 


  


12.5.3.46 DHCFP Review all financial reports from the contractor.    
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility 


12.5.3.47 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide annual Budget file to Contractor no later than 
one (1) month prior to the first payment cycle each 
State Fiscal Year.  


  


12.5.3.48 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Establish requirements mandating EFT as payment 
mode for providers receiving more than a specified 
annual payment total. 


  


Financial – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.3.49 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain and update the accounts receivable system on 
a daily basis. 


(a)  


12.5.3.50 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Perform weekly payment processing including 
generation of paper and electronic RAs. 


(a)  


12.5.3.51 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Perform payment cycle on at least a weekly basis. (a)  


12.5.3.52 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Produce and mail 1099 earning reports no later than 
January 31 of each year, and report to IRS according to 
Federal rules and regulations. 


(a)  


12.5.3.53 Contractor 
Performance 


Upload annual Budget file and ensure accurate 
processing prior to the first weekly payment cycle of 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Expectation the new fiscal year. 


12.5.3.54 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Process each adjustment within ten (10) working days 
payment deposit.  


(a)  


12.5.3.55 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Perform recoupment data entry keying with ninety-
seven percent (97%) or higher accuracy. 


(a)  


12.5.4 PRIOR AUTHORIZATION (PA) 


12.5.4.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate and maintain the Prior Authorization (PA) 
function of the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check 
Up program, including review and physical 
authorization of payment authorization functions 
associated with Prior Authorization Requests as 
identified by DHCFP.  


(a)  


12.5.4.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support all Prior Authorization functions, features and 
data elements necessary to meet the requirements of 
this RFP and State and federal rules and regulations.  


(a)  


12.5.4.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enter data into the Prior Authorization function 
through HIPAA compliant transaction that meets 
DHCFP guidelines, and maintain all Prior 
Authorization information. Data entry shall be 
permitted by DHCFP approved staff.  


(a)  


12.5.4.4  Contractor Purge Prior Authorization records to archive media (a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility according to DHCFP-defined criteria. 


12.5.4.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce Prior Authorization reports according to 
DHCFP-defined specifications and frequency. 


(a)  


12.5.4.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan 
information propagated by eligibility interfaces in 
accordance with DHCFP guidelines. 


(a)  


12.5.4.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Track all authorization activity from initiation of 
process through final decision, including each decision 
date and the results of that decision. 


(a)  


12.5.4.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to track all correspondence, 
including date and reason sent. 


(a)  


12.5.4.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Edit all Prior Authorization data entered for validity 
and disallow duplications. 


(a)  


12.5.4.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an audit trail, and provide ability to inquire 
against all Prior Authorization data. Include flexible 
inquiry capability such as, but not limited to, review 
type, service requested, date ranges, decision. Include 
ability to drill down to detail. 


(a)  


12.5.4.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Update 'count down' fields such as units or dollars used 
during claims processing to allow a user to view how 
many services remain as pre-approved for payment. 


(a)  


12.5.4.12 Contractor Provide ability for providers to submit requests and 
receive responses for Prior Authorization according to 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility HIPAA standards. 


Prior Authorization – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.4.13 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 
to existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and the State and Federal rules 
and regulations to ensure that they are supported by the 
Prior Authorization business function. 


  


12.5.4.14 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide guidelines for data entry or upload of Prior 
Authorization information in accordance with HIPAA 
standards. 


  


12.5.4.15 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide criteria for purging of Prior Authorization 
records to archive media. 


  


12.5.4.16 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Define frequency and specifications for Prior 
Authorization reports.  


  


12.5.4.17 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review Prior Authorization reports produced by the 
Contractor. 


  


12.5.5 PROVIDER 


Provider Data Maintenance 


12.5.5.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept the following sources of provider information: 


a. Provider enrollment application form data; 
b. Licensure information, including electronic input 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


from other State and federal agencies; 
c. Data from Office of Inspector General (OIG) and 


applied changes as specified by DHCFP; 
d. Provider add/update transactions; 
e. Changed provider information from DHCFP; 
f. Financial payment and recoupment data from the 


Financial Processing function; and 
g. Provider restrictions and/or sanction data from 


DHCFP. 


12.5.5.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate and maintain the Provider Data Maintenance 
function, including the maintenance of the provider 
master data set (Provider Master File), which includes, 
but is not limited to: provider taxonomy, provider type, 
provider specialty, provider demographic information, 
group affiliations, billing agency, service locations and 
provider identifiers (such as IPN, API, NPI, FEIN, 
DEA, and others).  


(a)  


12.5.5.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Establish methods to verify accuracy of provider file 
data, and edit all data entered for presence, format and 
consistency with other data in the transaction and on 
the Provider File. 


(a)  


12.5.5.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Conduct mass updates of the provider file when 
directed by DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.5.5.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support multiple levels of role based security, as 
agreed upon by the Contract and DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.5.5.6  Contractor Allow authorized users to add and change Provider File (a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility data through online, real time data entry. 


12.5.5.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and provide access to current and historical 
Provider data including an audit trail of all data added 
or changed and the user making the add/change. 


(a)  


12.5.5.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain the minimum historical provider data online 
in accordance with State and Federal rules and 
regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) 
months. 


(a)  


12.5.5.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide access to archived Provider File data. (a)  


12.5.5.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide DHCFP with access to electronic copies of all 
provider documents, such as provider application, 
provider contract, etc. 


(a)  


12.5.5.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Link a single provider when associated with multiple 
service locations and/or groups, each having a unique 
service address. 


(a)  


12.5.5.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Link a single provider to multiple addresses (e.g. 
service, correspondence, payment, remittance advice). 


(a)  


12.5.5.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain Billing Agency information when a provider 
uses a service. 


(a)  


12.5.5.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain change of ownership data and dates for which 
each owner should receive payment for claims. 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.5.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and track complaints from providers. (a)  


12.5.5.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform the following correspondence functions: 


a. Automatically send letters to providers based on 
DHCFP-specified criteria such as, but not limited 
to, change to status, Certification or Licensure 
expirations, etc.; 


b. Allow entry of free form verbiage to insert into 
system generated letters; 


c. Track all letters, provider, date and reason sent; 
d. Reprint letters and notices, upon request; and 
e. Create DHCFP-specified criteria-based files for 


mass mailing, upon request (By provider type, 
specialty, geographic area, etc.). 


(a)  


12.5.5.17 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow online data inquiry access to provider file data, 
including, but not limited to: Doing Business As Name 
and Legal Entity Name (actual, partial, or phonetic 
search), Group associations, ownership, Federal 
Employer Identification Number (FEIN), SSN, ID, 
Location (city, state, zip, street), provider type and 
specialty. 


(a)  


12.5.5.18 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to identify providers by 
participation in the Nevada Check Up (CHIP) Program, 
Medicaid, State-only, Medicare, or other programs as 
specified by DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.5.5.19 Contractor Provide inquiry-only access to applicable provider data (a)  
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility to outside agencies as identified by DHCFP. 


12.5.5.20 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide online access to financial summaries (e.g. 
payment totals for minimum seventy-two (72) months). 


(a)  


12.5.5.21 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Make all provider data available for retrieval through 
the Ad Hoc/DSS reporting function. 


(a)  


12.5.5.22 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce Provider Data reports as specified by DHCFP. (a)  


Provider Billing 


12.5.5.23 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide staff competent in Medicaid billing policy and 
procedures for all provider and claim types who will be 
responsible for provider billing and training.  


(a)  


12.5.5.24 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and 
Nevada Check Up including historical and current 
forms. 


(a)  


12.5.5.25 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop, revise, produce and distribute printed and 
electronic provider communications (via contractor 
hosted website), including but not limited to, Provider 
Billing Manuals, Provider Web Announcements, and 
other materials as required.  


(a)  


12.5.5.26 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide all providers with the most current DHCFP-
developed and/or approved policy program materials 
through updates and replacements (as needed) to the 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Provider Billing Manuals, Training Catalogs and 
Schedules, and/or Provider Web Announcements, in 
accordance with DHCFP guidelines. 


12.5.5.27 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Inform and train providers about electronic billing, 
electronic remittance advices, Electronic Funds 
Transfer (EFT), and work with providers on HIPAA 
standard formats for the data transfer, including testing, 
in accordance with HIPAA standards. 


(a)  


12.5.5.28 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and distribute quarterly newsletters to 
providers in both printed and electronic formats on 
current Nevada Medicaid and Check Up related news 
and information. 


(a)  


12.5.5.29 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to produce payment by check for 
Providers that do not meet DHCFP established 
minimum standards requiring EFT. 


(a)  


12.5.5.30 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an archive of billing manual versions and 
provide access on Provider web portal for reference. 


(a)  


Provider – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.5.5.31 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Build and maintain an expanded database of provider 
data for claims processing, administrative reporting 
and surveillance and utilization review. 


(a)  


12.5.5.32 Potential 
Expanded 


Track provider agency/group ownership in a manner (a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Contractor 
Responsibility 


that can be searched by individual/corporation name. 


Provider – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.5.33 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Work with Contractor to develop DHCFP specific 
forms for provider use. 


  


12.5.5.34 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 
to existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal 
policy are met by the provider data and billing business 
functions. 


  


12.5.5.35 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Determine and communicate provider data related 
policies. 


  


12.5.5.36 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors 
resulting from provider data maintenance. 


  


12.5.5.37 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Define frequency and specifications for Provider Data 
reports. 


  


12.5.5.38 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review Provider Data reports produced by the 
Contractor. 


  


Provider– Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.5.39 Contractor 
Performance 


Enter all changes to provider records within two (2) 
working days of receipt of the input from DHCFP or 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Expectation other approved sources. 


12.5.5.40 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


At provider’s request, print and mail DHCFP specific 
forms and other billing-related documents within five 
(5) working days of request. 


(a)  


12.5.5.41 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Update Provider Billing Manuals to correspond with 
system takeover, and at least annually thereafter. 


(a)  


12.5.5.42 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain electronic billing manual with all updates 
posted online within five (5) working days of approval 
by DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.5.5.43 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


At the request of a provider, mail Provider Billing 
Manual revisions and Provider Web Announcements 
within five (5) working days of request. 


(a)  


12.5.6 RECIPIENT 


12.5.6.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and update the MMIS recipient data set. (a)  


12.5.6.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure that all existing and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and other State and Federal 
rules and regulations are met by the recipient business 
function. 


(a)  


12.5.6.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept daily and monthly recipient interfaces from 
State eligibility systems (e.g. Welfare system, Nevada 
Check Up, DCFS, etc.) and perform updates to 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


recipient data. 


12.5.6.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain minimum data set (MDS). (a)  


12.5.6.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform reconciliation activities of the MMIS recipient 
file to eligibility files and/or required interfaces. 


(a)  


12.5.6.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain appropriate controls and audit trails to ensure 
the recipient eligibility data is used for eligibility 
verification and claims processing. 


(a)  


12.5.6.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support all Recipient Data Access functions, files and 
data elements necessary to meet the requirements of 
this RFP, associated documents, and State and Federal 
rules and regulations. 


(a)  


12.5.6.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide eligibility verification in accordance with 
HIPAA EDI Standards, including but not limited to 
online, real-time access to eligibility data to all 
authorized users having appropriate security. 


(a)  


12.5.6.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain the minimum historical eligibility data online 
in accordance with State and Federal rules and 
regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) 
months. 


(a)  


12.5.6.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan 
information propagated by eligibility interfaces in 
accordance with DHCFP guidelines. 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.6.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate and distribute monthly recipient lists in 
accordance with HIPAA EDI Standards, including but 
not limited to DHCFP contracted vendors. 


(a)  


12.5.6.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain recipient data not received from an interface 
within the MMIS. 


(a)  


12.5.6.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate recipient reports as specified by DHCFP. (a)  


12.5.6.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain backup copy of eligibility data, in a format 
agreed to by DHCFP. 


(a)  


Recipient – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.6.15 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 
to existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


  


12.5.6.16 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors 
resulting from the recipient update process (recipient 
data from Welfare eligibility files and/or other required 
interfaces). 


  


12.5.6.17 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Assist to resolve potential discrepancies in recipient 
eligibility when discovered. 


  


12.5.6.18 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review recipient reports produced by the Contractor.   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.7 SURVEILLANCE AND UTILIZATION REVIEW SUBSYSTEM (SURS) 


General 


12.5.7.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support all Surveillance and Utilization Reviews 
Subsystem (SURS) functions, files and data elements 
necessary to meet the requirements in this RFP, State 
and Federal rules and regulations. 


(a)  


12.5.7.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Train DHCFP and designated staff on the use of the 
SURS reporting system, on an ongoing basis. 


(a)  


12.5.7.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Advise DHCFP of any changes needed in the SURS 
function to correspond to changes made to other MMIS 
functions and offer periodic recommendations for 
revision of SUR functions, based on industry standards, 
best practices, and/or cost efficiencies. 


(a)  


12.5.7.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support multiple levels of role-based security, as 
designated by DHCFP. 


(a)  


SURS Process Operations 


12.5.7.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate: 


a. Statistical profiles, by providers and recipients, 
summarizing information contained in claims and 
prior authorization history, for specified periods of 
time; 


b. Statistical norms, by peer or treatment group, for 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


each indicator contained within each statistical 
profile by using averages and standard deviations 
or percentiles; 


c. Lists of providers and recipients who are found to 
be outliers, ranked according to DHCFP defined 
variables such as cost, volume or severity; and 


d. Reports for providers groups including billings by 
the group and individual providers. 


12.5.7.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a methodology to classify providers and/or 
treatments into peer groups for the purpose of 
developing statistical profiles.  


(a)  


12.5.7.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain a process to evaluate the statistical profiles of 
all individual providers or recipients within each peer 
group against the exception criteria established for each 
peer group.  


(a)  


12.5.7.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify providers and recipients who exhibit aberrant 
practice or utilization patterns as determined by an 
exception process comparing the individuals' profiles 
to the limits established for their respective peer 
groups.  


(a)  


12.5.7.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an online parameter-driven control file which 
allows DHCFP to specify data extraction criteria, 
report content, parameters and weighting factors 
necessary to properly identify aberrant situations. This 
would include the maintenance of statistical profiles 
that could be used for exception processing. 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.7.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop a weighting and ranking method subject to 
DHCFP approval to set priorities for reviewing 
utilization review exceptions. 


(a)  


12.5.7.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain a process to apply weighting and ranking to 
exception report items to facilitate identification of 
outliers. 


(a)  


SURS Data 


12.5.7.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide online access to MMIS data for research and 
supporting documentation.  


(a)  


12.5.7.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept referral data in an electronic format, when 
available.  


(a)  


12.5.7.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an audit trail of updates to the SURS tracking 
system and control files including data updated, who 
updated the data and when the update occurred.  


(a)  


SURS Recoupment 


12.5.7.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain ability to identify transactions as SURS-
related by reason code or other DHCFP approved 
method. 


(a)  


12.5.7.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Refer suspected cases of fraud, waste, or abuse to the 
SURS unit.  


(a)  


12.5.7.17 Contractor Respond to information requests made by the SURS (a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility unit or Attorney General’s Office. 


12.5.7.18 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept spreadsheet from DHCFP listing claims to be 
adjusted or voided, in a format agreed to between 
DHCFP and the Contractor. 


(a)  


12.5.7.19 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Apply voids and adjustments to the claims, as 
identified by DHCFP, within the same payment cycle. 


(a)  


12.5.7.20 Contractor 
Responsibility 


When a payment is received from a Provider in 
satisfaction of a recoupment determined by SURS, 
coordinate with DHCFP to receive spreadsheet 
indicating claims to be adjusted and/or voided. 


(a)  


12.5.7.21 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Notify DHCFP when all voids and adjustments from 
each spreadsheet have been completed. 


(a)  


12.5.7.22 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide SURS-related recoupment reports as requested 
by DHCFP, and/or required by State and Federal rules 
and regulations. 


(a)  


12.5.7.23 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide monthly Provider Accounts Receivable Report 
(Negative Balances), in a DHCFP-specified media. The 
report should include, but not be limited to: detail 
balances, dates established, source of balance, whether 
balances are reducing, and status of collection actions. 


(a)  


SURS Reports 


12.5.7.24 Contractor Provide SURS management reports to DHCFP in hard (a)  
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility or electronic media as requested by DHCFP. 


12.5.7.25 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce summary reports and provider and recipient 
profiles in the time frame, format and media requested 
by DHCFP.  


(a)  


12.5.7.26 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Review DHCFP requested SURS report parameter 
changes for feasibility and report back to DHCFP on 
any requests that are not feasible prior to the cycle to 
which the change applies. 


(a)  


12.5.7.27 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Implement SURS report parameter changes for 
upcoming reporting cycles, as requested by DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.5.7.28 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to produce reports using the Ad Hoc 
query process and/or the DSS. Allow online selection 
of pre-defined report parameters (such as provider 
number, procedure code, date of service) by the user 
for use in running the specific report. Allow online 
access to lists of queries or report templates that are 
available for use and allow the user to select the query 
or template to be used. 


(a)  


12.5.7.29 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide technical assistance as needed to assist DHCFP 
users in researching problems, reviewing reports, 
establishing report parameters and analyzing SURS 
data. 


(a)  


12.5.7.30 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain up-to-date complete documentation for 
SURS. The SURS system documentation updates 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


should be consistent with general MMIS system 
documentation maintenance requirements. 


Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.7.31 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Submit report requests to the Contractor specifying the 
frequency, format, media, and production time frame 
for reports.  


  


12.5.7.32 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate SUR report parameter changes, and 
work with the Contractor to resolve change requests 
that the Contractor is unable to support.  


  


12.5.7.33 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Create spreadsheet listing claims to be adjusted or 
voided. 


  


12.5.7.34 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Allow Providers to specify whether offsets should be 
applied to their Provider number. 


  


Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.7.35 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Produce and deliver reports within five (5) working 
days of receipt of the request. 


(a)  


12.5.7.36 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


For reports that are to be run on a future specified date, 
produce and deliver reports within (5) working days of 
the specified date.  


(a)  


12.5.7.37 Contractor 
Performance 


Respond to DHCFP requests regarding inquiries 
associated with information presented in reports, within 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Expectations three (3) working days of the request. 


12.5.7.38 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Respond to information requests made by the SURS 
unit or Attorney General’s Office within five (5) 
working days. 


(a)  


12.5.8 THIRD PARTY LIABILITY (TPL) 


12.5.8.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and update Third Party Liability (TPL) data. (a)  


12.5.8.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept, update and maintain TPL data inputs on a 
frequency and from sources identified by DHCFP, 
including but not limited to the Welfare system, CMS, 
TPL vendors, etc.  


(a)  


12.5.8.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify and maintain TPL resource data including, but 
not limited to:  


a. Coverage data; 
b. Effective dates;  
c. Termination dates; 
d. Individuals covered; 
e. Relationship to the insured; 
f. Premium amount (when paid for by the State); 
g. Date decision made to pay premiums; 
h. Deductibles, co-pay and threshold amounts; and 
i. Carrier information to including name, contact 


information, type of coverage, and filing periods. 


(a)  


12.5.8.4  Contractor Produce TPL data and/or Cost Avoidance Reports as (a)  
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility specified by DHCFP or required by State and Federal 
rules and regulations. 


12.5.8.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability to update all recipients receiving 
insurance benefits by updating the policy holder's 
information.  


(a)  


12.5.8.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate and distribute letters as identified by DHCFP 
to recipient and eligibility worker(s) allowing for the 
inclusion of free form text. Maintain an audit trail of all 
letters sent and content of letters. 


(a)  


12.5.8.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to waive TPL requirements if "just 
cause" has been established by standards and indicators 
identified by DHCFP.  


(a)  


12.5.8.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain the minimum historical TPL eligibility data 
online in accordance with State and Federal rules and 
regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) 
months. 


(a)  


12.5.8.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure that all existing and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and other State and Federal 
rules and regulations are met by the TPL business 
function. 


(a)  


12.5.8.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Initiate post payment recovery upon discovery of a 
TPL resource within guidelines established by DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.5.8.11 Contractor Produce and send claim facsimiles to insurance 
companies when recoveries are initiated or insurance 


(a)  
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Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility policy data is requested. 


12.5.8.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate and mail recovery requests based upon 
guidelines established by DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.5.8.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for 
TPL recovery payments on a daily basis. 


(a)  


12.5.8.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform TPL pay and chase activities on a schedule 
defined by DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.5.8.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or 
invoices to third party carriers within guidelines 
established by DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.5.8.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements 
within guidelines established by DHCFP.  


(a)  


12.5.8.17 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost 
effectiveness based upon discovery of the existence of 
a possible resource within guidelines established by 
DHCFP. 


(a)  


Third Party Liability – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.8.18 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 
to existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.8.19 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors 
resulting from the TPL update processes. 


  


12.5.8.20 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Determine and interpret TPL related policies.   


12.5.8.21 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review TPL reports produced by the Contractor.   


12.5.8.22 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Identify required TPL data input sources and frequency 
for updates. 


  


12.5.8.23 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Identify and communicate guidelines for post payment 
TPL recovery notifications to providers. 


  


Third Party Liability – System Performance Expectations 


12.5.8.24 System 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain and update the accounts receivable system on 
a daily basis. 


(a)  


Third Party Liability – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.8.25 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Report new and changed TPL information to the 
appropriate eligibility and TPL staff within 15 calendar 
days of discovery. 


(a)  


12.5.8.26 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Do not introduce any new third party insurance 
information to the eligibility segment of Contractor’s 
MMIS within the initial fourteen (14) calendar days of 


(a)  
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


a recipient’s eligibility. 


12.5.8.27 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Introduce new, third party insurance information, 
including the introduction of accurate TPL information, 
replacing inaccurate TPL information, to the eligibility 
segment of Contractor’s MMIS following the initial 
fourteen (14) calendar days of a recipient’s eligibility. 


(a)  


12.5.8.28 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Initiate post payment recovery within thirty (30) 
calendar days of discovery of a TPL resource within 
guidelines established by DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.5.8.29 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Generate and mail 2nd and 3rd requests no later than 
sixty (60) and ninety (90) calendar days after the first 
request if no response is received and notify DHCFP if 
no response is received after ninety (90) calendar days.  


(a)  


12.5.8.30 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements 
at least monthly. 


(a)  


12.5.8.31 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Submit returned denial notices to DHCFP each week. (a)  


12.5.8.32 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost 
effectiveness within fourteen (14) working days of 
discovery of the existence of a possible resource. 


(a)  


12.5.8.33 Contractor Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for (a)  
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Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Performance 
Expectation 


TPL recovery payments on a daily basis. 


12.5.8.34 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or 
invoices to third party carriers within five (5) working 
days of request. 


(a)  


12.5.9 EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT (EPSDT) 


12.5.9.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate and maintain the Early Periodic Screening, 
Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) function of the 
MMIS, including EPSDT tracking file which includes 
screening, referral, diagnosis and treatment data for all 
EPSDT eligibles. 


(a)  


12.5.9.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support all EPSDT subsystem functions, files and data 
elements necessary to meet the requirements in this 
RFP, DHCFP guidelines, and State and Federal rules 
and regulations. 


(a)  


12.5.9.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain the following data to support EPSDT 
functions: 


a. Recipient demographics and program eligibility; 
b. Periodicity schedule; 
c. Claims data from Health Plans (encounter data); 


and 
d. Claims data from the Claims Processing functions. 


(a)  


12.5.9.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and update EPSDT eligible recipient 
scheduled screening, screening results, referral and 
treatment dates, the diagnosis and treatments, and track 


(a)  
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all referrals. 


12.5.9.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to view online inquiry by Recipient 
ID for: 


a. Fee-for-Service EPSDT data; and 
b. Managed Care encounter EPSDT data. 


(a)  


12.5.9.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Apply managed care and fee-for-service claims data 
(for example, screenings, follow-up treatments) to the 
EPSDT tracking file in the same cycle as the screening 
and treatment claims are adjudicated to a final status. 


(a)  


12.5.9.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify and report (from paid claims and managed care 
data) recipients receiving treatment under the EPSDT 
program. 


(a)  


12.5.9.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify and report abnormal conditions by screening 
date and recipient ID whether the condition was treated 
or referred for treatment, using data submitted on claim 
forms or managed care data. 


(a)  


12.5.9.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Make available to DHCFP online inquiry capability for 
access to the EPSDT files. 


(a)  


12.5.9.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce the CMS-416 quarterly and annually. (a)  


12.5.9.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce management reports, containing recipient-
level and summary data relating to EPSDT services, 
referrals and follow-up treatment using both fee-for-


(a)  
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Compliance 
Code 


Response 


service and encounter claims data in a format agreed 
upon by DHCFP. 


12.5.9.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide an EPSDT extract, as needed by DHCFP. (a)  


Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment– Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.5.9.13 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Implement and support a web-based EPSDT form. 
Form information should be maintained in a database 
and does not need to interface with the claims system.  


(a)  


Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment– DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.9.14 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review reports provided by Contractor.   


12.5.9.15 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Identify standards for requested EPSDT extract.   


12.5.9.16 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Determine and interpret EPSDT related policies. 


 


  


12.5.9.17 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Initiate request for the CMS-416 Annual Report on or 
around January 1st each year. 


  


Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.9.18 Contractor Apply managed care and fee-for-service claims data (a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Performance 
Expectation 


(for example, screenings, follow-up treatments) to the 
EPSDT tracking file in the same cycle as the screening 
and treatment claims are adjudicated. 


12.5.9.19 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Provide the CMS-416 Annual Report to DHCFP no 
later than ninety (90) days prior to the federal due date. 


(a)  


12.5.10 LEVEL OF CARE 


12.5.10.1 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Provide a level of care information maintenance tool 
that allows for online entry of: 


a. Nursing facility tracking form (benefit plan line) 
information by DHCFP staff; 


b. Waiver information by DHCFP staff; 
c. Hospice information by Contractor staff; and 
d. ICFMR information by Contractor staff. 


(a)  


12.5.10.2 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Ensure that information cannot be entered into the level 
of care tool unless the recipient is eligible for such 
services. 


(a)  


12.5.10.3 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Provide add, change, delete, and inquiry functions 
within the tool. 


(a)  


12.5.10.4 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Once level of care information has been entered and 
processed by the MMIS, generate a letter to the 
provider specifying: 


a.  Begin/end eligibility date; 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


b. Provider number; and 
c. Service level category. 


12.5.11 REFERENCE 


12.5.11.1 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate and support all reference data maintenance 
functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the 
requirements in this RFP, and State and Federal rules 
and regulations. 


(a)  


12.5.11.2 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Manage current and historical reference data so that 
updates do not overlay, historical information is 
maintained and made accessible, and ensure that only 
the most current reference file information is used in 
business functions, including but not limited to 
processing claims and capitations, and producing 
reports. Must have the capability of being date specific 
and allow for multiple date periods to remain 
accessible for the business functions. 


(a)  


12.5.11.3 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide DHCFP with online inquiry and update 
capabilities to all reference files based on appropriate 
security profiles. 


(a)  


12.5.11.4 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide training to staff designated by DHCFP in the 
use of the reference functions. 


(a)  


12.5.11.5 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform online and mass updates to the reference files 
as specified by DHCFP, including but not limited to 
the annual procedure code update, rate updates, and 
eligibility and demographic updates. 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.11.6 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the required reports, online listings, and/or 
electronic media of the reference files as specified by 
DHCFP.  


(a)  


12.5.11.7 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and update the following inputs for the 
reference subsystem: 


a. CMS – HCPCS, CPT, CDT updates;  
b. ICD-9-CM diagnosis and procedure updates; and 
c. DHCFP-approved updates for coverage, rate, and 


medical policy data.  


(a)  


12.5.11.8 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide reference files containing all data required to 
provide validation and pricing verification during 
claims processing for all approved claim types and 
reimbursement methodologies.  


(a)  


12.5.11.9 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain screens that allow the user inquiry ability to 
an audit trail of any adds or changes made to data files 
in the MMIS. 


(a)  


12.5.11.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow for the entry of a reason (description or code) 
when any add/updates occur as well as capture the user 
making the change, the date of the change and a before 
and after picture of the data.  


(a)  


12.5.11.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept online or other media input additions, deletions 
and updates to all reference files. 


(a)  


12.5.11.12 Contractor Maintain screens that allow inquiry to all reference 
files using online, real-time using flexible "look up" 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility criteria such as, but not limited to, code value, actual 
description as well as phonetic description.  


12.5.11.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain HCPCS Procedure data, CPT, CDT, and 
Revenue Code data that contains at a minimum: 


a. Procedure Code Description with adequate room to 
fully contain both short and long descriptions from 
CMS input;  


b. State specific restrictions that are able to be 
specified by the following but not limited to: prior 
authorization by provider type, age/gender 
restrictions, allowable units, requirements, review 
indicators, and pricing modifiers; 


c. TPL coverage information and accident related 
indicators to remain accessible for claims 
processing;  


d. Family Planning and EPSDT indicators;  
e. Specialty/certification required; and 
f. Ability to specify type of pricing methodology/rate 


to be applied by provider type and specialty. 


(a)  


12.5.11.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain Diagnosis data that is compliant with the 
required coding set (soon to be ICD-10-CM) and 
contain at a minimum:  


a. Description;  
b. Age and gender restrictions;  
c. Family Planning and EPSDT indicators;  
d. Prior Authorization requirements / date specific;  
e. Length of stay information; and  
f. Trauma/Accident Related indicators. 


(a)  
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.11.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain Medical Policy data that provides the State 
with the maximum ability to modify defined business 
rules without requiring programming changes such as:  


a. An Edit Table to allow the State to specify how 
each edit set during claims processing should be 
treated (pay, deny, suspend to MMIS maintenance 
staff, suspend to State staff, etc.) by submission 
medium (electronic, paper), by invoice type (UB-
04, CMS 1500, and ADA 2006), by provider type, 
and by program code; and 


b. All Medical Policy data must be date specific, 
allow multiple iterations of data over time. 


(a)  


12.5.11.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain Rate data to support the following 
methodologies:  


a. Procedure code, percentage of billed charge, 
provider number, provider specialty, service 
location (urban, rural), region (over or under 21), 
program code (Medicaid, CHIP, State only) ; 


b. Institutional claims, SNF or NF, Per Diem, med 
surg, OB, ICU; 


c. Long Term Care – Hospice Per Diem based on 
percentage of facility rate; 


d. Unit Pricing – for example, anesthesia pricing is 
based on base units plus time units plus P-Modifier 
units multiplied by a conversion factor; and 


e. Cap percentages – Provider Type Specific. 


(a)  


12.5.11.17 Contractor Provide Audit Trail reports showing before and after 
images of changed data, the ID of the person making 


(a)  
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Response 


Responsibility the changes, the date changed and the reason for 
change.  


12.5.11.18 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide reference data reports as specified by DHCFP. (a)  


Reference – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.11.19 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 
to existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and the State and Federal rules 
and regulations are met by the Reference business 
function. 


  


12.5.11.20 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide Medical Policy data with coverage, rate, and 
limitation as needed/specified. 


  


12.5.11.21 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review reports developed by Contractor.   


12.5.11.22 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Inform Contractor of timing of annual, quarterly, 
and/or other intermittent updates to all code sets. 


  


12.5.11.23 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide coverage, rate, and limitation information to 
the Contractor in response to the annual CMS code 
update. 


  


12.5.11.24 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Designate staff for specialized training.   
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.11.25 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Perform a secondary review of the annual updates of 
coverage and rates performed by the Contractor. 


  


Reference – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.11.26 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Correctly apply routine updates to the Reference files 
within two (2) working days of receipt of the update 
file. 


(a)  


12.5.11.27 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Correctly upload annual CMS codes to the Reference 
files within five (5) working days of receipt of the 
update file; 


(a)  


12.5.11.28 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Correctly apply annual coverage and rate updates to the 
CMS codes within five (5) working days of receipt of 
the update file. 


(a)  


12.5.12 MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTING SUBSYSTEM (MARS) 


General 


12.5.12.1 Contractor 
Responsibility 


The system must provide management and 
administrative reports as described in this RFP and 
must be made available in data format for export and 
import purposes and through multiple media including 
online, paper, CD-ROM, and electronic file. 


(a)  


12.5.12.2 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate and maintain all reporting functions, files and 
data elements to meet the requirements in this RFP, 
State and federal rules and regulations, federal MMIS 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


certification requirements, and Part 11 of the State 
Medicaid Manual. 


12.5.12.3 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Offer periodic recommendations for process 
improvements, based on industry standards, best 
practices, and/or cost efficiencies. 


(a)  


Input and Processing 


12.5.12.4 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain source data from all other functions of the 
MMIS, to create State and federally required reports at 
frequencies defined by the State. 


(a)  


12.5.12.5 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Respond to DHCFP regarding requests for information 
regarding the reports within a timeframe established by 
DHCFP. Modify the reports to meet the changing 
information needs of DHCFP while ensuring accuracy 
of reports and compliance with current State and 
federal rules and regulations.  


(a)  


12.5.12.6 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Compile subtotals, totals, averages, variances and 
percents of items and dollars on all reports as 
appropriate.  


(a)  


12.5.12.7 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Implement uniform cut-off points for every report to 
ensure the consistency of all reports, as specified by 
State policy and guidelines. 


(a)  


12.5.12.8 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support parameters and generate reports of claims 
utilization and financial data using individual or 
combined selection parameters. Reports shall include 


(a)  
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the results of all financial transactions, by DHCFP 
specified categories, whether claim-specific or non-
claim specific. 


12.5.12.9 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Meet all requirements for the Medicaid Statistical 
Information System (MSIS) and deliver the MSIS file 
to CMS in a federally approved format; produce, 
submit and correct, if necessary, data according to 
CMS media requirements and time frames. 


(a)  


12.5.12.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide detailed and summary level counts of services 
by service, program and eligibility category, based on 
DHCFP specified units (days, visits, prescriptions or 
other); provide counts of claims, counts of 
unduplicated paid (participating) eligible recipients and 
counts of providers by DHCFP specified categories. 


(a)  


12.5.12.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide charge, expenditure, program, recipient 
eligibility and utilization data to support State and 
federal budget forecasts, tracking and modeling to 
include, but not be limited to:  


a. Participating and non-participating eligible 
recipient counts and trends by program and 
category of eligibility; 


b. Utilization patterns by program, recipient medical 
coverage groups, provider type, and summary and 
detailed category of service; 


c. Charges, expenditures and trends by program and 
summary and detailed category of service; 


d. Lag factors between date of service and date of 


(a)  
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payment to determine billing and cash flow trends; 
and 


e. Any combination of the above.  


12.5.12.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Include a narrative description of codes and values on 
reports when possible.  


(a)  


12.5.12.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


MARS reports must be available on both a date of 
payment and date of service basis.  


(a)  


12.5.12.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


All reports must be made available in data format for 
export and import purposes and through multiple media 
such as electronic, paper, and/or CD-ROM. 


(a)  


12.5.12.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Balance MARS report data to comparable data from 
other MARS reports to ensure internal validity, and to 
non-MARS reports to ensure external validity and 
comparability, including reconciliation of all financial 
reports with claims processing reports; deliver the 
balancing report to the State with each MARS 
production run. 


(a)  


Output 


12.5.12.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide to DHCFP, on a specified schedule, the 
administrative cost information to complete the 
administrative portion of all federal expenditure 
reports. 


(a)  


12.5.12.17 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and disseminate updated MARS 
documentation to the designated DHCFP users as 


(a)  
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


needed. 


12.5.12.18 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide technical assistance as needed to assist users in 
researching problems, reviewing production outputs 
and understanding report formats. 


(a)  


Management and Administrative Review Subsystem – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.12.19 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review reports provided by the Contractor.   


12.5.12.20 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Specify schedule for administrative cost information to 
complete the administrative portion of all federal 
expenditure reports. 


  


12.5.12.21 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve Contractor’s statistically valid 
trend methodology for generating MARS reports. 


  


12.5.12.22 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


DHCFP will work with the Contractor to resolve errors 
and address outliers identified by the Contractor. 


  


12.5.12.23 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate changes in MSIS data requirements and 
data submission methodologies to the Contractor. 


  


Management and Administrative Review Subsystem – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.12.24 Contactor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Respond to State requests for general information 
about the reports within three (3) working days of the 
request. 


(a)  
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.12.25 Contactor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Produce and deliver all MARS reports and other 
outputs within the time frames and according to the 
format, input parameters, content, frequency, media 
and number of copies as specified by State and federal 
rules and regulations. 


(a)  
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ATTACHMENT P – PERIPHERAL SYSTEM TOOLS COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS TABLE 


Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work.  
Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor 
The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply. 


Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract. 


Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.6.2 CLINICAL CLAIMS EDITING 


12.6.2.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide and maintain a clinical claims editing software 
program to assure appropriate and correct coding of 
claims using industry standard coding edits, including 
at a minimum: 


a. American Medical Association Current Procedural 
Terminology (CPT) guidelines (including CPT 
modifiers); 


b. Health Care Common Procedure Coding System 
(HCPCS) (including HCPCS modifiers); 


c. ICD-9-CM (with ICD-10-CM readiness); 
d. American Dental Association CDT codes and 
e. CMS claims editing guidelines, as determined 


appropriate by DHCFP. 


(a) Infocrossing will continue to employ 
the Mckesson clinical claims editing 
software currently utilized within the 
Nevada MMIS to ensure the appropriate 
and correct coding of claims.  


12.6.2.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform editing activities, including but not limited to: 


a. Identify Age and Gender Conflicts; 
b. Modifier Auditing; 
c. Duplicate services within claim date of service; 
d. Identify a single comprehensive CPT code to 


(a)  
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describe services performed when two or more 
codes have been billed; 


e. Identify incidental procedure(s) performed at the 
same time as a more complex primary procedure, 
as a clinically integral component of a global 
service, or performed to gain access to accomplish 
the primary procedure; 


f. Identify any combination of procedures that differ 
in technique or approach but lead to the same 
outcome; 


g. Medical visit auditing based on surgical package 
guidelines; 


h. Pre-and post-op auditing across dates of service, 
including diagnosis checking and history auditing, 
and in accordance with CMS standards; 


i. New Visit Frequency edits according to CPT 
guidelines; 


j. Identify the use of an unlisted code for a procedure 
that cannot be assigned a more specific code; 


k. Identify procedures that are no longer performed 
under prevailing medical standards; and 


l. Appropriateness of Diagnosis to Procedure. 


12.6.2.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to deny original claim line(s) and 
produce replacement/added claim line(s) with correct 
coding information. 


(a)  


12.6.2.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to review and void previously paid 
history claims as a result of a current claim. 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.6.2.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a clinical claims editing solution that is 
configurable through a GUI user interface. 


(a)  


12.6.2.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a tool that allows for integration 
configurability with the Core MMIS using a GUI 
interface outside of the Core MMIS. The tool should 
provide the ability to: 


a. Use any claim attribute to filter which claims are 
processed by the clinical claims editor (i.e. by 
Provider Type, Specialty, form type), as well as 
which results are passed back to the Core MMIS, 
as determined by DHCFP; and 


b. Return results uniquely identifiable by edit codes 
cross-referenced to Core MMIS codes. 


(a)  


12.6.2.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Customize clinical claims editing software to meet 
DHCFP policy as required. 


(a)  


12.6.2.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow for editing of multiple claim forms, including 
but not limited to CMS-1500 and UB-04. 


(a)  


12.6.2.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Integrate clinical claims editing with the claims 
adjudication process prior to claims payment. 


(a)  


12.6.2.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a web and/or desktop application that allows 
Contractor and DHCFP authorized users to  


a. Enter claims and view real-time results including 
detailed clinical rationale supporting the results; 
and 


b. View a comprehensive documentation library 


(a)  
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Compliance 
Code 


Response 


including items such as auditing logic and rules, 
clinical manuals, and reports of library 
updates/versions. 


12.6.2.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Employ role-based security restricting access to tool 
functions commensurate with job responsibilities and 
the minimum necessary based on the user’s profile. 


(a)  


12.6.2.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide support including: 


a. Clarification of results/rational as formally 
requested; 


b. Appeals support, including testimony by a 
qualified representative; and 


c. Ongoing technical support of software and 
documentation updates. 


(a)  


12.6.2.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide version upgrades of software to ensure 
compliance with current procedure codes and clinical 
editing standards. 


(a)  


12.6.2.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Work with DHCFP through the Change Management 
process to perform future changes or customization of 
the clinical claims editing software to meet DHCFP 
policy and State and Federal regulations. 


(a)  


12.6.2.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce clinical claims editing reports according to 
DHCFP guidelines. 


(a)  


Clinical Claims Editing – System Performance Expectations 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.6.2.16 System 
Performance 
Expectation 


Perform clinical claims editing as part of each claims 
adjudication process run. 


(a)  


12.6.2.17 System 
Performance 
Expectation 


Return clinical claims editing results to Core MMIS for 
each run. 


(a)  


Clinical Claims Editing – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.2.18 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Acknowledge receipt of clinical clarification inquiry or 
technical support request within two (2) working days. 


(a)  


12.6.2.19 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Return response to clinical clarification inquiry or 
technical support request within five (5) working days 
of inquiry submission. 


(a)  


12.6.3 PHARMACY POINT OF SALE (POS) 


General 


12.6.3.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Manage and maintain functional areas for the 
Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS), including but not 
limited to, the following: 


a. Remittance Processing; 
b. Provider Enrollment; 
c. Recipient Eligibility; 
d. Electronic Eligibility Verification; 
e. Third Party Liability Resource Data; 


(c) Key functionality of the GHS Pharmacy 
POS system include: the on-line, real 
time verification of provider and client 
eligibility; executing daily data feeds; 
pharmacy claims capture; maintaining 
and running all existing edits and audits 
contained as well as any additional edits 
and audits that are approved by 
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Response 


f. Prior Authorization 
g. Pro-DUR Edits / Retro-DUR Reporting; 
h. National Drug Codes; 
i. Drug Rebate (OBRA and Supplemental); 
j. Accounts Receivable Distribution; 
k. Claims Processing; 
l. Claims Adjustments; 
m. Reporting; and 
n. Pharmacy Training and Outreach. 


DHCFP; the generation of Third Party 
Liability reports related override codes, 
cost avoidance activities, pay and chase 
claims, and third party coverage leads; 
on-line, real time adjudication of 
pharmacy claims that are NCPDP and 
HIPAA compliant, including price 
determination, co-payment calculation 
and tracking in accordance with State 
regulations and dispensing fee 
requirements; prospective drug 
utilization review for all Medicaid 
pharmacy claims; retrospective drug 
utilization review; transmittal of 
adjudicated claims data to the state’s 
financial system or other financial 
systems for final processing and 
payment; processing of the Quarterly 
CMS rebate tape, report generation and 
claims documentation to assist the Drug 
Rebate Unit in federal and state rebated 
collection and dispute resolution 
activities; the processing of prior 
authorization requests; and the handling 
of financial transactions, including 
adjustment of claims through reversal 
and resubmission, and reporting 
maintenance of history only 
adjustments. GHS’ state of the art POS 
system carries out each of these 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


activities in an efficient and effective 
manner. GHS will work collaboratively 
with the DHCFP to ensure that the POS 
system and its functional areas are 
managed and maintained in accordance 
with state’s needs and expectations. 


12.6.3.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support RA message generation, and communicate 
Pharmacy RA information to MMIS Fiscal Agent. 


(c) GHS will support RA message 
generation and will communicate 
Pharmacy RA information to the MMIS 
Fiscal Agent. GHS will work closely 
with the MMIS Fiscal Agent and the 
State to develop processes and 
procedures to accomplish this 
requirement in a timely and efficient 
manner. 


12.6.3.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Communicate all relevant Pharmacy data to the MMIS 
Fiscal Agent. 


(c) GHS is experienced in working with 
MMIS vendors in support of the 
transition to new services and in the 
ongoing operation of PBM services as 
part of a complete MMIS solution. As a 
subcontractor to the MMIS fiscal agent 
we will leverage our cooperative 
working relationship to ensure that the 
State of Nevada experiences a seamless 
transition of services.  


 


GHS is responsible for sending regular 
feeds of pharmacy claims data and other 
relevant Pharmacy data to the MMIS in 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Iowa, Maine and Wyoming. We will 
leverage our experience working in 
these states to create and maintain any 
required data feeds and file uploads 
between GHS and the MMIS Fiscal 
Agent in Nevada. 


12.6.3.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Collaborate with the MMIS to process drug claims for 
Physician Administered Drugs. 


(c) GHS has successfully incorporated 
receipt of data from other systems into 
the POS adjudication process. GHS will 
work collaboratively with the State and 
MMIS Fiscal Agent to receive 
Physician Administered Drug claims for 
pricing and adjudication using the 
minimum necessary data elements that 
satisfy an online pharmacy claim but 
from a data extract or batch process. 


Process Drug Claims 


12.6.3.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept NCPDP 5.1 format, Batch 1.1 format, and 
Universal Claim Form for drug claims, or more current 
formats.  


(c) Our pharmacy POS system is capable of 
receiving online claims in the NCPDP 
5.1 format, as well as the NCPDP batch 
version 1.1 and Universal Claim Form. 
All of GHS’ transactions and code sets 
also meet HIPAA requirements. All 
feeds of insurance data between GHS 
and our customers are properly secured 
according to HIPAA rules using 
encryption, direct connections, or other 
secure methods.  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


GHS will monitor and implement new 
and updated versions of HIPAA 
mandated electronic standards and 
deploy them as dictated by HIPAA. 
GHS adheres to the NCPDP 5.1 
standard, which is fully HIPAA 
compliant, as well as 1.1 (check) for 
batch processing. As new NCPDP 
versions and/or HIPAA rules and 
regulations are created, they will be 
incorporated into GHS’ POS system at 
no addition cost to the State of Nevada. 


12.6.3.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept interface from MMIS containing Physician 
Administered Drugs for pricing and adjudication, and 
return results of adjudication. 


(c) GHS has successfully incorporated 
receipt of data from other systems into 
the POS adjudication process. GHS will 
collaborate with the State to receive 
Physician Administered Drug claims for 
pricing and adjudication using the 
minimum necessary data elements that 
satisfy an online pharmacy claim but 
from a data extract or batch process. 


12.6.3.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept all HIPAA required electronic formats and 
maintain all data required. 


(c) GHS has policy in place to address the 
use of multiple versions of electronic 
transaction standards. Though the 
majority of pharmacy transactions are 
delivered in NCPDP 5.1, we also 
receive supporting data feeds (ex. 
Eligibility feeds), batch claims, and 
other data sets from a number of 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


different sources. Again, all channels 
are secure and meet the requirements of 
the HIPAA security rule. 


12.6.3.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept the following types of data for processing drug 
claims:  


a. Provider Data; 
b. Recipient Data including lock in;  
c. Claims History from MMIS and POS; 
d. Prior Authorization Data; 
e. Reference Data (NDC, Diagnosis, Procedure); and 
f. TPL data. 


(c) GHS will accept the types of data listed 
in this requirement, as we currently do 
in Iowa, Maine and Wyoming. GHS 
will work with the MMIS vendor to 
ensure that the proper interfaces, file 
formats and layouts are established and 
maintained in a manner that meets or 
exceeds the expectations of the DHCFP. 


 


The ability to receive and store MMIS 
data and files from the Department is 
fundamental to the successful operation 
of the POS system. GHS has a 
suggested process for data transfer. 
They are as follows: 


 


• We incorporate a daily extract of 
MMIS client eligibility data; 


• We incorporate a daily copy of 
the MMIS provider and reference 
files; 


• We incorporate a daily extract of 
Third Party Liability Reference 
data in the format established by 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


DHCFP; 


• We receive and store any and all 
requests for updates to the drug 
reference file, which results from 
program policy changes or other 
State or federal directives, 
including retroactive changes. We 
also receive and store a daily copy 
of the MMIS procedure / 
diagnosis file. 


• We assure that State MMIS data 
received from DHCFP is 
available 24 hours, 7 days per 
week, for on-line inquiry by 
providers. Any downtime 
scheduled maintenance is 
announced ahead of time and is 
approved by DHCFP; 


• We will be able to receive and 
store with pharmacy paid claims 
information, history only claims 
adjustments via daily feed from 
MMIS; 


• We provide DHCFP with the 
capability to transmit immediate 
updates to providers; 


• We receive and store MMIS paid 
claims data needed to create Drug 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Rebate invoices for prescription 
claims paid through MMIS 
(physician claims with J-Code 
procedure code); and 


• We accept and process a quarterly 
drug rebate tape from CMS. 


12.6.3.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Edit claims based on DHCFP policy (including Pro-
DUR).  


(c) GHS’s POS system allows program 
rules and policy to be applied and 
validated during claims adjudication – 
avoiding many time consuming Prior 
Authorizations. 


 


GHS will begin working with DHCFP 
on day one to maximize available 
resources by tailoring the processing 
rules of the claims engine to the 
business rules as specified during JAD 
sessions. GHS will be proactive not 
only in implementing the business rules 
based on the current Nevada system, but 
in assisting DHCFP in finding potential 
improvements to the current processes. 
Our team has extensive experience in 
every aspect of Medicaid pharmacy 
services including interactions with 
CMS, OIG and other agencies. 


12.6.3.10 Contractor Audit claims based on DHCFP policy.  (c) GHS will audit claims based on DHCFP 
policies.  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility  


12.6.3.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Price claims based on DHCFP policy.  


 


(c) Claims will be priced in accordance 
with DHCFP policies. 


12.6.3.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability to define NDC generic code, according 
to DHCFP policy. 


(c) GHS is experienced at providing these 
services to our State Medicaid clients 
and will ensure that the State of Nevada 
receives the same level of services as 
our present clients. GHS will work with 
DHCFP upon contract award to define 
and document the applicable policies to 
ensure that the State’s expectations are 
met going forward. 


12.6.3.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Return all soft and hard edits failed during claims 
processing. 


(c) This requirement is standard practice 
for GHS in states where we are the POS 
vendor and will be performed 
efficiently for the State of Nevada, 
should GHS be selected to provide 
these services. 


12.6.3.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain reversed claims on system with status of 
reversal.  


(c) The GHS POS system maintains a 
record of all reversed claims with the 
status of the reversal. Reason codes can 
be incorporated within the reversal 
record to indicate source of reversal, 
such as State requested, Program 
Integrity, Store Requested, etc. 


12.6.3.15 Contractor Provide capability for the pharmacy to override Pro- (c) GHS’ POS system provides the 
pharmacy the capability of overriding 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility DUR alerts, according to DHCFP policy. Pro-DUR alerts. The GHS POS system 
is designed to be extremely flexible and 
can be adjusted to accommodate the 
unique policy needs and requirements 
of each of GHS’ client states. 


12.6.3.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain log of pharmacies overriding Pro-DUR alerts 
and which alerts are overridden.  


(c) The GHS POS system tracks overrides, 
allowing GHS to produce override 
reports for DHCFP. It also compiles 
data to support reports on the system’s 
efficiencies and cost-effectiveness. 


12.6.3.17 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide inquiry access to drug claims data history for 
authorized users. 


(c) Paid and rejected claims are stored in 
individual data warehouses maintained 
for each client. These claims are 
available for further reporting and 
analysis and can be accessed through 
the data warehouse. 


12.6.3.18 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Notify State Pharmacy Consultant of NDCs identified 
during drug claim processing that need to have a 
benefit code assigned. 


(c) GHS will work with the State to 
identify the Master list of covered drugs 
and their related NDCS that represent 
the pharmacy claims benefit for all 
covered populations. We will 
incorporate business rules to report new 
NDCs for review and assignment by the 
State. 


GHS has years of experience managing 
drug files, formularies, and Preferred 
Drug Lists, incorporating this 
information to represent appropriate 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


benefit levels per State guidelines. 


Adjust Drug Claims 


12.6.3.19 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability for a provider to submit a reversed 
claim, according to DHCFP policy. 


  


(c) The system will be capable of 
performing immediate reversal of 
erroneous claims after entry to the POS 
system, but prior to transmission of the 
claim to the MMIS and maintain a 
record of reversals. GHS will work with 
DHCFP to ensure that claim reversals 
are handled in accordance with all 
applicable DHCFP policies. 


12.6.3.20 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to adjust a previously paid claim.  


 


(c) Claim adjustments are handled via 
claim reversals and re-submittals which 
allows for the creation of clear, easy-to-
follow audit trails. The GHS system 
will track all positive and negative 
dollar amount adjustments, which will 
be reflected in the claims history file. 
The history will include the original 
claim, any reimbursement and 
subsequent adjustments to 
reimbursements. 


12.6.3.21 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ability to perform retroactive rate adjustments. (c) GHS will provide the capability to 
retrospectively adjust claims up to 2 
years old utilizing on-line reversal and 
resubmission of claims data.  


12.6.3.22 Contractor Maintain claims history with a reversal status, 
including date and reversal initiator. (c) GHS can support the capture and 


maintenance of expanded adjustment 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility history information: adjusting/original 
transaction number; date adjustment 
occurred (in addition to pay order date); 
indicator for who initiated the mass 
adjustment; and reason for that 
particular adjustment batch. This 
information is stored for reporting 
purposes only 


12.6.3.23 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Return reversal acceptance message back to provider 
within timeframe established by DHCFP. 


(c) All reversal acceptance messages will 
be returned back to the provider within 
the timeframe established by DHCFP.  


12.6.3.24 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce report of claim adjustments processed.  (c) GHS will produce reports of all claim 
adjustments processed. GHS provides 
this service for several of our current 
state clients and will tailor these reports 
to meet the needs of the DHCFP.  


Drug Prior Authorization 


12.6.3.25 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept Prior Authorization request submitted online, 
by phone, or fax from all authorized providers, vendors 
or DHCFP staff.  


(c) Pharmacy Prior Authorization (PA) is a 
successful cost saving tool for Medicaid 
programs. GHS’ PA system allows 
Medicaid pharmacy program managers 
to reduce costs by requiring physicians 
to receive authorization before 
prescribing cost prohibitive and/or 
clinically inappropriate drugs to 
patients. This process allows DHCFP to 
limit expensive pharmaceuticals to only 
those patients for whom the drug is 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


therapeutically necessary. Our PA 
processing procedures and systems 
support toll-free telephone, toll-free 
facsimile and web-based requests from 
in-state and out-of-state providers. GHS 
operates a flexible prior authorization 
process that complies with the 
individual requirements of each of our 
client states, and all applicable State and 
Federal rules, laws and regulations. 


12.6.3.26 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Adjudicate claims according to Prior Authorization edit 
criteria. 


(c) GHS successfully provides this service 
in the States of Iowa, Maine and 
Wyoming. Based on DHCFP criteria, 
GHS will build edits into the claims 
processor to verify that a PA is 
available for drugs not covered on the 
Preferred Drug List (PDL). Because 
GHS will be providing both the POS 
and PA services, there would not need 
to be any major modifications to the 
GHS POS system. Having GHS provide 
both the POS and PA systems will 
ensure a seamless, integrated claims 
adjudication process. 


12.6.3.27 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability to pend a Prior Authorization request 
for Medical Review.  


(c) GHS’ PA system has the ability to pend 
a Prior Authorization request. 


12.6.3.28 Contractor Provide the ability to uniquely identify each Prior (c) PA determinations are made by GHS’ 
staff of clinical pharmacists, facilitated 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility Authorization request received. by our Prior Authorization Decision 
Support System (PADSS). Completed 
PA forms are stored electronically and 
loaded into PADSS. Each PA, when 
received by the system, is imaged, time 
stamped, and assigned a unique tracking 
number. 


12.6.3.29 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability to retrieve and update Prior 
Authorization requests by number, requesting provider, 
servicing provider, recipient ID number and dates of 
service for the Prior Authorization.  


(c) GHS’ PADSS application has a search 
feature to locate PA requests by 
tracking number, members, physicians, 
pharmacies, drugs, PAs, eligibility, etc. 


12.6.3.30 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Approve services based on the following information 
from the POS and MMIS:  


a. NDC , HICL, GSN, and/or Therapeutic Drug 
Class; 


b. Generic Code; 
c. Quantity; 
d. Days Supply; 
e. Units; 
f. Start and Stop Dates of Approval; 
g. Diagnosis (ICD-10); 
h. Age; 
i. Gender; 
j. Lock in; 
k. Over the Counter (OTC); and 
l. Claims Data. 


(c) GHS pharmacy systems are developed, 
tested, deployed and operated to 
approve services based on items a – l of 
this requirement. 


  


Only PA Pharmacists (and the PA 
Physician consultants) are authorized to 
make prior authorization 
determinations. All PA determinations 
are made based upon criteria approved 
by DHCFP and are based on the 
information outlined in this 
requirement. The PADSS application 
integrates the MMIS provider & client 
eligibility files, along with the pertinent 
information from the POS system to 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


enable the PA Pharmacists to make 
timely, relevant and appropriate PA 
determinations. 


12.6.3.31 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ability to automate changes to the service or 
requesting provider of an existing Prior Authorization-
end date the original Prior Authorization request and 
approve the new Prior Authorization.  


(c) GHS’ Prior Authorization system 
currently has the ability to automate 
changes to the service or requesting 
provider of an existing PA, as described 
in this RFP requirement. 


12.6.3.32 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Return all edits to Provider based on Prior 
Authorization edit criteria, within timeframe 
established by DHCFP.  


(c) All edits based on Prior Authorization 
edit criteria will be returned to 
Providers within the timeframe 
established by DHCFP. 


12.6.3.33 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Return Prior Authorization determination to requesting 
provider within timeframe established by DHCFP and 
in accordance with State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


(c) The PADSS application stores 
standardized determination notices. 
Notices will be created for duplicate 
Prior Authorization requests and 
changes to service/requesting providers 
based on DHCFP’s requirements and 
business rules. These will be stored in 
PADSS, along with the standard 
approval and denial notices. GHS will 
follow all of DHCFP’s customary 
business rules for generating and 
sending these notices. 


12.6.3.34 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate notices for duplicate Prior Authorization 
requests and changes to service/requesting providers.  


(c) A standard approved or denied notice 
will be returned to the Beneficiary and 
the Beneficiary’s preferred pharmacy 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


by mail (Beneficiary) and fax 
(Pharmacy) after the PA approval 
process is completed. The 
approved/denied response will be 
returned within 24 hours of PA 
submission. A response will be 
provided regarding the outcome of any 
pending PA request within 24 hours of 
submission to the PA system. GHS has 
been providing the same turnaround 
time to the State of Maine for several 
years, regularly supplying responses 
within a few hours. 


 


A standard approved or denied notice 
will be returned to the Beneficiary and 
the Beneficiary’s preferred pharmacy. 
These notices will include language 
describing the Beneficiaries’ right of 
appeal. 


12.6.3.35 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate paper and electronic approval / denial / pend 
notices for service/requesting providers. 


(c) The PADSS application stores 
standardized determination notices. 
Notices will be created for duplicate 
Prior Authorization requests and 
changes to service/requesting providers 
based on DHCFP’s requirements and 
business rules. These will be stored in 
PADSS, along with the standard 
approval and denial notices. GHS will 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


follow all of DHCFP’s customary 
business rules for generating and 
sending these notices. 


12.6.3.36 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure that Notice of Denials are generated and 
distributed to recipients and the Hearing Department 
according to NODs requirements in Section 12.7.12 of 
this RFP. 


(c) The PADSS application stores pre-
prepared determination notices that are 
commonly used. GHS will work with 
DHCFP to create standard Notice of 
Denials that meet the needs of the 
DHCFP and the Hearing Department. 
These notices will be generated and 
distributed in accordance with all 
applicable State and RFP requirements. 


Prospective Drug Use Review 


12.6.3.37 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Adjudicate claims according to Pro-DUR criteria. (c) GHS developed and maintains a fully 
functional Pro-DUR component. This 
system satisfies all applicable State and 
federal rules and laws, including those 
specified in OBRA ‘90. The system we 
implement for the State of Nevada will 
meet or exceed all of the State’s Pro-
DUR objectives, as articulated in this 
section of the RFP. It is designed to 
promote the efficient and cost-effective 
use of pharmacy services, promote the 
elimination of inappropriate and 
unnecessary use of drugs and to reduce 
the incidence of drug therapy failure. 
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


The GHS Pro-DUR system will 
incorporate all DUR criteria and 
standards, as set forth by the DUR 
Board. It will utilize claims history, 
provider and reference data to assist in 
the DUR function. GHS has established 
specific Pro-DUR reporting parameters 
and will address inquiries and 
comments submitted by providers. 


 


The system provides all required 
notifications to providers in a timely 
manner, allowing providers to 
adequately counsel clients regarding 
potential problems associated with their 
prescription. It accepts and employs 
only those criteria specifically approved 
by the State for Pro-DUR activities and 
is flexible enough to accommodate 
changes in those criteria.  


 


The Pro-DUR system provides an audit 
trail of inquiries, including who made 
the inquiry, information input, and 
response provided. It also generates 
management level reports on drug 
utilization. 
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.6.3.38 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide inquiry access to Pro-DUR criteria through the 
Drug File. 


(c) GHS will provide the State with a report 
of Pro-DUR criteria. GHS will work 
with DHCFP upon contract award to 
establish the format, frequency and 
other desired aspects of this report. 


12.6.3.39 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain criteria for the following Pro-DUR modules:  


a. Therapeutic Duplication; 
b. Drug Disease Contra-indication; 
c. Drug to Drug Interactions; 
d. Incorrect Drug Dosage; 
e. Incorrect Duration of Drug Treatment; 
f. Quantity; 
g. Age/Gender; 
h. Clinical Abuse or Misuse; 
i. Non-Compliance; 
j. Excessive Utilization; 
k. Early/Late Refills; and 
l. Therapeutic Appropriateness. 


(c) The GHS Pro-DUR system is able to 
identify issues arising from 
inappropriate drug use. These issues 
include problems related to over- and 
under-utilization; contraindications by 
diagnosis or the presence of other 
disease conditions; iatrogenic 
complications; adverse drug reactions; 
therapeutic or direct drug duplication; 
drug/allergy interactions; treatment 
failure; and brand certification. 


 


The GHS Pro-DUR system has the 
following attributes: 


• The system is flexible, providing 
the ability to easily and quickly 
add, change or delete edits or 
construct and modify provider 
messages; 


• The system provides inquiring 
providers on-line reference access 
to the outpatient drug list; 
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Code 


Response 


• It provides an ability to easily and 
quickly provide on-line prior 
authorization; 


• The system is designed to identify 
patterns in drug usage and cost by 
providing drug use profiles; by 
recipient and provider, and 
provider, and to also provide 
DHCFP on-line access to 
information to include items such 
as: recipient name and ID; 
recipient age and sex; nursing 
home ID; inpatient diagnosis 
codes; outpatient/ambulatory 
diagnosis codes; dates of service; 
provider number; provider type 
code; prescriber code; drug code 
and description; drug strength; 
dosage form; quantity dispensed; 
brand certification; days supply; 
and prescription number when all 
fields are available; and 


• GHS maintains a set of parameters 
to control the production of 
profiles based on category of 
disease, drug class, or other 
parameters. 


12.6.3.40 Contractor Generate audit trail of Pro-DUR criteria updates. (c) GHS’ Pro-DUR system generates a 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility clear, easy-to-follow audit trail for all 
criteria updates. 


12.6.3.41 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce Pro-DUR reports as specified by DHCFP. (c) The system tracks overrides, allowing 
GHS to produce override reports for 
DHCFP. It also compiles data to 
support reports on the system’s 
efficiencies and cost-effectiveness. 


GHS can also produce any additional 
reports required to meet the needs of 
DHCFP. 


Drug File (NDC Data) 


12.6.3.42 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept update tape from Standardized Drug Database 
and apply update within timeframe specified by 
DHCFP. 


(c) We have extensive experience in 
working with First Data Bank (FDB) as 
well as with Medi-Span data sources. 
GHS presently holds a contract with 
First Data Bank in support of several 
state contracts and proposes to use FDB 
drug files in support of PBM services in 
the State of Nevada. GHS will accept 
the update tape and apply updates 
within the timeframe specified by 
DHCFP. 


 


GHS understands the importance of a 
high integrity drug reference file; at the 
same time, the file must be flexible 
enough to meet the changing needs of 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Nevada’s Medicaid program and 
recipients. Most importantly, the file 
must provide the data needed to support 
DHCFP initiatives to realize cost 
savings and promote appropriate drug 
prescribing and utilization behaviors. 
The file must not only facilitate the 
administration of pricing and coverage, 
but must also provide timely updates to 
the POS claims adjudication system, 
drug rebate process, and other PBM 
service components. We are prepared to 
create component specific extracts that 
will satisfy the needs of all our systems 
and end users.  


12.6.3.43 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ability to maintain online current and historical NDC 
data including an online audit trail of changes made to 
data. The audit trail identifies the date, time and user 
ID for all updates made during the online access and 
updates made by automated processes.  


(c) GHS maintains online current and 
historical NDC data in our POS system 
and the associated pharmacy data 
warehouse. Our system creates a clear, 
easy-to-follow audit trail of any changes 
made to the data that meets the 
requirements as outlined in the RFP. 


12.6.3.44 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain access to current, historical, and archived data 
in accordance with timeframes and media established 
by DHCFP. 


(c) GHS will maintain access to current, 
historical, and archived data in 
accordance with the timeframes and 
media established by DHCFP. GHS will 
work with DHCFP to define and 
document these requirements to ensure 
that the needs and expectations of the 
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


State are being met. 


12.6.3.45 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain previous/retired NDC information.  (c) GHS currently maintains all 
previous/retired NDC information. GHS 
will work with DHCFP to establish 
guidelines for archiving all data and 
will ensure that the data is available in a 
mutually acceptable format that meets 
the State’s guidelines for data retention 
and archiving. 


12.6.3.46 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability to retrieve archived NDC data.  


 


(c) GHS has the ability to retrieve archived 
NDC data. All NDC data will 
maintained in accordance with DHCFP 
policies on data retention and archival. 
GHS’ systems and procedures are 
designed to be flexible and responsive. 
Depending on the State’s needs, 
archived NDC data can be accessed and 
provided as a data extract or can be 
used to create reports. 


12.6.3.47 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the following NDC search capabilities for 
authorized users: 


a. Search by alpha for NDCs and NDC data; and 
b. Maintain age, gender, quantity and days supply 


criteria for each NDC that will be used to edit 
claims. 


(c) Authorized users will be provided with 
access to GHS’ pharmacy data 
warehouse. These users will have the 
required search capabilities as outlined 
in this RFP requirement. 


12.6.3.48 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate reports on updated NDC data following the 
weekly update process. 


(c) GHS will generate and provide to 
DHCFP a weekly report on updated 
NDC data. GHS will work with DHCFP 
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upon contract award to define the 
required information, format and 
delivery method for this report. 


Pharmacy Point of Sale – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.3.49 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide policy information to Contractor to support the 
creation and maintenance of pharmaceutical coverage 
including, but not limited to, drugs covered, 
limitations, Prior Authorization constraints, exceptions 
and population criteria for each plan. 


  


12.6.3.50 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve claims and invoice audits reports 
from Contractor. 


  


Pharmacy Point of Sale – System Performance Expectations 


12.6.3.51 System 
Performance 
Expectation 


Return all edits to Provider based on Prior 
Authorization edit criteria, within two (2) seconds. 


(c) GHS has developed a state-of-the-art 
Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS) claims 
adjudication system. Pharmacy claims 
are processed online, in real time, 
through standard pharmacy 
communication links, giving 
pharmacies quick responses to requests 
for payment. Pharmacies send claims to 
GHS electronically through a secure 
network in a standard, NCPDP 
compliant format. The POS system can 
also integrate, among others, the PA 
and PDL systems into the claims 
adjudication process. GHS’s POS 
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system allows program rules and policy 
to be applied and validated during 
claims adjudication. All of this is done 
online in real-time. GHS successfully 
completes our transactions well below 
this standard and does not anticipate 
any issues in returning all edits within 
two (2) seconds. GHS has included an 
attachment that shows a screenshot of 
our claims soft switch monitoring. This 
screenshot demonstrates GHS’ claims 
processor performance for one of our 
current clients. The columns highlighted 
in orange are the average response 
times, in milliseconds, during peak 
processing time.  


 


It is important to note that while GHS is 
confident that we can meet and exceed 
this performance expectation, the 
industry standard is much higher than 
two (2) seconds. The switching 
companies are the ones that ultimately 
control the threshold between GHS and 
the providers, and they are responsible 
for termination of the transmission. 
GHS can only control the timing 
requirements of the transactions 
between the switching companies and 
our facility. As a result, outside factors 
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may influence the entire transaction 
time between providers, the switching 
companies and the GHS POS system. 


12.6.3.52 System 
Performance 
Expectation 


Return reversal acceptance message back to provider 
within two (2) seconds.  


(c) GHS successfully completes our 
transactions well below this standard 
and does not anticipate any issues in 
returning reversal acceptance messages 
back to the provider within two (2) 
seconds. 


 


It is important to note that while GHS is 
confident that we can meet and exceed 
this performance expectation, the 
industry standard is much higher than 
two (2) seconds. The switching 
companies are the ones that ultimately 
control the threshold between GHS and 
the providers, and they are responsible 
for termination of the transmission. 
GHS can only control the timing 
requirements of the transactions 
between the switching companies and 
our facility. As a result, outside factors 
may influence the entire transaction 
time between providers, the switching 
companies and the GHS POS system. 


Pharmacy Point of Sale – Contractor Performance Expectations 
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12.6.3.53 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Accept update tape from Standardized Drug Database 
no less than on a weekly basis, and apply update within 
one (1) day of receipt.  


(c) GHS will update the drug file weekly 
and apply PDL and benefit design edits. 
GHS will apply rigorous internal quality 
assurance checks prior to releasing the 
updated drug file into the production 
environment. 


12.6.3.54 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain online access to seventy-two (72) months of 
all drug data including rate history.  


(c) GHS currently maintains thirty-six (36) 
months of drug data in the POS system 
for the purposes of claims adjudication 
and reporting. The full seventy-two (72) 
months of data will be maintained 
online in the pharmacy data warehouse 
and authorized users will be given 
access to this data through the data 
warehouse.  


12.6.3.55 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Archive drug data after seventy-two (72) months to 
media specified by DHCFP. 


(c) GHS will work with DHCFP upon 
contract award to document the 
requirements for archiving and 
maintaining drug data and will ensure 
that the State’s performance 
expectations are being met. 


12.6.3.56 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Accept paper NDC universal claim form (UCF) and 
meet the following performance expectations:  


a. Batch, Internal Control Number (ICN), film/image 
UCF paper drug claims within one (1) day of 
receipt; 


b. Data enter paper UCF drug claims within forty-
eight (48) hours of receipt; and 


(c) GHS has an in-house data capture 
department that would facilitate the 
entry of paper pharmacy claims into the 
claims adjudication system. GHS has 
been processing paper claims for 
Maine’s MMIS since 1974. After entry, 
paper claims would be adjudicated in 
the same manner as online pharmacy 
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c. Process ninety percent (90%) of paper UCF drug 
claims to a finalized status within thirty (30) days 
of receipt. 


claims. GHS is confident that we can 
meet the performance expectations 
outlined here. 


12.6.3.57 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Return PA determination to requesting provider within 
twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of Prior Authorization 
request, or in less time to meet State and Federal rules 
and regulations. 


(c) We presently respond to 100% of 
pharmacy prior authorization requests 
within 24 hours of receipt in every state 
where we perform this service. In 
Maine, complete requests are currently 
turned around, on average, in just under 
four hours and in Iowa, our average 
turn-around time is currently just under 
2 hours. GHS’ PA response time is 
described in greater detail in our 
response to requirement 12.6.3.33. GHS 
will ensure that similar results are 
achieved for the State of Nevada. 


12.6.3.58 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Update T-bill rates weekly. (c) GHS currently performs this service for 
several state clients and will do the 
same for DHCFP. 


12.6.4 PHARMACY 


General 


12.6.4.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide staff competent to perform and support all 
Pharmacy functions specified in this RFP, or by State 
and Federal rules and regulations, during the life of the 
contract. 


(c) GHS realizes its commitment to provide 
all necessary resources to develop, 
implement, and operate the systems as 
specified in this RFP. 


GHS has assembled a staff of extremely 
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talented, competent and capable 
employees. The employees of GHS 
have always met the challenges placed 
before them. We are dedicated to 
providing the highest quality services to 
GHS’ clients. 


 


Our staff is acutely aware of the 
importance of the health care programs 
we manage, not only in terms of the 
provision of services to the neediest 
citizens, but also in terms of the state 
budget. We understand the issues in 
Medicaid and their impact on a state. 


 


We will utilize our experienced 
employees’ experience for the Nevada 
project; our plan is to ultimately recruit 
and hire local Carson City-area 
pharmacy staff with skills similar to our 
current personnel to be housed in a 
Carson City-are office to fill many of 
the operations and pharmacy provider 
relations positions after contract award. 
Our existing staff will be used as a 
resource for new staff dedicated to the 
Nevada contract. Our employees will 
counsel the new staff; they will travel to 
Nevada as necessary and devote a 
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portion of their time to the Nevada 
project and always be available by 
email/phone. They will pass on their 
experience and knowledge of the GHS 
culture. 


 


This “local model” has been very 
successful for us with other State 
Medicaid Agencies. 


12.6.4.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce high quality, reliable, valid and meaningful 
analyses of the prescribed drug data of DHCFP. 


(c) Administrative reporting is a critical 
function of GHS’ proposed solution. 
GHS uses reporting to monitor the 
performance of our systems and to 
assure that we are carrying out all our 
responsibilities effectively. Reporting 
allows Department policymakers to 
evaluate the impact of policy decisions 
on program operations and closely track 
expenditures. It is useful in the 
identification of issues of policy that 
require remediation and opportunities 
for cost savings and quality 
improvement. Reporting is also critical 
to DHCFP’s ability to hold GHS 
accountable for performance of our 
contractual obligations. GHS provides 
weekly, quarterly, annual and ad hoc 
reporting for all of our current State 
clients. We have the experience and 
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competence necessary to meet the 
reporting requirements as outlined in 
this RFP. We will provide the same 
high level of service and reporting to 
which our current clients have become 
accustomed.  


 


Our team has closely reviewed the 
reporting requirements contained in the 
RFP and we are confident that we can 
deliver the sophisticated, advanced 
reporting capabilities that DHCFP 
requires. Our reporting system is also 
designed to be flexible. We will work 
DHCFP upon contract award to 
customize our report formats, file 
layouts, transmission methods and 
reporting schedule to ensure that they 
meet the needs of the State of Nevada. 


 


GHS proposes implementing a robust 
reporting system. DHCFP will receive 
standard administrative reports—what 
we refer to as “Level One” reports. 
These will be provided in accordance 
with a routine, predetermined schedule. 
The content of these reports remain 
static over time; they are intended to 
provide updated information on the 
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same set of parameters each time the 
report is run anew.  


 


GHS will also provide “Level Two” 
reports. These are reports that usually 
require attention from our clinical data 
analysis team and fall between the 
standard administrative report and the 
more highly complex, or “Level Three,” 
analytic report. Level Two reports are 
not produced on any set schedule. As 
opposed to remaining static, these 
reports require some modification each 
time they are run; we define a Level 
Two report as needing less than thirty 
minutes of combined professional 
resource time (physician, pharmacist, 
analyst, or programmer) to create. 


 


Level Three reports entail new analyses 
that are produced for very specific 
circumstances. Unlike the Level Two 
reports, these usually require substantial 
investments of time and energy from 
GHS professional staff. These analyses 
are highly complex and unique. These 
intensive services constitute 
consultation with DHCFP Pharmacy 
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staff, as opposed to being part of the 
routine, daily work of administering the 
pharmacy systems.  


 


The second aspect to the system is an ad 
hoc tool called OLAP (online analytical 
processing). This is a “data-mart” (or 
“data-cube”) module, populated with 
pharmacy benefit data that allows users 
to drill down (“data mine”) into data 
sets and construct their own reports. 
Like the look up report module, this 
reporting system is user-friendly, is 
installed on DHCFP users’ desktops, 
and can generate output in a variety of 
formats.  


 


While the support systems for the level-
three and ad hoc reporting capabilities 
are already designed and in place for 
current GHS clients, they must be 
configured to assure they meet all of the 
State’s needs and expectations. GHS 
will work with DHCFP staff toward this 
objective and will provide training in 
the use of the system to authorized State 
personnel. We firmly believe this 
service will become an indispensable 
tool for DHCFP staff. 
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Preferred Drug List (PDL) 


12.6.4.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Conduct analysis and clinical review of State of 
Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy 
claims history which shall include but not be limited to: 


a. Identify top therapeutic classes of drugs within the 
pharmacy claims data based on actual utilization 
and classified according to the National Drug 
Database classification of Specific Therapeutic 
Class. Specific classes will be selected for the PDL 
at the discretion of DHCFP. In order to comply 
with commitments made by DHCFP certain 
therapeutic classes will be excluded from the PDL; 


b. Conduct an analysis of each drug member within 
the selected classes based on the clinical safety and 
efficacy guidelines as compared to other members 
of the class; and 


c. Fiscal impact of inclusion or exclusion of 
therapeutic class onto preferred drug list based 
upon past utilization and expenditures.  


(c) GHS will provide claims analysis by 
Specific Therapeutic Class (STC) as 
defined by First Data Bank. GHS is 
experienced at working with STCs and 
can also, if DHCFP is interested, tailor 
these reports to consider possible 
variations to these class reports, as may 
be related to therapeutic utilization. For 
example, it may be useful to consider 
the angiotensin converting enzyme 
inhibitors, angiotensin receptor blockers 
and direct renin inhibitors in a report 
that looks not only at utilization within 
an STC but between several STCs. In 
addition, it is sometimes useful from a 
PDL design or supplemental rebate 
standpoint to consider innovative 
distinctions within a class, such as 
distinguishing between short and long 
acting calcium channel blockers.  


 


Finally, some therapeutic classes bear 
closer scrutiny than others, and for 
different reasons. For example, 
narcotics represent both a high cost 
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center and potential for fraud / abuse. 
Therefore, we have developed reports 
that focus on specific issues within 
certain classes, to help identify and 
resolve any issues that may be having 
negative effects on patient quality of 
care and/or DHCFP costs.  


 


GHS understands that specific classes 
will be selected for the PDL at the 
discretion of DHCF and that certain 
therapeutic classes will be excluded 
from the PDL. Our staff will work with 
DHCFP upon contract award to tailor 
these reports to meet the unique needs 
and requirements of the State of 
Nevada. 


 


GHS’ clinical and pharmaceutical staff 
uses the drug class reviews performed 
by the Oregon Evidence-Based Practice 
Center as a source of information for 
PDL considerations, as far as they are 
available. We then create and provide 
customized drug monographs and 
analyses for drug committees, according 
to a state’s specifications. For drug class 
reviews not yet addressed by the 
Oregon Evidence-based Practice 
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Center, a similarly structured meta-
analysis is conducted. We follow the 
same procedure in refreshing the 
therapeutic class reviews when 
significant new drugs arrive that were 
not originally considered. The only 
drawback with the Oregon reviews is 
that they often provide far more details 
than most committee members have 
time to digest.  


 


GHS will provide DHCFP with a 
sensible distillation of the available data 
that is most relevant to the decisions 
that the committee needs to make. 


 


The goal of the clinical monographs and 
analysis is to assist DUR Board and 
P&T Committee members in arriving at 
a rational assessment of what drugs 
represent the best value. If a drug offers 
a uniquely positive value, then it must 
be given an advantaged position on the 
PDL, unless the unique characteristic is 
only necessary for a minority of the 
population. When the characteristic is 
only necessary for a minority of the 
population, the drug may safely be 
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reserved for those with a medical need 
as documented through Prior 
Authorization (PA). The secret to 
influencing Committees successfully is 
to highlight and emphasize the key 
attributes of a drug that will enable 
them to arrive at the same conclusion as 
GHS’ clinical staff and DHCFP’s 
pharmacy program administrators. 


 


GHS’ analysis will include analysis of 
the fiscal impact of inclusion or 
exclusion of a given therapeutic class 
onto preferred drug list based upon past 
utilization and expenditures, as directed 
by DHCFP. 


12.6.4.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop, maintain and electronically transmit to a 
DHCFP-identified Prior Authorization contractor, the 
list of drugs requiring prior authorization due to the 
level of participation on the PDL by National Drug 
Code (NDC) and/or therapeutic class. 


(c) GHS will work with DHCFP to 
establish PA criteria for drugs, based on 
the level of participation on the PDL. 
As we do for the States of Iowa, Maine, 
and Wyoming, we will use the most 
current studies, reviews and guidelines 
available to develop and recommend 
prior authorization procedures and 
criteria for review and approval by the 
DHCFP, P&T Committee and DUR 
Board. This list of drugs will be 
maintained by GHS and ordered by 
NDC and/or therapeutic class. GHS will 
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transmit this list electronically to the 
DHCFP-identified Prior Authorization 
contractor.  


12.6.4.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support the management and coordination of all 
activities related to the maintenance of the PDL 
including but not limited to: 


a. Clinical review of new name brand drugs for 
clinical safety and efficacy; 


b. Clinical review of new generic drugs for clinical 
safety and efficacy; 


c. Clinical review of existing drugs for new 
indications or changes to indications; 


d. Review of new product forms and strengths; 
e. Development of and changes to criteria based on 


new information; and 
f. Financial scenario development by Product 


Category to represent a current case, best financial 
case, and other scenario(s) as dictated by DHCFP 
to the contractor. 


(c) GHS has a staff of 10 licensed clinical 
pharmacists and 3 licensed medical 
doctors who are available to support the 
management and coordination of all 
PDL-related activities for the Nevada 
contract. 


 


GHS’ experienced clinical and 
pharmaceutical staff will review 
therapeutic drug classes including new 
medications and indications. Our 
experts will provide recommendations 
regarding changes to the PDL and PA 
criteria. We provide the same service in 
other client member states and find that 
it greatly assists the Committee in 
making responsible and timely 
decisions. 


 


During and after the initial PDL has 
been designed and implemented it is 
essential to continue analyzing relevant, 
timely clinical trial data, including 
updates on efficacy, safety and added 
indications or patient populations. The 
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P&T Committee needs to focus on the 
most important essentials of a drug to 
maintain PDL therapeutic classes 
including the following elements: 


• Significant, clinically positive drug 
characteristics, especially if unique 
to class; 


• Significant, clinically negative 
drug characteristics, especially if 
unique to class; 


• Whether a drug was added only to 
receive a better offer on another 
drug; and 


• What financial effect a drug will 
have on a PDL class if it is 
preferred or non-preferred. 


 


GHS is experienced at tailoring the 
PDL process based on input from the 
State Medicaid staff and P&T 
Committee preferences. We will tailor 
PDL development and maintenance to 
suit Nevada Medicaid uniquely. GHS 
has worked extensively with Maine, 
Iowa and Wyoming on PDL 
development. 


In summary, we will provide timely 
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reviews and recommendations to the 
State and the Committee regarding new 
drugs, new indications, new product 
forms and strengths, new safety issues, 
and negative studies. In addition, GHS 
will prepare cost analyses and financial 
modeling as per the DHCFP’s 
guidelines. These analyses will enable 
informed recommendations that balance 
clinical and cost considerations 


12.6.4.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Work with the Provider community, associations, 
advocacy groups, etc. to ensure public involvement in 
the development process of the PDL. 


(c) In our current client states, GHS has 
established positive, reciprocal 
relationships not only with State staff, 
but also with the local provider 
community, professional associations 
and advocacy groups. These 
relationships enable us to keep abreast 
of developments in the provider 
community and to disseminate vital 
information to key Medicaid 
stakeholders. GHS will work to ensure 
that the same focus is placed on public 
involvement in the Nevada PDL 
development process that we bring to 
all facets of our work. 


12.6.4.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assess drug cost and utilization changes and trends by 
drug, drug category, price, PDL compliance, percent of 
population using drugs, and use by age, location, 
eligibility category condition, length of use and other 


(c) GHS will provide therapeutic class 
reviews that use the required parameters 
to compare each drug. GHS’ clinical 
and pharmaceutical staff will provide a 
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factors. high-level analysis to determine the 
safety and efficacy of drugs within 
targeted therapy classes. Our staff is 
experienced in performing these 
analyses for several PDLs and will 
provide the same level of service to the 
State of Nevada. It is of the utmost 
importance to make the client aware of 
all clinically significant positive and 
negative drug attributes that could 
potentially affect the health of its 
members. In addition, detailed analysis 
of the net costs and utilization patterns 
of Nevada’s unique population are used 
to derive scenarios that illustrate the 
various PDL options. These scenarios 
will take into account the unique 
characteristics of Nevada’s Medicaid 
population. 


12.6.4.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Determine and monitor on an ongoing basis, fiscal 
impact due to the exclusion or inclusion of therapeutic 
classes onto the preferred drug list and fiscal analysis 
reviewing cost effectiveness of PDL. 


(c) GHS will provide complete financial 
modeling scenarios for the therapeutic 
categories identified for discussion. The 
models will include separately, 
identified CMS and supplemental 
rebates and the resultant net drug costs. 
The model will demonstrate the 
financial impact to the class and allow 
for changes in drug mix, pricing 
assumptions and market-share shifts. 
We will provide recommendations to 
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DHCFP that were derived from the 
financial modeling results.  


 


GHS will provide supplemental rebate 
negotiations and saving analyses of 
specific drugs/drug categories on a 
mutually acceptable schedule. We will 
present estimated savings in a manner 
agreeable to DHCFP. This will involve 
estimations based on both current and 
projected utilization. We could also 
apply estimated costs to anticipated 
prior authorizations in each class so that 
the State can consider the net return on 
investment of its PDL design. 
Depending on DHCFP’s preference, we 
can present a simple summary version 
of estimated savings within each class, 
reflecting shifts in market share 
utilization, average blended net cost per 
unit, and supplemental rebates. These 
summaries can accompany the more 
complex analysis that incorporates all 
the utilization, including that of minor 
drugs. 


 


It is important for the model to 
emphasize that the sum of SR dollars or 
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the percent of the drug budget that they 
represent are not necessarily the best 
indicators of success. The best indicator 
is net cost. MHD should judge the 
success of the PDL design and 
strategies by how well its net cost trends 
are controlled over time. Accepting big 
SRs on very expensive drugs may give 
an extremely misleading impression of 
how well the negotiator has done. 
Overpriced drugs need to give oversized 
rebates just to reach price parity with 
best-priced drugs in many classes. The 
financial models will try to highlight 
these situations to the drug review 
committees. 


 


At a detailed level, the cost analyses are 
performed to arrive at comparisons of 
net costs. We take your pharmacy 
reimbursement rate(s), FULs, and 
SMACs and then subtract out CMS 
rebates (and eventually supplemental 
rebates) to arrive at net costs. We then 
compare drug net costs within PDL 
classes to help decide best values. Most 
drugs, especially the one unit per day 
drugs, are then easily compared. Other 
drugs require adjustments in order to 
arrive at fair comparisons. For example, 
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we judge inhalers, nose sprays and eye 
drops by actual utilization data. We 
apply a net cost value to the average 
number of units used per day supply by 
the entire state Medicaid population. 
Another example concerns antibiotics. 
We determine the most frequently 
prescribed courses of therapy and model 
out net costs to arrive at net cost per 
course of therapy. 


 


The last major component of the cost 
analysis relates to market share. The 
committee members need to know how 
many people are on (tentatively) 
preferred and non-preferred drugs. They 
also need to know if any data exists that 
would help predict the probability of 
success if drug A was made preferred 
and drug B non-preferred. This data 
assists in making sound decisions.  


 


In the more complex analysis, we use a 
predictive pricing approach to estimate 
the final budget impact of PDL 
decisions after accounting for all 
rebates, prescribing alterations, and 
offsetting administrative costs. 
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We can also perform financial modeling 
that shows the recent utilization with all 
CMS rebates, supplemental rebates and 
net costs clearly identified. Then we 
demonstrate how these variables might 
change under different sets of 
assumptions and their probabilities. In a 
number of categories this involves 
comparing rebated brands to each other 
and then possibly to non-contracted 
brands and/or generics potentially 
affected by SMACs/FULs. To the 
extent that data is available, we use 
other states’ utilization changes after 
they adopted a similar PDL category 
design. 


12.6.4.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform ongoing analysis of the introduction of new 
drugs or new drug indications in relation to inclusion or 
exclusion from the PDL. 


(c) GHS will provide the same level of 
analysis and consultation described 
elsewhere on the introduction of new 
drugs or new drug indications as they 
relate to inclusion or exclusion from the 
PDL. 


12.6.4.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


With the approval of DHCFP, manage all aspects of 
processing new rebate agreements. 


(c) GHS will operate an efficient, fully 
transparent supplemental rebate 
program on behalf of Nevada. We will 
negotiate and assist the State in 
contracting for the best supplemental 
rebates available and satisfy the 
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requirements concerning review and 
approval by DHCFP in addition to DUR 
Board presentations, rebate agreement 
processing, invoicing and collections. 


12.6.4.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform benchmark analysis for financial and clinical 
outcomes to monitor trends, consult with DHCFP staff 
on data findings and provide program 
recommendations to improve clinical and financial 
outcomes. 


(c) GHS will perform benchmark analysis 
for financial and clinical outcomes to 
monitor trends, and will consult with 
the state agency on data findings. In 
addition, GHS will provide 
recommendations to the state agency to 
improve both clinical and financial 
outcomes. 


12.6.4.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and maintain current and archived PDL on 
Contractor website. 


(c) We have worked closely with the States 
of Maine, Iowa and West Virginia to 
create and maintain many different PDL 
versions that meet the specific needs of 
each state and their respective pharmacy 
/ provider / recipient communities. If 
the State desires, we can mimic the 
current appearance of its present PDL 
files. GHS will work with DHCFP upon 
contract award to determine the PDL 
version that will best meet the needs of 
the State. This list and any archived 
PDLs will be maintained on the website 
developed for the Nevada MMIS 
project. 


12.6.4.13 Contractor Comply with any State and Federal rules and (c) The PDLs that GHS develops and 
maintains are completely compliant 
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Responsibility regulations related to the PDL. with all State and Federal rules and 
regulations. GHS staff understands the 
importance of remaining up-to-date 
with changes to State and Federal 
policy and will provide the same level 
of service that is currently provided to 
our existing State clients. 


Multi-State Pooling 


12.6.4.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the following Cost Pooling services: 


a. Employ purchasing practices utilized in private 
sector purchasing in accordance to State and 
Federal rules regulations; 


b. Coordinate drug purchasing negotiations with drug 
manufacturers based upon other State Medicaid 
contracts, other State funded programs and/or 
commercial lines of business; and 


c. Differentiate, through accounting practice, DHCFP 
rebates separate from other lines of business if cost 
pooling techniques are applied. 


(c) GHS has negotiated rebates for the 
State of Maine since 2003 and for Iowa 
since 2004. In the fall of 2005, GHS 
participated in the design and then 
became the negotiating vendor for a 
multi-state drug rebate pooling 
program, now known as the Sovereign 
States Drug Consortium (SSDC).  


 


Current member states of the SSDC 
include Maine, Iowa, Vermont, Oregon, 
Utah, West Virginia and Wyoming. The 
SSDC now negotiates on behalf of 
approximately 2.2 million covered 
lives. 


 


Working with GHS as part of the SSDC 
supplemental rebate pool will allow 
DHCFP to achieve the greatest degree 
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of independence and control, while 
optimizing savings and minimizing 
overhead costs. 


 


Representing the SSDC, GHS can 
negotiate the most advantageous 
contracts for the preferred drugs already 
listed on an SSDC member’s PDL. We 
can also seek to provide a number of 
potentially superior contracts for drugs 
not on a PDL if an SSDC member and 
its P&T Committee are in favor of 
accepting. Although the pool negotiates 
prices and conditions, each state within 
the SSDC determines the composition 
of its own PDL, choosing which 
contracts to accept and which to reject. 
Louisiana will retain complete PDL 
autonomy if it joins the SSDC pool. 
While in most cases the states in the 
pool have reached consensus and acted 
in unison, there were several PDL 
categories where one state wanted to 
pursue a much more or less aggressive 
approach than the other partners. 
Maintaining this autonomy is crucial to 
the long-term success of the pool. In the 
long-term, however, savings can be 
maximized by all states within the 
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SSDC synchronizing their PDLs. 


 


GHS utilizes standard purchasing 
practices like the ones used in private 
sector purchasing. All supplemental 
rebate negotiations are conducted in 
accordance with State and Federal rules 
regulations 


 


GHS will coordinate and facilitate all 
facets of drug purchasing negotiations 
with drug manufacturers on behalf of 
the State of Nevada. Purchasing will be 
coordinated with the other members of 
the SSDC pool, based upon applicable 
State Medicaid contracts, other State 
funded programs and/or commercial 
lines of business. 


 


GHS maintains CMS and other rebates 
in independent data sets, in a 
completely transparent manner, for all 
rebate service contracts we hold. This 
includes, among other features, 
independent invoicing, payment 
tracking, and dispute resolution. GHS 
also maintains separate files, both 
physical and electronic, for each of our 
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state clients, to maintain confidentiality 
and ensure an accurate and easy-to-
follow audit trail. 


12.6.4.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure the Contractor is not utilizing Nevada 
Medicaid’s purchasing power as leverage to benefit 
other purchasing contracts for the contractor that would 
result in a disadvantage to DHCFP purchasing power. 


(c) GHS will not use Nevada Medicaid’s 
purchasing power as leverage to benefit 
other purchasing contracts that would 
result in a disadvantage to DHCFP. 
GHS’ business model is based on 100% 
transparency. The supplemental rebate 
process as administered through the 
SSDC is a completely transparent 
process. All offers submitted are 
accessible on-line through the SSDC 
website. Any offers, including 
subsequent counteroffers, responses and 
final accepted and rejected bids are 
completely visible to authorized State 
staff. The complete electronic offer 
history is retained on-line for immediate 
State retrieval. 


 


Providing complete transparency in 
negotiating supplemental rebates is a 
strong point of GHS as the SSDC pool 
administrator. All offers must be 
entered electronically by manufacturers 
through the secure SSDC website 
(www.rxssdc.org). Each member state 
has 24/7 access to this website, where 
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they can view all offers, monitor the 
course of negotiations, and retrieve 
historical offer data as needed. 


Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC) 


12.6.4.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Conduct analysis and clinical review of Nevada 
Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims 
history to determine and recommend, to DHCFP, for 
implementation of Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC). 
MAC must also reflect Federal Upper Limit (FUL). 


(c) GHS specializes in assisting state 
Medicaid agencies in a variety of 
pharmacy benefit MAC services. We 
will create a unique MAC program for 
Nevada, one designed for maximal 
efficiency and savings while striving to 
maintain the viability of the State’s 
pharmacy providers. We will develop at 
least three MAC reimbursement models 
and present each model with multiple 
rate scenarios for the Commonwealth’s 
consideration. We have performed 
extensive work in this area for Maine 
since 2002. We also provide SMAC 
services for Illinois, Wyoming and 
West Virginia. Our MAC programs 
meet all applicable State and Federal 
regulations and we will ensure that any 
program implemented for the State of 
Nevada does the same. 


12.6.4.17 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Utilize pharmacy claims data to maintain MAC. (c) GHS will design and administer a MAC 
program, including the development 
and maintenance of MAC setting of 
multiple-source, single-source and over-
the-counter drug products specifically 
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tailored to the needs of the Nevada 
Medicaid population. GHS will develop 
detailed criteria for selecting products to 
include in DHCFP’s MAC program, the 
reimbursement rates for these products, 
as well as an update process. We will 
carefully monitor the net pricing of 
brand multi-source drugs to ensure that 
the State does not automatically, and 
therefore sometimes prematurely, shift 
utilization into the generic until the time 
when it has been documented to be 
cost-effective. 


12.6.4.18 Contractor 
Responsibility 


At a minimum, conduct monthly market analysis of 
generic drug pricing to ensure access to services are not 
jeopardized due to application of MAC. 


(c) GHS will use our expertise to develop a 
fair and equitable formula that ensures 
the implementation of a SMAC 
program that saves the State the 
maximum amount possible while 
considering the interests of Montana’s 
pharmacy providers. 


 


GHS will conduct monthly market 
analysis of generic drug pricing to 
ensure access to services are not 
jeopardized due to application of MAC 
prices. GHS has access to wholesaler 
generic drug acquisition cost files. We 
have extensive experience in working 
with First Data Bank (FDB) as well as 
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with Medi-Span data sources. When a 
new generic enters the market, we use 
the data in these files to set an initial 
SMAC. This gives us a healthy head 
start on implementing SMACs 
compared to the lags created by 
collecting invoices. We know from 
verifying prices with stores that the 
wholesaler acquisition cost data never 
overstates the prices that the 
independent pharmacies can purchase 
generics. We then recalculate SMACs 
at various points during the year based 
on weighted samples across all stores. 
This adjusts for the superior purchasing 
power of the chain pharmacies. We also 
use the wholesaler price files to quickly 
research best prices available when 
stores submit SMAC complaints. It 
does not make much sense to sample 
cost data from stores using the same 
wholesaler. We are also very careful 
with examining invoice data since in the 
past some stores have purchased small 
amounts of drugs at increased prices 
that could potentially distort SMAC 
cost samples.  


12.6.4.19 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Conduct continual targeted analysis of drugs that are 
deemed to be scarce per CMS recommendations. 


(c) GHS will conduct a targeted analysis 
of drugs that are deemed to be scarce 
per Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
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Services (CMS) recommendations. 


12.6.4.20 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Update MAC pricing at least monthly and possibly 
more frequent if determined by market analysis or at 
the request of DHCFP. 


(c) GHS currently has processes in place 
for each of our client states to 
eliminate products or to modify MAC 
rates consistent with changes in the 
marketplace. We recognize that 
changes in pharmaceutical prices and 
product availability occur on a regular 
basis. We will obtain and review 
industry data, including published 
pricing information, and information 
provided by pharmacies to assess the 
MAC program and to ensure that MAC 
rates reflect current pharmaceutical 
market conditions. We will respond to 
changes in the pharmaceutical arena 
that may affect the price and/or 
availability of drug products; 
adjustments to the MAC program will 
be made periodically as needed. We 
will make interim adjustments in 
response to market conditions. MAC 
rates and drug products affected by the 
MAC rate schedule will be reviewed 
regularly, and again, we will make 
adjustments as needed. We will work 
with DHCFP upon contract award to 
adjust this process to meet any 
additional requirements. 
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12.6.4.21 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a mechanism for providers to communicate 
with and provide justification to the Contractor if a 
particular generic drug is not obtainable at current 
MAC pricing. This justification may include provider 
submission of drug invoice to facilitate adjustment of 
MAC. 


(c) GHS has experience providing services 
for the review and resolution of 
disputes and discrepancies for the 
states of Illinois, Maine, West Virginia 
and Wyoming. GHS will use the 
processes in place in these states as a 
baseline and will customize them to 
create a tailored solution for promptly 
resolving MAC disputes that are based 
on actual acquisition cost and/or 
availability of the drug product. For 
our current clients, GHS accepts 
disputes and justification 
documentation by fax and/or email and 
will work with DHCFP to ensure that 
the mechanism chosen for the State of 
Nevada meets the needs of the State 
and the pharmacy community. 


12.6.4.22 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform benchmark analysis for financial and clinical 
outcomes to monitor trends, consult with DHCFP staff 
on data findings and provide program 
recommendations to improve clinical and financial 
outcomes. 


(c) GHS has several mechanisms that we 
currently employ to minimize 
utilization trends that work against the 
objectives of the MAC program. First, 
GHS performs market share reports 
each quarter for all of our clients. 
These reports are used not just for 
assessing PDL compliance but also for 
the detection of significant utilization 
shifts. A MAC can be placed on a 
drug, but doctors have to keep writing 
scripts for it in order for savings to 
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occur. This is why some MAC savings 
never meet expectations. If the clinical 
standard of care or major guideline 
changes, then projected savings can 
disappear. This scenario may result in 
lost savings but usually provides better 
health outcomes so the trade-offs are 
acceptable. Other situations are 
different. Many utilization trends are 
driven by brand manufacturer 
marketing and not better outcomes 
data. Who would want to see people 
move from carvedilol with a MAC to 
Coreg CR or fluvoxamine to Luvox 
CR? These examples are easy to 
identify and prevent but others are not. 
Take Januvia. It is much more 
expensive than metformin while not 
being as potent. Januvia is a good 
second or third line antidiabetic agent. 
If you do not control utilization, then 
the metformin with a MAC use will 
decrease and the Medicaid program’s 
net costs will increase. Another 
example relates to ACE inhibitors. 
Practically every one of these drugs 
has a nice MAC on it. Although there 
are many indications for ACEIs, most 
states have seen steady erosions in 
ACEI utilization over the years. Much 
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of this has been due to unchecked 
ARB growth. States that have required 
ACEI use prior to ARB have 
maintained substantially higher generic 
ACEI shares, and consequently have 
reaped much greater savings. GHS 
would devote a substantial amount of 
effort in seamlessly integrating the 
MAC and PDL programs because the 
return on the investment is always 
significant and worthwhile. 


Drug Use Review (DUR) Board 


12.6.4.23 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Manage the State Drug Use Review (DUR) program, 
including both retro and prospective DUR, in 
accordance with federal and state regulations. 


(c) GHS manages both retrospective and 
prospective DUR programs in several 
states. As a result, GHS’ staff is 
familiar and experienced in managing 
these programs in accordance with all 
federal and state regulations and 
guidelines. GHS will leverage that 
experience to ensure that the DUR 
program in the State of Nevada 
remains compliant with all applicable 
rules, regulations and guidelines. GHS 
will work with DHCFP upon contract 
award to ascertain and document any 
unique requirements that may exist for 
the State of Nevada in order to ensure 
that we meet or exceed the State’s 
expectations.  
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12.6.4.24 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide detailed written analysis for the DUR Board to 
assist them in making decisions as required by federal 
regulations. 


(c) GHS will leverage our experienced, 
skilled staff to ensure that the DUR 
Board continues to receive the 
information and support required to 
complete their requirements and meet 
their responsibilities. We provide 
similar services in several states, 
including the States of Iowa and 
Maine. We look forward to the 
opportunity to continue working with 
the DUR Board to ensure that their 
duties and standards are being met and 
exceeded. 


 


GHS has been successful in screening 
and identifying patterns of 
inappropriate health care using 
evidence-based rules by assessing 
resource utilization, analyzing high-
cost and high-risk beneficiaries, 
building individual provider and 
member utilization history files and 
profiles, identifying deficiencies in the 
level of care or quality of service 
provided, and identifying providers 
who may benefit from education or 
other intervention concerning more 
appropriate service utilization. With 
constant monitoring of these and other 
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areas, GHS has been successful in 
providing our current clients’ DUR 
Boards with up-to-date analyses, 
member profiles, and areas of potential 
problems by means of problem-
focused reviews to assist them in 
ensuring the highest quality of care for 
their Medicaid recipients. We will 
provide this same level of service to 
the State of Nevada. 


12.6.4.25 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Facilitate quarterly DUR Board meetings or more 
frequent as determined by the chair. 


(c) GHS will facilitate DUR Board 
meetings quarterly, or more frequently 
as determined by the chair. GHS 
successfully provides this service in 
the State of Iowa. 


12.6.4.26 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and provide all meeting materials to DHCFP 
in accordance with Nevada’s Open Meeting Law. 
Materials are to be approved by DHCFP prior to 
dissemination. 


(c) GHS is familiar with the importance of 
providing meeting materials to the 
commission members in a timely 
fashion to allow for adequate 
preparation in advance of scheduled 
meetings. GHS will ensure that 
materials are prepared and forwarded 
to DHCFP prior to dissemination for 
review and approval. All materials will 
be created and maintained in 
accordance with all applicable Nevada 
laws and regulations. 


12.6.4.27 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop quarterly reports for the DUR Program to be 
disseminated at the DUR Board. 


(c) GHS offers robust reporting services to 
all of our clients. GHS will provide the 
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DUR Board with quarterly reports and 
will work upon contract award with 
DHCFP and the DUR Board to 
establish the desired formats and 
business rules for creating these 
reports. 


12.6.4.28 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop annual DUR report as required by State and 
Federal rules and regulations. 


(c) GHS currently produces annual DUR 
reports for the States of Iowa and 
Maine and will leverage this 
experience to do the same for the State 
of Nevada. GHS’ annual DUR reports 
are developed and maintained in 
accordance with all applicable State 
and Federal rules and regulations. 


12.6.4.29 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop ad hoc utilization, clinical and financial 
reports to support changes in Medicaid policy. 


(c) GHS has a team of both clinical and 
health policy experts ready to assist 
DHCFP as soon as changes in policy, 
financing or other pharmacy-related 
information becomes available. GHS 
will provide the required reporting to 
support changes in Medicaid policy, as 
we do for our current State clients. 


12.6.4.30 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop draft and final meeting agendas and minutes 
in accordance with DHCFP timelines. 


(c) GHS will create meeting agendas and 
minutes for the DUR Board meetings, 
as we do for our present client states. 
Drafts will be forwarded to DHCFP for 
review and approval prior to 
dissemination. We will work with 
DHCFP to establish expectations and 
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guidelines for the creation of these 
agendas and meeting minutes. GHS 
staff is acutely aware of the 
expectations of both the DHCFP and 
the DUR Board as to the quality of 
meeting minutes recorded and will 
work diligently to ensure that the final 
product meets or exceeds the State’s 
requirements. 


12.6.4.31 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist DHCFP in recruiting for DUR Board 
appointments. 


(c) GHS currently performs this service 
for the State of Iowa. GHS will 
leverage this experience to provide 
DHCFP with assistance in recruiting 
qualified DUR Board appointments. 
GHS strives to recruit and recommend 
only highly-qualified and skilled 
practitioners for confirmation to the 
DUR Board. 


12.6.4.32 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide clinical and financial recommendations to 
DHCFP for policy changes that support a 
comprehensive pharmacy program. 


(c) GHS has a team of both clinical and 
health policy experts ready to assist 
DHCFP by providing clinical and 
financial advice and recommendations 
for policy changes to support Nevada’s 
comprehensive pharmacy program. 
Our staff has considerable experience 
both with Medicaid and in the 
pharmacy industry in general. They 
pride themselves on their ability to stay 
up-to-date on current issues and trends 
in these areas. GHS currently provides 
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a range of public-sector and Medicaid-
specific pharmacy benefit services in 
ten states. This allows us to leverage 
“Best Practices” in these states and 
share them with our clients. GHS also 
makes recommendations to our clients 
as appropriate on cost savings and 
quality improvement initiatives. We 
typically run “what if” scenarios on 
various pharmacy-related proposals, as 
well as provide detailed technical 
documentation that can be used to 
provide supporting documentation. We 
provide this type of assistance 
routinely for the States of Maine, Iowa, 
West Virginia and Wyoming; we 
would welcome the opportunity to 
provide these services to the State of 
Nevada. 


Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee 


12.6.4.33 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist DHCFP in the identification and appointment of 
a State Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee 
for recommendation to the Governor with the 
responsibility for review and approval of all programs 
relative to the use of Preferred Drugs and the Prior 
Authorization process. 


(c) GHS currently performs similar 
services for the State of Iowa. GHS 
will leverage this experience to 
provide DHCFP with assistance in 
recruiting qualified P&T Committee 
candidates. GHS understands the vital 
role that the P&T Committee members 
play relative to the Preferred Drug List 
and Prior Authorization program and 
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strives to recruit and recommend only 
highly-qualified and skilled 
practitioners for confirmation to the 
P&T Commission. 


12.6.4.34 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Formulate, develop and provide to the P&T Committee 
recommendations for preferred drug(s) in each 
reviewed class. These classes may have more than one 
drug determined to have equal effectiveness and 
therapeutic value. In some classes, more than one drug 
may be recommended as the “Preferred Drug(s)”. 


(c) Efficient design and application of the 
PDL is an area of excellence for GHS. 
Our PDL management system has 
been designed to offer the maximum 
amount of functionality possible. We 
have learned that a highly intelligent 
and flexible system reduces both 
administrative costs and provider 
burdens while optimizing net savings. 
We will do our best to assist the State 
in the further development and 
management of its PDL. We will 
conduct analysis of each drug to be 
considered, as outlined in the RFP 
requirements.  


 


We have designed different PDLs 
tailored to the unique needs of each 
state. The State can always save more 
money within its PDL so the question 
is really how much discomfort they 
and their providers are willing to 
endure to capture them. Next, we must 
determine how much further the PDL 
can be expanded and over what time 
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span. It is beneficial to then ascertain 
from the State what has and has not 
worked well over the past few years 
and interview staff concerning their 
impressions of current drug committee 
deliberations and apparent biases. 
Once a state has established a PDL, it 
has made a long-term commitment to 
its basic structure. There is only so 
much change that can be tolerated 
from year to year. When a state joins a 
pool, a certain amount of realignment 
is mutually beneficial. Again, only a 
small to moderate amount of PDL 
changes can be tolerated so you 
reserve your changes for the largest 
dollar values. Therefore, the method of 
developing a PDL for a new to PDL 
state is vastly different from that for a 
PDL-experienced state like Nevada. 


 


First, the methodology is decided as 
much by the State as it is by GHS. This 
is a collaborative process. Although we 
have our own ideas on how to 
approach the initial design of each 
PDL category, we benefit greatly from 
the State’s input. Although we do the 
negotiating, the design and redesign of 
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each category reflects the 
considerations and will of the State. 
Having said this it is also important to 
make the following points. The most 
important aspect of deciding how to 
develop your PDL depends greatly on 
how satisfied you have been with the 
results so far. We need to assess what 
your true net costs and savings have 
been to date and you need to tell us 
what has been working well and what 
has not. We can tell you how much 
additional we can save you but you 
also need to tell us how much you need 
or want. You also need to tell us how 
much resistance you are willing to take 
from the advocates, the providers, the 
lobbyists and the legislators. We 
designed a more complete and 
aggressive PDL in Maine than in Iowa 
because Maine’s savings needs 
dictated doing so. Our “method” in 
each state will vary depending on a 
state’s specific fiscal needs. 


 


It is our overall belief that a PDL needs 
to provide an ample enough selection 
of preferred drugs that allows primary 
care physicians to care for the majority 
of their patients without prior 
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authorization requests being necessary 
on a daily basis. States want more 
savings but they also need PDL 
stability. It never makes sense to chase 
short-term dollars. We all need to be 
looking several years down the line. 
States demand PDL efficiencies of 
scale and process to maximize savings, 
minimize overhead, and maintain or 
improve clinical effectiveness.  


12.6.4.35 Contractor 
Responsibility 


When two or more drugs in a class have equal 
effectiveness and therapeutic value, review these drugs 
on a cost basis and recommend which of the drugs 
should be selected for the base PDL for DHCFP. Other 
brand name drugs in this class will also be included if 
an appropriate supplemental rebate is obtained from the 
manufacturer. 


(c) GHS provides these kinds of cost 
analyses for our current client states 
and has considerable experience in 
creating these kinds of analyses and 
recommendations. If appropriate 
supplemental rebates are obtained from 
a manufacturer on other brand name 
drugs within the same class, these 
drugs will also be included in the 
analysis. 


12.6.4.36 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Present recommendations, provide written analysis and 
respond to questions from the P&T Committee 
regarding its recommendations and finalize the PDL. 
The P&T Committee will be responsible for review of 
the analysis and providing a final recommendation to 
DHCFP regarding which drugs should be included on 
the Preferred List. 


(c) GHS is fully capable and experienced 
in both providing and assisting in the 
presentations of drug monographs, 
therapeutic class reviews and cost 
analyses to P&T Committees. 
Recommendations and analyses will be 
provided to the Committee in a written 
report and, along with the drug 
monographs and therapeutic class 
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reviews, will be presented orally 
during the scheduled meetings. We 
create and provide customized drug 
monographs to drug committees, 
depending on each state’s 
specifications. The goal of the clinical 
monographs is to assist the committee 
members in arriving quickly at a 
rational assessment as to what unique 
properties (both positive and negative) 
each drug has relative to other agents 
in the same class, if any exist. The 
monographs concisely summarize 
essential data concerning safety, 
efficacy and cost. If a drug is 
recommended as preferred but with 
conditions, then these conditions are 
described along with their clinical 
rationales. Supplemental rebate 
agreements and savings information 
will be included in the materials and 
any savings estimations will be coded 
to protect the confidentiality. GHS 
understands that the P&T Committee 
will be responsible for reviewing the 
materials provided as well for the final 
recommendation regarding which 
drugs should be included on the 
Preferred Drug List. GHS will work 
with the MHD upon contract award to 
determine mutually acceptable formats 
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for all of this documentation. 


12.6.4.37 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Facilitate and/or participate in P&T Committee 
meetings at least quarterly and more often as 
determined by the Chair, through the supply of meeting 
documents, arrangement of facilities and participation 
in the meetings in a consultative manner. 


(c) GHS will provide the clinical, 
logistical and administrative support 
needed to perform its duties 
concerning the Pharmaceuticals and 
Therapeutics Committee. This will 
include facilitating meetings, recording 
meeting minutes, providing Drug Class 
Reviews and providing any related 
data and/or analytical reports, 
including cost information. GHS will 
work with DHCFP to develop a 
timeline for managing the PDL and 
P&T Committee. We will use our 
experiences in West Virginia, Maine 
and Iowa as a baseline to customize 
the timeline and related activities to 
meet the specific needs of the Nevada 
Medicaid P&T Committee and the 
DHCFP. 


12.6.4.38 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and make available P&T Committee materials 
according to DHCFP guidelines. These materials 
include but are not limited to Agendas, Approved 
Minutes, and Drug Class Reviews. Some materials will 
be posted on the contractor’s website.  


(c) GHS will develop, maintain and make 
available all materials required for 
support of the P&T Committee, as 
outlined in the RFP requirements. All 
materials will be created and 
maintained in accordance with DHCFP 
policies and guidelines. Any DHCFP-
designated materials will be posted to 
the Nevada MMIS website developed 
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for this project. 


Specialty Pharmacy – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.6.4.39 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently 
managing specialty pharmaceuticals. The proposals 
must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and 
promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients 


(c) GHS has recently expanded its scope 
of services for the State of Maine to 
include a Specialty MAC (SMAC) 
Program. We propose providing this 
service to the State of Nevada and will 
use our experiences in creating the 
Specialty MAC Program for the State 
of Maine to assist in the administration 
of the Specialty MAC program for the 
State of Nevada. 


 


GHS will administer a SMAC program 
the supports the goals of ensuring that 
recipients receive appropriate specialty 
drugs in the most cost-effective 
manner, limiting disruption in the 
specialty drug market, maintaining 
access to specialty drugs and 
minimizing administrative 
requirements. This program will be 
closely integrated with the MAC 
program and the PDL to ensure 
recipients receive quality products in a 
cost-effective manner. We will provide 
the required support to DHCFP in the 
administration of this program. 
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GHS specializes in assisting state 
Medicaid agencies in a variety of 
pharmacy benefit MAC services. We 
will create a unique SMAC program 
for Nevada, one designed for maximal 
efficiency and savings while striving to 
maintain the viability of the State’s 
pharmacy providers. We will develop a 
program that ensures cost savings 
without unduly disrupting the specialty 
drug market. Our MAC and SMAC 
programs meet all applicable State and 
Federal regulations and we will ensure 
that any program implemented for the 
State of Nevada does the same. 


Pharmacy – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.4.40 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve Contractor procedures for 
Pharmacy program. 


  


Pharmacy – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.4.41 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Enter adjustment requests within forty-eight (48) hours 
of DHCFP request.  


(c) All adjustments will be entered within 
forty-eight (48) hours of DHCFP 
request. 


12.6.4.42 Contractor 
Performance 


Enter Accounts Receivable in system within twenty- (c) It is standard practice at GHS to enter 
all Accounts Receivables into the 
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Expectations four (24) hours.  system within twenty-four (24) hours 
of receipt. GHS will ensure that this 
standard is maintained for the State of 
Nevada. 


12.6.4.43 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Mail invoice statements to manufacturers within sixty 
(60) days of the end of the calendar quarter. 


(c) GHS’ experienced rebate staff will 
ensure that all Nevada invoice 
statements are mailed to manufacturers 
within sixty (60) days of the end of the 
quarter. 


12.6.5 ELECTRONIC PRESCRIPTION SOFTWARE 


12.6.5.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide eligibility, formulary, and medication history 
information via a commercially available software 
application to prescribers electing to use electronic 
prescribing functionality in their practice. 


(c) Surescripts has certified connections to 
PBMs, Payers and Medicaid 
processors who supply patient 
eligibility, benefit, formulary and 
medication history information that 
result in access to more than 230 
million patient records nationwide. 
This access is currently provided by 
more than 35 data sources. Access to 
this information is only provided to 
authorized personnel utilizing 
Surescripts certified technology 
providers. Surescripts transmits data 
using industry standard transactions 
including ANSI X12 270/271 for 
eligibility requests and responses, 
NCPDP SCRIPT transactions for all 
electronic prescriptions, NCPDP 
Formulary and Benefit transactions for 
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formulary information, and NCPDP 
SCRIPT and HL7 transactions for 
medication history information. 


12.6.5.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Use the X12 270/271 HIPAA transaction to verify 
recipient eligibility for prescriber requests. 


(c) Surescripts utilizes industry approved 
ASC X12 270/271 transaction 
standards to request and transmit 
eligibility information from payer 
sources to authorized prescribers. 


12.6.5.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Update recipient eligibility data daily, during off-peak 
hours via a batch process. 


(c) Surescripts receives nightly 
membership file updates via the 
Surescripts Standard ID load 
transaction from all payer sources. 


12.6.5.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Use an automated system to validate scripts and 
forward real-time electronic copy of the prescriber’s 
script to the identified pharmacy. Utilize validation 
failures to prevent submission of a non-valid script and 
present information to the Prescriber as to why the 
script cannot be filled. 


(c) Surescripts uses a secure automated 
system-to-system approach to forward 
real-time electronic prescriptions to 
pharmacies of the patient’s choice. 
Surescripts validates the accuracy of 
transactions using ANSI X12 and 
NCPDP SCRIPT industry standards. 


12.6.5.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Validate receipt of script coverage files, validate 
NCPDP specifications. 


(c) Surescripts validates the accuracy of 
transactions using industry standard 
ANSI X12 and NCPDP SCRIPT 
transaction sets. If Surescripts does not 
identify a patient in their Master 
Person Index, a notification is sent 
back to the requestor stating the patient 
cannot be found. 
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12.6.5.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide downloads of the contractor’s pharmacy list 
and formulary into the prescriber's practice 
management system. 


(c) Surescripts maintains a comprehensive 
directory service of prescriber and 
pharmacy lists. Surescripts also 
updates formulary and benefit 
information and notifies certified 
technology providers of updates to all 
list information for real-time 
downloading into the prescriber’s 
practice management systems. 


12.6.5.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow prescribers to request and receive a Nevada 
Medicaid or Checkup recipient medication history 
using the latest version of NCPDP from a secured 
routing vendor.  


(c) Surescripts will implement the Nevada 
Medicaid patients into the Surescripts 
Master Person Index through our 
implementation process. Once this 
process is completed, authorized 
prescribers will be able to request and 
receive a Nevada Medicaid recipient 
medication history utilizing approved 
NCPDP transaction standards from a 
certified technology provider. 


12.6.6 PHARMACY DRUG OBRA AND SUPPLEMENTAL REBATE 


Drug OBRA Rebate 


12.6.6.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Process OBRA rebates on all covered outpatient drug 
claims in accordance with Federal Regulations. 


(c) GHS operates a fully compliant OBRA 
90 Medicaid Drug Rebate Program in 
Georgia, Iowa, and Wyoming. GHS will 
process rebates on all covered outpatient 
drug claims, in accordance with 
applicable State and Federal 
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Regulations. Further, GHS is prepared 
to meet the requirements of any new or 
modified drug rebate legislation 
(Federal or State) or additional 
regulations that may be ratified during 
the contract.  


12.6.6.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform drug rebate activities in accordance with 
DHCFP accounting principles (i.e. write-offs). 


(c) GHS performs all drug rebate activities 
in accordance with all State and Federal 
guidelines and Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles (GAAP). Upon 
contract award, GHS works with each 
client state to develop standard business 
rules for rebate activities, including 
writing-offs.  


12.6.6.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept and process the quarterly CMS drug rebate 
tape.  


(c) GHS currently processes the CMS 
quarterly rebate tape to support 
operations in the States of Georgia, 
Iowa and Wyoming. The current CMS 
standard for receiving and transmitting 
quarterly rebate pricing and utilization 
data is their IBM cartridge and GHS 
complies with this requirement. GHS 
extracts the data from the tape. 
Although GHS would prefer to receive 
the quarterly rebate tape from CMS as 
an electronic data feed, CMS are only 
capable of delivering data on the above 
described data tape. Once the CMS 
rebate tape data is available, it is loaded 
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into a SQL database within our data 
warehouse, and quality checks are 
performed to ensure the data was 
extracted properly. Errors or suspect 
records originating from CMS are 
flagged for analysis. Data from the 
CMS tape is used in the rebate invoicing 
processes, scheduled reporting, ad-hoc 
reporting and analysis, and a number of 
other operational rebate processing 
functions. The CMS tape is also used as 
a reference data set for a number of 
other processes within our enterprise. 


12.6.6.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept copy of check or EFT from DHCFP to enter 
into drug rebate software. 


(c) GHS currently performs this 
responsibility for the States of Iowa, 
Wyoming and Georgia. Deposit 
summaries are received daily from the 
bank. Upon receipt of the check copies 
or EFTs and accompanying details, the 
checks are entered and the cash receipts 
are posted at the quarter/labeler detail 
level. Each batch of checks entered is 
reconciled to the daily total per the bank 
on a daily basis. This is our 
recommended practice for all of our 
state clients. In the State of Iowa, we 
also provide a monthly rebate A/R-Cash 
Report, which is also reconciled to the 
bank by the state.  
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12.6.6.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept dispute requests from the manufacturers.  


 


(c) GHS Rebate Specialists will accept 
dispute requests from manufacturers, 
which will be logged and tracked in the 
dispute module of eREBS, GHS’ 
proprietary Rebate System. We 
currently accept and resolve dispute 
requests from manufacturers for the 
States of Georgia, Iowa and Wyoming. 
The GHS Rebate staff is knowledgeable 
and adept at all aspects of resolving 
outstanding rebates and disputes.  


12.6.6.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept prior quarter adjustments from the 
manufacturers. 


(c) All payments and accompanying details 
on ROSIs, Prior Quarter Adjustment 
Statements (PQAS) and disputes are 
recorded and stored at the NDC detail 
level in the GHS eREBS system. 


12.6.6.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Quarterly create invoices for prior period adjustments 
(claims).  


(c) Our current process is to calculate Prior 
Period Adjustments (PPA) and generate 
Prior Quarter Adjustment (PQA) reports 
that are sent to manufacturers with the 
quarterly invoices. These reports 
include only those PPAs that also have a 
utilization correction. In this way, the 
manufacturers are made aware of 
utilization corrections that are reported 
with the appropriate new rate 
adjustment. These and all other PPAs 
are loaded into our database for tracking 
purposes. GHS adjusts invoices 
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internally, which in turn adjusts the 
account balance in our accounting 
system. 


 


On contract award, GHS will work with 
NV to identify any areas requiring 
modification and will adjust this process 
accordingly to accommodate all NV 
requirements. 


12.6.6.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to submit a request online that will 
generate an invoice outside of the standard quarter end 
invoice generation process.  


(c) GHS’ Rebate Services Portal (RSP) 
allows manufacturers to access their 
drug rebate invoices at any time in the 
invoice cycle. Invoices are available in 
PDF, Excel or downloadable electronic 
formats. Historical invoices processed 
by GHS are also available to 
manufacturers on the RSP. 


12.6.6.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enter Accounts Receivable in drug rebate system 
within timeframe established by DHCFP and in 
accordance with Federal guidelines. 


(c) Accounts Receivable will be entered 
into the eREBS system within DHCFP’s 
timeframe and will be handled in 
accordance with all applicable Federal 
guidelines. In accordance with GHS’ 
current business rules, cash receipts are 
typically recorded the same day the 
information is received; however, in 
some instances 2-3 business days are 
required for posting, if the volume 
exceeds capacity during a cyclical spike. 
GHS’ eREBS System is an accounting 
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system comprised of an A/R subsidiary 
ledger that operates in a double entry 
schema. Invoices and prior period 
adjustments are generated and stored in 
the A/R subsidiary at the NDC detail 
level; NDC detail is supported by claim 
level detail and manufacturer pricing as 
per CMS. All payments and 
accompanying details on ROSIs and 
Prior Quarter Adjustment Statements 
(PQAS) and disputes are also recorded 
and stored at the NDC detail level. Cash 
receipts are entered at the manufacturer 
level and are subsequently applied in 
detail to individual NDCs at the 
quarter/labeler level.  


12.6.6.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Receive and Post Money: 


a. Allow NDC specific rebate; 
b. Calculate interest on payments over thirty-eight 


(38) days, or in accordance with Federal 
regulations; 


c. Send reminders if interest payment not received;  
d. Capture T-bill interest rates weekly; and 
e. Track invoice. 


(c) Detailed accounting of receivables is 
critical to accurate and timely rebate 
activity and is standard practice for 
GHS rebate staff. Entries will be 
reported at the 11 digit NDC level. A 
subsidiary ledger is used and all 
invoices and adjustments and all 
payments are posted at the NDC level. 
All history is retained at the same NDC 
level detail. Invoices and invoice 
adjustments are posted quarterly in 
conjunction with receipt of the CMS 
tape. Payments are posted as they are 
received; the checks are first recorded at 
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the manufacturer level and then they are 
allocated to the labeler level so they 
may then be posted to invoice/rebate 
type, quarter, and NDC level. Interest is 
recorded separately and may be reported 
at the NDC level. At a minimum, 
interest is recorded at the labeler 
number and quarter level. 


 


GHS begins calculating interest on late 
payments on the 38th day after the 
invoice date, as evidenced by the 
postmark. We send late notice 
reminders to any manufacturers with 
outstanding balances and work with the 
manufacturer until any disputes or 
issues are resolved.  


 


GHS calculates T-bill interest rates on a 
weekly basis to verify if interest 
payments by manufacturers are correct. 


 


GHS tracks the invoice through our 
eREBS accounts receivable system. 


 


We will work with DHCFP during the 
requirements gathering phase to 
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establish specific business rules for 
Nevada for this circumstance including 
timelines and correspondence details 
that comply with all DHCFP policies 
and procedures. 


12.6.6.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow adjustments to A/R based on manual review.  (c) GHS’ Rebate system enables the 
authorized user to post payments, apply 
disputes, and apply adjustments. The 
account resolution staff (separate from 
the check entry staff) will adjust check 
amounts and reconcile checks. The 
dispute resolution staff will audit what 
rebates are entered and what is actually 
applied and research any disputes 
reported by the manufacturers. GHS 
rebate staff also perform thorough 
account reviews for to assist 
manufacturers in clarifying and 
resolving any open balances. 


12.6.6.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


View online all NDCs associated with an invoice.  


 


(c) GHS’ Rebate system has an interface 
that allows GHS users to view all NDCs 
associated with an invoice. GHS staff 
can also view NDCs excluded from 
invoicing to validate that claims were 
excluded appropriately. We can also 
drill down to the claim level detail if the 
data is available. 


12.6.6.13 Contractor View online all claims associated with NDCs invoiced (c) GHS’ Rebate system has an interface 
that allows GHS users to view all claims 
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Responsibility for a quarter.  associated with NDCs invoiced for a 
quarter whenever historical claims data 
is available. 


12.6.6.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ability to identify payments as current or prior quarter. (c) GHS’ Rebate system is able to identify 
payments as current or prior quarter. 


12.6.6.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow input of notes associated with copies of checks 
received.  


(c) GHS’ Rebate system allows input of 
notes associated with copies of checks 
received. Notes are applied when 
checks are posted and can be done 
check by check or for the whole 
deposit. 


12.6.6.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain rebate agreements online with NDC data.  (c) GHS has access to the CMS DDR that 
allows us to look up participating 
labelers, their NDCs and RPUs. GHS 
maintains supplemental, SPAP contracts 
and special rebate agreements for states 
whose rebate programs that we 
currently manage.  


12.6.6.17 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain unit field and Rebate Per Unit (RPU) in 
accordance with Federal Regulations. 


(c) GHS’ Rebate system maintains the units 
from claims, any conversion factors 
applied, as well the converted units in 
accordance with Federal Regulations. 


12.6.6.18 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide capability to update manufacturer information 
online.  


(c) Updates to the manufacturer contact 
information and effective dates in the 
rebate management system are made 
quarterly based on the CMS tapes. 
When updates come through directly 
from the manufacturer during the 
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quarter, this information is stored in 
directly into the GHS Rebate labeler 
database. These updates are on-going 
and are made as the information is 
received by the GHS rebate specialists. 
GHS can make labeler information 
available to the State of Nevada online. 
GHS also tracks and stores alternate 
manufacturer contacts including 
contacts for government affiars, dispute 
staff and persons authorized to execute 
contracts. Manufacturer contact 
information is also posted on the CMS 
website. In the event of questions or 
inconsistent information, GHS can also 
assist DHCFP in obtaining contact 
information through the CMS website. 


12.6.6.19 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Query accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, 
NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler).  


(c) GHS’ eREBS system can query 
accounts receivable and invoice data by 
quarter, NDC or Manufacturer 
(Labeler). 


12.6.6.20 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ability to post payments and identify disputed NDCs 
on the same screen.  


(c) GHS’ eREBS system posts payments 
and identifies disputed NDCs on the 
same screen. 


12.6.6.21 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain date invoice mailed to manufacturer. (c) GHS’ eREBS system maintains the 
postmark date that invoices are mailed 
to manufacturers. 


12.6.6.22 Contractor Return quarterly drug rebate tapes as requested by (c) GHS currently returns utilization data 
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Responsibility CMS. from the drug rebate tape to CMS on a 
quarterly basis. If requested by CMS, 
GHS would return the drug rebate tape. 


12.6.6.23 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate invoices, paper and electronic, and keep 
online versions of paper invoice.  


(c) GHS currently sends paper invoices to 
all labelers and store PDF versions of all 
invoices. We also have available a 
secure Rebate Services Portal where 
labelers can access electronic copies of 
their CMS and SR invoices. We would 
make online versions of Nevada’s 
invoices available on our secure 
Business Objects tool.  


12.6.6.24 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide drug rebate invoice generation, track receipt of 
money and assistance to the dispute resolution staff. 


(c) GHS will generate all drug rebate 
invoices for the State of Nevada. We 
will track invoice accounts receivables 
and provide assistance to DHCFP’s 
dispute resolution staff. GHS will meet 
with DHCFP to determine the level of 
assistance needed. 


12.6.6.25 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate outstanding balance/credit based on units 
rebated and corrections to original invoice.  


(c) GHS’ eREBS system generates 
outstanding balance/credit based on 
units rebated and corrections to original 
invoice. 


12.6.6.26 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate dispute report to manufacturer.  (c) GHS will provide claim level detail 
reports to manufacturer to resolve rebate 
disputes. We provide an account 
summary report of activity by NDC. 
Presently, payments are posted as 
indicated and then reviewed by the 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Rebate Analyst. We contact 
manufacturers immediately via email if, 
after positive payment, there is a dispute 
code with the payment or when the 
labeler has not paid the invoiced units 
and has not provided a reason. If they 
have not paid the total number of units, 
we generate a claim level detail report 
to support the utilization and the rebate 
team works with the manufacturer to 
resolve the issue. If there is a credit 
resulting from overpayment, the 
manufacturer is requested to take the 
credit with the next quarter’s invoicing 
by submitting a PQA. 


12.6.6.27 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate letter to CMS/manufacturer to confirm 
changes to manufacturer information.  


(c) When GHS has questions or needs 
clarification about a manufacturer’s 
information, we would contact CMS, 
the manufacturer, or both. 
Manufacturers notify CMS of changes 
in their information. GHS sends notices 
to CMS regarding manufacturer 
information when appropriate such as 
when a labeler does not report a price on 
the CMS tape for three consecutive 
quarters or they are out of compliance. 


12.6.6.28 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Send reminder to manufacturer if payment not received 
within 38 days of mailing invoice (include note for 
interest due in the reminder notice).  


(c) GHS’ sends 38-day late notices which 
include notification of interest due to 
any manufacturers with outstanding 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


balances and work with the 
manufacturer until any disputes or 
issues are resolved. We will work with 
NV during the requirements gathering 
phase to establish specific business 
rules for Nevada for this circumstance 
including timelines and correspondence 
details that comply with all NV policies 
and procedures. 


12.6.6.29 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform all reporting requests from CMS or other 
Federal regulatory bodies.  


(c) GHS will provide reports for 
submission to CMS to support the 
Nevada rebate program. GHS has a 
reporting and analysis department that 
customizes rebate reports to meet State 
and CMS requirements.  


12.6.6.30 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide performance reports as identified by DHCFP. 
These reports will be available online through the 
contractor’s secure web interface. 


(c) GHS will provide DHCFP with 
performance reports on the OBRA drug 
rebate program. We will meet with 
DHCFP at the start of the contract to 
determine reporting requirements. All 
scheduled reports will be supplied to 
DHCFP staff through the GHS’ secure 
Business Objects reporting tool web 
portal. The web portal will allow 
DHCFP users to easily download or 
export any reports available through the 
system.  


Supplemental Rebate 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.6.6.31 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Process Supplemental Rebates on all covered 
outpatient drug claims in accordance with State 
contracts and Federal regulations. 


(c) GHS will process Supplemental Rebates 
on all covered outpatient drug claims in 
accordance with State contracts and 
Federal regulations. 


12.6.6.32 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Invoice Supplemental Drug Rebates to manufacturers 
on a quarterly basis based upon individual rebate 
agreements. 


(c) GHS invoices Supplemental Drug 
Rebates in the same manner we invoice 
OBRA rebates. Supplemental rebate 
invoices will be processed based on 
individual rebate agreements well 
within 60 days of the end of each 
quarter. 


 


As soon as the new quarterly CMS tape 
is loaded into our database, prior quarter 
supplemental rates are adjusted if those 
contracts involve a CMS rebate 
component in the formulas based on the 
Supplemental Rebate agreement.  


 


This process is done automatically. 
These changes are reviewed by our 
rebate staff to ensure accuracy prior to 
invoicing. 


12.6.6.33 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept rebate amounts (EFT or copy of check) from 
the manufacturers.  


(c) GHS will accept supplemental rebate 
payments just as we do OBRA 
payments. SR payments are posted to 
separate accounts for accurate 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


accounting and reporting.  


12.6.6.34 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept dispute requests from the manufacturers.  


 


(c) GHS receives from manufacturers 
Reconciliation of State Invoice (ROSI) 
form containing disputed amounts. 
GHS' current dispute procedures dictate 
that we contact the manufacturer, in 
writing or by phone to discuss the 
dispute and to present a preliminary 
response to the disputed items. 


 


GHS also currently works with third-
party vendors representing 
manufacturers on reviews and audits of 
old accounts.  


 


If the labeler is disputing the terms of 
the contract, we work with the labeler to 
clarify and involve the State if 
necessary. 


12.6.6.35 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept prior quarter adjustments from the 
manufacturers. 


(c) GHS lives by the CMS tape in its rebate 
processing activities, and performs 
matching, without exception, to the 
information on the CMS tapes, 
including Prior Quarter Adjustment 
Statements. Another important element 
in our rebate process is the excellent 
working relationship that we cultivate 
with each of the manufacturers that we 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


work with. Each quarter, the current 
tape is compared to the prior quarter’s 
tape to find anything requiring a pricing 
adjustment. The GHS Rebate Specialists 
contact the manufacturer and encourage 
and assist them in making the pricing 
adjustment with CMS. When the 
adjustment is not made, we correspond 
directly with CMS to try and correct the 
issue or to request written approval to 
correct pricing, particularly for 
adjustments in older quarters that will 
not be corrected on the CMS tape. 


12.6.6.36 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Quarterly create invoices for prior period adjustments 
(claims).  


(c) Our current process is to calculate Prior 
Period Adjustments (PPA) and generate 
Prior Quarter Adjustment (PQA) reports 
that are sent to manufacturers with the 
quarterly invoices. These reports 
include only those PPAs, which also 
have a utilization correction. In this 
way, the manufacturers are made aware 
of utilization corrections, which are 
reported with the appropriate new rate 
adjustment. These and all other PPAs 
are loaded into our database for tracking 
purposes. GHS adjusts invoices 
internally, which in turn adjusts the 
account balance in our accounting 
system. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


On contract award, GHS will work with 
DHCFP to identify any areas requiring 
modification and will adjust this process 
accordingly to accommodate all 
DHCFP requirements. 


12.6.6.37 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to submit a request online that will 
generate an invoice outside of the standard quarter end 
invoice generation process.  


(c) GHS’ Rebate Services Portal (RSP) 
allows manufacturers to access their 
supplemental drug rebate invoices at 
any time in the invoice cycle. Invoices 
are available in PDF, Excel or 
downloadable electronic formats. 
Historical invoices processed by GHS 
are also available to manufacturers on 
the RSP. 


12.6.6.38 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enter Accounts Receivable in drug rebate system 
within timeframe established by DHCFP and in 
accordance with Federal guidelines. 


(c) Supplemental Rebate Accounts 
Receivables will be entered into the 
eREBS system within DHCFP’s 
timeframe and will be handled in 
accordance with all applicable Federal 
guidelines as we do for OBRA rebates. 


12.6.6.39 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Receive and Post Money: 


a. Allow NDC specific rebate; 
b. Calculate interest on payments over thirty-eight 


(38) days, or in accordance with Federal 
regulations; 


c. Send reminders if interest payment not received; 
d. Capture T-bill interest rates weekly; and 
e. Track invoice. 


(c) GHS will receive and post Nevada’s 
supplemental rebate receivables in the 
same manner we do OBRA receivables. 
This includes allowing NDC specific 
rebate; calculating interest on payments 
over thirty-eight (38) days, sending 
reminders if interest payment not 
received capturing T-bill interest rates 
weekly; and tracking invoices. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


 


See Section 12.6.6.10 for more details. 


12.6.6.40 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow adjustments to A/R based on manual review. (c) GHS’ Rebate system enables the 
authorized user to post supplemental 
rebate payments, apply disputes, and 
apply adjustments. The account 
resolution staff (separate from the check 
entry staff) will adjust check amounts 
and reconcile checks. The dispute 
resolution staff will audit what 
supplemental rebates are entered and 
what is actually applied and research 
any open balances or disputes reported 
by the manufacturers. 


12.6.6.41 Contractor 
Responsibility 


View online all NDCs associated with an invoice.  (c) GHS’ Rebate system has an interface 
that allows GHS users to view all NDCs 
associated with a supplemental rebate 
invoice. We can also drill down to the 
claim level detail if the data is available. 


12.6.6.42 Contractor 
Responsibility 


View online all claims associated with NDCs invoiced 
for a quarter.  


(c) GHS’ Rebate system has an interface 
that allows GHS users to view all 
supplemental rebate claims associated 
with NDCs invoiced for a quarter. 


12.6.6.43 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ability to identify payments as current or prior quarter. (c) GHS’ Rebate system is able to identify 
supplemental rebate payments as current 
or prior quarter. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.6.6.44 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow input of notes associated with copies of checks 
received.  


 


(c) GHS’ Rebate system allows input of 
notes associated with copies of checks 
received. Notes are applied when checks 
are posted and can be done check by 
check or for the whole deposit. 


12.6.6.45 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain rebate agreements online with NDC data.  (c) GHS maintains a fully executed copy of 
all supplemental rebate agreements with 
NDC data. The State and the 
manufacturer also maintain copies of 
these agreements. GHS can make these 
fully executed rebate agreements 
available online to the State through our 
secure Business Objects reporting tool.  


 


We also maintain a sample of the CMS 
approved State Supplemental Rebate 
Agreement and State Plan 
Ammendment online through eROMS, 
GHS’ secure online bid submission 
system.  


12.6.6.46 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain unit field and Rebate Per Unit (RPU) in 
accordance with Federal Regulations. 


(c) GHS’ Rebate system maintains the units 
from claims, any conversion factors 
applied, as well the converted units in 
accordance with Federal Regulations. 


12.6.6.47 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide capability to update manufacturer information 
online.  


(c) Updates to the manufacturer contact 
information and effective dates in the 
rebate management system are made 
quarterly based on the CMS tapes. 
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


When updates come through directly 
from the manufacturer during the 
quarter, this information is stored in 
directly into the GHS Rebate labeler 
database. These updates are on-going 
and are made as the information is 
received by the GHS rebate analysts.  


12.6.6.48 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Query accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, 
NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler).  


(c) GHS’ eREBS system can query 
supplemental rebate accounts receivable 
and invoice data by quarter, NDC or 
Manufacturer (Labeler). 


12.6.6.49 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ability to post payments and identify disputed NDCs 
on the same screen.  


(c) GHS’ eREBS system posts 
supplemental rebate payments and 
identifies disputed NDCs on the same 
screen. 


12.6.6.50 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain date invoice mailed to manufacturer. (c) GHS’ eREBS system maintains the date 
that the supplemental rebate invoices 
are mailed to manufacturers. 


12.6.6.51 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate report on payments received for each quarter. (c) GHS will produce quarterly reports on 
the supplemental rebate receivables. 


12.6.6.52 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate invoices, paper and electronic, and keep 
online versions of paper invoice.  


(c) GHS sends paper invoices to all 
labelers. We also have available a 
secure Rebate Services Portal where 
labelers can access electronic copies of 
their CMS and SR invoices. We would 
make online versions of Nevada’s 
supplemental rebate invoices available 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


on our secure Business Objects tool.  


12.6.6.53 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide drug rebate invoice generation, track receipt of 
money (EFT and copies of checks) and assistance to 
the dispute resolution staff. 


(c) GHS will generate all drug rebate 
invoices for the State of Nevada. We 
will track invoice accounts receivables 
received from the State’s lockbox and 
provide assistance to DHCFP’s dispute 
resolution staff. GHS will meet with 
DHCFP to determine the level of 
assistance needed. 


12.6.6.54 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate outstanding balance/credit based on units 
rebated and corrections to original invoice.  


(c) GHS’ eREBS system generates 
outstanding balance/credit based on 
units rebated and corrections to original 
supplemental rebate invoice. 


12.6.6.55 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate dispute report to manufacturer.  (c) GHS will provide claim level detail 
reports to manufacturers to resolve 
supplemental rebate disputes just as we 
do OBRA.  


12.6.6.56 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Send reminder to manufacturer if payment not received 
within 38 days of mailing invoice (include note for 
interest due in the reminder notice).  


(c) GHS’ sends 38-day late notices that 
include notification of interest due to 
any manufacturers with outstanding 
balances and work with the 
manufacturer until any disputes or 
issues are resolved.  


12.6.6.57 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform all reporting requests from CMS 
or other Federal regulatory bodies.  


(c) GHS will provide reports for 
submission to CMS to support the 
Nevada rebate program. GHS has a 
reporting and analysis department that 
customizes rebate reports to meet State 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


and CMS requirements. GHS currently 
performs monthly and/or quarterly 
reporting for our state clients, in support 
of the required 64.9R report. 


12.6.6.58 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide performance reports as identified by DHCFP. 
These reports will be available online through the 
contractor’s secure web interface. 


(c) GHS will provide DHCFP with 
performance reports on the 
supplemental drug rebate program. We 
will meet with DHCFP at the start of the 
contract to determine reporting 
requirements. All scheduled reports will 
be supplied to DHCFP staff through the 
GHS’ secure Business Objects reporting 
tool web portal. The web portal will 
allow DHCFP users to easily download 
or export any reports available through 
the system.  


Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.6.59 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Perform all rebate requirements in accordance with 
federal regulations. 


(c) GHS will perform all rebate 
requirements in accordance with federal 
regulations. 


12.6.6.60 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Perform all supplemental rebate requirements 
consistent with OBRA rebate program. 


(c) GHS will perform all supplemental 
rebate requirements consistent with 
OBRA rebate program. 


12.6.7 DIABETIC SUPPLY REBATE 


12.6.7.1  Contractor Administer a Diabetic Supply Procurement Program (c) GHS will administer a Diabetic Supply 
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility (DSPP) to manage and collect rebates from diabetic 
supply manufacturer(s) for Diabetic supplies including 
Glucometers and test strips. The Diabetic Supply 
Procurement Program is applicable for the Nevada 
Medicaid Fee-for-service and Nevada Check Up Fee-
for-service programs, excluding Dual eligibles 
(Medicare and Medicaid coverage). 


Procurement Program to manage and 
collect rebates from diabetic supply 
manufacturers as we do for the States of 
Georgia, Wyoming, Iowa, and Maine. 


 


In Maine and Georgia, we also perform 
negotiations for lancets and syringes, 
providing a considerable cost savings to 
these States.  


12.6.7.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Leverage the purchasing power of other State Medicaid 
programs, when possible, to maximize the rebate 
negotiation process. 


(c) GHS will use our experience and 
relationships to maximize the best 
diabetic supply rebates for the State of 
Nevada. GHS currently provides this 
service for the seven (7) states 
participating in the SSDC. 


12.6.7.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform all DSPP activities in a transparent manner, 
and in accordance with Nevada Medicaid and Check 
Up policies. 


(c) GHS negotiates for drug rebates in a 
model that is completely transparent to 
our State partners. GHS negotiates with 
manufacturers on behalf of the State of 
Nevada. Nevada will make all decisions 
regarding acceptance of offers. The 
DSPP contracts will be between the 
manufacturers and Nevada only; GHS 
will not be directly mentioned in these 
new contracts. We will act as the 
intermediary in the creation and 
maintenance of these agreements. If 
Nevada should choose to replace us in 
the future, there will be no need for new 
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


agreements or CMS review. One 
hundred percent of the DSPP rebates 
collected will be remitted to Nevada in 
the manner specified. We operate a 
100% transparent DSPP process 
ensuring accountability through the 
rebate process. 


12.6.7.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow override exceptions to the program including but 
not limited to, regional shortage of monitors and/or 
supplies, and State Administrative action, through the 
pharmacy technical call center. 


(c) GHS’ POS system would allow override 
exceptions to the DSPP program. This 
would be implemented through a Prior 
Authorization. 


12.6.7.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify manufacturers that will exchange diabetes 
monitors for a similar monitor at no cost to the 
recipient and that one-hundred percent (100%) of the 
monitor rebates go back to DHCFP. 


(c) GHS has negotiated with many diabetic 
supply manufacturers who exchange 
monitors. We work with several 
manufacturers who manage the 
exchange and agree to distribute without 
a dispensing fee. GHS does not keep 
any rebate revenue and will ensure that 
100% of the monitor rebates go back to 
DHCFP. 


12.6.7.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Negotiate rates and manage contracts with 
manufacturer(s) so that the monitor rebate is equal to 
one-hundred percent (100%) of Wholesale Acquisition 
Cost (WAC) price or one-hundred percent (100%) of 
the pharmacy reimbursement amount, depending upon 
selected vendor’s contract. In no case, can a 
manufacturer’s rebate exceed the pharmacy 
reimbursement amount. 


(c) GHS currently negotiates these rates for 
monitors. Through controls in the rebate 
invoicing process, GHS can ensure that 
a manufacturer’s rebate cannot exceed 
the pharmacy reimbursement amount 
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Code 


Response 


12.6.7.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide recommendations and cost savings scenarios to 
assist the State in choosing the selection of 
manufacturers that provide quality products in a cost 
efficient manner, as the State reserves final approval of 
the number of manufacturers chosen to participate in 
the DSPP for Nevada.  


(c) GHS will provide recommendations and 
cost savings scenarios to assist Nevada 
in choosing the selection of 
manufacturers that provide quality 
products in a cost efficient manner 


12.6.7.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide DHCFP with cost scenarios based upon the 
number and selection of manufacturer contract 
renewals. 


(c) To enable the State to make bid 
decisions, GHS will provide DHCFP 
with savings projection reports based on 
how the management of the category is 
structured.  


12.6.7.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Draft, negotiate, and implement DSPP rebate 
agreements with manufacturers. 


(c) GHS will draft, negotiate, and 
implement DSPP rebate agreements 
with manufacturers just as we do for our 
other client states. 


12.6.7.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Manage online adjudication of DSPP related claims 
through the Pharmacy Point-of-Sale (POS) system, 
ensuring that the monitors and supplies of selected 
manufacturers are coded to process appropriately.  


(c) GHS’ POS system will adjudicate DSPP 
claims as we do for all of our diabetic 
supply client states. 


12.6.7.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Conduct dispute resolution with manufacturers. (c) GHS will conduct dispute resolution 
with manufacturers of diabetic supply 
products. We will work with DHCFP at 
contract start-up to determine GHS’ 
responsibilities with dispute resolution. 


12.6.7.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Protect manufacturer price and rebate information as 
confidential documents and in accordance with the 
confidentiality provisions set forth in the contracts 


(c) The security and confidentiality of the 
rebate pricing and financial information 
is of the utmost priority at GHS. We 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


between the Contractor, participating state(s) and the 
manufacturer(s). 


adhere to all contract confidentiality 
provisions. 


12.6.7.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Monitor price of Diabetic supplies to ensure that the 
cost and rebate are equal. 


(c) Through contract negotiations, GHS 
would ensure that the cost of the 
diabetic monitor supplies is equal to the 
rebate. 


12.6.7.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure that all Diabetic supply claims are processed 
through the POS, and disallow processing of such 
claims within the MMIS. 


(c) Our POS and MMIS team will 
collaborate to ensure that diabetic 
supply claims are processed through the 
GHS POS system and are disallowed by 
the MMIS. 


12.6.7.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform management of the diabetic rebates including 
invoicing, collection or rebates, dispute resolution, and 
financial reporting, in compliance with federal 
regulations. 


(c) GHS complies with all state and federal 
regulations related to the management 
of diabetic rebate invoicing, collection, 
dispute resolution, and financial 
reporting. 


12.6.7.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Apply logic to ensure that the appropriate rebate 
amount received from the vendor will not exceed the 
cost paid by DHCFP. 


(c) GHS will apply logic to the invoice 
process to ensure that the appropriate 
rebate amount is received from the 
diabetic supply vendor and not exceed 
the cost paid by the State.  


12.6.7.17 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Track all DSPP invoices and rebates separately from 
other rebate programs and in accordance with State and 
Federal rules and regulations. 


(c) GHS’ eREBS drug rebate system will 
track Nevada’s DSPP invoices 
separately from other Nevada rebate 
programs as well as separately from our 
other state clients. DSPP rebates are set 
up as separate ledger accounts to ensure 
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Response 


accuracy in accounting and reporting. 


12.6.7.18 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Invoice manufacturers on a quarterly basis, or more 
frequently as indicated by contract with 
manufacturer(s). 


(c) GHS will invoice diabetic supplies on 
the same schedule as OBRA and SR 
rebate invoices. We typically do not 
enter into contracts that invoice on a 
more frequent basis. To create 
efficiencies, GHS processes all rebates 
on the same schedule. We do all of our 
rebate functions at the same time to 
capitalize on efficiencies. This creates 
efficiencies in the process. Ensures that 
payment is in line manufacturers  


12.6.7.19 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Retain no portion of rebates for Diabetic supplies 
collected on behalf of DHCFP. Remit one-hundred 
percent (100%) of the supplemental rebates collected 
on behalf of DHCFP. 


(c) GHS does not retain any portion of the 
rebates we negotiate and collect on 
behalf of any of our clients. GHS 
returns all rebate savings in a 
transparent manner to members of the 
SSDC and the State of Georgia. 


12.6.7.20 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform program outreach, including but not limited to, 
the following activities: 


a. Ongoing communication through a DSPP-specific 
website to update providers on current policies and 
procedures; 


b. Serve as point-of-contact for provider questions 
and concerns (written and telephonic); 


c. Coordinate with selected manufacturers to deliver 
education materials to pharmacies; 


d. Develop and maintain a Fact Sheet to educate 
stakeholders on DSPP; and 


(c) GHS will perform outreach that will 
include a DSPP-specific website and a 
point-of-contact for provider questions. 
We have worked with several 
manufacturers to coordinate the 
delivery of education materials. GHS 
will develop a fact sheet about the 
DSPP program as we do for many of 
our clients. GHS will outreach to the 
physician and pharmacy community 
and provide information and training.  
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Response 


e. Conduct physician and pharmacy profiling to 
identify need for educational interventions, and 
provide additional information or training to such 
providers. 


12.6.7.21 Contractor 
Responsibility 


All communication and outreach materials must be 
approved by DHCFP prior to distribution. 


(c) GHS will review all communications 
and outreach materials with DHCFP. 
We will gain approval prior to 
distributing materials.  


12.6.7.22 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform DSPP reporting activities including, but not 
limited to: 


a. Production of reports to meet all CMS reporting 
requirements; 


b. Benchmark analysis for financial outcomes to 
monitor trends, and provide program 
recommendations to improve financial outcomes; 
and 


c. Quarterly cost effectiveness reports on DSPP, 
including related POS costs and the rebate 
revenues. 


(c) GHS will provide DHCFP will 
production reports, benchmark analyses, 
and cost effectiveness reports. At the 
start of the contract, we will work with 
DHCFP to define their reporting needs. 


Diabetic Supply Rebate – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.7.23 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Consider Contractor recommendations and cost savings 
scenarios to give approval of the number of 
manufacturers chosen to participate in the DSPP, and 
subsequent manufacturer contract renewal. 


  


12.6.7.24 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve and sign manufacturer contracts/addendums 
when appropriate. 
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12.6.7.25 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approval all outgoing DSPP 
communication and outreach materials. 


  


Diabetic Supply Rebate – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.7.26 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Produce DSPP reports within timelines and frequency 
specified by DHCFP and/or to meet Federal reporting 
requirements. 


(c) GHS will produce DSPP reports within 
timelines and frequency specified by 
DHCFP and/or to meet Federal 
reporting requirements. 


12.6.8 DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (DSS) 


12.6.8.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a Decision Support System (DSS) to support 
the generation of pre-defined reports as well as user-
defined ad hoc reporting and data queries as specified 
by DHCFP. 


(a) Infocrossing has also provided 
information in Section 16 of this 
proposal an optional DSS/Data 
Warehouse based on Oracle which 
supports a web based Decision Support 
System (DSS). Specific data marts will 
be built based on the reporting 
requirements for each subject area – 
Claims, Provider related, Member 
related, Payment / Financial related etc 
sourcing the data from the Medicaid 
data warehouse. Reports will be built 
sourcing from data mart. Various types 
of reports, graphs, and maps, including 
custom reports - ad hoc reports 


12.6.8.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support multiple levels of role-based security, as 
agreed upon by the Contractor and DHCFP.  


(a) The Infocrossing proposed optional 
DSS Framework uses Cognos BI 8.x for 
reporting needs – both adhoc and 
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Response 


formatted reports. 


Cognos BI 8.x offers security at 
multiple levels: 


• Role level – defines the constellation of 
capabilities for each user or user class 


• Application level – partitions-related 
reports, templates, data, and metadata to 
be accessible to specific organizational 
units 


Data level – restricts access to data sources 
at the view, file, column, or even at the row 
level 


12.6.8.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Meet the requirements for MARS and SURS 
certification, without the need to build and maintain 
separate databases or data marts. 


(a) The proposed optional Medicaid data 
warehouse is envisioned to be a single 
unified data repository to hold the data 
from all the source systems scoped 
(refer section 4.2) including data from 
SURS and MARS.  


This will enable generation of the 
required reports from the same data 
source 


12.6.8.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide DHCFP with online capability to develop, 
design, modify and test alternative report parameters 
and maintain an indexed library of such report 
parameters to run reports. 


(a) Cognos ReportStudio  component 
which is used to graphically design, 
test, and deploy metadata, reports, 
charts, parameter selection forms, 
schedules, analytic dashboards, and 
portal interfaces. Using this, all report 
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Response 


parameters defined will be stored and 
accessed by the users for adhoc report 
generation. 


12.6.8.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a statistically valid trend methodology 
approved by DHCFP for generating reports and 
perform various types of statistical analyses as needed 
by DHCFP Staff. 


(a) The Infocrossing optional proposed 
DSS Framework uses SAS advanced 
analytics – Fraud detection, Predictive 
analysis etc 


12.6.8.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Permit authorized DSS users to develop, save, and 
invoke measures to create their own reports without 
requiring knowledge of complex query languages. 


(a) Using Cognos framework model, all the 
dimensions and measures for that 
subject area will be made available for 
the users to create adhoc reports using 
those set of dimensions and measures. 


Report templates that include standard 
report objects, queries, and layouts can 
be created upfront, which the users can 
leverage for adhoc report creation.  


12.6.8.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a DSS solution that meets the needs of a broad 
spectrum of users ranging from executives to program 
analysts, and allows such users to analyze information 
in a variety of ways to meet the business needs of 
DHCFP. 


(a) Cognos 8 BI has various reporting 
capabilities - Reporting, Analysis, 
Dashboarding and Scorecards on a 
single, service-oriented architecture 
(SOA). 


12.6.8.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a comprehensive and responsive data 
repository for analysis and decision making purposes. 


(a) The Infocrossing optional proposed 
DSS Framework includes Medicaid 
data warehouse based on Oracle which 
supports a web based Decision Support 
System (DSS). System currently has a 
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variety of reports, graphs, and maps, 
including custom reports, which are 
structured ad hoc reports that can be 
created from summarized data in the 
DSS data warehouse. 


12.6.8.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept into the DSS, and update as necessary, the 
following data sources: 


a. Adjudicated claims (must include all analytically 
relevant data, such as TPL, PA, edits/audits 
associated); 


b. Provider Table; 
c. Recipient eligibility; 
d. Non-claims specific financial; 
e. Encounter; and 
f. Data from external sources to enhance the business 


value of historical data. 


(a) Currently the Medicaid data warehouse 
architecture is envisioned to store the 
data pertaining to detail MMIS data 
such as  


• Eligibility  


• Provider  


• Claims 


• MCO Capitation 


• Encounters (Health Choice),  


• PAC (Primary Adult Care 
encounters),  


• Lookup tables. 


12.6.8.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure MARS and SURS data are available for 
retrieval through the DSS Reporting function. 


(a) Data pertaining to MARS & SURS also 
will be stored in the Medicaid data 
warehouse so that relevant reports for 
MARS & SURS can be generated as 
part of DSS from Medicaid data 
warehouse. 


12.6.8.11 Contractor Provide the following types of tools as integrated (a) The Infocrossing optional proposed 
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Responsibility functions of the DSS to facilitate data analysis: 


a. Query (ad hoc); 
b. Reporting (predefined); 
c. Geographical Mapping; 
d. Statistical Analysis; 
e. Data Mining; 
f. Clinical Analysis Applications; and 
g. Financial Accounting, Analysis and Reporting. 


DSS Framework consists of:  


• Query (Adhoc reporting) – Using 
Cognos framework model & Query 
studio 


• Formatted reports – Using Cognos 
framework model & ReportStudio. 


• Statistical Analysis and Data mining – 
Using SAS 


• Geographical mapping – This will be 
enabled through Cognos 8 BI (Map 
manager component). 


• Clinical Analysis Applications; and 
• Financial Accounting, Analysis and 


Reporting. 


12.6.8.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain historical data within the database in 
accordance with DHCFP’s timeframe specifications.  


(a) The Medicaid data warehouse will be 
designed to hold the historical data. 
Data will be archived after alignment 
with DHCFP’s. 


12.6.8.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Analyze, identify and propose data needs, data sources, 
volume, data discrepancies and transmission protocols. 


(a) This will be done as part of the 
requirement study. Medicaid data 
warehouse and DSS systems will be 
customized to cater to Nevada Medicaid 
DSS requirements. 


12.6.8.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and update all data and files on a frequency 
specified by DHCFP. 


(a) This will be done as part of the 
requirement study & the same 
addressed during the design of the 
Medicaid data warehouse and DSS 
solution. 
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12.6.8.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Transmit data in ASCII, comma delimited format, 
unless otherwise agreed to by DHCFP, according to 
HIPAA guidelines. 


(a) Medicaid data warehouse and DSS 
Framework is customized taking into 
consideration that  


• All inbound feeds into the 
Medicaid data warehouse and DSS 
system will be in ASCII & comma 
delimited format. 


• All outbound feeds from Medicaid 
data warehouse / DSS systems will 
also comply with ASCII and 
comma delimited format. 


12.6.8.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the initial load of data the first month of the 
operation of the MMIS or the first month of the 
operation of the DSS, as specified by DHCFP. 


(a) This will be considered during the 
deployment support phase of the project 


12.6.8.17 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Monitor all data transmissions at each phase to ensure 
successful completion, work to resolve all problems 
and, if transmission is still unsuccessful, notify DHCFP 
designee within one (1) working day of issue 
discovery. 


(a) Appropriate problem, incident 
management and communication 
management processes will be devised 
and agreed-upon with DHCFP. 


12.6.8.18 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure that standard audit trail requirements are 
maintained for this system. 


(a) The Infocrossing optional proposed 
DSS Framework has audit trail 
mechanism. Please refer to the 
Information architecture section for 
more details. 


12.6.8.19 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow users the select print options, including local and 
remote printers. 


(a) This is an built-in feature of Cognos, 
where users can take printouts to the 
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local or remote printers configured on 
the desktop / laptop. Any customization 
requirements will be reviewed during 
Requirement Validation and Design 
Phases. 


12.6.8.20 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support "open system" data warehousing concepts, 
using ODBC-compliant technology including an 
industry-standard relational database management 
system and standard operating environments and 
scalable hardware platforms. Use a standard, well-
documented and expandable data model design concept 
specialized for OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing). 


(a) Wipro recommends the following 
technology stack for the Medicaid data 
warehouse and DSS systems: 


• Database: Oracle 11g 
• ETL : Informatica 9.x 
• Reporting: Cognos BI 8.x 
• Data modeling: Erwin 
• Statistical Analysis: SAS 


Medicaid data warehouse and DSS 
databases will be ODBC-compliant & 
designed for scalability, flexibility and 
maintainability. 


12.6.8.21 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Link data from eligibility systems with data from 
disparate claims and reimbursement systems, managed 
care plans and other contractors (as identified by 
DHCFP) into a database that supports rapid and 
efficient population-based reporting across all systems 
and programs. 


(a) MMIS data available for reporting with 
Cognos BI 8.x -  Eligibility, Provider, 
Claims, MCO Capitation, Encounters 
(Health Choice), PAC (Primary Adult 
Care encounters), and lookup tables. 


Non-claims specific financial) & data 
from external sources, managed care 
plans & other contractor’s data 
identified by DHCFP will also be 
integrated to the Medicaid data 
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warehouse and DSS systems. 


12.6.8.22 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide an expandable data model to accommodate the 
linkage of data elements from non-traditional sources 
such as recipient/patient assessments (MDS, OASIS), 
vital records (births, deaths), immunization registries, 
disease registries, etc. 


(a) Wipro recommends using Informatica 
ETL tool for data integration. 
Informatica has the capability to extract, 
transform and load unstructured data 
sources such as recipient / patient 
assessments (MDS, OASIS), vital 
records, immunization registries, 
disease registries etc. 


12.6.8.23 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide consistent integrated online help capability for 
all features of the system. 


(a) Online help will be provided for the 
DSS systems – Managed reporting 
(Adhoc), dashboards, performance 
management and statistical analysis. 


12.6.8.24 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow for online availability of metadata, describing 
the reports, providing the definitions of fields and 
defining any calculations and built-in statistical 
measure objects. The metadata must be easily 
accessible within the application. 


(a) Cognos 8 BI provides metadata 
administration through Framework 
Manager. 


Cognos 8 BI Framework Manager 
provides one environment for all 
metadata, for all BI capabilities. Create 
metadata models that 


span both relational and dimensional 
data, and then use those models to 
power any style of BI, from simple ad 
hoc reporting to deep multidimensional 
analysis or enterprise dashboards and 
scorecards. 
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12.6.8.25 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide multi-dimensional analytic reporting capability 
across business functions in all the following functional 
areas, while giving individual users a significant degree 
of reporting flexibility: 


a. Financial reporting / budget forecasting; 
b. Third party recovery / estate recovery; 
c. Prescription drug policy; 
d. Eligibility and benefit design; 
e. Program planning, types, and categories; 
f. Policy analysis and waiver reporting; 
g. Medical policy and provider profiling;  
h. Provider rate-setting and reimbursement; 
i. Nursing home care and other forms of long-term 


care; 
j. Actuarial reporting and rate-setting; 
k. Managed care administration and performance 


monitoring; 
l. Quality of care and outcomes assessment; 
m. Disease management; 
n. Program integrity and utilization review; 
o. Executive management; 
p. External reporting and public information; and 
q. Consumer outreach.  


(a) Through Cognos 8 Analysis studio, 
multi-dimensional reporting capability 
will be achieved. It has the capability to 
source the data from both OLAP model 
and dimensional model. 


During the requirement gathering, 
details around each report - Layout, 
look and feel, graphical and data 
visualization need will be gathered. 
During the design phase, report 
specification detailing the parameters 
required, dimensions & measures to be 
displayed, calculated measures, layout 
& data visualization needs will be 
documented for each report & agreed-
upon with DHCFP. 


12.6.8.26 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide automatic calculation of analytically 
descriptive measures or computations such as sums, 
rates, ratios and other statistics, and the ability to apply 
(or remove) them as unique "objects" on reports. These 
measures must include frequently-needed measures in 
all of the following categories: Utilization, Cost, 


(a) Cognos BI has the built-in functions to 
perform all these calculations. 


During the design phase, report 
specification detailing the parameters 
required, dimensions & measures to be 
displayed, calculated measures, layout 
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Quality of Care, Outcomes, Prevention, Access to 
Care, Eligibility and Administrative Performance. 


& data visualization needs will be 
documented for each report & agreed-
upon with DHCFP 


12.6.8.27 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support flexible filtering (or "subsetting") including 
but not limited to the following capabilities:  


a. Specify the selection criteria for reports. There 
must be ready-to-use subsets that are appropriate to 
Medicaid and Check Up, such as federal age 
groups, as well as user-defined subsetting 
capability; 


b. Support complex conditions, including AND/OR 
logic and use of parentheses for complex 
conditions such as Select where (Diagnosis = x and 
Procedure = a,b,c) or DRG = 12; and 


c. Automatically create denominators for relevant 
rates-based analysis, such as candidates for 
preventive screenings and patients with chronic 
disease conditions. 


(a) Cognos 8 BI has filtering and parameter 
definition ability to create parameters / 
prompts for the reports.  


Filtering options include context 
(showing a particular view of the data), 
suppression of nulls/zeros, and ranking 
(top 100 customers or lowest 50 sales 
performers). 


We can create and combine user-
defined filters to show information 
based on specific criteria. 


12.6.8.28 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support pre-defined and user-defined time periods that 
include day, month, quarter, calendar year, federal 
fiscal year, and state fiscal year. Relative time period 
reporting must be automatic so that time periods 
affected by data updates (e.g., Current Year-to-Date 
compared to Prior Year-to-Date) are automatically 
adjusted over time without user intervention. 


(a) Any specific time-periods to be defined, 
the same can be added in the database 
and populated when the MMIS & 
related data is loaded to the Medicaid 
data warehouse and DSS systems. 


This will improve the performance of 
the report instead of doing the user-
defined calculations on the fly when the 
report is executed. 
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12.6.8.29 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enable the selection of measures, dimensions, subsets 
and time periods: 


a. From a menu and apply them as flexible objects 
that can be inserted, through drag-and-drop 
technology, onto any report; and 


b. At the user group and individual user levels and 
store for repeat use. 


(a) Through Cognos framework model, all 
dimensions, measures and hierarchies 
defined will be viewed by the users & 
they can drag and drop the defined 
dimensions, measures, calculated 
measures, parameters, filter conditions 
and generate report per their 
requirement. 


12.6.8.30 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support pre-defined logical drill paths (i.e., from 
summary to detail) so that the user can move quickly 
up or down in levels without defining a new query. The 
system must allow the user to skip levels in the drill 
path or modify the drill path as needed. 


(a) Adhoc reporting will be possible 
through Cognos Query studio. 


12.6.8.31 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support user-enabled export and import data 
capabilities to and from other standard spreadsheet or 
database applications such as Excel, or other standard 
file formats such as .csv, with minimal steps. 


(a) Reports can be exported to html, excel, 
pdf and mobile devices. 


12.6.8.32 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide integrated capabilities to graph reports and 
make them presentation-ready without the need to 
export the data to a third party tool. 


(a) Reports can be output to html, excel, 
pdf and mobile devices. 


12.6.8.33 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enable distribution of information using secure Internet 
/ Intranet web technology to control access to 
information as determined by DHCFP, and support 
publishing of information in multiple, customized 
views suitable for disparate audiences.  


(a) Report distribution and scheduling 
possible. 
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12.6.8.34 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enable the following minimum reporting capabilities: 


a. Report summary level information of executive 
information with intuitive graphical presentations 
and Medicaid/Check Up appropriate reports and 
statistics; 


b. Provide detailed, pre-defined, customizable reports 
or report frameworks that are appropriate for 
DHCFP; 


c. Support ad hoc user-enabled development and 
selection of reports; 


d. Perform automatic calculation of claim completion 
factors that support the analysis of incurred but not 
reported (IBNR) liability. The capability must 
support the calculation of claim lag factors by 
claim type and allow the completion methodology 
to be customized to meet the agency's unique 
experience by claim type; 


e. Perform automatic production of an IBNR report 
(i.e., a report by claim type that shows amount paid 
per period by incurred period); 


f. User-enabled election of whether to adjust or 
"complete" incurred date data on any report online, 
to create a more accurate picture of near-term 
experience; 


g. Support online national norms and benchmarks that 
can be flexibly applied to any report including but 
not limited to norms and benchmarks for the 
privately insured population as well as the 
Medicaid/Check Up population; 


(a) Detail reporting requirements will be 
gathered during the requirements 
gathering phase. 


Detailed Reporting specification 
document will be created during the 
design phase. The same will be 
validated and reviewed with DHCFP. 
Any changes will be incorporated and 
on approval, individual reports will be 
built and go through unit testing, system 
integration testing and User acceptance 
testing before it gets deployed into 
production. 
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h. Enable user-defined norms on any subset in the 
database; 


i. Support establishment of norms and benchmarks 
based either on data available in the DSS database 
or on externally-defined targets, goals and 
benchmarks; 


j. Enable exception reporting that allows the user to 
instruct the system to produce a report at a future 
specified date, or on a periodic basis, or only when 
certain trigger conditions or exceptions occur (such 
as when monthly expenditures for a certain service 
exceed a threshold amount); 


k. Support data visualization techniques useful for 
exception reporting (e.g., exception highlighting 
and graphing); 


l. Enable distribution reporting capabilities that allow 
the user to report services, payments or other facts 
by a range of user-defined values (i.e., the number 
of patients/providers who received/ordered less 
than 50 labs, 50 – 100 labs, more than 100 labs, 
etc.); 


m. Enable ad hoc application of the following types of 
analytic adjustments to ensure accuracy in 
reimbursement rate analysis, provider profiling and 
population-based analysis:  


1. age/gender; 
2. case mix; 
3. severity of illness; and 
4. other risk-adjustments. 


n. Analyze experience by episodes of care that 
combine inpatient, outpatient and prescription drug 
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usage and cost across all settings of care; 
o. Link all records by individual patient or provider 


over time regardless of what table stores the 
recording. These capabilities must be available 
regardless of whether the data being analyzed is for 
a fee-for-service program, capitated program or 
combination. Example: A one-step capability to 
define the study population and then link in all 
other claims for the same patients (e.g., identify all 
patients with diabetes and then report on 
percentage with hemoglobin test); 


p. Link claims based on a time window around a 
tracer event (e.g., link in all claims for a patient 
nine (9) months prior to delivery, to study prenatal 
care); and 


q. Detect and investigate waste, fraud and abuse, 
beyond the standard SURS capability, within the 
same database. 


12.6.8.35 Contractor 
Responsibility 


At a minimum, the system database shall continue to 
include the following: 


a. Required functionality from a single database using 
a single repeatable update process. The information 
reported in all components of the DSS must be 
kept in sync, including the executive information 
reporting and Internet / Intranet reports; 


b. Periodic updates to occur as frequently as weekly 
or other timeframe specified by DHCFP; 


c. Ensure data quality for completeness, validity and 
reasonableness; 


(a) Please refer to the information & 
technical architecture provided in the 
Section 16 of this document. 


Each layer – Data source, ETL, Data 
warehouse and Data marts, Information 
delivery, Security, Non-functional 
requirements are explained in detail. 
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d. Employ the appropriate audit / edit routines and 
data cleansing routines to ensure the reliability of 
the data;  


e. Be able to handle records for Medicaid recipients 
retroactively eligible; 


f. Standardize key variables across all data sources, 
to facilitate cross-program analysis and support 
normative comparisons; 


g. Provide customization of the database design to 
meet DHCFP's unique analytical needs; 


h. Allow for conversion processes that support rules-
based edits; 


i. Allow for enhancement of the raw data with 
aggregates and groupers that increase analytic 
performance and clinical value. At a minimum, the 
groupers must include: Diagnosis Related Groups 
(DRG), Major Diagnostic Category (MDC), 
Procedure Groups, Relative Value Units, Age 
Groups, Drug therapeutic classes, Risk-adjustment 
methods, and severity of illness adjustment 
methods; 


j. Provide indexing and other performance 
characteristics that enhance report production; 


k. Possess a data model expressly for storing data 
from MMIS and other DHCFP data sources, for 
efficient online analytic processing. The system 
must enable the data model and database to be 
customized to meet the unique needs of DHCFP; 


l. Produce a summary record for all inpatient claims 
that constitutes an admission. Provide summary 
cost and use information for all facility and 
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professional services within this admission; 
m. Link inpatient, outpatient and drug claims into 


clinically relevant episodes of care. Provide 
summary cost and use information to all services 
within the episode. Assign a severity score to the 
episode to stratify episodes by severity; 


n. Update functionality that automatically 
synchronizes aggregates when detail data is 
added/removed from the database. Inpatient 
admission tables and episodes must be able to be 
updated on a separate update cycle if desired. To 
limit processing time during database updates, the 
system must provide the ability to incrementally 
update the episodes of care table so that only open 
episodes are rebuilt; and 


o. Insure that financial adjustments including mass 
adjustments are stored in a manner that provides 
the user the ability to analyze financial results pre-
or post-adjustment. 


12.6.8.36 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Train staff identified by DHCFP on the use of the DSS 
system, initially and on an ongoing basis. 


(a) Wipro recommends Train the trainer 
program – provide training to the key 
users identified by DHCFP & the key 
users can then train the remaining users. 
User manual will be provided.  


On an as needed basis, the maintenance 
team can provide one off training as 
required. 


Decision Support System – DHCFP Responsibilities 
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12.6.8.37 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide list of staff and pertinent roles for accessing 
the DSS. 


  


12.6.8.38 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide the contractor with guidance on data elements 
and files that will be maintained and updated in the 
DSS. 


  


12.6.8.39 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Identify a DHCFP designee to work with the 
Contractor to resolve data transmission problems or 
failures.  


  


12.6.8.40 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Develop a data update schedule by which MMIS data 
extracts will be made available to the DSS from the 
MMIS. 


  


12.6.8.41 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Identify staff to receive training on use of the DSS 
initially and on an ongoing basis. 


  


12.6.8.42 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve Contractor’s statistically valid 
trend methodology for report generation. 


  


12.6.8.43 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Notify contractor when State or Federal data retention 
standards are updated.  


  


Decision Support System – System Performance Expectations 


12.6.8.44 System 
Performance 
Expectations 


Meet system performance requirements for availability, 
support, and down time as specified for MMIS 
applications in Sections 12.1 General Operational 
Requirements for All System Components and 11.5 


(a) This will be adhered to. During the 
requirements phase, all non-functional 
requirements will be collected and the 
SLA expected for each & the 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Business Resumption Requirements of this RFP, unless 
otherwise agreed to by DHCFP. 


architecture will be refined further 
considering non functional requirements 
as well. 


12.6.8.45 System 
Performance 
Expectations 


The system database must be capable of being updated 
on a periodic basis, as frequently as weekly. 


(a) This will be adhered to and the same 
will be documented in the Requirement 
specification & Design specification of 
the Medicaid data warehouse and DSS 
systems. 


12.6.8.46 System 
Performance 
Expectations 


Allow at least 250,000 values per import file and at 
least 500,000 rows per export file. 


(a) The architecture will be designed 
considering these data points. 


12.6.8.47 System 
Performance 
Expectations 


DSS Response Time – The response time to run and 
return queries by authorized users during normal 
working hours must be within two (2) minutes for at 
least ninety percent (90%) of queries.  


(a) This will be adhered to & designed to 
meet the DSS response time. 


Decision Support System – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.8.48 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


The contractor must make MMIS data extracts 
available to the DSS within one (1) working day of the 
data update schedule designated by DHCFP. 


(a) This will be adhered to. The process to 
be followed for data extract requests 
will be detailed during the requirement 
& design phase of the project. 


12.6.8.49 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


The contractor must make available within the system, 
the most current MMIS data extracts data, to the DSS 
within four (4) working days of receipt. 


(a) This will be adhered to. The process to 
be followed for data update / load to the 
DSS system will be detailed in the 
design specification. The same will be 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


shared and agreed upon with DHCFP. 


12.6.8.50 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain seventy-two (72) months of data in the DSS. 
Some data may be required for longer periods of time, 
as identified by DHCFP. 


(a) This will be adhered to. All entities may 
not require the same retention policy. 
The same will be gathered during the 
requirement phase & Data retention 
policy for each entity will be detailed in 
the design specification. 


12.6.8.51 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Notify DHCFP designee within one (1) working day of 
discovery of data transmission problems and/or issues. 


(a) This will be adhered to. Appropriate 
problem, incident management and 
communication management processes 
will be devised and agreed-upon with 
DHCFP. 


12.6.8.52 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Notify DHCFP designee no later than twenty-four (24) 
hours prior to any planned DSS downtime due to 
maintenance or other system issues that could impact 
system availability during required business hours. 


(a) System maintenance window will be 
jointly planned with DHCFP & prior 
notification issued on the same. 


12.6.9 WEB PORTAL 


12.6.9.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Manage, publish, update and provide a link for public 
access to Medicaid and Check Up content, 
communications, guides, forms and files including, but 
not limited to, the following: 


a. Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Quarterly 
Newsletters; 


b. Web announcements based on input from DHCFP; 
c. Provider Billing manuals, web announcements, 


(a) Infocrossing will transition the existing 
Nevada Medicaid Web Portal under the 
assumption that it currently meets all 
requirements detailed in Attachment P, 
Section 12.6.9, with the exception of the 
potential expanded contractor 
responsibility defined in Section 
12.6.9.10. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


guidelines, and forms; 
d. EDI Companion Guides and enrollment forms; 
e. Procedure and diagnosis reference lists; and 
f. Frequently Asked Questions. 


12.6.9.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide access to websites for various resources, 
including Nevada Medicaid and Check Up sites, Rates 
information, and other sites as requested by DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.6.9.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide and train providers on no-cost access portal(s) 
for online claims submission, including updates and 
returned files, for all claim forms to allow electronic 
claims submission by electronic transfer or other media 
approved by DHCFP, in a HIPAA compliant format.  


(a)  


12.6.9.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the following Pharmacy content: 


a. Web Announcements; 
b. Training schedules and enrollment; 
c. Information on the diabetic supply program; 
d. Various forms including Prior Authorization 


forms; 
e. Information on Maximum Allowable Costs; 
f. Information on Preferred Drug Lists; 
g. Information on Prescriber Lists; and 
h. Pharmacy Meetings. 


(a)  


12.6.9.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a user administration module that allows 
authorized users, including authorized providers and 
system administrators, to login to restricted online 
functions in a secure manner in accordance with 
privacy and security requirements set forth in this RFP. 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Restricted online functions include the following: 


a. Prior Authorization request processing; 
b. Pharmacy Prior Authorization request processing; 
c. Access to the Eligibility Verification System 


(EVS); and  
d. Claim Status. 


12.6.9.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide information on and instructions for Electronic 
Prescription Software. 


(a)  


12.6.9.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow providers to obtain information on and access 
software that allows for electronic submission of 
transactions in a HIPAA compliance format. 


(a)  


12.6.9.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide tutorials and instructions for processing Prior 
Authorization requests through the Web Portal. 


(a)  


12.6.9.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a mechanism for users of the Web Portal to 
contact the contractor for technical support and other 
questions. 


(a)  


Web Portal – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.6.9.10 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide electronic human readable remittance advices 
to all providers via the Web Portal. At a minimum, the 
contractor shall support the following capabilities as it 
pertains to making RAs available via the Web Portal: 


a. Ensure secure access to provider’s electronic RAs 
as approved by DHCFP. 


b. Enable providers to view, save to a local PC, and 


(b) Infocrossing will accomplish this 
enhancement during the Transition 
Phase provided the enhancement 
requires a reasonable expenditure of 
effort. During Requirements Validation, 
we will review the enhancement with 
DHCFP to identify all detail 
requirements and to determine the 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


conduct print capabilities of current and historical 
RAs. 


c. Support search capabilities as defined by DHCFP 
(e.g., search by date range, RA number, etc.) 


d. Establish an online archival system for RAs as 
approved by DHCFP. 


e. Ensure that the online RA retrieval system is MITA 
compliant. 


potential impact on the Transition 
schedule. Based on that determination, a 
decision will be made as to the most 
appropriate time (during or after the 
Transition Phase) to implement this 
enhancement. 


Web Portal – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.9.11 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide contractor with updated policy and procedure 
information that needs to be incorporated into Web 
Portal content. 


  


12.6.9.12 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve Contractor-provided no-cost access portal(s) 
for online claims submission and corresponding 
instructional materials. 


  


12.6.9.13 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve of all forms, files, and general information 
published in the Web Portal. 


  


12.6.9.14 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide information posted in web announcements, 
newsletters, meetings, and other pertinent information 
that needs to be communicated through the Web Portal. 


  


12.6.9.15 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve provider billing manuals.   


Web Portal – System Performance Expectations 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.6.9.16 System 
Performance 
Expectations 


Provide online response notifications to providers 
within ten (10) seconds or less for Prior Authorization 
requests. 


(a)  


12.6.9.17 System 
Performance 
Expectations 


Provide twenty-four (24) hour access to the Web 
Portal, except for scheduled downtime. 


(a)  


12.6.9.18 System 
Performance 
Expectations 


Apply all updates to support files of the Web Portal 
within twenty-four (24) hours of updating to the 
MMIS.  


(a)  


12.6.10 ONLINE DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL AND ARCHIVE SYSTEM (ODRAS) 


General/Data 


12.6.10.1 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a secure, web-based document retrieval and 
archiving tool that allows DHCFP to view online, print 
and sort MMIS operational and management reports, 
correspondence and other documents, such as scanned 
images and electronic attachments. 


(a) Infocrossing will transition the existing 
Nevada Medicaid ODRAS under the 
assumption that it currently meets all 
requirements detailed in Attachment P, 
Section 12.6.10.1 


12.6.10.2 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept and allow for the retrieval and exporting of 
multiple file formats, such as CSV, TXT and RTF.  


  


12.6.10.3 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and allow DHCFP access to a regularly 
updated index of reports contained in the archiving and 
retrieval tool.  


(a)  


12.6.10.4 Contractor Allow access to reports generated by the MMIS, such (a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility as Remittance Advices and other standard batch reports 
agreed upon by DHCFP. 


12.6.10.5 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow access to imaged forms and other documents, 
including, but not limited to, hard copy claims, 
provider enrollment forms and claims attachments.  


(a)  


12.6.10.6 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow access to all correspondence and letters 
generated through the MMIS or by Contractor. 


(a)  


12.6.10.7 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate reports electronically or in the form of data 
extracts for further manipulation and querying. Allow 
the printing of reports. 


(a)  


12.6.10.8 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Publish reports, documents and forms within the 
system based upon timeframes established by DHCFP. 
Timeframes for report generation include:  


a. Daily reports by noon the following working day; 
b. Weekly reports and cycle processing reports by 


noon the next working day or after the scheduled 
run; 


c. Monthly reports by noon of the fifth (5th) working 
day after the end of the month; 


d. Quarterly reports by noon of the fifth (5th) working 
day after the end of the quarter; 


e. Annual reports by noon of the tenth (10th) working 
day following the end of the year (whether federal 
fiscal year, state fiscal year, waiver year or other 
annual period); and 


f. Ad hoc and on-request reports on the date specified 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


in the report request. 


 


12.6.10.9 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow authorized users to search for documents and 
reports based on DHCFP-defined parameters. 


(a)  


 


12.6.10.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow authorized users to rotate images viewed online. (a)  


12.6.10.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enable authorized users to copy and paste all or part of 
documents into other software applications. 


(a)  


Online Document Retrieval and Archive System – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.10.12 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Specify the types and timeframes for availability of 
reports, documents and correspondence in the web-
based system. 


  


12.6.10.13 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide input on the search parameters and 
organization of reports and documents maintained 
within the web-based system. 


  


Online Document Retrieval and Archive System – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.10.14 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain data for online access a minimum of seventy-
two (72) months. 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.6.10.15 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Upload newly imaged documents on a daily basis.  (a)  
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ATTACHMENT Q – MEDICAID CLAIMS PROCESSING AND PROGRAM SUPPORT SERVICES 
REQUIREMENTS TABLE 


Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work.  
Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor 
The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply. 


Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract. 


Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.2 MANAGED CARE ENROLLMENT 


General     


12.7.2.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain online access to all recipient, provider, 
encounter, claim and reference data related to managed 
care.  


(a)  


12.7.2.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support multiple health plan care models including 
Primary Care Case Management (PCCM) and Health 
Maintenance Organizations (HMO).  


(a)  


Enrollment 


12.7.2.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to: 


a. Accept manual and auto-enrollments of recipients 
to health plans; 


b. Assign health plan enrollment by recipient choice 
indicating who made the choice; 


c. Assign health plan enrollment by default if no 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


recipient response; 
d. Produce notices, track notices, track contact with 


recipients; and 
e. Apply ratios for automatic assignment of recipients 


to a managed care plan, according to DHCFP 
guidelines. 


12.7.2.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to: 


a. Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan 
information propagated by eligibility interfaces in 
accordance with DHCFP guidelines; 


b. Associate managed care recipients with the health 
plans in which they are enrolled; 


c. Lock-in and lock-out recipients to health plans; 
d. Update health plan assignments/choices online; 
e. Enroll family members to different and/or the same 


health plan; and 
f. Accept and process retroactive enrollment and 


disenrollment of recipients to all health plans.  


(a)  


12.7.2.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to accept and process daily updates 
from health plans with changes of recipient PCP 
assignments, changes in PCP status, changes in 
recipient demographics, notifications of newborns and 
changes in recipient TPL information. 


(a)  


12.7.2.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain managed care related recipient data in the 
recipient data maintenance function including recipient 
geographic location. 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.2.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain indicators for recipients certified as members 
of Federally recognized Indian tribes; and recipient 
profile information such as, language spoken, handicap 
access needed, health status identifying specialized 
medical needs, and recipient risk assessment data.  


(a)  


12.7.2.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain the following inputs/data for Managed Care 
including but not limited to: 


a. Health plan disenrollment and sanction requests; 
and 


b. Recipient disenrollment from health plan requests.  


(a)  


Provider/PCP/PCCM 


12.7.2.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to maintain provider-related data in 
the provider data maintenance function for health plans 
including:  


a. Individual providers affiliated with a health plan; 
and 


b. Original and current number of "slots" (how many 
recipients can be enrolled) available in the health 
plan.  


(a)  


12.7.2.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to maintain provider-related data in 
the provider data maintenance function for PCPs and 
PCCM including:  


a. Geographic location of primary care physicians 
and case managers; 


b. Original and current number of "slots" (how many 
recipients can be assigned) to the PCP/PCS; and 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


c. Provider profile information such as language 
spoken, handicap access needed, health specialties 
identifying specialized medical abilities. 


12.7.2.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide for a cross reference of individual providers 
identifying those that are PCCMs, those in an HMO 
network and members of any other health plan models, 
as well as the health plan to its individual member 
providers, with effective and end dates.  


(a)  


12.7.2.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Flag as inactive, but do not delete, a health plan that is 
identified as no longer participating in the managed 
care program, and update record within the Provider 
Subsystem with reason code and date of disenrollment. 
Reassign recipients enrolled with the inactive health 
plan within timeframe established by DHCFP. 


(a)  


Encounter 


12.7.2.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to receive, process, edit, maintain 
and report on encounter data from all health plans, and: 


a. Perform basic edits on encounter data to ensure 
integrity; 


b. Generate, store, and maintain error files and reports 
to health plans; 


c. Accept and process corrected encounter data; 
d. Capture and process encounter data for use in 


utilization/quality assurance reporting (e.g. 
HEDIS) and capitation rate setting purposes; and 


e. Manage the interface with the Ad Hoc/DSS so that 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


all data is available for retrieval through the Ad 
Hoc/DSS.  


12.7.2.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain encounter data according to State and Federal 
rules and regulations including HIPAA. 


(a)  


Data/Reports 


12.7.2.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Capture, store and retrieve date-specific, recipient-
specific health plan enrollment history.  


(a)  


12.7.2.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide reports, as identified by DHCFP and/or to meet 
CMS requirements, in data format for export or import 
purposes through medians agreed to by DHCFP in 
accordance with HIPAA Standards. 


(a)  


12.7.2.17 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Use encounter data to produce HEDIS and fee-for-
service performance reports, as specified by DHCFP. 


(a)  


 


Claims/Payment 


12.7.2.18 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to: 


a. Maintain capitated rate tables; 
b. Calculate and generate capitated payments to 


health plans; 
c. Pay capitated payments at provider specific rates 


based on recipient demographics including 
eligibility program, place of residence, age, gender 
and risk factors; 


d. Calculate capitation payments pro-rated to the days 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


the recipient is enrolled with the health plan; 
e. Calculate and generate payment for PCCM 


including payment for case management fee, case 
management fee plus fee-for-service, and/or 
capitation payment and fee-for-service; 


f. Calculate and issue risk control payments such as 
kick payments for delivery, based on the provider 
performing the delivery, the procedure and the 
diagnosis on the encounter data; 


g. Allow for payment holdbacks and/or incentive 
payments; and 


h. Automatically process adjustments and 
recoupments. 


12.7.2.19 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to pay capitated payments at 
provider specific rates based on recipient demographics 
including eligibility program, place of residence, age, 
gender and risk factors.  


(a)  


12.7.2.20 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to calculate and issue risk control 
payments such as kick payments for delivery, based on 
the provider performing the delivery, the procedure and 
the diagnosis on the encounter data.  


(a)  


12.7.2.21 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Establish "Risk Pools" to allow for payment holdbacks 
and/or incentive payments.  


(a)  


12.7.2.22 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain the following inputs/data for Managed Care 
including but not limited to: 


a. Health plan SOBRA files containing requests for 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


one-time SOBRA payment for delivery episode; 
b. Health plan requests for stop loss payment; 
c. Manual financial adjustment requests; and 
d. Reference data from the reference business 


function for capitation rates and services carved 
out for a health plan. 


Letters/Notices 


12.7.2.23 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide the ability to: 


a. Automatically and on-demand, produce and reprint 
notices/letters to recipients and health plans, as 
identified by DHCFP; 


b. Maintain online information on notices/letters sent 
to each recipient and health plan such as what 
notice/letter was sent and what date it was mailed; 
and 


c. Maintain notices/letters templates online and allow 
for online changes.  


(a)  


12.7.2.24 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain online information on notices/letters sent to 
each recipient and health plan such as what 
notice/letter was sent and what date it was mailed. 
Provide the ability to reprint.  


(a)  


12.7.2.25 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain notices/letters templates online and allow for 
online changes.  


(a)  


Managed Care Enrollment – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.2.26 DHCFP Communicate with the Contractor on known changes   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility to existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal 
policy are met by the Managed Care business function. 


12.7.2.27 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors 
resulting from enrollment, disenrollment, encounter, 
and capitation payment processes. 


  


12.7.2.28 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Establish policy and make all administrative decisions 
concerning managed care programs and issues. 


  


12.7.2.29 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review reports provided by the Contractor.   


12.7.2.30 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide ratios for automatic assignment of recipients to 
a managed care plan. 


  


12.7.2.31 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Resolve potential discrepancies in managed care 
enrollment and disenrollment when notified of such by 
the Contractor.  


  


Managed Care Enrollment – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.2.32 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Re-assign or auto-assign recipients within ten (10) 
working days of a health plan being identified as no 
longer participating in the managed care program. 


(a)  


12.7.2.33 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Conduct pre-assignment of managed care enrollees at 
least once per month. 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.2.34 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Produce daily rosters that identify providers and 
recipients with new, changed, or ended enrollments. 
Distribute roster report to managed care plans within 
24 hours of update to the MMIS. 


(a)  


12.7.2.35 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Send notification letter to recipient within three (3) 
working days of the change in managed care 
enrollment or assignment. 


(a)  


12.7.3  PRE-ADMISSION SCREENING AND RESIDENT REVIEW (PASRR) 


12.7.3.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform the following Pre-Admission Screening and 
Resident Review (PASRR) functions: 


a. Complete PASRR Level I screening; 
b. Refer and complete PASRR Level II screening and 


reviews; 
c. Make placement determinations and 


recommendations based upon the results of the 
PASRR; and 


d. Provide timely written notification of 
determinations to appropriate individuals, as 
required by State and Federal rules and regulations. 


(c) GHS will perform all Pre-Admission 
Screening and Pre-Admission Resident 
Review (PASRR) functions for the 
State of Nevada. GHS brings over 10 
years of experience of level of care 
determination in Maine. The GHS 
assessments are accurate, timely and an 
efficient method for providing these 
services to the State of Maine. GHS 
agrees to complete PASRR level I 
screening and reviews; refer and 
complete PASRR Level II screening 
and reviews; make placement 
determinations and recommendations 
based upon the results of the assessment 
and PASRR; and provide timely written 
notification of determinations to 
appropriate individuals; as required by 
Nevada’s State and Federal rules and 
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


regulations. 


GHS has expert clinical staff available 
to support assessment and PASRR 
services. Our experienced staff will be 
critical to ensuring that a smooth and 
seamless transition will occur if selected 
to provide these services. 


Prior to GHS’ involvement, Maine’s 
service providers did their own 
eligibility assessments and spending 
was steadily rising at 15% a year, with 
no increases realized in persons being 
served. Since instituting an independent 
assessment process, long-term care 
spending has increased at only 4% a 
year, and persons served in the 
community have grown by 30%. 


12.7.3.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Adhere to policies and procedures defined by DHCFP 
for Level of Care determinations.  


(c) GHS will adhere to all policies and 
procedures defined by DHCFP for level 
of care determinations. GHS has review 
DHCFP current policies and has gained 
knowledge and understanding of level 
of care determination in our work with 
the State of Maine. 


12.7.3.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Update the MMIS system and maintain a tracking 
system for PASRR. 


(c) GHS will update the MMIS system on a 
regular cycle to be defined by DHCFP. 
GHS will maintain a tracking system 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


for PASRR. GHS will propose data 
elements to be included in the tracking 
system for approval by DHCFP. 


12.7.3.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide required State and Federal reports in a 
timeframe specified by DHCFP. 


(c) GHS has functioned as Maine’s single 
point of entry and gate-keeper into 
Maine’s long-term care system since 
1998.  


GHS has years of experience in 
complying with the reporting 
requirements specified in the Maine’s 
Department of Health and Human 
Services Mecare contract. GHS is 
confident that we could provide reports 
within the timelines required by 
DHCFP. 


12.7.3.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan 
information in accordance with DHCFP guidelines. 


(c) GHS will accept, process, maintain and 
update benefit plan information in 
accordance with DHCFP guidelines. 
GHS has many years of experience 
working collaboratively with state 
Medicaid programs. 


Long Term Care (LTC) 


12.7.3.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce for Providers facsimiles of the PASRR forms 
and LOC forms, as needed. 


(c) GHS will produce facsimile copies of 
the PASRR and LOC forms as needed 
for providers. 
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Compliance 
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Response 


12.7.3.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


For Long Term Care (LTC) claims: 


a. Verify that the recipient is approved for 
receiving services at the LTC facility billing on 
the date(s) of service; 


b. Ensure that payment is made at the recipient’s 
Level of Care rate in effect for the date(s) of 
service specific to the provider billing; 


c. If Leave of Absence Days have been billed, 
ensure that days do not exceed the maximum 
days allowed by DHCFP policy; 


d. Ensure that the recipient liability amount in 
effect for the date(s) of service is properly 
decremented from the Medicaid allowed 
payment (ff result is less than zero, no payment 
is made); and 


e. Track usage of the recipient liability, providing 
an audit trail of amounts used, provider who 
collected and the date that occurred. 


(c) GHS would verify the recipients 
approved for receiving LTC facility 
services by working with Nevada’s 
Medicaid system to accurately authorize 
LTC services. 


In Maine, Mecare (the electronic 
assessment tool) is fed by Maine’s 
eligibility system so GHS has access to 
recipient aide codes (RACs) for 
authorization purposes. 


Eligibility dates would be assigned 
based on Nevada’s rules and 
regulations. 


The amount of leave days would be 
based on Nevada’s rules and could be 
easily tracked as long as providers 
report accurately and timely. This could 
be done via a portal mechanism. 


Requirements d & e will be managed 
with IT support. 


12.7.3.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


For Hospice claims: 


a. Verify that the recipient is enrolled in a hospice on 
the date(s) of service; 


b. Ensure payment level is appropriate to hospice 
setting location; 


c. Ensure that if the recipient is a resident in a Long-
Term Care facility receiving hospice services, the 


(c) GHS would need access to Nevada’s 
Medicaid eligibility system of to 
accurately verify the individual’s 
Medicaid status. GHS would use 
Nevada’s Hospice rules and regulations 
to determine who is eligible for the 
hospice benefit based on the 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


hospice gets paid at the federally mandated 
percentage of the LTC rate. The hospice is 
responsible for paying the LTC facility its share; 
and 


d. Ensure that no LTC claims are paid when the 
recipient is enrolled in the hospice program on the 
date(s) of service, per DHCFP policy. 


individual’s location. GHS will assure 
that the individual is residing in a LTC 
facility and that hospice provider is paid 
at the federally mandated percentage of 
the LTC rate. 


In Maine, Hospice services can be 
dovetailed to other services as long as 
there is no duplication of service 
occurring.  


PASRR/LTC – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.3.9  DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review appropriateness of Level of Care and 
placement decisions for individuals. 


  


12.7.3.10 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide policy and procedure guidance on screenings, 
reviews and determinations. 


  


12.7.3.11 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Request State and Federal reports in a timeframe to be 
established by DHCFP. 


  


PASRR/LTC – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.3.12 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Notices of Determination regarding the results of 
PASRR shall be provided to the provider and recipient 
in accordance with Federal regulations and DHCFP 
policies. Current timeframes are: 


a. For Acute Facilities, PASRR Level I determination 
must be completed within one (1) working day; 


b. For all other submissions, PASRR Level I 


(c) GHS will provide Notices of 
Determination regarding the results of 
PASRR to both the provider and 
recipient in accordance with Federal 
regulations and DHCFP policies. GHS 
further understands and agrees to follow 
current timeframes as outlined in this 
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


determination must be completed within three (3) 
working days; and 


c. PASRR Level II determinations must be completed 
within the Federal guidelines. 


section 12.7.3.12. 


12.7.3.13 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Level of Care screening results shall be provided to 
provider and recipient within one (1) working day for 
Acute Facilities, and three (3) working days for all 
other submissions. 


(c) GHS agrees to provide Level of Care 
screening results to providers and 
recipients within one (1) working day 
for Acute Facilities, and three (3) 
working days for all other submissions. 
GHS has quality assurance systems in 
place to ensure that these established 
timeframes will be maintained. 


12.7.4 CALL CENTER AND CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 


General 


12.7.4.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain and staff a provider relations function and 
call center, with availability during the State’s normal 
business hours excluding State observed holidays. 


(a)  


12.7.4.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Answer provider inquiries received in a variety of 
formats (telephone, internet, fax, written, email). 


(a)  


12.7.4.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an automated case notation and tracking 
system (electronic log) for all provider inquiries (verbal 
and written) that identifies date/time of inquiry, the 
provider, the form of the inquiry (written, telephone or 
in person), the nature of the inquiry, the date and form 
of response and the outcome, as well as the respondent 


(a)  
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Vendor 


Compliance 
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Response 


and relevant comments.  


12.7.4.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide DHCFP with monthly reports on volume and 
performance for all inquiries received by the provider 
relations call center. 


(a)  


12.7.4.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Make all provider correspondence and communication 
logs available to DHCFP upon request. 


(a)  


12.7.4.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide information including but not limited to: 
policy, administrative decisions, enrollment, EDI, and 
billing guidelines. 


(a)  


12.7.4.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and document policies and procedures for 
performing provider relations activities; all policies and 
procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


(a)  


12.7.4.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Make available to DHCFP the provider relations call 
center tracking system for inquiry purposes. 


(a)  


12.7.4.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide an Electronic Verification of Eligibility 
System (EVS), accessible through both web-based and 
IVR functions, that accesses eligibility data from the 
MMIS updated daily from all eligibility databases, as 
well as pending eligibility information. 


(a)  


12.7.4.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide confirmation number to inquiring provider for 
each eligibility verification inquiry and results, and 
maintain tracking information for both phone and web-


(a)  
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based inquiries. 


12.7.4.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability to submit requests and receive 
responses for eligibility verification in compliance with 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA) standards. 


(a)  


12.7.4.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide, in both English and Spanish language, a 
caller-selected option for recipients, to redirect 
eligibility inquiries to appropriate Eligibility Case 
Worker(s). 


(a)  


12.7.4.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide IVR system to address, at a minimum, 
eligibility verification, claims status, Prior 
Authorization Request status, check and EFT 
information inquiries. 


(a)  


Pharmacy Specific 


12.7.4.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide licensed pharmacists and licensed pharmacy 
technicians to address pharmacy related call center 
inquiries 


(a)  


12.7.4.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide information to providers and drug 
manufacturers regarding drug coverage and 
reimbursement information as detailed in pharmacy 
claims processing system. 


(a)  


12.7.4.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Answer questions regarding pharmacy authorizations. (a)  
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Code 


Response 


12.7.4.17 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Triage and answer questions regarding pricing, such as 
the MAC program. 


(a)  


12.7.4.18 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide for overrides of claims editing. (a)  


Call Center and Contract Management – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.4.19 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve scripts for all automated voice prompts and 
inquiry systems before they are recorded and 
implemented. 


  


12.7.4.20 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review provider relations call center reports produced 
by the contractor. 


  


12.7.4.21 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 
to existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


  


Call Center and Contract Management – System Performance Expectations 


12.7.4.22 System 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain a sufficient number of phone lines so that no 
more than ten percent (10%) of incoming calls ring 
busy or are on hold for more than one (1) minute. 


(a)  


12.7.4.23 System 
Performance 
Expectation 


Make EVS and IVR available twenty-four (24) hours 
per day, seven (7) days a week, unless otherwise 
agreed to in writing by DHCFP, for provider inquiry, 
input and response purposes.  


(a)  
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Code 


Response 


Call Center and Contract Management – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.4.24 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Staff provider relations call center with trained 
personnel from 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, PT, Monday – 
Friday, excluding State observed holidays. 


(a)  


12.7.4.25 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Maintain a sufficient staffing level so that no more than 
ten percent (10%) of the calls placed into the queue 
remain on hold for more than one (1) minute, and so 
that the abandon rate is no greater than five percent 
(5%). 


(a)  


12.7.4.26 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Respond to all telephone and email contacts within two 
(2) working days of receipt of the inquiry. 


(a)  


12.7.4.27 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Respond to written correspondence with at least an 
interim answer within five (5) working days of receipt 
and a final response within twenty (20) working days 
of receipt. 


(a)  


12.7.4.28 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Provide to DHCFP copies of provider inquiry logs and 
a summary report in a media requested by DHCFP on a 
weekly basis. 


(a)  


12.7.4.29 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Respond to all DHCFP inquiries within one (1) 
working day. 


(a)  
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Response 


12.7.5 PROVIDER APPEALS 


12.7.5.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept, maintain, and process appeal requests from 
providers, appeal decisions, updates to provider appeal 
data, and provide tracking of all appeal activity from 
initiation through final decision including decision 
dates and results. 


(a)  


12.7.5.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Handle appealed claims according to DHCFP policy 
and procedures. 


(a)  


12.7.5.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform the following: 


a. Generate letters to providers at each decision point 
of the appeal process; 


b. Allow entry of free form verbiage to insert into 
system generated letters; 


c. Track all letters, provider, date and reason sent; 
and 


d. Reprint letters and notices, upon user request. 


(a)  


12.7.5.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide inquiry access to appeal history data including 
both open and closed appeals. 


(a)  


12.7.5.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce provider appeal data reports as specified by 
DHCFP. 


(a)  


Provider Appeals – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.5.6  Contractor 
Performance 


Ninety percent (90%) of appeals must be issued a 
determination within thirty (30) days of receipt of 


(a)  
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Response 


Expectation appeal request. 


12.7.6 PROVIDER ENROLLMENT 


Provider Enrollment 


12.7.6.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide staff competent to perform all functions of 
provider relations/services, provider enrollment, and 
provider data maintenance during the life of the 
contract. 


(a)  


12.7.6.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Facilitate provider enrollment process as defined by 
DHCFP and as specified in State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


(a)  


12.7.6.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop, produce and provide information in print and 
through call-center for prospective providers, including 
requirements for enrollment (such as NPI, Licensure, 
etc.). 


(a)  


12.7.6.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop, produce, and provide a DHCFP approved 
provider application form(s) and provider contract. 


(a)  


12.7.6.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow for online submission of provider application 
forms. 


(a)  


12.7.6.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce, update and maintain tracking information on 
provider application process through final disposition 
of the application. 


(a)  
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12.7.6.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain list of OIG sanctioned providers, preventing 
enrollment of excluded providers. 


(a)  


12.7.6.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain communication with the applicable State 
agencies to perform certification and licensure 
verification. 


(a)  


12.7.6.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Notify providers of acceptance or rejection in 
accordance with State and Federal rules and 
regulations. 


(a)  


12.7.6.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enroll providers by program (Nevada Check Up, 
Medicaid, State-only, Medicare, or other programs as 
specified by DHCFP). 


(a)  


12.7.6.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Send accepted providers a DHCFP-approved 
orientation packet containing all of the information for 
participation in and for billing DHCFP for services to 
all eligible recipients. 


(a)  


12.7.6.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain both physical and electronic files for each 
approved provider containing applications, provider 
agreements, copy of the provider license and all 
correspondence relating to certification, enrollment or 
resulting in provider file updates.  


(a)  


12.7.6.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain an electronic file for each denied provider 
including images of applications and/or profile 
information and documentation regarding the reason 
for the denial. Return original documentation to denied 


(a)  
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provider. 


12.7.6.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce Provider enrollment reports as specified by 
DHCFP. 


(a)  


Provider Disenrollment 


12.7.6.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Conduct exit interview with providers who voluntarily 
disenroll. 


(a)  


12.7.6.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support disenrollment of providers with the following 
activities: 


a. Automatically disenroll provider when there has 
been no claims activity within a DHCFP-specified 
time period; 


b. Automatically notify providers upon disenrollment; 
c. Manually disenroll providers at the request of 


DHCFP; and 
d. Accept, compare, and create referral report based 


upon OIG exclusion file.  


(a)  


Provider Enrollment – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.7.6.17 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enroll or register all servicing (care giver) providers 
for provider types 14, 29, 30, 38, 58, 57, 64, 82, 83 and 
84 and ensure the prior authorization process is 
effective for these provider types.  


(a)  


Provider Re-Enrollment – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 
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Response 


12.7.6.18 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform provider re-enrollment validation for the 
Nevada Medicaid provider and personal caregiver 
network to ensure the approximately 15,000 Nevada 
Medicaid providers and caregivers validate their 
provider information upon licensure renewal and on a 
recurring basis to ensure that every provider is re-
enrolled at least every 36 months. 


(a)  


12.7.6.19 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform re-enrollment/validation in accordance with a 
prescribed schedule and will include follow-up with 
non-compliant providers. 


(a)  


12.7.6.20 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


When correspondence is returned by the post office 
necessary actions taken may include termination for 
loss of contact or sending a request for updated 
information to the new reported address.  


(a)  


12.7.6.21 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enrolled providers must be reviewed on a continuing 
basis to ensure that they continue to meet provider 
eligibility requirements. 


(a)  


Provider Enrollment – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.6.22 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 
to existing requirements and new requirements of the 
State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal 
policy are met by the provider enrollment business 
function. 
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12.7.6.23 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Determine and communicate provider enrollment 
related policies. 


  


12.7.6.24 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors 
resulting from provider enrollment activities. 


  


12.7.6.25 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve all provider enrollment materials 
(e.g. provider applications and provider contract). 


  


12.7.6.26 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Define frequency and specifications for Provider 
Enrollment reports. 


  


12.7.6.27 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review Provider Enrollment reports produced by the 
Contractor. 


  


12.7.6.28 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Notify contractor of termination/disenrollment as 
directed by DHCFP. 


  


Provider Enrollment – Performance Expectations 


12.7.6.29 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Mail provider enrollment packages within two (2) 
working days of the request. 


(a)  


12.7.6.30 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Process complete provider applications within five (5) 
working days of receipt. 


(a)  


12.7.6.31 Contractor 
Performance 


Have trained provider representatives visit first-time 
enrolled providers within ten (10) work days of 


(a)  
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Response 


Expectation application approval, or other providers upon request.  


12.7.6.32 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Respond to all DHCFP requests or inquiries within one 
(1) working day. 


(a)  


12.7.7 PROVIDER TRAINING AND OUTREACH 


12.7.7.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Educate providers about the Nevada Medicaid 
program, the claims processing system and proper 
billing through workshops, training sessions, 
presentations at professional association and 
stakeholder meetings, individual training as needed, 
Provider Manuals and Web Announcements, and the 
provider Internet website. 


(a)  


12.7.7.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide staff competent in Medicaid billing policy and 
procedures for all provider and claim types who will be 
responsible for provider training. 


(a)  


12.7.7.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and conduct ongoing and special DHCFP-
approved training to meet the needs of specific 
provider types including material relevant to their 
programs and billing issues, policies, and new 
programs. 


(a)  


12.7.7.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and conduct small workshops for individual 
provider training as requested and/or needed 
throughout the term of the contract at the provider’s 
place of business. 


(a)  
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12.7.7.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Target special training for providers who have been 
identified as having an abnormal number of claims 
denied or pended. 


(a)  


12.7.7.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Support training through the following activities: 


a. Notify providers of place, time and agenda for 
training sessions and workshops; 


b. Coordinate with DHCFP on all training sessions to 
ensure appropriate fiscal agent/DHCFP staff is in 
attendance as needed; 


c. Develop and produce provider training materials in 
accordance with DHCFP guidelines; 


d. Develop, distribute and evaluate provider training 
questionnaires from all training sessions and 
provide DHCFP with a summary of the provider 
responses on a monthly basis; and 


e. Produce records to DHCFP of providers that 
participate in training, by provider type.  


(a)  


12.7.7.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Participate in training and orientation sessions 
conducted by other agencies (e.g., Indian Health 
Services, other divisions of the Department of Health 
and Human Services, Nevada Rural Hospital Project, 
etc.) and provide staff members and materials as 
requested. 


(a)  


12.7.7.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and submit to DHCFP for approval a Provider 
Training Plan annually at the beginning of each 
contract year, and update the plan as necessary each 


(a)  
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quarter.  


Provider Training and Outreach – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.7.7.9  Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Every third year, produce, distribute and track 
Advance Directive and Civil Rights 
notifications/certifications to:  


a. Hospitals; 
b. Nursing facilities; 
c. Intermediate care facilities; 
d. Mental health facilities; 
e. Home health providers; and  
f. Personal care providers.  


(a)  


Provider Training and Outreach – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.7.10 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Inform the Contractor of new or updated programs and 
policies that need to be introduced to providers. 


  


12.7.7.11 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Make DHCFP staff available for training sessions as 
appropriate. 


  


12.7.7.12 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Notify the Contractor of any providers with specialized 
training needs. 


  


12.7.7.13 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve Provider Billing Manuals, 
revisions to Manuals, Web Announcements, 
newsletters, provider training material, and other 
materials as required (e.g., quarterly newsletter). 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.7.14 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide to the Contractor any DHCFP-developed 
policy program materials for providers. 


  


12.7.7.15 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Approve and/or recommend changes to the 
Contractor’s annual Provider Training Plan. 


  


Provider Training and Outreach – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.7.16 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Conduct provider training at least once annually for in-
state provider groups, including hospitals, physicians, 
and nursing facilities.  


(a)  


12.7.7.17 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectations 


Promote through education, within the provider 
community, the continued transition from a 
manual/paper environment to an automated/electronic 
transaction environment in accordance with HIPAA 
standards. 


(a)  


12.7.8 FINANCE 


General 


12.7.8.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Reconcile all accounts and balance all claims 
processing cycles prior to approving the release of 
payment.  


(a)  


12.7.8.2  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce and distribute letters, and: 


a. Provide the ability to include user specified 
message text within standard letter formats; and 


b. Retain a record of the letters sent, the content of 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


the letters and the recipients of the letters. 


12.7.8.3  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Track all events, dates and dollars received as a result 
of recovery activity including the recipient's identity, 
reason for recovery action, person(s)/agency 
responsible for following the recovery account and any 
applicable comments.  


(a)  


Payments – Incoming 


12.7.8.4  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Receive and sort incoming checks from the third party 
payers, recipients and providers and process according 
to DHCFP policy and guidelines. 


(a)  


12.7.8.5  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain a system of security and monitoring for the 
location, deposit and disposition status of each 
incoming check. 


(a)  


12.7.8.6  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Comply with written procedures to meet State and 
federal guidelines for collection and write-off of 
outstanding accounts receivables. 


(a)  


12.7.8.7  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to 
support overpayment/recovery efforts, including but 
not limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER, cost 
avoidance, pay and chase, premium payment, 
Medicare, subrogation and recoupments according to 
DHCFP policy, State and Federal rules and regulations. 


(a)  


Payments – Outgoing 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.8.8  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain security for checks during 
matching/stuffing/mailing process. 


(a)  


12.7.8.9  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Suppress the generation of zero-pay checks and 
negative provider payment amounts, but generate the 
associated remittance advices. 


(a)  


12.7.8.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain provider accounts receivable and deduct 
appropriate amounts from payments due, both 
automatically and manually.  


(a)  


12.7.8.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate manual check when requested and authorized 
by DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.7.8.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate advance-payment-against-future-claims when 
requested and authorized by DHCFP, and associated 
recoupment process. 


(a)  


12.7.8.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Send check register and file of checks to DHCFP at the 
end of each claims payment cycle pursuant to DHCFP 
policy and guidelines. 


(a)  


Pre-Payment Review – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.7.8.14 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform Pre-Payment Review of claims ‘randomly 
pended’ according to DHCFP identified criteria. The 
review will consist of a complete claims and medical 
record review:  


a. Verifying the accuracy of the claim with the 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


medical record supporting the claim; 
b. Verifying the codes billed are accurate; and  
c. Ensuring the claim billed complies with applicable 


policy. 


It is expected these prepayment reviews will result in 
cost savings by avoiding payment for claims that 
should not have been paid and bringing attention to 
provider billing issues that would otherwise remain 
undetected. 


12.7.8.15 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide monthly report of the results of the Pre-
Payment reviews.  


 


(a)  


Finance – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.8.16 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Deposit all incoming funds within twenty-four (24) 
hours of receipt. 


(a)  


12.7.9 RETURN ID CARD PROCESS 


12.7.9.1  Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate and distribute Nevada Medicaid and Nevada 
Check Up recipient identification cards based upon 
policy and frequency set by DHCFP. 


(a)  


Return ID Card Process – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.9.2  DHCFP Establish policy and frequency for generation of   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipient 
identification cards. 


Return ID Card Process – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.9.3  Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Generate and distribute Nevada Medicaid and Nevada 
Check Up recipient identification cards based upon 
policy and frequency set by DHCFP. 


(a)  


12.7.10 EDI  


12.7.10.1 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide instructions, training or support, and forms as 
needed to ensure providers understand EDI enrollment 
procedures and requirements, including testing 
procedures. 


(a)  


12.7.10.2 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure providers have appropriate access to allow for 
EDI submissions, including appropriate user names and 
passwords. 


(a)  


12.7.10.3 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Ensure providers have access to EDI companion guides 
to assist with EDI submissions. 


(a)  


12.7.10.4 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and implement a testing process to certify 
providers for EDI submission. Allow only those 
providers passing testing standards to submit and 
receive electronic transactions using EDI. 


(a)  


12.7.10.5 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide customer service access to providers that have 
direct questions regarding EDI enrollment and 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


submissions. 


EDI – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.10.6 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Provide reports of provider’s completion of EDI testing 
within ten (10) days of testing. 


(a)  


12.7.11 PRINTING AND POSTAGE 


12.7.11.1 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Prepare and submit invoices for pass-through postage 
and printing with no adjustment for administrative fees, 
profit, or other charges, including: 


a. Original, unaltered vendor invoice; and 
b. Supporting documentation itemizing all charges for 


supplies, postage, and printing and including a 
description of the printed or posted material, the 
purpose of the printing or mailing, and the amount 
charged for each item. 


(a)  


12.7.11.2 Contractor 
Responsibility 


For projects outside the scope of normal operations, 
present proposed postage and printing costs to DHCFP 
as dictated by the Change Management process. Costs 
will be subject to approval by DHCFP. The Contractor 
will be under no obligation to provide printing and 
postage services when a request for additional pass-
through printing and postage is not approved by 
DHCFP through the Change Management process. 


(a)  


Printing and Postage – DHCFP Responsibilities 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.11.3 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Audit postage and/or printing invoices as appropriate 
prior to payment. 


  


12.7.11.4 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Request additional supporting documentation as 
needed to assure the validity of postage and printing 
charges prior to payment. 


  


12.7.11.5 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Issue no reimbursement for postage and/or printing 
costs incurred by the Contractor in the day-to-day 
operations of its business. 


  


Printing and Postage – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.11.6 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Exercise due diligence in obtaining the best value for 
all printing and postage jobs; making commercially 
reasonable efforts to avoid any uneconomical and 
inefficient methods of mailing that may result in excess 
postage costs. 


(a)  


12.7.12 PRIOR AUTHORIZATION (PA) 


12.7.12.1 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce and distribute provider Prior Authorization 
notices of approved, denied or pended Prior 
Authorization requests. 


(a)  


12.7.12.2 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Produce and distribute multi-lingual recipient Prior 
Authorization denial notices. 


(a)  


12.7.12.3 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide training to DHCFP staff and non-agency staff 
as approved by DHCFP in the use of the Prior 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Authorization screens, windows and reports. 


12.7.12.4 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Offer periodic recommendations for revision of list of 
services requiring Prior Authorization, or other Prior 
Authorization functions, based on utilization patterns, 
industry standards, best practices, and/or cost 
efficiencies. 


(c) Health Integrated will analyze 
utilization patterns and develop and 
present our recommendations using 
industry standards and industry best 
practices. Health Integrated utilizes 
Milliman and InterQual criteria for 
prior authorizations, as well as our 
own evidence-based criteria. 


12.7.12.5 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide licensed clinical reviewers with appropriate 
clinical background to conduct medical necessity 
review of Prior Authorization requests to determine the 
appropriateness of services requested. 


(c) Health Integrated conducts medical 
necessity reviews following all 
commercially developed and internally 
developed criteria and guidelines. 


12.7.12.6 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept Prior Authorization requests for services from 
authorized requestors through a web-based system, by 
fax, or by telephone, as agreed to by the Contractor and 
DHCFP.  


(c) Health Integrated will accept all prior 
authorization review requests from a 
facility’s UM department, attending 
physician and/or ordering physician and 
member/designated representative 
through phone, fax, or mail and/or 
secure mail electronic interface as 
defined by HI and client/health plan 
contractual agreement.  


12.7.12.7 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Consider Prior Authorization requests utilizing DHCFP 
program policy, clinical criteria, and industry 
standards. 


(c) Health Integrated will consider prior 
authorization requests utilizing DHCP 
program policy, InterQual criteria, 
clinical criteria and industry standards.  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.12.8 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Use DHCFP-approved protocols to determine the type 
of denial to be issued (clinical, technical, reduction). 


(c) Health Integrated will use DHCFP’s 
approved protocols to determine the 
type of denial to be issued. Health 
Integrated’s prior authorization 
activities interface directly with internal 
and external client protocols in order to 
coordinate comprehensive and 
appropriate care management. 


12.7.12.9 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide written notification of authorization request 
approval, partial approval, or denial to the requestor, 
including number of units, service, and specific time 
period authorized, or entire episode of care, as 
appropriate. 


(a)  


12.7.12.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Allow licensed clinical reviewer to decrease the 
duration of some medical services per criteria and/or 
policy as part of the medical management process 
requiring the provider to submit additional information 
to support the medical appropriateness for continuation 
of service. This is not considered a reduction in service 
or non-certification since the provider has continued 
opportunity to extend the duration of service through 
the concurrent review process as indicated by medical 
need and clinical documentation.  


(a)  


12.7.12.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist providers with identifying alternative resources 
and services for complex cases to the appropriate Case 
Management/Care Coordination Entity to explore 
options and possible referral for additional 


(c) Health Integrated supports the 
identification and cost effective 
coordination of care for those members 
with frequent inpatient (IP) admissions, 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


coordination of services. Discuss complex cases with 
Care Coordinators to explore options or referral for 
more coordination of services. 


long term, chronic, progressive disease 
or complex care needs. The process 
seeks to improve the health status of 
members by supporting the health 
plan’s Care Management/Coordination 
of Care programs. The objective is to 
facilitate members with multiple 
conditions access to appropriate 
services to assist in coordination of 
care. 


12.7.12.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Issue a technical denial for any period in which service 
was provided without prior authorization, when such 
prior authorization is required. Unless the requesting 
provider has supporting documentation indicating a 
justifiable reason for the delay, as indicated by DHCFP 
Policy, a technical denial may not be appealed. 


(a)  


12.7.12.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Conduct review of services provided on or after the 
date of the authorization request, reviewing for medical 
appropriateness, medical necessity, EPSDT, and 
process according to reviewer findings. 


(c) Health Integrated conducts reviews of 
services provided on or after the date of 
authorization request according to 
established Utilization Management 
guidelines. UM staff will process 
authorizations, reviewing for medical 
appropriateness and determine if the 
appropriate level of care for the 
requested service is being rendered. 
Medical necessity is defined according 
to InterQual criteria:  


• Consistent with the symptoms 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


or diagnosis and treatment of a 
patient’s condition, disease, 
ailment or injury 


• In accordance with standards of 
good medical practice 


• Not solely for the patient’s 
convenience, or that of the 
physician or other provider 


• Not primarily custodial 


• The most appropriate supply or 
level of service that can safely 
be provided to the member as 
directed by the client 


12.7.12.14 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a licensed, board certified physician to review 
reductions in service or non-certification 
determinations when the clinical reviewer cannot 
recommend certification. Cases requiring physician 
review may take a maximum of one additional day, or 
a maximum of three additional days in the case of a 
physician specialist review. 


(c) Health Integrated maintains a diverse 
panel of specialized, experienced 
physician reviewers, both internally and 
external, who have been credentialed by 
Health Integrated. Health Integrated’s 
Physician Review Services (PRS) area 
will provide medical necessity 
determinations for prior authorization 
requests, concurrent review, and 
retrospective reviews for all levels of 
behavioral and medical healthcare, as 
well as related services and procedures, 
appeals and grievances. Turnaround 
times for reviews will meet the one or 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


three day turnaround time. 


12.7.12.15 Contractor 
Responsibility 


The contractor’s physician reviewer must be available 
for a peer-to-peer discussion if requested by the 
Provider within DHCFP-established timeframes. 


(c) Health Integrated’s Physician 
Reviewers will be made available for 
peer-to-peer discussions. 


12.7.12.16 Contractor 
Responsibility 


The provider is notified in writing of all 
determinations.  


(a)  


12.7.12.17 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Accept and process Requests for Reconsideration from 
providers for adverse determinations when made 
within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of 
determination. 


(c) Health Integrated recognizes that care 
providers have the opportunity to 
request a reconsideration of the adverse 
determination. Health Integrated will 
follow DHCFP’s request to allow for 
reconsiderations to occur within thirty 
(30) calendar days, from the date of 
determination. 


12.7.12.18 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Issue recipient a Notice of Determination (NOD) 
indicating the services being denied or terminated 
when the determination is to reduce, deny or terminate 
a service. A copy of the process for requesting a Fair 
Hearing must be included with any NOD and must 
denote DHCFP-defined timelines for requesting a 
hearing.  


(a)  


12.7.12.19 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide evidence and testimony in hearings for any 
adverse determination for which a Request for Hearing 
has been made. 


(c) Health Integrated will provide evidence 
and testimony in hearings for any 
adverse determinations. All 
documentation the services 
denied/dates, the information and 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


criteria used to make the determination 
is maintained in the designated in the 
member record and appropriate medical 
management system. The physician 
reviewer, which made the 
determination, will be made available to 
provide reasoning on their 
determination. 


12.7.12.20 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Personal Care Aids (PCA) services require licensed 
clinical staff to do in-home reviewer assessments to 
determine medical necessity and/or appropriateness 
under the social model. 


(a)  


12.7.12.21 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Develop and implement a DHCFP-approved training 
plan that incorporates the following: 


a. Contract Overview; 
b. Policy and procedure manuals specific to Nevada 


Medicaid and Check Up programs; 
c. Relevant Nevada Medicaid statutory and 


regulatory requirements; 
d. Medical necessity criteria and the role of the 


reviewer in determining medical necessity; 
e. Clinical Review Process; and 
f. Billing guidelines. 


(a)  


Prior Authorization – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.12.22 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide a list of specific procedures for which Prior 
Authorization is required, and consider Contractor 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


recommendations for revisions of list or other Prior 
Authorization functions, based on utilization patterns, 
industry standards, best practices, and/or cost 
efficiencies. 


12.7.12.23 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Provide list of exceptions and alternative requirements 
to the standard authorization review process, including 
authorization of Personal Care Aides (PCA), 
Preadmission Screening and Resident Review 
(PASRR), and Level of Care (LOC) requests. 


  


12.7.12.24 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Collaborate with Contractor to determine acceptable 
forms of review request (web-based, fax, telephone) 
based on review type. 


  


12.7.12.25 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review Contractor developed training plan, and 
collaborate with Contractor to ensure accurate 
information is provided in trainings. 


  


Prior Authorization – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.12.26 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Generate and distribute Prior Authorization approval, 
denial, and suspense notices to providers and Prior 
Authorization denials to recipients within twenty-four 
(24) hours of processing. 


(a)  


12.7.12.27 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Meet standards for turnaround of Notification of 
Determination as identified by DHCFP, generally 
ranging from one (1) to seven (7) working days by type 
of service, unless turnaround is extended to allow for 
physician review. Count of turnaround days begins 


(a) and (c) Health Integrated and Infocrossing will 
meet all service level agreement (SLA) 
standards through monitoring, alert 
reporting mechanisms as required. Our 
Quality review processes are designed 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


when Prior Authorization Request is received including 
complete information with which the review can be 
conducted. 


to identify potential turnaround delays 
and escalate action before critical 
deadlines have passed. 


12.7.12.28 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Update Training Plan on an annual basis, or more 
frequently if necessary to address major changes in 
policy and/or review process. 


(a)  


12.7.13 UTILIZATION MANAGEMENT (UM) 


12.7.13.1 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform Utilization Management (UM) activities 
including, but not limited to, the review of designated 
claims for medical appropriateness; approving, 
pending, denying, and/or reviewing appealed claims; 
and providing a monthly report on the number of 
claims approved, pended, denied or appealed.  


(a) and (c) Health Integrated UM Program is a 
comprehensive, systematic and ongoing 
effort. Review activities encompass the 
utilization of medical and behavioral 
clinical care and services including 
referral and triage, and inpatient and 
outpatient services provided by 
hospitals, physicians, and ancillary 
providers. Continuity and coordination 
of care is evaluated, and under 
utilization is monitored as well as over 
utilization. Reports are compiled 
monthly to show number of approvals, 
pended, denied and appealed claims. 


Infocrossing will manage all 
administrative claim issues. 


12.7.13.2 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide key personnel to serve as medical consultants 
for UM purposes. 


(c) Health Integrated will provide key 
personnel to serve as a medical 
consultant for UM purposes. Personnel 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


at Health Integrated have numerous 
years of experience with providing 
Utilization Management services. 
Health Integrated’s clinical staff, 
medical directors and physician review 
service have the expertise to act as 
medical consultants, providing clinical 
oversight and expertise, as needed.  


12.7.13.3 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Meet the Federal designation for a Quality 
Improvement Organization (QIO) or QIO-like vendor. 


(b) Health Integrated’s Utilization 
Management programs are fully 
certified and accredited by NCQA and 
URAC. 


12.7.13.4 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify quality of care concerns, best practice 
standards and potential defects in the level of care 
provided under Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 
programs through activities including, but not limited 
to, individual record review during daily Utilization 
Management activity, and profile analysis of providers. 


(c) Health Integrated will use best practice 
standards to identify quality of care 
concerns under the Nevada Medicaid 
and Check Up programs. Some of the 
activities Health Integrated employs are 
as follows: 


• Individual record reviews 
during UM activities; and 


• Evaluating utilization reports to 
identify and address gaps in 
care related to potential network 
adequacy versus 
provider/facility geographical 
deficiencies. 
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Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.13.5 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform DHCFP-requested activities to support the 
appeal process including, but not limited to: 


a. Provide supporting documentation; 
b. Provide clinical judgment and reasoning as to the 


determination of the decision; and 
c. Providing testimony as required (telephonic or in 


person). 


(c) Health Integrated will perform DHCFP-
request activities to support the appeal 
process. At Health Integrated, the 
appeals process incorporates pertinent 
legislative/regulatory standards. Our 
appeals procedure interfaces with the 
client/health plan as outlined in the 
contractual agreement between Health 
Integrated and the client/health plan. 


12.7.13.6 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain a Quality Assurance program for the 
Utilization Management process, including, but not 
limited to, conducting periodic reviews, and 
monitoring and reporting on staff performance, 
consistency of application of DHCFP policy and 
review criteria, and accuracy and timeliness of data 
entry. 


(c) Health Integrated’s Quality 
Improvement Committee provides 
guidance and direction for the 
Utilization Management process by 
conducting periodic reviews, audits, 
monitoring staff performance and 
compliance with timeliness of data 
entry.  


12.7.13.7 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Report to DHCFP any provider-specific concerns 
identified during reviews for investigation or 
intervention as needed.  


(c) Health Integrated tracks all provider-
specific concerns during reviews. 
Information that impacts the safety and 
health of the recipient is reported and 
submitted for follow up and 
investigation. 


12.7.13.8 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Maintain information gathered during reviews and 
investigations of mis-utilization in a format that 
supports the reporting of utilization patterns by service, 


(c) Health Integrated collects and maintains 
all records which correspond to 
recipients during investigation or mis-
utilization in a format that supports the 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


provider and/or recipient. reporting of utilization patterns by 
service, provider and /or recipient. 


12.7.13.9 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide separate monthly reports to meet DHCFP 
specifications for appropriateness of authorization 
requests for the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 
programs. 


(a) and (c) Health Integrated will work with 
Infocrossing to supply reports to meet 
DHCFP specifications for 
appropriateness of authorization 
requests for the Nevada Medicaid and 
Check Up Programs. Please see Tab 
XIV – Other Reference Materials, 
Appendix C for two sample reports. 
Health Integrated and Infocrossing will 
meet DHCFP reporting requirements. 


12.7.13.10 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide summaries of service, provider and/or recipient 
issues. 


(c) Health Integrated’s Quality 
Improvement department collects, 
reviews, and analyzes in aggregate for 
trends and opportunities for 
improvement. Data may be reported to 
the client, based on client request.  


12.7.13.11 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a Provider Relations Supervisor to: 


a. Provide statewide Behavioral Health expertise, 
consultation, and support for the MH 
Rehabilitation UM program; 


b. Serve as primary point of contact for the various 
public agencies such as DCFS, MHDS, 
Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ), DHCFP 
District Offices, DHCFP, Case Managers, and 
providers; 


(c) Health Integrated will designate a staff 
member to be assigned as a Provider 
Relations Supervisor. Most likely, a 
UM Medical Director will take the lead 
in providing their expertise and 
addressing questions.  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


c. Coordinate direct, one-on-one Prior Authorization, 
clinical training throughout the State as needed 
based upon provider requests, PA data trends, and 
changes in policy; 


d. Participate in workgroups and meetings with the 
CM/CC vendor to ensure continuity of care and 
accurate timely follow-up on UM 
recommendations and data exchange that improves 
outcomes for BH recipients; and 


e. Assist the Director of Behavioral Health with 
providing monthly and quarterly MH 
Rehabilitation UM program analysis and 
recommendations. Analysis and recommendations 
will focus on access, utilization, cost reporting, 
provider enrollment, outcomes, recidivism, 
diagnostics and pharmaceutical utilization. 


12.7.13.12 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide quarterly reports reflecting utilization patterns 
by service type, with analysis and recommendations to 
meet DHCFP-defined specifications. Provide DHCFP 
staff access to predefined and ad hoc reports from the 
MMIS. 


(a)  


12.7.13.13 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Recommend revisions to services requiring medical 
management based upon best practice standards or 
identification of unusual utilization patterns. 


(c) Health Integrated posseses over 14 
years of experience identifying over and 
under- utilization of health care services 
and providing recommendations and 
revisions based on best practice 
standards. Health Integrated conducts 
Inter-Reviewer Reliability (IRR) 
reviews of cases to identify consistency 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


in the application of criteria, and 
auditing of cases to determine correct 
application of criteria and processing of 
review requests per current best practice 
standards of UM. 


Utilization Management – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.7.13.14 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist with PERM universe development and obtaining 
provider records. 


(a)  


12.7.13.15 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently 
managing the utilization management of radiological 
services. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible 
for the state and promote quality outcomes for 
Nevada’s recipients. 


(a) Infocrossing proposes a relationship 
with National Imaging Associates to 
support a rigorous radiologic utilization 
management strategy for Nevada. 
Please refer to Tab XIV Other 
Reference Materials, Appendix C for 
a review. 


Utilization Management – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.13.16 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Define specifications for Utilization Management 
reports. 


  


12.7.13.17 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review Utilization Management reports produced by 
Contractor. 


  


12.7.13.18 DHCFP Request supporting documentation from Contractor, as   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Responsibility needed to support DHCFP appeal activities. 


12.7.13.19 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Communicate with Contractor all known changes to 
the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules 
and regulations, to ensure that the Utilization 
Management function remains compliant. 


  


12.7.13.20 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Interpret policy and make administrative decisions 
regarding Utilization Management in consultation with 
Contractor. 


  


12.7.13.21 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Determine policies for utilization review, fraud and 
abuse review, and quality of care reviews in 
consultation with Contractor. 


  


Utilization Management – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.13.22 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Maintain hours of operation for Utilization 
Management review services between 8:00 AM and 
5:00 PM PT Monday through Friday, excluding 
scheduled State observed holidays. Provide toll-free 
phone and fax numbers to facilitate provider access to 
the review processes. 


(c) Health Integrated’s UM department is 
available by telephone on either a 24/7 
basis or during DHCFP identified 
business hours. Toll-free numbers and a 
dedicated fax line are put in place to 
allow easy access to Utilization 
Management staff.  


12.7.13.23 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Generate and deliver monthly reports to DHCFP 
according to DHCFP-defined schedule and media type. 


(c) Health Integrated is accustomed to 
meeting client specifications for 
providing reports on a defined schedule 
and media type.  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.13.24 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Provide a summary of service, provider and/or 
recipient issues on a quarterly basis or more frequently 
if requested by DHCFP.  


(c) Health Integrated‘s Quality 
Improvement department has process to 
collects and track all issues. Issues may 
include complaints or adverse 
occurrences. Provider and/or recipient 
issues will be provided quarterly or 
more frequently at the request of 
DHCFP. 


12.7.13.25 Contractor 
Performance 
Expectation 


Respond promptly to legislative and administrative 
requests for reports, as required by DHCFP. 


(c) Health Integrated responds promptly to 
all requests for reports. Reports will be 
complied and sent to DHCFP after a 
complete quality assurance review for 
data integrity and accuracy. 


12.7.14 EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT (EPSDT) 


12.7.14.1 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate, distribute, and track periodic follow-up or 
reminder correspondence to recipients and providers 
about upcoming or overdue appointments based upon 
periodicity schedule and referrals, initial and follow-up 
letters about EPSDT benefits, schedules for well-child 
exams and immunizations, and other EPSDT related 
information and events. 


(a)  


12.7.14.2 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Document services provided, referrals made and 
treatment received to meet federal and State EPSDT 
reporting requirements and provide the information 
needed for EPSDT policy decisions. 


(a)  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.14.3 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Identify pregnant women in third trimester using State 
eligibility system data and send letter explaining 
EPSDT benefits. 


(a)  


12.7.14.4 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Generate letters to head of household for all newborn 
recipients explaining EPSDT benefits. 


(a)  


12.7.14.5 Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide ability to reprint all letters and notices. 


 


(a)  


Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.14.6 DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Review and approve all letters and notifications, 
including timing of distribution, to recipients and 
providers. 


  


12.7.15 PERSONAL CARE SERVICES (PCS) PROGRAM 


12.7.15.1  <CONTRACTOR SHOULD CONSULT THE 
REFERENCE LIBRARY FOR INFORMATION ON 
THE PCS PROGRAM> 


(a)  
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Appendix A – Training Evaluation Template 


Training Evaluation Form 
 


Course Title:  


Date:  


Instructor:  


Location:  


Please circle the appropriate rating: 


 Excellent Very 
Good Good Fair Poor 


Quality of Instruction 1 2 3 4 5 


Quality of Material 1 2 3 4 5 


Pace of Training 1 2 3 4 5 


Facility Accommodations 1 2 3 4 5 


Overall Training Quality 1 2 3 4 5 


 


Please indicate Improvement Suggestions below: 
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Appendix B – Medicity Sample Service Level Agreement 
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MASTER CLIENT AGREEMENT 
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%CLIENT NAME% 
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MASTER CLIENT AGREEMENT  
SOFTWARE LICENSE, SERVICES AND SUPPORT AGREEMENT 


THIS MASTER CLIENT AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) sets forth the terms and conditions under which Medicity agrees 
to license certain software products and provide certain related services to the Client identified below. This Master 
Client Agreement is dated _______________ (the “Execution Date”) and is by and between the following Parties: 


Medicity: Medicity, Inc. 
Attn.: David Urry, SVP Finance 
56 East Broadway, Ste 600 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Tel: 801-322-4444 
Fax: 801-322-4413 


Client:  
 
 
Tel:  
Fax:  


Medicity and Client (each, a “Party” and collectively, the “Parties”) hereby agree as follows: 


Section 1. DEFINITIONS  


1.1 “Acceptance Criteria” means those criteria identified under the heading “General Deliverable 
Acceptance Criteria,” in the attached Exhibit B, or such other acceptance criteria as the Parties may, by written 
mutual agreement, establish for particular deliverables or categories of deliverables.  


1.2 “Acceptance Testing” means such acceptance testing as Client may define with Medicity’s 
consent, which shall not be unreasonably withheld, in order for Client to verify that the Integrated System, as 
delivered and implemented by Medicity, satisfies all applicable Acceptance Criteria.  


1.3 “CPI Adjusted” means that a fee or other amount is adjusted for changes in the annual Consumer 
Price Index for the preceding calendar year as published by the United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor 
Statistics using the Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers, 1982 Base of 100.  


1.4 “Client Software” means any computer programs and software code (including but not limited to 
any modifications or customizations of any Licensed Software or Third-Party Software) owned by Client or 
developed specifically on behalf of Client by a party other than Medicity and used in conjunction with any Licensed 
Software, and (where the context permits) any documentation or similar materials related to any of the foregoing. 


1.5 “DataStage” means an instance of the MediTrust DataStage described on Exhibit H.  


1.6 “Documentation” means Medicity’s manuals, specifications within this Agreement, technical 
specifications, and user instructions describing the capabilities, features, operation, installation, maintenance, and 
use of the Licensed Software, which may be provided in any form or medium, including, without limitation, on 
Medicity’s website. 


1.7 “Enterprise” means the facilities listed in Exhibit G.  


1.8 “Interface” means the software code that allows standard message formats (such as HL7 and 
XML) to pass from one software system to another, regardless of their respective operating platform, to enable data 
integration between software systems. An interface generally has two parts, one provided by each software vendor 
being integrated. The outbound interface creates a standard message from data in the originating system for 
transmission to another system and the inbound interface transforms the message into data that can be understood by 
the receiving software system. Unless otherwise specified, the term “interface,” when used in this Agreement, means 
the part of the interface that receives data into or transmits data from the Medicity Licensed Software.  


1.9 “License” means the right to use Licensed Software as a subscribed service. Client and its Users 
have the right to use the Licensed Software only for the duration of this Agreement.  


1.10 “Licensed Software” means the computer programs and software code specifically identified 
under the heading of “Medicity Licensed Software” in the attached Exhibit A, which may include: (a) the complete 
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system of software components, developed, owned, and provided by Medicity, for use of the Client for the duration 
of this Agreement; (b) any modifications, revisions, Corrections, Enhancements, New Releases or replacements for 
all of the foregoing items; (c) third-party programs that Medicity is authorized to sublicense, resell, or distribute (but 
not including Third-Party Software as defined below); and (d) customizations or modifications of Third-Party 
Software to the extent such customizations or modifications were made by or specifically on behalf of Medicity. 
Licensed Software also includes, where the context permits, such directly and accurately related documentation as 
Medicity may provide to Client in connection with any of the foregoing. 


1.11 “Licensed Software Delivery Date” means the date the Licensed Software has been installed and 
is available for Client training using the provided mock data. 


1.12 “Optioned Software” means the computer programs and software code specifically identified 
with the “O” label under the heading of “Medicity Licensed Software” in the attached Exhibit A.  Medicity hereby 
grants Client a fixed pricing option for a twelve (12) month period as outlined in Exhibit D. 


1.13  “Recommended Configuration” means the hardware requirements and the operating system and 
server software specified by Medicity in Exhibit F for the Client-hosted operation of the Licensed Software. The 
hardware in the Recommended Configuration is intended to be illustrative and not prescriptive and, thus, hardware 
provided by other manufacturers which provides equivalent functionality and performance will conform to the 
Recommended Configuration.  


1.14 “Requirements Document” means a document which describes requirements mutually agreed 
upon by Medicity and Client with respect to any deliverables to be developed pursuant to Exhibit B or any SOW.  


1.15 “SOW” means Statement of Work. 


1.16  “Third-Party Software” means the computer programs and software code specifically identified 
under the heading of “Third-Party Software” in the attached Exhibit A, and any other modules, platforms, code, or 
other software that Client licenses or otherwise obtains from any third party (unless it is included or incorporated in 
the Licensed Software) for use in conjunction with any Licensed Software, and (where the context permits) any 
documentation or similar materials related to any of the foregoing. 


1.17 “User” means an individual who has been granted on-site or remote access to the Licensed 
Software by Client, which shall be deemed to include any individual to whom Client has provided a user ID and 
password to access any portion of the Licensed Software.  


1.18 “Warranty Period” means the period commencing with the Acceptance Date and ending sixty 
(60) days after the Acceptance Date. 


1.19 “Client Content” means: (a) written, tangible, electronic, and digital materials owned by Client 
and provided by Client to Medicity or accessed by Medicity pursuant to this Agreement, regardless of form or 
medium, which may include without limitation, images, photographs, illustrations, graphics, audio clips, video clips, 
data, summaries, reports, profiles and any other work product produced using such data or derived from such data; 
(b) any and all Protected Health Information (as defined in Exhibit E) along with any and all other identifiable 
information concerning a patient of Client or User, including but not limited to, name, address, email address, date 
of birth, social security number, identification number, and medical records;  and (c) the Client Software, except to 
the extent such Client Software contains or is a derivative work of Licensed Software or any portion thereof. 


 


 


Section 2. IMPLEMENTATION, MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT, HOSTING SERVICES AND 
PERFORMANCE 


2.1 Implementation. Medicity will perform the implementation and other professional services 
described in, or specified pursuant to, Exhibit B (the “Implementation Services”). The Implementation Services 
shall be performed in accordance with this Agreement, including Exhibit B, and any Requirements Document 
developed as part of the Implementation Services. Upon successful completion of such services, Medicity will 
install the Licensed Software, in executable form,  
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%%Client Hosted% 


on the computer system at Client’s data center which shall have hardware and software which meets the 
Recommended Configuration.  Furthermore, Client represents that all computer systems and equipment on which 
the Licensed Software will be installed, operated or accessed are owned and operated by or on behalf of Client, and 
that Client has secured all necessary rights for Medicity to use such systems and equipment in the performance of its 
activities hereunder. 


%%Medicity Hosted% 


on Medicity owned hardware. 


Prior to and after installation, Medicity will perform internal testing in accordance with industry standard 
procedures. Upon successful completion of all such testing, Medicity will provide written notice to Client of the 
availability of the Licensed Software for Acceptance Testing (the date of such notice, the “Certification Testing 
Notification Date”).  


2.2 Acceptance Testing. Client and Medicity shall cooperate from the period beginning with the 
installation of the Licensed Software through the Acceptance Date to configure and implement the Licensed 
Software in accordance with the Documentation, the applicable portions of Exhibit B and any Requirements 
Document. Following the Certification Testing Notification Date, Client will promptly begin the Acceptance Testing 
of the Licensed Software. If in the course of such testing, Client determines that: (i) any portion of the Licensed 
Software does not meet any of the Acceptance Criteria for a reason other than an error in the Client Software or the 
Third Party Software, Client will notify Medicity in writing of any errors or deficiencies. Medicity will use its best, 
commercially reasonable efforts to correct such errors and deficiencies within ninety (90) days of receiving such 
notice from Client, make the corrected Licensed Software available to Client as described in Section 2.1 above, and 
notify Client of such correction and availability, after which Client’s testing period will re-start as described above.  


2.3 Acceptance Date. Client shall be deemed to have accepted the Licensed Software on the first to 
occur of the following dates (which is referred to in this Agreement as the “Acceptance Date”): (a) the date that 
Client verifies that all Acceptance Criteria have been met (Client will provide prompt written notice to Medicity of 
such acceptance − using a form similar to Acceptance Certificate in Exhibit B, and which acceptance shall not be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed); (b) the date Client’s data is initially passed through the Licensed Software for 
first productive use for a Client end-user as defined in the mutually agreed upon project plan or, should the plan date 
be missed, the date the Licensed Software was capable of receiving and displaying Client’s data on a production 
basis;  or (c) sixty (60) days after the Certification Testing Notification Date if Client has not formally notified 
Medicity of any non-conformity as described above in Section 2.2. Client expressly acknowledges that errors 
discovered in Third Party Software or Client Software shall not be grounds for Client to withhold or delay its 
acceptance of the Licensed Software. 


2.4 Failure of Acceptance. If, after two attempts by Medicity to correct the Licensed Software, the 
Licensed Software still has one or more Licensed Software Defects, then Client shall notify Medicity of the non-
conformance, and Medicity shall advise Client whether the non-conformance can be corrected on a commercially 
reasonable basis. Based on such input from Medicity, Client may, at its option by written notice to Medicity, either: 
(a) waive the non-conformance and accept the Licensed Software in its then-current state, subject to a mutually 
negotiated price adjustment to account for any diminished functionality or performance associated with the Licensed 
Software’s failure to satisfy the Acceptance Criteria; or (b) allow Medicity one or more additional opportunities to 
correct as set forth above (unless Medicity has advised Client that the non-conformance cannot be corrected on a 
commercially reasonable basis); or (c) terminate this Agreement by written notice to Medicity (unless Medicity has 
justifiably advised Client that Medicity can correct the non-conformance on a commercially reasonable basis).  


2.5 Software Maintenance and Support. Upon expiration of the Warranty Period, Medicity shall 
provide the maintenance and support services described in Exhibit C attached hereto for the terms detailed herein. 
Maintenance and Support is provided as a service under this Agreement and payment for the Maintenance and 
Support Agreement described in Exhibit C is included in the monthly subscription fees specified in Exhibit D. 
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Section 3. SOFTWARE AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 


3.1 Rights to Licensed Software. Client’s rights with respect to any Licensed Software delivered 
under this Agreement shall be as set forth in the attached Exhibit A (the “License”), and are subject to Client’s 
payment of any license fees and compliance with the other terms and conditions set forth in such License. Client 
shall have no rights to use the Licensed Software outside of the scope of the License. 


3.2 Other Software. Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Client 
acknowledges and agrees that Client’s rights with respect to any Third-Party Software (including but not limited to 
any license rights and any remedies for errors in, infringement by, or inability to use such Third-Party Software) are 
limited to those rights, if any, directly granted to Client by the applicable third-party licensor. 


3.3 Ownership of Intellectual Property. Client acknowledges that any copyrights, patent rights, 
trade secrets, trademarks and other intellectual property in or to Licensed Software are the exclusive property of 
Medicity. Except as noted below in Section 3.4, any recommendations, ideas, contributions, corrections, 
enhancements, improvements, derivative works, etc., relating to Licensed Software which are submitted by Client to 
Medicity and are incorporated, implemented or used by Medicity shall be the sole property of Medicity and Client 
hereby irrevocably assigns the same to Medicity, together with all copyrights, trade secrets, patent rights and other 
intellectual property rights related thereto.  


3.4 Ownership of Client Content. As between Client and Medicity on the other hand, Client Content 
(as defined below) and all copyrights, trademarks, inventions, patent rights, patents, trade secrets, and any other 
proprietary rights therein shall remain the sole and exclusive property of Client. Nothing in this Agreement shall be 
construed to grant Medicity any ownership right in the Client Content.  


3.5 Source Code and Reverse Engineering. Except as otherwise provided herein, this Agreement 
does not entitle Client to any source code or programming documentation. Client shall not decompile, disassemble, 
or reverse engineer Licensed Software or attempt to discover source code or other information concerning the 
Licensed Software including, without limitation, its design. Client further agrees not to reverse engineer or attempt 
to discover the design, architecture or other trade-secret characteristics of the Licensed Software without Medicity’s 
express written consent. 


3.6 Derivative Works. Client shall not create any derivative work, program or product based on or 
derived from Licensed Software, or use any information learned from Licensed Software to create any other 
program or product.  


Section 4. PAYMENTS  


4.1 Fees/Costs. Client shall pay to Medicity the fees and costs as set out in the attached Exhibits A, 
B, and C, according to the payment terms and due dates set forth in the attached Exhibit D. 


4.2 Payment Terms. Client shall pay any amounts due Medicity within thirty (30) days after the 
receipt of the invoice for the amount.  


4.3 Taxes. Client shall reimburse Medicity for any sales or use taxes or other similar taxes or 
government assessments or duties or tariffs relating to this Agreement or the Licenses or to payments or services to 
be rendered under this Agreement. This Section does not apply to federal, state or other taxes owed or payable by 
Medicity based on Medicity’s income or assets. 


4.4 Overdue Payments. In the event Client shall fail to pay any amount when due hereunder and that 
is not the subject of a good faith dispute by Client, such amount shall bear interest at the rate equal to the lesser of 
(a) 1.5% per month or (b) the highest rate permitted by applicable law. Any good faith dispute on the part of Client 
shall require Client to pay all undisputed amounts when due and provide Medicity with a written statement of the 
nature of the dispute and the actions Client believes are necessary to resolve the dispute. Upon resolution of any 
such dispute, Client shall promptly pay the amount (if any) agreed to be owed to Medicity. 


Section 5. WARRANTIES AND INDEMNIFICATION 


5.1 Limited Warranty. Medicity warrants that if the Licensed Software included as part of the 
Licensed Software: (i) includes any programming error that adversely affects its normal operation; or (ii) does not 
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substantially conform to the applicable Documentation provided by Medicity to Client for the Licensed Software 
(items (i) and (ii) are collectively referred to as “Licensed Software Defects”) and Client reports the Licensed 
Software Defect in writing to Medicity within the Warranty Period, then Medicity shall remedy the Licensed 
Software Defect or provide a reasonable work-around solution at no additional charge to Client.  


5.2 Compliance with Standards. Medicity shall use commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that 
the Licensed Software will, at all times during the term of this Agreement and of Exhibit C or any applicable 
maintenance and support agreement between the Parties, comply with any and all applicable industry standards and 
applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations. Client acknowledges that the warranties stated herein do not 
apply to any Client Software or Third-Party Software not recommended by Medicity. 


5.3 Malicious Code. Medicity covenants that the Licensed Software and the media on which it is 
delivered will be free of any virus, rogue program, time bomb, turn-off instructions, or any other device however 
characterized that is potentially damaging to the Licensed Software and the media on which it is delivered, or that 
would adversely affect in any way Client’s or any User’s use of the Licensed Software as authorized by this 
Agreement. Medicity shall use its reasonable best efforts to ensure that the Licensed Software and the media on 
which it is delivered is not damaging to other programs, data, computer hardware, computer software, 
telecommunications equipment or any other material or device. 


5.4 Service Warranties. Medicity covenants, represents and warrants that (i) its employees and those 
of any permitted subcontractor or third party affiliate that will be providing services hereunder have the requisite 
knowledge and skill to perform the services competently and efficiently, and that all services performed under this 
Agreement shall be performed in diligent, professional and workmanlike manner and at a minimum in accordance 
with the standards as expressly required by this Agreement; and (ii) with the exception of Third-Party Software (for 
which Client is responsible for obtaining appropriate license rights), Medicity will not, without Client’s express 
prior written consent, knowingly use any intellectual property of a third party in connection with the provision of 
services, unless Medicity has secured all necessary and appropriate rights to use such intellectual property in the 
provision of services to its clients. 


5.5 No Pending Litigation; Authority. Medicity warrants that no relevant action is pending against 
Medicity in any court or administrative agency the outcome of which could materially interfere with its ability to 
perform its obligations hereunder and Medicity has full power and authority to execute this Agreement.  


5.6 Indemnification. Medicity agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Client and its subsidiaries or 
affiliates under its control and their trustees, directors, officers, employees, agents and Users, against any and all 
losses, liabilities, judgments, awards and costs (including legal fees and expenses) arising out of or related to any 
claim that the Client’s use or possession of the Licensed Software as delivered by Medicity, infringes any copyright 
or U.S. patent or misappropriates any trade secret of any third party. Medicity further shall defend and/or settle at its 
sole expense all suits, actions or proceedings arising out of the foregoing. As a condition of receiving such defense 
and indemnity, Client shall promptly notify Medicity of any claim alleged to be covered by this provision, shall 
grant Medicity sole control and authority over the defense and settlement of such claim, and shall provide Medicity 
(at Medicity’s expense) with all requested information and cooperation in such defense and settlement. Client may 
retain its own independent counsel to monitor the defense or settlement of the claim, and Client shall be solely 
responsible for the payment of the costs or attorney’s fees associated with the retention of such independent counsel. 
In the event of any claim that is subject to the foregoing indemnity obligations, or if the use of the Licensed 
Software (or any part thereof) is or in Medicity’s opinion may be enjoined, Medicity may either (i) modify or 
replace the affected software while providing substantially similar functionality, performance and operation, or (ii) 
obtain all necessary licenses and rights for Client to continue to use the affected software as contemplated under this 
Agreement. If Medicity is unable to accomplish any of the foregoing within a reasonable period of time, then 
Medicity may require Client to cease using the Licensed Software, upon which Medicity shall refund to Client a 
portion of the license fees paid under this Agreement, adjusted for depreciation on a straight-line basis over a 5-year 
period from the Acceptance Date. The provisions of this Section are Client’s sole and exclusive remedy, and 
Medicity’s sole and exclusive obligation to the Client and any other person indemnified hereunder, with respect to 
infringement or misappropriation of third-party intellectual property rights. Furthermore, Client agrees that in no 
event will Medicity have any liability under this Section to the extent any infringement claim is based on: (i) the use 
of any Licensed Software in combination with any hardware, software, systems, or other elements not supplied by 
Medicity (if the claim would have been avoided but for such combination); (ii) any modifications made to the 
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Licensed Software by anyone other than Medicity; or (iii) any use of the Licensed Software not in accordance with 
the terms of this Agreement, the License, and Medicity’s applicable product documentation.  


5.7 Indemnification under Business Associate Agreement. The foregoing defense and 
indemnification obligations of Medicity are in addition to those set forth in Exhibit E. 


Section 6. CONFIDENTIALITY 


6.1 Confidentiality of Software. Client understands and acknowledges that the Licensed Software 
and the non-public information provided by Medicity (e.g., through providing the services, training or support under 
this Agreement) regarding the Licensed Software or Medicity’s business that is identified by Medicity at the time of 
disclosure as confidential (collectively, “Medicity Confidential Information”) may be confidential and are 
provided to Client for use exclusively in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Client agrees, 
for so long as such information is confidential and proprietary to Medicity, to hold the Medicity Confidential 
Information in confidence and not to disclose or transfer all or any portion thereof to any person or entity other than 
(a) Client’s employees, contractors, agents, Users and representatives, and then only on an “as needed” basis in 
connection with use of the Licensed Software in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; (b) to 
the extent necessary for Client to exercise, enforce or defend its rights or perform its obligations under this 
Agreement or (c) to the extent required by law, rule or regulation, provided notice is given to Medicity of such 
requirement as soon as practicable and reasonable assistance is rendered to Medicity, if requested and at Medicity’s 
expense, to limit such disclosure or obtain confidential treatment thereof.  


6.2 Confidentiality of Agreement. Neither Party shall disclose any fees or pricing set forth in this 
Agreement to any third party or disclose a copy of this Agreement or any part thereof to any third party, except (a) 
to the Party’s employees, contractors, agents and representatives, and then only on an “as needed” basis in 
connection with the provision or use of the Licensed Software in accordance with the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement; (b) to the extent necessary for the Party to exercise, enforce or defend its rights or perform its 
obligations under this Agreement; (c) to the extent required by law, rule or regulation, provided notice is given to the 
other Party of such requirement as soon as practicable and reasonable assistance is rendered to the other Party, if 
requested and at the other Party’s expense, to limit such disclosure or obtain confidential treatment thereof; (d) on a 
confidential basis to the Party’s business and legal advisors and actual or prospective investors or acquirers.  


6.3 HIPAA Compliance. Medicity and Client agree to comply with the Federal Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and its related regulations (“HIPAA”) in accordance with the provisions 
set forth more fully in the Business Associate Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit E. In the event of a conflict 
between a term of this Agreement and Exhibit E, Exhibit E shall control. 


Section 7. TERM AND TERMINATION 


7.1 Term. The “Term” refers to the period of time for which this Agreement shall be in force, which 
shall commence on the Execution Date and extend through the License Term defined in Exhibit A, unless earlier 
terminated under Section 2.4(c), Section 7.2, or Section 7.3.  


7.2 Termination. Either Party may terminate this Agreement if (i) a bankruptcy proceeding is 
instituted against the other Party which is acquiesced in and not dismissed within thirty (30) days, or results in an 
adjudication of bankruptcy, or (ii) the other Party materially breaches any of its representations, warranties or 
obligations under this Agreement, and such breach is not cured within sixty (60) days of receipt of notice specifying 
the breach. In addition, Client may terminate this Agreement pursuant to Section 2.2 or Section 5.6. Upon expiration 
of the Term, this Agreement shall terminate unless the Parties have agreed in advance of the expiration to renew for 
an additional period of time. Upon any termination or expiration of this Agreement, Client shall pay all unpaid, 
undisputed and outstanding fees through the effective date of termination or expiration.  


7.3 Termination for Breach of Confidentiality. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if either Party 
materially defaults in performance of its obligations under Section 6 (Confidentiality) of this Agreement, or if Client 
breaches any provision of the License, then the non-breaching Party may terminate and cancel this Agreement 
immediately in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7 upon written notice of termination given to the 
defaulting Party (without opportunity to cure). 
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7.4 Return of Licensed Software and Confidential Information; Effect of Termination. When the 
License terminates or expires, Client shall promptly: (a) discontinue all use of the Licensed Software (including 
Licensed Software), and (b) return to Medicity or erase and destroy all copies of the Licensed Software, if any, 
within the possession or control of Client. Client shall provide Medicity with written certification that Client has 
complied with (a) and (b) above. When this Agreement terminates or expires, Medicity shall immediately return to 
Client all Client Content, including all copies thereof within the possession or control of Medicity, and shall provide 
Client with written certification that Medicity has complied with the foregoing.  


7.5 Survival of Terms. In the event of termination, all obligations and terms of Sections 2.2, Section 
3, Section 5, Section 6, Section 7.4, Section 7.5 and Section 8 shall continue in effect in accordance with their terms. 


Section 8. GENERAL PROVISIONS 


8.1 Joint Development. If the Parties desire to conduct a joint development project for the 
development and/or customization of computer software, such joint development project shall be governed by a 
separate joint development agreement mutually agreed to by both Parties. 


8.2 Notices. All notices and consents permitted or required under this Agreement must be in writing 
and shall be delivered in person, or by registered or certified mail, or, with return receipt, by reputable courier 
service (e.g.; Federal Express) to the other Party at the address set forth at the beginning of this Agreement or such 
substitute address as either Party may specify for itself by written notice 


8.3 Relationship. Neither Party is the employee, partner, joint venture, agent or representative of the 
other Party. Neither Party has the authority to make any representations or warranties or incur any obligations or 
liabilities on behalf of the other Party. Neither Party shall make any representation to a third party inconsistent with 
this Section. 


8.4 Attorneys’ Fees. If any Party breaches this Agreement, the non breaching Party shall be entitled 
to recover from the breaching Party all attorneys’ fees and other costs incurred by the non breaching Party in 
enforcing this Agreement and in pursuing and collecting remedies, relief and damages. 


8.5 Waiver. Any waiver of, or promise not to enforce, any right under this Agreement shall not be 
enforceable unless evidenced by a writing signed by the Party making said waiver or promise. 


8.6 DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. Medicity MAKES NO WARRANTY, 
REPRESENTATION OR PROMISE NOT EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT. Medicity 
DISCLAIMS AND EXCLUDES ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT 
LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, Medicity DISCLAIMS 
ALL WARRANTIES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY EXPRESS WARRANTIES) 
WITH RESPECT TO ANY THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE AND CLIENT SOFTWARE, WHETHER OR NOT 
Medicity SPECIFICALLY RECOMMENDS SUCH SOFTWARE TO CLIENT OR INCORPORATES SUCH 
SOFTWARE INTO THE LICENSED SOFTWARE. 


8.7 LIMITATION ON LIABILITY. EXCEPT FOR CLIENT’S OBLIGATIONS TO PAY FEES, 
NEITHER PARTY’S AGGREGATE LIABILITY TO THE OTHER PARTY ARISING FROM OR RELATING 
TO THIS AGREEMENT OR THE LICENSED SOFTWARE (INCLUDING LICENSED SOFTWARE), OR 
MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT OR OTHER SERVICES (REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION OR 
CLAIM; E.G., CONTRACT, WARRANTY, TORT, MALPRACTICE, AND/OR OTHERWISE) SHALL IN ANY 
EVENT EXCEED AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO THE TOTAL OF THE FEES RECEIVED BY Medicity FROM 
CLIENT UNDER THIS AGREEMENT FOR THE PARTICULAR SOFTWARE OR SERVICES GIVING RISE 
TO THE LIABILITY. NEITHER PARTY SHALL IN ANY CASE BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, 
INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INDIRECT OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES EVEN IF THE PARTY HAS BEEN 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. 


8.8 Entire Agreement. This Agreement (including any attached Exhibits) represents the entire 
agreement between the Parties concerning the subject matter of this Agreement, and supersedes all prior agreements, 
understandings, representations and warranties relating to the subject matter of this Agreement. Client acknowledges 
that it has not relied on any information outside of this Agreement. This Agreement may only be amended, canceled 
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or rescinded by a writing signed by both Parties. Any terms or conditions of any purchase order or other document 
submitted by Client in connection with the Licensed Software (or any portion thereof) or the services to be provided 
under this Agreement (including any maintenance, support or other service) that are in addition to, different from or 
inconsistent with the terms and conditions of this Agreement are not binding on Medicity and are ineffective. 


8.9 Severability. If any provision in this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable, such provision shall 
be construed, limited or, if necessary, severed, but only to the extent necessary to eliminate such invalidity or 
unenforceability, and the other provisions of this Agreement shall remain unaffected. 


8.10 Assignment. This Agreement and the Licenses and rights under this Agreement are not assignable 
by either Party without the advance written consent of the other Party, provided, however, that either Party may 
assign this Agreement and the Licenses in their entirety in connection with the sale of its business.  Further, Client 
may assign and transfer this Agreement, or Client’s rights or obligations hereunder, to a third party outsourcing 
services provider, so long as: (a) Client has given Medicity reasonable advance notice of such assignment; and (b) 
any such assignment to any third party will include provisions that will protect the confidentiality and trade secret 
information of Medicity. Where consent is required, consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, but any attempted 
assignment without such consent shall be void and without effect.  


8.11 Successors. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the Parties and their 
respective permitted successors and assigns. 


8.12 Force Majeure. Neither Party shall be liable to the other for damages in the event of any loss, 
damage, claim, delay or default (other than a failure to pay money when due) arising by reason of Acts of God 
(including storm, fire, flood, earthquake, etc.), labor disturbance (including strikes, boycotts, lockouts, etc.), war, 
civil commotion, present or future governmental law, ordinance, rule or regulation, or other cause beyond the 
reasonable control of the Party sought to be charged (i.e., if the failure could not have been prevented by reasonable 
precautions and cannot reasonably be circumvented by such Party through use of alternate sources, workarounds, 
plans or other means) (each of the foregoing, a “Force Majeure” event). The Party claiming the Force Majeure 
event (“Claiming Party”) shall provide prompt written notice to the other Party of such event. In such event, the 
Claiming Party shall perform its obligations hereunder within a reasonable time after the cause of the failure has 
been remedied, and the other Party shall be obligated to accept such delayed performance. Notwithstanding any of 
the foregoing, if the Force Majeure event continues for more than thirty (30) days, then the other Party may, upon 
written notice to the Claiming Party, terminate this Agreement without further obligation or liability to the Claiming 
Party.  


8.13 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Utah and the State 
of _______ without giving effect to conflicts of law principles.  If Client initiates litigation, litigation between the 
Parties concerning this Agreement or its subject matter shall be conducted exclusively in state or federal court in the 
state of Utah and the Parties consent to such jurisdiction and venue.  If Medicity initiates litigation, litigation 
between the Parties concerning this Agreement or its subject matter shall be conducted exclusively in state or federal 
court in the State of _____ and the Parties consent to such jurisdiction and venue. 
 


8.14 Hiring of Employees. Each Party agrees that it shall not, without the advance written consent of 
the other Party, hire, attempt to hire, or accept services directly or indirectly from the other Party’s employees, 
during the term (including any renewals thereof) and for one year subsequent to the expiration of this Agreement. If 
a Party employs the employee or contractor of the other Party in breach of this provision, then the Party’s entire 
liability, and the other Party’s sole remedy, shall be limited to liquidated damages in the amount of one-half of the 
first-year’s salary to be paid to the employee by the Party. Notwithstanding the foregoing, this provision shall not 
prohibit or restrict, or cause a Party to be liable for, any general non-targeted solicitation of employees or where the 
Party is first approached by the employee or such employee answers a general advertisement.  


 


8.15 Marketing. Within 21 days of execution of this Agreement, Client agrees to approve a joint press 
release announcing our relationship, including a quote from a senior Client executive. Within 180 days of 
acceptance of the Medicity solution, joint participation in a second press release to promote any quantifiable benefits 
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realized from the adoption of Medicity technology, including a quote from a senior Client executive.  Medicity may 
use Client name and logos in marketing and advertising materials.  In addition, inclusion of pre-approved quotes 
from the Client may be used in the same. These marketing materials shall include, but are not limited to, press 
releases, sales support material, Client case studies and Medicity’s corporate web site.  


 


8.16 Availability of Records. Until the expiration of four (4) years after the furnishing of services 
under this Agreement (or such longer period as may be required by law or regulation), Medicity agrees that, if 
required by applicable law or regulation, the designees or representatives of applicable governmental agencies 
(which may include the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services, the Comptroller General of the 
United States or the Commissioner of the Department of Managed Health Care) shall have access to all books and 
records of Medicity pertaining to the subject matter of this Agreement and the provision of services under it. Upon 
request by such designee or representative, Medicity shall make available this Agreement, and all books, documents 
and records of Medicity that are necessary to certify the nature and extent of the costs of the services provided by 
Medicity, and otherwise to verify Medicity’s compliance with all legal and regulatory requirements, in connection 
with this Agreement.  In addition, Medicity agrees to provide to Client, copies of its books and records pertaining to 
the services provided under this Agreement upon Client’s reasonable request and that Client may have access to any 
such books and records for audit and inspection purposes.  


8.17 Client’s Access to Medicity’s Books and Records. Medicity agrees to provide to Client copies 
of its books and records pertaining to the services provided under this Agreement upon Client’s reasonable request, 
and Client may have access to any such books and records for audit and inspection purposes. 


 [Remainder of this page is left intentionally blank.] 
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AGREED TO AND ACCEPTED BY: 


Medicity, Inc.   Client 


   


Signature 
 


 Signature 
 


Printed Name 
 


 Printed Name 
 


Title  Title 


Date  Date 
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EXHIBIT A 


EXHIBIT A – LICENSED SOFTWARE 
This Exhibit is subject to the terms and conditions of the Master Client Agreement, hereafter referred to as 
“Agreement,” to which it is attached. Any capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings 
ascribed to them in the Agreement.  


1. Medicity Licensed Software. The Licensed Software and the Optioned Software are indicated in the 
table below with labels “L” and “O”, respectively.  All pricing for the selected products is included in Exhibit D. 


PRODUCT LICENSE STATUS 


MediTrust 


DataStage L 


Nexus Engine & Manager L 


EMR Gateway - 


MP3I/EMP3I - 


RLS & CMP3I - 


ProAccess 


CMS O 


PCS L 


Mobile - 


OMS - 


Proscribe O 


Novo Grid  


 
2. License Term. The term of this Agreement shall begin on the Acceptance Date and continue for  xx 


years. The Agreement will renew automatically each year thereafter for xx additional one year terms on the 
anniversary of the Acceptance Date, unless the Client notifies Medicity, according to the terms in Section 8.2 of the 
Master Client Agreement, at least sixty days prior to automatic renewal. The term shall thereafter renew 
automatically for additional one (1) year terms unless terminated in writing by either party at least thirty (30) days 
prior to the end of the then current term (each a  “Renewal Term”). 


3. Use. The Parties agree that the initial deployment of the Licensed Software will permit Client to: (a) 
install and use the Software on an Enterprise basis; or (b) access and use the Software as hosted by Medicity on 
Client’s behalf as specified in the relevant SOW of the Agreement  Accordingly, and subject to Client’s payment of 
all applicable fees, Medicity hereby grants to Client a non-transferable (except as expressly provided in the 
Agreement), non-exclusive license during the applicable license term specified above to operate, access and use the 
Software, and to permit operation, access and use by Users, on either a Medicity-hosted or Client-site deployment 
(as described above), solely as part of the Licensed Software implemented by Medicity for Client under this 
Agreement and subject to any limitations on system configuration number of Users, or other aspects of the 
deployment as described in the applicable SOW.  For Client-hosted deployments only, the foregoing license shall 
also permit Client to reproduce and store copies of the Licensed Software for archival (backup) or redundancy 
purposes.  A separate supplemental agreement must be executed for each additional copy or site location at which 
the Licensed Software is installed other than copies for backup or redundant servers, and may be subject to 
additional license fees. 


4. Prohibited Uses. Client shall use the Licensed Software exclusively for authorized and legal purposes, 
consistent with all applicable laws, regulations and the rights of others. Client shall keep confidential and not 
disclose to any third parties, and shall ensure that Users keep confidential and do not disclose to any third parties, 
any user identifications, account numbers, account profiles, and personally identifiable information used in 
connection with or gathered or processed by the Licensed Software. 
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EXHIBIT A 


5. Additional Restrictions. Client has no right to transfer, sublicense or otherwise distribute the 
Licensed Software (or access thereto) to any third party, except in connection with the assignment of all of Client’s 
rights and obligations under the Agreement as authorized therein. Except as expressly authorized in this License, 
Client will not copy or modify the Licensed Software, in whole or in part, nor will Client lease, lend or rent the 
Licensed Software, use the Licensed Software to provide service bureau, time sharing, rental, application services 
provider, hosting or other computer services to third parties, or otherwise make the functionality of the Licensed 
Software available to third parties.  Client acknowledges that the Licensed Software constitutes and contains trade 
secrets of Medicity and its licensors, and, in order to protect such trade secrets and other interests that Medicity and 
its licensors may have in the Licensed Software, Client agrees not to disassemble, decompile or reverse engineer the 
Licensed Software nor permit any third party to do so, except to the extent such restrictions are prohibited by law. 


6. Reserved Rights. Client’s rights in the Licensed Software are limited to those expressly granted in this 
License. Medicity reserves all rights and licenses in and to the Licensed Software not expressly granted to Client 
under this License. 


7. Payment Schedule. Payment of all license fees shall be due as described in Exhibit D. 
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EXHIBIT B – STATEMENT OF WORK FOR IMPLEMENTATION AND SERVICES 
This Exhibit is subject to the terms and conditions of the Agreement to which it is attached. The terms of this SOW 
shall govern in the event of any conflict with the Agreement. 


 


1. PROJECT SUMMARY 


1.1. Business Objectives and Goals 


This agreement is constructed to meet the following Client stated business objectives: 


%%To be customized for Client% 


1) Implement an EHR that spans care provided within Client facilities.  
2) Provide clinical information via web access to Client clinicians treating patients at Client and any of the 4 


additional hospitals in the area. As patients move through the regional system of hospitals, Client 
physicians will have remote access to clinical information for those patients who have been treated at a 
Client facility.  


3) Additionally, clinicians at the four (4) remote hospitals may be granted access to clinical information for 
their patients who have been treated within Client facilities.  


4) Further engage Client’s Medical Staff to adopt access and communication technologies.  
5) Position Client to extend this EHR to the additional 4 regional hospitals by an amendment to this contract 


agreement. 


Initial implementation would integrate laboratory results, radiology, pathology and other transcribed reports, 
inpatient medications, PACS system images and admission information to be available to providers within 
Client. %%end% 


1.2. Scope of Work 


1.2.1 Installation of License Software 


%%ProAccess% 


Medicity will install the Licensed Software, as outlined in Exhibit A, in a Certification environment 
(“CERT”).  The CERT environment will provide the ability to log into and have access to a working 
copy of the licensed software.  The CERT environment will not, however, have any installed Client 
interfaces.  The database will remain static until the interfaces have been deployed. 


Upon the completion of the deployment and Acceptance Testing of the CERT environment 
(independent of the interfaces), the delivery of the licensed software will be considered complete.  The 
remaining professional services of the interfaces will be conducted as a separate service, and shall not 
delay the acceptance of the licensed software installation. %%end% 


%%The Grid% 


Medicity will install Licensed Software, including all the agents and software components required to 
complete the deployment outlined in this Statement of Work, onto the designated systems at the 
hospital and the physician practices identified herein to allow those practices to receive data from 
hospital systems into their Novo drop box or EMR. %%end% 


1.2.2 Integration Services 


%%ProAccess% 
The second, and final, environment that will be installed will be the Production environment (PROD).  
PROD can be installed at a later date than CERT, depending on the readiness of the Client and 
Medicity.  %%end% 


%%The Grid% 
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Medicity will implement its Novo Hospital Agent software on a designated server in the hospital data 
center, which will accept messages from the integrated hospital systems, transform it electronically for 
physician use, and transmit it across the public network to a Rendezvous Server located at one of 
Medicity’s data centers. During the implementation period, this server will process test data and data 
from production systems. %%end% 


Medicity and Client mutually agree to the specific points of integration, or Interfaces listed below: 


1) ADT – System Name 
2) Laboratory Results – System Name 
3) Radiology Reports – System Name 
4) PACS (Image viewer) – System Name 
5) Transcribed Reports – System Name  
6) Medications (open Meds) – System Name 


Additionally, Medicity will provide the following professional services: 


1) Source data analysis (Requirements Document) 
2) Interface Requirements Document 
3) Receipt of sample production messages 
4) %%ProAccess%Configuration of Nexus Modules%%end% 
5) Testing, %%ProAccess%QA and certification of Nexus Interfaces%%end% 
6) Delivery and Installation of Interfaces 


1.2.3 Training and Rollout Services 


 


2. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PARTIES 


2.1. Client Roles and Responsibilities 


2.1.1 General  


• Client will take responsibility for its own and affiliated third party’s roles, responsibilities and 
tasks necessary to complete this project. 


• Provide a dedicated project manager for the duration of the project. 
• Designate a person (Primary Client Contact) to whom all Medicity communications may be 


addressed and who has the authority to act on all aspects of the services. This person will review 
the SOW, and associated documents with Medicity to ensure understanding of the responsibilities 
of both parties. This person will also coordinate Client participation and ensure timely 
management decisions are made. 


• Review each Project Phase Plan mutually developed by the Parties and submitted for approval by 
Medicity and provide approval to Medicity as to acceptability within a timeframe of 5 business 
days and prior to Medicity’s commencement of any task identified for that phase. 


• In the event changes of scope are requested by Client which shall result in either delay in 
acceptance or, in Medicity’s estimated work or hardware and software requirements, Client and 
Medicity shall negotiate in good faith to establish an alternate budget or deliverables or an 
alternate schedule. 


2.1.2 Hospital Data Provider 


• Provide access to source system subject matter experts as necessary. 
• Provide access to network and security subject matter experts as necessary. 
• Provide interface engine resources at each Hospital as necessary 
• Perform all HL7 modification necessary in the Client Interface Engine to meet Medicity HL7 


requirements and support Interface testing as necessary. 
o If Client is able to provide all the required interface data fields as defined in the Medicity 


Interface Requirements Document, Medicity will make any necessary HL7 structure and 
format changes in order to be able to process the data.  
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o If required fields are missing from the incoming Interfaces, Client will make the necessary 
changes as required in the source system or Client integration engine. 


o Estimated level of effort for the integration of each Interface is as follows: 
 Integration Engine team: 40 to 80 hours to setup Interfaces and make modifications based 


on testing (highly variable based on the quality of HL7 initially provided). 
 Source System team: 40 to 80 hours to help test the Interfaces and request vendor 


modifications based on testing (highly variable based on the quality of HL7 initially 
provided). 


• Provide HL7 Requirements Document for all HL7 Interfaces that are transmitted to the Medicity 
Solution. 


• %%ProAccess%Provide source system data translation tables and business rules as necessary. 
%%end% 


• Provide source system resources for testing purposes as necessary. 
o %%ProAccess%General estimates require approximately 40 hours of Client interface testing 


support per Interface over a four week period%%end% 
• Develop all necessary outgoing Interfaces from the Client Hospital Interface Engines to the 


Medicity Solution.  
 


2.2. Medicity Roles and Responsibilities 


2.2.1 General 


• Medicity takes responsibility for its own and its affiliated third party’s roles, responsibilities and 
tasks necessary to complete this project, and the acts and omission of Medicity’s agents and 
employees, as well as of any affiliated third parties and subcontractors providing services under 
the Agreement. Such acts and omissions, committed by an affiliated party, shall be deemed to be 
the acts and omissions of Medicity for purposes of this Agreement. 


• Provide project management, network, Interface, training and development resources. 
• Provide consultant(s) to perform the services to produce the Licensed Software specified in this 


SOW and in any other SOW entered into by the Parties under the Agreement. 
• Provide deliverables as described herein. 
• Commence the performance of services as soon as permission is granted from Client and SOW is 


signed and received by Medicity.  
• Contain the cost of work to be performed under this agreement, unless agreed otherwise by the 


Client through a formal Change Control Process, to the quotation provided herein.  
• Provide a draft of a detailed Project Plan at the start of each project phase to be agreed upon and 


signed by the Parties prior to the start of each project phase.  
• Provide weekly written and verbal status updates. 
• Provide product documentation on each of the applications Client has licensed from Medicity. 


2.2.2 Project Management 


• Lead Project planning and implementation. 
• Maintain the detailed project plan throughout the entire project including updates, provided by the 


Client, for Client-only tasks related to the project. 
• Monitor overall project progress and milestones. 
• Organize the project team and establishing appropriate project structure to ensure timely decision-


making, risk mitigation and issue resolution. 
• Ensure project compliance with contract and quality assurance standards. 


2.2.3 Hospital Data Provider  


• Provide dedicated interface resources to receive data from Client. 
• Verify the structure and format of all Interfaces which are sent or received by Nexus. 
• Provide Client with Requirements Document for each Interface. 
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• If Client is able to provide all the required interface data fields as defined in the Medicity Interface 
Requirements Document, Medicity will work with the Client to determine any necessary HL7 
structure and format changes in order to be able to process the data.  Any resultant changes in 
schedule and or pricing will be approved by Client prior to additional work being completed.  


2.2.4 Helpdesk 


• Medicity will provide tier 2-3 helpdesk support related to the Client as defined in Exhibit C.  
Furthermore, Medicity will manage Client’s hosting services as outlined in Exhibit I. 


 


3. DEFINITION OF WORK 


Medicity and Client shall mutually confer and collaborate to define the scope, milestones, deliverables and 
associated timeline(s) for each requested development task provided in this Exhibit. Medicity shall initiate no work 
responsibilities or tasks until both Parties have, in writing, agreed and signed off on the scope, deliverables, 
estimated level of effort and timeline.  


3.1. Project Phases 


The detailed timelines for delivery of the requested products and services will be incorporated into a detailed Project 
Work Plan, which will be jointly developed and sign by the Parties once a signed SOW is delivered to Medicity and 
the development tasks have been prioritized by Client. 


3.2. Completion Criteria 


The project shall be considered complete upon acceptance by Client of all applicable deliverables. Such acceptance 
shall be accomplished by the execution of a Project Acceptance Certificate, for each completed Project Phase of this 
SOW, and shall be governed by Sections 2.2 and 2.3 of the Agreement.  


Approval of all individual deliverables constitutes complete project acceptance. 


3.3. General Deliverable Acceptance Criteria 


• Accuracy—Work Products shall be accurate in presentation, technical content, and adherence to accepted 
elements of style. 


• Clarity—Work Products shall be clear and concise. Any diagrams and graphics shall be easy to 
understand and be relevant to the supporting narrative. 


• Consistency to Requirements—All Work Products must satisfy the requirements of this SOW. 
• Documentation—The documentation for the deliverables is reasonably complete and describes the 


deliverables so as to enable a reasonable data-processing professional with ordinary skill and experience 
to fully utilize the deliverables for all purposes for which Client is acquiring such deliverables, 


• Format—Work Products shall be submitted in soft copy (where applicable) and in media mutually agreed 
upon prior to submission.  


• Performance—Work Products shall perform in all material respects in accordance with the applicable 
SOW and Documentation.  


• Timeliness—Work Products shall be submitted on or before the due date specified in this statement of 
work or submitted in accordance with a later scheduled date determined by the Project Timeline. 


 


4. PROJECT ASSUMPTIONS 
Medicity will accommodate subsequent changes within this SOW using the attached Change Certificate, subject to 
the identification of changes in scope as outlined in Client Responsibilities. 


Client is contracting with Medicity and will not contract with any subject matter experts, agents, and sub-contractors 
related to this SOW unless mutually agreed upon by all parties.  Unless mutually agreed upon, Medicity will 
contract with all subject matter experts, agents and sub-contractors to deliver contractual obligations with Client.  


Client shall provide, in a reasonable and timely manner, interface data as required and detailed in each project plan. 
Medicity shall not be responsible for data delivery delays and the project timelines shall be adjusted accordingly. 
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5. CHANGE CONTROL PROCESS 


Client may initiate changes to the requirements in this SOW or any Requirements Document developed under this 
SOW by providing a written request to Medicity. Medicity shall review the change request and respond within ten 
(10) calendar days, and advise Client if the change request can be accepted by Medicity. Such acceptance shall also 
include price and schedule revisions if applicable. Accepted changes shall be added as an Amendment to the SOW 
or Requirements Document and shall be effective upon mutual acceptance and sign off of the Amendment. Such 
Amendment shall clearly reflect the nature of the change, the price and schedule impact. 
 


6. CONTACT INFORMATION 


CLIENT CONTACTS  


Primary Contact  


Primary Contact Phone  
Primary Contact Email  


Invoicing Contact  


Invoicing Address  


Invoicing City/State/Zip  


Invoicing Phone  


Invoicing Email  


  


MEDICITY CONTACTS 


Primary Contact Brent Dover, EVP  


Primary Contact Phone 801.322.4444 


Primary Contact Email bdover@medicity.com 


Secondary Contact David Duntz, SVP Operations 


Secondary Phone 801.322.4444 


Secondary Email dduntz@medicity.com 
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CHANGE CERTIFICATE AS OF ________________ 
Pursuant to the Master Client Agreement and Statement of Work between Medicity and Client, the undersigned 
authorized representative for Client hereby certifies that the table below outlines any and all exceptions to the 
previously agreed upon acceptance dates and amounts.  No project or fee schedules / payment plans are altered from 
previous written agreements unless included herein. 
 


CONTRACTED DELIVERABLES CHANGE NOTES 
REVISION IMPACT 


DATE AMT 


ProAccess PCS    


 Patient Search    


My Census    


My Rounds    


Face Sheet    


Diagnostic Test Result    


Transcribed Reports    


Medication Profiles    


Order Status    


MediTrust DataStage    


MediTrust Nexus Engine and Manager    


ProAccess Installation    


Novo Grid    


Integration Services    


Interface 1:     


Interface 2:     


Interface 3:     


Interface 4:     


Interface 5:     


Interface 6:     
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PROACCESS PCS ACCEPTANCE CERTIFICATE 
Pursuant to the Master Client Agreement and SOW between Medicity and Client, the undersigned authorized 
representative for Client hereby certifies that the above referenced product meets the Acceptance Criteria as of the 
recorded date. 
 


CRITERIA INITIALS 


Novo Grid  


ProAccess PCS  


 Patient Search  


My Census  


My Rounds  


Face Sheet  


Diagnostic Test Result  


Transcribed Reports  


Medication Profiles  


Order Status 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Acceptance Acknowledged: 
  
  
 By: ______________________________________________  
 
 Name: ____________________________________________  
 
 Title: _____________________________________________  
 
 Date: _____________________________________________  
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EXHIBIT C – SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT 
This Exhibit is subject to the terms and conditions of the Master Client Agreement, hereafter referred to as 
“Agreement,” to which it is attached. Client may elect to engage the Maintenance and Support services provided by 
Medicity at Client’s sole discretion subject to the following terms and conditions. 


1. DEFINITIONS 


1.1. Licensed Software  


Only the Licensed Software is supported. Medicity is not obligated to correct errors in third party hardware or 
software such as the web server itself, the network or the network administration or services, the servers or network 
hardware components, any fail-over hardware or software, the Client Internet access, the Client desktop 
configurations, the remote dial-up configuration or the dial-up software or any other hardware or software which are 
not directly supplied by Medicity. Support services and licenses for third party software must be obtained directly 
from the vendors.  


1.2. Support Protocol 


The Support Protocol is a checklist of questions, answers and actions (delivered upon Client acceptance of the 
Licensed Software) that will allow an administrator to: 


• Methodically, quickly and thoroughly evaluate symptoms to trace likely causes of reported problems; 
• Gather appropriate data to escalate to Medicity technical staff when such escalation is necessary; 
• Specify which support channel is appropriate for the severity of the problem. 


1.3. Problem Resolution 


Resolution shall be defined as: (a) Providing a reasonable solution to the incident, or (b) Providing a reasonable 
work-around to the incident, or (c) Determination by Medicity that the incident is an enhancement request and 
forwarding the request to Medicity Product Management, or (d) Escalation by Medicity of the incident/bug to 
Medicity Engineering for review. 


1.4. Initial Term 


The term for support and maintenance (“Support Term”) shall commence on the expiration of the Warranty Period 
and shall remain in effect for 12 months from the date of initiation of the term.  


 


2. SUPPORT SCOPE 


Subject to Client’s payment of all license fees, maintenance and support fees, Medicity will provide Client the 
following maintenance and support throughout the Term of this Agreement. 


2.1. Included Support 


• Stream of enhancements and error corrections within version as generally made available to the Medicity 
customer base (that have executed and paid for a maintenance and support agreement) on a when and if 
available basis. 


• Repairing of software defects discovered in the Licensed Software after the product is released to 
production use.  


• Resolving performance and operational issues of the Licensed Software. 
• Training the system administrators to ensure the Client will properly operate, maintain and support the 


Licensed Software, including: 
o Review and use of Licensed Software Support Protocols 
o How to answer end user questions including basic troubleshooting and FAQ’s 
o How to resolve data integrity issues 
o How to monitor, backup, restore and tune the document storage 
o How to perform and analyze periodic performance, system and data audits  


• Assistance in the creation of a data archive plan. 
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• Telephone Consultation for enhancements, customization and future release planning. 


2.2. Excluded Support 


• Enhancements and customization (requires new SOW). 
• Problems caused by the Client PC’s, hardware or Third Party Software, power outage, network 


equipment related failures and Internet or Intranet downtime. 
• Problems caused by hardware, software, platform, network changes/upgrades that have not been 


approved in advance by Medicity. 
• Problems caused by non-Medicity personnel making changes to the Licensed Software.  
• System or database backups, restoration and maintenance not following mutually agreed upon processes. 
• User administration issues.  


2.3. Support Priority 


Medicity looks to its Client to help identify the priority category associated with a given call, as specified in the 
Support Protocol. The Technical Support department uses priority levels to gain focus on the incidents that have the 
greatest impact on its clients. This helps Medicity to ensure closure of critical incidents in a timely fashion, and 
helps all users of Medicity products. All reported incidents will be addressed, but the highest priority incidents will 
be expedited through the resolution process. Medicity priority schedule is included below and in the Support 
Protocol: 


PRIORITY DESCRIPTION RESPONSE TIMING 


1 


Loss of service, or serious impairment of service, 
which cannot be circumvented. Examples of this type 
of problem are: 
•  Web server not accepting connections due to 


functionality or performance issues 
•  Persistent inability to access clinical information 


due to functionality or performance issues 
•  Critical product feature does not work 


(identifiable part of functionality), no workaround 
exists or workarounds are impractical 


•  User data is corrupted 
•  Reproducible, unavoidable crash or deadlock 
•  Legally incorrect text or graphics 


•  Upon receiving the call/page, 
contact the Client’s primary 
contact to acknowledge the 
problem report within 15 minutes; 
within 30 minutes during the hours 
of 10:00 p.m. (Mountain Daylight 
Time) and 6:00 a.m. (Mountain 
Daylight Time). 


•  Verify the problem and notify the 
Client’s primary contact with the 
plan of action, within 1 hour. 


•  Provide updates at least once every 
hour or at a frequency mutually 
agreed by the Client and Medicity.


2 


A problem exists which can be reasonably 
circumvented or does not materially affect normal 
operations. Examples of this type of problem are: 
•  A non-functioning product feature which is not 


critical to a User (identifiable part of 
functionality) 


•  Part of a product feature is affected, a viable 
workaround exists 


•  Performance is less than optimum 
•  Highly visible usability problem that doesn’t 


affect functionality 


•  Upon receiving the call/page, 
contact the Client’s primary 
contact to acknowledge the 
problem report within 1 hour. 


•  Verify the problem and notify the 
Client’s primary contact with the 
plan of action within 4 hours. 


•  Provide updates at least once every 
hour or at a frequency mutually 
agreed by the Client and Medicity.


3 


Failure of a system which does not have any effect on 
normal operations 


•  Upon receiving report of the 
problem, verify the problem and 
notify the Client’s primary contact 
with an acknowledgement and 
plan of action within 48 hours. 
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•  Provide updates at least once every 
5 business days or at a frequency 
mutually agreed by the Client and 
Medicity. 


 


2.4. Support Channels 


The following support channels are available to authorized administrator support contacts (see Section 3.2 below). 


CHANNEL PRIORITY  AVAILABILITY USAGE CONSTRAINT 


Pager  support 1 & 2 24 by 7 


•  Priority Level 1 or 2 ONLY 
•  Reporting problem during non-business 


hours 
•  Contact has followed the Support Protocol to 


exclude problems caused by Client PC’s, 
hardware, Client Software or Third Party 
Software, power outages, network equipment 
related failures and Internet or Intranet 
downtime (See section 1.2, 2.2) 


Phone support 1 & 2 
6am to 6pm MDT, 
Monday to Friday 
excluding holidays 


 


Email support 2 & 3 24 by 7  


Client may email Medicity Technical Support to check the status of an open incident. Client requests to re-prioritize 
an incident must be made to a member of the Medicity Support Team.  


Medicity will use commercially reasonable efforts to perform the support services provided for under this 
agreement, but it retains the right to determine whether to revise, enhance or otherwise modify the Medicity 
products and which requested features, functionality and other changes will be made to the Medicity products. 
Information provided by Client in connection with Medicity’ performance of the support services may be used 
without restriction by Medicity to support or enhance the Medicity products. 


Medicity will use reasonable efforts to resolve reported issues that have been determined to be product bugs in a 
timely manner. Reported bugs will generally be addressed as part of a scheduled maintenance release by severity on 
a first come, first served basis. Severe bugs that fall outside of the scheduled maintenance release will be evaluated 
for correction on a case-by-case basis. 


 


3. SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 


3.1. Integrity of Licensed Software System 


All binaries, scripts, etc., as delivered in the Licensed Software, must remain in the format as initially delivered or as 
approved by Medicity.  


3.2. Authorized Support Contacts 


The Client shall provide Medicity the contact information of authorized persons, typically the administrators of 
Client or its data processing contractor. Only the authorized contacts can execute the Support Protocol. The Client 
may change authorized contacts at any time by notifying Medicity in writing of the change in advance; provided 
that, in the event of an emergency that makes changing authorized contacts reasonably necessary, Client may change 
authorized contacts by notifying Medicity of the change by e-mail or by telephone. 
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3.3. Access to the Licensed Software System 


The Client agrees to supply Medicity support personnel with reasonable access via a point to point VPN to the 
physical Licensed Software system as appropriate, which may include 24 x 7 access for purposes of providing 
remote diagnostics and other support related activites. Medicity and its personnel shall comply with this Agreement 
and any of Client’s policies, procedures and rules regarding such access. 


3.4. Logistics for Onsite Support 


The Client agrees to maintain a minimum working environment for Medicity. If Medicity identifies that the 
resolution of the issue or problem requires resources such as the Client IT department, networking engineers or 
business analysts, the Client agrees to make these resources reasonably available. 


3.5. Technology Changes 


The authorized Client contacts should contact Medicity Technical Staff in advance of implementing any platform 
and third party software technology changes that may affect the Licensed Software. Upon mutual agreement of such 
changes to be implemented, Medicity will then work with the Client to ensure seamless migration of the Licensed 
Software. 


3.6. Conditions 


Medicity shall provide maintenance and support for the current and immediately prior release of the Licensed 
Software. For example, if version 1.3 is the current release, Medicity will provide support and maintenance for 
versions 1.3 and 1.2 and will cease supporting version 1.1 90 days following the release of version 1.3. If Client 
cancels its maintenance and support services subscription anytime during a 1-year subscription period, no refund, 
pro-rated or otherwise, will be given. 


3.7. Electronic Mail and Web Site Access 


Where reasonable and appropriate, answers to questions, software code examples and other technical documentation 
may be provided by Medicity to Client via electronic mail or Client may be directed to information available on the 
Medicity website at http://www.medicity.com. In order to access this information Client may be required to obtain 
additional software, equipment and Internet access. 


 


4. MEDICITY TECHNOLOGY CHANGES 


Medicity shall use commercially reasonable efforts to notify Client of any technology changes with respect to the 
Licensed Software which may impact Client’s use of the Licensed Software, including, without limitation, the 
requirement by Client to obtain additional hardware or software.  


 


5. QUALITY ASSURANCE 


Prior to Medicity’s providing or making available to Client any patch, enhancement, update or any other release of 
the Licensed Software, Medicity shall test and validate that such release meets or exceeds the requirements of this 
Agreement, including but not limited to the security obligations and obligations regarding prevention or introduction 
of viruses. This will include adherence to the final HIPAA Security Rule and the obligations outlined in Exhibit E. 
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EXHIBIT D – FEES AND PAYMENT TERMS 
 


1. LICENSED SOFTWARE  


 


  MILESTONE FEES 


PRODUCT EXECUTION DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TOTAL 


MediTrust DataStage  


Nexus Engine & 
Manager 


 


ProAccess PCS  


Novo Grid  


Total   


 
Milestone payments shall be made within 30 days of receipt of the invoices set forth above.  In the event Client shall 
fail to pay any amount when due hereunder, such amount shall bear interest at the rate equal to the lesser of (a) 1.5% 
per month or (b) the highest rate permitted by applicable law, calculated on a daily basis from the date of the 
invoice. 
 
The following Optioned Software License Pricing will be available to Client for a period of twelve (12) months 
from the Execution Date 
 


  MILESTONE FEES 


PRODUCT EXECUTION DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TOTAL 


MediTrust DataStage  


Nexus Engine & 
Manager 


 


ProAccess PCS  


Novo Grid  


Total   


 


2. IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES 


 


PRODUCT AMOUNT TOTAL 


Software Delivery Billed monthly as incurred 


Integration      Billed monthly as incurred 


 
In addition to the fixed implementation fees outlined above, during the course of fulfilling the Agreement, 
reimbursable travel and living expenses (such as those outlined below), will be incurred in traveling to and from the 
Client location as well as to corporate headquarters.  Client will be notified in advance for scheduled travel. 
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• Commercial Airfare—Cost of reasonable and standard commercial air transportation to and from the airport 
closest to the site where services are to be performed. Fares to be based upon “coach” class service. 


• Use of Personal Automobile—The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) standard mileage rate for use of personal car 
for travel to and from local airport providing transportation to the service site or to and from the Client site 
where no air travel is required.  


• Car Rental—Cost of reasonable and standard midsize car rental while at the service site, associated taxes and 
insurance (if not otherwise covered by Medicity’s insurance). Cost of all other associated car rental fees and 
charges (i.e. refueling, etc.) are not included. 


• Parking—Cost of airport long term parking fees incurred while parking personal car at airport while traveling to 
and from the service site.  


• Other Commercial Travel—Cost of reasonable and standard taxi service incurred while en route to and from the 
service site, or while at the service site. 


• Tolls—Cost of all tolls incurred in the travel to and from the service site. 
• Lodging—Cost of reasonable and standard hotel accommodations (single room rate) while at the service site or 


if delayed overnight en route to or from the service site. 
• Meals—The daily federal meal-and-incidental-expense per diem (depending on the locality, as defined by the 


IRS in Publication 1542). 
 
All payments shall be made within 30 days of receipt of monthly invoices.  In the event Client shall fail to pay any 
amount when due hereunder, such amount shall bear interest at the rate equal to the lesser of (a) 1.5% per month or 
(b) the highest rate permitted by applicable law, calculated on a daily basis from the date of the invoice. 
 


3. MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT 


Following the Warranty Period, Client shall pay Medicity the following Maintenance and Support Fees: 


• 21% of the total licensed software per year, payable in equal quarterly installments of 5.25% of the total license 
software due on the first of each quarter or 18% annually in advance. 


• At the end of the Initial Term, the Client shall have the option to renew the Software Maintenance and Support 
for successive one-year terms according to the terms and conditions stated herein, increased annually by the 
Consumer Price Index plus 3%. 


• Medicity and/or Client shall have the option to terminate the Software Maintenance and Support at any time 
after the Initial Term upon ninety (90) days written notice. 


• Reinstatement of lapsed coverage of Software Maintenance and Support is subject to payment by Client of 
Medicity’s Software Maintenance and Support fees for the lapsed years.  Upon reinstatement, Client shall pay 
Maintenance and Support fees in accordance with the then current fee schedule. 
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EXHIBIT E – BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT 
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EXHIBIT F –  NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 
%%Medicity hosted%% 


[this page is intentionally blank] 
 
 
%%Client hosted%% 
Medicity offers both a standard hardware configuration and a high-availability configuration.  Clients have the option 
to select the appropriate configuration for their needs.  Clients can leverage current hardware, contracts, and 
purchasing relationships for the desired configuration. Medicity personnel can participate in technical discussions to 
finalize the configuration to assure that it meets the needs of the solution. The diagrams and information listed below 
represent our %%standard/high-availability%% option. 
 
%%Diagram%% 
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EXHIBIT G – ENTERPRISE LOCATIONS 
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EXHIBIT H – PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS 


 
 


 
 


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 


MediTrust 


DataStage The DataStage is a dynamic data staging environment engineered to accommodate the diverse 
clinical information essential to providers delivering care. 


Nexus Engine 
Nexus is the engine that drives the efficient exchange, transformation, and normalization of 
information utilizing the healthcare industry HL7 standard and other popular data-exchange formats 
like the ubiquitous XML stand. 


Nexus Manager 


The Nexus Engine offers a module called the Nexus Manager that extends administrative rights 
through a webnative application accessed via a standard internet browser. Nexus Manager enables 
delegated administrators to monitor the status of designated interface connections. With Medicity’s 
intuitive user interface, even trained, non-technical personnel can start and stop an interface or 
requeue HL7 messages without taxing data center staff. 


EMR Gateway 


The MediTrust EMR Gateway facilitates information exchange between EMRs and hospital systems 
by replacing cumbersome interface engines with a new internet communication standard – web 
services.  This innovative web-services approach eliminates the need to establish and maintain 
expensive dedicated lines or difficult-to-support VPN solutions into physician offices.  As a result, 
Medicity can establish a data feed into a physician’s EMR in days, rather than weeks or months. 


MP3I/EMP3I 
MediTrust MP3I/EMP3I is a patented utility that uses algorithms tailored to the data source rather 
than conglomerated in a single, centralized matching formula that must accommodate every 
contributing system. 


RLS & CMP3I 


RLS creates a virtual patient record from information residing in many sources within a community 
by indexing all the clinical information published to providers by contributing systems.  In concert 
with the CMP3I and DataStage, MediTrust RLS creates a patient record that includes clinical data 
from many sources.  Medicity’s RLS contains pointers to all organizations with a patient’s clinical 
data, which allows that patient data to be retrieved efficiently, while ensuring that protected health 
information is safeguarded according to the custodial organization’s policies. 


ProAccess 


PCS 


ProAccess PCS is the principal clinical application in Medicity’s clinical application suite.  Built on 
the foundation of the MediTrust platform; ProAccess PCS optimizes the display and distribution of 
electronic clinical data.  It is designed to adapt to the workflow of most physician offices and 
provides convenient, personalized access to complete clinical data. 
Software fees are related to additional functionality of Physician Office AutoPrint. 


Mobile 


ProAccess Mobile extends the reach of this robust data-aggregation platform to handheld devices, 
which is completely secure and SSL encrypted.  ProAccess Mobile is fully synchronized with 
ProAccess PCS.  When a result is marked as viewed on a handheld devise, for example, that result is 
also marked viewed in the desktop application.  ProAccess Mobile uses local client applications so 
users see information in the format to which they are accustomed.  ProAccess Mobile is scheduled to 
be Generally Available on the ProAccess PCS 5 platform. 


OMS 


Fully integrated with the ProAccess PCS clinical portal, the Order Management System eliminates 
the need to remember the complex and varied order-entry requirements of multiple facilities. 
Because it simplifies the process for 
physicians, it improves efficiency for both the physician practice and the performing facility. Special 
features of the ProAccess OMS module include 
demographic interfaces, order entry, and lab routing 


Proscribe 


Fully integrated with ProAccess Mobile and the ProAccess PCS clinical portal, ProScribe is a 
complete, secure, and wireless e-Prescribing solution that integrates: 


 Patient demographic information from practice management systems 
 Electronic access to thousands of pharmacies through SureScripts and RxHub 
 Automated electronic refill management 
 Electronic acquisition of patient medical and medication histories 
 Preferred drug lists and formularies 
 Drug information and interaction data from the First Databank drug database 
 Medication alerts for interactions, allergies, duplicate therapy, and health-drug issues 
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Medicity Novo 
Grid Novo Grid 


The Medicity Novo Grid was developed to securely distribute and synchronize information across 
disparate information systems and care locations, with providers in the community, in the most cost 
effective, rapidly deployable, most secure and scalable manner possible. Medicity’s Intelligent 
Agent-Grid solution operates on computers in the hospital and in the physician offices (the EMR 
location). The Agents act like mini-HL7 interface engines capturing HL7 messages from local 
applications, analyzing each to determine action, and transforming the message if necessary. The 
messages are then encrypted and distributed over the Grid to Agents installed in the offices of the 
ordering or “copy to” physicians. The remote Agents are capable of further enhancing the HL7 to 
meet local requirements and delivering it directly into the EMR’s interface. An HL7 
acknowledgement is returned to the Agent in the hospital, providing an audit record of the exchange. 
This enables lab, pathology and radiology reports along with discharge summaries, operative notes, 
transcriptions, medications, problems and allergies to be automatically exchanged between providers 
and integrated seamlessly with information systems. 
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EXHIBIT I – HOSTING SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT 
The following SLA is representative of our standard SLA and is adapted based on client’s expectations and 
payments. 


1. OVERVIEW 


This Service Level Agreement (“SLA”) sets forth service level definitions, measurements thereof and related 
Medicity service standards that will be in effect during the Term of the Agreement. All capitalized terms used in this 
Exhibit J and not defined when used shall have the meaning set forth in the Agreement. 


2. SERVICE AVAILABILITY 


2.1. Definition. 


“Service Availability” or “Available” is defined as the amount of time that the Software (a) is available to The 
Community Site and Providers for the Software’s intended purpose and is capable of receiving and accurately 
processing data and responding to patient demographic and result delivery requests as entered by external Providers, 
as the case may be; and (b) meets the performance benchmarks, including without limitation the Specifications 
relating to the Software, as set forth in an SOW or otherwise defined in writing by the parties, but specifically 
excludes hardware issues, telecommunications failures in the connection from Medicity to the Providers hosting site, 
internet related issues (including but not limited to periods of high latency, DNS issues, denial of service attacks, 
ISP failures and similar types of internet issues) and problems in the data format caused by changes made by data 
providers not agreed to in advance by Medicity (collectively, the “Exclusions”). 


2.2. Measurement. 


The measurement for Service Availability for a given month is calculated by dividing the total number of minutes 
the Software was Available (excluding Scheduled Down Time Periods as defined in Section 3.1 of this Exhibit J) 
during the Hours of Operation (defined below) for such month by the total number of minutes in the Hours of 
Operation (excluding Scheduled Down Time Periods) for such month and multiplying the result by 100. The number 
of minutes in a given month will be calculated based on the number of days in such month. “Hours of Operation” 
shall mean 24 hours multiplied by the number of days in the particular month. 


2.3. Minimum Service Level Requirement for Service Availability. 


The minimum Service Availability for the Software will be as follows: 


(i) From the date the service is first made available until the Acceptance Date (identified as the 
“Warranty Period”), a Service Availability of 98% shall apply; and 


(ii) After such Warranty Period, a Service Availability of 99.8% measured on a running average 
calculated over each calendar quarter shall apply. Medicity shall immediately report any Software 
downtime (or unavailability) to the identified resource of “Community Site Manager.”  


3. SCHEDULED DOWN TIME 


3.1. Definition. 


There will be a scheduled down time period for Medicity’s performance of system maintenance, backup and 
upgrade functions for the Software (the “Scheduled Down Time Period”). The Scheduled Down Time Period shall 
mean between 2:00 AM EST and 5:00 AM EST (adjusted seasonably for Daylight Savings Time) on an as requested 
basis given 24 our notification. All other regular daily maintenance is expected to allow the system to remain 
functional but possibly at a rate of 50% reduction in message processing capabilities but less than a 25% degradation 
in user performance.  


3.2. Measurement. 


The measurement for scheduled down time for the Software is the time elapsed from the time that the Software is 
not Available to fully perform operations to when the Software becomes Available to fully perform operations. 
Medicity shall maintain daily system logs setting forth scheduled system down time and tracking outages. Medicity 
shall provide these logs, if requested, to The Community Site Manager on a monthly basis. 
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3.3. Required Maintenance Work. 


In the event that Medicity or its third-party provider determines, in its reasonable discretion, that maintenance work 
is required to be performed outside of the Scheduled Down Time Period, Medicity shall provide The Community 
Site Manager electronic mail or other notice of the required maintenance work at least seventy-two (72) hours in 
advance. This work will be performed by Medicity at a mutually agreed upon time. Upon the Parties mutual 
agreement, any maintenance work performed pursuant to such notice shall be considered part of Scheduled Down 
Time Period 


4. MONITORING 


Beginning on the Software Delivery Date Medicity shall be responsible for ensuring that the servers on which the 
Software is stored are monitored either on a 6 am Eastern time to 5:30 pm Pacific time or on a 24 x 7 x 365 basis for 
correct operation, capacity and performance based on contracted options. Automated alerts shall be utilized using 
Medicity’s monitoring framework which identifies issues based not only on network and system related issues but 
also based on content related thresholds. Medicity will work with The Community Site Manager to identify the 
appropriate thresholds that ensure minimal false positive alerts. 


5. UPDATES 


Medicity shall make Updates for the Software available to The Community Site. Updates for corrections, bugs and 
error fixes shall be provided to The Community Site in accordance with Section 6 below and other Updates 
(including, without limitation enhancements or improvements to the Software) shall be provided to The Community 
Site promptly upon their availability. 


6. PROBLEM RESOLUTION PROCEDURES 


Medicity’s technical support team shall prioritize and respond to problems and requests according to the severity 
levels (“Severity Level(s)”) set forth below.  


6.1. Severity Level 1 Problems. A “Severity Level 1 Problem” is defined as an event (but specifically excluding 
any Exclusions) that halts or has a significant impact on the use of the Software by The Community Site 
(including its Providers), including without limitation, the following: 


• Any event that significantly disrupts or threatens to disrupt Service Availability to a Provider. 
• Any online application outage that significantly impacts the Service Availability. 
• Consistent degradation of performance (response time or function) of the Software that significantly 


impairs service to Providers or any repeating, unresolved incidents that have significant impact on the 
Service Availability, operations of its Providers. 


6.2. Severity Level 2 Problems. A “Severity Level 2 Problem” is defined as a situation where the Software has 
lost some level of functionality but is still accessible by the Providers and the lost functionality does not 
significantly impact their use of the Software, but a workaround does not exist. 


6.3. Severity Level 3 Problems. A “Severity Level 3 Problem” is defined as a situation where the Software has 
lost some level of functionality but is still accessible by Providers, and the lost functionality does not 
significantly impact its Providers, and a workaround exists. 


6.4. Severity Level 4 Problems. A “Severity Level 4 Problem” is defined as a situation where the Software has 
complete functionality and is still accessible by the Providers, but a bug exists. 


6.5. Response Time Calculation. “Response Time” is the total amount of time it takes Medicity to respond to a 
request, calculated from the earlier of (a) the time a request arrives at Medicity via telephone call or email 
regarding the problem or (b) the time Medicity otherwise discovers the problem, until: 1) the appropriate 
technician or administrator begins to address the request, and 2) contact is made to the requesting party with a 
status update if the problem was not addressed on the initial call. 


6.6. Problem Resolution Response Effort. Severity Level 1 problems take precedence and are handled first. 
Problems will be continually monitored and Medicity shall notify The Community Site Manager of any existing 
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problem and update The Community Site Manager pursuant to the following Problem Resolution Response 
Table: 


6.7.  
 SEVERITY  COMMUNITY SITE MANAGER NOTIFICATION MINIMUM UPDATE FREQUENC/UPDATE METHOD 


Level 1 Within 1 hour discovery by Medicity Every 2 hours by email or telephone 
Level 2 Within 5 hours of discovery by Medicity  Every 5 hours by email  
Level 3 Within 12 hours of discovery by Medicity Every 12 hours by email  
Level 4 By next business day of discovery by


Medicity 
Every 24 hours by email  


Severity Level 1 Problems: Medicity will assign sufficient resources to resolve the problems as quickly as possible 
with the goal of maintaining the service levels agreed to herein. For Severity Level 1 problems, Medicity will use 
continuous effort to resolve the problem until an official fix is installed, tested and the Software is back to normal 
operations. Severity Level 1 problems will be continually monitored and the Community Site Manager will be kept 
informed through frequent telephone contact, with minimum contact as set forth in the Problem Resolution 
Response Table set forth above. 


Severity Level 2 Problems: Medicity will assign sufficient resources required to fix the problem in the target 
resolution timeframe. Severity Level 2 problems will have a target resolution of 24 hours to 3 days dependent on the 
corrective actions required to return the Software to normal operations. These corrective actions and resolution 
timeframes will be communicated to Community Site Manager by Medicity. 


Severity Level 3 Problems: During the business hours of 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. eastern, Medicity will assign sufficient 
resources to fix the problem based on a mutually agreed upon target resolution timeframe. Severity Level 3 
problems will have a target resolution of 48 hours to 5 days dependent on the corrective actions required to return 
the Software to normal operations. 


Severity Level 4 Problems: The target resolution timeframe for Severity Level 4 Problems will be determined 
separately for each problem by the Community Site Manager and Medicity representatives. 


6.8. Escalation Procedures. 


In every case, until a problem is corrected, Medicity’s representative will continue to monitor the situation to 
determine the problem status, corrective action(s) underway, and provide status information to the Community Site 
Manager at least as frequently as set forth in the Problem Resolution Response Table set forth above. 


Medicity shall prepare and provide to Community Site Manager an escalation document that provides the specific 
designated contact names and numbers for Medicity and Community Site Manager, Problems will be addressed by 
Medicity immediately upon notification from Community Site Manager or upon self-determination that such 
problem exists, and will escalate within Medicity’s organization in the following fashion to ensure effective 
resolution. 


6.9. Severity Level 1 Escalation. 


Time Zero to Hour 4 - Medicity manager and customer service organization respond immediately to the Severity 
Level 1 event and actively seek a problem resolution. 


Hour 4 - Medicity’s development management is notified and is actively working the event. 


Hour 8 - Medicity’s Vice-President of Engineering and/or Operations and Senior Vice President of Business 
Development are notified and involved in the problem resolution. 


Hour 10 - Medicity’s executive management including the CTO and/or Chief Architect is notified and involved in 
the problem resolution. 


After ten (10) hours, Medicity commits that at least one system specialist is dedicated to the severity event to work 
continuously until a solution is implemented and tested and approved by Community Site Manager. 
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6.10. Severity Level 2 Escalation. Time Zero to Hour 48 - Medicity’s manager and the appropriate 
organizations will work to resolve the problem. Medicity agrees to provide a solution by the next business day 
within 48 hours of problem identification. After forty-eight (48) hours, provided that the problem is not due to 
the fault of the Community Site Organization or one of its feeder systems, Medicity will escalate the problem in 
accordance with Severity Level 1 escalation procedures highlighted above. 


6.11. Severity Level 3 Escalation. Time Zero to Hour 72 - Medicity’s manager and the appropriate 
organizations will work to resolve the problem. Medicity agrees to provide a solution within 72 hours of 
problem identification. After seventy-two (72) hours, Medicity’s Vice-President of Engineering and/or 
Operations is notified and involved in the problem resolution. 


6.12. Severity Level 4 Escalation. Medicity’s manager and the appropriate organizations will work to 
resolve the problem according to a resolution timeframe agreed upon by the parties. 


6.13. Compliance Monitoring and Reporting. 


6.13.1 Definition. Compliance with the service level requirements specified in this document will be 
monitored by Medicity and reported by Medicity in writing to Community Site Manager on a 
monthly basis. 


6.13.2 Measurement. Compliance reports shall be considered delivered to Community Site Manager upon 
arrival of a hard copy report or an electronic document with a verifiable return receipt at the 
Community Site’s physical address. 


7. SOFTWARE APPLICATION RESPONSE TIME 


7.1. Definition. 


“Software Response Time” is defined as either (a) the amount of time from the Software’s receipt of a test result or 
other inquiry from a Provider, for Medicity to forward the request or other inquiry to the Community Site; or (b) the 
amount of time from the Software’s receipt of test results or other Provider inquiry responses from the Community 
Site, for Medicity to forward such test results or other Provider inquiry responses to the appropriate Provider, as 
applicable. 


7.2. Measurement. 


The measurement for Software Response Time for a given month is calculated for each ADT or Accession in such 
month and shall be calculated only during periods of Service Availability. 


7.3. Minimum Service Level Requirement for Software Response Time. 


The Software Response Time shall be 30 minutes or less in at least 95% of the time on a calendar quarter basis. If 
Medicity exceeds such Software Response Time threshold, Medicity will provide notice to the Community Site 
Manager as provided in the written standard operating procedures developed pursuant to Section 6.6 of the 
Agreement. 


8. ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS AND NON-PERFORMANCE CREDITS  


8.1. Service Commitment. 


Should Service Availability, Problem Resolution Response Efforts or any other Medicity service level commitment 
under this SLA (each referred to as a “Service Commitment”) fall below the minimum service level requirement 
for a given month set forth in this Exhibit J, Medicity shall perform a root cause analysis to determine the cause of 
such Service Commitment failure(s), develop a written proposed corrective action plan (“CA Plan”) and schedule a 
meeting with Community Site Manager to discuss such proposed CA Plan including, without limitation, during the 
Warrantee Period. Medicity shall obtain the Community Site Manager’s approval of the final CA Plan and shall 
implement the final CA Plan to avoid recurrence of the Service Commitment failure(s). 


8.2. Service Credits for each Service Commitment Failure. 


For each Service Availability and Software Response Time Service Commitment failure in a given quarter, Medicity 
shall be subject to the service level credits set forth below in this Section 8.2 and Medicity shall provide Community 
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Site with a credit for such quarter in accordance with the table below. Nothing in the foregoing shall serve to limit 
any other rights or remedies available to Community Site under the Agreement for Medicity’s failure to comply with 
the service levels set forth herein. The parties acknowledge and agree that Medicity shall not pay service credits for 
Service Commitment failures during the Warrantee Period. 


Service Commitment 
Tier 


 


Service Availability Service Commitment 
Percentage 


Credit* 
 


Tier l 
 


Service Availability is between 99.5% and 100.0% 
 


No Credit; Service 
Commitment is met. 


Tier 2 Service Availability is between 98.5% and 99.4% 5% 


Tier3 Service Availability is between 96.5% and 98.4% 10% 


Tier 4 
 


Service Availability is below 96.4% 
 


25% 
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Appendix C – Health Integrated: 


Attached are samples of two reports from Health Integrated: 


1. Approved Event Detail Report 


2. Utilization Management Quarterly Summary 
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Approved Event Detail Report Run Date:


Run Time:


07/25/2008


12:17:43 pmClient:  MMP - Mars Medical Plan


Events Approved From :


07 / 24 / 2008  12:00 AM  to


07 / 24 / 2008  11:59 PM


Member Id First Name Last Name Status Auth#Mgmt Status


MMP1016822260 John Doe Approved Closed S61285


MMP1018488945 John Doe Approved Closed S61292


MMP1018938177 John Doe Approved Closed S61233


MMP1020971106 John Doe Approved Closed S61231


MMP1021421622 John Doe Approved Closed S61305


MMP1024952408 John Doe Approved Open A227778


MMP1025084671 John Doe Approved Closed S61225


MMP1025275876 John Doe Approved Closed S61274


MMP1026306481 John Doe Approved Open S61284


MMP1027799635 John Doe Approved Closed S61299


MMP1028830668 John Doe Approved Closed A227528


MMP1028885390 John Doe Approved Closed A227662


MMP1028885390 John Doe Approved Open A227711


MMP1029056630 John Doe Approved Closed S61293


MMP1029561830 John Doe Approved Closed S61202


MMP1029917279 John Doe Approved Closed A227398


MMP1030253848 John Doe Approved Closed S61290


MMP1030648419 John Doe Approved Open S61180


MMP1031524225 John Doe Approved Closed S61302


MMP1031534760 John Doe Approved Closed S61306


MMP1038718874 John Doe Approved Open A227754


MMP1039576267 John Doe Approved Closed S61291


MMP1045533480 John Doe Approved Closed S61295


MMP1056341834 John Doe Approved Open A227603


MMP1060452993 John Doe Approved Open A227655


MMP1072589587 John Doe Approved Closed S61263


MMP1082548854 John Doe Approved Open A227660


MMP1110814867 John Doe Approved Closed S60602


MMP1128468303 John Doe Approved Closed S61286


MMP1250345670 John Doe Approved Closed S61287


MMP1260018252 John Doe Approved Open A227544


MMP1272274637 John Doe Approved Closed S61212


Total Approved Events:  32


This report is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain proprietary, confidential, trade secret or privileged information. Any 


unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited and may be a violation of law.


Page 1 of 1







Utilization Management Quarterly Summary


Client: MMRS


From 1/1/2008 To 6/30/2008


2ND QTR 3RD QTR 4TH QTR1ST QTR


 613.96  503.53  738.44


Active Members


 543  476  479Admits


Bed Days


Admits/1000


Days/1000


ALOS  7.35  7.00 7.87


 4,830.30


 4,272  3,500  3,351


 3,702.40  5,165.98


 10,613  11,344  7,784
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Appendix D – Health Integrated Member Material Samples: 
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At Synergy Personal Health Management we are very excited that you are taking steps to improve 
your health.  We are here to give you the support and tools you need to feel healthier in your daily life.   


Synergy Personal Health Management is designed to fi t easily into your life and is open to your 
schedule and interests. We know that you may be busy, or you may want to read health information at 
your own pace.  We also have care coaches on hand any time to answer questions and offer support in 
reaching your personal health goals.    


Remember, you have your “Passport to Better Health”.  We sent that to you not long ago.  You will 
fi nd writing in it is a good way to track your health. It’s also a helpful tool to share with your doctor.


You will be getting health brochures and other information through the mail, online or through phone 
messages on a regular basis. 


Remember, we are here to help you learn how to improve your health!  
You can reach us at:


1-800-000-0000
Hearing impaired members may call 1-800-662-1220.


Your Synergy Team is available 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. ET, Monday through Saturday.


We look forward to working with you to begin making changes today!
Better health is waiting!


Welcome to
Synergy Personal 


Health Management®


®







Dear Member:


Enclosed with this letter is your personal health journal that we discussed during our last call.  
You should use the journal to help you track important health information. Writing in a journal is 
a good way to be aware of your health and track your progress. Use it to record your medicines, 
doctor’s contact information and personal health goals.  This will be a helpful tool for you as we 
work together in the months to come.


I look forward to talking with you at our next scheduled call.  However, if you need to talk to me 
before then you can reach me at:


1-800-000-0000
Hearing impaired members may call 1-800-955-8771.


Your Synergy Team is available 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. ET, Monday through Saturday.


We’ll be there beside you – each and every step of the way to a healthier you!


Yours in good health,


Your Care Coach
 


Synergy Personal 


  Health Management®


®
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My Health Journal
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Begin by writing down day by day what you're feeling and 


what you need to do to stay as healthy as possible.  Each 


page has "starter ideas" for writing.  You'll find writing gets 


easier as you go.  The journal also includes important 


tracking sheets for you to record your health measurements 


as well as your personal goals and objectives.  Look through 


the journal now and make extra copies of these sheets so 


that you continue making progress towards your positive 


lifestyle changes throughout your life.  Use the journal as a 


roadmap to better health.


We hope your health changes become a 
lifetime process! 


My Health Journal


This journal is a tool to help you 
better manage your health.
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A Word about Medication 
as You Begin


Medications may take a few weeks to build up before they 


work. Make sure you give them time to work.


Medications have side effects. If they bother you, the doctor 


can usually change you to a different one.


It can take some trial and error to find the right medication 


for you. Make sure to work with your doctor to decide which 


medications will work best. 


Three things to know about 
medication:


Some signs of medical or behavioral conditions are the same 


as some side effects. An “upset stomach” or “trouble sleeping” 


could be a sign or it could be a side effect. The Journal can 


help you and your doctor figure out which is which.  


1
2
3


55


We are available Monday 
through 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. ET, 
Monday through Saturday.
Just call:  1-800-000-0000  


Doctor:


Phone:


Phone:


Therapist:


Phone:


Pharmacy:


Phone:


Hospital:


Phone:


In case of emergency, call:


Name:


Hearing impaired members may call 1-800-662-1220.
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How Many at 
One Time?


When?
Breakfast


When?
Lunch


When?
Dinner


I have problems when I take:


(Note any medication which makes you feel sick or 
that you have a ‘reaction’ to, especially if you stopped 
taking the medication because of the reaction.)


Prescription Medication


Name of 
the Medication What For? Dose


I am allergic to:


Certain medications can not be taken together.  
Complete the chart below and show it to your doctor.
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Next
Appointment Who I will talk to What I want to know


Make a Plan for Doctor 
and Therapy Visits


Next
Appointment Who I will talk to What I want to know


Symptoms recently: 
• Problems with sleep
• Change in appetite
• Low energy or motivation
• Increase in blood pressure
• Dizziness or lightheadedness
• Shortness of breath
• Chest pain


Side effects recently: 
• Upset stomach
• Diarrhea
• Headaches
• Feeling agitated
• Problems with sexual 
  performance
• Dry mouth
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Use the following “Health Measurements” chart to 
keep track of your important information that will help 
you better manage your health (use only those that 
apply to your health):


Date Date Date Date


My Health Measurements


Date Date Date


Weight


Blood
Pressure


Blood Sugar


Peak Flow


Pain


Pain Score 
(1-10)
10 being the worst 
pain you’ve ever 
experienced


(Headache, Back 
Pain, MS, and 
Osteoarthritis)







Date:


29


Do you ever feel like this?


If yes, write about the times you did. If no, turn the page.


• I’m moving in slow motion.
• Some days it’s hard to get started.
• If I could just escape.
• I don’t enjoy things I used to like.
• Life throws too much at me to handle all at once.


Date:


28
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You’ve reached a turning point in your Journal. 


From now on, you will write more about the goals for your health and 


for your future. 


Each page has more open space for your words


as you use the Journal to work your way to better health. 


You can achieve the overall health you want!  


My Journal


Congratulations... 


Mood Screening Check


Take this Mood Screening check whenever you feel you may need to.  If 


your score adds up to 3 or more, please call us at the number on the 


inside cover of this journal or call your doctor. We can help create a plan 


that may help you feel better!


In the past 2 weeks, have you been bothered by:


 1.  Little interest or pleasure in doing things?    


Score:  _______


 2.  Feeling down, depressed or hopeless?    


Score:  _______


Answer key for 2 questions:


 1.  Not at all:  0


 2.  Several days:  1


 3.  More than half the days:  2


 4.  Nearly every day:  3
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Begin to prioritize the changes you want to make in your 
life and set goals in making those changes.  Start small 
and increase your goals at a pace that feels right for you.  
Before you realize it, your plan will become your healthstyle!


Set your goal.  Be specific and realistic.
What will you do to change..........?  
What is your timeframe for meeting this goal?


Plan for barriers:


What barriers might get in the way in reaching this goal?  
How will you overcome them?


Date:


It’s good to know where you want to be at the end of this program, but 


it’s also important to know the steps to getting there.  


By breaking the process into manageable pieces, you begin to be 


successful.


This next section talks about 
goal setting, planning for barriers 
and rewarding yourself once you 
have met some of your goals.  
As you read through the pages, 
use the space provided to write 
down your personal goals.


Goal Setting:
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What are my Top Three 
Priorities for This Week? 


1


Date:


2


3


Reward Yourself!


What will you give yourself for 
reaching your goals?


If you have achieved your goals, 
celebrate your success!  Reward 
yourself with a special gift 
that celebrates your improved 
healthstyle.  
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What are my Top Three 
Priorities for This Week? 


1


Date:


2


3


What are my Top Three 
Priorities for This Week? 


1


Date:


2


3
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Date Time Symptom How Did You Feel?Date Time Symptom How Did You Feel?


Symptoms
Use this page to track your symptoms on a 
day to day basis.
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Which ones “get to” you the most? How?  


• Money          
• Health 
• Family      
• Significant loss  


Which ones feel familiar to you?  
Early warning signs of stress: 


I almost always feel better when I ...


Date:


• Work     
• Relating to people
• Getting organized    
• Other (list below)


• Low energy           
• Feeling useless 
• Loss of interest      
• Feeling blue  


• Poor concentration  
• Irritable
• Guilty feelings  
• Thoughts of death 


Something I could do right now to feel better is...


Most stress comes from the 
same common struggles:   


Date Time Symptom How Did You Feel?


Symptoms
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A few pages back, 
you set goals. 
How are you doing? 


At times I am my own enemy. I do the 
very things I know will get me off track, like...


What sets you off? 


Write about what triggers a down mood or stress. 


• Feel bored 
• Can’t stop the pain 
• Skip exercise 
• Don’t take time out  
• Not getting things done 
• Skip medication


• Lose sleep 
• Can’t relax 
• Open the bills
• Feel lonely 
• Argue with someone important to me


Do I do any of these?  Other? (list below)
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Things I can change to 
improve my health.  


Create your plan to take medication as directed.  
Add your ideas below.


• List all medications and reason for taking in this journal
• Ask my doctor if I have questions about a medication
• Tell my doctor if any drug I take makes me feel worse or 
   doesn’t seem to help
• Use this journal as a reminder to take medication


What might interfere with my doing things 
to improve my health?


• Not keeping appointments
• Not following my doctor’s instructions
• Not taking medication as per the directions on 
   the container


Do I do any of these?  Other? (list below)


Recognizing  
Potential Barriers
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Different people are friends 
in different ways. 
Describe the people who 
mean most to you. 


Someone who listens


A buddy to get away from pressures at home or the office 


Someone who understands how I feel


A “go-to” person for solving problems


Someone who always knows what to do next


What other friends would be good to have? 


Where can I find people like that? 


Take a closer look at how 
you cope. 
Add more details to the ends 
of these lines.


I almost always feel better when I ...


Something I could do right now to feel better is...


Who can I talk to? 


These friends and family support me best:


Name


Phone


Name


Phone
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By working through this journal you have taken a big step 


in improving your health.  As you keep at it, you may be 


tempted to slip back to some unhealthy behaviors.  


Remember, if you tripped and fell while walking on the 


sidewalk, you wouldn’t be satisfied with just lying there - 


you’d get up and continue your journey. Take each day as it 


comes, learn from any slip-ups, do the very best you can do 


and continue on your journey to feeling better! 


Congratulations! 







Dear <Member>,


Managing your health can be hard.  You don’t have to do it alone.  We know that keeping your 
life and family needs in balance, while taking care of your own health, can be diffi cult.  You 
are important to us.  That’s why we’d like you to be part of the Synergy Personal Health 
Management® program.


Synergy is a free benefi t to you from <Health Plan>!
 


Our goal is to help you to feel better and improve your health.   With Synergy, you can:


•  set goals
•  decrease stress and anxiety and
•  learn what you can do to feel healthy and more in control of your own well-being.


You will begin to get health information through the mail or phone messages.  You can also 
call and speak to a Personal Care Coach at 1-800-000-0000.  Your coach is a licensed medical 
professional here to answer questions about any health problems you may have.  Your coach will 
help you reach your personal goals and get the most out of your health benefi ts.


Enclosed is your “Passport to Better Health.”  There are pages for you to write down important 
information.   This could be your doctor’s contact information, your medicines, etc.  There are 
other health resources listed for you as well.


We look forward to working with you on your journey to better health!


Sincerely,


<Name>
Medical Director


Take a Step in a New Direction


®







Synergy Personal 


Health Management®


Your Passport 


to Better Health


®







Welcome to Synergy Personal 
Health Management


Here at the Synergy Personal 
Health Management 


program, your health is 
important to us. 


1-800-000-0000


We all want to be in good 
health.  Are there things 
we can do to increase our 
chances of having good 
health?  Yes!  There are 
many things you can do.  
Synergy Personal Health 
Management is here to 
help you.


Here are some things you could do on your own.


•  Listen to your body. Pay attention to any pain  
   or discomfort you may have.  
•  Report changes in your physical or mental
   health to your doctor.  
•  Move more. A simple daily walk pays big
   benefi ts toward better health.


Use this handbook in conjunction with the 
Synergy Personal Health Management Program.  
This is just one of the many tools to help you 
achieve better health.


®







My Healthcare Contacts My Support System


Doctor:


Phone:


Specialist:


Phone:


Therapist:


Phone:


Pharmacy:


Phone:


Hospital:


Phone:


My Care Coach:


Phone:


These friends and family support me best:


Name


Phone


Name


Phone


Someone who listens


Someone who understands how I feel


A buddy to get away from pressures at home or 
the offi ce


A “go-to” person for solving problems


Someone who always knows what to do next







Prescription Medicine


I am allergic to:


Name of the Medicine
Reason for taking 
medicine Dose


How many at 
one time? How often?







Things I Take on my Own


Name of Supplement 
Reason for taking 
supplement Dose


How many at 
one time? How often?


Vitamins


Other


I need to start taking:







My Healthcare Goals







Health Resources


In addition to the support you receive through 
Synergy Personal Health Management®, these 


resources can give you information about general 
health or specifi c health conditions. 


Visit the Websites or call to fi nd out more about 
health topics of interest to you. 


American Heart Association
1-800-242-8721 • 7272 Greenville Avenue


Dallas, TX 75231 • http://www.americanheart.org


Cancer Research and Prevention Foundation
1-800-227-2732 • 1600 Duke Street, Suite 500
Alexandria, VA 22314 • Fax (703) 836-4413


www.preventcancer.org/colorectal


American Dietetic Association
1-800-877-1600 x4771 


120 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 2000
Chicago, IL 60606-6995 • http://www.eatright.org


Multiple Sclerosis Foundation
1-800-225-6495 6350 • North Andrews Avenue


Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 • http://www.msfocus.org 


Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America
1-800-7-ASTHMA • 1233 20th Street, NW, Suite 402


Washington, DC 20036 • http://www.aafa.org


International Foundation for Functional 
Gastrointestinal Disorders 


1-888-964-2001 • P.O. Box 170864
Milwaukee, WI 53217 • (414) 964-1799 


http://www.aboutibs.org


National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute 
Health Information Center


(301) 592-8573 • P.O. Box 30105
Bethesda, MD 20824-0105 • Fax (240) 629-3246


hin.nhlbi.nih.gov/nhbpep_kit/


National Headache Foundation
1-888-NHF-5552 • 820 North Orleans, Suite 217


Chicago, IL 60610-3132
www.headaches.org/consumer/NHAW/NHAW06.html


American Diabetes Association
1-800-342-2383 • P.O. Box 1131 


Fairfax, VA 22038-1131 • http://www.diabetes.org 


President´s Council on Physical Fitness & Sports
(202) 690-9000 • Room 738-H
200 Independence Avenue, SW 
Washington, DC 20201-0004


Fax (202) 690-5211 • http://www.fi tness.gov 


American Cancer Society
1-800-ACS-2345 • P.O. Box 22718


Oklahoma City, OK 73123-1718 
http://www.cancer.org







National Association for Sport and Physical 
Education 


(703) 476-3410 1900 • Association Drive
Reston, VA 20191 • (703) 476-8316 


http://www.naspeinfo.org


American Lung Association
1-800-LUNG-USA (586-4872) 


61 Broadway, 6th Floor • New York, NY 10006
(212) 315-8700 • http://www.lungusa.org


Alzheimer’s Association
1-800-272-3900 • 225 N. Michigan Ave., Fl. 17
Chicago, IL 60601-7633 • http://www.alz.org 


Centers for Disease Control and Prevention/
Produce for Better Health Foundation
(770) 488-5545 • 4770 Buford Hwy NE, 


Mailstop K-26 • Atlanta, GA 30341
 1-800-243-7889 TTY • http://www.5aday.gov 


Behavioral Health Resources:


Alcoholics Anonymous
212-870-3400


www.alcoholics-anonymous.org


Narcotics Anonymous
818-780-3951
www.na.org


National Alliance for the Mentally Ill (NAMI) 
1-800-370-9085
www.nami.org


National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug 
Information


1-800-729-6686 


Parent Professional Advocacy League 
www.ppal.net 


Other information:


http://www.crohns-disease-and-stress.com
http://www.crohns-disease-info.com


http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/backpain.html


http://www.NIMH.NIH.GOV







Your Rights and Responsibilities


As a consumer of health services, you have rights 
and responsibilities. It is important that you 
understand them in order to get the most out of 
your health care benefi ts.  It is our goal to provide 
you with help to be in charge of your health.  As 
a disease management program, we will supply 
you with high quality health guidance, health 
advocacy, and we will respect your rights and 
choices. We ask that you collaborate with us by 
being an active member of our team.


You have a right to:


Know how to contact the program for all • 
urgent or non-urgent questions 
Receive  easy to understand and accurate • 
information about the program
Learn how the program may improve your • 
health
Receive information about how you became • 
eligible for this program
Receive the fi rst name, job title, and  training • 
of the staff member providing services to you
Speak with a staff member’s supervisor upon • 
request
Know which staff members are responsible • 
for providing program services to you and 
how to make any changes


Know how your personal identifi able and • 
medical information is kept confi dential except 
when required by state, federal  law or by 
contract
Know what vendors may receive your contact • 
information, and our procedures for protecting 
your privacy and confi dentiality
Receive instructions on how to fi le a complaint • 
or compliment about all staff members, 
including the time standards for responding to 
and resolving quality issues or complaints 
Receive health care information that is based • 
on nationally recognized health care standards, 
whether a covered benefi t or not,  and to discuss 
this information with your treating practitioner
Know about any other agencies that may • 
contract with this program in order to offer these 
services to you and what information they have 
access to







Receive information regarding any changes or • 
termination to the program
Receive prompt, courteous and respectful • 
service
Be supported in your health care discussions • 
and decisions with your treating practitioners
Know that the program staff will work on • 
your behalf to support you on your path to 
better health
Join or leave the program at any time• 


You have the responsibility to:


Contact this program and your practitioner • 
about your decision to participate or leave this 
program
Provide this program and your practitioner • 
with the most accurate and complete health 
care information 
Follow the recommendations of your • 
practitioner and the health care services 
offered by this program
Treat all staff members with respect and • 
courtesy
Make every attempt to keep or reschedule • 
appointments with the program staff member 
and your practitioner
Submit any forms that may be required to • 
participate in the program


Take Control 
of your 


Health Today!







The role of a Personal Care Coach 
is like the role of a sports coach, but 
for your health.  Your Coach is part 
instructor, part cheerleader, guiding 
you to increase your confi dence and 
your drive to take the steps that are 
within your control to feel better.  
Coaching is teamwork between you 
and your coach, designed to help you 
have a healthier future, by achieving 
your own unique health goals.    


The goal of 
the Synergy 
Personal Health 
Management® 
program is to help 
you improve your 
health, manage 
stress, and feel 
better.  


How to get the most out of the 
Synergy care coaching program







To get the most out of your 
coaching calls:


•  Mark your coaching 
appointments on your 
calendar.


•  Set aside 20-30 minutes for 
your coaching calls.  Put 
yourself fi rst during this half 
hour.


•  Be prepared to discuss what 
you would like to improve 
about your health (and what 
holds you back).


•  Accept support.  Coaching can 
be a rewarding relationship.  


•  Talk about what matters most 
to you.  


•  Be willing to try new 
approaches to old problems 
(and try some).


•  Take action toward your goals 
between coaching calls.
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Appendix E – Decision Support System HW & SW Environment Details 


Database: 


Sl No Environment Purpose Size 
(GB) Platform 


HW 
Configuration 
Recommende


d 


1 Development Data Warehouse Database 100   * 2 x Dual 
Core 64 Bit 
CPU  
* 12 GB RAM 


   Repository Database  for 
Informatica PowerCenter 
(ETL) 


20 Sun Solaris 64 
Bit 


   Repository database - 
Informatica Metadata 
Manager 


10   


   Repository Database - 
Cognos 


5   


   Total 135     


2 Test Data Warehouse Database 200   * 4 x Dual 
Core 64 Bit 
CPU 
* 32 GB RAM 


   Repository Database  for 
Informatica PowerCenter 
(ETL) 


20 Sun Solaris 64 
Bit 


   Repository database - 
Informatica Metadata 
Manager 


20   


   Repository Database - 
Cognos 


5   


   Total 245     


3 Production # 1 
- Primary - 
Active 


Data Warehouse Database 550   * 4 x Dual 
Core 64 Bit 
* 32 GB RAM 


   Repository Database  for 
Informatica PowerCenter 
(ETL) 


70 Sun Solaris 64 
Bit 


   Repository database - 
Informatica Metadata 
Manager 


50   


   Repository Database  For 
Cognos 


20   


   Total 690     
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Sl No Environment Purpose Size 
(GB) Platform 


HW 
Configuration 
Recommende


d 


4 Production # 2 
- Fail over - 
Passive 


Data Warehouse Database 550   * 4 x Dual 
Core 64 Bit 
CPU 
* 32 GB RAM 


  


Repository Database  for 
Informatica PowerCenter 
(ETL) 70 


Sun Solaris 64 
Bit 


  


Repository database - 
Informatica Metadata 
Manager 50   


  
Repository Database  For 
Cognos 20   


  Total 690     


5 DR site Data Warehouse Database 550   * 4 x Dual 
Core 64 Bit 
CPU 
* 32 GB RAM   


Repository Database  for 
Informatica PowerCenter 
(ETL) 70 


Sun Solaris 64 
Bit 


  


Repository database - 
Informatica Metadata 
Manager 50   


  
Repository Database  For 
Cognos 20   


Total 690     


ETL: 


Component Environment Software Configuration Required Platform 
HW 


Configuration 
Recommended 


ETL 
Production  # 
1 - Primary - 
Active 


Informatica PowerCenter Advanced  
Edition version 9.0 64 Bit 
* Enterprise Grid Option 
* High Availability Option 
* Server Grid for flexible environment 


Sun 
Solaris 
64 Bit 


* 4 X Dual Core 
64 Bit CPU 
* 32 GB RAM 
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Component Environment Software Configuration Required Platform 
HW 


Configuration 
Recommended 


Production  # 
2 - Fail Over 
- Passive 


configuration 
* Partitioning Option 
* Pushdown Optimization Option 
* Metadata Exchange Option 
* Unlimited standard sources 
* Unstructured Data Option 
* Advanced XML option 


Sun 
Solaris 
64 Bit 


* 4 X Dual Core 
64 Bit CPU 
* 32 GB RAM 


DR Site 


Informatica PowerCenter Advanced  
Edition version 9.0 64 Bit 
* Enterprise Grid Option 
* High Availability Option 
* Server Grid for flexible environment 
configuration 
* Partitioning Option 
* Pushdown Optimization Option 
* Metadata Exchange Option 
* Unlimited standard sources 
* Unstructured Data Option 
* Advanced XML option 


Sun 
Solaris 
64 Bit 


* 4 X Dual Core 
64 Bit CPU 
* 32 GB RAM 


Test 


Informatica PowerCenter Advanced  
Edition version 9.0 64 Bit 
* Enterprise Grid Option 
* Server Grid for flexible environment 
configuration 
* Partitioning Option 
* Pushdown Optimization Option 
* Metadata Exchange Option 
* Unlimited standard sources 
* Unstructured Data Option 
* Advanced XML option 


Sun 
Solaris 
64 Bit 


* 4 X Dual Core 
64 Bit CPU 
* 32 GB RAM 


Development 


* High Availability Option 
* Server Grid for flexible environment 
configuration 
* Partitioning Option 
* Pushdown Optimization Option 
* Metadata Exchange Option 
* Unlimited standard sources 
* Unstructured Data Option 
* Advanced XML option 


Sun 
Solaris 
64 Bit 


* 2 x Dual Core 
64 Bit CPU  
* 12 GB RAM 
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Reporting: 


Component Environment Software Configuration Required Platform 
HW 


Configuration 
Recommended 


Reporting 
& Adhoc 
Analysis 


Production # 
1  - Primary - 
Active 


Cognos 8 BI Platform (Version 8.3)
* Cognos ReportStudio 
* Cognos Framework Manager 
* Cognos Connection 
* Cognos PowerPlay 
* Access Manager Administration 
tool 


Sun Solaris 
64 Bit 


* 6 X Dual Core 
64 Bit CPU 
* 32 GB RAM 


Production # 
2 - Fail Over 
- Passive 


Cognos 8 BI Platform (Version 8.3)
* Cognos ReportStudio 
* Cognos Framework Manager 
* Cognos Connection 
* Cognos PowerPlay 
* Access Manager Administration 
tool 


Sun Solaris 
64 Bit 


* 6 X Dual Core 
64 Bit CPU 
* 32 GB RAM 


DR Site 


Cognos 8 BI Platform (Version 8.3)
* Cognos ReportStudio 
* Cognos Framework Manager 
* Cognos Connection 
* Cognos PowerPlay 
* Access Manager Administration 
tool 


Sun Solaris 
64 Bit 


* 6 X Dual Core 
64 Bit CPU 
* 32 GB RAM 


Test 


Cognos 8 BI Platform (Version 8.3)
* Cognos ReportStudio 
* Cognos Framework Manager 
* Cognos Connection 
* Cognos PowerPlay 
* Access Manager Administration 
tool 


Sun Solaris 
64 Bit 


* 6 X Dual Core 
64 Bit CPU 
* 32 GB RAM 


Development 


Cognos 8 BI Platform (Version 8.3)
* Cognos ReportStudio 
* Cognos Framework Manager 
* Cognos Connection 
* Cognos PowerPlay 
* Access Manager Administration 
tool 


Sun Solaris 
64 Bit 


* 2 X Dual Core 
64 Bit CPU 
* 32 GB RAM 
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Analytics: 


Component Environment Software Configuration 
Required   


HW 
Configuration 
Recommended 


Analytics 


Production # 
1 - Primary - 
Active 


SAS Fraud Framework  For 
Healthcare (With SAS V 9.1.3 
Platform) 


Sun Solaris 
64 Bit 


* 2 x Dual Core 64 
Bit CPU  
* 12 GB RAM 


Production # 
2 - Fail Over 
- Passive 


SAS Fraud Framework  For 
Healthcare (With SAS V 9.1.3 
Platform) 


Sun Solaris 
64 Bit 


* 2 x Dual Core 64 
Bit CPU  
* 12 GB RAM 


DR Site 
SAS Fraud Framework  For 
Healthcare (With SAS V 9.1.3 
Platform) 


Sun Solaris 
64 Bit 


* 2 x Dual Core 64 
Bit CPU  
* 12 GB RAM 


Test 
SAS Fraud Framework  For 
Healthcare (With SAS V 9.1.3 
Platform) 


Sun Solaris 
64 Bit 


* 1x Dual Core 64 
Bit CPU  
* 8GB RAM 


Development 
SAS Fraud Framework  For 
Healthcare (With SAS V 9.1.3 
Platform) 


Sun Solaris 
64 Bit 


* 1 x Dual Core 64 
Bit CPU  
* 8 GB RAM 


Hardware configuration 


The table below provides details on the hardware configuration. 


Configuration Platform 
Qty (# of 


Units) 


* 6 X Dual Core 64 Bit CPU 
* 32 GB RAM Sun Solaris 4 


* 4 X Dual Core 64 Bit CPU 
* 32 GB RAM Sun Solaris 11 


* 2 X Dual Core 64 Bit CPU 
* 12 GB RAM Sun Solaris 5 


* 1 x Dual Core 64 Bit CPU  
* 8 GB RAM Sun Solaris 2 


Centralized Storage (SAN) - 5 TB - Shared between 
PROD # 1, PROD # 2, TEST, DEV EMC /Equivalent 1 


Centralized Storage (SAN) - 3 TB - DR Site EMC /Equivalent 1 


Network Switch - Gigabit   2 


Centralized Backup    2 
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Software configuration 


Software Platform 
Qty (# of 


Units) 


Informatica PowerCenter - Advanced Edition - Production 
License 


Production -1 


DR site – 1 


Sun Solaris 2 


Informatica PowerCenter - Advanced Edition - Lab License 
(TEST, DEV) Sun Solaris 2 


IBM Cognos 8 BI - Report Studio (200 Users) – Production 


Production -1 


Production failover – 1 


DR site – 1 


Sun Solaris 3 


IBM Cognos 8 BI - Development License (DEV, TEST) Sun Solaris 2 


SAS Fraud Analytics - Framework For Healthcare - 
Production , failover & DR Sun Solaris 3 


SAS Fraud Analytics - Framework For Healthcare - 
Development & Test Sun Solaris 2 


Oracle 11g Database   - Enterprise Edition 


Production -1 


Production failover – 1 


DR site – 1 


Sun Solaris 3 


Oracle 11g Database Enterprise Edition  - DEV, TEST Sun Solaris 2 
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Appendix F – Wipro Data Warehouse, Decision Support and Analytics Case 
Studies 


Case Study: EDW Solution for a Large State Health Insurance Provider 


 
Client profile:   
 
Our client is one of the largest State Insurance Provider offering prime medical service disbursement in 
the country having the largest Captive IP covering population of 10.1 million+. 
 
Business Need  
 
Develop an Enterprise Data warehouse solution that will cover various aspects such as 


• “Clinical” and Non Clinical application portfolios covering Insurance Systems, Hospital 
Management Systems, ERP systems.  


• The scope includes creation of Canned Reports, OLAP Cubes for Analytics, Statistical Models, 
Information maps 


• For These requirements, demonstrate the need for an accurate means of collecting, monitoring and 
reporting performance information on a regular basis.  


• Allow, senior management to be able to pro-actively use this information for effective decision-
making and improve upon the process in the organization, driving continuous improvement. 


 
Wipro Solution: 
  
Solution is structured to address the various items as part of the business needs. The Solution 
strategy/solution addresses key areas. Wipro team had following achievements  
 


• Analyzing the requirements & doing a gap analysis.  
• Creating Detailed Level Design and development plan 
• Overall Program Management and Governance  
• The Enterprise Data warehouse (EDW) Architecture was built using layered approach 


highlighting major components 
• Source System Layer Source systems identified to build the Enterprise Data Warehouse 


(EDW) .It will be a direct read from sources Systems ERP (Finance, HR, and Inventory), 
Insurance and HIS. 


•  ETL Layer  Layer created for extracting and the source data, loading into appropriate 
staging areas and doing the transformations.  Will also facilitate data quality rules / check will 
at the time data extraction and also Data archiving processes were built.  Creation of Data 
marts and error handling mechanisms also built  


• BI Reporting Layer  Reports and Cubes were developed using this layer. Various tools 
like SAS BI tools , SAS OLAP Cube viewer and even Web reports were built and accessed 


• Statistical Analysis Layer  Statistical/Predictive Modeling and Statistical Reports were 
built here using SAS tools (SAS Base, SAS EDI Server). Web reports accessed by users 
through SAS Portal. Even user will be able to see in the PDF, HTML and EXCEL format. 


• Metadata Server  Metadata Server controls access to a central repository of metadata that 
is shared by all of the applications in the system. The SAS Metadata Server enables 
centralized control so that all users access consistent and accurate data 
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• Infrastructure related services like hardware, servers and middleware 
• IT support for Hospital Management application systems , Implementation services for ERP, 


Performance Management System, Document Management Systems, Health Insurance, Legal and 
HR applications 


 


 
Benefits: 
  
Based on the objectives, Wipro brought change in the application architecture with a state of the art 
Design which facilitates rich user experience and quality. 


 


• The complicated work flow and information architecture were made simple so that it reduced the 
time to complete a task or set of tasks. This resulted in a substantial reduction of task time  


• Ensured reliability of new application architecture to keep up with business growth  
• Implemented the solution with least cost and least business process change to ensure fast 


development and deployment of new application  
• The new improved system has an engaging look and feel and provides an ease to use with its 


improved features. 
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Case Study 2:  EDW for a Leading Healthcare Consumer Health Company 


 
Client profile  
 
A leading Consumer health Company Group dealing with approximately 250 operating companies in 57 
countries. Leader in Pharmaceutical business and medical devices/diagnostics.  


 
 
Business Need: 
 


• Integrate Sales & Marketing  data ware houses of Centocor  and OBI – Consolidate internal 
(Siebel, FAD, JJEDS etc) and external (IMS, SPP, Verispan, AMS, Theracom, CARS, CMOP, 
WK etc) data sources  


• Consolidate the OBI & COS DW into one EDW 
• Enable opportunity to save expenditure from dependencies on 3rd party organizations providing 


analysis & outputs 
• Reduce duplication of information acquisition & consolidation 
• Reduce duplication of report generation 
• Opportunity for automation – thereby increasing the efficiencies 
• Opportunity for faster reconciliation 


 
Wipro Solution: 
 
• Detailed specification of the EDW information model, integration model, rules handling, 


associated metadata handling & reporting enablement 
• Data architecture – Design of the EDW data model (Conceptual, Logical and physical model) 


– Customer Master 
 Affiliations 
 Customer Universe 
 Best Address 


– Retail and Non-Retail data from IMS  
 Sales Transaction Data 
 Payer / Plan data 
  Customer Info from IMS 
  Affiliations 


– Sales Data from Specialty Distributors and Specialty Pharmacy Providers 
– Product Master 
– Deployment: Alignment and Call Planning Activities 
– CRM:  


  Call Activity  
  Affiliations 


– Contracting and Chargebacks 
– Patient Assistance Programs (Enrolment / Rebate etc) 
– Analytics  


 Class of Trade  
 Segmentation ( Primary , Secondary and Tertiary) 
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 Metrics 
– Compensation 


• Design, development, testing and implementation of the specification (above) 
• Infrastructure sizing, performance tuning and production deployment 
• Migration of last 3 years data into the EDW 
• User training enablement & knowledge transfer for the support teams 


 
Benefits: 
 
• Created single data repository - Increased data management capabilities, Improved data quality  
• Improved alignment between business objectives and sales and marketing strategies 
• Elimination of redundant processes / activities  - Cost saving  
• Leveragability of process efficiencies across companies 
• Flexibility and scalability as business needs grow and change 
• Improved analytics capabilities - Increased user access to data  
• Improved adaptability and scalability to meet increasingly complex reporting and analytical needs 
• Increase of service levels resulting from standardized and harmonized processes 
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Case Study 3:  Reporting & Analytics for a Large Healthcare Provider 


 


Client profile  
 
The client is a leading healthcare provider who owns/operates approximately 163 hospitals and 105 
freestanding surgery centers. The customer is dedicated to providing healthcare services that meet each 
community's local healthcare needs. Their approach includes focusing on quality; streamlining 
operations; sharing technology, equipment and personnel where appropriate; and using economies of 
scale when contracting for medical supplies and administrative services 
 
Business Problem  
 
The client is currently running different labor management applications that are VB, ASP, COBOL, MS 
Access and Excel based on different environments like Mainframe/Windows/DB2. These applications are 
intended to schedule and manage enterprise-wide labor management activities. Customer wants to 
upgrade its current labor management applications (Productivity, Workload, Staffing grid etc.,) to new 
technology/environment and would like to build a single integrated labor management suite to achieve 
increased staff satisfaction and incremental labor savings. Various facilities (hospitals) staff and other- 
facilities will be the potential customers for these applications. Currently, the day-day staffing needs are 
satisfied by using different applications that requires toggling between different applications and involves 
lots of manual intervention. This results in non-standard methods for staffing & scheduling, tracking the 
productivity and measurements and forecasting. 
 


• Port different applications into one common platform and change database from Mainframe/DB2 
to windows environment. 


• Port batch jobs from COBOL programs to Informatica jobs 
• Implement enhancements required on existing applications 
• High amount spent on contract labor charges as patient volume is not forecasted scientifically as of 


today. 
• Build a module/application that can forecast expected patient volume in each hospital/facility. 


Improved visibility of resource needs with a more accurate forecast enabling timely decision 
making and optimized resource planning and scheduling. 


• Build an Integrated System that will allow users to operate efficiently and effectively 
• Reduced integration complexity and increase manageability/flexibility 
• Enhanced reporting capabilities including adhoc reporting 


 


 
 
Wipro Solution  
 
Proposed solution for AS-IS conversion of current applications to new technology/environment to 
minimize the user re-orientation and ensure end user satisfaction. New proposed solution will be based on 
Microsoft .NET framework and Informatica based batch jobs with MS SQL server as database and on all 
windows environment. 
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• Reverse engineer current applications with following code base into a .Net(C#) – web based 
solution--VB/ASP, MS Access (.mdb) 


• Reverse engineer current batch jobs in COBOL code base into Informatica Jobs and data migration 
from DB2 to SQL Server. 


• Implement statistical algorithms, to be able to forecast patient volume based on historical data, 
using C# and integrate with the application. 


• Canned/Standard reporting capabilities to be provided using SSRS (.NET compatible reporting 
framework deployed on Win2K3 Server with .NET framework and SQL server 2008 engine) 


• Adhoc reporting capabilities using Business Objects XI Universe/Web Intelligence by creating 
Universe on de-normalized schema 


• SSIS will be used to for integration where the source and target are homogeneous (Example – 
Synchronizing PLUS DB with BO DB as both are MS SQL Server 2008) 


• KISS – Keep It Simple and Short as far as possible and avoid over engineering 
• Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern to reduce the coupling among the business logic and data 


(Model), the presentation (View) and the flow of the control (Controller). Microsoft .NET supports 
MVC framework from version 2.0. 


• Seamlessness of implementation - The resulting code will act exactly like the current code thus 
avoiding negative client and internal business process impact.  


• Separation of concerns: The architecture would be modular to enable clear separation of concerns, 
and enable building the solution through fairly well-defined and independent developer streams 
(presentation, services, data, integration, security– integrated consistently) 


 
 
Benefits:  
 


• AS-IS conversion of current applications to minimize user re-orientation and ensure end user 
satisfaction  


• Provided recommendations for MS SQL Server edition to be used. Suggested Enterprise edition to 
be used as opposed to standard edition for future scalability options. 


• All applications integrated under one umbrella application, on a single platform 
• SSO capability with ad authentication 
• Monetary savings by better forecasting of patient foot fall for better scheduling of staff 
• Leverage the benefits of extensibility & manageability using services 
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Case Study 4:  Decision Support System (DSS) for a Leading Insurance Company 


 
Client profile  
 
Leading Insurance Company covering more than 220 million lives. 
 
Business Problem  
 
Develop an active Decision Support System/environment enabling the following 


• Provide ready access to relevant information sources and tools for analysis, manipulation and 
presentation of data by users at all levels 


• Integrate data from existing systems for the purpose of query, analysis and  reporting 
• Allow for the rapid response to requests for information from many sources 
• Integrate and cross-relate information from disparate sources for cross-selling and up-selling 
• To use the corporate data warehouse infrastructure for implementing corporation’s CRM vision 


and strategies 
• Customer/Marketing Analytics and Data Based Decision  


 
 
Wipro Solution  
 
Wipro proposed a Teradata enablement solution for the insurance company addressing the business 
objectives. The Solution enablement/achievements comprised of the following 
 


• ETL Data De-Duplication Layer  Transformation of the Data extracts from various data sources 
and making sure data is in normalized form. Data de-duplication to identify unique customers 
across the organization  


• Data Storage layer  Single Data repository was created to hold data from sources 
• Data Analysis & Reporting Layer  Facilitated creation of OLAP reports using Business Objects, 


CRM, and Data Mining. Implementation of the T-CRM analytical CRM solution & Teradata 
Warehouse Miner suite of applications 


• Enterprise Integration Layer  Integration of messaging solution and process integrations 
• Setup CADW Infrastructure – Single View of Customer 
• Transformation of LDM into Physical Database Design 
• Integration of Source Systems through TIBCO middleware  
• Deploying ETL for Historical & Incremental Load 
• Develop MIS/DSS reports  Implement reporting architecture using Business Objects and 


development of canned reports 
• Requirements gathering and Analysis of the various business units  
• Project Management & Planning 
• Post Implementation Support & Training 
• Infrastructure Management & Support 


Benefits:  
 


• Leveraged on Single Customer View to build upon the analytical applications for Lead 
generation, Campaign Management & Data Mining 


• Enabled all decision making forms - Strategic, Tactical and Event Driven  
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• Allowed the Corporation simultaneously look at Customer Profitability and Predictive Modeling 
• Facilitated Event based Decision making  


 


BI & Information management practice Overview. 


 
A dedicated team of over 5200 members delivers Business Intelligence and Information Management 
(BI&IM) solutions to over 200 customers across the globe. This group has cutting edge technology 
expertise in almost all the areas of Data warehousing & Mining, Analytical CRM, ERP & Supply Chain 
Analytics, and e-Business Analytics.  


The figure below depicts the various services offered by this practice group. 


 


 
 


 


Wipro offers following services depicted in the figure below as part of Information Management 
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Wipro offers following services depicted in the figure below as part of Business intelligence. 
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Our competency on Oracle, Informatica, Cognos and SAS 


Data architecture & Oracle competency 
To meet its customer needs of Oracle11g based Data Warehousing solutions, Wipro has set up a 
focused Oracle11g practice and gained extensive expertise in architecture, design, building and 
managing Data Warehousing applications on the Oracle11g platform using family of Oracle 
Utilities and Oracle BI Tools:  


• Implementing Data Architecture for Data Warehouse /Marts  using Oracle RAC & GRID 
• Data Modeling, Sizing, Partitioning & indexing  
• DB sizing, Partitioning & Indexing strategy  
• Performance enhancements, DB upgrades / migrations  
• VLDB Design and Database Architecture 


 


Oracle competency highlights 


 


• Over 200+ project implementation experience 
• 1500 Man years of experience in data warehouse implementation 
• Premier Partner 
• 1000+ consultants with experience on the oracle database technology with 300+ on 


Oracle BI & IM tools  
• Dedicated Oracle CoE 
• Expertise in Oracle 11g Releases, 10g, 9i Release 1 & 2 
• Extensive experience on Oracle 11g OLAP, Oracle warehouse Builder, Discoverer, 


Real-Application Clusters, 10g Grid 
• Managing over 20 + TB data warehouse 


 


 


Data modeling competency highlights 


• Over 200+ project implementation experience 
• Experience in popular modeling techniques such as dimensional, snowflake and 


normalized models 
• Over 150 + certified data architects experienced in above modeling techniques 
• Executed various data modeling assignments as part of end-to-end project 


implementations 
 


 


Informatica competency 
Wipro has deep expertise working with the various Informatica product suites 


• Data Integration: PowerCenter Versions 1.5, 1.7, 5.x, 6.x.x, 7.x.x, 8.x, 8.5.x,9.x 
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• Real-time Data Integration 
• CDC & Connectivity: Power Exchange for DB2, IMS, Oracle, SQL server, Informix, 


Sybase 
• Data Quality: Informatica Data Quality and Data Explorer 
• Business Intelligence: Data Analyzer 8x 
• Data Governance & Metadata Management: Metadata manager, Metadata Exchange 


 


Wipro’s Business intelligence and Information Management group has a dedicated Informatica 
center of excellence (CoE): 


• Focus on building competencies, frameworks, methodologies and best practices. 
• Focus on building industry specific solutions using Informatica products 
• Active participation & contribution to the Informatica Developer Network (IDN) & 


Informatica methodologies. 
• Advanced focused Training on new products/ new releases 
• Participated in Partner Enablement Program for implementing Informatica Analytical 


Applications 6.0 
• Beta testing partner 
• Review of Architecture and High level ETL design of various projects 
• Hosting internal Informatica discussion forum with more than 100 active participants 


 


The table below depicts the strength of our abilities working with Informatica tool sets. 


 


 


• 1700+ Consultants with Informatica project experience 
• 250+ Informatica implementations, 80+ high profile customers 
• About 65% are Developers 
• About 20% are Architects 
• About 10% are trained Informatica resources 
• About 5% are Administrators 
• 10% are Informatica certified professionals  


 


Winner of Informatica Award in 2004 for setting up a Data Integration 
Competency Center 


 


 


Cognos competency 
Wipro has a dedicated Cognos center of excellence focusing on developing artifacts, frameworks 
and accelerators that would be available for leverage for the teams executing all our client 
engagements.  


• Cognos Migration Framework, Approach note, Recommendation 
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• Migration/Upgrade Best Practices, Key challenges, Workaround 
• Cognos Design Best Practices 
• Cognos Coding naming conventions and Coding standards 
• Any database / Server sizing and tuning methods 
• Report delivery & Portal integration 


 


• 300+ Cognos consultants 
• 30+ large scale Cognos implementations 
• Expertise and experience working with all modules / components of Cognos  


        product suite 


• Expertise in Installation and optimization of Cognos infrastructure & reports 
• Handling complex data security & integration with third party tools 
• Delivered projects for fortune 1000 companies 


 


 


SAS competency 
Wipro has wide experience working with SAS product suites. Wipro BI & Information management 
practice has a dedicated Analytics & SAS center of excellence that focuses on building innovative 
solutions, accelerators, frameworks etc that can be leveraged by the project team for rapid deployment. 


 


• Expertise in end to end SAS Implementation, Support and Maintenance 
• Built innovative solutions, processes and technology frameworks and competencies in BI, 


data integration and analytics  
• Built integrated process for analyzing data from every source and gaining the predictive 


power to drive change at every level  
• Solution assets include 


o Campaign Modeling Solution for Target Marketing 
o Gate Assignment Optimization solution for Airlines 
o Predictive Disease Management Solution 
o Hospital Quality Reporting Solution 
o Demand Forecasting Solution 
o Merchandise Intelligence solution 
o SAS V9 Upgrade framework and accelerators 


 


• Currently have 300+ consultants on various SAS technology/solutions,  
• 20+ Implementations 
• Participated in multiple Analytics and Industry Solution implementations 
• Deep experience in SAS BI, DI, Advanced Analytics and various SAS Industry  
• Mix of statistical/OR/MBA and Engineering background consultants recruited from top 
institutes like ISI, DSE, IIMs, IITs and other institutes 
• Dedicated solution team under Innovation R&D for Advanced Analytics and Reporting 
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Solutions 
 


 


 


Healthcare & Services (HCS)-  Overview/Credentials 


The Healthcare & Services (HCS) Strategic Business Unit (SBU) contributes to over 10 % of Wipro 
Technologies revenues. The SBU has over a decade of rich experience in the US Healthcare domain 
working with leading organizations in Hospital and Research environment, Health Plans, State Medicaid 
Programs, Medical Devices, Pharmaceutical, PBM and Life Sciences spaces. Domain knowledge 
combined with Wipro’s expertise in Software Quality, Global Delivery and Scalability, helps us to partner 
in developing competitive solutions in response to Healthcare and Life Sciences industry challenges.  Our 
Overall Presence across the Healthcare Value Chain is illustrated below 


 
 


Wipro’s Healthcare practice has more than a decade experience and has been experiencing a 35% YoY 
growth. The acquisition of Infocrossing boosted our Healthcare services, delivering the computing 
platforms and proprietary systems that enabled Healthcare organizations to process data and share 
information within their businesses. Serving at the forefront of Healthcare IT innovation for over two 
decades, Infocrossing processes more than 175 million claims annually for 13 Medicare jurisdictions 
involving Medicare Part D programs and Production support of pharmacy applications. Also manages 
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more than 80 million Medicaid claims annually, and provides contracted services to over 90 managed 
care organizations. 


 


Wipro Healthcare Practice Vision is to enable regulatory compliant “Collaborative Real Time Healthcare” 
to address the critical challenges of Healthcare industry. Wipro’s solutions are centered on enabling 
Collaborative Real-time Healthcare by integrating processes, people and information across the 
Healthcare value chain. 


 


Credentials/Competency in Healthcare  
• Wipro engages across Healthcare life cycle to deliver services by leveraging its extensive Healthcare 


& Technology Competencies. A brief snapshot of Service Offerings for Commercial Payers & 
Government Payers is below: 


 


 
 
• HCS specializes in providing end to end solutions for Healthcare organizations focusing on 


technology driven streamlining of information capture, information processing and information 
delivery. A quick snapshot of our experience/capabilities is provided below 


o Application Development and Maintenance Services 
o Medicare Part D Reconciliation and Pharmacy Production Support Services 
o Healthcare Packaged Application- Configuration and Rollout Services 
o Technology Infrastructure Solutions – BSM & Remote Services 
o Legacy Modernization & Application Rationalization Services. 
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o Portals & Content Mgmt, e-Commerce solutions,  
o Business Intelligence & Information Management( DSS, Analytics) 
o Medicaid Management & Medicare Reconciliation Services 
 


• We believe that as a long term Strategic and Trusted partner, Wipro will collaborate in State of 
Nevada’s transformation journey with operational support and implementation/integration of robust, 
compliant systems across its regions. 


 


• Our competency is complemented by the synergies we draw from our group companies’ Wipro 
Biomed, Wipro GE Healthcare.  Wipro constantly increases its domain expertise to become trusted 
advisors to its Customers in all key domain areas. Wipro has already made a number of acquisitions 
in the recent past to build domain knowledge and delivery capability and is constantly on the lookout 
to further strengthen the core consulting capability and build local presence in key markets.  


 


• Wipro’s relevant Healthcare experience, is illustrated by the following:  
- Ability to provide strategic value to its clients and grow the relationships. 
- World’s first company to achieve SEI-CMM level 5 & PCMM Level 5, deploy Six-Sigma & 


Lean methodology to ITO & BPO operations 
- Has transitioned over 10,000 processes globally. 
- Assisted 9 Payers in establishing their claims adjudication systems, which has helped them grow 


their PPO, HMO, Medicare, Medicaid, Worker’s Comp, CDHP Lines of Business by over US$ 
1.5 Billion.  


- Processes over 175 Million claims across 13 Medicare jurisdictions annually. 
- Manages 80 million Medicaid claims and 36 million pended claims annually.  
- Has been involved in processing Workers Compensation and medical bill review for over 1 


million bills.  
- Mailroom, Scanning/Indexing and Workflow infrastructure and capabilities 
- Pioneer in the BPO business with over 21000 associates 
- Fiscal agents for State of Missouri Medicaid operations running their end to end operations 


and DSS support. 
- Manual Claims Processing of Pended Claims – 36 million annually along with Call Center 


Support (Member & Provider calls) for one of the Largest Healthcare Payer. 
- Medicare Claims Reconciliation Services- Implemented the M-Care platform for more than 150 


Plans and has saved over US$ 2 billion in their dealings with CMS over the last 10 years.  
- Supports processes like Subrogation, Claims Recovery, Overpayment for over 90+ Health Plans. 
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Awards/Recognitions 
Following lists the various awards / recognitions received by Wipro in the recent past. 


 


• Informatica Co-Innovation Award for data integration at Nike 


• Rated Leader in SOA System Integration in both North America and EMEA markets 
by Forrester Research 


• Rated ‘Positive’ by Gartner in Market Scope report for SOA Consulting and System 
Integration services, North America 


• Rated Leader among SOA Service Providers for North America and EMEA by BIT 
Group 


• Wipro named ‘Challenger’ by Gartner in Magic Quadrant report for Global Business 
Intelligence and Performance Management Service Providers 


• Wipro leading among Indian services providers in Cloud Computing – Forrester 
Research 


• Wipro leading services provider in Software as a Service – Gartner  


• Wipro profiled in Gartner’s Who's Who in Business Process Management, Consulting 
and System Integration Providers 
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Appendix G – National Imaging Associates Proposal: 
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Proposal Summary 


NATIONAL IMAGING ASSOCIATES, INC. 


National Imaging Associates, Inc. (NIA), an indirect, wholly owned subsidiary of Magellan Health 
Services, Inc. (Magellan), has been a leader in radiology benefits management (RBM) since 1996. 
NIA offers a unique combination of superior clinical expertise, operational excellence, and financial 
strength and stability. We were the first radiology benefits management (RBM) company to be 
certified by the National Committee on Quality Assurance (NCQA) and one of the first 
accredited by URAC.  


INNOVATIVE FULL-SERVICE RADIOLOGY BENEFITS MANAGEMENT SOLUTION 


NIA delivers innovative solutions to effectively manage the cost and quality of diagnostic imaging. 
We provide a comprehensive approach to improving patient outcomes, addressing quality and 
patient safety during the continuum of a recipient’s imaging experience. 


 
 Table 1—NIA’s Radiology Benefits Management Program Features  


Program Feature High Level Description of Services 


UM/Prior Authorization Quick determination of clinical appropriateness of requested imaging examination by 
providers. 
Use of evidence-based, proprietary clinical algorithms to ensure appropriate 
recommendations. 


Physician peer-to-peer reviews with Nevada Medicaid providers conducted by NIA 
physicians across many specialty practices. 


Provider Ordering Tools 
(RadMD.com) 


Secure Web ordering tool for providers to efficiently request services online. Nevada 
Medicaid providers receive quick determination status of requests and guidance for next 
steps. 


Emergency Room 
Radiology Management 


Addresses spiraling imaging costs in emergency room/hospital settings, with a particular 
focus on benchmarking, provider education, and trend mitigation. 


Provider Training and 
Education 


Extensive education for ordering providers, imaging providers and hospitals. 


Freestanding Network 
Contracting and Provider 
Quality Assessment 


(Privileging) 


Access to competitive, statewide freestanding facility imaging networks customized to 
meet Nevada Medicaid’s access standards.  


Program leverages existing Nevada Medicaid’s in-office and hospital imaging networks. 
NIA applies ACR provider quality assessment guidelines to Nevada Medicaid’s in-office 
providers to ensure the highest of quality standards are performed for Nevada Medicaid 
recipients. 


Facility Site Selection Effective strategies for moving a small volume of outpatient imaging services performed 
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Program Feature High Level Description of Services 


Initiatives in higher cost outpatient hospital facilities to more cost-effective freestanding facilities, 
based on Nevada Medicaid’s access and cost criteria. 


Full Consumerism Customized Consumer Portal integrated with Nevada Medicaid’s recipient portal—
includes educational content, provider search capabilities, and cost transparency 
information. 


Recipient scheduling to support facility site selection. 


Customized, Proprietary 
Claim Edits 


Flexible claim models available to leverage additional savings through Magellan’s claim-
edit and claim auth-matching expertise for advanced imaging claims. 


CardiacConnections Episode of care management for patients under evaluation for cardiac conditions 
improves quality and patient safety, while it reduces costs by eliminating unnecessary 
diagnostic catheterizations, reducing duplicate testing, and minimizing radiation 
exposure. 


OncologyConnections Improves health care quality and reduces costs by ensuring the use of an effective and 
efficient radiation oncology treatment plan, incorporating diagnostic imaging components, 
ensuring that providers meet quality standards, and that recipients and their advocates 
have support to ensure the best possible outcomes. 


PROJECTED SAVINGS 


An important element of our program is providing-cost savings guarantees.. Please note that 
customers with full service/risk programs realize greater, guaranteed savings than those with 
administrative-only programs, since the program includes the full spectrum of NIA features as 
described above. 


 Full Risk—NIA would assume full risk for advanced modalities, for all administrative, cost of 
procedures and implementation costs on a fixed PMPM basis that would be guaranteed for a 3-
year period. This risk model operates using our established clinical guidelines for the agreed-
upon advanced imaging services.   NIA can establish a three year rate with guaranteed cost 
savings based on historical claims data.  We would be pleased to provide a full risk proposal 
upon receipt of claims data. 


 ASO—NIA would manage advanced modalities on an administrative fee (PMPM) basis. Service 
would include prior authorization/utilization management, reporting, and Radiation Awareness.   


 


. 
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National Imaging Associates, Inc. 


INTRODUCTION 


National Imaging Associates, Inc. (NIA) has been a leader in radiology benefits management since 
1996, providing a comprehensive and innovative array of services. NIA offers a unique combination 
of superior clinical expertise in radiology, operational excellence, and financial strength and stability. 
We were the first radiology benefits management (RBM) company certified by the National 
Committee on Quality Assurance (NCQA) and one of the first accredited by the Utilization Review 
Accreditation Commission URAC. 


NIA is an indirect, wholly owned subsidiary of Magellan Health Services, Inc. (Magellan). Magellan 
is a leading specialty health care management company, delivering comprehensive solutions to 
improve medical spend, better quality and patient outcomes, optimize cost of care, and enhance 
profitability for customers. Magellan is a for-profit corporation that trades actively on the NASDAQ 
Stock Market under the ticker symbol “MGLN.” Magellan stock is registered with the U.S. Securities 
and Exchange Commission. 


NIA was founded in 1995 as a division of Corning Life Sciences, Inc., and became an independent 
entity in 1996. A tremendously successful company, NIA has had a long history of leadership and 
innovation in providing a comprehensive suite of services that effectively influences all three health 
care cost drivers—utilization, unit cost, and place-of-service. On January 31, 2006, Magellan 
purchased NIA from shareholders.  


As a subsidiary of Magellan, NIA has been able to leverage an expansive set of competencies 
provided by Magellan—such as its national call center operations and experience and expertise in 
customer service, network development/contracting, claims payment, clinical management, and 
more than 1,000 information technology resources.  


Corporate headquarters for Magellan and NIA are located in Avon, Connecticut, with additional 
corporate offices in Columbia, Maryland. NIA also has call centers and offices in Miami, Florida; 
West Palm Beach, Florida; Maryland Heights, Missouri; Phoenix, Arizona; Rancho Cordova, 
California; Northbrook, Illinois; and San Diego, California.  


NIA’s senior management demonstrates a clinical excellence, an organizational expertise, and a 
precise understanding of what any Medicaid organization needs from its radiology benefit 
management (RBM) program. Chief Executive Officer, Tina Blasi, leads the Company with an 
entrepreneurial background and expertise in growing world-class, emerging-industry businesses. Ms. 
Blasi reports to Karen Rohan, President of Magellan. A founder of NIA and industry icon, Thomas 
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G. Dehn, M.D., F.A.C.R., Executive Vice President and Chief Medical Officer, remains with the 
Company and reports to Ms. Blasi.  


NIA’s alignment with Magellan also provides the benefits of the strongest balance sheet among all 
RBM companies—a critical factor in an organization’s ability to successfully and responsibly assume 
risk for an expansive suite of radiology services and solutions. Our strong balance sheet enables us 
to offer multi-year rate guarantees that produce the greatest return-on-investment and medical loss 
ratio (MLR) improvement. As one of the most financially stable companies, we have tremendous 
capabilities for investing our resources in innovative products and technologies that will improve 
consumer health and patient outcomes—and in fast-tracking capabilities for effective solutions that 
will benefit Nevada Medicaid. Our strong financial and capital resources enable us to maximize 
innovation, research, and development, and to engage in complex, win/win financial arrangements 
with customer partners. 


DIFFERENTIATORS 


NIA is unique in the RBM arena in that we offer a synergistic combination of clinical, operational, 
and financial program solutions that drive effective program outcomes for our customer partners. 
We believe our approach and some of our key programmatic solutions represent significant 
differentiators for the NIA offering for Nevada Medicaid. 


We believe we bring the following unique offerings: 


 Strong Executive Leadership—Magellan’s leadership team represents a high level of health 
care experience, a strong track record of driving growth and innovation and in delivering strong 
customer results. Chairman René Lerer and President Karen Rohan have ultimate executive 
oversight of all Magellan companies, and Tina Blasi, as NIA’s CEO, has executive oversight of 
all NIA programs  


 Clinical Thought Leadership—no other company in the imaging space brings more clinical 
thought leadership to customers than the consultative capabilities delivered by NIA. Our 
alignment of strong and reputable clinical leaders across the various NIA product lines allows 
Nevada Medicaid to work with our industry leaders through ongoing collaboration and 
consultation. For the RBM program, Thomas Dehn, M.D., as one of the founders of NIA, 
serves as our Chief Clinical Officer and spearheads all of our clinical activities within the 
organization. With more than 25 years as a practicing Radiologist, Dr. Dehn brings significant 
consultative experience and consultative credibility with our client partners.  


 Effective Provider Engagement—all NIA product offerings include an unwavering 
deployment of provider engagement resources to collectively establish program credibility, 
provider acceptance and collaborative understanding of NIA/Nevada Medicaid program details. 
We currently have a total 38 contracted imaging providers in Nevada, providing 
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coverage in Clark, Nye, Washoe, and Douglas Counties. For all of our NIA programs, we 
take a multiple provider engagement approach to ensure program success that includes the 
alignment of reputable NIA Physician Leads to spearhead interface activities with Nevada 
Medicaid’s key and/or politically sensitive provider groups; the alignment of NIA Network 
Development teams familiar with the State of Nevada, develop competitively advantaged 
imaging networks. Experienced NIA provider service teams are deployed for training and 
orienting targeted Nevada provider offices on how NIA program processes work and how to 
use RadMD.com for expeditious ordering services with NIA. Over the past year, NIA Magellan 
has conducted outreach and education activities with a number of Nevada imaging providers 
including Steinberg Diagnostic Imaging and Desert Radiologist in La Vegas as well Great Basin 
Imaging in Carson City. 


 Expansive and Experienced Magellan Resources—as our country’s largest and most diverse 
specialty services company, Magellan offers Nevada Medicaid one of the most expansive suites 
of organizational resources to assist your organization in the launch of all NIA product 
offerings. From Magellan’s more than 1,000 IT FTEs to our National Call Centers in Missouri, 
Arizona, and California— to our national claims paying and production capabilities—to our 
experienced Implementation, Project Management, and Account Management teams—and the 
strongest financial balance sheet in the industry—we believe we have the consolidated suite of 
services and expertise to help Nevada Medicaid launch multiple NIA products and achieve 
significant program results. 


 Clinical Expertise/Consultation—Clinical Excellence is the hallmark of our RBM program, 
and our clinical approach has been developed by our Executive Vice President and Chief 
Medical Officer, Dr. Thomas Dehn, and Associate Chief Medical Director, Dr. Michael 
Pentecost. With more than 60 years of combined experience as practicing Radiologists, both Dr. 
Dehn and Dr. Pentecost are responsible for clinical oversight of the program and serve as 
clinical consultants to each of our health plan customers. Dr. Dehn and Dr. Pentecost are 
responsible for working closely with plan Medical Directors and UM leaders in understanding 
NIA program performance, key provider performance benchmarks, and emerging issues that 
can have an impact on the plan. Our clinical leadership team will work closely with Nevada 
Medicaid leaders in identifying performance variation and provider outliers and developing 
collaborative action plans to remedy. 


 Consumer Engagement Approach—NIA offers an innovative approach to supporting 
Nevada Medicaid recipients with facility section, scheduling and educational content about 
imaging. NIA also offers a host of easily accessible tools while keeping in the mind the unique 
needs of Medicaid recipients including issues related to transportation and child care. From pick-
n-click Web content and provider search capabilities to cost comparative data and driving 
directions, we help Nevada Medicaid recipients have a positive consumer experience. 
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 Technologies/Tools—NIA’s strong technology platform allows us to offer a broad spectrum 
of provider tools, dashboard suites, and reporting capabilities for Nevada Medicaid to manage 
and monitor the success of the NIA program. Our award-winning online provider tool, 
RadMD.com, allows providers to quickly request prior authorization for services from NIA and 
receive immediate status determinations. Our dashboard reporting suite allows Nevada Medicaid 
leaders to access critical program performance reports on a daily, weekly, monthly basis and 
secure quick views of key clinical, operational, and financial performance measures. Additionally, 
our expansive reporting package provides Nevada Medicaid with a myriad of user-friendly, 
performance-specific reports for monitoring program success. 


 Rapid Implementation and Strong Financial Results—NIA has extensive experience in 
developing effective market-differentiating diagnostic imaging solutions for Medicaid and 
Medicare plans. Through relationships with our customers, we currently serve all Medicaid 
population segments—TNF, ABD, and dual-eligible recipients. With more than two million 
combined Medicaid and Medicare recipients, NIA has unequaled experience providing programs 
for highly utilizing and chronically populations. 


 Experience Working with State Regulators and CMS—NIA’s understanding of Medicaid-
specific regulatory requirements and the complexities in managing state and federal relationships 
is of paramount importance to a partnership with Nevada Medicaid. 


SERVICES 


As a leader in the diagnostic imaging management industry, NIA delivers innovative solutions to 
effectively manage the cost and quality of diagnostic imaging and provides a comprehensive 
approach to improving patient outcomes, addressing quality and patient safety during the continuum 
of a recipient’s imaging experience. The full scope of our Radiology Benefits Management (RBM) 
services is summarized in the following table and described in greater detail on the following pages. 


Table 2—NIA’s Radiology Benefits Management Program Features  


Program Feature High Level Description of Services 


UM/Prior Authorization Quick determination of clinical appropriateness of requested imaging examination by providers. 


Use of evidence-based, proprietary clinical algorithms to ensure appropriate recommendations. 


Physician Peer-to-Peer reviews with Nevada Medicaid providers conducted by board-certified NIA 
Physicians across many specialty practices. 


Provider Ordering Tools 
(RadMD.com) 


Secure Web ordering tool for providers to efficiently request services online. Nevada Medicaid 
providers receive quick determination status of requests and guidance for next steps. 


ER Radiology Management Addresses spiraling imaging costs in ER/hospital settings, with a particular focus on benchmarking, 
provider education, and trend mitigation. 


Provider Training and 
Education 


Extensive education for ordering providers, imaging providers and hospitals. 
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Program Feature High Level Description of Services 


Freestanding Network 
Contracting and Provider 
Quality Assessment 


(Privileging) 


Access to competitive, statewide freestanding facility imaging networks customized to meet Nevada 
Medicaid’s access standards.  


Program leverage of existing Nevada Medicaid’s in-office and hospital imaging networks. 


NIA application of ACR provider quality assessment guidelines to Nevada Medicaid’s in-office 
providers to ensure the highest of quality standards are performed for Nevada Medicaid recipients. 


Facility Site Selection 
Initiatives 


Effective strategies for moving a small volume of outpatient imaging services performed in higher 
cost outpatient hospital facilities to more cost-effective freestanding facilities, based on Nevada 
Medicaid’s access and cost criteria. 


Full Consumerism Customized consumer portal integrated with Nevada Medicaid’s recipient portal—includes 
educational content, provider search capabilities, cost transparency information. 


Recipient scheduling to support facility site selection. 


Customized, Proprietary 
Claim Edits 


Flexible claim models available to leverage additional savings through Magellan’s claim-edit and 
claim auth-matching expertise for advanced imaging claims. 


CardiacConnections Episode of care management for patients under evaluation for cardiac conditions improves quality 
and patient safety, while it reduces costs by eliminating unnecessary diagnostic catheterizations, 
reducing duplicate testing, and minimizing radiation exposure 


OncologyConnections Improvement of health care quality and reduces costs by ensuring the use of an effective and 
efficient radiation oncology treatment plan, incorporating diagnostic imaging components, ensuring 
that providers meet quality standards, and that recipients and their advocates have support to ensure 
the best possible outcomes 
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NIA Clinical Algorithms 


NIA clinicians designed our proprietary medical necessity criteria, which provide clinical guidelines 
for the provision of diagnostic imaging management, to guide both ordering providers and NIA 
Physician Clinical Reviewers to the most appropriate services, based on a patient’s unique 
circumstances.  


In all cases, we expect that clinical judgment consistent with the standards of good medical practice 
will be used when applying the guidelines. Medical necessity determinations are made based on the 
information provided at the time of the request. We also anticipate that medical necessity decisions 
may change as new information is provided or based on unique aspects of the patient’s condition. 
The treating clinician has final authority and responsibility for treatment decisions regarding the care 
of the patient. 


GUIDELINE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 


NIA’s clinical criteria drive our prior authorization process, which we describe in the section that 
follows. We chose to develop our own evidence-based, clinical criteria because of the absence of 
high-quality, commercially available guidelines. We structured our extensive process of innovation 
and refinement on our analysis of public, peer-reviewed articles; health plan medical policies; 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
(CMS) policies; and other rigorous 
scientific documents. Upon 
developing our clinical criteria, we 
submitted them—and all subsequent 
modifications—to appropriate 
outside experts in the field, as well as 
to NCQA and URAC, for vetting of 
their clinical validity.  


Although NIA originally developed 
our criteria for advanced diagnostic 
imaging services—computed 
tomography (CT), magnetic 
resonance (MRI/MRA), positron emission tomography (PET), and nuclear cardiac (NC) 
procedures, we have expanded our criteria to include radiation oncology and other cardiac imaging 
services. 
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NIA’S ALGORITHMIC ARCHITECTURE 


NIA clinicians brought our clinical criteria down to a micro level, enabling us to create algorithms 
that provide a clinically sound and logical step-by-by step progression of scripted questions that 
quickly lead to an accurate and efficient authorization determination.  


To integrate the knowledge inherent in our algorithms to the clinical practice of prior authorization, 
we embedded them and our business rules into Informa, our interactive clinical application. NIA’s 
algorithms and business rules drive Informa, allowing it to manage the workflow of our prior 
authorization process, from the inception of a request through the final communication of results.  


Based on recipient eligibility and provider data, Informa triggers the correct script for authorization 
representatives who answer calls live and perform initial intake, inputting responses into our 
software and database systems. (Informa also drives our RadMD.com Web site that facilitates speedy 
authorization requests 24 hours a day.) NIA’s algorithms begin with a confirmation of the ordering 
provider’s desired procedure—such as a brain CT, knee MRI, or cardiac PET—and then 
immediately question the suspected disease category, such as tumor, trauma, infection, and 
congenital presentations. The algorithms automatically adjust to prompt the appropriate additional 
questions. Our approach echoes the manner in which a skilled clinician thinks and does not require 
the user to answer questions unrelated to his or her clinical supposition. This exclusive methodology 
“flattens” the algorithm and enables NIA to rapidly and efficiently process the request. Thus, our 
clinical algorithms speed consultation and result in approval of up to 70 percent of cases—or 
more—after just a few questions and within just a few minutes, with no further consultation 
required.  


RADMD.COM 


Growing numbers of providers are taking advantage of the great resources available on the 
RadMD.com Web site. Not only can they quickly view NIA-specific clinical criteria with just a few 
clicks of the mouse, but they also can participate in the prior authorization process online. Informa 
drives this process just as it drives the telephonic process via our Call Centers. 
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Prior Authorization Process 


NIA’s prior authorization process requires that, with the exception of screening studies, there be 
sound, clinical rationale for obtaining the examination. The exam must significantly contribute to the 
positive predictive value (PPV) of the basic supposition, and regardless of the results of the 
examination, it must carry the weight of a subsequent clinical determination. Further, it must not be 
a “curiosity” examination, but it must offer the value of confirmation or change in a clinical 
decision.  


NIA’s prior authorization program reflects a very expeditious determination process and very user-
friendly ordering tools for providers. The program is available to providers during regular business 
hours via the NIA Call Center, or at any hour of the day or night via our RadMD.com Web site. 
Across our book of business, NIA experiences a provider online submission rate for prior 
authorization requests of approximately 43 percent. NIA does not require prior authorization for 
any emergency or urgent requests. 


TELEPHONIC AUTHORIZATION REQUESTS 


To obtain telephonic authorizations, providers (or their staff members) simply call the NIA Call 
Center to connect with experienced authorization representatives, nurses, and physicians. NIA staffs 
our call center with highly qualified clinicians who have instant access to the latest information 
technologies and to NIA’s proprietary, state-of-the-art clinical algorithmic software, Informa. These 
technologies enable the most efficient process for consultation and for registering procedures 
according to Nevada Medicaid guidelines.  


ONLINE AUTHORIZATION REQUESTS 


To obtain authorizations online, a growing number of providers (or their staff members) log onto 
our secure RadMD.com Web site. The authorization application, which links to Informa, features 
easy-to-use forms that enable the user to specify the ordering physician’s name, the patient’s name, 
and the type of exam(s) requested. Our proprietary clinical algorithms respond online, prompting 
the user to answer a few simple questions about the request. The request will be evaluated according 
to the same set of business rules configured for our partner application, Informa, and will, in most 
cases, be approved immediately. In situations that warrant further review, Informa will issue the user a 
tracking number and messages informing the user of the need for further review.  
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AFTER-HOURS REQUESTS 


Our policy is that a Nevada Medicaid recipient or a recipient’s health care provider never is required 
to inform or contact us prior to the provision of emergency care. Accordingly, NIA can provide a 
retrospective authorization process for accommodating clinically urgent, medically necessary imaging 
procedures outside of a hospital emergency room. 


THE NIA PRIOR AUTHORIZATION PROCESS 


Figure 4 illustrates how our clinical system Informa efficiently drives the process and explains the 
situations in which a request from an ordering provider will require further review by an NIA nurse 
Initial Clinical Reviewer or Physician Clinical Reviewer. 


Figure 4—NIA’s Advanced Imaging Prior Authorization Process 


 


AUTHORIZATION REPRESENTATIVES 


NIA’s Authorization Representatives collect specific administration information at the time of the 
authorization request, such as demographics for basic eligibility and referral purposes. They also 
collect structures, clinical-related information that does not require evaluation or interpretation, such 
as provider-reported diagnoses or disorder and the type of service. These non-clinical staff members 
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input information into our Informa system with its pre-programmed clinical algorithms. If a request 
“fails” approval at the algorithmic level, the representative triages the request and immediately 
forwards it to NIA clinical review staff. 


Authorization Representatives issue authorizations and referral for selected benefits, but they can 
not issue a denial determination for any eligible benefits. 


INITIAL CLINICAL REVIEW 


When RadMD.com or an NIA Authorization Representative cannot “system approve” a study 
during the scripted algorithmic process, the request passes to an NIA registered nurse for initial 
clinical review. The Initial Clinical Reviewer’s role is to obtain further clinical information and follow 
clinical review guidelines specific to the requested test. If criteria are met according to the additional 
information received, the Initial Clinical Reviewer gives an authorization number with an eligibility 
disclaimer verbally and/or by fax to the ordering Nevada Medicaid physician. NIA does not 
authorize the Initial Clinical Reviewer to “deny” a request, but rather to “pend” it for further review 
by an NIA medical doctor. 


If the Initial Clinical Reviewers do not receive sufficient clinical information for approval, they will 
request further information and pend the case, following timelines as determined by our agreement 
with Nevada Medicaid. 


PHYSICIAN CLINICAL REVIEW 


NIA Physician Clinical Reviewers, who are medical doctors representing a wide range of specialties, 
review pended cases and those not approvable by Informa or through the initial clinical review 
process. Physician Clinical Reviewers determine medical necessity and appropriateness by evaluating 
the severity of the patient’s medical condition—including age, comorbidities, and progress of 
treatment—and applying radiology imaging criteria. Physician Clinical Reviewers also assess local 
medical practices and resources available in the local delivery system.  


Only NIA Physician Clinical Reviewers can deny requests for authorization. They carefully review 
each referred request and make every effort to contact and engage the ordering provider in a peer-
to-peer dialogue to discuss the proposed procedure and the provider’s reasons for prescribing it. 
They educate the ordering provider who has concerns about why a request does not meet clinical 
criteria, and they offer suggestions for alternative studies as appropriate, including other imaging 
exams, laboratory testing, active surveillance, as well as other strategies. If at any time a professional 
needs to consult with another professional in an available specialty, we make such contact possible.  


If an NIA Physician Clinical Reviewer makes a denial determination, the case goes to NIA’s clinical 
operations team, which verbally notifies the ordering provider of the denial. They reiterate the 
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reason for the denial and communicate standard—or expedited—appeal information, explain about 
the availability of the NIA reconsideration process, and inform the provider of the timeframe. If the 
Nevada Medicaid provider expresses a desire for additional peer-to-peer discussion, our clinical 
operations staff will help to facilitate the request. 
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Consumer Advocacy and Support: Introduction 


One of the most innovative aspects of NIA’s risk-based radiology benefits management (RBM) 
program is our emphasis on the Nevada Medicaid recipient. While traditional RBM programs focus 
on the provider throughout the prior authorization process, NIA strives to proactively reach out to 
Nevada Medicaid recipients through our Consumerism program that focuses on engaging the 
recipient in the diagnostic imaging process through programs designed specifically for Medicaid 
recipient’s needs. Through this program, we encourage recipients to take active roles in their health 
by opening up a dialogue with their physicians and providing them with the tools and resources they 
need to better understand the diagnostic imaging process.  


Our Consumerism program is a platform of tools designed to create an advocacy model for the 
patient that provides support through multiple channels including high-touch outreach through our 
facility selection and scheduling program, decision support through tools and resources that are 
available directly to the recipient or can be made available through Nevada community resources, 
and through expanded resources for caregivers of Medicaid recipients.  


The NIA Consumerism program is a critical part of our ongoing commitment to improving health 
care by empowering recipients to make more informed health care decisions. Over the long term, we 
believe these efforts improve the coordination of care and adherence to physician treatment plans, 
resulting in enhanced satisfaction, cost-effective care, and an improved overall health care 
experience. 


NIA’s Consumerism program includes the following components, described in detail on the 
following pages: 


 Facility Selection and Scheduling Support 


 Radiation Awareness Program 


 Customized Consumer Web Portal. 
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Facility Selection and Scheduling Support 


NIA’s Facility Selection and Scheduling Support program capitalizes on opportunities to educate 
recipients and providers about the availability of quality, convenient facility options that may best 
meet the Medicaid recipient’s needs. In addition, for the ordering provider, the program provides 
information about the potential financial implications of selecting higher cost imaging providers 
when lower cost, quality alternatives are available. Our program also provides recipients with more 
transparent consumer facility information and offers a high-touch program that supports the 
recipient in the selection of a facility that best meets their needs. NIA’s Facility Selection and 
Scheduling program recognizes that Medicaid recipients have special needs ranging from 
transportation limitations, to reading level issues, to struggles with appointment scheduling follow-
through. We also have taken into account the administrative burden placed on Medicaid providers. 
Accordingly, we have designed our program to meet these unique needs of Medicaid recipients and 
reduce the time and paperwork required from Medicaid providers to order imaging studies. 


In addition to assistance with scheduling, NIA’s consumer advocates even can work with recipients 
to coordinate transportation provided for Medicaid recipients to and from their appointment, thus 
increasing the likelihood that recipients keep their scheduled appointment. 


At the close of outreach calls made by NIA consumer advocates, 96 percent of recipients said they 
found information provided during the call to be helpful. 


Any clinical situations that require a specific type of facility are always part of the facility selection 
and scheduling program. We work with the doctor to understand these needs and then can assist in 
locating and scheduling a facility that supports the patient clinical needs. Our dialogue with the 
ordering providers is intended to encourage the further engagement of discussions on site-selection 
between the provider and the recipient but does not mandate the use of specific facilities. 
Additionally, we understand the need to address specific provider issues and have developed a 
program that can be flexible to address different provider considerations (such as hospital-owned 
physician relationships).  
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Radiation Awareness Program 


An important element of our Consumerism program is our focus on providing key patient safety 
initiatives. We designed these initiatives to help physicians and their patients make more informed 
choices about diagnostic imaging.  


The components of our innovative Radiation Awareness Program include the following: 


 Plan Notification—by capturing information from 
historical claims data, and as permitted by law, we supply 
our customers with a list of recipients who have been 
exposed to elevated levels of radiation. Clients may opt to 
use this information for care management of recipients who 
have complex clinical conditions because high utilization of 
imaging procedures can be a proxy for severity of illness.  


 Provider Education—many physicians are not aware of 
the risk of radiation exposure from medical imaging, or they 
may underestimate the radiation dose associated with CT 
scans and other tests. Our message is designed to educate 
physicians about the amount of radiation associated with 
these studies and to provide general information as well as 
client-specific data. We also address the fact that the 
benefits of such imaging frequently justify the risk from 
radiation exposure. 


 Point-of-Service Provider Notification—our proprietary algorithms offer real-time data to the 
provider during the prior authorization process. The radiation exposure reports we generate 
enable us to alert ordering providers at the time they order a procedure for a recipient who has 
already been exposed to elevated levels of ionizing radiation. It is important to note, however, 
that this information does not have an impact on medical necessity decisions; the alerts are 
intended to assist the provider with the patient’s care, and not to dictate changes to care plans. 


 Consumer Education—NIA always stresses the fact that medical necessity frequently 
outweighs the related risks of radiation exposure. Understanding these risks is a key to becoming 
a better health care consumer. Through our Online Consumer Education Web Site, we 
provide recipients with the opportunity to learn more about the risks and benefits of imaging 
procedures, to gain valuable knowledge about related radiation exposure, and to estimate the 
amount of their own radiation exposure. We also provide a Consumer Library, which offers 
materials for recipients that can further educate them on a number of topics that support 
imaging decision making and patient safety. Our consumer library is available in English and 
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Spanish and can be distributed by Nevada Medicaid via e-mail, traditional mail, or as hand-outs 
from community resources. Through our Radiation Awareness Program, we strive to create 
awareness among patients and to encourage them to better partner with their physicians in 
understanding the risks and benefits of diagnostic imaging procedures. Our consumer Radiation 
Awareness information can be made available directly to your recipients or through any recipient 
advocacy programs in place today—such as Nurse Lines, Community Resources, and other 
Recipient Services. 
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Customized Consumer Web Portal 


NIA’s focus on the development of technology facilitates the most positive recipient experience. In 
using our customized Web site, 
Nevada Medicaid recipients can 
access our personalized decision 
support tool that walks the 
recipient through the imaging 
process and provides tools and 
resources to better understand 
the test being recommended. 
Through the Consumer Portal, 
Nevada Medicaid recipients can 
also gain access to information 
and tools that will assist them in 
selecting the most cost efficient 
and quality provider for their needs. Our Consumer Portal 
is available directly to the recipient or through the Member 
Resources you offer today. 


Capabilities include the following: 


 Provider Search—Nevada Medicaid recipients 
enter their ZIP code and a desired radius to find 
imaging providers in their area. The results display 
key information about the provider including 
providers’ addresses and phone numbers, type of 
provider, accreditations, and services and modalities 
offered. In addition, convenience information is 
provided to assist the recipient in selecting a facility 
that best meets his or her needs (including such 
information as hours of operation, weekend hours, 
and open equipment). With this information, the 
recipient is able to compare providers on the basis 
of procedure costs as well as quality indicators and 
convenience needs.  


 Customized Decision Support—Our customized decision support tool guides the 
recipient through the diagnostic imaging process. There are paths for adults, parents, and a 
special kid-zone to support education for children who need to undergo a procedure. The 
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support tool walks through what the recipient should understand, key questions, facility 
information, and scheduling support. 


 Radiation Safety Calculator—Recipients may 
use the Radiation Safety Calculator to obtain a 
general reading of the amount of radiation to 
which they have been exposed throughout their 
lives. The calculator approaches radiation safety 
responsibility by educating on the benefits and 
risks of radiation exposure and the 
questions/information the patient should share 
with the doctor as part of their ongoing health 
care. Diagnostic Imaging Information. We 
provide clinically approved radiology 
information designed to answer questions 
about radiological procedures and therapies. 
The content covers a range of topics, from 
baseline mammograms, to x-rays, to PET scans 
and other advanced diagnostic imaging 
techniques. The content explains how various 
procedures are performed and addresses what 
recipients may experience and how to prepare 
for the exams.  


 Scheduling—Requests for assistance in scheduling radiology services can be completed for 
any radiology test to a preferred network imaging facility through our online consumer 
portal. The request is forwarded to a call center authorization representative for outreach to 
the consumer and the selected facility. Scheduling outreach is completed based on feedback 
from the recipient regarding times to contact them. 


 Recipient Satisfaction—We invite our Web site visitors to answer survey questions that 
will help us improve the Web site and services we provide and assist us in understanding 
how effective the site was in influencing their decision regarding facility, procedure, etc. 


 RadZone—NIA created this unique Web site especially for children. It helps educate them 
on what to expect on the day of their imaging study. 
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Network Access 


A key element in NIA’s RBM program for Nevada Medicaid is the inclusion of our high quality and 
cost-effective freestanding imaging facility network, supplemented by equally qualified Nevada 
Medicaid imaging providers. Our full-service network management capabilities will include the 
following: 


 network development, contracting, and management 


 educational outreach programs for ordering and imaging providers 


 provider relations/provider services 


 credentialing and privileging programs 


 ordering provider Facility Selection Support program 


 provider communications material production  


 RadMD.com online provider tools 


 provider satisfaction surveys 


 development and management of provider advisory groups 


 provider performance reports. 


NIA is committed to continuing to offer the highest quality imaging services for Nevada Medicaid 
and your recipients by delivering a network built upon the following: 


 Convenient geographic and timely access to multiple providers, thus ensuring the essential 
degree of consumer choice. 


 Quality standards that apply to American College of Radiology (ACR) accreditation by 
modality, equipment that reflects the latest technologies, and experienced, highly trained 
professionals. 


 Market-driven reimbursement rates that deliver true value to Nevada Medicaid recipients, 
while ensuring that providers feel justly compensated for their services and supporting them in 
maintaining high quality equipment and staffing investments. 


 Customization for Nevada Medicaid that allows us to deliver a network that avoids 
disruption and respects existing patient/provider relationships.  


 Effectively trained ordering and imaging providers resulting from on-site, individual, and 
group educational sessions that deliver the critically important information needed for a smooth 
implementation process and ongoing operational process.  
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 A strong provider relationship based on ongoing communication with contracted providers. 
Frequent communication is NIA’s foundation to establishing positive, satisfying relationships 
with network providers. Our approach involves a proactive practice of connecting at times of 
need when problems arise as well as when things are running smoothly and without issue.  


 Provider performance monitoring that helps us to identify opportunities for remedial training 
and launch targeted educational interventions and track post-intervention results. 
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Provider Education 


Provider education, training, and orientation have been a core NIA organizational competency for 
more than a decade and half. Our success has been directly attributable to our experience in 
provider engagement. We deploy provider service teams experienced in radiology to lead key 
trainings and provider orientations.  


We have worked with our clients to prioritize ordering and imaging provider training sessions by 
focusing on high volume and key-sensitive groups. For these targeted groups, we have engaged our 
NIA Chief Medical Officers (radiologists) to engage in clinical discussions about the program. 
Additionally, we have enabled providers to engage in peer-to-peer consultations with our board 
certified physicians. 


Beginning upon contract award and continuing into the implementation period, NIA conducts 
training sessions for network providers. During this time, we outline the purposes of our RBM 
program and discussed in detail the intricacies of providing services through such a program. During 
these training sessions, we emphasize to providers that our goal is to support their efforts and to 
assist them in making informed clinical choices.  


The NIA Provider Relations Team provides a robust array of educational provider resources to 
ensure that Nevada Medicaid’s radiology utilization management program runs as smoothly as 
possible:  


 ongoing ordering provider referral monitoring and reporting 


 ordering provider Facility Selection Support program 


 webinar training throughout the year as needed 


 provider education series offering both CME (radiologists) and CEU credits (radiology 
technicians). 


Our team will offer educational opportunities to your provider community through a number of 
vehicles including written materials and through telephonic and on-site trainings:  


 Written materials—NIA will provide Quick Reference Guides to ordering providers to help 
educate them and their office staff on our processes. NIA also can assist Nevada Medicaid in the 
development of communication materials that you intend to send to providers, and we can make 
educational materials (such as flyers and articles) available to Nevada Medicaid to include in your 
provider communication initiatives.  
 
NIA can provide additional educational resources, such as our clinical guidelines. Additionally, 
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we provide access to our online Web portal, located at www.RadMD.com, where providers can 
download our newsletter, Imaging Update, which can help keep hem up to date on Magellan 
initiatives and programs.  


 Telephonic and Webcast Training—NIA can provide both telephonic and webcast training 
to Nevada providers regarding our authorization process and RadMD.com, our user-friendly, 
near-real-time alternative or supplement to the NIA Call Center. NIA will work with Nevada 
Medicaid staff and targeted provider groups on how to register and use the RadMD.com Web-
based portal. We also will provide telephonic (and in-person) training for Nevada Medicaid staff 
recipients, who will interact with providers and/or beneficiaries, such as provider relations, 
beneficiary services, claims, and medical management. This training will educate your staff who 
will be responsible for answering any provider questions relating to the NIA program. 


 On-Site Provider Education—NIA’s Regional Provider Relations team will orient Nevada 
providers to the NIA program through in-service meetings. Our team provides trainings to 
providers as new technologies and new procedures emerge. Additionally, through our outreach 
program, our Regional Provider Relations staff can visit high-volume providers to walk them 
through our prior authorization process. Our clinical staff also is available to work with the 
Agency to evaluate and address specific, difficult, clinically oriented situations at a local provider 
level. As new technologies develop and the field of radiology advances, it is critical that 
providers have a complete understanding of new policies regarding these technologies, as well as 
new policies and procedures within the Nevada Medicaid program. We can conduct roundtable 
and other training sessions, send printed materials to providers, and provide them with 
significant information via RadMD.com. NIA clinical and other staff also attends state medical 
association conferences in order to communicate with the provider community and answer any 
questions that its recipients may have.  


Our provider education program for providers typically comprises the following: 


 enhanced provider communication materials covering such topics as claim submission tips, 
procedural code updates, and radiation safety initiatives 


 updated quick reference guides, diagnostic imaging guidelines, and other policy documents 
posted on RadMD.com to help providers more effectively interface with NIA 


 timely NIA responses to provider inquiries via phone from our dedicated radiology network 
staff and via e-mail on our provider secure messaging system. NIA staff tracks responses to 
provider complaints to ensure timely resolution. 


NIA’s Provider Relations team specifically crafts individualized programs to deliver the needed 
information to ordering providers. We primarily perform educational training sessions onsite and in 
person. The various types of gatherings have included the following: 
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 “town hall” sessions for conditions most conducive to a collaborative learning event—with this 
type of training, we can invite providers to a conveniently located facility to undergo a tailored 
curriculum 


 group sessions for targeted large, multi-site providers who can bring their clinicians and 
administrative and office staff for training 


 individual provider site training  


 scheduled one-on-one trainings  


 unscheduled visits in some cases when our trainers are working in an area—this can be very 
convenient to the provider and staff who may not have initially responded to training invitations.  
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Provider Web Tools 


Nevada Medicaid’s ordering providers will have 24-hour-a-day access to NIA’s Web site, 
RadMD.com. This user-friendly, near-real-time call center alternative and supplement enables 
providers to request services online at their convenience. As an Internet-based system, RadMd.com 
provides Nevada Medicaid’s provider community with instant access to much of the prior 
authorization information that the NIA call center process provides. 


RADMD.COM FOR THE ORDERING PROVIDER 


On RadMD.com, Nevada Medicaid’s ordering providers and their office staff have the ability to 
obtain an NIA prior authorization through the use of a customized clinical evaluation that is based 
on the same clinical algorithms used in the NIA call center telephonic transaction process. By 
answering a few clinical algorithmic questions, the ordering provider’s office staff inputs information 
about the recipient, ordering provider, and imaging provider and includes relevant clinical details. 
Online provider-search tools are available to assist the ordering provider’s office staff in matching 
recipients to the appropriate imaging provider. If a case requires further clinical review, it is resolved 
in the same manner as it is with the telephonic NIA call center interactions—through gathering 
further clinical information to evaluate the 
appropriateness of the request. 


Select Nevada Medicaid officials and 
physicians, as well as Nevada Medicaid’s 
and NIA’s imaging providers, can check the 
status of an NIA authorization request by 
using RadMD.com’s tracking feature. By 
entering a tracking number, the user can see 
the status of the NIA request. We issue 
tracking numbers verbally through the NIA 
call center and online when a Nevada 
Medicaid provider’s office requests an NIA authorization via RadMD.com. To check the status 
using an NIA tracking number, no RadMD.com account is required. Only a simple status update is 
available through the tracking number utility; no recipient-identifiable information appears on the 
screen.  


 Nevada Medicaid’s ordering providers’ offices and imaging providers who have established 
accounts with RadMD.com can view a greater level of detail. This is useful for those who need 
access to more details than a simple status update. 
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RadMD.com also is an important source of timely and practical educational information for the 
provider community. The Online Tools Web section, for example, offers easy access to clinical 
guidelines customized for Nevada Medicaid, and easily searchable through a user-friendly interface. 
Other tools currently include, for example, FAQs related to the National Provider Identifier (NPI), 
radiation safety awareness, and Imaging Update, NIA’s quarterly newsletter for ordering and 
imaging providers. 


The Latest Developments section of our Web site provides educational and informational articles 
relating to the diagnostic imaging management industry. We know that providing updated 
information and education to your provider community is important to Nevada Medicaid, and this 
Web site provides a secure medium for making this information easily available. 


Table 3 outlines key utilization management functions that are available to providers through the 
NIA RadMD.com Web site. 


Table 3—Capabilities of RadMD.com for the Ordering Provider 


Ordering Provider NIA Web Capability Description of Service 


Request and receive prior authorizations and receive on 
a real-time basis 


Providers can request prior authorizations and receive 
prior authorization approvals, in real-time, via 
RadMD.com. We use our proprietary, evidence-based 
clinical algorithms—that we build into our clinical system, 
Informa—to authorize treatment plans. This technology 
enables the most efficient process for completing prior 
authorization requests. 


Confirm prior authorizations Providers who do not already have one, can easily set up 
an online account to search and verify that prior 
authorization of their request/treatment plan has 
occurred, or to track the status of a pending 
request/treatment plan authorization. Our online 
Authorization Verification System lists all approved 
authorizations for the provider, and it allows the user to 
search for any historical authorizations that NIA 
approved for that provider. This list includes the Nevada 
Medicaid recipient name, identification number, study 
requested, and other relevant information. 


Check patient eligibility Our Web site gives providers the opportunity to check 
eligibility and view a recipient’s current health status, 
including their authorization history. NIA provides 
information that allows providers to share information 
about a common patient.  


Locate imaging centers Our information regarding providers includes data about 
the location of their services, which we are able to 
provide on RadMD.com. 
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RADMD.COM FOR THE IMAGING PROVIDER 


Nevada Medicaid’s imaging providers who join NIA’s provider network to perform authorized 
diagnostic imaging services for recipients also benefit from the RadMD.com Web site. Through this 
Web site, they have easy access to the imaging authorization and claims information they need.  


Logging on to RadMD.com provides them with up-to-the-hour information on patients’ 
authorizations, including date initiated, date approved, exam category, valid billing codes (CPT), and 
more. The site provides secure access that protects the provider’s data and patients’ personal health 
information. Other key benefits include— 


 answers to frequently asked questions 


 individual and batch methods for submitting electronic claims 


 viewing of claims status 


 ease of updating practice information 


 secure messaging with NIA 


 technical support. 


 In addition, imaging providers also have access to a full range of helpful content on RadMD.com, 
including our Imaging Provider Handbook, Diagnostic Imaging Guidelines, Quick Reference 
Guides, electronic claims tools, and procedural updates. 
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Emergency Radiology Management 


Use of the emergency room for routine care is a considerable and costly burden for many Medicaid 
programs. The use of advanced radiology in emergency departments has more than doubled over 
the last 6 years, becoming one of the fasted growing segments of health care costs. A number of 
studies have shown that while this increased utilization is not improving patient outcomes—, it is 
exposing patients to unnecessary radiation. The time-sensitive nature of emergency room treatment 
makes controlling unnecessary utilization especially difficult, and NIA recognizes that the 
management of this utilization needs to be cautious to ensure that true emergency care is not denied. 
NIA has experience and strategies that can help identify aberrant trends and customize corrective 
action to address hospital-specific practice patterns. We have developed a proprietary database that 
compares and benchmarks emergency department utilization of imaging and identifies outliers for 
potential follow-up and education within specific markets. 


Practice patterns differ significantly between facilities. Using claims data, NIA benchmarks advanced 
radiology utilization in emergency rooms by comparing tests (per visit per facility) within markets 
and against national data. We further analyze utilization to identify facilities with practice patterns 
that do not appear to comply with guidelines set by the American College of Emergency Room 
Physicians and American College of Radiology. We pay particular attention to specific combination 
studies that are duplicative and typically unnecessary. For example, Head CT and Sinus CT should 
rarely be done in combination. A high volume of this combination points to a likely issue with the 
emergency department’s protocols.  


We believe that the first step in a mitigation strategy is problem identification. We prefer to start 
with a detailed review of claims history, to ensure that remediation plans are focused on specific 
behavior at outlier facilities. Examples of undesirable trends include the following: 


 inappropriate combination studies 


 non-emergency, non-urgent tests done in the emergency room 


 non-emergency duplication of outpatient studies. 


Based on the results of the analysis, NIA will work with Nevada Medicaid to customize 
interventions to address specific inappropriate practice patterns.  
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Claims 


RADIOLOGY CLAIMS ADJUDICATION AND PAYMENT SYSTEM (RCAPS) 


To process these claims for professional and facility-based providers nationwide, we employ a 
robust Radiology Claims Adjudication and Payment System (RCAPS) for pre-processing, 
adjudication, and administration of radiology claims. Magellan has used this superior system, which 
is one of the most integrated Claims Adjudication and Payment Systems available, since 1994. It has 
consistently proven its ability to accurately and quickly adjudicate claims.  


RCAPS is a commercially developed claims system that we support internally to process claims for 
professional and facility-based providers nationwide. We own the source code, which allows us 
maximum flexibility to modify the application as our business needs evolve. RCAPS is fully 
integrated with Informa, our authorization and clinical front-end system. Updates to either system 
automatically transfer to the other, keeping data in both systems in sync. Services requiring an 
authorization are passed electronically between Informa and RCAPS. Operating on an IBM iSeries, 
RCAPS fully links and integrates claims records with authorization data to ensure accurate claims 
payments and to allow us to monitor the cost/benefit ratios of our health care programs.  


RCAPS compares the claim to the recipient’s benefit plan to determine if an authorization is 
required for the services rendered. If an authorization is required, RCAPS will compare 
authorization information to the claim submitted to determine whether the procedure and 
timeframe billed are consistent with the authorization, and if consistent, the claim is adjudicated in 
accordance with the recipient’s benefit plan provisions. 


RCAPS supports claims payment to authorized providers based on the authorizations contained in 
the clinical information system and can support payment to non-participating or non-authorized 
services as supported by the benefit plan. The system supports auto-adjudication of clean claims that 
are received electronically or submitted on paper. The system and processes are tested and audited 
on an annual basis to meet Sarbanes-Oxley and Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) 70 
requirements, which demonstrates that NIA has rigorous controls and safeguards in place. 


During claims processing, RCAPS applies a series of edits, including but not limited to eligibility, 
authorization requirements, co-payments/deductibles, benefit limits, and provider status/pricing 
method, and adjudicates the claim accordingly. In the case of a participating provider, NIA rates are 
applied. If the recipient has an out-of-network benefit available, the appropriate cost shares for that 
benefit level are applied. If the recipient does not have an out-of-network benefit, but an ad hoc 
arrangement was made with the provider, the claim will be processed at the in-network benefit level 
and the rate agreed upon with the provider. An essential element of the ad hoc referral process is 
that the provider agrees that the negotiated rate represents payment in full minus any recipient co-
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payments, deductibles, or coinsurance. If the recipient does not have an out-of-network benefit, and 
no ad hoc arrangement was made, the claim will be denied. 


Seventy percent of all batched claims processed on RCAPS adjudicate on their first pass. All 
outpatient claims submitted on Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)-
compliant electronic or hard-copy format are eligible for auto-adjudication. Inpatient hospital claims 
submitted on UB92s are not auto-adjudicated. 


To ensure compliance with our claims accuracy standards, our claims auditing procedure requires 
that internal auditors randomly audit two percent of each claims processor’s production on a daily 
basis. We evaluate accuracy and timeliness, among other indicators, such as compliance with 
departmental procedures. As part of the department’s continuous quality improvement program, 
when opportunities for improvement are identified, we implement procedures to enhance the 
overall effectiveness of claims processing. 


In addition, we train our call center Authorization Representatives to provide first-call resolution as 
quickly as possible, which means that most inquiries are handled the same day. When claims 
inquiries require a claim adjustment, we adhere to a 14-day turnaround time standard.  


To handle the recovery of overpayments, our standard policy is first and foremost to be compliant 
with any state–specific regulatory requirements regarding recovery. We usually make at least one 
documented request for the overpayment to be refunded by the provider to NIA. If monies are not 
returned voluntarily, we begin the retraction process. We are willing to tailor this approach to your 
individual expectations. 


The following are key features of RCAPS that are specific to the delivery of radiology services: 


 integration of claims and care management systems 


 claims auto-adjudication 


 claim entry by Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 


 paper claim imaging 


 paperless claim system environment 


 full membership capabilities 


 multiple benefit plans 


 verification of patient maximums and duplicate claims 
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 EDI capabilities and batch processing 


 integrated ICD-9, CPT-4, and UCR tables 


 standard NCCI/OCE edits 


 customized, proprietary, and mutually exclusive edits 


 benefit codes organized by types of service and diagnostic groupings 


 special handling capabilities. 


AUTHORIZATION CLAIMS EDIT MODEL 


To maximize the cost savings of the RBM program, we are proposing an authorization claims edit 
model in which various aspects of the claims process occur on both the Infocrossing and NIA 
claims systems. Under this model, claims adjudication and payment are performed on Infocrossing, 
with an intermediate step occurring on the NIA claims system to perform the authorization 
matching and claims editing. 


To achieve the maximum level of program savings, we are proposing an integrated authorization 
claims edit model that incorporates an electronic interface with Infocrossing. By increasing the level 
of accountability and reliance offered through this system, Nevada Medicaid will be able to obtain 
the greatest financial benefits of our radiology program.  


At a high level, the authorization claims edit approach utilizes NIA’s edits on all radiology claims, 
and limits the amount of implementation effort and ongoing interface activity. This approach, as 
described in the workflow diagram below reduces the amount of up-front development, delivering 
efficient, timely, and accurate claims payment. 
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Figure 5—Authorization Claims Edit Model 
(Claims Submitted to Infocrossing and Forwarded to NIA) 
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Information Services 


Information technology systems are the backbone of our clinical, claims, and provider operations—
and a key differentiator for NIA. Our technology infrastructure enables the functionality necessary 
to support eligibility, benefits, and claims payment. Communication between applications facilitates 
the delivery of appropriate and effective managed care, and it generates information needed for a 
range of meaningful client reports. In addition to integrated systems, our technology solutions 
support a sophisticated Enterprise Data Warehouse and local DataMart systems.  


Information technology is a shared resource between Magellan and NIA. Magellan’s technological 
capabilities include such advanced systems as integrated clinical and claims adjudication payment 
system, an IBM i570 series host system, a provider search subsystem, the award-winning 
MagellanHealth.com Web site, claims imaging, award-winning Customer Dashboard reporting, custom 
reporting tools, interactive voice response (IVR) systems, optical character recognition (OCR) in 
claims, electronic health records, and data mining and predictive modeling systems. 


Magellan’s commitment to technology is evidenced through its ongoing financial investments. Over 
the past several years, Magellan has invested more than $33 million per year to upgrade and enhance 
its hardware and software systems. In 2010, Magellan has budgeted more than $38 million to 
continue to invest in enhancing and strengthening its technological capabilities.  


Highlights of NIA’s cutting-edge information technology include the following: 


 dedicated resources for all customers, including focused IT support 


 value-added services and resources offering seamless integration across specialty areas 


► radiology 


► oncology 


► cardiology 


► behavioral health 


► pharmacy 


 common systems and processes simplify administration, minimizing demand on critical 
resources 


 ability to integrate and innovate 


 flexible technology to facilitate efficient delivery of care and services 


 leverage Magellan expertise in applying claim edits, claim-auth matching, and paying specialty 
claims using flexible claim models  
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 electronic, Web-based applications reduce operating costs 


► customized resources for providers and recipients 


► integration with customer Web sites 


 data analytics 


► ongoing, in-depth data analysis and consulting to address unique customer needs 


► anticipate and solve for emerging market trends  


► mitigate off-label medication use 


► reduce medical costs and improve quality 


► reduce risky and duplicative radiology, oncology, and cardiology testing. 


Technological strength also is key to NIA’s operations. Our capabilities are fully supported by the 
expert staff in Magellan’s Information Systems department. The following are just some of the 
essential technologies that help drive the success of our programs: 


 Informa is our proprietary prior authorization system created by an internal team of developers. 
Informa manages the workflow of the prior authorization process for our radiology benefit 
management, cardiac imaging, and radiation oncology programs. Informa guides our non-clinical 
staff through the process, presenting the exact wording to use for each situation, as well as our 
online submission provider tools on our provider Web site. Informa’s sophisticated design helps 
to determine whether the ordering provider’s request is appropriate or whether it requires a 
clinician to review the case. This functionality greatly reduces human error and makes the initial 
contact much faster than other approaches. Through its object-oriented programming 
techniques, easy-to-use Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs), and scalable relational database 
structure, Informa has proven itself capable of handling high-volume transactions. Magellan 
processes an average of 16,000 authorizations per day through our call centers and Web site for 
our cardiac imaging, radiology benefit, and oncology management programs.  


 Magellan owns Electronic Data Interface (EDI) processes that allow us to transfer data to 
providers and to our customers. Regardless of the data type, format, or transfer mechanism 
Magellan can meet any scheduled information transfer required—whether it be daily, weekly, bi-
weekly, monthly, or any combination. Magellan has considerable flexibility in the authorization 
data that we send; if necessary, we will work with you to build a proprietary file that suits 
Nevada Medicaid’s needs.  


 Magellan has used its superior radiology claims adjudication and payment system (RCAPS) since 
1994. It is one of the most integrated systems of its kind available. This system consistently 
proves its ability to accurately and quickly adjudicate claims, while its built-in features enable us 
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to identify fraudulent claims. We also use RCAPS to ensure that claims submitted for payment 
are consistent with the approved comprehensive treatment plan. 


 NIA’s provider Web site, RadMD.com, offers a wealth of tools to support providers in our 
other programs, and we will leverage these capabilities to support imaging providers as well. 
Providers can conduct many health care management functions using this user-friendly, near-
real-time alternative or supplement to the NIA Call Center. As an Internet-based system, it can 
provide instant access to much of the prior authorization information that the call center staff 
provides. For example, the online Authorization Verification System will list all approved 
treatment plan authorizations for a particular provider, and it allows the user to search for any 
historical authorizations that NIA approved for that provider. Provider feedback regarding 
Magellan’s online tools is very favorable, and we have found a direct correlation between 
provider satisfaction and our online authorization utilization. We encourage 100 percent online 
authorization participation and continue to solicit feedback to enable us to enhance the 
providers’ experience in using NIA’s tools. 


 NIA’s Consumer Portal provides patients with information relating to such issues as treatment 
options, costs, side effects, and treatment facilities to support the consumer’s education and 
engagement in his or her treatment plan. The portal will provide the recipient with single sign-on 
capability via Nevada Medicaid’s Web site, making the experience seamless for the Nevada 
Medicaid recipient. In addition, the recipient can request assistance with the scheduling on the 
Consumer Portal. 
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Reporting 


As part of our RBM program design, we have developed key performance indicators that span four 
domains—utilization/clinical, quality, operational, and financial/cost of care. These key indicators 
allow us to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of the program. We make key performance 
indicators available to Nevada Medicaid as a component of your online Customer Dashboard reporting, 
provided on a secure, password-protected site that Nevada administrators can view at their 
convenience. Through this innovative, self-serve reporting system, which comprises continually 
updated, actionable information, Nevada Medicaid has an easy-to-use method for monitoring key 
performance indicators.  


Figure 6—Customer Dashboard Reporting Screen Example  


 


Within the Customer Dashboard, the user initially views graphical data on a variety of elements. These 
graphs allow the user to click on specific graph elements that will then display a greater level of 
detail. For example, a graph that originally shows a yearly aggregate of values could allow the user to 
drill down to a monthly display, and then each month might drill down to daily values.  


Online summary information available through the Customer Dashboard includes services requested, 
authorization summaries, clinical determinations and disapprovals breakdown, call center statistics, 
norms, and utilization data by demographic categories. The Customer Dashboard also contains a link to 
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our standard reports set to facilitate the ease of report viewing for our customers. The reports at this 
link are presented in a Word, Excel or PDF file format, allowing the user to view and download at 
their convenience.  


TYPES OF REPORTS 
The following is an example of the reports NIA can make available to Nevada Medicaid: 


 Quarterly Reports:  


► Executive Summary and Analysis 


► Telephone System Statistical Monitoring Reports 


► Call Center Activity and Performance 


► Quarterly Phone Statistics 


 Utilization Management Reports: 


► Determinations by Case Description 


► Timeliness of Review Decisions 


► Determinations Activity 


► Disapproval Detail Summary 


► Disapproval by Procedure – Top 5 


► Disapproval by Referring Provider – Top 5 


► Out-of-Network (OON) and Out-of-Area (OOA) Summary & Detail 


► Complaint Audit Tool 


► Appeal Activity Report 


► Projected Savings by Modality and Procedure 


The following set of reports is typically delivered on an annual basis: 


 QM Program 


 UM Program Plan 


 UM Effectiveness Report 


 Plans for Monitoring Over and Under-utilization 
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 Inter-rater Reliability Testing Results and Analysis 


 Utilization by Modality 


 Utilization by Product (LOB) 


 Appropriateness by Specialty. 
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Implementation 


In performing more than 60 implementations (8 of them during 2009), NIA has perfected our 
implementation approach to include a variety of activities critical to the program’s success. These 
activities include defining key business requirements, performing extensive provider communication, 
providing education and training, incorporating timing for regulatory approvals, and allowing for 
appropriate levels of testing.  


Table 4 provides an overview of the primary areas incorporated into NIA’s implementation 
activities. 


Table 4—Implementation Activities 


Implementation Category Description of Activities 


Project Management 
 


 Communication 


 Reporting 


 Work plan development and monitoring 


 Establishing work teams 
Legal 
 


 Regulatory requirements 


 Licensure 


 Contract execution 


Implementation Category Description of Activities 
Business Requirements Development 
and Sign-Off 


 Prior authorization business rules 


 Operational workflows and interfaces 


 File layouts and data elements 
Information Technology 
 


 Eligibility/Provider/Authorization feeds 


 RadMD.com Set-Up 


 Web Site Development 


 Systems Configuration 
Reporting 
 


 Requirements 


 Development 


 Testing 
Operations  
 


 Staffing 


 Interfaces 


 Training 
Provider Education and Outreach   Establish Relationship with Provider Advisory Group 


Develop Prescriber and Imaging Provider Training 
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Implementation Category Description of Activities 


Strategy/Tools/Schedule 


 Deliver Provider Communication and Training 
Testing of Systems and Business 
Processes  


 Test scenarios 


 Verification of results 


 Testing sign off 
Pre Implementation Sign-Off 
 


 Readiness reviews 


Post Implementation Follow-Up 
 


 Go live monitoring 


 Performance reporting 


IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 


NIA will create a comprehensive timeline that details all the specific tasks, responsibilities, and 
deliverables that will ensure a seamless implementation for Nevada Medicaid. As a result of our 
best-practice approach to implementing advanced imaging programs for our Medicaid customers, 
within 120 days of notification of award, RBM savings would begin to accrue to the State of 
Nevada. 


NIA’s seasoned and cross-functional implementation team comprises senior leaders and 
management from Magellan’s functional areas such as provider relations, clinical operations, IT, and 
reporting. To guarantee the success of our implementation project for Nevada Medicaid, we will 
designate an experienced Client Implementation team to oversee all aspects of implementation.  


Table 5—Magellan Team Structure—Roles and Responsibilities 


Staffing Level Roles and Responsibilities 


Executive Sponsors  Continue to develop senior management relationship 


 Assist in the issue-resolution process 


Project Management  Develop and manage the overall work plan 


 Develop relationship with the Agency implementation team 


 Serve as conduits between all members of Magellan’s Shared Services team 


 Coordinate internal and external work group meetings 


 Create regular status reports (internal and external) 


 Facilitate, track, and manage the issue resolution process 


 Ensure that cross-functional interdependences are integrated into program design 


 Ensure program design is consistent with the contract  


Executive Steering 
Committee 


 Provide strategic guidance throughout the implementation 
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Staffing Level Roles and Responsibilities 


 Ensure resources are commensurate with the work plan to execute and manage 
responsible functional area activities/tasks 


 Assist in the issue resolution process  


Project Team Work 
Groups 


 Execute work plan 


 Indentify and assist in the issue resolution process 


 Participate in implementation planning and design meetings with the internal and 
Agency teams, as necessary 


Our implementation approach includes an active training and communication plan for both ordering 
and imaging providers. An experienced Magellan Provider Relations Team that is familiar with the 
Florida market will conduct the activities that comprise our provider engagement process for the 
Agency. The process will focus on understanding and building relationships with the provider 
community at large, including targeted outreach to specific high-volume providers.  


NIA’s proposed schedule includes a 120-day implementation timeframe for the radiology 
management program. Table 6 provides an overview of the timeline for completing all 
implementation activities. 


Table 6—Time Frame for Implementation Activities 


 
 
Implementation Activity Category 


Implementation 


G
o Live 


Go Live 


 
M


onth 1 


 
M


onth 2 


 
M


onth 3 


 
M


onth 4 


 
M


onth 5 


Project Management 
Communication, Reporting, Work Plan Development 
and Monitoring 


      


Legal 
Regulatory, Licensure, Contract 


      


Business Requirements Development 
and Sign Off 


      


Information Technology 
Eligibility/Provider/Authorization, Informa and 
RadMD.com Set-Up, Web Site Development, 
Systems Configuration 


      


Reporting 
Requirements, Development, and Testing 


      


Operations  
Staffing, Interfaces, Training 


      


Provider Education and Outreach 
Establish Relationship with Provider Advisory 
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Implementation Activity Category 


Implementation 


G
o Live 


Go Live 


 
M


onth 1 


 
M


onth 2 


 
M


onth 3 


 
M


onth 4 


 
M


onth 5 


Group, Develop Prescriber and Imaging Provider 
Training Strategy/Tools/Schedule 
Provider Education and Outreach 
 Deliver Provider Communication and Training 


      


Testing of Systems and Business Processes 
(Interfaces, Reporting, RadMD, etc.) 


      


Pre Implementation Sign-Off 
Readiness Reviews 


      


Post Implementation Follow-Up 
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Summary 


Our leadership position in the RBM industry is evidence of NIA’s ongoing success in delivering 
trusted and innovative solutions to our customers by positively influencing individual’s total health 
and well-being. NIA is committed to providing sensitive and clinically consistent services that will 
exceed Nevada Medicaid’s expectations. We believe the results of an NIA/State of Nevada RBM 
partnership will be a quality-driven program where recipients gain ready access to the appropriate 
services and experience positive and lasting outcomes. We are confident that the State of Nevada 
will find that the depth of expertise that we bring to each component of the proposed program 
demonstrates that we are the best service partner. 
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Appendix K — HMS Third Party Liability Approach



appendix K — hms third party liability approach

As referenced in Section 12.5.8, FHS has partnered with HMS, the leading TPL identification and insurance recovery vendor, to maximize the identification of TPL resources.  HMS offers proven methods of TPL identification that will generate substantial high-quality TPL leads for the recovery process.  The approach used by FHS and HMS is one of maximizing cost avoidance; this provides immediate savings for the State versus the traditional pay and chase approach.  On the following pages, we present an overview of the HMS TPL approach.
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Appendix E — Change Management Process Diagrams



appendix E — change management process diagrams

As referenced in Sections 12.2.7 and 12.2.9.1, FHS currently utilizes the Nevada Change Management Plan with documented Change Management workflows that has been approved by DHCFP.  These workflow diagrams are provided on the following pages.  We will continue to utilize the same plan and will work with DHCFP to make any updates.
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Appendix B — Disaster Recovery/Business Resumption Plan



appendix b — disaster recovery/business resumption plan

As referenced in Section 11.5, our Business Resumption Plan details the business continuity/backup and recovery planning for the Nevada MMIS.  We have provided our Disaster Recovery/Business Resumption Plan, dated January 27, 2010, on the following pages.  The Plan provides a comprehensive approach to addressing business continuity/backup and recovery for various scenarios that could cause interruption of systems and operations, including disasters, emergencies, system downtime, and network failures.  

A new Disaster Recovery/Business Resumption Plan is being developed in coordination with our data center move to St. Louis; we have targeted our revisions to be completed 90 days following the transition. We will review and update the new Plan when required by legislation or new corporate developments or minimally on an annual basis.
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Appendix Q — Communication Plan



appendix Q — communication plan

As referenced in Section 12.7.7, FHS’ Training Department, managed by Donna Perkins, the Acting Training Manager, is well-versed in the design and distribution of communication documents, including but not limited to, provider billing manuals, quarterly newsletters, and web and RA announcements.  Our Technical Writers create these documents to provide an efficient means for providers to research issues.  The design of the materials is appropriate for both print and web formats.  Drafts of all provider communication materials is presented to DHCFP as defined in the Communication Plan provided on the following pages.
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Tab III – State Documents, Bullet I


REQUIREMENT: SECTION 20.3.2.4, page 190

I. Copies of the applicable certifications and/or licenses.


ACS acknowledges and agrees to acquire and Utilization verify all appropriate business licenses. We have verified that the licensure we will need is a State of Nevada Review (UR) license. Therefore, if awarded this contract, we will pursue this license so that we have the license prior to the contract start date. We also plan to notify the State when we receive the UR license.


We will also make sure that our clinical staff are licensed in the State of Nevada as required. It is our understanding that the physicians serving on our panel of physicians do not need to be licensed in the State of Nevada—they only need to be licensed to practice medicine.

For DHCFP reference, we have included the following certifications:

Bowers QIO-like Status


ACS CQA_QIO-like Status (Name change for reevaluation) 
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HIPAA Privacy Rules


The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA – Public Law 104-191) and the HIPAA Privacy Final Rule
 and the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 provides protection for personal health information. First Health Services developed and maintains HIPAA Privacy Policies and Procedures to ensure operations are in compliance with the legislative mandates.

Protected health information (PHI) includes any health information and confidential information, whether verbal, written, or electronic, created, received, or maintained by First Health Services. It is health care data plus identifying information that would allow the data to tie the medical information to a particular person. PHI relates to the past, present, and future physical or mental health of any individual or recipient; the provision of health care to an individual; or the past, present, or future payment for the provision of health care to an individual. Claims data, prior authorization information, and attachments such as medical records and consent forms are all PHI.
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2.0
Introduction


The Nevada Medicaid Training Department Plan outlines how First Health Services (FHS) will utilize their experience and industry expertise to address training needs for DHCFP and FHS Contractor staff. This document details the approach, methodology, and curriculum FHS uses in order to achieve a customized learning program and addresses the needs of DHCFP and the Contractor. 

3.0
Training & Development Overview


The First Health Services (FHS) Training Department will provide training services to DHCFP staff, as well as across all lines of business within FHS. 


DHCFP and Contractor staff training will be customized to fit Nevada’s unique MMIS requirements. Training on the FirstRx™, User Administration Console (UAC) for EVS and OPAS, CRM, FirstDARS™, MMIS, Web Portal Training, Achieve, WebRA, and Web Provider Enrollment.  All DHCFP and Contractor FHS staff would be trained on the various applications depending on their responsibilities and job titles.


The Training Department will work closely with both FHS and DHCFP management to develop learning objectives suited for both DHCFP staff and FHS staff. These learning objectives will help identify the training subject matter and audience. Based on the concluded objectives, the Training Department will coordinate and deliver ongoing education for FHS and DHCFP personnel as needed. 


FHS employees will be monitored for quality standards in customer service and Nevada Medicaid program knowledge. Tools used to measure this include post-training assessments, service level reports, and call monitoring. 


As gaps are identified, the Training Department works with managers from FHS as well as DHCFP to create an action plan that can include coaching, mentoring, and classroom refresher training, to provide the appropriate strategy to address the gap.


4.0
Assumptions


The Training Department will work closely with DHCFP to identify the necessary training audiences that will need to be included in the MMIS training initiative. DHCFP collaboration will also serve to promote dialogue and decide on the most optimal approach, content, and delivery to use for each training group. 


The following skill sets are a prerequisite for all training participants attending any of the training sessions:


· Participants must have general computer skills such as


· The ability to use a mouse and access pull down menus, select options, panels, and fields


· The ability to use a keyboard for basic typing and simple windows-based functionality


· The ability to access the Internet and navigate to specific websites and search engines


· Participants must understand basic computer-related terminology and acronyms (e.g., icon, desktop menus, save options, etc.)


5.0
Functions and Accountability


In order to maximize training initiatives for coordination, planning and delivery this must be executed as a joint effort between FHS and DHCFP. The function that DHCFP will assume for training initiatives includes the following:


· Participates in the needs analysis to identify training participants/users


· Ensures that participants meet the qualifications to attend the training classes as outlined in Section 4.0 – Assumptions

· Communicates important decisions, business process changes, and how these changes impact the users’ daily job functions


· Communicates training schedules and training session assignments for each user


· Ensures that each participant/user has sufficient time to attend training


· Ensures that training evaluations are completed by participants/users at the end of each training session


The functions FHS will assume for training initiatives include the following:


· Ensures that there is an adequate location for training in Reno and Las Vegas


· Ensures that the adequate location contains computers for each trainee


· Ensures that the adequate location contains an “instructor computer” with a projector and screen


· Ensures all computers are configured to allow users to access FHS applications. Including, but not limited to

· Internet access


· Websites are saved as “Trusted Sites”


· ActiveX is downloaded


· Citrix to support MMIS 


· Provides an experienced training team that will coordinate and implement all training initiatives associated with the DHCFP implementation based on the established timeframes for both DHCFP staff and FHS staff


· Provides training to all identified DHCFP staff and other authorized users to view MMIS and it’s subsystems, as it relates to their job function


· Communicates important decisions, business process changes, and how these changes impact the users’ daily job functions


· Delivers a comprehensive training initiative that will focus on providing FHS staff with the tools and knowledge to effectively utilize the MMIS, UAC, and call tracking system


· Provides training to all internal FHS users on accessing/viewing claims and prior authorization information as it relates to their job function


· Provides training to all internal FHS users on DHCFP-specific information, as it relates to their job functions, such as the Nevada Medicaid Services Manual.

6.0
Training Design


FHS will use the Instructional Design Model to provide a systematic approach to the design, implementation, and evaluation of all training components. This approach places the needs of the learner at the center of the process and provides a structure for the changes that stakeholders will see during implementation and beyond.  


The chart below outlines the five phases used by the Training Department to produce training and outreach components.


		Phase

		Tasks



		Analysis

		· Description of the target audience


· Assessment of stakeholder learning needs


· Identification of performance objectives



		Design

		· Preparation for instructional content, sequencing, and methods


· Identification of instructional setting and delivery constraints


· Development of feedback plan and tools


· Description of instructional support



		Development

		· Design of training materials, activities, and assessment tools



		Implementation

		· Deliver training so that the audience has the skills needed to perform their tasks



		Evaluation

		· Development of evaluation methods and tools





6.1
Identification of Training Requirements


The key to planning and preparing for a comprehensive training initiative involves the identification of the audience, the information/skills they need to know to perform their job function, and the tools needed to enable the learning to take place. The strategy used by the Training Department to identify these things entails performing a needs analysis. The needs analysis will encompass a variety of activities, including meeting with key managers, and sending out a needs assessment survey to be completed by training participants. The needs assessment serves to identify relevant links to the content of the jobs affected in order to make the training more meaningful and effective. A needs assessment survey will be created by FHS and distributed to individuals identified by DHCFP.  This survey will need to be distributed to all relevant individuals. An email will be sent to these individuals with a hyperlink that will direct the individual to the survey. This survey will take approximately 10 minutes to complete. The purpose of this survey is to help the Training Department identify common denominators between individuals and departments to ensure the training provided is relevant for participants. A written report will then be presented to DHCFP with an analysis and agenda of the training that is recommended. This analysis and agenda will consist of sample agendas and a list of the individuals that should attend the training session. In addition, the report will include a list of the instructors who will facilitate the sessions and the performance objectives. 


6.1.1
Identification of Audience


In order to develop training objectives for the training initiative, it is important to pinpoint the target audience(s). This will allow for a better assessment of the potential audience needs and expectations. The audience will determine the setting in which the training will take place, the training priorities, and the training objectives that will be central to the training.


DHCFP will provide FHS Training Department with a list of the individuals that will receive training. This list will include the individual’s name, title, department, e-mail address, and phone number. This planning will pinpoint the staff that will need access to systems and subsequent training considerations.


6.1.2
Identification of Job Functions


Once the training audience is identified and the initial needs assessment is completed, the Training Department will then focus on evaluating the needs of each target audience. Ideally, the Training Department distributes an additional survey to each prospective training participant prior to the course to choose the appropriate training strategies and tools. The survey includes questions about each participant’s job function and how the MMIS program will affect his/her day-to-day activities. It is not always possible to conduct such a survey before the course is set up due to time constraints. An alternative is to begin the training session with a discussion during which every participant introduces him/herself and explains his/her expectations. The method chosen will depend upon time and availability.


6.2
Identification of Tools


The MMIS program offers a variety of different tools for FHS and DHCFP stakeholders to perform their day-to-day operations and support decision making. These tools include systems, processes, and documents that have been developed and refined as a result of lessons learned and technological advances. The Training & Development Department and FHS-designated business owners offer the following training courses for optimal understanding of Claims services and supporting tools:

· MMIS


· FirstCRM™

· FirstRx™

· FirstDARS™


· Web Portal

· Achieve


· User Administration Console (UAC)


· Web Remittance Advice (RA)


· Web Provider Enrollment


6.3
MMIS


MMIS (Medicaid Management Information System) is the claims processing system. The MMIS is an integrated group of procedures and computer processing operations (subsystems) developed to meet principal objectives. The objectives of this system and its enhancements include the Title XIX program control and administrative costs; service to recipients, providers and inquiries; operations of claims control and computer capabilities; and management reporting for planning and control. This the main application of the Nevada Medicaid program used both by DHCFP staff and FHS staff

Duration


Timeframes are approximate. Modification may be needed depending upon training pace.


· 4 hours

6.3.1
FirstCRM™

FirstCRM is a Remedy-based tool that was developed to provide FHS clients’ with a method to view contact details and call tracking application utilized by the Claims and Enrollment Support Centers.


The FirstCRM™ application provides you with a tool to log in-coming calls from various providers and facilities enrolled with Medicaid. In addition, the FirstCRM™ application allows you to query and view previously saved Call Tracking information. The application contains required and optional search fields. Once a search is complete, all fields with populated information have “read only” access. 


Duration


Timeframes are approximate. Modification may be needed depending upon training pace.


· 2 hours


6.3.2
FirstRx™

FirstRx™ is the pharmacy claims processing system, used by FHS clients’. The product supports many features including benefit plan/rule definition, claims adjudication, patient enrollment, provider administration, drug interaction validation, along with many others. 

Duration


Timeframes are approximate. Modification may be needed depending upon training pace.


· 4 hours

6.3.3
FirstDARS™

FirstDARS™ is a Document Archival and Retrieval System (DARS). FirstDARS™ is used to store Medicaid claim forms for later WEB-based retrieval. 


  Duration


Timeframes are approximate. Modification may be needed depending upon training pace.


· 2 hours

6.3.4
Web Portal


A new interactive application that will encompass the MMIS and other programs with one interface allowing a more efficient time use and a better work flow.  This application will contain a home page, which is the first document users see when they enter the site. The Web Portal service offers a broad array of resources and services, such as e-mail, forums, and search engines.


Duration


Timeframes are approximate. Modification may be needed depending upon training pace.


· 4 hours


6.3.5
User Administration Console


The User Administration Console is the FHS Web-based enterprise solution to Web registration and security. This Web-based platform is deployed across all FHS Web applications and will be used in conjunction with the Web Provider Enrollment application and the WebRA application for the state of Nevada. It will allow a single login for a user to access one or both applications for multiple providers, if desired.


It is designed to allow


· One way to register


· One presentation to our clients


· One way to administer Web users


The three key components of the User Administration Console are


· User Registration


· User Security Authentication


· User Administration


The User Registration component allows anyone to request access for the respective organization(s). However, with this process, the organization ultimately determines who registers and accesses this system as a Delegated Administrator on their behalf. 


User Security Authentication provides a separate secure login webpage with control and authentication management, access control, user identities, and licensing. 


The User Administration component includes functions to manage and maintain user IDs and passwords such as create Local Administrators to manage subsets of users, add users, assign roles, change passwords, and delete inactive users.


Duration


Timeframes are approximate. Modification may be needed depending upon training pace.


· 3.5 hours


6.3.6
WebRA


Web Remittance Advice (RA) is a web-based application developed to provide authorized users with an online tool that will allow them to view their remittance advices. The WebRA product gathers information based on claims history and provides a HIPAA-compliant way to view their remittance advices. The WebRA application allows you to search for RA reports and payment history. 


Duration


Timeframes are approximate. Modification may be needed depending upon training pace.


· 1 hour


6.3.7
Web Provider Enrollment


Web Provider Enrollment is a web-based application developed to provide authorized users with an online tool that allows enrollment of their facility/business or self to submit claims for Medicaid. Once successfully registered, the provider will be able to go online and submit their application to enroll.


Duration


Timeframes are approximate. Modification may be needed depending upon training pace.


· 1 hour


6.3.8
Achieve


Achieve is a centralized Learning Management System (LMS). Employees can access a variety of learning tools to boost their skill set such as online courses, instructor-led webinars and workshops, and recommended readings to complement what they are learning. When you log in, you'll find a user-friendly format, enhanced capabilities and functionality, targeted training to support your workplace learning and performance needs, and robust resources for your personal and professional development

Duration


Timeframes are approximate. Modification may be needed depending upon training pace.


· Two hours


6.4
Delivery Methods


The Training Department will provide training via the following delivery methods to help meet internal and external training needs. 


· Webcast


· On-site hands-on classroom facilitation 


6.4.1
Training via Webcast


Remote online training can be requested for product, new hire, program, client, and provider training. The length of training can vary from an hour to a full week, depending on the subject matter and needs of the customer. The training is conducted via Microsoft Live Meeting.


When conducting training via Microsoft Live Meeting, the course is conducted as a demonstration. Hands-on training is reserved for classroom training. The attendees call into a toll-free number to hear the instructor and log in to Microsoft Live Meeting to view the demonstration. Prior to the training, each participant will receive an email with all required course documentation and detailed instructions on how to join the training session.


6.4.2
Training via On-Site Hands-on Classroom Facilitation


On-site hands-on classroom training can be requested for DHCFP, Contractor new hires as well as refresher classes. Classroom training provides the learner with an environment that includes on-line access, an instructor, and a structured approach to teaching. This training delivery method gives participants the opportunity to access the MMIS and other on-line tools with others and learn alongside their peers, who face the same daily challenges. In the classroom, participants are removed from day-to-day distractions so they can focus their energy on learning. 


When conducting classroom training, the Training Department pays special attention to classroom equipment and layout to ensure that both are optimal for learning. The layout of a training room should allow the trainer to interact with the students easily. A projector is always utilized to provide the trainer with the ability to project and make all visual aids visible to participants throughout the training session. There should also be adequate workspace and the environment should be free of distractions.


6.4.3
Training Support Tools


All system courses delivered by the Training Department have three basic support tools that are distributed to attendees to optimize learning. The first tool is a system user guide that provides comprehensive step-by-step instruction on system functionality. Job aids are another support tool for systems training that provide concise, detailed instruction on system functionality as it relates to a user’s job function. These two tools provide the perfect reference for users when they must use the system independently.  


The final tool utilized in all systems training is a hands-on component that provides additional practice and application for a user either during the training or in the comfort of their own desk. This component provides case studies and examples as well as hands-on activities for participants to practice their new skills.


The Training Department uses Microsoft PowerPoint to create training presentations, when needed. This training tool can be used for new implementations, changes to an existing program or application, or to provide a Nevada Medicaid overview to new FHS or DHCFP employees.


The training presentation can be utilized as a standalone using Achieve or can be coupled with classroom training. As a standalone, the training presentation would be accessed through the Achieve site by participants to review. When coupled with classroom training, a training presentation will be presented by an instructor. Time is also allotted for a question and answer session. 


7.0
Training Summary of Content


7.1
DHCFP and Contractor Staff Training

The Training Department generally offers three types of training. The first is Basic training. The second training is Intermediate On-Line training. The third type of training is Advanced refresher or continued training. Based on Nevada’s unique requirements, the Training Department highly recommends uniquely tailored combination training. This training will consist of MMIS, User Administration Console (UAC) for EVS and OPAS, FirstCRM™, FirstDARS™, Web Portal Training, Achieve WebRA and Web Provider Enrollment.  Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) assist in each training class to assure a complete knowledge package is given. 

7.1.1
Basic DHCFP and Contractor Training

This training will consist of a basic overview of the MMIS system. It is intended for individuals that will be using the MMIS subsystems. It is designed for a person with no knowledge or very little use in the MMIS systems to introduce what is available for inquiries and research.  This training is normally four hours long. Training materials are supplied. Examples are included to ensure complete comprehension. A training agenda is provided and includes tailored training materials to meet the needs set forth by DHCFP.


7.1.2
Intermediate DHCFP and Contractor Training


This training consists of an in-depth training of the MMIS subsystems identified as used by the requesting attendees.  It is intended for all individuals that will be utilizing specific subsystems and are already knowledgeable in the basic overview and needing additional intermediate training required for their job roles at DHCFP and Contractor staff. This training is normally one day long. Training materials are supplied. Hands-on training is highly recommended; when performed, scenario examples are included to ensure complete comprehension. A training agenda is provided and includes tailored training materials to meet the needs set forth by the staff attending.

7.1.3
Advanced DHCFP and Contractor Training


The Training Department offers advanced training for MMIS training for DHCFP and Contractor staff. This class would be designed for the person with current knowledge of the MMIS system and scheduled with those of like levels of proficiencies.  This class is normally one day long.  The Training Department schedules advanced training depending on the needs of the staff.  Information that will need to be submitted will be what type of training is being requested, the name and number of individuals receiving the training, what date the training is being requested for to schedule the training site needed.

8.0
Training Schedule


8.1
DHCFP Training Schedule


DHCFP will need to identify the appropriate individuals to receive training. Training classes are generally requested to contain no more than 15 individuals at a time to ensure all individuals receive adequate attention.  Knowledge level and computer proficiencies need to be considered.

Medicaid Management Information System 

(MMIS) Training - Basic, Intermediate and Advanced

2010

		January 12, 2010

		8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. for Basic MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		March 9, 2010

		8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. for Basic MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		May 18, 2010

		8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. for Basic MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		August 24, 2010

		8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. for Basic MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		August 25, 2010

		8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. for Intermediate MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		August 26, 2010 

		8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. for Advanced MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		November 30, 2010

		8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. for Basic MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		December 1, 2010

		8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. for Intermediate MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		December 2, 2010

		8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. for Advanced MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		





Additional training will be done upon request from DHCFP.

Contractor training will be done upon request for new hire or change in job responsibilities.

Training is conducted in Reno and Las Vegas.  Training times for Las Vegas will be set depending upon the needs of assessment survey.


WebRA, Web Provider Enrollment, User Administration Console (UAC) for EVS and OPAS, FirstDARS™, FirstCRM™, Web Portal and Achieve are scheduled as required for DHCFP and Contractor staff.

As upgrades or changes are made to the MMIS system or other systems used, the Training Department will initiate necessary training and update training currently in use to ensure all staff are up to date on what is new for both DHCFP and Contractor.

9.0
Evaluation


The Training Department believes in providing a high level of training to our trainees. To evaluate the effectiveness of our training and identify any gaps that may need to be addressed, we ask that training participants complete a Course Evaluation Form at the conclusion of the training. The evaluation form gives trainees an opportunity to provide feedback on documentation, activities, the instructor, technical issues, and overall training effectiveness.


Course evaluations collected from each session conducted by the Training Department are compiled into two reports: Course Evaluation Report and a Training Report. These reports are shared with the Training Department staff, DHCFP and FHS management staff, as well as anyone else that might request to see these reports. The course evaluations are used to determine any changes structurally to our training classes, such as if there are technical issues we need to resolve or change the course content. 


To determine the retention of knowledge of the class attendees we ask review-styled questions as the class is being facilitated. In addition, the Training Department has created written training activities that allow the attendees to maneuver through the applications and answer questions so we can determine the level of comprehension. We have also added interactive exercises into some of our classes that act as a review of the covered material. With these activities, the trainer is able to review areas or topics in which the class needs more attention.


· 
See sample of a written Training Activity. 


The Course Evaluation Report provides a tally of the scores received on each Course Evaluation Form, as well as any comments written in by the trainee. The report provides graphs and percentages to better evaluate the course effectiveness.


· See sample Course Evaluation Form.


The Training Report allows the instructor to provide details about the following:


· Type of Training provided


· Purpose of the Course


· Attendees


· New Training Requested


· Evaluation Scores


· Issues/Concerns that arose during Training


· Revisions to Documentation


· Overall Comments


When the Training Report is prepared, the Training & Development Department will include any knowledge based issues in the Issues/Concerns section of the report. If applicable, a plan of action is also included.


· See sample training report form.


All course evaluations and training reports are further examined at mid-year and end-of-year when a summarized Mid-Year and Year-End Course Evaluation Report is completed and shared with management.


10.0
Training Activity


The training activity is designed with specific questions regarding information reviewed in the training classes for MMIS and the additional systems used by DHCFP and Contractor staff to ensure that the Information trained on is absorbed and understood.  This will be a measurement to ensure whether additional training is needed to allow the attendees to use all systems effectively in their jobs once back to their offices. 

Due to the classes available, questions are updated to the current requirements and for each subsystem in the MMIS training classes.  Classes designed for the additional systems such as the Web Portal System, CRM and On-line RA would have a training activity designed to the information presented.



 


 


 


 


 


 


 


    


_____________________________________________________________________________ 


                Training Activity   


 


1. MMIS Subsystems – Locate the following information:  


Using the recipient subsystem on MMIS where would you find the recipient 


demographics? 


While in the recipient demographics find the recipient date of birth, sex 


and eligibility code. 


 


 


What can be used if you are not sure of a field and need an explanation?  


 Go to that area and find the explanation for Disability Code.  


 


Where would you find the dates the recipient is eligible, benefit plan and 


termination dates? 


 Go to the screen and locate these fields.    


 Locate the benefit plan for this recipient.  


 


Using the Claims Subsystem locate the RA Date, the Provider, and amount 


paid for recipient __________ on service date___________ . 


 


2. Using DARS – Locate the claim and RA for the above claim.  


 


How would you be able to identify if a claim will be available on DARS?  


 


3. Using the TPL Maintenance Subsystem identify if the recipient has any  other 


coverage and if it is active. 


  




Sample Course Evaluation Form
























 Course Evaluation

Location: ____________________


 Course Date: __________________


Name: ___________________________


                           (Optional)


Your comments are an integral part of our quality control and customer satisfaction.  In order to maintain this standard of quality, your assistance is needed in assessing the effectiveness of our product and trainers.  Please take a moment to provide us with your comments.

GENERAL








             Less than 1 yr.     1-3 yrs.
   3-6 yrs.
  6-9 yrs.     9+ yrs.


a) My related technical/functional experience with computers is         
                Ο            Ο       Ο        Ο        Ο

b) What were your expectations for this class and did the class meet them?


        ____________________________________________________________________________________________________


        ____________________________________________________________________________________________________


COURSE CONTENT                                                                                                                                                                                                










Strongly

N/A or

     Strongly










  Agree 
Agree       Undecided       Disagree   Disagree


a)   The course content was clear and easy to understand………………………...
      Ο          Ο            Ο           Ο             Ο


b)   The course content was technically accurate…………………………………
      Ο          Ο            Ο           Ο             Ο


c)   The lecture material effectively prepared me for using MMIS……………….
      Ο          Ο            Ο           Ο             Ο


d)   The exercises were practical (Hands on Session)……………………………
      Ο          Ο            Ο           Ο             Ο


e)   The amount of information presented during class was appropriate…………..
      Ο          Ο            Ο           Ο             Ο


f)   The documentation was thorough and precise………………………………….
      Ο          Ο            Ο           Ο             Ο


      Comments ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


INSTRUCTOR 










Strongly

N/A or

  Strongly










  Agree 
Agree       Undecided      Disagree  Disagree
  

a)   The instructor was knowledgeable about this subject………………………….            Ο          Ο           Ο            Ο             Ο


b)   The instructor encouraged and was responsive to questions…………………..   
      Ο          Ο           Ο            Ο             Ο


c)   The instructor explained concepts well…………………………………………
      Ο          Ο           Ο            Ο             Ο


d)   The instructor was helpful and patient………………………………………….
      Ο          Ο           Ο            Ο             Ο


       Comments ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


OVERALL/COMMENTS









    Excellent   Good       Average       Fair       Poor

a)   Instructor, overall………………………………………………………………..            Ο           Ο           Ο           Ο        Ο


b)   Class, overall ……………………………………………………………………
        Ο           Ο           Ο           Ο        Ο


c)   What changes, if any, do you recommend to improve this course?  Please use the back of the form, if necessary.


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


If you would like additional Training assistance please contact the Training Department @ 877-638-3472 option 2, option 4 options 1.


THANK YOU FOR YOUR FEEDBACK



Sample
– Training Report Form
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    _____________________________________________________________________________



                Training Activity  


1. MMIS Subsystems – Locate the following information:


Using the recipient subsystem on MMIS where would you find the recipient demographics?


While in the recipient demographics find the recipient date of birth, sex and eligibility code.



What can be used if you are not sure of a field and need an explanation?



Go to that area and find the explanation for Disability Code.



Where would you find the dates the recipient is eligible, benefit plan and termination dates?




Go to the screen and locate these fields.  




Locate the benefit plan for this recipient.



Using the Claims Subsystem locate the RA Date, the Provider, and amount paid for recipient __________ on service date___________.



2. Using DARS – Locate the claim and RA for the above claim.



How would you be able to identify if a claim will be available on DARS?



3. Using the TPL Maintenance Subsystem identify if the recipient has any other coverage and if it is active.
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11.3
HIPAA Requirements

REQUIREMENT: Section 11.3, page 85-87

The MMIS and system components must operate in accordance with the all Federal regulations regarding standards for privacy, security, electronic healthcare transactions, healthcare code sets and individually identifiable health information as identified in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of1996, Title II – Administrative Simplification. These standards outline specific rights for individuals regarding protected health information and obligations of health care providers, health plans and health care clearinghouses.

DHCFP makes keeping confidential, personal information secure a top priority. ACS initiates the processes, procedures, and system access controls that ensure our employees are using the data only in a manner expressly permitted by DHCFP or as required by law.

		

		



		· Multiple layers of site and data security

· “Need-to-know” access controls

· Strict adherence to our Business Agreement and commitment to DHCFP



		





Nevada Medicaid recipients must be confident that all personal identifying information, including protected health information (PHI), is safe and secure. To provide that assurance, we implement comprehensive physical and system security, confidentiality controls, and strict policies and procedures, proven successful in other state healthcare contracts, to manage and protect data.

At a corporate level, ACS monitors federal regulations and implements or changes processes or systems to ensure compliance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations regarding privacy, security, electronic healthcare transactions, healthcare code sets, and individually identifiable health information standards. We actively participate in the following organizations:


ASC X12N Standards Setting Organization (x12.org)


Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange (WEDI.org)

ICD Code Maintenance Committee (CMS.gov)

National Medicaid EDI Healthcare (NMEH)

National Uniform Claim Committee (NUCC.org)

· National Uniform Billing Committee (NUBC.org)

We apply the same standards to privacy and confidentiality regulations specific to the State of Nevada and DHCFP as we do for all other accounts in addition to complying with all State laws and regulations for handling, processing, and using healthcare data. We formalize our commitment to DHCFP and compliance to HIPAA through a Business Associate Agreement with DHCFP, as defined in Section 160.103 of the Final HIPAA Privacy Rule.


Multiple levels of site and data security, extensive staff training, and daily and annual security audits ensure the confidentiality of personal information. Our approach includes system and operational controls, manual procedures, automated tools, staff education and enforcement, business associate agreements, and other measures that strictly limit access to confidential data. Please refer to Proposal Section 11.4 Security Requirements for additional information on our stringent approach. Like DHCFP, we take the privacy and security of recipient and provider data seriously. There is no room for error.

11.3.1
Contractor Responsibilities


REQUIREMENT: 11.3.1, page 85-87


Table 11.3-1 HIPAA Contractor Responsibilities, on the following pages, specifically addresses the contractor responsibilities delineated by DHCFP for this project and provides our responses to those requirements. DHCFP can be confident we will meet or exceed the requirements set forth in the RFP.

Table 11.3-1. HIPAA Contractor Responsibilities

		Requirement

		ACS Response



		11.3.1.1 The system must be HIPAA-compliant, and kept up-to-date, according to the latest CMS requirements and timelines. The contractor shall work with DHCFP through Change Management process to maintain compliance as regulations change.

		HIPAA compliance is dependent on privacy-conscious business practices and a system that is – and remains – HIPAA compliant. We stay current on Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) requirements and associated timelines and work closely with DHCFP to maintain compliance as regulations change. We work through our structured change management process to implement any system updates or changes associated with HIPAA compliance. Please refer to Proposal Section 12.2 Maintenance and Change Management for further discussion of this process.


Initiatives include Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) workstation encryption, proactive vulnerability assessments, Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP), and encrypted data backup tapes.



		11.3.1.2 Establish privacy-conscious business practices to ensure that the minimum amount of health information necessary is disclosed.

		DHCFP entrusts ACS with highly sensitive PHI. We ensure access to that data is tightly controlled through established business practices that ensure the minimum amount of health information needed is disclosed. We do this through individual IDs and passwords that allow access to only the specific applications and screens required for conducting individual job responsibilities, based on an individual’s user profile. For employees who have the security rights to enter or update data, we track any transaction or change to data, down to the user ID level. We also ensure that anyone who uses personal identifying information understands and complies with the regulations, laws, and restrictions governing use of PHI. Following are measures taken by ACS to protect PHI:

· Annual HIPAA and recipient/provider data protection refresher training


· Solid information technology (IT) and physical security and privacy policies and procedures


· Periodic security reminders/communications


· Role-based access using our profile process


· Proactive vulnerability assessments of servers and workstations



		11.3.1.3 Implement business practices that ensure all electronic health information is transmitted in compliance with State, including NRS 603A, and HIPAA regulations.

		Our stringent regulations for handling PHI apply to both hardcopy and electronic information. We ensure compliance with State regulations, including NRS 603A, and HIPAA regulations. We encrypt all emails containing personal information, including PHI. We control access to the DHCFP Medicaid Web Portal and to confidential information contained in claims, prior authorizations, and related documents through unique, secure IDs and logons. These controlled sign-on procedures, combined with our firewalls, physical demilitarized zone (DMZ) staging, secure file transfer protocol (SFTP), and other security tools, ensure that personal confidential data is protected. In addition, established, strict audit trails for all data received and transmitted allow us to track and evaluate access and maintain strict confidentiality standards.



		11.3.1.4 Address stakeholder compliance complaints and issues under the direction of DHCFP’s designated HIPAA compliance officer.

		We work diligently to protect private information and avoid issues. We research and address stakeholder compliance complaints and issues, and work toward resolution, under the direction of DHCFP’s HIPAA compliance officer. Our HIPAA Privacy/Security Officer and DHCFP’s compliance officer identify the most appropriate and effective resolution and communication with the complainant. 



		11.3.1.5 Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance with HIPAA regulations and DHCFP policy.

		Access to any recipient PHI is strictly controlled and monitored in accordance with HIPAA regulations and DHCFP policy. We ensure that staff with access to sensitive recipient information understands HIPAA and DHCFP confidentiality requirements and guidelines and does not disseminate recipient or provider data to unapproved sources. We track and monitor requests to ensure guidelines are enforced. We follow the requirements of 45 CFR 164.512 for releasing or transmitting PHI and/or individually identifiable information, in accordance with HIPAA regulations in effect at the time of the transmittal.



		11.3.1.6 All confidentiality incidents, suspected incidents, breaches, or suspected breaches of Protected Health Information (PHI) or individually identifiable information, in any form or media (electronic, fax, paper, etc.), including, but not limited to, inappropriate disclosure of applicant or recipient name, must be reported to the DHCFP Administrator and the DHCFP HIPAA Privacy and Security Officers immediately upon discovery.

		DHCFP has a vested interest in immediately knowing of any use or disclosure of personal identifying information, including PHI, made in violation of agreement or any law. Inappropriate disclosure of confidential personal information can have far-reaching consequences. For any confidentiality incidents, suspected incidents, breaches, or suspected breaches, regardless of the form or media, including inappropriate disclosure of the applicant or recipient name, we immediately notify the DHCFP Administrator and the DHCFP HIPAA Privacy and Security Officers upon discovery. This includes any inappropriate or unauthorized access to systems or discovery of any breach in our data protection. We notify DHCFP through a secure, established process agreed to by DHCFP and ACS and work with DHCFP to resolve any impacts.

ACS’ Incidence Response & Crisis Management (IRCM) is designed to provide information on reporting security/HIPAA incidents worldwide. ACS prioritizes investigation and resolution of any possible incidents or issues that could affect confidential data, ACS or client personnel.

Immediate remediation/re-training occurs if any individual infractions or laxness in implementing confidentiality procedures is noted. Security breaches are cause for direct discipline, up to and including immediate termination from ACS employment or termination of contract with a subcontractor. 



		11.3.1.7 Release of any PHI or individually identifiable information must only occur after the contractor has verified the proper HIPAA agreements are in place to allow for the release of said information in accordance with federal HIPAA and confidentiality regulations and state statues. To ensure compliance, the contractor must provide a monthly report to the HIPAA Security Officer and the HIPAA Privacy Officer for each release of PHI or individually identifiable information.

		We verify the proper HIPAA agreements are in place before the release of any PHI or individually identifiable information, in accordance with federal HIPAA and confidentiality regulations and State statutes.

We provide a monthly report to the HIPAA Security Officer and the HIPAA Privacy Officer including all releases of PHI or individually identifiable information. 



		11.3.1.8 Transmittal of PHI and/or individually identifiable information, as outlined in 45 CFR 164.512 and the definitions at 45 CFR 160.103, must be in accordance with HIPAA regulations in effect at the time of the transmittal.

		We clearly define appropriate sharing of information, including who may receive the information and at what level. As defined in 45 CFR 160.103 all demographic data that relates to the individual's past, present, or future physical or mental health or condition, the provision of health care to the individual, or the past, present, or future payment for the provision of healthcare to the individual, and that identifies the individual is accessed and transmitted only as required. Our employees must clearly understand and be able to quickly identify any of the 13 individually identifiable health information listed in the definition, which includes many common identifiers (e.g., name, address, birth date, social security number).

Encrypted email; secure mailbox and Contact Us features on the Web portal for distribution of information; procedures to verify that a person or entity seeking access to electronic PHI is the one claimed; and numerous other safeguards support PHI security. We encourage staff to contact management staff if they have questions about any request for information.



		11.3.1.9 Become a business associate of the DHCFP and have a HIPAA Privacy and a HIPAA Security Officer. Must develop written HIPAA policies and procedures and train all members of the workforce on how to protect PHI and individually identifiable information.

		We comply with HIPAA regulations and ensure our employees understand those regulations and follow them rigorously. We formalize our commitment to DHCFP and compliance to HIPAA through a Business Associate Agreement with DHCFP, as defined in 45 CFR 160.103 of the Final HIPAA Privacy Rule. Our HIPAA Privacy/Security Officer leads and monitors compliance processes.

New hires are trained on HIPAA and security requirements. We also provide annual refresher training to all employees. We take our proven, established HIPAA confidentiality policies and guidelines, updated and modified to Nevada specifications, and implement the policies that protect PHI and individually identifiable information for training and for daily operations. Our team implements physical and technical safeguards to limit access to and protect the security and privacy of PHI according to all applicable HIPAA regulations.



		11.3.1.10 Implement physical and technical safeguards to limit access to and protect the security and privacy of PHI in accordance with all applicable HIPAA regulations.

		Please refer to our responses to requirements 11.3.1.1, 11.3.1.2, and 11.3.1.3 for details on physical and technical safeguards.



		11.3.1.11 Meet and maintain transactions and transaction code sets in accordance with HIPAA regulations at 45 CFR Part 162.

		To ensure compliance with the following requirements, we monitor United States Health and Human Services (HHS) websites (see Table 11.3-2, HIPAA/Security Monitoring Tools, included in this section):

Meet and maintain transactions and transaction code sets in accordance with HIPAA regulations at 45 CFR Part 162


Accept and transmit all electronic HIPAA-compliant formats and transactions, in accordance with Federal regulations


We update/develop software and change processes and procedures, as necessary, to meet current HIPAA regulations in support of DHCFP and program providers and recipients. We continually monitor the Electronic Code of Federal Regulations to ensure we meet current transaction requirements.



		11.3.1.12 Accept and transmit all electronic HIPAA-compliant formats and transactions, in accordance with Federal regulations.

		Please refer to our response to requirement 11.3.1.11.



		11.3.1.13 Maintain current companion guides, and establish new companion guides for any future HIPAA-compliant transactions adopted by DHCFP.

		We review and update existing companion guides to ensure the guides meet and comply with HIPAA guidelines and regulations. We maintain current companion guides, and establish new companion guides for any future HIPAA-compliant transactions adopted by DHCFP.



		11.3.1.14 Contractor must immediately report to the DHCFP Administrator and the DHCFP HIPAA Privacy and Security Officers any inappropriate or unauthorized access to systems immediately upon discovery.

		Please refer to our response requirement 11.3.1.6 for notification process.



		11.3.1.15 Contractor must maintain knowledge about current HIPAA regulations and stay informed about any upcoming changes in regulations.

		Healthcare administration is constantly changing—so too are the laws governing that administration. We continually monitor and analyze new State and federal regulations, including HIPAA, to ensure we understand the nuances of those laws and regulations and continue to remain compliant. Please see Table 11.3-2, HIPAA/Security Monitoring Tools, included in this section.



		11.3.1.16 Contractor must ensure that any agent, including a subcontractor or employee of the Contractor agrees to implement reasonable and appropriate safeguards to protect protected health information or individually identifiable information.

		In addition to strict guidelines for our project staff, we require that all ACS agents and subcontractors, to whom we provide PHI received from DHCFP, sign an ACS Business Associate Agreement stating that they will follow the same restrictions, terms, and conditions that we follow under our privacy and security guidelines. The agreement describes their responsibilities for protecting the privacy and security of PHI and secures their agreement and commitment to do so.

According to the statement of work agreed to with Verizon IT, Verizon will establish and maintain commercially reasonable processes and procedures, consistent with normal information technology industry practice, to provide for the security of its network and the physical security of its data center(s). Verizon IT will restrict physical access to the system environment to a limited number of authorized personnel on a need-to-know, scope of responsibility basis. Verizon IT will manage the firewalls up to Verizon IT’s Point of Demarcation such that logical/administrative access to such configuration will be restricted by username and password and other agreed to logical processes and procedures. 





The processes and websites shown in the following table, Table 11.3-2 HIPAA/Security Monitoring Tools, assist us in monitoring and appropriately implementing current and new HIPAA requirements.

Table 11.3-2. HIPAA/Security Monitoring Tools

		



		HIPAA Legal

		OCR mailing lists on the Federal Health and Human Services website at http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/. For significant federal rules changes, especially those which affect statutory penalties for covered entities, ACS legal counsel forwards the information received through legal-oriented mailing lists. Rule changes are fairly rare.



		HIPAA Electronic

		Updates to HIPAA transaction code sets at http://www.cms.hhs.gov/TransactionCodeSetsStands/02_TransactionsandCodeSetsRegulations.asp



		HIPAA Breach Notifications

		http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/administrative/breachnotificationrule/postedbreaches.html.



		ACS Security Communications

		ACS’ Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) sends employees regular communications regarding physical and IT security topics. CISO communications provide general information on security, ethics, and fraud information. ACS’ internal tool (InfoBank) provides more detailed information and tools: the CISO portal, ACS policy and Minimum Baseline Configuration updates, State Department travel warnings, international export guidelines, ethics, data privacy laws, etc.



		ACS Security Meetings

		Monthly, corporate-sponsored virtual security meetings - one for IT and one for physical security



		Technology

		Technical information to use in IT policy development from the National Institute of Standards and Technology at http://www.nist.gov/index.html



		Physical Security

		Physical security information from the FBI at http://www.fbi.gov/ - including a terrorism vulnerability checklist





11.3.2
DHCFP Responsibilities Deleted per Amendment No. 3 to RFP No. 1824, March 24, 2010.


11.3.3
Contractor Performance Expectations


REQUIREMENT: 11.3.3, page 87


11.3.3.1 Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance with HIPAA regulations and DHCFP policy.


11.3.3.2 Upgrade system or implement new HIPAA rules according to Change Management Process and within State and Federal timelines.


The following table presents the DHCFP contractor performance expectations for the HIPAA requirements responded to in this proposal section and our agreement to meet those requirements.


Table 11.3-3. Performance Expectations for HIPAA Requirements 

		Performance Expectation

		ACS Response



		Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance with HIPAA regulations and DHCFP policy.

		Meets



		Upgrade system or implement new HIPAA rules according to Change Management Process and within State and Federal timelines.

		Meets
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Max Available for Demonstrated Competence = 50


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Reasonableness and Cost 


Effectiveness


To what extent does the vendor’s 


proposed operational payment 


approach appear realistic and 


reasonable? 


5 5 5 7 6 7 8 6 7 6.2222222 0.35211 2.19092332


To what extent does the vendor's 5-


year operations pricing structure 


reflect an understanding of the 


Division’s payment formula and 


caseload projections?


5 5 5 7 6 7 8 5 7 6.1111111 0.21127 1.29107981


To what extent does the vendor’s 


proposed cost per claim appear 


reasonable?


7 6 5 6 9 9 7 6 7 6.8888889 0.28169 1.94053208


To what extent does the proposed 


operational payment structure appear 


reasonable in terms of the breakout of 


core operating expenses, per claim 


and encounter costs, and claims 


processing support services?


8 6 5 5 6 8 7 5 7 6.3333333 0.28169 1.78403756


To what extent does the vendor’s 


operations pricing schedule reflect 


potential savings over the life of the 5-


year base contract?


9 4 7 6 8 9 7 6 9 7.2222222 0.35211 2.54303599


Value for Services Received


To what extent does the vendor’s 


description of potential cost savings 


add value to the contract?


4 5 5 7 7 7 7 5 6 5.8888889 0.28169 1.65884194


#


1


2


3


4


COST PROPOSAL - CONSENSUS SCORE SHEET


Operations Payment Approach for Existing Nevada MMIS Functionality


Evaluator ID


Average Weight


Weighted 


Score


NV RFP #1824


Proposer Name:


ACS State Healthcare LLC


5


#


6







How effective is the vendor’s cost 


proposal in identifying any proposed 


enhanced service offerings and 


indicating how their cost approach is 


adequate to support the vendor’s 


claim of additional value for those 


enhanced offerings, within the budget 


neutrality requirement?


7 5 7 7 9 9 8 7 10 7.6666667 0.35211 2.69953052


If a Health Education and Care 


Coordination component is proposed 


in the vendor’s technical proposal, 


does the cost proposal appear to be 


in accordance with the budget 


neutrality requirement, and does the 


Health Education cost line for each 


year of the 5-year operational contract 


reflect reasonable value for the cost 


structure shown on Cost Schedule 


18.1.1.3?


6 4 4 6 5 7 8 6 7 5.8888889 0.28169 1.65884194


How effectively does the vendor’s 


operational cost approach reflect the 


proposed technical approach to 


provision of any enhanced operational 


services or tools, above the current 


Nevada MMIS functionality? 


2 6 5 4 5 6 8 4 6 5.1111111 0.28169 1.43974961


Assumptions and Exceptions


To what extent does the vendor’s 


description of assumptions related to 


the operational cost approach comply 


with the requirements for budget 


neutrality?


4 4 4 5 7 6 7 5 7 5.4444444 0.28169 1.53364632


10


9


#


7


8







To what extent do the vendor’s 


operational cost assumptions and 


exceptions reflect an understanding of 


Nevada’s vision and definition of 


budget neutrality and approach to the 


potential for sharing savings with the 


vendor?


3 4 4 8 8 6 7 5 5 5.5555556 0.35211 1.95618153


For any proposed enhanced service 


offerings that are part of the 


operational budget neutrality 


requirement (such as Health 


Education/Care Coordination and 


others), how reasonable are any 


related assumptions and exceptions? 


3 5 2 5 4 7 7 5 8 5.1111111 0.28169 1.43974961


To what extent does the acceptance 


of the vendor’s assumptions and 


exceptions seem acceptable and 


feasible for the Division?


3 5 4 8 7 6 7 4 6 5.5555556 0.28169 1.56494523


Potential Operational Savings


To what extent do the vendor’s 


proposed operational cost savings 


appear realistic and reasonable? 


8 4 5 5 6 9 7 5 7 6.2222222 0.35211 2.19092332


To what extent are the proposed cost 


savings clearly reflected in the 


vendor’s operational contract pricing 


approach as demonstrated through 


Cost Schedule 18.1.1.3 and the 


vendor’s narrative description of its 


pricing approach?


5 5 4 5 4 6 8 5 7 5.4444444 0.14085 0.76682316


To what extent is the vendor's 


proposed approach to cost savings 


consistent with the budget neutrality 


operational payment approach? 


4 4 4 5 4 6 8 5 6 5.1111111 0.35211 1.79968701


11


12


13


14


15


16


#







To what extent does the vendor 


provide adequate explanation of how 


the costs for any enhanced 


operational services (such as Health 


Education/Care Coordination) will be 


absorbed into the operational 


payment approach, including savings 


offsets?


3 5 4 5 4 6 8 5 8 5.3333333 0.28169 1.50234742


30.0


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Reasonableness and Cost 


Effectiveness


To what extent does the vendor’s 


proposed operational payment 


approach appear realistic and 


reasonable? 


1 5 0 0 0 2 4 1 5 2 0.35211 0.70422535


To what extent does the vendor's 5-


year operations pricing structure 


reflect an understanding of the 


Division’s payment formula and 


caseload projections?


1 5 0 0 0 0 4 1 5 1.7777778 0.21127 0.37558685


To what extent does the vendor’s 


proposed cost per claim appear 


reasonable?


1 4 1 3 4 2 4 2 5 2.8888889 0.28169 0.81377152


To what extent does the proposed 


operational payment structure appear 


reasonable in terms of the breakout of 


core operating expenses, per claim 


and encounter costs, and claims 


processing support services?


1 5 0 0 0 0 4 2 2 1.5555556 0.28169 0.43818466


To what extent does the vendor’s 


operations pricing schedule reflect 


potential savings over the life of the 5-


year base contract?


3 3 0 0 0 2 4 2 0 1.5555556 0.35211 0.54773083


Operations Payment Approach Area Weighted Score Subtotal
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Proposer Name: Evaluator ID


Average Weight


Weighted 


ScoreFirst Health Services Corp


#


1


2


3


4


5







Value for Services Received


To what extent does the vendor’s 


description of potential cost savings 


add value to the contract?


2 3 2 0 3 0 4 1 4 2.1111111 0.28169 0.59467919


How effective is the vendor’s cost 


proposal in identifying any proposed 


enhanced service offerings and 


indicating how their cost approach is 


adequate to support the vendor’s 


claim of additional value for those 


enhanced offerings, within the budget 


neutrality requirement?


1 4 2 3 3 2 4 2 5 2.8888889 0.35211 1.0172144


If a Health Education and Care 


Coordination component is proposed 


in the vendor’s technical proposal, 


does the cost proposal appear to be 


in accordance with the budget 


neutrality requirement, and does the 


Health Education cost line for each 


year of the 5-year operational contract 


reflect reasonable value for the cost 


structure shown on Cost Schedule 


18.1.1.3?


3 4 3 3 6 4 4 4 7 4.2222222 0.28169 1.18935837


How effectively does the vendor’s 


operational cost approach reflect the 


proposed technical approach to 


provision of any enhanced operational 


services or tools, above the current 


Nevada MMIS functionality? 


2 3 0 0 3 2 4 2 6 2.4444444 0.28169 0.6885759


Assumptions and Exceptions


To what extent does the vendor’s 


description of assumptions related to 


the operational cost approach comply 


with the requirements for budget 


neutrality?


10 5 5 5 9 4 4 5 8 6.1111111 0.28169 1.72143975


#


6


7


8


9


#


10







To what extent do the vendor’s 


operational cost assumptions and 


exceptions reflect an understanding of 


Nevada’s vision and definition of 


budget neutrality and approach to the 


potential for sharing savings with the 


vendor?


1 4 2 3 7 2 4 4 7 3.7777778 0.35211 1.33020344


For any proposed enhanced service 


offerings that are part of the 


operational budget neutrality 


requirement (such as Health 


Education/Care Coordination and 


others), how reasonable are any 


related assumptions and exceptions? 


1 5 0 5 7 3 4 4 7 4 0.28169 1.12676056


To what extent does the acceptance 


of the vendor’s assumptions and 


exceptions seem acceptable and 


feasible for the Division?


10 5 5 5 9 5 4 5 9 6.3333333 0.28169 1.78403756


Potential Operational Savings


To what extent do the vendor’s 


proposed operational cost savings 


appear realistic and reasonable? 


2 3 0 0 3 2 4 1 5 2.2222222 0.35211 0.78247261


To what extent are the proposed cost 


savings clearly reflected in the 


vendor’s operational contract pricing 


approach as demonstrated through 


Cost Schedule 18.1.1.3 and the 


vendor’s narrative description of its 


pricing approach?


1 4 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 1.1111111 0.14085 0.15649452


To what extent is the vendor's 


proposed approach to cost savings 


consistent with the budget neutrality 


operational payment approach? 


0 4 4 3 5 4 4 3 7 3.7777778 0.35211 1.33020344


11


12


13


#


14


15


16







To what extent does the vendor 


provide adequate explanation of how 


the costs for any enhanced 


operational services (such as Health 


Education/Care Coordination) will be 


absorbed into the operational 


payment approach, including savings 


offsets?


0 5 0 3 4 0 4 2 6 2.6666667 0.28169 0.75117371


15.4


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Reasonableness and Cost 


Effectiveness


To what extent does the vendor’s 


proposed operational payment 


approach appear realistic and 


reasonable? 


8 5 8 8 9 4 9 6 9 7.3333333 0.35211 2.58215962


To what extent does the vendor's 5-


year operations pricing structure 


reflect an understanding of the 


Division’s payment formula and 


caseload projections?


8 5 9 9 10 6 9 7 9 8 0.21127 1.69014085


To what extent does the vendor’s 


proposed cost per claim appear 


reasonable?


9 6 9 7 10 8 9 7 10 8.3333333 0.28169 2.34741784


To what extent does the proposed 


operational payment structure appear 


reasonable in terms of the breakout of 


core operating expenses, per claim 


and encounter costs, and claims 


processing support services?


9 5 7 7 9 8 10 7 9 7.8888889 0.28169 2.22222222


To what extent does the vendor’s 


operations pricing schedule reflect 


potential savings over the life of the 5-


year base contract?


9 6 9 8 10 7 9 7 10 8.3333333 0.35211 2.9342723
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Operations Payment Approach Area Weighted Score Subtotal


Proposer Name: Evaluator ID


Average Weight


Weighted 


ScoreHP Enterprise Services LLC


#


1


2


3


4


5







Value for Services Received


To what extent does the vendor’s 


description of potential cost savings 


add value to the contract?


10 5 10 9 10 9 8 7 10 8.6666667 0.28169 2.44131455


How effective is the vendor’s cost 


proposal in identifying any proposed 


enhanced service offerings and 


indicating how their cost approach is 


adequate to support the vendor’s 


claim of additional value for those 


enhanced offerings, within the budget 


neutrality requirement?


10 6 10 9 10 9 9 6 10 8.7777778 0.35211 3.09076682


If a Health Education and Care 


Coordination component is proposed 


in the vendor’s technical proposal, 


does the cost proposal appear to be 


in accordance with the budget 


neutrality requirement, and does the 


Health Education cost line for each 


year of the 5-year operational contract 


reflect reasonable value for the cost 


structure shown on Cost Schedule 


18.1.1.3?


9 6 5 5 9 2 9 5 10 6.6666667 0.28169 1.87793427


How effectively does the vendor’s 


operational cost approach reflect the 


proposed technical approach to 


provision of any enhanced operational 


services or tools, above the current 


Nevada MMIS functionality? 


9 5 8 9 10 9 9 6 9 8.2222222 0.28169 2.31611894


Assumptions and Exceptions


To what extent does the vendor’s 


description of assumptions related to 


the operational cost approach comply 


with the requirements for budget 


neutrality?


10 5 8 8 10 10 10 10 10 9 0.28169 2.53521127


#


6


7


8


9


#


10







To what extent do the vendor’s 


operational cost assumptions and 


exceptions reflect an understanding of 


Nevada’s vision and definition of 


budget neutrality and approach to the 


potential for sharing savings with the 


vendor?


10 6 9 8 10 8 10 7 9 8.5555556 0.35211 3.01251956


For any proposed enhanced service 


offerings that are part of the 


operational budget neutrality 


requirement (such as Health 


Education/Care Coordination and 


others), how reasonable are any 


related assumptions and exceptions? 


8 5 5 5 9 2 10 6 5 6.1111111 0.28169 1.72143975


To what extent does the acceptance 


of the vendor’s assumptions and 


exceptions seem acceptable and 


feasible for the Division?


10 5 6 5 10 8 9 7 9 7.6666667 0.28169 2.15962441


Potential Operational Savings


To what extent do the vendor’s 


proposed operational cost savings 


appear realistic and reasonable? 


10 5 9 8 10 10 8 7 9 8.4444444 0.35211 2.97339593


To what extent are the proposed cost 


savings clearly reflected in the 


vendor’s operational contract pricing 


approach as demonstrated through 


Cost Schedule 18.1.1.3 and the 


vendor’s narrative description of its 


pricing approach?


10 5 10 8 10 9 8 7 10 8.5555556 0.14085 1.20500782


To what extent is the vendor's 


proposed approach to cost savings 


consistent with the budget neutrality 


operational payment approach? 


10 6 9 8 10 9 10 7 10 8.7777778 0.35211 3.09076682


11


12


13


#


14


15


16







To what extent does the vendor 


provide adequate explanation of how 


the costs for any enhanced 


operational services (such as Health 


Education/Care Coordination) will be 


absorbed into the operational 


payment approach, including savings 


offsets?


10 5 10 8 10 8 9 7 10 8.5555556 0.28169 2.41001565


40.6


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Reasonableness and Cost 


Effectiveness


To what extent does the vendor’s 


proposed operational payment 


approach appear realistic and 


reasonable? 


1 4 5 3 4 2 5 3 5 3.5555556 0.35211 1.25195618


To what extent does the vendor's 5-


year operations pricing structure 


reflect an understanding of the 


Division’s payment formula and 


caseload projections?


3 4 4 3 5 2 5 3 7 4 0.21127 0.84507042


To what extent does the vendor’s 


proposed cost per claim appear 


reasonable?


2 3 5 3 6 2 5 3 8 4.1111111 0.28169 1.15805947


To what extent does the proposed 


operational payment structure appear 


reasonable in terms of the breakout of 


core operating expenses, per claim 


and encounter costs, and claims 


processing support services?


2 4 4 4 5 3 5 2 5 3.7777778 0.28169 1.06416275


To what extent does the vendor’s 


operations pricing schedule reflect 


potential savings over the life of the 5-


year base contract?


2 3 4 4 5 0 5 2 2 3 0.35211 1.05633803
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Average Weight


Weighted 


ScoreInfocrossing Inc


#


1


2


3


4


5







Value for Services Received


To what extent does the vendor’s 


description of potential cost savings 


add value to the contract?


1 4 4 3 5 0 5 2 3 3 0.28169 0.84507042


How effective is the vendor’s cost 


proposal in identifying any proposed 


enhanced service offerings and 


indicating how their cost approach is 


adequate to support the vendor’s 


claim of additional value for those 


enhanced offerings, within the budget 


neutrality requirement?


2 4 5 3 5 0 5 3 4 3.4444444 0.35211 1.21283255


If a Health Education and Care 


Coordination component is proposed 


in the vendor’s technical proposal, 


does the cost proposal appear to be 


in accordance with the budget 


neutrality requirement, and does the 


Health Education cost line for each 


year of the 5-year operational contract 


reflect reasonable value for the cost 


structure shown on Cost Schedule 


18.1.1.3?


2 4 5 4 4 2 5 3 4 3.6666667 0.28169 1.03286385


How effectively does the vendor’s 


operational cost approach reflect the 


proposed technical approach to 


provision of any enhanced operational 


services or tools, above the current 


Nevada MMIS functionality? 


2 4 2 4 4 0 5 2 0 2.5555556 0.28169 0.7198748


Assumptions and Exceptions


To what extent does the vendor’s 


description of assumptions related to 


the operational cost approach comply 


with the requirements for budget 


neutrality?


2 4 6 5 8 5 5 5 8 5.3333333 0.28169 1.50234742


#


6


7


8


9


#


10







To what extent do the vendor’s 


operational cost assumptions and 


exceptions reflect an understanding of 


Nevada’s vision and definition of 


budget neutrality and approach to the 


potential for sharing savings with the 


vendor?


2 4 4 3 6 4 5 4 7 4.3333333 0.35211 1.5258216


For any proposed enhanced service 


offerings that are part of the 


operational budget neutrality 


requirement (such as Health 


Education/Care Coordination and 


others), how reasonable are any 


related assumptions and exceptions? 


2 5 5 3 5 3 5 4 5 4.1111111 0.28169 1.15805947


To what extent does the acceptance 


of the vendor’s assumptions and 


exceptions seem acceptable and 


feasible for the Division?


8 5 4 3 5 3 5 3 5 4.5555556 0.28169 1.28325509


Potential Operational Savings


To what extent do the vendor’s 


proposed operational cost savings 


appear realistic and reasonable? 


0 4 2 3 4 2 5 3 3 2.8888889 0.35211 1.0172144


To what extent are the proposed cost 


savings clearly reflected in the 


vendor’s operational contract pricing 


approach as demonstrated through 


Cost Schedule 18.1.1.3 and the 


vendor’s narrative description of its 


pricing approach?


0 4 2 3 4 3 5 3 3 3 0.14085 0.42253521


To what extent is the vendor's 


proposed approach to cost savings 


consistent with the budget neutrality 


operational payment approach? 


0 4 5 5 8 4 5 4 7 4.6666667 0.35211 1.64319249


15


16


11


12


13


#


14







To what extent does the vendor 


provide adequate explanation of how 


the costs for any enhanced 


operational services (such as Health 


Education/Care Coordination) will be 


absorbed into the operational 


payment approach, including savings 


offsets?


0 5 2 3 7 4 5 4 5 3.8888889 0.28169 1.09546166


18.8
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TAB IV — ATTACHMENT B2   RFP Section 20.4.2.4 


As required by RFP Section 20.4.2.4, First Health Services (FHS) submits RFP Attachment B2, Cost 
Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of the RFP, on the following pages. 


Attachment B2 has been signed by Timothy P. Nolan, President, who is authorized to legally bind FHS. 
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Certification Status Key  


  


  Certified 
   


  Not Certified 
  


  Certified but not yet available to customers 
  


  Stand-alone E-Prescribing 
  


  Electronic Medical Record (EMR) 


Surescripts Platinum Solution Providers


Surescripts Gold Solution Providers


Surescripts Solution Providers


 


ABELSoft 


ABELMed 
PM-EMR v 
8


Abraxas 
Medical 
Solutions 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


Accumedic 
Computer 
Systems, 
Inc * 


-- see 
NewCrop


ACS 


CyberAccess 
v 2.0


ACS 


DirectAccessEHR


ADS 
Technology 


Supra EMR 
v 2.0


Agastha 


Agastha PM 
and EMR v 
2.0


Allmeds 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


Allscripts 


Allscripts 
Document 
Management 







(formerly 
ImpactMD) 
v 3.5


Allscripts 


Allscripts 
Enterprise 
EHR v 
10.1.1


Allscripts 


Allscripts 
Misys EMR 
v 9.10.0.0


Allscripts 


Allscripts 
MyWay v 
2008


Allscripts 


Allscripts 
Professional 
EHR v 4.8.1


Allscripts 


Allscripts 
Misys EMR 
v 8.10.1 w/ 
ePrescribe 
v12.11


Allscripts/National 
E-
Prescribing 
Safety 
Initiative 
(NEPSI) 


Allscripts 
ePrescribe v 
11.5


AlphaSante 
Group, 
Inc. 
(Formerly 
Amerigroup 
Holdings) 


MDWeblive 
v 1.0


Alteer 
Corporation 


Alteer 
Office v 7.1


Altos 
Solutions 


OncoEMR 
v 2


Amazing 
Charts * 


-- see 







NewCrop


Anasazi 
Software, 
Inc. 
Doctor’s 
HomePage 
v 1.0


ASP.MD 


ASP.MD


athenahealth 


athenaClinicals


Axolotl 
Elysium v 9


Benchmark 
Systems 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


BH 
Solutions 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


Bizmatics 


PrognoCIS 
v 1.8.1


BMA 
Enterprises 


Chart 
Management 
System v 
1.2


C & S 
ProVision 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


CareData 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


CentriHealth 


IHR 2008


Cerner 


Healthe 
Record v 
3.0


Cerner 


PowerChart 
v M2007







Cerner 


PowerWorks 
ePrescribe


CliniPath 


CliniPath v 
1.5


ClinixMIS 


ClinixMD v 
7.5.0


ComChart 
medical 
Software 
*  
-- see 
NewCrop


Complete 
Medical 
Solutions, 
LLC * 


-- see 
NewCrop


Compulink 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


Computer 
Programs 
and 
Systems, 
Inc. 
(CPSI) 


Medical 
Practice v 
14


Comtron 
Corp. 
Medgen 
EMR v 5.0


Connexin 
Software 
Practicum 
(with 
DrFirst 
Rcopia 
Engine) 


Office 
Practicum 
EMR


Criterions 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop







CureMD 


CureMD 
EMR v 10


Data 
Strategies 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


DataTel 
Solutions 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


DaVita 


Falcon v1


DAW 
Systems 


ScriptSure


digiChart 
OB-
GYN 


digiChart v 
7.0


DigiDMS 


DigiDMS v 
7.30.18


Doctations, 
Inc. 
Doctations 
v 1.01


DoctorsPartner, 
LLC * 


-- see 
NewCrop


Doc-U-
Chart 


Doc-U-
Script v 4.0


DrFirst 


DrFirst 
Rcopia v 
3.12


Drs 
(Keiser 
Computers) 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


Duke 
University 







Medical 
System 


CRIS v 
2007.4


E*Healthline 


E*Prescribe 
IPMS v 3.0 
2007


E*Healthline 


Phoenix 
IEMR v 7.0 
2007


eClinicalWorks 


eClinicalWorks 
v 8.0


Eclipsys 
Corporation 


Sunrise 
Ambulatory 
Care 
Manager v 
5.0


Eclipsys 
Practice 
Solutions 


Eclipsys 
PeakPractice 
v 1092


Eclipsys 
Practice 
Solutions 
(with 
DrFirst 
Rcopia 
Engine) 


MediNotes 
EMR v 5.2


edgeMED 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


eHealthSolutions 


eHealthSolutions 
v 4.4


EHS 


Care 
Revolution 
5.2a


Emdeon 


ClinicianRx 
v 6.7x


e-MDs 


e-MDs 







Solution 
Series v 6.3


EncounterPRO 
Healthcare 
Resources, 
Inc. 
EncounterPRO 
EHR v 
5.0.29


Epic 


EpicCare 
EMR 
Spring 2008


Epic 


EpicWeb 
Spring 2008


Escribe 
EMR 
Solutions, 
Inc. 
escribeHOST 
v 3.3


Exemplo 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


First 
Insight 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


FlagshipMD 


FlagshipMD 
EMR v 3.0


GE 
Centricity 
EMR 
2005 


with 
Kryptiq 
eSM 3.0


GE 
Centricity 
Enterprise 
(with 
DrFirst 
Rcopia 
Engine) 


Centricity 
Enterprise


Glenwood 
Systems 







Glace EMR 
v 2


gloStream, 
Inc. 
gloEMR v 
4.0


gMed 
(with 
DrFirst 
Rcopia 
Engine) 


gCare 4.0 v 
6.3


Gold 
Standard 


eMPOWERx 
v 3.09


Greenway 
Medical 
Technologies 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


H2H 
Solutions, 
Inc. 
Digital Rx v 
2.1.x


Health 
Administration 
Systems 


MediFile v 
4.0


Health 
Systems 
Technology 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


Healthland 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


HealthPort 


HealthPort 
Electronic 
Medical 
Records v 
9.0


HealthStation 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst







Henry 
Schein 
Medical 
Systems 


MicroMD 
EMR v 7.0


HITSG 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


iMedica 


Patient 
Relationship 
Manager v 
9.0 Patch 1


iMedX 


TurboRx v 
1.4.0


Inforia, 
Inc. * 


-- see 
NewCrop


Infotech 
Global, 
Inc. 
(IGI) 


ORBIT Rx 
v 2.1


InstantDx 


OnCallData 
v 3.5


Integrated 
Health 
Care 
Solutions 
(IHCS) 


PrognoSYS 
v 1.1.2401


Integrated 
Healthcare 
Systems, 
Inc 
(Wichita 
Clinic) 


OSCR v 1.0


Integrated 
Systems 
Management 


OmniMD v 
8.2


InteGreat 







InteGreat 
EHR v 6.2.1


Integritas, 
Inc. 
STIX EHR 
v 9.0


Intivia 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


Intuitive 
Medical 
Software 
(with 
DrFirst 
Rcopia 
Engine) 


UroChartEMR 
v 3.0


InTUUN 
CommUnity 
EHR * 


-- see 
NewCrop


iSALUS 


OfficeEMR 
v 2009


iScribe 


iScribe v 
6.3


Kabot 
International 
VistA EHR 
Enterprise 
Edition 
2007


Leum 
Software 
Solutions 


PodMed 
Software v 
2009.02.16


LighthouseMD 


Ingenix 
CareTracker 
v 6.2


LSS 
Data 
Systems 
(with 
DrFirst 
Rcopia 







Engine) 


MAGIC v 
5.62


LSS 
Data 
Systems 
(with 
DrFirst 
Rcopia 
Engine) 


Medical and 
Practice 
Management 
Suite 
Version CS 
5.6


M.D 
Web 
Solutions 


AMCIS 
EMR v 
4.2AP.S


M2ComSys 


Total Clinic 
Automation 
Solution v 
2.2


Management 
Plus *  
-- see 
RelayHealth


Marshfield 
Clinic 


CattailsMD 
v 5


MAShare 


CareGroup 
WebOMR v 
3.0


McKesson 


Horizon 
Ambulatory 
Care v 
9.60.1


McKesson 


Practice 
Partner v 
9.3.1


MDI 
Achieve 


Matrix v 6.0


MDLand 


iClinic v 1.1







Mdnetwork 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


MDOffices 


MDOffices


MDTablet 
*  
-- see 
NewCrop


MedAppz 


iScript v 4


MedAppz 


iSuite v 4.0


MedAptus 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


MEDCOM 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


MedComSoft 


Record v 
2006/Ultimate 
Edition


MedConnect, 
Inc. 
MedConnect 
EHR v 1.0


Medent 


MEDENT v 
18


Medflow, 
Inc. * 


-- see 
NewCrop


MEDfx 
Corporation 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


Medical 
Communication 
Systems 


mMD.net 
EMR v 9.1


Medical 
Voice 
Products, 







Inc. * 


-- see 
NewCrop


MedicaLinx 


EncompassRx 
v 1.2


Medicmatics 


XUMIX v 
1.0


Medics 
DocAssistant 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


MedicSoft 


EMRMaster 
v 1.0


Medi-
EMR 


Medi-EMR


MedInformatix 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


Meditab 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


Meditech 


Ambulatory 
Order 
Management 
Application 
v CS 5.6


MediVoice 


MobileRx


MedLink 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


MedNet 
System 


emr4MD


MedPlexus 


MedPlexus 
v 8.10.0.0


MedPlus 


Care360 
Physician 
Portal v 6.0







MedRecords 
Alert 
(with 
DrFirst 
Rcopia 
Engine) 


Physician 
Solution v 
4.0


meridianEMR, 
Inc. 
meridianEMR 
v 4.0


Metasolutions 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


NaviNet 


NaviNet v 
1.0.0.88


Netsmart
-
InfoScriber 


InfoScriber


NewCrop 


NewCrop 
Core v 8.0


NextGen 


NextGen 
EMR v 
5.5.27


Nightingale 
(with 
DrFirst 
Rcopia 
Engine) 


Physicians' 
Workstation 
Suite v 6.1


Nightingale 
Informatix 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


Noteworthy 


NetPractice-
EHRweb v 
6.8


Noteworthy 


NetPracticeERX 
v 6.9.6


Noteworthy 







(with 
DrFirst 
Rcopia 
Engine) 


Noteworthy 
EHR v 6.0


OA 
Systems 


Rx Cure v 
2.0


OfficeAlly 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


PatientKeeper 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


PBOmd 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


PCIS 
GOLD * 


-- see 
NewCrop


Penn 
Medical 
* 


EyeDoc 
EMR -- see 
DrFirst


PerfectMed 
EHR 
(Imogen) 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


Phyaura 
* 


-- see 
RelayHealth


Polaris 
- 
Epichart 


EpiChart v 
5.0


PracticeIT 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop







Prairie 
cardio 
(with 
DrFirst 
Rcopia 
Engine) 


Prairie 
Quality 
Initiatives v 
3


Prematics 


ScriptTone 
v 2199


Prime 
Clinical 
Systems 


Patient 
Chart 
Manager v 
5.4


Pulse 
Systems 


Pulse 
Patient 
Relationship 
Management 
v 4.1


Purkinje 


CareSeries 
v 2.0


QIPRO 


EHRez v 
2.5


Rabbit 
Healthcare 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


Regenstrief 


INPC


RelayHealth 


eScript v 
8.2.20


RxNT 


EMR LITE 
v 7.0


RxNT 


RxNT v 
6.1.4


SafeMed 


SafeMed


SAGE 







Intergy 
EHR v 5.5


Sequel 
Systems 


SequelMed 
e-Health v 
7.5


Sequel 
Systems 


SequelMed 
EMR v 7.5


Sequel 
Systems 


SequelMed 
e-Prescribe 
v 7.5


Sevocity 
(Conceptual 
MindWorks, 
Inc.) * 


-- see 
DrFirst


SILK 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


SnSData 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


SOAPware 


SOAPware 
v 2009.0


Software 
Unlimited 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


Sonix 
Healthcare 
Solutions 


Sonix EMR 
2.0


Spring 
Medical 
* 


-- see 
DrFirst


SRSsoft 


SRSsoft 
Hybrid 
EMR v 7







SSIMED 


EMRge v 
6.0.57


STI 
Computer 
Services, 
Inc. 
ChartMaker 
v3.2


SynaMed 


SynaMed v 
4.0.040423


US 
Health 
Record 
Systems 


Teamlinks v 
2008 Q4


Vanderbilt 
University 
Medical 
RxStar 
(StarPanel) 
v 2


VersaSuite 
* 


-- see 
NewCrop


VipaHealth 
Solutions 


SmartEMR 
v 5.5


Waiting 
Room 
Solutions 


Web Based 
EMR & 
Practice 
Management 
System v 
3.0


Wellogic 


Consult v 
3.10.4


Workflow 


Workflow 
EHR v 2.3


Yak 
Digital 
Corp. 
eSoftMD 
EMR v 5.0







ZixCorp 


PocketScript 
v 6.9
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appendix I — standard report listing

As referenced in Section 12.4, FHS currently produces all reports required by DHCFP, other State agencies, and State Contractors using the MMIS and its peripheral systems.  We produce over 1,329 standard reports on a daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, or annual schedule.  We produce MARS and SURS reports, MSIS reports, EPSDT management reports, Nevada-specific and pharmacy provider-specific reports, drug rebate receivables aging schedule (CMS-64-9-r) that fulfills CMS-64 reporting requirements, CMS-416, CMS-420, CMS-64, and a host of other reports.  A full list of standard reports that we currently produce for DHCFP is provided on the following pages.
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11.2
Current MMIS Computing Environment

REQUIREMENT:  Section 11.2, page 84-85

The current MMIS computing environment consists of numerous hardware and software components. An overview of the current environment, including hardware, software, and system interfaces, is provided in this section.


For more details on the MMIS computing environment, please refer to the Reference Library. Bidders must contact the Nevada Purchasing Division to obtain access to the Reference Library (See Section 6.1 of this RFP).

To minimize the risk inherent in any MMIS takeover, ACS is partnering with Verizon to host Core MMIS functions in a new partition in the Verizon Data Center in Tampa, Florida.  By using Verizon, we ensure that Nevada data remains secure and in the hands of experienced hosting staff who are familiar with the Nevada MMIS.


For the Core MMIS, Verizon will only need to procure hardware and software components to expand the capacity of a current mainframe infrastructure, not procure a new, separate mainframe.  This significantly reduces the risks associated with procurement and implementation delays.  For the peripheral systems, we will also leverage the infrastructure that exists for many of the replacement systems we are proposing.  We will only need to procure new hardware and software infrastructure for the Web portal, DSS and ODRAS components of the solution. 

11.2.1
Technical – Hardware


REQUIREMENT:  Section 11.2.1, page 84-85


The hardware environment consists of numerous components running on an IBM mainframe and IBM AIX and Windows NT 4.0 servers. The core MMIS and Claim Check (excluding Pharmacy) currently runs on a leased mainframe. The mainframe is partitioned into two logical units for production and test. An additional ten (10) servers run the other components of the MMIS. These components include:


•
Pharmacy Management;


•
Decision Support System (DSS);


•
Online Documents Retrieval and Archiving System (ODRAS);


•
Customer Relationship Management (CRM);


•
Utilization Management (including PASRR); and


•
Third Party Liability (TPL) Management.


The mainframe is currently hosted in a Verizon Data Center in Tampa, Florida. The servers are currently owned, operated, and hosted by First Health in a Magellan Data Center in Phoenix, Arizona, soon to be moved to St. Louis, Missouri. Additional details on mainframe and server hardware can be found in the Reference Library – Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment.


We have reviewed the hardware components of the Nevada MMIS.  We present our description of our approach to hardware in Proposal Section 11.1, Vendor Response to System Requirements.

11.2.2
Technical – Software


REQUIREMENT:  Section 11.2.2, page 85


The core MMIS is programmed using the COBOL programming language. The user interface for the MMIS uses ClientSoft. The Peripheral Systems and Tools run on various database servers from Microsoft and Oracle. The user interfaces for the Peripheral Systems and Tools are built with PowerBuilder and web-based programming languages, e.g. ASP, JavaScript, and VBScript.


Additional details on mainframe and server software, including source code, are contained in the Reference Library – Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment.


We have reviewed the software components of the Nevada MMIS.  We present our description of our approach to software in Proposal Section 11.1, Vendor Response to System Requirements.

11.2.3
Systems Interfaces


REQUIREMENT:  Section 11.2.3, page 85


Numerous data files generated by the Core MMIS and Peripheral Systems and Tools are exchanged between FHSC, DHCFP, and other subcontractors. Additionally, the Core MMIS and Peripheral Systems and Tools receive data from various other sources, including EDI, eligibility systems, and reference sources.


A complete roster of System Interfaces, including detailed Copybook specifications, are contained in the Reference Library – Interface List.


We have reviewed the systems interface list for the Nevada MMIS.  We present our description of our approach to systems interfaces in Proposal Section 11.1, Vendor Response to System Requirements.
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Governor
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SUBJECT:
Amendment No. 1 to Request for Proposal No. 1824

DATE OF AMENDMENT:
February 22, 2010

DATE OF RFP RELEASE:
February 9, 2010

DATE AND TIME OF OPENING:
See Below

AGENCY CONTACT:   Shannon Berry, Assistant Chief Procurement Officer

The following shall be a part of RFP No. 1824 for Nevada MMIS Takeover.  If a vendor has already returned a proposal and any of the information provided below changes that proposal, please submit the changes along with this amendment.  You need not re-submit an entire proposal prior to the opening date and time.


Deadline for Submission and Opening Date and Time has been extended to: 

April 29, 2010 at 2:00 PM PT

ALL ELSE REMAINS THE SAME FOR RFP 1824.


Vendor shall sign and return this amendment with proposal submitted.


NAME OF VENDOR ___________________________________________________________


AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE ____________________________________________________


TITLE __________________________________ 
DATE _____________________________




This document must be submitted in the “State Documents” section/tab of vendors’ technical proposal
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Appendix G — Training Schedule and Presentation



appendix G — Training Schedule and presentation

As referenced in Section 12.3.1.3, we provide user documentation for our training sessions.  All training that is provided to both DHCFP staff and FHS staff is conducted using handouts geared for the specific training session, including the use of desktop procedures for training our Nevada staff.  The overview of basic MMIS functions training for State staff is a PowerPoint presentation which is included on the following pages.  Also included is a sample Training Schedule.
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Appendix Z — Client Satisfaction Tool



appendix z — client satisfaction tool

As referenced in Section 15.4.5.6, our surveys consist of a core battery of questions based on HEDIS consumer experience of care and services survey instruments.  The results of this survey will be used to determine the recipient’s satisfaction with the workshop, identify any changes in health as a result of participation, and the need for follow-up.  A sample of our Client Satisfaction Tool is included on the following pages.
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12.6 Pharmacy Descriptions

12.6.3
SmartPA Description


ACS has incorporated an automated prior authorization (PA) solution into PBM OS+. This solution, called SmartPA, is a proven product, which rewards prescribers for utilizing appropriate treatment protocols and has realized significant savings for states. SmartPA is fully installed and currently operational in Arkansas, Hawaii, Indiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Missouri, Montana, North Carolina, Ohio, and Texas.


SmartPA virtually eliminates the need for prescribers to submit PA requests for the majority of drugs requiring review prior to approval and payment. Instead, SmartPA automatically and systematically applies complex clinical and fiscal criteria during the POS transaction.

This automated process allows DHCFP to use PA for many more drug classes, providing improved clinical efficacy and reducing program costs. Seamlessly integrated with our PBM OS+ and customized to meet DHCFP’s needs, SmartPA can automate the current PA process and PDL Program and the associated PA requirements for non preferred drugs.

SmartPA uses a highly sophisticated clinical rules engine to determine if Nevada-specific evidence-based criteria for appropriate drug use are met. SmartPA executes real-time PA decisions at the point-of-sale by employing high-performance, table-driven clinical rules fueled by recipient-specific drug and medical diagnosis data.


The following highlights the features and benefits of SmartPA:


Real-time screening tool, which has been implemented with multiple payers, that uses both drug and medical claims data (i.e. ICD-9, Current Procedure Terminology (CPT), etc.) to determine the appropriateness of prescriptions, without impacting claims adjudication performance.


Flexible, table-driven criteria that are customized for each client’s specific PA parameters.


· Provides immediate cost savings and quality improvement in the drug program by screening claims based upon objective evidence based criteria. Compliant prescriptions are automatically approved. Prescriptions that do not meet DHCFP predetermined criteria are denied and require an administrative PA request. This request is facilitated by the SmartPA call center application and influences the prescriber’s future behavior.


The automated SmartPA solution minimizes the delays typically associated with the PA process. In ACS’ experience, over 90 percent of all PA requests can be automated, which means that most patients meet client-approved criteria and that the doctor does not have to contact the call center for approval.


PA Criteria

DHCFP approves the clinical rules used by SmartPA to authorize drugs that DHCFP has identified as requiring PA, including non-PDL medications. The scalability and flexibility of the clinical rules engine within SmartPA allows our clinicians, who have significant experience developing criteria for Medicaid programs, to easily add, customize, and modify the Nevada-specific screening and approval criteria. ACS proposes the following process for developing DHCFP-specific criteria:


ACS recommends criteria that will further enhance the PA process.


DHCFP approves any new criteria or any changes to existing criteria.


Once a rule is added to the clinical rules engine, it can be used for PA criteria, interventions, and reporting.


· The criteria shall be consistent with the following four compendia: American Hospital Formulary Service Drug Information, United States Pharmacopoeia-Drug Information, American Medical Association Drug Evaluations, and DRUGDEX; as well as peer-reviewed medical literature.


The Proton Pump Inhibitor (PPI), developed for another client, demonstrates the SmartPA criteria to ensure the clinical appropriateness of the medication.




Exhibit 12-1. PPI POS Prior Authorization Criteria


These criteria, which were developed and deployed specifically for another ACS client, demonstrate the sophisticated nature of the criteria used by the SmartPA solution.

Clinical Rules


The SmartPA clinical rules access multiple data elements and data sources in order to perform a complete evaluation of the treatment criteria. The PPI example is divided below to illustrate the complex and far-reaching functionality of SmartPA.


Eligibility File. Many drugs have treatment restrictions based upon age, gender, or even abuse potential. SmartPA permits rules to be built that access the recipient’s date of birth, gender, or even lock-in status. There is even the potential to build conditions based upon the location of the patient (long term care vs. ambulatory). In the PPI example, we will only apply the edits for patients less than 18 years old.


Medical Claims. In order to ensure correct treatment protocols, clinical rules are built to prohibit medication use of non Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved conditions. Since off-label use can be ineffective, costly, or even harmful, SmartPA assists in permitting use of medications for purposes that have evidence-based outcomes and are effective treatment strategies. Additionally, SmartPA is effective in enforcing treatment suite, or DHCFP approved protocols. Through SmartPA, rules are built to restrict expensive or second line therapies to those patients that have an approved diagnosis. Procedure codes, including specific diagnostic tests and x-rays, also provide evaluation criteria for SmartPA. Drug treatment may be justified by the presence or denied by the absence of a test or clinical evaluation.


In the PPI example, SmartPA looks for the presence of over 297 different medical ICD-9 diagnosis codes (e.g., esophageal disease, systemic mastocytosis, etc.) to help determine the clinical appropriateness of this medication. Additionally, SmartPA queries procedure code history to identify whether the patient has received a test for H. Pylori if diagnosed with PUD within the past three months. This helps to ensure the physician is appropriately prescribing the medication for patients that can clinically benefit from its use.


Pharmacy Claims. Many drugs have treatment strategies based upon the previous use or the concurrent use of medications. To evaluate the adherence to approved treatment protocols or step therapy guidelines, SmartPA accesses and evaluates pharmacy claims history. In the PPI example, SmartPA checks for the concurrent use of non-gastroprotective NSAIDs and the PPI as an approval criterion. Some customers implement edits that may look for a therapeutic failure of first-line therapy, such as H2 antagonists, before approving the requested therapy.


Duration. SmartPA also allows our clients to implement criteria that can limit the duration of therapy based on the indication. In the PPI example, the duration of therapy is limited to three months for those patients being treated for peptic ulcer disease and tested fo H. Pylori.


Dosing. Even if the drug is justified based on the patient’s diagnosis, meets rules established for procedures or clinical tests, and has satisfied step therapy protocols, the dose may be inappropriate. In the PPI example, SmartPA applies dose optimization protocols, where one higher strength unit is substituted for 2 lower strength units.

Other drugs, such as OxyContin®, may require more complex analyses, including applying FDA-approved dosing guidelines where appropriate dosing thresholds are maintained. The following outlines dosing criteria for OxyContin® that has been applied in SmartPA for another state. If the claim is for over sixty tablets (a 30-day supply for the approved twice daily dosing), and is for the 10, 20, or 40mg strength, the claim is denied for a more optimal regimen. Additionally, if the claim is for 80mg and the recipient has not had any claims for a lower strength, the claims will deny for inappropriate initiation dose.

Automated Prior Authorization Processing


As illustrated in Exhibit 12-2, the pharmacist submits a POS claim transaction to PBM OS+. After verifying eligibility, checking for the presence of a PA for that drug entity, and performing other required editing (including presence, format, and consistency of data as well as other eligibility edits), PBM OS+ automatically routes the claim data to SmartPA for further processing. To determine if the clinical criteria for approval have been met, SmartPA checks the recipient’s age and gender, claim history, and medical history, which are maintained in the database. If the claim passes the predetermined clinical rules, SmartPA generates a transaction indicating the claim is paid and dispensed. If the criteria are not met, SmartPA generates a transaction indicating that the claim is denied. Then, PBM OS+ sends the pharmacist a message indicating the prescriber must submit a PA request to the PA call center to receive approval of the drug therapy. The call center is equipped with a web-based link to the SmartPA system that allows for the easy adjudication of the requests that need to be handled manually.




Exhibit 12-2. Automated PA Processing

This graphic depicts the flow of the authorization through the automated PA process.

12.6.3
PBM OS+ Description


ACS proposes our Pharmacy Benefits Management Open System Plus (PBM OS+) to meet the RFP’s pharmacy point of sale (POS) requirements. PBM OS+ is a proven system currently operational for nine Medicaid programs—Colorado, District of Columbia, Hawaii, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Montana, New Mexico, and Ohio—and is the pharmacy system used to process claims for the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) and other non-government programs. We are also in the process of implementing PBM OS+ for our Texas and California Medicaid clients. PBM OS+ is HIPAA-compliant, MITA-aligned, and incorporates n-tier, client/server application architecture, and relational database management system (RDBMS). Its flexible architecture allows it to accommodate increased transaction capacity, greater claims and PA volume, and increased numbers of recipients and providers with no disruption or degradation of service. The system’s adjudication performance is technologically sound, reliable, and capable of supporting increased claim volumes well-beyond the three million claims per year generated by Nevada’s programs. Claims are completely adjudicated in less than a second, even on peak submission days such as the first of the month. The system is supported 24/7 by a dedicated technical team of professionals intimately familiar with the system and the unique claims processing requirements of Nevada. We present our overview of PBM OS+ under the following headings.


General System Features


Eligibility


Provider Information


Benefit Plans


Drug Programs


Reference Database


Edits and Exception Codes


Claims Processing and Adjudication


Data Validation Edits and Audits


Pricing


· Prospective Drug Utilization Review (ProDUR)


General System Features


PBM OS+ currently accepts pharmacy transactions in the National Council for Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP) Telecommunications Version 5.1 format, including eligibility transactions (E1) and NCPDP billing transactions (B1-B3). The system currently uses the NCPDP version 1.1 batch standard to process batch claims. Further, we modify the system as required to remain fully HIPAA-compliant throughout the term of the contract. Because of the timing of the Nevada project, ACS proposes to implement PBM OS+ using the NCPDP D.0 Telecommunication and 1.2 Batch Standards that are HIPAA mandated effective January 1, 2012. ACS will continue to accept the current formats through the end of 2011 to accommodate any providers unable to transition to the new standards prior to January 1, 2012.


PBM OS+ owes its success to its performance, reliability, and functional capabilities. The system is capable of processing extremely high peak volumes—volumes that would paralyze lesser systems—while maintaining clinical and functional integrity. The superior design of PBM OS+ has allowed ACS to avoid the extended downtimes, response delays, and functional inadequacies that can plague other pharmacy claims processing systems.


We discuss the general system features of PBM OS+ system in the following sections:


User-friendly GUI and Ease of Navigation


Java Technology


· Security


User-Friendly GUI and Ease of Navigation


PBM OS+’s functionality is provided within a technically advanced solution whereby the claims adjudication system is accessed and viewed through a user-friendly Java-based graphical user interface (GUI). PBM OS+ offers considerable functionality and ease of use with many readily apparent and appreciable navigation features. Users navigate through the screens using point-and-click functionality to open new Web pages via tabs, buttons, and hot links. Exhibit 12-3 illustrates the robust search capabilities of PBM OS+, showing how searches may be refined beyond the primary criteria.




Exhibit 12-3. Claim Inquiry Web Page


PBM OS+ Claim Inquiry Web page features multiple levels of drill-down search capability enabling users to perform general or very specific claim searches


Java Technology


PBM OS+’s browser-based front end is built on an industry-standard Java platform. This architecture allows secure browser-based system access from any PC with Internet access. Based on State IT procedures, users may access PBM OS+ via the public Internet or via a numeric IP address for a direct connection into the system.


Security


ACS ensures the confidential handling of recipient-related data at all times. As an experienced PBM, ACS is keenly aware of the sensitivity and confidentiality of personal recipient data. The safeguards we have established protect Private Health Information (PHI) data and records from theft, viruses, mischief, tampering, loss, and destruction. All data is transmitted via secure 128-bit SSL-enabled encryption and cannot be pirated through unauthorized access. Furthermore, we understand that recipient data is State-owned and cannot be distributed to anyone without proper authorization. We take every reasonable precaution to ensure that information entrusted to us is used strictly for its intended purpose and is never disclosed to unauthorized parties. Hardcopy documents are destroyed or stored as required by State policy.


Confidentiality agreements are a component of our employment and contractor policies. All staff is instructed that confidential information is to be used only for approved purposes and shared only on a need-to-know basis. Confidentiality agreements, as well as the chain of trust and HIPAA-related policies and procedures, are maintained for all employees that come in contact with confidential data.


Access to PBM OS+ is limited to authorized users including State staff and ACS, and any other personnel the State deems necessary. Each individual’s access can be customized allowing inquiry and/or update authority to specific functional areas of the system depending on their role. When a user signs on the user ID and password are verified and the system determines which information and functions that user is allowed to perform.


If the user has only inquiry access to a functional group, the system protects all data fields. Such users can view all of the Web pages within the functional group and can look at the data, but cannot add or change anything.


If the user has update access, the system allows the user to make changes to data (add new information or change existing information). PBM OS+ maintains an accessible audit trail of any changes. The system edits Web page fields and presents applicable error messages. The system does not save the information until all of the errors are resolved. Some functional groups have warnings in addition to errors, and the system requires additional confirmation before saving. Exhibit 12-4 is an example of an edit posted when a date was entered in the incorrect format.




Exhibit 12-4. Invalid Date Message

When a user enters an invalid date, the system displays this type of message and does not save the information until the date is corrected.


If for any reason the user’s session is inactive for more than 90 minutes, PBM OS+ automatically logs out the user. This automatic timeout prevents unauthorized users from accessing a PC that is left logged on overnight or during an authorized user’s absence.


Eligibility


PBM OS+ maintains eligibility segments with begin and end dates for each recipient. If the recipient is ineligible on the claim dispensing date, PBM OS+ posts an exception to the claim. Exhibit 12-5 displays recipient demographic and eligibility data.




Exhibit 12-5. Recipient Eligibility Web Page


The Eligibility Web page shows date-specific basic program eligibility, termination reason (when program eligibility is end-dated), TPL coverage, and co-pay maximums.


Provider Information


PBM OS+’s provider component allows access to detailed information for a pharmacy or prescriber. Information is accessed via provider number, name, or location such as city or state. ACS supports multiple Provider ID types including National Provider Identifier (NPI), NCPDP, DEA, State License and State Medicaid IDs. PBM OS+ retains information about each provider, including address, phone number, DEA number, provider group affiliation, and specialty. A notation is made in a physician’s file if that physician is under review for inappropriate prescribing practices. If requested by DHCFP, ACS can deny or suspend claims for providers on review. Exhibits 12-6 and 12.7 illustrate some of the detailed information maintained for a pharmacy provider.




Exhibit 12-6. Provider Information Web Page


The Pharmacy Information Web page provides demographic information for the pharmacy.




Exhibit 12-7. Network/Alt ID/EFT Web Page


The Network/Alt ID/EFT Web page details NCPDP information and date-specific network enrollment.


Benefit Plans


PBM OS+ maintains unique benefit plans that define coverage. Each recipient is assigned to a plan or multiple plans. When a recipient is active in more than one plan, applicable coverage is determined through a hierarchy established during implementation. PBM OS+ uses a benefit plan structure to define covered and non-covered services, co-payments, exclusions, and limitations for a benefit plan. Drug program functionality (which is linked to benefit plans) enables more specific coverage and exclusion criteria. When processing pharmacy claims, the system uses the combination of allowable eligibility span, prior authorization information, and the benefit plan(s) assigned to the recipient to determine drug coverage and other related information.


The Plan information table enables authorized users to add, change, and delete benefits via the Plan Web page, without the need for a programmer. Changes made through the Plan Web pages immediately update the tables used by the claims processing function. PBM OS+’s Plan Web pages are shown in Exhibits 12‑8, 12-9, and 12-10.



Exhibit 12-8. Plan Information Web Page

The Plan Information Web page contains high-level plan coverage information applicable under the PBM commercial or State Medicaid service agreement(s). Included on this Web page are deductibles, maximums, general drug coverage (DESI or Generic Mandatory), and allowed DAW codes. Each Benefit Plan is unique to a particular program.




Exhibit 12-9. Plan Details Web Page

The Plan Details Web page has more coverage limitations and design details. Included are script limitations, grace period allowances, and maximum days supply.




Exhibit 12-10. Benefit Limits Web Page

The Benefit Limits Web page shows coverage indicators on drug classes or individual drug entities (from broad classification levels such as Specific Therapeutic Class to individual NDC codes). Drugs are listed by individual codes or by ranges of codes.


Drugs with a Custom ID indicated on the previous Web page have additional information entered on the following detail Web page, Exhibit 12-11.




Exhibit 12-11. Custom Record Detail Web Page

The Custom Record Detail Web page allows setting of quantity, age, dollar, and dosing limitations by script and by duration. In the example above, a drug entity is restricted to a quantity of 6 for a 30 days supply.

Drug Program


The PBM OS+ drug program functionality allows users to set quantity, age, dollar, and dosing limitations by drug type and attach custom messaging when the limits are exceeded. Exhibit 12-12 shows the Drug Program Detail Web page.



Exhibit 12-12. Drug Program Detail Web Page

 In the example above, the drug Oxycontin 80 mg and its generics, represented by Generic Code 16286, is restricted to a maximum daily dose of 1. When a pharmacy submits a claim for dosing greater than 1/day, the claim will reject with NCPDP Reject 76 “Plan Limitations Exceeded” accompanied by the custom message of “MAX DAILY DOSE 1.”


To adequately illustrate the benefit limitation capabilities of PBM OS+, more examples are cited in Table 12-1.

Table 12-1. Benefit Limitations

		Category

		Description

		Example



		Days Limit

		· Days per prescription


· Days per timeframe

		· Helidac Therapy® limited to 14 days per prescription


· Zyban® limited to 60 days per year



		Units Limit

		· Units per prescription


· Units per timeframe

		· Epipen Auto-Injector® limited to 2 units per prescription


· Ambien® limited to 15 tablets per 30 days



		Payable Amount Limit

		· Payable amount per prescription


· Payable amount per timeframe

		· Total Parenteral Nutrition (TPN) limited to $2,000 per prescription


· Epogen® limited to $10,000 per year



		Prescription Limit

		· Number of prescriptions per timeframe

		· Narcotic Analgesics limited to 3 prescriptions per month 



		Age Limit

		· Drug coverage based upon age

		· Retin-A® limited to recipients under the age of 21



		Dose Limit

		· Daily dose allowed

		· Ketoralac is limited to 4 tablets per day to accommodate the Black Box Warning



		Gender Limit

		· Drug coverage based upon gender

		· Erectile Dysfunction medications limited to male recipients





ACS maintains additional table-driven benefit plan features, which add the following functionality:


Customized messaging


Assignment of an edit and exception code


Ability to require additional criteria for a paid claim


· Grouping sets of drugs together, without the limitation of sequence of the coding properties


For more complex benefit coverage, PBM OS+ integrates with the customizable and automated capabilities of SmartPA. Please refer to the “SmartPA” section for a detailed description of SmartPA functionality.


PBM OS+’s Benefit Plan capabilities feature an online co-payment function that supports the entry of parameters such as effective periods (monthly, quarterly, annually, etc.), partial fill codes, co-pay amounts, retail or mail order, co-pay code, category, and co-pay percentage. This database can carry multiple effective-date-based co-payment amounts to provide additional pricing flexibility, including generic versus brand co-payment, as well as generic differential co-payments. The system recognizes all applicable co-payments and deducts the correct amount from the payment made to the pharmacy provider. The co-payment Web page is shown in Exhibit 12-13.



Exhibit 12-13. Copay Information Web Page

PBM OS+ Copay Web page shows a date-driven parameter to specify whether co-pays are collected based on a dollar amount or a percentage of the claim amount.



Reference Database


ACS utilizes the National Drug Data File Plus (NDDF+) obtained from FDB to populate the reference drug database in PBM OS+. The FDB file includes an entire list of products, including legend and OTC medications, durable medical equipment, supplies and injectable drugs. The list provides standard drug identifiers, pricing information (historical and current) and clinical information that is imperative to the claims adjudication process. ACS also maintains a separate pricing table that accommodates state-specific pricing.


The First DataBank (FDB) drug file load process is a scheduled job that runs weekly (currently early Saturday am). ACS performs the following to ensure a complete data load:


ACS’ data center receives the electronic file via Standard Network’s MOVEit DMZ, our corporate standard file transfer software


Our production scheduler, Zeke, looks for receipt of the electronic file daily, to accommodate holiday or other special delivery timeframes

If received, the file is read and an edit process checks for invalid data


The tables are then loaded into PBM OS+’s drug database


Reports are generated, which include checks for load balancing, listing of exceptional data, and updates


· ACS’ dedicated on-call technical support staff responds to any load problems that occur 24/7/365

ACS maintains close communications with FDB. All updates, changes, and bulletins that are applicable to the drug database, including pricing changes, new drug entities, or naming convention changes are communicated to technical, clinical and functional representatives of the ACS team. The team is responsible for reviewing, assessing and disseminating this information for further evaluation and/or action required on behalf of clients.

Edits and Exception Codes


PBM OS+ supports all NCPDP standard reject codes and associates internal exception codes to each NCPDP reject code. The exception code provides more information regarding the reason that the system posted the reject code. PBM OS+ provides the ability for ACS staff to create customized exception codes (edits) to meet specific customer needs. The system has two types of exception codes: base and customer-specific. Base exception codes are general system functionality that is used by all customers. Customer-specific exception codes are created to meet an individual customer’s requirements.


PBM OS+ uses the exception code database to assign the disposition of each claim error, which can vary based on factors like claim input medium, NCPDP format, and claim type (ex: Billing or Adjustment). For each two-digit NCPDP Reject Code (such as edit 75 for Prior Authorization Required), PBM OS+ maintains a hierarchical edit system with four-digit claim exception codes, as well as another four-digit program-specific Explanation of Benefit code (EOB) for more detailed edits. Pharmacy POS responses include the NCPDP Reject Code and response message text, explaining in simple terminology the reason for a claim denial. The claim denial information can also be viewed on a claim inquiry.


The customization of claim exception code dispositions have considerable impact on adjudication results and claims payment. For instance, dispositions can be set across the board for a particular claim exception code, so that any claim (of any document and media type and any claim format) posting a certain exception code denies. The ability to set claim exception code dispositions according to claim media is very useful in situations such as ProDUR edits posting on paper or batch claims. In such cases, a client has already obtained the drug submitted for reimbursement, so ProDUR edits are irrelevant and can be set to bypass for these claim submission media types. In addition, exceptions are associated with Groups and Plans (Benefit Design) and can be set for a single plan, multiple plans, or all plans. Exhibits 12-14, 12-15, and 12-16 illustrate PBM OS+’s claim exception code functionality.




Exhibit 12-14. Claim Exception Search Web Page

The Claim Exception Search Web page shows various internal exception codes associated with a particular NCPDP reject code. In this case, there are 97 claim exception codes associated with reject code 75 for Prior Authorization Required. Although the screen does not show the actual message sent to the pharmacy, each has a descriptive message associated with the internal exception code.




Exhibit 12-15. Claim Exception Information Web Page

Selecting a particular claim exception code (e.g., 4194) invokes the Claim Exception Information Web page, which provides the claim response text (sent to the pharmacy on the POS response) as well as the program-specific EOB code, any override indicators (such as Management Override), and a long text description that can be viewed by ACS’ Help Desk supporting provider calls.




Exhibit 12-16. Claim Disposition Information Web Page

The Claim Disposition Information Web page allows authorized users to set dispositions directing the system on how to post a particular edit for each document, claim, and media type. In this case, exception code 4164 (indicating Plan Limitations Exceeded) is generally set to cause the claim to deny.


PBM OS+ tracks all edits posted to a claim in the adjudication cycle. These error codes, as well as any resolution, override, force or deny indicators, and the date the error was resolved, forced or denied, are stored in the claims history table. These data elements are available for auditing purposes or reporting, including DUR savings reports, and are available for viewing on the claims inquiry Web page, as shown in Exhibit 12-17.




Exhibit 12-17. Claim Inquiry Exceptions Web Page

The claims inquiry Web page shows all exception codes that have posted to a claim.


Claims Processing and Adjudication


The purpose of the POS drug claims processing system is to process claims quickly and accurately. PBM OS+ has the proven ability to perform this function regardless of claim volume. Claims are adjudicated in accordance with DHCFP’s program design and federal and State policies.


PBM OS+ supports real-time POS, batch, and manual submission for adjudicating pharmacy claims. Regardless of submission method, all claims are subject to specific business rules and adjudication logic as determined by State-specific requirements.


For POS claims, real-time adjudication occurs 24 hours a day, seven days a week, except for scheduled system maintenance. Claims are completely adjudicated in a fraction of a second. Adjudication includes editing for provider eligibility, recipient eligibility, drug coverage and benefit limitations, pharmacy network enrollment, ProDUR and other clinical edits (as communicated via SmartPA), and pricing.


PBM OS+ completely processes claims and posts all edits to the claim during the adjudication process. The exception to the complete processing cycle occurs when there is a fatal edit that makes continued editing illogical. For instance, if the claim is for an ineligible client, the adjudication process stops, as further edits depend on the client’s information.


Exhibit 12-18 illustrates the steps involved in the PBM OS+ claims adjudication process.




Exhibit 12-18. PBM OS+ Claims Adjudication Process


PBM OS+ follows a structured flow to adjudicate drug claims.

Data Validation Edits and Audits


PBM OS+ includes an entire suite of edits and audits to ensure that claims meets DHCFP policies and rules prior to payment. Pharmacy claims adjudication includes the following:


Auditing


Required fields


Required formats


Editing


Recipient eligibility


Drug coverage and benefit limitations


Pharmacy network participation


Prescriber participation


TPL


ProDUR and other clinical edits


Prior authorization


· Pricing


PBM OS+ immediately remits a message to the pharmacy indicating claim status of paid or denied, using the NCPDP Telecommunication Standard response format and the appropriate reject code(s). ACS uses systematic controls to ensure that all claims are processed completely and are accounted for throughout processing. PBM OS+ claims processing is continually reviewed for accuracy. Production control and on-call system teams monitor the system 24/7 and are trained to resolve system problems thus avoiding potential processing delays.


Pricing


Pricing parameters are table-driven, enabling changes to be made online in a real-time environment without programming. PBM OS+ supports numerous pricing iterations for each NDC that are date-specific and based on the date of service. Additional pricing features include customer-specific and pre-defined pricing categories such as:


Compound Drugs


Schedule II Drugs


Diabetic Supplies (including insulin, needles, supplies, and tests)


Non-Drug Items


Over-the-Counter (OTC) Drugs


Generic Drugs


Brand Drugs


· Dispense as Written (DAW) Override Pricing


PBM OS+ includes Ingredient Cost and Dispensing Fee fields enabling users to define the pricing methodology and the associated percentages or flat dollar amounts to be used in calculating claim reimbursement. Ingredient Cost pricing methodologies accommodate the following:


Average Wholesale Price (AWP)


EAC (Estimated Acquisition Cost)


Base Line Price


Direct Price


State Maximum Allowable Cost (SMAC)


Other State Customized Pricing


Federal MAC (aka Federal Upper Limit—FUL)


Medicaid AWP (MCD)


· Submitted Cost


The Provider record contains a pharmacy-specific pricing fields, which may be used to override the default dispensing fee and discounts for selected providers, if allowed by program policy. Exhibits 12-19 and 12-20 illustrate the pricing component of PBM OS+.




Exhibit 12-19. Pricing Information Web Page

PBM OS+ has date-specific pricing parameters for various categories including Brand and Generic Drugs, Non-Drug Items, etc.




Exhibit 12-20. Pricing History Information Web Page

PBM OS+ provides pricing history information for the drug according to NDC.


Prospective Drug Utilization Review (ProDUR)


ACS offers a comprehensive Prospective Drug Utilization Review (ProDUR) program. PBM OS+ automatically reviews each drug claim submitted prior to dispensing to identify such problems as drug-drug interactions, therapeutic duplication, and incorrect dosage or duration of treatment. PBM OS+ alerts the provider to the potential problem, and the provider uses his or her professional judgment to determine the most appropriate intervention. Exhibits 12-21 and 12-22 provide examples of the Drug Utilization Review Information Web Page and Therapeutic Group Web Page.




Exhibit 12-21. Drug Utilization Review Information Web Page

PBM OS+ allows authorized users to set-up DUR edits and dispositions through the DUR Web page.




Exhibit 12-22. Therapeutic Group Web Page

PBM OS+ enables authorized users to create customized therapeutic grouping for DUR editing through the Therapeutic Group Web pages.


12.6.6
DRAMS Description


With our Drug Rebate Analysis and Management System (DRAMS) and experienced rebate administration team, DHCFP receives superior drug rebate management services. Since 1999, DRAMS has successfully assisted states reduce their net drug expenditures through effective rebate recovery. DRAMS is a proprietary application and is currently used by state customers on a licensure basis or by the ACS rebate administration team on behalf of state customers. Exhibit 12-23 shows the DRAMS login screen.





Exhibit 12-23. DRAMS Login Screen


DRAMS is a powerful tool that assists in the administration of rebates.


DRAMS is currently used to administer rebate invoicing, tracking, and payment collection for 12 Medicaid programs—Hawaii, Colorado, New Mexico, Montana, Indiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, Minnesota, District of Columbia, Mississippi, Wyoming, and Ohio—with Texas and California scheduled to go live in 2010 and 2011. ACS’ rebate administration team provides rebate administration to five of these Medicaid programs: Colorado, Hawaii, Indiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, and Ohio. In each of these states, ACS’ rebate administration team has consistently demonstrated its excellence in rebate invoicing and collections. Our rebate administration team adheres to CMS’ Medicaid Drug Rebate Program in our day-to-day administration of Nevada’s rebate program. They perform drug rebate activities in accordance with OBRA ’90 provisions.

DRAMS Description


ACS is currently developing a new version of DRAMS that is Java-based, MITA aligned, and Internet accessible. The Java version goes live in Massachusetts in August, 2010. Then, we plan to migrate our existing clients to the Java version. Since Nevada’s implementation is not until 2012, we have proposed the Java-based DRAMS. The screens shown in this document display the existing Power Builder screens which will be replaced with Web pages with similar functionality in the Java version of DRAMS.


DRAMS provides a comprehensive approach to rebate administration. Its browser-based front end and business logic is built on an industry-standard Java platform. DRAMS utilizes Oracle relational database management system (RDBMS) as its database management tool to provide flexible, scalable rebate functionality. File updates from pharmacy claims processing and Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) provide detailed information for paid claims/reference and labeler/drug information respectively. ACS’ DRAMS network and database personnel provide onsite technical support and response, as well as application maintenance activities such as system backups and database optimization. The system’s drug rebate administration processes center around the quarterly production of invoices and the receipt and reconciliation of payments from drug labelers. These functions support the Drug Rebate Cycle, illustrated in Exhibit 12-24.



Exhibit 12-24. Rebate Cycle


 The drug rebate cycle includes many steps to ensure that drug rebates are accurately invoiced and collected.

DRAMS supports four different plan types (i.e. federal Medicaid, supplemental Medicaid, State, and commercial). The ability to support multiple plan types in one application provides DHCFP great flexibility in rebate management. Major functions supported by DRAMS include:


Accepting claim, provider and drug information from PBM OS+ and loading it into the DRAMS database


Loading CMS drug and labeler data


Maintaining labeler data including multiple effective date spans, allow inquiry, additions and updates to labeler data and maintain source of updates


Loading supplemental rebate contract data


Auditing claims and invoices to proactively reduce disputes


Creating invoices for dissemination to labelers


Allowing the entry of payment data from checks and electronic funds transfers (EFTs) and associated invoice reconciliation documents


Linking prior quarter adjustments to corresponding invoice numbers


Calculating outstanding balances


Refunding or crediting of invoice overpayments


Researching and tracking disputes with labelers


Providing required utilization data to CMS


· Analyzing and reporting rebate data


Once a labeler is participating in the Medicaid drug rebate program, the labeler is required to provide CMS with current quarter pricing data, prior quarter updates, contact information, and any additions within 30 days after the end of each calendar quarter. CMS processes the quarterly pricing data, generates unit rebate amounts (URAs) for each national drug code (NDC), and releases the tapes to State Medicaid programs approximately 45 days after quarter end. DRAMS reads the CMS tape and uses the data to calculate rebate amounts for DHCFP’s State Medicaid rebate program. In addition, supplemental rebate data is loaded into DRAMS and utilized to calculate the rebate amounts for the Supplemental Medicaid rebate program.


Within 60 days of the end of the previous quarter, ACS rebate personnel create and mail invoices. These invoices are then sent to each participating labeler with separate invoices being sent to labelers who also participate in the Supplemental Medicaid rebate program. For the federal Medicaid rebate program, ACS generates a separate record of each NDC billed to the labeler and submits a tape to CMS containing all utilization for the quarter as well as utilization changes for prior quarters. ACS can supply invoice information to labelers via the Web. As part of the invoice production, DRAMS creates drug rebate accounts receivables automatically for the labelers with invoices.


Within 38 days after the postmark date of the rebate invoices, labelers are required to send payments and/or dispute information to the State for all invoiced NDCs. For the majority of ACS’ rebate customers, rebate payment checks, Reconciliation of State Invoice (ROSI)/Prior Quarter Adjustment Statement (PQAS), envelopes, and correspondence are mailed to lockboxes maintained by ACS. ACS is responsible for all lockbox fees associated with the collection of supplemental and federal drug rebates. We understand, based on the State’s answer to question 286 in Amendment 3, that DHCFP manages labeler payments and provides the lockboxes. In this case, DHCFP will provide check information on a daily, or frequency approved by DHCFP, basis to our rebate administration team for processing. Labelers can also send their payments electronically via electronic funds transfer (EFT). For EFT payments, the labeler also sends an email to ACS’ rebate administration team that identifies the EFT amount and how we should manually apply the payment.


The ACS rebate accounting team allocates the payment to each check or EFT’s respective NDC (at the 11-digit level). The team also records dispute information. If neither payment nor dispute information is received within 38 days after the postmark of the State’s invoice postmark, an invoice non-responder letter is sent to the labeler. For disputed items, the ACS dispute team follows the standard dispute resolution process outlined by CMS. Once the dispute is resolved, a collection letter is sent to the labeler for the unpaid disputed amount. For unresponsive labelers, ACS proceeds with further collection efforts according to DHCFP guidelines.


Rebate Program Configuration


To set up a rebate program, ACS rebate personnel enter information into DRAMS (Exhibit 12-25). Definable data include the information that appears at the top of printed invoices, the State abbreviation, a threshold dollar amount at which invoices will be presented to the user, and many other details.




Exhibit 12-25. New Rebate Program


This screen is used to enter a new rebate program for tracking and recovery of rebates.


Navigating the Drug Rebate System


DRAMS is a menu-driven application that offers extensive right-click functionality. This functionality permits the user, via a single click, to access data related to the display. For instance, when examining an invoice, a user is able to view audits for that invoice, the contract, invoice reconciliation document, labeler, or rebate program for the invoice. Or, for a specific NDC, a user can view claims that were invoiced or data about the NDC itself. It also includes the ability to perform sophisticated queries such as an online query against user defined NDCs and dates of service reflecting various pricing methodologies and the CMS rebate amount per unit. Exhibit 12-26 shows the invoice pop-up that displays when a user right-clicks on the invoice. The pop-up shows a menu of navigation options available for the user.


Exhibit 12-26. Invoice Menu

By right-clicking on an invoice, users can view a menu of navigation options.


Drug Rebate System Display Features


Data that is commonly viewed within DRAMS and accessible from the display menu includes:


Invoice Details. Shows invoice data that is formatted specifically for online display.


Invoice Report. Shows the invoice as it will be or was printed for the labeler.


Claim. Shows claim rows that represent paid drug claims and may extend as far into the historical past as desired by DHCFP.


Checks/EFTs. Displays all checks and EFTs received for a specific rebate program. The display may be filtered through use of common identifiers such as date.


Provider. Displays summary information about a provider.


NDC. Displays CMS and PBM OS+ data regarding a given NDC, including pricing information.


· Accounts Receivable Report. Describes the status of the program's accounts receivables as a whole.

Invoicing


Accurate invoices are vital to the success of the program. ACS invoices contain all CMS-required fields and data is supplied at the 11-digit NDC level. The ACS invoicing process includes the following steps each quarter:

Load Pricing Information. For federal rebates, quarterly invoices can not be calculated until labeler unit rebate amount (URA) pricing data from CMS has been loaded for the current quarter. For supplemental rebates the contractually agreed upon rates are loaded each time a new contract is executed. Further, ACS’s drug rebate system is also capable of receiving any other rebate information from CMS, DHCFP, its vendors, or labelers.

Load Claims and Reference Data. Claims/drug/provider data used to process all rebates is loaded into the drug rebate system from the pharmacy claims system. Most commonly, ACS loads claims into the drug rebate system on a weekly basis throughout the rebate quarter.

Verify Parameters and Audit Settings. The parameters and audit settings defined and set up during the implementation and configuration of the drug rebate system are verified each quarter before processing rebates. This verification ensures that invoices are accurate and follow state and Federal policies for the drug rebate programs.

Run Claims Audits. At the time that claims are loaded into the drug rebate system, the claims are audited based on the settings defined by DHCFP. At the same time, predefined unit conversions for claims involving specific NDCs take place. Claims auditing is an automated process within the drug rebate system. After the audits have been performed, adjustments and modifications may need to be made to the claims or to the audit settings. ACS rebate personnel review these audits. If discrepancies are identified, unit corrections are made prior to invoice creation. This proactively reduces the number of labeler disputes.

Calculate Invoices. Once all data necessary to calculate invoices (e.g., updated drug data, updated provider data, and URAs) has been loaded, current-quarter invoices can be calculated. Invoices are calculated either en masse or individually. The process for calculating invoices may be executed multiple times per quarter before the invoice data is acceptable to be sent to the labelers. Separate invoices are created for the federal and supplemental programs.

Run Invoice Audits. During invoice calculation, user-specified audits are performed and outlier reports are produced to alert DHCFP to any unusual rebate invoice amounts that may result in a dispute. ACS rebate personnel may need to correct units on any claims that the drug rebate system identifies as having discrepancies. The drug rebate system maintains an audit trail that preserves original values; status of collections, non-payments, and non-responders; and all unit and URA changes. ACS rebate personnel update corrections to invoice data as necessary.

Review Under-Threshold Invoices. Based on the values of the parameters that were established at the direction of DHCFP during the setup and configuration phase, there may be invoices created that fall below the thresholds defined. DHCFP has the option of setting a dollar threshold amount that guides ACS’ handling of the under-threshold invoices. Invoices falling below the threshold can be written off (coded as “Forgive”) or retained (coded as “Retain”). Under-threshold invoices coded as “Retain” will be carried forward until the invoice amount exceeds the defined threshold.

Freeze Invoices. After invoices have been calculated and the audits/reviews have been performed, invoices are frozen. This process in the drug rebate system locks the information included for each invoice for the current quarter. As a result, once invoices are frozen, invoices cannot be recalculated.

Generate Invoices. Hardcopy invoices are generated and sent to each labeler. To ensure invoice accuracy, the drug rebate system maintains multiple labeler enrollment dates, termination dates, and address changes from DHCFP, its vendors, CMS, and labelers. Each invoice sent to a labeler includes a cover letter specifying the address where rebates should be mailed. Multiple copies of the invoices may be printed, permitting DHCFP to retain a hardcopy of each invoice.

Quality Assurance for Invoice Process. After the invoices are generated, ACS rebate personnel select random invoices from each rebate program. ACS rebate personnel then validate the claims data, the URA assigned to each NDC, and the calculation of the invoiced rebate amounts due. All the QA results are then validated against the drug rebate system database to ensure accuracy.

Distribute Invoices to Labelers. The final step in the Calculate Invoice Cycle is to distribute invoices to labelers. Rebate personnel print an invoice register, which is used as a control to ensure all rebate invoices are placed in envelopes and mailed. As each invoice is inserted into an envelope, the labeler code is verified on all sections of the drug rebate system invoice, and a check mark is placed next to the labeler code on the invoice register. The invoices are mailed in bulk. Some individual invoices may be held for investigative purposes and mailed at a later date.


Once invoices are delivered to the mailroom and the date of mailing is determined, ACS rebate personnel enter this mailing date into the drug rebate system to permit interest calculations. If an invoice is returned for any reason, the mailing date is reset, and the invoice is subsequently disseminated to the labeler.


The drug rebate system calculates interest due on outstanding accounts receivable. Rebate amounts and interest due are identified by program, by labeler, by NDC, and by rebate quarter for late or unpaid rebates. When the labeler makes a payment, interest may be entered either per NDC (if the labeler happens to send it that way) or at the invoice/quarter level. The ability to calculate interest due at the 11-digit NDC level allows users to validate the interest remitted by a labeler and mark interest as settled for all, if applicable, or only some of the drugs if insufficient interest has been sent. ACS rebate personnel credit and reconcile drug rebate collections to the individual NDC in compliance with all federal and State reporting requirements and reported by program type such as Fee for Service, Disability Assistance Program, and federal and supplemental rebates.

State Utilization Tape and Confirmation to CMS. After the invoice process is complete, a DHCFP utilization tape and confirmation letter is created and sent to CMS. ACS rebate personnel create the CMS utilization file through a DRAMS function. The utilization file is written to a physical tape that is sent with the confirmation letter to CMS.


In accordance with federal and DHCFP policies, the drug rebate system maintains a complete record of all checks received, units adjustments, write-offs, resolutions, interest paid, original and corrected units, and outstanding balances. Following the invoicing process, the drug rebate system creates a computerized log of incoming checks. Data captured for each check includes identification information, such as the batch deposit number, check number and issuing party’s name. Also captured are dates that are relevant to the rebate process, including check date, postmark date, and receipt date.


ACS’ drug rebate system is fully equipped to deliver invoices and invoice-related information, such as drug utilization, via all media required by DHCFP, including paper, diskette, CD, and fax. ACS takes every precaution to maintain confidentiality of DHCFP and labeler information in accordance with all federal and DHCFP confidentiality statutes, regulations, and requirements.


To support the payment allocation process, the drug rebate system generates a list of checks that have been logged but not fully allocated to an invoice. ACS rebate personnel select a check from this listing and then choose an invoice to relate to this check. Account activity includes payments and credits, prior period adjustments (PPAs) and utilization adjustments. Rebate payments, both current and those resulting from a PPA, are applied on an 11-digit NDC level.


RebateWeb


RebateWeb is an ACS proprietary Internet-based product that allows participating labelers to receive rebate invoices electronically via the Internet, in addition to paper invoices. Through this secure Internet portal connection, registered users gain access to their specific drug rebate information and are able to download rebate invoices that are in the standardized CMS format. Approximately 50 labelers currently are registered to use RebateWeb. Its domain name is www.drugrebate.com. A screenshot of RebateWeb’s home page is shown in Exhibit 12-27.






Exhibit 12-27. RebateWeb Home Page


The RebateWeb home page allows authorized users access to RebateWeb for receipt of rebate invoices.


Check Level Quality Assurance within Rebate Accounting

DHCFP forwards each day’s lockbox deposit information to the ACS rebate accounting manager. Deposit information includes copies of the checks, and all original paperwork (ROSI/PQAS, correspondence and envelopes). ACS rebate personnel then log the batch deposit information into DRAMS. The information provided includes the batch number as assigned by the lockbox, the batch date, client name, the number of checks in the batch, and the total batch deposit amount.


The batch information is then disseminated to the appropriate ACS rebate accounting specialist assigned to DHCFP. The rebate accounting specialist logs each individual check into DRAMS. A unique check log number is then generated and assigned by DRAMS to each entry. The check log entry includes the batch number, batch date, check number, check issuer, miscellaneous information (typically the labeler number), the check date, postmark date, received date, check amount, check payee, format, and whether the check includes a dispute resolution payment.


DRAMS systematically compares the information recorded for each batch deposit to the check log information entered. If the number of checks associated with each batch and their respective payment amounts equal the batch information, DRAMS indicates that the batch is “complete”. If any component of the information does not equate, the batch remains “incomplete” until completed or corrected. The rebate accounting manager monitors the accuracy of the batch deposit entry as well as the accuracy of the check log. A similar process is followed for EFTs received along with the corresponding emails from the labelers of how to allocate the EFT payments.


Check and EFT Level


Each check or EFT is logged into DRAMS and is then recorded on a list of checks or EFTs waiting to be allocated. As the allocation of payment begins, the rebate accounting specialist selects a check or EFT to allocate and then associates that check or EFT with a labeler number and quarter to which it should be allocated. The allocation is performed on an NDC level (11-digit) for the selected quarter provided on the ROSI and any previous quarters for which there is a PQAS. Although the CMS provided URA remains official within DRAMS, an adjusted URA can be entered during the allocation process, as well as a figure for disputed units and/or adjusted units. After the appropriate data lines are populated and the rebate is (re) calculated, DRAMS indicates if the check or EFT has been fully allocated and balances to the previously recorded totals. Once this occurs, the allocation of the check or EFT is declared “complete”, and the check or EFT no longer appears on the list of unallocated (or not fully allocated) payments. As a result, DRAMS systematically provides verification of the payment allocation process from the initial batch deposit entry through the posting of payments to the NDC level.


Exhibit 12-28. ROSI/PQAS Check Log Entry


Payment allocation is performed on an11-digit NDC level for the selected quarter provided on the ROSI, and any previous quarters for which there is a PQAS.


Interest on Unpaid Invoices


DRAMS accommodates federal T-Bill rates for interest calculation on any late rebate payments. Exhibits 12-29 and 12-30 illustrate the storage capacity for historical data as well as the application of the T-Bill rates to the calculation of interest due. Before invoices are generated, interest is calculated for all prior quarters. The T-bill interest total is included in the optional Section 3 of the rebate invoice, which also displays all additional amounts that are outstanding after 38 days. In addition, interest can be calculated at any time and included in either collection letters (for unpaid amounts) or dispute letters, for units under dispute. These letters can be sent either via email or by mail or a combination of the two for different labelers. For those labelers that are non-responsive, we proceed with further collection efforts based on collection guidelines approved by the State. We are also able to generate a Rebate Accounts Receivable collection report when unpaid balances exceed 38 days.



Exhibit 12-29. T-Bill Rate History


DRAMS stores all T-Bill rate history from the most current rates to the rates valid at the inception of the federal drug rebate program.



Exhibit 12-30. T-Bill Interest


While setting up the program, users choose to apply interest from the T-Bill data to the invoices.

Rebate amounts and interest due are identified by program, by labeler, by NDC, and by rebate quarter for late or unpaid rebates. When the labeler makes a payment, interest may be entered either per NDC (if the labeler happens to send it that way) or at the invoice/quarter level. The ability to calculate interest due at the 11-digit NDC level allows us to validate the interest remitted by a labeler and mark interest as settled for all, if applicable, or only some of the drugs if insufficient interest has been sent. This process to credit and reconcile drug rebate collections to the individual NDC is in compliance with all federal and State reporting requirements.

Accounts Receivable System


DRAMS contains a powerful, easy-to-use accounts receivable (AR) system to perform the rebate accounting functions including recording invoiced amounts, payments received, applying interest and late fees. Our rebate staff may access any quarter or range of quarters, and review a list of the total balance due to or from each manufacturer for the period selected. From this list, the user may drill down to a list of each invoice within the period for any selected manufacturer. This list contains details such as original invoice amount, current invoice amount, amount paid, disputed amount, interest amount, and current principal due. This list also specifies the amount due based on the appropriately supplied percentages. Exhibit 12-31 is an example of the Manufacturer Accounts Receivable screen.



Exhibit 12-31. Manufacturer Accounts Receivable


This screen lists accounts receivables by manufacturer.

From any selected invoice, our rebate staff can drill further down into the data by accessing the NDC-level accounts receivable display. A list of all the activities that have occurred for the drug may also be viewed for a selected drug. When making the initial choice of rebate program and quarter range, ACS rebate staff can specify whether the reports should use the official URA (normally the CMS URA for Medicaid rebates) or the most recently reported URA. The “most recently reported” field is initially identical to the URA used for invoicing, but is updated at payment time to contain the URA at which the payment was made.

In addition, our rebate staff have the ability, either at the invoice level or for any individual drug, to declare that the invoice or drug is “balanced,” meaning that nothing is owed in either direction. The user may also enter the current number of units for any drug from the NDC-level accounts receivable. This feature provides the ACS rebate staff with a convenient shortcut for changing the units on a large number of claims, if necessary. (If only a few claims currently contain the wrong number of units, it is preferable to change the units on each claim individually.) Exhibit 12-32 shows the Accounts Receivable NDC Detail screen.



Exhibit 12-32. Accounts Receivable NDC Detail


This screen shows details regarding accounts receivables.

Delinquent Accounts


Our rebate staff is committed to expeditiously collecting on delinquent accounts and notifies DHCFP and CMS if labelers do not respond within one year from the invoice. All correspondence regarding delinquent accounts is tracked and maintained electronically (Exhibit 12-33). We send dunning notices to labelers that have unpaid invoices, based on CMS guidelines. For those labelers that are non-responsive, we proceed with further collection efforts based on collection guidelines approved by DHCFP. Currently we send out collection letters 38 business days after the postmark date on the original invoices. Additional letters or emails are sent if payment is not received.




Exhibit 12-33. Generate Collection Letters


Collection letters are sent to labelers for unpaid invoices according to DHCFP policy.


Dispute Resolution


Although some labelers dispute every invoice, most labelers are interested in complying with the requirements of the rebate programs. Many labelers have stated that the greatest reason for disputes is the unavailability of detailed data to support the invoices. While DRAMS provides robust features to identify areas for potential disputes before invoices are ever generated, there is always the potential that a dispute will occur. In designing DRAMS, ACS developed a powerful dispute resolution function based on input from dispute resolution specialists and pharmacists.


When resolving disputed items, ACS rebate personnel follow all federal and State requirements relating to the dispute resolution process. If necessary, they perform analysis of claims for disputed NDCs such as old, replaced, or nonexistent drug codes or the incorrect application of codes. All dispute correspondence is tracked and maintained electronically. If an unpaid disputed amount remains following the dispute resolution process, an email or collection letter is sent to the labeler. For those labelers that are non-responsive, ACS proceeds with further collection efforts based on collection guidelines approved by DHCFP. ACS also writes off any disputed amounts based on guidelines established by CMS and DHCFP. DRAMS maintains an audit trail that preserves all unit and URA changes. Further, invoice and payment details are generated and maintained that are consistent with the ROSI or PQAS.


Beginning with a disputed NDC/quarter, ACS rebate personnel can examine a list of providers with claims, and consequently drill down to the specific claims for a provider. DRAMS maintains a highly detailed history of information from CMS, labelers, the State, and pharmacies. The retention of this information proves extremely useful during dispute resolution.


Exhibits 12-34, 12-35, and 12-36 illustrate how the drug rebate system allows ACS rebate staff to gather relevant information for the dispute resolution process.


Exhibit 12-34. Display Current Quarter Disputes


The user begins by viewing the currently disputed NDCs for a labeler code and quarter, then scrolls through quarters and selects the NDC and quarter to be processed. The screen on the following page appears.




Exhibit 12-35. Display Providers for a Disputed NDC


The user reviews the list of providers and selects those to be reviewed.






Exhibit 12-36. Display Disputed Claims


The user reviews the claims pertaining to the NDC, provider, and quarter and selects specific clams to review.


DRAMS calculates interest due on outstanding accounts receivable. Rebate amounts and interest due are identified by program, by labeler, by NDC, and by rebate quarter for late or unpaid rebates. When the labeler makes a payment, interest may be entered either per NDC (if the labeler happens to send it that way) or at the invoice/quarter level. The ability to calculate interest due at the 11-digit NDC level allows users to validate the interest remitted by a labeler and mark interest as settled for all, if applicable, or only some of the drugs if insufficient interest has been sent. ACS rebate personnel credit and reconcile drug rebate collections to the individual NDC in compliance with all federal and State reporting requirements and reported by program type and federal and supplemental rebates.


Reports


ACS works with DHCFP to develop reports (i.e. quarterly, year-to-date, etc.) necessary to meet the needs of each of the drug rebate programs. Reports that are most commonly used and accessible through DRAMS are listed in Table 12-2.

Table 12-2. DRAMS Reports

		Report

		Description



		CMS 64.9r Report

		Represents the financial impact of drug rebate transactions that occur during a given calendar quarter. The reporting is by rebate quarter and the transactions include rebate invoicing, rebate collection and utilization, and URA adjustments. This report is part of the more comprehensive CMS 64 report that states are required to submit to CMS on a quarterly basis. 



		Invoice Register

		Summarizes the invoices generated each quarter.



		Batch Totals Report

		Provides a summary of batch deposits. Included for each batch are the batch number, batch date, check payee, whether the deposit has been completely allocated, and a comparison between batch totals and check log totals.



		Checks Report

		Identifies checks that meet a set of user-defined application parameters.



		Accounts Receivable Report

		Describes the status of the program's accounts receivables as a whole. The user is able to view outstanding balances at the labeler level and then drill down to the individual rebate quarters' total. From this point, the user may choose a particular rebate quarter and drill down to the 11-digit NDC level.



		Dispute Code Report/Disputed Amounts Report

		Provide summaries of all outstanding disputes listed by dispute code or amounts. Each report lists for each NDC the unit rebate amount, units billed, units paid, amount due, amount paid, and balance due.



		Claims Report


		Provides the claim level detail for an individual NDC for a specified rebate quarter. Claims can be identified using a rebate quarter based on either paid date or paid date and rebate quarter in which the claim processed. These reports are used primarily in dispute resolution research. Using DRAMS’ ad hoc capabilities, all information can be exported to electronic format and saved on any suitable media. Electronic output also can be archived as necessary. ACS backs up the database on a periodic basis, ensuring that all information in the system is stored offline.



		CMS Mismatches

		Lists each drug that is not on the CMS tape but has paid claims present. This is always run for the most recent quarter loaded to the CMS drug file.



		PPA Reports

		When the prior period adjustment (PPA) Variance Report Option is selected, a report is created that shows all drugs where the most recent CMS URA does not match the URA at which the most recent payment was made. This is similar to the "Correction record, mod on ROSI/PQAS but no match" type of CMS to ROSI discrepancy, but the new report includes any drug where the most recent CMS URA does not match the URA at which a drug was paid, whether or not a correction to the CMS URA was received during the most recent CMS load.


When the PPA Current Rate – Zero Report Option is selected, a report is created that shows all drugs where the original URA was zero, the current CMS URA is not zero, and no payment has been received to date.



		Dispute Activity

		Lists the disputes that match selection criteria. For each disputed drug, identifying data, balance due, and dispute tracking information are displayed.



		Invoices for Quarter Not Paid

		Lists invoices which are considered Not Paid according to the selection criteria supplied.



		Top Balances

		Lists the manufacturers with the top number of credit or debit balances, according to parameters supplied.



		Provider Claim Listing

		Lists claim information for:

· A single ineligible (340b) provider


· All ineligible providers


· A single provider via entry of provider ID


The report can be run at the summary claims data level, at the NDC level, or at the claim level.



		Check/Allocation Comparison

		Shows a comparison of the check amount for the selected rebate program and date range to the total allocation amount, defined as Principal Allocated + Interest Allocated + Unallocated Balance Created - Unallocated Balance Used. Any difference is shown. The report can be requested at the summary level or the detail level. This report can be useful for tracking down any problems with line 5 of the CMS 64 report.



		User List

		This report displays a list of all users of the system, both active and inactive.





12.6.10
ODRAS Description

The new Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System (ODRAS) provides state-of-the-art imaging, Optical Character Recognition (OCR), browser-based image retrieval, and workflow management features to support the timely, accurate, and efficient processing of all forms of paper transactions and correspondence received in our Reno, Nevada facility. ODRAS provides secure Web-based viewing of the images and a host of operational reports. Users can view online, print and sort MMIS and peripheral system operational and management reports, correspondence and other documents, such as scanned images and electronic attachments. ODRAS incorporates several core components including:


SunGard FormWorks – Data entry and perfection


DocFinity Imaging – Image Viewing and Retrieval


DocFinity Computer Output to Laser Disk-Enterprise Report Management (COLD-ERM) – Report and Data File Viewing and Retrieval


DocFinity IntraVIEWER – Web browser access to images, COLD-ERM reports, files, spreadsheets, color photos, word processor, multimedia and voice files


DocFinity Workflow – Electronic document routing and automated workflow system


DocFinity Barcode Server – Reads barcodes placed on scanned documents that tell DocFinity how to automatically index and store the documents


DocFinity Email Manager – Ensures that important information communicated by email is not lost


DocFinity Line Data to Excel – Enables end users to dump the data from line data reports into Microsoft Excel


DocFinity XML FormFLOW – Allows forms traditionally completed manually and scanned into an imaging system to be created, indexed, and stored immediately via a standard Web browser


· DocFinity Hierarchical Storage Manager (HSM) – Automates the retention schedule, monitors who is accessing what documents, and automatically backs up all ODRAS’ vital information


Below we provide further details about the systems components comprising ODRAS.


SunGard FormWorks


FormWorks for Health Insurance is an automated health insurance claim processing system developed by SunGard. FormWorks processes CMS-1500, Dental, and UB-04 forms in a pre-configured, engineered, and optimized fashion. Because FormWorks has an open, modular, framework, it can also be used to process additional forms, as well as manual indexing of additional documents such as correspondence. The FormWorks solution automates multiple data entry tasks for the MMIS. As paper claims and attachments are scanned into FormWorks, data is captured from the paper claims and transformed into an electronic transaction, using OCR technology, which is transferred to claims adjudication for processing. The claim and attachment(s) image are also captured and transferred to ODRAS for storage. Index values for each of the claim images are systematically created by FormWorks and transferred with the image to the DocFinity COLD-ERM system.


The system assigned index values include the document type, document internal control number (ICN), and document source. Each of the values is discussed in detail below:


Document Type – Typically set to a default value such as ‘claims document’. This allows image access security to be structured by document type allowing only certain user groups access to claim images.


Document ICN – As claims are entered into the FormWorks system via the OCR scan application, the claim documents are sorted by claim type (CMS-1500, UB, etc.) and whether the claim is a single claim (no attachments), attachment claim, or EOB/EOMB attachment claim.


Single Claims – Each single claim is assigned a unique ICN which is passed to the claims entry subsystem in the transaction data interface and imprinted on the image file. The ICN from the image file is also assigned by the system and is passed to the COLD-ERM system as an index value. This allows users the ability to search for document images by the claim ICN value.


Attachment and EOB/EOMB Claims – Each attachment claim is assigned a unique ICN which is passed to the claims entry subsystem in the transaction data interface and imprinted on the claim and attachment image files. The ICN is also defined as a systematic index value and passed to the COLD-ERM system. This allows users the ability to search for document images by the claims ICN value. The search query will render not only the claim image, but also the attachments that are part or associated with the ICN value.


· Document Source – Each document that is stored in ODRAS is assigned a document source value. This allows users to identify the origin of each document.


DocFinity Imaging


DocFinity Imaging provides the capability to electronically capture and store DHCFP’s paper correspondence (non-OCR’d documents). The images are stored within ODRAS by document groupings (such as claim documents, prior approval documents, provider enrollment documents, report documents, etc.) into an internal data storage structure. The data storage structure is based on a six-level cascade similar to a filing cabinet or a Windows Explorer screen. All documents stored within ODRAS are categorized and routed to the appropriate storage cascade structure. Documents are entered into the system by scanning them into batches. There is no limit to the number of pages that can be scanned to a batch and there is no limit to the number of batches that can be created. Features of this solution include:


Dynamic Data Exchange libraries to allow population of index values from table reads (i.e., populating the provider name once the provider ID is known)


Voice, video, and computer generated file storage and indexing


Extensive Index Retrieval Options


Hierarchical Retrieval

Simple Find: access information by entering information into one or many index fields to find desired document

Ad Hoc Retrieval: access to information based on specific criteria

Query builder allows for creating specific views of information within a document

Index validation defines valid keys for any index level

Power Indexing: increases the speed in which documents can be indexed

Scanning


CCITT Group 4, 3, and 2 compression, no compression, IMG, PCX formats supported

Duplex scanners supported

Twain 32 bit scanners supported

Single document or batch scanning

Simulated duplex batch scanning

Direct to document scanning

Filing System


User defined indexes

· Multiple indexing levels

DocFinity COLD-ERM


DocFinity COLD-ERM handles all MMIS system-generated reports providing DHCFP with efficient storage, improved management, and rapid access. DocFinity COLD-ERM is a powerful Windows-based solution which allows archival, indexing, storage, management and retrieval of computer output onto a memory device. By eliminating unnecessary printing, DHCFP enjoys savings from not having to physically store documents and gains efficiencies through having the capability to quickly access document images.


Technical features of this solution include:


Processing of report line data for line level indexing capabilities


Distribution in multiple formats including TXT, PDF, and TIF


Extensive logging and security features


Auto-archive function for online, near-line, and off-line storage capabilities


COLD data can be accessed via a Web page without the need for plug-in software


Image compression rate up to 96% to reduces storage space required


· Ability to define up to 155 unique index keys and page keys


The business advantage of the COLD-ERM solution provides the user with unlimited indexing and storage options. Reports can be indexed at the line level, Remittance Advices (RA) can be separated by provider number allowing users the ability to search multiple weeks of RAs and only retrieving the sections of each RA for the requested provider number. The auto-archive function allows out-dated reports to be moved to either near-line or off-line storage. This reduces the amount of storage space required and allows the image to be returned to online storage if ever needed. Users can display reports in a variety of formats including text and PDF with the option to download to their desktop. With COLD-ERM, DHCFP and ACS Fiscal Agent staff can quickly locate and view the information they require.


DocFinity IntraVIEWER


DocFinity IntraVIEWER is an efficient way of accessing and work-flowing current and historical information from various locations via a Web browser. Users can retrieve and workflow any image that is stored within ODRAS. This includes access and workflow of scanned images and COLD-ERM reports.


Features of this solution include:


Compatible with most Internet browsers such as Netscape and Microsoft’s Internet Explorer.


Searches, retrieves and workflows scanned documents, computer generated report files, along with color photos and PC files, which are indexed and stored within ODRAS.


Worldwide access and workflow of any object stored within ODRAS.


Completed forms are converted to PDF format using Adobe’s Forms Data Format (FDF) for printing.


When paired with the proposed companion product, DocFinity Workflow, IntraVIEWER can access and workflow any object stored within ODRAS via the Web. All features of the proposed DocFinity Workflow are supported. This includes: single or multiple concurrent workflows, options for assigning tasks and controlling workflows and the ability to allow a workflow to be simultaneously worked on by two people at the same time in parallel branches or workflows.


· The DocFinity Suite features extensive table-based security options. Not only can administrators assign or limit data access rights to any index level including the page level, but they can also assign or limit authorization to system functions such as storing or accessing documents. Administrators can also assign security on a user-by-user basis or on a group basis.


The ODRAS IntraVIEWER utilizes Web pages to allow users access to documents and reports. Below is an IntraVIEWER navigation diagram, as depicted in Exhibit 12-37, which depicts each of the IntraVIEWER search options available to the user.



Exhibit 12-37. ODRAS IntraVIEWER Page Navigation


Provides a visual of the IntraVIEWER page navigation options available to the user.

Each of the IntraVIEWER functions depicted in the page navigation diagram is discussed below.


IntraVIEWER Main Window Function, depicted in Exhibit 12-38, allows users to select search options for images stored within ODRAS. This includes simple finds, queries, and cascade searches.




Exhibit 12-38. ODRAS IntraVIEWER Main Window Function


Provides different image search options such as simple find, query search, or cascade search to the user.

IntraVIEWER Simple Find, depicted in Exhibits 12-39 and 12-40, contains pages that allow the user to search for documents/reports by storage index keys. Other search options can be incorporated into the Simple Find Window such as department listing or document type.




Exhibit 12-39. ODRAS IntraVIEWER Simple Find Function


Allows users to search for documents using certain fixed index fields.



Exhibit 12-40. ODRAS Simple Find Results Function


Displays the results from the Simple Find search criteria.

IntraVIEWER Run Saved Query function, depicted in Exhibits 12-41 and 12-42, provides the user the ability to utilize saved queries that were previously defined for accessing documents and reports.



Exhibit 12-41. ODRAS IntraVIEWER Run Saved Query Function


Allows specified user groups to execute pre-defined queries further reducing the amount of time users are required to spend defining custom queries.



Exhibit 12-42. ODRAS Run Saved Query Results Function


Displays the results from the Run Saved Query function.

IntraVIEWER Cascade Search function, depicted in Exhibits 12-43 and 12-44, provides users the ability to search for documents/reports at the cascade storage level. Users can simply ‘drill-down’ through the cascades and look for certain documents/reports.



Exhibit 12-43. ODRAS IntraVIEWER Cascade Search Function


Allows authorized users the ability to ‘drill-down’ into the cascade in order to access the desired image documents.



Exhibit 12-44. ODRAS Cascade Search Results Function


Displays the results from the Cascade Search function.

DocFinity WorkFlow


To improve efficiency in document management, imaging, and processing, ACS proposes the DocFinity Workflow Management Engine. This powerful COTS engine ensures timely and proper assignment of tasks to the appropriate business area, while eliminating the manual processes and paper documents that exist in the current process. The goal of the ODRAS workflow component is to meet the unique needs of the user without compromising the ability to streamline and improve the process. Workflow management ensures that:


Business processing rules are applied consistently (inexperience or poor training will not alter the workflow rules)


Delays and errors will be eliminated in the movement of work from one phase of the business process to another


Work will not be lost or unaccounted for in the transfer


Status of tasks in the process will always be known


Information about the individual tasks and summary data will always be available, allowing managers to oversee the processes


Documents will not have to be manually “tracked-down” to respond to inquiries


· Retraining and lengthy learning curves will not be required to implement or modify processes or to train new hires


When designing a new workflow, business processes are analyzed and divided into their various components. Each task is defined based upon data needed, the business unit that must perform it, business rules, inputs and outputs, and routing of the task (where it originated and where it is going next). DocFinity workflow management tool routes the tasks, along with the information needed to complete it, to the correct work unit or individual, while tracking the movement of each task from beginning to completion.


DocFinity Workflow is easy to learn and maintain. Users do not have to be programmers to define or modify workflows. They simply draw a graphical representation of the current manual process – or perhaps an enhanced version of an envisioned process. Because data retrieval is performed through a single integrated front end, training time is minimized and navigation is simplified. It allows users to create a visual work chart that controls the sequencing of manual and automated processes in the business cycle. Among the features of this component are the following:


Graphical User Interface and “Drag-and-Drop” Design Tool: Allows non-technical staff to define workflows and routing rules


Automatic Routing: Immediately alerts users (via the work list and/or email) that they have a new transaction to process


Workload Balancing: Allows supervisors to split workflows, route items to other groups or users, and set up proxies and backups to account for staff absences


· Logging: Provides an audit trail of all workflow activity


Even workflows themselves can be defined as objects, allowing users to embed workflow objects into other workflows. The software stores all of the workflow controls in its database. Each type of document is assigned one or more “rules” that define the action to take place, the order in which each action is to occur, and the user or group responsible for performing each action. A document identified as a workflow document automatically appears in the work list of the user or group assigned to the first action. If a group is assigned to a workflow, “first in first out” distribution is used for retrieval.


Each transaction—whether a provider enrollment application, an appeal request, a prior authorization request, or claim—is automatically routed to the next individual for processing at the completion of each step. The transaction appears in the work list of the member of the user group that is responsible for the next activity. Authorized users may also manually assign task routing. The system includes integration with Microsoft Outlook, enabling email notifications to be generated if desired.


A sample workflow definition is shown in Exhibit 12-45. This depicts the routing of a document from exhibit functional work unit to functional work unit and the decisions that are made to decide the routing. Simple drag and drop modifications to the configuration are utilized to modify the workflow definition allowing the user to route the tasks.




Exhibit 12-45. ODRAS Workflow Definition Example


Graphic displays of the workflow configuration are easy to review and adjust.

Imaged correspondence, reports, telephone contacts, emails, pending system transactions, and even PC files can be routed to an appropriate work queue. Work queue routing is based upon expertise required to complete the task. Any authorized user can be assigned tasks in the workflow queue. Tasks appear in the dashboard of the user or group assigned to the action, and after processing, is routed to the next user or group for the completion of the next step, until the entire task is completed. These queues are defined by work or business unit, such as provider enrollment or provider services. Steps within a workflow may be routed differently. For instance, an incoming prior authorization may be assigned to a DHCFP work unit, but a particular type of prior authorization, such as transplant services, may be assigned to a particular user, i.e., transplant specialist. There may be a special queue for correspondence that cannot be indexed appropriately for automated workflow, such as a letter with no provider or beneficiary identifying information.


Any authorized ACS or DHCFP staff member may be included in workflow and work unit definitions in order to receive correspondence or other type of contact record that needs a response. This includes memos from DHCFP to ACS management staff that require action. Supervisors can prioritize workflow items and split a workflow among multiple users. Splitting a workflow allows two or more flows to run concurrently in parallel branches. A check-in and check-out facility ensures that two people do not simultaneously work on the same task. Should an employee be absent, a supervisor can manually redistribute his or her work via the system’s attendance function or use the “proxy” function to designate employees who are responsible for backing each other up. The software also allows a supervisor to view the task currently being worked for a particular workflow transaction and to re-route workflow items to other users or units for processing.


With the workflow tool, automated business processes are developed with a completely intuitive, configurable product, enabling rapid deployment of sophisticated solutions without the need for expensive, time-consuming programming. Users are able to design and deploy workflows rather than depending on technical designers. Because data retrieval is performed through a single integrated front-end, training time is minimized and navigation is simplified. The graphical interface supports the development and maintenance of the business processes and business rules. It allows users to create a visual work chart that controls the sequencing of manual and automated processes in the business cycle.


Automated workflow management streamlines business processes. Much of the manual movement of paper and information is eliminated. The rules that are developed to transport the information ensure that the correct information gets to the correct location for expeditious completion. Paper forms, correspondence and other information are not lost. Work queues control the flow of information and can be managed and adjusted by supervisory staff. The business rules guide workers in completing their tasks and ensure that the work tasks move to the next correct queue in the process.


DocFinity Barcode Server

The DocFinity Barcode Server reads barcodes placed on scanned documents that tell DocFinity how to automatically index and store the documents. Barcodes can be used as separators to tell DocFinity when one batch ends and another begins, or they can tell the system how to index each particular document and where to store it. Because of the way barcodes are constructed and read, the Barcode Server ensures a high level of accuracy, reliability and speed. ACS staff does not need to manually type in information and can substantially reduce the number of errors and hours spent on indexing. Barcode Server is a powerful product that is capable of reading and extracting information from multiple barcodes on a single page (using the standard 3 of 9, 128, and 2 of 5 barcode types, which handle different text formats). This module can read images both in color and black and white, and can apply them to search indexes. It can work with single-page, double-page, and multi-page images, as well as single-sided or duplex documents.


DocFinity Email Manager


DocFinity Email Manager ensures that important information communicated by email is not lost. The DocFinity email management module provides email archiving and retrieval capabilities. Users can simply forward important messages to the server for automatic archiving and indexing (using the subject, date, name, etc., fields). Or, the module can be set up to monitor the email server and automatically copy and archive all messages. The email management module simplifies all of the technical aspects of controlling the vast flow of email. This way, important Nevada information is kept permanently via email archiving in the ODRAS repository.


DocFinity Line Data to Excel


DocFinity Line Data to Excel enables end users to dump the data from line data reports into Microsoft Excel. The product retains the column format, so that the data can be easily viewed, altered, and sorted within Microsoft Excel. Users also have the option of saving data to Notepad, WordPad, and Web browsers. User can make changes easily, and revised information can easily be sorted and viewed. Line Data to Excel provides DHCFP and ACS with greater flexibility, and eliminates the need to re-key data.


DocFinity XML FormFLOW


DocFinity XML FormFLOW is a user-friendly module that allows forms traditionally completed manually and scanned into an imaging system to be created, indexed, and stored immediately via a standard Web browser. XML FormFLOW makes form creation effortless and provides the ability to interactively manage form processes. XML FormFLOW works flawlessly with DocFinity’s Workflow to implement completely paperless business processes, whereby forms are created, stored, and routed entirely within the system. Data gathered from the completed forms can start a workflow or even numerous flows. Paper can ultimately be eliminated and the result is a more streamlined, consistent process. XML FormFLOW has already been recognized as leading-edge technology with the Best of AIIM award from Transform Magazine.


DocFinity Hierarchical Storage Manager (HSM)


DocFinity HSM removes the human component to managing ODRAS. HSM automates the retention schedule, monitors who is accessing what documents, and automatically backs up all ODRAS’ vital information, all without human intervention after the initial set-up. HSM includes retention schedules, audit trails, move and purge requirements, data migration, and various other records management tools. When paired with other products in the DocFinity Suite, ACS is empowered that provides the means to increase the control of content, reduce risks, and ensure document integrity within ODRAS. Once data is no longer current, ACS can move the data to permanent storage. DocFinity HSM performs these functions automatically. ACS can specify when to move specific files, when to purge files, and how many files to move at any one time. HSM also allows the DocFinity system to back itself up whenever ACS specifies.
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Tab VIII – Project Management Approach

REQUIREMENT: Section 20.3.2.9, page 192

Vendors must place their written response(s) immediately following the applicable RFP question, statement and/or section and must be presented in a style/format that is easily distinguishable from RFP language. Vendors are requested to limit their project management approach to no more than twenty (20) seventy-five (75) pages, excluding tables, appendices, samples and/or exhibits.

This tab must include responses outlining the Vendor’s Project Management approach to handling the requirements listed in the following sections:


8 – Contract Start-Up Period Requirements;


9 – Transition Period Requirements; and


10 – Operations Period Requirements.


DHCFP requires—and deserves—a project management partnership that promotes visibility, accountability, and control. ACS’ adherence to a well-developed, well-documented, and well-executed project management methodology will ensure DHCFP a successful Nevada MMIS takeover and implementation of new peripheral systems.

		

		



		· Low-risk takeover solution transitions Nevada MMIS within the same Verizon Data Center


· Collaborative, transparent, and proactive partnership


· Strong history of successfully taking over projects of Nevada’s size and scope



		





ACS’ project management approach is a vigorous response to the widespread need in our industry for standards-based, consistent, and repeatable project management, reporting, and documentation processes. Our approach to project governance combines proven frameworks, tools, and methodologies for governing our projects through the full life cycle from start to finish. By identifying this combination of tools and continually improving them across time, we have dramatically advanced our project management capabilities into a CMMI Level 3-evaluated project management standard we call the Standardized Process and Resource Kit for Implementing Technology Solutions (SPARK-ITS). ACS approaches each contract period using the discipline of our SPARK-ITS project management methodology (PMM) and system development methodology (SDM).

We understand and are in complete accord with DHCFP’s essential objectives for takeover of the Nevada MMIS and the establishment of fiscal agent operations. As stated in the RFP, those objectives include:


Minimize impact on the provider community, sister agencies, and other system stakeholders


Exercise prudent cost containment efforts during the MMIS takeover procurement process and maintain a simple, manageable scope of work

Procure fiscal agent services that will meet or exceed the current MMIS and fiscal agent contractor performance measures and standards


· Communicate DHCFP’s desired functionality, capabilities, and performance expectations of system tools that are peripheral to the MMIS

As required by the RFP, we have organized the remainder of this chapter into the following sections:

8 – Contract Start-Up Period Requirements

9 – Transition Period Requirements

10 – Operations Period Requirements

8
Scope of Work – Contract Start-Up Period Requirements


REQUIREMENT: Section 8, page 46

		

		



		· Nevada MMIS Project Repository provides full DHCFP visibility into project management


· Project Management Office located onsite in Reno, Nevada


· Risk management, quality management, communication management begin immediately


· Rational RequisitePro maintains requirements validation, traceability documents throughout the contract



		





The RFP clearly demonstrates the importance DHCFP attaches to a collaborative and well-structured start to the project. ACS brings a proactive and transparent approach to Start-up, supported by a strong and proven set of processes and tools. Our approach fosters the establishment of an immediate and long-lasting partnership between DHCFP and ACS, laying a strong foundation for ultimate project success.

The project management approach we portray within our proposal is the approach we implement on our projects. When we speak of our ability to offer a transparent, proactive, and collaborative project management approach, we are able to do so because we use this approach on a daily basis, and we have found it is a process that ensures smooth operations and a true partnership. Based upon our strong practical experience in applying our project management approach to MMIS takeovers, DHCFP can trust in our ability to provide a low-risk, successful takeover, implementation of new peripheral systems, and operation of the Nevada MMIS with our proven project management approach.


We pride ourselves on disciplined project management practices. SPARK-ITS is a comprehensive quality management system (QMS) that serves as the framework for implementing technology solutions and services for our clients. SPARK-ITS QMS received a registered trademark in late 2009 and is ACS’ approved corporate standard. SPARK-ITS QMS consists of four primary components—project management methodology (PMM), software development methodology (SDM), training methodology, and supporting tools—all of which align with industry-leading standards that drive the documented processes, tools, and techniques ACS uses to effectively plan, coordinate, manage, and monitor project work in a large-scale systems deployment environment. We provide an overview of SPARK-ITS and our PMM in Proposal Section 17.8, Project Management.

As part of best practices, we establish a dedicated Nevada Project Management Office (PMO) to assist ACS project leadership in maintaining PMM and SDM discipline. We also establish an online Nevada MMIS Project Repository at project start-up to provide DHCFP designated staff access to the same information that ACS uses to manage the project. During project start-up, we review our PMM approach with DHCFP, together with the tools we use to support SPARK-ITS and the roles and responsibilities of the PMO. In this way, we ensure that DHCFP is comfortable with our PMM approach and can make any adjustments necessary to ensure consistency with DHCFP priorities.

To ensure fulfillment of project requirements, we propose our corporate standard Web-based Enterprise Project Management (EPM) solution, which consists of Microsoft Project and SharePoint components, as the foundation of the online Nevada MMIS Project Repository. Microsoft Project Professional, Microsoft Project Server, and Microsoft Project Web Access (PWA) work together to make up the EPM Solution and SharePoint Services, providing robust file management capabilities to manage correspondence and project artifacts. ACS establishes the Nevada MMIS Project Repository as an initial project start-up task to ensure effective communication from day one of the project, providing DHCFP and ACS project teams easy-to-use online, real-time access to the information needed to monitor and manage project activities. Users have the ability to virtually walk through each aspect of the project, including initiation and planning; requirements validation; testing; transition; and operations. We continue maintaining the project repository and all artifacts throughout the life of the project, including the operations period.


Our SPARK-ITS project management plans describe our management approach, organizational structure, formal and informal communications procedures, meeting agendas and meeting notes, progress reporting, correspondence tracking, issues resolution procedures, risk management and mitigation, submission of invoices, and procedures for reporting performance statistics. To ensure ACS meets Nevada Department of Information Technology (DoIT) project management requirements, we have performed a gap analysis between the project management artifacts listed in the DoIT Project Delivery Framework Guide and the deliverables listed in the Nevada MMIS Takeover RFP and the SPARK-ITS PMM. The findings of the analysis revealed SPARK-ITS PMM fully meets all of the DoIT and RFP requirements.

Among other things, the PMM ensures the project is staffed with appropriate resources, anticipates and mitigates risks, and proactively manages scope and functional requirements. Our SDM, on the other hand, provides best practices, templates, procedures, and supporting tools to develop and implement ACS’ technical solutions. The SDM, which aligns with Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) where applicable as well as with several Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) specifications, is required on all system transfer, modification, configuration, enhancement, or development projects. We employ our SDM workflows and tools as appropriate during the three Nevada MMIS Takeover contract periods—contract start-up, transition, and operations—to ensure a smooth MMIS takeover and implementation of new peripheral systems.

Following the Rational Unified Process Phases of Inception, Elaboration, Construction, and Transition, our SDM introduces an increased level of control required for the development of service-oriented, component-based systems, such as our MITA-aligned replacement peripheral systems, but has the flexibility to be adapted for legacy application implementations including transition of the Core MMIS. Each phase is further identified by designated workflows, and each workflow is associated with specific activities and deliverables. We have aligned our SDM phases and workflows with the Nevada MMIS Takeover activities as shown in Table 8-1.

Table 8-1. SPARK-ITS SDM Phases, Workflows, and Activities


		SDM Phase

		SPARK-ITS Workflow

		Nevada MMIS Takeover Activity



		Inception Phase

		Planning




		Detailed Project Plan


Communication Plan


Risk Management Plan


Quality Assurance Plan


Project Control and Reporting System


MMIS Transition Plan



		

		Requirements Analysis

		Requirements Validation Document


Requirements Traceability Matrix



		Elaboration Phase

		Solution Analysis

		Does not apply to Core MMIS



		Construction Phase

		Detail Design

		Does not apply to Core MMIS



		

		Configuration, Modification, New Development

		Does not apply to Core MMIS


Configuration of Peripheral Systems



		

		System Testing

		System Test


Integration Test


DHCFP and ACS staff training



		Transition Phase

		Readiness Testing

		Documentation Update


Staff and Provider transition training


Data Migration Test


Parallel Test


Operational Readiness Assessment



		

		Implementation

		Certification of Implementation



		

		Post-Implementation Support, Operations

		CMS Review or Certification


Operational Maintenance and Modification





During project start-up, we review our PMM and SDM with DHCFP, together with the tools we use to support SPARK-ITS and the roles and responsibilities of the PMO in supporting project governance. In this way, we ensure that DHCFP is comfortable with our PMM and SDM approach and is ready to begin the system transition and implementation activities, including requirements validation.


We present our project management approach to the contract start-up period under the following headings:


8.1 Planning and Administration

8.2 Project Kick Off Meeting

8.3 Deliverable Submission and Review Process

8.4 Location of Contract Functions

8.5 Communication Planning

· 8.6 Requirements Validation and Demonstration

8.1
Planning and Administration


REQUIREMENT: Section 8.1, page 46


The Nevada MMIS transition, implementation of new and replacement peripheral systems, and ACS assumption of fiscal agent responsibilities requires extensive planning, capable execution, effective management, and competent performance.

ACS has found in our numerous MMIS projects that takeover and transition periods, even when well planned for, are rarely flawless. The process requires the performance and coordination of numerous tasks by multiple stakeholders—including ACS, DHCFP staff, the incumbent contractor, and the Quality Assurance (QA) vendor. All stakeholders involved in the transition must have a clear understanding of their roles and responsibilities in performing project work, including the timeline, level of effort, and completion due dates for their tasks and deliverables. Upon receipt of the authorization to begin work, ACS initiates and conducts formal transition and implementation planning activities to include a thorough review of our draft detailed project plan and schedule with DHCFP and incumbent staff, the ACS takeover project manager and staff, and the QA vendor. This planning activity will include a thorough review of the schedule for transfer of the Core MMIS to an ACS partition at the Verizon Data Center. 

The Nevada MMIS transfer includes all required software and hardware, including but not limited to the peripheral systems, networking infrastructure, personal computers (PCs), servers, operating systems, PC software, and other applications. ACS will make any necessary adjustments to the tasks, the timeline, completion dates, and milestones as a result of the review, finalize the detailed work plan and schedule

for transition, implementation, and assumption of operations, and submit it to DHCFP for final review and approval.  In this section, we respond to the RFP requirements for the contract start-up period, including the planning and requirements validation tasks.


8.1.1 Objective


The objective of this task is to ensure that adequate planning and project management resources are dedicated to this project.


8.1.1.1 Contract Start Up Period Entrance Criteria


At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria prior to the commencement of Contract Start Up Period activities.


A. Nevada MMIS Takeover Agreement signed by all required parties, and approved by required DHCFP and Federal authorities; and


B. DHCFP approved project start date.


8.1.1.2 Contract Start Up Period Exit Criteria


At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to exiting the Contract Start Up Period.


A. DHCFP approval of all plans listed in Section 8 of this RFP.


ACS acknowledges the entrance and exit criteria for the contract start-up period and commits to meeting all requirements for the period, including receiving DHCFP approval of all plans and deliverables listed in Section 8 of the RFP.


8.1.2 Activities

8.1.2 The awarded vendor must:


8.1.2.1 Work with DHCFP to provide a detailed project plan with fixed deadlines that take into consideration DHCFP expectations for adhering to DHCFP and federal rules and regulations and DHCFP holiday schedule provided in Section 2.1, DHCFP Observed Holidays; the detailed project plan shall include, but not be limited to:


A. Project schedule including tasks, activities, activity duration, sequencing and dependencies in Microsoft Project and an alternative electronic format for DHCFP Staff that do not have Microsoft project;

B. Project work plan for each deliverable, including a work breakdown structure;


C. Completion date of each task;


D. Project milestones;


E. Entrance and exit criteria for specific project milestones; and


F. Project organization including a resource plan defining roles and responsibilities for the awarded vendor, subcontractors (if applicable) and DHCFP.


In Tab XI – Preliminary Project Plan, we present a prudent, realistic, and attainable preliminary detailed project plan that carefully considers the requirements for the scope of work on this contract. Within this plan, we address the project phases and major activities and use the project phases defined in the RFP as the organizational structure. We provide detailed descriptions of the major phases, tasks, and subtasks necessary to complete the project and identify the responsible party (DHCFP or ACS) for each major phase and task. The project plan contains a work plan for each deliverable, including a work breakdown structure; completion dates for each task; project milestones; and entrance and exit criteria for specific project milestones.

We provide the project plan in Microsoft Project, as well as in .pdf format for users who do not have access to Microsoft Project. We maintain the project plan in both formats in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository on SharePoint, and each week we make updated plans available for review. As we update the work plan, status reports, or other information, they become immediately available and remain available to DHCFP and ACS staff through the Project Repository. Our project approach to management of the takeover project work plan is part of our open and transparent philosophy regarding project management that is designed to keep DHCFP informed at all times and in the most current form concerning the project.

We based this takeover work plan on extensive planning and analysis of the requirements of both the RFP and the anticipated operational needs for the next contract period. Using a “bottom up” approach, each requirement was analyzed and estimated, first as a stand-alone element, and later as part of the overall plan. Our work plan reflects our knowledge of the MMIS environment—most importantly, our knowledge of the business of Medicaid—DHCFP’s needs, and our experience successfully planning the integration of multiple complex Medicaid programs across the country.

We develop our schedules based on our experience and on a practical view of the tasks associated with taking over the Nevada MMIS. The schedule takes into consideration all DHCFP and federal rules and regulations, as well as the DHCFP holiday schedule. At the beginning of the project, ACS and DHCFP finalize the work plans presented in our proposal. It is important that ACS and DHCFP work together during the early weeks of the project to review and revise the key activities in our work plans as mutually agreed upon.

We present our proposed organization in Proposal Section 17.1.7, Organizational Structure. Tab XII—Resource Matrix, contains our resource staffing plan that provides resource input into our project plan.

8.1.2.2 Attend semi-monthly project status meetings with DHCFP project team at a location to be determined by DHCFP.


Attendance may be in person or via teleconferencing, as mutually agreed to by the project team. These meetings shall follow an agenda mutually developed by the awarded vendor and DHCFP. The agenda may include, but not be limited to:


A. Review and approval of previous meeting minutes;


B. Contractor project status;


C. DHCFP project status;


D. Contract status and issues, including resolutions;


E. Quality Assurance status;


F. New action items;


G. Outstanding action items, including resolutions;


H. Identified risks and risk mitigation strategies;


I. Setting of next meeting date; and


J. Other business.


Minutes will be taken and distributed by Vendor staff within five (5) working days after the meeting. Minutes may be distributed via facsimile or email.

8.1.2.3 Attend and participate in all project related meetings requested as well as Steering Committee meetings. The awarded vendor shall prepare materials or briefings for these meetings as requested by DHCFP. Minutes will be taken and distributed by Vendor staff within five (5) working days after the meeting. Minutes may be distributed via facsimile or email.


Status meetings serve as a forum for DHCFP and ACS to discuss issues and assist in maintaining project control. We participate in regularly scheduled meetings with DHCFP to present status and progress throughout the life of the project. We establish status meeting schedules according to DHCFP direction and document them in the communication event schedule that is part of our communications management plan. We encourage participation by use of teleconference and videoconference as well as in-person attendance.


We prepare an agenda for each meeting for approval by DHCFP and prepare and publish meeting minutes within five business days following the meeting in a format approved by DHCFP. The agenda includes the topics listed in Requirement 8.1.2.2, as well as additional topics that may be added from time to time at the request of DHCFP or ACS. According to the meeting protocol, which is developed by DHCFP and ACS jointly during initial planning, the PMO manager distributes an agenda 24 hours in advance, and an assigned reporter records and distributes minutes to capture any decisions made or issues brought up or resolved. We record minutes using a meeting minutes template located in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository. We use the information gathered from the meetings to track and identify issues to cover in future status meetings and reports.

ACS commits to meet with DHCFP and the Steering Committee as requested, and we will work with DHCFP to establish a schedule and develop an agenda for DHCFP approval. We understand that the Steering Committee comprises the DHCFP Administrator and State government representatives who provide leadership and guidance to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. ACS project leadership works to create and sustain a positive, productive relationship with the Committee throughout the contract. We are always happy to present information, respond to inquiries, develop materials for distribution to legislative or State administrative officials, and share our expertise and knowledge to help inform the Committee’s deliberations and decisions. We rely on the Committee as well to provide policy direction, set priorities, and assist in problem resolution if necessary. As always, we are committed to transparency in our work and our communications, and we look forward to building this partnership.

8.1.2.4 Provide written semi-monthly project status reports delivered to DHCFP by the third (3rd) working day following the end of each reporting period. The format must be approved by DHCFP prior to issuance of the first semi-monthly project status report. The first semi-monthly report covers the reporting period from the 1st through the fifteenth (15th) of each month; and the second semimonthly report covers the reporting period from the sixteenth (16th) through the end of the month. The status reports must include, but not be limited to the following:


A. Overall completion status of the project in terms of DHCFP approved project work plan and deliverable schedule;


B. Accomplishments during the period, including DHCFP staff/stakeholders interviewed, meetings held, requirements review and validation sessions and conclusions/decisions determined;


C. Problems encountered and proposed/actual resolutions;


D. What is to be accomplished during the next reporting period;


E. Issues that need to be addressed, including contractual;


F. Quality Assurance status;


G. Updated MS Project timeline showing percentage completed, tasks assigned, completed and remaining; Timeline must be provided in an electronic format accessible to DHCFP staff that do not have access to MS Project;


H. Identification of schedule slippage and strategy for resolution;


I. Contractor staff assigned and their location/schedule;


J. DHCFP resources required for activities during the next time period; and


K. Resource allocation percentages including planned versus actual by project milestone.


Like project status meeting requirements, status reporting requirements are established during contract start-up and are documented in the communications management plan with details of content, frequency, and distribution. We maintain all status reports in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository on SharePoint, where they serve as a common base for discussion when needed.

We agree to provide written project status reports by the third working day following the end of each semi-monthly reporting period. The first reporting period extends from the first day of the month through the fifteenth day; the second reporting period extends from the sixteenth day through the last day of the month. We document the reporting requirements in the communication event schedule that is part of our communications management plan.

The written status reports contain all of the items listed in Requirement 8.1.2.4, as well as any additional items identified or requested by DHCFP. In addition, key reporting items including task status, project metrics, issues, risks, and quality assurance status are available for review at any time on the Nevada MMIS Project Repository to allow DHCFP to plan activities and assemble resources appropriately for project participation.

8.1.2.5 Develop a comprehensive approach for handling communications with both internal and external audiences. Effective communication is critical to the development of productive relationships with concerned stakeholders. The communication plan must include, but not be limited to: a plan for generation, documentation, storage, transmission and disposal of all project information.


Whether a takeover, new implementation, enhancement, or ongoing operations, the value of excellent communications for managing a successful project cannot be overestimated and is core to all of ACS’ efforts. A fundamental process for DHCFP’s project success is ensuring that critical project information is communicated effectively and in a timely manner to the project stakeholders, so that project status can be determined. This effective and timely communication allows DHCFP to make informed decisions concerning project direction at any given time.

Communications planning is an initial planning activity that we modify as the project progresses. Our communications planning focuses on identifying the information needs of all stakeholders and maximizing the effectiveness of communications within and among our organizations. Communication between DHCFP and ACS subject matter experts occurs on a daily basis. These communications may include notification regarding requirements for changes in the project schedule, issue or risk tracking, action items generated from meetings, resource availability, or a number of other project related tasks essential for the success of DHCFP’s project.

During communications planning, DHCFP and ACS confirm all protocols for information sharing and document them in our communications management plan. This plan identifies, at a minimum, the protocols for ensuring timely and appropriate generation, collection, dissemination, storage, and ultimate disposition of project information. It identifies procedures for issue/problem escalation and resolution. The communications management plan contains a guide for internal and external communications. The guide identifies all standard meetings, reporting requirements, and other communication vehicles. It identifies communication protocols, including the role of facilitators and artifacts used for communication.

As described in Proposal Section 17.8.9, Communications Management, we begin our project communication planning with our SPARK-ITS baseline communications management plan, and we tailor communication activities to meet DHCFP needs. ACS’ communications management plan establishes “what” processes we must enact and “how” we must enact them; and supplementary artifacts such as the stakeholder analysis and communication event schedule (maintained on SharePoint for ease of reference) capture the “who,” “when,” and “where.” The result is a complete plan for communications, including work product delivery activities, review and approval standards and meetings, status report formats and meetings, escalation processes, and e-mail protocols.


The stakeholder analysis captures all stakeholders, both internal and external to the project. ACS and DHCFP update it regularly throughout the project to ensure ACS always knows the points of contact for design input, document approval, implementation updates or awareness, or subject matter expertise. The document captures roles, names, contact information, level(s) of communication required, and preferred means of communication where appropriate. By having this document ready and current, we keep all interested parties informed as necessary.


The communication event schedule is a comprehensive listing of all regular and/or critical communications events, regardless of media or venue. It serves as a foundation for formal and informal communications established at the start of the project and carried through the entire contract period. ACS and DHCFP jointly determine when and where communications should take place, such as weekly issues and risks meetings, monthly project health meetings, or bi-weekly status reports. We identify key attendees and stakeholders for each event.


The communications management plan also addresses formal meeting and status reporting protocols and defines how decisions are coordinated and communicated across all functional areas and applicable stakeholders. Additionally, the plan contains contact information for key DHCFP and ACS staff, including primary and back-up contacts for specific project issues and incidents. The plan becomes part of DHCFP’s project management methodology, which resides in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository for online reference. We encourage frequent informal communications among project staff members. Informal communications often promote quick problem resolution and effective decision-making, as well as a positive team spirit and a productive working environment.

8.1.2.6 Develop a risk management plan to ensure that risks are identified, planned for, analyzed, communicated and acted upon effectively.

ACS is uniquely qualified not only to manage issues and risks associated with DHCFP’s MMIS project, but also to avoid them to begin with. As we describe in Proposal Section 17.8.10, Risk Management Plan, we provide a deliberate and proactive process for identifying potential risks and assessing the probability and potential consequences of identified risks. We follow a thorough risk response planning process that identifies mitigation strategies and the criteria for early detection of risk to ensure we can rapidly implement risk mitigation actions and minimize negative project impacts. Risk monitoring and control involves not only the tracking of previously identified risks, triggers, response plans, and risk mitigation actions, but also determined adherence to continual identification of new and changing risks.

Our risk management approach is based upon the PMBOK Guide – Fourth Edition approach, which begins with risk management planning. ACS’ standard risk management plan outlines a risk management strategy that includes the following primary processes:

Risk Identification. The identification of risks for a project is a continual process that we initiate during the contract start-up period and it is sustained throughout the life of the contract, including turnover. Risks typically fall into one the following categories: technical, cost, schedule, management, quality, operational, staffing, or external. The risk management team identifies risk areas, reviews risk areas, assigns actions, and reports on risk reduction efforts.

Risk Assessment. We collect and categorize a list of anticipated project risks to understand the nature and source of the risk, including an evaluation of stakeholder tolerance for the risk. Risks are categorized according to the probability of their occurrence and the severity of the consequences should they occur.

Risk Mitigation Planning. Risk responses generally correspond to avoidance, mitigation, transference, or acceptance. The project management team is responsible for prioritizing risks to meet project objectives and documents the risk mitigation plans in the project repository. For all high-priority risks, we define a Risk Mitigation Plan to eliminate or reduce the impact of the risk to an acceptable level and to prevent the risk from occurring.

Risk Mitigation Implementation. A risk mitigation plan is implemented when the contingency trigger is reached. The PMO ensures execution of the risk management activities over the life of the project and initiates communications with DHCFP and relevant stakeholders as circumstances dictate.

· Monitoring and Control. The project team identifies, logs, and tracks risks throughout the life of the project. Continuous risk identification and monitoring keeps the list of risks and their associated status dynamic. Each week, risk owners and the PMO examine the items in the risk log and update the risk characteristics, response plans, and response actions as appropriate.

We enter all risks into the risk management log in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository. If we identify new risks, we analyze them and develop a response plan. The Nevada PMO continually performs risk response planning and risk monitoring, and we review risks with DHCFP during project status meetings. ACS applies constant vigilance to identify risks and respond to them at the earliest stages possible.

8.1.2.7 Develop a quality assurance plan including, but not limited to, the methodology for maintaining quality of the code, workmanship, project schedules, deliverables, and subcontractor(s) activities.

The Project Management Institute (PMI) defines quality management as a combination of quality planning, assurance, and control. Quality planning includes identifying the relevant quality processes, measurements, and performance standards. Quality assurance (QA) is the systematic application of quality processes and activities to ensure project performance will meet requirements. Quality assurance is also the process area describing continuous process improvements initiatives and activities. Quality control (QC) focuses on specific project results, including software code, to determine compliance with the quality standards and eliminate unsatisfactory deviations. We conduct quality management throughout the life cycle of the project, and we include all areas of the project. All Nevada MMIS Takeover Project team members have the responsibility to ensure we deliver quality processes, procedures, services, and products. Our integrated quality management approach focuses upon prevention and continuous improvement to ensure that we follow all approved processes as planned and meet CMMI Level 3. To supplement prevention efforts, and to provide a quantitative basis for continuous improvement efforts for the project, we conduct a rigorous quality control program to examine the outputs of our processes and to ensure they comply with the appropriate standards.

We operate a Quality Assurance Unit with QA staff who are independent and do not participate in the day-to-day operations they are monitoring. We have proven processes for quality management that include developing checklists, measures, and tools to measure the level of quality of each deliverable. We apply these processes to plans and documents, as well as programs and operational functions. This provides for consistent processes, proactive management, and continual collaboration and communication along the way. As we describe in Proposal Section 17.9, Quality Assurance, we use our EPM solution and Cognos Metrics Manager as our primary QA tools.


During the contract start-up and transition periods of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, most QA activities are directed toward our SPARK-ITS quality control methodology for maintaining quality of the code, workmanship, project schedules, deliverables, and subcontractor activities prior to the start of operations. We deliver a quality assurance plan to DHCFP during start-up, which documents a process for sampling, audits, and continuous quality improvement. Our quality control process for the duration of the Nevada MMIS project includes three main activities:


Inspection. Quality control involves an independent inspection or measurement of a product or work process. In software, for example, quality control personnel can perform (or observe others performing) tests to ensure required functionality exists. We record inspections and measurements to provide an audit trail. In a document, a quality control inspection might verify that the author has resolved all comments and that the person who made the comments has accepted the resolution.


Analysis. As an ancillary activity, quality control personnel (and all participants in a process) can determine whether the process itself is effective. Just because no defect is discovered, for example, does not mean the process is working the way it should—it may even mean that the quality check is inadequate. By reviewing system artifacts such as use cases and design documents, we can compare the results with the defined specifications to ensure the software was built correctly. In our quality system, every participant is continuously responsible for ensuring that processes are effective, and, if not, for identifying necessary changes for remedial action.


· Reporting. Quality control staff compiles the results of activities into reports, which provide feedback on individual inspections and project trends. We have standardized reports for risk management, issue tracking, defect tracking, and enhancement requests. Evaluation of results reporting helps provide continual process and quality improvements.


Our entire methodology for performing work is built upon the belief that quality requires action rather than reaction. ACS designed our quality management approach to ensure that we design quality into work processes, plan quality into work products, inspect quality into work results, and communicate quality to DHCFP.

8.1.3 Planning and Administration Deliverables


8.1.2.1 Detailed Project Plan

8.1.2.3 Attendance at all scheduled meetings


8.1.2.4 Written Semi-Monthly Project Status Report


8.1.2.5 Communication Plan


8.1.2.6 risk management plan

8.1.2.7 Quality Assurance Plan


We are committed to supporting DHCFP with the information it needs to manage project management activities during the Contract Start-Up Period. We agree to provide the required deliverables in compliance with the format and content approved by DHCFP.


8.2 Project Kick Off Meeting


REQUIREMENT: Section 8.2, page 49


A project kick off meeting will be held with representatives from DHCFP and the contractor after contract approval and prior to work performed. Items to be covered in the kick off meeting will include, but not be limited to:


Project communication, partnership, and ultimate success begin with a solid understanding of each stakeholder’s perspective, business needs, and core requirements. We provide an informative and worthwhile project kick-off meeting to start that successful relationship.


After contract approval and prior to the start of any project work, we conduct a project kick off meeting to include all relevant stakeholders representing DHCFP, ACS, and the quality assurance (QA) vendor. The objective of this first meeting is to engage project staff and to gain a mutual understanding of the project mission and guiding principles. ACS prepares an agenda for DHCFP approval and distributes the agenda along with pertinent meeting materials. As with all meetings conducted by ACS throughout the project phases, we record attendance via standard sign-in sheet and record and distribute minutes no later than five days after the meeting conclusion, via the Nevada MMIS Project Repository. At a minimum, the kick-off meeting will include topics addressed in Proposal Sections 8.2.1 – 8.2.8.

8.2.1 Determining format and protocol for project status meetings;


As we describe in Requirement 8.1.2.2, we establish status meeting schedules according to DHCFP direction and document them in the communication event schedule that is part of our communications management plan. During the kick-off meeting, we review the communications management plan and receive input on status meeting format and protocol that we incorporate into the final deliverable.

8.2.2 Determining format for project status reports;


We address the requirements for project status reports in the communication event schedule, as described in Requirement 8.1.2.4. During the kick-off meeting, we review the RFP requirement and make any necessary changes. The communications management plan documents the final format of the status report.


8.2.3 Setting the schedule for meetings between representatives from DHCFP and the contractor to develop the detailed project plan;


The preliminary detailed project plan that we describe in Requirement 8.1.2.1 represents our best effort to estimate the work required for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project based on RFP requirements and milestones. In any project, however, one of the first and highest-priority tasks is the review and update of the preliminary plan to reflect changes and agreements reached in the process of finalizing the contract. Review and update of the plan is beyond the scope of any one meeting; however, during the kick-off meeting we establish a schedule for meetings to update the project plan and incorporate those meetings into the communications event schedule.


8.2.4 Defining lines of communication and reporting relationships;


The communications management plan described in Requirement 8.1.2.5 is a detailed framework that guides and governs all project communications. The supplementary stakeholder analysis Plan contains information about the individuals involved in the project and their respective needs and methods for sharing information. During the kick-off meeting, DHCFP and ACS share information on organization, key individuals, and reporting relationships and begin to develop the cache of information that will become the stakeholder analysis. We also clarify lines of communication as they relate to subcontractors and external agencies, including sharing key management and technical liaisons where appropriate.


8.2.5 Reviewing the project mission and guiding principles;


We envision the review of project mission and guiding principles for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project as an ideal opportunity for ACS staff to learn from DHCFP about their immediate objectives as well as their long-term goals for the Nevada MMIS and the Nevada Medicaid and Check-Up programs. In return, ACS presents our goals for disciplined project management and a successful takeover project. We are eager to learn more about the culture of Nevada Medicaid and DHCFP and to share our motivating strengths and principles as a leading healthcare management vendor.

8.2.6 Reviewing the deliverable review process;


As described in Proposal Section 8.3, Deliverable Submission and Review Process, we develop a process for review of deliverables based upon RFP requirements and documented in the communications management plan. During the project kick-off meeting, we review those requirements, along with our understanding of DHCFP’s expectations, and receive clarification and input from stakeholders that we incorporate into the final deliverable. As part of this discussion, we also provide information on our quality assurance process for deliverables and introduce the use of the Nevada MMIS Project Repository for submission, review, and approval of deliverables.

8.2.7 Pinpointing high-risk or problem areas; and


As required by the RFP, we have included in Proposal Section 17.7, Project Plan, Requirement 17.7.5, a preliminary identification of potential risks associated with the project, including plans for mitigation and management of those risks. During the kick-off meeting, we review the preliminary risk assessment and solicit input from stakeholders that will inform the final risk management plan deliverable. We also provide an overview of our risk management plan as described in Requirement 8.1.2.6, as well as the use of the SharePoint Risk Log in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository.


8.2.8 Issue resolution process.


We describe our approach to the identification, management, and resolution of project issues in Proposal Section 17.8.4, Issues Management, and Requirement 9.2.1.11. During the kick-off meeting, we give an overview of our issues management plan, and continue with our overview of the Nevada MMIS Project Repository by highlighting the use of the SharePoint issues log, which we use for tracking all project issues regardless of source.

The project kick-off meeting is designed to be informative, well worth the time of the participants, and most of all, enthusiastic. Most of the topics discussed will provide only a sample of what is to come as we begin this new partnership, with many meetings, trainings, and demonstrations yet to come. Our goal is to establish the foundation of a solid partnership between DHCFP and ACS and to demonstrate the transparency and responsiveness we intend to provide throughout the life of the contract.


8.3 Deliverable Submission and Review Process

REQUIREMENT: Section 8.3, page 50


Once the detailed project plan is approved by DHCFP, the following sections detail the process for submission and review of deliverables during the life of the project/contract.

ACS demonstrates our commitment to quality by producing high-quality deliverables for DHCFP review and approval from day one of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.

ACS will produce numerous deliverables for DHCFP review and approval during transition that serve as tangible indicators of transition progress as well as visible indicators of ACS’ commitment to quality. We follow an industry-standard, quality-driven approach to deliverables development and completion that takes into account the premium placed on DHCFP’s time and resources and focuses on defect prevention, timeliness, and continuous quality improvement (CQI).

Our process emphasizes internal quality review to ensure that deliverables are ready for DHCFP review and, as appropriate, testing. ACS and DHCFP agree on the specific content, format, and acceptance criteria for all deliverables as well as the timelines and due dates for deliverables review and completion. ACS facilitates the efficient DHCFP review of deliverables in a number of ways, including conducting joint reviews and walkthroughs; submitting interim section drafts of lengthy or complex deliverables to avoid the need for extensive review periods; and posting all deliverables to the Nevada MMIS Project Repository for easy online access and review.

The PMO ensures that each deliverable is reviewed for adherence to standards and quality criteria, grammar, and formatting, so DHCFP can focus on the most important aspect of the deliverable—the content. Because deliverables are the tangible output of transition tasks and subtasks along the critical path of the project schedule, consistent reporting on deliverables development and completion is critical to monitoring and tracking transition progress. ACS proactively manages document deliverables by leveraging the power, flexibility, and stability of the EPM toolset and SharePoint management system.

8.3.1 General


During planning, ACS creates a deliverable expectations document that details the description, location, format, constraints and assumptions, and key stakeholders for all contractual deliverables. We review the document with DHCFP to generate mutual understanding and expectations regarding the work products to be prepared and delivered throughout the project. The deliverable expectations document is consistent with and supplementary to the communications management plan. It also supports the scope management plan and the detailed project plan, which details all of the dates of deliverable submission and review. The deliverables expectations process keeps DHCFP continuously informed of the contents of the deliverable documents. Further, it ensures that the final deliverable submission creates no surprises, reducing the review time and DHCFP resources needed to complete the final review process. We agree to meet all general requirements for deliverable submission and review as described below.

8.3.1.1 The Vendor must provide one (1) master (both hard and soft copies) and five (5) additional hard copies of each written deliverable to the appropriate DHCFP Project manager as identified in the contract.


ACS agrees to this requirement. We provide the master copy of each deliverable in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository in an electronic format that is accessible to DHCFP staff, typically a Microsoft Office document or a .pdf file. We provide the required hard copies to DHCFP according to the distribution list documented in the communications management plan.

8.3.1.2 Once a deliverable is approved and accepted by DHCFP, the Vendor must provide an electronic copy. DHCFP may, at its discretion, waive this requirement for a particular deliverable.


8.3.1.3 The electronic copy must be provided in software currently utilized by the agency or provided by the Vendor.


As noted in the previous requirement, ACS provides the final approved deliverable in electronic format in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository. Previous versions are archived in SharePoint. The electronic version of the final deliverable is typically provided in native format (e.g., Word, Excel, Visio) as well as in .pdf format, unless DHCFP has requested another format.

8.3.1.4 Deliverables will be evaluated by DHCFP utilizing mutually agreed to acceptance/exit criteria.

The deliverable expectations document contains the acceptance/exit criteria agreed upon by DHCFP for each deliverable. Our deliverables submission and review process contains multiple points of review for quality, content, and format that comply with DHCFP criteria. We provide outlines, drafts, and preliminary walkthroughs as needed in order to streamline and facilitate DHCFP review. Proposal Sections 8.3.2, Deliverable Submission, and 8.3.3, Deliverable Review, describe the general processes both DHCFP and ACS will follow. We document any required changes in the deliverable expectations document.


8.3.2 Deliverable Submission


Our deliverables procedures and standards emphasize internal quality review to ensure that deliverables are ready for review, and, as applicable, testing. ACS’ quality assurance team members review all deliverables and compare them against the standards and acceptance criteria defined with DHCFP. The deliverable expectations document, completed with DHCFP’s guidance, becomes the foundation of acceptance criteria for deliverables.

To ensure quality, each deliverable undergoes an internal edit for grammar, punctuation, contents, indices, spelling, legibility, organization, and consistency with the format defined for the deliverable. We intend each deliverable to be understood quickly and easily by DHCFP staff and to meet all business and technical requirements it is intended to achieve. All document deliverables are stored in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository. Our four areas of analysis determine the acceptability of deliverables, as described in Table 8-2 below.


Table 8-2. Criteria for Deliverable Reviews


		Areas of Deliverable Analysis

		ACS Ensures Compliance



		General requirements that the deliverable must meet such as spelling, grammar, punctuation, and formatting. Not all of the general requirements defined below may apply to all deliverables. A deliverable will consist of:


· A cover page clearly labeled with the Project Name, Deliverable Tracking Number, Deliverable Version Number, and date

· A Table of Contents when appropriate

· Headers and footers are consistent and accurate

· A Version Control Log when appropriate


· An Executive Summary when appropriate

· An accurate list of figures, tables, and illustrations


· Contains consistent fonts, type sizes, pagination, and page numbers

		As a part of our standard quality assurance process, we consistently and comprehensively check format and grammar in order for State to concentrate on content.



		Criteria for achieving technical accuracy, completeness, and ensuring that the document meets its intended purpose. The following five items will be reviewed:

· Correctness. The deliverable is correct in respect to its methodologies, conclusions, and logic.

· Completeness. The deliverable addresses all required objectives and satisfies the full scope required in such a deliverable.

· Accuracy. The deliverable is accurate in fact and computation.

· Consistency. The deliverable is consistent within itself and with other documents that have been submitted.

· Readability. The deliverable is written clearly and at the appropriate technical level for the expected reader/user of the document.

		The criteria for achieving technical accuracy, completeness, correctness, consistency, and readability are also checked through our quality assurance process by our peer review process and by having the project manager review the document.



		Specific deliverable content requirements contained in the RFP. Minimal requirements for many deliverables are presented throughout the RFP. The deliverable must contain references to applicable requirements. This includes quality standards reflected in the RFP and ACS’ proposal. 

		In order to ensure specific deliverable content requirements contained in the RFP are met, our QA team includes a traceability check in their checklist.



		Proper application of industry standards and best practices for particular documents. These standards include:

· Standards from the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)


· Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI)

· The Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK)

		By using deliverables that are standard to our SPARK-ITS PMM, we have built in to our templates compliance to industry standards and best practices for particular documents.





Within the Nevada MMIS Project Repository, DHCFP has visibility to all deliverable documents. To aid in the monitoring and control of deliverables, this tool allows users to:


Standardize labeling including project name, deliverable title, and deliverable tracking number, version number, and date

Sign up for alerts and be notified when new documents or updates are published

· Configure documentation through check-in, check-out, and version control


We base our deliverables approach on a strong partnership and open communication between ACS and DHCFP. From completing and presenting deliverables to conducting walkthroughs and obtaining written DHCFP sign-off, our proven, effective deliverable approach ensures a high level of quality for each deliverable associated with the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project across the life of the project. In the remainder of this section, we respond to DHCFP’s specific deliverable submission requirements.


8.3.2.1 Prior to development and submission of each contract deliverable, a summary document containing a description of the format and content of each deliverable will be delivered to the DHCFP Project Manager for review and approval. The summary document must contain, at a minimum, the following:


A. Cover letter;


B. Table of Contents with a brief description of the content of each section;


C. Version and Revision section;


D. Anticipated number of pages; and


E. Identification of appendices/exhibits.


8.3.2.2 The summary document must contain an approval/rejection section that can be completed by DHCFP. The summary document will be returned to the contractor within a mutually agreed upon time frame.


Deliverable preparation, submission, and review is a painstaking and resource-intensive activity for both DHCFP and ACS, and we encourage and support early planning for each individual deliverable, in addition to the overview provided by the deliverable expectations document. As required, prior to the development and submission of each deliverable, we submit a summary document containing the information listed in Requirements 8.3.2.1 and 8.3.2.2. After reviewing the summary document, DHCFP has the option to accept or reject the document, as well as to request changes. The final deliverable will conform to the approved summary document.


8.3.2.3 Deliverables must be developed by the Vendor according to the approved format and content of the summary document for each specific deliverable.


As noted, ACS develops each deliverable based upon approved content and format specifications and each deliverable is organized logically and presented clearly. During project planning, ACS will provide and review with DHCFP our standard templates for deliverables and tailor these to meet DHCFP requirements. We also present our deliverable expectations document for DHCFP approval to set general expectations and requirements for deliverables throughout the project. In addition, we use the approved summary document as our guide to format and content for each individual deliverable.

Deliverable submission is also a flexible process, and, in agreement with DHCFP, ACS submits interim drafts or section drafts of lengthy or complex deliverables that can be reviewed in easy stages to help avoid the need for extensive review periods by DHCFP.

8.3.2.4 At a mutually agreed to meeting, on or before the time of delivery to DHCFP, the contractor must provide a walkthrough of each deliverable.


We conduct walkthroughs of deliverables with the appropriate DHCFP and ACS staff to enhance understanding of the deliverables and to facilitate the review and approval process. Although specific walkthrough content varies by deliverable, a walkthrough typically consists of an overview of the deliverable, an explanation of its organization, and a presentation of critical components of the deliverable. During deliverable walkthroughs, we explain the deliverable and encourage comments and observations from DHCFP. Depending upon the complexity of the deliverable, we often recommend a walkthrough before formal delivery to increase understanding, address discrepancies early, and increase likelihood of approval without problems or delay. We also provide walkthroughs of summary documents or deliverable drafts at DHCFP’s request.

8.3.2.5 Deliverables must be submitted no later than 5:00 PM, per the approved contract deliverable schedule and must be accompanied by a deliverable sign-off form (refer to Attachment I) with the appropriate sections completed by the contractor.

ACS agrees to meet the delivery requirements in accordance with the contract deliverable schedule as documented in the communications management plan. At deliverable submission, the PMO issues an e-mail notification to DHCFP that the deliverable is ready for review and approval. Each deliverable is accompanied with a sign-off form that meets DHCFP criteria. The medium of the deliverable submission and the deliverable sign-off form, whether it be paper, fax, or electronic, and the project document identification and tracking process will be agreed to in advance by DHCFP project manager and the PMO manager.


8.3.3 Deliverable Review


8.3.3.1 DHCFP’s review time begins on the next working day following receipt of the deliverable.

8.3.3.2 DHCFP’s review time will be determined by the approved and accepted detailed project plan and the approved contract.


8.3.3.3 DHCFP has up to five (5) working days to determine if a deliverable is complete and ready for review. Unless otherwise negotiated, this is part of DHCFP’s review time.


Time is always of the essence where review and approval of deliverables are concerned. Small delays in sometimes mundane activities can easily turn into major project delays if approvals are not received timely. We understand and support DHCFP’s need to plan time for their staff resources to perform the necessary reviews, and we facilitate reviews by using the Nevada MMIS Project Repository as the primary vehicle for submission, review, and approval. We acknowledge and agree to the requirements for DHCFP review periods and document them in our detailed project plan.


8.3.3.4 Any subsequent deliverable dependent upon DHCFP’s acceptance of a prior deliverable will not be accepted for review until all issues related to the previous deliverable have been resolved.


ACS acknowledges and complies with this requirement. We work diligently to resolve any issues with a deliverable so as not to delay the submission and approval of subsequent deliverables.


8.3.3.5 Deliverables determined to be incomplete and/or unacceptable for review will be rejected, not considered delivered and returned to the contractor.


ACS acknowledges and complies with this requirement. We believe that early documentation of all deliverable requirements in the deliverable expectations document, along with an approved summary document, interim drafts where appropriate, and our comprehensive internal quality review will preclude DHCFP rejection of any of our deliverables. However, should this be the case, we resolve the issue in accordance with Requirement 8.3.3.9, below.

8.3.3.6 After review of a deliverable, DHCFP will return to the contractor the project deliverable sign-off form with the deliverable submission and review history section completed.


ACS acknowledges and complies with this requirement. All deliverable sign-off forms with associated information and artifacts are maintained in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository.

8.3.3.7 Accepted


If the deliverable is accepted, the original deliverable signoff form signed by the appropriate DHCFP representatives will be returned to the contractor.

ACS acknowledges and complies with this requirement. Upon receipt of the deliverable acceptance sign-off form, we update the detailed project plan with the approval and/or milestone. The approved deliverable is maintained in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository, along with the deliverable sign-off form, and previous versions are archived on SharePoint.


8.3.3.8 Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP


If DHCFP has comments and/or revisions to a deliverable, the following will be provided to the contractor:


A. The original deliverable sign-off form with an updated entry to the deliverable submission and review history section.


B. Attached to the deliverable sign-off form will be a detailed explanation of the revisions to be made and/or a marked up copy of the deliverable.


C. DHCFP’s first review and return with comments will be completed within the times specified in the contract.


D. The contractor will have five (5) working days, unless otherwise mutually agreed to, for review, acceptance and/or rejection of DHCFP’s comments.


E. A meeting to resolve outstanding issues must be completed within three (3) working days after completion of the contractor’s review or a mutually agreed upon time frame.


F. Agreements made during meetings to resolve issues must be documented separately.


G. Once an agreement is reached regarding changes, the Vendor must incorporate them into the deliverable for resubmission to DHCFP.


H. All changes must be easily identifiable by DHCFP.


I. Resubmission of the deliverable must occur within five (5) working days or a mutually agreed upon time frame of the resolution of any outstanding issues.


J. The resubmitted deliverable must be accompanied by the original deliverable sign-off form.


K. This review process continues until all issues have been resolved within a mutually agreed upon time frame.


L. During the re-review process, DHCFP may only comment on the original exceptions noted.


M. All other items not originally commented on are considered to be accepted by DHCFP.


N. Once all revisions have been accepted, the original deliverable sign-off form signed by the appropriate DHCFP representatives will be returned to the contractor.

O. The Vendor must provide one (1) updated and complete master paper copy of each deliverable after approval and acceptance by DHCFP.


The detailed project plan documents the agreed-upon period for DHCFP’s review of the submitted deliverable in accordance with RFP requirements. Upon submission of a deliverable, ACS staff is available to assist in the review process. As needed, we help to minimize DHCFP review time by providing knowledgeable staff to clarify the documentation and answer DHCFP’s questions. During the review period, DHCFP’s project team identifies discrepancies or changes needed in the deliverable. Upon receipt of the feedback, we make the requested modifications and resubmit the deliverable to DHCFP.

We understand that ACS has five working days after receipt of DHCFP’s comments to review and accept or reject the comments. If a meeting is necessary to resolve issues raised by the comments, we schedule it within three working days or at a mutually agreeable time. We document any agreements made during the meeting in a separate document that remains associated with the deliverable and DHCFP’s comments on the Nevada MMIS Project Repository. We then incorporate the agreements into the deliverable document, which we submit within five working days of final resolution of the outstanding issues.

Typically, a final review of a deliverable consists of verifying that all agreed-upon revisions have been incorporated into the final document or work product. Once again, ACS staff is available to assist in the final review process, which usually consists of DHCFP verifying that all agreed‑upon revisions have been incorporated into the final document. If necessary, we walk through the deliverable revisions with DHCFP. The process continues until all issues have been resolved, all DHCFP comments incorporated, and all sign-off documents completed. At that time, DHCFP will issue an approval on a sign-off document. ACS delivers one updated, complete master copy of the deliverable on paper and places the electronic version on the Nevada MMIS Project Repository.


8.3.3.9 Rejected, Not Considered Delivered


If DHCFP considers a deliverable not ready for review, the following will be returned to the contractor:


A. The original deliverable sign-off form with an updated entry to the deliverable submission and review history section.


B. The original deliverable and all copies with a written explanation as to why the deliverable is being rejected, not considered delivered.


C. The Vendor will have five (5) working days, unless otherwise mutually agreed to, for review, acceptance and/or rejection of DHCFP’s comments.


D. A meeting to discuss DHCFP’s position regarding the rejection of the deliverable must be completed within three (3) working days after completion of the contractor’s review or a mutually agreed upon time frame.


E. Resubmission of the deliverable must occur within a mutually agreed upon time frame.


F. The resubmitted deliverable must be accompanied by the original deliverable sign-off form.


G. Upon resubmission of the completed deliverable, DHCFP will follow the steps outlined in Section 8.3.3.7, Accepted, or Section 8.3.3.8, Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP.

ACS acknowledges that DHCFP reserves the right to reject any deliverable that does not meet agreed-upon standards. As noted earlier, we believe that early documentation of all deliverable requirements in the deliverable expectations document, along with an approved summary document, interim drafts where appropriate, and our comprehensive internal quality review will preclude DHCFP rejection of any of our deliverables. However, should this be the case, we resolve the issue in accordance with this requirement. For a deliverable that does not initially meet DHCFP’s requirements, we review DHCFP’s written comments and provide a written response to DHCFP’s requested revisions or clarifications. In some cases, we may request a meeting with appropriate DHCFP staff to ensure that we fully understand the request. ACS revises the deliverable to incorporate all DHCFP-requested revisions. The revised deliverable undergoes the same ACS internal review and sign-off as the initial deliverable. After completing revisions, we submit the revised deliverable to DHCFP for review and approval.

After final review and approval, DHCFP provides written approval of the deliverable by completing and returning the sign-off sheet accompanying the deliverable. All deliverables are electronically maintained and readily accessible in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository.

8.4 Location of Contract Functions


REQUIREMENT: Section 8.4, page 53

We foster a proactive partnership with DHCFP by an onsite account management and key leadership team. Local senior management presence demonstrates our commitment and desire to work together as a seamless unified team focused on common goals. To further this partnership, ACS will have the majority of its staff located in Nevada.

8.4.1 The contractor shall identify the location where each MMIS-related function and contractor service function will be performed.

Up to 95 percent of our takeover and operations staff will be located on-site in our Nevada facility. Our workforce will come from the Reno area where people live and work. This staff will be complemented by a small group who will work remotely in order to provide continuity. We plan to use the same Verizon data center that is currently the hosting solution for the Nevada MMIS, supporting the State’s fiscal agent services. Please refer to Proposal Section 17.1.2, Location, for details about our facilities and service locations.

8.4.2 DHCFP requires that the contractor maintain a facility within a 30-mile radius of the DHCFP location in Carson City, Nevada with a preference for a local facility within Carson City limits. The contractor will have business hours from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM PT, with the exception of DHCFP observed holidays listed in Section 2.1. Electronic transactions must continue to be available on DHCFP Holidays, but operational staffing will not be required at the contractor’s office. Electronic transactions supported by the following systems shall be performed on a twenty four (24) hour basis, seven (7) days per week, except for maintenance to the system accomplished outside of usual business hours, per Section 12.2.1:


A. EVS;


B. Provider Web Portal;


C. EDI Gateway;


D. Call Center automation (phone, IVR, messaging);


E. Pharmacy POS;


F. Electronic Prescription Software; and


G. Electronic Provider Direct Claims Entry Portal(s).


We have identified a project facility located in Reno, approximately 23 miles from DHCFP’s office, which will provide ready access for DHCFP staff. The Reno facility will maintain business hours from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM local time, with the exception of DHCFP-observed holidays. All electronic transactions will continue to be available on holidays and weekends. We agree to provide 24/7/365 access, with the exception of scheduled downtime for maintenance, to the following systems: Eligibility Verification System (EVS), provider Web portal, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) gateway, call center automation, pharmacy Point of Sale, e-prescribing, and provider direct claims entry portals. Please refer to Proposal Section 12.1.3, System Performance Expectations, for more information.

8.4.2.1 The contractor may perform a reasonable portion of system development outside of the continental United States. A reasonable portion of other Nevada MMIS functions may be performed outside of Nevada, but within the continental United States. The site(s) and activities shall be approved by DHCFP.

All operational activities will be performed in the United States.  We use a small quantity of offshore resources for some system development activities and for some technical support of system monitoring software used by our data centers.  

8.4.2.2 During the Contract Start Up, Transition and Operational Periods of this contract, the vendor, within reasonable notice, shall provide adequate meeting facilities to accommodate the needs of intended audiences.

Throughout the contract term, we provide meeting facilities as necessary to meet DHCFP requirements. We provide adequate meeting space for contract start-up and transition activities such requirements validation sessions, walkthroughs, and status meetings. During transition and operations, we also arrange for meeting facilities to accommodate training, including provider training, status meetings, and other activities as requested by DHCFP.

8.4.2.3 The contractor shall provide courier service to the DHCFP site with pickup and delivery service at least three (3) times per week on a schedule agreed to by DHCFP.

ACS acknowledges and will comply with this requirement.


8.5 Communication Requirements


REQUIREMENT: Section 8.5, page 54

We maintain formal and information communication with DHCFP, providers, and other stakeholders through multiple electronic and face-to-face means.


8.5.1 DHCFP is committed to the use of various types of communication, including, but not limited to, face-to-face, electronic, and telephone, to support project business.


8.5.2 Contractor shall maintain telephone and email contact with the contract administrator and other designated staff on a consistent basis throughout the contract. Contractor must provide management, supervisory and technical staff availability by email for ease of communication with DHCFP. Project managers and/or designated staff will also participate in semi-monthly status meetings in person or by telephone conference call and will provide regular status reports as outlined in Section 8.1.2.4.


ACS believes strongly in making the most of communication opportunities and gladly meets these requirements. We provide e-mail capability at the start of the project and continuing through operations for all management, supervisory, and technical staff. to facilitate accessibility, we also provide Blackberries to the management staff. Our e-mail system supports attaching and sending documents created in Microsoft Office Suite and other software products. ACS also uses voice mail, as appropriate, throughout the project. In addition to face-to-face meetings, we also facilitate teleconferences and videoconferences as needed to accommodate out-of-area participants. Please refer to Proposal Section 8.2.1, Activities, for our response to specific requirements for status meetings and reporting.

8.5.2.1 Twenty-four hour fax and toll-free access


A. Contractor shall provide: twenty-four (24) hour fax lines, toll-free telephone lines, voicemail message services, and twenty-four (24) hour access to the EVS for providers to submit requests for recipient eligibility or other inquiries.


ACS will meet this requirement. The Reno-based provider relations and Healthcare Management call centers include an ample number of 24/7/365 fax lines and toll-free lines with electronic messaging to handle inquiries outside of standard working hours, including weekends and holidays. The DHCFP Medicaid Web portal provides a 24/7/365 single point of entry for providers to interactively and successfully manage their participation in the Nevada Medicaid program, including access to the Eligibility Verification System (EVS). Our Interactive Voice Response (IVR) also provides access to the EVS on a 24-hour basis. Please refer to Proposal Section 12.7.4, Call Center and Contact Management, for additional information.


8.5.2.2 Written Communications and Standardized Forms


A. Contractor shall render all reports and contract deliverables in electronic format and hard copy, as specified in Section 8.3.1, and shall maintain the capability of receiving reports, deliverables, test results, data file transfers, and other information electronically from DHCFP or DHCFP’s other contractors.


B. Contractor will provide manuals and other provider communications in alternate formats (electronic, Web-based, CD-ROM, etc.) as requested by DHCFP. DHCFP will approve standardized forms used by the contractor for all review activities and provider communications. DHCFP will also approve communication content such as provider manuals, form letters, web announcements, and training materials prior to publication.


ACS will meet this requirement. Please refer to Proposal Section 17.8, Project Management, for information on our submission of reports and deliverables, and Proposal Section 12.7.7, Provider Training and Outreach, for information on our production and distribution of provider communication materials.

8.5.2.3 Electronic Communications


A. Contractor shall provide all necessary software to support all electronic communications involved in day-to-day activities associated with the contract.


B. Contractor shall provide electronic network connections to enable the contractor to connect and have compatibility with DHCFP’s email and calendar system in accordance with DHCFP policy.


ACS will meet this requirement. Please refer to Proposal Section 11.2, Current MMIS Computing Environment, for a complete description of the hardware and software we provide to support electronic communications and connection with DHCFP applications.


8.6 Requirements Validation and Demonstration


REQUIREMENT: Section 8.6, page 55

The objective of the Requirements Validation and Demonstration task is to ensure that all of DHCFP’s requirements and business needs are fully understood and thoroughly documented, so that they can be closely tracked throughout the life of the project.

During takeover and implementation of the Core MMIS and new peripheral systems and solutions, ACS employs a requirements validation document (RVD) and requirements traceability matrix (RTM) to track and confirm the fulfillment of all business requirements. The RTM cross-references the proposal requirements and RVD requirements to specific test plan scenarios to ensure that all contractual requirements for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project are met with system solutions. The integration of Rational RequisitePro into our requirements, configuration, and testing processes ensures that all contracted work—and only contracted work—is performed. During the contract start-up period, the requirements validation and demonstration task activities will include the identification and tracking of any changes, peripheral replacement solutions, or improvements to business process functions across the Nevada MMIS.


8.6.1 Objective


The objective of this task is for the successful vendor to validate and demonstrate that the Nevada MMIS will meet all requirements presented in the RFP and in the vendor’s proposal. In addition, any changes, tool replacement solutions, or improvements to business process functions across the Nevada MMIS will also be identified. This task will result in the establishment of a document of record that clearly identifies requirements decisions agreed upon by DHCFP and the successful vendor.

As described in the introduction to Proposal Section 8, Scope of Work—Contract Start-Up Period, we employ our SPARK-ITS SDM workflows and tools as appropriate during the three Nevada MMIS Takeover contract periods—contract start-up, transition, and operations—to ensure a smooth MMIS takeover and implementation of new peripheral systems. The requirements workflow starts by reviewing the expectations, objectives, standards, and processes to be addressed in the requirements validation process. ACS project staff review the RFP, ACS proposal, and contract to ensure that all project commitments, deliverables, and expectations are adequately defined. We document any potentially ambiguous items and discuss them with DHCFP to ensure a common understanding of the expected work products.

In addition to our project control and reporting system that comprises our EPM/SharePoint solution and the Nevada MMIS Project Repository, we use IBM’s Rational RequisitePro to capture and document all requirements. Rational RequisitePro maintains forward and backward traceability of requirements from RFP through testing. The key deliverables from this process are the requirements validation document (RVD) and the requirements traceability matrix (RTM). These two documents form the foundation of configuration, testing, and implementation activities carried out in the transition period. In the remainder of this section, we respond to the RFP requirements for requirements validation.

8.6.2 Activities


8.6.2.1 Conduct and facilitate requirements review and validation sessions to validate and demonstrate system functionality.


This will include all screens, reports, forms, inputs and outputs related to each requirement. A schedule of requirements review and validation sessions must be provided to DHCFP at least ten (10) working days prior to the scheduled sessions.


8.6.2.2 Use the requirements review and validation sessions to gain an understanding of the levels of user sophistication. The information will be used to develop trainers, the training programs, and to plan ongoing user support activities during operations.


8.6.2.3 Document requirements review and validation sessions and submit meeting minutes to DHCFP for review and approval on any agreements reached, open issues and other outcomes. Minutes should be submitted within three (3) working days after a session is completed.


8.6.2.4 Conduct interviews, as necessary, with DHCFP staff to validate, clarify, update and finalize requirements,


8.6.2.5 Provide qualified data modelers and conduct any modeling sessions needed for data model modification.

Requirements gathering activities are multi-step efforts involving large numbers of people from both DHCFP and ACS. Therefore, it is critical that all participants in these processes adequately understand the entire process and the specific role(s) they play within that process. We ensure this understanding through training we provide to all participants. ACS schedules training sessions and publishes the training calendar on the Nevada MMIS Project Repository. During the training, DHCFP and ACS staffs review project procedures and standards related to requirements validation activities. We jointly review dates of delivery, review periods, format and content of the deliverables, and the proposed schedule for review and validation sessions. As required, we deliver a schedule of requirements review and validation sessions at least ten working days prior to the first scheduled session.


The requirements review and validation sessions, in addition to confirming the RFP requirements, gives ACS staff valuable insight into DHCFP’s business environment, staff knowledge, familiarity with tools and processes, and training needs. ACS business analysts prepare a draft RVD prior to review sessions using as many sources of information as possible, including the RFP, Reference Library contents, documents provided by DHCFP, legacy system documentation, and our own subject matter expertise. In particular, we rely on DHCFP’s response to Vendor Question #9: “The Requirements Traceability Matrix will be created using the vendor completed Requirements Tables presented in the RFP as Attachments O, P, and Q. Editable versions of these tables were provided as attachments to RFP No. 1824.”

We begin the review and validation process by reviewing the project’s stakeholder analysis with DHCFP to confirm the necessary participants for the upcoming activities, and to ensure all required attendees are available to support the requirements review and validation sessions. We know sessions are run most effectively when facilitators manage the conversation, keep to the agenda, inform attendees of ground rules, and adhere to predefined timelines and objectives. Business analysts provide subject matter expertise as do representatives from related functional and topic areas such as operations, implementation planning, data management, and clinical operations. Technical staff also attend to ensure requirements are captured with sufficient level of detail to benefit subsequent detail design sessions. One analyst acts as a reporter to ensure decisions are captured and minutes are accurate.

All requirements review and validation sessions are preceded by the following:


Invitations including all meeting logistics


Detailed agendas indicating objectives and planned discussion topics


· Draft materials submitted to DHCFP in advance to allow for sufficient staff preparation time


After each review session or series of sessions, follow-up activities include:


Review and submission of meeting minutes through the Nevada MMIS Project Repository


Monitoring and controlling activities to check that identified action items and issues are being worked or have been resolved


· Submission of resulting work products for DHCFP review


Many review sessions result in outstanding action items including research or clarification of issues with DHCFP staff in smaller, one-on-one sessions. We carefully track and follow up on these items to ensure nothing is missed. We also provide our own technical staff and subject matter experts including clinical staff to provide input, examples, and demonstrations, including conducting data modeling sessions and producing data models, as needed. These data models and artifacts are maintained with the requirements validation documents.

Requirements Validation Document (RVD)

8.6.2.6 Prepare and submit an outline of the Requirements Validation Document to serve as a document of record for DHCFP approval.


In accordance with the requirements of Proposal Section 8.3.2, Deliverable Submission, we prepare and submit an outline of the RVD to serve as a document of record for DHCFP approval. In this case, we use the DHCFP-approved outline to compile the draft RVD that becomes the basis of the requirement review and validation sessions, as well as the basis of the finished deliverable.


8.6.2.7 Prepare and submit a comprehensive and detailed Requirements Validation Document. This document must include the following items:


A. Identification of changes to existing requirements;


B. Clarifying information associated with requirements, as needed;


C. Identification of new requirements;


D. Definition of how requirements will be met;

E. Identification of the entity responsible for meeting a requirement, when it involves coordination of multiple parties (DHCFP and Contractor(s)).


F. A detailed description of the hardware and software configuration to be used;


G. An overview of the system architecture and how components are integrated; and


H. Logical data model that defines all entities, relationships, attributes and access paths.

The detailed gathering and confirmation of requirements as documented in RVD artifacts is accomplished in face-to-face requirements review and validation sessions with DHCFP. These sessions include discussions of the RFP requirements, review of draft RVD artifacts, and identification of issues and risks, which are stored in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository for management and timely resolution. After the review and validation sessions are completed, we update the RVD to reflect ACS’ understanding of DHCFP processes, requirements, and business needs, and DHCFP reviews it to ensure that all requirements have been documented fully and accurately.

Using the Requirements Tables presented in the RFP as Attachments O, P, and Q as the baseline, we organize the RVD according to Core MMIS subsystem, peripheral system, or operations functional area. For each chapter, we address the validated requirements, noting any changes to existing requirements and adding clarification of requirements as needed; we identify new requirements and define how they will be met; finally, we identify the party responsible for meeting the requirement, whether ACS, DHCFP, another vendor, or another agency. We collect additional artifacts as needed, including screens, reports, workflows, and interface definitions. We also confirm the technical requirements for the Nevada MMIS and peripheral systems, including hardware, software, system architecture, integration, and configuration requirements for each system or functional component.

A critical step during requirements analysis is the development of the logical data model to ensure an understanding of the full scope of data needed to fulfill DHCFP’s needs. For this project, we use ER/Studio from Embarcadero Technologies to implement the logical data model and data dictionary. ER/Studio creates Entity-Relationship Diagrams (ERDs), which visually depict tables, columns, and inter-table relationships. As a byproduct, many facts are gathered about the data, such as definitions, data types, cardinality, foreign keys, alternate keys, and inversion entries. Reports can be generated that show this information in various formats. All of this metadata (defining information about the data structures) is stored in the ER/Studio Repository.

In addition to the RVD, we develop the system test plan and operational readiness assessment checklists during requirements validation. By tailoring the test plans as a part of the requirements analysis process, the project team not only ensures a complete understanding of DHCFP’s requirements, but also develops a comprehensive statement of how the solution will be validated and used by DHCFP, ACS, providers, recipients, and public users. Developing the test plan from the RVD ensures that requirements are detailed, testable, and aligned to ensure fitness of use.

Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)


8.6.2.8 Establish and maintain a Requirements Traceability Matrix in order for requirements to be traced throughout transition and operations periods. The Requirements Traceability Matrix presented in the Reference Library will become the basis for this report. Updates to the traceability matrix will be submitted to DHCFP on the monthly basis, with a summary description of the updates. The updated traceability matrix must be delivered to DHCFP’s project manager no later than the fifteenth (15th) calendar day of the following month.

As each RVD chapter approaches completion, ACS imports the document into Rational RequisitePro. RequisitePro allows for tracking requirements between documents, diagrams, and other artifacts, and it supports analysis of the impact of proposed changes. It also provides strong reporting capabilities. Via this tool, we generate the requirements traceability matrix (RTM) to link the requirements across the transition and operations periods and to ensure the requirements are fully met and tested. Any changes to requirements made in the RVD are replicated in the RTM.


The RTM ensures that all project requirements are addressed in system testing and configuration of peripheral systems or commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products. It lists each requirement documented in the RFP and allows ACS to relate each requirement to its respective references in the RVD and test cases. The RTM is a report out of the RequisitePro database, and it is stored in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository for DHCFP review and approval. Throughout the life of the contract, we continually update the RTM to verify how, where, and by whom requirements have been fulfilled. The resulting work product demonstrates full traceability through the life of the contract. We provide a monthly update to the DHCFP project manager as required; however, the RTM is updated as necessary and the current version is always available for DHCFP review in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository.


8.6.3 Requirements Validation and Demonstration Deliverables

8.6.2.1 Requirements Review and Validation Session Schedule


8.6.2.3 Requirements Review and Validation Session Discussion Minutes


8.6.2.6 Requirements Validation Document Outline


8.6.2.7 Requirements Validation Document


8.6.2.8 Requirements Traceability Matrix


We are committed to supporting DHCFP with the information it needs to manage project activities during the requirements validation and demonstration task. We agree to provide the required deliverables in compliance with the format and content approved by DHCFP.


9
Scope of Work – Transition Period Requirements


REQUIREMENT: Section 9, page 58


ACS provides the key ingredients for making the overall transition effort a success: strong project management discipline, a realistic work plan that reflects a clear understanding of the scope of work requirements, and a team working in cooperation with DHCFP and all stakeholders.


		

		



		· Project team with extensive and relevant MMIS takeover, enhancement, and transfer experience


· Collaborative and flexible transition strategy and methodology


· Standard, repeatable project management and software development methodologies


· Low-risk transition of the Nevada MMIS within the Verizon Data Center



		





DHCFP’s immediate and overriding goal for the Nevada MMIS transition period is to accomplish the takeover, assumption of operations, and implementation of replacement peripheral systems of the Nevada MMIS with no disruption of services to the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up stakeholder community. A second, but equally important, goal is to provide these services in a controlled environment and to ensure that Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program business is conducted in such a way that promotes a seamless transition for providers, recipients, and all contractors involved in the provision of services. With the takeover and improvement of current operations, DHCFP will be well positioned to improve administration of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs, provide increased quality of services to program stakeholders, and maintain a collaborative working relationship with a contractor—ACS—that works with DHCFP toward common goals and criteria for ongoing success.

ACS project management is based upon nearly 40 years of practical experience, recognized industry standards, and best practices now codified in our trademarked SPARK-ITS, which also serves as a quality management system (QMS) to help ensure a strong, controlled, effective, and efficient takeover of the Nevada MMIS. ACS has expanded and evolved our project management methodology (PMM) and software development methodology (SDM) in tandem with the growing sophistication of IT systems. We describe our PMM in Proposal Section 17.8, Project Management, and we introduced our SDM in Proposal Section 8, Scope of Work—Contract Start-Up Period Requirements.

We apply these principles to the transition and implementation tasks required during the transition period. In the remainder of this section, we present our approach to the transition period under the following headings:


9.1 Transition Overview

9.2 Transition Planning

9.3 Transition of MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools, and Nevada Medicaid Claims Processing and Support Services

9.4 Parallel Testing

9.5 Operational Readiness

· 9.6 Implementation and Start of Operations


9.1 Transition Overview


REQUIREMENT: Section 9.1, page 58


The Transition Period includes transition of the Core MMIS and existing peripheral systems and tools to the new contractor. Unless otherwise specified as applying to a new contractor only, transition planning and transition tasks are applicable to any contractor (incumbent or new), at a minimum, for any new or replaced peripheral systems or tools, or claims processing support services.


Vendors may propose a phased implementation approach for the transition of the Nevada MMIS into operations, which shall be described in detail in the Vendor’s Transition Plan and reflected in the detailed project plan. The phased implementation approach shall not disrupt services provided by Medicaid service providers to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up recipients.


In addition to looking for creative approaches for transferring the Nevada MMIS from the current contractor to the successful proposer (such as via a phased implementation approach), DHCFP will also assess transition approaches to ensure that Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program business is conducted in such a way that promotes a seamless transition for providers, recipients, and all contractors involved in the provision of services. Financial implications shall also be carefully considered by DHCFP to prevent compensation of multiple contractors during the phased implementation process as DHCFP is committed to compensating a single vendor deemed responsible for the provision of a particular business function or service.


The major activities in this Period include the following:


▪ Installation of the Core MMIS and any existing peripheral system and tools that have not been replaced by the new contractor on the new contractor’s hardware (new contractor only);


▪ Modification of the system software to run in the new environment (applies to new contractor and to incumbent for replaced peripheral systems and tools);


▪ System testing (applies to new contractor and to incumbent for replaced peripheral systems and tools);


▪ Parallel testing between the current system and the newly installed transferred Core MMIS and existing peripheral system tools (new contractor only);


▪ Transition of Medicaid Claims Processing and Support services (new contractor only); and


▪ Implementation.


The contractor will conduct the tasks for this period according to the Project Plan submitted in the Technical Proposal, as described in Section 17.7. Changes to the Project Plan will require approval by DHCFP. The contractor will be responsible for system integration, with technical oversight from DHCFP of Nevada designated staff. The contractor and other system vendors shall work with other DHCFP contractors, as necessary, for establishing appropriate interfaces and system integration during this Period.

DHCFP receives a low-risk takeover solution through the continued use of data within the Verizon Data Center; the retention of DHCFP-approved staff; a collaborative, transparent, and proactive project management approach; and decades of fiscal agent takeover experience.


While ACS brings extensive relevant MMIS takeover, enhancement, and transfer experience to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, we also know that no two Medicaid programs or systems are alike, and we do not underestimate the challenges inherent in a transition of Nevada’s scope and complexity. We bring a proven, structured methodology and strategy for successfully planning, executing, and managing the transition, implementation, and assumption of Nevada MMIS operations that allows for the flexibility to meet Nevada-specific system and operational needs. We recognize the importance that DHCFP places on project management and software development standards. Our documented SPARK-ITS PMM and SDM are founded on industry best practices, are grounded in our practical experience, and have been tailored to healthcare projects like the Nevada MMIS Takeover.

The Low-Risk Takeover Approach


Choosing ACS is the right solution for DHCFP due to our proven, recent experience taking over two state MMIS systems in circumstances very much like Nevada’s. In Alaska, we assumed operations of that state’s First Health MMIS and currently operate it in the Verizon Data Center. We are currently engaged in taking over and transitioning the Virginia MMIS, a First Health system operating in the Verizon Data Center, and it is that same approach that we are proposing for Nevada. We are proposing a phased implementation approach, in which we effect an transition of the Core MMIS followed by the implementation of our replacement peripheral systems and the Health Information Exchange (HIE) solution. We discuss this approach in more detail in Proposal Section 9.3, Transition of MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools, and Nevada Medicaid Claims Processing and Support Services.

Leveraging the Verizon Data Center. By leveraging the Verizon Data Center instead of transitioning to another mainframe, we eliminate many potential points of failure. We have the baseline transition agreement with Verizon in place today. The Verizon Data Center will set up a separate ACS Nevada partition and replicate the current Nevada MMIS production software and database structures in the new partition. Verizon will also load the current production data into the replicated data structures.

Along with the databases, Verizon also migrates the current ACF2 security profiles for DHCFP users so that the transition is transparent to users, and DHCFP users continue to use their current MMIS logon IDs. The complete transition to the new ACS partition can occur in approximately 12 to 18 hours. We use the same data that is processed in the incumbent’s current production runs and compare the results to ensure we have successfully migrated all the mainframe software and jobs. This greatly simplifies the final production cutover process, which for a data center change could take several days, followed by a significant period of testing and configuration before the system is ready for parallel testing. ACS works with DHCFP, Verizon, and the incumbent to receive, integrate, and validate ongoing application modifications to database structures and source code after the initial ACS environment set-up and takeover activities are complete. By keeping the system in the same data center, every step of the takeover phase is greatly simplified.

Through our experience as both the incumbent and successor vendor during takeover, we understand the importance of staff retention by the incumbent and the provision of a full contingent of personnel to ensure a smooth takeover by the successor vendor. Our staffing plan provides a full ACS staff dedicated to the takeover. Our proposed takeover project manager for the Nevada MMIS project is a certified Project Management Professional (PMP) with 11 years of large-scale Medicaid systems experience and 22 years of project management experience. In addition, we are recruiting other ACS staff that will have completed the Virginia takeover to work in Nevada. Their experience in completing a similar project will provide lessons learned and skills that will help ensure a smooth transition.

Retention of Quality DHCFP-Approved Staff. Continuity of knowledge throughout the project improves the probability of success and minimizes the likelihood of disruption and delays. Our staff transition plan includes the retention of well-performing, DHCFP-approved staff from the incumbent contractor. We work closely with DHCFP and the incumbent to identify such staff and carefully schedule their transition to the ACS team.

Dedicated Medicaid Partner


Medicaid has been our business for almost four decades, and we remain strongly committed to it in the future. We have retained some clients for well over 20 years. From both a technical and MMIS fiscal agent perspective, ACS’ staff, experience, expertise, and service record are second to none. We offer the requisite experience to meet and/or exceed all of DHCFP’s requirements now and in the future. We are successful at meeting deadlines and providing on-time, quality deliverables in order to provide a smooth takeover with no interruption in service. For example, our MMIS takeover in Texas, the third largest Medicaid program in the nation, was completed ahead of schedule and considered a flawless takeover by the client, the Health and Human Services Commission.


In the remainder of this section, we address our approach to each of the major activities of the transition period, including:


Installation of the Core MMIS in the new ACS Nevada partition at the Verizon Data Center, and installation of existing and non-replaced peripheral systems and tools

Modification of the system software to run in the new environment and configuration of replacement peripheral systems and tools

System testing of replaced peripheral systems and tools


Parallel testing between the current system and the newly transferred Core MMIS and existing peripheral system tools

Transition of Medicaid claims processing and support services

· Implementation of the new operational environment

9.1.1 Transition Period Entrance Criteria


9.1.1.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria prior to the commencement of


Transition Period activities:


A. DHCFP approval of the Vendor’s Detailed Project Plan;


B. Establishment of a location where MMIS related functions and contractor services will be performed; and


C. Acceptance of a comprehensive Requirements Validation Document.


ACS acknowledges the entrance criteria for the transition period and commits to meeting all requirements for the period. Please refer to Proposal Sections 8.1.2.1, detailed project plan; 8.4, Location of Contract Functions; and 8.6.2.7, Requirements Validation Document.

9.1.2 Transition Period Exit Criteria


9.1.2.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to exiting the Transition Period:


A. DHCFP acceptance of the Vendor’s Transition Plan;


B. Vendor’s certification of System Component(s) implementation (including the Core MMIS and peripheral systems and tools);


C. Acceptance by DHCFP of all system test activities presented in Section 9 of this RFP; and


D. Acceptance by DHCFP of all revisions to Systems and User Documentation (as required to fully describe the transferred system).


ACS acknowledges the exit criteria for the transition period and commits to meeting all requirements for the period. Please refer to Proposal Sections 9.2.1.6, MMIS Transition Plan; 9.6.1.9, Certification of Implementation; 9.3.2.10, System Test; and 9.4.2.14, Updated Documentation.

9.2 Transition Planning


REQUIREMENT: Section 9.2, page 59


The first step in preparing for the continuance of operations of systems and programs associated with Nevada Medicaid and Check Up is transition planning. The following sections present the transition planning expectations.


Our approach to transition planning consists of experienced leadership, a well thought out and realistic project plan, meticulous documentation of tasks in a workable transition plan, proactive risk management, and open, frequent communication between DHCFP and ACS.


ACS’ experience with large-scale MMIS projects, combined with our SPARK-ITS Quality Management System, provides us with a solid basis for planning and executing the transition of the Nevada MMIS, its peripheral systems, and the fiscal agent functions that support it. We prepare a comprehensive transition planning document that complements and works in tandem with our other project management plans, including the detailed project plan, risk management plan, change management plan, and quality assurance plan.

9.2.1 Contractor Responsibilities


9.2.1.1 Review and agree to the Transition Period entrance and exit criteria established by DHCFP within the first thirty (30) days of the contract start date.


We have incorporated all entrance and exit criteria for the three contract phases—contract start-up, transition, and operations—into our preliminary detailed project plan. Immediately upon contract signing, we begin reviewing all criteria, milestones, and deliverables with DHCFP to confirm our understanding of the RFP requirements and to make any necessary adjustments in the schedule. Within 30 days of the contract start date, we commit to DHCFP to meet all entrance and exit criteria.


9.2.1.2 Select and establish a Medicaid Claims Processing and Support services site within thirty (30) miles of DHCFP Administrative Offices, with a preference for a facility and services to be provided within Carson City limits, and submit a Facilities Plan, including but not limited to, location of computer hardware, to DHCFP for approval within the first thirty (30) days of the start of the Transition Period.


We have identified a project facility in Reno, Nevada, located approximately 23 miles from DHCFP’s office, which will provide ready access for DHCFP staff. ACS will conduct initial and ongoing transition activities from this location and will provide a facilities plan to DHCFP for approval within 30 days of the start of the transition period. The facility will accommodate all ACS local staff team members as well as provide necessary office space, meeting rooms, and free parking to accommodate DHCFP staff. The facility also will include all the equipment, software, and services needed for accomplishing project work, including work stations with hardware and software to develop, test, and implement enhancements and modifications; personal computers with appropriate software; network printers for routine printing; document shredding equipment; long distance phone service; office supplies; storage equipment; and telecommunications linkages. While our staff is located in this facility, we are available to meet with DHCFP and other stakeholder groups in other locations at any time. More information on our location can be found in Proposal Section 17.1.2, Location.

9.2.1.3 Conduct a review of the current systems and user documentation, and clarify deficiencies as necessary.


The first step of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project is to inventory the assets that are to be transitioned to ACS. It is typical for a system that has been in production for several years to be somewhat out of sync from its supporting documentation. While this may not be true with the Nevada MMIS, we conduct the analysis necessary to confirm that we have captured all necessary system artifacts. We take inventory of the system artifacts, including documentation, files, scripts, code modules, utilities listings, parameter files, and schedules. ACS then compares these listings with the Nevada MMIS documentation so that we can identify any discrepancies to be resolved. The secondary benefit of this step is that it assures full and accurate documentation once the transition is complete. All of the files that were transitioned will be identified and discrepancies documented and resolved.

9.2.1.4 Establish and implement a project control and reporting system, and establish protocols for problem reporting and controls for transfers.


A key aspect to building strong working project relationships is supplying all team members with access to the tools and documents needed to share work products and collaborate on deliverables. Our project management and control tools enable ACS to effectively report, monitor, and control project activities throughout the life of the project. We propose our corporate standard Enterprise Project Management (EPM) solution, which consists of Microsoft Project and SharePoint components, as the foundation of the online Nevada MMIS Project Repository. These, and the other tools summarized below, provide all stakeholders with project status information on a scheduled, recurring basis.

Microsoft Enterprise Project Management (EPM) is an end-to-end collaborative project and portfolio environment that helps align work and people with business priorities to effectively manage work from ad-hoc projects to complex programs. ACS uses EPM to create reports, and we publish those reports to the Nevada MMIS Project Repository on SharePoint. EPM is used together with  SharePoint to provide DHCFP and ACS with an effective way of monitoring and controlling risks, change management, action items, issues, metrics, and resource data throughout the takeover.

Microsoft SharePoint complements the EPM tool and provides project team members with on-line access to project control artifacts, past and current status reports, and past and current project plans. The foundation of the Nevada MMIS Project Repository, SharePoint provides a single, integrated location where users can efficiently collaborate with other team members, find organizational resources, review, edit, and store project deliverables and artifacts, manage content, and manage risks, issues, and action items.

IBM Rational RequisitePro is ACS’ automated requirements tracking and management solution. Through this tool, team members manage and track requirements from the RFP through testing, implementation, and operations. ACS also generates traceability reports from RequisitePro to ensure our requirement solutions and tests fully satisfy Nevada’s requirements.


IBM Rational ClearQuest offers comprehensive software change management and provides defect tracking, process automation, reporting and lifecycle traceability for better visibility and control of the software development lifecycle.

Microsoft Project Professional is a core desktop tool to build and maintain the project work plans and schedules. We provide project work plans in both electronic and hardcopy formats.

· Project Web Access is used to report time, which is interfaced with the detailed work plan loaded in EPM. This internal tool allows ACS to closely track and monitor work performed on each project task and allows us to obtain key metrics data. By tracking hours and task completion, our takeover project manager can be proactive in ensuring that target dates will be met and whether contingency plans need to be activated well in advance of a deadline.

9.2.1.5 Become familiar with DHCFP policies and services through interviews with DHCFP and/or current contractor staff.


Through interviews with DHCFP staff and reviews of system, user, and operations documentation, we familiarize our staff with the present Nevada MMIS and the transition period requirements. ACS conducts meetings with DHCFP and incumbent contractor staff to ensure that the current Nevada MMIS and fiscal agent operations procedures are accurately detailed in the system, user, and operations documentation. We use these interviews to understand any discrepancies, to ensure all requirements are adequately documented, and to begin structuring operations training for new staff.


Nevada MMIS Transition Plan


9.2.1.6 Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Transition Plan to DHCFP. The plan shall include:


A. Proposed approach to transition;


B. Proposed approach for conducting a knowledge transfer from the current vendor to the new vendor;


C. Tasks and activities for transition;


D. Personnel and level of effort in hours;


E. Completion date;


F. Transition milestones;


G. Entrance and exit criteria;


H. Schedule for transition;


I. Production program and documentation update procedures during transition;


J. Readiness walkthrough;


K. Parallel test procedures;


L. Provider training; and


M. Interface testing.


Our transition plan is the result of extensive input from ACS technical and operations experts and is anchored by a fundamental understanding of and experience with large-scale MMIS system takeover, transition, and implementation. The transition plan contains all of the elements specified in Requirement 9.2.1.6, including:


Proposed Approach to Transition. We discuss in detail our proposed approach to transitioning the Core MMIS and the McKesson clinical claims editor to a new ACS Nevada partition within the Verizon Data Center, as well as our approach to replacing the pharmacy Point of Sale system, drug rebate system, provider Web portal, decision support system (DSS), and the online document and retrieval archive system (ODRAS). We also discuss our approach to transitioning fiscal agent operations, including installation of new solutions for the EDI clearinghouse, telecommunications, interactive voice response (IVR), and workflow management.

Proposed Approach To Knowledge Transfer. We discuss our plans for knowledge transfer from the incumbent vendor through review of system and user documentation, together with interviews and meetings necessary to gain a complete understanding of the Core MMIS functionality and interfaces.

Transition Tasks and Activities. The transition plan is aligned with and complements the detailed project plan, which defines the tasks, subtasks, staffing, and hours required to accomplish the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project work, as well as personnel and level of effort in hours; completion date; transition milestones; entrance and exit criteria; and the work schedule for transition.


Production Program and Documentation Update Procedures. We begin as early as possible to assemble system documentation and production protocols for review as part of our knowledge transfer approach. In the transition plan, we discuss our procedures for review, validation, identification of discrepancies, and update up to the assumption of operations.

Readiness Walkthrough. In the transition plan, we discuss and document our comprehensive approach to operational readiness assessment. We perform a complete and thorough assessment of all systems and operational functions to ensure a seamless cutover. The final step of our process is to conduct a readiness walkthrough for DHCFP and issue our formal assurance of operational readiness. Please refer to Proposal Section 9.5, Operational Readiness, for an overview of our operational readiness assessment.


Parallel Test Procedures. We describe our post-transfer testing procedures, including integration and system testing where necessary for Core MMIS or peripheral system functionality, together with our comprehensive approach to performing parallel testing as part of our operational readiness assessment. Please refer to Proposal Section 9.4, Parallel Testing, for an overview of the process that we document in our transition plan.


Provider Training. Our comprehensive approach to provider training is documented in the provider training plan we describe in Proposal Section 12.7.7, Provider Training and Outreach. In the transition plan, we describe a subset of that plan, which is the provider transition training plan we prepare in compliance with Requirement 9.5.1.8 later in this proposal section.

Interface Testing. We conduct interface testing according to our comprehensive testing strategy. In the transition plan, we describe our approach to testing required interfaces as part of systems testing, parallel testing, and operational readiness assessment.


9.2.1.7 Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan to DHCFP.


The plan shall include:


A. Proposed approach to MMIS relocation risk/contingency planning;


B. Risk analysis: identification of critical business processes;


C. Risk analysis: identification of potential failures;


D. Risk analysis: business impacts; and


E. Identification of alternatives/contingencies.


As detailed in Proposal Section 17.8.10, Risk Management, ACS follows industry standard processes and procedures for highly effective risk management based on the PMBOK and CMMI principles that form the basis of SPARK-ITS. Our extensive experience in takeover, transition, and implementation enables us to anticipate risks to the project and to develop sound mitigation strategies and contingency plans to address them. We prepare and submit a Nevada MMIS relocation risk/contingency plan to DHCFP in accordance with RFP requirements. We develop and deliver this plan as a subsidiary plan to our SPARK-ITS risk management plan.


ACS’ relocation risk/contingency plan reflects our experience in addressing the kinds of risk associated with transitions. For example, during takeover, there is the potential for incomplete system transfer, missing programs, software components that the incumbent deems proprietary, or inaccurate or out of date documentation. Although our low-risk takeover solution mitigates against it, our team may require multiple iterations of system transfer before we obtain a complete copy of the Nevada MMIS. Our task definitions and schedule, therefore, allow for executing risk mitigation strategies that address these risks as well as others identified during project start-up.

One of the most important lessons learned from our MMIS takeover experience is the importance of working closely with our customers to mitigate the risks inherent in the turnover of existing documentation from the incumbent. For various reasons, documentation of systems, processes, and procedures might not always be as accurate and complete as the State and incumbent management understands them to be. For instance, incumbent staff may have implemented system changes to improve operational efficiency, but may not have communicated those changes to documentation staff.


A discrepancy between “what is written” and “what is” can have an immediate impact on systems and operations, and ACS conducts careful analysis to identify such discrepancies. While we assume that the incumbent delivers complete, up-to-date documentation that accurately reflects current systems and processes, we work closely with DHCFP to confirm this assumption and mitigate any related risk as part of the documentation transition process.

In Table 9-1, we provide a matrix of risks that potentially occur in any takeover effort and that ACS has experience in mitigating:

Table 9-1. Risk Area: Service Disruption to Stakeholders


		Cause

		Impacts

		Mitigation Strategy



		Incomplete Documentation

		· System does not perform as expected


· Claims process incorrectly


· Claims are not paid timely


· Eligibility verification disrupted 

		· Review available system and operations documentation


· Confirm documentation with DHCFP and incumbent staff


· Identify any gaps and assess related issues



		System changes made during transition are not synchronized prior to cutover 

		· System does not perform as expected


· Claims process incorrectly


· Claims are not paid timely


· Production errors occur


· Systems fail

		· Adhere strictly to change control process


· Conduct thorough testing



		Incomplete transition of system components 

		· Delay of go live

· Increased costs to project

		· Adhere to approved work plan


· Invoke escalation procedures


· Conduct stakeholder analysis and communication planning 



		Lack of staff knowledge and skills

		· Reduced customer service

· Reduced levels of quality

· Degraded levels of operational efficiencies, productivity, and accuracy 

		· Appropriate training and knowledge transfer to operations staff (both ACS and DHCFP)


· Hire well-performing incumbent staff





Our approach to risk management centers on minimizing risk during the transition and before service delivery begins. Transition, system, and operations managers and team leads conduct risk planning with DHCFP staff, and all ACS project team members are involved in risk mitigation processes at some level. Our takeover project manager and takeover systems manager, along with team leads and the PMO Manager, hold frequent risk management status meetings with DHCFP to report the status of risks, reassess risks previously identified and not retired, and to address newly identified risks and mitigation plans. As always, information about our risk management activities is available to all authorized staff in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository on SharePoint.

9.2.1.8 Develop an approved plan and establish the gateway to DHCFP’s LAN to facilitate communications between DHCFP and the contractor, and supply all hardware and software needed within sixty (60) days of the start of the Transition Period.


We agree to operate within Nevada’s current and future LAN/WAN network architecture in accordance with performance standards established by DHCFP. Our technical infrastructure team has carefully evaluated Nevada’s current LAN/WAN network architecture information and associated performance standards provided in the Procurement Library. Our proposed data communications network meets and exceeds DHCFP standards and can successfully interface with State platforms and interconnections without exception. We prepare and deliver a formal plan to establish the gateway to DHCFP’s LAN, and to meet the requirements for acquiring and installing the necessary hardware and software.


9.2.1.9 Establish a contractor operations facility within thirty (30) miles of DHCFP Administrative Offices within the first thirty (30) days of the Transition Period.

We have identified a project facility in Reno, Nevada, located approximately 23 miles from DHCFP’s office, which will provide ready access for DHCFP staff. ACS will establish the facility within 30 days of the start of the transition period. Up to 95 percent of our contract staff will be located in Nevada during operations. Please refer to Requirement 9.2.1.2 in this section and Proposal Section 17.1.2, Location.


9.2.1.10 Initiate project management control software and reporting procedures.


We establish our EPM SharePoint solution in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository for project management, control, and reporting during contract start-up. Microsoft Project Professional, Microsoft Project Server, and Microsoft Project Web Access ensure that we document and track all tasks. Please refer to Requirement 9.2.1.4 in this section and Proposal Section 17.8, Project Management.

9.2.1.11 Establish and maintain a deliverable control and issue resolution tracking system using PC-based software, for the life of the contract. Update the software by recording and tracking all deliverable correspondence initiated by either DHCFP or the contractor. The system shall be accessible for joint use by both the authorized DHCFP and contractor staff.


We propose Microsoft SharePoint as our Nevada MMIS Project Repository for all deliverable control, issue management, risk management, and correspondence artifacts and tasks. All DHCFP-approved staff has access to the repository. Please refer to Proposal Section 17.8, Project Management.


9.2.1.12 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the approved Project Plan.


9.2.1.13 Conduct weekly status meetings with DHCFP Project Manager, other DHCFP staff, and DHCFP contractors, as necessary.


During the transition period, ACS conducts weekly status meetings and submits weekly status reports specifically geared toward the progress of tasks against the transition plan and the overall detailed project plan. We issue reports electronically through the Nevada MMIS Project Repository and in other formats as requested. We work with DHCFP to define the agenda for the weekly status meetings, and to document all scheduling and distribution of minutes and other materials in the communications management plan. Please refer also to Proposal Section 17.10, Metrics Management, for our approach to project metric tracking using Cognos Metrics Manager.

9.2.1.14 Inform DHCFP Project Manager of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified.


In addition to regular staff reports to management of any issue or concern, our PMO continually monitors output of our EPM tracking tools, as well as indicators reported out of Cognos Metrics Manager, for any change in activity that could indicate a delay or setback to any project activity. In accordance with our communications management plan, we institute appropriate communication with DHCFP project management staff, log the issue or risk in the SharePoint log, and initiate the appropriate response based on the nature of the delay and the governing project management plan.

9.2.1.15 Work with other system vendors, DHCFP, and other Nevada DHCFP agencies to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to promote a successful transition period.


ACS works with other agencies and vendors to identify technical liaisons and coordinate activities as necessary to establish system and business interfaces. For example, we develop an early working relationship with the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services (DWSS) to validate and test Medicaid eligibility and child support enforcement interfaces. We also establish business interfaces and working relationships with external entities including managed care plans, State accounting offices, and CMS, among many others. We demonstrate all applicable interfaces during parallel testing to promote a successful transition of operations without disruption to any business processes or data-sharing partners.


9.2.1.16 Modify and Update the MMIS Project Plan that was initially submitted to DHCFP. Any changes from current operating procedures must be clearly identified and reflected in the Project Plan. The contractor must also clearly describe the hardware configurations and telecommunications network for the appropriate sections of the Project Plan.

The detailed project plan meets task-specific objectives within varying timeframes; addresses task dependencies; and allows management to monitor the critical path of each activity, deliverable, and milestone. We realize that our proposed work plan is a preliminary document that is subject to revision after the contract is signed. At that point, ACS finalizes the work plan for DHCFP approval and uses it as a baseline for monitoring the activities for the project. As DHCFP and ACS work together through the transition period, it may be mutually agreed upon to revise deliverable and milestone dates. ACS will request formal DHCFP approval of any change in tasks, deliverables, or milestones.

Operating procedures and technical requirements for hardware configuration and the telecommunications network relating to the project are maintained in the requirements validation document (RVD) and requirements traceability matrix (RTM). We document any changes to operational or technical solutions in these documents, where they can be related to the detailed project plan at the task level.

9.2.2 Progress Milestones


9.2.2.1 Establishment of Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.


9.2.2.2 DHCFP approval of the Transition Plan.


9.2.2.3 DHCFP approval of the Facilities Plan.


9.2.2.4 DHCFP approval of the Nevada MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan.


9.2.2.5 Establishment of permanent contractor facilities.


9.2.2.6 Complete review of existing system documentation and user documentation.


9.2.2.7 Final transition work plan and schedule.


9.2.2.8 Completion of DHCFP workspace at the contractor’s facility.


9.2.2.9 Establishment of the gateway to DHCFP’s LAN.


We have carefully reviewed the progress milestones for the transition period listed in the RFP. We are committed to meeting and exceeding the expectations identified in the RFP and have staffed our operations accordingly. Each progress milestone is documented in our detailed project plan, which is presented in Proposal Tab XI—Preliminary Project Plan.

9.2.3 Contractor Deliverables


9.2.3.1 Project Control and Reporting System.


9.2.3.2 MMIS Transition Plan.


9.2.3.3 MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan.


9.2.3.4 MMIS System Documentation Review Results.


9.2.3.5 MMIS User Documentation Review Results.


9.2.3.6 Facilities Plan.


9.2.3.7 Updated Nevada MMIS Project Plan.

9.2.3.8 Weekly Status Reports.

We are committed to supporting DHCFP with the information it needs to manage activities during the transition period. We agree to provide the required deliverables in compliance with the format and content approved by DHCFP.

9.3
Transition of Core MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools, and Medicaid Program Claims Processing and Support Services


REQUIREMENT: Section 9.3, page 64


ACS dedicates the necessary people, processes, and tools to ensure the lowest-risk transition and the smooth assumption of Nevada MMIS operations with no disruption of services to DHCFP or program stakeholders.

The immediate and overriding goal of the transition phase is to accomplish the transition, implementation, and assumption of operations of the Nevada MMIS and its peripheral systems with the least risk and with no disruption of services to the Medicaid community. With the implementation of the Nevada MMIS and ACS assumption of operations, DHCFP will be well-positioned to improve administration of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs, provide increased quality of services to program stakeholders, and maintain a collaborative working relationship with a contractor who works with DHCFP towards common goals and criteria for ongoing success. In this section, we address the RFP requirements for the transfer of the Core MMIS and McKesson clinical claims editor into the new ACS Nevada partition in the Verizon Data Center; the replacement of peripheral systems and supporting hardware/software; and the comprehensive testing strategy we employ to ensure a complete and accurate takeover prior to beginning parallel testing and operational readiness assessment.


9.3.1 System Transfer and Installation


In this task, the new contractor will transfer the current Core MMIS and existing peripheral systems and tools to the new hardware, installing all software and the telecommunications network required to operate the system according to the specifications outlined in the current system documentation and the RFP. For the incumbent or new contractor, the contractor will replace and install any new peripheral systems and tools. The contractor, incumbent or new, will also transfer or develop any software necessary to perform its operational responsibilities for the Medicaid Claims Processing and Support Services (e.g., data entry, claims processing, provider relations, etc.). The Vendor may also propose a phased implementation approach for transition of the Nevada MMIS to operations, which shall be described in detail in the Vendor’s Transition Plan and reflected in the detailed project plan. The phased implementation approach shall not disrupt services provided by Medicaid service providers to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up recipients.

To minimize the risk inherent in any MMIS takeover, ACS is partnering with Verizon to host Core MMIS functions in a new partition in the Verizon Data Center in Tampa, Florida. By using Verizon, we ensure that Nevada data remains secure and in the hands of experienced hosting staff who are familiar with the Nevada MMIS. We eliminate the potential risks associated with the transfer of data to another data center, and simplify the turnover process for DHCFP and the incumbent contractor. Verizon will copy Nevada’s current MMIS environment and datasets to the new ACS environment. The time Verizon needs to replicate the MMIS environment is significantly lower, as are the risks involved, than if we were to replicate the system in another data center. For practical purposes, this virtually eliminates any risk of transitioning the MMIS to ACS as the new fiscal agent for Nevada.


We are proposing a phased implementation approach, in which we effect an early transition of the Core MMIS followed by the implementation of our replacement peripheral systems and the Health Information Exchange (HIE) solution. For our proposed replacement peripheral systems, we establish the appropriate environments for PBM, the provider Web portal, the DSS, ICMS, and ODRAS, as well as the EDI clearinghouse and our telephony and contact management solutions. We establish interfaces with the Core MMIS and perform data migration, conversion, database configuration, and testing as described in this section.


9.3.2 Contractor Responsibilities


9.3.2.1 Acquire necessary hardware and software needed for a successful transition.


The Nevada MMIS transfer includes all software and hardware that must be installed, including the networking infrastructure, personal computers (PCs) servers, operating systems, PC software, and other applications. Acquisition of project hardware and software is governed by our SPARK-ITS PMM, including our supplier management plan as described in Proposal Section 17.8, Project Management, our facilities plan, and our detailed project plan. For a list of all proposed hardware and software, please refer to Proposal Section 11.2, Current MMIS Computing Environment.

9.3.2.2 Establish system environments and facilities necessary to operate the Nevada MMIS.


9.3.2.3 Install the most recent versions of the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools, as needed, including, but not limited to, all subsystem programs, online programs, telecommunications, data entry software, and test files.


9.3.2.4 Customize any new peripheral systems and tools being provided by the vendor for the Nevada MMIS staff.


9.3.2.5 Install replacements for licensed software and systems as described in this RFP.


ACS is contracting with Verizon to continue to provide data center services in its Tampa, Florida, facility, the same data center facility in which the Nevada MMIS resides today. Verizon staff replicate the entire Core MMIS in a new ACS Nevada partition—this includes data, data structures, source code, object code, CICS tables, licensed software (e.g., McKesson ClaimCheck), ACF-2 security profiles, ESP workload automation (i.e., job scheduler) contents—everything that resides on the Verizon mainframe in support of Nevada’s MMIS. We establish appropriately sized environments for testing, training, and production.

Our design includes use of existing, hardened ACS data centers to host most proposed peripheral systems; data centers that host most of these systems today for our other 13 MMIS clients across the country. These facilities are located in Tarrytown, New York; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; and Richmond, Virginia. We staff and equip all of our secure data centers with hardware, software, telecommunications, and operations experts supporting true 24 hour-a-day/7 day-a-week operations. Rounding out our design is the use of existing solutions for two peripheral systems hosted on existing hardware today by Oracle and HMS. With our thorough design, much of our proposed hardware in place today, and plans to order and install the remaining hardware as early as possible in the takeover project, we have a head start that eliminates most of the hardware risks to a successful takeover.


9.3.2.6 Coordinate with DHCFP and the current contractor to resolve problems encountered during the installation of the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools on the new contractor’s equipment.


9.3.2.7 Ensure all hardware, software, protocols, processes, and communications are appropriately established to successfully “turn-on” the system.


If ACS encounters problems during any task related to the transfer of the Core MMIS or the installation of peripheral systems and tools, we immediately notify DHCFP. Depending upon the situation, we initiate prompt communication with Verizon Data Center staff, the incumbent contractor, or our suppliers and subcontractors in order to resolve the issue quickly and resume the transition. We use checklists and tests to ensure all hardware, software, protocols, processes, and communications are fully operational. We resolve any outstanding issues and prepare the system to “turn on” so testing can begin.


9.3.2.8 Revise systems and user documentation as required to fully describe the transferred system.


Early in the transition period, we conduct a review of systems and user documentation pursuant to RFP Requirement 9.2.1.3. Once we have transferred the system and its peripherals into the ACS Nevada partition and ACS facilities, we review and revise the documentation again to reflect the updated information. We maintain documentation in Microsoft Word with previous versions archived in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository.


9.3.2.9 Code modifications to the system as necessary for accurate operation of the system.


If code modifications are indicated to meet requirements documented in the RVD and RTM, we code and unit test the modifications before proceeding to system and parallel testing. If defects are identified during installation of the system in its new environment, we first document the new requirements with their solutions in the RVD and RTM and then code and unit test. If necessary, we work with DHCFP and the incumbent contractor to determine if the defect was pre-existing. Any defects that are shown to exist in the original system will be corrected by the incumbent vendor and re-transfer of the corrected components may be needed.

Approach to Testing


9.3.2.10 Perform a system test to compare all transferred programs, files, utilities, JCL, etc., to determine that the transferred system has the same composition as the operational Core MMIS.


9.3.2.11 Perform an integration test to determine that all cycles appropriately execute to conclusion; this test will validate all online and batch programs and cycles, including, but not limited to, all reporting programs.


9.3.2.12 Review and analyze unit test results.


9.3.2.13 Resolve program errors and rerun unit tests as necessary.


9.3.2.14 Assist DHCFP with problem identification and error resolution.


Our SPARK-ITS system development methodology (SDM) emphasizes planning, monitoring, and the use of best practices in all activities related to test activities. To that end, we create a comprehensive test strategy for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project that addresses the overall testing effort, roles, defect tracking and resolution procedures, and establishes definitions (e.g., entry criteria, tasks, and exit criteria) of all the testing tasks. This test strategy forms the basis for detailed test plans for all the testing phases, such as unit and regression testing after code changes, integration and system testing, and finally our comprehensive parallel testing. We implement this approach across all aspects of the Nevada MMIS project, including the deployment of the call center, document management, EDI, Web screens, DHCFP Web portal, pharmacy benefit management (PBM), ICMS, and all peripheral systems.


ACS’ testing approach uses industry-standard testing tools and applications to store all test conditions and test cases. Our tools allow testers to effectively manage the testing process by ensuring accurate and timely status tracking as cases progress through the test execution process. We propose IBM’s Rational ClearQuest to perform defect tracking, and Rational RequisitePro to provide support for full bi-directional traceability of requirements to test cases to test results. These tools provide valuable information for leadership, which enables them to make the decisions necessary to keep the testing effort on schedule and deliver a high quality product to meet DHCFP’s needs.

While testing is an ACS responsibility, we include DHCFP in every step of the process. As we create the comprehensive test strategy for the Nevada MMIS, we focus on DHCFP’s two key requirements for this stage of the transition: a system test to ensure the transferred Core MMIS has the same composition and functionality as the operational Core MMIS, and an integration test to determine that all cycles execute to conclusion, including all online and batch programs and cycles. ACS conducts both of these tests in accordance with the approved transition plan and following our SPARK-ITS testing methodology.


Testing Methodology


By following a structured methodology for building test plans and conducting tests, we execute each type of test according to a consistent plan and document it in the appropriate Test Plan. The major steps executed for testing are summarized below; however, depending upon the type of test, some steps may be excluded:


Test Plan Development. We develop a test plan appropriate to the test level for DHCFP approval

Approval. DHCFP approves the test plans

Scheduling and Management. Testing activities are scheduled, coordinated, monitored, and managed by the PMO Manager and the test team lead


Identification and Development of Test Cases. The test plan documents the test infrastructure needed for the particular test phase, the test cases, high-level data requirements, and expected results


Requirements Traceability. Rational RequisitePro provides support of bi-directional traceability to ensure full requirements traceability for each test case


Staffing. Appropriate staff resources are assigned to the testing effort


Training of Test Staff. Before testing begins, we train test staff for their assigned test tasks, including training in documentation, review, and resolution of test scenarios

Defect Tracking and Correction. Defects are logged and tracked from identification to resolution using Rational ClearQuest


Acquisition of Test Data. To the greatest extent possible, ACS uses converted production data (scrubbed if needed to meet HIPAA privacy requirements) for all testing. For new or modified functions, some test data must be created in order to execute a test.


Test Execution. ACS executes tests using a combination of manual and automated test procedures and use testing and tracking tools to record and monitor progress and results

Documentation of Results. We document test results in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository for review by the testing teams and managers. We also create a complete package of test results for submission to DHCFP

Correction of Defects. We determine the reason for the defect, make the correction, ensure the test case is still valid, and rerun the test


Retesting. Test scenarios are rerun with corrected software or reconverted data until the correct result is achieved

Regression Testing. We run automated regression testing whenever applicable to verify that the software modification has not introduced any other errors into previously developed software.


· Obtaining DHCFP Sign-off. Once the testing is complete and has successfully passed through the appropriate quality gates, we present the results for review and approval by DHCFP

ACS produces and reviews control reports generated for each test update and processing cycle. We use IBM Rational ClearQuest to report on tests, test results, resolution progress, trends, aging reports, and more. Queries and reports enable users to view associations of requirements and the status of test planning, test authoring and test execution activities. Our thorough planning, detailed documentation, and experience testing MMIS systems and supporting system components will ensure a smooth transition to ACS operation of the Nevada MMIS.

9.3.2.15 Inform appropriate DHCFP Staff of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified.


In addition to regular staff reports to management of any issue or concern, our PMO continually monitors output of our EPM tracking tools for any change in activity that could indicate a delay or setback to any project activity. In accordance with our communications management plan, we institute appropriate communication with DHCFP project management staff by the close of business on the day we identify the delay or setback. We also log the issue or risk in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository and initiate the appropriate response based on the nature of the delay and the governing project management plan.


9.3.2.16 Revise the Project Plan, as necessary, to provide current information regarding activities and dates.


9.3.2.17 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria;


We review progress against the detailed project plan and compliance with milestones and transition period entrance and exit criteria. In addition to weekly reporting to DHCFP, we revise the detailed project plan as necessary to reflect changed circumstances and provide current information on activities and dates. We report changes to DHCFP and request approval for any changes that affect the project baseline.

9.3.2.18 Develop configuration management tools to establish version control of Core MMIS and peripheral system tools.


The migration of code from one level to another is closely monitored through the ACS configuration management processes as detailed in the configuration management plan. The test team works with the migration team to establish approval procedures for allowing code to move from one test environment to another. We follow these documented processes to ensure the migration of tested code from one test environment to the next is properly managed and executed, so the integrity of each code version remains intact. In this way the test results can be tied to each code version. Prior to migration, we develop a migration schedule for DHCFP approval.

9.3.2.19 Provide Nevada MMIS operations training sessions for DHCFP personnel or new contractor staff, as necessary.


During the transition period, we work with DHCFP to finalize a training plan. Our training plan describes the commitment of ACS staff to providing initial and ongoing training to DHCFP, ACS, and subcontractors. Throughout the operations period, we provide training to appropriate staff when new tools, system features, or updates present a significant change to the MMIS and system components, and provide training for new staff. Our training includes comprehensive documentation to assist staff in appropriate use of system tools and procedures.

During the transition period, we conduct a needs assessment to determine the specific educational topics, content, methods, physical requirements (facility/equipment), and goals for Nevada training. This allows us to tailor our training program to meet DHCFP’s unique requirements. Based on the information gathered during the needs assessment, we update the training plan and ensure that it addresses all items identified in the needs assessment. The training plan provides a thorough description of planning activities, user groups/training audience roles, instructional system design methodology, needs assessment and analysis process, curriculum, and delivery of training. Please refer to Proposal Section 12.3, Training Requirements, for more information.


9.3.2.20 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the Transition Plan and the overall Project Plan.


9.3.2.21 Conduct weekly status meetings with DHCFP staff.


During the transition period, ACS conducts weekly status meetings and submits weekly status reports specifically geared toward the progress of tasks against the transition plan and the overall detailed project plan. We issue reports electronically through the Nevada MMIS Project Repository and in hard copy or other format as requested. We work with DHCFP to define the agenda for the weekly status meetings, and to document all scheduling and distribution of minutes and other materials in the communications management plan.


9.3.2.22 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities identified for this Period.


Please refer to our response to Requirement 9.2.1.15 in this section.


9.3.3 Progress Milestones

9.3.3.1 Establish facility to operate the Nevada MMIS.


9.3.3.2 Installation of hardware and system software.


9.3.3.3 Installation of the Core MMIS software and files and peripheral system tools.


9.3.3.4 Approval of system test results.


9.3.3.5 Approval of integration test results.


9.3.3.6 Approval of updated system and user documentation and operating procedures.


9.3.3.7 Approval of training plan by DHCFP.


We have carefully reviewed the progress milestones for the transition period listed in the RFP. We are committed to meeting and exceeding the expectations identified in the RFP and have staffed our operations accordingly. Each progress milestone is documented in our detailed project plan.


9.3.4 Transition Deliverables


9.3.4.1 System Test Plan.


9.3.4.2 System Test Results.


9.3.4.3 Integration Test Plan.


9.3.4.4 Integration Test Results.


9.3.4.5 Revised Nevada MMIS User Documentation.


9.3.4.6 Revised Nevada MMIS System Documentation.


9.3.4.7 Nevada Training Plan.


9.3.4.8 Nevada MMIS Operations Training Sessions.


9.3.4.9 Revised Project Plan, as necessary.


9.3.4.10 Weekly Status Reports.

We are committed to supporting DHCFP with the information it needs to manage activities during the transition period. We agree to provide the required deliverables in compliance with the format and content approved by DHCFP.

9.4 Parallel Testing

REQUIREMENT: Section 9.4, page 69


In this task, the new contractor shall conduct a comprehensive parallel system test to ensure the Core MMIS processing system is processing claims correctly. DHCFP expects full participation on behalf of the current MMIS contractor to ensure that parallel test activities are performed.

As part of the parallel testing activity, the new contractor will be responsible for the planning, development, testing, and management of the data migration process.

Through this parallel test, the contractor(s) shall demonstrate that the current claims system is fully operational under the new contractor(s) management. During the parallel testing task, the contractor(s) will utilize input files from the current contractor’s claims processing activities and compare the output results to determine data integrity of the newly installed Core MMIS. The new MMIS contractor shall be responsible for running prior cycles of standardized reports from the newly transferred system to compare to reports that have already been produced.


Parallel testing confirms that the transferred Core MMIS provides results consistent with the operational Core MMIS and that the claims system is fully operational under ACS management. We run complete, end-to-end tests of the current and migrated systems, including all cycles, interfaces, and standard reports, and we compare the results from the two systems to confirm accuracy and consistency of results.

Related to the parallel test is the migration of existing DHCFP data. Data in the operational Core MMIS is migrated to the transferred Core MMIS, where we test the transfer and validate the data in preparation for parallel testing. Regardless of source or type of data, our data migration plan ensures a thorough and consistent approach to maintaining data integrity during the process.

9.4.1 Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs


9.4.1.1 In the event of the identification of discrepant parallel test outputs or results, the new vendor will be required to research and determine the reason for the discrepant information, in an effort to successfully accomplish parallel testing. The new vendor will work to resolve discrepancies identified during parallel testing until all outputs and results are produced to DHCFP’s expectations and instills the level of confidence needed for the project team to proceed with subsequent transition period activities.


9.4.1.2 In the event that the new Vendor is unable to address and/or resolve discrepant parallel test outputs or results to DHCFP’s satisfaction within ten (10) working days, DHCFP will:

A. Continue to use and consider the existing Nevada MMIS outputs and data as the output standard;

B. Require that the Vendor document an action plan containing the following elements (at a minimum):

1. Description of discrepancy;

2. Date discrepancy identified by the Contractor;

3. Date Vendor notified DHCFP of the discrepancy;

4. Reason for discrepancy (if known);

5. Actions taken by the Contractor to date;

6. Vendor’s proposed options for resolving discrepant information and estimated scope of work associated with each resolution option;

7. Additional resources and support needed to pursue the resolution, including an estimated schedule for resolving the discrepancy;

8. Assumptions and dependencies related to the planned resolution of the discrepancy; and


9. Impacts on the project.

C. Request that the Vendor provide updates to DHCFP regarding the status of the action plan on a frequency determined by DHCFP that is appropriate to the discrepancy that has been identified. The parallel testing task will overlap with the start of the implementation/operations readiness task and start of the operations task only as much as required.


Testing is an iterative process and as defects are found, we amend the software or processes and re-execute the test until all defects have been corrected. We track defects discovered during test execution using Rational ClearQuest. This cycle is consistently applied to all types of testing and all testing phases, including the parallel test. By applying a standard defect management and correction process to all types of testing, we reduce the learning curve for test processes and facilitate easy setup and maintenance of the test management tool and related reporting.

When a test is executed and discrepancies exist between the predicted results and the actual results, the test analyst enters a defect in the defect management tool. The defect log includes all necessary information to identify and resolve defects, such as functional area, component, severity, synopsis, status, and description. When entering a defect, a severity is assigned to alert staff of the relative need of immediate action to correct the defect. The highest severity indicates no further testing can be completed on this function until the defect is corrected. We pay particular attention to these defects, as they can affect the testing schedule if not given immediate consideration. The lowest severity indicates the defect does not hinder further testing but does need correction. The defect severity rankings are as follows:


1)
Critical – The defect impacts the current function being tested, other functions within the component, and/or functions in other components, for example, a user interface is not available, the create function is not available, or reference data is not available. The tester cannot continue to execute the current test case. No workaround is available. Other test cases may be affected.

2)
High – The defect only impacts the current function being tested, for example, (1) the tester can enter data for an inquiry but cannot select the data from a list box or (2) specific calculations within a function return incorrect results. The tester cannot continue to execute the current test case. No workaround is available. Other test cases are not affected.

3)
Moderate – The incident has a minor impact on functionality, for example, value is missing in a drop-down list. The tester can continue to execute the current test case.

4)
Low – The incident does not impact functionality, for example, misspellings of field names or incorrect tab order on the Web page. The tester can continue to execute the current test case.

When a defect is created, ClearQuest assigns the defect to the team or person responsible for resolution based on the function or topic area. Management staff track testing progress reports and defect resolution metrics generated by the tool to ensure anomalies are corrected and retested in an efficient manner. Defects are retested until actual results match the expected results outlined in the test cases.


If we receive discrepant results from the Nevada MMIS parallel test, we follow our defect resolution protocol until the discrepancies are resolved. If we are unable to resolve the discrepancies within ten working days, we notify DHCFP that we are documenting an action plan in line with our issues management plan and our risk management plan for DHCFP’s approval. We follow through with the action plan to complete the parallel test successfully.


9.4.2 Contractor Responsibilities


9.4.2.1 Establish a parallel test plan.


9.4.2.2 Develop procedures and supporting documentation for parallel testing.

ACS develops a parallel test plan that supplements the comprehensive test strategy we developed at the beginning of the transition period, which addresses the overall testing effort, roles, defect tracking and resolution procedures, and establishes definitions (e.g., entry criteria, tasks, and exit criteria) of all the testing tasks. We review and modify, if necessary, the testing procedures described in our SPARK-ITS methodology to meet DHCFP needs. We develop test cases that correspond to each system requirement in the RTM to ensure that every requirement is adequately tested, and we prepare ClearQuest for the defect tracking and management of the parallel test scenarios.

9.4.2.3 Establish a data migration plan that describes the data conversion strategy and the data validation approach.


9.4.2.4 Develop and test data migration programs.


As part of the parallel test plan, ACS develops a comprehensive data migration plan to effectively develop, test, and manage data migration for parallel testing. The plan addresses the spectrum of parallel testing data migration needs ranging from copying Core MMIS databases, Core MMIS files input to the MMIS cycles, Core MMIS output files and reports, and peripheral system files that must be converted for use by their replacement systems.


Regardless of the source of the data, ACS develops strategies, processes, and procedures to validate the migration of data. The data validation approach uses techniques such as source and destination file record counts, file compares, process summary reports, and reports appropriate for each individual migrated data source. We document each of these processes and techniques in the Data Migration Plan that forms a subset of the parallel test plan.

Although critical for the parallel test, ACS leverages these techniques where appropriate during system installation, system testing, and integration testing to validate the migration of data for testing purposes, as well as for final conversion activities. Our consistent, repeatable, and documented migration procedures and test results ensure a high level of confidence in the results of our parallel testing.

9.4.2.5 Establish a parallel test schedule with DHCFP staff.


9.4.2.6 Provide appropriate contractor staff for claims entry and claims resolution during the parallel test.


9.4.2.11 Identify and generate test data, as needed.


When DHCFP approves the updated detailed project plan schedule, we immediately work with DHCFP to define a parallel test schedule that includes test suspension and test resumption criteria. The schedule defines, at a high-level, the start date and end date that will define the test execution schedule for each functional area, as well as each test level. We allow adequate time between cycles for defect correction and retesting that may be required before progressing. For example, daily cycles must be correct before we progress to weekly cycles, and so on. We assign staff for claims entry and claims resolution and train them for their responsibilities using the updated system and user documentation. Finally, we acquire input files from the incumbent contractor’s claims processing activities and use it to generate the test cases for each identified requirement to be tested.

9.4.2.8 Perform parallel test of the transferred system with input from the current contractor’s operations.


9.4.2.9 Compare the results of runs on the transferred system to identical runs on the current system.


9.4.2.10 Analyze and record test results.


9.4.2.7 Identify and resolve problems and discrepancies with DHCFP staff.


9.4.2.12 Perform a parallel test of standardized reports from prior-cycle data to compare to existing reports for data integrity of the transferred system.

When ACS requests a copy of the Nevada MMIS, we request not only the system assets but also the point-in-time data and files of claims that are about to be processed at that point in time. We then inventory, load, and test the Nevada MMIS in the ACS partition established in the Verizon Data Center. The final step of testing is to run a parallel test of the system to confirm that the system has been fully captured and transitioned, has been properly loaded and prepared for operations, and that the supporting data is in place. Test execution occurs upon completion of test-planning activities and when:


Completion of all necessary testing activities in an earlier testing level, where applicable


Approval of all necessary documents, including the test plan, for the respective testing level


Completion of the test case details for the code and functional areas to be tested


· Construction effort for the testing level reaches a project standard of completion


Examination of parallel testing results validates that the converted data and new programs produce consistent and accurate outcomes, and mitigates the risk that data conversion problems will become apparent after the transferred Core MMIS has been implemented and has processed workloads for some period. We test all cycles, interfaces, and standard reports, including a parallel test of prior cycle reports to verify comparative and cumulative data results. We use RequisitePro to ascertain that all system requirements documented in the RTM are adequately tested.

ACS is responsible for documenting test results as the test case details are executed. The testers document the data entered and the output results via screen prints or test utility printouts. They insert a screen print of the window or Web page in the results area of the testing repository for a test step to show certain results, such as keyed data, an edit message, and processing results. Reports or other output documents are also attached, if appropriate. We annotate the inputs and outputs to identify the specific steps within the test case details that are satisfied. Screen prints and any other testing results documentation must be date and time stamped to verify processes were run in the correct order and not globally copied.


All results are reported at the test case level. A test case is successfully executed when the following criteria are satisfied:


All test case details assigned to the test case are executed

Actual results match the expected results

All report data is accounted for and verified

· All defects identified via the defect tracking procedure are identified, corrected, and successfully retested


A test case folder is created for each test case, in order to maintain all relevant information related to the individual test case, including results of the “before” and “after” data, defect(s) identified, and defect(s) resolution. Test case folders are maintained electronically in the testing repository per project requirements. The online test results are stored electronically for validation by the client.


Status reports are generated from the individual test results maintained in the testing repository. The reports provide statistics on test cases started, test cases executed, test cases passed, test cases failed, and defects found. Further detail is available on percentages of steps within a test case that have passed when test cases have not completely passed testing.


Throughout this process, ACS notifies DHCFP immediately of any discrepancies so that they can be resolved quickly.


9.4.2.13 Resolve any discrepancies in the Core MMIS identified as a result of parallel testing results.


We resolve discrepancies, take corrective action, and retest until the test is successful. Please refer to Proposal Section 9.4.1, Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs, for details regarding our resolution of discrepancies.

9.4.2.14 Revise systems and user documentation as required to fully describe the transferred system.


We continue to revise and update the systems and user documentation throughout the testing, training, and operational readiness tasks. ACS makes use of the user and provider documentation to support test plan development and to structure functional testing. Updated documentation is the culmination of the system transfer, testing, and defect correction activities. ACS acknowledges our responsibility to produce and update all system, user, provider, and operations documentation during the transition period. This documentation is produced in accordance with RFP specifications for electronic documentation for DHCFP-approved products.

9.4.2.15 Inform DHCFP of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified.


Our PMO continually monitors output of our EPM tracking tools for any change in activity that could indicate a delay or setback to any project activity, and we institute appropriate communication with DHCFP project management staff by the close of business on the day the delay or setback is identified.

9.4.2.16 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.

We review progress against the detailed project plan and compliance with milestones and transition period entrance and exit criteria. In addition to weekly reporting to DHCFP, we revise the detailed project plan as necessary to reflect changed circumstances and provide current information on activities and dates. We report changes to DHCFP and request approval for any changes that affect the project baseline.

9.4.2.17 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of the tasks against the work plan.


9.4.2.18 Conduct weekly status meetings with the appropriate DHCFP staff.


During the transition period, ACS conducts weekly status meetings and submits weekly status reports specifically geared toward the progress of tasks against the transition plan and the overall detailed project plan. We issue reports electronically through the Nevada MMIS Project Repository and in hard copy or other format as requested. We work with DHCFP to define the agenda for the weekly status meetings, and to document all scheduling and distribution of minutes and other materials in the communications management plan.

9.4.2.19 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities identified for this Period.


Please refer to our response to Requirement 9.2.1.15 in this section.


9.4.3 Progress Milestones


9.4.3.1 DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Plans.


9.4.3.2 DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Results.


9.4.3.3 DHCFP approval of Data Migration Plan.


9.4.3.4 DHCFP approval of Data Migration Results.


9.4.3.5 DHCFP approval of revised Systems Documentation.


9.4.3.6 DHCFP approval of revised User Documentation.


9.4.3.7 Conduct a successful parallel test in accordance with test criteria, priorities, and quality standards established in the DHCFP-approved test plan.


We have carefully reviewed the progress milestones for the transition period listed in the RFP. We are committed to meeting and exceeding the expectations identified in the RFP and have staffed our operations accordingly. Each progress milestone is documented in our detailed project plan.


9.4.4 Contractor Deliverables


9.4.4.1 Parallel Test Plan.


9.4.4.2 Parallel Test Results.


9.4.4.3 Data Migration Plan.


9.4.4.4 Data Migration Results.


9.4.4.5 Revised Systems and User Documentation (as required to fully describe the transferred system).


9.4.4.6 Weekly Status Reports.


9.4.4.7 Action Plan for Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs.

We are committed to supporting DHCFP with the information it needs to manage activities during the transition period. We agree to provide the required deliverables in compliance with the format and content approved by DHCFP.


9.5
Operational Readiness

REQUIREMENT: Section 9.5, page 73


The contractor will be expected to meet the responsibilities, milestones, and deliverables as indicated below to ensure the successful continuance of Nevada’s Medicaid and Check Up operations without disruption to recipients, providers, and DHCFP staff. The contractor shall perform specific implementation and operations functions to ensure operational readiness. In preparation for operations, the contractor will perform final file conversions, recruit and train operations staff, and conduct any necessary provider and DHCFP staff training.


The immediate and overriding goal of the transition period is to accomplish the transition, implementation, and assumption of operations of the Nevada MMIS with the least risk and with no disruption of services to the Medicaid community. ACS ensures success with a comprehensive operational readiness assessment of all systems, peripherals, and services.


The overall objective of the operational readiness task is to demonstrate the production readiness of the transferred Nevada MMIS and fiscal agent operations in a live operating environment. This evaluation includes assessment of system stability and operations, provider training and support, peripheral systems and technical services that support operations, and ACS staff’s readiness and ability to move to the operations period. Our SDM emphasizes planning, monitoring, and the use of best practices in all activities related to testing, and the parallel test is an important part of exhibiting readiness. However, ACS goes beyond the parallel test to demonstrate readiness with a comprehensive, all-encompassing operational readiness assessment that focuses on our ability to perform every task under circumstances that mimic real-world production. We present our approach to conducting the assessment in Proposal Section 9.5.1.11, Operational Readiness Assessment Document.

Preparation for operational readiness requires not only establishing the system infrastructure for operations, but also preparing operations staff to perform their business functions. We use and validate all training courses, training materials, user documentation, desk procedures, and other forms of instruction during this task. The key ingredients for making the overall transition effort a success will be strong project management discipline; a realistic work plan that reflects a clear understanding of the scope of work requirements; and a superior team working in cooperation with DHCFP and all stakeholders. ACS dedicates the necessary people, processes, and tools to meet these objectives and ensure that this transition is a smooth one and that the project is an uncompromised success.


9.5.1 Contractor Responsibilities


9.5.1.1 Identify necessary modifications to manual and automated operating procedures, and define relationships and responsibilities of DHCFP and the new contractor. Revise operating procedures as required.


Prior to the full implementation of the system, ACS reviews and updates all operational procedures, consulting with DHCFP for clarification on roles and responsibilities of tasks shared between ACS and DHCFP. In addition to written manuals, we incorporate the operational procedures into automated workflows wherever possible and appropriate. We especially take note of procedures that have changed due to increased efficiencies in the support systems and tools we provide. The contact management system, for example, contains new functionality that significantly alters the amount of manual work a call center representative does. We test all automated operational procedures to make sure we have accurately captured and executed them. We use written documentation to train staff, and during the assessment we verify that our written procedures are consistent with system functions.

9.5.1.2 Develop or revise provider manuals, including but not limited to, billing and submission procedures, new provider relations phone numbers, and any other information pertinent to providers. Revise as required.


As part of our preparation for provider training and outreach, we review and revise provider manuals and other materials including but not limited to enrollment, billing, prior authorization, EDI help, and call center services. We post materials on the Web portal and update them as needed throughout the contract. In addition, we use BrightWave, an automated e-mail targeted messaging service, to inform providers of new developments at any time, including the opportunity to download manuals from the Web portal. Please refer to Proposal Section 12.7.7, Provider Training and Outreach, for more information about BrightWave.

9.5.1.3 Hire and train personnel to perform required manual and system responsibilities


ACS begins recruiting qualified staff early in the takeover phase in order to build a solid queue of talent. We are fully confident of our ability to complete operations readiness testing and transition into operations with a fully trained, tested, and ready fiscal agent services staff that will meet and exceed service level agreements from the start.


During the transition period, ACS works with DHCFP and the incumbent contractor to plan the transition of operations staff in such a way that meets the needs of DHCFP, does not preclude the incumbent from meeting their operational commitments, and positions ACS to be successful on the first day of the operations phase of the new contract. We will work closely with DHCFP in order to choose the most qualified and valued incumbent employees and will offer DHCFP the opportunity to evaluate all personnel we are interested in transitioning from the incumbent contractor. This collaboration for staffing and consistency of knowledge will reduce risk during takeover and operations, assist in ACS being able to ramp up quickly, allow for environment-specific and system-specific knowledge to stay in-house, and provide continuity for DHCFP.


In the cases where ACS requires staff that will not be available from the incumbent contractor, we post the job internally to ACS employees nationwide. This approach promotes growth opportunities for high potential staff and provides DHCFP and other stakeholders with a fiscal agent who employs motivated and proven staff. In some cases, ACS will need to recruit outside of the incumbent and ACS staffs—in that case, we work with our internal recruiters to target local, talented staff that meet or exceed the job requirements and are eager to perform at a high level.

To prepare for fiscal agent services, we train fiscal agent operations staff on the ACS operations procedures, technology solutions, and ACS administrative procedures. We include operational staff in operations readiness testing to prove ACS is prepared to take over the fiscal agent functions without disruption of service to the provider community. ACS works with all parties to ensure that incumbent staff can transition to ACS without disrupting current services and properly prepare the staff for the first day of ACS operations. 

9.5.1.4 Submit an updated staffing plan for all periods.


ACS began staff planning for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project by analyzing the RFP to establish the scope of deliverables required to successfully complete the work defined in the RFP. As part of our well-defined PMM, ACS updates the staffing management plan to ensure optimal resource planning and allocation for operations. At all times, we maintain sufficient staff in accordance with staffing requirements both for systems and operations support to ensure exceptional service levels. We provide more details on resource staffing the project within Proposal Section 17.6 Resource Matrix.


9.5.1.5 Revise the report distribution schedule to reflect updated DHCFP decisions on format, media, and distribution.


Depending on purpose and content, we issue reports electronically through the Nevada MMIS Project Repository and ODRAS and maintain them there for ongoing reference. We also revise the report distribution schedule to reflect updated DHCFP decisions on format, media, and distribution. During transition, we assist DHCFP in producing a report distribution schedule that details the standard reports needed by users.

The report distribution schedule describes the report management plan for regularly scheduled reports. We meet with DHCFP to document the person responsible for managing or creating a report, the members of the report distribution list, the report update frequency, HIPAA issues (if any), and business definitions of data that might be included in the report. We also define a format and a distribution method. We provide the report distribution schedule to DHCFP managers for review and approval prior to “go-live.” ACS updates the report distribution schedule at the conclusion of the transition period based on DHCFP manager input.

9.5.1.6 Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on contractor organization, functional responsibilities, and operational procedures.


We conduct training for DHCFP staff on our organization, functional responsibilities, and operational procedures. Training delivery methods may vary according to quantity of staff needing the training and the subject matter to be covered. Please refer to Proposal Section 12.3, Training Requirements, for more information.


9.5.1.7 Prepare outreach materials for providers, with DHCFP approval, in which Nevada MMIS transition activities are identified, including but not limited to, pertinent information regarding the new contract, addresses, phone numbers, billing manuals, cutoff dates for claims submissions and enrollment changes, website changes, EDI support changes, and all other transition activities as necessary.


9.5.1.8 Develop a provider transition training plan, and conduct any necessary provider training sessions.


The ACS provider relations department creates a structured provider training and outreach program designed to address all aspects of the Nevada Medicaid program including claims processing and accurate billing. We work with DHCFP during transition planning to assess provider training needs for any processes that are affected by the MMIS takeover. Please refer to Proposal Section 12.7.7, Provider Training and Outreach, for information on our training and outreach capabilities.

Operational Readiness Assessment

9.5.1.9 Develop an operational readiness training plan and conduct training for DHCFP staff in order to ensure preparedness for operations.


9.5.1.10 Conduct a formal readiness walkthrough with DHCFP, demonstrating how all functional areas are ready.


9.5.1.11 Prepare a final Operational Readiness Assessment Document, including results of the parallel test and an assessment of the final operational readiness of contractor staff to operate the Nevada MMIS.


Our demonstration of readiness for operations incorporates five tasks:  parallel testing, readiness training, readiness assessment in a live production environment, readiness walkthrough with DHCFP staff, and delivery of a final operational readiness assessment document.  We present our approach to parallel testing in Proposal Section 9.4, Parallel Testing.  We ensure the parallel test is complete and all system issues resolved before beginning the operational readiness assessment of fiscal agent services, and we include the results of the parallel test in our operational readiness deliverable.  


We begin the readiness assessment of fiscal agent services by preparing a readiness assessment master checklist that includes a clear description of how we test the facilities infrastructure, business processes, and operational procedures together to make sure that (a) all components of the operation—systems, infrastructure, and procedures—are all in place and working; (b) all technology and processes are consistent with each other and work together; and (c) we achieve correct results from an end-to-end test that combines operation of the production system and peripheral tools with testing of business/operational procedures. Only when this is done can DHCFP and ACS be sure that we are ready for implementation.  Key components of the operational readiness assessment are:

Develop and approve operational readiness training plan

Conduct operational readiness training for DHCFP staff and ACS staff


Schedule staff for the operational readiness assessment

Complete and approve operational readiness checklists

Conduct operational readiness assessment

Implement corrective action plan for all problems identified during the assessment

Correct the problems—including system modifications if necessary—and repeat assessment

Monitor and document operational readiness assessment results


Conduct formal readiness walkthrough with DHCFP staff and document requested changes

· Deliver final operational readiness assessment document for DHCFP approval

Operational Readiness Training Plan


One of the major tasks of operational readiness assessment planning is to determine the scope of the production functionality that we intend to test for operational readiness. The scope comprises a sufficiently representative sample (in terms of both system functionality and volume of data) of simulated business processing activity to mirror daily operations. DHCFP and ACS determine the manual procedures and automated functional areas that we will test and validate to provide the assurance that the system meets DHCFP’s requirements and is ready for implementation. We document these decisions in operational readiness assessment checklists.

Operations staff members help develop the checklists that provide the opportunity to assess operational processes and non-MMIS support system components. Once we have documented the operational compliance of the Nevada MMIS through our parallel test, we focus on assessing all non-MMIS operations, hardware, software, and telecommunications aspects of the contract. We prepare extensive checklists to assess all operational components of the fiscal agent operation against the checklists and prepare our training materials in accordance with the checklists. 

Operational readiness focuses as much on manual procedures as it does on system components and ensures that ACS is ready to process and pay all claims properly, meet all reporting requirements, utilize a properly functioning data communications network, and have a demonstrated back up capacity. In a fully operational environment, we process—from receipt to final disposition through the check request process—a representative sample of actual or test claim records, as designated by DHCFP.  We structure our training to ensure staff members are ready to demonstrate—and evaluate—ACS’ ability to perform all the required functions for the anticipated volume of transactions in each functional area.  Training for the operational readiness assessment—as well as the assessment itself—includes at a minimum the areas listed in Table 9-2:

Table 9-2. Nevada MMIS Operational Readiness Assessment

		Operational Readiness Assessment Components



		Hardware and telecommunications 

		Facility and building security



		Web portal update procedures

		System security



		Training modules and materials

		Confidentiality of data



		Operational procedure manuals

		Eligibility and enrollment processing



		System, user, and operations documentation

		Return ID and other recipient procedures



		Call center telephony and contact management

		Managed care



		Interactive Voice Response System (IVR)

		EPSDT procedures



		Incoming toll free and fax lines

		Third party liability (TPL) procedures



		Mailroom operations, incoming and outgoing

		Financial operations and receipts management



		Imaging and OCR operations

		Prior authorization procedures



		Claims data entry, resolution, and adjustments

		Long term care level of care (LOC) procedures



		Report generation and distribution

		PASSR procedures



		Distribution of forms and informational materials

		Personal care services (PSC) procedures



		Provider enrollment and EDI enrollment

		Utilization management procedures



		Provider training and outreach modules

		SURS and fraud and abuse procedures



		Grievances and appeals management

		Pharmacy prior authorization procedures



		Reference update procedures

		Drug rebate processing, Web-based invoicing



		Quality assurance (all business areas)

		DHCFP-ACS operational workflows





Operational Readiness Training


ACS training staff prepares training for the appropriate DHCFP and ACS operations staff and operational readiness assessment monitoring team on the particular functional areas for which they are responsible. We deliver an operational readiness training plan and conduct training to ensure that all participants are properly apprised of the assessment procedures, operational procedures, preparation of inputs, use of the online screens, the system’s batch processes, and formats for all the deliverable outputs.


Delivery methods may vary according to quantity of staff needing the training and the subject matter to be covered. Delivery of training may be a formal instructor-led class or may be a one-on-one review of published documentation with DHCFP and ACS operations staff. All individuals who will be involved in the operational readiness assessment are required to attend the scheduled operational readiness training prior to their involvement in operational readiness assessment activities.


Conducting the Operational Readiness Assessment

ACS is responsible for identifying, gathering, and entering data and information that the Nevada MMIS uses to perform its automated processes. This data consists of values for system parameters, system lists, reference tables, edits dispositions, historical data, etc. This data comes from a variety of sources including the Nevada MMIS itself, system and user documentation, DHCFP subject matter experts, conversion data, external interface files, system and parallel test documentation, etc. We enter the data by either manual online entry or an automated conversion/load process. The collection and entry of this data occurs prior to the initiation of the operational readiness assessment.

ACS provides appropriate staff for operational readiness including staff for claims exam entry and resolution. The operations team member follows the operational readiness checklist for the assigned functional area and its associated objectives. Batch cycles are generally set up and run by a designated technical staff person assigned to the operations team. Output from a batch cycle may be hard copy or saved to an electronic storage medium for later validation by the monitoring team.


The assessment team uses approved operating procedure manuals to verify that the operations team member followed the correct procedures and that the procedures are efficient. The monitoring team member uses the evaluation checklist to document the results of the test. For purposes of the operational readiness assessment, we use the following definitions for results on the checklist:


Pass – Operations staff correctly followed the operating procedures and user manuals in performing the procedure and demonstrated that they can handle the anticipated volume. Additionally, correct results were achieved.


· Failed – Operations staff did not follow procedures or did not demonstrate that they can handle the anticipated volume. This assessment is also given if the correct procedures were followed, but the result was not correct.


For any failed procedures, the monitoring team member documents specifically why the assessment failed. We are responsible for tracking and responding to all problem conditions reported during the assessment and preparing corrective plans for problem correction and resolution. We identify and resolve issues with DHCFP or business partners. Additionally, we commit to resolve any discrepancies in the Nevada MMIS (e.g., source code, documentation) identified because of the assessment. If the discrepancy or issue is not corrected prior to migrating the system into production, ACS monitors the issue or defect until resolved.


Operational Readiness DHCFP Walkthrough


When our assessment is complete, we document all results on the operational readiness checklists and make them available to DHCFP, together with a draft of our formal Operational Readiness Assessment Document.  We schedule and conduct a formal walkthrough of each functional area with appropriate DHCFP staff to demonstrate that all functional areas are ready.  During the walkthrough, DHCFP has the opportunity to ask questions, examine work materials, and comment on the effectiveness of the function.  We compile all comments, resolve any issues that arise, and include the outcomes in our assessment document deliverable.


Operational Readiness Assessment Document


When we have successfully completed the operational readiness assessment and the walkthrough with DHCFP, we prepare a final operational readiness assessment document, which includes the results of all testing and an assessment of the final operational readiness of ACS to operate the Nevada MMIS. The report is the basis for the final operational readiness certification we provide in response to Proposal Section 9.6.1.9 to confirm that the Nevada MMIS, its subsystems, functions, processes, operational procedures, telecommunications, staffing, and all other associated support are in place and ready for operation.


9.5.1.12 Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-related receipts and pending claims from the current contractor for completion of processing after cutover.


Coordination of file and record transfers (including archived data) and final conversion monitoring are essential to ensuring the appropriate timing of the cutover, and therefore we develop a file/record transfer plan. We work with the incumbent to make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-related receipts and pending claims for completion of processing after takeover. We also set a cutoff date for the incumbent to accept any new claims, either electronic or hard copies, during the final five working days prior to the takeover date.

9.5.2 Progress Milestones


9.5.2.1 DHCFP approval of Revised Operating Procedures.


9.5.2.2 DHCFP approval of Revised Provider Manuals.


9.5.2.3 DHCFP approval of updated Contractor Staffing Plan.


9.5.2.4 DHCFP approval of Operational Readiness Training Plan.


9.5.2.5 Approval by DHCFP of Operational Readiness Assessment.


We have carefully reviewed the progress milestones for the transition period listed in the RFP. We are committed to meeting and exceeding the expectations identified in the RFP and have staffed our operations accordingly. Each progress milestone is documented in our detailed project plan.


9.5.3 Contractor Deliverables


9.5.3.1 Revised Operating Procedures.


9.5.3.2 Revised Provider Manuals.


9.5.3.3 Updated staffing plan for operations.


9.5.3.4 Provider Transition Training Plan.


9.5.3.5 DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan.


9.5.3.6 Final Operational Readiness Assessment.


We are committed to supporting DHCFP with the information it needs to manage activities during the transition period. We agree to provide the required deliverables in compliance with the format and content approved by DHCFP.

9.6 Implementation and Start of Operations

REQUIREMENT: Section 9.6, page 75


The contractor shall perform specific implementation functions, as applicable, during the Transition Period, as listed below. DHCFP will work with the contractor to establish a specific date in which the contractor will be responsible for processing claims. Fully operational is defined as: accurately processing, according to DHCFP performance standards, the appropriate claims, all claims adjustments and mass adjustments, and other financial transactions; maintaining all system files; providing access to all supporting components, including eligibility verification, appropriate reference parameters, Prior Authorizations, and Third Party Liability; producing all required reports; meeting all system requirements; and performing all other contractor responsibilities specified in this RFP.

If DHCFP determines the system will not be operational on the date established by which the contractor will be responsible for processing claims, then implementation readiness assessments will be performed until such time as DHCFP determines that either a) the system is fully operational or b) that the contractor shall be deemed in default.


Deliverables and artifacts from parallel testing and operational readiness assessment ensure DHCFP’s ability to evaluate the readiness of the Nevada MMIS and the operations staff for implementation and a “go-live” decision. We perform a thorough risk assessment with DHCFP to ensure success.

We capitalize on knowledge gained from 39 years of successful Medicaid systems implementations and our industry-standard project management methodology to ensure the delivery of the Nevada MMIS on the DHCFP-approved go live date. As an experienced Medicaid fiscal agent contractor, we fully understand that “fully operational” means meeting all of the criteria set out in this RFP requirement. ACS prepares an operational readiness assessment document that includes the results of all testing and an assessment of the final operational readiness of ACS to operate the Nevada MMIS. ACS conducts a walkthrough of this document with DHCFP for review and approval. ACS acknowledges that if DHCFP determines the system is not ready for operations by the go live date, then we continue to make implementation readiness assessments until DHCFP determines that either the Nevada MMIS is fully operational or that ACS shall be deemed in default.

9.6.1 Contractor Responsibilities


9.6.1.1 Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on contractor organization, functional responsibilities, and operational procedures.


We conduct orientation and training for DHCFP staff on our organization, functional responsibilities, and operational procedures to ensure that ACS and DHCFP staff know their roles and responsibilities under the Nevada MMIS fiscal agent operation. Although we will have worked with many DHCFP staff throughout the transition effort, we want to ensure that all DHCFP leadership and administrative staff understand the ACS organization, including who we are, what we do, and how we will support them in their day-to-day administration of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program.

Areas of change under the new ACS organization and facilities management operation include:


New and more effective means of communication


Modified change management workflows


Responsibilities of any new staff positions under the new contract


Role of the Nevada PMO during ongoing operations


Modifications to processes or procedures


· Functionality and features of the online Nevada MMIS Project Repository


In preparation for Nevada MMIS operations, we conduct comprehensive training for DHCFP, providers, and other stakeholders to ensure that everyone is ready for cutover to the new contract. We deliver training programs that are custom-designed to meet the specific and unique business process needs of our clients, resulting in improvements to productivity and performance. We develop and deliver a broad spectrum of comprehensive training programs and related documentation and materials. Please refer to Proposal Section 12.3, Training Requirements, for a complete discussion of training.

9.6.1.2 Implement operational plan.


The implementation effort requires the coordination of activities of multiple project stakeholders, including DHCFP staff, ACS, our subcontractors, and the incumbent, among other stakeholders. ACS develops and implements an operational plan that documents all activities that must be accomplished to ensure that implementation and assumption of operations proceed smoothly. ACS addresses the contractor responsibilities related to the assumption of Nevada MMIS functions cited above in our operational plan.

9.6.1.3 Conduct any necessary provider training sessions.


We work with DHCFP during transition planning to assess provider training needs for any processes that are affected by the MMIS takeover. Please refer to Proposal Section 12.7.7, Provider Training and Outreach, for information on our training and outreach capabilities.

9.6.1.4 Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-related receipts and pending claims from the current contractor for completion of processing after cutover.


9.6.1.5 No new claims, either electronic or hard copies, are accepted by the current contractor during the final five (5) working days prior to the transfer date.


9.6.1.6 Allow for the complete resolution of all edits and adjudication of claims by the current contractor to be transferred.

Communication with the incumbent contractor is essential for a smooth transfer of work in progress. We work with the incumbent to arrange for the transfer of all claim-related receipts and pending claims for completion of processing after takeover. We agree that the incumbent does not accept any new claims, either electronic or hard copies, during the final five working days prior to the takeover date. Additionally, we allow for the resolution of all edits and adjudication of claims by the incumbent up until the agreed-upon date of transfer.

9.6.1.7 Perform final conversion and review conversion reports to demonstrate successful conversion.


We perform final file conversions or data migrations of all MMIS data. This process includes a claims history for the cycles processed by the incumbent, claims adjudicated after the initial history conversion, and any claims processed in the final adjudication cycle after transfer of operations. We are also responsible for converting any files necessary to produce system reports, such as management and utilization reports, which incorporate data from current MMIS operations prior to the operational date.


Some files, such as the provider file, are converted to support the system and acceptance testing processes and are maintained in a production status through much of the transition/implementation period. Because we have successfully completed the testing of all conversion programs and procedures during system testing and parallel testing, the validation of final file conversions simply involves following the same procedures executed previously.


We correct any problems identified in the conversion process or notify DHCFP of any problems with the transferred data. We submit the results of the final file conversions to DHCFP for review and approval.


9.6.1.8 Implement all network connectivity and communications.


ACS implements and thoroughly tests network connectivity and communications systems during the transition period and operational readiness assessment. At cutover, we perform final configuration and testing to “go live” and assume the full operations of the Nevada MMIS.

9.6.1.9 Provide a final operational readiness certification based on the final operational readiness assessment, including, but not limited to, results of the parallel test and an assessment of the final operational readiness of contractor staff to operate the Nevada MMIS.


Based on our operational readiness assessment document and the results of our final implementation tasks, ACS submits our implementation certification letter to DHCFP certifying that the system is ready for production. This certification letter confirms that:

All parallel tests are complete and reconciled

All training activities required have been completed

All staff have completed non-technical training

All data has been migrated or converted, cleaned and accepted

All site preparation requirements have been met

Call center, help desk, and other business operations are established

All user and system supports are in place

All production jobs completed the change control process and locked down in production libraries

· All production databases are appropriately sized and are ready for production processing to begin

9.6.1.10 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.


We review progress against the detailed project plan and compliance with milestones and transition period entrance and exit criteria. We ensure that we have successfully met all implementation milestones and have completed all exit criteria for the transition period and are prepared to advance into the operations period.


9.6.1.11 Identify and report any implementation issues to DHCFP.


We commit to identify and report any implementation issues promptly to DHCFP. We follow a formal issues management process, which includes identifying, communicating, tracking, and resolving issues throughout the life cycle of a project. As we identify any implementation issues, we enter them in the issues log within the Nevada MMIS Project Repository for tracking and resolution.

9.6.1.12 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the work plan.


9.6.1.13 Conduct weekly status meetings with appropriate DHCFP staff.


During the transition period, ACS conducts weekly status meetings and submits weekly status reports specifically geared toward the progress of tasks against the transition plan and the overall detailed project plan. We issue reports electronically through the Nevada MMIS Project Repository and in hard copy or other format as requested. We work with DHCFP to define the agenda for the weekly status meetings, and to document all scheduling and distribution of minutes and other materials in the communications management plan.

9.6.1.14 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities identified for this Period.


Please refer to our response to Requirement 9.2.1.15 in this section. We re-confirm all trading partner agreements, technical liaisons, and production environment requirements with all of our interface partners during operational readiness assessment to ensure a successful cutover to operations.


9.6.1.15 Accept the required software, including modifications thereof, and associated documentation designed, developed, or installed under this Contract, all DHCFP’s intellectual property, and all work products produced under the Contract, including deliverables and configurations that have been identified by DHCFP as material to the successful Vendor.

ACS accepts transfer from the incumbent contractor of all Nevada MMIS software, with modifications and documentation, as well as DHCFP intellectual property, all work products produced under the contract that are material to continuing operations under ACS, and all current files and stored materials maintained by the incumbent. These files may be stored on magnetic tape, disk, optical media, diskette, or paper. As part of the transition plan, we work with DCHFP to determine the appropriate disposition of these materials, for example, onsite or offsite storage, availability through ODRAS or the Nevada MMIS Project Repository, or managed according to the State retention schedule.

9.6.2 Progress Milestones


9.6.2.1 Completion of contractor, DHCFP, and any necessary provider training.


9.6.2.2 Successful completion of all entrance and exit criteria.


9.6.2.3 Successful transfer of operations.


We have carefully reviewed the progress milestones for the transition period listed in the RFP. We are committed to meeting and exceeding the expectations identified in the RFP and have staffed our operations accordingly. Each progress milestone is documented in our detailed project plan.


9.6.3 Contractor Deliverables


9.6.3.1 Weekly Status Reports.


9.6.3.2 Certification from the Vendor of System Component(s) implementation (including the Core MMIS and peripheral systems and tools).


We are committed to supporting DHCFP with the information it needs to manage activities during the transition period. We agree to provide the required deliverables in compliance with the format and content approved by DHCFP.

10
Scope of Work – Operations Period Requirements


REQUIREMENT: Section 10, page 78

By applying our basic core concepts of project management that have been codified as our trademark SPARK-ITS quality management system, along with a team of MMIS-experienced systems and operations staff, ACS provides a low-risk, high-impact approach to maintenance, modification, and turnover of the Nevada MMIS.

		

		



		· Experienced MMIS maintenance support and systems modification leadership and staff


· Integrated testing environments to perform appropriate testing prior to implementation of changes


· Unparalleled knowledge of the business of Medicaid as well as the technology


· Turnover methodology incorporated in SPARK-ITS quality management system



		





The scope of work defined by the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project RFP is comprehensive, comprising systems operation and maintenance; the manual and automated activities required to capture, adjudicate, and pay claims; provider relations, including enrollment, training, and customer service; specialized functions such as prior authorization, third party liability (TPL), adjustments, recoveries, surveillance and utilization review; and State and federal reporting. The RFP outlines operational functions for which the fiscal agent is responsible, including resolution of suspended claims; training of providers, DHCFP personnel, and the contractor’s own staff; support of electronic claim submission; a provider Web portal, optional care coordination, and a Health Information Exchange initiative. These activities must be supported by a quality management program to help ensure that providers, recipients, and DHCFP receive excellent customer service and timely, accurate transaction processing. ACS, with our SPARK-ITS quality management system (QMS), provides the high level of service DHCFP requires.

We address specific operational functions included in the Scope of Work elsewhere in our proposal. In this section, we address two specific functions of the operations period: system maintenance and modification, and turnover. We present our project management approach to the operations period under the following headings:


10.1 Overview of Operations Period

10.2 Maintenance

· 10.3 Turnover


10.1
Overview of Operations Period


REQUIREMENT: Section 10.1, page 78


The contractor is responsible for maintaining the system as required in the RFP for the term of the contract. During the operations period, the contractor will be responsible for maintenance and change management activities. It is DHCFP’s requirement that all change management and maintenance activities will be accomplished within the budgeted effort of annual system and programmer analyst support and result in no additional cost for system-time, person-time, and/or documentation support.


The primary concern of ACS’ Nevada systems team is to provide a reliable, error-free systems environment that meets and exceeds goals set forth by DHCFP. Our approach ranges from 24/7 support to our experience in working with a variety of organizations, including DHCFP, providers, and data-sharing partners.

The Nevada MMIS is not a single standalone system; it is a complex array of subsystems, peripheral systems, and applications designed specifically to support DHCFP, its programs, and its goals. In such a complex environment, it is important for a vendor to be consistent and diligent in its approach to maintenance and modification. ACS is that vendor. By demanding the same level of effort on every change within the Nevada MMIS and providing experienced and well-trained personnel, we offer consistent results across the MMIS and all of its peripheral applications. Using our established SPARK-ITS quality management system as a base and ACS’ extensive experience with systems implementations across the Medicaid environment, we have developed a structured methodology for systems maintenance and modification that promotes correct and accurate system changes. With established tools and strict adherence to policies and procedures, changes can be installed into the production environment with no disruption of ongoing operations.

ACS has experience in supporting both small and large-scale system maintenance and modification requests. From modification of a basic system report to implementation of the National Provider Identifier (NPI) across our many customer states, our dedicated systems staff brings national experience to DHCFP and offers a diverse set of skills and knowledge that further enhances the offerings ACS provides to DHCFP. By having a team of programmer analysts, business support analysts, and an entire office of subject matter experts based in Reno, Nevada, ACS commits to providing a team of professionals that brings a reputation of excellence, integrity, and accountability to support DHCFP.


Even with proven customer satisfaction and experienced staff, ACS is not complacent about our performance. ACS is committed to enhancing operational and customer service by deploying industry-proven, cross-project tools that benefit virtually every functional area of the Nevada MMIS. For discussion of our project management methodology (PMM) and system development methodology (SDM), please refer to Proposal Section 17.8, Project Management. Our Enterprise Project Management (EPM) tool with Microsoft SharePoint expands access to project documents and other information through the Web-based Nevada MMIS Project Repository.

We propose a change request (CR) tracking and approval process that leverages SharePoint for initiation, review, estimate of hours, documentation, and approval, as well as for tracking progress and changes to the CR. This automated tool provides DHCFP with a controlled and understandable approach to prioritization of work and assignment of work to modification staff. IBM’s Rational RequisitePro and Rational ClearQuest are our primary tools for requirements definition and test tracking; integrated testing tools provide robust testing and defect management at every stage of testing. Computer Associates’ Endevor Change Manager provides a sophisticated systems approach to source code management and version control for mainframe environments, while Rational ClearCase provides source control and automated configuration support for non-mainframe environments.

10.1.1
Operations Period Entrance Criteria


10.1.1.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria prior to commencement of Operations Period activities:


A. DHCFP approval of the vendor’s Operational Readiness Assessment;


B. Certification from vendor that system is operation-ready;


C. DHCFP approved provider manuals; and


D. DHCFP approved revised operations procedures.


ACS acknowledges the entrance criteria for the operations period and commits to meeting all requirements for the period. Please refer to Proposal Section 9.6, Implementation and Start of Operations, for detailed information on how ACS meets these requirements at the start of the operations period.


10.1.2
Operations Period Exit Criteria


10.1.2.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to exiting the Operations Period:


A. DHCFP approved System Turn-Over Plan; and


B. DHCFP approved System Requirements Statement.


ACS acknowledges the exit criteria for the Operations Period and commits to meeting all requirements for the period, including receiving approval of all required Turnover deliverables.

10.2
Maintenance

REQUIREMENT: Section 10.2, page 78


Maintenance includes operational maintenance, defects, and enhancements as defined in 10.2.2.


Employing our DHCFP-approved change management plan and structured processes, we maintain and modify the Nevada MMIS to ensure continuous effective and efficient operations through the disciplined application of approved change requests.


Since 1982, ACS has supported MMIS operations for 15 different Medicaid programs and several dozen Medicaid pharmacy benefits, enrollment broker, and Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) operations. From this wealth of experience, we have developed a structured methodology for operations, support and ongoing modification and enhancements to our systems. We have worked side by side with states to develop innovative approaches and solutions for managing complex change including HIPAA, Medicare Part D, and other large-scale transitions.


We are accustomed to adapting quickly to the changing priorities that characterize a Medicaid program’s business needs. Program changes can create new issues or risks, necessitate changes to base system requirements, or require modifications to ongoing schedule and delivery objectives. It is also essential to maintain a stable systems environment that supports efficient, customer service-driven program operations. Our approach to change management incorporates the tools, processes, expertise, and activities necessary to help ensure Nevada MMIS hardware, software, and operating systems continue to meet Nevada Medicaid program needs and consistently meet or exceed DHCFP’s expectations for quality. We follow our SPARK-ITS structured systems development methodology (SDM) when making modifications to ensure that the Nevada MMIS continues to perform its functions in a responsive, accurate, and timely fashion. As ACS or DHCFP staff members identify additional requirements that result in adding new functionality or modifying existing functionality, such as changes to established reports, screen or file formats, new data elements, or reporting items, we rely on proven tools and processes to manage all necessary modifications in an efficient and cost-effective manner.


We work closely with DHCFP to discuss potential changes and the priorities and the options available to manage these changes, such as re-allocating resources, combining change requests, or changing, re-prioritizing, or postponing modifications. Together, we identify the activities needed to support ongoing operations maintenance, modification, and special projects to help ensure the Nevada MMIS provides access to accurate information and remains up-to-date, both technologically and to support program goals and requirements.

To accomplish tasks related to system changes, we make use of the Nevada MMIS Project Repository and our correspondence and issues tracking, document management, and business continuity processes in addition to our proven, mature project management, SDM, and quality assurance methodologies. These tools and standardized change management processes promote the systematic tracking of all system changes and permit flexible reporting on the status of approved modifications and related activities. In addition to daily interaction and weekly and monthly meetings, reports are available to DHCFP staff and other entities as directed by DHCFP.


Our approach supports DHCFP’s responsibility in overseeing the development and implementation of changes to the Nevada MMIS and technical infrastructure. Through our philosophy of transparency, we provide DHCFP visibility into our change management processes, maintenance and modification activities, and enhancement tasks to verify our adherence to performance expectations for change management. Our strategy for reviewing status with DHCFP is centered on lessening the burden placed on DHCFP time and resources. We do this by adhering strictly to performance standards for reporting, weekly status meetings, walkthroughs, and deliverables review.

The following response to the RFP requirements provides an overview of our approach for successfully managing changes to the system through adhering to a formal, DHCFP-approved change management process; following a proven, documented system development and testing methodology; and, maintaining accurate, up-to-date documentation. In addition, please refer to Proposal Section 12.2, Maintenance and Change Management, and Proposal Section 17.8, Project Management for additional discussion.


10.2.1
Operational Maintenance


Operational Maintenance consists of:


10.2.1.1 Ongoing changes, corrections, or enhancements to correct deficiencies found in the operational system.


10.2.1.2 Emergency changes to the system involving table modification and/or changes that are done using system-provided screens;


We acknowledge and understand the maintenance responsibilities described in this section. We take a proactive approach to maintenance support, with our approach being to continuously monitor systems and operations performance in order to make recommendations for improvements and to identify and resolve potential issues before they affect operations. We promptly respond to identified deficiencies or operational problems and report issues to DHCFP for appropriate direction.

At a minimum, ACS provides the following maintenance support:


Activities necessary to provide for continuous effective and efficient operation of the system to keep it ready and fit to perform at the standard and condition for which it was approved


Activities necessary to modify the system to meet the requirements detailed in the contract


Activities necessary to confirm that all data, files, and programs are current and that errors are corrected


Activities necessary to meet CMS certification requirements which exist at the time of contract start date

Activities related to file growth and partitioning


File maintenance activities for updates to all files


Scheduled ongoing tasks to confirm system tuning, performance, response time, database stability, and processing


Changes to the job control language (JCL) or job information list (JIL) and system parameters concerning the frequency, number, and media of reports or data feeds


Updates to software, operating systems or other system components requiring version updates, manufacturer patches and other routine manufacturers’ updates to software


Addition of new values and changes to existing system tables and conversion of prior records, as necessary


Fixes for something that does not work according to requirements


Entry of all system lists, parameters, and other table updates


Performing the activities requested by DHCFP via the official transmittal process


Activities necessary to confirm that all data, files, and programs are current and errors are reduced


· Activities to help ensure the most current technology (system hardware, software upgrades) is refreshed and included in the Nevada MMIS throughout the life of the contract

Maintenance activities may result from a determination by DHCFP or ACS staff that a deficiency exists within operations or the Nevada MMIS and from work requests from DHCFP in accordance with the approved change management plan. We notify DHCFP within one business day of discovery of a system deficiency. We submit reports of system errors and failures within one business day of the occurrence.


Our change management procedures require that system changes be rooted in a thorough understanding of the standards and condition approved for the Nevada MMIS. We follow procedures and standards meticulously for maintenance and update activities to help ensure the uninterrupted operation and efficiency of the system. Above all, we maintain consistent and accurate communication with DHCFP at all times. Effective, open communication, supported by daily contact and weekly meetings, is crucial to the success of the Nevada MMIS project. In this way, we are able to respond quickly to an emergency maintenance request such as a change to a table value or an edit disposition that does not require programming intervention.


Maintenance may also be a result of an authorized staff member determining and recommending that a proposed activity can maintain or improve efficiency. We assemble an experienced maintenance support team to correct system problems and to support the resolution of discrepancies, including all maintenance tasks necessary to maintain the continued efficiency of the Nevada MMIS. Maintenance responsibilities supported by our maintenance support staff include the following:


Provide consultation to DHCFP in the development of maintenance requests


Perform all activities relative to the correction of deficiencies within the timeframes stated in the contract


Perform work assignments according to priorities set by DHCFP

Receive the notification of discrepancy on a work request from DHCFP

Perform work as instructed in official transmittals, such as extracting data from archived files


· Perform research immediately upon recognizing potential system problems in order to minimize system or payment impact and improve processing


Effective software tools combined with structured processes for change management promote the delivery of high quality work products and provide a reliable, stable technical infrastructure to conduct maintenance activities. Maintenance and modification configuration management involves identifying the configuration of specifically designated work products at a given point in time, systematically controlling changes to their configuration, and maintaining the integrity and traceability of the configuration throughout the project lifecycle. Maintenance and modification configuration management activities include, but are not limited to, initiating, recording, reviewing, approving, and tracking change requests and problem reports for the configuration items (CIs).


10.2.1.3 Hardware and software support (e.g. performing routine system maintenance with no impact on policy)

In addition to performance monitoring and reporting, our internal control processes and procedures use other third party tools to monitor the networks, operating systems, applications, and databases. This approach helps ensure that all levels of service are addressed and daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, annually, and on-request cycles are run correctly and on time.

Using these tools and procedures, our maintenance support staff is able to identify the root cause of errors, regardless of whether errors occur in the application, network, or back-end systems, through correlating end-user and infrastructure metrics. Well-defined procedures allow us to respond to various failures (such as network, database, and application failures), ensure the proper personnel are notified, and begin the problem resolution process. Additionally, our staff uses the historical data for trend analysis to proactively avert errors, reduce downtime, and optimize our system resources.


10.2.1.4 Reporting performed by:


A. One FTE budgeted to perform ad-hoc DSS and MMIS queries and analysis; and


B. One PBM position budgeted to perform ad-hoc PBM queries and analysis.

We understand and acknowledge that one FTE position is devoted to ad hoc DSS and MMIS queries and analysis, and one FTE position is devoted to ad hoc PBM queries and analysis, and these positions shall be considered part of the routine maintenance requirement.

The contractor shall perform all operational maintenance as a routine activity during the Operations Period at no additional cost to DHCFP. The contractor shall provide sufficient technical staff to perform all routine systems maintenance responsibilities.


Our maintenance and user support staff is composed of dedicated, qualified, and experienced professionals committed to providing a high level of service to DHCFP. They are responsible for maintaining the system and performing software maintenance for the Nevada MMIS’ component parts and peripheral systems, as directed by DHCFP. The maintenance support staff follows a work request through all stages of its lifecycle, from identifying all programs, data tables, and other components affected by a requested change to implementing the approved change into the production system and ensuring production cycles complete successfully to eliminate potential deficiencies resulting from the change. Monthly reports detail the activities by task for each of the maintenance staff and include a summary of staff hours by maintenance task. As a rule, we track staff hours to assist our maintenance support staff in estimating the level of effort required for different maintenance and support tasks and continuously enhancing our planning and service delivery for DHCFP.

In addition to maintenance work requests and deficiency correction, we respond to the need for maintaining system availability, functionality, access, and performance through planned, scheduled intervention and an efficient response during times of unplanned adverse impact. A key advantage of our maintenance approach is the use of the Nevada MMIS’ application and third party product monitoring to monitor and report system availability and performance. We use these tools to monitor and report on performance thresholds, which permit administrators to intervene proactively instead of reacting after the event to a report of a problem. System monitoring provides both DHCFP and ACS with quantified analysis of the system’s performance.

10.2.2
Defects and Enhancements


Defects and Enhancements consist of:


10.2.2.1 An operational or system defect is a flaw detected in the system, introduced by the successful vendor during the take over of the Nevada MMIS, or during the design, development, and implementation of a new or replaced system component. Operational or system defects caused by the takeover vendor shall be resolved by the vendor through the approved change management process. For the purpose of establishing baseline system and operational standards, the vendor shall refer to the current system source code for the base MMIS along with the operational requirements for the Nevada MMIS as described throughout this RFP. The vendor shall be responsible for all costs associated with the resolution of operational or system defects introduced by the takeover vendor throughout the life of the contract. While DHCFP may request that the successful vendor resolve all system defects identified by DHCFP, the successful vendor will not be held responsible for costs associated with resolving defects that existed in the baseline system or operations of the Nevada MMIS prior to the take over.


ACS understands and acknowledges this requirement. We apply our approved CR process to define the deficiency and track the corrective modifications at no cost to DHCFP. We understand that remediation of deficiencies induced by ACS during takeover will not be applied to the annual 41,600 hour pool.


10.2.2.2 Program source code changes required to implement new system function (e.g. use of a new code for a program based on a policy change) or performance requirement beyond the current system requirements and functionality shall be considered an enhancement. Enhancements shall be executed by the vendor in accordance with the approved change management process. To this end, at minimum, the vendor must:


A. Establish for review and approval by DHCFP, design, development, and implementation documents to formally describe the system enhancement.


ACS understands and complies with this requirement. All system enhancements, regardless of size or complexity, are entered into the CR tracking system in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository. Upon analysis, ACS categorizes the enhancement according to small, medium, or large level of effort based upon estimated hours to complete, requirement for additional hardware or software, and other factors. Enhancements categorized as small may be approved based on simplified requirements documentation. For enhancements categorized as medium or large, we prepare formal design, development, and implementation documentation in accordance with our SPARK-ITS SDM. All enhancements, regardless of size, are tracked through our EPM tools and metrics reports in accordance with our change management plan, as described in Proposal Section 17.8, Project Management.

B. Include standards for testing of developed system changes, including DHCFP approval of test results. Enhancements that fail to meet the approved design and development technical and functional specifications or result in a defective end-product, shall be re-worked and corrected by the contractor at no additional cost to DHCFP.


ACS understands and complies with this requirement. Testing of enhancements follows our SPARK-ITS comprehensive test strategy. We perform unit, system, integration, and regression testing as needed for a given enhancement. In addition, we assist DHCFP in performing user acceptance testing (UAT) for any enhancement at DHCFP’s discretion. We do not apply the enhancement’s hours to the 41,600-hour annual modification pool until the enhancement has been thoroughly tested, approved, and signed off on by DHCFP.


C. Include the approach for training contractor and/or DHCFP staff on process or system enhancements resulting from the approved enhancement.


ACS’ training unit works with DHCFP and ACS staff to determine the scope of the enhancement and identify the need for staff and/or provider training that results from implementation of the enhancement. When we identify a need for training, we prepare materials and schedule the training in accordance with the training requirements described in Proposal Section 12.3, Training requirements.


D. Support CMS’ prescribed post implementation certification review activities for each system enhancement as deemed appropriate by DHCFP and CMS, in accordance with Section 11.6.2.3, to 11.6.2.10.


Should any system enhancement result in the need for a CMS review or certification process, ACS agrees to support DHCFP as described in Proposal Section 11.6, Post-Implementation Review and CMS System Certification.


10.2.2.3 Emergency support not covered in Maintenance.

ACS understands and will comply with this requirement. Emergency support covered under maintenance would include system updates that do not require programming support. Some emergency modifications however, require programming support, including federal or State policy changes with a short lead time, or unexpected changes to our interfaces with other vendors and agencies. We support these emergency CRs using the same methodology we use for all requests for modification or enhancement. We work with DHCFP to analyze the impact of the emergency on other systems and CRs and to determine the priority of the request. Our goal is always to meet DHCFP’s needs and the needs of the Nevada Medicaid and Check-Up providers and recipients.

Enhancements are paid from the pool of programming hours (41,600 hours) and/or an increase in contract authority. All maintenance will be performed in accordance with Section 12.2 of this RFP.


At all times, we maintain sufficient, qualified onsite staff resources to meet the modification needs of the Nevada MMIS. Our PMO and IT manager work closely with systems staff, project and technical delivery team managers, quality assurance specialists, and the impacted departments to facilitate the desired outcome of all requested changes, whether originating from a DHCFP request, or a need identified and brought to DHCFP attention by ACS staff. These personnel are integral to the ongoing needs of the Nevada Medicaid program and a successful change management process, including implementation, testing, and approval of modifications to the Nevada MMIS and its environment.

Beginning with the transition of existing workload of CRs and continuing throughout the contract, we coordinate with DHCFP to use the Nevada MMIS Project Repository on SharePoint to track CRs. Our approach helps ensure DHCFP staff has access to up-to-date information on the CR stage of development at any time through the Nevada MMIS Project Repository, in addition to weekly and monthly meetings and reporting.

All change requests are reviewed and approved (or denied or modified) by DHCFP. Following our DHCFP-approved change management plan, we respond in writing to requests from DHCFP for estimates, impact analyses, and other information as appropriate to support the scope and priority of the systems change request. Estimates of system modification efforts and schedule are provided to DHCFP within three business days of receipt of the CR, unless specified in the CR (which may reduce that time frame) or for large project planning (which may increase that time frame).

Change Management Process


Since modifications to the Nevada MMIS can affect project tasks, deliverables, schedule, quality, and budget, we customarily establish a Change Control Board (CCB) with members consisting of key project stakeholders who provide final review and disposition of change requests affecting scope of work requirements. To assure consistency across the change management process, ACS supports the establishment of a single point of entry in the PMO for all change requests, through the change management coordinator, whether initiated by DHCFP or ACS. Change requests can then be tracked within the Nevada MMIS Project Repository to maintain requirements traceability and the change management (CM) process from initial receipt through final disposition. In support of the overall management of these changes, the systems change request process is designed to:


Assist DHCFP in the development of modification requests


Provide a clear scope of what is included and excluded from each change request


Incorporate multiple levels of priority for change requests (e.g., critical, must-have or high, desired, major/minor, etc.)


Identify the appropriate release schedule, delineating the system downtime required to implement any changes, if appropriate


Define the successful completion of testing

Obtain DHCFP approval before the implementation of the change request


· Support the change management process by estimating impacts, investigating solutions, identifying alternatives, inputting appropriate information into the project tracking tools, participating in the decision-making process, and implementing the agreed-upon solution


At the start of the project, the ACS Project Management Office (PMO) establishes a Web-based Nevada MMIS Project Repository providing DHCFP and other authorized project participants easy access to timely, accurate, and comprehensive project information that we maintain electronically, including documentation and other artifacts related to a change request. The Nevada MMIS Project Repository supports the change management process and has the ability to:


Submit and review and approve change requests


Control or monitor change requests


Report the status of all change requests


Set and change priorities by DHCFP on individual change requests


Determine by DHCFP the estimated and actual hours allocated to each change request, and the personnel assigned to each request


Schedule a completion data provided by DHCFP for each change request


· Manage and link change-related documentation for requirements traceability and promote effective coordination of analogous change requests


The Nevada MMIS Project Repository provides views of project data such as change requests, the project work plan, risks, issues, schedules, and current project status information to assist in proactively identifying potential issues or changes that can be accomplished more effectively together than separately. The CM coordinator confirms the change request information and subsequent updates activities are appropriately captured to maintain the status on the change request.


For CRs classified as minor changes, we prepare a description of the required modifications. This is generally included in an impact analysis to verify that we provide an estimate of staff effort and schedule related to the required modifications, as well as any impact on other projects and priorities. For CRs classified as major changes, we conduct detailed impact analysis and requirements analysis as appropriate to capture all change requirements and confirm traceability throughout the change process. We develop detailed design documentation, including inputs, outputs, flowcharts, file/database changes, program narrative and logic, program flowcharts, test plan, and user documentation, when required by DHCFP. The change impact analysis consists of determining the hours, costs, resources, and schedule adjustments associated with implementing the CR. Depending on the scope and classification (minor, major), the analysis generally identifies the following:

Requestor information


General Information. (e.g., subsystem chapter and name, general assessment, person completing the assessment)


Impacts. Description of impact to requirements documentation and other project work products and activities (e.g., system documentation, system test plan, test cases, conversion efforts, or training)


Assumptions. Those assumptions affecting the analysis of the change request


Risks. Impending concerns that the project can attempt to mitigate but cannot control


Impact Estimate. Effects on scope, schedule, resources, and costs


· Milestones. Target dates for completing the change request and deliverables, such as detailed design documentation, including inputs, outputs, flowcharts, file/database changes, program narrative and logic, program flowcharts, test plan, and user documentation when required by DHCFP

The CM coordinator manages the completion of change impact analysis when multiple subprojects are involved. Based on the classification and priority of the change request, DHCFP approves, defers, or rejects the change request. When a change request outcome is determined, the CM coordinator updates the status of the change request in the change order log and notifies the requestor and all affected manager(s). We summarize the description of outcomes below.


Accept Change Request. When a change request is approved, the CCB authorizes the change in budget, scope, and schedule baselines and assigns the implementation of the change request to the affected group(s). ACS management is responsible for ensuring the following for all approved change requests:


Updates to Documents. Management approves changes to project documentation and artifacts including, for example, the requirements traceability matrix, requirements analysis document, detailed system design, project work plan, system and user documentation, including updates for new functionality.


Implement the Change Request. The group or individual responsible for implementing the change executes the release of the change.


Review the Implementation. Designated managers review the implemented change to confirm that it satisfies the objectives of the change request.


Publish the Implemented Change. The CM coordinator notifies all affected project groups that the change request has been implemented.

Reject Change Request. When a change request is not approved by the CCB, the CM coordinator notifies the requestor, with explanation, that the change request is rejected.

· Defer Change Request. In some cases, change requests submitted during implementation cannot be executed during the implementation because of the impact the change request would have on the project. When a change request is deferred, the CM coordinator documents the CCB-deferred target implementation date or the target date for reassessing the change request. The CCB may review the deferred CR again as the target implementation date approaches.


As the team begins to formulate solutions and begins the detailed design sessions, any changes that occur during these workflows may affect project scope, budget, and schedule. We track these later changes to provide DHCFP and ACS staff with clear, consistent communication about the change and its potential effects on cost or operations. Not all change requests will require a formal impact analysis or approval by the CCB before implementation, but all change requests follow the same process to maintain consistency across the change management life cycle.


Our system modification team follows a structured process for testing changes made prior to user acceptance by DHCFP. As discussed in detail in Proposal Section 9.3, Transition of Core MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools, and Medicaid Program Claims Processing and Support Services, we perform repeatable testing, including unit, system, and integration/regression tests, on modifications in coordination with DHCFP staff to validate accuracy. We document the results of testing and review these results for accuracy, consistency, and validity with expected outcomes. Based on the size and scope of the work request, we follow specific guidelines on what testing we must accomplish to adhere to project guidelines, including change management and CMMI practices. Employing these guidelines, we create and submit a test plan, including testing responsibilities, when required by DHCFP. We submit test results to DHCFP, if applicable, for review and approval on completion of the tests.

After ensuring that the change meets all appropriate testing requirements and obtaining DHCFP approval of the change, we follow our approved SDLC and change management process to complete the CR, including:


Updates the Documentation. We prepare, submit, and distribute approved changes to project documentation including, for example, Nevada MMIS system documentation, user and provider manuals, other user documentation, and any other necessary documentation. For new functionality, we develop updated user and system documentation wherever applicable. The approved documentation is distributed within 10 business days of the date the change goes into production, unless otherwise agreed to by DHCFP

Implement the Change Request. The group or individual responsible for implementing the change executes the release of the change upon approval by DHCFP

Review the Implementation. Designated managers review the implemented change to confirm that it satisfies the objectives of the change request

Publish the Implemented Change. The CM coordinator notifies all affected project groups that the change request has been implemented

· Verify the Implemented Change. The group or individual responsible for implementing the change monitors the accuracy of processing and correction of problems, while ensuring the integrity of data from prior periods

Upon completion, we retain the work request documentation, including associated artifacts and reporting, to support future needs. We work with DHCFP to determine the timeframe for retaining and archiving this documentation to confirm the ongoing correct access and storage and, as appropriate, destruction of historic work request information, in accordance with the contract and federal and State record retention requirements.

10.3
Turnover

REQUIREMENT: Section 10.3, page 80


Prior to the conclusion of the contract awarded through this procurement, the contractor shall provide, at no extra charge, assistance in turning over the final contractor responsibilities to DHCFP.


We demonstrate professionalism by leaving a contract with dignity, including assisting the new contractor to the fullest extent possible. We want DHCFP and the new contractor to be successful, because we feel that demonstrates we were successful in our operations and turnover planning.

Our turnover approach embraces a philosophy of cooperation and communication. We lean toward providing an abundance of communication, rather than not enough, to confirm that all people involved remain informed about this critical transition. Our communications efforts are not intended to overwhelm the successor with too much information, but are an effort to provide as much succinct communication as possible to enable a smooth and effective turnover. Our approach virtually eliminates the potential for something to be overlooked or missed during turnover.


For the turnover phase of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, we use the same SPARK-ITS project management approach we have used throughout the contract. The turnover team employs the same tools and project management disciplines to support a seamless turnover of contract responsibilities. Our SPARK-ITS PMM approach is based upon industry standard best practices with a focus on proven processes—processes that ACS has been refining and improving for nearly 40 years—meticulous controls, and frequent communications. As such, we offer DHCFP a suite of proven project management tools and disciplines that support every phase of the project and span across business functions.

ACS’ turnover approach uses a consistent, process-based approach to project management. Our approach aligns with the best practices described in the PMBOK and covers the nine disciplines of project management with an integrated system of initiating, executing, and closing processes. Project controls employed for turnover typically consist of:

Updating the turnover schedule with weekly progress, revising any time and/or resources associated with each task and publishing the updated turnover schedule


Reviewing the project risks to determine if any risk status has changed or if triggering events have been reached; reviewing the results of any mitigation efforts; reviewing risk classifications and updating the risk and issue tracking systems


Reviewing and updating the status of change requests and change orders

Reviewing quality control metrics, defect detection and mitigation processes, and other quality-related information


· Communicating the results of these monitoring and control processes to stakeholders in a project status report and other communication vehicles

In addition to these standard project control processes, turnover focuses on control processes that describe the status of each component of the turnover process.

Planning. During the initial planning stages for turnover, ACS meets with the DHCFP and the successor contractor to synchronize turnover schedules. This includes a joint evaluation of the ACS turnover schedule and the successor vendor’s takeover work plan. This joint evaluation allows both contractors the opportunity to identify gaps, and come to agreement on how to close the gaps, and merge all turnover/takeover activities to formulate a cohesive plan and agree on mutually agreeable timeframes to perform all turnover/takeover activities.


Communication. During the initial planning stages for turnover, ACS creates a communication plan for the turnover activities. The communication plan serves as a roadmap to establish and maintain open communication channels and formulate guiding principles that support a cooperative and seamless transition to the successor contractor. Our turnover approach embraces a philosophy of cooperation and communication. We communicate strongly with all stakeholders, ensuring that all critical information reaches the necessary people. Our communications efforts are directed at an effort to provide as much succinct communication as possible. Our experience demonstrates these efforts virtually eliminate the potential for something to be overlooked or missed during turnover.


Transition of Staff. Turnover staff management is very challenging. It may be difficult to retain staff when they know their tenure is limited. Staff may, of course, compete for the open positions offered by the successor contractor. Under these circumstances, our proactive approach benefits all program stakeholders. As the incumbent, the turnover manager works with DHCFP to present staffing plans that meet the needs of both parties and support uninterrupted service levels to DHCFP stakeholders. Our turnover manager employs a variety of techniques to coordinate and manage the transition of our staff. To help ensure uninterrupted service levels, ACS may offer retention bonuses or other incentives for employees to remain on the job. When necessary, we augment our staffing levels with temporary and corporate resources to assure a seamless transition.

Turnover Training. We remain steadfast in our commitment to develop comprehensive training curricula to support turnover. We understand the need to preserve an unbroken lineage of program and technical knowledge, which includes providing the training necessary to support DHCFP, or the successor contractor, as well as other program stakeholders impacted by the transition of contractors. The turnover manager identifies DHCFP and contractor training needs and documents training to be provided and scheduled.

Inventory Management. As the incumbent contractor, our performance levels will not decline during the turnover phase. Our efforts provide the confidence necessary to affirm that only normal operational inventories of work products will be turned over to the successor contractor. We understand the importance of a “fresh start” and will not burden the successor with a backlog of inventory. Our turnover team works to manage our inventory levels to eliminate service level disruptions or delays.


Assessment and Management of Risks. We use a standard risk management process, supervised by the PMO, which is consistent with the PMBOK. This process consists of continual iterations of four activities:

Risk identification, which consists of identifying those potential events that could affect the project and documenting their characteristics


Risk analysis (qualitative and quantitative), which consists of methodically examining each potential event and determining the probability of and impact of an occurrence


Risk response planning, which consists of developing options and possible actions to deal with potential events


· Risk monitoring and control, which consists of tracking identified risks, ensuring execution of risk response plans, and determining the effectiveness of risk planning and response


A turnover risk is defined as an unanticipated or anticipated event or action that has a chance of occurring. It may result in a negative impact on the project or jeopardize the schedule for turnover to the successor contractor. If a risk materializes, it becomes an issue and, as such, is addressed by the turnover issue management process. The turnover risk management process is a formal planning activity that analyzes the likelihood and predicts the impact of a risk on the turnover. The most obvious risk during turnover is the inability for the successor to assume responsibilities in a carefully controlled and timely manner. Risks and contingencies for turnover are managed and tracked in the risk tracking system, which is located within the SharePoint repository.


Approach to Quality Control. Continuous process improvement does not end with operations, but is integrated throughout turnover as well. Because our quality management processes are part of an integrated system of quality and project management processes, quality control—which is defined as tracking and controlling whether the process is operating as designed—is integrated into each of the processes themselves. Each process has been designed with control mechanisms, and our standard deliverable production process involves multiple quality control points.


In addition to reporting on whether or not management processes are functioning as designed, the PMBOK defines quality control to include collecting information for continuous improvement. During turnover, there are a number of specific opportunities for continuous improvement that we specifically address. These include, but are not limited to, the following:


We monitor the quality of the each deliverable by understanding DHCFP requirements, listening to DHCFP and QA vendor comments of the draft version, and generally by applying industry knowledge of the turnover process. As turnover proceeds, we improve each successive deliverable by understanding the environment and DHCFP requirements and expectations.


We monitor each and every step in the turnover project plan to provide continuous improvement to the project plan and timelines. This includes adding detail to the project plan at every opportunity. It also means measuring timeliness to be certain every task meets or exceeds timeliness requirements.


· We monitor the problem and issues logs to determine if we are experiencing a normal volume of issues; if the trends are not stable or improving, we make appropriate corrections to resolve open issues and prevent future ones. This review includes monitoring not only the number of open issues but also the comparison of open issues to closed issues.


These quality control checkpoints confirm we are providing the right level of control and progress to avoid interruptions in service and ensure the turnover is successful. Our experience in taking and turning over projects positions us to offer comprehensive planning, execution, control, and success in the future for the MMIS project and for the Nevada Medicaid program as a whole.

ACS is committed to meeting all the milestones, deliverables, and activities necessary to guide DHCFP, ACS, and the successor contractor toward a seamless transition that benefits all program stakeholders.


10.3.1
Contractor Responsibilities


10.3.1.1 Develop a System Turnover Plan


At least twelve (12) months before the start of the first option year of a contract(s) awarded under this procurement, the contractor shall provide, at no additional cost, a Turnover Plan to DHCFP. The plan shall include:


A. Proposed approach to turnover;


B. Tasks and subtasks for turnover;


C. Schedule for turnover;


D. Documentation update procedures during turnover; and


E. Description of vendor coordination activities that will occur during the turnover task that will be implemented to ensure continued system and services as deemed appropriate by DHCFP.


The key deliverable of the planning phase of turnover is the turnover plan. The turnover plan describes all aspects of project operations during the turnover task, with emphasis placed on activities such as data conversion that are specific to turnover. Subsequent to the turnover plan is a Microsoft Project work plan that organizes the work and sets a schedule of work to be performed.

To set the schedule of work, ACS employs an estimating model that will safely and accurately predict the work for the turnover task. We then apply resources to the work and tailor this to the project phases in order to establish our duration. ACS is uniquely experienced in MMIS project planning with 40 years of experience and will safely and accurately plan the work necessary for effecting the turnover. Furthermore, we and follow strict industry best practices during planning to verify that we allow ample time and the correct allocation of resources to execute the turnover plan safely and effectively.

The turnover plan includes the following components and is developed and provided to DHCFP at least 12 months before the start of the first option year:


Proposed approach to turnover


Tasks and subtasks for turnover


Schedule for turnover

Documentation update procedures for the turnover phase


· Description of vendor coordination activities and turnover checklist


Proposed Approach to Turnover. The turnover plan describes ACS’ overall approach to turnover and identifies the specific activities that are required to support the transition. Our approach to turnover mirrors our approach to the other phases of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. We view every facet of the project, from contract signing through the last day of operations, as equally important in preserving continuity of payments for providers and healthcare services for clients. Accordingly, the same principles and methodologies that guide the design, development, implementation, and operations activities guide turnover activities. The turnover plan describes all aspects of project operations during turnover, but emphasis is placed on activities, such as data conversion, that are specific to turnover.


Tasks and Subtasks for Turnover. This section of the turnover plan is known as the turnover project plan. All tasks and subtasks are tracked via the turnover project plan and schedule. For each task and subtask, the turnover project plan identifies who is responsible and establishes start and finish dates. ACS uses Microsoft Project software both to create the turnover project plan and to monitor and control all turnover activities.


Additionally, ACS’ standard turnover plan includes the following elements:


Inventory report with data on change requests and other open items that would be turned over to the new contractor, along with documentation, disaster recovery materials, a proposed labeling approach for turnover deliverables, protocols for onsite visits by the new contractor, and a schedule for correcting existing system deficiencies prior to the start of new contract operations


Procedures for saving cycle data one year in advance to support parallel testing by the new contractor


Production program and documentation update procedures during turnover


Breakdowns of processing steps performed, staffing, equipment facility consumption, workloads, and standard procedures


Procedures for providing conversion data

Contingency plan for ACS’ continued operations should DHCFP not approve the new contractor’s operational readiness


Turnover communication plan


High level counterpart training plan


· Publications and provider communications considerations


Schedule for Turnover. This section is also part of the turnover project plan. All deliverables and milestones are mapped to and tracked against the turnover project plan schedule, and this schedule is monitored in weekly status meetings consisting of representatives from ACS, DHCFP, and the successor contractor. Issues tracking, risk management, and workflow procedures for the turnover schedule are identical to those used during previous contract periods.


We recognize our role in maintaining high service levels throughout this potentially disruptive period. Although the successor contractor is responsible for conversion and any other tasks necessary to set up their new environment, we fully understand our role is total cooperation and provision of information, training, and data. We believe that an effective and efficient turnover is vital to help preserve our relationship with Nevada. We want DHCFP and the new contractor to be successful, because we feel that demonstrates we were successful in our operations and turnover planning, and it maintains our reputation of professional, cooperative business practices.

10.3.1.2 Develop a System Requirements Statement


At least eighteen (18) months prior to the start of the last year of the base contract period for any contract awarded under this procurement, the contractor shall furnish, at no extra charge, a statement of the resources that would be required by DHCFP or another contractor to fully take over system, technical, and business functions outlined in the contract(s).

The statement must include an estimate of the number, type, and salary of personnel required to perform the other functions of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs and systems. The statement shall be separated by type of activity of the personnel, including, but not limited to, the following categories:


A. Data processing staff (for modification support);


B. Systems analysts;


C. Systems programmers;


D. Programmer analysts;


E. Administrative staff;


F. Clerks;


G. Managers;


H. Medical personnel (nurses, MDs, pharmacists, etc.); and


I. Other support staff (TPL, SURS, Provider/Recipient Relations). The statement shall include all facilities and any other resources required to operate the system in question, including, but not limited to:


A. Telecommunications networks;


B. Office space;


C. Hardware;


D. Software; and


E. Other. The statement of resource requirements shall be based on the contractors’ experience in the operation of the system(s) in question and shall include actual contractor resources devoted to operations activities.


ACS provides a comprehensive MMIS system requirements statement to DHCFP at least 18 months prior to the start of the last year of the contract. The system requirements statement, which ACS furnishes at no extra cost, provides the details necessary for a seamless transition of the Nevada MMIS infrastructure and fiscal agent operations. The turnover manager develops and submits a system requirements statement in conjunction with the turnover plan. The system requirements statement is a comprehensive listing of the resources required by DHCFP or another contractor to take over operation of the Nevada MMIS. The system requirements statement includes current, accurate data on the actual resources ACS uses to support the project, including the following information:


Staffing reports for the most recent 12 months, including organization charts and FTE counts.

We provide an estimate of the resources required for DHCFP or successor contractor to assume the Nevada MMIS infrastructure and operational units. Resource estimates will be categorized by the required job categories, and the type of services within each job code will also be delineated. Our estimates also specify the employee type—management, professional, clinical clerical—for each job category listed.


Facilities and equipment required to operate the MMIS and to conduct operational activities, including office space, data processing and imaging equipment, telecommunications circuits and telephones, hardware and software, mailroom and other equipment, system and special software, etc.


List of software applications included to support the MMIS and its operating environment, with the version/release number, vendor, number of licenses, and license renewal provisions, plus information on DHCFP-approved proprietary software and its purpose


· System and operations turnover tasks associated with each MMIS component, identifying electronic and paper files that must be transferred, along with processes and procedure manuals that the new contractor must take over to maintain continuity


We submit outline, draft, and the final system requirements statement to DHCFP for review and approval. These documents are submitted concurrently with their corresponding turnover plan counterparts.


As with the turnover plan, if needed, we provide a walkthrough for DHCFP staff to facilitate review. The completed, approved system requirements statement will be helpful to DHCFP or new contractor in understanding the scope of the Nevada MMIS and identifying the resources needed to support ongoing operations. In addition, operational reports created throughout the contract term offer DHCFP a historical perspective and supplement the information included in our requirements.


Our Nevada MMIS system requirements statement accommodates all RFP requirements.


10.3.1.3 Provide Turnover Services

As requested, but approximately six (6) months prior to the end of the base contract period(s) or any extension thereof, transfer to DHCFP or its agent, as needed, a copy of the operational system(s) on media determined by DHCFP, including:


A. Documentation, including, but not limited to, user, provider, and other manuals needed to maintain the system. As requested, but approximately five (5) months prior to the end of the contract(s) or any extension(s) thereof, begin training DHCFP staff, or its designated agent, in relevant operations activities of the system. Such training must be completed at least three (3) months prior to the end of the contract or any extension thereof. Such training shall include:


A. Claims processing data/exam entry;


B. Exception claims processing; and


C. Other manual procedures.


ACS understands the importance of our assistance in achieving a low risk turnover and making the turnover transparent to DHCFP, clients, providers, and other stakeholders. This can best be accomplished by turning over a complete, error free, well documented system, and by providing appropriate training to the successor contractor. Our commitment to the achievement of a successful turnover is detailed in response to the requirements below.


ACS will assign a turnover manager to manage and control the turnover process until its completion. The turnover manager ensures the timely development and submission of turnover deliverables, and works with DHCFP and the new contractor to coordinate the transition of necessary operational functions. The turnover manager maintains a consistent level of authority as other ACS project managers working on the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.

During turnover, ACS continues to use the Web-based Nevada MMIS Project Repository using Microsoft’s SharePoint services to provide authorized DHCFP and ACS users ready access to timely and accurate project information. The system assures conformity and at a minimum provides a clear standardized naming convention for project name, deliverable title, deliverable tracking, reference number, and version number and date, for all deliverables and correspondence produced by execution of the solution to the RFP.


ACS will use our Enterprise Project Management (EPM) and SharePoint solution to report the status of all deliverables and correspondence for the life of the contract, including turnover. Our solution provides a robust, highly customizable reporting engine which presents accurate, up-to-date project data in multiple ways, providing the visibility, clarity, and control in monitoring project performance.


ACS commits to meeting all RFP-mandated responsibilities for turnover. The turnover manager ensures that ACS’ turnover responsibilities in no way compromise or disrupt regular operations. Because turnover can be fast-paced and complex, it is necessary to create and follow well defined procedures to handle its various elements. The turnover manager leads ACS’ turnover team. The turnover team consists of very knowledgeable resources that perform the turnover activities. Our experienced managers provide Nevada-specific technical and operational assistance.


The turnover team is responsible for conducting all turnover activities. For example, they will prepare and submit to DHCFP the turnover plan and turnover project plan; provide the MMIS requirements document; submit software, files, and system, user, and operations documentation in hard and soft copy format upon request; provide training to DHCFP staff or successor contractor staff; perform the actual turnover of the system; and submit the turnover results report at the end of the contract.


Approximately six months prior to the end of the contract, or when requested by DHCFP, the turnover team arranges for the transfer of Nevada MMIS software, data, and documentation identified by the RFP and included in the DHCFP-approved turnover plan. This is inclusive, of course, of all system changes/ enhancements across the life of the contract. The turnover plan defines the deliverable submission protocols, media, labeling requirements, and sign-off procedures to be used in transferring these materials.


The various components of the Nevada MMIS can be turned over on whatever media DHCFP designates and deems acceptable. Similarly, DHCFP establishes platform requirements. Turnover media and platforms are established in the turnover plan. Typically, all data and reference files, source computer programs, and procedures, are encrypted on electronic media, boxed, and shipped from the data center to DHCFP’s designated location.

ACS understands the need to preserve an unbroken lineage of program and technical knowledge, which includes providing the training necessary to support DHCFP, or the successor contractor, as well as other program stakeholders impacted by the transition of contractors. ACS provides training to DHCFP or the successor contractor in the operation of the Nevada MMIS. The turnover manager identifies DHCFP and vendor training needs and documents training to be provided and scheduled.


Turnover training is conducted and completed no later than three months prior to the end of the contract. The training, called counterpart training, includes an overview of each MMIS component’s manual, detailed operational procedures, and automated procedures, along with the specific items defined by the RFP. Prior to beginning training, we work with DHCFP and the successor contractor to develop a training outline and schedule.


Turnover training follows our established training curricula and protocols and is every bit as comprehensive as any other training we provide. We make every effort to ensure that the successor contractor is comfortable with the Nevada MMIS, thereby preserving continuity and avoiding disruption to Nevada’s health care programs. This training includes, but is not limited to:


Mailroom procedures


Data entry, imaging, and claims processing


MMIS computer operations


Systems change order procedures


MMIS controls and balancing procedures


Exception claims processing


Electronic claims processing


HIPAA/X12 handling


Banking procedures and account balancing


Provider enrollment


Call center


File maintenance


· Third party coordination of benefits


At a turnover date to be determined by DHCFP, the turnover team, under the guidance of the turnover manager, initiates the final turnover of up-to-date system, data, reference files, paper files, and all documentation. Paper files include paper claims, paper provider files, paper file maintenance forms, financial paper records, claim forms, and check stock. Final files are likewise inventoried, boxed, and shipped by ACS to a location of DHCFP’s choosing. If this location includes the incoming vendor’s site, ACS staff will accompany the shipment to the site and complete inventory sheets and obtain appropriate signatures to ensure that there is a complete recordkeeping of what materials were transferred.


If the same checking account is maintained, check stock is treated especially carefully, necessitating two ACS and DHCFP employees to sign for it in person. If the same checking account is not maintained, then unused check stock is destroyed. If DHCFP desires, we provide certification on how much check stock is destroyed.


As with previous shipments, all materials delivered to the State will include a transmittal form. This form includes an identifying header, footer, trailer record, tracking number, and brief description of contents. If multiple batches of the same type are sent, each batch is numbered (e.g., #1 of 10 batches). The tracking number is used to match the contents of the shipment to the turnover plan’s inventory report.

Final, updated project documentation, correspondence, and deliverables are also available on the Project Repository and accessible through Web portal even after turnover is complete. The turnover manager ensures that DHCFP retains access to the Project Repository throughout the turnover phase, permitting DHCFP and the successor contractor to access files.

The final version of the turnover plan defines the cutover dates for each type of transaction processed by ACS, including paper claims, electronic claims, POS drug claims, enrollment applications, written inquiries, PA requests, etc. ACS processes transactions received before the cutover date, while the new contractor handles transactions received on or after the date. The cutover date may vary depending on the type and media of the transaction. For example, electronic claims may be switched over closer to startup because they require less handling.

As with any transition, there will be a minimal amount of in-process files and inventory that must be turned over to the successor. Throughout the process, ACS maintains full production in all areas of operation and commits to make sure there is no large backlog of work.


ACS periodically updates the inventory report with the latest data on unprocessed transactions and other open items that would be turned over. To facilitate the transfer of documents to the new contractor, we develop formal delivery procedures, define anticipated delivery dates and transaction volumes, and design written “acknowledgment of receipt” forms. Any in-process files or inventory is separated and very clearly labeled so that the successor clearly knows that action is necessary.


Several factors contribute to a successful turnover, including prior MMIS turnover experience; turnover personnel who understand the MMIS project operations and systems; and a commitment to meeting turnover responsibilities. Our approach to turnover combines these factors with a detailed turnover plan, open lines of communication, and a spirit of genuine cooperation between ACS, the successor contractor, and DHCFP.


10.3.1.4 Update System Turnover Plan


At least six (6) months prior to the end of the base contract(s) and at least six (6) months prior to the end of any contract extension(s), the contractor(s) shall provide an updated System Turnover Plan and System Requirements Statement.

The creation and delivery of the updated turnover plan follows a three-step process. ACS first submits an outline and proposed table of contents for the updated plan. DHCFP approves the plan or requests modifications. If modifications are needed, ACS incorporates those modifications and resubmits the outline for further review. Once the outline has met with final approval, ACS submits an initial draft of the updated turnover plan to DHCFP for a similar process of review and approval during turnover planning. A final updated turnover plan is then submitted for DHCFP’s review.


During each iteration of updated turnover plan creation, ACS submits the plan—whether outline, draft, or final—to DHCFP for its approval prior to proceeding to the next phase of deliverable creation. Walkthroughs are held as needed, and ACS incorporates any agreed-upon modifications into the plan before proceeding to the next iteration. Walkthroughs for the updated turnover plan are built into the overall work breakdown structure for the turnover phase.


Once DHCFP approves the turnover plan, it serves as the guide for all staff with turnover responsibilities. We update and resubmit the plan as needed to reflect significant changes or updates to procedures, personnel, schedules, inventory, or other factors. Each subsequent submission reflects the most current inventory data, turnover personnel, due dates, and other information.


10.3.2
Progress Milestones


10.3.2.1 DHCFP acceptance and approval of Turnover Plan.


We have carefully reviewed the progress milestones for the Operations Period listed in the RFP. We are committed to meeting and exceeding the expectations identified in the RFP and have staffed our operations accordingly. Each progress milestone is documented in our detailed project plan.


10.3.3
Contractor Deliverables


10.3.3.1 System Turnover Plan.


10.3.3.2 System Requirements Statement.


We are committed to supporting DHCFP with the information it needs to manage project management activities during the operations period—turnover task. We agree to provide the required deliverables in compliance with the format and content approved by DHCFP.
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Appendix T — Health Information Exchange Initiatives



appendix t — health information exchange initiatives

As referenced in Section 13.2, in 2004, the President and CMS announced their focus on increasing the use of Healthcare Information Technology (HIT) to streamline the healthcare process by encouraging providers to adopt electronic methods for the exchange of healthcare-related data.  Since then, there have been a number of states that have engaged in projects to implement various strategies such as Electronic Health Records (EHR), e-Prescription, and collaborative clinical data sharing in support of programs like disease management.  These projects have had varying success across this spectrum of states.  An overview of these projects is included on the following pages.
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Tab IV — Attachment S, Minimum Mandatory Checklist



tab iv — attachment s, minimum mandatory checklist  
 RFP Section 20.3.2.5

As required by RFP Section 20.3.2.5, FHS submits RFP Attachment S, Minimum Mandatory Checklist, on the following pages.
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17.3
Vendor Staff Skills and Experience Required

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.3, page 162-173

The vendor shall provide qualified personnel to perform the work necessary to accomplish the tasks defined in the Scope of Work sections. The State must approve all awarded vendor resources. The State reserves the right to require the removal of any member of the awarded vendor's staff from the project.

This section contains proprietary/confidential information and has been excerpted and moved per instructions in RFP Section 20.3.1.2 to Part III, Confidential Technical Information.
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17.6
Resource Matrix

REQUIREMENT:  Section 17.6, page 175

17.6.1 Vendors must provide a resource matrix broken down by task to include the following:


A. Proposed staff classification;


B. Estimated number of vendor staff per classification.;


C. Estimated number of hours per person, per classification.;


D. Identification of task(s) to be completed by the prime (P) contractor and/or subcontractor (S). If more than one (1) subcontractor is proposed, the vendor must clearly identify the company with whom the individual is associated;


E. Estimated percentage of work performed on site by vendor staff; and


F. Estimated number of DHCFP staff required (FTE).

It is critical that the qualifications and experience of ACS personnel precisely match the requirements of the activities and tasks to be completed on the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. We believe that our proposed staffing plan puts the right people in place at the right time to achieve DHCFP’s goals and objectives for this project.

ACS has been involved in the takeover, implementation, operation, and support of MMIS systems for nearly 40 years, and we have gained extensive experience with the development and operation of systems and services designed to meet the specialized needs of government healthcare programs. This experience provides us with an in-depth insight into the types of positions and number of employees necessary to successfully fulfill the responsibilities of the Nevada MMIS project.  We build on best practices and the lessons learned from our experience to develop, manage, and sharpen job descriptions and minimum qualifications for each position—an important mechanism in creating and maintaining an organization that meets the needs of our clients.

While we strongly believe that our organizational structure and staff positions address all aspects of the required scope of services as we understand them, we welcome DHCFP’s input on staffing after contract signing. During project start-up, ACS will work with DHCFP to adjust or reallocate resources as necessary to reflect DHCFP’s priorities. ACS will remain flexible throughout the project to meet evolving program needs.  Our Resource Matrix—Proposal Tab XII, as required by the RFP, includes the following information broken down by task:

Proposed staff classification


Estimated number of ACS staff per classification


Estimated number of hours per person, per classification


Identification of task(s) to be completed by the prime (P) contractor and/or subcontractor (S). We clearly identify the company with whom the individual is associated


Estimated percentage of work performed on site by ACS staff


· Estimated number of DHCFP staff required (FTE)

Assumptions, Limitations, and Constraints Related to the Resource Matrix


In determining the estimated number of DHCFP staff required, we assumed that DHCFP would assign one subject matter expert (SME) per area to work with ACS on tasks requiring DHCFP involvement.  We also assumed the assigned SME would have the authority to make necessary decisions. 
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17.11	project software tools

First Health Services (FHS) follows a structured approach to the implementation of systems and business processes.  To assist in the structuring, tracking, and reporting of our project management process, we use several tools.  The overall project management tool we use for the takeover is Project InVision (PIV).  This tool is described in detail in the following sections.  In addition to the PIV tool, we manage all project work plans with the Microsoft Project tool.

The use of tools is only one way to manage projects.  FHS has a staff of PMI-certified employees who have also implemented structured business processes around project management.  We share these processes with DHCFP as we share access to the PIV tools.  This allows both DHCFP and our staff to fully understand project status at any time during the project life cycle.

17.11.1	Vendors must describe any software tools and equipment resources to be utilized during the course of the project including minimum hardware requirements and compatibility with existing computing resources as described in Section 3.6, Current Agency Computing Environment.

 (
DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE
FIRST HEALTH SERVICES
Project InVision
 (PIV)
 enables internal and external project team members and project executives to easily view project information, including project tasks defined in the work plan.
)PIV is a web-based project management tool used by FHS to effectively manage projects and deliver strategic initiatives.  PIV allows geographically dispersed project team members, including designated DHCFP team members, to collaborate by sharing knowledge through a web-based document repository and centralized project reporting system.  PIV adheres to the minimum hardware requirements and compatibility with existing computing resources as described in RFP Section 3.6, Current Agency Computing Environment, specifically computers currently running Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 3, connected to the MMIS using Citrix Program Neighborhood via a dedicated, T1 line with encryption.

FHS uses Microsoft Project to create the preliminary project plan, which is based on the work breakdown structure (WBS), project schedule, resource assignments, deliverables, milestones, and due dates.  The preliminary project plan is uploaded into PIV, where project metric reporting, resource utilization, budget tracking, customer reporting, and other facets of project management and control are conducted.  A number of reports from PIV are shared with DHCFP to communicate progress and help to avoid potential pitfalls. 

FHS also uses Microsoft Project, Microsoft Visio, and the Microsoft Office Suite, in accordance with RFP Section 3.7, Project Software.

FHS has provided information on software tools and equipment in proposal Section 11.2, Current MMIS Computing Environment.  FHS, as the incumbent vendor, already has the required environment in place, and we have provided the information regarding additional hardware and software that will implemented as part of the takeover project.

17.11.2	Costs and training associated with the project software tools identified must be included in Attachment N, Project Costs.

FHS will provide PIV user training to designated DHCFP individuals who will access project information and collaborate throughout the takeover phase of the project.  The training will be conducted on-site, via video conferencing or web meeting, depending on scheduling and demand.  It is anticipated that less than six DHCFP staff will require access to PIV. 

Since DHCFP currently uses the Microsoft software tools listed in RFP Section 3.7, we expect that DCHFP staff is already comfortable using these tools and there will, therefore, be no training provided for these tools. 

As required, FHS has included costs and training associated with the project software tools in Attachment N, Project Costs.
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ID WBS Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors % Complete Resource Names


0 Nevada MMIS Takeover Project Work Plan 1315 days Mon 10/4/10 Fri 10/16/15 0%


1 1 Phase 1:  Contract Start Up 122 days Mon 10/4/10 Tue 3/22/11 0%


2 1.1 Planning and Administration 122 days Mon 10/4/10 Tue 3/22/11 0%


3 1.1.1 Entrance Criteria 122 days Mon 10/4/10 Tue 3/22/11 0%


4 1.1.1.1 Nevada MMIS Takeover Agreement signed and approved by all
required parties


1 day Mon 10/4/10 Mon 10/4/10 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


5 1.1.1.2 DHCFP approved project start date 2 days Mon 10/18/10 Tue 10/19/10 0% DHCFP


6 1.1.1.3 Project Kick-Off Meeting 0.5 days Fri 10/29/10 Fri 10/29/10 0%


7 1.1.1.3.1 Project Kick-off Meeting 4 hrs Fri 10/29/10 Fri 10/29/10 5FS+7 days 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


8 1.1.1.4 Detailed Project Plan 46 days Wed 10/20/10 Wed 12/22/10 0%


9 1.1.1.4.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Project Plan


3 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/22/10 5 0% Takeover Project Manager


10 1.1.1.4.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Mon 10/25/10 Fri 11/5/10 9 0% DHCFP


11 1.1.1.4.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 11/8/10 Mon 11/8/10 10 0% Takeover Project Manager


12 1.1.1.4.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/10/10 10 0% Takeover Project Manager


13 1.1.1.4.5 Create and Submit Project Plan 10 days Thu 11/11/10 Wed 11/24/10 12 0% Takeover Project Manager


14 1.1.1.4.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Thu 11/25/10 Wed 12/8/10 13 0% DHCFP


15 1.1.1.4.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Thu 12/9/10 Thu 12/9/10 14 0% Takeover Project Manager


16 1.1.1.4.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 10 days Thu 12/9/10 Wed 12/22/10 14 0% Takeover Project Manager


Nevada MMIS Takeover  
Project Work Plan DRAFT 
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ID WBS Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors % Complete Resource Names


17 1.1.1.4.9 DELIVERABLE:  Approved Detailed Project Plan RFP
8.1.2.1


0 days Wed 12/22/10 Wed 12/22/10 16 0%


18 1.1.1.5 Meeting Attendance 44 days Wed 10/20/10 Mon 12/20/10 0%


19 1.1.1.5.1 Attend Scheduled Meetings 44 days Wed 10/20/10 Mon 12/20/10 5 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


20 1.1.1.5.2 DELIVERABLE:  Attendance at all Scheduled Meetings RFP
8.1.2.3


0 days Mon 12/20/10 Mon 12/20/10 19 0%


21 1.1.1.6 Project Status Report 31.13 days Wed 10/20/10 Thu 12/2/10 0%


22 1.1.1.6.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Semi-Monthly Project Status Reports


3 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/22/10 5 0% Business Implementation
Manager


23 1.1.1.6.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Mon 10/25/10 Fri 11/5/10 22 0% DHCFP


24 1.1.1.6.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 11/8/10 Mon 11/8/10 23 0% Business Implementation
Manager


25 1.1.1.6.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/10/10 23 0% Business Implementation
Manager


26 1.1.1.6.5 Create and Submit Semi-Monthly Project Status Report 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Thu 11/11/10 24 0% Business Implementation
Manager


27 1.1.1.6.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Thu 11/11/10 Thu 11/25/10 26 0% DHCFP


28 1.1.1.6.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Thu 11/25/10 Thu 11/25/10 27 0% Business Implementation
Manager


29 1.1.1.6.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 5 days Thu 11/25/10 Thu 12/2/10 27 0% Business Implementation
Manager


30 1.1.1.6.9 DELIVERABLE:  Project Status Report RFP 8.1.2.4 0 days Thu 12/2/10 Thu 12/2/10 29 0%


31 1.1.1.7 Communication Plan 31.13 days Wed 10/20/10 Thu 12/2/10 0%


32 1.1.1.7.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Communication Plan


3 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/22/10 5 0% Business Implementation
Manager


33 1.1.1.7.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Mon 10/25/10 Fri 11/5/10 32 0% DHCFP
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ID WBS Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors % Complete Resource Names


34 1.1.1.7.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 11/8/10 Mon 11/8/10 33 0% Business Implementation
Manager


35 1.1.1.7.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/10/10 33 0% Business Implementation
Manager


36 1.1.1.7.5 Create and Submit Communication Plan 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Thu 11/11/10 34 0% Business Implementation
Manager


37 1.1.1.7.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Thu 11/11/10 Thu 11/25/10 36 0% DHCFP


38 1.1.1.7.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Thu 11/25/10 Thu 11/25/10 37 0% Business Implementation
Manager


39 1.1.1.7.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 5 days Thu 11/25/10 Thu 12/2/10 37 0% Business Implementation
Manager


40 1.1.1.7.9 DELIVERABLE:  Communication Plan RFP 8.1.2.5 0 days Thu 12/2/10 Thu 12/2/10 39 0%


41 1.1.1.8 Risk Assessment Plan 32 days Wed 10/20/10 Thu 12/2/10 0%


42 1.1.1.8.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for Risk
Assessment Plan


3 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/22/10 5 0% Business Implementation
Manager


43 1.1.1.8.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Mon 10/25/10 Fri 11/5/10 42 0% DHCFP


44 1.1.1.8.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 11/8/10 Mon 11/8/10 43 0% Business Implementation
Manager


45 1.1.1.8.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/10/10 43 0% Business Implementation
Manager


46 1.1.1.8.5 Create and Submit Risk Assessment Plan 3 days Thu 11/11/10 Mon 11/15/10 45 0% Business Implementation
Manager


47 1.1.1.8.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Tue 11/16/10 Mon 11/29/10 46 0% DHCFP


48 1.1.1.8.7 Receive Approval 1 day Tue 11/30/10 Tue 11/30/10 47 0% Business Implementation
Manager


49 1.1.1.8.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 11/30/10 Thu 12/2/10 47 0% Business Implementation
Manager[20%]


50 1.1.1.8.9 DELIVERABLE:  Risk Assessment Plan RFP 8.1.2.6 0 days Thu 12/2/10 Thu 12/2/10 49 0%
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51 1.1.1.9 Quality Assurance Plan 32 days Wed 10/20/10 Thu 12/2/10 0%


52 1.1.1.9.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Quality Assurance Plan


3 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/22/10 5 0% Business Implementation
Manager


53 1.1.1.9.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Mon 10/25/10 Fri 11/5/10 52 0% DHCFP


54 1.1.1.9.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 11/8/10 Mon 11/8/10 53 0% Business Implementation
Manager


55 1.1.1.9.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/10/10 53 0% Business Implementation
Manager


56 1.1.1.9.5 Create and Submit Quality Assurance Plan 3 days Thu 11/11/10 Mon 11/15/10 55 0% Business Implementation
Manager


57 1.1.1.9.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Tue 11/16/10 Mon 11/29/10 56 0% DHCFP


58 1.1.1.9.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Tue 11/30/10 Tue 11/30/10 57 0% Business Implementation
Manager


59 1.1.1.9.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 11/30/10 Thu 12/2/10 57 0% Business Implementation
Manager


60 1.1.1.9.9 DELIVERABLE:  Quality Assurance Plan RFP 8.1.2.7 0 days Thu 12/2/10 Thu 12/2/10 59 0%


61 1.1.1.10 Requirements Validation and Demonstration 110 days Wed 10/20/10 Tue 3/22/11 0%


62 1.1.1.10.1 Requirements Review and Validation Session Schedule 32 days Wed 10/20/10 Thu 12/2/10 0%


63 1.1.1.10.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Requirements Review and Validation Session Schedule


3 days Wed 10/20/10 Fri 10/22/10 5 0% Business Analyst


64 1.1.1.10.1 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Mon 10/25/10 Fri 11/5/10 63 0% DHCFP


65 1.1.1.10.1 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 11/8/10 Mon 11/8/10 64 0% Business Implementation
Manager


66 1.1.1.10.1 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 11/8/10 Wed 11/10/10 64 0% Business Analyst


67 1.1.1.10.1 Create and Submit Requirements Review and Validation
Session Schedule


3 days Thu 11/11/10 Mon 11/15/10 66 0% Business Analyst
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68 1.1.1.10.1 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Tue 11/16/10 Mon 11/29/10 67 0% DHCFP


69 1.1.1.10.1 Receive Approval 1 hr Tue 11/30/10 Tue 11/30/10 68 0% Business Implementation
Manager


70 1.1.1.10.1 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 11/30/10 Thu 12/2/10 68 0% Business Analyst


71 1.1.1.10.1 DELIVERABLE:  Approved Requirements Review and
Validation Session Schedule RFP 8.6.2.1


0 days Thu 12/2/10 Thu 12/2/10 70 0%


72 1.1.1.10.2 Requirements Validation Sessions 28 days Fri 12/3/10 Tue 1/11/11 0%


73 1.1.1.10.2 Conduct Requirements Validation Sessions and Submit
Minutes to DHCFP


12 days Fri 12/3/10 Mon 12/20/10 71 0% Business Analyst,DHCFP


74 1.1.1.10.2 Conduct Interviews as needed for clarification, validation,
updates and finalization


12 days Fri 12/3/10 Mon 12/20/10 71 0% Business Analyst,DHCFP,FHSC
Team


75 1.1.1.10.2 Conduct Data Modeling Sessions as needed 12 days Fri 12/3/10 Mon 12/20/10 71 0% Data Modeler,Business
Analyst,DHCFP


76 1.1.1.10.2 DHCFP Review/Approval 10 days Tue 12/21/10 Mon 1/3/11 75 0% DHCFP


77 1.1.1.10.2 Receive Approval 1 hr Tue 1/4/11 Tue 1/4/11 76 0% Business Implementation
Manager


78 1.1.1.10.2 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 1/4/11 Thu 1/6/11 76 0% Business Analyst


79 1.1.1.10.2 Update Outline of the Requirements Validation Document 3 days Fri 1/7/11 Tue 1/11/11 78 0% Business Analyst


80 1.1.1.10.2 Update the Requirements Validation Document 3 days Fri 1/7/11 Tue 1/11/11 78 0% Business Analyst


81 1.1.1.10.2 Update Requirements Traceability Matrix 3 days Fri 1/7/11 Tue 1/11/11 78 0% Business Analyst


82 1.1.1.10.2 DELIVERABLE:  Approved Requirements Validation
Session Minutes RFP 8.6.2.3


0 days Thu 1/6/11 Thu 1/6/11 78 0%


83 1.1.1.10.3 Requirements Validation Document Outline 32 days Tue 12/21/10 Wed 2/2/11 0%


84 1.1.1.10.3 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Requirements Validation Document Outline


3 days Tue 12/21/10 Thu 12/23/10 73 0% Business Analyst
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85 1.1.1.10.3 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Fri 12/24/10 Thu 1/6/11 84 0% DHCFP


86 1.1.1.10.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Fri 1/7/11 Fri 1/7/11 85 0% Business Analyst


87 1.1.1.10.3 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Fri 1/7/11 Tue 1/11/11 85 0% Business Analyst


88 1.1.1.10.3 Create and Submit Requirements Validation Document
Outline


3 days Wed 1/12/11 Fri 1/14/11 87 0% Business Analyst


89 1.1.1.10.3 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Mon 1/17/11 Fri 1/28/11 88 0% DHCFP


90 1.1.1.10.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 1/31/11 Mon 1/31/11 89 0% Business Analyst


91 1.1.1.10.3 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 1/31/11 Wed 2/2/11 89 0% Business Analyst


92 1.1.1.10.3 DELIVERABLE:  Approved Requirements Validation
Document Outline RFP 8.6.2.6


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 91 0%


93 1.1.1.10.4 Requirements Validation Document 32 days Tue 12/21/10 Wed 2/2/11 0%


94 1.1.1.10.4 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Requirements Validation Document


3 days Tue 12/21/10 Thu 12/23/10 73 0% Business Analyst


95 1.1.1.10.4 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Fri 12/24/10 Thu 1/6/11 94 0% DHCFP


96 1.1.1.10.4 Receive Approval 1 hr Fri 1/7/11 Fri 1/7/11 95 0% Business Analyst


97 1.1.1.10.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Fri 1/7/11 Tue 1/11/11 95 0% Business Analyst


98 1.1.1.10.4 Create and Submit Requirements Validation Document 3 days Wed 1/12/11 Fri 1/14/11 97 0% Business Analyst


99 1.1.1.10.4 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Mon 1/17/11 Fri 1/28/11 98 0% DHCFP


100 1.1.1.10.4 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 1/31/11 Mon 1/31/11 99 0% Business Analyst


101 1.1.1.10.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 1/31/11 Wed 2/2/11 99 0% Business Analyst
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102 1.1.1.10.4 DELIVERABLE:  Approved Requirements Validation
Document RFP 8.6.2.7


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 101 0%


103 1.1.1.10.5 Update Traceability Matrix 34 days Thu 2/3/11 Tue 3/22/11 0%


104 1.1.1.10.5 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Updating Traceability Matrix


3 days Thu 2/3/11 Mon 2/7/11 102 0% Business Analyst


105 1.1.1.10.5 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Tue 2/8/11 Mon 2/21/11 104 0% DHCFP


106 1.1.1.10.5 Receive Approval 1 hr Tue 2/22/11 Tue 2/22/11 105 0% Business Analyst


107 1.1.1.10.5 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 2/22/11 Thu 2/24/11 105 0% Business Analyst


108 1.1.1.10.5 Create and Submit Updated Traceability Matrix 5 days Fri 2/25/11 Thu 3/3/11 107 0% Business Analyst


109 1.1.1.10.5 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Fri 3/4/11 Thu 3/17/11 108 0% DHCFP


110 1.1.1.10.5 Receive Approval 1 hr Fri 3/18/11 Fri 3/18/11 109 0% Business Analyst


111 1.1.1.10.5 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Fri 3/18/11 Tue 3/22/11 109 0% Business Analyst


112 1.1.1.10.5 DELIVERABLE:  Traceability Matrix RFP 8.6.2.8 0 days Tue 3/22/11 Tue 3/22/11 111 0%


113 1.1.2 Exit Criteria 0 days Tue 3/22/11 Tue 3/22/11 0%


114 1.1.2.1 DHCFP Approval of all Plan Deliverables 0 days Tue 3/22/11 Tue 3/22/11 3 0%


115 2 Phase 2:  Transition 284 days Mon 10/4/10 Thu 11/3/11 1%


116 2.1 Agree to Entrance and Exit Criteria for Transition Period 1 day Wed 3/23/11 Wed 3/23/11 114 0% FHSC Team


117 2.2 Establish Location for MMIS Related Functions and Contractor Services 0 days Wed 3/23/11 Wed 3/23/11 116 0% Operational


118 2.3 Entrance Criteria 284 days Mon 10/4/10 Thu 11/3/11 1%
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119 2.3.1 DHCFP Approval of Detailed Project Plan 0 days Wed 12/22/10 Wed 12/22/10 17 0% DHCFP


120 2.3.2 Establishment of Location for MMIS Related Functions and Contractor
Services


0 days Wed 12/22/10 Wed 12/22/10 119 0% Operational


121 2.3.3 Acceptance of Comprehensive Requirements Validation Document 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 102 0% DHCFP


122 2.3.4 Transition Planning 128 days Mon 10/4/10 Wed 3/30/11 12%


123 2.3.4.1 Facilities Plan 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 100%


124 2.3.4.1.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Facilities Plan


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 121 100% Operational


125 2.3.4.1.2 DHCFP review / approval 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 124 100% Operational


126 2.3.4.1.3 Receive Approval 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 125 100% Operational


127 2.3.4.1.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 126 100% Operational


128 2.3.4.1.5 Create and Submit Facilities Plan 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 127 100% Operational


129 2.3.4.1.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 128 100% Operational


130 2.3.4.1.7 Receive Approval 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 129 100% Operational


131 2.3.4.1.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 130 100% Operational


132 2.3.4.1.9 MILESTONE:  DHCFP Approval of Facilities Plan RFP
9.2.2.3


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 131 100%


133 2.3.4.1.10 DELIVERABLE:  Facilities Plan RFP 9.2.3.6 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 131 100%


134 2.3.4.2 Nevada MMIS Transition Plan 35 days Thu 2/3/11 Wed 3/23/11 0%


135 2.3.4.2.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Nevada MMIS Transition Plan


3 days Thu 2/3/11 Mon 2/7/11 121 0% Account Manager
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136 2.3.4.2.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Tue 2/8/11 Mon 2/21/11 135 0% DHCFP


137 2.3.4.2.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Tue 2/22/11 Tue 2/22/11 136 0% Account Manager


138 2.3.4.2.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 2/22/11 Thu 2/24/11 136 0% Account Manager


139 2.3.4.2.5 Create and Submit Nevada MMIS Transition Plan 3 days Fri 2/25/11 Tue 3/1/11 138 0% Account Manager


140 2.3.4.2.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Wed 3/2/11 Tue 3/15/11 139 0% DHCFP


141 2.3.4.2.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Wed 3/16/11 Wed 3/16/11 140 0% Account Manager


142 2.3.4.2.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Wed 3/16/11 Fri 3/18/11 140 0% Account Manager


143 2.3.4.2.9 MILESTONE:  Establishment of Transition Period Entrance
and Exit Criteria RFP 9.2.2.1


0 days Wed 3/23/11 Wed 3/23/11 116 0%


144 2.3.4.2.10 MILESTONE:  DHCFP Approval of Transition Plan RFP
9.2.2.2


0 days Fri 3/18/11 Fri 3/18/11 142 0%


145 2.3.4.2.11 DELIVERABLE:  Approved Nevada MMIS Transition Plan
RFP 9.2.3.2


0 days Fri 3/18/11 Fri 3/18/11 142 0%


146 2.3.4.3 Subcontractor Plan 32.13 days Thu 2/3/11 Mon 3/21/11 0%


147 2.3.4.3.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Nevada MMIS Subcontractor Plan


3 days Thu 2/3/11 Mon 2/7/11 121 0% Account Manager


148 2.3.4.3.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Tue 2/8/11 Mon 2/21/11 147 0% DHCFP


149 2.3.4.3.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Tue 2/22/11 Tue 2/22/11 148 0% Account Manager


150 2.3.4.3.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 2/22/11 Fri 2/25/11 149 0% Account Manager


151 2.3.4.3.5 Create and Submit Nevada MMIS Subcontractor Plan 3 days Fri 2/25/11 Wed 3/2/11 150 0% Account Manager


152 2.3.4.3.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Wed 3/2/11 Wed 3/16/11 151 0% DHCFP
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153 2.3.4.3.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Wed 3/16/11 Wed 3/16/11 152 0% Account Manager


154 2.3.4.3.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Wed 3/16/11 Mon 3/21/11 152 0% Account Manager


155 2.3.4.4 Nevada MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 32.13 days Thu 2/3/11 Mon 3/21/11 100%


156 2.3.4.4.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Nevada MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan


3 days Thu 2/3/11 Mon 2/7/11 121 100% Account Manager


157 2.3.4.4.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Tue 2/8/11 Mon 2/21/11 156 100% DHCFP


158 2.3.4.4.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Tue 2/22/11 Tue 2/22/11 157 100% Account Manager


159 2.3.4.4.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 2/22/11 Fri 2/25/11 158 100% Account Manager


160 2.3.4.4.5 Create and Submit Nevada MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency
Plan


3 days Fri 2/25/11 Wed 3/2/11 159 100% Account Manager


161 2.3.4.4.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Wed 3/2/11 Wed 3/16/11 160 100% DHCFP


162 2.3.4.4.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Wed 3/16/11 Wed 3/16/11 161 100% Account Manager


163 2.3.4.4.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Wed 3/16/11 Mon 3/21/11 161 100% Account Manager


164 2.3.4.4.9 MILESTONE:  DHCFP Approval of the Nevada MMIS
Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan RFP 9.2.2.4


0 days Mon 3/21/11 Mon 3/21/11 163 100%


165 2.3.4.4.10 DELIVERABLE:  Approved Nevada MMIS Relocation
Risk/Contingency Plan RFP 9.2.3.3


0 days Mon 3/21/11 Mon 3/21/11 163 100%


166 2.3.4.5 Facility Communications Gateway 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 100%


167 2.3.4.5.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Communications Gateway Plan


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 121 100% Operational


168 2.3.4.5.2 DHCFP review / approval 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 167 100% Operational[0%]


169 2.3.4.5.3 Receive Approval 0 hrs Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 168 100% Operational[0%]
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170 2.3.4.5.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 168 100% Operational[0%]


171 2.3.4.5.5 Create and Submit Communications Gateway Plan 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 170 100% Operational[0%]


172 2.3.4.5.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 171 100% Operational[0%]


173 2.3.4.5.7 Receive Approval 0 hrs Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 172 100% Operational[0%]


174 2.3.4.5.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 172 100% Operational[0%]


175 2.3.4.5.9 Create Purchase Requests for Infrastructure Needs 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 174 100% Operational


176 2.3.4.5.10 Set Up Operations Facility 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 175 100% Operational


177 2.3.4.5.11 Receive Infrastructure Hardware and Software 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 176 100% Operational


178 2.3.4.5.12 Install / Set-up Infrastructure Hardware and Software 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 177 100% Operational


179 2.3.4.5.13 MILESTONE:  Establishment of Permanent Contractor
Facilities RFP 9.2.2.5


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 178 100%


180 2.3.4.5.14 MILESTONE:  Completion of DHCFP Workspace at
Contractor Facility RFP 9.2.2.8


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 178 100%


181 2.3.4.5.15 MILESTONE:  Establishment of Gateway to DHCFP's LAN
RFP 9.2.2.9


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 178 100%


182 2.3.4.5.16 MILESTONE:  Installation of hardware and system software
RFP 9.3.3.2


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 178 100%


183 2.3.4.5.17 DELIVERABLE:  Communications Gateway Plan RFP
9.2.1.8


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 178 100%


184 2.3.4.5.18 DELIVERABLE:  Facility Established to Operate the Nevada
MMIS 9.3.3.1


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 178 100%


185 2.3.4.6 Project Management Controls 128 days Mon 10/4/10 Wed 3/30/11 0%


186 2.3.4.6.1 Initiate Project Management Control Software and Reporting
Procedures


5 days Thu 2/3/11 Wed 2/9/11 124 0% Business Implementation
Manager,Takeover Project


Manager
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187 2.3.4.6.2 Establish/Maintain Project Control and Issue Resolution
Tracking Systems


5 days Thu 2/3/11 Wed 2/9/11 124 0% Business Implementation
Manager,Takeover Project


Manager
188 2.3.4.6.3 Establish/Maintain Project Correspondence Tracking 5 days Mon 10/4/10 Fri 10/8/10 0% Business Implementation


Manager,Takeover Project
Manager


189 2.3.4.6.4 Submit Weekly Status Reports 40 days Thu 2/3/11 Wed 3/30/11 124 0% Business Implementation
Manager


190 2.3.4.6.5 Conduct Weekly Status Meetings 40 days Thu 2/3/11 Wed 3/30/11 124 0% Business Implementation
Manager


191 2.3.4.6.6 Monthly Updates/Maintenance of Traceability Matrix 40 days Thu 2/3/11 Wed 3/30/11 124 0% Business Implementation
Manager


192 2.3.4.6.7 Update Work Plan for Final Work Plan and Schedule 40 days Thu 2/3/11 Wed 3/30/11 124 0% Takeover Project Manager


193 2.3.4.6.8 MILESTONE:  Final Transition Work Plan and Schedule
RFP 9.2.2.7


0 days Wed 3/30/11 Wed 3/30/11 192 0%


194 2.3.4.6.9 DELIVERABLE:  Project Control and Reporting System
RFP 9.2.3.1


0 days Wed 2/9/11 Wed 2/9/11 186 0%


195 2.3.4.6.10 DELIVERABLE:  Updated Nevada MMIS Project Plan RFP
9.2.3.7


0 days Wed 3/30/11 Wed 3/30/11 192 0%


196 2.3.4.6.11 DELIVERABLE:  Weekly Status Reports RFP 9.2.3.8 0 days Wed 3/30/11 Wed 3/30/11 190 0%


197 2.3.5 Current System / User Documentation Review 37 days Thu 2/3/11 Fri 3/25/11 0%


198 2.3.5.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for System
and User Documentation Review


3 days Thu 2/3/11 Mon 2/7/11 121 0% Technical Analyst,Trainer


199 2.3.5.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Tue 2/8/11 Mon 2/21/11 198 0% DHCFP


200 2.3.5.3 Receive Approval 0.2 hrs Tue 2/22/11 Tue 2/22/11 199 0% Technical Analyst


201 2.3.5.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 2/22/11 Thu 2/24/11 199 0% Technical Analyst,Trainer


202 2.3.5.5 CORE MMIS 3 days Fri 2/25/11 Tue 3/1/11 0%


203 2.3.5.5.1 Review System Documentation 3 days Fri 2/25/11 Tue 3/1/11 201 0% FHSC Team,DHCFP
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204 2.3.5.5.2 Review User Documentation 3 days Fri 2/25/11 Tue 3/1/11 201 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


205 2.3.5.6 Provider 3 days Fri 2/25/11 Tue 3/1/11 0%


206 2.3.5.6.1 Review System Documentation 3 days Fri 2/25/11 Tue 3/1/11 201 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


207 2.3.5.6.2 Review User Documentation 3 days Fri 2/25/11 Tue 3/1/11 201 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


208 2.3.5.7 Recipient 3 days Wed 3/2/11 Fri 3/4/11 0%


209 2.3.5.7.1 Review System Documentation 3 days Wed 3/2/11 Fri 3/4/11 207 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


210 2.3.5.7.2 Review User Documentation 3 days Wed 3/2/11 Fri 3/4/11 207 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


211 2.3.5.8 Reference 3 days Wed 3/2/11 Fri 3/4/11 0%


212 2.3.5.8.1 Review System Documentation 3 days Wed 3/2/11 Fri 3/4/11 207 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


213 2.3.5.8.2 Review User Documentation 1 day Wed 3/2/11 Wed 3/2/11 207 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


214 2.3.5.9 Claims / PA 3 days Mon 3/7/11 Wed 3/9/11 0%


215 2.3.5.9.1 Review System Documentation 3 days Mon 3/7/11 Wed 3/9/11 210 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


216 2.3.5.9.2 Review User Documentation 3 days Mon 3/7/11 Wed 3/9/11 210 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


217 2.3.5.10 Financial 3 days Mon 3/7/11 Wed 3/9/11 0%


218 2.3.5.10.1 Review System Documentation 3 days Mon 3/7/11 Wed 3/9/11 210 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


219 2.3.5.10.2 Review User Documentation 3 days Mon 3/7/11 Wed 3/9/11 210 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


220 2.3.5.11 TPL 3 days Thu 3/10/11 Mon 3/14/11 0%
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221 2.3.5.11.1 Review System Documentation 3 days Thu 3/10/11 Mon 3/14/11 216 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


222 2.3.5.11.2 Review User Documentation 3 days Thu 3/10/11 Mon 3/14/11 216 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


223 2.3.5.12 EPSDT / Case Management 3 days Thu 3/10/11 Mon 3/14/11 0%


224 2.3.5.12.1 Review System Documentation 3 days Thu 3/10/11 Mon 3/14/11 216 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


225 2.3.5.12.2 Review User Documentation 3 days Thu 3/10/11 Mon 3/14/11 216 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


226 2.3.5.13 Level of Care (LOC) MMIS / FirstHCM 3 days Tue 3/15/11 Thu 3/17/11 0%


227 2.3.5.13.1 Review System Documentation 3 days Tue 3/15/11 Thu 3/17/11 222 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


228 2.3.5.13.2 Review User Documentation 3 days Tue 3/15/11 Thu 3/17/11 222 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


229 2.3.5.14 POS Pharmacy / ProDUR / RetroDUR / Drug Rebate 3 days Tue 3/15/11 Thu 3/17/11 0%


230 2.3.5.14.1 Review System Documentation 3 days Tue 3/15/11 Thu 3/17/11 222 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


231 2.3.5.14.2 Review User Documentation 3 days Tue 3/15/11 Thu 3/17/11 222 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


232 2.3.5.15 Magellan DSS - ODS, SURS,  MARS 3 days Fri 3/18/11 Tue 3/22/11 0%


233 2.3.5.15.1 Review System Documentation 3 days Fri 3/18/11 Tue 3/22/11 228 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


234 2.3.5.15.2 Review User Documentation 3 days Fri 3/18/11 Tue 3/22/11 228 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


235 2.3.5.16 FirstHCM 3 days Fri 3/18/11 Tue 3/22/11 0%


236 2.3.5.16.1 Review System Documentation 3 days Fri 3/18/11 Tue 3/22/11 228 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


237 2.3.5.16.2 Review User Documentation 3 days Fri 3/18/11 Tue 3/22/11 228 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team
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238 2.3.5.17 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 3 days Wed 3/23/11 Fri 3/25/11 0%


239 2.3.5.17.1 Review System Documentation 3 days Wed 3/23/11 Fri 3/25/11 234 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


240 2.3.5.17.2 Review User Documentation 3 days Wed 3/23/11 Fri 3/25/11 234 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


241 2.3.5.18 Personal Care Services (PCS) Program 3 days Wed 3/23/11 Fri 3/25/11 0%


242 2.3.5.18.1 Review System Documentation 3 days Wed 3/23/11 Fri 3/25/11 234 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


243 2.3.5.18.2 Review User Documentation 3 days Wed 3/23/11 Fri 3/25/11 234 0% DHCFP,FHSC Team


244 2.3.5.19 MILESTONE:  Complete Review of Existing System
Documentation and User Documentation RFP 9.2.2.6


0 days Fri 3/25/11 Fri 3/25/11 243 0%


245 2.3.5.20 DELIVERABLE:  MMIS System Documentation Review Results
RFP 9.2.3.4


0 days Fri 3/25/11 Fri 3/25/11 243 0%


246 2.3.5.21 DELIVERABLE:  MMIS User Documentation Review Results
RFP 9.2.3.5


0 days Fri 3/25/11 Fri 3/25/11 243 0%


247 2.3.6 System Modifications 209 days Tue 12/21/10 Fri 10/7/11 0%


248 2.3.6.1 MMIS Web Enabling 81 days Tue 2/8/11 Tue 5/31/11 0%


249 2.3.6.1.1 Requirements Analysis 8 days Tue 2/8/11 Thu 2/17/11 0%


250 2.3.6.1.1. Conduct work sessions to confirm approach for
modifications and/or enhancements


5 days Tue 2/8/11 Mon 2/14/11 198 0% DHCFP,Technical Analyst


251 2.3.6.1.1. Update system and user documentation 3 days Tue 2/15/11 Thu 2/17/11 250 0% Technical Analyst,Trainer


252 2.3.6.1.2 Design 10 days Tue 2/8/11 Mon 2/21/11 0%


253 2.3.6.1.2. Design modifications and/or enhancements 10 days Tue 2/8/11 Mon 2/21/11 250FS-5 days 0% System Architect


254 2.3.6.1.3 Construction / Unit Testing 45 days Tue 2/15/11 Mon 4/18/11 0%
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255 2.3.6.1.3. Code / Unit test modifications and/or enhancements 45 days Tue 2/15/11 Mon 4/18/11 253FS-5 days 0% Web Developer,Web Analyst


256 2.3.6.1.4 Testing 11 days Tue 4/19/11 Tue 5/3/11 0%


257 2.3.6.1.4. User testing 10 days Tue 4/19/11 Mon 5/2/11 255 0% QA Team,DHCFP


258 2.3.6.1.4. Correct defects as needed 10 days Tue 4/19/11 Mon 5/2/11 255 0% Web Developer


259 2.3.6.1.4. Receive business approval 1 day Tue 5/3/11 Tue 5/3/11 258 0% FHSC Business Owner


260 2.3.6.1.5 Deployment 81 days Tue 2/8/11 Tue 5/31/11 0%


261 2.3.6.1.5. DHCFP Review 10 days Wed 5/4/11 Tue 5/17/11 259 0% Network Specialist


262 2.3.6.1.5. Deploy application 10 days Wed 5/18/11 Tue 5/31/11 261 0% Network Specialist


263 2.3.6.1.5. Single Sign-On 71 days Tue 2/8/11 Tue 5/17/11 0%


264 2.3.6.1.5. Requirements Analysis 8 days Tue 2/8/11 Thu 2/17/11 0%


265 2.3.6.1.5. Conduct work sessions to confirm approach for
modifications and/or enhancements


5 days Tue 2/8/11 Mon 2/14/11 198 0% DHCFP,Technical Analyst


266 2.3.6.1.5. Update system and user documentation 3 days Tue 2/15/11 Thu 2/17/11 265 0% Technical Analyst,Trainer


267 2.3.6.1.5. Design 10 days Tue 2/15/11 Mon 2/28/11 0%


268 2.3.6.1.5. Design modifications and/or enhancements 10 days Tue 2/15/11 Mon 2/28/11 265 0% System Architect


269 2.3.6.1.5. Construction / Unit Testing 30 days Tue 2/22/11 Mon 4/4/11 0%


270 2.3.6.1.5. Code / Unit test modifications and/or enhancements 30 days Tue 2/22/11 Mon 4/4/11 268FS-5 days 0% Web Security Analyst,Web
Developer


271 2.3.6.1.5. Testing 11 days Tue 4/5/11 Tue 4/19/11 0%
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272 2.3.6.1.5. User testing 10 days Tue 4/5/11 Mon 4/18/11 270 0% QA Team


273 2.3.6.1.5. Correct defects as needed 10 days Tue 4/5/11 Mon 4/18/11 270 0% Web Developer


274 2.3.6.1.5. Receive business approval 1 day Tue 4/19/11 Tue 4/19/11 273 0% FHSC Business Owner


275 2.3.6.1.5. Deployment 20 days Wed 4/20/11 Tue 5/17/11 0%


276 2.3.6.1.5. DHCFP Review 10 days Wed 4/20/11 Tue 5/3/11 274 0% Network Specialist


277 2.3.6.1.5. Deploy application 10 days Wed 5/4/11 Tue 5/17/11 276 0% Network Specialist


278 2.3.6.2 Web Portal (Standard Package) 96 days Tue 2/8/11 Tue 6/21/11 0%


279 2.3.6.2.1 Requirements Analysis 8 days Tue 2/8/11 Thu 2/17/11 0%


280 2.3.6.2.1. Conduct work sessions to confirm approach for
modifications and/or enhancements


5 days Tue 2/8/11 Mon 2/14/11 198 0% DHCFP,Technical Analyst


281 2.3.6.2.1. Update system and user documentation 3 days Tue 2/15/11 Thu 2/17/11 280 0% Technical Analyst,Trainer


282 2.3.6.2.2 Design 10 days Tue 2/15/11 Mon 2/28/11 0%


283 2.3.6.2.2. Design modifications and/or enhancements 10 days Tue 2/15/11 Mon 2/28/11 280 0% System Architect


284 2.3.6.2.3 Construction / Unit Testing 55 days Tue 2/22/11 Mon 5/9/11 0%


285 2.3.6.2.3. Code / Unit test modifications and/or enhancements 55 days Tue 2/22/11 Mon 5/9/11 283FS-5 days 0% Web Developer


286 2.3.6.2.4 Testing 11 days Tue 5/10/11 Tue 5/24/11 0%


287 2.3.6.2.4. User testing 10 days Tue 5/10/11 Mon 5/23/11 285 0% QA Team,DHCFP


288 2.3.6.2.4. Correct defects as needed 10 days Tue 5/10/11 Mon 5/23/11 285 0% Web Developer
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289 2.3.6.2.4. Receive business approval 1 day Tue 5/24/11 Tue 5/24/11 288 0% FHSC Business Owner


290 2.3.6.2.5 Deployment 20 days Wed 5/25/11 Tue 6/21/11 0%


291 2.3.6.2.5. DHCFP Review 10 days Wed 5/25/11 Tue 6/7/11 289 0% Network Specialist


292 2.3.6.2.5. Deploy application 10 days Wed 6/8/11 Tue 6/21/11 291 0% Network Specialist


293 2.3.6.3 DSS 178 days Wed 2/2/11 Fri 10/7/11 0%


294 2.3.6.3.1 ODS 136 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 8/10/11 0%


295 2.3.6.3.1. Requirements Analysis 30 days Wed 2/2/11 Tue 3/15/11 0%


296 2.3.6.3.1. Conduct work sessions to confirm approach for
modifications and/or enhancements


25 days Wed 2/2/11 Tue 3/8/11 0% Technical
Analyst[25%],DHCFP[25%]


297 2.3.6.3.1. FirstHCM, FirstIQ, FirstRebate, FirstRx 15 days Wed 2/2/11 Tue 2/22/11 0% DA,System Architect,Information
Delivery BA


298 2.3.6.3.1. MMIS 15 days Wed 2/16/11 Tue 3/8/11 297FS-5 days 0% DA,System Architect,Information
Delivery BA


299 2.3.6.3.1. Update system and user documentation 5 days Wed 3/9/11 Tue 3/15/11 296 0% DA,Information Delivery
BA,System Architect


300 2.3.6.3.1. Design 30 days Wed 2/16/11 Tue 3/29/11 0%


301 2.3.6.3.1. Design modifications and/or enhancements 30 days Wed 2/16/11 Tue 3/29/11 0% System Architect[80%]


302 2.3.6.3.1. FirstHCM, FirstIQ, FirstRebate, FirstRx 20 days Wed 2/16/11 Tue 3/15/11 297FS-5 days 0% DA,System Architect,Information
Delivery BA


303 2.3.6.3.1. MMIS 20 days Wed 3/2/11 Tue 3/29/11 298FS-5 days 0% DA,System Architect,Information
Delivery BA


304 2.3.6.3.1. Construction / Unit Testing 80 days Wed 3/9/11 Tue 6/28/11 0%


305 2.3.6.3.1. Code / Unit test modifications and/or enhancements 80 days Wed 3/9/11 Tue 6/28/11 0% DBA,Report Analyst,ODS
Developer
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306 2.3.6.3.1. FirstHCM 35 days Wed 3/9/11 Tue 4/26/11 302FS-5 days 0% DA,DW BA,DW PA


307 2.3.6.3.1. FirstIQ 35 days Wed 3/9/11 Tue 4/26/11 302FS-5 days 0% DA,DW BA,DW PA


308 2.3.6.3.1. FirstRebate 35 days Wed 3/9/11 Tue 4/26/11 302FS-5 days 0% DA,DW BA,DW PA


309 2.3.6.3.1. FirstRx 35 days Wed 3/9/11 Tue 4/26/11 302FS-5 days 0% DA,DW BA,DW PA


310 2.3.6.3.1. MMIS Nevada 75 days Wed 3/16/11 Tue 6/28/11 303FS-10 days 0% DA,DW BA,DW PA


311 2.3.6.3.1. Testing 11 days Wed 6/29/11 Wed 7/13/11 0%


312 2.3.6.3.1. User testing 10 days Wed 6/29/11 Tue 7/12/11 305 0% QA Team


313 2.3.6.3.1. Correct defects as needed 10 days Wed 6/29/11 Tue 7/12/11 305 0% DW BA,DW PA


314 2.3.6.3.1. Receive business approval 1 day Wed 7/13/11 Wed 7/13/11 313 0% FHSC Business Owner


315 2.3.6.3.1. Deployment 20 days Thu 7/14/11 Wed 8/10/11 0%


316 2.3.6.3.1. DHCFP Review 10 days Thu 7/14/11 Wed 7/27/11 314 0% Network Specialist


317 2.3.6.3.1. Deploy application 10 days Thu 7/28/11 Wed 8/10/11 316 0% Network Specialist


318 2.3.6.3.2 Business Intelligence Infrastructure (OLAP and Framework
Manager)


110 days Wed 4/6/11 Tue 9/6/11 0%


319 2.3.6.3.2. DSS Measures 60 days Wed 4/6/11 Tue 6/28/11 305FS-60 days 0% DA,DW BA,DW PA


320 2.3.6.3.2. SURS Measures 60 days Wed 4/6/11 Tue 6/28/11 305FS-60 days 0% DA,DW BA,DW PA


321 2.3.6.3.2. MARS Measures 60 days Wed 4/6/11 Tue 6/28/11 305FS-60 days 0% DA,DW BA,DW PA


322 2.3.6.3.2. Data Mining/Statistical Algorithms 60 days Wed 4/6/11 Tue 6/28/11 305FS-60 days 0% HCI Statistician,SA
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323 2.3.6.3.2. Update system and user documentation 80 days Wed 5/18/11 Tue 9/6/11 319FS-30 days 0% Technical Analyst,Trainer


324 2.3.6.3.2. Testing 13 days Wed 6/29/11 Fri 7/15/11 0%


325 2.3.6.3.2. User testing 12 days Wed 6/29/11 Thu 7/14/11 319 0% QA Team


326 2.3.6.3.2. Correct defects as needed 12 days Wed 6/29/11 Thu 7/14/11 319 0% DW BA,DW PA


327 2.3.6.3.2. Receive business approval 1 day Fri 7/15/11 Fri 7/15/11 326 0% FHSC Business Owner


328 2.3.6.3.2. Deployment 15 days Mon 7/18/11 Fri 8/5/11 0%


329 2.3.6.3.2. DHCFP Review 10 days Mon 7/18/11 Fri 7/29/11 327 0% Network Specialist


330 2.3.6.3.2. Deploy application 5 days Mon 8/1/11 Fri 8/5/11 329 0% Administrator


331 2.3.6.3.3 Report Creation (Cognos Content Creation) 118 days Wed 4/27/11 Fri 10/7/11 0%


332 2.3.6.3.3. Magellan DSS/MMIS In General 60 days Wed 5/18/11 Tue 8/9/11 319FS-30 days 0% Information Delivery BA,ID PA


333 2.3.6.3.3. SURS Development 60 days Wed 5/18/11 Tue 8/9/11 320FS-30 days 0% Information Delivery BA,ID PA


334 2.3.6.3.3. MARS Development 60 days Wed 5/18/11 Tue 8/9/11 321FS-30 days 0% Information Delivery BA,ID PA


335 2.3.6.3.3. Performance Tuning to Meet Standards 80 days Wed 4/27/11 Tue 8/16/11 0% ID PA


336 2.3.6.3.3. Update system and user documentation 75 days Wed 5/18/11 Tue 8/30/11 332FS-60 days 0% Technical Analyst,Trainer


337 2.3.6.3.3. Testing 43 days Wed 7/20/11 Fri 9/16/11 0%


338 2.3.6.3.3. User testing 20 days Wed 7/20/11 Tue 8/16/11 332FS-15 days 0% QA Team


339 2.3.6.3.3. Correct defects as needed 12 days Wed 8/17/11 Thu 9/1/11 338 0% DW BA,DW PA,ID BA Prod
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340 2.3.6.3.3. Validate Reports with Requirements 10 days Fri 9/2/11 Thu 9/15/11 339 0% DHCFP


341 2.3.6.3.3. Receive business approval 1 day Fri 9/16/11 Fri 9/16/11 340 0% FHSC Business Owner


342 2.3.6.3.3. Deployment 15 days Mon 9/19/11 Fri 10/7/11 0%


343 2.3.6.3.3. DHCFP Review 10 days Mon 9/19/11 Fri 9/30/11 341 0% Network Specialist


344 2.3.6.3.3. Deploy application 5 days Mon 10/3/11 Fri 10/7/11 343 0% Network Specialist


345 2.3.6.4 Scanning Transition 81 days Tue 3/15/11 Tue 7/5/11 0%


346 2.3.6.4.1 Requirements Analysis 8 days Tue 3/15/11 Thu 3/24/11 0%


347 2.3.6.4.1. Conduct work sessions to confirm approach for
modifications and/or enhancements


5 days Tue 3/15/11 Mon 3/21/11 0% DHCFP,Technical Analyst


348 2.3.6.4.1. Update system and user documentation 3 days Tue 3/22/11 Thu 3/24/11 347 0% Technical Analyst,Trainer


349 2.3.6.4.2 Design 10 days Tue 3/22/11 Mon 4/4/11 0%


350 2.3.6.4.2. Design modifications and/or enhancements 10 days Tue 3/22/11 Mon 4/4/11 347 0% System Architect


351 2.3.6.4.3 Construction / Unit Testing 40 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 5/23/11 0%


352 2.3.6.4.3. Code / Unit test modifications and/or enhancements 40 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 5/23/11 350FS-5 days 0% Systems Engineer


353 2.3.6.4.4 Testing 11 days Tue 5/24/11 Tue 6/7/11 0%


354 2.3.6.4.4. User testing 10 days Tue 5/24/11 Mon 6/6/11 352 0% QA Team


355 2.3.6.4.4. Correct defects as needed 10 days Tue 5/24/11 Mon 6/6/11 352 0% Web Developer


356 2.3.6.4.4. Receive business approval 1 day Tue 6/7/11 Tue 6/7/11 355 0% FHSC Business Owner
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357 2.3.6.4.5 Deployment 20 days Wed 6/8/11 Tue 7/5/11 0%


358 2.3.6.4.5. DHCFP Review 10 days Wed 6/8/11 Tue 6/21/11 356 0% Network Specialist


359 2.3.6.4.5. Deploy application 10 days Wed 6/22/11 Tue 7/5/11 358 0% Network Specialist


360 2.3.6.5 Web RA 96 days Tue 3/15/11 Tue 7/26/11 0%


361 2.3.6.5.1 Requirements Analysis 15 days Tue 3/15/11 Mon 4/4/11 0%


362 2.3.6.5.1. Conduct work sessions to confirm approach for
modifications and/or enhancements


10 days Tue 3/15/11 Mon 3/28/11 0% DHCFP,Technical Analyst


363 2.3.6.5.1. Update system and user documentation 5 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 4/4/11 362 0% Technical Analyst,Trainer


364 2.3.6.5.2 Design 10 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 4/11/11 0%


365 2.3.6.5.2. Design modifications and/or enhancements 10 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 4/11/11 362 0% System Architect


366 2.3.6.5.3 Construction / Unit Testing 50 days Tue 4/5/11 Mon 6/13/11 0%


367 2.3.6.5.3. Code / Unit test modifications and/or enhancements 50 days Tue 4/5/11 Mon 6/13/11 365FS-5 days 0% Web Developer,Systems
Engineer


368 2.3.6.5.4 Testing 11 days Tue 6/14/11 Tue 6/28/11 0%


369 2.3.6.5.4. User testing 10 days Tue 6/14/11 Mon 6/27/11 367 0% QA Team,DHCFP


370 2.3.6.5.4. Correct defects as needed 10 days Tue 6/14/11 Mon 6/27/11 367 0% Web Developer


371 2.3.6.5.4. Receive business approval 1 day Tue 6/28/11 Tue 6/28/11 370 0% FHSC Business Owner


372 2.3.6.5.5 Deployment 20 days Wed 6/29/11 Tue 7/26/11 0%


373 2.3.6.5.5. DHCFP Review 10 days Wed 6/29/11 Tue 7/12/11 371 0% Network Specialist
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374 2.3.6.5.5. Deploy application 10 days Wed 7/13/11 Tue 7/26/11 373 0% Network Specialist


375 2.3.6.6 Online Document Retrieval 96 days Tue 3/15/11 Tue 7/26/11 0%


376 2.3.6.6.1 Requirements Analysis 15 days Tue 3/15/11 Mon 4/4/11 0%


377 2.3.6.6.1. Conduct work sessions to confirm approach for
modifications and/or enhancements


10 days Tue 3/15/11 Mon 3/28/11 0% DHCFP,Technical Analyst


378 2.3.6.6.1. Update system and user documentation 5 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 4/4/11 377 0% Technical Analyst,Trainer


379 2.3.6.6.2 Design 10 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 4/11/11 0%


380 2.3.6.6.2. Design modifications and/or enhancements 10 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 4/11/11 377 0% System Architect


381 2.3.6.6.3 Construction / Unit Testing 50 days Tue 4/5/11 Mon 6/13/11 0%


382 2.3.6.6.3. Code / Unit test modifications and/or enhancements 50 days Tue 4/5/11 Mon 6/13/11 380FS-5 days 0% Web Developer,Systems
Engineer


383 2.3.6.6.4 Testing 11 days Tue 6/14/11 Tue 6/28/11 0%


384 2.3.6.6.4. User testing 10 days Tue 6/14/11 Mon 6/27/11 382 0% QA Team,DHCFP


385 2.3.6.6.4. Correct defects as needed 10 days Tue 6/14/11 Mon 6/27/11 382 0% Web Developer


386 2.3.6.6.4. Receive business approval 1 day Tue 6/28/11 Tue 6/28/11 385 0% FHSC Business Owner


387 2.3.6.6.5 Deployment 20 days Wed 6/29/11 Tue 7/26/11 0%


388 2.3.6.6.5. DHCFP Review 10 days Wed 6/29/11 Tue 7/12/11 386 0% Network Specialist


389 2.3.6.6.5. Deploy application 10 days Wed 7/13/11 Tue 7/26/11 388 0% Network Specialist


390 2.3.6.7 Migrate to e-Prescribing Real-time 71 days Tue 3/15/11 Tue 6/21/11 0%
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391 2.3.6.7.1 Requirements Analysis 10 days Tue 3/15/11 Mon 3/28/11 0%


392 2.3.6.7.1. Conduct work sessions to confirm approach for
modifications and/or enhancements


5 days Tue 3/15/11 Mon 3/21/11 0% DHCFP,Technical Analyst


393 2.3.6.7.1. Update system and user documentation 5 days Tue 3/22/11 Mon 3/28/11 392 0% Technical Analyst,Trainer


394 2.3.6.7.2 Design 10 days Tue 3/22/11 Mon 4/4/11 0%


395 2.3.6.7.2. Design modifications and/or enhancements 10 days Tue 3/22/11 Mon 4/4/11 392 0% System Architect


396 2.3.6.7.3 Construction / Unit Testing 30 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 5/9/11 0%


397 2.3.6.7.3. Code / Unit test modifications and/or enhancements 30 days Tue 3/29/11 Mon 5/9/11 395FS-5 days 0% Systems Engineer


398 2.3.6.7.4 Testing 11 days Tue 5/10/11 Tue 5/24/11 0%


399 2.3.6.7.4. User testing 10 days Tue 5/10/11 Mon 5/23/11 397 0% QA Team,DHCFP


400 2.3.6.7.4. Correct defects as needed 10 days Tue 5/10/11 Mon 5/23/11 397 0% Web Developer


401 2.3.6.7.4. Receive business approval 1 day Tue 5/24/11 Tue 5/24/11 400 0% FHSC Business Owner


402 2.3.6.7.5 Deployment 20 days Wed 5/25/11 Tue 6/21/11 0%


403 2.3.6.7.5. DHCFP Review 10 days Wed 5/25/11 Tue 6/7/11 401 0% Network Specialist


404 2.3.6.7.5. Deploy application 10 days Wed 6/8/11 Tue 6/21/11 403 0% Network Specialist


405 2.3.6.8 Environment 105 days Tue 12/21/10 Mon 5/16/11 0%


406 2.3.6.8.1 Assess Compatibility of Nevada LAN / WAN 10 days Mon 1/10/11 Fri 1/21/11 0% FHSC Team,DHCFP


407 2.3.6.8.2 Acquire necessary hardware and software needed for transition 60 days Tue 12/21/10 Mon 3/14/11 0% FHSC Team
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408 2.3.6.8.3 Establish system environments to operate Nevada MMIS 20 days Tue 3/15/11 Mon 4/11/11 407 0% Network Specialist


409 2.3.6.8.4 Install most recent versions for system modifications 10 days Tue 4/12/11 Mon 4/25/11 408 0% Network Specialist


410 2.3.6.8.5 Coordinate with DHCFP to resolve any problems encountered
during installation


10 days Tue 4/19/11 Mon 5/2/11 409FS-5 days 0% Network Specialist


411 2.3.6.8.6 Ensure all hardware, software, protocols, processes and
communications are appropriately established


5 days Tue 4/26/11 Mon 5/2/11 410FS-5 days 0% Network Specialist


412 2.3.6.8.7 Develop configuration management tools to establish version
control of Core MMIS and system tools


10 days Tue 5/3/11 Mon 5/16/11 411 0% Technical Analyst,Systems
Engineer


413 2.3.6.8.8 MILESTONE:  Installation of the Core MMIS software and
file and peripheral system tools RFP 9.3.3.3


0 days Mon 5/16/11 Mon 5/16/11 412 0%


414 2.3.7 Testing 98.13 days Mon 5/2/11 Thu 9/15/11 0%


415 2.3.7.1 System Test Plan 34 days Mon 5/2/11 Thu 6/16/11 0%


416 2.3.7.1.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
System Test Plan


3 days Mon 5/2/11 Wed 5/4/11 0% QA Analyst


417 2.3.7.1.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Thu 5/5/11 Wed 5/18/11 416 0% DHCFP


418 2.3.7.1.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Thu 5/19/11 Thu 5/19/11 417 0% QA Analyst


419 2.3.7.1.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Thu 5/19/11 Mon 5/23/11 417 0% QA Analyst


420 2.3.7.1.5 Create and Submit System Test Plan 5 days Tue 5/24/11 Mon 5/30/11 419 0% QA Analyst


421 2.3.7.1.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Tue 5/31/11 Mon 6/13/11 420 0% DHCFP


422 2.3.7.1.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Tue 6/14/11 Tue 6/14/11 421 0% QA Analyst


423 2.3.7.1.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 6/14/11 Thu 6/16/11 421 0% QA Analyst


424 2.3.7.1.9 DELIVERABLE:  System Test Plan RFP 9.3.4.1 0 days Thu 6/16/11 Thu 6/16/11 423 0%
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425 2.3.7.2 Integration Test Plan 34 days Mon 5/2/11 Thu 6/16/11 0%


426 2.3.7.2.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Integration Test Plan


3 days Mon 5/2/11 Wed 5/4/11 0% QA Analyst


427 2.3.7.2.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Thu 5/5/11 Wed 5/18/11 426 0% DHCFP


428 2.3.7.2.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Thu 5/19/11 Thu 5/19/11 427 0% QA Analyst


429 2.3.7.2.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Thu 5/19/11 Mon 5/23/11 427 0% QA Analyst


430 2.3.7.2.5 Create and Submit Integration Test Plan 5 days Tue 5/24/11 Mon 5/30/11 429 0% QA Analyst


431 2.3.7.2.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Tue 5/31/11 Mon 6/13/11 430 0% DHCFP


432 2.3.7.2.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Tue 6/14/11 Tue 6/14/11 431 0% QA Analyst


433 2.3.7.2.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 6/14/11 Thu 6/16/11 431 0% QA Analyst


434 2.3.7.2.9 DELIVERABLE:  Integration Test Plan RFP 9.3.4.3 0 days Thu 6/16/11 Thu 6/16/11 433 0%


435 2.3.7.3 System Testing 30.13 days Tue 7/5/11 Tue 8/16/11 0%


436 2.3.7.3.1 Perform Systems Test 15 days Tue 7/5/11 Mon 7/25/11 0% FHSC Team,QA Team


437 2.3.7.3.2 Compare transferred programs, files, reports to ensure same
composition as operational Core MMIS


15 days Tue 7/5/11 Mon 7/25/11 0% FHSC Team,QA Team


438 2.3.7.3.3 Submit system test results to DHCFP 1 hr Tue 7/26/11 Tue 7/26/11 437 0% Business Implementation
Manager


439 2.3.7.3.4 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Tue 7/26/11 Tue 8/9/11 438 0% DHCFP


440 2.3.7.3.5 Receive Approval 1 hr Tue 8/9/11 Tue 8/9/11 439 0% Business Implementation
Manager


441 2.3.7.3.6 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 5 days Tue 8/9/11 Tue 8/16/11 439 0% FHSC Team,QA Team
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442 2.3.7.3.7 MILESTONE:  Approval of systems test results RFP 9.3.3.4 0 days Tue 8/16/11 Tue 8/16/11 441 0%


443 2.3.7.3.8 DELIVERABLE:  System Test Results RFP 9.3.4.2 0 days Tue 8/16/11 Tue 8/16/11 441 0%


444 2.3.7.4 Integration Testing 33.13 days Mon 8/1/11 Thu 9/15/11 0%


445 2.3.7.4.1 Perform Integration Test 15 days Mon 8/1/11 Fri 8/19/11 0% FHSC Team,QA Team


446 2.3.7.4.2 Validate all cycles, including reporting programs 15 days Mon 8/1/11 Fri 8/19/11 0% FHSC Team,QA Team


447 2.3.7.4.3 Review and analyze testing results 15 days Mon 8/1/11 Fri 8/19/11 0% FHSC Team,QA Team


448 2.3.7.4.4 Resolve program errors and rerun tests as necessary 10 days Mon 8/15/11 Fri 8/26/11 447FS-5 days 0% FHSC Team,QA Team


449 2.3.7.4.5 Assist DHCFP with problem identification and error resolution 10 days Mon 8/15/11 Fri 8/26/11 447FS-5 days 0% FHSC Team,QA Team


450 2.3.7.4.6 Work with other system vendors to ensure appropriate system
and business interfaces as necessary


10 days Mon 8/15/11 Fri 8/26/11 447FS-5 days 0% FHSC Team,QA Team


451 2.3.7.4.7 Submit integration test results to DHCFP 1 hr Mon 8/29/11 Mon 8/29/11 450 0% Business Implementation
Manager


452 2.3.7.4.8 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Mon 8/29/11 Mon 9/12/11 451 0% DHCFP


453 2.3.7.4.9 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 9/12/11 Mon 9/12/11 452 0% Business Implementation
Manager


454 2.3.7.4.10 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 9/12/11 Thu 9/15/11 452 0% FHSC Team,QA Team


455 2.3.7.4.11 MILESTONE:  Approval of integration test results RFP
9.3.3.5


0 days Thu 9/15/11 Thu 9/15/11 454 0%


456 2.3.7.4.12 DELIVERABLE:  Integration Test Results RFP 9.3.4.4 0 days Thu 9/15/11 Thu 9/15/11 454 0%


457 2.3.7.5 Documentation 28 days Mon 7/11/11 Wed 8/17/11 0%


458 2.3.7.5.1 Update system documentation 15 days Mon 7/11/11 Fri 7/29/11 0% Documentalist,Trainer
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459 2.3.7.5.2 Update user documentation 15 days Mon 7/11/11 Fri 7/29/11 0% Documentalist,Trainer


460 2.3.7.5.3 Update operating procedures 15 days Mon 7/11/11 Fri 7/29/11 0% Documentalist,Account
Manager,Trainer


461 2.3.7.5.4 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Mon 8/1/11 Fri 8/12/11 460 0% DHCFP


462 2.3.7.5.5 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 8/15/11 Mon 8/15/11 461 0% Business Implementation
Manager


463 2.3.7.5.6 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 8/15/11 Wed 8/17/11 461 0% Documentalist,Trainer,Account
Manager


464 2.3.7.5.7 MILESTONE:  Approval of updated system and user
documentation and operating procedures RFP 9.3.3.6


0 days Wed 8/17/11 Wed 8/17/11 463 0%


465 2.3.7.5.8 DELIVERABLE:  Revised Nevada MMIS User
Documentation RFP 9.3.4.5


0 days Wed 8/17/11 Wed 8/17/11 463 0%


466 2.3.7.5.9 DELIVERABLE:  Revised Nevada MMIS System
Documentation RFP 9.3.4.6


0 days Wed 8/17/11 Wed 8/17/11 463 0%


467 2.3.8 Training 47 days Fri 7/15/11 Mon 9/19/11 0%


468 2.3.8.1 Training Plan 34 days Fri 7/15/11 Wed 8/31/11 0%


469 2.3.8.1.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Nevada Training Plan


3 days Fri 7/15/11 Tue 7/19/11 0% Trainer


470 2.3.8.1.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Wed 7/20/11 Tue 8/2/11 469 0% DHCFP


471 2.3.8.1.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Wed 8/3/11 Wed 8/3/11 470 0% Business Implementation
Manager


472 2.3.8.1.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Wed 8/3/11 Fri 8/5/11 470 0% Trainer


473 2.3.8.1.5 Create and Submit Nevada Training Plan 5 days Mon 8/8/11 Fri 8/12/11 472 0% Trainer


474 2.3.8.1.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Mon 8/15/11 Fri 8/26/11 473 0% DHCFP


475 2.3.8.1.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 8/29/11 Mon 8/29/11 474 0% Business Implementation
Manager
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476 2.3.8.1.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 8/29/11 Wed 8/31/11 474 0% Trainer


477 2.3.8.1.9 MILESTONE:  Approval of training plan by DHCFP RFP
9.3.3.7


0 days Wed 8/31/11 Wed 8/31/11 476 0%


478 2.3.8.1.10 DELIVERABLE:  Nevada Training Plan RFP 9.3.4.7 0 days Wed 8/31/11 Wed 8/31/11 476 0%


479 2.3.8.2 Training Sessions 26 days Mon 8/15/11 Mon 9/19/11 0%


480 2.3.8.2.1 Schedule Training Sessions 5 days Mon 8/15/11 Fri 8/19/11 0% DHCFP,Trainer


481 2.3.8.2.2 Provide MMIS operations training sessions for DHCFP
personnel


10 days Tue 9/6/11 Mon 9/19/11 0% Trainer


482 2.3.8.2.3 Provide MMIS operations training sessions for new contractor
staff, as necessary


10 days Tue 9/6/11 Mon 9/19/11 0% Trainer


483 2.3.8.2.4 DELIVERABLE:  Nevada MMIS Operations Training
Sessions RFP 9.3.4.8


0 days Mon 9/19/11 Mon 9/19/11 482 0%


484 2.3.9 Project Management Controls 110 days Fri 4/1/11 Thu 9/1/11 0%


485 2.3.9.1 Inform DHCFP of any delays or setback to critical path or timeline
the day it is identified


110 days Fri 4/1/11 Thu 9/1/11 0% Business Implementation
Manager,Takeover Project


Manager
486 2.3.9.2 Update Project Plan to provide current information on activities and


dates
110 days Fri 4/1/11 Thu 9/1/11 0% Takeover Project Manager


487 2.3.9.3 Update Project Correspondence Tracking 110 days Fri 4/1/11 Thu 9/1/11 0% Takeover Project Manager


488 2.3.9.4 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance
and exit criteria


110 days Fri 4/1/11 Thu 9/1/11 0% Business Implementation
Manager,Takeover Project


Manager
489 2.3.9.5 Submit Weekly Status Reports 110 days Fri 4/1/11 Thu 9/1/11 0% Business Implementation


Manager


490 2.3.9.6 Conduct Weekly Status Meetings 110 days Fri 4/1/11 Thu 9/1/11 0% Business Implementation
Manager


491 2.3.9.7 Monthly Updates/Maintenance of Traceability Matrix 110 days Fri 4/1/11 Thu 9/1/11 0% Business Implementation
Manager


492 2.3.9.8 DELIVERABLE:  Revised Project Plan, as necessary RFP
9.3.4.9


0 days Thu 9/1/11 Thu 9/1/11 486 0%
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493 2.3.9.9 DELIVERABLE:  Weekly Status Reports RFP 9.3.4.10 0 days Thu 9/1/11 Thu 9/1/11 489 0%


494 2.3.10 Operational Readiness 169.13 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 9/28/11 0%


495 2.3.10.1 Staffing Plan 0 days Wed 3/23/11 Wed 3/23/11 100%


496 2.3.10.1.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Contractor Staffing Plan


0 days Wed 3/23/11 Wed 3/23/11 117 100% Operational


497 2.3.10.1.2 DHCFP review / approval 0 days Wed 3/23/11 Wed 3/23/11 496 100% Operational


498 2.3.10.1.3 Receive Approval 0 days Wed 3/23/11 Wed 3/23/11 497 100% Operational


499 2.3.10.1.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 0 days Wed 3/23/11 Wed 3/23/11 498 100% Operational


500 2.3.10.1.5 Create and Submit Contractor Staffing Plan 0 days Wed 3/23/11 Wed 3/23/11 499 100% Operational


501 2.3.10.1.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 0 days Wed 3/23/11 Wed 3/23/11 500 100% Operational


502 2.3.10.1.7 Receive Approval 0 days Wed 3/23/11 Wed 3/23/11 501 100% Operational


503 2.3.10.1.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 0 days Wed 3/23/11 Wed 3/23/11 502 100% Operational


504 2.3.10.1.9 MILESTONE:  DHCFP approval of updated Contractor
Staffing Plan RFP 9.5.2.3


0 days Wed 3/23/11 Wed 3/23/11 503 100%


505 2.3.10.1.1 DELIVERABLE:  Updated staffing plan for operations RFP
9.5.3.3


0 days Wed 3/23/11 Wed 3/23/11 503 100%


506 2.3.10.2 Operating Procedures 23 days Wed 6/1/11 Fri 7/1/11 0%


507 2.3.10.2.1 Identify necessary modifications to manual and automated
operating procedures


3 days Wed 6/1/11 Fri 6/3/11 0% Account Manager,Business
Analyst,Technical Analyst,Trainer


508 2.3.10.2.2 Define relationships and responsibilities of DHCFP and
contractor


3 days Wed 6/1/11 Fri 6/3/11 0% Account Manager


509 2.3.10.2.3 Revise operating procedures as required and submit to DHCFP 5 days Mon 6/6/11 Fri 6/10/11 507 0% Account
Manager,Documentalist,Trainer
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510 2.3.10.2.4 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Mon 6/13/11 Fri 6/24/11 509 0% DHCFP


511 2.3.10.2.5 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 6/27/11 Mon 6/27/11 510 0% Account Manager


512 2.3.10.2.6 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 5 days Mon 6/27/11 Fri 7/1/11 510 0% Account
Manager,Documentalist,Trainer


513 2.3.10.2.7 MILESTONE:  DHCFP approval of revised operating
procedures RFP 9.5.2.1


0 days Fri 7/1/11 Fri 7/1/11 512 0%


514 2.3.10.2.8 DELIVERABLE:  Revised operating procedures RFP 9.5.3.1 0 days Fri 7/1/11 Fri 7/1/11 512 0%


515 2.3.10.3 Provider Manuals 23 days Mon 7/4/11 Wed 8/3/11 0%


516 2.3.10.3.1 Develop or revise provider manuals, as required and submit to
DHCFP


10 days Mon 7/4/11 Fri 7/15/11 514 0% Account
Manager,Documentalist,Business


Analyst
517 2.3.10.3.2 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Mon 7/18/11 Fri 7/29/11 516 0% DHCFP


518 2.3.10.3.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 8/1/11 Mon 8/1/11 517 0% Account Manager


519 2.3.10.3.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 8/1/11 Wed 8/3/11 517 0% Account Manager,Business
Analyst,Documentalist


520 2.3.10.3.5 MILESTONE:  DHCFP approval of revised provider manuals
RFP 9.5.2.2


0 days Wed 8/3/11 Wed 8/3/11 519 0%


521 2.3.10.3.6 DELIVERABLE:  Revised provider manuals RFP 9.5.3.2 0 days Wed 8/3/11 Wed 8/3/11 519 0%


522 2.3.10.4 Provider Transition Training Plan 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 100%


523 2.3.10.4.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Provider Transition Training Plan


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 121 100% Operational


524 2.3.10.4.2 DHCFP review / approval 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 523 100% Operational


525 2.3.10.4.3 Receive Approval 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 524 100% Operational


526 2.3.10.4.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 525 100% Operational
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527 2.3.10.4.5 Create and Submit Provider Transition Training Plan 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 526 100% Operational


528 2.3.10.4.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 527 100% Operational


529 2.3.10.4.7 Receive Approval 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 528 100% Operational


530 2.3.10.4.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 529 100% Operational


531 2.3.10.4.9 DELIVERABLE:   Provider Transition Training Plan RFP
9.5.3.4


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 530 100%


532 2.3.10.5 Operational Readiness Training Plan 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 100%


533 2.3.10.5.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Operational Readiness Training Plan


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 121 100% Operational


534 2.3.10.5.2 DHCFP review / approval 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 533 100% Operational


535 2.3.10.5.3 Receive Approval 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 534 100% Operational


536 2.3.10.5.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 535 100% Operational


537 2.3.10.5.5 Create and Submit Operational Readiness Training Plan 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 536 100% Operational


538 2.3.10.5.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 537 100% Operational


539 2.3.10.5.7 Receive Approval 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 538 100% Operational


540 2.3.10.5.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 539 100% Operational


541 2.3.10.5.9 MILESTONE:  DHCFP approval of Operational Readiness
Training Plan RFP 9.5.2.4


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 540 100%


542 2.3.10.5.1 DELIVERABLE:   DHCFP Operational Readiness Training
Plan RFP 9.5.3.5


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 540 100%


543 2.3.10.6 Staffing and Training 0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 100%
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544 2.3.10.6.1 Hire personnel to perform required manual and system
responsibilities


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 121 100% Operational


545 2.3.10.6.2 Train personnel to perform required manual and system
responsibilities


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 544 100% Operational


546 2.3.10.6.3 Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on
contractor organization, functional responsibilities and
operational procedures


0 days Wed 2/2/11 Wed 2/2/11 545 100% Operational


547 2.3.10.7 Outreach 15.13 days Fri 7/15/11 Fri 8/5/11 0%


548 2.3.10.7.1 Prepare outreach materials for providers 5 days Fri 7/15/11 Thu 7/21/11 0% Account Manager


549 2.3.10.7.2 Submit to DHCFP for approval 1 hr Fri 7/22/11 Fri 7/22/11 548 0% Account Manager


550 2.3.10.7.3 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Fri 7/22/11 Fri 8/5/11 549 0% DHCFP


551 2.3.10.7.4 Receive Approval 0 days Fri 8/5/11 Fri 8/5/11 550 0% Operational


552 2.3.10.7.5 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 0 days Fri 8/5/11 Fri 8/5/11 551 0% Operational


553 2.3.10.8 Operational Readiness 1 day Wed 9/7/11 Wed 9/7/11 0%


554 2.3.10.8.1 Conduct a formal readiness walkthrough with DHCFP,
demonstrating how all functional areas are ready


1 day Wed 9/7/11 Wed 9/7/11 0% FHSC Team,DHCFP


555 2.3.10.9 Operational Readiness Assessment 32.13 days Mon 8/15/11 Wed 9/28/11 0%


556 2.3.10.9.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Operational Readiness Assessment


3 days Mon 8/15/11 Wed 8/17/11 0% Account Manager


557 2.3.10.9.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Thu 8/18/11 Wed 8/31/11 556 0% DHCFP


558 2.3.10.9.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Thu 9/1/11 Thu 9/1/11 557 0% Account Manager


559 2.3.10.9.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Thu 9/1/11 Tue 9/6/11 558 0% Account Manager


560 2.3.10.9.5 Create and Submit Operational Readiness Assessment 3 days Tue 9/6/11 Fri 9/9/11 559 0% Account Manager
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561 2.3.10.9.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Fri 9/9/11 Fri 9/23/11 560 0% DHCFP


562 2.3.10.9.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Fri 9/23/11 Fri 9/23/11 561 0% Account Manager


563 2.3.10.9.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Fri 9/23/11 Wed 9/28/11 561 0% Account Manager


564 2.3.10.9.9 MILESTONE:  Approval by DHCFP of Operational
Readiness Assessment RFP 9.5.2.5


0 days Wed 9/28/11 Wed 9/28/11 563 0%


565 2.3.10.9.1 DELIVERABLE:   Final Operational Readiness Assessment
RFP 9.5.3.6


0 days Wed 9/28/11 Wed 9/28/11 563 0%


566 2.3.11 Implementation and Start of Operations 45 days Fri 9/2/11 Thu 11/3/11 0%


567 2.3.11.1 Staffing and Training 10 days Wed 9/7/11 Tue 9/20/11 0%


568 2.3.11.1.1 Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on
contractor organization, functional responsibilities and
operational procedures


10 days Wed 9/7/11 Tue 9/20/11 0% Trainer


569 2.3.11.1.2 Conduct provider training as necessary 10 days Wed 9/7/11 Tue 9/20/11 0% Trainer


570 2.3.11.1.3 MILESTONE:  Completion of contractor, DHCFP and any
necessary provider training RFP 9.6.2.1


0 days Tue 9/20/11 Tue 9/20/11 569,568 0%


571 2.3.11.2 Operational Plan 3 days Fri 10/14/11 Tue 10/18/11 0%


572 2.3.11.2.1 Implement Operational Plan 1 day Fri 10/14/11 Fri 10/14/11 0% FHSC Team


573 2.3.11.2.2 Implement all network connectivity and communications 1 day Tue 10/18/11 Tue 10/18/11 0% FHSC Team


574 2.3.11.2.3 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and
ensure appropriate system and business interfaces


3 days Fri 10/14/11 Tue 10/18/11 0% FHSC Team


575 2.3.11.2.4 Provide a final operational readiness certification 1 day Tue 10/18/11 Tue 10/18/11 0% Account Manager


576 2.3.11.2.5 DELIVERABLE:   Certification from the Vendor of System
Component(s) implementation (including the Core MMIS
and peripheral systems and tools) RFP 9.6.3.2


0 days Tue 10/18/11 Tue 10/18/11 575 0%


577 2.3.11.3 Project Management Controls 45 days Fri 9/2/11 Thu 11/3/11 0%
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578 2.3.11.3.1 Identify and report any implementation issues to DHCFP 45 days Fri 9/2/11 Thu 11/3/11 0% Business Implementation
Manager,Takeover Project


Manager
579 2.3.11.3.2 Update Project Plan to provide current information on activities


and dates
45 days Fri 9/2/11 Thu 11/3/11 0% Takeover Project Manager


580 2.3.11.3.3 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period
entrance and exit criteria


45 days Fri 9/2/11 Thu 11/3/11 0% Account Manager,Business
Implementation


Manager,Takeover Project
581 2.3.11.3.4 Submit Weekly Status Reports 45 days Fri 9/2/11 Thu 11/3/11 0% Business Implementation


Manager


582 2.3.11.3.5 Conduct Weekly Status Meetings 45 days Fri 9/2/11 Thu 11/3/11 0% Business Implementation
Manager


583 2.3.11.3.6 DELIVERABLE:   Weekly Status Reports RFP 9.6.3.1 0 days Thu 11/3/11 Thu 11/3/11 582 0%


584 2.4 Exit Criteria 152 days Fri 3/18/11 Tue 10/18/11 0%


585 2.4.1 DHCFP acceptance of the Vendor's Transition Plan 0 days Fri 3/18/11 Fri 3/18/11 144 0%


586 2.4.2 Vendor's certification of System Component(s) implementation
(including Core MMIS and peripheral systems and tools)


0 days Tue 10/18/11 Tue 10/18/11 575 0%


587 2.4.3 Acceptance by DHCFP of all system test activities 0 days Thu 9/15/11 Thu 9/15/11 451,455 0%


588 2.4.4 Acceptance by DHCFP of all revisions to Systems and User
Documentation


0 days Wed 8/17/11 Wed 8/17/11 464 0%


589 2.4.5 MILESTONE:  Successful completion of all entrance and exit
criteria RFP 9.6.2.2


0 days Tue 10/18/11 Tue 10/18/11 586 0%


590 2.4.6 MILESTONE:  Successful transfer of operations RFP 9.6.2.3 0 days Tue 10/18/11 Tue 10/18/11 586 0%


591 3 Phase 3:  Operations 1120 days Fri 7/1/11 Fri 10/16/15 0%


592 3.1 Entrance Criteria 1120 days Fri 7/1/11 Fri 10/16/15 0%


593 3.1.1 DHCFP approval of the vendor's Operational Readiness Assessment 0 days Wed 9/28/11 Wed 9/28/11 564 0%


594 3.1.2 Certification from vendor that system is operation-ready 0 days Tue 10/18/11 Tue 10/18/11 576 0%
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595 3.1.3 DHCFP approved provider manuals 0 days Wed 8/3/11 Wed 8/3/11 520 0%


596 3.1.4 DHCFP approved revised operations procedures 0 days Fri 7/1/11 Fri 7/1/11 513 0%


597 3.1.5 Maintenance 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0%


598 3.1.5.1 Make ongoing changes, corrections as needed 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 590FS-1 day 0% FHSC Team


599 3.1.5.2 Emergency changes as needed 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 590FS-1 day 0% FHSC Team


600 3.1.5.3 Hardware and software support 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 590FS-1 day 0% FHSC Team


601 3.1.5.4 Provide reports 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 590FS-1 day 0% FHSC Team


602 3.1.5.5 Conduct daily operations 1044 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 590FS-1 day 0% FHSC Team


603 3.1.6 Turnover 434 days Fri 2/8/13 Wed 10/8/14 0%


604 3.1.6.1 Turnover Plan 43 days Mon 8/11/14 Wed 10/8/14 0%


605 3.1.6.1.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Provider Turnover Plan


5 days Mon 8/11/14 Fri 8/15/14 0% Account Manager


606 3.1.6.1.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Fri 8/15/14 Fri 8/29/14 605 0% DHCFP


607 3.1.6.1.3 Receive Approval 1 day Mon 9/1/14 Mon 9/1/14 606 0% Account Manager


608 3.1.6.1.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Tue 9/2/14 Thu 9/4/14 607 0% Account Manager


609 3.1.6.1.5 Create and Submit Turnover Plan 10 days Fri 9/5/14 Thu 9/18/14 608 0% Account Manager


610 3.1.6.1.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Fri 9/19/14 Thu 10/2/14 609 0% DHCFP


611 3.1.6.1.7 Receive Approval 1 day Fri 10/3/14 Fri 10/3/14 610 0% Account Manager
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ID WBS Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors % Complete Resource Names


612 3.1.6.1.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 10/6/14 Wed 10/8/14 611 0% Account Manager


613 3.1.6.1.9 MILESTONE:  DHCFP Acceptance and Approval of
Turnover Plan RFP 10.3.2.1


0 days Wed 10/8/14 Wed 10/8/14 612 0%


614 3.1.6.1.10 DELIVERABLE:   Turnover Plan RFP 10.3.3.1 0 days Wed 10/8/14 Wed 10/8/14 613 0%


615 3.1.6.2 System Requirements Statement 43 days Fri 2/8/13 Tue 4/9/13 0%


616 3.1.6.2.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
System Requirements Statement


5 days Fri 2/8/13 Thu 2/14/13 0% Account Manager


617 3.1.6.2.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Thu 2/14/13 Thu 2/28/13 616 0% DHCFP


618 3.1.6.2.3 Receive Approval 1 day Fri 3/1/13 Fri 3/1/13 617 0% Account Manager


619 3.1.6.2.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Mon 3/4/13 Wed 3/6/13 618 0% Account Manager


620 3.1.6.2.5 Create and Submit System Requirements Statement 10 days Thu 3/7/13 Wed 3/20/13 619 0% Account Manager


621 3.1.6.2.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Thu 3/21/13 Wed 4/3/13 620 0% DHCFP


622 3.1.6.2.7 Receive Approval 1 day Thu 4/4/13 Thu 4/4/13 621 0% Account Manager


623 3.1.6.2.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Fri 4/5/13 Tue 4/9/13 622 0% Account Manager


624 3.1.6.2.9 DELIVERABLE:   Requirements Statement RFP 10.3.3.2 0 days Tue 4/9/13 Tue 4/9/13 623 0%


625 3.2 Exit Criteria 1043 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0%


626 3.2.1 DHCFP approved System Turn-Over Plan 0 days Wed 10/8/14 Wed 10/8/14 612 0%


627 3.2.2 DHCFP approved System Requirements Statement 0 days Tue 4/9/13 Tue 4/9/13 624 0%


628 3.2.3 Post Implementation Review and CMS System Certification 139 days Wed 3/21/12 Mon 10/1/12 0%
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ID WBS Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors % Complete Resource Names


629 3.2.3.1 Perform Post-Implementation Review in Preparation for CMS'
Certification Review Process


20 days Wed 3/21/12 Tue 4/17/12 590FS+110 days 0% Account Manager,Business
Implementation


Manager,Operations Center
630 3.2.3.2 Perform a Post implementation Review of newly installed or


modified systems
20 days Wed 3/21/12 Tue 4/17/12 590FS+110 days 0% Account Manager,Business


Implementation
Manager,Operations Center


631 3.2.3.3 Prepare a Post Implementation Evaluation Report 20 days Wed 3/21/12 Tue 4/17/12 590FS+110 days 0% Account Manager,Business
Implementation


Manager,Operations Center
632 3.2.3.4 DELIVERABLE:  Post Implementation Review Report RFP


11.6.4.2
0 days Tue 4/17/12 Tue 4/17/12 631 0%


633 3.2.3.5 Review DHCFP's Current Medicaid Enterprise Certification toolkit
(MECT)


10 days Wed 4/4/12 Tue 4/17/12 590FS+120 days 0% Account Manager,Operations
Center Manager


634 3.2.3.6 Update MECT checklists prior to CMS' MMIS Certification Review
Process


10 days Wed 4/4/12 Tue 4/17/12 590FS+120 days 0% Account Manager,Operations
Center Manager


635 3.2.3.7 DELIVERABLE:  Updated MECT Checklists RFP 11.6.4.1 0 days Tue 4/17/12 Tue 4/17/12 634 0%


636 3.2.3.8 Establish a Certification Review Schedule 10 days Wed 4/4/12 Tue 4/17/12 590FS+120 days 0% Account Manager,Business
Implementation


Manager,Operations Center
637 3.2.3.9 DELIVERABLE: Certification Review Schedule RFP 11.6.4.3 0 days Tue 4/17/12 Tue 4/17/12 636 0%


638 3.2.3.10 Prepare Certification Review Materials for CMS' Certification
Review Process


10 days Wed 4/4/12 Tue 4/17/12 590FS+120 days 0% Account Manager,Business
Implementation


Manager,Operations Center
639 3.2.3.11 DELIVERABLE: Pre-Certification Review Materials RFP 11.6.4.4 0 days Tue 4/17/12 Tue 4/17/12 638 0%


640 3.2.3.12 Establish an online and/or Physical Repository of Materials to
Support CMS' Review


10 days Wed 4/4/12 Tue 4/17/12 590FS+120 days 0% Business Implementation
Manager


641 3.2.3.13 DELIVERABLE: Online or Physical Certification Review
Repository RFP 11.6.4.5


0 days Tue 4/17/12 Tue 4/17/12 640 0%


642 3.2.3.14 Corrective Action Plan in Response to CMS' Certification
Review Results


48 days Wed 5/23/12 Fri 7/27/12 0%


643 3.2.3.14.1 Create and Submit Summary Description and Format for
Corrective Action Plan


5 days Wed 5/23/12 Tue 5/29/12 640FS+25 days 0% Business Implementation
Manager,Account


Manager,Takeover Project
644 3.2.3.14.2 DHCFP review / approval 10 days Wed 5/30/12 Tue 6/12/12 643 0% DHCFP


645 3.2.3.14.3 Receive Approval 1 hr Wed 6/13/12 Wed 6/13/12 644 0% Takeover Project Manager
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646 3.2.3.14.4 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 3 days Wed 6/13/12 Fri 6/15/12 644 0% Takeover Project Manager


647 3.2.3.14.5 Create and Submit Corrective Action Plan 10 days Mon 6/18/12 Fri 6/29/12 646 0% Takeover Project Manager


648 3.2.3.14.6 DHCFP Review and Walkthrough 10 days Mon 7/2/12 Fri 7/13/12 647 0% DHCFP


649 3.2.3.14.7 Receive Approval 1 hr Mon 7/16/12 Mon 7/16/12 648 0% Takeover Project Manager


650 3.2.3.14.8 Make changes if needed and Resubmit 10 days Mon 7/16/12 Fri 7/27/12 648 0% Takeover Project Manager


651 3.2.3.14.9 DELIVERABLE:  Corrective Action Plan RFP 11.6.4.6 0 days Fri 7/27/12 Fri 7/27/12 650 0%


652 3.2.3.15 Perform Corrective Actions 40 days Mon 7/30/12 Fri 9/21/12 651 0% FHSC Team


653 3.2.3.16 Document Corrective Action Taken 10 days Mon 9/17/12 Fri 9/28/12 652FS-5 days 0% Account Manager


654 3.2.3.17 Submit Documented Corrective Actions to DHCFP 1 day Mon 10/1/12 Mon 10/1/12 653 0% Account Manager


655 3.2.3.18 DELIVERABLE:  Documented Evidence of Corrective Actions
RFP 11.6.4.7


0 days Mon 10/1/12 Mon 10/1/12 654 0%


656 3.2.4 Maintenance and Change Management 1043 days Tue 10/18/11 Fri 10/16/15 0%


657 3.2.4.1 Schedule and Perform ongoing Operations Tasks 1043 days Wed 10/19/11 Fri 10/16/15 590 0% FHSC Team


658 3.2.4.2 Initiate Routine Production Schedules 1043 days Wed 10/19/11 Fri 10/16/15 590 0% FHSC Team


659 3.2.4.3 Maintain Tables/Databases 1043 days Wed 10/19/11 Fri 10/16/15 590 0% FHSC Team


660 3.2.4.4 Maintain Security 1043 days Wed 10/19/11 Fri 10/16/15 590 0% FHSC Team


661 3.2.4.5 Maintain Database and Application Servers 1043 days Wed 10/19/11 Fri 10/16/15 590 0% FHSC Team


662 3.2.4.6 Provide and Install Upgrades 1043 days Wed 10/19/11 Fri 10/16/15 590 0% FHSC Team
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663 3.2.4.7 Maintain Updated User and System Documentation 1043 days Wed 10/19/11 Fri 10/16/15 590 0% FHSC Team


664 3.2.4.8 Respond too Production Problems and Emergency Situations
according to DHCFP approved Guidelines


1043 days Wed 10/19/11 Fri 10/16/15 590 0% FHSC Team


665 3.2.4.9 Maintain Certification Standards 1043 days Wed 10/19/11 Fri 10/16/15 590 0% FHSC Team


666 3.2.4.10 Submit a monthly Invoice and Supporting Documentation 1043 days Wed 10/19/11 Fri 10/16/15 590 0% FHSC Team


667 3.2.4.11 Submit Monthly Written Operations Period Status Reports to
DHCFP


1043 days Wed 10/19/11 Fri 10/16/15 590 0% FHSC Team


668 3.2.4.12 Provide adequate Staffing levels 1043 days Wed 10/19/11 Fri 10/16/15 590 0% FHSC Team


669 3.2.4.13 Request Approval for FTE hours for IT Programming Staff that
Exceeds DHCFP-defined Criteria


1043 days Wed 10/19/11 Fri 10/16/15 590 0% FHSC Team


670 3.2.4.14 MILESTONE:  Adherence to Operational Performance
Expectations RFP 9.6.2.3


0 days Tue 10/18/11 Tue 10/18/11 590 0%


671 3.2.4.15 DELIVERABLE:  Monthly Operations Period Status Reports
RFP 12.2.4.1


0 days Fri 10/16/15 Fri 10/16/15 667 0%
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RFP No. 1824 


Exception Summary Form 


RFP Section 
Number 


RFP Page 
Number 


Exception 
(Provide a detailed explanation) 


  HP Enterprise Services, LLC (HPES) does not take 


any additional exceptions other than those listed in 


Attachment B1. 


Assumption Summary Form 


RFP Section 
Number 


RFP Page 
Number 


Assumption 
(Provide a detailed explanation) 


9.6 75 It is assumed that no inventory or backlog of any 


transactions or workload exists such as claims, 


correspondence, provider telephone calls, provider 


enrollment, financial transactions, healthcare 


management transactions, and so on. 


18 178 HPES used volume information provided in the RFP 


and the Bidder’s Library to develop its cost 


proposal. Specifically, the following volumes and 


metrics contained in the Corrected Pre-RFP Bidder 


Q&A file were used: 


• 87 percent of claims are electronic data 


interchange (EDI) transactions 


• 89,500 fee-for-service recipients 


• 115,000 managed care recipients 


• Medicaid 204,521 Medicaid-eligible 


members per month 


• 23,687 check-up eligible members per month 


• 204,500 unduplicated Title XIX members 


using services per month 


• 2,679 reports produced in State fiscal year 


(SFY) 2009 – 68 available through 


FirstDARS 


• 891,000 electronic claims per month 


• 163,000 paper claims per month 


• 55,000 other claims per month 


• 257,254 payments per week 


• 12,000 ID cards produced per month 


• 11,036 active providers 


• 9,543 billing providers 


• Approximately 700 provider 


communications are distributed each year 
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RFP Section 
Number 


RFP Page 
Number 


Assumption 
(Provide a detailed explanation) 


• 215 providers enrollments per month 


• 1,600,000 annual managed care encounters 


• Annual outgoing mail by type of 144,000 ID 


cards; 196,000 letters; 238,000 RAs and 


Checks; 133,000 Managed Care letters 


• 8,395 average monthly prior authorizations 


including 2,092 behavioral health, 3,027 


medical/surgical, 542durable medical goods, 


2,384 Assisted Care and 290 dental 


• 31,290 Interactive Voice Response (IVR) 


monthly inbound calls average: 31,920 


• 497 average calls connected live per month 


12.5.8 117 HPES assumes the following volumes for Third 


Party Liability (TPL) activities: 


• 30,000 insurance identifications per year 


• 12,000 insurance closures per year 


HPES also assumes that the current 12 percent 


retainage of recoveries will carry forward into the 


new contract. 


12.7.3 123 HPES used the HCM review volumes on page 5 of 


the December 2009 HCM Key Indicator report 


which was a part of the bidder’s library to determine 


the level of effort for these services. 


12.7.15 126 HPES developed our level of effort and pricing for 


personal care services based on the draft 


Amendment 22 located in the bidder’s library. 


14 130 HPES developed our pricing for both Core MMIS 


and peripheral systems based on the information 


contained in the Current Nevada MMIS and Agency 


Computing Environment document in the bidder’s 


library. 


12.6.3 – 12.6.6 119 HPES developed our pricing for pharmacy related 


systems and services based on information contained 


in the January 2010 Pharmacy Status Report 


(Pharmacy Key Indicator Report)in the bidder’s 


library 


Attachment N 18.1.1.3 


Operations 


Yrs1-5 


HPES has developed this cost proposal with the 


claim and encounter volume assumptions listed on 


the 18.1.1.3 Operations Yrs1-5 tab. 
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12.4
General Reporting Requirements

REQUIREMENT: Section 12.4, page 113-115

Flexible, accurate, and timely reporting must be supported by the MMIS and system components for many of the business functions of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Programs. Required reports consist of numerous reports that are required by the Federal government and others which are required by DHCFP, other State agencies, and State Contractors.

Under the new contract, DHCFP benefits from our reporting solution that provides flexible, accurate, and timely reports that allow DHCFP to effectively manage the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs. The Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System (ODRAS) provides a secure, Web-based document retrieval and archiving tool to view online, print and sort MMIS and peripheral system operational and management reports, correspondence and other documents, such as scanned images and electronic attachments. ODRAS’ library includes hundreds of standard reports such as reports required by the federal government, DHCFP, and other State agencies and contractors. All standard reports from the Core MMIS and peripheral systems are loaded to ODRAS according to a defined schedule include daily, weekly, monthly, and quarterly loads.

For ad hoc reporting we propose the Cognos suite of tools for building both ad hoc queries and reports. This fully Web-based solution is designed from the ground-up to be extremely user-friendly and can accommodate users with a wide variety of technical skills. Novice users, for example, can run a report from the pre-defined report library with a simple click of the mouse. Further, by entering a few simple parameters in a prompt box (e.g., provider ID, ICN, date range, etc.), novice users can even customize these reports to provide only the data they are interested in. Intermediate users enjoy all the same functionality that are offered to the novice users, but are also given access to Cognos’ flexible ad hoc query tool called Query Studio. Query Studio allows intermediate users the opportunity to create fully customized ad hoc queries against virtually any data element stored in the DSS. ACS will provide the following resources per DHCFP’s request to help in any issues or challenges that may arise in report creation or production: 


2 – DSS/MMIS Query Analysts 


· 1 – PBM Reporting Analyst 


Refer to Proposal Section 12.6.8 Decision Support System for further details about our Cognos solution.

12.4.1 Contractor Responsibilities


REQUIREMENT: Section 12.4.1, page 113-114


12.4.1.1 Render all reports in the media, format, timeframe, and frequency that are appropriate to the business nature of the report, as specified by DHCFP.


12.4.1.2 System reports generated electronically using the existing report management system. Support the following formatting capabilities for system users:


A. Default to Eight and one-half (8-1/2) by eleven (11) inch paper; and


B. Landscape or portrait orientation, as appropriate or requested.


12.4.1.3 Support menu-driven access to reports.


12.4.1.4 Generate reports to electronic formats appropriate for storing, display and data extraction, in formats as specified by DHCFP.


12.41.5 Provide storage capabilities that promote online access to and retrieval of report information using user-entered selection criteria.


12.4.1.6 Provide access to reports in accordance with security specifications and guidelines established by DHCFP.


12.4.1.7 Reports shall be generated and made available based upon criteria and schedule determined by DHCFP.

12.4.1.15 All reports must be made available in data format specified by DHCFP for export and import purposes.


Report Production


During the transition period we establish and finalize the Nevada project report distribution list which provides a complete inventory of the standard reports to be produced by the MMIS and peripheral systems. The list includes media, format, frequency, and end-user for each report. During the operations period, we provide timely delivery of reports according to the report distribution list and as specified by DHCFP, including export and import capabilities. As part of our approach, we generate system reports electronically and load them to ODRAS for storage, display, and data extraction. ODRAS supports menu-driven access to reports. Authorized users have online access to and retrieval of report information using user-entered selection criteria. Access to reports is provided in accordance with security specifications and guidelines established by DHCFP. Reports to be printed are produced on 8-1/2 x 11 inch paper, in landscape or portrait orientation, as requested by the user.

Accuracy of Reports


12.4.1.8 Ensure the accuracy of all reports, including, but not limited to, calculations and completeness of data used as input.


12.4.1.12 Ensure that all current State and Federal reporting requirements are met by the MMIS and system components.


12.4.1.14 Submit Federal reports for review and approval by DHCFP, prior to submission to CMS.


ACS is committed to ensuring that all current State and federal reporting requirements are met by the MMIS and system components. As part of our reporting approach, we ensure quality report production and the representation of meaningful report information. For example, ad hoc report requests follow a step-by-step process that includes a quality control review by our DSS staff, prior to sending the report to the end-user requesting the report. This review includes reviewing calculations and completeness of data used in input. Further, as part of their daily duties, quality assurance staff monitors standard reports produced by the MMIS and peripheral systems to ensure accurate content. Any exceptions or discrepancies discovered during the quality control review are recorded by the team and presented to DHCFP for review and approval prior to any correction. Any reports requiring correction discovered by ACS or DHCFP are corrected in a timely manner. Finally, after internal review, we submit federal reports for review and approval by DHCFP prior to submission to CMS.

Report Requests and Changes

12.4.1.9 Ensure report requests (not already addressed through the use of the DSS, query tools, MARS, other systems, or other reports) are managed through the approved change management process.

12.4.1.10 Review DHCFP requested report parameter changes for feasibility and respond back to DHCFP on any requests that are not feasible prior to the cycle to which the change applies.


12.4.1.11 Implement report parameter changes for upcoming reporting cycles as requested by DHCFP and in accordance with the change management process.


12.4.1.16 Respond promptly to legislative/administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP.


Our change management process provides a mechanism to log and track report requests that are not already addressed through the use of the DSS, query tools, MARS, and other systems and reports. DHCFP-requested report parameter changes for upcoming cycles are also tracked via the change management process. After the request is logged in SharePoint and assigned to appropriate staff, we review the request for feasibility and respond back to DHCFP on any requests that are not feasible prior to the cycle effected by the change. Further, we respond promptly to legislative and administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP, and using the change management process which provides priority and date fields to allow DHCFP to indicate the importance of a request. Refer to Proposal Section 12.2 Maintenance and Change Management for a detailed description of the change management process.


Recommendations

12.4.1.13 Offer periodic recommendations for reporting process improvements, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.


An important aspect to ACS’ approach to the Nevada project is the commitment to continual process improvement by every person at every level of our team. This characteristic is particularly meaningful, given our experience with implementing enhanced reporting services for a number of state clients. Our recommendations are based on industry standards, best practices, and cost efficiencies. As part of the team’s process improvement activities, staff provides suggestions to DHCFP to enhance existing Nevada reporting processes. Staff may propose the elimination of existing reports, creation of new ones, modifications to report formats, data elements, production frequency, report medium, or data descriptions. We formally document proposed recommendations for improvements.

12.4.2
DHCFP Responsibilities 

Deleted per Amendment No. 3 to RFP No. 1824, March 24, 2010.

12.4.3 Contractor Performance Expectations


REQUIREMENT: Section 12.4.3, page 115

12.4.3.1 Produce each report at the frequency agreed to by DHCFP.


12.4.3.2 Distribute each report within the timeframe agreed to by DHCFP.


12.4.3.3 Produce reports according to Federal reporting time frames.


12.4.3.4 Respond within one (1) working day to legislative/administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP


We closely monitor reporting cycles and DHCFP requirements to ensure that we comply with the RFP’s general reporting requirements. As shown in Table 12.4-1, we agree to comply with the RFP’s performance expectations.

Table 12.4-1. General Reporting Performance Expectations

		Performance Expectation

		ACS Response



		Produce each report at the frequency agreed to by DHCFP

		Agree



		Distribute each report within the timeframe agreed to by DHCFP

		Agree



		Produce reports according to Federal reporting time frames

		Agree



		Respond within one working day to legislative/administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP

		Agree
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover


Tab VII — Scope of Work



16.0
data warehouse — optional provision

16.1
Overview

16.1.1
Purpose

This section of the Request for Proposal (RFP) pertains to an upgraded Data Warehouse.  The DHCFP’s objective is to identify a qualified vendor to implement a new commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) data warehouse.  As part of the required takeover scope of work, vendors’ data warehouse solution must meet the minimum data warehouse operational responsibilities as presented as presented in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table, Section 12.6.8, of this RFP. Compensation for the minimum data warehouse operational responsibilities will occur through the budget neutral compensation model.  Any incremental costs associated with an upgraded data warehouse that achieves the objectives and requirements presented in this section will be compensated separately, external to the budget neutral compensation model, based on the vendor’s cost proposal.  

While this is an optional provision which Vendors may choose to include or exclude as part of their technical proposal submission, proposals that do not include an upgraded data warehouse solution component will not be entitled to receive the maximum points allotted for the evaluation of technical proposals, as this component will be considered during the evaluation and scoring of technical proposals.  

The acceptance and implementation of this optional provision will occur at DHCFP’s sole discretion and shall have no bearing on DHCFP’s decision to accept or implement other services proposed by the successful vendor regardless of whether it is part of, or external to the budget neutral compensation model. DHCFP desires to implement a proven, table driven, easy to use, and easy to navigate Data Warehouse.  Proposed systems must adhere to mainstream and industry best practices in design, architecture and functionality.  Vendors must describe, in detail, how their product meets these expectations.  

The Data Warehouse is intended to be Phase One of a multiple phase project that will result in an enterprise-level Data Warehouse utilized by the entire DHHS.  It is important that the platform on which Phase One is built is scalable to allow for future growth of data streams internal to DHCFP and to all other DHHS agencies.  Future phases are intended to allow other DHHS agencies to house their data in the DHCFP Warehouse, report on it and share data, where appropriate, with other agencies, as well as provide additional functionality to DHCFP.


The objectives of this project are to: 1. Take advantage of more modern technology including those in the upcoming Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) initiatives. 2. More accurately collect, monitor and evaluate existing data with the intent of moving towards a Department of Health and Human Services enterprise data warehouse that will allow all Nevada HHS agencies to share information about common recipients efficiently and effectively; 3. Enhance DHCFP infrastructure that can be leveraged across multiple divisions.

First Health Services (FHS) is focused on using information to effectively manage healthcare outcomes and spending.  Over the past several years, FHS and Magellan have developed products such as Conditioned Care Management, Health Care Management, EnhanceMedSM, Cardiac Care, and Oncology Management, all of which rely upon the use of accurate, up-to-date information.  The effective management and application of information in the healthcare arena has been an increasing focus of FHS’ strategic plans.  Our underlying proprietary Enterprise Data Warehouse has grown approximately 20 percent a year and now has over 8 Terabytes allocated for production, with another 25 for development, quality assurance, and stress testing.  Magellan has migrated from an approach where subject areas receiving internally-generated data are now transformed to the current warehouse that takes in more than 400 million records from external sources, integrates it with internal system data, then presents the business user with reporting and claims or clinical information that spans all sources.

Due to the complexity of the implementation of the Enterprise Data Warehouse, we have submitted a draft project work plan in Tab XI that will be reviewed with DHCFP and revised after contract award and selection of this option.

FHS understands that a Data Warehouse must cater to the information needs of various levels of users, including executives, managers, specialists, and key decision makers.  The competitive strength of our Business Intelligence offering is that the primary focus is not on providing “the data”, but translating the data to meaningful, "actionable “information” to enhance the quality of service while keeping our customers’ costs under control.  To facilitate this, FHS’ Enterprise Data Warehouse architecture supports information organized using industry-standard relational and dimensional modeling methodology to meet the business needs by defining attributes, measures, and dimensions in clinical and analytical terms.  The dimensional structures combined with the industry-standard hardware platforms and software tools present the users with intuitive, easy-to-navigate, reliable, and high-performance access to information using browser-based thin-client delivery methodology.  The overall Business Intelligence environment has four main components (see Exhibit 6.1.1-1):

		BI Environment Component

		Description



		Operational Data Stores (ODS)

		These data stores closely mimic source system structures, can support operational reporting, provide the staging area for transformation into the data warehouse, and are typically updated on a daily or real-time basis.



		Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW)

		These relationally and dimensionally modeled areas integrate information from all systems into a high-performance, centralized location.  This single version of the truth provides a consistent, business-friendly, enterprise view of information broken out into Subject Areas.  The Enterprise Data Warehouse includes data structure optimized for performance — such as OLAP or focused data marts.



		Business Layer

		The business layer provides a consistent place for definitions, metrics, and terminology, ultimately providing access to the Operational and Enterprise Data Stores.  The rich and consistent metadata allow all users access via the presentation layer.



		Presentation Layer

		This component provides access to the underlying information via a variety of methods based upon the individual users’ needs, skill-sets, and roles.  Some presentation/access options include interactive dashboards, parameterized reports, scheduled reports, ad hoc query tools, advanced analytic tools, alerts, scorecards, and even accessing information directly from Excel.
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		Exhibit 16.1.1-1, Business Intelligence Architecture





Data warehousing involves large volumes of data used primarily by Business Intelligence, Analytics, and Decision Support systems.  This requires a database that is built on proven industry-standard database technology.  FHS uses Oracle 10g R2 Real Application Clusters (RAC) that combines storage and processing power across a cluster of machines for high availability and reliability.  Oracle 10g RAC uses the database architecture in which all instances logically or physically share access to all of the data, enabling uninterrupted quick access to data. 


Our Business Intelligence infrastructure uses Informatica’s PowerCenter and PowerExchange as a single, unified enterprise data integration platform for accessing, discovering, and integrating data.  PowerCenter enables us to extract data virtually from any system, in any format, and delivering that data throughout the enterprise.  PowerExchange enables real-time access to mission-critical operational data wherever it may be stored and delivers it wherever and whenever it is needed quickly, easily, and cost effectively.  Our Informatica solution for data integration streamlines the process of accessing, discovering, cleansing, and integrating all enterprise data to populate and maintain data marts, operational data stores, and enterprise data warehouses.  

FHS uses Cognos Transformer/PowerCubes and TM1 64 Bit in-memory on-line analytical processing (OLAP) engines which are dominant multi-dimensional tools commonly deployed across the industry to create self service analytic environments.  PowerCubes show relationships and trends across key business dimensions, so users see critical information in the right context.  This kind of analysis provides greater business insight and supports more informed decisions.  Dimensional analysis coupled with effective reporting takes our business intelligence to the next level. 


TM1 is a multidimensional database engine, built on a memory-resident OLAP database which offers interactive read/write functionality.  The in-memory functionality allows for faster and more scalable OLAP than traditional disk-based relational OLAP.  In-memory access speeds are up to one million times faster than random reads on disk.  Our 64-bit chip hardware stack has paved the way for memory-resident solutions offering better performance, and improved functionality.  The read/write functionality means that the cube technology can also be used to capture data from the end-user that is critical in creating dynamic simulation models for planning, budgeting, forecasting, and risk profiling.  Exhibit 16.1.1-2 shows the technology supporting the Enterprise Data Warehouse.

		

		Technology

		Hardware

		Operating System



		Database

		Oracle 10g R2 Oracle RAC Grid

		HP DL500 Servers

EMC Fibre Storage

		Linux



		Data Integration — Batch

		Informatica – PowerCenter

		HP DL500 Servers

EMC Fibre Storage

		Linux



		Data Integration — Real time

		Informatica – PowerExchange

		HP DL500 Servers 

EMC Fibre Storage

		Linux



		Business Intelligence Suite

		IBM Cognos 


IBM Cognos PowerCubes 


TM1 64 Bit In Memory OLAP

		HP DL500 Servers, 

EMC Fibre Storage

		Win2008



		Data Profiling

		DataFlux – dfPower Profile

		HP ProLiant DL385


EMC Fibre Storage

		Linux



		Data Quality

		DataFlux – dfPower Quality

		HP ProLiant DL385


EMC Fibre Storage

		Linux



		Quality Monitoring

		DataFlux – dfPower Monitor

		HP ProLiant DL385

EMC Fibre Storage

		Linux



		Statistical Analysis and Predictive Modeling

		SPSS 17.0 – via Citrix


SPSS Clementine

		HP ProLiant DL380 & DL580 


EMC Fibre Storage

		Windows 2003



		Exhibit 16.1.1-2, FHS Data Warehouse – Technology Grid





FHS’ Health Informatics Team will focus our analytical research primarily on cost management initiatives while improving quality of care as part of the enterprise MITA maturity process.  For the Nevada MMIS, our processes currently range from MITA Level II to Level III, and we continue to move to higher levels.  The intelligence gathered through our technical and business experts will be used to provide innovative strategies and recommendations for DHCFP designed to manage costs.  Our Health Informatics Team ensures that our solutions are unique, adaptable to situational changes, and renewable.  Our expertise in providing enterprise performance management scorecards, cost management strategies, operational, and quality analytics has historically helped several state Medicaid programs align their MITA goals with our Business Intelligence initiatives. 


Data Types/Sources


FHS has built a Data Integration Infrastructure to handle the acquisition, transformation, and analysis of large volumes of data and to organize them into several subject areas.  The subject areas listed below are actively used to improve clinical outcomes, produce customer reports, manage the business, develop innovate products and services, track financial measures, and allow customers, providers, and recipients to effectively manage care and benefits:

		Data Type

		Description

		Source



		Membership

		Recipient eligibility, Benefits, Enrollment, Demographic, Program, LTC liability, Lock-in, Roster history data, Third Party Liability

		MMIS



		Providers

		Demographic, Credentials, Specialties, Rates, Network Information

		MMIS



		Claims

		Pharmacy, Medical, Behavioral, Radiology, LTC, others

		MMIS



		Encounters

		Overall payment status, transmission status, detailed error information

		MMIS



		Reference Data

		Procedure Codes (HCPCS, CPT), Diagnosis Codes (ICD9 and 10), Drug Pricing, SMAC (State Maximum Allowable Cost), NDC/HCPCS Crosswalk

		MMIS



		Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT)

		Claims, Referrals, Periodicity Chart, Cases

		MMIS



		Authorization

		Care Management, Prior Authorizations, Retrospective Reviews, and Concurrent Reviews of behavioral, medical, pharmacy and surgical services

		FirstHCM™, FirstTrax™



		Contact Management/Call Tracking

		Call Center Activity — calls, appeals, provider training sessions, all contacts

		FirstCRM™, FirstTrax™



		Rebates

		CMS and Supplemental rebates

		FirstRebate™





New facts, dimensions, and subject areas can be added to support DHCFP’s needs.  The use of shared dimensions and data structures, combined with the use of industry-leading enterprise tools such as Informatica and Cognos, enables our information infrastructure to quickly adapt to business needs.  A commitment to reusability reduces redundant design, development and implementation efforts, and associated costs.  Flexibility and reusability have been achieved through the use of table-driven design and common functions across transformations.  Our Data Architects have the ability to dynamically add data elements from any data store into the business layer to make it quickly accessible to the business user, even before being incorporated into the enterprise data store.   


Data Warehouse Development Process


The Operational Data Stores (ODS) collect information from operational systems (claims, clinical, provider, recipient, financial, etc.) on a near real-time basis.  Additional data are transformed and loaded to the Enterprise Data Warehouse from other internal and external sources (pharmacy claims, medical claims, program participation data, encounter data, membership data, industry-standard sources, etc.).  Data acquisition and transformation are done on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis, as determined by the business need.  All acquisition and transformation activities are monitored daily by a dedicated Data Warehouse Production Support Team, who also performs regularly scheduled data audits on critical sources.  This team focuses on linking data from all sources (internal and external) to support accurate reporting and analysis.  The existing Enterprise Data Warehouse and information infrastructure evolves to meet the changes of our dynamic business, such as the addition of data sources, fields, etc.   

Information loaded to the Data Warehouse goes through a structured development, testing, and validation process.  The normal outputs of the process include the following documents:  Business Requirements, Data Quality Requirements, Data Models, Data Dictionaries, Test Plans and Results, Implementation Plans, and Production Support Documentation.  The system development lifecycle (SDLC) process and outputs ensure that quality information assets are developed.  When taking on larger development efforts, FHS breaks the project into logical pieces that can be delivered incrementally, validating the business requirements and showing progress.


FHS’ Data Warehouse team, comprising Data Architects, Data Warehouse Specialists, ETL Architects, Business Analysts and Programmer Analysts, works closely with the FHS Nevada Operations staff and DHCFP to understand information needs and provide flexible solutions with the time and resources available.  By combining the right people, processes, and technology, the best solution can be implemented with all teams working towards the same time frame and goals.


Reporting and Analytic Tools


We selected the industry-standard IBM Cognos Business Intelligence (BI) Suite to meet the reporting and analytic needs of our organization.  The end-user interacts with Cognos via a web-based interface, eliminating the need for desktop software installation.  With the further integration of SPSS and Cognos tools, FHS will be able to embed data mining and predictive modeling with traditional reporting and analytics as part of our BI capabilities.  Over the past few years, our focus has been building a self-service information model.  The model works by incorporating the following elements:  core, quality information; standardized, flexible enterprise reports; and deployment of technology for the business to easily see and explore data.

The empowerment of end-users with the appropriate information and tools keeps us moving toward the goal of making information available to all.   The proposed Enterprise Data Warehouse environment is currently supporting the production of over 6,000 to 8,000 standardized reports a month with over 1,400 authorized users accessing the reports relevant to their roles.  In addition to the enterprise reports, users have access to our OLAP and ad hoc reporting tools.  Existing reports, templates, and ad hoc processes can be modified to meet the needs of DHCFP by going through the Change Management process for standardized enterprise reports, or they can be modified by trained staff at DHCFP.

FHS’ Dashboard is an innovative on-line reporting system consisting of dynamic reports on a secure website that administrators can view at their convenience.  We make password-protected reports available via the Internet, which enables customers to drill down to current data of interest.  On-line summary information available through the Dashboard includes provider network data, services requested, claims payment timeliness, authorization summaries, norms, outcomes reporting, and utilization data by demographic categories.   Information is available on a flexible schedule tailored to our customers’ needs. Reports are generated on an agreed upon schedule, depending on the availability of data and customer need.  The dashboards provide a quick, visual display of data with a predetermined level of drill down.  When the needs focus on free navigation within the data and across the data, Cognos supports that functionality. 


The various studios available within the FHS Cognos environment empower end-users with powerful ad hoc, user-driven reporting and analysis tools.  They allow for the user to click and drag fields onto reports, queries or analysis.  The Business Layer handles the complexities of joins and relationships between tables, allowing the business to interact with readily understood metrics, attributes and dimensions.  These tools include the ability to create formulas, drill-down from one report to another, create charts and graphs and share what has been created with others in the organization.  Filters can be dynamically added, based upon attributes, metrics, and dimensions.  This enables the creation of specific subsets of data by the user, upon which more focused analysis can occur.  The user can choose form predefined templates or a blank slate to get started.  Not only can data be exported data into a multitude of formats, including Excel, DHTML, HTML, PDF, ASCII, GIF, TIFF and others, but the results of the analytics tools can be accessed from within Microsoft Excel, Word, and PowerPoint.  The need to manually update regularly produced PowerPoint slides, documents, or workbooks can be eliminated.


SPSS 17.0 and SPSS Clementine provide FHS with descriptive, inferential, and predictive modeling statistical analysis capabilities.  SPSS 17.0 enables the FHS Nevada Health Informatics Team to conduct statistical analyses such as means testing, time series analyses, survival analyses, and correlation analytics.  Further strengthening our statistical toolkit, SPSS Clementine provides FHS’ Health Informatics Team with a full set of data mining/predictive modeling capabilities.  Clementine offers a wide variety of modeling techniques, including linear regression, logistic regression, decision trees, neural networks, and sequencing.  Because of the unique skill sets required for these software packages, they are used by select teams within FHS.  SPSS 17.0 is used by the Healthcare Data Analysts in both the corporate Quality Improvement and Health Informatics teams, and SPSS Clementine is used almost exclusively by the Biostatistician on the Health Informatics Team.  Although only select groups interface with this software, the results of the analyses run on these tools impact operations across FHS.  By applying the power of SPSS 17.0 and SPSS Clementine to the data available in the operational data store, FHS develops customized, data-driven strategies that match patients with the appropriate clinical interventions.  By using historic data to create models that apply to future data, FHS has been able to capitalize on our huge data stores to make more informed treatment and business decisions.  


End-User Training


A detailed understanding of the underlying data and the intuitive features and functionalities of the tools is important for the user to effectively use the information analysis tools.  We will offer extensive, hands-on training covering all of these areas.  The training will be tailored to a trainee’s specific experience and business needs.  Additionally, all new users will be provided with detailed orientation of the business and systems, as well as in-depth training on area specific processes or subject areas for which they will be responsible.  The training will detail the data movement throughout the MMIS and its peripheral systems; data quality, and availability of the Enterprise Data Warehouse.


In addition to the in-depth data training, we will provide training on the use of all of the components of the Cognos Business Intelligence Suite, including tools for ad hoc query, report development, OLAP analysis, dashboard customization, alert creation, and integration with Microsoft Office products.  Many of the dashboards and reports can even be accessed via a mobile device.  The training will be followed by demonstrations and examples of how the information or tool can be used and concludes with exercises that give the trainee an opportunity to apply what they have learned and a question and answer session.  After the initial training has been completed, users receive ongoing support from our corporate staff.  In addition to in person training sessions, live web trainings, user guides, instructional videos and user groups will also support the users.


16.2
Project

DHCFP’s current data warehouse, Advantage Suite, by Thomson Reuters, was DHCFP’s first attempt at a data warehouse and, while it met the agency’s immediate needs, the system’s shortcomings, and the agency’s growing information needs, quickly became known. Existing shortfalls include:  

16.2.1
No direct control over what data are stored.  For example, only partial data are available for Third Party Liability, Prior Authorization and Pharmacy records.

FHS’ Enterprise Data Warehouse contains multiple subject areas that include information on third party liability, prior authorizations, and pharmacy records.  Additional data sources can be added as mentioned previously.


16.2.2
Information from other State agencies that could be used to drive policy is not available and is not scalable in the existing warehouse.


FHS has years of experience interfacing with customers, vendors and other state agencies to receive, load, and integrate data.  Claims, authorizations, encounters, membership, providers, participation, and other information is loaded and integrated on a regular basis.  The Enterprise Data Warehouse can support expansion from both a data model and volume perspective due to its flexible hardware and software architecture.


16.2.3
Poor architecture in existing reporting schema that cannot be overcome in the existing system.


FHS’ highly flexible data model, OLAP technologies, and the Cognos Business Intelligence Suite offer flexibility to load new data, create new metrics, and meet user needs in many ways.  The self-service capabilities of the Enterprise Data Warehouse and the DSS allow the users to gain access to the information they need and perform analysis, including the ability to create some of their own measures and subsets.


16.2.4
Existing reporting tool does not have the forecasting complexity to fully meet the agency’s needs, nor does it allow for the storage of historical provider rates.


Our data architecture supports the storage of historical provider rates.  In addition, FHS has the IBM TM1 technology that provides powerful forecasting capabilities.  SPSS 17.0 and SPSS Clementine provide descriptive, inferential, and predictive modeling statistical analysis capabilities.  


16.2.5
Basic accounting functions such as the ability to effectively balance are not available (project will greatly improve or ability to provide better financial information to CMS and other necessary parties).


FHS’ system works from one source of information.  The need to balance against multiple reporting sources, such as separate MARS, SURS, and DSS systems, does not exist.  The creation of any Data Integration Component, new file load, or data source includes the definition of mappings, quality measures, and error handling so that balancing takes place when the data enters the system.  Anyone retrieving information from the FHS Enterprise Data Warehouse via the DSS receives the same answer, since they are using a common Business Layer.


16.2.6
DHCFP requires one centralized repository for data. Currently, different program areas (e.g., Medicaid (Title XIX), Nevada Checkup (Title XXI), Pharmacy Benefit Program and Division of Welfare and Supportive Services, Eligibility) are utilizing MMIS data to maintain their own data repositories and employ their own reporting tools, thereby causing inconsistent reporting results.


The strategy of a centralized repository parallels FHS’ Enterprise Data Warehouse strategy of building integrated and linked subject areas, allowing users to share a common repository as well as the analysis and tools that point to that shared repository.


16.2.7
The Agency requires a systems architecture that can support a complex reporting system for the present that meets DHHS’ and DHCFP’s strategic vision well into the future.


By using industry-standard and industry-leading tools, technologies, and data models, FHS’ solution is expandable to meet current and future needs.  All of FHS’ Enterprise Data Warehouse-related tools (Informatica, DataFlux, Oracle, and Cognos) fall in the upper right quadrant of the Gartner Magic Quadrants for each type of software.  The Magic Quadrant system is an industry standard rating, established by Gartner, an industry-leading information technology research and advisory firm.  By choosing technologies in the upper right quadrants of Gartner’s research, FHS selects tools that are leaders in their industry, which Gartner measures by the firm’s Vision and Ability to Execute.


16.2.8
DHCFP desires to shift its data warehouse focus from complex engineering tools for a few users to more flexible, affordable and accessible tools for a larger audience. Moving away from being an exclusive tool for power users, or ‘information producers’, to empowering the ‘information consumers’ in accessing, analyzing and sharing data.


FHS’ Business Intelligence strategy, which includes data warehousing and analytics, has been focused on switching the paradigm from a small number of users with the ability to run reports and independent analysis to systems, such as the DSS, that enable the users to access the information they need, when they need it, using tools that are intuitive and user-friendly to meet their needs.


16.3
Sources of Data

Below is the approximate size of the sources of data to be included in the Warehouse. The sources have been ranked according to their relative order of importance. Data identified in 16.3.1 Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) and 16.3.2 Encounters must be available to the agency in Phase One of this project.

FHS has built a Data Integration Infrastructure to handle the acquisition, transformation, and analysis of large volumes of data and to organize them into several subject areas.  The subject areas listed below are actively used to improve clinical outcomes, produce customer reports, manage the business, develop innovate products and services, track financial measures, and allow customers, providers, and recipients to effectively manage care and benefits:

		Data Type

		Description

		Source



		Membership

		Recipient eligibility, Benefits, Enrollment, Demographic, Program, LTC liability, Lock-in, Roster history data, Third Party Liability

		MMIS



		Providers

		Demographic, Credentials, Specialties, Rates, Network Information

		MMIS



		Claims

		Pharmacy, Medical, Behavioral, Radiology, LTC, others

		MMIS



		Encounters

		Overall payment status, transmission status, detailed error information

		MMIS



		Reference Data

		Procedure Codes (HCPCS, CPT), Diagnosis Codes (ICD9 and 10), Drug Pricing, SMAC (State Maximum Allowable Cost), NDC/HCPCS Crosswalk

		MMIS



		Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT)

		Claims, Referrals, Periodicity Chart, Cases

		MMIS



		Authorization

		Care Management, Prior Authorizations, Retrospective Reviews, and Concurrent Reviews of behavioral, medical, pharmacy and surgical services

		FirstHCM™, FirstTrax™



		Contact Management/Call Tracking

		Call Center Activity — calls, appeals, provider training sessions, all contacts

		FirstCRM™, FirstTrax™



		Rebates

		CMS and Supplemental rebates

		FirstRebate™





New facts, dimensions, and subject areas can be added to support DHCFP’s needs.  The use of shared dimensions and data structures, combined with the use of industry-leading enterprise tools such as Informatica and Cognos, enables our information infrastructure to quickly adapt to business needs.  A commitment to reusability reduces redundant design, development and implementation efforts, and associated costs.  Flexibility and reusability have been achieved through the use of table-driven design and common functions across transformations.  Our Data Architects have the ability to dynamically add data elements from any data store into the business layer to make it quickly accessible to the business user, even before being incorporated into the enterprise data store.   

FHS’ response to the data source requirements follows.


16.3.1
Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) – The State’s MMIS manages approximately 12 million claims and 12,000 providers annually and between 170,000 and 190,000 Medicaid recipients monthly.


MMIS data will be included in the Enterprise Data Warehouse.

16.3.2
Encounters – Approximately three million records have been generated annually, beginning on July 1, 2008.


Encounter data will be included in the Enterprise Data Warehouse.

16.3.3
Health Care Management (HCM) – First Health Services performs utilization management services for pre-admission, concurrent, and retrospective reviews for payment authorization for approximately 199,200 Medicaid Fee for Service and Medicaid Check-Up recipients. During 2007, First Health Services performed 109,000 prior authorization reviews for Nevada Medicaid.

HCM data will be included in the Enterprise Data Warehouse.

16.3.4
Point of Sale (POS) – Nevada’s POS is managed by FHSC using a program named FirstRX and performs the following functions: 


16.3.4.A
Pharmacy Claims Adjudication – 1.3 million claims per year;


16.3.4.B
Drug Utilization Review – Both Prospective and Retrospective;


16.3.4.C
Retrospective Review of 3600 individual patient profiles per year;


16.3.4.D
Prior Authorization and Clinical Call Center Calls – 15,000 per year;


16.3.4.E
Technical Call Center Calls – 13,000 per year;


16.3.4.F
Preferred Drug List and Prescription Drug Management Program;


16.3.4.G
Maximum Allowable Cost Program; and


16.3.4.H
Reporting to assist DHCFP in their policy decision-making process.


POS data will be included in the Enterprise Data Warehouse.

16.3.5
Rates Table – The "Rates Table" consists of 8 different tables. The source of the data in the tables is MMIS. The Rate unit maintains these tables in an access database which is updated weekly from a download (on disk) from FHS. Rate's staff queries these tables to obtain rate, procedure, provider information.  The tables are:


16.3.5.A
Procedure Descriptions – containing 98,128 lines of data, this table consists of procedure code descriptions, begin and end dates of the code and any age limits on the code.


16.3.5.B
Procedure Rates – containing 2,093,747 lines of data, rates on this table are provider type/specialty specific.  Each procedure code is mapped to multiple provider types with the possibility of a different rate for each provider type.  Each code might also have multiple modifiers with a different rate for each modifier.  There is also a different rate for each code and modifier depending on region code (pediatric enhancement).


16.3.5.C
Provider Type/Specialty – Containing 196,013 lines of data, this table lists the codes and to which provider type/specialty they are mapped. It also lists the claim type for each code.


16.3.5.D
Prior Authorization Requirements – Containing 92,140 lines of data, this table lists the PA requirement and any age limits on each procedure code.


16.3.5.E
Procedure Flag Codes – Containing 78,360 lines of data, flag codes indicate any special handling for a particular code or if the code is a covered procedure; i.e. the BA flag indicates that the code is to be paid at 100% of invoice; a 999 flag that has not been end dated indicates that the code is not a covered procedure.


16.3.5.F
Capitation Rates – This table contains 5,173 lines and lists the capitated rate paid to HMOs.


16.3.5.G
Provider Specific Rates – Containing 19,068 lines of data, this table contains provider specific rates based on the provider id.  Some providers have specific rates for a specific code that is unique to that provider.


16.3.5.H
Provider Rates – Containing 14,260 lines of data, this table lists providers that are paid at a percentage of billed charges such as out of state hospitals; providers with per diem rates such as nursing facilities; the financial cut back percentage for sister agencies.  

Rate data will be included in the Enterprise Data Warehouse.


16.3.6
e-Prescribing – As this is a new program, the size of the database resulting from this program is minimal.


e-Prescribing data will be included in the Enterprise Data Warehouse.

16.3.7
Rebate – There are three rebate programs for the state:


16.3.7.A
OBRA rebates are governed by SSA 1927. These rebates are required for manufacturer’s to have their drugs covered by Nevada Medicaid.


16.3.7.B
Supplemental rebates are additional rebates the state collects by putting the drugs on the PDL.


16.3.7.C
Diabetes Supply – The State collects rebates from diabetes supply manufacturers.


All rebate programs are managed through FHSC.


Rebate data will be included in the Enterprise Data Warehouse.

16.3.8
Nevada Operations of Multi-Automated Data Systems (NOMADS) – This DWSS system includes Medicaid eligibility and child support enforcement (CSE). The Medicaid eligibility file and third party information from NOMADS are interrelated to the Medicaid claims processing and managed care systems. This file contains approximately 184,453,000 rows and 110.7 Gb.


NOMADS data will be included in the Enterprise Data Warehouse.

16.3.9
Nevada Check Up – Nevada Check Up has between 25,000 and 30,000 enrollees per month.


Nevada Check Up data will be included in the Enterprise Data Warehouse.

16.3.10
Employee Subsidized Insurance (ESI) – The size of the database resulting from this program is minimal.


ESI data will be included in the Enterprise Data Warehouse.

16.3.11
The Health Insurance for Work Advancement (HIWA) – Current database size is estimated to be between 1 and 2 Gb.


HIWA data will be included in the Enterprise Data Warehouse.

16.3.12
Health Management Systems (HMS) – is an independent contractor that performs work to identify and recover payments from third party insurance companies. For the five-month period between January, 2007 and May, 2007 HMS made a total of 12,726 edits to MMIS data.


HMS TPL data will be included in the Enterprise Data Warehouse.

16.4
Architecture

16.4.1
System Architecture

Vendors must describe the overall architecture of their proposed solution including the degree of "openness" and adherence to industry standard hardware, plans for MITA alignment now and in the future, software, security and communications protocols. Describe the internal architecture and how it facilitates system changes and new user requirements. A browser-based and/or thin Windows client (user interface) for end users is preferred. Browser-based connections are preferred for medical providers and other non-departmental system users. Vendors must describe how the proposed architecture is compatible with the Department and State's existing infrastructure. Vendors must describe how components of the proposed architecture will remain current and supported to avoid becoming obsolete.


FHS’ Enterprise Data Warehouse system architecture is reviewed on an annual basis.  A team of experts including system engineers, database engineers, analytical experts, and business specialists will perform an internal company and industry analysis.  This analysis, coupled with industry standard review such as Gartner or other organizations on Business Intelligence (BI), consistently provide process and infrastructure upgrades that keep our technology and solution ahead of our competition and viable.  Over the last couple of years, FHS has invested substantial resources to upgrade our database engine to Oracle RAC (Real Application Clusters), purchase and expand the use of Informatica, implement DataFlux, and implement IBM Cognos 8 as part of our commitment to being current and being the leaders in providing Business Intelligence solutions.  As mentioned in the earlier description of the Enterprise Data Warehouse section, the use of the industry-leading tools, years of experience in data warehousing, and a well-developed SDLC enable FHS to respond to new user requirements.


FHS uses web-based thin-client delivery methodology as a presentation media to our customers.  This enables us to easily integrate our BI solutions and make it compatible with DHCFP’s existing infrastructure.  In addition to real-time access to our BI suite of applications through web-based delivery methodology, FHS also provides a B2B Data Integration Gateway to automatically deliver large reports to our customers and business partners, integrating seamlessly with their systems.

16.4.2
Security Architecture

Vendors must describe how their system ensures security for both Intranet and Internet access, including recommended maintenance and upgrade strategies.


The Internet architecture uses 128 bit SSL version 3 encryption from the web server to the client in order to ensure that data transmitted are secure.  The intranet environment sits behind a series of firewalls in FHS’ secure network.  The intranet security to access this information is controlled by Microsoft Active Directory, allowing only authenticated users to log into the system.  Maintenance and upgrades are performed on weekends and late evening if needed.  Our team of Infrastructure, Security, and Web Specialists work to keep our infrastructure up-to-date and upgraded to meet the security needs of our customers, providers and recipients.  We consistently have over 20,000 providers accessing our secure website.  Since inception, there has never been a breach of the authentication mechanism or the backend data stores used to support MagellanProvider.com.


16.4.3
Disaster Recovery and System Integrity Architecture

Vendors must describe how their solution ensures system integrity and recovery. Include information regarding fault tolerance capability, if any, backup schedules and approach, data and system recovery, and offsite or alternate site requirements in case of disaster and other system continuity information and how it complies with business recovery and resumption as described elsewhere in the RFP.


We have described our business resumption approach in proposal Section 11.5.  The Enterprise Data Warehouse sits on a highly available, industry leading Oracle Real Application Cluster (RAC) grid solution.  The RAC setup allows for fault tolerance and limited down-time.  A single node can be taken off-line and the user activity fails over to the other, active nodes.  Oracle Databases ensures system integrity through transaction logging into redo logs and undo segments and performs checkpoints of the changed data at frequent intervals.  All production databases are in archive log mode that enables point-in-time recovery of the database from backups should a need arise including partial or full database recovery.  Daily database and archive log backups are completed, and the tapes are shipped to an off-site location that can be used for Disaster Recovery should the need arise.  Disaster recovery is tested once a year at the off-site location.


A separate standby database will be set up outside the RAC cluster that will continuously be synchronizing with the Enterprise Data Warehouse.  This adds additional reliability, availability, and redundancy.


The website gateway is hosted on multiple web servers in a load-balanced environment.  This environment allows for failover and maintenance of web servers.  The reporting application server is load-balanced via software to allow even distribution of information requests.  All the servers and environments are backed up incrementally during the day and nightly with full back up.  The SQL Server database servers are running on enterprise-class hardware from HP, using blade technology and SAN storage from EMC.

16.4.4
Development, Testing, and Training Environment

Vendors must describe how their solution meets up-time requirements defined in the RFP relating to data load and software upgrades and maintenance.


For every production database, supporting development, test, and stress testing environments exist.  Depending on the business need, each database is either a subset of the production data or a full copy of the production database.  The stress testing environment provides an environment that contains point-in-time data from the production warehouse, against which data integration and analytic development efforts can be tested using large volumes of data.  Upgrades and maintenance follow a prescribed process that begins in either a development or sandbox environment, after which changes are moved through the various test, stress (for the database) and ultimately the production environments.  These hardware and software upgrade processes meet FHSs internal change control requirements and are communicated across the organization through a formal change management process.  The production Data Warehouse was available 99.9% or higher excluding scheduled maintenance windows for all of 2009 through 2010 YTD.  


The development process follows an SDLC process that includes movement from development and quality assurance test environments, including checklists for moves to production to ensure thorough testing and approval.  

16.4.5
Hardware

Vendors must describe their solution’s hardware environment including a comprehensive equipment list including equipment make, model and primary configuration.


All software releases and hardware in use by the Enterprise Data Warehouse are actively maintained and supported by the vendors.  

Data Warehouse Software/Hardware

		Vendor

		Products

		Version



		Oracle

		Enterprise Edition Database


Oracle Enterprise Manager (OEM):

· Monitoring and Uptime Reporting


· Diagnosis and Performance Tuning Packs


· Provisioning and Patch Automation Packs


Automatic Storage Management


Partitioning

		Oracle 10g R2 



		Informatica

		PowerCenter


PowerExchange


Grid

		8.6.1



		IBM

		Cognos Business Intelligence Suite


TM1 64 Bit In Memory OLAP

		8.4



		DataFlux

		dfPower Profile 


dfPower Quality 


dfPower Monitor

		8.1



		Corda

		Corda Server (PopMaps, Optimaps)

		6.0



		SPSS

		SPSS 

		17.0



		SPSS

		SPSS Clementine*

		10.1*



		ComputerAssociates

		ERWIN

		4.1.4.4033



		MKS

		Integrity Manager 

		4.8



		Oracle

		Enterprise Linux AS 

		Rel4



		Microsoft

		Windows Server

		2003


2008



		Hewlett Packard

		HP ProLiant BL465 


HP ProLiant DL500 


HP ProLiant DL585


HP ProLiant DL385

		N/A



		EMC

		EMC Fibre Storage


EMC Clarion Storage

		N/A



		*Prior to contract implementation, Clementine will be updated to a later version.  





16.4.6
Software

If the application software is not public domain, a licensing strategy must be described to support the pre-production environment. Within the licensing strategy, describe how the State will defer paying for licenses until they are required and/or in full use.


Any other software used within the system, for which the State would need to obtain licenses, must be defined by the vendor. While the State requires each vendor to include their costs for all third party software and associated licenses in Section 20.4, Part II – Cost Proposal, the State, at its sole option, reserves the right to procure any or all of the software and associated licenses from another source.


Vendors must indicate what software products and version levels are currently supported and required for the proposed Warehouse. The vendor must state and ensure that the proposed Warehouse and system configuration and solution does not require hardware, operating system, or other components that are no longer licensed and/or supported.


We have provided a list of software as part of our response to Section 16.4.5, Hardware, above.

DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


FHS has invested in researching, developing, and implementing data integration methods that provide the following benefits to DHCFP:


High availability


High performance


Fully scalable


Faster and less maintenance time


Costs and risks of misleading information minimized


Readily and cost-effectively scaling up functional data marts and subject areas.
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REQUIREMENT


The title page must include the following:


A. Technical Proposal for: “Nevada MMIS Takeover”;


B. RFP No. 1824;

C. Name and Address of the vendor;


D. Proposal Opening Date: April 29, 2010

E. Proposal Opening Time: 2:00 PM


Technical Proposal for:  “Nevada MMIS Takeover”


RFP No. 1824

ACS State Healthcare, LLC


8260 Willow Oaks Corporate Drive


Fairfax, VA 22031
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Tab XIII – Requirements Tables 


RFP Reference: 20.3.2.14 Tab XIII – Requirements Tables, p 193 


Vendors must place their written response(s) within the Requirements Tables included as 


attachments to this RFP. Each table must be completed according to the instructions in Section 7.3, 


Vendor Response to Scope of Work. 


The following requirements tables have been completed in accordance with the instructions 


in Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work. 


• Attachment O – Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table 


• Attachment P – Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table 


• Attachment Q – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 


Requirements Table 
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ATTACHMENT O – CORE MMIS OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS TABLE 


Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work.  


Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor 


The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply. 


Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract. 


Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2 CLAIMS PROCESSING 


General  


12.5.2.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support all edit processing functions, files and data 


elements necessary to meet the needs of the Claims 


business function in accordance with DHCFP policies, 


State and Federal rules and regulations, and HIPAA 


standards. 


a Claims processing is the heart of any 
MMIS – responsible for the receipt and 
entry of the claims – electronic and 
hardcopy – through final adjudication and 
payment or denial back to the provider.   


All activity is done following the numerous 
Federal and State regulations under the 
watchful eye of the HIPAA standards. HP 
Enterprise Services is able to leverage 
the best practices from other MMIS 
contracts and will use this knowledge for 
the takeover of the Nevada MMIS and the 
continued successful operation. 


Managing a successful claims operation 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


is contingent on understanding the 
technical and operational intricacies of 
today’s MMIS. Interrelationships and 
functional dependencies that occur 
throughout the NV MMIS operations 
encompass the vendor and DHCFP, the 
provider and recipient communities, and 
other healthcare entities. We address all 
these factors through management 
strategies that use our team’s skills in 
workload management and our in-depth 
understanding of the nature of the work. 
Our approach supports provider and 
DHCFP participation in communicating 
changes or addressing problems. Quality 
is inherent throughout our processes, 
which supports reliable operations, 
continual improvements in processing, 
and adherence to RFP requirements. 


All required data needs to be verified and 
validated against the applicable 
requirements and files to verify the claim 
data is complete, correct, and 
appropriate. The data also needs 
checking to verify that prior authorization 
rules are met and that no limitations or 
restrictions have been exceeded.  


HPES has the expertise to manage high-
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


volume claims processing environments 
and can work with DHCFP to identify 
possible areas of improvement in edits 
and audits which could result in cost 
savings for the state of Nevada. 


With more than 40 years of experience 
and knowledge in the operations of 
MMIS, we can provide a quick, low risk 
takeover of the NV MMIS with consistent 
high quality service delivery and 
continuous program improvement. We 
have an extensive proven track record of 
establishing, taking over, and running 
MMIS operations across the nation. 


12.5.2.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform claims processing for electronically submitted 


and hard copy claims and adjudication according to 


State and Federal rules and regulations. 


a  


12.5.2.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide staff competent to perform all claims functions 


specified in this RFP, or by State and Federal rules and 


regulations, during the life of the contract. 


a 
HPES will combine staff and resources 
from other Medicaid accounts and 
existing vendor staff to best serve the 
State of Nevada. By transitioning existing 
contractor staff, we will retain experience, 
knowledge of history of the specific needs 
of the State of Nevada and the people the 
program serves. In addition, HPES will be 
able to leverage knowledge and 
experience from the vast pool of HPES 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Medicaid expertise. 


Claims Control and Entry 


12.5.2.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop policies and procedures for performing claims 


control and entry activities; all policies and procedures 


must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations. 


a HPES brings a depth of experience from 
numerous state Medicaid customers 
through years of establishing processes 
and procedures based on the federal and 
state-specific policies.  


These procedures include the assignment 
of a unique control number for hardcopy 
and electric claims. This control number is 
used to track each claim from receipt 
through adjudication. All hardcopy claims 
are scanned and the data sent through 
intelligence recognition software where 
data is verified and validated. The 
hardcopy and file data is always handled 
according to regulations with checks and 
balancing in place. Claims counts must 
match throughout the process and quality 
level must be maintained. 


12.5.2.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain a claim control and inventory system 


approved by DHCFP. 
a  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide and train providers on no-cost access portal(s) 


for online claims submission, including updates and 


returned files, for all claim forms by electronic transfer 


or other media approved by DHCFP, in a HIPAA-


compliant format. 


a HPES will use its vast knowledge and 
experienced trainers to develop provider 
portal training for online claim submission 
functions. Training will include online 
tutorials available to providers on the 
HPES healthcare portal and instructor-led 
training as part of an overall provider 
training program. 


12.5.2.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept both hard copy and electronic media claims, 


adjustments and voids according to DHCFP, CMS and 


HIPAA standards and ensure all relevant attachments, 


cash or checks are secure and appropriately routed 


upon receipt. 


a  


12.5.2.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Sort hard-copy claims and attachments according to 


policies and procedures.  
a  


12.5.2.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Prescreen hard-copy claims before entering them into 


the system, and return to the provider those not 


meeting certain criteria as specified by DHCFP, and 


maintain an electronic log of returned claims. 


a  


12.5.2.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Capture and maintain images of all hard-copy claims, 


adjustments, voids, attachments and other documents. 


 


a  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain all data from electronically submitted claims. 
a  


12.5.2.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Assign unique claim control numbers and batches to 


each claim, adjustment, void and financial transaction 


with a unique document control number. Prevent 


overlaying of unique control numbers. 


a  


12.5.2.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Edit to prevent duplicate entry of electronic claim 


batches. 
a  


12.5.2.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform data entry for all hard-copy claims and provide 


for the verification of manually entered claims 


including editing, key re-verification or other methods 


approved by DHCFP. 


a HPES is experienced in the data entry of 
hardcopy claims using intelligent 
recognition software, which provides a 
means to make sure the data is entered 
efficiently and accurately. The process 
starts with the prescreening and sorting of 
claims that are scanned in batches. Once 
the image is scanned, the digitized data is 
subjected to numerous verification and 
validation as defined by Nevada policies 
and requirements. When a situation calls 
for a human to interpret, the claim is 
reviewed and resolved by an experienced 
operator. Audit trails, production, and 
quality reports are produced and 
continuously reviewed to provide an 
effective and efficient operation.   
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform data, format and validity editing on all entered 


claims, according to industry standards and HIPAA 


guidelines. 


a  


12.5.2.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Identify and perform online correction to claims 


pended as a result of data entry errors. 
a  


12.5.2.17 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Monitor, track and provide online inquiry access to 


each claim, adjustment, void and financial transaction 


from receipt through final disposition in accordance 


with HIPAA regulations. 


a  


12.5.2.18 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Monitor, track, provide online inquiry to, and maintain 


an audit trail of batch information and electronic 


submission statistics. 


a  


12.5.2.19 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Establish balancing processes to ensure control within 


the MMIS processing cycles. Reconcile all claims 


(hard-copy and electronic) to batch processing cycle 


input and output figures to ensure balancing. 


a  


12.5.2.20 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Make recommendations in any area in which the 


contractor feels improvements can be made based on 


industry standards, best practices and/or cost 


efficiencies. 


 


 


a  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


Claims Adjudication 


12.5.2.21 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support all the Claims Operations Management 


functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the 


requirements of the Nevada MMIS and peripheral 


systems/tools, and State and Federal rules and 


regulations. 


a  


12.5.2.22 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop policies and procedures for performing claims 


adjudication activities. All policies and procedures 


must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations.  


a HPES uses Lean Six Sigma (LSS) 
methodologies to eliminate waste, create 
and improve the process and work flow, 
and ensure stability. The Six Sigma 
methodology will assist us in reducing 
defects and variation while optimizing and 
controlling process capability.    


HP’s experience in claims processing is a 
combination of manual and automated 
processes that have been refined through 
the years. We have used proven methods 
to streamline the mail room, 
prescreening, scanning, data entry and 
suspense resolution processes based on 
our knowledge and experience and using 
the Lean Six Sigma tools, which we will 
bring to the Nevada Medicaid program. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.23 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform claim editing according to DHCFP policy, 


CMS, national coding standards, and HIPAA 


standards. Types of edits include, but are not limited to: 


a. Recipient and provider eligibility verification; 


b. Lock-in restrictions or special programs; 


c. Services requested are covered by applicable 


benefit plan; 


d. Managed care enrollment; 


e. Required attachments have been submitted; 


f. Age and gender are appropriate for service 


provided; 


g. Units billed are greater than or equal to service 


limits; 


h. If a diagnosis is required it is present and of 


sufficient detail; 


i. Proper use of modifier(s); 


j. Place of service is valid; 


k. Proper stale date billing timeframes; 


l. Service allows “from/through” billing if service 


was billed using a range of dates; 


m. Provider eligibility to perform type of service; 


n. Provider participation in a group practice; 


o. Prior authorization compliance; 


p. Verify CLIA certification for procedure(s); and 


q. Exact duplicate and suspected duplicate claims 


across claim types and provider types. 


a Processing claims according to federal or 
state policies and procedures is the goal 
of any MMIS. HPES brings years of 
experience setting up, taking over, and 
maintaining Medicaid operations. We 
understand the adjudication needs of 
Medicaid claims and the interrelationships 
and dependencies of recipient and 
provider eligibility, how managed care 
recipients differ as well as the essential 
data required and used to appropriately 
process the claim. This information 
includes age and gender restrictions, 
diagnosis requirements and limitations, 
when from/through billing is appropriate 
as well as the requirements surrounding 
stale date billing. In addition, we make 
sure the prior authorization requirements 
are met and that limitations are applied, 
duplicates are identified, and payment 
prevented where appropriate. All facets of 
the claims must be validated to ensure 
appropriate adjudication. 


As the claims are processed through the 
system, they touch each of these areas 
where editing is performed. If a claim 
does not pass the edits, it sets specific 
error codes to be processed by one of our 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


experienced claims resolution specialist. 
They will review the claims and make 
sure that the data is accurate, then take 
the appropriate adjudication action based 
on the policy driven instructions to 
complete the claim processing. 


12.5.2.24 Contractor 


Responsibility 


As part of the claims adjudication process, review 


claims for billing and coding errors, according to 


industry guidelines and CMS Correct Coding Initiative 


edits.  


a  


12.5.2.25 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Verify that services performed are consistent with 


services previously rendered to the recipient and that 


they comply with State policy and medical criteria. 


a  


12.5.2.26 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Edit each claim record completely during a payment 


cycle, identifying as many errors as possible to limit 


the number of times a provider must to re-submit a 


claim before it completely processes.  


a  


12.5.2.27 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform claim editing for conflicting services in 


accordance with DHCFP policy, CMS guidelines, 


national coding standards, and HIPAA standards. 


Types of conflicting edits include, but are not limited 


to: 


a. Institution/Outpatient (for example, Nursing 


Facility vs. Personal Care Services on same or 


overlapping date(s) of service); 


a  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


b. Institution/Institution (for example, Nursing 


Facility and Inpatient Hospital); 


c. Provider Type/Procedure Codes (for example, 


Nursing Facility stay with certain DME items on 


same or overlapping date(s) of service [defined by 


a group of procedure codes]); and 


d. Procedure Code/Procedure Code (for example, 


extraction and a filling for the same tooth). 


12.5.2.28 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Assist DHCFP in defining additional, desirable edit 


criteria.  
a HPES will leverage the experience we 


have gained while assisting other states 
in refining and proposing criteria that 
supports additional controls and cost 
containment strategies.   


12.5.2.29 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Propose criteria and procedures for processing and 


adjudicating “special claims” (bypass edit conditions), 


including but not limited to late billing, recipient retro-


eligibility, out-of-state emergency and any other 


DHCFP-defined and approved situation. 


a HPES uses numerous tools for process 
improvement based on industry standards 
and requirements.  


Lean Six Sigma methodology offers tools 
focused on creating flow and eliminating 
“waste” in processes, reducing process 
variation and eliminating defects. LSS is 
more than a toolset; it is a philosophy of 
excellence, customer focus, and process 
improvement. This tool and philosophy 
are a driving force in continually reviewing 
the work processes and determining the 
changes and enhancements would be of 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


benefit to Nevada Medicaid. 


12.5.2.30 Contractor 


Responsibility 


For recipients enrolled in Managed Care, identify, edit 


and correctly adjudicate claims for services carved out 


of a managed care contract as a fee-for-service claim. 


a  


12.5.2.31 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Access the Prior Authorization function during claims 


processing, including adjustment and void processing, 


and update the PA data to reflect the services used on 


the claim and the number of services or dollars 


remaining once it is determined that the claim is 


payable. 


a  


12.5.2.32 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain the edit disposition indicator on an error 


disposition file in the Reference Data Maintenance 


function. This file shall also indicate whether a 


particular edit can be overridden and allow for different 


disposition by media type, claim type (original, 


adjustment, void), or attachment indicator. 


a  


12.5.2.33 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Identify and track all edits posted to the claim from 


entry through adjudication and final disposition. 


Provide online inquiry at no less than current 


functionality. 


a  


12.5.2.34 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Monitor, track and provide online inquiry access to 


claim status (paid, denied, pended) from receipt 


through final disposition. 


a  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.35 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide a claims void, reprocess and adjustment 


process which is accomplished operationally, using 


MMIS screens.  


a  


12.5.2.36 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Manually or systematically review and resolve any 


pended claims. 
a  


12.5.2.37 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain access to pricing and reimbursement 


methodologies to appropriately price claims. 
a  


12.5.2.38 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide capability to accept and deduct co-payments in 


accordance with DHCFP policy. 
a  


12.5.2.39 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Process payments to providers for QMB recipients of 


services covered by Medicare but not covered by 


Medicaid. 


a  


12.5.2.40 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Submit physician administered drug information to the 


pharmacy POS system to support processing and 


adjudication of physician administered drug claims. 


a HPES is working with an experienced 
PBM, Service Excellence, for pharmacy 
claim processing, bringing years of 
experience and expertise to this essential 
component of the Nevada MMIS. The 
physician administered drug claims will be 
entered into the PBM POS system to 
apply all editing and restrictions and 
limitations of these claims.  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.41 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Interface with the pharmacy POS system to receive 


adjudication results information from the pharmacy 


POS system. 


a The PBM will process both POS and 
paper pharmacy claims.  The paper claim 
data is sent by HPES to the PBM to be 
processed through the POS system, the 
adjudicated data for all pharmacy claims 
processed is sent back to HPES for 
financial processing and for updating the 
history files.   


12.5.2.42 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Only override claim edits based on written 


authorization from DHCFP or DHCFP-approved 


resolution instructions. 


a  


12.5.2.43 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Operate and maintain the online resolution function in 


the MMIS, which includes resolution of all data entry 


errors. 


a  


12.5.2.44 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain claim resolution information, such as edits 


that were overridden and the individual user who 


performed the override. 


a  


12.5.2.45 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Identify potential Third Party Liability (TPL), 


including Medicare, and deny the claim if it is for a 


service covered by other insurance based on recipient’s 


type of TPL coverage and type of service (e.g., medical 


service claim with medical service coverage, dental 


service claim with dental coverage). 


a  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.46 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow for TPL overrides when the provider attaches an 


EOB stating that the other insurance is exhausted or the 


service is not covered, making Medicaid the payer for 


the claim. 


a  


12.5.2.47 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Identify claims to pend for medical review, in 


accordance with DHCFP policy. 
a  


12.5.2.48 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform adjustments and voids to original claims and 


maintain records of the previous processing. 
a  


12.5.2.49 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Make recommendations in any area in which the 


contractor feels improvements can be made based on 


industry standards, best practices and/or cost 


efficiencies. 


a  


Claims Reporting 


12.5.2.50 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop policies and procedures for performing claims 


reporting activities. All policies and procedures must 


adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations. 


a Reports are essential tools to provide 
insight into all aspects of an MMIS. 
Financial data, complete audit trailing, 
monitoring data for both the vendor and 
the State – is provided by the combination 
of federal and state reporting 
requirements. We understand these 
reports and how best to use them to 
achieve an efficient and effective 
Medicaid operation. 
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.51 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce all daily, weekly and monthly claims entry 


statistics reports in accordance with DHCFP-approved 


specifications and media type. 


a   


 


12.5.2.52 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce balancing and control reports according to 


DHCFP-approved specifications and media type. 
a  


12.5.2.53 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain an audit trail of each claim record including 


each stage of processing, the date the claim was entered 


in each stage, and any error codes posted. 


a  


12.5.2.54 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Monitor and report on the use of override codes during 


the claims resolution process, based on DHCFP-


defined guidelines.  


a  


12.5.2.55 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide online inquiry access to claims history as 


specified by DHCFP policy. 
a  


12.5.2.56 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce and distribute recipient Validation of Service 


letter pursuant to State and Federal rules and 


regulations.  


a  


12.5.2.57 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Screen returned recipient Validation of Service letters 


for discrepancies and produce monthly reports that 


identify the percentage of claims questions, the number 


of claims questions and the dollar amount of claims 


questions pursuant to State and Federal rules and 


regulations.  


a  
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Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.5.2.58 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Make recommendations in any area in which the 


contractor feels improvements can be made based on 


industry standards, best practices and/or cost 


efficiencies. 


a Lean Six Sigma (LSS) methodology offers 
tools focused on creating flow and 
eliminating “waste” in processes, reducing 
process variation and eliminating defects.  


Cost containment and potential fraudulent 
strategies are an essential element to any 
Medicaid. We offer the State of Nevada 
years of solid relationships with regional 
and national authorities. 


Claims – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.5.2.59 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Use DHCFP identified criteria, such as Provider Type, 
to ‘randomly pend’ a specified percentage of claims for 
Pre-Payment Review.  


b HPES is very willing to provide this 
additional service to DHCFP. Currently, 
there is insufficient requirement 
information to determine the appropriate 
level of effort.  We are confident that there 
is a high probability this can be 
accomplished during the course of the 
contract. After discussing with DHCFP to 
document the required scope, we will 
determine if it can also be provided under 
the budget neutrality requirement of this 
RFP. If not, DHCFP has the option to use 
enhancement hours to implement the 
change. 
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12.5.2.60 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide a means to identify and recover “Never Events” 
claims as defined by CMS. These never events represent 
unnecessary services directly caused by practitioner or 
facility error (Example: Sponge left in a patient by error, 
claim submitted to pay for removal of the sponge).  


a We have established processes and 
procedures across numerous Medicaid 
systems to identify for potential recovery 
of funds determined to be unnecessary or 
paid incorrectly. In the case of “Never 
Events,” reports will be produced using 
SURS to identify funds paid with the CMS 
defined list of diagnosis codes for “Never 
Events”. These diagnosis codes will be 
used to produce reports on a routine 
basis, identifying claims paid with one of 
the diagnosis codes. These reports will be 
provided to DHCFP to determine 
appropriate action. 


12.5.2.61 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


On an annual basis, produce, distribute and track 
False Claims letters/certifications to providers paid 
over five million dollars ($5,000,000) and provide 
results to DHCFP. 


a HPES has helped state Medicaid 
customers to validate payments made to 
providers by providing data that the 
providers are to review and verify they 
appropriately billed and received 
payment. HPES will work with DHCFP to 
refine criteria and establish the process to 
annually prepare, distribute, and track 
False Claims letters/certifications sent to 
providers exceeding the payment 
threshold of $5 million. 
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12.5.2.62 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Create and maintain a standard template for the 
purpose of automating voids and adjustments. This 
would eliminate manual entry of voids and 
adjustments.  


b HPES is very willing to provide this 
additional service to DHCFP. Currently, 
there is insufficient requirement 
information to determine the appropriate 
level of effort.  We are confident that there 
is a high probability this can be 
accomplished during the course of the 
contract. After discussing and 
documenting the required scope with 
DHCFP, we will determine if it can also be 
provided under the budget neutrality 
requirement of this RFP. If not, DHCFP 
has the option to use enhancement hours 
to implement the change. 


Claims – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.2.63 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Approve all changes to internal and external claims 


processing procedures used for claims capture, claims 


adjudication, and controlling the audit trails and 


location of all claims. 


  


12.5.2.64 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Monitor Contractor inventory through review of claims 


processing cycle balancing and control reports. 
  


12.5.2.65 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Establish and provide Contractor with claim electronic 


image retention and retrieval standards. 
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12.5.2.66 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Approve implementation of HIPAA-compliant claim 


forms. 
  


12.5.2.67 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Establish standards for data entry error rates.  
  


12.5.2.68 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Determine and provide to Contractor edit criteria to 


enforce DHCFP policy. 
  


12.5.2.69 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Determine edit override policy, and review and 


approve contractor procedures for adjudication of 


“special batch” claims. 


  


12.5.2.70 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Communicate with Contractor on known changes to 


existing requirements and new requirements of the 


State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 


regulations. 


  


12.5.2.71 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review all daily, weekly and monthly claims statistics 


and operational reports. 
  


12.5.2.72 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide to the contractor written authorization for edit 


overrides. 
  


12.5.2.73 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Approve edit resolution instructions. 
  


12.5.2.74 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Establish criteria for returning hard-copy claims to 


providers before entering claims into the system. 
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12.5.2.75 Potential 
Expanded 
DHCFP 
Responsibility 


Select a percentage of claims by provider type to 
‘randomly pend’ for Per-Payment Review by the 
Contractor. 


  


Claims – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.2.76 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Adjudicate claims in accordance with the requirements 


detailed in the State Medicaid Manual, Part 11, Section 


11325. 


a  


12.5.2.77 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Data-enter hard copy claims within two (2) working 


days of receipt. 


 


a  


12.5.2.78 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Maintain data entry error rates below three percent 


(3%). 
a  


12.5.2.79 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Load electronically submitted claims within one (1) 


working day of receipt. 
a  


12.5.2.80 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Image every claim and attachment within one (1) 


working day of receipt.  
a  
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12.5.2.81 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Assign a unique control number to every claim, 


attachment and adjustment within one (1) working day 


of receipt. 


a  


12.5.2.82 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Return claims missing required data within two (2) 


working days of receipt. 
a  


12.5.2.83 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Log returned claims daily. 
a  


12.5.2.84 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Ninety-five percent (95%) of all clean claims or ninety 


percent (90%) of the dollar total for all clean claims 


must be adjudicated for payment or denial within thirty 


(30) calendar days of receipt.  


a  


12.5.2.85 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Ninety-nine percent (99%) of clean claims must be 


adjudicated for payment or denial within ninety (90) 


calendar days of receipt. 


a  


12.5.2.86 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Non-clean claims must be adjudicated within thirty 


(30) calendar days of the date of correction of the 


condition that caused it to be unclean. 


a  


12.5.2.87 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


All claims must be adjudicated within twelve (12) 


months of receipt by the contractor, except for those 


exempted from this requirement by federal timely 


claims processing regulations. 


a   
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12.5.2.88 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Correctly adjudicate all pended claims, except those 


pended that require state review, within thirty (30) 


calendar days of receipt and report the pended status of 


the claims to the provider. 


a  


12.5.2.89 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Correctly adjudicate claims pended for medical review 


within fourteen (14) calendar days from completion of 


the review.  


a  


12.5.2.90 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Review and adjudicate one-hundred percent (100%) of 


provider-initiated requests for adjustment within forty-


five (45) calendar days of receipt. 


a  


12.5.2.91 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Submit returned denial notices to DHCFP each week. 
a  


12.5.2.92 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Update TPL files with claim information in the same 


cycle as the payment cycle. 
a  


12.5.3 FINANCIAL 


General/Inputs 


12.5.3.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support all financial processing functions, files and 


data elements necessary to meet the requirements of the 


Nevada MMIS operation, State and federal rules and 


regulations, in accordance with HIPAA regulations. 


a The intricacies of the Nevada Medicaid 
claims processing program come together 
within the financial function. Our proven 
track record of establishing, taking over, 
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and running MMIS operations across the 
nation enables us to agree to compliantly 
support all financial processing functions, 
files and data elements necessary to 
meet the requirements of the Nevada 
MMIS operation.  


Maintaining proper financial procedures 
contributes to the overall well-being and 
accountability of a Medicaid program. 
Proper, fully tested, and documented 
procedures add efficiencies, consistency, 
and integrity, plus integrate with staff 
training programs. It is with this approach 
that HPES will operate the financial 
section of the current Nevada MMIS while 
constantly seeking improvements in its 
operation. 


Our goal is to meet DHCFP financial 
management standards and, as we do 
daily in many other states, will include 
continuing operations for Nevada in 
accordance with state and federal rules 
and regulations. We have been a leader 
in implementing HIPAA compliance in all 
the states where we serve as Medicaid 
fiscal agent. That expertise will be shared 
with DHCFP as we manage and maintain 
the MMIS financial function in accordance 
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with HIPAA regulations for Nevada. 


Additionally, our experience in managing 
high-volume claims processing 
environments becomes a benefit to 
Nevada as we can identify possible areas 
of improvement for financial system work 
patterns and daily processes that protects 
data integrity and Medicaid program 
expenditures. 


12.5.3.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support multiple levels of role based security, as 


agreed upon by the Contractor and DHCFP. 
a  


12.5.3.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 
Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to 


support overpayment/recovery efforts, including but 


not limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER, cost 


avoidance, pay and chase, premium payment, 


Medicare, subrogation and recoupments according to 


DHCFP policy, State and Federal rules and regulations. 


a HPES will continue to sustain the current 
MMIS system operation and maintenance 
to perform all functions to support 
overpayment/recovery efforts including, 
but not limited to the components of this 
requirement. While adhering to DHCFP 
policy, state and federal rules and 
regulations, our approach includes 
collaborating with our TPL partner 
Emdeon, who currently provides 
the engine behind TPL identification for 
Medicaid programs in 38 states.  
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12.5.3.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain an accounts receivable system populated by 


MMIS data on a weekly basis that is maintained by the 


Accounting Department. The data is to be used to track 


matching dollars from other agencies. 


a  


12.5.3.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Upload annual budget, including fund splits and 


program/sub-program codes, into financial processing 


system. 


a  


12.5.3.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept the following inputs into the financial 


processing system to produce RA: 


a. Claims that have passed all edit, audit and pricing 


processing, or that have been denied; 


b. Claims that have a sanction or fiscal pend; 


c. Fiscal pend and release criteria; 


d. Recoupment data; 


e. Retroactive rate updates; and 


f. Provider, recipient and reference data from MMIS. 


a Today, HPES accepts the same input 
described in this requirement, generates 
and distributes a weekly MMIS RA report 
to Medicaid providers in paper and 
electronic formats—including the HIPAA 
standard 835 format—for 18 state 
Medicaid programs where we serve as 
fiscal agent. Additionally, we process and 
distribute payment dispersement by 
check, warrant, or EFT to providers. We 
agree to accept the inputs described in 
this requirement, including distributing the 
reimbursement check or EFT statement in 
accordance with deadlines established by 
DHCFP.  


12.5.3.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Create, maintain, and update accounting codes (e.g. 


object codes, sub-object codes, multiple FMAPs), as 


defined by DHCFP. 


a HPES will continue with the current 
functional capability to create, maintain, 
and update accounting codes (such as 
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object codes, sub-object codes, multiple 
FMAPs), as defined by DHCFP. It is our 
experience with maintaining data integrity 
with FMAP codes, for example, that has 
enabled us to support multiple states to 
gain the enhanced federal match under 
the ARRA regulations. 


12.5.3.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Validate budget authority for each financial and claim 


transaction. 
a  


12.5.3.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain payment mechanisms to providers, including 


identification of check generation and electronic fund 


transfer (EFT). 


a 
 


12.5.3.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate and process non-claim-specific financial 


transactions. 
a  


12.5.3.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate capitated payments to support managed care 


programs, according to HIPAA standards.  
a  


12.5.3.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate non-emergency transportation capitation 


payments based on monthly eligibility file. 
a  


Remittance Advice 


12.5.3.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce or reproduce both paper and electronic (ACS 


X12N 835 transaction) remittance advice and match 


checks (paper and EFT) to RAs as an audit function. 


a  
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12.5.3.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Include informational messages on the Remittance 


Advice from a user-maintainable message text table, 


with selection parameters such as provider type, claim 


type and claim payment date(s). 


a HPES will maintain a user-maintainable 
message text table for RA information 
messages with multiple selection 
parameters such as provider type, claim 
type and claim payment date(s). HPES 
will include banner messages on the RAs 
in nontechnical language understandable 
to providers. These messages inform 
providers of important dates and offer a 
medium for provider education, such as 
policy reminders and billing tips. Providers 
find this service is a timely, efficient, and 
valuable communication tool.  Besides 
including informational messages in the 
Remittance Advice, with DHCFP’s 
permission, we will also broadcast a 
message through the web portal. 


12.5.3.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce remittance advice according to HIPAA 


standards for different claim forms and content such as 


institutional, pharmacy, professional and dental as well 


as paper remittance advice including but not limited to 


the following information:  


a. Recipient identification; 


b. Date(s) of service; 


c. Service identifier(s) (for example, HCPCS code, 


modifier(s), NDC code; 


d. Claim status (for example, paid, adjusted, denied, 


a  
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void, or pended); 


e. RA number; 


f. Internal Claim Number (ICN); 


g. Previous ICN and new ICN are reported on the RA 


for adjustments. A voided claim will report to the 


RA using the original ICN that is being voided. 


Original check date and the original RA number 


are reported on the RA as well; 


h. All edits including edit description; 


i. Insurance company name, policy number and 


contact information for claims denied due to 


recipient having other insurance; 


j. Amount Billed;  


k. Any other insurance applied to the claim; 


l. Patient liability applied to claim; 


m. Amount of any other payments (i.e., voluntary 


contributions) applied to claim; 


n. Amount paid; and 


o. Summary information including but not limited to, 


number of claims paid, denied, or pended; total 


amount billed; total amount paid; active 


recoupment account balance(s); active sanction 


account balance(s); financial transactions (e.g. cut-


backs, add-payments). 


1099 Activities 


12.5.3.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Track 1099 earnings, adjust amounts due to 


recoupment activity or returned checks, produce 1099 


statements to providers and report the data to the IRS 


a HPES will track 1099 earnings, adjust 
amounts due to recoupment activity or 
returned checks, and prepare and 
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annually, in accordance with State and Federal rules 


and regulations. 
distribute the annual provider 1099 
Miscellaneous Income earnings data each 
year. We will review the 1099 programs 
and procedures in use by the current 
Nevada MMIS at the time of transition to 
HPES. Drawing up our experience 
generating and distributing the 1099 for 
the multiple Medicaid programs we 
support across the country, we will 
determine if current procedures should be 
revised according to changes to Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) code or to 
improve business efficiency. Due 
diligence will be exercised to verify that 
the preparation and distribution are in 
accordance with the IRS code. 


Today we calculate, maintain, generate, 
and distribute 1099 information for 18 
state Medicaid programs as a routine 
annual process. Planning and preparation 
for the annual process begins with 
educational bulletins to providers each 
fall. This communication covers upcoming 
changes, or communicates that there are 
no changes. It also offers a general 
description of the process. Additionally, 
this planning includes scheduling 
resources to accomplish the tasks, 
ordering the supplies, and scheduling the 
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tasks that must be accomplished to meet 
deadlines.  


HPES will use proactive steps to prevent 
1099 Form discrepancies through 
provider communication using banner 
messages on the RA and provider 
bulletins. For example, a reminder 
message to verify that the name on the 
RA is correct and matches the name 
submitted on the W-9 will be produced 
twice a year. This includes a reminder to 
send information to correct any tax 
identification number (TIN) changes made 
before the annual production time of the 
1099s.  


Output 


12.5.3.17 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Update claim history and online financial files with the 


check number, date of payment and amount paid after 


the claims payment cycle. 


a  


12.5.3.18 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Monitor the status of each account receivable and 


report monthly to DHCFP in aggregate and/or 


individual accounts, in a DHCFP approved report 


format. 


a  
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12.5.3.19 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide access to financial information online to 


authorized users. 
a Only authorized users with a business 


need for financial system information, as 
approved by DHCFP, will have access to 
that information. Authorization will be 
reviewed as changes to the person’s 
responsibility occur. Additionally, we will 
periodically collaborate with the State to 
make sure that the list of authorized users 
is up to date. 


12.5.3.20 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce all required federal and State financial reports. 
a  


12.5.3.21 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce claims payment and other financial data 


reports as specified by DHCFP, including but not 


limited to: 


a. Detailed financial transaction registers; 


b. Standard accounting, balance and control reports; 


c. Remittance and payment summaries; 


d. Listing of recoupments by amount and time period 


for providers; 


e. Single aged outstanding accounts receivable, with 


flags on those that have no activity within a 


DHCFP-specified period of time; 


f. Cash receipts and returned checks; 


g. Registers for checks/EFT with related remittance 


advice number and/or date; and 


h. Results of weekly Reconciliation/Balancing 


a  
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activities. 


Overpayments/Recoveries 


12.5.3.22 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept and maintain the following information to 


support Overpayments/Recovery financial processing 


functions: 


a. Notification from Welfare, DHCFP and/or DCFS; 


b. Court notification; 


c. TPL-related data from the adjudicated claims 


history file including indicators of accident-related 


treatments, diagnosis codes and procedure codes 


indicating trauma; 


d. Parameters entered online to identify paid claims 


for tracking and potential recovery; and 


e. TPL information obtained from a source outside of 


Medicaid such as EOBs or providers. 


a As we do in multiple states, we agree to 
accept and maintain the information listed 
in this requirement to support 
overpayments/recovery financial 
processing functions. Our approach 
includes working with our TPL partner 
Emdeon, who also has multiple decades 
of experience with this requirement that 
enables us to review the process to 
identify areas to increase systematic or 
operational efficiencies. By using a multi-
stakeholder approach to accept and 
maintain information to support recovery 
processing, we have successfully added 
back millions of dollars to Medicaid 
programs. 


12.5.3.23 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Identify claims eligible for pay and chase recovery by 


user-driven criteria such as date of service or types of 


service. 


a  


12.5.3.24 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to identify all claims that have been 


flagged for pay and chase recovery, including the date 


the process began. 


a  
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12.5.3.25 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Automatically generate (paper or electronic) invoices 


to the specific carriers and/or providers, according to 


HIPAA standards, with all pertinent information 


including, but not limited to, Recipient ID, service 


paid, date of service, insurance carrier name and policy 


information.  


c Emdeon, as our third-party liability 
partner, will manage the aspects for 
invoicing for recoveries through the use of 
their Case Management software. For 
recoveries, a centralized repository and 
workflow engine will automatically 
generate (paper or electronic) invoices to 
the specific carriers and/or providers. As 
they do today for more than 650 payer 
organizations, liens, statements, claims, 
invoices, and correspondence will be 
provided using HIPAA-compliant formats 
and transactions. Pertinent information 
will include, but not be limited to, recipient 
ID, service paid, date of service, 
insurance carrier name, and policy 
information.   


12.5.3.26 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Track all responses and payments received and 


automatically adjust claims that have been recovered. 
a  


12.5.3.27 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Automatically rebill insurance companies if a response 


is not received within DHCFP specified time frame.  
c HPES will work with Emdeon whose 


business rules engine in its Case 
Management System to make sure that 
case work, such as rebilling insurance 
companies meets and achieves 
timeliness guidelines specified by 
DHCFP. The automated letter scheduler, 
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for example, mails second and third 
requests when needed within State- 
specified time lines, and does not 
necessarily require human intervention. 
All such activity is then tracked and 
displayed in an audit trail. Calendar and 
event driven scheduling enables Emdeon 
to ensure that recovery activity is done on 
a timely basis. Managers and supervisors 
monitor exception reports to identify areas 
of improvement. 


12.5.3.28 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow online data access including: 


a. User-specified inquiry selection criteria such as 


recipient ID and date(s) of service to identify 


claims to assess for other insurance 


liability/Medicaid Estate Recovery; and 


b. List all claims selected for other insurance liability 


including all relevant information such as 


procedure code, diagnosis code, modifier and 


date(s) of service. 


a  


12.5.3.29 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow authorized users to manually select or deselect 


claims for other insurance liability from the listing for 


inclusion in a case and allow the entry of a reason code 


for selection/de-selection. 


c Emdeon’s centralized data repository will 
allow the integration and management of 
data collected at every phase of the 
recovery process. This includes a tracking 
audit trail for a complete picture. 
Authorized users can select or deselect 
claims targeted for other insurance liability 
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for a list to include or exclude from a 
specific case. A reason code is entered 
for visibility of the justification for selection 
or deselection. 


12.5.3.30 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain a listing of all claims selected for other 


insurance liability by the user for each case, and notify 


providers that claims have been identified for other 


insurance liability recovery action. 


c As third parties are identified and their 
financial responsibilities calculated, 
Emdeon will maintain a list of claims 
selected for other insurance liability and 
notify providers that claims have been 
identified for other insurance liability 
recovery action.  


12.5.3.31 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Automatically void the identified claims for other 


insurance liability with an explanation reason and 


report on the Remittance Advice. 


a  


12.5.3.32 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Automatically reinstate previously voided claims 


according to user entered parameters for other 


insurance liability and report on the Remittance 


Advice. 


a  


12.5.3.33 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Capture and provide online access to multiple names 


and addresses of the parties associated with a 


restitution case. 


a  


12.5.3.34 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to inquire against the recovery data 


by recipient ID or recipient name.  
a  
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12.5.3.35 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate 'reminders' at certain intervals based on 


recovery account information. 
a  


12.5.3.36 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow for multiple recovery transactions for an 


individual. 
a  


12.5.3.37 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Automatically set up a recoupment transaction for a 


provider if the provider payment amount is negative. 
a  


12.5.3.38 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Update recoupment data automatically as the result of 


weekly claims run.  
a  


12.5.3.39 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow for manual adjustment of recoupment balances. 
a  


12.5.3.40 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide an audit trail of all transactions applied to the 


recoupment account including, but not limited to:  


a. Date of transaction; 


b. Dollar value of transaction; 


c. Reason for transaction; and 


d. Person/process authorizing the transaction. 


a  


12.5.3.41 Contractor 


Responsibility 


If multiple accounts exist within a single account type, 


the older accounts are to be satisfied first. 
a  


12.5.3.42 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce payment recovery reports as specified by 


DHCFP, including but not limited to: 


a. Aging reports of cases billed; 


b. Cost avoidance reports including detailed 


a 
HPES will work with DHCFP to further 
define the criteria for payment recovery 
reports, including, but not necessarily 
limited to, the listing for this requirement. 
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information on the number and types of claims and 


amounts cost-avoided; 


c. Cost avoidance summary reports; 


d. Unrecoverable amounts by type and reason; 


e. Accounts receivable reports; 


f. Recoveries by case type; and 


g. Estate recovery activity reports. 


This will include all types of payment 
recovery reports, such as those for TPL 
recovery, claim overpayment recovery, 
and estate recovery. We will examine the 
current methodologies for recovery 
reporting and look for opportunities to 
increase efficiencies, for example, by 
replacing manual report generation with 
automated functionality. 


Financial – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.3.43 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 


to existing requirements and new requirements of the 


State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 


regulations (including FMAP changes). 


  


12.5.3.44 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Establish financial processing and adjustment 


processing policies and procedures. 
  


12.5.3.45 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Establish policies and procedures for processing non-


claim-specific financial transactions. 
  


12.5.3.46 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review all financial reports from the contractor.  
  


12.5.3.47 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide annual Budget file to Contractor no later than 


one (1) month prior to the first payment cycle each 


State Fiscal Year.  
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12.5.3.48 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Establish requirements mandating EFT as payment 


mode for providers receiving more than a specified 


annual payment total. 


  


Financial – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.3.49 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Maintain and update the accounts receivable system on 


a daily basis. 
a  


12.5.3.50 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Perform weekly payment processing including 


generation of paper and electronic RAs. 
a  


12.5.3.51 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Perform payment cycle on at least a weekly basis. 
a  


12.5.3.52 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Produce and mail 1099 earning reports no later than 


January 31 of each year, and report to IRS according to 


Federal rules and regulations. 


a  


12.5.3.53 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Upload annual Budget file and ensure accurate 


processing prior to the first weekly payment cycle of 


the new fiscal year. 


a  


12.5.3.54 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Process each adjustment within ten (10) working days 


payment deposit.  
a  
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12.5.3.55 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Perform recoupment data entry keying with ninety-


seven percent (97%) or higher accuracy. 
a  


12.5.4 PRIOR AUTHORIZATION (PA) 


12.5.4.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Operate and maintain the Prior Authorization (PA) 


function of the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check 


Up program, including review and physical 


authorization of payment authorization functions 


associated with Prior Authorization Requests as 


identified by DHCFP.  


a 
HPES recognizes that one of the primary 
mechanisms for controlling costs and 
potential fraud is through the prior 
authorization process for designated 
services. It is with this understanding that 
we agree to operate and maintain the 
Prior Authorization (PA) function of the 
Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up 
program using a combination of the 
functionality of the current MMIS and our 
Atlantes solution.  


PA is the front line control for service 
utilization. This includes impacting the 
higher-cost, higher-risk Nevada Medicaid 
and Nevada Check Up recipients whose 
conditions most frequently require prior 
authorization. Our proposed technical 
solution, Atlantes, is designed to assist 
DHCFP in controlling costs by ensuring 
appropriate payment for only those 
services that are medically necessary, 
appropriate, or cost-effective. Additionally, 
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it is also designed to provide timely, 
consistent and accurate responses so 
that care is not unnecessarily delayed – 
which could jeopardize the recipient’s 
health.  


The tight integration and efficient flow of 
information between Atlantes and the 
Nevada MMIS provides the framework to 
support DHCFP objectives through 
efficient operation and maintenance of a 
secure system that provides status, 
service limits, dollar usage and additional 
detailed information to DHCFP and the 
provider community.  


We will provide appropriate professional 
and clerical staff that will possess the 
credentials required by DHCFP for each 
job function. The importance of combining 
program knowledge, professional 
behavior, and customer courtesy is 
essential to any of our stakeholder-facing 
job functions. Our licensed or certified 
staff will review and provide physical 
authorization for payment functions 
associated with PA requests in 
collaboration with DHCFP staff and 
guidelines.  


Our Atlantes solution is specifically 
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designed to reduce overall PA complexity 
that can standardize and speed the 
throughput for PA and provides a visible 
audit trail from the PA request, service 
details, and approval to integration with 
the MMIS for payment authorization and 
finalization. HPES will provide access on 
the HPES Healthcare web portal to obtain 
information on and access to forms (to fax 
or mail) or for electronic submission and 
processing of prior authorization requests 
in accordance with HIPAA guidelines. 


Training for PA processing and 
procedures and claim-related functions 
will be provided for appropriate DHCFP 
staff. HPES will provide training with 
online tutorials available to providers on 
the HPES Healthcare web portal and 
instructor-led training as part of an overall 
provider training program.  


12.5.4.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support all Prior Authorization functions, features and 


data elements necessary to meet the requirements of 


this RFP and State and federal rules and regulations.  


a 
 


12.5.4.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Enter data into the Prior Authorization function 


through HIPAA compliant transaction that meets 


DHCFP guidelines, and maintain all Prior 


Authorization information. Data entry shall be 


a 
The technical components of the Atlantes 
solution will interface with the current 
MMIS.  Data entry in to Atlantes will be 
permitted by DHCFP approved and 
authorized staff for appropriate claims 
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permitted by DHCFP approved staff.  payment. We will review and implement 
processes and procedures in accordance 
with DHCFP guidelines and policy to 
configure pre-defined data entry fields 
appropriately for ease of use, and 
accuracy. All PA information will be 
maintained and includes searchable audit 
trails for each case.  


The HPES Atlantes solution provides 
online and real time access through 
various methods including HIPAA 
compliant transactions, portal, 
standardized forms. The Atlantes 
encrypted web pages, accessed through 
the HPES Nevada Healthcare web portal, 
are presented to the user from a server, 
so the desktop is only required to have a 
secured Web browser and 
Internet/Intranet connection.  


Regardless of the method of submission 
or inquiry, Atlantes uses a single set of 
business rules across all access types. 
This means the approvals and peer 
reviews are handled consistently and 
securely regardless of input method.  
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12.5.4.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Purge Prior Authorization records to archive media 


according to DHCFP-defined criteria. 
a 


 


12.5.4.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce Prior Authorization reports according to 


DHCFP-defined specifications and frequency. 
a 


 


12.5.4.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan 


information propagated by eligibility interfaces in 


accordance with DHCFP guidelines. 


a 
 


12.5.4.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Track all authorization activity from initiation of 


process through final decision, including each decision 


date and the results of that decision. 


a 
Updates made to data are recorded within 
an online audit trail table showing data 
elements inserted, updated or deleted 
information, user ID of the person making 
the change, and date and time stamp of 
changes. This audit trail tracks all activity 
from initiations of the process through the 
final decision, including each decision 
date and the results of that decision is 
viewable through web panels. Audit trails 
provide controls so that data is updated 
quickly and accurately. Maintaining the 
audit trail information online gives the 
DHCFP instantaneous access to this 
information. 


12.5.4.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to track all correspondence, 


including date and reason sent. 
a 


Our Atlantes functional capability includes 
a comprehensive correspondence 
function with the online desktop ability to 
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track all correspondence including the 
date and reason sent. This includes 
automatically generating and mailing of 
approval or denial notices within two 
business days of online processing. The 
correspondence function includes the 
ability to add unlimited internal text, 
allowing users to capture information 
used in the decision process but not 
printed on outgoing correspondence to 
providers or clients.  


Once a user has made determinations on 
requests, the PA component 
systematically produces a notice of the 
decision to providers and clients. The 
user may also choose to suppress 
printing of the notice. It also provides the 
capability of documenting text, which can 
be printed on notices. 


HPES will support a letter generator that 
is adaptable, flexible, and service-aware 
as the rest of the system. The HPES 
content design and creation environment 
is extremely functional and provides a 
robust solution for document composition 
and personalization needs. Authorized 
users will be able to edit, copy, paste, 
search, preview, or save templates to 
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meet their specific needs. 


Through the integrated letter generator 
tool, users are able to create and 
maintain form letters. When form letters 
are created, they can be automatically 
routed to the printing service designated 
by the user or by the pre-established 
workflow. This feature allows the letters, 
identified by DHCFP, to be generated and 
distributed to recipients, eligibility 
workers, and providers. 


12.5.4.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Edit all Prior Authorization data entered for validity 


and disallow duplications. 
a 


Data, events, and human interaction can 
trigger the rules to perform an action. As 
a result, authorization errors, such as 
missing data, are communicated to the 
provider or user. Our Atlantes solution 
allows for efficient workflow and 
communication of data validity, including 
disallowing duplicate requests. This built-
in editing results in fewer data entry errors 
thereby reducing rework and incorrectly 
authorized/paid claims, which ultimately 
increases access to appropriate care.  


Web submission errors from the provider 
portal will be presented to the provider 
on-line and in real-time. If the user is 
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connected directly to Atlantes, the error 
will appear at the bottom of the page. If 
the authorization is submitted through the 
batch process, each transaction 
containing errors will appear in an error 
file including the submission date, the 
specific error and the nodes of the XML in 
which the error occurred.  


As part of the Atlantes solution, tools 
allow authorized users the capability to 
establish business rules such as data 
validation requirements. The solution 
uses these rules before the adjudication 
process and flags errors that have been 
identified. The HP/Atlantes team will work 
with DHCFP to mutually determine 
appropriate narrative capability necessary 
for effective communication with users.  


12.5.4.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain an audit trail, and provide ability to inquire 


against all Prior Authorization data. Include flexible 


inquiry capability such as, but not limited to, review 


type, service requested, date ranges, decision. Include 


ability to drill down to detail. 


a 
In addition to a complete audit trail as 
described in  12.5.4.7, our Atlantes 
solution in combination with the current 
MMIS allows searching on multiple key 
criteria such as IDs, procedure codes, 
and diagnoses, as well as review type, 
service requested, date ranges, and 
decision with the ability to drill down to 
detail.  It provides links and prompts for 
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the information as well. It contains various 
types of search filters so users can 
quickly locate specific information 
returning results that match their specific 
criteria.  


Users may also perform wild card and 
complement searches exceeding RFP 
requirements. For instance, partial last 
names can be entered with a wildcard 
preceding or following it to return a result 
set that contains those characters. A user 
can also perform a complement search 
that excludes certain conditions in a result 
set. For example, a search may be 
formatted to give the user all last names 
that DO NOT start with SMITH. 


This type of search capability is available 
for multiple processes including the ability 
to identify an authorization or appeal for 
the purpose of responding to questions. 
Once the desired record is identified, the 
application provides links to all associated 
data such as notes, status, services, 
review outcomes and other data and 
activities.  
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12.5.4.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Update 'count down' fields such as units or dollars used 


during claims processing to allow a user to view how 


many services remain as pre-approved for payment. 


a 
 


12.5.4.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide ability for providers to submit requests and 


receive responses for Prior Authorization according to 


HIPAA standards. 


a 
We will provide a user admin module in 
the HPES Healthcare Web Portal that 
provides the ability for providers to submit 
requests and receive responses for 
service PA. The portal manages 
authorized provider access as well as 
authorized provider delegates/proxies 
restricting online functions in a secure 
manner in accordance with HIPAA 
privacy and security requirements.  


Electronic PA requests and response will 
be in accordance with HIPAA electronic 
transaction standards for Medicaid 
services, including pharmacy. 
Additionally, providers can access prior 
authorization forms in the portal for 
mailed or faxed PA requests  


Another advantage for providers is that 
they will be able to review recipient claims 
and submit prior authorizations without 
having to switch out of one system and 
login to another. 


Prior Authorization – DHCFP Responsibilities 
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12.5.4.13 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 


to existing requirements and new requirements of the 


State Medicaid Manual and the State and Federal rules 


and regulations to ensure that they are supported by the 


Prior Authorization business function. 


  


12.5.4.14 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide guidelines for data entry or upload of Prior 


Authorization information in accordance with HIPAA 


standards. 


  


12.5.4.15 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide criteria for purging of Prior Authorization 


records to archive media. 
  


12.5.4.16 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Define frequency and specifications for Prior 


Authorization reports.  
  


12.5.4.17 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review Prior Authorization reports produced by the 


Contractor. 
  


12.5.5 PROVIDER 


Provider Data Maintenance 


12.5.5.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept the following sources of provider information: 


a. Provider enrollment application form data; 


b. Licensure information, including electronic input 


from other State and federal agencies; 


c. Data from Office of Inspector General (OIG) and 


applied changes as specified by DHCFP; 


a  


 


Our capability model allows for multi- 
media intake from various entities and 
agencies, as well as data archiving for 
audit purposes. Any add or update 
functionality currently hosted on the 
program web site, will continue to be 
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d. Provider add/update transactions; 


e. Changed provider information from DHCFP; 


f. Financial payment and recoupment data from the 


Financial Processing function; and 


g. Provider restrictions and/or sanction data from 


DHCFP. 


supported on the HPES Web portal.  In 
addition, our provider data management 
solution includes rigorous quality 
assurance activity and reporting to 
ensure data accuracy.   


12.5.5.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Operate and maintain the Provider Data Maintenance 


function, including the maintenance of the provider 


master data set (Provider Master File), which includes, 


but is not limited to: provider taxonomy, provider type, 


provider specialty, provider demographic information, 


group affiliations, billing agency, service locations and 


provider identifiers (such as IPN, API, NPI, FEIN, 


DEA, and others).  


a  


12.5.5.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Establish methods to verify accuracy of provider file 


data, and edit all data entered for presence, format and 


consistency with other data in the transaction and on 


the Provider File. 


a Consistent with the industry, HP’s data 
entry best practices require data 
validation. This is achieved in part, by 
engaging current MMIS capabilities, 
including extensive data entry 
authentication of each data element 
during the add or update process. In 
addition, quality assurance protocols and 
reporting are mainstays. All database 
maintenance is tracked and reported 
through audit trail logs by operator ID. 
We have staff dedicated to reviewing 
these reports and taking appropriate 
action to resolve discrepancies, as well 
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as institute corrective action as 
appropriate.  


12.5.5.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Conduct mass updates of the provider file when 


directed by DHCFP. 
a   


12.5.5.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support multiple levels of role based security, as 


agreed upon by the Contract and DHCFP. 
a  


12.5.5.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow authorized users to add and change Provider File 


data through online, real time data entry. 
a  


12.5.5.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain and provide access to current and historical 


Provider data including an audit trail of all data added 


or changed and the user making the add/change. 


a  


12.5.5.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain the minimum historical provider data online 


in accordance with State and Federal rules and 


regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) 


months. 


a  


12.5.5.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide access to archived Provider File data. 
a  


12.5.5.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide DHCFP with access to electronic copies of all 


provider documents, such as provider application, 


provider contract, etc. 


a  
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12.5.5.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Link a single provider when associated with multiple 


service locations and/or groups, each having a unique 


service address. 


a  


12.5.5.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Link a single provider to multiple addresses (e.g. 


service, correspondence, payment, remittance advice). 
a  


12.5.5.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain Billing Agency information when a provider 


uses a service. 
a  


12.5.5.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain change of ownership data and dates for which 


each owner should receive payment for claims. 
a  


12.5.5.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain and track complaints from providers. 
a   


12.5.5.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform the following correspondence functions: 


a. Automatically send letters to providers based on 


DHCFP-specified criteria such as, but not limited 


to, change to status, Certification or Licensure 


expirations, etc.; 


b. Allow entry of free form verbiage to insert into 


system generated letters; 


c. Track all letters, provider, date and reason sent; 


d. Reprint letters and notices, upon request; and 


e. Create DHCFP-specified criteria-based files for 


mass mailing, upon request (By provider type, 


specialty, geographic area, etc.). 


a  
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12.5.5.17 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow online data inquiry access to provider file data, 


including, but not limited to: Doing Business As Name 


and Legal Entity Name (actual, partial, or phonetic 


search), Group associations, ownership, Federal 


Employer Identification Number (FEIN), SSN, ID, 


Location (city, state, zip, street), provider type and 


specialty. 


a  


12.5.5.18 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to identify providers by 


participation in the Nevada Check Up (CHIP) Program, 


Medicaid, State-only, Medicare, or other programs as 


specified by DHCFP. 


a  


12.5.5.19 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide inquiry-only access to applicable provider data 


to outside agencies as identified by DHCFP. 
a  


 


12.5.5.20 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide online access to financial summaries (e.g. 


payment totals for minimum seventy-two (72) months). 
a  


12.5.5.21 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Make all provider data available for retrieval through 


the Ad Hoc/DSS reporting function. 
a   


12.5.5.22 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce Provider Data reports as specified by DHCFP. 
a  


Provider Billing 
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12.5.5.23 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide staff competent in Medicaid billing policy and 


procedures for all provider and claim types who will be 


responsible for provider billing and training.  


a We understand how important effective 
provider management is to the success 
of the DHCFP Medicaid program. 
Sustaining strong provider loyalty has 
direct bearing on a provider’s willingness 
to participate and ensures that quality 
healthcare is delivered to recipients. 
HPES staff will provide the necessary 
and competent personnel to effectively 
support the provider business function, in 
part leveraging staff from other state 
Medicaid systems, such as Idaho and 
California. Drawing on our expertise in 
other states, specialists in Medicaid 
billing policy and procedures will be 
responsible for provider billing and 
training.  


12.5.5.24 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and 


Nevada Check Up including historical and current 


forms. 


a  


12.5.5.25 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop, revise, produce and distribute printed and 


electronic provider communications (via contractor 


hosted website), including but not limited to, Provider 


Billing Manuals, Provider Web Announcements, and 


other materials as required.  


a Provider publications, regardless of 
media, are integral to program outreach. 
HPES routinely provides editorial 
expertise to develop and produce 
materials for State programs. A 
prescriptive document control process is 
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used to track the material from source to 
publication. The solution includes a multi-
layered review protocol as well as client 
approval and archiving for audit 
purposes. Our publications process 
includes both printed and web-hosted 
materials, as required. 


As provider expertise in the digital 
environment grows, we have expanded 
electronic services to our Medicaid 
clients through the Web site, significantly 
increasing provider efficiency, as 
demonstrated by millions of web 
transactions. We have adopted and 
integrated private industry practices, 
such as e-learning, ListServ, beta 
testing, and telephone surveys to create 
a proactive communication infrastructure 
should the program need arise. 


12.5.5.26 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide all providers with the most current DHCFP-


developed and/or approved policy program materials 


through updates and replacements (as needed) to the 


Provider Billing Manuals, Training Catalogs and 


Schedules, and/or Provider Web Announcements, in 


accordance with DHCFP guidelines. 


a  
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12.5.5.27 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Inform and train providers about electronic billing, 


electronic remittance advices, Electronic Funds 


Transfer (EFT), and work with providers on HIPAA 


standard formats for the data transfer, including testing, 


in accordance with HIPAA standards. 


a HPES has more than 40 years of 
experience in managing provider 
services, which has been clearly 
demonstrated by our track record in 
meeting or exceeding contract 
requirements and implementing 
innovative solutions to increase provider 
participation in more than 22 state 
Medicaid accounts. Our training program 
is designed to address the needs of new 
and seasoned providers who bill 
Medicaid. It is modularized by subject so 
that providers can take courses that are 
relevant to their needs, ensuring that the 
provider community is well informed of 
the change and has taken steps to adjust 
its billing procedures. This approach has 
proven successful for large 
implementations including HIPAA 
Transactions and Code Set, Identifiers 
(including NPI), migration to electronic 
solutions and claim form conversion and 
helps mitigate the impact of the change 
on the provider operation. In the 
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 
environment, transmission protocols, 
beta testing and testing prior to 
production are common standards. 
Training and support of these EDI 
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practices are included in our training 
model and call center. 


12.5.5.28 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop and distribute quarterly newsletters to 


providers in both printed and electronic formats on 


current Nevada Medicaid and Check Up related news 


and information. 


a Keeping the provider community current 
on Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 
related news and information is vital to 
the success of the Nevada Medicaid 
program. HPES has mastered the 
development of newsletters as the 
medium to disseminate Medicaid 
information, as demonstrated in several 
states, including Idaho and California. In 
California for example, eNewsletters are 
the primary communication tool for state 
prior authorization and case 
management consultants. Using both 
electronic and printed media, we will 
distribute a quarterly newsletter to all 
providers, ensuring they receive the most 
up to date information. 


12.5.5.29 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to produce payment by check for 


Providers that do not meet DHCFP established 


minimum standards requiring EFT. 


a  


12.5.5.30 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain an archive of billing manual versions and 


provide access on Provider web portal for reference. 
a  
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Provider – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.5.5.31 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Build and maintain an expanded database of provider 
data for claims processing, administrative reporting 
and surveillance and utilization review. 


b HPES is very willing to provide this 
additional service to DHCFP.  Currently, 
there is insufficient requirement 
information to determine the appropriate 
level of effort.  We are confident that 
there is a high probability this can be 
accomplished during the course of the 
contract.  Upon discussions with DHCFP 
to document the required scope, we will 
determine if it can also be provided 
under the budget neutrality requirement 
of this RFP.  If not, DHCFP has the 
option to use enhancement hours to 
implement the change. 


12.5.5.32 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Track provider agency/group ownership in a manner 
that can be searched by individual/corporation name. 


b HPES is very willing to provide this 
additional service to DHCFP.  Currently, 
there is insufficient requirement 
information to determine the appropriate 
level of effort.  We are confident that 
there is a high probability this can be 
accomplished during the course of the 
contract.  Upon discussions with DHCFP 
to document the required scope, we will 
determine if it can also be provided 
under the budget neutrality requirement 
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of this RFP.  If not, DHCFP has the 
option to use enhancement hours to 
implement the change.  


Provider – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.5.33 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Work with Contractor to develop DHCFP specific 


forms for provider use. 
  


12.5.5.34 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 


to existing requirements and new requirements of the 


State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal 


policy are met by the provider data and billing business 


functions. 


  


12.5.5.35 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Determine and communicate provider data related 


policies. 
  


12.5.5.36 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors 


resulting from provider data maintenance. 
  


12.5.5.37 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Define frequency and specifications for Provider Data 


reports. 
  


12.5.5.38 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review Provider Data reports produced by the 


Contractor. 
  


Provider– Contractor Performance Expectations 
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12.5.5.39 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Enter all changes to provider records within two (2) 


working days of receipt of the input from DHCFP or 


other approved sources. 


a  


12.5.5.40 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


At provider’s request, print and mail DHCFP specific 


forms and other billing-related documents within five 


(5) working days of request. 


a  


12.5.5.41 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Update Provider Billing Manuals to correspond with 


system takeover, and at least annually thereafter. 
a  


12.5.5.42 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Maintain electronic billing manual with all updates 


posted online within five (5) working days of approval 


by DHCFP. 


a  


12.5.5.43 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


At the request of a provider, mail Provider Billing 


Manual revisions and Provider Web Announcements 


within five (5) working days of request. 


a  


12.5.6 RECIPIENT 


12.5.6.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain and update the MMIS recipient data set. 
a 


Maintaining recipient eligibility is 
absolutely critical to the integrity of claims 
processing and payment. HPES manages 
this responsibility for numerous health- 
care clients across the globe touching 
literally millions of lives each day.  


Core to managing this function is our 
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application of stringent industry standards 
for data security. Data transfer is 
supported through automated File 
Transfer Management Systems. Cycles 
and online systems are monitored and will 
auto generate alerts if problems arise. 
Our approach makes sure that every step 
in the process is controlled and 
monitored.    


12.5.6.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Ensure that all existing and new requirements of the 


State Medicaid Manual and other State and Federal 


rules and regulations are met by the recipient business 


function. 


a 
 


12.5.6.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept daily and monthly recipient interfaces from 


State eligibility systems (e.g. Welfare system, Nevada 


Check Up, DCFS, etc.) and perform updates to 


recipient data. 


a 
 


12.5.6.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain minimum data set (MDS). 
a 


 


12.5.6.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform reconciliation activities of the MMIS recipient 


file to eligibility files and/or required interfaces. 
a 


HPES has experience with systems that 
take advantage of highly automated 
reconciliation processes that apply 
comprehensive editing, and will generate 
error reports if problems occur.   


Leveraging the primarily automated online 
real-time solution already in place, we will 
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verify up-to-date data is in the MMIS. 
Reconciliation of the daily control and 
balance reports will verify all data was 
accurately processed. We have staff 
dedicated to reviewing these reports and 
taking appropriate action to resolve 
discrepancies and problems. 


12.5.6.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain appropriate controls and audit trails to ensure 


the recipient eligibility data is used for eligibility 


verification and claims processing. 


a 
 


12.5.6.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support all Recipient Data Access functions, files and 


data elements necessary to meet the requirements of 


this RFP, associated documents, and State and Federal 


rules and regulations. 


a 
 


12.5.6.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide eligibility verification in accordance with 


HIPAA EDI Standards, including but not limited to 


online, real-time access to eligibility data to all 


authorized users having appropriate security. 


a 
 


12.5.6.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain the minimum historical eligibility data online 


in accordance with State and Federal rules and 


regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) 


months. 


a 
 


12.5.6.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan 


information propagated by eligibility interfaces in 


accordance with DHCFP guidelines. 


a 
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12.5.6.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate and distribute monthly recipient lists in 


accordance with HIPAA EDI Standards, including but 


not limited to DHCFP contracted vendors. 


a 
 


12.5.6.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain recipient data not received from an interface 


within the MMIS. 
a 


HPES is experienced in updating client or 
recipient information and we do this work 
today for all of our Medicaid clients as 
well as for numerous commercial 
healthcare clients. Typically the data is 
received through secure file transfer; 
however the MMIS also allows authorized 
users to make updates online  


12.5.6.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate recipient reports as specified by DHCFP. 
a 


 


12.5.6.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain backup copy of eligibility data, in a format 


agreed to by DHCFP. 
a 


 


Recipient – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.6.15 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 


to existing requirements and new requirements of the 


State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 


regulations. 


  


12.5.6.16 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors 


resulting from the recipient update process (recipient 


data from Welfare eligibility files and/or other required 
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interfaces). 


12.5.6.17 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Assist to resolve potential discrepancies in recipient 


eligibility when discovered. 
  


12.5.6.18 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review recipient reports produced by the Contractor. 
  


12.5.7 SURVEILLANCE AND UTILIZATION REVIEW SUBSYSTEM (SURS) 


General 


12.5.7.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support all Surveillance and Utilization Reviews 


Subsystem (SURS) functions, files and data elements 


necessary to meet the requirements in this RFP, State 


and Federal rules and regulations. 


c  Current functions, files and data elements 
support a fully certified DSS/MAR/SUR 
system for DHCFP today. HPES commits 
to continue to support the evolving needs 
of DHCFP SURS staff. 


As part of this cost neutral bid, and as 
indicated in 12.5.1Overview of Core 
MMIS Requirements, HPES will upgrade 
and enhance the existing Advantage 
Suite DSS to include additional data 
elements that may be desired by SUR 
staff. This will be undertaken to address 
any concerns regarding availability of 
data elements and include data relevant 
to SURS reporting (for example, 
patient/provider addresses or tooth 
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surface). 


12.5.7.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Train DHCFP and designated staff on the use of the 


SURS reporting system, on an ongoing basis. 
c  HPES will provide comprehensive 


specialized SURS/FADS training. 
Training will be conducted onsite in 
Carson City area. 


12.5.7.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Advise DHCFP of any changes needed in the SURS 


function to correspond to changes made to other MMIS 


functions and offer periodic recommendations for 


revision of SUR functions, based on industry standards, 


best practices, and/or cost efficiencies. 


c  We provide for a change control process 
whereby any DSS/DW changes are 
addressed in a forum with appropriate 
DSS key staff. Key DSS staff are 
responsible for advising DHCFP 
regarding down-steam impacts as a result 
of MMIS changes regardless of which end 
users group may be more or less affected 
(for instance, rates, SURS). 


HPES DSS staff has a long- standing 
background in fraud detections services 
as a result of extensive work with CMS 
and more than 30 Medicaid states. An 
extensive fraud algorithm exists for staff 
to draw-on to leverage expertise across 
the industry and customers. Many states 
participate in our ongoing fraud series 
where customers lead and contribute to. 
These are presented through web-ex to 
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share industry best practices.  


12.5.7.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support multiple levels of role-based security, as 


designated by DHCFP. 
c  The existing DSS being proposed by 


HPES meets this requirement today. 
Security is implemented at database 
levels (for instance, row and column 
based security) report and subset levels 
as well as the ability to establish security 
for groups of like individuals (for example, 
create a SURS workgroup whereby only 
SURS staff members may view reports, 
subset, and record-listing reports). 


SURS Process Operations 
 


12.5.7.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate: 


a. Statistical profiles, by providers and recipients, 


summarizing information contained in claims and 


prior authorization history, for specified periods of 


time; 


b. Statistical norms, by peer or treatment group, for 


each indicator contained within each statistical 


profile by using averages and standard deviations 


or percentiles; 


c. Lists of providers and recipients who are found to 


be outliers, ranked according to DHCFP defined 


variables such as cost, volume or severity; and 


d. Reports for providers groups including billings by 


c  All requirements described in a, d, c are 
delivered currently using DSS functional 
capability that exists today. Specifically, 
the ranking/exceptions reports that were 
created to use statistical profiling of peer 
groups that invoke averages, standard 
deviations and for variables requested by 
the State. Requirements. 


All reporting functions in the DSS are 
available for use for data elements 
including prior authorization data and 
provider groups or individual providers 
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the group and individual providers. (requirement d). Any additional data 
elements required by the State will be 
added during the database rebuild 
described in response 12.5.7.1 above. 


12.5.7.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide a methodology to classify providers and/or 


treatments into peer groups for the purpose of 


developing statistical profiles.  


c  Peer grouping is performed using DSS 
sub setting functional capability.  


12.5.7.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain a process to evaluate the statistical profiles of 


all individual providers or recipients within each peer 


group against the exception criteria established for each 


peer group.  


c  Current exception reporting methods that 
evaluate providers and recipients against 
established peer group criteria were 
created in such a way that all 
providers/recipients are profiled during 
the course of each year. SUR reports are 
currently run quarterly but may be 
modified and executed by State staff at 
the user Staff discretion.  


12.5.7.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Identify providers and recipients who exhibit aberrant 


practice or utilization patterns as determined by an 


exception process comparing the individuals' profiles 


to the limits established for their respective peer 


groups.  


c  A unique aspect of the HP Advantage 
Suite solution is the broad clinical 
capabilities it possesses.  This enables 
the user to identify opportunities for loss 
avoidance that lay well beyond the 
capabilities of other systems.  The 
clinical, business, and technical 
intelligence that is built into Advantage 
Suite will aide in indentifying providers 
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and recipients who exhibit aberrant 
practice or utilization patterns. 


12.5.7.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain an online parameter-driven control file which 


allows DHCFP to specify data extraction criteria, 


report content, parameters and weighting factors 


necessary to properly identify aberrant situations. This 


would include the maintenance of statistical profiles 


that could be used for exception processing. 


c  A parameter driven control file is created 
through the DSS today using the following 
functional components. In summary: 


Sub setting – Narrows the population 
to peer groups of interest and supports 
data extract criteria 


Report Designer – The main interface 
where report content is specified, 
exception criteria defined and 
weighting factors applied 


Saved Report – The combination of the 
subset, when it is applied to the report 
designer is a report that, when saved, 
contains all the parameter-driven 
information necessary for exception 
processing and identification of 
aberrant situations. 


12.5.7.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop a weighting and ranking method subject to 


DHCFP approval to set priorities for reviewing 


utilization review exceptions. 


c  A ranking and weighting methodology 
functional capability exists within the 
current SURS. HPES will work with 
DHCFP during requirements to review the 
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measures, peer groups and weighting to 
make any changes as recommended by 
HPES or desired by DHCFP. 


12.5.7.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain a process to apply weighting and ranking to 


exception report items to facilitate identification of 


outliers. 


c  A process to apply weighting and ranking 
to exception report items exists within the 
current SURS. 


SURS Data 
 


12.5.7.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide online access to MMIS data for research and 


supporting documentation.  
a  


12.5.7.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept referral data in an electronic format, when 


available.  
a  


12.5.7.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain an audit trail of updates to the SURS tracking 


system and control files including data updated, who 


updated the data and when the update occurred.  


c Any changes to current SURS report set 
will be handled and documented during 
the requirements and traceability phases 
of the project. Any changes after the 
transition date will be handled by HPES 
change control. 


SURS Recoupment 


12.5.7.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain ability to identify transactions as SURS-


related by reason code or other DHCFP approved 
a  
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method. 


12.5.7.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Refer suspected cases of fraud, waste, or abuse to the 


SURS unit.  
a  


12.5.7.17 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Respond to information requests made by the SURS 


unit or Attorney General’s Office. 
a  


12.5.7.18 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept spreadsheet from DHCFP listing claims to be 


adjusted or voided, in a format agreed to between 


DHCFP and the Contractor. 


a  


12.5.7.19 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Apply voids and adjustments to the claims, as 


identified by DHCFP, within the same payment cycle. 
a  


12.5.7.20 Contractor 


Responsibility 


When a payment is received from a Provider in 


satisfaction of a recoupment determined by SURS, 


coordinate with DHCFP to receive spreadsheet 


indicating claims to be adjusted and/or voided. 


a  


12.5.7.21 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Notify DHCFP when all voids and adjustments from 


each spreadsheet have been completed. 
a  


12.5.7.22 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide SURS-related recoupment reports as requested 


by DHCFP, and/or required by State and Federal rules 


and regulations. 


a  


12.5.7.23 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide monthly Provider Accounts Receivable Report 


(Negative Balances), in a DHCFP-specified media. The 


report should include, but not be limited to: detail 


a  
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balances, dates established, source of balance, whether 


balances are reducing, and status of collection actions. 


SURS Reports 
 


12.5.7.24 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide SURS management reports to DHCFP in hard 


or electronic media as requested by DHCFP. 
c  The current methodology used by DSS 


team employees through loads to the 
EDMS (First DARS), will be reviewed 
during requirements to determine if other 
ways of providing DHCFP the reports are 
more desirable by DHCFP. We will 
provide SUR management reports in the 
format specified by DHCFP. 


12.5.7.25 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce summary reports and provider and recipient 


profiles in the time frame, format and media requested 


by DHCFP.  


c  Summary reports have been designed, 
tested, and implemented and are 
currently available within the DSS. These 
reports will be reviewed during 
requirements to review content and 
determine if other metrics can be applied 
to strengthen 


12.5.7.26 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Review DHCFP requested SURS report parameter 


changes for feasibility and report back to DHCFP on 


any requests that are not feasible prior to the cycle to 


which the change applies. 


c  HPES agrees to review report parameters 
at the request of the DHCFP to determine 
feasibility. HPES will report findings and 
determinations back to DHCFP within the 
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specified cycle time frame. 


12.5.7.27 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Implement SURS report parameter changes for 


upcoming reporting cycles, as requested by DHCFP. 
c  HPES will implement SURS report 


parameter changes for reporting cycles. 


12.5.7.28 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to produce reports using the Ad Hoc 


query process and/or the DSS. Allow online selection 


of pre-defined report parameters (such as provider 


number, procedure code, date of service) by the user 


for use in running the specific report. Allow online 


access to lists of queries or report templates that are 


available for use and allow the user to select the query 


or template to be used. 


c  Current SUR staff has access through the 
DSS to all current production SUR 
reports, ad-hoc reports that have been 
constructed over the last 7+ years and 
algorithms that were supplied by the DSS 
vendor. All existing reports can be 
accessed online and modified as desired 
by DHCFP.  


12.5.7.29 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide technical assistance as needed to assist DHCFP 


users in researching problems, reviewing reports, 


establishing report parameters and analyzing SURS 


data. 


c  
Help Desk staff is available for 
consultation during the support time lines 
specified by DHCFP in this RFP. The staff 
members supplied are knowledgeable 
with the tools, DHCFP data and fraud and 
detection reporting using the existing 
system. 


12.5.7.30 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain up-to-date complete documentation for 


SURS. The SURS system documentation updates 


should be consistent with general MMIS system 


documentation maintenance requirements. 


c  
HPES agrees to maintain up-to-date 
complete documentation regarding SURS 
reporting and report definitions. System 
documentation will be consistent with 
general MMIS documentation 
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maintenance requirements. 


Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.7.31 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Submit report requests to the Contractor specifying the 


frequency, format, media, and production time frame 


for reports.  


  


12.5.7.32 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Communicate SUR report parameter changes, and 


work with the Contractor to resolve change requests 


that the Contractor is unable to support.  


  


12.5.7.33 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Create spreadsheet listing claims to be adjusted or 


voided. 
  


12.5.7.34 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Allow Providers to specify whether offsets should be 


applied to their Provider number. 
  


Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.7.35 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Produce and deliver reports within five (5) working 


days of receipt of the request. 
c  HPES agrees to provide. 


12.5.7.36 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectations 


For reports that are to be run on a future specified date, 


produce and deliver reports within (5) working days of 


the specified date.  


c  HPES agrees to provide. 
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12.5.7.37 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Respond to DHCFP requests regarding inquiries 


associated with information presented in reports, within 


three (3) working days of the request. 


c  HPES agrees to provide. 


12.5.7.38 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Respond to information requests made by the SURS 


unit or Attorney General’s Office within five (5) 


working days. 


c  HPES agrees to provide. 


12.5.8 THIRD PARTY LIABILITY (TPL) 


12.5.8.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain and update Third Party Liability (TPL) data. 
a 


HPES will provide DHCFP with a solid 
TPL solution that directly supports 
DHCFP goals for increased accountability 
and program fiscal integrity. In particular, 
through our TPL solution, costs can be 
better managed and controlled. We will 
maintain and update TPL data in the 
current system. Our collaboration with 
Emdeon will allow DHCFP to recognize 
measured improvement in cost avoidance 
and recoveries for the increased 
accountability, fiscal integrity, and 
reduced fraud and waste that DHCFP 
desires. 


We recognize that the funds recovered 
using the MMIS data and operational 
procedures have a significant impact on 
the State’s annual budget. Each claim is 
not just a document or transaction; it has 
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an impact on Nevada’s fiscal bottom line. 
Our technical solution provides the tools 
and processes that can reduce manual 
effort and streamline the cost avoidance 
and recovery efforts. 


HPES is pleased to offer DHCFP an 
experienced TPL team. We offer a long-
term vision and innovative solution that 
blends proven market experience with the 
current infrastructure that can evolve and 
support the Nevada TPL operation for the 
long term, including enabling its 
transformation under the MITA 
framework. 


12.5.8.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept, update and maintain TPL data inputs on a 


frequency and from sources identified by DHCFP, 


including but not limited to the Welfare system, CMS, 


TPL vendors, etc.  


a 
HPES will maintain and update TPL data 
by accepting daily and monthly (or 
alternate DHCFP-defined frequency) 
recipient data interfaces from State 
eligibility systems (for example, including 
but not limited to, the Welfare system, 
Nevada CheckUp) and other sources 
such as CMS and TPL vendors. We 
understand the responsibility for 
determining Medicaid eligibility is located 
within the Division of Welfare and 
Supportive Services (DWSS). The DWSS 
system includes the Medicaid eligibility 
file and third-party information from the 
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Nevada Operations of Multi-Automated 
Data Systems (NOMADS) and is 
interrelated to the MMIS claims 
processing and managed care systems. 


12.5.8.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Identify and maintain TPL resource data including, but 


not limited to:   


a. Coverage data; 


b. Effective dates;   


c. Termination dates; 


d. Individuals covered; 


e. Relationship to the insured; 


f. Premium amount (when paid for by the State); 


g. Date decision made to pay premiums; 


h. Deductibles, co-pay and threshold amounts; and 


i. Carrier information to including name, contact 


information, type of coverage, and filing periods. 


c Identifying resource data listed in this 
requirement and maintaining the TPL 
data in the current MMIS will be 
paramount to the HP/Emdeon team’s 
methodology. This approach enables us 
to focuses on maximizing cost avoidance 
to decrease the number of erroneously 
paid claims, reducing the volume and 
costs associated with pay and chase 
activities and thereby increase recipient 
and provider satisfaction. HP works with 
Emdeon because of their commitment to 
improving Nevada’s processes through 
advanced data connectivity, and 
intelligent application and maintenance of 
TPL data is evidenced by the following: 


• Emdeon is the nation’s largest 
clearinghouse with connectivity to 
90+% of the providers and nearly 
100% of the commercial and 
government payers, and a leader in 
providing COB/self-pay analytics (TPL 
identification) services to providers for 
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over 15 years 


• Nearly 5.3 billion healthcare 
transactions were processed through 
Emdeon in 2009 - with a value over 
$660 billion. 


• For the last 15+ years, the largest 
TPL vendors have leveraged 
Emdeon’s connectivity and data 
processing abilities to maximize their 
TPL identification activities. 


HP/Emdeon approaches the identification 
and maintenance of TPL resource data 
from a people and systems perspective. 
The following are highlights of our 
processes: 


• We benchmark TPL identification 
percentages by state, facility and 
payer type. Exception reports are 
monitored to identify and possibly 
improve outliers. 


• Emdeon’s TPL Discovery algorithms 
rely on data received from DHCFP as 
well as information from previous 
investigations stored within the Case 
Management system in order to 
develop TPL Discovery work plans. 
Work plans determine the optimal 
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path to real-time, batch, Emdeon-
hosted data sets and payer web sites 


• With over 15 years invested in the 
development of the TPL Discovery 
engine that powers Emdeon’s TPL 
identification processes, it accepts 
recipient accounts and then 
intelligently spans or cascades payer 
eligibility files to maximize results. 


 


12.5.8.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce TPL data and/or Cost Avoidance Reports as 


specified by DHCFP or required by State and Federal 


rules and regulations. 


a 
 


12.5.8.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide ability to update all recipients receiving 


insurance benefits by updating the policy holder's 


information.  


a 
 


12.5.8.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate and distribute letters as identified by DHCFP 


to recipient and eligibility worker(s) allowing for the 


inclusion of free form text. Maintain an audit trail of all 


letters sent and content of letters. 


a HPES will support a letter generator that 
is adaptable, flexible, and service-aware 
as the rest of the system. The HPES 
content design and creation environment 
is extremely functional and provides a 
robust solution for document composition 
and personalization needs. Authorized 
TPL users will be able to edit, copy, 
paste, search, preview, or save templates 
to meet their specific needs. Through the 
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integrated letter generator tool, users are 
able to create and maintain form letters. 
When form letters are created, they can 
be automatically routed to the printing 
service designated by the user or by the 
pre-established workflow. This feature 
allows the letters, identified by DHCFP, to 
be generated and distributed to 
recipients, eligibility workers, and 
providers.  


12.5.8.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to waive TPL requirements if "just 


cause" has been established by standards and indicators 


identified by DHCFP.  


a 
 


12.5.8.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain the minimum historical TPL eligibility data 


online in accordance with State and Federal rules and 


regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) 


months. 


a 
 


12.5.8.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Ensure that all existing and new requirements of the 


State Medicaid Manual and other State and Federal 


rules and regulations are met by the TPL business 


function. 


a 
 


12.5.8.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Initiate post payment recovery upon discovery of a 


TPL resource within guidelines established by DHCFP. 
c The HPES/Emdeon team will initiate post 


payment recovery after discovery of a 
TPL resource within guidelines 
established by DHCFP. We will meet this 
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requirement through the appropriate 
allocation of people, business processes, 
and systems that includes: 


a. Monitoring and managing compliance 
to DHCFP guidelines using 
dashboards and exception reports to 
identify outliers to investigate 


b. Event-driven calendar functionality 
driven by business rules that are 
maintained within the Case 
Management systems. Nightly 
execution of those business rules 
makes sure that all cases are 
assigned and receive appropriate 
follow-up from case workers. 


c. Regular meetings with HPES and 
DHCFP for definition and 
implementation of specified guidelines 
 


12.5.8.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce and send claim facsimiles to insurance 


companies when recoveries are initiated or insurance 


policy data is requested. 


c The team has the ability to communicate 
with external parties through HIPAA-
compliant facsimile, mail, and secure 
email. All verbal and written 
communication is documented within the 
Case Management system.  


Our preferred method for pursuing 
reimbursement from liable third-party 
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insurance companies is through the use 
of Emdeon’s “subro claims” service, 
which enables liable parties to be billed 
without involving the provider. The “subro 
claims” service is widely used by leading 
TPL vendors in the marketplace today. 


12.5.8.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate and mail recovery requests based upon 


guidelines established by DHCFP. 
c HPES/Emdeon will generate and mail 


recovery requested based on guidelines 
established by DHCFP. Using the 
appropriate allocation of people, business 
processes and systems, we will load the 
DHCFP approved letter templates and 
business rules into the Case 
Management system. All development 
efforts are performed according to 
Emdeon’s software development 
methodology which includes rigorous QA 
and unit testing to make sure that all 
guidelines are met. The Case 
Management system includes a role-
based user authentication module that 
limits the use of certain letters to 
authorized staff. For example, legal 
demand letter usage is often limited to 
attorneys. The same HIPAA compliant 
process currently provides mailing 
services to more than 650 payer 
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customers will be used.  


12.5.8.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for 


TPL recovery payments on a daily basis. 
c The HPES/Emdeon team will work 


together to maintain and update the 
accounts receivables (AR) system for 
TPL recovery payments on a daily basis. 
Our Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles (GAAP) compliant internal AR 
processes will be applied when working 
with State accounting systems. The 
following are highlights of our plan: 


a. An assigned AR resource will be 
accountable for validating that AR 
balances in Emdeon’s Case 
Management system are consistent 
within the State’s AR system. 


b. The assigned AR resource and 
credentialed users will be able to pull 
AR reports, to monitor our progress, 
from the MITA-ready reporting module 
in the Case Management system. 


 


12.5.8.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform TPL pay and chase activities on a schedule 


defined by DHCFP. 
c An effective pay and chase solution is 


necessary to ensure recovery from tort 
cases, claims that were knowingly paid in 
error, to attain compliance with State or 
federal regulations or because 
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information about other coverage was not 
available at the time of claim adjudication. 
Our staff, with management oversight, will 
adhere to the schedule defined by 
DHCFP as follows: 


a. The Case Management system’s 
diary and event-driven calendar 
scheduling will help make sure that 
recovery activity is performed on a 
timely basis. Managers and 
supervisors will monitor exception 
reports to identify areas of 
improvement. 


b. An automated letter scheduler will 
mail second and third requests, when 
needed, without case worker 
involvement. 


c. Regular monitoring of open 
receivables on past due settlements. 
This is in addition to the calendar and 
event driven scheduling that is 
handled within the Case Management 
system. 


 


12.5.8.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or 


invoices to third party carriers within guidelines 


established by DHCFP. 


c 
TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile 
and/or invoices to third-party carriers will 
be generated within guidelines 
established by DHCFP. The following are 
highlights of the HPES/Emdeon plan: 
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a. Emdeon will load the letter templates 


and business rules into the Case 
Management system. All development 
efforts are performed according to 
Emdeon’s software development 
methodology which includes rigorous 
QA and unit testing to make sure that 
all guidelines are met. 


b. External party information requests 
are logged within the Case 
Management system to facilitate 
prompt response and provide an audit 
trail. 


c. Managers and analysts monitor 
exception reports to identify outliers 
and implement improvement plans. 


 


12.5.8.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements 


within guidelines established by DHCFP.  
c 


Follow-up on pending subrogation 
settlements will be performed within 
guidelines established by DHCFP. Our 
Case Management system has both diary 
and event-driven calendar functions. 
Event-driven calendar functions are 
driven by business rules that are 
maintained within the Case Management 
systems business layer. Nightly execution 
of those business rules makes sure that 
all cases are assigned and receive 
appropriate follow-up from case workers. 
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12.5.8.17 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost 


effectiveness based upon discovery of the existence of 


a possible resource within guidelines established by 


DHCFP. 


c 
Powered by Emdeon’s TPL Data Match 
and event-driven Case Management 
system, Health Insurance Premium 
evaluation will occur within guidelines 
established by DHCFP. The following are 
highlights of our plan: 


a. Use of the Case Management system 
to perform the evaluation, track case 
status, document state guidelines, 
document case activity and report 
program statistics 


b. Integrates with Emdeon’s MITA-ready 
SOA reporting module to verify that 
data is delivered to HPES and 
DHCFP when needed 


Third Party Liability – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.8.18 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 


to existing requirements and new requirements of the 


State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 


regulations. 


  


12.5.8.19 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors 


resulting from the TPL update processes. 
  


12.5.8.20 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Determine and interpret TPL related policies. 
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12.5.8.21 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review TPL reports produced by the Contractor. 
  


12.5.8.22 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Identify required TPL data input sources and frequency 


for updates. 
  


12.5.8.23 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Identify and communicate guidelines for post payment 


TPL recovery notifications to providers. 
  


Third Party Liability – System Performance Expectations 


12.5.8.24 System 


Performance 


Expectation 


Maintain and update the accounts receivable system on 


a daily basis. 
c 


HPES/Emdeon will maintain and update 
the accounts receivables (AR) system on 
a daily basis. The following are highlights 
of our plan: 
 
a. Staff, with management oversight, will 


be accountable for validating that AR 
balances in Emdeon’s Case 
Management system are consistent 
within the Nevada’s AR system. 


b. HPES and Emdeon agree to 
collaborate with DHCFP and 
Nevada’s fiscal system to develop and 
implement daily data exchange with 
appropriate audit, balance, and 
control procedures. 


 


Third Party Liability – Contractor Performance Expectations 
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12.5.8.25 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Report new and changed TPL information to the 


appropriate eligibility and TPL staff within 15 calendar 


days of discovery. 


c 
The team will report new and changed 
TPL information to the appropriate 
eligibility and TPL staff within 15 calendar 
days of discovery. The following are 
highlights of our plan: 


 
a. The experienced HPES/Emdeon 


implementation teams will work with 
Nevada to document and implement 
reporting requirements. 


b. We will implement business rules 
within the Case Management system 
that will power the reporting module to 
verify that TPL information is reported 
in a timely fashion. Appropriate audits 
will make sure we operate within 
DHCFP guidelines.  
 


12.5.8.26 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Do not introduce any new third party insurance 


information to the eligibility segment of Contractor’s 


MMIS within the initial fourteen (14) calendar days of 


a recipient’s eligibility. 


c 
HPES/Emdeon will not introduce any new 
third party insurance information to the 
eligibility segment of MMIS within the 
initial fourteen calendar days of a 
recipient’s eligibility. The following are 
highlights of our plan: 
 
a. The experienced HPES/Emdeon 


implementation teams will work with 
Nevada to document requirements 
and verify a quick and successful 
implementation.  
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b. Emdeon will load the requirements 
into the Case Management systems 
business layer that will also drive the 
TPL reporting module. Appropriate 
auditing will verify compliance with 
DHCFP guidelines.  
 


12.5.8.27 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Introduce new, third party insurance information, 


including the introduction of accurate TPL information, 


replacing inaccurate TPL information, to the eligibility 


segment of Contractor’s MMIS following the initial 


fourteen (14) calendar days of a recipient’s eligibility. 


c 
HPES/Emdeon will introduce new, third 
party insurance information, including the 
introduction of accurate TPL information, 
replacing inaccurate TPL information, to 
the eligibility segment of the MMIS 
following the initial 14 calendar days of a 
recipient’s eligibility. The following are 
highlights of our plan: 
 
a. The experienced HPES/Emdeon 


implementation teams will work with 
Nevada to document requirements 
and verify a quick and successful 
implementation. 


b. Emdeon will load the reporting 
requirements into the Case 
Management systems business layer 
which will also drive the TPL reporting 
module. Appropriate auditing will 
verify compliance with DHCFP 
guidelines 
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12.5.8.28 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Initiate post payment recovery within thirty (30) 


calendar days of discovery of a TPL resource within 


guidelines established by DHCFP. 


c 
HPES/Emdeon will initiate post payment 
recovery within 30 calendar days of 
discovery of a TPL resource within 
guidelines established by DHCFP. A 
business rules engine within the Case 
Management system makes sure that 
Emdeon’s case workers meet-achieve 
guidelines established by DHCFP. Event-
driven scheduling verifies that recovery 
activity is performed on a timely basis. 
Exception reports are monitored to check 
compliance.  


12.5.8.29 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Generate and mail 2nd and 3rd requests no later than 


sixty (60) and ninety (90) calendar days after the first 


request if no response is received and notify DHCFP if 


no response is received after ninety (90) calendar days.  


c 
The HPES/Emdeon team will generate 
and mail second and third requests no 
later than sixty (60) and ninety (90) 
calendar days after the first request if no 
response is received and notify DHCFP if 
no response is received after ninety (90) 
calendar days. We will perform the 
following: 
 
a. Monitoring of letter throughput reports 


to verify that expected volume of 
letters are being generated by the 
automated letter jobs 


b. Monitoring of letter exception reports, 
based on the business rules that are 
entered into the Case Management 
systems business layer, to ensure that 
second and third requests meet-
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achieve DHCFP guidelines 
 


12.5.8.30 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements 


at least monthly. 
c 


The HPES/Emdeon team will follow up on 
pending subrogation settlements at least 
monthly. Case workers and attorney 
productivity will be monitored according to 
Nevada’s guidelines. The guidelines are 
loaded into the Case Management 
system and performance to those 
guidelines is displayed on operational 
reporting. Our Case Management system 
has both diary and event-driven calendar 
functional capability. The event-driven 
calendar functionality is driven by 
business rules that are maintained within 
the Case Management systems business 
layer. Nightly execution of those business 
rules verifies that all cases are assigned 
and receive appropriate follow-up from 
Case Workers.  


12.5.8.31 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Submit returned denial notices to DHCFP each week. 
c 


Our HPES/Emdeon team will submit 
returned denial notices to DHCFP each 
week. We will have appropriate business 
processes and staff that will be 
responsible for providing the denial 
notices. Reporting will be provided from 
the Case Management systems MITA-
ready SOA reporting module. 
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12.5.8.32 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost 


effectiveness within fourteen (14) working days of 


discovery of the existence of a possible resource. 


c 
HPES/Emdeon will evaluate purchase of 
health insurance premium for cost 
effectiveness within 14 working days of 
discovery of the existence of a possible 
resource. Our Case Management 
system’s calendar and event-driven diary 
functionality will facilitate timely 
evaluation. Staff, with management 
oversight, will be monitored through 
appropriate operational reporting for 
compliance. 


12.5.8.33 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for 


TPL recovery payments on a daily basis. 
c 


HPES/Emdeon will maintain and update 
the accounts receivable system for TPL 
recovery payments on a daily basis. 
Emdeon’s GAAP compliant AR processes 
will be applied to Nevada’s accounting 
systems. The following are highlights of 
our plan: 
a. An assigned Emdeon AR resource will 


be accountable for validating that AR 
balances in Emdeon’s Case 
Management system are consistent 
within the Nevada’s AR system. 


b. The assigned Emdeon AR resource 
as well as credentialed users will be 
able to pull AR reports from the MITA-
ready reporting module that is part of 
the Case Management system. 
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12.5.8.34 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or 


invoices to third party carriers within five (5) working 


days of request. 


c 
The HPES/Emdeon team will generate 
TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile 
and/or invoices to third party carriers 
within five working days of request. Our 
takeover teams will oversee the 
implementation of all DHCFP guidelines. 
Emdeon’s mail service currently provides 
mailing services to more than 650 payer 
customers. All correspondence that is 
generated from the Case Management 
system will be mailed using the same 
mailing services. Use of this service 
provides the use of best practices and no 
volume-related issues. 


12.5.9 EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT (EPSDT) 


12.5.9.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Operate and maintain the Early Periodic Screening, 


Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) function of the 


MMIS, including EPSDT tracking file which includes 


screening, referral, diagnosis and treatment data for all 


EPSDT eligibles. 


a 
The EPSDT program provides eligible 
children with medical services, such as 
preventive care, medical consultation 
referrals, and necessary treatment for 
identified medical conditions not always 
available to the general medical 
assistance population. We already 
manage EPSDT and other early outreach 
programs in multiple states, so we are 
aware of how important this program is to 
the program as a whole.   
To support the objectives of Nevada’s’ 
EPSDT program, HPES will perform the 
following: 
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• Maintain identification of individuals 
eligible for EPSDT services 


• Automate the notifications process to 
promote EPSDT services and 
immunization tracking with maximum 
efficiency 


• Support fast identification of 
instances requiring treatment through 
flexible, real-time access to EPSDT 
data and summary reports that 
identify and track services 


• Meet state and federal reporting 
requirements 


12.5.9.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support all EPSDT subsystem functions, files and data 


elements necessary to meet the requirements in this 


RFP, DHCFP guidelines, and State and Federal rules 


and regulations. 


a 
 


12.5.9.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain the following data to support EPSDT 


functions: 


a. Recipient demographics and program eligibility; 


b. Periodicity schedule; 


c. Claims data from Health Plans (encounter data); 


and 


a 
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d. Claims data from the Claims Processing functions. 


12.5.9.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain and update EPSDT eligible recipient 


scheduled screening, screening results, referral and 


treatment dates, the diagnosis and treatments, and track 


all referrals. 


a 
 


12.5.9.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to view online inquiry by Recipient 


ID for: 


a. Fee-for-Service EPSDT data; and 


b. Managed Care encounter EPSDT data. 


a 
 


12.5.9.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Apply managed care and fee-for-service claims data 


(for example, screenings, follow-up treatments) to the 


EPSDT tracking file in the same cycle as the screening 


and treatment claims are adjudicated to a final status. 


a 
 


12.5.9.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Identify and report (from paid claims and managed care 


data) recipients receiving treatment under the EPSDT 


program. 


a 
 


12.5.9.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Identify and report abnormal conditions by screening 


date and recipient ID whether the condition was treated 


or referred for treatment, using data submitted on claim 


forms or managed care data. 


a 
 


12.5.9.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Make available to DHCFP online inquiry capability for 


access to the EPSDT files. 
a 
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12.5.9.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce the CMS-416 quarterly and annually. 
a 


 


12.5.9.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce management reports, containing recipient-


level and summary data relating to EPSDT services, 


referrals and follow-up treatment using both fee-for-


service and encounter claims data in a format agreed 


upon by DHCFP. 


a 
 


12.5.9.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide an EPSDT extract, as needed by DHCFP. 
a 


 


Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment– Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.5.9.13 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Implement and support a web-based EPSDT form. 
Form information should be maintained in a database 
and does not need to interface with the claims system.  


a 
HPES provides IT infrastructure, support, 
and management services while 
leveraging our business processes to 
redesign and integrate system 
enhancements. To support this 
requirement, we will create and 
implement a secure web-based HTML 
form for providers on the Nevada portal.  
The data will be maintained in a backend 
relational database and will not interface 
with the claims system.  


Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment– DHCFP Responsibilities 
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12.5.9.14 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review reports provided by Contractor. 
  


12.5.9.15 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Identify standards for requested EPSDT extract. 
  


12.5.9.16 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Determine and interpret EPSDT related policies. 
  


12.5.9.17 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Initiate request for the CMS-416 Annual Report on or 


around January 1st each year. 
  


Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.9.18 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Apply managed care and fee-for-service claims data 


(for example, screenings, follow-up treatments) to the 


EPSDT tracking file in the same cycle as the screening 


and treatment claims are adjudicated. 


a  


12.5.9.19 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Provide the CMS-416 Annual Report to DHCFP no 


later than ninety (90) days prior to the federal due date. 
a  


12.5.10 LEVEL OF CARE 


12.5.10.1 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Provide a level of care information maintenance tool 


that allows for online entry of: 


a. Nursing facility tracking form (benefit plan line) 


information by DHCFP staff; 


a 
DHCFP needs a tool for level of care 
information maintenance that enables 
informed decisions for skilled or 
intermediate care and proper claims 
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b. Waiver information by DHCFP staff; 


c. Hospice information by Contractor staff; and 


d. ICFMR information by Contractor staff. 


payment. HPES brings an extensive 
background of front-line experience 
providing, maintaining, and updating 
Medicaid level of care data and will 
continue to do so for the State of Nevada 
and its most vulnerable citizens. The 
results from previous MMIS takeovers 
demonstrate that Medicaid providers and 
recipients experienced continuity of care 
in a manner that minimized disruption to 
current billing procedures. Providing this 
tool and the operational support will 
contribute to a similar result for the State 
of Nevada. 


Our understanding is that the current 
system accommodates the listed 
requirements for level of care functions 
and that the current staff meets the 
related operational requirements. We will 
engage experienced staff to maintain and 
use the tool for online data entry by 
DHCFP staff for the nursing facility 
tracking form and waiver information and 
by HPES staff for hospice and ICFMR 
information. Should the need arise we will 
use documented procedures with quality 
checks to train replacement staff with the 
clerical or clinical skills as appropriate for 
the position. Statistically valid random 
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sampling and quality analysis with 
corrective action will be used to validate 
data integrity. 


12.5.10.2 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Ensure that information cannot be entered into the level 


of care tool unless the recipient is eligible for such 


services. 


a  


12.5.10.3 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Provide add, change, delete, and inquiry functions 


within the tool. 
a  


12.5.10.4 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Once level of care information has been entered and 


processed by the MMIS, generate a letter to the 


provider specifying: 


a. Begin/end eligibility date; 


b. Provider number; and 


c. Service level category. 


a 
The HPES solution for letter generation 
described in section 12.7.5 in Tab VII 
Scope of Work will produce the level of 
care information letter with begin/end 
eligibility date, provider number, and 
service level category that will be mailed 
to the appropriate stakeholders. 


12.5.11 REFERENCE 


12.5.11.1 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Operate and support all reference data maintenance 


functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the 


requirements in this RFP, and State and Federal rules 


and regulations. 


a 
HPES is practiced at updating reference 
data in MMISs, implementing as many as 
600 annual changes to CA MMIS, one of 
the largest and most intricate systems in 
the nation. These changes encompass a 
variety of updates ranging from simplistic, 
single-rate updates, to large, complex 
updates as mandated by state and/or 
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federal regulations. We will recruit 
employees from the current contractor, 
and will employ a highly skilled team, with 
extensive knowledge in Medicaid policy 
as well as vast experience with claims 
and system processing, to provide the 
most effective approach to implementing 
timely and error free reference data 
updates or changes, and for maintaining 
reference data. Our team’s areas of 
expertise include, but are not limited to 
the following: rate structures (for example, 
flat rates, per diems and percentage of 
billed charges), procedure codes, 
diagnosis codes (ICD-9 and growing 
experience in ICD-10), medical policy 
data for processing claims, calculating 
capitations, and understanding reporting. 


12.5.11.2 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Manage current and historical reference data so that 


updates do not overlay, historical information is 


maintained and made accessible, and ensure that only 


the most current reference file information is used in 


business functions, including but not limited to 


processing claims and capitations, and producing 


reports. Must have the capability of being date specific 


and allow for multiple date periods to remain 


accessible for the business functions. 


a  
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12.5.11.3 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide DHCFP with online inquiry and update 


capabilities to all reference files based on appropriate 


security profiles. 


a  


12.5.11.4 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide training to staff designated by DHCFP in the 


use of the reference functions. 
a 


HP’s team has the ability to develop and 
deliver a training curriculum tailored to 
individual, specific requests or tailored to 
overall reference functions. We are able 
to offer a variety of methods of training 
such as informal sessions or hands-on 
training sessions with accompanying 
subject-matter materials. We will develop 
and deliver the most appropriate training 
using our vast knowledge of the business 
and system functions for the staff 
designated by DHCFP that require 
training of the reference functions. 


12.5.11.5 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform online and mass updates to the reference files 


as specified by DHCFP, including but not limited to 


the annual procedure code update, rate updates, and 


eligibility and demographic updates. 


a  


12.5.11.6 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the required reports, online listings, and/or 


electronic media of the reference files as specified by 


DHCFP.  


a  


12.5.11.7 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain and update the following inputs for the 


reference subsystem: 
a  
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d. CMS – HCPCS, CPT, CDT updates;  


e. ICD-9-CM diagnosis and procedure updates; and 


f. DHCFP-approved updates for coverage, rate, and 


medical policy data.  


12.5.11.8 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide reference files containing all data required to 


provide validation and pricing verification during 


claims processing for all approved claim types and 


reimbursement methodologies.  


a  


12.5.11.9 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain screens that allow the user inquiry ability to 


an audit trail of any adds or changes made to data files 


in the MMIS. 


a  


12.5.11.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow for the entry of a reason (description or code) 


when any add/updates occur as well as capture the user 


making the change, the date of the change and a before 


and after picture of the data.  


a  


12.5.11.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept online or other media input additions, deletions 


and updates to all reference files. 
a  


12.5.11.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain screens that allow inquiry to all reference 


files using online, real-time using flexible "look up" 


criteria such as, but not limited to, code value, actual 


description as well as phonetic description.  


a  


12.5.11.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain HCPCS Procedure data, CPT, CDT, and 


Revenue Code data that contains at a minimum: 


a. Procedure Code Description with adequate room to 


a  
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fully contain both short and long descriptions from 


CMS input;  


b. State specific restrictions that are able to be 


specified by the following but not limited to: prior 


authorization by provider type, age/gender 


restrictions, allowable units, requirements, review 


indicators, and pricing modifiers; 


c. TPL coverage information and accident related 


indicators to remain accessible for claims 


processing;  


d. Family Planning and EPSDT indicators;  


e. Specialty/certification required; and 


f. Ability to specify type of pricing methodology/rate 


to be applied by provider type and specialty. 


12.5.11.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain Diagnosis data that is compliant with the 


required coding set (soon to be ICD-10-CM) and 


contain at a minimum:   


a. Description;   


b. Age and gender restrictions;   


c. Family Planning and EPSDT indicators;   


d. Prior Authorization requirements / date specific;   


e. Length of stay information; and   


f. Trauma/Accident Related indicators. 


a 
As read and understood in Amendment 3 
released on March 24, 2010, HPES 
understands that the DHCFP intends to 
request legislative approval to implement 
ICD-10 and after approval, will initiate a 
separate contract with the awarded 
vendor. HPES will continue maintaining 
Diagnosis data using ICD-9-CM until the 
implementation.   


 


12.5.11.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain Medical Policy data that provides the State 


with the maximum ability to modify defined business 


rules without requiring programming changes such as:   


a  
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a. An Edit Table to allow the State to specify how 


each edit set during claims processing should be 


treated (pay, deny, suspend to MMIS maintenance 


staff, suspend to State staff, etc.) by submission 


medium (electronic, paper), by invoice type (UB-


04, CMS 1500, and ADA 2006), by provider type, 


and by program code; and 


b. All Medical Policy data must be date specific, 


allow multiple iterations of data over time. 


12.5.11.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain Rate data to support the following 


methodologies:   


a. Procedure code, percentage of billed charge, 


provider number, provider specialty, service 


location (urban, rural), region (over or under 21), 


program code (Medicaid, CHIP, State only) ; 


b. Institutional claims, SNF or NF, Per Diem, med 


surg, OB, ICU; 


c. Long Term Care – Hospice Per Diem based on 


percentage of facility rate; 


d. Unit Pricing – for example, anesthesia pricing is 


based on base units plus time units plus P-Modifier 


units multiplied by a conversion factor; and 


e. Cap percentages – Provider Type Specific. 


a  


12.5.11.17 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide Audit Trail reports showing before and after 


images of changed data, the ID of the person making 


the changes, the date changed and the reason for 


change.  


a  
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12.5.11.18 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide reference data reports as specified by DHCFP. 
a  


Reference – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.11.19 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes 


to existing requirements and new requirements of the 


State Medicaid Manual and the State and Federal rules 


and regulations are met by the Reference business 


function. 


  


12.5.11.20 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide Medical Policy data with coverage, rate, and 


limitation as needed/specified. 
  


12.5.11.21 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review reports developed by Contractor. 
  


12.5.11.22 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Inform Contractor of timing of annual, quarterly, 


and/or other intermittent updates to all code sets. 
  


12.5.11.23 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide coverage, rate, and limitation information to 


the Contractor in response to the annual CMS code 


update. 


  


12.5.11.24 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Designate staff for specialized training. 
  


12.5.11.25 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Perform a secondary review of the annual updates of 


coverage and rates performed by the Contractor. 
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Reference – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.11.26 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Correctly apply routine updates to the Reference files 


within two (2) working days of receipt of the update 


file. 


a  


12.5.11.27 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Correctly upload annual CMS codes to the Reference 


files within five (5) working days of receipt of the 


update file; 


a  


12.5.11.28 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Correctly apply annual coverage and rate updates to the 


CMS codes within five (5) working days of receipt of 


the update file. 


a  


12.5.12 MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTING SUBSYSTEM (MARS) 


General 


12.5.12.1 Contractor 


Responsibility 


The system must provide management and 


administrative reports as described in this RFP and 


must be made available in data format for export and 


import purposes and through multiple media including 


online, paper, CD-ROM, and electronic file. 


c 
The current DSS solution meets this 
requirement today. Management reports 
were transmitted on CD-ROM initially and 
are currently transmitted through PDF 
and Excel to DARS. HPES will continue 
to work with DHCFP to transmit 
management and administrative reports 
in DHCFP desired formats.   


12.5.12.2 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Operate and maintain all reporting functions, files and 


data elements to meet the requirements in this RFP, 
c 


HPES will work with the State during 
requirements validation to assess the 
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State and federal rules and regulations, federal MMIS 


certification requirements, and Part 11 of the State 


Medicaid Manual. 


currently certified MAR report set to 
determine if changes or additional reports 
are needed and make sure the report sets 
identified in requirements validation meet 
the new CMS certification guidelines. 


12.5.12.3 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Offer periodic recommendations for process 


improvements, based on industry standards, best 


practices, and/or cost efficiencies. 


c 
HPES agrees to offer a periodic review 
and make recommendations for additional 
reporting or process improvements. For 
instance, with the release of Thomson 
Reuters Advantage Suite version 5.0, 
additional reporting functionality in the 
form of dashboard and prompted reports 
will provide management reporting in a 
new and improved manner. 


Input and Processing 


12.5.12.4 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain source data from all other functions of the 


MMIS, to create State and federally required reports at 


frequencies defined by the State. 


c 
Management reporting will continue to be 
co-produced by HPES from the MMIS 
and DSS. Between the two systems, 
reporting needs will be met and created at 
frequencies defined by the State. 


12.5.12.5 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Respond to DHCFP regarding requests for information 


regarding the reports within a timeframe established by 


DHCFP. Modify the reports to meet the changing 


information needs of DHCFP while ensuring accuracy 


of reports and compliance with current State and 


c 
Requests for information will be managed 
by HPES to meet DHCFP expectations 
with respect to acceptable time frames. 
Reports in the DSS are easily modified, 
and testing to verify accuracy is standard 
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federal rules and regulations.  protocol. 


12.5.12.6 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Compile subtotals, totals, averages, variances and 


percents of items and dollars on all reports as 


appropriate.  


c 
The DSS provides for functionality today 
to support this requirement. Today’s 
certified MAR system uses subtotals, 
totals, averages, variances, and percents 
of items and dollars on all reports, as 
required. 


12.5.12.7 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Implement uniform cut-off points for every report to 


ensure the consistency of all reports, as specified by 


State policy and guidelines. 


c 
Uniform cutoff dates are maintained in the 
current MAR report parameters. If 
changes to these parameters become 
necessary, they will be governed by 
HPES change control process. 


12.5.12.8 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support parameters and generate reports of claims 


utilization and financial data using individual or 


combined selection parameters. Reports shall include 


the results of all financial transactions, by DHCFP 


specified categories, whether claim-specific or non-


claim specific. 


c 
Today’s MARS reports were created in 
conjunction with DHCFP personnel and 
use report parameters as defined by 
DHCFP. For MAR reports from the 
existing DSS, report parameters are 
controlled by users through subsetting 
functionality and report or record listing 
interface. All transaction types are 
contained in the DSS today. 


12.5.12.9 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Meet all requirements for the Medicaid Statistical 


Information System (MSIS) and deliver the MSIS file 


to CMS in a federally approved format; produce, 


submit and correct, if necessary, data according to 


a 
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CMS media requirements and time frames. 


12.5.12.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide detailed and summary level counts of services 


by service, program and eligibility category, based on 


DHCFP specified units (days, visits, prescriptions or 


other); provide counts of claims, counts of 


unduplicated paid (participating) eligible recipients and 


counts of providers by DHCFP specified categories. 


c 
For DSS MAR reporting, users have 
access to hundreds of financial and 
service level measures. These include, 
but are not limited to, units, days, visits, 
and prescriptions. The DSS currently 
provides unique counts on eligibility, 
providers, and more. 


12.5.12.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide charge, expenditure, program, recipient 


eligibility and utilization data to support State and 


federal budget forecasts, tracking and modeling to 


include, but not be limited to:  


a. Participating and non-participating eligible 


recipient counts and trends by program and 


category of eligibility; 


b. Utilization patterns by program, recipient medical 


coverage groups, provider type, and summary and 


detailed category of service; 


c. Charges, expenditures and trends by program and 


summary and detailed category of service; 


d. Lag factors between date of service and date of 


payment to determine billing and cash flow trends; 


and 


e. Any combination of the above.  


c 
Existing MAR reports comply with a, b, c, 
d, and e. During requirements validation, 
HPES will evaluate existing MAR reports 
to determine if changes need to be made 
and additional reports added.  As part of 
this cost-neutral bid, HPES will support a 
rebuild of the existing DSS to add 
additional data elements as needed by 
DHCFP for DSS reporting purposes. 


12.5.12.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Include a narrative description of codes and values on 


reports when possible.  
c 


HPES meets this requirement.  
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12.5.12.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


MARS reports must be available on both a date of 


payment and date of service basis.  
c 


HPES meets this requirement. Any report 
may be created on a paid or date of 
service basis. Reports can be created 
using both paid and service date criteria. 


12.5.12.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


All reports must be made available in data format for 


export and import purposes and through multiple media 


such as electronic, paper, and/or CD-ROM. 


c 
The current DSS solution meets this 
requirement today. Management reports 
were transmitted on CD-ROM initially and 
are currently transmitted through PDF 
and Excel to DARS. HPES will continue 
to work with DHCFP to transmit 
management and administrative reports 
in DHCFP-desired formats 


12.5.12.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Balance MARS report data to comparable data from 


other MARS reports to ensure internal validity, and to 


non-MARS reports to ensure external validity and 


comparability, including reconciliation of all financial 


reports with claims processing reports; deliver the 


balancing report to the State with each MARS 


production run. 


c 
The current DSS solution meets this 
requirement today. Payment by service 
category for a month for Check-Up is 
compared to summarized payment by 
Provider Type for Check-Up to make sure 
reports are balanced. Financial balancing 
with external non-MAR reports are part of 
the existing DSS system. HPES 
understands there are existing 
opportunities to align at the program level 
certain financial transactions and their 
assignment to MMIS program codes. 
HPES will work with DHCFP to expand 
these balancing procedures. 
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Output 


12.5.12.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide to DHCFP, on a specified schedule, the 


administrative cost information to complete the 


administrative portion of all federal expenditure 


reports. 


a  


12.5.12.17 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain and disseminate updated MARS 


documentation to the designated DHCFP users as 


needed. 


a  


12.5.12.18 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide technical assistance as needed to assist users in 


researching problems, reviewing production outputs 


and understanding report formats. 


a  


Management and Administrative Review Subsystem – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.5.12.19 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review reports provided by the Contractor. 
  


12.5.12.20 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Specify schedule for administrative cost information to 


complete the administrative portion of all federal 


expenditure reports. 


  


12.5.12.21 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review and approve Contractor’s statistically valid 


trend methodology for generating MARS reports. 
  


12.5.12.22 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


DHCFP will work with the Contractor to resolve errors 


and address outliers identified by the Contractor. 
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12.5.12.23 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Communicate changes in MSIS data requirements and 


data submission methodologies to the Contractor. 
  


Management and Administrative Review Subsystem – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.5.12.24 Contactor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Respond to State requests for general information 


about the reports within three (3) working days of the 


request. 


c 
HPES agrees to provide and comply. 


12.5.12.25 Contactor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Produce and deliver all MARS reports and other 


outputs within the time frames and according to the 


format, input parameters, content, frequency, media 


and number of copies as specified by State and federal 


rules and regulations. 


c 
HPES agrees to provide and comply. 
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Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work.  


Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor 


The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply. 


Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract. 


Req. # Type Requirement 
Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.6.2 CLINICAL CLAIMS EDITING 


12.6.2.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide and maintain a clinical claims editing software 


program to assure appropriate and correct coding of 


claims using industry standard coding edits, including 


at a minimum: 


a. American Medical Association Current Procedural 


Terminology (CPT) guidelines (including CPT 


modifiers); 


b. Health Care Common Procedure Coding System 


(HCPCS) (including HCPCS modifiers); 


c. ICD-9-CM (with ICD-10-CM readiness); 


d. American Dental Association CDT codes and 


e. CMS claims editing guidelines, as determined 


appropriate by DHCFP. 


a HP Enterprise Services (HPES) 
understands the critical role that clinical 
claims editing software plays in making 
sure claims are coded properly. 
McKesson, widely recognized as the 
leader in coding technology, will continue 
to provide the state of Nevada with its 
suite of automated claims editing tools, 
including ClaimCheck®, Claim Review® 
and Clear Claim Connection®. 
Additionally, the McKesson Integration 
Wizard™ will continue to provide 
expanded functional capability for 
ClaimCheck.  


First implemented in the Nevada MMIS in 
early 2009, ClaimCheck® is a 
comprehensive claims auditing software 
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system that automatically audits and 
adjusts professional billing errors and 
detects common code manipulations to 
prevent costly overpayments. The 
software incorporates multiple clinical 
coding sources, including: 


• Current Procedural Terminology 
(CPT)  


• Healthcare Common Procedure 
Coding System (HCPCS)  


• International Classification of 
Diseases Clinical Modification (ICD-
CM)  


• American Medical Association 
(AMA) and Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services (CMS) guidelines  


• Specialty society guidelines  
• Medical policy and literature 


research and standards  
• Input from academic affiliations  


The dental edits in ClaimCheck are 
related to oral surgery procedures along 
with a few ear, nose, and throat (ENT) 
procedures. The edits are based on CPT 
and HCPCS codes, not the American 
Dental Association CDT codes. Those do 
not currently exist in the ClaimCheck 
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module used in the Nevada MMIS. 


HPES will collaborate with DHCFP on 
adding the ClaimCheck dental module for 
clinical claims editing, if desired.  


12.6.2.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform editing activities, including but not limited to: 


a. Identify Age and Gender Conflicts; 


b. Modifier Auditing; 


c. Duplicate services within claim date of service; 


d. Identify a single comprehensive CPT code to 


describe services performed when two or more 


codes have been billed; 


e. Identify incidental procedure(s) performed at the 


same time as a more complex primary procedure, 


as a clinically integral component of a global 


service, or performed to gain access to accomplish 


the primary procedure; 


f. Identify any combination of procedures that differ 


in technique or approach but lead to the same 


outcome; 


g. Medical visit auditing based on surgical package 


guidelines; 


h. Pre-and post-op auditing across dates of service, 


including diagnosis checking and history auditing, 


and in accordance with CMS standards; 


i. New Visit Frequency edits according to CPT 


guidelines; 


j. Identify the use of an unlisted code for a procedure 


a ClaimCheck and the add-on module 
ClaimReview meet all the listed editing 
activities. HPES can selectively apply 
additional edits in ClaimReview when a 
potential problem claim is identified during 
adjudication.  
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that cannot be assigned a more specific code; 


k. Identify procedures that are no longer performed 


under prevailing medical standards; and 


l. Appropriateness of Diagnosis to Procedure. 


12.6.2.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to deny original claim line(s) and 


produce replacement/added claim line(s) with correct 


coding information. 


a With direction from DHCFP, HPES can 
apply edits selectively and define the level 
of action to be taken on claims, including 
deny, suspend, replace or monitor. For 
example, when ClaimReview identifies a 
claim with a higher than expected level of 
Evaluation and Management (E&M) code, 
it can be set up to deny the original claim 
line and produce a replacement claim line 
with the more appropriate E&M code. 


12.6.2.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to review and void previously paid 


history claims as a result of a current claim. 
a We will meet this requirement using our 


ClaimCheck’s Integration Wizard. 


ClaimCheck’s Integration Wizard provides 
this function by supporting history 
processing. The Wizard returns all lines in 
their original order and adds new lines 
sequentially to the bottom, to enable the 
user to easily identify the Claim Check 
recommendations on both the current and 
historical claims. 
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12.6.2.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide a clinical claims editing solution that is 


configurable through a GUI user interface. 
a The McKesson tools are easily configured 


and customized for Nevada Medicaid 
through a simple and efficient graphical 
user interface (GUI).  


12.6.2.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide a tool that allows for integration 


configurability with the Core MMIS using a GUI 


interface outside of the Core MMIS. The tool should 


provide the ability to: 


a. Use any claim attribute to filter which claims are 


processed by the clinical claims editor (i.e. by 


Provider Type, Specialty, form type), as well as 


which results are passed back to the Core MMIS, 


as determined by DHCFP; and 


b. Return results uniquely identifiable by edit codes 


cross-referenced to Core MMIS codes. 


a We will meet these requirements using 
our Integration Wizard tool.  


12.6.2.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Customize clinical claims editing software to meet 


DHCFP policy as required. 
a Robust customization features are the 


hallmark of the ClaimCheck product. The 
customization utilities allow the user to 
modify the database logic to reflect the 
specific medical policy of Nevada 
Medicaid. Clinical rules and/or code 
relationships can be added, deleted, or 
modified. The majority of the 
customization is done with minimal IT 
resources. 
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In addition to the database customization 
features, the Client Options screen offers 
a number of front-end switches allowing 
the user to further define the clinical and 
financial processing.  


12.6.2.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow for editing of multiple claim forms, including 


but not limited to CMS-1500 and UB-04. 
a Our McKesson tools will allow editing for 


outpatient services on the CMS-1500 and 
UB-04 claim forms. HPES will retain any 
editing capability that exists and is 
integrated into the claims system today. 


Other claim forms can be edited by 
ClaimCheck as well, with the assumption 
that the data from the form complies with 
the format currently used in the 
integration between the MMIS and 
ClaimCheck. Provided the data format 
from the specific claim form is submitted 
to ClaimCheck in the prescribed format 
and the data elements included in the 
format meet ClaimCheck editing 
requirements, then editing will occur 
without significant revision to the clinical 
claims editing tool. 


12.6.2.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Integrate clinical claims editing with the claims 


adjudication process prior to claims payment. 
a ClaimCheck and ClaimReview are 


currently integrated into the claims 
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processing system prior to payment, 
which HPES will retain and support. 


12.6.2.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide a web and/or desktop application that allows 


Contractor and DHCFP authorized users to  


a. Enter claims and view real-time results including 


detailed clinical rationale supporting the results; 


and 


b. View a comprehensive documentation library 


including items such as auditing logic and rules, 


clinical manuals, and reports of library 


updates/versions. 


a a. ClaimCheck includes a web-based tool 
called “Clinical Inquirer” that is designed 
to provide immediate response to client’s 
clinical questions. Authorized users from 
DHCFP or HPES can enter in a code 
combination and view in near real-time 
the applicable clinical logic statement 
supporting the ClaimCheck database. 


b. HPES will maintain a comprehensive 
library containing documentation on 
auditing logic and rules, clinical manuals, 
and reports of updates and version 
control within the library. 


12.6.2.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Employ role-based security restricting access to tool 


functions commensurate with job responsibilities and 


the minimum necessary based on the user’s profile. 


a We will employ appropriate network 
access levels through role-based security. 
For McKesson’s tools, their Integration 
Wizard™ includes built-in security 
controls that range from view-only to full 
update capability, based on user roles 
and responsibilities. 
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12.6.2.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide support including: 


a. Clarification of results/rational as formally 


requested; 


b. Appeals support, including testimony by a 


qualified representative; and 


c. Ongoing technical support of software and 


documentation updates. 


a These requirements will be met by HP. 
We will provide: detailed written 
responses for formal requests to clarify 
ClaimCheck results and rationale; skilled 
support for appeals; and continuous 
technical support, backed up by 
McKesson’s comprehensive customer 
service.  


12.6.2.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide version upgrades of software to ensure 


compliance with current procedure codes and clinical 


editing standards. 


a Working with McKesson, we will make 
sure the latest versions of their software 
are employed in Nevada’s claims editing 
tools, whether quarterly or as 
recommended by the State. The Wizard 
will be used to integrate version updates 
and upgrades to enable simple and 
prompt implementation of the changes.  


12.6.2.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Work with DHCFP through the Change Management 


process to perform future changes or customization of 


the clinical claims editing software to meet DHCFP 


policy and State and Federal regulations. 


a We will follow the change management 
process when performing changes or 
customizing the McKesson claims editing 
software.  


12.6.2.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce clinical claims editing reports according to 


DHCFP guidelines. 
a 


HPES will collaborate with DHCFP to 
create clinical claims editing reports, both 
standard and ad hoc.  
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For example, ClaimCheck offers flexible 
reporting capabilities that allow users to:  


• Document coding changes in 
physician reports to explain how 
each procedure was evaluated and 
the clinical rationale behind the 
decisions  


• Detail costs associated with 
inaccurate billing and note the 
physicians involved  


• Build custom reports  
• Track the status of individual claims  


Clinical Claims Editing – System Performance Expectations 


12.6.2.16 System 


Performance 


Expectation 


Perform clinical claims editing as part of each claims 


adjudication process run. 
a  


12.6.2.17 System 


Performance 


Expectation 


Return clinical claims editing results to Core MMIS for 


each run. 
a  


Clinical Claims Editing – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.2.18 Contractor 


Performance 


Acknowledge receipt of clinical clarification inquiry or 


technical support request within two (2) working days. 
a  
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Expectation 


12.6.2.19 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Return response to clinical clarification inquiry or 


technical support request within five (5) working days 


of inquiry submission. 


a  


12.6.3 PHARMACY POINT-OF-SALE (POS) 


General 


12.6.3.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Manage and maintain functional areas for the 


Pharmacy Point-of-sale (POS), including but not 


limited to, the following: 


a. Remittance Processing; 


b. Provider Enrollment; 


c. Recipient Eligibility; 


d. Electronic Eligibility Verification; 


e. Third Party Liability Resource Data; 


f. Prior Authorization 


g. Pro-DUR Edits / Retro-DUR Reporting; 


h. National Drug Codes; 


i. Drug Rebate (OBRA and Supplemental); 


j. Accounts Receivable Distribution; 


k. Claims Processing; 


l. Claims Adjustments; 


m. Reporting; and 


n. Pharmacy Training and Outreach. 


c  
HPES partnered with SXC for pharmacy 
claims management services.  HPES with 
our partner SXC will meet or exceed this 
requirement. SXC offers a combination of 
hardware, software, services, and 
industry expertise that provides a solid 
platform for advancing the available 
functional capability and control of the 
pharmacy claims processing system. 
Where appropriate, activities will be 
coordinated to verify that core MMIS data 
is used to support and process pharmacy 
claims. 


We propose a robust, flexible pharmacy 
claims processing, point-of-sale system, 
RxCLAIM®, which is an online transaction 
processing system providing real time 
adjudication of third-party prescription 
drug claims at the point of service. With 
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RxCLAIM®, clients can maintain claim 
management, payment of claims, update 
benefit design (including plan setup), 
pricing, recipient eligibility, product 
coverage, provider coverage, and DUR 
management. RxCLAIM® facilitates the 
real-time processing of pharmacy claims. 
It offers automated features which provide 
ease of use and flexibility for clients, their 
users, and their business. RxCLAIM® 
enables users to access the application 
either through a standard Internet browser 
or directly into the application itself. 


a. Remittance Processing: SXC 
calculates provider payment according to 
the regulations of the DHCFP Pharmacy 
program. Electronic Remittance Advice 
(RA), transaction 835, is made available 
to providers to receive information for paid 
or denied claims. Providers will also 
receive data on pended claims through 
the 277U transaction. Providers also have 
the option to sign up for electronic funds 
transfer (EFT), to receive their payments 
directly into their financial institution. 
Paper versions of the RA and claims 
payment are also available. 


b. Provider Enrollment: SXC will provide 
provider enrollment data from the core 
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MMIS to make sure the appropriate 
processing of POS claims. 


c. Recipient Eligibility: Recipient 
eligibility inquiry is supported through the 
electronic data exchange (EDI) 
transaction 270/271. RxCLAIM® supports 
the activation of an unlimited number of 
recipient eligibility segments in the past 
and future without restriction. Additionally, 
RxCLAIM® can accept and process the 
E1 Eligibility Verification Transaction. One 
of the first things that RxCLAIM® checks 
during adjudication is Recipient Eligibility 
to verify that the recipient is eligible for 
benefits. RxCLAIM® approves for 
payment only those claims for recipients 
eligible to receive pharmacy services at 
the time the service was rendered. 


d. Electronic Eligibility: Eligibility activity 
consists of the ability to accept the 
Eligibility Request transaction (270), 
logically locate the recipient, verify 
eligibility, determine the appropriate 
formulary list ID, alternative list ID, 
coverage ID, and copay ID then return the 
eligibility response (271) with this 
information. 


 e. Third-party Liability Resource Data:  
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SXC strictly adheres to State and Federal 
laws and regulations and State policy 
regarding coordination of benefits and 
third-party liability and our system makes 
sure that Medicaid is the payer of last 
resort. Our TPL process at POS is 
summarized in the following steps: 


1) A claim submitted rejects if there is 
TPL data available on the eligibility file 
for the recipient for the same Date of 
Service (DOS). If PCN, BIN, and 
Group numbers are available and on 
the eligibility file, they are delivered 
within the response returned back to 
the provider.  


2) Providers may resubmit claims 
rejected for TPL edits by submitting 
information in the “Other Insurance 
Indicator” override field, along with the 
payment date and amount paid by the 
primary payer. RxCLAIM® deducts the 
amount paid by the primary payer(s) 
from the allowed charge. In the event 
that the other amount paid is equal to 
or more than the DHCFP-amount 
allowed, RxCLAIM® indicates and 
returns a paid amount of zero, 
verifying that the State pays no more 
for the submitted claim than the 
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maximum allowed amount. 


3) RxCLAIM® adjudicates the claim, and 
makes the proper adjustments to any 
co-payment and/or deductible 
determination.  


The coordination of benefits component 
within RxCLAIM® maintains the ability to 
accommodate up to nine third-party 
payers in a single transaction. The same 
adjudication rules that applied to the 
original third-party are applied to each 
succeeding payer. If State rules and 
policy dictate, claims hitting TPL edits can 
be overridden at point-of-sale. 


f. Prior Authorization: SXC takes great 
pride in our Prior Authorization (PA) 
program that has been designed using a 
rules-based engine to allow flexibility and 
customization to meet specific customer 
needs while reducing and eliminating the 
need for multiple data entry. Our proposed 
solution provides a PA process that allows 
for a multi-pronged clinical approach. PA 
requests can be introduced through PA 
staff, arrive through the web or in a new 
offering, and integrate and adjudicate 
directly with the claim transaction. 
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The rules engine driving the process is 
housed within our PA management 
solution, RxAUTH®, which is built on top 
of our claims processing system, sharing 
databases and infrastructure with that 
system. This shared access to eligibility 
hierarchy, files, reference data, claim 
history, benefit parameters, and active 
and historical authorization records 
provides powerful synergies, reducing 
redundancy and improving efficiency of 
automated prior authorization request 
adjudication. Accompanying RxAUTH® is 
a powerful suite of web services that 
enables automated, real-time 
authorization request/response 
capabilities over the web. This allows 
prescribers or other requestors to know 
immediately if a request can be granted.  


The web presentation can be made 
through our Provider Portal application or 
through a client hosted web application. 
We expose the RxAUTH® rules engine to 
the point-of-sale (POS) claim processing 
event, which allows us to automatically 
intervene and enable claim processing if 
appropriate conditions are met. 


g. Pro-DUR Edits/ Retro-DUR 
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Reporting:SXC will operate a full-
featured, automated ProDUR system that 
is integrated into RxCLAIM® and meets all 
applicable State and Federal 
requirements including those identified in 
the OBRA 1990 legislation. The system is 
customizable with flexible criteria 
parameters, claim disposition, response 
messaging and conflict/intervention code 
options. 


The RxCLAIM® ProDUR module was 
installed in 1991 and has been 
interactively editing and auditing claims 
on-line, real-time based on the standard 
ProDUR alert types. The ProDUR module 
is updated, at a minimum, on a quarterly 
basis with clinical edits and customizable 
edits. The clinical database feeding the 
ProDUR module is updated on a monthly 
basis. Our ProDUR modules are table 
driven, requiring only system parameter 
changes for most customers. RxCLAIM® 
is capable of applying and suppressing 
edits at the Therapeutic Class (GCN) or 
drug level (11-digit NDC) for all ProDUR 
alert types. 


Since retail pharmacists are often 
inundated with edit messages and have 
summarily become desensitized to them, 
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it is of paramount importance that only 
clinically significant and meaningful edits 
are used to review claims. We have 
integrated a ProDUR module within 
RxCLAIM® that provides maximum 
flexibility and incorporates sophisticated 
clinical rules to meet the needs of HHSC. 
This flexibility permits plan set up that 
minimizes false positives and optimizes 
functional response to clinical objectives. 


The SXC claims processing and ProDUR 
platforms are currently functional in 15 
State Medicaid FFS programs. In 
addition, our systems are operational in 
every conceivable PBM market segment, 
providing the claims processing for over 
100 million covered lives. The heart of our 
system offering is a technically advanced 
exception processor that is a completely 
table driven RDBMS. This technical 
approach enables a ProDUR system with 
an almost limitless variety of clinical 
criteria sets. This flexibility permits plan 
set up that minimizes false positives and 
optimizes functional response to clinical 
objectives. The ProDUR module: 


• Allows screening at the ingredient 
level, not just by GCN or GPI 
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• Eliminates the need to subcategorize 
drugs as a band-aid to false positive 
hits (for example, the therapeutic 
duplication edit that catches two 
prescriptions for the same drug with 
different doses – a practice frequently 
used for dose optimization) 


• Has been constructed to allow 
exceptions to processing rules to be 
easily defined in set up screens – not 
as a hard coding exercise 


• Is capable of applying and 
suppressing edits various levels 
including at the Therapeutic Class 
(TC), generic drug (GCN) or specific 
drug level (11-digit NDC) for all 
ProDUR alert types. Drug-to-Drug 
Interactions, Ingredient Duplication, 
and Contraindications may also have 
user-defined overrides defined that 
can be used for claim submission 


• Is updated, at a minimum, on a 
quarterly basis with clinical edits and 
customizable edits. The clinical 
database feeding the ProDUR module 
is updated on a monthly basis. The 
ProDUR modules are table driven, 
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requiring only system parameter 
changes for most customers 


• Allows customer defined criteria to 
override Medi-Span or First Databank 
criteria 


• Features the ability to “test” out new 
edits – new exception criteria can be 
set to “store”, not reject or post. Using 
this feature, we can evaluate the 
impact or effectiveness of new edits 
prior to implementing them 


• Allows for alternate rules to be applied 
depending upon dispensing situation 
(for example, LTC) 


• Edits against all ingredients in a 
compound claim 


h. National Drug Codes: SXC maintains 
current and historical NDC data. We take 
the input from a drug data source, like 
First Data Bank or Medi-Span on a 
weekly basis to update the drug file. This 
data is massaged to incorporate the 
appropriate policy for the State of 
Nevada. 


i. Drug Rebate: The SXC team is an 
industry leader in providing drug rebate 
administration services to both 
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governmental agencies as well as 
commercial players. This leadership is the 
result of our qualified, experienced rebate 
personnel as well as a rebate 
management application, RxMAX® 
Rebate Management System that 
provides the functionality and the flexibility 
necessary for the successful 
management of such diverse rebate 
programs. This flexible, table-driven 
system uses both CMS and NCPDP 
rebate standards as its foundation, 
allowing it to support the entire rebate 
process for OBRA 1990 and Medicaid 
supplemental rebate programs. 


j. Accounts Receivable Distribution: 
We will verify that the correct amounts are 
distributed into the appropriate AR 
accounts from the POS system. Batch 
files from the POS will be merged into the 
core MMIS, with those transactions then 
creating the requisite financial items. Any 
format changes, such as those impending 
for the NCPDP, standard will be 
accommodated, with data elements 
added, changed or deleted as necessary. 


k. Claims Processing: We take great 
pride in the fact that RxCLAIM® has 
supported virtually every type of 
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pharmacy benefit program that has been 
introduced in the marketplace today. . 


We run our operations on a set of IBM® 
iSeries processors in our data centers 
located in Lisle, Illinois, and Scottsdale, 
Arizona. These systems, in combination 
with our application, are scalable and 
easily expanded with additional DASD, 
memory, and processors to accommodate 
future growth. 


More importantly, we house and maintain 
a hardware platform that is dedicated 
solely to claim transaction processing, 
meaning that other components—such as 
reporting and data warehousing—are 
housed on separate systems. This 
practice guarantees that the performance 
of each component is consistently fast 
and reliable. 


Generally speaking, RxCLAIM® is an 
exception processor that runs parallel 
processes for coverage rule adjudication 
and clinical editing followed by pricing and 
other fiscal edits. While over 99 percent of 
all claim dollars are processed through 
POS submission and adjudication, we 
also accepts batch claims that are 
likewise adjudicated sequentially 
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(chronologically) through the same 
processing engine.  


l. Claims Adjustments: RxCLAIM® 
processes claims adjustments and 
reversals that are either received from the 
pharmacy through electronic POS 
submission or directly entered through the 
RxCLAIM® interface by an authorized 
user. 


m. Reporting: Timely, complete, 
accurate, and accessible information is 
needed to support DHCFP’s business 
goals. To address these needs, we offer a 
wide range of standard and ad hoc 
reporting capabilities. The system 
technologies employed enable us to 
support most unique reporting needs. 


n. Pharmacy Training and Outreach: 
We will provide a targeted provider 
training plan to help make sure that the 
provider community has time to properly 
prepare for the transition, ultimately 
minimizing disruption to client care. With a 
blend of focused communications and on-
sight training sessions, our team employs 
the most efficient and effective channels 
in delivering training. 
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Staff User Training 
We place a great deal of importance on 
training our staff to meet the requirements 
of our customers. We conduct 
comprehensive and continuous training 
programs for our staff to make sure that 
our customers’ pharmacy programs are 
managed properly and efficiently by all 
team members. Industry best practices 
have proven that training is an investment 
a company makes in its people. We know 
that only a well-trained and 
knowledgeable staff delivers the level of 
responsiveness and performance that our 
customers demand. Through proper 
employee selection and development, our 
training program promotes efficiency and 
highest possible quality customer care.  


All implementation, operational and call 
center staff receive initial general training 
and focused training directly linked to 
customer requirements. More specific 
detailed training is conducted with 
individual groups concentrating on their 
area of responsibilities.  


The training team continues to provide 
comprehensive training support after the 
go-live date to identify any knowledge 
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gaps and additional training needs. We 
maintain a comprehensive library of 
advanced training topics. These topics 
are geared toward the user who is familiar 
with the system and plan setup, but 
requires additional training on a specific 
topic. Advanced training topic curricula-—
such as prior authorization—are readily 
available.  


Our ultimate training goal is to produce a 
team that understands all aspects Nevada 
program. Our comprehensive training 
program teaches staff to be responsive to 
the needs of the program, providers and 
recipients – a total quality management 
approach that achieves results and 
consistently positive customer reviews. 
Team members understand that they are 
responsible, as well as accountable, for 
meeting performance standards.  


Provider Relations and Education 
Provider relations and education is the 
mechanism with which to provide 
information on upcoming changes, 
address provider issues/concerns, and 
provide continued training opportunities. 
This promotes a good working 
relationship between the provider 
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community, HPES, SXC, and DHCFP. As 
part of our education program, our team 
develops, implements, and conducts 
ongoing educational programs for the 
Nevada provider community, with 
materials that have been pre-approved by 
DHCFP prior to distribution. These 
educational initiatives include, but are not 
be limited to: 


1. Provider letters; 


2. Provider bulletins; 


3. PDL distribution; 


4. POS messaging; 


5. Training sessions; 


6. Claim resolution; 


7. Website postings of the PDL; 


8. Billing instructions; 


9. Prior authorization programs; and, 


10. Prescriber reconsideration process for 
denied prior authorizations. 


Communication material includes 
program information, educational 
materials, and specific information on 
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program changes as appropriate.  


12.6.3.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support RA message generation, and communicate 


Pharmacy RA information to MMIS Fiscal Agent. 
c  


SXC will meet or exceed this requirement. 
RxCLAIM® runs a process which 
generates a Remittance Advice (RA) for 
each pharmacy designated as the 
“Payee”. Independents receive their own 
RA, while chain pharmacies RAs are 
generated for the headquarters, and 
separated by individual store. This 
information will be communicated to the 
MMIS Fiscal Agent. 


12.6.3.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Communicate all relevant Pharmacy data to the MMIS 


Fiscal Agent. 
c  


We will comply with this requirement and 
communicate all relevant pharmacy data 
to the MMIS Fiscal Agent. 


12.6.3.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Collaborate with the MMIS to process drug claims for 


Physician Administered Drugs. 
c  


We will comply with this requirement and 
collaborate with the MMIS to process drug 
claims for Physician Administered Drugs.  


Process Drug Claims 


12.6.3.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept NCPDP 5.1 format, Batch 1.1 format, and 


Universal Claim Form for drug claims, or more current 


formats.  


c  
We will comply with this requirement and 
accept all NCPDP 5.1 format, Batch 1.1 
format, and Universal Claim Form for drug 
claims, or more current formats. 


SXC is committed to keep current with all 
applicable NCPDP transaction standards 
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as permitted by the HIPAA legislation. We 
currently fully support the NCPDP 5.1 
transaction set, Batch 1.1 format, and 
have begun the development effort for the 
NCPDP D.0 transaction set in anticipation 
of that becoming the next HIPAA-
mandated standard for pharmacy claims 
processing. We are addressing this 
implementation in four phases and are 
currently working toward completion of 
the third phase. We are very active in and 
supportive of the NCPDP organization. As 
such we take a leadership position in 
NCPDP workgroups, educational forums 
and even in guidance for the operation of 
the NCPDP organization itself. We 
believe that this is absolutely necessary to 
verify that our products remain state-of-
the-art and state-of-the industry. We also 
believe that this gives our clients 
confidence and tremendous value and 
leverage in their own market spaces. 


12.6.3.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept interface from MMIS containing Physician 


Administered Drugs for pricing and adjudication, and 


return results of adjudication. 


c  
We will accept an interface from the 
MMIS containing Physician Administered 
Drugs for pricing and adjudication and 
return the results of adjudication.  
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12.6.3.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept all HIPAA required electronic formats and 


maintain all data required. 
c  


We will accept all HIPAA required 
electronic formats and maintain all data 
required, as indicated in our response to 
requirement 12.6.3.5. 


12.6.3.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept the following types of data for processing drug 


claims:  


a. Provider Data; 


b. Recipient Data including lock in;  


c. Claims History from MMIS and POS; 


d. Prior Authorization Data; 


e. Reference Data (NDC, Diagnosis, Procedure); and 


f. TPL data. 


c  
We will comply with this requirement and 
accept all the types of data indicated in 
this requirement for processing drug 
claims. 


12.6.3.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Edit claims based on DHCFP policy (including Pro-


DUR).  
c  


We will comply with this requirement and 
allow the editing of claims based on 
DHCFP policy (including Pro-DUR) 


Our system allows for user-defined edits 
and business rules for POS claims 
processing and claim rejection, including 
those from PRO-DUR. Each 
edit/exception is tied to an appropriate 
NCPDP reject code. There is no limit to 
the number of edits that can be tied to a 
standard NCPDP reject code, and 
because there are many more edit 
possibilities than there are NCPDP reject 
codes, many edits map to the same code. 
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For example, NCPDP reject code 79 Prior 
Auth required is often tied to multiple 
situations: (Betaseron®), thera classes 
(Cox2), quantity requirements (Halcion®) 
etc., each with a different RxCLAIM® code 
number. The assignment of reject codes 
to failed edits is determined by the code 
itself. However the system does allow for 
custom messaging to be returned instead 
of (or in addition to) the standard NCPDP 
messaging. So while multiple edits may 
result in a certain reject code, the 
message that gets returned explains the 
precise nature of the error.  


12.6.3.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Audit claims based on DHCFP policy.  


 


c  
We will fully comply with this requirement 
of auditing claims based on DHCFP 
policy. On a monthly basis, our pharmacy 
audit team will analyze claims data for 
any inconsistencies or unusual activity 
and patterns. The pharmacy claims data 
is run through queries to find patterns, 
anomalies, errors, and potential 
fraudulent activity. The audit criteria used 
includes: 


• Package size issues; 


• Quantity discrepancies; 


• Number of refills to drug mismatch; 
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• Inconsistent diagnosis to medication; 


• Excessively high dose per day; 


• Total number of prescriptions; 


• Duplication of therapies; 


• Mismatch between prescriber, 
pharmacy and member zip codes. 


Depending on the actual criteria used, 
based on DHCFP policy, approximately 
10-15 percent of pharmacies are 
reviewed through desktop audits. 
Regional prescribing and dispensing 
trends as well as demographic variances 
may cause this number to fluctuate. 


The information reviewed in a desktop 
audit includes: 


• Average prescription price; 


• Average amount paid; 


• Low generic utilization and 
dispensing; 


• Average quantity per prescription; 


• Amount of controlled substance drugs 
per 


• prescription; 
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• Accuracy of days supply information; 


• Accuracy of physician identification; 


Issues identified are communicated 
through fax or phone immediately.  


12.6.3.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Price claims based on DHCFP policy.  


 


c  
We will comply with this requirement and 
price claims based on DHCFP policy. Our 
pharmacy system’s drug and formulary 
tables are populated with program-
specific data and data sourced from drug 
data vendors. SXC will accurately apply 
DHCFP’s specific pricing rules during 
adjudication, in accordance with the 
State’s claim pricing policies. We will only 
uses pricing rules as directed by DHCFP. 
Our system provides the State the 
flexibility to modify, enhance, or develop 
pricing methodologies, as mandated by 
Federal and State laws, rules, regulations, 
guidelines, litigation settlements, and 
newly mandated assistance programs. 
Any such changes are only made with 
prior State approval and are implemented 
within approved timeframes. Our system 
provides the ability for virtually unlimited 
number of prices to be compared at claim 
processing time. The comparison 
algorithm can use either the lowest value 
found, the highest value found or the first 
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non-zero value found when deciding what 
data value from this comparison operation 
is to be used. MFN rates can be used as 
one of the pricing elements.  


An example of this might be that a pricing 
operation would compare:  


1. State MAC  


2. Federal MAC  


3. Medi-Span AWP -50 percent  


4. FDB AWP-50 percent  


5. Submitted U&C  


6. Actual Acquisition Cost  


7. Custom State MAC 


8. WNUP 


9. Most Favored Nation price  


Our system uses the lowest per unit price 
(from the list of values above) for the 
product as the basis for further 
calculations. Please note that additional 
items, beyond these, could enter into the 
comparison. Also note that if any of the 
price items were not available for a 
particular drug product, that price item 
would not be part of the comparison. As 
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requested, the claim record depicts the 
pricing basis used to price the claim. 


12.6.3.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide ability to define NDC generic code, according 


to DHCFP policy. 
c  


We will comply with this requirement and 
provide ability to define NDC generic 
code, according to DHCFP policy. Each 
benefit plan has a unique set of rules that 
are defined and administered by our 
RxCLAIM® System. The plan attributes, 
based on DHCFP policy, control the edits 
and calculation rules to be in force for that 
plan, including NDC generic code.  


12.6.3.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Return all soft and hard edits failed during claims 


processing. 
c  


We will comply with this requirement and 
use our system to return all soft and hard 
edits failed during claims processing.  


12.6.3.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain reversed claims on system with status of 


reversal.  
c  


We will comply with this requirement and 
use our system to maintain maintain 
reversed claims with status of reversal. 


All claims transactions are captured in the 
RxCLAIM® data repository, including 
reversed claims and the status of the 
reversal. On each transaction over 400 
attributes are captured from patient, 
provider, pharmacy, physician and pricing 
information at a detailed level. 


12.6.3.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide capability for the pharmacy to override Pro-


DUR alerts, according to DHCFP policy. 
c  


We will comply with this requirement and 
provide capability for the pharmacy to 
override Pro-DUR alerts, according to 
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DHCFP policy. Like all other RxCLAIM® 
edits, ProDUR alerts, including early refill 
for controlled substances, can be set to 
ignore the edit in the adjudication process 
altogether, post and pay, deny with POS 
override allowed (soft denial), deny with 
PA override allowed or deny without 
override allowed. 


12.6.3.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain log of pharmacies overriding Pro-DUR alerts 


and which alerts are overridden.  
c  


We will comply with this requirement and 
maintain log of pharmacies overriding Pro-
DUR alerts and which alerts are 
overridden. We will generate a report on 
pharmacies overriding the alerts and 
details of the alerts overridden.  


12.6.3.17 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide inquiry access to drug claims data history for 


authorized users. 
c  


We will provide online, real-time inquiry 
access to drug claims data history for all 
authorized users 24x7x365 (excepting 
scheduled maintenance). Online access 
to operational data serves a number of 
different business functions that include 
individual claim review, verification of prior 
authorization status, member profile 
viewing, generation of prescriber profiles, 
investigating or auditing claim activity, 
assessing the impact of newly 
implemented edits, etc. Additionally, 
production table access allows the user to 
view current eligibility in our RxCLAIM® 
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system, verify provider network status, 
monitor lock-in activity, check drug 
information, investigate current drug 
pricing, to confirm member and provider 
demographics and virtually all other 
business functions. All access and update 
activity is monitored and systems 
maintain a complete audit trail for all 
transactions. DHCFP is given access to 
audit trail data as requested.  


12.6.3.18 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Notify State Pharmacy Consultant of NDCs identified 


during drug claim processing that need to have a 


benefit code assigned. 


c  
We will comply with this requirement and 
notify the State Pharmacy Consultant of 
NDCs identified during drug claim 
processing that need to have a benefit 
code assigned. 


Adjust Drug Claims 


12.6.3.19 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide ability for a provider to submit a reversed 


claim, according to DHCFP policy. 
c  


We will meet or exceed this requirement. 
Providers will be able to submit a 
reversed claim, based on DHCFP policy. 
Our pharmacy claims system RxCLAIM® 
processes claims adjustments and 
reversals that are either received from the 
pharmacy through electronic POS 
submission or directly entered through the 
RxCLAIM® interface by an authorized 
user. RxCLAIM® can be easily modified to 
accommodate the DHCFP preferred 
policy regarding reversals. During the 
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transition phase, we work with DHCFP to 
define payment and reversal parameters. 
We perform the initial system setup 
according to those parameters. For 
example, if DHCFP prefers that reversals 
be allowed for 90 days from the day of 
initial payment, we can set that parameter 
within our system. If DHCFP later requires 
a change to these parameters, either us 
or an authorized State user with power 
user edit rights can easily make that 
change in the system. 


The initial parameters for setting the 
allowance for timely filing of reversals can 
be set according to time frame, fill date, or 
claim paid date. Because the days and 
qualifiers can be changed on the fly, 
DHCFP has far greater flexibility in 
implementing changes rapidly if needed 
due to a policy change, legislative 
mandate, or emergency situation. 


12.6.3.20 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to adjust a previously paid claim.  


 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. The SXC RxCLAIM® system 
has the ability to adjust a previously paid 
claim. Adjustments can be run individually 
for instances where a claim was paid 
incorrectly, such as when reimbursement 
rates change, there is a retrospective 
application of policy, there are processing 
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errors, etc.  


12.6.3.21 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Ability to perform retroactive rate adjustments. 
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. The SXC RxCLAIM® system 
has the ability to handle retroactive rate 
adjustments. Adjustments can be run 
individually or in batch (mass 
adjustments). The latter typically occur 
with reimbursement rate changes, 
retrospective application of policy, 
processing errors, etc. In these situations, 
various parameters in the ‘payment 
profile’ are set to define criteria for those 
claims to be adjusted. As with individual 
adjustments, mass adjustments can be 
run in an edit-only, trial mode so that 
results can be checked and verified prior 
to actual data being modified. 


12.6.3.22 Contractor 


Responsibility 
Maintain claims history with a reversal status, 


including date and reversal initiator. 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement with SXC RxCLAIM® system. 


 The SXC RxCLAIM® system will maintain 
complete claims history data for any 
agreed-upon term. As with all actions 
performed within the RxCLAIM® system, 
an audit trail of the user and action 
performed is kept within an audit log. 
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12.6.3.23 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Return reversal acceptance message back to provider 


within timeframe established by DHCFP. 
c  


SXC will return reversal acceptance 
messages back to providers within a 
timeframe established by DHCFP. 


12.6.3.24 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce report of claim adjustments processed.  
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We will produce reports of 
claim adjustment processed through our 
RxCLAIM® system. 


Drug Prior Authorization 


12.6.3.25 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept Prior Authorization request submitted online, 


by phone, or fax from all authorized providers, vendors 


or DHCFP staff.  


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. SXC will accept Prior 
Authorization requests from providers, 
vendors and DHCFP staff for all non-
preferred drugs in each class through our 
clinical call center, and/or written 
communications such as electronic mail, 
facsimile, mail, and the Web. Additionally, 
our automated prior authorization system, 
RxAUTH® has been integrated with our 
RxPROVIDER® Portal application to 
enable real-time request/response 
processing capabilities of a PA request 
through the web application.  


Our web-based Prior Authorization 
requests can be submitted through either 
our Provider Portal or the web services 
that power the solution that could be 
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made available through a client’s web 
application. The PA web interface allows a 
prescriber to interact with RxAUTH® in 
real-time. The prescriber submits details 
about the member and PA needed. 
Protocol questions requiring a prescriber 
answer are then dynamically built on the 
web page. After answering the protocol 
questions—typically through drop down or 
radio button presentations, the prescriber 
is notified of the decision regarding the PA 
request. DHCFP is able to designate how 
many opportunities the requestor should 
have to answer the questions correctly. 
The request may be approved if criteria 
are met (as adjudicated in real time by the 
RxAUTH® rules engine) or if criteria are 
not met, the client may choose to deny the 
request or keep it in pending status to 
accommodate DHCFP’s wishes for how to 
best assist the requesting provider in such 
cases.  


Approved requests result in a PA that is 
written to the member’s record in real-
time. The request record is created 
according to a designated configuration to 
produce the authorization details desired 
by the client. Details of the approved 
request are returned to the web interface 
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and the prescriber receives an option to 
print the details. 


All aspects of the approved PA are 
system configurable including the product, 
approval length, and overrides. If 
configured, outbound letters and faxes 
may be sent for web-initiated requests. 
Members can immediately fill scripts for 
PA products once the PA approval 
notification has been received through the 
web portal.  


12.6.3.26 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Adjudicate claims according to Prior Authorization edit 


criteria. 
c  


We will comply with this requirement and 
adjudicate claims according to Prior 
Authorization edit criteria. 


To offset some of the unnecessary 
administrative burden on providers, we 
have developed the RxAUTH® automated 
prior authorization process. RxAUTH® is 
an automated prior authorization program 
developed and operated by SXC. Through 
the linking of medical (if available) and 
pharmacy claims data, our POS system is 
able to adjudicate claims, real time, 
against a pre-defined rules engine. 


The application of the rules engine affords 
an opportunity to apply clinical intelligence 
prospectively to claims as they are being 
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processed. Because the clinical criteria is 
run against both pharmacy and medical 
data including diagnosis codes, many 
legitimate claims that would normally deny 
at the point-of-sale are approved without 
the provider having to call for an override. 
Allowing legitimate claims to pay without 
the traditional prior authorization process 
(i.e. phone call or fax requesting override) 
lowers administrative burden on both 
pharmacists and prescribers and 
decreases therapy disruption for 
beneficiaries. 


RxAUTH® does not add any discernable 
processing time to the POS transaction. 
When a claim subject to prior 
authorization criteria is submitted at the 
point-of-sale, the claim first runs through 
the RxAUTH® logic. The medical and 
pharmacy claims history is systematically 
reviewed in RxCLAIM® for each drug’s 
individual criteria to determine if there are 
other drug claims, or medical claims that 
justify the use of the medication (and 
therefore eliminate the need for a manual 
review of the medical necessity). 


We anticipate that up to 75 to 80 percent 
of claims will pass the RxAUTH® criteria if 
both medical and pharmacy claims data 
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are available. If the claim does not pass 
the RxAUTH® criteria (or the data is not 
available to make the determination), the 
claim will Post & Deny for PA. The 
information passed back to the pharmacy 
is clear and easily understood and 
instructs the pharmacy that the drug is 
subject to prior authorization. A phone 
number is included.  


12.6.3.27 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide ability to pend a Prior Authorization request 


for Medical Review.  
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. The SXC RxAUTH® system 
has the capability to pend a PA request 
for Medical Review. All PA requests are 
approved, denied, or pended based upon 
DHCFP-defined criteria.  


12.6.3.28 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to uniquely identify each Prior 


Authorization request received. 
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. All details of a PA request 
are stored in RxAUTH® and are part of the 
RxAUTH® extract used for reporting. Each 
PA request is uniquely identifiable and 
tied to the member’s record. 


12.6.3.29 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide ability to retrieve and update Prior 


Authorization requests by number, requesting provider, 


servicing provider, recipient ID number and dates of 


service for the Prior Authorization.  


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. When a PA is entered 
(either approved or denied), this 
information is captured in RxAUTH® and 
can therefore be retrieved and updated in 
the same manner. We will have ability to 
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retrieve and update PA requests by 
number, requesting provider, servicing 
provider, recipient ID number and dates of 
service for the Prior Authorization. 


12.6.3.30 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Approve services based on the following information 


from the POS and MMIS:  


a. NDC , HICL, GSN, and/or Therapeutic Drug 


Class; 


b. Generic Code; 


c. Quantity; 


d. Days Supply; 


e. Units; 


f. Start and Stop Dates of Approval; 


g. Diagnosis (ICD-10); 


h. Age; 


i. Gender; 


j. Lock in; 


k. Over the Counter (OTC); and 


l. Claims Data. 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We will approve services 
based on the criteria specified by DHCFP. 
The RxAUTH® approval criteria 
encompass all information specified in 
this requirement, and will integrate the 
necessary information from the POS and 
MMIS. 


12.6.3.31 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Ability to automate changes to the service or 


requesting provider of an existing Prior Authorization-


end date the original Prior Authorization request and 


approve the new Prior Authorization.  


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. If a prior authorization 
request is submitted through the web, 
RxAUTH will automatically update an 
existing PA, If the request is submitted by 
fax, phone, mail, etc., then the existing PA 
is changed manually. Our system will 
have ability to automate changes to the 
service or requesting provider of an 
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existing Prior Authorization-end date the 
original Prior Authorization request and 
approve the new Prior Authorization. 


12.6.3.32 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Return all edits to Provider based on Prior 


Authorization edit criteria, within timeframe 


established by DHCFP.  


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We will return all edits to 
providers based on the Prior Authorization 
Edit criteria. We will do so within the 
timeframe established by DHCFP. 


12.6.3.33 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Return Prior Authorization determination to requesting 


provider within timeframe established by DHCFP and 


in accordance with State and Federal rules and 


regulations. 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We are committed to 
returning prior authorization 
determinations within the timeframe 
established by DHCFP. We adhere to 
OBRA ’90 guidelines and other applicable 
state and federal rules and regulations. 
Specifically, all PA requests received, 
either systematically, telephonically or by 
facsimile, are pended and responded to 
within twenty-four (24) hours. If 
information requests from providers are 
not received within seventy-two (72) 
hours, the claim is administratively 
denied. In the event a prescriber cannot 
be reached, we authorize a seventy-two 
(72) hour emergency supply. All appeals 
are processed and resolved within 
seventy-two (72) hours. Currently, web 
based Prior Authorization requests allow 
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prescribers to interact directly with 
RxAUTH® in real-time. After answering 
the protocol questions and submitting the 
answers to RxAUTH®, the prescriber is 
notified if the PA has been approved, 
denied, or if additional information is 
needed to complete the decision.  


12.6.3.34 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate notices for duplicate Prior Authorization 


requests and changes to service/requesting providers.  
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. If a duplicate PA request is 
submitted through the web, RxAUTH will 
generate a duplicate PA notice. If the 
request is submitted by fax or phone, then 
the process becomes manual and the 
provider will be notified of the duplicate 
PA in the manner in which the request 
was received. 


12.6.3.35 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate paper and electronic approval / denial / pend 


notices for service/requesting providers. 
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. Approval, denial and pend 
notices are generated electronically and 
in paper form when required. Letter 
templates are created, with the ability to 
insert important context appropriate data 
and recipient or provider-specific 
information. Based upon the rules 
created, different letters can be sent 
based upon the recipient of the letter, the 
type of letter, the drug or drug class, and 
the reason for denial (if applicable). Letter 
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templates are easily modified and 
customized to DHCFP language and 
needs. 


12.6.3.36 Contractor 


Responsibility 
Ensure that Notice of Denials are generated and 


distributed to recipients and the Hearing Department 


according to NODs requirements in Section 12.7.12 of 


this RFP. 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We will make sure Notice of 
Denials are generated and distributed to 
recipients and the Hearing Department 
according to NODs requirements in 
Section 12.7.12 of this RFP. The letters 
also contain instructions for the appeals 
process which will provide a possible 
provision for continuation of coverage. 


Prospective Drug Use Review 


12.6.3.37 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Adjudicate claims according to Pro-DUR criteria. 
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We will operate a full-
featured, automated ProDUR system that 
is integrated into RxCLAIM® and meets all 
applicable State and Federal 
requirements including those identified in 
the OBRA 1990 legislation. The system is 
customizable with flexible criteria 
parameters, claim disposition, response 
messaging and conflict/intervention code 
options. 


The RxCLAIM® ProDUR module was 
installed in 1991 and has been 
interactively editing and auditing claims 
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on-line, real-time based on the standard 
ProDUR alert types. The ProDUR module 
is updated, at a minimum, on a quarterly 
basis with clinical edits and customizable 
edits. The clinical database feeding the 
ProDUR module is updated on a monthly 
basis. Our ProDUR modules are table 
driven, requiring only system parameter 
changes for most customers. RxCLAIM® 
is capable of applying and suppressing 
edits at the Therapeutic Class (GCN) or 
drug level (11-digit NDC) for all ProDUR 
alert types. 


Since retail pharmacists are often 
inundated with edit messages and have 
summarily become desensitized to them, 
it is of paramount importance that only 
clinically significant and meaningful edits 
are used to review claims. We have 
integrated a ProDUR module within 
RxCLAIM® that provides maximum 
flexibility and incorporates sophisticated 
clinical rules to meet the needs of HHSC. 
This flexibility permits plan set up that 
minimizes false positives and optimizes 
functional response to clinical objectives. 


The heart of our system offering is a 
technically advanced exception processor 
that is a completely table driven RDBMS. 
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This technical approach enables a 
ProDUR system with an almost limitless 
variety of clinical criteria sets. This 
flexibility permits plan set up that 
minimizes false positives and optimizes 
functional response to clinical objectives. 
The ProDUR module: 


• Allows screening at the ingredient 
level, not just by GCN or GPI, 


• Eliminates the need to subcategorize 
drugs as a band-aid to false positive 
hits (for example, the therapeutic 
duplication edit that catches two 
prescriptions for the same drug with 
different doses – a practice frequently 
used for dose optimization), 


• Has been constructed to allow 
exceptions to processing rules to be 
easily defined in set up screens – not 
as a hard coding exercise, 


• Is capable of applying and 
suppressing edits various levels 
including at the Therapeutic Class 
(TC), generic drug (GCN) or specific 
drug level (11-digit NDC) for all 
ProDUR alert types. Drug-to-Drug 
Interactions, Ingredient Duplication, 
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and Contraindications may also have 
user-defined overrides defined that 
can be used for claim submission, 


• Is updated, at a minimum, on a 
quarterly basis with clinical edits and 
customizable edits. The clinical 
database feeding the ProDUR module 
is updated on a monthly basis. SXC’s 
ProDUR modules are table driven, 
requiring only system parameter 
changes for most customers, 


• Allows customer defined criteria to 
override Medi-Span or First Databank 
criteria, 


• Features the ability to “test” out new 
edits – new exception criteria can be 
set to “store”, not reject or post. Using 
this feature, we can evaluate the 
impact or effectiveness of new edits 
prior to implementing them, 


• Allows for alternate rules to be applied 
depending upon dispensing situation 
(for example, LTC), and 


• Edits against all ingredients in a 
compound claim 
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12.6.3.38 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide inquiry access to Pro-DUR criteria through the 


Drug File. 
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We will provide DHCFP staff 
with inquiry access to Pro-DUR criteria 
through the Drug File in our RxCLAIM 
ProDUR module. 


12.6.3.39 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain criteria for the following Pro-DUR modules:  


a. Therapeutic Duplication; 


b. Drug Disease Contra-indication; 


c. Drug to Drug Interactions; 


d. Incorrect Drug Dosage; 


e. Incorrect Duration of Drug Treatment; 


f. Quantity; 


g. Age/Gender; 


h. Clinical Abuse or Misuse; 


i. Non-Compliance; 


j. Excessive Utilization; 


k. Early/Late Refills; and 


l. Therapeutic Appropriateness. 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. Our team will maintain 
criteria for all of the Pro-DUR modules 
indicated in this requirement. Once a 
pharmacist submits a transaction, the 
claims management system guides the 
information through the more than 700 
separate plans and ProDUR edits 
simultaneously. Rules driving the ProDUR 
edit criteria, messaging and claim 
disposition are determined by DHCFP 
according to policy preferences. The 
following ProDUR reference edits for 
modules (a) thru (l) are available through 
are available through RxCLAIM®.  


a. Duplicate Therapy Screening: 
Identifies unacceptable periods of 
duplication for drugs belonging to the 
same therapeutic class. In addition to 
selecting drugs or drug classes that to 
which this edit applies, this edit can also 
be customized to allow for a number of 
days overlap, as well as to report only on 
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duplications that exceed documented 
thresholds. 


b. Drug-Diagnosis Caution Screening: 
Provides the ability to monitor for potential 
contraindications between the dispensed 
drug and a patient’s health conditions that 
can be registered either on a patient’s 
clinical profile or submitted on the claim. 
Confirmed pregnancy can be monitored 
using this edit.  


c. Drug-Drug Interaction Screening: 
Provides the ability to monitor for potential 
interactions between the dispensed drug 
and other medications that are deemed to 
be active prescriptions. This edit can be 
customized so that, based on severity, 
onset and documentation, the response 
level may be changed. For example, a 
major severity with a rapid onset and 
established documentation conflict could 
result in a hard reject, while a moderate 
severity with delayed onset and 
established documentation conflict results 
in a message response. Additionally, 
HHSC may define their own drug-to-drug 
interactions, with the same level of 
responses available as are available 
within the standard DUR editing.  
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d. Low Dosage (Under-utilization): This 
clinical edit alerts dispensing pharmacies 
when the interval between fills in 
conjunction with the dosage indicates that 
the drug is being used at an inconsistent 
manner or at a dosage level that is less 
than recommended by the manufacturer. 
This edit can be customized by specifying 
the minimum number days supply on 
products for which the edit should be 
performed. HHSC may also determine the 
percentage of days to slow consumption 
and maximum days to slow consumption 


e. Duration Screening: Provides the 
ability to generate alerts for excessive 
duration of treatment. This edit identifies 
whether the days supply of the prescribed 
drug exceeds the maximum 
recommended duration of therapy, taking 
into account user defined tolerance 
factors. Tolerances may be defined 
differently for a drug or drug class as well 
as other processing rule factors. 


f. Quantity Limits: This edit looks for a 
limit in the quantity dispensed for 
individual drugs. Prescriptions over that 
limit are denied. All parameters for this 
edit (drug and quantity) are customized to 
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meet HHSC needs. 


g. Drug-Age Caution Screening: 
Provides the ability to generate alerts if 
the prescribed drug is contraindicated for 
the recipient’s age. This edit can be 
customized to use alternate dosage 
information if applicable dosage 
information is not available for age (for 
example – use adult dosage information if 
geriatric dosage information is not 
available. 


g. Drug-Gender Caution Screening: 
Provides the ability to generate alerts if 
the prescribed drug is not recommended 
for the gender of the patient.  


h. Clinical abuse or misuse: Provides 
the ability to generate alerts for dosages 
of frequently abused medications which 
fall outside of recommended ranges for 
dosage, quantity, or refill rates.  


i. Drug Regimen Screening: Identifies 
under-utilization by prescription renewal 
period for the same drug. The maximum 
allowable overlap can be defined 
differently by drug or drug class. 


j. High Dosage (Over-utilization): This 
clinical edit alerts dispensing pharmacies 
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when the dosage per day exceeds the 
maximum dosage recommended by the 
manufacturer.  


k. Early Refill: Identifies over-utilization 
by prescription renewal period for the 
same drug. The maximum allowable 
overlap can be defined differently by 
either drug or drug class. In the case of a 
retroactive claim, early refill is performed 
for the incoming drug against history, as 
well as for any future dated fills against 
history for the same drug. This approach 
eliminates possible fraud by verifying that 
early refill alerts are not avoided when 
prescriptions are purposely submitted out 
of order. As with all other alert types, the 
default disposition of the alert is defined 
using the processing rule parameters and 
the disposition can be further refined 
using disposition refinement as described 
above. Percentages can vary based on 
days supply (for example, 95 percent of a 
100-day supply, 85 percent of a 50-day 
supply, 75 percent of a 30-day supply).  


l. Therapeutic appropriateness: This 
clinical edit alerts dispensing pharmacies 
when a drug is dispensed in a manner 
that indicates that it may be inappropriate. 
For example, an antibiotic that has been 
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refilled more than two times should be 
evaluated. 


The following additional edits are also 
available through are available through 
RxCLAIM®, should DHCFP wish to 
include them.  


Acute/Maintenance Dose Screening: 
These edits look for a combination of daily 
dose and duration of therapy. For 
example, certain drugs should be used at 
higher dosages for a specified “acute” 
therapy period. Following this time period, 
the dosage should be adjusted 
downward. This alert provides a message 
when a drug is used at an acute dosage 
for longer than is recommended by the 
manufacturer. This edit can be 
customized by specifying against which 
products the edit should be performed. 


Allergy Screening: Identifies potential 
drug contraindications/precautions based 
upon a recipient’s allergy profile. This edit 
can be customized to base the conflict on 
the cross sensitivities. 


Drug-Inferred Health State Screening: 
In addition to detecting contraindications 
against known diseases or health 
conditions, the system can infer diseases 
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or health conditions that a patient may 
have, based on the medication in their 
medication profile. Dispensed drugs are 
checked against inferred diseases for 
potential conflict. Pregnancy can be 
inferred using age range, gender, and 
claims for prenatal vitamins. 


Minimum/Maximum Dosage: Provides 
the ability to generate alerts for dosages 
which fall outside of recommended 
ranges. This edit identifies whether the 
calculated daily units for the current script 
are within acceptable minimum and 
maximum values based on the patient’s 
age, taking into account user defined 
tolerance factors. Tolerances may be 
defined differently for a drug or drug class 
as well as other processing rule factors.  


Ingredient Duplicate Screening: 
Identifies unacceptable periods of 
duplication of ingredients found in both 
the prescribed and historical drug. This 
edit can be customized to allow for a 
number of days overlap, based on either 
a percentage or a set number of days. 
This check can also be customized to 
accommodate a change in dose from one 
prescription to the next.  
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Appropriate use of generic products: 
Clinical edit that alerts dispensing 
pharmacies when an A-rated generic 
alternative is available for the product 
submitted. This edit is often set to deny, 
requiring substitution of the generic 
product. Alternately, this edit can be used 
to alert providers to generic therapeutic 
options for the brand drug dispensed. 


Days’ Supply Limits: This edit looks for 
limits in the days supply for prescriptions. 
These limits can be system wide (for 
example, 10 days supply acute 
medications, 34 days maintenance), by 
pharmacy type, or by drug. This edit is 
customized to meet HHSC requirements. 


Quantity per Day Supply Limits: This 
edit checks for a certain quantity in a 
certain time period for individual drugs. 
For example, a customer may have a limit 
of eight (8) Ambien® tablets within 30 
days.  


Contingent Therapy: This edit checks for 
specific criteria before approving a drug. 
For example, rules can be created that 
require usage of Drug A in men over 65 
years of age before Drug B is allowed. 
Otherwise, the claim for Drug B drug is 
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rejected. In this case, if the recipient 
meets all of the criteria, the claim is 
approved without any delay. If the 
recipient does not meet criteria, the claim 
is rejected.  


12.6.3.40 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate audit trail of Pro-DUR criteria updates. 
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. The ProDUR module is 
updated, at a minimum, on a quarterly 
basis with clinical edits and customizable 
edits. The clinical database feeding the 
ProDUR module is updated on a monthly 
basis. An audit trail of criteria updates is 
maintained within the module. 


12.6.3.41 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce Pro-DUR reports as specified by DHCFP. 
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We offer extensive ProDUR 
reporting capabilities and are committed 
to working with DHCFP to produce and if 
necessary, develop reports to meet the 
program’s specifications. 


Drug File (NDC Data) 


12.6.3.42 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept update tape from Standardized Drug Database 


and apply update within timeframe specified by 


DHCFP. 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. HPES agrees to apply 
standardized Drug Database updates 
within the time frame specified by 
DHCFP. We will use First DataBank 
(FDB) databases as the basis for the drug 
file master for RxCLAIM®. Traditionally, 
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the FDB data is updated and merged 
weekly with full file refreshes scheduled 
monthly. 


12.6.3.43 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Ability to maintain online current and historical NDC 


data including an online audit trail of changes made to 


data. The audit trail identifies the date, time and user 


ID for all updates made during the online access and 


updates made by automated processes.  


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. Our team will maintain 
current and historical NDC data. An audit 
trail is maintained for Pricing and Rebate 
indicators, including the date, time and 
user ID for all updates made during the 
online access and by automated 
processes. 


12.6.3.44 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain access to current, historical, and archived data 


in accordance with timeframes and media established 


by DHCFP. 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We are committed to 
maintaining access to current, historical 
and archived data in the media and 
timeframes specified by DHCFP. 


12.6.3.45 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain previous/retired NDC information.  
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We will maintain this 
previous/retired NDC information. 


12.6.3.46 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide ability to retrieve archived NDC data.  


 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We will provide the ability to 
retrieve archived NDC data. 


12.6.3.47 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the following NDC search capabilities for 


authorized users: 


a. Search by alpha for NDCs and NDC data; and 


b. Maintain age, gender, quantity and days supply 


criteria for each NDC that will be used to edit 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We will provide the ability to 
search by Drug Name as well as numeric 
NDC. Age, gender, quantity and days 
supply criteria are maintained for each 
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claims. NDC.  


12.6.3.48 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate reports on updated NDC data following the 


weekly update process. 
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We will generate an 
automated report following each weekly 
FDB load.  


Pharmacy Point-of-sale – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.3.49 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide policy information to Contractor to support the 


creation and maintenance of pharmaceutical coverage 


including, but not limited to, drugs covered, 


limitations, Prior Authorization constraints, exceptions 


and population criteria for each plan. 


 
 


12.6.3.50 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review and approve claims and invoice audits reports 


from Contractor. 
 


 


Pharmacy Point-of-sale – System Performance Expectations 


12.6.3.51 System 


Performance 


Expectation 


Return all edits to Provider based on Prior 


Authorization edit criteria, within two (2) seconds. 
c  


The HPES team commits to returning all 
edits to Providers, based on Prior 
Authorization edit criteria, within two 
seconds. 


12.6.3.52 System 


Performance 


Expectation 


Return reversal acceptance message back to provider 


within two (2) seconds.  
c  


The HPES team commits to returning 
reversal acceptance messages to 
Providers within two seconds. 


Pharmacy Point-of-sale – Contractor Performance Expectations 
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12.6.3.53 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Accept update tape from Standardized Drug Database 


no less than on a weekly basis, and apply update within 


one (1) day of receipt.  


c  
The HPES team accepts a drug database 
update tape from Standardized Drug 
Database (like FDB) on at least a weekly 
basis and applies the update within one 
day of receipt. 


12.6.3.54 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Maintain online access to seventy-two (72) months of 


all drug data including rate history.  
c  


We will meet or exceed this requirement. 
The HPES team commits to maintaining 
online access to 72 months of all drug 
data including rate history. 


12.6.3.55 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Archive drug data after seventy-two (72) months to 


media specified by DHCFP. 
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We commit to archiving drug 
data after 72 months to media specified 
by DHCFP. 


12.6.3.56 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Accept paper NDC universal claim form (UCF) and 


meet the following performance expectations:  


a. Batch, Internal Control Number (ICN), film/image 


UCF paper drug claims within one (1) day of 


receipt; 


b. Data enter paper UCF drug claims within forty-


eight (48) hours of receipt; and 


c. Process ninety percent (90 percent) of paper UCF 


drug claims to a finalized status within thirty (30) 


days of receipt. 


c  
We will meet or exceed this requirement. 
The HPES team will accept paper NDC 
UCF forms, and will meet the following 
performance expectations: 


a. Batch, ICN, film/imaging of UCF claims 
is completed within one day of receipt.  


b. Data entry of UCF claims is completed 
within 48 hours of receipt.  


c. Ninety percent of UCF claims are 
processed to a final status within 30 days 
of receipt.  
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12.6.3.57 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Return PA determination to requesting provider within 


twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of Prior Authorization 


request, or in less time to meet State and Federal rules 


and regulations. 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. HPES will return PA 
determinations within 24 hours or less of 
receipt of Prior Authorization requests, 
meeting all state and federal rules and 
regulations. 


12.6.3.58 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Update T-bill rates weekly. 
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. HPES will update T-Bill rates 
weekly.  


12.6.4 PHARMACY 


General 


12.6.4.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide staff competent to perform and support all 


Pharmacy functions specified in this RFP, or by State 


and Federal rules and regulations, during the life of the 


contract. 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. Our’ proposed staff 
supporting the DHCFP Pharmacy 
development and management processes 
is comprised of highly knowledgeable and 
experienced clinical pharmacy 
professionals who develop and refine all 
aspects of clinical programming, including 
PDL decision-making support. Given the 
broad array of medications available 
today across numerous therapeutic areas, 
and the need for specialized knowledge 
and expertise to critically evaluate and 
compare therapies, our Clinical team is 
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composed largely of doctors of pharmacy, 
each with specific pharmacotherapy 
expertise in a wide array of therapeutic 
areas. Many of these individuals are 
currently Board Certified in 
Pharmacotherapy. In addition, our Clinical 
team also encompasses a core of 
licensed physicians who provide 
consultative review and evaluation of all 
of the State’s P&T Committee-related 
clinical monograph work, guideline 
development, utilization management 
strategies, and other clinical education 
programming. We will utilize this Clinical 
team over the life of the contract to 
support the Pharmacy functions specified 
in this RFP, or by State and Federal rules 
and regulations. 


12.6.4.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce high quality, reliable, valid and meaningful 


analyses of the prescribed drug data of DHCFP. 
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We will conduct a 
continuous and thorough analysis of 
DHCFP’s prescription drug data, as 
described in our response to requirement 
12.6.4.3 below. 


Preferred Drug List (PDL) 
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12.6.4.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Conduct analysis and clinical review of State of 


Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy 


claims history which shall include but not be limited to: 


a. Identify top therapeutic classes of drugs within the 


pharmacy claims data based on actual utilization 


and classified according to the National Drug 


Database classification of Specific Therapeutic 


Class. Specific classes will be selected for the PDL 


at the discretion of DHCFP. In order to comply 


with commitments made by DHCFP certain 


therapeutic classes will be excluded from the PDL; 


b. Conduct an analysis of each drug member within 


the selected classes based on the clinical safety and 


efficacy guidelines as compared to other members 


of the class; and 


c. Fiscal impact of inclusion or exclusion of 


therapeutic class onto preferred drug list based 


upon past utilization and expenditures.  


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. Our Clinical team will deliver 
a comprehensive strategy for maximizing 
the State’s annual savings from the use of 
a PDL. Recommendations for the PDL 
review schedule are routinely re-
evaluated and prioritized in conjunction 
with DHCFP designated staff ensuring 
that the P&T Committee is consistently 
assessing therapeutic classes and new 
drugs likely to have the greatest impact 
on quality of care, and of greatest 
financial significance, relative to the 
State’s program and its most recent 
utilization patterns.  


a. Fundamental to HPES’ strategy is its 
analysis of the State’s utilization data to 
identify the therapeutic classes that can 
be impacted the most by clinical review 
and management. We analyze the State’s 
pharmacy claims (and applicable 
physician-billed claims) to determine the 
total paid amount, total number of 
prescriptions and the market share for 
each agent in each therapeutic class. This 
analysis not only identifies the therapeutic 
classes with the highest drug spend (and 
potential supplemental rebate 
opportunities) but also serves as a means 
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to identify classes not under clinical 
management or classes with ineffective 
clinical management (for example, 
consistently high rate of PA approvals). 
Traditionally, recognized groupings of 
drugs such as HIC3 or AHFS were used 
in establishing therapeutic classes when 
designing or managing a PDL; the theory 
being that in order to enhance 
supplemental rebate opportunities, 
therapeutic interchange between agents 
is essential. As such, drugs that have the 
same indications and the same or similar 
mechanisms of action should be grouped 
together.  


While we subscribe to this basic theory, 
we understand that certain factors require 
us to employ a more strategic approach 
when stratifying therapeutic classes. 
These factors include both the expansion 
of new drug entities as well as generic 
products within traditional therapeutic 
class groupings. Additional factors include 
new indications, off-label uses and new 
clinical data.  


For example, HMG-CoA Reductase 
Inhibitors or Statins are classified by First 
DataBank with a HIC3 code of M4D 
(Antihyperlipidemic - HMG-CoA 
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Reductase Inhibitors). The M4D 
therapeutic class includes: 


• Atorvastatin (Lipitor®) 


• Fluvastatin (Lescol®, Lescol® XL) 


• Lovastatin (Mevacor®) 


• Pravastatin (Pravachol®) 


• Rosuvastatin (Crestor®) 


• Simvastatin (Zocor®) 


Due to varying potencies and the 
proliferation of generics, another way to 
stratify the Statins is as follows: 


High Potency Statins 


• Atorvastatin (Lipitor®) 


• Rosuvastatin (Crestor®) 


• Simvastatin (Zocor®) 


• Simvastatin/Ezetimibe (Vytorin®) 


Statins 


• Fluvastatin (Lescol®, Lescol® XL) 


• Lovastatin (Mevacor®, Altoprev®) 


• Pravastatin (Pravachol®) 
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• Lovastatin/Niacin (Advicor®) 


This stratification provides better 
supplemental rebate opportunities. The 
team’s goal is to rationally stratify 
therapeutic classes from a clinical 
standpoint while maximizing the State’s 
return on investment through enhanced 
supplemental rebates.  


b. Our Clinical team supporting the PDL 
development and management processes 
is comprised of highly knowledgeable and 
experienced clinical pharmacy 
professionals who develop and refine all 
aspects of clinical programming, including 
PDL decision-making support. 


Given the broad array of medications 
available today across numerous 
therapeutic areas, and the need for 
specialized knowledge and expertise to 
critically evaluate and compare therapies, 
our Clinical team is composed largely of 
doctors of pharmacy, each with specific 
pharmacotherapy expertise in a wide 
array of therapeutic areas. Many of these 
individuals are currently Board Certified in 
Pharmacotherapy. In addition, our Clinical 
team also encompasses a core of 
licensed physicians who provide 
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consultative review and evaluation of all of 
the State’s P&T Committee-related clinical 
monograph work, guideline development, 
utilization management strategies, and 
other clinical education programming.  


Our Clinical team assumes full 
responsibility for critical, evidence-based 
review of all clinical aspects of a new drug 
entity and developing comprehensive 
drug/drug class review monographs which 
include, but are not limited to: 


• Review of data relating to Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) approved 
information and labeled indications; 


• Safety and tolerability profiles (both 
short- and long-term); 


• Efficacy for both labeled and 
unlabeled uses via key pivotal trials; 


• Positioning within key national and 
international consensus guidelines; 


• Outcomes data; 


• Key pharmacokinetic/ 
pharmacodynamic parameters; 


• Drug interactions/contraindications; 
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• Warnings/precautions; 


• Dosing and administration; and 


• Key pharmacoeconomic information. 


In addition to reviews of individual new 
drug products entering the marketplace, 
our= Clinical team develops, and regularly 
updates, full therapeutic class reviews for 
most major PDL-based drug classes on 
an annual basis, ensuring that all clinical 
information is fully reflective of the latest 
clinical research, evidence-based best 
practice guidelines, and changes in 
market dynamics. Annual reviews 
highlight changes since the last review 
and provide recommendations that 
incorporate any new information or best 
practice guidelines that have emerged 
within the year. 


This set of very comprehensive class 
reviews provides customers with a unique 
and unbiased resource for critical 
comparison of all marketed agents (both 
brand and generic) within a given drug 
class, as determined by published peer-
reviewed data across all key indications. 
With a particular focus upon direct 
comparative clinical efficacy and safety 
trials, published outcomes evidence with 
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available drug entities, and national 
consensus guidelines, these therapeutic 
class reviews provide a vital cornerstone 
to sound, evidence-based State P&T 
Committee discussions and PDL 
development and maintenance 


c. Subsequent to this clinical evaluation 
process, our Clinical team applies its 
innovative economic modeling tools to 
further enhance and round-out formulary 
decision-making processes based on the 
economic impact of inclusion or exclusion 
of particular drug classes based on past 
utilization and expenditures.  


12.6.4.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop, maintain and electronically transmit to a 


DHCFP-identified Prior Authorization contractor, the 


list of drugs requiring prior authorization due to the 


level of participation on the PDL by National Drug 


Code (NDC) and/or therapeutic class. 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We will develop, maintain 
and electronically transmit the list of drugs 
requiring prior authorization due to the 
level of participation on the PDL by 
National Drug Code (NDC) and/or 
therapeutic class. We take great pride in 
our Prior Authorization (PA) program that 
has been designed using a rules-based 
engine to allow flexibility and 
customization to meet specific customer 
needs while reducing and eliminating the 
need for multiple data entry. Our 
proposed solution provides a PA process 
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that allows for a multi-pronged clinical 
approach. PA requests can be introduced 
through PA staff, arrive via the web or in a 
new offering, and integrate and adjudicate 
directly with the claim transaction. 


The rules engine driving the process is 
housed within HPES’ PA management 
solution, RxAUTH®, which is built on top 
of our claims processing system, sharing 
databases and infrastructure with that 
system. This shared access to eligibility 
hierarchy files, reference data, claim 
history, benefit parameters, and active 
and historical authorization records 
provides powerful synergies, reducing 
redundancy and improving efficiency of 
automated prior authorization request 
adjudication. Accompanying RxAUTH® is 
a powerful suite of web services that 
enables automated, real-time 
authorization request/response 
capabilities over the web. This allows 
prescribers or other requestors to know 
immediately if a request can be granted. 


12.6.4.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support the management and coordination of all 


activities related to the maintenance of the PDL 


including but not limited to: 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. Our Clinical team will deliver 
a comprehensive strategy for maximizing 
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a. Clinical review of new name brand drugs for 


clinical safety and efficacy; 


b. Clinical review of new generic drugs for clinical 


safety and efficacy; 


c. Clinical review of existing drugs for new 


indications or changes to indications; 


d. Review of new product forms and strengths; 


e. Development of and changes to criteria based on 


new information; and 


f. Financial scenario development by Product 


Category to represent a current case, best financial 


case, and other scenario(s) as dictated by DHCFP 


to the contractor. 


DHCFP’s annual savings from the use of 
a PDL. Our Clinical team will provide PDL 
maintenance by: 


a. Continuously reviewing for newly 
marketed brand drug clinical data, 
especially any pertaining to safety and 
efficacy. 


b. Continuously reviewing for newly 
marketed generic drugs clinical data, 
especially any pertaining to safety and 
efficacy. 


c. Continuously reviewing new clinical 
data on existing drugs for any new 
indications or changes to existing 
indications. 


d. Continuously reviewing for new dosage 
forms and strengths, new clinical 
guidelines, and practice pattern changes. 


e. Information from these clinical review 
activities is incorporated into PDL review 
recommendations. Recommendations for 
the PDL review schedule are routinely re-
evaluated and prioritized by HPES in 
conjunction with DHCFP designated staff 
ensuring that the State’s P&T Committee 
is consistently assessing therapeutic 
classes and new drugs likely to have the 
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greatest impact on quality of care, and of 
greatest financial significance, relative to 
the program’s most recent utilization 
patterns. 


f. Our Clinical team will develop financial 
scenarios to DHCFP specifications, 
including current case, best financial 
case, and any others the State might 
request.   


12.6.4.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Work with the Provider community, associations, 


advocacy groups, etc. to ensure public involvement in 


the development process of the PDL. 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We is accustomed to 
working within the communities we serve 
to verify that providers, associations, 
advocacy groups and other stakeholders 
are included in program development 
activities, to the extent desired by our 
clients. Our’ staff and management are 
directly involved in many organizations 
that offer an abundance of informational 
resources to support the initiatives of our 
clients, including but not limited to: 


• National Council for Prescription Drug 
Programs 


• Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy 


• National Association of Chain Drug 
Stores 
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• American Society of Health System 
Pharmacists 


• American Society for Automation in 
Pharmacy 


• National Committee for Quality 
Assurance 


• National Managed Health Care 
Congress 


• Pharmacy Benefit Management 
Institute 


• America’s health Insurance Plans 


• National Community Pharmacists 
Association 


• Pharmaceutical Care Management 
Association 


In addition to our existing national and 
regional relationships, we will seek out 
and engage Nevada specific provider and 
advocacy groups and associations. 


12.6.4.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Assess drug cost and utilization changes and trends by 


drug, drug category, price, PDL compliance, percent of 


population using drugs, and use by age, location, 


eligibility category condition, length of use and other 


factors. 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. Our Clinical team will assess 
drug cost and utilization changes and 
trends by, at the minimum, all the 
parameters specified in this requirement, 
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and produce reports based on this data 
as the State requires. 


12.6.4.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Determine and monitor on an ongoing basis, fiscal 


impact due to the exclusion or inclusion of therapeutic 


classes onto the preferred drug list and fiscal analysis 


reviewing cost effectiveness of PDL. 


c  
The HPES team will provide experienced 
consultative and management support to 
help analyze, interpret, strategize and 
communicate the program’s cost savings 
effectiveness. We offers cost modeling 
that determines cost savings from the 
PDL and supplemental rebate contracting 
initiatives. Our modeling utilizes product 
selection and estimated market share 
movements to predict changes to 
pharmacy reimbursement and federal 
(OBRA ’90) rebates, provide an 
estimation of supplemental rebates and 
where applicable, provide changes to 
program administrative costs (for 
example, changes in claim volume or 
prior authorization requests). The 
information gained from this modeling 
provides the State with a net-net cost that 
can be applied at the per-claim, per-unit, 
or per-day level.  


12.6.4.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform ongoing analysis of the introduction of new 


drugs or new drug indications in relation to inclusion or 


exclusion from the PDL. 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. Our Clinical team is 
responsible for the maintenance of all 
PDL information as additional products 
are added and new classifications are 
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delineated. Each change made to the 
PDL is tracked and audited, throughout 
the life of the contract, within our web-
based formulary management tool, 
RxBUILDER®.  


RxBUILDER® provides a comprehensive, 
rules-based formulary management 
solution in order to meet the challenge of 
accurately creating, maintaining, and 
sharing complex formularies. The rules-
based capabilities of RxBUILDER® create 
efficiencies in formulary maintenance and 
application of formulary and benefit 
characteristics (e.g. restrictions such as 
SA). 


Our Clinical team interacts securely and 
directly with RxBUILDER® via the web 
interface to create and maintain drug lists 
and rules entries that comprise the PDL 
formulary definition, and to associate tiers 
and other attributes with those 
entries/rules. The application also allows 
maintenance of formulary details, product 
restrictions (for example, quantity limits or 
gender restriction), alternative product 
recommendations, and contingent therapy 
(step therapy) rules. Users are able to 
create rules within RxBUILDER® that 
cover individual products or groupings of 
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products (e.g. therapeutic classes). Notes 
or other pertinent detail (for example, 
clinical information, PA designation, etc.) 
may also be associated with each level of 
rule definition. Formularies and 
components of formularies that are 
created within the application are 
available for query by a business 
intelligence tool that is included within the 
product. Formularies or subsets of 
formularies are also available for export 
via one of the many export formats.  


12.6.4.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


With the approval of DHCFP, manage all aspects of 


processing new rebate agreements. 
c  


The HPES team is fully qualified and 
willing to support and manage all aspects 
of processing new rebate agreements as 
requested and approved by DHCFP. We 
currently serve as the “point of contact” 
with manufacturers and handle the 
responsibility of negotiating rebates and 
fielding questions from stakeholders, 
performing policy and financial analyses 
and coordinating activities with many of 
our client’s staff and their P&T 
Committees.  


12.6.4.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform benchmark analysis for financial and clinical 


outcomes to monitor trends, consult with DHCFP staff 


on data findings and provide program 


recommendations to improve clinical and financial 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. As indicated above in 
12.6.4.8, HPES offers cost modeling that 
determines cost savings from the PDL 
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outcomes. and supplemental rebate contracting 
initiatives. Our modeling utilizes product 
selection and estimated market share 
movements to predict changes to 
pharmacy reimbursement and federal 
(OBRA ’90) rebates, provide an 
estimation of supplemental rebates and 
where applicable, provide changes to 
program administrative costs (e.g., 
changes in claim volume or prior 
authorization requests). The information 
gained from this modeling provides the 
State with a net-net cost that can be 
applied at the per-claim, per-unit, or per-
day level.  


12.6.4.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop and maintain current and archived PDL on 


Contractor website. 
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. As indicated above in 
12.6.4.9 each change made to the PDL is 
tracked and audited, throughout the life of 
the contract, within our web-based 
formulary management tool, 
RxBUILDER®. Therefore, all current and 
archived PDL versions are easily 
available for publication on the website.  


12.6.4.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Comply with any State and Federal rules and 


regulations related to the PDL. 
c  


The HPES team will operate in full 
compliance of all State and Federal rules 
and regulations governing PDL 
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development and management. 


Multi-State Pooling 


12.6.4.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the following Cost Pooling services: 


a. Employ purchasing practices used in private sector 


purchasing in accordance to State and Federal rules 


regulations; 


b. Coordinate drug purchasing negotiations with drug 


manufacturers based upon other State Medicaid 


contracts, other State funded programs and/or 


commercial lines of business; and 


c. Differentiate, through accounting practice, DHCFP 


rebates separate from other lines of business if cost 


pooling techniques are applied. 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We are capable and willing 
to manage the State’s drug rebate 
program by utilizing pooling services via 
the Sovereign State’s pool, and according 
to the specifications outlined in this 
requirement. The multi-state pooling 
programs are a known commodity and 
are familiar to DHCFP. However, they are 
not always the optimal method to 
maximize net State rebate funds. 


We recommend that appropriately sized 
clients strongly consider forgoing 
membership in a multi-state pool and 
instead hold supplemental rebate 
contracts directly with pharmaceutical 
manufacturers. We base this 
recommendation on our experience with 
supplemental rebates which has shown 
that states with a significant number of 
lives (typically greater than 200,000, so 
Nevada is right at the cusp) often find that 
any increases in supplemental rebate 
dollars are often offset by several factors.  


These factors include a loss of autonomy 
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in decision making as well as an increase 
in total program costs associated with the 
administrative costs of prior approvals 
they are forced to accept in exchange for 
participation in a multi-state pool. A good 
example of this is our client, TennCare. 
The program’s enrollee numbers 
suggested that TennCare could negotiate 
supplemental rebates that were 
significantly greater than those currently 
provided by the multi-state pooling 
initiative, especially if TennCare sought 
exclusivity arrangements. Under an 
exclusivity arrangement, supplemental 
rebates are increased as the number of 
preferred agents within a class is 
decreased. The pharmaceutical 
manufacturers of the preferred agents 
would pay larger supplemental rebates for 
this exclusivity as opposed to a general 
access fee, which tends to provide 
significantly less rebate dollars 


TennCare accepted our recommendation 
and agreed to hold supplemental rebate 
contracts directly with pharmaceutical 
manufacturers. As part of the 
supplemental rebate negotiation process, 
we reviewed all 246 therapeutic classes 
on TennCare’s PDL. We received 
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supplemental rebate bids from over 70 
pharmaceutical manufacturers 
encompassing in excess of 1,600 
products (at the 11-digit NDC level). 
Based on the supplemental rebate 
contracts negotiated, TennCare’s 
supplemental rebates increase by more 
than $23M annually, representing a 40% 
improvement over the previous vendor.  


12.6.4.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Ensure the Contractor is not utilizing Nevada 


Medicaid’s purchasing power as leverage to benefit 


other purchasing contracts for the contractor that would 


result in a disadvantage to DHCFP purchasing power. 


c  
The HPES team understands the 
complexities surrounding rebate programs 
and negotiates contracts on behalf of 
DHCFP and only DHCFP. The contracts 
negotiated are the State’s property and 
HPES is the facilitator. DHCFP reviews 
and approves all agreements prior to 
execution. Our approach is not to 
encumber the State with existing 
relationships and deals with 
pharmaceutical manufacturers on the 
behalf of other customers, including multi-
state coalitions, or a book of business at 
large. We do not accept any direct or 
indirect rebates, including the commercial 
rebate management business we support. 
This approach verifies that the 
recommendations made by HPES and the 
final decisions made by DHCFP are 
based on the best interests of the agency 
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and the population it serves. As a result, 
DHCFP will not have to be concerned 
with pre-existing arrangements that 
influence or conflict with its interests. 


Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC) 


12.6.4.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Conduct analysis and clinical review of Nevada 


Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims 


history to determine and recommend, to DHCFP, for 


implementation of Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC). 


MAC must also reflect Federal Upper Limit (FUL). 


c  
We are prepared to provide all 
professional and other services necessary 
to conduct a thorough analysis and 
clinical review of Nevada Medicaid and 
Check Up pharmacy claims history to 
determine and recommend and 
appropriate MAC program that reflects 
Federal Upper Limit. DHCFP is well 
aware that MAC lists are used by many 
State Medicaid agencies as an effective 
cost savings measure. These MAC 
programs have demonstrated the ability to 
contribute to pharmacy program savings 
by encouraging pharmacies to dispense 
generic rather than brand name products, 
and by directly limiting the reimbursement 
of the generic products listed. It is 
important to implement a MAC list that is 
sufficient in both its breadth (the number 
of drug entities represented on the list) 
and depth (the number of different 
strengths, dosage forms and package 
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sizes). 


The HPES team is completely qualified to 
effectively and efficiently develop, 
implement, and manage this process for 
the Nevada Medicaid program, based on 
our broad experience managing other 
MAC initiatives. We offer comprehensive 
program coordination combined with the 
clinical, technical and operational 
expertise required to provide the most 
appropriate and defensible drug pricing 
list. 


12.6.4.17 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Utilize pharmacy claims data to maintain MAC. 
c  


MAC pricing and the corresponding costs 
savings that can be obtained are directly 
related to several factors: the 
methodology used to identify the drugs 
that will be subject to MAC pricing, the 
methodology employed to calculate the 
actual MAC prices and the particular 
utilization patterns of the program being 
analyzed. HPES absolutely analyzes the 
claims detail to understand the generic 
utilization of DHCFP’s program in order to 
maintain the MAC. 


12.6.4.18 Contractor 


Responsibility 


At a minimum, conduct monthly market analysis of 


generic drug pricing to ensure access to services are not 


jeopardized due to application of MAC. 


c  
Evaluating and reporting on changes in 
drug product prices, changes in the 
number of manufacturers and/or 
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wholesalers providing drug products, 
changes in the availability of generic drug 
products, and brand drug loss of patent 
protection are standard components of 
our MAC program practices.  


Frequent market changes particularly in 
pricing and availability necessitate diligent 
monitoring of acquisition cost. We 
conduct a complete review of the 
acquisition cost and MAC price for every 
product on the MAC list on a regularly 
scheduled basis (monthly), and update 
the MAC list accordingly.  


Additionally, the MAC list is updated on a 
more frequent ad hoc basis, with DHCFP 
approval, should circumstances warrant. 


The HPES team monitors market 
changes through a variety of methods. 
We continuously monitor the ASHA and 
FDA websites regarding drug shortages. 
As a failsafe method, we also receive 
regular communications from pharmacies 
and wholesalers when a generic product 
becomes unavailable due to a backorder 
status. Additionally, all pricing data 
(acquisition prices, AWP’s, etc.) is 
obtained and examined for each generic 
drug name/strength/dosage form as part 
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of the monthly update process. Pricing 
data for the full MAC list is refreshed a 
minimum of every quarter or more 
frequently if market changes (e.g. 
shortages, recalls) make that necessary. 
The MAC pricing algorithms 
systematically re-calculate and update the 
MAC list storing historical begin and end 
dates for each iteration of the MAC price. 


Any time a MAC pricing change is 
recommended, DHCFP is provided with 
the proposed changes and appropriate 
documentation for approval consideration. 
This includes monthly changes (based on 
updated pricing data), in addition to ad 
hoc changes that are initiated per 
marketplace fluctuations. 


12.6.4.19 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Conduct continual targeted analysis of drugs that are 


deemed to be scarce per CMS recommendations. 
c  


We continuously monitor the ASHA and 
FDA websites regarding drug shortages. 
As a failsafe method, we also receive 
regular communications from pharmacies 
and wholesalers when a generic product 
becomes unavailable due to a backorder 
status. Once The HPES team has 
confirmed that there is a shortage, a price 
adjustment may be required or the drug 
may be suspended from MAC pricing. 
Any time a MAC pricing change or 
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suspension is recommended, DHCFP is 
provided with the proposed modification 
and appropriate documentation for 
approval.  


12.6.4.20 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Update MAC pricing at least monthly and possibly 


more frequent if determined by market analysis or at 


the request of DHCFP. 


c  
Any time a MAC pricing change is 
recommended, DHCFP is provided with 
the proposed changes and appropriate 
documentation for approval consideration. 
This includes monthly changes (based on 
updated pricing data), in addition to ad 
hoc changes that are initiated per 
marketplace fluctuations or at the request 
of DHCFP. 


12.6.4.21 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide a mechanism for providers to communicate 


with and provide justification to the Contractor if a 


particular generic drug is not obtainable at current 


MAC pricing. This justification may include provider 


submission of drug invoice to facilitate adjustment of 


MAC. 


c  
The HPES team has a mechanism in 
place to determine the validity of provider 
pricing disputes based on acquisition cost 
and availability of the drug product. We 
provide a dedicated facsimile number and 
electronic mail address for providers to 
easily file dispute claims. When a 
discrepancy is reported by a provider, the 
drug/strength/dosage form, current MAC 
price, and detailed description of the issue 
are compiled for the Clinical Pharmacist 
to verify/validate the MAC price against 
current acquisition pricing through 
application of the algorithm logic. 
Investigation into the availability of the 
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drug is conducted and findings are 
submitted to DHCFP for final disposition. 
If the investigation warrants a change to 
the MAC list, DHCFP is consulted and 
with approval, the appropriate change is 
made to the MAC file. 


12.6.4.22 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform benchmark analysis for financial and clinical 


outcomes to monitor trends, consult with DHCFP staff 


on data findings and provide program 


recommendations to improve clinical and financial 


outcomes. 


c  
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We are committed to 
working with DHCFP staff to provide 
recommendations for improving the 
programs clinical and financial outcomes. 
Our comprehensive MAC program 
includes identifying, curtailing, managing, 
and otherwise minimizing factors that may 
adversely impact the program goals, fiscal 
objectives, access standards and other 
outcomes for the MAC program. 


Generally, there are two factors that most 
adversely impact a MAC program’s goals 
and fiscal objectives: 1) when there are 
less than two A-rated generics available 
for a given product; and 2) product 
shortages.  


We recommend product inclusion once 
there are two A-rated generics available. 
Once a product is no longer exclusive, 
and a second A-rated generic comes to 
market, it is clinically acceptable to allow 
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MAC pricing, thus hastening the products 
inclusion on the list and impacting cost 
savings in a positive way. Product 
shortages are usually caused by a 
product or products being pulled from the 
market. As the number of A-rated 
generics decreases, their prices often 
dramatically increase due to a lack of 
competition, thus resulting in a less 
aggressive MAC price, impacting the 
State’s cost savings.  


The HPES team is diligent in following 
market conditions so that if a MAC 
product is suspended, an additional 
product enters the market, or any other 
market anomaly occurs, we are able to 
quickly adjust the MAC list pricing. We 
closely monitor the market movement via 
drug file updates from Medi-Span and 
First Databank and also monitor the 
ASHA and FDA websites for drug 
shortages. Additionally, internal pipeline 
reports also provide notice of the release 
of new generics to the market. 


We measure, evaluate, and report on 
drug pricing, drug pricing trends and cost 
savings as appropriate to affect the 
efficiency and fiscal objectives of the MAC 
program. We provide a mechanism to 
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evaluate MAC program outcomes and 
compliance rates. Our evaluation focuses 
on MAC price comparisons to pricing 
points such as WAC and FUL as well as 
to provider reimbursement for non-MAC 
products (for example, AWP – 10.25%). 
The comparisons are applied to paid 
claims data in order to estimate cost 
savings. Paid claims data, and possibly 
service authorization data, are also 
analyzed to determine compliance with 
MAC pricing and quantify missed savings 
opportunities due to “Brand Necessary” 
prescriptions. 


Drug Use Review (DUR) Board 


12.6.4.23 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Manage the State Drug Use Review (DUR) program, 


including both retro and prospective DUR, in 


accordance with federal and state regulations. 


c  
The HPES team will manage State’s DUR 
program including both retro and 
prospective DUR in accordance with 
federal and state regulations. 


We will operate a full-featured, automated 
ProDUR system that is integrated into 
RxCLAIM® and meets all applicable State 
and Federal requirements including those 
identified in the OBRA 1990 legislation. 
The system is customizable with flexible 
criteria parameters, claim disposition, 
response messaging and 
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conflict/intervention code options. 


The RxCLAIM® ProDUR module was 
installed in 1991 and has been 
interactively editing and auditing claims 
on-line, real-time based on the standard 
ProDUR alert types. The ProDUR module 
is updated, at a minimum, on a quarterly 
basis with clinical edits and customizable 
edits. The clinical database feeding the 
ProDUR module is updated on a monthly 
basis. Our ProDUR modules are table 
driven, requiring only system parameter 
changes for most customers. RxCLAIM® 
is capable of applying and suppressing 
edits at the Therapeutic Class (GCN) or 
drug level (11-digit NDC) for all ProDUR 
alert types per client’s direction. 


Since retail pharmacists are often 
inundated with edit messages and have 
summarily become desensitized to them, 
it is of paramount importance that only 
clinically significant and meaningful edits 
are used to review claims. We have 
integrated a ProDUR module within 
RxCLAIM® that provides maximum 
flexibility and incorporates sophisticated 
clinical rules to meet the needs of 
DHCFP. This flexibility permits plan set up 
that minimizes false positives and 
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optimizes functional response to clinical 
objectives. 


Our claims processing and ProDUR 
platforms are currently functional in 15 
State Medicaid FFS programs. In 
addition, our systems are operational in 
every conceivable PBM market segment, 
providing the claims processing for over 
100 million covered lives. The heart of our 
system offering is a technically advanced 
exception processor that is a completely 
table driven RDBMS. This technical 
approach enables a ProDUR system with 
an almost limitless variety of clinical 
criteria sets. This flexibility permits plan 
set up that minimizes false positives and 
optimizes functional response to clinical 
objectives. The ProDUR module: 


• Allows screening at the ingredient 
level, not just by GCN or GPI, 


• Eliminates the need to subcategorize 
drugs as a band-aid to false positive 
hits (e.g., the therapeutic duplication 
edit that catches two prescriptions for 
the same drug with different doses – a 
practice frequently used for dose 
optimization), 


• Has been constructed to allow 
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exceptions to processing rules to be 
easily defined in set up screens – not 
as a hard coding exercise, 


• Is capable of applying and 
suppressing edits various levels 
including at the Therapeutic Class 
(TC), generic drug (GCN) or specific 
drug level (11-digit NDC) for all 
ProDUR alert types. Drug-to-Drug 
Interactions, Ingredient Duplication, 
and Contraindications may also have 
user-defined overrides defined that 
can be used for claim submission, 


• Is updated, at a minimum, on a 
quarterly basis with clinical edits and 
customizable edits. The clinical 
database feeding the ProDUR module 
is updated on a monthly basis. 
ProDUR modules are table driven, 
requiring only system parameter 
changes for most customers, 


• Allows customer defined criteria to 
override Medi-Span or First Databank 
criteria, 


• Features the ability to “test” out new 
edits – new exception criteria can be 
set to “store”, not reject or post. Using 
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this feature, we can evaluate the 
impact or effectiveness of new edits 
prior to implementing them, 


• Allows for alternate rules to be applied 
depending upon dispensing situation 
(for example, LTC), and 


• Edits against all ingredients in a 
compound claim 


Clinical Edits. Once the pharmacist 
submits the transaction, the claims 
management system guides the 
information through the more than 700 
separate plans and ProDUR edits 
simultaneously. Rules driving the ProDUR 
edit criteria, messaging and claim 
disposition may be determined by DHCFP 
according to policy preferences. The 
following ProDUR reference edits are 
available through RxCLAIM®.  


Acute/Maintenance Dose Screening: 
These edits look for a combination of daily 
dose and duration of therapy. For 
example, certain drugs should be used at 
higher dosages for a specified “acute” 
therapy period. Following this time period, 
the dosage should be adjusted 
downward. This alert provides a message 
when a drug is used at an acute dosage 
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for longer than is recommended by the 
manufacturer. This edit can be 
customized by specifying against which 
products the edit should be performed. 


Allergy Screening: Identifies potential 
drug contraindications/precautions based 
upon a recipient’s allergy profile. This edit 
can be customized to base the conflict on 
the cross sensitivities. 


Drug Regimen Compliance Screening: 
Identifies under-utilization by prescription 
renewal period for the same drug. The 
maximum allowable overlap can be 
defined differently by drug or drug class. 


Drug-Drug Interaction Screening: 
Provides the ability to monitor for potential 
interactions between the dispensed drug 
and other medications that are deemed to 
be active prescriptions. This edit can be 
customized so that, based on severity, 
onset and documentation, the response 
level may be changed. For example, a 
major severity with a rapid onset and 
established documentation conflict could 
result in a hard reject, while a moderate 
severity with delayed onset and 
established documentation conflict results 
in a message response. Additionally, 
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DHCFP may define their own drug-to-
drug interactions, with the same level of 
responses available as are available 
within the standard DUR editing.  


Drug-Diagnosis Caution Screening: 
Provides the ability to monitor for potential 
contraindications between the dispensed 
drug and a patient’s health conditions that 
can be registered either on a patient’s 
clinical profile or submitted on the claim. 
Confirmed pregnancy can be monitored 
using this edit.  


Drug-Inferred Health State Screening: 
In addition to detecting contraindications 
against known diseases or health 
conditions, the system can infer diseases 
or health conditions that a patient may 
have, based on the medication in their 
medication profile. Dispensed drugs are 
checked against inferred diseases for 
potential conflict. Pregnancy can be 
inferred using age range, gender, and 
claims for prenatal vitamins. 


Minimum/Maximum Dosage: Provides 
the ability to generate alerts for dosages 
which fall outside of recommended 
ranges. This edit identifies whether the 
calculated daily units for the current script 
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are within acceptable minimum and 
maximum values based on the patient’s 
age, taking into account user defined 
tolerance factors. Tolerances may be 
defined differently for a drug or drug class 
as well as other processing rule factors.  


Duration Screening: Provides the ability 
to generate alerts for excessive duration 
of treatment. This edit identifies whether 
the days supply of the prescribed drug 
exceeds the maximum recommended 
duration of therapy, taking into account 
user defined tolerance factors. Tolerances 
may be defined differently for a drug or 
drug class as well as other processing 
rule factors. 


Drug-Age Caution Screening: Provides 
the ability to generate alerts if the 
prescribed drug is contraindicated for the 
recipient’s age. This edit can be 
customized to use alternate dosage 
information if applicable dosage 
information is not available for age (e.g. – 
use adult dosage information if geriatric 
dosage information is not available 


Drug-Gender Caution Screening: 
Provides the ability to generate alerts if 
the prescribed drug is not recommended 
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for the gender of the patient.  


Duplicate Therapy Screening: Identifies 
unacceptable periods of duplication for 
drugs belonging to the same therapeutic 
class. In addition to selecting drugs or 
drug classes that to which this edit 
applies, this edit can also be customized 
to allow for a number of days overlap, as 
well as to report only on duplications that 
exceed documented thresholds. 


Ingredient Duplicate Screening: 
Identifies unacceptable periods of 
duplication of ingredients found in both 
the prescribed and historical drug. This 
edit can be customized to allow for a 
number of days overlap, based on either 
a percentage or a set number of days. 
This check can also be customized to 
accommodate a change in dose from one 
prescription to the next.  


Early Refill: Identifies over-utilization by 
prescription renewal period for the same 
drug. The maximum allowable overlap 
can be defined differently by either drug 
or drug class. In the case of a retroactive 
claim, early refill is performed for the 
incoming drug against history, as well as 
for any future dated fills against history for 
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the same drug. This approach eliminates 
possible fraud by ensuring that early refill 
alerts are not avoided when prescriptions 
are purposely submitted out of order. As 
with all other alert types, the default 
disposition of the alert is defined using the 
processing rule parameters and the 
disposition can be further refined using 
disposition refinement as described 
above. Percentages can vary based on 
days supply (e.g., 95% of a 100-day 
supply, 85% of a 50-day supply, 75% of a 
30-day supply).  


Clinical abuse or misuse: Provides the 
ability to generate alerts for dosages of 
frequently abused medications which fall 
outside of recommended ranges for 
dosage, quantity, or refill rates.  


Appropriate use of generic products: 
Clinical edit that alerts dispensing 
pharmacies when an A-rated generic 
alternative is available for the product 
submitted. This edit is often set to deny, 
requiring substitution of the generic 
product. Alternately, this edit can be used 
to alert providers to generic therapeutic 
options for the brand drug dispensed. 


Therapeutic appropriateness: This 
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clinical edit alerts dispensing pharmacies 
when a drug is dispensed in a manner 
that indicates that it may be inappropriate. 
For example, an antibiotic that has been 
refilled more than two times should be 
evaluated. 


Low Dosage (Under-utilization): This 
clinical edit alerts dispensing pharmacies 
when the interval between fills in 
conjunction with the dosage indicates that 
the drug is being used at an inconsistent 
manner or at a dosage level that is less 
than recommended by the manufacturer. 
This edit can be customized by specifying 
the minimum number days supply on 
products for which the edit should be 
performed. DHCFP may also determine 
the percentage of days to slow 
consumption and maximum days to slow 
consumption 


High Dosage (Over-utilization): This 
clinical edit alerts dispensing pharmacies 
when the dosage per day exceeds the 
maximum dosage recommended by the 
manufacturer.  


Quantity Limits: This edit looks for a limit 
in the quantity dispensed for individual 
drugs. Prescriptions over that limit are 
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denied. All parameters for this edit (drug 
and quantity) are customized to meet 
DHCFP needs. 


Days’ Supply Limits: This edit looks for 
limits in the days supply for prescriptions. 
These limits can be system wide (e.g., 10 
days supply acute medications, 34 days 
maintenance), by pharmacy type, or by 
drug. This edit is customized to meet 
DHCFP requirements. 


Quantity per Day Supply Limits: This 
edit checks for a certain quantity in a 
certain time period for individual drugs. 
For example, a customer may have a limit 
of eight (8) Ambien® tablets within 30 
days.  


Contingent Therapy: This edit checks for 
specific criteria before approving a drug. 
For example, rules can be created that 
require usage of Drug A in men over 65 
years of age before Drug B is allowed. 
Otherwise, the claim for Drug B drug is 
rejected. In this case, if the recipient 
meets all of the criteria, the claim is 
approved without any delay. If the 
recipient does not meet criteria, the claim 
is rejected.  


When deciding which clinical edits are 
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needed, consideration is given to the 
order of the processing that is controlled 
through a priority order. This 
consideration places more critical edits 
higher in the priority sequence since only 
nine ProDUR messages can be returned 
to a pharmacy according to NCPDP 
standards. Messaging itself can employ 
the standard NCPDP text or can be 
customized to meet DHCFP needs. 


ProDUR Edits – Claim Disposition. A 
major area of customization involves 
defining the claim disposition associated 
with each edit. Each individual ProDUR 
edit can be set to reject claims, generate 
information messages, or to log 
messages in claims history (and 
eventually the claims extract). This 
functionality is accomplished with the 
following options: 


• H = Hard Reject: Claim is rejected 
and a pharmacy is not allowed to 
override it with submitted 
conflict/intervention/outcome codes. 
Prior Authorization is the only method 
to override these rejections.  


• S = Soft Reject: Claim is rejected but 
a pharmacy is allowed to override the 
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ProDUR conflict by submitting the 
appropriate 
conflict/intervention/outcome codes. 
Prior Authorizations can also be used 
to override these rejections.  


• M = Message: Claim is payable and a 
conflict message is sent back to the 
pharmacy (e.g. warning). 


• E = Extract: Claim is considered 
payable and a message is created but 
it is not sent back to the pharmacy. 
The message is viewable in Claims 
History and in the Claims Extract. 


ProDUR edits can be configured to post 
for every available NCPDP alert type. Like 
all other RxCLAIM® edits, ProDUR edits, 
including early refill for controlled 
substances can be set to ignore the edit 
in the adjudication process altogether, 
post and pay, deny with POS override 
allowed (soft denial), deny with PA 
override allowed or deny without override 
allowed. Furthermore, the disposition can 
be set by claim submission type, for 
example, batch claims could be set to 
post and pay for an edit that would be a 
“hard deny” at point of sale. 


The logic for individual edits includes date 
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range parameters that are set at the 
criterion level and can be changed as a 
simple field update. This edit can be 
customized such that designation of 
override capabilities/conditions occurs at 
various levels including: DEA code, route 
code, generic drug product (GSN), 
therapeutic class (TC), and specific drug 
(NDC). 


DHCFP benefits from the flexibility offered 
with our table-driven and client-defined 
DUR system. All modifications and 
additions are available in real time for the 
most accurate transaction edit checking 
available in the industry. 


Criteria Customization. The clinical edits 
and ProDUR criteria can be customized 
from the base program in a number of 
ways including: 


• Drug-Drug Interaction Screening – 
Ability to customize First DataBank’s 
or Medi-Span’s Drug-Drug processing 
rules for specific GPI to GPI 
interactions rather than standard DUR 
Plan processing; 


• Duplicate RX Override List – Ability 
to customize First DataBank’s or 
Medi-Span’s duplicate Rx screening 
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for selected GPIs, including partial 
GPIs, rather than standard DUR Plan 
processing;  


• GPI Contraindications Override List 
– Ability to customize First DataBank’s 
or Medi-Span’s Drug interference 
criteria rather than standard DUR Plan 
processing; and 


• Submitted DUR/PPS (Professional 
Pharmacy Services) Overrides – 
Ability to customize DUR soft reject 
criteria based upon the submitted 
Reason/ Professional/Result codes.  


Additionally, DHCFP-specified derivative 
data elements (e.g., maximum daily 
dosage that exceeds “x” times the 
recommended dosage) can be created 
and incorporated into DUR plan criteria 
editing routines. New, DHCFP-
customized ProDUR edits are not 
overwritten by updates from Medi-Span or 
First DataBank because they are created 
as edits unique to those found in the 
standard drug information database. 


Intervention Response Codes. 
RxCLAIM® supports the entire ProDUR 
cycle as defined by OBRA ‘90. All POS 
submitted prescription claims are 
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evaluated against historical claim 
information and clinical algorithms. Any 
potential issues are transmitted back to 
the pharmacy using the NCPDP “Reason 
for Service” field. Pharmacists evaluate 
the information provided and may 
respond with further intervention with 
prescribers, other pharmacists, or the 
patients themselves as appropriate. The 
action taken (Professional Service) and 
the result of that action (Result of Service) 
can be transmitted to RxCLAIM® from the 
pharmacy provider. RxCLAIM® supports 
acceptance, processing, storage, and 
display of the Submitted DUR/PPS 
(professional pharmacy services) codes 
which include the Reason/Professional/ 
Result codes (formerly Conflict/ 
Intervention/Outcome codes). These 
codes are often used to override a soft 
reject and the specific code required to 
override a claim may be customized at 
the edit level. These response codes are 
stored on each claim and are carried into 
the data warehouse to facilitate 
comprehensive DUR reporting. 


Management Considerations. 
Paramount to an effective ProDUR 
program is the requirement to post 
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clinically significant and meaningful edits. 
Failure to do so results in excessive noise 
and a general disregard for the messages 
and edits posted. Our approach is to 
routinely monitor and review drug 
utilization patterns and apply ProDUR 
messaging that is relevant and result in 
cost savings to DHCFP. Our ProDUR 
solution allows for customization of the 
base ProDUR criteria library. For 
example, if a retrospective review of 
claims indicates patterns of therapeutic 
duplication that are not covered by current 
edits, they are noted, presented to 
DHCFP for review and sign-off, and then 
added to the ProDUR criteria catalogue.  


Conversely, those edits (or specific drugs 
or therapy classes) that result in clinically 
irrelevant messages are identified and 
eliminated from the catalogue. Savings 
are generated in two ways. An edit may 
be set to deny at the point of sale; 
requiring the dispensing pharmacist to 
either submit an override code, or to 
complete a PA (depending on the 
customer’s choice). Generally, edits set to 
deny at POS should be those that are 
significant enough to require a clinical 
override for use of the drug (for example, 
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drug-reported disease, drug-pregnancy, 
drug-allergy, high dose, and early refill). 
Savings are generated when the claim is 
not subsequently overridden and filled. 
Those edits set to post and pay rely on 
the clinical judgment of the dispensing 
pharmacist (for example, Therapeutic 
Duplication). The pharmacist is expected 
to review the medication profile and 
determine whether therapy is truly 
duplicated. If the duplication does exist 
and does not represent a change in 
therapy, the prescription is reversed, 
resulting in ProDUR related savings for 
that edit. 


ProDUR Analysis and Savings In 
addition to the ProDUR capabilities that 
are part of RxCLAIM’s built-in 
functionality, We can also provide an 
analysis of drug utilization patterns and 
generated an estimate of projected 
savings to DHCFP. This is not part of our 
standard offering, however, we have 
included this as a value-added benefit. 
Please refer to Proposal Section 4 – 
Value-added Benefits, for a more detailed 
description of this additional feature.  


RetroDUR A Retrospective DUR program 
does not need to be defined as a static 
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set of criteria and rules that run claims 
through a pre-defined set of criteria and 
spit profiles for review out the other end. 
The goal of the RetroDUR process is to 
find and address therapeutic issues within 
a prescription drug program. These may 
include issues related to cost (excessive 
costs due to overuse/abuse of 
medications) or quality of care 
(inappropriate prescribing patterns - high 
dosage, low dose, excessive length of 
therapy) as are traditionally considered by 
RetroDUR “products”, but they may also 
include issues as unique to a program as 
the provider communities compliance rate 
with treatment guidelines and State 
policies and mandates. The environment 
in which DHCFP operates is unique from 
all others and we do not expect DHCFP to 
accept a static, standard (and often stale) 
set of RetroDUR criteria that do not 
necessarily address the issues unique to 
DHCFP.  


Identifying appropriate issues to address 
with a RetroDUR program is a critical and 
often completely neglected step in the 
implementation of a comprehensive and 
effective retrospective DUR program. A 
focused approach to RetroDUR, where 
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efforts are concentrated on DHCFP 
utilization patterns, is more likely to reap 
rewards. Our recommended methodology 
is to continually mine the data to find new 
areas of potential impact, to customize 
and narrow the selection of targeted 
prescribers, to intervene using DHCFP 
approved communications, and to 
continually look for new areas for 
intervention.  


Our role is to present recommendations – 
DHCFP has final authority on all criteria, 
intervention and programmatic decisions 
related to clinical programs operations.  


The retrospective DUR activities address 
inappropriate utilization and potential 
fraud and abuse using intervention 
protocols that look at claims data at the 
pharmacy, physician and beneficiary 
level. The ManagedRx utilization 
management program targets physicians 
with the goals of reducing inappropriate 
and/or excessive utilization.  


Our recommended methodology is to 
continually mine the data to find new 
areas of potential impact, to customize 
and narrow the selection of targeted 
prescribers, to intervene using DHCFP 
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approved communications, and to 
continually look for new areas for 
intervention.  


Savings range from 0.3% to 1.2% of drug 
costs. Issues addressed include: over 
usage of medications including fraud and 
abuse, ensuring appropriate length of 
therapy and discontinuing unnecessary 
therapies, age appropriateness; dose 
optimization; duplicate therapies; and 
identifying significant drug to drug or drug 
to disease interactions. The intervention 
engine, RxACT is used to create 
automated mailings/faxes to physicians 
that are customized to reflect the issue 
identified.  


Additionally, customized RetroDUR 
interventions are available. We offer a 
fully flexible solution where interventions 
may be drug or therapeutic class specific 
and can be based at the detailed 
beneficiary level, or can be generalized to 
the disease or treatment standard level. 
This strategy does not confine its 
interventions to those conventionally 
addressed by RetroDUR programs (drug 
interactions, therapy duplications, adverse 
drug effects), but allows an expanded and 
more focused approach. Especially 
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important, the approach provides a 
means to reduce false positive “cases”. It 
is extremely important to minimize the 
number of false positive cases identified 
as we do not want to send letters to 
prescribers when circumstances warrant 
use of a given drug/dosage, etc. Off the 
shelf products typically have high false 
positive rates as they employ “in & out” 
methodology – claims go in – letters come 
out - with no clinical review, input, or 
modification. This leads to provider 
dissatisfaction and disregard of the 
program in general. 


Clinical information and intelligence is 
applied to the selection process for a 
custom intervention. The clinical team 
uses a variety of inputs to this process 
including the ongoing review of primary 
literature. Any significant new drug 
utilization guidelines, drug therapies, or 
drug precautions are sources for a 
RetroDUR topic. We also utilize DUR 
Board input – should utilization issues, 
patterns, or new policies emerge during 
meetings, these can be effectively 
supported and reinforced through the 
RetroDUR intervention process. Finally, 
any new DHCFP clinical policies and 
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guidelines (e.g., step therapy, prior 
authorization) can work in conjunction 
with the RetroDUR process.  


Claims data is examined to identify 
potential areas for RetroDUR 
interventions including:  


• Drug Expenditures - Drugs with high 
expenditures that have less costly, 
therapeutically equivalent substitutes 
available  


• Compliance (Over-utilization, Under-
utilization)  


• Drug-Disease Appropriateness (are 
patients with diabetes getting an ACE 
or ARB?)  


• Excessive Daily Dose  


• Length of Therapy  


• Drug-Age Appropriateness  


• Treatment Guideline Adherence  


• Poly-Pharmacy (multiple prescribers 
and/or pharmacies)  


• Narcotic Misuse  


• Duplicate Therapy  
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Following selection of an area of interest, 
our Clinical team reviews all current 
guidelines and then develops query 
criteria that will find the recipients with the 
utilization pattern of interest. The criteria 
are applied to the claims data to identify 
the number of potential “cases” (the 
treating physicians for the recipients 
identified). All output is validated to verify 
that the false positive rate has been 
minimized. Using the library of letters as a 
base, each RetroDUR letter is modified as 
required to meet DHCFP standards. A 
summary is presented to DHCFP for 
approval which includes the issue 
targeted, the criteria applied, the number 
of providers and recipients targeted, and 
the communication materials.  


The intervention process itself utilizes the 
ManagedRx infrastructure to allow for 
automated mailing and/or faxing of letters 
to targeted providers. The impact of 
retrospective interventions is measured in 
several ways: by tracking global patterns 
for all targeted providers pre and post, 
and by examining the patterns at the 
individual beneficiary level. 


To illustrate: an outcome report for a 
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length of therapy intervention for the PPI 
drug class would include the rates of 
excessive therapy overall in both the pre-
intervention and post-intervention periods, 
as well as the rates of therapy 
discontinuance for the recipients in the 
target intervention group. The individual 
evaluation of the specific intervention 
provides one outcome measure – did the 
prescribers we sent letters to discontinue 
therapy for the recipients we identified. 
The overall examination provides a 
second, and different view of the impact 
of the intervention on target physicians 
future prescribing patterns - did 
prescribers evaluate on-going therapies 
for their other patients, and discontinue 
therapies at the recommended intervals 
(now avoiding the problem altogether) as 
a result of the education provided. This 
second analysis is often neglected, but is 
a significant indicator of program success 
or failure. 


12.6.4.24 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide detailed written analysis for the DUR Board to 


assist them in making decisions as required by federal 


regulations. 


c  
Support to the Drug Use Review Board 
begins with in depth clinical analytics. This 
is performed in order to identify new areas 
of concern, to assess the impact of 
current programs, as well as to provide 
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activity reporting as related to the overall 
program, specific programs, or emergent 
issues (for example: prior authorization 
activity, step therapy activity, problem 
providers, new drug utilization, impact 
analysis and projections, general 
utilization measures and trends, and so 
on). Modeling functions are also important 
in order to anticipate and project the 
impacts and cost savings that may be 
associated with proposed changes. The 
HPES team will submit comprehensive 
modeling methodology write-ups to the 
DUR Board for any projections calculated. 
Modeling methodologies and 
spreadsheets created by and/or used by 
the clinical analytics team are also made 
available to the Board. 


The clinical analysis review of issues that 
are presented to the DUR Board include, 
at minimum, a statement of the issue, a 
summary of relevant claims and utilization 
data findings (such as how many 
recipients use the drug, how many 
prescribers write for the drug, the total 
amount paid, alternative therapies and 
their utilization). Clinical reference sources 
and a summary of relevant points 
accompany the formal recommendations. 
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Additionally, each report includes an 
impact assessment, and a general plan 
and timeline for program implementation 
(if applicable). If a new program is 
proposed, the report also includes the 
proposed program, and drafts of any 
material, collateral, or communication 
plan.  


12.6.4.25 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Facilitate quarterly DUR Board meetings or more 


frequent as determined by the chair. 
c  


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We are committed to 
facilitating DUR Board meetings quarterly 
or on a frequency determined by the 
Chair.  


12.6.4.26 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop and provide all meeting materials to DHCFP 


in accordance with Nevada’s Open Meeting Law. 


Materials are to be approved by DHCFP prior to 


dissemination. 


c  
The HPES team clinical staff provides all 
DUR Board meeting information, agenda 
items, and supplementary materials to 
DHCFP for review, four weeks in advance 
of the scheduled meeting, with a request 
for approval within two weeks. All 
approved materials are provided to the 
DUR Board two weeks in advance of the 
scheduled meeting. We exceed by these 
materials being able to be mailed, or 
additionally “pushed” to Board members 
via a secure website.  
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12.6.4.27 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop quarterly reports for the DUR Program to be 


disseminated at the DUR Board. 
c  


Working with DHCFP, we will develop 
meaningful quarterly reports for the DUR 
program, to disseminate at the DUR 
Board. 


12.6.4.28 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop annual DUR report as required by State and 


Federal rules and regulations. 
c  


We will work with DHCFP to develop an 
annual DUR report. The annual DUR 
Report is completed by our clinical staff in 
accordance with State and Federal 
requirements. In general, the process is 
as follows: Initiate data gathering one 
month following end of fiscal year; run 
additional ad hoc queries as required; 
compile and write the report; provide the 
completed report to DHCFP for review; 
complete revisions as required; present to 
the DUR Board.  


12.6.4.29 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop ad hoc utilization, clinical and financial 


reports to support changes in Medicaid policy. 
c  


The HPES team will work with DHCFP to 
develop appropriate ad hoc utilization, 
clinical and financial reports to support 
changes in Medicaid policy. 


12.6.4.30 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop draft and final meeting agendas and minutes 


in accordance with DHCFP timelines. 
c  


We will develop draft and final meeting 
agendas and minutes in accordance with 
DHCFP timelines. 


12.6.4.31 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Assist DHCFP in recruiting for DUR Board 


appointments. 
c  


The HPES team is committed to assisting 
DHCFP in recruiting for DUR Board 
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appointments.  


12.6.4.32 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide clinical and financial recommendations to 


DHCFP for policy changes that support a 


comprehensive pharmacy program. 


c  
Our Clinical team will fully support 
DHCFP in providing clinical and financial 
recommendations to help formulate policy 
in support of a comprehensive pharmacy 
program. Our recommendations are 
always made based upon analysis of the 
benefit plan, changes in the marketplace 
as well as State and Federal Law, and in-
depth clinical research and evaluation and 
have provided demonstrated savings to 
our current clients. 


Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee 


12.6.4.33 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Assist DHCFP in the identification and appointment of 


a State Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee 


for recommendation to the Governor with the 


responsibility for review and approval of all programs 


relative to the use of Preferred Drugs and the Prior 


Authorization process. 


c  
The HPES team will comply with this 
requirement. We will assist DHCFP in the 
identification and appointment of 
individuals for the State Pharmacy and 
Therapeutics (P&T) Committee. 


12.6.4.34 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Formulate, develop and provide to the P&T Committee 


recommendations for preferred drug(s) in each 


reviewed class. These classes may have more than one 


drug determined to have equal effectiveness and 


therapeutic value. In some classes, more than one drug 


may be recommended as the “Preferred Drug(s)”. 


c  
We will comply with this requirement. Our 
Clinical team assumes full responsibility 
for critical, evidence-based review of all 
clinical aspects of a new drug entity and 
developing comprehensive drug/drug 
class review monographs which include, 
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but are not limited to: 


• Review of data relating to Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) approved 
information and labeled indications; 


• Safety and tolerability profiles (both 
short- and long-term); 


• Efficacy for both labeled and 
unlabeled uses via key pivotal trials; 


• Positioning within key national and 
international consensus guidelines; 


• Outcomes data; 


• Key pharmacokinetic/ 
pharmacodynamic parameters; 


• Drug interactions/contraindications; 


• Warnings/precautions; 


• Dosing and administration; and 


• Key pharmacoeconomic information. 


In addition to reviews of individual new 
drug products entering the marketplace, 
the Clinical team develops, and regularly 
updates, full therapeutic class reviews for 
most major PDL-based drug classes on 
an annual basis, ensuring that all clinical 
information is fully reflective of the latest 
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clinical research, evidence-based best 
practice guidelines, and changes in 
market dynamics. Annual reviews 
highlight changes since the last review 
and provide recommendations that 
incorporate any new information or best 
practice guidelines that have emerged 
within the year. 


This set of comprehensive class reviews 
provides customers with a unique and 
unbiased resource for critical comparison 
of all marketed agents (both brand and 
generic) within a given drug class, as 
determined by published, peer-reviewed 
data across all key indications.  


With a particular focus upon direct 
comparative clinical efficacy and safety 
trials, published outcomes evidence with 
available drug entities, and national 
consensus guidelines, these therapeutic 
class reviews provide a vital cornerstone 
to sound, evidence-based P&T 
Committee discussions and PDL 
development/maintenance.  


Subsequent to this clinical evaluation 
process, the Clinical team applies its 
innovative economic modeling tools to 
further enhance and round-out formulary 
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decision-making processes. After internal 
clinical and economic review, drug 
information is presented to DHCFP and 
the P&T Committee. This Committee 
evaluates the safety and efficacy of a 
drug, or drugs within a class, and then 
votes to place agents into one of three 
distinct categories: 


• Therapeutically Distinct: Clinical 
efficacy, safety, and/or outcomes of a 
given agent are considered superior to 
that of other agents within its 
therapeutic realm, and thus warrants 
prompt addition to the PDL (e.g., 
“preferred” status). 


• Therapeutically Comparable: 
Clinical efficacy, safety, and/or 
outcomes of a given agent are 
considered generally equivalent to 
that of other agents within its 
therapeutic realm. 


• Therapeutically Substandard: 
Clinical efficacy, safety, and/or 
outcomes of a given drug are 
considered to be less favorable than 
other agents within its therapeutic 
realm, and thus warrant “non-PDL” (or 
“non-preferred”) status regardless of 
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cost.  


12.6.4.35 Contractor 


Responsibility 


When two or more drugs in a class have equal 


effectiveness and therapeutic value, review these drugs 


on a cost basis and recommend which of the drugs 


should be selected for the base PDL for DHCFP. Other 


brand name drugs in this class will also be included if 


an appropriate supplemental rebate is obtained from the 


manufacturer. 


c  
As indicated above in our response to 
12.6.4.34, our Clinical team first conducts 
an evidence-based review of all clinical 
aspects of a drug entity and develops a 
comprehensive drug/drug class review. 
With all clinical attributes being equal, the 
team then uses our innovative economic 
modeling tools, including any 
supplemental rebate data, to further 
enhance and round-out formulary 
decision-making processes.  


12.6.4.36 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Present recommendations, provide written analysis and 


respond to questions from the P&T Committee 


regarding its recommendations and finalize the PDL. 


The P&T Committee will be responsible for review of 


the analysis and providing a final recommendation to 


DHCFP regarding which drugs should be included on 


the Preferred List. 


c  
Members of our Clinical team will prepare 
comprehensive review materials for 
dissemination to the P&T Committee 
members, summarizing the information, 
and providing product selection 
recommendations for the PDL. Our 
Clinical team will make sure that the P&T 
Committee recommendations take into 
consideration an optimal balance of cost 
(both direct acquisition cost as well as 
ancillary medical costs) with expected 
clinical outcomes and administrative 
impact. 


The P&T Committee evaluates the safety 
and efficacy of a drug, or drugs within a 
class, and then votes to place agents into 
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one of three distinct categories: 


• Therapeutically Distinct: Clinical 
efficacy, safety, and/or outcomes of a 
given agent are considered superior to 
that of other agents within its 
therapeutic realm, and thus warrants 
prompt addition to the PDL (e.g., 
“preferred” status). 


• Therapeutically Comparable: 
Clinical efficacy, safety, and/or 
outcomes of a given agent are 
considered generally equivalent to 
that of other agents within its 
therapeutic realm. 


• Therapeutically Substandard: 
Clinical efficacy, safety, and/or 
outcomes of a given drug are 
considered to be less favorable than 
other agents within its therapeutic 
realm, and thus warrant “non-PDL” (or 
“non-preferred”) status regardless of 
cost. 


The Committee’s recommendations are 
presented to DHCFP for final selection of 
drugs to be included on the PDL. 
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12.6.4.37 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Facilitate and/or participate in P&T Committee 


meetings at least quarterly and more often as 


determined by the Chair, through the supply of meeting 


documents, arrangement of facilities and participation 


in the meetings in a consultative manner. 


c  
The HPES team will be fully engaged in 
the facilitation and/or participation of the 
P&T Committee meetings on at least a 
quarterly basis and more often as 
determined by the Chair. Our Clinical 
team’s participation is comprehensive, 
starting with arranging the actual meeting 
space. The team prepares all meeting 
documents for the Committee. 


The Clinical team attends all P&T 
Committee meetings to present the 
reviews, answer questions, make 
recommendations, as well as take 
meeting minutes. The HPES Clinical team 
is also readily available throughout the 
year to support the related clinical needs 
of DHCFP and the P&T Committee 
members, including separate meetings 
with DHCFP and the production of a 
monthly generic watch list to stimulate 
potential review between quarters. 


12.6.4.38 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop and make available P&T Committee materials 


according to DHCFP guidelines. These materials 


include but are not limited to Agendas, Approved 


Minutes, and Drug Class Reviews. Some materials will 


be posted on the contractor’s website.  


c  
We will comply with these requirements. 
Our members of the Clinical team prepare 
comprehensive review materials for 
dissemination to the State’s P&T 
Committee members, summarizing the 
information, and providing product 
selection recommendations for the PDL. 
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Our Clinical team further provides DHCFP 
with additional support to make sure that 
all P&T Committee recommendations 
take into consideration an optimal balance 
of cost (both direct acquisition cost as well 
as ancillary medical costs) with expected 
clinical outcomes and administrative 
impact. 


The typical packet of materials prepared 
for each P&T Committee members and 
DHCFP staff includes an agenda, table of 
contents, approved minutes, clinical 
reviews and cost analysis. All documents 
are submitted to DHCFP for approval by a 
mutually agreed upon date prior to each 
P&T Committee meeting. The HPES 
Clinical team produces the necessary 
number of packets to meet the needs of 
DHCFP, and once approved, coordinates 
the mailing of meeting materials to all 
Committee members and DHCFP prior to 
the meeting.  


Sample P&T Committee materials are 
available in Tab XIV – Other Reference 
Material.  


Specialty Pharmacy – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 
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12.6.4.39 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently 
managing specialty pharmaceuticals. The proposals 
must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and 
promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients 


c  
We will assist the Division in more 
effectively and efficiently managing 
specialty pharmaceuticals. Our proposals 
will be fiduciarily responsible for the state 
and promote quality outcomes for 
Nevada’s recipients. 


The HPES team has offered specialty 
pharmacy services through 
subcontractors since 1995. In 2008, SXC 
acquired Ascend SpecialtyRx with the 
acquisition of National Medical Health 
Card Systems (NMHC). Ascend 
SpecialtyRx was founded as Portland 
Professional Pharmacy in 1994, one of 
the pioneers of specialty therapy 
management for injectable and 
compounded medications. Services are 
currently provided to approximately 
15,000 patients who suffer from over 25 
conditions that require specialty 
medications. 


As a respected innovator and leader of 
specialty pharmacy management since 
1994, and now an SXC Health Solutions, 
Inc. company, Ascend SpecialtyRx 
proudly serves the needs of its clients 
using the cornerstone philosophy, “We 
know the status of every patient every 
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month.” This philosophy, along with the 
use of evidence-based treatment 
guidelines and pharmaceutical 
contracting, achieves targeted outcomes 
for the Plan while simplifying care for 
recipients and their physicians for more 
than 25 conditions requiring specialty 
medications. 


We have the technology platform, domain 
expertise, business model and industry-
leading performance necessary to make 
superior service and plan savings a 
reality. We are committed to delivering: 


• Satisfaction through simplifying care 
associated with specialty medications 


• Aggressive cost control through 
utilization management and clinical 
programs 


• Technology required to implement 
cost-efficient clinical programs with 
minimal disruption 


• Measureable outcomes 


Ascend Specialty Pharmacy manages the 
therapy of a wide range of chronic, 
complex disease states including:  


Anemia/Neutropenia 
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Asthma 


Crohn’s Disease 


Cystic Fibrosis 


Fabry Disease 


Gaucher’s Disease 


Growth Hormone Deficiency 


Hemophilia 


Hepatitis 


HIV Wasting 


Immune Deficiency/IVIG 


Infertility 


Multiple Sclerosis 


Neuromuscular 


Oncology 


Osteoarthritis 


Pompe’s Disease 


Psoriasis 


Psoriatic Arthritis 


Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension 


Respiratory Syncytial Virus 
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Rheumatoid Arthritis 


Urology 


Transplant 


Location 


The SXC specialty pharmacy, Ascend 
Specialty Pharmacy, is located in South 
Portland, Maine and distributes 
pharmaceuticals coast-to-coast from its 
15,000 sq. ft., state-of-the-art specialty 
pharmacy. Additional distribution facilities 
are located in Miramar, Florida and 
Honolulu, Hawaii. 


Identify and Stratify Potential 
Participants  


Approximately 50-60 days before the start 
date for specialty services Ascend 
requests a specialty medication claim file 
with 120-150 days of history. The file is 
used to identify DHCFP recipients that 
currently use specialty medications and 
stratify by high cost users and non-
adhering patients. DHCFP then reviews 
the proposed list of identified users and the 
proposed patients to encourage 
participation in the specialty therapy 
management program and provide patient 
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contact information. At 40 days before start 
members receive a DHCFP approved 
letter and FAQ brochure from Ascend 
explaining the change and how to use the 
benefit. 


Within five to seven working days of the 
mailing of the letter, recipients are 
contacted by Ascend’s Patient Care 
Coordinators to explain the program, enroll 
recipients into the program and schedule 
delivery of medications. All DHCFP 
recipients receive a second letter 30 days 
before the start date as a reminder of the 
change and to call Ascend if they have not 
enrolled in the new program. DHCFP is 
provided with a list of “no contacts” prior to 
the start date.  


Physician Engagement  


Ascend SpecialtyRx engages physicians 
at several levels depending upon the 
client’s strategic initiatives to manage 
specialty. Our programs engaging 
physicians vary from brief written 
communications on how to access and 
use the services, to retrospective DUR 
with patient specific reports and 
recommendations, to on-line real time 
prior authorization, and to physician 
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detailing. In our RSV Synagis Dose 
Optimization Program we have 100 % of 
one Managed Care client’s physicians 
providing Ascend monthly weight prior to 
product distribution for administration. In 
another Managed Medicaid program our 
physician detailing in conjunction with 
written and phone communications from 
the Plan Medical Director moved 100% of 
the patients to a Preferred Growth 
Hormone drug saving the plan over 
$500,000 annually. 


Patient Management and Support  


As a leader in Specialty Medication 
Therapy Management, We are dedicated 
to maximizing the Payer’s medication 
related specialty medication expenditures 
while providing patients personalized, 
compassionate pharmacy care, ready 
access to needed specialty medications, 
and simplified management of the 
complex challenges patients face in 
coordinating their treatment and payment. 


High quality patient outcomes can be 
achieved through our strengths and 
expertise in (1) using evidence-based 
methods to optimize therapy management 
and pharmacy spend; (2) improving 
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access to medications; (3) proactive 
communication and patient education; 
and (4) facilitating use of reimbursement 
programs.  


Our key strategies to manage and support 


both the patients and the plan include: 


• Achieve better outcomes using a 
single specialty therapy manager 


• Simplify care through proactive 
member communication 


• Improve the quality of health care 
delivery using evidence-based clinical 
guidelines  


• Ensure optimal drug use by using 
effective therapy management tools  


• Report outcomes and modify benefit 
and programs 


Care Coordination 


Every Ascend SpecialtyRx patient is 
supported by a skilled care team led by a 
clinical pharmacist or clinical nurse as 
well as patient coordinators, case 
managers, patient advocates and 
reimbursement counselors. Our care 
teams are disease state-specific and are 
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specially trained to manage any challenge 
that could impact the clinical, 
psychosocial or financial status of the 
patient. 


Care coordination at Ascend SpecialtyRx 
includes:  


• Compassionate and experienced 
patient care coordinators;  


• Complete and accurate patient intake 
and medical assessment;  


• Home nursing coordination, when 
necessary;  


• Clinical data collection - screening, 
monitoring and evaluation;  


• Skilled patient advocates helping 
individuals maneuver through a 
sometimes complex system;  


• Refill Management and delivery set 
up; and 


• On call patient and physician clinical 
pharmacy support 24/7/365. 


Ascend SpecialtyRx uses a variety of 
clinical therapy management programs to 
support the care of patients. Those 
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programs include: 


Patient Notification and Enrollment 


To provide a smooth and seamless 
transition for the member, a proactive 
written and verbal communication is 
mailed approximately 15 to 30 days prior 
to the date Ascend SpecialtyRx begins 
providing service to the member. The 
identified patients receive a letter 
informing them of the new program and 
that the Ascend SpecialtyRx Specialty 
Therapy Management team will contact 
them personally to explain the program, 
enroll the patient and answer any 
questions. The Therapy Leader and 
Patient Care Coordinator personally 
contact the member to enroll them in the 
specialty therapy management program. 


Prescribers are provided with a patient-
specific letter identifying the medication 
impacted, explaining the program and 
contact information for ordering the 
medication approximately 15-30 days 
prior to the start date for the program. 


Therapy Plan and Prescription Order 


Review 
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To provide optimal outcomes from the 
therapy, Enrollment or Prior Authorization 
forms received with a prescription order 
are reviewed for completeness and 
accuracy, by a pharmacist, including 
clinical information required to evaluate 
evidence-based criteria. Eligibility, drug 
interactions, and utilization review are 
completed. 


Individualized Patient Care Plan 


To provide compliance and optimal 
outcomes, patients are contacted to 
review the physician provided therapy 
plan and identify specific medication 
administration and therapy information 
educational gaps. A patient-centric plan is 
developed, taking into consideration the 
patient’s lifestyle, and establishing 
expected outcomes of the therapy. A 
therapy management record is 
established, including both physician-
reported and self-reported clinical data. 
Patient training is provided to close the 
knowledge gaps. Supporting educational 
materials, available in multiple languages, 
and a refrigerator magnet with the 800 
customer service number, are prepared 
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for shipment with the order.  


During this call, the team schedules the 
next therapy management outreach call 
shipping date and location.  


Criteria Review “Criteria No Pass No 


Fill”  


To minimize off-label and unnecessary 
drug use the order with physician and 
patient reported information is evaluated 
against plan-approved, patient-centric, 
evidence-based criteria. If the available 
information does not satisfy the criteria 
the plan is notified for determination of 
next steps. 


Dose Optimization 


To prevent waste and lower cost clinical 
information including weight and various 
laboratory data is used to optimize the 
dose and package size. 


Preferred Drug 


To achieve low net cost for a therapy 
group Ascend SpecialtyRx provides 
access to certain preferred products 
contracts and supporting rebates. 
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Specialty Therapy Management 


To promote optimal outcomes, a follow-up 
patient call schedule determined by the 
plan approved criteria is established. The 
Patient Care Coordinator proactively 
contacts the patient and evaluates 
compliance, adherence, side effects and 
educational gaps. If any issues are noted, 
the Patient Care Coordinator escalates 
the issue to the therapy specific 
pharmacist or nurse for resolution. 
Physicians are contacted by the clinician 
if the issue merits. 


Refill Management 


To promote proper utilization and prevent 
waste the Patient Care Coordinator 
evaluates any required issue resolution 
and approves the refill and scheduled for 
delivery.  


Outcomes measurement and reporting 


Ascend SpecialtyRx “knows the status of 
every patient every month”. Patient 
status, including individual interventions, 
is recorded in the patient’s therapy 
management record and reported.  


Purchase Discounts 
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While rebates and other similar fees are 
passed on to the plan, purchase 
discounts are held by the specialty 
pharmacy. 


Exclusivity / Limited Distribution 


informedRx provides access to a 
contracted network of restricted 
distribution specialty drug pharmacies at a 
contracted price. Ascend manages the 
flow of prescription orders into the 
informedRx restricted specialty drug 
network to create a smooth transition for 
the patient. All pharmacy payments, 
invoicing to the plan, and reporting are 
provided by informedRx. 


Special Programs 


SpecialtyRx provides the following special 
programs: 


• Package recovery program 


• Vial/ assay management program 


• Ready to inject program 


Information Technology, Outcomes 
Measurement, and Reporting 


Ascend uses some of the most advanced 
Specialty Medication Therapy 
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Management software developed by 
Creehan. These SMTM programs are 
built upon evidence based guidelines 
providing the Care Coordinators and 
Clinicians resources to manage and guide 
the patient through the various therapies. 
This software provides for scheduling 
patient management, documentation of 
interventions, managing adherence, 
scheduling shipping, and reporting 
outcomes. All claims are electronically 
submitted to the plans PBM for full 
adjudication and integrated reporting. 


Recent measurable outcomes associated 
with our Specialty Medication Therapy 
Management of Medicaid programs 
include: 


• 52.1% reduction in Growth Hormone 
cost 


• 11.7% cost avoidance of Synagis 
cost 


• 13.5% reduction in average 
prescription cost 


Reduction in Participants’ Disease 
Severity  


Multiple published reports and studies 
have shown the positive impact of 
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specialty therapy management on patient 
care. Examples include: 


1. Ascend specialty pharmacy maintains 
compliance rates above 95% across 
their book of business for all disease 
and above 90% for Multiple Sclerosis. 
Teva Pharmaceutical (Teva) has 
provided data that demonstrated 
patients treated for 10 and 15 years 
with Copaxone® had significant 
reduction in disease severity. The 
company said that the results 
demonstrated that 51% of long-term 
Copaxone® treated patients shifted to 
lower severity grades. According to 
the company, 41% of patients who 
withdrew from Copaxone® showed 
deterioration in MSSS grades, when 
compared to their baseline severity 
grades. Patients remaining on long-
term treatment had improved median 
MSSS scores of 1.84 and 1.69 at 10 
and 15 years, compared to MSSS 
scores at start, 3.62 and 3.50, 
respectively. When specially trained 
pharmacists intervene in care by 
providing targeted patient education, 
performing systematic patient 
monitoring, offering feedback and 
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behavior modification, and 
communicating regularly with patients' 
the patient compliance is improved. 
This implies that programs that 
demonstrate compliance can reduce 
disease severity.  


2. Multiple sclerosis patients managed 


by a specialty pharmacy program 


were more compliant with medication, 


and had a lower risk of being 


hospitalized for their disease than 


those who were not managed by a 


specialty pharmacy program. The 


study compared 3,055 patients 


managed by specialty pharmacy to 


807 patients who were not part of a 


specialty pharmacy-managed group 


over a period of one year. The study 


showed that those in the managed 


group had a 47 percent lower risk of 


being hospitalized to treat conditions 


associated with MS compared to the 


non-managed group. Average overall 


MS-related total cost of care for one 


year was $20,105 for the managed 


group versus $16,857 for the non-


managed group. The difference was 
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driven by improved persistence with 


medications. Over time, the average 


MS-related medical cost decreased 


$270 among the managed patients, 


while it increased $1,245 among the 


un-managed group. This retrospective 


study results were presented at the 


International Society of 


Pharmacoeconomic and Outcomes 


Research 14th Annual International 


Meeting in Orlando, Florida. The 


retrospective study analyzed medical 


and pharmacy claims data.  


 


Pharmacy – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.4.40 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review and approve Contractor procedures for 


Pharmacy program. 
 


 


Pharmacy – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.4.41 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Enter adjustment requests within forty-eight (48) hours 


of DHCFP request.  
c  


We will enter adjustment requests within 
forty-eight (48) hours of DHCFP request. 
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12.6.4.42 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Enter Accounts Receivable in system within twenty-


four (24) hours.  
c  


We will enter Accounts Receivable into 
the system(s) within twenty-four hours. 


12.6.4.43 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Mail invoice statements to manufacturers within sixty 


(60) days of the end of the calendar quarter. 
c  


We will comply with this requirement. 


We understand that States are required to 
submit drug rebate invoices to 
manufacturers no later than 60 days after 
quarter end and we will fulfill this 
requirement. The generation and sending 
of rebate invoices is predicated on the 
receipt of the quarterly CMS drug rebate 
tape. Upon receipt of the CMS drug 
rebate tape, we will generate and mail 
rebate invoices to manufacturers as soon 
as possible; in all instances within 15 
days of the receipt of the CMS drug 
rebate tape. Prior quarter utilization 
changes are also generated and mailed 
within the same time frame. 


12.6.5 ELECTRONIC PRESCRIPTION SOFTWARE 


12.6.5.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide eligibility, formulary, and medication history 


information via a commercially available software 


application to prescribers electing to use electronic 


prescribing functionality in their practice. 


c The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We are very involved with 
standards organizations and movements 
concerned with advancing the technical 
evolution of the industry. Our electronic 
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prescribing program, known as 
RxEXCHANGE®, marks a significant step 
forward into the electronic prescribing 
world and significantly advances our 
ability to interface with other electronic 
prescribing vendors. We have a formal 
agreement in place with SureScripts® 
(formerly SureScripts®/RxHUB®), that is 
non-exclusive, so we are free to enter 
into similar agreements with other 
vendors should our client require 
connectivity or other form of relationship 
with another electronic prescribing 
vendor. Through our relationship with 
SureScripts®, we have made appropriate 
system modifications to our applications 
and within the infrastructure of our 
operations to support electronic 
prescribing and prescription information 
exchange for the physician community. 
RxEXCHANGE® is the electronic 
prescribing provider’s view into our 
RxCLAIM Suite for member eligibility, 
formulary and medication history 
information. We currently support the 
following electronic prescribing 
transactions: eligibility (270/271), and 
formulary and medication history 
(RXHREQ). Eligibility activity consists of 
the ability to accept the Eligibility Request 
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transaction (270), logically locate the 
recipient, verify eligibility, determine the 
appropriate formulary list ID, alternative 
list ID, coverage ID, and copay ID, then 
return the eligibility response (271) with 
this information. 


12.6.5.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Use the X12 270/271 HIPAA transaction to verify 


recipient eligibility for prescriber requests. 
c We will use X12 270/271 HIPAA 


transaction to verify recipient eligibility for 
prescriber requests. Our solution is 
implemented using the currently accepted 
ANSI ASC X12 envelope segments. 
Message formats used include the X12N 
270 (Eligibility Benefit Inquiry) and the 
X12N 271 (Eligibility Benefit Response). 


12.6.5.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Update recipient eligibility data daily, during off-peak 


hours via a batch process. 
c The HPES team will meet or exceed this 


requirement. RxCLAIM®, RxEXCHANGE® 
is an add-on component of our claims 
processing suite, RxCLAIM®, with access 
to its real-time adjudicated claim, 
eligibility, and formulary information. With 
a single request from an e-prescribing 
vendor, the provider can request a 
patient’s insurance eligibility information. 
The core MMIS will provide a batch 
update for the recipient eligibility data 
update during off-peak hours. The batch 
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loading of eligibility and formulary files is 
handled in RxEXCHANGE® for the 
processing of pharmacy POS claims.  


12.6.5.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Use an automated system to validate scripts and 


forward real-time electronic copy of the prescriber’s 


script to the identified pharmacy. Utilize validation 


failures to prevent submission of a non-valid script and 


present information to the Prescriber as to why the 


script cannot be filled. 


c 
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. The submission of e-RXs 
from physician to pharmacy is based on 
the EHR software used at the physician’s 
office. The physician’s EHR software 
submits an e-RX transaction to 
SureScripts (the third party e-prescribing 
switch) then SureScripts routes the e-RX 
transaction to the appropriate pharmacy. 
During this process the PBM is bypassed 
until the claim is adjudicated. We have 
strategic relationship with Allscripts that 
enhances our electronic prescribing (e-
prescribing) options.  


The Allscripts arrangement enables 
HPES and our partners—health plans, 
employers, government agencies, 
pharmacy benefit managers and 
pharmacies—to seamlessly and securely 
exchange authorized eligibility, formulary, 
medication history, and pharmacy 
information with physicians or other 
prescribers who use Allscripts stand-
alone e-prescribing or Electronic Health 
Record (EHR) solutions. The prescribers 
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can then use the transmitted, patient-
specific information during the prescribing 
process to make safer, more cost-
effective decisions with their patients. We 
are actively engaged in conversations 
with Allscripts on collaborative efforts to 
provide additional value-added insights 
and information at the point of care.  


12.6.5.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Validate receipt of script coverage files, validate 


NCPDP specifications. 
c The HPES team will meet or exceed this 


requirement. To validate exchange of 
formulary and eligibility files, SureScripts 
and we will have set up a secure FTP 
(sFTP) site. HPES delivers the formulary 
or eligibility file to the sFTP site and 
SureScripts pulls the file to upload it to 
their systems. Once SureScripts loads 
the formulary or eligibility to their system, 
NCPDP specifications are validated, and 
a report is generated indicating if the file 
was loaded successfully or if an error 
occurred during the process. The report 
is then placed on the sFTP site where 
HPES pulls it for review and evaluation. 


12.6.5.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide downloads of the contractor’s pharmacy list 


and formulary into the prescriber's practice 


management system. 


c 
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. HPES’ electronic prescribing 
solution includes the transaction 
exchange utility RxEXCHANGE®, and the 
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formulary and benefit maintenance and 
export capabilities of RxBUILDER®, 
which we are proposing as the tool 
supporting maintenance of the PDL. 
Functionality for the electronic prescribing 
formulary and benefit file provides the 
ability to add and maintain a formulary 
file, and provides the ability to send 
regularly scheduled formulary and benefit 
file information to the electronic 
prescribing vendor. The electronic 
prescribing vendor makes the data 
available to prescribers for reference 
when writing a prescription. This provides 
the opportunity for the prescriber to check 
formulary status, learn of restrictions and 
approximate member liability at various 
outlets. It allows the prescriber to gain 
information about alternative therapies if 
the doctor’s system supports retrieval and 
display of each of these items, prior to the 
dispensing event at the pharmacy.  


12.6.5.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow prescribers to request and receive a Nevada 


Medicaid or Checkup recipient medication history 


using the latest version of NCPDP from a secured 


routing vendor.  


c 
We will meet or exceed this requirement. 
RxPROVIDER/PRESCRIBER® portal 
access gives providers the ability to look 
at member claim history, a specific Rx 
number, view details of a specific claim, 
view remittance advice, post provider 
obligations, forms and contracts, and view 
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member eligibility. For providers who 
have yet to adopt an electronic 
prescribing solution, the portal offering 
provides necessary access to relevant 
patient information concerning claim 
history, compliance, and cost 
approximation for prescription 
medications through our live trial 
adjudication feature.  


12.6.6 PHARMACY DRUG OBRA AND SUPPLEMENTAL REBATE 


Drug OBRA Rebate 


12.6.6.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Process OBRA rebates on all covered outpatient drug 


claims in accordance with Federal Regulations. 
c 


We will comply with this requirement. The 
HPES team is known as an industry 
leader in providing drug rebate 
administration services to both 
governmental agencies as well as 
commercial payers. This leadership is the 
result of the HPES’ qualified, experienced 
rebate personnel as well as a rebate 
management application, RxMAX® Rebate 
Management System (RxMAX®), that 
provides the functional capability and the 
flexibility necessary for the successful 
management of such diverse rebate 
programs. This unequaled combination, 
as well as our reputation in the 
marketplace for providing inventive 
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solutions, will position the State to 
maximize its rebate revenue through 
efficient invoicing, collection, and 
dramatically reducing rebate disputes.  


We will implement a software and 
business process solution that is based 
on our current rebate administration 
application, RxMAX®. All the functional 
capability required by State and Federal 
regulations is provided by RxMAX®. This 
flexible, table-driven system is in place 
today and is processing more than two 
hundred (200) million claims per quarter 
for our customers. RxMAX® utilizes both 
CMS and NCPDP rebate standards as its 
foundation, allowing it to support the 
entire rebate process for OBRA 1990 and 
Medicaid Supplemental rebate programs. 


12.6.6.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform drug rebate activities in accordance with 


DHCFP accounting principles (i.e. write-offs). 
c 


We will perform drug rebate activities in 
accordance with DHCFP accounting 
principles. 


12.6.6.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept and process the quarterly CMS drug rebate 


tape.  
c 


On a quarterly basis, our RxMAX® 
solution will receive and process 
information through the CMS drug rebate 
tape. The DMS drug rebate tape provides 
two (2) files: the Unit Rebate master File 
(Drug File) and the Labeler Name and 
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Address File (Labeler File).  


Drug File 


The Drug File contains product 
information at the 11-digit NDC level and 
URAs for each drug deemed to be a 
“covered outpatient drug”. CMS uses this 
file to update product baseline data such 
as DESI codes, termination dates, etc., as 
well as providing URAs for the current 
quarter and any URA changes for prior 
quarters. Records for baseline data 
changes are marked with a correction flag 
of “1” while records with current quarter 
URAs are marked with a correction flag of 
“0”. URA changes for prior quarters or 
Prior Period Adjustments (PPAs) are 
identified with a pair of records. CMS 
provides the original URA on a record 
with a correction flag of “2” and the 
replacement URA on a record with a 
correction flag of “3”. RxMAX® files are 
updated with this information in order to 
create accurate quarterly rebate invoicing.  


The drug file in RxMAX® is updated from 
several sources. The predominant source 
is information received from the quarterly 
CMS drug rebate tape. The CMS drug 
rebate tape provides a definitive listing of 
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“covered outpatient drugs” and at the 11-
digit NDC level provides the following: 


• Drug Name 


• Drug Category (single source, 
innovator multiple source, non-
innovator multiple source) 


• DESI Indicator (drugs with values of 5 
and 6 are not rebateable) 


• Therapeutic Equivalence Code (FDA 
Orange Book value) 


• Unit Type 


• Unit Per Package Size (UPPS) 


• FDA Approval Date 


• Market Entered Date 


• Termination Date (date drug removed 
from the market or expiration date for 
last lot produced) 


• Drug Type (Rx or OTC) 


Additional drug information is obtained 
from First DataBank and Medi-Span and 
includes information not available from the 
CMS drug rebate tape (for example, 
pricing points – AWP, FUL, WAC), as well 
as information available from the CMS 
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drug rebate tape (for example, DESI 
codes). Because CMS has been adamant 
about states using its data, where 
information is provided by CMS and third 
parties for example, DESI codes), 
RxMAX® uses the information provided by 
CMS in rebate administration. This policy 
makes sure that FFP is not jeopardized 
when the data provided by third parties 
(for example, First DataBank and Medi-
Span) differs from that provided by CMS. 
This information is pushed to the front end 
and used in claims processing by 
RxCLAIM®. 


LabelerFile 


The Labeler File provides a listing of 
contact names, addresses and phone 
numbers for each manufacturer that is 
actively participating in the OBRA 1990 
program as well as manufacturers that 
have terminated since the last quarterly 
CMS drug rebate tape was released. 
RxMAX® files are updated with this 
contact information to verify correct 
delivery of the quarterly invoice package. 


Drug and manufacturer information can 
change between releases of the CMS 
drug rebate tape. These changes, as well 
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as policy directives, are disseminated by 
CMS through program releases and 
emails. Since this information can impact 
drug coverage, our rebate staff in most 
instances immediately notify the State 
and if applicable, other State contractors, 
of the changes and/or policy directives. 


HPES provides a copy of the CMS 
communication, our assessment of same 
and a work plan to implement the 
changes and/or policy directive. Should it 
be necessary to make changes to the 
drug rebate management system, 
RxMAX® has the functional capability to 
allow for the manual entry of data.  


RxMAX® is capable of storing additional 
types of data as well that can be utilized 
to invoice manufacturers, resolve rebate 
disputes, collect outstanding rebate 
amounts  


12.6.6.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept copy of check or EFT from DHCFP to enter 


into drug rebate software. 
c 


As payment packages are received from 
DHCFP, our rebate staff will accept and 
record check or EFT information for each 
payment received into our system. Said 
information includes the issuer’s name, 
check/EFT number, check/EFT date, 
amount and the date the check/EFT was 
received from DHCFP. This information is 
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captured before the checks / EFTs (and 
corresponding payments) are logged into 
RxMAX®. After payments are logged into 
RxMAX®, our rebate staff reconciles them 
to the payments received from the 
DHCFP. HPES’ policies require the 
reconciliation of its payment receipt data 
to that of DHCFP. 


12.6.6.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept dispute requests from the manufacturers.  


 


c 
We will fully support the manufacturer 
dispute resolution process for DHCFP 
and will accept all dispute requests. We 
will employ a variety of measures to 
proactively prevent rebate disputes and 
expedite cash flow for the State. These 
measures are developed based on our 
experience and thorough understanding 
of the reasons rebate invoices are 
disputed by manufacturers. These 
reasons include: 


• Unit of measure discrepancies, 


• Invalid unit amounts, 


• Invalid and terminated NDCs, 


• Inclusion of PHS provider claims, 


• Under-reimbursed brand name drug 
claims, and 
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• Physician-administered drug claims. 


It is important to note that The HPES 
team employs pharmacy technicians in 
resolving rebate disputes. These 
pharmacy technicians come from both 
retail and hospital pharmacy backgrounds 
and are often certified depending on the 
requirements of the individual state. We 
have found that pharmacy technicians 
resolve rebate disputes in a more efficient 
and timely manner, than business 
analysts or other staff, due to various 
attributes involving their familiarity with 
pharmacy claims billing and drug dosage 
forms and package sizes. Since these 
individuals have worked with providers 
who participate in the pharmacy programs 
and due to their product knowledge, they 
are well suited to interact with pharmacy 
providers as well as pharmaceutical 
manufacturers. 


Key to dispute resolution support is the 
broad functional capability delivered by 
RxMAX® in virtually every aspect of the 
dispute resolution process. This enables 
our rebate staff to comply with the dispute 
resolution processes and procedures 
established by CMS as well as any 
DHCFP mandated requirements. 
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Disputes are identified by our rebate staff 
from the ROSI (Reconciliation of State 
Invoice )and PQAS and flagged in 
RxMAX® at the 11-digit NDC / year-
quarter level utilizing the dispute codes 
required by CMS (codes “N” – “X”). The 
highlights of the dispute resolution 
functional capability in RxMAX® include 
the following: 


• Users have the capability to drill down 
from the invoice level to the claims 
level, 


• Users have the capability to drill down 
to drug, provider and eligibility files as 
well, 


• Users have the ability to track rebate 
disputes, 


• Provide for the generation of claims 
level detail for disputed NDCs, 


• Adjust claim utilization per CMS and 
State requirements, 


• Accommodate dispute resolution 
rebate write-offs per CMS and State 
requirements, 


• Maintain audit trails for unit and URA 
adjustments as well as rebate write-
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offs, and 


• Provide information for the generation 
of dispute resolution confirmation 
letters as well as collection letters to 
non-responding manufacturers. 


The HPES team rebate staff utilizes the 
dispute resolution process and timelines 
established by CMS as a guide in 
developing procedures and action plans; 
ultimately we defer to DHCFP’s direction 
in finalizing the approach that will be 
followed. Generally, our rebate staff 
members contact manufacturers and 
pharmacy providers to schedule calls and 
meetings to resolve disputes. 


Once agreement is reached on a given 
dispute, dispute resolution confirmation 
letters are sent to confirm the terms of 
resolution. Any failure by a manufacturer 
to remit payment subject to a resolution 
agreement results in the matter being 
shifted to a delinquent account procedure. 


All dispute write-offs will follow CMS 
guidelines and the DHCFP decisions as to 
final disposition.  
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12.6.6.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept prior quarter adjustments from the 


manufacturers. 
c 


We will accept prior quarter adjustments 
from manufacturers as outlined in the 
response to requirement 12.6.6.7 below. 


12.6.6.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Quarterly create invoices for prior period adjustments 


(claims).  
c 


The HPES team will create invoices for 
prior period adjustments quarterly. 
RxMAX® has the capability to handle prior 
period adjustments for both URAs as well 
as utilization changes. All activity, whether 
related to URA or utilization changes, is 
captured by the accounts receivable 
functional capability within RxMAX® and 
the adjustments are linked to the original 
invoices which were sent to 
manufacturers. 


We follow CMS directives in processing 
utilization changes. Inter-quarter changes 
[for example, the original claim was paid 
in one quarter and a change to the claim 
(reversal or adjustment) was made in a 
subsequent quarter] result in HPES 
producing invoicing which notifies the 
applicable manufacturer of the changes. 
The changes reported include changes to 
the following: 


• Total units reimbursed 


• Number of prescriptions 
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• Medicaid reimbursement 
amount 


• Non-Medicaid amount reimbursed 
and/or 


• Total reimbursement amount  


The changes are reported with the current 
quarter utilization but not on the same 
invoice pages as the current quarter 
utilization. We will produce a separate 
invoice page for each quarter affected. 


12.6.6.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to submit a request online that will 


generate an invoice outside of the standard quarter end 


invoice generation process.  


c 
We will comply with this requirement. Our 
system will have ability to submit a 
request online and we will generate an 
invoice outside of the standard quarter 
end invoice generation process. All 
invoices are maintained in RxMAX® and 
are easily accessible upon demand. 


12.6.6.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Enter Accounts Receivable in drug rebate system 


within timeframe established by DHCFP and in 


accordance with Federal guidelines. 


c 
We will accurately enter all payment 
information into our drug rebate system 
RxMAX® pursuant to Federal guidelines 
and in the timeframe established by 
DHCFP. 


12.6.6.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Receive and Post Money: 


a. Allow NDC specific rebate; 


b. Calculate interest on payments over thirty-eight 


c 
We will comply with this requirement. It is 
our understanding that DHCFP will 
receive payments. However, HPES has 
the ability to maintain a lockbox, and 
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(38) days, or in accordance with Federal 


regulations; 


c. Send reminders if interest payment not received;  


d. Capture T-bill interest rates weekly; and 


e. Track invoice. 


receive payment directly, through our 
relationship with a reputable financial 
institution. 


a. RxMAX® allows for NDC specific 
rebates.  


b. Interest is calculated on payments over 
thirty-eight (38) days in accordance with 
Federal regulations. The National Rebate 
Agreement requires that interest be paid 
or credited when due by either the 
manufacturer or the State. Interest begins 
to accrue on the 38th calendar day from 
the date the rebate invoice was 
postmarked and continues to accrue and 
is calculated up to the postmark date of 
the manufacturer’s mailed payment. 
Unpaid interest becomes principal and 
interest accrues on the new principal 
amount beginning on the 38th day the 
interest began accruing. 


c. We will report outstanding interest 
balances to manufacturers with each 
quarterly invoice.  


d. Our rebate staff will enter the T-Bill 
rates into RxMAX® on a weekly basis. In 
calculating interest due, the interest rate 
utilized is based on the yield of the weekly 
13-week investment rates form the T-Bill 
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auctions during the period for which 
interest has accrued. Rebate staff 
members gather information regarding T-
0Bill rates from the CMS Web site, as well 
as from the periodic CMS releases to the 
State Medicaid Directors and 
manufacturers. If necessary, this 
information can also be obtained from the 
U.S. Treasure, Bureau of Public Debt 
Web site. 


e. All invoices will be tracked in RxMAX® 
in a way that allows the user to drill down 
from the invoice level to all associated 
information including claims, drug, 
provider eligibility and associated 
disputes. 


12.6.6.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow adjustments to A/R based on manual review.  
c 


We will comply with this requirement. We 
will provide the capability to recalculate 
invoices if it is determined that the invoice 
units are incorrect. Recalculations can be 
based on changes to either utilization or 
URAs. In order to provide an audit trail, all 
utilization and URA changes are captured 
by RxMAX®. All changes, including 
corrected invoice amounts and 
outstanding balances, are available for 
reporting. 
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12.6.6.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


View online all NDCs associated with an invoice.  


 


c 
We will comply with this requirement. All 
invoices will be tracked in RxMAX® in a 
way that allows the user to drill down from 
the invoice level to all associated 
information including claims, NDC, 
provider, eligibility and associated 
disputes. 


12.6.6.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


View online all claims associated with NDCs invoiced 


for a quarter.  
c 


We will comply with this requirement. All 
invoices will be tracked in RxMAX® in a 
way that allows the user to drill down from 
the invoice level to all associated 
information including claims, NDC, 
provider, eligibility and associated 
disputes. 


12.6.6.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Ability to identify payments as current or prior quarter. 
c 


Our system RxMAX® will have the ability 
to easily identify payments as current or 
prior quarter because all payments are 
tied to a particular invoice. Copies of 
invoices are retained within the system, 
along with the form and date of payment.  


12.6.6.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow input of notes associated with copies of checks 


received.  
c 


Our system, RxMAX®, will allow for input 
offer “notes” fields throughout the system 
for each component of the rebate 
process, including notes associated with 
copies of checks received. 
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12.6.6.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain rebate agreements online with NDC data.  
c 


We will maintain rebate agreements, with 
NDC data, through RxMAX®, our 
performance-based contract management 
system. We will utilize this software to 
simplify administration of complex 
pharmaceutical manufacturer 
relationships. RxMAX® allows for the 
management and tracking of contractual 
arrangements from HPES and State 
personnel desktops. The system assists 
clients in managing their relationships 
through contract management, notes 
facilities, market share calculation, and 
creation of billing details and summaries. 
RxMAX is scalable and can easily support 
the needs of the DHCFP. Built on NCPDP 
rebate standards, the flexible table-driven 
system enables users to: 


• Create market share and rebateable 
item lists 


• Enter contract and pricing terms 


• Manage performance schedules 


• Control administration fee schedules 


RxMAX has the ability to track the monies 
received from these arrangements so that 
they can easily be allocated back to 
clients, physician groups or other defined 
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entities. RxMAX is tightly integrated with 
the RxCLAIM point-of-service application 
and RxTRACK decision support 
application for comprehensive reporting, 
management of overall patient costs and 
net-cost, per-claim information. RxMAX 
enables DHCFP to look beyond the price 
of a prescription and evaluate the overall 
effectiveness of the contractual 
arrangements in reducing patient costs 
over the long term. 


12.6.6.17 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain unit field and Rebate Per Unit (RPU) in 


accordance with Federal Regulations. 
c 


Our system RxMAX® will maintain unit 
field, rebate per unit and adjusted rebate 
per unit per Federal Regulations. On a 
quarterly basis, RxMAX® will receive and 
processes information through the CMS 
drug rebate tape. The Drug File contains 
product information at the 11-digit NDC 
level and URAs (or rebate price per unit) 
for each drug deemed to be a “covered 
outpatient drug”. CMS uses this file to 
update product baseline data such as 
DESI codes, termination dates, etc., as 
well as providing URAs for the current 
quarter and any URA changes for prior 
quarters.  


Records for baseline data changes are 
marked with a correction flag of “1” while 
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records with current quarter URAs are 
marked with a correction flag of “0”. URA 
changes for prior quarters or Prior Period 
Adjustments (PPAs) are identified with a 
pair of records. CMS provides the original 
URA on a record with a correction flag of 
“2” and the replacement URA on a record 
with a correction flag of “3”. RxMAX® files 
are updated with this information in order 
to create accurate quarterly rebate 
invoicing. 


12.6.6.18 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide capability to update manufacturer information 


online.  
c 


As indicated above in requirement 
12.6.6.16, manufacturer information will 
be stored and updated online through our 
RxMAX® system.  


12.6.6.19 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Query accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, 


NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler).  
c 


We will have the capability to query 
accounts receivable and invoice data by 
quarter, NDC or Labeler. 


12.6.6.20 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Ability to post payments and identify disputed NDCs 


on the same screen.  
c 


In our RxMAX® system, users will have 
the ability to post payments and identify 
disputed NDC’s on the same screen. 
When posting a payment, either current or 
from a prior quarter, the screen in 
RxMAX® looks exactly like a ROSI. The 
user can identify whether there is a 
dispute, the number of units and the 
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dispute code.  


12.6.6.21 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain date invoice mailed to manufacturer. 
c 


The date each invoice is mailed to the 
manufacturer will be tracked in our 
RxMAX® system, along with a copy of the 
actual invoice. 


12.6.6.22 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Return quarterly drug rebate tapes as requested by 


CMS. 
c 


We will comply with this requirement. 
Once invoicing is complete (and within 75 
days of quarter end) the quarterly 
utilization file will be created and written to 
a tape (same type as the CMS rebate 
tape). At the NDC and quarter level, the 
file provides the unit rebate amount, units 
reimbursed, rebate amount claimed, 
number of prescriptions, Medicaid amount 
reimbursed, non-Medicaid amount 
reimbursed and total amount reimbursed. 
Utilization information is provided for both 
the current quarter as well as any 
changes to utilization, number of 
prescriptions, Medicaid amount 
reimbursed, non-Medicaid amount 
reimbursed or total reimbursement 
amounts for past quarters.  


Our rebate staff utilizes the following 
checklist to verify that CMS receives the 
State’s utilization tape and it is processed 
correctly: 
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• An external label is placed on the tape 
(with any previous labels being 
removed) identifying that it is the 
utilization tape, 


• The correct naming convention 
(RBTE.Qq.Yyyyy.xx where q = 
quarter, yyyy = year, xx = State postal 
abbrethroughtion) is used on the label, 


• A confirmation letter listing the file 
name, volume serial number and the 
date the tape was sent is mailed to: 


Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
Center for Medicaid and State Operations 
Attention: MDR Technical Support 
Mail Stop S3-13-15 
7500 Security Boulevard 
Baltimore, MD 21244 


The tape and a copy of the confirmation 
letter are sent to: 


Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
Office of Information Systems 
Attention: Tape Library 
North Building 
7500 Security Boulevard 
Baltimore, MD 21244 
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12.6.6.23 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate invoices, paper and electronic, and keep 


online versions of paper invoice.  
c 


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. RxMAX® will hold the claims 
data needed to produce quarterly rebate 
invoicing. Quarterly utilization is provided 
by RxCLAIM® (paid pharmacy claims) and 
the State’s MMIS system (paid physician 
administered drug claims). The core 
MMIS will provide physician administered 
drug data to the rebate system on at least 
a weekly basis in order to allow for claim 
transformation and auditing to verify that 
utilization issues are identified and 
resolved in advance of the receipt of the 
quarterly CMS drug rebate tape.  


All claims are extracted based on the paid 
dates (only claims with paid dates that fall 
within the subject quarter are extracted) 
and are subjected to the following edits to 
verify correct utilization is used in rebate 
invoicing: 


• Medicaid amount reimbursed > $0.00 


• Public Health Service (PHS) providers 
are excluded 


• Non-rebateable products – Federal 
financial participation (FFP) available 
(for example, vaccines) are excluded 
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URAs are provided by the CMS drug 
rebate tape which is generally released by 
CMS approximately 45 days after the end 
of the quarter. Of course, our receipt is 
controlled by the actual date CMS 
releases the data and the fact that CMS 
uses the United States Postal Service to 
deliver the tape. In order to expedite this 
process, The HPES team requests that 
CMS send the quarterly rebate tape 
through overnight delivery with a carrier 
such as UPS or Federal Express. Per 
CMS requirements, RxMAX® calculates 
rebates at the 11-digit NDC level. Once 
the following tasks have been completed, 
the rebate calculation process can be 
initiated in RxMAX®: 


• Load utilization data,  


• Load the quarterly CMS drug rebate 
tape, 


• Perform any final claim audits, 


• Update unit conversions, 


• Update PHS providers, and 


• Update T-Bill rates. 


Rebates can be calculated for all 
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manufacturers or for individual 
manufacturers. Once the rebates are 
calculated, invoice audits are performed. 
The invoice audits are utilized to identify 
any unusual invoice amounts that may 
trigger a dispute. The parameters for the 
audits are established during 
implementation based on input from 
State. These audits compare the current 
quarter invoices to past quarters. Suspect 
invoices can then be reviewed by our 
rebate staff to determine if adjustments 
are warranted. If adjustments are made, 
invoices are then recalculated.  


Since CMS has charged manufacturers 
with calculating and remitting interest due 
as well making any PPAs, we does not 
generally send PPAs or interest invoices 
with the current quarter invoices. CMS 
has stated that PPAs may be sent for 
informational purposes and we have the 
capability to provide this information and 
does so if desired by State. 


RxMAX® provides the functional capability 
to suppress the production of invoices 
that fall below a tolerance threshold 
amount. The tolerance threshold amount 
is established at the State’s direction 
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during implementation and can be 
adjusted based on the needs of State. 
Invoices that fall below the tolerance 
threshold can be written-off or retained at 
the discretion of State. Rebate amounts 
that are retained are carried forward until 
the cumulative total of rebates for several 
quarters exceeds the tolerance threshold. 
At that point, rebate invoices are sent to 
the applicable manufacturers. The State 
will be advised of the NDCs for which the 
tolerance threshold was applied through 
the Invoice Tolerance Threshold report 
which is part of HPES’ standard reporting 
package.  


CMS has suggested that states applying 
the tolerance should report the quarter, 
NDCs and number of units to the affected 
manufacturers. HPES has the capability 
to provide manufacturers with this 
information if requested by the State. 


States are required to submit drug rebate 
invoices to manufacturers not later than 
60 days after quarter end. The generation 
and sending of rebate invoices is 
predicated on the receipt of utilization 
data as well as the quarterly CMS drug 
rebate tape. After receipt of the CMS drug 
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rebate tape, HPES generates and mails 
rebate invoices to manufacturers as soon 
as possible; in all instances within 15 
days of the receipt of the CMS drug 
rebate tape. 


Prior quarter utilization changes are also 
generated and mailed within the same 
time frame. Rebate invoices are only 
generated for manufacturers that are 
actively participating in the Medicaid Drug 
Rebate Program and manufacturers who 
have terminated their participation but are 
still responsible for rebates per CMS 
requirements.  


The HPES team can produce drug rebate 
invoices and cover letters on paper and 
on an electronic medium such as 
diskettes or CDs. The paper invoices 
replicate the Form CMS-R-144 (including 
the fields recently added) while the 
electronic invoices are in the file layout 
employed to send the quarterly utilization 
data to CMS. Electronic invoices can also 
be produced in the NCPDP file layout. 
Invoice cover letters are included with 
each invoice mailed. Generally, the cover 
letters provide payment instructions to 
manufacturers and other content pertinent 
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to the particular rebate program.  


The HPES team disseminates paper 
invoices and cover letters to every 
participating manufacturer, and electronic 
invoices only to those manufacturers that 
request electronic invoices. Paper 
invoices are mailed to manufacturers as 
interest calculations are based on the 
postmark date of the invoice and CMS 
has not yet promulgated a similar rule for 
invoices delivered electronically (for 
example, by a secure FTP connection). 
We can deliver electronic medium 
invoices through various media. 


Once the invoices are printed, the HPES 
team’ rebate staff employs quality 
assurance procedures. A Manufacturer 
Invoice Register is produced and the 
invoice amounts and corresponding 
manufacturers (at the labeler code level) 
are compared against the respective 
invoices. In addition, a random sampling 
of invoices is selected and our rebate staff 
verify manufacturer contact information, 
URAs to data supplied on the CMS rebate 
tape and utilization. In addition, the 
accuracy of the rebate calculation (total 
units reimbursed multiplied by URAs) is 
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confirmed. Once the quality assurance 
process is complete, the invoices are put 
into envelopes and mailed in bulk utilizing 
the United States Postal Service. We 
keep the online versions of the paper 
invoices. The postmark date is recorded 
in RxMAX® in order to facilitate interest 
calculations.  


12.6.6.24 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide drug rebate invoice generation, track receipt of 


money and assistance to the dispute resolution staff. 
c 


We will comply with this requirement. It is 
our understanding that the vendor is 
responsible for all administrative duties 
associated with the State’s drug rebate 
program, and as such includes fulfilling 
the requirements of 12.6.6.24... 


12.6.6.25 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate outstanding balance/credit based on units 


rebated and corrections to original invoice.  
c 


We will comply with this requirement. The 
HPES team generates outstanding 
balance/credit based on units rebated, in 
compliance with CMS requirement, by 
issuing a Utilization Change Invoice for 
the prior quarter. 


12.6.6.26 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate dispute report to manufacturer.  
c 


We will generate a dispute report to 
manufacturers. Generally, our rebate staff 
members contact manufacturers and 
pharmacy providers to schedule calls and 
meetings to resolve disputes. Once 
agreement is reached on a given dispute, 
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with DHCFP’s approval, dispute 
resolution confirmation letters are sent to 
clarify and document the terms of the 
resolution.  


12.6.6.27 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate letter to CMS/manufacturer to confirm 


changes to manufacturer information.  
c 


We will comply with this requirement. 
HPES trusts that the manufacturer 
information provided to us by CMS is 
accurate. However, if erroneous 
manufacturer information is brought to our 
attention, either by a manufacturer or 
other source, we will generate a letter to 
CMS and the manufacturer to confirm 
changes to manufacturer information.  


12.6.6.28 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Send reminder to manufacturer if payment not received 


within 38 days of mailing invoice (include note for 


interest due in the reminder notice).  


c 
We will comply with this requirement and 
send a reminder to manufacturer if 
payment is not received within 38 days of 
mailing invoice. We will send a report of 
outstanding (interest) balances to the 
manufacturers with each quarterly 
invoice. 


We will calculate interest owed for the 
OBRA 1990 and the Medicaid 
Supplemental programs based on 
guidelines provided by CMS. The 
Medicaid Drug Rebate program provides 
for the application of interest to disputed 
or unpaid amounts and late rebate 
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payments. The National Rebate 
Agreement (Drug Rebate Manufacturer 
Agreement) requires that interest be paid 
or credited when due by either the 
manufacturer or the State. Interest begins 
to accrue on the 38th calendar day from 
the date the rebate invoice was 
postmarked and continues to accrue and 
is calculated up to the postmark date of 
the manufacturer’s mailed payment. 
Unpaid interest becomes principal and 
interest accrues on new principal amount 
beginning on the thirty-eighth (38th) day 
the interest began accruing.  


In calculating interest due, the interest 
rate utilized is based on the yield of the 
weekly 13-week investment rates from the 
Treasury bill (T-Bill) auctions during the 
period for which interest has accrued. 
Information regarding T-Bill rates can be 
obtained from the CMS Web site 
(http://www.cms.hhs.gov/MedicaidDrugRe
bateProgram/05_TresBillRates.asp) as 
well as from the periodic CMS releases to 
the State Medicaid Directors and 
manufacturers. This information can also 
be obtained from the U.S. Treasury, 
Bureau of Public Debt Web site 
(www.treasurydirect.gov/RI/OFBills). 
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HPES’ rebate staff enters the T-Bill rates 
into RxMAX® on a weekly basis. 


RxMAX® will calculate the interest based 
on the methodology required by CMS. 
Interest due is calculated and identified at 
the 11-digit NDC / year-quarter level. Our 
rebate staff may enter interest paid at the 
11-digit NDC / year-quarter level or at the 
labeler code/quarter level as is more 
commonly seen due to the layout of the 
ROSI and PQAS forms (one single line at 
the bottom of the form to list the amount 
of the interest payment). If interest is 
remitted at the labeler code/quarter level, 
RxMAX® automatically allocates interest 
to all NDCs for that quarter or provides 
the capability for our rebate staff to 
determine how the allocation is made.  


12.6.6.29 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform all reporting requests from CMS or other 


Federal regulatory bodies.  
c 


We will comply with this requirement. We 
will perform all reporting requests from 
CMS or other Federal regulatory bodies. 


12.6.6.30 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide performance reports as identified by DHCFP. 


These reports will be available online through the 


contractor’s secure web interface. 


c 
We will work with DHCFP to identify all 
required performance reports and will 
make these available online through our 
secure interface. Our standard rebate 
reporting package is at the 11-digit NDC 
level and tracks: 
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• Rebates invoiced 


• Rebate payments received (including 
comparison of invoiced amount to 
paid amount) 


• Rebate disputes 


• Interest billed and collected 


• Changes to quarterly utilization based 
on dispute resolution adjustments 


• Current and past accounts receivable 
by manufacturer  


These reports will be available online 
through the secure web interface. 


Supplemental Rebate 


12.6.6.31 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Process Supplemental Rebates on all covered 


outpatient drug claims in accordance with State 


contracts and Federal regulations. 


c 
We will comply with this requirement. 
Supplemental rebate contracts will be 
administered through our rebate 
administration application, RxMAX®. As 
discussed in the preceding responses, 
RxMAX® will provide all the functional 
capability required by DHCFP. Because 
RxMAX® utilizes both CMS and NCPDP 
rebate standards as its foundation; it 
supports all aspects of DHCFP’s 
supplemental rebate program. 
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The HPES team will establish the 
DHCFP’s supplemental rebate program 
as a separate program in RxMAX® and 
administer the supplemental rebate 
contracts as mandated by CMS, DHCFP 
and the terms of the State’s supplemental 
rebate agreements. We understands that 
the supplemental rebate program requires 
the vendor to calculate unit rebate 
amounts (URAs) since CMS offers 
DHCFP the latitude to negotiate and 
contract directly with manufacturers. 
Having first been developed to administer 
commercial rebate programs, RxMAX® 
provides the unique capability to handle 
the myriad of URA calculation 
methodologies devised by manufacturers 
and the states. Some examples of the 
URA calculation methodologies that 
RxMAX® can perform include: 


• Flat rebates based on a fixed 
percentage of a pricing point such as 
Wholesale Acquisition Cost (WAC), 
Average Wholesale Price (AWP) or 
Average Manufacturer Cost (AMP); 


• Price protection rebates such as 
Guaranteed Net Unit Price (GNUP); 
and  
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• Tiered rebates that are calculated 
based on a market basket of products 
and the relative market shares of 
those products. 


This capability verifies that the 
supplemental rebate URAs and 
correspondingly invoices are accurate and 
less likely to be disputed which results in 
more timely payments to DHCFP.  


Since RxMAX® is utilized in the 
administration of federal (OBRA ’90) 
rebates, We will receive and load URAs 
from CMS on a quarterly basis. These 
URAs are available for use in calculating 
supplemental rebate URAs if the terms of 
DHCFP’s contracts so dictate. In addition, 
RxMAX® has the functional capability to 
receive pricing information directly from 
manufacturers (such as average 
manufacturer prices or calculated URAs) 
and incorporate that data into URA 
calculation methodologies. Whatever the 
pricing points or URA calculation 
methodologies utilized, RxMAX® captures, 
calculates and stores URAs at the 11-digit 
NDC, quarter and year level and 
calculates URAs based on the contractual 
requirements found in DHCFP’s 
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supplemental rebate contracts.  


12.6.6.32 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Invoice Supplemental Drug Rebates to manufacturers 


on a quarterly basis based upon individual rebate 


agreements. 


c 
We will comply with this requirement. We 
will provide Supplemental Drug Rebates 
invoices to manufacturers on a quarterly 
basis, based on individual rebate 
agreements, utilizing the same process as 
described in 12.6.6.23. The difference is 
that invoices are calculated based upon 
individual rebate agreements.  


12.6.6.33 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept rebate amounts (EFT or copy of check) from 


the manufacturers.  
c 


We will comply with this requirement. It is 
our understanding that DHCFP will 
receive rebate payments. However, 
HPES has the ability to maintain a 
lockbox, and receive rebate amounts 
directly, through our relationship with a 
reputable financial institution. EFT/checks 
will be entered into the RxMAX® system. 
As payment packages are received from 
manufacturers, our rebate staff will record 
check / EFT information for each payment 
received. Said information includes the 
issuer’s name, check/EFT number, 
check/EFT date, amount and the date the 
check/EFT was received from DHCFP. 
This information is captured before the 
checks / EFTs (and corresponding 
payments) are logged into RxMAX®.  
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12.6.6.34 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept dispute requests from the manufacturers.  
c 


We will accept dispute requests from the 
manufacturers. Our team fully supports 
the manufacturer dispute resolution 
process for DHCFP and accepts all 
dispute requests. We employ a variety of 
measures to proactively prevent rebate 
disputes and expedite cash flow for the 
State. These measures were developed 
based on our experience and thorough 
understanding of the reasons rebate 
invoices are disputed by manufacturers. 
These reasons include: 


• Unit of measure discrepancies, 


• Invalid unit amounts, 


• Invalid and terminated NDCs, 


• Inclusion of PHS provider claims, 


• Under-reimbursed brand name drug 
claims, and 


• Physician-administered drug claims. 


It is important to note that the HPES team 
employs pharmacy technicians in 
resolving rebate disputes. These 
pharmacy technicians come from both 
retail and hospital pharmacy backgrounds 
and are often certified depending on the 
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requirements of the individual state. The 
HPES team has found that pharmacy 
technicians resolve rebate disputes in a 
more efficient and timely manner, than 
business analysts or other staff, due to 
various attributes involving their familiarity 
with pharmacy claims billing and drug 
dosage forms and package sizes. Since 
these individuals have worked with 
providers who participate in the pharmacy 
programs and due to their product 
knowledge, they are well suited to interact 
with pharmacy providers as well as 
pharmaceutical manufacturers. 


Key to dispute resolution support is the 
broad functional capability delivered by 
RxMAX® in virtually every aspect of the 
dispute resolution process. This enables 
our rebate staff to comply with the dispute 
resolution processes and procedures 
established by CMS as well as any 
DHCFP mandated requirements. 
Disputes are identified by our rebate staff 
from the ROSI and PQAS and flagged in 
RxMAX® at the 11-digit NDC / year-
quarter level utilizing the dispute codes 
required by CMS (codes “N” – “X”). The 
highlights of the dispute resolution 
functional capability in RxMAX® include 
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the following: 


• Users have the capability to drill down 
from the invoice level to the claims 
level, 


• Users have the capability to drill down 
to drug, provider and eligibility files as 
well, 


• Users have the ability to track rebate 
disputes, 


• Provide for the generation of claims 
level detail for disputed NDCs, 


• Adjust claim utilization per CMS and 
State requirements, 


• Accommodate dispute resolution 
rebate write-offs per CMS and State 
requirements, 


• Maintain audit trails for unit and URA 
adjustments as well as rebate write-
offs, and 


• Provide information for the generation 
of dispute resolution confirmation 
letters as well as collection letters to 
non-responding manufacturers. 


The HPES team rebate staff uses the 
dispute resolution process and time lines 
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established by CMS as a guide in 
developing procedures and action plans; 
ultimately we defer to DHCFP’s direction 
in finalizing the approach that will be 
followed. Generally, our rebate staff 
members contact manufacturers and 
pharmacy providers to schedule calls and 
meetings to resolve disputes. Once 
agreement is reached on a given dispute, 
dispute resolution confirmation letters are 
sent to confirm the terms of resolution. 
Any failure by a manufacturer to remit 
payment subject to a resolution 
agreement results in the matter being 
shifted to a delinquent account procedure. 


All dispute write-offs follow CMS 
guidelines and the DHCFP decisions as 
to final disposition. 


12.6.6.35 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept prior quarter adjustments from the 


manufacturers. 
c 


We will accept prior quarter adjustments 
from manufacturers, as described below 
in the response to requirement 12.6.6.36.  


12.6.6.36 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Quarterly create invoices for prior period adjustments 


(claims).  
c 


We will comply with this requirement. Our 
system, RxMAX®, will provide the 
capability to handle prior period 
adjustments for both URAs as well as 
utilization changes. All activity, whether 
related to URA or utilization changes, is 
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captured by the accounts receivable 
functional capability within RxMAX® and 
the adjustments are linked to the original 
invoices which were sent to 
manufacturers. HPES follows CMS 
directives in processing utilization 
changes. Inter-quarter changes [for 
example, the original claim was paid in 
one quarter and a change to the claim 
(reversal or adjustment) was made in a 
subsequent quarter] result in the HPES 
team producing invoicing which notifies 
the applicable manufacturer of the 
changes. The changes reported include 
changes to the following: 


• Total units reimbursed; 


• Number of prescriptions; 


• Medicaid amount reimbursed; 


• Non-Medicaid amount reimbursed; 
and/or 


• Total reimbursement amount.  


The changes are reported with the current 
quarter utilization but not on the same 
invoice pages as the current quarter 
utilization. The HPES team produces a 
separate invoice page for each quarter 
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affected. 


12.6.6.37 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to submit a request online that will 


generate an invoice outside of the standard quarter end 


invoice generation process.  


c 
We will provide the ability to generate an 
invoice outside of the standard quarter 
end process. All invoices will be 
maintained in RxMAX® and are easily 
accessible upon demand. 


12.6.6.38 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Enter Accounts Receivable in drug rebate system 


within timeframe established by DHCFP and in 


accordance with Federal guidelines. 


c 
We will accurately enter all payment 
information into RxMAX® pursuant to 
Federal guidelines and in the timeframe 
established by DHCFP. 


12.6.6.39 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Receive and Post Money: 


a. Allow NDC specific rebate; 


b. Calculate interest on payments over thirty-eight 


(38) days, or in accordance with Federal 


regulations; 


c. Send reminders if interest payment not received; 


d. Capture T-bill interest rates weekly; and 


e. Track invoice. 


c 
We will comply with this requirement. It is 
our understanding that DHCFP will 
receive payments. However, the HPES 
team has the ability to maintain a lockbox, 
and receive payment directly, through our 
relationship with a reputable financial 
institution. 


a. RxMAX® allows for NDC specific 
rebates.  


b. Interest is calculated over thirty-eight 
(38) days in accordance with Federal 
regulations. The National Rebate 
Agreement requires that interest be paid 
or credited when due by either the 
manufacturer or the State. Interest begins 
to accrue on the 38th calendar day from 
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the date the rebate invoice was 
postmarked and continues to accrue and 
is calculated up to the postmark date of 
the manufacturer’s mailed payment. 
Unpaid interest becomes principal and 
interest accrues on the new principal 
amount beginning on the 38th day the 
interest began accruing. 


c. We will report outstanding interest 
balances to manufacturers with each 
quarterly invoice.  


d. Our rebate staff enters the T-Bill rates 
into RxMAX® on a weekly basis. In 
calculating interest due, the interest rate 
utilized is based on the yield of the weekly 
13-week investment rates form the T-Bill 
auctions during the period for which 
interest has accrued. Rebate staff gathers 
information regarding T-0Bill rates from 
the CMS Web site, as well as from the 
periodic CMS releases to the State 
Medicaid Directors and manufacturers. If 
necessary, this information can also be 
obtained from the U.S. Treasure, Bureau 
of Public Debt Web site. 


e. All invoices will be tracked in RxMAX® 
in a way that allows the user to drill down 
from the invoice level to all associated 
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information including claims, drug, 
provider eligibility and associated 
disputes. 


12.6.6.40 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow adjustments to A/R based on manual review. 
c 


We will allow adjustments to A/R based 
on manual review. We will provide the 
capability to recalculate invoices if it is 
determined that the invoice units are 
incorrect. Recalculations can be based on 
changes to either utilization or URAs. In 
order to provide an audit trail, all 
utilization and URA changes are captured 
by RxMAX®. All changes, including 
corrected invoice amounts and 
outstanding balances, are available for 
reporting. 


12.6.6.41 Contractor 


Responsibility 


View online all NDCs associated with an invoice.  
c 


We will comply with this requirement. All 
invoices will be tracked in our RxMAX® in 
a way that allows the user to online, drill 
down from the invoice level to all 
associated information including claims, 
NDC, provider, eligibility and associated 
disputes. 


12.6.6.42 Contractor 


Responsibility 


View online all claims associated with NDCs invoiced 


for a quarter.  
c 


We will comply with this requirement. All 
invoices will be tracked in our RxMAX® in 
a way that allows the user to online, drill 
down from the invoice level to all 
associated information including claims, 
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NDC, provider, eligibility and associated 
disputes. 


12.6.6.43 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Ability to identify payments as current or prior quarter.  
c 


The SXC RxMAX® system will identify 
payments as current or prior quarter 
because all payments are tied to a 
particular invoice. Copies of invoices are 
retained within the system, along with the 
form and date of payment.  


12.6.6.44 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow input of notes associated with copies of checks 


received.  


 


c 
The SXC RxMAX® system has “notes” 
fields throughout the system for each 
component of the rebate process, 
including notes associated with copies of 
checks received. This will allow for the 
input of notes. 


12.6.6.45 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain rebate agreements online with NDC data.  
c 


We will maintain rebate agreements 
online, with NDC data, through RxMAX®, 
our performance-based contract 
management system. We utilize this 
software to simplify administration of 
complex pharmaceutical manufacturer 
relationships. RxMAX® allows for the 
online management and tracking of 
contractual arrangements from HPES and 
State personnel desktops. The system 
assists clients in managing their 
relationships through contract 
management, notes facilities, market 
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share calculation, and creation of billing 
details and summaries. RxMAX is 
scalable and can easily support the needs 
of the DHCFP. Built on NCPDP rebate 
standards, the flexible table-driven system 
enables users to: 


• Create market share and rebatable 
item lists 


• Enter contract and pricing terms 


• Manage performance schedules 


• Control administration fee schedules 


RxMAX has the ability to track the monies 
received from these arrangements so that 
they can easily be allocated back to 
clients, physician groups or other defined 
entities. RxMAX is tightly integrated with 
the RxCLAIM point-of-service application 
and RxTRACK decision support 
application for comprehensive reporting, 
management of overall patient costs and 
net-cost, per-claim information. RxMAX 
enables DHCFP to look beyond the price 
of a prescription and evaluate the overall 
effectiveness of the contractual 
arrangements in reducing patient costs 
over the long term. 
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12.6.6.46 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain unit field and Rebate Per Unit (RPU) in 


accordance with Federal Regulations. 
c 


The SXC RxMAX® system will maintain 
unit field, rebate per unit and adjusted 
rebate per unit per Federal Regulations. 
On a quarterly basis, RxMAX® receives 
and processes information through the 
CMS drug rebate tape. The Drug File 
contains product information at the 11-
digit NDC level and URAs (or rebate price 
per unit) for each drug deemed to be a 
“covered outpatient drug”. CMS uses this 
file to update product baseline data such 
as DESI codes, termination dates, etc., as 
well as providing URAs for the current 
quarter and any URA changes for prior 
quarters. Records for baseline data 
changes are marked with a correction flag 
of “1” while records with current quarter 
URAs are marked with a correction flag of 
“0”. URA changes for prior quarters or 
Prior Period Adjustments (PPAs) are 
identified with a pair of records. CMS 
provides the original URA on a record 
with a correction flag of “2” and the 
replacement URA on a record with a 
correction flag of “3”. RxMAX® files are 
updated with this information in order to 
create accurate quarterly rebate invoicing. 
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12.6.6.47 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide capability to update manufacturer information 


online.  
c 


As indicated above in requirement 
12.6.6.16, manufacturer information will 
be stored and easily updated through 
RxMAX®.  


12.6.6.48 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Query accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, 


NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler).  
c 


Our system will have the capability to 
query accounts receivable and invoice 
data by quarter, NDC or Labeler. 


12.6.6.49 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Ability to post payments and identify disputed NDCs 


on the same screen.  
c 


In the SXC RxMAX® system, users will 
have the ability to post payments and 
identify disputed NDC’s on the same 
screen. When posting a payment, either 
current or from a prior quarter, the screen 
in RxMAX® looks exactly like a ROSI. 
The user can identify whether there is a 
dispute, the number of units and the 
dispute code.  


12.6.6.50 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain date invoice mailed to manufacturer. 
c 


The date each invoice is mailed to the 
manufacturer will be tracked in our 
RxMAX® system, along with a copy of the 
actual invoice. 


12.6.6.51 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate report on payments received for each quarter.  
c 


We will generate a quarterly report on 
payments outlining rebate collections, 
outstanding balances, disputes and 
unresponsive manufacturers. 
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12.6.6.52 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate invoices, paper and electronic, and keep 


online versions of paper invoice.  
c 


We will generate invoices, paper and 
electronic, and keep online versions of 
paper invoices. The SXC RxMAX® system 
will hold the claims data needed to 
produce quarterly rebate invoicing. 
Quarterly utilization is provided by 
RxCLAIM® (paid pharmacy claims) and 
the State’s MMIS system (paid physician 
administered drug claims). The core 
MMIS will provide physician administered 
drug data to the rebate system on at least 
a weekly basis in order to allow for claim 
transformation and auditing to verify that 
utilization issues are identified and 
resolved in advance of the receipt of the 
quarterly CMS drug rebate tape 


All claims are extracted based on the paid 
dates (only claims with paid dates that fall 
within the subject quarter are extracted) 
and are subjected to the following edits to 
verify correct utilization is used in rebate 
invoicing: 


• Medicaid amount reimbursed > $0.00, 


• Public Health Service (PHS) providers 
are excluded, and 


• Non-rebateable products – Federal 
financial participation (FFP) available 
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(for example, vaccines) are excluded. 


URAs are provided by the CMS drug 
rebate tape which is generally released by 
CMS approximately 45 days after the end 
of the quarter. Of course, the receipt is 
controlled by the actual date CMS 
releases the data and the fact that CMS 
uses the United States Postal Service to 
deliver the tape. To expedite this process, 
we request that CMS send the quarterly 
rebate tape through overnight delivery 
with a carrier such as UPS or Federal 
Express. Per CMS requirements, 
RxMAX® calculates rebates at the 11-digit 
NDC level. Once the following tasks have 
been completed, the rebate calculation 
process can be initiated in RxMAX®: 


• Load utilization data  


• Load the quarterly CMS drug rebate 
tape 


• Perform any final claim audits 


• Update unit conversions 


• Update PHS providers 


• Update T-Bill rates 


Rebates can be calculated for all 
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manufacturers or for individual 
manufacturers. Once the rebates are 
calculated, invoice audits are performed. 
The invoice audits are utilized to identify 
any unusual invoice amounts that may 
trigger a dispute. The parameters for the 
audits are established during 
implementation based on input from 
State. These audits compare the current 
quarter invoices to past quarters. Suspect 
invoices can then be reviewed by our 
rebate staff to determine if adjustments 
are warranted. If adjustments are made, 
invoices are then recalculated.  


Since CMS has charged manufacturers 
with calculating and remitting interest due 
as well making any PPAs, we do not 
generally send PPAs or interest invoices 
with the current quarter invoices. CMS 
has stated that PPAs may be sent for 
informational purposes and we have the 
capability to provide this information and 
does so if desired by State. 


RxMAX® provides the functional capability 
to suppress the production of invoices 
that fall below a tolerance threshold 
amount. The tolerance threshold amount 
is established at the State’s direction 
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during implementation and can be 
adjusted based on the needs of State. 
Invoices that fall below the tolerance 
threshold can be written-off or retained at 
the discretion of State. Rebate amounts 
that are retained are carried forward until 
the cumulative total of rebates for several 
quarters exceeds the tolerance threshold. 
At that point, rebate invoices are sent to 
the applicable manufacturers. The State 
will be advised of the NDCs for which the 
tolerance threshold was applied through 
the Invoice Tolerance Threshold report 
which is part of our standard reporting 
package.  


CMS has suggested that states applying 
the tolerance should report the quarter, 
NDCs and number of units to the affected 
manufacturers. HPES has the capability 
to provide manufacturers with this 
information if requested by the State. 


States are required to submit drug rebate 
invoices to manufacturers not later than 
60 days after quarter end. The generation 
and sending of rebate invoices is 
predicated on the receipt of utilization 
data as well as the quarterly CMS drug 
rebate tape. After receipt of the CMS drug 
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rebate tape, we generate and mail rebate 
invoices to manufacturers as soon as 
possible; in all instances within 15 days of 
the receipt of the CMS drug rebate tape. 
Prior quarter utilization changes are also 
generated and mailed within the same 
time frame. Rebate invoices are only 
generated for manufacturers that are 
actively participating in the Medicaid Drug 
Rebate Program and manufacturers who 
have terminated their participation but are 
still responsible for rebates per CMS 
requirements.  


The HPES team can produce drug rebate 
invoices and cover letters on paper and 
on an electronic medium such as 
diskettes or CDs. The paper invoices 
replicate the Form CMS-R-144 (including 
the fields recently added) while the 
electronic invoices are in the file layout 
employed to send the quarterly utilization 
data to CMS. Electronic invoices can also 
be produced in the NCPDP file layout. 
Invoice cover letters are included with 
each invoice mailed. Generally, the cover 
letters provide payment instructions to 
manufacturers and other content pertinent 
to the particular rebate program.  
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We will disseminate paper invoices and 
cover letters to every participating 
manufacturer, and electronic invoices only 
to those manufacturers that request 
electronic invoices. Paper invoices will be 
mailed to manufacturers as interest 
calculations are based on the postmark 
date of the invoice and CMS has not yet 
promulgated a similar rule for invoices 
delivered electronically (for example, by a 
secure FTP connection). HPES can 
deliver electronic medium invoices 
through various media. 


Once the invoices are printed, our rebate 
staff employs quality assurance 
procedures. A Manufacturer Invoice 
Register is produced and the invoice 
amounts and corresponding 
manufacturers (at the labeler code level) 
are compared against the respective 
invoices. In addition, a random sampling 
of invoices is selected and our rebate staff 
verify manufacturer contact information, 
URAs to data supplied on the CMS rebate 
tape and utilization. 


In addition, the accuracy of the rebate 
calculation (total units reimbursed 
multiplied by URAs) is confirmed. Once 
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the quality assurance process is 
complete, the invoices are put into 
envelopes and mailed in bulk utilizing the 
United States Postal Service. The 
postmark date is recorded in RxMAX® in 
order to facilitate interest calculations.  


12.6.6.53 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide drug rebate invoice generation, track receipt of 


money (EFT and copies of checks) and assistance to 


the dispute resolution staff. 


c 
We will comply with this requirement. It is 
our understanding that the vendor is 
responsible for all administrative duties 
associated with the State’s drug rebate 
program, and as such includes fulfilling 
the requirements of 12.6.6.53. 


12.6.6.54 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate outstanding balance/credit based on units 


rebated and corrections to original invoice.  
c 


In compliance with CMS requirements, 
The HPES team will issue a Utilization 
Change Invoice for the prior quarter 


12.6.6.55 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate dispute report to manufacturer.  
c 


We will generate a dispute report to 
manufacturers. Generally, our rebate staff 
members contact manufacturers and 
pharmacy providers to schedule calls and 
meetings to resolve disputes. Once 
agreement is reached on a given dispute, 
and approved by DHCFP, dispute 
resolution confirmation letters are sent to 
clarify and document the terms of the 
resolution.  
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12.6.6.56 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Send reminder to manufacturer if payment not received 


within 38 days of mailing invoice (include note for 


interest due in the reminder notice).  


c 
We will comply with this requirement and 
send a reminder to manufacturer if 
payment is not received within 38 days of 
mailing invoice. We will report outstanding 
(interest) balances to the manufacturers 
with each quarterly invoice. 


We will calculate interest owed for the 
OBRA 1990 and the Medicaid 
Supplemental programs based on 
guidelines provides by CMS. The 
Medicaid Drug Rebate program provides 
for the application of interest to disputed 
or unpaid amounts and late rebate 
payments. The National Rebate 
Agreement (Drug Rebate Manufacturer 
Agreement) requires that interest be paid 
or credited when due by either the 
manufacturer or the State. Interest begins 
to accrue on the 38th calendar day from 
the date the rebate invoice was 
postmarked and continues to accrue and 
is calculated up to the postmark date of 
the manufacturer’s mailed payment. 
Unpaid interest becomes principal and 
interest accrues on new principal amount 
beginning on the thirty-eighth (38th) day 
the interest began accruing.  


In calculating interest due, the interest 
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rate utilized is based on the yield of the 
weekly 13-week investment rates from the 
Treasury bill (T-Bill) auctions during the 
period for which interest has accrued. 
Information regarding T-Bill rates can be 
obtained from the CMS Web site 
(http://www.cms.hhs.gov/MedicaidDrugRe
bateProgram/05_TresBillRates.asp) as 
well as from the periodic CMS releases to 
the State Medicaid Directors and 
manufacturers. This information can also 
be obtained from the U.S. Treasury, 
Bureau of Public Debt Web site 
(www.treasurydirect.gov/RI/OFBills). 
HPES’ rebate staff enters the T-Bill rates 
into RxMAX® on a weekly basis. 


RxMAX® calculates interest based on the 
methodology required by CMS. Interest 
due is calculated and identified at the 11-
digit NDC / year-quarter level. Our rebate 
staff may enter interest paid at the 11-digit 
NDC / year-quarter level or at the labeler 
code/quarter level as is more commonly 
seen due to the layout of the ROSI and 
PQAS forms (one single line at the bottom 
of the form to list the amount of the 
interest payment). If interest is remitted at 
the labeler code/quarter level, RxMAX® 
automatically allocates interest to all 
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NDCs for that quarter or provides the 
capability for our rebate staff to determine 
how the allocation is made.  


12.6.6.57 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform all reporting requests from CMS 


or other Federal regulatory bodies.  
c 


We will comply with this requirement. We 
will perform all reporting requests from 
CMS or other Federal regulatory bodies. 


12.6.6.58 
Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide performance reports as identified by DHCFP. 


These reports will be available online through the 


contractor’s secure web interface. 


c 
We will provide performance reports as 
identified by DHCFP. The HPES team is 
cognizant of the need to consistently 
monitor the supplemental rebate program 
in order to assure optimal program 
performance. We will work with DHCFP to 
define all required performance reports 
and will make available through our online 
secure interface. In our experience, topics 
for review often include but are not limited 
to:  


• Rebates invoiced 


• Rebate payments received (including 
comparison of invoiced amount to 
paid amount) 


• Rebate disputes 


• Interest billed and collected 


• Changes to quarterly utilization based 
on dispute resolution adjustments 
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• Current and past accounts receivable 
by manufacturer.  


These reports will be available online 
through the secure web interface. 


Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.6.59 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Perform all rebate requirements in accordance with 


federal regulations. 
c 


The HPES team will perform all rebate 
duties in compliance with federal 
regulations. We understand our 
responsibility to stay abreast of legal or 
policy changes at all governmental levels. 
On a continuous basis, The HPES team 
reviews changes in Federal and State law 
to determine if supplemental rebate and 
PDL policies and procedures need to be 
modified to be more advantageous to the 
needs of the State and/or to be fully 
compliant. 


12.6.6.60 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Perform all supplemental rebate requirements 


consistent with OBRA rebate program. 
c 


We will perform all supplemental rebate 
requirements consistent with OBRA 
rebate program. Under federal law it is 
clear that a drug cannot be deemed 
rebateable unless the drug’s 
manufacturer is participating in the OBRA 
’90 Rebate program. We maintain a listing 
of participating manufacturers, which 
includes the manufacturer’s labeler 
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code(s), name, the effective date of its 
participation and the termination date, if 
the manufacturer has left the program. 
Due to the fact that not all products of a 
participating manufacturer are necessarily 
deemed rebate-able, we also produces a 
NDC listing of rebateable and non-
rebateable products for participating 
manufacturers and verifies that DHCFP is 
fully informed of changes.  


12.6.7 DIABETIC SUPPLY REBATE 


12.6.7.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Administer a Diabetic Supply Procurement Program 


(DSPP) to manage and collect rebates from diabetic 


supply manufacturer(s) for Diabetic supplies including 


Glucometers and test strips. The Diabetic Supply 


Procurement Program is applicable for the Nevada 


Medicaid Fee-for-service and Nevada Check Up Fee-


for-service programs, excluding Dual eligibles 


(Medicare and Medicaid coverage). 


c 
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We will manage and collect 
rebates for non-drug categories such as 
diabetic supplies. We will administer a 
Diabetic Supply Procurement Program 
(DSPP) to manage and collect rebates 
from diabetic supply manufacturer(s) for 
Diabetic supplies including Glucometers 
and test strips. We realize Diabetic 
Supply Procurement Program is 
applicable for the Nevada Medicaid Fee-
for-service and Nevada Check Up Fee-
for-service programs, excluding Dual 
eligibles (Medicare and Medicaid 
coverage). Many states have found that 
the most cost-effective method for 
payment of these products is through the 
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use of pharmacy point-of-sale (POS) 
processing and the collection of rebates 
from manufacturers. Through RxCLAIM® 
edits and rebates from manufacturers, 
HPES can maximize the cost savings 
available to DHCFP.  


12.6.7.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Leverage the purchasing power of other State Medicaid 


programs, when possible, to maximize the rebate 


negotiation process. 


c 
We will meet or exceed this requirement. 
The HPES team will assist the State in 
joining the Sovereign State’s pool, which 
cover diabetic supply programs. The 
State also would have option to hold 
supplemental rebate contracts directly 
with pharmaceutical manufacturers. We 
would discuss these factors with DHCFP 
and would fulfill the requirements set forth 
by DHCFP. 


12.6.7.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform all DSPP activities in a transparent manner, 


and in accordance with Nevada Medicaid and Check 


Up policies. 


c 
We are committed to performing all DSPP 
activities in compliance with Nevada 
Medicaid and Check Up policies. The 
HPES team will administer all rebate 
programs on an administrative fee basis 
only, with negotiations resulting in 
contracts that are held directly between 
states and the individual pharmaceutical 
manufacturers. Any rebate negotiations 
performed on behalf of DHCFP are 
specific to Nevada and do not gain a 
pharmaceutical manufacturer preference 
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or disadvantage in any other state where 
the HPES team provides services. Our 
goal in the negotiation of all rebates for all 
programs is to conduct an open, 
transparent process that maximizes 
legitimate competition and places the 
State in the most advantageous position. 


12.6.7.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow override exceptions to the program including but 


not limited to, regional shortage of monitors and/or 


supplies, and State Administrative action, through the 


pharmacy technical call center. 


c 
The SXC’ RxCLAIM system will meet or 
exceed this requirement by allowing 
providers to dispense an alternate product 
in shortage situations or when an 
administrative action has occurred. In 
shortage situations, the HPES team 
Technical Call Center will contact the 
preferred provider to inform them of the 
substitution and to determine the severity 
and anticipated length of the shortage 
situation. Override exceptions are 
managed through our Technical Call 
Center. 


12.6.7.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Identify manufacturers that will exchange diabetes 


monitors for a similar monitor at no cost to the 


recipient and that one-hundred percent (100%) of the 


monitor rebates go back to DHCFP. 


c 
We offer DHCFP our expertise in 
procuring rebates from manufacturers of 
diabetic supplies. The HPES team has 
obtained rebates for a wide range of 
diabetic supplies including glucose testing 
monitors, test strips, control solutions, 
lancet devices and lancets. As with 
supplemental rebates, we employ a 
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rebate strategy for diabetic supplies that 
is based on market share movement – the 
theory being that the more market share 
that is moved to a manufacturer, the more 
that manufacturer is willing to pay in 
supplemental rebates. We will make sure 
that 100 percent of rebates collected go to 
DHCFP.  


Process Overview 


Manufacturers are invited to submit 
supplemental rebate bids based on 
varying levels of exclusivity within any 
particular therapeutic class (it should be 
noted that we provides a secure and 
confidential process for manufacturers to 
submit supplemental rebate bids). The 
exclusivity level determines how many 
agents are deemed “preferred” within a 
particular class. Generally speaking, the 
more exclusive the PDL position (for 
example, one preferred agent versus 
several preferred agents), the higher the 
supplemental rebate bid needs to be to 
achieve that status. This exclusivity 
approach demands that the net-net cost 
to DHCFP be considered when making 
preferred status decisions due to other 
factors which can come into play such as 
drug reimbursement cost, OBRA ’90 
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rebates, recommended daily consumption 
(DACON) and acute versus chronic 
therapy. The HPES team provides 
predictive modeling that helps guide 
DHCFP in ascertaining the most cost-
effective selection.  


12.6.7.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Negotiate rates and manage contracts with 


manufacturer(s) so that the monitor rebate is equal to 


one-hundred percent (100%) of Wholesale Acquisition 


Cost (WAC) price or one-hundred percent (100%) of 


the pharmacy reimbursement amount, depending upon 


selected vendor’s contract. In no case, can a 


manufacturer’s rebate exceed the pharmacy 


reimbursement amount. 


c 
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. Our responsibility is to 
negotiate rates contracts in a way that 
make sure the monitor rebate is equal to 
100 percent of Wholesale Acquisition 
Cost (WAC) price or 100 percent of the 
pharmacy reimbursement amount and in 
no case should a manufacturer’s rebate 
amount exceed the pharmacy 
reimbursement amount. Using our 
RxMAX® system, we will manage 
manufacturer contracts as mandated. 
Having first been developed to administer 
commercial rebate programs, RxMAX® 
can handle a myriad calculation 
methodologies devised by manufacturers 
and the states.  


12.6.7.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide recommendations and cost savings scenarios to 


assist the State in choosing the selection of 


manufacturers that provide quality products in a cost 


efficient manner, as the State reserves final approval of 


the number of manufacturers chosen to participate in 


c 
We will meet or exceed this requirement 
by providing experienced consultative and 
management support to help analyze, 
interpret, strategize and communicate the 
program’s cost savings effectiveness. We 
fully understand that the State reserves 
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the DSPP for Nevada.  final approval of the number of 
manufacturers chosen to participate in 
Diabetic Supply Procurement Program 
(DSPP). The HPES team also offers as a 
component to our rebate management 
system, a cost modeling application that 
determines the net cost savings from 
various PDL, rebate contracting or 
utilization management initiatives. Our 
web-based rebate management system 
will provide DHCFP with on-line reports 
that show detailed rebate and net unit 
cost at the drug claim level. 


12.6.7.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide DHCFP with cost scenarios based upon the 


number and selection of manufacturer contract 


renewals. 


c 
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. We will provide cost 
modeling for the State based on varying 
levels of exclusivity. 


12.6.7.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Draft, negotiate, and implement DSPP rebate 


agreements with manufacturers. 
c 


The HPES teamHPES will meet or 
exceed this requirement. We are fully 
qualified and willing to handle all aspects 
of the supplemental rebate negotiation 
process on the State’s behalf. The HPES 
team is DHCFP’s “point of contact” with 
manufacturers and handles the more 
prominent responsibility of negotiating 
supplemental rebates as well as 
responsibilities involving fielding 
questions from various stakeholders, 
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performing policy and financial analyses, 
and coordinating activities with DHCFP 
staff.  


12.6.7.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Manage online adjudication of DSPP related claims 


through the Pharmacy Point-of-Sale (POS) system, 


ensuring that the monitors and supplies of selected 


manufacturers are coded to process appropriately.  


c 
The SXC claims processing system, 
RxCLAIM will be coded to pay on only 
preferred products. We will manage 
online adjudication of DSPP related 
claims through the Pharmacy Point-of-
Sale (POS) system, making sure the 
monitors and supplies of selected 
manufacturers are coded to process 
appropriately. 


12.6.7.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Conduct dispute resolution with manufacturers. 
c 


The HPES team will fully support the 
entire dispute resolution process for both 
OBRA ’90 and supplemental rebates. We 
employ a variety of measures to 
proactively prevent rebate disputes and 
expedite cash flow for DHCFP. These 
measures were developed based on our 
extensive experience and thorough 
understanding of the reasons rebate 
invoices are disputed by manufacturers. 
These reasons include: 


• Unit of measure discrepancies 


• Invalid unit amounts 


• Invalid and terminated NDCs 
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• Inclusion of PHS provider claims 


• Under-reimbursed brand name drug 
claims 


• Physician-administered drug claims 


It is important to note that the HPES team 
employs pharmacy technicians in 
resolving rebate disputes. These 
pharmacy technicians come from both 
retail and hospital pharmacy backgrounds 
and are often certified depending on the 
requirements of the individual state. We 
have found that pharmacy technicians 
resolve rebate disputes in a more efficient 
and timely manner than business analysts 
or other staff, due to various attributes 
involving their familiarity with pharmacy 
claims billing and drug dosage forms and 
package sizes. Since these individuals 
have worked with providers who 
participate in the pharmacy programs and 
due to their product knowledge, they are 
well suited to interact with pharmacy 
providers as well as pharmaceutical 
manufacturers. 


Key to dispute resolution support is the 
broad functional capability delivered by 
RxMAX® in virtually every aspect of the 
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dispute resolution process. This enables 
our rebate staff to comply with the dispute 
resolution processes and procedures 
established by CMS as well as any 
DHCFP mandated requirements. 
Disputes are identified by our rebate staff 
from the ROSI and PQAS and flagged in 
RxMAX® at the 11-digit NDC/quarter level 
utilizing the dispute codes required by 
CMS (codes “N” – “W”). The highlights of 
the dispute resolution function in RxMAX® 
include the following: 


• Users have the capability to drill down 
from the invoice level to the claims 
level 


• Users can drill down to drug, provider 
and eligibility files as well 


• Users have the ability to track rebate 
disputes 


• Provide for the generation of claims 
level detail for disputed NDCs 


• Adjust claim utilization per CMS and 
Commonwealth requirements 


• Accommodate dispute resolution 
rebate write-offs per CMS and 
Commonwealth requirements 
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• Maintain audit trails for unit and URA 
adjustments as well as rebate write-
offs 


• Provide information for the generation 
of dispute resolution confirmation 
letters as well as collection letters to 
non-responding manufacturers 


The HPES team’ rebate staff will use the 
dispute resolution process and time lines 
established by CMS as a guide in 
developing procedures and action plans; 
ultimately we defer to the DHCFP 
direction in finalizing the approach that is 
followed. Generally, our rebate staff 
contacts manufacturers and pharmacy 
providers to schedule calls and meetings 
to resolve disputes. Once agreement is 
reached on a given dispute, dispute 
resolution confirmation letters are sent to 
confirm the terms of resolution. Any 
failure by a manufacturer to remit 
payment subject to a resolution 
agreement results in the matter being 
shifted to a delinquent account procedure. 


12.6.7.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Protect manufacturer price and rebate information as 


confidential documents and in accordance with the 


confidentiality provisions set forth in the contracts 


c 
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement by providing a secure and 
confidential process for manufacturers to 
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between the Contractor, participating state(s) and the 


manufacturer(s). 
submit supplemental rebate bids and 
maintain procedures to secure 
confidential information in conveyance to 
appropriate DHCFP staff in a format 
approved by CMS. We expect that 
DHCFP will have final approval on 
confidentiality agreements.  


12.6.7.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Monitor price of Diabetic supplies to ensure that the 


cost and rebate are equal. 
c 


The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. HPES’ Clinical team will 
continuously monitor all market activity 
and price points to make sure that costs 
and rebates are equal. 


12.6.7.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Ensure that all Diabetic supply claims are processed 


through the POS, and disallow processing of such 


claims within the MMIS. 


c 
The HPES team will make sure that all 
diabetic supply claims are processed 
through the POS and we will 
programmatically disallow the processing 
of such claims within the core MMIS 
system. 


12.6.7.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform management of the diabetic rebates including 


invoicing, collection or rebates, dispute resolution, and 


financial reporting, in compliance with federal 


regulations. 


c 
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. The HPES team is widely 
recognized as an industry leader in 
providing drug rebate administration 
services to both governmental agencies 
as well as commercial payers, in 
compliance with all federal regulations. 
This leadership is the result of HPES’ 
qualified, experienced rebate personnel 
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as well as our RxMAX® Rebate 
Management System that provides the 
functional capability and flexibility 
necessary for the successful 
management of such diverse rebate 
programs. This unequaled combination, 
as well as our reputation in the 
marketplace for providing inventive 
solutions, will position DHCFP to 
maximize its rebate revenue through 
efficient invoicing, collection, and 
dramatically reducing rebate disputes.  


12.6.7.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Apply logic to ensure that the appropriate rebate 


amount received from the vendor will not exceed the 


cost paid by DHCFP. 


c 
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. From a contractual 
standpoint, The HPES team will 
incorporate language into the 
manufacturers’ contracts that reflect this 
policy. In addition, RxMAX has the 
capability to compare, at the claim level, 
the rebate amount to be invoiced to the 
amount reimbursed by DHCFP. If the 
calculated rebate amount exceeds the 
amount reimbursed, RxMAX reduces the 
amount to be invoiced to the amount 
DHCFP reimbursed the provider. Despite 
the efforts described above, it is possible 
that a manufacturer might pay more than 
is invoiced. In those situations, rebate 
staff will remit to DHCFP an amount equal 
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to what the state paid. Any excess is then 
applied as a credit to the manufacturer’s 
account for future quarters. In addition, 
rebate staff will contact the manufacturer 
to remind them of the contractual terms 
relative to this policy and to advise them 
of their pending credit.  


12.6.7.17 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Track all DSPP invoices and rebates separately from 


other rebate programs and in accordance with State and 


Federal rules and regulations. 


c 
We will track all DSPP invoices and 
rebates separately from other rebate 
programs and in accordance with State 
and Federal rules and regulations. 
Supplemental rebates will be 
administered through a software and 
business process solution based on our 
current rebate administration application, 
RxMAX®. RxMAX® supports the 
administration of OBRA ’90 and 
supplemental rebate programs as well as 
commercial rebate programs. The DSPP 
supplemental rebate program is set up as 
a separate program from all other rebate 
programs we manage, within RxMAX®. 
This verifies that supplemental rebates 
attributed to the DSPP are properly 
remitted to DHCFP. 


12.6.7.18 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Invoice manufacturers on a quarterly basis, or more 


frequently as indicated by contract with 
c 


We will invoice manufacturers on a 
quarterly basis, or more frequently as 
indicated by contract with 
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manufacturer(s). manufacturer(s).We will implement a 
software and business process solution, 
based on our rebate management 
system, RxMAX®. This system includes all 
the functionality required by DHCFP for 
rebate management. RxMAX® uses CMS 
and NCPDP rebate standards as its 
foundation, enabling it to support the 
entire OBRA ’90 and supplemental rebate 
processes to include implementation of all 
accounting functions that are part of the 
drug rebate program, including preparing 
and mailing manufacturer invoices 
quarterly, or as specified in contracts with 
manufacturers. 


12.6.7.19 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Retain no portion of rebates for Diabetic supplies 


collected on behalf of DHCFP. Remit one-hundred 


percent (100%) of the supplemental rebates collected 


on behalf of DHCFP. 


c 
We will administer rebate programs on an 
administrative fee basis only. The HPES 
team will not retain any portion of the 
rebate revenues. We will remit 100 
percent of the supplemental rebates 
collected on behalf of DHCFP. 


12.6.7.20 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform program outreach, including but not limited to, 


the following activities: 


a. Ongoing communication through a DSPP-specific 


website to update providers on current policies and 


procedures; 


b. Serve as point-of-contact for provider questions 


c 
The HPES team will meet or exceed this 
requirement. Outreach and 
communications to DHCFP providers and 
other stakeholders is essential for 
providing information necessary for a 
successful pharmacy program. The HPES 
team will work with DHCFP to develop an 
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and concerns (written and telephonic); 


c. Coordinate with selected manufacturers to deliver 


education materials to pharmacies; 


d. Develop and maintain a Fact Sheet to educate 


stakeholders on DSPP; and 


e. Conduct physician and pharmacy profiling to 


identify need for educational interventions, and 


provide additional information or training to such 


providers. 


appropriate communication plan for the 
State’s program. We understand that drug 
coverage, including PDL information, is 
dynamic in nature and requires continual 
communications to relay changes and 
address questions. We will coordinate 
and communicate as prescribed in this 
requirement including: 


a. Offer provider communication through 
a State specific website, 


b. Our Pharmacy Benefits Manager will 
serve as a point-of-contact for provider 
questions and concerns through written 
inquiries or through telephone. 


c. Our Pharmacy Benefits Manager will 
coordinate with selected manufacturers to 
deliver education materials to pharmacies 


d. We will develop and maintain a Fact 
Sheet to educate stakeholders as 
specified by DHCFP 


e. Our Pharmacy Benefits manager will 
work with the clinical team to conduct 
provider profiling to identify the need for 
specific educational interventions. 


The HPES team has used different 
combinations of the above methods for 
our customers, depending on the specific 
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contract and needs. Some communication 
methods work better for different 
populations as well as for different topics 
of discussion. We believe in customizing 
our communication efforts to meet the 
needs of the member, pharmacist, 
prescriber, and DHCFP, and modifying 
our process to eliminate unsuccessful 
efforts and increase successful ones. 


12.6.7.21 Contractor 


Responsibility 


All communication and outreach materials must be 


approved by DHCFP prior to distribution. 
c 


We agree to seek DHCFP approval of all 
communication and outreach materials 
prior to their distribution. 


12.6.7.22 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform DSPP reporting activities including, but not 


limited to: 


a. Production of reports to meet all CMS reporting 


requirements; 


b. Benchmark analysis for financial outcomes to 


monitor trends, and provide program 


recommendations to improve financial outcomes; 


and 


c. Quarterly cost effectiveness reports on DSPP, 


including related POS costs and the rebate 


revenues. 


c 
We will comply with this requirement. 
Timely, complete, accurate, and 
accessible rebate information is needed 
to support the Nevada’s business goals. 
To address these needs, HPES offers a 
wide range of standard and ad hoc 
reporting capabilities that exceed the 
requirements of DHCFP as well as CMS. 
The systems technologies employed 
enable The HPES team to support all 
unique reporting needs. We agree to 
provide DHCFP with benchmark analysis 
for financial outcomes based on system 
generated and ad hoc reports on the 
performance of the DSPP, in formats and 
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on schedules acceptable to DHCFP.  


Diabetic Supply Rebate – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.7.23 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Consider Contractor recommendations and cost savings 


scenarios to give approval of the number of 


manufacturers chosen to participate in the DSPP, and 


subsequent manufacturer contract renewal. 


 
 


12.6.7.24 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Approve and sign manufacturer contracts/addendums 


when appropriate. 
 


 


12.6.7.25 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review and approval all outgoing DSPP 


communication and outreach materials. 
 


 


Diabetic Supply Rebate – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.7.26 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Produce DSPP reports within timelines and frequency 


specified by DHCFP and/or to meet Federal reporting 


requirements. 


c 
We will comply with this performance 
expectation. We agree to provide DHCFP 
with system generated and ad hoc reports 
on the performance of the DSPP that 
meet all federal reporting requirements, in 
formats and on schedules acceptable to 
DHCFP. 


12.6.8 DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (DSS) 


12.6.8.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide a Decision Support System (DSS) to support 


the generation of pre-defined reports as well as user-


defined ad hoc reporting and data queries as specified 


c 
We will provide a Decision Support System 
(DSS) based on our partner’s Thomson 
Reuters Advantage Suite version 5.0 to 
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by DHCFP. support the generation of pre-defined 
reports as well as user-defined ad hoc 
reporting and data queries as specified by 
DHCFP. 


Our solution is a multifaceted Decision 
Support System that allows users to 
create/define, access, and run ad hoc 
reports as well as pre-defined reports. 
Nearly 1,000 healthcare measures support 
over 100 predefined report templates 
appropriate for Medicaid analysis. See 
overview section of 12.6.8 for more details 
on our DSS solution. 


12.6.8.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support multiple levels of role-based security, as 


agreed upon by the Contractor and DHCFP.  
c 


We will meet or exceed this requirement. 
Our DSS solution supports multiple levels 
of role-based security. Column or Row 
Security (Security Views) are used to limit 
access to certain types of data (such as 
Protected Health Information), and 
Workgroups are used to limit access to 
specific directories and/or reports (such as 
DHCFP SURS Staff reports). We will work 
with DHCFP to define appropriate user 
roles. Nevada currently utilizes both types 
of security today.  


12.6.8.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Meet the requirements for MARS and SURS 


certification, without the need to build and maintain 
c 


Using our DSS solution, we will meet or 
exceed this requirement. MARS and 
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separate databases or data marts. SURS certification requirements can and 
have been met through Thomson Reuters 
Advantage Suite. DHCFP was certified in 
November, 2005 by CMS – retroactive to 
the MMIS go-live date of October 2003 
using the Advantage Suite 
DSS/MARS/SURS solution. There is no 
need to build separate data marts for 
MARS or SURS, and we will not build 
those separate data marts. 


12.6.8.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide DHCFP with online capability to develop, 


design, modify and test alternative report parameters 


and maintain an indexed library of such report 


parameters to run reports. 


c 
We will meet or exceed this requirement. In 
our DSS system tool within Decision 
Analyst, users can create report templates 
or access existing report templates to view 
the report parameters and modify as 
needed. These report templates can then 
be saved into a library for future use. See 
overview section 12.6.8 for more details on 
our DSS solution. 


12.6.8.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide a statistically valid trend methodology 


approved by DHCFP for generating reports and 


perform various types of statistical analyses as needed 


by DHCFP Staff. 


c 
We will comply with this requirement. We 
will work with the DHCFP Rates Division to 
assess additional trend methodology. 
Additionally, the introduction of Cognos in 
Advantage Suite version release 5.0, as 
described in overview section of 12.6.8 
provides end users to advanced statistical 
analysis that will enhance current 
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capabilities. 


12.6.8.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Permit authorized DSS users to develop, save, and 


invoke measures to create their own reports without 


requiring knowledge of complex query languages. 


c 
We will meet or exceed this requirement. 
Our solution provides DSS users the ability 
to create and save their own measures for 
use on reports. Users can create new 
measures by combining existing measures 
using mathematical functions or subsets. 
For example, a user could add a subset to 
the existing Admissions measure to create 
Admissions Children Under 5. All 
measures are created using a simple 
point-and-click interface. Advantage’s data 
model and interfaces make it easy, so 
users don’t need to use SQL or join tables.  


12.6.8.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide a DSS solution that meets the needs of a broad 


spectrum of users ranging from executives to program 


analysts, and allows such users to analyze information 


in a variety of ways to meet the business needs of 


DHCFP. 


c 
We will meet or exceed this requirement. 
Our DSS solution is a comprehensive, 
flexible, fully integrated healthcare 
decision support system that meets the 
needs of casual users, analytical users, 
and super users, from a multitude of 
functional areas such as the healthcare 
researcher, policy analyst, utilization 
reviewer, investigator, pharmacy benefit 
manager, and executive level consumers 
of program progress information. As 
described in Section 12.6.8 of the DSS 
solution overview, Version 5.0 introduces 
capabilities targeted that provide 
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prompted report templates, custom 
executive dashboards and one click drill 
though capabilities. 


12.6.8.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide a comprehensive and responsive data 


repository for analysis and decision making purposes. 
c 


We will meet or exceed this requirement. 
With our DSS solution, we provide the 
capabilities that support the core 
disciplines in Medicaid. Our solution 
encompasses a rich array of integrated 
capabilities for: 


• Financial reporting, for budget 
development, cash flow analysis, and 
rate-setting. 


• Management reporting, including 
dashboard measures of program 
performance. 


• Medical policy, including advanced 
clinical analysis and external 
benchmarks. 


• Managed care monitoring, which fully 
integrates claims and encounter data. 


• Provider profiling, using widely 
accepted methods for case-mix 
adjustment. 


• Recipient profiling, demographics, 
cost-sharing, and population trend 
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analysis. 


• Quality assurance and quality 
improvement. 


• Disease management evaluation and 
monitoring, including predictive 
modeling. 


• Program integrity, including fraud and 
abuse detection and investigation. 


Our DSS solution meets all these 
reporting needs with a single database 
and set of analytic applications, without 
the need to create separate data marts. 


12.6.8.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept into the DSS, and update as necessary, the 


following data sources: 


a. Adjudicated claims (must include all analytically 


relevant data, such as TPL, PA, edits/audits 


associated); 


b. Provider Table; 


c. Recipient eligibility; 


d. Non-claims specific financial; 


e. Encounter; and 


f. Data from external sources to enhance the business 


value of historical data. 


c The HPES team can accept and update 
the DSS with the listed data sources on a 
mutually agreed upon schedule. During 
requirements validation, the external data 
sources will need to be further evaluated 
and defined. 


Additionally, The HPES team will provide 
for a database rebuild to address areas, 
such as additional prior authorization 
data, to add data elements necessary for 
reporting needs.  
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12.6.8.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Ensure MARS and SURS data are available for 


retrieval through the DSS Reporting function. 
c The HPES team will work with DHCFP to 


ensure the necessary MARS and SURS 
data elements are available through the 
DSS. 


Historic MARS and SURS reports are 
maintained outside of the DSS; however, 
the most current MARS and SURS 
reports are available in the DSS, as well 
as data elements to run any time period 
desired.  


Additionally, any MAR and SUR report is 
available for reporting by end users. 


12.6.8.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the following types of tools as integrated 


functions of the DSS to facilitate data analysis: 


a. Query (ad hoc); 


b. Reporting (predefined); 


c. Geographical Mapping; 


d. Statistical Analysis; 


e. Data Mining; 


f. Clinical Analysis Applications; and 


g. Financial Accounting, Analysis and Reporting. 


c a. Our DSS solution has a fully integrated 
ad hoc query component. See overview 
section 12.6.8 for more details on our 
DSS solution 


b. Our DSS solution contains a rich 
portfolio of pre-defined reports available 
at the user’s finger tips and customizable 
to suit individual department and program 
needs. See Thomson Reuters Advantage 
Suite for DSS/MARS/SURS/EIS, section 
“State Medicaid Manual MARS Policy and 
Access Reporting Requirements” number 
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nine (9), for examples of prescription drug 
pre-defined reports. 


c. MapInfo and associated training will be 
provided by HPES. 


d. Cognos will be provided for end user 
access with the release of Thomson 
Reuters Advantage Suite 5.0. Cognos 
capabilities expand upon existing 
Advantage Suite statistical capabilities. 


e. Data mining can be done in the DSS 
through the use of samples, queries, and 
analysis. As mentioned above, the 
introduction of Cognos in 4Q 2010 will 
provide other alternatives. Please see 
Section 12.6.8 of the DSS Solution 
Overview. 


f. As part of this COTS neutral bid, HPES 
has offered to include patient health 
record capabilities. Please see Section 
12.6.8 of the DSS Solution Overview. 


g. Financial Accounting, Analysis, and 
Reporting is made simple through Our 
DSS solution. Any additional data 
elements that the State requires for the 
DSS to enhance financial accounting 
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reporting can be added under this budget 
neutral bid. Please see Section 12.6.8 of 
the DSS Solution Overview for an 
explanation of the DSS rebuild. 


12.6.8.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain historical data within the database in 


accordance with DHCFP’s timeframe specifications.  
c Historic data can be maintained in the 


DSS as described in Requirement 
#12.6.8.50. 


12.6.8.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Analyze, identify and propose data needs, data sources, 


volume, data discrepancies and transmission protocols. 
c The HPES team analyzes all data files 


received and identifies any potential data 
discrepancies. All new fields and/or data 
sources are thoroughly analyzed and 
recommendations are made as needed.  


12.6.8.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain and update all data and files on a frequency 


specified by DHCFP. 
c Data can be updated and maintained in 


the DSS as described in Requirement 
#12.6.8.49. The HPES team will load data 
to the DSS weekly. 


12.6.8.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Transmit data in ASCII, comma delimited format, 


unless otherwise agreed to by DHCFP, according to 


HIPAA guidelines. 


c The HPES team agrees to comply with 
DHCFP guidelines and according to 
HIPAA guidelines. 
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12.6.8.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the initial load of data the first month of the 


operation of the MMIS or the first month of the 


operation of the DSS, as specified by DHCFP. 


c The HPES team can load data to the DSS 
within the first month of operation of the 
DSS assuming all predecessor tasks are 
completed in a timely manner. 


12.6.8.17 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Monitor all data transmissions at each phase to ensure 


successful completion, work to resolve all problems 


and, if transmission is still unsuccessful, notify DHCFP 


designee within one (1) working day of issue 


discovery. 


c The HPES team will work together to 
resolve any data transmission issues and 
will notify DHCFP within 1 business day of 
issue discovery if transmission is still 
unsuccessful. 


12.6.8.18 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Ensure that standard audit trail requirements are 


maintained for this system. 
c Throughout the process of updating the 


Advantage Suite database, automated 
checks are performed to prevent the 
update process from continuing unless 
key balancing and quality checks have 
been verified. 


The Advantage Build stores a number of 
key database update statistics for each 
update. These statistics are stored in a 
Microsoft Access database on the system 
administrator’s workstation. These 
statistics are maintained as an audit trail 
for the system. 


The HPES team performs audits regularly 
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to identify network, system, or application 
vulnerability and to review security, data 
handling and management practices, 
physical security, authentication and 
authorization controls, and HIPAA 
compliancy, among others. 


12.6.8.19 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow users the select print options, including local and 


remote printers. 
c 


Our DSS solution can interface with a 
variety of printers and printer options. It 
uses the standard Windows interface for 
choosing printers, which allows users to 
specify any printer available to them on 
their LAN or connected to their PC. The 
graphical report presentation capabilities 
of Advantage Suite are best 
demonstrated, however, with color laser 
printers. 


12.6.8.20 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support "open system" data warehousing concepts, 


using ODBC-compliant technology including an 


industry-standard relational database management 


system and standard operating environments and 


scalable hardware platforms. Use a standard, well-


documented and expandable data model design concept 


specialized for OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing).  


c 
Our DSS solution is built on “open 
system” data warehousing concepts, 
using ODBC-compliant technology 
including an industry-standard relational 
database management system (Oracle 
and DB2 are currently supported), and 
standard operating environments and 
scalable hardware platforms. Our DSS 
solution has an open architecture and 
flexible data model that supports the 
integration of multiple sources of data into 
one database. The system is built on 
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industry-standard, commonly used third 
party RDBMS. Advantage Suite will 
accommodate growth in terms of data 
volume as well as sources.  


12.6.8.21 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Link data from eligibility systems with data from 


disparate claims and reimbursement systems, managed 


care plans and other contractors (as identified by 


DHCFP) into a database that supports rapid and 


efficient population-based reporting across all systems 


and programs. 


c 
Multiple data records are linked in the 
Advantage Suite database. The 
integration of accurate clinical, financial, 
provider, and eligibility data into the 
database is essential to generating any 
analysis that seeks to understand the cost 
and use of services by clinical diagnoses 
for example. The clinical and financial 
information are linked on a beneficiary 
and provider specific basis, ensuring that 
users get consistent analytical results 
regardless of whether they are looking at 
clinical or financial information. In addition 
clinical and financial specific information 
on beneficiaries are linked to eligibility 
information for population-based analysis. 


12.6.8.22 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide an expandable data model to accommodate the 


linkage of data elements from non-traditional sources 


such as recipient/patient assessments (MDS, OASIS), 


vital records (births, deaths), immunization registries, 


disease registries, etc. 


c Our DSS solution Data Model is 
expandable to accommodate the linkage 
of elements from non-traditional sources. 
All that is needed is a common identifier 
allowing the non-traditional data to be 
linked to the Medicaid data. 
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12.6.8.23 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide consistent integrated online help capability for 


all features of the system. 
c Our software includes an integrated on-


line Help function that provides 
background information and system 
capabilities. When you access the on-line 
Help, the system automatically displays 
the appropriate Help text for the 
application on your screen.  


12.6.8.24 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow for online availability of metadata, describing 


the reports, providing the definitions of fields and 


defining any calculations and built-in statistical 


measure objects. The metadata must be easily 


accessible within the application. 


c Our DSS solution has a very user-friendly 
metadata capability that documents the 
fields and measure calculations in the 
system. The Metadata Viewer is always in 
view for instant reference and allows 
users to see the definition or calculation of 
any measure. The HPES team will work 
together to integrate as many field names 
and definitions as possible between the 
MMIS and DSS for ease of use between 
the systems. This will make the transition 
between systems much more fluid and 
easier for DHCFP staff when reporting. 
This can be addressed during the 
database rebuild that The HPES team will 
perform under this budget neutral bid. 
Please see Section 12.6.8 of the DSS 
Solution Overview. 
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12.6.8.25 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide multi-dimensional analytic reporting capability 


across business functions in all the following functional 


areas, while giving individual users a significant degree 


of reporting flexibility: 


a. Financial reporting / budget forecasting; 


b. Third party recovery / estate recovery; 


c. Prescription drug policy; 


d. Eligibility and benefit design; 


e. Program planning, types, and categories; 


f. Policy analysis and waiver reporting; 


g. Medical policy and provider profiling;  


h. Provider rate-setting and reimbursement; 


i. Nursing home care and other forms of long-term 


care; 


j. Actuarial reporting and rate-setting; 


k. Managed care administration and performance 


monitoring; 


l. Quality of care and outcomes assessment; 


m. Disease management; 


n. Program integrity and utilization review; 


o. Executive management; 


p. External reporting and public information; and 


q. Consumer outreach.  


c Our DSS solution provides multi-
dimensional reporting capabilities across 
business functions in one seamless and 
integrated system. Users can create their 
own cross functional reports or select 
from the many pre-defined reports 
available through Portfolio. Below are 
some examples of multi-dimensional 
reports in Advantage Suite that address 
the needs of multiple functional areas: 


Financial reporting / budget forecasting / 
rate setting 


• Cost Benchmark Comparison Report 


• Cost Key Indicator Change Analysis 
by Claim Type 


• Cost Key Indicator Change Analysis 
by Setting 


• Financial Monthly Trend Report by 
Setting 


• Inpatient Facility & Prof. Financial 
Change Analysis 


• Plan Cost Benchmark Comparison 
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Report 


• Price Benchmark Comparison Report 


• IBNR Claims Turnaround Analysis 


Please see the DSS Solution overview in 
Section 12.6.8 for details and examples of 
capabilities, reports and measures that 
support items “a” through “q” of this 
requirement. 


12.6.8.26 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide automatic calculation of analytically 


descriptive measures or computations such as sums, 


rates, ratios and other statistics, and the ability to apply 


(or remove) them as unique "objects" on reports. These 


measures must include frequently-needed measures in 


all of the following categories: Utilization, Cost, 


Quality of Care, Outcomes, Prevention, Access to 


Care, Eligibility and Administrative Performance. 


c 
The Advantage Suite Measures Catalog 
is the foundation of the healthcare 
reporting capability in Decision Analyst. 
These measures include sums, rates, and 
ratios that provide valuable insight into 
program performance that can easily be 
applied or removed on reports.  


The Measures Catalog provides the 
definition of hundreds of healthcare 
measures. Many of these measures have 
complex definitions. For example, to 
calculate the rate of ER Visits/1000, a 
user must know how to identify ER visits 
by using procedure codes or revenue 
codes, how to count visits, and how to 
use the eligibility data to calculate counts 
of eligibles for the denominator over a 
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year. The Measures Catalog insulates 
users from having to be knowledgeable 
about healthcare coding standards and 
having to understand the structure of the 
underlying database. This feature allows 
users to interact with the measures as 
objects in the database and drag these 
measures into queries and reports. 


12.6.8.27 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support flexible filtering (or "sub setting") including 


but not limited to the following capabilities:  


a. Specify the selection criteria for reports. There 


must be ready-to-use subsets that are appropriate to 


Medicaid and Check Up, such as federal age 


groups, as well as user-defined sub setting 


capability; 


b. Support complex conditions, including AND/OR 


logic and use of parentheses for complex 


conditions such as Select where (Diagnosis = x and 


Procedure = a,b,c) or DRG = 12; and 


c. Automatically create denominators for relevant 


rates-based analysis, such as candidates for 


preventive screenings and patients with chronic 


disease conditions. 


c Our DSS solution provides flexible filtering 
(or “subsetting”) to specify the selection 
criteria for reports. There are ready-to-use 
subsets that are appropriate to Medicaid 
(e.g., Federal Age Groups), and HEDIS 
cohorts (e.g., candidates for preventive 
screenings) as well as user-defined 
groups such as ranges of values. The 
Subsetting feature in 12.6.8 of DSS 
solution overview for more details.  


There are hundreds of ready-to-use 
subsets in the library, including Federal 
Age Groups and other Medicaid 
appropriate subsets, as well as the ability 
to define custom subsets. 


Through the flexible Advantage Suite 
subsetting function, DHCFP users can 
employ complex logic, such as multiple 
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“and/or” conditions, logically grouped via 
parentheses, to create subsetting rules. 
Users can select values from a list, enter 
values or ranges, or use the search 
capability. Advantage Suite subsets can 
be applied to particular measures or to 
reports. For example, if a user were only 
interested in children under age 5 in a 
particular managed care program, that 
user could create a subset and add it to 
any report to limit the report to the 
population of interest. All measures, 
including rates and denominators would 
be limited to the appropriate group of 
children. The system also provides built-in 
denominators for selected rates-based 
analysis; for example, the Members Early 
Childhood Immunization Candidates 
subset identifies candidates for childhood 
immunizations in the first two years of life, 
based on NCQA HEDIS age criteria. 
There are a set of corresponding 
measures for this subset, including 
Patients Per 1000 Early Childhood 
Immunization, which is the average 
unique count of children aged 0 through 
23 months who received facility or 
professional immunization services under 
medical coverage, per 1000 unique 
members aged 0 through 23 months with 
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medical coverage. 


12.6.8.28 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support pre-defined and user-defined time periods that 


include day, month, quarter, calendar year, federal 


fiscal year, and state fiscal year. Relative time period 


reporting must be automatic so that time periods 


affected by data updates (e.g., Current Year-to-Date 


compared to Prior Year-to-Date) are automatically 


adjusted over time without user intervention. 


c Our DSS solution includes a wide range 
of time periods that can be easily added 
to reports. Standard time periods include: 
day, day of week, month, quarter, 
calendar year, federal fiscal year, and 
state fiscal year. The federal fiscal year 
can be setup as an optional plan year 
field for reporting on federal fiscal year 
time periods. Users can group standard 
time periods to create custom time 
periods. 


Decision Analyst includes numerous time 
functions that allow users to make time 
comparisons without having to explicitly 
define the date ranges. Relative time 
periods are available for reporting which 
allows users to define reports that can be 
run periodically without having to change 
the report definition to reflect the time 
period of each update. These advanced 
periodic functions can be used for both 
incurred and paid date reporting.  


12.6.8.29 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Enable the selection of measures, dimensions, subsets 


and time periods: 
c Our DSS solution enables users to select 


from a multitude of measures, 
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a. From a menu and apply them as flexible objects 


that can be inserted, through drag-and-drop 


technology, onto any report; and 


b. At the user group and individual user levels and 


store for repeat use. 


dimensions, subsets, and time periods. 


a. The Report Designer allows users to 
select measures, dimensions, subsets, 
and time periods and simply drag them as 
objects to a column or row, to see exactly 
how the report would appear. Users can 
combine in one report a customized set of 
measures that would require multiple 
standard reports in other systems, and to 
display only those measures relevant to a 
given analysis. 


b. Custom measures, dimensions, 
subsets and time periods can be added to 
reports in the same simple drag-and-drop 
method as standard objects. Custom 
reports can be stored in the Portfolio for 
easy access, saved for repeat use, and 
shared by other staff. Customized 
measures are stored in the Measures 
Catalog. Custom subsets are stored in the 
Subset Library.  


12.6.8.30 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support pre-defined logical drill paths (i.e., from 


summary to detail) so that the user can move quickly 


up or down in levels without defining a new query. The 


system must allow the user to skip levels in the drill 


path or modify the drill path as needed. 


c 
Decision Analyst provides drill-down 
capability to the detail level without 
requiring users to define a new query. Our 
DSS solution provides pre-defined logical 
drill paths that allow users to select the 
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level of drill down by double-clicking on 
the path.  


Directed drilling paths can be customized 
for DHCFP. For example, in many of the 
standard clinical reports, there is a logical 
sequence for drill-down. In an Inpatient 
clinical report, a user may want to drill 
from Major Diagnostic Category to 
Diagnostic Related Group to Primary 
Diagnosis Code. In a Drug report, a user 
may want to drill from Therapeutic Class 
to Therapeutic Group to Brand Name to 
NDC Code. A geographic drill path may 
be from state to county to zip code. In 
addition to these standard drill-paths, 
DHCFP may want to use custom drill 
paths to break down high-level aid 
categories into more detailed aid groups.  


Users can apply custom drill paths within 
reports. Three drill icons on the Decision 
Analyst toolbar support directed drilling. 
The default is drill-down mode. When 
users double-click on a row, they will 
automatically select that line and display 
information at the next lowest level of 
detail as defined in the database. 
Similarly, there is a summarize-up button 
and a custom drill button that supports 
breaking down information by some other 
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non-hierarchical field. Users can skip 
levels in the drill path. 


Thomson Reuters Version 5.0 exposes 
Cognos 8 Report Studio. Additional drill-
through capabilities are provided in the 
use of Cognos. Please see section 12.6.8 
of the DSS Solution Overview for 
functionality provided by Thomson 
Reuters Advantage Suite Version 5.0. 


12.6.8.31 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support user-enabled export and import data 


capabilities to and from other standard spreadsheet or 


database applications such as Excel, or other standard 


file formats such as .csv, with minimal steps. 


c 
Advantage Suite offers users the ability to 
import, export, and manipulate data files 
from spreadsheet and database 
management tools as well as the 
database. For example, a user can save 
subsets, queries, and report results in 
standard file formats such as Excel (.xls), 
Lotus (.wk3), Text (.txt), and (.csv) for 
exporting into another application. Saved 
information can then be used with other 
spreadsheets, word processing, 
database, and other applications. 
Exporting to spreadsheet programs is 
particularly easy. To download a report to 
an Excel or Lotus file, you simply click an 
icon on the toolbar, which automatically 
opens and populates a spreadsheet.  


Using the export icon, end users may 
export their data by designating any 
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mapped network drive available to them 
or selecting their own personal local drive. 
The export formats for record listings are 
comma-separated values and tab 
delimited. 


Users can also export data in a fixed file 
format for use with other database 
management tools. In addition, DHCFP 
skilled users can use a special “List 
Import” function in Decision Analyst. This 
functionality is most valuable when 
creating queries based on long lists of 
recipient IDs, provider IDs, or clinical 
codes for example. For instance, there 
may be a long list of diagnosis codes that 
define a specific mental health waiver 
program. Users can import this list of 
diagnosis codes from a spreadsheet 
format to use for selecting all patients who 
have these diagnoses. 


12.6.8.32 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide integrated capabilities to graph reports and 


make them presentation-ready without the need to 


export the data to a third party tool. 


c 
Our DSS solution has integrated 
capabilities that enable users to present 
information in colorful charts and graphs. 
In Decision Analyst, users have complete 
flexibility to define the format of graphs 
and can generate over 30 different types 
of charts.  


Our DSS solution was designed to 
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present summarized data in a format that 
is immediately intuitive and easily 
interpreted. Consequently, users have the 
ability to present data in a variety of 
different graphical formats.  


Information displays within Decision 
Analyst include the following:  


• Bar charts 


• Pie charts 


• Area charts 


• Stacked and side-by-side bar charts 


• Single and multiple line charts 


• Three-dimensional graphs 


• Tree graphs 


• Probability plots 


• Tabular reports 


Both two-dimensional and three-
dimensional charts can be made. 
Advantage Suite features a very user 
friendly charting capability for reports. A 
simple click of the charting icon on the 
toolbar takes users to the Chart Wizard 
for multiple options in displaying the 
report. Chart reports can be easily 
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manipulated and customized by users 
who can move, highlight or sort rows or 
columns to be included in the chart. Users 
may also save charts for later 
manipulation by saving as one of the 
following file types: Chart, Chart 
Template, Windows Metafile (*.wmf), 
Bitmap (*.bmp), or JPEG (*.jpg). 


12.6.8.33 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Enable distribution of information using secure Internet 


/ Intranet web technology to control access to 


information as determined by DHCFP, and support 


publishing of information in multiple, customized 


views suitable for disparate audiences.  


c 
HPES will enable distribution of 
information using secure Internet/Intranet 
protocol technology. HPES will work with 
DHCFP to control access as determined 
by DHCFP during requirements.  


12.6.8.34 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Enable the following minimum reporting capabilities: 


a. Report summary level information of executive 


information with intuitive graphical presentations 


and Medicaid/Check Up appropriate reports and 


statistics; 


b. Provide detailed, pre-defined, customizable reports 


or report frameworks that are appropriate for 


DHCFP; 


c. Support ad hoc user-enabled development and 


selection of reports; 


d. Perform automatic calculation of claim completion 


factors that support the analysis of incurred but not 


reported (IBNR) liability. The capability must 


support the calculation of claim lag factors by 


c Thomson Reuters Advantage Suite 
supports the following reporting 
capabilities: 


a. Summary level information with 
graphical presentation of Medicaid/Check 
Up appropriate reports and statistics; 


b. Detailed level, pre-defined and 
customizable DHCFP reports; 


c. Users create ad hoc reports today with 
minor support from Thomson staff. Ad-
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claim type and allow the completion methodology 


to be customized to meet the agency's unique 


experience by claim type; 


e. Perform automatic production of an IBNR report 


(i.e., a report by claim type that shows amount paid 


per period by incurred period); 


f. User-enabled election of whether to adjust or 


"complete" incurred date data on any report online, 


to create a more accurate picture of near-term 


experience; 


g. Support online national norms and benchmarks that 


can be flexibly applied to any report including but 


not limited to norms and benchmarks for the 


privately insured population as well as the 


Medicaid/Check Up population; 


h. Enable user-defined norms on any subset in the 


database; 


i. Support establishment of norms and benchmarks 


based either on data available in the DSS database 


or on externally-defined targets, goals and 


benchmarks; 


j. Enable exception reporting that allows the user to 


instruct the system to produce a report at a future 


specified date, or on a periodic basis, or only when 


certain trigger conditions or exceptions occur (such 


as when monthly expenditures for a certain service 


exceed a threshold amount); 


k. Support data visualization techniques useful for 


exception reporting (e.g., exception highlighting 


and graphing); 


hoc reporting is available today. 


d. Decision Analyst incorporates 
completion methods to allow users to 
effectively deal with claims incurred but 
not reported. Data in more recent analytic 
periods are “grossed-up” by a number of 
different factors generated through 
analysis of historic trends. This ensures 
that users do not inaccurately make 
comparisons of this fiscal year to last 
fiscal year and report downward trends 
that are caused by incomplete data.  


e. Completion factors are calculated 
automatically during the build process. 
Clients also have the option of inserting 
completion factors calculated outside of 
the system. This is particularly helpful for 
States that use actuaries to calculate 
completion factors for budgeting and rate 
setting purposes. 


f. Since completion factors are calculated 
automatically during the build process, 
when a completed measure is on a report, 
the report is automatically adjusted based 
on the time period and dimensions on the 
report. 
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l. Enable distribution reporting capabilities that allow 


the user to report services, payments or other facts 


by a range of user-defined values (i.e., the number 


of patients/providers who received/ordered less 


than 50 labs, 50 – 100 labs, more than 100 labs, 


etc.); 


m. Enable ad hoc application of the following types of 


analytic adjustments to ensure accuracy in 


reimbursement rate analysis, provider profiling and 


population-based analysis:  


1. age/gender; 


2. case mix; 


3. severity of illness; and 


4. other risk-adjustments. 


n. Analyze experience by episodes of care that 


combine inpatient, outpatient and prescription drug 


usage and cost across all settings of care; 


o. Link all records by individual patient or provider 


over time regardless of what table stores the 


recording. These capabilities must be available 


regardless of whether the data being analyzed is for 


a fee-for-service program, capitated program or 


combination. Example: A one-step capability to 


define the study population and then link in all 


other claims for the same patients (e.g., identify all 


patients with diabetes and then report on 


percentage with hemoglobin test); 


p. Link claims based on a time window around a 


tracer event (e.g., link in all claims for a patient 


nine (9) months prior to delivery, to study prenatal 


g. The end-user can design reports to use 
“Completed” measures (e.g., Services per 
1000 Completed) from the Measures 
Catalog when reporting on an incurred 
date basis. These measures can be 
dragged and dropped onto a report just as 
easily as the non-completed measures 
(e.g., Services per 1000). When these 
measures are selected, Our DSS solution 
automatically adjusts for the absence of 
data on recent services. Completion 
factors are generated automatically from 
claim lag trend factors by claim type and 
then applied at the user’s option to ‘gross-
up’ data in current periods. The value is 
that users can accurately report trends 
based on incurred date without 
undercounting for services delivered 
recently. 


h. Decision Analyst includes a variety of 
benchmarks that users can incorporate 
into reports. Benchmarks include 
empirical norms such as the Thomson 
Reuters MarketScan® norms, and targets 
such as a budget or the targeted C-
section rate from CDC’s Healthy People 
2000 guideline. In addition, Advantage 
Suite provides a built-in set of Medicaid 
norms derived from CMS 2082 reports 
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care); and 


q. Detect and investigate waste, fraud and abuse, 


beyond the standard SURS capability, within the 


same database. 


and a set of state-specific norms that are 
developed from Thomson Reuters’ own 
Medicaid client data. Benchmarks are 
also provided in the form of Healthy 
People 2010 targets from the CDC. 


i. There are two ways to create user-
defined norms in Advantage Suite. Static 
norms allow users to enter a target and 
adjust it using age-sex methodology. 
Dynamic norms are generated on the fly 
using the population you select through 
subsetting. Comparisons to norms and 
benchmarks are one of the best ways to 
highlight exceptionally good or poor 
performance. Advantage Suite provides 
the user with the ability to create a norm 
from any subset of the database. Decision 
Analyst users can use virtually any field in 
the database to make comparisons and 
then include a benchmark or norm on the 
report. Users can also include a percent 
difference column to highlight 
opportunities for improvement. 


Our DSS solution supports the creation of 
internal norms based on the Nevada-
specific data in the DSS database. In 
addition, the system also provides 
benchmarks in the form of external 
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targets, goals and benchmarks. See prior 
paragraphs. 


j. DSS users can setup Agents to 
schedule reports to run at a specified data 
and time or on a periodic basis. With 
agents, users can define “triggers” such 
as specific rules and thresholds that, 
when met, should cause an alert (e.g., 
send this report to this list of users if 
percent cost increase for any benefit 
category > 5 percent over previous 
reporting period). 


k. Users can have the system identify and 
highlight exceptions through reporting 
utilities. Exceptions can be based on any 
combination of measures that appear on 
the report. These exception-processing 
utilities can be saved on the report so 
they are run when the data are updated. 
Users can define conditions to use for 
exception highlighting. For example, a 
user may want to format all cells in a bold 
red font when payment per recipient 
exceeds a specific target. Stoplight 
formatting is a specific application of 
exception highlighting that assigns red 
and green colors to cells of a report to 
help users draw conclusions more 
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quickly. 


l. Our DSS solution includes sophisticated 
distribution reporting. To create a 
distribution report, add the dimension 
“Distribution Report” to your report. This 
brings up the Distribution Report dialog 
box. Then select what you want to count, 
what to distribute by and the ranges. For 
example, a pharmacy report could show 
how many physicians ordered < $5,000 of 
drugs, $5,000 to $10,000 and so forth. 
See Thomson Reuters Advantage Suite 
for DSS/MARS/SURS/EIS, section 
Surveillance and Utilization Review (SUR) 
Overview – Frequency Distributions” for 
more detail. 


m. Our DSS solution provides for age/sex 
and case mix adjustment so that groups 
are being compared to the same 
distribution of cases in order to make a 
fair comparison. Differences between the 
populations being compared can then be 
attributed to true differences in cost and 
use, rather than differences in age/sex 
distribution or the types of care the two 
populations received.  


n. Severity adjustment is based on 
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Thomson Reuters’ Disease Staging® 
methodology, which extends case-mix 
adjustment by adjusting for the severity 
mix. Disease Staging takes into account, 
not only a patient’s diagnoses, but also a 
patient’s co-morbidities, age and sex. 
Because it reflects more clinical detail 
than case-mix adjustment, severity 
adjustment is a better predictor of 
expected cost per case and length of stay 
when comparing an individual hospital to 
a norm. Severity adjustment helps users 
to respond to individual hospitals’ 
assertions that their higher costs reflect 
treatment of more severely ill patients 
than the providers to which they are 
compared. 


o. We can discuss with DHCFP if there is 
a need for providing Adjusted Clinical 
Groups™ (ACGs) as a risk adjustment 
system within Advantage Suite. 
Developed by The Johns Hopkins School 
of Public Health, ACGs are the leading 
methodology for population risk 
adjustment and explain four times more 
variance than simple age-sex adjustment. 
This method is used extensively in 
physician profiling, capitation rate setting 
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and healthcare cost analysis. 


p. Thomson Reuters’ Episodes Grouper® 
(MEG) is integrated in Advantage Suite. 
MEG is an analytic tool that organizes 
data into clinically relevant groupings that 
allow analysts to review the costs, 
treatments, locations (inpatient/outpatient) 
and practitioners associated with the 
treatment of medical conditions. MEG is 
particularly useful when applied to 
disease management, provider profiling, 
continuous quality improvement (CQI) 
and contract negotiations.  


MEG is a rigorous, clinically rich episode 
construction methodology.  


Study Groups are a unique advanced 
query capability specifically developed by 
Thomson Reuters to allow linking 
information for patients or providers over 
time, regardless of the setting of care or 
the table that the data is stored on. This 
integrated Advantage Suite capability is 
critical for most outcome analysis as it 
allows users to focus on patients with 
specific conditions and analyze the 
outcome of different treatment protocols. 
For example, a user assessing quality of 
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care can identify all diabetic patients by 
either diagnosis codes on medical claims 
or a therapeutic class of antidiabetic drug 
on drug claims. Users can then link in all 
services provided to these patients to 
understand treatment patterns. Study 
Group linkage is a critical capability for 
healthcare analysis that would be 
extremely cumbersome using Structured 
Query Language (SQL). Given the 
importance of this application in advanced 
healthcare analysis, The HPES team has 
developed within Decision Analyst the 
capability to automate the study group 
linking process for users. 


q. The Advantage Suite Study Groups 
linkage capability described above can be 
used to link claims based on a time 
window around a tracer event. A common 
application is to identify all patients with 
maternity deliveries and then link in all 
claims and encounters nine months 
preceding the delivery to understand the 
prenatal care delivered by trimester. This 
ability can be very powerful for finding 
system abuses. See Thomson Reuters 
Advantage Suite for 
DSS/MARS/SURS/EIS, section Decision 
Analyst’s Advanced Analytic Functionality 
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– Study Group Linkage” for more 
information. 


Our DSS is a certified SURS solution. 
FADS capabilities exist within the system.  


12.6.8.35 Contractor 


Responsibility 


At a minimum, the system database shall continue to 


include the following: 


a. Required functionality from a single database using 


a single repeatable update process. The information 


reported in all components of the DSS must be 


kept in sync, including the executive information 


reporting and Internet / Intranet reports; 


b. Periodic updates to occur as frequently as weekly 


or other timeframe specified by DHCFP; 


c. Ensure data quality for completeness, validity and 


reasonableness; 


d. Employ the appropriate audit / edit routines and 


data cleansing routines to ensure the reliability of 


the data;  


e. Be able to handle records for Medicaid recipients 


retroactively eligible; 


f. Standardize key variables across all data sources, 


to facilitate cross-program analysis and support 


normative comparisons; 


g. Provide customization of the database design to 


meet DHCFP's unique analytical needs; 


h. Allow for conversion processes that support rules-


based edits; 


c 
As we describe below using our DSS 
solution we will continue to provide the 
following functionality. 


a. Our DSS solution is an integrated suite 
of applications that operate from a 
singular, well-integrated, analytically 
ready database that requires only one 
update process.  


b. Our DSS solution Build, allows updates 
to the database on a weekly basis. It also 
allows updates to selected tables on 
different intervals, which can save 
processing time and resources. 


c. The HPES team has developed 
methodologies to evaluate and 
continuously improve data quality, and is 
committed to ensuring that DHCFP’s DSS 
is constructed with high quality data. 
These methodologies are incorporated in 
the Advantage Build database 
construction system.  


Going beyond the application of standard 
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i. Allow for enhancement of the raw data with 


aggregates and groupers that increase analytic 


performance and clinical value. At a minimum, the 


groupers must include: Diagnosis Related Groups 


(DRG), Major Diagnostic Category (MDC), 


Procedure Groups, Relative Value Units, Age 


Groups, Drug therapeutic classes, Risk-adjustment 


methods, and severity of illness adjustment 


methods; 


j. Provide indexing and other performance 


characteristics that enhance report production; 


k. Possess a data model expressly for storing data 


from MMIS and other DHCFP data sources, for 


efficient online analytic processing. The system 


must enable the data model and database to be 


customized to meet the unique needs of DHCFP; 


l. Produce a summary record for all inpatient claims 


that constitutes an admission. Provide summary 


cost and use information for all facility and 


professional services within this admission; 


m. Link inpatient, outpatient and drug claims into 


clinically relevant episodes of care. Provide 


summary cost and use information to all services 


within the episode. Assign a severity score to the 


episode to stratify episodes by severity; 


n. Update functionality that automatically 


synchronizes aggregates when detail data is 


added/removed from the database. Inpatient 


admission tables and episodes must be able to be 


updated on a separate update cycle if desired. To 


data cleansing techniques, we carefully 
analyze the quality of the source data to 
resolve problems that routine procedures 
do not resolve — such as values that are 
valid but not reasonable. Throughout the 
database construction process, quality 
assurance processes are applied to 
ensure completeness, validity, 
reasonableness, and comparability of the 
data being converted from your primary 
data sources. During implementation, The 
HPES team will provide DHCFP with a 
comprehensive data quality analysis to 
help users understand the problems that 
commonly appear in the source data and 
choose a method of addressing those 
problems. An ongoing quality assessment 
process will be recommended, to support 
DHCFP achieving continued improvement 
in database quality with each update.  


The ongoing quality assessment process 
includes a combination of quality checks 
to evaluate the data for the following: 


Completeness — Completeness of the 
data is evaluated in two areas: 
completeness of coding (per column) and 
evaluation of aggregate record and 
payment totals (per update period). First, 
coding is checked by counting records 
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limit processing time during database updates, the 


system must provide the ability to incrementally 


update the episodes of care table so that only open 


episodes are rebuilt; and 


o. Insure that financial adjustments including mass 


adjustments are stored in a manner that provides 


the user the ability to analyze financial results pre-


or post-adjustment. 


with blank fields. When blank fields are 
detected, they are flagged and counted 
for further evaluation. Second, the system 
evaluates record and payment total 
counts for consistency. If significant 
variance in totals is detected by 
comparing period to period, those 
variances are flagged and can be further 
investigated to determine the source or 
cause of the variance.  


Validity — Validity checks are conducted 
on columns that contain possible invalid 
codes. These codes are then flagged for 
further evaluation. Evaluating the codes 
will identify whether the code is indeed 
invalid or requires updating. For example, 
a value of “N” in a gender column, where 
values of “F” and “M” are expected, would 
be considered an invalid code. On the 
other hand, a new value appearing in the 
physician specialty field may mean that a 
new specialty has been added to the 
coding scheme that would require an 
update of the conversion process and the 
metadata repository. Any unexpected 
value is flagged and recommendations 
are made for data quality improvement.  


Reasonableness — Edits relating to the 
reasonableness of the data look at the 
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relationship between two or more 
columns or between a column and 
“normative” data to ensure they are 
reasonable. Examples of reasonableness 
checks include comparison of diagnosis 
to age, diagnosis to gender, and charge 
to payment. Using our extensive 
experience testing medical claims data, 
we have developed additional 
reasonableness checks, which include 
looking at the average length of stay and 
percentage of one-day stays for inpatient 
confinements, the average cost per case 
and percentage of cases with catastrophic 
payments, the percentage of surgical 
services to total services, the percentage 
of non-specific diagnoses, the average 
cost per service by procedure code 
ranges, and other checks for 
reasonability. 


During the implementation process, a 
comprehensive data quality report is the 
primary vehicle for communicating data 
quality issues during testing. On an 
ongoing basis (i.e., periodic updates), an 
edit report in Advantage Build will provide 
updated information about how data 
quality may change over time. 


d. See the discussion above for a 
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description of HPES’ extensive audit / edit 
routines and data cleansing routines. 


e. To accommodate retroactive eligibility, 
The HPES team will work with DHCFP 
during the design phase of the 
Implementation to establish a fixed 
number of months of retroactive eligibility 
representing the usual experience for 
your population. Then, when the database 
is updated, the eligibility table will be 
rebuilt to incorporate the most recent data 
for all eligibility records for that agreed-to 
number of historical months. 


f. Advantage Build standardizes data from 
multiple sources and formats in order to 
facilitate enhancements to the data, 
merging data from multiple sources, 
report preparation and comparisons to 
internal and external normative data. 
Much of the work done by The HPES 
team in the database development stage 
of the project relates to making key 
variables consistent across all the DHCFP 
data sources. This work is used to 
customize the Advantage Build Extract, 
Transform and Load (ETL) process. 
Converting all data into a common format 
will improve the usefulness of the data in 
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supporting analytical objectives.  


The types of standardization performed 
include calculations on financial fields to 
obtain standard-defined charge and 
payment fields; mapping all values in a 
field that mean the same thing to a single 
value; and mapping data such as place of 
service, provider specialty, and service 
type to standard values. 


g. The HPES team will provide for a 
database rebuild after requirements to 
add any additional data elements as 
required by DHCFP. 


h. The HPES team develops a set of 
conversion rules for each source data. 
These rules describe in detail the 
procedures required to transform your 
source data so that it can flow into the 
database construction software. A major 
focus of the conversion rules relates to 
making key variables consistent across all 
data sources in order to facilitate 
enhancements to the data, merging data 
from multiple sources, report preparation, 
and comparisons to internal and external 
normative data. The types of 
standardization performed include 
calculations on financial fields to obtain 
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standard-defined charge and payment 
fields; mapping all values in a field that 
mean the same thing to a single value; 
and mapping data such as place of 
service, provider specialty, and service 
type to standard values. 


It is imperative to understand that no 
series of edits will by themselves turn bad 
data into good. High quality data are the 
result of careful and rigorous testing; good 
communication between the HPES team 
and its customers; and the firmly held 
belief that good data are essential to the 
proper administration of a Medicaid 
program.  


i. The Advantage Suite Build enhances 
data in several ways. One of these is to 
assign clinical classification schemes that 
are widely used in the healthcare industry. 
These include Major Diagnostic 
Categories (MDCs), Diagnostic Related 
Groups (DRGs), Relative Value Units 
(RVUs), admission type, procedure 
groups, Therapeutic Class, and Disease 
Staging classifications. HPES will also 
provide at no additional cost DCGs for 
predictive modeling.  


j. The HPES team will refine indexing 
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based on the primary applications desired 
by DHCFP. Frequently accessed paths to 
the data will be optimized through 
appropriate table structures and a 
comprehensive indexing strategy. Where 
frequently accessed data could be 
represented in an aggregated form, 
candidates for performance aggregate 
tables will be identified. Those most 
important to end-user response time will 
be created during the initial 
implementation. Indexing improves 
performance dramatically. For example, 
recipient identifiers are indexed to 
improve performance on person-centric 
queries. The HPES team makes 
extensive use of indexes to maximize 
performance.  


The HPES team realizes that the 
organization of the decision support 
database is a key determinant of system 
performance and user satisfaction. The 
speed of retrieval of our healthcare 
applications is associated with Thomson 
Reuters’ unique star schema. A star 
schema is a type of relational database 
design that is ideal for supporting analytic 
processing. In a star schema, data is 
organized in two types of normalized 
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tables: fact tables and dimension tables. 
The Advantage Base design employs 
surrogate keys to link the dimension and 
fact tables together. These surrogate keys 
are smaller values than alternative keys 
and provide faster query results. 


k. Our DSS solution Build is designed 
specifically to take claims, encounter, 
provider, eligibility, pharmacy, and other 
healthcare data and transform these data 
into useful, readily accessible information. 
The Advantage Suite Medicaid-specific 
data model is highly flexible and easily 
customizable to ensure that the DSS 
database effectively and efficiently meets 
Nevada’s SURS, MARS, and ad hoc 
reporting requirements. Thomson Reuters 
is very familiar with DHCFP data and is 
uniquely positioned to work with DHCFP 
to integrate custom fields and values 
needed to support the Nevada 
requirements.  


l. Admissions are built in Advantage Suite 
through a batch process (Admission 
Build) that runs after the database has 
been built. The user will have the option 
to update all admissions or only those 
admissions for patients who have new 
claims or services (since the previous 
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Admission Build) that may affect existing 
admissions or form new admissions. 
Admission Build does not have to be run 
in conjunction with a database update. 


All facility claims and professional 
services that have been identified as 
potentially belonging to an admission 
(inpatient acute or sub-acute, emergency 
room, observation room stays, and those 
with a missing place code) will be read 
into the Admission Build process and 
grouped by unique patient. These claim 
and/or service records must have certain 
attributes “tagged” to them from the 
dimension tables in order to provide 
Admission Build with the information 
required.  


There are many admission summary 
measures that can be easily added to 
reports. 


m. Thomson Reuters’ Episodes Grouper 
(MEG) is an analytic tool that organizes 
inpatient, outpatient, and drug data into 
clinically relevant groupings that allow 
analysts to review the costs, treatments, 
locations, and practitioners associated 
with the treatment of medical conditions 
across an entire span of illness. MEG is a 
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multipurpose tool best applied to disease 
management, provider profiling, 
continuous quality improvement (CQI) 
and contract negotiations. 


Users of MEG receive the following 
unique benefits: 


Episodes are severity stratified, because 
severity stratification is required to make 
accurate provider and improvement 
decisions. 


Episodes are based on a highly regarded, 
peer-reviewed disease model (Disease 
Staging) so that physician buy-in and 
leadership becomes easier. 


Episodes are built independent of 
treatments so that inappropriate care can 
be easily identified. 


Our DSS solution provides dozens of 
measures specific to episodes for 
analyzing cost and use of services within 
the episode, especially the cost and use 
of services that are most relevant to 
assessing the quality of care. For 
example, the following are typical of the 
kind of cost and use measures available: 


Allowed Amount PMPM per Asthma 
Episode (This measure includes all forms 
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of medical expense, including drugs. This 
measure enables you to look at the total 
cost of Asthma treatment.) 


ECG Visits per Patient with an Episode of 
Congestive Heart Failure (i.e., the 
average number of visit where an 
electrocardiogram was given, which is an 
evidence-based indicator of clinical 
performance). 


n. Updates to the detail service records in 
the database can be done more 
frequently than updates to the inpatient 
admissions and episodes. This is 
attractive from a system performance 
perspective as well as for analytic 
credibility of the aggregate data sets. We 
recommend that Admissions be built no 
more frequently than monthly and that 
Episodes be rebuilt no more frequently 
than quarterly. These cycles strike a good 
balance between the needs for 
processing efficiency and analytic 
usefulness. Similarly, the Thomson 
Reuters Episodes Grouper (MEG) 
process is optimized to ensure efficiency 
while maintaining clinical credibility. When 
the Episode table is updated, the build 
process updates only those episodes that 
it needs to, i.e., to define or enhance an 
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episode with a qualifying service. 


o. The Thomson Reuters Advantage 
Suite Data Model includes an Adjustment 
Code that indicates whether the claim is 
an original/replacement, void or financial 
adjustment. Mass adjustments are also 
stored. Bulk (or gross-level) adjustments 
are stored as non-claim specific payments 
and can be easily segregated from other 
financial data. These two features allow 
users complete flexibility in analyzing 
financial information pre- or post-
adjustment. In our data management 
processes, we ensure that information is 
correctly backed out on voided claims to 
avoid situations of duplicate counting or 
overstatement. All measures include 
appropriate instruction to ensure that the 
counts and financials are correct. Through 
the Record Listing feature, users can view 
all claim details. Care is taken when 
building inpatient admissions to 
accurately count admissions and 
aggregate inpatient net payments 
regardless of the number of interim bills 
and or adjustment records. 


12.6.8.36 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Train staff identified by DHCFP on the use of the DSS 


system, initially and on an ongoing basis. 
c We will comply with this requirement. The 


HPES team will train identified DHCFP 
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staff on the DSS system initially and 
ongoing. 


Decision Support System – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.8.37 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide list of staff and pertinent roles for accessing 


the DSS. 
  


12.6.8.38 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide the contractor with guidance on data elements 


and files that will be maintained and updated in the 


DSS. 


  


12.6.8.39 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Identify a DHCFP designee to work with the 


Contractor to resolve data transmission problems or 


failures.  


  


12.6.8.40 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Develop a data update schedule by which MMIS data 


extracts will be made available to the DSS from the 


MMIS. 


  


12.6.8.41 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Identify staff to receive training on use of the DSS 


initially and on an ongoing basis. 
  


12.6.8.42 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review and approve Contractor’s statistically valid 


trend methodology for report generation. 
  


12.6.8.43 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Notify contractor when State or Federal data retention 


standards are updated.  
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Decision Support System – System Performance Expectations 


12.6.8.44 System 


Performance 


Expectations 


Meet system performance requirements for availability, 


support, and down time as specified for MMIS 


applications in Sections 12.1 General Operational 


Requirements for All System Components and 11.5 


Business Resumption Requirements of this RFP, unless 


otherwise agreed to by DHCFP. 


c The HPES team agrees to meet system 
performance requirements for availability, 
support, and down time as specified for 
MMIS applications in Sections 12.1 
General Operational Requirements for All 
System Components and 11.5 Business 
Resumption Requirements of this RFP, 
unless otherwise agreed to by DHCFP. 


12.6.8.45 System 


Performance 


Expectations 


The system database must be capable of being updated 


on a periodic basis, as frequently as weekly. 
c Our DSS solution can be updated 


periodically, and as frequently as weekly. 


12.6.8.46 System 


Performance 


Expectations 


Allow at least 250,000 values per import file and at 


least 500,000 rows per export file. 
c Our DSS solution allows users to import 


250,000 values through List Import and 
users are able to retrieve 500,000 records 
from Record Listing.  


12.6.8.47 System 


Performance 


Expectations 


DSS Response Time – The response time to run and 


return queries by authorized users during normal 


working hours must be within two (2) minutes for at 


least ninety percent (90%) of queries.  


c We will comply with this DSS Response 
Time requirement. 


Decision Support System – Contractor Performance Expectations 
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12.6.8.48 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


The contractor must make MMIS data extracts 


available to the DSS within one (1) working day of the 


data update schedule designated by DHCFP. 


a  


12.6.8.49 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


The contractor must make available within the system, 


the most current MMIS data extracts data, to the DSS 


within four (4) working days of receipt. 


c We will comply with this performance 
requirement. The HPES team can update 
the database within 4 business days of 
receipt of usable data.  


12.6.8.50 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Maintain seventy-two (72) months of data in the DSS. 


Some data may be required for longer periods of time, 


as identified by DHCFP. 


c We will comply with this performance 
requirement. The HPES team agrees to 
maintain 72 months of data in the DSS 
and understands that there are some data 
that may be needed for longer periods of 
time. We will work with DHCFP to 
accommodate. 


12.6.8.51 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Notify DHCFP designee within one (1) working day of 


discovery of data transmission problems and/or issues. 
c We will comply with this performance 


requirement. The HPES team agrees to 
notify DHCFP within 1 working day of 
discovering a data transmission problem 
that cannot be resolved. 


12.6.8.52 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Notify DHCFP designee no later than twenty-four (24) 


hours prior to any planned DSS downtime due to 


maintenance or other system issues that could impact 


c We will comply with this performance 
requirement. HPES agrees to notify 
DHCFP at least 24 hours prior to a DSS 
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system availability during required business hours. scheduled outage. 


12.6.9 WEB PORTAL 


12.6.9.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Manage, publish, update and provide a link for public 


access to Medicaid and Check Up content, 


communications, guides, forms and files including, but 


not limited to, the following: 


a. Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Quarterly 


Newsletters; 


b. Web announcements based on input from DHCFP; 


c. Provider Billing manuals, web announcements, 


guidelines, and forms; 


d. EDI Companion Guides and enrollment forms; 


e. Procedure and diagnosis reference lists; and 


f. Frequently Asked Questions. 


a 
We will provide and manage, publish, and 
update links available for public access 
through HPES Healthcare Portal 
Solutions to Medicaid and Check Up 
content, communications, guides, forms 
and files including, but not limited to, the 
following: 


• Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 
Quarterly Newsletters 


• Web announcements based on input 
from DHCFP 


• Provider Billing manuals, web 
announcements, guidelines, and 
forms 


• EDI Companion Guides and 
enrollment forms 


• Procedure and diagnosis reference 
lists 


• Frequently Asked Questions. 
 
HPES will exceed by also providing 
DHCFP the opportunity to publish the 
following as well: 
• Training materials 
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• Registration for training when 
available 


• Other materials as requested by 
DHCFP 


12.6.9.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide access to websites for various resources, 


including Nevada Medicaid and Check Up sites, Rates 


information, and other sites as requested by DHCFP. 


a We will provide public access through 
HPES Healthcare Portal Solutions to 
various resources, including Nevada 
Medicaid and Check Up sites, Rates 
information, and other sites as requested 
by DHCFP. 


12.6.9.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide and train providers on no-cost access portal(s) 


for online claims submission, including updates and 


returned files, for all claim forms to allow electronic 


claims submission by electronic transfer or other media 


approved by DHCFP, in a HIPAA compliant format.  


a We will provide training to providers for all 
online claim submission functions. 
Training will include online tutorials, or 
other media approved by DHCFP, 
available to providers on HPES 
Healthcare portal and Instructor-led 
training as part of the overall provider 
training program. 


Any information that contains transactions 
and privacy concerns will be in HIPAA 
compliant formats and delivery methods 
such as secure mail. 


12.6.9.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the following Pharmacy content: 


a. Web Announcements; 


a Our team will provide public and/or secure 
access through HPES Healthcare Portal 
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b. Training schedules and enrollment; 


c. Information on the diabetic supply program; 


d. Various forms including Prior Authorization 


forms; 


e. Information on Maximum Allowable Costs; 


f. Information on Preferred Drug Lists; 


g. Information on Prescriber Lists; and 


h. Pharmacy Meetings. 


Solutions for the following pharmacy 
content:  


• Web Announcements; 


• Training schedules and enrollment 


• Information on the diabetic supply 
program 


• Various forms including Prior 
Authorization forms 


• Information on Maximum Allowable 
Costs 


• Information on Preferred Drug Lists 


• Information on Prescriber Lists; and 
Pharmacy Meetings  


12.6.9.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide a user administration module that allows 


authorized users, including authorized providers and 


system administrators, to login to restricted online 


functions in a secure manner in accordance with 


privacy and security requirements set forth in this RFP. 


Restricted online functions include the following: 


a. Prior Authorization request processing; 


b. Pharmacy Prior Authorization request processing; 


a 
We will provide a user admin module that 
manages authorized provider access as 
well as authorized provider 
delegates/proxies restricting online 
functions in a secure manner in 
accordance with privacy and security 
requirements set forth in this RFP. 
Restricted online functions include the 
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c. Access to the Eligibility Verification System 


(EVS); and  


d. Claim Status. 


following: 


a. Prior Authorization request 
processing; 


b. Pharmacy Prior Authorization request 
processing; 


c. Access to the Eligibility Verification 
System (EVS) 


d. Claim Status 


12.6.9.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide information on and instructions for Electronic 


Prescription Software. 
a We will offer access through HPES 


Healthcare Portal Solutions for 
information on and instructions for 
Electronic Prescription Software. 


12.6.9.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow providers to obtain information on and access 


software that allows for electronic submission of 


transactions in a HIPAA compliance format. 


a Through HPES Healthcare Portal 
Solutions, we will allow providers to obtain 
information on and access software that 
allows for electronic submission of 
transactions in a HIPAA compliance 
format 


12.6.9.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide tutorials and instructions for processing Prior 


Authorization requests through the Web Portal. 
a HPES will provide access through HPES 


Healthcare Portal Solutions to tutorials 
and instructions for processing Prior 
Authorization requests through the Web 
Portal. 
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12.6.9.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide a mechanism for users of the Web Portal to 


contact the contractor for technical support and other 


questions. 


a We will provide portal users the ability to 
connect with technical support and get 
responses to their questions through 
HPES Healthcare Portal. 


Web Portal – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.6.9.10 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide electronic human readable remittance advices 
to all providers via the Web Portal. At a minimum, the 
contractor shall support the following capabilities as it 
pertains to making RAs available via the Web Portal: 


a. Ensure secure access to provider’s electronic RAs 
as approved by DHCFP. 


b. Enable providers to view, save to a local PC, and 
conduct print capabilities of current and historical 
RAs. 


c. Support search capabilities as defined by DHCFP 
(e.g., search by date range, RA number, etc.) 


d. Establish an online archival system for RAs as 
approved by DHCFP. 


e. Ensure that the online RA retrieval system is MITA 
compliant. 


a Our Healthcare Portal solution provides 
secure access to electronic RAs through 
both claims status searches and through 
payment searches. Electronic RAs may 
be viewed, saved, or printed for current, 
historical, and archived documents. 


We will work with DHCFP to determine 
specific search criteria for RAs and MITA 
compliance requirements to ensure that 
the human readable context is provided.  


Web Portal – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.9.11 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide contractor with updated policy and procedure 


information that needs to be incorporated into Web 


Portal content. 
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12.6.9.12 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Approve Contractor-provided no-cost access portal(s) 


for online claims submission and corresponding 


instructional materials. 


  


12.6.9.13 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Approve of all forms, files, and general information 


published in the Web Portal. 
  


12.6.9.14 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide information posted in web announcements, 


newsletters, meetings, and other pertinent information 


that needs to be communicated through the Web Portal. 


  


12.6.9.15 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review and approve provider billing manuals. 
  


Web Portal – System Performance Expectations 


12.6.9.16 System 


Performance 


Expectations 


Provide online response notifications to providers 


within ten (10) seconds or less for Prior Authorization 


requests. 


a  


12.6.9.17 System 


Performance 


Expectations 


Provide twenty-four (24) hour access to the Web 


Portal, except for scheduled downtime. 
a  


12.6.9.18 System 


Performance 


Expectations 


Apply all updates to support files of the Web Portal 


within twenty-four (24) hours of updating to the 


MMIS.  


a HPES will meet this System Performance 
Requirement. 


12.6.10 ONLINE DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL AND ARCHIVE SYSTEM (ODRAS) 
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General/Data 


12.6.10.1 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide a secure, web-based document retrieval and 


archiving tool that allows DHCFP to view online, print 


and sort MMIS operational and management reports, 


correspondence and other documents, such as scanned 


images and electronic attachments. 


a We will provide a secure web browser 
portal for authorized DHCFP users to 
view online, print, and sort MMIS 
operational and management reports 
The web browser portal will use IBM 
OnDemand to allow authorized DHCFP 
users to view scanned images and 
electronic attachments. 


Additionally for exceeding this 
requirement, our web-based document 
retrieval provides role based access to 
limit access on a need to know or access 
in support of Privacy and Security. 


12.6.10.2 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept and allow for the retrieval and exporting of 


multiple file formats, such as CSV, TXT and RTF.  
a HPES will accept and allow for retrieval 


and exporting of multiple file formats, 
such as CSV, TXT, and RTF. We will 
provide a secure web browser portal for 
authorized users to access reports and 
export the reports in various windows file 
formats like, CSV, TXT, and RTF. 


12.6.10.3 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain and allow DHCFP access to a regularly 


updated index of reports contained in the archiving and 
a We will maintain and allow DHCFP 


access to regularly updated index of 
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retrieval tool.  reports contained in the archiving and 
retrieval too. We will make sure all MMIS 
reports are loaded into ODRAS and 
available for authorized users to access 
specific sensitive MMIS reports through a 
secure web browser portal within IBM 
OnDemand. 


12.6.10.4 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow access to reports generated by the MMIS, such 


as Remittance Advices and other standard batch reports 


agreed upon by DHCFP. 


a Access to reports generated by MMIS, 
such as Remittance Advices and other 
standard batch reports will be allowed as 
agreed on by DHCFP. HPES will verify 
all DHCFP MMIS reports are loaded into 
IBM OnDemand and available for 
authorized DHCFP users to access 
specific sensitive MMIS reports through a 
secure web browser portal. 


12.6.10.5 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow access to imaged forms and other documents, 


including, but not limited to, hard copy claims, 


provider enrollment forms and claims attachments.  


a HPES will allow access to imaged forms 
and other documents, including, but not 
limited to, hard copy claims, provider 
enrollment forms, and claim attachments. 
We will allow authorized users to access 
all imaged claims, provider enrollment 
forms, and claim attachments by entering 
specific document criteria to retrieve the 
specific document in a web browser 
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portal within IBM OnDemand. 


12.6.10.6 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow access to all correspondence and letters 


generated through the MMIS or by Contractor. 
a We will allow access to all 


correspondences and letters generated 
through the MMIS or by HP. HPES will 
provide authorized users to access all 
correspondences and letters generated 
by MMIS or HPES by providing a secure 
web browser portal within IBM 
OnDemand. 


12.6.10.7 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate reports electronically or in the form of data 


extracts for further manipulation and querying. Allow 


the printing of reports. 


a Reports will be generated electronically 
or in the form of data extracts for further 
manipulation and querying and allows 
authorized users to print reports. HPES 
will provide a web browser portal to 
access electronic reports and allows 
authenticated users to perform business 
requirement manipulations. HPES will 
provide authenticated users to print 
reports from the web browser portal. 


12.6.10.8 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Publish reports, documents and forms within the 


system based upon timeframes established by DHCFP. 


Timeframes for report generation include:  


a. Daily reports by noon the following working day; 


b. Weekly reports and cycle processing reports by 


a We will publish reports, documents, and 
forms within the system based on time 
frames established by DHCFP time 
frames for report generations. HPES will 
load all periodic MMIS reports the 
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noon the next working day or after the scheduled 


run; 


c. Monthly reports by noon of the fifth (5
th
) working 


day after the end of the month; 


d. Quarterly reports by noon of the fifth (5
th
) working 


day after the end of the quarter; 


e. Annual reports by noon of the tenth (10
th
) working 


day following the end of the year (whether federal 


fiscal year, state fiscal year, waiver year or other 


annual period); and 


f. Ad hoc and on-request reports on the date specified 


in the report request. 


following day after the report transfers 
are completed from the MMIS to the IBM 
OnDemand. 


a. We will meet or exceed the 
requirements to load MMIS daily reports 
into the ODRAS by noon the following 
working day. 


b. The requirements to load scheduled 
MMIS weekly reports into the ODRAS by 
noon the following working day will be 
met or exceeded. 


c. We will meet or exceed the 
requirements to load monthly MMIS 
reports into the ODRAS by noon of the 
fifth working day after the end of the 
month. 


d. The requirement to load quarterly 
MMIS reports into the ODRAS by noon of 
the fifth working day after the end of the 
quarter will be met or exceeded. 


e. HPES will meet or exceed the 
requirements to load all DHCFP required 
annual MMIS reports into the ODRAS by 
noon of the tenth working day after the 
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end of the month. 


f. We will meet or exceed the 
requirements to load ad hoc and on-
request MMIS reports into the ODRAS by 
noon of the fifth working day after the 
end of the month. 


Query Functions 


12.6.10.9 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow authorized users to search for documents and 


reports based on DHCFP-defined parameters. 
a Authorized users will be able to search 


for documents and report based on 
DHCFP defined parameters. HPES will 
allow DHCFP users to search with 
defined parameters to retrieve 
documents and reports from a web 
browser portal within IBM OnDemand. 


Viewing 


12.6.10.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow authorized users to rotate images viewed online. 
a Authorized users can rotate images 


viewed online. We will provide a web 
browser portal to view images online and 
perform image adjustments by rotating. 
We will exceed by allowing zooming into 
the imaged document as well. 
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12.6.10.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Enable authorized users to copy and paste all or part of 


documents into other software applications. 
a We will meet or exceed the requirements 


for authorized users to copy and paste all 
or part of documents into other software 
applications. Authenticated users can 
copy content from web browser portal to 
a receiving office automation tool like 
Microsoft Word. 


Online Document Retrieval and Archive System – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.6.10.12 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Specify the types and timeframes for availability of 


reports, documents and correspondence in the web-


based system. 


  


12.6.10.13 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide input on the search parameters and 


organization of reports and documents maintained 


within the web-based system. 


  


Online Document Retrieval and Archive System – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.6.10.14 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Maintain data for online access a minimum of seventy-


two (72) months. 
a Data will be maintained for online access 


for a minimum of 72 months. HPES will 
meet or exceed the requirements for data 
storage of 72 months for users to access 
data from a web browser portal.  
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12.6.10.15 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Upload newly imaged documents on a daily basis.  
a We will upload newly imaged documents 


on a daily basis. HPES will meet or 
exceed the business requirements to 
automatically store all new daily claim 
imaged documents. 
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Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract. 
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Vendor 


Compliance 
Code 


Response 


12.7.2 MANAGED CARE ENROLLMENT 


General     


12.7.2.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain online access to all recipient, provider, 


encounter, claim and reference data related to managed 


care.  


a HP Enterprise Services (HPES) will 
accurately maintain online access to all 
recipient, provider, encounter, claim and 
reference data related to managed care. 


12.7.2.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support multiple health plan care models including 


Primary Care Case Management (PCCM) and Health 


Maintenance Organizations (HMO).  


a HPES has years of experience in 
healthcare, having successfully managed 
and operated both fee for service and 
managed care models. We understand 
that the success of Nevada’s multiple 
health plan care model is dependent on 
the participation of Medicaid providers 
from a wide variety of specialties, 
available to deliver medical care to the 
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state’s recipients.  


We have extensive experience in other 
states of employing a comprehensive 
business solution that addresses the 
complexities of automatic, real-time 
managed care eligibility and enrollment 
while offering our experienced and 
knowledgeable managed care staff to 
maintain the database tables used by the 
system.  We will leverage our teams’ 
understanding of the state’s managed 
care directives, fiscal needs, and future 
visions to provide a superior resource for 
the State to quickly address the changing 
managed care and case management 
healthcare delivery business needs.  


HPES has a diversified multi-plan model 
in production in Florida. Various plan 
types, including Health Maintenance 
Organizations (HMOs), Primary Care 
Case Management (PCCM), Provider 
Service Networks (PCNs), Diversion 
Programs and Disease Management, are 
all in play. We are responsible for 
provider enrollment, recipient 
identification, notification and assignment, 
as well as recipient letters, mass 
disenrollment and notification, in states 
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such as Florida, Oklahoma and 
Tennessee. Based on this experience, we 
are well positioned to assume operation 
of Nevada’s multi-plan health care 
models. 


Enrollment 


12.7.2.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to: 


a. Accept manual and auto-enrollments of recipients to 


health plans; 


b. Assign health plan enrollment by recipient choice 


indicating who made the choice; 


c. Assign health plan enrollment by default if no 


recipient response; 


d. Produce notices, track notices, track contact with 


recipients; and 


e. Apply ratios for automatic assignment of recipients 


to a managed care plan, according to DHCFP 


guidelines. 


 
HPES is aware that recipient enrollment 
and linkage to recipients’ provider 
network are important components of 
managed care operation. Typically the 
MMIS provides the functional capability to 
enroll providers in one or more 
assignment plans, perform core functions 
such as identify, notify and assign a 
recipient to a plan provider. Recipient 
notification (enrollment, disenrollment), 
through letter, and provider notification 
through ASC X12N 834 transaction are 
also routine functions we perform on 
behalf of some state’s Medicaid systems. 
Nevada’s managed care enrollment, 
assignment, tracking and notifications are 
all part of a highly automated MMIS. We 
will leverage our experience in the 
managed care environment in Florida and 
Oklahoma, to name a few, to support a 
smooth transition for these tasks. 
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12.7.2.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to: 


a. Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan 


information propagated by eligibility interfaces in 


accordance with DHCFP guidelines; 


b. Associate managed care recipients with the health 


plans in which they are enrolled; 


c. Lock-in and lock-out recipients to health plans; 


d. Update health plan assignments/choices online; 


e. Enroll family members to different and/or the same 


health plan; and 


f. Accept and process retroactive enrollment and 


disenrollment of recipients to all health plans.  


a  


12.7.2.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to accept and process daily updates 


from health plans with changes of recipient PCP 


assignments, changes in PCP status, changes in recipient 


demographics, notifications of newborns and changes in 


recipient TPL information. 


a  


12.7.2.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain managed care related recipient data in the 


recipient data maintenance function including recipient 


geographic location. 


a  


12.7.2.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain indicators for recipients certified as members of 


Federally recognized Indian tribes; and recipient profile 


information such as, language spoken, handicap access 


needed, health status identifying specialized medical 


needs, and recipient risk assessment data.  


a  
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12.7.2.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain the following inputs/data for Managed Care 


including but not limited to: 


a. Health plan disenrollment and sanction requests; and 


b. Recipient disenrollment from health plan requests.  


a  


Provider/PCP/PCCM 


12.7.2.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to maintain provider-related data in 


the provider data maintenance function for health plans 


including:   


a. Individual providers affiliated with a health plan; and 


b. Original and current number of "slots" (how many 


recipients can be enrolled) available in the health 


plan.  


a 
HPES brings in a successful history in 
providing the best technology and 
industry experts to support ongoing 
managed care goals. The maintenance, 
accuracy, and timely updates to 
provider-related data and their affiliated 
health plan directly affect daily 
transactions performed by providers. We 
understand health plans need the ability 
to maintain provider-related data 
requirements, including the individual 
providers affiliated with a plan and the 
number of enrollee slots available. Using 
the same mechanisms and tools in place 
today, we are prepared to continue 
these services on behalf of the State. 


12.7.2.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to maintain provider-related data in 


the provider data maintenance function for PCPs and 


PCCM including:   


a. Geographic location of primary care physicians and 


a  
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case managers; 


b. Original and current number of "slots" (how many 


recipients can be assigned) to the PCP/PCS; and 


c. Provider profile information such as language 


spoken, handicap access needed, health specialties 


identifying specialized medical abilities. 


12.7.2.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide for a cross reference of individual providers 


identifying those that are PCCMs, those in an HMO 


network and members of any other health plan models, as 


well as the health plan to its individual member 


providers, with effective and end dates.  


a  


12.7.2.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Flag as inactive, but do not delete, a health plan that is 


identified as no longer participating in the managed care 


program, and update record within the Provider 


Subsystem with reason code and date of disenrollment. 


Reassign recipients enrolled with the inactive health plan 


within timeframe established by DHCFP. 


a  


Encounter 


12.7.2.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to receive, process, edit, maintain and 


report on encounter data from all health plans, and:  


a. Perform basic edits on encounter data to ensure 


integrity; 


b. Generate, store, and maintain error files and reports 


to health plans; 


c. Accept and process corrected encounter data; 


d. Capture and process encounter data for use in 


a 
HPES understands that the State of 
Nevada’s Managed Care user base 
continues to increase, and as a result, 
reliability on the managed care encounter 
data becomes even more important. We 
have years of experience in many states, 
including California, accepting and editing 
Medicaid Managed Care encounter data. 
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utilization/quality assurance reporting (e.g. HEDIS) 


and capitation rate setting purposes; and 


e. Manage the interface with the Ad Hoc/DSS so that 


all data is available for retrieval through the Ad 


Hoc/DSS.  


Today, in one state alone, we receive and 
successfully process encounter data from 
approximately 70 different entities, when 
counted as separate Health Plan Codes 
(HPESCs), totaling approximately 72 
million encounters a year. Our experience 
and ability to accept and edit encounter 
data is critical to making certain these 
encounters are processed accurately and 
quickly. 


12.7.2.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain encounter data according to State and Federal 


rules and regulations including HIPAA. 
a 


HPES has a thorough understanding of 
the current and proposed HIPAA 
requirements for transactions, code sets, 
privacy, security, claims attachments, and 
identifiers. Having successfully managed 
numerous MMIS accounts all across the 
country, we have industry-leading 
experience in security standards and data 
encryption; complying with all HIPAA 
standards, as well as state and federal 
rules and regulations. These regulations 
govern what data elements and formats 
are transmitted, and how it is protected 
and stored.  


Data/Reports 
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12.7.2.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Capture, store and retrieve date-specific, recipient-


specific health plan enrollment history.  
a  


12.7.2.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide reports, as identified by DHCFP and/or to meet 


CMS requirements, in data format for export or import 


purposes through medians agreed to by DHCFP in 


accordance with HIPAA Standards. 


a 
HPES will work with DHCFP to identify 
and agree on the reports necessary for 
import and or export to meet CMS 
requirements. As a business standard, we 
will verify all reports are HIPAA compliant. 


12.7.2.17 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Use encounter data to produce HEDIS and fee-for-service 


performance reports, as specified by DHCFP. 
a  


Claims/Payment 


12.7.2.18 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to: 


a. Maintain capitated rate tables; 


b. Calculate and generate capitated payments to health 


plans; 


c. Pay capitated payments at provider specific rates 


based on recipient demographics including eligibility 


program, place of residence, age, gender and risk 


factors; 


d. Calculate capitation payments pro-rated to the days 


the recipient is enrolled with the health plan; 


e. Calculate and generate payment for PCCM including 


payment for case management fee, case management 


fee plus fee-for-service, and/or capitation payment 


and fee-for-service; 


a 
HPES is the world's largest provider of 
Medicaid and Medicare process 
management services, touching nearly 70 
million lives. We have years of experience 
in maintaining capitated rate tables, 
calculating capitated payments, payment 
holdbacks, incentive payments, 
adjustments and recoupments. We 
understand that capitated plans will be 
defined by individual contracts between 
the State of Nevada and managed care 
organizations (MCOs such as HMOs, 
IPAs, case managers, or other providers).  
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f. Calculate and issue risk control payments such as 


kick payments for delivery, based on the provider 


performing the delivery, the procedure and the 


diagnosis on the encounter data; 


g. Allow for payment holdbacks and/or incentive 


payments; and 


h. Automatically process adjustments and recoupments. 


12.7.2.19 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to pay capitated payments at provider 


specific rates based on recipient demographics including 


eligibility program, place of residence, age, gender and 


risk factors.  


a  


12.7.2.20 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to calculate and issue risk control 


payments such as kick payments for delivery, based on 


the provider performing the delivery, the procedure and 


the diagnosis on the encounter data.  


a  


12.7.2.21 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Establish "Risk Pools" to allow for payment holdbacks 


and/or incentive payments.  
a 


HPES will bring highly specific 
knowledge, competence and experience 
to help healthcare organizations. By 
keeping abreast of federal, state and 
local government changes, we verify our 
clients and their systems are current and 
accurate. Partnering with DHCFP, we 
will establish risk pools as outlined by 
state and federal mandates allowing for 
payment holdbacks and/or incentive 
payments. A portion of provider fees or 
capitation payments are withheld as 
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financial reserves to cover unanticipated 
utilization of services in an alternative 
benefits plan. We will engage the current 
capability model and provide the ability 
to establish capitated risk and incentive 
pools for MCOs, including low capitation 
rates, reduced utilization and costs, and 
increased preventative care. This will be 
achieved using data extracted from the 
MMIS claims payment subsystem and 
includes system generated reporting as 
well.  


12.7.2.22 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain the following inputs/data for Managed Care 


including but not limited to: 


a. Health plan SOBRA files containing requests for 


one-time SOBRA payment for delivery episode; 


b. Health plan requests for stop loss payment; 


c. Manual financial adjustment requests; and 


d. Reference data from the reference business function 


for capitation rates and services carved out for a 


health plan. 


a  


Letters/Notices 


12.7.2.23 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide the ability to: 


a. Automatically and on-demand, produce and reprint 


notices/letters to recipients and health plans, as 


identified by DHCFP; 


a 
HPES produces and reprints notices and 
letters to recipients and health plans in all 
of our Medicaid accounts. For other state 
programs we have built and maintained 
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b. Maintain online information on notices/letters sent to 


each recipient and health plan such as what 


notice/letter was sent and what date it was mailed; 


and 


c. Maintain notices/letters templates online and allow 


for online changes.  


the infrastructure needed to produce PHI 
complaints and on-demand letters and 
maintain online information about such 
letters and templates to allow for online 
changes. We will engage these best 
practices in operating Nevada’s MMIS 
and on-demand letter capabilities, 
archival and online templates. 


12.7.2.24 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain online information on notices/letters sent to 


each recipient and health plan such as what notice/letter 


was sent and what date it was mailed. Provide the ability 


to reprint.  


a  


12.7.2.25 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain notices/letters templates online and allow for 


online changes.  
a  


Managed Care Enrollment – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.2.26 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to 


existing requirements and new requirements of the State 


Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are 


met by the Managed Care business function. 


  


12.7.2.27 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors 


resulting from enrollment, disenrollment, encounter, and 


capitation payment processes. 


  


12.7.2.28 DHCFP Establish policy and make all administrative decisions   
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Responsibility concerning managed care programs and issues. 


12.7.2.29 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review reports provided by the Contractor.   


12.7.2.30 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide ratios for automatic assignment of recipients to a 


managed care plan. 


  


12.7.2.31 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Resolve potential discrepancies in managed care 


enrollment and disenrollment when notified of such by 


the Contractor.  


  


Managed Care Enrollment – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.2.32 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Re-assign or auto-assign recipients within ten (10) 


working days of a health plan being identified as no 


longer participating in the managed care program. 


a  


12.7.2.33 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Conduct pre-assignment of managed care enrollees at 


least once per month. 
a  


12.7.2.34 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Produce daily rosters that identify providers and 


recipients with new, changed, or ended enrollments. 


Distribute roster report to managed care plans within 24 


hours of update to the MMIS. 


a  


12.7.2.35 Contractor 


Performance 


Send notification letter to recipient within three (3) 


working days of the change in managed care enrollment 
a  
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Expectation or assignment. 


12.7.3    PRE-ADMISSION SCREENING AND RESIDENT REVIEW (PASRR) 


12.7.3.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform the following Pre-Admission Screening and 


Resident Review (PASRR) functions: 


a. Complete PASRR Level I screening; 


b. Refer and complete PASRR Level II screening and 


reviews; 


c. Make placement determinations and 


recommendations based upon the results of the 


PASRR; and 


d. Provide timely written notification of determinations 


to appropriate individuals, as required by State and 


Federal rules and regulations. 


a 
HPES is proud to deliver our solution for 
an integrated system to perform the Pre-
Admission Screening and Resident 
Review (PASRR) functions that generates 
standardized, automated and less 
complex admission strategies that are 
less confusing to the recipient and 
provider communities -- HPES’ Medicaid 
PASRR tool. Our experienced clinical 
staff in combination with state-of-the-art 
technology brings improved service to 
Nevada and its most needy population. 
The result is uniformity and improved 
quality control, while enabling more 
efficient data collection and analysis and 
improved capacity for planning. More 
importantly, we provide the benefit of 
single point of entry that will help achieve 
overall cost containment and improve 
service delivery. 


The current use of this web-enabled tool 
in North Carolina reduced Level I 
administrative functions by 60 percent 
and provides near real-time turnaround 
for determinations to facilitate timely 
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access to care. Consistent outcomes for 
screening increased due to reduction in 
paper-intensive processes and fewer 
keying errors, reducing manual reviews 
by medical professionals and streamlining 
operational processes and cost. 
Additionally, consistent outcomes based 
on objective business rules integrated into 
a rules-based engine reduced the chance 
of inappropriate placements that 
otherwise could lead to potential legal 
issues.  


Our uniform approach to LTC screening 
and assessment responsibilities bridge 
the gap between human-centric tasks and 
automation and allows access to the 
individuals involved in the care and 
placement of the recipient.  


The uniform screening system allows the 
providers and authorized users to 
complete a secure online medical, 
psycho, or social form and receive a real-
time or near real-time determination of the 
most appropriate level of care that results 
in the placement recommendation and 
determination. This is accomplished by a 
tightly integrated business rules engine 
and workflow engine that replaces many 
human-centric tasks. Tasks previously 
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handled manually by professional staff 
members and registered nurses that took 
days can be completed in seconds by the 
business rules engine.  


The result from use of this tool and 
process is a reduction in the turnaround 
time to complete a Level II review. 
Previously, turnaround was an average of 
five business days. Currently, the tool 
enables the outside evaluators to 
participate in the PASRR automated 
workflows allowing the evaluation to take 
an average of 1.6 business days. 


After the form is received by the 
application, the data is processed by the 
business rules engine. Based on the type 
of screen submitted and the pathways 
triggered through the business rules, the 
uniform screening system will 
automatically determine the proper flow 
for the request and move the task into the 
appropriate queue for processing.  


After eligibility is determined, the 
application uses an integrated workflow 
process, which moves the request 
through a set of procedures that adhere 
to the specific business process defined 
by DHCFP. Each procedure will be 
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executed by a human-centric task or an 
automated task. For example, after the 
business rules determine eligibility, a 
nurse may be required to manually review 
the screen before final approval. Tasks 
such as sending system-generated 
letters, fax, or email to the appropriate 
parties also can be automated. This will 
provide timely written notification of 
determinations to appropriate individuals, 
as required by state and federal rules and 
regulations. 


When indicated after completion of the 
Level I screening, a referral for PASRR 
Level II screening and completion of the 
next level will be routed electronically to 
our APS partner on the ground in 
Nevada. 


12.7.3.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Adhere to policies and procedures defined by DHCFP for 


Level of Care determinations.  
a Policies and procedures defined by 


DHCFP for Level of Care determinations 
will be integrated into the HPES Nevada 
Medicaid PASRR tool rules engine. 
DHCFP approved written policies and 
procedures will be applied and adhered to 
in both automated and manual processes 
and fully documented. Periodic reviews 
will be conducted including following Lean 
Sigma methodologies for continuous 
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improvement for best practices. 


To accommodate current or future 
program changes, the business rules and 
workflow engine can be modified outside 
of the complied code to meet business 
needs for changed policies and 
procedures without programmer 
intervention. This modification will allow 
our customers to respond quickly to 
mandated program amendments, while 
incurring little or no development cost. 


12.7.3.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Update the MMIS system and maintain a tracking system 


for PASRR. 
a Once a determination has been made, the 


Nevada MMIS will be updated. The 
process includes a fully accessible audit 
trail for each step of the process in the 
HPES Nevada Medicaid PASRR tool. 


12.7.3.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide required State and Federal reports in a timeframe 


specified by DHCFP. 
a As HPES currently provides in the multiple 


states where we conduct PASRR 
functions, we will provide the necessary 
required state and federal reports in a time 
frame specified by DHCFP. 


12.7.3.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan 


information in accordance with DHCFP guidelines. 
a Through integration of the HPES Nevada 


Medicaid PASRR tool and the current 
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Nevada MMIS, we will accept process, 
maintain, and update benefit plan 
information in accordance with DHCFP 
guidelines for accurate claims processing. 


Long Term Care (LTC) 


12.7.3.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce for Providers facsimiles of the PASRR forms 


and LOC forms, as needed. 
a The HPES Nevada Medicaid PASRR tool 


will provide online desktop access to 
PASRR and LOC forms. Additionally, we 
can produce facsimiles of the PASRR 
forms and LOC forms, as needed, for 
providers. 


12.7.3.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


For Long Term Care (LTC) claims: 


a. Verify that the recipient is approved for receiving 


services at the LTC facility billing on the date(s) of 


service; 


b. Ensure that payment is made at the recipient’s Level 


of Care rate in effect for the date(s) of service 


specific to the provider billing; 


c. If Leave of Absence Days have been billed, ensure 


that days do not exceed the maximum days allowed 


by DHCFP policy; 


d. Ensure that the recipient liability amount in effect for 


the date(s) of service is properly decremented from 


the Medicaid allowed payment (ff result is less than 


zero, no payment is made); and 


a The result of determinations for LTC 
recipients will be fully integrated into the 
Nevada MMIS for full compliance with 
these listed requirements integrated into 
edits and audits for the processing of LTC 
claims, with our understanding that the 
current system supports this capability. 
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e. Track usage of the recipient liability, providing an 


audit trail of amounts used, provider who collected 


and the date that occurred. 


12.7.3.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


For Hospice claims: 


a. Verify that the recipient is enrolled in a hospice on 


the date(s) of service; 


b. Ensure payment level is appropriate to hospice 


setting location; 


c. Ensure that if the recipient is a resident in a Long-


Term Care facility receiving hospice services, the 


hospice gets paid at the federally mandated 


percentage of the LTC rate. The hospice is 


responsible for paying the LTC facility its share; and 


d. Ensure that no LTC claims are paid when the 


recipient is enrolled in the hospice program on the 


date(s) of service, per DHCFP policy. 


a The result of determinations for hospice 
recipients will be worked into the Nevada 
MMIS for full compliance with these listed 
requirements integrated into edits and 
audits for the processing of LTC claims, 
Our understanding is that the current 
system supports this capability. 


PASRR/LTC – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.3.9  DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review appropriateness of Level of Care and placement 


decisions for individuals. 
  


12.7.3.10 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide policy and procedure guidance on screenings, 


reviews and determinations. 
  


12.7.3.11 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Request State and Federal reports in a timeframe to be 


established by DHCFP. 
  


PASRR/LTC – Contractor Performance Expectations 
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12.7.3.12 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Notices of Determination regarding the results of PASRR 


shall be provided to the provider and recipient in 


accordance with Federal regulations and DHCFP 


policies. Current timeframes are: 


a. For Acute Facilities, PASRR Level I determination 


must be completed within one (1) working day; 


b. For all other submissions, PASRR Level I 


determination must be completed within three (3) 


working days; and 


c. PASRR Level II determinations must be completed 


within the Federal guidelines. 


a  


12.7.3.13 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Level of Care screening results shall be provided to 


provider and recipient within one (1) working day for 


Acute Facilities, and three (3) working days for all other 


submissions. 


a  


12.7.4   CALL CENTER AND CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 


General 


12.7.4.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain and staff a provider relations function and call 


center, with availability during the State’s normal 


business hours excluding State observed holidays. 


 


a 
Our goal as a fiscal agent is to 
effectively support the provider 
community with information and 
guidance that promotes their success. 
The HPES solution will achieve this goal 
by bringing a combination of expert staff 
highly skilled in the delivery of call center 
services supported by a suite of best 
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practices and technology. Leading the 
team will be Provider Relations Manager 
Jo Mallard. She will lead and provide 
guidance to the teams that communicate 
on a daily basis with providers and will 
be a key resource for the DHCFP. Ms. 
Mallard has more than 12 years of 
Medicaid experience in all aspects of 
provider services operations. She will 
work closely with the DHCFP to promote 
contractual compliance as well as top 
quality service to providers.  


The call center staff will be located in 
Boise, Idaho. We will use staff that is 
already fully trained on MMIS policy and 
procedure and augment their knowledge 
with Nevada Medicaid-specific training 
during takeover. The call center agents 
will use the current MMIS system and 
replaced peripheral systems (contact 
tracking and document retrieval) to 
respond to provider questions 
appropriately and efficiently. 


Through our experience as a fiscal agent 
in more than 18 states, including 22 
years as the Medi-Cal FI which 
processes the highest call volume in the 
nation, we have refined our call center 
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services to effectively support provider 
inquiries. Our call center support has 
been critical to help providers day in and 
day out and also to lead them through 
large-scale federal mandates such as 
HIPAA, waiver programs, and expansion 
of state-only programs. 


Our management approach includes the 
following key elements: 


• Help desk best practices such as 
knowledge base repositories and 
performance dashboards that focus 
on quality customer service, 
maximizing agent productivity and 
improving first call resolution.  


• Aggressive publications and 
outreach campaigns that encourage 
provider self-service through the IVR 
and web 


• An experienced Call Center team 
well versed on Medicaid procedure 
and policy as well as customer 
service 


• Defined escalation and resolution 
processes for emerging and urgent 
issues 
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• Accommodation of non-English 
speaking callers, as well as hearing 
impaired  


• Extensive Quality Assurance and 
Training programs 


• State-of-the-art technology using 
Avaya’s Call Management System 
that provides the latest technology 
available to effectively manage 
incoming calls through the use of an 
automatic, computerized call 
distribution (ACD) system. We 
automatically direct calls to the 
appropriate representative based on 
skills and availability, while 
continuing to maintain extremely 
short wait time averages for our 
callers.  


• An HPES nationwide healthcare 
phone platform which supports call 
center growth and disaster recovery 
if those events should occur. (see 
exhibit at end of this table)  


12.7.4.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Answer provider inquiries received in a variety of 


formats (telephone, internet, fax, written, email). 
a 


Call center staff will respond to all 
inquiries regardless of the format in 
which the inquiry was received 
(telephone, internet, fax, written, and 
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email.). All interactions will be logged 
into our proposed tracking system HPES 
Service Manager Help Desk. Please see 
our response to 12.7.4.3 for more 
information on the contact tracking 
system. 


12.7.4.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain an automated case notation and tracking system 


(electronic log) for all provider inquiries (verbal and 


written) that identifies date/time of inquiry, the provider, 


the form of the inquiry (written, telephone or in person), 


the nature of the inquiry, the date and form of response 


and the outcome, as well as the respondent and relevant 


comments.  


a 
It is crucial that data in the contact 
tracking system is complete and 
represents a true historical picture for 
each customer who contacts HPES or 
the DHCFP. This data can be used to 
respond to emerging or escalated issue 
enabling HPES or our clients to quickly 
take action to mitigate further problems. 
A system that captures and manages 
complete interaction information is the 
foundation for ensuring successful 
customer service. HPES understands 
this important aspect of customer 
service and we have successfully used 
systematic approaches for our clients 
across the globe.  


For Nevada, we propose HPES’ Service 
Manager Help Desk as the contact 
tracking system. The HPES Service 
Manager Help Desk module provides 
Call Center and Provider Relations staff 
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with a central interface where all 
provider requests are channeled. 
Whether requests are initiated by a 
phone call, an email message, an onsite 
visit, or written correspondence, we can 
centralize them, assign tasks, manage 
them, and resolve issues efficiently. 
HPES Service Manager Help Desk is the 
vital first step to laying a foundation for 
value that is consistent with your 
service-level objectives. 


HPES Service Manager Help Desk 
manages call information and the 
resulting interactions to completion. It 
gives agents all the tools they need to 
document, capture, and update 
information about a customer’s reported 
issue and then leverage knowledge 
management tools to improve first-call 
resolution. Solutions are captured and 
reused when issues recur and reports on 
overall help desk performance are easily 
generated.  


HPES Service Manager Help Desk 
provides a platform that manages a 
complete, systematic approach to 
customer interaction and offers the 
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following benefits: 


• Provides complete contact history in 
a centralized database 


• Provides consistent customer 
service using knowledge tools 


• Captures contact activity real time 


• Captures, tracks, and trends data to 
proactively identify and resolve 
problems 


• Improves the service levels by 
streamlining processes  


• Improves first call resolution and 
customer satisfaction 


• Allows access to real-time 
information to all HPES staff 
members and specified Department 
staff members to provide timely 
resolution to all inquiries 


Our call center staff will log all inquiries 
during the call. Written correspondence 
or onsite visit information will be entered 
within one business day of 
receipt/occurrence. All activities will be 
logged under the ID of the staff member 
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handling the provider contact. Other 
relevant information attached to the 
ticket includes the following: 


• Provider identifier 


• Date/time stamp on the initial ticket 
and for subsequent updates 


• Format of inquiry (email, phone call, 
correspondence) 


• Nature of the inquiry and questions 
discussed  


• Referral information in the cases 
when an inquiry is referred to 
another department (for example, 
DHCFP or a provider representative) 
for handling  


• Responses or instructions given to 
the provider including references to 
online billing manuals, guidelines, 
and web notices  


• Resolution of the inquiry including 
the date of resolution 


This results in timely, concise, and 
complete responses that are readily 
available to authorized HPES and 
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DHCFP staff. 


12.7.4.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide DHCFP with monthly reports on volume and 


performance for all inquiries received by the provider 


relations call center. 


a 
The Avaya Call Management System 
(CMS) reports are provided to DHCFP, 
detailing the activity of our call centers. 
The CMS contains reporting and analytic 
capabilities, enabling the production of 
reports containing both aggregate and 
trended data. All results and analytical 
data are in a single repository to provide 
complete tracking capabilities.  


The CMS is software that collects data 
for all trunks, vector directory numbers, 
skills (hunt group) and agents in the call 
center. Supervisors, managers, and 
other designated personnel—including 
selected Department staff—use Avaya’s 
CentreVu Supervisor software that 
enables authorized users to view real-
time call volumes, active queues, 
numbers of calls offered, answered and 
abandoned, and hold time among many 
other categories.  


CMS provides management reports that 
reflect individual, group, and line activity. 
The following reports can be generated 
for the entire call center, including IVRS. 
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The reports can be generated on a daily, 
weekly, monthly, and quarterly basis: 


• Incoming calls received 


• Incoming calls answered 


• After-hours calls 


• Cumulative calls answered 


• Total calls abandoned 


• Abandoned rate percent 


• Agent hours logged on 


• Average calls (inbound) per FTE 


• Average calls (inbound) per hour 


• Average wait time/minute 


• Average hold time in queue 


• Average talk time 


• Agent active/available percent 


• Total outbound calls 
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12.7.4.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Make all provider correspondence and communication 


logs available to DHCFP upon request. 
a 


As described in 12.7.4.3, DHCFP will be 
provided access to HPES Service 
Manager Help Desk. As indicated above, 
all interactions and results are in a single 
repository, including a detailed log of all 
provider calls to the call center or 
interactions with field reps as well as 
provider correspondence, both hardcopy 
and email. 


12.7.4.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide information including but not limited to: policy, 


administrative decisions, enrollment, EDI, and billing 


guidelines. 


a 
DHCFP is provided access to all 
applicable policy, administrative, and 
other guidelines specifically related to 
our call center activities. These 
documents will be housed in a central 
repository for online access. 


12.7.4.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop and document policies and procedures for 


performing provider relations activities; all policies and 


procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and 


regulations. 


a 
All call center and provider relations 
activities will be documented in 
procedure manuals. These will be stored 
online for access to the call center and 
provider relation teams as well as 
DHCFP. These procedure manuals will 
align to all state and federal rules and 
regulations.  


As changes become necessary for these 
documents, we will work closely with the 
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DHCFP to make the updates. 
Additionally, as large program and policy 
changes occur, we will work with 
DHCFP to develop agent scripts that 
make sure appropriate information is 
given to providers. Creation of 
documents or revisions to existing ones 
will go through a formal routing 
procedure to verify appropriate HPES 
and DHCFP approval. 


12.7.4.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Make available to DHCFP the provider relations call 


center tracking system for inquiry purposes. 
a 


Please see our response to 12.7.4.5. 


12.7.4.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide an Electronic Verification of Eligibility System 


(EVS), accessible through both web-based and IVR 


functions, that accesses eligibility data from the MMIS 


updated daily from all eligibility databases, as well as 


pending eligibility information. 


a 
We will comply with this requirement and 
will replace the existing IVR and web 
based systems. Please see 12.6.9 and 
12.7.4.13 for further information on the 
IVR and Web Portal. 


12.7.4.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide confirmation number to inquiring provider for 


each eligibility verification inquiry and results, and 


maintain tracking information for both phone and web-


based inquiries. 


a 
As part of our IVR and web solutions, we 
will provide confirmation numbers to 
providers who perform eligibility requests 
through the phone or web based 
systems.  This information will be 
tracked for reporting purposes.  
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12.7.4.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide ability to submit requests and receive responses 


for eligibility verification in compliance with Health 


Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 


standards. 


a 
Eligibility verification transactions 
performed through either the IVR or web 
based systems will comply with HIPAA 
standards. 


12.7.4.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide, in both English and Spanish language, a caller-


selected option for recipients, to redirect eligibility 


inquiries to appropriate Eligibility Case Worker(s). 


a 
 


12.7.4.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide IVR system to address, at a minimum, eligibility 


verification, claims status, Prior Authorization Request 


status, check and EFT information inquiries. 


a 
We will install, operate, and maintain the 
necessary software, IVRS equipment, 
and telecommunication lines to provide 
toll-free access for providers 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week. We selected 
Avaya as they are recognized by 
Gartner as a leader in telephony. 
Avaya’s platform supports enterprise 
solutions that require scalability, support 
for a distributed environment, various 
failover options, and efficient 
management interface, high availability 
and proactive system monitoring tools. 
Their products are designed to work 
together, minimizing integration difficulty 
and maximizing reuse. 


Through our long-term relationship with 
Avaya, We have gained valuable 
experience, training, and a superior 
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support network to provide our 
customers with an IVRS application that 
the provider community can rely on to 
obtain accurate information in an 
efficient, user-friendly manner.  


Making information easily available to 
both providers and members is 
important. That information can be 
automated. Providing access to 
information through an IVRS allows 
callers to gain immediate access to 
information without requiring human 
operator contact. Our IVRS gives 
providers multiple inquiry choices to 
verify eligibility, check the status of a 
claim, and much more—24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. When using simple 
touch-tone prompts, a provider can 
submit an inquiry through the IVRS, and 
an interactive transaction is sent to the 
MMIS. When the response is returned, 
the caller is provided the inquiry results 
through speech text. The IVRS provides 
up-to-the-second information back to the 
provider community and verifies they 
receive prompt and accurate 
information.  


The following summarizes the key 
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features and benefits of the IVRS. 


• Lower services costs with convenient 
24/7 speech automation of routine 
call center and online transaction 
and inquiries like claim status and 
eligibility inquiry 


• Lower management costs through IP 
telephony based architectures that 
support high availability deployments 
without over provisioning and 
“failover” licenses typical in IVR 
deployments 


• Lower integration costs through the 
support of IT Web Application 
Infrastructure with standards such as 
VoiceXML 2.1, CCXML, J2EE, Web 
Services and MRCP  


• Lower application development costs 
and lifecycle costs through support 
of touch-tone and speech application 
development based on Eclipse, the 
leading open IT development 
environment  


Certain portions of the IVRS that access 
the MMIS will not be available during the 
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weekly system maintenance window. 
Based on our experience in other states, 
this provides optimal service with 
minimal impact on the provider 
community. 


Additionally our Pharmacy Subcontractor 
SXC will provide automated services 
through their IVR. 


Pharmacy Specific 


12.7.4.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide licensed pharmacists and licensed pharmacy 


technicians to address pharmacy related call center 


inquiries 


c 
HPES has teamed with SXC to provide 
pharmacy services including call center 
support for the pharmacy provider and 
drug manufacturer community.  


SXC provides two distinct call center 
units, technical and clinical. The 
Technical Call Center provides support 
for providers, members and customers 
involving claims processing and other 
issues. Our Clinical Call Center provides 
clinical support for prior authorizations, 
and the State’s PDL program. Call 
center staff is available 24 hours/day, 7 
day/week. 


Licensed Pharmacy Associates 
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(pharmacy technicians) are trained to 
forward calls to the licensed pharmacist 
when questions arise that require clinical 
input.  


The SXC Clinical team supporting the 
call center is comprised of highly 
knowledgeable and experienced clinical 
pharmacy professionals who develop 
and refine all aspects of clinical 
programming. The SXC Clinical team is 
composed largely of doctors of 
pharmacy, each with specific 
pharmacotherapy expertise in a wide 
array of therapeutic areas, and will be an 
excellent resource for the provider 
community in responding to pharmacy 
inquiries.  


12.7.4.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide information to providers and drug manufacturers 


regarding drug coverage and reimbursement information 


as detailed in pharmacy claims processing system. 


c 
Please see our response to 12.7.4.14 


The SXC Clinical Call Center staff is 
always available to address questions 
posed by providers and drug 
manufacturers including questions 
regarding drug coverage and 
reimbursement information. 
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12.7.4.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Answer questions regarding pharmacy authorizations. 
c 


The SXC Clinical Call Center provides 
answers to questions regarding prior 
authorizations as directed by DHCFP, 
including, but not limited to prior 
authorization status, preferred 
alternatives, quantity limits, gender edits 
and age edits. 


12.7.4.17 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Triage and answer questions regarding pricing, such as 


the MAC program. 
c 


SXC Call Center professionals triage 
and answer questions regarding pricing 
to the extent possible, while the caller is 
on the line. More complex queries, such 
as MAC pricing issues, are documented 
by the Call Center and immediately 
directed to our MAC team for resolution. 


12.7.4.18 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide for overrides of claims editing. 
c 


The Clinical Call Center processes 
overrides to allow claims to adjudicate at 
the pharmacy when requests for prior 
authorization have been approved and 
at the request of DHCFP. 


Call Center and Contract Management – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.4.19 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Approve scripts for all automated voice prompts and 


inquiry systems before they are recorded and 


implemented. 
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12.7.4.20 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review provider relations call center reports produced by 


the contractor. 
 


 


12.7.4.21 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to 


existing requirements and new requirements of the State 


Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 


regulations. 


 
 


Call Center and Contract Management – System Performance Expectations 


12.7.4.22 System 


Performance 


Expectation 


Maintain a sufficient number of phone lines so that no 


more than ten percent (10%) of incoming calls ring busy 


or are on hold for more than one (1) minute. 


a 
 


12.7.4.23 System 


Performance 


Expectation 


Make EVS and IVR available twenty-four (24) hours per 


day, seven (7) days a week, unless otherwise agreed to in 


writing by DHCFP, for provider inquiry, input and 


response purposes.  


a 
 


Call Center and Contract Management – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.4.24 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Staff provider relations call center with trained personnel 


from 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, PT, Monday – Friday, 


excluding State observed holidays. 


a 
 


12.7.4.25 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Maintain a sufficient staffing level so that no more than 


ten percent (10%) of the calls placed into the queue 


remain on hold for more than one (1) minute, and so that 


the abandon rate is no greater than five percent (5%). 


a 
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12.7.4.26 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Respond to all telephone and email contacts within two 


(2) working days of receipt of the inquiry. 
a 


 


12.7.4.27 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Respond to written correspondence with at least an 


interim answer within five (5) working days of receipt 


and a final response within twenty (20) working days of 


receipt. 


a 
 


12.7.4.28 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Provide to DHCFP copies of provider inquiry logs and a 


summary report in a media requested by DHCFP on a 


weekly basis. 


a 
 


12.7.4.29 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Respond to all DHCFP inquiries within one (1) working 


day. 
a 


 


12.7.5 PROVIDER APPEALS 


12.7.5.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept, maintain, and process appeal requests from 


providers, appeal decisions, updates to provider appeal 


data, and provide tracking of all appeal activity from 


initiation through final decision including decision dates 


and results. 


a The appeal process is an important 
avenue for providers to dispute claim or 
enrollment decisions. HPES supports this 
essential function in our other Medicaid 
accounts and we will provide the same 
high level of focus and attention for 
DHCFP.  


Our expert staff will thoroughly review the 
provider’s appeal and then conduct 
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comprehensive research to determine the 
validity of the appeal. If the appeal 
requires that a claim be reprocessed, we 
will work with the provider to reprocess 
the claim. If the appeal is regarding 
something outside of claims processing, 
we will work with the provider and our 
DHCFP counterpart to address additional 
corrective actions needed to complete the 
appeal. 


All activities related to a provider appeal, 
including decision dates and results will 
be tracked in our contact tracking system 
HP PPM. We will log all activities as they 
occur so that the DHCFP has the most 
current information available to them.  


Our goal will be to reduce providers’ need 
to ever submit an appeal. As such, we 
will use the data from HP PPM to analyze 
appeal reasons and conduct pro-active 
measures such as specialized workshops 
and posting FAQs and billing tips on the 
Nevada website.  


12.7.5.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Handle appealed claims according to DHCFP policy and 


procedures. 
a  
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12.7.5.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform the following: 


a. Generate letters to providers at each decision point of 


the appeal process; 


b. Allow entry of free form verbiage to insert into 


system generated letters; 


c. Track all letters, provider, date and reason sent; and 


d. Reprint letters and notices, upon user request. 


a The Core MMIS has letter generation 
functional capability that supports these 
requirements. In the case of appeals, the 
Core MMIS interfaces with the contact 
tracking system to trigger the generation 
of an appeal letter. Our HP PPM will have 
interfaces to generate letters to providers 
as the appeal is processed. Generated 
letters will be stored in our Online 
Document and Retrieval System 
(ODARS) for future reference. 


12.7.5.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide inquiry access to appeal history data including 


both open and closed appeals. 
a Our HP PPM system will allow authorized 


users to view open and closed appeal 
information including a complete audit 
trail of decisions and comments 
associated with the appeal. 


12.7.5.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce provider appeal data reports as specified by 


DHCFP. 
a Our assigned appeals analyst will be 


responsible for running appeals reports 
from the HP PPM tracking system. This 
reporting will include the volume and 
status of opened and closed appeals, as 
well as aging information. This 
information will be monitored by the unit 
supervisor to make sure that appeals are 
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processed within specified time frames.  


During the Takeover Phase, HPES will 
work with the DHCFP to define other 
specific reporting requirements.  


Provider Appeals – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.5.6  Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Ninety percent (90%) of appeals must be issued a 


determination within thirty (30) days of receipt of appeal 


request. 


a  


12.7.6 PROVIDER ENROLLMENT 


Provider Enrollment 


12.7.6.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide staff competent to perform all functions of 


provider relations/services, provider enrollment, and 


provider data maintenance during the life of the contract. 


a For the benefit of Nevada and its 
recipients, we will use the expertise we 
have gained through managing functions 
of the provider relations and enrollment 
unit in states where we are the fiscal 
agent, such as Pennsylvania, North 
Carolina, Kansas, Wisconsin, Oklahoma, 
and Alabama. We are confident we will 
bring the right people and the right 
technology to Nevada.  


HPES will provide the following: 
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• Complete certification and re-
enrollment tracking through system 
interfaces  


• Online, real-time traditional and 
nontraditional provider file entry, 
update, and approval capabilities 


• Cohesive interaction with the call 
center solution, allowing call center 
representatives fast and detailed 
access to critical MMIS information 


• Expert field representatives who will 
deliver comprehensive training and 
assistance to providers 


• Comprehensive provider letters library 
that users can create customized 
letters 


• Innovative technology through 
integration with our workflow solution 
for fax submissions 


• Unified contact tracking solution for 
provider communication 
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12.7.6.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Facilitate provider enrollment process as defined by 


DHCFP and as specified in State and Federal rules and 


regulations. 


a  


12.7.6.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop, produce and provide information in print and 


through call-center for prospective providers, including 


requirements for enrollment (such as NPI, Licensure, 


etc.). 


a It is important for all providers, including 
prospective ones, to know where to get 
program information. It is also important 
that the information is presented clearly, 
concisely, and accurately so that it is 
interpreted correctly by the reader, 
without legal ambiguity.  


Our experience in the publications arena 
has dramatically evolved from traditional 
hardcopy mailings to now industry 
standard auto generation and publishing 
of information on the web. Using the web 
to communicate with the public takes 
considerable skill and creativity to 
ensure understanding by all levels of 
users. We have demonstrated our skill 
and experience by designing easy to use 
web sites and provider portals for our 
Medicaid clients.  


We will also use the call center and field 
reps to assist prospective providers. Our 
staff will be well versed on the 
enrollment process so that prospective 
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providers feel supported throughout the 
enrollment cycle. Our staff will provide 
coaching on which forms to complete, 
how to complete the forms, what 
documents to attach to the application, 
how to avoid common application 
mistakes and where to send their 
application.  


Alternatively we recognize that we may 
also need to send hardcopy mailings to 
reach prospective providers and we will 
support this requirement and include the 
same information that the call center or 
website will provide regarding enrollment 
procedures.  


12.7.6.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop, produce, and provide a DHCFP approved 


provider application form(s) and provider contract. 
a  


12.7.6.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow for online submission of provider application 


forms. 
a  


12.7.6.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce, update and maintain tracking information on 


provider application process through final disposition of 


the application. 


a  


12.7.6.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain list of OIG sanctioned providers, preventing 


enrollment of excluded providers. 
a  
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12.7.6.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain communication with the applicable State 


agencies to perform certification and licensure 


verification. 


a  


12.7.6.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Notify providers of acceptance or rejection in accordance 


with State and Federal rules and regulations. 
a  


12.7.6.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Enroll providers by program (Nevada Check Up, 


Medicaid, State-only, Medicare, or other programs as 


specified by DHCFP). 


a  


12.7.6.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Send accepted providers a DHCFP-approved orientation 


packet containing all of the information for participation 


in and for billing DHCFP for services to all eligible 


recipients. 


a  


12.7.6.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain both physical and electronic files for each 


approved provider containing applications, provider 


agreements, copy of the provider license and all 


correspondence relating to certification, enrollment or 


resulting in provider file updates.  


a  


12.7.6.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain an electronic file for each denied provider 


including images of applications and/or profile 


information and documentation regarding the reason for 


the denial. Return original documentation to denied 


provider. 


a  
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12.7.6.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce Provider enrollment reports as specified by 


DHCFP. 
a  


Provider Disenrollment 


12.7.6.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Conduct exit interview with providers who voluntarily 


disenroll. 
a Although we intend to deliver 


exceptional service that ensures a 
favorable experience for providers 
enrolled in the Nevada Medicaid 
program, some providers will voluntarily 
decide to disenroll. When this occurs, 
our field rep will conduct a detailed exit 
interview with the provider. The 
interview will cover topics such as 
customer relations, financial 
considerations, patient caseload and 
cultural challenges. The data gathered 
from these interviews will provide 
DHCFP with information to potentially 
prevent other providers who may 
decide to disenroll, negatively affecting 
access to care for recipients. The exit 
interview data will be stored in the PPM 
contact tracking system for future 
reference. 


12.7.6.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support disenrollment of providers with the following 


activities: 
a  
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a. Automatically disenroll provider when there has been 


no claims activity within a DHCFP-specified time 


period; 


b. Automatically notify providers upon disenrollment; 


c. Manually disenroll providers at the request of 


DHCFP; and 


d. Accept, compare, and create referral report based 


upon OIG exclusion file.  


Provider Enrollment – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.7.6.17 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enroll or register all servicing (care giver) providers for 
provider types 14, 29, 30, 38, 58, 57, 64, 82, 83 and 84 
and ensure the prior authorization process is effective for 
these provider types.  


a Working alongside DHCFP, we will 
establish protocols and procedures for 
enrolling these providers into the MMIS. 
As these providers are enrolled, we will 
mail them program and billing 
information, including how to use the 
online systems for electronic billing, 
prior authorization and eligibility 
verification. Field reps will contact these 
providers following enrollment to offer 
additional assistance.  


Provider Re-Enrollment – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.7.6.18 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform provider re-enrollment validation for the 
Nevada Medicaid provider and personal caregiver 
network to ensure the approximately 15,000 Nevada 
Medicaid providers and caregivers validate their 


a This new requirement will be met by 
generating notices to providers on a 
36-month schedule. The notice that is 
sent to providers will stipulate the re-
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provider information upon licensure renewal and on a 
recurring basis to ensure that every provider is re-
enrolled at least every 36 months. 


enrollment documentation including 
license verification.  


Using enrollment date information 
currently in the MMIS provider 
subsystem, we will prepare a schedule 
for generating the re-enrollments 
notices. The schedule will also include 
staffing needs to make sure sufficient 
resources are available to process the 
re-enrollment information sent back 
from providers.  


12.7.6.19 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform re-enrollment/validation in accordance with a 
prescribed schedule and will include follow-up with non-
compliant providers. 


a Please see our response to 12.7.6.18. 
Providers who fail to return re-
enrollment information within specified 
time frames will not be enrolled. We will 
send a letter to providers that fall into 
this category before the disenrollment 
effective date to verify they are aware of 
the ramifications of not returning the 
information.  


12.7.6.20 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


When correspondence is returned by the post office 
necessary actions taken may include termination for loss 
of contact or sending a request for updated information 
to the new reported address.  


a In the cases of returned 
correspondence from a provider, we will 
attempt to make direct contact to 
resolve the address problem. We will 
call or email the provider based on 
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information available in the MMIS, the 
internet, or information on hardcopy 
claims. Ideally we are able to reach 
them to obtain updated address 
information. If we are unable to reach 
the provider, we will terminate the 
enrollment in the MMIS. All actions 
taken will be documented in the PPM 
Contact Tracking System. 


12.7.6.21 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Enrolled providers must be reviewed on a continuing 
basis to ensure that they continue to meet provider 
eligibility requirements. 


a Please see our response to 
requirements 12.7.6.18 and 12.7.6.19.  


Provider Enrollment – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.6.22 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to 


existing requirements and new requirements of the State 


Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are 


met by the provider enrollment business function. 


  


12.7.6.23 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Determine and communicate provider enrollment related 


policies. 
  


12.7.6.24 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors 


resulting from provider enrollment activities. 
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12.7.6.25 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review and approve all provider enrollment materials 


(e.g. provider applications and provider contract). 
  


12.7.6.26 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Define frequency and specifications for Provider 


Enrollment reports. 
  


12.7.6.27 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review Provider Enrollment reports produced by the 


Contractor. 
  


12.7.6.28 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Notify contractor of termination/disenrollment as directed 


by DHCFP. 
  


Provider Enrollment – Performance Expectations 


12.7.6.29 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Mail provider enrollment packages within two (2) 


working days of the request. 
a  


12.7.6.30 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Process complete provider applications within five (5) 


working days of receipt. 
a  


12.7.6.31 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Have trained provider representatives visit first-time 


enrolled providers within ten (10) work days of 


application approval, or other providers upon request.  


a  


12.7.6.32 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Respond to all DHCFP requests or inquiries within one 


(1) working day. 
a  
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12.7.7 PROVIDER TRAINING AND OUTREACH 


12.7.7.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Educate providers about the Nevada Medicaid program, 


the claims processing system and proper billing through 


workshops, training sessions, presentations at 


professional association and stakeholder meetings, 


individual training as needed, Provider Manuals and Web 


Announcements, and the provider Internet website. 


a Robust education and outreach programs 
are the cornerstone of strong provider 
retention, and ultimately access to care 
for the recipient community. Our 
approach is comprehensive, ranging from 
one on one in-person assistance to online 
training available to all providers. We take 
advantage of all forums to educate 
providers including workshops, 
professional associations, and vendor 
events. As a leading Medicaid vendor, we 
will leverage best practices gleaned from 
our other 22 states and apply that 
learning to the benefit of Nevada 
providers.  


We will provide the staffing and tools to 
perform this scope of work, and we are 
prepared to collaborate with DHCFP as 
new projects unfold. We will work 
diligently with DHCFP to make sure that 
the provider community remains engaged 
and can effectively bill the program.  


12.7.7.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide staff competent in Medicaid billing policy and 


procedures for all provider and claim types who will be 
a HPES will provide results-based training 


with our skilled team of regional 
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responsible for provider training. representatives encompassing a vast 
wealth of Medicaid knowledge and 
training expertise. Our trainers and 
representatives continually build and 
broaden skill sets to match up with 
industry standards and Medicaid policy. 


Using HPES resources such as online 
classes, reading, as well as internal 
meetings and training sessions to 
increase knowledge and skills, the team 
will continually hone and develop their 
abilities to reach their target audience and 
provide interesting and dynamic learning 
environments. The overall staff 
background and developed skills allow 
the representative to effectively teach 
with different styles of training to diverse 
audience types.  


Although HPES has the experienced 
Medicaid resources to meet RFP 
requirements, we will also work with 
DHCFP to retain current fiscal agent staff. 
We know this staff has institutional state-
specific knowledge and experience that 
further supports a smooth transition for 
providers. 
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12.7.7.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop and conduct ongoing and special DHCFP-


approved training to meet the needs of specific provider 


types including material relevant to their programs and 


billing issues, policies, and new programs. 


a The provider community supporting the 
Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Checkup 
programs is diverse and ever changing. It 
is important that we consider this diversity 
in developing training and outreach 
programs, and tailor them to meet their 
unique needs. Our training program will 
provide basic fundamentals that all 
providers need to know, supplemented by 
provider specific training conducted 
through seminars, workshops, and 
information available on the Nevada 
website. We use this approach in all our 
current Medicaid accounts, often 
partnering with state staff to deliver 
training. 


For example, in California’s Medi-Cal 
program we have jointly delivered training 
to Indian Health Care, Family Planning 
and Children’s Services providers. Also in 
California, as with many of our other 
states, we have dozens of classes and 
tutorials classes targeted to either 
specialized providers or to unique billing 
processes.  
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12.7.7.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop and conduct small workshops for individual 


provider training as requested and/or needed throughout 


the term of the contract at the provider’s place of 


business. 


a Supplementing our general approach to 
training and support is the use of 
workshops. Workshops are a very 
effective way to educate providers 
because they receive more specific 
attention than from a training seminar. 
Workshops can be more general in 
nature, targeted at training new billing 
staff or very specific to a provider’s needs 
in resolving complex billing problems. We 
plan to sponsor workshops in both the 
provider’s place of business as well as at 
the Carson City location. We will also use 
teleconference venues, facilitated by 
either a field representative or other 
HPES subject-matter professional to 
discuss specific topics such as common 
billing errors or upcoming policy changes. 
We use this approach very effectively 
with our Medicaid and Medicare clients.  


12.7.7.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Target special training for providers who have been 


identified as having an abnormal number of claims 


denied or pended. 


a HPES excels in identifying providers who 
are experiencing billing problems and 
helping them overcome these challenges. 
We mine data using decision support 
systems (DSSs) and ad hoc reporting 
from the Core MMIS to track unusual 
spikes of pended or denied claims. For 
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example, in California, our Suspense 
Manager manages daily claims pend 
reports ranked in order of percentage of 
increase. This triggers detailed reports to 
determine if the spike is provider caused. 
In these cases, a referral is sent to the 
Provider Outreach team to make contact 
with the provider. We plan to use a similar 
process for Nevada providers and will 
track these referrals, and guidance given 
to the provider, in the PPM tool.   


We will also use the DSS to run summary 
level reports to identify providers who 
have unusually high denial rates. We will 
contact the provider and offer assistance 
to address their problems and follow up 
on a regular basis to prevent recurrence.   


The summary level data will also highlight 
common reasons for claim denial as well 
as unusual occurrences of claim denial, 
such as a change in policy that providers 
have not yet fully adopted. We will 
routinely monitor this data and generate 
billing tips and communications on the 
Nevada website. 
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12.7.7.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Support training through the following activities: 


a. Notify providers of place, time and agenda for 


training sessions and workshops; 


b. Coordinate with DHCFP on all training sessions to 


ensure appropriate fiscal agent/DHCFP staff is in 


attendance as needed; 


c. Develop and produce provider training materials in 


accordance with DHCFP guidelines; 


d. Develop, distribute and evaluate provider training 


questionnaires from all training sessions and provide 


DHCFP with a summary of the provider responses on 


a monthly basis; and 


e. Produce records to DHCFP of providers that 


participate in training, by provider type.  


a  


12.7.7.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Participate in training and orientation sessions conducted 


by other agencies (e.g., Indian Health Services, other 


divisions of the Department of Health and Human 


Services, Nevada Rural Hospital Project, etc.) and 


provide staff members and materials as requested. 


a  


12.7.7.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop and submit to DHCFP for approval a Provider 


Training Plan annually at the beginning of each contract 


year, and update the plan as necessary each quarter.  


a  


Provider Training and Outreach – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.7.7.9  Potential 
Expanded 


Every third year, produce, distribute and track Advance 
Directive and Civil Rights notifications/certifications to:  


a HPES will modify the Core MMIS to meet 
this requirement based on information 
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Contractor 
Responsibility 


a. Hospitals; 
b. Nursing facilities; 
c. Intermediate care facilities; 
d. Mental health facilities; 
e. Home health providers; and  
f. Personal care providers.  


contained in the MMIS databases and 
provided by the State. These mailings will 
be tracked in the Core MMIS provider 
database and sent to hospitals, nursing 
facilities, intermediate care facilities, 
mental health facilities, home health 
providers and personal care providers. 


Provider Training and Outreach – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.7.10 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Inform the Contractor of new or updated programs and 


policies that need to be introduced to providers. 


  


12.7.7.11 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Make DHCFP staff available for training sessions as 


appropriate. 


  


12.7.7.12 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Notify the Contractor of any providers with specialized 


training needs. 


  


12.7.7.13 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review and approve Provider Billing Manuals, revisions 


to Manuals, Web Announcements, newsletters, provider 


training material, and other materials as required (e.g., 


quarterly newsletter). 


  


12.7.7.14 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide to the Contractor any DHCFP-developed policy 


program materials for providers. 


  


12.7.7.15 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Approve and/or recommend changes to the Contractor’s 


annual Provider Training Plan. 
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Provider Training and Outreach – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.7.16 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Conduct provider training at least once annually for in-


state provider groups, including hospitals, physicians, and 


nursing facilities.  


a  


12.7.7.17 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectations 


Promote through education, within the provider 


community, the continued transition from a manual/paper 


environment to an automated/electronic transaction 


environment in accordance with HIPAA standards. 


a  


12.7.8 FINANCE 


General 


12.7.8.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Reconcile all accounts and balance all claims processing 


cycles prior to approving the release of payment.  
a 


Maintaining proper financial procedures 
contributes to the overall well-being and 
accountability of a Medicaid program. 
Proper, fully tested, and documented 
procedures add efficiencies, consistency, 
and integrity, plus integrate with staff 
training programs. It is with this approach 
that we will operate the financial section of 
the current Nevada MMIS while constantly 
seeking improvements in its operation. 


HPES will make sure all accounts are 
reconciled and all claims processing 
cycles balanced prior to approving the 
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release of payment. We currently perform 
these duties for CA-MMIS, one of the 
largest systems in the nation, on a weekly 
basis and we have never missed a 
financial cycle. Systematic jobs are in 
place to balance all claims payments as 
well as manual review prior to the 
approval to release the payment. 


HPES will support the financial 
processing functions, files, and data 
elements necessary to meet the current 
technical and operational requirements At 
the same time, we will review and 
recommend areas of improvement and 
efficiencies, plus implement needed 
controls. Sound management skills and 
adherence to industry standards of 
excellence result in the effective business 
practices, including IT services and MMIS 
financial functions, in compliance with 
federal and DHCFP regulations. 


Committed to maintaining an accurate 
accounting of financial transactions, we 
use strict internal accounting controls, 
system audit trails, precise accounting, 
and reporting functions for transactions to 
provide the data necessary to effectively 
and efficiently manage the financial 
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processes. We will record financial 
transactions using the double-entry 
method and adhere to generally accepted 
accounting principles (GAAP), making 
certain that financial activities meet 
DHCFP financial management standards. 


12.7.8.2  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce and distribute letters, and: 


a. Provide the ability to include user specified message 


text within standard letter formats; and 


b. Retain a record of the letters sent, the content of the 


letters and the recipients of the letters. 


a 
 


12.7.8.3  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Track all events, dates and dollars received as a result of 


recovery activity including the recipient's identity, reason 


for recovery action, person(s)/agency responsible for 


following the recovery account and any applicable 


comments.  


a 
We will track events, dates and dollars 
received as a result of recovery activity 
according to this requirement and include 
collaborative activities with DHCFP. 
Additionally, we will work with our TPL 
vendor to provide the same transparency 
regarding access to shared data for 
recovery activity according to this 
requirement and will include collaborative 
activities and systematic or operational 
efficiencies. 


Payments – Incoming 
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12.7.8.4  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Receive and sort incoming checks from the third party 


payers, recipients and providers and process according to 


DHCFP policy and guidelines. 


a 
 


12.7.8.5  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain a system of security and monitoring for the 


location, deposit and disposition status of each incoming 


check. 


a 
As we do for multiple other states where 
we provide these services, HPES will 
maintain a system of security and 
monitoring for the location, deposit, and 
disposition status of each incoming 
check. We back this up with documented 
procedures, staff training, and quality 
assurance tracking. 


12.7.8.6  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Comply with written procedures to meet State and federal 


guidelines for collection and write-off of outstanding 


accounts receivables. 


a 
 


12.7.8.7  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to 


support overpayment/recovery efforts, including but not 


limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER, cost avoidance, 


pay and chase, premium payment, Medicare, subrogation 


and recoupments according to DHCFP policy, State and 


Federal rules and regulations. 


a 
HPES will continue to sustain the current 
MMIS system operation and maintenance 
to perform all functions to support 
overpayment/recovery efforts including, 
but not limited to the components of this 
requirement. While adhering to DHCFP 
policy, State and Federal rules and 
regulations, our approach includes 
partnership with our TPL partner Emdeon 
who currently provides comparable 
services to the Nevada TPL requirements 
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in 38 states.  


Payments – Outgoing 


12.7.8.8  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain security for checks during 


matching/stuffing/mailing process. 
a 


HPES will use its best practices for 
maintaining security for checks during the 
matching, inserting, and mailing process. 
HPES understands and appreciates the 
responsibility required when handling 
negotiable instruments, and will provide 
system and manual safeguards to aid in 
protecting Nevada’s assets. HPES will: 


• Provide a secured site to store the 
checks while matching is taking place 


• Limit access to required 
employees only—requiring two 
separate departments to be 
represented when accessing the 
checks 


• During the matching process, 
provide points of audits so that correct 
matching of checks to RAs will take 
place 


• After matched and prepared for 
mailing, promptly mail the checks and 
RAs to providers immediately to meet 
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deadlines designated by the DHCFP. 


HPES will offer providers the opportunity 
to have their payments automatically 
deposited in their chosen account through 
an EFT program. We will support the 
feature that allows those funds to be 
transferred securely by electronic means 
from the DHCFP accounts to the 
designated provider account using the 
American Bankers Association (ABA) 
nine-digit routing number assigned to the 
specific banking institution.  


During enrollment, our Provider 
Enrollment Unit will encourage the use of 
EFT to providers.  They will process the 
necessary applications and updates to 
get the provider enrolled.  We will 
routinely analyze the providers who are 
receiving hardcopy checks and perform 
outreach to encourage EFT enrollment. 


12.7.8.9  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Suppress the generation of zero-pay checks and negative 


provider payment amounts, but generate the associated 


remittance advices. 


a 
 


12.7.8.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain provider accounts receivable and deduct 


appropriate amounts from payments due, both 
a 
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automatically and manually.  


12.7.8.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate manual check when requested and authorized 


by DHCFP. 
a 


Our goal is to meet DHCFP financial 
management standards. We take 
responsibility for issuing manual checks 
at the direction of DHCFP for advance or 
additional payments and those that may 
need to be reissued that may have been 
the result of checks lost or destroyed on 
delivery to the provider or payee. HPES 
will receive written or emailed authorized 
manual check requests from DHCFP and 
will perform the issuing of manual checks 
as directed according to DHCFP fiscal 
guidelines.  


A check log will be maintained to account 
for the manual checks issued for 
advanced or additional payments or 
reissued checks. Manual checks issued 
will be entered into the MMIS Financial 
Subsystem with the related transaction 
information (payment/negative balance) 
and will be submitted for approval by 
authorized staff.  


12.7.8.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate advance-payment-against-future-claims when 


requested and authorized by DHCFP, and associated 


recoupment process. 


a 
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12.7.8.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Send check register and file of checks to DHCFP at the 


end of each claims payment cycle pursuant to DHCFP 


policy and guidelines. 


a 
 


Pre-Payment Review – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.7.8.14 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Perform Pre-Payment Review of claims ‘randomly 
pended’ according to DHCFP identified criteria. The 
review will consist of a complete claims and medical 
record review:  


a. Verifying the accuracy of the claim with the medical 
record supporting the claim; 


b. Verifying the codes billed are accurate; and  
c. Ensuring the claim billed complies with applicable 


policy. 


It is expected these prepayment reviews will result in cost 
savings by avoiding payment for claims that should not 
have been paid and bringing attention to provider billing 
issues that would otherwise remain undetected. 


a 
We acknowledge DHCFP’s desire and 
the need to perform pre-payment review 
of claims. This review can result in cost 
avoidance, cost savings, and 
identification of provider billing habits that 
may have previously not been identified 
which ultimately protects valuable 
Medicaid program budgetary dollars. 
HPES will leverage its experience with 
pre-payment review from other states to 
develop methodology for selection of 
randomly pended claims and define 
scope for pre-payment review that best 
meets DHCFP’s needs. 


As an example, in Idaho, similar analysis 
of pended claims and provider billing 
practices identified the inappropriate use 
of Adjustment Reason Codes to bypass 
third-party edits on electronic claims. The 
result was recoupment of paid claims and 
a policy change for billing that resulted in 
ongoing cost avoidance. In one state 
where HPES is the fiscal agent, a 
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program similar to what is desired in this 
requirement is sampling based on the 
Handbook of Sampling for Auditing and 
Accounting which uses a SQL script for 
the selection of the desired statistically 
valid random sample.  


We look forward to working with DHCFP 
to determine a mutually agreed to 
methodology and format for identifying a 
sample, the defined percentage, size and 
frequency of sampling. Responses 
received during the RFP Q&A period to a 
question regarding pre-payment review 
for 12.5.2.75 indicated that DHCFP will 
review the claims. We look forward to a 
collaborative review of the process to 
reconcile the 12.5.2.75 requirement with 
this one to define the approach and 
division of duties to meet this need. 


12.7.8.15 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Provide monthly report of the results of the Pre-Payment 
reviews.  


 


b 
We will work with DHCFP to define the 
scope of the monthly report in a manner 
that includes consideration for staffing 
needs with the intent to remain budget 
neutral. 


Finance – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.8.16 Contractor 


Performance 


Deposit all incoming funds within twenty-four (24) hours 


of receipt. 
a 
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Expectation 


12.7.9 RETURN ID CARD PROCESS 


12.7.9.1  Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate and distribute Nevada Medicaid and Nevada 


Check Up recipient identification cards based upon 


policy and frequency set by DHCFP. 


a 
HPES will team with FiServ for production 
of the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada 
Check Up identification cards. We will 
receive the eligibility file from the DHCFP 
NOMADS system on a daily basis. The 
eligibility file will be transmitted through a 
secured data transfer process to FiServ. 
FiServ’s responsibility will include 
production of the cards from the received 
file for both new and replacement cards, 
stuffing and mailing of the cards, and any 
required inserts within the 24-hour 
turnaround period requirement. We will 
reconcile the eligibility file and the card 
issuance file or other interfaces to make 
sure that all 24- hour turnaround times 
are consistently met. Daily production and 
mailing reports will be made available to 
the DHCFP.  


Return ID Card Process – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.9.2  DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Establish policy and frequency for generation of Nevada 


Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipient identification 


cards. 
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Return ID Card Process – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.9.3  Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Generate and distribute Nevada Medicaid and Nevada 


Check Up recipient identification cards based upon 


policy and frequency set by DHCFP. 


a  


12.7.10 EDI  


12.7.10.1 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide instructions, training or support, and forms as 


needed to ensure providers understand EDI enrollment 


procedures and requirements, including testing 


procedures. 


a HPES will provide needed instructions, 
training, support and forms to providers to 
help them understand EDI enrollment 
procedures and requirements. EDI 
enrollment documents, procedures, and 
testing requirements will be available on 
the HPES public-facing provider portal. 
Our trainers will provide training to 
providers for EDI enrollment and testing. 
Support for these functions will be 
provided by our EDI support staff.  


12.7.10.2 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Ensure providers have appropriate access to allow for 


EDI submissions, including appropriate user names and 


passwords. 


a Providers will have appropriate access to 
allow for EDI submissions, including 
appropriate usernames and passwords. 
We will provide a secure connection for 
these EDI submissions. We will provide 
each authorized submitter and service 
center its own username and password to 
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submit EDI submissions. 


12.7.10.3 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Ensure providers have access to EDI companion guides 


to assist with EDI submissions. 
a Providers will have access to EDI 


companion guides to assist with EDI 
submissions. Our team will provide a 
public-facing provider portal that will allow 
providers to have access to all EDI 
companion/implementation guides and 
EDI submission requirements. 


12.7.10.4 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop and implement a testing process to certify 


providers for EDI submission. Allow only those 


providers passing testing standards to submit and receive 


electronic transactions using EDI. 


a A testing process will be developed and 
provided to certify providers for EDI 
submissions. We will follow the HIPAA 
industry system testing processes that 
allow the submitters and service centers to 
test EDI transactions for submitting and 
receiving electronic HIPAA transactions. 


12.7.10.5 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide customer service access to providers that have 


direct questions regarding EDI enrollment and 


submissions. 


a HPES will provide a team dedicated to 
support providers’ regarding EDI 
enrollment and submissions 
documentation. The EDI support staff will 
be based in our Boise Call Center 
operation and are already skilled on 
assisting providers and service centers on 
all aspects of EDI enrollment, testing, 
submission, troubleshooting, and resolving 
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technical problems.  


We will use HPES Service Manager Help 
Desk to log and track these inquiries from 
receipt to final closure. HPES Service 
Manager Help Desk contains a knowledge 
repository of reference materials that are 
used by customer service staff to provide 
comprehensive and responsive assistance 
to providers. 


EDI – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.10.6 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Provide reports of provider’s completion of EDI testing 


within ten (10) days of testing. 
a  


12.7.11 PRINTING AND POSTAGE 


12.7.11.1 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Prepare and submit invoices for pass-through postage and 


printing with no adjustment for administrative fees, 


profit, or other charges, including: 


a. Original, unaltered vendor invoice; and 


b. Supporting documentation itemizing all charges for 


supplies, postage, and printing and including a 


description of the printed or posted material, the 


purpose of the printing or mailing, and the amount 


charged for each item. 


a  
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12.7.11.2 Contractor 


Responsibility 


For projects outside the scope of normal operations, 


present proposed postage and printing costs to DHCFP as 


dictated by the Change Management process. Costs will 


be subject to approval by DHCFP. The Contractor will be 


under no obligation to provide printing and postage 


services when a request for additional pass-through 


printing and postage is not approved by DHCFP through 


the Change Management process. 


a  


Printing and Postage – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.11.3 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Audit postage and/or printing invoices as appropriate 


prior to payment. 


  


12.7.11.4 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Request additional supporting documentation as needed 


to assure the validity of postage and printing charges 


prior to payment. 


  


12.7.11.5 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Issue no reimbursement for postage and/or printing costs 


incurred by the Contractor in the day-to-day operations of 


its business. 


  


Printing and Postage – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.11.6 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Exercise due diligence in obtaining the best value for all 


printing and postage jobs; making commercially 


reasonable efforts to avoid any uneconomical and 


inefficient methods of mailing that may result in excess 


postage costs. 


a  
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12.7.12 PRIOR AUTHORIZATION (PA) 


12.7.12.1 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce and distribute provider Prior Authorization 


notices of approved, denied or pended Prior 


Authorization requests. 


a 
HPES will produce and distribute provider 
and recipient Prior Authorization (PA) 
notices of approved, denied or pended 
PA requests. 


We propose the expertise of our North 
Carolina (NC) team that currently 
processes, reviews, and determines the 
appropriate outcome for PA requests. Our 
team includes the oversight of our 
Medical Director experienced in medical 
management. Additionally, oversight 
includes registered and nursing staff with 
care management certification. Our NC 
nursing team, many with more than 20 
years of experience, bring a combined 
total of more than 180 years of PA 
operational expertise. The staff will 
provide Nevada licensing credentials. 


Our solution provides the right 
combination of people, processes, and 
technology. HPES’ Atlantes will integrate 
with the Nevada MMIS to provide the PA 
data necessary for appropriate claims 
processing. Our approach using Atlantes 
offers the latest online web portal 
technologies in workflow management 
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and systematic application of processing 
rules to enhance Nevada’s ability for the 
PA request and determination process 
applying Nevada’s Medicaid program PA 
policy. This ability allows recipients to 
receive timely authorizations for services 
while allowing the State to control 
expenditures.  


Our solution provides reduced 
administrative time through the following 
features: 


• Definition, routing, and monitoring of 
workflow processes and work queues 
based on defined business criteria 
and limits. 


• PA, override, and referral request and 
determinations that are accessible 
24/7 through HPES’ Healthcare web 
portal which will synchronize with the 
PA data in the Nevada MMIS. 


This established base of technical and 
operations HPES staff, including medical 
directors, nurses, dental hygienists, 
licensed social workers and others, will 
support the providers and recipients of 
the Nevada Medicaid programs for 
efficient processing of prior authorization 
requests.  
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12.7.12.2 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Produce and distribute multi-lingual recipient Prior 


Authorization denial notices. 
a 


HPES will be able to easily accommodate 
the needs of diverse populations and this 
includes the ability to produce and 
distribute multi-lingual prior authorization 
denial notices. We look forward to the 
opportunity to define which additional 
languages are indicated by Nevada’s 
demographics that need to be 
incorporated as an option when producing 
PA denial notices for recipients to 
determine the most cost effective 
solution.  


12.7.12.3 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide training to DHCFP staff and non-agency staff as 


approved by DHCFP in the use of the Prior Authorization 


screens, windows and reports. 


a 
HPES recognizes that the best technical 
solution cannot be successfully 
implemented without knowledgeable, staff 
trained staff in the tools and policies 
related to their jobs. HPES is fully 
committed to a successful training 
program for DHCFP and non-agency 
staff. We will use proven project 
management, change management, and 
multiple instructional methodologies to 
make sure our training program reflects 
current Nevada Medicaid policy and the 
interrelationships of the MMIS system 
functional areas to enable users to 
effectively perform their jobs. This 
includes training for the prior authorization 
screens, windows, and reports in the 
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MMIS and Atlantes Health Care 
Management tools for PA. 


Our approach carefully considers the 
training to occur initially for Takeover in 
support of a smooth transition and then 
for ongoing operations. We will maximize 
the use of electronic and Web-supported 
tools and applications that enable us to 
quickly develop materials and delivery 
training to all DHCFP and HPES staff. 


HPES will develop and submit for DHCFP 
approval, a training plan before the 
operations start date and annually 
thereafter in an approved media and 
format.  


Our approach will be comprehensive to 
address the learning needs of all DHCFP 
and HPES staff for PA processes, 
procedures, policies, and reporting. It 
provides a structure to develop 
meaningful and useful training based on 
specific job function. The emphasis of the 
takeover training period will be to train 
HPES employees and/or subcontractor 
staff on the existing core MMIS and 
peripheral system functionality, and web 
portal Atlantes functionality for PA, so that 
staff are fully prepared to use these new 
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systems during and following the takeover 
period.  


12.7.12.4 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Offer periodic recommendations for revision of list of 


services requiring Prior Authorization, or other Prior 


Authorization functions, based on utilization patterns, 


industry standards, best practices, and/or cost 


efficiencies. 


a 
The experienced HPES team—including 
medical director, nurses (many with more 
than 20 years of experience with PA), and 
others—welcomes the opportunity to 
deliver periodic recommendations for 
revision of list of services requiring Prior 
Authorization, or other Prior Authorization 
functions, based on utilization patterns, 
industry standards, best practices, and/or 
cost efficiencies. Continuous 
improvement using Lean Sigma 
methodology and always asking “how can 
we do that better?” to offer 
recommendations, for example, for 
service list revisions, is how we do 
business. 


12.7.12.5 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide licensed clinical reviewers with appropriate 


clinical background to conduct medical necessity review 


of Prior Authorization requests to determine the 


appropriateness of services requested. 


a 
HPES will provide licensed clinical 
reviewers with the specialized clinical 
background for medical necessity review 
for PA requests that will determine the 
most appropriate allocation of services for 
each request. This includes the oversight 
of our medical director and nurses with 
expertise in medical/surgical, home care, 
case management and behavioral health 
among others.  
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12.7.12.6 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept Prior Authorization requests for services from 


authorized requestors through a web-based system, by 


fax, or by telephone, as agreed to by the Contractor and 


DHCFP.  


a 
With mutual HPES/DHCFP agreement, 
we will accept PA requests through the 
web-based Atlantes system, by fax, or 
telephone. Inquiries (telephone, fax, or 
paper) will be responded to and 
documented in our contact tracking 
management system for easy reference 
to history of inquiries and for resolution of 
new or updated inquiries. Our solution 
includes a customer service support team 
with clinical expertise as part of our PA 
and healthcare management team. 


12.7.12.7 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Consider Prior Authorization requests utilizing DHCFP 


program policy, clinical criteria, and industry standards. 
a 


HPES will use DHCFP program policy, 
clinical criteria, along with consideration 
of industry standards, including InterQual, 
when making determinations for 
authorization requests. They will be 
integrated into the Atlantes rules engine 
and staff training to provide expert 
analysis and resolution of each request. 
As a result, the HPES PA team in tandem 
with DHCFP will provide clinical expertise 
and a strong understanding of Nevada 
healthcare policy to apply sound 
healthcare principles and make crucial 
medical necessity decisions. 


12.7.12.8 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Use DHCFP-approved protocols to determine the type of 


denial to be issued (clinical, technical, reduction). 
a 


We will use DHCFP-approved protocols 
and integrate those protocols into 
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Atlantes to determine the type of denial to 
be issued, such as clinical, technical, or 
reduction. We will work with DHCFP 
during the contract transition period to 
define, develop, and test the 
demonstration of those protocols in the 
application as well as in written 
documentation for training and procedure 
manuals. 


12.7.12.9 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide written notification of authorization request 


approval, partial approval, or denial to the requestor, 


including number of units, service, and specific time 


period authorized, or entire episode of care, as 


appropriate. 


a 
Written documentation of each 
authorization request will be accessible 
online and/or mailed to the requestor. 
This written notification for approval, 
partial approval, or denial includes, and is 
not necessarily limited to, the number of 
units, service, specific time period 
authorized, or entire episode of care, as 
appropriate for the request.  


12.7.12.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Allow licensed clinical reviewer to decrease the duration 


of some medical services per criteria and/or policy as part 


of the medical management process requiring the 


provider to submit additional information to support the 


medical appropriateness for continuation of service. This 


is not considered a reduction in service or non-


certification since the provider has continued opportunity 


to extend the duration of service through the concurrent 


review process as indicated by medical need and clinical 


documentation.  


a 
Licensed clinical reviewers will have the 
ability to decrease the duration of some 
medical services per criteria and/or policy 
as part of the medical management 
process. The provider will be notified in 
writing or through telephone (tracked in 
Contact Tracking system and Atlantes) to 
submit additional information to support 
the medical appropriateness for 
continuation of service. A request to 
submit additional information will be noted 
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in the Atlantes application providing a full 
audit trail. This action will not be 
considered a reduction in service or non-
certification. The provider will have 
continued opportunity to extend the 
duration of service through the concurrent 
review process as indicated by medical 
need and clinical documentation. 


12.7.12.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Assist providers with identifying alternative resources 


and services for complex cases to the appropriate Case 


Management/Care Coordination Entity to explore options 


and possible referral for additional coordination of 


services. Discuss complex cases with Care Coordinators 


to explore options or referral for more coordination of 


services. 


a 
Through the prior authorization process, 
our team of clinicians will identify complex 
cases and those individuals with chronic 
health conditions for referrals for 
additional coordination of services. This 
includes assisting providers to identify 
alternative resources and referral services 
for complex cases to the appropriate 
Case Management/Care Coordination 
Entity.  


12.7.12.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Issue a technical denial for any period in which service 


was provided without prior authorization, when such 


prior authorization is required. Unless the requesting 


provider has supporting documentation indicating a 


justifiable reason for the delay, as indicated by DHCFP 


Policy, a technical denial may not be appealed. 


a 
HPES’ approach includes the ability to 
issue a technical denial for any period in 
which service was provided without prior 
authorization, when such prior 
authorization is required in coordination 
with MMIS claim and financial processing. 
We will communicate our understanding 
that unless the requesting provider has 
supporting documentation indicating a 
justifiable reason for the delay, as 
indicated by DHCFP policy, a technical 
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denial may not be appealed.  


12.7.12.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Conduct review of services provided on or after the date 


of the authorization request, reviewing for medical 


appropriateness, medical necessity, EPSDT, and process 


according to reviewer findings. 


a 
HPES’ approach includes the review of 
services provided on or after the date of 
the authorization request, including the 
consideration of medical appropriateness, 
medical necessity, and EPSDT. When 
reviewer findings indicate follow-up 
action, we will process accordingly. 


12.7.12.14 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide a licensed, board certified physician to review 


reductions in service or non-certification determinations 


when the clinical reviewer cannot recommend 


certification. Cases requiring physician review may take 


a maximum of one additional day, or a maximum of three 


additional days in the case of a physician specialist 


review. 


a 
HPES’ physician reviewers are board 
certified in primary care, internal medicine 
and psychiatry among others. When a 
clinical reviewer cannot recommend 
certification consideration for service 
reduction or non-certification 
determination, a clinical will route that 
determination for review using Atlantes 
workflow engine to our licensed, board 
certified physician reviewer. Those cases 
requiring physician review will be finalized 
within one additional day, or three 
additional days as appropriate for 
physician specialist review. We 
recognized and understand the criticality 
of this “next level” review in order to 
protect Medicaid program budget 
expenditures. 


12.7.12.15 Contractor 


Responsibility 


The contractor’s physician reviewer must be available for 


a peer-to-peer discussion if requested by the Provider 
a 


As we do in the multiple other states 
where we provide this service, we 
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within DHCFP-established timeframes. acknowledge the importance of timely 
communication. This includes compliance 
with this requirement for our physician 
reviewer to work with providers for peer-
to-peer discussion within DHCFP-
established time frames. 


12.7.12.16 Contractor 


Responsibility 


The provider is notified in writing of all determinations.  
a 


Providers can access the written Notice of 
Determination from the Nevada 
Healthcare web portal within near real-
time resolution of that determination. 
Additionally, all determinations can be 
printed and mailed to providers.  


12.7.12.17 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Accept and process Requests for Reconsideration from 


providers for adverse determinations when made within 


thirty (30) calendar days of the date of determination. 


a 
The Atlantes application will be 
configured to accept and process 
Requests for Reconsideration from 
providers for adverse determinations 
when made within 30 calendar days of 
the date of determination. Such requests 
and any changing will be communicated 
to the MMIS for appropriate claims 
processing. 


12.7.12.18 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Issue recipient a Notice of Determination (NOD) 


indicating the services being denied or terminated when 


the determination is to reduce, deny or terminate a 


service. A copy of the process for requesting a Fair 


Hearing must be included with any NOD and must 


denote DHCFP-defined timelines for requesting a 


hearing.  


a 
As it is a standard, best practice, used by 
the multiple states where we provide the 
PA Notice of Decision (NOD), we will also 
include the process for requesting a Fair 
Hearing with all Nevada NODs and 
denote DHCFP-defined time lines for 
requesting a hearing. NOD 
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communications sent to recipients will list 
the services being denied or terminated 
when the determination is to reduce, 
deny, or terminate a service. 


12.7.12.19 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide evidence and testimony in hearings for any 


adverse determination for which a Request for Hearing 


has been made. 


a 
As we currently do in NC and multiple 
other states where we provide operational 
PA support, HPES will provide evidence 
and testimony when a Request for 
Hearing has been made. HPES staff, with 
the proper credentials as determined by 
DHCFP, is familiar with the processes 
and procedures for providing this service 
for hearings, such as those for adverse 
determinations. 


12.7.12.20 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Personal Care Aids (PCA) services require licensed 


clinical staff to do in-home reviewer assessments to 


determine medical necessity and/or appropriateness under 


the social model. 


a 
Per 12.7.15 and Amendment 22 the 
social model will be replaced by the time 
of contract award. Please see 
requirements for 12.7.15 for discussion of 
how we comply with the requirements for 
the Personal Care Services Program. 


12.7.12.21 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Develop and implement a DHCFP-approved training plan 


that incorporates the following: 


a. Contract Overview; 


b. Policy and procedure manuals specific to Nevada 


Medicaid and Check Up programs; 


c. Relevant Nevada Medicaid statutory and regulatory 


requirements; 


d. Medical necessity criteria and the role of the reviewer 


a 
Our DHCFP approved training plan will 
detail all the activities required to perform 
the training of HPES, State staff, and 
providers. This training plan begins with 
the following:  


• Course listings – including their 
description, target audience, learning 
objectives and course length 
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in determining medical necessity; 


e. Clinical Review Process; and 


f. Billing guidelines. 


• Role based training 


• Delivery methods 


• Training facilities and logistics 


• Training schedule 


• Plans for remedial training 


• Evaluation and proficiency testing 


HPES will use the talents of our MMIS 
subject-matter experts and clinical staff 
members in the development and delivery 
of training materials. The materials will be 
designed to support a workshop approach 
that includes adult learning techniques in 
easy-to-follow flowcharts, graphics, 
references, and the inclusion of note-
taking areas. Stakeholders will be actively 
involved in the materials development 
process to make certain the information 
provided completely and appropriately 
addresses each facet of the program.  


We will customize and organize the 
training based on the audience with 
concentration in using the MMIS 
applications as part of the training 
session. Basic training will be delivered to 
entry-level staff that has minimal 
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interaction with the MMIS, while 
intermediate training builds on the 
fundamentals incorporating more complex 
systems or operations. Advanced training 
is geared more towards clinical or system 
maintenance subjects such as Prior 
Authorization. For example, training for 
DHCFP and HPES staff supporting PA 
will include: 


• Contract Overview 


• Policy and procedure manuals 
specific to Nevada Medicaid and 
Check Up programs 


• Relevant Nevada Medicaid statutory 
and regulatory requirements 


• Medical necessity criteria and the role 
of the reviewer in determining medical 
necessity 


• Clinical Review Process 


• Billing guidelines. 


We will group students who perform 
similar or related job functions as 
appropriate to the course being delivered. 
To make sure students receive all 
necessary job training, we will develop 
proposed course tracks based on the 
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student’s role.  


The HPES training plan will provide initial 
training to contractor, subcontractor and 
State staff in preparation for the Takeover 
Phase and then incorporate ongoing and 
refresher training throughout the 
Operations Phase. The training plan 
focuses on core MMIS, peripherals tools, 
systems and claims support services 
while also including instruction on 
relevant federal and state laws, 
regulations, policies, Nevada waivers, 
and the Nevada State Plan. The plan 
includes a schedule for when the classes 
will occur for both the Takeover and 
ongoing Operations phases of the 
contract 


Course evaluations are a critical tool for 
the DHCFP to assess the success of our 
training program. Feedback from 
evaluations ensures effective training 
delivery and an opportunity to gather 
feedback that enhances the learner 
experience 


Prior Authorization – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.12.22 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide a list of specific procedures for which Prior 


Authorization is required, and consider Contractor 


recommendations for revisions of list or other Prior 
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Authorization functions, based on utilization patterns, 


industry standards, best practices, and/or cost 


efficiencies. 


12.7.12.23 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Provide list of exceptions and alternative requirements to 


the standard authorization review process, including 


authorization of Personal Care Aides (PCA), 


Preadmission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR), 


and Level of Care (LOC) requests. 


 
 


12.7.12.24 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Collaborate with Contractor to determine acceptable 


forms of review request (web-based, fax, telephone) 


based on review type. 


 
 


12.7.12.25 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review Contractor developed training plan, and 


collaborate with Contractor to ensure accurate 


information is provided in trainings. 


 
 


Prior Authorization – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.12.26 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Generate and distribute Prior Authorization approval, 


denial, and suspense notices to providers and Prior 


Authorization denials to recipients within twenty-four 


(24) hours of processing. 


a 
 


12.7.12.27 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Meet standards for turnaround of Notification of 


Determination as identified by DHCFP, generally ranging 


from one (1) to seven (7) working days by type of 


service, unless turnaround is extended to allow for 


physician review. Count of turnaround days begins when 


a 
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Prior Authorization Request is received including 


complete information with which the review can be 


conducted. 


12.7.12.28 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Update Training Plan on an annual basis, or more 


frequently if necessary to address major changes in 


policy and/or review process. 


a 
 


12.7.13 UTILIZATION MANAGEMENT (UM) 


12.7.13.1 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform Utilization Management (UM) activities 


including, but not limited to, the review of designated 


claims for medical appropriateness; approving, pending, 


denying, and/or reviewing appealed claims; and 


providing a monthly report on the number of claims 


approved, pended, denied or appealed.  


a 
Using a combination of our HPES 
Atlantes care workflow application, 
experienced clinical   staff and the current 
MMIS, HPES will provide Utilization 
Management (UM) services that consist 
of review activity and related functions 
that focus on reducing over- and under-
utilization in a prompt and timely manner 
according to DHCFP guidelines. We will 
provide UM strategies including, but not 
limited to, the review of designated claims 
for medical appropriateness; approve, 
pend, deny, and/or review appealed 
claims; and deliver a monthly report on 
the number of claims for each of those 
categories. HPES provides post-service 
claim verification including diagnosis 
related group audit services that makes 
sure that claims are verified and billed 
appropriately. 
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Using the Atlantes application, we can 
reduce some of the current paper- 
intensive processes with automation to 
reach DHCFP’s goal for DHCFP 
designated services (including, but not 
limited to, medical, behavioral health, and 
community based services) are medically 
necessary, of the highest quality, and 
provided in the most economical method 
possible. Our professional staff will work 
closely with DHCFP with a mutual goal to 
deliver quality, cost-effective healthcare 
and improve health outcomes for Nevada 
recipients. 


To support processing efficiency, Atlantes 
determination auto-adjudication rules can 
be set up to route authorizations to staff 
to improve workflow management. 
Authorizations can be auto-approved, 
pended, or denied and costs added by 
line of business or product-based on fee 
schedule criteria set forth by DHCFP. 


Cost savings will be tracked for each 
authorization based on DHCFP defined 
cost saving reasons and for all the 
treatment services within the current 
treatment plan and the current level of 
care, such as assignment of paid claims 
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data. Atlantes allows the capture of 
requested services and certified services, 
the cost of services, and DHCFP defined 
cost savings reason. 


Traditional utilization management 
functions can be managed using Atlantes, 
including: adding inpatient stay 
information, concurrent review, adding 
care activity notes (including 
attachments), triggering reminders based 
on the data entered (or not entered) on an 
authorization or other areas associated 
to, for example, the inpatient stay, the 
ability to copy services, service reviews 
(bed/bed types), letter triggered and/or ad 
hoc, and discharge planning is also 
available within the application. The 
system also supports auto-adjudication of 
authorizations, discharge (cost savings/ 
soft savings), benefit caps, limits, 
exclusions, and physician review. 


To support clinical decisions, Atlantes 
supports integration to McKesson’s 
Interqual clinical guidelines through a 
direct integration to the Interqual 
software. Links to Milliman and client 
specific clinical guidelines are also 
available.  
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12.7.13.2 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide key personnel to serve as medical consultants for 


UM purposes. 
a 


HPES’ national medical management 
practice will serve as consultants for the 
utilization management function. Our 
national medical management practice 
includes physicians, informaticians, 
epidemiologists, statisticians, and nurses 
who are experienced in the application of 
medical informatics.  


12.7.13.3 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Meet the Federal designation for a Quality Improvement 


Organization (QIO) or QIO-like vendor. 
a 


HPES is in the process of applying for 
QIO-like status and will have achieved 
QIO status prior to the start of the Nevada 
contract.  


12.7.13.4 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Identify quality of care concerns, best practice standards 


and potential defects in the level of care provided under 


Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs through 


activities including, but not limited to, individual record 


review during daily Utilization Management activity, and 


profile analysis of providers. 


a 
The HPES utilization review processes 
and procedures will document identified 
quality of care concerns, best practice 
standards and potential defects in the 
level of care provided under Nevada 
Medicaid and Check Up programs 
through activities including, but not limited 
to: individual record review during daily 
Utilization Management activity, and 
profile analysis of providers. Our staff 
expertise will be complimented by the use 
of the robust rules-based capability within 
Atlantes to meet these requirements.  
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Incorporating a multi-disciplinary team of 
highly qualified clinicians, our program 
provides member centered contact 
supported by Atlantes’ capability, to focus 
on safe, efficacious, and optimal 
utilization (by concentrating on the whole 
member as opposed to just the episodic 
issue at hand, promoting an active 
treatment plan focused on recovery, and 
an individual’s collaboration with that 
plan.  


We go beyond the one size fits all 
approach and are dedicated to working 
with DHCFP to tailor our processes and 
procedures specific to DHCFP program 
needs, philosophy and benefit structure.  
Individual record review and provider 
profiling functionality gives DHCFP full 
visibility through captured notes and 
reporting to promote efficient use of 
healthcare services and optimal 
outcomes. 


12.7.13.5 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Perform DHCFP-requested activities to support the 


appeal process including, but not limited to: 


a. Provide supporting documentation; 


b. Provide clinical judgment and reasoning as to the 


determination of the decision; and 


a 
Having successfully obtained URAC 
accreditation within our healthcare 
management programs, HPES agrees to 
provide written notification, in a timely and 
prompt manner, to the member or 
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c. Providing testimony as required (telephonic or in 


person). 
authorized representative explaining the 
results of any review, including the 
appeals process as specified by Nevada 
regulations and URAC standards. The 
foundation for appeals includes the 
supporting documentation, the clinical 
judgment and reason for the decision for 
the determination. Our experienced staff 
will provide telephonic or in person 
testimony according to DHCFP requests 
and guidelines. 


12.7.13.6 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain a Quality Assurance program for the Utilization 


Management process, including, but not limited to, 


conducting periodic reviews, and monitoring and 


reporting on staff performance, consistency of application 


of DHCFP policy and review criteria, and accuracy and 


timeliness of data entry. 


a 
HPES’ internal quality management 
program includes Lean Sigma for 
continuous improvement of processes 
and procedures that supplements the 
quality assurance for the UM process. 
Components of this program include, but 
are not limited to: conducting periodic 
reviews and monitoring and reporting on 
staff performance; consistency of 
application of DHCFP policy and review 
criteria; and accuracy and timeliness of 
data entry. We assign staff with 
responsibility, for example, for oversight 
of clinical appeals and denials, 
accreditation and compliance activities as 
well as overseeing the efficacy and 
coordination of clinical initiatives and 
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Atlantes product development on a 
company-wide basis.  


Some components for quality assurance 
are built in to the Atlantes application. For 
example, data entry errors and 
duplication are prevented and accuracy 
enhanced by system edits. Timeliness is 
better ensured through event-driven and 
scheduling within the workflow 
components.  


12.7.13.7 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Report to DHCFP any provider-specific concerns 


identified during reviews for investigation or intervention 


as needed.  


a 
To report provider specific concerns 
identified during reviews for investigation 
or intervention to DHCFP will be integral 
to our procedures. Atlantes’ functional 
capability includes flagging for outliers to 
assist in this process. 


12.7.13.8 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Maintain information gathered during reviews and 


investigations of mis-utilization in a format that supports 


the reporting of utilization patterns by service, provider 


and/or recipient. 


a 
Information gathered during review can 
be fully documented and maintained in 
Atlantes and our customer service contact 
management capabilities. Staff training 
incorporates focused attention on 
capturing information gathered and the 
importance to report utilization patterns by 
service, provider, and/or recipient. Data 
gathered is combined in reports to 
support program management. A 
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complete audit trail is maintained for full 
visibility for all stakeholders. 


12.7.13.9 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide separate monthly reports to meet DHCFP 


specifications for appropriateness of authorization 


requests for the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 


programs. 


a 
 


12.7.13.10 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide summaries of service, provider and/or recipient 


issues. 
a 


 


12.7.13.11 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide a Provider Relations Supervisor to: 


a. Provide statewide Behavioral Health expertise, 


consultation, and support for the MH Rehabilitation 


UM program; 


b. Serve as primary point of contact for the various 


public agencies such as DCFS, MHDS, Department 


of Juvenile Justice (DJJ), DHCFP District Offices, 


DHCFP, Case Managers, and providers; 


c. Coordinate direct, one-on-one Prior Authorization, 


clinical training throughout the State as needed based 


upon provider requests, PA data trends, and changes 


in policy; 


d. Participate in workgroups and meetings with the 


CM/CC vendor to ensure continuity of care and 


accurate timely follow-up on UM recommendations 


and data exchange that improves outcomes for BH 


recipients; and 


e. Assist the Director of Behavioral Health with 


a 
Our UM Provider Relations supervisor will 
bring at least three years of UM 
experience to Nevada as well as a strong 
behavioral health background to comply 
with the listed requirements. The UM 
Provider Relations supervisor will be 
supported by experienced behavioral 
health review staff located in our North 
Carolina Prior Authorization Center. The 
UM Provider Relations supervisor will 
also have direct access to discuss issues 
with our board-certified psychiatrist.  


This supervisor will provide expert 
support and consultation statewide, serve 
as primary contact, coordinate training, 
participate in workgroups and meetings 
with the CM/CC vendor , and assist the 
Director of Behavioral Health in 
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providing monthly and quarterly MH Rehabilitation 


UM program analysis and recommendations. 


Analysis and recommendations will focus on access, 


utilization, cost reporting, provider enrollment, 


outcomes, recidivism, diagnostics and 


pharmaceutical utilization. 


accordance with all the requirements 
listed for 12.7.13.12 


12.7.13.12 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide quarterly reports reflecting utilization patterns by 


service type, with analysis and recommendations to meet 


DHCFP-defined specifications. Provide DHCFP staff 


access to predefined and ad hoc reports from the MMIS. 


a 
 


12.7.13.13 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Recommend revisions to services requiring medical 


management based upon best practice standards or 


identification of unusual utilization patterns. 


a 
The experienced HPES team, including 
medical director, nurses (many with more 
than 20 years of experience), and others,   
will recommend revisions to services 
requiring medical management based on 
best practice standards or identification of 
unusual utilization patterns. We will use 
DHCFP program policy, clinical criteria, 
along with consideration of industry 
standards, including InterQual, when 
making determinations. They will be 
integrated into the Atlantes rules engine 
and staff training to provide expert 
analysis and resolution of each request. 
As a result, the HPES UM team in 
tandem with DHCFP will provide clinical 
expertise and a strong understanding of 
Nevada healthcare policy to apply sound 
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healthcare principles for crucial medical 
necessity decisions. Additionally, Atlantes 
provides functional capability to identify 
outliers to target unusual utilization.  


Utilization Management – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 


12.7.13.14 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist with PERM universe development and obtaining 
provider records. 


a 
Since we currently support this service in 
many of 18 states where we provide fiscal 
agent services, we can assist Nevada 
with PERM universe development and 
obtain and supply the provider records 
needed for the PERM analysis. In Idaho 
and California, for example, we have 
participated in the PERM process, 
participating as pilot states since 2006 
working with CMS and Levanta’s 
requirements and participating in PERM 
audits. Nevada will benefit from HPES 
staff experience and lessons learned for a 
more efficient execution of the PERM 
activities.  


12.7.13.15 Potential 
Expanded 
Contractor 
Responsibility 


Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently 
managing the utilization management of 
radiological services. The proposals must be 
fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote 


b 
HPES’ experience includes the 
methodology and tools to assist Nevada 
to effectively and efficiently manage the 
authorization and utilization of radiological 
services that would promote quality 
outcomes for Nevada’s recipients. We 
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quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients. 


 


would be happy to share the positive cost 
containment and utilization controls 
metrics that have resulted from teaming 
with MedSolutions. We recommend 
MedSolutions because we have seen 
firsthand their quality program and 
savings benefits for State Medicaid 
programs. MedSolutions currently 
provides radiology services in partnership 
with HPES in Alabama, Nebraska, Rhode 
Island and Wisconsin.  


MedSolutions implemented Medicaid’s 
first radiology benefits management 
program. Today, MedSolutions retains 
leadership in Medicaid experience, 
serving eight state fee-for-service 
Medicaid programs (Alabama, Louisiana, 
Missouri, Nebraska, North Carolina, 
Rhode Island, Texas, and Wisconsin), 
covering over 4.8 million lives. 
MedSolutions also works with eleven 
managed Medicaid clients covering over 
2.4 million lives. Recent feedback from 
the implementation in the state of 
Alabama (with HPES) demonstrated the 
successful introduction of radiology 
benefits management services with no 
prescriber complaints and not one 
prescriber leaving the program as a result 
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of the implementation. Nationally, 
MedSolutions provides radiology benefits 
management services to over 33 
commercial health plans, covering an 
additional 17.2 million lives (24.4 million 
lives managed in aggregate). 


HPES teaming with MedSolutions 
provides the knowledgeable staff and 
expertise necessary to manage radiology 
authorization requests, helping to 
facilitate appropriate decision-making and 
expedient client care. Our radiological 
service authorization and utilization 
management policies and processes 
include standardized workflow and time 
lines necessary for a consistent, standard 
approach.  


After contract award, HPES and DHCFP 
can discuss how we can deliver a 
radiological service program with quality 
outcomes to mutually share in cost 
savings, thereby being responsible to the 
State for fiduciary outcomes. 


Utilization Management – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.13.16 DHCFP Define specifications for Utilization Management reports.   
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Responsibility 


12.7.13.17 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review Utilization Management reports produced by 


Contractor. 


  


12.7.13.18 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Request supporting documentation from Contractor, as 


needed to support DHCFP appeal activities. 


  


12.7.13.19 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Communicate with Contractor all known changes to the 


State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 


regulations, to ensure that the Utilization Management 


function remains compliant. 


  


12.7.13.20 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Interpret policy and make administrative decisions 


regarding Utilization Management in consultation with 


Contractor. 


  


12.7.13.21 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Determine policies for utilization review, fraud and abuse 


review, and quality of care reviews in consultation with 


Contractor. 


  


Utilization Management – Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.7.13.22 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Maintain hours of operation for Utilization Management 


review services between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM PT 


Monday through Friday, excluding scheduled State 


observed holidays. Provide toll-free phone and fax 


numbers to facilitate provider access to the review 


processes. 


a 
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12.7.13.23 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Generate and deliver monthly reports to DHCFP 


according to DHCFP-defined schedule and media type. 
a 


 


12.7.13.24 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Provide a summary of service, provider and/or recipient 


issues on a quarterly basis or more frequently if requested 


by DHCFP.  


a 
 


12.7.13.25 Contractor 


Performance 


Expectation 


Respond promptly to legislative and administrative 


requests for reports, as required by DHCFP. 
a 


 


12.7.14 EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT (EPSDT) 


12.7.14.1 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate, distribute, and track periodic follow-up or 


reminder correspondence to recipients and providers 


about upcoming or overdue appointments based upon 


periodicity schedule and referrals, initial and follow-up 


letters about EPSDT benefits, schedules for well-child 


exams and immunizations, and other EPSDT related 


information and events. 


a  


12.7.14.2 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Document services provided, referrals made and 


treatment received to meet federal and State EPSDT 


reporting requirements and provide the information 


needed for EPSDT policy decisions. 


a  


12.7.14.3 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Identify pregnant women in third trimester using State 


eligibility system data and send letter explaining EPSDT 
a  
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benefits. 


12.7.14.4 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Generate letters to head of household for all newborn 


recipients explaining EPSDT benefits. 
a  


12.7.14.5 Contractor 


Responsibility 


Provide ability to reprint all letters and notices. 


 


a  


Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment – DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.7.14.6 DHCFP 


Responsibility 


Review and approve all letters and notifications, 


including timing of distribution, to recipients and 


providers. 


  


12.7.15 PERSONAL CARE SERVICES (PCS) PROGRAM 


12.7.15.1  <CONTRACTOR SHOULD CONSULT THE 


REFERENCE LIBRARY FOR INFORMATION ON 


THE PCS PROGRAM> 


a 
We agree to comply with the provision of 
PCS program support services as a 
budget neutral required service with 
consideration that the information about 
the recent program modifications in the 
Reference Library was labeled as a draft 
version. While we have included staffing 
considerations based on the updated 
scope of work listed in the draft 
Amendment 22 in our bid, we respectfully 
request review of the finalized 
Amendment 22 scope after contract 
award.  
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We support PCS programs in many other 
states that provide medically necessary 
services as determined by a functional 
assessment and written service plan as 
well as processing PCS claims and 
service authorizations according to each 
state’s unique policy. This experience 
enables us to recognize that a 
collaborative review of the final 
amendment will provide the opportunity to 
adjust staffing as appropriate to maximize 
budget considerations and operational 
efficiencies. 


Our approach for screening includes call 
center intake, triage support, referrals, 
clerical data entry support, and service 
authorization entry (including ongoing, 
temporary, one-time, and agency 
transfers). Our medical director will 
provide leadership and clinical expertise 
with oversight for documented quality 
assurance, provide and implement 
assessment recommendations, 
participate in the hearing process in 
collaboration with Nevada’s PCS program 
stakeholders, and provide/recommend 
DHCFP designated reports as defined in 
the finalized Amendment 22. 
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Our provider enrollment staff and provider 
training representatives will work with 
OT/PT providers to continue the PCS 
Program enrollment, document and track 
enrolled/trained providers for information 
referrals and training/orientation including 
tutorial materials according to DHCFP-
approved schedules. Their activities will 
be supported by staff with the necessary 
clinical expertise. 


We will work with DHCFP to assess the 
status of systematic components and 
other mechanisms and make 
recommendations for improved 
efficiencies. Additionally we will draw on 
the expertise of our clinical staff members 
that support PASRR, PA, and UM to 
integrate best practices to maximize 
DHCFP’s objective to assist, support, and 
maintain recipients living independently in 
their homes.  
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17.10
Metrics Management

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.10, page 177

Vendors must describe the metrics management methodology and processes utilized to satisfy State requirements as outlined in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16) of this RFP. The methodology must include the metrics captured and how they are tracked and measured.

For the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, our Reno-based Project Management Office (PMO) is responsible for metrics management, offering DHCFP maximum access to metrics data and maximum responsiveness to potential problems throughout the contract.

ACS’ emphasis on metrics management is an indicator of process maturity and continuous improvement. Our metrics management process is a key component of our SPARK-ITS Project Management Methodology (PMM). It has helped our organization achieve its current CMMI maturity Level 3 status and is a critical facet of our long-term goals of maturity levels 4 and 5. Such high maturity levels are marked by strong metrics tracking, thorough quantitative analysis, and improvements to processes and outputs based on that analysis.

In addition, management of the modern Medicaid enterprise requires more than understanding utilization, timing, and cost of services. Improving health outcomes, measuring, researching, and understanding the true effectiveness of care requires the capability to gather and analyze patient clinical data, made possible by our Health Information Exchange (HIE). Integration of clinical and administrative data into the enterprise solution for Medicaid is fast becoming the norm.


Metrics Management Process


The primary objective of metrics management is to specify the administrative and clinical measures that are used on the project to monitor the success of specific project objectives. We create and deliver a metrics management plan during contract start-up that identifies how standard measures are to be collected, stored, maintained, analyzed, and reported by the project. Our metrics management process includes the following steps:

Plan for metrics management


Define metrics standards


Collect metrics


Analyze and respond to metrics


· Report metrics and related analysis and response

The PMO is responsible for defining and establishing the technical tools the project uses to collect, analyze, report, and store metrics. Additionally, the project manager ensures tasks related to the project’s metrics management activities are included in the detailed project plan. When the metrics management plan is approved, the PMO gathers, analyzes, and reports on the metrics according to the schedule established in the detailed project plan.


The PMO ensures metrics standards are defined and documented in the project metrics list. We begin with a base list of metrics as specified by SPARK-ITS and the RFP, and we work closely with the DHCFP project team to determine the need to collect additional metrics. The metrics list template contains our SPARK-ITS standard metrics and allows the PMO to define metrics standards as follows:

Establish the project’s objectives for metrics. The project manager defines project metrics standards and documents these standards in the project’s metrics list template. For each process topic specified on the project metrics list, specific project objectives are identified. One or more specified objectives are documented in the “Objective(s)” column of the metrics list.

Identify objects and activities to be measured. For the identified objectives, one or more project metrics are specified to be collected and analyzed to monitor the satisfaction of the objective. The specified metrics are documented in the “Project Metric” column of the project metrics list template.

· Specify metrics calculation, analysis, and reporting standards. For each metric specified in the project metrics list, the information related to the metric’s calculation, analysis, and reporting is specified in a metrics management “Calculate and Analyze” procedure. If a standardized metric such as Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) is required, then the metric is defined according to that published standard measure.

Metrics Calculation Standards. For each identified project metric, the information needed to calculate the metric is documented in the specified metrics management “Calculate and Analyze” procedure:


Obtain Data: The specific data to be collected to generate an occurrence of the metric.

· Compute Metric: The specific calculation(s) to be performed (if any) to generate an occurrence of the metric. For clinical measures that must comply with published standards such as HEDIS or Physician Quality Reporting Initiative (PQRI), ACS accesses DiagnosisONE’s Knowledge Base as the clinical rules engine. 

Metrics Reporting Standards. For each identified project metric, specific reporting standards are established and documented in the specified metrics management “Calculate and Analyze” procedure:


· Report Metric: The name of the report(s) in which the metric calculation, analysis, and response information is reported. For each identified report, the frequency that the report is generated is specified. The specific location in which the identified project report(s) is stored is specified. Multiple reports may be documented for each metric.


Metrics Analysis Standards. For each identified project metric, specific analysis activities and criteria are defined and documented in the specified metrics management “Calculate and Analyze” procedure:


· Metric Analysis: This section includes:


Specific activities to be performed to analyze calculated metrics. If specific criteria (e.g., values, ranges, and thresholds) are to be used in the analysis, these are specified. If the metric’s analysis methods and criteria are defined in another project document, that document may be referenced in this column.


Specific responses to identified criteria. If the project is to take a specific response when the identified criteria occur, the response is defined. If the metric’s analysis response is defined in another project document, that document may be referenced in this column.


· The project team member responsible for performing the defined analysis of the project metric and for monitoring to ensure that the specified response (if any) is taken. If the analysis owner determines that a specified response is not taken in a timely manner, the analysis owner documents the facts to the project manager.


ACS knows not only how important it is to track metrics to determine the health of the project, but we also know how important it is to attack any metrics that begin to show problems and quickly bring them back on track. Our reputation and DHCFP’s satisfaction are on the line when metrics point out unhealthy areas of the project, and we take our responsibilities for identification and correction very seriously. When a metric falls outside its target range as identified in the Calculate and Analyze procedure, or if the metric's stoplight indicator shows red or yellow, the project manager establishes an action item in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository, together with an action plan to get the project’s metric to a value of green. The project manager reviews and tracks the action item and the plan with the project’s senior management in accordance with action item management procedures.

Proposed Project Metrics List

SPARK-ITS provides a template of standard metrics that we tailor to meet DHCFP’s needs for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. The following list includes the metrics we propose to track based on RFP requirements. During start-up, we work with DHCFP to finalize the list. We organize our metrics in Table 17.10-1 according to PMM, System Development Methodology (SDM), and operational processes:

Table 17.10-1. Nevada MMIS Takeover Project Metrics List

		Process

		Standard Metrics



		PMM Processes



		Action Item Management

		· Action Items—Project Total


· Action Items—Total Completed


· Action Items—Completed Last Period


· Action Items—Late


· Action Items—Scheduled This Period


· Action Items—Scheduled Next Period



		Change Management

		· Change Requests (CRs)—Total


· CRs—Total Completed


· CRs—Completed Last Period


· CRs—Late


· CRs—Scheduled This Period


· CRs—Scheduled Next Period



		Communication Management

		· Nevada-Defined Metrics



		Configuration Management

		· Full Configuration Items


· Limited Configuration Items


· Planned Configuration Reviews


· Completed Configuration Reviews


· Configuration Review Deficits



		Cost Management

		· Budget Stoplight Indicator


· Cost Performance Index


· Cost Variance (CV)


· CV Percentage



		Integration Management

		· Overall Status Stoplight Indicator



		Issue Management

		· Issues—Project Total


· Issues—Total Completed


· Issues—Completed Last Period


· Issues—Late


· Issues—Scheduled This Period


· Issues—Scheduled Next Period



		Metrics Management

		· Nevada-Defined Metrics



		Quality Management

		· Quality Assurance Stoplight Indicator


· Peer Reviews—Scheduled


· Peer Reviews—Completed


· Peer Reviews—In Progress


· Peer Reviews—Planned (not yet started)


· Peer Reviews—Deficits Identified


· Peer Reviews—Corrective Actions in Process


· Peer Reviews—Corrective Actions Completed


· Estimated Hours to Complete Peer Review


· Actual Hours to Complete Peer Review



		Resource Management

		· Resources Stoplight Indicator


· # Open Positions Requests


· Slipping Resources (from Work Plan)


· Total Resources—Contractors v. In-House


· Attrition of Project Team Members



		Risk Management

		· Risks—Project Total


· Risks—Total Completed


· Risks—Completed Last Period


· Risks—Late


· Risks—Scheduled This Period


· Risks—Scheduled Next Period



		Schedule (Time) Management

		· Schedule Stoplight Indicator


· Schedule Performance Index


· Number of Project Plans


· Number of External Dependencies


· # Critical Slipping Tasks


· # Critical Slipping Work Hours


· Critical Slippage Trend (# Tasks)


· Critical Slippage Trend (Work Hours)


· # Late Deliverables


· # Late Milestones


· # Resources Over 50 Hours


· # Resources Under 50% Utilization


· # Resources Not Entering Time


· # Work Plan CRs


· # Plan Rebaselines



		Scope Management

		· Deliverables Stoplight Indicator

· Deliverables—Total

· Deliverables—Total Completed


· Deliverables—Completed Last Period


· Deliverables—Late


· Deliverables—Scheduled This Period


· Deliverables—Scheduled Next Period



		Subcontractor Management

		· Total Subcontractor Defects (Per Subcontractor Agreement)


· Unresolved Subcontractor Defects (Per Subcontractor Agreement)



		SDM Processes



		Planning Workflow

		· Project Plans Tailored and Approved



		Requirement Analysis Workflow

		· Requirements Analysis Documents Approved



		Solution Analysis Workflow

		· Solution Analysis Report Approved



		Configuration, Modification, and New Development Workflow

		· Solution Developed



		System Testing Workflow

		· System Tests Completed



		Readiness Testing Workflow

		· Readiness Testing Completed



		Implementation (Transition) Workflow

		· Solution Implemented/Transitioned



		Operational Metrics



		Defects

		· Defects—Severity Level


· Defects—Open/Closed


· Defects—Cumulative Open/Closed


· Defects—Severity Level 1, Time to Close


· Defects—Service Level Agreement (list)


· Defects—Resolved by Resource



		Incidents

		· Incidents—Severity 1, SLA


· Incidents—Open/Closed


· Incidents—Cumulative Open/Closed


· Incidents—Severity 1, Time to Close


· Incidents—Severity 2-4, Time to Close



		Change Requests

		· CRs—Open/Closed


· CRs—Cumulative Open/Closed


· CRs—Aging


· CRs—Backlog, Hours/$



		Production Changes

		· Production Changes—Total: Successful v. Backout


· Production Changes—Total: Planned v. Emergency



		Staffing

		· Staffing—Head Count Onshore v. Offshore


· Staffing—Heal Count Employee v. Contractor


· Staffing—Employee Turnover



		SLAs

		· SLA—Net Cost: Penalty v. Bonus


· SLA—Total SLAs: Met v. Not Met


· SLA—Total SLAs: Application v. Infrastructure





Metrics Management Tools


We collect data for metrics tracking from a number of tools and systems across the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. Some sources provide data primarily related to project management or systems development, while others provide operational data. We discuss our project tools in Proposal Sections 17.11, Project Software Tools, and 11, Scope of Work—System Requirements. Our metrics management tools include:

Enterprise Project Management (EPM) – contains Microsoft Project Professional and other tools used to track schedules, resources, and other related objects

SharePoint – a component of the EPM suite used to retain the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project artifacts. We use SharePoint for tracking action items, issues, and risks

Rational ClearQuest for tracking defects and system change requests

Oracle CRM OnDemand provides call center data


Avaya Call Management System (CMS) provides telephony data

Microsoft Office is used to produce documentation


CyberFormance provides pharmacy and health information exchange (HIE) reporting data

Cognos decision support system provides claims data and input from defined external sources


Nevada MMIS provides claims processing performance data


· Cognos Metrics Manager – consolidates metrics data from all other sources to support metrics monitoring and reporting across the entire project 

We provide Cognos Metrics Manager as the reporting application to track and monitor our performance according to defined project metrics as well as operational service level agreements (SLAs). Cognos is an industry-recognized analytical and reporting software tool that produces, stores, and displays performance standards-related measures. Cognos Metrics Manager can be applied to capture important performance measures so performance assessment guides decision making by users. Once metrics have been defined, the data sources, format, and presentation of the data are established in Cognos and a new scorecard can begin providing analysis and performance feedback. Scorecards can be “fine-tuned” over time, applied as a tool for as long as is useful, and can track data against dimensions such as field location or time.

In addition to the measures required for reporting performance, our Cognos Metrics Manager automated approach for performance standards management enables both ACS and DHCFP to monitor performance and key metrics on an ongoing basis. Our operations and systems staff review measurements as frequently as needed—hourly in some cases—to ensure that we are meeting SLAs and other operational and systems metrics. Cognos Metrics Manager offers a clean, clear graphical look and presentation of performance measurements that offers a single-glance look at the data.
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		Task #		Task		Job Classification		Company		Number of Staff		Hours Per Person		Prime/Subcontractor		% of Work On Site		Location

		1		Initiation and Planning		State Staff		State		5

						Implementation Project Manager		First Health		1		600		P		25		St. Louis

						System Architect		First Health		1		366		P		100		Glen Allen

						Programmer Analyst DW		First Health		2		366		P		100		Glen Allen

						Programmer Analyst Cognos		First Health		2		366		P		0		Glen Allen

						Sr Programmer Analyst Data Modeling		Syntel		2		240		S		0		Mumbai

						Programmer Analyst Data Modeling		Syntel		2.53		240		S		0		Mumbai

						DBA Oracle		First Health		1		366		P		0		Glen Allen

						Business Analyst		First Health		1		96		P		0		Glen Allen

		2		Executing and Controlling		Implementation Project Manager		First Health		1		400		P		0		St. Louis

						Systems Architect		First Health		1		400		P		0		Glen Allen

						Programmer Analyst DW		First Health		2		320		P		0		Glen Allen

						Programmer Analyst Cognos		First Health		2		320		P		0		Glen Allen

						DBA Oracle		First Health		1		640		P		0		Glen Allen

						Business Analyst		First Health		1		96		P		0		Glen Allen

		3		Design and Construction		System Architect		First Health		1		674		P		0		Glen Allen

						Programmer Analyst Cognos		First Health		1		234		P		0		Glen Allen

						DBA Oracle		First Health		1		533		P		0		Glen Allen

						Programmer Analyst DW		First Health		2		704		P		0		Glen Allen

						Programmer Analyst Cognos		First Health		2		630		P		0		Glen Allen

						DBA Oracle Support		Syntel		0.93		1451		S		0		Mumbai

						Sr Programmer Analyst ODS		Syntel		1		1560		S		0		Mumbai

						Programmer Analyst ODS		Syntel		2.39		1560		S		0		Mumbai

						Sr Programmer Analyst Datat Modeling		Syntel		2		1320		S		0		Mumbai

						Programmer Analyst Data Modeling		Syntel		2.53		1320		S		0		Mumbai

						Sr Programmer Analyst DW		Syntel		3		1560		S		0		Mumbai

						Programmer Analyst DW		Syntel		10.91		1560		S		0		Mumbai

						Sr. Programmer Analyst COGNOS		Syntel		3		1560		S		0		Mumbai

						Programmer Analyst COGNOS		Syntel		6.56		1560		S		0		Mumbai

						Sr Programmer Analyst Portal		Syntel		1		1560		S		0		Mumbai

						Programmer Analyst Portal		Syntel		0.85		1326		S		0		Mumbai

						Sr Programmer Analyst Report Development		Syntel		1		1560		S		0		Mumbai

						Programmer Analyst Report Development		Syntel		11.31		1560		S		0		Mumbai

						Sr Programmer Analst Infrastructure		Syntel		1.41		1560		S		0		Mumbai

		4		Testing and Deployment		State Staff		State		2

						Implementation Project Manager		First Health		1		80		P		25		St. Louis

						Programmer Analyst DW		First Health		1		240		P		0		Glen Allen

						Programmer Analyst Testing		Syntel		1.54		1560		S		0		Mumbai

						Programmer Analyst Certification		Syntel		,7		1092		S		0		Mumbai

						Programmer Analyst Cognos		First Health		2		244		P		0		Glen Allen

						DBA Oracle		First Health		1		21		P		0		Glen Allen

						Systems Architect		First Health		1		120		P		0		Glen Allen
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12.3
Training Requirements


REQUIREMENT: Section 12.3, page 111-113

The Contractor shall provide a training program and documented Training Plan that describes the commitment of the Contractor staff to provide initial and ongoing training to DHCFP, Contractor, and Sub Contractor Staff. The Contractor will provide training to appropriate DHCFP staff when new tools, system features or updates have presented a significant change to the MMIS and system components and will provide training for new DHCFP staff. Comprehensive system documentation shall also assist staff in appropriate use of system tools and procedures.


An ideal MMIS training program combines industry best practices for performance-based learning with extensive MMIS development, implementation, and operation experience. Through our extensive experience with developing and delivering MMIS and fiscal agent services training programs, we recognize that success depends on working with our state partners to develop and deliver the right training to the right people at the right time. Our experience has given us a comprehensive, core understanding of the needs of state Medicaid programs.

We are committed to delivering a successful training program that is custom-designed to meet the specific and unique business needs of Nevada, resulting in improvements to productivity and performance. Our longevity in the MMIS business means that we understand the scope of training needed and have the ability to transfer knowledge to continue the smooth, successful operations of the MMIS and peripheral systems, as well as launch new enhancements and other changes.

Our approach to training includes a blend of delivery methods to ensure a rich training experience for new and existing users. Trainees can learn in a traditional instructor-led classroom setting and through computer-based learning modules. Computer-based training (CBT) is an innovative tool to increase the efficiency of training time and expand the content that can be offered, while providing self-paced, flexible, and individualized training. Online CBT modules are customized to closely resemble our classroom training programs, including testing and performance tracking. We work with DHCFP to identify topics and specific competencies that can be adapted to CBT. These applications are available on the SharePoint project repository 24/7, except during DHCFP-approved system maintenance periods.

During the transition period, we work with DHCFP to finalize a training plan. The comprehensive plan incorporates best practices developed by ACS in providing facilitated and self-paced training. Throughout the operations period, we provide training to appropriate staff when new tools, system features, or updates present a significant change to the MMIS and system components and provide training for new staff. Our training includes comprehensive system documentation to assist staff in appropriate use of system tools and procedures.

Our training manager has more than eight years of experience in the Medicaid environment and more than 11 years experience in training. In her most recent role as training design and development consultant and documentation specialist, she created, developed, and implemented training programs to meet the specific needs of ACS Medicaid contracts for New Mexico, Colorado, Montana, Wyoming, and Hawaii as well as for the Virginia Children’s Health Insurance Program. The training manager is supported by a trainer who is responsible for providing training to DHCFP staff, ACS staff, and classroom training for providers. We also provide a publications coordinator with proven documentation design and development expertise to ensure quality presentations and writing.

The remainder of the section addresses the RFP’s training requirements. For information regarding our training strategy for providers, refer to Proposal Section 12.7.7, Provider Training and Outreach.

12.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities


REQUIREMENT: Section 12.3.1, page 111-112


Training Plan


12.3.1.1 Develop and submit a Training Plan for DHCFP approval, to be updated at least annually, that describes the Contractor’s commitment to providing initial and ongoing training for all Contractor and DHCFP staff.


12.3.1.2 Develop a Training Plan Outline.


12.3.1.3 Develop a Training Plan and associated materials that includes, but is not limited to:


A. Approach to training (basic, intermediate and advanced);

B. Course listing and description;


C. User documentation;


D. Operational procedures;


E. Training materials;


F. Student Evaluation Forms; and

G. Training schedule.


To ensure training is provided in a professional and comprehensive manner, our formal approach to training is detailed in our DHCFP-approved training plan and supported by well-organized training documentation. As we begin the Nevada project, we will involve DHCFP in the development of the training plan. Our process starts with the development of a training plan outline. We will jumpstart our efforts by customizing our training plan outline template to meet the specific needs of the Nevada programs. Following approval of the outline we develop the Nevada training plan. Our training plan is a living document structured to reflect DHCFP’s expectations and goals. As such, we will provide original and updated training plans and training materials to DHCFP for review, feedback, comments, and approval. We update the training plan at least annually. 


Our approach to designing, developing, and implementing the Nevada training program combines a solid project management approach with a reliable instructional system design methodology known as ADDIE —Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation. The result is our proven Ten-Step method for training program development. Our cohesive development strategy ensures quality training documentation is delivered on time and meets or exceeds Nevada project training needs. The Ten-Step Method has been used in several successful system installations for our state Medicaid customers, including Mississippi and Texas. The following are key components of our standard training plans:


Approach to training (basic, intermediate, and advanced)

Description of training objectives/goals


Background information, such as a high-level overview of curriculum


Course listing and description

Training requirements, such as required skills, audience(s), individuals who need specific training, and time frames necessary


Training roles and responsibilities


Training schedule


Method for evaluating the training


Training strategy


Sources for training


Dependencies/constraint/limitations affecting the training


Training materials

User documentation

Operational procedures

Description of training environment


Description of training materials


Course outline


· Method for tracking attendance and performance


During the transition period, as part of the ACS Ten-Step Method we conduct a needs assessment to determine the specific educational topics, content, methods, physical requirements (facility/equipment) and goals for Nevada training. This allows us to tailor our training program to meet DHCFP’s unique requirements. Based on the information gathered during the needs assessment, we update the training plan and ensure that the plan addresses any items identified in the needs assessment. The training plan provides a thorough description of planning activities, user groups/training audience roles, instructional system design methodology, needs assessment and analysis process, curriculum, and delivery of training.

Training sites


12.3.1.4 The Contractor must create training sites which emulate the MMIS production environment. Both computer-based and classroom training are required to be available to new and existing users. Training sites will be required at the vendor’s operations center and Las Vegas. There must be one (1) instructor for every twelve (12) students with a computer and materials available for each student. DHCFP does not guarantee a minimum staff class size. Training must occur within fifteen (15) working days prior to implementation at that site. Train-the-trainer classes must also be conducted to equip DHCFP staff with the skills and materials necessary to provide future training to new staff.


12.3.1.5 Establish and equip two (2) training sites, one (1)at the vendor’s operations center and one (1) in Las Vegas.


We establish and equip training facilities in Reno—where our operations are located—and in Las Vegas, Nevada. Our Reno facility is available year-round and we provide training throughout the year as needed in Las Vegas. Facilities in Las Vegas will be provided when training is scheduled at that location.

The training facilities provide access to a separate Nevada training region that is distinct from other Nevada test regions so that ongoing testing does not interfere with training sessions. We understand that the training region does not exist today, based on the State’s answer to question 351 in Amendment 3. The training region emulates the MMIS production environment. Our experience has shown that having experience viewing or using the actual screens within the MMIS and peripheral systems increases learning and retention. As we prepare for training sessions, we will ensure adequate computer capacity during hands-on training sessions so that there is no degradation in performance. We maintain appropriate hardware, software, and telecommunications to support the training region.

For classroom training we provide one instructor for every 12 students. Our instructors are subject matter experts that use their own MMIS experience to ensure the training provided is both relevant and stimulating. We also provide a computer and materials for each student. We understand that DHCFP cannot guarantee a minimum staff class size. Training occurs within 15 working days prior to implementation at that site. Additionally, ACS places great emphasis on supporting DHCFP staff, equipping and empowering them to take ownership of learning and training through the “train the trainer” approach which allows DHCFP staff to provide future training to new staff.

Organization of Training

12.3.1.6 Organization of the training sessions should take into account, but not be limited to, the following factors:


A. Group people with like computer proficiencies (basic, intermediate and advanced);


B. Group people with similar job functions;


C. Show the application in relation to how the work is done; and


D. Tailor training to each job function.


Through our partnership with DHCFP, we collaborate on DHCFP training to ensure that the authorized State and ACS users understand and can successfully use the Nevada MMIS and peripheral systems. ACS provides training modules for beginner, intermediate, and advanced levels for specific job functions. The training materials and sessions take into consideration people with like computer proficiencies, people with similar job functions, and how work is done. Our training includes sufficient information for trainees to accurately and efficiently perform Nevada-related tasks. The following characteristics are typical of courses developed by ACS:


Presentation of relevant, problem-focused topics in a structured, logical, easy to understand format


Easy access to and navigation through the training material


· Interactive practice exercises and drills to ensure mastery and assimilation of a skill, such as provider enrollment


Desk Reference Manuals

12.3.1.7 Prepare as requested by DHCFP, desk reference manuals for each system component, with instructions appropriate for differing levels of user access as prescribed by role-based security.


Having accurate desk reference manuals is a critical component to training and is an important reference during and after training sessions. We provide complete and accurate desk reference manuals. Beginning with existing Core MMIS manuals for each system component, we update and maintain documents as needed to keep the content up to date, accurate, and of maximum use to DHCFP, ACS, and other system users. We also prepare desk reference manuals for new peripheral systems such as PBM OS+, with instructions appropriate for differing levels of user access as prescribed by role-based security. Following our proven deliverables process, we work with DHCFP to manage and control the desk reference manual review and approval process via the Web-based Nevada Project Repository (SharePoint). SharePoint provides version-controlled manuals and facilitates easy online access to up-to-date, DHCFP-approved material. During training, authorized users are instructed on accessing desk reference manuals and other training materials. Access to various materials appropriate to their job roles and tasks are assigned through a secure login. In addition to electronic versions of manuals available through SharePoint, we provide printed manuals at the direction of DHCFP.

Initial, Ongoing, and Refresher Training


12.3.1.8 Provide initial, ongoing and refresher training on core MMIS, peripheral tools, and claims support services according to a DHCFP approved schedule, from the time the system is implemented through the end of the contract term.


12.3.1.9 Provide evaluation forms to the attendees at each training session. Summarize the input from the forms for State review.


A key goal of our training program is to equip DHCFP staff with the knowledge and skills necessary to achieve proficient use of the Core MMIS and peripheral systems, assuring user understanding of system capabilities. DHCFP values the benefits of training and has committed to providing staff time to attend training sessions conducted by ACS for State personnel. In preparation for Nevada operations, we conduct any necessary training for DHCFP staff and their designees regarding our organization, functional responsibilities, operational procedures, and new peripheral systems—all according to a DHCFP approved schedule. Throughout the operations phase, we continue to conduct ongoing and refresher training sessions—including training when new system features or updates will be implemented—and training for new users. We support the use of CBT applications, making training accessible on the SharePoint project repository 24/7.

ACS develops a training evaluation questionnaire to capture feedback from training participants. Results from the evaluation are used to identify course content that should be augmented, deleted, or otherwise modified to be more effective when presented to participants in the future. We summarize the feedback from the questionnaires and provide the summary to DHCFP for review. Exhibit 12.3-1 provides a sample training evaluation form used for an instructor-led training session on a previous project. It will be modified to include DHCFP-specified criteria as needed.


		Course Evaluation Form



		Your Name (Optional):

		Course Name:



		Course Date:

		Instructor’s Name:



		Project:

		Course Location:



		Directions - Respond to each question by checking the column that most accurately reflects your agreement with the statement made.



		The Course

		1


Strongly Agree

		2


Agree

		3


Neutral

		4


Disagree

		5


Strongly Disagree

		NA


Not Applicable



		Provided information necessary for me to develop new skills.

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Materials were current, accurate and job-related.

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Length was suitable for the information provided.

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Materials will be useful to me back on my job.

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Allocated time for completion of participant activities was appropriate 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Objectives addressed the skill requirements of my job.

		

		

		

		

		

		



		I would recommend this course to others who have the same needs.

		

		

		

		

		

		



		The Instructor 

		1


Strongly Agree

		2


Agree

		3


Neutral

		4


Disagree

		5


Strongly Disagree

		NA


Not Applicable



		Clearly presented the objectives of this course.

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Established and maintained effective communication.

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Demonstrated competent presentation skills.

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Was well prepared to teach this course.

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Effectively used supporting materials and visual aids.

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Initiated and maintained personal credibility.

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Demonstrated effective questioning skills and techniques.

		

		

		

		

		

		





Exhibit 12.3-1. Course Evaluation Form


 Course evaluations are a critical component of process improvement activities.

Training for ACS Staff

12.3.1.10 Conduct initial and ongoing training and education for Contractor staff, including but not limited to:


A. Help Desk Procedures and Protocols to support inquiries about connectivity, desktop software, the MMIS, and system components; and


B. Call Center Procedures and Protocols to support Provider inquiries.


12.3.1.11 Conduct ongoing HIPAA training and education for all Contractor and Sub-Contractor staff under the guidance of DHCFP’s designated HIPAA compliance officer, in accordance with HIPAA requirements.


Training plays a pivotal role in our strategy to ensure high quality, consistent customer service, and to maintain high levels of accuracy throughout the term of the contract. Therefore, we make the maximum investment possible in our training programs and staff. Making the investment in training both new hires and existing staff pays off in better skills, program stability, and superior staff performance. We know from experience that a well organized training program not only teaches team members how to do their job proficiently, but it also reduces turnover, keeps staff motivated, and leads to higher morale.

Each ACS employee receives formal training beginning the first day of employment and continues learning throughout his or her career with ACS. We conduct initial and ongoing training and education for ACS staff including help desk procedures and protocols to support inquiries about connectivity, desktop software, the MMIS, and system components, and call center procedures and protocols to support provider inquiries. Further, we conduct ongoing HIPAA training and education for all ACS and subcontractor staff under the guidance of DHCFP’s designated HIPAA compliance officer, in accordance with HIPAA requirements.

We use a variety of training techniques for initial hands-on training and for refresher or remedial training given throughout the contract. Training techniques that complement CBT training include formal instructor-led classroom training, team meetings, discussion questions, written exercises, training games, role-play scenarios, cases studies, job shadowing, quizzes, and coaching.

Call Center Training


ACS’ experienced call center staff respond to a variety of inquiries from providers, recipients, and other stakeholders, providing assistance and information on enrollment, EDI, prior authorization, Web portal, claims processing, claims status, and other inquiries or issues. Our call center staff is trained on and adheres to established operational procedures that have proven successful in a wide variety of other customer service environments. Associates in the call center quickly and efficiently respond to all calls and correspondence within ACS’ standards and procedures and in accordance with DHCFP-specific and Medicaid policies.

New and current call center employees undergo new hire and a minimum of quarterly in-service training, and advanced training related to delivering effective, efficient, customer-friendly support. Call center training includes Medicaid policy, claims processing, systems training, telephone and e-mail etiquette, verbal and documentation skills, customer service skills, language translation services, how to handle difficult situations, call escalation protocol, and stress management. ACS promotes “one call resolution” by cross-training customer service representatives to handle multiple types of inquiries and resolve the highest possible percentage of provider questions without requiring follow-up. During the transition period, we review and evaluate the training program and curriculum to ensure it is up-to-date and meets and exceeds the RFP requirements and our internal training standards and best practices based on ACS’ Ten-Step Method. Under the new contract, the delivery of the training is scheduled to ensure our staff is trained and retrained every three months.

New Hire Training: As shown in Table 12.3-1, new hire training emphasizes three key areas which encompass the goals and needs of call center training.

Table 12.3-1. New Hire Training

		Stage

		Topics



		Stage 1


General Employee Orientation

		· Corporate Mandated Training, including:


· 
HIPAA Awareness


· 
Security and Privacy


· 
Global Ethics


· Fiscal Agent Operations


· Medicaid Overview


· Emergency Readiness



		Stage 2

Departmental Job Training




		· Departmental Orientation


· 
Provider and Recipient Services

· 
PBM (Pharmacy) Services


· 
EDI Technical Support

· Nevada Medicaid Policy


· Claims 101


· System Training


· 
MMIS


· 
Oracle CRM On Demand


· 
ODRAS


· 
Nevada Web Portal


· 
DHCFP Medicaid Website


· Telephone Etiquette


· 
Enhancing Customer Service Skills


· 
Handling Difficult Customers


· 
Overview of Quality Assurance Standards


· Stress Management


· E-mail Communication


· 
Outlook 101


· 
E-mail Etiquette



		Stage 3
On-the-Job Training

		New employees must complete a minimum of two weeks of job apprenticing before being permanently assigned. During the apprentice period, trainees are assigned a mentor to assist with additional training and job shadowing. Additional feedback is solicited from the associate’s mentor regarding their performance and telephone readiness.





Recurring Training: Recurring training is performed regularly and through ongoing communication and updates that reinforce the goals and needs of call center training. Overviews of typical curriculum are shown in Table 12.3-2.

Table 12.3-2. Recurring Training

		Topic

		Specifics



		Advanced

Customer Service Training 

		· Dealing with irate customers (stress management)

· Listening under pressure

· Telephone customer service



		Banking 101

		· Understanding credit balances


· Understanding the IVR Process


· Overview of the MMIS financial subsystem


· Understanding provider remittance advices



		Advanced

Medicaid Policy Training

		· Inpatient/Outpatient Hospital

· Hospice

· EPSDT


· Long Term Care


· Dental


· Optometry


· Pharmacy


· Dental


· Personal Care Services


· Podiatry


· Nurse Anesthetist

· Home Based Habilitation Services

· Additional policy sections are added to the training curriculum as new policies are developed and released by DHCFP





All of our Nevada staff is knowledgeable and thoroughly trained to reflect positively on the Nevada Medicaid program and effectively meet the needs of the provider community and DHCFP.

12.3.2 DHCFP Responsibilities Deleted per Amendment No. 3 to RFP No. 1824, March 24, 2010.

12.3.3 Contractor Performance Expectations


REQUIREMENT: Section 12.3.3, page 113

12.3.3.1 Submit Training Plan for DHCFP approval thirty (30) days prior to system takeover, and at least annually thereafter.

We agree to submit the training plan for DHCFP approval 30 days prior to system takeover, and at least annually thereafter.
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appendix ee — risk management plan

As referenced in Section 8.1.2.6, we have provided the FHS 2003 MMIS implementation Risk Management Plan on the following pages.  This plan is representative of our approach to a Risk Management Plan.  We will use a similar format for the Risk Management Plan that will be developed for the Takeover project.
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appendix s — personal care services

As referenced in Section 12.7.15, FHS recognizes the challenges associated with the Personal Care Services (PCS) Program and DHCFP’s need to maintain this optional program while controlling costs.  FHS’ Reno-based HCM Operations Department manages the PCS authorization process, which includes:

Maintaining a call center for provider and recipient calls and includes a process to screen all new requests for services, prior to referral for an in-home assessment

Training of and referrals to physical and occupational therapists for initial PCS assessments (effective 3/1/2010)

Maintaining a clinical staff that completes in-home assessments of a recipient’s functional abilities to perform activities of daily living when a significant change in condition has occurred and for their annual reassessment

Maintaining office clinical staff for desktop review, including review of recipients determined to be “at risk”, QA of assessments, and review of one-time or service change authorizations

Providing approvals, denials, terminations service reductions, and letters to providers for all reviews; a Notice of Decisions (NOD) is issued to the recipient for any reduction, denial or termination of services

Oversight by Medical Director, Steve Philips, MD

QA under the direction of the Medical Director, Dr. Philips, including QA of individual assessments and inter-reviewer reliability (IRR).

A complete outline of the Personal Care Services Program process is included on the following pages.






FHS PERSONAL CARE SERVICES PROGRAM

To operate a quality personal care services program, it is critical that assessments consistently meet quality standards.  Our Medical Director will focus on several components, including:

Assessment Type (Initial, Re-certification, Update, one time)

Reviewer Type (RN, SW, PT, OT)

Trending of reviewers who complete in-home assessments

Trending of PCS provider agencies.

Initial Personal Care Service Assessments Process (New)

Assessments are begun at our FHS call center where a customer service representative takes initial requests for personal care services.  Initial requests may be received from a variety of sources, including but not limited to physicians, home health agencies, hospital discharge planners and the recipient.  We verify recipient Medicaid eligibility and, if eligible, we conduct a telephonic screening of the recipient’s ability to perform their activities of daily living (ADL) and their instrumental activities of daily living (IADL). 

Clinical reviewers are available at all times to assist the customer service representatives as well as to complete difficult calls, or calls where the recipient has been identified as “at risk.” 

Outcomes of these initial telephone requests may be:

The recipient did not meet criteria.  The client is sent a Notice of Decision.

This includes clients who are independent, or when needs are being met by a legally responsible individual or other willing care giver. 

The recipient may meet criteria and is provided their choice of a physical or occupational therapist to complete an in-home functional assessment.  If the client has no preferred choice, a minimum of three names and contact information for physical/occupational therapists is provided to the recipient or their representative.

The recipient was determined to be “at risk.”  The clinical reviewer determines telephonically the amount of services the recipient needs and issues a temporary authorization for up to 28 days, pending the outcome of a physical/occupational therapist in-home functional assessment.  An immediate referral to the Nevada Medicaid District Office is completed. 

Note:  An authorization for services can only be completed once the recipient or their representative has identified the provider agency they wish to use for services. In cases where the recipient or their personal representative has not identified an agency, FHS will work closely with the various Nevada Medicaid District Offices to identify the provider agency in which to issue the authorization. Under no circumstances will we choose or recommend a PCS provider agency. 

The recipient received a Technical Denial.  FHS will monitor the date of request, and if no assessment has been received by the 21st day, a Notice of Decision will be issued to the recipient.  If the assessment has been scheduled, the Notice of Decision will indicate that the denial of services is pending the outcome of the assessment scheduled for a specific date.  This ensures timeliness of decisions for approval or denials of a requested service, and ensures that the recipient is notified that potential services can not be determined until a functional assessment has been completed. 

Once the initial in-home functional assessment has been completed and received, the following occurs:

QA of the assessment, this includes verification that Nevada Medicaid Policies per Chapter 3500 were correctly applied.

Data is captured that includes but is not limited to name and enrollee ID number, name of person completing the in home assessment, number of hours authorized, agency authorized to provide services. 

When services are approved, FHS issues authorization.

When services are denied, FHS issues a Notice of Decision.

Referrals for any services identified as being needed by the recipient are made to the appropriate Nevada Medicaid District Office.

Significant Change Requests (New Policy)

When a request for a new assessment is received unrelated to the expiration of the current authorization and due to a significant change in the recipient’s condition or circumstances, FHS will evaluate the request and the supporting physician or health care provider documentation.  

If the supporting documentation indicates a significant change in condition, or the recipient has had an unexpected event (i.e., loss of a primary caregiver), FHS licensed clinical reviewers will complete an in-home functional assessment. 

If there is no supporting documentation and no change in circumstance, an in-home assessment will not be completed but the recipient will be issued a Notice of Decision.

Reassessment Visits (Current)

Reassessment visits, sometimes called Annual Update Visits, are performed by FHS licensed clinical reviewers, prior to expiration of the current authorization.  It is the responsibility of the PCS provider agency to submit the request for continued services at least 30 calendar days prior to the expiration date of the current authorization.  FHS holds the agencies accountable to track their own authorization expiration dates.  If the request is received prior to expiration of the current authorization, the compliance measure for updates alone, averages 98.62 percent using the most current six months of data. 

Transfer, Escort, and One-Time Authorizations and Changes

Transfer, escort, or one-time authorizations or changes are completed at no additional charge.  FHS completes transfer functions when a recipient requests changing their provider agency and currently completes an average of 104.5 transfer requests each month. 

Licensed clinical staff-review requests for escort services when a recipient requires personal care assistance during travel or upon arrival to a Medicaid covered medically necessary service.  Time is authorized to complete the personal care, when determined to be medically necessary. 

Licensed clinical staff review any request for a one time authorization for additional hours.  Typically these result from an unexpected need for personal care services on a given day.

Licensed clinical staff review any request to change the service plan due to a temporary change in the recipient’s condition or circumstances.  Such a temporary request may result from the recipient having a fall or surgery, or result from the temporary loss of a primary care giver due to their own illness or injury. 

Training

We provide training to physical and occupational therapists in the completion of functional assessments.  Only physical and occupational therapists who have received this training are used to complete in-home assessments.  In addition, FHS provides one- on-one training with any new member of the FHS Team.  Training manuals are updated yearly and shared with DHCFP. 

All forms related to the personal care services program can be found at https://nevada.fhsc.com/.

Future Plans

Under the direction of the FHS Medical Director, and in collaboration with DHCFP, FHS staff and physical and occupational therapists, the functional assessment forms will be updated to be specific to the recipient’s functional abilities.  Recipients with cognitive deficits that affect their ability to independently complete their activities of daily living and instrumental activities of daily living will also be addressed. 

Upon completion of the new forms, the web-enabled prior authorization system (OPAS/First HCM™) will be updated to allow direct data entry by assessors completing in-home functional assessments.  Fields within the OPAS/First HCM™ will be used to create reports that include but are not limited to compliance, billing, type of visit, hours assigned, denials of services, PCS agency trends and in-home assessment reviewer trends.
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March 10, 2010 
 
Ms. Jean Moody-Williams 
Director, Quality Improvement Group 
Office of Clinical Standards and Quality 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
7500 Security Blvd., Mail Stop S3-02-01 
Baltimore, MD  21244-1850 
 
Re:  Bowers & Associates, Inc. Annual Assurance Statement, Name Change, and Provider Pool 


Information 
 
Dear Ms. Moody-Williams: 
 
In order for you to reevaluate our certification, and in compliance with CMS’ April 11, 2008 letter, I am 
writing to inform you that Bowers & Associates, Inc. has changed its name to ACS Care and Quality 
Solutions, Inc. (“ACS”).  The address for ACS remains the same.  The Articles of Amendment document 
for the name change is attached.   
 
Additionally, there have been some changes to our pool of physician reviewers.  The listing of the current 
pool of reviewers is attached.   
 
ACS Care and Quality Solutions, Inc. continues to meet the following QIO-like requirements:  
 


1. ACS is a physician-access organization under Section 1152 of the Social Security Act (“the Act”). 
 


2. ACS is able to perform limited medical and quality review functions required under Section 1154 
of the Act.  


 
3. ACS has one individual who is representative of consumers on its governing body under Section 


1152 of the Act. 
 


4. ACS is not a health care facility, health care facility affiliate, or health care facility association 
defined in 42 CFR 475.105. 


 
Based on this information, please consider and send confirmation of ACS’ QIO-like entity status for the 
period April 11, 2010 to April 11, 2011.   
 
For any questions or further information, please contact Amanda Brino, ACS Government Solutions, 8260 
Willow Oaks Corporate Drive, Fairfax, VA  22031, Phone: 703-891-8717, Fax: 703-891-8857, E-mail: 
Amanda.Brino@acs-inc.com.  Thank you.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Will  Saunders 
President 
ACS Care and Quality Solutions, Inc.   
 
cc: Kathy O’Brien, CMS 








RFP 1824 - MMIS Takeover


Mandatory Requirements Review


Eval 1 Eval 2 Eval 3 Eval 4 Eval 5 Eval 6 Eval 7 Eval 8 Eval 9 Eval 10


ACS State Healthcare LLC 1. Fiscal Agent Experience Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


2. Financial Stability Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


3. Budget Neutrality Commitment Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


4. Acknowledgement of Scope of Work Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


5. Health Information Exchange Solution Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


PASS


Eval 1 Eval 2 Eval 3 Eval 4 Eval 5 Eval 6 Eval 7 Eval 8 Eval 9 Eval 10


First Health Services Corp 1. Fiscal Agent Experience Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


2. Financial Stability Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


3. Budget Neutrality Commitment Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


4. Acknowledgement of Scope of Work Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


5. Health Information Exchange Solution Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


PASS


Eval 1 Eval 2 Eval 3 Eval 4 Eval 5 Eval 6 Eval 7 Eval 8 Eval 9 Eval 10


HP Enterprise Services LLC 1. Fiscal Agent Experience Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


2. Financial Stability Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


3. Budget Neutrality Commitment Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


4. Acknowledgement of Scope of Work Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


5. Health Information Exchange Solution Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


PASS


Eval 1 Eval 2 Eval 3 Eval 4 Eval 5 Eval 6 Eval 7 Eval 8 Eval 9 Eval 10


Infocrossing Inc 1. Fiscal Agent Experience Pass Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


2. Financial Stability Pass Fail Pass Pass Fail Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass


3. Budget Neutrality Commitment Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


4. Acknowledgement of Scope of Work Pass Fail Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


5. Health Information Exchange Solution Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass


PASS


Overall Score: 


Overall Score: 


Overall Score: 


Overall Score: 
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Tab VIII – Project Management Approach 
RFP Reference: 20.3.2.9 Tab VIII – Project Management Approach, p.192, 46-83 


(“RFP 1824 is modified as follows (additions are in bold italics, deletions are stricken) 


according to Amendment 3 released on March 24, 2010.”) 


Vendors must place their written response(s) immediately following the applicable RFP question, 


statement and/or section and must be presented in a style/format that is easily distinguishable from 


RFP language. Vendors are requested to limit their project management approach to no more than 


seventy-five (75) pages, excluding tables, appendices, samples and/or exhibits.  


This tab must include responses outlining the Vendor’s Project Management approach to handling 


the requirements listed in the following sections:  


8 – Contract Start-Up Period Requirements;  


9 – Transition Period Requirements; and  


10 – Operations Period Requirements.  


HP – The Advantage of a Global Corporation Focused on DHCFP 


HP customers benefit from the knowledge, experience, and innovation that have made HP 


the largest IT Company in the world. Especially in challenging economic times, scale really 


does matter, and in choosing a stable and reliable ally, you can have no better choice.  


Our customers recognize and appreciate HP’s commitment to high-quality service and our 


passion for excellence. Our HP Enterprise Services (HPES) organization invented the 


outsourcing service industry and completes hundreds of transitions a year globally across 


many different industries. HPES understands that critical service cannot be affected 


because of any transition. Whether it is the transition from a customer, another vendor, or to 


a new HPES capability; the critical success factor is always the same: No effects on ongoing 


business operations during the transition. Our commitment to Nevada—combined with our 


direct experience with Medicaid programs—sets us apart from our competitors.  


HPES – The leader in MMIS programs 


As a business and technology ally to 22 state Medicaid programs and a fiscal agent to 18 of 


them, HPES has tremendous depth of understanding of the MMIS business and what it 


takes to support and administer these services. Through the years, HPES has completed 


numerous MMIS transitions projects. In 2008 alone, we completed the implementation of 


new MMIS projects in five states, and in 2009, had successful implementations in 


Massachusetts, Oregon, and Kentucky. This level of experience, forged through decades of 


service in this industry, makes HPES uniquely qualified to manage this transition through to 


successful operations.  


The following exhibit shows the services we provide to the 22 states we support and the 


underlying knowledge and experience it represents in transitioning and supporting MMIS 


programs like Nevada’s. 
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HPES MMIS and Related Services by State 


 


Our experience has taught us the importance of an approach that balances the following key 


elements: 


• Collaboration with the stakeholders 


• Structured approach to planning and execution 


• Comprehensive detail to make sure nothing is overlooked 


• Focused effort on delivery execution 


• Expediency in our actions 


• Risk mitigation in every aspect of planning and execution 


HPES has found that it is in the best interest of our customers to move through a transition 


period as quick as reasonably possible to bring stability to the organization and avoid 


confusion on responsibility. The following sections provide more information on how we plan 


to accomplish this and are organized as follows: 


• Overall Approach 


• How we Plan to Deliver 


Overall Approach 


On establishment of a DHCFP-approved project start date, HPES will quickly initiate project 


start-up activities. Keeping in mind our goals to minimize risk and to build collaborative 


customer relationships with DHCFP takeover project staff, we will seek to schedule the 


project kickoff meeting at our first opportunity.  


HPES takes care to understand your business needs and cultural environment so that we 


can tailor a solution that targets your overall strategic goals and objectives. Today's 


customers are expecting more from their partners than ever before. Our customers look to 


HPES to help solve their business challenges and help them achieve their strategic vision. 


HPES understands that good project management is more than strictly managing the 


activities. Project managers must manage the gray-space that cannot always be identified 
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upfront or captured in a project plan. HPES’s project managers begin with the end in mind. 


By understanding the goal and the future vision of operations, we help set the foundation for 


how the project needs to be managed throughout the transition.  


Below is a high-level representation of the key activities for the Nevada MMIS Takeover 


Project.  


Nevada MMIS Takeover Project Activities 


 


Start-up Period 


Planning & Administration  


Keeping in mind our collaborative focus, we look forward to the project kickoff session with 


DHCFP staff. We will establish a shared vision for goals, objectives, and develop a shared 


terminology to use toward methods and procedures.  


One of the first activities to begin immediately, will be the establishment of our dedicated 


account team which will drive the transition and be there to support ongoing operations.  


The HPES Takeover project manager and HPES Takeover systems manager will take the 


leadership roles under the deputy account manager for the Start-Up and Transition periods 


of the contract and will work closely with the DHCFP project director to develop effective 


communication methods to review ongoing project progress. 


The HPES Takeover project manager also will work with the PMO manager to establish the 


PMO, to set up processes and tools and identify staff for transition and operations project 


activities. We will use the project management knowledge and assets from our corporate 


Opportunity Support, Continuous Improvement, and Reuse (OSCAR) team to focus on 


improving program and project management capabilities to deliver service excellence to our 
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healthcare customers. The HPES NV MMIS Project Management team will be able to 


access the best practice tools, templates, and knowledge acquired and maintained by the 


OSCAR team through its best practices and lessons learned repository. 


We will establish temporary office and immediately initiate permanent facility planning. 


Additionally, we will work with DHCFP staff to establish a working relationship with First 


Health for Nevada MMIS Takeover activity planning.  


Requirements Validation 


Through requirements validation activities, our experienced staff will employ various 


methods of elicitation and discovery to verify that DHCFP business and functional 


requirements are well documented, allowing us to install a solution to the Core MMIS, 


peripheral software and tools, and the Medicaid claims processing and program support 


services that meet DHCFP requirements. The requirements validation results will be used as 


the benchmark for establishing operational readiness assessment checklists.  


Transition Period 


As expressed earlier, HPES’s approach to transition is to minimize risk and move through 


the transition period as soon as possible to help bring stability to DHCFP. Our approach to 


help achieve this is to use an appropriate blend of partnering with existing providers such 


as: Verizon and Thompson/Reuters, and new alliances that bring increased value to 


DHCFP. In cases where we are making a change because of aged or proprietary 


technology, HPES identified solutions that enhance the service or support the department is 


receiving today. The following are the keys to our approach: 


• Core MMIS 


− Work with Verizon—Leave core system in place to minimize transition 


− Focus effort on knowledge transfer of system support from incumbent to HPES 


• Peripheral Systems 


− Transition as is where possible 


− If replacement  required – enhance from current 


− Re-host systems from incumbent’s data center 


• Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 


− Focus effort on knowledge transfer of system support from incumbent to HPES 


− Work with “best in class” service providers to enhance services 


HPES believes we can move through this transition period in a five month time frame and 


put DHCFP in a better state of operational performance than it is experiencing today. 


Operations Period 


Our approach to the Operations phase is based on the groundwork done during the 


transition period. This is where the continuity of the dedicated account team, along with the 


consistency of using the same process and tools to manage the transition, brings value. By 
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being involved from the beginning, the team can bridge from the transition period to the 


desired operational steady-state. HPES team remains intact, from Lola Jordan and her 


leadership team to our entire systems, provider, and claims management staff. Our 


processes and tools used to manage the transition also remain intact. All the disciplines put 


in place carry over, which enables the business to move forward immediately when we 


reach the operations period.  


When in the operations period, HPES will be able to help DHCFP focus on what is most 


important as we move forward together. The following exhibit is an illustration of the types of 


challenges that are in play throughout an operations period. 


Challenges in Play Throughout Operations 


 


We understand the significant challenges facing MMIS operations today. States must meet 


state and federal mandates, move toward MITA alignment, provide quality and access to 


healthcare for qualified beneficiaries, while at the same time manage reduction in budgets 


and reduce overall costs. To meet these challenges, states must have visibility into their 


project portfolio so they can focus their energies and budget on the right projects at the right 


time. DHCFP and HPES will be well positioned to meet these challenges together, because 


of the framework of people, process and tools laid down during the transition period. 
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How we plan to deliver 


We have laid out a high-level project schedule which aligns to the activities mentioned 


above and gives an overview of the timeframes in which we plan to deliver on our approach.  


High-Level Project Schedule 


 


To support our approach and the schedule, we rely on the following four fundamental 


components which you will read about throughout our proposal response: 


• Our People 


• Our Partners 


• Our Processes 


• Our Tools   


Our People 


Our skilled team provides guidance in introducing project management standards, 


facilitating kick off meetings, instituting a delivery submission and review process, defining 


functional locations, using best-in-class communication tools, and configuring requirements 


traceability matrices. Our Account Manager, Lola Jordan, possesses the exceptional skills, 


diverse background, and delivery knowledge needed to lead a fiscal intermediary operation. 


Lola uses her wealth of past MMIS and state and local government contract leadership 


experience to guide the HPES NV MMIS team. More information on Ms. Jordan’s 


background and experience, along with key members of Ms. Jordan’s start-up and transition 


team are: 
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• Account Manager, Ms. Jordan has more than 20 years experience in general 


management including service delivery and business growth in public healthcare 


assignments. She has successfully led business development efforts, business 


takeovers, process improvement, and employee development. Ms. Jordan has a proven 


ability to establish and expand business relationships, while consistently exceeding 


customer expectations with exceptional follow-up and closure to requests. Her business 


philosophies include passion for customers, personal accountability, communication, 


growing our people, and positive leadership. Her experiences have included: 


− Account Executive leadership of the Oklahoma State Education and Employee 


Group Insurance Board (OSEEGIB) - In this role Ms. Jordan administers customer 


and contract relationships for third party administration (TPA), including operations of 


claims processing, call center, financial functions, quality assurance, adjustments, 


and application and infrastructure platform support. Additionally, she is accountable 


for project management and scheduling of large and small operational activities. She 


provides leadership and business oversight for more than 130 account and shared 


staff who are responsible for fulfilling the daily fiscal agent services related to non-


technical activities. 


− Client Delivery Executive for the Indiana Office of Medicaid Policy and Planning, 


Indiana Title XIX account. In this role, Ms Jordan administered the customer and 


contract relationship for fiscal operations for the Indiana MMIS account including cost 


containment activities, claims processing, coordination of managed care programs, 


systems maintenance and modification, SURS and MAR support, long-term care 


(LTC) MDS audits, premium vendor services, provider and member call center, third 


party liability (TPL), and handling of $6.2B banking and financial activities for the 


State of Indiana. 


• Deputy Account Manager, Bharat Vashi - Bharat has more than 20 years of leadership, 


operations, process management, and systems engineering experience. Seventeen of 


those years have been well-spent serving the Medi-Cal program. He has more than five 


years of experience with large-scale, health-related data conversion where he designed 


and developed several implementations. For example, Bharat designed and led team 


that developed the customer relationship management (CRM) for the provider relations 


organization (PRO) enhancement, led migration of the computer media claims (CMC) 


solution to a more advanced platform with full redundancies, and led implementation of 


several applications on the Medi-Cal website. Serving in various management 


capacities, Bharat has honed his operations, customer relationship, analytical, and 


management skills. He uses his solid education base and strong understanding of 


business, technology, and process management to effectively maintain production and 


service levels in the Medi-Cal claims operation. 
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• Takeover Project Manager, Marjorie (Marjie) Sladek - Marjie is a Certified Project 


Management Professional with 10 years of experience managing all phases of the 


software development life cycle for a variety of complex MMIS and software 


development projects. For example, Marjie led the project efforts to successfully 


implement a Surveillance Utilization and Review workflow tracking system, a web portal 


for Denti-Cal, and introduced eligibility transaction reporting methodology. Marjie is an 


effective communications facilitator with an exceptional blend of financial and detailed 


project scheduling experience. She is key contributor to project management process 


and development activities and is well recognized for completing projects within each 


agreed on schedule, scope and budget.  


• Takeover Systems Manager, Wai-Lap (Mike) Luk - Mike brings more than 32 years of 


project management, technical leadership, and software development and 


implementation experience, with more than 12 years of experience directly managing 


software development projects for the California Title XIX (Medi-Cal), and Wisconsin 


Title XIX program. His technical experience includes 10 years of client/server 


development, integration, and implementation experience, and seven years of 


development, maintenance, and management of COBOL applications. 


Mike’s specialty is in the healthcare industry. His healthcare business knowledge 


enables him to successfully manage the implementation of various Medicaid Title XIX 


projects and the California CHIP program (Healthy Families). In his 32 years with HPES, 


Mike has earned many praises from past and current clients because of his ability to 


listen and understand customer concerns, analyze business and technical details, and 


focus in resolving customer and HPES business issues. 


Beyond the key transition resources identified in the preceding paragraphs, HPES proposes 


a full management team with a diverse set of skills in all disciplines of MMIS activities. The 


following exhibit illustrates the account structure and other key positions.  


The Nevada MMIS Operations and Turnover Phase team is shown in the inserted exhibit. 


 







Nevada MMIS Operations and Turnover Phase Team


 Account Executive
Lola Jordan


Deputy Account Manager
 Bharat Vashi


Pharmacy Benefits Manager
Robert Conor Smith 


(PBM -SXC)


 HIPAA Privacy & 
Security, QA Officer


 Robert Grill


Training Manager
Israel Camero


Takeover Project 
Manager


Marjie Sladek


 Takeover Systems
Manager
Mike Luk


Fiscal Manager
Judi Schafer


Healthcare Management 
Manager 


Sally Kozak


Provider Services
Manager
Jo Mallard


Claims Manager
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Our Partners 


Part of delivering improved service and delivery to DHCFP is through partnerships with our 


subcontractors. HPES has been working with other firms to help provide enhanced value for 


our customers for more than 40 years. Our success in managing our subcontractors comes 


from treating them as a true ally. As an ally, they are a true part of the team with a single 


dedication toward our mutual success. For Nevada’s MMIS solution, we believe we have put 


together the right combination of allies to help deliver the increased service DHCFP desires. 


HP Enterprise Services Nevada Allies 


 


Our Processes 


Successful transition comes through using standard project management processes, which 


are the guide map for managing projects and developing systems. Standards provide the 


path for consistently creating efficient, repeatable processes that deliver quality outputs on 


schedule and on budget. Our standard Project Life Cycle and Systems Development Life 


Cycle (SDLC) processes use and enforce industry-leading 


standards—such as Institute of Electrical and Electronics 


Engineers (IEEE), and the Project Management Institute’s A Guide 


to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK Guide)—


for its project and portfolio management operations. 


Throughout the Start-up and Transition periods, the HPES Takeover Project Manager, 


Marjie Sladek, is responsible for the project and portfolio management. Ms. Sladek will 


provide proactive project leadership to make certain all aspects of the Transition period are 


appropriately communicated, monitored, and controlled.  


Our people, processes, 
and tools enable us to 
manage and control 
projects to successful 
completion.  
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During the Transition period, the HPES team will develop and deploy the new HPES 


Nevada MMIS Project Management Office (PMO). This PMO will begin fully operating at the 


start of operations. The PMO will be under the leadership of the Deputy Account Manager to 


facilitate open lines of communication between all systems and operational areas for project 


changes. Operating in a culture of transparency and open communication promotes 


proactive management in critical areas, such as resource management, allocation, and 


utilization. Through the PMO, we will deliver consistent project management practices while 


also capturing critical information about past practices and incorporating them into our 


delivery operations for reuse. 


Integrated Project Management Architecture Framework 


The integrated project management governance structure establishes clear roles, 


responsibilities, and accountabilities for those involved, including executive leaders and 


project managers. The following describes the basic structure: 


• The Steering Committee includes appropriate representatives from the DHCFP Project 


Steering Committee.  


• The PMO Manager is the proposed HPES Takeover Project Manager. 


• The Project Managers coordinate activities for each functional team, such as 


Infrastructure and Training, and for each phase of development.  


Integrated Project Management Architecture Framework 


 


The ten disciplines of integrated project management approach address the critical 


processes and methodologies embedded in the Project Management Institute’s PMBOK 
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Guide, Fourth Edition. The established processes, procedures, guidelines, and templates 


create standards and rigor that exceeds many of the basic requirements in the IEEE 


standard. The ten knowledge disciplines are addressed in more detail in section 17.8. 


The integrated project management approach rests on a foundation of knowledge 


management and project management. Knowledge management allows for the sharing of 


knowledge and best practices across projects, providing a structured way to create, capture, 


organize, access, use, and assess information and expertise across projects and 


subprojects.  


The following exhibit illustrates the various methodologies we use and how they work 


together to provide a comprehensive approach to managing a complex project portfolio and 


system changes. 


Methodology/Tools Application to NV MMIS Takeover Project 


Integrated Project 


Management Architecture 


A method to apply management rigor across multiple projects 


and promote communication and feedback flows between 


stakeholders and project teams. Enables multiple strategic 


initiatives to be managed from one PMO with a focus on 


prioritization. 


Project Management 


Methodology 


A consistent, repeatable methodology that applies industry-


leading standards, such as IEEE and PMI fundamentals for 


project and portfolio management operations, which 


coordinates all aspects of a project from technical through 


business activities. 


Standard Project Life Cycle A project approach that assures a standardized life cycle is 


used for consistent performance and delivery across all 


project types. 


Systems Development Life 


Cycle (SDLC) 


Based on IEEE standards, the SDLC employs a rigorous set 


of processes, input, output, and tools to support a project 


from initiation through deployment and support. 


Tools • Project Management Plan Templates – A documented master 
plan and WBS compliant with IEEE and PMI standards. 


• HP PPM – For integrated project schedule and portfolio 
management for improved transparency and control of projects. 


• Microsoft SharePoint – Content management portal for project 
templates, documentation, and product deliverables. 
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Our Tools 


 


Successful transition also comes with the use of the correct tools that enable efficient project 


and portfolio management. The right tools in the right hands can increase the speed of 


delivery, verify that quality is included, and provide the necessary information to manage the 


daily activities under way while also giving insight for future efforts and decision-making. The 


HPES team brings HP Project and Portfolio Management Center (HP PPM), the leading 


project and portfolio management tool, which provides an integrated, top-down view of 


systems activities so that management has more visibility into the portfolio, better controls to 


enforce processes, standards, and methodologies. At the same time, the HP PPM Center 


supports the execution of projects and oversight of the project management methodology. 


We will establish the use of the HP PPM Center at the beginning of contract Start-Up and 


use the functional capabilities of the HP PPM Center for Transition projects and the life of 


the contract. Bringing HP PPM up early in contract start-up period allows us to maximize the 


use of the tool throughout the transition period bringing additional automated control and 


reporting capabilities to HPES and DHCFP for the Operations period. 


We provide detailed descriptions of these proven standard project management 


methodologies and the HP PPM tool in sections 12.2 Change Management, 17.8 Project 


Management and 17.9 Quality Assurance Plan. 


HPES also uses tools from our Best Practices Repository in the start-up of a PMO. The 


toolkit contains starting point procedures and templates, within a workbook structure, that 


help to expedite the start-up and planning activities required to establish a PMO and make it 


operational.  


In this Nevada MMIS Takeover project, HPES brings a leadership team with extensive 


experience in MMIS business, project management, and technical expertise. We use these 
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strengths to build strong customer relationships with our customers. Our organization aligns 


well with the DHCFP takeover organization to maximize the lines of communications. With 


the right combination of people, processes, and tools, HPES will accomplish a smooth 


system and operations transition to lead into an orderly operational phase. 


Our information is divided into three distinct areas—each working with the other to bring a 


coordinated approach to your MMIS. 


• 8 – Contract Start-Up Period Requirements 


• 9 – Transition Period Requirements 


• 10 – Operations Period Requirements 
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8. Scope of Work – Contract Start-Up Period 


Requirements 


8.1 Planning and Administration 


HP Enterprise Services (HPES) brings the experience and leadership to your takeover 


project to execute a well orchestrated transition plan that will not disrupt the critical services 


to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs. HPES believes that good planning and 


administration set the foundation for a swift and orderly transition phase that leads to 


smooth contract transition with minimal effect on the Nevada MMIS communities at 


completion. Key initial areas of focus are as follows: 


• Establish a temporary office in the Carson City area for key staff to conduct takeover 


activities and recruits experience staff from the incumbent, before occupying the 


permanent operations facility. 


• Onboard our dedicated key staff 


and begin the relationship building 


process with DHCFP. 


• Engage our HPES corporate 


project management support team 


(OSCAR), who specialize in start-


up and planning activities. They 


bring best practice approaches 


gained from the thousands of start-


up and transition projects executed by HPES for more than four decades. This team 


comes and works injunction with DHCFP and the dedicated account team to help 


facilitate a proper launch. 


• Establish clear communication channels between the Department and the HPES 


project team for project collaborations. 


• Finalize the project work plan and establish project milestones for the project team. 


• Establish processes, standards, and expectations for the HPES takeover team.  


• Forge a strong working relationship with the incumbent based on the mutual need for 


DHCFP’s success. 


These high-level activities combined with the other activities outlined below and in our 


detailed project plan located in Section 17.7 will set the foundation for a smooth contract 


transition for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.  


Overall Approach 


During the beginning of the Start-up Period, HPES will work closely with DHCFP to conduct 


the planning activities necessary to promote a successful transition to the Operations 


Contract Start-Up  


• HPES brings to DHCFP a leadership team 
experienced in MMIS start-ups and takeovers. 


• We use sustainable, reusable standard project 
management practices and tools to provide 
service excellence 


• We plan for a swift and efficient takeover, 
allowing DHCFP to maximize on the benefits 
HPES brings as quickly as possible.  
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Period. This includes understanding project scope by developing Project Charters, 


establishing a strong detailed project work schedule, developing a communication 


framework, and obtaining the staff necessary to complete the work in the desired 


timeframes. The first deliverable required for submission is an updated detailed project plan, 


which defines the activities and tasks, dates, duration, dependencies, and resources needed 


and demonstrates the timing for completion of the tasks to successfully complete an 


operations readiness assessment and transfer to operations. We will update the detailed 


project plan that is delivered in section 17.7 of this RFP response for this deliverable. 


Assuming a start date of October 18, 2010, HPES is proposing an accelerated transition 


period to commence operations on March 25, 2011. The following exhibit shows a high-level 


view of the NV MMIS Takeover project schedule and the key dates and milestones. 


NV MMIS Takeover Project Time Line 


 


8.1.1 Objective 


The objective of this task is to ensure that adequate planning and project management resources are 


dedicated to this project. 


8.1.1.1 Contract Start Up Period Entrance Criteria  


At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria prior to the 


commencement of Contract Start Up Period activities. 


A. Nevada MMIS Takeover Agreement signed by all required parties, and approved by required State 


and Federal authorities; and 


B. DHCFP approved project start date. 
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HPES acknowledges that before commencement of any work activities; the Nevada MMIS 


Takeover agreement must be signed by the required parties and approved by the required 


state and federal authorities. Additionally, the project will start on a DHCFP-approved start 


date. After HPES commences work on this project, the project plans and schedule will be 


adjusted to align with the DHCFP-approved project start date.  


8.1.1.2 Contract Start Up Period Exit Criteria 


At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to exiting the Contract 


Start Up Period. 


A. DHCFP approval of all plans listed in Section 8 of this RFP. 


As part of the start-up activities, we will submit the following project-related plans for 


approval by DHCFP: 


• Updated Detailed Project Schedule 


• Communication Management Plan 


• Quality Assurance Plan 


• Resource Management Plan including project organization, and roles and 


responsibilities 


We acknowledge the approval of these plans and the completion of the start-up activities as 


the exit criteria for completion of the start-up period. 


The following other project management related plans and methodologies will be refined 


during the transition period. Details on these project plans and the overall planning 


methodologies are found in section 17.8 Project Management. 


• Integration Management 


• Schedule, Scope and Cost Management 


• Issue Management  


8.1.2 Activities 


The awarded vendor must: 


8.1.2.1 Work with DHCFP to provide a detailed project plan with fixed deadlines that take into 


consideration DHCFP expectations for adhering to State and federal rules and regulations and the 


State holiday schedule provided in Section 2.1, State Observed Holidays; the detailed project plan 


shall include, but not be limited to: 


A. Project schedule including tasks, activities, activity 


duration, sequencing and dependencies in Microsoft Project and an alternative electronic format for 


DHCFP Staff that do not have Microsoft project; 


B. Project work plan for each deliverable, including a work breakdown structure; 


C. Completion date of each task; 


D. Project milestones; 


E. Entrance and exit criteria for specific project milestones; and 
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F. Project organization including a resource plan defining roles and responsibilities for the awarded 


vendor, subcontractors (if applicable) and DHCFP. 


HPES brings a refined, industry-standard process for developing detailed project plans, 


incorporating fixed deadlines and phase exit criteria, which meet customer expectations and 


adhere to State and federal rules, regulations, schedules, and guidelines. We use the 


project management knowledge and assets from our corporate Opportunity Support, 


Continuous Improvement, and Reuse (OSCAR) team to focus on improving program and 


project management capabilities to deliver service excellence to our healthcare customers. 


The goal of this organization is to continually look across the HPES Commercial and Non-


Commercial Implementations for delivery improvements. 


The HPES NV MMIS Project Management team will be able to access the best practice 


tools, templates, and knowledge acquired and maintained by the OSCAR team through its 


best practices and lessons learned repository. The HPES OSCAR team is focused on 


providing guidance and assistance to HPES account teams during the start-up of any HPES 


organization. 


Benefits of Leveraging the OSCAR Team Assets 


 


Our approach to scheduling activities begins by first defining, documenting, and receiving 


customer approval for project scope. After approved by DHCFP, the project schedule is 


established using Microsoft Project templates that include the items required in section 


8.1.2.1 A through E. While project resource identification is part of the task assignment 


process within the detailed project plan, we also provide resource planning, as defined in 


section 17.8. This detailed planning process will enable DHCFP and HPES to have a clear 


understanding of how each project will be managed, executed, and controlled.  
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As part of the start-up activities, we will provide a detailed project plan that will be approved 


by DHCFP. The detailed project plan will include the items identified in section 8.1.2.1.  


We will provide for an orderly transfer of MMIS functional capability from the current 


contractor at start of contract. We are committed to meeting or exceeding DHCFP’s goals 


and expectations for an effective contract start-up and takeover period, as well as 


throughout the life of the contract. As one of largest IT companies in the world committed to 


providing MMIS solutions, HPES brings experienced professionals to bring uninterrupted 


service during the contract transition period. Our detailed project plans are a reflection of 


years of dedicated MMIS experience compiled into a toolkit using best practice 


methodologies.  


Please refer to section 17.8 for further information related to detailed project plan functional 


capability.  


8.1.2.2 Attend semi-monthly project status meetings with DHCFP project team at a location to be 


determined by DHCFP. Attendance may be in person or via teleconferencing, as mutually agreed to 


by the project team. These meetings shall follow an agenda mutually developed by the awarded 


vendor and DHCFP. The agenda may include, but not be limited to: 


A. Review and approval of previous meeting minutes; 


B. Contractor project status; 


C. DHCFP project status; 


D. Contract status and issues, including resolutions;  


E. Quality Assurance status; 


F. New action items; 


G. Outstanding action items, including resolutions;  


H. Identified risks and risk mitigation strategies; 


I. Setting net meeting date; and  


J. Other business 


Minutes will be taken and distributed by Vendor staff within five (5) working days after the meeting. 


Minutes may be distributed via facsimile or email. 


Communication is a critical success factor for any project. Regular project meetings are a 


cornerstone of good project communication management. The HPES takeover project 


manager, HPES systems takeover manager, and, as needed, other HPES account 


executives and project staff will attend and actively participate in semi-monthly meetings. 


HPES will prepare the agenda and the required status reports and materials as requested 


by DHCFP for these meetings according the requirements outlined in 8.1.2.2, A through J. 


The semi-monthly status reports will include overall project progress and updates including 


schedule, scope, cost, and resource status. Additionally, we will provide minutes for each 


meeting and distribute through email within five working days.  
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8.1.2.3 Attend and participate in all project related meetings requested as well as Steering Committee 


meetings. The awarded vendor shall prepare materials or briefings for these meetings as requested 


by DHCFP. Minutes will be taken and distributed by Vendor staff within five (5) working days after the 


meeting. Minutes may be distributed via facsimile or email. 


The HPES takeover project manager, HPES systems takeover manager, and other HPES 


account executives and project staff, as needed, will attend and actively participate in other 


State-required project related meetings including Steering Committee meetings. We will 


prepare the agenda and required status reports and materials as requested by DHCFP for 


these meetings according to the requirements outlined in 8.1.2.3. Additionally, HPES will 


provide minutes for these meetings and distribute through email within five working days.  


8.1.2.4 Provide written semi-monthly project status reports delivered to DHCFP by the third (3rd) 


working day following the end of each reporting period. The format must be approved by DHCFP prior 


to issuance of the first semi-monthly project status report. The first semi-monthly report covers the 


reporting period from the 1st through the fifteenth (15th) of each month; and the second semimonthly 


report covers the reporting period from the sixteenth (16th) through the end of the month. The status 


reports must include, but not be limited to the following: 


A. Overall completion status of the project in terms of DHCFP approved project work plan and 


deliverable schedule; 


B. Accomplishments during the period, including DHCFP staff/stakeholders interviewed, meetings 


held, requirements review and validation sessions and conclusions/decisions determined; 


C. Problems encountered and proposed/actual resolutions; 


D. What is to be accomplished during the next reporting period; 


E. Issues that need to be addressed, including contractual; 


F. Quality Assurance status; 


G. Updated MS Project timeline showing percentage completed, tasks assigned, completed and 


remaining; Timeline must be provided in an electronic format accessible to DHCFP staff that do not 


have access to MS Project; 


H. Identification of schedule slippage and strategy for resolution; 


I. Contractor staff assigned and their location/schedule; 


J. DHCFP resources required for activities during the next time period; and 


K. Resource allocation percentages including planned versus actual by project milestone. 


As a part of the communication plan for the start-up and transition periods, HPES will submit 


a concise status report which will include the status items identified in section 8.1.2.4 for 


DHCFP approval. HPES will use the status report template as a communication tool to 


report the “state” of the project semi-monthly.  


We will install the HP Project and Portfolio Management (PPM) tool that will provide DHCFP 


enhanced visibility into the status of the various types of projects defined in the change 


management response of this RFP. Additionally, we will use HP PPM to create Microsoft 


Project compatible project plans, resource planning, track time against these project plans 


and track issues from inception to resolution. Additional details on the use of the HP Project 
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and Portfolio Management (HP PPM) tool during the transition periods are included in 17.8, 


Project Management. 


8.1.2.5 Develop a comprehensive approach for handling communications with both internal and 


external audiences. Effective communication is critical to the development of productive relationships 


with concerned stakeholders. The communication plan must include, but not be limited to: a plan for 


generation, documentation, storage, transmission and disposal of all project information. 


A Nevada MMIS Communication Management Plan, as defined in detail in section 17.8.9 


Communications Management, will be based on inputs from IEEE 1058-1998, Standard for 


Software Management Plans and A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge 


(PMBOK Guide), Fourth Edition. 


It will define a best practices based approach to communication management for the 


stakeholder relationships, both internal and external. It includes the following major topics: 


• Preface that includes overall approach and stakeholder roles 


• Communication plan “overview” including goals and objectives of the plan and critical 


success factors 


• Elements of communication including, but not limited to, channels for communication, 


formal and informal communication, and communication standards related to generation, 


documentation, storage, transmission and disposal of project information. 


• Internal and external communication plans identifying information distribution standards 


• Formal communication schedule 


8.1.2.6 Develop a risk management plan to ensure that risks are identified, planned for, analyzed, 


communicated and acted upon effectively. 


A Nevada MMIS Risk Management Plan as defined in detail in section 17.8.10 Risk 


Management uses inputs from IEEE 1540-2001, Standard for Software Life Cycle 


Processes-Risk Management, IEEE 1058-1998, Standard for Software Management Plans 


and A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK Guide), Fourth 


Edition, Chapter 11, Project Risk Management. It will define a best practices approach to 


risk management and includes the following major topics: 


• Risk Definition and Identification 


• Risk Assessment 


• Risk Response Plan 


• Risk Monitoring and Control 


8.1.2.7 Develop a quality assurance plan including, but not limited to, the methodology for maintaining 


quality of the code, workmanship, project schedules, deliverables, and subcontractor(s) activities. 


A Nevada MMIS Quality Assurance Plan, as defined in detail in section 17.9 “Quality 


Assurance,” uses inputs from IEEE 12207-2008, Standard for Quality Assurance Process 


and IEEE 730-2002 for Software Quality Assurance Plans and PMBOK Guide, Fourth 


Edition, Chapter 8. 
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The HPES quality assurance approach provides DHCFP with a proactive process for 


developing benchmarks and measurements, and reporting those results in the form of 


recommendations and action plans for improvements to the program. The Quality 


Management Plan includes quality standards for code, workmanship, project schedules, 


deliverables, and subcontractor(s) activities.  


 8.1.3 Planning and Administration Deliverables 


DELIVERABLE 


NUMBER 


 


DESCRIPTION OF 


DELIVERABLE 


ACTIVITY 


 


DHCFP'S 


ESTIMATED 


REVIEW 


PERIOD 


 


8.1.2.1 Detailed Project Plan 8.1.2.1  15 


8.1.2.3 Attendance at all 
scheduled meetings 


8.1.2.3 N/A 


8.1.2.4 Written Semi-Monthly 


Project Status Report 


8.1.2.4 5 


 


8.1.2.5 Communication Plan 8.1.2.5 10 


8.1.2.6 Risk Management Plan 8.1.2.6 10 


8.1.2.7 Quality Assurance Plan 8.1.2.7 10 


 


HPES acknowledges and agrees to the required deliverables for start-up planning and 


administration and the DHCFP estimated review periods. The project schedule is developed 


using these DHCFP stated review periods. Please refer to section 17.8 for additional project 


management information related to project, communication, and risk management 


planning—along with status reporting functional capability.  


8.2 Project Kick Off Meeting 


A project kick off meeting will be held with representatives from DHCFP and the contractor after 


contract approval and prior to work performed. Items to be covered in the kick off meeting will include, 


but not be limited to: 


Before work is performed, a project kick off meeting will be scheduled with representatives 


from DHCFP and HPES. We will begin the kick off meeting with introductions of the 


stakeholders to the Nevada MMIS Contract Start Up and Takeover projects and reach a 


consensus on project protocols for reporting and management as defined in the 


requirements 8.2.1 through 8.2.8.  


8.2.1 Determining format and protocol for project status meetings; 


We will introduce our standard MMIS project status meeting agenda and minute templates 


for DHCFP feedback and approval.  
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8.2.2 Determining format for project status reports; 


HPES will propose a standard MMIS project status report format for DHCFP feedback and 


approval.  


8.2.3 Setting the schedule for meetings between representatives from DHCFP and the contractor to 


develop the detailed project plan; 


The members of the HPES team are looking forward to meeting with representatives from 


DHCFP to finalize the detailed project plan. Because minimal changes are being proposed 


during the Takeover phase, the activities related to establishing Nevada MMIS operations 


will progress rapidly. We will begin developing the detailed project plan post kick off and will 


set the schedule for meetings between representatives from DHCFP and HPES during the 


kick off meeting as agreed to by DHCFP.  


8.2.4 Defining lines of communication and reporting relationships; 


Because we value our customers, business allies, and employees first and foremost, we 


focus on the people and business process aspect of organizational transitions. Our models 


and methodologies require upfront definition of expected benefits and effects of change on 


key contributors. Having these discussions in the early project phases helps set the stage 


for a smooth transition. We will use lines of communication and reporting relationships 


identified in the kick off meeting to help pinpoint critical management of change 


communication areas.  


HPES brings to the Nevada MMIS a leadership team with extensive experience in MMIS 


business, project management, and technical expertise. We use these strengths to build 


strong customer relationships with our customers. Our organization aligns well with the 


DHCFP takeover organization to maximize the lines of communications. 


Our account manager, Lola Jordan, will maintain a direct business relationship with the 


Nevada MMIS Project sponsor and Steering committee to address key project priorities and 


overall strategic direction. Additionally, Lola, will be the single point of contact for HPES for 


the Nevada MMIS. 


Marjie Sladek and Mike Luk, the HPES Takeover project manager and HPES Takeover 


systems manager take the leadership roles under the account manager for the Start-Up and 


Transition periods of the contract and will work closely with the DHCFP project director to 


communicate ongoing project progress. 


Our transition project managers and project management support staff will work directly with 


the DHCFP project management staff to work through daily progress, issues, and 


resolutions. As demonstrated in the following exhibits, HPES Nevada MMIS Startup and 


Transition Period Organization and Nevada MMIS Takeover Project Organization, our 


organization is aligned to maximize communication between HPES and DHCFP. 
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HPES Nevada MMIS Start-Up and Transition Period Organization 


 


 


Nevada MMIS Takeover Project Organization 


 


8.2.5 Reviewing the project mission and guiding principles; 


The DHCFP goal for the Nevada MMIS Takeover is a smooth transition for providers, 


recipients, sister agencies, and stakeholders. HPES has a proven track record of 


transitioning from one MMIS contract to another. We understand the importance of 


maintaining existing services while replacing others to achieve contiguous system functions. 


We will use our essential knowledge of MMIS to manage and put in place the technical and 


operational components to be ready for the assumption of Nevada MMIS operations.  
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8.2.6 Reviewing the deliverable review process; 


DHCFP and HPES will review the deliverable review process during the kick off meeting to 


verify compliance to DHCFP requirements and to further refine deliverable feedback 


guidelines.  


8.2.7 Pinpointing high-risk or problem areas; and 


While HPES’ knowledge of MMIS programs significantly minimizes the risk to DHCFP, our 


primary goal for Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check-up programs is for continued service 


excellence for the Nevada MMIS recipients, billing, and rendering providers. HPES will 


review potential high-risk or problem areas based on previous MMIS contract start-up and 


transition experiences. HPES also will request that DHCFP review State specific areas of 


risk and concern as part of the kick off meeting agenda.  


For example, HPES proposes to upgrade the Nevada peripheral hardware and software 


version. The equipment, hardware, and software acquisition process can be difficult to keep 


on schedule. HPES has a strong market presence and strong relationships with many key 


suppliers and vendors of services and software. We use these influences to verify goods 


and services from outside suppliers are received on time so that HPES can meet the 


required deadlines, minimizing the risk to the overall project schedule. We include a full list 


of potential risks common to the takeover of an MMIS in section 17.7.5.  


8.2.8 Issue resolution process. 


The ability to focus on top issues using a prominent issue resolution process minimizes the 


risk of service interruptions to providers, recipients, and other stakeholders. HPES will 


propose a streamlined, yet effective, issue resolution process during the kick off meeting. 


Our project managers understand the importance of addressing issues quickly and 


expeditiously to prevent project risks and delays. We work closely in the issue resolution 


process to identify the cause of the issue early, define the solution, and test and implement 


as soon as feasible. We will implement the HP PPM tool to track, monitor, and control 


issues. This tool gives us a single tool to capture, track, monitor, and control issues and 


visibility of issue progress. This process is defined in further detail in section 17.8.4. 


8.3 Deliverable Submission and Review Process 


Once the detailed project plan is approved by DHCFP, the following sections detail the process for 


submission and review of deliverables during the life of the project/contract. 


Each work product deliverable will follow the same documentation review process to 


promote the appropriate quality control, management review, and DHCFP review and 


approval process as mandated in the RFP. The following exhibit, Deliverable Submission 


and Review Process depicts a high-level iterative process and flow for the deliverables to be 


submitted for DHCFP review and acceptance.  
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Deliverable Submission and Review Process 


 


 


8.3.1 General 


8.3.1.1 The Vendor must provide one (1) master (both hard and soft copies) and five (5) additional 


hard copies of each written deliverable to the appropriate DHCFP Project manager as identified in 


the contract. 


We will provide hard and soft copies as defined by this requirement. 


8.3.1.2 Once a deliverable is approved and accepted by DHCFP, the Vendor must provide an 


electronic copy. DHCFP may, at its discretion, waive this requirement for a particular deliverable. 


The HPES team will provide an electronic copy of each deliverable as required to DHCFP. 


Additionally, the deliverables will be stored and maintained in a SharePoint repository for 


future accessibility. 


8.3.1.3 The electronic copy must be provided in software currently used by the agency or provided 


by the Vendor. 


The deliverables will be produced using software available to DHCFP—Microsoft Project, 


Office Suite, and Visio. The repository of deliverables in SharePoint may be accessed 


using the Internet. 


8.3.1.4 Deliverables will be evaluated by DHCFP utilizing mutually agreed to acceptance/exit criteria. 


We acknowledge that DHCFP will use the agreed on acceptance/exit criteria for evaluating 


each deliverable. 


8.3.2 Deliverable Submission 


8.3.2.1 Prior to development and submission of each contract deliverable, a summary document 


containing a description of the format and content of each deliverable will be delivered to the DHCFP 


Project Manager for review and approval. The summary document must contain, at a minimum, the 


following: 


A. Cover letter; 


B. Table of Contents with a brief description of the content of each section; 


C. Version and Revision section; 
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D. Anticipated number of pages; and 


E. Identification of appendices/exhibits. 


During the start-up period, HPES will refine and submit for approval a deliverable 


expectations summary document summarizing the contents and format of each “standard” 


deliverable. The deliverable expectations document will contain at a minimum the items 


outlined in requirements 8.3.2.1 (A-E). We will use these “standard” templates throughout 


the Transition and Operations period.  


8.3.2.2 The summary document must contain an approval/rejection section that can be completed by 


DHCFP. The summary document will be returned to the contractor within a mutually agreed upon 


time frame. 


Each deliverable expectations summary document will contain a section for 


approval/rejection to be completed by DHCFP. 


8.3.2.3 Deliverables must be developed by the Vendor according to the approved format and content 


of the summary document for each specific deliverable. 


HPES will use the approved “standard” deliverable expectations document templates as the 


basis for developing each deliverable. 


8.3.2.4 At a mutually agreed to meeting, on or before the time of delivery to DHCFP, the contractor 


must provide a walkthrough of each deliverable. 


A deliverable walkthrough will be scheduled with relevant DHCFP and HPES stakeholders 


before each deliverable submission. HPES will update the deliverable based on input 


generated during the walkthrough and submit the deliverable incorporating comments and 


requested revisions, as necessary. 


8.3.2.5 Deliverables must be submitted no later than 5:00 PM, per the approved contract deliverable 


schedule and must be accompanied by a deliverable sign-off form (refer to Attachment I) with the 


appropriate sections completed by the contractor. 


We acknowledge and will adhere to delivering each deliverable no later than 5 p.m. of the 


scheduled delivery date per the project schedule. Each deliverable will be accompanied by a 


deliverable sign-off form.  


8.3.3 Deliverable Review 


General 


8.3.3.1 DHCFP’s review time begins on the next working day following receipt of the deliverable. 


8.3.3.2 DHCFP’s review time will be determined by the approved and accepted detailed project plan 


and the approved contract. 


8.3.3.3 DHCFP has up to five (5) working days to determine if a deliverable is complete and ready for 


review. Unless otherwise negotiated, this is part of DHCFP’s review time. 


8.3.3.4 Any subsequent deliverable dependent upon DHCFP’s acceptance of a prior deliverable will 


not be accepted for review until all issues related to the previous deliverable have been resolved. 


8.3.3.5 Deliverables determined to be incomplete and/or unacceptable for review will be rejected, not 


considered delivered and returned to the contractor. 
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8.3.3.6 After review of a deliverable, DHCFP will return to the contractor the project deliverable sign-


off form with the deliverable submission and review history section completed. 


We acknowledge that the DHCFP review time will begin on the next working day following 


receipt of the deliverable and will schedule the review time frames in the detailed project 


schedule according to the deliverable review schedule defined in this RFP. The DHCFP 


review process will allow for submission rejection and return process so that we may resolve 


any deliverable issues. We understand that issues related to the previously submitted 


deliverable must be resolved before resubmission. The project deliverable sign-off form 


delivered with each deliverable will contain historical data for the review process for each 


deliverable.  


8.3.3.1-8.3.3.6 General Deliverable Review 


 


8.3.3.7 Accepted 


If the deliverable is accepted, the original deliverable signoff form signed by the appropriate DHCFP 


representatives will be returned to the contractor. 


We acknowledge that if DHCFP accepts a deliverable it will notate its acceptance on the 


deliverable sign-off form and be returned to HPES. 


8.3.3.8 Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP If DHCFP has comments and/or revisions to a 


deliverable, the following will be provided to the contractor: 


A. The original deliverable sign-off form with an updated entry to the deliverable submission and 


review history section. 


B. Attached to the deliverable sign-off form will be a detailed explanation of the revisions to be made 


and/or a marked up copy of the deliverable. 
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C. DHCFP’s first review and return with comments will be completed within the times specified in the 


contract. 


D. The contractor will have five (5) working days, unless otherwise mutually agreed to, for review, 


acceptance and/or rejection of DHCFP’s comments. 


E. A meeting to resolve outstanding issues must be completed within three (3) working days after 


completion of the contractor’s review or a mutually agreed upon time frame. 


F. Agreements made during meetings to resolve issues must be documented separately. 


G. Once an agreement is reached regarding changes, the Vendor must incorporate them into the 


deliverable for resubmission to DHCFP. 


H. All changes must be easily identifiable by DHCFP. 


I. Resubmission of the deliverable must occur within five (5) working days or a mutually agreed upon 


time frame of the resolution of any outstanding issues. 


J. The resubmitted deliverable must be accompanied by the original deliverable sign-off form. 


K. This review process continues until all issues have been resolved within a mutually agreed upon 


time frame. 


L. During the re-review process, DHCFP may only comment on the original exceptions noted. 


M. All other items not originally commented on are considered to be accepted by DHCFP. 


N. Once all revisions have been accepted, the original deliverable sign-off form signed by the 


appropriate DHCFP representatives will be returned to the contractor. 


O. The Vendor must provide one (1) updated and complete master paper copy of each deliverable 


after approval and acceptance by DHCFP. 


Deliverable quality is extremely important to us; therefore, during the deliverable review 


process, HPES will change and resubmit the deliverable as defined in 8.3.3.8 A through O, 


meeting the required meetings and time frames. Because of the compressed timeframes for 


the Transition periods, our project schedule defines a short duration for resolution of 


deliverable deficiencies. HPES will work collaboratively with DHCFP to incorporate updates 


to deliverables, as much as possible, before the first deliverable submission to reduce the 


likelihood for rework. We recommend a quick turnaround on resubmitted documents to keep 


the project on track and on schedule. The following exhibits show the flow for deliverable 


comments/revisions requested by DHCFP. 
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8.3.3.8 (A-H) Deliverable Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP 30_05) 


 


8.3.3.8 (I-O) Deliverable Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP 
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8.3.3.9 Rejected, Not Considered Delivered  


If DHCFP considers a deliverable not ready for review, the following will be returned to the contractor: 


A. The original deliverable sign-off form with an updated entry to the deliverable submission and 


review history section. 


B. The original deliverable and all copies with a written explanation as to why the deliverable is being 


rejected, not considered delivered. 


C. The Vendor will have five (5) working days, unless otherwise mutually agreed to, for review, 


acceptance and/or rejection of DHCFP’s comments. 


D. A meeting to discuss DHCFP’s position regarding the rejection of the deliverable must be 


completed within three (3) working days after completion of the contractor’s review or a mutually 


agreed upon time frame. 


E. Resubmission of the deliverable must occur within a mutually agreed upon time frame. 


F. The resubmitted deliverable must be accompanied by the original deliverable sign-off form. 


G. Upon resubmission of the completed deliverable, DHCFP will follow the steps outlined in Section 


8.3.3.7, Accepted, or Section 8.3.3.8, Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP. 


HPES acknowledges that if DHCFP deems that a deliverable is sufficiently deficient to be 


qualified as “not ready for review,” it will convey the deliverable as rejected and the 


deliverable will not be considered deliverable. At this point, HPES will use the deficiency 


information conveyed by DHCFP on the Deliverable Sign-off form and a deliverable meeting 


to be set up within three business days of rejection to change and resubmit the deliverable 


within five working days from rejection.  
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8.3.3.9 Rejected, Not Considered Delivered 


 


 


We will adhere to the requirements in section 8.3.3 related to the deliverable review time 


line. The previous exhibits depict the time line for review and approval of deliverables by 


DHCFP, and recognize that some deliverable date requirements will occur within a mutually 


agreed-on time line. 


8.4 LOCATION OF CONTRACT FUNCTIONS 


8.4.1 The contractor shall identify the location where each MMIS-related function and contractor 


service function will be performed. 


During the first 30 days of start-up, HPES will establish a temporary location within 30 miles 


of Carson City, Nevada in which key personnel and functions will service the Nevada MMIS 


program. This location will be established at the beginning of the transition period. During 


the transition period a permanent location in the Carson City, Nevada area will be 


developed. Personnel will be relocated to this permanent facility before the start of 


operations. Additionally, during the transition period, HPES will bring up the remaining 


locations where off-site services for the Nevada MMIS will occur. See section 17.7.6 for 


details on which functions will be served from each location. 


Our strategy provides the right blend of delivery capabilities, which are positioned to provide 


clients with high quality, cost-competitive services from locations that best fit their unique 


requirements. The following exhibit, Proposed Nevada MMIS Service Locations depicts the 


various service locations that comprise the solution for the Nevada MMIS. Each of these 


locations has been selected for their service excellence and to provide DHCFP the most 


cost-efficient solution. 
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Proposed Nevada MMIS Service Locations 


 


As depicted in the previous U.S. map, most of our staff is located either in the Carson City 


area facility or in shared sites throughout the United States. Additionally, HPES proposes to 


use the following offshore service locations. 


Service Location 


Application Development Pune, Maharashtra, India 


 


We are committed to making each of the service locations an integral part of the Nevada 


MMIS to provide smooth operations to DHCFP. As part of our orientation and training plan, 


we will make sure that both onshore and offshore personnel are fully trained to meet the 


requirements of the Nevada MMIS contract as required by their job role. 


We are extremely sensitive to protecting our customer’s information. As part of our overall 


Security and Privacy planning, we will enact provisions to make sure the privacy and 


security of Protected Health Information by appropriate contract provisions with 


subcontractors and Business Partner Agreements. We outline our plans for Communications 


in section 17.8.9 and Subcontractor Management in 17.7.2.  


8.4.2 DHCFP requires that the contractor maintain a facility within a 30-mile radius of the DHCFP 


location in Carson City, Nevada with a preference for a local facility within Carson City limits. The 


contractor will have business hours from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM PT, with the exception of State 


observed holidays listed in Section 2.1. Electronic transactions must continue to be available on 


State Holidays, but operational staffing will not be required at the contractor's office. Electronic 


transactions supported by the following systems shall be performed on a twenty four (24) hour basis, 


seven (7) days per week, except for maintenance to the system accomplished outside of usual 


business hours, per Section 12.2.1: 
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A. EVS; 


B. Provider Web Portal; 


C. EDI Gateway; 


D. Call Center automation (phone, IVR, messaging); 


E. Pharmacy POS; 


F. Electronic Prescription Software; and 


G. Electronic Provider Direct Claims Entry Portal(s). 


During the Start-up and Transition Periods, the HPES operations personnel will occupy a 


temporary location within 30 miles of the DHCFP administration offices. During this time, the 


permanent Carson City area location will be developed and prepared for permanent 


occupancy. The HPES personnel will relocate to the permanent location before the 


beginning of the operations period of the contract. The temporary facility will maintain 


adequate connectivity to allow for appropriate communications with DHCFP throughout the 


Start-up and Transition periods.  


We will establish a local facility in the Carson City, Nevada area which will house core HPES 


Nevada MMIS personnel as outlined in 8.4.1. This facility will be located within 30 miles from 


the DHCFP state administration offices. Other personnel will be located at other near shore 


or offshore facilities. Our business hours of operation for the Nevada MMIS contract will be 


from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.PT, except for State-observed holidays. 


Electronic transaction systems such as EVS, Provider web portal, Electronic Data 


Interchange (EDI) Gateway, Call Center automation, Pharmacy POS, Electronic Prescription 


Software and Electronic Provider Direct Claims Entry Portal(s) will be operational 24 hours a 


day, 7 days a week including holidays except for the agreed-on maintenance window which 


will occur outside regular business hours. 


8.4.2.1 The contractor may perform a reasonable portion of system development outside of the 


continental United States. A reasonable portion of other Nevada MMIS functions may be performed 


outside of Nevada, but within the continental United States. The site(s) and activities shall be 


approved by DHCFP. 


As stated in our response to 8.4.1, HPES' strategy provides the right blend of onshore and 


offshore delivery capabilities. We will deliver much of these services using various onshore 


locations including the Carson City, Nevada area location. Additionally, some development 


work will be done using offshore resources. As shown in 8.4.1, this mix allows us to bring 


the State high quality, cost-competitive services from locations that best fits its unique 


requirements. We acknowledge that DHCHP will need to approve activities planned for site 


locations.  


As part of our orientation and training plan, HPES will make sure that all personnel are fully 


trained to meet the requirements of the Nevada MMIS contract as required by their job role, 


including the offshore or far shore resources. Additionally, we will enact provisions to verify 


the privacy and security of Protected Health Information within Nevada through appropriate 


subcontract provisions with our subcontractors and Business Partner Agreements. We 
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outline our plans for Communications in section 17.8.9 and Subcontractor Management in 


17.7.2.  


8.4.2.2 During the Contract Start Up, Transition and Operational Periods of this contract, the vendor, 


within reasonable notice, shall provide adequate meeting facilities to accommodate the needs of 


intended audiences. 


Within our Carson City, Nevada area location, we will have meeting rooms to accommodate 


up to 20 people. If space is needed for critical meetings beyond that capability, we will 


designate a suitable location. 


8.4.2.3 The contractor shall provide courier service to the DHCFP site with pickup and delivery 


service at least three (3) times per week on a schedule agreed to by DHCFP. 


We will use a reliable courier service for timely pickup and delivery to the DHCFP site at 


least three times a week. Schedule to be determined and agreed to by DHCFP.  


8.5 COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS 


8.5.1 DHCFP is committed to the use of various types of communication, including, but not limited to, 


face-to-face, electronic, and telephone, to support project business. 


HPES offers a range of communications services to support ongoing operational and project 


communication. We will use the extensive communication services at our disposal to 


effectively manage and support the Nevada MMIS project. These communication services 


include the following: 


• Face-to-face on-site and off-site meetings 


• Audio conferencing services 


• HP Virtual Room — A service that allows users to present and share information and 


presentations using a web-based portal 


• SharePoint — A tool for collaboration and sharing of documents, discussion threads and 


other materials using an easily accessible web portal 


8.5.2 Contractor shall maintain telephone and email contact with the contract administrator and other 


designated staff on a consistent basis throughout the contract. Contractor must provide management, 


supervisory and technical staff availability by email for ease of communication with DHCFP. Project 


managers and/or designated staff will also participate in semi-monthly status meetings in person or 


by telephone conference call and will provide regular status reports as outlined in Section 8.1.2.4. 


As depicted in the communication plan, staff members shall have telephone and email 


access to receive ongoing and timely communications throughout the life of the contract. 


The takeover project manager, systems takeover manager, and other designated staff will 


attend the semi-monthly status meetings to provide regular project status. 


8.5.2.1 Twenty-four hour fax and toll-free access  


A. Contractor shall provide: twenty-four (24) hour fax lines, toll-free telephone lines, voicemail 


message services, and twenty-four (24) hour access to the EVS for providers to submit requests for 


recipient eligibility or other inquiries. 
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As defined in Attachments O through Q Requirements Matrices, HPES will provide 24-hour 


fax lines, toll-free telephone lines, voice mail services and 24-hour access to the EVS for 


eligibility requests and other inquiries except during the agreed on maintenance window.  


8.5.2.2 Written Communications and Standardized Forms  


A. Contractor shall render all reports and contract deliverables in electronic format and hard copy, as 


specified in Section 8.3.1, and shall maintain the capability of receiving reports, deliverables, test 


results, data file transfers, and other information electronically from DHCFP or DHCFP’s other 


contractors. 


B. Contractor will provide manuals and other provider communications in alternate formats 


(electronic, Web based, CD-ROM, etc.) as requested by DHCFP. DHCFP will approve standardized 


forms used by the contractor for all review activities and provider communications. DHCFP will also 


approve communication content such as provider manuals, form letters, web announcements, and 


training materials prior to publication. 


HPES will follow the deliverable and report requirements in section 8.3.1 and deliver the 


required number of master, electronic and hard copies and be able to receive the 


deliverables, reports, test results, and data file transfers, where applicable. Additionally, 


deliverables will be available to the required stakeholders through the SharePoint document 


repository.  


HPES will provide manuals and other communication in the required alternate formats as 


defined by DHCFP. We acknowledge that all standardized forms, provider communications, 


provider manuals, form letters, web announcements and training materials must be 


approved by DHCFP before publication. 


Additionally, HPES fully understands the implications of the HIPAA Privacy regulations and 


will take the security and privacy controls into consideration before transmission of data that 


includes Protected Health Information (PHI). 


8.5.2.3 Electronic Communications 


A. Contractor shall provide all necessary software to support all electronic communications involved 


in day-to-day activities associated with the contract 


B. Contractor shall provide electronic network connections to enable the contractor to connect and 


have compatibility with DHCFP’s email and calendar system in accordance with DHCFP policy. 


During the start-up and transition periods, we will establish the necessary 


telecommunications and network connections to enable support of electronic 


communications for daily contract activities. Our connections can support DHCFP’s email 


standard and calendar system to facilitate effective communication throughout the life of the 


contract. 
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8.6 Requirements Validation and Demonstration 


8.6.1 Objective 


The objective of this task is for the successful vendor to validate and demonstrate that the Nevada 


MMIS will meet all requirements presented in the RFP and in the vendor’s proposal. In addition, any 


changes, tool replacement solutions, or improvements to business process functions across the 


Nevada MMIS will also be identified. This task will result in the establishment of a document of record 


that clearly identifies requirements decisions agreed upon by DHCFP and the successful vendor. 


During the Requirements Validation and Demonstration process, we will use a rigorous 


method of requirements determination to clearly identify and document the full scope of the 


project. Through this process, our experienced staff will employ various methods of 


elicitation and discovery to verify that DHCFP business and functional requirements are well 


documented, allowing us to install a solution to the Core MMIS, peripheral software and 


tools, and the Medicaid claims processing and program support services that meet DHCFP 


needs. 


8.6.2 Activities 


The awarded vendor will perform the following activities within this task: 


8.6.2.1 Conduct and facilitate requirements review and validation sessions to validate and 


demonstrate system functionality. This will include all screens, reports, forms, inputs and outputs 


related to each requirement. A schedule of requirements review and validation sessions must be 


provided to the State at least ten (10) working days prior to the scheduled sessions. 


As part of our Requirements Determination process, we will conduct review sessions to 


validate and demonstrate system functional capability. We will identify the components 


relevant to a specific requirement to make sure that the components are fully defined and 


can be validated for use. We will set up a schedule of review sessions for each area and 


submit this schedule of review sessions to DHCFP at least 10 working days prior to the 


scheduled sessions.  


8.6.2.2 Use the requirements review and validation sessions to gain an understanding of the levels of 


user sophistication. The information will be used to develop trainers, the training programs, and to 


plan ongoing user support activities during operations. 


We understand that training is a critical component to a takeover project especially when a 


new vendor, new systems or new processes are introduced. HPES will use the knowledge 


gained during the requirements validation sessions regarding levels of user sophistication 


and develop training programs for transition and operations accordingly. 


8.6.2.3 Document requirements review and validation sessions and submit meeting minutes to 


DHCFP for review and approval on any agreements reached, open issues and other outcomes. 


Minutes should be submitted within three (3) working days after a session is completed. 


We will fully document the actions of each requirements validation session and submit 


meeting minutes within three working days after the session for DHCFP review and 


approval. The meeting minutes will detail decision, open issues, and any other outcomes. 


8.6.2.4 Conduct interviews, as necessary, with DHCFP staff to validate, clarify, update and finalize 


requirements, 
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As part of our requirements elicitation and discovery process, we will use several methods to 


discover all business and functional requirements. One of these methods will be conducting 


interviews with DHCFP staff members. 


8.6.2.5 Provide qualified data modelers and conduct any modeling sessions needed for data model 


modification. 


HPES will provide the staff needed for the requirements validation and demonstration 


sessions including qualified data modelers as needed.  


8.6.2.6 Prepare and submit an outline of the Requirements Validation Document to serve as a 


document of record for DHCFP approval. 


Before developing the Requirements Validation deliverable document, we will prepare a 


deliverable expectation document that outlines the content and format for the Requirements 


Validation deliverable document. This will be submitted to DHCFP for approval. After the 


document is approved, it will serve as the basis for the format and content of the 


Requirements Validation deliverable. 


8.6.2.7 Prepare and submit a comprehensive and detailed Requirements Validation Document. This 


document must include the following items: 


A. Identification of changes to existing requirements; 


B. Clarifying information associated with requirements, as needed; 


C. Identification of new requirements; 


D. Definition of how requirements will be met; 


E. Identification of the entity responsible for meeting a requirement, when it involves coordination of 


multiple parties (DHCFP and Contractor(s)). 


F. A detailed description of the hardware and software configuration to be used; 


G. An overview of the system architecture and how components are integrated; and 


H. Logical data model that defines all entities, relationships, attributes and access paths. 


As part of the requirements validation and demonstration process, we will develop a 


Requirements Validation document. This will include the items outlined in 8.6.2.7 A though 


H. This document will be used throughout the Transition Phase as the basis for system 


delivery for the entire Nevada MMIS. 


8.6.2.8 Establish and maintain a Requirements Traceability Matrix in order for requirements to be 


traced throughout transition and operations periods. The Requirements Traceability Matrix presented 


in the Reference Library will become the basis for this report. Updates to the traceability matrix will be 


submitted to DHCFP on the monthly basis, with a summary description of the updates. The updated 


traceability matrix must be delivered to the State's project manager no later than the fifteenth (15th) 


calendar day of the following month. 


As part of our project management methodology, we employ a Requirements Traceability 


Matrix to cross-validate that the change components are tied to a specific functional or 


business requirement. Additionally, the matrix verifies that requirements have been met 


within the system solution. We will establish this matrix during the Requirements Validation 
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and Demonstration process and continue to update the matrix throughout the transition and 


operational phases of the project. We will submit updates monthly, with a summary 


description of updates and on the schedule defined by this requirement.  


8.6.3 Requirements Validation and Demonstration Deliverables 


DELIVERABLE 


NUMBER 


DESCRIPTION OF 


DELIVERABLE 


ACTIVITY DHCFP'S 


ESTIMATED 


REVIEW TIME 


8.6.2.1 Requirements Review 
and Validation Session 
Schedule 


8.6.2.1 N/A 


8.6.2.3 Requirements Review 
and 


Validation Session 


Discussion Minutes 


8.6.2.3 5 


8.6.2.6 Requirements Validation 


Document Outline 


8.6.2.6 5 


8.6.2.7 Requirements Validation 


Document 


8.6.2.7 10 


8.6.2.8 Requirements 
Traceability 
Matrix 


8.6.2.8 10 


 


We acknowledge each of these deliverables and will deliver them per the finalized detailed 


project schedule. Within our project schedule, we have added tasks to accommodate the 


deliverable review process as outlined in 8.3 and the estimated DHCFP review times in the 


preceding exhibit.
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9 Scope of Work – Transition Period Requirements 


The Nevada Division of Health Care Finance and Policy (DHCFP) will find our response to 


this section in the following order: 


• 9.1 Transition Overview 


• 9.2 Transition Planning 


• 9.3 Transition of Core MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools, and Medicaid Program 


Claims Processing and Support Services 


• 9.4 Parallel Testing 


• 9.5 Operational Readiness 


• 9.6 Implementation and Start of Operations 


9.1 Transition Overview 


The Transition Period includes transition of the Core MMIS and existing peripheral systems and tools 


to the new contractor. Unless otherwise specified as applying to a new contractor only, transition 


planning and transition tasks are applicable to any contractor (incumbent or new), at a minimum, for 


any new or replaced peripheral systems or tools, or claims processing support services. Vendors may 


propose a phased implementation approach for the transition of the Nevada MMIS into operations, 


which shall be described in detail in the Vendor’s Transition Plan and reflected in the detailed project 


plan. The phased implementation approach shall not disrupt services provided by Medicaid service 


providers to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up recipients. In addition to looking for creative approaches 


for transferring the Nevada MMIS from the current contractor to the successful proposer (such as via 


a phased implementation approach), DHCFP will also assess transition approaches to ensure that 


Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program business is conducted in such a way that promotes a 


seamless transition for providers, recipients, and all contractors involved in the provision of services. 


Financial implications shall also be carefully considered by DHCFP to prevent compensation of 


multiple contractors during the phased implementation process as DHCFP is committed to 


compensating a single vendor deemed responsible for the provision of a particular business function 


or service. 


The major activities in this Period include the following: 


• Installation of the Core MMIS and any existing peripheral system and tools that have not been 
replaced by the new contractor on the new contractor’s hardware (new contractor only); 


• Modification of the system software to run in the new environment (applies to new contractor and 
to incumbent for replaced peripheral systems and tools); 


• System testing (applies to new contractor and to incumbent for replaced peripheral systems and 
tools); 


• Parallel testing between the current system and the newly installed transferred Core MMIS and 
existing peripheral system tools (new contractor only); 


• Transition of Medicaid Claims Processing and Support services (new contractor only); and 


• Implementation. 
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The contractor will conduct the tasks for this period according to the Project Plan submitted in the 


Technical Proposal, as described in Section 17.7. Changes to the Project Plan will require approval 


by DHCFP. The contractor will be responsible for system integration, with technical oversight from 


State of Nevada designated staff. The contractor and other system vendors shall work with other 


State contractors, as necessary, for establishing appropriate interfaces and system integration during 


this Period. 


HP Enterprise Services (HPES) is taking actions to accelerate the activities during the Start-


up and Transition periods, and as such, the transition activities related to establishing 


Nevada Medicaid Management Information 


System (MMIS) operations will progress 


rapidly. While we are proposing a rapid 


ramp up for completion the Transition 


period work, we approach takeover of the 


Nevada MMIS with minimal risk because 


we will continue to use the current 


mainframe hosting vendor, Verizon, for the 


core MMIS functions. This approach allows 


us to focus on the delivery of replacement 


for the peripheral systems and tools, 


testing of the systems, and preparing for 


the operational start-up. Section 8.0  


Project Management Approach, describes 


the people, processes and tools used to support the contract start-up and transition periods. 


The goal for DHCFP is a transparent transition for providers, recipients, Nevada Medicaid 


and Nevada Check Up program stakeholders and sister agencies. Throughout the life of the 


transition period and the remainder of the contract period, we will provide service excellence 


in all aspects of Nevada MMIS processing including all support functions.  


We will collaborate with DHCFP throughout the Transition Period. We want to provide an 


accelerated, low-risk takeover that will require a minimal time commitment from DHCFP, 


while at the same time realizing the strategic goals that DHCFP has established for itself 


and the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up programs. With new Health Insurance 


Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations, HIE, and other federal mandates on 


the horizon, DHCFP can focus on those important tasks.  


Our goals for takeover of the Nevada MMIS align with DHCFP’s goals: 


• To minimize the impact on the provider community, sister agencies and other system 


stakeholders 


• Exercise prudent cost containment efforts 


• Address replacements for several peripheral systems and tools 


• And install systems and procedures/processes that meet or exceed the current MMIS 


performance measures and standards 


Transition Period Requirements 


• A Takeover team knowledgeable in MMIS 


program operations and transition 


leadership 


• Proven recent track record of success in 


Takeovers and MMIS Implementations – 


Kentucky, and Oregon, Massachusetts 


• Clear lines of communication with the HPES 


ES Account Manager as the single point of 


contact 


• Solid approach for managing Takeover 


project using project management 


standards and processes 
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The following high-level project schedule shows the timeframe for the planned transition.  


We bring a dedicated and committed staff of highly skilled resources that know all facets of 


MMIS business and systems. We will use this knowledge and experience to successfully 


transition the Nevada MMIS Core MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools—new and 


existing—and Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services. In addition, as 


defined in our Resource Management process in section 17.8.8 we seek to hire 


knowledgeable staff from the current contractor to provide continuity of business and 


knowledge transfer. We understand that the current contractor staff has a wealth of 


knowledge of the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up programs and the systems and 


operations needed to support them. We will actively pursue hiring of necessary current 


contractor personnel in order to maintain support of these programs. We welcome staff 


acquisition input from DHCFP.  


We are also partnering with several top tier providers of service to help transition the 


business and support ongoing operations. The following exhibit is a list of our 


subcontractors and their role on the team. 


Subcontractors and Their Roles 


 


HPES understands the full breadth and scope of work to be done in the transition phase. In 


addition to the requirements set forth in the start-up and transition sections of the RFP, 


HPES has identified the following “Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities” by the 


italicized content in Attachments O through Q of this RFP. They are as follows: 


The HPES transition team will confirm the scope of work during the Requirements Validation 


and Demonstration period to gain DHCFP approval prior to proceeding with each of the six 


expanded contractor requirements. 


The proposed solution details for each of these requirements are defined in attachments O 


through Q. 
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Scope of Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities  


 


9.1.1 Transition Period Entrance Criteria 


9.1.1.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria prior to the 


commencement of Transition Period activities: 


A. DHCFP approval of the Vendor’s Detailed Project Plan; 


During the Start-up Period, we will conduct the planning activities necessary to obtain a 


successful transition to the Operations Period. This includes understanding the scope of the 


project, establishing a strong detailed project work schedule, developing a communication 


framework, and obtaining the staff necessary to complete all work in the desired timeframes. 


HPES will submit the updated detailed project plan to DHCS for approval. Once approved, 


this plan will serve as the baseline for each task or activity for the Start-up and Transition 


periods.  


To facilitate this, we employ proven Project Life Cycle and Systems Development Life Cycle 


(SDLC) processes and methodologies. As defined in full detail in sections 17.7.2, 17.8, and 


17.9, our Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and A Guide to the Project 


Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK)-based project management approach will bring 


rigor and control to the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project during Start-Up, Transition, and 


Operations Periods.  


B. Establishment of a location where MMIS related functions and contractor services will be 


performed; and 


During start-up, HPES will establish a temporary location within 30 miles of the Carson City, 


Nevada area in which key personnel and functions will service the Nevada MMIS program. 


This location will be established at the beginning of the transition period. During the 


transition period a permanent location in the Carson City, Nevada area will be developed. 


Potential Expanded Contractor Requirement Description 


 12.5.91 EPSDT - Attachments O-Q Italicized 
Requirements 


Develop  early and periodic screening, diagnosis, and 
treatment (EPSDT) web form 


12.7.6.2 Provider Re-Enrollment - Attachments 
O-Q Italicized Requirements 


Develop Provider enrollment validation interface to 
licensing boards 


12.7.6.5 Provider Re-Enrollment - Attachments 
O-Q Italicized Requirements 


Generate provider eligibility letter and store in CRM 


12.7.7.1 Provider Training & Outreach - 
Attachments O-Q Italicized Requirements 


Develop Advance Directive/Civil Rights notifications 


12.5.2.2 Claims –Attachments O-Q Italicized 
Requirements 


Identify and recover "Never Events" as defined by the 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) 


12.5.2.3 Claims –Attachments O-Q Italicized 
Requirements 


Annually send False Claim letters/certifications to 
providers paid > $5 million and report results to  
the State 
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Personnel will be relocated to this permanent facility prior to the start of operations and will 


remain in this location throughout the life of the contract. In addition, during the transition 


period, HPES will bring up the remaining locations where off-site services for the Nevada 


MMIS will occur. See section 17.7.6 for details on which functions will be served from each 


location. 


C. Acceptance of a comprehensive Requirements Validation Document. 


During the start-up period, HPES will work with DHCFP to validate the requirements of the 


RFP. During this process, a Requirements Validation Document Deliverable will be 


submitted for approval by DHCFP. Acceptance of the Requirements Validation Document 


and the project plan will be the basis of the scope of work to be performed during the 


Transition period. Our approach to this process is defined in full in section 8.6.  


9.1.2 Transition Period Exit Criteria 


9.1.2.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to exiting the 


Transition Period: 


A. DHCFP acceptance of the Vendor’s Transition Plan; 


As defined in greater detail in section 9.2.1.6, HPES will submit a detailed Transition Plan 


that identifies the work to be completed during the Start-up and Transition periods. We will 


submit this plan for acceptance by DHCS. Once approved/accepted, HPES will use this 


along with the detailed project plan/schedule and the Requirements Traceability Matrix 


(RTM) completed during the requirements validation process as the basis for the work to be 


completed prior to start of operations. 


B. Vendor’s certification of System Component(s) implementation (including the Core MMIS and 


peripheral systems and tools); 


Prior to start of operations, HPES will certify, in writing, that the Core MMIS and peripheral 


system and tools are operational and ready for production use.  


C. Acceptance by DHCFP of all system test activities presented in Section 9 of this RFP; and 


As defined in section 9.3, we will thoroughly test the Core MMIS and peripheral systems and 


tools as well as other automated and manual processes. We acknowledge that DHCFP 


must accept the system test outcomes/results prior to commencement of operations.  


D. Acceptance by DHCFP of all revisions to Systems and User Documentation (as required to fully 


describe the transferred system). 


As described in section 9.3.2.8, HPES will revise system and user documentation as part of 


its normal change management process for all changes completed during the Transition 


period. These will be submitted for DHCFP acceptance. 


HPES acknowledges these exit criteria and the critical success factors to determine if HPES 


has successfully met the goals of the Transition Period and can progress to the next phase. 


9.2 Transition Planning 


The first step in preparing for the continuance of operations of systems and programs associated with 


Nevada Medicaid and Check Up is transition planning. 
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The following sections present the transition planning expectations. 


9.2.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


9.2.1.1 Review and agree to the Transition Period entrance and exit criteria established by DHCFP 


within the first thirty (30) days of the contract start date. 


At the onset of the Planning and Administration period, we will define the steps for 


acceptance of DHCFP entrance and exit criteria for the Planning and Administration and 


Transition periods as well as the entrance criteria for the operations phase. This will be 


completed within the first thirty (30) days of the contract. 


9.2.1.2 Select and establish a Medicaid Claims Processing and Support services site within thirty (30) 


miles of DHCFP Administrative Offices, with a preference for a facility and services to be provided 


within Carson City limits, and submit a Facilities Plan, including but not limited to, location of 


computer hardware, to DHCFP for approval within the first thirty (30) days of the start of the 


Transition Period. 


Within the first thirty days of the Transition Period, HPES will identify and establish a 


Facilities Plan that defines the approach to occupying a permanent local facility within thirty 


miles of the DHCFP Administrative Offices. This Carson City, Nevada area facility will house 


key personnel as outlined in 8.4.1. Other personnel will be located at other near shore or off 


shore facilities.  


Our business hours of operation for the Nevada MMIS core contract will be from 8 p.m. to  


5 p.m. PT, with the exception of State observed holidays. 


9.2.1.3 Conduct a review of the current systems and user documentation, and clarify deficiencies as 


necessary. 


During the Transition period, our experienced HPES technical writing and business analyst 


staff will conduct a gap analysis of current system and user documentation to define or 


clarify any deficiencies within the documentation. HPES will document the results of this 


review for submission to DHCFP. HPES will work with DHCFP to determine which 


documents must be updated to current standards and the schedule for updates to be 


completed. 


9.2.1.4 Establish and implement a project control and reporting system, and establish protocols for 


problem reporting and controls for transfers. 


HPES believes in strong project management as a leading success factor in implementing 


any project; therefore, we propose to use our Project Life Cycle and Systems Development 


Life Cycle as the basis for managing all contract periods. At the onset of Start-Up and 


Transition we will use HP PPM, a robust project and portfolio management tool, to assist in 


facilitating all aspects of project control including issue ticket and problem resolution, 


resource management, project scheduling and project reporting. This tool provides all key 


stakeholders visibility into the status and progress of the projects. Sections 12.2 and 17.8 


provides full details of our Project Management and Systems Development Life Cycle 


methodologies and change management framework. 


9.2.1.5 Become familiar with DHCFP policies and services through interviews with DHCFP and/or 


current contractor staff. 
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As part of the Requirements Validation and Demonstration process identified in 8.6, HPES 


will employ several methods to elicit and refine all business and functional requirements. 


One of these methods will be conducting interviews with DHCFP staff members and/or 


current contractor staff. 


9.2.1.6 Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Transition Plan to DHCFP. The plan shall include: 


A. Proposed approach to transition; 


B. Proposed approach for conducting a knowledge transfer from the current vendor to the new 


vendor; 


C. Tasks and activities for transition; 


D. Personnel and level of effort in hours; 


E. Completion date; 


F. Transition milestones; 


G. Entrance and exit criteria; 


H. Schedule for transition; 


I. Production program and documentation update procedures during transition; 


J. Readiness walkthrough; 


K. Parallel test procedures; 


L. Provider training; and 


M. Interface testing. 


As defined throughout section 9 and in our preliminary project plan submitted in Tab XI, our 


transition plan is designed to provide DHCFP with a smooth, swift, and successful transition 


of the Core MMIS, Peripheral System and Tool, Medicaid Claims Processing and Support 


Services and all other operational components to successful manage and operate the 


Nevada MMIS.  


A. Approach to Transition—We outline our overall approach to transition in  


section 9.1. 


B. Proposed approach for conducting a knowledge transfer from the current 


vendor to the new vendor—As defined in our start-up plan in section 8.6.2.4 and 


9.2.1.5 we will conduct requirements elicitation interviews with various stakeholders 


including the current contractor to make sure all knowledge and requirements are 


acknowledged and documented during the transition period. 


C. Tasks and activities for transition—Our preliminary project plan delivered in Tab 


XI defines the tasks and activities needed to achieve a successful takeover of the 


Nevada MMIS. This plan will be finalized during start-up and re-submitted for 


approval by DHCFP. 
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D. Personnel and level of effort in hours—Our preliminary project plan delivered in 


Tab XI defines the resources needed and the level of effort in hours to achieve each 


task associated with the transition period. This plan will be finalized during start-up 


and re-submitted for approval by DHCFP. 


E. Completion date—Our preliminary project plan defines the expected completion 


date for each activity, task, or phase of the transition period. In addition, we provide 


an overall project timeline for Transition in section 9.1. 


F. Transition milestones—The transition milestones are defined in the preliminary 


project plan delivered in Tab XI. 


G. Entrance and exit criteria—In each phase of the transition period, we acknowledge 


and accept the entrance and exit criteria for each section. 


H. Schedule for transition—The high level schedule for transition is discussed in 


section 9.1. Our preliminary project plan defines the complete schedule of 


activities/tasks for transition. 


I. Production program and documentation update procedures during  


transition—We define in section 9.3.2.8 our approach for updating system and user 


documentation procedures as needed during the transition period. This approach is 


in line with our overall change management process which is used throughout the 


transition period. 


J. Readiness walkthrough—We address our approach to the operational readiness 


assessment and walkthrough in sections 9.5.1.10 and 9.5.1.11. In addition, 


throughout section 9.5 we address how we will prepare for operational readiness. 


K. Parallel test procedures—We address in detail our approach to parallel testing in 


section 9.4.  


L. Provider training—System implementations or transitions invariably affect one or 


more user populations. The primary operational objective is best captured with one 


word: seamless. The provider community will expect a nearly textbook transition, 


with minimal disruption to their workflow, and none to their payment flow. Our 


extensive MMIS implementation and transition experience will guide the 


development and submission of a robust implementation training plan for the 


DHCFP. We will use proven project and change management techniques to make 


sure the transition training plan addresses all of the access points Nevada provider’s 


use to interface with the program, with appropriate emphasis on the change 


elements. As detailed fully in Section 12.3, HPES uses the tested Instructional 


Systems Life Cycle (ISLC), which the International Society for Performance 


Improvement (ISPI) recognizes as an outstanding methodology for workplace 


learning and performance development design and delivery to adult learners.  
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M. Interface Testing—As part of our integrated system testing defined in section 


9.3.2.10 and 9.3.2.11, we perform integrated system testing to be certain all 


components of a system work together as designed including any external 


interfaces. 


During the start-up phase, we will develop and update our transition plan to reflect any 


changes identified during the start-up phase. Throughout the transition period, we will 


maintain our transition plan and update as necessary through each phase of transition.  


9.2.1.7 Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan to DHCFP. 


The plan shall include: 


A. Proposed approach to MMIS relocation risk/contingency planning; 


B. Risk analysis: identification of critical business processes; 


C. Risk analysis: identification of potential failures; 


D. Risk analysis: business impacts; and 


E. Identification of alternatives/contingencies. 


During start-up, our core local staff will occupy a temporary space within a 30 mile radius of 


the DHCFP Carson City, Nevada area Administration offices. During Transition, our HPES 


Global Real Estate team and the local Transition management team will implement the 


detailed and planned relocation of all Nevada MMIS functions to the permanent Carson City, 


Nevada area location. In addition, we will make sure all connectivity and communications 


portals/lines are in place to promote smooth communications between the local Nevada 


MMIS staff and off-site site.  


The Global Real Estate professional staff of HPES employees and subcontractors will 


provide resources that will collaborate with HPES local staff to plan, schedule and execute 


the acquisition of leased building space and building modifications during the Transition 


period. We will use a project management approach which will be tied to the overall 


Transition work plan so that we understand the interdependencies of when space needs to 


be ready to prevent delays to other Transition tasks. We also will identify any potential risks 


ahead of time and make certain that we have a mitigation plan that is integrated into the 


Risk Mitigation plan.  


The relocation/risk contingency plan will include a full risk analysis and identification of 


alternatives and contingencies. A sample risk management plan is included in Tab XIV. This 


format will be leveraged to focus specifically on relocation risks during the transition period.  


9.2.1.8 Develop an approved plan and establish the gateway to DHCFP’s LAN to facilitate 


communications between DHCFP and the contractor, and supply all hardware and software needed 


within sixty (60) days of the start of the Transition Period. 


During the initial sixty (60) days of the start of the Transition Period, HPES will develop and 


deliver the network and facilities communication plan for approval and establish the gateway 


to DHCFP’s LAN. This plan will encompass all network and communications connectivity 


and hardware and software necessary to promote solid communication between DHCFP 


and HPES As shown in the exhibit following this page, Nevada Hosting Solution, DHCFP 
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will connect through the HPES Enterprise Services GSN/HNC cloud to use the various Core 


MMIS and Peripheral System components. Although this exhibit only shows one connection 


between DHCFP and HPES Enterprise Services, HPES has designed two discrete 


telecommunication links to provide an interconnection between the State and the 


applications. From the DHCFP facilities, one link will go to the HPES account facilities, as 


shown on the exhibit, and a second link will go directly to the HPES cloud, not shown on the 


exhibit. This design provides a highly available and resilient data communication solution 


that will maximize system access availability for authorized State MMIS users.  


The inserted exhibit shows the Nevada Hosting Solution. 
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9.2.1.9 Establish a contractor operations facility within thirty (30) miles of DHCFP Administrative 


Offices within the first thirty (30) days of the Transition Period. 


During the first 30 days of start-up, HPES will establish a temporary location within 30 miles 


of the Carson City, Nevada area in which key personnel and functions will service the 


Nevada MMIS program. This location will be established at the beginning of the transition 


period. During the transition period a permanent location in the Carson City, Nevada area 


will be developed. Personnel will be relocated to this permanent facility prior to the start of 


operations and will remain in this location throughout the life of the contract. In addition, 


during the transition period, HPES will bring up the remaining locations where off-site 


services for the Nevada MMIS will occur. See section 17.7.6 for details on which functions 


will be served from each location. 


9.2.1.10 Initiate project management control software and reporting procedures. 


As defined in sections 9.2.1.4 and in further detail in 12.2 and 17.8, HPES will use a fully 


integrated project and portfolio management approach to schedule, monitor, control, and 


report on all projects throughout the life of the contract. This includes the development of all 


the necessary reporting and over processes to support all project activities.  


For all phases of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, we will use HP Portfolio and Project 


Management (HP PPM), a leading software product that allows for comprehensive project 


management oversight including scheduling, time management, resource management, 


issue management, and reporting. We will begin using HP PPM at the start of the 


Operations Period describe our methods for project management in full detail using HP 


PPM. 


9.2.1.11 Establish and maintain a deliverable control and issue resolution tracking system using PC-


based software, for the life of the contract. Update the software by recording and tracking all 


deliverable correspondence initiated by either DHCFP or the contractor. The system shall be 


accessible for joint use by both the authorized DHCFP and contractor staff. 


HPES will deploy a sophisticated management tool, HPES PPM that will provide a more 


robust system for capturing, tracking, monitoring and reporting on deliverables and issue 


resolution tracking. This tool provides visibility for all stakeholders including DHCFP and 


HPES into the activities of the project. This will include the ability tie all correspondence 


related to deliverables. In addition, we will capture, maintain and store all deliverables and 


their related correspondence in SharePoint for easy and ready access. We define this 


process in detail in section 17.8.4. 


9.2.1.12 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the approved Project 


Plan. 


As a part of the Communication Plan for the transition planning phase, HPES will submit 


concise weekly status reports to report the “state” of the project which will include all status 


items agreed to during the start-up phase of the project. These will be submitted weekly for 


DHCFP approval.  
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During the Transition period, HPES will install HP PPM, a Project and Portfolio Management 


tool that will provide DHCFP enhanced visibility into the status of the various types of 


projects defined in the Change Management response of this RFP. In addition, we will use 


HPES PPM to monitor MS Project created project plans, resource planning, track time 


against these project plans and track issues from inception to resolution. Additional details 


on the use of HPES PPM during the post transition periods are included in sections 12.2, 


Change Management and 17.8, Project Management. 


9.2.1.13 Conduct weekly status meetings with the State Project Manager, other DHCFP staff, and 


DHCFP contractors, as necessary. 


Regular project meetings are a cornerstone of good project communication management. 


The HPES Takeover Project Manager, HPES Systems Takeover manager and other HPES 


account executives (as needed) and project staff (as needed) will attend and actively 


participate in all weekly project status meetings. These meetings are designed to convey 


overall project status including project progress, metrics/measures, issues/resolutions and 


communications. HPES will also be responsible for the development and delivery of 


agendas and meeting minutes for each of the weekly status meetings. 


9.2.1.14 Inform the State Project Manager of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline 


by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified. 


Communication is the key to our project management approach. We recognize that issues 


such as delays and setbacks to critical path schedule items must be communicated in a 


timely fashion. The Takeover Project manager will communicate any such issues as quickly 


as possible once the issue is identified during the Transition planning phase. 


9.2.1.15 Work with other system vendors, DHCFP, and other Nevada State agencies to establish and 


ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to promote a 


successful transition period. 


We acknowledge that a system as complex as the Nevada MMIS has various interfaces and 


dependencies that must be taken into consideration. We have considerable experience in 


dealing with these types of takeover projects and will make sure that we communication and 


appropriate integrate all interfaces with external parities and our subcontractors as 


necessary to verify a smooth transition of services for DHCFP during the transition Core 


MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and Medicaid program claims processing and 


supporting services phase. 


As part of our integrated system test, we test connectivity to the various interfaces with the 


Nevada MMIS including our primary subcontractor partners and other interface vendors. 


This involves testing both input and output interfaces. We establish an interface file 


schedule and conduct interface testing to make sure all input and output files perform as 


expected. We document our results and submit to DHCFP for approval. 


9.2.1.16 Modify and Update the MMIS Project Plan that was initially submitted to DHCFP. Any 


changes from current operating procedures must be clearly identified and reflected in the Project 


Plan. The contractor must also clearly describe the hardware configurations and telecommunications 


network for the appropriate sections of the Project Plan. 
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HPES brings a refined, industry-standard process for developing detailed project plans, 


incorporating fixed deadlines and phase exit criteria, which meet customer expectations and 


adhere to State and federal rules, regulations, schedules and guidelines. Our approach to 


scheduling activities begins by first defining, documenting, and receiving customer approval 


for project scope via a project charter. Once approved by DHCFP, the project schedule is 


refined utilizing Microsoft Project templates which include all items required in section 


8.1.2.1 A through E. While project resource identification is also part of the task assignment 


process within the detailed project plan, HPES also provides resource planning, as defined 


in section 17.8. This detailed planning process will enable DHCFP and HPES to have a 


clear understanding of how each project will be managed, executed and controlled.  


As part of the start-up activities, HPES will provide a detailed project plan, which is approved 


by DHCFP. The detailed project plan will include all items identified in section 8.1.2.1. This 


will include all activities required to provide a smooth transition including, but not limited to, 


installation and testing of the Core MMIS, peripheral systems and tools (new and existing), 


operations procedures activities, hardware and software updates and installations, and the 


activities surrounding telecommunications and networking.  


HPES will provide for an orderly transfer of MMIS functionality from the current contractor 


upon start of contract. We are committed to meeting or exceeding DHCFP’s goals and 


expectations for an effective contract start-up and transition period, as well as throughout 


the life of the contract. As one of largest IT companies on the planet, committed to providing 


MMIS solutions, HPES brings experienced professionals to provide uninterrupted service 


during the contract transition period. Our detailed project plans are a reflection of years of 


dedicated MMIS experience compiled into a tool kit utilizing best practice methodologies.  


Please refer to section 17.8 for further information related to detailed project plan 


functionality.  


9.2.2 Progress Milestones 


9.2.2.1 Establishment of Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


9.2.2.2 DHCFP approval of the Transition Plan. 


9.2.2.3 DHCFP approval of the Facilities Plan. 


9.2.2.4 DHCFP approval of the Nevada MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan. 


9.2.2.5 Establishment of permanent contractor facilities. 


9.2.2.6 Complete review of existing system documentation and user documentation. 


9.2.2.7 Final transition work plan and schedule. 


9.2.2.8 Completion of DHCFP workspace at the contractor’s facility. 


9.2.2.9 Establishment of the gateway to DHCFP’s LAN. 


During the transition planning phase of the Transition period, HPES will complete the 


milestones as defined in the project plan including those defined in this section such as 


completed of all training, all entrance and exit criteria and a successful transfer of operations 


from the previous contractor. 
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9.2.3 Contractor Deliverables 


9.2.3.1 Project Control and Reporting System. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.2.1.10. 


9.2.3.2 MMIS Transition Plan. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.2.1.6. 


9.2.3.3 MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.2.1.7. 


9.2.3.4 MMIS System Documentation Review Results. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.2.1.3. 


9.2.3.5 MMIS User Documentation Review Results. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.2.1.3. 


9.2.3.6 Facilities Plan. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.2.1.2. 


9.2.3.7 Updated Nevada MMIS Project Plan. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.2.1.16. 


9.2.3.8 Weekly Status Reports. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.2.1.12. 


HPES acknowledges and agrees to each of the deliverables outlined in transition planning 


phase. 


9.2.4 DHCFP Responsibilities 


9.2.4.1 Review and approve final entrance and exit criteria for each task of the MMIS Transition 


Period. 


9.2.4.2 Coordinate communication, and act as liaison between the new contractor and the current 


contractor. 


9.2.4.3 Provide the new contractor with all available documentation on current MMIS operations and 


Nevada requirements. 


9.2.4.4 Provide the new contractor with DHCFP and current contractor MMIS naming convention 


standards and policies (as available). 


9.2.4.5 Provide the new contractor with an initial and final transfer copy of the Nevada MMIS, 


including but not limited to, source programs, files, job-cycle documentation, and all other supporting 


documentation necessary for system operations. 


9.2.4.6 The final transfer copy will be delivered before the start of parallel testing. 


9.2.4.7 Provide the new contractor with final schedules published by the current contractor for all 


cycle processes. 


9.2.4.8 Provide updates of the system to the new contractor as the current contractor continues to 


install modifications and correct deficiencies to the system. 
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9.2.4.9 Clarify, at the new contractor’s request, Nevada Medicaid Program and Check Up Program 


policy, regulations, and procedures. 


9.2.4.10 Provide protocols for problem reporting and controls for the transfer of data or information 


from the current contractor to the new contractor. 


9.2.4.11 Review and approve the Facilities Plan, including but not limited to, location of computer 


hardware, etc., submitted by the new contractor. 


9.2.4.12 Review and approve a Transition Plan to facilitate transfer of the Nevada MMIS to the new 


contractor. 


9.2.4.13 Review and approve MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan. 


9.2.4.14 Review and approve staff training materials, sessions provide, and operations 


documentation. 


9.2.4.15 Conduct a review of the new contractor’s project work plan, defining all Period-level, project 


milestones, deliverables, and activity-level schedules and staffing levels. 


9.2.4.16 Coordinate the transition of state-owned property (i.e., office furniture, equipment, hardware 


and software) to the new contractor, termination, or assumption of leases of MMIS hardware and 


software. 


9.2.4.17 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


9.2.4.18 Review and monitor Project Plan. 


We acknowledge that each of us (DHCFP and HPES ) have responsibilities to provide a 


smooth Transition. We look forward to working with DHCFP on this project and understand 


that meeting the requirements of both the contractor responsibilities and DHCFP 


responsibilities is critical to the success of the overall project. 


9.3 Transition of Core MMIS, Peripheral Systems and 


Tools, and Medicaid Program Claims Processing and 


Support Services 


9.3.1 System Transfer and Installation 


In this task, the new contractor will transfer the current Core MMIS and existing peripheral systems 


and tools to the new hardware, installing all software and the telecommunications network required to 


operate the system according to the specifications outlined in the current system documentation and 


the RFP. For the incumbent or new contractor, the contractor will replace and install any new 


peripheral systems and tools. The contractor, incumbent or new, will also transfer or develop any 


software necessary to perform its operational responsibilities for the Medicaid Claims Processing and 


Support Services (e.g., data entry, claims processing, provider relations, etc.). The Vendor may also 


propose a phased implementation approach for transition of the Nevada MMIS to operations, which 


shall be described in detail in the Vendor’s Transition Plan and reflected in the detailed project plan. 


The phased implementation approach shall not disrupt services provided by Medicaid service 


providers to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up recipients. 


HPES Enterprise Services will use proven methodologies to promote integrity of the transfer 


of the Core MMIS and peripheral systems and tools as well as the transition of Medicaid 


Claims processing and support services. We have a comprehensive Project Management 
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methodology as outlined in 17.8 that governs our overall project management processes 


from Start-up through operations. We use our experience with MMIS transfers and our 


proven project life cycle and Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) methodologies to 


maintain control over the process of change for all systems. 


The HPES Team uses a standardized System Development Life Cycle (SDLC), which will 


be tailored specifically for Nevada project types. The Change Management process 


facilitates the workload of the SDLC and verifies that all steps are completed in the correct 


sequence. This IEEE-based SDLC provides a methodology for software development that 


the HPES team uses routinely, and leverages policies, objectives, procedures, guidelines, 


checklists, templates, and forms that have been used with great success by HPES 


application development and maintenance on other MMIS projects. Please refer to Section 


17.8 to find out more about the four main phases of the Systems Development Life Cycle, 


and the high-level tasks that will be completed for each phase. 


We use the SDLC approach throughout our Start-up and Transition periods to transfer the 


Core MMIS and existing peripheral systems and tools. In addition, we will be implementing 


replacements for many of the peripheral systems and tools during the Transition Period.  


Approach to Transfer of Core MMIS 


As part of our overall strategy for transfer of the Core MMIS, we will establish the 2 new 


Logical Partitions (LPARS) within the Verizon hosted Core MMIS site. In addition, we will 


establish a shared Direct Access Storage Device (DASD) as common space between HPES 


and First Health to share data files as needed during the Transition and start of operations 


period in order to facilitate testing, data migration and transfer of claims. Within this space, 


First Health will deposit data as needed to conduct the Transition and start of operations 


activities and HPES will retrieve the data as needed. This solution provides for a low risk 


mechanism to transfer data. The two new LPARS will provide a distinct separation between 


production and test environments to promote overall integrity of the system. The use of 


these two environments will provide flexibility and control in managing releases and 


acceptance testing. The two new LPARS are identified as follows:  


• LPAR 1: Production 


• LPAR 2: Test. The Test environment is divided into two areas. The use of these two 


environments provides flexibility and control in managing releases and acceptance 


testing. We will run the training environment as needed. 


− CICS Development  


− Training  


We will use proven change management, configuration management and release 


management processes to verify changed system modules are thoroughly tested prior to 


promotion to the production environment.  


During the Transition, HPES will: 


• Work with Verizon to establish the LPARS and develop the shared DASD space 
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• Load Endevor to control change manager of source code 


• Load and re-compile source code obtained from previous contractor 


• Unit Test re-compiled source 


• Purchase, install, configure and test Claim Check 


• Migrate Data from previous contractor using the shared DASD space as the transfer 


mechanism 


• Perform System/Integration Testing of Core MMIS and all external interfaces testing 


both inputs and outputs 


• Prepare system for operations 


• During freeze period, transfer final versions of source, data and transfer of claims 


• “Go Live” with productions on March 25, 2011 (assuming an October 18, 2010 project 


start date) 


During each of these process steps we employ our standard practices for change 


management and project management to verify integrity in the Core MMIS system. 


Approach to Transfer/Development of Peripheral Systems and 


Tools 


As part of our overall Nevada MMIS strategy, we propose replacements for many of the 


existing peripheral systems and tools. Each tool and subcontractor was carefully evaluated 


and selected based on the merit they bring to the unique needs of the Nevada Medicaid and 


Nevada Check Up programs. In addition, we sought replacement subcontractors and 


products that bring the Nevada MMIS closer to its vision and goal of a fully realized MITA 


aligned system. The exhibit on the insert depicts the primary peripheral systems and tools 


and their associated interfaces. 


During the Transition period, we will follow our standards Systems Development Life Cycle 


and work closely with each of our subcontractors to acquire, plan, design, program, 


document, test, and deploy each of the peripheral systems and tools, and the associated 


network connectivity and interfaces. We will employ strong project management controls to 


verify all subcontractor activities and internal HPES activities are conducted within the 


specified timeframes of the project schedule and that all peripheral systems and tools are 


ready for the start of operations. 


As part of this process, we will perform system integration/interface testing to verify all 


interfaces (both inputs and outputs) function as required per the RFP. This process includes: 


• Phase 1: Establish all network connectivity 


• Phase 2: Test the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) Process and real time 


processes for all interfaces 
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• Phase 3: Acquire data and perform/test migration of data from previous contractor. This 


includes the testing of the exchange of data for appropriate format and content 


• Phase 4: Test all outputs (reports and so on) 


HPES will conduct training to the required stakeholders for all of the new peripheral systems 


and tool processes to make sure all staff members and DHCFP stakeholders are ready for 


the start of operations. Once training and testing are completed, HPES will conduct an 


Operational Readiness Assessment and certify that all systems are ready for operations.  


The detailed solution for each peripheral system and tools is described in section 12.6. 


9.3.2 Contractor Responsibilities 


9.3.2.1 Acquire necessary hardware and software needed for a successful transition. 


We have a wealth of experience and success in the procurement of hardware and software 


for our global customers including 21 other Medicaid operations. We have strong, positive 


working relationships with numerous hardware and software vendors locally and nationally. 


These relationships promote timely acquisition, delivery, and implementation of the 


hardware and software needed for the Core MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, Medicaid 


claims processing and support services, project management and all other aspects needed 


to support the Nevada MMIS.  


We will use HPES’ Global Purchasing to procure the best-in-class and most cost-effective 


hardware and software products to meet contract requirements. All hardware and software 


purchases, delivery, and installation schedules will be included in the enterprise-wide 


Transition work schedule and monitored by Takeover Project Manager and her staff to make 


sure that there is adequate lead time for purchasing and that there are no delays that impact 


downstream interdependent tasks. Timing of resources with the appropriate mix of skills will 


be allocated through the Takeover Project Manager for preparation, testing, and rigorous 


standards around software implementation to prepare for other interdependent tasks and 


prevent downstream delays.  


HPES will stand up new hardware with associated new copies of the various software 


products needed to support the Peripheral Systems components. The new software will be 


the currently available stable version from each vendor. Please refer to section 17.11 for a 


discussion about the proposed hardware and software. 


9.3.2.2 Establish system environments and facilities necessary to operate the Nevada MMIS. 


As defined in section 8.4 Location of Contract Functions, HPES 's strategy provides the right 


blend of onshore and offshore delivery capabilities, which are positioned to make sure that 


clients receive high quality, cost-competitive services from locations that best fit their unique 


requirements. We concentrate our delivery capabilities in the Carson City, Nevada area 


locations and other sites throughout the United States.  


In section 9.3.1 we define a high level overview of how we will install and test the Core 


MMIS (in place at the Verizon hosting site), Peripheral Systems and Tools and other 


operational locations to support Medicaid claims processing and other support services. For 


the Core MMIS, we will continue to provide support for the test and production system 
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environments. These various environments provide appropriate separation of functions for 


promotion of change management activities. 


We define a low risk strategy by using the existing Core MMIS hosting service provider, 


Verizon, who will establish two new additional LPARS to host the HPES Nevada Core 


MMIS. These two new environments will house partition for a production environment as 


well as shared test partition that will contain a CICS Development area and training area. 


The training environment will be utilized as necessary to conduct training of Core MMIS 


functions and training. Our subcontracting partners will establish and host environments for 


the various peripheral systems and tools as outlined in section 9.3.1. We will continue to 


provide, at a minimum, the same level of service for each of the peripheral systems and 


tools that DHCFP receives today.  


9.3.2.3 Install the most recent versions of the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools, as needed, 


including, but not limited to, all subsystem programs, online programs, telecommunications, data 


entry software, and test files. 


As stated in 9.3.2.1, HPES will stand up new hardware with associated new copies of the 


various software products needed to support the Peripheral Systems components. The new 


software will be the currently available stable version from each vendor.  


HPES will assume any Core MMIS mainframe product licenses as allowable by the product 


vendor's licensing terms. In the event that the licensing terms preclude license assumption, 


HPES will acquire a new product license. In some cases, the vendor product allows for a 


transfer of a license or licensed use for a limited duration. In other cases, transfer is possible 


by payment of a transfer fee. HPES will work with each software vendor, the DHCFP, and 


through the DHCFP the incumbent Fiscal Agent, to transfer the product license to the State. 


As defined in more detail in section 9.3.1, HPES will establish the two new LPARS and 


DASD areas within the Verizon hosted site to facilitate the movement of data and source 


code. HPES will acquire the source code from First Health and load this data into each of 


the respective LPARS (production and test). Once received, we will recompile the source for 


use within our distinct partition at Verizon.  


For peripheral systems, HPES will acquire the source as needed to verify our new 


replacements for peripheral systems function the same as the current peripheral systems. 


As part of our overall plan, we will acquire the data for each of the peripheral systems using 


our secure FTP communications portal and will conduct data migration processes as 


needed to align with the configuration of the new replacement systems.  


9.3.2.4 Customize any new peripheral systems and tools being provided by the vendor for the 


Nevada MMIS staff. 


As defined in section 9.3.1, HPES proposes to install replacements for many of the 


peripheral systems and tools. Each of these will be adapted to make sure that the current 


functionality remains and that all requirements of the peripheral system are met. These 


activities will be identified in the final detailed project schedule. 
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9.3.2.5 Install replacements for licensed software and systems as described in this RFP. 


As defined in section 9.3.2.3, HPES will assume or transfer product licenses where possible. 


If transfer or assumption is not possible, HPES will install replacements for software as 


necessary.  


9.3.2.6 Coordinate with DHCFP and the current contractor to resolve problems encountered during 


the installation of the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools on the new contractor’s equipment. 


As part of our Systems Development Life Cycle process and our communication plan, we 


will communicate any issues encountered with the install of the Core MMIS and peripheral 


systems and tools. Each issue will be tracked through our transition issue management 


process for comprehensive tracking and monitoring of all issues throughout the transition 


period. The HPES Takeover Project Manager will coordinate activities where the current 


contractor is needed with DHCFP.  


9.3.2.7 Ensure all hardware, software, protocols, processes, and communications are appropriately 


established to successfully “turn-on” the system. 


We demonstrate our ability to operate the Nevada MMIS and safeguard its integrity through 


rigorous testing controls. Our approach to managing a comprehensive System Test Plan 


follows a proven System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) approach including planning, 


systematic tracking and control procedures, risk identification and mitigation strategies, 


standardized documentation practices, effective parallel, stress and volume testing, and 


ongoing communication with DHCFP. Our SDLC methodology is fully defined in section 


12.2.  


Through this rigorous testing approach and effective project management of the transition 


project, we make sure all hardware, software, automated processes, manual processes, 


operational protocols and communication are ready for operations.  


9.3.2.8 Revise systems and user documentation as required to fully describe the transferred system. 


As part of our core change management process, HPES will update the system and user 


documentation as necessitated by the changes made to Core MMIS processes and tools, 


peripheral systems and tools, and Medicaid claims processing and support services. 


9.3.2.9 Code modifications to the system as necessary for accurate operation of the system. 


We will follow our rigorous SDLC process for all change components to make sure that we 


plan, code and unit test, system test, parallel test, install and validate all aspects of the 


Nevada MMIS to provide accurate operation of each Nevada MMIS functions.  


9.3.2.10 Perform a system test to compare all transferred programs, files, utilities, JCL, etc., to 


determine that the transferred system has the same composition as the operational Core MMIS. 


Overall System Test Approach 


HPES has extensive experience in the delivery, maintenance and testing of both mainframe 


and non-mainframe based MMIS environments. We bring that experience to the Nevada 


MMIS.  
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The Transition Test Phase, managed by the Takeover Project Manager and the Takeover 


Systems Manager, will encompass all steps necessary to thoroughly complete each stage of 


testing. We will test all change components of the Nevada MMIS including manual operation 


changes to operational areas to provide both system and operational readiness. We will use 


the Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) to drive all aspects of testing. Testing the 


Nevada MMIS changes requires several stages. These are as follows: 


Unit Test—During this stage, unit test specifications and data for each modified component 


or program is developed using the high-level requirements, detailed business, and the 


detailed design specifications and request for proposal (RFP) requirements. Our 


programming staff members internally test each individual component as they are 


programming to make sure that the single component or program is working as expected. 


System Test/Integrated System Test—During this stage, all programs or components 


associated with the job stream are integrated together for testing. This is to assure all 


program interdependencies work during normal production processing. These test 


processes apply to both the Core MMIS and Peripheral systems and tools. 


Step 1: The programming and business teams develop a test plan, test specifications and 


test data using high-level requirements, detailed business requirements, business rules, 


business design, and the detailed technical design. These test specifications are logged into 


the test matrix for monitoring and control.  


Step 2: The test criteria and data are executed in the system/integration test environment, 


and test results are produced, reviewed, and documented. This includes the development of 


test criteria/test scenarios to make sure all integration points with external systems (both 


input and output interfaces) are thoroughly tested for operational readiness.  


Step 3: If the review of the test results identifies unexpected results, the issue is logged and 


a resolution is sought.  


Step 4: When resolution is identified, the programmer recodes, retests, and re-documents 


the retest results.  


Step 5: If resolution is achieved, the issue is closed and the test results are documented and 


the test is closed. 


Step 6: Deliver and walkthrough test results with stakeholders. We will review all test results 


with DHCFP and other stakeholders as needed to provide assurance that the system is 


operating as designed. 


During the process, our HPES Takeover Project Manager oversees and monitors all issues 


to assure appropriate resolution before assumption of claims processing. As a part of the 


Integrated System Test phase, we will be sure all daily, weekly, and monthly jobs run 


according to the appropriate schedule. All schedule changes will be tested to provide 


appropriate readiness for the operations.  


Parallel test (program and enterprise-level testing)—Our parallel testing demonstrates 


that the Nevada MMIS will operate with the same results after Transition and that the 


hardware and software can handle the average and maximum volumes required in daily 
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operations, and that the online system can respond to the full transaction volume with 


acceptable response times. Parallel testing comprises a parallel run of at least one daily 


cycle, one weekly cycle that includes financial and check write generation, and comparison 


of the results.  


HPES will continue to use Verizon for the Core MMIS hosting services; therefore, we expect 


little change in mainframe processing. However, we will be replacing several of the 


peripheral system and tools as defined in section 9.3.1 and as a result, these interfaces will 


be tested following our structured test approach described above and in section 9.4.  


In addition, each Peripheral System and Tool will follow our testing methodology to make 


sure all aspects of the system are working as designed per the RFP requirements and the 


agreed to requirements defined during the Requirements Validation and Demonstration 


period of the project.  


We don’t expect many manual or operational changes; however, if changes do occur as a 


result of our standard process improvements or peripheral systems modifications, we will 


test these changes as a part of manual and operational testing phase and during the system 


integration phase to be certain all areas of operation are fully functional at the start of the 


operations phase.  


Our testing approach is designed to make sure that we meet the requirements as set forth 


by DHFCP and that there is no disruption of services to Nevada MMIS stakeholders.  


9.3.2.11 Perform an integration test to determine that all cycles appropriately execute to conclusion; 


this test will validate all online and batch programs and cycles, including, but not limited to, all 


reporting programs. 


As a part of our overall test approach as defined in 9.3.2.10, we will perform integration 


testing to be certain all jobs, programs, performance cycle criteria and reporting 


requirements are met. 


9.3.2.12 Review and analyze unit test results. 


As part of our testing methodology, we review and analyze unit test results for accuracy and 


resolve any issues prior to moving onto system/integration testing.  


9.3.2.13 Resolve program errors and rerun unit tests as necessary. 


Our testing methodology is an iterative process that requires re-test of scenarios if issues 


are encountered. During this process we identify the source of the issue, take corrective 


action, re-test, re-analyze and ultimately document the successful completion of the test 


result. This process is a proven methodology that we have used on many other MMIS 


projects to make sure that we maintain integrity in the system at all times.  


9.3.2.14 Assist DHCFP with problem identification and error resolution. 


During all phases of our testing and during the DHCFP Acceptance Test phases, we will 


assist DHCFP in problem identification and error resolution. During this process, our 


Takeover Systems Manager will be the single point of contact for all issues related to all 


phases of system testing. 
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9.3.2.15 Inform appropriate DHCFP Staff of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline 


by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified. 


Communication is the key to our project management approach. We recognize that issues 


such as delays and setbacks to critical path schedule items must be communicated in a 


timely fashion. The HPES Takeover Project Manager will be in constant communication with 


DHCFP and other key stakeholders to communicate issues as they arise. 


9.3.2.16 Revise the Project Plan, as necessary, to provide current information regarding activities and 


dates. 


As part of our rigorous project management methodology, the detailed project plan/schedule 


is actively monitored for adherence to all schedule dates, dependencies and other changes. 


As changes occur, the HPES Takeover Project Manager will use the change management 


process which includes the capture, tracking and monitoring of changes to the baselined 


schedule. These changes will be documented through the use of change requests. If 


change requests require changes to the schedule tasks, dates, dependencies, resources, 


etc, the project plan is revised and re-baselined as appropriate and submitted to DHCFP for 


approval. 


9.3.2.17 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria; 


As part of our PM processes, our project managers will consistently monitor the project plan 


to verify all tasks are completed per the project schedule. Our project schedule is set-up to 


verify adherence to all entrance and exit criteria for the transition period. 


9.3.2.18 Develop configuration management tools to establish version control of Core MMIS and 


peripheral system tools. 


HPES will install the following configuration management tools for the Core MMIS and 


peripheral systems and tools to verify integrity of source code during the life of the contract: 


System Configuration 


Tool/Software Product 


Manufacturer 


Core MMIS Endeavor Computer Associates 


Peripheral Systems Microsoft Team Foundation 
Server 


Microsoft 


 


9.3.2.19 Provide Nevada MMIS operations training sessions for DHCFP personnel or new contractor 


staff, as necessary. 


Our training methodology, ISLC, detailed in Section 12.3, is used to develop performance-


based training. By using ISLC, we make sure that training focuses on people and their job 


skills in the context of wider business demands. Our comprehensive approach will address 


the learning needs of all DHCFP and HPES staff alike. Training sessions for affected users 


will be provided as necessary. The emphasis during transition, will be to train DHCFP 


personnel, HPES employees and/or subcontractor staff on the core MMIS and peripheral 


system functionality so that staff is fully prepared to assume all operational responsibilities 


as described in Section 9.3.1. 
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9.3.2.20 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the Transition Plan and 


the overall Project Plan. 


As a part of the Communication Plan for the Transition period, HPES will submit concise 


weekly status reports to report the “state” of the project which will include all status items 


agreed to during the start-up phase of the project. These will be submitted weekly by the 


HPES Takeover Project Manager for DHCFP approval.  


During the Transition period, HPES will install HP PPM, a Project and Portfolio Management 


tool that will provide DHCFP enhanced visibility into the status of the various types of 


projects defined in the Change Management response of this RFP. In addition, we will use 


HP PPM to monitor MS Project created project plans, resource planning, track time against 


these project plans and track issues from inception to resolution. Additional details on the 


use of HPES PPM during the post transition periods are included in sections 12.2, Change 


Management and 17.8, Project Management. 


9.3.2.21 Conduct weekly status meetings with DHCFP staff. 


Regular project meetings are a cornerstone of good project communication management. 


The HPES Takeover project manager, HPES Systems Takeover manager and other HPES 


account executives (as needed) and project staff (as needed) will attend and actively 


participate in all weekly project status meetings with DHCFP staff.  


9.3.2.22 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate system 


and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities 


identified for this Period. 


We acknowledge that a system as complex as the Nevada MMIS has various interfaces and 


dependencies that must be taken into consideration. We have considerable experience in 


dealing with these types of takeover projects and will make sure that we communication and 


appropriate integrate all interfaces with external parities and subcontractors as necessary to 


verify a smooth transition of services for DHCFP during the transition Core MMIS, peripheral 


systems and tools, and Medicaid program claims processing and supporting services phase. 


As part of our integrated system test, we test connectivity to the various interfaces with the 


Nevada MMIS including our primary subcontractor partners and other interface vendors. 


This involves testing input and output interfaces, as well as any real-time interfaces. We 


establish an interface file schedule and conduct interface testing to make sure all input and 


output files perform as expected. We document our results and submit to DHCFP for 


approval. 


9.3.3 Progress Milestones 


9.3.3.1 Establish facility to operate the Nevada MMIS. 


9.3.3.2 Installation of hardware and system software. 


9.3.3.3 Installation of the Core MMIS software and files and peripheral system tools. 


9.3.3.4 Approval of system test results. 


9.3.3.5 Approval of integration test results. 
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9.3.3.6 Approval of updated system and user documentation and operating procedures. 


9.3.3.7 Approval of training plan by DHCFP. 


9.3.4 Contractor Deliverables 


9.3.4.1 System Test Plan. 


9.3.4.2 System Test Results. 


9.3.4.3 Integration Test Plan. 


9.3.4.4 Integration Test Results. 


9.3.4.5 Revised Nevada MMIS User Documentation. 


9.3.4.6 Revised Nevada MMIS System Documentation. 


9.3.3.7 Approval of training plan by DHCFP. 


9.3.4.8 Nevada MMIS Operations Training Sessions. 


9.3.4.9 Revised Project Plan, as necessary. 


9.3.4.10 Weekly Status Reports. 


During the transition Core MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and Medicaid program 


claims processing and supporting services phase of the Transition period, HPES will 


complete the milestones as defined in the project plan including those defined in this section 


such as completed of all training, all entrance and exit criteria and a successful transfer of 


operations from the previous contractor. 


9.3.5 DHCFP Responsibilities 


9.3.5.1 Coordinate with the contractor during the installation of any telecommunications links to 


DHCFP’s network. 


9.3.5.2 Verify that the following Nevada MMIS and associated documentation is received from the 


current contractor and transferred to the new contractor, including, but not limited to: 


A. All necessary data to support acceptance testing by DHCFP or designated agent; 


B. All necessary production data and reference files on electronic medium; 


C. All production computer programs on electronic medium; 


D. All imaged documents stored on digital imaging; 


E. All reports on DVD-R or other designated medium; 


F. Job Control Language (JCL) on electronic media; 


G. JCL for production jobs; 


H. All other documentation, including, but not limited to, user and operation manuals needed to 


operate and maintain the system; 


I. Operations logs from the last 12 months; 


J. Balancing documents; 


K. Procedures for updating computer programs, JCL, data dictionaries, and other documentation; 
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L. Job scheduling parameters and/or inputs; 


M. Reports used by operations staff during routine operations; and 


N. Hardware configuration diagram. 


9.3.5.3 Act as mediator with the current contractor to resolve system transfer and installation 


problems. 


9.3.5.4 Act as liaison between the current and new contractor to schedule Nevada MMIS operations 


training sessions for DHCFP staff and the new contractor staff. The training schedule shall include but 


not be limited to the following sessions: 


A. Data entry and claims processing; 


B. Computer operations and procedures, including, but not limited to, cycle monitoring procedures; 


C. Controls and balancing procedures; 


D. Suspended claims processing; and 


E. Other manual procedures. 


9.3.5.5 Review and approve system and external software capabilities used by the contractor to 


operate the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools. 


9.3.5.6 Arrange for the transfer of Core MMIS and peripheral system tools software and files to the 


new contractor. 


9.3.5.7 Review and approve contractor documentation that the entire Core MMIS and all peripheral 


system tools were transferred and they function according to DHCFP specifications. 


9.3.5.8 Provide a complete and finalized listing of system job cycles in use in baseline system at time 


of transfer and installation. 


9.3.5.9 Review and approve modifications to existing system or miscellaneous documentation made 


by the current and/or new contractor. 


9.3.5.10 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


We acknowledge that each of us—DHCFP and HPES—have responsibilities to promote a 


smooth transition. We look forward to working with DHCFP on this project and understand 


that meeting the requirements of both the contractor responsibilities and DHCFP 


responsibilities is critical to the success of the overall project. 


9.4 Parallel Testing 


In this task, the new contractor shall conduct a comprehensive parallel system test to ensure the Core 


MMIS processing system is processing claims correctly. DHCFP expects full participation on behalf of 


the current MMIS contractor to ensure that parallel test activities are performed. As part of the parallel 


testing activity, the new contractor will be responsible for the planning, development, testing, and 


management of the data migration process. Through this parallel test, the contractor(s) shall 


demonstrate that the current claims system is fully operational under the new contractor(s) 


management. During the parallel testing task, the contractor(s) will utilize input files from the current 


contractor’s claims processing activities and compare the output results to determine data integrity of 


the newly installed Core MMIS. The new MMIS contractor shall be responsible for running prior 
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cycles of standardized reports from the newly transferred system to compare to reports that have 


already been produced. 


Our parallel testing process, as defined in more detail in section 9.4.2.2, demonstrates that 


the Nevada MMIS will operate with the same results after Transition and that the hardware 


and software can handle the average and maximum volumes required in daily operations, 


and that the online system can respond to the full transaction volume with acceptable 


response times. In addition, it includes tests to make sure that all data migration activities 


have been completed per the project plan including the development of data migration 


programs/processes and testing. Parallel testing comprises a parallel run of at least one 


daily Core MMIS cycles one weekly Core MMIS cycle using input files from the current 


contractor’s claims processing activities and compares the output results to determine data 


integrity of the newly installed Core MMIS. We will also be running prior cycles of 


standardized reports from the newly transferred system to compare to reports that have 


already been produced.  


We provide a fully trained staff to support effective parallel testing. We will execute a full 


parallel test to demonstrate our ability to process CORE MMIS transactions, from start to 


finish, within specific time limits. We will review the parallel test results, comparing the output 


of each test, identifying all deficiencies. We will document the results to be submitted for 


State approval. The DHCFP project office may direct the acceptance of parallel test results 


which result in the data being more compliant than originally presented. We will complete 


any action items that result from parallel testing in an efficient and responsive manner. 


When all action items have been addressed, parallel testing is considered complete. 


9.4.1 Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs 


9.4.1.1 In the event of the identification of discrepant parallel test outputs or results, the new vendor 


will be required to research and determine the reason for the discrepant information, in an effort to 


successfully accomplish parallel testing. The new vendor will work to resolve discrepancies identified 


during parallel testing until all outputs and results are produced to DHCFP’s expectations and instills 


the level of confidence needed for the project team to proceed with subsequent transition period 


activities. 


We define our process for resolving discrepancies during parallel testing in steps 7-11 of 


section 9.4.2.2.  


9.4.1.2 In the event that the new Vendor is unable to address and/or resolve discrepant parallel test 


outputs or results to DHCFP’s satisfaction within ten (10) working days, 


DHCFP will: 


A. Continue to use and consider the existing Nevada MMIS outputs and data as the output standard; 


B. Require that the Vendor document an action plan containing the following elements (at a 


minimum): 


1. Description of discrepancy; 


2. Date discrepancy identified by the Contractor; 


3. Date Vendor notified DHCFP of the discrepancy; 


4. Reason for discrepancy (if known); 
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5. Actions taken by the Contractor to date; 


6. Vendor’s proposed options for resolving discrepant information and estimated scope of work 


associated with each resolution option; 


7. Additional resources and support needed to pursue the resolution, including an estimated schedule 


for resolving the discrepancy; 


8. Assumptions and dependencies related to the planned resolution of the discrepancy; and 


9. Impacts on the project. 


C. Request that the Vendor provide updates to DHCFP regarding the status of the action plan on a 


frequency determined by DHCFP that is appropriate to the discrepancy that has been identified. The 


parallel testing task will overlap with the start of the implementation/operations readiness task and 


start of the operations task only as much as required. 


As part of our parallel testing and regular project management and issue management 


processes, HPES will address parallel test discrepancies with the utmost urgency. If 


discrepancies are found, our parallel test team will research the source of the issue and 


make immediate corrections, if possible and provide documented resolution to the issue. If 


not possible, HPES will develop a corrective action plan containing all the required 


information as defined in 9.4.1.2.B (1-9) including the estimated timeframe for completion.  


Since parallel testing occurs near the end of the Transition phase, HPES understands the 


need for action and urgency. We will communicate closely with DHCFP to make sure there 


is a full understanding the issue and expected completion timeframe and that while not 


optimal, the parallel testing task may need to run into the beginning of the 


implementation/operations readiness task and the start of operations task. We acknowledge 


that if an issue cannot be resolved in a timely manner, DHCFP may wish to take other action 


as defined in 9.4.1.2.A HPES will communicate closely with DHCFP.  


9.4.2 Contractor Responsibilities 


9.4.2.1 Establish a parallel test plan. 


An overview of how we approach parallel testing is included throughout our responses to 


section 9.4. In addition, we include specific parallel test activities/tasks within our Transition 


Work Plan/Schedule that define the timing, duration, activities, dependencies and resources 


needed to execute the parallel test. 


9.4.2.2 Develop procedures and supporting documentation for parallel testing. 


Our process for conducting parallel testing included the following steps: 


Step 1: Plan and define DHCFP expectations for parallel test. 


Step 2: Validate the completion of Unit and System/Integration testing. This verifies that the 


Core MMIS system is in a production ready state and is ready for parallel testing. 


Step 3: Generate/acquire from the test data from the current contractor for parallel test runs. 


Obtain input and comparison data from current contractor’s operations and system. 


Step 4: Develop and execute parallel test jobs that run complete cycles for claims 


processing including daily, weekly, financial, and reporting.  
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Step 5: During the execution step, we will produce parallel job outputs for analysis. 


Step 6: Obtain benchmark test results from current contractor. HPES assumes that the 


current contractor will produce benchmark tests for comparison as part of their turnover 


activities. 


Step 7: Review and analyze parallel job outputs against benchmark tests run by the existing 


system. Document parallel test results. Identify and document exceptions. 


Step 8: Review exceptions with DHCFP. Determine if exception is acceptable or if it requires 


further research. Engage resources as necessary for research and resolution of exceptions. 


Step 9: Resolve exceptions to DHCFP expectations.  


Step 10: Document resolutions for review and approval by DHCFP. 


Step 11: Certify that parallel testing is complete and system is ready for operations. 


During the Start-up phase of the project, HPES will work with DHCFP to refine this process 


and clearly define expectations of parallel test for all stakeholders. 


9.4.2.3 Establish a data migration plan that describes the data conversion strategy and the data 


validation approach. 


As part of the transfer of system, HPES will be replacing several of the peripheral systems 


and tools. As a result, we will need to migrate data from the existing systems and tools to 


the new replacement systems and tools.  


Our work plan includes the steps necessary to develop and test the data migration 


modules/programs, execute data migration, test migration and validate the results of the 


migration.  


In most cases, we will use either the selected subcontractor/vendor or HPES to complete all 


data migration tasks. When a subcontractor is used for data migration activities, HPES will 


provide full oversight of the activities. 


9.4.2.4 Develop and test data migration programs. 


As part of the migration process, HPES will develop modules/programs to perform the 


migration activities. This includes the development and testing of those programs and 


validation/testing of the migration results to verify integrity of the data once migrated.  


9.4.2.5 Establish a parallel test schedule with DHCFP staff. 


HPES has included in our overall work plan/schedule, a schedule for parallel testing. During 


the Start-up phase of the project, we will work with DHCFP to refine and update the project 


plan and review/update the parallel testing schedule as needed. 


9.4.2.6 Provide appropriate contractor staff for claims entry and claims resolution during the parallel 


test. 


Our testing process will consist of testing of all operational components to demonstrate our 


readiness for operations. This will include the operational components for claims entry and 


resolution of pended claims as needed. During the parallel test, to the extent allowable, we 
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will exercise our ability to enter and resolve claims to make sure the department is 


comfortable with our operational readiness state. 


9.4.2.7 Identify and resolve problems and discrepancies with DHCFP staff. 


As part of our parallel test process, we will review and analyze the outputs from our parallel 


test execution runs and compare these to benchmark tests run provided by DHCFP from the 


current contractor. We will document and identify issues and discrepancies for immediate 


issue resolution. We will work closely with DHCFP to make sure issues are resolved timely 


and that all expectations of parallel testing are met prior to start of operations. 


9.4.2.8 Perform parallel test of the transferred system with input from the current contractor’s 


operations. 


Our parallel test process assumes that input will be provided by the current contractor’s 


operations and system as described in 9.4.2.2.  


9.4.2.9 Compare the results of runs on the transferred system to identical runs on the current system. 


Our parallel test process assumes that benchmark tests for comparison of our parallel 


results will be provided by the current contractor’s system as described in 9.4.2.2. The 


output results from the current contractor will be used as the benchmark for comparison to 


our parallel test results. 


9.4.2.10 Analyze and record test results. 


As identified in step 3 of our parallel test process described in 9.4.2.2, we will identify, 


generate or obtain test data from the current contractor’s or the parallel test run. 


9.4.2.11 Identify and generate test data, as needed. 


As identified in step 3 of our parallel test process described in 9.4.2.2, we will identify test 


data needed for the run. 


9.4.2.12 Perform a parallel test of standardized reports from prior cycle data to compare to existing 


reports for data integrity of the transferred system. 


As part of our parallel test results, we will run a set of system reports for comparison to 


benchmark data from existing production runs. We will compare the results to verify 


reporting is completed as expected. 


9.4.2.13 Resolve any discrepancies in the Core MMIS identified as a result of parallel testing results. 


Steps 7-11 in section 9.4.2.2 define our process for resolving discrepancies during the 


parallel testing phase. This will include discrepancies from the parallel test of the Core 


MMIS. 


9.4.2.14 Revise systems and user documentation as required to fully describe the transferred system. 


As part of our change management process, we will identify modifications made to the 


system during the Transition phase and update all system and user documentation 


accordingly. System and user documentation will be available for review within the 


SharePoint portal. 
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9.4.2.15 Inform DHCFP of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline by close of 


business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified. 


Communication is the key to our project management approach. We recognize that issues 


such as delays and setbacks to critical path schedule items must be communicated in a 


timely fashion. The HPES Takeover Project Manager will communicate issues as quickly as 


possible once the issue is identified during the transition parallel testing phase. 


9.4.2.16 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria 


As part of our PM processes, our project managers will consistently monitor the project plan 


to verify all tasks are completed per the project schedule. Our project schedule is set-up to 


verify adherence to all entrance and exit criteria for the transition period.  


9.4.2.17 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of the tasks against the work plan. 


As a part of the Communication Plan for the Transition periods, HPES will submit concise 


weekly status reports to report the “state” of the project which will include all status items 


agreed to during the start-up phase of the project. These will be submitted weekly by the 


HPES Takeover Project Manager for DHCFP approval.  


During the Transition period, HPES will install HP PPM, a Project and Portfolio Management 


tool that will provide DHCFP enhanced visibility into the status of the various types of 


projects defined in the Change Management response of this RFP. In addition, we will use 


HP PPM to monitor Microsoft Project created project plans, resource planning, track time 


against these project plans and track issues from inception to resolution. Additional details 


on the use of HP PPM during the post transition periods are included in sections 12.2, 


Change Management and 17.8, Project Management. 


9.4.2.18 Conduct weekly status meetings with the appropriate DHCFP staff. 


Regular project meetings are a cornerstone of good project communication management. 


The HPES Takeover Project Manager, HPES Systems Takeover Manager and other HPES 


account executives (as needed) and project staff (as needed) will attend and actively 


participate in all weekly project status meetings with DHCFP staff.  


9.4.2.19 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate system 


and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities 


identified for this Period. 


We acknowledge that a system as complex as the Nevada MMIS has various interfaces and 


dependencies that must be taken into consideration. We have considerable experience in 


dealing with these types of takeover projects and will make sure that we communication and 


appropriate integrate all interfaces with external parities and our subcontractors as 


necessary to verify a smooth transition of services for DHCFP during the transition Core 


MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and Medicaid program claims processing and 


supporting services phase. 


As part of our integrated system test, we test connectivity to the various interfaces with the Nevada 


MMIS including our primary subcontractor partners and other interface vendors. This involves testing 


both input and output interfaces. We establish an interface file schedule and conduct interface testing 
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to make sure all input and output files perform as expected. We document our results and submit to 


DHCFP for approval. 9.4.3 Progress Milestones 


9.4.3.1 DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Plans. 


9.4.3.2 DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Results. 


9.4.3.3 DHCFP approval of Data Migration Plan. 


9.4.3.4 DHCFP approval of Data Migration Results. 


9.4.3.5 DHCFP approval of revised Systems Documentation. 


9.4.3.6 DHCFP approval of revised User Documentation. 


9.4.3.7 Conduct a successful parallel test in accordance with test criteria, priorities, and quality 


standards established in the DHCFP-approved test plan. 


During the transition parallel testing phase of the Transition period, HPES will complete the 


milestones as defined in the project plan including those defined in this section such as 


completed of all training, all entrance and exit criteria and a successful transfer of operations 


from the previous contractor. 


9.4.4 Contractor Deliverables 


9.4.4.1 Parallel Test Plan. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in throughout section 9.4. 


9.4.4.2 Parallel Test Results. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.4. 


9.4.4.3 Data Migration Plan. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.4.2.3. 


9.4.4.4 Data Migration Results. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.4.2.14. 


9.4.4.5 Revised Systems and User Documentation (as required to fully describe the transferred 


system). 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.4.2.14. 


9.4.4.6 Weekly Status Reports. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.4.2.17. 


9.4.4.7 Action Plan for Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.4.1. 


HPES acknowledges and agrees to each of the deliverables outlined for the transition 


parallel testing phase. These deliverables are included in the detailed project plan. 


9.4.5 Department Responsibilities 


9.4.5.1 Review and approve the new contractor’s parallel test plan that includes how it will produce 


the results from necessary job cycles. 
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9.4.5.2 Review and approve the new contractor’s parallel schedule. 


9.4.5.3 Review and approve the new contractor’s parallel test results. 


9.4.5.4 Review and approve the new contractor’s data migration test plan. 


9.4.5.5 Review and approve the new contractor’s data migration test results. 


9.4.5.6 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


9.4.5.7 Identify and coordinate with providers and the current MMIS contractor to provide testing data 


to cover the breadth and volume of the Core MMIS. 


We acknowledge that each of us (DHCFP and HPES) have responsibilities to make sure a 


smooth Transition. We look forward to working with DHCFP on this project and understand 


that meeting the requirements of both the contractor responsibilities and DHCFP 


responsibilities is critical to the success of the overall project. 


9.5 Operational Readiness 


The contractor will be expected to meet the responsibilities, milestones, and deliverables as indicated 


below to ensure the successful continuance of Nevada’s Medicaid and Check Up operations without 


disruption to recipients, providers, and DHCFP staff. The contractor shall perform specific 


implementation and operations functions to ensure operational readiness. In preparation for 


operations, the contractor will perform final file conversions, recruit and train operations staff, and 


conduct any necessary provider and DHCFP staff training. 


HPES is committed to the success and integrity of Nevada’s Medicaid and Check Up 


programs. We will demonstrate our readiness to undertake the responsibilities, milestones 


and deliverables outlined in the RFP, including applicable system implementation and 


operations functions. Final file conversions, recruitment and training of operations, provider 


and/or DHCFP staff training will be conducted to provide program continuance without 


interruption. Providers and staff alike will be afforded the support, tools and training 


necessary to make this a seamless transition.  


9.5.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


9.5.1.1 Identify necessary modifications to manual and automated operating procedures, and define 


relationships and responsibilities of DHCFP and the new contractor. Revise operating procedures as 


required. 


As part of our full assessment of the Nevada MMIS system and manual operational 


capabilities, each operational manger will own the responsibility to determine which manual 


and automated operating procedures will need to be modified in order to accommodate new 


processes or changes to system components for peripheral systems or tools. These area 


owners will: 


• Identify the changes needed 


• Modify system and end user documentation including operating procedures 


• Establish and document new processes/procedures 


• Acquire and train staff in manual and automated processes 


• Test automated and manual processes 
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• Perform operational readiness assessment for their respective areas and document 


results 


As part of this process, we not only test the automated processes of the system but the 


manual, clerical, and operating procedures as well. HPES will create an Operational 


Readiness Review checklist that identifies the manual tasks that must be validated prior to 


start of operations. We will use this checklist during the Operational Readiness Assessment 


to fully document our readiness to “Go Live”. The following Manual Operations Test section 


defines a list of the manual tests we propose to perform at the time of the writing of this 


response. These may be adjusted as we progress through the Transition period to include 


or exclude areas as deemed appropriate 


Manual Operations Test 


Conduct manual operations test—Our staff members review and perform the manual 


procedures to test operational readiness and reviews the readiness test results with DHCFP 


to make sure that the manual processes in support of the Nevada MMIS are ready for 


production. We will complete any action items that result from readiness testing in an 


efficient and responsive manner. When all action items have been addressed, manual 


operations testing is considered complete. The results are submitted to DHCS for approval.  


Claims and Mailing Operations 


• Mailroom – Process a hardcopy claim and a prior authorization (PA) from receipt, 


through scanning, data entry and access/retrieval from (ODRAS) 


• Scan and show other hardcopy documents into CRM/ODRAS 


• Show return processes for all claims/mail unable to be processed 


• Show process for routing mail internally 


• Demonstrate edit resolution/suspense processing 


• Demonstrate reporting from various tools (data entry, ODRAS, inventory management) 


Printing/Fulfillment 


• Printing (vendor) – have vendor produce a check and remittance advice (RA), insert and 


prep for mailing 


• Identification (ID) Cards (vendor) – have a vendor produce an id card, insert and prep for 


mailing 


Storage and destruction 


• Walkthrough process for storing hard copy documents including locked bins. And the 


process for identifying records to be purged and the vendor process. 


Provider/client operations 


• Call Center – walk through call tree; have agent take a call and document in the CRM 


tool 
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• Provider Appeals – enter and then update an appeal in the CRM tool 


• Provider Enrollment - process an enrollment in the MMIS; update provider data 


• Initial Provider Training Complete 


• Demonstrate reporting from various tools (Avaya CMS, CRM, ODRAS, inventory 


management) 


Financial  


• Processing an adjustment or recoupment 


• Check receipt and deposit, including security steps 


• Demonstrate account reconciliation 


• Demonstrate tracking system for recovery activities 


• Demonstrate accounts receivable process 


• Show evidence of documented operational and quality assurance (QA) procedures  


TPL– Subcontractor to demonstrate 


• Demonstrate maintenance of third-party liability (TPL) data in the Core MMIS received 


from multiple resources 


• Show how a case is created and then updated; applying manual payments 


• Demonstrate TPL data, cost avoidance Reports required  


• TPL letter generation for example, for TPL recovery  


• Demonstrate ability to waive TPL requirements if "just cause" has been established by 


standards and indicators identified by DHCFP 


• Show how we initiate post payment recovery upon discovery of a TPL resource  


• Demonstrate how we produce and send claim facsimiles to insurance companies when 


recoveries are initiated or insurance policy data is requested 


• Show how we maintain and update the accounts receivable system for TPL recovery 


payments  


• Demonstrate discovery and follow up for pay and chase 


• Show how follow up is indicated by event-driven rules 


• Demonstrate how we evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost 


effectiveness  


• Demonstrate event- and calendar driven reminders to drive service level agreements 


(SLAs) with timeliness indicators 


• Show evidence of documented operational and QA procedures  
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Care and Utilization Management Operations  


• Demonstrate phone contact and document in Atlantes and contact tracking management 


system (CTMS) 


• Demonstrate examples of the various types of spell out (UM) activities are entered , 


tracked and generate a letter in Atlantes 


• Demonstrate how level of care is designated and then noted in Core MMIS when UM 


indicates 


• Demonstrate how PA is generated and then noted in Core MMIS when UM review 


indicates 


• Show how DHCFP policy is reflected in Atlantes 


• Show audit trail of UM activities 


• Demonstrate Atlantes triggers for outliers to DHCFP policy 


• Show evidence of documented operational and QA procedures 


• Demonstrate report generation 


Prior Authorization – Processing a PA request 


• Demonstrate phone contact and document in Atlantes and CTMS 


• Demonstrate web portal access for PA request submission 


• Show how PA request is routed through Atlantes and audit trail of the results from 


submission to approval and how it is reflected in the MMIS 


• Show how DHCFP PA policy is reflected in Atlantes 


• Show evidence of documented operational and QA procedures  


PASRR 


• Demonstrate provider web access for Preadmission Screening and Resident Review 


(PASRR) request forms and tool 


• Demonstrate phone contact and document in Atlantes and CTMS 


• Show how PASRR request is routed through request tool, screening and placement 


results with and audit trail of the results from submission to approval and how it is 


reflected in the MMIS 


• Demonstrate written result of determination 


• Show how DHCFP policy is reflected in PASRR tool 


• Demonstrate how event or schedule-driven capability and workflow guide timeliness 


• Demonstrate how a PASRR II review is triggered 


• Show results of PASSR II review 
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• Demonstrate how benefit plan changes are made as a result of PASRR review 


• Demonstrate how spell out (NODs) are generated as a result of PASRR 


• Demonstrate reports 


• Show evidence of documented operational and QA procedures  


Personal Care System 


• Show how PCS assessment information is provided to be incorporated into the Atlantes 


• Demonstrate phone contact and document in Atlantes and CTMS 


• Show how PA request is routed through Atlantes and audit trail of the results from 


submission to approval and how it is reflected in the MMIS 


• Show how DHCFP PA policy is reflected in Atlantes 


• Show evidence of documented operational and QA procedures  


Level of Care 


• Demonstrate how level of care is determined, entered, and maintained  


• Demonstrate level of care NOD letters 


• Demonstrate level of care reports 


• Show evidence of documented operational and QA procedures  


Pharmacy (Subcontractor)  


• PA adjudication 


• Claim override 


• Manual update 


• Call center interaction 


• Manually applying a rebate payment 


Systems Portal 


• Electronic data interchange (EDI) (Subcontractor) 


• Interactive voice response (IVR) 


• MMIS – demonstrate making MMIS updates to various subsystems 


− Reference 


− Managed Care - no ops support identified 


− EPSDT - no ops support identified 


− Recipient  


− Clinical claims editing (vendor supplied software) 


− Provider 


− Management and administrative reporting subsystem (MARS) 


• Data capture/ optical character recognition/reader (OCR) (included in claims) 


• Atlantes (included in pa) 
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• Online Document and Retrieval and Archive (included in claims and provider) 


• Report and letter generation  


• Fax server 


• Contact tracking system (included in provider) 


• Decision support system (DSS) (included in the surveillance and utilization review 


subsystem (SURS)) 


Automated Processing Test 


Automated processing test—The HPES team conducts the automated processing tests 


and reviews readiness test results with DHCFP, to make sure that the automated processes, 


in support of the Nevada MMIS, are ready for production. HPES will document and complete 


the necessary action items. When all action items have been addressed, automated 


processing testing is considered complete. The State reviews and approves the test. 


Technical operations test—The HPES team conducts the technical operations test and 


reviews readiness test results with DHCFP, to verify that the technical operations, in support 


of the Nevada MMIS, are ready for production. We will complete any action items that result 


from acceptance testing in an efficient and responsive manner. When all action items have 


been addressed, technical operations testing is considered complete. The State reviews and 


approves the test. 


9.5.1.2 Develop or revise provider manuals, including but not limited to, billing and submission 


procedures, new provider relations phone numbers, and any other information pertinent to providers. 


Revise as required. 


As part of our operational readiness planning, we will assess, develop and revise provider 


manuals and the web portal to include any relevant information that is changed as a result in 


transition of systems and services to HPES, including but not limited to, phone numbers, 


addresses, and any other information relevant to providers and other stakeholders. We will 


make sure this information is communicated to providers in a timely manner.  


9.5.1.3 Hire and train personnel to perform required manual and system responsibilities. 


In section 17.8.8, we define our approach to resource management including hiring and 


training personnel to perform all manual and system functions for both the transition and 


operations phases. This plan identifies our methods for recruiting and hiring of staff and our 


detailed plans for ensuring all staff members are fully trained to perform the roles and 


responsibilities of their job functions, including orientation of the Nevada MMIS culture and 


operations and orientation/on-boarding training to HPES corporate. 


9.5.1.4 Submit an updated staffing plan for all periods. 


We propose a preliminary staff plan and model in Tab XII – Resource Matrix of the response 


to this RFP. During the Start-up and transition phases, we will update and submit an 


updated staffing plan to define all staff functions, roles and responsibilities throughout the 


life of the contract.  
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9.5.1.5 Revise the report distribution schedule to reflect updated DHCFP decisions on format, media, 


and distribution. 


As part of our change management process, we update all system and user documentation 


which includes a revision to the report distribution plan that defines a schedule of reports, 


format, media and distribution. 


9.5.1.6 Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on contractor organization, functional 


responsibilities, and operational procedures. 


HPES is prepared to conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on the 


organization, functional responsibilities and operational procedures we plan to employ. This 


session will be included in the operational readiness training plan defined in Section 9.5.1.9. 


9.5.1.7 Prepare outreach materials for providers, with DHCFP approval, in which Nevada MMIS 


transition activities are identified, including but not limited to, pertinent information regarding the new 


contract, addresses, phone numbers, billing manuals, cutoff dates for claims submissions and 


enrollment changes, website changes, EDI support changes, and all other transition activities as 


necessary. 


Our transition training and outreach plan for Nevada will detail all the activities required to 


perform user training and outreach, including providers, HPES and DHCFP staff. The 


training plan will include the following items: 


• Course listings including their description, target audience, learning objectives and 


course length 


• Role based training 


• Delivery methods 


• Training facilities and logistics 


• Training schedule 


• Plans for remedial training 


• Evaluation and proficiency testing 


• Provider bulletins 


• Provider manual updates 


• Provider letters, as needed 


HPES ’ training and outreach plan standards will verify the inclusion of stakeholder 


participation in plan development, a comprehensive evaluation and feedback loop, subject 


matter expert (SME) developed training materials, and use of workshop certified facilitators.  


9.5.1.8 Develop a provider transition training plan, and conduct any necessary provider training 


sessions. 


Provider readiness and active participation in transition support activities are critical. 


Providers need to be prompted to engage, understand the wealth of resources at their 


disposal, and incorporate any workflow changes within their own operations, to successfully 
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transition to a new model of any sort. HPES experience in managing provider transition in 


the Medicaid space will benefit DHCFP. Drawing on this knowledge, we will develop a 


detailed Provider Transition Training Plan for DHCFP review and approval. The plan will 


follow our training plan standard format, and include all applicable outreach strategies and 


tactics for transition, including monitoring and follow up. 


The plan will be comprehensive and flexible for providers to obtain their participation. We 


will focus training on the areas that will be changing for providers, specifically the online 


systems such as the provider portal and pharmacy claims processing. We will also provide 


general information regarding transition project status, new contact information for customer 


service and enrollment and mailing information. 


We will offer a combination of instructional methods including instructor led sessions and 


self paced tutorials and information available on the Nevada website.  


9.5.1.9 Develop an operational readiness training plan and conduct training for DHCFP staff in order 


to ensure preparedness for operations. 


Leveraging HPES’ training plan format described in 9.3.4.7, HPES will develop and submit 


for DHCFP approval an Operational Readiness Training Plan. This plan will include the 


requirements set forth in Section 9.5.1, including orientation and training of DHCFP 


personnel on the functional responsibilities and operational procedures being instituted, 


HPES staff training on their manual or system responsibilities, as well as applicable provider 


transition. 


The training for DHCFP staff will begin with an overview of the business processes that will 


be changing under transition. We will then provide detailed training for users who interact 


with the changed manual and automated processes including TPL, pharmacy, the online 


document retrieval system, the contact tracking system and the provider portal. Additionally, 


we will provide training on Project and Change Management procedures, protocols and 


tools.  


Our goal is to give the right level of training to users. Some users may only need high level 


information as they do not directly interface with a changed process. Others will need 


detailed, and in some cases, hands on instruction. Our goal is to provide the right level of 


training to all affected users. Our plan will include course lengths, targeted audience and 


proposed training tracks so we can appropriately schedule staff to participate in the training 


sessions. 


9.5.1.10 Conduct a formal readiness walkthrough with DHCFP, demonstrating how all functional 


areas are ready. 


Prior to certification of operational readiness, HPES will meet with DHCFP and walkthrough 


our Operational Readiness Assessment document to demonstrate that all system and 


operational functional areas are ready to assume operations. 


9.5.1.11 Prepare a final Operational Readiness Assessment Document, including results of the 


parallel test and an assessment of the final operational readiness of contractor staff to operate the 


Nevada MMIS. 
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As part of our operational preparedness planning, we will prepare an Operational Readiness 


Assessment document which includes results of testing and manual and automated operational 


testing. In addition, this document will contain the Operational Readiness Review checklist which 


HPES will use to track the demonstration of manual processes. The Assessment document will be 


developed based on measurements and exit criteria established for each of requirements during the 


Requirements Validation and Demonstration period. The output of this process, the Requirements 


Traceability Matrix (RTM), will serve as the tool to ensure all requirements are tested and 


demonstrated prior to start of operations. This document will serve as communication to the 


department that all areas are ready for operations. We will walkthrough this document with DHCFP as 


defined in 9.5.1.10 and then finalize updates to the document post-walkthrough to incorporate any 


changes identified during the walkthrough. We will then deliver the document for review and approval 


by DHCFP, which will serve as the final assessment of operational readiness of HPES staff to 


operate the Nevada MMIS. 9.5.1.12 Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-related 


receipts and pending claims from the current contractor for completion of processing after cutover. 


Based on the agreed upon schedule, HPES will prepare for the acceptance of claim-related 


receipts and pending claims from the current contractor. We will define a process that instills 


adequate controls so that all claims inventory is accounted for during this transition period. 


These claims will be processed through the Nevada MMIS after cutover. 


9.5.2 Progress Milestones 


9.5.2.1 DHCFP approval of Revised Operating Procedures. 


9.5.2.2 DHCFP approval of Revised Provider Manuals. 


9.5.2.3 DHCFP approval of updated Contractor Staffing Plan. 


9.5.2.4 DHCFP approval of Operational Readiness Training Plan. 


9.5.2.5 Approval by DHCFP of Operational Readiness Assessment. 


During the transition operational readiness phase of the transition period, HPES will 


complete the milestones as defined in the project plan including those defined in this section 


such as completed of all training, all entrance and exit criteria and a successful transfer of 


operations from the previous contractor. 


9.5.3 Contractor Deliverables 


9.5.3.1 Revised Operating Procedures. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.5.1.1. 


9.5.3.2 Revised Provider Manuals. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.5.1.2. 


9.5.3.3 Updated staffing plan for operations. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.5.1.4. 


9.5.3.4 Provider Transition Training Plan. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.5.1.8. 


9.5.3.5 DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.5.1.9. 
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9.5.3.6 Final Operational Readiness Assessment. 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.5.1.11. 


HPES acknowledges and agrees to each of the deliverables outlined for the transition 


parallel testing phase. These deliverables are included in the detailed project plan. 


9.5.4 DHCFP Responsibilities 


9.5.4.1 Provide staff time to attend training sessions conducted by the contractor for DHCFP 


personnel. 


9.5.4.2 Approve notices to be sent to providers regarding transition issues and the process. 


9.5.4.3 Review and approve operating procedures defining 


responsibilities of contractor personnel for Nevada MMIS operations; 


9.5.4.4 Review and approve updated provider manuals delivered by the contractor, and request 


revisions as necessary. 


9.5.4.5 Review and approve revised staffing plan. 


9.5.4.6 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


9.5.4.7 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


We acknowledge that each of us (DHCFP and HPES) have responsibilities to achieve a 


smooth Transition. We look forward to working with DHCFP on this project and understand 


that meeting the requirements of both the contractor responsibilities and DHCFP 


responsibilities is critical to the success of the overall project during the transition 


operational readiness phase. 


9.6 Implementation and Start of Operations 


The contractor shall perform specific implementation functions, as applicable, during the Transition 


Period, as listed below. DHCFP will work with the contractor to establish a specific date in which the 


contractor will be responsible for processing claims. Fully operational is defined as: accurately 


processing, according to DHCFP performance standards, the appropriate claims, all claims 


adjustments and mass adjustments, and other financial transactions; maintaining all system files; 


providing access to all supporting components, including eligibility verification, appropriate reference 


parameters, Prior Authorizations, and Third Party Liability; producing all required reports; meeting all 


system requirements; and performing all other contractor responsibilities specified in this RFP. If 


DHCFP determines the system will not be operational on the date established by which the contractor 


will be responsible for processing claims, then implementation readiness assessments will be 


performed until such time as DHCFP determines that either a) the system is fully operational or b) 


that the contractor shall be deemed in default. 


9.6.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


9.6.1.1 Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on contractor organization, functional 


responsibilities, and operational procedures. 


During this phase of the transition plan, HPES will provide training to DHCFP that orients 


them to the Nevada MMIS HPES organization and their associated functional 
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responsibilities. In addition, during this phase, we will verify all other training tasks such as 


training on new operational procedures, tools or processes is completed. 


To prepare DHCFP staff for contractor and MMIS transition, HPES is prepared to provide 


orientation and training. The training will include specifics on our organization, functional 


responsibilities and operational procedures and protocols. This is further defined in the 


Operational Readiness Training Plan deliverable defined in Section 9.5.1.6.  


9.6.1.2 Implement operational plan. 


Once HPES has certified that we are ready for operations and the Operational Readiness 


Assessment document has been approved by DHCFP, we will implement our operational 


plan to put all operations and systems in place and assume operations of the Nevada MMIS. 


The operational plan is based on the detailed project plan and Requirements Traceability 


Matrix (RTM) that outlines each requirement and the associated exit criteria as defined 


during the Requirements Validation and Demonstration process. Each of the tasks 


necessary to move into the Operations period are outlined in this project plan. The HPES 


Takeover Project Manager in conjunction with the operational area managers will implement 


the activities associated with the plan to make sure all areas are operational on the 


scheduled “go live” date.  


9.6.1.3 Conduct any necessary provider training sessions. 


As with any implementation or transition effort that affects the provider community, training is 


necessary to promote provider program participation, and thereby access to care. HPES will 


schedule and conduct any necessary provider training sessions to meet this objective, as 


defined in the Provider Transition Plan in Section 9.5.3.4. 


9.6.1.4 Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-related receipts and pending claims from 


the current contractor for completion of processing after cutover. 


Based on the agreed upon schedule, HPES will prepare for the acceptance of claim-related 


receipts and pending claims from the current contractor. We will define a process that 


verifies adequate controls so that all claim inventory is accounted for during this transition 


period. These claims will be processed through the Nevada MMIS after cutover. 


9.6.1.5 No new claims, either electronic or hard copies, are accepted by the current contractor during 


the final five (5) working days prior to the transfer date. 


We acknowledge that no new claims will be accepted by the current contractor during the 


final five (5) working days prior to the cutover or transfer date. These claims will be routed to 


the new contractor location for processing after cutover. 


9.6.1.6 Allow for the complete resolution of all edits and adjudication of claims by the current 


contractor to be transferred. 


We acknowledge that some claims received from the current contractor during this period, 


may not have fully adjudicated through the Nevada MMIS; therefore, we will make sure that 


appropriate controls are in place to complete the resolution and adjudication of these claims 


once transferred. 
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9.6.1.7 Perform final conversion and review conversion reports to demonstrate successful 


conversion. 


During this phase, we will perform and validate that all files/data have been appropriately 


converted and are ready for operations. System runs and reports will be provided to confirm 


conversion success. 


9.6.1.8 Implement all network connectivity and communications. 


As defined in section 8, Start-up, network and communications connectivity for the transition 


phase will be completed prior by the required RFP mandated date for the core staff located 


at the Carson City, Nevada, Nevada area. Connectivity for the remaining locations will be 


completed by the start of operations. Connectivity will be tested to verify completion per the 


project schedule.  


9.6.1.9 Provide a final operational readiness certification based on the final operational readiness 


assessment, including, but not limited to, results of the parallel test and an assessment of the final 


operational readiness of contractor staff to operate the Nevada MMIS. 


Once the system is deemed “production” ready and parallel testing is completed to the 


satisfaction of HPES and DHCFP, we will provide DHCFP with a certification of readiness of 


all operational and system components. This is our statement to DHCFP that all systems 


and contractor operational and support staff are ready to assume operations of the Nevada 


MMIS. 


9.6.1.10 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


Quality and compliance checks are in integral part of our project management methodology. 


As part of our regular project monitoring activities, we will review progress and compliance 


to all Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.  


9.6.1.11 Identify and report any implementation issues to DHCFP. 


Communication is the key to our project management approach. We recognize that issues 


such as delays and setbacks to critical path schedule items must be communicated in a 


timely fashion. The HPES Takeover Project Manager will communicate such issues as 


quickly as possible once the issue is identified during the implementation and start of 


operations phase. 


9.6.1.12 Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the work plan. 


As a part of the Communication Plan for the Transition periods, HPES will submit concise 


weekly status reports to report the “state” of the project which will include all status items 


agreed to during the start-up phase of the project. These will be submitted weekly by the 


HPES Takeover Project Manager for DHCFP approval.  


During the Transition period, HPES will install HP PPM, a Project and Portfolio Management 


tool that will provide DHCFP enhanced visibility into the status of the various types of 


projects defined in the Change Management response of this RFP. In addition, we will use 


HP PPM to monitor Microsoft Project created project plans, resource planning, track time 


against these project plans and track issues from inception to resolution. Additional details 
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on the use of HP PPM during the post transition periods are included in sections 12.2, 


Change Management and 17.8, Project Management. 


9.6.1.13 Conduct weekly status meetings with appropriate DHCFP staff. 


Regular project meetings are a cornerstone of good project communication management. 


The HPES Takeover Project Manager, HPES Systems Takeover Manager and other HPES 


account executives (as needed) and project staff (as needed) will attend and actively 


participate in all weekly project status meetings during the transition implementation and 


start of operations phase.  


9.6.1.14 Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate system 


and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities 


identified for this Period. 


We acknowledge that a system as complex as the Nevada MMIS has various interfaces and 


dependencies that must be taken into consideration. We have considerable experience in 


dealing with these types of takeover projects and will make sure that we communicate with 


and appropriately integrate all interfaces with external parities and subcontractors as 


necessary to achieve a smooth transition of services for DHCFP during the transition of 


Core MMIS, peripheral systems and tools and Medicaid program claims processing and 


support services.  


As part of our integrated system test, we test connectivity to the various interfaces with the 


Nevada MMIS including our primary subcontractor partners and other interface vendors. 


This involves testing both input and output interfaces. We establish an interface file 


schedule and conduct interface testing to make sure all input and output files perform as 


expected. We document our results and submit to DHCFP for approval.  


9.6.1.15 Accept the required software, including modifications thereof, and associated documentation 


designed, developed, or installed under this Contract, all State’s intellectual property, and all work 


products produced under the Contract, including deliverables and configurations that have been 


identified by DHCFP as material to the successful Vendor. 


As part of the Transition effort, we will accept all software, including any modifications to 


systems, design documents and all other relevant work products. 


9.6.2 Progress Milestones 


9.6.2.1 Completion of contractor, DHCFP, and any necessary provider training. 


9.6.2.2 Successful completion of all entrance and exit criteria. 


9.6.2.3 Successful transfer of operations. 


During the implementation and start of operations phase of the Transition period, HPES will 


complete the milestones as defined in the project plan including those defined in this section 


such as completed of all training, all entrance and exit criteria and a successful transfer of 


operations from the previous contractor. 


9.6.3 Contractor Deliverables 


9.6.3.1 Weekly Status Reports. 
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We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.6.1.13. 


9.6.3.2 Certification from the Vendor of System Component(s) implementation (including the Core 


MMIS and peripheral systems and tools). 


We outline our approach for meeting this deliverable requirement in section 9.6.1.9. 


HPES acknowledges and agrees to each of the deliverables outlined in the Transition 


Implementation and Start of Operations phase. 


9.6.4 DHCFP Responsibilities 


9.6.4.1 Approve certification from contractor that system is operation-ready. 


9.6.4.2 Oversee final transfer of all data, including, but not limited to, claims data. 


9.6.4.3 Provide staff time to attend training sessions conducted by the contractor for DHCFP 


personnel. 


9.6.4.4 Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria. 


9.6.4.5 Coordinate the termination or assumption of leases of appropriate hardware and software, 


where appropriate. 


9.6.4.6 Turn-off other communications. Other communications include formal or informal 


communications from the previous contractor to providers, recipients, or other stakeholders as 


deemed appropriate by DHCFP. 


9.6.4.7 Work with previous contractor on remaining turnover tasks. 


HPES acknowledges that strong collaboration between HPES, DHCFP and the previous 


contractor are required to attain a smooth final transition of services and functionality from 


the previous contractor occurs and that all entrance and exit criteria is satisfied.  
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10 Scope of Work – Operations Period 


Requirements 


10.1 Overview of Operations Period 


The contractor is responsible for maintaining the system as required in the RFP for the term of the 


contract. During the operations period, the contractor will be responsible for maintenance and change 


management activities. It is DHCFP’s requirement that all change management and maintenance 


activities will be accomplished within the budgeted effort of annual system and programmer analyst 


support and result in no additional cost for system-time, person-time, and/or documentation support. 


HP Enterprise Services (HPES) brings deep experience managing and operating large 


information technology (IT) systems, including 22 MMIS systems. We will effectively 


maintain the Nevada MMIS system for the life of the contract, meeting all system 


requirements as defined in the RFP. Our skilled staff will provide guidance in managing 


change within the constraints of project scope, budget, schedule, and quality. Our 


established change management methods provide DHCFP with easy-to-use processes that 


effectively manage change to maintain the overall integrity of the system. This operational 


support will be accomplished within the budgeted effort of annual system and programmer 


analyst support and results in no additional cost for system-time, person-time, or 


documentation.  


During the Operations period, the HPES deputy account manager will be responsible for all 


maintenance and change management activities including CMS certification and RFP 


requirements outlined in Sections 10 and 12 of the RFP. The HPES Operations team will be 


ready on day one of the Operations Period due to the solid foundation that was established 


during the Transition period: 


• The Carson City area operations site is operationally ready as demonstrated during the 


Operation Readiness Review. 


• The key management team members that support the Nevada MMIS operations period 


also held key leadership position during the Transition period.  


• The Department also will be familiar with the change management process and project 


and portfolio management tools used by HPES because it is the same used during the 


Transition period. 


The PMO program manager will be on board during Transition to setup the PMO processes 


for operations. This allows us to make sure that the maintenance and enhancement project 


portfolio is ready to go on day one of operations. 


Once in the operations period, we will be able to help DHCFP focus on what is most 


important as we move forward together. The following exhibit is an illustration of the types of 


challenges that are in play throughout an operations period. 
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Operational Challenges 


 


As mentioned previously, we understand the significant challenges facing MMIS operations 


today. States must meet state and federal mandates, move towards MITA alignment, 


provide quality and access to health care for qualified beneficiaries while at the same time 


managing reduction in budgets and reducing overall costs. To meet these challenges, states 


must understand and have visibility into their project portfolio so they can focus their 


energies and budget on the right projects at the right time. Because of the framework of 


people, process, and tools laid down during the transition period, DHCFP and HPES will be 


well positioned to meet these challenges together. 


10.1.1 Operations Period Entrance Criteria 


10.1.1.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria prior to 


commencement of Operations Period activities: 


A. DHCFP approval of the vendor’s Operational 


Readiness Assessment; 


B. Certification from vendor that system is operation ready; 


C. DHCFP approved provider manuals; and 


D. DHCFP approved revised operations procedures. 
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We will address system takeover activities that include managing staffing, facilities, and the 


continuation core MMIS functional capability and the implementation of the peripheral 


environment. At a minimum, we will meet the entrance criteria required in the RFP section 


10.1.1.1, prior to the commencement of the Operations Period. We will perform an 


Operational Readiness Assessment to validate that the system is fully functional and ready 


for operations, and will make sure provider manuals and operation procedures are up-to-


date. We will provide DHCFP with certification that the system is operational ready and will 


obtain approval from DHCFP for the Operational Readiness Assessment, including provider 


manuals, operations procedures, and certification that the system is operation ready. 


10.1.2 Operations Period Exit Criteria 


10.1.2.1 At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to exiting the 


Operations Period: 


A. DHCFP approved System Turn-Over Plan; and 


B. DHCFP approved System Requirements Statement. 


We fully comprehend and appreciate the activities, issues, and outcomes associated with 


the final operations period. We will accomplish turnover while minimizing disruption to 


DHCFP, its recipients, and other stakeholders. 


DHCFP can be confident that we will provide an orderly transfer of the MMIS from the 


contractor to DHCFP or a successor contractor at the end of the Operations Period or when 


the contract terminates. We are committed to meeting or exceeding DHCFP’s goals and 


expectations for an orderly turnover. We will detail our approach to this phase through the 


System Turnover Plan and a System Requirements Statement. In these documents, we will 


describe the tasks, subtasks, schedule, and requirements necessary to achieve a smooth 


transition of operations to a successor contractor. (Refer to RFP sections 10.3.1.1 and 


10.3.1.2 for details about the System Turnover Plan and the System Requirements 


Statement.) We will submit these deliverables to DHCFP for approval using the review and 


approval process.  


10.2 Maintenance 


Maintenance 


• HPES uses our IEEE-based Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) for all systems work.  


• Proposed Change Management Process includes various project types that enable the 


workload to be appropriately categorized and managed.  


• The “Rapid Response” project type is in response to requirement 10.2.2.3 “Emergency 


support not covered in Maintenance”. 


• The “Problem Resolution” project type is in response to requirement “10.2.2… Operational 


or system defects caused by the takeover vendor… The vendor shall be responsible for all 


costs associated with the resolution of operational or system defects…” 


• The “Existing Defect” project type is in response to requirement “10.2.2 … the successful 


vendor will not be held responsible for costs associated with resolving defects that 
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Maintenance 


existed in the baseline system or operations of the Nevada MMIS prior to the takeover.” 


• The Maintenance team will analyze System Problem Tickets to determine and justify 


whether or not a “Problem Resolution” or “Existing Defect” project type is warranted.  


 


Maintenance includes operational maintenance, defects, and enhancements as defined in 10.2.2. 


10.2.1 Operational Maintenance Consists of: 


10.2.1.1 Ongoing changes, corrections, or enhancements to correct deficiencies found in the 


operational system. 


The Systems team is comprised of Maintenance and Enhancement teams. The 


Maintenance team is responsible for ongoing changes relative to operational maintenance 


and corrections of defects introduced by the HPES team. The Enhancement team is 


responsible for completion of enhancement projects and existing defects that existed in the 


baseline system or operations of the Nevada MMIS prior to the takeover. 


10.2.1.2 Emergency changes to the system involving table modification and/or changes that are done 


using system provided screens; 


The Maintenance team will complete emergency changes to the system including table 


modification and changes that are done using system-provided screens. By using the 


system provided screen, an audit trail of the table modifications will be captured a in the 


database to maintain data integrity. 


The Maintenance team will follow DHCFP-approved guidelines for escalation and 


implementation of fixes in response to production problems and emergency situations. The 


Maintenance team will be responsible for monitoring the production system to prepare for 


the earliest possible response to system problems. CA-7 will be used as the production 


cycle scheduling tool. Automatic pages will be sent to the on-call maintenance staff when 


there is a production system problem, enabling a rapid response. In addition, DHCFP will 


always have access to HPES staff should they have questions or requests coming from 


CMS, budget changes or legislative requests. 


10.2.1.3 Hardware and software support (e.g. performing routine system maintenance with no impact 


on policy) 


The Maintenance team will perform hardware and software support relative to routine 


system maintenance. System maintenance will be provided during pre-arranged and State-


approved windows to reduce disruption to the user community. It is imperative that all 


packaged deployments go through development, system test, and peer review in a timely 


manner, before going to production environments to provide consistency and stability of the 


environments. 


We will maintain and monitor the vendor agreements that support all hardware and software 


being used in this solution. Additionally, we will arrange for receipt of all patch releases, 


follow the change management process, test them through an approved deployment 


process then apply to production when certified stable. Maintenance will be reviewed to 
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verify that all security evaluations have been completed. System maintenance will be 


provided during pre-arranged and State-approved windows to reduce disruption to the user 


community. Notifications will be disseminated as part of the change control process.  


10.2.1.4 Reporting performed by: 


A. One FTE budgeted to perform ad-hoc DSS and MMIS queries and analysis; and 


B. One PBM position budgeted to perform ad-hoc PBM queries and analysis. 


The contractor shall perform all operational maintenance as a routine activity during the Operations 


Period at no additional cost to DHCFP. The contractor shall provide sufficient technical staff to 


perform all routine systems maintenance responsibilities. 


The Maintenance team will include two specialized team members in response to 10.2.1.4.a 


and 10.2.1.4.b. One DSS/MMIS analyst will be designated to perform ad hoc DSS and 


MMIS queries and analysis.  


We are proposing a PBM data analyst from our subcontractor SXC who will be responsible 


for coordinating and fulfilling standard business and ad-hoc reporting needs of the PBM 


account team and DHCFP. This includes the development of plans, specifications, 


schedules, testing requirements and a standard portfolio of reports to meet the various 


contract deliverables and the needs of DHCFP and the PBM team.  


Sufficient additional Maintenance team members will perform all routine systems 


maintenance responsibilities. See response in section 12.2.2.13 which provides additional 


details on the maintenance and modification staffing levels to meet the requirements of this 


contract. 


10.2.2 Defects and Enhancements consist of: 


10.2.2.1 An operational or system defect is a flaw detected in the system, introduced by the 


successful vendor during the takeover of the Nevada MMIS, or during the design, development, and 


implementation of a new or replaced system component. Operational or system defects caused by 


the takeover vendor shall be resolved by the vendor through the approved change management 


process. For the purpose of establishing baseline system and operational standards, the vendor shall 


refer to the current system source code for the base MMIS along with the operational requirements 


for the Nevada MMIS as described throughout this RFP. The vendor shall be responsible for all costs 


associated with the resolution of operational or system defects introduced by the takeover vendor 


throughout the life of the contract. While DHCFP may request that the successful vendor resolve all 


system defects identified by DHCFP, the successful vendor will not be held responsible for costs 


associated with resolving defects that existed in the baseline system or operations of the Nevada 


MMIS prior to the take over. 


The approved change management process will include various project types that enable 


the workload to be appropriately categorized. The Maintenance team will triage problem 


tickets and analyze them to determine if the operational or system defect was introduced by 


the HPES team, or existed in the baseline system or operations of the Nevada MMIS prior to 


the takeover.  
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• The HPES program manager will recommend a “Problem Resolution” project type to 


resolve operational or system defects introduced by HPES. The Maintenance team will 


be assigned to complete the Problem Resolution project and HPES will be responsible 


for all costs associated with this type of project.  


• The HPES program manager will recommend an “Existing Defect” project type to resolve 


operational or system defects that existed in the baseline system or operations prior to 


the takeover. HPES will not be held responsible for costs associated with the “Existing 


Defect” project type. 


At the proposed Weekly DHCFP and HPES Project Prioritization meeting, the HPES 


program manager will present recommendations for Problem Resolution and Existing Defect 


projects, and provide project charters for DHCFP review and discussion. DHCFP will have 


final approval regarding which project type, Problem Resolution, or Existing Defect, will be 


used for the project. 


The exhibit below depicts all of the HPES Change Management project types. 


NV MMIS Project Types 


Maintenance Projects: 


• System/Infrastructure Maintenance projects will be used to maintain the infrastructure 


and system, and provide production system monitoring. 


• Policy Maintenance projects will be used to maintain tables/databases that are not 


automatically updated during scheduled data loads. Typically, these projects will be 


initiated based on a Procedure Memo from DHCFP which indicates a policy change. 


• Problem Resolution projects will fix operational or system defects introduced by the 


HPES team. 


• Ad hoc projects will be used by the DSS and MMIS and PBM specialists. 


Enhancement Projects 


• Existing Defect projects will fix defects that existed in the baseline system or operations 


of the Nevada MMIS prior to the takeover. 


• Rapid Response projects will be used for emergency support not covered in 


maintenance. The project template will be streamlined to support a rapid 


implementation. 
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• Enhancement projects will be used for system changes and are paid from the pool of 


programming hours. 


The Maintenance team will resolve all operational or system defects as Problem Resolution 


projects and HPES will be responsible for the costs of this work. 


The Enhancement team will complete Existing Defect projects for defects that existed in the 


baseline system or operations of the Nevada MMIS prior to the takeover. Work on Existing 


Defect projects will be included in the monthly invoice supporting documentation and the 


monthly written operations period status reports. 


10.2.2.2 Program source code changes required to implement new system function (e.g. use of a 


new code for a program based on a policy change) or performance requirement beyond the current 


system requirements and functionality shall be considered an enhancement. Enhancements shall be 


executed by the vendor in accordance with the approved change management process.  


The proposed change management process includes the Enhancement projects, which will 


be used to implement new system functions, or performance requirements beyond the 


current system requirements. The Enhancement team will be assigned to complete 


Enhancement Projects.  


The HPES team uses a standardized SDLC, which will be tailored specifically for Nevada 


project types. The Change Management process facilitates the workload of the SDLC and 


verifies that all steps are completed in the correct sequence. This IEEE-based SDLC 


provides a methodology for software development that the HPES team uses routinely, and 


leverages policies, objectives, procedures, guidelines, checklists, templates, and forms that 


have been used with great success by HPES application development and maintenance on 


other MMIS projects. Section 12.2 describes the SDLC and how it fits in with the 


comprehensive Change Management process. 


To this end, at minimum, the vendor must: 


A. Establish for review and approval by DHCFP, design, development, and implementation 


documents to formally describe the system enhancement. 


The SDLC prescribes standard project documentation for establishing scope, design, 


development or production of changes, and implementation. The SDLC documentation is 


used to verify that the customer and stakeholders are aware of and approve the 


requirements and design of the system before any development work is done. The following 


set of documents is included for DHCFP review and approval for system enhancements: 


• Project Charter 


• Business Design Document 


• Technical Design Document 


• Test Results Document 


• Approval to Implement 
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B. Include standards for testing of developed system changes, including DHCFP approval of 


test results. Enhancements that fail to meet the approved design and development technical and 


functional specifications or result in a defective end-product, shall be re-worked and corrected by the 


contractor at no additional cost to DHCFP. 


Additionally, the SDLC enforces a system of progressive testing that begins with unit testing 


and proceeds to integrated system testing to make sure that the system change is 


functioning as designed. The SDLC verifies that system changes meet the approved design 


and functional and technical specifications and are comprehensively tested. Test results will 


be presented for DHCFP review and approval prior to system changes being implemented.  


Should the Enhancement result in a defective end-product, that is, it doesn’t function 


according to the approved design or functional specifications, the system change will be 


reworked and corrected by the HPES team, at no additional cost to DHCFP. 


C. Include the approach for training contractor and/or DHCFP staff on process or system 


enhancements resulting from the approved enhancement. 


Enhancements that introduce new system functions may require updated user training 


documentation or in some cases the development of new training materials. The 


development or updates to training materials relative to the Enhancement will be completed 


as part of the Enhancement project. A training plan will be included in the technical design 


deliverable, for DHCFP review and approval. The Training Plan will identify the 


documentation that will be updated for the Enhancement and the contractor and/or DHCFP 


staff that are targeted for the training. Training may be executed prior to implementation, if 


stakeholders need to be trained to effectively participate in the testing of the Enhancement. 


D. Support CMS’ prescribed post implementation certification review activities for each system 


enhancement as deemed appropriate by DHCFP and CMS, in accordance with Section 11.6.2.3, to 


11.6.2.10. 


The SDLC includes a post-implementation phase for system enhancements that verifies that 


the implemented system change is performing as designed, system and user documentation 


is completed, and a Post-Implementation Review is completed.  


Current Medicaid Enterprise Certification Toolkit (MECT) checklists will be assessed at the 


time that the technical design is completed, so an estimate of the work to conform to the 


MECT and checklists can be estimated and planned into the project schedule.  


The Post Implementation Review will make sure that the MECT and checklists are 


referenced and reviewed in the implemented Enhancement project. 


10.2.2.3 Emergency support not covered in Maintenance. Enhancements are paid from the pool of 


programming hours (41,600 hours) and/or an increase in contract authority. 


The Change Management System uses the Rapid Response project type to respond to 


emergency support issues not covered in Maintenance. The HPES Project Office will 


establish a Rapid Response project template which will be used for completion of 


emergency support efforts. The Rapid Response project type will be staffed with resources 


from the Enhancement team. The hours used for Enhancements and Rapid Response 
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projects will be decremented from the pool of programming hours or aligned with another 


funding source as directed by DHCFP.  


All maintenance will be performed in accordance with Section 12.2 of this RFP. 


The HPES Systems team comprised of Maintenance and Enhancement teams, will perform 


Nevada MMIS maintenance, including operational maintenance, defects, and 


enhancements, in accordance with Section 12.2, and the proposed change management 


process described in that section.  


The Change Management process will apply to the core MMIS and peripheral systems and 


tools. Additionally, it applies to all project types, regardless if they are Maintenance or 


Enhancement project types. The Change Management process includes the elements as 


described and depicted in section 12.2 of this RFP. 


10.3 Turnover 


Prior to the conclusion of the contract awarded through this procurement, the contractor shall provide, 


at no extra charge, assistance in turning over the final contractor responsibilities to DHCFP. 


A smooth turnover, marked by cooperation and consistent service, is crucial to the 


continued success of the Nevada MMIS operations. A well planned and executed transition 


from the existing contractor to the successor is required to provide program continuance and 


uninterrupted service that will benefit the providers, recipients, and the State. We are 


committed to providing technical and administrative assistance in turning over the MMIS to 


the State or a successor contractor, and we will maintain sufficient staff throughout the 


Operations Phase to meet the needs required for timely claims processing. 


Even before a new contract is awarded, certain tasks, documentation, and requirements 


need to be completed. For example, preparing the reports and documentation necessary for 


a successor contractor to understand the technical and business functions of the system is 


necessary.  


Our past experience with this stage of Turnover has proven to be successful. For example, 


in California, HPES Turnover team built one of the most comprehensive data libraries ever 


created. One customer from the State of California was quoted as saying, “It was the most 


extensive data libraries ever, and the bidders commended the Department for it, stating that 


it set a standard for what other states should adopt.”  


We will provide assistance, at no extra charge, in turning over the final contractor 


responsibility before the end of the contract. 


10.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


10.3.1.1 Develop a System Turnover Plan At least twelve (12) months before the start of the first option year of a 


contract(s) awarded under this procurement, the contractor shall provide, at no additional cost, a Turnover Plan 


to DHCFP. The plan shall include: 


A. Proposed approach to turnover; 


B. Tasks and subtasks for turnover; 


C. Schedule for turnover; 
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D. Documentation update procedures during turnover; and  


E. Description of vendor coordination activities that will occur during the turnover task that will be implemented to 


ensure continued system and services as deemed appropriate by DHCFP. 


At least 12 months before the start of a new contract award, we will submit a well organized 


and comprehensive System Turnover Plan that discusses how we will effectively coordinate, 


manage, and monitor the work we will perform during this phase.  


In the System Turnover Plan, we will outline our proposed approach to turning over the 


system. It will include the schedule of events and sets of tasks that will be broken down by 


tasks and subtasks in accordance with RFP section 10.3.1.1. We will decompose the 


Turnover Phase effort into smaller, more manageable pieces of work, with each descending 


level of the work breakdown structure (WBS) representing an increasingly detailed definition 


of the Turnover Phase work until the smallest work element is defined. 


We understand the need to remain flexible during this phase of the contract. Often, there are 


needs for the customer to make last minute changes. When this occurs, we will work to 


adjust tasks, subtasks, and schedule dates during the Turnover period.  


HPES is known for its high level of customer commitment and for how we work together to 


develop the best possible approach to meet the contractual requirements. For example, in 


Idaho, our team spent several hours updating the turnover plan when a last minute change 


in vendors resulted in a significant amount of additional work during the time when our team 


activities were winding down. Our dedicated team stayed on top of all the work, meeting the 


customer’s expectation that we will always be there to pull them through.  


The detailed elements of the System Turnover Plan will incorporate some of the same 


functions that HPES performs in the day-to-day operation of the MMIS. Specifically, this 


includes the process for conducting accurate and timely updates of user and system 


documentation. We will provide the State with our methodology for maintaining 


documentation, so that they will be confident that all the information provided in Turnover 


will be continually updated to the end of the Turnover Phase. 


The System Turnover Plan will include transition activities, outlining HP’s responsibilities for 


transitioning the State MMIS assets at the end of the contract. Transition activities also 


include the plan to coordinate vendor activities in order to provide uninterrupted service 


during the Turnover period.  


10.3.1.2 Develop a System Requirements Statement 


At least eighteen (18) months prior to the start of the last year of the base contract period for any contract 


awarded under this procurement, the contractor shall furnish, at no extra charge, a statement of the resources 


that would be required by DHCFP or another contractor to fully take over system, technical, and business 


functions outlined in the contract(s). The statement must include an estimate of the number, type, and salary of 


personnel required to perform the other functions of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs and systems. 


The statement shall be separated by type of activity of the personnel, including, but not limited to, the following 


categories: 


A. Data processing staff (for modification support); 


B. Systems analysts; 


C. Systems programmers; 
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D. Programmer analysts; 


E. Administrative staff; 


F. Clerks; 


G. Managers; 


H. Medical personnel (nurses, MDs, pharmacists, etc.); and 


I. Other support staff (TPL, SURS, Provider/Recipient Relations). 


The statement shall include all facilities and any other resources required to operate the system in question, 


including, but not limited to: 


A. Telecommunications networks; 


B. Office space; 


C. Hardware; 


D. Software; and 


E. Other. 


The statement of resource requirements shall be based on the contractors’ experience in the operation of the 


system(s) in question and shall include actual contractor resources devoted to operations activities 


Besides a solid System Turnover Plan, where we describe our approach to turning over the 


system, a successor contractor would need to know the details of the requirements 


necessary to support the MMIS. At least 18 months prior to the start of the last year of the 


contract period, we will provide a System Requirements Statement that describes the 


resources needed to support and maintain the MMIS.  


In the System Requirements Statement, we will describe, in detail, the resources that will be 


required to take over the technical and business functions of the MMIS, so that the 


successor contractor is fully aware of the staffing needs required to properly support the 


MMIS. We will include staffing information for the following type of personnel: 


• Data processing staff (for modification support) 


• Systems analysts 


• Systems programmers 


• Programmer analysts 


• Administrative staff 


• Clerks 


• Managers 


• Medical personnel (nurses, MDs, pharmacists, etc.); and 


• Other support staff (TPL, SURS, Provider/Recipient Relations) 


The statement will include reports, broken out by type, that describe the number of staff, 


type, and salary of the personnel required to perform the functions required by Nevada’s 


MMIS and Check Up programs and systems. This will be based on our experience in the 


operation of the system and will include actual resources devoted to operations activities. 
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Besides staffing requirements, the System Requirements Statement will include reports of 


all facilities and any other resources required to operate the system. At a minimum, we will 


include the following:  


• Telecommunications networks 


• Office space 


• Hardware 


• Software 
 
10.3.1.3 Provide Turnover Services 


As requested, but approximately six (6) months prior to the end of the base contract period(s) or any extension 


thereof, transfer to DHCFP or its agent, as needed, a copy of the operational system(s) on media determined by 


DHCFP, including: 


A. Documentation, including, but not limited to, user, provider, and other manuals needed to maintain 


the system. As requested, but approximately five (5) months prior to the end of the contract(s) or any 


extension(s) thereof, begin training DHCFP staff, or its designated agent, in relevant operations 


activities of the system. Such training must be completed at least three (3) months prior to the end of 


the contract or any extension thereof. Such training shall include: 


A. Claims processing data/exam entry; 


B. Exception claims processing; and 


C. Other manual procedures. 


Approximately six months prior to the end of the contract or contract extension, or on 


DHCFP request, HPES will transfer a copy of the operational system utilizing the media that 


is determined by DHCFP. 


We will provide all documentation needed to maintain the system approximately five months 


prior to the end of the contract or contract extension.  


We will provide training approximately three months prior to the end of the contract or 


contract extension including the following:  


• Claims processing data/exam entry 


• Exception claims processing 


• Any other manual procedures 


10.3.1.4 Update System Turnover Plan 


At least six (6) months prior to the end of the base contract(s) and at least six (6) months prior to the end of any 


contract extension(s), the contractor(s) shall provide an updated System Turnover Plan and System 


Requirements Statement. 


Six months prior to the end of the contract or contract extensions, we will update the System 


Turnover Plan and the System Requirements Statement. 


10.3.2 Progress Milestones 


We will use our System Turnover Plan as a guide, to stay on track with the many tasks and 


milestones associated with the Turnover Phase. We will use repeatable, predictable project 


management processes, and apply industry standards, which will result in greater 
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efficiencies and ease the State’s administrative responsibilities. We will track the specific 


scheduled activities to be performed, including the project deliverables and milestones, as 


identified in section 10.3.2. 


10.3.2.1 DHCFP acceptance and approval of Turnover Plan. 


A System Turnover Plan will be submitted to DHCFP through the established review and 


approval process for DHCFP acceptance before proceeding. 


10.3.3 Contractor Deliverables 


10.3.3.1 System Turnover Plan. 


10.3.3.2 System Requirements Statement. 


The System Turnover Plan and System Requirements Statement will be submitted in 


accordance with the time lines stated in section 10.3.1.  


10.3.4 DHCFP Responsibilities 


10.3.4.1 Review and approve Turnover Plan(s) to facilitate transfer of the operational responsibilities to DHCFP 


or its designated agent(s). 


10.3.4.2 Review and approve a statement of staffing and nonmainframe resources that would be required to take 


over operation(s). 


10.3.4.3 Request turnover services are initiated by the contractor(s). 


10.3.4.4 Identify training and support requirements. 


10.3.4.5 Make DHCFP staff or designated replacement contractor operations staff(s) available to be trained in 


the operation of the system. 


10.3.4.6 Monitor contractor performance. 


HPES acknowledges DHCFP’s responsibilities.  
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover

Tab IX — Company Background and References



17.5	subcontractor identification

FHS has selected our subcontractor, HMS, based on their level of expertise and ability to perform according to the requirements of the scope of work identified by DHCFP staff.  HMS is the only subcontractor FHS proposes to utilize during this contract term.  HMS, upon acquisition of PCG, became our subcontractor during the current contract with the State.  HMS will perform the same scope of work in this proposed contract.

17.5.1	Does this proposal include the use of subcontractors?  Check the appropriate response in the table below:  

		Yes

		X

		No

		





FHS proposes to use our current TPL/Recovery subcontractor, HMS, to perform the same scope of work they currently support under our existing contract with the State of Nevada.

IF “YES”, VENDOR MUST:

17.5.1.1	Identify specific subcontractors and the specific requirements of this RFP for which each proposed subcontractor will perform services.

FHS proposes to continue our partnership with HMS for the Nevada MMIS Takeover program.  HMS will perform TPL/Recovery Services as indicated in the Requirements Tables for Section 12.5.8.

17.5.1.2	If any tasks are to be completed by subcontractor(s), vendors must:

17.5.1.2.A	Describe the relevant contractual arrangements;

FHS has an established Teaming Agreement with HMS.  For the new contract, we will establish a Subcontractor Agreement with HMS upon successful award of this contract.  Our Subcontractor Agreement identifies the scope of work that HMS will perform, as well as any service level agreements (SLAs) or performance expectations that they will be required to meet.  The Business Associate Agreement (BAA) is part of our Subcontractor Agreement.

FHS fully intends to have flow-down provisions in our Subcontractor Agreement with HMS for any areas of responsibility where these SLAs or Performance Expectations could result in penalties from DHCFP.

17.5.1.2.B	Describe how the work of any subcontractor(s) will be supervised, channels of communication will be maintained and compliance with contract terms assured; and

The activities and performance of HMS are supervised by FHS’ Nevada Fiscal Manager, Candis Lee Englant, under the direction of our Account Director, Mark Shaffer, PMP.  Ms. Englant establishes ongoing checkpoints and status reports to monitor performance.  We include HMS in any communication or meetings requested by DHCFP.

We expect and receive periodic scheduled tracking and monitoring reports from HMS that report on their scope of work and accomplishments or any issues that need resolution.

We follow an established process in managing subcontractors.  The purpose of our Subcontractor Management Plan is to select qualified contractors and subcontractors and to manage them effectively.  Subcontract management involves selecting a subcontractor, establishing commitments with the subcontractor, and tracking and reviewing the subcontractor’s performance and results.  These practices cover the management of a software (only) contract, as well as the management of service contract or contracts that combine both systems and services.  A subcontractor is selected based on its ability to perform the work.  Many factors contribute to the decision to contract a portion of our work.  Subcontractors may be selected based on strategic business alliances, as well as technical considerations.

The Subcontractor Management Plan defines procedures for selecting and managing vendors and subcontractors for a particular project, as well as providing a mechanism for tracking the status of each contract and the deliverables covered under that contract.  The Subcontractor Management Plan will contain several items that define and clarify the relationship between FHS and our subcontractors.  We have highlighted some of the items included in key points of the Subcontractor Management Plan in the following table:

		Category

		Items



		Scope of work assigned to the subcontractor

		Specific elements of RFP assigned

Inclusions or exclusions from the RFP requirements

Due dates for each deliverable

Quality expectations, including standards the subcontractor must perform to (e.g., general industry standards)

Process for review and approval of the deliverables

Documentation required for each deliverable.



		Organization, lines of reporting, and authority

		Individual to whom the subcontractor reports to (name or job title)

Range of authority of that person with respect to subcontractor actions

Primary point of contact at the subcontractor.



		Compensation

		Compensation of the subcontractor (e.g., fixed fee, time and materials, cost plus fixed fee, per piece or transaction costs)

Time intervals for billing and payment

Incentives and penalties applied to or flowed down to the subcontractor

Process for review and approval of payments (approval must be linked to performance in terms of schedule and quality of deliverables)

Incentives for process improvements resulting in overall cost reduction and quality improvement.



		General management issues (project or operations)

		Communications process between FHS and the subcontractor

Handling of change orders

How overall project plan or operational plan updates will be transmitted from FHS to the subcontractor

How project plan or operational plan updates (for the assigned scope of work) will be transmitted from the subcontractor to FHS

How status reporting will be handled

Requirements for subcontractors to attend FHS status meetings

Process for dispute resolution

Risk management process

Identification/reporting/escalation of issues

Subcontractor development of risk management plans and communicating to FHS these plans.



		General contract issues

		Termination

Conditions under which FHS may terminate

Conditions under which subcontractor may terminate

Audit rights for the prime contractor

Handling of correspondence

Key staff that the subcontractor agrees to provide and that will not be replaced or substituted without approval of the prime contractor

Confidentiality of information

Ownership rights in deliverables

Whether the work is subject to re-acquisition on a periodic basis

Term of the contract.





17.5.1.2.C	Describe your previous experience with subcontractor(s).

FHS partners with HMS to provide services for a number of our state Medicaid customers, including our current contract with DHCFP.  FHS has worked with HMS since 2004 on multiple contracts; we have established a successful working relationship with defined protocols for the methods that will be used to measure their performance and the tracking and reporting responsibility they will have.

Our experience managing subcontractors has been very successful.  Based on FHS’ experience as a subcontractor in several accounts, as an MMIS design subcontractor and as a Medicaid pharmacy benefits management subcontractor, we have an appreciation of the contractor-subcontractor relationship.  We have learned different management approaches from each of these large Medicaid projects.  Over the years we have developed techniques, methods, monitoring plans, and reporting requirements that ensure subcontractors perform at a very high level in carrying out their specific assignments.  Our approach to subcontractor management is described in our response to RFP Requirement 17.8.4.

17.5.1.3	Vendors must describe the methodology, processes and tools utilized for:

17.5.1.3.A	Selecting and qualifying appropriate subcontractors for the project;

As described in Section 17.5.1.2.B, FHS has an established subcontractor management process for selecting and managing our subcontractors.  Successful subcontractors are selected based on their ability to successfully perform the proposed scope of work.  In addition, we review their national Medicaid presence and performance.  We expect our subcontractors to be well known and respected in the industry and require them to provide positive references for the work they will perform.

17.5.1.3.B	Incorporating the subcontractor's roles and responsibilities and methodologies fit into the vendor's overall approach;

FHS typically uses a subcontractor to perform a specific scope of work.  For the Nevada MMIS Takeover contract, we have selected HMS to assist in the Third Party Liability identification and recovery processes.  HMS is the recognized industry leader for TPL identification and recovery, and currently performs this scope of work for 38 state Medicaid programs. 

17.5.1.3.C	Ensuring subcontractor compliance with the overall performance objectives for the project; and

FHS establishes a Subcontractor Agreement with HMS that identifies the scope of work they are responsible for, the methods that will be used to measure their performance, and the tracking and reporting responsibility they will have.  We also identify any SLAs in the contract where HMS has responsibility.  We provide flow-down measures in the Subcontractor Agreement to ensure performance on the subcontractor’s part.  Mr. Shaffer monitors HMS to ensure they meet these requirements during the term of the contract.

17.5.1.3.D	Ensuring that subcontractor deliverables meet the quality objectives of the project.

FHS establishes the quality objectives in partnership with DHCFP staff for the entire scope of work.  We share those objectives with HMS and collectively identify how we will manage to those objectives.  We also establish reporting requirements to track and report all quality initiatives. 

17.5.1.4	Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractors as requested in Section 17.1, Primary Vendor Information.

In this section, FHS provides information for our subcontractor, HMS, as detailed in RFP Section 17.1, Primary Vendor Information.

17.1.1	Company ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc).

17.1.1.1	Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015.

A wholly-owned subsidiary of HMS Holdings Corp. (NASDAQ: HMSY), HMS was incorporated on February 15, 1974, in New York.  As required under its current service delivery to DHCFP, HMS is registered with the Nevada Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation.

17.1.1.2	The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780. 

HMS has an established office in Reno, Nevada, and is registered to conduct business in the State.  A copy of HMS’ Certificate of Good Standing with the State of Nevada is included as Appendix HH.

17.1.1.3	Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal. Proposals, which do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive. However, this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements.

As a current FHS subcontractor providing services to DHCFP, HMS meets all applicable licensing requirements.

17.1.2	Location(s) of the company offices and location of the office that will provide the services described in this RFP. 

Services will be performed from the HMS office located in Reno, supported by a regional office in Boise, Idaho, and the HMS National Operations Center located in Dallas, Texas.  HMS’ New York City headquarters is the principal place of business. 

17.1.3	The following information may be utilized in determining whether an inverse preference applies pursuant to NRS 333.336:

As per Amendment #3 issued on March 24, 2010, RFP Section 17.1.3 has been stricken in its entirety.  

17.1.4	Number of employees both locally and nationally with the expertise to support the requirements identified within this RFP.

Nationally, approximately 150 HMS staff supports the Nevada RFP requirements, including six professionals in Reno and 50 more in the HMS regional office in Boise.  Enterprise-wide, HMS has more than 1,300 employees, the majority of whom provide services similar to those detailed in the RFP.

17.1.5	Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project.

As under the current contract, HMS employees support the TPL-related needs of DHCFP from offices in Reno, Nevada and Boise, Idaho. 

17.1.6	Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency? 

		Yes

		X

		No

		





If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency. 

HMS currently performs revenue recovery services on behalf of DHCFP as a subcontractor to FHS.  Current services provided to DHCFP via this contract include identification of other healthcare coverage, cost avoidance, billing and recovery, credit balance services, and program integrity services.

17.1.7	Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its political subdivisions or by any other government?  

		Yes

		

		No

		X





If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on 	annual leave, compensatory time, sick leave, or on his own time?

HMS affirms that neither the company nor any of its employees are employed by the State, any of its political subdivisions, or by any other government.

17.1.8	Disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada. If no such problems have been experienced, vendor must indicate in writing.

HMS affirms that it is not currently involved in, nor has it been part of, any legal proceedings involving any court of law, administrative tribunal, or alternative dispute resolution process that was filed, settled, or sent for final judgment with the State of Nevada. 

17.1.9	Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages.

HMS currently serves 38 state government customers.  Exhibit 17.5.1.4-1 summarizes the number of state government programs that rely on HMS to perform the services required for the Nevada MMIS Takeover.

		Services Required by DHCFP

		HMS Customers



		TPL Recovery Services

Identification of Other Health Insurance

Verification/Cost Avoidance

Billing and Recovery

		


38

30

35



		Casualty Recovery Services

		16



		Credit Balance Recovery Services

		23



		Program Integrity Services

		19



		Exhibit 17.5.1.4-1, HMS is an experienced provider of TPL-related services 





HMS currently provides TPL recovery functions for DHCFP.  During the past five years, HMS has proven that its services maximize recoveries and help contain costs for Nevada’s Medicaid Program.  As the pioneering force in the evolution of the TPL industry, HMS is the only company with State-specific experience performing all of the work identified in DHCFP’s TPL program including:

Identification of other health insurance experience 

Verification and cost avoidance experience

Billing and recovery experience

Casualty recovery service experience

Credit balance audit experience

Program integrity services.

HMS Services Benefit DHCFP

By selecting HMS to continue as the TPL subcontractor for Nevada’s Medicaid Program, DHCFP reaps the following benefits.  

		The HMS Advantage

		The Benefit to DHCFP



		Extensive TPL experience—25 years providing the services requested, including a five-year history of success in Nevada

		· Uninterrupted, reliable stream of verified insurance policies provided to Nevada

· In-depth knowledge of Nevada’s Medicaid environment

· Tested, proven performance. 



		Fully developed identification processes, including CSE leads

		· Continued timely discovery of other health coverage data.



		Data processing centers in NV, ID, NY, and TX 100% dedicated to TPL recovery and cost avoidance

		· Ability to utilize best practices to maximize utility of results for Nevada

· Unsurpassed ability to access and handle large sets of data. 



		In-place Data Use Agreements with carriers

		· Uninterrupted revenue stream

· Contractual basis for data access

· Widest access to third-party eligibility for TPL purposes

· Regularly scheduled receipt of carrier data (typically on a monthly basis) ensures early TPL identification.



		More than $50 million annually invested in TPL technology and innovation

		· The only proven and operational real-time cost avoidance solution on the market

· HMS and DHCFP goals are aligned to focus on up-front cost avoidance.



		Known personnel in place in Nevada 

		· Seamless implementation of new initiatives

· No burden on DHCFP staff to provide education to new, untested vendor staff

· Continuity of operations with a historical perspective

· Established relationships with DHCFP stakeholders

· Local, Reno-based expertise and access for DHCFP.



		Compliance with Medicaid, State of Nevada, and CMS standards and regulations

		· Reduced program risk

· Protection of constituencies and stakeholders.



		Accessible HMS staff knowledgeable about DHCFP’s programs and services 

		· Frequent communication at all times with DHCFP and other project stakeholders, including regular status meetings.





17.1.10	Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP, including takeover of an MMIS, to the public and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description.

HMS began providing third party liability identification and recovery services to their first Medicaid agency customer in 1985.  Today, 38 state Medicaid programs rely on HMS’ proven approaches to identifying liable third parties, recovering payments, and containing costs.

17.1.11	Length of time the vendor has been a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS. Vendor should have a minimum of five (5) years experience.

This requirement is not applicable to HMS.

17.1.12	Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and demonstrable commitment to a current and future MITA initiatives.

This requirement is not applicable to HMS.

17.1.13	Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a health information exchange.

This requirement is not applicable to HMS.

17.1.14	Financial information and documentation to be included in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information:

17.1.14.1	Dun and Bradstreet Number; and

17.1.14.2	Federal Tax Identification Number.

17.1.14.3	Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which include:  
1. Profit and Loss Statement; and 2. Balance Statement.

As required, FHS submits financial information and documentation for our subcontractor, HMS, in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information, of our response.

17.1.15	Financial stability as demonstrated through audited financial statements as addressed in Section 20.6, Part IV – Confidential Financial Information and affirmation of financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract without receiving reimbursement.

As required, FHS submits financial information and documentation for our subcontractor, HMS, in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information, of our response.

17.1.16	Demonstrated commitment to take over Nevada MMIS operations and services within a budget-neutral contracting scenario. 

This requirement is not applicable to HMS.

17.1.17	Vendors should describe how they are organized, including their organizational structure as it relates to the Nevada MMIS.

HMS’ overall corporate structure ensures that DHCFP is fully aware of important HMS ownership and organizational developments.  HMS depends on the talents of more than 1,300 employees, the majority of whom are dedicated to TPL healthcare revenue recovery, cost containment, and credit balance/payment integrity solutions in varying capacities.  HMS continues to grow and hire staff with Payment Integrity and TPL expertise in coordination of benefits, health insurance, and related technology. 

As a public company, HMS operates within a structured environment that ensures full disclosure of ongoing financial stability (e.g., SEC filings, Sarbanes-Oxley Act requirements).  This transparency helps HMS’ customers verify that HMS has the financial stability necessary to provide resource-intensive services to many government agencies concurrently.  It also ensures that customers are fully aware of important developments within HMS related to ownership and organization. 

The following table provides company specifics and identifies HMS’ corporate structure, which supports the company’s goal of maintaining a leadership position as a provider of cost containment services best practices and innovation.  In this capacity, HMS fulfills the evolving service needs of their healthcare agency customers. 

		HMS Corporate Structure



		Name and Address

		Health Management Systems, Inc.
401 Park Avenue South

New York, New York  10016



		Telephone

		212.857.5000



		Legal Status

		Corporation (wholly-owned subsidiary of HMS Holdings Corp.)



		Business Structure

		HMS’ parent company, HMS Holdings Corp., is publicly held (NASDAQ: HMSY)

Affiliations:

Permedion, Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of HMS, Inc.

HMS Holdings Corp. is the parent company of Reimbursement Services Group, Inc. (RSG) and HMS Business Services, Inc., and IntegriGuard LLC



		How Long in Business and State Incorporated

		February 15, 1974, Incorporated in the state of New York

Presently 1,300+ Employees





17.1.18	Vendors should also describe how management functions are integrated throughout the company and how vendors communicate organizational, management, and other significant changes, which may directly or indirectly affect DHCFP.

HMS subscribes to the Project Management Institute’s (PMI’s) project management methodology and combines communication, quality, risk, and time management practices with comprehensive reporting capabilities, delivering a full suite of management tools to anticipate, monitor, and substantiate HMS operations.  A key component of HMS’ success is the approach they deploy to ensure that the highest standards of service quality and risk management are met throughout this engagement.  HMS’ processes have proven successful in the unique environments they encounter when serving the needs of state Medicaid programs; HMS anticipates a similar degree of success for programs that they design, develop, deliver, and manage on behalf of DCHFP.  Integral to HMS’ approach is top management involvement.  The individuals proposed for the HMS management team are among the most experienced in the healthcare and information systems industry, and their collective years of experience offer expertise unmatched by other contractors.  HMS’ management team was thoroughly involved in the preparation of this proposal, and will be closely involved in the delivery of services within this scope of work.

HMS communicates any changes via written and oral meeting format.  HMS’ communication processes have proven successful in the unique environments encountered when serving the needs of state Medicaid programs.  

17.5.1.5	References as specified in Section 17.2, References must be provided for any proposed subcontractors.

In this section, FHS provides information for our subcontractor, HMS, as detailed in RFP Section 17.2, References.

17.2.1	Vendors should provide a minimum of five (5) references from similar projects performed for private, state and/or large local government clients within the last five (5) years.  Vendors are required to submit Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire to the business references they list.  The business references must submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division.  It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by the Purchasing Division on or before the proposal submission deadline for inclusion in the evaluation process.  Business References not received, or not complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score in the evaluation process.  References must show the vendor’s experience with the following minimum mandatory qualification:

17.2.1.1	Proven ability and experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a certified MMIS for a minimum of five (5) years.

17.2.1.2	Taking over an MMIS, other claims processing system, or other large-scale system developed and installed by another contractor.

17.2.1.3	Developing, designing, and implementing other large scale applications with public and/or private sectors;

17.2.1.4	Experience with the MITA 2.01 model;

17.2.1.5	Experience with a Health Information (HIE) Solution;

17.2.1.6	Developing and executing a comprehensive application test plan;

17.2.1.7	Developing and implementing a comprehensive training plan;

17.2.1.8	Experience with comprehensive project management;

17.2.1.9	Experience with cultural change management;

17.2.1.10	Experience with managing subcontractors;

17.2.1.11	Development and execution of a comprehensive project management plan; and

17.2.1.12	Experience in performing similar Operations Period activities, including, but not limited to, details of account location, types of transactions processed, and volume of transactions processed.

HMS firmly believes customer references are true testaments of their ability to perform effectively and assist Medicaid agencies nationwide in achieving maximum recoveries.  In accordance with the RFP requirements, HMS has secured approval from seven current customers for whom they actively provide TPL and related cost containment services.  Each of these Medicaid agencies can attest to HMS’:

Understanding and experience performing comprehensive TPL services for government-administered healthcare programs

Ability to deliver reliable data

In-depth knowledge of TPL industry and their state Medicaid program

Application of a national cost containment and post payment recovery perspective and best practices

Effective recovery and cost savings program

Dedicated and knowledgeable staff, including experienced Program Directors and local staff available to serve clients 

Ability to comply with HIPAA and other security and privacy regulations

Excellent customer service.

The customers identified in Exhibit 17.5.1.5-1 have completed Attachment H, Reference Questionnaire, and have submitted the fully executed form directly to the State’s Purchasing Division as required by DHCFP.  These customers are available to discuss HMS’ services and performance with DHCFP and each can describe HMS’ ability to successfully complete recovery and cost containment projects similar to those required by DHCFP.  HMS encourages DHCFP to contact these customers and inquire about HMS’ commitment, dedication, and ability to consistently achieve outstanding results. 

		HMS Customers



		Alaska Department of Health and Social Services



		Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System



		California Department of Health Services



		Colorado Department of Health Care Policy and Financing



		Texas Health and Human Services Commission



		Exhibit 17.5.1.5-1, HMS customers can attest to its ability to assist in meeting program goals.





17.2.2	Vendors must provide the following information for every reference provided by the vendor and/or subcontractor:

17.2.2.1	The “Company Name” must be the name of the vendor or subcontractor, as applicable. The “Company Name” must be identified as either the prime contractor or the subcontractor depending on the role the company will have for this RFP project.

In this section, FHS submits the required information for each of HMS’ references.  

The “Company Name” is the name of FHS or HMS, as applicable.  FHS is identified as the prime contractor, and HMS is identified as the subcontractor based on the roles we will have for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Program.

		Company Name:

		HMS



		Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one)

|_|  Prime Contractor					|X|  Subcontractor



		Project Name:

		Alaska Department of Health and Social Services Division of Health Care Services, Alaska TPL Cost Avoidance and Post Payment Recovery



		Primary Contact Information



		Name:

		JoLynn Cagle



		Street Address:

		4501 Business Park Blvd, Suite 24



		City, State, Zip:

		Anchorage, Alaska  99503



		Phone, including area code:

		907.334.2452



		Facsimile, including area code:

		907.561.1684



		Email address:

		jolynn.cagle@alaska.gov



		Alternate Contact Information:



		Name:

		Margaret Brodie



		Street Address:

		4501 Business Park Blvd, Suite 24



		City, State, Zip:

		Anchorage, Alaska  99503



		Phone, including area code:

		907.334.2406



		Facsimile, including area code:

		907.561.1684



		Email address:

		margaret.brodie@alaska.gov



		Project Information



		Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed:

		HMS began serving as the TPL contractor for Alaska Medicaid in 1999. Services provided as part of the contract scope include: TPL Policy Identification and Verification, Commercial Insurance Billing, TRICARE Billing, Commercial Insurance Disallowance, TRICARE Disallowance, Medicare Disallowance, Medicare Repricing, Provider Credit Balance Reviews, Medicaid Client Case TPL Reviews, Medicaid Coordination of Benefit Letters, Trauma Questionnaires, Trauma Case Management and Recoveries (through SFY2006), Estate Recovery Case Management and Recoveries (through SFY2006).



		Project/contract start date:

		1999



		Project/contract end date:

		Still Active



		Project/contract value:

		$4,420,000.00



		Was project/contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why?

		Yes



		Was project/contract completed within or under the original budget/cost proposal, and if not, why not?

		Yes – an optional contract extension was executed.







		Company Name:

		HMS



		Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one)

|_|  Prime Contractor					|X|  Subcontractor



		Project Name:

		Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System, Third Party Liability Services



		Primary Contact Information



		Name:

		John Nystedt



		Street Address:

		701 East Jefferson Street, MD-8700 



		City, State, Zip:

		Phoenix, Arizona  85004



		Phone, including area code:

		602.417.4386



		Facsimile, including area code:

		602.417.4389



		Email address:

		jpnysted@ahcccs.state.az.us



		Alternate Contact Information:



		Name:

		Jim Cockerham



		Street Address:

		701 East Jefferson Street, MD-5600 



		City, State, Zip:

		Phoenix, Arizona  85004



		Phone, including area code:

		602.417.4059



		Facsimile, including area code:

		602.258.5943



		Email address:

		jacockerham@ahcccs.state.az.us



		Project Information



		Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed:

		HMS provides TPL Services including data matching, commercial insurance recoveries, casualty, estates, trust, and TEFRA recoveries.



		Project/contract start date:

		1999



		Project/contract end date:

		Still Active



		Project/contract value:

		Since 1999, recoveries have exceed $65M



		Was project/contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why?

		Yes



		Was project/contract completed within or under the original budget/cost proposal, and if not, why not?

		Yes







		Company Name:

		HMS



		Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one)

|_|  Prime Contractor					|X|  Subcontractor



		Project Name:

		Medi-Cal Other Health Coverage Identification and Recovery Project



		Primary Contact Information



		Name:

		Bob Bonkowski



		Street Address:

		1500 Capitol Avenue, 72-3-170



		City, State, Zip:

		Sacramento, California  95814



		Phone, including area code:

		916.650.6507



		Facsimile, including area code:

		N/A



		Email address:

		Bob.Bonkowski@dhcs.ca.gov



		Alternate Contact Information:



		Name:

		James Riley



		Street Address:

		1500 Capitol Avenue, 72-3-170



		City, State, Zip:

		Sacramento, California  95814



		Phone, including area code:

		916.445.8308



		Facsimile, including area code:

		N/A



		Email address:

		James.Riley@dhcs.ca.gov



		Project Information



		Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed:

		HMS primarily performs other health coverage identification and recovery for commercial and Medicare projects.  HMS also performs overpayment projects and drug reconciliation type efforts.  



		Project/contract start date:

		Original contract effective date 10/01/89



		Project/contract end date:

		Still Active



		Project/contract value:

		For the past four fiscal years, total recoveries averaged $58 million.



		Was project/contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why?

		Yes



		Was project/contract completed within or under the original budget/cost proposal, and if not, why not?

		Yes







		Company Name:

		HMS



		Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one)

|_|  Prime Contractor					|X|  Subcontractor



		Project Name:

		Colorado Department of Health Care Policy and Financing, Third Party Recovery Services



		Primary Contact Information



		Name:

		Mark Seevers 



		Street Address:

		1570 Grant Street 



		City, State, Zip:

		Denver, Colorado  80203



		Phone, including area code:

		303.866.5406



		Facsimile, including area code:

		303.866.3552



		Email address:

		Mark.seevers@state.co.us



		Alternate Contact Information:



		Name:

		Due to vacancy, there is no current alternate contact.



		Street Address:

		



		City, State, Zip:

		



		Phone, including area code:

		



		Facsimile, including area code:

		



		Email address:

		



		Project Information



		Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed:

		HMS implemented third-party recovery projects for Colorado’s Medicaid agency in 2001.  HMS serves as the primary contractor, responsible for identifying third-party coverage information, data match processing, retroactive claim billing and recovery, and providing third-party coverage updates.  The contract scope includes identification and recovery projects for commercial insurance, Medicare A/B, and TRICARE.  HMS also performs supplemental tort, casualty, and workers’ compensation recovery as well as other overpayment recovery projects.  In the past, the contract has included credit balance audit projects for hospital, long-term care facility, FQHC, RHC, DME, and other provider types.
HMS has also been Colorado’s contractor for estate and TEFRA lien recovery since 1992.  Personnel, procedures, and systems are in-place and operational for: locating property and other assets, filing liens against property and claims against estates, and receiving and processing money.  HMS has also drafted legislative changes, clarified program rules, and ensured maximum recoveries under this program—while minimizing negative public opinion that often surrounds estate recovery efforts.   
Under a separate contract with the Colorado Department of Human Services, HMS performed a pilot medical support enforcement project in 2003.  During this pilot project that consisted of two separate matches of randomly pre-selected control and experimental groups from the entire CSE caseload, HMS identified and verified active health insurance available to 400 children.



		Project/contract start date:

		July 2001



		Project/contract end date:

		Still Active



		Project/contract value:

		Annual average of $20.1 million



		Was project/contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why?

		Yes



		Was project/contract completed within or under the original budget/cost proposal, and if not, why not?

		Yes







		Company Name:

		HMS



		Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one)

|_|  Prime Contractor					|X|  Subcontractor



		Project Name:

		Texas Third Party Liability (TPL) Identification and Recovery



		Primary Contact Information



		Name:

		Diane Broadhurst



		Street Address:

		11209 Metric Boulevard, Building 1



		City, State, Zip:

		Austin, Texas  78758



		Phone, including area code:

		512.491.5638



		Facsimile, including area code:

		512.833.6484



		Email address:

		diane.broadhurst@hhsc.state.tx.us



		Alternate Contact Information:



		Name:

		Melissa Schulle



		Street Address:

		11209 Metric Boulevard, Building 1



		City, State, Zip:

		Austin, Texas  78758



		Phone, including area code:

		512.491.2881



		Facsimile, including area code:

		512.833.6484



		Email address:

		melissa.schulle@hhsc.state.tx.us



		Project Information



		Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed:

		HMS provides Medicaid TPL Identification and Recovery including data matching, policy verification, claim reclamation, cost avoidance services, and HIPP Administration.



		Project/contract start date:

		January 2004 



		Project/contract end date:

		Still Active



		Project/contract value:

		$10 million



		Was project/contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why?

		Yes



		Was project/contract completed within or under the original budget/cost proposal, and if not, why not?

		Yes





17.2.2.2	The State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance.

HMS acknowledges that the State reserves the right to contact and verify, with any and all references listed, the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance.

17.5.1.6	Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractor staff as specified in Section 17.3, Vendor Staff Skills and Experience Required.

In this section, FHS presents the skills and experience of the HMS staff identified as key personnel for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Program.  Each individual is qualified to perform the work necessary to accomplish TPL/Recovery Services tasks.  We acknowledge that the State must approve all awarded vendor resources and reserves the right to require the removal of any member of the awarded vendor’s staff from the project.

		Name/Title

		Qualifications



		Elizabeth Conway, JD
Vice President, Government Services West

		Ms. Conway has more than 10 years experience in the healthcare industry. At HMS, her role as Vice President, Government Services West involves the coordination of business strategies and development effort for the Western United States region.  Ms. Conway also assists with the management of ongoing operations in state projects, including HMS’ current work in Nevada.



		Marnie Basom
Regional Director

		Ms. Basom’s qualifications include more than 10 years experience in healthcare services for public healthcare programs and private healthcare organizations.  She currently oversees HMS project operations in the West region, including providing project oversight and client customer support for the existing Nevada contract.



		Abbie Teslow-Roden
Project Director

		Ms. Teslow-Roden’s healthcare experience in Nevada includes working with the Nevada Division of Health Care Financing and Policy since 2007.  She has more than three years’ experience in the third party liability operation aspects of State Human Services programs.





Please refer to Tab X — Attachment K, Proposed Staff Resumes, for a complete description of HMS staff experience and qualifications.

17.5.1.7	Staff resumes for any proposed subcontractors as specified in Section 17.4, Vendor Staff Resumes.

FHS presents resumes for the following HMS staff:

Elizabeth Conway, JD, Vice President, Government Services West

Marnie Basom, Regional Director

Abbie Teslow-Roden, Project Director.

Resumes for HMS staff are included in Tab X — Attachment K, Proposed Staff Resumes.

17.5.1.8	The State may require that the awarded vendor provide proof of payment to any subcontractors used for this project.  Proposals should include a plan by which, at the State’s request, the State will be notified of such payments.

FHS complies with this requirement.  We will work with DHCFP to establish a process to share subcontractor payment schedules.

17.5.1.9	Primary vendor shall not allow any subcontractor to commence work until all insurance required of the subcontractor is provided.

FHS confirms that we will not allow any subcontractor to commence work for the Nevada MMIS Takeover project until all insurance required of the subcontractor is provided.

17.5.1.10	Primary vendor must notify the using agency of the intended use of any subcontractors not identified within their original proposal response and provide the information originally requested in the RFP in Section 16.5, Subcontractor Information.  The primary vendor must receive agency approval prior to subcontractor commencing work.

FHS will notify DHCFP of the intended use of any subcontractors not identified within our original proposal response and provide the information originally requested in the RFP in Section 17.5, Subcontractor Information.  We acknowledge that we must receive agency approval prior to the subcontractor commencing work.

17.5.1.11	All subcontractor employees assigned to the project must be authorized to work in this country.

FHS complies with this requirement.  HMS has verified that all staff assigned to this project is located and works in the United States.
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Tab X — Attachment K, Proposed Staff Resumes



tab x — attachment k, proposed staff resumes  
 RFP Section 20.3.2.11

As required by RFP Section 20.3.2.11, FHS submits resumes for the following staff members:

Bruce Adkins, Business Analyst

John Biju, Lead Programmer/Analyst

Martha Bock, Business Analyst, IT

Glynda Bolinger, Service Operations Supervisor

Colleen Boltman, RN, BSN, CPUR, Account Manager, HCM

Michael Brill, Applications Development Analyst

Lisa Comerose, BSN, RN, Director, HCM

Sharon Derengowski, Supervisor, Finance

Candis Lee Englant, Fiscal Manager

Martin Gimpelson, Applications Development Consultant

Krishna Girimajirao, Senior Programmer Analyst

Kimberly Grace, Clinical Trainer

Michelle Gustavson, Technical Writer

Shirley Hunting, CPhT, Pharmacy Support Specialist

Jamie Jones, Programmer Analyst

Nicholas Kasperski, Takeover Project Manager

Rhonda Kessler, RN, CCP, Manager, Health Services

David Kohler, Business Analyst, IT

Gangadhar Kollipara, Senior Programmer Analyst

Sudhaker Kondury, PAHM, Senior Programmer Analyst

Shanna Lira, Claims Manager

Pamela Loomis, RN, BN, MS, Manager, Medical Review

Leticia Mays, Business/Rate Analyst, IT

Karen Miller, Business Analyst, IT

Christina Montroy, Technical Writer

Santhosh Nair, IT Manager

Angela Overbey, Programmer Analyst

Umakanth Pandurangaiah, PMP, Director, IT and Takeover Systems Manager

Donna Perkins, Director, Nevada MMIS Operations and Acting Training Manager

Steven Phillips, MD, CMD, Nevada Medical Director

Annette Piccirilli, MSW, LCSW, Behavioral Health Specialist

Jason Pottipadu, Senior Programmer Analyst

Sarah Ramirez, LCSW, Supervisor, Clinical Review

Satya Ravva, Applications Development Consultant

Brenda Salgado, Provider Enrollment Supervisor

Vincent Salla, Senior Programmer Analyst

Linda Savelle, Senior Applications Development Consultant

Jennifer Shaffer, Provider Services Manager

Mark Shaffer, PMP, Account Director

Janice Stenson, Accounting Assistant (MCO Enrollment)

Malgorzata “Gosia” Sylwestrzak, Biostatistician

Paula Townsend, PharmD, Pharmacy Benefits Manager

Donald Trice, Business Analyst, IT

Loriza Trinidad, Senior Programmer Analyst

David Viele, Vice President, Account Management

Bailey Ward, Business Analyst, IT.

subcontractor Key Personnel

Elizabeth Conway, JD, HMS Executive Advisor

Marnie Basom, HMS TPL Project Management

Abbie Teslow-Roden, HMS Project Director.




PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Bruce W. Adkins

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Business Analyst



		Summary



		Mr. Adkins has over five years of experience in the healthcare industry.  His background includes experience with the Medicaid segment of the industry.  For the past four months, Mr. Adkins has served as a Project Analyst doing reviews and research in support of the Account Management Director.  Prior to this role, he served for five years as a Medicaid Cost Report auditor.



		# of Years with Firm:

		5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		December, 2009 to Present





		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation  

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Alan Archer, Auditor 2, Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy, 1100 East William Street, Suite 100, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3704; AArcher@dhcfp.nv.gov.

Role in Project: Vendor and Client Support

Details of Project: Mr. Adkins invoices the client for services provided and researches questions from the client’s auditor.  He provides back up documentation and explanations to the client to support the invoicing in addition to other reporting requirements.  Mr. Adkins also reviews the vendor’s financial reports and conducts research at the direction of the Account Management Director. 

Duration of Project:  Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications, PC, imaging and retrieval hardware/software, MMIS, DSS, FirstDARS™



		December, 2004 to December, 2009



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation 

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Janice Prentice, Management Analyst 4, Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy, 1100 East William Street, Suite 100, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3676; jprentice@dhcfp.nv.gov.

Role in Project: Medicaid Cost Report Auditor

Details of Project:  Mr. Adkins performed audits of Free-Standing Long Term Care Nursing Home Medicaid Cost Reports.  He provided audit results and adjusted cost reports to the state for archival and statistical information and to support rate setting calculations.  Mr. Adkins also assisted with the design and implementation of client-requested updates to the Microsoft Excel Cost Report Templates and maintained the macros included in the workbooks.

Duration of Project: 5 Years (December 2004 – December 2009)

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications, PC, imaging and retrieval hardware/software, MMIS, DSS



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Morrison College (now University)
Reno
Nevada
BS in Accounting
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows.



		Hardware:

		PC



		Software:

		MS Office, MMIS, DSS, FirstDARS™



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Janice Prentice, Management Analyst 4 

Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy

1100 East William Street, Suite 100
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3676
Fax: 775.687.3893  Email:  jprentice@dhcfp.nv.gov



John VanEtten, Management Analyst 3 

Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy

1100 East William Street, Suite 100,
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3607
Fax: 775.687.3893  Email:  jvanetten@dhcfp.nv.gov



Brenda J. Ford, Auditor 3

Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy
1100 East William Street, Suite 100
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3925
Fax: 775.687.3893  Email: bford@dhcfp.nv.gov








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		John Biju

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Lead Programmer/Analyst



		Summary



		Over the past five years, Mr. Biju supported the Virginia MMIS and 

Nevada MMIS development and maintenance with his technical skills in mainframe and business knowledge in the Medicaid system.  Mr. Biju has worked on most of the subsystems, including Recipient, Provider, Claims, Reporting (MARS and SURS), and Prior Authorization.  He has supported batch, online, production on call support.  Mr. Biju also has experience working in other state government projects as well as various international projects.



		# of Years with Firm:

		5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		March 2007 to Present





		Required Information: 

Vendor First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Jared Davies, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy, 1000 East William Street, Suite 102, Carson City, Nevada 89701, 775.684.3712; jdavies@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Lead Programmer/Analyst (Maintenance and development). 

Details of Project: Nevada MMIS systems support.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, Mainframe



		February 2005 to March 2007



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation  Client: VAMMIS

Client Contact: Wayne Kitsteiner,  Retired, Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services, 3223 Floyd Ave, Richmond, Virginia 23220; 804.359.0305  (email not available)

Role in Project: Senior Applications Programmer/Analyst (Maintenance and Development).

Details of Project: Mr. Biju provided Virginia MMIS systems support. 

Duration of Project: February 2005 to  March 2007

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, Mainframe



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		R E C 
Jaipur
Rajasthan, India
Bachelor of Engineering in Electronics and Communication.
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		Mainframe - CICS, TSO, M/S Windows.



		Hardware:

		IBM mainframe, PC



		Software:

		MS Office, COBOL, DB2, CICS, JCL



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Jared Davies, Business Analyst Claims/Reference/PA 

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Suite 102
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3712
Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: jdavies@dhcfp.nv.gov



Sandie.L.Ruybalid, Supervision Information Systems, DHCFP

1000 East William Street, Suite 102
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3710

Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: sruybalid@dhcfp.nv.gov  



Wayne Kitsteiner, Retired IM Systems Analyst
for DMAS, Virginia Medicaid

Telephone: 804.359.0305 

Fax:  N/A  Email: N/A








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Martha S. Bock

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Business Analyst, IT



		Summary



		Ms. Bock has over 20 years of experience in the healthcare industry.  Her expertise includes experience with the Medicaid, Medicare, Managed Care, hospital, and medical segments of the industry.  For the past six years, Ms. Bock has worked exclusively with the Nevada MMIS, intensely involved with Managed Care and the Recipient sub-system.  Prior to this, she served in a variety of roles on the Virginia MMIS with emphasis on the design and implementation of managed care programs still in use today by both states.  Ms. Bock was also a member of the implementation team for the Nevada State MMIS, responsible for post-implementation quality review of the Managed Care programs and was also assigned to the Nevada MMIS recipient sub-system implementation project with responsibility for quality control and testing.  



		# of Years with Firm:

		20 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		June, 1990 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Sandie Ruybalid, Supervisor, Information Systems

Department, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy;

1000 East. William Street, Carson City, Nevada  89701; 775.684.3710; sruybalid@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: First Health Services’ MMIS  support

Details of Project: Ms. Bock designs Nevada’s system enhancements and modifications.  She also reviews system and operations solutions proposed by staff to ensure that they comply with Nevada’s requirements.  She codes ad hoc Structured Query Language (SQL) queries on demand to accommodate quick responses needed by the State for analysis or legislative objectives.  She was responsible for suggesting and designing Date of Death cap recovery as well as forward date of birth cap recovery saving the State approximately $30,000 in cap payments per month. 

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, PC, COBOL/CICS, Easytrieve, SQL, TSO



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Virginia Commonwealth University
Richmond
Virginia
BS
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		CICS, TSO, COBOL, SQL



		Hardware:

		IBM



		Software:

		MS Office



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Charles Hague

Retired Director Systems Software

Department of Information Technology (DIT/VITA – Virginia)

8005 Walnut Knoll Lane

Richmond, Virginia  23229

Telephone: 804.346.4803

Fax: N/A  Email: chague@juno.com



Wayne Kitsteiner

Retired IM Systems Analyst for Virginia (DMAS)

3223 Floyd Ave

Richmond, Virginia  23220

Telephone: 804.359.0305
Fax: N/A  Email: N/A



Richard Groseclose

Retired Manager of Managed Care for Nevada (MA III)

46 Shady Tree Lane

Carson City, Nevada  89706

Telephone: 775.887.9146
Fax: N/A  Email: rgroseclose@sbcglobal.net






PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Maria Glynda C. Bolinger

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Service Operations Supervisor



		Summary



		Ms. Bolinger has over 10 years of experience in the healthcare industry.  She has in-depth claims processing knowledge; MMIS, FirstCRM™ (contact and system change request tracking system); Knowledge of Medical Terminology; Medicaid Provider Manual and Medicaid Chapters/policy and procedure.  For the past three years she has supervised the Mail Room and Data Entry employees in Reno Operations for the Nevada MMIS.  Ms. Bolinger has implemented work processes for the various job functions that have enabled her and her staff to consistently meet and exceed the State of Nevada Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Ms. Bolinger possesses the ability to adapt to changing work requirements, time lines, and procedures.  She has the ability to perform extensive research utilizing MMIS to determine resolution.  She displays enthusiasm and a positive approach to work, completes projects on time, and consistently meets or exceeds, production and quality assurance goals.



		# of Years with Firm:

		6 Years and 7 Months



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		August 2003 to Present





		Required Information:

Vendor:  First Health  Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact:  Marta Stagliano, Chief of Compliance; Division of Health Care Financing and Policy, 1000 East William Street, Suite 102, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3623;  marta.stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Supervisor

Details of Project: Ms. Bolinger oversees the daily operation for both Mail Room and Data Entry.  She is responsible for meeting the departments’ SLAs.  She handles and adjudicates weekly special batches claims, develops Mail Room and Data Entry’s desktop procedures, and handles special projects.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: MMIS, FirstCRM™ (contact and system change request tracking system; Microsoft Office, PC, FirstDARS™, Kodak Capture Software (imaging and retrieval); Captiva Software



		July, 1999 to August, 2003





		Required Information:

Vendor: Anthem BCBS
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact:  Nova Peek, Chief of Nevada Check Up,

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

East William Street, Suite 102, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3756

Role in Project:  Claims Processor II

Details of Project:  Ms. Bollinger was responsible for all incoming Federal Employee Program of Nevada incoming mail. She performed all duties required in front end mailroom activities.  She researched and batched claims accurately and promptly to allow the department to meet the goal of same day turnaround time.

Duration of Project: 1 year and 6 months (July 1999  – January 2001)

Software/hardware used in engagement:  N/A



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Saint Bridget’s College
Batangas City
Philippines
Accounting
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Truckee Meadows Community College 
Reno, 

Nevada
Coding
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		MMIS System



		Software:

		MS Office



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Brandi Johnson, SSPS III 

Behavioral Health Services Supervisor

Telephone: 775.684.3611

Fax: 775.684.3762  Email: Brandi.Johnson@dhcfp.nv.gov



Jared Davies 

Business Analyst Claims/Reference/PA

Telephone: 775.684.3712

Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: jdavis@dhcfp.nv.gov



Nova Peek, Chief of Nevada Check Up

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Suite 102
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3756

Fax: 775.684.8792  Email: Nova.Peek@dhcfp.state.nv.gov






PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Colleen Boltman, RN, BSN, CPUR

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Account Manager, Health Care Management



		Summary

		Ms. Boltman has over 23 years of leadership experience in the healthcare industry.  Her expertise includes experience with the Medicaid, Medicare, managed care, hospital, home health, long-term care and case management segments of the industry.  Ms. Boltman has been a Director of Nursing in Michigan and Nevada and served as a trainer for Directors of Nursing in training, as well as assuming special projects to assist nursing facilities at risk for quality care sanctions in Arizona, Utah, California and Washington.  Ms. Boltman’s background includes utilization management, compliance documentation management to improve case mix index, as well as denial management program development for recoupment of denied authorizations and claims.  She is currently the Account Manager for the State of Nevada Medicaid contract and is responsible for the integrity of the Healthcare Management Team’s processes, utilization reporting and management, and client satisfaction.



		# of Years with Firm:

		2.5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		September, 2007 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client contact: Chuck Duarte, Administrator, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy, 1100 East William Street, Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3677; cduarte@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project:  Account Manager, Health Care Management

Details of Project: As the primary contact for the Department of Health Care Finance and Policy related to health care management, Ms. Boltman plays a leadership role in provider relations throughout the State of Nevada.  Her experience includes participation in association meetings, training on prior authorization processes, and provider communication related to utilization management.  Further, Ms. Boltman monitors and maintains client satisfaction with a responsibility for data analysis, trending, and coordination of recommendations with State representatives. 

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: FirstHCM™



		January 1999 to September, 2007



		Required Information:

Vendor: Renown Health System, 1000 Ryland Street, Reno, Nevada 89502
Client: N/A

Client Contact: N/A

Role in Project: Various positions including: Manager of sub-acute, skilled units. Manager, Case Management. QM Grievance and Appeals Specialist. 

Details of Project: Ms. Boltman developed an infrastructure to license and opened a new sub-acute and skilled facility in a newly constructed continuum of care facility.  She managed the Case Management Department for a 500 bed acute hospital; developed process and outcome measurements for Compliant Documentation Management program.  As the Appeals Specialist, she coordinated all efforts of denial prevention and management out of the central business office for Renown Health System.  Ms. Boltman obtained over $10,000,000 in net recovery for government and commercial payers through various appeals processes.

Duration of Project: N/A

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office. Vendor software for compliant documentation management program.



		June 1992 to December 1999

		Required Information:

Vendor: Manor Health Care, 3101 Plumas St, Reno, Nevada 89502; 775.829.7220

Client: N/A
Client Contact: N/A

Role in Project: Director of Nursing

Details of Project: Ms. Boltman directed all operations of the nursing services department.  She was responsible for quality oversight, federal and state compliance, and customer satisfaction.  She developed infrastructure to increase bed capacity from 120 to 180 beds.  She served as the Acting Regional Consultant for at-risk facilities in Utah, Washington, Arizona, and California. Further she was a Certified Director of Nursing Trainer for Manor HealthCare systems.

Duration of Project: N/A

Software/hardware used in engagement: Standard office equipment



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Mercy College of Detroit
Detroit
Michigan
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Certification in Professional Utilization Review, CPUR



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows.



		Hardware:

		PC



		Software:

		MS Office



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Chris Bosse, Vice President, Government Relations
Renown Health Care

1000 Ryland, Suite 402
Reno, Nevada 89502

Telephone: 775.982.5754
Fax:  775.982.3740  Email: cbosse@renown.org



Dr. Linda Ash-Jackson, Medical Director

Hometown Health

830 Harvard Way
Reno, Nevada 89502

Telephone: 775.982.3048
Fax: 775.982.3740  Email: ajackson@renown.org



Lori Mariluch, Clinical Review Specialist

850 Harvard Way, Reno, Nevada 89509

Telephone: 775.982.8272
Fax: 775.982.3773  Email: LMariluch@renown.org






PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Michael Brill

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Applications Development Analyst



		Summary



		Mr. Brill has over seven years of experience in the healthcare industry.  His background includes experience with the Medicaid, Medicare, Managed Care, hospital, and medical segments of the industry.  For the past one and one-half years, Mr. Brill has served as an Information Systems Programmer Analyst, supporting MMIS.  Prior to this, he served for over five years as a Human Resources Support Analyst for a local private hospital.



		# of Years with Firm:

		1.5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		July, 2008 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor:  First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contacts: Jared Davies, BPA II – Information Systems; 775.684.3712; jdavies@dhcfp.nv.gov; Cynthia Jones, BPA II – Information Systems; 775.684.3719; Cynthia.Jones@dhcfp.nv.gov;

Marta Stagliano, Chief, Provider Support;775.684.3623; Marta.Stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov; address for client contacts: Department of Health and Human Resources, Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy, 1100 East William Street, Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada, 89701

Role in Project: Programmer Analyst, Senior

Details of Project: Mr. Brill reviews requests for system changes and enhancements, and provides solutions.  He also supports ad hoc report requests and gives system support for the migration process for programming changes.  He coordinates computer operations changes with Verizon.  His responsibilities include balancing Decision Support System (DSS) extracts on a weekly and monthly basis and providing backup support for weekly rates updates, provider maintenance, and provider letters.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, PC, imaging and retrieval hardware/software, TSO, Endever, and MMIS



		January, 2003 to May, 2008





		Required Information:

Vendor: Renown Medical Center (hospital)
Client: N/A
Client Contact: N/A

Role in Project: Decision Support Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Brill provided human resources support services for this 4,500 employee health network.  He performed ad hoc reporting for the recruitment, retention, benefits, workers compensation, licensing, and administrative functions.

Duration of Project: Five years

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, ADP, Reportsmith, Crystal Reports



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		West Coast University
Los Angeles
California
Masters of Management Information Systems
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Youngstown State University 
Youngstown
Ohio
BAS in Computer Technology
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		CICS, TSO, Access



		Hardware:

		IBM, Motorola, HP, DEC



		Software:

		MS Office



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Sue Hanna, Performance Specialist    

1155 Mill St, Reno, Nevada 89502

Telephone: 775.982.6181
Fax: 775.982.6181  Email: shanna@renown.org 



Al Herak, Decision Support Manager

100 Ryland

Street Reno, Nevada 89502

Telephone: 775.982.5763
Fax: 775.982.5246  Email: AHerak@renown.org



Carol Bauck, Recruitment Manager

502 First Light Street

Henderson, Nevada

Telephone: 702.260.3287
Fax: N/A  Email: czbauck@lvcm.com








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Lisa Comerose, BSN, RN

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Director, Health Care Management



		Summary



		As Director of Health Care Management, Ms. Comerose provides coordination, supervision, and direction for the utilization management functions of the health plan.  She oversees Pre-Authorization, Concurrent Review, and Case Management programs and develops, directs, and supervises the implementation of all departmental policies and procedures, goals.  Ms. Comerose also participates in the budgetary process at the plan level which includes preparation of a departmental budget.



		# of Years with Firm:

		2 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		May, 2008 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client contact: Coleen Lawrence, Chief of Programs, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy, 1000 East William Street., Suite 102, 

Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775. 687.8226; coleenl@dhcfp.nv.gov.

Role in Project: Director of Health Care Management

Details of Project: Ms. Comerose provides oversight of the Nevada Medicaid utilization management program.

Duration of Project: Ongoing since May 2009

Software/hardware used in engagement: OPAS/FirstHCM™



		November, 2007 to May, 2008



		Required Information:

Vendor: N/A Client: Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield 

Client Contact: Patricia A. Russo, Staff Vice President,  HMC Ops Spec Services; 6800 Paragon Place, Suite 300; Richmond, Virginia 23230; 804.662.6830

Role in Project: Business Change Advisor, Senior 

Details of Project: Ms. Comerose assisted the medical management senior leadership team with various projects.  Her role included facilitating and coordinating the annual planning process for the business unit, and identifying priorities and the establishment of goals.  She developed business unit action plans to obtain goals and educate key stakeholders.  She oversaw the utilization of additional management tools and processes.

Duration of Project: Seven years

Software/hardware used in engagement: Propriety Software, Predictive Modeling, stratification tools, Medicaid/Medicare propriety systems



		March, 2001 to June, 2004





		Required Information:

Vendor: N/A

Client: Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield, Health Management Corporation (HMC)

Client Contact:  Ms. Karin Ferguson, RN-Vice President; Southern Health Insurance; 9881 Mayland Drive, Richmond, Virginia 23233; 804.897.1109

Role in Project: RN / Supervisor / Chronic Disease Care Manager

Details of Project: Ms. Comerose supervised the day-to-day operation of functions including analysis and evaluation of patient education and case management strategies.  She conducted behavioral/clinical assessments; monitored, and evaluated effectiveness of interventions and coaching plans. She made assignments to the Data Integrity Committee that was responsible for reviewing and evaluating systems data.  Ms. Comerose also served as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) Representative for Disease Management and Facilitator for Cardiac pilot program.

Duration of Project: Seven years with Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield. HMC was a subsidiary of Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield.

Software/hardware used in engagement: Propriety Software, Predictive Modeling, Stratification tools, Medicaid/Medicare propriety systems.



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement




Certifications

		Old Dominion University
Norfolk, Virginia
Bachelor of Science in Nursing-4.0 GPA
Member: Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing and 
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society at Old Dominion University.
October 2000-Pediatric Training for Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner,
Emergency Nurses Association, Chesapeake, Virginia; Eighty hours of didactic and clinical experience, April 2000-Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner – Forensic Nurse Training; American Association of Critical Care Nurses, Richmond, Virginia; Eighty hours of didactic and clinical experience; Advanced Cardiac Life Support; Pediatric Advanced Life Support; Basic Life Support; Trauma Nursing Core Course; Emergency Nurse Pediatric Course .



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Wytheville Community College

Wytheville 

Virginia

Associates of Science in Nursing

N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		PC



		Software:

		Proprietary Applications and Microsoft Office products



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Coleen Lawrence, Chief of Programs

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street., Suite 102
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775. 687.8226 

Fax: 775.684.3710  Email: coleenl@dhcfp.nv.gov.=



Brandi Johnson, SSPS III 

Behavioral Health Services Supervisor,

Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3611

Fax: 775.684.3762  Email: Brandi.Johnson@dhcfp.nv.gov



Carol Tilstra, Program Supervisor, Nevada DHCFP

Telephone: 775.684.3693
Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: CTilstra@dhcfp.nv.gov



Linda Bowman, Program Specialist DHCFP

1100 East. William Street Suite 101
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone:775.684.3757

Fax: 775.687.8724  Email:  lbowman@dhcfp.nv.gov





	


PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Sharon Derengowski

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Supervisor, Finance



		Summary



		Ms Derengowski has over six years of experience in the healthcare industry.  Her expertise includes experience with Medicaid, Medicare, Managed Care, and hospitals.  For the past two years, Ms Derengowski has served in the Finance Department as Treasury Analyst and the past several months as Supervisor Service Operations, involved in supporting the Accounting Department at the Division of Health Care Financing and Policy for the State of Nevada.  Prior to this role, she was involved in a lead position in the Quality Assurance department at First Health Services Corporation.



		# of Years with Firm:

		6.5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		December 2004 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Leah Lamborn, Chief of Accounting and Budget, 1100 East William Street Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3668; lclamborn@dhcfp.nv.gov’

Role in Project: Supervisor Service Operations

Details of Project: Ms. Derengowski supports the medical providers and the accounting department DHCFP division for the State of Nevada. 

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, PC, MMIS



		June 2003 to December, 2004



		Required Information:

Vendor: N/A  Client: N/A  Client Contact: N/A

City of Reno ; 1 N First Street, Reno, Nevada  89502

Role in Project: Account Assistant 

Details of Project: Ms. Derengowski served as Accounting Assistant in the Finance Department for the City of Reno, Nevada.  Her role was customer service and business licenses. 

Duration of Project:  N/A

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, PC, Custom software written by city



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Truckee Meadows Community College
Reno
Nevada
Ongoing Medical Terminology, Medical Coding, Accounting Classes

N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Bryant and Stratton Business College
Chicago
Illinois

Diploma  Accounting/Computer Programming



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		IBM, Unisys



		Software:

		MMIS, Microsoft Office



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Marlene Brown, Legal Secretary  

1506 Ironbark
Henderson, Nevada 89015

Telephone:702.435.1816
Fax: 702.435.1816  Email:  ElizabethBHS@aol.com



Bernard Lucido, IT Manager

7250 Mountain Moss Drive
Las Vegas, Nevada  89119

Telephone: 702.362.2303
Fax: N/A  Email: N/A



Cindy Leslie, City of Reno Police

5526 Marin Circle
Sun Valley, Nevada  89433

Telephone: 775.530.2040
Fax: N/A  Email: N/A








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Candis Lee Englant

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Fiscal Manager



		Summary



		Candis Lee Englant has over 24 years of experience in the healthcare industry.  Her expertise includes experience with Medicaid, Medicare, and Managed Care in many segments of the industry.  For the past three years, Ms. Englant has served as the Account Director for the Nevada Medicaid Fiscal Agent contract and is involved in all aspects of the operation.  Prior to this position, she served in a variety of roles with this contract including Quality Assurance (QA) and Finance Manager, Director of Operations and Deputy Director.  Ms. Englant was part of the Implementation Team and headed up the operations portion of the pilot testing and operations portion of the MMIS Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Certification.



		# of Years with Firm:

		7 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		March, 2003 to Present





		Required Information:

Vendor:  First Health Services Corporation  

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client contact: Mel Rosenberg, Chief of IT/MMIS, 1100 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada 89706; 775.684.3736; mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov 

Role in Project: Director, Account Management

Details of Project: Starting with the implementation of the MMIS system, Ms. Englant managed CMS certification of the MMIS, and now is responsible for the management, coordination, and results of the day-to-day operation of the account.  This role includes ensuring that First Health Services adheres to requirements, is in compliance with the contract, and is producing quality outputs.  In addition, Ms. Englant makes sure that national trends, new clinical protocols and best practices, cost saving and/or quality initiatives are presented to the State to improve quality outcomes and reduced state expenditures.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, PC, imaging and retrieval hardware/software, OnDemand, Avaya



		July,1997 to February 2003



		Required Information:

Vendor: Amil International of Nevada/Amil International (Texas) Inc. 

Client: N/A

Client Contact: No longer available as company was sold

Role in Project: Compliance Officer/Quality and Compliance Officer

Details of Project: Ms. Englant monitored provider and State contract activities to ensure regulatory compliance and the ability to administer contracts within operational/system and quality guidelines.  For the State of Nevada, she wrote the Plan of Operation for the Individual and Small Group Reinsurance Program in order to comply with the new Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) regulations.  She was the leader for the Healthplan Employer Data and Information Set (HEDIS) reporting to the Department of Insurance and Department of Health.  Ms. Englant acted as the liaison among the State and the local office and international headquarters in Brazil.  She chaired the Public Advisory Committee and co-chaired the Peer Review, Credentialing and Quality Improvement Committees.  A Corporate Officer of one of three HMOs working with the State to initiate the Nevada Check Up Program and the Medicaid HMO pilot program, she led in the development and implementation of these programs.

Duration of Project: Five years and eight months

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office; Source Solution Suite form VIPS



		June, 1996 to June, 1997



		Required Information:

Vendor: Empire Blue Cross Blue Shield (EBCBS)

Client:  N/A

Former Vendor contact:  Dr. Richard Sanchez

Role in Project:  Director of Network Operations and Contract Compliance

Details of Project: Ms. Englant established criteria and tools to profile and measure providers, including identifying and rewarding providers for compliance with managed care guidelines.  She facilitated the development of medical groups and Individual Practice Associations (IPAs) as dictated by the business needs and enrollment growth opportunity.  As Project Leader for the internal and external design, development, and implementation of claims processing and financial reporting changes required due to hospital re-contracting, she implemented changes to six different processing systems within EBCBS and with 420 hospitals in New York.  Ms. Englant also served as the Network Operations representative for the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) readiness and Approval Team.

Duration of Project: One year.

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		January, 1995 to June, 1996

		Required Information:

Vendor:  Nevada Health Visions/Amil International of Nevada

Client: N/A

Client Contact:  None currently available as company was sold to Nevada Care

Role in Project:  Director of Operations

Details of Project:  Ms. Englant directed, designed, implemented and monitored claims, membership, customer service, MIS and facility systems and operations for this start-up company.  She implemented reporting mechanisms to meet Health Plan Employer Data and Information Set (HEDIS), financial, and utilization requirements.  She prepared, approved, and monitored all State filings, licensing and/or correspondence, as well as developed and monitored all State reporting requirements for the Department of Insurance and the Department of Health.  Further, Ms. Englant approved all advertising, collateral material, and correspondence to members to ensure compliance and quality.  She also designed, developed and implemented a 24 hour, seven days a week customer service department.

Duration of Project: One year and six months.

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		July, 1992 to January, 1995

		Required Information:

Vendor: FHP Nevada

Client: N/A

Former Vendor Contact:  Linda Young, Controller, CDF, 740 N. Valle Verde Drive, Henderson, Nevada 89014, 702.896.1155, linda@cdf.cc 

Role in Project:  Claims Manger

Details of Project:  She designed, implemented and monitored reporting mechanisms to meet HEDIS, HCFA (now CMS), financial and utilization requirements for a multi-delivery system. (This was a start up operation in Nevada.)  She monitored compliance in claims processing, eligibility of beneficiaries, authorization of medical services, provider contracting, accessibility of providers and member grievances.  She analyzed corporate business processes and assisted in the development of software that would meet all the data collection and reporting needs of the organization.  This was a multi-state project. 

Duration of Project:  Three years and seven months.

Software/hardware used in engagement: Cycare, HSII



		December, 1985 to July, 1992

		Required Information:

Vendor:  Group Health Northwest

Client:  N/A

Role in Project:  Member Services / Claims Manager

Details of Project:  Ms. Englant directed Claims, Member Services, Enrollment, Patient Accounts and Fee-for service Departments for a multi-delivery system.  She developed a quality control and training program for the claims processing, reducing the error rate to less than half of a percent.  Most noteworthy, Ms. Englant developed a flexible training program to train non-healthcare injured workers in a career of healthcare insurance.  This outstanding program was approved and adopted by State rehabilitation agencies.  As a result, the company received income and temporary employees from the program; moreover, the community workforce gained trained personnel. 

Duration of Project:  Six years and seven months.

Software/hardware used in engagement: Cycare, HSII



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Portland University
Portland
Oregon
Education and Business
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Mount Hood Community College 
Portland
Oregon
Business

N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		MS Windows



		Hardware:

		PC, imaging and retrieval hardware



		Software:

		Microsoft Office, PC, imaging and retrieval software, OnDemand, Avaya, Cycare, HSII



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Chuck Duarte, Administrator, DHCFP     

1100 E. William Street
Carson City, Nevada 89706

Telephone:  775.684.3677
Fax:  775.687.3894  Email:  cduarte@dhcfp.nv.gov



Mel Rosenberg, Chief of IT/MMIS

1100 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada 89706

Telephone: 775.684.3736

Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov



Mary Wherry, Deputy Administrator, Nevada State Health Division

4150 Technology Way, Suite 300
Carson City, Nevada 89706

Telephone: 775.684.4018
Fax: 775.684.4211  Email: Mwherry@health.nv.gov 



Dr. Richard Sanchez, Medical Director, UHC

6245 East Broadway Blvd.
Tucson, Arizona 85711

Telephone:  520.748.5163

Fax: 602.664.2871  Email:  richardsanchezmd@uhc.com 



Paul Carter, Market Director

Humana Marketpoint
5800 Campus Circle Drive East,
Suite 114, Irving, Texas, 75063
Telephone:  972.983.0100 ext. 1804

Fax:  214.492.2399  Email: pcarter@humana.com 








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Martin Gimpelson

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Applications Development Consultant



		Summary



		Mr. Gimpelson has over 34 years experience in the computer industry with the last 12 years of experience in the healthcare industry.  His expertise includes experience with the Medicaid, Medicare, Managed Care, and medical segments of the industry.  For the past 10 years, Mr. Gimpelson has been involved in the design, coding, and implementation of State Medicaid MIS Systems.  Among his many IT positions, he has served as Programmer/Analyst working on the National Provider Identifier (NPI) Project, Technical Consultant to Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services (DMAS) for Special Projects and Requests, and Senior System Consultant as a member on the Virginia Medicaid Management Information System (VAMMIS) Development Team.  He has provided programming and support for Recipient, Provider, Management and Administrative Reporting, Reference and Claims Subsystems and served as a technical resource for other application designers and developers.  The majority of his time has been in support of Claims Processing and Reporting.  He redesigned program specifications to take advantage of the relational model and utilities in IBM’s database software DB2.  Mr. Gimpelson serves as the primary technical resource for claims reporting and data access.



		# of Years with Firm:

		10 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		June, 2008 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation

Client: Nevada DHCFP 

Client Contact:  Mel Rosenberg, Chief of IT/MMIS, Department of Health and Human Resources, Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy; 100 East William Street, Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3736; mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov.

Role in Project: Applications Development Consultant 

Details of Project: Mr. Gimpelson performs special projects, applications systems support and production support.

Duration of Project:  Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement:  IBM Mainframe, DB2, COBOL, Nevada MMIS, Microsoft Office, PC, imaging and retrieval hardware/software, SAS, TSO, and OnDemand



		May, 2000 to June, 2008





		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation Client: State of Virginia

Client Contact:	David Mix, Virginia DMAS Office, 600 East Broad Street; Richmond, Virginia 23219; 804.225.4800; David.Mix@dmas.virginia.gov.

Role in Project:  Senior System Consultant

Details of Project: Mr. Gimpelson was involved in the design, coding and implementation of State Medicaid MIS Systems.  He served as Contract Manager Management and Administrative Reporting Programmer/Analyst, working on the NPI Project, Technical Consultant to DMAS for Special Projects and Requests. A member on the VAMMIS Development Team, Mr. Gimpelson was the Senior System Consultant, providing programming and support for Recipient, Provider, Management and Administrative Reporting, Reference and Claims subsystems. He also served as a technical resource for other application designers and developers. His primary responsibility was supporting of Claims Processing and Reporting. He redesigned program specifications to take advantage of DB2 and its relational model and utilities and was the key technical resource for Claims Reporting and data access.

Duration of Project:  Eight years

Software/hardware used in engagement: IBM Mainframe, DB2, COBOL, Nevada MMIS, Microsoft Office, PC, imaging and retrieval hardware/software, SAS, TSO, and OnDemand



		December, 1998 to May, 2000



		Required Information:

Vendor: Ajilon Services, Inc. 
Client: First Health Services Corporation and McKesson

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Account Manager/Consultant

Details of Project: For First Health Services Corporation, Mr. Gimpelson was responsible for coding/windowing COBOL II and CICS batch applications supporting Y2K application changes.  He held the Team Leader position for all analysis and coding changes using ViaSoft utilities.  For McKesson, Mr. Gimpleson provided GEAC Accounts Receivable Client Support.  He managed and supported Accounts Receivables legacy production application (GEAC AR:E Series).  He also designed and developed batch application to reduce AR receivables over 90 days old.  Further, he maintained links to the GEAC AR system via Internet, EDI and electronic banking transactions.

Duration of Project:  17 Months (1.42 Years).

Software/hardware used in engagement:  GEAC AR:E Series; Easytrieve; COBOL II; CICS batch applications; ViaSoft (ASG - Allen Systems Group) utilities; Mainframe



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement

Certifications

		Old Dominion University
Norfolk
Virginia
BA in English, Minor Concentration in Mathematics
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Electronic Computer Programming Institute

Virginia Beach
Virginia
Graduated top of the class
Computer Systems Software



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		CICS, TSO, Client Server, VS OS, MVS, VMS, TSO, TPX, ISPF, VSAM, Millennium, Unix, Symmetric Multi-processing (SMP), MIPS RISCos, RISCwindows, MS/DOS, M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		IBM, Motorola, HP, DEC, IBM 9X2, SysPlex, 9375, Data Warehouse, PC, LAN; MIPS 3000, RC3230; HP; DEC VAX, MicroVAX, VAXstations; Unisys/Burroughs A10F; Sequoia Series 400; Sequent Symmetry 2000; Wang VS, OIS, 2200, PC, DX Series



		Software:

		DB2, COBOL, CICS, JCL, SyncSort, QMF, Easytrieve Plus, BTEQ/ITEQ, Millennium PDL, PC Link, JAVA, Fortran, ADA, Assembler, RPG, C, MS/DOS, MS/Windows, Wang extended Basic, Basic-2C, Business Basic, KCML, MS Office



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Mel Rosenberg, Chief of IT/MMIS

Nevada Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

Telephone: 775.684.3736
Fax:  775.684.364  Email:  mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov



Nova Peek, Chief of Nevada Check Up

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Suite 102
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3756
Fax:  775.684.8792  Email: novam@dhcfp.nv.gov



David E. Mix

Virginia DMAS Office

600 East Broad Street 

Richmond, Virginia  23219

Telephone: 804.225.4800
Fax:  804.786.8992  Email:  David.Mix@dmas.virginia.gov








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Krishna Girimajirao

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Senior Programmer Analyst



		Summary



		Mr. Girimajirao has over 21 years of experience in the IT industry of which almost 11 years have been in health care.  His expertise includes experience with the Medicaid, Medicare, Managed Care segments of the industry.  For the past five years, Mr. Girimajirao has implemented various key projects within the MMIS for the states of Nevada and Virginia.  He was also a member of the design, development and implementation teams for the New York State MMIS, and also responsible for conversion of the Client and Prior Authorization Subsystems.



		# of Years with Firm:

		5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		August, 2009 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Mr. Jared Davies, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy, 1100 East William Street, Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701, 775.684.3712, jdavies@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Lead Programmer/Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Girimajirao is involved in the maintenance of the MMIS system for Claims, Recipient and Provider Subsystems.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: z/OS, COBOL 370, CICS, DB2 v8.0, JCL, Endevor, Princeton, SyncSort, Viasoft, File-Aid, SPUFI, QMF, Extra!, Novell, Windows XP Professional, FirstDARS™ (on-line document retrieval system), Remedy, DocuTraxx, TestTraxx, Microsoft Office 2003, Project InVision, DataDirect Client Builder 8.5, McKesson ClaimCheck 8.5.41



		April, 2006 to August, 2009



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation  

Client: Virginia State MMIS

Client Contact:  Carrie McDermott, Department of Medical Assistance Services (DMAS), 600, East Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia 23219; 804.786.7353; Carrie.McDermott@dmas.virginia.gov

Role in Project: Senior Application Programmer Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Girimajirao was involved in the maintenance of the MMIS system for Claims, Recipient and Provider Subsystems. He implemented major projects like National Provider Identifier (NPI), Virginia Department of Health (VDH) Death Match, and Citizenship Review Phase2 and maintained the graphical user interface (GUI) screens and McKesson ClaimCheck auditing software.

Duration of Project:  3 years 5 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: z/OS, COBOL 370, CICS, DB2 v8.0, JCL, Endevor, Princeton, SyncSort, Viasoft, File-AID, SPUFI, QMF, Extra!, Novell, Windows XP Professional, FirstDARS™, FirstRemedy™, DocuTraxx, TestTraxx, Microsoft Office 2003, Project InVision, DataDirect Client Builder 8.5, McKesson ClaimCheck 8.5.43



		June, 2005 to April, 2006



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation  

Client: Nevada DHCFP and Alaska State MMIS

Client Contact: Mr. Jared Davies, DHCFP, 1100 East William Street
Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3712, jdavies@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Senior Application Programmer Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Girimajirao helped maintain the MMIS system for the Claims and Prior Authorization Subsystems.  He also contributed to the design and development of the Claims, Prior Authorization, and Recipient Subsystems for the new Alaska MMIS System

Duration of Project: 10 months

Software/hardware used in engagement: z/OS, COBOL 370, CICS, DB2 v8.0, JCL, Endevor, Princeton, SyncSort, Viasoft, File-AID, SPUFI, QMF, Extra!, Novell, Windows XP Professional, FirstDARS™, Remedy, DocuTraxx, TestTraxx, Microsoft Office 2003, Project InVision



		March, 2003 to May, 2005



		Required Information:

Vendor: Computer Sciences Corporation  

Client: New York State MMIS

Client Contact: Jeannette Udwary, DOH, 1 CSC way, Rensselaer, New York; 518.257.4512, jlu01@health.state.ny.us

Role in Project:  Designer

Details of Project:  Mr. Girimajirao was involved in the design and development of the Client Subsystem, development of modules in Prior Assurance and Reference Subsystems for the eMedNY System.

Duration of Project:  Two years, three months

Software/hardware used in engagement: z/OS, COBOL II/370, CICS, DB2 v7.1, VSAM, JCL, Endevor, InSync, SyncSort, TraceMaster, SPUFI, QMF, XQMF, Mobius Document Direct 2.3, Data Junction, MS SQL Server, Windows NT 4.0/2000, FTP, El Segundo, IBM CICS 4.x Transaction Gateway, DB2 Connect 8.2, WebSphere Application Server AE v 5.x, Microsoft IIS 6.0, WebSphere Studio Application Developer IE v 5.1, Segue Silk Test, Visio 2000



		March, 2002 to February, 2003 and October 2000 to November 2000



		Required Information:

Vendor:  Sonata Software Ltd  

Client:  Franklin Templeton Technologies

Client Contact:  Steve Long, 300, Las Olas Place, Fort Lauderdale, Florida; 954.847.2387; slong@templeton.com

Role in Project:  Technical Lead

Details of Project:  Mr. Girimajirao managed Securities Lending Project and GMAX Maintenance for the client.  He was also involved in a feasibility study for the SICAV system.

Duration of Project: 14 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: ES 9000, E10K, MVS/ESA, Sun Solaris 2.7, COBOL II/370, ACUCOBOL 4.3, CICS, VSAM, JCL, ISAM Vision File System, Changeman, Xpeditor, Control-M, Korn Shell Scripts, VI Editor, DB2, SPUFI, QMF, TSO/ISPF, Easytrieve, File-AID, Xpediter



		March, 2001 to February, 2002



		Required Information:

Vendor: Sonata Software Ltd  

Client: QRS Corporation

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Technical Lead

Details of Project: Mr. Girimajirao managed the following projects for the client - Retailer Implementation Process, Oracle 8.1.7 to DB2 UDB 7.2 Database Migration, Tradeweave Sales & Inventory Analysis System.

Duration of Project: 12 months (March 2001 – February 2002)

Software/hardware used in engagement: ES 9000, MVS, COBOL II, DB2, SPUFI, QMF, JCL, Data Interchange, SMT, EDI, Changeman, Windows NT, Delphi, Visio, MS Project, Oracle 8.1.7, DB2 UDB 7.2, PL/SQL 8.x, Java 2, DB2 Connect, Oracle DBA Studio, Erwin 4.0, SProCT, Toad



		December, 2000 to March, 2001 and April, 2000 to September, 2000



		Required Information:

Vendor: Sonata Software Ltd.
Client: Fogdog Inc

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Technical Lead

Details of Project: Mr. Girimajirao le the development team for two projects, Workorder Management System and Customer Datamart.

Duration of Project: 14 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: Windows NT/95, Sun Solaris 2.6, Java (JDK 1.1.7/1.2.2), WebLogic 5.1, EJB 1.1, Servlets 2.1, HTML, JavaScript, JDBC 1.22/2.0, Oracle 8.1.5, Visual Source Safe 6.0, Erwin 3.5, Rational Rose 98i, UML, Symantec Visual Cafe 3.0, Toad, Windows NT/95, Sun Solaris 2.6, ACUCOBOL, PL/SQL 8.x, SQL Loader, Shell scripts



		July, 1999 to November, 1999



		Required Information:

Vendor: Sonata Software Ltd.
Client: Blue Shield of California

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Project Lead

Details of Project: Girimajirao was the Project Lead for the project – SQL Server 6.5 to Oracle 8.0 Database Conversion Project.

Duration of Project: 5 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: Windows NT, SQL Server 6.5, Oracle 8, PL/SQL, Toad, MS Access, SQL DTS, Visual Source Safe, Excel, Word, MS Project



		March, 1997 to July, 1999



		Required Information:

Vendor: Sonata Software Ltd

Client: Blue Cross Blue Shield of New Hampshire

Client Contact: Mr. Nigel D’Souza, 3000, Goffs Falls Road Manchester, New Hampshire 03103, 603.695.7945, Nigel_D’Souza@anthem.com
Role in Project: Project Lead

Details of Project: Mr. Girimajirao played a leadership role in the following six projects: Reformat of Payroll system, Year2000 testing for Payroll system, Client Ledger system, Claims Processing, Amisys system, and NMHA data extraction. He also coordinated the Year2000 project.

Duration of Project: 2 years 5 months

Software/hardware used in engagement: ES 9000, MVS, OS/VS COBOL VS COBOLII, CICS, VSAM, JCL, Easytrieve, Supra, Mantis, File-Aid, Endevor, Xpeditor, Abend-AID, Comparex, SuperCE, FTP, MS Exchange, MS Access, Word Perfect



		March, 1996 to February, 1997



		Required Information:

Vendor: Sonata Software Ltd 
Client: Cigna

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Project Lead

Details of Project: Mr. Girimajirao contributed to the development of the following three projects: Claims Cost Transfer Database restructure, Revenue Recognition system, and Ola system for Insurance Data Warehouse system.

Duration of Project: 12 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: IBM 3090/ES 9000, MVS, COBOL II/370, CICS, DB2, JCL, SPUFI, QMF, TSO/ISPF, SDF, Panvalet, File aid, Xpeditor, OS/2, ADMVS, DB2/2, MF-COBOL, MF-Workbench, FTP, Extra!



		September, 1993 to December, 1995



		Required Information:

Vendor/Client: Foresight Power Systems Ltd

Client Contact: Mr. Mukund Kakatkar, 63/1, Railway Parallel Rd, KP West, Bangalore

Role in Project: Module Lead

Details of Project: Mr. Girimajirao developed the Technical Support/Management system and UPS monitoring system.

Duration of Project: Two years, four months

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		May, 1990 to July, 1993



		Required Information:

Vendor/Client: Keonics Magnavision Computers Ltd

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Production Engineer

Details of Project: Mr. Girimajirao was involved in the development of communication systems, code development using assemblers including Motorola MC68000 and Rockwell 6502.

Duration of Project: Three years, three months

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		December, 1988 to April, 1990



		Required Information:

Vendor/Client: Beacon Plast

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Developer

Details of Project: Mr. Girimajirao was involved in the development of messaging/display system using High Basic and 8085 assemblers.

Duration of Project: 1 year 5 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		PDA College of Engineering, Gulbarga University
Gulbarga
Karnataka
B.E (Electronics & Communication)
Post Graduate Diploma in Computer Applications



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		z/OS, MVS ESA/XA, OS/2, Windows 3.1/95/NT 4.0/2000/XP, Sun Solaris 2.7, CICS



		Hardware:

		IBM ES 9000, IBM 3090, E10K



		Software:

		VS COBOL II, COBOL 370, Easytrieve, ACUCOBOL 4.3, JCL, Korn Shell Scripts, JAVA 2, J2EE, JDBC, PL/SQL 2.x/8.x, C, Basic, MS COBOL/85, MF COBOL, Toad, Oracle DBA Studio, TSO/ISPF, Endevor, SyncSort, TraceMaster, InSync, Panvalet, File-AID, Xpeditor, ChangeMan, Abend-AID, SPUFI, QMF, XQMF, Princeton, Viasoft, Remedy, DocuTraxx, TestTraxx, DataDirect Client Builder 8.5, FirstDARS™, Mobius, DI tool, FTP, Extra!, MS-Exchange, MF Workbench, Export/Import, SproCT, Unique, VI Editor, CVS, McKesson ClaimCheck 8.5.43, MS Office



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Linda Snow, Conversion Manager

CSC, 1526 East Parham Road
Henrico, Virginia 23228

Telephone: 804.782.8328
Fax:  N/A  Email:  lsnow2@csc.com       



Durgesh Lankalapalli, Systems Engineer

CSC, 1526 East Parham Road, Henrico, Virginia 23228

Telephone: 804.782.8495
Fax:  N/A  Email: dlankalapall@csc.com



Rajesh Krishnasamy, Senior Programmer Analyst

Coventry Healthcare

4300, Cox Road
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060

Telephone: 804.217.7912
Fax: N/A  Email: RKKrishnasany@cvty.com








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Kimberly Grace

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Clinical Trainer



		Summary



		Ms. Grace has over 16 years of experience on major business projects, with 10 years of experience on IT projects, including six with Fortune 100 companies.  For the past three years, she has served as the Corporate Trainer and Organizational Development Specialist for private corporations and is involved in all aspects of adult learning and education.  Prior to this position, she served in a variety of roles including project management, instructional design and delivery of software applications training, Supply Chain and IT Management.  Ms. Grace also served as Supervisor of Social Workers, with responsibility for protective services for children and adults and home supportive services in Sierra County, California. In that role, she led the efforts for Peer Quality Case Review using an evidence-based model and headed up the service agreement with the Public Authority responsible for monitoring the in-home supportive services providers.  



		# of Years with Firm:

		1 Month - New Hire



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		March, 2010 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor:  First Health Services Corporation
Client:  Nevada DHCFP

Client contact:   Brandi Johnson, Behavioral Health Services Supervisor, 1100 East Williams Street, Suite 101 Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3611, Brandi.johnson@dhfcp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Clinical Trainer

Details of Project: Ms. Grace provides clinical training to Medical/Surgical and Behavioral Health-Rehabilitation providers in the use of the Online Prior Authorization System and its corresponding User Administration Console.

Duration of Project:  Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: MMIS, FirstHCM™, OPAS, Microsoft Office



		May, 2009 to November, 2009



		Required Information:

Vendor: Sierra County Social Services
Client: Sierra County Health and Human Services

Client Contact:  Janice Maddox, Deputy Director of Sierra County Health and Human Services, 201 Front Street, Loyalton, California, 98661; 530.993.6709; jmaddox@sierracounty.ws

Role in Project: Supervisor of Social Workers

Details of Project: Ms. Grace led staff in responsibilities for Childrens Protective Services (CPS), Adult Protective Services (APS), and In-Home Supportive Services (IHSS).  She also supervised activities associated with Peer Quality Case Review process and provided leadership with contracted Public Authority which oversaw the provider agencies for In-Home Supportive Services.

Duration of Project:  Six months.

Software/hardware used in engagement: Computer-based systems for tracking CPS services, IHSS services, MS Office



		April, 2006 to November, 2008



		Required Information:

Vendor: Information Systems Global Business Solutions

Client: International Game Technology business units

Client Contact: Mike Magera, Director of Global Business Solutions, 9295 Prototype Drive, Reno, Nevada 89521; 775.448.7684, mike.magera@igt.com 

Role in Project: Education and Training across multiple business units

Details of Project: Ms Grace held responsibility for knowledge transfer and training on SAP software functionality across multiple business units and various functional requirements.  She led after-action reviews for Project Managers and facilitated cross-functional business meetings for Director-Level Managers.  Further, she designed, developed, and delivered curricula related to organizational development goals, including project management and accountability workshops

Duration of Project:  Two years, seven months

Software/hardware used in engagement:  Web-based systems for creating learning modules (Captivate), SAP ESS, SAP CRM



		November, 1994 to September, 2005



		Required Information:

Vendor: HP New Product Introduction IT Services
Client: HP Engineering business units

Client Contact: Dave Snider, Program Manager, Hewlett-Packard Company, 1000 NE Circle Boulevard, Corvallis, Oregon 97330, 541.715.2981; dave.snider@hp.com

Role in Project: Ms. Grace provided Education and Training across multiple geographies and engineering business units

Details of Project: Ms. Grace held responsibility for knowledge transfer and training on single-instance change management functionality across multiple business units and various functional requirements.  She oversaw a staff of business analysts, project managers, and system administrators in development of software applications that met customer requirements.

Duration of Project:  Ten years 11 months

Software/hardware used in engagement: Web-based systems, HR systems, MS Office



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Antioch University-Seattle

Seattle

Washington

Master of Arts in Organizational Development and Design

Society of International Organization Systems 



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Indiana University

Bloomington

Indiana

Bachelor or Social Work

BS with internship in Public Health Administration



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		Web-based applications using Internet Explorer, HTML, MS/Windows



		Hardware:

		PC, Fax, Ten-Key 



		Software:

		MMIS, OPAS, IE, MS, FirstHCM™



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Mike Magera

Director of Global Business Solutions
International Game Technology

9295 Prototype Drive
Reno, Nevada 89521

Telephone:775.448.7684
Fax: None  E-mail: mike.magera@igt.com



Dave Snider, Program Manager
Hewlett-Packard Company

1000 Northeast Circle Boulevard

Corvallis, Oregon 97330

Telephone: 541.715.2981 
Fax: None  E-mail: dave.snider@hp.com



Bill Koenig, Program Manager, Faculty Advisor
Organization Systems Renewal
Seattle University
901 12th Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98122

Telephone: 206.375.7790 
Fax: None  E-mail: bill@ravensconsulting.net








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Michelle Gustavson

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Technical Writer



		Summary



		Ms. Gustavson has over seven years experience writing and producing communications in the health care field.  Michelle has over nine years of experience as a writer, editor, and proofreader for a variety of audiences.  Currently, Ms. Gustavson is responsible for producing communications to Nevada Medicaid providers and recipients.  Her duties include creating and editing billing manuals, forms, companion guides, training presentations, and catalogs.  She works closely with the State and internal staffs to develop clear, concise communications to ensure that Medicaid providers understand billing instructions and policy changes.



		# of Years with Firm:

		7 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		January 2003 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client contact: Marti Cote, Supervisor, Physicians Services, EPSDT, DHCFP; 775.684.3748;  mcote@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Communications Specialist

Details of Project: Ms. Gustavson Creates and edits provider communication and materials as needed.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, Adobe Acrobat, PC



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Systems-N-Solutions
St. John’s
Newfoundland, Canada
Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer
MCSE, MCP, MCP+I



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Truckee Meadows Community College
Reno
Nevada
AA in General Education
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		PC



		Software:

		MS Office



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Marta Stagliano, Chief of Compliance, DHCFP

1100 East William Street, Suite. 101
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3623
Fax: 775.684.3772  : Marta.Stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov



Mel Rosenberg, Chief of IT/MMIS, DHCFP

1100 East William Street, Suite. 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3736
Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov



Marti Cote, Supervisor, Physicians Services, EPSDT, DHCFP

Telephone: 775.684.3748
Fax: 775.684.3762  Email: mcote@dhcfp.nv.gov








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Shirley Hunting, CPhT

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Pharmacy Support Specialist



		Summary



		Ms. Hunting has over 25 years of pharmacy experience, including experience with Medicaid and hospital pharmacy.  For the past five years, Ms. Hunting has served as the primary resource for the Pharmacy Benefit Management system for both internal and external customers within the Medicaid program.  She is responsible for verifying and testing the system verification as well as for producing the reporting used in ongoing analysis of key program parameters.  She currently holds the position of Pharmacy Program Specialist.  Ms. Hunting’s past experience includes group purchasing in a hospital pharmacy and supporting Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committees and Drug Use Review boards. 



		# of Years with Firm:

		6 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		November 2004 to Present





		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client contact: Coleen Lawrence, Department of Health & Human Services, 1100 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada 89706; 775.684.3744; coleenl@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Pharmacy Program Specialist
Details of Project: Ms. Hunting provides key program support functions using thorough knowledge of the pharmacy system, MMIS, and program policies.  Her duties include pharmacy provider training, system training for State staff, pharmacy system validation and testing, generating key utilization and quality control program reports, maintenance of the Billing Manual, and responding to provider inquiries regarding pharmacy claims adjudication, appeals and payment issues.  In addition, Ms. Hunting arranges meetings, prepares meeting packets, and produces meeting minutes to support the Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee and the Drug Use Review Board.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, FirstRx™ (pharmacy POS system), FirstIQ™ (RetroDUR tool), First Client Interface, Remedy Manager, MMIS, OnDemand



		February,1986 to

April, 2003



		Required Information:

Vendor: Washoe Medical Center  Client: Not Applicable

Role in Project: Administrative Assistant to Director of Pharmacy & Supply Services

Details of Project: Ms. Hunting provided administrative support to a key hospital business unit containing over one-hundred personnel.  She coordinated and organized the unit’s critical business interactions with other sections of the hospital including medical staff and senior corporate administration.  Her responsibilities included tracking workload statistics; preparation of reports, correspondence, pharmacy system Security Officer and support to the P&T Committee with preparation of committee meeting materials, arrangements for meetings, and production of meeting minutes.

Duration of Project: N/A

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		November 1982 to February 1986



		Required Information:

Vendor: Sparks Family Hospital

Role in Project: Inventory Control/Clerical Supervisor-Pharmacy

Details of Project: Ms. Hunter supervised business operations for the pharmacy department, monitoring and analyzing usage patterns and purchases.  She reconciled packing slips, invoices, billing statements and prepared intra-hospital charges and billings. 



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Reno High School

Reno

Nevada

H.S.
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		PC



		Software:

		Microsoft Office, FirstRx™, First IQ™, First Client Interface, Remedy Manager, MMIS, OnDemand



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Coleen Lawrence, Chief, Program Services, DHCFP

1100 East William Street
Carson City, Nevada 89706

Telephone: 775.684.3744
Fax: 775.684.3772  Email: coleenl@dhcfp.nv.gov   



Mary Griffith, Program Analyst, SURS, DHCFP

1100 East William Street
Carson City, Nevada 89706

Telephone: 775.684.8401
Fax:  775.684.3720  Email: mary.griffith@dhcfp.nv.gov



Alexis Ulrich, Program Specialist, Provider Support Unit, DHCFP

1100 East William Street
Carson City, Nevada 89706

Telephone: 775.684.3703
Fax:	775.684.3772  Email: alexis.ulrich@dhcfp








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Jamie Jones

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Programmer Analyst



		Summary



		Mr. Jones has over 13 years of experience in Programming and Systems support in the healthcare industry.  His areas of expertise include the Project development life cycle, Project Development, Systems Enhancements, Systems Maintenance, Documentation, and Communication.  For the past two years, Mr. Jones has served as the Subject Matter Expert (SME) of the Nevada MMIS Management and Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS). He is the lead First Health Services’ coordinator of the Decision Support System (DSS)/Decision Analyst Reporting System, and the Subject Matter Expert for the Medicaid Statistical Information System (MSIS).  Mr. Jones is an independent worker, with a focus on quality, efficiency, and customer satisfaction.  All of which has earned him the trust and respect to be assigned to numerous tasks that have allowed him to showcase the skills that clearly identify him as a key and valued member of the Nevada MMIS team.



		# of Years with Firm:

		3.5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		April, 2008 to Present





		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Robert Moore; Management Analyst 3, 1100 East William Street, Suite 122 Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3769; ramoore@dhcfp.nv.gov.

Role in Project: General SME and Subsystems representative for MARS.

Details of Project: Mr. Jones represents MARS during projects, status meetings, and correspondence. He plays key roles in system changes and support tasks that involve this subsystem.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, PC, Mainframe, TSO, OnDemand, CICS, COBOL, JCL, DB2, Citrix, Decision Analyst, Easytrieve



		February, 2008 to July, 2009 



		Required Information:

Vendor: Client: First Health Services Corporation
Client Contact: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Mel Rosenberg, IT Chief\MMIS, Department of Health and Human Resources, Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy; 100 East William Street, Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.784.3736

Role in Project: Configuration Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Jones was in charge of Several critical Systems  support tasks which included, Systems security coordinator, Change migration coordinator, Batch Schedule coordinator, new employee acclimation, and DSS balancing coordinator.

Duration of Project: 19 months

Software/hardware used engagement: Microsoft Office, PC, Mainframe, TSO, OnDemand, CICS, COBOL, JCL, DB2, Citrix, and Decision Analyst



		October, 2006 to May, 2007 



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Mel Rosenberg, IT Chief\MMIS, Department of Health and Human Resources, Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy; 100 East William Street, Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada, 89701; 775.784.3736; mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov.

Role in Project: Programmer Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Jones was in charge of the coding and testing of the changes needed in the PST010NV CICS program, a complex and critical component to the NVMMIS Provider Subsystem.  He completed this task accurately and on-time.

Duration of Project: Eight months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, PC, Mainframe, TSO, CICS, COBOL, DB2



		September, 2000 to September, 2006

		Required Information:

Vendor: Anthem  BCBS
Client: Anthem  BCBS

Client Contact: Eric Wingate, 804.627.2289; Eric.Wingate@Anthem.com

Role in Project: Programmer Analyst

Details of Project: Provided technical solutions, Maintenance, and renovations, for evolving business needs. 

Duration of Project: Six years 

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, PC, Mainframe, TSO, CICS, COBOL, DB2, JCL, Xpediter.



		January, 1997 to September, 2000

		Required Information:

Vendor: Trigon BCBS
Client: Trigon BCBS

Client Contact: Cindy Broughman, Address Not Available, 804.519.7553, CMBroughman@verizon.net

Role in Project: System Testing Specialist

Details of Project: Creation, documentation, execution, and verification of systems test cases to ensure system integrity prior to Y2K and beyond.

Duration of Project:  Three years 
Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, PC, Mainframe, TSO, “Hourglass”



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement


Certifications

		John Tyler Community College 
Richmond
Virginia
University level preparatory courses for Information Systems Technology
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		CICS, TSO, Client Server



		Hardware:

		IBM, PC, HP



		Software:

		MS Office, SQL, DB2, COBOL, JCL, PDM, Viasoft, QMF, File-AID, Princeton Soft Tec, 



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Tina Allison, Project Manager, Technical

Anthem BCBS Associate

2052 Berkley Avenue. S.W

Roanoke, Virginia 24015

Telephone: 540. 853.3108

Fax:  804 358.1551  Email: Tina.Allison@Anthem.com



Page Brothers, Application Developer II

Anthem BCBS Associate

2015 Staples Mill Rd

Richmond, Virginia 23230

Telephone:  804.354.2853
Fax:  804.358.1551  Email: Page.Brothers@Anthem.com



Eric Wingate, Senior Programmer

Anthem BCBS Associate

2015 Staples Mill Rd

Richmond, Virginia 23230

Telephone: 804.354.3968
Fax: 804.358-1551  Email: Eric.Wingate@Anthem.com 








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Nicholas Kasperski

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Takeover Project Manager



		Summary



		Mr. Kasperski has over 16 years of experience in the healthcare industry with ten years of project management focus.  His expertise includes experience with the Medicaid, Medicare, Managed Care and Fee-for-Service segments of the industry.  Since August 2009, Mr. Kasperski has been directly involved in supporting numerous aspects of the First Health Services’ Nevada account and MMIS Operations.  Prior to this, he served as a Project Manager responsible for a variety of enterprise-wide projects including; Behavioral Health and Radiology implementations, securing sensitive data according to Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) guidelines and implementing appropriate controls to ensure Sarbanes-Oxley 404 compliance.  Mr. Kasperski has also previously held the positions of IT Business Analyst and Claims Processor.



		# of Years with Firm:

		16 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		August, 2009 to Present





		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client contact: Mel Rosenberg, Chief of IT/MMIS, 1100 East William Street, Suite 101; Carson City, Nevada 89701, 775.684.3736, MRosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov.

Role in Project: Project Manager

Details of Project: Mr. Kasperski coordinates Project Management activities to support the Nevada DHCFP.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office Suite 2007



		July, 2007 to October, 2007



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Maricopa County Medicaid
Client Contact: No longer available.

Role in Project: 	Project Manager

Details of Project: Mr. Kasperski assisted with the roll-out of the ClaimTrak practice management software and coordinated transition activities on-site at the East Phoenix clinic in downtown Phoenix area.

Duration of Project: Four months

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office Suite, ClaimTrak



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		University of Missouri, Columbia

Columbia

Missouri

Bachelor of Science, Human Environmental Sciences, Personal Financial Management Systems

Amisys (Benefits, Pricing & Correspondence)



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		CICS, iSeries, Oracle, Client Server



		Hardware:

		IBM, HP



		Software:

		MS Office Suite 2007, MS Project & Project Server 2007, SharePoint 2007, Amisys, Qfiniti



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Sandie L. Ruybalid, Supervisor, Information Systems, DHCFP

1000 East William Street, Suite 102, Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3710

Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: SRuybalid@dhcfp.nv.gov



Peggy Martin, Project Manager, DHCFP

1000 East William Street, Suite 102, Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3735

Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: Peggy.Martin@dhcfp.nv.gov



Stephen Larocque, Senior Business Consultant

3 City Place, Suite 400, Street Louis, Missouri 63141

Telephone:  314.614.1894
Fax:  314.432.8217  Email:  Stephen.Larocque@daugherty.com 








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Rhonda J. Kessler, RN, CCP (Chronic Care Professional)

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Manager, Health Services



		Summary

		Ms. Kessler’s management history with First Health Services includes a proven track record of increasing department efficiency, establishing processes, and exceeding customer expectations in both utilization management and disease/case management, receiving national chronic care certification in 2008 in disease/case management.  Providing daily oversight for 18 clinicians, she is responsible for solving problems using analytical, methodical, and organized processes.  Ms. Kessler consistently achieves outstanding results in challenging environments while building and maintaining strong, loyal relations with both colleagues and clients.



		# of Years with Firm:

		4 Years 6 Months



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		December 2008 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation  

Client:  Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Brandi Johnson, Social Services Program Specialist 3; Health Care Financing and Policy; 1000 East William Street., Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3611; Brandi.Johnson@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Manager Clinical Services, Utilization Management Details of Project: In this position, Ms Kessler is responsible for managing the day-to-day operations for medical surgical and behavioral health prior authorizations and retrospective reviews in accordance with URAC standards and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) regulations.  Her responsibilities include assuring that the clinical staff adheres to Medicaid’s policy and procedures and to InterQual medical necessity review criteria. A critical part of her role is to identify areas of over-utilization that may be improved for cost-containment.
Duration of Project: Ongoing.
Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, FirstHCM™, and FirstCRM™



		October, 2005 to 2008



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Kentucky

Client Contact: Linda Cloud, now with Kentucky Retirement System, Perimeter Park West, 1260 Louisville Road, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601-6124, 502.696.8800

Role in Project: Manager Disease and Case Management Services

Details of Project: Ms. Kessler formerly (Kelley) successfully assisted in the implementation of the Kentucky Medicaid Administrative Agents (KMAA) Disease Management Program, and participated in the writing of and implementation of the Case Management Program.  The targeted population included Medicaid fee-for-service, dual eligible, Aged, Blind, and Disabled (ABD), and for mother’s with dependent children. The Healthplan Employer Data and Information Set (HEDIS) and other performance measures were utilized to demonstrate program effectiveness.  Her responsibilities include the direct oversight of both programs staffed by licensed clinicians.  The program was successful in assisting Medicaid recipients to take a more active role in their healthcare as well as leading them to a comprehensive understanding of their disease processes.  Her management of coordination of care yielded compliance with medical appointments, testing, medications, and ultimately a reduction in emergency department utilization.
Duration of Project:  Three years
Software/hardware used in engagement:  Microsoft Office, FirstIQ™, FirstIDstrat, and FirstDecision™ 



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Kentucky State University

Frankfort

Kentucky

ADN

CCP – Chronic Care Professional: National Certification in Disease Management



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		PC



		Software:

		MS Office, FirstIQ™, FirstIDstrat, FirstHCM™, Web Reports, First Decision™, FirstCRM™



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Carol Tilstra, Program Supervisor
Nevada Health Care Financing and Policy 

Telephone: 775.684.3693
Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: CTilstra@dhcfp.nv.gov



Brandi Johnson, Social Services Program Specialist 3,

Nevada Health Care Financing and Policy

Telephone: 775.684.3611
Fax: 775.684.3762  Email: Brandi.Johnson@dhcfp.nv.gov



Marti Cote, Supervisor Physician Services, Nevada Health Care Financing and Policy

Telephone: 775.684.3748
Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: MCote@dhcfp.nv.gov








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		David J. Kohler

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Business Analyst, IT



		Summary



		Mr. Kohler has over eight years of experience on major healthcare projects, with six years of experience on Medicaid projects, including nearly five with the State of Nevada.  As part of the initial Quality Assurance and Independent Verification and Validation team on the project, his background on the Nevada MMIS project from the beginning is priceless. Prior to go-live. Mr. Kohler played a key role in assuring the quality of system documentation, verifying that Nevada’s requirements were met, reviewing conversion results, and performing system/user acceptance testing.  He has worked with and assisted many of the Nevada DHCFP employees along the way and has a great rapport with the State.  When the need arose, he also held and led meetings with many of the State Associations including the Nevada Physicians Association, Nevada Hospital Association, Nevada Dental Association, Long Term Care providers including Nursing Facilities as well as the Managed Care providers (HMOs).  He has done everything from managing the Change Management and Release Management processes to investigating claims payment and billing issues to performing project management duties on Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) mandated projects such as National Provider Identifier (NPI), Health Insurance Flexibility and Accountability (HIFA) Waivers, accepting new claim forms and capturing National Drug Code (NDC) on claims.  His background on the project, his system knowledge, as well as his relationships with the customer and involvement on a wide spectrum of Nevada MMIS-related projects make him invaluable for a position on First Health Services’ proposed team.



		# of Years with Firm:

		3 Years and 8 Months 



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		October, 2009 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact:  Sandie Ruybalid, Supervisor, Information Systems,

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy; 1000 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3710; sruybalid@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: IT Business Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Kohler works with both the Development Team and Operations Group to investigate possible issues as soon as they arise.  He also maintains a production issues list that is shared with the State on a weekly basis, and assists the State in understanding the issues on this list with a goal of attaining comprehensive production discrepancy reports (PDRs).  He often organizes meetings to discuss issues or explain results with the Development Team, Operations group and the State.  Mr. Kohler also assists in testing system fixes, assuring quality of test results, researching internal and external issues, and communicating the results to multiple parties.  

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Nevada MMIS, FirstRemedy™, FirstCRM™, FirstCM™, FirstDARS™, Microsoft Office Suite, SnagIT, Medstat Decision Analyst



		September, 2007 to August, 2009

		Required Information:

Vendor: Ciber Inc.
Client: New York State Office of Mental Health

Client Contact:  Lisa DiCostanzo, 44 Holland Ave, Albany, New York 12229; 518.402.2410; Issdlmd@omh.state.ny.us

Role in Project: Consultant

Details of Project: Mr. Kohler managed all testing efforts for the CAIRS team which included system test case creation, creating testing schedules, test tracking, and managing the testing team.  He also managed scheduling for three full-time programmers, one tester and one documentation staff.  He managed testing for at least four full systems migrations a year and all of the migrations went through a normal system integration life cycle between three environments.  He also managed the Change Management and Release Management process which included tracking all of the defects in the Mercury Quality Center defect tracking system, as well as finding, investigating and writing up system/report defects, working with the development team to fix the issues, testing and reporting on results.  Moreover, Mr. Kohler performed quality assurance on all outgoing data requests to outside agencies and providers.

Duration of Project: 2 years (Sep, 2007 – Aug, 2009)

Software/hardware used in engagement: CAIRS (Child and Adult Integrated Reporting System), Mercury Quality Center, HP Service Center, Microsoft Office Suite, Groupwise, SnagIT



		April, 2006 to February, 2007

		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Sandie Ruybalid, Supervisor, Information Systems

Department; Division of Health Care Financing and Policy;

1000 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3710

sruybalid@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: IT Plan Support Manager

Details of Project: Mr. Kohler managed the Change Management process which included; the creation of all related materials, leading weekly meetings, Release Management, assuring quality of all related documentation, and generating various statistical reports related to this business improvement process. He was also heavily involved in multiple CMS mandated projects, such as NPI, HIFA Waivers, accepting the new claim forms and capturing NDC on claim forms.  Mr. Kohler managed three full-time employees who included the Security Administrator, DSS Report Writer, and Data Analyst.  He also led meetings with the HMOs to help resolve any issues they experienced.

Duration of Project: 11 months (April, 2006 – February, 2007)

Software/hardware used in engagement: Nevada MMIS, First Remedy™, FirstCRM™, FirstCM™, FirstDARS™, Microsoft Office Suite, SnagIT, Medstat Decision Analyst



		December, 2003 to March, 2006

		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: State of Nevada 

Client Contact: Sandie Ruybalid, Supervisor, Information Systems

Department; Division of Health Care Financing and Policy,

1000 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada 89701;

775.684.3710; sruybalid@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Senior Business Analyst

Details of Project: A member of the Quality Assurance team and the business analyst in Reno, Mr. Kohler was a primary point of contact for executive management teams and often helped create executive level presentations and key indicator documents.  He was involved in Change and Release Management, which included coordinating fixes with the development team, attending weekly meetings, assuring the quality of incoming State production discrepancy reports, helping the State review post production results all while documenting everything in the FirstCM™ system.  One of his primary functions was to investigate claims payment and billing issues.  He would document the issues, and work with the development team and the State to initiate production discrepancy reports for the needed system fixes.  Mr. Kohler also led meetings with many State associations including but not limited to the Nevada Physicians Association, Hospital Association, Dental Association, as well as Nursing Facilities.  

Duration of Project: 2 years and 3 months (Dec, 2003 – Mar, 2006)

Software/hardware used in engagement: Nevada MMIS, First Remedy, FirstCRM™, FirstCM™, FirstDARS™, Microsoft Office Suite, SnagIT, Medstat Decision Analyst



		November, 2002 to November, 2003

		Required Information:

Vendor: BearingPoint
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Sandie Ruybalid, Supervisor, Information Systems

Department; Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3710

sruybalid@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Consultant

Details of Project: Mr. Kohler worked on the Quality Assurance and Independent Verification and Validation team, overseeing the Nevada replacement MMIS.  This also included the Point of Sale and Decision Support System.  He led this team for all testing related tasks.  He helped the State from beginning to end with their testing effort, which included creating a work plan for two test phases, allocating State resources for testing, giving a test creation and review training session, creating templates for test case reviews an incident reports, incident tracking, test planning, identifying gaps in the test plans, creating test cases and reviewing results.  He also performed quality assurance reviews of First Health Services’ Requirements Validation Documents, Detailed System Design Documents, Requirements Traceability Matrices, Training Materials, Test Plans, and other documents.

Duration of Project: One year (Nov, 2002 – Nov, 2003)

Software/hardware used in engagement: Nevada MMIS, Microsoft Office Suite



		June, 2001 to October, 2002

		Required Information:

Vendor: BearingPoint
Client: New York State Department of Health

Client Contact: Marion Lynn Giroux; 150 Broadway, Suite 480, Albany, New York 12204; 518.257.4499; Mcg03@health.state.ny.us

Role in Project: Consultant

Details of Project: Mr. Kohler worked on the Quality Assurance and Independent Verification and Validation team, overseeing the New York replacement MMIS.  This also included a Point of Sale and Data Warehouse.  He led this team for all testing related tasks.  He assisted the contractor and State in writing the test plans for each subsystem.  He also allocated State resources for testing, created templates for test case reviews and incident reports, performed incident tracking, identified gaps in testing, and reviewed test results.

Duration of Project: One year and Five months (Jun, 2001 – Oct, 2002)

Software/hardware used in engagement: NYS MMIS Data Warehouse, Microsoft Office Suite



		January, 2000 to April, 2001

		Required Information:

Vendor: American Management Systems  Client: Vermont Department of Tax

Contact:  Dennis Barton; 11325 Random Hills Road, Fairfax, Virginia 22030; 703.267.8459; dennis.barton@cgi.com

Role in Project: Business Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Kohler created large and integrated test plans based on requirements for a complex software system.  He also provided on-site client support during user acceptance and integration testing.  He worked with clients to increase their knowledge and familiarity of the new tax system in addition to assisting in the discovery through resolution of issues and concerns as they arose during implementation.

Duration of Project: One year, four months (Jan, 2000 – Apr, 2001)

Software/hardware used in engagement: VT Advantage Revenue, Microsoft Office Suite



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy
New York
BS in Management Information Systems
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		CICS, TSO



		Hardware:

		IBM



		Software:

		Nevada MMIS, FirstRemedy™, First CRM™, FirstCM™, FirstDARS™, Microsoft Office Suite (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access, Project, Outlook), Mercury Quality Center, HP Service Center, GroupWise, SnagIT, Medstat Decision Analyst, Microsoft Works, WordPerfect, Lotus Notes, Internet Explorer



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Sandie Ruybalid, Supervisor Information Systems

1100 East William Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone:  775.684.3710
Fax:  775.684.3643  Email:  sruybalid@dhcfp.nv.gov      



Lisa DiCostanzo, IT Specialist III

44 Holland Avenue
Albany, New York 12229

Telephone:  518.402.2410
Fax:  518.473.5580  Email:  Issdlmd@omh.state.ny.us



Dennis Barton, Senior Consultant

11325 Random Hills Road
Fairfax, Virginia 22030

Telephone:  703.267.8459
Fax:  703.267.7285  Email:  dennis.barton@cgi.com








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Gangadhar V. Kollipara

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Senior Programmer Analyst



		Summary



		Mr. Kollipara has over 10 years of experience in the healthcare industry.  Mr. Kollipara has extensive development experience in the Medicaid, Medicare, and medical insurance fields of the industry.  He is currently performing design and analysis on the Recipient and Managed Care Subsystems for the Nevada MMIS system.  He served in a key role with the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) project and held the position of Lead Programmer/Analyst, carrying out all phases of development tasks for the Nevada MMIS.  Prior to the Nevada MMIS, he worked on the Medicaid project for the State of Missouri.  Mr. Kollipara also has a solid IT background in medical insurance, transportation, and vehicle insurance.



		# of Years with Firm:

		1.5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		June, 2008 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor:  First Health Services Corporation
Client:  Nevada DHCFP

Client contact:  Mel Rosenberg, Chief of IT, MMIS, Reno, Nevada; 775.684.3736; mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project:  Lead Programmer/Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Kollipara performs Analysis, Design, Coding, Testing and Implementation of projects related to Recipient and Managed care subsystems.  He was involved in the design and development of various recipient and finance projects, including Open Enrollment, Lock-in, and ARRA.

Duration of Project:  Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: IBM 3090,IBM-PC MVS/ESA, CICS, DB2, VS-COBOL II, JCL, VSAM, QMF, SPUFI, Princeston,TSO/ISPF, Endevor, Viasoft, SmartTest,  ClientBuilder, Log Analyzer, File-AID, GT



		March, 2007 to May, 2008



		Required Information:

Vendor: None
Client: Humana, Inc.

Client Contact: Satish Gontla, 500 West Main Street, Louisville, Kentucky 40202; 502.296.9795; Sgontla@humana.com

Role in Project: Applications Engineer

Details of Project:  Mr. Gangadhar worked on the Auto Enrollment process to enroll customer and member data for various external sources, including ACS, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Enrollment Center and Web, sending the processed data to the CI and Metavance (MTV) platforms. He was involved with different users and business teams to gather requirements.  Mr. Gangadhar also prepared high-level and detailed design documents for the Auto Enrollment project.  He also involved in coordinating System and User Acceptance Testing (UAT) teams for the test setup and support.

Duration of Project: 15 months (March 2007 – May 2008)

Software/hardware used in engagement:  IBM 3090 IBM-PC MVS/ESA, CICS, DB2, VS-COBOL II, JCL, VSAM, SPUFI, Princeton, TSO/ISPF, File-AID; Xpeditor, Panvalet, Platinum



		November, 2002 to March 2007



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation (Mr. Gangadhar worked for First Health Services’ Subcontractor, Syntel, Inc.)
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Candace Allen; Business Process Analyst II

Human Services; Division of Health Care Financing and Policy; 1000 East William Street, Suite 102, Carson City, Nevada 89701;  702.668.4288; callen@dhcfp.nv.gov;

Role in Project: Senior Programmer Analyst / on-site Manager 

Details of Project:  Mr. Kollipara played a key role in the design, coding, and testing of NOMADs and Check Up interfaces for the recipient subsystem.  He was involved in the coding, testing and implementation of NOMADS and Check Up reconciliation processes.  He worked on provider, finance, and MARS. Mr. Kollipara also coordinated the development and maintenance effort performed by the offshore team.

Duration of Project: 4 years and 5 months (Nov 2002 – March 2007)

Software/hardware used in engagement: IBM 3090 IBM-PC MVS/ESA, CICS, DB2, VS-COBOL II, JCL, VSAM, QMF,   SPUFI, Princeton, TSO/ISPF, Endevor, Viasoft, SmartTest,  Client Builder, Log Analyzer, File-AID, GTB



		March, 2007 to May, 2008



		Required Information:

Vendor: Syntel, Inc.
Client: Humana, Inc.

Client Contact: Satish Gontla, 500 West Main Street, Louisville, Kentucky 40202, 502.296.9795, Sgontla@humana.com

Role in Project: Programmer Analyst

Details of Project:  Mr. Kollipara developed new online modules to maintain Client and Member details for CI and MTV platforms maintained in the Auto Enrollment system.  He worked with user teams to gather requirements and coordinate with UAT and System testing groups during the development phases of the project.

Duration of Project: Five months (June 2002 – Oct 2002)

Software/hardware used in engagement: IBM 3090 IBM-PC MVS/ESA, CICS, DB2, VS-COBOL II, JCL, VSAM, SPUFI, Princeton, TSO/ISPF, File-AID, Xpeditor, Panvalet, Platinum



		December, 1999 to June 2002

		Required Information:

Vendor: Syntel, Inc.
Client: Verizon Data Services, Jefferson City, Missouri

Client Contact: Pattabhi Ponugupati, Data Administration Analyst

WellPoint; 8831 park central drive, Richmond, Virginia; 804.525.8354; pponugupati@choosehmc.com

Role in Project: Programmer Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Kollipara worked in the Claims and Recipient subsystems for the Missouri Medicaid system. He did extensive work developing online screens and programs, especially for case management system. He also contributed to the development work related to history retention and claims processing and account receivable (AR) systems.

Duration of Project: Two years and six months (Dec 1999 – June 2002)

Software/hardware used in engagement: IBM 3090, VS COBOL II, VSAM, CICS, DB2, JCL, SPUFI, QMF, Xpeditor, Vision, Panvalet, MAPR, PDM, TSO/ISPF, File-AID



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Andhra University
Visakhapatnam 
Andhra Pradesh, India
MTech (Master in Technology)  in Computer Science and Technology
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Andhra University 
Visakhapatnam
Andhra Pradesh, India
B.E (Bachelor in Engineering) in Mechanical Engineering
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		CICS, TSO, WINDOWS 95/NT/XP,DB2



		Hardware:

		IBM  3090, IBM PC, Cyber – 180



		Software:

		OS/VS COBOL, VS COBOL II, C, PASCAL, FORTRAN, Platinum, QMF, SPUFI, JCL, VSAM, Xpeditor, CICS, SmartTest, Viasoft, CA InterTest, Panvalet, Endevor, File-AID, SDF, InVision, Accelerator, Abend-AID, PDM, TSO/ISPF, ClientBuilder, MS Office, Log Analyzer



			REFERENCES



		

		Raju Alluri

1526 East Parham Road

Richmond, Virginia  23228

Telephone:  804.372.7258
Fax:  N/A  Email: RPAlluri@gmail.com



Pattabhi Ponugupati, Senior. Data Admin Analyst

8831 Park Central Drive, Richmond, Virginia

Telephone:  804.525.8354
Fax: N/A  Email: pponugupati@choosehmc.com



Satish Gontla, Applications Consultant

500 West Main Street, Louisville, Kentucky 40202

Telephone:  502.296.9795
Fax: N/A  Email: Sgontla@humana.com








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Sudhaker N. Kondury, PAHM

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Senior Programmer Analyst



		Summary



		With over 12 years of IT experience in the insurance and healthcare management fields, Mr. Kondury has developed expertise in analysis, design, modeling, development, implementation and testing of legacy and client/server applications and interfaces . He has played functional roles as business analyst, senior team leader, mapping developer and application programmer.  As Business Analyst, Senior, and Applications Development Analyst for Nevada MMIS, he has gained substantial experience with the Claims and Prior Authorization Subsystem and Reference Subsystems.  As Analyst, he developed and maintained point of sale applications and Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) transactions.  He has a solid nine years of MMIS IT experience that includes Claims Processing, EDI, Pharmacy, Provider, and Financial Subsystems.



		# of Years with Firm:

		9 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		July, 2003 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client contact:  Sandie.L.Ruybalid, Supervision Information Systems, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy; 1000 East William Street, Suite 102, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3710: sruybalid@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project:  Senior Programmer Analyst

Details of Project:  Using its core Relational Database Medicaid Management system, First Health Services modified the existing certified Virginia MMIS to the State of Nevada with an enhanced, certifiable, and completely automated system.  The new system provides enhanced healthcare management capabilities, and web interfaces.  Mr. Kondury has been involved in developmental stages of the project including CMS Certification, Enhancement of Claims, and Reference and Prior Authorization Subsystems. He played a key role in development projects, including National Provider Identifier and National Drug Code projects.

Duration of Project:  Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: CICS, COBOL, MVS, JCL, DB2 V 7, OS/390, Omegamon, VSAM, and Easytrieve



		February, 2002 to June, 2003



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client:  Internal
Client Contact: N/A
Role in Project: Senior Programmer Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Kondury developed point of sale programs for multiple First Health Services’ clients following specifications and standards.  He created test data for unit testing and performed extensive unit testing of each program to verify functionality.  His primary focus was claims and finance processing.

Duration of Project: 15 months (February 2002 – May 2003)

Software/hardware used in engagement: CICS, COBOL MVS, JCL, DB2 UDB, QA Hiperstation, OS/390, Omegamon, VSAM, Easytrieve



		December, 2001 to January, 2002



		Required Information:

Vendor: Vedic Soft Solutions
Client: Merck Medco

Client Contact: No longer available, 101 Paragon Drive, Montvale, New Jersey 07645

Role in Project: EDI Systems Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Kondury worked on converting Merck Medco enrollment system’s standard and client proprietary layouts to HIPAA ANSI X12 EDI 834 standard for the submission of the enrollment data to the covered entities. 

Duration of Project: 2 months (December 2001 – January 2002)

Software/hardware used in engagement: Mercator 5.0,CICS,JCL,COBOL, DB2,QA Hiperstation,OS/390



		October, 2000 to October, 2001



		Required Information:

Vendor: Indus Software Consultants
Client: Virginia Medicaid

Client Contact: 600 East Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia 23219

Role in Project: Systems Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Kondury exclusively worked on Pharmacy, Claims and Surveillance subsystems. SURS & CS-SURS: Developed various Online, Batch, Report and Conversion programs whose capabilities are validating the processing of claims, sampling of claims extracts and EOMB files, produces weekly and monthly status and summary reports based on the selection criteria of the requestor, generates the letter and mail EOMBS.

Duration of Project: 13 months (October 2000 – October 2001)

Software/hardware used in engagement: CICS, COBOL MVS, JCL, DB2 UDB, QA Hiperstation, OS/390, Omegamon, VSAM, Easytrieve.



		May, 1998 to September, 2000



		Required Information:

Vendor: Satyam Software Solutions
Client: Westfield Insurance

Client Contact: Contact person no longer available; One Park Circle, P.O. Box 5001, Westfield Center, Ohio 44251; 800. 243.0210

Role in Project: Lead Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Kondury led application system designs to provide rating information for commercial lines and provide reports weekly, fortnightly, monthly, quarterly, half yearly and annually.

Duration of Project: 28 months (May 1998 – May 2000)
Software/hardware used in engagement: Mercator 4.1, Oracle 7/8, DB2, JCL, CICS, COBOL, VSAM, Crystal Reports, PL/SQL, MS Access, SQL *Loader, Crystal Reports, Erwin, Solaris 2.6, Windows NT 4.0, OS/390



		EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Bachelor in Mechanical Engineering
Hyderabad
Andhra Pradesh, India
B.E
PAHM (Professional Academy For Health Care Management)

Certified in Databases

Certified in Informatica



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		CICS, TSO, Client Server, ISPF,DB2 V 7



		Hardware:

		IBM OS/390, Z/OS 



		Software:

		CICS, COBOL, DB2 V 7, VSAM, Mercator 4.1, Oracle 7/8, Crystal Reports, PL/SQL, MS Access, SQL *Loader, Crystal Reports, Erwin, Solaris 2.6, Windows NT 4.0, OS/390, Mercator 5.x



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Sandie.L.Ruybalid, Supervision Information Systems, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Suite 102
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3710
Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: sruybalid@dhcfp.nv.gov



Jared Davies, Business Analyst Claims/Reference/PA

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Suite 102
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3712
Fax: 775.684.3643  Email:  jdavis@dhcfp.nv.gov



Kathryn Kelly, Business Analyst Consultant
Coventry Healthcare

4240 Cox Road
 Glen Allen , Virginia  23060

Telephone: 804.965.6789
Fax:  804.965.7547   Email: kskelly@cvty.com








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Shanna L. Lira

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Claims Manager



		Summary



		Ms. Lira has four years of experience in the healthcare industry.  She began with First Health Services as a Customer Service Representative, was promoted to a lead position in Customer Services, and is now the Supervisor of the Department.  She has cross trained with the following departments:  Mail Room, Pend Resolution, and Data Entry.  She works closely with all departments in Operations as well as Health Care Management and Pharmacy.  Ms. Lira conducts training for direct reports in all aspects of the Operations including applications with MMIS, Point of Service, Outlook, and Customer Relationship Management (CRM).



		# of Years with Firm:

		4 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		March, 2006 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Marta Stagliano, Chief of Compliance; 1000 East William Street, Suite 102;  Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3623

Role in Project: Customer Service Supervisor

Details of Project: Ms. Lira supervises daily activities of the Claims/EDI Call Centers and Pended Claims Resolution.  Ms. Lira ensures that Service Level Agreement (SLA) and Quality Assurance scores are maintained.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: MMIS, Clear Claim Connection, Payerpath, FirstCRM™, FirstRemedy™, FirstDARS™, Outlook, Microsoft Office, Pharmacy Benefits System



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		James B. Castle High School
Kaneohe
Hawaii
High School Diploma

N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Marinello School of Cosmetology

Reno

Nevada

N/A

N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows, Citrix



		Hardware:

		MMIS, Pharmacy Benefits System



		Software:

		MS Office™, FirstCRM™



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Marti Cote, SSPS III

Supervisor, Physician Services

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Suite 102

Carson City, Nevada  89701

Telephone: 775.684.3748 

Fax:  775.697.3893  Email:  mcote@dhcfp.nv.gov



Tiffany Rice, MA II

Dental Program Analyst

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Suite 102

Carson City, Nevada  89701

Telephone: 775.684.3617

Fax: 775.697.3893  Email: Tiffany.Rice@dhcfp.nv.gov



Alexis Ulrich, Program Specialist I

Medicare TPL Program Specialist

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East. William Street, Suite 102

Carson City, Nevada  89701

Telephone: 775.684.3703

Fax: 775.697.3893  Email: Alexis.Ulrich@dhcfp.nv.gov








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Pamela J. Loomis, RN, BN, MS

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Manager, Medical Review



		Summary



		Ms. Loomis has over 17 years of experience with Nevada Medicaid, and has 29 years of experience in health care.  She has developed expertise in case management, prospective, concurrent and retrospective reviews for commercial plans and Medicaid, including retrospective claims reviews and appeals reviews.  For the last nine years, she has concurrently managed several Nevada Medicaid programs including the personal care services program, dental program, adult day healthcare program, pre-admission screening resident review program, level of care program, retrospective claims review, and claims appeal review.  Ms. Loomis assisted in the contract start-up for First Health Services and ensured quality and compliance with all programs.  Ms. Loomis has given and participated in training presentations for the Healthcare Management Division.  She has written proposals that were accepted by the State of Nevada for the purpose of cost savings on personal care service and dental programs.  Her commercial health insurance background includes the Federal Employee Program.



		# of Years with Firm:

		7 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		February, 2003 to Present





		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client contact:  Linda Bowman, Program Specialist, 1100 East Williams Street Suite 101 Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3757; lbowman@dhcfp.com

Role in Project: Health Services Manager

Details of Project: Ms. Loomis managed programs, prior authorizations, and staff for personal care services, dental, adult day health care, pre-admission screening and resident review, level of care, and retrospective medical review of claims.  She developed an access database to track all personal care service processes.  Ms. Loomis created semi-annual Preadmission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR)/Level of Care (LOC) reports.  She has developed presentations using PowerPoint to State of Nevada’s staff and has created training manuals for all lines of business.

Duration of Project:  Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement:  Microsoft Office, including PowerPoint; Magellan online prior authorization system, Medicaid Management Information System; telephone reporting system, data storage of documents, customer service environment.



		June, 2001 to February, 2003



		Required Information:

Vendor: Healthinsight  

Client:  Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact:  Client no longer available

Role in Project:  Supervisor Ancillary Services

Details of Project:  Ms. Loomis managed programs, prior authorizations, and staff for personal care services, home health care services, pharmacy services, and durable medical equipment. She developed a Notice of Decision process for large volume denials. 

Duration of Project:  19 months (June 2001 – February 2003)

Software/hardware used in engagement:  Microsoft Office and prior authorization systems



		September 1992 to June, 2001





		Required Information:

Vendor:  Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield 

Client:  Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact:  Carol Tilstra Supervisor Hospital OP Surgery, ADC, Special Clinical, ESRD and Therapies; 1100 East Williams Street Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701, 775.684.3693, ctilstra@dhcfp.com

Role in Project:  Managed Care Coordinator

Details of Project:  Ms. Loomis performed case management activities as well as prospective, concurrent and retrospective authorizations for service.  She provided retrospective reviews of both commercial and Nevada Medicaid claims, including appeals. 

Duration of Project: Eight years nine months (September 1992 – June 2001)

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, Anthem prior authorization, claims, and customer service software



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		College of St. Francis
Joliet
Illinois
MS Health Administration

N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		College of St. Francis 
Joliet
Illinois
BS Health Arts
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Marian College
Indianapolis
Indiana
Associate Degree Register Nurse
Registered Nurse



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Kapiolani Community College  
Honolulu
Hawaii
Licensed Practical Nurse
Xpeditor



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		IBM



		Software:

		MS Office, Nevada MMIS, OPAS, FirstDARS™, FirstCRM™



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Linda Bowman, Program Specialist DHCFP

1100 East William Street Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone:775.684.3757

Fax: 775.687.8724  Email:  lbowman@dhcfp.nv.gov



Kathy Stoner, Hearings Supervisor DHCFP

1100 East William Street Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3602

Fax:  775.684.3610  Email: kstoner@dhcfp.nv.gov



Laurie Jain, RN, PARR Coordinator 

1100 East William Street Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3754

Fax:	775.687.8724  Email:  ljain@dhcfp.nv.gov








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Leticia G. Mays

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Business/Rate Analyst, IT



		Summary



		Ms. Mays has five years of experience in the healthcare industry.  Her background includes experience with the Medicaid and Managed Care segments of the industry.  For the past five years, Ms. Mays has served as an Associate Business Analyst, involved with change management, reporting, and MMIS updates.  Prior to this role, she served on projects with emphasis on claims systems, especially in the Quality Assurance, Rates, and Finance areas.  Ms. Mays has served as Rates Analyst and as Finance Analyst for Operations and Associate Business Analyst, IT Department. 



		# of Years with Firm:

		5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		July, 2009 to Present





		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Colleen McLachlan, 1000 East Williams Street, Carson City, Nevada, 775.684.3730;  cmclach@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Business Analyst Consultant

Details of Project: Ms. Mays reviews state requests for system and operations changes and assigns to MMIS technical team members when needed, provides management reporting as requested, performs all rate updates, and completes other assigned system updates.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, PC, imaging and retrieval hardware/software, Medstat DSS, TSO, 1st SX, Remedy Change Manager, CICS, and MMIS.



		September, 2004 to July 2009

		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP 

Client Contact: Kathleen Henry, MA III, 1000 East Williams Street, Carson City, Nevada

Telephone: 772.684.3731
Fax: 775.687-3893 khenry@dhcfp.

Role in Project: Business Analyst Consultant

Details of Project: Ms. Mays reviewed state requests for system and operations changes and assigned to MMIS technical team members when needed, provided management reporting as requested, performed all rate updates, and completed other assigned system updates.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, PC, imaging and retrieval hardware/software, Medstat DSS, TSO, FirstRx™; Remedy Change Manager, CICS, and MMIS



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Truckee Meadows Community College
Reno
Nevada
Degree in Progress

N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		Microsoft Environment, Unix, CICS, TSO, Client Server



		Hardware:

		IBM, Motorola, HP, DEC, Dell



		Software:

		Various Microsoft Applications, Specialized Healthcare Databases, Lab, Pharmacy, Financial, Radiology, and HR Systems



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Colleen McLachlan, AA IV

1000 East. Williams Street

Carson City, Nevada
Telephone: 775.684.3730
Fax: 775.687.3893  Email: cmclach@dhcfp.nv.gov



Kathleen Henry, MA III

1000 East Williams Street
Carson City, Nevada

Telephone: 772.684.3731
Fax: 775.687.3893  Email: khenry@dhcfp.nv.gov



Barbara Twitchell, College Advisor

5270 Neil Road

Reno, Nevada

Telephone: 775.829.9010
Fax:  775.824.8623  Email:  775.824.8623








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Karen A. Miller

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Business Analyst, IT



		Summary



		Ms. Miller has 20 years experience in the healthcare industry.  Her extensive background includes experience with the Medicaid, Managed Care, hospital, and medical insurance segments of the industry.  For the past three years, Ms. Miller has served as a Business Analyst Consultant, intensely involved with change management issues and MMIS updates.  Prior to this, she served in a variety of roles with emphasis on claims systems, especially electronic claims submission, and managed care programs.  Ms. Miller has held the position of IT Director for various hospital organizations and Business Analyst for Nevada’s Medicaid fiscal agent operation.



		# of Years with Firm:

		3 Years 



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		April, 2007 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Mel Rosenberg, IT Chief, State of Nevada, Health and Human Services, 1100 East William Street, Suite 200, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3736;  775.684.3643; mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Business Analyst Consultant

Details of Project: Ms. Miller reviews state requests for system and operations changes and assigns to MMIS technical team members, provides management reporting, and completes assigned system updates.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, PC, imaging and retrieval hardware/software, Medstat DSS, TSO, FirstRx™, Remedy Change Manager, CICS, and MMIS



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		University of Redlands
Woodland Hills
California
BS
CMCE, PAHM (Professional Academy For Health Care Management)



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Truckee Meadows Community College 
Reno
Nevada
N/A
Cisco



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		Microsoft Environment, Unix, CICS, TSO, Client Server



		Hardware:

		IBM, Motorola, HP, DEC, Dell



		Software:

		Various Microsoft Applications, Specialized Healthcare Databases, Lab, Pharmacy, Financial, Radiology, and HR Systems



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Mel Rosenberg, IT Chief

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1100 East William Street, Suite 200

Carson City, Nevada 89701

Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov



Colleen Mclachlan, Administrative Assistant

Nevada Health and Human Services

1100 East William Street, Suite 200

Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3730

Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: cmclach@dhcfp.nv.gov



Sandie.L.Ruybalid, Supervision Information Systems

State of Nevada Health and Human Services

1000 East William Street, Suite 200

Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3710

Fax:  775.684.3643  Email: sruybalid@dhcfp.nv.gov








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Christina Montroy

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Technical Writer



		Summary



		Ms. Montroy has over six years experience writing and producing communications in the healthcare field.  Ms. Montroy has over 20 years experience as a writer, editor, and proofreader.  Currently, Ms. Montroy is responsible for producing communications that are distributed to Nevada Medicaid providers and recipients.  Her duties include producing newsletters, web announcements, remittance advice messages, letters, memos, faxes, email messages, forms, and provider training material.  She works closely with State Medicaid staff and First Health Services’ subject matter experts to develop clear, concise communications to ensure that Medicaid providers understand billing instructions and policy changes, and that recipients are informed of the Medicaid Managed Care and Pharmacy programs.



		# of Years with Firm:

		6 Years, 2 Months



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		February, 2004 to Present





		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation 

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Marta Stagliano, Chief of Compliance, DHCFP, 1100 East William St., Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701, 775.684.3623; Marta.Stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Communication Specialist

Details of Project: Ms. Montroy is responsible for producing communications that are distributed to Nevada Medicaid providers and recipients. 

Duration of Project: Current and ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Word, Excel, Remedy Manager, MMIS, FirstDARS™, Outlook



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		California State University, Fullerton

Fullerton

California

Bachelor of Arts (BA) in English
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		Dell



		Software:

		Microsoft Word, Excel, Remedy Manager, MMIS, FirstDARS™, Outlook



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Mel Rosenberg, IT Chief, MMIS

Department of Health Care Finance and Policy

1000 East William Street., Suite. 101

Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3736
Fax:  775.684.3772  Email: mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov



Marta Stagliano, Chief of Compliance, DHCFP

1100 East William Street, Suite. 101
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3623
Fax: 775.684.3772  Email: Marta.Stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov



Marti Cote, Supervisor, Physicians Services, DHCFP

1100 East William Street., Suite. 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3748
Fax: 775.684.3772  Email: mcote@dhcfp.nv.gov 








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Santhosh K. Nair

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		IT Manager



		Summary



		Mr. Nair has over 11 years of experience in the healthcare industry.  His expertise includes experience with the Medicaid, Medicare, and Managed Care.  For the past two years, Mr. Nair has served as Team Lead of claims and finance subsystems of Nevada MMIS, managing the systems maintenance.  Prior to this, he served in a variety of roles with emphasis on developing and maintaining Medicaid claims processing, clinical claim editing and Medicare data warehousing.  He was also a member of the Development and Implementation Teams for the Virginia and Nevada State MMIS.



		# of Years with Firm:

		8 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		April, 2008 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Mel Rosenberg, IT Chief, MMIS, Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy, 1000 East William Street, Suite 101, Carson City Nevada 8970; 775.784.3736; mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Team Lead, Claims & Finance, Nevada MMIS

Details of Project: Mr. Nair manages Claims and Finance subsystems enhancements and maintenance to comply with HIPAA and State policies. These systems run on mainframe and interfaces with (Electronic Data Interchange) EDI, Health Care Management (HCM), Pharmacy and Claims Imaging, running on a host of other platforms over secured networks.  These systems adjudicate and make payments for about 500,000 claims in a month meeting all service level agreements.  His accomplishments include leading the project to integrate ClaimCheck® a clinical claims editor solution with MMIS which is saving the State of Nevada over $400,000/month enforcing correct claims coding.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: IBM Z/OS, CICS, TSO, COBOL, DB2,Microsoft Office, PC, Remedy



		June, 2005 to March, 2008



		Required Information:

Vendor: Computer Sciences Corporation
Client: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)

Client Contact: Riyaz Momi, 804.714.4979; Momin.riyaz@gmail.com

Role in Project: Technical Design Consultant

Details of Project: Mr. Nair developed and maintained a data warehouse solution for the Medicare Advantage and Rx (MARx) using ETL tool Informatica and reporting platform on Microstrategy. This warehouse analyzes and provides valuable business intelligence on payments to over 40 million Medicare Advantage recipients.

Duration of Project: 3 Years 

Software/hardware used in engagement: IBM Z/OS, CICS, TSO, COBOL,DB2,Informatica, Microstrategy, Microsoft Office, PC



		February, 1999 to June, 2005



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health  Services Corporation

Client: States of Virginia, Alaska, and Nevada DHCFP,

Client Contact: Mel Rosenberg, IT Chief, MMIS, Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy, 1000 East William Street, Suite 101, Carson City Nevada 8970; 775.784.3736; mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Development Team Lead, Claims History Processing

Details of Project: Mr. Nair designed, developed, quality tested and implemented all claims history related processing in MMIS which included service limit policy enforcements, contraindicated auditing, duplicate checking and Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem (SURS) service limit auditing.  He was also responsible for performance tuning, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) compliance so that the system meets service level agreements for the States of Virginia, Nevada and Alaska. 

Duration of Project: Six years

Software/hardware used in engagement: IBM Z/OS, CICS, TSO, COBOL, DB2



		EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		University Of Kerala
Trivandrum
Kerala, India
Master Of Computer Applications
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		University Of Kerala
Trivandrum
Kerala, India
Bachelor Of Science (Physics)
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		Z/OS, CICS, TSO, COBOL,DB2, IMS



		Hardware:

		IBM, PC



		Software:

		Informatica ,Microstrategy, Microsoft Office, PC, Remedy



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Sandie L. Ruybalid, BPA III, Supervisor, Information Systems

Medicaid Management Information System

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1100 East William Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3710 

Fax: 775.684.3643  Email:  sruybalid@dhcfp.nv.gov



Riyaz Momin

Technical Consultant at CGI

CMS MARx Project

Telephone: 804.714.4979  Email: momin.riyaz@gmail.com



Kathy Kelly

Business Analyst

Coventry Healthcare

Telephone: 804.965.6789  Email: kathrynkelly@cvty.com








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Angela B. Overbey

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Programmer Analyst



		Summary



		Ms. Overbey has worked in Medicaid system support for three years with First Health Services.  Her extensive IT background includes skills developed in the retail and banking industries.  Her expertise is varied within mainframe and relational databases systems. 

While at First Health Services, she has developed Payment Error Rate Measurement (PERM) Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) reporting process and supported the National Drug Code (NDC) and National Provider Identifier (NPI) development.  She is currently assigned to production support and recycles processing.  She has supported the claims subsystem in development and testing as well as the Provider/Procedure Rate processing.

In previous positions, Ms. Overbey has had responsibility as Team Lead in projects where she developed DB2 databases and associated system.  This system interfaced with Electronic Data Interface (EDI) requiring knowledge of EDI formats and processes.  She has supported a product test reporting system which interfaced with EDI, faxing, imaging, and printing. 



		# of Years with Firm:

		3 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		November, 2006 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation 

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Eric Wilson, Management Analyst III

1100 East William Street Suite 119. Carson City, Nevada  89701; 775.398 6715; Eric.Wilson@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Applications Development Analyst

Details of Project:  Ms. Overbey developed the PERM process within the claims subsystem.  PERM is a federally mandated reporting requirement for state Medicaid systems. Within this project, Ms. Overbey acted as liaison with state analysts to finalize project requirements. She also managed two developers, scheduled tasks, supplied program specifications, reviewed test results, and scheduled status meetings. She served as technical liaison with CMS contract organizations to submit PERM reporting.  She met project requirements and deadlines and documented the PERM processing procedure.  Ms. Overbey modified claims inquiry (Customer Information Control System) CICS screens and programs to display National Provider Identifier.  She contributed to the development of batch process for NDC and developed the CICS program for inquiry of claim NDC data.

Duration of Project:  Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: MS Office Work/Excel/Outlook, COBOL, CICS, DB2, Mainframe.



		November, 2004 to September, 2006



		Required Information:

Vendor: Core Consulting Inc.

Client: Capital One

Client Contact: Linda Ringwood, Customer Relationship Manager, Federal Reserve, 701 East. Byrd Street, Richmond, Virginia  23219;

804.697.3663; Linda.Ringwood@frit.frb.org

Role in Project: Consultant

Details of Project:  As Business Analyst, Ms. Overbey developed IT Risks quality assurance reports for upper management. She acted as liaison between the IT Risk Office analysts and IT Risk department development team. She documented quality assurance report specifications in order to automate report process. As a Developer, she supported migration of multiple ORACLE databases.  

Documented and verified updates to Disaster Recovery Process.

Reviewed application changes for quality assurance prior to installation.

Duration of Project: Multiple projects within contract period

Software/hardware used in engagement: Oracle, DB2, TSO, MS Office Work/Excel/Outlook, COBOL, CICS, DB2, Mainframe



		March, 2003 to November, 2004



		Required Information:

Vendor: FirstPlace 

Client: Wachovia Securities (currently Wells Fargo Consultants)

Client Contact: Andrew Cary Hall 

Role in Project: Consultant

Details of Project: As business analyst, Ms. Overbey supported the Sarbanes-Oxley Financial and Accounting Disclosure Information project. She researched the existing security access and established new security access upon client request. She acted as liaison between client and security installation team and developed and documented processes for client management of security. As a Developer, she supported the Wachovia Security Exchange Commission and the Prudential Investments Merger Project.  She maintained Fee Billing and Performance Reporting systems application.  She also created ad-hoc reporting to the business client.

Duration of Project: Multiple projects in contract period.

Software/hardware used in engagement: MS Office Work/Excel/Outlook, COBOL, CICS, DB2, Mainframe



		October, 1995 to November, 2002



		Required Information:

Vendor: Reynolds Metals Company/Alcoa

Client: N/A Client Contact: N/A

Role in Project: Communications Consultant

Details of Project: Ms. Overbey performed duties as system analyst and administrator for EDI Metal Test Reporting system.  She developed vendor data definition requirements and test plan.

She communicated requirements and test plan with external vendor.

Ms. Overbey also coordinated projects to develop vendor transactions and a project to develop an imaging process developed by an external vendor. She managed and executed conversion of Metal Test Reporting to external database. 

Duration of Project: multiple projects/employee rather than contractor

Software/hardware used in engagement: MS Office Work/Excel/Outlook, COBOL, CICS, DB2, Mainframe, EDI



		October, 1992 to October, 1995



		Required Information:

Vendor: Time-Life Customer Service 

Client: N/A

Client Contact: N/A

Role in Project: Systems Analyst

Details of Project: Ms. Overbey led meetings to gather client requirements to address IT response to client needs.

Coordinated projects in response to client requirements determined in issues meetings.  She led projects to develop mailing and marketing applications.  She managed two consultants on project team to deliver application projects.  

Duration of Project: multiple projects/employee rather than contractor

Software/hardware used in engagement: MS Office Work/Excel/Outlook, COBOL, CICS, DB2, Mainframe



		August, 1984 to October, 1992



		Required Information:

Vendor: Best Products Company, Inc. 

Client: N/A

Client Contact: N/A

Role in Project: Systems Analyst

Details of Project: Ms. Overbey designed and developed DB2 databases and systems.  She led File Maintenance team for support of Pricing Master file.  She converted human resources data of three acquired companies.  She developed new systems using System Development Methodology which included documentation of all stages of project development.  She also led new development projects such as item pricing, shipment tracking, and payroll time reporting to successful completion. Ms. Overbey also managed up to five developers to produce effective systems per client requirements.

Duration of Project: multiple projects/employee rather than contractor

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL, CICS, DB2, Mainframe



		November, 1983 to August, 1984



		Required Information:

Vendor: Blue Cross Blue Shield of Virginia

Client: N/A

Client Contact: N/A

Role in Project: Application Programmer

Details of Project: Ms. Overbey supported the membership system project; detailed analysis, design and coding.  

Duration of Project: 10 months

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL, CICS, DB2, Mainframe



		July, 1980 to November, 1983



		Required Information:

Vendor: Southern States Cooperative, Inc.

Client: N/A

Client Contact: N/A

Role in Project: Senior Programmer Analyst

Details of Project: Demonstrated ability to work independently and as a team member to develop applications.

Served as team client liaison during team manager’s extended absence to ensure client satisfaction.

Increased skills by continuing education to meet job expectations.

Duration of Project: multiple projects/employee rather than contractor

Software/hardware used in engagement: Assembler, COBOL, CICS, Quikjob, Mainframe, JCL



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		The College of William and Mary

Williamsburg

Virginia

BA

N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		Mainframe IBM  



		Hardware:

		IBM



		Software:

		MS Office Excel/Word/Outlook, COBOL, CICS, DB2, Easytrieve, Princeton Soft Tech



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Andrew Cary Hall, Business Consultant 5

Wells Fargo Consultants

3829-3855 Gaskins Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23233

Telephone: 804.398.6648

Fax: 804.398.6664  Email:  Andrew.Hall2@wfadvisors.com



Linda Ringwood, Customer Relationship Manager 

Federal Reserve

701 East Byrd Street
Richmond, Virginia  23219 

Telephone:  804. 697.3663

Fax:  804.697.7730 	 Email:  Linda.Ringwood@frit.frb.org



Eric Wilson, Management Analyst III

1100 East William Street ,Suite 119
Carson City, Nevada  89701

Telephone: 775.398.6715

Fax: 775.684.3773 	Email: Eric.Wilson@dhcfp.nv.gov







PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Umakanth Pandurangaiah, PMP

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Director, IT and Takeover Systems Manager



		Summary



		Mr. Pandurangaiah has over 20 years of experience in the IT industry, with the last 11 years focused on Medicare and Medicaid industry.  His expertise includes experience with the Medicaid, Medicare, Managed Care, hospital, and medical segments of the industry.  For the past three years, Mr. Pandurangaiah has served as a Nevada Systems Manager, intensely involved in the complete management and oversight of the current Nevada MMIS system.  Prior to this, he served as the Project Director for the Virginia MMIS NPI Remediation project for two years. He has also served in a variety of roles with emphasis on MMIS systems development, implementation and full lifecycle testing including large scale regression testing for the Medicare systems at Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS).  He has extensive experience with electronic claims submission and managed care programs.   



		# of Years with Firm:

		5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		March, 2007 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation 
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Mel Rosenberg, IT Chief, MMIS, Department of Health and Human Resources, Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy, 1100 East William Street, Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701;775.684.3736; mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Systems Manager

Details of Project: Responsible for full management and oversight of the Nevada MMIS systems, IT operations and software development and maintenance.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: IBM Mainframe Zos, IBM DB2, COBOL, CICS, JCL, Oracle, PowerBuilder, JAVA



		September, 2005 to February, 2007



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Virginia  Department of Medical Assistance Services

Client Contact: Sylvia Hart, IT Director, 600 East. Broad Street, Suite 1200, Richmond, Virginia 23219; 804.371.6369, Sylvia.Hart@DMAS.virginia.gov

Role in Project: Project Manager/Director

Details of Project: Virginia MMIS NPI Implementation Project.

Duration of Project: 17 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: IBM Mainframe Zos, IBM DB2, COBOL, CICS, JCL, Oracle, PowerBuilder, JAVA



		September, 2004 to August, 2005



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Virginia DMAS

Client Contact: Sylvia Hart, IT Director, Sylvia Hart, IT Director, 600 East Broad Street. Suite 1200, Richmond, Virginia 23219  804.371.6369; Sylvia.Hart@DMAS.virginia.gov

Role in Project: Release Manager 

Details of Project: Virginia MMIS NPI Implementation Project.

Duration of Project: 12 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: IBM Mainframe Zos, IBM DB2, COBOL, CICS, JCL, Oracle, PowerBuilder, JAVA



		February, 1999 to August, 2004



		Required Information:

Vendor: Seta Corporation
Client: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services

Client Contact: Scott Mueller, Contract Project Director, OIS, and DSTT; 410.786.0480; scott.mueller@cms.hhs.gov

Role in Project: Regression Testing Manager 

Details of Project: CMS – Independent Testing Contract for CMS Medicare Claims Processing Systems.

Duration of Project: Five and Half Years. 

Software/hardware used in engagement: IBM Mainframe Zos, IBM DB2, COBOL, CICS, JCL, Oracle, PowerBuilder, JAVA



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Dr. Ambedkar Institute of Technology, Bangalore University

Bangalore
Karnataka, India

Bachelor of Engineering in Electronics

N/A



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Project Management Institute

Newtown Square

Pennsylvania

N/A

Project Management Professional 



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Scrum Alliance, Inc.

Indianapolis
Indiana

N/A

Certified Scrum Master



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		CICS, TSO, Client Server



		Hardware:

		IBM System Z



		Software:

		MS Office, MS Project, PIV, COBOL, JCL, CICS, JAVA



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Michael Holdren, Vice President - IT  

Coventry Health Care

Telephone: 804.217.7395
Fax:  804.527.6849  Email:  MichaelHoldren@cvty.com



Frank G. Guinan, PMP, Program Manager

Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services

Telephone: 804.371.6453

Fax: 804.786.8992  Email: Frank.Guinan@dmas.virginia.gov



David Mix, HIT/MITA Program Manager

Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services

Telephone: 804.225.4800
Fax: 804.786.8992  Email: david.mix@dmas.virginia.gov








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Donna M. Perkins

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Director, Nevada MMIS Operations and Acting Training Manager



		Summary



		Ms. Perkins has over 30 years in the healthcare industry.  In her current role, she manages nine departments in the Nevada MMIS location.  These include the Provider Call Center, Data Entry, Mail Room, Appeals Department, Provider Training, Provider Communications, Provider Audit, and Provider Enrollment.  In this role, Ms. Perkins has developed strong relationships with key personnel with Division of Health Care Financing and Policy.  Moreover, during her tenure in this position all Service Level Agreements has been met or exceeded.



		# of Years with Firm:

		5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		June, 2005 to present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact:  Coleen Lawrence, Chief of Programs, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy; 1000 East. William Street, Suite 102, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.687.8226; 
coleenl@dhcfp.nv.gov.

Role in Project:  Manager, Operations

Details of Project: Ms. Perkins is responsible for the day to day operations of the contract in the Reno office.  She oversees 40 full time employees for the project and ensures that Nevada state policy and procedures are followed.  Her in-depth understanding of the MMIS has proven invaluable.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Role in Project:  Ms. Perkins maintains operations that support the state defined guidelines and ensures state policy is upheld.

Details of Project:  Ms. Perkins role includes, but is not limited to, direct oversight of the management team that directly supervises the call center, appeals, provider enrollment, data entry, communications and training.

Duration of Project:  4 years and 9 months

Software/hardware used in engagement:  MMIS, FirstCRM™, Microsoft Office, PC, FirstDARS™, FirstRX™



		July, 1999 to August, 2003



		Required Information:

Vendor: Neighborhood Health Plan  Client: State of Massachusetts (Medicaid MCO)

Client Contact:  Suzanne Peterson, 100 Summer Street; Boston, Massachusetts; 800.433.5556; suzanne.peterson@nhp.org

Role in Project: Senior Contract Manager 

Details of Project: Ms. Perkins managed contract to expand the MCO in the northern Massachusetts to ensure gaps of provider coverage were filled to meet the requirements of the contract.

Duration of Project:  One ear ( May, 2004 to June, 2005)

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Palm Beach Community College
Lake Worth 
Florida
Business
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Palm Beach Atlantic College 
West Palm Beach
Florida
Business Administration
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		MMIS System, PC



		Software:

		MS Office, FirstCRM™, Microsoft Office, PC, DARS, FirstRX



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Coleen Lawrence , Chief of Programs

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Suite 102
Carson City, Nevada 89701
Telephone: 775.683744

Fax: 775.684.3710  Email: Coleenl@dhcfp.nv.gov



Marta Stagliano, Chief of Compliance

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy
1000 East William Street, Suite 102
Carson City, Nevada 89701; 

Telephone: 775.684.3623

Fax: 775.684.3772   Email:  marta.stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov



Nova Peek, Social Services Chief , Nevada Check Up

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street., Suite 102

Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3756

Fax: 775.684.8792  Email: Nova.Peek@dhcfp.state.nv.gov








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		|X| Prime Contractor	

		|_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Steven L. Phillips, MD, CMD

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Nevada Medical Director



		Summary



		Dr. Phillips has over 20 years experience in the field of geriatric medicine with expertise in care coordination and chronic illness management.  He has worked on Federal, State and Local initiatives to design and implement care delivery models.  His experience includes serving as Medical Director for a demonstration throughout Nevada on the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS) Social Health Care Management HMO.  Dr. Philips is also responsible for the creation and implementation of the Geriatric Resource Team through the University of Nevada School of Medicine.  Since 2002, Dr. Phillips has served as a member of the Geriatric Measurement Advisory Panel for the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA).  Further, he has served as a Board of Trustee for HealthInsight, the Nevada QIO, and is a board member for the American Academy of Home Care Physicians (AAHCP).



		# of Years with Firm:

		5 Months



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		November, 2009 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP
Client Contact:  Chuck Duarte, Administrator, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy; 1100 East Williams Street, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3677; cduarte@dgcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Medical Director

Details of Project:  As the senior clinical member of the First Health Services Nevada management team, Dr. Phillips has been involved with the development and implementation of the revised assessment process for the statewide Personal Care Services (PCS) program.  The PCS program was successfully launched on March 1, 2010, with a quality improvement component for the monitoring of outcomes. Additional activities include serving as Chairman of the Clinical Steering Committees for Health Care Management, Behavioral Health and PCS programs.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		January,2004
to December, 2009



		Required Information:

Vendor: N/A
Client: Rosewood Rehabilitation

Client Contact: Thomas W. Morton.  Reno, Nevada,  2045 Silverada Boulevard, Reno, Nevada 89512; 775.359.3161; @rosewoodreno.com

Role in Project: Medical Director

Details of Project: Dr. Phillips served as the Medical Director with responsibilities that included clinical care provision, provider education, and is a member of Utilization Management/Quality Improvement Committee.

Duration of Project: Dr. Phillips was the Medical Director at Rosewood until January 2010 and continues to see patients and serve on the Utilization Management/Quality Improvement Committee.

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		November,1996 to December, 2007



		Required Information:

Vendor: N/A 
Client: Sierra Health and Life

Client Contact: Bonnie Hillegass, RN, MPH, 2720 North Tenaya Way, Las Vegas, Nevada 89128; 702.242.7000; hillegass@cox.net 
Role in Project: Medical Director, Social HMO Demonstration

Details of Project: Dr. Phillips was a member of the Senior Management Team that developed, implemented and operationalized the second generation Social HMO demonstration project under CMS guidelines within the State of Nevada.  This required the creation of clinical guidelines, training workshops, and materials for over 300 providers.  In addition a quality improvement component was developed with quarterly reporting to the Federal government.  Dr. Phillips presented updates periodically to Congressional hearings in Washington. D.C. throughout the demonstration.

Duration of Project: 11 years (November 1996 to December 2007)

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Universidad de Monterrey
Monterrey
Mexico
MD
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		California State University, Chico 
Chico
California
BA in Biology
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		PC



		Software:

		Microsoft Office



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Bonnie Hillegass, RN, MPH (Retired)

Las Vegas, Nevada

Telephone: 702.324.9280 
Fax: 702.242.1532  Email: hillegass@cox.net      



Thomas W. Morton

Rosewood Rehabilitation

2045 Silverada Boulevard

Reno, Nevada 89512

Telephone: 775.359.3161
Fax: 775.331.2878  Email: tmorton@rosewoodreno.com



Michael Girard

Circle of Life Hospice

1575 Delucchi Lane

Reno, Nevada 89502

Telephone: 775.827.2298
Fax:  775.824.3860  Email: mike@colhospice.com








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Annette M. Piccirilli, MSW, LCSW

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Behavioral Health Specialist



		Summary



		Ms. Piccirilli is well versed in the area of medical necessity, levels of care and the interplay between these and specific diagnoses and State Policy; Nevada MSM Chapter 400.  She has well established relationships with Behavioral Health Providers throughout the State of Nevada.  For about the past two years Ms. Piccirilli has served as the Provider Relations Behavioral Health Supervisor and in this role has provided extensive trainings and guidance to the provider community at a time when the State of Nevada implemented major policy changes for behavioral health.  She has developed training materials and conducted large group and individual trainings for providers.  Ms. Piccirilli has been involved with analysis of Prior Authorization (PA) data and utilization trends.  Ms. Piccirilli has almost 20 years as a mental health professional.  She is a licensed clinical social worker (LCSW) and as such, her expertise includes the diagnosis and treatment and of adults and children with chronic and acute mental health issues, systems of care and best practice and evidence based practice models along with extensive knowledge of community resources and providers.



		# of Years with Firm:

		1.5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		June, 2008 to Present

		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client contact: Brandi Johnson, Supervisor, Behavioral Health

Carson City, 1100 East William Street, Suite 10, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3611; Brandi.Johnson@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Supervisor, Provider Relations Behavioral Health

Details of Project:  Ms. Piccirilli provides statewide Behavioral Health expertise, consultation, and support for the Mental Health Rehabilitation utilization management (UM) program.  She serves as the primary point of contact for all providers including public agencies.  She conducts clinical training based upon provider requests, PA data trends, and changes in policy throughout the State.  She assists with monthly UM program analysis and recommendations with emphasis on rehabilitative mental health services.  Further, Ms. Piccirilli participates in monthly provider meetings and assists providers with PA and claims issues as needed. 

Duration of Project:  Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: PC, Microsoft Office



		March, 2007 to June, 2008



		Required Information: 

Vendor: West Hills Hospital, 1240 East Ninth Street Reno, Nevada 89512

Client:  N/A
Client Contact:  N/A

Role in Project:  Director of Social Services

Details of Project: Ms. Piccirilli directed, supervised, and managed Clinical Staff on Adult Acute Unit, Child and Adolescent Unit, Chemical Dependency (CD) Unit, and Recreational Therapy Staff. She performed the Quality Assurance (QA)/Quality Improvement (QI) audits and plan. Ms. Piccirilli also developed clinical programming for and launched new CD, wrote and updated policy and procedures for Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JACHO) review and accreditation, evaluated and implemented clinical programming, provided clinical supervision to staff and direct service as required for patients.  Ms. Piccirilli was internally promoted to this supervisory position.

Duration of Project:  Ms. Piccirilli was in this position for one year and three months. 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		July, 2003 to March, 2007

		Required Information: 

Vendor: West Hills Hospital, 1240 East Ninth Street Reno, Nevada 89512

Client:  N/A
Client Contact:  N/A

Role in Project: Clinical Evaluator

Details of Project: Ms. Piccirilli provided emergency mental health evaluation services for adults, adolescents, and youth in crisis who were experiencing a myriad of symptoms, often with multiple diagnoses and who were suicidal.  If a patient was admitted, she requested prior authorization from the insurance carrier and provided the clinical documentation for medical necessity. If patient was not admitted to programming at the facility, she provided resources for appropriate follow up. 

Duration of Project:  Ms. Piccirilli was in this position for four years.

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		April, 2002 to January, 2003

		Required Information: 

Vendor: West Maple Star, Nevada, 900 West First Street, Reno, Nevada 89505
Client:  N/A
Client Contact:  N/A

Role in Project: Manager, Level III Group Home

Management of group home staff (professional and paraprofessional), which included HR, training and licensing requirements, monthly financial reports and census data.  Developed behavioral program and provided therapeutic services. 

Duration of Project:  Ms. Piccirilli was in this position for 8 months.

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		October, 1998 to December, 2000

		Required Information: 

Vendor: Senior Bridges at Northern Nevada Medical Center, 2375 East Prater Way, Sparks, Nevada 89434,  775.331-7000

Client:  N/A
Client Contact:  N/A

Role in Project:  Per-Diem Social Worker and Case Manager

Details of Project: Ms. Piccirilli provided case management services, information and referral for family members as well as facilitated treatment team meetings and discharge planning.

Duration of Project:  Ms. Piccirilli was in this position for two years.

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		October, 1997 to December, 1998

		Required Information: 

Vendor: State of Nevada Division of Child and Family Services 2655 Enterprise, Reno, Nevada 89512

Client:  N/A
Client Contact:  N/A

Role in Project:  Outpatient Mental Health Therapist

Details of Project:  Ms. Piccirilli provided individual, group and family therapy services.  In addition, she designed a curriculum for an anger management group and a suicide risk assessment tool.

Duration of Project:  Ms. Piccirilli was in this position for one year.

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		October, 1995 to October, 1997

		Required Information: 

Senior Bridges at Northern Nevada Medical Center, 2375 East Prater Way, Sparks, Nevada 89434,775.331.7000

Client:  N/A
Client Contact:  N/A

Role in Project:  Community Relations Manager

Ms. Piccirilli developed and implemented annual and quarterly marketing plans for identified target market categories.  She was responsible for annual marketing budget, development, and updating of marketing materials.  She analyzed statistical data for marketing expenditures and comparison with referral source activity.  She also organized trainings, in-services, luncheons, and recreational programs for professionals and paraprofessional referral sources.  In addition, she wrote articles for publication regarding mental health issues.



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		San Diego State University
San Diego
California
MSW
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		State University of New York at Geneseo
Geneseo
New York
BA in Psychology and Sociology
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		PC



		Software:

		Microsoft Office



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Brandi Johnson, Supervisor, Behavioral Health

DHCFP, Behavioral Health Supervisor

Telephone: 775.684.3611

Fax: 775.684.3762  Email: Brandi.johnson@dhcfp.nv.gov


Dory LeClair Lippert, LCSW

Telephone: 775.742.0912 

Fax: 775.322.4212  Email: Doryleclair@charter.net



Arthur Prior, RN

Telephone: 775.770.7950

Fax: 775.770.7960  Email: Arthur.prior@chw.edu










PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Jason Pottipadu

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Senior Programmer Analyst



		Summary



		Mr. Pottipadu has over 12.5 years of experience in health care, auto insurance, merchant payment process, merchant fraud reporting and telecom billing industries.  His expertise includes 5.75 years of health care experience in claims payment processing, budget processing, recipient eligibility verification and updating provider rates for Nevada MMIS, Virginia MMIS, and Alaska MMIS.  For the past three years, Mr. Pottipadu has served as a Senior Application Developer in maintaining and developing Nevada MMIS budget processing, payment processing, provider 1099 processing, and weekly balancing of expenditures for the Financial Subsystem.  Prior to this, he was a member of the implementation team for the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) project for Nevada MMIS, National Provider Identifier (NPI) development project for Virginia MMIS, and Alaska MMIS development project.  He is responsible for the annual fiscal year budget upload, creating provider 1099 files for IRS and enhancements to the Financial Subsystem.  



		# of Years with Firm:

		6 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		April, 2007 to Present 





		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact:  Mel Rosenberg IS Manager, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy, 1100 East, Williams Street, Carson City, Nevada. 89701; 775.684.3736, mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project:  Maintenance and development of Financial Subsystem.

Details of Project: Mr. Pottipadu writes technical specifications from the business requirements and performs coding and testing to meet the client requirements.  He performs budget upload and processes 1099’s for providers annually.  He designed a process for the ARRA project to credit the monies back to the State’s fund for all voided claims and adjustments that are originally paid before September 2009. He also developed a reversal process to correct the online financial transaction errors before the weekly finance cycle run.  Additionally, Mr. Pottipadu developed a batch process to correct the expenditures and provider 1099 amounts for National Drug Code (NDC) providers.  He resolves and fixes all the production issues from the Financial Subsystem. He performs system test reviews and balances expenditures for each test run. He works closely with State Accounting Department for budget updates and object code mapping.  

Duration of Project:  Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, MVS/ESA, VS-COBOL II, JCL, TSO/ISPF, OS/390, OS/2, COBOL-II, VSAM, DB2, CICS, JCL, TSQ, DCLGEN, SmartTest, SYNCSORT, Endevor, File-AID, Easytrieve, SPUFI, QMF, SDSF, BMS, Princeton, Abend-AID, JHS, IDCAMS, IEBGENER, TSO



		January, 2006 to March, 2007



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Virginia MMIS

Client Contact: Sylvia Hart, Director DMAS of Virginia,  

600 East Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia 23219; 804.371.6369; 

Sylvia.Hart@dmas.virginia.gov

Role in Project: Senior Programmer Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Pottipadu worked in Recipient and Provider Subsystems and developed new online screens and reports based on the client requirements.  He performed programming changes and system testing for the National Provider Identifier (NPI) project.  He created a process to send recipient ID cards automatically when the eligibility changes for a recipient.  He performed Diagnosis Related Group (DRG) rate updates for Virginia providers.  Additionally, Mr. Pottipadu performed on call production support.  Using the Project In Vision tool, he performed defect tracking and resolved issues.  He also performed system testing using the TestTraxx tool and updated the system documentation using the DocuTraxx tool.

Duration of Project: 15 months (January 2006 – March 2007)

Software/hardware used in engagement: MVS/ESA, VS-COBOL II, JCL, TSO/ISPF, OS/390, OS/2, COBOL II, VSAM, DB2, CICS, JCL, TSQ, DCLGEN, SmartTest, SYNCSORT, Endevor, File-AID, Easytrieve, SPUFI, QMF, SDSF, BMS, Princeton, Abend-AID, JHS, IDCAMS, IEBGENER, Microsoft Office



		June, 2004 to January, 2006

		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Alaska MMIS

Client Contact: William Streur, Deputy Commissioner, Department Health and Social Services, 4001 Business Park Boulevard, Suite 24, Anchorage, Alaska 99503; 907.361/1684;William_streur@alaska.ak.us

Role in Project: Senior Programmer Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Pottipadu worked as programmer in Finance and Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) Subsystems. He developed new batch programs, online programs, new Customer Information Control System (CICS) screens, created batch jobs, and stored procedures based on the client requirements. He also performed system testing using the TestTraxx tool, performed defect tracking and resolved issues using the Project InVision tool and prepared system documentation for the program changes using DocuTraxx tool. 

Duration of Project: 18 months (January 2006 – March 2007)

Software/hardware used in engagement: MVS/ESA, VS-COBOL II, JCL, TSO/ISPF, OS/390, OS/2, COBOL II, VSAM, DB2, CICS, JCL, TSQ, DCLGEN, SmartTest, SYNCSORT, Endevor, File AID, Easytrieve, SPUFI, QMF, SDSF, BMS, Princeton, Abend-AID, JHS, IDCAMS, IEBGENER, Microsoft Office



		September, 2002  to May, 2004



		Required Information:

Vendor: Wipro Technologies 

Client: N/A Client contact: N/A

Role in Project: Project Engineer

Details of Project: Mr. Pottipadu worked on the Auto Policy Processing System2 project and developed new modules to include new business rules for Accidents, Loss History from previous claims and Citations. He created new edits to generate quotes, transaction processing, and renewal notices. He performed system changes to include a new procedure for premium determination, agent summary, and standard billing process.  He also performed testing with InterTest for Online and SmartTest for Batch programs. Additionally, he updated Program Control Table and Program Processing Table for new CICS programs and transactions.  He created Temporary Storage Queues and Transient Data Queues for data manipulations and to display scrolling screens.  He developed and executed the test scripts manually for the upstream and downstream applications in End-to-End system testing. He updated the test plan, test scripts, and test strategy documents in Test Director for each release. He created and maintained automatic test scripts for regression testing and data loading using Hyperstation. 

Duration of Project:  21 months (September 2002 – May 2004)

Software/hardware used in engagement: OS/390, COBOL II, VSAM, DB2, IMS, Datacom, CICS, JCL, SmartTest, SDSF, TSQ, TDQ, DCLGEN, SYNCSORT, File-AID, IDCAMS, SPUFI, QMF, SUPER C, SDF-II, BMS, NDM, Abend-AID, IDCAMS, IEBGENER, INFOMAN, Microsoft Office



		November, 2001 to August, 2002

		Required Information:

Vendor: Silverline Technologies
Client: First Data Merchant Services, Melville, New York
Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Systems Analyst 

Details of Project: Mr. Pottipadu worked on Merchant Account Initiation project, creating new CICS screens for setting up multiple merchant accounts for single vendor.  He created (Structured Query Language) SQL and stored procedures to convert data from the Computer Associate’s Datacom to DB2 tables.  He reduced the Central Processing Unit (CPU) time from one hour 15 minutes to 15 minutes by creating the merchant history file in variable length Virtual Storage Access Method file.  He performed unit and system testing using Viasoft tool and defect tracking using Infoman tool.

Duration of Project: 10 months (November 2001 – August 2002)

Software/hardware used in engagement: OS/390, COBOL II, VSAM, DB2, IMS, Datacom, CICS, JCL, SmartTest, SDSF, TSQ, TDQ, DCLGEN, SYNCSORT, File-AID, IDCAMS, SPUFI, QMF, SUPER C, SDF-II, BMS, NDM, Abend-AID, IDCAMS, IEBGENER, INFOMAN, Microsoft Office



		April, 1999 to May, 2001

		Required Information:

Vendor: Silverline Technologies
Client: First Data Corporation, Nashville, Tennessee

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Programmer Analyst 

Details of Project: Mr. Pottipadu worked in merchant payment processing project for First Data Corporation which process credit card payments for the enrolled merchants. He performed customer support calls and resolved issues regarding the terminal operations such as communication information, host parameters and summary information. He created new programs to convert data from the Virtual Storage Access Method files to DB2 tables.  He created screens and SQLs to generate reports using IBM Cognos PowerHouse. 

Duration of Project: 26 months (April 1999 – May 2001)

Software/hardware used in engagement: VOS, AOS/VS, AIX, Unix, OS/390, VOS COBOL, COBOL II, VSAM, DB2, CICS, JCL, Xpeditor, Endevor, File-AID, QMF, IDCAMS, IEBGENER,  Command Line Interpreter (CLI), SWAT Debugger, Query16, SED, Inquire Utility, Ultimate (Infos-II Database manipulator), JAM Utilities, FTP, SCOM, FILECOM, Cognos PowerHouse, QUICK, QUIZ, QTS, Oracle, Microsoft Office



		March, 1998 to March, 1999

		Required Information:

Vendor: Silverline Technologies
Client: First Data Merchant Services, Melville, New York

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Programmer Analyst 

Details of Project: Mr. Pottipadu worked on the fraud reporting system project for First Data. He created new fraud alerts based for payment requests from inactive merchants. He created new reports for duplicate billing and payments. He also performed unit testing and integrating testing using Xpeditor.

Duration of Project: 13 months (March 1998 – Mar 1999)

Software/hardware used in engagement: OS/390, COBOL II, VSAM, CICS, DB2, JCL, QMF, Xpeditor, SDSF, File-AID, NDM, IDCAMS, IEBGENER, SDF-II, Microsoft Office



		September, 1997 to February 1998

		Required Information:

Vendor: Silverline Technologies Client: Bell Atlantic (Now Verizon), New York

Client Contact:  No longer available

Role in Project: Programmer Analyst 

Details of Project: Mr. Pottipadu worked in Customer Usage Billing Information System project for Bell Atlantic. He performed coding using COBOL/DB2/CICS and online screen changes using Basic Mapping Support macros.  Mr. Pottipadu created test scenarios and performed unit testing and integration testing.

Duration of Project: Six months (September 1997 – February 1998)

Software/hardware used in engagement: OS/390, COBOL II, VSAM, DB2, JCL, SPUFI, QMF, Xpeditor, SDSF, File-AID, IDCAMS, IEBGENER, SDF-II, Microsoft Office



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University 
Hyderabad
Andhra Pradesh
Master of Technology in Transportation Engineering
Finance and Insurance



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Sri Venkateswara University  
Tirupathi
Andhra Pradesh 
Bachelor of Technology in Civil Engineering
IBM Mainframe and Utilities 



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		MVS/ESA, VOS, AOS/VS, AIX, MS-DOS, OS/2, UNIX, Windows-NT, TSO/ISPF, OS/390, Command Line Interpreter (CLI).



		Hardware:

		IBM ES/9000, IBM 3090, IBM OS/390, OS/2, MV60000, RS6000.



		Software:

		MS-COBOL, VS COBOL II, VOS COBOL, COBOL/390, JCL, COBOL-II, VSAM, DB2, CICS, JCL, TSQ, DCLGEN, SmartTest, Syncsort, Endevor, File-AID, Easytrieve, SPUFI, QMF, SDSF, BMS, Princeton, Abend-AID, JHS, IDCAMS, IEBGENER, INFOMAN, NDM, Datacom, INFOS-II, SQL, Oracle, FTP, SCOM, FILECOM, Cognos PowerHouse, Microsoft Office



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Ben White, Management Analyst, Accounting and Budget Unit Division of Health Care Financing and Policy,

1100 East Williams Street
Carson City, Nevada. 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3631
Fax: 775.684.3799  Email: ben.white@dhcfp.nv.gov



Sandie Ruybalid, Supervisor, Information Systems 

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy,

1100 East Williams Street
Carson City, Nevada. 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3710
Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: sruybalid@dhcfp.nv.gov



Prasad Pamidipati, Senior Business Analyst

4240 Glen Allen, Virginia 23060

Telephone: 804.934.4375
Fax: 804.965.7547  Email: PXPamidipati@cvty.com






PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Sarah Stark Ramirez, LCSW

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Supervisor, Clinical Review



		Summary



		Ms. Ramirez is a licensed clinical social worker with over 10 years of experience in the healthcare industry.  Her experience as a social worker includes direct care clinical social work in outpatient and inpatient settings, supervision, lecturer at the university level, and Medicaid quality assurance.  For the past year, Ms.  Ramirez has been a clinical reviewer for the Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR) Level I and Level II Program.  Since February 2009, she has been Supervisor for the Health Care Management operations including PASRR, Personal Care Assistant (PCA), Dental, and Adult Day Health Care (ADHC) programs. 



		# of Years with Firm:

		1 Year



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		April, 2009 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Laurie Jain, Health Care Coordinator. Nevada, State Division of Health Care Financing and Policy, 1100 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada 89707, 775. 684.3754; Ljain@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Supervisor

Details of Project:  Ms. Ramirez supervises staff and oversees operations of dental, pre-admission screening and resident review, adult day health care, personal care services programs and clinical reviews of Level II PASRR. Produces monthly PASRR reports, other HCM reports, and presents information to State of Nevada staff as needed.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement:  Magellan online prior authorization system, Medicaid Management Information System, Telephone reporting system, data storage of documents, customer service environment, Microsoft Office, PC



		January, 1997 to August, 1998



		Required Information:

Vendor: Private Practice Client: Individuals. Families, and Couples

Role in Project: Clinical Social Worker

Details of Project: Ms. Ramirez provided psychotherapy for adults, children, couples, and families. 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		June, 1994 to October, 1996; April 1992 to August 1992; June 1990 to October 1991



		Required Information:

Vendor:  Jackson Hole Community Counseling Center Client: Medicaid recipients, and private pay.
Contact: 640 E Broadway Jackson, Wyoming 83001, 307.733.2046

Role in project: Clinical Social Worker, Supervisor

Details of Project: Ms. Ramirez provided psychotherapy to individuals, couples and families.  Provided clinical supervision, Medicaid quality assurance, and community education.

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		May, 1993 to May, 1994

		Required Information:

Vendor: Wyoming Chapter, National Association of Social Workers, Cheyenne, Wyoming.
Client: Social Workers

Role in Project: Executive Director

Details of Project: Ms. Ramirez recommended and participated in all policy planning and decision making in accordance with the Board of Directors.  Ms. Ramirez held responsibility for legislative development, lobbying, supervising staff and volunteers, and the implementation of all programs.

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		January, 1993 to May, 1994

		Required Information:

Vendor: Department of Social Work, University of Wyoming

Client: N/A

Role in Project: Lecturer

Details of Project: Responsible for designing and presenting course on Social Policy and Welfare.

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		University of Utah
Salt Lake City
Utah
MSW
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Mills College
Oakland
CA
BA in Psychology
N/A



		Licensure:

		2009-Present, 2002-2003 Licensed Clinical Social Worker State of Nevada

1994-2002 Licensed Clinical Social Worker State of Wyoming



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		MMIS, OPAS



		Software:

		MS Office



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Laurie Jain, RN, PARR Coordinator
Division of Health Care Financing and Policy
State of Nevada

1100 East William Street
Carson City, Nevada 89707

Telephone: 775.684.3754
Fax:   775.687.3893  Email: Ljain@dhcfp.nv.gov



Dave Caloiaro
Health & Human Services Division
Mental Health/Developmental Services

State of Nevada

4126 Technology Way, 2nd Floor
Carson City, Nevada 89706

Telephone: 774.684.5970
Fax: 775.687.3893   Email: Dcaloiaro@mhds.nv.gov



Linda Bowman, Program Specialist

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1100 East William Street, Suite 101
Carson City, Nevada 89701

State of Nevada

Telephone: 775.684.3757
Fax: 775.687.3893  Email: LBowman@dhcfp.nv.gov 














PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		|_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Satya S. Raju Ravva

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Application Development Consultant



		Summary



		Mr. Ravva has over 20 years of experience in complete Software Development Life Cycle activities in healthcare, telecommunication and manufacturing industries.  His expertise includes experience with the Medicaid and medical segments of the industry.  For the past two years, Mr. Ravva has served as Subject Matter Expert (SME) and production support lead for Nevada MMIS claims subsystem.  Prior to this, he served in a variety of roles with emphasis on Medicaid, especially on Claims subsystem and designing MMIS front end applications. He was also a member of the implementation team for the Virginia State MMIS, responsible for stabilizing claim edits.  Before that, he was member of quality control and implementation team for Wyoming Medicaid HIPAA -compliance effort.  Mr. Ravva has excellent project management skills and technical skills on database management systems.  In his current role, he is managing IT projects involving legacy, client server, and web applications with teams located on-site and offshore.



		# of Years with Firm:

		6 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		June, 2008 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Mel Rosenberg, IS Manager, Department of Health and Human Resources, Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy

100 East William Street, Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada, 89701;

775.784.3736; mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov.

Role in Project: Production support lead and claims SME

Details of Project: Mr. Ravva is responsible for monitoring the daily schedule of adjudication and other claims jobs. In addition, he troubleshoots day to day operational issues like claims balancing, online adjustment, pend resolution issues.  He is responsible for Annual HCPCS, diagnosis and rate updates including recycles/reprocess of impacted claims.  He is part of the core team that schedules, plans, and implements release tickets by managing program and resource conflicts.  He manages on-site and off-site teams. He coordinates with offshore teams for successful day to day operations as well as release implementations according to management process. 

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: MVS-ESA, VSAM, JCL, COBOL, DB2V8, Endevor, Microsoft Office, Excel and Project



		December, 2003 to May, 2008



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation  

Client: Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services.

Client Contact: Bonnie Winn, Manager, Payment processing, 600 E Broad Street, Suite 1300, Richmond, Virginia 23219, 804.786.2621, bonnie.winn@dmas.virginia.gov.

Role in Project: Production support and claims SME/Developer.

Details of Project: Mr. Ravva was a key member in several milestone projects in Virginia MMIS including (National Provider Identifier) NPI and Dental Services carve out. As a part of core Claims Analysis and Development Team, he identified the impact of expanded provider NPI on all Claim Subsystem screens and reports, prepared analysis and design for the impacted modules, analyzed database impacts and assisted the Data Base Administration (DBA) Group in data modeling and enhancements. With this team, he enhanced the Claims History Information Retrieval Process (CHIRP), Adjustments and Pend resolution screen to accept/display the 10 digit NPI.  Further, he contributed to the implementation of the Claims Subsystem including back up and conversion of database and claims extracts, resolving post-implementation issues in Adjustments, CHIRP timeout and Claim Check, adding new PACE and CPM provider types for Claims Subsystem. In addition, Mr. Ravva played a major role in the design, enhancement, and implementation of the Dental Carve-Out to assist the MMIS initiative Smiles For Children.  For Medicare Part D, he included the Federal Poverty Flag in the CMS interface and updated the Third Party Liability coverage.  He also was involved in the remediation of utilization edits and duplicate edits in Claims Processing. 

Duration of Project: 4 years 6 months (December 2003 to May 2008) Software/hardware used in engagement: MVS-ESA, VSAM, JCL, COBOL, DB2V8, Endevor, Microsoft Office, Excel and Project



		January, 2003 to November, 2003



		Required Information:

Vendor:  Affiliated Computer Services(ACS)

Client:  Wyoming Medicaid

Client Contact: John Goetz, 504 W 17th street, Cheyenne, WY82001, 307.635.2142, john.goetz@acs-inc.com

Role in Project: Mr. Ravva led quality control team and was the key member of the implementation of Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) compliant MMIS System.

Details of Project: On this project, Mr. Ravva oversaw the GAP analysis for Claims. His team provided impact analysis for recipient validity, provider validity, mass adjustments, and split claims. Additionally, he introduced procedure code modifiers as a part of 837 standard transactions, modified duplicate check process to take care of split claim, tooth surfaces and procedure code modifiers, and prepared test plan and test scripts for Claims Pricing and Adjustment Modules.  He also held responsibility for the preparation and implementation of conversion routines for converting pre-HIPAA data to HIPAA-compliant data.  Further, he implemented claims adjudication modules and monitored them for post-implementation defects.

Duration of Project: 11 months

Software/hardware used in engagement: MVS-ESA, VSAM, JCL, COBOL, DB2V8, Endevor, Microsoft Office, Excel and Project



		January, 2001 to December, 2002

		Required Information:

Vendor: Electronic Data Systems (EDS) Corporation.

Client: MCI Worldcom 

Client Contact: Tom Anderson, 2424 Garden of Gods Road, Colorado Springs, CO 80909, 719.535.5533; tom.anderson@verizon.com

Role in Project: Module leader for Collections department in Accounts Receivables and Collections.

Details of Project:  Mr. Ravva was a key member in Collections group of Revenue management department. His responsibilities included: active involvement with business analysts to identify gaps and future enhancements; creating level of effort documents, time estimates, scope documents, and directing a team of 3 people to comply and follow CMM level 3 standards. As a part of support team, he monitored the day to day running of the ACMRS system, modifying the listener scripts, and developing the archive scripts, and maintaining the feeds from mainframe.

Duration of Project: 2 years

Software/hardware used in engagement: MVS-ESA, VSAM, JCL, COBOL, DB2V7, Oracle, UNIX, Pro-C, C++, Perl, Endevor, Microsoft Office, including Excel and Project



		June, 1998 to December, 2000

		Required Information:

Vendor: Comsys Technical Services

Client: MCI WorldCom 

Client Contact:  Tom Anderson, 2424 Garden of Gods Road, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80909, 719.535.5533; tom.anderson@verizon.com

Role in Project: Team member, Telco Account Management Systems

Details of Project: Mr. Ravva was involved in the design, coding, and implementation of batch Audit and Future Paybacks. He also contributed to the modification of load modules to enable MCI to receive, pay, and audit TELCO bills in automated fashion. 

Duration of Project: 2 years 6 months

Software/hardware used in engagement: MVS-ESA, VSAM, JCL, COBOL, DB2V7, Oracle, UNIX, Pro-C, C++, Perl, Endevor, Microsoft Office, including Excel and Project.



		September, 1989 to May, 1998

		Required Information:

Vendor: Visakhapatnam Steel Plant; Employer Contact: (Employer)  G. Vijay Bhaskar, vijaybhaskar1969@gmail.com

Client:  N/A

Client Contact: N/A 

Role in Project: Manager-Planning and Production Control.

Details of Project: Mr. Ravva was heading the production planning department of Medium Merchant and Structural Mill. His responsibilities included participation in requirement analysis, basic design, detailed design and testing the Production Control System for MMSM of rolling mills. He developed interactive application for material tracking for bloom storage yard and MMSM furnace. He also prepared product mix, scheduled production dates, identified teams, estimated cost and level of effort, and oversaw the production control reports, monitoring defects on daily basis. Further, he created standard operating procedures for various sections of the mill and was instrumental in obtaining ISO 9002 certification for the unit.  He also performed duties in various capacities in production control and planning for Medium Merchant Structural Mill. 

Duration of Project: 9 years

Software/hardware used in engagement: MVS-ESA, JCL, COBOL, DB2V6, Endevor, Microsoft Office, Excel and Project



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		College of Engineering, Jawarlal Nehru Technological University Kakinada  

Andhra Pradesh, India

B.S, Mechanical Engineering

N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		ACE institute

Hyderabad, India

PG Diploma in Computer Applications

N/A
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Santa Clara

California

N/A

Certified Java Developer



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		CICS, TSO, Client Server



		Hardware:

		IBM, Sun Solaris, Windows, Linux, Unix



		Software:

		COBOL, Pro-C, Perl,C++ , Java, SQL developer



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Bonnie Winn, Manager, Payment Processing
Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services.

600 East Broad Street, Suite 1300
Richmond, Virginia  23219

Telephone: 804.786.2621

Fax: 804.786.8992   Email: bonnie.winn@dmas.virginia.gov



Jared Davies, Business Analyst Claims/Reference/PA

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Suite 102
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3712

Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: jdavis@dhcfp.nv.gov



Sandie Ruybalid, Supervisor, Information Systems

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Suite 102

Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3710

Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: sruybalid@dhcfp.nv.gov








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Brenda Salgado

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Provider Enrollment Supervisor



		Summary



		Mrs. Salgado has five years experience with First Health Services in the Provider Enrollment Department.  She played a vital role in the successful National Provider Identifier (NPI) implementation project in 2007 in which 100% of all participating Nevada Medicaid providers enrolled with their NPI.  She works closely with the State of Nevada Provider Support Staff in various projects as needed.  



		# of Years with Firm:

		5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		March, 2005 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact:  Marta Stagliano, Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy, 1100 East Williams Avenue, Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada 89706-2009; 775.684.3676; Marta.Stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov.

Role in Project:  Provider Enrollment Supervisor

Details of Project: Mrs. Salgado oversees the provider enrollment department to ensure that provider applications, changes, and correspondence are processed in a timely manner and supports the enrollment criteria that are set by DHCFP.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: MMIS, M/S Windows; FirstCRM™, FirstDARS™; Microsoft Office



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Truckee Meadows Community College

Reno

Nevada

Business

N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		MMIS, M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		FirstCRM™, FirstDARS™ 



		Software:

		Microsoft Office 



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Marta Stagliano, Chief of Compliance

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1100 William Street

Carson City, Nevada

Telephone: 775.684.3623
Fax:  775.684.3772   Email: marta.stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov



Brandi Johnson, Supervisor Behavioral Health Programs

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1100 East William Street

Carson City, Nevada

Telephone: 775.684.3611

Fax: 775.687.3893  Email: Brandi.johnson@dhcfp.nv.gov



Diane Schlopkohl, DME Specialist

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1100 William Street

Carson City, Nevada

Telephone: 775.684.3775
Fax: 775.687.3893  Email:  dschlapk@dhcfp.nv.gov.








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Vincent Salla

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Senior Programmer Analyst



		Summary



		Mr. Salla has over 10 years of experience in the healthcare industry.  He has designed/worked on many interfaces within the system that had no problems with the data transferred. Including APS Healthcare, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Provider and Eligibility interfaces and Office of the Inspector General (OIG) auditing. He has performed the duty of being the Provider business analyst for a period of time. Currently, he works on the production support team on claims issues that arise. 



		# of Years with Firm:

		5+ Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		November, 2004 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP; States of Alaska and Kentucky.

Client Contact: Marta Stagliano, Chief, Compliance; Division of Health Care and Financing Policy, State of Nevada,100 East William Street, Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701;775.684.3623

Marta Stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov 

Role in Project: Programmer/Analyst

Details of Project:  Mr. Salla currently reviews problems with system and corrects them. He analyzes change requests from the State and creates Statements of Understanding (SOUs). He created the interfaces for APS and OIG.  For this project, he designed and wrote the provider requirements for National Drug Code (NDC) with no issues after implementation.  He interfaced with the MMIS Claims and Finance Teams to determine the affects of the provider changes. He also worked with departments outside of MMIS on the interfaces between the departments, including Health Care Management and FirstRx™.  Mr. Salla monitored the work done by the programming staff to make sure changes were done on time.  Further, he analyzed the affects NPI will have on the Provider System and parts of the Claims Systems.  He designed the NPI solution for provider and monitored the process through implementation.  He led a Co-ordination of Benefits Agreement effort on provider and recipient feeds to CMS and implemented it without issues. In addition, he analyzed the licensing process and automated the updates of the providers’ licenses, pulling licenses from several state licensing agencies, and worked on the CMS Certification team for the Provider system.



For the Alaska Provider System, Mr. Salla analyzed the Licensing procedure and suggested changes. He analyzed the Provider Web Interface for providers to apply through the web; mapped data from the provider web interface to the supporting DB2 tables, and participated in the testing of the provider system. For the State of Kentucky, Mr. Salla contributed advice to improve the process of provider enrollment and re-enrollment. 

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, OnDemand



		August, 2004 to November, 2004



		Required Information:

Vendor: Served as Consultant

Client: Compensation Board of Virginia

Client Contact: Ann Wilmoth, Manager, 102 Governor Street
Richmond, Virginia; 23219-3676; 804.786.0786; anne.wilmoth@scb.virginia.gov

Role in Project: Consultant/Developer

Details of Project: Mr. Salla developed a budgetary system that can be used by the State.  

Duration of Project:  Four months
Software/hardware used in engagement: Universal DB2



		August, 2003 to June, 2004



		Required Information:

Vendor: Served as consultant

Client: Capital One

Client Contact: Tanya Harding, Manager; 15075 Capital One Drive
Richmond, Virginia 23238-1122; 804.273.1144

Role in Project: Consultant/Developer

Details of Project: Mr. Salla pulled and loaded solicitations for ACAPS and Capstone.  

Duration of Project: 11 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: Oracle, PC SAS



		August, 2001 to April, 2003



		Required Information:

Vendor: Aquent
Client: Capital One

Client Contact: Dick Jeter, Manager; 102 Governor Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219-3676; 804.786.0786

Role in Project: Consultant/Developer

Details of Project: Supported the ACAPS system.

Duration of Project: 18 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		April, 2001 to July, 2001



		Required Information:

Vendor: N/A
Client: SunTrust Bank

Client Contact: Alan Schrader, Director; 1001 Semmes Ave
Richmond, Virginia, 23224-2245; 804.319.4411

Role in Project: Senior Analyst/Developer

Details of Project: Mr. Salla worked in the commercial loan side.

Duration of Project: Four Months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		November, 1999 to April, 2001



		Required Information:

Vendor: Perot Systems

Client: Owens & Minor

Client Contact: Frank Liberto, Manager; 9120 Lockwood Boulevard
Mechanicsville, Virginia 23116 ; 804.723.7000

Role in Project: Consultant/Developer

Details of Project: Worked with the ordering and inventory of Medical supplies for clients.

Duration of Project: 18 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		December, 1998 to November, 1999



		Required Information:

Vendor: Rhia Corp
Client: Norfolk Southern

Client Contact: Don Kessler. Director; 110 Franklin Road Southeast
Roanoke, Virginia 24042-0003; 540.981.4000 

Role in Project: Consultant/Developer

Details of Project: Mr. Salla worked on the UMLER system.  

Duration of Project: 12 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		December, 1997 to November, 1998



		Required Information:

Vendor: Rhia Corp

Client: Virginia Tech

Client Contact: Blacksburg, Virginia 24061; 540.231.6000, individual contact no longer available.
Role in Project: Consultant/Lead

Details of Project:  Mr. Salla determined the impact of Y2K
Duration of Project: 12 months 
Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		May, 1997 to November, 1997



		Required Information:

Vendor: Rhia Corp

Client: W. W .Grainger

Client Contact: 455 Knightsbridge Parkway, Lincolnshire, Illinois 60069-3620; 847.793.6200
Role in Project: Consultant/Developer
Details of Project: Mr. Salla developed statistical inventory system.
Duration of Project: Six months 
Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		November, 1996 to May, 1997



		Required Information:

Vendor: Rhia Corp
Client: GPU

Client Contact: 2800 Pottsville Pike
Reading, Pennsylvania 19605-2459; 610.375.5000
Role in Project: Consultant/Developer
Details of Project: Mr. Salla worked with the inventory of nuclear power plant components.
Duration of Project: Six months 
Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		February, 1996 to October, 1996



		Required Information:

Vendor: Rhia Corp

Client: State of Nebraska MMIS 

Contact: Dale Hermsen, 2007 Nebraska Department of Health & Human Services, 301 Centennial Mall South, Lincoln, Nebraska 68509; 402.471.3121

Role in Project: Consultant/Developer
Details of Project:  Mr. Salla worked with the Third Party Liability (TPL) Business Manager to determine the problems that the adjustments made to the TPL System.  This included analyzing the complex data structures to remove duplicate entries in the IMS and DB2 databases, putting them back in sync. He uncovered the following problems: adjustments posted twice on the TPL DB2 tables, managed care encounter and capitation claims that were posted on the TPL that had to be removed, duplicate adjustments posted on the IMS History database, adjustments that were posted several times on the IMS database without being applied to DB2, and removal of adjustments that were posted with a zero amounts from the TPL database. Mr. Salla analyzed why these problems occurred and designed CICS workflow process to help the user maintain integrity between the two different databases and stop this problem from occurring again. He wrote detail specifications and coded the necessary changes and designed a test plan with the TPL Business Manager.

Duration of Project: 9 months 
Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		July, 1995 to February, 1996



		Required Information:

Vendor: ACS
Client: Blue Cross / Blue Shield of Tennessee

Client Contact: Chattanooga, Tennessee, 1 Cameron Hill Circle
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37402; 423.535.5600
Role in Project: Consultant
Details of Project: Mr. Salla analyzed, documented, and created detailed specifications, included all the interfaces, for the new claims systems.
Duration of Project: Six months 
Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		July, 1993 to July, 1995



		Required Information:

Vendor: RHIA Corp
Client: State of Nebraska MMIS

Client Contact: Dale Hermsen, 2007 Nebraska Department of Health & Human Services, 301 Centennial Mall South, Lincoln, Nebraska 68509; 402.471.3121

Role in Project: Consultant/Developer/Lead

Details of Project:  Mr. Salla reviewed software products for the State to improve efficiency of the workforce.  He worked with the Claims, Provider, Recipient and TPL Managers to design a better test system. He suggested a dynamic routine that would pull in all conditions that can occur for each system. Further, he analyzed and created detail specifications to pull data from the DB2 and IMS databases, VSAM and Sequential files. This included all external data coming into the system. When it was completed, the data could be refreshed at any time. Mr. Salla accepted the Project Lead role for the UB92 Project.  This project was over a year behind schedule and the test database had been accidentally deleted.  Working with the Business Managers, Mr. Salla suggested an approach to completing the UB92 project.  Four months later, UB92 went into production correcting several unknown errors in the system. 
Duration of Project: 24 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		March, 1993 to June, 1993



		Required Information:

Vendor: RHIA Corp
Client: Philadelphia American Life Ins. Co.

Client Contact: JoAnn Price, 200 Westlake Park Boulevard Suite 1200, Houston, Texas 77079-2612; telephone and email no longer available.
Role in Project: Consultant/Developer

Details of Project: Mr. Salla created billing algorithm for Managed Care pricing levels and enhanced the claims processing system.
Duration of Project: Four months 
Software/hardware used in engagement: APS



		September, 1992 to February, 1993



		Required Information:

Vendor: RHIA Corp
Client: State of Nebraska MMIS

Client Contact: Dale Hermsen, 2007 Nebraska Department of Health & Human Services, 301 Centennial Mall South, Lincoln, Nebraska 68509 402.471.3121

Role in Project: Consultant/Developer

Details of Project:  Mr. Salla worked with the Business Managers to analyze, design and write detail specifications for the Surveillance and Utilization Review System. He coded, created test scripts, and tested the complex Statistical Claim DB2 extract program for reporting purposes.  He also worked with the Analyst on the Health Insurance Premium Payment System and wrote the detail specifications for the system.  There were ten programs to be written in a two-week period, and Mr. Salla managed to write six of them. All of them were approved by the user community.

Duration of Project: Five Months 
Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		January, 1992 to September, 1992



		Required Information:

Vendor: Rhia Corp
Client: Philadelphia American Life Ins. Co.

Client Contact: JoAnn Price, 200 Westlake Park Boulevard Suite 1200, Houston, Texas 7707-2612; telephone and email no longer available.

Role in Project: Consultant/Developer

Details of Project: Mr. Salla helped design an Annuity System. Work on the claims and benefit payment system.

Duration of Project: 9 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		July, 1991 to
December, 1991



		Required Information:

Vendor: RHIA Corp
Client: Anheuser Busch

Client Contact: 1127 Pestalozzi Street, St Louis, Missouri 63118-1816- 314.577.2626; telephone and email no longer available.

Role in Project: Consultant/Developer

Details of Project: Mr. Salla worked with the team to reduce the amount of warehousing space for bottles/cans and barrels.

Duration of Project:  Six months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		April, 1991 to
June, 1991



		Required Information:

Vendor: RHIA Corp
Client: NCNB

Client Contact: 100 North Tryon Street, Charlotte, North Carolina, 704.386.4771 (Email not available)

Role in Project: Consultant

Details of Project: Mr. Salla worked on a commercial load package.

Duration of Project: 3 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: AFS



		September, 1990 to March, 1991



		Required Information:

Vendor: RHIA Corp
Client: Northern Telecom

Client Contact: Dave Mason, 220 Athens Way, Nashville, Tennessee 37228-1311; telephone and email no longer available. 

Role in Project: Consultant/Developer

Details of Project: Mr. Salla used an EDI administration tool package to convert EDI to flat files. 

Duration of Project: Six months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		April, 1990 to
August, 1990



		Required Information:

Vendor: RHIA Corp
Client: Acme Boot Company

Client Contact: 1002 Stafford Street Clarksville, Tennessee 37040, individual contact no longer available.
Role in Project: Consultant
Details of Project: Mr. Salla created process to handle returned goods.
Duration of Project:  Five months
Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		September, 1989 to
March, 1990



		Required Information:

Vendor: RHIA Corp
Client: Spencer Gifts

Client Contact: Spencer Gifts Inc, 6826 Black Horse Pike, Egg Harbor Township, New Jersey, 08234, 609.645.5303. Contact person no longer available.

Role in Project: Developer

Details of Project: Mr. Salla worked on development of the inventory, order entry, purchasing and dock receiving systems.

Duration of Project: Seven months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		May, 1989 to
August, 1989



		Required Information:

Vendor: RHIA Corp
Client: Safeguard, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Client Contact:  No longer available 

Role in Project: Developer

Details of Project: Mr. Salla enhanced an order entry and distribution system utilizing bar codes. 

Duration of Project:  Three months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		February, 1989 to
May, 1989



		Required Information:

Vendor: RHIA Corp
Client: Information Services International, division of M&M Mars

Client Contact: 100 International Drive, Budd Lake, New Jersey 07828; 973.448.2199

Role in Project: Consultant/Senior Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Salla created detail specifications for modifying the inventory system.

Duration of Project:  Three months
Software/hardware used in engagement: DCS



		March, 1988 to February, 1989



		Required Information:

Vendor: N/A
Client: ADP Brokerage Systems

Client Contact: Sam Wurst

Role in Project: Senior Analyst 

Details of Project: Mr. Salla analyzed/changed the order entry, inventory, and shipping systems. He also redesigned several processes.

Duration of Project: 12 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		December, 1986 to
March, 1988



		Required Information:

Vendor:  N/A
Client: Reliance Insurance

Client Contact: Person no longer available, 1601 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102-1321- 215.864.4000

Role in Project: Advisory Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Salla supported the Echo claims system along with the excess re-insurance system. 

Duration of Project: 15 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		September, 1985 to
December, 1986



		Required Information:

Vendor: N/A
Client: Pennsylvania Blue Shield

Client Contact: Jerry Sandridge, Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 17011 – 866.488.0548

Role in Project: Developer

Details of Project: Mr. Salla analyzed the Oscar claims system, making changes and suggestions. He helped in streamlining the system. 

Duration of Project: 16 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		January, 1985 to
July, 1985



		Required Information:

Vendor: Day Data Systems
Client: Dupont

Client Contact: 1007 Market Street; Wilmington, Delaware 19898 302.774.1000
Role in Project: Consultant
Details of Project: Mr. Salla supported the Warehouse Control System.
Duration of Project: Six months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		DeVry Institute of Technology,

Columbus

Ohio

Bachelor of Science in Computer Information Technology for Business 

Presidential Honor Society



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		CICS, TSO, Client Server



		Hardware:

		IBM, Amdahl, HP



		Software:

		MS Office, APS, Telon, BMC, DB2, UDB, Adabas, Total, Ideal, IDMS, Oracle, IMS, File-AID – all products, Princeton Softech, MQ series 



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Sylvia Hart,  Director DMAS of Virginia  

Richmond, Virginia

Telephone: 804.371.6369
Fax: 804.786.4825  Email: Sylvia.Hart@dmas.virginia.gov



Jared Davies, Business Analyst Claims/Reference/PA

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street., Suite 102

Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3712

Fax: 775.684.3643  Email: jdavis@dhcfp.nv.gov



Brandi Johnson, SSPS III

Behavioral Health Services Supervisor

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Suite 102

Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3611

Fax: 775.684.3762  Email: Brandi.Johnson@dhcfp.nv.gov








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Linda Savelle

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Senior Applications Development Consultant



		Summary



		Linda Savelle has over 40 years of claims processing experience, including more than eighteen years in managerial positions   In her 23 years with First Health Services, Ms. Savelle has been involved in MMIS development and Fiscal Agent activities for our Alaska, New Mexico, Mississippi, Virginia and Nevada DHCFP accounts, our Massachusetts Mental Health/Substance Abuse Program account, our New York City Early Intervention Program account, as well as our AdvoCare (Green Spring Health Services) and Colorado MEDCAP Managed Care accounts.  She had a leadership role in the successful MMIS certification of the Virginia and Nevada systems.  Ms. Savelle also served as Operations Manager for the Virginia National Provider Identifier (NPI) project.  



		# of Years with Firm:

		23.5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		September, 2007 to Present 

		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services

Client Contact: Sylvia Hart, Assistant Project Manager, Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services, 600 East Broad Street, Suite 1300, Richmond, Virginia, 23219; 804.225.2736;  shart@dmas.virginia.gov

Role: Manager, Software Quality Assurance (SQA) for Virginia Medicaid  

Details of Project:  In her current position, Ms. Savelle manages the systems testing activities for change management enhancements delivered as quarterly releases and Emergency Work Orders to the current Virginia MMIS.  She is responsible for planning and managing quarterly releases, preparing SQA test plans and test packages, executing system tests, supporting User Acceptance Testing, managing defect identification and retesting, and analyzing and reporting testing results.

Duration of Project: 2.5 years.

Software/Hardware Used:  IBM-compatible PCs, Microsoft Office, MMIS CICS and GUI Interface applications, Visio Professional, Access Data Base applications, MS Outlook, Internet Explorer, Adobe Acrobat, Project InVision (PIV), MS Project



		January, 2004 to August 2007 

		Required Information

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation

Client: Internal corporate support

Customer Contact: N/A

Role: Manager, Operations Development Support

Details of Project: Ms. Savelle managed a group of operations business analysts who supported various MMIS contracts, including Virginia, Nevada, Alaska and Kentucky. Her group assisted the Nevada fiscal agent account in provider enrollment, claims resolution, claims adjustment, and Automated Mailing projects.  In 2004-2005, Ms. Savelle served as one of three coordinators for the Nevada federal certification project.  In 2006-2007, Ms. Savelle role was Operations Manager for the Virginia NPI conversion.

Duration of Project: 3.5years

Software/Hardware Used:  IBM-compatible PCs, Microsoft Office, MMIS CICS and GUI Interface applications, Visio Professional, Access Data Base applications, MS Outlook, Internet Explorer, Adobe Acrobat



		July, 2003 to December, 2004

		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services

Client Contact: Sylvia Hart, Assistant Project Manager, Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services, 600 East Broad Street, Suite 1300, Richmond, Virginia, 23219; 804.225.2736; shart@dmas.virginia.gov

Role: Manager, Process Improvement Unit:  

Details of Project:  Ms Savelle managed a unit charged with identifying areas of the Virginia fiscal agent operation that needed improvement to make the operation more efficient.  In this capacity, she worked extensively with claim edits, systems applications, the pend resolution unit and DMAS staff to refine claims edit criteria and significantly reduce the number of suspended claims on the suspense file.  She also developed and presented a system demonstration for the Virginia MMIS certification review, and assisted the Virginia Executive Account Director in special projects. 

Duration of Project: 1.5 years

Software/Hardware Used:  IBM-compatible PCs, Microsoft Office, MMIS CICS and GUI Interface applications, Visio Professional, Access Data Base applications, MS Outlook, Internet Explorer, Adobe Acrobat



		March, 1998 to June 2003

		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services

Client Contact: Sylvia Hart, Assistant Project Manager, Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services, 600 East Broad Street, Suite 1300, Richmond, Virginia, 23219; 804.225.2736; shart@dmas.virginia.gov

Role: Manager, Process

Role: Senior Operations Development Consultant

Details of Project: Ms. Savelle worked with the Virginia MMIS development team in the implementation of the new system. Her responsibilities included defining requirements, developing documentation standards, designing operating procedures for claims resolution and financial activities, writing user and operating procedure manuals for various subsystems and operations areas, developing a training plan and training materials for State user training, training First Health Services and State staff in new operations functions and new system application, as well as procuring a vendor for issuance of plastic ID cards for beneficiaries.

Duration of Project: 5 years

Software/Hardware Used:  IBM-compatible PCs, Microsoft Office, MMIS CICS and GUI Interface applications, Visio Professional, Access Data Base applications, GroupWise, Internet Explorer, Adobe Acrobat 



		November, 1996 to February, 1998

		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Internal corporate support and Georgia Medicare Secure Choice

Client Contact:  Client contact no longer available

Role: Managed Care Operations Analyst/Trainer

Details of Project: Ms. Savelle assisted in the implementation of a managed care claims processing operation, training new hires to process claims using the AMYSIS (client/server-based) system. She also served as account representative for the implementation of the Georgia Medicare Secure Choice contract, with primary responsibility for managing the Medicare member enrollment process through Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS).

Duration of Project: 2 Years

Software/Hardware Used:  IBM-compatible PCs, Microsoft Office, AMISYS, Pegasus Email application



		September, 1987 to October, 1996

		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Alaska, New Mexico, and Mississippi Medicaid programs, Massachusetts Mental Health/Substance Abuse Program, New York EIP, AdvoCare, Colorado MEDCAP

Client Contact:  Louis Rosen, Director for Financial Services, NYC Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation, and Alcoholism Services, 93 Worth Street, New York, New York 10013, Telephone: 212.219.5316; 212.219.5421; lrosen@health.nyc.gov

Role: Senior Operations Development Analyst

Details of Project: Ms. Savelle performed requirements analyses in provider services, recipient eligibility, claims resolution, prior authorization, and long-term care (LTC) processing.  She was also responsible for developing provider billing manuals and procedures manuals for provider services, financial services, claims resolution, and recipient eligibility maintenance, as well as user manuals for the MMIS Provider, Recipient, Reference, Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT), Claims, Management and Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS) and the Surveillance Utilization Review Subsystem (SURS).  She was also responsible for developing manual procedures for provider relations, adjustment processing, and recipient eligibility maintenance and for conducting training in these procedures. She developed the SURS user manual for the Alaska MMIS account and provided post-implementation support including certification review activities, adjustment processing, and provider services assistance.  For the Mississippi MMIS Account, she developed provider billing and user manuals, including one for the automated Medicaid Eligibility Determination System (MEDS).  In New Mexico, she conducted operations training and support for recipient services and LTC processing and managed the account’s Financial Unit.  Ms. Savelle also conducted provider billing seminars for our Massachusetts Mental Health/Substance Abuse and New York City Early Intervention programs.  Ms. Savelle was the Operations Team Leader for the Colorado MEDCAP Managed Care implementation.  She developed all systems user manuals and operations procedures manuals, performing system acceptance testing, training the customer in the system’s use, and assisting the customer with claims processing procedures.

Duration of Project: 9 years

Software/Hardware Used:  IBM-compatible PCs, Microsoft Office, MMIS CICS applications, TSO



		September, 1986 to September, 1987

		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Internal corporate support

Customer Contact: N/A

Role: Operations Development Analyst

Details of Project: Ms. Savelle was responsible for proposal development, operations analysis, and assistance with special projects in support of First Health Services’ Medicaid accounts.

Duration of Project: 1 year

Software/Hardware Used:  Mainframe terminals, IBM Script, MMIS CICS applications



		May, 1984 to September, 1986

		Required Information:

Vendor: John P. Pearl and Associates
Client: N/A

Client Contact: N/A

Role: Automated Claims Project Leader

Details of Project: Ms. Savelle directed the installation and provided maintenance of an automated claims processing system for a commercial insurance third-party administrator.

Duration of Project: 2.5 Years

Software/Hardware Used: Examiner Claims Processing System



		July, 1973 to July, 1983

		Required Information:

Vendor: Aetna Life and Casualty
Client: N/A

Client Contact: N/A

Role: Modular Unit Supervisor

Details of Project: Ms. Savelle supervised claims processing activities for the Employees Health Benefit Act Plan, as well as various commercial insurance plans, and was responsible for a unit of 10 to 20 full-time employees performing processing duties, which included input preparation, data entry, claims analysis, customer service, and file maintenance.

Duration of Project: 10 years

Software/Hardware Used: Aetna Claims Processing System



		July, 1968 to June, 1973

		Required Information:

Vendor: Aetna Life and Casualty
Client: N/A 

Client Contact: N/A

Role: Various Positions

Details of Project: Ms. Savelle held positions as Health Claims Processor, Group Claims Supervisor, Claims Analyst, and Claims Analyst Group Supervisor during this time.

Duration of Project: 5 years

Software/Hardware Used: Aetna Claims Processing System



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Carson-Newman College
Jefferson City
Tennessee

BA in English
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		CICS, TSO, Client Server



		Hardware:

		N/A



		Software:

		MS Office, including Visio; Project InVision



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Cyndie Bosley, Virginia Medicaid Program Operations
Department of Medical Assistance Services

600 East Broad Street, Suite 1300

Richmond, Virginia 23219

Telephone:  804.786.0163
Fax: 804.786.8992  Email: Cyndie.Bosley@dmas.virginia.gov



David Mix, Virginia Medicaid Information Management

Department of Medical Assistance Services

600 East Broad Street, Suite 1300

Richmond, Virginia 23219

Telephone:  804.225.4800
Fax: 804.786.8992  Email: David.Mix@dmas.virginia.gov



Tom Edicola, Director, Program Operations

Department of Medical Assistance Services

600 East Broad Street, Suite 1300

Richmond, Virginia 23219

Telephone: 804.786.8098
Fax:	804.786.8992  Email: Tom.Edicola@dmas.virginia.gov








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Jennifer L. Shaffer

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Manager, Provider Services Manager



		Summary



		Ms. Shaffer has over 15 years experience with the Nevada Medicaid program.  She has worked with First Health Services for over seven years and, prior to that, worked with the former vendor for eight years.  Her vast knowledge of State policies and procedures has enabled her to be one of the “go to” personnel for historical background on the contract as well as current information required by the State and providers.



		# of Years with Firm:

		7 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		August, 2003 to Present





		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health  Services Corporation

Client: Nevada DHCFP
Client Contact: Mel Rosenberg, Chief of IT, MMIS, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy, 1000 East William Street, Suite 102, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3736; mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Manager, Quality Assurance and Appeals

Details of Project: Ms. Shaffer oversees the Quality Assurance and the Appeals departments.  She is called upon by DHCFP for assistance in how MMIS works in relation to State policy and procedures.  Her quality assurance (QA) processes have enhanced the overall accuracy of the work being conducted in the Operations Department.

Duration of Project: Ongoing
Role in Project:  Quality Assurance and Appeals Manager
Details of Project:  Includes, but is not limited to, implementing QA procedures that synch up with State of Nevada policy as well as meets/exceeds the contractual Service Level Agreements.  This QA program encompasses the following departments: Call Center/Claims, Provider Enrollment, Finance, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Data Entry and Mail Room.  In addition, as the Appeals Manager, Ms. Shaffer is responsible for ensuring all provider appeals are processed within 30 days of receipt and participates in any provider hearing requests.  Ms. Shaffer is also the point of contact for handling the monthly Legislative Council Bureau (LCB) audits in conjunction with the State.
Duration of Project:  3 year and 6 months (August 2003 to February 2007)
Software/hardware used in engagement:  MMIS, FirstCRM™, Microsoft Office, PC, FirstDARS™



		March, 1998 to July, 2003



		Required Information:

Vendor: Anthem BCBS

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact:  Nova Peek; Division of Health Care Financing and Policy; 1000 East William Street, Suite 102, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.684.3756; novam@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Senior Claims Examiner

Details of Project: Ms. Shaffer processed Nevada Medicaid claims timely and maintained or exceeded 99.1% accuracy rating by adhering to policies and procedures in order to meet/exceed customer expectations and contract requirements of the client. In addition, as the Senior in the department was responsible for training and oversight of the claims department.

Duration of Project:  5 years



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		University of Phoenix
Reno Campus
Nevada
Business Administration
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		MS/Office MMIS



		Hardware:

		MMIS System



		Software:

		MS Office, FirstCRM™, FirstDARS™, 



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Marta Stagliano, Chief of Compliance 

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Suite 102
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3623
Fax: 775.684.3772  Email: Marta.Stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov 



Jared Davies, Business Analyst Claims/Reference/PA

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Suite 102, Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3712

Fax: 775.684.3643  Email:  jdavis@dhcfp.nv.gov



Nova Peek, Chief of Nevada Check Up

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

1000 East William Street, Suite 102, Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.3756
Fax:  775.684.8792  Email: novam@dhcfp.nv.gov







 
PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Mark B. Shaffer, PMP

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Account Director



		Summary



		Mr. Shaffer has over 22 years of experience in large scale, enterprise-wide program management.  This includes more than ten years of experience with Medicaid programs in a variety of operational and project management roles and more than 17 years working with government outsourcing, technical solutions, and service delivery in health and human services.  Mr. Shaffer’s healthcare and Medicaid experience includes medical and pharmacy claims processing, decision support services, clinical service delivery, and Medicaid fiscal agent services.  He has served as Account Manager for West Virginia and Alaska and oversaw Account Management in multiple regional and national roles. 



		# of Years with Firm:

		Newly Hired



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		November, 2009 to April, 2010



		Required Information:

Vendor:  Affiliated Computer Services (ACS)
Client:  State of Tennessee, Department of Human Services

Client contact:  Ms. Glenda Shearson, Assistant Commissioner, 400 Deaderick Street, 15th Floor Nashville, Tennessee 37243-1403; 615.313.4709; Glenda.Shearon@tn.gov.  

Role in Project:  Program Director

Details of Project:  The Tennessee Vision Integration Project (TN VIP) is a system development and implementation project to install an integrated welfare eligibility determination system for Tennessee Department of Human Services (DHS).  This application, built on the @Vantage framework handles, SNAP (Food Stamps), Child Care, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), and Medicaid eligibility.  ACS acquired Albion in 2008 and assumed responsibility for this implementation.  Because of multiple delivery delays and substantial ACS cost over-runs, Mr. Shaffer was selected to assume full responsibility for the implementation project.  Mr. Shaffer oversaw development of the first system testing plan to support development of a credible schedule, managed the completion of the systems design effort, and led the introduction of improved systems development estimation which resulted in three subsequent on time-release deliveries.  Mr. Shaffer working collaboratively with the Project Steering Committee (PSC) and Tennessee Project Director made modifications to the agenda and reporting processes used in the weekly PSC meetings to focus on forward looking issue identification and problem resolution rather than prior week status updates.  He also was instrumental in invigorating ACS’ onsite project management office (PMO) to make improvements in project management processes to better support the identification and resolution of issues and mitigate the substantial risks facing the future success of the project.

Duration of Project:  Estimated 66 months excluding warranty period (Original was 36 months)

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, Groupwise, Serena TeamTrack, Serena Track Record, TN VIP, eRoom, MS Project, MS Project Server, PWA, PC



		July, 2009 to October, 2009



		Required Information:

Vendor: Affiliated Computer Services (ACS)

Client:  State of Alaska Department of Health & Social Services

Client Contact: Ms. Cindy Christensen, Manager Provider Services; 4501 Business Park Boulevard, Suite 24 Anchorage, Alaska 99503-7167; 907.334.2441; Cindy.Christensen@alaska.gov

Role in Project: Executive Account Manager

Details of Project: ACS won the replacement Medicaid Management Information System project and later purchased the existing fiscal agent contract from the incumbent vendor.  As the Executive Account Manager, Mr. Shaffer was accountable for all aspects of both contracts.  The legacy fiscal agent operations and new system contracts include processing medical and pharmacy claims, prior approval review functions, provider enrollment, surveillance and utilization review, provider relations functions, and other related business functions.  The existing or legacy account operation was not meeting contractual Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and there were significant issues with the quality of some service delivery.  He led the effort to develop a corrective action plan for existing fiscal agent operations functions within the first 45 days after assuming responsibility.   This effort involved bringing in additional expertise, reinvigorating local recruitment practices, and improving operational metrics management procedures.  On the new contract side, Mr. Shaffer predominantly worked internally in addresses core product delays and the associated impacts on the Alaska specific implementation team.

Duration of Project: New MMIS contract 7 years with three 1 year options, legacy operations 19 months remaining from ACS acquisition, this is being extended at least 1 year.

Software/hardware used in engagement:  Microsoft Office, MS Project, AK MMIS, MS SharePoint, PC 



		July, 2008 to June, 2009



		Required Information:

Vendor: Affiliated Computer Services
Client:  Corporate Operations

Client Contact: N/A Corporate Contact: Patrick Ross, Senior Vice President, ACS Government Healthcare Solutions (former); 422 Ranger Passage, Alpharetta, Georgia 30005; 678.778.0540; patross@mindspring.com

Role in Project: Chief Operating Officer, Care & Quality Solutions (formerly known as “ACS Bowers”)

Details of Project: ACS acquired a care management firm (Bowers & Associates) providing utilization management, disease management, case management, absence management services, and supporting analytic tools, to small and mid-sized employer based insurance plans.  The acquisition was completed in order to bring care management capabilities to the state Medicaid market.   After five months with less than effective progress integrating ACS Bowers within the Government Healthcare Solutions line of business, an escalating attrition problem with the clinical staff, little progress integrating the technology solutions with the existing product and services portfolio, and insufficient growth against the financial model, Mr. Shaffer was brought in as Chief Operating Officer.  In this position, Mr. Shaffer successfully developed and deployed a revised HR benefit structure and retention strategy to address the excessive clinical staff attrition. He drove a new telephony solution deployment that enhanced client and member service, improved internal effectiveness, and enabled improved quality monitoring.  Plans for the next generation care management application including integration with ACS’s Health Information Exchange solution and their new MMIS application (“Enterprise”) were completed under Mr. Shaffer’s leadership.  Working internally and externally, Mr. Shaffer additionally led solution-development efforts for successful and pending sales efforts representing 55 percent of annual revenue growth including two sales into the targeted state marketplace.

Duration of Project: Ongoing subsidiary operations

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, MS Project, ACS’ Integrated Care Management Application (ICMS) and Health Plan Tools, PC, Avaya



		April, 2007 to June, 2008



		Required Information:

Vendor: Affiliated Computer Services
Client:  (Representative Clients) State of Florida, Agency for Health Care Administration; State of Maryland, Department of Health and Mental Hygiene; State of Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services

Client Contact: Ms. Chris Osterlund, Deputy Secretary for Medicaid Operations; 2727 Mahan Drive Mail Stop #1 Tallahassee, Florida 32308; 850.412.4012; osterluc@ahca.myflorida.com:  Mr. Charles “Chuck” Lehman, Executive Director; 201 West Preston St., Baltimore, MD 21201 – 2399; 410.767.5420; clehman@dhmh.state.md.us:  Ms. Rebecca Mendozza, Director Maternal and Child Health Division; 600 East Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia 23219; 804.786.3206; rebecca.mendoza@dmas.virginia.gov;

Role in Project: Senior Operations Director

Details of Project:   Mr. Shaffer was responsible for client satisfaction, implementation and ongoing service delivery, profit and loss, and growth for a twenty-state, $200 million annual revenue region with ACS’s Government Healthcare Solutions (GHS) line of business.  As the Senior Operations Director for the region, he guided and directed multiple internal initiatives including, cost optimization efforts, new business pursuit, organic growth initiatives, and proactive account management in reaching and exceeding regional targets.  As this role evolved, he was directly accountable for ACS business in thirteen of twenty active state and commercial contracts within the region.  This included recruiting, retaining, and developing leadership (“Account Managers”) to support current operating accounts and to supply bid personal for new business opportunities.  Mr. Shaffer completed the integration of ACS’ former standalone pharmacy benefits management (PBM) unit into GHS’s national service delivery organization to increase organic growth opportunities and provide more consistency in the client relationships.  He led new business pursuit efforts resulting in contract captures valued in excess of $250 million that delivering over $40 million in annual recurring revenue including ACS’s contract with the State of Tennessee replacement MMIS.  Mr. Shaffer also led successful program turn-around efforts with three state clients, repositioning ACS for growth and restoring ACS client references while he oversaw 11 active technology and program implementations, ensuring ACS technical delivery supported client requirements.

Duration of Project: Ongoing business operation

Software/hardware used in engagement:  Microsoft Office, MS Project



		September, 2006 to April, 2007



		Required Information:

Vendor: Sage Software North America
Client:  Not Applicable

Client Contact: Corporate Support

Role in Project: Director, IS Business Services

Details of Project:  Sage sells software products, primarily to small and mid-sized businesses.  Mr. Shaffer was responsible for all Information Systems (“IS”) service delivery to the Small Business Division, the shared services marketing organization, and IS led initiatives.  This included recruiting, hiring, and training new business services’ team members (including two peer Directors), and establishing the structure and alignment of the Business Services Group with the broader organization.  He established improved prioritization and project commitment processes for supported business units to ensure strategic business initiatives receive appropriate resource support from the IS shared service organization.  Mr. Shaffer managed the discovery and requirements definition phases of the in-process enterprise-wide resource planning software deployment, a $35 million project to replace 20 different legacy applications supporting all North American divisions of Sage.  He managed the delivery of over 4,000 eMarketing change and operational requests to support the over eight websites and eStores used to support Sage North America.  He also oversaw the delivery of the first website built on a new content management framework to standardize Sage websites and improve the speed and reliability of content and maintenance deployments.

Duration of Project:  Ongoing business function

Software/hardware used in engagement:  Microsoft Office, MS Project, PC



		August, 2005 to August, 2006



		Required Information:

Vendor: Affiliated Computer Services
Client:  N/A

Client Contact: Corporate Support

Role in Project: Director Service Delivery and Acting PMO Director

Details of Project: Initially appointed as a core member of the Technology Planning Initiative, to define the strategic direction for ACS’ Government Healthcare Solutions (GHS) technology based product offerings, Mr. Shaffer’s role transitioned into responsibility for leading the resulting organizational transformation initiatives and assuming an acting Director role for the Government Healthcare Solutions’ Program Management Office.  After reorganizing the $100 million, 600-person Technical Services Group, Mr. Shaffer took charge of all project implementations, spanning multiple product offerings.  His role included strategic responsibility over GHS’ technical service delivery model within the public-sector healthcare arena.  He managed the product and delivery organizations serving the decision support and web solution offerings and the technical organization’s resource center.  As a core member of the Technology Planning Initiative, Mr. Shaffer completed the strategic planning blueprint for ACS’ Government Healthcare Solutions technical product direction including the organizational and delivery model transformation.  As Director, Service Delivery, Mr. Shaffer planned the multi-phased Technical Services Group organizational structure plan and deployed the first phase reorganization.  Mr. Shaffer also managed the definition, creation, and initial phases of the key initiatives required to support the strategic direction for the organization.  This included significant impact, change management items such as project management, resource management, product development planning, CMMI measurement, software development estimation process, budgeting and financial reporting, and Key Performance Indicators (KPI) program.  As Acting PMO Director, Mr. Shaffer led the turnaround of GHS’ deployment of Microsoft Project Server and MS SharePoint environment, managing implementations for six project implementations and creating an enhancement plan to meet enterprise-wide implementation goals.

Duration of Project:  Ongoing business function

Software/hardware used in engagement:  Microsoft Office, MS Project, MS Project Server, Microsoft SharePoint, PC



		September, 2003 to July,
2005



		Required Information:

Vendor: Affiliated Computer Services
Client:  State of West Virginia, Department of Health & Human Resources Bureau for Medical Services (BMS)

Client Contact: Ms. Pat Miller, Director MMIS Operations & IT Support; Office of Administration, 350 Capitol Street Room 251, Charleston, West Virginia 25301-3709; 304.558.1722; dhhrmedicaidopns@wv.gov.

Role in Project: Transition Project Manager/Provider Relations Manager/MMIS Project Manager

Details of Project: ACS had held the West Virginia Medicaid contract for close to ten years before losing the contract in a competitive procurement.  Under the ACS West Virginia contract, ACS handled all systems maintenance and support activities, medical and pharmacy claims processing, decision support, as well as provider and recipient relations.  Mr. Shaffer was assigned to manage the transition of the Medicaid fiscal agent services to the new fiscal agent contractor and initially managed the provider and recipient support teams.  Mr. Shaffer soon added Account Management responsibilities for West Virginia to his Transition Account Management role.  He completed the transition of fiscal agent services while maintaining SLA adherence and operational performance through the end of ACS’s contract full term after several delays in the new MMIS implementation date.  After the new vendor’s point of sale solution (POS) had repetitive up time issues within 24 hours of the request for support, he successfully led the effort to resume fiscal agent processing and related services for pharmacy claims.  This effort resulted in a one-year contract extension with State of West Virginia that included continued operation of the MMIS and POS solutions.  To maximize retention of West Virginia-specific Medicaid expertise without disrupting ACS service delivery, he worked with BMS and new vendor leadership to manage the transition of existing ACS staff to roles with the new vendor.  After closing down the Charleston office during the final extension, Mr. Shaffer also assumed responsibility for all PBM account management activities for the Southeast region as Executive Account Manager.  In this role, he directed the implementation of an integrated automated prior approval solution that combined medical and pharmacy data in applying clinical rules at the point of service for adjudicating pharmacy claims for the State of Florida.  Estimated first year savings for the State of Florida were in excess of $20 million. 	

Duration of Project: 16 months

Software/hardware used in engagement:  Microsoft Office, MS Project, WV MMIS, PBM PDCS X2, PC



		April, 2000 to
August 2003



		Required Information:

Vendor: Solution 6 North America (formerly Novient Inc.)  

Client:  Multiple including Computer Sciences Corporation, Application Services Division

Client Contact: Mr. Pat Hanrahan; Director, Global CRC, Computer Sciences Corporation; 100 Winnenden Road Norwich, Connecticut 06360; 860.425.6143; phanraha@csc.com

Role in Project:  Project Manager and Senior Manager, Professional Services

Details of Project: Solutions 6 was a software firm that provided business process optimization solutions for professional services organizations.  As Project Manager, Mr. Shaffer led a large program implementation from proof of concept through final deployment, for multiple business units of an international consulting, outsourcing and integration services provider as part of global resource management and reporting initiative.  In his Senior Manager role, he held director level responsibilities for consulting staff management, departmental processes, key performance indicator tracking and reporting, and group performance metrics.  He increased billable utilization by 25 percent and doubled departmental gross margin in one year.  Mr. Shaffer also managed the transition, service organization integration, and process improvement initiatives resulting from Solution 6 North America’s acquisition of Novient, Inc. 

Duration of Project:  Ongoing business function

Software/hardware used in engagement:  Novient, Microsoft Office, SQL 2000, MS Project, PC



		August, 1999 to March, 2000



		Required Information:

Vendor: S1 Inc,  
Client:  Royal Bank of Canada and State Farm

Client Contact:  No Longer Available

Role in Project: Program Manager

Details of Project:  S1 is a provider of on-line banking and insurance solutions for the financial services industry.  As a Program Manager, Mr. Shaffer was responsible for the complete delivery life cycle, developing product requirements, work order creation and pricing, product development and customization, implementation, post-production support, and relationship management for S1’s 2 largest clients.  He successfully managed an $80 million multi-year program, for S1’s largest client, integrating S1’s Internet consumer banking, brokerage, and insurance products.  He also instituted common project management standards, performance metrics and reporting mechanisms to manage all current and planned projects as part of a redesigned, integrated, client focused delivery process.  He worked closely with executive and client leadership to resolve billing issues and successfully collect over $20 million in disputed/overdue receivables.

Duration of Project:  60 months

Software/hardware used in engagement:  Microsoft Office, MS Project, Time Wizard, S1 web based solutions, PC



		April, 1999 to August, 1999

		Required Information:

Vendor: Independent Consultant
Client:  State of Georgia, Department of Revenue and ConnectUS, Inc.

Client Contact:  No Longer Available

Role in Project: Project Tracking Manager/Technical Services Director

Details of Project: As a consultant to the Georgia Department of Revenue (DOR), Mr. Shaffer served as a Project Tracking Manager in a PMO type environment supporting infrastructure implementations and Web-based application development projects.  He was responsible for providing strategic advice, tracked project implementations, supervising project managers on project planning and work plan development, developing project management standards and compliance.  Mr. Shaffer completed the annual update of the Information Technology Strategic Plan, used to secure funding from the legislature and Governor’s office for FY00, 01, and 02.  He developed the Project Tracking Group roles and responsibilities, project review schedule, and standards for project documentation, while monitoring projects with budgets in excess of $15 million.   In parallel to the Georgia DOR assignment, he served as a Technical Services Director.  He also served in a general manager role for a start-up subsidiary of European IT consulting and staffing firm based in The Hague, The Netherlands.  This included developing the business plan, employment agreements, client contracts, installation of all infrastructure and office logistics, consultant recruiting/hiring and client marketing plans. 

Duration of Project: 5 months

Software/hardware used in engagement:  Microsoft Office, MS Project, Project Workbench, GroupWise, Novell, PC 



		October, 1996 to March, 1999



		Required Information:

Vendor: Electronic Data Systems (EDS, now HP Enterprise Services)  Client:  State of Georgia, Department of Community Health

Client Contact: No Longer Available; 

Role in Project: Program Services Manager

Details of Project: EDS held the Medicaid fiscal agent contract including systems maintenance and support, claims processing, provider, third party liability (TPL) functions, prior approval, medical review, drug rebate, and decision support services.  Mr. Shaffer was responsible for all service delivery related to TPL processing including; post payment billing, financial transactions, recipient updates, provider and recipient calls; prior approval including approval determination, data entry, provider calls;  medical review of suspended claims; Drug Rebate services (preparation, invoicing, and collection); mailroom and computer operations functions for the Georgia Medicaid program.  Under his leadership third party collections increased 10 percent to $150 million, through a reduction in the processing time of third party insurance liability information.  Within six months of assuming responsibilities as Program Services Manager, Mr. Shaffer drove improved processes to consistently meet and exceed TPL, prior approval, and medical review Service Level Agreements (SLAs) after five years of inadequate performance.  As part of this improvement, he implemented a cross training program which eliminated overtime, reduced contract employee use, and increased employee satisfaction survey results 15 percent.

Duration of Project:  17 years, multiple contracts

Software/hardware used in engagement:  MS Word, MS Excel, GA MMIS, PC



		September, 1995 to 
September, 1996



		Required Information:

Vendor: EDS
Client:  City of Chicago Department of Revenue, City of Dallas, City of Indianapolis 

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Business Operations Manager

Details of Project:  Mr. Shaffer managed the system outsourcing and collections contracts for the cities of Chicago, Indianapolis, and Dallas, generating $16 million in annual revenue with profit and loss accountability.  These contracts supported all computer processing supporting the collection of parking tickets, including lock-box operation, call center support for citizen’s, field equipment and support functions, and for the City of Chicago a ticket imagining system deployed in the administrative courts for use during hearings.  While in this role, he was responsible for completion of a new client/server citation management system resulting in a successful parking ticket processing and collections proposal for the City of Chicago.  

Duration of Project: 60 months

Software/hardware used in engagement:  Microsoft Office, TIPS, PC



		May, 1994 to August, 1995



		Required Information:

Vendor: EDS Client:  Corporate Support 

Client Contact: Not Applicable

Role in Project: Internal Consultant

Details of Project: During this assignment Mr. Shaffer completed assessment, recommendations, and implementation plan phases of a Medicaid claims processing reengineering project to save an estimated $30-35M annually.  Working with external consultants and a small team of internal staff he conducted a detailed analysis of fiscal agent claims processing operations in California, Georgia, and California.

Duration of Project:  16 months

Software/hardware used in engagement:  Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, ABM (activity based costing software tool), PC, MAC



		May, 1990 to April, 1994



		Required Information:

Vendor: EDS  Client:  State of Florida, Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services (Organization was subsequently broken up into different agencies in 1997) 

Client Contact: No Longer Available

Role in Project: Finance and Contracts (“Program”) Manager

Details of Project: Mr. Shaffer managed what would now be called a program management office for Florida’s $120 million implementation of an integrated Welfare Eligibility Determination (AFDC, Food Stamps, Medicaid, TANF, and refugee assistance) and Child Support Enforcement Collection system development and integration project that resulted in $200 million audited savings in the first year of system operation.  This was a complex twenty-nine month implementation involving application development in seven disparate locations using then new technologies.  He successfully organized systems training of 11,000 users, managed hardware and network installation portion of project for over 400 locations throughout state of Florida.  In his role, He was directly responsible for managing the administration of multiple subcontracts with EDS’ partners including IBM, Deloitte & Touche, Florida State University, Robbins-Gioia and several smaller local partners.  This application remains in use eighteen years after implementation.  After closing the project Mr. Shaffer designed, implemented, and maintained document management system supporting a successful $42.8 million breach of contract and recovery lawsuit while serving as a subject matter expert in support of post project legal proceedings.

Duration of Project:  36 months

Software/hardware used in engagement:  CAT (project management software), Microsoft Word, Quattro Pro, Microsoft Excel, Inmagic (document management system)



		February, 1988 to April, 1990



		Required Information:

Vendor: EDS Client:  Corporate Support 

Client Contact: Not Applicable

Role in Project: Financial Analyst

Details of Project: As a Financial Analyst reporting to the Divisional Comptroller, Mr. Shaffer supported the Central and Southeast regions of EDS’s State Operations Division.  His primary responsibilities included advising Regional Managers, Account Managers, and Account staff on all financial related matters.  He worked extensively with Medicaid fiscal agent operations in the states of Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, North Carolina, Florida, Wisconsin, Kansas, New Mexico, Texas, and Wyoming.  Mr. Shaffer led the internal project to install networked based computer equipment for the Comptrollers’ financial analysis unit, which previously shared a single PC.

Duration of Project:  Ongoing Business Function

Software/hardware used in engagement:  Microsoft Word, Lotus 123, PC



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		University of Virginia, McIntire School of Commerce

Charlottesville

Virginia

Bachelor of Science – Commerce
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Project Management Institute

Newtown Square

Pennsylvania

N/A

Project Management Professional certification (PMP®) since July 22, 2005



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		IMS, CICS, TSO, Client Server, .NET, Novell



		Hardware:

		IBM 3090 series, Sun servers, Dell 



		Software:

		Visual Basic, Java, JavaScript, HTML, SQL, COBOL, TIPS, GA MMIS, WV MMIS, PBM PDCS X2, AK MMIS, Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Access, Outlook PowerPoint, Visio), SharePoint, MS Project, MS Project Server, Project Workbench, Groupwise, CAT, Inmagic, Lotus 123, Quattro Pro, S1 web based solutions, Time Wizard, Novient, SQL 2000



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Glenda Shearson, Assistant Commissioner
State of Tennessee, Department of Human Services

400 Deaderick Street, 15th Floor
Nashville, Tennessee 37243-1403

Telephone: 615.313.4709
Fax:  615.741.4165  Email:  Glenda.Shearon@tn.gov



William Streur, Deputy Commissioner for Medicaid and Health Care Policy, Alaska Department of Health and Social Services

3601 C Street, Suite 902
Anchorage, Alaska  99503

Telephone: 907.269.7827

Fax: 907.269.0060  Email: William.Streur@alaska.gov 



Christine Osterlund, Deputy Secretary for Medicaid Operations, Florida Agency for Health Care Administration

2727 Mahan Drive, Mail Stop # 1
Tallahassee, Florida 32308

Telephone: 850.412.4009
Fax:  850.488.2520  
Email: Christine.Osterlund@ahca.myflorida.com



Ms. Pat Miller,  Director MMIS Operations & IT Support
West Virginia Department of Health
& Human Resources Bureau for Medical Services

Office of Administration
350 Capitol Street Room 251
Charleston, West Virginia 25301-3709

Telephone: 304.558.1722
Fax:  304.558.4442  Email: dhhrmedicaidopns@wv.gov



Patrick Ross, Senior Vice President, ACS Government Healthcare Solutions (former)

422 Ranger Passage
Alpharetta, Georgia 30005

Telephone: 678.778.0540
Fax:   None  Email: patross@mindspring.com



Ms. Sandy Tyler,  Vice President, ACS Government Healthcare Solutions (former)

1601 County Road 287
Liberty Hill, Texas 78642

Telephone: 512.515.6520
Fax:   None  E-mail: sandyr5109@yahoo.com








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Janice Stenson

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Accounting Assistant (MCO Enrollment)



		Summary



		Ms. Stenson has over 30 years of experience in the healthcare industry.  Her expertise includes experience in eligibility for all federal and state social service programs, with emphasis on Medicaid, Medicare, and Managed Care.  She has extensive knowledge of the business functions of the MMIS and eligibility system, NOMADS.  Ms. Stenson has been with First Health Services since August 2009, serving as the Appeals Coordinator, then moving to the Managed Care Coordinator position in January. Prior to her employment with First Health Services, she was an independent consultant for the State of Nevada Division of Health Care Financing and Policy, providing business and system analysis.  Ms. Stenson previously had served for 30 years with the State of Nevada, Division of Welfare and Supportive Services, her last position being the Medicaid Program Specialist.  



		# of Years with Firm:

		.66 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		January, 2010 to Present





		Required Information:

Vendor:  First Health Services Corporation
Client:  Nevada DHCFP 

Client Contact: Bonnie Heidt, Social Service Program Specialist II, Managed Care, 1100 East William Street Carson City, Nevada, 775.684.3696; bheidt@dhcfp.nv.gov.

Role in Project: Senior Customer Service Representative

Details of Project: Ms. Stenson handles all managed care enrollments, and enrollment change requests in accordance with the federal and state regulations.  She maintains records of all requests and correspondence, from the client or a recipient, associated with the enrollments.  She, also, is responsible for reconciling all Medicaid cards returned in the mail.  This includes processing requests for re-issuance of cards.  Ms. Stenson, also, serves as a subject matter expert for recipient eligibility in assisting with system issues associated with the interface between the eligibility system NOMADS, and the MMIS.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Citrix, FirstCRM™ (contact and system change request tracking system), MMIS, MS Office, Windows XP



		August, 2009 to January, 2010



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation  

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Kathy Stoner, Program Specialist III, Hearings, 1100 E. William Street Carson City, Nevada, 775.684.3602; kstoner@dhcfp.nv.gov.

Role in Project: Appeals Coordinator

Details of Project: Ms. Stenson processed provider appeals, making determinations within established timeframes and ensuring compliance with federal and state regulations.  Her duties included maintaining accurate appeals records in an electronic database, and conducting phone conferences with Ms. Stoner and the appealing provider to resolve issues.

Duration of Project: Six months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: Citrix, FirstCRM™, MMIS, MS Office, Windows XP



		November, 2006 to July, 2009



		Required Information:

Employer: Independent Consultant
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact:  Mel Rosenberg, IT Chief, MMIS, Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy, 1000 East William Street, Suite 101, Carson City Nevada 8970; 775.784.3736; mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov

Job Title: Business Analyst

Job Details:  In addition to developing policy for the Medicaid Services Manual and State Plan, Ms. Stenson conducted research and analysis to resolve problems with the interface between the eligibility system, NOMADS, at the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services, and the MMIS.  Her background in eligibility, and knowledge of the NOMADS system, assisted in defining business requirements for the MMIS.

Duration of Project: Three years and eight months

Software/hardware used in engagement: MMIS



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Carson High School

Carson City

Nevada

HS

State sponsored certifications, including. Essentials of Management, Elements of Supervision, Disciplinary Procedure, Caseload Management, and Customer Service for Managers (provided by UNLV). Seminars provided by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) and the Social Security Administration. 



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		Microsoft Active Directory, Citrix, FirstCRM, MMIS



		Hardware:

		Dell Desktops



		Software:

		MS Office, Windows XP



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Marta Stagliano, Chief of Compliance,
Division of Health Care Financing and Policy 

1100 East Williams Street, Carson City, Nevada 

Telephone: 775.684.3623
Fax:775.684.3643  Email: Marta.Stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov



Jeff Brenn, Chief, Eligibility & Payments, Division of Welfare and Supportive Services

1470 College Parkway
Carson City, Nevada

Telephone: 775.684.0618
Fax:775.684.0617  Email: jbrenn@dwss.nv.gov



Chuck Duarte, Administrator, 

Division of Health Care Financing and Policy

100 East William Street Carson City, Nevada

Telephone: 775.684.3677
Fax: 775.687.3894  Email: cduarte@dhcfp.nv.gov








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Malgorzata “Gosia” Sylwestrzak

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Biostatistician



		Summary



		Ms. Sylwestrzak has over three years of experience in quantitative and qualitative analysis of healthcare data, including two and half years of analyzing Nevada Medicaid data.  She has additional two years of experience in econometric and statistical analysis of State financial data.  Over the last two and a half years, she has been providing statistical support to Health Econometrics and other functional areas of First Health Services.  She has extensively analyzed administrative data (claims, pre-authorization, eligibility, and pharmacy) on ad hoc basis. She has also collaborated in designing and implementing many dashboard-style reports, used both internally and by the client, to monitor healthcare program quality and cost.  She is familiar with operational areas, including call centers and healthcare management review teams, and has participated in improving reporting in those areas.  She is knowledgeable about government health programs, specifically with Medicaid and Medicare billing and reimbursement practices.  She also has experience in analysis of large survey datasets using longitudinal data methods. Ms. Sylwestrzak is a proficient user of several statistical software packages, including Statistical Analysis Software (SAS), Stata, and EViews.  She can query large databases and data warehouses using Structured Query Language (SQL).



		# of Years with Firm:

		0.4 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		January, 2010 to Present





		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Coleen Lawrence, Social Services Chief; Health Care Financing and Policy, Health and Human Services

Carson City, 1100 East William Street, Suite 101
Carson City, Nevada  89701. 775.684.3744; coleenl@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Health Outcomes Scientist

Details of Project: Ms. Sylwestrzak conducts and coordinates  applied health outcomes research including: design studies and evaluations based on sound methodological principles, conducts analyses and reporting of findings from health services data sets, develops protocols and tools, assists with collaborative research with universities, prepares papers and presentations for internal and external audiences, synthesizes evidence from the literature for application to clinical practice, guide appropriate interpretation of findings, and distribute better practices resulting from findings.     

Duration of Project: Ongoing
Software/hardware used in engagement: Statistical and econometric analysis (SAS), database querying (SAS—SQL, Toad, Rapid SQL), MS Office, Decision Analyst, MMIS, FirstRx™, FirstIQ™, FirstDARS™, FirstHCM™



		September, 2008 to December, 2010



		Required Information:

Vendor: Department of Economics, University of Nevada, Reno, Client: First Health Services Corporation

Client Contact: Department of Economics, University of Nevada, Reno, 1664 North Virginia Street, AB 318,  Reno, Nevada 89557, 775.784.6850

Role in Project: Research Scientist

Details of Project: Ms. Sylwestrzak worked on sponsored research for the State in collaboration with First Health Services and University of Nevada, Economics Department. She provided statistical analysis and econometric modeling of Nevada Medicaid administrative healthcare data. She also provided ad hoc reporting in response to First Health Services’ and Nevada Medicaid’s needs. 

Duration of Project: 16 months

Software/hardware used in engagement: Statistical and econometric analysis (SAS, Stata), database querying (SAS—SQL, Toad, Rapid SQL), MS Office, Decision Analyst, MMIS, FirstRX™, FirstIQ™, FirstDARS™, FirstHCM™, MS Office



		October, 2007 to September, 2008

		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: First Health Services, 4300 Cox Rd, Glen Allen, VA 23060; 804.935.5458

Role in Project: Biostatistician

Details of Project: Ms. Sylwestrzak was responsible for providing statistical expertise for design, execution, and analysis of health care and survey data in support of Health Econometrics, Quality and business initiatives.  She has worked with administrative healthcare data including Medicaid data from Nevada, Arkansas, South Carolina, Florida, Kentucky, and Alaska. 

Duration of Project: 12 months

Software/hardware used in engagement: Statistical and econometric analysis (SAS), database querying (SAS—SQL, Toad, Rapid SQL), MS Office, Decision Analyst, MMIS, FirstRx™, FirstIQ™, FirstDARS™, FirstHCM™, MS Office



		August, 2006 to January, 2008

		Required Information:

Vendor: State of Nevada Budget and Planning Division

Client: State of Nevada Budget and Planning Division

Client Contact: Jeanne Wendel, PhD, Professor—Department of Economics, State of Nevada Budget and Planning Division, Department of Administration, 209 East Musser Street, Room 200, Carson City, Nevada 89701, Telephone: 775.684.0223

Role in Project: Management Analyst

Details of Project: Ms. Sylwestrzak forecast state General Fund revenues of approximately $3 billion annually, using econometric time series modeling.  She presented these forecasts to State of Nevada Economic Forum and Technical Advisory Committee. She also evaluated state agencies’ forecasts of smaller taxes, fees, and other revenues and monitored tax revenue collections on a monthly basis. At the same time, she served as Budget Analyst for three State agencies, reviewing budget requests, ensured compliance with directions, policies, and limitations, provided fiscal guidance, and ensured continuous monitoring of the accounts for appropriateness of spending. 

Duration of Project: 18 months

Software/hardware used in engagement: Statistical and econometric analysis (Eviews), MS Office



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		University of Nevada, Reno
Reno
Nevada
MA Economics
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Adam Mickiewicz University 
Poznan
Poland
MA International Relations
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		Windows, Mac OS. 



		Hardware:

		Any PC or Mac hardware, also any standard office equipment



		Software:

		Statistical and econometric, SAS, Stata, EViews, R, Frontier; database querying, SAS - SQL, Toad, Rapid SQL; MS Office, Decision Analyst, MMIS, FirstRx™, FirstIQ™, FirstDARS™, FirstHCM™



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Coleen Lawrence, Social Services Chief

Health Care Financing & Policy, Health & Human Services 

Telephone: 775.684.3744
Fax: 775.687.3893  Email: coleenl@dhcfp.nv.gov



Jeanne Wendel, PhD, Professor
Department of Economics
University of Nevada, Reno

1664 N. Virginia Street
AB 401H, Reno, Nevada 89557

Telephone: 775.784.6695
Fax: 775.784.4728  Email: wendel@unr.edu



Maud Naroll, PhD, Planner

Nevada State Budget and Planning Division
209 East Musser Street, Room 200
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Telephone: 775.684.0223
Fax: 775.684.0260  Email: mnaroll@budget.state








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Paula Townsend, PharmD

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Pharmacy Benefits Manager



		Summary



		Dr. Townsend has over 26 years of both hands-on and management experience in the healthcare industry, working within both large and small organizations.  Her expertise includes experience in Managed Care, specifically in pharmacy benefit management, group purchasing (dealing with specialty pharmacy products for large medical practices and small PBMs) and health plan pharmacy program management.  Dr Townsend has extensive experience in working with Pharmacy &Therapeutics committees within managed care, hospital and academic settings. She is proficient in drug evaluations and medical communications.  She has served as an independent consultant providing clinical documents and opinions to various types of clients including PBMs, Health Insurers, and Pharmaceutical Companies. Other relevant job experience includes work in retail and home infusion/long-term care sectors.



		# of Years with Firm:

		3 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		December, 2009 to Present

		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Coleen Lawrence, Department of Health and Human Services, 4126 Technology Way, Suite 100, Carson City, Nevada 89706; coleenl@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Clinical Project Manager Pharmacy

Details of Project: Dr. Townsend serves as clinical pharmacy liaison for Nevada state contract.  She leads the development of clinical program enhancements and better practices.  She also assists with development, enhancement and maintenance of operational functions, policy, clinical support, and provider education. Her additional responsibilities include supporting the State Drug Utilization Review Board and Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee and oversight of pharmacy program reporting, ensuring standard and ad hoc reports.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		March, 2005 to December, 2009



		Required Information:

Vendor: Ventegra, LLC 
Client: Health Plans, Medical Groups, Pharmacy Benefit Managers (PBMs)
Client Contact: N/A

Role in Project: Director, Clinical Programs

Details of Project: Dr .Townsend developed clinical programs for this new group purchasing organization servicing medical groups, health plans, employers, and small PBMs.  She established formulary management policy, process and procedures as well as coordinated activities of the clinical advisory committee (similar to a pharmacy and therapeutics committee). She developed company clinical marketing materials, client support documents and served as the primary clinical contact for pharmaceutical companies. 

Duration of Project: N/A

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		March, 1996 to March, 2005

		Required Information:

Vendor: Medco Health Solutions, Inc.

Client: N/A Client Contact: N/A 

Role in Project: Senior Manager, Clinical Formulary Development

Details of Project: Dr. Townsend was responsible for all new drug reviews for the quarterly national Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee, tracking the drug pipeline, selecting products for formulary consideration and supervising the preparation of all supporting documents.  She regularly contributed to the development and implementation of various utilization control programs such as prior authorization, quantity limit, and appeals criterion.  She was also responsible for the provision of clinical documents to Medco’s clinical account representatives for their clients’ use.

Duration of Project: N/A

Software/Hardware used in engagement: N/A



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		University of Utah College of Pharmacy
Salt Lake City
Utah
Doctor of Pharmacy
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston
Texas
Residency in Hospital Pharmacy Practice
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Washington State University College of Pharmacy 
Pullman
Washington
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		University of California, Center of Excellence in Health Care   Management

Los Angeles

California

Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy/University of Southern California Management Program in Health Care Management

Certificate of Completion



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		American Medical Writers Association

Rockville

Maryland  web: amwa.org

Core Curriculum in Editing/Writing

Certificate of Completion



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		PC



		Software:

		MS Office



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Alex Gilderman, PharmD Senior Consultant,  Rxperts  

7700 Irvine Center Drive, Suite 800
Irving, California 92618

Telephone: 714.625.2174
Fax: 949.788.2979  Email: alex@rxperts.net 

Dr. Townsend worked with Dr. Gilderman at Ventegra, LLC.



Danial Baker, PharmD, FASHP, FASCP
Associate Dean for Clinical Programs
Director, Drug Information Center, Professor of Pharmacotherapy
Washington State University

Address:  PO Box 1495, Spokane, Washington 99210

Telephone: 509.358.7660

Fax:  509.335.0103  Email: bakerdan@wsu.edu

Dr. Townsend worked with Dr. Baker at Medco Health Solutions, LLC.



Paul DaLool, RPh, Pharmacy Manager, Raley’s Pharmacy

1630 Robb Drive, Reno, Nevada 89523

Telephone: 775.746.6404
Fax: N/A  Email: N/A

Dr. Townsend worked with Dr. DaLool in Nevada retail pharmacy








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Donald G. Trice

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Business Analyst IT



		Summary



		Mr. Trice has over 17 years of experience in the healthcare industry.  His expertise includes experience with the Medicaid, Medicare, Managed Care, hospital, and medical segments of the industry.  For the past three months, Mr. Trice has served as a Business Analyst Consultant, working on the Nevada MMIS.  Prior to this, he served as a Software Quality Assurance (SQA) Tester working on the Virginia MMIS.  



		# of Years with Firm:

		5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		January, 2010 to Present





		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation

Client: Nevada DHCFP
Client Contact: Mel Rosenberg, IT Chief, Department of Health and Human Resources, Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy; 100 East William Street, Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada 89701; 775.784.3736; mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Business Analyst Consultant

Details of Project: Mr. Trice researches problems using the information provided by the client in a Production Discrepancy Report (PDR).  He offers solutions and often would correct the problem.  He performs testing of change using Job Control Language (JCL), Customer Information Control System (CICS), Graphical User Interface (GUI), File-AID, Princeton, (Structured Query Language) SQL, and Query Management Facility (QMF).  At times, data needs to be manipulated in order to test every condition.  He documents the test results and sends test results to client for approval.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL, DB2, CICS, GUI, JCL, Princeton, File-AID, SQL, QMF, TSO, Viasoft, MS Word, MS Excel, Remedy



		May, 2009 to January, 2010



		Vendor: First Health Services Corporation 

Client: Virginia DMAS

Client Contact: Sylvia Hart, Director Department of Medical Assistance Services of Virginia; Richmond, Virginia; 804.371.6369; Sylvia.Hart@dmas.virginia.gov

Role in Project: SQA Tester (Senior Applications Programmer Analyst)

Details of Project:  Mr. Trice reviewed business requirements and designed documents to create Test Plans. These Test Plans were entered into TestTraxx.  When necessary, the Test Plan included test cases to test with other subsystems as well as external vendors.  Mr. Trice performed walk-throughs of each Test Plan.  He tested the Test Plan, using Validate and manipulated data on the DB2 tables, flat files, and Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM) files to ensure everything was tested thoroughly.  In addition, he used SQL, QMF, File-AID, Princeton, CICS, and SAS to validate the test results.  Mr. Trice documented the test results and presented the results to the client, Department of Medical Assistance Services (DMAS).  Any defects encountered during testing were reported using Project InVision (PIV).  He served as Team Lead on several projects and assisted other teams with their testing.  He worked on projects for the following subsystems: Claims, Provider, Recipient, Management and Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS), Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem (SURS), Reference, Automated Mailing, Finance, Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT), and Statistical Analysis System (SAS).

Duration of Project:  Eight months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL, DB2, CICS, GUI, JCL, VSAM, Princeton, File-AID, SAS, SQL, QMF, TSO, Viasoft, MS Word, MS Excel, TestTraxx, DocuTraxx



		March, 2005 to May, 2009

		Vendor: First Health Services Corporation 

Client: Virginia DMAS

Client Contact: Sylvia Hart, Director DMAS of Virginia  

Richmond, Virginia; 804.371.6369; Sylvia.Hart@dmas.virginia.gov

Role in Project: SQA Tester (Sr. Apps. Programmer Analyst)

Details of Project: Mr. Trice reviewed business requirements in order to create Impact Assessments.  He analyzed the Impact Assessments and business requirements to develop, code, and test the system modules.  He worked on projects for the following subsystems: Claims, Provider, Recipient, MARS, SURS, Reference, Automated Mailing, Finance, EPSDT, and SAS.  He analyzed, developed, coded, and tested the SURS system modules for the NPI Project.  As Team Lead for the MARS Table Driven Project, Mr. Trice converted the MARS to a DB2 table driven system from a file driven. He performed on call duties for production problems.

Duration of Project: 14 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL, DB2, CICS, GUI, JCL, VSAM, Princeton, File-Aid, SAS, SQL, QMF, TSO, Viasoft, MS Word, MS Excel, TestTraxx, DocuTraxx



		September, 2002 to March, 2005



		Vendor: SunTrust 

Client: N/A

Client Contact: No longer available  

Role in Project: Senior Programmer Analyst

Details of Project: Mr. Trice served as the Team Lead on Prep 2003 Sales Incentive project (STAR). Created Requirements Document (RD), Technical Design Document (TDD), Program Specs, Test Plans and Test Scripts. Designed, developed, coded, tested, and implemented modules. Reviewed all documentation and test results with the client. Worked on the Motivator (Edge$ell) XP project. Worked on the Motivator enhancement and new release project team. Involved handling production problems, interacting with client and software vendor (ROI), and monitoring test jobs at all hours of the day and night when necessary.

Duration of Project: 2 ½ years 

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL, DB2, CICS, JCL, VSAM, File-AID, SAS, SQL, QMF, TSO, Viasoft, MS Word, MS Excel



		June, 2002 to September, 2002



		Vendor: CXI 

Client: Trigon

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Consultant

Details of Project: Mr. Trice worked on a customer utilization reporting system enhancement project to create new DB2 Table views and modify existing programs to use these views. He also designed and developed new programs to use these views to create new files and reports.  He was responsible for creating test plans and test scripts in order to test the modules.  Further, he held responsibility for reviewing the test results with Business Areas before implementing the modules into production via Endevor.

Duration of Project:  Three months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL, DB2, JCL, SQL, VSAM, QMF, TSO



		September, 2001 to June, 2002



		Vendor: Pelican Technology Partners 

Client:  SunTrust

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Consultant

Details of Project:  Mr. Trice worked on the CRS/RPMS conversion project.  He converted files and modules in order to transfer them from Richmond to the Atlanta system.  He designed and developed new programs, including conversion programs.  He also developed, tested, and implemented modules into production and used ChangeMan to check out and implement modules for a rollout project.

Duration of Project:  Nine months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL, DB2, CICS, JCL, VSAM, File-AID, SAS, SQL, QMF, TSO, Viasoft, MS Word, MS Excel



		September, 1999 to February, 2001



		Vendor: modis Incorporated 

Client: Philip Morris 

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Consultant

Details of Project: Mr. Trice worked on the project to convert the Sales Force MacIntosh laptops to PC laptops. He analyzed the host system and Mac Applications in order to convert to a SAP/R3 environment.  He performed various Business Analyst tasks in the beginning of this project.  He designed, developed, and maintained conversion and interface programs, including ABAP, LSMW, and COBOL.  This included accessing DB2, IMS, VSAM, and flat files. He also used IDOCs and Legacy System Migration Workbench (LSMW) to load Legacy data to Sales Document (SD), Customer Master (CM), and Materials Master (MM) tables in R/3, as well as maintain data integrity between Legacy and R/3. File-AID, Easytrieve, and SAS were used to extract, compare, and verify data.

Duration of Project: 17 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: SAP, COBOL, DB2, CICS, JCL, File-AID, SAS, SQL, QMF, TSO, Easytrieve, Viasoft, MS Word, MS Excel



		January, 1997 to September, 1999



		Required Information:

Vendor: modis Incorporated 

Client: Philip Morris 

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Consultant

Details of Project: Mr. Trice served as the Team Lead for a project that involved converting a subsystem from IMS to DB2 and incorporating Y2K modifications.  These modifications entailed expanding date fields to include the century in VSAM and Flat Files.  Programs requiring changes included COBOL, APS, Easytrieve, and SAS.  He assisted in developing aging criteria and test scripts in order to test mission critical subsystems in the logical partition (LPAR). File-AID, Easytrieve and SAS were used to extract, compare, and verify data. Volunteered to take on additional tasks to assure that deadlines were accomplished.  Team Leader for Quality Assurance (QA) project, which involved gathering and packaging the necessary components for shipment to another company for Y2K review.  He was involved extensive interaction with the Business Areas.

Duration of Project: 2 years 8 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: APS, COBOL, DB2, CICS, JCL, File-AID, SAS, SQL, QMF, TSO, Easytrieve, Viasoft, MS Word, MS Excel, DataAger, QA Hiperstation



		April, 1996 to January, 1997



		Required Information:

Vendor: modis Incorporated 

Client: Virginia Farm Bureau

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Consultant

Details of Project: Mr. Trice served as the Team Leader for the Y2K project.  He modified existing and developed new COBOL programs in order to compensate for Year 2000 dates.  He converted dates to include the century so that date comparisons and computations would work properly.  The files were either changed to include a century indicator or the century was set based on no policies existing prior to 1940.  During the analysis of this project, his team found additional programs, files, and Generalized Table Access Method (GTAM) Tables requiring modifications. Mr. Trice then tested and debugged the programs as needed.

Duration of Project: Nine months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL, DB2, IMS, JCL, File-AID, VSAM, SQL, QMF, TSO, Easytrieve, MS Word



		March, 1995 to January, 1996



		Required Information:

Vendor: modis Incorporated 

Client: Dominion Virginia Power 

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Consultant

Details of Project: Mr. Trice performed maintenance on the Customer Accounting/Financial Reporting (CAFR) system.  He used client services requests to update and develop programs.

Duration of Project: 10 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL, DB2, JCL, File-AID, VSAM, SQL, QMF, TSO, Easytrieve, MS Word



		May, 1993 to March, 1995



		Required Information:

Vendor: Trigon  

Client: N/A 

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Senior Programmer Analyst

Details of Project:  Mr. Trice worked on project to create and install software in a CICS, batch, and VSAM environment that allows all Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans to transmit and receive claim data from each other.  He modified the programs in order to process the data according to Trogon’s specifications.  He designed, developed, and implemented in-house programs.  Part of the project involved converting Information Management System (IMS) to DB2.  He was responsible for handling System Change and Issue Resolution Requests, Technical Release memos, and production problems. 

Duration of Project: 10 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL, DB2, IMS, CICS, JCL, File-AID, VSAM, SQL, QMF, TSO, Easytrieve



		July, 1990 to May, 1993



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation  

Client: DMAS for Alaska, West Virginia, Tennessee, and DC  

Client Contact: No longer available

Role in Project: Systems Analyst 

Details of Project: Mr. Trice served as a Team Lead and supervised personnel in all aspects of systems analysis so as to successfully implement enhancements to existing Medicaid systems.  He communicated with clients in order to monitor progress.

Duration of Project: Two years, 10 months 

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL, IMS, CICS, JCL, File-AID, VSAM, TSO, Easytrieve, MS Word, ROSCOE



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		University of Richmond
Richmond
Virginia
Bachelor of Science Degree in Human Resource Management
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College 
Richmond
Virginia
Associates Degree in Information Systems
N/A



		Relevant Training:

		2009	TMON (inhouse)

2007	TestTraxx/DocuTraxx (inhouse)

2004	Cognos

2003	Writing Testable Requirements 

2002	ChangeMan; SmartTest (inhouse)



		HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		CICS, TSO, DB2, IMS, VSAM, ISAM, ACCESS, ORACLE, SAP/R3



		Hardware:

		MVS, AS400, DOS, WINDOWS NT, 98, 95, AMDAHL



		Software:

		TSO, QMF, SPUFI, Viasoft, IBM Utilities, File-AID, Endevor, TestTraxx, DocuTraxx, Xpediter, Syncsort, FTP, NDM, MS Word, MS Excel, MS Project, MS PowerPoint, TMON, Cognos, WordPerfect, BRIO, ChangeMan, XCHANGE, DataAger, GML, QA Hiperstation, Panvalet, OmegaView, COMPAREX, SAP/LSMW, SAP/IDOCs, SmartTest, InterTest, SCRIPT, DITTO, Librarian, DUMPFIL, CA-OPTIMIZER, ROSCOE, ROSPROCS, VOLLIE, SIMON



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Sylvia Hart, Director DMAS of Virginia  

Richmond, Virginia

Telephone: 804.371.6369

Fax: 804.786.4825  Sylvia.Hart@dmas.virginia.gov



Paul Mitro (Consultant) 

10044 Stonemill Road

Henrico, Virginia 23233

Telephone: 804.346.4685
Fax:  N/A  Email: jpmitro@cavtel.net



Sam Moore (Senior Staff Consultant)

11291 Arbor Creek Drive, Apt 1111

Henrico, Virginia 23233

Telephone: 804.822.7327
Fax: N/A  Email: SMoore468@comcast.net



Mike Rosback, Business Systems Analyst, DMAS of Virginia

Richmond, Virginia

Telephone: 804. 514.3669
Fax: N/A   Email: MRosback@verizon.net








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Loriza  Trinidad

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Senior Programmer Analyst



		Summary



		Ms. Trinidad has over 10 years of experience in the healthcare industry which includes the Medicaid, Medicare, Managed Care, hospital and medical segments of the industry as well as healthcare insurance for the commercial business.  For the past 3.5 years, she provides technical support for the various Nevada MMIS applications including Claims, Provider, Finance, Recipient and (Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment EPSDT) Subsystems.  She writes Statements of Understanding (SOUs) based on Production Discrepancy Reports created by the State client.  Once the SOU is approved, she translates the SOU into design specifications, prepares test plans, makes coding changes on the programs impacted, performs user acceptance tests, implements changes to production and monitors post production activities.  She has also been the Team Lead for the Disaster Recovery Project.  She has been a member of the implementation team for the Nevada State MMIS, responsible for developing, testing, and implementing program codes for the National Provider Identifier (NPI), post NPI, and American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) projects.  Ms. Trinidad has seven years of experience in the healthcare insurance business on the commercial side and has been a Senior Developer and Analyst for the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) project, Unique ID, and the Medicare Crossover Project using the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) project standards.  Ms. Trinidad has also six years experience in the financial industry primarily focused on processing private student loans and federal student loans



		# of Years with Firm:

		3.5 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		September, 2006 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Mel Rosenberg, IT Chief, MMIS, Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy, 1000 East William Street, Suite 101, Carson City Nevada 89701; 775.784.3736; mrosenberg@dhcfp.nv.gov 

Role in Project:  Senior Applications Developer Analyst

Details of Project:  Ms. Trinidad provides technical support to the various applications within the MMIS system in order to keep the claims process going, making sure that business requirements and deliverables are met in a timely fashion. She writes Statements of Understanding based on Production Discrepancy Reports. She analyzes production issues assigned and makes necessary program changes, tests, documents, and implements changes to production and monitor post production activities.  She responds to inquiries through tickets submitted by State clients and performs researches when necessary. She performs on call responsibilities on a rotating schedule.  She writes Statements of Understanding and simple to complex batch and online programs. Ms. Trinidad prepares test plans, and coordinates with clients in order to ensure that business requirements are met. She strictly adheres to company policy regarding Change Management procedures.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL2, DB2, JCL , QMF Query, CICS, Princeton, Easytrieve, DARS, JHS, QMF, Smart Test, TSO/ISPF, Log Analyzer, Remedy, VSAM, SPUFI, IBM Mainframe S/390 zos 1.10



		July, 1999 to August, 2006



		Required Information:

Company: Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield (Now WellPoint)                

Contact Name: Rose Marie Shaia; 2015 Staples Mill Road, Richmond, Virginia 23230; 804.354.2647; Rose.Shaia@Wellpoint.com

Role in Project: Senior. Programmer 

Details of Project: Ms. Trinidad was a Senior Developer for the HIPAA, Unique ID, NPI, Medicare Crossover and Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA)1500 Facsimile Projects (HCFA is now CMS).These projects followed the CMMI project standards and adhered to the Sarbane Oxley Law.  She designed and wrote simple to complex batch and online application programs, tested, implemented and monitored post implementation activities on these projects.  She consulted with business partners to exchange information in order to analyze and assist in determining appropriate solutions through the application of technology that meets business needs.  She is the Team Lead for the Claims Management Systems Lights On Project which handled the maintenance support portion of the Claims Management System and Team Lead for the Disaster Recovery project. S he prepared Functional Specifications and Technical requirements following the Systems Development Life cycle.  She supported the implementation of the Diagnosis Related Group (DRG) Pricing System twice a year.

Duration of the Project:  Seven years total, individual projects ranging from six months to one year

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL2, DB2, JCL , QMF, CICS,  On Demand, SAR, QMF, Xpediter, TSO/ISPF, SPUFI, Workbench, Plan View, Test Director, Service Center , Key 4.1 Case Tool, IBM Mainframe



		July, 1998 to June, 1999

		Required Information:

Vendor: CIBER Information Services  Client: Roundy’s Meat Co. Client Contact:  Joe Graves,  Indianapolis, Indiana (address no longer available

Role in Project: Programmer/Consultant

Details of the Project: Ms. Trinidad was a part of the Y2K Project conversion project. Her responsibilities included code remediation, unit testing, parallel testing and implementation to production. She wrote original source codes in COBOL 68 and converted to COBOL 85 using MDI software. Development was offsite, so the majority of Ms. Trinidad’s work was self-directed.

Duration of the Project: 11 months

Software used: COBOL, JCL,VSAM, ISAM,  Xpediter, TSO / ISPF, Key 4.1 Case Tool, IBM Mainframe



		November, 1994 to June, 1998



		Required Information:

Vendor: RCG Information Technology   Client: USA Group

Client Contact: Randy Pflanzer; Fishers, Indiana

Role in the Project: Programmer/Consultant 

Details of the Project: Ms. Trinidad participated in the Eagle II Project for Student Loan processing which included the following subsystems: Customer Information System, Lender Funds Management System, Disbursement Notification System, Account Loan Maintenance and Loan Approval System.  She prepared Design Specs and Technical Specifications, tested, and implemented to production.  She was responsible for interacting with the clients for the business developments, developing testing and implementation following the full Systems Development Life Cycle. 

Duration of the Project:  3.5 years total, individual project varies from 6 months to 1 year depending on the size of the subsystem.

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL2, DB2, JCL , QMF, CICS,  IDMS, TSO/ISPF, Key 4.1 Case Tool, Xpediter, IBM Mainframe



		November, 1993 to August, 1994

		Required Information:

Vendor: RCG Information Technology
Client: Shell Oil Company, Houston, Texas
Client Contact: No longer available.

Role in the Project: Programmer Consultant

Details of the Project:  Ms. Trinidad was involved in the development of the Chemical Order Processing System (CHEOPS) Project and the Integrated Business System Version 3.  She wrote programs based on technical specifications, tested and implemented codes to production.

Duration of the project:  Eight months

Software/hardware used in engagement: COBOL2, JCL , ISAM, VSAM, TSO/ISPF, Key 4.1 Case Tool, Microfocus COBOL



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		University of Santo Tomas
Manila 
Philippines
BS Chemical Engineering
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		University of Denver Colorado (through Systemation)
Denver
Colorado
N/A
Certificate in Systems Analysis



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		CICS, TSO, Client Server, DB2, Workbench, Endevor



		Hardware:

		IBM Mainframe S390 Zos 1.10



		Software:

		MS Office, Key 4.1 Code Generator, Test Director, Planview, Remedy, Smart Test, Xpediter, Microfocus COBOL, QMF, Princeton, SPUFI



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Rose Marie Shaia

Technical Business System Executive Advisor

2015 Staples Mill Road

Richmond, Virginia 23230

Telephone: 804.354.2647
Fax: 804.678.0431  Email: Rose.Shaia@wellpoint.com



Sandeep Sohal

Developer Advisor

2015 Staples Mill Road

Richmond, Virginia 23230

Telephone: 804.678.0431
Fax: 804.678.0534  Email: Sandeep.Sohal@Wellpoint.com 



Jerry Daniels

Developer Advisor

2015 Staples Mill Road

Richmond, Virginia 23230

Telephone: 804.380.2347 

Fax: None  Email: Jerry.Daniels@Anthem.com








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		David Viele

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Vice President, Account Management



		Summary



		Mr. Viele has over 30 years of experience with public sector budgeting, finance and health care in various positions throughout his career.  His current position is a senior management position within First Health Services.  His position as Vice President of Account Management is an excellent fit with his background that allows him to use his public sector experience when working with state government officials.   



		# of Years with Firm:

		7 Years



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		October, 2006 to Present



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Chuck Duarte, Administrator, 1100 East William Street, Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada  89701; 775.684.3677; cduarte@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in Project: Vice President, Account Management: 

Details of Project: Mr. Viele is responsible for the account management of First Health Services’ strategic accounts which includes Nevada.  In this position, he is responsible for compliance with all contract requirements, client relationships, client satisfaction, and contract retention. He is directly involved with the negotiation of all contract changes including the last 10 amendments for Nevada.  Mr. Viele has direct contact with the Medicaid Directors and Division Directors of the First Health Services’ strategic accounts and meets with these individuals on a regular basis.

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		June, 2003 to October, 2006



		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation

Client:  N/A
Client Contact:  N/A

Role in Project: Medicaid Senior Director for Client Advisory Services

Details of Project: Mr. Viele worked with states on pharmacy initiatives and provided advice on matters relating to Medicaid and State Pharmacy Assistance Programs.  His expertise in developing cost savings pharmacy initiatives has allowed Medicaid programs to significantly reduce the trend of their pharmacy expenditures.  Mr. Viele contributed to the design and operation of the Medicare Part D

program for Coventry Health Care and the Medicare Discount Card for Michigan, Pennsylvania, and New York.  

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



		August, 1996 to June, 2003



		Required Information:

Vendor: N/A
Client: N/A
Client Contact: N/A

Role in Project: Deputy Director, Michigan Department of Community Health

Details of Project: As the Deputy Director for Budget and Finance, Mr. Viele managed all budget and financial components of the Michigan Department of Community Health, including the direct supervision of Pharmacy, Actuary, Third Partly Liability Collection, and IT Divisions of the Medicaid Bureau. In this position, Mr. Viele developed the Michigan Pharmaceutical Best Practice Initiative that included the development of a preferred drug list and prior authorization, an integral part of negotiating supplemental rebates from pharmaceutical manufacturers on behalf of the Medicaid program.  A similar process is now in place for all of our clients.

Duration of Project: Seven years.

Software/hardware used in engagement: N/A



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Michigan State University
East Lansing
Michigan
BA Business Management
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows



		Hardware:

		PC



		Software:

		MS Office



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Thomas Snedden, Director PACE Program

555 Walnut Street, Forum Place Building, 5th Floor

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101 

Telephone:  717.787.7313
Fax:  717.772.7313  Email:  tsnedden@state.pa.us



William Streur, Deputy Commissioner
Department of Health and Social Services

Division of Health Care Services

Section of Community Health and Emergency Medical

4501 Business Park Blvd, Building L, Suite 24

Anchorage, Alaska 99503

Telephone: 907.334.2520
Fax:  907.561.1684  Email: williamstreur@alaska.gov



Stephen Fitton, Director of Medicaid Policy
Michigan Department of Community Health

400 South Pine Street

Lansing, Michigan 48909

Telephone:  517.241.7882
Fax:  517.335.5007  Email:  fittons@michigan.gov








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		First Health Services Corporation



		Role

		  |X| Prime Contractor	

		  |_|Subcontractor



		Name

		Bailey Ward

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Business Analyst, IT



		Summary



		Bailey Ward has 20 years experience in the healthcare industry.  Her expertise includes experience with the Medicaid and Managed Care.  For the past two years, Ms. Ward has served as a Senior Business Analyst and has been heavily involved with system updates to the financial subsystem.  Prior to this, she served as the Quality Assurance (QA) Manager.  She has a wide variety of experience including claims, appeals, rates, vendor services, the financial subsystem and interfaces with providers, operations and the client.  Prior to this she held the position of claims Manager with separate organizations.  



		# of Years with Firm:

		6 Years, 8 Months



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		August, 2008 to Present





		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation

Client: Nevada DHCFP 

Client Contacts:  Cynthia Jones, BPA II, IS Department, MMIS, DHCFP, 1100 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada  89701

Cynthia.Jones@dhcfp.nv.gov; 775.684.3719 and Ben White, Management Analyst, Budget and Accounting, DCFP; 775.684.3631

1100 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada  89701;

Ben.White@dhcfp.nv.gov 

Role in Project: Senior Business Analyst

Details of Project: Ms. Ward reviews State requests for system and operations changes that are related to the Financial Subsystem.   

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, PC,   Remedy Change Manager, CICS, and MMIS



		July, 2003 to July, 2009

		Required Information:

Vendor: First Health Services Corporation
Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact:  George Reves, ASO II, Financial Analysis and Contracts, Budget and Accounting, DHCFP; 1100 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada  89701; 775.684.364; greves@dhcfp.gov 

Lynn Carrigan, Budget and Accounting, DHCFP; 775.684.3621;

1100 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada 89701

lcarrigan@dhcfp.nv.gov and Clarissa Ludvigson, Account Manager, WorkflowOne; 4517 W 1730 S, Salt Lake City, Utah 84104; 801.956.5804; Clarissa.Ludvigson@WorkflowOne.com 

Role in Project:  Quality Assurance Manager

Details of Project: Ms. Ward was responsible for balancing the weekly MMIS finance cycle, QA review for rates, appeals, customer service, checks, letters, recipient ID cards, manual checks, cash receipts and financial transactions.  Ms. Ward was the interface between the Richmond IT team and the Budget and Accounting Department at DHCFP. 

Duration of Project: Ongoing

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office, Medstat DSS, TSO, Remedy Change Manager, and MMIS



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Dallas Community College

Dallas
Texas

N/A

N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		AHIP – Online Courses
Reno
Nevada

N/A

N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		Microsoft Environment, CICS, TSO



		Hardware:

		IBM, Motorola, HP, Dell



		Software:

		Various Microsoft Applications, Specialized Healthcare Databases,  Pharmacy, Financial, and HR Systems



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Sandie Ruybalid, IS Department, DHCFP

1100 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada 8970  
Telephone:  775.684.3710
Fax: 775.684.684.3643 	 Email:  sruybalid@dhcfp.nv.gov      



George Reves, Budget and Accounting, DHCFP

1100 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada  89701                 

Telephone: 775.684.3642
Fax:  775.684.3799  Email: greves@dhcfp.nv.gov



Clarissa Ludvigson, Account Manager
WorkflowOne

4517 West 1730 South

Salt Lake City, Utah  84104

Telephone:  801.956.5804  Fax:  801.956.0019	

Email:  Clarissa.Ludvigson@WorkflowOne.com








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		Health Management Systems, Inc. (HMS)



		Role

		  |_| Prime Contractor	

		  |X|Subcontractor



		Name

		Marnie Basom

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		TPL Project Management



		Summary



		Ms. Basom’s qualifications include more than 10 years experience in healthcare services for public healthcare programs and private healthcare organizations.  She currently oversees HMS’s project operations in the West region, including providing project oversight and client customer support for the existing Nevada contract.



		# of Years with Firm:

		5 Years 



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		February, 2005 to Present

		Required Information:

Vendor: Health Management Systems, Inc.

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client contact: Marta Stagliano, 1100 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada 89701, 775.684.3623, marta.stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in project: Executive Advisor

Details of project: For more than seven years, HMS has provided the following services to the client: Commercial Insurance, Medicare Part A, Medicare Part B, TRICARE, State Children’s Health Insurance Program Third Party Liability (SCHIP TPL), Tort Recovery, Trauma Recovery, Health Insurance Premium Payment Program (HIPP), Credit Balance Audits, Cost Avoidance, Program Integrity/Overpayment Recovery Projects.  HMS’s recoupment projects and on-site reviews have identified numerous recovery opportunities for the client.  HMS has recovered more than $39 million on behalf of the state. 

Duration of project: May 2003 to Present

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office Suite, Lotus Notes Email



		February, 2005 to Present

		Required Information:

Vendor: Health Management Systems, Inc

Client: Alaska Department of Health and Social Services, Division of Health Care Services

Client Contact: JoLynn Cagle, 4501 Business Park Boulevard,
Suite 24, Anchorage, Alaska 99503; 907.334.2452;  jolynn.cagle@alaska.gov

Role in project: Executive Advisor

Details of project: HMS provided the following services to the client: Commercial Insurance, Medicare Part A, Medicare Part B, TRICARE, Health Insurance Premium Payment Program (HIPP), Credit Balance Audits, Cost Avoidance, and Program Integrity/Overpayment Recovery Projects.

Duration of project: July 1990 to Present 

Software/hardware used in engagement: Microsoft Office Suite, Lotus Notes Email



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Oregon State University
Corvallis
Oregon
M.P.H., Master of Public Health
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Oregon State University
Corvallis
Oregon

B.S., Psychology
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows, 



		Hardware:

		IBM, Sun, 



		Software:

		MS Office Suite, Lotus Notes, 



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		JoLynn Cagle

Telephone: 907.334.2452 

Fax: 907.561.1684  Email:jolynn.cagle@alaska.gov



Marta Stagliano

Telephone: 775.684.3623

Fax: 775.684.3772  Email: marta.stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov



Patty Rustad

Telephone: 208.373.1308

Fax: 208.373.1429  Email: rustadp@dhw.idaho.gov








PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		Health Management Systems, Inc (HMS)



		Role

		  |_| Prime Contractor	

		  |X|Subcontractor



		Name

		Elizabeth Conway, JD

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Executive Advisor



		Summary



		Ms. Conway has more than 10 years experience in the healthcare industry.  At HMS, her role as Vice President, Government Services West involves the coordination of business strategies and development effort for the Western United States region.  Ms. Conway also assists with the management of ongoing operations in state projects, including HMS’s current work in Nevada. 



		# of Years with Firm:

		2 Years 



			PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		March, 2008 to Present 

		Required Information:

Vendor: Health Management Systems, Inc., 

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Marta Stagliano; 1100 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada 89701;  775.684.3623; marta.stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov 

Role in project: Executive Advisor

Details of project: For more than seven years, HMS has provided the following services to the client: Commercial Insurance, Medicare Part A, Medicare Part B, TRICARE, State Children’s Health Insurance Program Third Party Liability (SCHIP TPL), Tort Recovery, Trauma Recovery, Health Insurance Premium Payment (HIPP), Credit Balance Audits, Cost Avoidance, Program Integrity / Overpayment Recovery Projects. HMS’s recoupment projects and onsite reviews have identified numerous recovery opportunities for the client. HMS has recovered more than $39 million on behalf of the state. 

Duration of project: May 2003 to Present

Software/hardware used in engagement: MS Office Suite, Lotus Notes E-mail



		March, 2008 to Present

		Required Information:

Vendor: Health Management Systems, Inc., 

Client: Idaho Department of Health and Welfare 

Client Contact: Jacquie Kennedy-Gooch; PO Box 83720, Boise, ID 83720; Telephone: 208.287.1167; kennedyj@dhw.idaho.gov

Role in project: Executive Advisor

Details of project: HMS provides the following services to the client: Commercial Insurance, Medicare Part A, Medicare Part B, TRICARE, Trauma Recovery, Health Insurance Premium Payment Program (HIPP), Credit Balance Audits, Cost Avoidance, Program Integrity / Overpayment Recovery Projects.

Duration of project: July 1997 to Present

Software/hardware used in engagement: MS Office Suite, Lotus Notes E-mail



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Tulane University Law School
New Orleans
Louisiana

Juris Doctor

N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Boston College

Boston

Massachusetts

Political Science and Political Economy
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Tulane University

New Orleans
Louisiana

BA, Political Science

N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		Windows 



		Hardware:

		IBM, Sun 



		Software:

		MS Office Suite, Lotus Notes, MS Project, MS Visio



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Jaime Jenett

701 1/2 Rand Avenue.

Oakland, California

Telephone: 510.286.9954

Fax:  None  Email: jaimejenett@gmail.com



Vanessa Dillen

Kirkland House, Harvard University

95 Dunster Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Telephone: 415.793.5405

Fax: None  Email: vanessa.dillen@gmail.com



Devon King

375 Grand Avenue #103

Oakland, California 94610

Telephone: 510.459.568

Fax: None  Email: devonfking@gmail.com










PROPOSED STAFF RESUME



A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.



		Company Name:

		Health Management Systems, Inc. (HMS)



		Role

		  |_| Prime Contractor	

		  |X|Subcontractor



		Name

		Abbie Teslow-Roden

		|X| Key Personnel



		Classification:

		HMS Project Director



		Summary



		Ms. Teslow-Roden’s healthcare experience in Nevada includes working with the Nevada Division of Health Care Financing and Policy since 2007. She has more than three years’ experience in the third party liability operation aspects of State Human Services programs.



		# of Years with Firm:

		4 Years 



		July 2007 to Present

		Required Information:

Vendor: Health Management Systems, Inc., 

Client: Nevada DHCFP

Client Contact: Marta Stagliano

1100 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada 89701

775.684.3623; marta.stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov

Role in project: Program Director

Details of project: For more than seven years, HMS has provided the following services to the client: Commercial Insurance, Medicare Part A, Medicare Part B, TRICARE, SCHIP TPL, Tort Recovery, Trauma Recovery, HIPP, Credit Balance Audits, Cost Avoidance, Program Integrity / Overpayment Recovery Projects. HMS’s recoupment projects and onsite reviews have identified numerous recovery opportunities for the client. HMS has recovered more than $39 million on behalf of the state. 

Duration of project: May 2003 to Present

Software/hardware used in engagement: MS Office Suite, Lotus Notes



		September 2006 to June 2007

		Required Information:

Vendor: Health Management Systems, Inc., 

Client: Idaho Department of Health and Welfare 

Client Contact: Jacquie Kennedy-Gooch, PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720, 208.287.1167; kennedyj@dhw.idaho.gov

Role in project: Credit Balance Auditor

Details of project: HMS provided the following services to the client: Commercial Insurance, Medicare Part A, Medicare Part B, TRICARE, Trauma Recovery, Health Insurance Premium Payment Program (HIPP), Credit Balance Audits, Cost Avoidance, Program Integrity / Overpayment Recovery Projects.

Duration of project: July 1997 to Present

Software/hardware used in engagement: MS Office Suite, Lotus Notes Email



			EDUCATION



		Institution Name

City

State

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		University of Colorado
Boulder
Colorado

M.A. course work, Religious Studies
N/A



		Institution Name

City

State	

Degree/Achievement
Certifications

		Saint Olaf College
Northfield
Minnesota
BA, English and Religion
N/A



			HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUMMARY



		Environments:

		M/S Windows 



		Hardware:

		IBM, Sun 



		Software:

		MS Office Suite, Lotus Notes



			REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, phone number, fax number and email address

		Marta Stagliano

Telephone: 775.684.3623

Fax: 775.684.3772  Email: marta.stagliano@dhcfp.nv.gov



Sean Diehl

Telephone: 907.561.4455

Fax: 907.561.4435  Email: seandiehl1701@hotmail.com



Debby Day

Telephone: 208.345.9611

Fax: 208.345.8800  Email: debbyr@m-mservice.com
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Tab III – State Documents

REQUIREMENT:  Section 20.3.2.4, page 188

The State documents tab must include the following:


A. The vendor information sheet completed with an original signature by an individual authorized to bind the organization;


B. The cover page(s) from all amendments with an original signature by an individual authorized to bind the organization;


C. Attachment A – Confidentiality of Proposal and Certification of Indemnification for the primary vendor and the subcontractor(s) with an original signature by an individual authorized to bind the organization;


D. Attachment B1 – Technical Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP for both the primary vendor and the subcontractor(s) with an original signature by an individual authorized to bind the organization;


E. Attachment C1 and Attachment C2 – Primary Vendor and Subcontractor(s) Certifications with an original signature by an individual authorized to bind the organization;


F. Attachment C3 – Certification regarding lobbying;


G. A copy of vendor’s Certificate of Insurance identifying the coverages and minimum limits currently in effect;


H. Copies of any vendor licensing agreements and/or hardware and software maintenance agreements; and


I. Copies of the applicable certifications and/or licenses.

We have included in Tab III – State Documents the following requested information: 


A. 
Vendor Information Sheet 


B. 
Amendment Cover Page 


Amendment 1 – Dated, February 22 2010


Amendment 2 – Dated, March 10, 2010


Amendment 3 – Dated, March 24, 2010


Amendment 4 – Dated, March 26, 2010


· Amendment 5 – Dated, April 2, 2010


C. 
Attachment A – Confidentiality of Proposal and Certification of Indemnification.  



Includes forms signed by ACS State Healthcare, Inc., and our five subcontractors- HMS, Ingenix, Verizon, Goold, and LexisNexis.


D. 
Attachment B1 – Technical Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP. Includes forms signed by ACS State Healthcare, LLC, and our five subcontractors – HMS, Ingenix, Verizon, Goold, and LexisNexis.


E. 
Attachment C1 and Attachment C2 – Primary Vendor and Subcontractor(s) Certifications.  



Includes forms signed by ACS State Healthcare, LLC, and our five subcontractors – HMS, Ingenix, Verizon, Goold, and LexisNexis.


F. 
Attachment C3 – Certification regarding lobbying

G. 
ACS Certificate of Insurance forms:


Certificate of Insurance Liability


Certificate of Insurance Liability – General Insurance

· Certificate of Property Insurance 


H. 
ACS Licensing Agreements and/or Hardware and Software Maintenance Agreements

I. 
Applicable Certifications and/or Licenses


Page Intentionally Left Blank
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State of Missouri, Department of Social Services

Third Party Liability Fund Recovery, RFP No. B3Z10106
4. Method of Performance


State of Nevada, Department of Health and Human Services

I
Nevada MMIS Takeover, RFP No. 1824

Third Party Liability Functions
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Third Party Liability Functions 

HMS began work for Nevada in 2004 under the current MMIS contract and has recovered more than $38 million on behalf of the state, including over $11 million last year alone.  We also enabled the state to avoid over $135 million in upfront costs by identifying third party coverage before claims were paid.  This safeguards resources and ensures that healthcare benefits go to those in need.  HMS has established working relationships with DHCFP including the Deputy Attorneys General and Nevada Medicaid providers. Our nearly six years of Nevada experience have provided HMS a foundation of Nevada Medicaid knowledge that we use to tailor our third party services to Nevada needs and rules. Our third party liability solution for DHCFP incorporates innovation, flexibility, customization, and creativity. 

The HMS Advantage

Over the past six years, HMS has been an active partner in safeguarding Nevada healthcare resources.  We have provided information to help cost avoid over $135 million and recovered over $38 million. During the course of our work, we interact with health care providers, Medicaid recipients, attorneys, insurance carriers, employer groups, and legislators to recover and cost avoid payments in a manner that causes the least disruption to the health care process-from medical provision through claims adjudication and payment.  We meet Nevada-specific requests.  For example, by staffing a provider call center, we can quickly address provider problems with billing services due to the Nevada eligibility system overwriting Medicaid eligibility with incorrect third party liability information.  Each month we receive approximately 650 provider calls.  Without our assistance, these calls would result in providers not being able to bill Medicaid correctly and most likely would result in escalated requests to DHCFP or administrative hearings Our HIPP and HIFA work is also customized to fit DHCFP needs as each program is unique.   

HMS is the leader in third party liability work.  Through our 30 year history, we have demonstrated the highest ethical standards and have formed positive working relationships with the payer community.  Because we are trusted stewards of health care information, we have an unparalleled access to national and Nevada specific eligibility and claims information.  Building a capacity to gather and process 30,000 of health care information segments each year cannot be replicated easily.  In these dire and challenging economic times, DHCFP will risk their recoveries and cost avoidance savings if a less experienced vendor were to lead TPL services.  The negative impact of changing TPL vendors will extend beyond a transition period and would impact recoveries and cost avoidance for years. 


Examples of services and resources unique to HMS that make us successful for the state of Nevada include: 

· A National Eligibility Database (NEDB) containing 1.3 billion current and historical segments of coverage from nearly 1,000 payors, refreshed daily.


· A solution fully customizable to TPL identification and verification. HMS’ current processes are flexible and incorporate input and feedback from DHCFP. Our customization allows agency staff to be advised of all aspects of the engagement and eliminates duplication of effort between HMS and DHCFP staff.


· A dedicated Carrier Relations team that contacts payors proactively, explaining TPL in general and Medicaid’s right to recovery when other coverage exists, executing Data Use Agreements to govern the permitted uses of the data, and amassing our ever-refreshed NEDB to house both current and historical health insurance information.


· Proven data matching processes that eliminate false positives, generate the highest number of other identified health coverage instances, and are built on healthcare knowledge of provider and insurer needs, billing patterns, and industry trends.


· A proprietary grading process that allows us to assess the integrity of each match, and to take the steps necessary to investigate near-matches and confirm them or discard them. As a result, we maximize discovery of TPL for Medicaid.


Tailoring the match to DHCFP’s defined file format.

Ensuring quality processes on carrier data and data match results.


Below we briefly define our proprietary match process:


Identification of Other Coverage


Identifying other coverage is the hallmark of any effective TPL program and HMS’ proven approach will continue to help DHCFP avoid paying claims that are the legal responsibility of others. HMS’ core processes yield more TPL identifications than the approaches used by any other company. We use these results to ensure maximum recovery of those funds that HMS has determined were paid in error. Among the features of our approach are the following:


· A National Eligibility Database containing 1.3 billion current and historical segments of coverage from nearly 1,000 payors. 


· Data matching logic that has been independently proven to identify five times as many TPL identifications than our competitors. Keying off of 18 demographic markers, HMS is able to identify other coverage even when certain data elements (such as Social Security number) are missing. 


· A match process assessed for quality at every step. Every HMS match result is graded and validated for accuracy. This data matching process is in place today and has been tailored by implementing complex business rules defined by DHCFP to meet its unique objectives. 


A three-pronged verification approach that takes advantage of available electronic and manual policy validation techniques offered by payors. We work with payors to determine the approaches that make the most sense—and that yield a complete policy profile that DHCFP can rely on to cost avoid paying claims.


The tasks we accomplish to identify existing coverage include the following:


Step 1: Prepare Input Files


Step 2: Perform Data Matches


Step 3: Perform Insurance Cross-Referencing 


Step 4: Execute Carrier/Group Conversions


Step 5: Grade Results


Step 6: Provide Deliverable to HMS’ Internal Verification Team

12.5.8.1
Maintain and update Third Party Liability (TPL) data.

Our success for the past two decades results from our ability to maintain and accurately update TPL data.  In the course of our work for Nevada we access, maintain, and update eligibility files from insurance carriers, leads from providers and recipients, paid claims files, non-custodial parent files, and data mining to enter and maintain accurate TPL data for Nevada.  After TPL data has been verified and is determined to meet state specified requirements for cost avoidance, it is added, updated or terminated on the MMIS.  TPL policies determined not to meet DHCFP’s cost avoidance requirements are reviewed every six months to determine if they will provide cost avoidance.

We describe our holistic approach to using this data to assist the state in maximizing recoveries and containing costs later in this section. 


Working with the TPL Resource File 


We currently use the TPL Resource file to ensure that the newly identified TPL segments added to Nevada’s MMIS were not previously known to DHCFP by comparing our data match and verification results to the TPL Resource File.  HMS helps to maintain the TPL Resource File by performing updates and terminations to that file.  Changes to the Resource File information are identified during our data match process, through information provided by provider billing offices, and through recipients.  


Processes we employ to ensure Nevada’s TPL Resource File is accurate and complete include: 

· Minor without Major - HMS has created queries to discover records indicating minor coverage, such as pharmacy, dental, and Medicare supplemental without a corresponding active major coverage (i.e., hospital, physician). This occurs when recipients change carriers but retain the same minor coverage through the same carrier. While the health insurance segment is termed, the corresponding minor segment remains active; thus, using our in-house developed query, HMS is able to link that active minor segment to a major medical policy and update the MMIS as appropriate

Major without Minor - Similar to our Minor-without-Major process, HMS’ identifies recipients with only major coverage. We track carriers and their corresponding benefit managers, review the coverage file, and ensure all appropriate carriers are listed for each recipient and added to the MMIS with the linked minor carriers

· Comprehensive coverage information. HMS goes beyond identifying TPL for recipients one claim at a time—our data match process identifies coverage for all members of the family, frequently prior to the first medical encounter. Similarly, when we identify a policy, we identify all related coverage for the recipient. For example, we do not stop at identifying only the major medical policy; we identify other related existing coverage such as pharmacy, vision, and dental. 

· Case Explosion. As part of the data matching and verification process, HMS ensures that coverage for all members of the family/Medicaid case is explored and developed. Additionally, HMS is able to port group coverage from one group to another and to associate membership so that cost avoidance can be discovered, verified and uploaded quickly–many times prior to the first medical encounter. When we identify that one member of a group has new coverage, we can quickly establish and document whether the entire group acquired new coverage. This process of monitoring group coverage and validating information ensures the ongoing accuracy of the state’s TPL file


· Longitudinal Case History. HMS can correctly analyze when beneficiary coverage begins and ends. This not only allows the automation of future cost avoidance in the MMIS, but also establishes a coverage date range which facilitates appropriate post-payment recovery of claims with the liable carrier.

Our process not only ensures maximum discovery of other coverage for Nevada Medicaid recipients, but expedites updating of the MMIS so that it is available for coordination of benefits.


12.5.8.2
Accept, update and maintain TPL data inputs on a frequency and from 



sources identified by DHCFP, including but not limited to the Welfare 



system, CMS, TPL vendors, etc.

FHS accepts TPL data from Welfare and Check Up directly into the MMIS.  The State and HMS provide on-line, real-time updates.  

HMS is a Trusted Leader in TPL Data Processing

HMS was a pioneer in developing health insurance data match technology, and remains the industry leader in identifying other health coverage with insurance carriers and other payors for Medicaid third party identification and recovery. Backed by decades of innovation and successful deployment in more than 40 Medicaid programs nationwide, HMS’ approach to identifying other coverage for Medicaid participants is designed to maximize cost containment for Medicaid. 

We do not rely on untested approaches to identify liable third parties –we utilize the proven method of comparing Medicaid eligibility and claims data to enormous volumes of commercial payor data. Over the last 25 years, we have established the most comprehensive health insurance data exchange network available for identifying other health insurance coverage. During this time, HMS has worked collaboratively with third party payors to build our NEDB. Today, health insurance carriers and payors across the country trust HMS as a custodian of their plan eligibility data. Our unique ability to engage third party payors, amass their eligibility data into a NEDB, match DHCFP data to this resource, and identify both exact and near-matches using proprietary logic all ensure that DHCFP succeeds in identifying new coverage for Medicaid members. HMS’ proprietary NEDB is the largest commercial dataset that exists in the U.S. today. Our NEDB grows daily as it is updated with incoming eligibility files from participating entities. Additionally, because HMS’ NEDB is updated with new carrier files daily, we assure DHCFP’s data matching occurs against fresh data to enable the highest possible accuracy of matches. 

The compilation of our NEDB has taken years. By selecting HMS to continue to provide TPL recovery and cost containment services, DHCFP will not experience any interruption in our aggressive operations pursuing these payors, establishing agreements, and creating a standardized method for transmitting eligibility information.

Frequent Data Receipt


HMS receives carrier data on a daily, weekly, biweekly, monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, or annual basis.  The frequency of these files is determined by a mutual agreement between HMS and the carrier.  For carriers operating in Nevada, HMS receives more than 86% of carrier data files more often than monthly.

HMS Sources of Eligibility


To build our repository of carrier data, HMS has worked hand-in-hand with many healthcare organizations, including the central office of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), the Society of Professional Benefit Administrators (SBPA), the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC), the Health Insurance Association of America (HIAA), and the Blue Cross/Blue Shield Association. We have access to data from large national and regional payors, Pharmacy Benefit Managers (PBMs), Third Party Administrators (TPAs), Medicare, TRICARE, specialty healthcare plans, and a host of other sources. 

We are able to supplement our carrier and Welfare eligibility files with information with a myriad of lead sources including: 

· DHCFP Eligibility Files


· DHCFP Paid Claims Files


· Provider Referrals


· Welfare Referrals


· Attorney Referrals


· Deputy Attorney General Referrals


· Employer match


· State-specific employer groups 

· Department of Motor Vehicles

Below we identify some of the key sources of eligibility data that is maintained in HMS’ NEDB to support our process for identifying other coverage for Nevada Medicaid members.


Commercial Insurance: Sierra Nevada Spectrum, CIGNA, Fiserv, Great West Life, Anthem


Government: Medicare, Tricare, Federal Employee Program (FEP)


Pharmacy Benefit Managers: Catalyst RX, Aetna RX, Caremark, Express Scripts, Medco


Third Party Administrators: Culinary Health Fund, H.E.R.E.I.U. Welfare Fund (Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees International Union Welfare Fund)

Nevada-Specific Carriers


While our national carrier network is important for data matching, true data match success for DHCFP depends largely on Nevada carriers’ participation – from payors not only in Nevada but also throughout the United States. As a result of the work of HMS’ Carrier Relations team, which focuses exclusively on maintaining excellent relationships with payors, DHCFP can immediately benefit from the established relationships and agreements already in place in Nevada. Our NEDB includes data from the largest commercial payors insuring Nevada residents; 18 of the top 20 health insurance payors routinely provide HMS eligibility data that covers 93% of the insured population in the state. For example, our network includes three of the four largest carriers in Nevada:


Sierra Nevada Spectrum

Fiserv

CIGNA

HMS augments the data matches we perform with interstate health insurance data we receive for the residents in other states where HMS performs TPL services; this includes Nevada’s neighboring states of California, Arizona, and Idaho. These interstate data matches help identify additional third-party coverage information for Nevada Medicaid members who may have insurance coverage directly or through a responsible relative (e.g., non-custodial parents) outside of the State. 

12.5.8.3
Identify and maintain TPL resource data including, but not limited to:



Coverage data;



Effective dates;



Termination dates;



Individuals covered;



Relationship to the insured;



Premium amount (when paid for by the state);



Date decision made to pay premiums;



Deductibles, co-pay and threshold amounts; and



Carrier information to including name, contact information, type of 



coverage, and filing periods.

HMS Identifies and Maintains TPL Resource Data

A truly effective TPL program maintains a clean, fully verified data set.  HMS verifies our data before uploading it to the state, which means that the state gets value for years to come, not just suspect information.  Shortcuts result in costly system errors in the future and unnecessary hardship for providers, carriers and beneficiaries.  As part of our verification process, described below, we currently verify:

Coverage data;


Effective dates;  


Termination dates;


Individuals covered;


Relationship to the insured;


Premium amount (when paid for by the state for HIPP);


Date decision made to pay premiums (when paid for by the state for HIPP);

Carrier information, including name, contact information, and type of coverage

Cost Avoidance


HMS offers another avenue from which DHCFP can continue to recognize significant savings—cost avoidance. Cost avoidance is the most efficient and cost-effective means of ensuring that Medicaid remains the payor of last resort since it denies the full amount covered by other insurance.  As a result, the number of post payment bills generated to carriers decreases, which directly correlates to fewer resources needed to perform “pay and chase” activities. HMS’ vigorous verification and cost avoidance program for DHCFP includes the following:


· Multiple processes for validating results. Before we update the MMIS, we work with carriers and payors to re-validate the results using electronic and manual verification techniques.


· Ongoing Quality Assurance processes and standards at both the front and back end of the process to ensure accurate, complete results. 


· 270/271 transactions. HMS employs 270/271s as a tool to verify eligibility in a targeted fashion. Use of 270/271 transactions are an integral component of the HMS solution, and we exploit the medium’s usefulness for its original purpose: to verify known or suspect coverage that we have already identified.


· Customizable Solution. HMS sets high standards for cost avoidance and over the years has worked closely with our clients to customize our service delivery to fit each program’s unique needs.

HMS Provides Verified Eligibility Data 


Every record that we provide to DHCFP is a verified record. This means that HMS has verified the coverage directly with the carrier prior to delivering the information to DHCFP. As a result, DHCFP can confidently avoid paying future claims that should be denied for third party liability coverage. No unnecessary administrative burden is placed on the provider or recipient communities due to the consistent high quality of the verified TPL segments provided by HMS. 


Types of Verification 


HMS provides cost avoidance services on a comprehensive spectrum of benefits. Many types of insurance are verified by HMS and provided to DHCFP, including but not limited to: 

· Major Medical

· Medicare A and B

· Pharmacy


· Medicare Supplemental 


· Medicare HMO coverage


· Dental

· Vision

· Behavioral Health

Why Verification/Re-Verification Is So Important 


Our 25 years of data match experience indicates that carrier files may not contain the most current information on all covered members. Information can become outdated as a result of job changes, marital status and a variety of other life circumstances. We understand that the accuracy of this data is critical to DHCFP’s enrollment process. 

12.5.8.4
Produce TPL data and/or Cost Avoidance Reports as specified by 



DHCFP or required by state and Federal rules and regulations.

Consistently delivering meaningful reports is an integral component to ensuring clear communication, and we commit to continue to deliver, at a minimum, TPL reports as specified by DHCFP or otherwise required. 

HMS has extensive experience with providing project status reports that fulfill our clients’ requirements for format, content, and frequency of delivery. As a result of our six years of TPL service for the state, we have already implemented state-requested reports that keep all project stakeholders updated throughout every phase of the contract. We have demonstrated our ability to develop and produce reports on schedule throughout the length of our service to DHCFP. We will continue to provide all the requested reports and can generate these reports on a predetermined schedule or as needed by DHCFP.

Exhibit 12.5.8.4-1 depicts a sample TPL data/cost avoidance report we currently generate for DHCFP. 
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12.5.8.5
Provide ability to update all recipients receiving insurance benefits by 



updating the policy holder's information. 

When updating a policy holder’s information in the MMIS, HMS identifies other recipients with insurance segments linked to that policy and then updates all policies with the same information.  Identifying the linked insurance is done by querying the resource and eligibility files as well as checking the policy holder’s case number in MMIS.

The data matches we currently perform for the state are executed with an unparalleled level of technical sophistication, leading to the identification of many cases of new third-party coverage. We use proprietary software that produces the highest possible number of accurate “hits” – identifications of potential health insurance coverage. Using multiple, successively applied match keys, we obtain eligibility information despite data discrepancies that may exist in records for the same member on various files. HMS uses 18 algorithms to identify potential data matches. Data elements included in our match process include, but are not limited to, member first name, member middle name/initial, member last name, Social Security Number (SSN), date of birth, and demographic information.


Although technically complex, multiple match keys are effective tools that help identify the maximum number of health insurance policies. For instance, a person’s demographic information may vary between payor eligibility files and the Medicaid file—a different first or last name, wrong date of birth, possibly no SSN, or an SSN with a one-digit difference. 


Decades of experience have shown that SSN matches can link incorrect records due to keypunch or other errors. By supplementing the SSN match with other demographic data, HMS can ensure that the appropriate member is linked to the correct carrier record. As an example, many name variations can be found on different files. Our multiple match keys account for a person with multiple versions of the same name – Robert may exist as Robert, Bob, Bobbie, Bobby, Rob, Bo and Bert. HMS’ match process logic accounts for all of these names.


To supplement the proprietary data match software developed and used to identify other coverage, HMS developed a proprietary grading system for reviewing all data matches. At the conclusion of the match, our processes assign grades to each match. The results are scored on the similarity of data between each record. Using sophisticated algorithms through database techniques (like stored procedures and nested queries), HMS assigns an initial value to the match result. Using a simple A through C grading system, each record receives an initial grade. A Grade “A” match is a perfect match on key data elements. 


HMS performs a manual review of all “non-Grade A” records. HMS’ team of match specialists perform routine queries designed to give DHCFP the most accurate data, including comparing corresponding fields from both the original carrier files, the Nevada Eligibility File and the Nevada Paid Claims file. This same process will be used to compare to DHCFP client data and the service data for each facility and contract providers. The team checks to ensure that the data fields between the carrier file and state files are the same. If so, then the data can be validated as having a level of accuracy, and the Grade B or C match is upgraded to a Grade A match. 


The algorithms HMS applies adjust for discrepancies within values for each field. The team takes into account these permutations of data, which allow lower grade matches to be upgraded to Grade A due to un-programmable discrepancies. 


Group Capture System

HMS’ Group Capture System (GCS) is an important element of our claims follow-up approach. This system improves recovery yields and allows for process accuracy. When HMS receives remittance data indicating that we should forward certain claims to another carrier, we triage this data to our Group Capture System follow-up unit. Staff members then update the HMS Third Party Coverage Database. This update automatically results in re-billing all applicable claims to the new carrier and ensures that future claims go to the correct payor. 


The Group Capture System also extends the range of HMS’ commercial insurance carrier network. If HMS discovers that a group has moved to a carrier that is not in our data match network, we bill the group's claims to the new carrier and then add this carrier to our network. 


12.5.8.6
Generate and distribute letters as identified by DHCFP to recipient and 



eligibility worker(s) allowing for the inclusion of free form text. 




Maintain an audit trail of all letters sent and content of letters.

HMS is able to generate, distribute, maintain, and have an audit trail for letters.  Letters allow for inclusion of free form text.  These letters are not generated out of MMIS but are driven by HMS’ internal systems and procedures.  Examples include:


Provider Amnesty

· Sent to providers advising them to review Medicaid credit balances for refunds due back to DHCFP.

TPR Suspect

· Sent to providers requesting information on payments received that appeared to be from a third-party payor not listed in MMIS.

Medicare Disallowance

· Sent to providers with Medicare coverage information requesting that Medicare be billed on enclosed claims and that Medicaid be refunded.

Commercial Insurance Disallowance

· Sent to providers with TPL coverage information requesting that the insurance be billed on enclosed claims and that Medicaid be refunded.

Coordination of Benefits

· Sent to recipients to obtain TPL coverage information not provided by the carrier.

Trauma

· Sent to recipients who received Medicaid-paid services with trauma or accident diagnosis codes.

12.5.8.7
Provide the ability to waive TPL requirements if "just cause" has been 



established by standards and indicators identified by DHCFP. 

HMS has to ability to bypass normal TPL processes based on direction from DHCFP on a claim or recipient level.  HMS can stop all claims with a certain procedure code from being billed to another carrier.  Additionally, we can stop all claims for individuals from being billed.  For example, in cases of domestic violence that is noted on DHCFP files, HMS will not bill the primary carrier.  Thus, the Medicaid recipient’s private information is protected from a disclosure on an EOB.

12.5.8.8
Maintain the minimum historical TPL eligibility data online in 




accordance with state and Federal rules and regulations, currently 



established as seventy-two (72) months.

HMS has the capability to internally maintain TPL records for 72 hours or the time period specified by DHCFP.

12.5.8.9
Ensure that all existing and new requirements of the state Medicaid 



Manual and other state and Federal rules and regulations are met by 



the TPL business function.

It is HMS policy to ensure our TPL business functions adhere to all state Medicaid Manual and other state and Federal rules and regulations. Additionally, HMS changes and refines TPL processes based on DHCFP regulation, policy, or procedure changes.  Examples of changes we have made based on communication and monitoring include: 


TPL policies added to the MMIS must have fee for service eligibility with overlapping TPL coverage occurring for at least 30 days in the most recent six months prior to entering the policy to the MMIS.

Partial totals from carrier checks are not posted to the MMIS until information is gained to post the entire check.

Recoveries received that are more than the ICN paid amount are posted to a specific reason code.

HMS continually provides clients with new and exciting solutions for recovery and cost savings. We help clients respond to state and federal mandates, rules, and regulations. Our ability to identify relevant trends at the national and state level and to understand their implications, allows HMS to help our clients to identify and take advantage of TPL and cost containment opportunities. This advantage of partnering with HMS is unique; other TPL vendors simply lack breadth of state Medicaid experience to offer. 


Additionally, HMS TPL experts are regularly called upon to share their industry knowledge at various conferences and other events. We are a frequent speaker at the National TPL/COB Conference and are regularly called upon to speak on a variety of topics affecting Medicaid, including real-time pharmacy cost avoidance, casualty recovery in the age of Ahlborn, and the success of our TPL outsourcing partnerships. 


12.5.8.10
Initiate post payment recovery upon discovery of a TPL resource within 


guidelines established by DHCFP.

HMS’ approach to recovering funds paid by Medicaid that were another party’s responsibility is based on our time tested methodology of using complex, proprietary algorithms to accurately match Medicaid members to existing healthcare coverage and then performing a series of follow-up activities that result in the recovery of funds for state Medicaid programs. We have more than two decades of experience successfully generating recoveries for our clients, and on an annual average, we generate in excess of $1 billion in recoveries for our government-sponsored healthcare clients and help our clients recognize an estimated $2 billion to $3 billion in cost avoidance savings each year. As we have during the current contract, HMS will continue to execute post payment recovery per the schedule determined by DHCFP; HMS will use our proven approaches, briefly defined below, to identify potential liable payors and recoup funds for the state’s program. 

Billing and Recovery Summary


HMS’ effective TPL recovery procedures support rapid recovery of DHCFP’s funds that should have been paid by another party. In the absence of national standards governing TPL reclamation billing, we work individually with payors to establish the plan-specific claim format that each needs in order to process claims that we submit for our clients. HMS has fine-tuned our billing processes and systems over the past two decades. On a national basis, we submit 90% of TPL reclamation claims electronically and actively participate in industry associations and workgroups to ensure that Medicaid TPL claiming issues are considered as billing standards evolve. 

HMS’ systematic and detailed recovery process is recognized industry wide for accuracy, integrity, and depth of results. Regardless of whether we are submitting claims directly to payors or issuing recoupment notices to providers, HMS’ claim identification and submission, receivables management, and recovery processes synthesize our unique carrier yield management approach with our provider relations processes to maximize results. 

The Process


The commercial recovery process commences once HMS has identified the existence of other coverage for Medicaid recipients, using our National Eligibility Database (NEDB), and the sophistication and accuracy of our proprietary data match process. Once the preliminary identification has been completed, we initiate comprehensive billing processes to recover these funds on behalf of DHCFP.

Over our six years serving DHCFP, HMS has customized our billing processes and supporting systems to meet DHCFP’s specific business rules. The billings that are generated include institutional, pharmacy, dental, and professional claims that have satisfied a detailed list of eligibility edits and coverage criteria. We incorporate DHCFP specific claim-level edits and validation checks to identify claims that should not be billed to a liable third party. One example is qualifying waiver programs. These claims are removed from the reclamation process. Our flexible, edit-driven process permits us to rapidly modify and customize our billing platforms and adjust claims and population selection criteria to include additional types of data at DHCFP’s discretion. 

The specific steps in our processes include:


Step 1: Claims Selection Process


Step 2: Remove previously billed claims

Step 3: Map TPL Coverage 


Step 4: Prepare Claims


Step 5: Claim Edits Step 6: Quality Assurance

Step 7: Submit Claims to Liable Third Party

12.5.8.11
Produce and send claim facsimiles to insurance companies when 



recoveries are initiated or insurance policy data is requested.

HMS produces and submits bills to payors only after the internal QA team and HMS’ Nevada Project team approve the billing cycle for release. For commercial carriers and other payors, HMS’ collaborative approach to billing third parties accommodates carrier-specific TPL claim formats. HMS submits bills electronically or via a paper claim process, as described below.

Electronic Claims Submission


HMS works directly with most commercial payors to receive Medicaid reclamation claims through electronic billing platforms. Nationwide HMS submits 90% of all claims electronically.  Insurers can adjudicate electronic claims more accurately and remit payment more quickly than they can process paper claims. This translates into more recoveries for DHCFP at an accelerated pace. In instances where a carrier requires unique formats, our dedicated EDI team works with those carriers to submit and receive non-standardized interface formats. We actively participate in industry associations and workgroups to ensure that TPL reclamation protocols are on the cutting edge of technology capability as billing standards evolve. 

In the absence of a national standard for Medicaid TPL reclamation claims, HMS works with individual payors to arrive at an acceptable format. Because we have the ability to customize the claim format according to each payor’s unique requirements, payors can more quickly and accurately adjudicate the Medicaid TPL reclamation claims submitted by DHCFP. Any other vendor will have to work to not only establish and maintain the relationships with these payors, but also to develop processes to reformat and transmit claims. HMS is proactive in working with payors to increase acceptance of Medicaid reclamation claims electronically. Once formatted, files are submitted to carriers using a variety of methods including:


Telenet access


Direct connection


Physical media

Secure FTP


Network Data Mover (NDM)

Paper Claims Submission


In some cases, claims cannot be billed electronically due to the carriers’ inability to accept electronic submissions for Medicaid reclamation claims. Two of Nevada’s largest carriers, Culinary Health Fund and Health Plan of Nevada, Inc., refuse to accept claims electronically.  HMS generates and submits claims on paper using standardized health claim forms (UB04 forms for institutional claims and 1500 forms for professional claims), accompanied by a DHCFP approved, customized letter that explains the adjudication process and requirements. These letters (customized for each payor) inform the carrier of Medicaid’s right to recovery under TPL laws, HMS’ role as the DHCFP’s recovery agent, and provides HMS’ toll-free numbers for any questions or concerns. Our proprietary carrier group router file accurately identifies how claims should be routed based on plan type, group number, and claim type. We track each individual plan type to accurately determine the correct address for the claim, as carriers often have multiple addresses.

The time and care HMS takes to submit paper claims involves more than one million dollars billed on behalf of DHCFP each month.  Companies that do not use a full spectrum of available reclamation methods and rely only on e-methods leave a lot of money on the table.  HMS looks forward to a time when all carriers are capable of e-submission, but until then we work with carriers in their required format.

Billing Follow-Up 


All claims submitted to payors are loaded into our Accounts Receivable (A/R) system, where we can track adjudication, including payments and denials, and rebill claims where applicable. A first step in the billing follow-up process is to verify that the carrier received the claims. We do this automatically as part of our billing process. 


To perform the follow-up functions associated with Medicaid TPL reclamation A/R processing, HMS utilizes our proprietary, online collection system—AccessLine in conjunction with Nevada’s MMIS. Because we submit 90% of claims electronically, HMS follow-up services enable us to easily verify whether the third-party payor received the claims, including: 


Carriers


Pharmacy Benefit Managers (PBMs)


TRICARE/CHAMPUS 


Clearinghouses


Other Carriers or Clearinghouses

HMS’ Streamlined Follow-Up Process


We have implemented a specialized, integrated approach to ensure the timely processing of remittances—including all payments and denials resulting from HMS-generated billings. HMS tracks all reclamation claims we submit to payors and regularly updates our third-party coverage database and our Accounts Receivable (A/R) system with recovery and adjudication information received from payors. This approach includes the following tasks:


Scanning all documents received


Entering data for every remittance


Updating the A/R system with adjudication results


Balancing and reconciling all current month receipts on a daily basis


For the Nevada engagement, HMS generates monthly invoices and other state-specific deliverables from our dedicated contract site in Reno, Nevada.  

12.5.8.12
Generate and mail recovery requests based upon guidelines 




established by DHCFP.

As is our current process, HMS will generate and mail recovery requests according to DHCFP specifications in the upcoming contract term.  


HMS generates two types of recovery requests for mailing.  As mentioned above, we send recovery requests to carriers.  We also send these requests to providers.

Carrier recovery requests. Monthly commercial insurance mailings are sent to the appropriate carriers and include Medicaid paid claims that Medicaid paid primary on for the most recent three years as allowed by the DRA in Nevada.  If HMS does not receive a response in the form of a payment or denial within 120 days of the initial mail data, HMS will submit a rebill to the appropriate carrier.

Provider recovery requests. Quarterly Medicare and commercial insurance recovery mailings are sent via certified mail to the appropriate providers.  If HMS does not receive a response to the disallowance within 30 days of the initial mail date, HMS will again attempt to contact the provider by phone twice before recoupment is initiated. 60 days from the initial mail date, HMS will initiate recoupment of disallowance claims according to DHCFP guidelines.  HMS also mails monthly TPR suspect claims to providers – these are claims that appear to process Medicaid as a secondary payor but no TPL exists on the MMIS. These suspect claims are identified by claims containing a third party payment amount submitted by the provider or claims on which Medicaid appeared to be billed a portion of the overall charges and for recipients who have no TPL coverage listed on the MMIS for the date of service.

HMS’ Provider Portal Expedites Communications 


One of the most exciting value adds to Nevada is the roll out of HMS’ provider portal, already operational in Idaho, Alaska, Colorado, and California. The Provider portal will save Nevada Medicaid providers time and mailing costs by allowing providers online access to their claims identified to have TPL coverage.  The providers will no longer need to wait to receive their claims listings in the mail, which will provide them additional time to bill the appropriate TPL.  If a provider has already billed TPL on any of the claims, that provider can directly notate the billing results online and HMS can verify the results through documentation review and MMIS research.  

12.5.8.13
Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for TPL recovery 



payments on a daily basis.

Through our local Reno, Nevada office, HMS receives and deposits checks to DHCFP’s bank account within 24 hours of receipt.  Per established DHCFP accounting requirements, HMS deposits checks in batches of no more than seventeen checks categorized according to type - provider checks, subrogation checks, and carrier checks.  Each batch of up to seventeen checks is considered one deposit.  After the bank deposit is complete, HMS sends a report with deposit receipt information to DHCFP’s accounting unit.  Copies of the checks deposited are sent to DHCFP accounting within 24 hours of deposit but no later than 3:00 pm of a business day.  After the deposit has been made, HMS researches each deposited check prior to posting the recovery to MMIS to ensure that the recovery is accurate and that HMS has the appropriate backup document to support each recovery.  The first research step is collecting documentation, such as carrier EOBs, needed to identify which ICNs are being refunded.  Once the ICNs intended for recovery are identified, staff research each ICN on the MMIS to confirm that no recovery has already been made on any of the ICNs.  The next step in deposit posting research is collecting all related MMIS screenshots for each claim, the number of which varies from a few to thousands per deposit.  After paper copies of the screenshots are printed, the recovery amount for each ICN is verified and balanced against the check total.  Per DHCFP requirements, deposits are not posted to the MMIS until every claim in each deposit is ready to post so that DHCFP accounting unit’s weekly reports balance to $0.00.  Once a deposit is ready, staff posts the recoveries to MMIS during the allowed days of Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday to the claim and financial sides of MMIS.  After the deposits are posted to the MMIS, they are prepared for transfer into HMS’ central Accounts Receivable (A/R) system.  

Once the local processing is complete, we load all claims submitted to payors into our A/R system, which incorporates full tracking capabilities—to the claim level—for all HMS-billed claims, including those paid and denied by third-party carriers. As HMS generates and submits claims, our internal A/R system is updated with an open detail record for each claim billed, including recovery and adjudication information received from payors. Our A/R system houses the complete adjudication results for all claims. 

Upon receipt of recoveries at the local project office, HMS processes deposits as specified by the DHCFP Accounting Unit requirements.  Prior to posting these recoveries to the MMIS, local project staff work with carriers or providers to collect documentation necessary for correct MMIS adjudication,  Local project staff then posts these deposits at the claim and financial level directly to the MMIS using DHCFP’s established data entry guidelines.  After claims have been adjudicated in the MMIS, the final results are reconciled with HMS’ A/R system.  HMS’ A/R systems provide the rich functionality required to ensure maximum recoveries while providing financial controls and complete tracking and reporting capabilities (Exhibit 12.5.8.13-1).

		Exhibit 12.5.8.13-1: Features of HMS’ A/R system provide increased efficiencies



		· Maintains individual, claim-specific records on each claim that HMS bills for all third-party sources (e.g., commercial insurance, including pharmacy, BC/BS, Medicare, TRICARE, and overpayment recovery)


· Capability to generates the following deliverables:


· A/R listings


· Provider recoupment listings


· Provider void listings


· Recoupment files


· Financial adjustment listings/tapes


· Recovery reports/follow-up reports


· Daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly billing cycle reports

· Automatically updates the HMS TPL Coverage Database and Group Capture System with remittance data to:


· Eliminate non-covered groups, insurers, dependents, and claim types from future billings


· Create new or updated carrier/group coverage information

· Generates key project statistics to complete project reports and other ad hoc client reports


· Produces managerial reports that HMS uses to ensure quality control of all output


· Generates reports that HMS claims follow-up staff use to monitor adjudication rates, identify non-adjudicated claims populations, and rebill open and denied claims





In addition to the above processes, HMS completes the AR process to the contract-specific and state requirements in our local office, where we generate all invoice documentation and any refunds. 


Our A/R system currently supports more than 30 state Medicaid agencies that depend on us to maintain a technologically sound automated billing and account system for data collection, account maintenance, claim recovery, and closure.


12.5.8.14
Perform TPL pay and chase activities on a schedule defined by DHCFP.

HMS performs TPL in 40 states and on a variety of schedules. We can perform pay and chase activities monthly, daily, or on any schedule predetermined by DHCFP.


12.5.8.15
Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or invoices to third 



party carriers within guidelines established by DHCFP.

As part of our billing follow-up procedures, HMS develops TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile, and/or invoices requesting payment from liable third parties. HMS assures DHCFP that we will only submit correspondence that adheres to DHCFP guidelines and has been pre-approved by DHCFP for distribution.  As the current TPL vendor, we have all of the current correspondence and invoices in the format approved by DHCFP.  


12.5.8.16
Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements within 




guidelines established by DHCFP. 

Throughout the casualty recovery process, HMS’ objective is to increase the recoveries through case identifications and collections. We will make every effort to ensure the full reimbursement of all Medicaid expenses that the state is entitled to recover. As the payor of last resort, Medicaid seeks to recoup 100% of claims paid where a third party is found liable, and this goal drives the project’s operation. 

HMS performs subrogation recoveries within the Nevada State Plan guidelines.  Following the current process, HMS has recovered more than $8 million in subrogation recoveries on behalf of DHCFP.  HMS opens subrogation cases meeting the established cost effective threshold based on leads received from, but not limited to:


· Monthly trauma file processing

· Attorneys

· Providers

· DHCFP

· DAGs

In its current activities, HMS is able to adjust processes as needed to meet DHCFP requests.  One example is how we were able to successfully implement a change to our case valuation process.  Because most cases result in at least one reduced lien request that must be referred to the DAGs, the DAGs requested a format of case valuations that included both the Medicaid paid amount and what the final lien would have been at the full charges.  This format allows the DAGs to provide the two amounts to the attorney requesting the reduction to highlight that the lien is reduced from the billed charges.  HMS will continue to settle cases in accordance with guidelines established with DHCFP and the Nevada Deputy Attorney Generals. Cases where HMS is unable to reach settlement within these guidelines will be referred to DHCFP and the appropriate DAG’s office for review. We will conduct a final valuation of all cases prior to presenting third parties with any final claim amount. DHCFP approval will also be obtained, per pre-determined procedures, on any settlements requiring its attention.


HMS’ current subrogation process for DHCFP includes the following:

Send monthly trauma letters to recipients based on the results of the trauma file processing.


Accept leads from trauma letter responses, attorneys, providers, DHCFP, NV DAGs 

· Also from mass tort projects


Once cost effectiveness and lead is confirmed, open trauma case


Order case histories and value the cases


For lien reduction requests, work with DHCFP and assigned DAG


Provide reports as requested to DHCFP and DAGs


Track case progress


Follow up on pending settlements at least once every 30 days


Once settlement has been made, notify DHCFP, DAGs


Post recoveries to MMIS


Close case


12.5.8.17
Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost effectiveness 



based upon discovery of the existence of a possible resource within 



guidelines established by DHCFP.

Health Insurance Premium Payment (HIPP)

The HIPP system supports the payment of health insurance premiums for Medicaid beneficiaries when it is cost effective. Using state-established guidelines, HMS evaluates the cost-effectiveness of premium payments for policies in which the beneficiaries are currently enrolled and for policies in which the beneficiaries have access to enrollment.  Using the state-specific cost-effective guidelines, HMS Case Managers determine whether the case should be accepted into the HIPP program or denied.

For DHCFP, HMS processes HIPP referrals received from eligibility workers or DHCFP.  After determining that the referral meets eligibility requirements, we determine if the referral is enrolled in an employer-sponsored group health insurance plan.  The health insurance information must be verified and added to MMIS if not already listed in MMIS.  A premium is considered cost-effective if six months of medical expenditures are at least twice the amount of the six-month premium.  This six-month history is obtained through historical reports housed in the current MMIS or, if available, from the insurance company.  If this cost-effectiveness is not met, HMS will also review the referral to determine if the recipient has a catastrophic illness or condition as defined by the Nevada state plan that is likely to become cost effective within the next six months.   After payment of the insurance premium is determined cost-effective, HMS adds the HIPP case to the MMIS, at which time the cost effectiveness will be confirmed or denied by an automated calculation.  When appropriate, HMS may override the system for cost effectiveness, such as recipients with catastrophic conditions who will be cost effective in the near future but are not cost effective based on historical health claims.  HMS works with the fiscal agent to pay the premiums directly to the carrier, enrollee, or employer. HMS generates correspondence to the beneficiaries regarding approvals, denials, and terminations. In 2009, HMS grew the HIPP enrollee numbers by 200% and increased DHCFP’s estimated annual savings to over $240,000.00.

Under the HIPP program, a whole family can receive coverage under the insurance policy, at no additional cost to them or to Medicaid. In essence, HIPP is a win-win for both state Medicaid agencies and their recipients. Many health insurance resources available to medically expensive recipients remain unutilized as a result of the high cost of premiums. An effective HIPP program provides these recipients with access to the healthcare resources and redirects the cost of care to third party insurance carriers. 


HMS’ HIPP Approach 

HMS’ workflow process expedites the processing of applications, ensures the integrity of the data uploaded, and provides timely and accurate payments. 


HMS’ approach to a successful HIPP program includes the following steps:

· Outreach pre-approved by DHCFP 


· Referral processing

· Deriving estimated and actual expenses


· Cost-effective determination


· Insurance verification


· Premium documentation collection


· Correspondence pre-approved by DHCFP

· Updating MMIS information


· Payment processing


· Case maintenance


· Reporting


THIRD PARTY LIABILITY – SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS

12.5.8.24
Maintain and update the accounts receivable system on a daily basis.

All claims submitted to payors are loaded into our Accounts Receivable (A/R) system, which incorporates full tracking capabilities—to the claim level—for all HMS-billed claims, including those paid and denied by third-party carriers. HMS analyzes, corrects, and resubmits rejected claims until we can determine that third parties have correctly paid or processed all claims. As HMS generates and submits claims, our internal A/R system is updated with an open detail record for each claim billed, including recovery and adjudication information received from payors. Our A/R system houses the complete adjudication results for all claims as they move through the process.  For further information, please refer to our response to question 12.5.8.13.


THIRD PARTY LIABILITY – CONTRACTOR PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS

12.5.8.25
Report new and changed TPL information to the appropriate eligibility 



and TPL staff within 15 calendar days of discovery.

As requested by DHCFP, HMS will report updated TPL information to the appropriate staff within 15 calendar days of discovery. Currently, HMS directly data enters updated TPL information to the MMIS, making the updated information available in MMIS to the appropriate TPL staff as soon as the record has been changed. 

12.85.8.26
Do not introduce any new third party insurance information to the 



eligibility segment of Contractor’s MMIS within the initial fourteen (14) 


calendar days of a recipient’s eligibility.

As requested by DHCFP and as we do currently for DHCFP, HMS will wait 14 calendar days after a recipient’s eligibility segment begins before inputting newly found third party insurance information into the eligibility segment of Contractor’s MMIS.


12.5.8.27
Introduce new, third party insurance information, including the 




introduction of accurate TPL information, replacing inaccurate TPL 



information, to the eligibility segment of Contractor’s MMIS following 



the initial fourteen (14) calendar days of a recipient’s eligibility.

Once the initial 14 calendar days from the first date of eligibility period have passed, HMS will introduce new, third party insurance information, including the introduction of accurate TPL information, replacing inaccurate TPL information, to the eligibility segment of Contractor’s MMIS. HMS is currently meeting this requirement and will continue to adhere to DHCFP’s specifications in the upcoming contract term. 


12.5.8.28
Initiate post payment recovery within thirty (30) calendar days of 



discovery of a TPL resource within guidelines established by DHCFP.

As we are currently doing under the existing contract, HMS will initiate post payment recovery within 30 calendar days of identifying a TPL resource according to the guidelines set forth by DHCFP.


Electronic claims. For those claims submitted electronically, in the absence of a national standard for Medicaid TPL reclamation claims, HMS works with individual payors to arrive at an acceptable format. Because we have the ability to customize the claim format according to each payors unique requirements, payors can more quickly and accurately adjudicate the Medicaid TPL reclamation claims submitted by the IME. Any other vendor will have to work to not only establish and maintain the relationships with these payors, but also to develop processes to reformat and transmit claims. 


Paper Claims. HMS submits claims on paper using standardized health claim forms (UB04 forms for institutional claims and 1500 forms for professional claims), accompanied by a DHCFP approved, customized letter that explains the adjudication process and requirements. These letters inform the carrier of Medicaid’s right to recovery under TPL laws, HMS’ role as DHCFP’s recovery agent, and provides DHCFP’s and HMS’ toll-free numbers for any questions or concerns. Our proprietary carrier group router file accurately identifies how claims should be routed based on plan type, group number, and claim type. We track each individual plan type to accurately determine the correct address for the claim, as carriers often have multiple addresses. We will customize the letter for each payor.


12.5.8.29
Generate and mail 2nd and 3rd requests no later than sixty (60) and 



ninety (90) calendar days after the first request if no response is 



received and notify DHCFP if no response is received after ninety (90) 



calendar days. 

As requested by DHCFP, HMS will develop and mail 2nd and 3rd requests for payment no later than 60 and 90 calendar days after we submitted the initial request. All correspondence will be reviewed with DHCFP upon contract award to ensure that it meets with DHCFP approval. As the incumbent TPL contractor, HMS follows this process today and anticipates continuing to do so in the upcoming contract term. 

AccessLine. AccessLine, HMS’ online collection system, will be implemented for Nevada and will result in added value to DHCFP through increased recoveries identified through AccessLine’s proprietary algorithms.  AccessLine is used to work aged claims that a carrier has not responded to or are inappropriately denied with an inappropriate denial code.  These denied claims are automatically routed to our AccessLine work queues. AccessLine organizes staff claim recovery efforts and captures documentation regarding the progress toward recovering on each claim. HMS refreshes work queues with new claims from the A/R system that meet collection criteria.


Automated Account Tracking and Reporting


Claims that cannot be submitted electronically are printed to paper using standardized health claim forms (UB04, 1500, and Rx 1500). HMS applies several processes to ensure claim adjudication. Our proprietary carrier group router file accurately identifies how claims should be routed based on plan type and claim type. We track each individual plan type to accurately predict the correct claims address. AccessLine reconciles all accounts selected for claim follow-up, as well as transactions and A/R reporting. Users can run any available system report and look up accounts to determine historical activity by account or by carrier.


Yield Management


Many denied claims are actually eligible for recovery. We use data that we obtain through the yield management process to identify these unpaid claims and to pursue payment. To ensure that we recover all monies to which our clients are entitled, we actively and consistently communicate with third parties. For example, we provide the third parties with any additional information they may need to complete the recovery process (through either a payment or valid denial of a claim). 


HMS’ yield management process consists of two phases:


Monitor claim adjudication. Throughout the carrier’s claim adjudication process, HMS examines large pools of data—electronically—sorting it according to proprietary algorithms called “key indicators.” We use this data to identify potential adjudication and processing problems or anomalies.


Perform follow-up projects. HMS’ experienced healthcare recovery specialists perform a broad range of follow-up projects, depending on the type of adjudication issues that we identify through monitoring. Tools and follow-up tasks include: 

AccessLine - our proprietary, online collection system that will enhance follow-up and appeal activities on unadjudicated or improperly denied claims. 

Carrier follow-up - HMS establishes high-level carrier contacts and conducts in-person meetings when necessary to resolve processing issues. HMS has established and continues to build strong, positive working relationships with insurance carriers nationwide, including many of Nevada’s largest, such as Health Plan of Nevada.

Bill-type follow-up. HMS identifies and resolves electronic billings that were submitted to a carrier for which no timely response was received. HMS specialists work directly with the carrier to resolve the electronic billing transmissions.

Denial analysis. HMS reviews and identifies inappropriate carrier denials and queues specific denials for recovery and/or appeal. HMS handles these denials on a claim level as well as a mass carrier group level.


Recipients with a payment history. HMS follows up on unpaid claims where DHCFP has had prior recorded payments from the same third party payor. HMS has developed a program that systematically identifies these recipients which allows us to perform an automatic rebill or put into a queue for follow-up.

Type of service follow-up. HMS reviews and attempts to resolve claim types that have lower-than-expected adjudication rates, by reviewing specific claim data like procedure and diagnosis codes. 

Confirmation of eligibility and benefits. When possible, HMS uses websites for the most accurate information available to confirm a recipient’s eligibility and benefits. This gives us the ability to quickly determine whether certain denials were appropriate and whether there is an opportunity to rebill specific claims.


Office follow-up. HMS identifies and contacts specific carrier offices that are not processing claims according to expected standards. The office code is crucial, especially when HMS is dealing with certain TPAs, who process claims based on an employer/group level. This will trigger where the claims need to be transmitted. 


12.85.8.30
Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements at least 




monthly.

As is the current process, HMS will follow-up on pending subrogation settlements at least monthly. 

12.5.8.31
Submit returned denial notices to DHCFP each week.

As noted above, since we post 100% of all EOBs and denials received to the MMIS, HMS will return this information weekly to DHCFP after it has been reconciled to the MMIS.


12.5.8.32
Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost effectiveness 



within fourteen (14) working days of discovery of the existence of a 



possible resource.

As mentioned above, the HIPP system supports the payment of health insurance premiums for Medicaid beneficiaries when it is cost effective. Using state-established guidelines, HMS evaluates the cost-effectiveness of premium payments for policies in which the beneficiaries are currently enrolled and for policies in which the beneficiaries have access to enrollment. Based on the state’s cost effective threshold, HMS Case Managers determine whether the case should be accepted into the HIPP program or denied. 

If payment of the insurance premium is cost-effective, HMS unit pays the premiums directly to the carrier, enrollee, or employer. HMS generates correspondence to the referral source and beneficiaries regarding approvals, denials, and terminations.

As required by DHCFP, in the upcoming contract HMS will evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for HIPP program cost effectiveness within 14 working days of discovery of the existence of a possible resource.  Please refer to our HIPP discussion in response to question 12.5.8.17 for further details.


12.5.8.33
Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for TPL recovery 



payments on a daily basis. 

All claims submitted to payors are loaded into our Accounts Receivable (A/R) system, which incorporates full tracking capabilities—to the claim level—for all HMS-billed claims, including those paid and denied by third-party carriers. HMS analyzes, corrects, and resubmits rejected claims until we can determine that third parties have correctly paid or processed all claims. As HMS generates and submits claims, our internal A/R system is updated with an open detail record for each claim billed, including recovery and adjudication information received from payors. Our A/R system houses the complete adjudication results for all claims as they move through the process.  

12.5.8.34
Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or invoices to third 



party carriers within five (5) working days of request.

As required by DHCFP in the upcoming contract, HMS will generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or invoices to third party carriers within five business days of receiving the request from DHCFP.
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HMS’ solution means no unnecessary administrative burden is placed on the provider or participant communities due to our outstanding quality of verified TPL segments.





HMS offers DHCFP extensive reporting capabilities. We currently provide project-specific reports and will continue to do so in the upcoming contract term. Likewise, we will work with the DHCFP to develop new reports as needed.








To ensure accuracy, HMS supplements our automated match process with manual reviews of all match results.








HMS’ Group Capture System expedites our ability to get claims to a newly identified payor quickly.





HMS is and will remain a dedicated partner to DHCFP; should regulatory changes occur, we will assist DHCFP in drafting new documentation or updating existing manuals to ensure the state remains compliant.





It is our experience that, by implementing electronic billing processes, our clients experience more accurate, faster turnaround times and can track recoveries more easily. 











We not only post payments received at the claim level, but also post all denials, including the associated denial reason.








Six states—Massachusetts, Texas, Georgia, West Virginia, Alaska and Nevada—selected HMS to implement and manage their HIPP programs, resulting in more than $100 million in savings each year. 








HMS’ Yield Management team employs innovation and a collaborative approach to ensuring our clients recoup the funds that they are due from liable third parties.








We not only post payments received at the claim level, but also post all denials, including the associated denial reason.
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Appendix F — Sample Training Plan Outline and Plan



appendix F — sample training plan outline and plan

As referenced in Section 12.3.1.2, the FHS Nevada Training Department will provide training services to DHCFP staff, as well as across all lines of business within FHS.  The Technical Writers on our Training Team provide content for all required training materials.  We submit the Training Plan to DHCFP for approval prior to implementing it.

The Training Department works closely with both FHS and DHCFP management to develop learning objectives suited for both DHCFP staff and FHS staff.  These learning objectives will help identify the training subject matter and audience.  Based on the concluded objectives, our Nevada Training Department will coordinate and deliver ongoing education for FHS and DHCFP personnel as needed.

A sample Training Plan Outline and Training Plan are included on the following pages.
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Appendix P — FirstRebate™ Functionality Matrix



Appendix P — Firstrebate™ functionality matrix  

As referenced in Section 12.6.6, FHS provides a matrix showing the functionality of our FirstRebate™ system, which is currently supporting Nevada’s CMS and supplemental rebate program administration.

		FirstRebate™ Functionality



		Adhere to CMS’ Medicaid Drug Rebate Program

		Utilizes the CMS R-144 invoice format for Medicaid, Supplemental, and Diabetic Programs



		

		Filters claims for PHS (340B) providers and NDCs that are not eligible for Drug Rebate 



		

		Hosts manufacturer dispute resolution conferences on site at Corporate Office when available



		

		Creates Federal 64.9R reports for the State and delivers no later than 15 days after quarter end



		

		Exceeds Medicaid invoice mailing date of 60 days after quarter end.



		Use CMS’ Drug Product Data in rebate processes

		Loads the CMS Rebate rate and manufacturer files, within three days of receipt



		

		Drugs are included or excluded from rebate invoicing based on CMS rebate rate data



		

		Invoice rebate rates based on CMS records, not manufacturer data



		

		Generates invoices based on CMS manufacturer eligibility data.



		Identify NDCs that are not covered under a rebate agreement

		NDC’s not confirmed under CMS contract, but utilized by the State, are billed with a zero rate to ensure rebate is still collected from the manufacturer where CMS data may be delayed



		

		NDC claims excluded as not covered under a rebate agreement can be retrieved through the Internet-based report package for POS termination and cost savings.



		Define flexible claim selection criteria for selecting and including claims in the drug rebate system

		Rebate extracts from the POS system are coded at the client program level, ensuring criteria for inclusion can be updated as needed



		

		Current rebate claim extract criteria includes:

· Paid original claims for non-dual eligible recipients

· Paid reversed claims for non-dual eligible recipients

· Multi-ingredient level claims.



		Modify, calculate, and summarize claims data for incorporation in the invoice generation process

		At the end of each quarter, the following occurs:

· Claims loaded to the FirstRebate™ system are summarized, based on paid date

· Voided claims are assigned to the quarter of the original claim for modification of prior quarter adjustments to manufacturers

· CMS, Supplemental, or Diabetic rebate rate data are applied and prior quarter rate adjustments to prior quarters are made

· Rebate amount due for invoices are calculated by multiplying the utilization total by the CMS, Supplemental, or Diabetic rebate rate

· Recalculation of rebate amount due in prior quarters is done for all programs

· Recalculation of total due is done by subtracting payment from rebate amount.

Invoice generation process is performed in a Quality Assurance environment to ensure accuracy and success before being generated in the production environment for all programs.



		Accept other drug claim data, such as J-Codes, from the MMIS and external sources into the drug rebate system

		Medicaid rebate invoice utilization is comprised of medical claims (also known as J-codes) in addition to POS claims.  These source claims are received from the MMIS system and loaded to the rebate system, based on paid date.  FirstRebate™ provides a standard claim layout to receive all required information.  These claims are received on a weekly cycle.



		Allow a unit of measure conversion factor for those drugs billed with the NCPDP unit of measure but the CMS rebate unit of measure is different

		· Medical claims submitted with a J-code (or other HCPC code) and an NDC, a validation of the combination is performed

· Medical claims submitted using the historic J-code unit measurement, a conversion of the utilization is performed to prepare the claim for rebate billing unit of measure

· Medical claims submitted with an NDC and ready for rebate billing do not have a conversion applied.

The last functionality is found where expanded State requirements on claim submission by providers are implemented and no conversion for rebate billing is needed. 



		Generate an invoice in accordance with CMS rebate instructions and incorporate any additional variables specified by the Department

		FirstRebate™ utilizes the CMS R-144 invoice format for Medicaid, Supplemental and Diabetic Programs.  Any updates made by CMS to that format will be incorporated by FHS.  

Additional variables, specified by the State, that do not meet CMS guidelines are incorporated by creating an ad hoc customer-specific report. 



		Invoice drug rebates for NDC and quantity information submitted on professional and outpatient claims

		FirstRebate™ loads and uses both professional outpatient provider and pharmacy provider claims to generate the invoices sent to manufacturers.



		Provide supplemental drug rebate invoicing and reporting

		FirstRebate™ manages supplemental rebate programs by:

· Medicaid claims for utilization totals

· Loads Supplemental Rebate rate file from PDL Contracting application.  

· Generates invoices through the same process as the Medicaid Program

· Provides extensive (over 70) Internet-based reports to State.



		Allow users to access drug rebate claims on-line

		FirstRebate™ Internet-based reports allow users to access rebate claims on-line.



		Produce rebate invoices, at User-specified intervals, in various formats as defined by the State

		FirstRebate™ generates invoices for mailing at intervals defined by CMS, no later than 60 days after quarter end.  These reports are available for download in multiple formats.

DHCFP can access outstanding balance reports that give invoice information, at user-specified intervals, through the internet-based reports.



		Link all adjustment activity to the quarter in which the original claim was paid

		All adjustment activity is linked to specific NDCs in the quarter in which original claims are paid.



		Perform retroactive adjustments to selected claims, and automatically recalculate the claims payment, the total invoice (rebate amount) and any credit or debit adjustments to an invoice as necessary

		Retroactive adjustments are performed on claims by:

· Claims being summarized, based on paid date

· Voided claims being assigned to the quarter of the original and unit adjustments are made to prior quarter utilization totals

· CMS rebate prior quarter rate adjustments are made 

· Rebate amount due for invoices are calculated by multiplying the utilization total by the CMS rebate rate

· Recalculation of rebate amount due in prior quarters is done

· Recalculation of total due is done by subtracting payment from rebate amount.



		Track adjustments, post payments and post credits based on CMS specifications

		FirstRebate™ tracks all adjustments by generating a date and timestamp when done, as well as registering the user ID of the staff making the adjustment.  

Payments and credits from manufacturers are allocated based on CMS specifications, including data entry from the CMS Reconciliation of State Invoice form and registration of disputes and reason codes by manufacturer.



		Preserve the characteristics of the invoice and corresponding claim data as it appeared in the period in which it was originally reported

		The FirstRebate™ reports include invoices per quarter that are preserved at mailing.  These reports can be retrieved at any time.  Claim detail is also preserved by using paid date parameters to show claims originally reported for invoice.  Conversely, the invoice year and quarter parameters can be used to show claims as they exist at any time, including void claims that have generated prior quarter adjustments.



		Generate labeler-specific summaries of invoice registers using current quarter data, prior period adjustments and total invoice amounts

		Labeler-specific invoices are available for mailing and review through the internet-based reports.  Each labeler receives the following in the mailing:

· Invoice cover letter with payment and other information

· Current quarter invoice

· Prior quarter information with adjustments to original billing

· Electronic format of current invoice and prior quarter information, if requested.



		Exclude Department-specified drugs that are covered but should not be invoiced

		FirstRebate™ allows for the programming of claim exclusions from invoice billing.  These exclusions include:

· Public Health Service (340B) providers

· NDCs not under rebate contract

· Claims for manufacturers not under rebate contract

· Compound claims not adjudicated at ingredient level

· State specific groups not qualified under the federal rebate program

· Claims where Medicaid paid zero to the provider.



		Record invoice payments by labeler and NDC, including the balance forward, interest calculations and total due

		Accounts receivable records, invoices and payments are recorded and maintained at NDC-11 level.  Interest calculation is maintained at the manufacturer quarter level, under the CMS guidelines. 



		Reconcile payments to invoices and resolve discrepancies

		Payments received are reconciled against invoices to manufacturer.  Discrepancies are resolved on behalf of the State through the dispute resolution process CMS guidelines and include:

· Delivery of claim level detail to the manufacturer

· Delivery of a resolution proposal to the manufacturer

· Participation in dispute conferences

· Delivery of prior quarter information to manufacturers

· Claim corrections.
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Appendix J — AWP Report



appendix J — AWP report

As referenced in Section 12.4.1.16, FHS has consistently provided prompt turnaround to legislative/administrative requests for reports.  Recently, FHS has responded to the State’s request for budget savings by providing analysis to facilitate major program and process changes within the Personal Care Services program; these changes were approved and implemented in March 2010.  We also have provided analysis and recommendations for therapy services in consideration of budget savings.  On the following pages, we provide a FHS pharmacy report in support of the pending AWP change.  
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Tab II – Cost Proposal

REQUIREMENT:  Section 20.4.2.2, page 194

Cost proposal must be in the format identified in Attachment N, Project Costs, as described in Section 18 of this RFP.


The attached cost proposal is in the format identified in Attachment N, Project Costs, as described in Section 18 of this RFP.
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Tab IX — Company Background and References



17.6	resource matrix

As instructed by RFP Section 20.3.2.13, FHS submits our Resource Matrix in Tab XII, Resource Matrix.  Our Resource Matrix is broken down by task and includes:

Proposed staff classification

Estimated number of vendor staff per classification

Estimated number of hours per person, per classification

Identification of task(s) to be completed by the prime (P) contractor and/or subcontractor (S).  If more than one (1) subcontractor is proposed, the vendor must clearly identify the company with whom the individual is associated

Estimated percentage of work performed on site by vendor staff

Estimated number of DHCFP staff required (FTE).

In addition, we have provided in Exhibits 17.6-1 through 6 our project organization charts for the Nevada MMIS/Fiscal agent operation.  We have described our organization in proposal Section 12.7.1.

		





		Exhibit 17.6-1, FHS’ Nevada MMIS Takeover Organization







		





		Exhibit 17.6-2 FHS’ Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent Operations Organization







		





		Exhibit 17.6-3, FHS’ Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent Pharmacy Department Organization







		





		Exhibit 17.6-4, FHS’ Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent HCM Operations Department Organization







		





		Exhibit 17.6-5, FHS’ Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent Financial Department Organization







		





		Exhibit 17.6-6, FHS’ Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent Systems Department Organization
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Provider Relations Call Center CSAs
6 FTE�


See Finance Organization
6 FTEs�
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State of Nevada

Jim Gibbons


Department of Administration

Governor


Purchasing Division



515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300

Greg Smith


Carson City, NV  89701

Administrator




SUBJECT:
Amendment No. 5 to Request for Proposal No. 1824


DATE OF AMENDMENT:
April 2, 2010


DATE OF RFP RELEASE:
February 9, 2010


DATE AND TIME OF OPENING:
April 29, 2010 at 2:00 p.m.

AGENCY CONTACT:   Shannon Berry, Assistant Chief Procurement Officer


The following shall be a part of RFP No. 1824 for Nevada MMIS Takeover.  If a vendor has already returned a proposal and any of the information provided below changes that proposal, please submit the changes along with this amendment.  You need not re-submit an entire proposal prior to the opening date and time.


Changes to RFP Language:


Section 17.1.3 is deleted.


Additional Questions and Responses to RFP:


1.  Evaluated Price in NV MMIS RFP is open to gaming by bidders, as the net evaluated price includes an adjustment based on estimated program savings.  It is possible for a vendor to guarantee savings in the program that well exceed the administrative cost for running the fiscal agent operation, resulting in a net evaluated price of Zero or less.


Inclusion of program savings in the net evaluated price could result in the following scenario.  Vendor 1: Bid Price: $50 million / year - Program Savings: $52 million / year = Evaluated Price: -$2 million Vendor 2: Bid Price: $25 million / year - Program Savings: $25 million / year = Evaluated Price: $0


In this case, vendor 1 could be making assumptions that NV ultimately may not be able to live with, regarding program and policy changes to result in promised savings, however, even at $25 million more in cost, Vendor 1 wins, and there is no way to validate all assumptions at time of bid.


Action:


We would like for the State to remove ALL cost criteria that calculate price based on program savings.  It is too easy to game and too difficult to evaluate apples to apples.  More appropriate is assigning a technical score to the cost containment approaches and guarantees proposed, factored by the credibility of the offeror's solution.


Please refer to RFP Sections 18.2, 18.2.1, and 21.5.5, regarding how DHCFP will assess the reasonableness and overall feasibility of the vendor’s approach to achieving savings and the operational cost model.  Proposals are not solely evaluated based on program savings identified in the cost proposal.  The approach to cost savings and program efficiencies proposed by bidders are included in the evaluation of technical and cost proposals to determine the reasonableness of their approach, coupled with any savings that they may specify. 


2. The RFP states that both prime vendor and subcontractor’s should sign attachments A, B1, C1 and C2.  On March 22, you release word versions of these attachments for the prime vendor.  Will versions for the subcontractor’s be forthcoming or should we use this version for all?

Below are Attachments A and B1 for review and signature by subcontractors, when applicable.







 EMBED Word.Document.8 \s Attachment B1 - 


Sub.doc




NOTE:  No further questions will be considered.


ALL ELSE REMAINS THE SAME FOR RFP 1824.


Vendor shall sign and return this amendment with proposal submitted.


NAME OF VENDOR ___________________________________________________________


AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE ____________________________________________________


TITLE __________________________________ 
DATE _____________________________




This document must be submitted in the “State Documents” section/tab of vendors’ technical proposal
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ATTACHMENT A – CONFIDENTIALITY OF PROPOSAL AND CERTIFICATION OF INDEMNIFICATION


SUBCONTRACTOR


Submitted proposals, which are marked “confidential” in their entirety, or those in which a significant portion of the submitted proposal is marked “confidential” will not be accepted by the State of Nevada. Pursuant to NRS 333.333, only specific parts of the proposal may be labeled a “trade secret” as defined in NRS 600A.030(5). All proposals are confidential until the contract is awarded; at which time, both successful and unsuccessful vendors’ technical and cost proposals become public information. In accordance with the Submittal Instructions of this RFP, vendors are requested to submit confidential information in separate binder(s) marked “Confidential – Technical” and “Confidential – Financial Information”.



The State will not be responsible for any information contained within the proposal should vendors not comply with the labeling and packing requirements, proposals will be released as submitted. In the event a governing board acts as the final authority, there may be public discussion regarding the submitted proposals that will be in an open meeting format, the proposals will remain confidential. 



By signing below, I understand it is my responsibility as the vendor to act in protection of the labeled information and agree to defend and indemnify the State of Nevada for honoring such designation. I duly realize failure to so act will constitute a complete waiver and all submitted information will become public information; additionally, failure to label any information that is released by the State shall constitute a complete waiver of any and all claims for damages caused by the release of the information.



This proposal contains Confidential Information, Trade Secrets and/or Proprietary information as defined in Section 2, Acronyms/Definitions. 



Please initial the appropriate response in the box below.



			YES


			


			NO


			








If Confidential Information is contained within this proposal, vendor must indicate each confidential item in the table below.



			Proposal Page #


			Proposal Section #


			Justification for Confidential Status





			


			


			





			


			


			








			SIGNATURE:


			


			


			





			


			Subcontractor


			


			Date





			


			


			


			





			PRINT NAME:


			


			


			





			


			Subcontractor


			


			








This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal.
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ATTACHMENT B1 – TECHNICAL PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RFP



SUBCONTRACTOR


I have read, understand and agree to comply with the terms and conditions specified in this Request for Proposal. 



Checking “YES” indicates acceptance of all terms and conditions, while checking “NO” denotes non-acceptance and vendor’s exceptions and/or assumptions should be detailed below. In order for any exceptions and/or assumptions to be considered they MUST be documented. The State will not accept additional exceptions and/or assumptions if submitted after the proposal submission deadline.



			YES


			


			I agree


			


			NO


			


			Exceptions and Assumptions identified below








			SIGNATURE:


			


			


			





			


			Subcontractor


			


			Date





			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			





			PRINT NAME:


			


			


			





			


			Sucontractor


			


			








Attach additional sheets if necessary. Vendors must use the following format.



Exception Summary Form



			RFP Section Number


			RFP Page Number


			Exception


(Provide a detailed explanation)





			


			


			





			


			


			





			


			


			








Assumption Summary Form



			RFP Section Number


			RFP Page Number


			Assumption


(Provide a detailed explanation)





			


			


			





			


			


			





			


			


			








This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal.
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_939044893.doc
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HPES Response to Nevada DHCFP 
Tab X – Attachment K – Proposed Staff Resume(s) 


Page–X-1 
RFP No. 1824 


Tab X – Attachment K – Proposed Staff 


Resume(s) 
RFP Reference: 20.3.2.11 Tab X – Attachment K – Proposed Staff Resume(s), p. 193, 173 


Vendors must include all proposed staff resumes per Section 17.4, Vendor Staff Resumes in this 


section. This section should also include any subcontractor proposed staff resumes, if applicable. 


17.4 Vendor Staff Resumes 


A resume must be completed for each proposed individual on the State format provided in 


Attachment K: 


A. Name; 


B. Classification being proposed; 


C. Years of experience in this classification; 


D. Education pertinent to this project; 


E. Years with firm; 


F. Number of other projects currently assigned to, a brief description, the individual's role and the 


anticipated completion date of the project; 


G. Identify projects previously worked on that incorporate MMIS development, implementation and 


takeover experience, and Medicaid specific expertise both with this firm and any previous 


employment. The information must include a brief description, the individual's role, length and dates 


of the project; 


H. Identify if proposed staff is designated as key personnel (refer to Section 


21.3.18, Key Personnel); 


I. For Key Personnel, identify how the individual meets the key personnel qualifications; and 


J. Identify proposed staff as either a prime contractor or subcontractor. 


We have included the following resumes; each in the format provided by the State in 


Attachment K in Part III, Confidential Technical Information: 


• Key Personnel 


− Marjorie Sladek, Takeover Manager 


− Mike Luk, Takeover Systems Manager 


− Lola Jordan, Account Manager 


− Anissa Hussman, Claims Manager 


− Israel Camero, Training Manager 


− Judi Schafer, Fiscal Manager 


− Jo Mallard, Provider Services Manager 


− Mike Luk, IT Manager 


− Robert Conor Smith, Pharmacy Benefits Manager 
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− Sally Kozak, Healthcare Management Manager 


• Other Personnel – HP Enterprise Services 


− Carma Dunsmore, PMO Manager 


− Robert (Bob) Grill, HIPAA Privacy/Security Officer 


− Margaret Martin, Medical Director-Part Time 


− Brad Mosburg, Technical Lead 


− Karen Roybal, Technical Lead 


− Bharat Vashi, Deputy Account Manager 


• Other Personnel - APS 


− Maria Romero, Executive Director, APS Nevada Service Center 


− Julie Wilson, Operations Manager, APS Nevada Service Center 


− Thomas Roben, Medical Director of APS’ Health Education and Care Coordination 


Program 


• Other Personnel – Emdeon 


− David Figueredo, TPL Product Manager  


− Gavin Johnson, Vice President of Reimbursement Analytics 


• Other Personnel – SXC 


− Robert Earnest, Vice President Public Sector 


− Jilka Patel, PBM Data Analyst 


• Other Personnel – Thomson Reuters 


− DSS/DW Project Manager Kelley Cartwright 


− Blong Xiong, DSS/DW Consulting Manager 


• Representative Resume – Verizon 


− Representative Resume, IT Manager - Verizon 


 








Cost Evaluation Factor
Points (Weighted 


Score)


(1)  Operations Payment Approach for Existing Nevada 


MMIS Functionality


29.96087637


(2)  Health Information Exchange Cost 16.13043478


(3)  Data Warehouse (Additional Functionality only) Cost 11.48484848


(4) Total Weighted Cost Proposal Score 57.57615964


Cost Evaluation Factor
Points (Weighted 


Score)


(1)  Operations Payment Approach for Existing Nevada 


MMIS Functionality


15.35211268


(2)  Health Information Exchange Cost 4.333333333


(3)  Data Warehouse (Additional Functionality only) Cost 8.757575758


(4) Total Weighted Cost Proposal Score 28.44302177


Cost Evaluation Factor
Points (Weighted 


Score)


(1)  Operations Payment Approach for Existing Nevada 


MMIS Functionality


40.61032864


(2)  Health Information Exchange Cost 23.30434783


(3)  Data Warehouse (Additional Functionality only) Cost 16.73737374


(4) Total Weighted Cost Proposal Score 80.6520502


Cost Evaluation Factor
Points (Weighted 


Score)


(1)  Operations Payment Approach for Existing Nevada 


MMIS Functionality


18.83411581


(2)  Health Information Exchange Cost 16.05797101


(3)  Data Warehouse (Additional Functionality only) Cost 8.171717172


(4) Total Weighted Cost Proposal Score 43.06380399


Proposer Name:  Infocrossing Inc


NV RFP #1824


Cost Proposal Summary Score Sheet


Proposer Name:  ACS State Healthcare LLC


Proposer Name:  First Health Services Corp


Proposer Name:  HP Enterprise Services LLC








Technical Evaluation Criteria
Points (Weighted 


Score)


(1) Demonstrated Competence (100 points max) 81.06233333


(2) Experience in Performance of Comparable Engagements 


(150 points max)


121.2823355


(3) Conformance with the Terms of the RFP (500 points max) 392.6167998


(4) Expertise and Availability of Key Personnel (150 points 


max)


119.7789116


(5) Total Weighted Technical Proposal Score 714.7403803


Technical Evaluation Criteria
Points (Weighted 


Score)


(1) Demonstrated Competence (100 points max) 57.71433333


(2) Experience in Performance of Comparable Engagements 


(150 points max)


86.80339985


(3) Conformance with the Terms of the RFP (500 points max) 322.6700557


(4) Expertise and Availability of Key Personnel (150 points 


max)


91.79421769


(5) Total Weighted Technical Proposal Score 558.9820065


Technical Evaluation Criteria
Points (Weighted 


Score)


(1) Demonstrated Competence (100 points max) 80.43933333


(2) Experience in Performance of Comparable Engagements 


(150 points max)


126.759054


(3) Conformance with the Terms of the RFP (500 points max) 386.1655773


(4) Expertise and Availability of Key Personnel (150 points 


max)


114.3282313


(5) Total Weighted Technical Proposal Score 707.6921959


Technical Evaluation Criteria
Points (Weighted 


Score)


(1) Demonstrated Competence (100 points max) 61.964


(2) Experience in Performance of Comparable Engagements 


(150 points max)


72.63858093


(3) Conformance with the Terms of the RFP (500 points max) 275.8896151


(4) Expertise and Availability of Key Personnel (150 points 


max)


77.58503401


(5) Total Weighted Technical Proposal Score 488.07723


Proposer Name:  Infocrossing Inc


Technical Proposal Summary Score Sheet


NV RFP #1824


Proposer Name:  First Health Services Corp


Proposer Name:  ACS State Healthcare LLC


Proposer Name:  HP Enterprise Services LLC
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1.0 Introduction 


1.1 Executive Summary 
In describing progress in Healthcare IT, Secretary Michael Leavitt wrote1: 


Today, evidence that use of secure, standards-based, electronic health records can 
improve patient care and increase administrative efficiency is overwhelming. This use of 
interoperable health information technology (IT) will benefit individuals and the health-
care system as a whole in profound ways. 


A cornerstone in the plan for interoperable health information technology is the progress that 
has been made toward enabling the creation of a Nationwide Health Information Network 
(NHIN), a “network of networks” that will securely connect consumers, providers and others who 
have, or use, health-related data and services, while protecting the confidentiality of health 
information. The NHIN will not include a national data store or centralized systems at the 
national level. Instead, the NHIN will use shared architecture (services, standards and 
requirements), processes and procedures to interconnect health information exchanges and the 
users they support. 


Creating the NHIN is a substantial challenge. There are issues of scale, complexity, protecting 
privacy, working with existing IT systems and ensuring that the NHIN approach does not 
unnecessarily hamper innovation in healthcare IT systems. Accordingly, in November 2005, the 
Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT (ONC) awarded four contracts for developing 
prototype architectures for an NHIN to Accenture, Computer Sciences Corporation, IBM and 
Northrop Grumman. Each contractor was asked to develop a prototype architecture for the 
NHIN and to interconnect three communities as a demonstration of the architecture. 


Initial Successes 
These contracts each validated important basic principles that underlie the current approach to 
the NHIN. These principles include: 


 The possibility of operating the NHIN as a network of networks without a central 
database or services 


 The criticality of common standards for developing the NHIN, particularly in the way that 
component exchanges interact with each other 


 Synergies and important capabilities can be achieved by supporting consumers and 
healthcare providers on the same infrastructure 


 Consumer controls can be implemented to manage how a consumer’s information is 
shared on the network 


 There can be benefits from an evolutionary approach that does not dictate wholesale 
replacement or modification of existing healthcare information systems 


                                                 
1Leavitt, “U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Health Information Technology Initiative Major 
Accomplishments: 2004–2006”, http://www.hhs.gov/healthit/news/Accomplishments2006.pdf, Jan 2007, 
p.6. 
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The substantive commonalities of the approaches can be coalesced into the go-forward 
approach that supports the next steps in building an NHIN that supports the U.S. Health IT 
Agenda. 


The contractors delivered reports throughout 2006 describing functional requirements of the 
NHIN, security models, areas for needed standards, an overall architecture, and business 
models. The prototype architecture projects culminated with live demonstrations at the NHIN 
Prototype Architecture Project Third NHIN Stakeholder Forum on 25–26 January 2007. 


This report is a synthesis of their approaches as a basis for the next steps in creating the NHIN. 


Architecture 
The term “architecture” is used in a wide variety of contexts to describe an orderly arrangement 
of parts. On a grand scale, an example of an architecture is city planning—that is, ensuring that 
various “parts” (roads, sewage, housing developments and recreational facilities) work together 
to meet growth and social requirements. 


In the architecture of a network, the “parts” are generally subsystems and interfaces.1 For 
example, in the architecture of the Internet, the subsystems are clients and servers. The Internet 
architecture is similar to “city planning” in that it attempts to “govern best by governing least.” By 
defining a few general subsystems and focusing primarily on the interfaces, it balances the 
conflicting goals of coordinating disparate elements and providing flexibility for innovation. 


The “subsystems” of the NHIN actually will be the systems of a variety of stakeholder 
organizations. At any point in time these systems will be in different stages of their life cycles, 
will be built on many different technologies, and have differing views of the data they collect. A 
goal in enabling the NHIN is to follow the “city planning” approach, i.e., to focus on technology-
neutral interfaces among these disparate systems to create a network of networks so that 
participation in the NHIN will not require “ripping out and replacing” existing systems. 


NHIN Participants 
The stakeholders that participate in the NHIN will be four broad classes of organizations: 


 Care delivery organizations (CDOs) that use electronic health records (EHRs). 


 Consumer organizations that operate personal health records (PHRs) and other 
consumer applications. 


 Health information exchanges (HIEs): multi-stakeholder entities that enable the 
movement of health-related data within state, regional or non-jurisdictional participant 
groups. 


 Specialized participants: organizations that operate for specific purposes including, but 
not limited to, secondary users of data such as public health, research and quality 
assessment. The specialized nature of these organizations means that they may require 
only a subset of the shared architecture (standards, services and requirements), 
processes and procedures used by the other participants. 


Many of these organizations will have their own networks. The NHIN is not intended to supplant 
these networks. They will continue to handle the bulk of day-to-day transactions in providing and 
                                                 
1 The word “interface” has a variety of meanings, including some very specific but different meanings in 
engineering. This report uses the term in a general sense: “…a means of interaction between two devices 
or systems that handle data.”  
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measuring healthcare. This is why the NHIN will be a “network of networks,” built over the 
Internet. It provides the interconnection so that these networks can support additional 
information exchange beyond their own bounds. 


To participate in the NHIN, an organization will be required to use a shared architecture, adhere 
to adopted standards and provide certain core services. Not all HIEs may choose to do so. An 
NHIN health information exchange (NHIE) will be one that that implements the NHIN 
architecture (services, standards and requirements), processes and procedures and participates 
in the NHIN Cooperative. 


Health Information Service Providers (HSPs) 
Some organizations may lack the necessary technical or operational competencies to conform 
to the architecture and provide the core services. Instead, they may choose to use the services 
of an HSP. An HSP is a company or other organization that will support one or more NHIN 
participants by providing them with operational and technical health exchange services 
necessary to fully qualify to connect to the NHIN. 


How a Person Will Use the NHIN 
The business, trust and technical arrangements that will enable the NHIN generally will be local 
and between organizations. Nonetheless, the primary users of the NHIN will be people: 
healthcare providers, healthcare consumers and those who use the data in the NHIN for public 
health, quality assessment or other purposes. These people will have several ways to take 
advantage of the information exchange available through the NHIN. Here are several access 
paths for healthcare providers. 


 Providers may use features of the electronic health record (EHR) systems of their own 
practice or hospital to connect to an HIE, and the HIE, in turn, will support information 
exchange with other EHRs or PHRs on that HIE or on other HIEs through the NHIN. 


 They may not have an EHR, so they may use the Web to access a portal operated by 
the HIE to access information. 


The paths to the NHIN are similar for healthcare consumers. 


 They may use features of a PHR that they designate as the repository of their personal 
health record, and that PHR may be connected to an HIE which, in turn, will provide a 
connection to the NHIN. 


 They may use features of a multi-regional PHR that will participate directly in the NHIN. 


 If they do not have access to a PHR, they may achieve some limited functionality by 
using the services of an HIE through its portal. 


Relationship to Policy 
The NHIN architecture is strongly related to policy. Policy informs architecture by identifying 
specific requirements that must be met by systems implemented according to the architecture. 
Architecture informs policy and policy development by enabling policymakers with approaches 
and solutions. In the U.S. today, however, there is substantial heterogeneity among the laws 
and regulations of the states, and many policies were developed during a time when information 
sharing was primarily done on paper or by fax. The ONC has several initiatives under way to 
create more consensus on policy issues and to update policies based on the challenges and 
limitations of electronic information exchange at national, state and local levels. Because this is 
a sensitive area, and because the potential impact of policy options is not always understood, 
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the relationship between architecture and policymaking is bidirectional. The architecture must 
have the flexibility to accommodate changes in policy that will be identified in the future. At the 
same time, the industry must get enough experience with the architecture to realistically predict 
the costs of various approaches. Approaching policy and architecture issues in parallel is the 
only viable approach to sorting out complex, sensitive issues for large-scale systems. 


Cyclic, Step-Wise Approach 
Just as there is a need to approach policy and architecture in parallel, there is a similar need to 
approach architecture and standards and certification of participating systems in parallel. 
Accordingly, the NHIN Prototype Architecture Project is part of the first of a series of cyclic steps 
toward achieving the NHIN as shown in Figure 1. Repeating this cycle allows those working on 
the various aspects of the NHIN to work in group and focus on achieving manageable 
increments of progress. 


The second cyclic step will include a set of projects known as the NHIN Trial Implementations. 
Figure 1. Cyclic Steps to Achieving the NHIN 


NHIN vision and breakthroughs/use cases
Initial architecture
─ Prototype architectures


Standards needs
Policy implications


More business needs/use cases
Refined architecture
─ Trial implementations


Standards needs
- Certification criteria


Policy implications
More business needs/use cases


Initial NHIN Services
─ …  


The Synthesized Approach 
The general approach of the contractors had much in common. Specifics varied to the degree 
that was expected from four independent efforts. Each contractor considered the NHIN as a set 
of distributed HIEs that work together to become the NHIN. They each identified specific 
functions that must be provided by the HIEs, including: 


 Supporting secure operation in all activities related to the NHIN 


 Protecting the confidentiality of personally identifiable health information as it is used by 
those who participate in the NHIN 


 Reconciling patient and provider identities without creating national indices of patients 


 Providing a local registry which may be used, when authorizations permit, to find health 
information about patients 


 Supporting the transfer of information from one provider or care delivery organization to 
another in support of collaborative care 


 Supporting secondary uses of data while protecting the identity of patients to the degree 
required by law and public policy 
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Through the work of the Office of the National Coordinator, the National Committee on Vital and 
Health Statistics (NCVHS) and Gartner, the specifications in support of these functions have 
been consolidated into 24 specific operational services. These services are listed in Section 4.0. 
Many of these business or operational services imply interfaces among information systems. 
Fourteen of such implied interfaces are also identified described in Section 5.0 and the Annexes 
of this report. 


It is expected that the identified services and interfaces will be addressed through ongoing work 
in several projects during and following 2007, including a series of trial NHIN implementations 
by HIEs that together will constitute an initial NHIN cooperative. 


1.2 Road Map to This Report 
This report includes an overview of the architectural deliverables of the contractors in a format 
that emphasizes the common features that serve as building blocks for future NHIN efforts. 
Those building blocks are described first as the operational services of the NHIEs. Delivering 
many of the operational services requires interfaces among the NHIEs or between an NHIE and 
its participants. The information interchange is accomplished through those interfaces, which 
are categorized into interchange capabilities. Figure 2 shows how these topics are organized in 
this report. 


Although Section 5 and the Annexes have some of the characteristics of technical 
specifications, they are at a high level of abstraction. This approach serves to support diverse 
approaches going forward. The detailed specifications required for the NHIN will be developed 
in the go-forward activities that support building the NHIN. 
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Figure 2. Road Map to This Report 
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2.0 Overview of NHIN Prototype Architecture Projects 
As described in the Executive Summary, the NHIN prototype architecture contracts are a 
significant contribution to the overall NHIN evolution. The lessons learned through these 
prototypes will, with other concurrent efforts, feed the design and standards development 
processes related to the NHIN Trial Implementations. The prototyped designs of the contractors 
will inform the standards development process and the NHIN trial implementations. This section 
describes the participant consortia and their conceptual approaches as context for 
understanding what was accomplished. 


2.1 Prototype Architecture Requirements and Conceptual 
Overview 


In November 2005, HHS Secretary Michael Leavitt announced that the first NHIN prototype 
contracts were awarded to four consortia that would demonstrate exchanging health information 
based on needs to connect health records based on the requirements of the first three use 
cases. 


Each of these consortia developed and demonstrated a prototype architecture for an NHIN, 
descriptions of that architecture and software that validated that the architecture could indeed 
function. Each prototype was ultimately required to: 


 Interconnect several communities that consist of real healthcare organizations3 


 Show support for consumers and healthcare providers 


 Validate that the NHIN can operate as a “network of networks” 


 Validate that these networks can be interconnected in a peer-to-peer manner without 
substantial centralized or national infrastructure 


 Interconnect with systems and networks that were built using a variety of heterogeneous 
technologies 


 Demonstrate their architecture in a manner that would be meaningful to clinicians and 
consumers 


 Show functionality based on health information exchange and three of the four use 
cases recommended to the Secretary of HHS by the AHIC in May 2006 as shown in 
Table 1 


 Locate patients by demographic characteristics without a unique national identifier 


 Maintain security and confidentiality of patient data 


 Meet additional needs of the use cases such as allowing patients to manage access 
permissions for their personal health records 


                                                 
3 There was not, however, a requirement to share actual protected health information of real patients for 
these demonstrations of prototypes. 
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Table 1. AHIC 2006 Use Cases, Select Functional Requirements. 


Use Case Select Functional Requirements 


EHR/Lab Use 
Case 


 Allow ordering and authorized non-ordering physicians to receive current lab 
results in an EHR 


 Allow ordering and authorized non-ordering physicians to access historical lab 
results 


Consumer 
Empowerment 
Use Case 


 Support the delivery of medication information and medication history to a 
consumer’s PHR 


 Allow consumers to establish and manage permissions for accessing their 
personal health record 


 Secure data according to those permissions 
 Support the delivery of registration data to EHRs 
 Support the delivery of medication data to PHRs and access to this data by 


physicians 
Biosurveillance 
Use Case 


 Provide standardized, pseudonymized4 health information to public health 
organizations to support public health needs 


 
Each of the contractors was able to demonstrate NHIN connectivity in support of the 
requirements stated above by implementing the technical approaches described in this section 
of this report. For the most part, the prototype architectures validated the requirements stated 
above. Individual variances are noted below. 


Each approach was based on the principle of the “narrow waist” or “middle-out” design5,6. The 
apparent paradox of this approach is that the best way to support heterogeneity and 
evolutionary innovation across a wide variety of participants in a large network is to enforce 
homogeneity for a small, well-chosen set of interfaces at the center. In the NHIN, the NHIEs will 
serve as the “funnels” that, at the wide end, assist the widest variety of healthcare IT systems to 
interconnect and, at the narrow end, connect among themselves in tightly standardized ways. 


It must be noted that the standard interfaces at the narrow end of the funnels are, for the most 
part, suitable for much broader use. Indeed, to the extent that the developers of healthcare IT 
systems build these standards into their products, it will become much simpler and less costly to 
integrate systems and compare data accumulated by those systems. However, even if all the 
standards were fully developed today and all developers had had the time to adapt their 
systems to the standards, it would still be many years before the new and updated healthcare IT 
systems would be able to replace the legacy systems in place today. The ability of the NHIEs to 
bridge the gaps to in-place systems is a critical factor in achieving interoperability among 
healthcare IT systems. A common analogy to the process of rolling out the NHIN is to describe it 
as “changing the tires on a moving car.” 


                                                 
4 Derived from “pseudo-anonymize,” this means modifying personal health information such that (a) the 
identity of the subject is not immediately apparent, (b) the information content fits the needs of the use 
case and (c) it is possible for the agent that modified the data, or its designee, to restore the identity 
information upon authorized request. 
5 David D. Clark, “Interoperation, Open Interfaces, and Protocol Architecture” The Unpredictable 
Certainty: White Papers, National Academies Press (1997), p 133.  
6 See also the work of John C. Doyle on mesoscale architecture, e.g., Lego Spanning Layer (Hourglass) 
Presentation at http://www.cds.caltech.edu/~doyle/CmplxNets/LegoPics.pdf. 
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All four consortia addressed at least these capabilities in their architectures: 


 Support for PHRs and EHRs 


 Patient identification by demographics, without a national ID 


 Provider identification 


 Location and retrieval of a patient’s health information 


 Pseudonymization and re-identification of protected health information 


 Support for translating coded data into standard coding systems and back 


 Support for mapping messages between non-standard formats and current or new 
standards 


 Support for routine messages to a destination at times across NHIEs 


 Secure and reliable message delivery 


 Auditing 


 Authentication and authorization 


 Permissions management 


As was expected from four separate design efforts, there were individual differences in the 
names that the firms gave to modules of their systems that support the NHIN functions. 
Furthermore, in some cases they differed in how the functions were factored together. After 
giving an overview description of the individual approaches, the rest of this report will describe a 
synthesis that serves as a high-level basis for going-forward NHIN work. 


2.2 Participants and Approaches 
The NHIN prototype contract awards were made to four consortia. Each was led by a systems 
integrator that coordinated efforts with healthcare market organizations—both HIEs and 
providers—and technology partners and vendors. 


The following sections show how the different prototype architecture implementations support 
the conceptual architecture described in this document. 
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2.2.1 Accenture Prototype Architecture 
Accenture’s consortia worked with care delivery organizations in West Virginia, Tennessee and 
Kentucky, as shown in Table 2 below. 
Table 2. Accenture Participants 


Healthcare Market Technology Partners and Providers 
 West Virginia Medical Institute 


 New River Health Association—Beckley 
 Cabin Creek 
 ARH-Beckley 
 ARH Summers County 
 AMFM-Beckley 
 WV University Physicians of Charleston 


 


 Core Technical Components and Partners 
 Cisco Systems 
 Initiate Systems 
 Oracle 
 Orion 
 Quovadx 
 Sun Microsystems 


 Commonwealth of Kentucky’s Eastern Kentucky 
Regional Health Community 


 ARH-Hazard Regional Medical Center and 
Family Health Services 


 University of Kentucky Clinic 
 University of Kentucky HealthCare Chandler 


Medical Center 
 Kentucky River District—Letcher County 


Health Dept. 
 Kentucky River District—Perry County Health 


Dept. 
 


 Technical Partners 
 Apelon 
 AMA 
 BEA 
 CCSi 
 CGI-Federal 
 Intellithought, Lucent Glow 
 Oakland Consulting Group 
 Reactivity 
 Red Hat 


 CareSpark (Tennessee) 
 Holston Medical Group 
 Mountain States Health Alliance 
 Johnston Memorial Hospital 
 Sullivan County Regional Health Department 
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In Figure 3, Accenture illustrates how it structured its NHIN prototype implementation. 
Figure 3. Accenture Approach 
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Source: Accenture 


None of Accenture’s distinct healthcare markets had existing health information exchanges 
(HIEs) at the start of the prototype. The capabilities and infrastructure appear in the prototype 
architecture at three levels: 


 Level 1 (Provider Level). At the level of the participating care organization, Accenture 
provided multiple data extraction mechanisms to convert local data into standard, HL7 
v3 message formats. Data could be accepted from multiple sources including HL7 v2-
based messaging systems, as a flat file derived from local systems, and from proprietary 
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systems without messaging capabilities. These messages were filtered so that only 
messages from patients who consented to participate in the local HIE and/or NHIN 
prototype were sent outside the care organization’s firewall. This approach lessens the 
barrier of entry to care organizations because it reduces the need to alter their systems 
or add additional infrastructure. 


 Level 2 (HIE Level). These HIEs had record locator services (RLS), as well as patient 
matching and information governance capabilities. Additionally, lab, demographic and 
medication data coming via HL7v3 messages were mapped from the local terms to 
Federal Health Architecture (FHA) vocabulary standards to facilitate secondary uses of 
the data. This normalization process allowed for NHIE-wide data comparisons and 
enhanced abilities to analyze and graph data. The architecture was specified so that the 
amount of data stored in the local HIE could be determined regionally. The data stored 
at the local HIE could be a core clinical data set, an extended clinical data set, or no 
clinical data at all. In the actual prototype, all three healthcare markets favored storing of 
a core set of clinical data. In the Accenture prototype, data could be viewed through a 
portal at the local HIE level with views available for the patient, providers and public 
health officials. The architecture supports the capability for messaging back to provider 
systems so that information from the NHIN can be viewed through local systems. 


 Level 3 (NHIE Level). The level labeled NHIE contains facilities for cross-indexing 
patients and providers, and identifying the location of records on a patient. The 
components of level three that are depicted in blue were part of the Accenture prototype 
deliverable, whereas the items depicted in gray were not, but show how different NHIEs 
would interact. 


In this approach, the thin NHIE layer provides cross-regional indexing mechanisms for matching 
patients and sending data from one local HIE to another, as well as providing mechanisms to 
interact with other NHIEs. Data Services are provided through the message handling services at 
the provider and local HIE levels, along with the record locator services and re-linking (de-
pseudonymization) services. The Master Patient Index (MPI) shown at the NHIE level, along 
with authentication and authorization, are similar to the User and Subject Identity Management 
operational services. The reporting services shown in Figure 3 are for authorized secondary 
users—in areas such as public health, biosurveillance, and research—to access 
pseudonymized electronic health information. 


2.2.2 CSC-Connecting for Health Prototype Architecture7 
Table 3 lists the healthcare market and technology partners and providers that participated in 
the CSC NHIN prototype architecture consortium. 


                                                 
7 Because of the nature of the team collaboration between CSC and Connecting for Health, CSC refers to 
this as the CSC-Connecting for Health Team Prototype Architecture. See www.connectingforhealth.org. 
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Table 3. CSC Participants 


Healthcare Market Technology Partners and Providers 
 Indiana Health Information Exchange (Indiana) 


 Wishard Hospital 
 Indiana University Medical Group (IUMG) 


Primary Care 
 IUMG Specialty Care 
 Indiana Department of Health (ESSENCE) 
 Mid America Clinical Lab 


 
 MA-SHARE (Massachusetts) 


 Boston Medical Center 
 Whittier Street Health Center 
 South Boston CHC 
 Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center 


(BIDMC) 
 Children’s Hospital Boston (CHB) 
 Massachusetts Department of Public Health 


(AEGIS) 
 


 Mendocino HRE (California) 
 Mendocino Community Hospital 
 Anderson Valley Health Center 
 Redwood Coast Medical Services 
 Mendocino Family Care 
 Andy Coren, MD 
 Mendocino County Department of Public 


Health 


 Browsersoft 
 Business Networks International 
 Center for Information Technology 


Leadership 
 Children’s Hospital Informatics Program 


(CHIP) 
 IndivoHealth 
 Automated Epidemiologic Geotemporal 


Integrated Surveillance System 
(AEGIS) 


 Shared Pathology Informatics Network 
(SPIN) 
 


 DB Consulting Group 
 eHealth Initiative 
 Electronic Health Record Vendors 


Association 
 I2i Systems, Inc. 
 GE Healthcare 
 Initiate Systems 
 Microsoft 
 OpenHRE 
 Regenstrief Institute 
 SiloSmashers 
 Sun Microsystems 


 


In Figure 4, the CSC-Connecting for Health team illustrates the prototype architecture deployed 
by the consortium. The capabilities are all contained in the facilities of subnetwork organizations 
(SNOs). These are somewhat analogous to the term NHIE used elsewhere in this report. The 
NHIN is simply the sum of all SNOs. In this prototype architecture, the NHIN is defined as a set 
of standards and practices by which all participating entities abide. There are no NHIN-level 
services or operators. Full details of this architecture can be found at 
www.connectingforhealth.org. 



http://www.connectingforhealth.org/
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Figure 4. CSC Approach 
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Each SNO is configured differently in terms of where within the SNO the health information 
resides: Mendocino RHIO maintains data mirrors; IHIE maintains a data repository; MA-SHARE 
is configured to provide access to electronic health information at the CDO. Communications 
with an SNO flow organization to organization; communications between SNOs flow through 
Inter-SNO Bridges, which implement the security and auditing necessary for an SNO to 
communicate with its peer SNOs. 


While the approach supports substantial heterogeneity in the architectures of the SNOs, each 
SNO must support a record locator service (RLS) for the records held by participating 
organizations. This service need only keep track of which systems may have data about a 
patient, and only records demographic information about the patient, without recording clinically 
disclosing information such as the types of tests or records held. Once the RLS provides record 
locations, those records are queried directly by the requester. This approach was adopted to 
leave the SNO less vulnerable to revealing protected health information through accidental 
disclosure or breaches of the RLS. The responsibility for filtering patient data is part of the data 
transfer between the holder and the requester of the data. Such filtering can be created by 
limiting which CDOs are queried, bracketing the time of the request or, where the quality of the 
metadata allows, limiting requests by clinical type. 


The design of the system proceeded from a set of policy principles. A full accounting of these 
principles is available at http://www.connectingforhealth.org. For this report, Connecting for 
Health provided a summary of three of the principles that it considered most relevant to the 
prototype architecture. They are described here: 


 Any network design must be widely adoptable. Large IT projects are hard, and the 
landscape is littered with epic failures. The U.S. healthcare system is idiosyncratic, with 



http://www.connectingforhealth.org/
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few sites that have infrastructure for hosting complex applications. As a result, the 
earliest instantiation of the NHIN must be the simplest possible version of that network, 
with all optional complexity postponed for later introduction. In particular, the architecture 
does not rely on the creation of new regional registries beyond the list of participating 
organizations, and the RLS. 


 Patient privacy must be protected, even at the cost of some inefficiency. It is possible to 
imagine a network that stores and makes accessible all existing information about a 
patient from a central location, and such a system would have many desirable 
characteristics, but it would also create privacy risks. Care must be taken not to 
accidentally disclose sensitive information about the patient as a side-effect of the 
operation of the system. This includes the Record Locator Service, which should not 
include any clinical data, and the log files, which should likewise not be allowed to 
expose the contents of the records being logged. 


 Finally, the combined requirements of simplicity and privacy suggest that the data about 
the patient (other than the minimum demographics required for identification) should 
remain in the care of institutions that generated the data or care for the patient (as with a 
lab and a doctor both retaining copies of test results.) 


2.2.3 IBM Prototype Architecture 
As shown in Table 4, IBM worked with public health organizations as a partner as well as with a 
variety of provider organizations and RHIOs. 
Table 4. IBM Participants 


Healthcare Market Technology Partners and Providers 
 Research Triangle/Pinehurst, North Carolina—


North Carolina Healthcare Information and 
Communications Alliance (NCHICA) 


 Duke University Health System 
─ Durham Medical Center 


 FirstHealth of the Carolinas 
─ Moore Free Care Clinic 
─ Pinehurst Medical 
─ Pinehurst Surgical 
─ Southern Pine Women’s Center 


 
 Rockingham County, North Carolina—NCHICA 


 Morehead Memorial Hospital 
─ Eden Internal Medicine 
─ Pulmonary, Allergy and Asthma Clinic of 


Danville 
 Moses Cone Health System 
─ Family Tree OB/GYN 
─ Moses Cone Internal Medicine Residency 


Program 
 


 Core Partners 
 CTIS 
 Eclipse 
 Initiate 


 
 Vendors 


 AllScripts 
 Cisco 
 CapMed 
 GE Healthcare 
 HealthVision 
 LabCorp 
 McKesson 
 Meditech 
 Possibility Forge (OpenEMR) 
 Spectrum Labs 
 SureScripts 
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Healthcare Market Technology Partners and Providers 
 Taconic Health Information Network and 


Community, Mid-Hudson Valley, (New York) 
 Kingston Hospital 
 St. Francis Hospital 
 Vassar Brothers Medical Center 
 Physician Practices 
─ Hudson Valley Primary Care 
─ Bridge Street Family Medicine 
─ Springside Medical Associates 
─ Rabi Sinha, MD 
─ Hudson River Community Health 


 Other Organizations: 
 New York State Dept. of Health 
 North Carolina Div of Public Health 


 


In Figure 5, IBM provides an overview of its approach. The three levels are: 


 The “community,” which represents all the organizations participating in an HIE 


 The “community hub,” which provides the identity services and document locator 
services; and security, privacy and confidentiality service is necessary for an HIE to 
operate 


 “Cross-community services,” which are the interconnections among the communities to 
achieve an NHIN 


The cross-community services are implemented by agreed-upon standards among the 
communities. In this approach, community members may interact with one another directly, 
without having their interactions routed through special systems associated with the community 
hub. This reduces the potential for the community hub to become a bottleneck. At the same 
time, it requires more-widespread homogeneity with regard to exact conformance to standards. 


This approach supports individual member organizations by providing clinical document 
repositories that may be deployed within the security boundaries of the member organizations. 
Where organizational characteristics dictate otherwise, the repositories could be maintained 
with the community hub. 


The document locator service in this approach is supported by a registry that tracks individual 
reports or other clinical documents along with associated metadata. In so doing, it makes some 
of the distributed query use for information about a patient more efficient. At the same time, it 
may be regarded by some as increasing the danger of the privacy breach within the 
community hub. 
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Figure 5. IBM Approach 
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Source: IBM 


2.2.4 Northrop Grumman Prototype Architecture 
Table 5 lists the healthcare and technology partners in the Northrop Grumman consortium. 
Table 5. Northrop Grumman Participants 


Healthcare Market Technology Partners and Providers 
 Quality Health Network (Mesa County, Colorado) 


 St. Mary’s Hospital 
 Rocky Mountain Health Plan Community Hospital 
 Primary Care Partners 


 
 Santa Cruz RHIO (Santa Cruz, California) 


 Dominican Hospital 
 Reference Labs (Quest, Stanford, Hunter, APMG) 
 RMG 
 Physicians Medical Group 
 Western Medical Associates 


 
 University Hospitals Health System (Cleveland, Ohio) 


 Community Hospitals 
 Outpatient Centers 
 MacDonald Women’s Hospital 
 Rainbow Babies and Children’s Hospital 
 Ireland Cancer Center 


 Axolotl 
 Client/Server Software Solutions 
 First Consulting Group 
 Oracle 
 RxHub 
 SeeBeyond Technology, Sun 


Microsystems 
 SphereCom Enterprises 
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In Figure 6, Northrop Grumman describes its approach. It is a service-oriented architecture, 
based on the following principles: 


 Achieve broad nationwide interoperability by leveraging existing interoperability—reduce 
the need to “rip and replace” existing HIEs, instead providing mediation services 


 Eliminate dependence on centralized nationwide services 


 Enable interoperability across different information domains (such as laboratory, 
medications, public health, etc.) through the use of a canonical information model, such 
as the HL7 Reference Information Model 


Figure 6. Northrop Grumman Approach 


 


Source: Northrop Grumman 


Northrop Grumman describes the architecture as based on a “super-peer” topology. Not all 
service providers and consumers will be connecting directly to each other as peers, but a 
smaller subset of the services will connect together at the top of the hierarchy as super-peers. 
These super-peers all expose a minimal set of core services, which is logically aggregated in 
what they called an NHIN Gateway, a system that provides many of the features of NHIEs 
described in this document. 


Figure 6 summarizes the components of the NHIN Gateway. These are logical components, 
which could be realized within a single collected hardware platform or across multiple platforms. 
The NHIN Gateways expose two main sets of interfaces: (1) NHIN Gateway peer-facing 
interfaces, which represent the key high-level interactions that define an NHIN, and which need 
to be strictly controlled through standards and certifications, and (2) NHIN Gateway children-
facing interfaces, which apply within that particular HIE, and which may be able to adapt to 
systems that have interfaces that do not yet meet the NHIN standards. This assistance is 
particularly likely to be required in the evolution of the NHIN. 
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The core services included in the NHIN Gateway concept are: 


 Patient Identification 


 Provider Identification 


 Data Location and Retrieval 


 Anonymization and Relinking 


 Directory 


 Terminology Mediation 


 Message Handling (includes transformation, routing, guaranteed delivery and content-
based filtering) 


 Auditing 


 Authentication and Authorization 


 Permissions Management 


 Administrative Management (includes activity monitoring, configuration, service-level 
agreement enforcement and performance monitoring) 


The Permissions Management service provides a mechanism for patient permission 
preferences to be stored and maintained, and thus applied separately from a particular PHR or 
other mechanism used to enter such preferences. The Directory service refers to a registry of 
entities (care organizations, ancillary result centers, hospitals, etc.) that are directly connected 
to each gateway, allowing those organizations and their systems to be found during queries. 
The architecture suggested a replication scheme in which new organizations or entities would 
register themselves with the local gateway, after which this information would be replicated and 
made available to other gateways nationwide (analogous to the manner in which the Internet’s 
Domain Name Servers work). 


2.3 Summary of Accomplishments 
Contractors provided deliverables in four forms: (a) written reports; (b) presentations; (c) 
discussions at three NHIN forums; and (d) a demonstration of interactions among their 
communities at the Third NHIN Forum. In addition, they often collaborated informally at national 
meetings on HIEs and the NHIN. 


The content of these deliverables provides insight into the rationales, approaches and 
recommendations of the four efforts that will be useful for the trial implementations and other 
early adopters of the NHIN. 


They each contributed source data to the analysis of NHIN functional requirements that was 
conducted by the National Council on Vital Statistics8. 


Each of the prototype architectures: 


 Showed the synergies of supporting consumers and providers on the same 
infrastructure 


                                                 
8 “Report to the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services on Functional 
Requirements Needed for the Initial Definition of a Nationwide Health Information Network (NHIN),” 
National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics, October 30, 2006. 
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 Demonstrated PHRs and EHRs interoperating 


 Showed approaches for nationwide health information sharing that did not depend on a 
national patient identifier 


 Met the contract requirements with expected variations in where and how the services 
could be implemented 


 Showed architectures that supported heterogeneous technological solutions at the level 
of the NHIE and the systems of the participating care delivery or consumer organizations 


 Validated the notion that the NHIN does not require centralized operations 


 Showed approaches to building an NHIN that were supportive of a migration to standard 
interfaces, rather than requiring wholesale updating of the participants’ systems to get 
started 


Their approaches have coalesced into the going-forward approach being adopted by the ONC 
in support of the next steps in building an NHIN that is responsive to the priorities set forth by 
the AHIC. 
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3.0 An Overview of the NHIN 
This section provides an overview of the NHIN that arises from the NHIN Prototype Architecture 
Contracts and other inputs. It expands on the information provided in the Executive Summary. 


3.1 Benefits 
In describing the importance of Healthcare IT, Secretary Michael Leavitt identified these 
benefits, most of which rely in some way on the NHIN: 


 To the healthcare consumer: 


 Higher-quality care 


 Reduction in medical errors 


 Fewer duplicate treatments and tests 


 Decrease in paperwork 


 Lower health-care costs 


 Constant access to health information 


 Expansion of access to affordable care 


 To public health: 


 Early detection of infectious disease outbreaks around the country 


 Improved tracking of chronic disease management 


 Ability to gather de-identified data for research purposes 


 Evaluation of healthcare based on value, enabled by the collection of price and 
quality information that can be compared9 


3.2 Constituents of the NHIN 
The NHIN will be a “network of networks” that securely connects consumers, providers and 
others who have, or use, health-related data and services, while protecting the confidentiality of 
health information. The NHIN will not include a national data store or centralized systems at the 
national level. Instead, the NHIN will use shared architecture (standards, services and 
requirements), processes and procedures to interconnect health information exchanges and the 
users they support. 


Many of the stakeholders in healthcare already have networks for operating within large 
organizations or proving connections among them for specific purposes. The NHIN is not 
intended to supplant these networks. They will continue to handle the bulk of day-to-day 
transactions in providing and measuring healthcare. Instead, the NHIN is a “network of 
networks,” built over the Internet. 


3.2.1 The Health Information Exchange 
HIEs are organizations that enable the movement of health-related data among other 
organizations within a state, a region or a non-jurisdictional participant group. HIEs generally 
                                                 
9Leavitt, ibid. 
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include, or are supported by, governance, operations and technical capabilities. The users of an 
HIE will include organizations that have their own EHRs, PHRs or other clinical systems, and 
individuals who cannot access the HIE through the systems of the organizations with which they 
work. These latter individuals may gain access to shared information, subject to appropriate 
privacy and security protections, through portals operated by the HIE. What is likely to be a 
typical HIE is graphically represented in Figure 7. 
Figure 7. A Health Information Exchange 
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An important core competency of the HIE is to maintain a trusting and supportive relationship 
with the organizations that provide data to, and retrieve data from, one another through the HIE. 
The trust requirement is met through a combination of legal agreements, advocacy and 
technology for ensuring meaningful information interchange in a way that has appropriate 
protections. 


The organizations that operate the EHRs will have a variety of heterogeneous systems built on 
varying technologies. Many of these EHRs will not be standard in the manner by which they 
internally represent clinical information. Most current HIEs do, and many new ones may, support 
the member organizations that have these EHRs by providing assistance in mapping the 
interchanged data from an organization-specific format into standard format. 


3.2.2 The NHIN Health Information Exchange 
An HIE by itself can only support information interchange among the members of the HIE. The 
NHIN will be the link that enables extending information exchange to members of other HIEs. In 
order to participate in the NHIN, the HIE will need to meet specific requirements, such as: 


 Supporting secure operation in all activities related to the NHIN 


 Protecting the confidentiality of personally identifiable health information as it is used by 
those who participate in the NHIN 


 Reconciling patient and provider identities without creating national indices of patients 


 Providing local registries that may be used, when authorizations permit, to find health 
information about patients 
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 Supporting the transfer of information from one provider or care delivery organization in 
support of collaborative care 


 Supporting secondary uses of data while protecting the identity of patients to the degree 
required by law and public policy 


While these requirements are not conceptually different from those needed by any HIE, 
participating in the NHIN implies that the requirements must be met in a uniform way. An HIE 
that meets the NHIN architecture (services, standards and requirements), policies and 
procedures is referred to as an NHIE. 


A critical component of the NHIN architecture is the NHIN Operational Services. They are 
discussed in more detail in Section 4.1 of this report. 


Not every HIE may choose to invest in all the technology and staff required to meet the 
requirements of an NHIE. There is a path for the users of such an HIE to experience data 
exchange using the NHIN. Such an HIE may rely on another HIE, as shown in Figure 8. 
Figure 8. An NHIE Supporting Another HIE 
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Under this architecture it is possible that an NHIE might be created solely for the purpose of 
supporting other HIEs. Under such an approach the NHIE might directly provide some of the 
operational services while providing other operational services indirectly through the activities of 
the participating HIEs. For example, a statewide NHIE might provide secure connections to 
other NHIEs and the patient registry while the connections to EHRs, PHRs and other registries 
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might be provided for various regions within a state. While this approach is supported, it is not 
required. 


3.2.3 Specialized NHIN Participants 
Not all organizations that exchange information through the services of the NHIN will be care 
delivery organizations with EHRs, consumer organizations with PHRs or HIEs. Other 
organizations may participate, including those that focus on: 


 Public health 


 Quality assessment 


 Clinical research 


 Specialty networks such as healthcare clearinghouses 


Depending on their geographical scope, these organizations may participate in the NHIN by 
using the services of an NHIE. Sometimes, however, it may make more sense for them to 
directly participate as a peer with NHIEs. The specialized nature of these organizations means 
that they may require a subset of the shared architecture (standards, services and 
requirements), processes and procedures used by the other participants. The subset 
requirements have not yet been determined. 


3.2.4 Health Information Service Providers (HSPs) 
An HIE that chooses to become an NHIE will not need to develop or operate all the software 
itself or even to use its own staff to provide the required operational services. As with as any 
other IT user, it may choose to work with a third party for software, computer operations and 
other operational services. The third party may be a commercial firm, an agency of some level 
of government or a non-profit organization. Such third-party service providers are called HSPs 
in the context of the NHIN. 


A specialized NHIN participant may also operate as a peer with other NHIEs by using the 
services of an HSP. 


Note that an HSP itself will not be a direct organizational participant in the NHIN. It will provide 
services to the NHIE or specialized entity that is the actual NHIN participant. 


3.3 Related ONC Initiatives 
As described in the Executive Summary, Section 1.1, architecture is related to and informs three 
other concepts important to the NHIN: policy, standards and certification. Figure 9 illustrates this 
relationship. Policy informs architecture by identifying specific requirements that must be met by 
systems implemented according to the architecture. Of course, some policies are more costly to 
implement than others. For example, some policies may require more attention by people to the 
process of exchanging health information. While it is the primary goal of architecture to 
implement standards, on occasion the architecture process should provide feedback to 
policymakers on the consequences of policies being considered. 
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Figure 9. The Relationship of Architecture to Other NHIN Initiatives 
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Practices and Policy 
The NHIN architecture must be strongly related to policy. Policy informs architecture by 
identifying specific requirements that must be met by systems implemented according to the 
architecture. Architecture informs policy and policy development by enabling policymakers with 
approaches and solutions. In the U.S. today, however, there is substantial heterogeneity among 
the laws and regulations of the states, and many policies were developed during a time when 
information sharing was primarily done on paper or by fax. The ONC has several initiatives 
under way to create more consensus on policy issues and to update policies based on the 
threats and limitations of electronic information exchange. The Health Information Security and 
Privacy Collaboration (HISPC) and the National Governors Association State Alliance for e-
Health are ONC initiatives that are focused on bringing consensus to policy issues. 


Because this is a sensitive area, and because the potential impact of policy options is not 
always understood, the relationship between architecture and policymaking is bidirectional. The 
architecture must have the flexibility to accommodate changes in policy that will be identified in 
the future. At the same time, the industry must acquire enough experience with the architecture 
to realistically predict the costs of various approaches. Approaching policy and architecture 
issues in parallel is the only viable approach to sorting out complex, sensitive issues for large-
scale systems. 


If it were practical to develop a challenging initiative such as the NHIN “top-down,” its 
architecture would be developed based on a thorough understanding of a consistent set of 
policies and best practices around privacy, security, patient identification and many other 
operational aspects of an NHIN; standards would be developed to correspond to the 
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architecture; and the means of certifying that organizations meet NHIN requirements would be 
developed after the standards and architecture were in place. 


However, that approach is not realistic. The NHIN approach is a best practice: to address these 
endeavors in parallel with policy coordination. 


Standards 
In a “top-down” world, standards would be developed to support the interfaces identified by 
architectural analysis. The real world, however, is far more complex. Standards development is 
a very exacting process with a multiyear lead time between project initiation and full realization 
in systems in widespread operation. To be effective, architecture both informs the selection of 
standards to be developed, and recognizes the opportunities of standards that are in place. This 
is particularly important when supporting the “no rip-and-replace” requirement. 


A second issue with standards is that there are many standards that cover different aspects of 
health information exchange. It takes a concerted effort to bring several standards together in 
order to achieve full interoperability. For example, laboratory data specifications will combine a 
format from one standards organization with codes from two or more other standards 
organizations, and may rely on yet another organization to provide the standards necessary to 
achieve confidentiality, reliability and security. Finally, on occasion multiple standards 
development organizations will have produced standards for the same purpose. 


To achieve interoperability, there must be a consensus process for choosing among standards 
and then describing exactly how to detail, constrain and combine them to achieve a specific 
purpose. The Healthcare Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP) was founded by the 
ONC with the purpose of developing these consensus positions. 


Certification 
IT standards are notoriously hard to implement when the products of separate organizations 
must interoperate. Many users of personal computers can remember the early days of the 
Universal Service Bus (USB) standard when each “plug and play” device required hours 
searching the Web or talking to a vendor’s technical support staff to go from “plug” to “play.” 
Currently, most USB devices can be installed in a very smooth process. The difference is a 
concerted industry effort to certify conformance to the USB standards by actually testing devices 
before they are released to the market. Finally achieving this interoperability has enabled an 
increase in the products available to the marketplace. 


The Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology (CCHIT) is an organization 
established by The American Health Information Management Association, The Healthcare 
Information and Management Systems Society and The National Alliance for Health Information 
Technology, with the support of ONC to provide the certification function for the functionality, 
interoperability and security of certain classes of healthcare systems. In 2008, CCHIT 
contemplates including the certification of systems as participants the NHIN. 



http://www.hitsp.org/

http://cchit.org/
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Overall Coordination 
The American Health Information Community (AHIC) is a blue-ribbon panel of senior executives 
representing consumers, employers, healthcare providers, healthcare payers and public health 
in private industry and government. Its role is to advise the Secretary in establishing initiatives 
and setting priorities for efforts to improve the use of healthcare IT. One of its primary means of 
communicating priorities is through breakthrough/use cases—formalized descriptions of specific 
usages of healthcare IT scenarios that represent important advances in the use of IT to improve 
healthcare. 


 



http://www.hhs.gov/healthit/community/background/
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4.0 NHIN Operational Services 
In order to be participant in the NHIN, an NHIE will need to provide certain operational 
services10. One example would be proofing the identity of a proposed user. Another would be 
dealing with security incidents. 


Many operational services are provided by networking among the NHIEs. An example of this 
would be the service of locating clinical information about a patient. An NHIE may offer these 
services in two ways: 


 A person who is a user of the NHIE may access such a service while using a portal 
provided by the NHIE 


 A person who is a user of a PHR, EHR or other system that is connected to the NHIE 
may perform a function in the application system that causes the application system to 
request the information on a computer-to-computer basis using the service of the NHIE 


The set of operational services that an HIE will need to provide in order to be an NHIE are 
referred to as the “NHIN Operational Services.” 


When an operational service includes the requirement for communication among NHIEs, the 
NHIEs will be required to intercommunicate in a standard way. That is to say, they all will need 
to use a common set of interfaces. When an operational service will be fulfilled in part using 
such an interface, we say that the operational service implies an interface. This terminology is 
chosen to describe the multi-way association between operational services and interfaces. Not 
every operational service will require an interface. Those that do may require the use of one or 
more interfaces to fulfill their requirements. 


In Section 4.1 we enumerate the list of core services that were developed through the 
experience of the NHIN prototype architecture contracts and through other activities that 
occurred in the same time frame. In Section 4.2 we list the interfaces that are implied by specific 
operational services. Those interfaces are actually described in annexes that appear at the end 
of this document. 


4.1 Operational Services 
The NHIN operational services are listed in Table 6. 


                                                 
10 The term “services” is used in very different ways by general readers and network architects. In 
describing NHIE operational services, we are using the general sense of the word: "…an act or a variety 
of work done for others." 
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Table 6. NHIN Core Services and Capabilities 


Core Services and Capabilities 


Data Services 


 Secure data delivery, and confirmation of delivery, to EHRs, PHRs, other 
systems and networks 


 Data look-up, retrieval and data location registries 
 Support for notification of the availability of new or updated data 
 Subject-data matching capabilities 
 Summary patient record exchange 
 Data integrity and non-repudiation checking 
 Audit logging and error handling for data access and exchange 
 Support for secondary use of clinical data including data provisioning and 


distribution of data transmission parameters 
 Data anonymization and re-identification as well as HIPAA de-identification 


Consumer Services 


 Management of consumer-identified locations for the storage of their 
personal health records 


 Support of consumer information location requests and data routing to 
consumer-identified personal health records 


 Management of consumer-controlled providers of care and access 
permissions information 


 Management of consumer choices to not participate in network services 
 Consumer access to audit logging and disclosure information for PHR and 


HIE data 
 Routing of consumer requests for data corrections 


User and Subject 
Identity Management 
Services 


 User identity proofing and/or attestation of third-party identity proofing for 
those connected through that HIE 


 User authentication and/or attestation of third-party authentication for those 
connected through that HIE 


 Subject and user identity arbitration with like identities from other HIEs 
 Management of user credentialing information (including medical 


credentials as needed to inform network roles) 
 Support of an HIE-level, non-redundant methodology for managed identities


Management 
Services 


 Management of available capabilities and services information for 
connected users and other HIEs 


 HIE system security including perimeter protection, system management 
and timely cross-HIE issue resolution 


 Temporary and permanent de-authorization of direct and third-party users 
when necessary 


 Emergency access capabilities to support appropriate individual and 
population emergency access needs 


 


4.2 The Role of Interoperability in Supporting Operational 
Services 


Many of the operational services can only be implemented through interfaces between the 
systems of the cooperating NHIEs. Because there are potentially many NHIEs, it would not be 
feasible for them to negotiate their interfaces bilaterally. Instead, each NHIE will need to follow 
the standard interfaces exactly. Figure 10 illustrates this relationship. 
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Figure 10. NHIN Standard Interfaces 
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Many of the standard interfaces that will be used among NHIEs will also be suitable for use 
between an NHIE and an HIE, or between an NHIE and the PHR or EHR of a participant in the 
NHIE. However, it is expected that there may be a period of time before the systems of an HIE 
participant organization are fully capable of using the standard interfaces. An NHIE may choose 
to offer additional services that support the participation of less-standard systems in the NHIN. 
Some examples of the optional services that an NHIE might offer include: 


 Terminology mapping 


 Message construction and transformation 


 Data filtering 


 Data de-identification 


 Data pseudonymization 


 Support of authorized re-linking of data 


Figure 11 illustrates the extended use of standard interfaces and other interfaces supported by 
optional NHIE services for adapting existing systems. 
Figure 11. NHIE Value-Added Services: Adapted Interfaces 
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5.0 Interchange Capabilities 
Interchange capabilities are collections of interfaces that cluster around specific operational 
services. Section 5.1 identities the operational services that will be required of NHIEs. The 
operational services are treated in this document as described in Table 7. 
Table 7. Treatment of Operational Services in This Document. 


Aspect of an Operational Service Treatment in This Document 
Operational services imply standard interfaces among 
computers that communicate through NHIEs. 


Interfaces are described in the annexes to this 
document. 


Operational services imply features that are common to 
many interfaces but do not imply specific standard 
interfaces. 


Common features are named and described in 
Section 5.2.2; the names of relevant common 
features are listed in each annex. 


Operational services imply requirements of an NHIE 
that are unrelated to computer-to-computer interfaces. Not further described in this document. 


 
Each annex describes an interchange capability. This section provides general material that 
applies to all the annexes. 


5.1 Operational Services vs. Interchange Capabilities 
Table 8 presents the primary relationship between NHIN operational services and the annexes 
that define interchange capabilities. Where the operational service does not imply a particular 
interchange capability but is primarily related to some of the common features, those features 
appear in this table in lieu of a reference to an annex. However, even where an operational 
service is implied by an interchange capability, common features are implied. The linkage 
between a specific interchange capability and a common feature appears in a table at the end of 
each annex. 
Table 8. Operational Services, Interchange Capabilities and Common Features 


Operational Service 
Implies Interchange Capability or 


Common Features 
Consumer Capabilities 
Management of consumer-identified locations for 
the storage of their personal health records Annex 9. Pseudonymize and Re-Identify Data 


Support of consumer information location 
requests and data routing to consumer-identified 
personal health records 


Annex 2. Identify Subject 
Annex 14. Route Data Based on Consumer-Specified 
Preferences 


Management of consumer-controlled providers of 
care and access permissions information 


Annex 4. Maintain Consumer Data Sharing 
Permissions 


Management of consumer choices to not 
participate in network services 


Annex 4. Maintain Consumer Data Sharing 
Permissions 


Consumer access to audit logging and disclosure 
information for PHR and HIE data 


Annex 7. Provide Consumer Access to Access and 
Disclosure Logs 


Routing of consumer requests for data 
corrections 


Annex 12. Route Consumer Request to Correct Data 
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Operational Service 
Implies Interchange Capability or 


Common Features 
Data Services 


Secure data delivery, and confirmation of 
delivery, to EHRs, PHRs, other systems and 
networks 


5.3.4 Data Integrity Checking 
5.3.5 Error Handling 
5.3.8 Non-repudiation 
5.3.9 Patient Summary Record Support 


Data look-up, retrieval and data location 
registries Annex 3. Locate Records 


Support for notification of the availability of new 
or updated data 


Annex 13. Route Data 
Annex 14. Route Data Based on Consumer-Specified 
Preferences 


Subject-data matching capabilities 
Annex 1. Arbitrate Identity 
Annex 2. Identify Subject 


Summary patient record exchange Annex 11. Retrieve Data 


Data integrity and non-repudiation checking 
5.3.4 Data Integrity Checking and 
5.3.8 Non-repudiation 


Audit logging and error handling for data access 
and exchange 


5.3.1 Audit Logging 
5.3.5 Error Handling 


Support for secondary use of clinical data 
including data provisioning and distribution of 
data transmission parameters 


Annex 6. Manage Data Selection Parameters for 
Secondary Use 
Annex 8. Provide Data to Secondary Users 
Annex 9. Pseudonymize and Re-Identify Data 


Data anonymization and re-identification as well 
as HIPAA de-identification 


Annex 9. Pseudonymize and Re-Identify Data 
5.3.6 HIPAA De-Identification 


User and Subject Identity Management Services 
User identity proofing and/or attestation of third-
party identity proofing for those connected 
through that HIE 


5.3.12 Transmit Disambiguated Identities 


User authentication and/or attestation of third-
party authentication for those connected through 
that HIE 


5.3.2 Authentication (Person) 
5.3.12 Transmit Disambiguated Identities 


Subject and user identity arbitration with like 
identities from other HIEs 


Annex 1. Arbitrate Identity 
Annex 2. Identify Subject 


Management of user credentialing information 
(including medical credentials as needed to 
inform network roles) 


5.3.12 Transmit Disambiguated Identities 


Support of an HIE-level, non-redundant 
methodology for managed identities 5.3.12 Transmit Disambiguated Identities 


Management Services 
Management of available capabilities and 
services information for connected user 
organizations and other HIEs 


Annex 5. Maintain Registries of NHIN-Participating 
Systems and Organizations 
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Operational Service 
Implies Interchange Capability or 


Common Features 
HIE system security including perimeter 
protection, system management and timely 
cross-HIE issue resolution 


(Not primarily related to interchange capabilities) 


Temporary and permanent de-authorization of 
direct and third-party users when necessary Annex 2. Identify Subject 


Emergency access capabilities to support 
appropriate individual and population emergency 
access needs 


Annex 4. Maintain Consumer Data Sharing 
Permissions 


 


5.2 Annex Format 
Each annex describes a specific interchange capability. It includes: 


 A unique descriptive name, which is the title of the annex 


 A description 


 An illustrative example 


 A diagram of the sequences of actions that are the interchanges described by the annex 
(this is sometimes called the “choreography”) 


 A more specific description of the actions that constitute the protocol 


 A listing of common features that apply to the transactions 


 A listing of registries that are relevant to the interchange capability 


Note that the word “subject” has a very specific meaning in these annexes. It represents an 
entity identified within a message or a query. Subjects include patients and providers. Although 
the terms “patient” and “consumer” usually refer to the same class of person, this report uses 
“consumer” to refer the person who directly or indirectly uses the NHIN and “patient” to the 
entity described in messages with clinical data. 


Figure 12 is an example of an annex diagram. Figure 13 adds annotations to Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. An Example of an Annex Diagram 
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Figure 13. Annotated Example of Annex Diagram 


PHR/EHR 1 NHIE A 


PHR/EHR requests access to access and disclosure records


NHIN HIE queries for access and disclosure records


NHIE provides access and disclosure records


NHIE B
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A 


Each solid vertical line is headed by a box that represents the types of systems that will participate 
in the NHIE: 


 An EHR 
 A PHR 
 Another kind of clinical information system such as a laboratory information system 
 Any of several systems that may be operated on behalf of the NHIE itself 


B 


An arrow represents an action that will be conveyed from one of the systems to another. The actions 
are named and further described in the subsection of the annex that follows the diagram. Actions 
are only included if they would likely convey some application data between systems. In omitting 
simple acknowledgements, this high-level view leaves the question of whether the communications 
are synchronous to design processes that will occur in the ongoing development of the NHIN. 
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C 
A box with a tag labeled Call represents a group of actions that are defined in another annex. The 
name of the annex is within the box. The actions from the other annex should appear in the 
sequence of actions where the box is positioned. 


D A bracket groups two or more actions into a transaction, a logical grouping of actions that must all 
succeed or fail as a group11. 


E 
When the action that completes a transaction is a simple acknowledgement, there is no arrow for it, 
as described above, at B. In this case, the leg of the bracket that would connect with an arrow is 
extended as shown here. 


F 


A box drawn with green broken lines encloses a transaction package, a group of transactions that 
are used to support a stand-alone information exchange between two or more systems2. A label 
above the transaction box provides a name for the transaction package. When a tag with the word 
“foundational” is attached to a transaction package, that package serves to provide a context for 
other transaction packages in the diagram. This is further explained in Section 5.2.1. 


5.2.1 Foundational Transaction Packages 
A foundational transaction package represents transactions that are logical precursors to the 
transaction packages that are the main subject of the annex. For example, in Annex 2. Identify 
Subject, the main subject of the annex is a transaction package that is also named Identify 
Subject. This is the transaction package that is used in some circumstances to look up a patient 
or other subject from a registry that has been established by the NHIE. The Annex also includes 
foundational transaction packages for an initial load of the subject registry and subsequent 
updates. 


5.2.2 NHIE Logical Registries 
In order to describe the logic of transactions in the annexes, there is an assumption that certain 
classes of data will be retained on behalf of the NHIE. These logical classes of data are 
described as registries. Their being mentioned in the annexes should not be taken to imply 
where or how this information is stored. As used in this report, the term is unrelated to clinical 
information systems such as tumor registries. 


The logical registries that were identified are described in Table 9. 
Table 9. NHIE Logical Registries 


Consumer Consumers as they may be identified in PHRs or directly in the 
enabling systems of the NHIE 


Patient 
Patient identities as required to correlate slight variants of the 
identifying information that may occur when the consumer is the subject 
of clinical information 


Provider Healthcare providers that may be designated to receive or access 
patient information 


PHR Record Location Designated target for information about a consumer for the transfer of 
data to the consumer’s PHR and for queries of data in a PHR 


EHR Record Location The locations of EHRs or organizations that may be able to provide or 
receive clinical information about a patient 


                                                 
11 Adapted from HITSP, “HITSP Interoperability Specification: Harmonization Framework, v1.1”, 12 Sept 
2006, p 1. 
2 Adapted from HITSP, ibid. 
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Consumer Permissions Consumers’ specification of providers who may view or access their 
PHR data 


Organizational Participant Organizations that participate within an NHIE 


System/Network Systems and networks that may send data to, or receive data from, an 
NHIE 


5.3 Common Transaction Features 
Here we describe features that are common to multiple annexes. In this section, the phrase 
“participating system” refers to any system that sends or receives information to or through the 
NHIE. These systems may be operated by members of HIEs or the NHIE itself. 


Many of the operational services that imply a computer-to-computer service may also be offered 
to people through portals operated by the NHIE. The systems that implement those portals must 
meet the same requirements as any participating EHR, PHR or other clinical information 
system. 


5.3.1 Audit Logging 
NHIEs shall create audit logs of actions taken by the NHIE in response to queries and in 
managing data sent to or through them for the purpose of maintaining secure operations, 
supporting investigations of privacy breaches and responding to requests from consumers 
about accesses to their information that were mediated by the NHIE. These requests are 
described in Annex 7. Provide Consumer Access to Access and Disclosure Logs. 


Great care must be taken that the logs themselves do not create disclosure risk. 


5.3.2 Authentication (Person) 
All participating systems shall authenticate the user that is the direct user of a system before 
permitting access to NHIN functions or data retrieved via the NHIN. Acceptable authentication 
strength will be determined in the future. 


To be meaningful, user authentication depends on the organization that operates the 
authenticated system to do an effective job of proofing the identity of the users. In transactions 
to the NHIE, the user is identified without ambiguity and the user ID is identified with the 
organization providing the authentication. This attestation might be transitive, as described in 
this scenario: 


 In building an NHIE, the Northern District HIE signs the necessary agreements to 
support health interchange with Memorial General Hospital. 


 The process of establishing this business relationship is robust enough that the Northern 
District Health Information Exchange can say that it has verified the corporate identity of 
Memorial General Hospital and can attest to the fact that it is a legitimate hospital with 
reasonable policies, procedures and technological safeguards to ensure that its users 
are properly identified and authenticated. 


 Memorial General Hospital grants attending privileges to Dr. Alfred Newby. 


 Memorial General’s credentialing and attending intake includes verifying (proofing) the 
identity of Dr. Newby and assigning the passwords, tokens or other means of 
authenticating Dr. Newby as a system user. 


 Big Hospital Chain, Inc. operates a Long-Term Care (LTC) facility in the same city. Big 
Hospital Chain chooses to operate as a self-contained NHIE, meaning that its 
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procedures for proofing user identities and authenticating users directly meet the 
standards for being an NHIE. 


 Dr. Newby makes a query about a patient that can be fulfilled by providing records from 
the LTC facility of Big Hospital Chain. The chain of trust that allows the LTC facility to 
provide the information is as follows: Big Hospital Chain trusts Northern District HIE 
because of its status as an NHIE; Northern District trusts Memorial General to vouch for 
Dr. Newby. 


5.3.3 Authentication (System) 
The standards used for exchanging messages among systems participating in the NHIE shall 
include a means for verifying that the systems that send and receive information are the 
systems they claim to be. 


5.3.4 Data Integrity Checking 
NHIEs may offer the capability to validate the contents of messages sent to and through the 
NHIE over and above technical protocols that ensure that the message was not changed. Such 
capabilities may validate that the contents of a message are suitable for its purpose. For 
example, an NHIE might validate that structured lab data it handles fully meets the 
interoperability specifications that apply. 


5.3.5 Error Handling 
The standards used for exchanging messages among the systems participating in the NHIE 
shall ensure that robust and informative information is available in the event of errors. 


5.3.6 HIPAA De-Identification 
For specific interchange capabilities, there must be a facility to remove personal identifying data 
to an extent compatible with HIPAA privacy standards. NHIEs may offer this service to assist 
participating systems that are not able to do it on their own. Contrast this with Pseudonymize 
and Re-Identify, Section 5.3.9. 


5.3.7 Holding Messages 
When the NHIE will be supporting secondary uses of clinical data, it may offer a service to its 
members of accumulating individual transactions for subsequent delivery to or retrieval by 
secondary users. 


5.3.8 Non-repudiation 
The standards used for exchanging messages shall ensure that the sender of such a message 
cannot reasonably deny that it was the source of the message. These standards shall also 
include a means to ensure that once a participating system has received a message it cannot 
reasonably deny that it has received the message. 


5.3.9 Patient Summary Record Support 
A patient summary record is a collection of information about a patient that is oriented toward 
providing a clinician with a well-selected set of data relevant to the patient’s care. Its importance 
stems from the fact that the total body of data about a patient that might be retrieved through the 
NHIN may be so overwhelming as to be a barrier to good clinical decision making. It is very 
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relevant to first-responder and other emergent situations as well as to many situations where 
the patient is being handed off from one provider to another. 


It is not clear whether NHIEs will provide this function by assembling information from multiple 
sources, relying on summaries prepared in advance by providers, or a mixture of these 
approaches. 


This report takes the view that the transaction sequences necessary to provide a patient 
summary upon request or to push a patient summary are not different from those used for 
retrieving or pushing other kinds of reports. (Although the transaction sequences are the same, 
the implementation of them may be very different for patient summary.) 


Because there are no different transaction sequences, there is no annex for patient summary. 
Because different annexes represent the transaction sequences for pushing and pulling data, 
the patient summary record is listed as a common feature. 


5.3.10 Pseudonymize and Re-Identify 
There must be a facility to remove the identifying portion of protected health information in a 
manner consistent with intended use. The term pseudonymize describes modifying personal 
health information to include disguised personal identification information such that (a) the 
identity of the subject is not immediately apparent; (b) the information content fits the needs of 
the use case; and (c) it is possible for the agent that modified the data, or its designee, to 
restore the identity information upon authorized request. The specific identifying information that 
is permissible to be retained in the clear is a matter of policy and may vary based on use case. 
For example, a policy determination for some use cases might support the requirement for fine-
grained geographical data on otherwise disguised subjects. 


The organization that pseudonymizes data must be able to re-associate that data with the 
identified patient upon receipt of an authorized request. 


NHIEs may offer this service to assist participating systems that are not able to do it on their 
own. Contrast this with HIPAA De-Identification in Section 5.3.6. 


5.3.11 Secure Transport 
The standards used for exchanging messages shall include a means for ensuring that 
transmissions between systems are delivered confidentially, reliably and intact. 


5.3.12 Transmit Disambiguated Identities 
Messages that will be initiated because of the actions of users of a participating system shall 
contain sufficient information identifying the user such that it can be unambiguously traced to 
the user by the participating organization. 


In support of this feature, NHIEs will need to establish schemes to unambiguously scope 
subject IDs. 


The messages supporting actions that contain information about a patient shall, where practical, 
contain sufficient identifying information that the NHIE could match the patient with other 
patients being tracked by the NHIE or perform inter-NHIE subject adjudication. 


It is possible that some of the identifying information transmitted about healthcare providers 
could include a subset of information that is collected as part of provider credentialing, in the 
sense of determining the professional qualifications of a provider to work in a specific healthcare 
setting. 
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5.4 Ensuring Authorization 
Authorization is the granting of rights, which includes the granting of access, based on 
permissions. It is not listed as a common transaction feature, but it is nonetheless an important 
characteristic that ties together several features and transaction packages. This section brings 
the concepts together for discussion. Authorization cannot be reliably performed unless identity 
proofing and authentication has been performed on the user. See Section 5.3.2. 


Information about a patient may reach various users (people or organizations) via the NHIN 
through various interchange capabilities as described in the annexes to this report. This 
information sharing can only happen consistent with the policies in place in each NHIE that is 
involved in a specific information flow. NHIEs may have different policies based on the 
preferences of participants in the NHIE and the laws or regulations of the specific jurisdictions in 
which the participants operate. This includes federal laws and regulations. 


Ensuring compliance with specified policies on information flow requires several common 
capabilities as described below. Where this material describes the requirement of a participating 
organization that operates an EHR, PHR or other system, those requirements also apply to the 
NHIE itself, to the extent that it has direct users through a portal. Note that system 
authentication and user authentication are co-requisite capabilities which are both required, as 
illustrated in the steps below, to ensure that authorization is meaningful. 


 Participating organizations will take responsibility for accurately confirming the identity of 
all persons who use systems that can send and receive information through an NHIE. 
They may take actions themselves to confirm identity or they may advisedly trust 
another organization for that. For example, a hospital may directly confirm the identity of 
users. It may participate in an HIE that relies on identifications made by the hospital. The 
HIE may participate in the NHIN through an NHIE which relies on the HIE. 


 Participating organizations will authenticate each user that can send or receive 
information through the NHIE with a level of certainly at least as strong as that specified 
by the NHIE 


 User IDs are not necessarily unique to a participating organization. Each NHIE will 
establish with its participants a manner of providing scope information so that a fully 
scoped user ID will be unique in the NHIN. 


 Not all NHIEs will maintain a registry of users. No such registry is specified in this 
document. (They will have a registry of providers and be able to identify providers with 
one or more organizations’ systems for routing, but the set of all registered providers is 
not the same as the set of all users.) 


 Standards that enable information flows through NHIEs will support the transmission of 
the disambiguated user ID for all transactions performed on behalf of a user. They will 
also support the transmission of a disambiguated organization ID for all transactions. 


 Standards will also support transmitting a description of the roles of users along with 
their disambiguated identities. This role information may include some level of 
information about the professional orientation of a user that is a provider. 


 The systems of participating organizations that provide information in response to 
requests from the systems of other organizations may use the user and organizational 
identity and role information to enforce local restrictions on providing information. 


 The NHIEs will maintain registries of the permissions that consumers give to 
organizations or providers to receive a consumer’s data. 
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 An NHIE will support a declaration that the privileges of a provider to use the NHIN have 
been suspended. 


 Consistent with policy determinations the NHIE will enforce the restrictions specified by 
consumer permissions or suspended privileges while passing transactions from one 
system to another. 


 An NHIE will support the declaration of a need to override the restrictions that support 
consumer preferences in an emergent situation. This is referred to as a break-the-glass 
capability. When a break-the-glass situation has been declared, the NHIE will not 
interfere with the flow of information, although it will retain a complete audit trail of how 
information flowed. The implementation of break-the-glass functionality may be different 
in different NHIEs to account for differences in policy associated with their participants. 
Describing the requirement to use protocols that permit break-the-glass in this report is 
not meant to imply that the function must always be implemented in the same way, or at 
all. That is a policy issue. 


5.5 Concluding Comments 
The interchange capabilities and common features described in this final section of our report 
must be provided by the NHIEs in order to ensure that the NHIN functions reliably and securely. 
As described earlier, there is a many-to-many relationship between interchange capabilities 
described in the annexes and the common features. 


The intent of this report is not to specify how those common features or interchange capabilities 
will be performed, but rather to describe and give a name to those areas based on the collective 
work of the NHIN prototype contractors. As the standards and policies required for enabling the 
NHIN evolve, these constructs will take shape and form the basis for the NHIN. 
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Annexes 
As described in Section 5.2, each of the numbered annexes that follow defines a specific set of 
interchange capabilities. This section contains an overview of the annexes, showing how each 
makes use of transaction packages from other annexes. 


Note that the interchange capability described in an annex often shares the name of a 
transaction package that is defined within the annex. For example, the Identify Subject annex 
contains a transaction package called Identify Subject. 
Table 10. Annex Overview 


Annex 
Uses Transaction 


Package Description  
General 
Identify Subject Based on a query or the contents of a record, determine if an NHIE subject 


registry has a record that matches the subject referenced in the query or record. 
 Identify Subject  Search for candidate subject matches from an NHIE 


registry 
Arbitrate Identity Request, assess, reconcile and link cross-registry candidate subject matches. 


An NHIE determines whether another NHIE, an EHR or PHR has a record that 
matches the subject referenced in a query or record. The NHIE reviews 
candidate matches from its own registry and that of the other system and applies 
algorithms to assess the likelihood of a match. After reconciling the candidate 
matches, the NHIE returns selected candidates in response to the query or, in 
the case of messages, determines if the message contents reliably identify a 
subject. 


 Identify Subject  Search for candidate subject matches within an NHIE 
registry 


 Arbitrate Identity Request, assess, reconcile and link cross-registry 
candidate subject matches 


Locate Records Locate the records within an NHIE or among several NHIEs for a patient who has 
been identified by attributes. 


 Identify Subject Search for candidate patient matches within an NHIE 
registry based on the subject-identifying information 
provided by a user requesting the record location 


 [Arbitrate Identity] Request, assess, reconcile and link cross-registry 
candidate patient matches based on the subject-
identifying information provided by a user requesting 
the record location 


 Locate Records Retrieve any available locations that have records for 
the identified patient, within an NHIE and possibly 
from several NHIEs 
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Annex 
Uses Transaction 


Package Description  
Retrieve Data Enable consumers and providers to view or access patient records within and 


across NHIEs. 
 Identify Subject Search for candidate subject matches within an NHIE 


registry based on the subject-identifying information 
provided by user requesting data retrieval 


 [Arbitrate Identity] Request and assess cross-registry candidate subject 
matches based on the subject-identifying information 
provided by user requesting data retrieval 


 Locate Records Search within an NHIE and across NHIEs to identify 
the location of patient records based on location 
parameters specified by the user requesting data 
retrieval 


 Retrieve Data Provide the requested data from the identified record 
locations in response to the user request 


Route Data Some messages, e.g., lab results, have content that indicates the providers and 
CDOs that should receive copies. The NHIE reviews these contents and 
distributes the messages accordingly. The distribution may be within the NHIE or 
across NHIEs. 


 [Arbitrate Identity] Request and assess cross-registry candidate subject 
matches based on the subject-identifying information 
included in the content of a message, e.g., lab result, 
prescription (this process is algorithmically different 
because the request does not originate with a user) 


 Route Data Forward the message to the appropriate location 
based on the identified patient and/or provider 
referenced in the message 


Consumer 
Publish PHR 
Location 


Identify where the consumer’s PHR data are stored and publish the location as 
specified by the consumer. 


 Identify Subject Search for candidate subject matches for the 
consumer within an NHIE registry 


 [Arbitrate Identity] Request and assess cross-registry candidate subject 
matches for the consumer 


 Publish PHR Location Based on the consumer’s preferences, make known 
the location of the consumer’s PHR record 


Maintain Consumer 
Data Sharing 
Permissions 


Consumers may identify providers that may view or access their PHR data. 
These permissions are shared with the NHIE so that they can be enforced by the 
NHIE in responding to data queries or when routing data. 


 Identify Subject Search for candidate subject matches for the 
consumer within an NHIE registry 


 [Arbitrate Identity] Request and assess cross-registry candidate subject 
matches for the consumer 


 Maintain Consumer 
Data Sharing 
Permissions 


Register and maintain the consumer’s permissions for 
allowing providers to view and access their data 
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Annex 
Uses Transaction 


Package Description  
Provide Consumer 
Access to Access 
and Disclosure 
Logs 


The NHIE maintains audit logs of accesses to data and sharing of data. A 
consumer may request to review these records. The NHIE provides to the 
consumer’s PHR copies of the access and disclosure data. These may be 
provided in response to a query from the consumer or they may be copied to the 
consumer’s PHR as they are recorded at the NHIE. 


 Identify Subject Search for candidate subject matches for the 
consumer within an NHIE registry 


 [Arbitrate Identity] Request and assess cross-registry candidate subject 
matches for the consumer 


 Provide Consumer 
Access to Access and 
Disclosure Logs 


Make available to the consumer NHIE records of 
accesses to and disclosures of their records  


Route Consumer 
Request to Correct 
Data 


The NHIE sends a consumer request for data correction to the system that is the 
source of the data. The source system or personnel responsible for the data 
must determine if there is an error in the data, amend the data if there is an error, 
and return the status of the request to the consumer’s PHR. 


 Identify Subject Search for candidate subject matches for the 
consumer within an NHIE registry 


 [Arbitrate Identity] Request and assess cross-registry candidate subject 
matches for the consumer 


 Locate Record Search within an NHIE and across NHIEs to identify 
the location of patient records based on location 
parameters specified by the consumer in his/her 
request for data correction 


 Route Consumer 
Request to Correct 
Data 


Send the consumer request for data correction to the 
system where the record is located. Return status to 
consumer’s PHR. 


Route Data Based 
on Consumer-
Specified 
Preferences 


Consumers may determine that specific providers should receive copies of all or 
selected updates to their medical information. Consumers can register these 
preferences with the NHIE. As the NHIE receives data, it compares the contents 
to consumer-registered preferences and forwards the data to the consumer-
specified providers. This distribution is in addition to data distribution that is 
based on the contents of the data received, e.g., ordering provider for a lab 
result. 


 Identify Subject Search for candidate subject matches for the 
consumer within an NHIE registry 


 [Arbitrate Identity] Request and assess cross-registry candidate subject 
matches for the consumer 


 [Locate Record] Search within an NHIE and across NHIEs to identify 
the location of patient records 


 Route Data Based on 
Consumer-Specified 
Preferences 


Send data to the PHR or EHR that the consumer has 
specified to receive the updates to his/her medical 
information 
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Annex 
Uses Transaction 


Package Description  
Secondary Use 
Manage Data 
Selection 
Parameters for 
Secondary Use 


Secondary users, such as Public Health and Data Quality organizations, have 
filtering or data selection criteria for identifying data of interest. These parameters 
are sent to the NHIE. The NHIE forwards the parameters to the appropriate 
source systems. The source systems use the parameters to screen records and 
identify those that should be forwarded to the NHIE for distribution to secondary 
users. The criteria could also be used to formulate queries from the NHIE to 
PHRs and EHRs to obtain the data.  


 Manage Data Selection 
Parameters for 
Secondary Use 


Forward new and updated data selection parameters 
to appropriate source systems 


Pseudonymize and 
Re-Identify Data 


The NHIE removes identifying information from records before they are sent to 
secondary users (if this has not already been done by the source system). In 
some instances it will be necessary, with appropriate authorization, to re-identify 
a pseudonymized record, e.g., to enable public health officials to contact an 
individual with a communicable disease. With proper controls, the NHIE will re-
identify a record or request re-identification from the source system. Note: in 
many instances the operational service of pseudonymizing and re-identifying 
data will be provided directly by the organization sending the data rather than by 
the NHIE. 


 Pseudonymize and Re-
Identify Data 


Remove identifiers from patient records. The NHIE 
maintains a mechanism to re-associate the data with 
the patient. 


Provide Data to 
Secondary Users 


Source systems such as EHRs and PHRs will utilize data filtering or data 
selection parameters to identify records of interest to secondary users, or NHIEs 
may request data via a query that incorporates the data selection parameters. 
These records will be forwarded to the NHIE. The NHIE will identify the 
secondary users that should receive the records and forward them directly or 
through other NHIEs.  


 [Pseudonymize and 
Re-Identify Data] 


The NHIE removes identifying information from 
records before they are sent to secondary users (if this 
has not already been done by the source system) 


 Provide Data to 
Secondary Users 


Receive records for secondary use from source 
systems and forward them to the appropriate 
secondary users 


Management 
Maintain Registries 
of NHIN-
Participating 
Systems and 
Organizations 


NHIEs register and update information on organizations/systems authorized for 
access to and from the NHIN. The NHIE associates its own identifier with each 
organization/system. The registry includes specifications of the type of access 
allowed, organization demographics, contacts and messages supported. The 
NHIE propagates the organization and system registrations to all other NHIEs 
within the NHIN. 


 Maintain Directories of 
NHIN-Participating 
Systems and Entities 


Create and maintain registration records for systems 
and entities associated with the NHIE 
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Annex 1. Arbitrate Identity 


Description 
Request, assess, reconcile and link cross-registry candidate subject matches. 


Arbitration of subject identities is a process that occurs on an as-needed basis when two or 
more participants in a transaction may each may have lists of candidates that must be 
reconciled to a specific set of identifying data. It is distinct from the process described in Identify 
Subjects because it involves the simultaneous use of two identity registries. The NHIE may be 
seeking to reconcile its own registry with the registry of a CDO, of another NHIE, or among the 
NHIE’s internal registries (if the NHIE has multiple patient or provider registries). 


In order to share patient data within and among NHIEs, and at times between NHIEs and 
connected organizations, it is necessary to have mechanisms to match patient and provider 
identities in the absence of a single national identifier. Even where an identifier may exist, there 
is a need for identifying common patients or providers, because existing systems may not have 
adapted to the identifiers, or identifiers are not fully synchronized. 


Each NHIE maintains its own internal patient and provider registries. When an NHIE cannot 
identify a subject from its patient or provider registry or a cross-NHIE query is made, the 
requesting NHIE must send patient and/or provider data that can be used by the responding 
PHR/EHR or NHIE to determine if there is a record for the specified patient or provider in its 
registry. The responding PHR/EHR or NHIE sends the requesting NHIE any candidate matches. 
The requesting NHIE uses this information along with its own patient or provider registry to 
determine if any of the candidates may be a match. The requesting NHIE may rule out some of 
the candidate records and forward any remaining candidate records to the user or system 
originating the query. The user can indicate if any of the candidate records are a match. The 
review of candidate records may require human intervention or may be automated. The results 
of the record selection are returned to the requesting NHIE and forwarded to the responding 
NHIE. 


Illustrative Example 
Mr. David Jefferson spends winters in Texas and summers in Idaho. While in Texas. 
Mr. Jefferson visits an emergency department complaining of chest pains. He informs the ED 
personnel that he is regularly seen by Dr. Brown in another town in Texas and by Dr. Williams in 
Idaho. In Idaho he was treated in the Community Medical Center for chest pains last summer. 
Dr. Brown’s practice participates in the same HIE as the ED in Texas. Dr. Williams and 
Community Medical Center both participate in the same HIE in Idaho. 


The ED physician determines that specific findings and EKG data from Mr. Jefferson’s prior 
encounters would be important in evaluating his condition. The Texas HIE has several David 
Jeffersons but has been able to recognize that two patient entries for David Jefferson represent 
the same patient, with slight variations on the spelling. On behalf of the EHR at the ED, the 
Texas HIE receives possible matches from the Idaho HIE and is able to positively match identity 
to a David Jefferson who was treated at the Community Medical Center and Dr. Williams. 


Using the arbitrated identity data the Texas HIE retrieves specific information as described in 
another annex. 
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Diagram 
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Transactions 


Arbitrate Identity—Within NHIE 
Query for subject match—A PHR or EHR provides subject demographic data or other attributes and 
requests NHIE A to identify matching records, or NHIE A is routing a record with subject-identifying 
information. 


NHIE A queries for subject match—NHIE A is unable to identify the subject based on records in the 
NHIE A’s patient or provider registry. NHIE A forwards the subject’s demographic information to a 
PHR/EHR, requesting any matching records. 


PHR/EHR returns candidate subject matches—the responding PHR/EHR reviews its master patient or 
provider index and identifies any records that may be a match. 


NHIE A returns arbitrated candidate subject matches—NHIE A reviews the records returned from the 
PHR/EHR and determines those that should be returned to the requestor as possible matches. 


PHR/EHR confirms selected subject—The PHR/EHR user reviews the candidate matches and 
indicates if any are determined to be a match. 
 


Arbitrate Identity—Across NHIE 
Query for subject match—A PHR or EHR provides subject demographic data or other attributes and 
requests NHIE A to identify matching records from other NHIEs, or the NHIE is routing a record with 
subject-identifying information. 


NHIE A queries for subject match—NHIE A forwards the subject’s demographic information or other 
attributes to NHIE B, requesting any matching records. 


NHIE B returns candidate subject matches—The NHIE B reviews its patient or provider registry and 
identifies any records that may be a match. 


NHIE A returns arbitrated candidate subject matches—The NHIE A reviews the records and 
determines those that should be returned to the requestor as possible matches. 


PHR/EHR confirms selected subject—The PHR/EHR user reviews the candidate matches and 
indicates if any are determined to be a match. 


NHIE A confirms selected subject—The NHIE A informs the NHIE B of the outcome of the match 
determination. 
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Common Features of Transactions 


Feature 
Feature 


Applicability 
Audit Logging X 
Authentication (Person) X 
Authentication (System) X 
Data Integrity Checking X 
Error Handling X 
HIPAA De-Identification  
Holding Messages  
Non-repudiation X 
Patient Summary  
Pseudonymize and Re-Identify  
Secure Transport X 
Transmit Disambiguated Identities X 
 


Logical Registries Referenced by Transactions 


Registry Used 
Consumer X 
Patient X 
Provider X 
PHR Record Location X 
EHR Record Location X 
Consumer Permissions  
Consumer Data Sharing Preferences  
Organizational Participant X 
System/Network X 
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Annex 2. Identify Subject 


Description 
Based on a query or contents of a record, determine if an NHIE subject registry has a record 
that matches the subject referenced in the query or record. 


Patients and providers may have records identifying them in more than one system participating 
in an NHIE. In order to perform certain operations, including responding to queries or directing 
data to the appropriate system, the NHIE must have a mechanism for identifying patients and 
providers. As new systems join the NHIE, they may provide a copy of their master patient 
indexes for patients and providers. The NHIE incorporates these master indexes into its own 
registry that can be used as a reference for identifying the patient, or provider associated with a 
query or data transaction. (The automated load may identify records that must be resolved by 
the sending system before they can be loaded in the NHIE Registry. This will require manual 
review and resolution between the sending organization and the NHIE.) As queries or 
transactions are received from PHRs, EHRs and other NHIEs, the NHIE reviews its patient or 
provider registry and applies algorithms to identify possible matching subject records. NHIEs 
may use different matching algorithms to support different requirements. The candidate subject 
matches are returned to the source of the query. When a matching record is selected by the 
query originator (the selection of the subject match may be done by the user or automated), the 
NHIE is notified of the selected subject match. The NHIE can use this information to refine 
future subject matching. 


The NHIE may also use its provider registry to enforce data access controls. Provider records 
would include information, such as, specialty or type of practice that the NHIE could use to 
determine if data should be routed to a provider, or if the NHIE should retrieve data in response 
to a provider’s query. In instances where a provider is suspended from NHIE access, the 
provider registry could be used to indicate that the provider’s no longer has access to the NHIE. 


Illustrative Example 
Dr. Jones is a member of a group practice that has an EHR system that participates in an NHIE. 
In order to have better access to its patients’ data, Dr. Smith’s group has decided to participate 
in the same NHIE. When Dr. Smith’s practice signed up with the NHIE, it provided a copy of its 
EHR’s master index for patients and providers. These were loaded into the NHIE’s master 
patient and provider registries. Dr. Jones has a new patient, Miss Wilson. Miss Wilson is 
registered in the EHR for Dr. Smith’s practice. The EHR system sends a copy of the new 
registration to the NHIE, where it is integrated into the patient registry. The next time Miss 
Wilson comes to Dr. Smith’s office, she indicates that she has moved and her address is 
updated in the EHR. A copy of the updated information for Miss Wilson is sent to the NHIE to 
update its patient registry. On Miss Wilson’s next visit, she informs Dr. Smith that she has 
records at a hospital that also participates in the local NHIE. Dr. Smith makes an inquiry through 
the NHIE to obtain a copy of these records. As a first step in locating these records, the NHIE 
reviews its patient registry to identify those that might be a match for Miss Wilson. The NHIE 
finds two possible matches that have identical information but different addresses. Both 
matches are displayed to Dr. Smith who notices that the records are different. Dr. Smith 
confirms the correct record with Miss Wilson. He selects this record and indicates that the NHIE 
should search using this patient. According to its policy the NHIE uses Dr. Smith’s matching 
confirmation to update its patient registry. 
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Diagram 
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Transactions 


Load Master Subject Index 
PHR/EHR sends initial load of master patient or provider indexes. As new systems join NHIE A, they 
provide their master indexes of patients and providers. NHIE A incorporates these records into its 
patient and provider registries. 
 


Add Subject Record 
Forward new subject record—Systems participating in NHIE A forward copies of new patient and 
provider records to NHIE A. These records are added to NHIE A’s patient or provider registry. 
 


Update Subject Record 
Forward update to subject record—Systems participating in NHIE A forward copies of updates to 
patient and provider records to NHIE A. These updates are incorporated into NHIE A’s patient or 
provider registry. Updates may include merges, unmerges, deletions and suspensions. 
 


Identify Subject 
Query for subject match—A source system makes a request to NHIE A that requires that the 
appropriate patient or provider be identified from the NHIE A’s registry. 


NHIE A returns candidate subject matches—NHIE A sends the requestor any candidate-matching 
patient or provider records. NHIE A may notify the requestor that there are no matching records or send 
several candidate-matching records. 


PHR/EHR confirms selected subject—If one or more possible matches are returned to the requestor, 
the requestor selects, confirms or declines the candidate match and notifies NHIE A of the 
determination. (The selection of a matching record may be done by a user or automated, according to 
policy.) 
 


Common Features of Transactions 


Feature 
Feature 


Applicability 
Audit Logging X 
Authentication (Person) X 
Authentication (System) X 
Data Integrity Checking X 
Error Handling X 
HIPAA De-Identification  
Holding Messages  
Non-repudiation X 
Patient Summary  
Pseudonymize and Re-Identify  
Secure Transport X 
Transmit Disambiguated Identities X 
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Logical Registries Referenced by Transactions 


Registry Used 
Consumer X 
Patient X 
Provider X 
PHR Record Location  
EHR Record Location  
Consumer Permissions  
Consumer Data Sharing Preferences  
Organizational Participant X 
System/Network X 
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Annex 3. Locate Records 


Description 
Locates the records within an NHIE or among several NHIEs for a patient who has been 
identified by attributes because there is no national identifier. Stores the location of patient 
records and provides users with information on where patient records are located. Record 
location information can also be used by the NHIE to assist in routing data such as lab results 
and medication information. 


Illustrative Example 
Mrs. Phillips is admitted to the hospital for hip replacement surgery. At the time of admission, 
the hospital EHR notifies the local NHIE that Mrs. Phillips has a record in the hospital’s system. 
After being discharged from the hospital Mrs. Phillips has a routine visit with her gerontologist, 
Dr. Caine. Mrs. Phillips mentions her hip replacement surgery to Dr. Caine. Dr. Caine uses his 
EHR to request Mrs. Phillips’ records from the hospital. The NHIE searches its record location 
information and determines that a record is available for Mrs. Phillips at the hospital where she 
had her surgery. Dr. Caine requests the records on Mrs. Phillips’ hip replacement surgery. 
During the visit, Mrs. Phillips mentions that she had been treated for breathing difficulty by Dr. 
Porter while she was traveling in Texas. Dr. Caine makes another request to the NHIE to locate 
records for Mrs. Phillips in Texas. The local NHIE makes a request to the NHIE supporting 
Texas to determine if there are any records for Mrs. Phillips. The Texas NHIE sends a response 
indicating that there are records for Mrs. Phillips at the practice with which Dr. Porter is 
associated. Dr. Caine requests the NHIE to retrieve Mrs. Phillips’ records from the Texas NHIE. 
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Diagram 
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Transactions 


Register Data Location 
Register data location—As patients receive care for the first time from a provider, EHR 1 notifies NHIE 
A that there is a record for the patient at the provider’s location. 
 


Locate Record—Within NHIE 
Request patient record locations—PHR/EHR 2 queries NHIE A for patient record locations within NHIE 
A’s affiliated systems. 


Provide list of patient record locations—After reviewing the record location data, NHIE A returns the list 
of locations that match the PHR/EHR 2 user’s request. 
 


Locate Record—Across NHIEs 
Request patient record locations—PHR/EHR 2 queries the NHIE A for patient record locations within 
NHIE B’s affiliated systems. 


Query other NHIEs for record locations—NHIE A requests NHIE B to determine if there are records for 
the identified patient in its affiliated systems. The NHIE B returns a list of any record locations for the 
patient. 


Provide list of patient record locations—NHIE A forwards the responses from NHIE B to the PHR/EHR 
2 making the record location request. 
 


Common Features of Transactions 


Feature 
Feature 


Applicability 
Audit Logging X 
Authentication (Person) X 
Authentication (System) X 
Data Integrity Checking X 
Error Handling X 
HIPAA De-Identification  
Holding Messages  
Non-repudiation X 
Patient Summary  
Pseudonymize and Re-Identify  
Secure Transport X 
Transmit Disambiguated Identities X 
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Logical Registries Referenced by Transactions 


Registry Used 
Consumer X 
Patient X 
Provider X 
PHR Record Location X 
EHR Record Location X 
Consumer Permissions  
Consumer Data Sharing Preferences  
Organizational Participant X 
System/Network X 
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Annex 4. Maintain Consumer Data Sharing Permissions 


Description 
Consumers may choose to limit the providers that may view the records within their PHRs. 
Policy may dictate that they also be able to limit the type of data that may be available to any or 
selected providers. Policy may also dictate that consumer permissions be applied by the NHIE 
to the routing of data that does not come from the consumer’s PHR. 


Permission management tracks the consumer’s permissions and applies them as data queries 
are received and, as required by policy, when data is routed through the NHIE. The NHIE will 
create and update consumer permissions and check all queries and data routing against the 
consumer’s specified permissions. In emergency situations, the NHIE will authorize providers to 
override consumer restrictions on access for individual patients or for a population of patients. 


Illustrative Example 
Sean has created a PHR and also utilizes several providers with EHRs. In addition to creating a 
PHR, Sean specified the providers who could access his records and the data that he wanted to 
allow the provider to access. Tomorrow Sean has a visit with an orthopedist for the first time. He 
accesses his PHR and requests to update his permissions. As he reviews his current 
permission profile he realizes that he has changed primary care providers and should remove 
his old provider and add his new primary care physician. Sean adds the new primary care 
physician and grants this provider access to all of his records. He also adds his new orthopedist 
and grants access only to records related to his leg injury. Later in the day, the orthopedist EHR 
queries the NHIE to obtain Sean’s record for his visit tomorrow. The NHIE confirms that the 
orthopedist has permission to obtain Sean’s records. The NHIE determines that Sean has 
restricted the orthopedist’s access to selected medical information. The NHIE returns only the 
medical information that Sean has authorized the orthopedist to receive. The following week 
Sean is involved in a car accident that renders him unconscious. When he arrives at the 
emergency department, the staff is able to identify Sean from his driver’s license. They log into 
the NHIE and request his medical records. The NHIE notifies the ED that they have not been 
granted access to Sean’s records. The ED staff request the NHIE to allow them break-the-glass 
access to Sean’s records. The NHIE recognizes the ED as a user with break-the-glass 
privileges and provides access to Sean’s medical records. 
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Diagram 
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Transactions 


Identify Consumer Permissions 
PHR 1identifies consumer permissions—To record a consumer’s decision to participate in the NHIN, 
PHR 1 registers the consumer’s preferences for who can access their data and the data they want to 
allow each provider or surrogate to be able to access. 
 


Update Consumer Permissions 
PHR 1 updates consumer permissions—As consumers change providers or have new preferences 
regarding the use of their data, updates to the consumers’ permission profiles will be made. 
 


Request Break-the-Glass Access—Within an NHIE 
EHR 1 requests break-the-glass access to consumer records—EHR 1 requires emergency access to 
the consumer’s records, but is not included in the consumer’s permission profile. EHR 1 asks NHIE A 
to override the permission profile and allow access to the consumer’s medical information. 


NHIE A inquires for break-the-glass permission—NHIE A reviews forwards the break-the-glass 
permission request and verifies that the requestor is authorized to override consumer permissions. 


NHIE A verifies break-the-glass access—NHIE A notifies EHR 1 that break-the-glass permission to 
access the consumer’s medical records has been verified. 
 


Request Break-the-Glass Access—Across NHIEs 
EHR 1 requests break-the-glass access to consumer records—EHR 1 requires emergency access to 
the consumer’s records within NHIE B, but is not included in the consumer’s permission profile. EHR 1 
asks NHIE A to request NHIE B to override the consumer’s permission profile and allow access to the 
consumer’s medical information. 


NHIE A inquires for break-the-glass access—NHIE A requests NHIE B to grant break-the-glass access 
to EHR 1. NHIE B notifies NHIE A that it has granted break-the-glass access to EHR 1. 


NHIE A forwards verification of break-the-glass access—NHIE A notifies EHR 1 that break-the-glass 
permission to access the consumer’s medical records has been verified by NHIE B. 
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Common Features of Transactions 


Feature 
Feature 


Applicability 
Audit Logging X 
Authentication (Person) X 
Authentication (System) X 
Data Integrity Checking X 
Error Handling X 
HIPAA De-Identification  
Holding Messages  
Non-repudiation X 
Patient Summary  
Pseudonymize and Re-Identify  
Secure Transport X 
Transmit Disambiguated Identities X 
 


Logical Registries Referenced by Transactions 


Registry Used 
Consumer  
Patient  
Provider X 
PHR Record Location  
EHR Record Location  
Consumer Permissions  
Consumer Data Sharing Preferences  
Organizational Participant X 
System/Network X 
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Annex 5. Maintain Registries of NHIN-Participating Systems and 
Organizations 


Description 
The NHIE will maintain information on each organization, network and system that participates 
in its information exchange. As new organizations, networks and systems agree to participate in 
an NHIE, the NHIE will add its information to its registry of organizations and systems. Data on 
organizations and systems also will be updated. These records may include: the type of access 
allowed, entity demographics, contacts, messages supported, capabilities and services. The 
NHIE will propagate the system or organization registration and updates to all other NHIEs 
within the NHIN. The NHIEs will use this information to support data routing and to identify 
NHIEs to query when the query includes CDO or system information. 


Illustrative Example 
The Municipal General Hospital has established an agreement with the state NHIE to participate 
in the NHIN. After signing the agreement, the Municipal General Hospital provides registration 
data for the hospital as an organization on its inpatient EHR and other clinical systems that will 
interact with the state NHIE. After submitting the information, the NHIE staff reviews the 
registration data and confirms that the registration is complete. Once the registration is 
approved, the NHIE notifies other NHIEs that Municipal General Hospital is participating in the 
NHIN and is associated with the state NHIE. When Municipal General later implements a new 
ambulatory EHR that will also access the NHIE, Municipal General submits updated the system 
registration information. The NHIE forwards the update to other NHIEs. 


Diagram 


PHR/EHR 1 NHIE A PHR/EHR 2NHIE A


Organization requests to register with NHIE


NHIE accepts registration request


NHIE notifies other NHIE of new system/organization registration


Organization requests to update system registration


NHIE accepts registration update request


NHIE notifies other NHIE of system/organization registration update


System/CDO Registers with NHIE


Foundational


System/CDO Updates Registration with NHIE


Foundational


NHIE accepts update to system/organization registration


NHIE accepts new system/organization registration
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Transactions 


System/CDO Registers with NHIE 
Organization requests to register with NHIE A—An organization provides registration information to 
NHIE A for itself, its network or some of its systems. 


NHIE A accepts registration request—NHIE A reviews the registration data and creates a new 
organization, network or system record. 


NHIE A notifies other NHIE B of new system/organization registration—NHIE A routes copies of 
appropriate parts of the system, network or organization registration data to NHIE B. (The data routed 
to other NHIEs may be a subset of the data maintained by the originating NHIE.) 


NHIE B accepts new system/organization registration—The NHIE B confirms that the new registration 
has been added. 
 


System/CDO Updates Registration with NHIE 
System/CDO requests to update registration—An organization provides updated registration 
information to NHIE A for itself, its network or some of its systems. 


NHIE A accepts registration update request—NHIE A reviews the updated registration data and 
updates the organization, network or system registration record. 


NHIE A notifies NHIE B of system/CDO registration update—NHIE A routes copies of appropriate parts 
of the system, network or organization registration data to NHIE B. (The data routed to other NHIEs 
may be a subset of the data maintained by the NHIE.) 


NHIE B accepts update to system/organization registration—NHIE B confirms that the update to the 
registration has been made. 
 


Common Features of Transactions 


Feature 
Feature 


Applicability 
Audit Logging X 
Authentication (Person) X 
Authentication (System) X 
Data Integrity Checking X 
Error Handling X 
HIPAA De-Identification  
Holding Messages  
Non-repudiation X 
Patient Summary  
Pseudonymize and Re-Identify  
Secure Transport X 
Transmit Disambiguated Identities X 
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Logical Registries Referenced by Transactions 


Registry Used 
Consumer  
Patient  
Provider X 
PHR Record Location  
EHR Record Location  
Consumer Permissions  
Consumer Data Sharing Preferences  
Organizational Participant X 
System/Network X 
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Annex 6. Manage Data Selection Parameters for Secondary Use 


Description 
Secondary users, such as Public Health and Data Quality organizations, have filtering criteria 
for identifying data of interest. These parameters are sent to the NHIE. The NHIE forwards the 
parameters to the appropriate source systems. The source systems use the parameters to 
screen records and identify those that should be forwarded to the NHIE for distribution to 
secondary users. In instances where NHIEs maintain data repositories, the NHIE may use the 
parameters to screen and forward records in the NHIE’s repository. 


Note: The automated transmission of parameters modeled here applies to parameters within a 
well-defined range of variations, as determined by subsequent standards efforts. Outside of that 
range of parameters it will not be possible to distribute changes on an automatic basis. 


This annex is silent on the manner in which the parameters are applied. It may subsequently be 
determined that the parameters primarily change filters so that the modified parameters only 
apply to future transactions. On the other hand, it may be that the changed parameters could be 
used for retrievals from repositories, allowing the new parameters to be applied retrospectively. 


Illustrative Example 
A quality-monitoring organization measures the percentage of school-age children who are fully 
immunized. The quality-monitoring organization develops data selection specifications to be 
used by EHRs and PHRs to submit immunization data for use in the immunization measure. 
These specifications are sent to the NHIE for distribution to EHR and PHR systems that provide 
data to the quality-monitoring organization. The NHIE forwards the specifications to the 
appropriate EHRs and PHRs. As the quality-monitoring organization gains experience with the 
data for the immunization measure, refinements to the data selection criteria are specified. The 
quality-monitoring organization sends the specification updates to the NHIE. The NHIE forwards 
the revised specifications to EHR and PHR systems that provide data to the quality-monitoring 
organization. 
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Diagram 
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Transactions 


Distribute Data Request Parameters—Within an NHIE 
Secondary user sends data request parameters—A secondary user sends data selection and filtering 
rules to NHIE A. NHIE A distributes data request parameters—NHIE A forwards the data request 
parameters to the EHR/PHR 1 that will provide data to the secondary user. 
 


Distribute Data Request Parameters—Across NHIEs 
Secondary user sends data request parameters—A secondary user sends data selection and filtering 
rules to NHIE A. 


NHIE A distributes data request parameters to NHIE B. 


NHIE B distributes data request parameters—NHIE B forwards the data request parameters to 
PHR/EHR 2 that will provide data to the secondary user. 
 


Distribute Updated Data Request Parameters—Within an NHIE 
Secondary user sends updated data request parameters—A secondary user sends changes to data 
selection and filtering rules to NHIE A. 


NHIE A distributes updated data request parameters—NHIE A forwards the updated data request 
parameters to PHR/EHR 1 that will provide data to the secondary user. 
 


Distribute Updated Data Request Parameters—Across NHIEs 
Secondary user sends updated data request parameters—A secondary user sends changes to data 
selection and filtering rules to NHIE A. 


NHIE A distributes updated data request parameters to NHIE B—NHIE A forwards the updated data 
request parameters to NHIE B. 


NHIE B distributes data request parameters—NHIE B forwards the updated data request parameters to 
PHR/EHR 2 that will provide data to the secondary user. 
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Common Features of Transactions 


Feature 
Feature 


Applicability 
Audit Logging X 
Authentication (Person) X 
Authentication (System) X 
Data Integrity Checking X 
Error Handling X 
HIPAA De-Identification  
Holding Messages  
Non-repudiation X 
Patient Summary  
Pseudonymize and Re-Identify  
Secure Transport X 
Transmit Disambiguated Identities X 
 


Logical Registries Referenced by Transactions 


Registry Used 
Consumer  
Patient  
Provider  
PHR Record Location  
EHR Record Location  
Consumer Permissions  
Consumer Data Sharing Preferences  
Organizational Participant X 
System/Network X 
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Annex 7. Provide Consumer Access to Access and 
Disclosure Logs 


Description 
Allows the consumer to retrieve records of accesses and disclosures of their data that were 
processed through an NHIE. Access and disclosure logs are records kept by the NHIE to 
provide an audit trail of data queries, updates and disclosures. 


Illustrative Example 
Peter Smith provided permission for his medical data to be shared via the NHIE. It is now one 
year after Peter signed up and he would like to know which data have been accessed or 
disclosed using NHIE services. Peter logs in to his PHR and asks to view the access and 
disclosures of his data that occurred within the NHIE. Because Peter lives in Florida in the 
winter and Maine in the summer, his data are processed through two different NHIEs. Peter’s 
PHR sends a request for access and disclosure records to the NHIE to which the PHR is linked. 
The NHIE queries its own records and other NHIEs to find access and disclosure records for 
Peter. The other NHIEs return the access and disclosure records to the requesting NHIE, where 
the records are forwarded to Peter’s PHR. The PHR provides Peter with a display of his access 
and disclosure records for review. 
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Diagram 
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Transactions 


Provide Access to Access and Disclosure Records—Within an NHIE 
PHR/EHR 1 requests access to access and disclosure records—A consumer requests to view access 
to and disclosures of their medical data that have been processed by NHIE A. 


NHIE A provides access and disclosure records—NHIE A searches its access and disclosure records 
and forwards events associated with the requesting consumer to PHR/EHR 1. 
 


Provide Access to Access and Disclosure Records—Across NHIEs 
PHR/EHR 1 requests access to access and disclosure records—A consumer requests to view access 
and disclosures of their medical data that have been processed by NHIE B. 


NHIE A queries for audit events—NHIE A requests and receives access and disclosure records for the 
consumer from NHIE B. 


NHIE A provides access and disclosure records—NHIE A forwards access and disclosure records to 
PHR/EHR 1. 
 


Common Features of Transactions 


Feature 
Feature 


Applicability 
Audit Logging X 
Authentication (Person) X 
Authentication (System) X 
Data Integrity Checking X 
Error Handling X 
HIPAA De-Identification  
Holding Messages  
Non-repudiation X 
Patient Summary  
Pseudonymize and Re-Identify  
Secure Transport X 
Transmit Disambiguated Identities X 
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Logical Registries Referenced by Transactions 


Registry Used 
Consumer X 
Patient  
Provider  
PHR Record Location  
EHR Record Location  
Consumer Permissions  
Consumer Data Sharing Preferences  
Organizational Participant  
System/Network X 
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Annex 8. Provide Data to Secondary Users 


Description 
Source systems such as EHRs and PHRs will utilize data selection parameters to identify 
records of interest to secondary users. They may receive those parameters using the 
interchange capabilities described in Annex 6. Manage Data Selection Parameters for 
Secondary Use. These records will be forwarded to the NHIE. The NHIE will identify the 
secondary users that should receive the records and forward them directly or through other 
NHIEs. 


The NHIE may also support secondary user by gathering data from source systems by making 
queries. In this approach, the NHIE uses the secondary users’ parameters to formulate a query 
to the source systems to request data that meets the secondary users’ criteria. The source 
systems return the data to the NHIE, where it may be sent as individual records or held and sent 
in a batch. 


Illustrative Example 
State quality-monitoring organizations collect data from hospitals to provide an annual 
comparison of performance on treatment of myocardial infarction. The quality-monitoring 
organizations provide specifications for the data to be collected, e.g., patient characteristics, 
diagnoses, procedures and medications. Hospital EHRs apply the specifications to their 
systems to select the data to send to the quality-monitoring organization. The selected data are 
pseudonymized and forwarded from the hospital to the NHIE. The NHIE reviews the data and 
forwards the data to the appropriate state quality-monitoring organization. 


In a second example, a researcher has requested pseudonymized data on lab results for 
patients with diabetes. The NHIE sends a query to the EHRs and PHRs in its network 
requesting lab results for patients with a diagnosis of diabetes. The EHRs and PHRs return the 
requested data. In some cases the EHR or PHR is unable to pseudonymize the data before 
sending it to the NHIE. For those records, the NHIE pseudonymizes the data and forwards all 
pseudonymized records to the researcher. 
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Diagram 
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Transactions 


Send Data to Secondary User—Within an NHIE 
PHR/EHR 1 sends data based on parameters—PHR/EHR 1 identifies records that meet the 
specifications of the secondary user. These records are forwarded to NHIE A. 


NHIE A forwards data to appropriate secondary data user—NHIE A reviews the data and determines 
the secondary data user that should receive the data. NHIE A forwards the data to the secondary 
data user. 
 


Send Data to Secondary User—Across NHIEs 
PHR/her 2 sends data based on parameters—PHR/EHR 2 identifies records that meet the 
specifications of the secondary user. These records are forwarded to NHIE B. 


NHIE B forwards data to NHIE A—NHIE B reviews the data and determines that the secondary user 
that should receive the data is associated with NHIE A. NHIE B forwards the data to NHIE A. 


NHIE A forwards data to appropriate secondary user—NHIE A forwards the data to the appropriate 
secondary user. 
 


NHIE Retrieves Data and Sends to Secondary User—Within an NHIE 
NHIE A requests data based on secondary use parameters—NHIE A sends a query to PHR/EHR 1 to 
obtain data that meet the selection criteria of the secondary user. 


EHR/PHR 1 sends data based on NHIE A query—PHR/EHR 1 systems examine their data and identify 
data that meet the specifications of the secondary user. These records are forwarded to the NHIE A. 


NHIE A forwards data to appropriate secondary user—NHIE A provides data to the secondary user. 
 


NHIE Retrieves Data and Sends to Secondary User—Across NHIEs 
NHIE A requests data based on secondary use parameters—NHIE A sends a query to NHIE B to 
obtain data that meet the selection criteria of the secondary user. 


NHIE B requests data based on secondary user parameters—NHIE B sends a query to PHR/EHR 2 to 
obtain data that meet the selection criteria of the secondary user. 


PHR/EHR 2 sends data based on NHIE B query—PHR/her 2 identify data that meet the specifications 
of the secondary user. These records are forwarded to NHIE B. 


NHIE B forwards data NHIE A—NHIE B forwards the data to NHIE A. 


NHIE A forwards data to appropriate secondary user—NHIE A provides data to the secondary user. 
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Common Features of Transactions 


Feature 
Feature 


Applicability 
Audit Logging X 
Authentication (Person) X 
Authentication (System) X 
Data Integrity Checking X 
Data Routing and Look-Up Proxies X 
Error Handling X 
HIPAA De-Identification X 
Holding Messages X 
Non-repudiation X 
Patient Summary  
Pseudonymize and Re-Identify  
Secure Transport X 
Transmit Disambiguated Identities X 
 


Logical Registries Referenced by Transactions 


Registry Used 
Consumer X 
Patient X 
Provider X 
PHR Record Location X 
EHR Record Location X 
Consumer Permissions X 
Consumer Data Sharing Preferences X 
Organizational Participant X 
System/Network X 
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Annex 9. Pseudonymize and Re-Identify Data 


Description 
For some purposes, such as research, patient-identifying information must be removed before it 
is shared. In these instances, the NHIE will pseudonymize or de-identify the patient data prior to 
sharing the data with secondary data users. PHRs and EHRs may also pseudonymize or de-
identify patient data prior to sending it to the NHIE for secondary use. There may be instances 
that require pseudonymized data to be re-identified, e.g., when public health officials must 
contact a patient regarding a communicable disease. When this occurs, the NHIE will review the 
request for re-identification to determine if the source of the request is authorized to receive re-
identified data. If the NHIE pseudonymized the data, the data will be re-identified by the NHIE 
and forwarded to the authorized requestor. If a PHR or EHR pseudonymized the data, the NHIE 
will forward the request for re-identification to the source system. The source system will re-
identify the data and return the identified records to the NHIE. The NHIE will forward the re-
identified record to the authorized requestor. 


Note: The description and transactions here are about re-identification. This is because 
pseudonymization is an option associated with several interchange capabilities. It is treated as a 
common feature mentioned in the corresponding annexes. 


Illustrative Example 
The state public health agency compiles data on the incidence of specific conditions among 
school-age children. A community health center in a rural area of the state has an EHR system 
but it does not have the capability pseudonymize data. The community health center sends 
patient data required for public health reporting through its regional NHIE. The NHIE 
pseudonymizes the community health center’s data and forwards the pseudonymized data to 
the state health agency. Officials at the state public health agency identify a record that shows 
the patient has tuberculosis. The state public health agency is mandated to follow up on all 
cases of tuberculosis to confirm that the patient has undergone treatment and to identify any 
individuals who have been in contact with the patient and should be screened for tuberculosis. 
In order to carry out this follow-up, the state public health agency sends a request to the NHIE 
for the record to be re-identified. The NHIE verifies that the state public health agency is 
authorized to receive re-identified records. The NHIE re-identifies the record and sends the 
identifiable record to the state public health agency. 
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Diagram 
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Transactions 


Re-Identify Data That Was Pseudonymized by the NHIE—Within an NHIE 
Authorized secondary data user requests re-identification—A secondary user requests that NHIE A 
provide identifying information that was removed from patient data sent to the secondary user. 


NHIE A validates requestor for re-identification and re-identifies record—NHIE A confirms that the 
requestor is authorized to request re-identification. NHIE A adds the identifying information to the 
record and forwards it to the secondary user. 


 


Re-Identify Data That Was Pseudonymized by the NHIE—Across NHIEs 
Authorized secondary data user requests re-identification—A secondary user requests that NHIE A 
provide identifying information that was removed from patient data sent to the secondary user. 


NHIE A validates requestor for re-identification and requests re-identification from NHIE B—NHIE A 
confirms that the requestor is authorized to request re-identification. NHIE A forwards the request to 
NHIE B that de-identified the data. 


NHIE B re-identifies record—NHIE B adds the identifying information to the record and forwards it to 
NHIE A. 


NHIE A forwards re-identified record to requestor—NHIE A forwards the re-identified data to the 
secondary user. 
 


Re-Identify Data That Was Pseudonymized by the PHR/EHR—Within an NHIE 
Authorized secondary data user requests re-identification—A secondary user requests that NHIE A 
provide identifying information that was removed from patient data sent to the secondary user. 


NHIE A validates requestor for re-identification and requests re-identification from PHR/EHR A—NHIE 
A confirms that the requestor is authorized to request re-identification. NHIE A forwards the request to 
PHR/EHR 1 that de-identified the data. 


PHR/EHR 1 re-identifies data—PHR/EHR 1 adds the identifying information to the record and forwards 
it to NHIE A. 


NHIE A forwards re-identified record to requestor—NHIE A forwards the re-identified data to the 
secondary user. 
 


Re-Identify Data That Was Pseudonymized by the PHR/EHR—Across NHIEs 
Authorized secondary data user requests re-identification—A secondary user requests that NHIE A 
provide identifying information that was removed from patient data sent to the secondary user. 


NHIE A validates requestor for re-identification and requests re-identification from NHIE B—NHIE A 
confirms that the requestor is authorized to request re-identification. NHIE A forwards the request to 
NHIE B that de-identified the data. 


NHIE B requests re-identification—NHIE B forwards the request to PHR/EHR 2 that de-identified the 
data. 


PHR/EHR 2 re-identifies record—PHR/EHR 2 adds the identifying information to the record and 
forwards it to NHIE B. 


NHIE B forwards re-identified record to NHIE A—NHIE B sends the re-identified data to NHIE A. 


NHIE A forwards re-identified record to requestor—NHIE A provides the re-identified data to the 
secondary user. 
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Common Features of Transaction 


Feature 
Feature 


Applicability 
Audit Logging X 
Authentication (Person) X 
Authentication (System) X 
Data Integrity Checking X 
Error Handling X 
HIPAA De-Identification  
Holding Messages  
Non-repudiation X 
Patient Summary  
Pseudonymize and Re-Identify X 
Secure Transport X 
Transmit Disambiguated Identities X 
 


Logical Registries Referenced by Transactions 


Registry Used 
Consumer  
Patient  
Provider  
PHR Record Location  
EHR Record Location  
Consumer Permissions  
Consumer Data Sharing Preferences  
Organizational Participant X 
System/Network X 
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Annex 10. Publish PHR Location 


Description 
As consumers create their own Personal Health Records (PHRs), there will be a need to share 
data from their PHRs to their providers. This data exchange requires that NHIE systems provide 
services that identify where the consumer’s PHR data are stored and appropriately share the 
location with the consumer’s providers. This interchange capability also enables routing based 
on consumer preferences as described in Annex 14. Route Data Based on Consumer-Specified 
Preferences. 


Illustrative Example 
Jane is a 52-year-old consumer who has created a Personal Health Record using a consumer 
portal that focuses on PHRs for patients with chronic conditions. Jane wants to use the PHR to 
assist her in managing her diabetes. She plans to record her daily blood sugar readings, weight 
and dietary intake. After establishing her PHR, Jane is asked if she would like to have her PHR 
registered with the NHIE so that her PHR records can be located by her providers. Jane 
indicates that she would like to register her PHR with the NHIE. With Jane’s authorization, the 
PHR system notifies the NHIE that Jane has a PHR. A few weeks later, Jane has a routine 
appointment with Dr. Winchell. During the visit, Jane informs Dr. Winchell that she has a PHR. 
With Jane’s permission, Dr. Winchell requests the location of the PHR. Dr. Winchell’s EHR 
requests the data location of Jane’s PHR from the NHIE. The NHIE informs Dr. Winchell’s EHR 
system of Jane’s PHR location. With this information, Dr. Winchell and Jane are able to access 
and download the information in Jane’s PHR. 
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Diagram 
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Transactions 


Publish PHR Location 
PHR 1 system identifies itself as consumer’s PHR—Upon enrolling in a PHR (or at any other time), the 
consumer’s PHR address is registered with the NHIE. 
 


Deactivate PHR Location 
PHR 1 system deactivates registration of consumer’s PHR—Consumers may change their decision to 
register their PHR or move from one PHR to another. In these instances, the PHR registration would be 
withdrawn from NHIE A. 
 


Determine PHR Location—Within an NHIE 
EHR 1 requests location of a consumer’s PHR (that is within the NHIE)—A consumer’s provider’s EHR 
requests that the NHIE locate the address of the consumer’s PHR. 


NHIE A identifies the location of the consumer’s PHR (that is within the NHIE)—After locating the 
consumer’s PHR address, NHIE A notifies EHR 1 of the consumer’s PHR location. 
 


Determine PHR Location—Across NHIEs 
EHR 1 requests location of consumer’s PHR (that is not within the NHIE)—A consumer’s provider’s 
EHR requests that the NHIE locate the address of the consumer’s PHR. 


NHIE A inquires for PHR location—NHIE A determines that the consumer’s PHR is not located within 
NHIE A. NHIE A queries NHIE B to identify the location of the consumer’s PHR. 


NHIE B forwards location of consumer’s PHR—NHIE B returns data on the location of the consumer’s 
PHR. 


NHIE A forwards location of consumer’s PHR—After locating the consumer’s PHR address, NHIE A 
notifies EHR 1 of the consumer’s PHR location. 
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Common Features of Transactions 


Feature 
Feature 


Applicability 
Audit Logging X 
Authentication (Person) X 
Authentication (System) X 
Data Integrity Checking X 
Error Handling X 
HIPAA De-Identification  
Holding Messages  
Non-repudiation X 
Patient Summary  
Pseudonymize and Re-Identify  
Secure Transport X 
Transmit Disambiguated Identities X 
 


Logical Registries Referenced by Transactions 


Registry Used 
Consumer X 
Patient  
Provider  
PHR Record Location X 
EHR Record Location  
Consumer Permissions  
Consumer Data Sharing Preferences  
Organizational Participant X 
System/Network X 
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Annex 11. Retrieve Data 


Description 
The NHIE enables consumers to access their own records, and enables providers to view or 
access patient records within or across NHIEs. There are several policy issues that may impact 
the implementation of this function, including differing policies on a consumer’s right to access 
certain kinds of data about him or her and requirements for NHIEs to limit provider retrieval of 
data from other providers based on specific permissions declared by consumers. This function 
is modeled to support the range of these policy determinations. 


When a consumer or provider requests records, the NHIE determines the location of relevant 
records, determines which data to deliver based on applicable policy or consumer permissions, 
retrieves the data, and sends them to the requesting provider or consumer. 


Data retrieval can include both individual records for a patient, e.g., lab results, and patient 
summary records or the individual items required to create a summary patient record. 


Illustrative Example 
Dr. Samuels is informed by her patient, Mr. Carlson, that he had a recent visit to the 
cardiologist. Both Dr. Samuels’ EHR system and the cardiologist’s EHR system participate in 
the same local NHIE. Dr. Samuels requests the NHIE to retrieve these records and return them 
to her EHR. The NHIE requests the records from the cardiologist and forwards them to Dr. 
Samuels’ EHR system. Mr. Carlson has also had a consultation with an endocrinologist at a 
research center outside of the local NHIE area. Dr. Samuels makes a request to the NHIE for 
these records. The NHIE requests the records from the NHIE in which the endocrinologist’s 
office participates. The receiving NHIE retrieves the records from the endocrinologist’s EHR and 
forwards them to the requesting NHIE. The requesting NHIE returns the records to Dr. Samuels’ 
EHR system. 
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Diagram 
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Transactions 


Retrieve Data—Within NHIE 
PHR/EHR 2 requests patient data—A consumer or provider requests data from a specific location. 


NHIE requests patient data—NHIE A requests the data from PHR/EHR 1 and receives the requested 
data. 


PHR/EHR 1 returns patient data— PHR/EHR 1 returns the data to NHIE. 


NHIE A provides patient data—NHIE A forwards the requested data to PHR/EHR 2. 
 


Retrieve Data—Across NHIEs 
PHR/EHR 2 requests patient data—A consumer or provider requests data from a specific location that 
is outside the area of NHIE A. 


NHIE A requests patient data—NHIE A requests the data from NHIE B where the organization with the 
record participates. 


NHIE B retrieves patient data—NHIE B requests and retrieves the data from PHR/EHR B. 


NHIE B provides patient data—NHIE B forwards the data to NHIE A. 


NHIE A provides patient data to PHR/EHR 2—The NHIE A forwards the requested data to PHR/HER 2. 
 


Common Features of Transactions 


Feature 
Feature 


Applicability 
Audit Logging X 
Authentication (Person) X 
Authentication (System) X 
Data Integrity Checking X 
Error Handling X 
HIPAA De-Identification  
Holding Messages X 
Non-repudiation X 
Patient Summary X 
Pseudonymize and Re-Identify  
Secure Transport X 
Transmit Disambiguated Identities X 
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Logical Registries Referenced by Transactions 


Registry Used 
Consumer X 
Patient X 
Provider X 
PHR Record Location X 
EHR Record Location X 
Consumer Permissions X 
Consumer Data Sharing Preferences X 
Organizational Participant X 
System/Network X 
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Annex 12. Route Consumer Request to Correct Data 


Description 
Consumers may identify erroneous data in their PHR that were received from other sources, 
e.g., a report of a test provided by a lab or specialist. The consumer can request that this be 
corrected at the source system. The organization operating the source system must determine if 
there is an error in the data, amend the data if there is an error, and notify the consumer of the 
action. 


Illustrative Example 
Mr. Burton has a PHR that automatically receives reports from the various specialists he sees 
for his diabetes. As Mr. Burton reviews his PHR, he notices that there is a recent report from a 
Dr. Footwell, a podiatrist whom Mr. Burton saw recently. That report describes disabling 
neuropathy. Mr. Burton’s blood sugar is well-controlled, and he does not have the problems 
described in the report. Mr. Burton submits through his PHR a request to correct this report. The 
PHR routes this request to the NHIE in which the PHR participates. The NHIE confirms 
Mr. Burton’s identity and determines that Dr. Footwell is associated with another NHIE. The 
NHIE associated with the PHR routes Mr. Burton’s correction request to the NHIE associated 
with Dr. Footwell. The second NHIE forwards Mr. Burton’s correction request to Dr. Footwell. Dr. 
Footwell reviews her records and determines that the report was attached to the wrong patient. 
She sends out a correcting report for Mr. Burton, takes appropriate action for the other patient, 
and returns a notification to her NHIE that the error has been corrected. Her NHIE routes the 
request back through the first NHIE to Mr. Burton’s PHR. 
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Diagram 
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Transactions 


Consumer Request to Correct Data—Within an NHIE 
Consumer requests data correction—A consumer asks for a correction to data in their PHR that was 
provided by another system. 


NHIE A routes request for data correction to PHR/EHR 1—NHIE A routes the request for correction to 
PHR/EHR 1 to handle the correction request. 


PHR/EHR 1 returns disposition of request for data correction—Appropriate users in the source 
organization review their records. If there is an error, the user takes corrective action. In any event, the 
user sends a notification of its action to NHIE A. 


NHIE A routes response to request for data correction to the consumer—NHIE A routes the 
determination of the source system to the PHR/EHR 2. 
 


Consumer Request to Correct Data—Across NHIEs 
Consumer requests data correction—A consumer asks for a correction to data in their PHR that was 
provided by another system. 


NHIE B routes request for data correction NHIE A—NHIE B determines that the source system for the 
data is associated with NHIE A and forwards the request to NHIE A. 


NHIE A routes request for data correction to PHR/EHR 2—NHIE A determines the source organization 
for the data and routes the request for correction to PHR/EHR 2 to handle the correction request. 


PHR/EHR 2 returns disposition of request for data correction—Appropriate users in the source 
organization review their records. If there is an error, the user takes correction action. In any event, the 
user sends a notification of its action to NHIE A. 


NHIE A routes disposition of request for data correction to NHIE B—The NHIE A routes the 
determination of the source system to NHIE B. 


NHIE A routes disposition of request for data correction to consumer—The NHIE B routes the 
determination of the source system to PHR/EHR 3. 
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Common Features of Transactions 


Feature 
Feature 


Applicability 
Audit Logging X 
Authentication (Person) X 
Authentication (System) X 
Data Integrity Checking X 
Error Handling X 
HIPAA De-Identification  
Holding Messages  
Non-repudiation X 
Patient Summary X 
Pseudonymize and Re-Identify  
Secure Transport X 
Transmit Disambiguated Identities X 
 


Logical Registries Referenced by Transactions 


Registry Used 
Consumer X 
Patient X 
Provider X 
PHR Record Location X 
EHR Record Location X 
Consumer Permissions  
Consumer Data Sharing Preferences  
Organizational Participant X 
System/Network X 
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Annex 13. Route Data 


Description 
For some messages, an NHIE may need to determine the identity of the receiving person and 
organization based on a name or other attributes that do not directly identify the system to 
receive the message. For example, there may be a need to route data to a physician whose 
name is identified as receiving a copy. The NHIE will have to determine from the name, and 
perhaps other demographic information about the physician, how to route the message to a 
specific system. This matching may require that the NHIE reference data about the provider, the 
organization that the provider is associated with, and the system in that organization that should 
be the target destination for the message. 


The NHIE reviews these contents to identify the subject that should receive the message and 
the CDO or system where the message should be sent. If policy so dictates, the NHIE may also 
confirm that the consumer permissions grant the recipient access to the data being routed. The 
NHIE uses its facilities to disambiguate provider names and consumer positions to determine 
recipients, and then distributes the messages. The distribution may be within the NHIE or 
across NHIEs. It is possible that the NHIE will not be able to unambiguously identify the 
recipient. NHIEs will have to handle this situation, but it is not modeled here. 


The types of data routed can include both individual records for a patient, e.g., lab results, and 
patient summary records or the items required to create a summary patient record. 


Illustrative Example 
Dr. Haskins has ordered a lab test for Mr. Ross. As part of the order, Dr. Haskins requests that 
copies of the lab test results be sent to Dr. Williams, who is consulting with Dr. Haskins on 
Mr. Ross’ healthcare. Dr. Haskins and the laboratory participate in the same NHIE. Dr. Williams 
is a specialist affiliated with an Academic Medical Center that is associated with a different 
NHIE. Mr. Ross goes to the lab and has the test performed. The results of the lab test are sent 
electronically through the NHIE in which both the lab and Dr. Haskins participate. The results 
message indicates that both Dr. Haskins and Dr. Williams should receive copies of the test 
results. The NHIE reviews its provider registry and locates a record that matches Dr. Haskins. 
The NHIE is unable to locate a record in its subject registry for Dr. Williams. The NHIE makes a 
query to the NHIE associated with the Academic Medical Center where Dr. Williams practices. 
The second NHIE locates Dr. Williams’ record and sends back to the querying NHIE information 
to identify Dr. Williams and the CDO where he practices. The NHIE reviews this information and 
confirms the match. Using this information, the NHIE forwards the lab result to the second 
NHIE, where it is sent to the EHR system that Dr. Williams uses. 
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Diagram 
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Transactions 


Route Data Based on Content—Within NHIE 
Clinical information system routes data through NHIE A—A clinical information system routes a 
message, such as a lab result, through NHIE A for delivery to recipients identified in the message. 


NHIE A reviews contents and routes data to PHR/EHR 1—NHIE A reviews the contents of the 
message to identify the recipients and the CDOs or systems where the message should be sent. If 
necessary, NHIE A references its subject registry to identify the recipient and may request identifying 
subject information from the sending or receiving systems to confirm the recipient’s identify and ensure 
correct routing. 
 


Route Data Based on Content—Across NHIEs 
Clinical information system routes data through NHIE A—A clinical information system routes a 
message, such as a lab result, through NHIE A for delivery to recipients identified in the message. 


NHIE A reviews contents and routes data to NHIE B—NHIE A reviews the contents of the message to 
identify the recipients and the CDOs or systems where the message should be sent. NHIE A 
determines that a designated recipient or system is associated with NHIE B. NHIE A requests that 
NHIE B determine if the recipient matches a subject in NHIE B’s subject registry. NHIE A confirms the 
subject match and forwards the message to NHIE B for routing to the recipients. 


NHIE B reviews contents and routes data to PHR/EHR 2—NHIE B reviews the contents of the 
message and forwards it to PHR/EHR 2. 
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Common Features of Transactions 


Feature 
Feature 


Applicability 
Audit Logging X 
Authentication (Person) X 
Authentication (System) X 
Data Integrity Checking X 
Data Routing and Look-Up Proxies X 
Error Handling X 
HIPAA De-Identification  
Holding Messages  
Non-repudiation X 
Patient Summary X 
Pseudonymize and Re-Identify  
Secure Transport X 
Transmit Disambiguated Identities X 
 


Logical Registries Referenced by Transactions 


Registry Used 
Consumer X 
Patient X 
Provider X 
PHR Record Location X 
EHR Record Location X 
Consumer Permissions X 
Consumer Data Sharing Preferences X 
Organizational Participant X 
System/Network X 
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Annex 14. Route Data Based on Consumer-Specified Preferences 


Description 
Consumers may determine that their PHR and specific providers should receive copies of all or 
selected updates to their medical information. Consumers can register and update these 
preferences with their NHIE. As the NHIE receives data, it compares the contents to consumer-
registered preferences and forwards the data to the consumer’s PHR and the consumer’s 
specified providers. This distribution is in addition to data distribution that is based on the 
contents of the data received, e.g., ordering provider for a lab result. 


Illustrative Example 
Miss Howell uses a PHR to track her medications. Miss Howell’s health conditions require her to 
see two specialists in addition to her primary care provider. Each of these physicians has 
ordered medications for Miss Howell. To ensure that each provider has a complete medication 
profile, Miss Howell uses her PHR to indicate that each of her providers should receive copies 
of all her medication records. In addition, Miss Howell wants to ensure that her primary care 
physician has a complete picture of her health status. Using her PHR, Miss Howell indicates 
that her primary care physician should receive copies of results for lab tests ordered by any of 
her providers. As medication orders are routed through the NHIE, the NHIE determines that the 
order is for Miss Howell and that she has requested that a copy be sent to her all her providers. 
The NHIE routes copies of the medication to the providers designated by Miss Howell. A lab 
result for a test ordered by one of the specialists who treat Miss Howell is also routed through 
the NHIE. The NHIE determines that the result is for Miss Howell and that she has requested 
that a copy be sent to her primary care physician. The NHIE routes a copy of the result to Miss 
Howell’s primary care physician. This copy is in addition to the NHIE routing the result to the 
ordering provider. 
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Diagram 
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Transactions 


Identify Consumer Permissions 
PHR/EHR 1 system sends consumer-specified parameters—Consumers indicate the PHR and specific 
providers that should receive copies of all or selected updates to their medical information. 


NHIE A confirms consumer-specified parameters—NHIE A notifies the PHR/EHR 1 that the consumer-
specified parameters have been added. 
 


Update Consumer Permissions 
PHR/EHR 1 system updates consumer-specified parameters—Consumers update the PHR and 
specific providers that should receive copies of all or selected updates to their medical information. 


NHIE A confirms update to consumer-specified parameters—NHIE A notifies PHR/EHR that the 
consumer-specified parameters have been modified. 
 


Send Data Based on Consumer Preferences—Within NHIE 
Clinical information system routes data through NHIE A—Clinical information system A routes a 
message, such as a lab result, through NHIE A for routing and delivery. 


NHIE A reviews consumer preferences and routes data to PHR/EHR 1—NHIE A reviews the contents 
of the message to identify the consumer/patient associated with the message. If necessary, NHIE A 
references its subject registry to identify the recipient and may request identifying subject information 
from the sending or receiving systems to confirm the recipient’s identify and ensure correct routing. 
NHIE A reviews the consumer’s preferences and routes the data to the PHR/EHR 1. 
 


Send Data Based on Consumer Preferences—Across NHIEs 
Clinical information system routes data through NHIE A—A clinical information system routes a 
message, such as a lab result, through the NHIE A for routing and delivery. 


NHIE A reviews consumer preferences and routes data to NHIE B—NHIE A reviews the contents of the 
message to identify the consumer/patient associated with the message. If necessary, the NHIE 
references its subject registry to identify the recipient and may request identifying subject information 
from the sending or receiving systems to confirm the recipient’s identify and ensure correct routing. 
NHIE A reviews the consumer’s preferences and routes the data to NHIE B associated with PHR/EHR 
2 that the consumer identified to receive copies of his/her medical data. 


NHIE B routes data to PHR/EHR 2—The NHIE B sends the data to PHR/EHR 2 as indicated by 
NHIE A. 
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Common Features of Transactions 


Feature 
Feature 


Applicability 
Audit Logging X 
Authentication (Person) X 
Authentication (System) X 
Data Integrity Checking X 
Error Handling X 
HIPAA De-Identification  
Holding Messages  
Non-repudiation X 
Patient Summary X 
Pseudonymize and Re-Identify  
Secure Transport X 
Transmit Disambiguated Identities X 
 


Logical Registries Referenced by Transactions 


Registry Used 
Consumer X 
Patient X 
Provider X 
PHR Record Location X 
EHR Record Location X 
Consumer Permissions  
Consumer Data Sharing Preferences X 
Organizational Participant X 
System/Network X 
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Appendix 1: Glossary 
This appendix includes terms and some acronyms used in this report. Italicized entries in the 
definition refer to other entries in the Glossary. 


Term Definition 


Action 


In the annexes of this report, which describe Interchange Capabilities, an 
action is the smallest transmission of information shown. It describes a flow of 
application information from one kind of system to another. An action that is 
merely an acknowledgement response devoid of application information is not 
shown. Actions are components of Transactions. 


Authentication Verifying the identity of a user, process or device, often as a prerequisite to 
allowing access to resources in an information system. 


Authorization Granting of rights, which includes the granting of access based on access 
permissions. 


CDO Care delivery organization. 


Confidentiality Preserving authorized restrictions on information access and disclosure, 
including means for protecting personal privacy and proprietary information.  


Consumer 
A role of a person who will use the NHIN, under which the user is performing 
actions that make use of, or control, their own health information. Consumer 
functions are available to a properly authorized third party, often a parent or 
the child of an elderly person. 


De-Identification (data) Removing personal identifying information from data to an extent compatible 
with HIPAA privacy standards. Contrast with Pseudonymization. 


Electronic Health 
Record System (EHR) 


An electronic information system providing functions that include maintaining 
patients’ clinical information on behalf of the organization that operates the 
system. 


Health Information 
Exchange (HIE) 


A multi-stakeholder entity that enables the movement of health-related data 
within state, regional or non-jurisdictional participant groups. 


Health Information 
Service Provider (HSP) 


A company or other organization that will support one or more NHIN 
Participants by providing them with operational and technical health exchange 
services. 


Interchange 
Capabilities Sets of Transactions that cluster around specific operational services. 


Interface A means of interaction between two devices or systems that handle data. 


Nationwide Health 
Information Network 
(NHIN) 


A “network of networks” that will securely connect consumers, providers and 
others who have, or use, health-related data and services while protecting the 
confidentiality of health information. The NHIN will not include a national data 
store or centralized systems at the national level. Instead, the NHIN will use 
shared architecture (services, standards and requirements), processes and 
procedures to interconnect health information exchanges and the users they 
support. 


NHIE Registry 


A generic container for a specific class of information that might be retained 
by an NHIE in the performance of its services. Their being mentioned in this 
report should not be taken to imply where or how this information is stored. As 
used in this report, the term is also unrelated to clinical information systems 
such as tumor registries. 


NHIN Collaborative The body of organizations that together constitute the NHIN. 
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Term Definition 


NHIN Core Services The set of NHIN operational services that an HIE must provide to be qualified 
as an NHIE. 


NHIN Health 
Information Exchange 
(NHIE) 


An HIE that implements the NHIN architecture (services, standards and 
requirements), processes and procedures, and participates in the NHIN 
cooperative. 


NHIN Operational 
Service 


An act or a variety of work done for others by an HIE or NHIE. (The term 
“service” is used in very different ways by general readers and network 
architects. We are using the general sense of the word.) 


Permissions Declaration that a properly authorized and authenticated user may have 
access to specific data or functions. 


Personal Health 
Record System (PHR) 


An electronic information system providing functions that include maintaining 
a consumer’s clinical information on behalf of the consumer.  


Pseudonymization 


Modifying personal health information to include disguised personal 
identification information such that (a) the identity of the subject is not 
immediately apparent; (b) the information content fits the needs of the use 
case; and (c) it is possible for the agent that modified the data, or its 
designee, to restore the identity information upon authorized request. See 
Re-Identification. 
The specific identifying information that is permissible to be retained is a 
matter of policy and may vary based on use case. For example, a policy 
determination for some use cases might support the requirement for fine-
grained geographical data on otherwise disguised subjects. 


Registry See NHIE Registry. 


Re-Identification (data) To identify the patient associated with data that have previously been 
pseudonymized. 


Transaction A logical grouping of Actions that must all succeed or fail as a group. 


Transaction Package A group of Transactions that are used to support a stand-alone information 
exchange between two or more systems. 
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appendix w — cultural competence montana case study

As referenced in Section 15.3, FHS integrates cultural and linguistic competency throughout our policies, programs and operations, elevating the standards for systems of care.  Our multi-cultural approach to managing care extends beyond raising awareness to implementing systemic changes in how the company approaches the therapeutic relationship with recipients and how we operate with our business partners.  FHS’ unique cultural competence is demonstrated by the Cultural Competence Montana Case Study included on the following pages.


First Health Services
Cultural Competence Montana Case Study

FHS has years of experience in providing culturally-competent care coordination for public entities.  For example, over the last 10 years, we have provided Care Coordination in a supportive and constructive manner to each of the tribal nations located across the state of Montana.  The key to our success have been building relationships with Tribal Social Services and Tribal Court on a regular basis. 

A Culturally Competent Approach

Each Care Coordinator is assigned to one of the seven nations and carefully introduced according to unique protocols and customs.  Because of the long history of Amery-European exploitation of American Indians, our approach was initially facilitated by a consultant American Indian liaison and developed over time. 

Formal training with Tribal designates focuses on the role of the Care Coordination program and the goal of making Medicaid services more accessible to the Indian population.  These occur during statewide Medicaid symposiums, Quarterly Regional Care Coordination meetings and as breakout sessions during statewide provider training events. 

The topics and structure of each training event incorporates essential rituals while providing the needed instruction about medical treatment and Medicaid services:

Opening Prayers and Offerings, with instruction and rationale for its use.

The uses of smudge utilizing sweet grass and the purification ceremony.

Structure of familial units - both on and off the reservation (e.g., grandparent and kinship placements for children).

Detailed explanation of why familial units are reticent to discuss problems and associated emotions and acting out behaviors with those outside the family / tribe.  This includes a historical review of repression and exploitation by “outsiders.” 

The culture of poverty and unemployment on the reservations.

Gift giving and honoring those that are seen to promote the awareness and understanding of Native American culture. 

Discussion of needs to be identified to family members for recipients returning home from other placements.

Closing prayers and blessings of participants. 

These training events are mutual, with a frank discussion of tribal concerns about the utility of industrialized medicine for many of their members.  The challenge for the care coordinator is to help the tribe balance the efficacy of holistic and tribal medicine with the actual symptoms and levels of risk associated with specific conditions.  The Care Coordinator essentially advocates for informed consent.  By providing information needed to make appropriate decisions about the use of medications and other treatments, the care coordinator closes a significant health care gap for this unique and vibrant culture.  
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Tab IX — Company Background and References



17.7	Project plan

In this section of our proposal, First Health Services (FHS) describes our overall plan and the activities required to complete the Nevada MMIS Takeover project on schedule and within the established budget.  We also describe activities that will be in effect throughout the life of the project.  Our approach to ensuring a successful takeover project and ongoing operation are described in the following sections.

We provide the preliminary project work plan that addresses all of the activities, tasks, and subtasks required to complete the Takeover Tasks for the Nevada MMIS.

We have developed a preliminary work plan that applies the appropriate resources to deliver the required scope of work within the required schedule defined in the RFP.  Our work plan is flexible enough to allow for new features, which may change project scope, while incorporating all of the tasks specified in the RFP necessary to fulfill the State’s requirements.

To maximize resources, work plans require considered preparation.  Tasks must be planned and executed in a particular order.  To begin a task before related tasks with precedence are completed is inefficient and generally unwise.  Therefore, we have built into the work plan a number of inspection and review subtasks to ensure that tasks are completed within the proper time frame and sequence.  An optimal work plan is organized so that as many independent tasks as possible can operate simultaneously and/or overlap, given available resources, thereby reducing the overall duration.  Applying superior resources allows individual tasks to be completed more efficiently, controlling the budget and shortening the schedule.  For the Nevada MMIS Takeover project, FHS proposes a staff possessing specific Nevada MMIS application knowledge, technical skills, and complex project management experience, all of which facilitate better understanding of the State’s communications, whether through direct meeting, documentation, or conversation; faster task completion; and more efficient work processes. 

17.7.1	Vendors must submit a preliminary project plan as part of the proposal, including, but not limited to:

Effective project management requires a detailed work plan.  The work plan, when combined with proven planning methodologies, defined schedule objectives and the right personnel and equipment resources, produces the defined deliverables on schedule.  Our preliminary project work plan, developed in Microsoft Project, identifies discrete units of work activities with definable end products (deliverables). 

17.7.1.A	Gantt charts that show all proposed project activities;

The preliminary project work plan which we have included in this proposal in Tab XI contains a Gantt chart that schematically represents the planned start and planned finish date for each subtask.  The preliminary work plan is constructed to reflect the tasks according to the Scope of Work (RFP Sections 7 through 16).

17.7.1.B	Planning methodologies;

FHS has a long successful history of managing large, complex engagements with many states, including Nevada.  Our Project Management Methodology (PMM), which is based on the standards and techniques developed by the Project Management Institute (PMI) and fully documented in the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK), formally describes and gives structure to our project management approach.  Our PMM provides guidance on key aspects of project management, including the management of scope, cost, time, risks, resources, issue tracking and resolution, and communication.  The foundation for successful project management begins with planning for each of the project management knowledge areas, which are scope management, time management, cost management, quality management resource management, communications management, risk management and procurement management.  As a part of our planning effort, we review lessons learned from previous projects.  In this way, we continuously improve on our project delivery capabilities.  Our Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, works with the team to identify and engage the resources that should be involved in planning for each component of the project.

The following table provides a listing and description of FHS’ PMM tools. 

		Project Management Methodology Tools



		Tool

		Description

		Initiating

		Planning

		Executing

		Controlling

		Closing



		Actual Hours Activity Report

		Report created from our internal time tracking tool used to reflect weekly task statistics such as actual hours and estimate to complete.

		

		

		√

		

		



		Change Log Repository

		Consolidated list of all project change requests, estimates, and results. This is accomplished through Project InVision (PIV).

		

		

		

		√

		



		Change Request Form

		Form used to document all changes (both product changes, service changes, and project changes).  Documents the description, the effort, and the cost, as well as the impact on the project.

		

		

		

		√

		



		Closure Meeting

		Meeting presentation template used for the formal project closure meeting.

		

		

		

		

		√



		Communication Plan

		Defines the communication plan that will be adhered to during the project to ensure that everyone involved with the project has the same understanding as to what will be communicated, who will receive the communication, how often will the different types of communication be distributed/shared, and what method will be used to deliver the communication.

		

		√

		√

		√

		



		Deliverable Review Form

		One-page signature sheet that can be used to indicate DHCFP’s acceptance of a project deliverable (e.g., requirements review, design review, screen layouts).

		

		

		√

		

		



		Initiation Meeting Presentation 

		Meeting presentation to review the project definition, assumptions, risks, project phases, key deliverables, high level budget and timeline, project team, and methodologies.  This is often used for the Project Kickoff meeting.

		√

		

		

		

		



		Actions/Issues Log Repository

		Consolidated log created in PIV of all project issues, action assignments, status, and resolutions.

		

		√

		√

		√

		



		Lessons Learned Repository

		Consolidated log created in PIV that captures best practices and opportunities for improvement throughout the project.

		

		

		

		

		√



		PM Phase Checklist

		Checklist used by the Takeover Project Manager to ensure the goals and objectives of each phase is met (entrance and exit criteria).

		√

		√

		√

		√

		√



		Project Closure Criteria Checklist 

		Provides a checklist of core project deliverables.  This is a list that is prepared prior to project closure and is presented to DHCFP at the formal closure meeting.  The client’s signature approval of this list indicates approval to accept the project and allow closure.

		

		

		

		

		√



		Project Work Plan

		Microsoft Project file that fully depicts the activities, sequence, dependencies, start and end dates and resources for each task, subtask, milestone and deliverable.  This is sometimes referred to as the Project Schedule.

		

		√

		√

		√

		



		Project Repository

		Centralized repository in PIV of all project artifacts such as meeting presentations, status reports, discussion notes, contracts, issues, risks, etc.

		√

		√

		√

		√

		√



		Project Status Report 

		Status report to be used by the Takeover Project Manager to communicate project status to DHCFP on a regularly scheduled basis.

		

		

		

		√

		



		Quality Assurance Plan

		Defines measurable standards for project results, determines how to achieve them, and outlines the quality control process.

		

		√

		√

		√

		



		Resource Repository

		Centralized repository in PIV of all project resources and allocations.

		

		√

		√

		√

		



		Risk Management Module

		PIV documents project risks in terms of description, affect, probability, impact, and management strategy.

		

		√

		√

		√

		



		Scope 

		Captures the detailed scope statement which is critical to project success and builds upon major deliverables, assumptions, and constraints.  Scope is managed via the Scope Management Plan.

		√

		

		

		

		





17.7.1.C	Milestones;

The work plan will be updated biweekly throughout the Takeover period and will include detailed activities with scheduled begin and end dates and dates for specified milestones and deliverables. The milestones and deliverables are clearly delineated in the preliminary project work plan. The emphasis on milestones provides our project management and the State with a tangible basis for performing quality assurance and a method to measure project progress and key dates.  FHS will use the preliminary project work plan to develop a detailed project work plan which will be delivered to DHCFP.  

17.7.1.D	Task conflicts and/or interdependencies;

The preliminary project work plan for the Nevada MMIS Takeover will contain the details of all activities, tasks, deliverables, and milestones.  All deliverables and milestones have submission dates, and all review periods for DHCFP and FHS are shown.  All DHCFP and FHS staff days will be shown separately and totaled for each task.  Separate Gantt charts show critical path and start and end dates of all activities, tasks, and subtasks.  Task interdependencies will be clearly shown through the use of the Predecessors field in Microsoft Project.  Tasks may have one or more predecessors.  This facilitates critical path analysis and the quick identification of task conflicts.  When identified, appropriate response will be taken to maintain the integrity of the schedule.

17.7.1.E	Estimated time frame for each task identified in Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16); and

The preliminary project work plan provides estimated time frames for each task identified in Scope of Work (RFP Sections 7 through 16).  The detailed project work plan will continue to refine these estimates based on the receipt of further information as the project progresses.  

Estimating is performed by staff experienced with the Nevada MMIS and additional subject matter experts with experience in all facets of our systems portfolio.  Past experience in other projects helps guide our estimates as well.  Using records from previous projects, we compare the number of function points in the new project to the number in previous projects.  We also compare the technologies employed in previous projects to more recent technologies now available to determine staffing requirements and project risk.  Comparing the average number of years of technical and/or application expertise applied to previous projects to the averages available now help us determine productivity levels.

Our estimating methodology produces accurate estimates.  By accuracy, we mean that the methodology is unbiased and its variance (average deviation between actual and estimate) is low.  We assign as many of the proposed staff to estimating tasks as possible; these are the resources who will have to live with their estimates.  

17.7.1.F	Overall estimated time frame from project start to completion for both Contractor and DHCFP activities, including strategies to avoid schedule slippage.

We will include in our plan the overall estimated time frame from project start to completion for both FHS and DHCFP activities.  The FHS overall estimate of the time frame to successfully complete the MMIS Takeover project is as follows:

10/4/2010:  Transition Begin Date

Phase 1:  Contract Start-Up Phase: (Initiation and Planning):  2 months

Phase 2:  Transition Phase (Requirements/Analysis – Deployment):  10 months

Phase 3:  Operations Phase:  (Post-Deployment):  4 years.  

FHS will work with DHCFP during the Project Initiation to identify the critical paths within Phase 2 for the various enhancements. 

Risk Management Planning

The Risk Management Plan provides direction to identify and respond to those situations or events that we anticipate might disrupt the project to prevent schedule slippage.  FHS conducts ongoing risk assessment and analysis throughout the project life cycle and the operational phase of the contract.  We examine requirements, designs, schedules, resources, vendor activities, architecture, sponsorship, and processes to identify areas where outcomes are uncertain.  Where risks are identified, they are documented and assigned, reviewed and worked until resolved.  In Appendix EE, we provide the Risk Management Plan used in the 2003 FHS Nevada MMIS implementation as a representative document.  A new plan will be developed for this Takeover project.  






		The following information is used to define and manage risks:



		√	Category 

√     Description

√     Date Opened

√     Impact Type

√     Consequences 

√     Planned Response (Avoid, Transfer, Mitigate, Accept)

√     Risk Response Action/Contingency Plan

√     Trigger for Contingency Plan

√     Owner

√     Probability

√     Impact Rating

√     Due Date

√     Status

√     Escalation.





Contingency and Recovery Procedures

There are many circumstances that create the need for backup staff and additional staffing support.  Terminations, vacations, illness, schedule slippage, and work backlogs all create a need for backup staff or additional staffing.  FHS uses additional resources to ensure that we can cover position vacancies of short duration.  Our work plan does not schedule over 40 hours per week for any team member, and no weekend work is scheduled.  Each task manager is responsible for monitoring the activities of each team member so that he or she could readily transfer the activities of any team member to someone else.  For situations of short duration, these colleagues work extra hours to perform the responsibilities of the absent employee, if the schedule will not allow for waiting until the employee’s return.  Overtime is used when necessary to ensure the work is accomplished on time.  In the event of colleague termination, we initiate the recruitment process as soon as the employee gives notice.

As an information management company, FHS has hundreds of technical staff assigned to various contracts and accounts.  The staff is managed as a pool of resources through our corporate Information Technology (IT) Division.  As resources are released from one project, they are reassigned to another.  This pool of resources is available to support the Nevada MMIS.  In addition, we have a vendor agreement with Syntel, Inc. that will provide development staff for this project.  In addition, our corporate Human Resources Division accumulates resumes on an ongoing basis for the types of positions we routinely need — Medicaid operations professionals and information systems staff.  We also participate in job fairs, use search firms, and run newspaper ads in local papers as part of our ongoing recruitment efforts at the corporate level.  Our corporate website enables potential candidates to submit their resumes on-line.

17.7.2	Vendors must provide a written plan addressing the roles and responsibilities and method of communication between the primary contractor and any subcontractor(s).

We will provide a written Subcontractor Management Plan that will define procedures for selecting and managing vendors and subcontractors for a particular project, as well as providing a mechanism for tracking the status of each contract and the deliverables covered under that contract.  

The Nevada Subcontractor Management Plan will define and clarify the roles and responsibilities and method of communication between FHS and our subcontractor, HMS.  Because HMS currently serves as our Nevada TPL Recovery subcontractor, we have established lines of communication in place.

17.7.3	The preliminary project plan will be incorporated into the contract.

FHS acknowledges that the preliminary project plan will be incorporated in the contract for the State of Nevada Request for Proposal #1824 procurement.

17.7.4	The first project deliverable is the finalized detailed project plan that must include fixed deliverable due dates for all subsequent project tasks as defined in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16). The contract will be amended to include the State approved detailed project plan.

FHS acknowledges this requirement and has planned for a finalized detailed project plan to be delivered to DHCFP.  The fixed deliverable due dates for all subsequent project tasks as defined in the RFP will be included.  We understand that the approved detailed project plan will be included in the contract.

17.7.5	Vendors must identify all potential risks associated with the, their proposed plan to mitigate the potential risks and include recommended strategies for managing those risks.

FHS acknowledges this requirement and has planned for a Risk Management Plan to be delivered to DHCFP.  The Risk Management Plan will include the potential risks that we have identified, as well as our plan for mitigating and strategies for managing these risks.

17.7.6	Vendors must provide information on the staff that will be located in Carson City. If staff will be located at remote locations, vendors must include specific information on plans to accommodate the exchange of information and transfer of technical and procedural knowledge. The State encourages alternate methods of communication other than in person meetings, such as transmission of documents via email and teleconferencing, as appropriate.

FHS currently has operations and IT staff in Reno, Nevada, and additional IT support in Glen Allen, Virginia; St. Louis, Missouri; and Sacramento, California.  We will maintain these offices and the location of personnel throughout the Takeover and Operations phases of this contract.  We have provided a Resource Matrix in Tab XII that describes the resources for this project and the location and amount of time they will spend on the project.  Communication between staffs — whether FHS, HMS, Personix (mail vendor), Surescripts (e-Prescription vendor), Syntel (IT vendor), or DHCFP — will occur using multiple means, including email, teleconference, and video conference when available.  We utilize capabilities such as web-enabled means to connect to remote locations to demonstrate system functionality.  This allows experienced staff to be connected and available for presentations and discussions from any remote location.  All that is required is network connectivity and access to an Internet browser.

Staff will also have access to a shared network directory for the sharing of files.  All of our documents will be posted and available on the Intranet site that will be accessible by DHCFP and other FHS team members. 
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HPES Response to Nevada DHCFP 
Tab III-State Documents 


Page–III-1  
RFP No. 1824 


Tab III – State Documents 


RFP Reference: 20.3.2.4 Tab III-State Documents, p. 190 


The State documents tab must include the following:  


A. The vendor information sheet completed with an original signature by an individual authorized to 
bind the organization;  


A completed Vendor Information Sheet with original signature by an individual authorized to 


bind HPES is included in this section. 


B. The cover page(s) from all amendments with an original signature by an individual authorized to 
bind the organization;  


The Amendments 1-5 with an original signature by an individual authorized to bind HPES 


are included in this section. 


C. Attachment A – Confidentiality of Proposal and Certification of Indemnification for the primary 
vendor and the subcontractor(s) with an original signature by an individual authorized to bind the 
organization;  


We have included Attachment A for HPES and all subcontractors. They are signed by 


individuals authorized to bind each organization. 


D. Attachment B1 – Technical Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of 
RFP for both the primary vendor and the subcontractor(s) with an original signature by an individual 
authorized to bind the organization;  


We have included Attachment B1 for HPES and all subcontractors. They are signed by 


individuals authorized to bind each organization. 


E. Attachment C1 and Attachment C2 – Primary Vendor and Subcontractor(s) Certifications with an 
original signature by an individual authorized to bind the organization;  


We have included Attachment C1 for HPES and Attachment C2 for all subcontractors. They 


are signed by individuals authorized to bind each organization. 


F. Attachment C3 – Certification regarding lobbying;  


We have included Attachment C3 for HPES in this section. 


G. A copy of vendor’s Certificate of Insurance identifying the coverages and minimum limits currently 
in effect;  


HPES’ Certificate of Insurance is included in this section. 


H. Copies of any vendor licensing agreements and/or hardware and software maintenance 
agreements; and  


HP will acquire the necessary licensing agreements and/or hardware and software 


maintenance agreements upon contract award. Copies of these will be provided to DHCFP 


at that time. 


I. Copies of the applicable certifications and/or licenses. 


HP will acquire the necessary certifications and/or licenses upon contract award. Copies of 


these will be provided to DHCFP at that time. 
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SUBJECT: Amendment No. 3 to Request for Proposal No. 1824 
 


DATE OF AMENDMENT: March 24, 2010 
 


DATE OF RFP RELEASE: February 9, 2010 
 


DATE AND TIME OF OPENING: April 29, 2010 @ 2:00 PM PT 
 


AGENCY CONTACT:   Shannon Berry, Assistant Chief Procurement Officer 
 


 


The following shall be a part of RFP No. 1824 for Nevada MMIS Takeover.  If a vendor has 


already returned a proposal and any of the information provided below changes that proposal, 


please submit the changes along with this amendment.  You need not re-submit an entire 


proposal prior to the opening date and time. 
 


 
 


Changes to RFP Language: 


 


A. Section 3.6, Current Agency Computing Environment of RFP 1824  is modified as 


follows (additions are in bold italics, deletions are stricken)  


 


3.6 CURRENT AGENCY COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT 


All agency computers currently run Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 3. 


Agency computers connect to the MMIS using Citrix Program Neighborhood via 


a dedicated, T1 line with encryption. 


 


There are four DHCFP Division offices that currently connect to the MMIS. The 


offices are listed below: 


 Las Vegas District Office; 


 Reno District Office; 


 Elko District Office; and 


 DHCFP Administration. 


 


In addition, the Attorney General‘s office, Aging and Disability Services Division 


and Health Division the Nevada Division of Mental Health and Developmental 


Services Division also connect to the MMIS. 


 


For detailed information about the agency‘s computing environment, please refer 


to the ‗Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment‘ document within the 


reference library, (see Section 6, Reference Library). 
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B. Requirements 14.2.2.2 and 21.4.2.3.I.4 of RFP 1824 have been stricken in their entirety 


(deletions are stricken). 


14.2.2.2 Provide a description of the vendor‘s approach to provider outreach and 


training. 


21.4.2.3.I.4   Approach to performing provider outreach and training; 


 


C. Section 20.3.1.3 of RFP 1824 has been stricken in its entirety (deletions are stricken).  


20.3.1.3 Vendors who identify sections of the proposal as ―trade secret‖ or 


―confidential‖ must submit one (1) redacted copy of the proposal. 


 


D. Section 20.3.2.8, Tab VII – Scope of Work  of RFP 1824 is modified as follows 


(additions are in bold italics, deletions are stricken)  


20.3.2.8 Tab VII – Scope of Work 


Vendors must place their written response(s) immediately following the applicable RFP 


question, statement and/or section and must be presented in a style/format that is easily 


distinguishable from RFP language. Vendors are requested to limit their scope of work 


section to no more than two-hundred fifty (250)  eighty (80) pages, excluding contractor 


responses to requirements tables as instructed in Section 7.3, appendices, samples and/or 


exhibits. 


This tab must include responses outlining the Vendor‘s approach to handling the 


requirements listed in the following sections: 


11.1 – Vendor Response to System Requirements; 


11.2 – Current MMIS Computing Environment; 


11.3 – HIPAA Requirements; 


11.4 – Security Requirements; 


11.5 – Business Resumption Requirements; 


11.6 – Post Implementation Review and CMS System Certification; 


12.1 – General Operational Requirements for All System Components; 


12.2 – Maintenance and Change Management; 


12.3 – Training Requirements Change Management Activities; 


12.4 – General Reporting Requirements Maintenance Activities; 
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12.5 – Core MMIS Component Training Requirements; 


12.6 – Peripheral Systems and Tools Component General Reporting Requirements; 


12.7 – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Core MMIS 


Component Requirements; 


12.8 – Peripheral Systems and Tools Component Requirements; 


12.9 – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services; 


13 – Health Information Exchange Solution; 


14 – Hosting Solutions; 


15 – Health Education and Care Coordination – Optional Provision; and 


16 – Data Warehouse – Optional Provision 


**Response to Scope of Work Requirements Tables should be submitted as Tab XIII – 


Requirements Tables. See Section 20.3.2.14 of this RFP for submission information. 


 


E. Section 20.3.2.9, Tab VIII – Project Management Approach of RFP 1824  is modified as 


follows (additions are in bold italics, deletions are stricken)  


20.3.2.9 Tab VIII – Project Management Approach 


Vendors must place their written response(s) immediately following the applicable RFP 


question, statement and/or section and must be presented in a style/format that is easily 


distinguishable from RFP language. Vendors are requested to limit their project 


management approach to no more than seventy-five (75) twenty (20) pages, excluding 


tables, appendices, samples and/or exhibits. 


This tab must include responses outlining the Vendor‘s Project Management approach to 


handling the requirements listed in the following sections: 


8 – Contract Start-Up Period Requirements; 


9 – Transition Period Requirements; and 


10 – Operations Period Requirements. 


 


F. Section 22.3.11.1 of RFP 1824  is modified as follows (additions are in bold italics, 


deletions are stricken)  


22.3.11.1 The contractor agrees that in addition to all other rights set forth in this 


section  the State shall have a nonexclusive, royalty-free and irrevocable license 


to reproduce or otherwise use and authorize others to use all software, procedures, 
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files and other documentation comprising the identify appropriate Takeover 


project at any time during the period of the contract and thereafter. 


 


G. Section 17.1.3 of RFP 1824 has been stricken in its entirety (deletions are stricken).  


17.1.3  The following information may be utilized in determining whether an inverse 


preference applies pursuant to NRS 333.336: 


17.1.3.1  Is your firm a resident of Nevada or a resident of another state? 


17.1.3.2  If so, please list the state of residence. 


17.1.3.3  Does your resident state apply a preference, which is not afforded to bidders or 


vendors who are residents in the state of Nevada? 


 


H. Section 18.1.1.3-b, Page 5 of Attachment N of RFP 1824 is modified as follows 


(additions are in bold italics)  


18.1.1.3-b  Proposers must include all costs associated with operations and 


maintenance of the Nevada MMIS, including all personnel, overhead, profit, 


equipment usage, network communications, postage and other miscellaneous 


costs. 


 


I. Section 20.3.2.9, Tab VIII – Project Management Approach of RFP 1824  is modified as 


follows (additions are in bold italics, deletions are stricken)  


ICD-10 International Classification of Diseases. ICD-10 is used globally in 


anticipation of the most current version, however, the State expects the 


successful proposer will use the most current version. The International 


Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems 10th 


Revision (ICD-10) is a coding of diseases and signs, symptoms, 


abnormal findings, complaints, social circumstances and external 


causes of injury or diseases, as classified by the World Health 


Organization (WHO) International Classification of Diseases.   


 


DHCFP intends to request legislative approval to implement ICD-10. 


Upon approval DHCFP will initiate a separate contract with the 


awarded vendor.  The Takeover vendor may continue the use of ICD-9-


CM until such implementation.  
 


J. Section 16.3, Sources of Data of RFP 1824  is modified as follows (additions are in bold 


italics, deletions are stricken)  


16.3 SOURCES OF DATA 


Below is the approximate size of the sources of data to be included in the 


Warehouse. The sources have been ranked according to their relative order of 
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importance.  All MMIS d Data identified in 16.3.1 Medicaid Management 


Information System (MMIS) and 16.3.2 Encounters must be available to the 


agency in Phase One of this project.  
 


 


Questions and Responses to RFP: 
 


1. Section 4 MMIS Takeover Procurement Timeline, page 39.  We are very interested in 


submitting a responsible bid to the State of Nevada.  We understand the timeframes the 


state is under and don‘t want to frivolously add additional strain to those timeframes.  


However, we ask that the state provide a 4 week extension to the proposal submission 


date to allow the incumbent and non-incumbents alike the necessary time to submit 


responsible bids and provide the state with the most competition possible for this 


important procurement decision.  Without this extension, it will be very difficult to 


submit a proposal.  It would also be appreciated if your decision on this important item 


could be communicated to the bidder community as soon as possible. 


Please see Nevada MMIS Takeover Amendment #1 (1824A). 


 


2. General – Throughout the RFP, DHCFP makes reference to the takeover of the ―Core 


MMIS and existing peripheral systems and tools.‖  Aside from the Core MMIS, it 


appears that the other existing peripheral systems and tools are proprietary to the current 


vendor.  Please clarify exactly which components of the current ―peripheral systems and 


tools‖, if any, would be available for transfer to a non-incumbent vendor. 


Please see 2.3 Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment document within 


the Reference Library, for information regarding the Core MMIS and existing 


peripheral systems and tools, licensing, etc.  DHCFP anticipates that vendors may 


choose to replace existing peripheral tools/systems with MITA-aligned solutions.   


 


3. Section 2, pg. 14 - The definition of Budget Neutrality includes the statement ―[v]endors 


may propose additional savings as part of enhanced services but those savings must be 


guaranteed and must not negatively affect budget neutrality.  A portion of guaranteed 


savings may be moved to the operational budget as a savings offset.‖ Could the state 


please clarify the statement ―[a] portion of guaranteed savings may be moved to the 


operational budget as a savings offset‖?  


Vendor should propose solution. 


 


How would DHCFP determine the portion of savings that would be applied to the 


operational budget?  


Vendor should propose solution. 


 


By ―savings offset‖, does DHCFP imply this could be used to offset vendor‘s operational 


costs to attain budget neutrality?  
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Yes. 


 


4. Section 3.4, pg. 34 – Can DHCFP provide an overview of their plans to implement ICD-


10 and 5010 transactions?  Will this be in place before the new contractor implements the 


system or will it be an enhancement to be performed by the new vendor?  If the new 


vendor is responsible for the changes, will the enhancement system hours explained in 


RFP Section 10.2.2 be used to support these enhancement activities or will a different 


funding source be used?   


5010 and ICD-10 will be enhancements to the system after this contract has been 


awarded.  It will be a separate contract. 


 


5. Section 4, pg.39 – The current Procurement Timeline only allows for one Question and 


Answer period.  Given that the State‘s responses to questions usually generate additional 


clarification questions, would DHCFP consider either adding another round of questions 


and answers, or allowing the submission of questions up to the February 26 deadline, and 


DHCFP issuing answers to questions as they are received instead of issuing one set of 


answers on March 10? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this request.  This is the second of two Q&A’s related to 


this project.  The questions for the first were due on November 6, 2009 and the answers 


are currently in the Reference Library as 10.5 Pre-RFP Bidders Q&A – Corrected. 


 


6. Section 5.1.5, pg. 40 – Will DHCFP answer questions before the March 10, 2010 that are 


submitted before the Vendor Question Deadline to allow vendors to incorporate the 


responses into their proposals? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this request.  The Division is not able to respond to 


questions prior to March 10, 2010.  However, per Nevada MMIS Takeover 


Amendment #1 (1824A), the proposal opening date has been extended to April 29, 


2010. 


 


7. Section 6, pg.41 – In order for non-incumbent bidders to accurately size the EDI 


component of their solution, we need current volume information for several HIPAA 


transactions.  Please load the current volume information to the Reference Library for the 


following transactions: 


A. Member Eligibility (270/271) Batch and Real-time 


B. Claim Status (276/277) Batch and Real-time 


C. 278 Batch 


D. 829 Batch 


E. 834 Batch 
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a) 900,000/mo batch, b) none, c) none, d) none, e) 350,000/mo 


 


8. Section 6, pg.41 – In order for non-incumbent bidders to accurately size the IVR 


component of their solution, we need current volume information on traffic through the 


current IVR.  Please load the following IVR volume information to the Reference 


Library: 


 Monthly inbound calls to the IVR for the most current 12 months 


 Volume of calls that are completed within the IVR, vs. those that are 


directed to a live call center agent, for the most current 12 months 


IVR monthly inbound calls average: 31,920 


  Average calls connected live/mo:  497 


 


9. Section 8.6.2.8, pg. 57  – Regarding the requirement to establish and maintain a 


Requirements Traceability Matrix, this section indicates that the Requirements 


Traceability Matrix presented in the Reference Library will become the basis for this 


report.  It does not appear that this Matrix currently exists in the Reference Library.  Will 


DHCPF please load the document to the library? 


The Requirements Traceability Matrix will be created using the vendor completed 


Requirements Tables presented in the RFP as Attachments O, P, and Q.  Editable 


versions of these tables were provided as attachments to RFP No. 1824. 


 


10. Section 9.2.4.16, pg. 64 – This section indicates that DHCFP will transition state-owned 


property during the transition period to include office furniture, equipment, hardware and 


software to the new vendor.  In order for vendors to accurately develop their transition 


plan, it is necessary to understand exactly what state-owned property would be 


transferrable.  Also, given the budget-neutral requirement of the contract, it is critical for 


non-incumbent vendors to understand what items would be transitioned so duplicate costs 


for those items are not included in cost estimates.  Please provide a detailed listing of all 


state-owned items that would be considered for transition to the new vendor. 


The State does not possess an asset inventory list, however, should the incumbent 


contractor hold in its possession any state-owned property,  the State will coordinate 


the transition of state-owned property (i.e., office furniture, equipment, hardware and 


software), termination, or assumption of leases of MMIS hardware and software 


between the incumbent and new contractor. 


 


11. Section 9.3.5.2(D), pg. 67 – This section indicates that DHCFP will facilitate the transfer 


of ―all imaged document stored on digital imaging‖ from the current contractor.  In order 


to accurately size the electronic document management infrastructure, and determine the 


level of data conversion required, it is critical to understand the volume of data that will 


be transferred (number of megabytes, e.g.) and the format of the current data (.tif, .jpg, 


etc.). 
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The MMIS currently has 70 gigabytes (GB) of data on the Jobflow imaging server 


which is backed up onto tape. A complete full backup is done every week and end of 


month, with incremental backups daily. 


The 70GB varies as the server is cleaned up and data is moved off of the server and 


onto tape only.  At least 3 months worth of data is generally stored directly on the 


server, and anything older than that can be restored from tape if necessary.  


 


12. Section 11.4.1.5, pg. 89 – This section requires vendors to ―[e]mploy role-based security 


to the MMIS and DSS…‖.   Is role-based security currently deployed in the Core MMIS 


component?  If so, will the existing security definition be turned over to non-incumbent 


bidders?  If it does not exist today, given the budget-neutral requirement of the contract, 


will non-incumbent bidders be required to implement this functionality during the 


transition period? 


Role based security is currently deployed in the MMIS system.  The role definitions will 


be turned over to a non-incumbent awarded vendor. 


 


13. Section 11.5.4.6, pg. 93 – This section requires an annual test of the Business 


Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan.  So that bidders can accurately include the costs 


associated with this test, please provide detail on the scope of the annual test.  For 


example, does it include a hot-site recovery test of the Core MMIS component only, or 


does it include all or some of the Peripheral System Tools components as well? 


The bidder must propose a plan that tests all systems annually, including peripheral 


tools. 


 


14. Section 12.1, pg.99 – The General Operational Requirements section includes numerous 


technical requirements that all components of the MMIS must meet.  Please confirm that 


the Core MMIS components that will be transferred to a non-incumbent vendor currently 


meet the requirements in this section.  Given the budget-neutral requirement of the 


contract, it is critical for non-incumbent vendors to understand exactly what 


modifications, if any, will be required to the Core MMIS to meet these requirements. 


Please refer to RFP Section 10.2.2.1.  


 


15. Section 12.2.8.8, pg.108 –   In order for non-incumbent vendors to accurately scope the 


level of effort required to load the Change Management history and open tickets from the 


current vendor, we need the volume of data that must be loaded and the data format 


and/or the name of the tool used by the current vendor to manage Change requests. 


The current CM system uses less than 50 MB and has been developed by the 


incumbent on Remedy. 


 


16. Sections 12.3.1.4, pg.111 and 12.3.1.5, pg.112 – These requirements state that the 


Contractor must establish and equip training sites at the vendor‘s site and in Las Vegas.  


Given the budget neutral requirement of the contract, please confirm that bidders will be 


able to lease and equip training space in Las Vegas as needed to support training 
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activities, and it is not a requirement to establish and lease a fixed location in Las Vegas 


for the entire term of the contract. 


DHCFP is not requiring a permanent training site in Las Vegas.  Training space may 


be provided on an as-need basis, but must meet the training requirements specified in 


RFP Section 12.3. 


 


17. Section 12.7.15, pg.126 – Related to the Personal Care Services (PCS) Program, when 


does DHCFP anticipate loading the updated scope of work to the Reference Library? 


The draft scope of work has been placed in the Reference Library, please see 9.2 


Contract Amendment 22 – Draft.  Please be advised this is only a draft and has not yet 


been approved by the Board of Examiners. 


 
18. Sections 14.2.2.2, pg.131 and 21.4.2.3, pg.204 –  In this section, (and in the related 


section in the evaluation criteria [21.4.2.3.4], where Contractor‘s are to describe their 


approach to the hosting solution, there is a requirement (14.2.2.2) to ―[p]rovide a 


description of the vendor‘s approach to provider outreach and training.‖  This 


requirement seems out of context with the other requirements in section 14.2.2.   Should 


this requirement be deleted from this section? 


Please see Item B in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


19. Section 19.4, pg.183 – In the Financial section of the RFP, related to Hold Backs, it is not 


clear which invoices will be subject to the 10% hold back.  For example, the RFP states 


that the hold back pertains to ―cost related components presented in the RFP that are 


outside the budget neutral compensation model‖.   Does this mean that all non-budget 


neutral invoices throughout the life of the contract will be subject to the 10% hold back?  


Since non-incumbent bidders will have to amortize takeover costs over the life of the 


contract, it is very important to understand exactly which payments would be subject to 


hold back, and when the hold back would be released. 


Payment associated with any additional functionality beyond the current functionality 


of the DW, payment associated with the HIE solution, and any non budget-neutral 


invoice resulting from this procurement will be subject to the 10% holdback.   


 


20. Sections 20.1, pg 185 and 20.3.1.3, pg. 189 – In Section 20.3.1.3 there is a reference to a 


redacted copy of the proposal that is not noted in RFP Section 20.1 where the labeling for 


each volume is laid out.  Can DHCFP provide the labeling for the redacted version and 


the specifics to electronic versions required for the volume? 


Please see Item C in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


Any confidential technical or trade secret information must be within the Confidential 


Technical Proposal, as described in Section 20.5 of the RFP. 


 


21. Section 20.3.1.2-3, pg. 189 – In Section 20.3.1.2 we are told that no confidential 


information is to be included in the Technical proposal but in the confidential proposal 
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only.  Where the vendor has determined information to be confidential, does DHCFP 


expect the Technical proposal to contain a reference within the text that refers to the 


Confidential Technical information.  Is the Confidential Technical information 


considered in the page count provided in the different sections of the Technical proposal? 


See RFP Section 20.5.2.2 for cross-reference instructions.  Confidential Technical 


Proposal information will not be considered within the page count for corresponding 


sections of the Technical Proposal, but must meet the definition of Trade Secret or 


Confidential Information as described in Section 2 Acronyms/Definitions. 


 


22. Section 20.3.2.8, pg. 191-2 – DHCFP has limited the responses to the Tab VII Scope of 


Work to 80 pages.  In the review of RFP Sections 11-16, there are approximately 100 


pages of requirements provided in the RFP.       In order to adhere to  DHCFP‘s 


requirements that outline that ―Vendors must place their written response(s) immediately 


following the applicable RFP question, statement and/or section‖, does the State have an 


expectation that the responses to Section 11-16 relate to only certain requirements and 


that not each of these requirements must be responded to?  Can DHCFP clarify the 


requirements that are to be responded to in Tab VII? 


The page count limit for Tab VII Scope of Work has been expanded to 250 pages to 


support vendor responses. 


For Sections 12.5, 12.6, and 12.7 the Division expects proposers will provide responses 


in Tab VII that the proposer feels may not be adequately conveyed through the 


responses in the corresponding requirements tables (Tab XIII) 


 


23. Section 20.3.2.9, pg. 192 – RFP Sections 8, 9, and 10 include 37 pages of requirements 


to be responded to in Tab VIII.  This section is limited to 20 pages of response.  Can 


DHCFP clarify the requirements that are to be responded to in Tab VIII? 


The page count limit for Tab VIII, Project Management Approach has been expanded 


to 75 pages to support vendor responses. 


 


24. Section 20.3.2.13, pg 193 – RFP Section 17.6 outlines the requirements of the Resource 


Matrix as it relates to the Transition.  Please confirm that this reflects only the resources 


required to the Transition Phase and not Operations.   


RFP Sections 17.6 and 20.3.2.13 refer to both Transition and Operations Phase 


resources. 


 


25. Section 20.3.2.13, pg. 193 – Does DHCFP expect to have the operations staff included 


in the Resource Matrix to be provided in Tab XII? 


Please see response to Question 24. 


 


26. Section 21.3.2.4, pg. 200 and Tab XIII, pg 193 – Section 21.3.2.4 requires that the 


proposer state its intent to comply with all scope of work requirements‖.  Does DHCFP 
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expect an actual statement or be implied with the submission of the form itself in Tab 


XIII?   


Per RFP Section 21.3.2.4, intent is stated through completion of the Requirements 


Tables. 


 


27. Section 22.2.1.2[D], pg.210 – In the Contract Terms and Conditions section of the RFP, 


related to Background Checks on all contractor personnel, there is a list of items required 


for submission to the Department of Information Technology (DoIT).  One of these is a 


money order or certified check made payable to the Criminal History Repository in the 


amount of $51.25.  Please confirm that this is a one-time payment, and that the total 


payment is $51.25, not $51.25 multiplied by the number of contractor personnel. 


The fee of $51.25 noted in RFP Section 22.2.1.2.D is a one-time fee per person, and 


should be multiplied by the number of contractor personnel assigned to the project that 


will have access to live systems or personal health or any other confidential 


information. Please refer to NRS 239B, NRS 242.111 and State of Nevada Information 


Security Program Policy, 4.100000 Rev A (see 10.7, Information Security Program 


Policy, in Reference Library) for further details. 


 


28. Section 22.2.1.2[D], pg.210 – In the Contract Terms and Conditions section of the RFP, 


related to Background Checks on all contractor personnel, there is a list of items required 


for submission to the Department of Information Technology (DoIT).  One of these is a 


money order or certified check made payable to the Department of Information 


Technology in the amount of $20.00.  Please confirm that this is a one-time payment, and 


that the total payment is $20.00, not $20.00 multiplied by the number of contractor 


personnel. 


The fee of $20.00 noted in RFP Section 22.2.1.2.F is a one-time fee per person, and 


should be multiplied by the number of contractor personnel assigned to the project 


that will have access to live systems or personal health or any other confidential 


information. Please refer to NRS 239B, NRS 242.111 and State of Nevada Information 


Security Program Policy, 4.100000 Rev A (see 10.7, Information Security Program 


Policy, in Reference Library) for further details.   


 


29. Section 22.3.4.2.C, pg. 213  – This requirement indicates that the contractor‘s project 


management and fiscal agent operations space must be sized and provisioned for work 


activities of State staff involved in the project.  How many State staff, and what type of 


office configuration (private office, cubicle, etc.) will the contractor be required to house 


in their office space?  This information is necessary to ensure that the facility has been 


sized and costed appropriately. 


Vendors are to provide a minimum of 5 workspaces. Workspaces shall meet the 


requirements specified in RFP Section 22.3.4.  


 


30. Section 12.5.3.4, pg.300 – This requirement references an accounts receivable system 


that must be maintained by the Accounting Department.  Since this requirement is in the 
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Core MMIS requirements section, please confirm that the accounts receivable system is a 


component of the Core MMIS and will be transferred to non-incumbent bidders. 


This is in the MMIS functionality and will be transferred. 


 


31. Section 12.5.3.25, pg.304 – ―Automatically generate (paper or electronic) invoices to the 


specific carriers and/or providers...‖  Is this auto-generation a capability of the Core 


MMIS that will be transferred to non-incumbent bidders, or is this a function of the 


current TPL vendor? 


This is a requirement of the contractor which is currently being provided by a third 


party under contract to the incumbent contractor. 


 


32. Section 12.5.6.5, pg.317 – The requirement refers to performing reconciliation activities 


of the MMIS recipient file to eligibility files and/or required interfaces.  Is this 


reconciliation process an automated component of the Core MMIS that will be 


transferred to non-incumbent bidders?   


The reconciliation process is reporting only out of the MMIS and then any action 


required falls into the normal PDR/CM process. 


 


33. Section 12.5.7, pg.319 – This section itemizes the Core MMIS functionality related to the 


Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem.  Given that Attachment O is related to 


the Core MMIS that will be transferred to the new vendor, and we believe that the 


majority of the SURS functionality is provided by the DSS, it is unclear what 


functionality will be provided by the transferred MMIS and which functionality would 


have to be replaced in the new DSS.  Please clarify exactly which SURS functionality is 


provided by the Core MMIS that will be transferred to non-incumbent bidders. 


The SURS functionality described in Attachment O is part of the MMIS.  DSS 


requirements are included in Attachment P. 


 


34. Section 12.5.8.11, pg.326 – Regarding the requirement to send claim facsimiles to 


insurance companies when recoveries are initiated or insurance policy data is requested.  


Is this a function that is currently performed by the incumbent contractor, or by the TPL 


vendor? 


This activity is currently performed by the TPL vendor. 


 


35. Section 12.5.10.1, pg.332 – This requirement references a ―level of care information 


maintenance tool‖.  Since this requirement is in the Core MMIS requirements section, 


please confirm that the level of care information maintenance tool is a component of the 


Core MMIS and will be transferred to non-incumbent bidders.  If this is not the case, 


please provide the name of the tool currently used by the incumbent contractor. 


The Level of Care tool is in the Core MMIS. 
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36. Section 12.5.12, pg.338 – This section itemizes the Core MMIS functionality related to 


the Management and Administrative Reporting Subsystem.  Given that Attachment O is 


related to the Core MMIS that will be transferred to the new vendor, and we believe that 


the majority of the MAR functionality is provided by the DSS, it is unclear what 


functionality will be provided by the transferred MMIS and which functionality would 


have to be replaced in the new DSS.  Please clarify exactly which MAR functionality is 


provided by the Core MMIS that will be transferred to non-incumbent bidders. 


The MSRS functionality described in Attachment O is part of the MMIS.  DSS 


requirements are included in Attachment P. 


 


37. Section 12.6.3.2, pg.347– Please confirm if the current pharmacy system produces 


payments to providers directly, or if a payment file is sent to the MMIS and all payments 


generated from that system. 


 A payment file is sent to the MMIS and all payments are generated from that system. 


 


38. Section 12.6.3.4, pg.348 – Regarding the requirement to collaborate with the MMIS to 


process drug claims for Physician Administered Drugs.  We understand that the 


incumbent contractor developed an automated solution to identify potential duplicate 


claims transactions for physician administered drugs submitted to both the MMIS and the 


POS.  Will that solution be part of the Core MMIS that is transferred to a non-incumbent 


bidder? 


The duplicate check for physician administered drugs vs. retail pharmacy resides 


within the Point of Sale system not the CORE MMIS. 


 


39. Section 12.7.4.12, pg.405 – This requirement references a caller-selected option for a 


recipient to redirect eligibility inquiries to appropriate Eligibility Case Workers.  Please 


confirm that the call would need to be transferred to a State Eligibility Case Worker, not 


a member of the Fiscal Agent‘s staff. 


The caller-selected option in RFP Section 12.7.4.12 shall redirect recipients to a 


DHCFP Eligibility Case Worker.  Provider initiated eligibility inquiries shall be 


handled by IVR and/or FA Call Center staff. 


 


40. Attachment N – Since non-incumbent bidders will have to amortize all of their costs 


associated with takeover over the five years of operations, their costs presented on the 5-


Year Operations Pricing Worksheet will automatically be higher than those of the 


incumbent vendor.  The current structure of the pricing worksheets presents a clear cost 


competitive advantage for the incumbent contractor.   In order to remove this competitive 


advantage in the evaluation of the cost proposals, would DHCFP consider modifying the 


5-year Operations Pricing Worksheet to include a line item for non-incumbent vendors to 


identify the amount of takeover amortization being carried into the operations years?  


This amount could then be excluded during the cost evaluation for all vendors, thus 


leveling the playing field from a cost perspective. 
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DHCFP respectfully declines this request, the pricing worksheet will not be modified 


and no exclusions shall be made. The proposal must be cost neutral.  How it arrives at 


neutrality is not an issue. 


 


41. Attachment O – In Section 1.3, one of DHCFP‘s stated objectives is to exercise prudent 


cost containment efforts during the MMIS takeover procurement process, and that no 


enhancements to the Core MMIS would be required.  In Attachment O, which lists the 


Core MMIS Operational Requirements, there are several requirements that are noted as 


being applied to the Takeover, but are not part of the existing Nevada MMIS Fiscal 


Agent Account.  These requirements are marked as ―Potential Expanded Contractor 


Responsibility,‖ and some would require a modification or enhancement to the Core 


MMIS.  Since these requirements are marked ―Potential,‖ how are bidders to respond?  


Are non-incumbent bidders expected to include these expanded functional requirements 


in the budget-neutral component of the bid?  If so, please provide specific guidance on 


how these requirements are to be addressed so that all bidders include consistently in the 


proposal responses. 


The Division desires for optional responsibilities found in Attachments O, P, and Q, 


(marked in italics as "Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities") to be part of 


the takeover project and ongoing operations of the awarded vendor.  Vendors are 


encouraged to explain how they can address requirements other than the HIE and 


Data Warehouse expansion within the budget neutral cost model through efficiencies 


or cost savings in these or any other areas.  Optional responsibilities that can be 


incorporated within the cost neutrality model will become part of the resulting 


contract.   


 The Division may negotiate any of the expanded services with the awarded vendor, 


but makes no guarantee as to whether any or all of such expanded responsibilities will 


become part of the resulting contract. 


 


42. Section 17.2: References pp.160-162 and Attachment H. Reference Questionnaire, pp. 


253-257     Will one reference form per client suffice if we are serving as 


subcontractor on multiple bids?  


Yes; each primary vendor must clearly identify subcontractors to ensure all references 


are included during the evaluation process of their response. Please also see response 


to Question 234. 


 


43. Attachment O: Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.8 Third Party 


Liability    Question 1.2.5.8.3, pp. 325-326     Currently deductibles, co-pay, and 


threshold amounts are not being captured and entered in the MMIS as there are not fields 


to capture the data. Does the State anticipate maintaining current procedures and 


processes in the collection of TPL data? 


These fields are available in the current MMIS and DHCFP anticipates using them. 
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44. Question 1.2.5.8.4, p. 324   The State is interested in cost avoidance reports which 


capture the amount saved through cost avoidance. Does the State anticipate maintaining 


current reports? 


Reports must meet the requirements of RFP Section 12.5.8.4. 


 


45. Question 1.2.5.8.29, p. 329   Does this question refer to rebills to commercial insurance 


carriers? Carriers tend to refuse to comply with these short timelines and imposing these 


might be to the state‘s detriment. 


This question relates to all recovery projects where it is identified that other TPL is 


available (private insurance as well as Medicare).  The State is open to alternative 


timeframes as long as we are not fiscally compromised. 


 


46. Question 1.2.5.8.34, p. 329 


Can the state provide a definition and an example of a third party carrier invoice? 


On a monthly basis, letters are sent to insurance carriers that have been identified to 


have coverage available for a recipient for whom Medicaid paid as primary.  The letter 


instructs the provider on the regulations that allows for the pursuit of payment from 


the carrier and gives the carrier the necessary information to refund Medicaid.  A list 


of claims/recipients is also provided for the carrier's reference. 


Awarded vendor may propose letter/invoice format for DHCFP approval. 


 


47. Section 1.1 Strategic Vision For Nevada‘s MMIS, pg. 10 – As MITA is a strategic 


initiative and framework, thus each state‘s interpretation is inherently distinctive, please 


provide DHCFP‘s definition of the term ―MITA aligned,‖ including examples related 


specifically to what a ―MITA aligned tool‖ would be. 


Such tools would be in alignment with CMS’s initiatives, rules, and regulations 


regarding the most current Medicaid Information Technology Architecture. 


 


48. Section 8.3 Deliverable Submission and Review Process, pg. 50 – The RFP states that 


"once the detailed project plan is approved by DHCFP, the following sections detail the 


process for submission and review of deliverables during the life of the project/contract". 


Is the detailed project plan which, according to the RFP will be developed by working 


with the DHCFP, subject to this deliverable/review cycle or is this for all subsequent 


deliverables?   Do the sessions with the DHCFP to develop the plan count as the 15 day 


period or does the 15 day period apply to after the DHCFP and the vendor have worked 


collaboratively to develop the schedule? 


Yes;  


DHCFP’s review period will begin once a completed document has been delivered. 


 


49. Section 8.3 Deliverable Submission and Review Process, pg. 50 – Are summary 


documents required for recurring deliverables that essentially have the same content such 


as the Semi-Monthly Project Status Reports? The format for these will be approved prior 
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to the first report according to the RFP. (We understand that the sign-off sheets will be 


required). Also, is the contractor required to walk-through the status report deliverables 


prior to submission? 


Ongoing summary documents will not be required for recurring deliverables.  A 


summary document shall be required when initially determining the format and 


content of such deliverables; 


Yes. 


 


50. Section 8.3 Deliverable Submission and Review Process, item 8.3.3.3, pg. 51 – Indicates 


that the DHCFP has up to five working days to determine if a deliverable is complete and 


ready for review and that those days are part of DHCFP's total review time. However, the 


chart on page 49 indicates that the DHCFP has a total of five days for reviews of the 


written semi-monthly project status reports. How does the initial review time for these 


status reports fit into the DHCFP's total allotted timeframes?  Also, will the regular status 


report deliverables be subject to the same timeframes for contractor reviews, updates and 


meetings with the DHCFP to resolve any issues? 


DHCFP has a total of five working days to review or respond to project status reports. 


 


51. Section 8.4 Location Of Contract Functions, pg. 53 – To assist in the planning for 


retention of incumbent staff, please specify the number of incumbent personnel currently 


residing within the State of Nevada, their location(s), their roles and responsibilities, and 


their current annual/hourly remuneration and employer-based benefits.   


Please see 9.5 Incumbent Vendor Staffing Table in Reference Library. 


 


52. Section 8.6 Requirements Validation and Demonstration, pgs. 55 thru 57 – Does the 


DHCFP expect the successful vendor to provide requirements documentation for the 


current core MMIS functions (which as stated in the RFP, should not change over the 


transition period) or is this activity to document any new functions or changed functions 


(such as a new EDI approach, for example)?   


Requirements for all system components will be considered in the Requirements 


Validation and Demonstration phase. 


 


53. Section 8.6 Requirements Validation and Demonstration, item 8.6.2.8, pg. 57 – Indicates 


that the "Requirements Traceability Matrix presented in the Reference Library will 


become the basis for this report" yet we cannot locate this document in the library. There 


is a document called "Requirements Matrix" associated with the old RFP but we are not 


sure if this is the document in question since it does not provide any traceability. Can the 


DHCFP please provide this document or clarify this requirement? 


Please see response to Question 9. 


 


54. Section 9.2 Transition Planning, pg. 59 thru 64 – We believe that the staff knowledge of 


the incumbent is invaluable in conducting a transition. So that we can plan for visits (with 
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the DHCFP‘s and the incumbent's permission) at the incumbent's main operations site(s) 


during the transition period, can the DHCFP provide a brief summary of the locations of 


operations and the number/types of staff located at each location? We plan our visits to 


observe current processes and are extremely sensitive to not disrupting any day-to-day 


activities? 


First Health Services, 4300 Cox Rd, Glen Allen, VA 23060; First Health Services, 885 


Trademark Dr Ste 150, Reno, NV 89521.  For planning purposes, additional 


information about the incumbent’s operations locations may be requested by the State 


of the incumbent contractor and furnished to the new contractor subsequent to 


contract signature. 


 


55. Section 9.2 Transition Planning, item 9.2.1.13, pg. 61 – Provides for weekly status 


meetings during the transition period while 8.1.2.2 (page 47) discusses semi-monthly 


meetings. Can the DHCFP please clarify the requirements for status meetings throughout 


the entire period prior to the operations period? 


 RFP Section 8.1 applies to the Contract Start Up Period, while Section 9.2 applies to 


the Transition Period. 


 


56. Section 9.2 Transition Planning, item 9.2.3 Contractor Deliverables, pg. 63 – Indicates 


that weekly status reports are a deliverable while under the contract start-up period (page 


49), semi-monthly status reports are indicated. Should the entry in 9.2.3 be semi-


monthly?  And, if weekly status reports are required throughout the transition phase, what 


type of review time and deliverable submission status should be scheduled for those? 


Please see response to Question 55. 


 


57. Section 10.3 Turnover, item 10.3.1.2 Develop a System Requirements Document, pg. 81 


– The outgoing contractor is required to develop a System Turnover Plan that, among 


other items, provides an estimate of the number, types, and salaries of personnel required 


to perform the functions of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs. Although 


there is a high level fiscal agent organizational chart in the resource library, that chart 


does not specify the types of personnel used in the different positions. Can the DHCFP 


provide further information on the current types and numbers of resources required 


to fully support this contract? 


Please see 9.5 Incumbent Vendor Staffing Table in the Reference Library identifying 


FTEs according to the units they are assigned to. 


 


58. Section 17 Company Background and References, pg. 158 thru pg. 176 – The RFP‘s 


requirements limit the potential vendor pool to almost exclusively old guard Fiscal Agent 


vendors (e.g., §1.3.1.A, §1.3.2.C, §17.1.11, §17.2.1.1, §21.3.2.1, §21.4.2.2.E).  As such, 


how has DHCFP weighted evaluation criteria to address the risks to DHCFP should 


DHCFP contract with one of the multiple vendors in the eligible pool whose track record 


reflects a number of takeover and DDI projects that have extended timeframes and 


budgets? 
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Per Purchasing Division rules, DHCFP declines to release detailed evaluation criteria 


and weights.  See RFP Section 21 for information regarding the Proposal Evaluation 


and Award Process. 


 


59. Section 17 Company Background and References, pg. 158 thru pg. 176 – How has 


DHCFP appropriately weighted evaluation criteria to address the risks to DHCFP should 


DHCFP contract with a vendor whose current backlog of takeover and DDI projects have 


stretched the vendor‘s capacity? 


Please see response to Question 58. 


 


60. Section 17 Company Background and References, pg. 158 thru pg. 176 –How has 


DHCFP addressed mitigating the risks and costs associated with vendors who protest 


every losing bid? 


The rules regarding protest are found within NRS 333. 


 


61. Section 17.4 Vendor Staff Resumes, item 17.4.H, pg. 173 – This item references Section 


21.3.18, Key Personnel. However, there is no section 21.3.8 in the RFP. Please clarify the 


reference? 


The reference to Key Personnel in 17.4.H is incorrect, and should refer to RFP 


Section 22.3.18. 


 


62. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.1.3, pg. 189 – Specifies "Vendors 


who identify sections of the proposal as "trade secret" or "confidential" must submit one 


(1) redacted copy of the proposal. Since vendors are required to submit confidential 


volumes of both the technical and cost proposals, is a redacted copy still required? 


No.  Please see Item C in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


63. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.2.4.C, pg.190 – Indicates vendors 


must complete and submit Attachment A of the RFP with the technical proposal. 


However, no editable version of Attachment A was submitted with the RFP. Will 


DHCFP release an editable version of Attachment A for vendors to complete? 


Editable versions of the Attachments have been added to the Reference Library as 


Item 10.2. 


 


64. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.2.4.D, pg. 190 – Indicates vendors 


must complete and submit Attachment B1 of the RFP with the technical proposal. 


However, no editable version of Attachment B1 was submitted with the RFP. Will 


DHCFP release an editable version of Attachment B1 for vendors to complete? 


Editable versions of the Attachments have been added to the Reference Library as 


Item 10.2. 
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65. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.2.4.E, pg.190 – Indicates vendors 


must complete and submit attachments C1 and C2 of the RFP with the technical proposal. 


However, no editable versions of the attachments were submitted with the RFP. Will 


DHCFP release editable versions of Attachments C1 and C2 for vendors to complete? 


Editable versions of the Attachments have been added to the Reference Library as 


Item 10.2. 


 


66. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.2.8 Tab VII - Scope of Work 


(Instructions), pg.191 – The instructions indicate that the "Vendors must place their 


written response(s) immediately following the applicable RFP question, statement, 


and/or section and must be in a style/format that is easily distinguishable from RFP 


language". This instruction also indicates that the response for this section is limited to 


80 pages. Since the various topics the vendor must respond to in this section take over 80 


pages in the RFP we are unsure what RFP language the DHCFP would like us to include 


in the response and if the RFP language is included in the page count. We also have the 


same question regarding the instructions for the Project Management Approach on page 


192. 


Please see Items D and E in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


67. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.2.8, pg. 191- This item lists Training 


Requirements as Section 12.5. However, in the SOW, Section 12.3 is Training 


Requirements (12.5 is Core MMIS Component Requirements). Please clarify the order in 


which the sections should be listed. 


 Please see Item D in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


68. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.2.8, pg. 191 – Lists 12.3 as Change 


Management Activities and 12.4 as Maintenance Activities. However, in the SOW, these 


two sections are included under Section 12.2, Maintenance and Change Management and 


are not given separate sections. Please clarify the references listed in 20.3.2.8 as they do 


not match the references in the SOW. 


Please see Item D in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


69. Section 20.3 Part I – Technical Proposal, item 20.3.2.8, pg. 192 – Lists General 


Reporting Requirements as Section 12.6. However, in the SOW, Section 12.4 is General 


Reporting Requirements (12.6 is Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements). 


Please clarify the order in which the sections should be listed. 


 Please see Item D in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


70. Section 20.4 Part II – Cost Proposal, item 20.4.2.4, pg. 194 – Indicates vendors must 


complete and submit Attachment B2 of the RFP with the cost proposal. However, no 


editable version of Attachment B2 was submitted with the RFP. Will DHCFP release an 


editable version of Attachment B2 for vendors to complete? 
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Editable versions of the Attachments have been added to the Reference Library as 


Item 10.2. 


 


71. Section 21.2 Administrative Review of Proposals Received, item 21.2.1.C, pg. 198 – This 


requirement indicates vendors are required to include a completed and signed "Proposer 


Information Sheet" in the technical proposal. Requirement 20.3.2.4 indicates vendors are 


required to submit a "Vendor Information Sheet" (found on page 2 of the RFP). Please 


confirm that the proposer information sheet referenced in 21.2.1.C is or is not the same 


document referenced in 20.3.2.4. 


The Vendor Information Sheet referenced in RFP Section 20.3.2.4.A and the 


Proposer Information Sheet referenced in RFP Section 21.2.1.C are the same 


document, included on page 2 of the RFP. 


 


72. Section 1.3.1, pg. 12 – Is it the State‘s expectation that vendor payments will be delayed 


consistently for a 6-month period? Or would the 6-month delay be the occasional and 


maximum amount of time a vendor can expect payments to be delayed? 


No.  This requirement is intended to be a measure of your company’s financial 


stability, only. 


 


73. Section 3.3.1, pg. 33 – The RFP text states: ―Service reimbursement may be offered 


either through a fee-for-service model or under a managed care contract, or a 


combination of both.‖ What services/items would fall under the ―combination of both‖? 


These are managed care carve-outs.  Please refer to the Managed Care policy in the 


Nevada Medicaid Services Manual. 


 


74. Section 3.8.1, pg. 37 – Can you please name the senior officials who comprise the 


Steering Committee? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


75. Section 6.2, pg. 40 – What are the responses and cost estimates provided by the current 


Contractor for MMIS system change orders: requested, closed, in process, or pending? 


What descriptions can be supplied, beyond the short titles used in the PDR spreadsheet? 


Please see 9.8.2 Key Indicator Reports - IT in the Reference Library. 


 


76. Section 8.3.3.8.H, pg. 52 – To meet the requirement of clearly identifying changes in 


documents, will it suffice to submit revised documents in Microsoft Word with ―track 


changes‖ turned on to identify changes that have been made? If not, what is the State‘s 


preferred way to meet this requirement? 


Yes.  The “track changes” feature in MS Word is an acceptable tool for documenting 


changes to draft deliverables. 
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77. Section 8.4.2.1, pg. 54 – How will DHCFP quantify ―reasonable portion‖? Can the 


Contractor locate all the standalone development activities outside the continent? What 


kind of governance / oversight does DHCFP expect? What expectations does DHCFP 


hold for the frequency of reporting and status reviews on such development tasks? 


The bidder will need to propose a solution. 


 


78. Section 8.5.2.3.B, pg. 55 – What is DHCFP‘s email and calendaring system? What 


network technology is used today to meet this requirement e.g. Secure Browser (SSL) / 


Mail Client Encryption / VPN / Private Encrypted Line? 


Email and calendaring system: MS Exchange Server and MS Outlook client. 


Network Technology: TLS Connection between the FA and DHCFP.   


 


79. Section 8.6.2.1, pg. 56 – What is the availability of State staff to attend scheduled 


Requirements Development sessions (assuming a 10-day notice)? Is any additional 


coordination required, or are there any limits to state availability for a reasonable number 


of sessions? 


It will be up to the contractor to work with the DHCFP to schedule sessions. 


 


80. Sections 10.1.1.1.C to 10.1.1.1.D, pg. 78 – For the takeover component of the Core 


MMIS, exclusive of changes made by the winning Contractor, what amount of rewrite to 


existing manuals and operations procedures is expected? 


Level of rewrite to existing manuals and operations procedures will be mutually agreed 


upon between DHCFP and the awarded vendor.  


 


81. Section 10.2, pg. 78 – What are the current known/open defects in the system? 


Please see the Reference Library – 2.2.1 PDRs. 


 


82. Section 10.2, pg. 78 – What is the normal backlog of documented change requests on file 


at any given time? 


An example can be developed from the PDR records listed in the Reference Library at 


2.2.1 PDRs. 


 


83. Sections 11.4.1.8 to 11.4.1.9, pgs. 89 to 90 – Does the incumbent hardware and software 


meet the requirements of this section to maintain HIPAA-required audit trails? If not, 


please identify areas where the requirements are not being met today. 


Please refer to RFP Section 10.2.2.1.  


 


84. Section 12.1.1.4, pg. 99 – What are the current forms and quantities of forms distributed? 


This is a general operational requirement.  Forms may vary by business area and may 


vary over time.   
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85.  Sections 12.1.1.8 to 12.1.1.11, pgs. 100 to 101 – Does the incumbent system meet all the 


requirements of this section for navigation and user interface? If not, please identify areas 


where the requirements are not being met today. 


Please refer to RFP Section 10.2.2.1.  


 


86. Section 12.1.1.19 to 12.1.1.20, pg. 102 – What media type(s) are the current archives 


stored on? How much data is currently archived? How far back do the present archives 


go? For how long must archives be maintained? 


a) No archives exist, data is backed up and is in storage 


b) See response (a), above. 


c) 6 years online;  


d) Forever. 


 


87. Section 12.1.1.21, pg. 102 – What standard of accuracy is the Contractor required to 


ensure? How does the State determine this level of performance? 


DHCFP hopes 100% accuracy is the goal for the Contractor and will entertain 


proposals for setting, monitoring, and determining these performance measurements. 


 


88. Section 12.1.1.22, pgs. 102 to 103 – Is the Contractor responsible for the cost of 


maintaining external data interface lines? 


Please refer to the Reference Library 2.4.1 System Interfaces.  


 


89. Section 12.1.1.23, pg. 103 – Are these response times currently being met by the 


incumbent Contractor? 


It is DHCFP’s belief that the system currently meets the response times described in 


the RFP.   


 


90. Section 12.1.1.23, pg. 103 – How many MIPS are currently utilized to maintain this 


required response time? 


Up to 400 MIPS is required to maintain the response times. 


 


91. Section 12.1.3.1 to 12.1.3.2, pg. 104 – Section 12.1.3.1 requires that MMIS and 


supporting components for Nevada Medicaid and Check Up must operate 24x7, with a 


limited maintenance window. Section 12.1.3.2 requires upgrades to be made outside of 


normal working hours. What constitutes an acceptable ―limited maintenance window‖ for 


the 24x7 environment? Are the 24x7 components to remain fully available if maintenance 


/ upgrades are being performed during these windows? How will availability be defined 


and measured? 


Maintenance timing and resulting system availability will be agreed upon between 


DHCFP and the awarded vendor. 
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92. Section 12.1.3.3, pg. 105 – What is the State‘s definition of a remote workstation? 


For the purpose of response time testing, a remote workstation is identified as a 


computer that can access vendor software, but does not operate on the vendor's 


network; system should be remote from the FHS server sending the data and 


approximate DHCFP end user experience. 


 


93. Section 12.1.3.3, pg. 105 – To fulfill the Contractor‘s responsibility to provide response 


time monitoring and reporting, from what point(s) on the network will the Contractor 


take their response time measurements? 


DHCFP will accept proposals from bidders, including processes and tools to be used. 


 


94. Section 12.2, pg. 105 – How many programmers are currently required to maintain the 


MMIS, exclusive of the 41,600 hour annual pool? 


Please refer to 5.5 Fiscal Agent Organizational Chart in the Reference Library. 


 


95. Section 12.2.2.10, pg. 106 – When was the MMIS last certified? 


2005. 


 


96. Section 12.2.8.1, pg 108 – What is the current Change Management process executed by 


the current Contractor? 


Please see Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 21. 


 


97. Section 12.2.8.8, pg. 108 – What is the current volume of Change Management tickets, 


open and historical? At the time library document ―2.2.1 PDRs Oct 6, 2009‖ was created, 


did it contain record of all open and historical Change Requests? If not, where can the 


other tickets be found? 


Please see 2.2.1, PDRs, in the Reference Library.  This captures a reasonable 


representation of open and historical Change Management requests. 


 


98. Section 12.3.1.4, pg. 111 – What is the geographical intent of the Las Vegas training 


center? 


Las Vegas is 454 miles from Reno.  Commuting that distance for training is not an 


option.  


 


99. Section 12.3.1.4, pg. 111 – Is the Las Vegas training center required to be permanent, or 


can temporary space be obtained as needed? 


Please see response to Question 16. 


 


100. Section 12.4.1.4, pg. 113 – What are all the different types of electronic report formats? 
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Currently, text reports, PDF’s, Excel (xls and csv), HTML, Word documents and TIFF 


images are supported in FirstDARS. 


 


101. Section 12.4.1.5, pg. 113 – How much storage is currently required to support online 


access and report retrieval? 


Medstat server:  2,772 GB 


FirstDARS:  800 GB (Reports from MMIS, Letters, Images, and Reports from 


Thomson Reuters are stored here.) 


 


102. Section 12.4.1.5, pg. 113 – Is online reporting subject to response time measurements? If 


so, what are the required standards? 


Please refer to RFP Section 12.1.3 for assistance. 


 


103. Section 12.5.2, pg. 115 – What are the current electronic methods of claim entry? 


Payor Path. 


 


104. Section 12.5.2, pg. 115 – How many paper claims are received annually? 


Approximately 80% of all claims are received electronically. Please see 9.8.1 Key 


Indicator Reports – Claims, in the Reference Library. 


 


105.  Section 12.5.6, pgs. 116-117 – What are the specifications for the identification cards? 


This information shall be provided to the awarded vendor. 


 


106. Section 12.5.6, pg. 117 – Who currently performs the Recipient Appeals function? With 


what number and type of staff? What is the rate of overturn on appeal? 


DHCFP currently handles recipient appeals. 


 


107. Section 12.6.2, pg. 119 – Is the clinical claims editor tool a public domain tool / 


application or a commercial licensed tool / application? 


It’s a commercially licensed solution, Claim Check. 


 


108. Section 12.6.2, pg. 119 – Does the State currently use a clinical rules engine? If so, who 


provides this? What opportunities for improvement does the State perceive? 


Please see response to Question 107. 


 


109. Section 12.6.2, pg. 119 – What edits are currently used in Clinical Claims Editing? On 


what standards and criteria are they based? How much of this is automated currently? 


How much is done manually and/or reviewed by clinicians? 


These are done automatically with no intervention.  Policy decisions are enforced via 


edits.  The claims editor is invoked where policy does not apply. 
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110. Section 12.6.4, pg. 119 – Is there a current formulary? What is the list of specialty 


pharmacy pharmaceuticals? 


The current Preferred Drug List is located at: 


https://nevada.fhsc.com/providers/rx/PDL.asp 


 


111. Section 12.6.4, pg. 119 – What type of analysis and clinical review are performed for 


Pharmacy Claims Processing? Who currently does this? 


a) The safety and efficacy of drugs, cost analysis and policy are considered; b) The 


incumbent vendor’s PharmD.  


 


112. Section 12.6.4, pg. 120 – Who is currently on the Pharmacy and Therapeutics 


Committee? What are the Committee‘s duties? How active has it been? 


Please see Reference Library items 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 12 and 9.7 


Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee Bylaws. 


 


113. Section 12.6.4, pg. 120 – Who is currently on the Drug Use Review Board? What are its 


duties? How active has it been? 


Please see Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 12. 


 


114. Section 12.7.3, pg.123 – What long-term care and/or SNP programs does the State 


support? 


Skilled Nursing Facility, Intermediate Care Facility, and Intermediate Care Facility 


for the Mentally Retarded. 


 


115. Section 12.7.4, pg. 123 – What IVR hardware and software is currently used? Does the 


State own that hardware? The software? 


The hardware and software are owned by the Fiscal Agent. 


 


116. Section 12.7.12, pg. 125 – Who performs the Prior Authorization function now? With 


what number and type of staff? What utilization and cost numbers are available by level 


of care, provider, etc? What current reports or samples are available? 


The Prior Authorization function is performed by licensed clinical staff pertinent to the 


subject.  Additional information is available in 5.5 Fiscal Agent Organizational Chart 


in the Reference Library.  Please also see 10.8.1 Key Indicator Reports – HCM in the 


Reference Library.  


 


117. Section 12.7.13, pg.126 – Who performs the Utilization Management function now? 


With what number and type of staff? What utilization and cost numbers are available by 


level of care, provider, etc? What current reports or samples are available? 
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The UM function is performed by licensed clinical staff pertinent to the subject. 


Additional information is available in 5.5 Fiscal Agent Organizational Chart in the 


Reference Library.  Please also see 10.8.1 Key Indicator Reports – HCM in the 


Reference Library. 


 


118. Section 12.7.13, pg.126 – What Utilization Management or Review of Radiology 


services does the State currently perform? 


This UM activity is currently performed by HCM. 


 


119. Section 13.2, pg. 128 – Will the HIE require participants to exchange data within the new 


5010 / ICD-10 claims standards? 


Data exchange will be based on ONC data transmission requirements, and will be 


required for ICD-9, ICD-10, and future formats. 


 


120. Section 13.2, pg. 128 – Given MITA was designed for MMIS rather than HIEs, are there 


specific elements or architectural principals of MITA that are to be minimally address by 


the HIE solution? 


Vendors must be able to address how these will be complied with. 


 


121. Section 13.2, pg. 128 – Is the State open to alternative cost/pricing options in regards to 


the HIE business model? 


DHCFP will consider alternative cost/pricing options. 


 


122. Section 13.2, pg. 128 – Will the State require hospitals, physicians and other stakeholders 


to communicate administrative, financial and clinical data exchange via the HIE? 


This will be determined by the Blue Ribbon Committee. 


 


123. Section 15, pg.133 – What are the State‘s current disease management programs, if any? 


Who operates them? How effectively? What proven savings have been achieved? What 


improvements in outcome have been measured? 


Please see response to Question 132. DHCFP utilizes a disease management vendor to 


operate the program. There have been no proven savings at this point. Improvement in 


outcomes has not yet occurred for most measurements.   


 


124. Section 15, pg.133 – What additional services does the State seek beyond what it has 


now? 


With regard to the Health Education and Care Coordination optional provision, 


DHCFP looks to experienced vendors to either implement the program components as 


described in RFP section 15, or propose other creative solutions that will achieve the 


same objectives and goals. 
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125. Section 15, pg.133 – What are the State‘s current plans and their status for medical 


homes in Nevada? 


DHCFP is open to proposals for medical homes in Nevada. 


 


126. Section 15, pg.133 – Who currently does this program? What do they provide? What 


results has it produced? 


This is an optional program not yet established.  The vendors may propose their 


solution.  See Section 15 of the RFP. 


 


127. Section 15.1, pg. 133 – What reports are available that review current vendor 


performance and satisfaction? 


This is an optional program not yet established.  The vendors may propose their 


solution.  See Section 15 of the RFP. 


 


128. Section 15.1.3, pg. 134 – What differences are there in services provided in Managed 


Care vs. Fee-For-Service? 


See Nevada Medicaid Services Manual at 


http://dhcfp.state.nv.us/MSM%20Table%20of%20Contents.htm?Accept 


At a minimum, Managed Care must provide FFS levels or greater. 


 


129. Section 15.2.1, pg. 135 – How many recipients are assigned to each Level of Care: I, II, 


and III? 


Recipients currently are not assigned to Levels of Care. Bidders will propose 


mechanisms for stratifying recipients into appropriate Levels of Care. Please refer to 


Section 15 of RFP 1824 in its entirety, as well as 9.1 Aid Codes & Demographics 


document in the Reference Library.  


 


130. Section 15.2.1, pg. 135 – How are recipients identified now? 


Recipients currently are not assigned to Levels of Care. Vendors will propose 


mechanisms for stratifying recipients into appropriate Levels of Care. DHCFP’s 


current disease management program utilizes their proprietary CDPS stratification tool 


to identify specific high utilizing recipients. These are Aged, Blind, and Disabled 


(ABD) recipients and recipients between the ages of 3 and 21 who are in need of 


behavioral health services and would most benefit from care coordination and case 


management services.  


 


131. Section 15.2.1, pg. 135 – What data will be available to identify recipients? 


Claims and demographic data will be available to identify recipients. 


 


132. Section 15.2.1, pg. 135 – How are Level III recipients identified and managed currently? 



http://dhcfp.state.nv.us/MSM%20Table%20of%20Contents.htm?Accept
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Recipients currently are not assigned to Levels of Care. However, DHCFP’s current 


disease management program utilizes their proprietary CDPS stratification tool to 


identify specific high utilizing recipients in two different groups. The first are Aged, 


Blind, and Disabled (ABD) recipients. The second group is recipients between the ages 


of 3 and 21 who are in need of behavioral health services and would most benefit from 


care coordination and case management services. The vendor manages the care of 


these recipients by coordinating care, working with community providers, directing 


recipients to appropriate referrals, educating recipients on relevant health issues, and 


assisting in discharge planning. The current disease management contract expires on 


June 30, 2010. DHCFP has the option to renew the contract at that time. 


 


133. Section 15.2.1, pg. 135 – What is the list of chronic conditions and diagnoses which the 


State wants the Contractor to focus on? What have these been in the past? Is behavioral 


health included (since it is patients with co-morbidities that often generate the most 


costs)? 


Vendors will propose mechanisms for identifying recipients and/or diagnoses that the 


vendor should focus on to improve health outcomes and reduce expenditures. 


DHCFP’s current disease management program utilizes their proprietary CDPS 


stratification tool to identify specific high utilizing recipients in the ABD and 


children’s behavioral health categories. Behavioral health should be included as one 


component in this stratification process. 


 


134. Section 15.4.2.3, pg. 137 – Is the required sentence exempt from the 6
th


 grade level 


calculation requirement? 


Yes. That sentence is exempt. 


 


135. Section 15.4.3, pg. 137 – What are the licensing/degree/credential requirements for staff 


working with recipients in the Resource Center? 


At a minimum, the Resource Center needs to be staffed by LPNs (Licensed Practical 


Nurses) and social workers who are licensed to practice in the State of Nevada. 


DHCFP encourages vendors to hire RNs (Registered Nurses) and LCSWs (Licensed 


Clinical Social Workers), as well. 


 


136. Section 15.8.2, pg. 141 – What samples are available of current QA reporting? PQI‘s? 


HEDIS? Key indicator reporting? 


This reporting is not currently performed.  Please propose. 


 


137. Section 16.3, pg. 153 – What clinical data are to be captured? Clinical protocols? 


Integrated clinical data by member and provider? 


Please propose.  DHCFP desires all sources of data. 


 


138. Section 16.3.9, pg. 155 – Are the 25,00-30,000 enrollees in the Nevada Health Check 


(SCHIP) program included in the 170,000-190,000 enrollees referenced in 16.3.1 Page 
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154, or are they a partially overlapping population, or are they totally distinct? Are 


Utilization Management services provided on these enrollees? If so, how many? 


SCHIP recipients are not eligible for Medicaid services which is where UM is provided. 


 


139. Section 17.1.1.3, pg. 158 – Which services require licenses to operate or provide the 


service in Nevada? 


See Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 8, Attachment AA. 


 


140. Section 17.4, pg. 173 – Which of the 10 positions listed in items 17.3 does the State 


require to be named in the proposal, with resumes completed? 


At a minimum, Vendors must name key personnel for required positions listed in the 


RFP.  Resumes are required for all named personnel. 


 


141. Section 17.4.H, pg. 173 – Section 17.4.H refers to section ―21.3.18, Key Personnel.‖ 


Section 21.3.18 appears to be missing from the RFP. What is the content of this missing 


section? 


The reference to 21.3.18 is incorrect, see RFP Section 22.3.18.  


 


142. Section 17.10, pg. 177 – What is the compliance percentage on metrics by the current 


Fiscal Agent; how are these currently measured and dealt with? 


Vendor should propose metrics. 


 


143. Section 18.1.1.2.a, pg.178 – The Contractor will be reimbursed for operations according 


to the formulas in the calculation methodology shown in the Reference Library, using the 


actual value of the variables including FFS caseloads, the CPI and other variables as 


noted. Will costs change based on volume? 


Please refer to Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 21. 


 


144. Section 19.1.7.2, pg. 182 – What was last year‘s volume of non-reimbursable claims 


(mass adjustments, etc.)? 


18,393. 


 


145. Section 19.1.7.4, pg. 182 – What is the current payment rate for processing capitations 


and encounter claims (shadow claims)? 


Processing fees for capitation claims and encounter claims are not currently being 


paid.   


 


146. Section 19.1.7.4, pg. 182 – Please clarify how encounter claims are to be paid. The 


statement at this line item indicates they are paid ―outside of the claims rate for fee-for-


service claims.‖ 


DHCFP does not understand the question. 
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147. Section 19.1.7.4, pg. 182 – Are claims paid to Medicaid Managed Care organizations 


counted as fee-for-service or capitation? 


Capitation. 


 


148. Section 19.5, pg. 183 – Please confirm that the DW and HIE are outside the budget 


neutral model and subject to the 10% holdback. Are there any other items outside this 


model that are subject to this holdback? 


Payment associated with any additional functionality beyond the current functionality 


of the DW, payment associated with the expansion of the HIE solution beyond the 


requirements, and any non budget-neutral invoice resulting from this procurement 


will be subject to the 10% holdback.   


 


149. Section 20.1.3, pg. 185 – What is the deadline, if any, by which the State will 


communicate its final determination of which sections will require hardcopy responses, 


as opposed to electronic media? 


Please review RFP Section 20, in its entirety.   


 


150. Section 20.1.8, pg. 187 – For the CD copy of the proposal, what file format(s) are 


preferred? Are PDFs of all materials acceptable? 


PDFs are an acceptable format. 


 


151. Section 20.1.8, pg. 187 – For the CD copy of the proposal, what are the specific 


transmittal requirements, similar to how RFP clauses 20.1.4/5/6/7 define the requirements 


for the hardcopy versions? 


CD submission requirements are specified in RFP Section 20.1.8. 


 


152. Section 22.3.11.1, pg. 217 – The sentence appears to have had unintended text for the 


final 14 words, italicized here: ―…files and other documentation comprising the identify 


appropriate project at any time during the period of the contract and thereafter.‖ What is 


the State‘s desired text for this paragraph? 


Please see Item F in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


153. Section 22.3.11.1, pg. 217 – Regarding Intellectual Property Rights, what does the State 


consider ―work for hire‖ vs. services-based? What does the State consider the property of 


the State? Typical State ownership would include all documentation and NV-specific 


procedures, database information (to assist in the transition) and all historical collected 


data and collateral materials submitted to the vendor that have not been purged or deleted 


per the RFP, but not the hardware, software, intellectual knowledge or infrastructure 


required to operate the complete system. 


DHCFP maintains that vendors must agree to and comply with the requirements listed 


in RFP Section 22.3.11. In addition, all bidders are charged with presumptive 
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knowledge of, and must comply with, CMS federal regulations associated with 


operating a federally funded, certified MMIS, including but not limited to 45 CFR 


95.617. 


 


154. Attachment O, Sections 12.5.2 to 12.5.12, pgs. 286 to 342 – Does the current system as 


operated by the incumbent fully meet all items in the Requirements Table (qualifying for 


Vendor Compliance Code ‗a‘), excluding those identified by the State as ―Potential 


Expanded Contractor Responsibilities‖? If not, please identify those requirements not 


met by the current system. 


Please refer to RFP Section 10.2.2.1 


 


155. Section 12.6.3.1, pg. 347 – Is there an EDI requirement for check processing? Will 


pharmacy check processing require synchronization with the financial/medical claims 


systems? Does the State require access to the on-line Pharmacy Point of Sale system? 


All payments to providers are EFT or printed/mailed, and are processed through 


MMIS.  EDI is preferred.  Yes, the DHCFP does require access to the online Pharmacy 


POS system. 


 


156. Section 12.6.3.38, pg. 352 – Is it acceptable to provide ProDUR criteria to the State as an 


exported file, but to not provide this access through the ―Drug File‖? 


Yes. 


 


157. Section12.6.3.42, pg. 353 – Is it acceptable for the Vendor to update and process the 


Drug File on the State‘s behalf? 


Yes. 


 


158. Section 12.6.4.14, pg. 358 – Does the State consider itself the owner of the supplemental 


rebate unit data, including pricing? Has it been confirmed with the current rebate vendor 


that historical claims data, including the historical supplemental rebate unit price 


information, will be shared with the winning, successor vendor for collections/dispute 


resolution if the successful vendor agrees to hold said information confidential? 


Volumetric data is owned by DHCFP, pricing data is proprietary. 


 


159. Section 12.6.4.23, pg. 360 – Please provide the DUR meeting schedule for 2011 and 


2012. 


Requested meeting schedules are not available. 


 


160. Section 12.6.4.33, page 361 – Can you provide the Pharmaceutical and Therapeutics 


Committee meeting schedule? Are Annual Drug Class Reviews completed on a periodic 


schedule? If yes, can you provide the schedule of these reviews? 


Committee meets quarterly.  Requested meeting and review schedules are not available.  
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161. General – It is our understanding that the current MMIS uses utilities from Nexio that are 


invoked from Endevor processors to manage the translation parameters and DB2 binds 


within the application life cycle.  Since these utilities are not listed in the ―Current 


Nevada MMIS and Agency Computing Environment‖ document in the Reference 


Library, please confirm that non-incumbent bidders will need to include costs for 


licensing these utilities. 


The tool being used is Endevor Change Manager.  The awarded vendor will need to 


secure licenses to use this product. 


 


162. Section 2, pg. 19 – In the Acronym/Definition section, please confirm that the correct 


definition of ―HEDIS‖ is Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set. 


Yes. 


 


163. Section 3.4 [B], pg. 34 – What is the approximate number and scope of the Legislative 


requests that are received during a typical monthly, quarterly, or yearly period?  How are 


the requests for information fulfilled?  What source(s) of data are utilized?  What tools 


are utilized? 


Nevada Legislature meets biennially for 120 days, PDRs vary vastly by session. 


 


164. Section 3.4. [E], pg. 34 – What alternate pharmacy reimbursement methodology is being 


analyzed?  When is the pharmacy reimbursement methodology expected to be 


implemented? What are the implications of this change that would affect the takeover 


project?  


DHCFP is currently considering a change to WAC or AAC pricing to take effect in 


July 2011. 


 


165. Section 3.6, pg. 36 – Are the T1 line with encryption and others connections described 


here supplied by the DHCFP? 


T1 provided by Fiscal Agent, encryption by FA/DHCFP. 


 


166. Section 6, pg. 41 – In the Reference Library, DHCFP provided a ―Pre-RFP Bidders 


Questions and Answers Document‖ on January 7, 2010.  The response to question 12 


indicates that there is an average of 1,175,918 average monthly claims adjustments, 


28,592 of which are actual adjustments, 1,109,137 are replacements and 38,188 are 


voids.  When compared to total claims processing statistics provided by DHCFP it 


appears that all claims are adjusted.  Is this correct?  Are the adjustment numbers 


provided in the Reference Library average annual volumes instead of monthly? 


Out of 1,175,918 monthly claims, 28,592 were adjusted, 38,188 were voided, and the 


remaining 1,109,137 were originals or replacements. 


 


167. Section 9.1.2.1, pg. 59 – Section states that DHCFP must accept all revisions to the 


Systems and User Documentation.  Is the Nevada MMIS Systems and User 
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Documentation currently up-to-date, reflective of the core MMIS?  If not, please describe 


the deficiencies in the current documentation. Will DHCFP allow the new vendor to use 


the pool of programming hours (Section 10.2.2.3) to correct the deficiencies in the 


documentation?  


It is the belief of DHCFP that deficiencies exist.  The pool of programming hours are 


not intended for this purpose. 


 


168. Section 9.3.5, pg. 67 – In order for non-incumbent vendors to correctly scope and cost the 


effort to takeover the Core-MMIS, specific information related to the system and its 


configuration is required.  While much information has already been provided in the 


Reference Library, the following information is still needed.  Please add the following 


information to the Reference Library: 


 


 All available system documentation including but not limited to the General 


System Design Document (GSD) and Detailed System Design Document (DSD) 


 Detailed physical network topology showing all devices, by model and 


configuration 


 Switch vendor connections, by switch vendor with specifications  


 CICS setup and definitions. This includes items such as Program Control Table 


Entries (PCT), Program Property Table Entries (PPT), File control Table Entries 


(FCT), and any other CICS properties unique to the operation 


 CICS (mainframe) detailed listings of the CICS System Definition CSD) files for 


each CICS region 


 Application domain architecture definition showing all application components 


(with versions), including 3rd party software, custom code, middleware, O/S and 


other infrastructure software 


 Security architecture definition showing all LDAP, identity management, access 


management, and security related components 


 Scheduling system documentation, indicating the order of jobs running in a given 


cycle (e.g. adjudication, payment year-end, etc) and their predecessor and 


successor jobs 


 DDL for all databases 


 Table size reports 


 DB2 table and index structures 


 Data Dictionary 


 CICS transaction volume (daily and 12 month trend) 


 Switch vendor volume 


 Web page volumes 


 Batch processing volumes 


Available information has been posted to the Reference Library. 


 


169. Section 10.2.1.4, pg 79 –Does the State have additional onsite support outside of the 1 


FTE required here, today for SURS and DSS?  Please confirm that it is the State‘s intent 
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in the new contract to have only 1 FTE to support DSS/SUR/MAR/Ad-Hoc reporting 


activities?  


Currently met by 1 FTE.  Vendor should propose an appropriate staffing level.  If a 


Data Warehouse is implemented, different staffing levels should be proposed. 


 


170. Section 10.2.1.4, p.79 – Please provide the current weekly number of ad hoc PBM 


queries performed by the PBM position referenced in this requirement. 


The average number of queries performed for DHCFP is 0 – 2 per week 


 


171. Section 10.2.2.1, pg. 79 – Will the new vendor be allowed to use the pool of 


programming hours for costs (Section 10.2.2.3) associated with resolving defects that 


existed in the baseline system or operations? Please confirm how the new vendor will be 


reimbursed for these costs.  


Please refer to RFP Section 10.2 for information on how emergency support will be 


addressed and reimbursed.  


With regard to resolving defects that existed in the baseline system or operations, per 


RFP Section 10.2.2.1, “…While DHCFP may request that the awarded vendor resolve 


all system defects identified by DHCFP, the awarded vendor will not be held 


responsible for costs associated with resolving defects that existed in the baseline 


system or operations of the Nevada MMIS prior to the take over…”  


 Please refer to Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 21, for current 


change management reimbursement methodology. 


 


172. Section 11.5.2.1[A.1], pg. 92 – In regard to budget neutrality, please confirm that the 


incumbent vendor currently has designed the mainframe solution, and has an agreement 


with the current data center hosting vendor to support resumption of the Core-MMIS at 


an alternate facility within 48 hours.  Legacy, tape backup-based mainframe systems will 


usually require more than 48 hours to recover in an alternate facility.  If the current 


solution is not already configured to meet this requirement, a non-incumbent vendor will 


be required to modify the architecture in the hosting and backup facilities which would 


generate additional costs that would be difficult to absorb given the budget neutrality 


requirement.  As such, if the current solution is not configured to meet this requirement, 


we respectfully request the recovery time for this requirement be changed to 72 hours.  


In the event of a disaster, the vendor is expected to meet the disaster recovery time 


listed in the RFP.  For testing, the time needed to recover tapes is not currently 


included. 


 


173. Section 11.6.1, pg. 93 – Can the State offer an explanation of their thinking with regards 


to a CMS certification process?  Why do you believe that ―Following the transition of the 


Nevada MMIS, the Vendor will be required to demonstrate to CMS ….that Nevada‘s 


MMIS continues to meet CMS‘ MMIS certification requirements.‖?  Later in Section 


11.6.1 you indicate: ―DHCFP anticipates that CMS will conduct a limited review of the 
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MMIS‖.  Generally speaking, CMS does not perform a re-review of an MMIS following 


the takeover of the MMIS from an incumbent by a subsequent vendor.  While there could 


be an argument calling for a review of a replacement DSS/DW, the effort associated with 


a certification process for other components of the MMIS would not seem appropriate.   


As the State knows, a CMS Certification process is a labor and other resource intensive 


process.  Because of the potential enormity of the effort, it would be advisable for the 


State to consider informing the vendor community of the scope to which the State wishes 


the vendors to respond.  Drawing a boundary around the DSS/DW might be a prudent 


step with variations to that being proposed after the scope of the effort is known by the 


State.  Reverse the two above questions. 


CMS has indicated to DHCFP that a limited review of the MMIS will occur following 


the takeover.  CMS has not provided to DHCFP a detailed account of the intended 


scope of their review and expectations, at this point in the procurement process.  


DHCFP anticipates that CMS will be forthcoming with that information once a 


vendor is selected. 


 


174. Section 11.6, pg.  93- 98 – If DHCFP determines that CMS Certification is required, 


which CMS Certification requirements and checklists will the Core MMIS and its 


Peripherals be held to for this Takeover?  


 MECT 2007 Checklists 


 Old CMS Checklists prior to MECT 


 


If an old CMS Checklists, please provide a copy of the checklists that will be used. 


CMS has not confirmed what checklist will be used during their limited certification 


review.  DHCFP believes the MECT checklist provided to CMS for review in 


December 2009, may be used.  Please see 10.1 MECT checklists in the Reference 


Library. 


 


175. Section 12.1.1.8, p.101 – The RFP states that ―The use of GUI access must be 


standardized throughout the MMIS and system components.‖  Please explain the intent of 


―standardized‖ in this requirement.  Since vendors may be proposing new systems to 


replace peripheral systems, please explain the GUI standards that new systems must 


follow.  


RFP Section 12.1.1.8 describes DHCFPs intent for ensuring a user interface that is 


consistent throughout the MMIS and components.  In terms of peripheral systems that 


may be replaced, it would be difficult for DHCFP to expand on specific expectations 


for GUI standards at this time, in the absence of knowing the solution that is being 


proposed.  DHCFP does anticipate however, that vendors may choose to replace 


existing peripheral tools/systems with more technologically savvy, MITA-aligned 


solutions and therefore have some level of confidence that those solutions will likely 


possess the user interface attributes described in RFP Section 12.1.1.8. 
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176. Section 12.1.1.10, pg. 101 –  The last sentence in this requirement ―[t]he user should be 


able to navigate to any component of the system without the need to enter additional user 


identification‖ seems to infer a requirement for single sign-on for all applications (Core 


MMIS and Peripheral Systems) that make up the Nevada MMIS.  Does the current 


solution provide this capability?  That is, can an authorized user log in to the MMIS, and 


access the POS, DSS, etc. components without having to enter additional credentials?  If 


so, how is this accomplished today? (i.e., through a Citrix environment, or a true single 


sign on portal.) 


The current system does not have a single sign on.  The vendor may propose a 


solution.  


 


177. Section 12.1.3.3, p.105 – This section lists required response times.  


 Record search time – does the current Core MMIS hardware/software 


configuration meet this requirement? 


 Record Retrieval Time – does the current Core MMIS hardware/software 


configuration meet this requirement? 


 Screen Edit Time – does the current Core MMIS hardware/software configuration 


meet this requirement? 


 New Screen/Page Time – does the current Core MMIS hardware/software 


configuration meet this requirement? 


 Print Initiation Time – does the current Core MMIS hardware/software 


configuration meet this requirement? 


 It is DHCFP’s belief that the system currently meets the response times described in 


the RFP.   


 


178. Section 12.3.1.4, pg. 111 – Is the State requiring that a permanent training site be 


maintained in Las Vegas?  Would the State accept rental of appropriately sized and 


equipped training space on an as-needed basis instead of a permanent training site in Las 


Vegas? 


Please see response to Question 16. 


 


179. Section 12.4, pg. 113 – The State‘s answer to question 08 of the Pre-RFP bidder‘s 


Questions and Answers stated that there were 2,679 reports generated in SFY 09. The 


Impacted Reports Inventory provided in the Reference Library (January 7, 2010 section 


6.2) shows only 677. Please clarify the number of reports currently being generated. 


Please provide an inventory of all reports containing report number, name, description, 


frequency and which system (DSS, MMIS, MAR, SURS, Etc.) currently generates the 


report. 


The Impacted Reports Inventory list refers to reports impacted by NCPDP D.0 


Implementation.  DHCFP will supply the requested report information to the awarded 


vendor.  
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180. Section 12.4 pg 113 – Will the report specifications/definitions/documentation for all 


reports being generated out of the current systems be made available to the successful 


vendor?  Will the current vendor(s) be responsible for the documentation being up to 


date? 


Yes, report specifications/definitions/documentation will be provided to the awarded 


vendor. 


 


181. Section 12.4.3, pg. 115 – If vendors are proposing new systems to replace the 


incumbent‘s POS, rebate, and retro DUR systems, will the vendors be required to 


produce existing reports?  If yes, please provide a list, description, and sample of the 


reports required for these functions. Or, can vendors propose standard reports produced 


by the new systems? 


Awarded vendor is expected to provide reports functionally equal to current reports. 


 


182. Section 12.4.3, pg. 115 – Please provide a list of the standard reports that the MMIS 


produces and that are required to be produced under the new contract. 


DHCFP will supply the requested report information to the awarded vendor. 


 


183. Sections 12.5-12.7, pg. 115-127 – In the majority of the requirements outlined in 


Sections 12.5-12.7 the RFP references Attachments O, P and Q and Section 7.3 that 


outlines the instructions to complete the tables in the Attachments.  Does DHCFP expect 


that each of the requirements in Sections 12.5-12.7 be responded to individually or that 


each of the requirements in the Tables that are more specific be responded to even if 


those are coded as CODE (a) COMPLY?   


The bidder must apply a code to each requirement however, whether the bidder wishes 


to elaborate by providing a comment in the response column is up to the bidder.  Per 


table instructions, responses are optional for items marked (a). 


 


184. Sections 12.5-12.7, pg.115-127 –  Since the responses to Sections 12.5-12.7 are also 


outlined in Attachments O, P, and Q, and Tab VII is page limited, does DHCFP expect 


responses to these Sections or should the vendors use the Tables in Attachments O, P, 


and Q to more completely respond to these requirements?   


Bidders may use the tables in attachments O, P, and Q, to provide detailed responses. 


For RFP Sections 12.5, 12.6, and 12.7 the Division expects proposers will provide 


responses in Tab VII that the proposer feels may not be adequately conveyed through 


the responses in the corresponding requirements tables (Tab XIII) 


 


185. Section 12.5.12, pg.118 – Please provide a list of reports with a description of each report 


that the State defines as a MAR report. 


Please see response to Question 182. 
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186. Section 12.6.4, pg. 120 – Will the vendor be responsible for expenses related to the P&T 


or DUR Board meetings such as facility expenses or fees, stipends, etc for attendees? 


Vendor will be responsible for facility expenses and meeting materials. 


 


187. Sections 12.7.12, 12.7.13 and 12.7.15, pg. 125-126 – After reviewing materials in the 


Reference Library, we were able to determine case volume for Care Management 


activities for 2007.  In order for non-incumbent vendors to accurately equate the level of 


staffing required, it is critical to have current (2009) volume and average time-per-case 


information.  Please provide 2009 volumes for all prior authorization and utilization 


management services that are expected to be provided under this contract, not limited to, 


but including: 


 Pre-certification, concurrent and retrospective reviews for inpatient services 


 Pre-certification, concurrent and retrospective reviews for outpatient services 


 ICFMR 


 PCA 


 LOC (Home) 


 PASRR I (Home) 


 PASRR II (Home) 


 COR 


 Ocular 


 Audiology 


 ADHC 


 BH Rehab 


Please see 9.5 Incumbent Vendor Staffing Table in the Reference Library. 


 


188. Section 12.7.12, 13, pg, 125-126 – Prior Authorization is listed as a strategy under 


Utilization Management in Section 12.7.13.  Please explain the distinction between Prior 


Authorization and Utilization Management services in this RFP and what services should 


be described within each section?   


PA is a tool used for UM controls. 


 


189. Section 12.7.12, pg. 125 – What automated Prior Authorization elements exist within the 


takeover system? Which Prior Authorization or Utilization Management elements need 


Web access for providers? 


There are not currently automated PA elements.  Provider access is currently provided 


by OPAS, which is proprietary and not part of the MMIS. 


 


190. Section 12.7.10, pg. 125 - In order for non-incumbent bidders to adequately scope and 


cost the takeover or replacement of the current EDI solution it is critical that more 


information on the current solution be provided.  Please provide documentation on the 


current EDI process for both batch and real time HIPAA electronic transactions, and 


documentation on the current business process followed to support test transactions for 


new submitters.  
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Please see 10.3 User Manual – HIPAA Compliant Transactions in the Reference 


Library. 


 


191. Section 12.7.15, pg. 126 –Are we correct in assuming that the required support activities 


associated with the PCS program are currently provided by the incumbent vendor as well 


as WIN and DAS case workers?  If so, please explain what a WIN and DAS case worker 


is and by whom these case workers are employed.  Is it expected that the new MMIS 


vendor will be required to perform the duties formerly performed by the WIN and DAS 


case workers? 


WIN and DAS case workers are DHHS staff. 


 


192. Section 13, pg. 128 – How many Electronic Medical Record (EMR) systems are utilized 


by hospitals and by physician practices in use in Nevada and how many are expected to 


be connected initially to the Medicaid HIE?  How many regional RHIOs/Regional HIEs 


are expected to connect to the Medicaid HIE?    Is the new MMIS vendor responsible for 


the development of the integration with each of these different EMR products? 


Nevada is currently in a planning phase for HIE, so this information is not currently 


available. 


 


193. Section 13, pg. 128 – What is the expectation related to the exchange of data between the 


Medicaid HIE and Nevada‘ Medicaid Managed Care Plans? 


Vendor may propose a solution as a part of the HIE expansion 


 


194. Section 13, pg. 128 – What State databases, other than the MMIS and SCHIP claims data 


are expected to be connected to the Medicaid HIE? 


Please see response to Question 192. 


 


195. Section 13, pg. 128 – Are there Telehealth or Rural Health HIE requirements? 


Please see response to Question 192. 


 


196. Section 13, pg. 128 – Is DHCFP‘s expectation that the Medicaid HIE will be the 


Statewide HIE or that it will only exchange data with the Statewide HIE? 


Initially, DHCFP is looking to utilize an HIE solution for Medicaid and SCHIP 


sharing claims data and Centers for Health Information Analytics data with 


Electronic Medical Record systems of select Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 


providers. However, the system must be scalable to allow for additional uses by 


providers and other agencies and organizations as well as potentially serve as the 


standard platform for health information exchange within Nevada DHHS. Expansive 


use of the HIE in the future is dependent upon State and Federal funding as well as 


priorities established by DHCFP, Nevada DHHS, and the State of Nevada. 
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197. Section 13, pg. 128 – Is DHCFP expecting the Medicaid HIE to provide MMIS 


laboratory or vital sign information to edit and/or assist in adjudicating a claim? 


Please see response to Question 192. 


 


198. Section 13, pg. 128 – Is there an expectation that the Medicaid HIE will exchange more 


than just SCHIP and Medicaid claims data (e.g., labs, images, documents, progress 


notes)? 


Please see response to Question 192. 


 


199. Section 13, pg. 128 – What are DHCFP‘s expectations with respect to reporting, outcome 


and ROI metrics?  Does DHCFP wish to augment the HIE with clinical decision support 


and population health management tools? 


Please see response to Question 192. 


 


200. Section 13, pg. 128 – Is there a requirement to integrate a Personal Health Record with 


the Medicaid HIE? 


This is not a requirement in Phase I. 


 


201. Section 13, pg. 128 – What are the specific goals of the Medicaid HIE program (e.g., 


consolidation of patient health data/connectivity of disparate systems, population health 


management)? 


Vendor may propose options. 


 


202. Section 13, pg. 128 – Please provide copies of the State‘s ARRA grant applications (e.g., 


State HIE, regional extension center).  


See http://dhhs.nv.gov/Hit_TaskForce.htm 


 


203. Section 13.1, pg. 128 – Will the DHCFP define the scope of the EMR systems which will 


be selected for initial sharing of claims data?  Will DHCFP define the Centers for Health 


Information Analytics? 


See http://dhhs.nv.gov/Hit_TaskForce.htm, DHCFP will adopt ONC’s definitions. 


 


204. Section 15.1, pg. 133 – Section 15.1.1 states that ―The vendor‘s proposal will have to 


demonstrate how these medical savings will be achieved and what percentage of savings 


the vendor would like to be reimbursed for?‖  


Please elaborate on this statement. Is this percentage of savings the sole fee structure for 


the program or a bonus opportunity?   Please specify how a vendor is to propose a 


cost savings share when the pricing sheet only provides one annual not-to-exceed 


amount? 


DHCFP wishes not to state a specific medical cost savings share model which 


proposers must utilize.  DHCFP expects experienced bidders to propose a program 



http://dhhs.nv.gov/Hit_TaskForce.htm

http://dhhs.nv.gov/Hit_TaskForce.htm
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and cost savings model that they have achieved success with in other states.  Please 


refer to RFP section 18.2, for guidance on where to include cost savings information 


in your cost proposal. 


 


205. Section 15.1.1, pg. 133 –  Regarding the budget neutral requirement as it relates to the 


optional Health Education and Care Coordination requirements: 


 Is there a previous budgeted amount to cover the cost for the requirements in this 


section? 


 If not, will DHCFP consider a scoring methodology for alternative program 


designs that eliminate some of the more expensive requirements, so that vendors 


can design a more cost-effective model without penalty?    


a) No; b) Cost-neutrality will be scored in proposals as presented. 


  


206. Section 15.1.1, pg. 133 – In Section 15.1.1 the RFP states that ―Vendors must either 


implement the program components as described in this section or propose other creative 


solutions that will achieve the same objectives and goals.‖ Will a vendor who submits a 


creative response be able to attain maximum points in this section? 


DHCFP is looking for the best program solution for Nevada.  A good, sound solution 


will improve scoring opportunities. 


 


207. Sections 15.1.1, pg. 133; 15.1.2, pg. 133; 15.4.5.2, pg. 139 – The Stanford Chronic 


Disease Self-management Program is referenced as being a model that the State of 


Nevada prefers.  The Stanford example reports a cost saving ratio of 1:4 that was 


achieved by saving hospital days, outpatient visits and hospitalizations.  Yet, in Section 


15.1.2, the population for the vendor is limited to Level II recipients who are not 


currently experiencing increased utilization in the areas of emergency room and inpatient 


hospital utilization.  Furthermore, Level II individuals are defined as‖ recipients with 


chronic diagnoses who are at moderate risk for future hospitalization and/or emergency 


room utilization‖.  


a. Please describe what preferred methodology should be used to capture savings as 


a result of improving functionality and health status for Level II recipients and 


avoiding costly care if inpatient and emergency room utilization are not 


characteristics of this Level II population. 


b. Can DHCFP describe their preferences and assumptions regarding how the 


vendor should quantify savings from a wellness program focused on improving 


functionality and health status for Level II recipients?   


c. For DHCFP to realize the most dramatic savings, a vendor would need to choose 


recipients from both Level II and Level III of the population to impact a reduction 


in expensive health care such as inpatient and emergency room visits?  Is DHCFP 


willing to broaden the population to include recipients from both Level II and 


Level III? 


a) Vendors will propose a specific methodology for capturing and quantifying savings.  


b) Vendors will propose a specific methodology for capturing and quantifying savings. 
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c) This section of the RFP is limited to Level II recipients. However, vendors can 


submit an optional proposal that is separate from the Level II component detailing 


how they would work with Level III recipients, what savings would be produced, 


and how much DHCFP would be billed.  


 


208. Sections 15.1.1, pg. 133; 15.1.2, pg. 133 – Chronic Disease Management savings, such as 


those attributed to the Stanford program, are usually calculated on avoided hospital 


inpatient stays and ER visits that could be interpreted many different ways. Outcomes 


need to be objective since there would be no concrete way to say that interventions really 


prevented an IP or ER visit.   


 If the vendor is responsible to provide a cost savings solution, how will DHCFP 


effectively compare solutions understanding the complexities of cost savings 


analysis in order to fairly score two vendors‘ solutions?  


 Will the State consider removing this requirement from scoring since it is optional 


and not easily scored OR will the state release your scoring methodology?  


 Will the State consider allowing bidders to propose a solution, with fixed pricing 


and postpone savings calculations/determination to be reviewed during contract 


negotiation? 


a) The vendor will utilize nationally recognized IP and ER quality measures to see if 


interventions have reduced IP and ER utilizations. A reasonability analysis will 


also be conducted by RFP evaluators, including most of the Chiefs within DHCFP, 


when scoring vendor’s proposed solutions. 


b) DHCFP will not exclude requirements associated with RFP section 15.  Per 


Purchasing Division rules, DHCFP declines to release detailed evaluation criteria 


and weights.  See RFP Section 21 for information regarding the Proposal 


Evaluation and Award Process. 


c) DHCFP will not allow bidders to postpone savings calculations. 


 


209. Section 15.1.1, pg. 133; Section 15.1.2, pg. 133; Section 15.2, pg. 134 – It is critical to 


establish a foundation of understanding regarding the interactions between Level II and 


Level III vendors and the coordination of the populations they manage.  Several key 


questions arise regarding the stratification and categorization of each recipient, and 


attributing the savings related to those recipients. Specific questions include: 


a. If two identification processes exist because there are two vendors, how will the 


categorization of Level II and Level III recipients be coordinated?   


b. Who will decide the point at which a recipient moves from one level to another?  


How will this be coordinated?   


c. If a recipient changes levels, how will the savings calculations by the two vendors 


be calculated?  


 Also, please describe how recipients in Level III are managed?  Who is managing them?   


a) Level III vendors will take precedence in categorizing recipients. However, both 


vendors will be required to use the same nationally recognized tool and 


methodology to categorize recipients. Although this section of the RFP is limited to 


Level II recipients, vendors can submit an optional proposal that is separate from 
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the Level II component detailing how they would work with Level III recipients, as 


well. 


b) Vendors will propose mechanisms for stratifying recipients into appropriate Levels 


of Care, including developing a process for moving recipients into different Levels 


of Care, as needed. DHCFP and the vendor will decide how this is coordinated.  


c) Savings calculations will be based on the date of the change. Although this section 


of the RFP is limited to Level II recipients, vendors can submit an optional 


proposal that is separate from the Level II component detailing how they would 


work with Level III recipients, as well. 


d) DHCFP’s current disease management program utilizes their proprietary CDPS 


stratification tool to identify specific high utilizing recipients in two different 


groups. The first are ABD recipients. The second group is recipients between the 


ages of 3 and 21 who are in need of behavioral health services and would most 


benefit from care coordination and case management services. The vendor 


manages the care of these recipients by coordinating care, working with community 


providers, directing recipients to appropriate referrals, educating recipients on 


relevant health issues, and assisting in discharge planning.  


 


210. Section 15.2.1, pg. 135 – Can the DHCFP provide approximations of the sizes of the 


populations in each of the stratified Levels of Care? 


Vendors will propose mechanisms for stratifying recipients into appropriate Levels of 


Care. Level II recipients will most likely be identified after first identifying Level III 


recipients. Most of the Level III recipients will probably be ABD recipients, but it will 


not necessarily be limited to just them. Please refer to Section 15 of RFP 1824 in its 


entirety, as well as 9.1 Aid Codes & Demographics document in the Reference Library. 


 


211. Section 15.3, pg. 136 – Will DHCFP provide the number and size of each of the 


populations that face cultural competence challenges within the populations they serve? 


Please refer to 9.1 Aid Codes & Demographics document in the Reference Library for 


information on the race and ethnicity of current Nevada Medicaid fee-for-service 


recipients. 


 


212. Section 15.4.1.1, pg. 136 – Will the State provide a listing of the prevalent non-English 


languages in its particular geographic service area? 


DHCFP has determined that Spanish is the prevalent non-English language. .  Please 


refer to 9.1 Aid Codes & Demographics document in the Reference Library for 


information on the race and ethnicity of current Nevada Medicaid fee-for-service 


recipients. 


 


213. Section 15.4.2.1, pg. 136-137 – Is there a time specification for completion of the initial 


assessment of Level II recipients?  Is an assumption that the initial assessment of Level II 
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would be performed over a reasonable period of time, and not all simultaneously, with a 


resultant requirement to reach all Level II recipients by phone within 5 days accurate?   


Vendors will propose a detailed time line for completing the initial assessment of Level 


II recipients.  


 


214. Section 15.4.2.1, pg. 136-137 – Where a Level II recipient can‘t be reached by phone 


during the five days, or they do not have a phone, can the requirement be fulfilled 


through the letter notification stipulated in 15.4.2.2? 


 The vendor must make a good-faith effort to contact the recipient by telephone. If the 


vendor has been provided with an incorrect phone number, then the vendor must make 


a good faith effort to secure an accurate phone number by, at a minimum, looking in 


phone directories and contacting last known providers. If that is unsuccessful, then a 


letter will fulfill the contract requirement.  


 


215. Section 15.4.3.1.A, pg.137 – The State requires that persons identified as Level II be 


contacted within five (5) days to inform them of available services:   


Does initial contact require a telephonic contact or will a mailing suffice? If 


telephonic contact is required: 


Does the State provide phone numbers in the eligibility record?   


What percentage of phone numbers on the eligibility record is valid?  


What does the State recommend as a course of action if we do not have phone 


numbers?  


Does the state allow for a ramp-up period at the beginning of the program when a 


large number of recipients are identified?  


Does a contact attempt meet the contact requirement?   


 The vendor must make a good-faith effort to contact the recipient by telephone. If the 


vendor has been provided with an incorrect phone number, then the vendor must make 


a good faith effort to secure an accurate phone number by, at a minimum, looking in 


phone directories and contacting last known providers. If that is unsuccessful, then a 


letter will fulfill the contract requirement.  


The eligibility files contain a recipient’s last known phone number. An exact 


percentage of valid phone numbers in the eligibility files is not known. Nonetheless, it 


could be expected that roughly 50% to 75% of the phone numbers are valid. 


Yes, DHCFP does allow for a ramp-up period at the beginning of the program. 


Vendors will propose a detailed time line for this ramp-up period.  


A contact attempt does not meet the contract requirement unless the vendor has taken 


and documented the steps as outlined above. A letter must always be sent to the 


recipients within the stated timeframe.  


 


216. Section 15.4.3.2, pg. 138 – Please define regular business hours. 
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Regular business hours are defined as Monday through Friday, 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 


P.M., excluding State-recognized holidays, unless otherwise modified by policy or 


statute.  


 


217. Section 15.4.3.3, pg. 138 – Does the Resource Directory exist?  Who creates and updates 


this?  What is the vendor‘s role in maintaining the resource directory? 


There are existing resources that the vendor could utilize to serve as their Resource 


Directory. For example, Nevada 2-1-1 has an online resource directory that could be 


used as part of the vendor’s resource directory. The vendor could also create their own 


Resource Directory. The vendor must demonstrate which Resource Directories they 


will use and ensure content meets the requirements of the contract. If using another 


organization’s directory, the vendor must describe their backup plan if that Resource 


Directory is no longer available. If the vendor develops their own resource directory, 


the vendor must ensure the content meets the requirements of the contract and describe 


a plan to keep the directory up to date. 


 


218. Section 15.4.5.3, pg. 139 – Please describe the budget that the State will make available 


for incentives?  Are incentives currently in place for Level III recipients?  Please 


describe. 


Given the current budget constraints, no additional funds will be allocated for 


incentives in this procurement. In a better economic environment, DHCFP would 


certainly consider reimbursing for incentive programs. Instead, the vendor is tasked 


with developing creative mechanisms to incentivize recipients to participate in the 


program.  


 


219. Section 15.5, pg. 140 – Is provider outreach an expectation of the current program for 


Level III recipients?  Will this cause duplication in outreach efforts to providers?  How 


do you expect providers will react to potentially duplicative outreach? 


There is not currently a program just for Level III recipients. The current disease 


management contract does work with high-utilizing ABD recipients and they are 


required to perform provider outreach. The vendors working with each level must 


coordinate their outreach efforts to avoid duplication. Bidders may include a separate 


proposal for working with Level III recipients. The current disease management 


contract expires on June 30, 2010. DHCFP has the option to renew the contract at that 


time. 


 


220. Section 15.8.2., pg. 142 – Are the quality measures listed in section 15.8.2. currently 


being used today?  Is the State using any other measurements outside of those listed in 


15.8.2?  Is the State looking at implementing any additional measures outside of 15.8.2 


prior to the takeover or after? 


The 3 HEDIS measures listed in the RFP section 15.8.2. are currently being used 


today. However, the Preventive Quality Indicators are not currently being used. For the 


State’s managed care program (TANF/CHAP and SCHIP), DHCFP requires 


additional HEDIS and CAHPs measures.  The State reserves the right to add 
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additional measures after the contract begins, such as those related to over and under 


utilization and provider and member satisfaction surveys.  DHCFP would implement 


these additional measures either through a contract amendment or by a request to the 


vendor to provide ad-hoc report(s). Also, see the response to Question 377.  Please refer 


to Section 15 of RFP 1824 in its entirety, as well as 9.1 Aid Codes & Demographics 


document in the Reference Library. 


 


221. Section 15.10.4.2, pg. 147 – Would DHCFP explain what is meant by this statement and 


what it intends have occur within 10 days of the service start date? 


All deliverables related to the Health Education and Care Coordination Optional 


Provision must be submitted to DHCFP at least 10 days prior to the service start date. 


This will allow DHCFP time to identify and notify the vendor of any modifications 


needed prior to the service start date.  


 


222. Section 16, pgs 151-157 – Given that non-incumbent bidders will be required to replace 


the current DSS solution, it would be more cost effective if the DSS provided under the 


budget neutral component of the contract address several of the requirements included in 


the expanded Data Warehouse outlined in this section(16).   For example, by nature of 


implementing a replacement solution, a new vendor would address several of the 


deficiencies of the current solution identified by DHCFP in section 16.2.   Since the Data 


Warehouse solution described in Section 16 would be compensated separately and 


external to the budget-neutral compensation model, will bidders be allowed to place costs 


of their base solution, that directly address requirements in Section 16, in the optional 


Data Warehouse Cost Schedule (18.1.1.5)?  If so, how would these costs be covered 


should DHCFP decide not to accept and implement the optional Data Warehouse 


component?    


Vendors must describe their “base” DSS solution being proposed under the budget 


neutral solution.  Vendors may also propose a replacement DSS for which the State 


would pay for added functionality.  Should vendors propose an alternative DSS, the 


state expects that vendor costs for the base system will be moved to the replacement 


solution.  DHCFP will accept the proposed alternative solution at their sole option. 


 


223. Section 16.2.7, pg. 153 – Is the strategic vision that is referenced in this requirement a 


vision which is outlined in detail in another document and is it available for review 


currently? 


The Data Warehouse is intended to be Phase One of a multiple phase project that will 


result in an enterprise-level Data Warehouse utilized by the entire DHHS. It is 


important that the platform on which Phase One is built is scalable to allow for future 


growth of data streams internal to DHCFP and to all other DHHS agencies. Future 


phases are intended to allow other DHHS agencies to house their data in the DHCFP 


Warehouse, report on it and share data, where appropriate, with other agencies, as 


well as provide additional functionality to DHCFP. 
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224. Section 16.3.1, pg. 153 – Will all sources of data other than the MMIS data (16.3.1 


Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS)) be added to the DW following the 


Phase One activities?  In other words, are the data sources articulated at 16.3.2 through 


16.3.12 not required to be added to the data warehouse in Phases subsequent to Phase 


One? 


Please see Item J in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


DHCFP looks to experienced bidders to propose the best approach for incorporating 


data sources into the DW in a manner that is timely and in the best interest in 


supporting Nevada Medicaid business.    


 


225. Section 16.3.1, pg. 153 – Will DHCFP specify the number of years of data that will be 


stored for each of the sources of data? 


Data should be live for 72 months (6 years), and then stored indefinitely. 


 


226. Section 16.3.4, p.153 – This section states that the pharmacy claims adjudication volume 


is 1.3 million claims per year.  However, the Pre-RFP Bidder‘s Questions and Answers 


Document published by the State on 1/7/2010 states that the pharmacy claims volume is 


3,016,452 annually. Which number is correct? Does the number include denied claims? 


The POS System has averaged 159,072 paid claims over the past three months (ending 


February 28, 2010) and 293,587 Total Claims over the past three months, including 


Paid, Void, and Denied Claims (ending February 28, 2010). 


 


227. Section 16.3.4, p.153 – For retrospective review; please provide the number of patient 


profiles that the contractor is required to review under the new contract. 


Please see RFP Section 16.3.4. 


 


228. Section 16.3.4, p.153 – Please provide the average annual number of paper pharmacy 


claims. 


Paper pharmacy claims are used rarely, if ever. 


 


229. Section 16.3.6, pg 155 – Can DHCFP define the expected size of this database at the time 


that it will be added to the DW? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this response.  Information will be supplied to awarded 


vendor. 


 


230. Section 16.3.7, pg 155 – Can DHCFP define the expected size of these sources at the 


time that they will be added to the DW? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this response.  Information will be supplied to awarded 


vendor. 
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231. Section 17.1.1.3, pg. 158 – This section cautions that some services may contain 


licensing requirements(s).  Please confirm that all required licensing requirements are 


specifically stated in the relevant sections of this RFP.  


Businesses are required to be appropriately licensed according to jurisdiction and their 


business structure. 


 


232. Section 17.1.3.1, pg. 158 – How is corporate residence determined? 


Please see Item G in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


233. Section 17.5.1.2 A, pg. 173 – What is meant by ―relevant contractual arrangements?‖  


Can you please give an example? 


Please refer back to RFP Section 17.5.1.2.A. 


 


234. Section 17.5.1.5, pg. 174 – In a situation where the prime contractor and a subcontractor 


have worked together on a previous engagement, and wish to use that customer as a 


reference, please confirm that the submission of a single ‗Attachment H, Reference 


Questionnaire‘ for both the Prime Contractor and the Subcontractor from the customer 


reference will meet the requirements of Section 17.2. 


No, each reference form must be submitted separately.  An editable version of 


Attachment H has been added to the Reference Library, in Item 10.2. 


 


235. Section 18.1.1.4 HIE Cost Schedule - 18.1.1.4-b states that Proposers must include 


information for the implementation and ongoing maintenance of the HIE component.  


Please confirm that by ―information‖, DHCFP is referring to the costs that will be 


entered into the Cost Schedule.  If not, are Proposers to include a narrative section on 


this worksheet to convey the requested ―information‖? 


Yes, please enter the cost information into the cost schedule. 


 


236. Section 18.1.1.5 Data Warehouse Cost Schedule - 18.1.1.5-b states that ―Proposers must 


include information for the design, development and implementation, and incremental 


maintenance costs of the Data Warehouse component…‖ Please confirm that by 


―information‖, DHCFP is referring to the costs that will be entered into the Cost 


Schedule.  If not, are Proposers to include a narrative section on this worksheet to 


convey the requested ―information‖? 


Yes, please enter the cost information into the cost schedule. 


 


237. Section 18.2, pg. 179 – Regarding the budget neutrality requirement, please confirm that 


budget neutrality will be evaluated against the ‗Total‘ amount provided in the 5-Year 


Operations Pricing Worksheet against the total contract not-to-exceed amount of 


$173,167,279.  That is, the evaluation is focused on the total amount, not the budgeted 


amount for each individual fiscal year. 
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Budget neutrality must be met for each State biennial budget cycle, and met for the 


total 5-year base contract.  The next State Biennium starts July 1, 2011 and spans 24 


months. 


The specific projected budget neutral baseline amount is included in Pricing Schedule 


18.1.1.2 in Attachment N. 


 


238. Section 18.2, pg 179 and Attachment N – Outside of the information provided in the 


reference library is there any additional licensing of third-party software that vendors 


need to be aware of for the takeover MMIS or any of its peripherals?   If yes please 


provide a list of the licenses the vendor would need to acquire.  


To the best of DHCFP’s knowledge, all software and components have been listed. 


 


239. Section 20.3.2.9, pg. 192 – RFP Section 20.3 outlines the RFP sections to be covered in 


each of the Tabs.  Tab VIII, Project Management Approach is to include our responses to 


sections 8, 9 and 10.  Is it appropriate to include in this section the response to RFP 


Sections 17.8, 17.9, 17.10 and 17.11 as they seem to directly relate to project 


management topics and not in Tab IX Company Background and References? 


Please provide responses as directed in RFP section 20.3.   


 


240. Section 22.2.1, pg. 209 – The RFP requires a fingerprint search and criminal background 


check through the Nevada Department of Information Technology (DoIT).  Will the State 


consider allowing the bidder to substitute their own internal mandatory corporate 


background check procedure to meet this requirement?  Otherwise, this requirement can 


create a redundant process and expense associated with the contract.  For example, if a 


company already contracts with a national background check vendor for all employees 


hired into a corporation, can this national check be used to accommodate the RFP 


requirement?  


Third party background checks may be performed by LiveScan vendors in Carson City 


or Las Vegas, Nevada, only. Please refer to NRS 239B, NRS 242.111 and State of 


Nevada Information Security Program Policy, 4.100000 Rev A (see 10.7, Information 


Security Program Policy, in Reference Library) for further details. 


 


241. Section 22.2.2, pg. 210 – This section states that vendor performance will be rated semi-


annually following contract award and then annually for the term of the contract in six 


categories.  Please indicate when DHCFP will provide the applicable performance 


criteria. 


Performance will be rated on any contract deliverable criteria within the categories. 


 


242. Section 22.3.11.1, pg. 217 – Will the State please (1) provide the missing words or 


phrases in Section 22.3.11.1 and (2) confirm that the software referred to is software 


developed and paid for by the State under the contract (not vendor proprietary software)? 


1) Please see Item F in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 
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2) MMIS is public domain; DHCFP owns licenses for all other existing applications in 


use currently. 


 


243. Attachment A, pg.226 – Please explain how the indemnification provision would work.  


Does the contractor hire its own legal counsel or do State attorneys defend the contractor?  


If State attorneys defend the contractor, what is the contractor‘s involvement and what is 


the rate? 


The Contractor will be required to hire their own legal counsel. 


 


244. Attachments B1 and B2, pgs. 228-229 – In Attachments B1 and B2, the RFP provides 


Exception Summary Forms and Assumption Summary Forms for Technical Proposal 


Certification and Cost Proposal Certification, respectively.  Please clarify if the same 


formats or forms should be used for exceptions to non-technical and non-cost portions of 


the RFP, such as attached contract forms. 


See Attachment B1 for Technical Proposal and B2 for Cost Proposal.  Please use the 


forms provided to identify exceptions and assumptions. 


 


245. Attachment D, Equal Opportunity Clause, pg. 234 – Is it DHCFP‘s intention that this 


form be signed and included in the proposal?   


No, Attachment D, of the RFP does not need to be included in the proposal, however 


vendors must agree to comply with the clause as it will become part of the contract 


awarded to the awarded vendor. 


 


246. Attachment G – Insurance Schedule, pg. 248 – Should this form be signed and included 


in the Proposal and then included in the contract or is it DHCFP‘s expectation that it not 


to be included in the proposal? If so, should the vendor have modifications to the 


Insurance Schedule, should they be submitted in Attachment B1 and B2. 


Attachment G, of the RFP does not need to be included in the proposal, however 


vendors must agree to comply with the insurance schedule requirements as it will 


become part of the contract awarded to the awarded bidder.  Any proposed 


modifications to the insurance schedule should be noted in the exceptions and 


assumptions forms. 


 


247. Attachment L, pg. 265 – Please clarify if the $5,000 in this section represents a per 


calendar day cap or an additional $5,000 assessment to specific performance 


requirements outlined in Section L? 


Liquidated damages, except for those specified throughout Attachment L, of the RFP, 


may be imposed up to $5,000 per calendar day. Liquidated Damages, may be imposed 


if there is substantial documentary evidence that failure to achieve the specified 


performance requirement is the primary fault of the contractor and/or its 


subcontractors.” 
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248. Attachment L, Section 2.1, pg. 265 – What does the $5,000 liquidated damage in this 


section apply to? 


The $5,000 liquidated damage applies to any contractor requirement documented 


within the RFP that is not specifically listed in Attachment L.   


 


249. Attachment L, Section 2.2 J, pg. 266 – Row ID 1 –- Can the State give an example of 


how this liquidated damage would be calculated and assessed? 


Please refer to RFP Attachment L. 


 


250. Attachment L, Section 2.2 J, pg. 266 – Row ID 4 – Please clarify if this Performance 


Area includes only $200 per day for each report not corrected within ten (10) working 


days of the State‘s notice or if an additional amount up to $200.00 is also assessed for 


each report not produced in accordance with the RFP. 


If a report is inaccurate or does not meet the general or specific reporting 


requirements presented in this RFP, and is not corrected within ten (10) working days 


of the State's notice of failure to meet the reporting requirements, then up to $200.00 


per day damages may be assessed for each report from the date of the notification 


until the date the corrected report is produced and distributed. 


 


251. Attachment L, Section 2.2 J, pg. 266 – Row ID 7 – Please clarify what is meant by 


―verified period of time.‖ 


The time when the extract was due be delivered or produced (in accordance with the 


performance requirement) and was not, to the time the extract was delivered or 


produced.  This time frame would need to be verified through documentation.  An 


email message that documents the issue and includes a date/time could serve as 


verification. 


 


252. Attachment N, Project Cost Worksheet, Sheet 18.1.1.3 Operations Yrs 1-5 –  Page 5 of 


this cost worksheet requires bidders to include Operating Expenses for the following 


pharmacy-related items: 


 Pharmacy Point-of-Sale:  which we assume includes costs for the requirements 


listed in Attachment P, section 12.6.3, Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS) 


 Electronic Prescribing: which we assume includes costs for the requirements 


listed in Attachment P, section 12.6.5, Electronic Prescription Software 


 Pharmacy and Diabetic Rebate: which we assume includes costs for the 


requirements listed in Attachment P, sections 12.6.4 Pharmacy, 12.6.6, Pharmacy 


Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate, and 12.6.7 Diabetic Supply Rebate 


 Page 6 of the cost worksheet requires bidders to include Claims Processing Support 


Services expenses for Pharmacy Support Services and Diabetic Supply Rebate which 


seem to be addressed in line items on Page 5 of the worksheet.  Please explain which 


costs vendors should include for the Pharmacy and Diabetic rebate line item on Page 5, 


and the Pharmacy Support Services and Diabetic Supply Rebate line items on Page 6. 
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Pharmacy Point of Sale, E-Prescribing, and Pharmacy and Diabetic Rebate service 


requirements may be found in attachments P and Q, of the RFP (requirements tables).  


Vendors will need to include costs associated with supporting those requirements on 


pages 5, and 6, accordingly.  Operating requirements for peripheral systems are 


presented in attachment P, and claims processing support service requirements are 


presented in attachment Q.   


 


253. Attachment O – Throughout Attachment O there are requirements that identify features 


of the MMIS. For example, requirement 12.5.2.23 lists specific edits that the claims 


adjudication system must perform.  Does the Core MMIS that the vendor is required to 


takeover currently meet all the system requirements listed in Attachment O except those 


in italicized text? 


Yes, it is the Division’s belief that the system currently meets the requirements that are 


not designated as “potential expanded contractor responsibilities”. 


 


254. Attachment O, Attachment P, and Attachment Q – Are the italicized requirements (in 


attachments O, P and Q) that are new for the takeover RFP included as part of the budget 


neutrality requirements? 


See response to Question 41. 


 


255. Attachment O , Attachment P, and Attachment Q – What requirements listed in 


Attachment O or P that are part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract are not 


currently being met by the current systems? 


The responsibilities that are not currently part of the current fiscal agent contract are 


the requirements listed within the sections throughout attachment O, P, and Q, named 


“Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities”. 


 


256. Attachment O, Attachment P, and Attachment Q – Are the italicized requirements that 


are labeled as ―Potential Expanded‖ required or optional?  If required do they fall under 


the Budget Neutrality requirements?  If optional do they fall under the Budget Neutrality 


requirements? 


See response to Question 41. 


 


257. Attachment O, item 12.5.2.31, pg. 291 – Please explain what types of data DHFCP 


would like to add to the provider database? Are there existing fields that DHFCP would 


like to expand? 


DHCFP does not understand the question. 


 


258. Attachment O, item 12.5.2.32, pg. 291 – Is the individual/corporation name already 


submitted and captured in the provider database? 


DHCFP does not understand the question. 
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259. Attachment O, item 12.5.2.59, pg.  295 – Does DHFCP want the criteria to be enterable 


online?   


Yes. 


 


260. Attachment O, item 12.5.2.62, pg. 295 – Please explain the current manual process for 


entering voids and adjustments.  Does this requirement relate to mass adjustments 


(adjusting many claims that meet the same criteria for reprocessing)? Or is this referring 


to individual claim voids and adjustments?  Does template refer to an online screen? 


There is a manual process for entering voids and limited capability to select a set of 


claims based on a query in the current system.  There is a need to define large sets of 


claims to void automatically.  Vendor should propose solution. 


 


261. Attachment O, item 12.5.2.75, pg. 297 – Are the requirements in 12.5.2.59 and 12.5.2.75 


the same?  If not explain the difference between these two requirements. 


They are similar, however in RFP Section 12.5.2.59, the provider type is an example 


of the criteria type.  There may be other criteria in which DHCFP may want to use in 


order to conduct random reviews.  DHCFP will work with the vendor to establish the 


other criteria type(s). 


 


262. Attachment O, item 12.5.7 pg. 319-325 – In RFP 02-03 MMIS Implementation, that was 


released as part of the pre-RFP information and bidder‘s library, Requirements Matrix 


Section 5.5, pages  61-64 contained the following SURS requirement: 


―Maintain an automated log of all referrals to the SURS unit and the associated 


decisions/resolutions related to the referral.  At a minimum, capture the following data: 


i. Referral date 


ii. Provider Number 


iii. Who referred 


iv. Assigned Date 


v. Staff person assigned 


vi. Issue Type (for example, suspected fraud/abuse or SURS issue) 


vii. MFCU acceptance/rejection and date 


viii. MFCU resolution code and date; 


ix. DHCFP resolution code and date; and 


x. Free-form narrative and/or comment field.‖ 


This requirement does not appear in RFP 1824. Was this requirement replaced by 


another, or does the State no longer need a SURS tracking system? 


DHCFP uses an internal subsystem at this time. 


 


263. Attachment O, 12.5.12 pg 338 – What extracts are required for MAR, e.g. MSIS & 


MFP? Does the State have any reporting requirements related to those extracts, and if so 


what are those requirements? 


Federal reporting requirements are used to determine extracts. The State produces 


reports to the DHHS and DHCFP Administration, the Controller’s Office, and Federal 


Agencies on set schedules.  
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264. Attachment O, 12.5.12 pg 338 – What Waivers is the State currently operating under? 


Please provide a description of each Waiver. 


 


Waiver Chapter Number and 


Control Number 


Description 


WIN (Persons with 


Physical 


Disabilities) 


 


Chapter 2300 


NV.4150.90.R3 


Physically disabled, nursing level of 


care, waiver service need, financial 


eligibility determined through 


Welfare 


CHIP (Frail 


Elderly at Home) 


 


Chapter 2200 


NV.0152.90.R3 


65 and over, nursing facility level of 


care, waiver service need, financial 


eligibility determined through 


Welfare 


WEARC (Elderly 


in Adult 


Residential Care) 


 


Chapter 2700 


NV.0267.90.RI.01 


65 and over, nursing facility level of 


care, waiver service need, financial 


eligibility determined through 


Welfare 


AL (Assisted 


Living) 


 


Chapter 3900 


NV.0452.R01.00 


65 and over, meet criteria for 


placement in  


Assisted Living Facility, needs level 


of care provided in a nursing facility 


MRRC (Persons 


with Mental 


Retardation or 


Related 


Conditions) 


Chapter 2100 


NV.0125.R05.02 


Mental retardation or related 


condition, ICF/MR level of care, 


waiver service need, financial 


eligibility determined through 


Welfare 


 


 


265. Attachment O, 12.5.12 pg 338 – Will MMIS data be the only data used for MAR related 


processes or reporting, or are there other sources that will be providing data? If there are 


other sources what are those sources? 


MAR reports are built from MMIS data. 


 


266. Attachment O, 12.5.7.13 pg. 321 – Please clarify the definition of ―referral data‖ and 


―electronic format‖ with examples for the following requirement:   12.5.7.13 ―Accept 


referral data in an electronic format, when available.‖ 


Referral data would be any documentation or information that an informant would 


want to convey to SURS about an issue they are reporting. It could include provider 


names, addresses, dates of services, recipient number, etc. 


 Electronic format would be the ability to send this information electronically by any 


format including email or any other electronic means. 
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267. Attachment O, 12.5.7.15 pg 322 – ―Maintain ability to identify transactions as SURS-


related by reason code or other DHCFP approved method.  ‖Please define ―transactions‖ 


in the above requirement. 


Claims transactions. 


 


268. Attachment O, 12.5.12 pg 338 – Please provide a list of all CMS reports (E.g. CMS 64.9 


Base, CMS 64.9A, CMS 416, CMS 372, etc.) the State currently produces and submits to 


CMS and the system that produces the report (DSS, MAR, MMIS, etc). 


Please see CMS’ requirements. 


 


269. Attachments O and Q, pg. 286-342, 394-432 – Within the requirements tables there are 


requirements in italicized text for optional services. For example, requirement 12.6.4.39 


lists optional specialty pharmacy services.  Where should vendors show the costs for 


these optional services? 


See response to Question 41. 


 


270. Attachments O, P, Q, pgs 286-432 – Does DHCFP expect to receive additional 


information on each of the requirements set out in the tables or just a response to the 


Vendor Compliance Code requirements?  In requirements where the vendor has detail to 


provide on the requirement should this be included in the response field? 


Please see response to Question 183. 


 


271. Attachment O, item 12.5.12.9, pg.340 – Please confirm that the current solution meets all 


requirements for MSIS.  If there are any deficiencies with the current solution and/or 


vendor related to MSIS reporting, please identify those deficiencies.  Would non-


incumbent vendors be required to remediate any existing deficiencies?  If that is the case, 


will DHCFP allow the new vendor to use the pool of programming hours (Section 


10.2.2.3) to correct the deficiencies?   


MSIS submissions are approved through Federal Fiscal Year 2008, DHCFP is 


working to meet the MSIS requirements and those changes will be handled through the 


CM process.  See Section 12.2 Maintenance and Change Management in RFP 1824. 


 


272. Attachment P, pg. 343 – Throughout Attachment P are requirements that identify features 


of the peripheral systems. For example, requirement 12.6.2.10 requires a Web and/or 


desktop application. Do the peripheral systems that vendors may takeover currently meet 


all the system requirements listed in Attachment P except those in italicized text? 


Yes, it is the Division’s belief that the system currently meets the requirements that are 


not designated as “potential expanded contractor responsibilities”. 


 


273. Attachment P, item 12.6.3.1, p.347 – Does the current MMIS calculate and send 


pharmacy EFTs, checks, remittance advices and 837s?  Or, are these functions performed 


by the current POS system? 
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These functions are performed by the MMIS. 


 


274. Attachment P, item 12.6.2, pg. 347 – Are all the clinical claims editing system 


requirements described in this section supported by Claim Check? If not, please explain 


which requirements are supported by other McKesson or third party products.  


Yes. 


 


275. Attachment P, item 12.6.3.8, p.348 – Please explain when and how procedures are used 


to process drug claims.  Please explain when and how diagnoses are used to process drug 


claims. 


DHCFP does not understand question. 


 


276. Attachment P, item 12.6.3.25, p.350 – Does the current POS system automatically 


generate and approve prior authorizations real-time based on information on the in-


coming claims? If yes, please provide the number of automated pharmacy prior 


authorizations. Please provide the number of manual pharmacy prior authorizations. 


The current POS System is able to utilize information on the incoming claim and 


information stored on the member profile to apply Nevada specific clinical criteria for 


prior authorizations, to adjudicate real-time claim submissions and bypass a manual 


Prior Auth.  The Fiscal Agent is currently in the process of implementing with no 


volume to report other than current manual.  Last 3 months have averaged 1,854 


Manual PA requests. 


 


277. Attachment P, item 12.6.3.56, p.355 – Do pharmacy claims suspend?  If yes, please 


provide the average monthly volume. 


No, pharmacy claims do not suspend. 


 


278. Attachment P, item 12.6.4.14, pg. 358 – Please provide the State‘s annual historical and 


projected cost savings from the multi-State pooling services provided by the incumbent. 


Please see 9.3 Drug Rebates document in the Reference Library. 


 


279. Attachment P, item 12.6.4.39, pg. 362 – What specific disease states does DHCFP target 


with its current specialty pharmacy program? 


DHCFP has not implemented a specialty pharmacy program. We are exploring the 


concept through prior authorizations and modification of the reimbursement 


methodology. 


 


280. Attachment P, item 12.6.4.39, pg. 362 – Are there any State regulations that would 


prohibit pay-for-performance strategies for specialty drugs? 


DHCFP is interested in pay-for-performance, and would entertain a proposal.  The 


legal implications are not currently known. 
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281. Attachment P, item 12.6.4.39, pg. 362 – Are any specialty drugs/classes excluded from 


any type of utilization management (e.g., rebates, prior authorization, etc.)? 


Please refer to NRS 422 for restrictions regarding the Preferred Drug List. DHCFP is 


precluded from managing certain classes under a Preferred Drug List. This statute was 


amended in the 76th Special Session under Senate Bill (SB) 4. 


 


282. Attachment P, item 12.6.4.39, pg. 362 – Does DHCFP currently provide a MAC list for 


specialty drugs/classes? 


 DHCFP has a MAC program, however, there is not one specific to specialty drugs. 


 


283. Attachment P, item 12.6.4.39, pg. 362 – What was the total paid and claims volume for 


specialty drugs in CY09? 


Please see 10.8.2 Key Indicator Reports – Pharmacy in the Reference Library for an 


overview on expenditures. 


 


284. Attachment P, item 12.6.4.39, pg. 362 – Does the State of Nevada have Any Willing 


Provider Legislation (prohibits exclusion of providers from contracts if they are willing to 


accept terms of a respective contract) that is applicable to the specialty pharmacy 


program?   


The State does not have a specialty drug program. 


 


285. Attachment P, item 12.6.6, pg. 364 – Please provide the total rebate dollars received in 


State Fiscal Year 2009. 


Please see response to Question 278. 


 


286. Attachment P, item 12.6.6.4, pg. 364 – Will the State own and manage the rebate lockbox 


for manufacturer payments or will the vendor be expected to own and manage the 


lockbox?  


Paper rebate checks are managed by DHCFP. 


 


287. Attachment P, item 12.6.7, pg. 370 – Does DHCFP have a contract template used for 


contracts negotiated with diabetic supply manufacturers?  If so, will the new vendor be 


given access to that contract template?   


No, contracts are negotiated by the fiscal agent using their own template. 


 


288. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.6, pg. 375 – Please tell us the number of authorized DSS users 


broken down by the following categories: 


a. Known Users (Total number of users authorized to use the system) 


b. Active Users (Total number of users logged on the system at the same time) 


c. Executive Users – Typically users of dashboards, scorecards and event driven 


reports 
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d. Casual Users – Users who generate pre-defined reports, basic ad hoc queries and 


simple reports 


e. Business Users – Users who employ more complex query development and report 


authoring as well as various distribution methodologies and display options 


f. Power Users – Capable of extracting large amounts of data, creating dynamic 


joins between data sets, create newly defined business groupings and possibly 


perform extensive analysis of data 


g. What is the number of users for the MAR system?  What is the number of users 


for the SURS system? 


a) There were 68 users in the Division as of January 2010; b) Multiple; c) None; d) 


Approximately 80%; e) DHCFP does not use this designation; f) Approximately 20%; 


g) Several. 


 


289. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.9, pg. 376 – Do 100% of the MMIS claims go into DSS today? 


Are any claims not accepted into the DSS due to failing quality tests? 


All go to DSS except pended claims. 


 


290. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.11 f, pg. 376 – What does the State consider to be the 


definition of ―Clinical Analysis Applications‖, and what are some examples of Clinical 


Analysis Applications that the State is running today?   


DHCFP does not run Clinical Analysis Applications outside the DSS at this time.  The 


vendor is free to propose. 


 


291. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.11 g, pg 376 –  What are the sources that are being used for 


the Financial Analysis and Reporting, is the source strictly the MMIS data or are there 


additional source systems?  Please provide examples of the type of Financial Analysis 


and Reporting the State is currently running from the DSS or looking to be able to run 


from the DSS. 


 Integrated Financial System and MMIS are the two sources of revenue used for 


Financial Analysis and Reporting. 


 The reports from DSS are CMS-mandated reports, including MARS reporting.  DSS is 


also used to generate multiple ad hoc reports used in business management, SURS, 


Managed Care, Program Services, Compliance and Rates. 


 


292. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.14, pg. 377 – Please confirm that updates to data in the DSS 


occur weekly and monthly as specified in the interface document in the Reference 


Library?  


Claims are updated weekly; Provider files and Eligibility is updated monthly; episodic 


data is updated quarterly. 
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293. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.16, pg. 377 – ―Provide the initial load of data the first month 


of the operation of the MMIS or the first month of the operation of the DSS, as specified 


by DHCFP.‖  Is the State looking to have the DSS operational prior to the MMIS? 


Current functionality, at a minimum, must be available not later than MMIS go-live.  


If additional functionality is being proposed, DHCFP will work with vendor to identify 


schedule. 


 


294. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.21 pg. 378 – Are the systems referenced part of the Core 


MMIS or other external systems? If external please identify the specific systems? 


Attachment P contains peripheral system tools. 


 


295. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.22, pg.  378 – ―Provide an expandable data model to 


accommodate the linkage of data elements from non-traditional sources such as 


recipient/patient assessments (MDS, OASIS), vital records (births, deaths), immunization 


registries, disease registries, etc.‖  Does the State currently have a mechanism today that 


is in place to create a unique person identifier? If so what is that mechanism? 


The Medicaid billing ID is used as a unique identifier. 


 


296. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.31 pg 380 – ―Support user-enabled export and import data 


capabilities to and from other standard spreadsheet or database applications such as 


Excel, or other standard file formats such as .csv, with minimal steps.‖  Please clarify 


―import data capabilities‖ for the DSS. For example is the requirement meant to allow 


end users to join data in a spreadsheet to tables in the data base for reporting/analytic 


purposes?  Does the State have a clear definition of what is allowed to be imported; is 


there a requirement to control this capability by security? 


List import is a function of the current DSS.  High-level users have access to this 


function with no limits. 


 


297. Attachment P, 12.6.8.34  pg. 382-383, 12.6.8.35,  pg. 383-385  –  Please provide a list of 


grouper software the State currently licenses and would like to see as a continued part of 


the solution. 


Nevada has access to Thomson/Reuters (DSS) diagnostic groupers. 


 


298. Attachment P, item 12.6.8.34 g, h, and I, pg. 382 – What benchmarks are being used 


today (internal and external)? Are any of the benchmarks from a third party?  If yes what 


benchmarks and who is the third party? Is licensing necessary for any of the benchmarks? 


If so which benchmarks, who is the third party company, and is the cost part of the 


vendor costs or does the state pay for the licensing? 


The benchmarks (or standards) are developed within the tool or by Thomson Reuters 


in conjunction with the State. 
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299. Attachment P, 12.6.8.34 q, pg 383 – ―Detect and investigate waste, fraud and abuse, 


beyond the standard SURS capability, within the same database.‖  Please provide a 


listing of the fraud analytics and the kinds of fraud detection queries that are being run in 


the DSS today? 


DHCFP uses 66 vendor developed DSS reports (canned and ad hoc) to assist in 


identifying fraud, waste, and abuse.  Additional details will be provided to the awarded 


vendor.  


 


300. Attachment P, item 12.6.9.3, pg. 388 – Are claims fully adjudicated real-time via the 


Web portal?  Or are they partially adjudicated and if so how far into the adjudication 


cycle? Or is the Web portal only used to upload claims files for capture only and then the 


claims are later adjudicated via a batch file. 


Web portal claims are adjudicated via batch file. 


 


301. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.2, pg. 394-401 – Please confirm that all of the operational 


requirements listed in the Managed Care Enrollment section of Attachment Q are 


currently being performed by the incumbent contractor.  If not, please identify the 


operational components that are new. 


Please refer to RFP Section 10.2.2.1. 


 


302. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.2, pg. 394-401 – Please confirm that all of the system-


related requirements listed in the Managed Care Enrollment section of Attachment Q are 


currently supported in the Core-MMIS component that will be transferred to the new 


vendor.  If not, please identify the system components that non-incumbent bidders would 


be required to replace. 


 Please see response to Question 301. 


 


303. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.2, pg. 394-401 – In order for non-incumbent vendors to 


adequately size the staffing and infrastructure required to support the Managed Care 


Enrollment activities, the following volume information is necessary: 


 Monthly call volumes for the current 12 months related to managed care 


enrollment 


 Monthly volume for the current 12 months of notices mailed to recipients 


 Monthly volume for the current 12 months of manual, and auto-enrollments of 


recipients into health plans 


 Please add this volume information to the Reference Library. 


Please see 10.4 Managed Care Enrollment Volumes in the Reference Library. 


 


304. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.2.17, pg. 397-398 – Please confirm the system that currently 


produces the ―HEDIS and fee-for-service performance reports‖ using encounter data.  


Are these reports currently produced by the Core-MMIS component that will be 


transferred to non-incumbent bidders or within the DSS? 


Reports are within the DSS. 
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305. Attachments/Forms – DHCFP has provided various forms that are to be included in the 


proposal.  Many of these are included as Attachments to the RFP.  Is it permissible to add 


headers and footers to the forms that identify the vendor and provide page numbers etc. to 


use as a reference in the proposal?  The specific forms that we are requesting verification 


that we can add headers and footers to are: 


 Attachment A 


 Attachment B1 


 Attachment B2 


 Attachment C1 


 Attachment C2 


 Attachment C3 


 Attachment D, if it is to be included in the Proposal 


 Attachment K 


 Attachment N 


 Attachment O 


 Attachment P 


 Attachment Q 


 Attachment R 


 Attachment S 


 Vendors may add headers/footers to forms as included in their proposals. 


 


306. In the Bidder‘s Library, Amendment 3, the services associated with Health Care 


Management are described in detail.  Can DHCFP define where in the RFP these services 


are listed as requirements? 


See RFP Section 12.7.13 – Utilization Management. 


 


307. In the Bidder‘s Library, Amendment 11, Table 11-B, there is an Estimated Payment 


Schedule associated with HCM.  Can DHCFP please define where in Attachment N, 


18.1.1.3 and on which line item, the expenses associated with these services are to be 


captured? 


HCM services fall under the line for Utilization Management on Pricing Worksheet 


18.1.1.3.   


 


308. In the Bidder‘s Library, Amendment 11, Table 11-B describes volumes associated with 


HCM services. Can DHCFP provide current volumes for these authorization and 


projected volumes for FY12 – FY16.     


DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


309. Section 4, pg. 39—Will there be a process that allows bidders to submit additional 


questions where there is a need for clarification of answers released by the State? 


Please see response to Question 5. 
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310. Section 6.1-2, pg. 41 – The Reference Library and DHCFP website have the Medicaid 


and Nevada CheckUp Fact Book dated January 2009. Please confirm whether or not there 


is a January 2010 version and if there is could you provide it in the Reference Library? 


The 2010 version is not yet available. 


 


311. Section 6.1-2, pg. 41 – The Reference Library documents the following: ―Count of most 


recent cash receipts - 3,052 receipts. Please provide the time period for these cash 


receipts and the types of cash receipts (for example, does this include Drug Rebate?) 


 


 MMIS Cash Receipt Count   
 July 1, 2008 - June 30, 2009   
 SFY 09   
    


 


Deposit Type 
Total Number 


of Deposits   
    
 First Health, (FH) 651  
 Health Management Systems, (HMS) - (TPL) 578  
 Las Vegas Kidney Clinic-Wire 9  
 Medicaid Estate Recovery, (MER) 198  
 Voluntary/Qualified Income Trust, (VOL/QIT) 56  
 State Collections and Disbursement Unit, (SCADU) 140  
 SURS Recovery/Recoupments 18  
 Pharmacy 1  


 TOTAL DEPOSITS FOR SFY 09: 1651  


    
    
 NOTE:  
 The deposit count information was calculated from the MMIS Deposit log 


maintained in the Accounting Unit for SFY 09.  
    


 


 


312. Section 6.1-2, pg.41 – The Reference Library includes monthly claim (paid and denied) 


claim counts SFY 2008 to 2009. Does this count include managed care encounter claims? 


Also, due to economic changes the past year that have typically increased Medicaid 


eligibility and claims volume, please provide claim count for July – Dec 2009. 


No, the count does not include managed care encounter claims.  The claims figure 


for July – Dec 2009 is 5,850,566. 


 


313. Section 6.2, pg. 41 – Please provide a current Standard Operating Procedure for Quality 


Assurance responsibilities 
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DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


314. Section 6.2.1.K, pg. 41 – In the unlikely event of a conflict between NIST and DOIT 


standards, which standards should apply? 


In the event of a conflict the more stringent standard will apply. 


 


315. Section 7.2, pg. 44 – In the description of the Operations Period, the vendor is expected 


to meet the operational requirements in Sections 10 and 12. Section 11 System 


Requirements was not included as scope required in the Operations Period. Which 


Contract Period does Section 11 apply to in the periods defined in Section 7.2? 


RFP Section 11 includes general system requirements that Vendors shall comply with 


throughout the life of the contract. 


 


316. Section 7.1, pg. 44 – ―Additionally, the Division also seeks proposals that include a 


scalable Health Information Exchange (HIE) solution that meets certification standards 


prescribed by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), and the 


Office of the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology, 


Department of Health and Human Services. Proposals are required to include an HIE 


solution in order to be deemed responsive.‖ The certifying agency for ARRA criteria has 


not yet been decided by ONC. Will vendors be expected to attest to the certification in 


effect for the CCHIT organization through 2009? 


If standard does not exist, system must meet current specifications to be considered 


viable. 


 


317. Section 8.1.3, pg. 49 and Section 8.6.3, pg. 57 – The deliverables tables do not specify a 


unit of time in the far right column. Does the unit listed refer to ―business days?‖ 


Deliverable Review Periods are in “working days”.   


 


318. Section 8.3.2, pg. 50 – Is the use of an electronic document storage and workflow system 


acceptable to meet the document deliverable process as noted in this section?  


To be mutually agreed upon between DHCFP and the awarded vendor. 


  


319. Section 9.2.4.16, pg.64 – Can the State provide an asset list detailing State-owned 


property that will be turned over to the new contractor? 


 


Please see response to Question 10.  


 


320. Section 9.4.1.1, pg. 69 – Will the State document the acceptance criteria expected so the 


vendors understand the ―expectations‖ required just prior to commencement of testing?  


Section 9.4.1.1 refers to Division expectations for parallel testing being met prior to 


proceeding with subsequent transition period activities. Transition period entrance 


and exit criteria are described in Section 9.1 of the RFP. 
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321. Section 10, pg.78 – The scope of work described in Section 10 includes Maintenance and 


Turnover. In reviewing Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.3 there is no line item associated with 


either of these scopes of services. Please define where is the pricing schedule the vendor 


is supposed to account for the costs associated with the scope of work in Section 10. 


Proposers may use the “Other Expense” line to call out maintenance and turnover 


costs or allocate them across the “Operating Expenses”.  Maintenance and Turnover 


costs are included within the budget neutral model for the 5 year pricing worksheet 


18.1.1.3.  Please refer to Question 400 for the complete description of instructions in 


18.1.1.3-b.  Additionally, section 10.3 of the RFP states that the “contractor shall 


provide, at no extra charge, assistance in turning over the final contractor 


responsibilities to DHCFP.” 


 


322. Section 10.2.2.3, pg. 80 – This requirement indicates that enhancements are paid from a 


pool of programming hours. Is the 41,600 stated here an annual allotment of hours? 


Requirement 12.2.9.6 again refers to this pool of programming hours. Please confirm that 


this is an annual pool of hours. 


Yes, the pool of 41,600 programming hours is annual, and as stated in RFP Section 


12.2.9.6 “At the end of each year, any unused hours from the pool of annual hours 


shall be carried forward into the next contract year…” 


 


323. Section 10.2.2.3, pg. 80 – In reviewing Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.3 Operations Years 1 – 5, 


on what line should the vendor account for the expense of associated with this annual 


pool of enhancement hours? 


Please see response to Question 321.  


 


324. Section 10.2.2.3, pg. 80—Will the State clarify if the 41,600 enhancement hours are to be 


included in the price proposal and if so, what cost element from cost worksheet 18.1.1.3 


Operations Years 1-5 should be used? Secondly, please confirm that bidders must use 


$85 an hour as the price for those services. To clarify this, may we suggest that the State 


update the cost worksheet to have a specific line item for the change order or 


enhancement hour‘s pool? 


Regarding the first part of the question, please see response to Question 321.  


Regarding the $85 per hour question, per RFP section 19.1.5, this is the hourly rate 


for approved change orders outside of the scope of the operational contract.  


Regarding the request to update the cost worksheet, the Division respectfully declines 


this request.    


 


325. Section 11.2.1, pg. 84 – The servers are currently owned, operated, and hosted by First 


Health in a Magellan Data Center in Phoenix, Arizona, soon to be moved to St. Louis, 


Missouri. Of the systems hosted on these servers owned by First Health, which 


application software on these servers is owned by the State or is it proprietary to First 


Health?  
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Nevada owns the MMIS software (public domain).  All other software is proprietary to 


First Health, however DHCFP has the right to use all products for which it has 


purchased licenses. 


 


326. Section 11.3.1.3, pg. 85 – Please confirm that the current environment meets ―45 CFR 


164.312 (e) (1)‖ and if not, that it is a requirement of the takeover contract.  


Yes, the current system meets HIPAA Security and Privacy standards for the 


protection of electronic health information.  According to RFP 11.3.1.10, the takeover 


vendor is expected to implement and maintain physical and technical safeguards to 


limit access to and protect the security and privacy of PHI in accordance with all 


applicable HIPAA regulations.  This includes, by incorporation of the HIPAA 


reference, but is not limited to, CFR 164.312 (e) (1).   


 


327. Section 11.4.1.1, pg. 88 – Please indicate the baseline controls required by FIPS 200. 


This would be indicated by the FIPS 199 impact level. 


DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


328. Section 11.4.1.1, pg. 88 – 45 CFR 95.621 requires periodic ADP reviews. Please consider 


providing a copy of the last review or any independent security reviews in the data library 


so we can determine if any remediation effort is required to bring the current system to 


required security standards.  


DHCFP will provide this information to the awarded vendor. 


 


329. Section 11.4.1.1, pg. 88, Please confirm that the current environment meets ―45 CFR 


164.312 (e) (1)‖ and if not, is it a requirement of the takeover contract.  


Please see response to Question 326. 


 


330. Section 11.4.1.17, pg. 90 – Does the State require the encryption of data at rest? 


See NRS 603A as revised by SB227 during the 2009 legislative session. 


 


331. Section 11.4.1.17, pg. 90 – Does the State require the encryption of data while in transit? 


Yes. See NRS 603A as revised by SB227 during the 2009 legislative session. 


 


332. Section 11.5.4.6, pg. 93 – Would a ―Desktop walkthrough – Business Continuity/Backup 


and recovery Plan‖ meet the requirements? 


No. The Division expects the awarded vendor to adequately test all systems annually, 


including peripheral tools, to prove that requirements are met. 


 


333. Section 12.1.1.5, pg. 99 – The RFP references a document showing ―Nevada‘s current 


LAN/WAN network architecture information and associated performance standards‖ in 


the Reference Library? Please name the document in the Procurement Library that 
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presents the current Nevada LAN/WAN network architecture and associated performance 


standards 


The LAN/WAN hardware information begins on pg 22 of 2.3Current MMIS and 


Agency Computing Environment document in the Reference Library. 


 


334. Section 12.1.1.6, pg.99 – Please provide a list of approved languages that are deemed 


compatible with DHCFP‘s computing environment? 


The DHCFP and OIS do not have a restriction on programming languages, nor do we 


have any specific languages identified that would problematic from a security 


standpoint. 


 


335. Section 12.1.1.4, pg. 99 – Please define the forms—unique to Nevada Medicaid and 


Check Up—that the contractor will maintain and distribute. What is the current volume 


of each form‘s distribution? 


Counts vary, but are typical to MMIS in other states. 


 


336. Section 12.1.1.7.H, pg. 100 – Please confirm if provider letters must be available in 


Spanish. 


No, provider letters are not available in Spanish. 


 


337. Section 12.1.1.6, pg.100 – Can the DHCFP provide the approved or acceptable 


development languages? 


Please see response to Question 334. 


 


338. Section 12.1.1.8, pg.100 – Is the ―GUI‖ used today provided through the ClientSoft tool? 


DHCFP has and uses various GUI tools.  Vendor should propose options. 


 


339. Section 12.1.1.11, pg.101 – How will ―authorized users from other agencies and entities‖ 


physically connect to the MMIS and system components?  


Connections are through the internet. 


 


340. Section 12.1.1.12, pg.101 – Is our assumption correct that the current MMIS and system 


components currently support this requirement of ―rollback‖ for a logical unit of work? 


Please refer to RFP section 10.2.2.1.  


 


341. Section 12.1.1.19, pg.102 – Please confirm that after seventy-two (72) months data can 


be moved to offline storage but that it can never be purged? 


Yes, this is true. 


 


342. Section 12.1.1.19, pg.102 – Is tape considered to be ―an unalterable electronic media?‖ 


Can DHCFP provide a list of media that meet this requirement? 
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DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


343. Section 12.1.3, pg.104 – Please specify if ―more than two hours, once a week‖ still falls 


within a ‗limited time period each week‘ 


Please see response to Question 91. 


 


344. Section 12.1.3, pg.104 – Does the contractor have to provide the remote workstation to 


support response time testing? 


No. 


 


345. Section 12.1.3.3, pg.105 – Could the State please explain in more detail the types of 


actions that will be used by DHCFP to conduct the response time testing? 


Vendor may propose methodology and any tools required to achieve. 


 


346. Section 12.1.3.3, pg.105 – Will the contractor be required to supply response time reports 


independently of DHCFP testing? If so, in what format will these reports need to be 


produced in and in what frequency? 


Please see response to Question 345. 


 


347. Section 12.2.2.4, pg.106 – The maintenance of security requires a retrofit of existing 


systems for new security standards issues by the State or NIST. Please confirm that this is 


a requirement for the new system. The question also applies to Section 3.5.4 on pg. 35. 


Yes. 


 


348. Section 12.2.8.8, pg.108 – In what format are the current change management history and 


open tickets stored? 


Remedy system modified to meet current needs. 


 


349. Section 12.2.8.8, pg.108 – This requirement to load change management history from the 


current vendor in the new change management system requires an understanding of the 


current data fields captured and the volume of historical tickets. Can the DHCFP supply 


this information? 


This information will be provided to awarded vendor. 


 


350. Section 12.3, pg.111 – The RFP states in the 12.3 intro that ―The Contractor…and will 


provide training for new DHCFP staff.‖ Section 12.3.1.4 states ―Train-the-trainer classes 


must also be conducted to equip DHCFP staff with the skills and materials necessary to 


provide future training to new staff.‖ Please confirm that the Contractor is not required to 


directly train new DHCFP staff, that this requirement is met by providing Train-the-


trainer classes to DHCFP staff to meet this requirement. Please confirm how many 


DHCFP staff members will need Train-the trainer instruction. 
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The vendor is free to propose their own solution.  Training needs will change over time 


and will be addressed accordingly by DHCFP and the awarded vendor. 


 


351. Section 12.3.1.4, pg.111 – The Contractor must create training sites that emulate the 


MMIS production environment. Please confirm that a training version of the MMIS 


production environment currently exists. 


Training version does not currently exist.  Please propose options. 


 


352. Section 12.3.1.4, pg.111 – Please clarify that the Las Vegas training site can be a 


temporary site set up for a specific training session. 


Please see response to Question 16. 


 


353. Section 12.3.1.11, pg.112 – The requirement is to conduct ongoing HIPAA training under 


the guidance of DHCFP compliance officer. Please confirm that the Contractor is not 


responsible for developing the materials for this training and that DHCFP will provide 


the content for this training. 


The awarded vendor will be responsible for developing materials for HIPAA training 


related to the MMIS operations under this contract for Contractor and Subcontractor 


staff, subject to DHCFP approval. 


 


354. Section 12.3.1.5, pg.112 – The requirement states that the Contractor ―Establish and 


equip two (2) training sites, one (1) at the vendor‘s operations center and one (1) in Las 


Vegas.‖ Does the training site at the vendor‘s operations center have to be in Carson City, 


or is Reno an option? Are there DHCFP training facilities with computers in Carson City, 


Reno, and/ or Las Vegas that can be leveraged for use for this training to reduce costs? 


a) The Northern NV training center may be established within the awarded vendor’s 


operations center.   


b) DHCFP does not operate training centers. 


 


355. Section 12.3.1.5, pg.112 – Please clarify that the Las Vegas training site can be a 


temporary site, set up for a specific training session? 


Please see response to Question 16. 


 


356. Section 12.3.1.6, pg.112 – The RFP states that ―Organization of the training sessions 


should take into account, but not be limited to, the following factors: 


 


A. Group people with like computer proficiencies (basic, intermediate and advanced); 


B. Group people with similar job functions; 


C. Show the application in relation to how the work is done; and 


D. Tailor training to each job function‖ 


 


Please provide the numbers of DHCFP staff that are MMIS users that would need to be 
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trained along with a description of job functions and the number of people in each of the 


computer proficiency (basic, intermediate, and advance) categories. 


25% Beginner, 50% Intermediate, 25% Advanced 


 


357. Section 12.4, pg.46 – Does the State expect the contractor to support access to previously 


generated reports?  If so, which reports, what tools would be needed, and how many 


report instances would need to be accommodated? 1 year, 2 years, 3 years, etc.? 


Yes; at least 6 years.  DHCFP expects all canned and ad hoc reports and/or templates 


to be preserved, transferred or regenerated. 


Currently the Fiscal Agent maintains all reports generated by the MMIS up to 255 


Versions on the Mainframe.  The Fiscal Agent has the capability to retain special 


reports for longer duration upon request on the mainframe. 


Reports generated from all MMIS Systems are sent to First DARS and maintained 


there.  Currently, the Fiscal Agent is carrying all reports generated since 


implementation on FirstDARS. 


 


358. Section 12.4.1.2, pg. 46 – What ―existing report management system‖ is Nevada using? 


Thomson Reuters DSS. 


 


359. Section 12.5.2, pg. 115—Please confirm if the physician-administered drug information, 


submitted to the pharmacy point-of-sale (POS) system, is by way of CMS-1500 claim. 


It is submitted to the MMIS. 


 


360. Sections 12.5 to 12.7, pgs.115-127 – We are uncertain as to what type of response is 


required for the subsections within 12.5 to 12.7 in Tab VII. It is our understanding that 


the responses to these requirements should be within the requirements tables. Would the 


state please clarify if there should be a response in Tab VII for these requirements? 


 The Division expects proposers will provide responses to Section 12.5, 12.6 and 12.7 


that the proposer feels may not be adequately conveyed through the responses in the 


requirements tables.  Also, please see response to Question 387 regarding the updated 


section names under Tab VII in RFP section 20.3.2.8 to be consistent with subsections 


12.3 – 12.7 in Section 12 of the RFP. 


 


361. Section 12.5.4, pg. 116 – What is the volume of prior authorization requests per month by 


category? Does the current system have prior authorization functionality or is the vendor 


expected to overlay a prior authorization system? 


The following table shows the entity responsible for making the Prior Authorization 


decision by area. 


  


Program 
Responsible Entity 


DHHS Fiscal Agent 
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ICF/MR   X 


Hospice   X 


Personal Care Services   X 


Intermediary Service 
Organizations 


  X 


Home Health   X 


Private Duty Nursing   X 


Adult Day Health Care   X 


Home Based Habilitation 
Services 


  X 


Home and Community Based 
Waiver (HCBW) for Persons with 
Physical Disabilities 


X   


HCBW for the Elderly in Adult 
Residential Care (WEARC) 


X   


HCBW for Assisted Living (AL) X   


HCBW for the Frail Elderly 
(CHIP) 


X   


Please see 10.8.1 Key Indicator Reports – HCM in the Reference Library. 


The Core MMIS contains the functionality to process claims requiring Prior 


Authorization.  For areas where the Fiscal Agent is responsible, they are responsible 


for providing the tools necessary to process the request, make decisions, and enter data 


into the Core MMIS. 


 


362. Section 12.5.7, pg.117 – What is the monthly volume of cases identified through the SUR 


processes that are sent for medical necessity review?  


SUR medical necessity review is performed by DHCFP. 


 


363. Section 12.5.7, pg. 117 – Please define the surveillance and utilization review (SUR) 


reports generated by the Decision Support System (DSS). 


Reports are generated in-house by SUR staff from existing DSS templates (ad hoc). 


 


364. Section 12.5.8 and 12.5.3.3, pg. 117 and pg. 299 – Section 12.5.8 (TPL) states that 


DHCFP maintains responsibility for all business processes and recovery associated with 


MER and TEFRA. Section 12.5.3.3 (financial) states that it is the contractor‘s 


responsibility to ―Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to support 


overpayment/recovery efforts, including but not limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER…‖ 


Please clarify the responsibility for Contractor and DHCFP for TEFRA: Liens and MER. 


DHCFP performs business process and recovery.  Vendor is responsible for support of 


activities listed in 12.5.3.3. 


 


365. Section 12.5.11, pg. 118 and 12.2 Reference Maintenance and Change Management, pg. 


105 – Can the State please confirm that fiscal agent support for the Reference function is 


included in the Maintenance and Change Management requirements? Additionally, 


please confirm that this support is part of the 41,600 enhancement hours annual pool. 
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Please refer to Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 21, Section 4, 


Change Control.  


 


366. Section 12.7.4, pg.123 – Please confirm that there are no voice call recording 


requirements for the Call Center. 


Vendor can propose option. 


 


367. Section 12.7.15, pg.127 – This section states: ―The functional assessment is currently 


being done as a "social model" by FHSC staff for Medicaid FFS recipients and by WIN 


and DAS case managers for those two waiver programs. Please define ―social model.‖ 


Does this statement indicate that a contractor will continue to perform PCS program 


eligibility assessments and process claims? Please define which tasks for this assessment 


is done by contractor and which tasks are performed by DHCFP staff. 


a) A “social model” is a service plan approved by the DHCFP rather than the 


“medical model” which is authorized for an individual by a physician in a plan of 


treatment. 


b) Yes 


c) Please refer to Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 21, Section I, 


PCA.   


 


368. Section 12.7.15, pg.127 – This section states: ―With the rapid increase in expenditures, 


the current Personal Care Services social model is not sustainable. To this end DHCFP is 


in the process of planning for program modifications and anticipates the release of an 


updated scope of work associated with the Nevada Medicaid PCS program, on or around 


the release of this RFP. DHCFP intends to post the scope of work associated with the 


PCS program to the on line reference library subsequent to BOE approval. DHCFP will 


notify prospective bidders once PCS program materials have been posted. Vendor 


proposals should include the provision of PCS program support services within their 


proposals as a required service, as part of the budget neutral compensation model.‖ As of 


2/23/2010, the updated PCS program materials do not appear to have been posted to the 


Reference Library. Would the State please provide these items?  


Please see response to Question 17. 


 


369. Section 14.1, pg.130 – Price information for the State hosted solution… Could the State 


please provide the pricing information for the State data center?  


Vendor may contact NV DoIT for rates.  In a state-hosted solution, DHCFP will pay 


hosting costs.  Vendor must propose all other costs. 


 


370. Section 14.1, pg.130 – Can the State confirm our assumption that a State-hosted solution 


means that the Core MMIS and supporting systems will operate out of State-owned data 


center facilities, and be operated by the contractor on behalf of the State MMIS program? 


Yes. 
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371. Section 14.2, pg.130 – Can the State provide a network diagram showing circuit 


connections/circuit bandwidth utilizations between the current contractor facilities in 


Nevada, the State facilities, and the Verizon data center in Florida and the contractor data 


center? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


372. Section 14.2.2, pg.130 – Please confirm that only costs associated with the proposed 


hosting scenario (from 14.1: scenario 1 or 2) plus the State hosted scenario need to be 


provided. 


Yes, this is true. 


 


373. Section 14.2.3, pg.131 – Is the proposed data solution required to be at a specific Tier 


level (1, 2, 3 or 4 – according to the Uptime Institute)? 


Vendor may propose solutions. 


 


374. Section 15.2, pg. 134 – Does the State have a disease management/wellness vendor and if 


so, what is their level of involvement in managing the ABD population?  


Yes, DHCFP currently has a disease management program targeting certain high 


utilizing recipients in two different groups. The first are Aged, Blind, and Disabled 


(ABD) recipients. The second group is recipients between the ages of 3 and 21 who are 


in need of behavioral health services and would most benefit from care coordination 


and case management services. The vendor manages the care of these recipients by 


coordinating care, working with community providers, directing recipients to 


appropriate referrals, educating recipients on relevant health issues, and assisting in 


discharge planning.  


 


375. Section 15.2.1, pg.135 – How many recipients does the State anticipate will meet Tier 11 


criteria identified in the RFP?  


Please see response to Question 210. 


 


376. Section 15.8.3, pg.142 – Please confirm that the HEDIS audit is a requirement of the 


takeover contract.  


DHCFP confirms that the awarded vendor will collect and report on HEDIS rates for 


this section of the RFP.  Please also see response to Question 479. 


 


377. Section 15.8.5, pg.143 – What is the maximum number of measures that the vendor will 


have to collect in any given year? How often does the State anticipate measures will be 


retired and new measures added?  


DHCFP will use HEDIS and PQI measures to evaluate the vendor’s performance and 


measure the vendors’ success in improving access to care and ensuring quality and 


timeliness of services provided to Nevada Medicaid recipients.  Measures will be retired 
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only if sustained improvement over the baseline is achieved. DHCFP reserves the right 


to add measures and reports when the legislature or the administration requests 


additional data. Also see response to Question 220. 


 


378. Section 16.3, pg. 153 – The RFP requirement states that MMIS data must be available to 


the Agency in Phase One of the project. Please define which subsections in Section 16.3 


are considered to be inclusive of MMIS data. Is the data required in subsections 16.3.1 – 


16.3.12 required as part of Phase One of the project? 


Please see response to Question 224. 


 


379. Section 16.3.12, pg. 155 – This requirement states that HMS is an independent 


contractor. In the Bidder‘s Library Contracts Amendment .zip file, Amendment 10 states 


the HMS is a subcontractor to First Health. Please clarify if work performed by HMS for 


DHCFP is done as a subcontractor of First Health. 


Yes, HMS is a subcontractor to First Health. 


 


380. Section 16.4.4, pg. 156 – This requirement states that the Data Warehouse solution must 


meet uptime requirements in the RFP. Could the State please point us to these uptime 


requirements?  


Please see RFP Section 12.1.3. 


 


381. Section 17.3.9, pg. 170 – Will the State please provide volume statistics for e-prescribing 


during the past two years? Will the State also provide the estimated e-prescribing volume 


for SFY 2012 so that each bidder submits costs based on the same baseline? 


DHCFP’s ePrescribing program is defined in Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract 


Amendment 15, projected costs can be found in MMIS Contract Amendment 21, 


Section A.   


 


382. Section 17.2.2.1, pgs. 161-162 – In lieu of the page counts and request to include original 


RFP questions in the response, can we omit tables that are included for informational 


purposes only? 


No. Please see Items D and E in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


383. Section 17.9, pg.177 – Is there currently a Contract Management tool used to monitor 


compliance to DHCFP requirements? If so, which software or other tools are used? Are 


their deliverables or other reports used to track compliance to DHCFP requirements? If 


so, please explain the deliverables/reports and provide an example. 


No. 


 


384. Section 19.1.4, pg. 181 – Will the State please provide the estimated claim volume for 


SFY 2012 so each bidder can submit costs based on the same baseline? 


Please see 3.6.2 Rebasing Sample in the Reference Library. 
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385. Section 19.1.4, pg. 181 – Will the State explain how the price per claim is determined for 


the first year of the contract? 


The price per claim for the first year of the contract will be based on the formula 


described in 19.1.4 and shown in Attachment R, based on the previous contract year’s 


midpoint plus the actual volume of claims for the twelve (12) month period 


immediately preceding the contract term multiplied by a State-defined factor.   


 


386. Section 19.1.5, pg. 181 – Would the State please consider applying a CPI-U adjustment 


to the $85 an hour rate for change orders? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


387. Section 20.3.2.8, pgs. 191-192 and Section 12, pgs. 105-115 – The section names for 12.3 


– 12.9 under Tab VII do not match the names in the Scope of Work requirements in 


Section 12. For example, in Tab VII, we have ―12.3 Change Management Activities;‖ 


however, this requirement in the Scope of Work section on pg. 111 is listed as ―12.3 


Training Requirements.‖ Could the State please verify the names of sections 12.3 – 12.9 


under Tab VII? 


Please see Item D in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


388. Sections 20.3.2.8, 20.3.2.9, 20.3.2.10, pgs. 191-192 – Is it the State‘s intention to have 


the RFP language included prior to each written response? With the restrictions on page 


limit for Tab VII and VIII, the RFP text would significantly increase this page count with 


the writing response. Would the state consider revising this requirement to providing the 


RFP reference line in place of the RFP text? 


 Please see Items D and E in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


389. Section 22.3.4.2, pg. 213 – Will the State please provide specifics of data such as the 


required square footage, number of cubicles, number of offices, and number of 


conference rooms that each bidder must include in its fiscal agent facility for State staff? 


Please see response to Question 29. 


 


390. Scope of Work sections listing DHCFP Responsibilities (ex. Section 11.3.2, pg 87) – 


Since these sections do not require a response from vendors, can we omit the RFP 


language? 


Yes. Please see Items D and E in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


391. Sections – Is it permissible to answer multiple questions with one answer? For example, 


pg. 68, is it OK to respond once to all of 9.3.5.4 and its sub-sections A-E? Or is it 


necessary to respond to each sub-section separately? 


Yes, it is okay to answer multiple questions with one answer.   
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392. Attachment N – Project Cost Worksheet, 18.1.1.4 HIE Cost Schedule – Please confirm 


that bidders are required to provide a maintenance price for the five years of the contract. 


Yes, that is true. 


 


393. Attachment N – Project Cost Worksheet, 18.1.1.5 DW Cost Schedule – Please confirm 


that bidders are required to provide a maintenance price for the five years of the contract. 


Yes, that is true. 


 


394. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.2, pg.4 – In this pricing schedule it states that the HIE 


implementation is excluded from the operational budget neutrality requirement. In 


Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.4 HIE Cost Schedule there are two Cost Elements – HIE 


Implementation and HIE Maintenance. Does the exclusion of HIE from the operational 


budget neutrality include the HIE Maintenance costs, or will these operational costs be 


considered in the budget neutrality value?  


Yes, the exclusion of HIE from the operational budget neutrality means that the HIE 


maintenance is not part of the budget neutrality value.   


 


395. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3, pg.5 – Please define which sections of the RFP apply to the 


line ―Core MMIS‖. Please define which expenses are to be captured in this line item.  


All of the requirements associated with RFP sections 12.5.2, 12.5.3, 12.5.4, 12.5.5, 


12.5.6, 12.5.7, 12.5.8, 12.5.9, 12.5.10, 12.5.11, 12.5.12 make up the Core MMIS 


Operation.  In addition, all requirements from sections 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.1 – 12.4 


must be accommodated in the Contractor’s MMIS operational pricing structure as 


shown in Pricing Worksheet 18.1.1.3.     


 


396. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3, pg.5 – Under ―Operating Expenses,‖ line items 15-21 list 


Peripheral System Tools. Please define specifically which sections of the RPP apply to 


each line item on 15-21. Please define which expenses are to be captured in each of these 


line items. 


Requirements associated with operational expense line items are as follows: 


Pharmacy Point-of-Sale – RFP section 12.6.3 


Electronic Prescribing – RFP section 12.6.5 


Pharmacy and Diabetic Rebate – RFP section 12.6.6 


Clinical Claims Editing – RFP section 12.6.2 


Decision Support System (Existing Data Warehouse) – RFP section 12.6.8 


Web Portal – RFP section 12.6.9 


Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System – RFP section 12.6.10 
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397. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3, pg.5 – Please define which sections of the RFP apply to the 


line ―Claims Expenses‖. Please define which expenses are to be captured in this line item. 


Claims Expenses is the claim volume at the per claim rate for that contract year.  The 


vendors should provide their pricing approach based on the current contract 


information and claims statistics in the RFP and Reference Library.   


 


398. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3 pg.5 – There is Total required on Line 27, Claims Processing 


Support Services in field H 27. Lines 28 – 42 are then indented below the heading in Line 


27. Should line 27 have a place for total value in field H27, or is Line 27 only intended to 


be a header describing the services below? If it is a header only, then field H27 should 


not require a total value. If expenses are intended to be reported on Line 27, please define 


which expenses are to be included on this line.  


The CLAIMS PROCESSING SUPPORT SERVICES line is intended to be a header 


describing the services below, and as such does not require a total value.   


 


399. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3 pg.5 – Under ―Claims Processing Support Services‖ line 


items 28-42 appear to list the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support 


Services. Please define specifically which sections of the RPP apply to each line item on 


28-42. Please define which expenses are to be captured in each of these line items. 


Requirements associated with claims processing support services line items are as 


follows: 


Managed Care Enrollment – RFP section 12.7.2 


PASR – RFP section 12.7.3 


Call Center and Contract Management – RFP section 12.7.4 


Provider Appeals – RFP section 12.7.5 


Provider Enrollment – RFP section 12.7.6 


Provider Training & Outreach – RFP section 12.7.7 


Finance – RFP section 12.7.8 


Return ID Card Process – RFP section 12.7.9 


Electronic Data Interchange – RFP section 12.7.10 


Pharmacy Support Services – RFP section 12.6.4 


Diabetic Supply Rebate – RFP section 12.6.7 


Prior Authorization – RFP section 12.7.12 


Utilization Management – RFP section 12.7.13 


EPSDT – RFP section 12.7.14 
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Personal Care Services (PCS) Program – RFP section 12.7.15 


 


400. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3.b, pg.5 – The instructions for the costs that the proposer must 


include in this pricing schedule contain an incomplete sentence. Is there more 


information that was to be included with instruction 18.1.1.3-b? Please note that the 


instructional sentence ends with ―and‖. 


Please see Item H in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


401. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3, pg.6 – There are Operational Expenses in these pricing 


schedules that are noted as affected by the CPI-U. The RFP also defines CPI-MC in the 


Section 2, Acronym/Definitions. There is no other reference to CPI-MC in the RFP or the 


Pricing Schedules. Are there expenses that are affected by CPI_MC? Section 19.1.3 


refers to the CPI_UMC index. In the Bidder‘s Library, Amendment 21 refers to CPI-


UMC. This amendment denotes that HCM costs are increased by CPI-UMC. Are there 


any expenses in Attachment N, Project Costs that are affected by CPI-UMC? None are 


footnoted as being affected by this index. 


Currently, the amount paid by the State for utilization management services is tied to 


increases/decreases in the CPI-UMC. 


 


402. Attachment N Tab 18.1.1.3 pg.6 – There are no instructions for what expenses are to be 


included in ―Other Costs.‖ Please provide a description of the types of costs that should 


be included in this line item.  


Proposers are to use the “other costs” line if they have costs for operations that are 


outside of the Operational Expense elements noted in the pricing worksheet.  The 


Division does not have expectations about typical other costs, but asks the vendors to 


describe any other costs that may make up the budget neutral operations pricing 


model in their proposal.   


 


403. Attachment O Section12.5.2.56, pg. 294 – Please confirm the number of recipient 


Validation of Service letters generated monthly. 


500. 


 


404. Attachment O, Section 12.5.3.3. pg. 299, and Requirement 12.5.8.4, p 327 – Will the 


contractor be responsible for operating and maintaining a system to perform all TPL 


functions in support of overpayment/recovery efforts, and performing TPL pay and 


chase? 


Yes. 


 


405. Attachment O, Section 12.5.5.4, pg. 312 – Please confirm how often DHCFP will direct 


the mass update of the provider file. 


Specific updates that are needed have not been identified at this time, however, updates 


have occurred infrequently in the past.  Examples of mass updates (not all inclusive) 
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would be closing the enrollments for all active providers within one or more provider 


types, adding a speciality to all providers of a specific type, etc. 


 


406. Attachment O, Section 12.5.6.4, pg. 317 – Please confirm how often the MDS 


information is transmitted. What entities submit the MDS? 


Nursing facilities submit MDS data quarterly. 


 


407. Attachment O, Section 12.5.9.7, pg. 331 – Please confirm how to identify recipients 


receiving treatment under the early and periodic screening, diagnosis, and treatment 


(EPSDT) program. 


DHCFP does not have a separate ID for those receiving EPSDT services. The related 


EPSDT data is in MMIS presently and will be transferred. 


 


408. Attachment O, Section 12.5.11.1–28, pg. 333 and pgs. 333-338 – Please confirm that the 


MMIS capabilities listed for these sections are available in the current system. 


Please refer to Section 10.2.2.1 of the RFP 


 


409. Attachment O, Section 12.5.11.1–28, pg. 333 and pgs. 333-338 – Please provide the 


number of online and mass updates to the reference files for SFY 2009. 


Requested information is not available. 


 


410. Attachment O, Section 12.5.11.1–28, pg. 333 and pgs. 333-338 – Please provide the 


number of edit or audit updates for SFY 2009. 


Requested information is not available. 


 


411. Attachment O, Section 12.5.11.1–28, pg. 333 and pg.s 333-338 – Please provide the 


number of full-time equivalents (FTEs) who support the MMIS reference features and 


their locations. 


Please see the Incumbent Vendor Staffing Table in the Reference Library (9.5). 


 


412. Attachment O, Section 12.5.11.4, pg. 334 – The RFP states, ―Provide training to staff 


designated by DHCFP in the use of the reference functions.‖ Please provide the number 


of training hours provided to DHCFP staff members in the use of reference functions in 


SFY 2009. 


Vendor may propose training they feel will meet the needs of DHCFP. 


 


413. Attachment O, Section 12.5.11.10, pg. 335 – Please confirm the before-and-after picture 


of the data is not required for mass updates, such as the quarterly or annual process. 


Required as written. 
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414. Attachment O, Section 12.5.11.14, pg. 335 – The RFP states, ―Maintain Diagnosis data 


that is compliant with the required coding set (soon to be ICD-10-CM).‖ Please confirm 


that implementation of International Classification of Disease, Tenth Revision (ICD-10) 


is not part of this proposal. 


Please see Item I in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


415. Attachment O, 12.5.12 MARS and 12.7.13 Utilization Management, pg. 338, pgs. 338-


341, and pgs. 426-429 – Can the State please confirm the number of staff members the 


current fiscal agent is using to support these requirements? 


Refer to 5.5, Fiscal Agent Organizational Chart, in the Reference Library. 


 


416. Attachment O, Section 12.5.12.13, pg. 341 – Please confirm if management and 


administrative reporting subsystem (MARS) reports are available by date of service and 


date of payment. 


Yes. 


 


417. Attachment P, Section 12.6.8.45, pg. 386 – Please confirm the data for updating and the 


frequency of update in the DSS. 


DSS is updated weekly with claims data and monthly with eligibility data.  The weekly 


updates take place every Thursday night except for the week with the end of month 


update, which is the last Friday of the month.  On the last Friday of the month that 


week’s claims are updated along with the eligibility data on file. 


 


418. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.3.12, pg. 403 – Please confirm if the contractor is responsible 


for PASRR Level I determinations. Is this a face-to-face event? What is the current 


volume? 


Yes, the awarded vendor is responsible for Level 1 determinations; No; 1,450 per 


month. 


 


419. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.3.12, pg. 403 – Please confirm if the contractor is responsible 


for PASRR Level II evaluations. What is the current volume? 


Yes, 15 per month. 


 


420. Attachment Q Section 12.7.8-13 pg.416 – Please confirm that system capabilities for 


these requirements for account reconciliation currently exist in the present MMIS. 


Please refer to RFP section 10.2.2.1.  


 


421. Attachment Q Section 12.7.8.9 pg.417 – Are checks that are stuffed and mailed generated 


by DHCFP? Where does the staffing and mailing currently take place? Is staffing 


currently a manual process? Do we assume correctly that checks are stuffed with paper 


RAs? If this is the case, are EFT payment documents also stuffed with RAs?  
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All checks are created and mailed via 3rd party vendor under contract to First Health. 


All check and RAs mailed are created and mailed per terms of contract. 


 


422. Attachment Q Section 12.7.8.14-15 pg.418 – Please provide additional criteria regarding 


the potential expanded contractor responsibility regarding pre-payment review. What is 


the sampling criterion including the monthly volume of claims to be reviewed? At what 


date does DHCFP anticipate adding this responsibility? Does the existing system provide 


the capability to select the criteria to be used to generate a sample? 


 Vendor should propose option for this potential expanded contractor responsibility. 


 


423. Attachment Q, pg.404 – There are numerous references to Potential Expanded Contractor 


Responsibilities. Can the State please clarify if these are included as part of the budget 


neutral bid or should be costed separately?  


See response to Question 41. 


 


424. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.4.3, pg.404 – This section is for call center services and the 


use of a contact tracking system to log provider inquiries. The current contractor uses 


FirstCRM (Remedy ARS) for tracking contacts. Please confirm that this system is not 


proprietary and would be made available to the successful bidder during Takeover. Please 


also confirm the retention period for storing contacts and how much contact history will 


be transferred during Takeover. 


FirstCRM is a proprietary product.  DHCFP owns the data. 


 


425. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.4.12, pg.405 – Provide, in both English and Spanish 


language, a caller-selected option for recipients, to redirect eligibility inquiries to 


appropriate Eligibility Case Worker(s).  


This is a “Contractor Responsibility.”  There does not appear to be a question. 


 


426. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.5.1, pg. 408 – Please confirm what actions the provider can 


appeal. 


All actions can be appealed. 


 


427. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.6.5, pg.409 Provider Enrollment – The requirement is to 


allow for online submission of provider application forms. This does not appear to be a 


current system capability according to the library information and what is published on 


the provider website. Will the State please confirm that this is indeed required? Please 


confirm that the current environment meets this requirement and if not, it is a requirement 


of the takeover contract.  


Please refer to RFP section 10.2.2.1.  


 


428. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.12.1, pg. 422 – Please confirm what languages are included 


in the ―multi-lingual‖ recipient PA denial notices. 
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English and Spanish. 


 


429. Attachment Q, Section 12.7.15.1, pg. 432 – In Attachment Q, the RFP states, 


―<CONTRACTOR SHOULD CONSULT THE REFERENCE LIBRARY FOR 


INFORMATION ON THE PCS PROGRAM>.‖ Please provide the name of the 


document in the Reference Library that provides the information on the PCS program. 


Please see response to Question 17. 


 


430. Attachment R, pg.433 – In the explanation of the Rebasing Calculation, the element Price 


Per Claim for the Contract Year is a key component of the calculation. Please define how 


the price per claim value is calculated in terms of Pricing Schedule 18.1.1.3 Operations 


Years 1-5. Which line items from this pricing schedule are considered expenses directly 


associated with claims processing and are therefore used to determine the price per 


claim? 


Please see Sample Rebasing Calculation on Page 435 of RFP 1824. 


 


431. Could the State provide the following forms in Microsoft WORD format? 


ATTACHMENT A – OF CONFIDENTIALITY OF PROPOSAL AND 


CERTIFICATION OF INDEMNIFICATION 


ATTACHMENT B1– TECHNICAL PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION OF 


COMPLIANCE WITH TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RFP 


ATTACHMENT B2 – COST PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 


WITH TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RFP 


ATTACHMENT C1 – VENDOR CERTIFICATION (Primary Vendor) 


ATTACHMENT C2 – VENDOR CERTIFICATION (Subcontractor) 


ATTACHMENT C3 – CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 


ATTACHMENT K – PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 


STATE OF NEVADA REGISTRATION SUBSTITUTE IRS FORM W-9 


Editable versions of the Attachments have been added to the Reference Library as 


Item 10.2. 


 


432. General Question – Would the State please allow the vendors to take a tour through the 


local Fiscal Agent operation centers? 


DHCFP respectfully declines this request. 


 


433. Contract Amendment 3, Bidder‘s Library 1 – Paragraph 1.A refers to rates set forth in 


Attachment BB, Planned Services Amendment. Attachment BB was not included in the 


Amendment 3 PDF file. Can DHCFP please add Attachment BB to the bidder‘s library? 


Attachment BB from Amendment 3 has been added to the Reference Library. 
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434. Contract Amendment 3, Bidder‘s Library – The services associated with Health Care 


Management are described in detail.  Can DHCFP define where in the RFP these services 


are listed as requirements? 


Please see response to Question 306. 


 


435. Contract Amendment 11, Bidder‘s Library, Table 11-B – There is an Estimated Payment 


Schedule associated with HCM.  Can DHCFP please define where in Attachment N, 


18.1.1.3 and on which line item, the expenses associated with these services are to be 


captured? 


On the line item for Utilization Management in Attachment N, 18.1.1.3. 


 


436. Contract Amendment 11, Bidder‘s Library – Table 11-B describes volumes associated 


with HCM services. Can DHCFP provide current volumes for these authorization and 


projected volumes for FY12 – FY16.     


Please see RFP Section 16.3.3. 


 


437. Contract Amendment 21 Bidder‘s Library, pg. 3 –In Contract Amendment 21; B. 4. The 


following statement is made: 


 


―FHSC attests that the following systems and software are proprietary to FHSC, are not 


public domain software, and neither DHCFP nor the Takeover vendor will have access to 


their coding or development manuals. POS P harmacy User Interface, Power Builder, 


FirstIQ Retro DUR Microsoft SQL Server, FirstIQ RetroDUR User Interface Visual 


Basic, FirstIQ RetroDUR Reporting tools Cognos Impromptu and PowerPlay, 


FirstRebate Microsoft SQL Server/IBM DB2 Connect, FirstRebate User Interface Visual 


Basic and Web, FirstTrax Pharmacy PA Tracking and Contact Management remedy 


ARS, POS Pharmacy Software FirstRX. FirstHCM application software and associated 


data base structure and FirstRequest. DHCFP will provide the list of requested materials 


to FHSC at least 90 days prior the end of the contract.‖ 


 


If this is proprietary will the State be receiving license rights for the term of the 


agreement? 


DHCFP does not own the coding and development manuals.  DHCFP has the right to 


use the number of licenses for which it has paid. 


 


438. RFP Section 1, Overview of Project, page 9  The State suggests that they will consider 


alternative solutions in the area of the peripheral tools.  If the vendor does not have an 


alternative to the currently operational proprietary tools, how should they propose a 


solution in these areas? 


The vendor should describe the tools that will be used to support the scope of work of 


the RFP, including any current operational tools. 
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439. The State very clearly identifies that this Takeover procurement is a budget neutral 


contract arrangement.  It is clear that there are some optional/new scope of work like HIE 


and the Data Warehouse that will be outside of the budget neutral requirement.  However, 


in the matrix there are a number of italicized requirements not performed by the current 


vendor.  How will these be handled in terms of budget neutrality? 


See response to Question 41. 


 


440. The State is very clear that funding of this project is contingent on the State Legislature 


and/or federal funding agency approval.  In the current economic environment in Nevada 


with significant budget shortfalls and proposed cuts, what is the likelihood that this 


project will get funded? 


The Takeover project was funded by the 2009 Legislature. 


 


441. RFP Section 1.1, Strategic Vision‘s for Nevada‘s MMIS, page 10   The RFP states that 


―Part of the State‘s vision also includes the opportunity to leverage potential vendors‘ 


abilities to support Nevada through multi-state operations contracts.‖  Please provide 


clarification. 


Vendors having contracts with multiple states may provide for cost savings related to 


various system and operational areas impacting multiple states including, but not 


limited to, system upgrades, support, and enhancements. 


 


442. RFP Section 1.3, Procurement Goals and Objectives, Item 1.3A, page 11Regarding 


budget neutrality, will adjustments be made for inflationary changes?  Will it change 


depending on the CPI-U for future fiscal years? 


Refer to Attachment R for adjustments for inflationary changes for paid claims. 


 


443. RFP Section 1.3, Procurement Goals and Objectives, Item 1.3D, page 11Will the HIE 


that a vendor proposes be the basis for a Statewide HIE or is there a HIE in place 


Statewide today that this HIE solution will plug into? 


The HIE that a vendor proposes may serve as the platform for DHHS. Refer to RFP 


Section 13.1 for more information. 


 


444. RFP Section 2, Definitions, page 14Are the Specialty Pharmacy and Radiology 


Utilization Management Services proposals (referenced in RFP Sections 12.6.4 and 


12.7.13) considered ―enhanced services‖ under the Budget Neutrality definition which 


have to be offered with guaranteed savings per RFP Section 18.2? 


The Requirements referenced in Sections 12.6.4 and 12.7.13 should be responded to in 


the requirements tables.  Refer to RFP Section 7.3, Vendor Response to Scope of 


Work.  The Contractor Responsibilities in the requirements tables are included in the 


budget neutrality mode, but the Contractor should provide for explanations of these in 


pricing schedule 18.1.1.3. 
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445. RFP Section 3.6, Current Agency Computing Environment, page 36Section 3.6 states 


there are four offices that connect to the MMIS.  However, the Carson City, Nevada, 


office is not listed.  The Carson City, Nevada, office has connectivity under the current 


contract.  Please clarify if the Carson City, Nevada, will connect in the new contract?  


Carson City District Office resides within DHCFP Administration and will require its 


existing connectivity in the new contract. 


 


446. The RFP states that MHDS currently has connectivity.  For what purpose do they connect 


to the MMIS? 


Please see Item A in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


The following agencies have licenses for MMIS: 


 Aging and Disability Services Division (To administer Prior Authorizations for 


Waivers) 


 Health Division (Uses DSS) 


 Attorney General (Uses DSS for Investigations) 


 


447. RFP Section 7.3.3, Vendor Response to Scope of Work, page 45When completing the 


Requirements Tables, may the Vendor use both Code a and Code c in the Vendor 


Compliance Code column of the table to indicate that the work effort for the requirement 


would be split between the Vendor and a subcontractor?  The division of work between 


the Vendor and the subcontractor would then be described in the Response column. 


 If the work is to be divided between the Vendor and a subcontractor, this should be 


reflected in the table.  Therefore use of both Codes (a) and (c) is acceptable. 


 


448. RFP Section 8.1.2.5, Scope of Work – Contract Start Up Period Requirements, page 48  


The RFP states that the contractor must ―develop a comprehensive approach for handling 


communications with both internal and external audiences.‖  Does this requirement 


include the provider community or just DHCFP and vendor? 


“The comprehensive approach for handling communications with both internal and 


external audiences” includes stakeholders, not just DCHFP and the vendor.  


Therefore, this requirement includes the provider community. 


 


449. RFP Section 8.4, Location of Contract Functions, page 54 In Section 8.4.2.1, the State 


identifies that a reasonable portion of the functions may be completed offshore or out of 


state.  Please define what the State considers a reasonable percentage.  Also, what 


functions within the operation does the State consider as acceptable to be outside of the 


State? 


Vendor may propose which portions would be performed out of the state and/or 


offshore. 
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450. RFP Section 9.1, Transition Overview, page 58  In the evaluation of the proposal 


responses, how will the State determine adequacy of new vendor staff to perform all of 


the transition functions?  As the incumbent, we have recently undergone a transition 


where the new vendor understaffed the bid and then the customer had to rely on the 


incumbent to get all of the tasks completed in a timely manner. 


The new vendor will be required to complete the contractor responsibilities as 


described in RFP Section 9. 


 


451. RFP Section 9.3, Transition of Core MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools, and Medicaid 


Program Claims Processing and Support Services, page 65   In RFP Section 9.3.2.22, the 


RFP states that the contractor must ―Work with other system vendors and the state to 


establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by 


DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities identified for this Period.‖  Who is 


responsible for developing interfaces to Pharmacy and HCM components?   


The awarded vendor will be responsible for developing and/or updating interfaces 


necessary for implementation of the Takeover MMIS.  This may include development 


of new interfaces as needed to integrate new or replacement components or tools. 


 


452. RFP Section 9.4, Parallel Testing, page 69 The RFP states that ―during the parallel testing 


task, the contractor(s) will utilize input files from the current contractor‘s claims 


processing activities and compare the output results to determine data integrity of the 


newly installed Core MMIS.‖  In RFP Section 9.4.5.7, one of the Department‘s 


responsibilities is to identify and coordinate with providers and the current MMIS 


contractor to provide testing data to cover the breadth and volume of the Core MMIS.  


Please elaborate on the current MMIS contractor‘s role in parallel testing.   


The current contractor’s role in parallel testing and the transfer phase is contained in 


the current contract, not within the scope of this RFP. Please refer to RFP 02-03 for 


further details. 


 


453. RFP Section 10.2.2.3, Scope of Work – Operations Period Requirements, page 80  This 


section states that all enhancements are paid by the pool of hours and/or an increase in 


contract authority.  Please clarify how State-requested enhancements are paid for.  Does a 


new contract amendment have to be executed for each enhancement that involves 


additional DHCFP funding?  


Please see response to Question 365. 


 


454. RFP Section 11.2, Current MMIS Computing Environment, page 84 Each of the 


applications listed in Section 11.2.1, Technical Hardware, are proprietary to the current 


vendor or are third party products.  How should potential vendors handle these areas in 


the procurement?  Does the State require that these applications continue to be used? 


Please refer to Section 18.2, Budget Neutrality, of RFP 1824. 
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455. RFP Section 11.3.1.1, HIPAA Requirements, page 85Is the contractor expected to absorb 


the cost of any changes to HIPAA by CMS that are undefined at the time of the 


submission of the response to the RFP for the life of the contract? 


DHCFP will work with the vendor through the Change Management process. 


 


456. RFP Section 11.6, Post Implementation Review and CMS System Certification, page 93  


RFP Section 11.6.1 states that the currently operational NV MMIS achieved certification 


upon initial implementation in 2004.  Does the State feel, or has CMS indicated, that 


there will be an additional need for re-certification upon successful transition by the 


incumbent? 


Please see response to Question 173. 


 


457. RFP Section 11.6.2.4, Post Implementation Review and CMS System Certification, page 


95  Is the DHCFP‘s current MECT different than the CMS version of the MMIS 


Certification ToolKit?  If yes, can DHCFP make available a copy of DHCFP‘s current 


MECT in the procurement library?  


Please see response to Question 174. 


 


458. RFP Section 12.1.1.1, General Operational Requirements for All System Components, 


page 99  Please clarify the frequency of ―periodic‖ for recommendations for process 


improvements based on industry standards? 


The frequency of “periodic” depends on available process improvement areas in the 


industry, but should not be less than twice per year. 


 


459. RFP Section 12.1.1.3, General Operational Requirements for All System Components, 


page 99   Are all responses to DHCFP within one working day expected to be complete 


answers including reports that may require research?  What type of inquiries must be 


responded to within one business day? 


Initial responses to inquiries must be responded to within one business day, with an 


understanding that some additional research, report production, or other task may 


need to be completed.   For finalized responses, the vendor should provide an estimate 


of completion. 


 


460. RFP Section 12.1.1.6, General Operational Requirements for All System Components, 


page 100. 


This section discusses compliance with DHCFP languages.  Does the State consider 


specific programming languages to be not acceptable? 


Please see response to Question 334. 


 


461. RFP Section 12.1.1.26, Programming Requirements, page 104  The RFP states that the 


contractor must provide a process that allows for the setting of statistical edits.  Please 


clarify what is meant by ―statistical?‖  Does this refer to service limit edits? 
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Please refer to RFP section 10.2.2.1.  


 


462. RFP Section 12.2.2.13, Maintenance and Change Management, page 106   In order to 


develop ―adequate staffing‖ for maintenance and modification, what turnaround time 


does DHCFP expect for approved change requests? 


Per RFP Section 12.2, bidders are expected to propose maintenance and change 


management process as specified in RFP requirement 12.2.8.1.D, that timeframes for 


approved change requests will be dependent upon what is agreed to by DHCFP and 


vendor, on a case-by-case basis per each change request.  In terms of determining 


adequate staffing for maintenance and modification, perhaps the current pool of 


41,600 annual programming hours may offer some insight to bidders in establishing 


staffing levels. 


 


463. RFP Section 12.3.1.5, Training requirements, page 112   Does the vendor need to 


maintain a fully equipped training site in Las Vegas, Nevada, at all times, or may a 


training site be rented for use when training is required? 


Please see response to Question 16.  


 


464. RFP Section 15, Health Education and Care Coordination, page 133   It is our 


understanding that some of the scope identified here is currently being performed by a 


separate vendor.  How many recipients are currently in this program?  How are they 


stratified – numbers in each of Level I, II, III? 


Please see response to Question 209. The current disease management vendor does not 


stratify recipients into one of these new Levels of Care. They have their own 


stratification system. There are approximately 7,800 recipients currently enrolled in the 


disease management program. Roughly 3,000 of those recipients are currently 


receiving active care coordination and case management services that are being billed 


to the DHCFP.  


 


465. Please define ―moderate risk.‖ 


In terms of healthcare, a moderate risk is a risk of healthcare complications within 


reasonable limits; not an excessive or extreme risk.  In terms of project management, 


an event that, if it occurred, would cause moderate cost and schedule increases, but 


important requirements would still be met. 


 


466. What is the expected ―go live‖ date of this program? 


Currently anticipated as July 2011.  Date will be mutually determined by DHCFP and 


the awarded vendor. 


 


467. Who is the incumbent? 


Refer to RFP Section 3.1.1. 
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468. The RFP states that ―…proposals that do not include a health education and care 


coordination component will not be entitled to receive the maximum points allotted for 


the evaluation of technical proposals, as this component will be considered during the 


evaluation and scoring of technical proposals.‖  What are the elements in the State‘s 


opinion that are considered a health education program vs. care coordination program? 


DHCFP describes a commingled scope of work for both programs.  Per RFP Section 


15.2, the Vendors must either implement the program components as described in 


Section 15 or propose other creative solutions that will achieve the same objectives 


and goals. 


 


469. Could the award of the Health Education and Care Coordination optional provision be 


different than the MMIS vendor? 


The Health Education and Care Coordination optional provisions, if accepted by 


DHCFP, will be awarded as part of this contract to the awarded vendor.  However, the 


vendor can use a subcontractor to carry out these services.  


Please refer to the definition of “Prime Contractor” in Section 2, Acronyms and 


Definitions and Section 22.3.1, Award of Related Contracts, of RFP 1824. 


 


470. In addition to Level II, is Level I also included in this Health Education and Care 


Coordination program or excluded? 


Level I recipients are excluded from this RFP. 


 


471. Who would manage the Level III recipients? 


Please see responses to Questions 131 and 209. 


 


472. What does the State consider prevalent non-English languages for written materials? 


The State has identified the prevalent non-English language in Nevada to be Spanish 


 


473. What is the estimated population that is in Level II for Health Education and Care 


Coordination for the year?  What is the estimated population that is in Level I and Level 


III for the year? 


Please see response to Question 210. 


 


474. What specific disease processes are targeted for the Health Education and Care 


Coordination? 


Please see response to Question 133. 


 


475. RFP Section 15.1.2, Health Education and Care Coordination, page 134   Please define 


―relatively‖ low hospital and emergency room utilization. 


Level II recipients have higher utilization than Level I recipients and less utilization 


than Level III recipients. 
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476. Is the State willing to offer provider incentives to support the use of a medical home 


program?  


Given the current budget constraints, no additional funds will be allocated for 


incentives in this procurement. In a better economic environment, the State would 


certainly consider reimbursing for incentive programs. Instead, the vendor is tasked 


with developing creative mechanisms to connect recipients to medical homes. 


 


477. RFP Section 15.4.1.1, Recipient Services, page 136   Are expenses related to recipient 


and provider educational materials, newsletters, printing, postage, etc., a pass-through to 


the State?  There is already a dollar amount listed for printing and postage in the RFP- is 


this dollar limit inclusive of this section, or is this a new consideration? 


The definition of pass-through expenses in 12.7.11 on page 125 of RFP 1824 also 


applies to Health Education and Care Coordination materials. 


The cost-saving initiative must include the pass-through printing and postage costs and 


invoicing must identify the materials as pertaining to the Health Education and Care 


Coordination program. 


If the program proposal is accepted, the pass-through will be in addition to the 


amounts listed on page 125 of the RFP which relates to MMIS pass-through expenses.  


 


478. RFP Section 15.8.2.2.B.1, HEDIS Measures, page 142  Are ―selected mental health‖ 


disorders defined by the State or the vendor?  If defined by the State, what are the 


identified mental health disorders? 


The vendor must propose the selected mental health disorders in their proposal. The 


selected disorders must be in compliance with HEDIS reporting requirements. DHCFP 


reserves the right to modify the chosen mental health disorders prior to the service start 


date if the proposed disorders do not meet DHCFP’s objectives.  


 


479. RFP Section 15.8.3, Quality Assurance Standards, page 142  The RFP states that ―The 


vendor must utilize the most recent version of the AHRQ software and utilize it 


according to the most recent PQI Technical Specifications.  The most recent HEDIS 


technical specifications will also be used for reporting these measures.  The vendor must 


use audited data and ensure all updates to the measures are reflected in the final, reported 


rates.‖  Does the auditor need to be HEDIS certified to audit? 


The awarded vendor will be required to use certified HEDIS auditors to perform the 


HEDIS audit. DHCFP may choose to audit and validate the vendors’ HEDIS 


compliance process with an outside vendor, such as DHCFP’s EQRO. 


 


480. RFP Section 15.10.4.4, Operational Requirements, Reporting, page 148  Do changes in 


reporting requirements follow the State‘s current change management process and are 


those reports billable to the State? 
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Changes in the reporting requirements for this section of the RFP will typically be 


addressed through the Change Management process, but may be addressed in 


subsequent contract amendments.  


 


481. RFP Section 20.2.11, General Submission Requirements, page 188.  Would the State 


consider (1) lengthening the page limit for the SOW and PM sections and/or (2) not 


counting the RFP requirement as part of the page limitation? 


Please see Items D and E in Changes to RFP Language portion of this document. 


 


482. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.2.75, 


page 297  Will ―randomly pended‖ claims selected by DHCFP be reviewed at a 


Clinical/Medical Review level and will consideration be given to the vendor for staffing 


allowances based upon volumes? 


They will be reviewed by DHCFP.  Vendor may propose solution. 


 


483. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.2.86, 


page 298   Please clarify the meaning of ―non-clean.‖ 


Please refer to definition of Clean Claim in Section 2. 


 


484. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.2.92, 


page 299   The RFP requirement states that the contractor must ―Update TPL files with 


claim information in the same cycle as the payment cycle.‖  Please provide more details 


on what is meant by ―claim information?‖ 


Upon TPL recovery, two steps are required: an update to the financial subsystem and 


an update to the claims subsystem.  Both steps must occur within the same payment 


cycle. 


“Claim information” refers to the update to the claims subsystem.  


 


485. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.3.4, page 


300    The RFP requirement states that the contractor must ―Maintain an accounts 


receivable system populated by MMIS data on a weekly basis that is maintained by the 


Accounting Department.  The data is to be used to track matching dollars from other 


agencies.‖  Please provide more details regarding this requirement.  Does ―Accounting 


Department‖ refer to the State? 


The Fiscal Agent maintains the accounts receivable function of the MMIS and 


forwards the results to DHCFP weekly and monthly. 


 


486. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.3.49, 


page 308 


The RFP requirement states that the contractor must ―Maintain and update the accounts 


receivable system on a daily basis.‖  Is this requirement referring to the State‘s accounts 


receivable system? 
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Please see response to Question 485. 


 


487. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.5.31, 


page 315   The RFP requiremetn states that a potential expanded contractor responsibility 


is to ―Build and maintain an expanded database of provider data for claims processing, 


administrative reporting, and surveillance and review.‖  What is meant by ―expanded 


provider data?‖  Please provide examples. 


Examples include: 


-Ownership information to identify associations between provider 


groups/facilities/agencies.  


-Store and display both current and past licensing and address information so a history 


of events can be known.   


-Capture and display previous termination and/or suspension reasons along with a 


separate reinstatement reason so the provider’s enrollment history is available. 


 


488. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.8.3, page 


325 The RFP requirement states that the contractor must ―Identify and maintain TPL 


resource data including, but not limited to:  Coverage data, Effective dates, Termination 


dates, Individuals covered, Relationship to the insured, Premium amount (when paid for 


by the State), Date decision made to pay premiums, Deductibles, co-pay and threshold 


amounts, and Carrier information to including name, contact information, type of 


coverage, and filing periods.  Currently, deductibles, co-pay, and threshold amounts are 


not being captured and entered in the MMIS as there are not fields to capture the data.  


Does the State anticipate maintaining current procedures and processes in the collection 


of TPL data?  


Vendor may propose solution that, at a minimum, maintains current process. 


 


489. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.8.4, page 


326   The RFP requirement states that the contractor must ―Produce TPL data and/or Cost 


Avoidance Reports as specified by DHCFP or required by State and Federal rules and 


regulations.‖  Is the State interested in cost avoidance reports which capture the amount 


saved through cost avoidance.  Does the State anticipate maintaining current reports 


available?  Does the State anticipate maintaining the current report or may the vendor 


report estimated cost avoidance savings? 


Cost avoidance reports which capture the amount saved through cost avoidance are 


required, but the format may change as long as the information is available.  Current 


reporting also includes TPL activities (adds, terminations, updates, etc.) and this data 


is also required, but the format in which it's reported can be modified. 


 


490. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.8.29, 


page 329   The RFP requirement states that the contractor must ―Generate and mail 2nd 


and 3rd requests no later than sixty (60) and ninety (90) calendar days after the first 
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request if no response is received and notify DHCFP if no response is received after 


ninety (90) calendar days.‖  Does this requirement refer to rebills to commercial 


insurance carriers?  We are able to comply with this requirement; however, it has been 


our experience working with carriers in 40 states that plans often cannot process and 


respond to Medicaid claims within 60-90 days.  The majority of the billing is generally 


processed within a 120 day timeline. Sending commercial insurance rebills at 60 and 90 


days will increase the amount of duplicate work carriers will need to do in order to 


respond to each claim that is still being processed.  The increased focus on responding to 


claims within the 60-90 day period will impact the amount of time it will take the carrier 


to process and pay Medicaid claims.  Would the State consider alternative commercial 


insurance rebilling dates?  


Please see response to Question 45. 


 


491. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.8.34, 


page 329 The RFP requirement states that the contractor must ―Generate TPL recovery 


letters, claim facsimile and/or invoices to third party carriers within five (5) working days 


of request.‖  Can the State provide a definition and an example of a third party carrier 


invoice? 


Please see response to Question 46. 


 


492. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.9.11, 


page 331    The Current NVMMIS system is CMS certified and capable of accepting 


encounter claims.  Is the State planning to include any additional editing requirements for 


processing encounter claims, or will the State require the contractor to process encounter 


with the current editing capability of the system? 


Encounter claims are not currently captured in the MMIS.  Vendors may propose a 


new Data Warehouse/DSS and it is assumed that encounter claims will be captured in 


that tool. 


 


493. Will the State require and enforce the HMO to submit encounter data per State schedule 


and data requirements? 


Please see response to Question 492. 


 


494. Will State require the contractor to capture up to 250 error Reason Codes for each 


Encounter Claim Line? 


Please see response to Question 492. 


 


495. RFP Attachment O, Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table, Section 12.5.9.13, 


page 331    The RFP requirement states that a potential expanded contractor 


responsibility is to ―Implement and support a web-based EPSDT form.  Form information 


should be maintained in a database and does not need to interface with the claims 


system.‖  Please provide more details on what is meant by an ―EPSDT form.‖ 
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The EPSDT form is a form utilized by our healthcare providers (physicians) which 


collects information relevant to the EPSDT exam. Nevada would like to create a web-


based database for the providers to directly input this information into. Vendor may 


propose format for DHCFP approval. 


 


496. RFP Attachment P, Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table, 


Section12.6.2.12, pages 345 & 346   This section states that ―Provide support for clinical 


claims editing system including appeals, testimony by qualified representative, 


clarification of results/rational as formally requested.‖  Please specify the hours of 


support required on a monthly basis to perform these support functions and the level of 


qualified representatives (e.g., MD, specialists, RN, etc.).  


Hours vary by appeal. 


 


497. RFP Attachment P, Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table, 


Section12.6.3.18, page 349  The RFP states that the contractor must ―Notify State 


Pharmacy Consultant of NDCs identified during drug claim processing that need to have 


a benefit code assigned.‖  Please clarify this process.  It would seem that the State is 


asking that, as they enter the database, new drugs (NDCs) are expected to be flagged for 


restriction until a benefit code can be assigned.  Is this correct or is there a default or 


standard benefit?  Who is the State Pharmacy Consultant? 


Please see Reference Library 4.4.2 MMIS Contract Amendment 12, Attachment A-12, 


Section A, and Section I.  


 


498. RFP Attachment Q, Medicaid Claims Processing and program Support Services 


Requirements Table, Section12.7.12.17, page 424   This requirement states that the 


contractor must ―Accept and process Requests for reconsideration from providers for 


adverse determinations when made within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of 


determination.‖  Is it the State‘s intention to have 30 calendar days for which to submit 


all reconsideration requests because currently there is an exception to this rule – RTC has 


90 calendar days to submit a reconsideration request? 


The expectation is for 30 days. DHCFP is changing the RTC policy. 


 


499. Please provide the following information about the current hosting solution (Verizon): 


 


-Total CPU Hours per Month and MIPS per Month by Environment 


-Total Production CPU Hours 


-Production CPU Hours per Month by Category 


-Prime Hours 


-Batch Hours 


-Ad Hoc Job Hours 


-Production LPAR MIPS  


-Total Test CPU Hours 


-Total Test CPU Hours per Month by Category 


-Prime Hours 
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Proposal Page 
# 


Proposal Section 
# 


Justification for Confidential Status 


Confidential 


Technical 


Information 


Binder 


Confidential 


Technical 


Information 


Binder 


The Confidential Technical Information 


binder includes all confidential technical 


information per RFP requirement 20.5 Part 


III – Confidential Technical Information. 


Confidential 


Financial 


Information 


Binder 


Confidential 


Financial 


Information 


Binder 


The Confidential Financial Information 


binder includes all confidential financial 


information per RFP requirement 20.6 Part 


IV – Confidential Financial Information. 


Page–VII-111-


122 


Confidential 


Technical 


Information 


Binder; Tab VII 


Scope of Work; 


12.5.7 


Surveillance and 


Utilization Review 


System (SURS) 


Support 


The information is proprietary to HPES’ 


subcontractor, Thomson Reuters. The 


information discusses new capabilities of its 


Advantage Suite solution. 


Page–VII-149-


152 


Confidential 


Technical 


Information 


Binder; Tab VII 


Scope of Work; 


12.6.8 Decision 


Support System 


The information is proprietary to HPES’ 


subcontractor, Thomson Reuters. The 


information discusses new capabilities of its 


Advantage Suite solution. 


Page–IX-1-12 Confidential 


Technical 


Information 


Binder; Tab IX 


Company 


Background and 


References; 


17.2.2.1  


Verizon Client References contain personal 


contact information for their clients. 


All pages 


behind Tab X - 


Attachment K - 


Proposed Staff 


Resume(s) 


Confidential 


Technical 


Information 


Binder; Tab X - 


Attachment K - 


Proposed Staff 


Resume(s) 


Personnel resumes contain employment 


history and contact information. 
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All pages 


behind Tab XIV 


– Other 


Reference 


Material 


Confidential 


Technical 


Information 


Binder; 


Tab XIV – Other 


Reference 


Material 


All sample project management plans contain 


HPES’s proprietary methodologies. 


                       


                      Barbara H. Anderson 


 Vice President,   


PRINT NAME: U.S. State and Local Health and Human Services   


 Primary Vendor   


This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal. 
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SUBCONTRACTOR VENDOR


 


: APS Healthcare 


Proposal Page 
# 


Proposal Section 
# 


Justification for Confidential Status 


Confidential 
Technical 
Information 


Tab X - 
Attachment K - 
Proposed Staff 
Resume(s) 


Personnel resumes contain employment 
history and contact information. 
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SUBCONTRACTOR: SXC 


Proposal Page 
# 


Proposal Section 
# 


Justification for Confidential Status 


Confidential 
Technical 
Information 


Tab X - 
Attachment K - 
Proposed Staff 
Resume(s) 


Personnel resumes contain employment 
history and contact information. 


   


 


    
PRINT NAME: Dan Hardin, RPh., M.B.A 


Sr. V.P. Public Sector & Resident 
Care Management 
SXC Health Solutions, Inc,. 


  


 Subcontractor   


This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal. 
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SUBCONTRACTOR: THOMSON REUTERS 


Proposal Page 
# 


Proposal Section 
# 


Justification for Confidential Status 


Confidential 
Technical 
Information 


Tab X - 
Attachment K - 
Proposed Staff 
Resume(s) 


Personnel resumes contain employment 
history and contact information. 


Page–VII-111-
122 
 


Confidential 
Technical 
Information 
Binder; Tab VII 
Scope of Work; 
12.5.7 
Surveillance and 
Utilization Review 
System (SURS) 
Support 


The information is proprietary to Thomson 
Reuters. The information discusses new 
capabilities of its Advantage Suite solution. 
 


Page–VII-149-
152 
 


Confidential 
Technical 
Information 
Binder; Tab VII 
Scope of Work; 
12.6.8 Decision 
Support System 


The information is proprietary to Thomson 
Reuters. The information discusses new 
capabilities of its Advantage Suite solution. 
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Exception Summary Form 


RFP Section 
Number 


RFP Page 
Number 


Exception 
(Provide a detailed explanation) 


9.4.1 


Discrepant 


Parallel Test 


Outputs 


69 In order to ensure that the outputs and results of the 


parallel testing are what’s expected by the State, 


HPES suggests changing the last sentence of Section 


9.4.1.1 to read:  


“The standards required for successful parallel 


testing outputs and results shall be set forth in the 


parallel test plan.” 


9.6.  


Implementat-


ion and Start of 


Operations 


75 If the system is not completely operational within 


the time established, HPES does not believe that a 


default would best serve the State’s interest.  Rather, 


if the system is primarily operational, HPES 


suggests that the State allow the HPES a certain 


amount of time to fix deficiencies that are not 


material deficiencies to make the system fully 


operational.   


11.4 Security 


Requirements 


88 With the changing environment of security 


requirements, it best serves both parties to solidify 


how changes to that environment would be 


accomplished under the contract.  HPES suggests 


that compliance with future revisions and additions 


to HIPAA will be accomplished via the change 


control process. 


11.5.2.1 92 This requirement requests a disaster recovery 


schedule that while understandable may not allow 


enough time for full execution to be performed in 


the event a true disaster occurs. The following 


schedule from our hosting provider (and the current 


provider for these services for the State of NV) 


explains how the recovery schedule would likely 


occur. We have outlined options that we believe will 


work and we look forward to talking to the State 


during negotiations about the requirement: 


1-24 Hours: Ship back up tapes to hot site  
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RFP Section 
Number 


RFP Page 
Number 


Exception 
(Provide a detailed explanation) 


24-36 Hours: Prepare hot site system environment 


36-72 hours: Prepare hit site production application 


environment  


HPES suggests that the requirement for the recovery 


window for a major disaster be expanded to 72 


hours. 


14.2.3.11 132 The current Nevada MMIS hosting solution 


supported by Verizon allows for a longer 


maintenance change window.  Based on existing 


practices, the RFP change window requirement of 


two (2) hours may not be sufficient for some 


required system change activities.  HPES suggests 


that a longer maintenance window such as four (4) 


hours be considered. 


19.1 Payment 180 In order to more appropriately account for revenues 


and meet commitments to shareholders, HPES 


suggests the following changes to the payment 


section: 


“Any amount due to HPES under this Agreement and 


not disputed in good faith by the State (as provided 


below) will be due and payable within 30 days of the 


date of the invoice from HPES therefore.  Within 20 


days of the date of the invoice on which a disputed 


amount appears, the Department will notify HPES in 


writing of the specific items in dispute and will 


describe in detail the Department’s reason for 


disputing each such item.  Within 5 days of HPES’s 


receipt of such notice, the Parties will negotiate in 


good faith to reach settlement on any items that are 


the subject of such dispute.  If the Department does 


not notify HPES of any items in dispute within such 


20-day period of time, the Department will be 


deemed to have approved and accepted such invoice. 


22.2 Contract 


Terms and 


209 HPES would like to discuss alternative approaches 


to the fingerprinting requirements that are set forth 


in Section 22.2.1 that would meet both parties’ 
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RFP Section 
Number 


RFP Page 
Number 


Exception 
(Provide a detailed explanation) 


Conditions needs without being unduly burdensome. 


22.3.11 Source 


Code 


Ownership 


217 Maintaining ownership and control of HPES’s 


proprietary source code allows HPES to maintain a 


competitive advantage in a very competitive market 


and serves the interests of our customers by allowing 


us to provide services and products at competitive 


prices.  HPES therefore requests that Section 


22.3.11.1. be revised to provide to the State a license 


a copy of the object code for the limited purpose of 


performing the services contracted for in this 


agreement.  HPES seeks to obtain a license back to 


source code developed by HPES on behalf of the 


State for use by the HPES.  HPES does not agree to 


license HPES’s proprietary operations manual and 


other documentation related to its data centers as 


HPES’s data center operations are unique and 


provide a distinct competitive advantage to HPES. 


Ownership issues related to the DSS solution and the 


optional Data Warehouse solution will be 


represented by HPES’s subcontractor, Thomson 


Reuters, in their exceptions and assumptions 


document, Attachment B1. 


22.3.12 


Ownership of 


Information 


and Data 


219 For the reasons stated in Section 22.3.11 above, 


HPES agrees to Section 22.3.12.1.; however, to the 


extent such data or information is pre-existing or 


independently developed proprietary software, 


HPES proposes that HPES will continue to own 


such items and agrees to grant the State a 


nonexclusive, perpetual, royalty free, license to 


utilize the object code of HPES Proprietary Software 


in conjunction with the system.  If it is third party 


software used solely for the State, HPES proposes 


that it will transfer the license to the State if allowed 


under the terms of the license agreement and in 


accordance with such terms; otherwise, HPES will 


assist the State in obtaining the necessary licenses to 


third party software. Where commercial off the shelf 


(COTS) products are proposed, in keeping with the 


standard industry approach, the source code to such 
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products is nontransferable as neither HPES nor its 


third party vendors possess such rights. 


22.3.13 


Guaranteed 


Access to 


Software 


220 For reasons stated in the comments above to Section 


22.3.11, HPES will agree in Section 22.3.13.1 to 


license a copy of the object code of proprietary 


software and other proprietary material used in 


performance of the Services.   


22.3.14 Patent 


or Copyright 


Infringement 


220 Because indemnification by its nature relates to third 


party claims (the State and the HPES have 


contractual means of obtaining redress for their 


issues), HPES requests that the State clarify that the 


indemnity obligation relates to third party claims.  


Additionally, the following standard exceptions 


should be added:  the indemnity does not apply to 


the extent (A) the claim of infringement is based upon 


the use of software provided by the indemnitor 


hereunder in connection or in combination with 


equipment, devices or software not supplied by the 


indemnitor or used in a manner for which the software 


was not designed, (B) the indemnitee modifies any 


software provided by the indemnitor hereunder and 


such infringement would not have occurred but for 


such modification, or uses the software in the practice 


of a patented process and there would be no 


infringement in the absence of such practice, or (C) 


the claim of infringement arises out of the 


indemnitor's compliance with specifications provided 


by the indemnitee and such infringement would not 


have occurred but for such compliance. 


22.3.18 Key 


Personnel 


222 In order to ensure the uninterrupted and smooth 


operation of the services, HPES requests that the 


State’s approval not be unreasonably withheld with 


respect to approval of Key Personnel in Section J. 


Attachment 


C1:  Vendor 


230 For reasons stated in the comments above to Section 


22.3.14 of the RFP, this indemnification obligation 


should be limited to those actions or omissions that 
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Certifications give rise to third party claims for personal injuries or 


property damage caused by the contract and 


infringement. 


Attachment F:  


Contract Form, 


Section 16 


Insurance 


Comments 


238 
Paragraph 1) 


-  Line 2, replace "carry" with "maintain" 


-  Line 5, remove "The State shall have no liability 


except as specifically provided in the Contract" 


 


Paragraph 2) 


-  Line 2, replace "evidence of insurance" with 


"certificates of insurance" 


-  Line 4, replace "policies" with "coverage" 


-  Line 5, replace "policies" with "requirements" 


-  Line 6, remove "... and the State's approval of any 


changes to insurance coverage during the course of 


performance shall constitute an ongoing condition 


subsequent this contract." 


 


INSURANCE COVERAGE 


Paragraph 1) 


-  Line 1, remove "procure" 


-  Line 2, remove "and keep in force" 


-  Line 3, remove "Unless specifically stated herein 


or otherwise agreed to by the State," 


-  Line 4, after "until" include "the end of this 


contract" 


-  Line 5, remove "1. Final acceptance by the State 


of the completion of this Contract; or 2.  Such time 


as the insurance is no longer required by the State 


under the terms of this Contract; Whichever occurs 


later" 


 


Paragraph 2) 


-  Line 3, after "by the State" input "upon request 


the" 


-  Line 4, replace "evidence of insurance" with 


"certificates of insurance" 


-  Line 6, remove "If at any time during the period 


when insurance is required by the Contract, an 


insurer or surety shall fail to comply with the 


requirements of this Contract, as soon as HPES has 


knowledge of any such failure, HPES shall 


immediately notify the State and immediately 
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replace such insurance or bond with an insurer 


meeting the requirements" 


 


GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 


Paragraph a) 


-  Line 1, remove "By endorsement to" 


-  Line 3, replace "named" with "included" 


-  Line 3, remove "all" 


-  Line 5, remove all of section b) 


-  Line 8 (cross liability), replace "All required" 


with "General" 


-  Line 8, remove "as would be achieved under the 


standard ISO separation of insured clause." 


-  Line 12, remove section "d. Deductible and Self 


Insured Retention" 


-  Line 18 (e. Policy Cancellation), before "Except" 


include "The insurer will endeavor to provide thirty 


(30) days prior written notice of cancellation" 


-  Line 19, remove "each insurance policy shall be 


endorsed to state that without ...  (Line 22) that 


notice required by this paragraph shall be sent by 


certified mailed" 


-  Line 26, remove "and having agents in Nevada 


upon whom service of process may be made" 


-  Line 27 (F.2), before "Currently" include "With 


the exception of any wholly owned captive, insurer" 


 


EVIDENCE OF INSURANCE 


-  Line 3, remove "The Acord 25" 


-  Line 3, remove "or a form substantially similar" 


-  Line 7, replace "a person authorized insurer to 


bind coverage on its behalf" with "an insurance 


representative" 


-  Line 9, replace "renewal of the policies listed" 


with "request" 


-  Line 14 (2 Additional Insured Endorsement), 


remove all of section 2 


-  Line 18 (3 Schedule of Underlying), remove all of 


section 3 


-  Line 24, replace "provide" with "maintain" 


-  Line 26, remove "and shall be in additional to an 


not in lieu of any other remedy available to the State 


under this Contract or otherwise.  The State reserves 


the right to request and review a copy of any 
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required insurance policy or endorsement to assure 


compliance with these requirements" 


 


ATTACHMENT G 


 


INDEMNIFICATION CLAUSE 


-  This entire clause is outside the scope of 


insurance. 


 


INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 


Paragraph 1 


- Line 1, before "shall" include ", appropriate to the 


subcontractors activities within this agreement," 


-  Line 1, remove "procure and" 


-  Line 1, replace "until all of their obligations have 


been discharged" with "during this agreement" 


 


Paragraph 2 


-  Line 1, remove "minimum" 


-  Line 3, remove "minimum" 


 


A. MINIMUM SCOPE OF LIMITS OF 


INSURANCE 


-  Title, remove "MINIMUM" 


 


1. Commercial General Liability - Occurrence Form 


-  Line 1, remove "not less than those" 


-  Line 2, remove "minimum" 


-  Line 3, remove "provided that the coverage is 


written on an "following form" basis" 


-  Line 6 (General Liability), reduce limits required 


from $20M to $1M 


-  Line 7 (Products - Completed), reduce limits 


required from $10M to $1M 


-  Line 9 (Each Occurrence), reduce limits from 


$5M to $1M 


-  Line 10, remove "The policy shall be endorsed to 


include the following additional insured language" 


-  Line 11, replace "named" with "included" 


 


2.  Auto Liability - can be waived if contract does 


not involves use of motor vehicle 


-  Line 4, remove "The policy shall be endorsed to 
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include the following additional insured wording" 


-  Line 5, replace "named" with "included" 


 


3.  Workers compensation and Employers Liability 


-  Line 7, remove "Policy shall contain a waiver of 


subrogation against the State of Nevada" 


 


4.  Professional Liability (Errors and Omissions 


Liability - service contracts over Five Hundred 


Thousand Dollars ($500,000) and Above 


-  Line 3 Each Claim, reduce the limits from $10m 


to $1m 


-  Line 4 Annual Aggregate, reduce the limits from 


$10m to $1m 


-  Line 7, remove "either continuous coverage will 


be maintained or" 


-  Line 8, replace "two (2) years" with "one (1) 


year"  


5. Fidelity Bond or Crime Insurance 


-  Line 2 (a.), replace "50% of the contract value or 


$50,000 whichever amount is greater" with 


"$1,000,000" 


-  Line 4 (b.), remove "agents" 


-  Line 6 (c.), remove "The bond or policy shall" 


and "coverage for third party fidelity and name" 


-  Line 8 (d.), remove all of section (d.) 


-  Line 11 (f.), replace "be endorsed to provide" with 


"include" 


 


SECTION B. ADDITIONAL INSURED 


REQUIREMENTS 


-  Remove all of Section (1.) 


 


SECTION C. NOTICE OF CANCELLATION 


-  Line 1, replace "Each insurance policy required 


by the insurance provisions of this Contract shall 


provide the required coverage and shall not be 


suspended, voided, or canceled except after thirty 


(30) days prior written notice has been given to the 


State" with "The insurer will endeavor to provide 


thirty (30) days prior written notice of cancellation" 


 


SECTION D. ACCEPTABILITY OF INSURER 


-  Line 1, before "Insurance" include " With the 
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exception of any wholly owned captive," 


-  Line 3, remove "not less than" 


-  Line 4, remove "minimum" 


 


SECTION E. VERIFICATION OF COVERAGE 


-  Line 2, remove "(ACORD form or equivalent 


approved by the State)" 


-  Line 3, remove "a person authorized by that 


insurer to bind coverage on its behalf" with "an 


insurance representative" 


-  Line 5, remove "and any required endorsements" 


-  Line 12, remove "The State reserves the right to 


require complete, certified copies of all insurance 


policies required by this contract at any time" 


 


SECTION F. SUBCONTRACTORS 


-  Line 2, remove "and endorsements" 


- Line 3, before "shall be subject" include ", 


appropriate to the subcontractors activities within 


this agreement," 


-  Line 4, remove "minimum" 


 


SECTION G. APPROVAL  


-  Remove whole section. 


Statement of 


Understanding 


261 HPES maintains a Code of Conduct which is 


required to be reviewed and signed by every 


employee on an annual basis.  HPES’s believes that 


its Code of Conduct addresses the State’s concerns 


in its Statement of Understanding; therefore, HPES 


suggests that the State delete this requirement.   


Attachment F, 


Contract Form  


9.  Inspection 


and Audit. 


240 HPES believes that the State’s interests in verifying 


its charges and in assuring proper performance of 


the services can be accomplished without providing 


access to proprietary information or internal 


operations or cost data as part of an inspection and 


audit:  HPES therefore wishes to clarify that the 


scope of the audit extends only to verifying the 


accuracy of invoices and HPES’s compliance with 


its obligations under the Agreement.  Additionally, 


in order to properly prepare for and ensure that all 


the information is readily available when the State 
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arrives at HPES’s facility, HPES requests reasonable 


prior notice of an inspection or audit and that the 


State and any of its inspectors and auditors agree to 


reasonable security and confidentiality requirements 


of the HPES. 


Attachment F, 


Contract Form  


10a. 


Termination 


Without Cause 


240 As this provision is not triggered by performance 


related issues but is purely for the convenience of 


the State, HPES requests that the State provide for 


reasonable shut down expenses.  HPES would also 


like to discuss a reasonable notice period so that the 


State may gain the benefit of an orderly transition. 


Attachment F, 


Contract Form  


10c.  Cause 


Termination 


for Default or 


Breach 


241 It is standard that termination for default is 


appropriate when the breach is material in nature; 


therefore, HPES requests that as it relates to 


Sections 10(c)(i) and (ii), termination only be 


allowed in the case of a material default.  HPES 


would also like to request a specified minimum time 


to cure after written notice by the State of the 


material default (e.g., 30 days). 


Attachment F, 


Contract Form  


11. Remedies 


241 As payment of attorney’s fees is not automatic and 


the HPES does not control such costs, HPES 


requests that the provisions for automatic recover of 


attorneys’ fees be clarified to be payable only if 


awarded by the court. 


Attachment F, 


Contract Form  


12. Limited 


Liability 


241 Many state and local entities are evolving to a 


market position that recognizes that risks are in 


direct correlation to revenue rewards and, 


accordingly, liability limits are appropriate and 


encourage competition.  Our pricing structure is 


based on this standard approach and allows us to 


price competitively to the benefit of our customers.  


HPES therefore proposes that damages be limited to 


1X amounts paid by the State, which such limit will 


not apply to damages arising out of fraud, willful 


misconduct or gross negligence, or for personal 


injury/death or damage to tangible personal or real 
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property.  HPES proposes that the exclusion for 


punitive damages be extended to include 


consequential, indirect and special damages, loss of 


profits or loss of goodwill.  HPES believes that the 


State and HPES will benefit from a discussion of the 


limitation on the overall liability of the HPES as it 


relates to final business terms and conditions 


reached by the parties. 


Attachment F, 


Contract Form  


13. Force 


Majeure 


243 As the nature of Force Majeure is an event that is 


out of a party’s control, HPES requests that this 


provision be clarified to apply to any event outside 


the reasonable control of the affected party, 


including the events already listed. 


Attachment F, 


Contract Form  


14. 


Indemnificat-


ion 


242 For reasons stated in the comments above to Section 


22.3.14 of the RFP, HPES proposes that this 


indemnification obligation be limited to those 


negligent or willful acts or omissions that give rise to 


third party claims for personal injury/death or 


damage to tangible personal or real property. 


Attachment F, 


Contract Form  


15. 


Independent 


Contractor 


242 For reasons stated in the comments above to Section 


22.3.14 of the RFP, HPES requests clarification that 


this indemnity relates only to third party claims.  


Attachment F, 


Contract Form  


16.  Insurance 


Schedule 


243 HPES’s insurance policies are corporately managed; 


therefore, individual clients cannot mandate changes 


to it.  HPES believes that its standard insurance 


policy terms will be satisfactory to the State.  


Attachment F, 


Contract Form  


17. Compliance 


with Legal 


244 HPES agrees to be responsible for the performance 


of its subcontractors and will flow down in its 


subcontracts the obligation of the subcontractor to 


comply with all government obligations; however, 


HPES will not be responsible for payment of such 
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Obligations government obligations by the subcontractor as such 


obligations are not related to subcontractor’s 


performance. 


Attachment F, 


Contract Form  


21. State 


Ownership Of 


Proprietary 


Information 


245 As stated in the comments above to Section 22.3.11, 


HPES’s intellectual property is of great value to 


HPES.  Please confirm that the HPES’s pre-existing 


or independently developed intellectual property, 


including methodologies, processes and other work 


methods, as well as third party software, will remain 


proprietary to the HPES or to such third party.  


HPES will license, or assist the State in obtaining a 


license for such works for use by the State; however, 


the license to some third party software is not 


transferable into perpetuity and is not royalty free.  


Instead, the State shall own the final deliverables 


customized and developed exclusively for the State 


as part of the services under the Agreement, 


exclusive of any intellectual property, copyrights, or 


patents.  


Ownership issues related to the DSS solution and the 


optional Data Warehouse solution will be 


represented by HPES’s subcontractor, Thomson 


Reuters, in their exceptions and assumptions 


document, Attachment B1. 


Attachment F, 


Contract Form  


Attachment L:  


Liquidated 


Damages 


265 The imposition of liquidated damages, which by 


their nature are designed to be a reasonable 


agreement as to the damage caused by a certain 


breach, and the ability of the State to impose other 


monetary damages for the same breach is 


unreasonable.  If the State imposes liquidated 


damages, no other monetary damages should be 


allowed.  Additionally, please clarify that if one 


action by the HPES results in the potential 


application of multiple performance standards 


failures that the HPES will only be responsible for a 


single liquidated damage assessment.  HPES also 


believes that the State and HPES will benefit from a 


review of the overall liquidated damages scheme 


and the imposition of credits as it relates to the final 
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business terms and conditions reached by the parties. 


Attachment F, 


Contract Form  


Savings Clause 


 HPES’s ability to meet the performance obligations 


set forth by the State is tied to the State meeting its 


responsibilities in a timely manner.  In recognition 


of this fact, HPES suggests adding the following 


provisions to the Agreement: 


“The State’s failure to perform its responsibilities set 


forth in this Agreement (or cause them to be 


performed) will not constitute grounds for 


termination by HPES, except as provided in Section 


10(a).  In addition to any other provisions in this 


Agreement, HPES’ nonperformance of its 


obligations under this Agreement will be excused if 


and to the extent (a) such HPES nonperformance 


results from the State’s failure to perform its 


responsibilities (or cause them to be performed) and 


(b) HPES provides the State with reasonable notice 


of such nonperformance and uses commercially 


reasonable efforts to perform notwithstanding the 


State’s failure to perform.  The State will reimburse 


HPES for any additional out-of-pocket expenses 


incurred in undertaking such efforts.” 


Attachment F, 


Contract Form  


Change 


Control 


Procedures 


 
HPES suggests that the parties develop and 


document specific change control procedures so that 


there will be a clearly defined method of tracking 


changes to the scope of work. 


Attachment F, 


Contract Form  


Dispute 


Resolution 


 
In order to assist the parties in quickly and 


efficiently resolving disputes, HPES seeks to include 


a dispute resolution provision in the contract 


allowing first for an informal dispute resolution 


process prior to commencement of any court 


proceedings. 


Business 


Associate 


II.5 
For the reasons stated above in Section 10(c), HPES 


requests that termination be allowed only in the case 


of a material default.  HPES would also like to 
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Agreement  


Obligations of 


the Business 


Associate 


request a specified minimum time to cure after 


written notice (e.g., 30 days). 


Business 


Associate 


Agreement  


Term and 


Termination 


V.2 
HPES believes that the inclusion of a reasonable 


cure period would result in positive resolution of 


most issues. 
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Attachments 


O, P, and Q 


286-432 The functionality described in the RFP requirements 


exists within the current system unless specifically 


highlighted in italics. FH staff currently performs 


the tasks listed in this section and have documented 


procedure manuals with step-by-step instructions 


for completing said tasks. 


9.6 75 It is assumed that no inventory or backlog of any 


transactions/workload exists such as claims, 


correspondence, provider telephone calls, provider 


enrollment, financial transactions, health care 


management transactions, etc. 


9.2.4.3  63 HPES assumes all available documentation of the 


current MMIS Operations and Nevada requirements 


will be provided within 3 business days of request. 


9.2.4.4  63 HPES assumes DHCFP will provide the current 


MMIS naming convention standards and polices 


within 3 business days of request. 


9.2.4.5  63 HPES assumes DHCFP will provide the initial and 


final transfer copy of the Nevada MMIS, included by 


not limited to, source programs, files, job-cycle 


documentation, and all other supporting 


documentation necessary for system operation by the 


end of the start up phase. 


9.2.4.8  63 HPES assumes DHCFP will provide the updates of 


the system to HPES as the current contractor 


continues to install modifications and correct 


deficiencies to the system within 3 business days of 


promotion into production for the duration of the 


takeover phase. 


9.3.5.2 (D) 67 HPES assumes data migration from FirstDARS 


(OnDemand) to ODRAS and any media provided by 


FHSC to HPES must be read-able and HPES will not 
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be responsible for corrupted data content in the 


corrupted media during the data migration process. 


9.3.5.2 (E) 67 HPES assumes the DVD-R contains files with 


intelligent content for organization to store in 


ODRAS and any media provided by FHSC to HPES 


must be read-able and HPES will not be responsible 


for corrupted data content in the corrupted media 


during the data migration process. 


11.3 85 HPES assumes that the existing Core MMIS is 


HIPAA compliant, and functionally performs and/or 


supports the RFP stated requirements. 


11.3.1.12 87 HPES assumes that all existing transactions, code 


sets, and formats are fully compliant upon takeover, 


and that the transactions employ the full functionality 


permitted by the regulation. 


11.3.1.13 87 HPES assumes companion guides exist for all 


transactions currently supported by the MMIS.   


11.4.1.17 90 Encryption will only occur router to router over 


public networks, data will not be encrypted at rest or 


end to end.  


12.1.1.8 100 
HPES assumes that the navigation technology and 


graphical user interface supported by the ClientSoft 


application are included in the base transfer system. 


12.1.1.19 102 HPES assumes the incumbent will provide the 


historical data of at least 72 months and any media 


provided by FHSC to HPES must be read-able and 


HPES will not be responsible for corrupted data 


content in the corrupted media during the data 


migration process. 


12.4.1.7 114 HPES assumes that the existing system is currently 


generating reports based upon DHCFP-approved 
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criteria and schedules. 


12.4.1.12 114 HPES assumes that reporting functionality currently 


meets all the current state and federal requirements. 


12.4.3.1 115 HPES assumes that reports are currently being 


produced at the frequency agreed to by DHCFP. 


12.5.2.5 287 Hard copy claims will be stored for 30 days after 


receipt and then shredded. 


12.5.2.7; 10 287 If x-rays are received with claims they will not be 


scanned or stored over 30 days. 


12.5.2.9 287 HPES assumes that no more than 1% of the claims 


received and prescreened will be returned to the 


provider. 


12.5.2.14 288 HPES assumes that the incumbent will provide all 


Captiva data entry business rules to the new vendor. 


12.5.2.76-92 297-299 HPES assumes that the incumbent is meeting all 


contract requirements which will result in no backlog 


in any claims processing area.  


12.5.5 311 HPES assumes that the existing Core MMIS 


functionality will support these requirements. 


12.5.6 317 HPES assumes that the existing Core MMIS 


functionality will support these requirements.   


12.5.9  329 HPES assumes that the existing Core MMIS 


functionality will support these requirements. In 


addition, we assume that reporting requirements are 


for reports that are currently being produced by the 
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Core MMIS. 


12.5.10 332 HPES assumes that the functionality for these 


requirements exists in the current system. 


12.5.11 333 HPES assumes that the Core MMIS functionality is 


in place to support these requirements. In addition, 


we assume that reporting requirements are for reports 


that are currently being produced by the Core MMIS. 


12.5.12  338 HPES assumes that the existing Core MMIS 


functionality will support these requirements. In 


addition, we assume that reporting requirements are 


for reports that are currently being produced by the 


Core MMIS. 


12.7.2 394 HPES assumes that the existing Core MMIS 


functionality will support these requirements.  


12.7.2.16 397 HPES assumes that reporting requirements, including 


import and export medians, are for reports and 


medians that are currently being produced and 


available from the Core MMIS. 


12.7.6. 409 HPES assumes that the existing Core MMIS 


functionality will support these requirements.   


We assume that reporting requirements are for 


reports that are currently being produced by the Core 


MMIS. 


12.7.15.1 432 HPES assumes that the requirements for the 


Personal Care Program are as defined in the 


Reference Library in the draft of Amendment 22. 


20.3.2.4, H, I 190 
HPES assumes that copies of any vendor licensing 


agreements and/or hardware and software 


maintenance agreements; and applicable 
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certifications and/or licenses will be provided after 


contract award once the vendor is able to initiate 


actual purchase of said licenses and agreements 


specifically issued for use in Nevada 


22.2 Contract 


Terms and 


Conditions 


211 HPES assumes that there aren’t any local 


governments that will be using this proposal as 


permitted in Section 22.2.9. 


 


This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s technical proposal. 



























































































































 


 


CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE  
This certificate is furnished to you as a matter of information only. This is not an insurance policy, and the issue of this certificate does not 
amend or alter the coverage afforded by the policies listed on the certificate.   Notwithstanding any requirement, term or condition of any 
contract or other document with respect to which this certificate is issued, the insurance afforded by the policies listed on this certificate is 
subject to all terms of such policies. 
This certificate cancels and supersedes any and all prior certificates issued on behalf of the named insured to the certificate holder designated 
below. 
CERTIFICATE 
HOLDER AND 
ADDRESS: 


      ISSUING HP CO. 
ADDRESS AND 
CONTACT 
PERSON: 


      


LOCATION OF RISK:       TELEPHONE:       


Coverage Company & Policy 
Number 


Policy 
Effective Date 
(mm/dd/yyyy) 


Policy Expiration 
Date 


(mm/dd/yyyy) 
Limit of Liability 


WORKERS' 
COMPENSATION/ 
EMPLOYERS' 
LIABILITY INCL.: 
    a. All States Coverage 
    b. U.S. Longshoremen 
& Harbor Workers 
    c. Maritime 


Old Republic Insurance 
Co.: 
MWC 11625900 
 
All states except CA, 
WA, CO, OR, WY, 
OH, and ND 


9/30/2009 9/30/2010 Statutory Workers' Compensation 
Limits 
 
Employers' Liability - see below 
Each Accident $1,000,000 
Disease - Each 
Employee 


$1,000,000 


Disease - 
Policy Limit 


$1,000,000 


COMMERCIAL 
GENERAL 
LIABILITY, INCL. 
PERSONAL INJURY 
& PROPERTY 
DAMAGE INCL.:  
    a. Premises/Operations  
    b. Independent 
Contractor  
    c. Contractual 
Liability  
    d. Completed 
Operations/Products  
    e. Explosion, 
Underground & Collapse  
       (XCU coverage) 


Old Republic Insurance 
Co.: 
MWZY 58450 


9/30/2009 9/30/2010 Bodily Injury/Property Damage 
Combined Single Limit 
$2,500,000 Per Occurrence 


AUTOMOBILE 
COVERAGE  
    a. Owned Vehicles  
    b. Leased Vehicles  
    c. Hired Vehicles  
    d. Non-owned 
Vehicles 


Old Republic Insurance 
Co.: 
MWTB 20795 


9/30/2009 9/30/2010 Bodily Injury/Property Damage 
Combined Single Limit 
$2,500,000 Per Accident 


EXCESS LIABILITY Tall Tree Insurance 
Co.: 
470-1XL0049 


9/30/2009 9/30/2010 $500,000 Combined Single Limit 
Excess of $2,500,000 SIR or 
Underlying Policies 


NOTES: 
      
 


Additional 
Insured 


 
Note: In the event of cancellation of the above described policy, the issuing company will endeavor to give 30 days prior written notice to 
the certificate holder. 
NAMED INSURED AND ADDRESS:  


 
 HEWLETT-PACKARD CO. 
 3000 HANOVER STREET 
 PALO ALTO, CA 94304 


AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE 


 
   Date Issued:    4/27/2010 
   Marsh Risk and Insurance Services, Inc. 
   777 S. Figueroa, Los Angeles, Ca. 90017     Phone: (213) 624-5555 
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 Course Evaluation

Location: ____________________


 Course Date: __________________


Name: ___________________________

                           (Optional)


Your comments are an integral part of our quality control and customer satisfaction.  In order to maintain this standard of quality, your assistance is needed in assessing the effectiveness of our product and trainers.  Please take a moment to provide us with your comments.

GENERAL








             Less than 1 yr.      1-3 yrs.    3-6 yrs.
     6-9 yrs.     9+ yrs.


a) My related technical/functional experience with computers is         
              Ο              Ο        Ο        Ο          Ο

b) What were your expectations for this class and did the class meet them?

        ____________________________________________________________________________________________________


        ____________________________________________________________________________________________________


COURSE CONTENT                                                                                                                                                                                                









Strongly

N/A or

     Strongly










  Agree 
Agree       Undecided     Disagree    Disagree

a)   The course content was clear and easy to understand………………………...
      Ο          Ο            Ο               Ο             Ο

b)   The course content was technically accurate…………………………………
      Ο          Ο            Ο               Ο             Ο


c)   The lecture material effectively prepared me for using MMIS……………….
      Ο          Ο            Ο               Ο             Ο


d)   The exercises were practical (Hands on Session)……………………………
      Ο          Ο            Ο               Ο             Ο


e)   The amount of information presented during class was appropriate…………..
      Ο          Ο            Ο               Ο             Ο


f)   The documentation was thorough and precise………………………………….
      Ο          Ο            Ο               Ο             Ο


      Comments ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


INSTRUCTOR 










Strongly

N/A or

     Strongly










  Agree 
Agree       Undecided      Disagree    Disagree
  

a)   The instructor was knowledgeable about this subject………………………….            Ο          Ο           Ο               Ο            Ο


b)   The instructor encouraged and was responsive to questions…………………..   
      Ο          Ο           Ο               Ο            Ο


c)   The instructor explained concepts well…………………………………………
      Ο          Ο           Ο               Ο            Ο


d)   The instructor was helpful and patient………………………………………….
      Ο          Ο           Ο               Ο            Ο


       Comments ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


OVERALL/COMMENTS









    Excellent   Good       Average       Fair       Poor


a)   Instructor, overall………………………………………………………………..            Ο           Ο           Ο           Ο        Ο


b)   Class, overall ……………………………………………………………………
        Ο           Ο           Ο           Ο        Ο


c)   What changes, if any, do you recommend to improve this course?  Please use the back of the form, if necessary.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


If you would like additional Training assistance please contact the Training Department @ 877-638-3472 option 2, option 4 option 1.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR FEEDBACK

This page intentioanlly left blank.











Max Available for Demonstrated Competence = 150


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Vendor Profile Information


To what extent does the Vendor's 


proposed Nevada-based facility meet 


the needs of the Division for 


communication with DHCFP staff and 


the ability to best meet the requirements 


of this RFP?


9 7 7 8 9 5 9 9 8 7.888889 1.430 11.282336


To what extent does the vendor propose 


adequate staffing (including the use and 


manageability of subcontractors) to meet 


the operational needs of the local MMIS 


office?


9 8 7 9 9 6 9 8 9 8.222222 1.430 11.759054


To what extent is the vendor's corporate 


commitment demonstrated by proposed 


local and national staffing levels?


9 8 7 9 9 7 9 7 9 8.222222 1.796 14.767184


Background and experience in MMIS 


systems, takovers, and operations


To what extent does the vendor's years 


of experience demonstrate that the 


vendor has the experience and depth of 


knowledge to complete this MMIS 


takeover and operation project 


successfully?


10 9 8 9 10 8 9 8 9 8.888889 1.430 12.712491


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposal demonstrate that they possess 


the Division's required qualifications for 


performing the work described in the 


RFP?


9 8 8 9 10 8 9 8 9 8.666667 0.333 2.8824834


TECHNICAL PROPOSAL - CONSENSUS SCORE SHEET


Experience in Performance of Comparable Engagements


Average Weight


1


2


Evaluator ID Weighted 


Score


NV RFP #1824


Proposer Name:


ACS State Healthcare LLC


5


3


4


#


#







Experience with the MITA 2.01 model 


and demonstrable commitment to 


current and future MITA initiatives


To what extent has the vendor 


participated in the advancement of the 


MITA initiative at the state or federal 


level?


8 8 6 9 9 9 8 7 8 8 2.162 17.2949


To what extent has the vendor provided 


evidentiary type information that 


supports their claim regarding the level 


of commitment to current or future MITA 


initiatives?


7 8 6 9 7 9 8 7 8 7.666667 1.796 13.769401


To what extent has the vendor 


participated in or supported in any way a 


MITA state self-assessment in any 


state? If so, was their involvement or 


experience relevant to Nevada's vision 


for MITA alignment?


8 7 8 8 8 8 8 6 8 7.666667 2.162 16.574279


To what extent does the vendor share 


insights or specific lessons learned that 


are beneficial to Nevada's strategic 


vision for MITA alignment?


10 7 6 9 6 5 8 8 7 7.333333 0.698 5.1219512


Experience in planning, developing, 


and implementing a health 


information exchange solution


To what extent does the vendor have 


experience in planning, developing, 


implementing, and operating a health 


information exchange solution?


10 8 8 9 7 9 9 9 9 8.666667 0.333 2.8824834


Experince taking over a CMS certified 


MMIS or system of comparable size, 


scope and complexity


To what extent does the vendor and 


their subcontractor's experience in 


taking over and/or operating an MMIS or 


similar system demonstrate that they 


would successfully take over and 


operate the Nevada MMIS?


9 8 8 9 9 8 8 9 9 8.555556 1.430 12.235772


6


7


9


10


11


#


#


#


8







121.28234


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Vendor Profile Information


To what extent does the Vendor's 


proposed Nevada-based facility meet 


the needs of the Division for 


communication with DHCFP staff and 


the ability to best meet the requirements 


of this RFP?


10 9 7 6 8 8 5 9 9 7.888889 1.430 11.282336


To what extent does the vendor propose 


adequate staffing (including the use and 


manageability of subcontractors) to meet 


the operational needs of the local MMIS 


office?


8 9 7 6 8 8 4 8 9 7.444444 1.430 10.646711


To what extent is the vendor's corporate 


commitment demonstrated by proposed 


local and national staffing levels?


8 9 5 6 2 8 4 7 9 6.444444 1.796 11.574279


Background and experience in MMIS 


systems, takovers, and operations


To what extent does the vendor's years 


of experience demonstrate that the 


vendor has the experience and depth of 


knowledge to complete this MMIS 


takeover and operation project 


successfully?


6 8 7 7 8 7 7 8 9 7.444444 1.430 10.646711


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposal demonstrate that they possess 


the Division's required qualifications for 


performing the work described in the 


RFP?


7 8 7 6 9 7 7 8 9 7.555556 0.333 2.5129342


Performance in Comparable Engagements Area Weighted Score Subtotal


Proposer Name: Evaluator ID


Average Weight


Weighted 


ScoreFirst Health Services Corp


#


1


2


3


#


4


5







Experience with the MITA 2.01 model 


and demonstrable commitment to 


current and future MITA initiatives


To what extent has the vendor 


participated in the advancement of the 


MITA initiative at the state or federal 


level?


4 7 3 5 8 0 4 0 6 4.111111 2.162 8.8876571


To what extent has the vendor provided 


evidentiary type information that 


supports their claim regarding the level 


of commitment to current or future MITA 


initiatives?


2 7 2 5 8 5 4 5 7 5 1.796 8.9800443


To what extent has the vendor 


participated in or supported in any way a 


MITA state self-assessment in any 


state? If so, was their involvement or 


experience relevant to Nevada's vision 


for MITA alignment?


2 9 3 4 8 0 4 0 0 3.333333 2.162 7.2062084


To what extent does the vendor share 


insights or specific lessons learned that 


are beneficial to Nevada's strategic 


vision for MITA alignment?


0 8 0 4 8 1 4 2 6 3.666667 0.698 2.5609756


Experience in planning, developing, 


and implementing a health 


information exchange solution


To what extent does the vendor have 


experience in planning, developing, 


implementing, and operating a health 


information exchange solution?


2 6 2 6 7 4 5 5 9 5.111111 0.333 1.6999261


Experince taking over a CMS certified 


MMIS or system of comparable size, 


scope and complexity


To what extent does the vendor and 


their subcontractor's experience in 


taking over and/or operating an MMIS or 


similar system demonstrate that they 


would successfully take over and 


operate the Nevada MMIS?


5 10 8 7 8 8 5 7 10 7.555556 1.430 10.805617


#


6


7


8


9


#


10


#


11







86.8034


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Vendor Profile Information


To what extent does the Vendor's 


proposed Nevada-based facility meet 


the needs of the Division for 


communication with DHCFP staff and 


the ability to best meet the requirements 


of this RFP?


10 8 8 6 10 4 9 9 7 7.888889 1.430 11.282336


To what extent does the vendor propose 


adequate staffing (including the use and 


manageability of subcontractors) to meet 


the operational needs of the local MMIS 


office?


10 8 8 8 9 4 10 7 9 8.111111 1.430 11.600148


To what extent is the vendor's corporate 


commitment demonstrated by proposed 


local and national staffing levels?


10 9 8 8 10 4 10 7 8 8.222222 1.796 14.767184


Background and experience in MMIS 


systems, takovers, and operations


To what extent does the vendor's years 


of experience demonstrate that the 


vendor has the experience and depth of 


knowledge to complete this MMIS 


takeover and operation project 


successfully?


10 8 9 9 10 8 10 9 9 9.111111 1.430 13.030303


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposal demonstrate that they possess 


the Division's required qualifications for 


performing the work described in the 


RFP?


10 8 8 9 10 8 9 9 8 8.777778 0.333 2.9194383


Experience with the MITA 2.01 model 


and demonstrable commitment to 


current and future MITA initiatives


Proposer Name: Evaluator ID


Average Weight


Weighted 


ScoreHP Enterprise Services LLC


#


1


2


3


#


4


5


#


Performance in Comparable Engagements Area Weighted Score Subtotal







To what extent has the vendor 


participated in the advancement of the 


MITA initiative at the state or federal 


level?


10 8 7 9 9 8 9 9 8 8.555556 2.162 18.495935


To what extent has the vendor provided 


evidentiary type information that 


supports their claim regarding the level 


of commitment to current or future MITA 


initiatives?


10 8 7 9 10 8 9 8 9 8.666667 1.796 15.56541


To what extent has the vendor 


participated in or supported in any way a 


MITA state self-assessment in any 


state? If so, was their involvement or 


experience relevant to Nevada's vision 


for MITA alignment?


9 8 8 9 9 9 9 8 10 8.777778 2.162 18.976349


To what extent does the vendor share 


insights or specific lessons learned that 


are beneficial to Nevada's strategic 


vision for MITA alignment?


8 8 3 9 9 6 9 4 8 7.111111 0.698 4.9667406


Experience in planning, developing, 


and implementing a health 


information exchange solution


To what extent does the vendor have 


experience in planning, developing, 


implementing, and operating a health 


information exchange solution?


10 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 8 8.777778 0.333 2.9194383


Experince taking over a CMS certified 


MMIS or system of comparable size, 


scope and complexity


To what extent does the vendor and 


their subcontractor's experience in 


taking over and/or operating an MMIS or 


similar system demonstrate that they 


would successfully take over and 


operate the Nevada MMIS?


9 8 8 9 10 8 9 8 8 8.555556 1.430 12.235772


126.75905


6


7


8


9


#


10


#


11


Performance in Comparable Engagements Area Weighted Score Subtotal







1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Vendor Profile Information


To what extent does the Vendor's 


proposed Nevada-based facility meet 


the needs of the Division for 


communication with DHCFP staff and 


the ability to best meet the requirements 


of this RFP?


6 5 4 8 6 0 4 8 6 5.222222 1.430 7.4685883


To what extent does the vendor propose 


adequate staffing (including the use and 


manageability of subcontractors) to meet 


the operational needs of the local MMIS 


office?


4 5 3 5 5 6 4 7 6 5 1.430 7.1507761


To what extent is the vendor's corporate 


commitment demonstrated by proposed 


local and national staffing levels?


4 6 3 5 5 1 4 7 9 4.888889 1.796 8.7804878


Background and experience in MMIS 


systems, takovers, and operations


To what extent does the vendor's years 


of experience demonstrate that the 


vendor has the experience and depth of 


knowledge to complete this MMIS 


takeover and operation project 


successfully?


4 6 5 5 4 5 5 5 7 5.111111 1.430 7.3096822


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposal demonstrate that they possess 


the Division's required qualifications for 


performing the work described in the 


RFP?


3 7 5 6 4 4 5 6 7 5.222222 0.333 1.736881


Experience with the MITA 2.01 model 


and demonstrable commitment to 


current and future MITA initiatives


To what extent has the vendor 


participated in the advancement of the 


MITA initiative at the state or federal 


level?


3 3 5 5 6 5 4 6 8 5 2.162 10.809313


Proposer Name: Evaluator ID


Average Weight


Weighted 


ScoreInfocrossing Inc


#


1


2


3


#


4


5


#


6







To what extent has the vendor provided 


evidentiary type information that 


supports their claim regarding the level 


of commitment to current or future MITA 


initiatives?


0 3 5 6 5 8 2 6 8 4.777778 1.796 8.5809313


To what extent has the vendor 


participated in or supported in any way a 


MITA state self-assessment in any 


state? If so, was their involvement or 


experience relevant to Nevada's vision 


for MITA alignment?


0 3 5 6 4 6 0 0 8 3.555556 2.162 7.6866223


To what extent does the vendor share 


insights or specific lessons learned that 


are beneficial to Nevada's strategic 


vision for MITA alignment?


0 2 4 6 4 6 5 6 9 4.666667 0.698 3.2594235


Experience in planning, developing, 


and implementing a health 


information exchange solution


To what extent does the vendor have 


experience in planning, developing, 


implementing, and operating a health 


information exchange solution?


2 8 6 8 5 8 7 3 9 6.222222 0.333 2.0694752


Experince taking over a CMS certified 


MMIS or system of comparable size, 


scope and complexity


To what extent does the vendor and 


their subcontractor's experience in 


taking over and/or operating an MMIS or 


similar system demonstrate that they 


would successfully take over and 


operate the Nevada MMIS?


3 6 5 5 4 5 7 7 7 5.444444 1.430 7.7864006


72.638581


7


11


Performance in Comparable Engagements Area Weighted Score Subtotal


8


9


#


10


#
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17.11
Project Software Tools

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.11, page 177

17.11.1 Vendors must describe any software tools and equipment resources to be utilized during the course of the project including minimum hardware requirements and compatibility with existing computing resources as described in Section 3.6, Current Agency Computing Environment.


ACS offers DHCFP proven, reliable software solutions which greatly reduce the risks to a successful, on-time Nevada MMIS Takeover. To ensure fulfillment of all deliverables and requirements throughout the contract, we propose our Enterprise Project Management (EPM) solution as the foundation of the online Nevada MMIS Project Repository.

For the Core MMIS, we have current experience in Virginia taking over a similar First Health MMIS, experience with its underlying vendor software products, and experience integrating our Web portal solution with it. As the vendor of most of our proposed peripheral systems, we have many years of experience successfully implementing, integrating, and operating these systems and their component software. We provide detail on all software products used in our proposed solutions, including hardware requirements and compatibility with existing resources, in Proposal Section 11.1, Vendor Response to System Requirements. In the remainder of this section, we address project management software and tools applicable to our Project Management Methodology (PMM) and systems development methodology (SDM) processes.

Enterprise Project Management (EPM) Solution


Project information and documentation is one of the primary foundations for control and management of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. At the start of the project, the ACS Project Management Office (PMO) establishes a Web-based Nevada MMIS Project Repository providing DHCFP and other authorized project participants easy access to timely, accurate, and comprehensive project information. The Nevada MMIS Project Repository and EPM tools consolidate reports required for the management of projects and ensure careful change control of transition tasks throughout the project. These tools also ensure that authorized project participants have ready access to project information such as current project plans, communications, project management artifacts, and system documentation and are kept informed of project status and work products at all times. The Nevada MMIS Project Repository is also our primary method of managing action items, issues, risks, and change requests.

Microsoft SharePoint, Microsoft Project Professional, Microsoft Project Server, and Microsoft Project Web Access (PWA) work together to make up the EPM solution. We use these commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products because of their inherent flexibility, scalability, and high performance. Using these tools, we incorporate both ACS and industry best practices by making templates, planning documents, project data, and deliverables available in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository. In Table 17.11-1, we list the capabilities of the components of our EPM/SharePoint solution.

Table 17.11-1. Enterprise Project Management (EPM) Tools

		Application

		Benefit



		Windows SharePoint Services

		· Enables users to create Web sites for information sharing, file collaboration, check in/check out version control, and issues and risk tracking


· Integrates with Project Server for file management and issue/risk tracking



		Microsoft Project Professional 

		· Provides all the core project management tools found in Microsoft Project Standard, but also works with Project Server and Project Web Access

· Provides portfolio management and modeling, skill-based resource assignment, and project collaboration


· Allows project managers to publish information to Project Server to share and track project plans centrally



		Microsoft Project Server 

		· Stores project and resource information centrally

· Supports the portfolio management, resource management, and collaboration capabilities in the EPM solution


· Integrates with Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services for file management and collaboration capabilities and project-related issue and risk tracking


· Allows users to connect to Project Server using Project Professional (desktop program) or Project Web Access to save, retrieve, and interact with Project Server data


· Enables users via Microsoft Office Outlook to download their tasks from Project Server and view and report progress on their project tasks from Outlook



		Microsoft Project Web Access

		· Enables users to connect to the project and resource information that is stored in Project Server and to collaborate on projects via a Web portal


· Provides real-time access to information stored in Project Server. Project Web Access is enabled through Project Server


· Allows team members, executives, or anyone who needs access to Project Server information but does not require the scheduling capabilities of Microsoft Project Professional to view, update, and analyze information through a Web browser


· Is enabled by Project Server and acts as the Web portal in the EPM solution. Project Web Access is not a separate product



		EPM and SharePoint Reporting

		· Automated schedule and exception status reports for the work plans, risks, issues, and action items


· Time and cost savings via automated report generation—resources spend more time on analysis, decision making, plan execution, and delivery


· Easy to use interface—select which reports and projects to analyze


· Ability to report at the program, project, and team level, providing consistent status information to all project stakeholders


· Leverages ACS’ proven, Microsoft certified EPM and SharePoint infrastructure


· Excel output format for additional tailoring based on program and DHCFP needs


· Report metrics that provide the right information to the right people at the right time. These metrics also support Project Management Institute (PMI) and Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI) industry standards for reporting





EPM is a fully integrated Web-based solution designed with the end user in mind, providing ACS and DHCFP easy, secure, real-time access to project information. The project team can link to critical project information, including complete Microsoft Project schedules; project planning, guidance, and requirements documents; design and development specifications; test plans, cases, and results; deliverable specifications and sign-off documents; change requests; ongoing project status/progress reports and updates; and project correspondence.

Effective project scheduling is dependent on accurate and current information regarding resource allocation, availability, and progress on assigned tasks. In the past, the availability of such information was limited to how often a manager could speak or e-mail with his or her team members, or it was dependent on extremely detailed weekly status reports. Similarly, information about assigned tasks was only provided to project team members during weekly staff meetings or via e-mail or phone calls. Team members would keep due dates written on their office whiteboards or in their personal journals. The EPM solution makes this information more accessible, more current, and more accurate. The project schedule, created using Project, is stored on a server rather than on the work plan owner’s desktop. Project tasks are then pushed to resources’ Web browsers via PWA. Staff members logon to their PWA site and review their current and upcoming tasks, durations, work, and deadlines in live mode. Resources enter their actual and remaining work on each task into PWA and submit it each week, providing work plan administrators with exceptionally detailed information on task progress and remaining work so that work plan owners can manage the tasks, deadlines, and resource allocations effectively and comprehensively. Work plan owners can spend time managing the work plan rather than spending their time entering in actual and remaining work on each task manually.


Furthermore, work plan administrators can then run a series of reports on project schedule data. These reports, built by ACS developers to work within the EPM environment, include stoplight indicators (red, yellow, green) on project health, deliverables and milestones progress, and resource allocation. Exhibit 17.11-1 depicts one such report.



Exhibit 17.11-1. EPM Custom Report

The Takeover Project Manager, PMO Manager, and Work Plan Administrator use flexible reporting through the EPM solution to track progress and review project status.

Reports range from detailed to high-level and provide myriad perspectives on project progress. Work plan administrators and managers can also add text to automatically generate reports to form more informational status reports. Such status reports then combine the more objective, automatic metrics from the EPM solution with the more subjective, personalized information from the managers to substantiate or support project progress, issues, and resourcing.


Even better, since SharePoint is integrated with the EPM solution, comprehensive, custom-built reports can pull information from the project plan in Microsoft Project as well as issues, risks, and other lists and information from the Nevada MMIS Project Repository. The result is a set of information that is invaluable to ACS and DHCFP team members alike.


The EPM solution is comprehensive and beneficial to the project as explained below.


1)
The EPM solution integrates with SharePoint to provide easy access to project information. Since the project schedule and SharePoint site are both housed on the same project server, reporting can integrate risks, issues, and other text-based information from SharePoint with schedule and resource status information from the Project-based schedules.


2)
The EPM solution allows the PMO to manage a pool of resources across individual work plans and across projects. Large projects or programs often divide the work plan among several team leads or schedule administrators. The EPM solution allows all the schedules to be located and managed on one server accessing a centralized pool of resources. Resources can be assigned to multiple work plans, and their reported allocation will reflect all assigned work, regardless of project or task.


3)
The EPM solution allows resources to access assigned tasks via a Web interface. Resources access the PWA Web page to view assigned tasks, remaining work, and deadlines. PWA provides resources an interface to enter progress and update remaining work against assigned tasks, ensuring an accurate accounting of time, progress, and resource availability in the project schedule.

We use our EPM solution to report the status of all projects for the life of the contract. Our solution provides a, highly customizable reporting engine that can be configured to present accurate, up-to-date project data in multiple ways—providing the visibility, clarity, and control DHCFP is seeking in monitoring project performance. This feature-rich enterprise management solution allows authorized DHCFP and ACS users to:


View plans in a real-time environment and generate reports on project status


Provide the capability to e-mail alerts advising individuals of task assignments, task status and notification that the due date for an assigned task has passed


Store and share all project deliverable drafts and working copies to facilitate communication and collaborative work


Upload documents


Locate and access documents quickly through an easy-to-use secure browser interface


Personalize the repository and create a customized view of site information, such as risks, issues, and work plan critical path tasks


Provide relevant information to authorized users


Sign up for alerts and be notified when new documents or updates are published


Configure documentation through check-in, check-out, and version control


· Host discussion forums

System Development and Testing Tools


We accomplish the tasks of a successful takeover of the Core MMIS, implementation of peripheral systems, and ongoing maintenance and enhancement of the Nevada MMIS using our Standardized Process and Resource Kit for Implementing Technology Solutions (SPARK-ITS) Software Development Methodology (SDM) and industry-standard tools that ensure both efficiency and quality, as well as traceability and accountability. In Table 17.11-2, we list the capabilities of the components of our development and testing solution.

Table 17.11-2. System Maintenance and Modification Tools

		Application

		Benefit



		Rational RequisitePro by IBM

		· ACS’ automated requirements tracking and management solution. Through this tool, team members manage and track requirements from the RFP through to testing. ACS also generates traceability reports from RequisitePro to ensure our designs and tests fully satisfy Nevada’s requirements.



		Rational ClearQuest by IBM

		· Rational ClearQuest provides comprehensive software change management, defect tracking, workflow management process automation, reporting and lifecycle traceability for better visibility and control of the software development lifecycle. 



		Rational ClearCase by IBM

		· Rational ClearCase provides automated configuration support and source control for non-mainframe environments.



		CA Endevor

		· Source control for MMIS



		Subversion by Subversion

		· Source control for PBM OS+ and DRAMS



		Embarcadero ER/Studio 

		· Data dictionary



		Informatica 

		· Tool to support data conversion requirements, and to support the extract, transform, and load (ETL) process in the DSS





The standard SPARK-ITS tool for requirements management, Rational RequisitePro, provides traceability of all requirements through the entire contract, including traceability to test cases, scripts and results. It stores and links individual requirements, design artifacts, test plans, and test cases as well as test results and resolution. RequisitePro supports the requirements and scope management processes as follows:

Loads and/or stores documentation such as the RFP and proposal content, as these types of documents provide a starting point for system requirements


Supports custom attributes (requirement characteristics) such as owner, team, status, and gap analysis data


Integrates with Microsoft Word to support creation of a Requirements Validation Document (RVD) and other work products, including artifacts such as diagrams, tables, and specifications


Includes views, which are dynamic reports of live data, to identify requirements widows and orphans, ensure all requirements have owners and current status, and ensure traceability

Provides version control and audit trail of all changes to requirements and design


Allows team to baseline or freeze requirements at a certain point of time for comparison at a later date


Facilitates impact assessment of requirements changes and change requests (CRs)

Reports on traceability through all levels of documentation


Marks suspect links automatically in the event a requirement’s predecessor or successor is modified


· Accessible via Web interface, eliminating need for client-side software installation and maintenance


Rational ClearQuest (CQ) is a change management and tracking tool that allows an analyst to categorize maintenance and/or modification issues by subsystem, component, platform, and functionality, among other criteria. This categorization allows management to report on issues effectively and to focus on areas that require additional attention. Additionally, ClearQuest is capable of tracking and reporting data for each issue, including request date, estimated completion date, estimated hours, testing results, and assigned resource. Finally, changes listed in ClearQuest can be associated to test cases to ensure full realization across the development life cycle.


We use CQ as the defect management tool. All defects identified are logged, tracked and reported on from CQ. All phases of testing, regardless of origination (vendor, contractor, or stakeholder), will record defects in CQ. Each defect is divided into different activities performed by testers, developers, and vendor teams. Each of these activities goes through different states, statuses, and ownership/mastership of defect tracking and team responsibilities. In CQ, “state” is used to track a defect through its lifecycle.

Both CQ and SharePoint include functionality to produce reports with varying content, format, sort, and selection criteria to meet both DHCFP and ACS reporting needs for change management.


Rational ClearCase Unified Change Management provides version controls to maintain the integrity of code, test data, and project artifacts across the multiple testing environments. It allows concurrent check out, modification, and merging of updated code components. The product hides the details of this complex management process from individual programmers, allowing them to focus on their own development efforts, independent of others’ efforts that may be underway on the same source code objects. Code and code changes are kept isolated during maintenance. Concurrent code changes are resolved through a manual merge process that is facilitated by Rational ClearCase. This can be done on demand or is automatically enforced by the tool as developers check in code modules for which other changes have been made since their code was initially checked out. We use Rational ClearCase for non-mainframe environments, CA Endevor for similar functions in the mainframe environment, and Subversion by Subversion for source control in our PBM OS+ environments and DRAMS.

17.11.2 Costs and training associated with the project software tools identified must be included in Attachment N, Project Costs.


The cost of project software tools and training is included in Attachment N, Project Costs.
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12
Operational Requirements

REQUIREMENT: Section 12, page 99

The project is broken down into the following tasks that will be explained in detail within the following sections. The tasks and activities requirements within this section are not necessarily listed in the order that they should be completed. Vendors must reflect within their proposal response and preliminary project plan their recommended approach to scheduling and accomplishing all tasks and activities identified within this RFP.

Our commitment to partnership, leadership, and the sustainability of Medicaid will advance DHCFP’s goals to serve providers, recipients, other payors, and other agencies with improved customer service, administrative simplification, and health information technology.


		

		



		· On-site account management team


· Nearly 95 percent of staff located in Nevada

· Project Management Office maintained through contract operations period


· New MITA-aligned systems to enhance program operations



		





As a premier provider of program administration and MMIS services, ACS is recognized in the Medicaid marketplace as a healthcare administrator that brings value to our customers’ operations by consistently introducing new products and services that increase efficiency, improve health outcomes, and maximize limited benefit dollars. We actively partner with our customers to address all program considerations, not just traditional claims processing. We work with our customers to develop innovative offerings that save program dollars while improving outcomes, thus advancing sustainability and avoiding program cuts.


In meeting DHCFP’s requirements for MMIS operations and program support services, our strength lies in our people—our corporate leadership, our onsite key personnel, and our trained and dedicated fiscal agent staff. Our account management team and the majority of our staff will be located full time in our Reno, Nevada facility, allowing us to foster a close working relationship with DHCFP staff as well as Nevada stakeholders. ACS assumes responsibility for the entire contract—management of subcontractors is transparent to DHCFP. We participate as a representative of DHCFP at provider association meetings and statewide conferences. In short, we become part of the Nevada Medicaid community.


We are governed by our customers’ goals and objectives, not just by processes and contracts, and we actively introduce lessons learned from other projects to the benefit of DHCFP. We ensure accountability and promote transparency with our disciplined approach to project and operations process management, including establishment of an on-site Project Management Office (PMO), not just for takeover but throughout operations. Our quality assurance team is located in the PMO, providing consistent and objective oversight and continuous quality improvement. Cognos Metrics Manager, our Web-based performance management system, provides DHCFP with access to operational performance dashboards and reports.

Our solution includes innovative, MITA-aligned system components and services, for example: 

ACS’ PBM OS+ pharmacy point-of-sale solution


Fraud analytics from our strategic partner, Ingenix

TPL services provided by DHCFP's current vendor, HMS


A feature-rich Web portal based on our current development in Virginia


Computer-based and Web-enabled training for staff and providers


· An efficient local, call center solution, as well as our award-winning pharmacy call center in Henderson, North Carolina


In addition, throughout this section we propose new tools and processes for operational improvements both large and small. We are eager to join DHCFP in realizing its vision for a successful future.

As required by the RFP, we have organized the remainder of this chapter into the following sections:

12.1 General Operational Requirements for All System Components

12.2 Maintenance and Change Management

12.3 Training Requirements


12.4 General Reporting Requirements


12.5 Core MMIS Component Requirements


12.6 Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements


12.7 Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services
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Appendix H — Course Evaluation Form and User Training Survey



appendix H — course evaluation form and user training survey

As referenced in Section 12.3.1.9, FHS uses the evaluation forms completed by the attendees of the training sessions to improve and enhance the classes we offer.  In response to comments from these evaluations, we have modified the curriculum and how we present it over the years.  The summary of evaluation comments is provided to appropriate DHCFP staff.  We have received a minimum rating of 90 percent on the evaluation forms.  A sample evaluation form and user training survey are included on the following pages.
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Appendix L — Firstrx™ functionality


As an addendum to proposal Section 12.6.3, we provide additional information about the robust functionality of our pharmacy system.  FHS uses our FirstRx™ point-of-sale (POS) system to support on-line, real-time adjudication of Nevada pharmacy claims at the point of sale.  Additional features of this system include the ability to support claim submission via batch, web, and paper claims submission.  


FirstRx™ interacts with the pharmacy provider at the POS to edit the submitted claim against a pre-existing rule set.  Based on the result of those edits, the claim is paid and a message returned to the provider indicating the method of payment and the amount.  If a claim is rejected or denied due to failed edits, to the extent possible, the pharmacy provider receives a message indicating the denied status and what must occur to achieve payment of the claim.  


FirstRx™ supports an innovative direct data entry web solution that enables the provider or user to directly data enter claims through a screen submission template to the FirstRx™ adjudication engine.  This feature is accessible through the web and is controlled through user provisioning to prevent unauthorized access in compliance with HIPAA standards.  This real-time submission option significantly reduces the turnaround time typically associated with the pharmacy paper claim submission process.    


Our FirstRx™ POS/ProDUR system is an on-line, real-time pharmacy management system that uses relational database technology and Graphical User Interface (GUI) for ease of access and use.  FirstRx™ is a rules-based system used to establish drug coverage rules and edits for the Nevada program, including recipient, provider, and prescriber information, as well as plan rules, pricing files, payment rules, and claims history.


Program Set-up


The unique design of the FirstRx™ system supports each of the multiple programs identified by DHCFP in the current pharmacy program.  Based on the hierarchical design, this system identifies Nevada Medicaid as the client/customer.  FHS can identify any number of groups or programs at the next level (typically established based on funding source).  

Benefit Plans


FirstRx™ provides the flexibility to maintain separate benefit plan levels for individual subgroups of the entire eligible population.  DHCFP can define any number of groups and plans within groups.  The adjudication system can easily be configured to support additional benefit plans or groups as State policy evolves over time to ensure the system functions in compliance with current regulations at all times.  Nevada recipients may concurrently belong to more than one group.  The hierarchical nature of precedence when more than one group is associated with a single beneficiary has been established in the system. 


Clinical Edits


FirstRx™ supports all clinical management and claims adjudication functions through edits and rules which are all uniquely and respectively date driven.  Clinical functions are integrated in the system and use claims history stored in the system for claims processing.  FirstRx™ is a state-of-the-art prospective drug utilization review system that meets all federal requirements, including OBRA ’90.


Over the past several years, we have expanded the FirstRx™ capability to configure drug coverage parameters through development of an innovative state formulary configuration option which affords the ability to establish drug coverage parameters through the use of indicators.  FHS has recently implemented this new functionality for Nebraska and Idaho, and we have found this to be a more user-friendly approach to managing coverage parameters.  The advantage of this option is that it allows the user to easily decipher which products are covered through the GUI.  Drug coverage parameters are maintained separately from other customers’ data by FHS and are under the State’s control at all times.  Our system provides and permits the use of general system parameters regarding data access, support, and maintenance. 


FirstRx™ supports a wide range of dispensing limit and therapeutic restriction type edits including dose optimization edits.  


The following table illustrates a sampling of the functionality of the FirstRx™ system.  Much of this functionality is currently used in the configuration of Nevada’s business logic.  We have highlighted in light yellow additional/new functions that we recommend for implementation in Nevada.


The following table illustrates a sampling of the functionality of the FirstRx™ system.  Much of this functionality is currently used in the configuration of Nevada’s business logic.  We have highlighted in light yellow additional/new functions that we recommend for implementation in Nevada[sec1]   to further enhance the current program based on new functionally available in FirstRx™ or changes in the Nevada specific pharmacy landscape.


		FirstRx™ Automated Prior Authorization Functionality



		Prior Authorization

		Enter PA records for variable time frames (e.g. 30 days, six-months, one-year).



		

		Enter PA records based on any drug classification (e.g., NDC, GSN, HIC3, or a customized program-specific list).



		

		Set variable dispositions to PA record (e.g., approved, denied, on hold).



		

		Log and track free-form PA notes; This info can be used to track/validate reasons for approval/denials



		

		Track clinical PA volume (e.g., Pharmacist, Technician) for auditing/invoicing purposes.



		

		Alter claim pricing based on PA (e.g., Brand override).


Nevada Example:  The DAW-1 PA



		

		Associate limits with PA type (e.g., quantity, days supply, dosage levels, and dollars). Recommended Program Enhancement:  Place PA on all/most claims over $5,000 for review of appropriateness by technical call center prior to adjudication.  This prevents 

Inappropriate billing of claims due to erroneous data entry by pharmacy provider staff.



		

		Emergency overrides during off hours or when the prescriber cannot be contacted.  NV Nevada Example:  Allow 72-hour emergency supply.  Request must be made by pharmacy.  72-hour overrides can also be done during normal business hours.



		Automated Prior Authorizations (AutoPA)

		Set up automated overrides that are triggered by incoming claim data (a field[s] is populated in a certain manner).

Nevada Examples:  The Spiriva® PA, Lyrica® PA, Cymbalta® PA, Bystolic® PA, Provigil® PA, and  Rozerem® PA, all can be adjudicated based on ICD-9 submitted by pharmacy provider on the incoming claim.



		

		Set up automated overrides that are based on stored data specific to the claim and patient:


· patient clinical information found on patient file (ICD-9 or CPT codes {single or ranges of codes}) – would complement Nevada’s Lyrica® PA, Spiriva® PA, etc.

· specific drug/s in claim/medication history – would compliment Nevada’s PDL PA(s)

· specific drug/s NOT in claim/medication history 

· specific drug/s generic or brand status in medication history of patient – would compliment Nevada’s DAW 1 PA

· number of fills in claim/medication history


· specific or accumulated day supply (e.g., >7 days opioid therapy in last 30 days) – would enhance Nevada’s current quantity limit program

· specific or accumulated claim quantity – prevents ‘gaming’ of the system

· patient age or gender – apply to drugs with gender specific indications



		

		Set up automated overrides based on quantity per day edits – would enhance DUR functionality.



		

		Return varying NCPDP reject response codes based on scenario (e.g., NCPDP 61 – Product/Service Not Covered for Patient Gender when decision is made on patient gender).



		

		Return supplemental messages for additional information to the submitter on the response.  Nevada Example:  New Drug to Market – PA Required.  Prilosec® OTC, Nexium® Preferred. ICD9 Required; PA Required.  Cosmetic items not covered.



		

		Identify and report on all claims using visible on-line check boxes specific for automated prior authorizations.  Ability to use data for outcome analysis and identify edit appropriateness.



		

		Innovation:  Use Lab Values as part of the adjudication process.  



		

		Innovation:  Use Behavioral Health Data as part of the adjudication process.



		FirstRx™ Clinical Functionality



		Drug Reference

		Use FDB brand/generic classification or establish customer-specific brand/generic classification which will not be overridden by FDB loads.  

Nevada Example:  Nevada’s customized brand-generic definition designed by First Health which can be further customized for ‘outlier’ NDCs such as Calcionate®, Acephen®, and Fer-Iron®.



		

		Use FDB indicators (e.g., Rebate, DESI, DEA Schedule) for editing. 

Nevada Example:  Certain drugs with DESI indicators are not covered and non-rebateable NDCs are also not covered (NCPDP 70 – NDC Not Covered)



		

		Use CMS Termination Date and/ or Obsolete Date for coverage.



		

		Limit coverage to valid, active NDCs. 



		

		Create “formulary snapshot”



		Drug Inclusion/ Exclusion

		Establish multiple formularies for diverse patient populations (e.g., Checkup, Pregnant Women, EPSDT, Foster Children, LTC, )



		

		Drugs can be included/excluded or require prior authorization based on individual drug or drug class.  

Nevada Example:  All drugs in the drug class Proton Pump Inhibitors (PPI) require PA or just the individual drug Lexapro® in the Selective Serotonin Receptor Inhibitor (SSRI) drug class.



		

		Variable individual drug or drug class inclusion/exclusion/PA based on media type (e.g., cover biologicals through Mail Order but not through POS).  

Recommended Program Enhancement:  Would be used in the FHS recommended Specialty Pharmacy Program.



		

		Variable individual drug or drug class inclusion/exclusion/PA based on Pharmacy/Beneficiary/Batch claims.  Deny products based on LTC status of beneficiary or pharmacy that would be eligible for payment for other groups of the population.



		

		Variable individual drug or drug class inclusion/exclusion/ PA requirements based on route of administration, alone or in conjunction with patient location. 

Recommended Program Enhancement:  Would be used in the FHS recommended Specialty Pharmacy Program.



		

		OTC drugs can considered a drug group (based on Product Type). 

Recommended Program Enhancement:  FHS recommends refining current OTC coverage rules to include generic only products and drugs with proven clinical value



		

		Nevada specific drug groupings that may be outside of FDB classifications providing the ability to create customized drug groupings for coverage determination;


Recommended Program Enhancement:  FHS recommends refining current Cough/Cold coverage to eliminate coverage for Rx and OTC cough and cold products.

Nevada Example: All CNS stimulants are ‘grouped’ together for PA determination despite separate/distinct FDB classifications



		

		Submitted diagnosis code validation against stored diagnosis code to determine coverage for defined population (e.g. Hospice)



		

		Above-referenced drug groupings can also be used for adjudication purposes (e.g., for co-pay, coverage, dispensing limits). 

Recommended Program Enhancement:  FHS recommends Nevada consider applying nominal cost-share/co-pays to recipients



		

		Age minimums/maximums based on individual drug or drug class.  

Nevada Example:  Individual Drugs = Age <= 5 albuterol, Age <= 10 Singulair®; Drug Class = <= 21 on all CNS stimulants based on age.  



		

		Gender restrictions based on individual drug or drug class. (e.g., transdermal testosterone, prenatal vitamins, and birth control products).



		Formulary Management/ Configuration Tool

		Allows user to configure rules based on: 


· Coverage


· Prior Authorization


· State Drug Class


· Maximum Quantity Code


· Minimum Quantity Code


· Refill


· Limitation


· Co-pay


· Formulary Indicator


· MAC Indicator.



		

		Each NDC existing on the formulary has a unique record with a combination of one or more of the above-referenced fields, which may be used for editing during the claims adjudication process.



		Dispensing Limits/Therapeutic Restrictions

		Variable ‘per fill’ days supply and quantity maximums/minimums based on chronic/ maintenance drug categorization and any other State criteria.  

Nevada Example:  Oral contraceptives, Insulin, Prenatal Vitamins.



		

		Variable ‘per fill’ quantity limits contingent upon drug type.

Nevada Example:  Nevada’s current quantity limit program



		

		Variable ‘per fill’ limits based on component type (e.g., POS, Paper, Client Submitted Claims).



		

		Apply ‘both must exceed’ logic (e.g., both quantity AND days supply must be exceeded for claim to deny) or not (e.g., exceeding EITHER quantity OR days supply limits will cause denial).  

Nevada Example:  Relpax® allow 6 per 3 days; Risperdal Consta® allow 6 per 90 days; Anti-emetics allow 15 per 30 days.



		

		Limit cumulative days supply and/or quantity maximums (e.g., SSRI therapy for a maximum of 120 days/year; 3 inhalers per each 30 days). 

Nevada Example:  Nasal Glucocorticoids allow 3 nasal inhalers per 90 days; Preferred Proton Pump Inhibitors allow 60 per lifetime.



		

		Above-referenced dispensing limits to be nested (e.g., allow 2 Imitrex® syringes/7 days, 6/30 days and 24/year).



		

		Above-referenced dispensing limits to be applied to a calendar time frame or a rolling time frame (e.g., every 30 days, every 365 days, etc.) 

Nevada Example:  Blood Glucose monitors limit 1 every 732 days.



		

		Above-referenced dispensing limits to be applied to any drug classification level (e.g., NDC, GSN, GC3).  



		

		Above-referenced dispensing limits to be applied to a single drug or multiple drugs (e.g., combined GSNs), such as PPIs. 



		

		Variable limits based on component type (e.g., different limits for POS and Mail Order).



		

		Establish maximum daily dose limits (risperidone to 6 mg/day).



		

		Establish a maximum dosage ceiling per drug class over a specified duration (e.g., limit all anti-ulcer meds to a combined maximum of 84 days therapy at an acute dosage level).

Recommended Program Enhancement:  Limit use of sedative/hypnotics to not exceed 90-180 days per calendar year based on available clinical evidence.



		

		Preclusive step therapy:  require use of a drug from class A before allowing use of a drug in class B within a designated time frame.



		

		Exclusive step therapy:  disallow use of a drug class A if there is prior history of a drug within class B within a designated time frame.



		

		Administer starter dose limits (e.g., maximum initial dose if there is no history of prior use within a designated time frame).

Recommended Program Enhancement:  FHS recommends the use of this feature when utilizing high-cost drugs where there are frequent titrations and history of failures (e.g. antipsychotics, anticonvulsants) to limit waste.



		

		Maximum monthly claim limit per patient to be established. Limit can be inclusive of all drug categorizations and can also be brand/generic limited.



		

		Generics may be excluded from monthly limit.



		

		Exception conditions to the maximum monthly claim limit to bypass requirements (e.g., family planning drugs don’t apply to the limit; if patient under age 21, e.g., don’t apply the limit).   



		Unit of Use

		Require, match and edit on the incoming unit of measure in comparison to the unit of measure on the file as per FDB.  FirstRx™ has the ability to compare the submitted quantity and the package size of the product to determine if the claim is billed correctly or deny the claim if a resubmission is warranted.



		Diagnosis Codes

		Adjudicate claims based on submitted Diagnosis Code values on the incoming claim to override coverage restrictions.

Nevada Example: Spiriva® PA



		

		ICD-9 database for input to beneficiary health condition profile, claims submission, and rules-building.



		

		Build rules based on a single ICD-9 code or a range of ICD-9 codes.

Nevada Example:  Fibromyalgia PA(s) are based on a range of ICD-9 codes



		Procedure Codes

		Accept CPT Procedure Codes and store on the patient’s record.



		

		Use CPT Procedure Codes as part of rules, often associated with automated PA protocols.



		Preferred Drug List (PDL)

		Process business rules according to PDL specifications.  FirstRx™ supports an integrated approach to the definition and maintenance of the PDL.  All entries in the system can be “effective dated” so that the drug list is updated in production on the date specified.





		FirstRx™ ProDUR Functionality



		Early Refill

		Establish variable usage time frames for Early Refill logic; additionally, different usage time frames can be established based on the DEA Schedule of the drug (e.g., different percentages used for controlled versus non-controlled substances).  

Nevada Example:  DEA of 2 – no refills allowed; new Rx required.  DEA of 0 – maximum 99 refills with 366 days, DEA of 3-4-5 – maximum 5 refills within 183 days.



		

		Configurable Tolerance period for Early Refill based on days supply submitted

Nevada Example:  90%



		

		Systematically overrides Early Refill edit if there is an increase in dose from the historical claim and a new Rx number.  This systematic override can be applied to all claims or only to claims for non-controlled substances.



		

		Set edit based on “accumulated days early” to eliminate extra fills. 

Recommended Program Enhancement:  FHS recommends this feature to eliminate ‘extra fills’ during the calendar year based on current Nevada defined consumption parameters



		ProDUR

		Use only designated interactive DUR codes (customer-specific); ensuring only NV approved codes will enable an override. 

Nevada Example:  Level 1 Severity Drug-Drug Interactions



		

		User defined which DUR codes are applicable for each conflict code type or to allow all DUR codes for all conflict code types.



		

		Use of the FHS ProDUR criteria log (vs. First DataBank).



		

		User defined selection to granular level of products (HSN, HIC3, GSN) to set edits such as Therapeutic Duplication or Drug-to-Drug.

Recommended Program Enhancement:  FHS recommends review of current ProDUR program with Nevada’s DUR Board to set appropriate level of edits to meet Board’s objectives.



		

		Set outcome of interaction based on severity (deny – Severity 1, message – Severity 2, log – Severity 3).



		

		DUR refinement:


· Within a conflict type, specify denial/message only status based on drug classifications


· Within a conflict type, specify denial/message only based on “same/different provider” and/or “same/different prescriber”. 

Recommended Program Enhancement:  Eliminate unnecessary messaging to pharmacies when identified drugs are being processed/dispensed by same pharmacy



		

		Easily configurable NV-specific ProDUR messaging developed in conjunction with Nevada’s DUR Board.





		FirstRx™ Pricing Functionality



		Pricing Algorithms

		Unlimited pricing algorithms based on provider classifications, drug groupings, brand/generic classifications, patient populations.

Recommended Program Enhancement:  FHS recommends Nevada move its current reimbursement logic to a cost plus model (e.g. WAC) to better approximate EAC.  FHS has also submitted an analysis with various recommendations for reimbursement based on provider and program type (e.g. specialty pharmacy, chain or non-chain, etc).



		

		'Lesser of’ pricing structures.

Nevada Example:  AWP – 15%; FUL, MAC, DOJ – 15%, GAD, U & C



		

		Submitted data (e.g., Usual and Customary and/or Gross Amount Due) to be factored into ‘lesser of’ pricing structures.



		

		Multiple price types, e.g., AWP, MAC, FUL, EAC, WAC, and/or client-specific price types (e.g., SMAC). 



		

		Ability to accept ASP for pricing.  Also, AMP if required and made available by CMS.

Recommended Program Enhancement:  FHS recommends Nevada consider the use of ASP pricing in conjunction with a variable fee schedule as outlined in our Specialty Pharmacy Proposal.



		Dispensing Fees

		Variable dispensing fees based on drug type (e.g., brand/generic, maintenance products, and specific drug classes).

Recommended Program Enhancement:  FHS recommends an analysis be conducted that incents providers to dispense generic drugs when appropriate.



		

		Variable dispensing fees based on provider type/grouping (e.g., Unit dose providers vs. retail providers).

Recommended Program Enhancement:  With the advent of the Part-D program the need to pay incentives for dispensing in unit-dose is mitigated.  FHS recommends an analysis to review current incentive programs.  This functionality would be used in a specialty pharmacy program.



		

		Variable dispensing fees based on days supply.



		

		Limited dispensing fees based on patient type/grouping (e.g., long term care claim designation).  

Nevada Example:  LTC claims pay one dispensing fee every 25 days per patient per covered drug.



		

		Variable dispensing fees based on reimbursement logic used in adjudication.



		Incentive/ Professional Fees

		Accept and process variable incentive/professional fees (separate from dispensing fees), e.g., Repackage non unit dose products



		

		Return incentive/professional fees based on incoming claim data (specific drug, specific pharmacy, etc).  

Nevada Example:  Multi-ingredient compound (17-p injection), Home IV Pharmacies with ROA injection or enteral.



		

		Return a fee based on quantity (e.g., pay $0.15 per pill for pill splitting); this can be limited to specific drugs, drug classes, providers, and/or patients. 



		

		Return an Incentive Fee based on submitted Days Supply.



		

		Customized incentive fees (e.g., $42 for a special compound specific to a designated provider).



		Patient Financial Responsibilities/ Co-pays



		Establish variable co-pays for Brand, Generic, and Brand w/o Generic drugs.  



		

		Establish variable co-pays for different claims types (e.g., POS, Mail Order, member-submitted from participating pharmacies, and beneficiary-submitted from non-participating pharmacies).



		

		Variable co-pays based on drug classification.



		

		Variable co-pays for maintenance drugs.



		

		Variable co-pays for Formulary/Non-Formulary drugs.



		

		Flat dollar and percentage co-pays.



		

		Combination of flat dollar and percentage co-pays.



		

		Minimum and/or maximum co-pays. 



		

		Incremental co-pays (e.g., apply one co-pay for each 30-day supply). 



		

		Variable co-pays based on Calculated Amount. 



		

		Tiered co-pay rules (by days supply, adjudicated claim cost, number of fills, package size, or quantity), and co-pay rules based on the amount that the patient or plan has accumulated. 



		

		Designated conditions to waive co-pay requirements, e.g., age, pregnancy status, institutional status, drug classification, or patient population group.  Nevada Example:  Patient < 18 years of age, family planning drugs, Pregnant or Post-partum, LTC patient, Nursing Home or HCBC, Medical supplies or DME.



		

		Approved submitted Prior Authorization Type Code to override co-pay requirements.



		Patient Financial Responsibilities/ Deductible/Out-of-Pocket Maximums/ Benefit Maximums

		Accumulators to be applied to an individual 



		

		Application of these accumulators on a monthly, quarterly, or annual basis.



		

		Use calendar year or fiscal year. 



		

		Roll over deductible from previous year 4th quarter.



		

		Standard and/or aggregate deductible accumulation.



		

		Exclude Generic products from being applied to the deductible.



		

		Benefit maximums and/or out-of-pocket maximums to be applied to specific drugs only (e.g., annual max of $2000 for fertility agents).



		

		Specified drug classes to bypass application to benefit maximums and/or out-of-pocket maximums.



		

		Once the benefit maximum has been reached either deny the claim or require 100% (based on discounted price) co-pay from the beneficiary.



		

		Once the out-of-pocket maximum has been met, require 0 co-pay from the beneficiary. 



		

		Apply MAC Penalty to out-of-pocket, or not.



		

		User defined inclusion of deductible in out-of-pocket for historical claims load, current claims or both.



		Dollar Limits

		Set variable ‘per claim’ dollar maximums.  

Recommended Program Enhancement:  Establish a per claim limit of $5,000.00



		

		Exempt certain drug classes from dollar limits.  

Recommended Program Enhancement: TC=33, Advate®, Thalomid®, Orfadin® and Revlimid® – agents which routinely prices at over $5,000.  This would eliminate unnecessary provider burden.



		

		Establish a maximum daily allowed cost for a drug class and either deny the claim if exceeded or charge the beneficiary the difference.  Ability for users to define NCPDP error code to be returned it the edit is violated.



		

		Time frame-based dollar limits per drug class.



		TPL/COB

		Full NCPDP v.5.1 automated COB functionality.



		

		Use denial codes from the primary on the secondary claim to determine coverage 



		

		Return other carrier name, carrier number, and policy holder ID when provided by the MMIS. 



		

		Override denial using standard NCPDP codes.



		

		Set a minimum dollar amount in the Other Payer Amount Paid field when Other Coverage Code =2 is used.  Audits have revealed many instances of providers entering a minimal amount, e.g., $0.05, in the Other Payer Amount field when submitting an Other Coverage Code = 2/This Claim Covered – Payment Received.  This functionality mitigates fraud potential.

Recommended Program Enhancement:  Apply minimum dollar amounts in the Other Payer Amount field when OCC =2 is submitted by providers.



		

		Require a minimum percentage amount (tied to the Usual and Customary) in the Other Payer Amount Paid field when Other Coverage Code = 2 is used.  As an example, FirstRx™ can require that at least 25 percent of the Usual and Customary be submitted in the Other Payer Amount Paid field.  This functionality mitigates fraud potential.

Recommended Program Enhancement:  Apply minimum percentage amount in the Other Payer Amount Paid field when OCC =2 is submitted by providers.



		

		Deny based on a list of covered products.

Recommended Program Enhancement:  Restrict OTC usage of drugs such as PPIs, where there are prescription alternatives available, for Part D recipients.



		

		Require Other Carrier Code or bypass requirement based on user requirements.



		

		Accept other coverage information (payment) from the provider even if the processor system does not show TPL coverage.

Recommended Program Enhancement:  Require provider to submit TPL coverage through claims submission.   



		

		Exempt TPL/COB requirements based on patient age.



		

		Accept recovery vendor information, note such on claims in FirstRx™ and if client directed, deny further adjustments on recovered claims.



		

		Require the submission of the Patient Paid Amount (total amount the Patient Paid) to the Primary/Other Payer when Other Coverage Code = 2 and pay claims up to the amount submitted in the Patient Paid field or the NV-allowed amount, whichever is less. 



		Medicare Covered Drugs

		Deny coverage of Medicare (parts B and D) covered drugs if patient shows Medicare coverage on Eligibility File.



		Part D

		Cover products that are identified as Part D excluded while cost avoiding for Part D covered products.  Apply all existing edits to determine outcome of the claim.  



		

		Store Part D data on enrollment file.



		

		Handle TrOOP, LICS, and the staged benefit (deductible, initial, gap, catastrophic),



		

		Support “co-pay” only payment on TPL claims; often used to support Part D wraparound.

Nevada Example:  LICS co-pays
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DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE


FIRST HEALTH SERVICES


The design foundation established in FirstRx™ ensures that as the NV program changes — either expansion or contraction — the system will quickly accommodate the change.  In the age of Medicaid Reform, this is an especially valuable feature.
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                                           Meeting Agenda

                  



Summary:  <Include a summary of the project including the title and the major project deliverables>

		#

		Nevada MMIS Takeover

		Date

Time: 


Location:


Teleconference #:                        Passcode:



		Invitees to meeting

		Present at previous meeting



		 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


		

		 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


		

		 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


		

		 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


 FORMCHECKBOX 


		





		ACTION ITEMS



		Item

		Description

		Owner

		Request Date

		Follow-up Date

		Status



		1

		Review of Previous Meeting Minutes

		

		

		

		



		2

		FHS Project Status

		

		

		

		



		3

		DHCFP Project Status

		

		

		

		



		4

		Contract Status & Issues

		

		

		

		



		5

		Quality Assurance Status

		

		

		

		



		6

		Action Items

· New


· Outstanding




		

		

		

		



		7

		Risks (See Risk Assessment Matrix below)

		

		

		

		



		8

		Next Steps


· Next Meeting Date


· Other Business




		

		

		

		





DECISION TRACKER

		Item

		Topic

		Decision

		Meeting Date

		Status



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		





		STATUS TRACKING UPDATE



		Report Date:                                                                                           Business Owner:                                      Project Manager:  



		Overall Status

		Project Milestones

		Schedule


(% complete to target)

		Quality Indicators

		Owner(s)



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		Overall Status Definitions


  Green:   On target with projected dates in project plan.


  Yellow:  A critical date on the project plan has been missed or is in jeopardy of being missed, but an alternate solution is in place or being discussed.


  Red:      A critical date on the project plan has been missed; area is in jeopardy of missing the go-live date; no solution is in place.


  White:  The tasks towards achieving this milestone are not scheduled to start as of this report date.





		ISSUES TO BE ELEVATED



		Item

		Issue

		Alternatives



		

		

		



		

		

		





		RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX



		Item

		Risk Topic

		Date

		Likelihood of Occurrence

		Impact to Project

		Difficulty of Early


Detection

		Precision

		Rank

		Retire Date

		Preventive Action Plan

		Trigger

		Owner

		Contingency Plan



		

		

		

		Rate as High (H), Medium (M), or Low (L)
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2010 DHCFP Training Schedule


DHCFP will need to identify the appropriate individuals to receive training. Training classes are generally requested to contain no more than 15 individuals at a time to ensure all individuals receive adequate attention.  Knowledge level and computer proficiencies need to be considered.


Medicaid Management Information System 


(MMIS) Training - Basic, Intermediate and Advanced


		January 12, 2010

		8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. for Basic MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		March 9, 2010

		8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. for Basic MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		May 18, 2010

		8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. for Basic MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		August 24, 2010

		8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. for Basic MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		August 25, 2010

		8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. for Intermediate MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		August 26, 2010 

		8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. for Advanced MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		November 30, 2010

		8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. for Basic MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		December 1, 2010

		8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. for Intermediate MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		



		December 2, 2010

		8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. for Advanced MMIS Training

		First Health Services

		





Additional training will be done upon request from DHCFP.


Contractor training will be done upon request for new hire or change in job responsibilities.


Training is done in Reno and Las Vegas.  Training times for Las Vegas will be set depending upon the needs of assessment survey.

Web RA, Web Provider Enrollment, User Administration Console (UAC) for EVS and OPAS, FirstDARS™, FirstCRM™, Web Portal, and Achieve are scheduled as required for DHCFP and Contractor staff.  

As upgrades or changes are made to the MMIS system or other systems used, the Training Department will initiate necessary training and update training currently in use to ensure all staff are up to date on what is new for both DHCFP and Contractor.
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover

Tab IX — Company Background and References



17.9	quality assurance

Vendors must describe the quality assurance methodology and processes utilized to ensure that the project will satisfy DHCFP requirements as outlined in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16) of this RFP.

The effectiveness of a fiscal agent operation is a product of the quality of each function within that operation.  FHS is committed to the highest level of quality management practices.  These practices require that processes must be clearly documented, strictly adhered to, constantly measured, and continuously improved through our defined ongoing improvement process.  This basic quality management approach is embedded within the operations and IT processes, from requirements analysis through software development; planning and implementation through operations; claims preparation to check write; prior authorization and utilization management to drug rebate.  This focus is built into our fiscal agent operations through organizational structures, planning methods, workflow analysis, training, and metrics definition related directly to performance requirements, and project and contract management methodologies.

FHS considers each term and condition stated in the RFP as a performance requirement; we manage our operations to that understanding.  Our definition of quality performance is not limited to customer service levels, error rates, problem reports, and corrective actions.  Rather, we define quality performance as meeting specific requirements, whether they are related to accuracy rates, timeliness, or throughput, and implementing quality initiatives to improve on an ongoing basis.  

FHS has recently expanded our internal quality program at the enterprise level to include a Vice President of Quality, Mark Sferlazza, who will lead an enhanced quality program and an expanded Quality Department, including a dedicated Quality Manager in Nevada who will be focused on an effective internal quality assurance program.  The Vice President of Quality is a Six Sigma certified quality leader with a track record in successfully deploying process improvement.  The enhanced quality program in Nevada will be based on continuous quality improvement methodology, including the Plan, Do, Study, Act model and the Six Sigma DMAIC model described below. 

		Six Sigma DMAIC Quality Process



		DEFINE opportunities, and key stakeholders. Understand customer needs and specify measures that are critical to quality.

MEASURE determine possible barriers and develop measures of performance to ensure valid, reliable, timely data

ANALYZE data, using statistical tools to verify root causes and opportunities for improvement 

IMPROVE performance through Development of Prioritized, Measurable Interventions

CONTROL Performance by Establishing Mechanisms to Sustain and Replicate Improvements 





The Quality Assurance Committee (QAC) for Nevada, composed of senior managers, clinical staff, and key stakeholders, monitors the quality program.  It also reviews the annual quality program description and quality work plan which contain prioritized objectives, performance measure and identified quality improvement activities.  The QAC holds quarterly meetings, to which DHCFP is invited.

Operations Quality assurance

Quality Assurance is a function not just of the one department titled “Quality Assurance”; it is a requirement for each person in each operating unit and for each function.  A key tenet of our corporate culture is the provision of quality services and products.  It is important that every individual understands the requirements and performance standards associated with the job he or she performs and has the training necessary to perform that job in a manner that meets those requirements and standards.  Additionally, each person must understand how the job he or she performs “fits” into the overall process.  This approach increases individual understanding of the overall MMIS process flows, thereby enabling staff to better understand and meet performance and process requirements.  The Nevada Quality Assurance (QA) Department and the supervisory team work together to develop and perform training within functional units to ensure that individuals attain an understanding of job requirements, performance standards, and process flows.

The QA Department has overall responsibility for monitoring compliance with performance criteria and reports findings to senior management and the Quality Assurance Committee.  The QA Department ensures that performance indicators are met for all aspects of the transition and operation and monitors the performance results on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis, identifying trends and anticipating processing and performance expectations.  

Each functional area implements standards and quality control measures to determine the effectiveness of work performed within that area and identifies areas for re-training.  The QA Department supplements this effort by assisting with the development of these performance standards, the associated performance metrics, and related quality control procedures.

There are many tasks required to ensure quality performance.  Responsibility for performing these tasks is shared by all members of our Reno-based MMIS project management team.  

		Management Team Member

		Responsibilities



		Department Managers

		Establishing quality assurance procedures and practices

Establishing, monitoring, and analyzing  performance metrics

Revising procedure manuals, user documentation, and training materials

Reviewing quality control audit results

Identifying follow-up and individual training needs

Providing training, as appropriate

Implementing continuous improvement activities.



		QA Department

		Monitoring implementation and ongoing use of those procedures and controls

Conducting quality audits and compiling results

Determining root causes of errors and analyzing trends 

Providing internal reviews such as the review of standard letter text and deliverable documents

Participating in system and user acceptance testing activities

Obtaining DHCFP input through satisfaction surveys

Reviewing complaints and other stakeholder avenues of input for opportunities for improvement and implementing interventions with operations to improve care and services.





Approach to Quality Performance

Our approach to quality performance encompasses the planning, implementing, and operating of a process, then measuring the performance results to ensure that the process runs adequately to meet its set of expected standards of performance.  Finally, we define and implement change in cases where the performance does not meet the requirement, and we look for ways to improve the process to increase productivity and efficiency.  Our full-circle approach to quality performance and ongoing improvement is depicted in Exhibit 7.9-2.

		



		Exhibit 17.9-2, Approach to Quality Performance and Improvement





An underlying assumption throughout these efforts is that communication is key.  We communicate with DHCFP to define needs and expectations and to confirm satisfaction with performance results.  DHCFP will be invited to the quarterly meeting of the QAC.  We communicate with users to understand needs and impacts and to provide training.  We communicate with process owners and subject matter experts to develop, test, and implement solutions and to determine opportunities for improvement.  Finally, we measure performance results and communicate them to everyone involved in the process.

This high-level approach to quality performance is driven into each function performed within FHS’ organization.  For example, in the development of training plans and specific training modules, we perform the steps defined above to determine the following for each task:

What is the task?

Who does it serve (DHCFP) and what are DHCFP’s needs?

Who uses the process and/or its output?

What is expected to be accomplished?

What is the process flow?

How is the task performed/accomplished?

What are the performance standards?

How is the performance measured against the standard?

By including this information in each training module, all staff immediately understands the purpose of their work, who their customers are, the requirements and performance standards associated with the task, and the measured performance results.  This understanding instills a sense of ownership, not only in the daily operation of a task, but in the ongoing improvement of that task.  That sense of ownership, pride in work, and understanding of the process drives the continuous improvement cycle.

Our approach to quality performance begins with our total quality management strategies, which provide for quality assurance, quality control, performance management, training, process improvement, and measurement and reporting activities in every aspect of our organization.  We do not consider quality management to be a program or plan, as that represents something “extra” we do.  Rather, quality management is built into our methods for planning and managing our day-to-day operations throughout our organization.  It is simply how we do business.

Quality Control Procedures

FHS establishes quality control procedures that identify steps, workflows, responsibilities, and measurement methods for all the quality control procedures to be used during the Transition and Operations Phases of the contract.  The QA Department works with the supervisory and management staff to establish these quality control procedures for all functions, including but not limited to:

		





In addition to developing the quality control procedures, the QA Department also prescribes sample size, frequency, and sample selection methods for each function audited.  Quality control results are used to identify individual and group training needs, to monitor individual performance, to identify functional processing inefficiencies and opportunities for improvement, and to ensure that performance is within prescribed performance expectations and standards, whether imposed by DHCFP or set internally as improvement-oriented goals.  Exhibit 17.9-3 provides a sample quality control results form.

		





		Exhibit 17.9-3, Quality Control Results Form





SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE (SQA)

FHS’ Software Quality Assurance (SQA) Methodology is based on the Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC), which follows the process steps of Analysis, Design, Construction, Testing, and Deployment.  Software quality is built into each step through ensuring that components are clearly understood, fully documented, and agreed upon by all parties.  Each step of the SDLC is entered only upon signoff of the previous step.  The Software Quality Assurance steps are described in the following narrative.

Analysis

Requirements — policies, strategies, objectives, standards, and procedures — are defined for the project and documented as appropriate.  A walk-through is held with the stakeholders, and DHCFP approves the requirements.  The signoff moves the project to the Design step.

Design

The software development team develops a design that includes specifications to meet all requirements.  The team documents the design in a Design Document.  A walk-through is held with the stakeholders, and DHCFP approves the design.  The SQA Team then defines the systems test plan with test scenarios and test cases.  The SQA test plan includes conditions to be tested, actions needed to prove the condition, and expected test results.  A walk-through is held with the stakeholders, and DHCFP approves the Test Plan.  The signoff of these two documents moves the project to the Construction step.  

Construction

Once the Design is approved, the Development Team begins their process of coding, unit testing, and integration testing.  Unit testing is the process of testing the individual components (or subcomponents) of a program.  The purpose is to discover discrepancies between the program specifications and its actual behavior.  Integration testing verifies the proper execution of the application components that do not require interaction with external applications.  Functional tests are performed to verify that the components are functionally and operationally sound.  Once unit and integration testing are completed, programs are migrated to a systems test environment to begin systems testing (SQA). 

Testing

SQA Testing verifies the proper execution of all system components, including interfaces with external applications.  Tests are performed to verify that the system is functionally and operationally sound.  For projects involving multiple applications, there are typically many people involved in SQA Testing, depending on the scope of the project.  The overall Project Manager names someone to plan and oversee this testing.  SQA Testing is designed to identify possible coding defects.  Defects are documented and returned to the developers for correction, after which, the test case is re-executed.  Test cases are documented with Actual Results that must match Expected Results in order for the test case to be completed as passed.  Once all test cases have been completed, SQA certifies that the software is ready for User Acceptance Testing (UAT).  

UAT verifies that the system meets user requirements as specified in the design.  The UAT test phase simulates the user environment and emphasizes security, documentation, and regression tests.  UAT demonstrates that the system performs per requirements to the end-users so they may accept the system.  At the conclusion of UAT, DHCFP approves the software for Deployment — migration to the production environment.

Deployment

SQA does not end with migration to production.  In the days following implementation, the SQA and Development Team review the software implementation to ensure it is performing as expected and that it has not adversely affected other processes.  If defects are identified, they are immediately corrected and the corrections migrated to production.  During this period, the project team solicits feedback necessary for continuous improvement of work processes and products.  Deployment support activities include:

Perform periodic assessment of conformance to quality standards

Review delivery history (on time, on budget, reported defects)

Assess ongoing conformance to communications standards

Review metrics reporting for consistency and accuracy

Obtain feedback from Project Team

Interview management and team members regarding quality practices

Perform Root Cause Analysis for reporting quality problems

Initiate Corrective Action (process improvements, changes to standards/procedures, involve affected groups, etc.)

Perform formal Quality Audit(s)/Review(s).

Continuous Improvement

FHS provides dynamic process improvement in the software development and testing process by incorporating information and data from the various feedback mechanisms.  Included in this process are organizational and administrative activities in support of process improvement planning, organization, and measurement.  Continuous Improvement process components include:

Identify Process Improvements 

Establish a communication mechanism to capture process improvement recommendations from process owner and users

Define Action Teams or Process Improvement Teams to address process improvement opportunities

Establish Preventive Measures

Identify process measures for monitoring process performance.

By following a well-defined, repeatable process that includes documentation and approval at each step, FHS ensures that software introduced into the Nevada Medicaid environment satisfies agreed-upon requirements and adheres to quality standards.   
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Data imaging quality





Data input quality





Customer Service Call Center











Written correspondence





Provider enrollment and file data maintenance activities





Claims resolution





Adjustments and financial transactions





Prior authorization activities





TPL recovery activities





Drug rebate processing





Pharmacy program activities
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Colleague: DATE: Time: Call Type:
Caller's Name: NPI/API:



GREETING
5%



PERCENTAGE EARNED 5.0%
CALL Y
MANAGEMENT Y
45% Y



Y
Y
Y
Y
Y



Y
PERCENTAGE EARNED 45.0%



CRM Y
MANAGEMENT Y
45% Y



Y
PERCENTAGE EARNED 45.0%



CONCLUSION Y
5% Y



PERCENTAGE EARNED 5.0%
100.0%



SIGNATURES



Manager, QA: Date



Date



Colleague: Date



Call logged in CRM
Recipient ID in CRM



Thanked caller
Asked if the caller had other questions



Represents the company in the utmost professional manner.  



Asked caller if it was okay to put caller on hold and thanked provider for holding 
when returning to the line



Responded to requests with minimal delay



Y
Answered with approved greeting (company name, identified self, obtained 
provider's NPI/API and caller's name)



Monitored By:



Explained where provider can obtain information, website, billing manual etc. 
Reviewed image of claim for possible errors, if billing error explain issue



Provided accurate and complete information
Attentive to provider understands question does not interrupt or anticipate
Obtained Recipient ID and DOS
Verified caller understood information and action to be taken.



Colleague Comments:



Date of Service in CRM



Standards:  Does not meet <= 96%, Meets = 97%, Exceeds >= 98%



Comments:



Supervisor, Service Ops:



(Signature indicates that document has been reviewed)



All information discussed during the call noted in CRM



Total Points Earned
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Tab XII – Resource Matrix 
RFP Reference: 20.3.2.13 Tab XII – Resource Matrix, p. 193, 175 


Vendors must include the resource matrix in this section. 


The Resource Matrix is included in this section. For additional narrative response, please 


review Section 17.6 in Tab IX – Company Background and References.
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A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


Account Manager 1.00 9,600 (P) 100% 1.00 


Deputy Account Manager 1.00 9,600 (P) 100%   


IT Manager 1.00 9,600 (P) 100% 1.00 


Takeover Project Manager 1.00 1,020 (P) 100% 1.00 


Takeover Systems Manager 1.00 1,020 (P) 100%   


Pharmacy Benefits Manager  1.00 9,600 (S) 


SXC 


100% 1.00 


Claims Manager 1.00 9,600 (P) 100% 1.00 


Training Manager 1.00 9,600 (P) 10%   


Provider Services Manager  1.00 9,600 (P) 10%   


Fiscal Manager 1.00 9,600 (P) 10%   


Health Care Mgmt Manager 1.00 9,600 (P) 10%   


Leadership  11.00      5.00 
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A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


Claims Unit Lead 1.00 9,000 (P) 100%   


Claims Resolution Nurse 


Reviewer 


1.00 9,000 (P) 100%   


Claims Resolution Specialist 9.00 9,000 (P) 100%   


Claims Data Prep Lead 1.00 9,000 (P) 100%   


Claims Imaging Specialist 1.00 9,000 (P) 100%   


Claims Mailroom Processor 3.50 9,000 (P) 100%   


Courier & Librarian 1.00 9,000 (P) 100%   


MMIS financial ops (Clerk 


Level III) 


3.00 9,000 (P) 100%   


Claims NV 20.50      1.00 


Provider Trainers 2.00 9,000 (P) 100%   


Provider Trainers 1.00 9,000 (P) 10%   
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A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


Provider NV 3.00      1.00 


Health Coach 1.00 9,000 (S) 


APS 


100% 1.00 


Care Management 


Coordinator 


1.00 9,000 (S) 


APS 


100%   


Health Educator 1.00 9,000 (S) 


APS 


100%   


Health Education and Care 


NV 


3.00      1.00 


Pharmacist 1.00 9,000 (P) 100% 1.00 


Pharmacy NV 1.00      1.00 


Project Office Manager 1.00 9,000 (P) 100% 1.00 


Project Manager 1.00 9,000 (P) 100% 1.00 


Project Manager 1.00 9,000 (P) 100% 1.00 


Technical Writer 1.00 9,000 (P) 100%   
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A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


Ad hoc queries - DSS Only 1.00 9,000 (P) 100% 3.00 


Business Analyst 2.00 9,000 (P) 100% 2.00 


Business Analyst 1.00 9,000 (P) 100%  


Technical Lead 1.00 9,000 (P) 10%   


Technical Lead 2.00 9,000 (P) 10%   


System Administrator 2.00 9,000 (P) 100%   


Systems Group NV 13.00      8.00 


PBM Data Analyst 1.00 9,000 (S) 


SXC 


100%   


Pharmacy Systems Group 


NV 


1.00        


Finance     2.00 


Quality Assurance     3.00 
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RFP No. 1824 


A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


Report Analysts     2.00 


Programs / IT Liaisons     3.00 


HIPAA Compliance     1.00 


Contracts Manager     1.00 


SURS     2.00 


Provider Support     2.00 


Total Miscellaneous State     16.00 


Admin. Assistant 1.00 9,000 (P) 100%   


Admin Support 1.0         


Data Entry 10.00  9,000 (P) 0%   


Claims Remote 10.00         


Web Developer; updates 


information on web site 


1.00 9,000 (P) 0%   
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A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


Editor - develops materials 


for publishing 


1.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


CSR - EDI 2.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


CSR - Provider 6.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


CSR - Enrollment 2.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


CSR - Provider (Spanish) 1.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


CSR - Appeals 1.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


Recipient reconciliation 1.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


Provider - Remote 15.00        


HIPAA Privacy/Security 


Officer 


1.00 9,000 (P) 10%   


Security- Remote 1.00        


PA/UM Supervisor 3.00 9,000 (P) 0%   
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A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


Registered Nurse 18.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


Licensed Practical Nurse 5.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


Licensed Clinical Social 


Worker 


1.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


Customer Service 


Representative 


5.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


Clerical 3.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


Medical Director 0.50 4,500 (P) 0%   


Dentist/Orthodontist 0.13 1,170 (P) 0%   


Psychiatrist 0.25 2,250 (P) 0%   


Analyst 2.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


Medical Management 


Executive Leader 


0.25 2,250 (P) 0%   


HCM Remote 38.13        
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A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


Health Coach 2.00 9,000 (S) 


APS 


0%  


Care Management 


Coordinator 


2.00 9,000 (S) 


APS 


0%  


Health Educator 2.00 9,000 (S) 


APS 
0%   


Enrollment Specialist 1.00 9,000 (S) 


APS 
0%   


Clinical Supervisor 1.00 9,000 (S) 


APS 
0%   


Reporting analyst 0.33 2,871 (S) 


APS 
0%   


Medical Director 0.25 2,175 (S) 


APS 
0%   


Executive Director 0.10 870 (S) 


APS 
0%   
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A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


Health Education and Care 


Remote 


8.68        


Senior Account Manager 0.10 870 (S) 


SXC 


0%   


Operations Manager 0.25 2,175 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Drug Rebate Director 0.25 2,175 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Drug Rebate Manager 0.25 2,175 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Rebate Pharmacist 0.25 2,175 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Rebate Dispute Resolution 


Pharm Tech 


0.25 2,175 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Provider Relations Manager 0.10 870 (S) 


SXC 
0%   
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A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


Provider Relations Staff 0.10 870 (S) 


SXC 


0%   


Provider Call Center/Help 


Desk Staff 


2.00 9,000 (S) 


SXC 


0%   


Clinical Call Center Manager 0.50 9,000 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Clinical Call Center 


Technician 


4.00 9,000 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Clinical Call Center 


Pharmacist 


1.00 9,000 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Manual Claims Manager 0.10 870 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Manual Claims Staff 0.25 2,175 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Training Manager 0.25 2,175 (S) 


SXC 
0%   
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A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


Trainer 0.25 2,175 (S) 


SXC 


0%   


Finance Manager 0.10 870 (S) 


SXC 


0%   


Plan Design Director 0.10 870 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Plan Design Manager 0.10 870 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


E-Prescribe Manager 0.10 870 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Clinical Support - TCRs 1.00 9,000 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


RetroDUR Program Support 0.50 4,350 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Data Analyst Support 0.25 2,175 (S) 


SXC 
0%   
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A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


Admin Support 0.25 2,175 (S) 


SXC 


0%   


Pharmacy Remote 12.30        


Case Manager 10.00 9,000 (S) 


Emdeon 


0%   


Recovery Manager 1.00 9,000 (S) 


Emdeon 


0%   


Investigation Manager 1.00 9,000 (S) 


Emdeon 
0%   


IT Support 1.00 9,000 (S) 


Emdeon 
0%   


Mailroom clerk 1.00 9,000 (S) 


Emdeon 
0%   


TPL Lead Manager 1.00 9,000 (S) 


Emdeon 
0%   


TPL Remote  15.00        
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A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


Project Manager 0.50 4,150 (S) 


Thomson Reuters 


5%   


Data Manager 2.00 8,300 (S) 


Thomson Reuters 


0%   


Analytic Consultant 1.00 8,300 (S) 


Thomson Reuters 
10%   


Consulting Manager 0.50 4,150 (S) 


Thomson Reuters 
5%   


Data Base Operations 1.00 8,300 (S) 


Thomson Reuters 
0%   


DSS Remote 5.00        


 Project Manager 0.50 4,150 (S) 


Thomson Reuters 
10%   


Analytic Consultant 1.00 8,300 (S) 


Thomson Reuters 
10%   


 Data Modeler 1.00 8,300 (S) 


Thomson Reuters 


10%   
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A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


 ETL Specialist 0.50 4,150 (S) 


Thomson Reuters 


0%   


 Data Acquisition Specialist 0.50 4,150 (S) 


Thomson Reuters 


5%   


Data Warehouse (Optional) 


Remote 


3.50        


Programmer 3.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


Programmer - Web Portal 1.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


Programmer  2.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


Programmer - SUR/MAR 1.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


Programmer  2.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


Programmer - DSS 1.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


 Technical Lead - Off Shore  1.00 9,000 (P) 0%   


 Programmer - Off Shore  15.00 9,000 (P) 0%   
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A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


Systems Group- Remote 26.00        


Interfaces Manager 0.10 870 (S) 


SXC 


0%   


Development Lead 0.50 4,350 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Business Analyst 0.10 870 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Network Services Manager 0.10 870 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Data Center Operations 


Manager 


0.10 870 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


MAC Development 


Resource 


0.10 870 (S) 


SXC 
0%   


Pharmacy Systems Group- 


Remote 


1.00        


TOTAL Nevada 49.50      33.00 
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A. Proposed Staff 


Classification 


B. Estimated Number 


of Vendor Staff Per 


Classification 


C. Estimated Number of 


Hours Per Person, Per 


Classification / Total Hours 


Over Transition + 5 Years 


D. Identification of 


Tasks (P) Prime / 


(S) Subcontractor 


E. Estimated 


Percentage of Work 


Performed on Site 


(NV) by Vendor Staff 


F. Estimated 


Number of DHCFP 


Staff (FTE) 


TOTAL REMOTE 139.61        


GRAND TOTAL 189.11       33.00 


  






ATTACHMENT S – MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST

		Mandatory Requirements Checklist for NV RFP #1824


Vendor Name:  First Health Services Corporation





		#

		Requirement

		Acknowledgment


(Yes/No)

		Cross-


Reference to


Location in


Proposal



		1

		Fiscal Agent Experience: 5 years experience as a


Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a


certified MMIS (RFP Section 17.2)



		Yes

		RFP Section 17.2:
Part I, Technical Proposal – Tab IX, Company Background and References, Section 17.2, References, pages IX-23 through IX-32; Part I, Technical Proposal – Tab IX, Company Background and References, Section 17.1, Primary Vendor Information, page IX-19



		2

		Financial Stability: Provision of the following


(RFP Sections 17.1.14 and 17.1.15):


a.
Audited financial statements for the proposer 
and all proposed subcontractors, for the three



consecutive years immediately preceding the 



issuance of this RFP. Statements should



include:


b.
Balance Sheet


c.
Profit and Loss Statement


d.
Copies of any quarterly financial statements



that have been prepared since the end of the



period reported by its most recent annual



report.


e.
Disclosure of any and all judgments, pending



or expected litigation, or other real or



potential financial reversals that might



materially affect the viability or stability of



the bidding organization, or warrant that no



such condition is known to exist.


f.
Identification whether the proposer is a



stand-alone or parent company, or a



subsidiary of another company. If a



subsidiary, include financial statements and



notes for the parent company.


g.
Disclosure of other public



entities/government agencies with which the



proposer has contracts and the size of the



contracts.


h.
Affirmation that the proposer has the



financial resources to carry out at least 6



months of services under the contract



without receiving reimbursement.

		Yes

		RFP Section 17.1.14 and 17.1.15:
a)  Part IV, Confidential Financial Information, Tab II, Confidential Financial Information, FHS and HMS Financial Statements
b)  Included in Financial statements
c)  Included in Financial statements
d)  Included in Financial statements
e)  Part I, Technical Proposal – Tab IX, Company Background and References, Section 17.1, Primary Vendor Information, page IX-5
f)  Part IV, Confidential Financial Information, Tab II, Financial Information and Documentation, page II-1
g)  Part I, Technical Proposal – Tab IX, Company Background and References, Section 17.1, Primary Vendor Information, pages IX-5 through IX-18
h)  Part IV, Confidential Financial Information, Tab II, Financial Information and Documentation, page II-2



		3

		Budget Neutrality Commitment: commitment and


signed affirmation to take over Nevada MMIS


operations and services within a budget-neutral


contracting scenario (RFP Section 18.2 and


Pricing Schedule 18.1.2)

		Yes

		RFP Section 18.2:
Part II, Cost Proposal – Tab III, Narrative Description of Cost Approach 

RFP Section 18.1.2:
Part II, Cost Proposal – Tab II, Cost Proposal, Section 18.1.2, Cost Schedule for State Hosting



		4

		Acknowledgement of Scope of Work


Requirements: Completed Requirements Tables


based on RFP Section 20.3.2.14 and the


instructions for the requirements tables contained


in RFP Section 7.3.3 are included.

		Yes

		RFP Sections 20.3.2.14 and 7.3.3:
Part I, Technical Proposal – Tab XIII, Requirements Tables



		5

		Health Information Exchange Solution: Vendor


has included a HIE solution as part of its


proposal (RFP Section 13)

		Yes

		RFP Section 13:
Part I, Technical Proposal – Tab VII, Scope of Work, Section 13, Health Information Exchange
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RISK MANAGMENT PLAN FOR THE NEVADA MMIS FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS PROJECT

A. OVERVIEW


Risks are inherent in every major system development effort.  Project risk management includes the processes associated with identifying, analyzing, and responding to project risk.  It includes maximizing the results of positive events and minimizing the consequences of adverse events.  Risk management defines a set of proactive decisions and actions to assess continuously what can go wrong, determine what risks are important to deal with, and implement strategies to deal with those risks.


An effective project management team assesses risk continuously and uses that information for decision making in all phases of the project.  It is important to emphasize that no matter how good the risk assessment, the project team’s ability to manage risk and opportunity will be a determining success factor for the project.


The Risk Management Plan for the Nevada Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) Implementation Project includes the following sections:


· Purpose – Explains why a risk management plan is essential in identifying the potential risks associated with the project.


· Process – Discusses the phases of the risk management lifecycle.


· Identified Risks – Lists each risk that the project team has identified for the project at this point in time, the factors that contribute to the risk, the consequences of encountering the risk, and the mitigation strategies to decrease the probability of the risk impacting the project.


Developing an effective risk management plan is one key to ensuring that project participants are appropriately aware of the potential risks associated with the project and work continuously to mitigate these risks.


B. PURPOSE


The Risk Management Plan is created during the project planning and administration phase to ensure that all people involved in or affected by the project are aware of the risk items that have been identified for the project.  The plan identifies each risk, the factors that contribute to each risk, the consequences of each risk, and the mitigation strategies for each risk.  The identification and communication of risks at the start of the project is imperative so that everyone involved with the project is aware of the potential risks and can identify the occurrence of risks as soon as they are encountered allowing a continuous focus on the mitigation of the risk.  Managing problems well before they become a crisis is essential in risk management.


Risk management begins with proper project planning.  However, even the best-planned project is susceptible to random events.  The goal of the risk management plan is to identify risks that are known and to develop a mitigation strategy.  The mitigation strategy must cover the risks identified in the risk management plan and provide a framework to effectively respond to unplanned risk occurrences.


C. PROCESS


First Health Services approaches risk management as an ongoing activity within a project’s lifecycle.  The phases of the risk management process are iterative throughout the project.  The phases are as follows:


1. IDENTIFY PROJECT/PHASE OBJECTIVES AND KEY PROJECT STAKEHOLDERS


Identification of the objectives for each phase of the project and the stakeholders for each objective is the first phase in the risk management process.  Prior to identifying project risks, it is necessary to identify the objective for each phase and the stakeholders.  This provides the foundation necessary to begin identifying the risks associated with the overall project and the individual phase objectives.  The objectives for the project have been defined as deliverables for each phase in the State’s Request for Proposal (RFP).  Project stakeholders are identified by reviewing the appropriate organization charts, and by using the knowledge of the integrated project team. Each member of the project team will be provided a copy of the risks identified and the updates.  As required the risks will be discussed in the regularly scheduled status meetings as well as specific meetings to discuss mitigation for a specific risk.  By making the stakeholders aware of the project risks, the project team is including them in the risk management process and asking for their assistance in controlling potential risk factors.


2. IDENTIFY RISKS


Risk identification consists of determining which risks are likely to affect the project, and documenting the characteristics of each.  Risk identification is not a one-time event.  Project management must identify risks on a regular basis throughout the project.  Risk identification should address both internal and external risks.  Internal risks are things that the project team may control or influence, such as staff assignments.  External risks are things beyond the control or influence of the project team, such government action, both federal and state.  


Risks for the Nevada MMIS Implementation Project have been identified by First Health team members and from a list provided by State staff.  In addition, during the JADS we have listened for risks and documented for inclusion in the plan.  The areas that they identified as potential risks match those that had been previously identified by the First Health and State teams.


3. QUANTIFY RISKS


Risk quantification involves evaluating risks and risk interactions to assess the range of possible project outcomes and consequences.  It is primarily concerned with determining which risk events warrant a response.  For example, a single risk such as the late delivery of a key deliverable can cause multiple effects – potential schedule delay, costs overruns, stakeholder dissatisfaction, and so forth.


4. PLAN FOR RISKS


Risk response development involves defining the strategies for responding to the risk.  The response usually falls into one of the three categories:


· Avoidance – eliminating the specific threat, usually by eliminating the cause.  The project management team can never eliminate all risk, but specific risk events, for example poorly defined roles and responsibilities, can be removed with proper planning.


· Mitigation – reducing the impact of a risk by reducing the probability of occurrence, for example, transferring a proven Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS) System instead of building a custom designed product.


· Acceptance – accepting the consequences.  Acceptance may be acceptable by developing a contingency plan that accepts that the risk will occur, but at a lower cost than eliminating the risk.


5. MONITOR RISKS


Monitoring risks involves tracking the status of risks and the actions the project team has taken to mitigate the risks.  Risk tracking is essential to effective project management.  Project risks will be discussed as they are encountered and will be reviewed in the semi-monthly status meetings to ensure that the risk mitigation strategies are working.  If necessary, the mitigation strategies will be modified to more effectively reduce the impact of the risk to the project.


6. REEVALUATE RISKS


Risk must be reevaluated throughout the life of a project.  Items that are considered a high risk up front may have been mitigated effectively.  These risks would no longer have the potential of having the negative impact on the project that was initially thought possible.  The reverse can also be true.  What was thought to be a low risk item may suddenly become a threat to project success.  There is also the possibility that new risk items will be identified.  The most thorough and comprehensive risk management plan cannot initially identify all risks and probabilities correctly.  Reevaluation of the impact that risks can have on the project is essential to project success.


Exhibit – 1: Risk Management Lifecycle Flow, provides an illustration of the iterative nature of the phases of risk management.


Exhibit - 1
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D. IDENTIFIED RISKS


At this point in the project risks have been identified and are being managed.  Following are each of the risks that have been identified by the State Project Team and the First Health Services Project Team for the Nevada MMIS Implementation Project.  Included with each risk are the factors that contribute to the risk, the consequences of encountering the risk, and the mitigation strategies to minimize the impact of the risk.  The risks and mitigation strategies should be reviewed monthly (or as specified below) to ensure that resources have been assigned to each item and that the mitigation strategies are being followed.


RISK – STATE STAFF TURNOVER

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		High

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Managers


Factors


· State Subject Matter Experts (SME’s) are no longer with the state agency


· Less Experience in areas such as Financial Management


· Potential Organization Changes


· Availability of Knowledgeable Staff


· Availability of User Acceptance Testers


Consequences


· Missed Requirements


· Inadequately Defined Requirements


· Conflicting Requirements


· Less Buy-in from Stakeholders and Users


· Misdirected Organizational Recommendations


Mitigation Strategies


· State SMEs should spend time reviewing the following to ensure proper understanding of the issues being discussed as listed below:


· Requirements from Other Systems


· Desk Manuals


· Functional Requirements Analysis reports


· Business Process Outlines


· State Administrative Manual


· Nevada Revised Statutes


· Nevada Medicaid State Plan


· Provider Manuals


· Provider Notices and Alerts


· First Health’s Virginia User Manual for existing reports in the core system


· Continuously Involve Program Staff in Appropriate JAD Sessions


· Include knowledgeable contractors where possible


· Availability of DoIT staff and contracts with prior DHCFP staff (subject matter experts).


Risk Indicators


· Lack of Requirements Signoff


· Inability of Staff to Effectively Explain Processes, Algorithms, and Procedures Relevant to the Process


· Unwillingness of Staff to Participate in JAD Discussions

RISK – DIRECTOR’S OFFICE/ADMINISTRATIVE INFLUENCE

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		High

		Monthly





Monitors



Project Managers


Factors


· Change in Project Direction


· Management Support of Development Project and Functions Associated With the Project


· Micro-Management of Project Staff May Delay Development/Design Activities


· Delays in Funding Approval


· Over concern of Project Failure


· Projection of Poor Project Image


Consequences


· Project Schedule Delay


· Project Failure


· Costs Overruns


· Change of Project Staffing


· Change in Project Direction


· Lack of Buy-in and Support from Stakeholders


Mitigation Strategies


· Keep Director’s Office Informed


· Ensure that the Director’s office and Administration Participate in Project at Appropriate Level


· Review Executive Summary Documents


· Conduct Initial Interviews


· Hold Kick-off Meeting with Steering Committee


· Ensure Issues are Addressed by Full Steering Committee


Risk Indicators


· Abrupt Change of Approach


· Overrides of Previously Approved Deliverables


· Inappropriate Inclusion of Staff in JADS and Other Meetings


· Change in Requirements Provided in JADS 


RISK – POLICY CHANGES

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors



Project Managers


Factors


· Missed/Changed Requirements


· Change in Scope of Work


· Lack of Policy Understanding by Stakeholders


· Conflicting Requirements


· Policy Changes Conflict With Laws/Rules/Regulations


Consequences


· Negative Impact on Project Costs/Schedule/Resources  


· Loss of Buy-in from Stakeholders


· Loss of Project Support by External Entities


· State Incurs Fines and Penalties (i.e. HIPAA)


· Negative Impact on Staff Morale


· Potential Loss of Staff


Mitigation Strategies


· Limit Policy Changes to those that benefit MMIS


· Attend Policy Change Meeting(s)


· Assess and Communicate Impact of Policy Change


Risk Indicators


· Overrides of Previously Approved Deliverables


· Inability of State Staff to Effectively Define the Requirement


· Change in Requirements Provided in JADS 


Risk – ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES


		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors



Project Managers


Factors


· Subject Matter Experts Lack of Understanding 


· Identification of Appropriate Decision Makers in the Processes


· Changed/Missed Requirements


· Staff Willingness to Cooperate


Consequences


· Loss of Buy-in from Stakeholders


· Negative Impact to Project Costs/Schedule/Resources 


· Inappropriate Sign Off of Project Deliverables


· Negative Impact on Staff Morale


· Inability to Effectively Define Requirements


· Conflicting and Missed Requirements


Mitigation Strategies


· Maintain Communications


· Conduct Project Overview Meetings for New/Changed Staff


· Appoint Appropriate Sign Off Authority


· Cross Train Staff and Appoint Back Up Staff in All Areas


· Assess Impact to Schedule and Resources


Risk Indicators


· Organizational changes announced


RISK – MMIS IMPACT ON DIVISION OF HEALTH CARE FINANCING AND POLICY (DHCFP)

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Managers


Factors


· Cultural Change


· Organizational Change


· Responsibility Change (increased audit & review, more analysis, less manual processing)


· Limitations on Creativity


· Re-Deployment of Resources to Take Advantage of System Capabilities


· Challenging Ownership


Consequences


· Resistance to Change


· Possible Loss of Staff


· Ineffective use of System Capabilities


·  Negative Impact on Staff Morale


Mitigation Strategies


· Maintain Early Communications


· Positively Market the Project


· Ensure Proper Understanding of Job Description Change from Manual Processing to Analysis/Oversight


· Utilize Change Management/Cultural Change Management Strategies


· Begin Cultural change management early


· Cross Train Staff 


· Clearly Define Roles and Responsibilities


· Increase Participation


· Make More Staff Stakeholders and Explain to Them Importance


· Ensure Proper Training for all Staff


Risk Indicators


· Current Staff Complaints


· Staff Unwilling to Support New System Development 


· Lack of Staff Involvement in JADS, Training, Deliverable Reviews


· Negative perception of new MMIS by sister agencies


RISK – MMIS IMPACT FROM CIVIL, STATE, AND FEDERAL LAW

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		External

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Managers


Factors


· Policies and Procedures Mandated by Legislature 


· Information Technology Rules


· Consequences


· New Initiatives Compete for Project Resources


· Inability to Implement Recommended Solution


· Implement Policy/Procedure that Go Against the Law


· State Information Technology Security Committee requirements


· New MMIS Budget Methodology


· Time Impact to Change Law


Mitigation Strategies


· Include DHCFP Deputy Attorney General (DAG) in Review Function


· Communicate with Appropriate Representatives


· Keep Legislative Council Bureau Informed/Involved


· Keep Steering Committee Informed/Involved


· Implement a Change Control Process to assess the Impact to Costs/Schedule/Resources


· Develop Waiver Request


· Keep Information Technology Project Oversight Committee (ITPOC) informed/involved


· Keep Budget Office Informed/Involved


· Keep Controller/Treasurer Informed/Involved


Risk Indicators


· Changes in Requirements


· Scope Change


RISK – HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT (HIPAA)

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		External

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Managers


Factors


· State Codes Currently Used


· Standard EDI Formats Not Currently Used


· All HIPAA Rules Are Not Finalized


Consequences


· Negative Impact to Project Costs/Schedule/Resources


· Change in Scope of Work


· Inability to Conduct Business


· Loss of Providers


· Increased Paper Processing of Claims


· Changes to Policy and Procedure


· Possible Budgetary Impact


Mitigation Strategies


· Early Development of Crosswalk and Convert Codes


· Assess Policy and Procedure Impact


· Map Data Elements (HIPAA and Current)


· Provide EDI Requirements to Providers and Service Bureaus


· Monitor HIPAA Regulations


· Early rate development for converted codes.  Goal is to remain budget neutral


Risk Indicators


· Change of HIPAA Requirements


· Lack of Involvement of Providers and Service Bureaus in Workshops and Meetings


RISK – MMIS IMPACT ON CURRENT FISCAL AGENT 


		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Managers


Factors


· Current Contract Expires 6/30/2003 


· Contractor Leaves


· Increased Turnaround time for Requests


· Transfer of Key Fiscal Agent Staff


Consequences


· No Claims Processed and/or Claims Processed Incorrectly


· Negative Impact to Project Costs/Schedule/Resources


· Loss of SME Knowledge


· Unstable Operations


· Increased Back Log of Claims and Other Processes


· State Assumes Fiscal Agent Responsibility


· Limited, to total lack of, assistance with transition


Mitigation Strategies


· Renegotiate Contract through 12/30/03


· Negotiate that Key Staff Remain Until the End of Project


· Hire Contractor Staff


· Work with Current Contractor for Possible Hiring of Effected Staff 


· Develop Detailed Turnover Plan


Risk Indicators


· Inability to gain information on current procedures


· Increasing Backlog of Claims and Other Processes


RISK – POOR SUPPORT OF PROJECT BASED ON OTHER STATE PROJECTS

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Managers


Factors


· Negative View of Project


· Loss of Legislative Support


· Loss of Administrative Support


· Increased Reporting


· Alienating Providers


· Lack of Project Support


· Other State Projects 


Consequences


· Decreased Provider Participation


· Missing/Invalid Requirements


· Loss of Funding


· Negative Impact to Project Costs/Schedule/Resources


Mitigation Strategies


· Positively Market the Project


· Maintain Good Public Relations


· Maintain Communications


· Involve Steering Committee


· Enhance Communication Plan as Needed


· Utilize the Newsletter 


· Maintain Strong Project Management/Utilize Project Management Institute (PMI) Standards


· Maintain Stakeholder Involvement


· Develop Relationship With Provider Associations


· Ensure Positive Attitude Projected by Project Team


· Inform/Involve Director’s Office


· Maintain High Level Project Champion


· Identify and invite appropriate staff to Project Kick OFF Meeting, JAD/Focue Group Sessions


· Assist in Identifying Available Funding to the Agencies whenever possible


Risk Indicators


· Lack of Staff Support for Development Meetings


· Slow turnaround of Deliverables


· Lack of Involvement With Associations


RISK – AVAILABILITY OF SYSTEMS DOCUMENTATION AND NEVADA STATE STAFF/OTHER STATE’S STAFF FOR TRANSFER ANALYSIS

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Managers


Factor


· Missed Opportunities for Enhancements


· Documentation is Out of Date


· Documentation Not Complete


· Conflicting Documentation


· Insufficient Documentation to Conduct GAP Analysis


· Turnaround Time of Request for Documentation


· Lack of Staff Availability


· Time Available to Review with State/Contractor Staff


· Incompatible Format of Documentation (Software)


· Proprietary Software


Consequences


· System Does Not Meet Requirements


· Inadequate Time for Review/Comparison


· Unexpected Modifications Would Impact Development, Design and Implementation (DDI) Costs/Schedule/Resources


· Scope Issues During DDI


· Negative Impact to Project Costs/Schedule/Resources


· New system Will Be Programmed Incorrectly


· Claims will process and/or pay incorrectly


· Provider Concern


· Lack of Support by Provider Associations


· Negative Publicity


· Loss of Medicaid Providers


Mitigation Strategies


· Request Appropriate Technical Staff Available on Transfer Side


· Use Documentation and Interview to Determine Functionality


· Double Check GAP Analysis


Risk Indicators


· Conflicting Requirements


· JAD Session Conflicts on Current Execution of Policy


RISK – IMPLEMENT ON TIME AND WITHIN BUDGET

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Managers


Factors


· Lack of Legislative Support


· Lack of Steering Committee Support


· Escalating Project Costs


· Continuous Schedule Delays


Consequences


· Federally Imposed Penalties


· Inability to Conduct Business


· Negative Impact of Medical Services to Clients


· Loss of  Medicaid Providers


· Lack of Support of Provider Associations


· Increased Operational Costs


Mitigation Strategies


· Maintain Good Public Relations


· Maintain Communications With All Sources of Information


· Maintain Realistic Implementation Schedule


· Maintain Adequate Project Management 


· Control Scope and Implement Change Management Plan 


· Maintain Adequate Funding


· Retain Resources with Appropriate Skillset


· Ensure Support of Project by Steering Committee, Legislature, Stakeholders, and Staff


Risk Indicators


· Schedule Slippage


· Adverse Publicity


RISK - MEDIA

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Managers


Factors


· Cast Aspersion on Project 


Consequences


· Negative Impact on Staff Morale


· Negative Sway to Legislative Intent


· Loss of Funding


· Negative Impact on Costs/Schedule/Resources


· Valuable Time Devoted to Responding to Inquiries


· Loss of Medicaid Provider


Mitigation Strategies


· Maintain Good Public Relations


· Keep Press Informed through Press Releases/Packages


· Create Advocacy Groups


· Maintain Communication with Provider Associations


· Identify staff permitted to approve contact with Media


Risk Indicators


· Unauthorized Media Coverage


· Negative Media Reporting


RISK – OTHER AGENCY REQUIREMENTS

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Managers


Factors


· Lack of Communication of Ongoing Development Activities


· Lack of Information Sharing Between Agencies


· Lack of Training of Agency Staff to Support New System Requirements


· Lack of Agency Staff Needed to Support Changes in Interfaces


· Receipt of Conflicting Information


Consequences


· Missing Information Needed to Make Informed Decisions


· Negative Impact to Costs/Schedule/Resources


· Incorrect Requirements Defined


· Increased Costs to Agencies to Support Modifications


· Failure to Implement with Full Requirements


· Assessment of Penalties by CMS 


· Loss of Enhanced Funding


Mitigation Strategies


· Notify Agencies of Upcoming DDI Effort to Budget Dollars and Staff


· Review Current Interface Documentation to Identify Interfaces


· Track Interface Activities and Progress


· Identify Available Funding to the Agencies


· Provide Appropriate Training of New Requirements for the Agency


· Identify Agencies that Have Concurrent Development Efforts That May Conflict


Risk Indicators


· Lack of requirements


· Unwillingness of other agencies to support development

RISK – LACK OF DATA

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		High

		Monthly





Monitors



Development Teams


Factors


· Decision Data (life time procedures, tooth codes etc.) Not Available


·  Required History Data Elements in Various Files (claims, eligibility, etc.) Not Available


Consequences


· Improper Payment of Claims


· Improper Application of Edits


· Inability to Apply Edits Effectively


· Cost Impact on State


· Loss of Provider Trust


· Loss of Medicaid Providers


· Rejection of Claims Because of Lack of Backup Data Not Currently Captured in an Automated Method


· Defaults May Have to be Established


· Some Data May Have to be Dropped


· SURS Incomplete Reporting


· Inability to Effectively Produce MARS


Mitigation Strategies


· Clearly document any of these situations


· Investigate Alternative Methods to Capture Missing Data  


· Make Early Decisions on Liability


· Make Entire Team Aware of the Issues to Explore Options


· Effectively Prioritize Issues and Outcomes


Risk Indicators


· Incomplete conversion specifications


· Inability to Produce MARS and SURS Impacting MMIS Certification


RISK – CONVERSION OF DATA

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Managers


Factors


· Incomplete Data Available


· Unreadable Files or Data 


Consequences


· Incorrect Reporting of Historical Data Both Within MMIS and DSS 


· Loss of Staff Confidence


· Loss of Provider Confidence


· Incomplete History Conversion


· Claims May Process/Pay Incorrectly


· Negative Publicity


· DSS Deliverables May be Impacted


· Rules for Conversion May Have Changed Over the 6-Year Period 


· Manual Conversion May Not be Possible Within the Project Time Constraints


· Referential Integrity in the Database May Limit the Amount of Claims Data That Can be converted…. i.e. must have valid eligibility, provider, reference data, etc.


· May Not Be Possible to Identify and Define All the Rules Needed for the 6-Year Time Span for Conversion.

Mitigation Strategies


· Begin Conversion as Early as Possible


· Prioritize the Conversion Method Including the Utilization of Data and the Importance of the Data in the Processing


· Identify All Data Required as Quickly as Possible


· Identify Problems and Develop Mitigation Plans 


Risk Indicators


· Incomplete specifications for conversion 


· Inability to Identify Data Sources


· Inconsistency in Data


· Large Volume of Date in a Non-Electronic Format


· Identification of Inconsistencies in Data Collection and Data Definition


RISK – NOMADS INTERFACE

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Managers


Factors


· Incorrect Eligibility Reported


· Interface Not Available Timely


· Lack of Available NOMADS Staff to Create Required Extract 


· NOMADS Monthly Downtime 


· Current Lack of Faith in the NOMADS Data and the Current Inability to Synchronize the Data in the MMIS


· Lack of curren TPL data


Consequences


· Loss of Provider Support


· Quality of Recipient Care impacted


· Eligibility Issues at POS


· Claims Will Process and/or Pay Incorrectly


· Negative Publicity


Mitigation Strategies


· Begin Meetings With NOMADS as Early as Possible


· Identify Clearly What Data is Expected From NOMADS


· Encourage Online Resolution with NOMADS, to Allow MMIS to be Real Time


· Have Medicaid Management Work with NOMADS to Define the Priority of MMIS Project


· Identify and include key participants, both technical, program, and administrative from both DHCFP &NOMADS in appropriate meetings 


Risk Indicators


· Inability to Establish Meetings Schedule With NOMADS


· Lack of NOMADS Buyin


· Lack of participation from key decision making staff in JAD/Focus Group Sessions 


RISK – BACKLOG CLAIMS/PRIOR AUTHORIZATIONS

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Implementation

		High

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Managers


Factors


· 100,000 + Claims Backlog


· Large HealthInsight Certification and Payment Authorizations Backlog


Consequences


· New MMIS will be Starting With a Backlog of Old Claims Causing Processing to be Inefficient at the Onset.


· Provider Faith will be Shaken


· Claims will Deny Incorrectly if There is a Backlog of Prior Authorizations of Any Type 


Mitigation Strategies


· Meet with Current Contractors to Identify All Backlogs


· Establish an Acceptable Backlog at Startup


· Determine the Claims and Other Transactions That Can Be Processed From the Old Processing Requirements to the New Requirements


· Work with Contractors to Develop an Encompassing Turnover Plan


· Monitor Weekly Claims Backlog Report


· Early notification of Providers on the approach and time required to address backlogs at both HealthInsight and Anthem


· Work with current Contractors to develop a stategy plan to decrease/eliminate Backlogs  


Risk Indicators


· Backlogs Identified


· Inability to Develop Turnover Plan


· Continued increase in Backlogged Claims/Certification/Payment Authorizations 


RISK – CLIENT INTERFACE 


		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Managers


Factors


· Client Communications Lead to Misinterpretation or Disagreement Over Requirements


Consequences


· Schedule Delays


· Conflict Among Teams


Mitigation Strategies


· Develop Shared Agreement Between State and First Health Services on Content and Format of Communications Review and Approval Procedures, and Process for Resolving Problems. 


· Develop Process for Regular Status Reporting at All Levels  


Risk Indicators


· Rework of Requirements  and Design


· Requests for Escalation of Issues and Problems in the Action Item Log 


RISK – DOCUMENTATION EXPECTATIONS

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Managers


Factors


· Documentation Standards May Differ Between State and First Health Services

Consequences


· Rework of Documentation Will Cause Schedule Slippage


· Training and Staff Understanding of New System Will Be Delayed


Mitigation Strategies


· Conference with State Staff who will Review Documentation on Desired Information Elements, Semantics, and Presentation Format (information design components) Prior to Development of the Document Plan.


· Create and Enforce Documentation Standards That are Used by All Subsystem Development Teams.


Risk Indicators


· Document Plan for Systems Documentation Rejected.


· Drafts of System Documentation Rejected.


RISK – LOSS OF CONTROL OVER PROJECT SCOPE 


		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		Medium

		Monthly





Monitors


· System Development Manager


Factors


· Lack of Clear Understanding of RFP and Proposal Contents


· Differing Interpretation of Requirements


Consequences


· Schedule Slippage


·     Budget Impact


Mitigation Strategies


· Establish Firm Cutoff Dates for Requirements Requests on Each Specific Subsystem and Iteration Cycle; No Exceptions. (Additional requests deferred to next iteration.)


· Implement Formal Change Control Process 


· Show Examples and Prototypes at Requirements and Design Review Meetings to Enhance Understanding and Validate Needs.


· Obtain Interim Approvals of Deliverables to Validate Direction and Development Approach.


Risk Indicators


· Repeated Rework/Redesign of Screens or Programmatic Functionality.


· Change Request Volume High.


RISK – AGGRESSIVE IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

		Risk Category

		Risk Level

		Re-evaluate/Reassess



		Internal

		High

		Monthly





Monitors


· Project Management


Factors


· Original Schedule shortened from 18 months to 12 months to satisfy HIPAA


 regulations.

Consequences


· Failure to Implement on Schedule


·    Negative impact on staff time 


Mitigation Strategies


· Establish Firm Cutoff Dates for Requirements Requests on Each Specific Subsystem and Iteration Cycle; No Exceptions. (Additional requests deferred to next iteration.)


· Tightly control project plan dates


· Control scope and identify changes that may be delayed to after Octobe 2003 


· Obtain Rapid Approvals of Deliverables to Validate Direction and Development Approach.


Risk Indicators


· Schedule slippage
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17.9
Quality Assurance

REQUIREMENT: Section 17.9, page 177

Vendors must describe the quality assurance methodology and processes utilized to ensure that the project will satisfy DHCFP requirements as outlined in the Scope of Work Sections (Sections 7 through 16) of this RFP.

High-quality performance is our goal for every aspect of the project, but especially in meeting contract performance standards set forth by DHCFP. To meet DHCFP’s requirements related to the quality of fiscal agent services, ACS proposes the Cognos suite of products.


ACS’ quality activities begin with defined and measurable performance standards and goals that apply not only to activities and operations, but also to all documents and deliverables. We meet these performance standards through documented processes and procedures that meet or exceed DHCFP’s requirements and approval. Central to our quality activities are the ongoing monitoring, evaluation, and reporting of all project activities to measure actual performance. Closely tied to these activities are the project’s training activities, which are essential to supporting continuous quality improvement.

The Project Management Institute (PMI) defines quality management as a combination of quality planning, assurance, and control. Quality planning includes identifying the relevant quality processes, measurements, and performance standards. Quality assurance (QA) is the systematic application of quality processes and activities to ensure project performance will meet requirements. QA is also the process area describing continuous process improvements initiatives and activities. Quality control (QC) focuses on specific project results to determine compliance with the quality standards and eliminate unsatisfactory deviations. Quality management is conducted throughout the life cycle of the project, and it includes all areas of the project. All Nevada MMIS Takeover Project team members have the responsibility to ensure quality processes, procedures, services, and products are delivered. In line with this approach, the Nevada Quality Management Overview comprises four separate functions to accomplish the project’s QA, QC, Peer Review (PR), and Continuous Process Improvement (CPI) objectives. The four functions are:


Quality Assurance Management

Quality Control Management

Peer Review

· Continuous Process Improvement

Quality Assurance Management

The integrated QA management approach used by ACS is part of our SPARK-ITS Quality Management System (QMS) and involves all stakeholders. This approach identifies, assesses, monitors, controls, and reports the project’s process and document quality. The PMO quality assurance team and the Nevada MMIS takeover project manager have the primary responsibility for overseeing the planning, scheduling, executing, and reporting of results for both the document and process quality reviews. The PMO staff also manages the scheduling, coordination, execution, and reporting of the quality activities and quality resources assigned to the project. They work with the ACS project team members to address identified deficits resulting from the quality reviews. During contract start-up, we prepare a quality assurance management plan that includes the following high-level process activities:


Identify processes for quality reviews

Schedule quality reviews

Prepare for quality reviews

Conduct quality reviews

Analyze quality review results

Publish quality review results

· Track and resolve process quality review deficits

These activities are conducted in concert with the quality control management plan, the peer review plan, and the continuous process improvement plan. The PMO QA team has primary responsibility for executing quality assurance efforts, such as observing operational activities, analyzing and assessing data, recording and reporting on internal performance, and report card activities. We report to DHCFP on a monthly basis, in the form of a report card, on the performance standards DHCFP and ACS have agreed upon. In order to provide up-to-date information and visibility into operational activities, we also provide access to more current performance through the use of Cognos Metrics Manager and online reports that are available to DHCFP in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository on SharePoint.

The quality assurance team also conducts general operational improvement activities, such as meeting with the business areas for which they perform monitoring, and are responsible for the following activities:


Documenting procedures when monitoring parameters are changed


Providing feedback to first-line managers about the results of the report card

Interacting with DHCFP staff involved in the monitoring process


Conducting any necessary manual monitoring activities (e.g., sampling and reviewing cases, scoring the results of quality activities, analyzing and assessing data)


Using performance measurement findings in collaboration with training staff for remedial training or new programs


Discussing inadequate performance with DHCFP, articulating the root cause, and presenting a corrective action plan appropriate to the problem and its solution


Investigating and auditing identified problems


· Implementing DHCFP-approved corrective action plans within 10 days of reporting the incident to DHCFP, or within the time frame negotiated with DHCFP

The process we use to monitor quality of key performance standards and produce an action plan to correct deficiencies is depicted below. This process requires interaction of the QA team, the operational area that is experiencing performance issues, as well as the account manager who is notified if quality indicators fall below an acceptable level. ACS implements timely corrective actions to prevent future events from occurring and to limit events’ impact on operations. We proactively identify risks before they become issues, when mitigation planning is most effective. Our transparent and inclusive process engages staff in problem solving, and informs DHCFP of issues as rapidly as possible. Exhibit 17.9-1 depicts our quality monitoring and action plan process.




Exhibit 17.9-1. Quality Monitoring and Action Plan Process

ACS’ proactive improvement and reactive corrective action plan process improves operational efficiency and outcomes, intervening whenever performance levels are at risk.


Planning for quality is not a one-time event that occurs just prior to operations, but is a fluid, repeatable cycle of activities. Throughout the contract, we review and enhance our performance monitoring plan as new areas for potential improvement are identified. This forms a continuous quality cycle to improve performance and identify efficiencies. As new objectives are established and new processes put into place, the metrics and reports from Cognos are enhanced to provide DHCFP better insight into ACS’ performance.


Through enhanced quality processes, we are better able to determine the source of the problem and develop an action plan for improvement, which could be as simple as training for an individual employee or as complex as making a system modification. Prior to the operations phase, we update our quality assurance plan to address how the QA team samples processed claims and other outputs, the performance standards in the RFP, and any corrective action plans that may be initiated. As ACS responds to the performance criteria specified in the RFP, we also understand DHCFP may wish to identify other performance criteria. We work with DHCFP to determine the levels of quality that are desirable, acceptable, and substandard for each criterion. As part of the migration to a modern, flexible performance reporting system, we develop a methodology and statistical sampling methods that will be compiled into a data dictionary and submitted to DHCFP for approval. These are the criteria used to produce the monthly report card. Our standardized process for sampling is presented in Exhibit 17.9-2.




Exhibit 17.9-2. The QA Sampling Process


ACS demonstrates the relationship of effective, randomized sampling to quality monitoring, issue identification and action to detect and correct problems during the process.


Cognos Automated Analysis and Reporting Suite


As described in Proposal Section 12.6.8, Decision Support System, ACS is proposing the Cognos 8 Business Intelligence Suite as our primary analysis and reporting solution. Building on this solution, we propose Cognos Metrics Manager as our primary quality assurance and metrics management tool. Cognos Metrics Manager, together with Cognos Report Studio, enables the QA unit to create, manage, and present critical metrics in a dashboard or scorecard format that DHCFP can easily access to evaluate performance standards.

We complement the Cognos reports by collecting data on the operation of key systems to ensure they are performing efficiently and to detect and correct problems before they affect performance and services. For example, the Avaya Call Management System (CMS) provides real-time and historical reports for call center statistics. The CMS supports real-time monitoring of call volumes and other statistics as well as call center reporting. ACS provides a detailed reporting package that includes reporting all required call management statistics. Data from the CMS, along with performance data from the Web portal and other peripheral systems, are collected into the data warehouse for inclusion in Cognos analysis.


This effective performance management system provides DHCFP and ACS with a single source of current and past performance metrics that directly link to DHCFP’s goals relative to how well the needs of program staff, providers, and recipients are being met. Beyond monthly reporting, Cognos provides the capability to continually monitor performance in order to detect and proactively address potential performance issues before they fall below an acceptable level. These products comprise an automated performance reporting system that documents the standards DHCFP recognizes as being most critical to the providers and recipients who are part of the Nevada Medicaid programs.


Cognos Metrics Manager uses dashboards and scorecards to report statistics on a variety of quality measurements. This product offers a clean, clear graphical presentation of performance measurements that makes the tool extremely user-friendly. Users have access to performance reports and tools that ACS staff use to manage daily operations. Reports are easily defined, modified, and are made available online. Dynamic dashboard views provided by Cognos Metrics Manager are also available via Web access. Some examples include:


Claims adjudication and payment processing activity


Web portal statistics


Down time reports


Program area performance measurements


Call center wait/abandon times


· Provider enrollment, licensure, and certification


Metrics Manager has many capabilities that are valuable in managing the performance indicators DHCFP considers to be critical to successful operations. This product:


Enables management to quickly see high-level, visual overviews of major operational and program areas

Provides the ability to drill down through several levels of detail in areas of interest

Allows measures presented on each user’s scorecard to be customized so that only relevant and/or authorized metrics are reported to each user

Provides quick discernment of upward and downward trends, allowing problems to be addressed quickly

· Performs as a Web-based, integrated function on users’ PCs


The scorecards and dashboards help people understand their roles in meeting overall goals. Traffic light-style indicators, trend arrows, and other intuitive symbols let designated staff know whether or not they are on track to meet their targets. Green light indicators show where performance is on track, red lights reveal where success is at risk, and yellow lights alert the user to the development of unfavorable trends. If a metric goes outside of a specified range, then immediate action can be taken. Reports and other information sources can be accessed to analyze the underlying causes and determine a solution to the problem. Cause-and-effect diagrams show how performance in one area affects outcomes in another.

Ownership and accountability are clearly defined and visible. Individual scorecards can be rolled up into aggregate scorecards used by senior management. Decision makers at any level can customize their relevant and authorized scorecards to present metrics in several formats (without IT intervention) in order to make a decision. Metrics can be viewed alphabetically, by project, by functional area, by status, and by owner, as shown in Exhibit 17.9-3.



Exhibit 17.9-3. Cognos Metrics Manager


Cognos Metrics Manager provides dynamic dashboard views to allow ACS and DHCFP to manage daily operations efficiently and successfully.

One of the advantages of Cognos is that it provides the ability to continually assess performance, instead of having to wait for a monthly report. It is our goal to monitor performance on a more frequent basis, particularly in the areas that have a direct impact on clients and providers. Our goal is to identify performance declines before there is a noticeable impact to DHCFP or clients and providers. In the event that performance does show a decline for two consecutive months, the QA team will work with the appropriate unit manager to develop a plan to improve the particular area that is problematic.

Cognos Report Studio creates reports on a scheduled basis using templates for a standardized look and feel, which facilitates ease of use and navigation. Reports can be created quickly using drag-and-drop features. Report layouts adjust automatically when elements are added, moved, or deleted, thus providing the flexibility and adaptability DHCFP wants to change measurements as needed. Reports are scheduled for delivery and can be published in different formats, including portable document format (PDF), hyper-text mark-up language (HTML), and Microsoft Excel. An example of Cognos Report Studio output is shown in Exhibit 17.9-4.



Exhibit 17.9-4. Cognos Report Studio


Cognos Report Studio provides easy-to-use features and multiple output options.

Monthly quality performance reports provided to DHCFP compare quality measures in the current reporting period to the previous period. ACS works with DHCFP prior to the start of the operations phase to determine the types of reports that will be most beneficial. Furthermore, we conduct an assessment of the performance standards in conjunction with DHCFP quarterly. This process enables DHCFP to determine if any of the measures should be changed, added, or deleted for future reporting periods. Cognos Metrics Manager provides the QA team the ability to identify issues before a significant failure occurs through the use of daily reporting. Parameters and alerts can be set so that potential problems can be reported before there is an impact on performance.

Quality Control Management

The Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) defines quality control as (1) monitoring products and process results to see if they meet standards and (2) identifying ways to eliminate causes of unsatisfactory variances and mitigate risk, or both. Quality control activities are typically the most visible portion of an overall quality management program because errors found during quality control inspections generate rework, which typically has an impact on the project schedule and cost. Our quality control management plan documents the ACS processes that ensure the following:


The product conforms and functions according to the specified technical standards, project timelines, and user business needs.


The functional and system components have QC reviews as appropriate.


The accurate testing of maintenance and modification outputs are in accordance with the Change Control Board (CCB) approved processes and procedures.


The QC procedures are followed.


· The follow-up reviews are performed to ascertain problems are resolved.


The primary planning activities of managing QC are reviewing, tailoring, and creating QC plans, processes, and procedures. These are performed throughout the project lifecycle and encompass activities that occur continuously throughout every workflow and all phases. The QC method uses a modified iterative model that embraces QC activities and responsibilities during the MMIS transition period, the implementation of new peripheral systems, operations, and future system enhancement processes. In general, the quality control management plan includes the following high-level activities:


Perform project life cycle QC management activities

Review of related artifacts

Gather QC requirements


Define the QC solution


Prepare detail design of QC documents—(iteratively)


Develop and/or modify configuration—(iteratively)


QC based on the comprehensive test strategy (CTS)


QC in implementation


· Post-implementation QC


These activities are conducted in concert with approved testing plans, as well as the quality assurance management plan and the continuous process improvement plan.

Because our project management approach is based upon establishing and following work processes, our quality control process complements that strategy through setting up control points in those management processes where an inspection, sample measurement, or another control activity provides objective evidence as to whether the process output meets the applicable standards. This approach helps avoid the need for rework and the corresponding extra time required of DHCFP for additional reviews and walkthroughs.

Our quality control process for the duration of the Nevada MMIS project includes three main activities:


Inspection. Quality control involves an independent inspection or measurement of a product or work process. In software, for example, quality control personnel can perform (or observe others performing) tests to ensure required functionality exists. Inspections and measurements are generally recorded to provide an audit trail. In a document, a quality control inspection might verify that the author has resolved all comments and that the person who made the comments has accepted the resolution.


Analysis. As an ancillary activity, quality control personnel (and all participants in a process) can determine whether the process itself is effective. Just because no defect is discovered, for example, does not mean the process is working the way it should—it may even mean that the quality check is inadequate. By reviewing system artifacts such as use cases and design documents, we can compare the results with the defined specifications to ensure the software was built correctly. In our quality system, every participant is continuously responsible for ensuring that processes are effective, and, if not, for identifying necessary changes to the attention of the PMO for remedial action.


· Reporting. Quality control staff compiles the results of activities into reports, which provide feedback on individual inspections and project trends. We have standardized reports for risk management, issue tracking, defect tracking, and enhancement requests. Evaluation of results reporting helps provide continual process and quality improvements.


Our entire methodology for performing work is built upon the belief that quality requires action rather than reaction. ACS’ quality management approach has been designed to ensure that quality is designed into work processes, planned into work products, inspected into work results, and communicated to DHCFP. In addition, ACS staff compensation is directly tied to quality and performance. Specific to the Systems Development Methodology (SDM), QC is the verification and validation of the software products. ACS must review the solutions being deployed to ensure they align with client requirements and function according to specification. Testing achieves both validation and verification. A system that functions according to design but does not meet the client’s stated needs (for example, if the design and resulting system includes a feature that was not on the client’s list of functional requirements) is not a quality system. Likewise, a system that meets client requirements but does not produce expected results (for example, it includes a required feature but that feature does not work correctly) is not a quality system either. By executing a range of testing processes, ACS ensures the system is verified and validated. The QC process involves the following steps:


Verifying, validating, and monitoring work products to ensure the requirements for quality and scope of work are being fulfilled


Validating that the product conforms to the specified technical standards and requirements throughout all workflows


Verifying that both the user’s requirements and technical specifications are met before and after the work product is approved and is promoted into each defined environment, e.g., development, test, production


· Monitoring output of workflow progress, detecting problems and defects, and allowing for corrections prior to delivery of work products or services


For the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project, configuration and new development workflows are limited to replacement of certain peripheral systems. Testing activities for the MMIS transition period will be related to system, integration, parallel testing, and operational readiness. During the contract operations period, we conduct testing and related development QC activities as needed to support ongoing maintenance and modification. Please refer to Proposal Tab VIII, Project Management Approach, for our approach to SDM workflows and QC activities for each contract period.

Peer Review

We cannot emphasize strongly enough our belief in the importance of the peer review process as a tool for quality management during the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. Achieving budget and schedule requirements depends largely upon producing work products that effectively meet user expectations with a minimum of rework required. ACS believes that successfully meeting a deadline means delivering a product or service that meets or exceeds requirements and user expectations the first time.


Peer review is a methodical examination of work products by the author’s peers to identify defects and areas where changes are needed. It is a planned activity throughout the project lifecycle and is performed according to the quality review tasks in the project work plan. The review also provides data for metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of the peer reviews on the project. The purpose of a peer review is to accomplish the following goals:


Detect and remove defects from project work products early and efficiently


Verify accuracy and completeness


Improve quality of software or other work products

Promote consistency across the project


· Promote a better understanding of work products and prevention of defects


Because the quality of the deliverable development process often dictates the quality of the resulting product, we focus upon effectively managing the development process through consistent, structured peer reviews of work products. The purpose of peer reviews is to identify and remove defects from work products early and efficiently, so that goals for cost, schedule, functionality, and quality are met. Peer reviews provide the additional benefit of identifying areas in a process that need to change (process improvement) so that defects are prevented (defect prevention).


Continuous Process Improvement


While any organization centered on continuous process improvement must provide a consistent, reliable, and objective means for measuring performance, ACS’ proactive approach to quality focuses as much on “building in” quality as it does on “counting quality.” We instill all aspects of system implementation and operation with quality in many ways, from assuring that our call center agents provide accurate information and assistance to callers, to making sure that the systems and applications that support the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project are well documented, and providing ongoing training for our staff.


The continuous process improvement principle states that quality stems from sound business processes designed specifically to achieve objective, measurable standards for performance. We strive to build quality into our processes so that we produce the right product and service the first time. Appropriate, thorough initial and ongoing training of project staff is essential to our quality management approach. The quality management function is in place essentially to verify whether business processes adhere to approved policies and procedures and are effective in achieving expected outcomes. In short, the quality management function provides managers with tangible data to measure performance against standards, to take and monitor corrective action where necessary, and to improve processes where opportunities exist.


Continuous process improvement encompasses our approach to identifying process and technology improvement opportunities. Continuous process improvement activities occur throughout the life of an engagement. The purposes of the continuous improvement process are to:


Ensure continuous improvement of processes used in service to a client


Ensure continuous improvement of the technical solutions being delivered to a client


· Instill a culture of quality within the organization


We seek opportunities to improve our services, while identifying issues through data analysis and addressing them before they become serious problems. We offer a value-based approach to quality, using targeted, data-driven opportunities to improve services provided under the contract. At every step, we work closely with DHCFP to ensure requirements and expectations are fully documented and met. In short, planning for quality is not a one-time event that occurs during project planning; it is a repeatable cycle of monitoring activities with continuous quality improvement as the primary objective. 
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Purpose

The purpose of this presentation is to provide an overview of asthma from a clinical perspective so that the health coach may:

Understand the physical challenges faced by those who are afflicted by asthma

Understand the psychosocial impacts of suffering from asthma

Understand how depression, anxiety, and mental health status can impact the management of asthma
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Purpose

This overview should also enable the health coach to:

Understand what self-management techniques can help prevent asthma attacks and what role optimal mental health plays in the ability to execute this self-management role

Understand the need to direct the member to a medical professional for medical issues or questions 
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Objectives

		Describe the prevalence and trends of asthma

		Identify common signs and symptoms of asthma

		Identify common treatments for asthma

		Identify environmental challenges for persons who suffer from asthma

		Identify opportunities to coach members with asthma and other behavioral diagnoses or social challenges
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Asthma Defined

		Asthma is a chronic disease that affects the airways

		With asthma, the inside walls of the airways are inflamed (swollen)

		Inflammation makes the airways very sensitive and causes them to react strongly to things to which a person is allergic or finds irritating

		When the airways react, they get narrower and less air flows through to the lung tissues

		The narrowed airways cause symptoms like wheezing (a whistling sound during breathing, coughing, chest tightness, and shortness of breath or gasping







Source: http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/dci/Diseases/Asthma/Asthma_WhatIs.html
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Asthma Illustrated





Source: http://www.fda.gov/fdac/features/2003/203_asthma.html
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Asthma Prevalence

		In the year 2000, there were 11 million people who reported having an asthma attack in the United States

		More than 5 percent of children under the age of 18 years were reported as having asthma attacks

		In 1999, asthma was responsible for 2 million emergency room visits and 478,000 hospitalizations where asthma was the primary diagnosis

		From 1980 to 1996, the number of Americans with asthma more than doubled, to almost fifteen million, with children under five years old experiencing the highest rate of increase. 





Source: National Asthma Education and Prevention Program:  Expert Panel Report: Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Management of Asthma, 2002. NIH Publication No. 02-5074, June 2003.

Source: http://aspe.hhs.gov/sp/asthma/overview.htm
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Asthma Prevalence

		Hospitalization rates have remained about steady since the 1980’s, except for children under the age of 15 years

		Mortality rates have declined since 1995, but there is still ethnic disparity, with 3 x higher mortality in black males than white males and 2.5 higher mortality in black females than white females (citing CDC data)







Source: National Asthma Education and Prevention Program:  Expert Panel Report: Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Management of Asthma, 2002. NIH Publication No. 02-5074, June 2003.
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Asthma Symptoms





Source: National Asthma Education and Prevention Program:  Expert Panel Report: Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Management of Asthma, 2002. NIH Publication No. 02-5074, June 2003.

		Wheezing

		Breathlessness

		Chest Tightness

		Cough





Symptoms typically occur more frequently at night or early morning and result from spasms of the airway (bronchial spasms). Cold weather, exertion, or other irritants may trigger asthma symptoms.
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Asthma Diagnosis





Most doctors will take a health history and ask about: 

		Periods of coughing, wheezing, shortness of breath, or chest tightness that come on suddenly or occur often or seem to happen during certain times of year or season

		Colds that seem to "go to the chest" or take more than 10 days to get over

		Medicines the patient may have used to help their breathing

		The family history of asthma and allergies 

		What things seem to cause the asthma symptoms or make them worse (triggers)



Source: http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/dci/Diseases/Asthma/Asthma_WhatIs.html
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Asthma Diagnosis





The  doctor will listen to the breathing and look for signs of asthma or allergies. 





The doctor will probably do a spirometry test to measures how much air and how fast the patient can blow air out of their lungs after taking a deep breath. The results will be lower than normal if the airways are inflamed and narrowed, as in asthma, or if the muscles around the airways have tightened up. As part of the test, the doctor may give a medication that helps open up narrowed airways to see if it changes or improves the test results. Spirometry is also used to check asthma over time to see how the patient is doing. 



If spirometry results are normal but there are other asthma

symptoms, the doctor will probably want the patient to have other tests to see what else could be causing the symptoms. 

Source: http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/dci/Diseases/Asthma/Asthma_WhatIs.html
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Asthma Diagnosis





One test commonly used is a bronchial challenge test. A substance such as methacholine, which causes narrowing of the airways in asthma, is inhaled. The effect is measured by spirometry. Children under age 5 usually cannot use a spirometer successfully. If spirometry cannot be used, the doctor may decide to try medication for a while to see if the child's symptoms get better.



Besides spirometry, the doctor may also recommend that the patient have: 

		Allergy testing to find out if and what allergens affect the patient 

		A test that uses a hand-held peak flow meter every day for 1-2 weeks to check the breathing (a peak flow meter is a device that shows how well the patient are breathing) 

		A test to see how the airways react to exercise 



Source: http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/dci/Diseases/Asthma/Asthma_WhatIs.html
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Asthma Severity





Assessing asthma severity can help determine how asthma should be treated. A general way to classify severity is to consider how often a person has symptoms when that person is not taking any medicine or when his or her asthma is not well controlled. Four levels of asthma severity based on symptoms are:



		Mild Intermittent : Asthma symptoms twice a week or less, and symptoms at night twice a month or less. 

		Mild persistent: Asthma symptoms more than twice a week, but no more than once in a single day. Symptoms at night more than twice a month. Asthma attacks affect normal activities.

		Moderate persistent: Asthma symptoms every day, with nighttime symptoms more than once a week. Asthma attacks may affect normal activity. 

		Severe persistent: Asthma symptoms throughout the day on most days, nighttime symptoms often. Physical activity is likely to be limited. 





Anyone with asthma can have a severe attack, even those who have intermittent or mild persistent asthma. The health coach does not need to assess the severity – this information is for general knowledge only. 

Source: http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/dci/Diseases/Asthma/Asthma_WhatIs.html
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Asthma Risk Factors

		Although the causes of the increasing rates of asthma over the past 15 years are not known, the most likely reason is an interaction between environmental and genetic factors.

		Atopy, the genetically inherited susceptibility to become allergic, is the most important predictor of a person developing asthma. 

		A substantial research effort is underway to identify the genes responsible for susceptibility to asthma. Further work is needed to clarify how genetic susceptibility and environmental exposures interact to cause asthma.

		Many studies have demonstrated that exposure to indoor allergens and environmental tobacco smoke are risk factors for more severe asthma. 

		Some studies suggest that indoor allergen exposure is a risk factor for the initial onset of asthma. People now spend more time indoors, thus increasing exposure to indoor allergens and pollutants.



Source: http://aspe.hhs.gov/sp/asthma/overview.htm
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Asthma Risk Factors

		An Institute of Medicine (IOM) Committee drew several conclusions about the role of numerous indoor air exposures and the initial development of asthma. IOM emphasized that a particular agent may be associated with the development of asthma, but that does not mean it is the sole factor determining whether an individual will develop the illness. 

		The IOM Committee found that exposure to house dust mite allergen can cause the development of asthma in susceptible children. 

		The Committee also determined that exposure to environmental tobacco smoke is associated with the development of asthma in younger children. Maternal smoking during pregnancy was suggested to have a stronger adverse affect than exposure after birth. 



Source: http://aspe.hhs.gov/sp/asthma/overview.htm
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Asthma Risk Factors

		In addition, limited or suggestive evidence was found by the IOM for associations between cockroach allergen exposure or respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) infection and the development of asthma in infants. Both factors have been the subject of active research during the past few years and efforts currently underway may help shed greater light on their potential role in asthma development . 

		Possible factors that may affect the development of asthma include exposures that stimulate the immune system. One hypothesis is that certain infections in early life may block the allergic immune response and thereby protect against asthma.

		Other factors have been theorized to cause asthma, including the diet during the prenatal period and early infancy and obesity in adolescents and adults. Such hypotheses remain controversial, and more research is clearly needed to understand the remarkable rise in asthma and the causes of the disease. 



Source: http://aspe.hhs.gov/sp/asthma/overview.htm
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Common Asthma Triggers

		Dust

		Pollen

		Cockroaches

		Cold air

		Smoke

		Strong odors (paint, cleaning fluids, perfume, hair spray, and powder)

		Animal dander (flakes of skin and dried saliva from furry or feathered animals)

		Medication, such as aspirin, or sulfites, (preservatives used in food)

		Stress



Source: http://www.fda.gov/fdac/features/2003/203_asthma.html
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Asthma Trigger Notes

		Pets – can be a “protective” factor in some children, e.g. exposure early in life can decrease the chance of developing asthma, but can be a “trigger” in others, e.g. if symptoms occur due to the pet, the pet owner may have to make other arrangements.



Source: http://www.fda.gov/fdac/features/2003/203_asthma.html
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Asthma Treatment



Some people can prevent or control the frequency of asthma attacks by: 

		Identifying asthma triggers and patterns around attacks (tracking)

		Using a peak flow meter to monitoring breathing (monitoring) 

		Using medications appropriately (medication compliance)



Source: http://www.fda.gov/fdac/features/2003/203_asthma.html

An “Asthma Action Plan” is key to controlling asthma symptoms and should be developed in conjunction with a medical provider.  The patient should have the plan readily available and also understood by someone who lives with them.  This is a key coaching point.  
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Peak Flow Meter

A peak flow meter is used to measure the amount of air that can be expelled from the lungs. If the airways become narrow or blocked due to asthma, peak flow values will drop because the person cannot blow air out of the lungs as well.  It should be used once a day at the same time each day as part of the asthma action plan.



		Green – good function – continue maintenance medications

		Yellow – add quick-relief medication to relieve symptoms

		Red – contact a doctor immediately





(note – values assigned to “green” versus “yellow” or “red” may vary by individual)

Source: http://health.allrefer.com/health/asthma-peak-flow-meter.html
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Asthma Treatment

Key Point – Asthma is a CHRONIC inflammatory disease of the lungs.  Asthma is there ….

Source: http://www.fda.gov/fdac/features/2003/203_asthma.html

even when there are no symptoms.  Therefore, “management” of asthma is important to maintain quality of life.
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Asthma Medications

Medication focus is two-fold:



		Short-term medications are for acute attacks, e.g. “rescue” inhalers for when symptoms are present (quick relief). 







Long-term daily medications to reduce the inflammation in the airways and to help prevent asthma attacks (controllers).





NOTE:  Long-term medications generally cannot “stop” an asthma attack in progress.  

Source: http://www.fda.gov/fdac/features/2003/203_asthma.html
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Asthma Management – Rule of Two

If a short-term medication / inhaler is used… 



		more than two times a week, 





		if the patient wakes up with asthma  more than two times a month, or



 

		Refills of quick-relief inhalers are needed more than two times a year,



 

Recommend that the member talk with their doctor about their long-term controller medications and management plan.

Source: http://www.fda.gov/fdac/features/2003/203_asthma.html
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Asthma Medication

Short-Term Medications



		Inhaled beta-2 agonists, e.g. albuteral and pirbuteral, aka “bronchodilators” to relax the muscles around the airways (inhalers)





		Systemic corticosteroids, e.g. predinisone and prenisolone, relieve inflammation or swelling of the airways (tablet or syrup)



Source: http://www.fda.gov/fdac/features/2003/203_asthma.html
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Asthma Medication

Long-Term Medications



		Inhaled corticosteroids (preferred first-line treatment for persistent asthma)

		Long-acting beta-agonists (used with inhaled steroids), e.g. salmeterol and formoterol.

		Anti-inflammatories, e.g. cromolyn sodium, nedocromil, methylxanthines

		Anti-leukotrienes, e.g. Singulair (montelukast) and Accolate (zafirlukast).

		Xolair (Omalizumab) – a boitech drug for those 12 and older (injected under the skin – only after first-line treatments have failed)



Source: http://www.fda.gov/fdac/features/2003/203_asthma.html
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Asthma Medication

Asthma Medication Side Effects



		Most are rare, those that occur are generally mild and self-limiting

		The greatest danger for people taking asthma medications is overuse of inhalers (erroneously thinking - if two puffs are good, three must be better…)

		If a member complains of any side-effects or worsening of their condition, ask them to contact their healthcare provider immediately (the list of possible side effects is immense)

		The drug interactions are MANY – so the general rule is to advise the patient to tell the doctor of ANY recent or current drugs prescriptions, over the counter medications, or natural remedies



Source: http://www.cdc.gov/asthma/faqs.htm

Source: http://www.aafaflorida.org/features/answers/index.htm
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Asthma Medication

Side Effects – Short Term Medications



		Bronchodilators:  dizziness, shakiness, sleep disorders, etc.  The patient must advise the doctor if they are on or have RECENTLY been on any other medications (over the counter, natural remedies, and prescription), particularly heart and blood pressure medications, and psychotropic medications.  SERIOUS side effects:  chest pain, irregular heart beat, hives, itching, swelling, difficulty breathing.

		Steroids such as predinisone and prenisolone:  side effects are rare, but risk of infection is greater, therefore, fever, chills, sore throat, sneezing, coughing, etc. should be reported immediately to the health care provider. The patient must advise the doctor if they are taking any medications for diabetes, antibiotics, or are planning to receive vaccinations.  



Source: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/druginformation.html
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Asthma Medication

Side Effects – Long Term Medications



		Inhaled corticosteroids:  (rare) trouble breathing, tightness in chest, or wheezing, swelling of face, lips, or eyelids, pain in back, ribs, arms or legs.   

		Long-acting beta-agonists e.g. salmeterol and formoterol:  shaky hands, headache, nervousness, dizziness, cough, increased breathing difficult, chest pain, rash, unusual excitement, difficulty swallowing, etc.

		Anti-inflammatories, e.g. cromolyn sodium, nedocromil, methylxanthines: abdominal pain, increased wheezing or increased trouble breathing, signs of infection



Source: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/druginformation.html
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Asthma Medication

Side Effects – Long Term Medications (con’t)



		Anti-leukotrienes, e.g. Singulair (montelukast) and Accolate (zafirlukast): headache, dizziness, upset stomach, tiredness, stomach pain, tooth pain, stuffy nose, cough.  More severe side effects: increased difficulty breathing, severe rash, fever, flu-like symptoms 

		Xolair (Omalizumab): bleeding, blistering, body aches or pain,  burning, chills, cold or flu-like symptoms, coldness,  congestion,  discoloration of skin, dryness or soreness of throat, feeling of pressure, fever, headache,  hoarseness, infection, inflammation, itching, leg pain, lumps, muscle or joint, pain, numbness, pain,  pain or tenderness around eyes and cheekbones, redness, runny nose, scarring, shortness of breath or troubled breathing, sore throat, soreness, stinging, stuffy or runny nose, swelling, tender, swollen glands in neck, tenderness, tingling, trouble in swallowing,  ulceration, voice changes, warmth  



Source: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/druginformation.html
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Living With Asthma

Stress and psychological factors have been associated with asthma symptomatology and with bronchoconstriction and reduction in pulmonary flow rates. 15-30% of asthmatic subjects respond with increased bronchoconstriction when subjected to stressful experiences such as performing mental arithmetic tasks, watching emotionally charged films, and listening to stressful interactions.

Source: http://thorax.bmjjournals.com/cgi/content/full/53/12/1066
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Living With Asthma





Source: http://thorax.bmjjournals.com/cgi/content/full/53/12/1066

Self-management is a cornerstone of current asthma guidelines; poor self-management and poor compliance has been linked to poor asthma outcomes. 



Factors important to adherence include asthma knowledge, skills, and management behavior. 



Adherence factors are affected by mental health (both adults and children), family functioning, social support, cognitive functioning, the personality and self-concept of the subject, and personal health beliefs and behaviors. 



Stress and coping may also influence health beliefs, health behavior, social support, symptom perception, and adherence which, in turn, have an impact on asthma morbidity. 
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Living With Asthma –

The Focus of Coaching

		Encourage development of an asthma plan (self-management) in conjunction with the member’s health care provider. 





		Encourage member to keep follow-up appointments with their health care provider. 





		Encourage members to be compliant with all medications, and to make their health care providers aware of their asthma diagnoses and any and all medications (including over the counter) they are taking.



		Encourage member to control environmental triggers, including stress and emotional triggers, wherever possible and to not smoke. 



		Encourage member to ask a doctor or health care provider questions about treatment and other self-care measures to manage their asthma, particularly if they are having symptoms or require frequent use of their short-term medications (see rule of two). 







*





Behavioral Health Interventions

Interventions









		Provide education on

		Treatment options

		How to communicate/coordinate with provider/   PCP and Medical Disease Management staff

		Other medical conditions

		Co-morbid behavioral health condition(s)

		Medication dosages/classes

		Financial Alternatives

		Treatment Findings and Expectations

		Benefit flexing options

		Diagnosis and Symptoms

		Community Resources

		Refer/linkage to EAP/BH Provider/PCP/Health 	Plans

		Discuss self-care options

		Provide self-management tools

		Schedule follow-up with member





		Educate

		Refer

		Empower

		Motivate

		Coordinate





Once the clinical gaps have been identified and the root cause analysis completed, CCM:BH staff can choose from a list of interventions that can be applied across all conditions. 

Interventions include:

		Education (Educate)

		Referral/linkage to EAP/ BH Provider/ PCP (Refer)

		Discussion of self-care options (Empower and Motivate)

		Provision of self-management tools (Empower and Motivate)

		Scheduled follow-up with member (Coordinate)



Treatment Options will be highlighted on the following slides.

Keep in mind that treatment options and interventions need to be presented within the spirit of motivational interviewing.  
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Role of Health Coach

		Provide information and education on the condition and identify skills that members are using or can use to  manage the condition. 

		Provide referrals for the primary behavioral health condition, or for any co-occurring medical conditions including self help and community resources.

		Provide education directly or “how to” access  educational materials about primary behavioral health condition

		Provide education directly or “how to” access educational materials about pharmaceutical agents.

		Provide education directly or how to access educational materials about co-occurring medical conditions

		Provide health support and referral for any preventive health issues identified through the EHRA (smoking, lack of routine exercise, nutritional concerns, environmental controls, etc.)  including self help resources.

		Provide ongoing monitoring, encouragement, support and positive reinforcement for adherence to current treatment plan and agreed upon interventions.



	

	(Note: the health coach should focus on education regarding living with the condition versus education on the condition itself.  This means to focus on motivational interviewing, cognitive skill building, and reinforcing commitment to change adverse health behaviors, e.g. smoking cessation, medical compliance, adherence to plan, etc.)





*



Summary

		Having an asthma plan is key to controlling asthma and the stress and anxiety associated with the disease

		Asthma must be managed, even when symptoms are not obvious, to prevent asthma attacks







*



Psychosocial Stressors for 

Members with Asthma

		Housing accommodations

		Financial (air purifiers, carpet removal, dust/mold/insect remediation, etc.)

		Losses-pet removal

		Limited activities

		Exercise induced asthma (especially for children who are/want to participate in sports)

		Trigger activities (fear factor-i.e. last time I swam I had an attack) 







*



Focus on Depression, Anxiety, or other BH Diagnoses

		Treatment Plan Development

		Diagnostic Education

		Psychotropic Medication Education and Compliance Monitoring

		Symptom Relief

		Self Management Strategies

		Use of Community Resources







*



Discussion Questions



		What are the common signs and symptoms of asthma?





		What types of environmental triggers can aggravate asthma?





		What are some common treatments for asthma?



		What measures can members take to reduce their risk of having asthma attacks?



		What are the areas of focus for coaching the member with asthma?  







*



Source / Information Links

Source: http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/dci/Diseases/Asthma/Asthma_WhatIs.html

Source: National Asthma Education and Prevention Program:  Expert Panel Report: Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Management of Asthma, 2002. NIH Publication No. 02-5074, June 2003. Heart Lung and Blood Institute, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, National Institutes of Health, National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute. 

Source: http://aspe.hhs.gov/sp/asthma/overview.htm

Source: http://www.fda.gov/fdac/features/2003/203_asthma.html, Breathing Better: Action Plans Keep Asthma in Check, by Michelle Meadows. FDA Consumer magazine, March-April 2003 Issue, Pub No. FDA 04-1302 

Source: http://health.allrefer.com/health/asthma-peak-flow-meter.html

Source: http://thorax.bmjjournals.com/cgi/content/full/53/12/1066, Thorax 1998;53:1066-1074 ( December ) Occasional review, Review of psychosocial stress and asthma: an integrated biopsychosocial approach, Rosalind J Wright, Mario Rodriguez, Sheldon Cohen

Source: http://www.cdc.gov/asthma/faqs.htm

Source: http://www.aafaflorida.org/features/answers/index.htm

Source: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/druginformation.html
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appendix a — current system interfaces

As referenced in Section 11.2.3, FHS offers a wide array of healthcare business services, and it is crucial for us to maintain a high standard of guidance for the delivery of enterprise systems.  Our leadership is committed to ongoing delivery and revision of architecture guidance to meet the emerging interoperability standards, as well as the emerging business needs of our customers.  Our challenge is to manage systems complexity along with efficiency in design, while iteratively transforming technologies and revising standards in order to meet or exceed the immediate and emerging needs of our customers.  Our emerging model includes technology that allows us to service-enable existing business functions, as well as to deliver service interfaces natively with new solutions.  A list on current system interfaces is included on the following pages.
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Tab XII — Resource Matrix



tab xii — resource matrix   RFP Section 20.3.2.13

As required by RFP Section 20.3.2.13, First Health Services (FHS) submits our Resource Matrix for the Nevada MMIS Takeover project on the following pages.  Our Resource Matrix is broken down by task and includes:

Proposed staff classification.

Estimated number of vendor staff per classification.

Estimated number of hours per person, per classification.

Identification of task(s) to be completed by the prime (P) contractor and/or subcontractor (S).  We have clearly identified the company with whom the individual is associated.

Estimated percentage of work performed on site by vendor staff.

Estimated number of DHCFP staff required (FTE).
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Appendix D — Funding Source Authorization Template



appendix D — funding source authorization template

As referenced in Sections 12.2.2.14, FHS currently follows the Nevada Change Management process to request approval to utilize FTE hours for IT programming staff that exceeds DHCFP-defined criteria.  FHS performs approved work only when a Funding Source Authorization (FSA) for Statement of Understanding (SOU) or FSA for implementation is received from DHCFP.  An FSA template is provided on the following page.
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Tab VIII — Project Management Approach



tab viii — project management approach  RFP Section 20.3.2.9

As required, First Health Services (FHS) outlines our Project Management approach to meeting the requirements listed in RFP Sections 8, 9, and 10.

8.0	scope of work — contract start up period requirements

8.1	Planning and Administration

8.1.1	OBJECTIVE

The objective of this task is to ensure that adequate planning and project management resources are dedicated to this project.

FHS integrates project administration and project control measures throughout our systems and operations processes and procedures.  Project administration activities include the set-up of all of our internal management processes and reporting requirements, with the objective of effective project management.  Our project management approach for planning, organizing, and managing our staff and activities throughout the life of the project facilitates open and timely communication and a strong working relationship with DHCFP, which sets the foundation to achieve the overall goal of exemplary performance within budget.

8.1.1.1	Contract Start Up Period Entrance Criteria

At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria prior to the commencement of Contract Start Up Period activities. 

8.1.1.1.A	Nevada MMIS Takeover Agreement signed by all required parties, and approved by required State and Federal authorities; and

8.1.1.1.B	DHCFP approved project start date.

FHS will meet the required Contract Start Up Period Entrance Criteria prior to commencing with the Contract Start Up Period activities.  This comprises the Nevada MMIS Takeover Agreement being signed by all required parties and approved by required State and Federal authorities, and an approved DHCFP project start date.

8.1.1.2	Contract Start Up Period Exit Criteria:  At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to exiting the Contract Start Up Period.

8.1.1.2.A	DHCFP approval of all plans listed in Section 8 of this RFP.

We will meet the required Contract Start Up Period Exit Criteria prior to exiting the Contract Start Up Period.  This comprises DHCFP approval of all plans listed in Section 8 of the RFP.

8.1.2	ACTIVITIES

8.1.2.1	Work with DHCFP to provide a detailed project plan with fixed deadlines that take into consideration DHCFP expectations for adhering to State and federal rules and regulations and the State holiday schedule provided in Section 2.1, State Observed Holidays; the detailed project plan shall include, but not be limited to: 

8.1.2.1.A	Project schedule including tasks, activities, activity duration, sequencing and dependencies in Microsoft Project and an alternative electronic format for DHCFP Staff that do not have Microsoft project;

8.1.2.1.B	Project work plan for each deliverable, including a work breakdown structure;

8.1.2.1.C	Completion date of each task;

8.1.2.1.D	Project milestones;

8.1.2.1.E	Entrance and exit criteria for specific project milestones; and

8.1.2.1.F	Project organization including a resource plan defining roles and responsibilities for the awarded vendor, subcontractors (if applicable) and DHCFP.

FHS, upon meeting the entrance criteria to commence with Contract Start Up, will begin to work with DHCFP staff to develop a detailed project work plan with associated deliverables.  The detailed project plan comprises a Microsoft Project work plan, as well as a resource plan that defines roles and responsibilities for FHS and our subcontractor, HMS, and DHCFP.  It will incorporate all DHCFP expectations and will adhere with State and Federal rules and regulations, as well as the State holiday schedule provided in the RFP.  The preliminary detailed project work plan will be delivered in an alternative electronic format for DHCFP staff that does not have Microsoft Project and is included in this proposal in Tab XI.  

		The detailed project plan will include:



		√	Project schedule including tasks, activities, activity duration, sequencing, and dependencies 

√	Project work plan for each deliverable, including a work breakdown structure

√	Completion date of each task

√	Project milestones

√	Entrance and exit criteria for specific project milestones

√	Project organization including a resource plan defining roles and responsibilities for FHS, our subcontractor, and DHCFP. 





Our Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, is thoroughly familiar with the preliminary project plan and is responsible for the detailed work plan deliverable.  Our work plan identifies discrete units of work activities with definable end products (deliverables).  The emphasis on deliverables provides our project management and the State with a basis for performing quality assurance and a method to measure milestones and key dates.  The project plan will be updated weekly and, at a minimum, includes the following:

Activities are detailed with scheduled begin and end dates and delivery dates for specified deliverables.  Mr. Kasperski assigns these activities to team members for completion.  

The work plan structure includes the Scope of Work identified in RFP Section 8, including all tasks and deliverables required by DHCFP.  Each subtask is further divided.  At the lowest level is an activity, a distinct, measurable work effort that results in a defined output or deliverable that is necessary for the completion of the subtask.  

An organization chart is developed and provided that clearly identifies all work units, leadership, and staffing.

Subtasks are clearly defined.  The subtasks listed on the work plan will contain a short description, responsible resource, and the work product definition and hours for each resource attached to each task.  The task will also identify the DHCFP resource requirements, beginning and ending dates, dependencies, and assumptions projected.   

Deliverables are established, developed, and implemented in each phase of the work plan.  Deliverables have a date attached to indicate when they are to be completed.  Before we proceed any further with the implementation, DHCFP reviews the task deliverables and provides formal written approval of each. 

Activities on the critical path that fall behind schedule are identified and will trigger the contingency and recovery procedures.  To ensure adherence to the overall schedule, measures will be taken to restore the critical path schedule (additional resources will be applied to the activity; activities will be reassigned, restructured, or rearranged; equipment will be added; or other additional measures taken as necessary).  

A Gantt chart is provided that schematically represents the schedule for completing each task during the planning phase.  Each line represents the planned start and planned finish date for each subtask of the Nevada MMIS.

A matrix of the resources for each subtask is provided.  From this matrix, total person-hours can be summarized by month.

8.1.2.2	Attend semi-monthly project status meetings with DHCFP project team at a location to be determined by DHCFP. Attendance may be in person or via teleconferencing, as mutually agreed to by the project team. These meetings shall follow an agenda mutually developed by the awarded vendor and DHCFP. The agenda may include, but not be limited to:  

8.1.2.2.A	Review and approval of previous meeting minutes;

8.1.2.2.B	Contractor project status;

8.1.2.2.C	DHCFP project status;

8.1.2.2.D	Contract status and issues, including resolutions;

8.1.2.2.E	Quality Assurance status;

8.1.2.2.F	New action items;

8.1.2.2.G	Outstanding action items, including resolutions;

8.1.2.2.H	Identified risks and risk mitigation strategies;

8.1.2.2.I	Setting of next meeting date; and

8.1.2.2.J	Other business.

Minutes will be taken and distributed by Vendor staff within five (5) working days after the meeting.  Minutes may be distributed via facsimile or email.

Throughout the duration of the takeover project, FHS staff will attend, in person or via teleconferencing as mutually agreed by the project team, semi-monthly project status meetings with DHCFP.  In partnership with DHCFP, we will develop and follow agendas for these recurring meetings.  All items listed in RFP Section 8.1.2.2, A – J, will be included in these meetings.  Minutes will be taken and distributed via facsimile or email by FHS within five working days after the meeting.  We have provided sample agenda and minutes templates in Appendix DD.

8.1.2.3	Attend and participate in all project related meetings requested as well as Steering Committee meetings. The awarded vendor shall prepare materials or briefings for these meetings as requested by DHCFP. Minutes will be taken and distributed by Vendor staff within five (5) working days after the meeting.  Minutes may be distributed via facsimile or email.

FHS will meet this requirement.  Under the direction of the Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, and the Account Director, Mark Shaffer, PMP, staff will attend and participate in all requested project-related and Steering Committee meetings.  We will continue to prepare materials and briefings as required for the Steering Committee meetings and provide minutes which will be distributed via facsimile or email within five business days. 

8.1.2.4	Provide written semi-monthly project status reports delivered to DHCFP by the third (3rd) working day following the end of each reporting period. The format must be approved by DHCFP prior to issuance of the first semi-monthly project status report. The first semi-monthly report covers the reporting period from the 1st through the fifteenth (15th) of each month; and the second semimonthly report covers the reporting period from the sixteenth (16th) through the end of the month.  The status reports must include, but not be limited to the following:  

8.1.2.4.A	Overall completion status of the project in terms of DHCFP approved project work plan and deliverable schedule;

8.1.2.4.B	Accomplishments during the period, including DHCFP staff/stakeholders interviewed, meetings held, requirements review and validation sessions and conclusions/decisions determined;

8.1.2.4.C	Problems encountered and proposed/actual resolutions;

8.1.2.4.D	What is to be accomplished during the next reporting period;

8.1.2.4.E	Issues that need to be addressed, including contractual;

8.1.2.4.F	Quality Assurance status;

8.1.2.4.G	Updated MS Project timeline showing percentage completed, tasks assigned, completed and remaining; Timeline must be provided in an electronic format accessible to DHCFP staff that do not have access to MS Project;

8.1.2.4.H	Identification of schedule slippage and strategy for resolution;

8.1.2.4.I	Contractor staff assigned and their location/schedule;

8.1.2.4.J	DHCFP resources required for activities during the next time period; and

8.1.2.4.K	Resource allocation percentages including planned versus actual by project milestone.

We understand that DHCFP is a full participant in the successful delivery of the MMIS; we demonstrated this as part of our original implementation in 2003.  It is incumbent upon us as the Fiscal Agent to provide DHCFP with the information they need for project and program management.  We fully support frequent formal and informal communication between our organizations and encourage DHCFP to monitor our progress to assess contract compliance throughout each task and subtask.  Our proposed project status reporting and status meeting procedures promote open exchange of information and provide DHCFP with the necessary tools to fulfill their monitoring responsibilities.  Mr. Kasperski will deliver status reports, in the required format, to DHCFP by the third working day following the end of each reporting period.  Our status report will contain all of the items identified in RFP Section 8.1.2.4.  We have provided a sample Status Report template in Appendix DD.

8.1.2.5	Develop a comprehensive approach for handling communications with both internal and external audiences.  Effective communication is critical to the development of productive relationships with concerned stakeholders.  The communication plan must include, but not be limited to: a plan for generation, documentation, storage, transmission and disposal of all project information.

FHS uses a variety of communication methods having multiple purposes, including information sharing, requesting feedback, and problem solving.  Our Communication Plan is designed to control the flow of information among DHCFP, FHS, and other participants as appropriate.  This includes a plan for generation, documentation, storage, transmission, and disposal of all project information.  Unlike other vendors, FHS can immediately leverage the relationships already established with DHCFP, the provider community, and other stakeholders and will draw upon the current approved Communication Plan protocols already in place.

8.1.2.6	Develop a risk management plan to ensure that risks are identified, planned for, analyzed, communicated and acted upon effectively.

We believe the selection of FHS presents the least possible risk to the State; even so, it is incumbent upon us as a responsible vendor to provide a viable risk management solution.  FHS will develop a Risk Management Plan to ensure risks are identified, planned for, analyzed, communicated, and acted upon effectively.  We perform risk management planning to identify those things that could occur during the course of the project to affect cost, deliverable quality or completeness, or schedule and to plan ways to prevent or respond to those occurrences.  Having such a plan ensures that the project team, the Account Director, Mark Shaffer, PMP, and Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, FHS executive project sponsor, Dave Viele, and most importantly, DHCFP, are not surprised during the course of the project with events that could reasonably have been predicted.

We have provided the FHS 2003 MMIS implementation Risk Management Plan in Appendix EE that is representative of our approach to a Risk Management Plan.  We will use a similar format for the Risk Management Plan that will be developed for the Takeover project.

8.1.2.7	Develop a quality assurance plan including, but not limited to, the methodology for maintaining quality of the code, workmanship, project schedules, deliverables, and subcontractor(s) activities.

FHS will submit our Quality Assurance Plan, with specific updates to support Nevada-specific concerns regarding quality of the code, workmanship, project schedules, deliverables, and subcontractor activities, and other quality concerns as identified in the RFP.  This plan will detail our quality control processes and procedures for all aspects of our operation, quality assurance processes for monitoring overall performance, and corrective action and reporting processes.  

Our Quality Assurance Team reviews quality assurance and quality control tasks on a periodic basis to ensure their ongoing effectiveness in providing useful information relating to performance.  Process changes are made and procedures are updated as necessary to continually improve this audit and data gathering process.

8.1.3	PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION DELIVERABLES

		DELIVERABLE NUMBER

		DESCRIPTION OF DELIVERABLE

		ACTIVITY

		DHCFP’S ESTIMATED REVIEW PERIOD



		8.1.2.1

		Detailed Project Plan

		8.1.2.1

		15



		8.1.2.3

		Attendance at all scheduled meetings

		8.1.2.3

		N/A



		8.1.2.4

		Written Semi-Monthly Project Status report

		8.1.2.4

		5



		8.1.2.5

		Communication Plan

		8.1.2.5

		10



		8.1.2.6

		Risk Management Plan

		8.1.2.6

		10



		8.1.2.7

		Quality Assurance Plan

		8.1.2.7

		10





FHS will manage the deliverable process by using the Transmittal Tracking Report.  All transmittals are captured on the Transmittal Tracking Report, which is updated and included as part of the overall status reporting to DHCFP.  Exhibit 8.1.3-1 provides a sample Transmittal Tracking Report.

		



		Exhibit 8.1.3-1, Sample Transmittal Tracking Report





The information on the Transmittal Tracking Report includes:

		Field

		Description



		Targeted vs. Actual Submittal Dates

		The date the deliverable was due to DHCFP, along with the actual date of transmission



		Tracking Number

		A unique numeric identifier



		Contract Reference

		Any pertinent contract reference, such as the project work plan



		Status

		Open, closed, pended



		Transmission Description

		A brief description of the contents of the transmission



		Addressee

		The DHCFP representative to whom the transmission is addressed



		From

		The FHS representative responsible for the transmittal



		Targeted vs. Actual Response Dates

		The scheduled DHCFP response date and the actual response date



		Disposition

		Whether the deliverable is approved, disapproved, or revision is required



		Additional Information

		If a deliverable transmission is disapproved or requires revision, DHCFP provides information related to the reason for disapproval or revision





8.2	Project Kick Off Meeting

A project kick off meeting will be held with representatives from DHCFP and the contractor after contract approval and prior to work performed.  Items to be covered in the kick off meeting will include, but not be limited to:

FHS’ Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, will schedule a kick-off meeting within five business days of notification of the contract approval by the Board of Examiners (BOE).  During this meeting, we will work closely with DHCFP to further validate the requirements.   

8.2.1	DETERMINING FORMAT AND PROTOCOL FOR PROJECT STATUS MEETINGS;

We will work with DHCFP to schedule weekly status meetings, and develop an agreed-upon format to include key DHCFP and FHS project members.    

8.2.2	DETERMINING FORMAT FOR PROJECT STATUS REPORTS;

FHS will provide weekly written status reports for the duration of the Design, Development, and Implementation Phase of the transition project.  Our project status reports will include, but are not limited to:

Overall completion status of the project in terms of the project work plan and deliverables schedule

Accomplishments during the reporting period, including DHCFP staff/stakeholders interviewed, meetings held, requirements review and validation sessions conducted and conclusions reached/decisions made, and deliverables submitted

Problems encountered and proposed/actual resolutions, as well as risks identified

Work in progress and what will be accomplished during the next reporting period, including deliverables due during that period

Issues that need to be addressed, including any contractual issues

Quality Assurance status

Operations Readiness Report

Project plan updates, showing percentage completed and tasks assigned, completed, and remaining (plan will be provided in PDF form for DHCFP staff who do not have access to Microsoft Project)

Identification of schedule slippage and resolution strategy

FHS staff assigned and their location/schedule, including hours expended

DHCFP resources required for activities during the next reporting period

Resource allocation percentages including planned versus actual by project milestone.

FHS understands the format for these reports will be reviewed and approved by DHCFP prior to submission.  

8.2.3	SETTING THE SCHEDULE FOR MEETINGS BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES FROM DHCFP AND THE CONTRACTOR TO DEVELOP THE DETAILED PROJECT PLAN;

We will work with DHCFP to develop a schedule for meetings with the appropriate representatives from both organizations to develop the detailed project plan.   

8.2.4	DEFINING LINES OF COMMUNICATION AND REPORTING RELATIONSHIPS;

Our Nevada Account Director, Mark Shaffer, PMP, is the primary point of contact for DHCFP, available during working hours, as well as by telephone, facsimile, or email, to ensure constant communication.  He is authorized to commit the resources of FHS in matters pertaining to the performance of the contract, to make routine decisions on behalf of this contract, and to coordinate with corporate support staff to ensure that Nevada’s needs are met in a timely and responsive manner.  Additionally, FHS proposes Nick Kasperski as the Takeover Project Manager.  In this role, Mr. Kasperski is responsible for management of the Nevada MMIS takeover activities. To ensure a smooth implementation, Mr. Shaffer and Mr. Kasperski will interact with the DHCFP Project Manager and team leads to establish the necessary reporting relationships.  

8.2.5	REVIEWING THE PROJECT MISSION AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES;

FHS believes the project mission and guiding principles are fundamental in guiding the project, ensuring that the project goals and objectives identified in RFP Section 1.3 are met.  Our solution will use technology to assemble the right information, at the right time and place, to ensure the right decisions are made in the most cost-efficient manner.  We will use project status meetings and reports to continually review the project mission with DHCFP.  

8.2.6	REVIEWING THE DELIVERABLE REVIEW PROCESS;

We will review our current deliverable submission and review process with DHCFP to ensure that it continues to meet DHCFP needs.

8.2.7	PINPOINTING HIGH-RISK OR PROBLEM AREAS; AND

Ongoing risk assessment and analysis is conducted throughout the project life cycle and the operational phase of the contract.  Working closely with DHCFP, requirements, designs, schedules, resources, architecture, sponsorship, and processes are analyzed to identify areas where outcomes are uncertain.  Risks or problem areas are prioritized based on impact and urgency and mitigation strategies are developed. Risks are logged and maintained in our project management repository, Project InVision (PIV), identifying description, impact, risk response, mitigation plan, contingency plan, owner, probability, and magnitude.  

8.2.8	ISSUE RESOLUTION PROCESS.

FHS has an established issue resolution process and will work with DHCFP to adjust it as deemed appropriate.  Mr. Kasperski monitors the project management documents to ensure compliance and quick resolution to project issues, critical task items and deliverables, as identified by the project plan’s critical path.  During the takeover, the project team receives regular reports on any open items, critical task items are immediately assigned, and appropriate action is taken.  Mr. Kasperski and project team members use the PIV Actions/Issues feature to record implementation issues, problems, and change requests during the course of the project.  The details surrounding the update, the person assigned to perform or monitor the resolution of the update, and the completion of the update are also recorded.  The Actions/Issues feature is a single point of control for all problems, issues, documentation updates, and questions that have occurred during the course of the takeover project and that need resolution for the project to proceed.  PIV provides a structured mechanism for tracking and following up on whether the problems have been solved to the satisfaction of the requester, the project team, and Mr. Kasperski.

8.3	Deliverable Submission and Review Process

Once the detailed project plan is approved by DHCFP, the following sections detail the process for submission and review of deliverables during the life of the project/contract.

8.3.1	GENERAL

FHS will review the draft deliverable list with DHCFP and modify the contents and timelines as necessary.  All deliverables will also be represented and tracked in the project work plan.  We have described our deliverable tracking process in proposal Section 8.1.3.

The project plan will include walk‐throughs with the appropriate FHS and DHCFP staff identified for each deliverable.  These walk‐throughs will be conducted with on-site participation by the FHS Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, and our Takeover Systems Manager, Umakanth Pandagurangaiah, PMP, and will include teleconference or web meeting functionality as needed to allow for input from the FHS project team.  We will ensure that DHCFP clearly understands each deliverable and that the sign‐off process is completed in a timely manner to ensure that project work continues on schedule.

8.3.1.1	The Vendor must provide one (1) master (both hard and soft copies) and five (5) additional hard copies of each written deliverable to the appropriate DHCFP Project manager as identified in the contract.

FHS will provide a master (both hard and soft copies) and five additional hard copies of each written deliverable to the appropriate DHCFP Project Manager as identified in the contract.

8.3.1.2	Once a deliverable is approved and accepted by DHCFP, the Vendor must provide an electronic copy.  DHCFP may, at its discretion, waive this requirement for a particular deliverable.

We will provide an electronic copy of approved and accepted deliverables, as required.

8.3.1.3	The electronic copy must be provided in software currently utilized by the agency or provided by the Vendor.

We will provide the electronic copy in software that is currently used by DHCFP or that we have provided.

8.3.1.4	Deliverables will be evaluated by DHCFP utilizing mutually agreed to acceptance/exit criteria.

We understand the importance of acceptance and exit criteria.  We incorporate specific work plan tasks where the project is evaluated to ensure tasks are on track and to determine whether the work should continue to the next phase.  The criteria used to make the decision normally consist of required deliverables and/or specific milestones.  FHS will work closely with DHCFP to ensure approval of the criteria.  

8.3.2	DELIVERABLE SUBMISSION

Deliverables are established, developed, and implemented in each phase of the work plan.  Deliverables have a date attached to indicate when they are to be completed.  Before we proceed any further with the transition, DHCFP reviews the task deliverables and provides formal written approval of each.

8.3.2.1	Prior to development and submission of each contract deliverable, a summary document containing a description of the format and content of each deliverable will be delivered to the DHCFP Project Manager for review and approval.  The summary document must contain, at a minimum, the following:  

8.3.2.1.A	Cover letter;

8.3.2.1.B	Table of Contents with a brief description of the content of each section;

8.3.2.1.C	Version and Revision section;

8.3.2.1.D	Anticipated number of pages; and 

8.3.2.1.E	Identification of appendices/exhibits. 

Prior to development and submission of each contract deliverable, we will provide to the DHCFP Project Manager a summary document.  The summary document will contain the following information:   

Cover letter

Table of Contents with a brief description of the content of each section

Version and Revision section

Anticipated number of pages

Identification of appendices/exhibits.

We will modify our Transmittal Tracking Report to incorporate the summary document as a formal type of correspondence.

8.3.2.2	The summary document must contain an approval/rejection section that can be completed by DHCFP.  The summary document will be returned to the contractor within a mutually agreed upon time frame.

FHS understands and agrees to meet this requirement.

8.3.2.3	Deliverables must be developed by the Vendor according to the approved format and content of the summary document for each specific deliverable.

FHS understands and agrees to meet this requirement.

8.3.2.4	At a mutually agreed to meeting, on or before the time of delivery to DHCFP, the contractor must provide a walkthrough of each deliverable.

FHS understands and agrees to meet this requirement.

8.3.2.5	Deliverables must be submitted no later than 5:00 PM, per the approved contract deliverable schedule and must be accompanied by a deliverable sign-off form (refer to Attachment I) with the appropriate sections completed by the contractor.

FHS understands and agrees to meet this requirement.

8.3.3	DELIVERABLE REVIEW

General

To provide a brief, action-oriented record of the decisions and action items resulting from a deliverable or walk-through review, we will utilize a Walk-Through Review Report.  Exhibit 8.3.3-1 provides a Walk-Through/Review template.  

		WALK-THROUGH/REVIEW REPORT 



		Project Name:

		 

		Deliverable Name

		 



		Project Phase:

		 

		Date:

		 



		Project Manager:

		 

		Page:

		 



		Walk-through Number:

		 

		Start Time:

		 



		Review of:

		 

		End Time:

		 



		Attendees:

		Chairperson:

		 

		 

		 



		 

		Presenter:

		 

		 

		 



		 

		

		 

		 

		 



		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		Purpose:



		 



		Materials Used in Walk-through:



		 



		Agreements:



		Accepted:

		 



		No changes required

		 



		With minor revisions

		 



		Rejected:

		 



		Major revisions/rebuild required

		 



		Review not completed (explain)

		 



		Other/Comments:

		 



		Additional Materials Produced:



		Actions Items (attached)

		 



		Issues List (attached)

		 



		Chairperson:

		 

		Date:

		 



		Closed by:

		 

		Date:

		 





Exhibit 8.3.3-1, Walk-Through/Review Report Template

8.3.3.1	DHCFP’s review time begins on the next working day following receipt of the deliverable.

FHS understands that DHCFP’s review time will begin on the next working day following receipt of the deliverable.

8.3.3.2	DHCFP’s review time will be determined by the approved and accepted detailed project plan and the approved contract.

FHS will meet this requirement.  Our project plan will include the appropriate time for DHCFP review of deliverables.

8.3.3.3	DHCFP has up to five (5) working days to determine if a deliverable is complete and ready for review. Unless otherwise negotiated, this is part of DHCFP’s review time.

FHS will meet this requirement.  Our project plan will include the appropriate time for DHCFP review of deliverables.

8.3.3.4	Any subsequent deliverable dependent upon DHCFP’s acceptance of a prior deliverable will not be accepted for review until all issues related to the previous deliverable have been resolved.

FHS will meet this requirement.  Mr. Kasperski will ensure that all issues have been resolved appropriately.

8.3.3.5	Deliverables determined to be incomplete and/or unacceptable for review will be rejected, not considered delivered and returned to the contractor.

FHS acknowledges this requirement.

8.3.3.6	After review of a deliverable, DHCFP will return to the contractor the project deliverable sign-off form with the deliverable submission and review history section completed.

FHS acknowledges his requirement.

8.3.3.7	Accepted:  If the deliverable is accepted, the original deliverable signoff form signed by the appropriate DHCFP representatives will be returned to the contractor.

FHS acknowledges his requirement.

8.3.3.8	Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP:  If DHCFP has comments and/or revisions to a deliverable, the following will be provided to the contractor:

8.3.3.8.A	The original deliverable sign-off form with an updated entry to the deliverable submission and review history section.

8.3.3.8.B	Attached to the deliverable sign-off form will be a detailed explanation of the revisions to be made and/or a marked up copy of the deliverable.

8.3.3.8.C	DHCFP’s first review and return with comments will be completed within the times specified in the contract.

8.3.3.8.D	The contractor will have five (5) working days, unless otherwise mutually agreed to, for review, acceptance and/or rejection of DHCFP’s comments.

8.3.3.8.E	A meeting to resolve outstanding issues must be completed within three (3) working days after completion of the contractor’s review or a mutually agreed upon time frame.

8.3.3.8.F	Agreements made during meetings to resolve issues must be documented separately.

8.3.3.8.G	Once an agreement is reached regarding changes, the Vendor must incorporate them into the deliverable for resubmission to DHCFP.

8.3.3.8.H	All changes must be easily identifiable by DHCFP.

8.3.3.8.I	 Resubmission of the deliverable must occur within five (5) working days or a mutually agreed upon time frame of the resolution of any outstanding issues.

8.3.3.8.J	The resubmitted deliverable must be accompanied by the original deliverable sign-off form.

8.3.3.8.K	This review process continues until all issues have been resolved within a mutually agreed upon time frame.

8.3.3.8.L	During the re-review process, DHCFP may only comment on the original exceptions noted.

8.3.3.8.M	All other items not originally commented on are considered to be accepted by DHCFP.

8.3.3.8.N	Once all revisions have been accepted, the original deliverable sign-off form signed by the appropriate DHCFP representatives will be returned to the contractor.

8.3.3.8.O	The Vendor must provide one (1) updated and complete master paper copy of each deliverable after approval and acceptance by DHCFP.

FHS understands the defined deliverable comment/review process and will follow it.  Mr. Kasperski will be responsible for ensuring that we adhere to the requirements for DHCFP deliverable review.

8.3.3.9	Rejected, Not Considered Delivered:  If DHCFP considers a deliverable not ready for review, the following will be returned to the contractor:

8.3.3.9.A	The original deliverable sign-off form with an updated entry to the deliverable submission and review history section.

8.3.3.9.B	The original deliverable and all copies with a written explanation as to why the deliverable is being rejected, not considered delivered.

8.3.3.9.C	The Vendor will have five (5) working days, unless otherwise mutually agreed to, for review, acceptance and/or rejection of DHCFP’s comments.

8.3.3.9.D	A meeting to discuss DHCFP’s position regarding the rejection of the deliverable must be completed within three (3) working days after completion of the contractor’s review or a mutually agreed upon time frame.

8.3.3.9.E	Resubmission of the deliverable must occur within a mutually agreed upon time frame.

8.3.3.9.F	The resubmitted deliverable must be accompanied by the original deliverable sign-off form.

8.3.3.9.G	Upon resubmission of the completed deliverable, DHCFP will follow the steps outlined in Section 8.3.3.7, Accepted, or Section 8.3.3.8, Comments/Revisions Requested by DHCFP.

FHS understands this process for rejected deliverables.  Mr. Kasperski will ensure that we follow these steps if any of our deliverables are not accepted by DHCFP.

8.4	Location of Contract Functions

8.4.1	THE CONTRACTOR SHALL IDENTIFY THE LOCATION WHERE EACH MMIS-RELATED FUNCTION AND CONTRACTOR SERVICE FUNCTION WILL BE PERFORMED.

FHS has developed an organization that supports DHCFP’s requirements for this project.  Our organization will continue to be managed locally in Reno, Nevada.  Other support is provided at the following locations.

		Location

		Functions Supported



		885 Trademark Drive, Suite 150
Reno, Nevada

		FHS local office supporting Nevada contract operations (located 25.6 miles from State’s facilities) 



		4240 Cox Road
Glen Allen, Virginia

		Corporate oversight and support — executive, administrative, and systems support staff and Fiscal Agent Division support staff



		4300 Cox Road
Glen Allen, Virginia

		Pharmacy Benefits Management support staff, rebate support staff, technical support staff, NV Pharmacy Call Center 



		7701 Telecom Parkway East
Temple Terrace, Florida

		Verizon IT Data Center (MMIS)



		13500 Riverport Drive
Maryland Heights
St. Louis, Missouri

		FHS/Magellan Corporate Data Center (peripheral systems) and IT support



		Reno, Nevada and Boise, Idaho

		HMS offices supporting TPL services



		Columbia, Maryland and Albany, New York

		IT support



		Sacramento, California

		LAN/WAN support





8.4.2	DHCFP REQUIRES THAT THE CONTRACTOR MAINTAIN A FACILITY WITHIN A 30-MILE RADIUS OF THE DHCFP LOCATION IN CARSON CITY, NEVADA WITH A PREFERENCE FOR A LOCAL FACILITY WITHIN CARSON CITY LIMITS.  THE CONTRACTOR WILL HAVE BUSINESS HOURS FROM 8:00 AM TO 5:00 PM PT, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF STATE OBSERVED HOLIDAYS LISTED IN SECTION 2.1.  ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS MUST CONTINUE TO BE AVAILABLE ON STATE HOLIDAYS, BUT OPERATIONAL STAFFING WILL NOT BE REQUIRED AT THE CONTRACTOR'S OFFICE.  ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS SUPPORTED BY THE FOLLOWING SYSTEMS SHALL BE PERFORMED ON A TWENTY FOUR (24) HOUR BASIS, SEVEN (7) DAYS PER WEEK, EXCEPT FOR MAINTENANCE TO THE SYSTEM ACCOMPLISHED OUTSIDE OF USUAL BUSINESS HOURS, PER SECTION 12.2.1:

8.4.2.A	 EVS;

8.4.2.B	 Provider Web Portal;

8.4.2.C	EDI Gateway; 

8.4.2.D	Call Center automation (phone, IVR, messaging);

8.4.2.E	Pharmacy POS;

8.4.2.F	Electronic Prescription Software; and 

8.4.2.G	Electronic Provider Direct Claims Entry Portal(s).

FHS’ Reno facility is less than 30 miles from the DHCFP location in south Reno.  Business hours at this site are 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. PT.  We operate when the State offices are open and many times are open even on State holidays.  Those systems that support electronic transactions are available 24/7, with the exception of maintenance to the system which occurs outside of usual business hours and/or that are pre-approved by DHCFP.

8.4.2.1	The contractor may perform a reasonable portion of system development outside of the continental United States.  A reasonable portion of other Nevada MMIS functions may be performed outside of Nevada, but within the continental United States.  The site(s) and activities shall be approved by DHCFP.

Some of FHS’ system developers are located outside the continental United States.  Additionally, some of our developers are located throughout North America in Magellan offices.  Some IT, Pharmacy, and HCM activities are provided by staff at our Glen Allen site.  These activities include pharmacy administration, HCM administration, and prior authorizations for medical/surgical and behavioral health.  Some IT functions, including our corporate data center, are located in St. Louis.  These sites and the functions performed at said sites have been approved by DHCFP.  If during the course of the contract, FHS can save the State money by using resources at other sites outside the Reno office, those proposals will be brought to DHCFP for approval.  Our current staffing plan has been approved by DHCFP.

8.4.2.2	During the Contract Start Up, Transition and Operational Periods of this contract, the vendor, within reasonable notice, shall provide adequate meeting facilities to accommodate the needs of intended audiences.

Our Reno site has several conference rooms and a training center which can accommodate a variety of meeting/training needs, including video conferencing.

8.4.2.3	The contractor shall provide courier service to the DHCFP site with pickup and delivery service at least three (3) times per week on a schedule agreed to by DHCFP.

FHS currently uses a courier service that supports the requirement for pickup and delivery three times a week.  Should DHCFP request a different schedule, we will comply.

8.5	Communication Requirements

8.5.1	DHCFP IS COMMITTED TO THE USE OF VARIOUS TYPES OF COMMUNICATION, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, FACE-TO-FACE, ELECTRONIC, AND TELEPHONE, TO SUPPORT PROJECT BUSINESS.

We have a Communication Plan that has been approved by DHCFP since March of 2004.  This plan has been updated to reflect process flow changes and to meet the expanded needs of DHCFP.  Information is disseminated in a variety of media to best meet the needs of the intended audience, including face-to-face, electronic, and telephonic.  

8.5.2	CONTRACTOR SHALL MAINTAIN TELEPHONE AND EMAIL CONTACT WITH THE CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR AND OTHER DESIGNATED STAFF ON A CONSISTENT BASIS THROUGHOUT THE CONTRACT.  CONTRACTOR MUST PROVIDE MANAGEMENT, SUPERVISORY AND TECHNICAL STAFF AVAILABILITY BY EMAIL FOR EASE OF COMMUNICATION WITH DHCFP.  PROJECT MANAGERS AND/OR DESIGNATED STAFF WILL ALSO PARTICIPATE IN SEMI-MONTHLY STATUS MEETINGS IN PERSON OR BY TELEPHONE CONFERENCE CALL AND WILL PROVIDE REGULAR STATUS REPORTS AS OUTLINED IN SECTION 8.1.2.4.

FHS has provided direct and indirect contact with management, supervisory, and technical staff through email, telephone, teleconferencing, and face-to-face.  Our management staff has established meetings with the Chiefs and Administrators of DHCFP to keep them updated on all ongoing activities, issues, and suggestions/proposals to enhance the Medicaid programs and/or save DHCFP money.  Throughout the contract period, we will continue with these meetings, as necessary.

8.5.2.1	Twenty-four hour fax and toll-free access

8.5.2.1.A	Contractor shall provide: twenty-four (24) hour fax lines, toll-free telephone lines, voicemail message services, and twenty-four (24) hour access to the EVS for providers to submit requests for recipient eligibility or other inquiries.

FHS has secured fax machines that accept faxes 24/7.  We also provide toll-free access.  These numbers are published on websites and in provider newsletters, training materials, letters, etc. FHS also supports voicemail message service and 24 hour access to the EVS for provider inquiries.

8.5.2.2	Written Communications and Standardized Forms

In addition to standardized forms, some of the many documents FHS produces include:  web announcements; quarterly provider newsletters; notices on the web home page and scrolling marquees (developed specifically for DHCFP); Remittance Advice messages; billing manuals; billing guidelines; electronic billing forms; manuals, directories, and companion guides; forms and form instructions; enrollment applications; fax backs; and presentations, to name a few.  In addition, we produce training materials for providers and DHCFP staff.  

8.5.2.2.A	Contractor shall render all reports and contract deliverables in electronic format and hard copy, as specified in Section 8.3.1, and shall maintain the capability of receiving reports, deliverables, test results, data file transfers, and other information electronically from DHCFP or DHCFP’s other contractors.

We have provided and will continue to provide the reports and contract deliverables in both electronic format and hard copy.  Secured lines have been established between FHS and DHCFP to transmit data back and forth.  We have consistently met the SLAs for this activity.

8.5.2.2.B	Contractor will provide manuals and other provider communications in alternate formats (electronic, Web-based, CD-ROM, etc.) as requested by DHCFP.  DHCFP will approve standardized forms used by the contractor for all review activities and provider communications.  DHCFP will also approve communication content such as provider manuals, form letters, web announcements, and training materials prior to publication.

Our approved Nevada Communication Plan outlines the communications and the various formats in which it can be distributed.  Timelines for various documents and the DHCFP approval process are outlined in the plan.

8.5.2.3	Electronic Communication

FHS uses electronic communication whenever possible to reduce costs to the State and to be environmentally responsible.

8.5.2.3.A	Contractor shall provide all necessary software to support all electronic communications involved in day-to-day activities associated with the contract.

FHS will continue to provide the necessary software to support all electronic communications.

8.5.2.3.B	Contractor shall provide electronic network connections to enable the contractor to connect and have compatibility with DHCFP’s email and calendar system in accordance with DHCFP policy.

FHS has this connectivity in place and will continue to provide connectivity in accordance with DHCFP policy.

8.6	Requirements Validation and Demonstration

8.6.1	OBJECTIVE

The objective of this task is for the successful vendor to validate and demonstrate that the Nevada MMIS will meet all requirements presented in the RFP and in the vendor’s proposal. In addition, any changes, tool replacement solutions, or improvements to business process functions across the Nevada MMIS will also be identified.  This task will result in the establishment of a document of record that clearly identifies requirements decisions agreed upon by DHCFP and the successful vendor.

Due to FHS’ incumbent status, the Requirements Validation and Demonstration Phase will be shortened in comparison to other vendors and will focus on new functionality.  The Requirements Validation and Demonstration Phase of the project is key to the success of the entire effort.  During this time, FHS and our subcontractor, HMS, will meet with DHCFP staff to provide a detailed presentation of the capabilities of our proposed system solutions to meet the needs of the Nevada Medicaid Program and related programs.  We will structure these meetings as counterpart meetings, where subject matter experts from FHS and our TPL subcontractor, HMS, will be present to review all capabilities and validate the needs of DHCFP in order to begin the design process.  The requirements sessions will be conducted for all subsystems over multiple weeks.  The following responses elaborate on our approach and response to your requirements.

8.6.2	ACTIVITIES

The awarded vendor will perform the following activities within this task:

8.6.2.1	Conduct and facilitate requirements review and validation sessions to validate and demonstrate system functionality.  This will include all screens, reports, forms, inputs and outputs related to each requirement.  A schedule of requirements review and validation sessions must be provided to the State at least ten (10) working days prior to the scheduled sessions.

During the Requirements Validation and Demonstration Task, our Takeover Team will meet with subject matter experts that have been designated as the State representatives to conduct requirements review and validation sessions.  These meetings will orient DHCFP staff to the proposed enhanced MMIS by presenting a functional walk-through of its features, as well as the system design documentation.  Minutes from each session will be maintained and distributed to the DHCFP participants.  A schedule of sessions will be provided to DHCFP at least 10 working days in advance.

8.6.2.2	Use the requirements review and validation sessions to gain an understanding of the levels of user sophistication.  The information will be used to develop trainers, the training programs, and to plan ongoing user support activities during operations.

During the Requirements Validation and Demonstration sessions, FHS staff will provide demonstrations of all new or enhanced applications that will be deployed for the State of Nevada.  These sessions will be established to give State staff a better feel for the navigation and functionality of the enhancements and new peripheral systems proposed.  It will also establish a better understanding of the capability that exists within the system, in addition to the proposed enhanced functionality.  FHS will use this time to conduct an assessment of user knowledge of the technologies being presented.  The information obtained will then be used to construct training sessions later in the implementation process that will address the specific needs of the Nevada user base.

8.6.2.3	Document requirements review and validation sessions and submit meeting minutes to DHCFP for review and approval on any agreements reached, open issues and other outcomes.  Minutes should be submitted within three (3) working days after a session is completed.

Minutes from each review and validation session are captured and submitted to DHCFP for review and approval.  The minutes will include documented decisions and open issues, and be accompanied by the corresponding updates from the DocuTraxx system, the FHS system documentation database which provides on-line help to users.  

8.6.2.4	Conduct interviews, as necessary, with DHCFP staff to validate, clarify, update and finalize requirements.

FHS recommends that DHCFP designate a team lead for each business area.  Following the review sessions with the larger group, we will meet with DHCFP team leads for each area to clarify any outstanding questions related to specific requirements.  The information that is gathered or decisions that are made during these sessions will be documented in the meeting minutes.  The updated information will be used to construct the deliverables that will be provided to DHCFP. 

8.6.2.5	Provide qualified data modelers and conduct any modeling sessions needed for data model modification.

FHS’ Data Architecture staff will be available during the Requirements Validation and Demonstration Task time period to conduct any modeling sessions needed.  Our Data Architect staff will participate in this process in order to ensure integrity in the established and modified model.  All modeling activity will be documented and reflected in the deliverable documents that will be provided to DHCFP.

8.6.2.6	Prepare and submit an outline of the Requirements Validation Document to serve as a document of record for DHCFP approval.

The process of capturing all requirements during the Requirements Validation sessions culminates in the production of the Requirements Validation Document.  The proposed format for these documents will be reviewed with the DHCFP staff for modification and approval.  Once approved, these deliverable documents can be produced and forwarded to the State for review and approval.  

8.6.2.7	Prepare and submit a comprehensive and detailed Requirements Validation Document.  This document must include the following items:

8.6.2.7.A	Identification of changes to existing requirements;

8.6.2.7.B	Clarifying information associated with requirements, as needed;

8.6.2.7.C	Identification of new requirements;

8.6.2.7.D	Definition of how requirements will be met;

8.6.2.7.E	Identification of the entity responsible for meeting a requirement, when it involves coordination of multiple parties (DHCFP and Contractor(s)).

8.6.2.7.F	A detailed description of the hardware and software configuration to be used;

8.6.2.7.G	An overview of the system architecture and how components are integrated; and

8.6.2.7.H	Logical data model that defines all entities, relationships, attributes and access paths.

We will provide a comprehensive Requirements Validation Document that includes all of the required information.  We will meet with DHCFP to define and document the necessary content and level of detail.

8.6.2.8	Establish and maintain a Requirements Traceability Matrix in order for requirements to be traced throughout transition and operations periods.  The Requirements Traceability Matrix presented in the Reference Library will become the basis for this report.  Updates to the traceability matrix will be submitted to DHCFP on the monthly basis, with a summary description of the updates.  The updated traceability matrix must be delivered to the State's project manager no later than the fifteenth (15th) calendar day of the following month.

FHS has established processes in place to effectively document DHCFP requirements, as well as the criteria by which DHCFP will accept key deliverables and who will have the responsibility for the approval of those deliverables.  The Requirements Traceability Matrix is a key tool in requirements management, providing ongoing alignment of critical project activities and artifacts to the approved requirements.

FHS will establish and maintain a Requirements Traceability Matrix.  The Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, is responsible for maintaining the matrix and for submitting it to DHCFP in a timely manner during the transition.

8.6.3	REQUIREMENTS VALIDATION AND DEMONSTRATION DELIVERABLES

		DELIVERABLE NUMBER

		DESCRIPTION OF DELIVERABLE

		ACTIVITY

		DHCFP'S ESTIMATED REVIEW TIME



		8.6.2.1

		Requirements Review and Validation Session Schedule

		8.6.2.1

		N/A



		8.6.2.3

		Requirements Review and Validation Session Discussion Minutes

		8.6.2.3

		5



		8.6.2.6

		Requirements Validation Document Outline

		8.6.2.6

		5



		8.6.2.7

		Requirements Validation Document

		8.6.2.7

		10



		8.6.2.8

		Requirements Traceability Matrix

		8.6.2.8

		10





FHS acknowledges the deliverables required for this task.  We have included them in our preliminary project plan provided with this proposal.

9.0	Scope of Work — Transition Period Requirements

9.1	Transition Overview

The Transition Period includes transition of the Core MMIS and existing peripheral systems and tools to the new contractor. Unless otherwise specified as applying to a new contractor only, transition planning and transition tasks are applicable to any contractor (incumbent or new), at a minimum, for any new or replaced peripheral systems or tools, or claims processing support services.  Vendors may propose a phased implementation approach for the transition of the Nevada MMIS into operations, which shall be described in detail in the Vendor’s Transition Plan and reflected in the detailed project plan. The phased implementation approach shall not disrupt services provided by Medicaid service providers to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up recipients.  In addition to looking for creative approaches for transferring the Nevada MMIS from the current contractor to the successful proposer (such as via a phased implementation approach), DHCFP will also assess transition approaches to ensure that Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program business is conducted in such a way that promotes a seamless transition for providers, recipients, and all contractors involved in the provision of services. Financial implications shall also be carefully considered by DHCFP to prevent compensation of multiple contractors during the phased implementation process as DHCFP is committed to compensating a single vendor deemed responsible for the provision of a particular business function or service.  The major activities in this Period include the following:

Installation of the Core MMIS and any existing peripheral system and tools that have not been replaced by the new contractor on the new contractor’s hardware (new contractor only);

Modification of the system software to run in the new environment (applies to new contractor and to incumbent for replaced peripheral systems and tools);

 System testing (applies to new contractor and to incumbent for replaced peripheral systems and tools);

Parallel testing between the current system and the newly installed transferred Core MMIS and existing peripheral system tools (new contractor only);

Transition of Medicaid Claims Processing and Support services (new contractor only); and

Implementation.

The contractor will conduct the tasks for this period according to the Project Plan submitted in the Technical Proposal, as described in Section 17.7. Changes to the Project Plan will require approval by DHCFP. The contractor will be responsible for system integration, with technical oversight from State of Nevada designated staff. The contractor and other system vendors shall work with other State contractors, as necessary, for establishing appropriate interfaces and system integration during this Period.

The Nevada MMIS has been supported by FHS since October 2003.  

The RFP calls for a vendor to transition the currently operational MMIS and fiscal agent services.  Transitions or takeovers of MMIS systems and operations historically have taken over nine to twelve months to accomplish.  These takeovers require a new vendor to establish an IT and business staff that can learn the MMIS that is being taken over.  In addition, a takeover requires that the new vendor and DHCFP staff devote many hours of planning to be able to successfully port the applications to a new data center and hardware environment.  Telecommunications and networks have to be re-established and tested to ensure that they adequately support the system and the various stakeholders such as providers.

The transition envisioned by the State of Nevada also requires that any new vendor implement replacement pharmacy and utilization management systems, since the current systems are proprietary to FHS.  All of these activities will take time, introduce risk, and delay other very important activities that DHCFP has identified to modernize the MMIS systems, update the systems to be compliant with future HIPAA regulations, and introduce technology enhancements such as the Health Information Exchange (HIE) and Enterprise Data Warehouse.

Why is it important to review these potential areas of impact?  FHS has an established track record with DHCFP for delivery of systems, efficient operations, and advanced clinical expertise.  In addition, in these times when all states are struggling to balance budgets, the State of Nevada has indicated that this transition must be budget neutral.  Review of Transition/Takeover projects in Medicaid over the past few years shows that on average this type of transition typically has cost between seven to fifteen million dollars in vendor costs alone — not accounting for the time and costs of State staff.  Also this review has shown that these transition projects are not always successful and contracts have been cancelled or implementations have been delayed after many long months of effort by the vendors and the State staff.

FHS recommends a close review in this area.  As your current vendor, we do not have these takeover challenges.  Our staff stands ready to begin work on the modernization of the MMIS and implementation of new capabilities that will support the provider community, the State staff, and ultimately the Medicaid recipients.  In addition, the FHS solution avoids unnecessary risk and expense to the taxpayers of Nevada. 

The RFP states that the major activities in this Transition Period include the following:

		Required Task

		FHS Approach



		Installation of the Core MMIS and any existing peripheral system and tools that have not been replaced by the new contractor on the new contractor’s hardware (new contractor only)

		Completed — all applications in place and operational



		Modification of the system software to run in the new environment (applies to new contractor and to incumbent for replaced peripheral systems and tools)

		Completed — no added risk since the MMIS and associated applications are established and operational



		System testing (applies to new contractor and to incumbent for replaced peripheral systems and tools)

		Completed — FHS will only need to system test new functionality — major core MMIS and peripheral systems in place



		Parallel testing between the current system and the newly installed transferred Core MMIS and existing peripheral system tools (new contractor only)

		Completed — FHS will only need to parallel test new functionality — major core MMIS and peripheral systems in place



		Transition of Medicaid Claims Processing and Support services (new contractor only)

		Completed — all operations in place



		Implementation.

		Completed — only identified new functionality will require implementation.





FHS has identified some key initiatives that we believe provide advantage to the State of Nevada in this Transition Project.  These initiatives can be started as soon as DHCFP reviews and approves them.  Since FHS, as the existing Fiscal Agent, will not have to perform all of the tasks that would tie up a new vendor for up to a year, we have established a plan to perform the following:

		Proposed Task

		FHS Approach



		Modernize the current MMIS with web enabled work flow and navigation with upgraded documentation and help screens, introduction of increased configurability and flexibility through the use of enhanced rules engines — making it SOA-compliant

		FHS has completed this capability with a newer version of the MMIS — we will apply this technology to the Nevada MMIS.



		Implement single sign-on functionality as part of a web portal enhancement — as a precursor to our HIE solution

		FHS plans to implement this capability to facilitate use of the portal as the launch pad for all web services and access to all applications.



		Implementation of the enhanced Provider Management System to support web-based enrollment and tracking of providers

		FHS has an enhanced web-based Provider Management system that we plan to implement to support web enrollment by providers.



		Upgrade the current e-Prescription process to include our new version which includes real-time access to eligibility and enhanced reporting

		FHS has an upgraded version of the Surescripts e-Prescription process that is in place with existing customers.



		Supplement the PayerPath DDE and Batch submission process with our Claims Courier and DirectSubmit web based tools

		FHS has these two web-based tools that can assist providers in the submission of DDE and batch claims from their practice management system or desktop.



		Replace the current DSS, SURS, and MARS tools with our Operational Data Store (ODS) and Cognos reporting tools – as a precursor to implementation of our optional Enterprise Data Warehouse solution

		FHS and our parent, Magellan Health Services, have a flexible and expandable ODS, DSS, and optional Enterprise Data Warehouse that support the identified direction of DHCFP.



		Implementation of Health Education and Care Coordination Program through use of the enhanced Care Coordination Management system that is part of the already operational FHS utilization management tools

		FHS provides an integrated UM and Care Coordination platform to support this program expansion.  





 (
DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE
FIRST HEALTH SERVICES
By offering
 
a budget-neutral solution to DHCFP, FHS assists the State in moving forward with other very important projects like:
Expanded Health Information Exchange (HIE)
Expanded Data Warehouse
Development and implementation of the HIPAA 5010 and NCPDP D.0 functionality
Development and implementati
on of the ICD-10 functionality.
)While other vendors will need to get their feet on the ground and learn the required processes and take over the systems, FHS will keep moving the State of Nevada forward both programmatically and with the introduction of advanced technology.  We are the only vendor who can realistically offer DHCFP a budget-neutral solution.  Others will portray that they can, but based on the facts of recent proposals to states and commonwealths for similar types of projects, the real costs of a new vendor will have to either be absorbed by that vendor, or other parts of the vendor’s operation will need to be sacrificed to absorb this cost. A new vendor will have to cut corners in their service delivery, introducing additional risk to the State.

In the following sections of this proposal, we discuss our approach to the management and execution of the Transition Period of this project.

9.1.1	TRANSITION PERIOD ENTRANCE CRITERIA

9.1.1.1	At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria prior to the commencement of Transition Period activities:

9.1.1.1.A	DHCFP approval of the Vendor’s Detailed Project Plan;

9.1.1.1.B	Establishment of a location where MMIS related functions and contractor services will be performed; and

9.1.1.1.C	Acceptance of a comprehensive Requirements Validation Document.

FHS will work with DHCFP to review all aspects of the Transition Period planning and execution.  We have developed a Transition Plan which we will review with DHCFP upon contract award.  Any modifications to the plan will be reviewed and agreed to by both DHCFP and FHS.

9.1.2	TRANSITION PERIOD EXIT CRITERIA

9.1.2.1	At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to exiting the Transition Period:  

9.1.2.1.A	DHCFP acceptance of the Vendor’s Transition Plan; 

9.1.2.1.B	Vendor’s certification of System Component(s) implementation (including the Core MMIS and peripheral systems and tools); 

9.1.2.1.C	Acceptance by DHCFP of all system test activities presented in Section 9 of this RFP; and 

9.1.2.1.D	Acceptance by DHCFP of all revisions to Systems and User Documentation (as required to fully describe the transferred system).

FHS will review the Transition Plan with DHCFP to determine the criteria for exit (GATES) from each phase of the project.  We work collaboratively with DHCFP staff to stage each element of the Transition Plan to meet DHCFP objectives.

9.2	Transition Planning:  The first step in preparing for the continuance of operations of systems and programs associated with Nevada Medicaid and Check Up is transition planning.  The following sections present the transition planning expectations.

9.2.1	CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITIES

9.2.1.1	Review and agree to the Transition Period entrance and exit criteria established by DHCFP within the first thirty (30) days of the contract start date.

FHS will review and agree to the DHCFP-established Transition Period entrance and exit criteria within the first 30 days of the contract start date.

9.2.1.2	Select and establish a Medicaid Claims Processing and Support services site within thirty (30) miles of DHCFP Administrative Offices, with a preference for a facility and services to be provided within Carson City limits, and submit a Facilities Plan, including but not limited to, location of computer hardware, to DHCFP for approval within the first thirty (30) days of the start of the Transition Period.

FHS has an established operational site in Reno, Nevada, within the 30-mile limit.

9.2.1.3	Conduct a review of the current systems and user documentation, and clarify deficiencies as necessary.

FHS will conduct a review of our current systems and user documentation and will resolve any deficiencies as necessary.

9.2.1.4	Establish and implement a project control and reporting system, and establish protocols for problem reporting and controls for transfers.

FHS has a project control and reporting system in place and follows established protocols for problem reporting and controls for transfers.  We will review these processes with DHCFP to ensure they continue to meet the State’s requirements.

9.2.1.5	Become familiar with DHCFP policies and services through interviews with DHCFP and/or current contractor staff.

FHS has been the Fiscal Agent contractor in Nevada since 2003 and will work with DHCFP to ensure adherence to all policies.

9.2.1.6	Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Transition Plan to DHCFP. The plan shall include: 

9.2.1.6.A	Proposed approach to transition;
9.2.1.6.B	Proposed approach for conducting a knowledge transfer from the current vendor to the new vendor;
9.2.1.6.C	Tasks and activities for transition;
9.2.1.6.D	Personnel and level of effort in hours;
9.2.1.6.E	Completion date;
9.2.1.6.F	Transition milestones;
9.2.1.6.G	Entrance and exit criteria;
9.2.1.6.H	Schedule for transition;
9.2.1.6.I	Production program and documentation update procedures during transition;
9.2.1.6.J	Readiness walkthrough;
9.2.1.6.K	Parallel test procedures;
9.2.1.6.L	Provider training; and 
9.2.1.6.M	Interface testing.

FHS will develop a Nevada MMIS Transition Plan and submit it to DHCFP for approval.

9.2.1.7	Develop and submit a Nevada MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan to DHCFP.  

9.2.1.7.A	Proposed approach to MMIS relocation risk/contingency planning;
9.2.1.7.B	Risk analysis: identification of critical business processes;
9.2.1.7.C	Risk analysis: identification of potential failures;
9.2.1.7.D	Risk analysis: business impacts; and
9.2.1.7.E	Identification of alternatives/contingencies.

As the incumbent vendor, there is no need for FHS to relocate the Nevada MMIS or peripheral systems. 

9.2.1.8	Develop an approved plan and establish the gateway to DHCFP’s LAN to facilitate communications between DHCFP and the contractor, and supply all hardware and software needed within sixty (60) days of the start of the Transition Period.

As the incumbent vendor, FHS has all of the required telecommunications infrastructure in place to support DHCFP.

9.2.1.9	Establish a contractor operations facility within thirty (30) miles of DHCFP Administrative Offices within the first thirty (30) days of the Transition Period.

FHS complies with this requirement.  We have an established operational facility in Reno, Nevada, within 25.6 miles of the DHCFP Administrative Offices.

9.2.1.10	Initiate project management control software and reporting procedures.

FHS uses the Project InVision (PIV) project management software to manage all aspects of this transition project.  We will review our current reporting procedures with DHCFP to ensure that they continue to meet the State’s requirements.

9.2.1.11	Establish and maintain a deliverable control and issue resolution tracking system using PC-based software, for the life of the contract.  Update the software by recording and tracking all deliverable correspondence initiated by either DHCFP or the contractor. The system shall be accessible for joint use by both the authorized DHCFP and contractor staff.

We use the PIV project management tool to support this process.  We have made provisions for DHCFP staff to have access to this tool.

9.2.1.12	Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the approved Project Plan.

FHS submits weekly written status reports as a standard practice.

9.2.1.13	Conduct weekly status meetings with the State Project Manager, other DHCFP staff, and DHCFP contractors, as necessary.

FHS will conduct weekly status meetings with the State Project Manager, other DHCFP staff, and DHCFP contractors.

9.2.1.14	Inform the State Project Manager of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified.

Our Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, will inform the State Project Manager if there are any delays or setbacks to the critical path or the project timeline by close of business on the day the issue is identified.

9.2.1.15	Work with other system vendors, DHCFP, and other Nevada State agencies to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to promote a successful transition period.

We will work cooperatively with other system vendors, DHCFP, and other State agencies to establish appropriate system and business interfaces as required by DHCFP to ensure a successful transition.

9.2.1.16	Modify and Update the MMIS Project Plan that was initially submitted to DHCFP. Any changes from current operating procedures must be clearly identified and reflected in the Project Plan. The contractor must also clearly describe the hardware configurations and telecommunications network for the appropriate sections of the Project Plan.

FHS has submitted our preliminary MMIS Project Plan in Tab XI.  We have identified the areas that we plan to modify or where we plan to introduce new technology to enhance the operations of the current MMIS and related peripheral systems.  We will modify and update this plan after contract award.  We will clearly identify any changes to the current operating procedures and will clearly describe the hardware configurations and telecommunications network required to support the new functionality or systems.

9.2.2	PROGRESS MILESTONES

9.2.2.1	Establishment of Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.

9.2.2.2	DHCFP approval of the Transition Plan.

9.2.2.3	DHCFP approval of the Facilities Plan.

9.2.2.4	DHCFP approval of the Nevada MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan.

9.2.2.5	Establishment of permanent contractor facilities.

9.2.2.6	Complete review of existing system documentation and user documentation.

9.2.2.7	Final transition work plan and schedule.

9.2.2.8	Completion of DHCFP workspace at the contractor’s facility.

9.2.2.9	Establishment of the gateway to DHCFP’s LAN.

FHS acknowledges the progress milestones identified for this task.  We have included these milestones in our project plan.  We have an established and operational gateway to DHCFP’s LAN.

9.2.3	CONTRACT DELIVERABLES

9.2.3.1	Project Control and Reporting System.

9.2.3.2	MMIS Transition Plan.

9.2.3.3	MMIS Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan.

9.2.3.4	MMIS System Documentation Review Results.

9.2.3.5	MMIS User Documentation Review Results.

9.2.3.6	Facilities Plan.

9.2.3.7	Updated Nevada MMIS Project Plan.

9.2.3.8	Weekly Status Reports.

FHS acknowledges the deliverables identified for this task.  We have included these deliverables in our project plan, along with the required DHCFP review time.

9.2.4	DHCFP RESPONSIBILITIES

As indicated by Answer #390 of Amendment #3, we have not responded to these DHCFP responsibilities.

9.3	Transition of Core MMIS, Peripheral Systems and Tools, and Medicaid Program Claims Processing and Support Services

9.3.1	SYSTEM TRANSFER AND INSTALLATION

In this task, the new contractor will transfer the current Core MMIS and existing peripheral systems and tools to the new hardware, installing all software and the telecommunications network required to operate the system according to the specifications outlined in the current system documentation and the RFP.  For the incumbent or new contractor, the contractor will replace and install any new peripheral systems and tools.  The contractor, incumbent or new, will also transfer or develop any software necessary to perform its operational responsibilities for the Medicaid Claims Processing and Support Services (e.g., data entry, claims processing, provider relations, etc.). The Vendor may also propose a phased implementation approach for transition of the Nevada MMIS to operations, which shall be described in detail in the Vendor’s Transition Plan and reflected in the detailed project plan.  The phased implementation approach shall not disrupt services provided by Medicaid service providers to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up recipients.

FHS, as the incumbent, has the MMIS and all peripheral systems in place and operational since 2003.  FHS will continue normal operations of the systems for DHCFP, with no disruption in the current services that are provided by FHS. As part of this proposal, FHS is proposing new enhancements and the replacement of certain peripheral systems, specifically Thomson Reuters’ DSS, with state-of-the-art applications.  These enhancements and replacements will be completed using a phased implementation approach during the Transition Period, while continuing to provide normal system operations with the current system.

9.3.2	CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITIES

9.3.2.1	Acquire necessary hardware and software needed for a successful transition.

The only additional hardware and software required will be for the proposed enhancements and the new DSS.    

9.3.2.2	Establish system environments and facilities to operate the Nevada MMIS.

As the incumbent vendor, our facilities are already established. The only additional system environments required will be for the proposed enhancements and the new DSS. 



9.3.2.3	Install the most recent versions of the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools, as needed, including, but not limited to, all subsystem programs, online programs, telecommunications, data entry software, and test files.

Because we are the incumbent vendor, this requirement is not applicable to FHS.  

9.3.2.4	Customize any new peripheral systems and tools being provided by the vendor for the Nevada MMIS staff.

FHS has included the tasks required to customize the new peripheral systems we propose to implement in our draft Project Plan.  We will implement a replacement DSS.  

9.3.2.5	Install replacements for licensed software and systems as described in this RFP.

The Nevada MMIS and the peripheral systems and their associated licensed software are already in place.  We will replace the Thomson Reuters DSS licensing with Cognos.

9.3.2.6	Coordinate with DHCFP and the current contractor to resolve problems encountered during the installation of the Core MMIS and peripheral system tools on the new contractor’s equipment.

Mr. Kasperski will coordinate with DHCFP to resolve any problems that may be encountered during the implementation of our proposed enhancements and peripheral system tools.  Unlike other vendors, we will not have to port the MMIS to another data center.

9.3.2.7	Ensure all hardware, software, protocols, processes, and communications are appropriately established to successfully “turn-on” the system.

The Nevada MMIS and peripheral systems are already “turned on”, with the exception of the new DSS.  We will ensure that all hardware, software, protocols, processes, and communications associated with the proposed enhancements and peripheral systems are appropriately established. 

9.3.2.8	Revise systems and user documentation as required to fully describe the transferred system.

We will revise the existing Nevada systems and user documentation as required to fully describe the proposed enhancements and peripheral systems.  To facilitate this process, we will web enable our DocuTraxx system and add a Documentation Specialist to our staff.  In Appendix FF we have provided tables of contents from one of our Nevada User Manuals and from one of our Detailed System Design documents.

9.3.2.9	Code modifications to the system as necessary for accurate operation of the system.

The Nevada MMIS and peripheral systems are already operational.  Modifications to the system for accurate operation will not be necessary during the Transition Period.  

9.3.2.10	Perform a system test to compare all transferred programs, files, utilities, JCL, etc., to determine that the transferred system has the same composition as the operational Core MMIS.

FHS’ Takeover Team will perform a system test to ensure that the proposed enhancements and peripheral systems are functioning correctly.  It will not be necessary to transfer programs, files, utilities, JCL, etc. because they are already in place.

9.3.2.11	Perform an integration test to determine that all cycles appropriately execute to conclusion; this test will validate all online and batch programs and cycles, including, but not limited to, all reporting programs.

FHS’ Takeover Team will perform an integration test to ensure that the proposed enhancements and peripheral systems are functioning correctly.  A full integration test of the MMIS will not be necessary.

9.3.2.12	Review and analyze unit test results.

Our Takeover Team will review and analyze the unit test results.

9.3.2.13	Resolve program errors and rerun unit tests as necessary.

Our Takeover Systems Manager, Umakanth Pandurangaiah, PMP, will ensure that program errors are resolved and the unit tests rerun as necessary.

9.3.2.14	Assist DHCFP with problem identification and error resolution.

Mr. Pandurangaiah will work with DHCFP staff to identify problems and resolve errors.

9.3.2.15	Inform appropriate DHCFP Staff of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified.

The Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, will inform the appropriate DHCFP staff of any delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline by the close of the business day when any issue or problem is identified.  Personal contact is followed up by email.  

9.3.2.16	Revise the Project Plan, as necessary, to provide current information regarding activities and dates.

Mr. Kasperski will revise the Project Plan to ensure that it provides current information regarding activities and dates.

9.3.2.17	Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria;

Mr. Kasperski will review progress and compliance with the defined Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.

9.3.2.18	Develop configuration management tools to establish version control of Core MMIS and peripheral system tools.

We already have configuration management tools in place to ensure version control.  For the Core MMIS, FHS will continue to use Endevor, and will use PVCS Version Manager for the peripheral systems.

9.3.2.19	Provide Nevada MMIS operations training sessions for DHCFP personnel or new contractor staff, as necessary.

FHS will provide Nevada MMIS operations training sessions for DHCFP personnel or new contractor staff, as necessary.

9.3.2.20	Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the Transition Plan and the overall Project Plan.

Mr. Kasperski will submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the Transition Plan and the overall Project Plan.

9.3.2.21	Conduct weekly status meetings with DHCFP staff.

Mr. Kasperski will conduct weekly status meetings with DHCFP staff.

9.3.2.22	Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities identified for this Period.

FHS will work with other system vendors and the State to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities identified for this period.

9.3.3	PROGRESS MILESTONES

9.3.3.1	Establish facility to operate the Nevada MMIS.

9.3.3.2	Installation of hardware and system software.

9.3.3.3	Installation of the Core MMIS software and files and peripheral system tools.

9.3.3.4	Approval of system test results.

9.3.3.5	Approval of integration test results.

9.3.3.6	Approval of updated system and user documentation and operating procedures.

9.3.3.7	Approval of training plan by DHCFP.

FHS acknowledges the progress milestones identified for this task.  We have included these milestones in our project plan.

9.3.4	CONTRACTOR DELIVERABLES

9.3.4.1	System Test Plan.

9.3.4.2	System Test Results.

9.3.4.3	Integration Test Plan.

9.3.4.4	Integration Test Results.

9.3.4.5	Revised Nevada MMIS User Documentation.

9.3.4.6	Revised Nevada MMIS System Documentation.

9.3.4.7	Nevada Training Plan.

9.3.4.8	Nevada MMIS Operations Training Sessions.

9.3.4.9	Revised Project Plan, as necessary.

9.3.4.10	Weekly Status Reports.

FHS acknowledges the deliverables identified for this task.  We have included these deliverables in our project plan, along with the required DHCFP review time.

9.3.5	DHCFP RESPONSIBILITIES

As indicated by Answer #390 of Amendment #3, we have not responded to these DHCFP responsibilities.

9.4	Parallel Testing

In this task, the new contractor shall conduct a comprehensive parallel system test to ensure the Core MMIS processing system is processing claims correctly.  DHCFP expects full participation on behalf of the current MMIS contractor to ensure that parallel test activities are performed.  As part of the parallel testing activity, the new contractor will be responsible for the planning, development, testing, and management of the data migration process.  Through this parallel test, the contractor(s) shall demonstrate that the current claims system is fully operational under the new contractor(s) management.  During the parallel testing task, the contractor(s) will utilize input files from the current contractor’s claims processing activities and compare the output results to determine data integrity of the newly installed Core MMIS. The new MMIS contractor shall be responsible for running prior cycles of standardized reports from the newly transferred system to compare to reports that have already been produced.

As mentioned in the Transition Overview, FHS will not be required to perform a comprehensive parallel system test because the current systems are already in operation and will continue to be in operation, meeting all SLAs as required by the contract.  While keeping the current system operational, we will begin working on the new initiatives proposed by FHS and will perform Parallel Tests or Acceptance Tests for the new products and systems proposed by FHS in this response during the Transition Period. 

FHS will perform a Parallel Test to demonstrate that the Core MMIS is functioning in the same manner after the new initiatives, such as the following, have been implemented by FHS in the Transition Period:

		Initiative

		Description



		Web-enabled Workflow and Navigation

		FHS will perform a Parallel Test to show that the new work flows implemented have not altered the existing functionality but in fact improved the efficiency of the workflows and navigation.



		Single Sign-On

		New Feature —An Acceptance Test will be performed.



		Enhanced Provider Management System

		FHS will perform a Parallel Test to show that the new enrollment workflows deliver the same results as the current workflows, but with more efficiency.



		New Version of e-Prescribing

		New Feature — An Acceptance Test will be performed.



		Claims Courier and DirectSubmit web-based tools

		New Tools — Acceptance Test will be performed.



		Operational Data Source (ODS) and Cognos Reporting tools

		New System — An Acceptance Test will be performed to show that the new tools are producing the MARS and SURS reports similar to the current Thomson Reuters tool; new standard reports will also go through an acceptance testing phase.



		Health Education and Care Coordination Program

		New Program — Acceptance Test will be performed.





9.4.1	DISCREPANT PARALLEL TEST OUTPUTS 

9.4.1.1	In the event of the identification of discrepant parallel test outputs or results, the new vendor will be required to research and determine the reason for the discrepant information, in an effort to successfully accomplish parallel testing. The new vendor will work to resolve discrepancies identified during parallel testing until all outputs and results are produced to DHCFP’s expectations and instills the level of confidence needed for the project team to proceed with subsequent transition period activities.

At the beginning of the Transition Period, FHS will identify the systems that will go through a Parallel Test and the systems that will go through an Acceptance Test (new products or systems).  FHS will submit a Parallel Test Plan and an Acceptance Test Plan that describe the test strategy and test scenarios that will be utilized for these test methods.

In the event discrepant Parallel Test outputs or invalid test results for the Acceptance Test are identified, FHS will research and determine the reason for the error, and will resolve the discrepancies until all outputs and results are accepted and approved by DHCFP to move forward to the next stage of the project.

9.4.1.2	In the event that the new Vendor is unable to address and/or resolve discrepant parallel test outputs or results to DHCFP’s satisfaction within ten (10) working days, DHCFP will:

9.4.1.2.A	Continue to use and consider the existing Nevada MMIS outputs and data as the output standard

9.4.1.2.B	Require that the Vendor document an action plan containing the following elements (at a minimum):  
9.4.1.2.B.1	Description of discrepancy;
9.4.1.2.B.2	Date discrepancy identified by the Contractor; 
9.4.1.2.B.3	Date Vendor notified DHCFP of the discrepancy; 
9.4.1.2.B.4	Reason for discrepancy (if known); 
9.4.1.2.B.5	Actions taken by the Contractor to date; 
9.4.1.2.B.6	Vendor’s proposed options for resolving discrepant information and estimated scope of work associated 	with each resolution option;
9.4.1.2.B.7	Additional resources and support needed to pursue the resolution, including an estimated schedule for 	resolving the discrepancy; 
9.4.1.2.B.8	Assumptions and dependencies related to the planned resolution of the discrepancy; and 
9.4.1.2.B.9	Impacts on the project.

9.4.1.2.C	Request that the Vendor provide updates to DHCFP regarding the status of the action plan on a frequency determined by DHCFP that is appropriate to the discrepancy that has been identified. The parallel testing task will overlap with the start of the implementation/operations readiness task and start of the operations task only as much as required.

During the Transition Period, FHS will continue to keep the existing systems in operation and will not disrupt the functioning of the current systems until the new systems have gone through all testing phases and have been approved for implementation by DHCFP.

For the Parallel Test or Acceptance Test, FHS will use a test grid as defined in the Test Plan and will track issues or defects with the Items listed in RFP Section 9.4.1.2.B (1 through 9) and report to DHCFP on an agreed-upon basis. 

9.4.2	CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITIES

9.4.2.1	Establish a parallel test plan.

FHS, at the beginning of the Transition Period and after requirements validation, will submit to DHCFP a Parallel Test Plan for testing new and upgraded features and an Acceptance Test Plan for testing new products and systems proposed in this proposal.

The Parallel Test Plan will address the testing of enhancements, and the Acceptance Test Plan will address the testing of the new products and systems proposed in this proposal.

9.4.2.2	Develop procedures and supporting documentation for parallel testing.

		The Test Plan will describe FHS’ approach to parallel and acceptance testing, which will include the following: 



		√	Requirements-based testing

√	Testing focus by feature being upgraded and system/tools being replaced as enhancements

√	Creating original test case specifications and, as testing continues will develop additional test cases in coordination with DHCFP staff

√	How test data will be created, maintained, and used throughout the testing process

√	Method of test execution, results gathering, and presentation to DHCFP

√	Method that will be followed for test results walkthroughs and demonstration of test results.





9.4.2.3	Establish a data migration plan that describes the data conversion strategy and the data validation approach.

FHS will not require a Data Migration Plan for the MMIS, Pharmacy and HCM systems since the current systems will remain in operation. The new enhancements and additions being made to the current systems will not require data migration tasks. 

For the ODS, the DSS, and the optional Enterprise Data Warehouse, FHS will develop a Data Migration Plan. FHS has all of the data required within the MMIS and its peripheral systems and will use processes and procedures which are familiar to FHS.  The ODS, DSS, and Enterprise Data Warehouse design documentation will include the data conversion strategy and the data validation approach.

9.4.2.4	Develop and test data migration programs.

FHS will modify existing data migration programs or create new data migration programs or processes in order to support the new enhancements to existing systems and the new products/tools proposed.  The existing data migration programs and the new data migration programs will be tested per the Data Migration Plan referenced in our response to Requirement 9.4.2.3.

9.4.2.5	Establish a parallel test schedule with DHCFP staff.

FHS will work with DHCFP staff to design and develop a schedule for the entire Transition Period, of which one of the phases will be the Parallel Test and the Acceptance Test.

9.4.2.6	Provide appropriate contractor staff for claims entry and claims resolution during the parallel test.

FHS is fully staffed to keep the existing systems operational and also has experienced staff with numerous years of experience in the maintenance and operations of the MMIS and peripheral systems.  FHS will provide already-trained staff who are knowledgeable of the current Nevada MMIS and peripheral systems and the policies of Nevada Medicaid Program to support claims entry and resolution during the testing phases.  FHS’ staff does not have a learning curve. 

9.4.2.7	Identify and resolve problems and discrepancies with DHCFP staff.

FHS will follow pre-defined test tracking and oversight procedures agreed upon with DHCFP during the testing phase.  We will identify and resolve problems and discrepancies with DHCFP following this procedure.  The problems and discrepancies will be tracked using the testing grid and status reports.

9.4.2.8	Perform parallel test of the transferred system with input from the current contractor’s operations.

FHS will continue to keep the transferred system in operation without interruption while work is being performed on enhancements and the implementation of new products and additional tools. 

9.4.2.9	Compare the results of runs on the transferred system to identical runs on the current system.

FHS will perform testing of the new enhancements in the FHS Parallel Test environments and will compare the results with the production system to show that workflow outcomes have not changed.

9.4.2.10	Analyze and record test results.

FHS will follow standard testing methodology to analyze and record test results.  The current Nevada Change Management process has established standards and procedures which are used in performing enhancements to the current system.  FHS will use this proven process to record test results.

9.4.2.11	Identify and generate test data, as needed.

FHS has developed, maintained, and operated the current system since 2003.  Our staff has the expertise required to identify and generate test data for all types of testing processes.  We have numerous processes and in-house tools that we use for this process.  We will identify and generate test data for all testing needs for the proposed enhancements and the new products.

9.4.2.12	Perform a parallel test of standardized reports from prior cycle data to compare to existing reports for data integrity of the transferred system.

Since FHS is replacing the current Decision Support System (DSS), with a new ODS and DSS, we will generate all standardized SURS and MARS reports using the Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools.  We will demonstrate that the new reports provide the same information produced by the current DSS. 

9.4.2.13	Resolve any discrepancies in the Core MMIS identified as a result of parallel testing results.

FHS is not migrating or transferring the Core MMIS.  If, during the implementation of the enhancements to the current Core MMIS, any existing functionality is found to be malfunctioning, we will resolve these issues immediately.

9.4.2.14	Revise systems and user documentation as required to fully describe the transferred system.

FHS, as part of this proposal, will enhance the current on-line system documentation tool, DocuTraxx, to a web-enabled on-line documentation tool.  This new tool will be integrated with the web-enabled Core MMIS screens to provide instant on-line help to the user.  The Core MMIS and all new enhancement documentation will be updated with the latest information during the Transition Period.

FHS can quickly and accurately generate a complete document from data stored in DocuTraxx at any time.  Exhibit 9.4.2.14-1 shows the enhanced web-enabled functionality of DocuTraxx.

		





		Exhibit 9.4.2.14-1, DocuTraxx Information Flow





9.4.2.15	Inform DHCFP of delays or setbacks to the critical path or project timeline by close of business on the day that any such issue or problem is identified.

FHS will follow DHCFP guidelines and will inform DHCFP of delays or setbacks to the critical path of the Transition Period projects upon identification of such an issue.

9.4.2.16	Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.

FHS will participate in weekly status meetings with DHCFP and will review project status and discuss completed and upcoming milestones during this meeting.  FHS will also submit weekly status reports that document project status and milestone completion.

9.4.2.17	Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of the tasks against the work plan.

FHS will submit a separate weekly written status report for the Transition project that will provide information on all the transition tasks and status, issues and risks, and status of action items.

9.4.2.18	Conduct weekly status meetings with the appropriate DHCFP staff.

FHS will work with the DHCFP staff to agree upon a schedule for conducting the weekly status meetings.  We will provide an agenda for the meeting and will record and document minutes for the meeting for distribution to the DHCFP staff.

9.4.2.19	Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities identified for this Period.

FHS already has established working relationships with all of the current system vendors and business interfaces.  FHS will continue to keep these relationships intact in order to meet DHCFP goals.  We will establish relationships with new vendors, as necessary.

9.4.3	PROGRESS MILESTONES

9.4.3.1	DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Plans.

9.4.3.2	DHCFP approval of Parallel Test Results.

9.4.3.3	DHCFP approval of Data Migration Plan.

9.4.3.4	DHCFP approval of Data Migration Results.

9.4.3.5	DHCFP approval of revised Systems Documentation.

9.4.3.6	DHCFP approval of revised User Documentation.

9.4.3.7	Conduct a successful parallel test in accordance with test criteria, priorities, and quality standards established in the DHCFP-approved test plan.

FHS acknowledges the progress milestones identified for this task.  We have included these milestones in our project plan.

9.4.4	CONTRACTOR DELIVERABLES

9.4.4.1	Parallel Test Plan.

9.4.4.2	Parallel Test Results.

9.4.4.3	Data Migration Plan.

9.4.4.4	Data Migration Results.

9.4.4.5	Revised Systems and User Documentation (as required to fully describe the transferred system).

9.4.4.6	Weekly Status Reports.

9.4.4.7	Action Plan for Discrepant Parallel Test Outputs.

FHS acknowledges the deliverables identified for this task.  We have included these deliverables in our project plan, along with the required DHCFP review time.

9.4.5	DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES

As indicated in Answer #390 of Amendment #3, we have not responded to these DHCFP responsibilities.

9.5	Operational Readiness

The contractor will be expected to meet the responsibilities, milestones, and deliverables as indicated below to ensure the successful continuance of Nevada’s Medicaid and Check Up operations without disruption to recipients, providers, and DHCFP staff.  

The contractor shall perform specific implementation and operations functions to ensure operational readiness. In preparation for operations, the contractor will perform final file conversions, recruit and train operations staff, and conduct any necessary provider and DHCFP staff training.

FHS is currently operating and maintaining the Nevada Core MMIS and peripheral systems and managing Nevada’s Medicaid and Check Up operations and has successfully done so since 2003 without disruption to recipients, providers, and DHCFP staff.  There has been no instance when FHS has not been able to complete a daily adjudication cycle or a weekly financial payment cycle.  We are currently meeting all contract SLAs and, in most cases, exceeding the required SLAs. 

As noted in proposal Section 9.1 Transition Overview, while other vendors have to utilize the Transition Period to gain an understanding of the current systems and operations, FHS will be able to continue to manage and deliver systems and services and continue to meet the defined SLAs without any interruption, while working on the proposed enhancements and new products and tools during the Transition Period.

9.5.1	CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITIES

9.5.1.1	Identify necessary modifications to manual and automated operating procedures, and define relationships and responsibilities of DHCFP and the new contractor. Revise operating procedures as required.

FHS will continue to use the existing approved operating procedures during the Transition Period and will continue management of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs.  Once the proposed enhancements and new products have been implemented, we will revise the manuals and operating procedures.  We will perform additional training for our staff and DHCFP staff and will update the operating procedures and make them available to the operations users and DHCFP staff. 

9.5.1.2	Develop or revise provider manuals, including but not limited to, billing and submission procedures, new provider relations phone numbers, and any other information pertinent to providers. Revise as required.

FHS will continue to use the existing approved provider manuals, billing manuals, and submission procedures during the Transition Period.  Upon implementation of the web-based provider enrollment and management system, FHS will complete internal training, provider training, and will update the provider manual, enrollment procedures documentation, and all other related documentation and make it available to the operations users and DHCFP staff.

9.5.1.3	Hire and train personnel to perform required manual and system responsibilities.

FHS already employs a staff of trained personnel to perform the fiscal agent operations and system responsibilities for Nevada.  There will be no learning curve or ramp-up of staff required to manage the operations and systems functions.

9.5.1.4	Submit an updated staffing plan for all periods.

FHS will submit an updated staffing plan for all periods.

9.5.1.5	Revise the report distribution schedule to reflect updated DHCFP decisions on format, media, and distribution.

FHS follows the current report distribution schedule.  Unless DHCFP requires a change to this schedule, the process is already in place for distribution.  There will be no interruption to this process.

9.5.1.6	Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on contractor organization, functional responsibilities, and operational procedures.

The current FHS operations and systems staff and DHCFP staff have been working together over the past seven years managing the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs.  DHCFP staff is already familiar with the FHS organization, functional responsibilities, and operational procedures.  We will train DHCFP staff on the new enhancements made to Core MMIS, and train users on the Cognos reporting tools and use of the DSS.

9.5.1.7	Prepare outreach materials for providers, with DHCFP approval, in which Nevada MMIS transition activities are identified, including but not limited to, pertinent information regarding the new contract, addresses, phone numbers, billing manuals, cutoff dates for claims submissions and enrollment changes, website changes, EDI support changes, and all other transition activities as necessary.

With FHS continuing as DHCFP’s vendor, MMIS transition activities will be minimal, since the existing operations will continue uninterrupted.  FHS will work with DHCFP to prepare educational materials to train the provider community on the new enhancements made to the system, which will help the provider to do business more easily.

9.5.1.8	Develop a provider transition training plan, and conduct any necessary provider training sessions.

Although we do not need a provider transition training plan for the Core MMIS and all of the peripheral systems, FHS will develop a training plan for providers on how to use the new web-enabled provider enrollment and re-enrollment systems and the new and updated Provider Portal.  FHS will continue to offer these new training sessions as we currently do.  FHS will also provide on-line self-service training tools to providers.

9.5.1.9	Develop an operational readiness training plan and conduct training for DHCFP staff in order to ensure preparedness for operations.

FHS will continue normal operations without interruption; we will not need to provide a full operational readiness training plan.  We will develop a training plan and conduct training for DHCFP staff on the usage of enhanced Core MMIS features, new tools, web portal, the DSS and Cognos reporting, and use of the Enterprise Data Warehouse, if that option is chosen.

9.5.1.10	Conduct a formal readiness walkthrough with DHCFP, demonstrating how all functional areas are ready.

FHS will conduct a formal readiness walk-through with DHCFP, demonstrating how the new functionality brings added benefits to DHCFP and that all new systems and enhancements are ready.  These tasks will be performed while continuing to maintain the current production environment and operations.

9.5.1.11	Prepare a final Operational Readiness Assessment Document, including results of the parallel test and an assessment of the final operational readiness of contractor staff to operate the Nevada MMIS.

Upon completion of implementation of all enhancements and new products identified in this proposal, FHS will submit the Final Operational Readiness Assessment Document to DHCFP, which will include the Parallel Test results, the Acceptance Test results for new products, and a final operational readiness assessment of FHS staff ready to operate and maintain the enhanced Nevada MMIS.

9.5.1.12	Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-related receipts and pending claims from the current contractor for completion of processing after cutover.

Because we are the incumbent vendor, this task is not applicable for FHS.

9.5.2	PROGRESS MILESTONES

9.5.2.1	DHCFP approval of Revised Operating Procedures.

9.5.2.2	DHCFP approval of Revised Provider Manuals.

9.5.2.3	DHCFP approval of updated Contractor Staffing Plan.

9.5.2.4	DHCFP approval of Operational Readiness Training Plan.

9.5.2.5	Approval by DHCFP of Operational Readiness Assessment.

FHS acknowledges the progress milestones identified for this task.  We have included these milestones in our project plan.

9.5.3	CONTRACTOR DELIVERABLES

9.5.3.1	Revised Operating Procedures.

9.5.3.2	Revised Provider Manuals.

9.5.3.3	Updated staffing plan for operations.

9.5.3.4	Provider Transition Training Plan.

9.5.3.5	DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan.

9.5.3.6	Final Operational Readiness Assessment.

FHS acknowledges the deliverables identified for this task.  We have included these deliverables in our project plan, along with the required DHCFP review time.

9.5.4	DHCFP RESPONSIBILITIES

As indicated in Answer #390 of Amendment #3, we have not responded to these DHCFP responsibilities.

9.6	Implementation and Start of Operations

The contractor shall perform specific implementation functions, as applicable, during the Transition Period, as listed below.  DHCFP will work with the contractor to establish a specific date in which the contractor will be responsible for processing claims. Fully operational is defined as: accurately processing, according to DHCFP performance standards, the appropriate claims, all claims adjustments and mass adjustments, and other financial transactions; maintaining all system files; providing access to all supporting components, including eligibility verification, appropriate reference parameters, Prior Authorizations, and Third Party Liability; producing all required reports; meeting all system requirements; and performing all other contractor responsibilities specified in this RFP. 

If DHCFP determines the system will not be operational on the date established by which the contractor will be responsible for processing claims, then implementation readiness assessments will be performed until such time as DHCFP determines that either a) the system is fully operational or b) that the contractor shall be deemed in default.

9.6.1	CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITIES

9.6.1.1	Conduct orientation and training for DHCFP personnel on contractor organization, functional responsibilities, and operational procedures.

With FHS continuing as DHCFP’s vendor, MMIS implementation activities will be minimal, since the existing operations will continue uninterrupted.  DHCFP staff is already familiar with the FHS organization, functional responsibilities, and operational procedures.  As needed, we will conduct orientation and training sessions for DHCFP staff on the usage of enhanced Core MMIS features, new tools, web portal, the DSS and Cognos reporting, and use of the Enterprise Data Warehouse, if that option is chosen. 

9.6.1.2	Implement operational plan.

We will implement our approved operational plan to ensure that all enhancements and new peripheral systems are functioning properly.

9.6.1.3	Conduct any necessary provider training sessions.

FHS will develop a training plan for providers on how to use the new web-enabled provider enrollment and re-enrollment systems and the new and updated Provider Portal.  FHS will continue to offer these new training sessions as we currently do.  FHS will also provide on-line self-service training tools to providers.

9.6.1.4	Make arrangements for the acceptance of all claim-related receipts and pending claims from the current contractor for completion of processing after cutover.

Because we are the incumbent, this requirement is not applicable to FHS.

9.6.1.5	No new claims, either electronic or hard copies, are accepted by the current contractor during the final five (5) working days prior to the transfer date.

Because we are the incumbent, this requirement is not applicable to FHS.

9.6.1.6	Allow for the complete resolution of all edits and adjudication of claims by the current contractor to be transferred.

Because we are the incumbent, this requirement is not applicable to FHS.

9.6.1.7	Perform final conversion and review conversion reports to demonstrate successful conversion.

Because we are the incumbent, this requirement is not applicable to FHS.

9.6.1.8	Implement all network connectivity and communications.

FHS has this connectivity and communications in place and will continue to provide connectivity and communications in accordance with DHCFP policy.

9.6.1.9	Provide a final operational readiness certification based on the final operational readiness assessment, including, but not limited to, results of the parallel test and an assessment of the final operational readiness of contractor staff to operate the Nevada MMIS.

FHS will provide a final operational readiness certification based on the final operational readiness assessment for the enhancements and new peripheral systems.  The certification will include the results of the parallel tests that were run, as well as an assessment of our final operational readiness.

9.6.1.10	Review progress and compliance with Transition Period entrance and exit criteria.

Our Takeover Project Manager, Nick Kasperski, will review progress and compliance with the defined Transition Period entrance and exit criteria

9.6.1.11	Identify and report any implementation issues to DHCFP.

Mr. Kasperski will track our progress and will identify and report any implementation issues to DHCFP in a timely manner.

9.6.1.12	Submit weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks against the work plan.

Mr. Kasperski will submit to DHCFP weekly written status reports that describe the progress of tasks against the detailed project work plan for the transition.  These reports will be submitted in the agreed-upon format.

9.6.1.13	Conduct weekly status meetings with appropriate DHCFP staff.

We will work with DHCFP to schedule weekly status meetings, which will follow the agreed-upon format to include key DHCFP and FHS project members.

9.6.1.14	Work with other system vendors and the state to establish and ensure appropriate system and business interfaces as deemed necessary by DHCFP to successfully meet the responsibilities identified for this Period.

We will work cooperatively with other system vendors, DHCFP, and other State agencies to establish appropriate system and business interfaces as required by DHCFP to ensure a successful transition.

9.6.1.15	Accept the required software, including modifications thereof, and associated documentation designed, developed, or installed under this Contract, all State’s intellectual property, and all work products produced under the Contract, including deliverables and configurations that have been identified by DHCFP as material to the successful Vendor.

Because we are the incumbent, this requirement is not applicable to FHS.

9.6.2	PROGRESS MILESTONES

9.6.2.1	Completion of contractor, DHCFP, and any necessary provider training.

9.6.2.2	Successful completion of all entrance and exit criteria.

9.6.2.3	Successful transfer of operations.

FHS acknowledges the progress milestones identified for this task.  We have included these milestones in our project plan.

9.6.3	CONTRACTOR DELIVERABLES

9.6.3.1	Weekly Status Reports.

9.6.3.2	Certification from the Vendor of System Component(s) implementation (including the Core MMIS and peripheral systems and tools).

FHS acknowledges the deliverables identified for this task.  We have included these deliverables in our project plan, along with the required DHCFP review time.

9.6.4	DHCFP RESPONSIBILITIES

As indicated in Answer #390 of Amendment #3, we have not responded to these DHCFP responsibilities.

10.0	Scope of Work – Operations Period Requirements

10.1	Overview – Operations Period

The contractor is responsible for maintaining the system as required in the RFP for the term of the contract.  During the operations period, the contractor will be responsible for maintenance and change management activities.  It is DHCFP’s requirement that all change management and maintenance activities will be accomplished within the budgeted effort of annual system and programmer analyst support and result in no additional cost for system-time, person-time, and/or documentation support.

FHS has designed, developed, and maintained the current Nevada MMIS over the last seven years and has worked hand-in-hand to develop the current Nevada Change Management process.  FHS staff, supporting both operations and systems, is well-trained on the use of the Change Management process and will continue to maintain the system using these processes.

10.1.1	OPERATIONS PERIOD ENTRANCE CRITERIA

10.1.1.1	At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following entrance criteria prior to 	commencement of Operations Period activities:

10.1.1.1.A	DHCFP approval of the vendor’s Operational Readiness Assessment; 
10.1.1.1.B	Certification from vendor that system is operation ready; 
10.1.1.1.C	DHCFP approved provider manuals; and 

10.1.1.1.D	DHCFP approved revised operations procedures. 

The MMIS and operations are already operational and meet all RFP requirements.  We acknowledge and will meet the defined entrance criteria.

10.1.2	OPERATIONS PERIOD EXIT CRITERIA

10.1.2.1	At a minimum, the Vendor shall be required to meet the following criteria prior to exiting the 	Operations Period:

10.1.2.1.A	DHCFP approved System Turn-Over Plan; and
10.1.2.1.B	DHCFP approved System Requirements Statement.

We acknowledge and will meet the defined exit criteria.

10.2	Maintenance

Maintenance includes operational maintenance, defects, and enhancements as defined in 10.2.2.

10.2.1	Operational Maintenance consists of:

10.2.1.1	Ongoing changes, corrections, or enhancements to correct deficiencies found in the operational system.

FHS will complete any changes or enhancements required to ensure that new technology offered in this response operates successfully with the current operational system.  All changes will be performed using the Nevada Change Management process as currently defined by DHCFP.

10.2.1.2	Emergency changes to the system involving table modification and/or changes that are done using system provided screens;

FHS will complete emergency changes to the system involving table modification and/or changes that are done using the system-provided screens following the Nevada Change Management process. 

10.2.1.3	Hardware and software support (e.g. performing routine system maintenance with no impact on policy)

FHS will supply hardware and software support (e.g., performing routine system maintenance with no impact on policy) using the Hardware and Software Systems engineers at the Verizon IT and Magellan St. Louis Data Centers.  This support is for ongoing hardware and software to support DHCFP operations and policies in place at the time of the contract award.

10.2.1.4	Reporting performed by:

A. One FTE budgeted to perform ad-hoc DSS and MMIS queries and analysis; and 

During the Operations Phase, FHS will staff one FTE budgeted as part of our Nevada Health Informatics Team to perform ad hoc reporting using the Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools using the data in the ODS and the DSS.  Any additional ad hoc reports required over and beyond the one FTE will be performed using the annual bank of IT hours through the Change Management process.  An ad hoc report is defined as a new one-time report that does not have to be implemented into a production schedule.

B. One PBM position budgeted to perform ad-hoc PBM queries and analysis.

During the Operations Phase, FHS will staff one budgeted Information Management FTE to perform PBM ad hoc queries using the Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools using the data in the ODS and the DSS.  Any additional ad hoc reports required over and beyond the one PBM FTE will be performed using the annual bank of IT hours through the Change Management process.

The contractor shall perform all operational maintenance as a routine activity during the Operations Period at no additional cost to DHCFP. The contractor shall provide sufficient technical staff to perform all routine systems maintenance responsibilities.

FHS will perform operational maintenance for hardware and software support at no additional cost to DHCFP.  This support is for ongoing hardware and software to support DHCFP operations and policies in place at the time of the contract award.  Any changes to application software (MMIS and peripheral systems) requested by DHCFP in support of a new requirement of the Nevada Medicaid Program, provider, recipient, or user will be performed using the Nevada Change Management process and supported from the annual bank of hours.

10.2.2	DEFECTS AND ENHANCEMENTS CONSIST OF: 

10.2.2.1	An operational or system defect is a flaw detected in the system, introduced by the successful vendor during the take over of the Nevada MMIS, or during the design, development, and implementation of a new or replaced system component. Operational or system defects caused by the takeover vendor shall be resolved by the vendor through the approved change management process. For the purpose of establishing baseline system and operational standards, the vendor shall refer to the current system source code for the base MMIS along with the operational requirements for the Nevada MMIS as described throughout this RFP. The vendor shall be responsible for all costs associated with the resolution of operational or system defects introduced by the takeover vendor throughout the life of the contract. While DHCFP may request that the successful vendor resolve all system defects identified by DHCFP, the successful vendor will not be held responsible for costs associated with resolving defects that existed in the baseline system or operations of the Nevada MMIS prior to the take over.

FHS is currently maintaining the operational Nevada MMIS and peripheral systems which are collectively considered the baseline system.  FHS currently follows the Nevada Change Management process to perform all enhancements and emergency fixes due to production abends or failures.  Hardware and Operating System issues are currently maintained outside the Nevada Change Management process by FHS staff at the Data Centers.  As part of this proposal, FHS will implement additional enhancements and new tools to the Nevada MMIS and its peripheral systems. 

Upon successful implementation and DHCFP approvals of deliverables 9.4.4.2 and 9.5.1.11, the systems will move into the Operations Phase and will become the new Nevada baseline system.  Prior to moving into the Operations Phase from the Transition Phase if there are potential defects that are identified that were caused by the introduction of the new enhancements by FHS, these defects will be fixed by FHS at no cost to DHCFP. 

10.2.2.2	Program source code changes required to implement new system function (e.g. use of a new code for a program based on a policy change) or performance requirement beyond the current system requirements and functionality shall be considered an enhancement. Enhancements shall be executed by the vendor in accordance with the approved change management process. To this end, at minimum, the vendor must:

10.2.2.2.A	Establish for review and approval by DHCFP, design, development, and implementation documents to formally describe the system enhancement.

10.2.2.2.B	Include standards for testing of developed system changes, including DHCFP approval of test results. Enhancements that fail to meet the approved design and development technical and functional specifications or result in a defective end-product, shall be re-worked and corrected by the contractor at no additional cost to DHCFP.

10.2.2.2.C	Include the approach for training contractor and/or DHCFP staff on process or system enhancements resulting from the approved enhancement.

10.2.2.2.D	Support CMS’ prescribed post implementation certification review activities for each system enhancement as deemed appropriate by DHCFP and CMS, in accordance with Section 11.6.2.3, to 11.6.2.10.

FHS will continue to follow the current Nevada Change Management process as described in the Section 12.2. FHS currently utilizes the following procedure and will continue to utilize these steps:

Upon receipt of a PDR and a Funding Source Authorization (FSA) for SOU, FHS will perform the process of completing the research and analysis and will document the SOU.  At a minimum the SOU will contain the following:

Requirements for the change or enhancement provided by DHCFP

Requirements Resolution by FHS

High Level Approach to meet the requirements, and a high level system design, (for large enhancement, a separate Design Document will be provided at the time of SDLC)

Test Strategy to test the change  (for large enchantments, a separate Test Plan with test scenarios will be provided at the time of SDLC)

Operational Impact — if applicable

Estimated Hours required to make the change, and the hours spent to develop the SOU is also included in the SOU document.

Upon DHCFP approval of the SOU and receiving an FSA for Implementation, FHS will schedule the PDR in a scheduled Monthly Release, and SDLC work is started.

Upon completion of the development process, FHS prepares the Test Results document and submits to DHCFP.  In some cases FHS will perform Test Results walkthrough to facilitate better understanding of the changes made and the test results.

Upon DHCFP approval of test results, the PDR changes are implemented in production on the Release Implementation date. 

A post-production review, training to Operations staff and DHCFP staff of the new changes is completed.  The post-production review data are sent to DHCFP for approval.  Upon approval, the PDR is closed.

10.2.2.3	Emergency support not covered in Maintenance. Enhancements are paid from the pool of programming hours (41,600 hours) and/or an increase in contract authority. All maintenance will be performed in accordance with Section 12.2 of this RFP.

FHS agrees that emergency support that is not part of maintenance efforts will be paid from the pool of programming hours and/or an increase in contract authority through the established Change Management process.

10.3	Turnover

Prior to the conclusion of the contract awarded through this procurement, the contractor shall provide, at no extra charge, assistance in turning over the final contractor responsibilities to DHCFP.

FHS’ reputation is built on the professionalism of our team and our commitment to providing service excellence to our customers throughout all contract phases.  We consider the end of a contract just as critical to our service commitment as its beginning, and we will work closely with DHCFP and the new contractor during the planning for the Turnover Phase to provide uninterrupted service.

10.3.1	CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITIES

10.3.1.1	Develop a System Turnover Plan:  At least twelve (12) months before the start of the first option year of a 	contract(s) awarded under this procurement, the contractor shall provide, at no additional cost, a Turnover 	Plan to DHCFP. The plan shall include:  

10.3.1.1.A	Proposed approach to turnover; 
10.3.1.1.B	Tasks and subtasks for turnover; 
10.3.1.1.C	Schedule for turnover; 
10.3.1.1.D	Documentation update procedures during turnover; and
10.3.1.1.E	Description of vendor coordination activities that will occur during the turnover task that will be 			implemented to ensure continued system and services as deemed appropriate by DHCFP.

At least 12 months before the start of the first option year of a contract(s) awarded under this procurement, FHS will provide a Turnover Plan to DHCFP.  Our proposed approach will be to support an orderly, controlled transition of contract operations by defining and communicating all of our activities, roles, and responsibilities with DHCFP.  We will provide DHCFP with a project work plan that contains an extensive set of transition tasks and subtasks that meet the schedule required by this RFP.  Our Turnover Plan will run in parallel with normal day-to-day operations to ensure continued systems and services are meeting DHCFP expectations.

10.3.1.2	Develop a System Requirements Statement At least eighteen (18) months prior to the start of the last year 	of the base contract period for any contract awarded under this procurement, the contractor shall furnish, 	at no extra charge, a statement of the resources that would be required by DHCFP or another contractor to 	fully take over system, technical, and business functions outlined in the contract(s). The statement must 	include an estimate of the number, type, and salary of personnel required to perform the other functions of 	the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs and systems. The statement shall be separated by type of 	activity of the personnel, including, but not limited to, the following categories:  

10.3.1.2.A	Data processing staff (for modification support); 
10.3.1.2.B	Systems analysts; 
10.3.1.2.C	Systems programmers; 
10.3.1.2.D	Programmer analysts; 
10.3.1.2.E	Administrative staff; 
10.3.1.2.F	Clerks; 
10.3.1.2.G	Managers; 
10.3.1.2.H	Medical personnel (nurses, MDs, pharmacists, etc.); and 
10.3.1.2.I	Other support staff (TPL, SURS, Provider/Recipient Relations).  

The statement shall include all facilities and any other resources required to operate the system in question, including, but not limited to: 

10.3.1.2.A	Telecommunications networks; 
10.3.1.2.B	Office space; 
10.3.1.2.C	Hardware; 
10.3.1.2.D	Software; and
10.3.1.2.E	Other.  

The statement of resource requirements shall be based on the contractors’ experience in the operation of the system(s) in question and shall include actual contractor resources devoted to operations activities.

At least 18 months prior to the start of the last year of the base contract period, FHS will provide a System Requirements Statement.  The statement will include all personnel, equipment, and software requirements: 

		Section

		Description



		Personnel

		This section is broken down by local staff, support staff in Glen Allen, and subcontractor staff.  It includes total number of personnel required, job titles, number of personnel per job title and approximate annual salaries.  



		Equipment

		This section includes operational equipment (PC, printers, etc.) and support equipment (mainframes, servers, etc.), with total pieces of equipment along with sizing as appropriate.



		Software

		This section is broken down by operational and support software.  Further breakdown identifies software name, version, and number of licenses required.  





An additional section is provided which matches personnel to software requirements.  

The Systems Requirement Statement reflects our experience in the operation of the Nevada MMIS and identifies actual resources used.  We will present the Systems Requirement Statement to DHCFP for approval, correct any deficiencies identified by DHCFP, and resubmit a revised document if necessary.  FHS will assign a Turnover Manager who will be responsible for ensuring timely delivery.   

10.3.1.3	Provide Turnover Services:  As requested, but approximately six (6) months prior to the end of the base contract period(s) or any extension thereof, transfer to DHCFP or its agent, as needed, a copy of the operational system(s) on media determined by DHCFP, including:  

10.3.1.3.A	Documentation, including, but not limited to, user, provider, and other manuals needed to maintain the 			system. 

As requested, but approximately five (5) months prior to the end of the contract(s) or any extension(s) thereof, begin training DHCFP staff, or its designated agent, in relevant operations activities of the system. Such training must be completed at least three (3) months prior to the end of the contract or any extension thereof.  Such training shall include: 

A.	Claims processing data/exam entry; 
B.	Exception claims processing; and 
C.	Other manual procedures.

Our turnover services responsibilities begin approximately six months prior to the end of the base contract period or extension period upon request by the State.  At this time, we will transfer all enhanced MMIS source program code listings to the State.  Additionally, FHS will provide training for DHCFP staff, or its agent, in relevant operations activities of the system.  Training will be completed at least three months prior to the end of the contract.  

10.3.1.4	Update System Turnover Plan:  At least six (6) months prior to the end of the base contract(s) and at least six (6) months prior to the end of any contract extension(s), the contractor(s) shall provide an updated System Turnover Plan and System Requirements Statement.

To ensure the latest information is available to the State, we will update the Turnover Plan and System Requirements Statement at least six months prior to the end of the base contract period and also at least six months prior to the end of any contract extension period.  Our Turnover Manager is responsible for submitting the updated documents as required and obtaining State approval.

10.3.2	PROGRESS MILESTONES

10.3.2.1	DHCFP acceptance and approval of Turnover Plan.

10.3.3	Contractor Deliverables

10.3.3.1	System Turnover Plan

10.3.3.2	System Requirements Statement

FHS acknowledges the progress milestones identified for this task.  We will include these milestones in our project plan for the turnover.

Throughout the turnover, we will submit a Turnover Results Report to DHCFP in an agreed upon format and time frame.  The contents of the report will include tasks and subtasks accomplished, the schedule for future required activities, and reviews of the work plan, Turnover Plan, and Systems Requirement Statement. 

10.3.4	DHCFP RESPONSIBILITIES

As indicated in Answer #390 of Amendment #3, we have not responded to these DHCFP responsibilities.
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	Part II Tab IV – Cost Proposal	

		

Attachment O – Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table

Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work. 

Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor

The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply.

Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract.

		Req. #

		Type

		Requirement

		Vendor
Compliance Code

		Response



		12.5.2

		CLAIMS PROCESSING



		General 



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all edit processing functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the needs of the Claims business function in accordance with DHCFP policies, State and Federal rules and regulations, and HIPAA standards.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform claims processing for electronically submitted and hard copy claims and adjudication according to State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide staff competent to perform all claims functions specified in this RFP, or by State and Federal rules and regulations, during the life of the contract.

		(a)

		



		Claims Control and Entry



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop policies and procedures for performing claims control and entry activities; all policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a claim control and inventory system approved by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide and train providers on no-cost access portal(s) for online claims submission, including updates and returned files, for all claim forms by electronic transfer or other media approved by DHCFP, in a HIPAA-compliant format.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept both hard copy and electronic media claims, adjustments and voids according to DHCFP, CMS and HIPAA standards and ensure all relevant attachments, cash or checks are secure and appropriately routed upon receipt.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Sort hard-copy claims and attachments according to policies and procedures. 

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Prescreen hard-copy claims before entering them into the system, and return to the provider those not meeting certain criteria as specified by DHCFP, and maintain an electronic log of returned claims.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Capture and maintain images of all hard-copy claims, adjustments, voids, attachments and other documents.



		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain all data from electronically submitted claims.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assign unique claim control numbers and batches to each claim, adjustment, void and financial transaction with a unique document control number. Prevent overlaying of unique control numbers.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Edit to prevent duplicate entry of electronic claim batches.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform data entry for all hard-copy claims and provide for the verification of manually entered claims including editing, key re-verification or other methods approved by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform data, format and validity editing on all entered claims, according to industry standards and HIPAA guidelines.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify and perform online correction to claims pended as a result of data entry errors.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor, track and provide online inquiry access to each claim, adjustment, void and financial transaction from receipt through final disposition in accordance with HIPAA regulations.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor, track, provide online inquiry to, and maintain an audit trail of batch information and electronic submission statistics.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Establish balancing processes to ensure control within the MMIS processing cycles. Reconcile all claims (hard-copy and electronic) to batch processing cycle input and output figures to ensure balancing.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make recommendations in any area in which the contractor feels improvements can be made based on industry standards, best practices and/or cost efficiencies.

		(a)

		



		Claims Adjudication



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all the Claims Operations Management functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of the Nevada MMIS and peripheral systems/tools, and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop policies and procedures for performing claims adjudication activities. All policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations. 

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform claim editing according to DHCFP policy, CMS, national coding standards, and HIPAA standards. Types of edits include, but are not limited to:

Recipient and provider eligibility verification;

Lock-in restrictions or special programs;

Services requested are covered by applicable benefit plan;

Managed care enrollment;

Required attachments have been submitted;

Age and gender are appropriate for service provided;

Units billed are greater than or equal to service limits;

If a diagnosis is required it is present and of sufficient detail;

Proper use of modifier(s);

Place of service is valid;

Proper stale date billing timeframes;

Service allows “from/through” billing if service was billed using a range of dates;

Provider eligibility to perform type of service;

Provider participation in a group practice;

Prior authorization compliance;

Verify CLIA certification for procedure(s); and

Exact duplicate and suspected duplicate claims across claim types and provider types.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		As part of the claims adjudication process, review claims for billing and coding errors, according to industry guidelines and CMS Correct Coding Initiative edits. 

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Verify that services performed are consistent with services previously rendered to the recipient and that they comply with State policy and medical criteria.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Edit each claim record completely during a payment cycle, identifying as many errors as possible to limit the number of times a provider must to re-submit a claim before it completely processes. 

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform claim editing for conflicting services in accordance with DHCFP policy, CMS guidelines, national coding standards, and HIPAA standards. Types of conflicting edits include, but are not limited to:

1. Institution/Outpatient (for example, Nursing Facility vs. Personal Care Services on same or overlapping date(s) of service);

Institution/Institution (for example, Nursing Facility and Inpatient Hospital);

Provider Type/Procedure Codes (for example, Nursing Facility stay with certain DME items on same or overlapping date(s) of service [defined by a group of procedure codes]); and

Procedure Code/Procedure Code (for example, extraction and a filling for the same tooth).

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assist DHCFP in defining additional, desirable edit criteria. 

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Propose criteria and procedures for processing and adjudicating “special claims” (bypass edit conditions), including but not limited to late billing, recipient retro-eligibility, out-of-state emergency and any other DHCFP-defined and approved situation.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		For recipients enrolled in Managed Care, identify, edit and correctly adjudicate claims for services carved out of a managed care contract as a fee-for-service claim.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Access the Prior Authorization function during claims processing, including adjustment and void processing, and update the PA data to reflect the services used on the claim and the number of services or dollars remaining once it is determined that the claim is payable.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the edit disposition indicator on an error disposition file in the Reference Data Maintenance function. This file shall also indicate whether a particular edit can be overridden and allow for different disposition by media type, claim type (original, adjustment, void), or attachment indicator.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify and track all edits posted to the claim from entry through adjudication and final disposition. Provide online inquiry at no less than current functionality.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor, track and provide online inquiry access to claim status (paid, denied, pended) from receipt through final disposition.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a claims void, reprocess and adjustment process which is accomplished operationally, using MMIS screens. 

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manually or systematically review and resolve any pended claims.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain access to pricing and reimbursement methodologies to appropriately price claims.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide capability to accept and deduct co-payments in accordance with DHCFP policy.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Process payments to providers for QMB recipients of services covered by Medicare but not covered by Medicaid.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Submit physician administered drug information to the pharmacy POS system to support processing and adjudication of physician administered drug claims.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Interface with the pharmacy POS system to receive adjudication results information from the pharmacy POS system.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Only override claim edits based on written authorization from DHCFP or DHCFP-approved resolution instructions.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and maintain the online resolution function in the MMIS, which includes resolution of all data entry errors.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain claim resolution information, such as edits that were overridden and the individual user who performed the override.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify potential Third Party Liability (TPL), including Medicare, and deny the claim if it is for a service covered by other insurance based on recipient’s type of TPL coverage and type of service (e.g., medical service claim with medical service coverage, dental service claim with dental coverage).

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for TPL overrides when the provider attaches an EOB stating that the other insurance is exhausted or the service is not covered, making Medicaid the payer for the claim.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify claims to pend for medical review, in accordance with DHCFP policy.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform adjustments and voids to original claims and maintain records of the previous processing.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make recommendations in any area in which the contractor feels improvements can be made based on industry standards, best practices and/or cost efficiencies.

		(a)

		



		Claims Reporting



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop policies and procedures for performing claims reporting activities. All policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce all daily, weekly and monthly claims entry statistics reports in accordance with DHCFP-approved specifications and media type.

		(a)

		 





		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce balancing and control reports according to DHCFP-approved specifications and media type.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an audit trail of each claim record including each stage of processing, the date the claim was entered in each stage, and any error codes posted.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor and report on the use of override codes during the claims resolution process, based on DHCFP-defined guidelines. 

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide online inquiry access to claims history as specified by DHCFP policy.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce and distribute recipient Validation of Service letter pursuant to State and Federal rules and regulations. 

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Screen returned recipient Validation of Service letters for discrepancies and produce monthly reports that identify the percentage of claims questions, the number of claims questions and the dollar amount of claims questions pursuant to State and Federal rules and regulations. 

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make recommendations in any area in which the contractor feels improvements can be made based on industry standards, best practices and/or cost efficiencies.

		(a)

		



		Claims – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Use DHCFP identified criteria, such as Provider Type, to ‘randomly pend’ a specified percentage of claims for Pre-Payment Review. 

		(a)

		



		

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a means to identify and recover “Never Events” claims as defined by CMS. These never events represent unnecessary services directly caused by practitioner or facility error (Example: Sponge left in a patient by error, claim submitted to pay for removal of the sponge). 

		(a)

		



		

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		On an annual basis, produce, distribute and track False Claims letters/certifications to providers paid over five million dollars ($5,000,000) and provide results to DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Create and maintain a standard template for the purpose of automating voids and adjustments. This would eliminate manual entry of voids and adjustments. 

		(a)

		



		Claims – DHCFP Responsibilities



		

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve all changes to internal and external claims processing procedures used for claims capture, claims adjudication, and controlling the audit trails and location of all claims.

		

		



		

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Monitor Contractor inventory through review of claims processing cycle balancing and control reports.

		

		



		

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish and provide Contractor with claim electronic image retention and retrieval standards.

		

		



		

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve implementation of HIPAA-compliant claim forms.

		

		



		

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish standards for data entry error rates. 

		

		



		

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine and provide to Contractor edit criteria to enforce DHCFP policy.

		

		



		

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine edit override policy, and review and approve contractor procedures for adjudication of “special batch” claims.

		

		



		

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		

		



		

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review all daily, weekly and monthly claims statistics and operational reports.

		

		



		

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide to the contractor written authorization for edit overrides.

		

		



		

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve edit resolution instructions.

		

		



		

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish criteria for returning hard-copy claims to providers before entering claims into the system.

		

		



		

		Potential Expanded DHCFP Responsibility

		Select a percentage of claims by provider type to ‘randomly pend’ for Per-Payment Review by the Contractor.

		

		



		Claims – Contractor Performance Expectations



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Adjudicate claims in accordance with the requirements detailed in the State Medicaid Manual, Part 11, Section 11325.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Data-enter hard copy claims within two (2) working days of receipt.



		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain data entry error rates below three percent (3%).

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Load electronically submitted claims within one (1) working day of receipt.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Image every claim and attachment within one (1) working day of receipt. 

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Assign a unique control number to every claim, attachment and adjustment within one (1) working day of receipt.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Return claims missing required data within two (2) working days of receipt.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Log returned claims daily.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Ninety-five percent (95%) of all clean claims or ninety percent (90%) of the dollar total for all clean claims must be adjudicated for payment or denial within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt. 

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Ninety-nine percent (99%) of clean claims must be adjudicated for payment or denial within ninety (90) calendar days of receipt.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Non-clean claims must be adjudicated within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of correction of the condition that caused it to be unclean.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		All claims must be adjudicated within twelve (12) months of receipt by the contractor, except for those exempted from this requirement by federal timely claims processing regulations.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Correctly adjudicate all pended claims, except those pended that require state review, within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt and report the pended status of the claims to the provider.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Correctly adjudicate claims pended for medical review within fourteen (14) calendar days from completion of the review. 

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Review and adjudicate one-hundred percent (100%) of provider-initiated requests for adjustment within forty-five (45) calendar days of receipt.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Submit returned denial notices to DHCFP each week.

		(a)

		



		

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Update TPL files with claim information in the same cycle as the payment cycle.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3

		FINANCIAL



		General/Inputs



		12.5.3.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all financial processing functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of the Nevada MMIS operation, State and federal rules and regulations, in accordance with HIPAA regulations.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support multiple levels of role based security, as agreed upon by the Contractor and DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to support overpayment/recovery efforts, including but not limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER, cost avoidance, pay and chase, premium payment, Medicare, subrogation and recoupments according to DHCFP policy, State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an accounts receivable system populated by MMIS data on a weekly basis that is maintained by the Accounting Department. The data is to be used to track matching dollars from other agencies.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Upload annual budget, including fund splits and program/sub-program codes, into financial processing system.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept the following inputs into the financial processing system to produce RA:

1. Claims that have passed all edit, audit and pricing processing, or that have been denied;

Claims that have a sanction or fiscal pend;

Fiscal pend and release criteria;

Recoupment data;

Retroactive rate updates; and

Provider, recipient and reference data from MMIS.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Create, maintain, and update accounting codes (e.g. object codes, sub-object codes, multiple FMAPs), as defined by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Validate budget authority for each financial and claim transaction.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain payment mechanisms to providers, including identification of check generation and electronic fund transfer (EFT).

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate and process non-claim-specific financial transactions.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate capitated payments to support managed care programs, according to HIPAA standards. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate non-emergency transportation capitation payments based on monthly eligibility file.

		(a)

		



		Remittance Advice



		12.5.3.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce or reproduce both paper and electronic (ACS X12N 835 transaction) remittance advice and match checks (paper and EFT) to RAs as an audit function.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Include informational messages on the Remittance Advice from a user-maintainable message text table, with selection parameters such as provider type, claim type and claim payment date(s).

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce remittance advice according to HIPAA standards for different claim forms and content such as institutional, pharmacy, professional and dental as well as paper remittance advice including but not limited to the following information: 

1. Recipient identification;

Date(s) of service;

Service identifier(s) (for example, HCPCS code, modifier(s), NDC code;

Claim status (for example, paid, adjusted, denied, void, or pended);

RA number;

Internal Claim Number (ICN);

Previous ICN and new ICN are reported on the RA for adjustments. A voided claim will report to the RA using the original ICN that is being voided. Original check date and the original RA number are reported on the RA as well;

All edits including edit description;

Insurance company name, policy number and contact information for claims denied due to recipient having other insurance;

Amount Billed; 

Any other insurance applied to the claim;

Patient liability applied to claim;

Amount of any other payments (i.e., voluntary contributions) applied to claim;

Amount paid; and

Summary information including but not limited to, number of claims paid, denied, or pended; total amount billed; total amount paid; active recoupment account balance(s); active sanction account balance(s); financial transactions (e.g. cut-backs, add-payments).

		(a)

		



		1099 Activities



		12.5.3.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Track 1099 earnings, adjust amounts due to recoupment activity or returned checks, produce 1099 statements to providers and report the data to the IRS annually, in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		Output



		12.5.3.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update claim history and online financial files with the check number, date of payment and amount paid after the claims payment cycle.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor the status of each account receivable and report monthly to DHCFP in aggregate and/or individual accounts, in a DHCFP approved report format.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide access to financial information online to authorized users.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce all required federal and State financial reports.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce claims payment and other financial data reports as specified by DHCFP, including but not limited to:

1. Detailed financial transaction registers;

Standard accounting, balance and control reports;

Remittance and payment summaries;

Listing of recoupments by amount and time period for providers;

Single aged outstanding accounts receivable, with flags on those that have no activity within a DHCFP-specified period of time;

Cash receipts and returned checks;

Registers for checks/EFT with related remittance advice number and/or date; and

Results of weekly Reconciliation/Balancing activities.

		(a)

		



		Overpayments/Recoveries



		12.5.3.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept and maintain the following information to support Overpayments/Recovery financial processing functions:

1. Notification from Welfare, DHCFP and/or DCFS;

Court notification;

TPL-related data from the adjudicated claims history file including indicators of accident-related treatments, diagnosis codes and procedure codes indicating trauma;

Parameters entered online to identify paid claims for tracking and potential recovery; and

TPL information obtained from a source outside of Medicaid such as EOBs or providers.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify claims eligible for pay and chase recovery by user-driven criteria such as date of service or types of service.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to identify all claims that have been flagged for pay and chase recovery, including the date the process began.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Automatically generate (paper or electronic) invoices to the specific carriers and/or providers, according to HIPAA standards, with all pertinent information including, but not limited to, Recipient ID, service paid, date of service, insurance carrier name and policy information. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Track all responses and payments received and automatically adjust claims that have been recovered.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Automatically rebill insurance companies if a response is not received within DHCFP specified time frame. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow online data access including:

1. User-specified inquiry selection criteria such as recipient ID and date(s) of service to identify claims to assess for other insurance liability/Medicaid Estate Recovery; and

List all claims selected for other insurance liability including all relevant information such as procedure code, diagnosis code, modifier and date(s) of service.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow authorized users to manually select or deselect claims for other insurance liability from the listing for inclusion in a case and allow the entry of a reason code for selection/de-selection.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a listing of all claims selected for other insurance liability by the user for each case, and notify providers that claims have been identified for other insurance liability recovery action.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Automatically void the identified claims for other insurance liability with an explanation reason and report on the Remittance Advice.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Automatically reinstate previously voided claims according to user entered parameters for other insurance liability and report on the Remittance Advice.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Capture and provide online access to multiple names and addresses of the parties associated with a restitution case.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to inquire against the recovery data by recipient ID or recipient name. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate 'reminders' at certain intervals based on recovery account information.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for multiple recovery transactions for an individual.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.37 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Automatically set up a recoupment transaction for a provider if the provider payment amount is negative.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.38 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update recoupment data automatically as the result of weekly claims run. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.39 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for manual adjustment of recoupment balances.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.40 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide an audit trail of all transactions applied to the recoupment account including, but not limited to: 

1. Date of transaction;

Dollar value of transaction;

Reason for transaction; and

Person/process authorizing the transaction.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.41 

		Contractor Responsibility

		If multiple accounts exist within a single account type, the older accounts are to be satisfied first.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.42 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce payment recovery reports as specified by DHCFP, including but not limited to:

1. Aging reports of cases billed;

Cost avoidance reports including detailed information on the number and types of claims and amounts cost-avoided;

Cost avoidance summary reports;

Unrecoverable amounts by type and reason;

Accounts receivable reports;

Recoveries by case type; and

Estate recovery activity reports.

		(a)

		



		Financial – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.3.43 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations (including FMAP changes).

		

		



		12.5.3.44 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish financial processing and adjustment processing policies and procedures.

		

		



		12.5.3.45 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish policies and procedures for processing non-claim-specific financial transactions.

		

		



		12.5.3.46 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review all financial reports from the contractor. 

		

		



		12.5.3.47 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide annual Budget file to Contractor no later than one (1) month prior to the first payment cycle each State Fiscal Year. 

		

		



		12.5.3.48 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish requirements mandating EFT as payment mode for providers receiving more than a specified annual payment total.

		

		



		Financial – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.3.49 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain and update the accounts receivable system on a daily basis.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.50 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform weekly payment processing including generation of paper and electronic RAs.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.51 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform payment cycle on at least a weekly basis.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.52 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Produce and mail 1099 earning reports no later than January 31 of each year, and report to IRS according to Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.53 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Upload annual Budget file and ensure accurate processing prior to the first weekly payment cycle of the new fiscal year.

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.54 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Process each adjustment within ten (10) working days payment deposit. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.3.55 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform recoupment data entry keying with ninety-seven percent (97%) or higher accuracy.

		(a)

		



		12.5.4

		PRIOR AUTHORIZATION (PA)



		12.5.4.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and maintain the Prior Authorization (PA) function of the Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up program, including review and physical authorization of payment authorization functions associated with Prior Authorization Requests as identified by DHCFP. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.4.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all Prior Authorization functions, features and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of this RFP and State and federal rules and regulations. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.4.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enter data into the Prior Authorization function through HIPAA compliant transaction that meets DHCFP guidelines, and maintain all Prior Authorization information. Data entry shall be permitted by DHCFP approved staff. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.4.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Purge Prior Authorization records to archive media according to DHCFP-defined criteria.

		(a)

		



		12.5.4.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce Prior Authorization reports according to DHCFP-defined specifications and frequency.

		(a)

		



		12.5.4.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information propagated by eligibility interfaces in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.

		(a)

		



		12.5.4.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Track all authorization activity from initiation of process through final decision, including each decision date and the results of that decision.

		(a)

		



		12.5.4.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to track all correspondence, including date and reason sent.

		(a)

		



		12.5.4.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Edit all Prior Authorization data entered for validity and disallow duplications.

		(a)

		



		12.5.4.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an audit trail, and provide ability to inquire against all Prior Authorization data. Include flexible inquiry capability such as, but not limited to, review type, service requested, date ranges, decision. Include ability to drill down to detail.

		(a)

		



		12.5.4.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update 'count down' fields such as units or dollars used during claims processing to allow a user to view how many services remain as pre-approved for payment.

		(a)

		



		12.5.4.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability for providers to submit requests and receive responses for Prior Authorization according to HIPAA standards.

		(a)

		



		Prior Authorization – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.4.13 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and the State and Federal rules and regulations to ensure that they are supported by the Prior Authorization business function.

		

		



		12.5.4.14 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide guidelines for data entry or upload of Prior Authorization information in accordance with HIPAA standards.

		

		



		12.5.4.15 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide criteria for purging of Prior Authorization records to archive media.

		

		



		12.5.4.16 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Define frequency and specifications for Prior Authorization reports. 

		

		



		12.5.4.17 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review Prior Authorization reports produced by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.5

		PROVIDER



		Provider Data Maintenance



		12.5.5.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept the following sources of provider information:

1. Provider enrollment application form data;

Licensure information, including electronic input from other State and federal agencies;

Data from Office of Inspector General (OIG) and applied changes as specified by DHCFP;

Provider add/update transactions;

Changed provider information from DHCFP;

Financial payment and recoupment data from the Financial Processing function; and

Provider restrictions and/or sanction data from DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and maintain the Provider Data Maintenance function, including the maintenance of the provider master data set (Provider Master File), which includes, but is not limited to: provider taxonomy, provider type, provider specialty, provider demographic information, group affiliations, billing agency, service locations and provider identifiers (such as IPN, API, NPI, FEIN, DEA, and others). 

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Establish methods to verify accuracy of provider file data, and edit all data entered for presence, format and consistency with other data in the transaction and on the Provider File.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct mass updates of the provider file when directed by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support multiple levels of role based security, as agreed upon by the Contract and DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow authorized users to add and change Provider File data through online, real time data entry.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and provide access to current and historical Provider data including an audit trail of all data added or changed and the user making the add/change.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the minimum historical provider data online in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) months.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide access to archived Provider File data.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide DHCFP with access to electronic copies of all provider documents, such as provider application, provider contract, etc.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Link a single provider when associated with multiple service locations and/or groups, each having a unique service address.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Link a single provider to multiple addresses (e.g. service, correspondence, payment, remittance advice).

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain Billing Agency information when a provider uses a service.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain change of ownership data and dates for which each owner should receive payment for claims.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and track complaints from providers.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform the following correspondence functions:

1. Automatically send letters to providers based on DHCFP-specified criteria such as, but not limited to, change to status, Certification or Licensure expirations, etc.;

Allow entry of free form verbiage to insert into system generated letters;

Track all letters, provider, date and reason sent;

Reprint letters and notices, upon request; and

Create DHCFP-specified criteria-based files for mass mailing, upon request (By provider type, specialty, geographic area, etc.).

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow online data inquiry access to provider file data, including, but not limited to: Doing Business As Name and Legal Entity Name (actual, partial, or phonetic search), Group associations, ownership, Federal Employer Identification Number (FEIN), SSN, ID, Location (city, state, zip, street), provider type and specialty.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to identify providers by participation in the Nevada Check Up (CHIP) Program, Medicaid, State-only, Medicare, or other programs as specified by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide inquiry-only access to applicable provider data to outside agencies as identified by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide online access to financial summaries (e.g. payment totals for minimum seventy-two (72) months).

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make all provider data available for retrieval through the Ad Hoc/DSS reporting function.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce Provider Data reports as specified by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		Provider Billing



		12.5.5.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide staff competent in Medicaid billing policy and procedures for all provider and claim types who will be responsible for provider billing and training. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up including historical and current forms.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop, revise, produce and distribute printed and electronic provider communications (via contractor hosted website), including but not limited to, Provider Billing Manuals, Provider Web Announcements, and other materials as required. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide all providers with the most current DHCFP-developed and/or approved policy program materials through updates and replacements (as needed) to the Provider Billing Manuals, Training Catalogs and Schedules, and/or Provider Web Announcements, in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Inform and train providers about electronic billing, electronic remittance advices, Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT), and work with providers on HIPAA standard formats for the data transfer, including testing, in accordance with HIPAA standards.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and distribute quarterly newsletters to providers in both printed and electronic formats on current Nevada Medicaid and Check Up related news and information.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to produce payment by check for Providers that do not meet DHCFP established minimum standards requiring EFT.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an archive of billing manual versions and provide access on Provider web portal for reference.

		(a)

		



		Provider – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.5.5.31 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Build and maintain an expanded database of provider data for claims processing, administrative reporting and surveillance and utilization review.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.32 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Track provider agency/group ownership in a manner that can be searched by individual/corporation name.

		(a)

		



		Provider – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.5.33 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with Contractor to develop DHCFP specific forms for provider use.

		

		



		12.5.5.34 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are met by the provider data and billing business functions.

		

		



		12.5.5.35 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine and communicate provider data related policies.

		

		



		12.5.5.36 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from provider data maintenance.

		

		



		12.5.5.37 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Define frequency and specifications for Provider Data reports.

		

		



		12.5.5.38 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review Provider Data reports produced by the Contractor.

		

		



		Provider– Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.5.39 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Enter all changes to provider records within two (2) working days of receipt of the input from DHCFP or other approved sources.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.40 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		At provider’s request, print and mail DHCFP specific forms and other billing-related documents within five (5) working days of request.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.41 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Update Provider Billing Manuals to correspond with system takeover, and at least annually thereafter.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.42 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain electronic billing manual with all updates posted online within five (5) working days of approval by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.5.43 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		At the request of a provider, mail Provider Billing Manual revisions and Provider Web Announcements within five (5) working days of request.

		(a)

		



		12.5.6

		RECIPIENT



		12.5.6.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update the MMIS recipient data set.

		(a)

		



		12.5.6.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure that all existing and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and other State and Federal rules and regulations are met by the recipient business function.

		(a)

		



		12.5.6.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept daily and monthly recipient interfaces from State eligibility systems (e.g. Welfare system, Nevada Check Up, DCFS, etc.) and perform updates to recipient data.

		(a)

		



		12.5.6.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain minimum data set (MDS).

		(a)

		



		12.5.6.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform reconciliation activities of the MMIS recipient file to eligibility files and/or required interfaces.

		(a)

		



		12.5.6.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain appropriate controls and audit trails to ensure the recipient eligibility data is used for eligibility verification and claims processing.

		(a)

		



		12.5.6.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all Recipient Data Access functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements of this RFP, associated documents, and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		12.5.6.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide eligibility verification in accordance with HIPAA EDI Standards, including but not limited to online, real-time access to eligibility data to all authorized users having appropriate security.

		(a)

		



		12.5.6.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the minimum historical eligibility data online in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) months.

		(a)

		



		12.5.6.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information propagated by eligibility interfaces in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.

		(a)

		



		12.5.6.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate and distribute monthly recipient lists in accordance with HIPAA EDI Standards, including but not limited to DHCFP contracted vendors.

		(a)

		



		12.5.6.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain recipient data not received from an interface within the MMIS.

		(a)

		



		12.5.6.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate recipient reports as specified by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.6.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain backup copy of eligibility data, in a format agreed to by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		Recipient – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.6.15 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		

		



		12.5.6.16 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from the recipient update process (recipient data from Welfare eligibility files and/or other required interfaces).

		

		



		12.5.6.17 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Assist to resolve potential discrepancies in recipient eligibility when discovered.

		

		



		12.5.6.18 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review recipient reports produced by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.7

		SURVEILLANCE AND UTILIZATION REVIEW SUBSYSTEM (SURS)



		General



		12.5.7.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all Surveillance and Utilization Reviews Subsystem (SURS) functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements in this RFP, State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Train DHCFP and designated staff on the use of the SURS reporting system, on an ongoing basis.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Advise DHCFP of any changes needed in the SURS function to correspond to changes made to other MMIS functions and offer periodic recommendations for revision of SUR functions, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support multiple levels of role-based security, as designated by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		SURS Process Operations



		12.5.7.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate:

1. Statistical profiles, by providers and recipients, summarizing information contained in claims and prior authorization history, for specified periods of time;

Statistical norms, by peer or treatment group, for each indicator contained within each statistical profile by using averages and standard deviations or percentiles;

Lists of providers and recipients who are found to be outliers, ranked according to DHCFP defined variables such as cost, volume or severity; and

Reports for providers groups including billings by the group and individual providers.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a methodology to classify providers and/or treatments into peer groups for the purpose of developing statistical profiles. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a process to evaluate the statistical profiles of all individual providers or recipients within each peer group against the exception criteria established for each peer group. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify providers and recipients who exhibit aberrant practice or utilization patterns as determined by an exception process comparing the individuals' profiles to the limits established for their respective peer groups. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an online parameter-driven control file which allows DHCFP to specify data extraction criteria, report content, parameters and weighting factors necessary to properly identify aberrant situations. This would include the maintenance of statistical profiles that could be used for exception processing.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop a weighting and ranking method subject to DHCFP approval to set priorities for reviewing utilization review exceptions.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a process to apply weighting and ranking to exception report items to facilitate identification of outliers.

		(a)

		



		SURS Data



		12.5.7.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide online access to MMIS data for research and supporting documentation. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept referral data in an electronic format, when available. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an audit trail of updates to the SURS tracking system and control files including data updated, who updated the data and when the update occurred. 

		(a)

		



		SURS Recoupment



		12.5.7.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain ability to identify transactions as SURS-related by reason code or other DHCFP approved method.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Refer suspected cases of fraud, waste, or abuse to the SURS unit. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Respond to information requests made by the SURS unit or Attorney General’s Office.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept spreadsheet from DHCFP listing claims to be adjusted or voided, in a format agreed to between DHCFP and the Contractor.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Apply voids and adjustments to the claims, as identified by DHCFP, within the same payment cycle.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		When a payment is received from a Provider in satisfaction of a recoupment determined by SURS, coordinate with DHCFP to receive spreadsheet indicating claims to be adjusted and/or voided.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Notify DHCFP when all voids and adjustments from each spreadsheet have been completed.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide SURS-related recoupment reports as requested by DHCFP, and/or required by State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide monthly Provider Accounts Receivable Report (Negative Balances), in a DHCFP-specified media. The report should include, but not be limited to: detail balances, dates established, source of balance, whether balances are reducing, and status of collection actions.

		(a)

		



		SURS Reports



		12.5.7.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide SURS management reports to DHCFP in hard or electronic media as requested by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce summary reports and provider and recipient profiles in the time frame, format and media requested by DHCFP. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Review DHCFP requested SURS report parameter changes for feasibility and report back to DHCFP on any requests that are not feasible prior to the cycle to which the change applies.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Implement SURS report parameter changes for upcoming reporting cycles, as requested by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to produce reports using the Ad Hoc query process and/or the DSS. Allow online selection of pre-defined report parameters (such as provider number, procedure code, date of service) by the user for use in running the specific report. Allow online access to lists of queries or report templates that are available for use and allow the user to select the query or template to be used.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide technical assistance as needed to assist DHCFP users in researching problems, reviewing reports, establishing report parameters and analyzing SURS data.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain up-to-date complete documentation for SURS. The SURS system documentation updates should be consistent with general MMIS system documentation maintenance requirements.

		(a)

		



		Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.7.31 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Submit report requests to the Contractor specifying the frequency, format, media, and production time frame for reports. 

		

		



		12.5.7.32 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate SUR report parameter changes, and work with the Contractor to resolve change requests that the Contractor is unable to support. 

		

		



		12.5.7.33 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Create spreadsheet listing claims to be adjusted or voided.

		

		



		12.5.7.34 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Allow Providers to specify whether offsets should be applied to their Provider number.

		

		



		Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.7.35 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Produce and deliver reports within five (5) working days of receipt of the request.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.36 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		For reports that are to be run on a future specified date, produce and deliver reports within (5) working days of the specified date. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.37 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Respond to DHCFP requests regarding inquiries associated with information presented in reports, within three (3) working days of the request.

		(a)

		



		12.5.7.38 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Respond to information requests made by the SURS unit or Attorney General’s Office within five (5) working days.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8

		THIRD PARTY LIABILITY (TPL)



		12.5.8.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update Third Party Liability (TPL) data.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept, update and maintain TPL data inputs on a frequency and from sources identified by DHCFP, including but not limited to the Welfare system, CMS, TPL vendors, etc. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify and maintain TPL resource data including, but not limited to: 

1. Coverage data;

Effective dates; 

Termination dates;

Individuals covered;

Relationship to the insured;

Premium amount (when paid for by the State);

Date decision made to pay premiums;

Deductibles, co-pay and threshold amounts; and

Carrier information to including name, contact information, type of coverage, and filing periods.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce TPL data and/or Cost Avoidance Reports as specified by DHCFP or required by State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to update all recipients receiving insurance benefits by updating the policy holder's information. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate and distribute letters as identified by DHCFP to recipient and eligibility worker(s) allowing for the inclusion of free form text. Maintain an audit trail of all letters sent and content of letters.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to waive TPL requirements if "just cause" has been established by standards and indicators identified by DHCFP. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the minimum historical TPL eligibility data online in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations, currently established as seventy-two (72) months.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure that all existing and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and other State and Federal rules and regulations are met by the TPL business function.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Initiate post payment recovery upon discovery of a TPL resource within guidelines established by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce and send claim facsimiles to insurance companies when recoveries are initiated or insurance policy data is requested.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate and mail recovery requests based upon guidelines established by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for TPL recovery payments on a daily basis.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform TPL pay and chase activities on a schedule defined by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or invoices to third party carriers within guidelines established by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements within guidelines established by DHCFP. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost effectiveness based upon discovery of the existence of a possible resource within guidelines established by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		Third Party Liability – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.8.18 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		

		



		12.5.8.19 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from the TPL update processes.

		

		



		12.5.8.20 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine and interpret TPL related policies.

		

		



		12.5.8.21 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review TPL reports produced by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.8.22 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Identify required TPL data input sources and frequency for updates.

		

		



		12.5.8.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Identify and communicate guidelines for post payment TPL recovery notifications to providers.

		

		



		Third Party Liability – System Performance Expectations



		12.5.8.24 

		System Performance Expectation

		Maintain and update the accounts receivable system on a daily basis.

		(a)

		



		Third Party Liability – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.8.25 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Report new and changed TPL information to the appropriate eligibility and TPL staff within 15 calendar days of discovery.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.26 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Do not introduce any new third party insurance information to the eligibility segment of Contractor’s MMIS within the initial fourteen (14) calendar days of a recipient’s eligibility.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.27 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Introduce new, third party insurance information, including the introduction of accurate TPL information, replacing inaccurate TPL information, to the eligibility segment of Contractor’s MMIS following the initial fourteen (14) calendar days of a recipient’s eligibility.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.28 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Initiate post payment recovery within thirty (30) calendar days of discovery of a TPL resource within guidelines established by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.29 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Generate and mail 2nd and 3rd requests no later than sixty (60) and ninety (90) calendar days after the first request if no response is received and notify DHCFP if no response is received after ninety (90) calendar days. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.30 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform follow-up on pending subrogation settlements at least monthly.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.31 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Submit returned denial notices to DHCFP each week.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.32 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Evaluate purchase of health insurance premium for cost effectiveness within fourteen (14) working days of discovery of the existence of a possible resource.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.33 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain and update the accounts receivable system for TPL recovery payments on a daily basis.

		(a)

		



		12.5.8.34 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Generate TPL recovery letters, claim facsimile and/or invoices to third party carriers within five (5) working days of request.

		(a)

		



		12.5.9

		EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT (EPSDT)



		12.5.9.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and maintain the Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) function of the MMIS, including EPSDT tracking file which includes screening, referral, diagnosis and treatment data for all EPSDT eligibles.

		(a)

		



		12.5.9.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support all EPSDT subsystem functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements in this RFP, DHCFP guidelines, and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		12.5.9.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the following data to support EPSDT functions:

1. Recipient demographics and program eligibility;

Periodicity schedule;

Claims data from Health Plans (encounter data); and

Claims data from the Claims Processing functions.

		(a)

		



		12.5.9.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update EPSDT eligible recipient scheduled screening, screening results, referral and treatment dates, the diagnosis and treatments, and track all referrals.

		(a)

		



		12.5.9.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to view online inquiry by Recipient ID for:

1. Fee-for-Service EPSDT data; and

Managed Care encounter EPSDT data.

		(a)

		



		12.5.9.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Apply managed care and fee-for-service claims data (for example, screenings, follow-up treatments) to the EPSDT tracking file in the same cycle as the screening and treatment claims are adjudicated to a final status.

		(a)

		



		12.5.9.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify and report (from paid claims and managed care data) recipients receiving treatment under the EPSDT program.

		(a)

		



		12.5.9.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify and report abnormal conditions by screening date and recipient ID whether the condition was treated or referred for treatment, using data submitted on claim forms or managed care data.

		(a)

		



		12.5.9.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make available to DHCFP online inquiry capability for access to the EPSDT files.

		(a)

		



		12.5.9.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce the CMS-416 quarterly and annually.

		(a)

		



		12.5.9.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce management reports, containing recipient-level and summary data relating to EPSDT services, referrals and follow-up treatment using both fee-for-service and encounter claims data in a format agreed upon by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.5.9.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide an EPSDT extract, as needed by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment– Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.5.9.13 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Implement and support a web-based EPSDT form. Form information should be maintained in a database and does not need to interface with the claims system. 

		(a)

		



		Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment– DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.9.14 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review reports provided by Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.9.15 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Identify standards for requested EPSDT extract.

		

		



		12.5.9.16 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine and interpret EPSDT related policies.



		

		



		12.5.9.17 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Initiate request for the CMS-416 Annual Report on or around January 1st each year.

		

		



		Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.9.18 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Apply managed care and fee-for-service claims data (for example, screenings, follow-up treatments) to the EPSDT tracking file in the same cycle as the screening and treatment claims are adjudicated.

		(a)

		



		12.5.9.19 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Provide the CMS-416 Annual Report to DHCFP no later than ninety (90) days prior to the federal due date.

		(a)

		



		12.5.10

		LEVEL OF CARE



		12.5.10.1 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Provide a level of care information maintenance tool that allows for online entry of:

1. Nursing facility tracking form (benefit plan line) information by DHCFP staff;

Waiver information by DHCFP staff;

Hospice information by Contractor staff; and

ICFMR information by Contractor staff.

		(a)

		



		12.5.10.2 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Ensure that information cannot be entered into the level of care tool unless the recipient is eligible for such services.

		(a)

		



		12.5.10.3 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Provide add, change, delete, and inquiry functions within the tool.

		(a)

		



		12.5.10.4 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Once level of care information has been entered and processed by the MMIS, generate a letter to the provider specifying:

1.  Begin/end eligibility date;

Provider number; and

Service level category.

		(a)

		



		12.5.11

		REFERENCE



		12.5.11.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and support all reference data maintenance functions, files and data elements necessary to meet the requirements in this RFP, and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manage current and historical reference data so that updates do not overlay, historical information is maintained and made accessible, and ensure that only the most current reference file information is used in business functions, including but not limited to processing claims and capitations, and producing reports. Must have the capability of being date specific and allow for multiple date periods to remain accessible for the business functions.

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide DHCFP with online inquiry and update capabilities to all reference files based on appropriate security profiles.

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide training to staff designated by DHCFP in the use of the reference functions.

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform online and mass updates to the reference files as specified by DHCFP, including but not limited to the annual procedure code update, rate updates, and eligibility and demographic updates.

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the required reports, online listings, and/or electronic media of the reference files as specified by DHCFP. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update the following inputs for the reference subsystem:

1. CMS – HCPCS, CPT, CDT updates; 

ICD-9-CM diagnosis and procedure updates; and

DHCFP-approved updates for coverage, rate, and medical policy data. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide reference files containing all data required to provide validation and pricing verification during claims processing for all approved claim types and reimbursement methodologies. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain screens that allow the user inquiry ability to an audit trail of any adds or changes made to data files in the MMIS.

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for the entry of a reason (description or code) when any add/updates occur as well as capture the user making the change, the date of the change and a before and after picture of the data. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept online or other media input additions, deletions and updates to all reference files.

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain screens that allow inquiry to all reference files using online, real-time using flexible "look up" criteria such as, but not limited to, code value, actual description as well as phonetic description. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain HCPCS Procedure data, CPT, CDT, and Revenue Code data that contains at a minimum:

1. Procedure Code Description with adequate room to fully contain both short and long descriptions from CMS input; 

State specific restrictions that are able to be specified by the following but not limited to: prior authorization by provider type, age/gender restrictions, allowable units, requirements, review indicators, and pricing modifiers;

TPL coverage information and accident related indicators to remain accessible for claims processing; 

Family Planning and EPSDT indicators; 

Specialty/certification required; and

Ability to specify type of pricing methodology/rate to be applied by provider type and specialty.

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain Diagnosis data that is compliant with the required coding set (soon to be ICD-10-CM) and contain at a minimum: 

1. Description; 

Age and gender restrictions; 

Family Planning and EPSDT indicators; 

Prior Authorization requirements / date specific; 

Length of stay information; and 

Trauma/Accident Related indicators.

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain Medical Policy data that provides the State with the maximum ability to modify defined business rules without requiring programming changes such as: 

1. An Edit Table to allow the State to specify how each edit set during claims processing should be treated (pay, deny, suspend to MMIS maintenance staff, suspend to State staff, etc.) by submission medium (electronic, paper), by invoice type (UB-04, CMS 1500, and ADA 2006), by provider type, and by program code; and

All Medical Policy data must be date specific, allow multiple iterations of data over time.

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain Rate data to support the following methodologies: 

1. Procedure code, percentage of billed charge, provider number, provider specialty, service location (urban, rural), region (over or under 21), program code (Medicaid, CHIP, State only) ;

Institutional claims, SNF or NF, Per Diem, med surg, OB, ICU;

Long Term Care – Hospice Per Diem based on percentage of facility rate;

Unit Pricing – for example, anesthesia pricing is based on base units plus time units plus P-Modifier units multiplied by a conversion factor; and

Cap percentages – Provider Type Specific.

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide Audit Trail reports showing before and after images of changed data, the ID of the person making the changes, the date changed and the reason for change. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide reference data reports as specified by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		Reference – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.11.19 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and the State and Federal rules and regulations are met by the Reference business function.

		

		



		12.5.11.20 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide Medical Policy data with coverage, rate, and limitation as needed/specified.

		

		



		12.5.11.21 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review reports developed by Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.11.22 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Inform Contractor of timing of annual, quarterly, and/or other intermittent updates to all code sets.

		

		



		12.5.11.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide coverage, rate, and limitation information to the Contractor in response to the annual CMS code update.

		

		



		12.5.11.24 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Designate staff for specialized training.

		

		



		12.5.11.25 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Perform a secondary review of the annual updates of coverage and rates performed by the Contractor.

		

		



		Reference – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.11.26 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Correctly apply routine updates to the Reference files within two (2) working days of receipt of the update file.

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.27 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Correctly upload annual CMS codes to the Reference files within five (5) working days of receipt of the update file;

		(a)

		



		12.5.11.28 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Correctly apply annual coverage and rate updates to the CMS codes within five (5) working days of receipt of the update file.

		(a)

		



		12.5.12

		MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTING SUBSYSTEM (MARS)



		General



		12.5.12.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		The system must provide management and administrative reports as described in this RFP and must be made available in data format for export and import purposes and through multiple media including online, paper, CD-ROM, and electronic file.

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate and maintain all reporting functions, files and data elements to meet the requirements in this RFP, State and federal rules and regulations, federal MMIS certification requirements, and Part 11 of the State Medicaid Manual.

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Offer periodic recommendations for process improvements, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		(a)

		



		Input and Processing



		12.5.12.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain source data from all other functions of the MMIS, to create State and federally required reports at frequencies defined by the State.

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Respond to DHCFP regarding requests for information regarding the reports within a timeframe established by DHCFP. Modify the reports to meet the changing information needs of DHCFP while ensuring accuracy of reports and compliance with current State and federal rules and regulations. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Compile subtotals, totals, averages, variances and percents of items and dollars on all reports as appropriate. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Implement uniform cut-off points for every report to ensure the consistency of all reports, as specified by State policy and guidelines.

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support parameters and generate reports of claims utilization and financial data using individual or combined selection parameters. Reports shall include the results of all financial transactions, by DHCFP specified categories, whether claim-specific or non-claim specific.

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Meet all requirements for the Medicaid Statistical Information System (MSIS) and deliver the MSIS file to CMS in a federally approved format; produce, submit and correct, if necessary, data according to CMS media requirements and time frames.

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide detailed and summary level counts of services by service, program and eligibility category, based on DHCFP specified units (days, visits, prescriptions or other); provide counts of claims, counts of unduplicated paid (participating) eligible recipients and counts of providers by DHCFP specified categories.

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide charge, expenditure, program, recipient eligibility and utilization data to support State and federal budget forecasts, tracking and modeling to include, but not be limited to: 

1. Participating and non-participating eligible recipient counts and trends by program and category of eligibility;

Utilization patterns by program, recipient medical coverage groups, provider type, and summary and detailed category of service;

Charges, expenditures and trends by program and summary and detailed category of service;

Lag factors between date of service and date of payment to determine billing and cash flow trends; and

Any combination of the above. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Include a narrative description of codes and values on reports when possible. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		MARS reports must be available on both a date of payment and date of service basis. 

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		All reports must be made available in data format for export and import purposes and through multiple media such as electronic, paper, and/or CD-ROM.

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Balance MARS report data to comparable data from other MARS reports to ensure internal validity, and to non-MARS reports to ensure external validity and comparability, including reconciliation of all financial reports with claims processing reports; deliver the balancing report to the State with each MARS production run.

		(a)

		



		Output



		12.5.12.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide to DHCFP, on a specified schedule, the administrative cost information to complete the administrative portion of all federal expenditure reports.

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and disseminate updated MARS documentation to the designated DHCFP users as needed.

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide technical assistance as needed to assist users in researching problems, reviewing production outputs and understanding report formats.

		(a)

		



		Management and Administrative Review Subsystem – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.5.12.19 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review reports provided by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.12.20 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Specify schedule for administrative cost information to complete the administrative portion of all federal expenditure reports.

		

		



		12.5.12.21 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve Contractor’s statistically valid trend methodology for generating MARS reports.

		

		



		12.5.12.22 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		DHCFP will work with the Contractor to resolve errors and address outliers identified by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.5.12.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate changes in MSIS data requirements and data submission methodologies to the Contractor.

		

		



		Management and Administrative Review Subsystem – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.5.12.24 

		Contactor Performance Expectations

		Respond to State requests for general information about the reports within three (3) working days of the request.

		(a)

		



		12.5.12.25 

		Contactor Performance Expectations

		Produce and deliver all MARS reports and other outputs within the time frames and according to the format, input parameters, content, frequency, media and number of copies as specified by State and federal rules and regulations.

		(a)
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Tab  -62	Infocrossing Response to Nevada RFP 1824, MMIS Takeover



Infocrossing Response to Nevada RFP 1824, MMIS Takeover	Tab  -63

Attachment P – Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table

Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work. 

Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor

The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply.

Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract.

		Req. #

		Type

		Requirement

		Vendor
Compliance Code

		Response



		12.6.2

		CLINICAL CLAIMS EDITING



		12.6.2.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide and maintain a clinical claims editing software program to assure appropriate and correct coding of claims using industry standard coding edits, including at a minimum:

1. American Medical Association Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) guidelines (including CPT modifiers);

Health Care Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) (including HCPCS modifiers);

ICD-9-CM (with ICD-10-CM readiness);

American Dental Association CDT codes and

CMS claims editing guidelines, as determined appropriate by DHCFP.

		(a)

		Infocrossing will continue to employ the Mckesson clinical claims editing software currently utilized within the Nevada MMIS to ensure the appropriate and correct coding of claims. 



		12.6.2.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform editing activities, including but not limited to:

1. Identify Age and Gender Conflicts;

Modifier Auditing;

Duplicate services within claim date of service;

Identify a single comprehensive CPT code to describe services performed when two or more codes have been billed;

Identify incidental procedure(s) performed at the same time as a more complex primary procedure, as a clinically integral component of a global service, or performed to gain access to accomplish the primary procedure;

Identify any combination of procedures that differ in technique or approach but lead to the same outcome;

Medical visit auditing based on surgical package guidelines;

Pre-and post-op auditing across dates of service, including diagnosis checking and history auditing, and in accordance with CMS standards;

New Visit Frequency edits according to CPT guidelines;

Identify the use of an unlisted code for a procedure that cannot be assigned a more specific code;

Identify procedures that are no longer performed under prevailing medical standards; and

Appropriateness of Diagnosis to Procedure.

		(a)

		



		12.6.2.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to deny original claim line(s) and produce replacement/added claim line(s) with correct coding information.

		(a)

		



		12.6.2.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to review and void previously paid history claims as a result of a current claim.

		(a)

		



		12.6.2.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a clinical claims editing solution that is configurable through a GUI user interface.

		(a)

		



		12.6.2.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a tool that allows for integration configurability with the Core MMIS using a GUI interface outside of the Core MMIS. The tool should provide the ability to:

1. Use any claim attribute to filter which claims are processed by the clinical claims editor (i.e. by Provider Type, Specialty, form type), as well as which results are passed back to the Core MMIS, as determined by DHCFP; and

Return results uniquely identifiable by edit codes cross-referenced to Core MMIS codes.

		(a)

		



		12.6.2.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Customize clinical claims editing software to meet DHCFP policy as required.

		(a)

		



		12.6.2.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for editing of multiple claim forms, including but not limited to CMS-1500 and UB-04.

		(a)

		



		12.6.2.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Integrate clinical claims editing with the claims adjudication process prior to claims payment.

		(a)

		



		12.6.2.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a web and/or desktop application that allows Contractor and DHCFP authorized users to 

1. Enter claims and view real-time results including detailed clinical rationale supporting the results; and

View a comprehensive documentation library including items such as auditing logic and rules, clinical manuals, and reports of library updates/versions.

		(a)

		



		12.6.2.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Employ role-based security restricting access to tool functions commensurate with job responsibilities and the minimum necessary based on the user’s profile.

		(a)

		



		12.6.2.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide support including:

1. Clarification of results/rational as formally requested;

Appeals support, including testimony by a qualified representative; and

Ongoing technical support of software and documentation updates.

		(a)

		



		12.6.2.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide version upgrades of software to ensure compliance with current procedure codes and clinical editing standards.

		(a)

		



		12.6.2.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Work with DHCFP through the Change Management process to perform future changes or customization of the clinical claims editing software to meet DHCFP policy and State and Federal regulations.

		(a)

		



		12.6.2.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce clinical claims editing reports according to DHCFP guidelines.

		(a)

		



		Clinical Claims Editing – System Performance Expectations



		12.6.2.16 

		System Performance Expectation

		Perform clinical claims editing as part of each claims adjudication process run.

		(a)

		



		12.6.2.17 

		System Performance Expectation

		Return clinical claims editing results to Core MMIS for each run.

		(a)

		



		Clinical Claims Editing – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.2.18 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Acknowledge receipt of clinical clarification inquiry or technical support request within two (2) working days.

		(a)

		



		12.6.2.19 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Return response to clinical clarification inquiry or technical support request within five (5) working days of inquiry submission.

		(a)

		



		12.6.3

		PHARMACY POINT OF SALE (POS)



		General



		12.6.3.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manage and maintain functional areas for the Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS), including but not limited to, the following:

1. Remittance Processing;

Provider Enrollment;

Recipient Eligibility;

Electronic Eligibility Verification;

Third Party Liability Resource Data;

Prior Authorization

Pro-DUR Edits / Retro-DUR Reporting;

National Drug Codes;

Drug Rebate (OBRA and Supplemental);

Accounts Receivable Distribution;

Claims Processing;

Claims Adjustments;

Reporting; and

Pharmacy Training and Outreach.

		(c)

		Key functionality of the GHS Pharmacy POS system include: the on-line, real time verification of provider and client eligibility; executing daily data feeds; pharmacy claims capture; maintaining and running all existing edits and audits contained as well as any additional edits and audits that are approved by DHCFP; the generation of Third Party Liability reports related override codes, cost avoidance activities, pay and chase claims, and third party coverage leads; on-line, real time adjudication of pharmacy claims that are NCPDP and HIPAA compliant, including price determination, co-payment calculation and tracking in accordance with State regulations and dispensing fee requirements; prospective drug utilization review for all Medicaid pharmacy claims; retrospective drug utilization review; transmittal of adjudicated claims data to the state’s financial system or other financial systems for final processing and payment; processing of the Quarterly CMS rebate tape, report generation and claims documentation to assist the Drug Rebate Unit in federal and state rebated collection and dispute resolution activities; the processing of prior authorization requests; and the handling of financial transactions, including adjustment of claims through reversal and resubmission, and reporting maintenance of history only adjustments. GHS’ state of the art POS system carries out each of these activities in an efficient and effective manner. GHS will work collaboratively with the DHCFP to ensure that the POS system and its functional areas are managed and maintained in accordance with state’s needs and expectations.



		12.6.3.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support RA message generation, and communicate Pharmacy RA information to MMIS Fiscal Agent.

		(c)

		GHS will support RA message generation and will communicate Pharmacy RA information to the MMIS Fiscal Agent. GHS will work closely with the MMIS Fiscal Agent and the State to develop processes and procedures to accomplish this requirement in a timely and efficient manner.



		12.6.3.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Communicate all relevant Pharmacy data to the MMIS Fiscal Agent.

		(c)

		GHS is experienced in working with MMIS vendors in support of the transition to new services and in the ongoing operation of PBM services as part of a complete MMIS solution. As a subcontractor to the MMIS fiscal agent we will leverage our cooperative working relationship to ensure that the State of Nevada experiences a seamless transition of services. 



GHS is responsible for sending regular feeds of pharmacy claims data and other relevant Pharmacy data to the MMIS in Iowa, Maine and Wyoming. We will leverage our experience working in these states to create and maintain any required data feeds and file uploads between GHS and the MMIS Fiscal Agent in Nevada.



		12.6.3.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Collaborate with the MMIS to process drug claims for Physician Administered Drugs.

		(c)

		GHS has successfully incorporated receipt of data from other systems into the POS adjudication process. GHS will work collaboratively with the State and MMIS Fiscal Agent to receive Physician Administered Drug claims for pricing and adjudication using the minimum necessary data elements that satisfy an online pharmacy claim but from a data extract or batch process.



		Process Drug Claims



		12.6.3.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept NCPDP 5.1 format, Batch 1.1 format, and Universal Claim Form for drug claims, or more current formats. 

		(c)

		Our pharmacy POS system is capable of receiving online claims in the NCPDP 5.1 format, as well as the NCPDP batch version 1.1 and Universal Claim Form. All of GHS’ transactions and code sets also meet HIPAA requirements. All feeds of insurance data between GHS and our customers are properly secured according to HIPAA rules using encryption, direct connections, or other secure methods. 

GHS will monitor and implement new and updated versions of HIPAA mandated electronic standards and deploy them as dictated by HIPAA. GHS adheres to the NCPDP 5.1 standard, which is fully HIPAA compliant, as well as 1.1 (check) for batch processing. As new NCPDP versions and/or HIPAA rules and regulations are created, they will be incorporated into GHS’ POS system at no addition cost to the State of Nevada.



		12.6.3.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept interface from MMIS containing Physician Administered Drugs for pricing and adjudication, and return results of adjudication.

		(c)

		GHS has successfully incorporated receipt of data from other systems into the POS adjudication process. GHS will collaborate with the State to receive Physician Administered Drug claims for pricing and adjudication using the minimum necessary data elements that satisfy an online pharmacy claim but from a data extract or batch process.



		12.6.3.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept all HIPAA required electronic formats and maintain all data required.

		(c)

		GHS has policy in place to address the use of multiple versions of electronic transaction standards. Though the majority of pharmacy transactions are delivered in NCPDP 5.1, we also receive supporting data feeds (ex. Eligibility feeds), batch claims, and other data sets from a number of different sources. Again, all channels are secure and meet the requirements of the HIPAA security rule.



		12.6.3.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept the following types of data for processing drug claims: 

1. Provider Data;

Recipient Data including lock in; 

Claims History from MMIS and POS;

Prior Authorization Data;

Reference Data (NDC, Diagnosis, Procedure); and

TPL data.

		(c)

		GHS will accept the types of data listed in this requirement, as we currently do in Iowa, Maine and Wyoming. GHS will work with the MMIS vendor to ensure that the proper interfaces, file formats and layouts are established and maintained in a manner that meets or exceeds the expectations of the DHCFP.



The ability to receive and store MMIS data and files from the Department is fundamental to the successful operation of the POS system. GHS has a suggested process for data transfer. They are as follows:



· We incorporate a daily extract of MMIS client eligibility data;

· We incorporate a daily copy of the MMIS provider and reference files;

· We incorporate a daily extract of Third Party Liability Reference data in the format established by DHCFP;

· We receive and store any and all requests for updates to the drug reference file, which results from program policy changes or other State or federal directives, including retroactive changes. We also receive and store a daily copy of the MMIS procedure / diagnosis file.

· We assure that State MMIS data received from DHCFP is available 24 hours, 7 days per week, for on-line inquiry by providers. Any downtime scheduled maintenance is announced ahead of time and is approved by DHCFP;

· We will be able to receive and store with pharmacy paid claims information, history only claims adjustments via daily feed from MMIS;

· We provide DHCFP with the capability to transmit immediate updates to providers;

· We receive and store MMIS paid claims data needed to create Drug Rebate invoices for prescription claims paid through MMIS (physician claims with J-Code procedure code); and

· We accept and process a quarterly drug rebate tape from CMS.



		12.6.3.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Edit claims based on DHCFP policy (including Pro-DUR). 

		(c)

		GHS’s POS system allows program rules and policy to be applied and validated during claims adjudication – avoiding many time consuming Prior Authorizations.



GHS will begin working with DHCFP on day one to maximize available resources by tailoring the processing rules of the claims engine to the business rules as specified during JAD sessions. GHS will be proactive not only in implementing the business rules based on the current Nevada system, but in assisting DHCFP in finding potential improvements to the current processes. Our team has extensive experience in every aspect of Medicaid pharmacy services including interactions with CMS, OIG and other agencies.



		12.6.3.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Audit claims based on DHCFP policy. 



		(c)

		GHS will audit claims based on DHCFP policies. 



		12.6.3.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Price claims based on DHCFP policy. 



		(c)

		Claims will be priced in accordance with DHCFP policies.



		12.6.3.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to define NDC generic code, according to DHCFP policy.

		(c)

		GHS is experienced at providing these services to our State Medicaid clients and will ensure that the State of Nevada receives the same level of services as our present clients. GHS will work with DHCFP upon contract award to define and document the applicable policies to ensure that the State’s expectations are met going forward.



		12.6.3.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Return all soft and hard edits failed during claims processing.

		(c)

		This requirement is standard practice for GHS in states where we are the POS vendor and will be performed efficiently for the State of Nevada, should GHS be selected to provide these services.



		12.6.3.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain reversed claims on system with status of reversal. 

		(c)

		The GHS POS system maintains a record of all reversed claims with the status of the reversal. Reason codes can be incorporated within the reversal record to indicate source of reversal, such as State requested, Program Integrity, Store Requested, etc.



		12.6.3.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide capability for the pharmacy to override Pro-DUR alerts, according to DHCFP policy.

		(c)

		GHS’ POS system provides the pharmacy the capability of overriding Pro-DUR alerts. The GHS POS system is designed to be extremely flexible and can be adjusted to accommodate the unique policy needs and requirements of each of GHS’ client states.



		12.6.3.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain log of pharmacies overriding Pro-DUR alerts and which alerts are overridden. 

		(c)

		The GHS POS system tracks overrides, allowing GHS to produce override reports for DHCFP. It also compiles data to support reports on the system’s efficiencies and cost-effectiveness.



		12.6.3.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide inquiry access to drug claims data history for authorized users.

		(c)

		Paid and rejected claims are stored in individual data warehouses maintained for each client. These claims are available for further reporting and analysis and can be accessed through the data warehouse.



		12.6.3.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Notify State Pharmacy Consultant of NDCs identified during drug claim processing that need to have a benefit code assigned.

		(c)

		GHS will work with the State to identify the Master list of covered drugs and their related NDCS that represent the pharmacy claims benefit for all covered populations. We will incorporate business rules to report new NDCs for review and assignment by the State.

GHS has years of experience managing drug files, formularies, and Preferred Drug Lists, incorporating this information to represent appropriate benefit levels per State guidelines.



		Adjust Drug Claims



		12.6.3.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability for a provider to submit a reversed claim, according to DHCFP policy.

	

		(c)

		The system will be capable of performing immediate reversal of erroneous claims after entry to the POS system, but prior to transmission of the claim to the MMIS and maintain a record of reversals. GHS will work with DHCFP to ensure that claim reversals are handled in accordance with all applicable DHCFP policies.



		12.6.3.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to adjust a previously paid claim. 



		(c)

		Claim adjustments are handled via claim reversals and re-submittals which allows for the creation of clear, easy-to-follow audit trails. The GHS system will track all positive and negative dollar amount adjustments, which will be reflected in the claims history file. The history will include the original claim, any reimbursement and subsequent adjustments to reimbursements.



		12.6.3.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to perform retroactive rate adjustments.

		(c)

		GHS will provide the capability to retrospectively adjust claims up to 2 years old utilizing on-line reversal and resubmission of claims data. 



		12.6.3.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain claims history with a reversal status, including date and reversal initiator.

		(c)

		GHS can support the capture and maintenance of expanded adjustment history information: adjusting/original transaction number; date adjustment occurred (in addition to pay order date); indicator for who initiated the mass adjustment; and reason for that particular adjustment batch. This information is stored for reporting purposes only



		12.6.3.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Return reversal acceptance message back to provider within timeframe established by DHCFP.

		(c)

		All reversal acceptance messages will be returned back to the provider within the timeframe established by DHCFP. 



		12.6.3.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce report of claim adjustments processed. 

		(c)

		GHS will produce reports of all claim adjustments processed. GHS provides this service for several of our current state clients and will tailor these reports to meet the needs of the DHCFP. 



		Drug Prior Authorization



		12.6.3.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept Prior Authorization request submitted online, by phone, or fax from all authorized providers, vendors or DHCFP staff. 

		(c)

		Pharmacy Prior Authorization (PA) is a successful cost saving tool for Medicaid programs. GHS’ PA system allows Medicaid pharmacy program managers to reduce costs by requiring physicians to receive authorization before prescribing cost prohibitive and/or clinically inappropriate drugs to patients. This process allows DHCFP to limit expensive pharmaceuticals to only those patients for whom the drug is therapeutically necessary. Our PA processing procedures and systems support toll-free telephone, toll-free facsimile and web-based requests from in-state and out-of-state providers. GHS operates a flexible prior authorization process that complies with the individual requirements of each of our client states, and all applicable State and Federal rules, laws and regulations.



		12.6.3.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Adjudicate claims according to Prior Authorization edit criteria.

		(c)

		GHS successfully provides this service in the States of Iowa, Maine and Wyoming. Based on DHCFP criteria, GHS will build edits into the claims processor to verify that a PA is available for drugs not covered on the Preferred Drug List (PDL). Because GHS will be providing both the POS and PA services, there would not need to be any major modifications to the GHS POS system. Having GHS provide both the POS and PA systems will ensure a seamless, integrated claims adjudication process.



		12.6.3.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to pend a Prior Authorization request for Medical Review. 

		(c)

		GHS’ PA system has the ability to pend a Prior Authorization request.



		12.6.3.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to uniquely identify each Prior Authorization request received.

		(c)

		PA determinations are made by GHS’ staff of clinical pharmacists, facilitated by our Prior Authorization Decision Support System (PADSS). Completed PA forms are stored electronically and loaded into PADSS. Each PA, when received by the system, is imaged, time stamped, and assigned a unique tracking number.



		12.6.3.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to retrieve and update Prior Authorization requests by number, requesting provider, servicing provider, recipient ID number and dates of service for the Prior Authorization. 

		(c)

		GHS’ PADSS application has a search feature to locate PA requests by tracking number, members, physicians, pharmacies, drugs, PAs, eligibility, etc.



		12.6.3.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Approve services based on the following information from the POS and MMIS: 

1. NDC , HICL, GSN, and/or Therapeutic Drug Class;

Generic Code;

Quantity;

Days Supply;

Units;

Start and Stop Dates of Approval;

Diagnosis (ICD-10);

Age;

Gender;

Lock in;

Over the Counter (OTC); and

Claims Data.

		(c)

		GHS pharmacy systems are developed, tested, deployed and operated to approve services based on items a – l of this requirement.

 

Only PA Pharmacists (and the PA Physician consultants) are authorized to make prior authorization determinations. All PA determinations are made based upon criteria approved by DHCFP and are based on the information outlined in this requirement. The PADSS application integrates the MMIS provider & client eligibility files, along with the pertinent information from the POS system to enable the PA Pharmacists to make timely, relevant and appropriate PA determinations.



		12.6.3.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to automate changes to the service or requesting provider of an existing Prior Authorization-end date the original Prior Authorization request and approve the new Prior Authorization. 

		(c)

		GHS’ Prior Authorization system currently has the ability to automate changes to the service or requesting provider of an existing PA, as described in this RFP requirement.



		12.6.3.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Return all edits to Provider based on Prior Authorization edit criteria, within timeframe established by DHCFP. 

		(c)

		All edits based on Prior Authorization edit criteria will be returned to Providers within the timeframe established by DHCFP.



		12.6.3.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Return Prior Authorization determination to requesting provider within timeframe established by DHCFP and in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(c)

		The PADSS application stores standardized determination notices. Notices will be created for duplicate Prior Authorization requests and changes to service/requesting providers based on DHCFP’s requirements and business rules. These will be stored in PADSS, along with the standard approval and denial notices. GHS will follow all of DHCFP’s customary business rules for generating and sending these notices.



		12.6.3.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate notices for duplicate Prior Authorization requests and changes to service/requesting providers. 

		(c)

		A standard approved or denied notice will be returned to the Beneficiary and the Beneficiary’s preferred pharmacy by mail (Beneficiary) and fax (Pharmacy) after the PA approval process is completed. The approved/denied response will be returned within 24 hours of PA submission. A response will be provided regarding the outcome of any pending PA request within 24 hours of submission to the PA system. GHS has been providing the same turnaround time to the State of Maine for several years, regularly supplying responses within a few hours.



A standard approved or denied notice will be returned to the Beneficiary and the Beneficiary’s preferred pharmacy. These notices will include language describing the Beneficiaries’ right of appeal.



		12.6.3.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate paper and electronic approval / denial / pend notices for service/requesting providers.

		(c)

		The PADSS application stores standardized determination notices. Notices will be created for duplicate Prior Authorization requests and changes to service/requesting providers based on DHCFP’s requirements and business rules. These will be stored in PADSS, along with the standard approval and denial notices. GHS will follow all of DHCFP’s customary business rules for generating and sending these notices.



		12.6.3.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure that Notice of Denials are generated and distributed to recipients and the Hearing Department according to NODs requirements in Section 12.7.12 of this RFP.

		(c)

		The PADSS application stores pre-prepared determination notices that are commonly used. GHS will work with DHCFP to create standard Notice of Denials that meet the needs of the DHCFP and the Hearing Department. These notices will be generated and distributed in accordance with all applicable State and RFP requirements.



		Prospective Drug Use Review



		12.6.3.37 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Adjudicate claims according to Pro-DUR criteria.

		(c)

		GHS developed and maintains a fully functional Pro-DUR component. This system satisfies all applicable State and federal rules and laws, including those specified in OBRA ‘90. The system we implement for the State of Nevada will meet or exceed all of the State’s Pro-DUR objectives, as articulated in this section of the RFP. It is designed to promote the efficient and cost-effective use of pharmacy services, promote the elimination of inappropriate and unnecessary use of drugs and to reduce the incidence of drug therapy failure.



The GHS Pro-DUR system will incorporate all DUR criteria and standards, as set forth by the DUR Board. It will utilize claims history, provider and reference data to assist in the DUR function. GHS has established specific Pro-DUR reporting parameters and will address inquiries and comments submitted by providers.



The system provides all required notifications to providers in a timely manner, allowing providers to adequately counsel clients regarding potential problems associated with their prescription. It accepts and employs only those criteria specifically approved by the State for Pro-DUR activities and is flexible enough to accommodate changes in those criteria. 



The Pro-DUR system provides an audit trail of inquiries, including who made the inquiry, information input, and response provided. It also generates management level reports on drug utilization.



		12.6.3.38 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide inquiry access to Pro-DUR criteria through the Drug File.

		(c)

		GHS will provide the State with a report of Pro-DUR criteria. GHS will work with DHCFP upon contract award to establish the format, frequency and other desired aspects of this report.



		12.6.3.39 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain criteria for the following Pro-DUR modules: 

1. Therapeutic Duplication;

Drug Disease Contra-indication;

Drug to Drug Interactions;

Incorrect Drug Dosage;

Incorrect Duration of Drug Treatment;

Quantity;

Age/Gender;

Clinical Abuse or Misuse;

Non-Compliance;

Excessive Utilization;

Early/Late Refills; and

Therapeutic Appropriateness.

		(c)

		The GHS Pro-DUR system is able to identify issues arising from inappropriate drug use. These issues include problems related to over- and under-utilization; contraindications by diagnosis or the presence of other disease conditions; iatrogenic complications; adverse drug reactions; therapeutic or direct drug duplication; drug/allergy interactions; treatment failure; and brand certification.



The GHS Pro-DUR system has the following attributes:

· The system is flexible, providing the ability to easily and quickly add, change or delete edits or construct and modify provider messages;

· The system provides inquiring providers on-line reference access to the outpatient drug list;

· It provides an ability to easily and quickly provide on-line prior authorization;

· The system is designed to identify patterns in drug usage and cost by providing drug use profiles; by recipient and provider, and provider, and to also provide DHCFP on-line access to information to include items such as: recipient name and ID; recipient age and sex; nursing home ID; inpatient diagnosis codes; outpatient/ambulatory diagnosis codes; dates of service; provider number; provider type code; prescriber code; drug code and description; drug strength; dosage form; quantity dispensed; brand certification; days supply; and prescription number when all fields are available; and

· GHS maintains a set of parameters to control the production of profiles based on category of disease, drug class, or other parameters.



		12.6.3.40 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate audit trail of Pro-DUR criteria updates.

		(c)

		GHS’ Pro-DUR system generates a clear, easy-to-follow audit trail for all criteria updates.



		12.6.3.41 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce Pro-DUR reports as specified by DHCFP.

		(c)

		The system tracks overrides, allowing GHS to produce override reports for DHCFP. It also compiles data to support reports on the system’s efficiencies and cost-effectiveness.

GHS can also produce any additional reports required to meet the needs of DHCFP.



		Drug File (NDC Data)



		12.6.3.42 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept update tape from Standardized Drug Database and apply update within timeframe specified by DHCFP.

		(c)

		We have extensive experience in working with First Data Bank (FDB) as well as with Medi-Span data sources. GHS presently holds a contract with First Data Bank in support of several state contracts and proposes to use FDB drug files in support of PBM services in the State of Nevada. GHS will accept the update tape and apply updates within the timeframe specified by DHCFP.



GHS understands the importance of a high integrity drug reference file; at the same time, the file must be flexible enough to meet the changing needs of Nevada’s Medicaid program and recipients. Most importantly, the file must provide the data needed to support DHCFP initiatives to realize cost savings and promote appropriate drug prescribing and utilization behaviors. The file must not only facilitate the administration of pricing and coverage, but must also provide timely updates to the POS claims adjudication system, drug rebate process, and other PBM service components. We are prepared to create component specific extracts that will satisfy the needs of all our systems and end users. 



		12.6.3.43 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to maintain online current and historical NDC data including an online audit trail of changes made to data. The audit trail identifies the date, time and user ID for all updates made during the online access and updates made by automated processes. 

		(c)

		GHS maintains online current and historical NDC data in our POS system and the associated pharmacy data warehouse. Our system creates a clear, easy-to-follow audit trail of any changes made to the data that meets the requirements as outlined in the RFP.



		12.6.3.44 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain access to current, historical, and archived data in accordance with timeframes and media established by DHCFP.

		(c)

		GHS will maintain access to current, historical, and archived data in accordance with the timeframes and media established by DHCFP. GHS will work with DHCFP to define and document these requirements to ensure that the needs and expectations of the State are being met.



		12.6.3.45 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain previous/retired NDC information. 

		(c)

		GHS currently maintains all previous/retired NDC information. GHS will work with DHCFP to establish guidelines for archiving all data and will ensure that the data is available in a mutually acceptable format that meets the State’s guidelines for data retention and archiving.



		12.6.3.46 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to retrieve archived NDC data. 



		(c)

		GHS has the ability to retrieve archived NDC data. All NDC data will maintained in accordance with DHCFP policies on data retention and archival. GHS’ systems and procedures are designed to be flexible and responsive. Depending on the State’s needs, archived NDC data can be accessed and provided as a data extract or can be used to create reports.



		12.6.3.47 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the following NDC search capabilities for authorized users:

1. Search by alpha for NDCs and NDC data; and

Maintain age, gender, quantity and days supply criteria for each NDC that will be used to edit claims.

		(c)

		Authorized users will be provided with access to GHS’ pharmacy data warehouse. These users will have the required search capabilities as outlined in this RFP requirement.



		12.6.3.48 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate reports on updated NDC data following the weekly update process.

		(c)

		GHS will generate and provide to DHCFP a weekly report on updated NDC data. GHS will work with DHCFP upon contract award to define the required information, format and delivery method for this report.



		Pharmacy Point of Sale – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.3.49 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide policy information to Contractor to support the creation and maintenance of pharmaceutical coverage including, but not limited to, drugs covered, limitations, Prior Authorization constraints, exceptions and population criteria for each plan.

		

		



		12.6.3.50 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve claims and invoice audits reports from Contractor.

		

		



		Pharmacy Point of Sale – System Performance Expectations



		12.6.3.51 

		System Performance Expectation

		Return all edits to Provider based on Prior Authorization edit criteria, within two (2) seconds.

		(c)

		GHS has developed a state-of-the-art Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS) claims adjudication system. Pharmacy claims are processed online, in real time, through standard pharmacy communication links, giving pharmacies quick responses to requests for payment. Pharmacies send claims to GHS electronically through a secure network in a standard, NCPDP compliant format. The POS system can also integrate, among others, the PA and PDL systems into the claims adjudication process. GHS’s POS system allows program rules and policy to be applied and validated during claims adjudication. All of this is done online in real-time. GHS successfully completes our transactions well below this standard and does not anticipate any issues in returning all edits within two (2) seconds. GHS has included an attachment that shows a screenshot of our claims soft switch monitoring. This screenshot demonstrates GHS’ claims processor performance for one of our current clients. The columns highlighted in orange are the average response times, in milliseconds, during peak processing time. 



It is important to note that while GHS is confident that we can meet and exceed this performance expectation, the industry standard is much higher than two (2) seconds. The switching companies are the ones that ultimately control the threshold between GHS and the providers, and they are responsible for termination of the transmission. GHS can only control the timing requirements of the transactions between the switching companies and our facility. As a result, outside factors may influence the entire transaction time between providers, the switching companies and the GHS POS system.



		12.6.3.52 

		System Performance Expectation

		Return reversal acceptance message back to provider within two (2) seconds. 

		(c)

		GHS successfully completes our transactions well below this standard and does not anticipate any issues in returning reversal acceptance messages back to the provider within two (2) seconds.



It is important to note that while GHS is confident that we can meet and exceed this performance expectation, the industry standard is much higher than two (2) seconds. The switching companies are the ones that ultimately control the threshold between GHS and the providers, and they are responsible for termination of the transmission. GHS can only control the timing requirements of the transactions between the switching companies and our facility. As a result, outside factors may influence the entire transaction time between providers, the switching companies and the GHS POS system.



		Pharmacy Point of Sale – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.3.53 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Accept update tape from Standardized Drug Database no less than on a weekly basis, and apply update within one (1) day of receipt. 

		(c)

		GHS will update the drug file weekly and apply PDL and benefit design edits. GHS will apply rigorous internal quality assurance checks prior to releasing the updated drug file into the production environment.



		12.6.3.54 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain online access to seventy-two (72) months of all drug data including rate history. 

		(c)

		GHS currently maintains thirty-six (36) months of drug data in the POS system for the purposes of claims adjudication and reporting. The full seventy-two (72) months of data will be maintained online in the pharmacy data warehouse and authorized users will be given access to this data through the data warehouse. 



		12.6.3.55 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Archive drug data after seventy-two (72) months to media specified by DHCFP.

		(c)

		GHS will work with DHCFP upon contract award to document the requirements for archiving and maintaining drug data and will ensure that the State’s performance expectations are being met.



		12.6.3.56 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Accept paper NDC universal claim form (UCF) and meet the following performance expectations: 

1. Batch, Internal Control Number (ICN), film/image UCF paper drug claims within one (1) day of receipt;

Data enter paper UCF drug claims within forty-eight (48) hours of receipt; and

Process ninety percent (90%) of paper UCF drug claims to a finalized status within thirty (30) days of receipt.

		(c)

		GHS has an in-house data capture department that would facilitate the entry of paper pharmacy claims into the claims adjudication system. GHS has been processing paper claims for Maine’s MMIS since 1974. After entry, paper claims would be adjudicated in the same manner as online pharmacy claims. GHS is confident that we can meet the performance expectations outlined here.



		12.6.3.57 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Return PA determination to requesting provider within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of Prior Authorization request, or in less time to meet State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(c)

		We presently respond to 100% of pharmacy prior authorization requests within 24 hours of receipt in every state where we perform this service. In Maine, complete requests are currently turned around, on average, in just under four hours and in Iowa, our average turn-around time is currently just under 2 hours. GHS’ PA response time is described in greater detail in our response to requirement 12.6.3.33. GHS will ensure that similar results are achieved for the State of Nevada.



		12.6.3.58 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Update T-bill rates weekly.

		(c)

		GHS currently performs this service for several state clients and will do the same for DHCFP.



		12.6.4

		PHARMACY



		General



		12.6.4.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide staff competent to perform and support all Pharmacy functions specified in this RFP, or by State and Federal rules and regulations, during the life of the contract.

		(c)

		GHS realizes its commitment to provide all necessary resources to develop, implement, and operate the systems as specified in this RFP.

GHS has assembled a staff of extremely talented, competent and capable employees. The employees of GHS have always met the challenges placed before them. We are dedicated to providing the highest quality services to GHS’ clients.



Our staff is acutely aware of the importance of the health care programs we manage, not only in terms of the provision of services to the neediest citizens, but also in terms of the state budget. We understand the issues in Medicaid and their impact on a state.



We will utilize our experienced employees’ experience for the Nevada project; our plan is to ultimately recruit and hire local Carson City-area pharmacy staff with skills similar to our current personnel to be housed in a Carson City-are office to fill many of the operations and pharmacy provider relations positions after contract award. Our existing staff will be used as a resource for new staff dedicated to the Nevada contract. Our employees will counsel the new staff; they will travel to Nevada as necessary and devote a portion of their time to the Nevada project and always be available by email/phone. They will pass on their experience and knowledge of the GHS culture.



This “local model” has been very successful for us with other State Medicaid Agencies.



		12.6.4.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce high quality, reliable, valid and meaningful analyses of the prescribed drug data of DHCFP.

		(c)

		Administrative reporting is a critical function of GHS’ proposed solution. GHS uses reporting to monitor the performance of our systems and to assure that we are carrying out all our responsibilities effectively. Reporting allows Department policymakers to evaluate the impact of policy decisions on program operations and closely track expenditures. It is useful in the identification of issues of policy that require remediation and opportunities for cost savings and quality improvement. Reporting is also critical to DHCFP’s ability to hold GHS accountable for performance of our contractual obligations. GHS provides weekly, quarterly, annual and ad hoc reporting for all of our current State clients. We have the experience and competence necessary to meet the reporting requirements as outlined in this RFP. We will provide the same high level of service and reporting to which our current clients have become accustomed. 



Our team has closely reviewed the reporting requirements contained in the RFP and we are confident that we can deliver the sophisticated, advanced reporting capabilities that DHCFP requires. Our reporting system is also designed to be flexible. We will work DHCFP upon contract award to customize our report formats, file layouts, transmission methods and reporting schedule to ensure that they meet the needs of the State of Nevada.



GHS proposes implementing a robust reporting system. DHCFP will receive standard administrative reports—what we refer to as “Level One” reports. These will be provided in accordance with a routine, predetermined schedule. The content of these reports remain static over time; they are intended to provide updated information on the same set of parameters each time the report is run anew. 



GHS will also provide “Level Two” reports. These are reports that usually require attention from our clinical data analysis team and fall between the standard administrative report and the more highly complex, or “Level Three,” analytic report. Level Two reports are not produced on any set schedule. As opposed to remaining static, these reports require some modification each time they are run; we define a Level Two report as needing less than thirty minutes of combined professional resource time (physician, pharmacist, analyst, or programmer) to create.



Level Three reports entail new analyses that are produced for very specific circumstances. Unlike the Level Two reports, these usually require substantial investments of time and energy from GHS professional staff. These analyses are highly complex and unique. These intensive services constitute consultation with DHCFP Pharmacy staff, as opposed to being part of the routine, daily work of administering the pharmacy systems. 



The second aspect to the system is an ad hoc tool called OLAP (online analytical processing). This is a “data-mart” (or “data-cube”) module, populated with pharmacy benefit data that allows users to drill down (“data mine”) into data sets and construct their own reports. Like the look up report module, this reporting system is user-friendly, is installed on DHCFP users’ desktops, and can generate output in a variety of formats. 



While the support systems for the level-three and ad hoc reporting capabilities are already designed and in place for current GHS clients, they must be configured to assure they meet all of the State’s needs and expectations. GHS will work with DHCFP staff toward this objective and will provide training in the use of the system to authorized State personnel. We firmly believe this service will become an indispensable tool for DHCFP staff.





		Preferred Drug List (PDL)



		12.6.4.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct analysis and clinical review of State of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims history which shall include but not be limited to:

1. Identify top therapeutic classes of drugs within the pharmacy claims data based on actual utilization and classified according to the National Drug Database classification of Specific Therapeutic Class. Specific classes will be selected for the PDL at the discretion of DHCFP. In order to comply with commitments made by DHCFP certain therapeutic classes will be excluded from the PDL;

Conduct an analysis of each drug member within the selected classes based on the clinical safety and efficacy guidelines as compared to other members of the class; and

Fiscal impact of inclusion or exclusion of therapeutic class onto preferred drug list based upon past utilization and expenditures. 

		(c)

		GHS will provide claims analysis by Specific Therapeutic Class (STC) as defined by First Data Bank. GHS is experienced at working with STCs and can also, if DHCFP is interested, tailor these reports to consider possible variations to these class reports, as may be related to therapeutic utilization. For example, it may be useful to consider the angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors, angiotensin receptor blockers and direct renin inhibitors in a report that looks not only at utilization within an STC but between several STCs. In addition, it is sometimes useful from a PDL design or supplemental rebate standpoint to consider innovative distinctions within a class, such as distinguishing between short and long acting calcium channel blockers. 



Finally, some therapeutic classes bear closer scrutiny than others, and for different reasons. For example, narcotics represent both a high cost center and potential for fraud / abuse. Therefore, we have developed reports that focus on specific issues within certain classes, to help identify and resolve any issues that may be having negative effects on patient quality of care and/or DHCFP costs. 



GHS understands that specific classes will be selected for the PDL at the discretion of DHCF and that certain therapeutic classes will be excluded from the PDL. Our staff will work with DHCFP upon contract award to tailor these reports to meet the unique needs and requirements of the State of Nevada.



GHS’ clinical and pharmaceutical staff uses the drug class reviews performed by the Oregon Evidence-Based Practice Center as a source of information for PDL considerations, as far as they are available. We then create and provide customized drug monographs and analyses for drug committees, according to a state’s specifications. For drug class reviews not yet addressed by the Oregon Evidence-based Practice Center, a similarly structured meta-analysis is conducted. We follow the same procedure in refreshing the therapeutic class reviews when significant new drugs arrive that were not originally considered. The only drawback with the Oregon reviews is that they often provide far more details than most committee members have time to digest. 



GHS will provide DHCFP with a sensible distillation of the available data that is most relevant to the decisions that the committee needs to make.



The goal of the clinical monographs and analysis is to assist DUR Board and P&T Committee members in arriving at a rational assessment of what drugs represent the best value. If a drug offers a uniquely positive value, then it must be given an advantaged position on the PDL, unless the unique characteristic is only necessary for a minority of the population. When the characteristic is only necessary for a minority of the population, the drug may safely be reserved for those with a medical need as documented through Prior Authorization (PA). The secret to influencing Committees successfully is to highlight and emphasize the key attributes of a drug that will enable them to arrive at the same conclusion as GHS’ clinical staff and DHCFP’s pharmacy program administrators.



GHS’ analysis will include analysis of the fiscal impact of inclusion or exclusion of a given therapeutic class onto preferred drug list based upon past utilization and expenditures, as directed by DHCFP.



		12.6.4.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop, maintain and electronically transmit to a DHCFP-identified Prior Authorization contractor, the list of drugs requiring prior authorization due to the level of participation on the PDL by National Drug Code (NDC) and/or therapeutic class.

		(c)

		GHS will work with DHCFP to establish PA criteria for drugs, based on the level of participation on the PDL. As we do for the States of Iowa, Maine, and Wyoming, we will use the most current studies, reviews and guidelines available to develop and recommend prior authorization procedures and criteria for review and approval by the DHCFP, P&T Committee and DUR Board. This list of drugs will be maintained by GHS and ordered by NDC and/or therapeutic class. GHS will transmit this list electronically to the DHCFP-identified Prior Authorization contractor. 



		12.6.4.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support the management and coordination of all activities related to the maintenance of the PDL including but not limited to:

1. Clinical review of new name brand drugs for clinical safety and efficacy;

Clinical review of new generic drugs for clinical safety and efficacy;

Clinical review of existing drugs for new indications or changes to indications;

Review of new product forms and strengths;

Development of and changes to criteria based on new information; and

Financial scenario development by Product Category to represent a current case, best financial case, and other scenario(s) as dictated by DHCFP to the contractor.

		(c)

		GHS has a staff of 10 licensed clinical pharmacists and 3 licensed medical doctors who are available to support the management and coordination of all PDL-related activities for the Nevada contract.



GHS’ experienced clinical and pharmaceutical staff will review therapeutic drug classes including new medications and indications. Our experts will provide recommendations regarding changes to the PDL and PA criteria. We provide the same service in other client member states and find that it greatly assists the Committee in making responsible and timely decisions.



During and after the initial PDL has been designed and implemented it is essential to continue analyzing relevant, timely clinical trial data, including updates on efficacy, safety and added indications or patient populations. The P&T Committee needs to focus on the most important essentials of a drug to maintain PDL therapeutic classes including the following elements:

· Significant, clinically positive drug characteristics, especially if unique to class;

· Significant, clinically negative drug characteristics, especially if unique to class;

· Whether a drug was added only to receive a better offer on another drug; and

· What financial effect a drug will have on a PDL class if it is preferred or non-preferred.



GHS is experienced at tailoring the PDL process based on input from the State Medicaid staff and P&T Committee preferences. We will tailor PDL development and maintenance to suit Nevada Medicaid uniquely. GHS has worked extensively with Maine, Iowa and Wyoming on PDL development.

In summary, we will provide timely reviews and recommendations to the State and the Committee regarding new drugs, new indications, new product forms and strengths, new safety issues, and negative studies. In addition, GHS will prepare cost analyses and financial modeling as per the DHCFP’s guidelines. These analyses will enable informed recommendations that balance clinical and cost considerations



		12.6.4.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Work with the Provider community, associations, advocacy groups, etc. to ensure public involvement in the development process of the PDL.

		(c)

		In our current client states, GHS has established positive, reciprocal relationships not only with State staff, but also with the local provider community, professional associations and advocacy groups. These relationships enable us to keep abreast of developments in the provider community and to disseminate vital information to key Medicaid stakeholders. GHS will work to ensure that the same focus is placed on public involvement in the Nevada PDL development process that we bring to all facets of our work.



		12.6.4.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assess drug cost and utilization changes and trends by drug, drug category, price, PDL compliance, percent of population using drugs, and use by age, location, eligibility category condition, length of use and other factors.

		(c)

		GHS will provide therapeutic class reviews that use the required parameters to compare each drug. GHS’ clinical and pharmaceutical staff will provide a high-level analysis to determine the safety and efficacy of drugs within targeted therapy classes. Our staff is experienced in performing these analyses for several PDLs and will provide the same level of service to the State of Nevada. It is of the utmost importance to make the client aware of all clinically significant positive and negative drug attributes that could potentially affect the health of its members. In addition, detailed analysis of the net costs and utilization patterns of Nevada’s unique population are used to derive scenarios that illustrate the various PDL options. These scenarios will take into account the unique characteristics of Nevada’s Medicaid population.



		12.6.4.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Determine and monitor on an ongoing basis, fiscal impact due to the exclusion or inclusion of therapeutic classes onto the preferred drug list and fiscal analysis reviewing cost effectiveness of PDL.

		(c)

		GHS will provide complete financial modeling scenarios for the therapeutic categories identified for discussion. The models will include separately, identified CMS and supplemental rebates and the resultant net drug costs. The model will demonstrate the financial impact to the class and allow for changes in drug mix, pricing assumptions and market-share shifts. We will provide recommendations to DHCFP that were derived from the financial modeling results. 



GHS will provide supplemental rebate negotiations and saving analyses of specific drugs/drug categories on a mutually acceptable schedule. We will present estimated savings in a manner agreeable to DHCFP. This will involve estimations based on both current and projected utilization. We could also apply estimated costs to anticipated prior authorizations in each class so that the State can consider the net return on investment of its PDL design. Depending on DHCFP’s preference, we can present a simple summary version of estimated savings within each class, reflecting shifts in market share utilization, average blended net cost per unit, and supplemental rebates. These summaries can accompany the more complex analysis that incorporates all the utilization, including that of minor drugs.



It is important for the model to emphasize that the sum of SR dollars or the percent of the drug budget that they represent are not necessarily the best indicators of success. The best indicator is net cost. MHD should judge the success of the PDL design and strategies by how well its net cost trends are controlled over time. Accepting big SRs on very expensive drugs may give an extremely misleading impression of how well the negotiator has done. Overpriced drugs need to give oversized rebates just to reach price parity with best-priced drugs in many classes. The financial models will try to highlight these situations to the drug review committees.



At a detailed level, the cost analyses are performed to arrive at comparisons of net costs. We take your pharmacy reimbursement rate(s), FULs, and SMACs and then subtract out CMS rebates (and eventually supplemental rebates) to arrive at net costs. We then compare drug net costs within PDL classes to help decide best values. Most drugs, especially the one unit per day drugs, are then easily compared. Other drugs require adjustments in order to arrive at fair comparisons. For example, we judge inhalers, nose sprays and eye drops by actual utilization data. We apply a net cost value to the average number of units used per day supply by the entire state Medicaid population. Another example concerns antibiotics. We determine the most frequently prescribed courses of therapy and model out net costs to arrive at net cost per course of therapy.



The last major component of the cost analysis relates to market share. The committee members need to know how many people are on (tentatively) preferred and non-preferred drugs. They also need to know if any data exists that would help predict the probability of success if drug A was made preferred and drug B non-preferred. This data assists in making sound decisions. 



In the more complex analysis, we use a predictive pricing approach to estimate the final budget impact of PDL decisions after accounting for all rebates, prescribing alterations, and offsetting administrative costs.



We can also perform financial modeling that shows the recent utilization with all CMS rebates, supplemental rebates and net costs clearly identified. Then we demonstrate how these variables might change under different sets of assumptions and their probabilities. In a number of categories this involves comparing rebated brands to each other and then possibly to non-contracted brands and/or generics potentially affected by SMACs/FULs. To the extent that data is available, we use other states’ utilization changes after they adopted a similar PDL category design.



		12.6.4.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform ongoing analysis of the introduction of new drugs or new drug indications in relation to inclusion or exclusion from the PDL.

		(c)

		GHS will provide the same level of analysis and consultation described elsewhere on the introduction of new drugs or new drug indications as they relate to inclusion or exclusion from the PDL.



		12.6.4.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		With the approval of DHCFP, manage all aspects of processing new rebate agreements.

		(c)

		GHS will operate an efficient, fully transparent supplemental rebate program on behalf of Nevada. We will negotiate and assist the State in contracting for the best supplemental rebates available and satisfy the requirements concerning review and approval by DHCFP in addition to DUR Board presentations, rebate agreement processing, invoicing and collections.



		12.6.4.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform benchmark analysis for financial and clinical outcomes to monitor trends, consult with DHCFP staff on data findings and provide program recommendations to improve clinical and financial outcomes.

		(c)

		GHS will perform benchmark analysis for financial and clinical outcomes to monitor trends, and will consult with the state agency on data findings. In addition, GHS will provide recommendations to the state agency to improve both clinical and financial outcomes.



		12.6.4.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and maintain current and archived PDL on Contractor website.

		(c)

		We have worked closely with the States of Maine, Iowa and West Virginia to create and maintain many different PDL versions that meet the specific needs of each state and their respective pharmacy / provider / recipient communities. If the State desires, we can mimic the current appearance of its present PDL files. GHS will work with DHCFP upon contract award to determine the PDL version that will best meet the needs of the State. This list and any archived PDLs will be maintained on the website developed for the Nevada MMIS project.



		12.6.4.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Comply with any State and Federal rules and regulations related to the PDL.

		(c)

		The PDLs that GHS develops and maintains are completely compliant with all State and Federal rules and regulations. GHS staff understands the importance of remaining up-to-date with changes to State and Federal policy and will provide the same level of service that is currently provided to our existing State clients.



		Multi-State Pooling



		12.6.4.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the following Cost Pooling services:

1. Employ purchasing practices utilized in private sector purchasing in accordance to State and Federal rules regulations;

Coordinate drug purchasing negotiations with drug manufacturers based upon other State Medicaid contracts, other State funded programs and/or commercial lines of business; and

Differentiate, through accounting practice, DHCFP rebates separate from other lines of business if cost pooling techniques are applied.

		(c)

		GHS has negotiated rebates for the State of Maine since 2003 and for Iowa since 2004. In the fall of 2005, GHS participated in the design and then became the negotiating vendor for a multi-state drug rebate pooling program, now known as the Sovereign States Drug Consortium (SSDC). 



Current member states of the SSDC include Maine, Iowa, Vermont, Oregon, Utah, West Virginia and Wyoming. The SSDC now negotiates on behalf of approximately 2.2 million covered lives.



Working with GHS as part of the SSDC supplemental rebate pool will allow DHCFP to achieve the greatest degree of independence and control, while optimizing savings and minimizing overhead costs.



Representing the SSDC, GHS can negotiate the most advantageous contracts for the preferred drugs already listed on an SSDC member’s PDL. We can also seek to provide a number of potentially superior contracts for drugs not on a PDL if an SSDC member and its P&T Committee are in favor of accepting. Although the pool negotiates prices and conditions, each state within the SSDC determines the composition of its own PDL, choosing which contracts to accept and which to reject. Louisiana will retain complete PDL autonomy if it joins the SSDC pool. While in most cases the states in the pool have reached consensus and acted in unison, there were several PDL categories where one state wanted to pursue a much more or less aggressive approach than the other partners. Maintaining this autonomy is crucial to the long-term success of the pool. In the long-term, however, savings can be maximized by all states within the SSDC synchronizing their PDLs.



GHS utilizes standard purchasing practices like the ones used in private sector purchasing. All supplemental rebate negotiations are conducted in accordance with State and Federal rules regulations



GHS will coordinate and facilitate all facets of drug purchasing negotiations with drug manufacturers on behalf of the State of Nevada. Purchasing will be coordinated with the other members of the SSDC pool, based upon applicable State Medicaid contracts, other State funded programs and/or commercial lines of business.



GHS maintains CMS and other rebates in independent data sets, in a completely transparent manner, for all rebate service contracts we hold. This includes, among other features, independent invoicing, payment tracking, and dispute resolution. GHS also maintains separate files, both physical and electronic, for each of our state clients, to maintain confidentiality and ensure an accurate and easy-to-follow audit trail.



		12.6.4.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure the Contractor is not utilizing Nevada Medicaid’s purchasing power as leverage to benefit other purchasing contracts for the contractor that would result in a disadvantage to DHCFP purchasing power.

		(c)

		GHS will not use Nevada Medicaid’s purchasing power as leverage to benefit other purchasing contracts that would result in a disadvantage to DHCFP. GHS’ business model is based on 100% transparency. The supplemental rebate process as administered through the SSDC is a completely transparent process. All offers submitted are accessible on-line through the SSDC website. Any offers, including subsequent counteroffers, responses and final accepted and rejected bids are completely visible to authorized State staff. The complete electronic offer history is retained on-line for immediate State retrieval.



Providing complete transparency in negotiating supplemental rebates is a strong point of GHS as the SSDC pool administrator. All offers must be entered electronically by manufacturers through the secure SSDC website (www.rxssdc.org). Each member state has 24/7 access to this website, where they can view all offers, monitor the course of negotiations, and retrieve historical offer data as needed.



		Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC)



		12.6.4.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct analysis and clinical review of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up pharmacy claims history to determine and recommend, to DHCFP, for implementation of Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC). MAC must also reflect Federal Upper Limit (FUL).

		(c)

		GHS specializes in assisting state Medicaid agencies in a variety of pharmacy benefit MAC services. We will create a unique MAC program for Nevada, one designed for maximal efficiency and savings while striving to maintain the viability of the State’s pharmacy providers. We will develop at least three MAC reimbursement models and present each model with multiple rate scenarios for the Commonwealth’s consideration. We have performed extensive work in this area for Maine since 2002. We also provide SMAC services for Illinois, Wyoming and West Virginia. Our MAC programs meet all applicable State and Federal regulations and we will ensure that any program implemented for the State of Nevada does the same.



		12.6.4.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Utilize pharmacy claims data to maintain MAC.

		(c)

		GHS will design and administer a MAC program, including the development and maintenance of MAC setting of multiple-source, single-source and over-the-counter drug products specifically tailored to the needs of the Nevada Medicaid population. GHS will develop detailed criteria for selecting products to include in DHCFP’s MAC program, the reimbursement rates for these products, as well as an update process. We will carefully monitor the net pricing of brand multi-source drugs to ensure that the State does not automatically, and therefore sometimes prematurely, shift utilization into the generic until the time when it has been documented to be cost-effective.



		12.6.4.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		At a minimum, conduct monthly market analysis of generic drug pricing to ensure access to services are not jeopardized due to application of MAC.

		(c)

		GHS will use our expertise to develop a fair and equitable formula that ensures the implementation of a SMAC program that saves the State the maximum amount possible while considering the interests of Montana’s pharmacy providers.



GHS will conduct monthly market analysis of generic drug pricing to ensure access to services are not jeopardized due to application of MAC prices. GHS has access to wholesaler generic drug acquisition cost files. We have extensive experience in working with First Data Bank (FDB) as well as with Medi-Span data sources. When a new generic enters the market, we use the data in these files to set an initial SMAC. This gives us a healthy head start on implementing SMACs compared to the lags created by collecting invoices. We know from verifying prices with stores that the wholesaler acquisition cost data never overstates the prices that the independent pharmacies can purchase generics. We then recalculate SMACs at various points during the year based on weighted samples across all stores. This adjusts for the superior purchasing power of the chain pharmacies. We also use the wholesaler price files to quickly research best prices available when stores submit SMAC complaints. It does not make much sense to sample cost data from stores using the same wholesaler. We are also very careful with examining invoice data since in the past some stores have purchased small amounts of drugs at increased prices that could potentially distort SMAC cost samples. 



		12.6.4.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct continual targeted analysis of drugs that are deemed to be scarce per CMS recommendations.

		(c)

		GHS will conduct a targeted analysis of drugs that are deemed to be scarce per Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) recommendations.



		12.6.4.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update MAC pricing at least monthly and possibly more frequent if determined by market analysis or at the request of DHCFP.

		(c)

		GHS currently has processes in place for each of our client states to eliminate products or to modify MAC rates consistent with changes in the marketplace. We recognize that changes in pharmaceutical prices and product availability occur on a regular basis. We will obtain and review industry data, including published pricing information, and information provided by pharmacies to assess the MAC program and to ensure that MAC rates reflect current pharmaceutical market conditions. We will respond to changes in the pharmaceutical arena that may affect the price and/or availability of drug products; adjustments to the MAC program will be made periodically as needed. We will make interim adjustments in response to market conditions. MAC rates and drug products affected by the MAC rate schedule will be reviewed regularly, and again, we will make adjustments as needed. We will work with DHCFP upon contract award to adjust this process to meet any additional requirements.



		12.6.4.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a mechanism for providers to communicate with and provide justification to the Contractor if a particular generic drug is not obtainable at current MAC pricing. This justification may include provider submission of drug invoice to facilitate adjustment of MAC.

		(c)

		GHS has experience providing services for the review and resolution of disputes and discrepancies for the states of Illinois, Maine, West Virginia and Wyoming. GHS will use the processes in place in these states as a baseline and will customize them to create a tailored solution for promptly resolving MAC disputes that are based on actual acquisition cost and/or availability of the drug product. For our current clients, GHS accepts disputes and justification documentation by fax and/or email and will work with DHCFP to ensure that the mechanism chosen for the State of Nevada meets the needs of the State and the pharmacy community.



		12.6.4.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform benchmark analysis for financial and clinical outcomes to monitor trends, consult with DHCFP staff on data findings and provide program recommendations to improve clinical and financial outcomes.

		(c)

		GHS has several mechanisms that we currently employ to minimize utilization trends that work against the objectives of the MAC program. First, GHS performs market share reports each quarter for all of our clients. These reports are used not just for assessing PDL compliance but also for the detection of significant utilization shifts. A MAC can be placed on a drug, but doctors have to keep writing scripts for it in order for savings to occur. This is why some MAC savings never meet expectations. If the clinical standard of care or major guideline changes, then projected savings can disappear. This scenario may result in lost savings but usually provides better health outcomes so the trade-offs are acceptable. Other situations are different. Many utilization trends are driven by brand manufacturer marketing and not better outcomes data. Who would want to see people move from carvedilol with a MAC to Coreg CR or fluvoxamine to Luvox CR? These examples are easy to identify and prevent but others are not. Take Januvia. It is much more expensive than metformin while not being as potent. Januvia is a good second or third line antidiabetic agent. If you do not control utilization, then the metformin with a MAC use will decrease and the Medicaid program’s net costs will increase. Another example relates to ACE inhibitors. Practically every one of these drugs has a nice MAC on it. Although there are many indications for ACEIs, most states have seen steady erosions in ACEI utilization over the years. Much of this has been due to unchecked ARB growth. States that have required ACEI use prior to ARB have maintained substantially higher generic ACEI shares, and consequently have reaped much greater savings. GHS would devote a substantial amount of effort in seamlessly integrating the MAC and PDL programs because the return on the investment is always significant and worthwhile.



		Drug Use Review (DUR) Board



		12.6.4.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manage the State Drug Use Review (DUR) program, including both retro and prospective DUR, in accordance with federal and state regulations.

		(c)

		GHS manages both retrospective and prospective DUR programs in several states. As a result, GHS’ staff is familiar and experienced in managing these programs in accordance with all federal and state regulations and guidelines. GHS will leverage that experience to ensure that the DUR program in the State of Nevada remains compliant with all applicable rules, regulations and guidelines. GHS will work with DHCFP upon contract award to ascertain and document any unique requirements that may exist for the State of Nevada in order to ensure that we meet or exceed the State’s expectations. 



		12.6.4.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide detailed written analysis for the DUR Board to assist them in making decisions as required by federal regulations.

		(c)

		GHS will leverage our experienced, skilled staff to ensure that the DUR Board continues to receive the information and support required to complete their requirements and meet their responsibilities. We provide similar services in several states, including the States of Iowa and Maine. We look forward to the opportunity to continue working with the DUR Board to ensure that their duties and standards are being met and exceeded.



GHS has been successful in screening and identifying patterns of inappropriate health care using evidence-based rules by assessing resource utilization, analyzing high-cost and high-risk beneficiaries, building individual provider and member utilization history files and profiles, identifying deficiencies in the level of care or quality of service provided, and identifying providers who may benefit from education or other intervention concerning more appropriate service utilization. With constant monitoring of these and other areas, GHS has been successful in providing our current clients’ DUR Boards with up-to-date analyses, member profiles, and areas of potential problems by means of problem-focused reviews to assist them in ensuring the highest quality of care for their Medicaid recipients. We will provide this same level of service to the State of Nevada.



		12.6.4.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Facilitate quarterly DUR Board meetings or more frequent as determined by the chair.

		(c)

		GHS will facilitate DUR Board meetings quarterly, or more frequently as determined by the chair. GHS successfully provides this service in the State of Iowa.



		12.6.4.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and provide all meeting materials to DHCFP in accordance with Nevada’s Open Meeting Law. Materials are to be approved by DHCFP prior to dissemination.

		(c)

		GHS is familiar with the importance of providing meeting materials to the commission members in a timely fashion to allow for adequate preparation in advance of scheduled meetings. GHS will ensure that materials are prepared and forwarded to DHCFP prior to dissemination for review and approval. All materials will be created and maintained in accordance with all applicable Nevada laws and regulations.



		12.6.4.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop quarterly reports for the DUR Program to be disseminated at the DUR Board.

		(c)

		GHS offers robust reporting services to all of our clients. GHS will provide the DUR Board with quarterly reports and will work upon contract award with DHCFP and the DUR Board to establish the desired formats and business rules for creating these reports.



		12.6.4.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop annual DUR report as required by State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(c)

		GHS currently produces annual DUR reports for the States of Iowa and Maine and will leverage this experience to do the same for the State of Nevada. GHS’ annual DUR reports are developed and maintained in accordance with all applicable State and Federal rules and regulations.



		12.6.4.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop ad hoc utilization, clinical and financial reports to support changes in Medicaid policy.

		(c)

		GHS has a team of both clinical and health policy experts ready to assist DHCFP as soon as changes in policy, financing or other pharmacy-related information becomes available. GHS will provide the required reporting to support changes in Medicaid policy, as we do for our current State clients.



		12.6.4.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop draft and final meeting agendas and minutes in accordance with DHCFP timelines.

		(c)

		GHS will create meeting agendas and minutes for the DUR Board meetings, as we do for our present client states. Drafts will be forwarded to DHCFP for review and approval prior to dissemination. We will work with DHCFP to establish expectations and guidelines for the creation of these agendas and meeting minutes. GHS staff is acutely aware of the expectations of both the DHCFP and the DUR Board as to the quality of meeting minutes recorded and will work diligently to ensure that the final product meets or exceeds the State’s requirements.



		12.6.4.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assist DHCFP in recruiting for DUR Board appointments.

		(c)

		GHS currently performs this service for the State of Iowa. GHS will leverage this experience to provide DHCFP with assistance in recruiting qualified DUR Board appointments. GHS strives to recruit and recommend only highly-qualified and skilled practitioners for confirmation to the DUR Board.



		12.6.4.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide clinical and financial recommendations to DHCFP for policy changes that support a comprehensive pharmacy program.

		(c)

		GHS has a team of both clinical and health policy experts ready to assist DHCFP by providing clinical and financial advice and recommendations for policy changes to support Nevada’s comprehensive pharmacy program. Our staff has considerable experience both with Medicaid and in the pharmacy industry in general. They pride themselves on their ability to stay up-to-date on current issues and trends in these areas. GHS currently provides a range of public-sector and Medicaid-specific pharmacy benefit services in ten states. This allows us to leverage “Best Practices” in these states and share them with our clients. GHS also makes recommendations to our clients as appropriate on cost savings and quality improvement initiatives. We typically run “what if” scenarios on various pharmacy-related proposals, as well as provide detailed technical documentation that can be used to provide supporting documentation. We provide this type of assistance routinely for the States of Maine, Iowa, West Virginia and Wyoming; we would welcome the opportunity to provide these services to the State of Nevada.



		Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee



		12.6.4.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assist DHCFP in the identification and appointment of a State Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee for recommendation to the Governor with the responsibility for review and approval of all programs relative to the use of Preferred Drugs and the Prior Authorization process.

		(c)

		GHS currently performs similar services for the State of Iowa. GHS will leverage this experience to provide DHCFP with assistance in recruiting qualified P&T Committee candidates. GHS understands the vital role that the P&T Committee members play relative to the Preferred Drug List and Prior Authorization program and strives to recruit and recommend only highly-qualified and skilled practitioners for confirmation to the P&T Commission.



		12.6.4.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Formulate, develop and provide to the P&T Committee recommendations for preferred drug(s) in each reviewed class. These classes may have more than one drug determined to have equal effectiveness and therapeutic value. In some classes, more than one drug may be recommended as the “Preferred Drug(s)”.

		(c)

		Efficient design and application of the PDL is an area of excellence for GHS. Our PDL management system has been designed to offer the maximum amount of functionality possible. We have learned that a highly intelligent and flexible system reduces both administrative costs and provider burdens while optimizing net savings. We will do our best to assist the State in the further development and management of its PDL. We will conduct analysis of each drug to be considered, as outlined in the RFP requirements. 



We have designed different PDLs tailored to the unique needs of each state. The State can always save more money within its PDL so the question is really how much discomfort they and their providers are willing to endure to capture them. Next, we must determine how much further the PDL can be expanded and over what time span. It is beneficial to then ascertain from the State what has and has not worked well over the past few years and interview staff concerning their impressions of current drug committee deliberations and apparent biases. Once a state has established a PDL, it has made a long-term commitment to its basic structure. There is only so much change that can be tolerated from year to year. When a state joins a pool, a certain amount of realignment is mutually beneficial. Again, only a small to moderate amount of PDL changes can be tolerated so you reserve your changes for the largest dollar values. Therefore, the method of developing a PDL for a new to PDL state is vastly different from that for a PDL-experienced state like Nevada.



First, the methodology is decided as much by the State as it is by GHS. This is a collaborative process. Although we have our own ideas on how to approach the initial design of each PDL category, we benefit greatly from the State’s input. Although we do the negotiating, the design and redesign of each category reflects the considerations and will of the State. Having said this it is also important to make the following points. The most important aspect of deciding how to develop your PDL depends greatly on how satisfied you have been with the results so far. We need to assess what your true net costs and savings have been to date and you need to tell us what has been working well and what has not. We can tell you how much additional we can save you but you also need to tell us how much you need or want. You also need to tell us how much resistance you are willing to take from the advocates, the providers, the lobbyists and the legislators. We designed a more complete and aggressive PDL in Maine than in Iowa because Maine’s savings needs dictated doing so. Our “method” in each state will vary depending on a state’s specific fiscal needs.



It is our overall belief that a PDL needs to provide an ample enough selection of preferred drugs that allows primary care physicians to care for the majority of their patients without prior authorization requests being necessary on a daily basis. States want more savings but they also need PDL stability. It never makes sense to chase short-term dollars. We all need to be looking several years down the line. States demand PDL efficiencies of scale and process to maximize savings, minimize overhead, and maintain or improve clinical effectiveness. 



		12.6.4.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		When two or more drugs in a class have equal effectiveness and therapeutic value, review these drugs on a cost basis and recommend which of the drugs should be selected for the base PDL for DHCFP. Other brand name drugs in this class will also be included if an appropriate supplemental rebate is obtained from the manufacturer.

		(c)

		GHS provides these kinds of cost analyses for our current client states and has considerable experience in creating these kinds of analyses and recommendations. If appropriate supplemental rebates are obtained from a manufacturer on other brand name drugs within the same class, these drugs will also be included in the analysis.



		12.6.4.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Present recommendations, provide written analysis and respond to questions from the P&T Committee regarding its recommendations and finalize the PDL. The P&T Committee will be responsible for review of the analysis and providing a final recommendation to DHCFP regarding which drugs should be included on the Preferred List.

		(c)

		GHS is fully capable and experienced in both providing and assisting in the presentations of drug monographs, therapeutic class reviews and cost analyses to P&T Committees. Recommendations and analyses will be provided to the Committee in a written report and, along with the drug monographs and therapeutic class reviews, will be presented orally during the scheduled meetings. We create and provide customized drug monographs to drug committees, depending on each state’s specifications. The goal of the clinical monographs is to assist the committee members in arriving quickly at a rational assessment as to what unique properties (both positive and negative) each drug has relative to other agents in the same class, if any exist. The monographs concisely summarize essential data concerning safety, efficacy and cost. If a drug is recommended as preferred but with conditions, then these conditions are described along with their clinical rationales. Supplemental rebate agreements and savings information will be included in the materials and any savings estimations will be coded to protect the confidentiality. GHS understands that the P&T Committee will be responsible for reviewing the materials provided as well for the final recommendation regarding which drugs should be included on the Preferred Drug List. GHS will work with the MHD upon contract award to determine mutually acceptable formats for all of this documentation.



		12.6.4.37 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Facilitate and/or participate in P&T Committee meetings at least quarterly and more often as determined by the Chair, through the supply of meeting documents, arrangement of facilities and participation in the meetings in a consultative manner.

		(c)

		GHS will provide the clinical, logistical and administrative support needed to perform its duties concerning the Pharmaceuticals and Therapeutics Committee. This will include facilitating meetings, recording meeting minutes, providing Drug Class Reviews and providing any related data and/or analytical reports, including cost information. GHS will work with DHCFP to develop a timeline for managing the PDL and P&T Committee. We will use our experiences in West Virginia, Maine and Iowa as a baseline to customize the timeline and related activities to meet the specific needs of the Nevada Medicaid P&T Committee and the DHCFP.



		12.6.4.38 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and make available P&T Committee materials according to DHCFP guidelines. These materials include but are not limited to Agendas, Approved Minutes, and Drug Class Reviews. Some materials will be posted on the contractor’s website. 

		(c)

		GHS will develop, maintain and make available all materials required for support of the P&T Committee, as outlined in the RFP requirements. All materials will be created and maintained in accordance with DHCFP policies and guidelines. Any DHCFP-designated materials will be posted to the Nevada MMIS website developed for this project.



		Specialty Pharmacy – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.6.4.39 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently managing specialty pharmaceuticals. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients

		(c)

		GHS has recently expanded its scope of services for the State of Maine to include a Specialty MAC (SMAC) Program. We propose providing this service to the State of Nevada and will use our experiences in creating the Specialty MAC Program for the State of Maine to assist in the administration of the Specialty MAC program for the State of Nevada.



GHS will administer a SMAC program the supports the goals of ensuring that recipients receive appropriate specialty drugs in the most cost-effective manner, limiting disruption in the specialty drug market, maintaining access to specialty drugs and minimizing administrative requirements. This program will be closely integrated with the MAC program and the PDL to ensure recipients receive quality products in a cost-effective manner. We will provide the required support to DHCFP in the administration of this program.



GHS specializes in assisting state Medicaid agencies in a variety of pharmacy benefit MAC services. We will create a unique SMAC program for Nevada, one designed for maximal efficiency and savings while striving to maintain the viability of the State’s pharmacy providers. We will develop a program that ensures cost savings without unduly disrupting the specialty drug market. Our MAC and SMAC programs meet all applicable State and Federal regulations and we will ensure that any program implemented for the State of Nevada does the same.



		Pharmacy – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.4.40 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve Contractor procedures for Pharmacy program.

		

		



		Pharmacy – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.4.41 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Enter adjustment requests within forty-eight (48) hours of DHCFP request. 

		(c)

		All adjustments will be entered within forty-eight (48) hours of DHCFP request.



		12.6.4.42 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Enter Accounts Receivable in system within twenty-four (24) hours. 

		(c)

		It is standard practice at GHS to enter all Accounts Receivables into the system within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt. GHS will ensure that this standard is maintained for the State of Nevada.



		12.6.4.43 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Mail invoice statements to manufacturers within sixty (60) days of the end of the calendar quarter.

		(c)

		GHS’ experienced rebate staff will ensure that all Nevada invoice statements are mailed to manufacturers within sixty (60) days of the end of the quarter.



		12.6.5

		ELECTRONIC PRESCRIPTION SOFTWARE



		12.6.5.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide eligibility, formulary, and medication history information via a commercially available software application to prescribers electing to use electronic prescribing functionality in their practice.

		(c)

		Surescripts has certified connections to PBMs, Payers and Medicaid processors who supply patient eligibility, benefit, formulary and medication history information that result in access to more than 230 million patient records nationwide. This access is currently provided by more than 35 data sources. Access to this information is only provided to authorized personnel utilizing Surescripts certified technology providers. Surescripts transmits data using industry standard transactions including ANSI X12 270/271 for eligibility requests and responses, NCPDP SCRIPT transactions for all electronic prescriptions, NCPDP Formulary and Benefit transactions for formulary information, and NCPDP SCRIPT and HL7 transactions for medication history information.



		12.6.5.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Use the X12 270/271 HIPAA transaction to verify recipient eligibility for prescriber requests.

		(c)

		Surescripts utilizes industry approved ASC X12 270/271 transaction standards to request and transmit eligibility information from payer sources to authorized prescribers.



		12.6.5.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update recipient eligibility data daily, during off-peak hours via a batch process.

		(c)

		Surescripts receives nightly membership file updates via the Surescripts Standard ID load transaction from all payer sources.



		12.6.5.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Use an automated system to validate scripts and forward real-time electronic copy of the prescriber’s script to the identified pharmacy. Utilize validation failures to prevent submission of a non-valid script and present information to the Prescriber as to why the script cannot be filled.

		(c)

		Surescripts uses a secure automated system-to-system approach to forward real-time electronic prescriptions to pharmacies of the patient’s choice. Surescripts validates the accuracy of transactions using ANSI X12 and NCPDP SCRIPT industry standards.



		12.6.5.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Validate receipt of script coverage files, validate NCPDP specifications.

		(c)

		Surescripts validates the accuracy of transactions using industry standard ANSI X12 and NCPDP SCRIPT transaction sets. If Surescripts does not identify a patient in their Master Person Index, a notification is sent back to the requestor stating the patient cannot be found.



		12.6.5.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide downloads of the contractor’s pharmacy list and formulary into the prescriber's practice management system.

		(c)

		Surescripts maintains a comprehensive directory service of prescriber and pharmacy lists. Surescripts also updates formulary and benefit information and notifies certified technology providers of updates to all list information for real-time downloading into the prescriber’s practice management systems.



		12.6.5.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow prescribers to request and receive a Nevada Medicaid or Checkup recipient medication history using the latest version of NCPDP from a secured routing vendor. 

		(c)

		Surescripts will implement the Nevada Medicaid patients into the Surescripts Master Person Index through our implementation process. Once this process is completed, authorized prescribers will be able to request and receive a Nevada Medicaid recipient medication history utilizing approved NCPDP transaction standards from a certified technology provider.



		12.6.6

		PHARMACY DRUG OBRA AND SUPPLEMENTAL REBATE



		Drug OBRA Rebate



		12.6.6.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Process OBRA rebates on all covered outpatient drug claims in accordance with Federal Regulations.

		(c)

		GHS operates a fully compliant OBRA 90 Medicaid Drug Rebate Program in Georgia, Iowa, and Wyoming. GHS will process rebates on all covered outpatient drug claims, in accordance with applicable State and Federal Regulations. Further, GHS is prepared to meet the requirements of any new or modified drug rebate legislation (Federal or State) or additional regulations that may be ratified during the contract. 



		12.6.6.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform drug rebate activities in accordance with DHCFP accounting principles (i.e. write-offs).

		(c)

		GHS performs all drug rebate activities in accordance with all State and Federal guidelines and Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). Upon contract award, GHS works with each client state to develop standard business rules for rebate activities, including writing-offs. 



		12.6.6.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept and process the quarterly CMS drug rebate tape. 

		(c)

		GHS currently processes the CMS quarterly rebate tape to support operations in the States of Georgia, Iowa and Wyoming. The current CMS standard for receiving and transmitting quarterly rebate pricing and utilization data is their IBM cartridge and GHS complies with this requirement. GHS extracts the data from the tape. Although GHS would prefer to receive the quarterly rebate tape from CMS as an electronic data feed, CMS are only capable of delivering data on the above described data tape. Once the CMS rebate tape data is available, it is loaded into a SQL database within our data warehouse, and quality checks are performed to ensure the data was extracted properly. Errors or suspect records originating from CMS are flagged for analysis. Data from the CMS tape is used in the rebate invoicing processes, scheduled reporting, ad-hoc reporting and analysis, and a number of other operational rebate processing functions. The CMS tape is also used as a reference data set for a number of other processes within our enterprise.



		12.6.6.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept copy of check or EFT from DHCFP to enter into drug rebate software.

		(c)

		GHS currently performs this responsibility for the States of Iowa, Wyoming and Georgia. Deposit summaries are received daily from the bank. Upon receipt of the check copies or EFTs and accompanying details, the checks are entered and the cash receipts are posted at the quarter/labeler detail level. Each batch of checks entered is reconciled to the daily total per the bank on a daily basis. This is our recommended practice for all of our state clients. In the State of Iowa, we also provide a monthly rebate A/R-Cash Report, which is also reconciled to the bank by the state. 



		12.6.6.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept dispute requests from the manufacturers. 



		(c)

		GHS Rebate Specialists will accept dispute requests from manufacturers, which will be logged and tracked in the dispute module of eREBS, GHS’ proprietary Rebate System. We currently accept and resolve dispute requests from manufacturers for the States of Georgia, Iowa and Wyoming. The GHS Rebate staff is knowledgeable and adept at all aspects of resolving outstanding rebates and disputes. 



		12.6.6.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept prior quarter adjustments from the manufacturers.

		(c)

		All payments and accompanying details on ROSIs, Prior Quarter Adjustment Statements (PQAS) and disputes are recorded and stored at the NDC detail level in the GHS eREBS system.



		12.6.6.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Quarterly create invoices for prior period adjustments (claims). 

		(c)

		Our current process is to calculate Prior Period Adjustments (PPA) and generate Prior Quarter Adjustment (PQA) reports that are sent to manufacturers with the quarterly invoices. These reports include only those PPAs that also have a utilization correction. In this way, the manufacturers are made aware of utilization corrections that are reported with the appropriate new rate adjustment. These and all other PPAs are loaded into our database for tracking purposes. GHS adjusts invoices internally, which in turn adjusts the account balance in our accounting system.



On contract award, GHS will work with NV to identify any areas requiring modification and will adjust this process accordingly to accommodate all NV requirements.



		12.6.6.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to submit a request online that will generate an invoice outside of the standard quarter end invoice generation process. 

		(c)

		GHS’ Rebate Services Portal (RSP) allows manufacturers to access their drug rebate invoices at any time in the invoice cycle. Invoices are available in PDF, Excel or downloadable electronic formats. Historical invoices processed by GHS are also available to manufacturers on the RSP.



		12.6.6.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enter Accounts Receivable in drug rebate system within timeframe established by DHCFP and in accordance with Federal guidelines.

		(c)

		Accounts Receivable will be entered into the eREBS system within DHCFP’s timeframe and will be handled in accordance with all applicable Federal guidelines. In accordance with GHS’ current business rules, cash receipts are typically recorded the same day the information is received; however, in some instances 2-3 business days are required for posting, if the volume exceeds capacity during a cyclical spike. GHS’ eREBS System is an accounting system comprised of an A/R subsidiary ledger that operates in a double entry schema. Invoices and prior period adjustments are generated and stored in the A/R subsidiary at the NDC detail level; NDC detail is supported by claim level detail and manufacturer pricing as per CMS. All payments and accompanying details on ROSIs and Prior Quarter Adjustment Statements (PQAS) and disputes are also recorded and stored at the NDC detail level. Cash receipts are entered at the manufacturer level and are subsequently applied in detail to individual NDCs at the quarter/labeler level. 



		12.6.6.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Receive and Post Money:

1. Allow NDC specific rebate;

Calculate interest on payments over thirty-eight (38) days, or in accordance with Federal regulations;

Send reminders if interest payment not received; 

Capture T-bill interest rates weekly; and

Track invoice.

		(c)

		Detailed accounting of receivables is critical to accurate and timely rebate activity and is standard practice for GHS rebate staff. Entries will be reported at the 11 digit NDC level. A subsidiary ledger is used and all invoices and adjustments and all payments are posted at the NDC level. All history is retained at the same NDC level detail. Invoices and invoice adjustments are posted quarterly in conjunction with receipt of the CMS tape. Payments are posted as they are received; the checks are first recorded at the manufacturer level and then they are allocated to the labeler level so they may then be posted to invoice/rebate type, quarter, and NDC level. Interest is recorded separately and may be reported at the NDC level. At a minimum, interest is recorded at the labeler number and quarter level.



GHS begins calculating interest on late payments on the 38th day after the invoice date, as evidenced by the postmark. We send late notice reminders to any manufacturers with outstanding balances and work with the manufacturer until any disputes or issues are resolved. 



GHS calculates T-bill interest rates on a weekly basis to verify if interest payments by manufacturers are correct.



GHS tracks the invoice through our eREBS accounts receivable system.



We will work with DHCFP during the requirements gathering phase to establish specific business rules for Nevada for this circumstance including timelines and correspondence details that comply with all DHCFP policies and procedures.



		12.6.6.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow adjustments to A/R based on manual review. 

		(c)

		GHS’ Rebate system enables the authorized user to post payments, apply disputes, and apply adjustments. The account resolution staff (separate from the check entry staff) will adjust check amounts and reconcile checks. The dispute resolution staff will audit what rebates are entered and what is actually applied and research any disputes reported by the manufacturers. GHS rebate staff also perform thorough account reviews for to assist manufacturers in clarifying and resolving any open balances.



		12.6.6.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		View online all NDCs associated with an invoice. 



		(c)

		GHS’ Rebate system has an interface that allows GHS users to view all NDCs associated with an invoice. GHS staff can also view NDCs excluded from invoicing to validate that claims were excluded appropriately. We can also drill down to the claim level detail if the data is available.



		12.6.6.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		View online all claims associated with NDCs invoiced for a quarter. 

		(c)

		GHS’ Rebate system has an interface that allows GHS users to view all claims associated with NDCs invoiced for a quarter whenever historical claims data is available.



		12.6.6.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to identify payments as current or prior quarter.

		(c)

		GHS’ Rebate system is able to identify payments as current or prior quarter.



		12.6.6.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow input of notes associated with copies of checks received. 

		(c)

		GHS’ Rebate system allows input of notes associated with copies of checks received. Notes are applied when checks are posted and can be done check by check or for the whole deposit.



		12.6.6.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain rebate agreements online with NDC data. 

		(c)

		GHS has access to the CMS DDR that allows us to look up participating labelers, their NDCs and RPUs. GHS maintains supplemental, SPAP contracts and special rebate agreements for states whose rebate programs that we currently manage. 



		12.6.6.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain unit field and Rebate Per Unit (RPU) in accordance with Federal Regulations.

		(c)

		GHS’ Rebate system maintains the units from claims, any conversion factors applied, as well the converted units in accordance with Federal Regulations.



		12.6.6.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide capability to update manufacturer information online. 

		(c)

		Updates to the manufacturer contact information and effective dates in the rebate management system are made quarterly based on the CMS tapes. When updates come through directly from the manufacturer during the quarter, this information is stored in directly into the GHS Rebate labeler database. These updates are on-going and are made as the information is received by the GHS rebate specialists. GHS can make labeler information available to the State of Nevada online. GHS also tracks and stores alternate manufacturer contacts including contacts for government affiars, dispute staff and persons authorized to execute contracts. Manufacturer contact information is also posted on the CMS website. In the event of questions or inconsistent information, GHS can also assist DHCFP in obtaining contact information through the CMS website.



		12.6.6.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Query accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler). 

		(c)

		GHS’ eREBS system can query accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler).



		12.6.6.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to post payments and identify disputed NDCs on the same screen. 

		(c)

		GHS’ eREBS system posts payments and identifies disputed NDCs on the same screen.



		12.6.6.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain date invoice mailed to manufacturer.

		(c)

		GHS’ eREBS system maintains the postmark date that invoices are mailed to manufacturers.



		12.6.6.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Return quarterly drug rebate tapes as requested by CMS.

		(c)

		GHS currently returns utilization data from the drug rebate tape to CMS on a quarterly basis. If requested by CMS, GHS would return the drug rebate tape.



		12.6.6.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate invoices, paper and electronic, and keep online versions of paper invoice. 

		(c)

		GHS currently sends paper invoices to all labelers and store PDF versions of all invoices. We also have available a secure Rebate Services Portal where labelers can access electronic copies of their CMS and SR invoices. We would make online versions of Nevada’s invoices available on our secure Business Objects tool. 



		12.6.6.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide drug rebate invoice generation, track receipt of money and assistance to the dispute resolution staff.

		(c)

		GHS will generate all drug rebate invoices for the State of Nevada. We will track invoice accounts receivables and provide assistance to DHCFP’s dispute resolution staff. GHS will meet with DHCFP to determine the level of assistance needed.



		12.6.6.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate outstanding balance/credit based on units rebated and corrections to original invoice. 

		(c)

		GHS’ eREBS system generates outstanding balance/credit based on units rebated and corrections to original invoice.



		12.6.6.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate dispute report to manufacturer. 

		(c)

		GHS will provide claim level detail reports to manufacturer to resolve rebate disputes. We provide an account summary report of activity by NDC. Presently, payments are posted as indicated and then reviewed by the Rebate Analyst. We contact manufacturers immediately via email if, after positive payment, there is a dispute code with the payment or when the labeler has not paid the invoiced units and has not provided a reason. If they have not paid the total number of units, we generate a claim level detail report to support the utilization and the rebate team works with the manufacturer to resolve the issue. If there is a credit resulting from overpayment, the manufacturer is requested to take the credit with the next quarter’s invoicing by submitting a PQA.



		12.6.6.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate letter to CMS/manufacturer to confirm changes to manufacturer information. 

		(c)

		When GHS has questions or needs clarification about a manufacturer’s information, we would contact CMS, the manufacturer, or both. Manufacturers notify CMS of changes in their information. GHS sends notices to CMS regarding manufacturer information when appropriate such as when a labeler does not report a price on the CMS tape for three consecutive quarters or they are out of compliance.



		12.6.6.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Send reminder to manufacturer if payment not received within 38 days of mailing invoice (include note for interest due in the reminder notice). 

		(c)

		GHS’ sends 38-day late notices which include notification of interest due to any manufacturers with outstanding balances and work with the manufacturer until any disputes or issues are resolved. We will work with NV during the requirements gathering phase to establish specific business rules for Nevada for this circumstance including timelines and correspondence details that comply with all NV policies and procedures.



		12.6.6.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform all reporting requests from CMS or other Federal regulatory bodies. 

		(c)

		GHS will provide reports for submission to CMS to support the Nevada rebate program. GHS has a reporting and analysis department that customizes rebate reports to meet State and CMS requirements. 



		12.6.6.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide performance reports as identified by DHCFP. These reports will be available online through the contractor’s secure web interface.

		(c)

		GHS will provide DHCFP with performance reports on the OBRA drug rebate program. We will meet with DHCFP at the start of the contract to determine reporting requirements. All scheduled reports will be supplied to DHCFP staff through the GHS’ secure Business Objects reporting tool web portal. The web portal will allow DHCFP users to easily download or export any reports available through the system. 



		Supplemental Rebate



		12.6.6.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Process Supplemental Rebates on all covered outpatient drug claims in accordance with State contracts and Federal regulations.

		(c)

		GHS will process Supplemental Rebates on all covered outpatient drug claims in accordance with State contracts and Federal regulations.



		12.6.6.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Invoice Supplemental Drug Rebates to manufacturers on a quarterly basis based upon individual rebate agreements.

		(c)

		GHS invoices Supplemental Drug Rebates in the same manner we invoice OBRA rebates. Supplemental rebate invoices will be processed based on individual rebate agreements well within 60 days of the end of each quarter.



As soon as the new quarterly CMS tape is loaded into our database, prior quarter supplemental rates are adjusted if those contracts involve a CMS rebate component in the formulas based on the Supplemental Rebate agreement. 



This process is done automatically. These changes are reviewed by our rebate staff to ensure accuracy prior to invoicing.



		12.6.6.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept rebate amounts (EFT or copy of check) from the manufacturers. 

		(c)

		GHS will accept supplemental rebate payments just as we do OBRA payments. SR payments are posted to separate accounts for accurate accounting and reporting. 



		12.6.6.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept dispute requests from the manufacturers. 



		(c)

		GHS receives from manufacturers Reconciliation of State Invoice (ROSI) form containing disputed amounts. GHS' current dispute procedures dictate that we contact the manufacturer, in writing or by phone to discuss the dispute and to present a preliminary response to the disputed items.



GHS also currently works with third-party vendors representing manufacturers on reviews and audits of old accounts. 



If the labeler is disputing the terms of the contract, we work with the labeler to clarify and involve the State if necessary.



		12.6.6.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept prior quarter adjustments from the manufacturers.

		(c)

		GHS lives by the CMS tape in its rebate processing activities, and performs matching, without exception, to the information on the CMS tapes, including Prior Quarter Adjustment Statements. Another important element in our rebate process is the excellent working relationship that we cultivate with each of the manufacturers that we work with. Each quarter, the current tape is compared to the prior quarter’s tape to find anything requiring a pricing adjustment. The GHS Rebate Specialists contact the manufacturer and encourage and assist them in making the pricing adjustment with CMS. When the adjustment is not made, we correspond directly with CMS to try and correct the issue or to request written approval to correct pricing, particularly for adjustments in older quarters that will not be corrected on the CMS tape.



		12.6.6.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Quarterly create invoices for prior period adjustments (claims). 

		(c)

		Our current process is to calculate Prior Period Adjustments (PPA) and generate Prior Quarter Adjustment (PQA) reports that are sent to manufacturers with the quarterly invoices. These reports include only those PPAs, which also have a utilization correction. In this way, the manufacturers are made aware of utilization corrections, which are reported with the appropriate new rate adjustment. These and all other PPAs are loaded into our database for tracking purposes. GHS adjusts invoices internally, which in turn adjusts the account balance in our accounting system.

On contract award, GHS will work with DHCFP to identify any areas requiring modification and will adjust this process accordingly to accommodate all DHCFP requirements.



		12.6.6.37 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to submit a request online that will generate an invoice outside of the standard quarter end invoice generation process. 

		(c)

		GHS’ Rebate Services Portal (RSP) allows manufacturers to access their supplemental drug rebate invoices at any time in the invoice cycle. Invoices are available in PDF, Excel or downloadable electronic formats. Historical invoices processed by GHS are also available to manufacturers on the RSP.



		12.6.6.38 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enter Accounts Receivable in drug rebate system within timeframe established by DHCFP and in accordance with Federal guidelines.

		(c)

		Supplemental Rebate Accounts Receivables will be entered into the eREBS system within DHCFP’s timeframe and will be handled in accordance with all applicable Federal guidelines as we do for OBRA rebates.



		12.6.6.39 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Receive and Post Money:

1. Allow NDC specific rebate;

Calculate interest on payments over thirty-eight (38) days, or in accordance with Federal regulations;

Send reminders if interest payment not received;

Capture T-bill interest rates weekly; and

Track invoice.

		(c)

		GHS will receive and post Nevada’s supplemental rebate receivables in the same manner we do OBRA receivables. This includes allowing NDC specific rebate; calculating interest on payments over thirty-eight (38) days, sending reminders if interest payment not received capturing T-bill interest rates weekly; and tracking invoices.



See Section 12.6.6.10 for more details.



		12.6.6.40 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow adjustments to A/R based on manual review.

		(c)

		GHS’ Rebate system enables the authorized user to post supplemental rebate payments, apply disputes, and apply adjustments. The account resolution staff (separate from the check entry staff) will adjust check amounts and reconcile checks. The dispute resolution staff will audit what supplemental rebates are entered and what is actually applied and research any open balances or disputes reported by the manufacturers.



		12.6.6.41 

		Contractor Responsibility

		View online all NDCs associated with an invoice. 

		(c)

		GHS’ Rebate system has an interface that allows GHS users to view all NDCs associated with a supplemental rebate invoice. We can also drill down to the claim level detail if the data is available.



		12.6.6.42 

		Contractor Responsibility

		View online all claims associated with NDCs invoiced for a quarter. 

		(c)

		GHS’ Rebate system has an interface that allows GHS users to view all supplemental rebate claims associated with NDCs invoiced for a quarter.



		12.6.6.43 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to identify payments as current or prior quarter. 

		(c)

		GHS’ Rebate system is able to identify supplemental rebate payments as current or prior quarter.



		12.6.6.44 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow input of notes associated with copies of checks received. 



		(c)

		GHS’ Rebate system allows input of notes associated with copies of checks received. Notes are applied when checks are posted and can be done check by check or for the whole deposit.



		12.6.6.45 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain rebate agreements online with NDC data. 

		(c)

		GHS maintains a fully executed copy of all supplemental rebate agreements with NDC data. The State and the manufacturer also maintain copies of these agreements. GHS can make these fully executed rebate agreements available online to the State through our secure Business Objects reporting tool. 



We also maintain a sample of the CMS approved State Supplemental Rebate Agreement and State Plan Ammendment online through eROMS, GHS’ secure online bid submission system. 



		12.6.6.46 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain unit field and Rebate Per Unit (RPU) in accordance with Federal Regulations.

		(c)

		GHS’ Rebate system maintains the units from claims, any conversion factors applied, as well the converted units in accordance with Federal Regulations.



		12.6.6.47 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide capability to update manufacturer information online. 

		(c)

		Updates to the manufacturer contact information and effective dates in the rebate management system are made quarterly based on the CMS tapes. When updates come through directly from the manufacturer during the quarter, this information is stored in directly into the GHS Rebate labeler database. These updates are on-going and are made as the information is received by the GHS rebate analysts. 



		12.6.6.48 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Query accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler). 

		(c)

		GHS’ eREBS system can query supplemental rebate accounts receivable and invoice data by quarter, NDC or Manufacturer (Labeler).



		12.6.6.49 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ability to post payments and identify disputed NDCs on the same screen. 

		(c)

		GHS’ eREBS system posts supplemental rebate payments and identifies disputed NDCs on the same screen.



		12.6.6.50 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain date invoice mailed to manufacturer.

		(c)

		GHS’ eREBS system maintains the date that the supplemental rebate invoices are mailed to manufacturers.



		12.6.6.51 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate report on payments received for each quarter. 

		(c)

		GHS will produce quarterly reports on the supplemental rebate receivables.



		12.6.6.52 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate invoices, paper and electronic, and keep online versions of paper invoice. 

		(c)

		GHS sends paper invoices to all labelers. We also have available a secure Rebate Services Portal where labelers can access electronic copies of their CMS and SR invoices. We would make online versions of Nevada’s supplemental rebate invoices available on our secure Business Objects tool. 



		12.6.6.53 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide drug rebate invoice generation, track receipt of money (EFT and copies of checks) and assistance to the dispute resolution staff.

		(c)

		GHS will generate all drug rebate invoices for the State of Nevada. We will track invoice accounts receivables received from the State’s lockbox and provide assistance to DHCFP’s dispute resolution staff. GHS will meet with DHCFP to determine the level of assistance needed.



		12.6.6.54 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate outstanding balance/credit based on units rebated and corrections to original invoice. 

		(c)

		GHS’ eREBS system generates outstanding balance/credit based on units rebated and corrections to original supplemental rebate invoice.



		12.6.6.55 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate dispute report to manufacturer. 

		(c)

		GHS will provide claim level detail reports to manufacturers to resolve supplemental rebate disputes just as we do OBRA. 



		12.6.6.56 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Send reminder to manufacturer if payment not received within 38 days of mailing invoice (include note for interest due in the reminder notice). 

		(c)

		GHS’ sends 38-day late notices that include notification of interest due to any manufacturers with outstanding balances and work with the manufacturer until any disputes or issues are resolved. 



		12.6.6.57 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform all reporting requests from CMS or other Federal regulatory bodies. 

		(c)

		GHS will provide reports for submission to CMS to support the Nevada rebate program. GHS has a reporting and analysis department that customizes rebate reports to meet State and CMS requirements. GHS currently performs monthly and/or quarterly reporting for our state clients, in support of the required 64.9R report.



		12.6.6.58 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide performance reports as identified by DHCFP. These reports will be available online through the contractor’s secure web interface.

		(c)

		GHS will provide DHCFP with performance reports on the supplemental drug rebate program. We will meet with DHCFP at the start of the contract to determine reporting requirements. All scheduled reports will be supplied to DHCFP staff through the GHS’ secure Business Objects reporting tool web portal. The web portal will allow DHCFP users to easily download or export any reports available through the system. 



		Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.6.59 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform all rebate requirements in accordance with federal regulations.

		(c)

		GHS will perform all rebate requirements in accordance with federal regulations.



		12.6.6.60 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Perform all supplemental rebate requirements consistent with OBRA rebate program.

		(c)

		GHS will perform all supplemental rebate requirements consistent with OBRA rebate program.



		12.6.7

		DIABETIC SUPPLY REBATE



		12.6.7.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Administer a Diabetic Supply Procurement Program (DSPP) to manage and collect rebates from diabetic supply manufacturer(s) for Diabetic supplies including Glucometers and test strips. The Diabetic Supply Procurement Program is applicable for the Nevada Medicaid Fee-for-service and Nevada Check Up Fee-for-service programs, excluding Dual eligibles (Medicare and Medicaid coverage).

		(c)

		GHS will administer a Diabetic Supply Procurement Program to manage and collect rebates from diabetic supply manufacturers as we do for the States of Georgia, Wyoming, Iowa, and Maine.



In Maine and Georgia, we also perform negotiations for lancets and syringes, providing a considerable cost savings to these States. 



		12.6.7.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Leverage the purchasing power of other State Medicaid programs, when possible, to maximize the rebate negotiation process.

		(c)

		GHS will use our experience and relationships to maximize the best diabetic supply rebates for the State of Nevada. GHS currently provides this service for the seven (7) states participating in the SSDC.



		12.6.7.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform all DSPP activities in a transparent manner, and in accordance with Nevada Medicaid and Check Up policies.

		(c)

		GHS negotiates for drug rebates in a model that is completely transparent to our State partners. GHS negotiates with manufacturers on behalf of the State of Nevada. Nevada will make all decisions regarding acceptance of offers. The DSPP contracts will be between the manufacturers and Nevada only; GHS will not be directly mentioned in these new contracts. We will act as the intermediary in the creation and maintenance of these agreements. If Nevada should choose to replace us in the future, there will be no need for new agreements or CMS review. One hundred percent of the DSPP rebates collected will be remitted to Nevada in the manner specified. We operate a 100% transparent DSPP process ensuring accountability through the rebate process.



		12.6.7.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow override exceptions to the program including but not limited to, regional shortage of monitors and/or supplies, and State Administrative action, through the pharmacy technical call center.

		(c)

		GHS’ POS system would allow override exceptions to the DSPP program. This would be implemented through a Prior Authorization.



		12.6.7.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify manufacturers that will exchange diabetes monitors for a similar monitor at no cost to the recipient and that one-hundred percent (100%) of the monitor rebates go back to DHCFP.

		(c)

		GHS has negotiated with many diabetic supply manufacturers who exchange monitors. We work with several manufacturers who manage the exchange and agree to distribute without a dispensing fee. GHS does not keep any rebate revenue and will ensure that 100% of the monitor rebates go back to DHCFP.



		12.6.7.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Negotiate rates and manage contracts with manufacturer(s) so that the monitor rebate is equal to one-hundred percent (100%) of Wholesale Acquisition Cost (WAC) price or one-hundred percent (100%) of the pharmacy reimbursement amount, depending upon selected vendor’s contract. In no case, can a manufacturer’s rebate exceed the pharmacy reimbursement amount.

		(c)

		GHS currently negotiates these rates for monitors. Through controls in the rebate invoicing process, GHS can ensure that a manufacturer’s rebate cannot exceed the pharmacy reimbursement amount



		12.6.7.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide recommendations and cost savings scenarios to assist the State in choosing the selection of manufacturers that provide quality products in a cost efficient manner, as the State reserves final approval of the number of manufacturers chosen to participate in the DSPP for Nevada. 

		(c)

		GHS will provide recommendations and cost savings scenarios to assist Nevada in choosing the selection of manufacturers that provide quality products in a cost efficient manner



		12.6.7.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide DHCFP with cost scenarios based upon the number and selection of manufacturer contract renewals.

		(c)

		To enable the State to make bid decisions, GHS will provide DHCFP with savings projection reports based on how the management of the category is structured. 



		12.6.7.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Draft, negotiate, and implement DSPP rebate agreements with manufacturers.

		(c)

		GHS will draft, negotiate, and implement DSPP rebate agreements with manufacturers just as we do for our other client states.



		12.6.7.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manage online adjudication of DSPP related claims through the Pharmacy Point-of-Sale (POS) system, ensuring that the monitors and supplies of selected manufacturers are coded to process appropriately. 

		(c)

		GHS’ POS system will adjudicate DSPP claims as we do for all of our diabetic supply client states.



		12.6.7.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct dispute resolution with manufacturers.

		(c)

		GHS will conduct dispute resolution with manufacturers of diabetic supply products. We will work with DHCFP at contract start-up to determine GHS’ responsibilities with dispute resolution.



		12.6.7.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Protect manufacturer price and rebate information as confidential documents and in accordance with the confidentiality provisions set forth in the contracts between the Contractor, participating state(s) and the manufacturer(s).

		(c)

		The security and confidentiality of the rebate pricing and financial information is of the utmost priority at GHS. We adhere to all contract confidentiality provisions.



		12.6.7.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor price of Diabetic supplies to ensure that the cost and rebate are equal.

		(c)

		Through contract negotiations, GHS would ensure that the cost of the diabetic monitor supplies is equal to the rebate.



		12.6.7.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure that all Diabetic supply claims are processed through the POS, and disallow processing of such claims within the MMIS.

		(c)

		Our POS and MMIS team will collaborate to ensure that diabetic supply claims are processed through the GHS POS system and are disallowed by the MMIS.



		12.6.7.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform management of the diabetic rebates including invoicing, collection or rebates, dispute resolution, and financial reporting, in compliance with federal regulations.

		(c)

		GHS complies with all state and federal regulations related to the management of diabetic rebate invoicing, collection, dispute resolution, and financial reporting.



		12.6.7.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Apply logic to ensure that the appropriate rebate amount received from the vendor will not exceed the cost paid by DHCFP.

		(c)

		GHS will apply logic to the invoice process to ensure that the appropriate rebate amount is received from the diabetic supply vendor and not exceed the cost paid by the State. 



		12.6.7.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Track all DSPP invoices and rebates separately from other rebate programs and in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(c)

		GHS’ eREBS drug rebate system will track Nevada’s DSPP invoices separately from other Nevada rebate programs as well as separately from our other state clients. DSPP rebates are set up as separate ledger accounts to ensure accuracy in accounting and reporting.



		12.6.7.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Invoice manufacturers on a quarterly basis, or more frequently as indicated by contract with manufacturer(s).

		(c)

		GHS will invoice diabetic supplies on the same schedule as OBRA and SR rebate invoices. We typically do not enter into contracts that invoice on a more frequent basis. To create efficiencies, GHS processes all rebates on the same schedule. We do all of our rebate functions at the same time to capitalize on efficiencies. This creates efficiencies in the process. Ensures that payment is in line manufacturers 



		12.6.7.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Retain no portion of rebates for Diabetic supplies collected on behalf of DHCFP. Remit one-hundred percent (100%) of the supplemental rebates collected on behalf of DHCFP.

		(c)

		GHS does not retain any portion of the rebates we negotiate and collect on behalf of any of our clients. GHS returns all rebate savings in a transparent manner to members of the SSDC and the State of Georgia.



		12.6.7.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform program outreach, including but not limited to, the following activities:

1. Ongoing communication through a DSPP-specific website to update providers on current policies and procedures;

Serve as point-of-contact for provider questions and concerns (written and telephonic);

Coordinate with selected manufacturers to deliver education materials to pharmacies;

Develop and maintain a Fact Sheet to educate stakeholders on DSPP; and

Conduct physician and pharmacy profiling to identify need for educational interventions, and provide additional information or training to such providers.

		(c)

		GHS will perform outreach that will include a DSPP-specific website and a point-of-contact for provider questions. We have worked with several manufacturers to coordinate the delivery of education materials. GHS will develop a fact sheet about the DSPP program as we do for many of our clients. GHS will outreach to the physician and pharmacy community and provide information and training. 



		12.6.7.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		All communication and outreach materials must be approved by DHCFP prior to distribution.

		(c)

		GHS will review all communications and outreach materials with DHCFP. We will gain approval prior to distributing materials. 



		12.6.7.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform DSPP reporting activities including, but not limited to:

1. Production of reports to meet all CMS reporting requirements;

Benchmark analysis for financial outcomes to monitor trends, and provide program recommendations to improve financial outcomes; and

Quarterly cost effectiveness reports on DSPP, including related POS costs and the rebate revenues.

		(c)

		GHS will provide DHCFP will production reports, benchmark analyses, and cost effectiveness reports. At the start of the contract, we will work with DHCFP to define their reporting needs.



		Diabetic Supply Rebate – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.7.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Consider Contractor recommendations and cost savings scenarios to give approval of the number of manufacturers chosen to participate in the DSPP, and subsequent manufacturer contract renewal.

		

		



		12.6.7.24 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve and sign manufacturer contracts/addendums when appropriate.

		

		



		12.6.7.25 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approval all outgoing DSPP communication and outreach materials.

		

		



		Diabetic Supply Rebate – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.7.26 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Produce DSPP reports within timelines and frequency specified by DHCFP and/or to meet Federal reporting requirements.

		(c)

		GHS will produce DSPP reports within timelines and frequency specified by DHCFP and/or to meet Federal reporting requirements.



		12.6.8

		DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (DSS)



		12.6.8.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a Decision Support System (DSS) to support the generation of pre-defined reports as well as user-defined ad hoc reporting and data queries as specified by DHCFP.

		(a)

		Infocrossing has also provided information in Section 16 of this proposal an optional DSS/Data Warehouse based on Oracle which supports a web based Decision Support System (DSS). Specific data marts will be built based on the reporting requirements for each subject area – Claims, Provider related, Member related, Payment / Financial related etc sourcing the data from the Medicaid data warehouse. Reports will be built sourcing from data mart. Various types of reports, graphs, and maps, including custom reports - ad hoc reports



		12.6.8.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support multiple levels of role-based security, as agreed upon by the Contractor and DHCFP. 

		(a)

		The Infocrossing proposed optional DSS Framework uses Cognos BI 8.x for reporting needs – both adhoc and formatted reports.

Cognos BI 8.x offers security at multiple levels:

· Role level – defines the constellation of capabilities for each user or user class

· Application level – partitions-related reports, templates, data, and metadata to be accessible to specific organizational units

Data level – restricts access to data sources at the view, file, column, or even at the row level



		12.6.8.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Meet the requirements for MARS and SURS certification, without the need to build and maintain separate databases or data marts.

		(a)

		The proposed optional Medicaid data warehouse is envisioned to be a single unified data repository to hold the data from all the source systems scoped (refer section 4.2) including data from SURS and MARS. 

This will enable generation of the required reports from the same data source



		12.6.8.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide DHCFP with online capability to develop, design, modify and test alternative report parameters and maintain an indexed library of such report parameters to run reports.

		(a)

		Cognos ReportStudio  component which is used to graphically design, test, and deploy metadata, reports, charts, parameter selection forms, schedules, analytic dashboards, and portal interfaces. Using this, all report parameters defined will be stored and accessed by the users for adhoc report generation.



		12.6.8.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a statistically valid trend methodology approved by DHCFP for generating reports and perform various types of statistical analyses as needed by DHCFP Staff.

		(a)

		The Infocrossing optional proposed DSS Framework uses SAS advanced analytics – Fraud detection, Predictive analysis etc



		12.6.8.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Permit authorized DSS users to develop, save, and invoke measures to create their own reports without requiring knowledge of complex query languages.

		(a)

		Using Cognos framework model, all the dimensions and measures for that subject area will be made available for the users to create adhoc reports using those set of dimensions and measures.

Report templates that include standard report objects, queries, and layouts can be created upfront, which the users can leverage for adhoc report creation. 



		12.6.8.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a DSS solution that meets the needs of a broad spectrum of users ranging from executives to program analysts, and allows such users to analyze information in a variety of ways to meet the business needs of DHCFP.

		(a)

		Cognos 8 BI has various reporting capabilities - Reporting, Analysis, Dashboarding and Scorecards on a single, service-oriented architecture (SOA).



		12.6.8.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a comprehensive and responsive data repository for analysis and decision making purposes.

		(a)

		The Infocrossing optional proposed DSS Framework includes Medicaid data warehouse based on Oracle which supports a web based Decision Support System (DSS). System currently has a variety of reports, graphs, and maps, including custom reports, which are structured ad hoc reports that can be created from summarized data in the DSS data warehouse.



		12.6.8.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept into the DSS, and update as necessary, the following data sources:

1. Adjudicated claims (must include all analytically relevant data, such as TPL, PA, edits/audits associated);

Provider Table;

Recipient eligibility;

Non-claims specific financial;

Encounter; and

Data from external sources to enhance the business value of historical data.

		(a)

		Currently the Medicaid data warehouse architecture is envisioned to store the data pertaining to detail MMIS data such as 

· Eligibility 

· Provider 

· Claims

· MCO Capitation

· Encounters (Health Choice), 

· PAC (Primary Adult Care encounters), 

· Lookup tables.



		12.6.8.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure MARS and SURS data are available for retrieval through the DSS Reporting function.

		(a)

		Data pertaining to MARS & SURS also will be stored in the Medicaid data warehouse so that relevant reports for MARS & SURS can be generated as part of DSS from Medicaid data warehouse.



		12.6.8.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the following types of tools as integrated functions of the DSS to facilitate data analysis:

1. Query (ad hoc);

Reporting (predefined);

Geographical Mapping;

Statistical Analysis;

Data Mining;

Clinical Analysis Applications; and

Financial Accounting, Analysis and Reporting.

		(a)

		The Infocrossing optional proposed DSS Framework consists of: 

· Query (Adhoc reporting) – Using Cognos framework model & Query studio

· Formatted reports – Using Cognos framework model & ReportStudio.

· Statistical Analysis and Data mining – Using SAS

· Geographical mapping – This will be enabled through Cognos 8 BI (Map manager component).

· Clinical Analysis Applications; and

· Financial Accounting, Analysis and Reporting.



		12.6.8.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain historical data within the database in accordance with DHCFP’s timeframe specifications. 

		(a)

		The Medicaid data warehouse will be designed to hold the historical data. Data will be archived after alignment with DHCFP’s.



		12.6.8.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Analyze, identify and propose data needs, data sources, volume, data discrepancies and transmission protocols.

		(a)

		This will be done as part of the requirement study. Medicaid data warehouse and DSS systems will be customized to cater to Nevada Medicaid DSS requirements.



		12.6.8.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and update all data and files on a frequency specified by DHCFP.

		(a)

		This will be done as part of the requirement study & the same addressed during the design of the Medicaid data warehouse and DSS solution.



		12.6.8.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Transmit data in ASCII, comma delimited format, unless otherwise agreed to by DHCFP, according to HIPAA guidelines.

		(a)

		Medicaid data warehouse and DSS Framework is customized taking into consideration that 

· All inbound feeds into the Medicaid data warehouse and DSS system will be in ASCII & comma delimited format.

· All outbound feeds from Medicaid data warehouse / DSS systems will also comply with ASCII and comma delimited format.



		12.6.8.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the initial load of data the first month of the operation of the MMIS or the first month of the operation of the DSS, as specified by DHCFP.

		(a)

		This will be considered during the deployment support phase of the project



		12.6.8.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Monitor all data transmissions at each phase to ensure successful completion, work to resolve all problems and, if transmission is still unsuccessful, notify DHCFP designee within one (1) working day of issue discovery.

		(a)

		Appropriate problem, incident management and communication management processes will be devised and agreed-upon with DHCFP.



		12.6.8.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure that standard audit trail requirements are maintained for this system.

		(a)

		The Infocrossing optional proposed DSS Framework has audit trail mechanism. Please refer to the Information architecture section for more details.



		12.6.8.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow users the select print options, including local and remote printers.

		(a)

		This is an built-in feature of Cognos, where users can take printouts to the local or remote printers configured on the desktop / laptop. Any customization requirements will be reviewed during Requirement Validation and Design Phases.



		12.6.8.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support "open system" data warehousing concepts, using ODBC-compliant technology including an industry-standard relational database management system and standard operating environments and scalable hardware platforms. Use a standard, well-documented and expandable data model design concept specialized for OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing). 

		(a)

		Wipro recommends the following technology stack for the Medicaid data warehouse and DSS systems:

· Database: Oracle 11g

· ETL : Informatica 9.x

· Reporting: Cognos BI 8.x

· Data modeling: Erwin

· Statistical Analysis: SAS

Medicaid data warehouse and DSS databases will be ODBC-compliant & designed for scalability, flexibility and maintainability.



		12.6.8.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Link data from eligibility systems with data from disparate claims and reimbursement systems, managed care plans and other contractors (as identified by DHCFP) into a database that supports rapid and efficient population-based reporting across all systems and programs.

		(a)

		MMIS data available for reporting with Cognos BI 8.x -  Eligibility, Provider, Claims, MCO Capitation, Encounters (Health Choice), PAC (Primary Adult Care encounters), and lookup tables.

Non-claims specific financial) & data from external sources, managed care plans & other contractor’s data identified by DHCFP will also be integrated to the Medicaid data warehouse and DSS systems.



		12.6.8.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide an expandable data model to accommodate the linkage of data elements from non-traditional sources such as recipient/patient assessments (MDS, OASIS), vital records (births, deaths), immunization registries, disease registries, etc.

		(a)

		Wipro recommends using Informatica ETL tool for data integration. Informatica has the capability to extract, transform and load unstructured data sources such as recipient / patient assessments (MDS, OASIS), vital records, immunization registries, disease registries etc.



		12.6.8.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide consistent integrated online help capability for all features of the system.

		(a)

		Online help will be provided for the DSS systems – Managed reporting (Adhoc), dashboards, performance management and statistical analysis.



		12.6.8.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for online availability of metadata, describing the reports, providing the definitions of fields and defining any calculations and built-in statistical measure objects. The metadata must be easily accessible within the application.

		(a)

		Cognos 8 BI provides metadata administration through Framework Manager.

Cognos 8 BI Framework Manager provides one environment for all metadata, for all BI capabilities. Create metadata models that

span both relational and dimensional data, and then use those models to power any style of BI, from simple ad hoc reporting to deep multidimensional analysis or enterprise dashboards and scorecards.



		12.6.8.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide multi-dimensional analytic reporting capability across business functions in all the following functional areas, while giving individual users a significant degree of reporting flexibility:

1. Financial reporting / budget forecasting;

Third party recovery / estate recovery;

Prescription drug policy;

Eligibility and benefit design;

Program planning, types, and categories;

Policy analysis and waiver reporting;

Medical policy and provider profiling; 

Provider rate-setting and reimbursement;

Nursing home care and other forms of long-term care;

Actuarial reporting and rate-setting;

Managed care administration and performance monitoring;

Quality of care and outcomes assessment;

Disease management;

Program integrity and utilization review;

Executive management;

External reporting and public information; and

Consumer outreach. 

		(a)

		Through Cognos 8 Analysis studio, multi-dimensional reporting capability will be achieved. It has the capability to source the data from both OLAP model and dimensional model.

During the requirement gathering, details around each report - Layout, look and feel, graphical and data visualization need will be gathered. During the design phase, report specification detailing the parameters required, dimensions & measures to be displayed, calculated measures, layout & data visualization needs will be documented for each report & agreed-upon with DHCFP.



		12.6.8.26 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide automatic calculation of analytically descriptive measures or computations such as sums, rates, ratios and other statistics, and the ability to apply (or remove) them as unique "objects" on reports. These measures must include frequently-needed measures in all of the following categories: Utilization, Cost, Quality of Care, Outcomes, Prevention, Access to Care, Eligibility and Administrative Performance.

		(a)

		Cognos BI has the built-in functions to perform all these calculations.

During the design phase, report specification detailing the parameters required, dimensions & measures to be displayed, calculated measures, layout & data visualization needs will be documented for each report & agreed-upon with DHCFP



		12.6.8.27 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support flexible filtering (or "subsetting") including but not limited to the following capabilities: 

1. Specify the selection criteria for reports. There must be ready-to-use subsets that are appropriate to Medicaid and Check Up, such as federal age groups, as well as user-defined subsetting capability;

Support complex conditions, including AND/OR logic and use of parentheses for complex conditions such as Select where (Diagnosis = x and Procedure = a,b,c) or DRG = 12; and

Automatically create denominators for relevant rates-based analysis, such as candidates for preventive screenings and patients with chronic disease conditions.

		(a)

		Cognos 8 BI has filtering and parameter definition ability to create parameters / prompts for the reports. 

Filtering options include context (showing a particular view of the data), suppression of nulls/zeros, and ranking (top 100 customers or lowest 50 sales performers).

We can create and combine user-defined filters to show information based on specific criteria.



		12.6.8.28 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support pre-defined and user-defined time periods that include day, month, quarter, calendar year, federal fiscal year, and state fiscal year. Relative time period reporting must be automatic so that time periods affected by data updates (e.g., Current Year-to-Date compared to Prior Year-to-Date) are automatically adjusted over time without user intervention.

		(a)

		Any specific time-periods to be defined, the same can be added in the database and populated when the MMIS & related data is loaded to the Medicaid data warehouse and DSS systems.

This will improve the performance of the report instead of doing the user-defined calculations on the fly when the report is executed.



		12.6.8.29 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enable the selection of measures, dimensions, subsets and time periods:

1. From a menu and apply them as flexible objects that can be inserted, through drag-and-drop technology, onto any report; and

At the user group and individual user levels and store for repeat use.

		(a)

		Through Cognos framework model, all dimensions, measures and hierarchies defined will be viewed by the users & they can drag and drop the defined dimensions, measures, calculated measures, parameters, filter conditions and generate report per their requirement.



		12.6.8.30 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support pre-defined logical drill paths (i.e., from summary to detail) so that the user can move quickly up or down in levels without defining a new query. The system must allow the user to skip levels in the drill path or modify the drill path as needed.

		(a)

		Adhoc reporting will be possible through Cognos Query studio.



		12.6.8.31 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support user-enabled export and import data capabilities to and from other standard spreadsheet or database applications such as Excel, or other standard file formats such as .csv, with minimal steps.

		(a)

		Reports can be exported to html, excel, pdf and mobile devices.



		12.6.8.32 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide integrated capabilities to graph reports and make them presentation-ready without the need to export the data to a third party tool.

		(a)

		Reports can be output to html, excel, pdf and mobile devices.



		12.6.8.33 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enable distribution of information using secure Internet / Intranet web technology to control access to information as determined by DHCFP, and support publishing of information in multiple, customized views suitable for disparate audiences. 

		(a)

		Report distribution and scheduling possible.



		12.6.8.34 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enable the following minimum reporting capabilities:

1. Report summary level information of executive information with intuitive graphical presentations and Medicaid/Check Up appropriate reports and statistics;

Provide detailed, pre-defined, customizable reports or report frameworks that are appropriate for DHCFP;

Support ad hoc user-enabled development and selection of reports;

Perform automatic calculation of claim completion factors that support the analysis of incurred but not reported (IBNR) liability. The capability must support the calculation of claim lag factors by claim type and allow the completion methodology to be customized to meet the agency's unique experience by claim type;

Perform automatic production of an IBNR report (i.e., a report by claim type that shows amount paid per period by incurred period);

User-enabled election of whether to adjust or "complete" incurred date data on any report online, to create a more accurate picture of near-term experience;

Support online national norms and benchmarks that can be flexibly applied to any report including but not limited to norms and benchmarks for the privately insured population as well as the Medicaid/Check Up population;

Enable user-defined norms on any subset in the database;

Support establishment of norms and benchmarks based either on data available in the DSS database or on externally-defined targets, goals and benchmarks;

Enable exception reporting that allows the user to instruct the system to produce a report at a future specified date, or on a periodic basis, or only when certain trigger conditions or exceptions occur (such as when monthly expenditures for a certain service exceed a threshold amount);

Support data visualization techniques useful for exception reporting (e.g., exception highlighting and graphing);

Enable distribution reporting capabilities that allow the user to report services, payments or other facts by a range of user-defined values (i.e., the number of patients/providers who received/ordered less than 50 labs, 50 – 100 labs, more than 100 labs, etc.);

Enable ad hoc application of the following types of analytic adjustments to ensure accuracy in reimbursement rate analysis, provider profiling and population-based analysis: 

1. age/gender;

2. case mix;

3. severity of illness; and

4. other risk-adjustments.

Analyze experience by episodes of care that combine inpatient, outpatient and prescription drug usage and cost across all settings of care;

Link all records by individual patient or provider over time regardless of what table stores the recording. These capabilities must be available regardless of whether the data being analyzed is for a fee-for-service program, capitated program or combination. Example: A one-step capability to define the study population and then link in all other claims for the same patients (e.g., identify all patients with diabetes and then report on percentage with hemoglobin test);

Link claims based on a time window around a tracer event (e.g., link in all claims for a patient nine (9) months prior to delivery, to study prenatal care); and

Detect and investigate waste, fraud and abuse, beyond the standard SURS capability, within the same database.

		(a)

		Detail reporting requirements will be gathered during the requirements gathering phase.

Detailed Reporting specification document will be created during the design phase. The same will be validated and reviewed with DHCFP. Any changes will be incorporated and on approval, individual reports will be built and go through unit testing, system integration testing and User acceptance testing before it gets deployed into production.



		12.6.8.35 

		Contractor Responsibility

		At a minimum, the system database shall continue to include the following:

1. Required functionality from a single database using a single repeatable update process. The information reported in all components of the DSS must be kept in sync, including the executive information reporting and Internet / Intranet reports;

Periodic updates to occur as frequently as weekly or other timeframe specified by DHCFP;

Ensure data quality for completeness, validity and reasonableness;

Employ the appropriate audit / edit routines and data cleansing routines to ensure the reliability of the data; 

Be able to handle records for Medicaid recipients retroactively eligible;

Standardize key variables across all data sources, to facilitate cross-program analysis and support normative comparisons;

Provide customization of the database design to meet DHCFP's unique analytical needs;

Allow for conversion processes that support rules-based edits;

Allow for enhancement of the raw data with aggregates and groupers that increase analytic performance and clinical value. At a minimum, the groupers must include: Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG), Major Diagnostic Category (MDC), Procedure Groups, Relative Value Units, Age Groups, Drug therapeutic classes, Risk-adjustment methods, and severity of illness adjustment methods;

Provide indexing and other performance characteristics that enhance report production;

Possess a data model expressly for storing data from MMIS and other DHCFP data sources, for efficient online analytic processing. The system must enable the data model and database to be customized to meet the unique needs of DHCFP;

Produce a summary record for all inpatient claims that constitutes an admission. Provide summary cost and use information for all facility and professional services within this admission;

Link inpatient, outpatient and drug claims into clinically relevant episodes of care. Provide summary cost and use information to all services within the episode. Assign a severity score to the episode to stratify episodes by severity;

Update functionality that automatically synchronizes aggregates when detail data is added/removed from the database. Inpatient admission tables and episodes must be able to be updated on a separate update cycle if desired. To limit processing time during database updates, the system must provide the ability to incrementally update the episodes of care table so that only open episodes are rebuilt; and

Insure that financial adjustments including mass adjustments are stored in a manner that provides the user the ability to analyze financial results pre-or post-adjustment.

		(a)

		Please refer to the information & technical architecture provided in the Section 16 of this document.

Each layer – Data source, ETL, Data warehouse and Data marts, Information delivery, Security, Non-functional requirements are explained in detail.



		12.6.8.36 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Train staff identified by DHCFP on the use of the DSS system, initially and on an ongoing basis.

		(a)

		Wipro recommends Train the trainer program – provide training to the key users identified by DHCFP & the key users can then train the remaining users. User manual will be provided. 

On an as needed basis, the maintenance team can provide one off training as required.



		Decision Support System – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.8.37 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide list of staff and pertinent roles for accessing the DSS.

		

		



		12.6.8.38 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide the contractor with guidance on data elements and files that will be maintained and updated in the DSS.

		

		



		12.6.8.39 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Identify a DHCFP designee to work with the Contractor to resolve data transmission problems or failures. 

		

		



		12.6.8.40 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Develop a data update schedule by which MMIS data extracts will be made available to the DSS from the MMIS.

		

		



		12.6.8.41 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Identify staff to receive training on use of the DSS initially and on an ongoing basis.

		

		



		12.6.8.42 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve Contractor’s statistically valid trend methodology for report generation.

		

		



		12.6.8.43 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Notify contractor when State or Federal data retention standards are updated. 

		

		



		Decision Support System – System Performance Expectations



		12.6.8.44 

		System Performance Expectations

		Meet system performance requirements for availability, support, and down time as specified for MMIS applications in Sections 12.1 General Operational Requirements for All System Components and 11.5 Business Resumption Requirements of this RFP, unless otherwise agreed to by DHCFP.

		(a)

		This will be adhered to. During the requirements phase, all non-functional requirements will be collected and the SLA expected for each & the architecture will be refined further considering non functional requirements as well.



		12.6.8.45 

		System Performance Expectations

		The system database must be capable of being updated on a periodic basis, as frequently as weekly.

		(a)

		This will be adhered to and the same will be documented in the Requirement specification & Design specification of the Medicaid data warehouse and DSS systems.



		12.6.8.46 

		System Performance Expectations

		Allow at least 250,000 values per import file and at least 500,000 rows per export file.

		(a)

		The architecture will be designed considering these data points.



		12.6.8.47 

		System Performance Expectations

		DSS Response Time – The response time to run and return queries by authorized users during normal working hours must be within two (2) minutes for at least ninety percent (90%) of queries. 

		(a)

		This will be adhered to & designed to meet the DSS response time.



		Decision Support System – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.8.48 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		The contractor must make MMIS data extracts available to the DSS within one (1) working day of the data update schedule designated by DHCFP.

		(a)

		This will be adhered to. The process to be followed for data extract requests will be detailed during the requirement & design phase of the project.



		12.6.8.49 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		The contractor must make available within the system, the most current MMIS data extracts data, to the DSS within four (4) working days of receipt.

		(a)

		This will be adhered to. The process to be followed for data update / load to the DSS system will be detailed in the design specification. The same will be shared and agreed upon with DHCFP.



		12.6.8.50 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain seventy-two (72) months of data in the DSS. Some data may be required for longer periods of time, as identified by DHCFP.

		(a)

		This will be adhered to. All entities may not require the same retention policy. The same will be gathered during the requirement phase & Data retention policy for each entity will be detailed in the design specification.



		12.6.8.51 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Notify DHCFP designee within one (1) working day of discovery of data transmission problems and/or issues.

		(a)

		This will be adhered to. Appropriate problem, incident management and communication management processes will be devised and agreed-upon with DHCFP.



		12.6.8.52 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Notify DHCFP designee no later than twenty-four (24) hours prior to any planned DSS downtime due to maintenance or other system issues that could impact system availability during required business hours.

		(a)

		System maintenance window will be jointly planned with DHCFP & prior notification issued on the same.



		12.6.9

		WEB PORTAL



		12.6.9.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Manage, publish, update and provide a link for public access to Medicaid and Check Up content, communications, guides, forms and files including, but not limited to, the following:

1. Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Quarterly Newsletters;

Web announcements based on input from DHCFP;

Provider Billing manuals, web announcements, guidelines, and forms;

EDI Companion Guides and enrollment forms;

Procedure and diagnosis reference lists; and

Frequently Asked Questions.

		(a)

		Infocrossing will transition the existing Nevada Medicaid Web Portal under the assumption that it currently meets all requirements detailed in Attachment P, Section 12.6.9, with the exception of the potential expanded contractor responsibility defined in Section 12.6.9.10.



		12.6.9.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide access to websites for various resources, including Nevada Medicaid and Check Up sites, Rates information, and other sites as requested by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.6.9.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide and train providers on no-cost access portal(s) for online claims submission, including updates and returned files, for all claim forms to allow electronic claims submission by electronic transfer or other media approved by DHCFP, in a HIPAA compliant format. 

		(a)

		



		12.6.9.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the following Pharmacy content:

1. Web Announcements;

Training schedules and enrollment;

Information on the diabetic supply program;

Various forms including Prior Authorization forms;

Information on Maximum Allowable Costs;

Information on Preferred Drug Lists;

Information on Prescriber Lists; and

Pharmacy Meetings.

		(a)

		



		12.6.9.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a user administration module that allows authorized users, including authorized providers and system administrators, to login to restricted online functions in a secure manner in accordance with privacy and security requirements set forth in this RFP. Restricted online functions include the following:

1. Prior Authorization request processing;

Pharmacy Prior Authorization request processing;

Access to the Eligibility Verification System (EVS); and 

Claim Status.

		(a)

		



		12.6.9.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide information on and instructions for Electronic Prescription Software.

		(a)

		



		12.6.9.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow providers to obtain information on and access software that allows for electronic submission of transactions in a HIPAA compliance format.

		(a)

		



		12.6.9.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide tutorials and instructions for processing Prior Authorization requests through the Web Portal.

		(a)

		



		12.6.9.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a mechanism for users of the Web Portal to contact the contractor for technical support and other questions.

		(a)

		



		Web Portal – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.6.9.10 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Provide electronic human readable remittance advices to all providers via the Web Portal. At a minimum, the contractor shall support the following capabilities as it pertains to making RAs available via the Web Portal:

1. Ensure secure access to provider’s electronic RAs as approved by DHCFP.

1. Enable providers to view, save to a local PC, and conduct print capabilities of current and historical RAs.

1. Support search capabilities as defined by DHCFP (e.g., search by date range, RA number, etc.)

1. Establish an online archival system for RAs as approved by DHCFP.

1. Ensure that the online RA retrieval system is MITA compliant.

		(b)

		Infocrossing will accomplish this enhancement during the Transition Phase provided the enhancement requires a reasonable expenditure of effort. During Requirements Validation, we will review the enhancement with DHCFP to identify all detail requirements and to determine the potential impact on the Transition schedule. Based on that determination, a decision will be made as to the most appropriate time (during or after the Transition Phase) to implement this enhancement.



		Web Portal – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.9.11 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide contractor with updated policy and procedure information that needs to be incorporated into Web Portal content.

		

		



		12.6.9.12 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve Contractor-provided no-cost access portal(s) for online claims submission and corresponding instructional materials.

		

		



		12.6.9.13 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve of all forms, files, and general information published in the Web Portal.

		

		



		12.6.9.14 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide information posted in web announcements, newsletters, meetings, and other pertinent information that needs to be communicated through the Web Portal.

		

		



		12.6.9.15 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve provider billing manuals.

		

		



		Web Portal – System Performance Expectations



		12.6.9.16 

		System Performance Expectations

		Provide online response notifications to providers within ten (10) seconds or less for Prior Authorization requests.

		(a)

		



		12.6.9.17 

		System Performance Expectations

		Provide twenty-four (24) hour access to the Web Portal, except for scheduled downtime.

		(a)

		



		12.6.9.18 

		System Performance Expectations

		Apply all updates to support files of the Web Portal within twenty-four (24) hours of updating to the MMIS. 

		(a)

		



		12.6.10

		ONLINE DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL AND ARCHIVE SYSTEM (ODRAS)



		General/Data



		12.6.10.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a secure, web-based document retrieval and archiving tool that allows DHCFP to view online, print and sort MMIS operational and management reports, correspondence and other documents, such as scanned images and electronic attachments.

		(a)

		Infocrossing will transition the existing Nevada Medicaid ODRAS under the assumption that it currently meets all requirements detailed in Attachment P, Section 12.6.10.1



		12.6.10.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept and allow for the retrieval and exporting of multiple file formats, such as CSV, TXT and RTF. 

		

		



		12.6.10.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and allow DHCFP access to a regularly updated index of reports contained in the archiving and retrieval tool. 

		(a)

		



		12.6.10.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow access to reports generated by the MMIS, such as Remittance Advices and other standard batch reports agreed upon by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.6.10.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow access to imaged forms and other documents, including, but not limited to, hard copy claims, provider enrollment forms and claims attachments. 

		(a)

		



		12.6.10.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow access to all correspondence and letters generated through the MMIS or by Contractor.

		(a)

		



		12.6.10.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate reports electronically or in the form of data extracts for further manipulation and querying. Allow the printing of reports.

		(a)

		



		12.6.10.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Publish reports, documents and forms within the system based upon timeframes established by DHCFP. Timeframes for report generation include: 

1. Daily reports by noon the following working day;

Weekly reports and cycle processing reports by noon the next working day or after the scheduled run;

Monthly reports by noon of the fifth (5th) working day after the end of the month;

Quarterly reports by noon of the fifth (5th) working day after the end of the quarter;

Annual reports by noon of the tenth (10th) working day following the end of the year (whether federal fiscal year, state fiscal year, waiver year or other annual period); and

Ad hoc and on-request reports on the date specified in the report request.

		(a)

		



		



		12.6.10.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow authorized users to search for documents and reports based on DHCFP-defined parameters.

		(a)

		



		



		12.6.10.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow authorized users to rotate images viewed online.

		(a)

		



		12.6.10.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enable authorized users to copy and paste all or part of documents into other software applications.

		(a)

		



		Online Document Retrieval and Archive System – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.6.10.12 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Specify the types and timeframes for availability of reports, documents and correspondence in the web-based system.

		

		



		12.6.10.13 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide input on the search parameters and organization of reports and documents maintained within the web-based system.

		

		



		Online Document Retrieval and Archive System – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.6.10.14 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain data for online access a minimum of seventy-two (72) months.

		(a)

		



		12.6.10.15 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Upload newly imaged documents on a daily basis. 

		(a)
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Tab  -194	Infocrossing Response to Nevada RFP 1824, MMIS Takeover



Infocrossing Response to Nevada RFP 1824, MMIS Takeover	Tab  -193

Attachment Q – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Requirements Table

Complete the following table according to the instructions presented in Section 7.3 – Vendor Response to Scope of Work. 

Valid values for the Vendor Compliance Code column are (a) Comply, (b) Propose Alternative Solution, (c) Subcontractor

The Response column may remain blank for Requirements marked (a) Comply.

Note to Vendors: Italicized requirements apply to the Takeover, but were not part of the prior Nevada MMIS Fiscal Agent contract.

		Req. #

		Type

		Requirement

		Vendor
Compliance Code

		Response



		12.7.2

		MANAGED CARE ENROLLMENT



		General

		

		

		

		



		12.7.2.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain online access to all recipient, provider, encounter, claim and reference data related to managed care. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support multiple health plan care models including Primary Care Case Management (PCCM) and Health Maintenance Organizations (HMO).	

		(a)

		



		Enrollment



		12.7.2.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to:

1. Accept manual and auto-enrollments of recipients to health plans;

Assign health plan enrollment by recipient choice indicating who made the choice;

Assign health plan enrollment by default if no recipient response;

Produce notices, track notices, track contact with recipients; and

Apply ratios for automatic assignment of recipients to a managed care plan, according to DHCFP guidelines.

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to:

1. Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information propagated by eligibility interfaces in accordance with DHCFP guidelines;

Associate managed care recipients with the health plans in which they are enrolled;

Lock-in and lock-out recipients to health plans;

Update health plan assignments/choices online;

Enroll family members to different and/or the same health plan; and

Accept and process retroactive enrollment and disenrollment of recipients to all health plans. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to accept and process daily updates from health plans with changes of recipient PCP assignments, changes in PCP status, changes in recipient demographics, notifications of newborns and changes in recipient TPL information.

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain managed care related recipient data in the recipient data maintenance function including recipient geographic location.

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain indicators for recipients certified as members of Federally recognized Indian tribes; and recipient profile information such as, language spoken, handicap access needed, health status identifying specialized medical needs, and recipient risk assessment data. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the following inputs/data for Managed Care including but not limited to:

1. Health plan disenrollment and sanction requests; and

Recipient disenrollment from health plan requests. 

		(a)

		



		Provider/PCP/PCCM



		12.7.2.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to maintain provider-related data in the provider data maintenance function for health plans including: 

1. Individual providers affiliated with a health plan; and

Original and current number of "slots" (how many recipients can be enrolled) available in the health plan. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to maintain provider-related data in the provider data maintenance function for PCPs and PCCM including: 

1. Geographic location of primary care physicians and case managers;

Original and current number of "slots" (how many recipients can be assigned) to the PCP/PCS; and

Provider profile information such as language spoken, handicap access needed, health specialties identifying specialized medical abilities.

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide for a cross reference of individual providers identifying those that are PCCMs, those in an HMO network and members of any other health plan models, as well as the health plan to its individual member providers, with effective and end dates. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Flag as inactive, but do not delete, a health plan that is identified as no longer participating in the managed care program, and update record within the Provider Subsystem with reason code and date of disenrollment. Reassign recipients enrolled with the inactive health plan within timeframe established by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		Encounter



		12.7.2.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to receive, process, edit, maintain and report on encounter data from all health plans, and: 

1. Perform basic edits on encounter data to ensure integrity;

Generate, store, and maintain error files and reports to health plans;

Accept and process corrected encounter data;

Capture and process encounter data for use in utilization/quality assurance reporting (e.g. HEDIS) and capitation rate setting purposes; and

Manage the interface with the Ad Hoc/DSS so that all data is available for retrieval through the Ad Hoc/DSS. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain encounter data according to State and Federal rules and regulations including HIPAA.

		(a)

		



		Data/Reports



		12.7.2.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Capture, store and retrieve date-specific, recipient-specific health plan enrollment history. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide reports, as identified by DHCFP and/or to meet CMS requirements, in data format for export or import purposes through medians agreed to by DHCFP in accordance with HIPAA Standards.

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Use encounter data to produce HEDIS and fee-for-service performance reports, as specified by DHCFP.

		(a)

		





		Claims/Payment



		12.7.2.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to:

1. Maintain capitated rate tables;

Calculate and generate capitated payments to health plans;

Pay capitated payments at provider specific rates based on recipient demographics including eligibility program, place of residence, age, gender and risk factors;

Calculate capitation payments pro-rated to the days the recipient is enrolled with the health plan;

Calculate and generate payment for PCCM including payment for case management fee, case management fee plus fee-for-service, and/or capitation payment and fee-for-service;

Calculate and issue risk control payments such as kick payments for delivery, based on the provider performing the delivery, the procedure and the diagnosis on the encounter data;

Allow for payment holdbacks and/or incentive payments; and

Automatically process adjustments and recoupments.

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to pay capitated payments at provider specific rates based on recipient demographics including eligibility program, place of residence, age, gender and risk factors. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to calculate and issue risk control payments such as kick payments for delivery, based on the provider performing the delivery, the procedure and the diagnosis on the encounter data. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Establish "Risk Pools" to allow for payment holdbacks and/or incentive payments. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.22 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain the following inputs/data for Managed Care including but not limited to:

1. Health plan SOBRA files containing requests for one-time SOBRA payment for delivery episode;

Health plan requests for stop loss payment;

Manual financial adjustment requests; and

Reference data from the reference business function for capitation rates and services carved out for a health plan.

		(a)

		



		Letters/Notices



		12.7.2.23 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide the ability to:

1. Automatically and on-demand, produce and reprint notices/letters to recipients and health plans, as identified by DHCFP;

Maintain online information on notices/letters sent to each recipient and health plan such as what notice/letter was sent and what date it was mailed; and

Maintain notices/letters templates online and allow for online changes. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.24 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain online information on notices/letters sent to each recipient and health plan such as what notice/letter was sent and what date it was mailed. Provide the ability to reprint. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.25 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain notices/letters templates online and allow for online changes. 

		(a)

		



		Managed Care Enrollment – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.2.26 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are met by the Managed Care business function.

		

		



		12.7.2.27 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from enrollment, disenrollment, encounter, and capitation payment processes.

		

		



		12.7.2.28 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish policy and make all administrative decisions concerning managed care programs and issues.

		

		



		12.7.2.29 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review reports provided by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.7.2.30 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide ratios for automatic assignment of recipients to a managed care plan.

		

		



		12.7.2.31 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Resolve potential discrepancies in managed care enrollment and disenrollment when notified of such by the Contractor. 

		

		



		Managed Care Enrollment – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.2.32 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Re-assign or auto-assign recipients within ten (10) working days of a health plan being identified as no longer participating in the managed care program.

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.33 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Conduct pre-assignment of managed care enrollees at least once per month.

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.34 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Produce daily rosters that identify providers and recipients with new, changed, or ended enrollments. Distribute roster report to managed care plans within 24 hours of update to the MMIS.

		(a)

		



		12.7.2.35 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Send notification letter to recipient within three (3) working days of the change in managed care enrollment or assignment.

		(a)

		



		12.7.3  PRE-ADMISSION SCREENING AND RESIDENT REVIEW (PASRR)



		12.7.3.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform the following Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR) functions:

1. Complete PASRR Level I screening;

Refer and complete PASRR Level II screening and reviews;

Make placement determinations and recommendations based upon the results of the PASRR; and

Provide timely written notification of determinations to appropriate individuals, as required by State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(c)

		GHS will perform all Pre-Admission Screening and Pre-Admission Resident Review (PASRR) functions for the State of Nevada. GHS brings over 10 years of experience of level of care determination in Maine. The GHS assessments are accurate, timely and an efficient method for providing these services to the State of Maine. GHS agrees to complete PASRR level I screening and reviews; refer and complete PASRR Level II screening and reviews; make placement determinations and recommendations based upon the results of the assessment and PASRR; and provide timely written notification of determinations to appropriate individuals; as required by Nevada’s State and Federal rules and regulations.

GHS has expert clinical staff available to support assessment and PASRR services. Our experienced staff will be critical to ensuring that a smooth and seamless transition will occur if selected to provide these services.

Prior to GHS’ involvement, Maine’s service providers did their own eligibility assessments and spending was steadily rising at 15% a year, with no increases realized in persons being served. Since instituting an independent assessment process, long-term care spending has increased at only 4% a year, and persons served in the community have grown by 30%.



		12.7.3.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Adhere to policies and procedures defined by DHCFP for Level of Care determinations. 

		(c)

		GHS will adhere to all policies and procedures defined by DHCFP for level of care determinations. GHS has review DHCFP current policies and has gained knowledge and understanding of level of care determination in our work with the State of Maine.



		12.7.3.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Update the MMIS system and maintain a tracking system for PASRR.

		(c)

		GHS will update the MMIS system on a regular cycle to be defined by DHCFP. GHS will maintain a tracking system for PASRR. GHS will propose data elements to be included in the tracking system for approval by DHCFP.



		12.7.3.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide required State and Federal reports in a timeframe specified by DHCFP.

		(c)

		GHS has functioned as Maine’s single point of entry and gate-keeper into Maine’s long-term care system since 1998. 

GHS has years of experience in complying with the reporting requirements specified in the Maine’s Department of Health and Human Services Mecare contract. GHS is confident that we could provide reports within the timelines required by DHCFP.



		12.7.3.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information in accordance with DHCFP guidelines.

		(c)

		GHS will accept, process, maintain and update benefit plan information in accordance with DHCFP guidelines. GHS has many years of experience working collaboratively with state Medicaid programs.



		Long Term Care (LTC)



		12.7.3.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce for Providers facsimiles of the PASRR forms and LOC forms, as needed.

		(c)

		GHS will produce facsimile copies of the PASRR and LOC forms as needed for providers.



		12.7.3.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		For Long Term Care (LTC) claims:

a. Verify that the recipient is approved for receiving services at the LTC facility billing on the date(s) of service;

b. Ensure that payment is made at the recipient’s Level of Care rate in effect for the date(s) of service specific to the provider billing;

c. If Leave of Absence Days have been billed, ensure that days do not exceed the maximum days allowed by DHCFP policy;

d. Ensure that the recipient liability amount in effect for the date(s) of service is properly decremented from the Medicaid allowed payment (ff result is less than zero, no payment is made); and

e. Track usage of the recipient liability, providing an audit trail of amounts used, provider who collected and the date that occurred.

		(c)

		GHS would verify the recipients approved for receiving LTC facility services by working with Nevada’s Medicaid system to accurately authorize LTC services.

In Maine, Mecare (the electronic assessment tool) is fed by Maine’s eligibility system so GHS has access to recipient aide codes (RACs) for authorization purposes.

Eligibility dates would be assigned based on Nevada’s rules and regulations.

The amount of leave days would be based on Nevada’s rules and could be easily tracked as long as providers report accurately and timely. This could be done via a portal mechanism.

Requirements d & e will be managed with IT support.



		12.7.3.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		For Hospice claims:

1. Verify that the recipient is enrolled in a hospice on the date(s) of service;

Ensure payment level is appropriate to hospice setting location;

Ensure that if the recipient is a resident in a Long-Term Care facility receiving hospice services, the hospice gets paid at the federally mandated percentage of the LTC rate. The hospice is responsible for paying the LTC facility its share; and

Ensure that no LTC claims are paid when the recipient is enrolled in the hospice program on the date(s) of service, per DHCFP policy.

		(c)

		GHS would need access to Nevada’s Medicaid eligibility system of to accurately verify the individual’s Medicaid status. GHS would use Nevada’s Hospice rules and regulations to determine who is eligible for the hospice benefit based on the individual’s location. GHS will assure that the individual is residing in a LTC facility and that hospice provider is paid at the federally mandated percentage of the LTC rate.

In Maine, Hospice services can be dovetailed to other services as long as there is no duplication of service occurring. 



		PASRR/LTC – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.3.9 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review appropriateness of Level of Care and placement decisions for individuals.

		

		



		12.7.3.10 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide policy and procedure guidance on screenings, reviews and determinations.

		

		



		12.7.3.11 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Request State and Federal reports in a timeframe to be established by DHCFP.

		

		



		PASRR/LTC – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.3.12 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Notices of Determination regarding the results of PASRR shall be provided to the provider and recipient in accordance with Federal regulations and DHCFP policies. Current timeframes are:

1. For Acute Facilities, PASRR Level I determination must be completed within one (1) working day;

For all other submissions, PASRR Level I determination must be completed within three (3) working days; and

PASRR Level II determinations must be completed within the Federal guidelines.

		(c)

		GHS will provide Notices of Determination regarding the results of PASRR to both the provider and recipient in accordance with Federal regulations and DHCFP policies. GHS further understands and agrees to follow current timeframes as outlined in this section 12.7.3.12.



		12.7.3.13 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Level of Care screening results shall be provided to provider and recipient within one (1) working day for Acute Facilities, and three (3) working days for all other submissions.

		(c)

		GHS agrees to provide Level of Care screening results to providers and recipients within one (1) working day for Acute Facilities, and three (3) working days for all other submissions. GHS has quality assurance systems in place to ensure that these established timeframes will be maintained.



		12.7.4	CALL CENTER AND CONTRACT MANAGEMENT



		General



		12.7.4.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain and staff a provider relations function and call center, with availability during the State’s normal business hours excluding State observed holidays.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Answer provider inquiries received in a variety of formats (telephone, internet, fax, written, email).

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an automated case notation and tracking system (electronic log) for all provider inquiries (verbal and written) that identifies date/time of inquiry, the provider, the form of the inquiry (written, telephone or in person), the nature of the inquiry, the date and form of response and the outcome, as well as the respondent and relevant comments. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide DHCFP with monthly reports on volume and performance for all inquiries received by the provider relations call center.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make all provider correspondence and communication logs available to DHCFP upon request.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide information including but not limited to: policy, administrative decisions, enrollment, EDI, and billing guidelines.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and document policies and procedures for performing provider relations activities; all policies and procedures must adhere to State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Make available to DHCFP the provider relations call center tracking system for inquiry purposes.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide an Electronic Verification of Eligibility System (EVS), accessible through both web-based and IVR functions, that accesses eligibility data from the MMIS updated daily from all eligibility databases, as well as pending eligibility information.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide confirmation number to inquiring provider for each eligibility verification inquiry and results, and maintain tracking information for both phone and web-based inquiries.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to submit requests and receive responses for eligibility verification in compliance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) standards.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide, in both English and Spanish language, a caller-selected option for recipients, to redirect eligibility inquiries to appropriate Eligibility Case Worker(s).

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide IVR system to address, at a minimum, eligibility verification, claims status, Prior Authorization Request status, check and EFT information inquiries.

		(a)

		



		Pharmacy Specific



		12.7.4.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide licensed pharmacists and licensed pharmacy technicians to address pharmacy related call center inquiries

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide information to providers and drug manufacturers regarding drug coverage and reimbursement information as detailed in pharmacy claims processing system.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Answer questions regarding pharmacy authorizations.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Triage and answer questions regarding pricing, such as the MAC program.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide for overrides of claims editing.

		(a)

		



		Call Center and Contract Management – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.4.19 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve scripts for all automated voice prompts and inquiry systems before they are recorded and implemented.

		

		



		12.7.4.20 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review provider relations call center reports produced by the contractor.

		

		



		12.7.4.21 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations.

		

		



		Call Center and Contract Management – System Performance Expectations



		12.7.4.22 

		System Performance Expectation

		Maintain a sufficient number of phone lines so that no more than ten percent (10%) of incoming calls ring busy or are on hold for more than one (1) minute.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.23 

		System Performance Expectation

		Make EVS and IVR available twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days a week, unless otherwise agreed to in writing by DHCFP, for provider inquiry, input and response purposes. 

		(a)

		



		Call Center and Contract Management – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.4.24 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Staff provider relations call center with trained personnel from 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, PT, Monday – Friday, excluding State observed holidays.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.25 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Maintain a sufficient staffing level so that no more than ten percent (10%) of the calls placed into the queue remain on hold for more than one (1) minute, and so that the abandon rate is no greater than five percent (5%).

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.26 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Respond to all telephone and email contacts within two (2) working days of receipt of the inquiry.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.27 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Respond to written correspondence with at least an interim answer within five (5) working days of receipt and a final response within twenty (20) working days of receipt.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.28 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Provide to DHCFP copies of provider inquiry logs and a summary report in a media requested by DHCFP on a weekly basis.

		(a)

		



		12.7.4.29 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Respond to all DHCFP inquiries within one (1) working day.

		(a)

		



		12.7.5	PROVIDER APPEALS



		12.7.5.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept, maintain, and process appeal requests from providers, appeal decisions, updates to provider appeal data, and provide tracking of all appeal activity from initiation through final decision including decision dates and results.

		(a)

		



		12.7.5.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Handle appealed claims according to DHCFP policy and procedures.

		(a)

		



		12.7.5.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform the following:

1. Generate letters to providers at each decision point of the appeal process;

Allow entry of free form verbiage to insert into system generated letters;

Track all letters, provider, date and reason sent; and

Reprint letters and notices, upon user request.

		(a)

		



		12.7.5.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide inquiry access to appeal history data including both open and closed appeals.

		(a)

		



		12.7.5.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce provider appeal data reports as specified by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		Provider Appeals – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.5.6 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Ninety percent (90%) of appeals must be issued a determination within thirty (30) days of receipt of appeal request.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6	PROVIDER ENROLLMENT



		Provider Enrollment



		12.7.6.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide staff competent to perform all functions of provider relations/services, provider enrollment, and provider data maintenance during the life of the contract.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Facilitate provider enrollment process as defined by DHCFP and as specified in State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop, produce and provide information in print and through call-center for prospective providers, including requirements for enrollment (such as NPI, Licensure, etc.).

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop, produce, and provide a DHCFP approved provider application form(s) and provider contract.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow for online submission of provider application forms.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce, update and maintain tracking information on provider application process through final disposition of the application.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain list of OIG sanctioned providers, preventing enrollment of excluded providers.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain communication with the applicable State agencies to perform certification and licensure verification.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Notify providers of acceptance or rejection in accordance with State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Enroll providers by program (Nevada Check Up, Medicaid, State-only, Medicare, or other programs as specified by DHCFP).

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Send accepted providers a DHCFP-approved orientation packet containing all of the information for participation in and for billing DHCFP for services to all eligible recipients.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain both physical and electronic files for each approved provider containing applications, provider agreements, copy of the provider license and all correspondence relating to certification, enrollment or resulting in provider file updates. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain an electronic file for each denied provider including images of applications and/or profile information and documentation regarding the reason for the denial. Return original documentation to denied provider.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce Provider enrollment reports as specified by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		Provider Disenrollment



		12.7.6.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct exit interview with providers who voluntarily disenroll.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support disenrollment of providers with the following activities:

1. Automatically disenroll provider when there has been no claims activity within a DHCFP-specified time period;

Automatically notify providers upon disenrollment;

Manually disenroll providers at the request of DHCFP; and

Accept, compare, and create referral report based upon OIG exclusion file. 

		(a)

		



		Provider Enrollment – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.7.6.17 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Enroll or register all servicing (care giver) providers for provider types 14, 29, 30, 38, 58, 57, 64, 82, 83 and 84 and ensure the prior authorization process is effective for these provider types. 

		(a)

		



		Provider Re-Enrollment – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.7.6.18 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Perform provider re-enrollment validation for the Nevada Medicaid provider and personal caregiver network to ensure the approximately 15,000 Nevada Medicaid providers and caregivers validate their provider information upon licensure renewal and on a recurring basis to ensure that every provider is re-enrolled at least every 36 months.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.19 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Perform re-enrollment/validation in accordance with a prescribed schedule and will include follow-up with non-compliant providers.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.20 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		When correspondence is returned by the post office necessary actions taken may include termination for loss of contact or sending a request for updated information to the new reported address. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.21 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Enrolled providers must be reviewed on a continuing basis to ensure that they continue to meet provider eligibility requirements.

		(a)

		



		Provider Enrollment – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.6.22 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and that State and Federal policy are met by the provider enrollment business function.

		

		



		12.7.6.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine and communicate provider enrollment related policies.

		

		



		12.7.6.24 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Work with the Contractor to correct critical errors resulting from provider enrollment activities.

		

		



		12.7.6.25 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve all provider enrollment materials (e.g. provider applications and provider contract).

		

		



		12.7.6.26 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Define frequency and specifications for Provider Enrollment reports.

		

		



		12.7.6.27 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review Provider Enrollment reports produced by the Contractor.

		

		



		12.7.6.28 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Notify contractor of termination/disenrollment as directed by DHCFP.

		

		



		Provider Enrollment – Performance Expectations



		12.7.6.29 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Mail provider enrollment packages within two (2) working days of the request.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.30 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Process complete provider applications within five (5) working days of receipt.

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.31 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Have trained provider representatives visit first-time enrolled providers within ten (10) work days of application approval, or other providers upon request. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.6.32 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Respond to all DHCFP requests or inquiries within one (1) working day.

		(a)

		



		12.7.7	PROVIDER TRAINING AND OUTREACH



		12.7.7.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Educate providers about the Nevada Medicaid program, the claims processing system and proper billing through workshops, training sessions, presentations at professional association and stakeholder meetings, individual training as needed, Provider Manuals and Web Announcements, and the provider Internet website.

		(a)

		



		12.7.7.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide staff competent in Medicaid billing policy and procedures for all provider and claim types who will be responsible for provider training.

		(a)

		



		12.7.7.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and conduct ongoing and special DHCFP-approved training to meet the needs of specific provider types including material relevant to their programs and billing issues, policies, and new programs.

		(a)

		



		12.7.7.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and conduct small workshops for individual provider training as requested and/or needed throughout the term of the contract at the provider’s place of business.

		(a)

		



		12.7.7.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Target special training for providers who have been identified as having an abnormal number of claims denied or pended.

		(a)

		



		12.7.7.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Support training through the following activities:

1. Notify providers of place, time and agenda for training sessions and workshops;

Coordinate with DHCFP on all training sessions to ensure appropriate fiscal agent/DHCFP staff is in attendance as needed;

Develop and produce provider training materials in accordance with DHCFP guidelines;

Develop, distribute and evaluate provider training questionnaires from all training sessions and provide DHCFP with a summary of the provider responses on a monthly basis; and

Produce records to DHCFP of providers that participate in training, by provider type. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.7.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Participate in training and orientation sessions conducted by other agencies (e.g., Indian Health Services, other divisions of the Department of Health and Human Services, Nevada Rural Hospital Project, etc.) and provide staff members and materials as requested.

		(a)

		



		12.7.7.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and submit to DHCFP for approval a Provider Training Plan annually at the beginning of each contract year, and update the plan as necessary each quarter. 

		(a)

		



		Provider Training and Outreach – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.7.7.9 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Every third year, produce, distribute and track Advance Directive and Civil Rights notifications/certifications to: 

1. Hospitals;

Nursing facilities;

Intermediate care facilities;

Mental health facilities;

Home health providers; and 

Personal care providers. 

		(a)

		



		Provider Training and Outreach – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.7.10 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Inform the Contractor of new or updated programs and policies that need to be introduced to providers.

		

		



		12.7.7.11 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Make DHCFP staff available for training sessions as appropriate.

		

		



		12.7.7.12 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Notify the Contractor of any providers with specialized training needs.

		

		



		12.7.7.13 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve Provider Billing Manuals, revisions to Manuals, Web Announcements, newsletters, provider training material, and other materials as required (e.g., quarterly newsletter).

		

		



		12.7.7.14 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide to the Contractor any DHCFP-developed policy program materials for providers.

		

		



		12.7.7.15 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Approve and/or recommend changes to the Contractor’s annual Provider Training Plan.

		

		



		Provider Training and Outreach – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.7.16 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Conduct provider training at least once annually for in-state provider groups, including hospitals, physicians, and nursing facilities. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.7.17 

		Contractor Performance Expectations

		Promote through education, within the provider community, the continued transition from a manual/paper environment to an automated/electronic transaction environment in accordance with HIPAA standards.

		(a)

		



		12.7.8	FINANCE



		General



		12.7.8.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Reconcile all accounts and balance all claims processing cycles prior to approving the release of payment. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.8.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce and distribute letters, and:

1. Provide the ability to include user specified message text within standard letter formats; and

Retain a record of the letters sent, the content of the letters and the recipients of the letters.

		(a)

		



		12.7.8.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Track all events, dates and dollars received as a result of recovery activity including the recipient's identity, reason for recovery action, person(s)/agency responsible for following the recovery account and any applicable comments. 

		(a)

		



		Payments – Incoming



		12.7.8.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Receive and sort incoming checks from the third party payers, recipients and providers and process according to DHCFP policy and guidelines.

		(a)

		



		12.7.8.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a system of security and monitoring for the location, deposit and disposition status of each incoming check.

		(a)

		



		12.7.8.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Comply with written procedures to meet State and federal guidelines for collection and write-off of outstanding accounts receivables.

		(a)

		



		12.7.8.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Operate, maintain system and perform all functions to support overpayment/recovery efforts, including but not limited to, TPL, TEFRA Liens, MER, cost avoidance, pay and chase, premium payment, Medicare, subrogation and recoupments according to DHCFP policy, State and Federal rules and regulations.

		(a)

		



		Payments – Outgoing



		12.7.8.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain security for checks during matching/stuffing/mailing process.

		(a)

		



		12.7.8.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Suppress the generation of zero-pay checks and negative provider payment amounts, but generate the associated remittance advices.

		(a)

		



		12.7.8.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain provider accounts receivable and deduct appropriate amounts from payments due, both automatically and manually. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.8.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate manual check when requested and authorized by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.7.8.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate advance-payment-against-future-claims when requested and authorized by DHCFP, and associated recoupment process.

		(a)

		



		12.7.8.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Send check register and file of checks to DHCFP at the end of each claims payment cycle pursuant to DHCFP policy and guidelines.

		(a)

		



		Pre-Payment Review – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.7.8.14 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Perform Pre-Payment Review of claims ‘randomly pended’ according to DHCFP identified criteria. The review will consist of a complete claims and medical record review: 

1. Verifying the accuracy of the claim with the medical record supporting the claim;

Verifying the codes billed are accurate; and 

Ensuring the claim billed complies with applicable policy.

It is expected these prepayment reviews will result in cost savings by avoiding payment for claims that should not have been paid and bringing attention to provider billing issues that would otherwise remain undetected.

		(a)

		



		12.7.8.15 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Provide monthly report of the results of the Pre-Payment reviews. 



		(a)

		



		Finance – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.8.16 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Deposit all incoming funds within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt.

		(a)

		



		12.7.9	RETURN ID CARD PROCESS



		12.7.9.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate and distribute Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipient identification cards based upon policy and frequency set by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		Return ID Card Process – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.9.2 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Establish policy and frequency for generation of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipient identification cards.

		

		



		Return ID Card Process – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.9.3 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Generate and distribute Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipient identification cards based upon policy and frequency set by DHCFP.

		(a)

		



		12.7.10	EDI 



		12.7.10.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide instructions, training or support, and forms as needed to ensure providers understand EDI enrollment procedures and requirements, including testing procedures.

		(a)

		



		12.7.10.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure providers have appropriate access to allow for EDI submissions, including appropriate user names and passwords.

		(a)

		



		12.7.10.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Ensure providers have access to EDI companion guides to assist with EDI submissions.

		(a)

		



		12.7.10.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and implement a testing process to certify providers for EDI submission. Allow only those providers passing testing standards to submit and receive electronic transactions using EDI.

		(a)

		



		12.7.10.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide customer service access to providers that have direct questions regarding EDI enrollment and submissions.

		(a)

		



		EDI – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.10.6 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Provide reports of provider’s completion of EDI testing within ten (10) days of testing.

		(a)

		



		12.7.11	PRINTING AND POSTAGE



		12.7.11.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Prepare and submit invoices for pass-through postage and printing with no adjustment for administrative fees, profit, or other charges, including:

1. Original, unaltered vendor invoice; and

Supporting documentation itemizing all charges for supplies, postage, and printing and including a description of the printed or posted material, the purpose of the printing or mailing, and the amount charged for each item.

		(a)

		



		12.7.11.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		For projects outside the scope of normal operations, present proposed postage and printing costs to DHCFP as dictated by the Change Management process. Costs will be subject to approval by DHCFP. The Contractor will be under no obligation to provide printing and postage services when a request for additional pass-through printing and postage is not approved by DHCFP through the Change Management process.

		(a)

		



		Printing and Postage – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.11.3 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Audit postage and/or printing invoices as appropriate prior to payment.

		

		



		12.7.11.4 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Request additional supporting documentation as needed to assure the validity of postage and printing charges prior to payment.

		

		



		12.7.11.5 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Issue no reimbursement for postage and/or printing costs incurred by the Contractor in the day-to-day operations of its business.

		

		



		Printing and Postage – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.11.6 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Exercise due diligence in obtaining the best value for all printing and postage jobs; making commercially reasonable efforts to avoid any uneconomical and inefficient methods of mailing that may result in excess postage costs.

		(a)

		



		12.7.12	PRIOR AUTHORIZATION (PA)



		12.7.12.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce and distribute provider Prior Authorization notices of approved, denied or pended Prior Authorization requests.

		(a)

		



		12.7.12.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Produce and distribute multi-lingual recipient Prior Authorization denial notices.

		(a)

		



		12.7.12.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide training to DHCFP staff and non-agency staff as approved by DHCFP in the use of the Prior Authorization screens, windows and reports.

		(a)

		



		12.7.12.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Offer periodic recommendations for revision of list of services requiring Prior Authorization, or other Prior Authorization functions, based on utilization patterns, industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		(c)

		Health Integrated will analyze utilization patterns and develop and present our recommendations using industry standards and industry best practices. Health Integrated utilizes Milliman and InterQual criteria for prior authorizations, as well as our own evidence-based criteria.



		12.7.12.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide licensed clinical reviewers with appropriate clinical background to conduct medical necessity review of Prior Authorization requests to determine the appropriateness of services requested.

		(c)

		Health Integrated conducts medical necessity reviews following all commercially developed and internally developed criteria and guidelines.



		12.7.12.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept Prior Authorization requests for services from authorized requestors through a web-based system, by fax, or by telephone, as agreed to by the Contractor and DHCFP. 

		(c)

		Health Integrated will accept all prior authorization review requests from a facility’s UM department, attending physician and/or ordering physician and member/designated representative through phone, fax, or mail and/or secure mail electronic interface as defined by HI and client/health plan contractual agreement. 



		12.7.12.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Consider Prior Authorization requests utilizing DHCFP program policy, clinical criteria, and industry standards.

		(c)

		Health Integrated will consider prior authorization requests utilizing DHCP program policy, InterQual criteria, clinical criteria and industry standards. 



		12.7.12.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Use DHCFP-approved protocols to determine the type of denial to be issued (clinical, technical, reduction).

		(c)

		Health Integrated will use DHCFP’s approved protocols to determine the type of denial to be issued. Health Integrated’s prior authorization activities interface directly with internal and external client protocols in order to coordinate comprehensive and appropriate care management.



		12.7.12.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide written notification of authorization request approval, partial approval, or denial to the requestor, including number of units, service, and specific time period authorized, or entire episode of care, as appropriate.

		(a)

		



		12.7.12.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Allow licensed clinical reviewer to decrease the duration of some medical services per criteria and/or policy as part of the medical management process requiring the provider to submit additional information to support the medical appropriateness for continuation of service. This is not considered a reduction in service or non-certification since the provider has continued opportunity to extend the duration of service through the concurrent review process as indicated by medical need and clinical documentation. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.12.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Assist providers with identifying alternative resources and services for complex cases to the appropriate Case Management/Care Coordination Entity to explore options and possible referral for additional coordination of services. Discuss complex cases with Care Coordinators to explore options or referral for more coordination of services.

		(c)

		Health Integrated supports the identification and cost effective coordination of care for those members with frequent inpatient (IP) admissions, long term, chronic, progressive disease or complex care needs. The process seeks to improve the health status of members by supporting the health plan’s Care Management/Coordination of Care programs. The objective is to facilitate members with multiple conditions access to appropriate services to assist in coordination of care.



		12.7.12.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Issue a technical denial for any period in which service was provided without prior authorization, when such prior authorization is required. Unless the requesting provider has supporting documentation indicating a justifiable reason for the delay, as indicated by DHCFP Policy, a technical denial may not be appealed.

		(a)

		



		12.7.12.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Conduct review of services provided on or after the date of the authorization request, reviewing for medical appropriateness, medical necessity, EPSDT, and process according to reviewer findings.

		(c)

		Health Integrated conducts reviews of services provided on or after the date of authorization request according to established Utilization Management guidelines. UM staff will process authorizations, reviewing for medical appropriateness and determine if the appropriate level of care for the requested service is being rendered. Medical necessity is defined according to InterQual criteria: 

· Consistent with the symptoms or diagnosis and treatment of a patient’s condition, disease, ailment or injury

· In accordance with standards of good medical practice

· Not solely for the patient’s convenience, or that of the physician or other provider

· Not primarily custodial

· The most appropriate supply or level of service that can safely be provided to the member as directed by the client



		12.7.12.14 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a licensed, board certified physician to review reductions in service or non-certification determinations when the clinical reviewer cannot recommend certification. Cases requiring physician review may take a maximum of one additional day, or a maximum of three additional days in the case of a physician specialist review.

		(c)

		Health Integrated maintains a diverse panel of specialized, experienced physician reviewers, both internally and external, who have been credentialed by Health Integrated. Health Integrated’s Physician Review Services (PRS) area will provide medical necessity determinations for prior authorization requests, concurrent review, and retrospective reviews for all levels of behavioral and medical healthcare, as well as related services and procedures, appeals and grievances. Turnaround times for reviews will meet the one or three day turnaround time.



		12.7.12.15 

		Contractor Responsibility

		The contractor’s physician reviewer must be available for a peer-to-peer discussion if requested by the Provider within DHCFP-established timeframes.

		(c)

		Health Integrated’s Physician Reviewers will be made available for peer-to-peer discussions.



		12.7.12.16 

		Contractor Responsibility

		The provider is notified in writing of all determinations. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.12.17 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Accept and process Requests for Reconsideration from providers for adverse determinations when made within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of determination.

		(c)

		Health Integrated recognizes that care providers have the opportunity to request a reconsideration of the adverse determination. Health Integrated will follow DHCFP’s request to allow for reconsiderations to occur within thirty (30) calendar days, from the date of determination.



		12.7.12.18 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Issue recipient a Notice of Determination (NOD) indicating the services being denied or terminated when the determination is to reduce, deny or terminate a service. A copy of the process for requesting a Fair Hearing must be included with any NOD and must denote DHCFP-defined timelines for requesting a hearing. 

		(a)

		



		12.7.12.19 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide evidence and testimony in hearings for any adverse determination for which a Request for Hearing has been made.

		(c)

		Health Integrated will provide evidence and testimony in hearings for any adverse determinations. All documentation the services denied/dates, the information and criteria used to make the determination is maintained in the designated in the member record and appropriate medical management system. The physician reviewer, which made the determination, will be made available to provide reasoning on their determination.



		12.7.12.20 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Personal Care Aids (PCA) services require licensed clinical staff to do in-home reviewer assessments to determine medical necessity and/or appropriateness under the social model.

		(a)

		



		12.7.12.21 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Develop and implement a DHCFP-approved training plan that incorporates the following:

1. Contract Overview;

Policy and procedure manuals specific to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs;

Relevant Nevada Medicaid statutory and regulatory requirements;

Medical necessity criteria and the role of the reviewer in determining medical necessity;

Clinical Review Process; and

Billing guidelines.

		(a)

		



		Prior Authorization – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.12.22 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide a list of specific procedures for which Prior Authorization is required, and consider Contractor recommendations for revisions of list or other Prior Authorization functions, based on utilization patterns, industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.

		

		



		12.7.12.23 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Provide list of exceptions and alternative requirements to the standard authorization review process, including authorization of Personal Care Aides (PCA), Preadmission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR), and Level of Care (LOC) requests.

		

		



		12.7.12.24 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Collaborate with Contractor to determine acceptable forms of review request (web-based, fax, telephone) based on review type.

		

		



		12.7.12.25 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review Contractor developed training plan, and collaborate with Contractor to ensure accurate information is provided in trainings.

		

		



		Prior Authorization – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.12.26 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Generate and distribute Prior Authorization approval, denial, and suspense notices to providers and Prior Authorization denials to recipients within twenty-four (24) hours of processing.

		(a)

		



		12.7.12.27 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Meet standards for turnaround of Notification of Determination as identified by DHCFP, generally ranging from one (1) to seven (7) working days by type of service, unless turnaround is extended to allow for physician review. Count of turnaround days begins when Prior Authorization Request is received including complete information with which the review can be conducted.

		(a) and (c)

		Health Integrated and Infocrossing will meet all service level agreement (SLA) standards through monitoring, alert reporting mechanisms as required. Our Quality review processes are designed to identify potential turnaround delays and escalate action before critical deadlines have passed.



		12.7.12.28 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Update Training Plan on an annual basis, or more frequently if necessary to address major changes in policy and/or review process.

		(a)

		



		12.7.13	UTILIZATION MANAGEMENT (UM)



		12.7.13.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform Utilization Management (UM) activities including, but not limited to, the review of designated claims for medical appropriateness; approving, pending, denying, and/or reviewing appealed claims; and providing a monthly report on the number of claims approved, pended, denied or appealed. 

		(a) and (c)

		Health Integrated UM Program is a comprehensive, systematic and ongoing effort. Review activities encompass the utilization of medical and behavioral clinical care and services including referral and triage, and inpatient and outpatient services provided by hospitals, physicians, and ancillary providers. Continuity and coordination of care is evaluated, and under utilization is monitored as well as over utilization. Reports are compiled monthly to show number of approvals, pended, denied and appealed claims.

Infocrossing will manage all administrative claim issues.



		12.7.13.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide key personnel to serve as medical consultants for UM purposes.

		(c)

		Health Integrated will provide key personnel to serve as a medical consultant for UM purposes. Personnel at Health Integrated have numerous years of experience with providing Utilization Management services. Health Integrated’s clinical staff, medical directors and physician review service have the expertise to act as medical consultants, providing clinical oversight and expertise, as needed. 



		12.7.13.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Meet the Federal designation for a Quality Improvement Organization (QIO) or QIO-like vendor.

		(b)

		Health Integrated’s Utilization Management programs are fully certified and accredited by NCQA and URAC.



		12.7.13.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify quality of care concerns, best practice standards and potential defects in the level of care provided under Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs through activities including, but not limited to, individual record review during daily Utilization Management activity, and profile analysis of providers.

		(c)

		Health Integrated will use best practice standards to identify quality of care concerns under the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs. Some of the activities Health Integrated employs are as follows:

· Individual record reviews during UM activities; and

· Evaluating utilization reports to identify and address gaps in care related to potential network adequacy versus provider/facility geographical deficiencies.



		12.7.13.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Perform DHCFP-requested activities to support the appeal process including, but not limited to:

1. Provide supporting documentation;

Provide clinical judgment and reasoning as to the determination of the decision; and

Providing testimony as required (telephonic or in person).

		(c)

		Health Integrated will perform DHCFP-request activities to support the appeal process. At Health Integrated, the appeals process incorporates pertinent legislative/regulatory standards. Our appeals procedure interfaces with the client/health plan as outlined in the contractual agreement between Health Integrated and the client/health plan.



		12.7.13.6 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain a Quality Assurance program for the Utilization Management process, including, but not limited to, conducting periodic reviews, and monitoring and reporting on staff performance, consistency of application of DHCFP policy and review criteria, and accuracy and timeliness of data entry.

		(c)

		Health Integrated’s Quality Improvement Committee provides guidance and direction for the Utilization Management process by conducting periodic reviews, audits, monitoring staff performance and compliance with timeliness of data entry. 



		12.7.13.7 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Report to DHCFP any provider-specific concerns identified during reviews for investigation or intervention as needed. 

		(c)

		Health Integrated tracks all provider-specific concerns during reviews. Information that impacts the safety and health of the recipient is reported and submitted for follow up and investigation.



		12.7.13.8 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Maintain information gathered during reviews and investigations of mis-utilization in a format that supports the reporting of utilization patterns by service, provider and/or recipient.

		(c)

		Health Integrated collects and maintains all records which correspond to recipients during investigation or mis-utilization in a format that supports the reporting of utilization patterns by service, provider and /or recipient.



		12.7.13.9 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide separate monthly reports to meet DHCFP specifications for appropriateness of authorization requests for the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs.

		(a) and (c)

		Health Integrated will work with Infocrossing to supply reports to meet DHCFP specifications for appropriateness of authorization requests for the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Programs. Please see Tab XIV – Other Reference Materials, Appendix C for two sample reports. Health Integrated and Infocrossing will meet DHCFP reporting requirements.



		12.7.13.10 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide summaries of service, provider and/or recipient issues.

		(c)

		Health Integrated’s Quality Improvement department collects, reviews, and analyzes in aggregate for trends and opportunities for improvement. Data may be reported to the client, based on client request. 



		12.7.13.11 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide a Provider Relations Supervisor to:

1. Provide statewide Behavioral Health expertise, consultation, and support for the MH Rehabilitation UM program;

Serve as primary point of contact for the various public agencies such as DCFS, MHDS, Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ), DHCFP District Offices, DHCFP, Case Managers, and providers;

Coordinate direct, one-on-one Prior Authorization, clinical training throughout the State as needed based upon provider requests, PA data trends, and changes in policy;

Participate in workgroups and meetings with the CM/CC vendor to ensure continuity of care and accurate timely follow-up on UM recommendations and data exchange that improves outcomes for BH recipients; and

Assist the Director of Behavioral Health with providing monthly and quarterly MH Rehabilitation UM program analysis and recommendations. Analysis and recommendations will focus on access, utilization, cost reporting, provider enrollment, outcomes, recidivism, diagnostics and pharmaceutical utilization.

		(c)

		Health Integrated will designate a staff member to be assigned as a Provider Relations Supervisor. Most likely, a UM Medical Director will take the lead in providing their expertise and addressing questions. 



		12.7.13.12 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide quarterly reports reflecting utilization patterns by service type, with analysis and recommendations to meet DHCFP-defined specifications. Provide DHCFP staff access to predefined and ad hoc reports from the MMIS.

		(a)

		



		12.7.13.13 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Recommend revisions to services requiring medical management based upon best practice standards or identification of unusual utilization patterns.

		(c)

		Health Integrated posseses over 14 years of experience identifying over and under- utilization of health care services and providing recommendations and revisions based on best practice standards. Health Integrated conducts Inter-Reviewer Reliability (IRR) reviews of cases to identify consistency in the application of criteria, and auditing of cases to determine correct application of criteria and processing of review requests per current best practice standards of UM.



		Utilization Management – Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities



		12.7.13.14 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Assist with PERM universe development and obtaining provider records.

		(a)

		



		12.7.13.15 

		Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibility

		Assist the Division in more effectively and efficiently managing the utilization management of radiological services. The proposals must be fiduciarily responsible for the state and promote quality outcomes for Nevada’s recipients.

		(a)

		Infocrossing proposes a relationship with National Imaging Associates to support a rigorous radiologic utilization management strategy for Nevada. Please refer to Tab XIV Other Reference Materials, Appendix C for a review.



		Utilization Management – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.13.16 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Define specifications for Utilization Management reports.

		

		



		12.7.13.17 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review Utilization Management reports produced by Contractor.

		

		



		12.7.13.18 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Request supporting documentation from Contractor, as needed to support DHCFP appeal activities.

		

		



		12.7.13.19 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Communicate with Contractor all known changes to the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations, to ensure that the Utilization Management function remains compliant.

		

		



		12.7.13.20 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Interpret policy and make administrative decisions regarding Utilization Management in consultation with Contractor.

		

		



		12.7.13.21 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Determine policies for utilization review, fraud and abuse review, and quality of care reviews in consultation with Contractor.

		

		



		Utilization Management – Contractor Performance Expectations



		12.7.13.22 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Maintain hours of operation for Utilization Management review services between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM PT Monday through Friday, excluding scheduled State observed holidays. Provide toll-free phone and fax numbers to facilitate provider access to the review processes.

		(c)

		Health Integrated’s UM department is available by telephone on either a 24/7 basis or during DHCFP identified business hours. Toll-free numbers and a dedicated fax line are put in place to allow easy access to Utilization Management staff. 



		12.7.13.23 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Generate and deliver monthly reports to DHCFP according to DHCFP-defined schedule and media type.

		(c)

		Health Integrated is accustomed to meeting client specifications for providing reports on a defined schedule and media type. 



		12.7.13.24 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Provide a summary of service, provider and/or recipient issues on a quarterly basis or more frequently if requested by DHCFP. 

		(c)

		Health Integrated‘s Quality Improvement department has process to collects and track all issues. Issues may include complaints or adverse occurrences. Provider and/or recipient issues will be provided quarterly or more frequently at the request of DHCFP.



		12.7.13.25 

		Contractor Performance Expectation

		Respond promptly to legislative and administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP.

		(c)

		Health Integrated responds promptly to all requests for reports. Reports will be complied and sent to DHCFP after a complete quality assurance review for data integrity and accuracy.



		12.7.14	EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT (EPSDT)



		12.7.14.1 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate, distribute, and track periodic follow-up or reminder correspondence to recipients and providers about upcoming or overdue appointments based upon periodicity schedule and referrals, initial and follow-up letters about EPSDT benefits, schedules for well-child exams and immunizations, and other EPSDT related information and events.

		(a)

		



		12.7.14.2 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Document services provided, referrals made and treatment received to meet federal and State EPSDT reporting requirements and provide the information needed for EPSDT policy decisions.

		(a)

		



		12.7.14.3 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Identify pregnant women in third trimester using State eligibility system data and send letter explaining EPSDT benefits.

		(a)

		



		12.7.14.4 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Generate letters to head of household for all newborn recipients explaining EPSDT benefits.

		(a)

		



		12.7.14.5 

		Contractor Responsibility

		Provide ability to reprint all letters and notices.



		(a)

		



		Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment – DHCFP Responsibilities



		12.7.14.6 

		DHCFP Responsibility

		Review and approve all letters and notifications, including timing of distribution, to recipients and providers.

		

		



		12.7.15	PERSONAL CARE SERVICES (PCS) PROGRAM



		12.7.15.1 

		

		<CONTRACTOR SHOULD CONSULT THE REFERENCE LIBRARY FOR INFORMATION ON THE PCS PROGRAM>

		(a)
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Red - A critical date on the project plan has been missed; area is in jeopardy of missing the go-live date; no solution is in place.
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Interfaces

		Ext/Int		Subsystem		Interface Name		Sending Source (System Name)		Receiving Source (System Name)		Brief Description or Purpose 		File Type		Format Spec. (Copybook)		Transfer Method		Frequency of Interface Transaction		Contractor Responsible for Interface

				Claims		NEVCD010		ABS		MMIS		ABS Transmissions				CPKEYRCD		FTP		Daily		ABS

				Claims		NEVCD071		MMIS		FirstRxTM		Create NCPDP File for FirstRxTM		Text		NCPDP51N		FTP		Daily		FH

				Claims		NEVCD320		MMIS		EDI		Service Center 5001 				ENCERRDN				Monthly		FH

				Claims		NEVCD320		MMIS		EDI		Service Center 5137				ENCERRDN				Monthly		FH

				Claims		NEVCD320		MMIS		EDI		Service Center 5003				ENCERRDN				Monthly		FH

				Claims		NEVCDENC		EDI		MMIS		Encounter Claims File				NEVPACTV		FTP		Monthly		EDI

				Claims		NEVCDFFS		EDI		MMIS		Medicaid Fee for Service Claims				NEVPACTV		FTP		Daily		EDI

				Claims		NEVCDINS   		GHI		MMIS		837 Institutional Claims		Text		No Layout Available, Direct Transfer to EDI		FTP		Daily		GHI

				Claims		NEVCDL02   		MMIS		APS		PA EXTRACT FILE		Text		CPAPSPA		FTP		Daily		FH

				Claims		NEVCDPRF		GHI		MMIS		837 Professional Claims		Text		No Layout Available, Direct Transfer to EDI		FTP		Daily		GHI

				Claims		NEVCQFTP		MMIS		PERM		PERM Universe Claim Data FTP		Text		FFSUNIV
		FTP		Quarterly during fiscal year of PERM review which is once per 3 years.		FH

				Claims		NEVCQFTP		MMIS		PERM		PERM Universe Claim Data FTP		Text		
MNGUNIV		FTP		Quarterly during fiscal year of PERM review which is once per 3 years.		FH

				Claims		NEVCD010		FH OPS		MMIS		FTP Paper Claims From The Data Entry Data Server 		Text		CPKEYNPI		FTP		Daily		FH

				Claims		NEVCW109		MMIS		DOH		Download claims CPF009 
		Text		CPEXTHP		FTP		Weekly		DOH

				Claims		NEVCW1SX		POS		MMIS		Pharmacy SX Claims Extract Load		Text		PRACTIV		FTP		Weekly		FH

				Claims		NEVCWFRB		MMIS		1st Rebate		 POS History Claims/Encounter Claims 		Text		WS-RBT-CLMS-DETAILS		FTP		Weekly		FH

				Claims		NEVCWFRB		MMIS		1st Rebate		Pharmacy Providers		Text		WS-RBT-PROV-DETAILS		FTP		Weekly		FH

				Claims		NEVCWRNO		MMIS		Reno		Edit 210 & 994 File		Text		This is a report, SQL Output		FTP		Weekly		FH

		E		Recipient		NEVED022		MMIS		Personnix		ID Cards		Text		rsf010.txt		FTP		Daily		FH

		E		Recipient		NEVED022		MMIS		Personnix		ID Cards		Text		rsf200.txt		FTP		Daily		FH

		E		Recipient		NEVED305		DWSS		MMIS		Nomads Case, Demo, Eligbility File		Text		rsf521.txt		FTP		Daily		DWSS

		E		Recipient		NEVED305		DWSS		MMIS		Nomads Case, Demo, Eligbility File		Text		rsf522.txt		FTP		Daily		DWSS

		E		Recipient		NEVED305		DWSS		MMIS		Nomads Case, Demo, Eligbility File		Text		rsf523.txt		FTP		Daily		DWSS

		E		Recipient		NEVED310		DWSS		MMIS		Recipient  TPL Interface		Text		nomdtpl.txt		FTP		Daily		DWSS

		E		Recipient		NEVED310		DWSS		MMIS		Recipient pending Nomads 		Text		nomdpend.txt		FTP		Daily		DWSS

		E		Recipient		NEVED325		DHCFP		MMIS		CheckUp Interface--Daily NCU 		Text		rsf528.txt		FTP		Daily		DOIT

		E		Recipient		NEVED325		DHCFP		MMIS		CheckUp Interface--Daily NCU 		Text		rsf527.txt		FTP		Daily		DOIT

		E		Recipient		NEVED924		MMIS		GHI		COBA Eligibility 		Text		rsf924.txt		FTP		Monthly		FH

		I		Recipient		NEVEDHCM		MMIS		HCM		Enrolee Daily Updates to HCM		Text				FTP		Daily		FH

		E		Recipient		NEVEM201		MMIS		EDI		Enrollment 271U		Text		rsf707.txt		FTP		Monthly		FH

		Ext/Int		Subsystem		Interface Name		Sending Source (System Name)		Receiving Source (System Name)		Brief Description or Purpose 		File Type		Format Spec. (Copybook)		Transfer Method		Frequency of Interface Transaction		Contractor Responsible for Interface

		E		Recipient		NEVEM202		MMIS		EDI		Enrollment 271U		Text		rsf707.txt		FTP		Monthly		FH

		E		Recipient		NEVEM310		DHCFP		MMIS		Medicare Part D file		Text		nomdtpl.txt		FTP		Monthly		DHCFP

		E		Recipient		NEVEM320		DWSS		MMIS		Nomads Reconciliation		Text		rsf523.txt		FTP		Monthly		DWSS

		E		Recipient		NEVEM320		DWSS		MMIS		Nomads Reconciliation		Text		rsf522.txt		FTP		Monthly		DWSS

		E		Recipient		NEVEM330		DHCFP		MMIS		Checkup Reconcilation		Text		rsf528.txt		FTP		Monthly		DOIT

		E		Recipient		NEVEM381		MMIS		DSS		Eligibility Extract Files		Text		rsf104.txt		FTP		Monthly		FH

		I		Recipient		NEVEM500		MMIS		SX		SX Interface								Daily		FH

		E		Recipient		NEVEM580		MMIS		APS		Recipient Monthly Change File		Text		mcf031a.txt		FTP		Monthly		FH

		E		Recipient		NEVER496		MMIS		EDI		Recipient 270/271 transaction		Test		rsf700.txt		FTP		At Request		FH

		E		Recipient		NEVER496		MMIS		EDI		Recipient 270/271 transaction		Test		rsf701.txt		FTP		At Request		FH

				Finance		NEVFA020		MMIS		Relizon		Annual IRS 1099 File		Text		FN1099IR		FTP		Yearly		FH

				Finance		NEVFD120		Anthem		MMIS		Sobra 		Text		FNSOBRA		FTP		Weekly		Anthem

				Finance		NEVFD120		HPN		MMIS		Sobra 		Text		FNSOBRA		FTP		Daily		HPN

				Finance		NEVFD120		AMG		MMIS		Sobra 		Text		FNSOBRA		FTP		Daily		Amerigroup

				Finance		NEVFW800		MMIS		Relizon		Download RA's and Checks to Relizon		Text		This is a report		FTP		Weekly		FH

				Finance		NEVFW810		MMIS		EDI		EDI 835 		Text		FNEDICPY		FTP		Weekly		FH

				Finance		NEVFW815		MMIS		EDI		EDI 820		Text		FN820CPY		FTP		Weekly		FH

				Finance		NEVFW820		MMIS		EDI		EDI 277U		Text		NVCLSTRR		FTP		Weekly		FH

				Finance		NEVFW825		MMIS		BofA		Medicaid  Check file		Text		FNTOBA		FTP		Weekly		FH

				Finance		NEVFW830		MMIS		BofA		Checkup Check file		Text		FNTOBA		FTP		Weekly		FH

				Finance		NEVFW835		MMIS		BofA		Medicaid EFT		Text		FNBNKEFT		FTP		Weekly		FH

				Finance		NEVFW840		MMIS		BofA		Checkup EFT		Text		FNBNKEFT		FTP		Weekly		FH

				Finance		NEVFW845		MMIS		IFS		Account Interface File		Text		FNJVD		FTP		Weekly		FH

				Finance		NEVLD010		MMIS		APS		Pharmacy Benefit Package Extract		Text		TPL-PAYER-RECORD		FTP		Daily		FH

				Finance		NEVLM007		MMIS		APS		TPL Contractor Resource Update File		Text		TPM700CP		FTP		Monthly		FH

				Finance		NEVLM051		MMIS		APS		Download Carrier Extract TPF011 		Text		CARRMAST		FTP		Monthly		FH

				Finance		NEVLM061		MMIS		APS		Download Claims Extract CFP009 		Text		CPEXTHP		FTP		Monthly		FH

				Finance		NEVLM065		MMIS		APS		Copy Claims Extract Tape to an External Tape		Text		CPEXTHP		FTP		Monthly		FH

				Finance		NEVLM070		MMIS		APS		Recipient Extract RSF104		Text		RSF104		FTP		Monthly		FH

				Finance		NEVLM071		MMIS		APS		Download Recipient Extract RSF104 		Text		RSF104		FTP		Monthly		FH

				Finance		NEVLM081		MMIS		APS		Download Provider Extract PSF100		Text		PSMAST		FTP		Monthly		FH

				Finance		NEVLM710		MMIS		APS		Run TPL Denied Claims Extract Program		Text		TPDENCLM		FTP		Monthly		FH

				MARS		NEVMM380		MMIS		DSS		Provider Extract File 		Text		DSSPROVA		FTP		Monthly		FH

				MARS		NEVMM382		MMIS		DSS		Budget Extract		Text		DSSBDGT		FTP		Monthly		FH

				MARS		NEVMM400		MMIS		EDI		EXPECTED DELIVERY DATE REPORT		Text		This is a report		FTP		Monthly		FH

				MARS		NEVMQ030		MMIS		CMS		MSIS Eligibility Extract		Text		MSISEL		FTP		Quarterly		FH

				MARS		NEVMQ031		MMIS		CMS		MSIS Common Claims fields copybook

jijones: This common copybook contains the fields for the first 95 characters of the 4 MSIS claims extract files MRF020, MRF021, MRF022, & MRF024
		Text		MSISCOM		FTP		Quarterly		FH

				MARS		NEVMQ031		MMIS		CMS		MSIS Inpatient Claims Extract		Text		MRF020		FTP		Quarterly		FH

				MARS		NEVMQ031		MMIS		CMS		MSIS Long Term Claims Extract		Text		MRF021		FTP		Quarterly		FH

		Ext/Int		Subsystem		Interface Name		Sending Source (System Name)		Receiving Source (System Name)		Brief Description or Purpose 		File Type		Format Spec. (Copybook)		Transfer Method		Frequency of Interface Transaction		Contractor Responsible for Interface

				MARS		NEVMQ031		MMIS		CMS		MSIS Other Claims Extract		Text		MRF022		FTP		Quarterly		FH

				MARS		NEVMQ031		MMIS		CMS		MSIS RX Claims Extract		Text		MRF024		FTP		Quarterly		FH

				MARS		NEVMW100		MMIS		DSS		Send the Facility Extract Files 		Text		DSSFAC		FTP		Weekly		FH

				MARS		NEVMW101		MMIS		DSS		Send the Drug Extract Files		Text		DSSDRUG		FTP		Weekly		FH

				MARS		NEVMW102		MMIS		DSS		Send the Professional Extract Files		Text		DSSPRO		FTP		Weekly		FH

				MARS		NEVMW103		MMIS		DSS		Send the Capitation Extract Files		Text		DSSCAP		FTP		Weekly		FH

				MARS		NEVMW104		MMIS		DSS		Financial Transaction Extract 		Text		DSSFNTRN		FTP		Weekly		FH

				MARS		NEVMW110		MMIS		DSS		DSS OnceInALifetime procedure extract		Text		OLT-PROC-RECORD		FTP		Weekly		FH

				MARS		NEVMW120		MMIS		APS		APS Claims Data - Facility		Text		APSFAC		FTP		Weekly		FH

				MARS		NEVMW120		MMIS		APS		APS Claims Data - Drug		Text		APSDRUG		FTP		Weekly		FH

				MARS		NEVMW120		MMIS		APS		APS Claims Data - Professional		Text		APSPRO		FTP		Weekly		FH

				MARS		NEVMWIQ2		MMIS		First IQ		FIQ DATA		Text		RXIQRECN		FTP		Monthly		FH

		E		Recipient		NEVNM065		MMIS		Relizon		Managed Care Letters		Text		mcf016.txt		FTP		Monthly		FH

		E		Recipient		NEVNM090		MMIS		EDI		HMO 834 Enrollment		Text		mcf031.txt		FTP		Monthly		FH

				Provider		NEVPD202		MMIS		Pharmacy		SX Provider Update Extract		Text		PSF201
PSF202
PSF203
PSF204
PSF205		FTP		Daily		FH

				Provider		NEVPD202		MMIS		HCM		UP / HCM		Text		PSF101		FTP		Daily		FH

				Provider		NEVPM090		MMIS		HPN		HMO Providers		Text		This is a report		FTP		Monthly		FH

				Provider		NEVPM090		MMIS		AMG		HMO Providers		Text		This is a report		FTP		Monthly		FH

				Provider		NEVPM130		MMIS		Reno Ops		Possible DHSS Reinstated Providers  OIG Report		SEQ		This is a report		DARS		Monthly		FH

				Provider		NEVPM240		MMIS		HMS		Provider Extract 		Text		PSMAST		FTP		Monthly		FH

				Provider		NEVPM250		MMIS		APS		Provider Extract File to APS		Text		PSF250		FTP		Monthly		FH

				Provider		NEVPW020		MMIS		DSS		Provider Master File		SEQ		P9IN ( Present in Module C1MATCHB, not available in Endevor)
P9OUT   ( Present in Module C1MATCHB, not available in Endevor)		DARS		Weekly		FH

				Reference		NEVRA020		DHCFP		MMIS		HCPCS Procedure Update				RFHCFAUD				Annual		DHCFP

				Reference		NEVRA040		THOMPSON		MMIS		HCIA Diagnosis				RFHCFAUD				Annual		FH

				Reference		NEVRD950		MMIS		Relizon		Letter Consolidation		Text		RFF950-RECORD		FTP		Daily		FH

				Claims		NVFIQPC1		MMIS		FirstIQTM		Files to FirstIQTM				RXIQRECN				Monthly		FH

		Ext/Int		Subsystem		Interface Name		Sending Source (System Name)		Receiving Source (System Name)		Brief Description or Purpose 		File Type		Format Spec. (Copybook)		Transfer Method		Frequency of Interface Transaction		Contractor Responsible for Interface

				Claims		Special request Global Scape FTP.  No automated job.  Coventry firewall would not allow direct FTP to this contractor server.		MMIS		PERM		PERM Claim Detail Data FTP		Excel		Layout Not Available, Job Name not given		FTP		Quarterly during fiscal year of PERM review which is once per 3 years.		FH

				Provider		VMPPW050		CMS		CRD		CLIA Update				CLIAIN				Weekly

				Finance		NEVFW800		MMIS		Relizon		Download RA's and Checks to Relizon		Text		Layout Not Available		FTP		Weekly		FH
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover

Tab V — Executive Summary



tab v — executive summary   RFP Section 20.3.2.6

First Health Services (FHS) is proud of our longstanding relationship with the Nevada Department of Health and Human Services, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP).  With our deep understanding of Nevada’s Medicaid Program, our experienced staff, our technology strategy, and our established office and operations in Reno, Nevada, we are well positioned to meet all requirements as set forth in this Request for Proposal (RFP).

FHS has a comprehensive understanding of the Nevada Medicaid Program.  We have successfully provided Fiscal Agent Services to DHCFP since 2003.  We understand that the stated procurement goals of the Nevada Medicaid Program include a project that will:

· Minimize disruption to the recipient and provider communities, sister agencies ,and other system stakeholders

· Exercise prudent cost containment efforts during the MMIS takeover procurement process and maintain a simple, manageable scope of work

· Deliver fiscal agent services that will meet or exceed the current MMIS and fiscal agent contractor performance measures and standards, and

· Communicate DHCFP’s desired functionality, capabilities, and performance expectations of system tools that are peripheral to the MMIS.

mutual success AND RENEWED PARTNERSHIP

 (
DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE
FIRST HEALTH SERVICES
During the course of the current contract term, DHCFP and FHS have successfully completed many major efforts, including:
Implementation of a fully HIPAA-compliant MMIS and Pharmacy 
s
ystem in 2003 —
 fully certified by CMS in 200
5
 back to the first day of operation
Implementation of a Preferred Drug List (PDL) and Supplemental Rebate Program in conjunction with
 the NMPI national rebate pool —
 netting cost savings in excess of $1
4.4
 million
 (including market shift)
Implementation of the national provider ID (NPI) 
Implementation of e-prescription support for prescribers
Implementation of a Diabetic Supply Program 
—
 netting cost savings in excess of $623,000 in 
four 
quarters
Implementation of ARRA support.
)In 2003, DHCFP staff and FHS completed an 11-month project that took the Nevada Medicaid Program from a manual, non-certified claims processing environment to a highly automated and CMS-certified MMIS.  The project was delivered on time — with some components delivered early — and on budget.  This accomplishment has not been replicated by any other state or vendor since.  In contrast, subsequent MMIS projects have been costly and fraught with delays even with the most experienced of vendors.  

This early success was the result of a strong partnership between DHCFP and FHS to develop and deliver programs to serve the needs of Nevada’s at-risk populations.  In 2009, FHS was acquired by Magellan Health Services and renewed our commitment to the partnership, making substantial investments in leadership, information systems, analysis, reporting, and clinical programming — combining the nationally-recognized clinical expertise of Magellan with the local knowledge of FHS’ Nevada team to help improve the efficiency and effectiveness of DHCFP’s programs.  We accelerated the implementation of IT projects and financial reporting, developed analyses and recommendations to enhance outpatient behavioral health utilization management and initiate the PCS program, developed and launched new quality programs, and presented recommendations to capture millions of dollars in rebates from behavioral and specialty pharmacy spending.  As part of Magellan, we have been able to bring national expertise, tools, and best practices to be tailored for Nevada in concert with DHCFP and our local experts.  Collectively, these efforts form the basis of a renewed partnership and an ongoing plan to improve the quality of care and reduce Medicaid spending over the coming months, which can be realized quickly and fully only through the continued and uninterrupted progress of our relationship.

budget neutrality

FHS has an established track record of working well with DHCFP staff.  The procurement is identified as a “budget-neutral” endeavor.  We feel strongly that only the existing team can come close to meeting this goal, as well as all of the objectives that were clearly outlined in this RFP.  Over the course of the last four to five years, the average vendor price for an MMIS Takeover Project has ranged from $7 to $15 million.  These costs are real.  A new vendor must staff the project, learn the system that will be taken over, port the application to a new environment — even if it is left at the same processing site, convert all of the existing data to that new environment, learn the State’s programs and processes, convert any of the proprietary peripheral systems to their platform, parallel test all environments to make sure the same functionality exists after porting has been completed, and establish all new telecommunication connectivity and infrastructure.  It is difficult to imagine a new vendor meeting these requirements without shortcutting processes or shifting work to State staff.

In stark contrast to other MMIS vendors who have been acquired over the past several years by technology-based companies that are new to healthcare and Medicaid, FHS was acquired by a healthcare company with a longstanding Medicaid background and a commitment to the market.  Magellan Health Services brings a depth of specialty care focus in behavioral health, specialty pharmacy, and radiology benefit management which strengthens our core offerings to Medicaid Programs.  In addition, Magellan brings advanced technology infrastructure and knowledge of its application to healthcare management.  FHS and our parent, Magellan Health Services, are both committed to the State of Nevada and the Medicaid market.  As part of our recent acquisition, we are in the process of changing FHS’ name to Magellan Medicaid Administration.  This reflects the fact that we have been pioneers in Medicaid since the early 1970s and remain committed to this market almost four decades later as one of the most successful innovators.

committment to the nevada mmis program

As Nevada’s incumbent partner, we are ready and able to move immediately to make the program improvements outlined in our proposal, including:  

· Introduction of new account leadership.  FHS will upgrade the caliber of our account leadership to increase the pace and effectiveness with which we help Nevada adapt to the dual challenges of narrowing budgets and expanding healthcare obligations.  We have proposed Mark Shaffer, PMP, as the new Account Director for the Nevada MMIS/Fiscal Agent operation.  Mark has demonstrated leadership and vision in the management of large complex projects such as MMISs and eligibility systems, transitioning of operations and systems, experience in commercial and public sector care management and utilization management programs, and pharmacy benefit management.  He has also led strategic business projects combining both software and business transformation initiatives including developing and supporting the implementation of the ACS Health Information Exchange initiative.

· Implementation of a web-based MMIS over the course of a 10-month project, improving the navigation and ease of use of the current system — a key step toward modernization.

· Implementation of a web portal that will serve as the launch pad for all services for recipients, providers, and DHCFP staff.  This web portal serves as the infrastructure to support the introduction of additional Health Information Exchange capabilities and also includes the ability to provide web enrollment support for the Provider Enrollment and Tracking process.

· Replacement of the current DSS, SURS, and MARS reporting toolset with an Operational Data Store and the Cognos Reporting and Analytics environment that supports real-time transactional updates and reporting at the end-user’s desktop through the secured web portal.  This sets the stage for the implementation of the optional Enterprise Data Warehouse to support DHCFP.

· Introduction of advanced technology as part of each of the above implementations to include Open Source tools such as LifeRay Portal, the Alfresco document and content management tool, and JBoss rules engine technology.  This technology has already been introduced and is operational in our FirstHCM™ application that supports Nevada’s Utilization Management program.

The State has stated that the winning vendor of this procurement will have the following attributes:

· Experience with the MITA 2.01 model and a demonstrable commitment to current and future MITA initiatives

· Experience in planning, developing, and implementing a Health Information Exchange solution

· Experience taking over a CMS-certified MMIS or system of comparable size, scope, and complexity.

FHS has developed a technology roadmap that will incrementally take our company to full compliance with the MITA 2.01 model.  We were the first industry vendor to implement an enterprise service bus.  FHS has used the Aqua Logic ESB within our Pharmacy and Healthcare Management business for over two years.  New application development follows the MITA architectural framework.  Our Healthcare Management utilization management tool is web-enabled tool and has recently had the JBoss rules engine integrated within its infrastructure.  We have developed and implemented a web portal that will be expanded to include Java-based web services technology throughout our enterprise.  FHS has completed preliminary aspects of the web portal that will sit on top of the currently operational applications in the Nevada MMIS complex.  We are poised to share our roadmap with DHCFP staff and begin the process of supporting the State in its efforts to become MITA-compliant.

As part of the web portal that we have developed, FHS has the fundamental infrastructure in place to implement the optional Health Information Exchange (HIE) for the State of Nevada.  This portal project is designed to focus on the Medicaid program — recipients, providers, and State staff, initially.  This HIE is designed using all standard industry interface protocols and tools, such as Informatica, as part of our B2B Integration Gateway, to exchange data between the various stakeholders.  Upon completion of the Medicaid phase of the project, FHS is prepared to expand beyond Medicaid to include the Health Insights Regional Health Information Organization participants.  The optional Enterprise Data Warehouse that we have proposed has been in place and tested throughout the Magellan enterprise for the past 10 years.  This Data Warehouse and Operational Data Store are slated to be the major source of data for the Medicaid HIE.  It is structured to readily accommodate expansion to include other data sets throughout Nevada. Our proposed Account Director has experience with the formulation, design and development of a Health Information Exchange initiative.

summary

Because we are the original developer of the current Nevada MMIS, no other vendor understands the complexity of the system as well as FHS.  We are positioned to continue to operate this already stable environment, and work closely with DHCFP staff to transition to new capabilities immediately, while a new vendor would be trying to staff, learn, port, develop an operational facility, and convert data — just to attempt to match services currently provided.

In addition to providing seamless systems support, we can continue to bring Magellan’s unmatched clinical insights and quality programs, improving the cost-effectiveness of Nevada’s healthcare spending.

The Core MMIS that supports the program today can be modernized and be fully compliant with the MITA architecture, saving millions over dollars versus an additional procurement.

FHS is committed to building upon our past experience with DHCFP, further developing upon all that works well today, and improving upon anything which may be of more assistance to the State.  FHS hopes to continue in partnership, creating and implementing value-added strategies to address the needs of Nevada’s Medicaid Program. 
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Tab IX – Company Background and References

REQUIREMENT:  20.3.2.10, page 192-193, Section 17, page 158-177, and Section 17.5, page 173-175

Vendors must place their written response(s) to each of the requirements from Section 17 immediately following the applicable RFP question, statement and/or section and must be presented in a style/format that is easily distinguishable from RFP language. This section must also include the requested information in Section 17.5, Subcontractor Information, if applicable.

Hands-on MMIS takeover experience in multiple states serves as a foundation for selecting staff with the precise qualifications and experience to achieve Nevada MMIS Takeover Project goals.  ACS' strong staff qualifications and experience ensures responsiveness to DHCFP's needs and the requirements of the project.

Prior successful experience with MMIS and fiscal agent services takeovers in Alaska and Virginia—both from the current incumbent contractor in Nevada—demonstrates our ability to handle the critical and subtle requirements of an MMIS and fiscal agent takeover and offers DHCFP the peace of mind of a seamless transition.  In Tab IX—Company Background and References, ACS presents confirmation of our demonstrated competence as a leading vendor of MMIS and healthcare management services; our experience in performance of comparable engagements, in particular takeover and operations of systems similar to the Nevada MMIS; and the expertise and availability of experienced key personnel, many of whom will be permanently stationed in our Reno, Nevada, project facility during the operations period.  


We are confident of our ability to bring about a successful takeover of the Nevada MMIS, and we are pleased to be able to offer DHCFP an exceptional transition staff with direct, hands-on experience in transitioning a First Health MMIS within the Verizon IT Data Center.  In order to leverage the expertise obtained on the Virginia Takeover Project, we will assess the staff leaving this project to gauge their skills and interest in transitioning to the Nevada project.  This group includes the following:


		Position Type

		Quantity



		JAVA Developers

		7



		Web Portal 

		4



		Cognos

		2



		Testing Analysts

		3



		Trainers

		2



		Configuration Management

		1



		HATS Developers

		3



		Business Analysts

		3



		File Net Developer

		6



		Configuration Manager

		1





We have already received commitments from two technical managers who will transition from Virginia to serve in the roles of PMO Manager and Systems Development Manager.  Both of these employees are seasoned technical and MMIS experts who bring years of experience to the Nevada team.  Just as critical, they bring recent specific First Health takeover experience.


We are pleased to have Mr. Doug Hasty, who is currently serving as Systems Development Manager in Virginia, serving in the same role for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.  Mr. Hasty’s resume illustrates his expertise in project management and MMIS implementation.  Of special note is that Mr. Hasty was the Enhancement Manager for the Mississippi MMIS project, working with proposed Account Manager Teresa Karnes to bring a major MMIS project in on time.  This is just one example of an ACS team with experience working together on successful projects.


We are also able to transition the current PMO Infrastructure Manager from Virginia to Nevada to fill the position of PMO Manager.  The PMO Manager will oversee the staff responsible for monitoring the schedule, keeping the work plan current, and ensuring compliance with change management processes.


In addition, we leverage the expertise of ACS personnel who are former First Health employees to ensure a smooth takeover.  Their knowledge and experience in functionality of the Core MMIS will ensure that we understand the nuances of the system and its operations.  As a bonus, we have a resource with expertise in health information exchange (HIE) who lives in Reno and who will work with our HIE team to successfully implement the new technology.


To further enhance ACS resources, we are currently receiving applications from employees on the California Medi-Cal project who have an interest in relocating for the Nevada MMIS project.  Our experienced recruiters will identify personnel with specific skill sets in Medicaid and technology who are interested in working and living in Nevada.  To further supplement our pool of technical resources, we also work with two staff augmentation vendors—Exxova and S2Tech.  We work with these companies on a regular basis to help us recruit staff with very specific technical skills.


Our key strategies for building our outstanding project team include recruiting and hiring individuals who are committed to quality, leveraging incumbent staff where appropriate, integrating our management team with highly qualified staff from our preferred-partnership subcontractors, and providing comprehensive training so that day one of operations is transparent and on time.  In Proposal Section 17, we demonstrate the benefits of our staff, our experience, and our expertise in providing DHCFP with a successful MMIS transition, timely implementation of new peripheral systems, and strong continuity of services to ensure no interruption to providers or recipients.


In addition to the people you will see every day on the project, Nevada has the attention of our new parent, Xerox Corporation, as well.  In February, ACS was acquired by Xerox and became a Xerox company.  Ursula M. Burns, Xerox Chief Executive Office, is acutely aware of the challenges facing our Government Healthcare clients. Ms. Burns has pledged Xerox’s “unwavering commitment to leverage our strengths and skills in helping state governments provide the care and support your citizens need.”   With this said, ACS is committed from the top of our organization to the staff on the ground in Nevada to being the partner Nevada can turn to for new and innovative ideas in these challenging times building on the experience we outline in the following pages.  Ms. Burns’ letter follows.
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Tab VII – Scope of Work 
RFP Reference: 20.3.2.6 Tab VII – Scope of Work 


11 Scope of Work – System Requirements 


The HP Enterprise Services (HPES) team, together with our subcontractors, proposes a 


low-risk takeover, consistent high quality service delivery, and continuous program 


improvement that will serve the State of Nevada and its needy population within the budget-


neutral setting. HPES, having never failed on a takeover, proposes a five-month takeover 


balancing both speed and risk that employs existing systems and replacing a few systems 


components. 


As demonstrated in the exhibit below, the takeover will be followed by a multi-year 


improvement program that features continual operational and technological improvements 


tailored for the Nevada Medicaid Program. The HPES team is proud to offer this proposal to 


demonstrate our understanding of your journey and the value we can bring as a trusted 


collaborator working alongside you for continuing MITA maturity.   


 


Highlights of this section include details gleaned from years of experience implementing and 


transitioning MMISs throughout the country. HPES brings Nevada the experience of 


completing a take- over from First Health in Mississippi in three months in the 1990s. 


Mississippi turned to us for a quick takeover which we achieved with a full facility, and MMIS 


application transfer. Our transition methodology, used in Mississippi and to be used in 


Nevada, is sound and based on institutional standards. Our goal, like yours, is to ensure the 


program works effectively and efficiently for all while preparing for the future healthcare 


changes. To assist you as you read through our proposal we have included a road map to 
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not only guide your review but to let you know we have addressed each of the areas within 


the Scope of Work section. 


• 11.1–Vendor Response to System Requirements 


• 11.2–Current MMIS Computing Environment 


• 11.3–HIPAA Requirements 


• 11.4–Security Requirements 


• 11.5–Business Resumption Requirements 


• 11.6–Post-Implementation Review and CMS System Certification 


• 12.1–General Operational Requirements for all System Components 


• 12.2–Maintenance and Change Management 


• 12.3–Training Requirements 


• 12.4–General Reporting Requirements 


• 12.5–Core MMIS Component Requirements 


• 12.6–Peripheral Systems and Tools Component Requirements 


• 12.7–Medical Claims Processing and Program Support Services 


• 13–Health Information Exchange Solution 


• 14–Hosting Solutions 


• 15–Health Education and Care Coordination – Optional Provision 


• 16–Data Warehouse – Optional Provision 
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11.1 Vendor Response To System Requirements 


Within the contractor’s proposal response, the contractor must provide information regarding their 


approach to meeting the system requirements described within the following sections. The contractor 


shall provide information on the contractor’s proposed computing environment, including technical 


hardware and software, approach to conforming to HIPAA requirements, approach to conforming to 


security requirements, and approach to business resumption. The contractor shall also address the 


requirements for post implementation review and CMS certification. 


Approach to Nevada MMIS Computing Environment 


To accomplish the desired low-risk, low-impact takeover of Nevada MMIS from the current 


contractor, HPES plans to keep the majority of 


the Nevada MMIS computer environments 


intact. For those computer environments that 


are absolutely necessary to replace due to 


licensing issues, HPES leverages established 


data communication networks and computer 


facilities to minimize the risk of setting up new 


computer environments. To further benefit 


DHCFP, HPES will continue using the current 


IBM mainframe environments residing in the 


Verizon Data Center in Tampa, Florida for the 


Nevada MMIS core system. For the Nevada MMIS peripheral systems we strategically 


chose the HPES Data Center in Orlando to leverage the existing healthcare expertise at the 


Orlando site while minimizing network traffic latencies between these two primary computer 


processing sites. HPES also paid particular attention in selecting the subcontractors for this 


contract to ensure that the subcontractor computing environments are already in place and 


ready to be integrated with the Nevada Core and peripheral systems. In data communication 


network, HPES will leverage the existing HPES Healthcare Network Cloud (HNC) for the 


Nevada MMIS data traffic. Section 14.2.2.5 - Hosting Solutions further discusses the 


integrated Nevada MMIS computing environment. 


Approach to Conforming to HIPAA Requirements 


HPES is a leader in the development of HIPAA requirements through active involvement in 


the industry organizations that define HIPAA standards. The ability of HPES staff to adhere 


HIPAA requirements is the foundation of success in all our MMIS 


fiscal agent contracts. The HPES Nevada MMIS account manager 


is responsible for HPES employees and subcontractors 


conforming to HIPAA requirements. HPES will follow the National 


Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) guideline version 


800-66, to ensure the HPES Nevada MMIS operational and 


system environments conform to HIPAA requirements. A HIPAA 


Rule of Behavior booklet on HIPAA is mandatory for all HPES 


Nevada MMIS employees and subcontractor employees to review. 


HPES and subcontractor employees must sign and agree to adhere to the HIPAA Rule of 


Vendor Response to System 


Requirements 


• Low risk transition 


• Deploy experienced team 


• Use existing stable computing 


platforms 


• Adhere to HIPAA security 


guidelines 


• Sensible business resumption plan 


Using the HPES HNC 
network for Nevada 
streamlines the 
implementation of 
network connectivity 
while providing network 
redundancy among the 
major Nevada MMIS 
processing sites. 
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Behavior prior to performing any work on the Nevada MMIS contract. Detailed discussion of 


our plan to confirm to HIPAA requirements is included in Section 11.3 - HIPAA 


Requirements of this proposal. 


Approach to Security Requirements 


HPES is the fiscal agent of 22 Medicaid programs in the nation. The department can take 


comfort that HPES safeguards the Nevada MMIS business operations, site(s), and system 


functions to adhere to State and federal regulations and guidelines related to security, 


privacy, confidentiality, and auditing. Security of systems, site(s) and operations will include 


physical, technical, and administrative safeguards. HPES will follow the security 


requirements established in NIST 800-66 for Nevada MMIS. The HPES Nevada MMIS 


account manager is responsible for communicating and enforcing both the physical security 


and data security requirements to the employees working on the Nevada MMIS contract. A 


Security Rule of Behavior booklet is also available to all Nevada MMIS employees to review 


prior to beginning any work on the Nevada MMIS contract. Furthermore, HPES requires all 


healthcare employees to attend a security refresher course annually. Detailed discussion of 


our security plan is in Section 11.4 – Security Requirements of this proposal. 


Approach to Business Resumption Requirements 


HPES understands that it is critical to be able to resume business operations soon after the 


occurrence of an unforeseen disaster. HPES proposes a well thought out hosting solution 


and carefully evaluates sub-contractors’ ability to adhere to HPES’s stringent business 


resumption requirements. Geographical distance is another criterion that HPES uses to 


prevent the backup site and the primary processing sites are impacted by the same disaster 


event. All locations and facilities have a business resumption plan.  Detailed discussion of 


our business resumption plan is in section 11.5 – Business Resumption of this proposal. 


Approach to Post Implementation Review and CMS Certifications 


To promote smooth business transition with minimal impact to the Nevada Medicaid 


communities, the HPES transition team will continue performing post implementation 


reviews of the transition to ensure that any processing issues are identified early and 


resolved quickly. The post implementation reviews include verifying the systems output and 


analyzing major variances that are identified by the HPES technical and operations staff. 


The HPES Nevada MMIS Takeover Project Manager will also verify that the takeover 


objectives are accomplished as stated in the RFP. As the HPES team will be taking over or 


implementing previously CMS-certified applications and subsystems, the HPES team will 


continue to work in conjunction with the State personnel for CMS certification requirements 


after the completion of the takeover activities. 


In summary, an experienced HPES MMIS Takeover team using proven methodologies and 


leveraging existing infrastructures allows HPES to complete a smooth takeover and orderly 


transition of the Nevada MMIS to HPES from the current contractor. 
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11.2 Current MMIS Computing Environment 


The current MMIS computing environment consists of numerous hardware and software components. 


An overview of the current environment, including hardware, software, and system interfaces, is 


provided in this section. 


For more details on the MMIS computing environment, please refer to the Reference Library. Bidders 


must contact the Nevada Purchasing Division to obtain access to the Reference Library (See 


Section 6.1 of this RFP). 


11.2.1 Technical – Hardware 


The hardware environment consists of numerous components running on an IBM mainframe and IBM 


AIX and Windows NT 4.0 servers. The core MMIS and Claim Check (excluding Pharmacy) currently 


runs on a leased mainframe. The mainframe is partitioned into two logical units for production and 


test. An additional ten (10) servers run the other components of the MMIS. These components 


include: 


• Pharmacy Management; 
• Decision Support System (DSS); 
• Online Documents Retrieval and Archiving System (ODRAS); 
• Customer Relationship Management (CRM); 
• Utilization Management (including PASRR); and 
• Third Party Liability (TPL) Management. 


The mainframe is currently hosted in a Verizon Data Center in Tampa, Florida. The servers are 


currently owned, operated, and hosted by First Health in a Magellan Data Center in Phoenix, Arizona, 


soon to be moved to St. Louis, Missouri. 


Additional details on mainframe and server hardware can be found in the Reference Library – 


Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment. 


DHCFP can take comfort in knowing that HPES is the pioneer in transitioning client and 


third-party systems with little to no business 


interruption. Specifically, HPES has 


transitioned more than 12 Medicaid systems, 


including a three-month takeover from First 


Health in Mississippi for a similar MMIS 


application environment that included 


implementation of replacement subsystems. 


Almost all of these takeovers involved 


COBOL/CICS-based mainframe systems and 


many of them are IBM Windows-based 


client/server systems using DB2 and Oracle 


relational database access methods. DHCFP 


will have a relationship with HPES that brings 


many Medicaid takeover successes and has 


the experience to anticipate challenges and 


circumvent issues before they arise. Transitions can be done quickly and effectively 


because we have decades of experience supporting all the business applications identified 


Current MMIS  
Computing Environment 


• Transition team experienced in 


MMIS takeover 


• Minimal or no modifications to 


Core systems 


• Retain Verizon Data Center for Core 


MMIS processes 


• Upgrade peripheral system 


computing  platform 


• Select takeover technical team 


members well versed in Nevada 


application languages 
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within the Nevada Core MMIS framework. DHCFP will gain stability, control, accountability, 


and unparalleled service by engaging HPES and our time-tested approach. 


Our approach is to takeover systems in place where possible, and in those instances where 


in place transitions are not possible, partner with the best in the industry to minimize risk 


and/or add value. 


Core MMIS 


• All system functions will be transitioned to HPES for ongoing support, as is 


• Hosting will remain in the Verizon Data Center in Tampa, FL. 


• The peripheral clinical claims editing system will remain as the McKesson Claim Check 


solution and will continue to run out of the Verizon Data Center 


• We will use the HPES Health Care Network (HCN) to facilitate the connectivity between 


DHCFP and the Core MMIS systems 


Peripheral Systems 


• The following peripheral systems will be hosted in the HPES Orlando Data Center 


(ODC) located in Orlando, FL to minimize transition risk, while improving long-term 


viability: 


− Online Documents Retrieval and Archiving System (ODRAS)—Re-platform 


ODRAS onto the most current platform of the IBM OnDemand software suite and 


relocate the solution closer to the Core MMIS environment by establishing the 


hosting location at HPES’ Orlando Data Center.  


− Utilization Management (including PASRR)—Migrate to HPES’ Atlantes nationally 


leveraged solution, which provides a flexible, accurate, clinical tool to administer 


Nevada policies and program limitations. 


− The Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Solution—Will be replaced with 


the HPES Service Manager Help Desk solution 


− Web Portal—The existing system will be replaced with the HPES Health Care 


Provider portal 


• Pharmacy Management—Transition to SXC. SXC developed the First Rx system for 


First Health Services, which is in place in Nevada today, and continues to own the 


intellectual property rights associated with the system. 


• Decision Support System (DSS)—Takeover existing solution, upgrade to eliminate 


existing deficiencies and change the hosting location to Thompson Reuters for improved 


operational support.  


HPES studied the current Nevada MMIS hardware environments provided in the Reference 


Library. We provide details of the proposed changes to the current MMIS hardware 


environment in the Section 14 - Hosting Solution of the proposal. 


11.2.2 Technical – Software 
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The core MMIS is programmed using the COBOL programming language. The user interface for the 


MMIS uses ClientSoft. The Peripheral Systems and Tools run on various database servers from 


Microsoft and Oracle. The user interfaces for the Peripheral Systems and Tools are built with 


PowerBuilder and web-based programming languages, e.g. ASP, JavaScript, and VBScript.  


Additional details on mainframe and server software, including source code, are contained in the 


Reference Library – Current MMIS and Agency Computing Environment. 


Our experienced Medicaid Applications teams are extremely comfortable in taking over and 


operating the Nevada MMIS peripheral systems processes and tools including 


PowerBuilder, and other web-based programming language such as ASP, JavaScript, and 


VBScript. HPES has a long history of taking over, supporting, and implementing information 


technology projects for Medicaid programs, beginning with the nation’s first MMIS—


developed for Texas in 1967. Although many Medicaid systems migrated to the client/server 


technology, we are one of the few companies that maintain experienced teams in both 


COBOL and various client/server languages and applications using tools similar to 


ClientSoft to bridge between CICS screen information and client/server GUI applications. 


We also invested tremendously in the client/server technologies during the last 20 years.  


We studied the current Nevada MMIS software environments provided in the Reference 


Library, and have outlined the proposed changes to the current MMIS software environment 


in the Section 14 - Hosting Solution of the proposal. 


11.2.3 System Interfaces 


Numerous data files generated by the Core MMIS and Peripheral Systems and Tools are exchanged 


between FHSC, DHCFP, and other subcontractors. Additionally, the Core MMIS and Peripheral 


Systems and Tools receive data from various other sources, including EDI, eligibility systems, and 


reference sources. 


A complete roster of System Interfaces, including detailed Copybook specifications, are contained in 


the Reference Library – Interface List. 


At HPES, we are familiar with managing complex MMISs that require interfaces with 


external state departments, federal agencies, and third-party vendors. This includes claims 


data, eligibility systems files, and other reference and pricing sources such as the pharmacy 


data file.  


We reviewed the current Nevada MMIS Interfaces provided in the Reference Library. We will 


continue to exchange data with DHCFS, and other vendors that are included in the Interface 


List, for example: 


• EDI Transactions 270/271 will continue to be sent to MMIS on a scheduled basis 


through File Transfer Protocol (FTP) throughout the day  


• DWSS will continue to send the daily NOMAD eligibility file through FTP 


Having studied the current Nevada MMIS provided in the Reference Library, HPES is able 


to propose a detailed Takeover Plan with the support of an experienced HPES Nevada 


MMIS Takeover team.  
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11.3 HIPAA Requirements 


The Administrative Simplification (AS) 


provisions of the Health Insurance Portability 


and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996 were 


enacted to reduce costs in administering 


health care, protect the privacy and insurability 


of individuals, and to enhance safeguards to 


further limit fraud and abuse. HIPAA was and 


continues to be a catalyst in changing the 


operational and technical landscape of 


healthcare.  


HPES is a leader in the development of HIPAA 


requirements through our active involvement in 


the industry organizations that define HIPAA 


standards. Besides industry participation, we 


maintain a Privacy and Security Workgroup 


that provides access to a community of Privacy 


and Security professionals. This is because 


HPES supports numerous Medicaid 


Management Information Systems (MMISs). 


The Healthcare industry group Privacy and 


Security Workgroup brings autonomous 


accounts with varying contractual terms, state 


laws and management teams, under a 


common framework including leveraging work 


products and best practice between accounts. 


The umbrella group includes a steering 


committee with representatives from several 


states to vet a balanced solution. State 


Medicaid rules trend toward duplication of 


each other, implementing a privacy or security practice required in one state, may 


proactively be implemented across all states in the group. Being ahead of state regulation 


makes certain that best practices are implemented when they are formed, rather than 


waiting for them to become a requirement. Sharing implementation experiences shortens 


the learning curve and benefits customers by implementing what works, rather than a trial 


and error approach. Customers become eager to learn from HPES, and look to us as a 


resource for ideas. We also participate in groups such as WEDI and HL7 to provide 


feedback on real world learning. This structure and expertise provides best-in-class data 


guardianship of Protected Health Information (PHI), Personal Confidential Information (PCI), 


and Personally Identifiable Information (PII).  


HIPAA Requirements 


• HPES is a leader in the 


development of HIPAA 


requirements through our active 


involvement in the industry 


organizations that define HIPAA 


standards. 


• HPES’s tiered Privacy and Security 


enterprise-wide structure and 


expertise provides best in class 


data guardianship of Protected 


Health Information (PHI), Personal 


Confidential Information (PCI), 


and/or Personally Identifiable 


Information (PII).  


• HPES has instituted concrete 


business practices at the 


enterprise level to ensure all 


electronic health information is 


transmitted in compliance with 


state and federal regulations. 


• Our Enterprise Security Policies 


and Standards (ESPS) contain over 


four hundred physical and 


technical safeguards to help 


ensure all possible steps have 


been taken to provide data 


protection. 
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11.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


11.3.1.1 The system must be HIPAA-compliant, and kept up-to-date, according to the latest CMS 


requirements and timelines. The contractor shall work with DHCFP through Change Management 


process to maintain compliance as regulations change. 


We will take over and maintain the certified Nevada MMIS in a HIPAA-compliant fashion, 


providing regulation changes to DHCFP through the Change Management process. We will 


keep the system updated in compliance with CMS requirements and time lines. DHCFP will 


benefit from HPES’s use of an integrated change management and issue management 


model, further described in Section 17.8.1. Throughout the contract, we will continue to 


actively participate in industry organizations that track HIPAA compliance and will share new 


developments and solution alternatives; as well as collaborating with DHCFP to deliver fully 


HIPAA-compliant systems, processes, and controls. It is acknowledged that future HIPAA 


regulatory requirements, such as ASC X12N version 5010, ICD-10, and NCPDP D.O., are 


outside the scope of the takeover RFP. 


11.3.1.2 Establish privacy-conscious business practices to ensure that the minimum amount of health 


information necessary is disclosed. 


A privacy-centric business approach, regarding maintaining minimum necessary 


requirements in data handling and access, is essential. This is achieved with tiered security 


access for all business roles. Staff will follow HIPAA guidelines when accessing, using, or 


disclosing confidential or sensitive information, including PHI, PII, PCI, or other sensitive 


information. By both technical controls such as role-based access, and non-technical 


controls such as policies and training, our staff’s use and disclosure of confidential 


information is limited to only the amount necessary to perform their jobs. 


11.3.1.3 Implement business practices that ensure all electronic health information is transmitted in 


compliance with State, including NRS 603A, and HIPAA regulations. 


HPES has instituted solid business practices organization-wide to make sure all EHI is 


transmitted in compliance with state and federal regulations, including but not limited to the 


following:  


• NRS 603A, security of personal information, encryption requirements 


• SB 277, encrypted electronic data transfer of personal information  


• HIPAA 


• State Medicaid Manual 


• All applicable security based regulations as outlined in Section 11.4 


HPES employs an Enterprise Policies and Standards Hierarchy comprised of four elements. 


The following exhibit, HPES Policies and Standards Hierarchy shows the standards 


hierarchy and a description of each level follows in the exhibit. 
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HPES Enterprise Policies and Standards Hierarchy 


 


• Policies—Provides a statement of a business principle, governing decisions, and 


courses of action. 


• Requirements—Is a statement of a specific, high-level security need—what must 


happen for the policy to be implemented. 


• Control Standards—Is a statement that defines a value, set of values, or procedure to 


be used to measure compliance with a requirement. Each requirement is supported by 


one or more policies and map to one or more policies. 


• Implementation Procedures—Describes how a control standard is achieved on a 


specific technology. Each control standard is supported by one or more implementation 


procedures that allow the control standard to be accomplished. 


Administrative controls include documented policies and procedures, as well as personnel 


security and privacy training. A control example of this sort is encryption protocol for 


transmitting PHI, PCI, and PII through email. Technical controls include identity 


management, access enforcement, threat and vulnerability management, and data security 


management. A control example of this nature is identity validation and access to a secure 


site to upload or download EDI transactional data. 


To implement and manage the variety of policies, requirements, controls, and necessary 


procedures development of an account-specific Privacy and Security Plan will be developed 


for DHCFP consideration. In accordance with all applicable HIPAA and state regulations, 


and as a matter of standard business practice, the account privacy and security plan will 


include the following elements: 


• Security standards and procedures 


• Privacy standards and procedures 
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• Training program 


• Physical security and safeguards 


• Technical security and safeguards 


• Disaster recovery and business continuity 


11.3.1.4 Address stakeholder compliance complaints and issues under the direction of DHCFP’s 


designated HIPAA compliance officer. 


Timely and accurate resolution of stakeholder compliance concerns and complaints are 


critical to the operation. HPES employs a robust process to manage and address these 


issues, under the direction and oversight of the DHCFP HIPAA compliance officer.  


Because identification, error handling, notification, escalation, tracking, and monitoring are 


parts of the issue management cycle, they are not left as an afterthought. The ability to 


handle the exceptions, such as complaints, in the workflow is just as critical as the standard 


activities. We are prepared to address exceptions by directing them to our HIPAA privacy 


and security officer. This approach enables open communication, disciplined escalation 


procedures, and detailed tracking of issue progress. We will use our Communication 


Protocol process, a standard in California, to escalate, and notify as soon as possible 


affected organizations, teams, and DHCFP staff, of potential impacts as severity may 


require. 


This requirement will be included in the Privacy and Security Plan noted in 11.3.1.3. 


11.3.1.5 Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance with HIPAA regulations and DHCFP 


policy. 


We will respond to recipient requests for PHI release in accordance with HIPAA regulations 


and DHCFP policy. Program request for records protocols, including form completion and 


identity validation will be performed, documented, and recorded prior to release. Controls 


will be instituted, as well as periodic audits, to provide continued compliance. This is done to 


verify records are released to the appropriate and authorized party. Regular control testing 


and process improvements are part of the industry best practices HPES employs. This 


requirement will also be referenced in the Privacy and Security Plan noted in 11.3.1.3. 


11.3.1.6 All confidentiality incidents, suspected incidents, breaches, or suspected breaches of 


Protected Health Information (PHI) or individually identifiable information, in any form or media 


(electronic, fax, paper, etc.), including, but not limited to, inappropriate disclosure of applicant or 


recipient name, must be reported to the DHCFP Administrator and the DHCFP HIPAA Privacy and 


Security Officers immediately upon discovery. 


Vigilantly maintaining the privacy and security of PHI, in any form (such as electronic, fax, 


paper) is of utmost concern to HPES as your data guardian. To prevent inappropriate 


release, we will employ appropriate administrative, operational, and technical security 


safeguards, under the direction and oversight of DHCFP. Examples of these safeguards 


include the following:  


• Administrative—Policies and procedures, on such topics as access authorization and 


termination, password management, and staff training  
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• Operational—Physical safeguards, including device and media controls, workstation 


use and security controls, building access, and security controls among others 


• Technical—Solutions for encryption and decryption, transmission security and integrity 


controls, automatic logoff, and unique user identification, to name a few 


In the event of confidentiality breach (real or suspected), incident management processes 


are deployed. These include immediate DHCFP administrator, HIPAA Privacy and Security 


officer’s notification and incident response management in keeping with the level of 


disclosure risk. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is the industry 


recognized body of best practices and standards. At a minimum we employ NIST standards, 


such as SP 800-61 rev. 1, and implement relative controls at the discretion of the State 


privacy officer. These details are documented in the account specific Privacy and Security 


Plan as well. 


11.3.1.7 Release of any PHI or individually identifiable information must only occur after the 


contractor has verified the proper HIPAA agreements are in place to allow for the release of said 


information in accordance with federal HIPAA and confidentiality regulations and state statues. To 


ensure compliance, the contractor must provide a monthly report to the HIPAA Security Officer and 


the HIPAA Privacy Officer for each release of PHI or individually identifiable information. 


Release of PHI or individually identifiable information will occur after the validation process 


has been fully executed. Data provision or exchange requires authorization. Our privacy and 


security officer will work with the appropriate DHCFP counterparts to develop a list of 


authorized entities who can request access to PHI. This could include examples such as: 


trading partner records release requests, subpoenas, and court orders. HPES’s privacy and 


security officer will work with DHCFP HIPAA security and privacy officers to address 


information requests from anyone who is not pre-authorized, Most PHI releases occur in the 


context of treatment, payment, or operations. In these situations industry standard data 


controls apply. For data release outside this scope, accounting is required. HPES will track 


and log each disclosure, and provide a monthly accounting of disclosure report to the HIPAA 


security officer and the HIPAA privacy officer for each release of PHI or individually 


identifiable information. 


11.3.1.8 Transmittal of PHI and/or individually identifiable information, as outlined in 45 CFR 164.512 


and the definitions at 45 CFR 160.103, must be in accordance with HIPAA regulations in effect at the 


time of the transmittal. 


Transmittal of PHI and/or individually identifiable information, as outlined in 45 CFR 164.512 


and further defined in 45 CFR 160.103, are standard business practices for HPES. We also 


recognize that the HIPAA regulations in effect at the time of the transmittal apply to data 


handling and release. Access and transmittal of confidential data is managed by controls, 


including active trading partner agreements for those who do business electronically, 


procedural controls for functions associated with payment and operations, and authorization 


for outside party requests for disclosure. Use and audit of rigorous process controls 


represents industry best practice and regulatory compliance. 
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11.3.1.9 Become a business associate of the DHCFP and have a HIPAA Privacy and a HIPAA 


Security Officer. Must develop written HIPAA policies and procedures and train all members of the 


workforce on how to protect PHI and individually identifiable information. 


HPES will become a business associate of DHCFP, and will have a HIPAA privacy and 


security officer. Under the direction of the officer, written HIPAA policies and procedures will 


be developed and training provided to all staff on how to protect PHI, PCI, and PII. 


HPES employs a well-developed and regulation current corporate Security Training 


Program. The program includes annual completion of both privacy and security course 


modules, which has recently been updated to include the HITECH Act. The privacy and 


security officer will assess the need for and implement an account-specific security and 


confidentiality awareness program, as necessary. This approach is taken for most 


Medicaids, including Idaho. For Nevada, HPES intends to use the Idaho training solution, 


which is comprised of self-paced coursework accessed through the account shared internal 


web page. A time period of one month is assigned for completion of the training 


requirements. All onsite and offsite employees are required to complete the training. The 


training is administered by the onsite account trainer and HIPAA privacy and security officer. 


The training consists of two on-line documents and an open book quiz to highlight and 


reinforce key points of the documents. Completion of the training is recorded in two formats. 


One is on receipt and grading of the quiz by the account trainer. The quiz may be received 


by the trainer by email or in print. Also, two signature forms certify each employee has read 


each document. The signature forms are presented to and recorded by the privacy and 


security officer.  


One of the two required documents, the HIPAA Privacy and Security Policy and Procedure 


Manual, details the standards for identifying, carefully handling, and protecting healthcare or 


personal information on and off site, responding to requests for protected information, as 


well as standards for monitoring compliance. The second document HIPAA Privacy and 


Security PowerPoint, uses slides and text to illustrate good practices such as; what is 


protected information, various media which may contain protected information, how to 


protect information in the workplace, the relationship between policy and the workplace and 


the customer, and maintaining a secure workplace environment. Each document is 


reevaluated yearly and kept current. The quiz is kept current to reflect the documents. All 


persons having responsibility for data processing equipment, or the handling or processing 


or exposure to confidential data, will participate in the training. Once the training is fully 


presented, an ongoing security program will be established. The appropriate content of 


account security and confidentiality training will be based on the information systems to 


which personnel have authorized access; for example, training for security administrators 


will include how to monitor audit logs, maintain user accounts, and use security controls.  


11.3.1.10 Implement physical and technical safeguards to limit access to and protect the security and 


privacy of PHI in accordance with all applicable HIPAA regulations. 


Implementation and maintenance of physical and technical safeguards are essential for data 


access and protection. Our Enterprise Security Policies and Standards (ESPS) contain more 


than 400 physical and technical safeguards to help make sure that all possible steps have 


been taken to provide data protection.  
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Our jointly developed Privacy and Security Plan will address these requirements. In general, 


the following controls and safeguards apply: 


• System identification and minimum security controls 


• Data and confidentiality classification; data inventory 


• Robust training plan, initial and ongoing 


• Facility security, key cards and visitor logs 


• Role based access, passwords, encryption, system hardening, logging, and auditing 


Besides ESPS, HPES acknowledges the industry recognized composite of best practices 


and standards published by NIST. We have instituted controls and safeguards for state 


Medicaid systems, examples include Idaho, Florida, and California. 


11.3.1.11 Meet and maintain transactions and transaction code sets in accordance with HIPAA 


regulations at 45 CFR Part 162. 


HPES will take over and maintain the transactions and code sets (TCS) in place for Nevada, 


and in accordance with HIPAA regulations (45 CFR Part 162). We expect that future HIPAA 


regulatory requirements, such as ASC X12N version 5010, ICD-10, and NCPDP D.O. are 


outside the scope of the takeover RFP. In accordance with the published Service Center 


User Manual for HIPAA, HPES acknowledges the MMIS supports the following transactions: 


• Eligibility inquiry and response (X12 270/271) 


• Claims status inquiry and response (X12 276/277, 277u) 


• Referrals and prior authorization request and approval (X12 278) 


• Premium payments (X12 820) 


• Enrollment and disenrollment into a health plan (X12 834) 


• Payment and remittance advice (X12 835) 


• Claim and encounter data (X12 837 D/I/P and NCPDP 1.1) 


• All relative code sets in use today in the transactions named above as specified by 


HIPAA TCS 


Changes in federal requirements, such as code set maintenance, potentially affect program 


benefits, policy, and rates. As noted in Section 11.3.1, HPES will provide DHCFP with the 


regulation changes, and support implementation as directed.  


11.3.1.12 Accept and transmit all electronic HIPAA-compliant formats and transactions, in 


accordance with Federal regulations. 


The current MMIS accepts and transmits HIPAA compliant formats and transactions, 


consistent with ANSI X12N version 4010A1 and NCPDP 1.1 batch standards. Because 


HPES is leaving the existing Core MMIS and EDI solution in place, all compliant formats and 


transactions will remain in HIPAA compliant format, in accordance with Federal regulations.   


11.3.1.13 Maintain current companion guides, and establish new companion guides for any future 


HIPAA-compliant transactions adopted by DHCFP. 
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To promote and enable Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) use, HPES will maintain the 


current companion guides and technical specifications posted on the web site, and stand 


ready to develop new ones for future HIPAA-complaint transactions the program chooses to 


adopt. While new guide development would be addressed under the Change Management 


process, we will refresh and post existing guide files to the web site, and provide appropriate 


user notification. 


11.3.1.14 Contractor must immediately report to the DHCFP Administrator and the DHCFP HIPAA 


Privacy and Security Officers any inappropriate or unauthorized access to systems immediately upon 


discovery. 


HPES understands the importance and necessity of reporting inappropriate or unauthorized 


system access so that incident management can begin. We will use our best practice 


incident reporting processes, in place for all healthcare customers, to support this 


requirement. These internal incident reporting processes are routinely refreshed whenever 


new regulation emerges; most recently this occurred with the notification requirements 


outlined in the HITECH Act. The HPES privacy and security officer will notify the DHCFP 


administrator and the DHCFP HIPAA privacy and security officers immediately after 


discovery. 


11.3.1.15 Contractor must maintain knowledge about current HIPAA regulations and stay informed 


about any upcoming changes in regulations. 


We have been a leader in the development of standards and HIPAA regulations for more 


than two decades. Our participation in Standards Development Organizations (SDOs) such 


as the Accredited Standards Committee (ASC) X12, Health Level Seven (HL7), the National 


Council for Prescription Drug Program (NCPDP), and industry affiliations such as the 


Workgroup of Electronic Data Interchange (WEDI), will make sure Nevada’s needs are met 


as standards are being developed. HPES also participates in industry response solicitations, 


such as the Health and Human Services (HHS) request for feedback when HITECH was 


introduced. This will put DHCFP in a unique position to assist in driving the outcomes of 


standard transactions before they are mandated for use under federal or state statute. 


Overarching enterprise oversight of all compliance activities, guidance from the Privacy and 


Security Steering Committee and Privacy and Security Workgroup participation by the 


privacy and security officer, are all benefits of the HPES model and approach, as outlined in 


the Section Overview. The model we use not only ensures currency of information and best 


practices; it also helps set the direction, and ascertains all healthcare accounts are following 


established guidelines.  


11.3.1.16 Contractor must ensure that any agent, including a subcontractor or employee of the 


Contractor agrees to implement reasonable and appropriate safeguards to protect protected health 


information or individually identifiable information. 


As a fiscal agent, HPES is bound by the requirements stipulated in the RFP and the 


Business Associate Agreement specified in Section 11.3.1.9. Therefore, all employees, 


agents, and subcontractors are held to the same physical and technical safeguard 


requirements. We will make sure any employees or sub entities, including sub-contractors 


and vendors, comply with these requirements as they relate to PHI data handling on behalf 
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of the program. All applicable requirements will be incorporated into Agent Subcontract 


Agreements (ASAs). ASAs are routinely implemented between HPES and its sub-


contractors/vendors when PHI/PCI/PII is involved or exchanged. In many cases Master 


Service Agreements (MSAs) already exist with HPES sub-contractors or vendors. Local sub-


contractors/vendors, not otherwise obligated by an existing agreement, will be required to 


sign ASAs, which will include contract flow down language requiring them to safeguard 


PHI/PCI/PII.  


11.3.2 DHCFP Responsibilities 


11.3.2.1 Review and approve all HIPAA-related outreach materials, prior to release. 


11.3.2.2 Work with Contractor through the Change Management process to maintain compliance with 


HIPAA regulation changes. 


HPES acknowledges DHCFP responsibilities. 


11.3.3 Contractor Performance Expectations 


11.3.3.1 Respond to recipient requests for PHI in accordance with HIPAA regulations and DHCFP 


policy. 


As indicated in 11.3.1.5, HPES will respond to recipient requests for PHI as outlined in 


HIPAA regulations and DHCFP policy. Controls and periodic audits will provide continued 


compliance and to make sure records are released to the appropriate and authorized party. 


11.3.3.2 Upgrade system or implement new HIPAA rules according to Change Management Process 


and within State and Federal timelines. 


As further defined in Section 12.2, system upgrade or implementation of new HIPAA rules, 


engages the Change Management Process. These changes are outside the scope of the 


takeover RFP. This type of system change is defined as an Enhancement project, wherein 


new system functions or performance requirements, beyond the current system 


requirements are desired.  
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11.4 Security Requirements (Federal Security Regulations 


& System Access) 


The Contractor must ensure that the MMIS business operations, site(s), and system functions adhere 


to State and federal regulations and guidelines related to security, privacy, confidentiality, and 


auditing. Security of systems, site(s) and operations include physical, technical, and administrative 


safeguards. The contractor shall follow all applicable technical standards for security during the 


operation of the MMIS, using best practices as developed by the National Institute for Technology 


and Standards (NIST). 


The contractor shall abide by all of the HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations including future 


revisions and additions to such regulations. This includes agreement to control the use or disclosure 


of Protected Health Information as permitted or required by this agreement or as required by law. The 


contractor shall establish, maintain and use appropriate safeguards to prevent use or disclosure of 


recipient and provider personal information used by the Contractor. 


HPES is experienced in implementing the National Institute of Standards and Technology 


(NIST) security requirements. The primary 


document used to comply with NIST is Special 


Publication (SP) 800-53. We will first use NIST 


SP 800-66 to verify that all applicable HIPAA 


security rules are considered in our NIST 


implementation. The HIPAA privacy rule and 


all additional aspects added by the American 


Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) 


including the provisions in Health Information 


Technology for Economic and Clinical Health 


(HITECH) Act will be implemented in the future 


and in accordance with the time frames in the 


act and regulations enacted by regulatory 


authorities.  


11.4.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


11.4.1.1 The contractor shall meet, or exceed, all 


HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations including future revisions and additions to such regulations. 


The contractor shall adhere to the following regulations: 


A. Minimum Security Requirements for Federal Information and Information Systems (FIPS PUB 


200); 


B. Risk Management Guide for Information Technology Systems (NIST SP 800-30); 


C. Federal Regulations at 45 CFR 95.621; and 


D. ARRA 2009 Title XIII HITECH 


We will meet the minimum security requirements for Federal Information and Information 


Systems (FIPS PUB 200). To meet these requirements, we will obtain a decision from the 


State of Nevada on the FIPS 199 impact level. After this impact level is decided, HPES will 


implement the baseline of controls in NIST SP 800-53 that apply to the environment. This 


System Security and Privacy 


• HPES embraces security standards 


such as NIST. 


• Nevada Security laws and Federal 


regulations such as the FISMA are 


integrated with all operations. 


• Metrics provide feedback on 


compliance and visibility to security 


maturity. 


• Role Based access control configured 


to provide compliance with HIPAA 


Security rule. 


• FIPS 140-2 encryption employed on 


all systems that required. 
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solution will exceed HIPAA privacy and security regulations. Below is the risk management 


process that is prescribed by NIST and will be used for the Nevada MMIS. 


NIST Risk Management Process 


 


The NIST Risk Management Guide for Information Technology Systems (NIST SP 


800-30) will be used, as instructed, by NIST SP 800-53 to tailor the baseline of 


controls above the moderate baseline. We anticipate that the FIPS 199 moderate 


baseline will be selected. However we will work with the State of Nevada to tailor 


controls as allowed by NIST SP 800-53 to meet the NIST standard. The following 


exhibit, Risk Assessment Methodology shows the process that we will use to assess 


risk: 
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Risk Assessment Methodology 


 


Federal Regulations at 45 CFR 95.621 will be met by implementing a security plan in 


accordance with NIST SP 800-18 to meet the requirements of the federal regulation. 
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We are closely monitoring the ARRA 2009 Title XIII HITECH implementation dates and will 


implement rules as they are published by the United States Department of Health and 


Human Services (HHS). We have included a sample security plan for consideration as part 


of Tab XIV Other Reference Material in the Confidential Technical Information binder. 


11.4.1.2 Implement and maintain physical security over sites related to fiscal agent responsibilities 


described in this RFP. At a minimum, restrict perimeter access to equipment sites, processing areas, 


storage areas and the mailroom through a card key or other comparable system, as well as provide 


accountability control to record access attempts, including attempts of unauthorized access. Physical 


security shall include additional features designed to safeguard system and operational processing 


site(s) through fire retardant capabilities as well as smoke and electrical alarms, monitored by security 


personnel on a twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days a week basis. 


HPES’ world class data centers are noted for their security compliance and data safeguards. 


All sites, including both fiscal agent services and data centers, will implement and maintain 


appropriate physical security controls. The sites will be monitored by security personnel 24 


hours a day, 7 days a week. The processing and storage areas will be protected with a FIPS 


201-complaint card key system. All who enter these facilities will be uniquely identified, 


monitored, and held accountable for their actions. All access and access attempts will be 


logged and reviewed for unusual activity regularly. Fire suppression will be implemented as 


well as smoke and electrical alarms that will be monitored continuously. All subcontractors 


and partners will be held to the security requirements in this RFP.  


11.4.1.3 Employ a security system that requires a unique login ID and password for each user for the 


network and applications; password parameters and expirations must meet, or exceed, DHCFP 


policy. 


Core MMIS will continue to employ the existing Computer Associates ACF 2 software to 


support user authentication. All peripheral systems access also will employ authentication 


systems, such as LDAP to meet or exceed DHCFP security policy. Each user will have a 


unique login ID that can be tied to an accountable employee. In accordance with the State of 


Nevada standard 4.61, passwords will be a minimum of eight characters in length and will 


include uppercase and lowercase letters, special characters, and numbers. HPES will work 


with DHCFP to establish password parameters and expirations that adhere to DHCFP 


policy.  


11.4.1.4 Establish and utilize a procedure that processes user login ID changes, additions and 


terminations as well as required password changes within a timeframe established by DHCFP. 


We will process all user login ID changes, additions, terminations, and password changes in 


accordance with DHCFP requirements. User IDs of terminated employees are disabled 


immediately after termination. The procedures will include an audit trail and appropriate 


approval of all changes to login IDs and an aging of the last login to highlight anomalies. 


11.4.1.5 Employ role-based security to the MMIS and DSS, restricting access to subsystems and 


functions commensurate with job responsibilities and the minimum necessary based on the user’s 


profile (e.g., inquiry access only). Global access to all functions must be restricted to specified staff. 


Access to the MMIS will be restricted by menu. These menus will be assigned based on job 


responsibility, role, and user profile. Employees will only be given the access needed to do 
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their jobs. Database access will be granular to allow inquiry access only, if this is the 


minimum necessary. Global access with be highly restricted to specified staff. 


11.4.1.6 Provide technical security to prohibit unauthorized access to the networks and applications, 


including but not limited to configuration and maintenance of a firewall to restrict access to systems 


from all unauthorized users. 


All firewall and network devices will employ Terminal Access Controller Access Control 


System (TACACS+), an access control protocol used to authenticate a user logging onto the 


network devices. Also Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) will be enabled to 


further control and monitor access. All firewalls will be set to least privilege with a minimum 


amount of ports available to the untrusted networks and State management to make sure 


that connections are initiated in a trusted network. Maintenance will include monitoring of 


firewall logs to verify that unusual activity is addressed. Below is an exhibit of how our log 


and event correlation process provide input to our incident response plan.  


Nevada MMIS Incident Detection System 


 


Applications will employ authentication to uniquely identify a user by two factor 


authentication before they are allowed initial access. After access, applications will employ 


authorization levels to restrict users to the least privilege necessary for their job function. 


11.4.1.7 Ensure secure disposal and destruction of confidential information (e.g. PHI, ePHI, PII) 


regardless of format, in accordance with NIST Special Publication 800-88, DHCFP policy, and State 


and Federal rules and regulations. This includes but is not limited to hard copies and electronic media 


(e.g. hard drives, data tapes, USB drives, etc). 
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All devices and electronic media containing PHI will be disposed of by an outside vendor. 


The vendor will provide a certificate of destruction that will be kept on file to verify proper 


disposal in accordance with NIST SP 800-88. Hard copy documents will be shredded to a 


size that conforms to NIST standards and makes PHI unreadable.  


11.4.1.8 Maintain the following types of audit trails: 


A. To identify and track results of transaction processing; changes to master file data (recipient, 


provider, reference, etc.); and all edits encountered, resolved, or overridden; 


B. To identify unauthorized attempts to access the network; and 


C. To track changes to software modules or subsystems and provide procedures for safeguarding 


DHCFP from unauthorized modifications to the Nevada MMIS. All modifications must be authorized 


through the change management process as outlined in Section 12.2 of this RFP. 


Master file changes will be maintained using a journaling system along with multiple 


generations of backups for all master files. All entry points to the network, including Core 


MMIS and Peripheral Systems, will have appropriate authentication logs to track 


unauthorized access attempts.  


Proper change management employs both process and tools to help make sure changes 


are reviewed, authorized, and promoted into production in compliance with the change 


management policy. Tools such as Endeavor for the core MMIS, and Team Foundation 


Server will be used to help verify compliance to the change management process. Please 


refer to Section 12.2 for further details related to change management policy. 


11.4.1.9 Provide Audit Trail reports showing before and after images of changed data, the ID of the 


person making the changes, the data changed and the reason for change. 


Journaling and backup systems will enable reports showing before and after images of 


change data, the ID of the person making the changes, the data changed, and the reason 


for the change, such as transaction code. 


11.4.1.10 Provide for automatic logoff of application for inactivity by timeframe established by DHCFP 


Automatic logoff will be set to a time frame established by DHCFP standards and will be 


implemented in accordance with NIST SP 800-53 control AC-11–Session Lock. 


11.4.1.11 Develop a DHCFP-approved Security Plan, providing details on how the Contractor will 


manage and maintain technical, physical, and administrative security over the systems, networks, 


and facilities as well as security roles and responsibilities. 


HPES will develop a security plan that meets the NIST SP 800-18 standard. A sample 


security plan is included with this RFP submission. The security plan includes all NIST 


control selections and security roles and responsibilities. The following exhibit, Security Plan 


Inputs indicates the NIST documents used to formulate our security plan. The three main 


security plan decisions are: accountability, and system boundaries documented as a 


requirement of NIST 800-18, and controls across the baseline that HPES will implement 


required by NIST SP 800-53 and FIPS 199 and 200. The remaining inputs influence impact 


level, control selection, decisions by the party that is accountable, and independent 


oversight processes included in the plan. 
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Security Plan Inputs 


 


11.4.1.12 Establish the system security portions of a Security Plan as it relates to the MMIS and 


system components and for inclusion into DHCFP’s overall Security Plan. The system security portion 


of the Security Plan shall address all requirements presented in Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-


part C, section 142.308. 


We will establish the system security portions of the security plan as it relates to the MMIS 


and system components, included in DHCFP’s overall security plan. The plan will exceed 45 


CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308 by meeting NIST standards and cross-referencing to 


the HIPAA security rule.  


11.4.1.13 In addition, the Contractor is responsible, as defined in Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-


part C, section 142.308, for all aspects of a Security Plan for federal systems that includes written 


security plans, rules, procedures and guidance concerning all aspects of security and contingency 


plans for responding to a system emergency. 


The security plan will meet or exceed NIST SP 800-53 and the HIPAA security rule. The 


plan will include and exceed 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308. HPES employs 


modern security practices as defined by NIST.  


11.4.1.14 Ensure security of MMIS access and transactions from multiple sources, including but not 


limited to Virtual Private Networks, clearinghouses, Wide Area Networks, and the Internet. 


We will verify access to PHI within the MMIS is secure from all sources, including Internet, 


virtual private networks, clearinghouses, wide area networks, and any other access point. All 


PHI will be protected using access control lists and a layered security approach. Layers of 


security are used to mitigate the risk of one layer failing.  


11.4.1.15 Maintain audit trails for all data received or transmitted. 


Audit trails will be maintained using system logs for all data received and transmitted. These 


audit trails will provide for accountability and HIPAA logging and audit trail requirements. 
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11.4.1.16 Utilize electronic signatures, where appropriate, as agreed to by DHCFP. 


We will work with DHCFP to establish the use of electronic signatures, as appropriate, to 


verify the authorized source of data and data integrity. 


11.4.1.17 Ensure encryption of data and encryption of transmission methods as required by DHCFP 


policy 


We will use encryption that meets standards such as FIPS 140-2. Encryption key 


management will be implemented to make sure that keys are not compromised. 


Cryptographic modules will be FIPS compliant.  


11.4.1.18 Apply all security patches for the operating system and any other software for the system 


within timeframes specified by DHCFP. 


All patches deemed critical by the software manufacturer will be installed within 24 hours of 


release. All other software patches will be applied in the time frame specified by DHCFP. 


11.4.1.19 Inform DHCFP of any potential security breaches in a timeframe specified by DHCFP. 


We will develop an incident response plan in accordance with NIST SP 800-61. DHCFP will 


be immediately notified of confirmed security breaches. Potential security breaches will be 


communicated within 24 hours and status updates will be given until the potential security 


breach is ether confirmed or determined to be a false alarm. 


11.4.2 DHCFP Responsibilities 


11.4.2.1 Provide the Contractor with DHCFP and State specific policies and procedures for Security. 


11.4.2.2 Review and approve the Security Plan developed by the Contractor 


11.4.2.3 Inform the Contractor of additions, deletions, and changes in employees’ roles and 


responsibilities to modify user access as appropriate. In the case of terminated or demoted 


employees, notification should be made within one (1) calendar day. 


11.4.2.4 Review contractor reports of potential security breaches/violations. 


11.4.2.5 Request and review records of audit trails of all transactions, as needed for audit purposes. 


We acknowledge and will facilitate DHCFP responsibilities by providing the appropriate 


reports and plans for DHCFP approval. 


11.4.3 Contractor Performance Expectations 


11.4.3.1 Submit the Security Plan to DHCFP within thirty (30) calendar days of contract signing and 


provide updates to the plan on an annual basis. 


We will submit a security plan within 30 days of contract signing and again as changes are 


made. At a minimum the plan will be submitted annually. 


11.4.3.2 Develop, maintain and test procedures consistent with DHCFP/State policies for handling 


security patches and other necessary software patches and updates. 


Security patches will be maintained and applied in accordance with DHCFP and Nevada 


State policies. 


11.4.3.3 Notify DHCFP of any potential or discovered security breaches within twenty-four (24) hours 


except as provided for in 45 CFR § 164.412. 
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Any potential security breaches will be addressed within 24 hours and DHCFP will be 


notified immediately.  


11.4.3.4 Process user ID changes and additions within three (3) working days of each request. 


HPES will process user ID changes within three business days of each request. 


11.4.3.5 Process user ID deletions within one (1) working day of each request. 


We will process user ID deletions within one working day of the request. 
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11.5 Business Resumption Requirements 


11.5.1 Overview 


Business Resumption entails the business continuity/backup and recovery planning for the Nevada 


MMIS. The contractor shall provide a comprehensive approach to addressing business 


continuity/backup and recovery for various scenarios that could cause interruption of systems and 


operations, including disasters, emergencies, system downtime, and network failures. 


With a variety of mechanisms designed to maximize the safety and reliability of the systems 


and data under its control, the HPES (HPES) Nevada Takeover Project team will provide 


Nevada with a feature that goes beyond the technical details—the peace of mind that comes 


with knowing the Nevada MMIS data is protected. Our business is built on our customers’ 


confidence in our ability to protect and properly 


manage the information and assets placed in 


our care.  


HPES will use the Verizon SunGard site in 


Wood Dale, Illinois for mainframe recovery and 


the HPES Colorado Springs site for peripheral 


backup and recovery. For example, our allies 


that provide Peripheral System processing also 


have business continuity sites. For pharmacy-


related processing, SXC has a second 


processing site in Scottsdale, Arizona. The 


decision support system (DSS) processing will 


be recovered to a SunGard facility in 


Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Our allies and 


vendors will adhere to the same RFP 


requirements as HPES.  


The primary processing facilities and recovery 


facilities are connected to the HPES 


Healthcare Network Cloud (HNC) which 


provides a highly redundant, high available 


network interconnect technology. These 


secondary processing sites will be linked into 


the HNC cloud with pre-allocated bandwidth 


that can be immediately turned up in the event 


of a recovery situation to support the recovery 


time objectives for the MMIS.  


11.5.2 Contractor Responsibilities 


11.5.2.1 Business Resumption 


Regardless of the physical architecture of the MMIS and system components, the Contractor shall 


establish and submit a Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan for approval by DHCFP, 


including but not limited to: 


Business Resumption Requirements 


• Disaster recovery exercises 


provide HPES a rehearsed 


response and resulting faster 


recovery. 


• Application data loss will be limited 


by mechanisms to achieve 


recovery point objectives 


• The telecommunications network 


infrastructure is engineered with 


the scale, diversity, and 


redundancy to support the most 


complex applications 


• All data backups are secured to 


contractual required standards and 


are quickly available to recover 


applications and DHCFP 


transactions. 


• Contract support operations will be 


performed from multiple diverse 


geographic locations to provide 


resiliency to wide area disasters. 
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A. Procedures, physical equipment and facilities in place to reconstruct the MMIS and system 


components and data should a disaster strike any processor site; 


B. Recovery plans for all system components; 


C. Contingency Plan for the system to instruct DHCFP in responding to a system emergency or the 


unavailability of the system; and 


D. Plans to address four (4) types of situations that could occur: 


1. A major disaster where any hosting facility is destroyed or damaged. Identify and provide 


alternative facilities and backup to ensure continuation of operations as a part of a comprehensive 


disaster recovery plan to ensure that the system will be up and running at an alternate facility within 


forty-eight (48) hours of the disaster; 


 


2. Unscheduled system hardware downtime for any reason. Identify and provide a plan to repair 


or replace system hardware to ensure that the system will be up and running within twenty-four (24) 


hours of the failure; 


3. System or application dependent problems resulting from network failure. Provide a plan that 


addresses the repair or replacement of connectivity to ensure that the network will be up and running 


within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure; and 


4. Downtime caused by the failure of any application software. Provide a plan that addresses the 


restoration of application software and associated data, to ensure that the application software will be 


restored within four (4) hours of the failure, and associated data restored within twenty-four (24) hours 


of the failure. 


The HPES’ approach includes an enterprisewide approach to a business continuity/backup 


and recovery plan, an experienced team that knows critical systems and operations, a solid 


life cycle methodology for addressing all aspects of DR, and robust and available backup 


sites. Our methodology brings industry standard practices and flexibility to be tailored 


specifically for the size, scope, and complexity of the Nevada MMIS. The following exhibit is 


an overview of our business continuity model. 
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HPES Business Continuity Model 


 


Our process model is based on industry standards from the Disaster Recovery Institute 


(DRI) International and the Business Continuity Institute. In business continuity planning, we 


address the continuance or recovery of business operations, including services to 


customers, when confronted with unforeseen adverse events. In our disaster recovery 


planning, we provide for the continuance or recovery of system operations when faced with 


service disruptions, such as natural disasters, broad technological failures, human error, or 


terrorism.  


Operational recovery provides for continuing operational needs after confronting a 


technological, physical, or other type of failure. Combining these intervention processes, we 


achieve the following: 


• Minimize financial loss to the organization, in line with Nevada MMIS requirements 


• Continue to effectively serve Nevada MMIS, program providers, recipients, and 


stakeholders 


• Remain in compliance with applicable laws and regulations 


• Help mitigate the negative effect that disruptions can have on the Nevada MMIS 


strategic plans, reputation, and operations  


The HPES recovery plans will cover the system components and surrounding processes. 


The plan will include instruction for DHCFP in rerouting network traffic or otherwise 


connecting to the backup system. We will work with DHCFP to determine a Recovery Point 


Objective (RPO) that meets the objectives of the program. 


Four primary disaster scenarios will be rehearsed including:  


• A major disaster where any hosting facility is destroyed or damaged. We will return 


mainframe and non-mainframe systems to operations within 48 hours. 
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• Unscheduled system hardware downtime for any reason will be remediated and back in 


operation within 24 hours. 


• System or application dependent problems resulting from network failure will be resolved 


within 24 hours. Two variants on a network failure are equipment failure and various 


telecommunications vendor failures. The disaster scenario exercised for the network will 


account for both variants.  


• Downtime caused by the failure of any application software. The HPES plan will address 


the restoration of application software within four hours and associated data within 24 


hours. The plan will account for various types of application software failures including: 


− Issues cause by a software maintenance patch 


− Issues resulting from an application program change 


− Issues because of a virus infection 


− Issues because of data integrity or data currency or database corruption  


Various disaster scenarios will be practiced based on risk analysis, and will serve to 


reinforce our crisis communication and coordination with external agencies. 


11.5.3 DHCFP Responsibilities 


11.5.3.1 Review and approve Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan. 


DHCFP will review and approve the business continuity/backup and recovery plan that we 


complete. This plan is updated regularly as business activities change, to make available 


accurate information in case of an emergency. For example, if work scheduled and 


executed through the change management process alters the configuration of a network 


route or component, we would update the plans following the implementation and instead of 


waiting for the annual update. 


Protecting the Nevada MMIS data requires assessing various levels of events that need 


different responses to minimize risk and impact. Plans need to be in place to address events 


that disrupt user worksites, business function capabilities, and IT processing. If an 


emergency occurs, the IT manager, as the crisis manager focal point, is called in to direct 


and verify that procedures for recovery, business continuity, and security as defined in the 


plan is initiated and completed. The overarching plan contains comprehensive information, 


detailing: 


• List of emergency contacts including roles and responsibilities 


• Site information including off-site storage and processing alternatives 


• Types of service interruptions and actions to be taken for each type 


• Crisis management plans 


• Business continuity considerations 


• Contingency management plans 


• Emergency alert systems 


• Team recovery activities 


• Evacuation plans 
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• Emergency test plans 


11.5.4 Contractor Performance Expectations 


11.5.4.1 In the event of a disaster where hosting facility is destroyed or damaged, the system must be 


up and running at an alternate facility within forty-eight (48) hours of the disaster. 


HPES’ disaster recovery solution provides servers and associated infrastructure at remote 


recovery facilities in the event of a disruption of services at the affected data processing 


center. In this scenario, the HPES recovery plan provides a guide for the recovery team to 


organize rapid recovery activities at the secondary site. The following exhibit shows the 


primary processing and recovery processing locations for the various system components.  


Primary and Recovery Processing Locations 


System Component Primary Processing 


Location 


Recovery Processing 


Location 


Core MMIS Verizon - Tampa, FL SunGard – Wood Dale, IL 


Pharmacy-related SXC – Lisle, IL SXC – Scottsdale, AZ 


Decision Support (DSS) Thomson Reuters – 


Eagan, MN 


SunGard – Philadelphia, PA 


Third-Party Liability Emdeon – Nashville, TN Emdeon – Memphis, TN 


Call Center and IVR HPES – Boise, ID HPES – Winchester, KY 


Image Processing HPES – Chico, CA HPES – other HPES Title 


XIX accounts, such as 


Pennsylvania Medicaid in 


Harrisburg, PA 


Claims Scanning HPES – Carson City, NV HPES – Chico, CA 


Harrisburg, PA 


Other Peripheral 


Systems 


HPES – Orlando, FL HPES – Colorado Springs, 


CO 


 


Our recovery sites will complement the Nevada MMIS mainframe and peripheral primary 


sites to meet the RTO and RPO time frames established in the plan. We plan to provide 


alternate business area sites if our primary business site becomes unsafe or inoperable. 


The network design planned for this system will interconnect the primary sites and recovery 


sites, including any business operations and technical support locations. 


If the primary data entry site is decommissioned for an extended period of time because of a 


disaster, the HPES team will activate data entry operations at our claim image correction 


site in Chico, California or one of our other 22 Medicaid contract offices across the country. 


The team will use resources from our other Medicaid accounts for continued data entry 
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operation of Nevada MMIS volumes. We will verify that the data entry backup facilities at the 


Chico have that equipment in those facilities can scale to the performance needed to handle 


Nevada MMIS data entry volumes including the use of scanners and Optical Character 


Recognition (OCR) technology. Our recovery may include use of facilities during business 


hours and off business hours to provide uninterrupted services. 


Within hours of a declared disaster at our account operations site in the Carson City, 


Nevada area, our business continuity/backup and recovery plan activates manual processes 


for paper claims intake and imaging, and redirects Nevada MMIS workload to the HPES 


Chico, California location. Within one state workday, we will have started training at the 


Chico, California location, and within two calendar days, full Nevada MMIS claims intake and 


imaging operations will be resumed.  


The business process for claims adjudication will be transferred to our Tallahassee, Florida 


location. Within one state workday, we will have started training at the Tallahassee location, 


and within two calendar days, full Nevada MMIS claims adjudication operations will be 


resumed.  


11.5.4.2 In the event of an unscheduled system hardware downtime, the system must be up and 


running within twenty-four (24) hours of the event. 


We will meet the State’s goal of having the system up and running within 24 hours of 


hardware failure. Where practical, we have designed the processing and 


telecommunications environments to be highly available and redundant. For example, 


hardware backup can be accomplished internally through on-site component redundancy for 


some systems. Another approach is to provide dual, redundant paths in the internal data 


center network or the networks between data centers to minimize or eliminate the impact of 


a single component hardware failure. The midrange equipment service contracts provide for 


a four to six hour on-site replacement by the vendor depending on the specific component. 


Using virtualization technologies, HPES can rapidly move peripheral system components to 


a replacement processing environment in a short time frame.  


11.5.4.3 In the event of a network failure, the network must be up and running within twenty-four (24) 


hours of the failure. 


We will meet this goal of having the network up and running within 24 hours of the failure. 


Where practical, we have designed the telecommunications environment to be highly 


available and redundant. For example, there are two connections into the Verizon data 


center where the core MMIS processes. These two connections use two different central 


office facilities to connect the local network loop in Tampa, Florida. There are two different 


logical network connections between the Verizon data center and the Orlando data center, 


which provides hosting for many of the peripheral systems components. This approach 


enables highly available access to the core MMIS operations. The connections from the 


DHCFP environment also will use two telecommunications connections to connect to the 


various processing sites. Our network design also supports access through the public 


Internet through an encrypted Virtual Private Network (VPN) connection that could be used 


to access various system components from various locations in the event that any dedicated 


local telecommunications link connection fails.  
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HPES provides Internet connectivity using two service providers at each location, and we 


also will require this of our subcontractors. This Internet Service Provider (ISP) peer 


relationship and a high-availability routing configuration provide redundancy. This solution 


uses a 5-megabit-per-second (Mbps) connection and also has the option to quickly 


increment allocated bandwidth without needing to change the telecommunications 


interconnected hardware. 


11.5.4.4 In the event of downtime caused by the failure of application software, the application 


software must be restored within four (4) hours of the failure, and associated data restored within 


twenty-four (24) hours of the failure. 


If the application software fails, the HPES team will restore operations within four hours of 


the failure. The business continuity/backup and recovery plan will identify each resource that 


requires backup and the extent to which backup is required, as well as software and data 


backup requirements including specific Return to Operations (RTOs) and Recovery Point 


Objectives (RPOs).  


IT recovery processes work hand-in-hand with the business continuity process. The Nevada 


MMIS Takeover project will use a variety of file utilities and database tools combined with 


tape or storage area network (SAN) technologies to rapidly and accurately perform point-in-


time recovery of affected database or data file up to the last completed transaction. These 


recoveries will occur within the mainframe and peripheral processing environments.  


Depending on when the failure is identified, it may be necessary to rerun portions of a batch 


processing cycle. HPES will use backups or transaction log files to perform a point-in-time 


recovery, after the software failure has been corrected.  


11.5.4.5 Submit Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan for approval by DHCFP within thirty 


(30) days of contract signing, and update plan at least annually thereafter. 


Within 30 days of contract signing, we will deliver a final plan tailored for the Nevada MMIS 


operations. At least annually, DHCFP and HPES teams will review and update the plan with 


the business area owners and validate that appropriate procedures and actions exist in 


accordance with the existing risk management practices. Our final plan will include detailed 


and complete information necessary to organize efforts and reconstruct the MMIS if a 


disaster occurs. By maintaining an aggressive system backup schedule, storage of backup 


information off-site, backup sites, readied staff, and comprehensive business 


continuity/backup and recovery plans, we can provide DHCFP with full system recovery 


capabilities should circumstances create such a need. 


As program changes occur and technology evolves, the HPES team will update the plan 


throughout the life of the contract.  


11.5.4.6 Test Business continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan annually, on a schedule approved by 


DHCFP, and present plan and results to DHCFP for approval. 


We will adequately test the business continuity/backup and recovery plan, testing systems 


annually, including peripheral tools, to prove that requirements are met. 


The HPES team will perform an annual test of the plan backup site, procedures, and 


processes for recovery. HPES will work with DHCFP to determine when the plan will be 
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tested. After the dates are determined, HPES will work with the HPES team to schedule, 


plan, and lead these annual IT recovery exercises. It is expected that one exercise will be 


done annually for the mainframe environment, and one or more will be done for the mid-


range environments encompassing the DSS, TPL, and pharmacy-related systems. 


Additionally, the HPES team will consult with DHCFP about how involved the DHCFP wants 


to be with the test. HPES will present the results of the backup and recovery tests to 


DHCFP.  


The first set of annual exercises will be the baseline for recovery objectives achievable. 


Gaps identified will need to be remedied or approved, and recovery may need to be re-


tested. The IT backup and recovery exercises will be designed with continuous process 


improvements in mind. Exercises will be conducted to validate the current capability and 


keep key personnel ready to execute the plan in a disaster. Exercise planning typically starts 


90 days before an exercise. The exercises typically include the following elements: 


• Laying out the entire exercise process with specific milestones, objectives, and metrics 


for each scheduled exercise 


• Putting measures in place that track objectives 


• Measuring and tracking recovery time lines according to DHCFP’s recovery time and 


point objectives during the exercise 


• Providing guidance and training to the recovery team(s) during the exercise 


• Documenting exercise results in a formal report, including a comparison of the results to 


the measures and goals established, action items from the exercise, and 


recommendations on how the recovery process could be improved to be faster and more 


reliable  


• Updating in-scope plans, as needed 


The HPES team acknowledges our responsibility to maintain adequate backup to provide 


continued automated and manual processing. We will maintain the State-approved plans 


and make them available to State auditors and authorized DHCFP and HPES users.  


We will maintain the disaster response plan online and in hard copy and will update this plan 


annually. The business continuity/backup and recovery plan will reside online in a document 


repository to simplify updates, and will be available though securely controlled access to the 


State’s auditors. Repository access will be provided to every member of the disaster 


response team and authorized DHCFP staff. Hard copies will be available for backup use. 


Our storage vendor also will have a copy of the plan. 


We will measure our plan format and completeness by comparisons to the disaster recovery 


institute and National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) standards. Our plans 


will address Nevada state standards such as standard 4.07 Revision A - IT Contingency 


Planning. 
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 11.6 Post Implementation Review and CMS System 


Certification 


11.6.1 Overview 


Federal MMIS certification is the procedure by which CMS validates that State Medicaid systems are 


designed to support the efficient and effective management of the program and satisfy the 


requirements set forth in Part 11 of the State Medicaid Manual (SMM), as well as subsequent laws, 


regulations, directives, and State Medicaid Director (SMD) letters. The certification process also 


validates that the systems are operating as described in the prior approval documents, i.e, Advance 


Planning Documents (APDs), Requests for Proposal (RFPs), and all associated contracts submitted 


to CMS for the purpose of receiving Federal financial participation (FFP). 


The CMS authority for requiring Federal certification is based, in part, on language found at Public 


Law 92-603, and the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) at 42 CFR 433 and 45 CFR 95.611(d).  


Following the transition of the Nevada MMIS, the Vendor will be required to demonstrate to CMS and 


DHCFP that Nevada’s MMIS continues to meet CMS’ MMIS certification requirements. The Vendor 


will assist in preparing for and will participate in the certification of the MMIS, including the preparation 


of certification documents, generating required reports, and ensuring that all MMIS certification 


requirements are met. DHCFP anticipates that CMS will conduct a limited review of the MMIS, and 


will be able to provide the successful Vendor with additional information about CMS’ certification 


review approach and expectations during the Contract Start Up Period of the project. 


The goal of the certification process is to demonstrate to CMS and DHCFP that Nevada’s 


MMIS meets CMS’s certification requirements. 


Our approach to obtaining and maintaining CMS certification is 


one of planned oversight, early identification of requirements, 


attention to detail, frequent and rigorous testing checkpoints, and 


thorough documentation. 


During the certification process, HPES (HPES) will work with 


DHCFP to achieve the common goal of completing the CMS 


certification. We will be responsible for preparing and gathering the 


documentation that meets federal certification requirements, in a timely manner, including 


review of the system, coordination of schedules, and quality oversight. We will verify that all 


certification documents and reports are complete, the MMIS certification requirements are 


met, and DHCFP is able to review and approve our work before it is submitted to CMS.  


11.6.2 Contractor Responsibilities 


11.6.2.1 Perform a post implementation review of the MMIS, peripheral systems and tools, and 


documentation (system and user) in preparation for CMS’ certification review process, approximately 


six (6) months after full transfer of the Nevada MMIS operations to the successful Vendor. The 


successful Vendor’s project manager will be required to participate on site for the duration of the 


review period. The post implementation review should be conducted no later than thirty (30) days 


prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review. Post implementation review results should be provided 


to DHCFP for review and approval. 


 


Throughout our 
extensive certification 
experience, HPES has 
achieved project 
success with each client 
achieving federal 
certification back to day 
one of operations. 
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The purpose of HPES’ post implementation 


review is to verify that the Nevada MMIS, its 


functional areas, processes, operational 


procedures, staffing, telecommunications, and 


all other associated support functions are in 


place and ready for operation, in preparation 


for CMS certification.  


Our deputy account manager along with our 


operations and takeover teams, will work 


together to conduct the on-site review of the 


system when all parts of the implementation 


are complete. The certification process will 


begin with HPES conducting a comprehensive 


post implementation review of the MMIS 


system, tools, and documentation based on 


the post implementation requirements listed in 


RFP section 11.6.2. Our inspection of the 


system is designed to demonstrate that the 


system is functioning properly and the 


operational units are performing their business 


functions. 


We will conduct a follow-up review six months 


post implementation, no later than 30 days 


prior to the CMS-scheduled certification 


review. 


11.6.2.2 Prepare and submit for review by DHCFP, 


a Post Implementation Evaluation Report that 


includes at a minimum: 


A. Lessons learned (i.e., successes, failures, outcomes) from the takeover and implementation; 


B. Project successes and failures; 


C. Issues, risks, and concerns; 


D. Proposed resolutions to issues, risks, and concerns; 


E. MMIS user satisfaction; 


F. Benefits gained over the previous MMIS; and 


G. The current status of the MMIS. 


HPES’ approach to conducting a post implementation review includes planning, systematic 


tracking and control procedures, risk identification and mitigation strategies, and 


standardized documentation practices. After the HPES team completes their post 


implementation review, we will compile the results of our findings and write a Post 


Implementation Evaluation Report that we will submit to DHCFP for review and approval. 


The report will include information such as: 


Post Implementation and  


CMS System Certification 


• HPES’ approach to obtaining and 


maintaining CMS certification is 


one of planned oversight, early 


identification of requirements, 


attention to detail, frequent and 


rigorous testing checkpoints, and 


thorough documentation. 


• HPES’ corporate organization 


supports awareness of changes in 


CMS requirements by having 


employees at the corporate level 


who sit on various CMS 


committees to analyze and share 


CMS certification with our MMIS 


accounts. 


• HPES will make every effort to 


assist DHCFP with CMS 


certification by providing a post 


implementation review of the 


system, developing the required 


documentation, creating 


schedules, facilitating meetings, 


and correcting deficiencies—all 


within the time lines necessary to 


meet the CMS certification 


requirements. 
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• Expected and actual results of our review 


• Lessons learned from the takeover implementation 


• Project successes and failures 


• Issues, risks, and concerns 


• Corrective actions and proposed resolutions to issues, risks, and concerns 


• Possible effects of any findings on the MMIS work plan 


• MMIS user satisfaction 


• Benefits gained over the previous MMIS 


• MMIS current status 


• Confirmation that the review is complete 


11.6.2.3 Perform a post implementation review of newly installed or modified systems that are within 


or peripheral to the MMIS, in accordance with its approved implementation schedule. This review 


applies to systems that may be installed after the takeover of the Nevada MMIS. 


Our post implementation review will include an assessment of all newly installed and 


modified systems, within or peripheral to the MMIS (in accordance with the approved 


implementation schedule), as well as those systems that may be installed after the takeover, 


and prior to the post implementation review, of the Nevada MMIS.  


For example, HPES will be changing the hosting locations on some applications, such as 


the Third Party Liability application server, or the Document Archival and Retrieval server. In 


addition to the normal rigorous testing and checks HPES performs when implementing 


these types of changes, we will also perform a final assessment during the post 


implementation review to be sure the systems are installed and working properly. 


11.6.2.4 Review DHCFP’s current Medicaid Enterprise Certification Toolkit (MECT) and provide 


updates to MECT checklists prior to CMS’ MMIS certification review process. 


HPES is experienced in using both the old and the new Medicaid Enterprise Certification 


Toolkits (METC). Our corporate organization supports maintaining awareness of changes to 


CMS requirements. In fact, HPES has employees at the corporate level who sit on various 


CMS committees to analyze and share CMS certification with our MMIS accounts. We have 


adapted existing tools and business process management procedures for each type of 


federal certification, making us ready, willing, and able to prepare for CMS certification 


regardless of which toolkit is being used. 


The HPES operations team will examine DHCFP’s Medicaid Enterprise Certification Toolkit 


(MECT) and will bring the MECT checklists up to date, as needed, prior to CMS’s MMIS 


certification review process begins. 


11.6.2.5 Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will promote coordination of DHCFP and 


contractor responsibilities associated with CMS certification review process. At a minimum, the 


schedule should include the following elements and shall be submitted to DHCFP no later than thirty 


(30) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review: 


A. Planned dates, milestones, associated with certification review tasks and activities; 


B. Development periods and submission dates for materials and activities pertaining to CMS’ 


certification review; 
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C. Review periods (including DHCFP and CMS reviews) for materials developed in preparation for 


CMS’ certification review; and 


D. Scheduled walkthroughs of MMIS subsystems, business areas, and documentation (system or 


user documentation, or other documents as requested by DHCFP or CMS). 


Managing the business of certification means meeting project milestones, providing timely 


resolution of issues that may adversely affect milestone dates, and verifying that DHCS has 


appropriate time to review and approve the documentation used for CMS certification, such 


as, checklists, manuals, reports, forms, testing results, problem action plans, and other 


documentation.  


Our deputy account manager will collaborate with DHCFP on the development of a schedule 


to assist both DHCFP and HPES in coordinating the responsibilities associated with the 


CMS certification review process. Together with DHCFP’s project manager, we will identify 


the actions and project milestones needed for the CMS certification process, and then 


create the schedule for DHCFP’s review. Once all the tasks and time lines are identified, we 


will submit the final comprehensive schedule to DHCFP, no later than 30 days prior to the 


CMS-scheduled certification review. The schedule will include review tasks and activities 


associated with the certification process such as the following: 


• Planned dates and milestones 


• Development periods and submission dates for materials and activities 


• Review periods (including DHCFP and CMS reviews) for materials developed in 


preparation for CMS certification review 


• Scheduled walkthroughs of all MMIS areas including: subsystems, business areas, 


and documentation (system or user documentation or other documents as requested 


by DHCFP or CMS)  


Our deputy account manager will maintain accountability for meeting all scheduled dates 


and, per the established schedule, will ensure that the joint DHCFP and HPES team is 


updated on progress toward the milestones.  


11.6.2.6 Prepare certification review materials in preparation for multiple meetings with CMS and 


DHCFP in support of CMS’ certification review process. Materials may include but is not limited to: 


A. Meeting or walkthrough agendas and subsequent meeting minutes; 


B. Specific documentation pertaining to the review of a particular MMIS subsystem or business area; 


C. System or user documentation pertaining to the review of a particular MMIS subsystem or 


business area; 


D. Materials in presentation format as requested by DHCFP or CMS in preparation for the review; and 


E. Materials that support walkthrough with CMS and DHCFP, of various system components, 


functional, or business areas. 


HPES understands the importance of providing thorough documentation in support of CMS 


certification. We will verify that the proper certification review materials are completed and 
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ready for the multiple meetings required for the CMS certification review process. The 


review materials will include, but are not limited to the following: 


• Meeting and walkthrough agendas and meeting minutes 


• Weekly status and written project updates 


• Road maps, crosswalks, or checklists that may supplement existing CMS checklists 


• Specific documentation that pertains to specific MMIS subsystems and business areas 


• System and user documentation that pertains to the specific MMIS subsystem or 


business area being reviewed 


• Support documentation related to the various system components and the functional or 


business area.  


HPES will present the documentation in the format that is requested by DHCFP or CMS in 


preparation for their review. 


11.6.2.7 Establish an online and/or physical repository of materials or information that will be used to 


support CMS’ certification review. The repository must adhere to access and security guidelines 


established by DHCFP. 


The best way to manage the multi-media format of certification documentation is to establish 


an online documentation repository. HPES will use SharePoint to store support materials 


and information for CMS certification. The repository will include an electronic library of 


folders, each of which will address one of the functional areas in the CMS Certification 


Toolkit. Each folder will include a contents list and exhibits that demonstrate compliance with 


the requirements in that functional area.  


An online repository, such as SharePoint, is the best way to manage the enormous amount 


of information needed for the CMS certification. It assures DHCFP and HPES that the 


documentation has been gathered, and allows full documentation version control. The 


repository will be available to DHCFP staff members and will adhere to DHCFP access and 


security guidelines. 


11.6.2.8 Participate in CMS certification review meetings, onsite reviews/walkthroughs, or 


teleconference calls as requested by DHCFP, in preparation of, throughout, and post CMS’ MMIS 


certification review process. 


Our operations team will participate in meetings—from preparation through to post-CMS 


certification—that are necessary for the duration of the CMS certification process. We will 


participate and support DHCFP in review meetings, onsite reviews, walkthroughs and 


teleconference calls as requested by DHCFP.  


11.6.2.9 Work with DHCFP to establish a corrective action plan including but not limited to an 


approach and schedule for addressing certification review findings reported by CMS within a 


timeframe that is acceptable to CMS and DHCFP. 


Identification and tracking of problems will be important to the certification documentation 


process. After a problem has been identified and logged into a tracking list, HPES’ 
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certification team will analyze the problem and document their recommendations for 


corrections and modifications needed for certification.   


Working with DHCFP, HPES will establish a corrective action plan to address any 


outstanding certification review findings reported by CMS. The corrective action plan will 


include our approach to correcting the issues, and a schedule that is within a time frame 


acceptable to both CMS and DHCFP. We will review and document the identified issues and 


corrective actions through to their resolution.  


The corrections and modifications needed for certification will receive DHCFP’s approval 


before inclusion in the CMS certification package.  


11.6.2.10 Perform corrective actions and address deficiencies identified by CMS, in a manner that is 


acceptable to CMS and DHCFP. Corrective actions taken shall be documented and submitted to 


DHCFP for evidential and record management purposes. 


The corrective action plan and schedule will be used to address the deficiencies identified 


by CMS in a manner that will be acceptable to CMS and DHCFP. We will document the 


work and submit proof to DHCFP that the deficiencies have been corrected. 


11.6.3 Contractor Performance Responsibilities 


11.6.3.1 The Vendor’s post implementation review should be conducted no later than thirty (30) days 


prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review. Post implementation review results should be provided 


to DHCFP for review and approval. 


HPES will conduct the post implementation review no later than 30 days prior to CMS’s 


scheduled certification review. We will document our results and provide DHCFP with a 


report for review and approval. 


11.6.3.2 Submit to DHCFP for review, a Post Implementation Review Report no later than fifteen (15) 


working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification review. 


A Post Implementation Review Report will be submitted no later than 15 working days prior 


to CMS’s scheduled certification review to DHCFP. 


11.6.3.3 Work with DHCFP to establish a schedule that will promote coordination of DHCFP and 


Fiscal Agent responsibilities associated with CMS certification review process. The schedule shall be 


submitted to DHCFP no later than thirty (30) working days prior to CMS’ scheduled certification 


review. 


HPES’ skilled project management staff will develop a thorough coordination schedule that 


will support the CMS certification review process. We will develop the schedule in 


conjunction with DHCFP, and will submit the final schedule for DHCFP review no later than 


30 working days prior to CMS schedule certification review. 


11.6.4 Contractor Deliverables 


11.6.4.1 Updated MECT Checklists. 


11.6.4.2 Post Implementation Review Report. 


11.6.4.3 Certification Review Schedule. 


11.6.4.4 Pre-certification Review Materials. 
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11.6.4.5 Online or Physical Certification Review Repository. 


11.6.4.6 Corrective Action Plan (in response to CMS’ certification review results). 


11.6.4.7 Documented Evidence of Corrective Actions. 


HPES will submit CMS-related deliverables within the required time lines. The following 


exhibit lists the CMS deliverables and their time lines: 


CMS Deliverables Deliverable Time Line 


Updated MECT Checklists Prior to when the CMS certification review 
process begins 


Post Implementation Review Report No later than 15 working days prior to the CMS 
scheduled certification review. 


Certification Review Schedule No later than 30 working days prior to the CMS 
scheduled certification review 


Pre-certification Review Materials Agreed on date per the Certification Review 
Schedule 


Online or Physical Certification Review 
Repository 


Agreed on date per the Certification Review 
Schedule 


Corrective Action Plan Within a time frame that is acceptable to CMS 
and DHCFP 


Documented Evidence of Corrective Actions Agreed on date per the Certification Review 
Schedule 


 


11.6.5 DHCFP Responsibilities 


11.6.5.1 Meet with CMS to obtain an understanding of their planned approach to conducting a 


certification review of Nevada’s MMIS. 


11.6.5.2 Provide CMS’ certification review approach and detailed information to the Vendor based on 


information received from CMS. 


11.6.5.3 Review and approve the Vendor’s certification schedule to ensure effective coordination of 


activities leading up to and throughout CMS’ certification review. 


11.6.5.4 Review revisions or updates incorporated into MECT checklists as provided by the Vendor. 


11.6.5.5 Review the Vendor’s post implementation review report. 


11.6.5.6 Review and respond to issues, risks, or concerns reported by the Vendor during the post 


implementation review. 


11.6.5.7 Determine and notify the Vendor of any actions that must be taken in response to issues, 


risks, concerns or the overall post implementation review results. 


11.6.5.8 Notify CMS of proposed changes to the planned CMS certification review schedule as 


necessary. 


11.6.5.9 Review all materials developed by the Vendor that will be presented or used in support of 


CMS’ certification review process. 
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11.6.5.10 Provide guidance to the Vendor associated with the establishment of an online or physical 


repository of certification review materials and information. 


11.6.5.11 Notify the Vendor of CMS’ certification review findings. 


11.6.5.12 Work with the Vendor and CMS to establish an amenable timeframe for addressing CMS’ 


certification review findings. 


11.6.5.13 Review and approve the Vendor’s plan, schedule, and approach for addressing certification 


review findings reported by CMS. 


11.6.5 14 Review and approve corrective actions performed by the Vendor in accordance with the 


approved plan for addressing certification review findings. 


With respect to CMS certification, we will make every effort to assist DHCFP by providing a 


post implementation review of the system, developing the required documentation, creating 


schedules, facilitating meetings, and correcting deficiencies—within the time lines necessary 


to meet the CMS certification requirements. 


We understand that DHCFP will meet with CMS and communicate CMS’s certification 


review approach to HPES. DHCFP has indicated in RFP Section 11.6.5 that they will work 


with HPES to review and approve CMS-related documentation and deliverables, such as the 


certification schedule, the revised MECT checklist, Post Implementation Review Report, 


corrective action plan and work, and other supporting documentation needed for the CMS 


certification. 


DHCFP will review and respond to issues, risks, and concerns and will notify HPES of any 


actions we need to take in response to those issues. DHCFP will also provide direction and 


guidance to HPES while we establish the CMS documentation repository. They will notify 


HPES of CMS review findings and will work with HPES on time frames, plans, schedules, 


and approach for addressing CMS review findings. 
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12. Scope of Work – Operational Requirement 


12.1 General Operational Requirements For All System 


Components 


12.1.1 Contractor Responsibilities General 


12.1.1.1 Provide periodic recommendations for process improvements, based on industry standards, 


best practices, and/or cost efficiencies. 


The HPES team believes in periodic reviews 


and continual improvement of manual and 


automated processes to obtain maximum 


operational efficiencies based on industry 


standards, best practices, and cost 


efficiencies. The HPES management team 


also welcomes recommendations from DHCFP 


and its staff on process improvements. As the 


fiscal agent for the Medi-Cal contract, HPES 


performed more than 50 Kaizen quality events 


to identify process improvement areas. As a 


result, HPES achieved 40 percent reduction in 


process steps and 49.5 percent reduction in 


process delays. HPES already has 


experienced Lean Six Sigma consultants and 


American Society for Quality (ASQ) and Registrar Accreditation Board (RAB) certified 


auditors that implement effective, high-production, and high-quality tools and services 


designed to improve operational performance. 


12.1.1.2 Contractor shall meet and comply with all State and Federal rules and regulations. 


We will meet and comply with all state and federal rules and regulations that affect the 


Nevada MMIS. HPES will work with the State to implement new state and federal rules and 


regulations through the change management process. 


12.1.1.3 Respond to all DHCFP inquiries within one (1) working day. 


Open communication with the State on systems related issues is critical. The HPES IT 


manager will respond to all DHCFP inquiries on system components within one working day 


of the inquiry. The HPES deputy account manager is responsible for assigning subject-


matter experts to respond to all DHCFP inquiries that are not related to system components 


within one working day. 


12.1.1.4 Maintain, and distribute as necessary, forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 


including historical and current forms. 


We will maintain an inventory of forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up and 


distribute them as necessary. Based on utilization trend, proper inventory control is 


maintained for historical and current forms for timely distribution. 


General Operational Requirements For 


All System Components 


• HP IT manager works in 


conjunction with the Deputy 


Account Manager to respond to 


system inquiries  within 1 work day 


• Open communication with the 


Department on system issues and 


remediation recommendations 


• Meet or exceed system response 


time requirements 


• Proactively respond to State and 


Federal regulation changes 
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Computing Platform – LAN/WAN  


12.1.1.5 Operate within Nevada’s current and future LAN/WAN network architecture in accordance 


with performance standards established by DHCFP. Nevada’s current LAN/WAN network architecture 


information and associated performance standards are presented in the Procurement Library. The 


Contractor’s telecommunications/data communications network must be compatible with State 


standards or be able to interface with State platforms and interconnections unless there are mutually 


agreed upon exceptions. 


HPES will operate within Nevada’s local area network/wide area network (LAN/WAN) 


architecture. HPES’ telecommunications/data communications network can interface with 


State platforms and interconnections. We will securely interconnect the State and HPES 


networks, subject to appropriate access control lists on the respective firewalls. HPES also 


will configure the firewalls to enable specific traffic, source and destination addresses, and 


protocols required for MMIS operations. 


12.1.1.6 All GUI front-end, database, middleware, and communications software, must be written in 


languages approved by DHCFP and compatible with DHCFP’s computing environment. Alternate 


languages may be proposed with the understanding that they must be approved by DHCFP. During 


the turnover period, the Contractor must take any actions necessary, including software and data 


conversion, to enable the MMIS and system components to be fully operational in DHCFP’s technical 


environment. 


The HPES Nevada MMIS developers and application maintenance personnel  that are 


responsible for graphical user interface (GUI) front-end, database, middleware, and 


communication software will use languages that are approved by DHCFP and compatible 


with DHCFP’s computing environment. The HPES IT manager will validate standard 


compliance by the application team for existing computing environments, and seek DHCFP 


approval for alternate coding languages. Having a set of standard coding languages will 


ease the daily maintenance effort and standard enforcement. HPES also acknowledges our 


responsibility for planning, coding, testing, and executing software and data conversions to 


enable the MMIS and system components to be fully operational in DHCFP’s technical 


environment. 


General Operations Outputs 


12.1.1.7 Adhere to the following standards for all outputs: 


A. All data must be edited for presence, format and consistency with other data in the update 


transaction; 


B. All headings and footers must be standard; 


C. Current date and time must be displayed; 


D. Dates must display centuries when the century information is critical. For example, date of birth. All 


stored dates must identify the century; 


E. All data labels and definitions used must be consistent throughout the system and clearly defined 


in user manuals; 


F. All MMIS generated messages must be clear and sufficiently descriptive to provide enough 


information for problem correction and be written in full English text; 
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G. All letters generated by the Nevada MMIS must have the ability to display data in upper and lower 


case; and 


H. All letters generated by the MMIS must be available in English and all other required languages 


(currently limited to Spanish). 


The HPES change management team is responsible for configuration management that 


includes adherence of standards for outputs by the application developers. During the 


requirements gathering phase, the HPES project team defines product outputs that include 


the following standards: 


• All data must be edited for presence, format and consistency with other data in the 


update transaction. 


• All headings and footers must be standard. 


• Current date and time must be displayed. 


• All dates must display centuries when the century information is critical, such as date of 


birth. Stored dates must identify the century. 


• All data labels and definitions used must be consistent throughout the system and 


clearly defined in user manuals. 


• All MMIS-generated messages must be clear and sufficiently descriptive to provide 


enough information for problem correction and written in full English text. 


• All letters generated by the Nevada MMIS must have the ability to display data in upper 


and lower case. 


• Letters generated by the MMIS must be available in English and other required 


languages, currently limited to Spanish. 


Technical Requirements – Navigation  


12.1.1.8 Maintain a user friendly systems navigation technology and a graphical user interface (GUI) 


that allows all Nevada MMIS users to move freely throughout the system using pull down menus, 


window tabs, and "point and click" navigation. In addition, the navigation process must be completed 


without having to enter identifying data more than once. "Help" screens must be included and should 


be context-sensitive in order to provide for ease of use. The use of GUI access must be standardized 


throughout the MMIS and system components. 


HPES will take over and maintain the current navigation functional capability of the existing 


MMIS, and will strive to continually improve the navigation capabilities for all Nevada users, 


allowing users to move freely throughout the system using pull down menus, window tabs, 


and point-and-click navigation. Additionally, the navigation process will be completed without 


re-entering identification data. "Help" screens will be included and will be context-sensitive to 


provide for ease of use. 


12.1.1.9 Maintain a user-friendly menu system understandable by non-technical users that provide 


access to all functional areas. This menu system must be hierarchical and provide submenus for all 


functional areas of the Nevada MMIS. However, the menu system must not restrict the ability of users 
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to directly access a screen, or the ability to access one screen from another without reverting to the 


menu structure. 


HPES application developers will maintain a user-friendly menu system that is 


understandable by non-technical users. The menu system is hierarchical and provides 


submenus for each functional area of the Nevada MMIS. The menu system will not restrict 


the users’ ability to directly access a screen or access one screen from another without 


reverting to the menu structure. 


12.1.1.10 Maintain menus that reflect a hierarchical or tree structure of the screens. Each menu item 


may indicate a list of screens or a list of submenus to indicate screen dependencies to the users. The 


system should remain available to the user from log on to log off, without the need for intermediate 


systems prompts. The user should be able to navigate to any component of the system without the 


need to enter additional user identification. 


HPES application developers will maintain menus that reflect a hierarchical and tree 


structure of the display screens. Each menu item may indicate a list of screens or a list of 


submenus to indicate screen dependencies to the users. The system will remain available to 


the user from logon to log off, without the need for intermediate systems prompts. The user 


can navigate to each system component without entering additional user identification. 


12.1.1.11 Maintain system navigation, user interface, and system access requirements that are 


standard for all authorized users of the MMIS and system components, including authorized users 


from other agencies and entities. 


HPES will use a standardize system navigation, user interface, and system access for 


authorized users of the Nevada MMIS and system components, including all authorized 


users form other State agencies and entities. 


Technical Requirements – Data Integrity/Audit Trail  


12.1.1.12 Maintain a relational database management system (RDBMS). Referential integrity of the 


data must be maintained by the RDBMS. In the event of a break in a logical unit of work, all 


previously updated data must be rolled back. The system must provide a complete online audit trail of 


data changes, as outlined in Section 12.1.1 of this RFP. 


The HPES application developers and database administrator (DBA) maintains a relational 


database management system (RDBMS) for Nevada. The DBA validates that referential 


data integrity is maintained by the RDBMS. This will allow data records to roll back if a break 


in a logical unit of work occurs. The RDBMS also is setup to provide a complete online audit 


trail of data changes. 


12.1.1.13 Permit overrides only by written prior approval granted through DHCFP authorization policy. 


Computer jobs and procedural overrides are strictly controlled through the change 


management process. HPES requests DHCFP authorization for overriding computer jobs 


and procedure overrides before submitting them through the emergency override process. 


System overrides are only active for the period of time authorized by DHCFP. 


12.1.1.14 Ensure that the system design facilitates auditing of data and paper records and that audit 


trails are provided throughout the system, including any conversion programs. The audit record must 


identify user ID, workstation ID, and date and time of change. 
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The HPES change management process requires that system designs facilitate auditing and 


paper records. Audit trails are provided throughout the system including conversion 


programs. These audit record contains user ID, workstation ID, and date and time of change 


for accountabilities. 


12.1.1.15 Incorporate audit trails in the system to track source documents and data through all 


processing stages, including the final destination. The audit trails must also allow users to trace 


processed data back to source documents 


Because we will be taking over and operating an existing system from the current 


contractor, the current system design will remain in place. HPES will continue to incorporate 


audit trails in the system to track source documents and data through all processing stages, 


including final destination for new developments. The audit trails will allow users to trace 


processed data back to the source documents. 


12.1.1.16 Maintain audit trails for data changes including but not limited to: 


A. Overrides; 


B. Updates; 


C. Insertions; 


D. Deletions; and 


E. Transformations. 


HPES will operate the current MMIS as provided at take over. For new developments and 


system modifications, HPES will implement automated processes to capture audit trails on 


procedures overrides, data record updates, insertions, deletion and data transformations. 


12.1.1.17 All updates to data and all error updates and replacement transactions must be available 


for review by DHCFP upon request. 


HPES recommends that the change management process be used to perform updates to 


data. Technical personnel should only update data in case of emergency, following an 


auditable change process. If an emergency fix is necessary to extract a transaction that the 


Nevada MMIS application cannot handle, the HP Enterprise IT manager will provide a 


recommendation to DHCFP for a permanent fixe to the system to avoid future incidents.  


12.1.1.18 Display date and user ID associated with changes on appropriate online inquiry screens 


and reports. 


HPES will continue to maintain display of the date and user ID associated with changes on 


appropriate online inquiry screens and reports.  


Technical Requirements – Data Storage and Retention  


12.1.1.19 Maintain data for online access for a minimum of seventy two (72) months. After seventy-


two (72) months the data can be archived to an unalterable electronic media agreed to by DHCFP, as 


long as a method to retrieve archived data within twenty-four (24) hours is provided.  


HPES will adhere to the data storage and retention guideline specified in this RFP. Data for 


online access is maintained for a minimum of 72 months. After 72 months, the data can be 


archived in the document storage and retention system that is implemented with the 
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approval of the State. The data archived in the document storage and retention system is 


available within 24 hours after the request. 


12.1.1.20 Restore archived data for reviewing, copying and printing, when requested by DHCFP. 


On DHCFP’s request, HPES will restore archived data in the storage and retention system 


for reviewing, copying, and printing based on the technical requirements for data storage 


and retention specified in 12.1.1.19 of the RFP. 


Processing Requirements  


12.1.1.21 Accept, enter, process, and report on requests for payment to meet the requirements of this 


RFP, DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations. Accuracy, reasonableness and 


integrity of the payment processing function must be ensured by the Contractor. 


HPES will continue to use the Nevada MMIS features for accepting, entering, processing, 


and reporting on requests for payments. The HPES team will verify the accuracy, 


reasonableness, and integrity of the payment processing functions. 


12.1.1.22 Support the exchange of data between and among the MMIS and system components to 


facilitate business functions that meet the requirements of this RFP, DHCFP policy, and State and 


Federal rules and regulations. Data may come from internal and external sources. A current interface 


inventory listing is contained in the Reference Library. 


The HPES team will support data exchange between and among the MMIS and system 


components and will inform data exchange partners of the transition. HPES will provide new 


contact information and keep the data exchange partner listed in the interface inventory 


listing abreast of the transition status and process changes. 


System Response 


12.1.1.23 The system must respond to specific user requests within response times identified by 


DHCFP. 


System response time shall be measured during normal working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 


PM, PT, Monday through Friday, with the exception of Nevada State Observed Holidays. 


The following response times will be measured: 


A. Record Search Time – The time elapsed after the search command is entered until the list of 


matching records begins to appear on the monitor; 


B. Record Retrieval Time – The time elapsed after the retrieve command is entered until the record 


data begin to appear on the monitor; 


C. Screen Edit Time – The time elapsed after the last field is filled on the screen with an enter 


command until all field entries are edited with the errors highlighted; 


D. New Screen Page Time – The time elapsed from the time a new screen is requested until the data 


from that screen start to appear on the monitor; and 


E. Print Initiation Time – The elapsed time from the command to print a screen or report until it 


appears in the appropriate queue. 


Using the existing HPES Healthcare Network Cloud (HNC) with the close proximity of the 


two major computer processing centers in Orlando and Tampa, Florida for the Nevada 
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MMIS, HPES will meet the system response requirements measurement noted in this 


section of the RFP. The system response time shall be measured during regular working 


hours, 7 a.m. to 6 p.m., Pacific Standard Time, Monday through Friday except during 


Nevada state-observed holidays. 


HPES will use Citrix EdgeSight for Endpoints— an Active Application Monitoring tool—to 


provide real-time measurement from the response time workstation, measuring the roundtrip 


time between the user-initiated action, such as record retrieval request or record search 


request, and the display of the data response to that action. 


The following response times will be measured: 


• Record Search Time—The time elapsed after the search command is entered until the 


list of matching records begins to appear on the monitor. 


• Record Retrieval Time—The time elapsed after the retrieve command is entered until 


the record data begin to appear on the monitor. 


• Screen Edit Time—The time elapsed after the last field is filled on the screen with an 


enter command until all field entries are edited with the errors highlighted. 


• New Screen Page Time—The time elapsed from the time a new screen is requested 


until the data from that screen start to appear on the monitor. 


• Print Initiation Time—The elapsed time from the command to print a screen or report 


until it appears in the appropriate queue. 


Programming Requirements  


12.1.1.24 Enable flexibility and efficiency in performing modifications using parameter and rules-


based techniques, in order to support DHCFP program changes. 


Our application developers and business analysts for the Nevada MMIS will use parameter 


and rules-based techniques that are built into Nevada MMIS for DHCFP program changes. 


The HPES Application Development team will continue using parameter and rules-based 


techniques to design and develop new applications for Nevada MMIS, which will enable 


flexibility and efficiency in performing modifications during implementation. 


12.1.1.25 Support validation checking for all transactions and interactions with the system including 


the data entry function. 


Data edits and validations are critical to making sure valid data entry is allowed into the 


system for further processing. We will continue to maintain the current MMIS as provided 


during the Takeover Phase. HPES will make recommendations to support validation 


checking for all transactions and interactions with applicable reference system files and 


tables on the current system and new developments. 


12.1.1.26 Maintain a comprehensive set of edits and audits including but not limited to the following 


points: 


A. Ensure that the transaction is subjected to all validation checks (e.g., number fields are all 


numeric); 
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B. Ensure that the transaction is subjected to all business rule edits (e.g., provider number on file, no 


drug to drug interactions are present); 


C. Store reference data in tables to support efficient maintenance of specific values; 


D. Provide a process that allows for the setting of statistical edits; 


E. Ensure that transaction data is consistent with the Data Dictionary definitions; and 


F. Ensure that the transaction is processed to the maximum extent possible and that all failed edits 


are returned to the provider with sufficient explanation to allow the provider to correct the transaction. 


We will maintain a comprehensive set of the edits and audits that are built into the current 


system, including the following: 


• Making sure that the transaction is subjected to all validation checks (for example, 


number fields are all numeric) 


• Verifying that the transaction is subjected to the business rule edits (for example, 


provider number on file, no drug to drug interactions are present) 


• Storing reference data in tables to support efficient maintenance of specific values 


• Providing a process that allows for the setting of statistical edit; 


• Verifying that transaction data is consistent with the Data Dictionary definitions 


• Making certain that the transaction is processed to the maximum extent possible and 


that failed edits are returned to the provider with sufficient explanation to allow the 


provider to correct the transaction 


If additional edits and audits are necessary for the current system, HPES will follow the 


change management process to implement the new edit or audit with the approval of the 


State. 


12.1.2 DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.1.2.1 Communicate with the Contractor on known changes to existing requirements and new 


requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and regulations. 


We understand that DHCFP will communicate known changes to existing requirements and 


new requirements of the State Medicaid Manual and State and Federal rules and 


regulations. HPES will follow the change management process to develop and implement 


these requirements for the State. 


12.1.2.2 Review and approve updates to system documentation. 


HPES understands that updates to system documentation are submitted for State review 


and approval. HPES stores the system documentation in the storage and retention system 


with documentation version control. 


12.1.2.3 Select multiple days per month during which System Response times shall be monitored, 


and conduct response time testing at a remote workstation. 


We acknowledge that the State will select multiple days each month for system response 


times monitoring and testing at a remote workstation. 
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12.1.3 System Performance Expectations 


12.1.3.1 The MMIS and systems components that support Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program 


business, (e.g., EVS, DSS, etc.) must operate in a twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days a 


week environment with a limited time period each week for maintenance. 


The Nevada MMIS and systems components that support Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 


program business will operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. If system maintenance 


becomes necessary, HPES will schedule and communicate the schedule to the State in 


advance to include a description of the reason, schedule date, and duration of the system 


maintenance downtime. HPES will group maintenance items to limit system downtime when 


possible. 


12.1.3.2 Perform and complete system upgrades and database updates made to all systems outside 


of normal working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, Monday through Friday, with the 


exception of Nevada State Observed Holidays, or at times agreed to by DHCFP. 


The HPES team will schedule system upgrades and database updates outside regular 


working hours of 7 a.m. to 6 p.m., Pacific Standard Time, Monday through Friday, with 


exception of Nevada state-observed holidays, or at times agreed to by DHCFP. As with 


other maintenance, HPES will schedule and communicate the maintenance schedule to the 


State before the actual upgrade. 


12.1.3.3 Meet MMIS and system components response time standards 


Times shall be measured for adherence to the requirements every fifteen (15) minutes during 


randomly selected days several times per month, at DHCFP's discretion, at a remote workstation. In 


addition, the Contractor must provide a system to monitor and report on response time monitoring 


results. 


1. Record Search Time – The response time must be within four (4) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of 


the record searches; 


2. Record Retrieval Time – The response time must be within four (4) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of 


the records retrieved; 


3. Screen Edit Time – The response time must be within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the 


time; 


4. New Screen/Page Time – The response time must be within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) 


of the time; and 


5. Print Initiation Time – The response time must be within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of 


the time. 


Using the existing HPES Healthcare Network Cloud (HNC) and the close proximity of the 


two major computer processing centers in Orlando and Tampa, Florida, HPES will meet the 


system response requirements specified in this section of the RFP. These performance 


standards include: 


• Record Search Time—The response time must be within four seconds for 95 percent of 


the record searches. 
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• Record Retrieval Time—The response time must be within four seconds for 95 percent 


of the records retrieved. 


• Screen Edit Time—The response time must be within two seconds for 95 percent of the 


time. 


• New Screen/Page Time—The response time must be within two seconds for 95 percent 


of the time. 


• Print Initiation Time—The response time must be within two seconds for 95 percent of 


the time. 


The standards will be monitored every 15 minutes during randomly selected days several 


times per month, at DHCFP's discretion, at a remote workstation. HPES also will provide a 


system to monitor and report on response time monitoring results. 
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 12.2 Maintenance and Change Management 


The Maintenance and Change Management requirements define contractor responsibilities for 


maintaining and modifying the Nevada MMIS. This includes how future modifications and 


enhancements to the system will be categorized, tracked and completed through the Change 


Management process (CM) and how system maintenance will be addressed through changes to table 


values, system parameters, or codes and changes requested by the contractor to maintain related 


operations. 


Maintenance and Change Management Approach 


Across several contracts and multiple 


generations, HP Enterprise Services (HPES) 


wins the respect and appreciation of our clients 


for the consistently productive and efficient 


approach to the design, development, and 


implementation of our projects. The HPES 


team brings the right combination of people, 


processes, and tools to provide exceptional 


technical and service delivery to the Nevada 


MMIS.  


Our People 


We have constructed our proposed 


organization for each staff group and project 


phase to promote the continued success of 


Nevada MMIS and to further DHCFP’s 


Medicaid objectives. Providing extensive 


experience in the project categorization, 


planning, design, development, 


implementation, and operation of Medicaid 


systems is absolutely essential to the 


successful maintenance and enhancement to 


the Nevada MMIS. HPES’ project management 


skills and implementation approach have continued to evolve and improve through the years 


as the governing standards such as IEEE and PMBOK have also progressed. 


Introducing the Nevada MMIS Project Management Office 


Successful project implementation comes through the deployment of a Project Management 


Office (PMO) staffed with experienced program and project managers. The PMO is the 


centralized, coordinating body which provides a focal point for the field of project 


management. The PMO will: 


• Be lead by a PMP certified program manager, with more than five years of MMIS 


experience, supported by a team of project managers and support staff. 


Maintenance and Change Management 


• Joint DHCFP and PMO project 


portfolio review and prioritization.  


• PMO manager coordination of 


change and project management 


processes. 


• IT Manager responsible for all 


technical and service delivery of 


the Nevada MMIS. 


• Designated resources to support 


maintenance and enhancement 


projects. 


• Integrated Project Management 


Approach - Standardized Project 


Life Cycle and the SDLC. 


• HP Project and Portfolio 


management Center (HP PPM) 


software, a best-in-class portfolio 


management tool, to support 


Nevada MMIS change and portfolio 


management. 
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• Address project management issues to support and facilitate the achievement of optimal 


project outcomes.  


• Provide comprehensive project management, portfolio management, and reporting of 


HPES IT resources and projects throughout the NV-MMIS operations period.  


• Be the focal point for all work items coming into the project from DHCFP and will be 


responsible for categorization and initiation of all maintenance and development 


projects.  


• Establish and enforce the standards based project management methodology, 


processes, and tools to be used by the Nevada MMIS Systems team. 


• Provide direction and leadership for project management, policies, standards and tools. 


• Contain dedicated project managers, who focus on the Maintenance and Enhancement 


work. 


• Maintenance Project Manager will manage the Maintenance resources and 


projects: 


− Infrastructure/Systems Maintenance Projects 


− Policy Maintenance Projects 


− Problem Resolution Projects 


− Ad hoc (PBM and DSS/MMIS) Projects 


• Enhancement project managers will manage the portfolio of Enhancement 


resources and projects: 


− Enhancement Projects 


− Rapid Response Projects 


− Existing Defect Projects 


• Contain Technical Writer and Business Analyst staff that will provide business 


knowledge and expertise for the Maintenance and Enhancement MMIS work. 


The PMO manager will be located in Nevada Fiscal Agent facility during the Operations 


Period to enable greater teamwork, communication, and responsiveness. The Nevada 


MMIS Operations IT Leadership Organization exhibit, shown next, depicts the reporting 


relationship that the Project Management Organization has under the Deputy Account 


Manager.  


 







Nevada MMIS Operations and Turnover Phase Team


 Account Executive
Lola Jordan


Deputy Account Manager
 Bharat Vashi


Pharmacy Benefits Manager
Robert Conor Smith 


(PBM -SXC)


 HIPAA Privacy & 
Security, QA Officer


 Robert Grill


Training Manager
Israel Camero


Takeover Project 
Manager


Marjie Sladek


 Takeover Systems
Manager
Mike Luk


Fiscal Manager
Judi Schafer


Healthcare Management 
Manager 


Sally Kozak


Provider Services
Manager
Jo Mallard


Claims Manager
Anissa Hussman


BA – Project  
Coordinator and 


Timekeeping


Maintenance
Project Manager 
Business Analyst


 Tech Writer


Enhancement
Project Manager
Business Analyst


Transitional and 
Functional Staff
   · Pre-Award, Start-Up
   · Transition Period
   · Readiness Assessment


Maintenance 
Tech Lead


Brad Mosburg


Enhancement 
Tech Leads


Training Manager
Israel Camero


State Single Point of Contact
   · Contractual Oversight
   · Works with HP Real Estate
   · Works with HP Finance-Invoicing
   · Works with HP Human Resources


Senior Staff


Functional Staff
   · Operations
   · Turnover


Functional Team
   · Operations
   · Turnover


PMO Manager
 Carma Dunsmore


IT Systems Manager
Mike Luk


Provider Services 
Manager
Jo Mallard


Pharmacy Benefits 
Manager


Robert Conor Smith 


Fiscal Manager
Judi Schafer


Healthcare Mgmt 
Manager


 Sally Kozak


 Claims Manager
Anissa Hussman
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Introducing the HPES Technical Team 


The IT Manager is responsible for all technical and service delivery of the Nevada MMIS and 


will work closely with the PMO Manager regarding systems projects. The IT Manager will 


oversee the local and geographically dispersed Nevada MMIS Systems team. The HPES 


technical team brings extensive experience in the planning, design, development, 


implementation, and operation of Medicaid systems. During the Operations Period, the 


HPES IT Manager will be responsible for the NV-MMIS system operations and systems 


enhancements. Business analysts and claims system experts, experienced in MMIS system 


maintenance and development will be located in Nevada for optimal communication and 


responsiveness during the Operations Period. The extended technical team will work 


remotely under the direction and guidance of the core technical team. 


Our Processes 


Integrated Project Management Approach 


HPES’s project management methodology is based on the Project Management Body of 


Knowledge (PMBOK), and Project Management Institute PMI Practice Standards. A project 


is accomplished through the integration of the project management processes. Project 


Integration Management is the key “Knowledge Area” which coordinates all aspects of a 


project. PMBOK recognizes 5 basic process groups and 9 knowledge areas typical of 


almost all projects. The basic concepts are applicable to projects, programs and operations.  


The following exhibit shows how PMBOK’s “Project Integration Management” Knowledge 


Area integrates project management disciplines from all five of the process groups.  


PMBOK V3.0 Process Groups and Project Integration Management Knowledge Area 


 PMBOK Process Groups 


PMBOK 


Knowledge 


Area 


Initiating Planning Executing 
Monitoring and 


Controlling 
Closing 


Project 


Management 


Integration 


Develop Project 


Charter 


Develop 


preliminary project 


scope statement 


Develop Project 


Management 


Plan 


Manage 


Project 


Execution 


Monitor and Control 


project work 


Integrated Change 


Control 


Close Project 


 


The integrated project management processes directly and indirectly affect one another in 


the project plan, creating project management synchronization. The intersection of all 


project control processes including change and issue management are factored into HPES’ 


integration of project management processes.   


Standard templates for the project management plans (Scope, Time, Issue, Change, Quality 


Assurance, Cost, Resource, Communications and Risk) are designed to integrate the 


project management processes that will be used for Transition and Operations projects.  
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See sample project management plans in Tab VII – Scope of Work within the Confidential 


Technical Information binder Tab.  


Standard Project Life Cycle 


The HPES Project Management Office classifies all system change work as a “project” 


whether it is transition work, or operations period work. The project approach assures that a 


standardized life cycle is used so that DHCFP will enjoy consistency in performance and 


delivery across the eight NV MMIS project types described in section 12.2.6. 


All project types have a consistent “Initiation Phase,” and the subsequent phases are 


tailored according to the size of the change. A standard project template will be established 


for each of the enhancement/maintenance project types and will follow the same project life 


cycle. The standard project life cycle is a key component of the change management 


process, as shown in section 12.2.7. 


Standard Systems Development Life Cycle 


The proposed change management process includes a standard Systems Development Life 


Cycle (SDLC) that has been used extensively across the MMIS implementations completed 


by HPES. The SDLC is based on IEEE standards, and has been tailored for Nevada. Our 


SDLC will be used appropriately and consistently across all types of project work. 


Depending on the size and complexity of the project type, the SDLC will be tailored to 


include the tasks that are necessary to complete the project.  


The SDLC employs a rigorous set of processes, input, outputs, and tools to support a 


project from inception through deployment and support. All processes depicted in the 


Systems Development Life Cycle exhibit (shown in Section 12.2.7) will apply to 


Enhancement projects. 


Our Tools 


HP Project and Portfolio Management Center (HP PPM) 


The HPES Project Management Office brings HP Project and Portfolio Management Center 


(HP PPM) software, a best-in-class portfolio management tool, to Nevada MMIS change and 


portfolio management. HP PPM is a web-based, integrated project and portfolio 


management and control COTS tool. It provides real-time visibility into strategic and 


operational activities, including in-flight projects, proposals under review, and all non-project 


work. The HP PPM tool will be installed and configured to satisfy the needs of the proposed 


Change Management System during the Transition and Operations periods.  


HP PPM - An Integrated Project Management Tool 


HPES Project Management software integrates project management and process controls 


to reduce the number of project/schedule overruns, thereby reducing project risks and costs. 


HP PPM automates processes for managing scope, risk, quality, issues, and schedules. The 


HPES Systems project managers will use HP PPM to plan, schedule, and execute both 


maintenance and enhancement projects.  
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HP PPM - A Comprehensive Portfolio Management Tool 


HP PPM software provides the information and process to make effective portfolio 


decisions—from proposal initiation, justification and review to project initiation, execution, 


deployment, and benefits realization. HP PPM’s portfolio management features provide the 


method for managing future modifications and enhancements to the NV MMIS, enabling 


them to be categorized, tracked and completed through the Change Management process. 


HP PPM automatically determines the best mix of proposed projects, and assets based on 


user-defined criteria. 


HP PPM – Provides Comprehensive Resource Management 


The resource management component of HP PPM, provides comprehensive resource 


analysis, which includes both strategic and operational activities at any stage in the lifecycle. 


This holistic approach enables a complete understanding of where resources are currently 


committed and allocated. In turn, project managers can quickly respond to changes with a 


clear understanding of the effects on resource capacity and work prioritization. 


Maintenance Activities 


12.2.1 Operational Maintenance 


The contractor must perform all operations maintenance and support to meet the requirements for the 


operational scope of work provided in Section 10 and 12 of this RFP. The operations period must 


provide for continuous effective and efficient operation of the Nevada MMIS. 


To efficiently meet the maintenance and change management requirements in this RFP, we 


propose a Project Management Office (PMO) and have organized our Systems team into 


two teams, Maintenance and Enhancement. The PMO is a centralized, coordinating body 


within the Systems team that will provide a focal point for all Nevada MMIS project work. 


The Maintenance team is responsible for ongoing changes relative to operational 


maintenance, policy maintenance, infrastructure maintenance and correction of defects. The 


Enhancement team is responsible for completion of system development and other non-


maintenance systems work such as correction of defects that existed in the baseline system 


of the Nevada MMIS prior to the takeover. The Systems team will perform all operations 


maintenance and support, and provide continuous effective and efficient operation of the 


Nevada MMIS as described in Sections 10 and 12 of the RFP. 


12.2.2 Contractor Responsibilities 


12.2.2.1 Schedule and perform ongoing operations tasks to ensure system tuning, performance 


response time, database stability and processing. 


The Maintenance team will schedule and perform ongoing operation tasks, update servers 


and desktops to ensure that vendor patch releases are applied, verify that the database and 


system environments are within agreed tolerances, and the built-in configurations and 


settings are optimally tuned for response time and database stability. We will adhere to 


terms of the contract requirements for the frequency of these operational tasks. 


12.2.2.2 Initiate routine production schedules. 
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The Maintenance team will initiate a routine production release schedule, based on the 


needs of the NV MMIS and approval by DHCFP.  A pre-defined production release schedule 


enables system changes to be methodically tested in conjunction with all changes going into 


a particular release and reduces the risk of unanticipated issues. Prior to each production 


release, a communication will be sent to all key users/leaders within HPES and DHCFP, 


announcing the new release.  


In addition, a process will be defined for accelerated release of system changes that may 


have mandated implementation dates that do not coincide with the scheduled release 


calendar.  


12.2.2.3 Maintain tables/databases that are not automatically updated during scheduled data loads. 


The Maintenance team will maintain tables and databases. Processes will be developed and 


documented to identify the requirements for the databases and tables that fall in this 


category. The processes will be tested, standardized, and published for the purpose of 


stability in these environments. These processes will align with the current or proposed 


requirements of the systems and/or the RFP. 


12.2.2.4 Maintain security to include maintenance of user accounts. 


HPES will process user login ID changes, additions, terminations and password changes in 


accordance with section 11.4.3 above. To further protect your security, user IDs of HPES 


and DHCFP staff who leave the account will be disabled within 24 hours of their departure. 


The procedures will include an audit trail and appropriate approval of all changes to login 


IDs. 


12.2.2.5 Maintain all database and application servers and related hardware. 


We will maintain and monitor the vendor agreements that support all hardware and software 


being used in this solution. The maintenance team will schedule and ensure server 


hardware preventive maintenance is performed. Additionally, we will arrange for receipt of 


all vendor patch releases, test them through an approved deployment process then apply to 


production when certified stable. Maintenance will be reviewed to verify that all security 


evaluations have been completed. System maintenance will be provided during pre-


arranged and State-approved windows to reduce disruption to the user community. 


Notifications will be disseminated as part of the change control process.  


12.2.2.6 Provide and install upgrades of hardware and software during operations of the system as 


well as its maintenance. 


Hardware and software upgrades will flow through the development and system test 


environments prior to implementation into production. This process verifies that all security 


elements have been identified and that the application or database is not broken during the 


upgrade. The application of the upgrade to production will follow the change control 


processes including the notification to the account staff and DHCFP. Part of the change 


control process will be to identify the appropriate window to apply these changes to the 


production environment with minimal or no user impact to access of the systems. 
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12.2.2.7 Provide ongoing maintenance and submit updates to system documentation within thirty (30) 


days of DHCFP approval of a corrective action plan of a deficiency, or of implementation of a 


software modification. 


The Maintenance team will be responsible for updated system documentation relative to 


deficiency corrective action plan, and implementation of a software upgrade modification. 


The provision of system documentation will be accounted for in the system development life 


cycle for system modification project types, and will verify that system documentation 


updates are completed within 30 days DHCFP approval of corrective action plan of a 


deficiency, or of implementation of software modification.  


In accordance with the requirement set forth in section “10.1 


Overview of Operations Period”, system documentation will be 


sustained within the budgeted effort of annual system and 


programmer analyst support and result in no additional cost to 


DHCFP. 


 


12.2.2.8 Maintain updated user and system documentation. 


The Maintenance team will be responsible for maintaining updated user and system 


documentation.  


In accordance with the requirement set forth in section “10.1 Overview of Operations 


Period”, maintenance of system documentation will be performed within the budgeted effort 


of annual system and programmer analyst support and result in no additional cost to 


DHCFP. 


12.2.2.9 Respond to production problems and emergency situations according to DHCFP-approved 


guidelines. 


The Maintenance team will follow DHCFP-approved guidelines for escalation and 


implementation of fixes in response to production problems and emergency situations. The 


Maintenance team will be responsible for monitoring the production system to prepare for 


the earliest possible response to system problems. CA-7 will be used as the production 


cycle scheduling tool. Automatic pages will be sent to the on-call maintenance staff when 


there is a production system problem, enabling a rapid response and follow-up to production 


problems and emergency situations. In addition, DHCFP will always have access to HPES 


staff should they have questions or requests coming from CMS, budget changes or 


legislative requests. 


12.2.2.10 Maintain certification standards established during the CMS system review. 


During the design phase of enhancement projects, the current Medicaid Enterprise 


Certification Toolkit (MECT) checklists will be assessed to make sure that certification 


standards are maintained throughout the system development. An estimate of the work to 


comply with the MECT and checklists will be included and planned into the project schedule.  


The post implementation review will verify that the implemented enhancement maintains the 


certification standard established during the CMS system review. 


In support of DHCFP’s 
budget-neutral 
procurement, system 
documentation will be 
updated at no 
additional cost. 
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12.2.2.11 Submit a monthly invoice and supporting documentation for reimbursement of operations, 


as specified by DHCFP. 


Project Management Office (PMO) 


To efficiently manage the various project management and organizational efforts required 


for the Nevada MMIS maintenance and operations, the Maintenance team will include a 


Project Management Office (PMO). The PMO is led by a program manager who will provide 


a single point of contact for DHCFP in regard to all things related to maintenance and 


enhancement projects.  


Supporting Documentation for the Monthly Invoice 


The PMO using data from HP PPM, the project and portfolio management tool, will 


assemble the supporting documentation for the monthly invoice, including details of total 


maintenance and modification hours and the FTE’s used for the effort. The supporting 


documentation will be provided to the HPES finance department which will compile the 


systems supporting documentation with operations supporting documentation, and submit 


the invoice and supporting documentation to DHCFP for reimbursement of operations. 


12.2.2.12 Submit monthly written operations period status reports to DHCFP, including details of the 


total maintenance and modification hours and the FTE’s utilized for that effort. 


The HPES Program Office will submit monthly operations status reports to DHCFP, which 


include details of the maintenance and enhancement hours and FTEs used during that 


period. In addition, the discrete projects will be listed with a description of the project’s 


status. 


12.2.2.13 Provide adequate maintenance and modification staffing levels to meet the requirements of 


this contract. 


The Project Management Office and the IT manager verify that we have adequate staffing 


levels to meet the requirements of the contract. 


• The Project Management Office makes sure that resources are promptly assigned to 


the highest priority work, so that workflow and productivity can be optimized.  


• The Systems team is organized into two teams, Maintenance and Enhancement. This 


clear separation verifies that we have enough staff to cover the critical operational and 


maintenance work, and enables HPES to cleanly report maintenance and enhancement 


effort with no resources logging time to both categories in the same period.  


• Project managers will verify that all work is completed using a standardized project 


approach, regardless of the project type.  


− Maintenance project managers will be responsible for resource assignments and 


management of “Maintenance” projects (Infrastructure Maintenance, Systems 


Maintenance, Policy Maintenance, Problem Resolution, and Ad Hoc).  


−  Enhancement project managers will be responsible for resource assignments and 


management of “Enhancement” projects (Rapid Response, Existing Defect, and 


Enhancement). 
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• A core team of business analysts and technical leads will provide subject-matter 


expertise and technical guidance to the remote maintenance and development team 


members. 


12.2.2.14 Request approval to utilize FTE hours for IT programming staff that exceeds DHCFP-


defined criteria. 


Projects will be monitored as they progress to make sure that 


the approved hours are not exceeded. The HPES Project 


Management Office will also monitor the utilization levels of the 


41,600 programming hours. In advance of exhausting 


approved hours, the HPES Project Management Office will 


request approval to use additional hours.  


12.2.3 Progress Milestones 


12.2.3.1 Adherence to operational performance expectations for each Nevada MMIS function as 


found in Section 12 of this RFP. 


Monthly operational performance expectations reporting will provide progress milestones 


and visibility to performance expectations that include system up time, system response 


time, and reporting out of the response time monitoring system. In addition, milestones 


relative to the core MMIS functions in section 12.5 and the peripheral system tools found in 


section 12.6 will be included in the report. 


12.2.4 Contractor Deliverables 


12.2.4.1 Monthly operations period status reports.  


The HPES Program Office will submit monthly operations status reports to DHCFP, which 


include details of the maintenance and enhancement hours and FTEs used during that 


period. In addition, the discrete projects will be listed with a description of the project’s 


status. 


12.2.5 DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.2.5.1 Initiate, or review and follow up on, operations production problem reports. 


12.2.5.2 Review and approve updates to system and user documentation. 


The HPES team acknowledges that these are DHCFP’s responsibilities. 


12.2.6 Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.2.6.1 Distribute meeting and planning session documentation to DHCFP for verification within five 


(5) working days following the meeting or planning session. 


The HPES Program Office will distribute meeting and planning 


session documentation, including action items and key decisions, 


within five working days following planning sessions and meetings. 


Additionally, the HPES program office would like to initiate weekly 


project prioritization planning meetings with DHCFP leadership to 


present the project charters for emerging projects and enable 


DHCFP meeting participants the opportunity to review the project 


Before approved hours 
are exhausted, the 
HPES Project 
Management Office will 
request approval for 
additional hours. 


DHCFP leadership 
will be able to assess 
the incoming 
workload through 
project prioritization 
meetings. 
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charters and make approval or deferral decisions on the projects. Through this meeting, 


DHCFP leadership will be kept appraised of the incoming workload and will be able to make 


sure that the most urgent work is given the highest priority. 


DHCFP/HPES Project Prioritization Meeting 


The HPES Project Management Office will provide the agenda, and meeting materials for 


the project prioritization meeting. At the meeting, the HPES Project Management Office will 


present project charters for new projects that have emerged since the last meeting. The 


project charter is a concise statement of the project work, identifies the project sponsor, 


stakeholders, and timeliness needs that were listed on the Change Request Form or System 


Ticket that initiated the project. DHCFP will review the project charters and make a 


determination of the project priority, and render decisions regarding authorization to start, 


delay, defer, or cancel the project.  


Nevada Project Types 


The HPES Project Management Office classifies all system change work as a “project” 


whether it is maintenance or system development work. These could be new system 


development projects such as Enhancements and Existing Defect projects, or could be 


maintenance projects such as Problem Resolution or Policy Maintenance projects. A 


standard project plan template will be established for each project type to ensure that the 


appropriate project management and system development rigor is employed. The “project” 


approach verifies that a standardized life cycle is used so that DHCFP will enjoy consistency 


in performance and delivery across the multiple project types described in the following 


exhibit. 


NV Project Types 


Project Type Description Initiated via Supported by 


Problem Resolution Project to resolve system defect 
introduced by HPES 


System problem 
ticket 


HPES Maintenance 
Sub-team 


Existing Defect Project to resolve system 
defects in the baseline system 
prior to takeover 


System problem 
ticket 


HPES 
Enhancement Sub-
team 


Rapid Response Project to respond to 
emergencies not covered by 
Maintenance 


Change Request 
form 


HPES 
Enhancement Sub-
team 


Ad hoc Project to complete DSS/MMIS 
or PBM query requests 


Change Request 
form 


HPES Maintenance 
Sub-team 


Enhancement Project to complete functional 
changes to the system 


Change Request 
form 


HPES 
Enhancement Sub-
team 


Infrastructure 
Maintenance 


Project to install, maintain, or 
repair system infrastructure 


Operational 
maintenance 


HPES Maintenance 
Sub-team 


System Maintenance Project to upgrade or maintain 
system software 


Operational 
maintenance 


HPES Maintenance 
Sub-team 
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Project Type Description Initiated via Supported by 


Policy Maintenance Project to maintain tables or 
data to implement policy 
changes 


DHCFP Procedure 
memo 


HPES Maintenance 
Sub-team 


Meeting and Planning Session Documentation 


The Project Management Office will come prepared to the DHCFP and HPES Project 


Prioritization meeting with a completed project charter for the recommended project 


approach, and will provide an explanation for why the problem resolution or existing defect 


project type is being recommended. Additionally, the Project Management Office will 


distribute meeting and planning session notes to DHCFP for verification within five working 


days following the meeting or planning session.  


12.2.6.2 Track and provide a monthly report for DHCFP approval, hours expended and available for 


Contractor’s modification and enhancement design, testing, and implementation activities. Report 


should include elements as identified by DHCFP. The report must be provided within 5 days following 


the last working day of the reporting period. 


The HPES Project Management Office will draft a monthly enhancement project report that 


identifies hours expended and available and including elements as identified by DHCFP. 


After DHCFP approval of the draft monthly Enhancement report, the Project Management 


Office will track and provide the monthly Enhancement report monthly, within five days 


following the last working day of the reporting period. 


12.2.6.3 Track and maintain problem logs and allow DHCFP access to the problem logs as needed. 


Issues that arise in the core MMIS and peripheral systems and tool will be documented as a 


system ticket. System tickets will be maintained in a problem log and the status of all system 


tickets will be available to DHCFP and HPES stakeholders. The HPES Project Management 


Office will triage these tickets, research the issue, and prepare a recommendation for the 


ticket to be handled as one of two project types, “Problem Resolution” or “Existing Defect.” 


See the change management activities in the next section for a description of how the 


Problem Resolution and Existing Defect projects are organized and monitored to verify that 


stakeholders for system tickets remain informed throughout the life of the ticket. 


Change Management Activities 


The Change Management process shall apply to the core MMIS and peripheral systems and tools.  


12.2.7 Each vendor must propose a Change Management process through which ongoing system 


modifications and/or enhancements of the NV MMIS will be managed and considered by DHCFP and 


the Contractor. DHCFP is seeking an approach to Change Management based on industry best 


practices and successful implementation on one or more similar large scale IT projects. 


The purpose of the Change Management process is to facilitate the organized planning, 


development, and execution of modifications and enhancements to the NV MMIS, which includes the 


core MMIS as well as all peripheral systems and tools that support Medicaid claims processing. 
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The Change Management process shall apply to all systems and tools. 


The change management process proposed has been used with great success at other 


MMIS accounts supported by the HPES team. It will apply to the core MMIS and peripheral 


systems and tools. Additionally, the change management process applies to all project 


types, whether they are system development projects, such as Enhancement projects, or 


maintenance projects, such as Problem Resolution projects. The change management 


process includes the elements, shown in the following exhibit, Change Management 


Process which are described in this section. 


• Project Initiation Framework 


• Standard Project Life Cycle 


• Standard Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 


• Weekly DHCFP/HPES Project Prioritization Meetings 


Change Management Process 


 


 


The proposed change management process verifies that ongoing system modifications and 


enhancements of the NV MMIS will be managed and considered by DHCFP and HPES. The 


process is based on successful implementation for other MMIS implementations performed 


by HPES. The proposed change management process keeps communication channels 
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open while facilitating the organization, planning, development, and execution of 


modifications and enhancements to the MMIS. All system change work will be undertaken 


using a “project” approach, with a standard project schedule and project management 


oversight.  


Project Initiation Framework 


The proposed change management process starts with a standard “Project Initiation 


Framework” that verifies that system changes are organized within a project structure, and 


follow a standardized project life cycle and system development life cycle. This structure is 


shown in the following exhibit Standard Project Initiation Framework. 


Standard Project Initiation Framework 


Issues that arise in the core MMIS and peripheral systems and tool will be documented as a 


System Issue Ticket. Ideas for system changes or ad hoc reports will be documented as a 


Change Request. System Issue Tickets and Change Requests are used as the initiator for 


one of five Nevada MMIS project types. 


System and Infrastructure Maintenance projects are proactively initiated by the maintenance 


team, based on operational requirements for maintaining the Nevada MMIS. Additionally, 


Policy Maintenance projects are initiated through a procedure memo provided by DHCFP.  


Issues that initiate projects 


The HPES Project Management Office will triage the incoming issue tickets, research the 


issue, and prepare a recommendation for the ticket to be handled as one of two project 


types: 


• The HPES program manager will recommend a “Problem Resolution” project type to 


resolve system defects introduced by HPES. The Maintenance team will be assigned to 


complete the Problem Resolution project and we will be responsible for all costs 


associated with this type of project.  
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• The HPES program manager will recommend an “Existing Defect” project type to resolve 


system defects that existed in the baseline system or operations prior to the takeover. 


We will not be held responsible for costs associated with the “Existing Defect” project 


type. 


Change Requests that initiate projects 


The Change Request Form described in section 12.2.8.1 will be used by DHCFP and HPES 


staff to request a project for DHCFP consideration. The form will contain fields including 


reason for change request, detailed description of change, sponsor of the change, and an 


indication of the project type: 


• Rapid Response—Projects will be used to respond to emergency support issues not 


covered in maintenance. Time spent on rapid response projects will be tracked and 


reported under the enhancement category. 


• Ad Hoc—Projects will be used by the DSS/MMIS and PBM analysts to complete ad hoc 


DSS and MMIS queries and analysis. Time spent on ad hoc projects will be tracked and 


reported under the maintenance category. 


• Enhancement—Projects will be used to implement new system functions, or 


performance requirements beyond the current system requirements. Time spent on 


enhancement projects will apply to the 41,600 hour pool of programming hours. 


Standard Project Life Cycle 


The proposed change management process includes a “standard project life cycle” that 


provides consistency in process and delivery of all project types, whether they are 


maintenance projects, such as Problem Resolution and Policy Maintenance, or systems 


development projects like Enhancement projects. All projects have a consistent Initiation 


Phase, and the subsequent phases are tailored according to the size of the change. A 


standard project template will be established for each project type (problem resolution, 


policy maintenance, ad hoc, enhancement, and existing defect) and will follow the same 


project life cycle. 


The standard project life cycle is a key component of the change management process, as 


shown in the following exhibit, Nevada Project Life Cycle. 
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Nevada Project Life Cycle 


 


Standard Systems Development Life Cycle 


The proposed change management process includes a standard Systems Development Life 


Cycle (SDLC) that has been used extensively across the MMIS implementations completed 


by HPES. The SDLC is based on IEEE standards, and has been tailored specifically for 


Nevada MMIS project activities. Our SDLC will be used appropriately and consistently 


across all types of project work. Depending on the size and complexity of the project type, 


the SDLC will be followed to include the tasks that are necessary to complete the project.  


The SDLC employs a rigorous set of processes, inputs, outputs, and tools to support a 


project from inception through deployment and support. All processes depicted in the 


following SDLC exhibit, Systems Development Life Cycle will apply to Enhancement 


projects. 
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Systems Development Life Cycle 


 


Systems Development Life Cycle Phases 


The exhibit above depicts the four main phases of the SDLC, Business Design, Technical 


Design, Build, Configure, Test, and Implement; it also identifies the high-level tasks that will 


be completed for each phase. The Project schedule template for each project type will 


include each of these phases, and the tasks that are appropriate for each project type. For 


example, the Ad Hoc project type may have a very limited Build, Configure, and Test phase, 


assuming that the ad hoc request is for analysis and reporting and not for system 


development; whereas, an Enhancement project type would include all of the high-level 


tasks in the project schedule for the Build, Configure, and Test phase.  


Throughout the SDLC, DHCFP stakeholders will be involved through regular project status 


meetings, requirements development sessions, test plan and results review, deliverable 


reviews and approvals, and approval to implement. 


Business Design Phase—This phase is initiated after DHCFP has approved the project 


charter and authorized the project work to commence. During this phase, the DHCFP and 


HPES project stakeholders gather to identify the scope and requirements for the project. 


The focus during this phase is on high level requirements and detailed business 


requirements that will establish the boundaries for the scope of the project. The HPES 
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Project team will develop a test and release strategy to be included in the Business Design 


deliverable document . This deliverable includes the high level design of the system 


changes. The Business Design deliverable will be reviewed with DHCFP stakeholders prior 


to submission where feedback and concerns can be addressed in a timely manner. 


Technical Design Phase—During this phase, the HPES Project team develops the 


technical solution that corresponds to the approved business design. The application details 


are designed, test specifications are developed, and the implementation is planned. For 


system development projects, the technical design is documented in a Technical Design 


deliverable and includes the detailed design for the system changes. The Technical Design 


deliverable will be reviewed with DHCFP stakeholders prior to submission so that DHCFP 


feedback and concerns can be addressed before system construction begins. 


Build, Configure, and Test Phase—During this phase, the HPES Project team uses the 


approved technical design to construct the system changes. Test specifications are refined 


as needed to include testing of all technical components. Each changed component is unit 


tested thoroughly before it is admitted to system testing. System testing tests all 


components in the planned release as an integrated unit. The HPES Project team will 


document the test results and provide them to DHCFP stakeholders for review and 


feedback. DHCFP will use the test results from each project to confirm their approval of the 


system changes to proceed to implementation. 


Implement—During the Implementation phase, the HPES Project team follows their 


implementation plan, promotes the system changes to the production environment, and 


monitors the system changes to make sure that there are no post implementation defects. 


An implementation notice is sent advising Nevada MMIS stakeholders of the implemented 


system changes. System documentation is updated and training is provided, where 


applicable, to the project. The system changes are turned over to the Operational Support 


team for ongoing maintenance. 


DHCFP/HPES Project Prioritization Meeting 


The unifying component of our change management process is 


the proposed, weekly, DHCFP/HPES Prioritization meeting. This 


meeting provides a mechanism for DHCFP to prioritize the 


workload for the HPES Maintenance and Enhancement teams. At 


this meeting, the HPES Project Management Office will present 


project recommendations and project charters for the projects that 


have entered the pipeline since the last meeting. 


At the Project Prioritization meeting, DHCFP will review the recommendations and project 


charters, and determine the priority of the new projects and whether or not the project 


charter will be approved. After DHCFP approval, the project will be started. 


12.2.8 The proposed Change Management solution submitted in response to this RFP must include 


the following: 


12.2.8.1 Provide a change request form/process that includes the following minimum fields/topics to 


be completed as information becomes available through research and request consideration: 


DHCFP will be able to 
make project 
authorization decisions 
that will enable DHCFP 
priorities to become a 
reality. 
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A. Reason for change request; 


B. Detailed description of requested change; 


C. Potential impacts to other system or process areas; 


D. Estimated hours to complete modification or enhancement; 


E. Tracking of decisions and discussions regarding the request; 


F. Reason for non-approval; 


G. Date of approval; and 


H. Approval signatures for specific DHCFP and Contractor management. 


The Change Request Form proposed by HPES will include the fields identified in 


requirement 12.2.8.1 at a minimum. 


Field/Topic Purpose Responsible Value 


A. Reason for Change 


Request 


Describes the business 


value of the requested 


work 


DHCFP or HPES project 


“sponsor” 


The business value of 


the requested work can 


be compared with the 


estimated costs to 


determine return on 


investment 


B.  Detailed description 


of requested change 


Describes the requested 


change in terms of 


system functionality 


DHCFP or HPES project 


“sponsor” 


Provides initial scope of 


work boundaries for the 


project 


C.  Potential impacts to 


other systems or 


process areas 


Lists potential impacts to 


other in-flight projects, 


systems, or process 


areas 


HPES project manager 


and HPES program 


manager 


Helps to determine the 


priority of the new 


project, considering 


potential impacts in other 


areas 


D.  Estimated hours to 


complete 


modification or 


enhancement 


Indicates the preliminary 


estimate of hours to 


complete the 


modification or 


enhancement 


HPES project manager 


and team will document 


the preliminary estimate 


in the Project Charter 


This rough preliminary 


estimate will be useful to 


DHCFP leadership in 


determining whether or 


not to move the project 


forward 


E. Tracking of 


decisions and 


discussions 


regarding the 


request 


Indicates the project 


sponsor and stakeholder, 


and decisions that are 


made regarding the 


request 


HPES project manager 


will use HP PPM to track 


decisions and 


discussions regarding 


the request 


All pertinent information 


regarding the request will 


be accessible in HP 


PPM, including the 


Change Request form, 


Project Charter, and 


eventually any issues, 


deliverables, and 


DHCFP approvals 


F. Reason for non-


approval 


Describes the reason 


that DHCFP is 


disapproving the Change 


HPES program manager 


will document DHCFP 


approvals and 


Information on DHCFP 


disapproval of Change 


Requests will be 
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Field/Topic Purpose Responsible Value 


Request disapprovals of Change 


Requests – out of the 


DHCFP/HPES Project 


Prioritization meeting. 


documented in the 


DHCFP/HPES Project 


Prioritization meeting 


notes, so that it can be 


referenced by DHCFP 


and HPES leadership in 


the future. 


G. Date of Approval Indicates the date that 


DHCFP approved the 


Change Request to 


become a project 


DHCFP will sign and 


date the Change 


Request form indicating 


their approval to start the 


project 


The approved Project 


Charter and signed 


Change Request form 


establish the authority for 


the project to begin. 


H. Approval Signatures Same as above Same as above Same as above 


 


Additionally, the form will capture the sponsor or primary stakeholder, and the option to 


indicate the following specific project type: 


• Rapid Response projects—Will be used to respond to emergency support issues not 


covered in maintenance. Time spent on rapid response projects will be classified as 


Enhancement hours. 


• Enhancement projects—Will be used to implement new system functions or 


performance requirements beyond the current system requirements. Time spent on 


systems development projects will be funded through the 41,600 hour pool of 


programming hours. 


• Ad Hoc projects—Will be used by the DSS, MMIS, and PBM analysts to complete ad 


hoc DSS and MMIS queries and analysis. Time spent on ad hoc projects will be 


tracked and reported under the maintenance category.  


12.2.8.2 Allow for change requests to be initiated and submitted by both DHCFP and Contractor staff. 


The change management process allows for change requests to be submitted by both 


DHCFP and HPES staff. Whether the Change Request form is submitted by DHCFP or 


HPES staff, the project sponsor, stakeholders, and project type (Rapid Response, Ad hoc, 


Enhancement) will be indicated on the form.  


For each Change Request form received, the Project Management Office will develop a 


project charter. The project charter is a one-page document that identifies the project type, 


project sponsor, stakeholders, and the known scope. It also will include a preliminary order 


of magnitude estimate of the effort required for the project. The Project Management Office 


will present the project charter at the next Project Prioritization meeting. DHCFP will make 


the decision to authorize the project to start, defer the decision or project start date, or reject 


the project. 
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12.2.8.3 Proposed electronic tracking system capable of tracking change requests from submission 


through all steps to approval or closure, with access and record update capabilities for both DHCFP 


and Contractor staff. 


The HPES team proposes the HP Project and Portfolio Management (PPM) Center as the 


electronic tracking system for tracking change requests. The HP PPM tool will be used to 


track all projects from change request or system issue ticket submission, through DHCFP’s 


prioritization and authorization of the project, and through all system development steps to 


approval or closure. Both DHCFP and HPES Systems staff will have access to the web-


based HP PPM system. Project schedules and timelines can be produced out of HP PPM, in 


an MS Project format for DHCFP users that wish to review or analyze projects in that format. 


The following exhibit, HP PPM Center Report Samples illustrates where we provide samples 


of HP PPM reports: 


HP PPM Center Report Samples 


 


12.2.8.4 Include standards for Design deliverables resulting from approved change requests, 


including DHCFP approval of both high level and detailed design documents. 


The proposed change management solution includes customized project types that respond 


to DHCFP’s system needs, with the SDLC tailored for each. Standards for design include 


the use of design document templates that verify design aspects are thoroughly covered. 


The development of a high-level design in our SDLC is called the Business Design. The 


Business Design documents the business requirements and is formally submitted for 


DHCFP approval. The Technical Design document will identify all impacted components as 
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well as describe the detailed design for the changes. Implementation, planning, and test 


specifications also are included in our detailed design. The Technical Design document is 


also formally submitted to DHCFP for approval. 


12.2.8.5 Include standards for testing of developed system changes, including DHCFP approval of 


test results. 


The SDLC addresses testing in all phases to make sure that the test 


strategy is conceived early in the project, comprehensive test 


specifications are developed and executed, and test results are 


presented to DHCFP for review and approval.  


• In the Business Design Phase of the SDLC, the activity “Develop Project Test 


Strategy” is performed, and the test strategy for the project is documented in the 


Business Design deliverable for that phase. 


• In the Technical Design Phase, the activity “Develop Test Specifications” 


includes the documentation of test cases to be executed for the system 


modification. The test specifications are documented in the Technical Design 


deliverable for that phase. 


• During the Build, Configure, and Test Phase, the system changes are unit and 


system tested according to the documented test specifications. Test results are 


documented for presentation to DHCFP for their approval.  


12.2.8.6 Include approach for training Contractor and/or DHCFP staff on process or system changes 


resulting from approved change requests. 


System changes resulting from approved change requests may impact the existing training 


materials. Estimates for updating these relevant documents will be factored into the 


estimates for the project. In the Technical Design document, the training plan for the project 


will be documented for DHCFP review and approval. The time and effort from the HPES 


Enhancement team, to prepare for the training material and conducting the training will be 


factored into the estimates and schedule for the project.  


12.2.8.7 Incorporates Change Management Responsibilities as stated in Section 12.2 of this RFP. 


The HPES Project Management Office is the single point of contact for the DHCFP and 


HPES leadership, and the HPES Maintenance and Enhancement team for change 


management issues. The HPES Project Management Office includes the program manager 


and project managers in charge of the maintenance and enhancement projects (see exhibit 


of Project Management Office in section 12.2.2.11 above).  


The Project Management Office will verify that all work is 


identified as a project, that all projects are authorized by DHCFP 


in conjunction with DHCFP’s project priority decisions. The 


Project Management Office will establish project schedule 


templates for each of the project types and SDLC deliverables 


templates also tailored for each of the project types. 


For optimum results, 
the test strategy is 
conceived early in 
the project’s life 
cycle. 


Priority for resource 
assignments will be 
given to those projects 
that DHCFP designates 
as high priority. 
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The maintenance and enhancement project managers will manage the projects, according 


to the applicable project and SDLCs. These project managers will also be responsible for 


resource assignments to their projects. 


12.2.8.8 Load Change Management history and open tickets from current vendor. 


Change management history will be analyzed by the HPES Project Management Office and 


a determination will be made whether the data elements contained in the previous vendor’s 


change management system are compatible with the new change management tool, HP 


PPM, or should be stored in another tool such as Microsoft Excel. The change management 


history will be stored and retained for future reference. 


Each open ticket from the current vendor will be analyzed to confirm the hand-off point from 


the current vendor to the HPES Maintenance and Enhancement team. Optimally, these 


open tickets will be converted to HPES project types for completion of the work using our 


change management process: 


• Enhancement projects will be used to complete system changes 


• Ad hoc projects will be used to complete DSS, MMIS, and PBM ticket types 


• Existing Defect projects will be used to complete any system issue ticket types 


• Policy Maintenance projects will be used to complete table and data update tickets 


• Rapid Response projects will be used for tickets that need a very quick turn-around 


12.2.8.9 Provide reporting to meet Agency needs including, but not limited to Weekly report of all 


tickets with sufficient detail to allow staff to quickly and efficiently determine status of tickets they are 


interested in. 


The Project Management Office will provide DHCFP access to the HP PPM system, so that 


State staff can review the status of all open projects throughout the week, as needed. 


Additionally, the Project Management Office will work with DHCFP to determine weekly 


reporting requirements in the event that hard-copy reports are desired. 


12.2.8.10 Provide ability for all staff to view current status of all tickets. Information on display must be 


sufficient and detailed to allow staff to determine current status, next steps and all history and 


documents for this ticket. 


The Project Management Office will provide DHCFP access to the HP PPM system, so that 


State staff can review the status of all open projects throughout the week, as needed. The 


deliverables associated with each project will be available through a URL, so all history and 


documents for the project are available at the click of a button.  


12.2.8.11 Provide detailed monthly accounting of all tickets, engineering hours spent by ticket and the 


source of the hours. 


The HP PPM project tracking system will contain the detailed accounting of all tickets and 


projects, status of the project, and engineering hours spent by ticket, including identification 


of the resources that applied time to the project. The Project Management Office will provide 


detailed monthly accounting of all projects in the form of the monthly Enhancement Status 


and Operations Period Status reports. 
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12.2.8.12 Provide web-based view of Change Management tracking system which will be available to 


all Agency Staff. 


The Project Management Office will provide DHCFP access to the HP PPM system, so that 


State staff can review the status of all open projects, as needed. HP PPM is a robust, best-


in-class, web-based portfolio management system that the HPES team is using for change 


management. 


12.2.8.13 Provide Agency feedback on areas of the Change Management process that could be 


changed/enhanced to improve the process efficiency, achieve better Change Management outcomes 


and/or improve the process. With Agency approval, implement those changes. 


Through the proposed weekly project prioritization meeting, the HPES Project Management 


Office will have a venue for presenting feedback on areas of the change management 


process that could be changed and enhanced to improve the process. The HPES team will 


constantly be looking for opportunities to improve the process and will present these ideas 


to DHCFP for review and approval. 


12.2.9 Contractor Responsibilities 


12.2.9.1 Develop and submit for DHCFP approval, a Change Management Plan based on the 


Change Management process proposed in the Contractor’s response to this RFP. 


The HPES Project Management Office will develop and submit for DHCFP approval, a 


change management plan based on the proposed change management process in this 


proposal. A summary document containing a description of the format and content for the 


change management plan will be developed to make sure that the change management 


plan is acceptable to DHCFP. The change management plan will be submitted to DHCFP for 


approval. 


12.2.9.2 Update Change Management Plan annually with input and approval from DHCFP. 


The HPES Project Management Office will solicit DHCFP input for the annual update to the 


change management plan. Using the summary document that was developed for the initial 


submission of the change management plan, the HPES Project Management Office will 


make annual updates to the change management plan accordingly. The updated change 


management plan will be submitted to DHCFP for approval. 


12.2.9.3 Perform change management activities in accordance with approved Change Management 


Plan. 


Change management activities will be performed by the HPES Project Management Office 


and project managers in accordance with the approved change management plan. 


12.2.9.4 Provide staff competent to perform all functions of NV MMIS modification and enhancement 


tasks and responsibilities. 


The HPES Systems team structure, Project Management Office, project managers, core, 


Maintenance and Enhancement teams are designed so that competent staff will meet the 


requirements of the contract. 
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• A core team of skilled and experienced business analysts and technical leads will be 


deployed at the beginning of Transition to take turnover and come up-to-speed on the 


Nevada MMIS and peripheral systems. HPES plans to work with First Health to identify 


potential system maintenance staff that has strong subject-matter expertise and would 


like to join the core team. This team will provide subject- matter expertise and technical 


guidance to the remote Maintenance and Enhancement team members. 


• Project managers will verify that all work is completed using a standardized project 


approach, and will assign the best resources available to each project:  


− Maintenance project managers will be responsible for resource assignments for 


maintenance projects (infrastructure maintenance, systems maintenance, policy 


maintenance, problem resolution, and ad hoc).  


−  Enhancement project managers will be responsible for resource assignments for 


Enhancement projects (rapid response, existing defect, and enhancement). 


12.2.9.5 Document Change Management meetings and planning sessions in writing, summarizing the 


key points covered, and distributed to DHCFP staff within five (5) working days after the meeting. 


Change management meetings and planning sessions, such as the proposed DHCFP and 


HPES project prioritization meetings, will have a preset schedule, published agenda, and be 


followed up with notes. The HPES Project Management Office will provide meeting materials 


for change management meetings, and will summarize the key points covered, action items, 


and decisions in the meeting notes. Meeting notes will be distributed to DHCFP staff within 


five working days after the meeting. 


12.2.9.6 Participate in long range planning sessions to coordinate future NV MMIS enhancements. 


A pool of 41,600 programming hours will be provided annually to perform activities other than 


operational maintenance activities as directed by DHCFP using the change control process agreed 


upon by DHCFP and Contractor. 


At the end of each year, any unused hours from the pool of annual hours shall be carried forward into 


the next contract year. For valuation purposes, at the end of the contract and all amendments to the 


contract, any unused Maintenance and Enhancement hours shall be valued at $85.00 per hour. 


All work performed against the pool of programming hours will be performed by resources separate 


from those performing other DHCFP work during the same time period. 


The proposed weekly DHCFP and HPES Project Prioritization meeting may take a tactical or 


strategic view depending on the urgency of the incoming workload. The Project 


Management Office will participate in long-range planning sessions with DHCFP to 


coordinate future Nevada MMIS enhancements. 


The Project Management Office will monitor the use of the pool of 41,600 hours and provide 


reporting on this pool of hours, enabling unused hours to be carried forward into the next 


contract year. The separate Maintenance and Enhancement teams will provide a clear 


separation of resources such that Enhancement team members performing work against the 


pool of programming hours will not perform other DHCFP work during the same time period. 
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12.2.9.7 The Takeover vendor shall continue work begun by FHSC programming staff, new work 


shall be identified and prioritized through the change management system. 


The Project Management Office will analyze the open projects and will transition the 


programming work to one of the HPES project types. By converting the projects to an HPES 


project type, the work on the project can be completed using the approved change 


management process.  


12.2.10 DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.2.10.1 Provide staff to participate in Change Management meetings and planning sessions. 


12.2.10.2 Approve the contractor’s proposed change management process. 


12.2.10.3 Review and approve contractor’s monthly change management report. 


The HPES team acknowledges that these are DHCFP’s responsibilities. 
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12.3 Training Requirements 


The Contractor shall provide a training program and documented Training Plan that describes the 


commitment of the Contractor staff to provide initial and ongoing training to DHCFP, Contractor, and 


Sub Contractor Staff. The Contractor will provide training to appropriate DHCFP staff when new tools, 


system features or updates have presented a significant change to the MMIS and system 


components and will provide training for new DHCFP staff. Comprehensive system documentation 


shall also assist staff in appropriate use of system tools and procedures. 


Training is a key element of a successful takeover, one which too often is overlooked which 


is evidenced by recent failed takeover projects. HPES understands that to effect a smooth 


transition with minimal disruption to any of the stakeholders, a strong training program 


needs to be implemented early and must be sustained throughout the life of the contract. 


Our overall approach to this takeover minimizes the amount of change for the stakeholders, 


yet we will be introducing some key new value to DHCFP that will require some training 


during the transition phase to ensure all stakeholders are prepared for the cutover to HPES 


fiscal agent services. Training will include items such as the following: 


• HPES Provider Portal—DHCFP staff and providers will be training on items such as 


how to access the portal, create and manage profiles for appropriate office staff, enroll, 


perform inquires, submit claims. If DHCFP decided to move forward with Health 


Information Exchange (HIE), providers will also be trained on the extended HIE features 


within the portal. 


• HP PPM—DHCFP staff will be trained on HP PPM tool and its dashboards to get 


relevant project information and status at their fingertips. 


• Decision Support System (DSS)—DHCFP staff will be trained on the new and 


improved DSS that will be available at takeover, including additional data elements and 


diagnostic cost grouping features. 


We are fully committed to a successful training 


program for DHCFP. We use proven project 


and change management techniques to make 


sure the training program reflects current 


Nevada Medicaid policy and MMIS system 


functional capability allowing users to 


effectively perform their jobs. Our approach 


carefully considers the training to occur initially 


for Takeover in support of a smooth transition 


and then for ongoing operations. We will 


maximize the use of electronic and web-


supported tools and applications that enable 


us to quickly develop materials and delivery 


training for all DHCFP, HPES, and 


subcontractor staff. 


We use a time-tested methodology, Instructional Systems Life Cycle (ISLC), which the 


International Society for Performance Improvement (ISPI) recognizes as an outstanding 


Training Requirements 


• Experienced team of trainers and 


subject-matter experts 


• Structured and industry proven 


delivery approach following 


Instructional Systems Life Cycle 


Methodology  


• Takeover experience for numerous 


states 


• Training is designed for all key 


stakeholder groups and business 


areas 


• Training builds meaningful user 


skill sets   
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methodology for workplace learning and performance development design and delivery to 


adult learners. ISLC provides the blueprint to develop performance-based training. By using 


ISLC, we make sure that training focuses on people and their job skills in the context of 


wider business demands. The ISLC methodology phases depicted in the following exhibit, 


Instructional Systems Life Cycle Methodology Phases, fulfills the specific tasks needed to 


develop and implement training plans. 


Instructional Systems Life Cycle Methodology Phases 


 


Our design models provides a systematic process that helps our instructional designers plan 


and create training programs. The phases described in the following exhibit, Major Phases 


of ISLC Methodology, encompass the entire training development process, from the time 


someone first asks, "What do people need to learn?" to the point where someone measures, 


"Did people learn what they needed?" 


Major Phases of ISLC Methodology 


Phase Description 


Performance Planning Define business objectives and determine performance outcomes; link 
processes to roles 


Definition Identify and analyze the scope, effect, and gap of the resulting role/job 
performance needs; determine the training strategy to meet those 
needs; select the delivery media; develop training plan 


Analysis  Identify the job tasks and audiences affected by the role/job 
performance needs and document the required behaviors, conditions, 
and consequences for each job task to determine the course objectives 


Design  Indicate which topics and information to include in the training solution; 
write instructional objectives for each topic; identify existing training 
content and business process documentation available 


Construction Create the training solution materials designed in the previous phase; 
prepare the delivery infrastructure; review, “pilot,” and prepare training 
materials 
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Phase Description 


Testing Test training solutions to verify that they cover the necessary 
information in a clear and concise manner and fulfill stated instructional 
objectives 


Implementation  Develop detailed schedules; enroll participants; deliver training and 
learning; perform post-training follow up; measure quality of delivery 


Production Support Measure the effectiveness of the training against the business goals 
and participants’ needs; identify changes and recommend alternatives 
to meet the changing business goals and participants’ needs; channel 
new requirements back into the ISLC 


 


We will use ISLC methodology to build a road map for the entire training initiative—training 


plans, materials, and courses—for DHCFP and DHCFP business partners, our staff, and 


subcontractor staff.  


Our experience with training many Medicaid state implementations validates HPES as a 


highly qualified and responsive ally for DHCFP during this transition. We bring a total 


solution – from implementing MMIS technology solutions and delivering comprehensive 


training, to providing the necessary support so that MMIS users can successfully transition 


to the new operation. This approach will enable DHCFP to take advantage of the best-


practice processes that we have implemented for other customers.  


Our training program will be led by Israel Camero. Israel has led provider and internal 


training programs for our Medi-Cal program for the past seven years. In his role he is 


responsible for submitting an annual training plan, as well as orchestrating the delivery of 


training to providers, HPES, and State staff. He and his team have large scale 


implementation experience including NPI and other HIPAA mandates, waiver, and State-


specific programs. They will be an invaluable resource for the DHCFP through Takeover and 


for ongoing operations.  


Our Experience with Delta Dental 


HPES Global Learning Solutions has a significant training history 


working with Delta Dental. We have developed project-specific 


documentation and successfully trained Delta Dental staff through 


several project implementations, including the following: 


• Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 


• Document Image Management System (DIMS) 


• Electronic Image Management System (EIMS) 


• Optical/Intelligent Character Recognition (OCR/ICR) 


• S/URS Activity Tracking (SAT) 


Delta Dental of California, one of the nation’s largest dental health plans, decided to 


implement HPES’ MetaVance Administration and Finance System along with other third-


Israel has always 
looked for new and 
innovative ways to 
deliver training to the 
providers of California, 
including Satellite 
Training, conference 
call training, one on one 
training, small venue 
training, and most 
recently Virtual Room 
training. 
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party applications to transform the company’s business and IT enterprise. This 


transformation involved Delta Dental of California and its member companies in 16 states, 


plus the District of Columbia, to increase operational efficiencies, focus on growth 


opportunities, reduce costs, and ultimately improve service to its more than 51 million 


enrollees. In 2007, Delta Dental member companies processed more than 76 million dental 


claims. Delta Dental and HPES recognized that the systems alone would not create this 


change; the Delta Dental staff would need to embrace and learn how to use the new 


systems to make real the benefits. 


HPES engaged its Global Learning Solutions to provide the expertise to create an enterprise 


training strategy that would transform Delta Dental’s training processes to meet aggressive 


objectives. These objectives included training employees across all locations on the use of 


six new business processes and a complete new core suite of claims-processing 


applications. The further objective was to accomplish this multiple times with implementation 


waves adding new functions and affiliate plans. Each implementation wave adds new 


functional capability to the previous wave and requires iterative training development and 


delivery. 


How It Worked 


Delta Dental and HPES created an enterprise training organization augmented with HPES 


team members. Together we installed, configured, and implemented a Learning Content 


Management System (LCMS) for content development, and the Delta Dental Learning 


Management System (LMS) to manage the training program and serve their employees. 


Delta Dental began production development and delivery of learning content in less than six 


months from concept to production. Using defined standards, templates, and the 


LCMS/LMS toolset, HPES and Delta Dental created reusable learning objects and 


assembled these objects into multiple, targeted courses and curricula in support of the 


waves of training. Delta Dental’s enterprise training is now positioned for their escalating 


learning demands as they transform to new business systems. 


We bring experience and knowledge gained from work with Delta Dental, other commercial 


health care accounts and 22 Medicaid accounts to implement a training program for DHCFP 


that provides the right content to the right user at the right time. 


12.3.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


12.3.1.1 Develop and submit a Training Plan for DHCFP approval, to be updated at least annually, 


that describes the Contractor’s commitment to providing initial and ongoing training for all Contractor 


and DHCFP staff. 


HPES will develop and submit for final DHCFP approval, a training plan before the 


operations start date and annually thereafter in an approved media and format. We describe 


the plan approach in more detail in 12.3.1.3.  


We are fully aware of the effort involved to takeover a system and operation from another 


fiscal agent. We have demonstrated takeover successes in several states. Each of these 


takeovers involved comprehensive training programs and we will leverage these lessons 


learned and best practices to successfully transition the Nevada MMIS operation. In our 
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assessment, since the Core MMIS will remain intact our concentration will be on areas that 


have been replaced - namely the peripheral system replacements and the Fiscal agent 


manual operations. The HPES team has already identified numerous HPES staff – already 


experience with Medicaid procedures – to fill these positions. Additionally, we are bringing 


superior subcontractors who are also experts in the Medicaid arena. Since we have skilled 


staff and subcontractors already familiar with MMIS and support operations, this significantly 


reduces the training effort needed for takeover.  


Although we are responsible for delivering training, we can accomplish this task most 


effectively with active engagement from DHCFP early in the project. This participation will 


enable us to better anticipate training needs, and design and deliver the kind of 


comprehensive training that will set the stage for a successful takeover. 


The training staff will use its collective expertise to present ideas and recommendations to 


DHCFP to determine how best to meet training needs. This information, along with detailed 


schedules and materials, will be summarized in the training plan and submitted for DHCFP 


approval. We will seek DHCFP feedback and approval of training materials and training 


plans, and will focus our educational efforts on building meaningful user skill sets.  


12.3.1.2 Develop a Training Plan Outline. 


In collaboration with the State, we will develop a training plan outline that will become the 


road map for the delivery of the training program. 


12.3.1.3 Develop a Training Plan and associated materials that includes, but is not limited to: 


Our approach to training planning, our proven structure and process, and our experience 


with Medicaid clients gives us the foundation to develop a comprehensive training program 


that identifies training needs and curricula for DHCFP staff, HPES, and other stakeholders. 


We will institute and annually update a DHCFP-approved, comprehensive training plan that 


encompasses workplace learning and performance development for authorized users, to 


include DHCFP staff, HPES, subcontractor staff, and other stakeholders who interact with 


the MMIS. The plan will include required training staff and specialties, including training 


managers, instructional designer, trainers, subject-matter experts (SMEs) and other support 


staff, such as e-learning and ancillary programmers. While there may be a separate strategy 


or approach, depending on the training audience, the training program itself will be holistic to 


ensure entities receive consistent instruction. The training plan will address, at a minimum, 


the elements described in the following subsections. 


• Our overall approach 


• Course listings – including their description, target audience, learning objectives and 


course length  


• User documentation, operational procedures, and training material development 


• Delivery methods 


• Student evaluation 


• Training schedule 


• Training facilities and logistics 
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A. Approach to training (basic, intermediate and advanced); 


Our approach to training is aligned to the major functional areas of the MMIS, including 


Recipient, Provider, Managed Care, Reference, SURS, MARS, Utilization Management, 


Pharmacy, and Prior Authorization. This approach provides a structure to develop 


meaningful and useful training to users who perform tasks within these functional areas.  


Our goal is to provide the right level of training to all affected users. Some users may need 


only manual operations training or high level information as they do not directly interface 


with the MMIS while others will need detailed, and in some cases, hands on instruction. Our 


plan will incorporate this need and will include learning objectives for the staff to be trained.  


Workshops will be facilitated by designated HPES training staff supplemented by 


operational or technical SMEs. This approach allows the trainer to facilitate the session in a 


structured manner while the SME provides detailed responses to questions or technical 


aspects of the training topic. Designated DHCFP and HPES staff will walk through the 


workshops to assess where improvements in the content and presentation techniques can 


be made prior to the actual training.  


We will use a combination of instructor led and online training using HPES Virtual Rooms to 


conduct training. HPES Virtual Rooms is an online meeting place for collaborating with team 


members, business partners, and customers. Key features of HPES Virtual Rooms include 


the following: 


• Convenient, easy-to-use interface 


• Flexible scheduling and easy access to meetings using custom generated web links or 


“quick keys”  


• Microsoft® Outlook integration for scheduling meetings and sending invitations 


• In-room video and audio to enhance personal interaction 


• Application and desktop sharing 


• In-room document storage for easy access 


• Persistence of room content between meetings 


• Content organization and management tools to facilitate the presentation of images from 


PowerPoint, Adobe PDF, web pages, and graphic files 


• White-board and editing tools, such as font-formatting, cut/copy/paste, and highlighting 


tools to facilitate collaboration 


• Private and group chat 


• A Presenter profile area to create a "business card" containing picture and contact 


information 


• Survey, question, and activity-timing tools to add variety to meeting agendas 


• AES 256-bit SSL encryption to safeguard your confidential communication and 


information 
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HPES staff across the globe use this tool extensively to conduct business meetings and 


training. HPES Virtual Rooms will be an excellent choice to deliver training to MMIS users as 


it is convenient, easy to use and provides the same benefits as in person training without the 


travel cost and time. 


B. Course listing and description; 


Our plan will include detailed course listings that identify the target audience, the course 


description, length of course and delivery method. It will also have recommended training 


tracks and indicate if there are pre-requisite courses that should be taken. This approach 


allows us to appropriately target staff to training that is pertinent to their jobs. 


C. User documentation; 


As part of the Takeover Phase, and then for ongoing operations, HPES and our 


subcontractor staff will update or replace existing user documentation for the DHCFP and 


HPES staff that use the MMIS and peripheral systems to perform their jobs. These 


documents will use standard formats to ensure consistency of content. User documentation 


will include overviews of the function/subsystem, interfaces and outputs to other systems, 


user screens, reports, and applicable references (e.g. programs, policy) and source 


documentation. These materials will be housed on line in a shared repository accessible by 


authorized DHCFP and HPES staff. Since the documents will be in a shared repository, 


users can search within the repository for the documentation, or within the document itself, 


for key words or references.  


The documentation developed for the Takeover period will be subject to DHCFP review and 


approval. We will develop a specific review schedule so they are submitted and approved on 


a ‘flow’ basis. This will make sure that downstream process such as training material 


development which are contingent on the content of user document, are not held up. 


D. Operational procedures; 


Please see our response to item C above. Supplementing user documentation, are 


operational procedures, which concentrate more on the detailed steps involved in our 


manual operations, for example Mail Room procedures. These documents will also be 


stored in the central repository for access by DHCFP and HPES staff. They will also be 


subject to DHCFP review and approval prior to their use in operations. 


E. Training materials;  


The user and operational procedures described earlier will be the basis for developing the 


training materials. HPES will use the talents of our MMIS SMEs and subcontractor staff 


members in the development and delivery of training materials. Our proposed training 


manager, Israel Camero, and the training staff understands that training materials are a 


crucial part of the learning effort and must be well organized and easy to understand by the 


students. To support this, they will develop standard course templates that will include the 


course objective, reference materials, content pertinent to the subject, frequently asked 


questions, note taking areas, exercises, and hands on use of the MMIS and peripheral 


system tools. The training materials will be designed to support a workshop approach that 


includes adult learning techniques in easy-to-follow flowcharts and graphics. This approach 
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will make sure that all courses are delivered in an engaging yet consistent and structured 


way. 


We will invite DHCFP to participate throughout training planning, design, delivery and 


evaluation to verify training materials meet the training goals and learning objectives 


outlined in the training plan. We intend to obtain formal, written approval and will work with 


DHCFP to set a review schedule that allows sufficient time for review and approval before 


delivering a training session. We will facilitate DHCFP review of proposed training material 


through the availability of shared document management repositories. 


F. Student Evaluation Forms; and 


Training will include comprehensive evaluations to be completed by the attendees to make 


sure that the education effort meets their needs. The evaluations will allow for scoring of the 


trainer themselves as well as the course material. Copies of attendees’ evaluations will be 


available on request by DHCFP.  


G. Training schedule. 


We will develop an initial training schedule for the Takeover phase that documents the 


training courses, locations and dates. As part of schedule development, we will identify all 


DHCFP, HPES, subcontractor and stakeholder users impacted by operational or system 


changes. This information will be used to determine the courses they should take, number of 


classes to be conducted, class size and delivery method. Using the Operational Readiness 


Review (ORR) date as our deadline, we will develop the schedule to ensure training facilities 


are secured timely and that training is conducted before this review. 


We will publish the schedule in a shared repository for access by DHCFP, HPES, and 


subcontractor staff. We will create a communication plan to solicit registrations. We will track 


and report on course completion results to make sure that all targeted users are signed up 


and have taken their required training.  


The annual training plan will have similar information customized for ongoing operations. 


HPES will change the annual training plan as needed throughout the year to take into 


account urgent policy or procedural changes.  


12.3.1.4 The Contractor must create training sites which emulate the MMIS production environment. 


Both computer-based and classroom training are required to be available to new and existing users. 


Training sites will be required at the vendor’s operations center and Las Vegas. There must be one 


(1) instructor for every twelve (12) students with a computer and materials available for each student. 


DHCFP does not guarantee a minimum staff class size. Training must occur within fifteen (15) 


working days prior to implementation at that site. Train-the-trainer classes must also be conducted to 


equip DHCFP staff with the skills and materials necessary to provide future training to new staff. 


HPES will provide the required sites, computer and audiovisual equipment to support 12 


students per instructor and connectivity to an MMIS that emulates the production 


environment. For the Las Vegas location, HPES will acquire space as the training sessions 


occur. In the Carson City location, we will have sufficient space to accommodate this same 


training arrangement.  
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Training will occur within 15 working days of implementation at that site. We will coordinate 


the specific dates with the DHCFP once the implementation dates are defined. We fully 


support the train the trainer approach and will work closely with the DHCFP training 


coordinator to make sure designated staff has the appropriate materials and training. 


12.3.1.5 Establish and equip two (2) training sites, one (1) at the vendor’s operations center and one 


(1) in Las Vegas. 


Please see our response to 12.3.1.4. 


12.3.1.6 Organization of the training sessions should take into account, but not be limited to, the 


following factors: 


A. Group people with like computer proficiencies (basic, intermediate and advanced); 


B. Group people with similar job functions; 


C. Show the application in relation to how the work is done; and 


D. Tailor training to each job function. 


We will customize and organize the training based on the audience with concentration in 


using the MMIS applications as part of the training session. Basic training will be delivered 


to entry level staff that has minimal interaction with the MMIS, while intermediate training 


builds on the fundamentals incorporating more complex systems or operations. Advanced 


training is geared more towards clinical or system maintenance subjects such as Peripheral 


Systems, Prior Authorization and the Reference Subsystem. Intermediate and advanced 


training will incorporate the use of the Training Environment to allow students hands on 


interaction with the MMIS and peripheral systems.  


We will group students who perform similar or related job functions as appropriate to the 


course being delivered. To make sure students receive all necessary job training, we will 


develop proposed course tracks based on the student’s role.  


We will work with select DHCFPS SMEs to get their input in fine tuning the training plan and 


associated training program material. We propose using our mentored train-the-trainer 


process to prepare DHCFP SMEs as instructors to assist in delivering training during 


implementation with our direct training team support. 


The emphasis of the takeover training period will be customized to the user group using the 


following approach: 


• DHCFP—Overview training; MMIS function changes from Potential Expanded 


Contractor requirements; peripheral systems (noted above); PPM and changes to 


manual procedures. 


• HPES employees and subcontractor staff—MMIS, manual operations, peripheral 


systems including Service Manager Help Desk, Online Document Retrieval and Archive 


System, and provider portal. Designated project managers will train on new project 


management tools. 
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12.3.1.7 Prepare as requested by DHCFP, desk reference manuals for each system component, with 


instructions appropriate for differing levels of user access as prescribed by role-based security. 


We will update the existing desk reference manuals for all system components and 


functions to be performed including specific instructions address the differing levels of user 


access prescribed by role based security. Replaced systems, such as Pharmacy, Service 


Manager Help Desk and Document Retrieval will require the creation of new desk reference 


manuals. 


12.3.1.8 Provide initial, ongoing and refresher training on core MMIS, peripheral tools, and claims 


support services according to a DHCFP approved schedule, from the time the system is implemented 


through the end of the contract term. 


Our training plan will provide initial training to DHCFP staff, contractor, and subcontractor 


staff in preparation for the Takeover Phase and then incorporate ongoing and refresher 


training throughout the Operations phase. The training plan focuses on core MMIS, 


peripherals tools, systems and claims support services while also including instruction on 


relevant Federal and State laws, regulations, policies, Nevada waivers, and the Nevada 


State Plan. The training plan includes a schedule for when the classes will occur for both the 


Takeover and ongoing Operations phases of the contract. This plan is subject to approval 


and we will work closely with the DHCFP to coordinate the curriculum development and 


schedules in sufficient time to deliver training. 


The concentration during Takeover will be on the operations and replaced systems. We will 


include an overview of the business processes that will be changing and then provide 


detailed training for users who interact with the changed manual and automated processes 


including TPL, pharmacy, the online document retrieval system, the contact tracking system 


and the provider portal. Additionally, we will provide training on Project and Change 


Management procedures, protocols, and tools.  


Sample DHCFP, HPES and Subcontractor Staff Training Curriculum 


Course Title General Description 


Overview Fundamentals 


MMIS overview  Designed to provide an overview of the MMIS. This course will introduce 


the replaced peripheral systems and give a high-level review of changes. 


MMIS fundamentals  This course provides MMIS users with basic panel navigation skills and a 
description of the subsystem functions within the MMIS.  


Users will be guided through the subsystems within Core MMIS and learn 
to use the basic inquiry and update functions of the system.  


Reference Administration 


Updating Reference 
Data 


The Updating Reference Data course will train MMIS users on displaying 
and updating reference tables. This includes automated reference table 
updates as well as manual updates that may be made to tables. 


Document Handling 
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Course Title General Description 


 Mailroom The Claims Mailroom course will cover all aspects of the mailroom 
including the receipt and scanning of hardcopy claims, prior authorizations 
and other provider correspondence 


Claims and Encounters 


Claims – Data 
entry/OCR 


The Claims Data Entry/OCR course will cover all aspects of performing 
data entry and correction functions.  


Claims Resolution The Claims Resolution course will provide claims processing and claims 
resolution MMIS users with the skills they need to route claims that hit 
specific edits and audits to predetermined claim locations and to resolve 
those claims.  


Claim Adjustments 
and Voids 


The Claim Voids and Adjustment course will orient claims processing 
MMIS users to the screen they need to perform single claim adjustments, 
and mass adjustments to multiple claims.  


Monitoring Claims 


Processing 


The Claims Monitoring course provides claims processing MMIS users 


with a set of processes and reports that may be used to review a claims 


processing cycle.  


Support and Utilization Review (DSSUR) 


DSS Reporting for 
the Ad Hoc User 


The DSS Reporting for the Ad Hoc User course will provide an overview 


of the Medicaid data warehouse and the Support and Utilization Review 


System to staff that need to access claims, provider, beneficiary, and 


other data. The course is designed to help users learn how to use the 


reporting tool. Not all reports will be covered in the training course or 


exercises. Users can expect to see a sample of the SUR reports. 


DSS Reporting for 
the Power User 


The DSS Reporting for the Power User course will provide DSS users with 
an overview of the Medicaid data warehouse and the Decision Support 
System.  


Member and Enrollment 


Managed Care s The Managed Care course will prepare users to understand the receipt 
and processing of claim encounters, how to process updates to reference 
information in the MMIS related to enrollment, capitation, payments, and 
provider maintenance.  


Financial Services 


Account Payables The Accounts Payable course will prepare financial users to process 
provider payments, and track expenditures.  


Account 
Receivables 


The Account Receivables course will prepare financial users to track and 
process replacement checks and EFT transactions.  


Financial Cycle 
Scheduling 


The Financial Cycle Scheduling course will prepare financial users to 
access the MMIS financial panels to manage the claims payment and 
financial transaction processing cycle.  


Financial Reporting The Financial Reporting course will prepare financial users to make 
corrections to provider 1099 data.  
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Course Title General Description 


MAR Reporting The MAR course will provide financial MMIS users with the skills they 
need to access the MAR reports functions, view predefined MAR reports, 
and use parameter driven queries to display and analyze data used to 
build the MAR reports.  


TPL and Case 


Tracking 


The TPL Eligibility and Injury Case Tracking course will prepare TPL users 
to set up and track injury cases.  


General Systems/IT 


Role Based Security The Role Based Security course will provide designated system support 
staff with the skills they need to add and modify user login and password 
data. . 


Provider Services 


Call Center  The Call Center course will prepare call center users to respond to and 


track incoming calls from providers. . 


Provider Enrollment  The Provider Enrollment course will prepare provider enrollment and 
provider relations users to accept and track enrollments from providers.  


Quality Assurance and Utilization Management  


DSS Reporting for 
the QA User 


The DSS Reporting for the QA User course will provide quality assurance 
and utilization management users with an overview of the Medicaid data 
warehouse and the Decision Support System. This course is specific to 
MMIS users who need to access claims, provider, beneficiary, and 
disease management data.  


Fraud and Abuse The Fraud and Abuse course will prepare quality assurance and utilization 
management users to use the DSS to run reports that show potential 
abuse of Medicaid services by beneficiaries or providers.  


Prior Authorization 


Prior Authorization The Prior Authorization course will provide service authorization MMIS 
users with the skills they need to generate and maintain prior 
authorizations.  


 


Sub Contractor specific training 


Our ultimate training goal is to produce a team that understands all aspects of the Nevada 


program. Our comprehensive training program teaches staff to be responsive to the needs 


of the program, providers and recipients—a total quality management approach that 


achieves results and consistently positive customer reviews. Team members, regardless if 


they are HPES or a subcontractor, understand that they are responsible, as well as 


accountable, for meeting performance standards.  


HPES will be using subcontractors to perform various services under this RFP. As such they 


are committed to ensuring their staff is well equipped to meet all RFP requirements. These 


teams are versed in their chosen area of expertise and will assist in delivery training to 
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either HPES or DHCFP staff. Additionally, HPES will provide training to all subcontractor 


staff to make sure they are current with Nevada Medicaid policy and procedure.  


The training team will provide comprehensive training support after the go-live date to 


identify any knowledge gaps and additional training needs.  


12.3.1.9 Provide evaluation forms to the attendees at each training session. Summarize the input 


from the forms for State review. 


Course evaluations are a critical tool for the DHCFP to assess the success of our training 


program. Feedback from evaluations verifies effective training delivery and an opportunity to 


gather feedback that enhances the learner experience. On completion of each training 


course, students will be asked to complete evaluations to measure both the course material 


and trainer effectiveness. This information will be summarized for the DHCFP and include 


the number and type of participants per class, evaluation comments, trainer observations 


and recommendations for improving the training if applicable. An example of this evaluation 


form is shown in the following exhibit. 
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Training Survey Form 
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12.3.1.10 Conduct initial and ongoing training and education for Contractor staff, including but not 


limited to: 


A. Help Desk Procedures and Protocols to support inquiries about connectivity, desktop software, the 


MMIS, and system components; and 


As described in our response to 12.3.1.8, our training plan includes initial and ongoing 


training for HPES and our subcontractor staff that addresses all core MMIS functionality, 


systems and support services. Help Desk Procedures and Protocols will be included in the 


Training Plan.  


B. Call Center Procedures and Protocols to support Staff inquiries. 


As part of our Training Plan we will include training on Call Center procedures and 


protocols, including the use of the Contact Tracking System Service Manager Help Desk. 


We will train the call center agent and supervisor staff as well as any other DHCFP or HPES 


user that accesses this system. We will coordinate with our pharmacy subcontractor, SXC, 


to provide training to staff who handles pharmacy inquiries. 


12.3.1.11 Conduct ongoing HIPAA training and education for all Contractor and Sub-Contractor staff 


under the guidance of DHCFP’s designated HIPAA compliance officer, in accordance with HIPAA 


requirements. 


HPES will become a business associate of the DHCFP, and will have a HIPAA Privacy/ 


Security Officer. Under the direction of the Officer, written HIPAA policies and procedures 


will be developed and training provided to all staff on how to protect PHI/PCI/PII.  


HPES employs a well-developed and regulation current corporate Security Training 


Program. The Program includes annual completion of both Privacy and Security course 


modules, which has recently been updated to include the HITECH Act. The Privacy/Security 


Officer will assess the need for and implement an account specific security and 


confidentiality awareness program as necessary. This approach is taken for most 


Medicaid’s, including Idaho. For Nevada, HPES intends to leverage the Idaho training 


solution, which is comprised of self-paced coursework accessed through the account shared 


internal web page. A time period of one month is assigned for completion of the training 


requirements. All onsite and offsite employees are required to complete the training. The 


training is administered by the on-site Account Trainer and HIPAA Privacy/Security Officer. 


The training consists of two on-line documents and an open book quiz to highlight and 


reinforce key points of the documents. Completion of the training is recorded in two formats. 


One is upon receipt and grading of the quiz by the Account Trainer. The quiz may be 


received by the Trainer either by email or in print. Also, two signature forms certify each 


employee has read each document. The signature forms are presented to and recorded by 


the Privacy/Security Officer.  


One of the two required documents, the HIPAA Privacy and Security Policy and Procedure 


Manual, details the standards for identifying, carefully handling and protecting healthcare or 


personal information on and off site, responding to requests for protected information, as 


well as standards for monitoring compliance. The second document HIPAA Privacy and 


Security PowerPoint, uses slides and text to illustrate good practices such as; what is 


protected information, various media which may contain protected information, how to 
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protect information in the workplace, the relationship between policy and the workplace and 


the customer, and maintaining a secure workplace environment.  Each document is 


reevaluated yearly and kept current. The quiz is kept current to reflect the documents. All 


persons having responsibility for data processing equipment, or the handling or processing 


or exposure to confidential data, will participate in the training. Once the training is fully 


presented, an ongoing security program will be established. The appropriate content of 


account security and confidentiality training will be based on the information systems to 


which personnel have authorized access; for example, training for security administrators 


will include how to monitor audit logs, maintain user accounts, and use security controls.  


12.3.2 DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.3.2.1 Make DHCFP staff or designated State or contracted staff available to be trained in the 


operation of the core MMIS and system components. 


12.3.2.2 Review and approve Contractor submitted Training Plan. 


12.3.2.3 Review and approve Contractor proposed training schedule. 


We acknowledge the responsibilities of the DHCFP in reviewing training plans and 


schedules. Our training coordinator will work closely with the DHCFP to encourage high 


attendance from both State and contractor staff for the scheduled trainings. 


12.3.3 Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.3.3.1 Submit Training Plan for DHCFP approval thirty (30) days prior to system takeover, and at 


least annually thereafter. 


HPES anticipates submitting the training plan at least 30 days prior to system takeover and 


annually thereafter. Given the need to train internal users prior to operational readiness 


approval, we will need to have DHCFP approval of the training plan in sufficient time to allow 


for scheduling and delivery training sessions.  


On an annual basis we will submit the training plan 30 days prior to the due date. Once the 


plan is approved and if the need for specialized training arises, we will coordinate with the 


DHCFP to modify or addendum the annual training plan. 
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12.4 General Reporting Requirements 


 Flexible, accurate, and timely reporting must be supported by the MMIS and system components for 


many of the business functions of the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up Programs. Required reports 


consist of numerous reports that are required by the Federal government and others which are 


required by DHCFP, other State agencies, and State Contractors. 


Through our experience with similar MMISs, 


we have developed progressive and creative 


online reporting for both mainframe and non 


mainframe systems, and our record of 


delivering reports on time demonstrate sound 


methods of managing MMIS data.   


We will provide flexible, accurate, and timely 


reporting solutions that meet State-defined 


parameters, and will leverage both a process-


driven approach and a skilled pool of 


experienced reporting staff to meet current 


reporting requirements.  


 Our focus will emphasize planning, managing, 


and delivering results as we present the State 


with recommendations for improvements, 


providing new and creative reporting ideas for 


DHCFP review. Most importantly, the 


Reporting Repository component of the Online 


Document Retrieval and Archival System 


(ODRAS) provided by HPES will make current 


and historical reports available to authorized 


users through the secured web portal.  


Detailed discussion of ODRAS is in Section 


12.6.10 of this proposal. 


 12.4.1 Contractor Responsibilities 


 12.4.1.1 Render all reports in the media, format, 


timeframe, and frequency that are appropriate to 


the business nature of the report, as specified by 


DHCFP. 


 HPES understands reports must be generated 


in a multitude of formats to fit the differing 


business needs of DHCFP users. We have the 


capability of generating and delivering reports 


online or hard copy, and in the format, time frame, and frequency needed and specified by 


DHCFP. We will minimize the disruption to business during the assumption of operations, by 


continuing to produce reports as they are currently generated. 


General Reporting Requirements 


• With the latest technology and 


tools, HPES is able to provide 


DHCFP users with much of the 


MMIS report information they need 


right at their desk-tops through the 


Web.  


• HPES’ menu-driven solution allows 


quick display and secure, protected 


document retrieval. 


• We adhere to rigorous security 


protocols when providing reports 


and report data to our customer, by 


transmitting data through protected 


application servers and firewalls;  a 


significant factor in meeting HIPAA 


security requirements. 


• Our reporting system’s role-based 


access design constrains users to 


their authorized access levels and 


ensures the confidentiality and 


privacy of restricted materials. 


• In addition to our design and 


testing methods, our numerous 


checks and validation processes 


verify that report calculations are 


correct and data is complete, 


providing extra insurance that 


report data is current and accurate. 


• We provide value by offering more 


comprehensive information, cost-


efficient, and timesaving reports to 


our customer.  
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Newsweek named HP No. 1 out of 500 largest U.S. companies in their 2009 Green 


Rankings, and Corporate Responsibility Magazine named HP No. 1 on its list of best 


corporate citizens. We pride ourselves in making these distinguished honors and applies our 


principles of being Green and corporate citizens to our clients. To this end, our goal is to 


provide most reports online for DHCFP, our providers, and our members. However, for 


those reports that are not accessed electronically or circumstances where DHCFP has a 


need, we will produce legible reports on the media specified in the MMIS documentation for 


each report. We will produce reports on paper, microfilm, microfiche, tape, disk, online CRT, 


or direct electronic transmission, as requested by DHCFP.  


HPES will continue to render all reports in the media, format, timeframe, and frequency as 


specified by DHCFS.  As a process improvement proposal toward bringing our clients to be 


recognized as top Green states, we plan to introduce DHCFP to the HP Exstream document 


creation solution after the completion of system takeover to centralize the creation of 


documents enterprise-wide, reducing operational costs and furthering your MITA maturity 


level. HP Exstream can pull content from virtually any data source, including legacy systems 


and Web services to create on-demand and interactive documents. With Exstream’s 


processing engine, you would have the capability of high-volume, on-demand, interactive 


delivery of reports.  


12.4.1.2 System reports generated electronically using the existing report management system. 


Support the following formatting capabilities for system users: 


A. Default to Eight and one-half (8-1/2) by eleven (11) inch paper; and 


B. Landscape or portrait orientation, as appropriate or requested. 


With ODRAS, users have immediate access to report information through the secured web 


portal, resulting in improved research capabilities and more effective reporting.  


As the MMIS generates reports, they are automatically uploaded from the system to the 


report repository where users are able to access the reports through the reports Web portal, 


from their desktops, for viewing or printing. The reports are generated in a printable format 


so users can print hard copies, if needed, or they can select part of the report to copy text 


data to another application, like Microsoft Word or Excel, for further data analysis.  


We will generate the reports using consistent standards that are outlined in the contract, 


such as printing on 81/2 x 11 paper in landscape or portrait orientation, as DHCFP requests.  


12.4.1.3 Support menu-driven access to reports. 


We will continue to support menu-driven access to reports very similar to what DHCFP is 


currently used to using.  Within the secure reports Web portal, users can navigate through a 


series of menus or lists to access the reports they need. Our menu-driven ODRAS solution 


allows quick display and secure, protected document retrieval. 


12.4.1.4 Generate reports to electronic formats appropriate for storing, display and data extraction, in 


formats as specified by DHCFP. 


With the Report Repository component of ODRAS, HPES is able to provide DHCFP 


authorized users with much of the MMIS report information they need right at their desk-tops 
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through the Web. Electronic reporting helps reduce storage requirements associated with 


paper and microfiche, while providing quick access to the data.  


Regardless of the location and extraction method for the required report data elements, 


HPES will generate Nevada’s MMIS reports in any format specified by DHCFP. A few 


examples of the formats available are text files, PDF, Excel, HTML, Word and TIFF images, 


all of which are produced in a safe, secure environment and appropriate for electronic 


storage, display, and data extraction. 


12.4.1.5 Provide storage capabilities that promote online access to and retrieval of report information 


using user-entered selection criteria. 


We will store MMIS report data in the ODRAS Report Repository with servers and disks that 


are capable of storing thousands of gigabytes of data. Using the secure reports Web portal, 


users enter their report search criteria, and in seconds the results display. Users simply click 


the search results for the report they want to see, and in seconds the report displays in the 


standard format set by DHCFP. 


To provide swift data recovery for business continuity, the report data in the ODRAS Report 


Repository is backed up on tape with encryption and stored offsite, giving DHCFP the 


capability to quickly extract the data when needed, for reporting, query, and analysis.  


ODRAS will provide secured online access to and retrieval of report information using user-


entered section criteria. 


12.4.1.6 Provide access to reports in accordance with security specifications and guidelines 


established by DHCFP. 


DHCFP will have the capability to access reports in accordance with security specifications 


and guidelines. HPES will provide a reporting system that can only be accessed using a 


secure process. We adhere to rigorous security protocols when providing reports and report 


data to our customer, by transmitting data through protected application servers and 


firewalls. This is a significant factor in meeting HIPAA security requirements.  


Report access in ODRAS is assigned based on user ID, so users can only view those 


reports for which they have been granted access. This role-based access design of our 


reporting system constrains users to their authorized access levels and ensures the 


confidentiality and privacy of restricted materials.  


12.4.1.7 Reports shall be generated and made available based upon criteria and schedule 


determined by DHCFP. 


It is HPES’s assumption that the Nevada MMIS reports currently being generated are based 


on DHCFP-approved criteria and schedules. HPES will continue to produce reports 


according to the frequency schedule indicated by DHCFP for each report such as, daily, 


weekly, monthly quarterly, semi-annually, annually, or on demand.   


12.4.1.8 Ensure the accuracy of all reports, including, but not limited to, calculations and 


completeness of data used as input. 
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We will make sure that reports are accurate, adhere to the standards and approved designs, 


are in balance, reconcile against other data sources, and verify that the content of data used 


to populate the reports is valid.  


The validation process begins with the design and development of reports. During the 


design and development phases, HPES identifies the appropriate files to use in the 


production of reports. Subsequently, the testing phase is used to test programs and show 


evidence that the correct files are used to create reports before programming is 


implemented into production.  


Besides the validation during the development of new reports, the HPES team performs 


post implementation review to monitor the input files, and output control reports for 


production cycle processing.  


Typically, reports are designed to show record counts and processing control totals, as well 


as balance for each subsystem function or module. Balancing reports, presentation of 


record counts, and processing totals serve as proof that the MMIS is running as expected. 


Through numerous checks and validation processes, our quality assurance team verifies 


that report calculations are checked and completeness of data is verified.  


12.4.1.9 Ensure report requests (not already addressed through the use of the DSS, query tools, 


MARS, other systems, or other reports) are managed through the approved change management 


process. 


Upon approval of the change management process discussed in Section 12.2 by DHCFP, 


HPES will make sure report requests are managed through the approved change 


management process.  This will verify standard procedures are followed in the report 


requirements gathering, development, testing, user review before production of the 


requested report. 


12.4.1.10 Review DHCFP requested report parameter changes for feasibility and respond back to 


DHCFP on any requests that are not feasible prior to the cycle to which the change applies. 


We will implement report parameter changes in time for the applicable reporting cycle. In the 


event a requested change is not feasible within the time frame, HPES will notify DHCFP 


prior to the cycle run to which the change applies. HPES’s change management plan calls 


for weekly project prioritization planning meetings where HPES and DHCFP leadership can 


discuss the feasibility of requested changes, and DHCFP will have the opportunity to 


prioritize the requests. (Refer to section 12.2.)  


12.4.1.11 Implement report parameter changes for upcoming reporting cycles as requested by 


DHCFP and in accordance with the change management process. 


HPES will use the DHCFP-approved change management process to quickly and efficiently 


manage DHCFP-requested report parameter changes. Our process verifies that parameter 


changes for upcoming reporting cycles will be implemented in a timely fashion, so that the 


next cycle reflects the changes. We will coordinate the implementation of the report 


parameter changes based on the reporting cycles and the pre-defined production release 


schedule calendar.  (Refer to section 12.2.2.2.) 
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12.4.1.12 Ensure that all current State and Federal reporting requirements are met by the MMIS and 


system components. 


MMIS reporting that HPES provides in other states has given us the knowledge that is 


essential for verifying state and federal reporting requirements are met by the MMIS and all 


system components. HPES assumes that the current MMIS meets all State and Federal 


reporting requirements. 


12.4.1.13 Offer periodic recommendations for reporting process improvements based on industry 


standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies. 


We constantly explore and offer new creative ways to improve reporting and add new value. 


Besides fine tuning of data retrieval techniques to improve report creation turn around times, 


HPES also determines whether we can provide a new report or upgrade a current report to 


provide valuable management information.  In that instance, we will create a prototype and a 


presentation surrounding the new idea, based on industry best practices, and then present 


to DHCFP for feedback and approval. If approved, it becomes reality.  


For example, in Indiana, HPES worked closely with the client to provide language and 


present for legislative rule changes that allowed provider remittance advices to be provided 


electronically through the provider secure web portal. In 2009, the legislation was passed. 


Subsequently, HPES worked with the state client and implemented the first fully mandatory 


use of electronic remittance advices to provider, rather than paper, in the country. The 


estimated annual postage savings alone for this change is more than $750,000. 


As another example, in California, the project management office developed several new 


reports to help ease the customer’s extensive task of overseeing their MMIS projects. These 


new reports use metrics in the development of weekly, monthly, and annual status reports 


that detail the operational progress of the account. The reports allowed the state to oversee 


service performance and quality, and provided statistics and reports on service delivery.  


The Checkpoint Effort and Cost Summary (CE&CS), a System Development Notice (SDN) 


supplement, is another example of HPES’s reporting improvement efforts. HPES’s project 


management office introduced these reports to our customer in California to provide actual 


effort and cost information for projects. This information enabled the customer to review 


effort and cost information for each SDN deliverable phase as it was completed.  


This illustrates how HPES has endeavored to improve reporting processes, methods and 


tools. We have provided value by offering more comprehensive information, cost-efficiency, 


and timesaving reports to our customer. 


12.4.1.14 Submit Federal reports for review and approval by DHCFP, prior to submission to CMS. 


Once HPES has completed the necessary CMS reports, we will request DHCFP approval 


through the formal correspondence process, before submitting them to CMS. We will make 


sure that all state and federal reporting requirements are met.  
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12.4.1.15 All reports must be made available in data format specified by DHCFP for export and import 


purposes. 


All reports will be available to DHCFP in the format necessary for safe and secure export 


and import purposes. It is HPES’s understanding that all current report data formats meet 


DHCFP’s requirements. 


12.4.1.16 Respond promptly to legislative/administrative requests for reports, as required by DHCFP. 


As we receive direction from DHCFP, our systems engineers will promptly determine the 


required data elements, most efficient retrieval method, format of the output report, and 


respond to legislative/administrative requests for reports according to DHCS specifications.  


12.4.2 DHCFP Responsibilities 


12.4.2.1 Review and approve Contractor proposed listing of reports and associated report generation 


schedule. 


12.4.2.2 Work with the Contractor to define report parameters and report layouts. 


12.4.2.3 Review and approve Federal reports prior to submission to CMS. 


12.4.2.4 Consider recommendations for improvement provided by the contractor. 


We understand and acknowledge DHCFP’s responsibilities. 


12.4.3 Contractor Performance Expectations 


12.4.3.1 Produce each report at the frequency agreed to by DHCFP. 


As HPES receives direction from DHCFP, our systems engineers will develop reports per 


DHCS specifications, and produce each report at the frequency agreed by DHCFP. 


For production reports that are turned over by the current contractor, HPES will produce 


each report according to the established frequency. 


12.4.3.2 Distribute each report within the timeframe agreed to by DHCFP. 


Timeliness of reports is essential to MMIS operations and HPES continues to deliver reports 


to users on a timely basis. Most reports are stored and retrieved online through ODRAS via 


the secured Web portal making them available immediately after they are generated. 


However, HPES will deliver hardcopy reports within the agreed time frames resulting in the 


timely delivery of MMIS reports. Our proven methods for handling report delivery used 


across all our MMIS accounts has allowed us to deliver reports on time and ahead of 


schedule.  


12.4.3.3 Produce reports according to Federal reporting time frames. 


HPES has experience throughout all our MMIS accounts in meeting federal reporting 


requirements. One example is that we have reliably performed at a level that has enabled 


California’s MMIS to qualify for federal funding continuously since 1988. HPES will generate 


the contract-required number of reports and within the time frame specified in the contract, 


meeting DHCFP’s reporting objectives, and according to Federal reporting time frames. 
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12.4.3.4 Respond within one (1) working day to legislative/administrative requests for reports, as 


required by DHCFP. 


HPES will respond within one (1) working day to legislative/administrative requests for 


reports as required by DHCFP.  Typically, HPES would need to explore the report 


information requirements, determine whether an existing report would fill the request.  For 


the one time reports that require development efforts, HPES would determine data retrieval 


methods, and output format prior to providing an estimated timeframe for report production.  


New one-time report would follow a fast track development and change management 


process similar to the ad hoc project type. 
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12.5 Core MMIS Component Requirements 


12.5.1 Overview of Core MMIS Components 


12.5.1 Overview of Core MMIS Components 


The Core MMIS is the component traditionally referred to as the claims payment engine, and defined 


by the system source code for the MMIS operated by the current Fiscal Agent for the State. The 


source code can be construed as the scope of the Core MMIS component. 


The following business function areas compose the Core MMIS. The associated Contractor 


Responsibilities, DHCFP Responsibilities, System Performance Requirements, and Contractor 


Performance Requirements are located in the Core MMIS Operational Requirements Table 


(Attachment O). 


HPES is excited to bring our technical expertise and extensive and broad Medicaid 


experience to the Division of Health Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP). In addition to 


serving 22 states as the primary contractor for Medicaid programs, HPES also is recognized 


as a world-class leader in information technology (IT) outsourcing according to a Forester 


study developed in 2007. We have a mature relationship with Verizon for data center 


services; and together we bring expertise with a proven track record of service excellence 


that no other vendor can match.  


Verizon and its acquisition companies, including MCI and UUNet, have been HPES’ 


technology partners for more than a decade. Verizon’s contributions to HPES solutions 


range from hosting and data center co-location services to enhanced data and voice 


network services. Besides our continued use of the Verizon Data Center in Tampa, Florida 


for the Nevada Core systems, HPES will use our existing Health Care Network Cloud (HNC) 


for the interconnections of the various Nevada MMIS facilities, including the Verizon Data 


Center in Tampa. The HNC uses the Verizon telecommunication network backbone. 


HPES has been delivering service excellence to state Medicaid programs since 1977, 


demonstrating a long-term commitment to state healthcare delivery programs across the 


country. The essence of any Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) is the 


claims payment engine or Core MMIS Components. HPES will ensure that our takeover will 


be completed with minimal disruption and risk to the services to Nevada recipients and 


providers.  


HPES will use the same mainframe resources that are currently used to support the Nevada 


program at the Verizon Data Center in Tampa. This approach provides the lowest risk and 


minimizes changes to mainframe programs and potential for problems with data loss 


sometimes occurring when applications migrate to other data centers. Having the HNC in 


place, HPES will securely interconnect all the necessary components required to continue 


delivery of Medicaid and Check Up services to Nevada’s neediest populations. This 


approach will also minimize disruption to the providers and compress the project time lines 


for the Core MMIS components takeover.  


In the following sections, we present our approach for transition of the Core MMIS 


Components: Claims Processing; Financial; Prior Authorization; Provider; Recipient; 
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Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS); Third-Party Liability (TPL); Early 


Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT); Level of Care (LOC); Reference; 


and Management & Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS).  


12.5.2 Claims Processing 


12.5.2 Claims Processing 


Claims processing is the central function of an 


MMIS. HPES has been involved with state 


programs since the inception of Medicaid in 


1965 by taking over, operating, and modifying 


MMIS systems, besides developing CMS-


certified new MMIS applications. We support 


and assist our state customers by 


implementing program enhancements 


designed to streamline healthcare processes 


and improve services and client access to 


care. HPES processes more than 1 billion 


Medicaid claims annually— more than any 


other company. Our goal is to process claims 


promptly and accurately to meet or exceed 


DHCFP requirements. HPES will take over the 


claim processing from the incumbent and 


continue to use the Claim Check tool by 


McKesson to perform the clinical claim data 


edit and audit functions. The primary claim 


processing staff and facility will reside in 


Carson City area. 


Managing a successful claims operation is contingent on understanding the technical and 


operational intricacies of today’s MMIS. Interrelationships and functional dependencies that 


occur throughout the Nevada MMIS operations encompass the vendor, DHCFP, provider 


and recipient communities, and other healthcare entities. Our practices address these 


factors through management strategies that use our team’s skill in workload management 


and our understanding of the nature of the work. Our approach supports provider and 


DHCFP participation in communicating changes and addressing problems. Quality is also 


inherent throughout our processes, which supports reliable operations, continual 


improvements in processing that adhere to the Nevada requirements. 


Claims Processing 


• HPES has over 20 year of 


processing experience for Multiple 


Medicaid accounts and providing a 


consistent high quality service 


delivery. 


• HPES has experienced staff that 


have the expertise to provide 


continuous program improvement 


• HPES has as the proven ability to 


manage high volume claims 


processing environments  and 


work with the customer to identify 


possible areas of improvement in 


edits and audits which could result 


in cost saving for the state of 


Nevada. 
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12.5.3 Financial 


12.5.3 Financial 


The intricacies of the MMIS come together 


within the financial function. The financial 


subsystem processes adjudicated claim data 


for payments by following state and federal 


rules and regulations and HIPAA 


requirements. As with all other HPES MMIS 


fiscal agent contracts, HPES will provide a high 


level of service to DHCFP to accurately and 


correctly verify DHCFP funds are appropriately 


disbursed in addition to providing all required 


state and federal financial reports. HPES will 


produce a detailed remittance advice for each 


payment in paper and electronic (ACS X12N 


835 transactions) formats as defined by 


DHCFP. HPES will track 1099 data and 


produce earning statements for providers and 


IRS as required by state and federal regulations and mail them by January 31 of each year. 


An Accounts Receivable (A/R) system will be maintained by HPES and reports will be 


produced daily for recoupment, negative balances and interim payments processing. After 


each payment cycle, claims and financial information will be updated with the claim cycle 


information, such as check number, date of payment, and amount paid.  


HPES will work closely with our third-party liability (TPL) ally, Emdeon, to reflect the liability 


collections in the financial subsystem. The HPES team takes prides in delivering timely and 


accurate payment to providers and has firm commitment to DHCFP on financial integrities.  


12.5.4 Prior Authorization 


12.5.4 Prior Authorization 


Prior Authorization (PA) is a process used to determine the medical necessity for selected 


non-emergency medical services, equipment, drugs and supplies before the services or 


supplies are provided. In compliance with State-approved policies and procedures, HPES 


will prospectively implement processes to review the facts associated with certain 


treatments proposed by providers for the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up services clients, 


and make determinations regarding the medical necessity and appropriateness of care. 


Given our experience of performing PA functions for other state Medicaid programs and the 


success of our Kansas Medicaid PA program in obtaining URAC accreditation, DHCFP can 


be confident that our processes and procedures will be based on sound, evidence-based 


information.  


HPES is excited to present DHCFP our Atlantes Care Management and Service 


Authorization System— a commercial off-the-shelf application that we will integrate with the 


existing MMIS. The industry-leading Atlantes allows HPES to deploy technology that can  


Financial 


• High level of service to DHCFP to 


accurately and correctly verify 


funds are appropriately disbursed 


in addition to providing all required 


state and federal financial reports 


• Timely and accurate payment to 


providers with a firm commitment 


for financial integrity  


• Experienced staff from multiple 


other states provide leveragable 


expertise for technical and 


operational quality assurance and 


process improvements 
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 add efficiency as it operates, monitors, and 


manages state healthcare programs. A 


configurable rules engine embedded into the 


Atlantes application perform eligibility and 


benefit program checks, displaying appropriate 


warning messages as necessary and in real 


time to the authorized user. The system uses 


additional checks to make certain that the 


authorized services are within the date range 


specified by the PA. The authorization rules 


logic in Atlantes is enhanced to apply 


configured clinical decision logic based on the 


following: setting level of care; admit type; type 


of service; and service categories; providers, 


provider groupings, and their networks; 


diagnosis and procedure groupings; client 


eligibility program; and client age. Additionally, 


the automated workflow is driven by the 


system to alert users of assignment to a case 


or service review.  


Atlantes allows the production of notification 


letters to provide PA request status information 


to providers and recipients. Certain letters will 


be automatically triggered for particular events, 


such as PA service approval, reduction, 


modification, or denial. We will maintain the 


current trigger events in the MMIS, and HPES will work with DHCFP to determine new or 


modified events for Atlantes, which will be modified by system configuration parameters. 


Additionally, information for any PA administrative review and appeal will be scanned and 


linked to the PA request under review.  


An efficient PA system is key to enabling HPES to manage utilization of services for Nevada 


Medicaid and Check Up more economically, offering greater expenditure oversight and 


increased staff productivity. The tight integration and efficient flow of information between 


Atlantes and the MMIS provides the framework to support these objectives through efficient 


operation and maintenance of a secure system that provides status, service limit, and PA 


information to DHCFP and its provider community. We know that DHCFP also employs 


inpatient concurrent reviews and targeted outpatient reviews to help make certain that 


services delivered to and paid for its clients are medically necessary, appropriate, and cost-


effective. Determining medically necessary, appropriate, and cost-effective services without 


provider hassle, Atlantes enables fiscal stewardship with PA requests and notifications.  


Prior Authorization 


• Atlantes Care Management and 


Service Authorization System, a 


commercial off-the-shelf 


application will integrate with the 


existing MMIS to provide the data 


based on medical necessity for 


service authorization 


• Authorization rules logic in 


Atlantes applies configured clinical 


decision logic based on the DHCFP 


approved policy 


• Automated workflow driven by 


Atlantes alerts users of assignment 


to a case or service review and 


provides audit trail from request, 


justification for each decision and 


production of notification letters. 


• PA system enables HPES to 


manage utilization of services for 


Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 


more economically, offering greater 


expenditure oversight and 


increased staff productivity 
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12.5.5 Provider 


12.5.5 Provider 


As an experienced fiscal agent, HPES manages a wide variety of provider solutions that 


includes full provider master file management and comprehensive provider education 


programs. Provider master file management (updates and maintenance) is a core function in 


many of our Medicaid states. Leveraging our capability model, HPES is prepared to manage 


Nevada’s provider master file data and enforce program policy and verify data accuracy. 


Maintenance of the provider master file is vital to the provider experience, as it is integral to 


accurate claims processing. Governed by strict quality control standards and role-based 


security, our staff understands the criticality of file updates, and the myriad of identifiers and 


related data keys. 


Similarly, program policy, billing requirements, tools, and resources are staples of HPES’ 


education and outreach endeavors for Medicaid systems across the nation. Provider training 


on topics such as state electronic capabilities, what transactions are supported, how to 


employ them and interface with the program, policy, program and billing, common denials, 


billing tips and tools are just a few of the modules Nevada can expect to be deployed. Our 


time-tested training methodology—Instructional Systems Life Cycle (ISLC)—is the industry 


recognized approach to develop, design, and deliver training. 


We employ a skilled, certified training team with extensive knowledge in Medicaid policy and 


program billing. Our outreach tactics are not limited to instructor-led training. Our expertise 


also includes web and printed newsletters, provider billing manuals, notifications, and 


letters. In our web-enabled environment, more and more providers seek a self-serve 


solution to meet their daily business needs. HPES is prepared to meet this demand. In some 


state Medicaid programs, for example, California, all provider bulletins, manuals, and most 


notifications are available exclusively on the web. Ease of access, usability, and search-


friendly features are standard for our web portal. 


12.5.6 Recipient 


12.5.6 Recipient 


Maintaining current and valid MMIS recipient data and its role in accurate claims processing 


is critical. The maintenance of the recipient subsystem in conjunction with the timeliness of 


updates to the recipient subsystem allows providers to quickly determine eligibility and 


scope of services covered, enabling the provider to focus more on the care of the individual 


and not the billing processes. 


Our approach to the recipient business area is based on years of experience in servicing the 


healthcare industry. As the largest processor of healthcare transactions in the United States, 


our healthcare experience covers recipient functions, including real-time processing, secure 


file data transfer, file maintenance and creation, and mailing recipient information. We apply 


NIST, HIPAA, and physical security standards to make certain recipient data is tightly 


secured while allowing access to authorized providers, managed care plans, and other state 


approved entities.  
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HPES will continue to support the current recipient data access methods that providers have 


come to depend on, including Internet, telephone, and leased lines. During takeover, we will 


work closely with the provider community so they are fully prepared for the transition. For 


ongoing operations, we will continue to apply our expertise to manage the recipient 


functions to meet all RFP requirements. 


12.5.7 Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) Support 


12.5.7 Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) Support 


HPES will upgrade and enhance the current Thomson Reuters Advantage Suite solution to 


form a DSS/MARS/SURS solution for Nevada. Advantage Suite meets the federal 


requirements for the Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem (SURS). Advantage 


Suite serves as the certified SURS in Nevada and three other states—Nebraska, New 


Hampshire, and South Carolina—and it is being implemented for SURS in Idaho.  


The fully integrated Advantage Suite applications support the needs of surveillance and 


utilization reviewers, healthcare quality improvement (QI) specialists, analysts in the 


managed care area, and Medicaid Fraud Control Units (MFCU) personnel. 


For DHCFP, all of the necessary Provider and Client profiles, comparisons, and reports that 


were required by the agency and for CMS Certification were created in the DSS and can be 


generated using the required claims, provider, enrollment, reference, control file, and other 


information. Any criteria in the database can be used for reporting and analysis through 


easy point-and-click and drag-and-drop selection. Criteria include factors such as age, 


gender, race, geographic region, funding and aid categories, provider type, claims data 


elements, program codes, long-term care (LTC) indicators, category of service, specialty, 


practice type (group vs. individual), enrollment status, diagnosis codes, procedure codes 


and groups, ambulatory care groups, peer groups, inpatient and outpatient status, dates of 


payment or service, episodes of care, etc. Advantage Suite provides sophisticated and 


flexible ranking and other statistical analyses, along with clinically-based evaluations using a 


variety of built-in performance measures that can be selected by the user.  


All production SURS reports will be reviewed during Requirements and discussed with SUR 


staff to review output and recommend design changes. Production SURS reports will be 


maintained by HPES with all changes to production SURS reports being managed through 


change control. Users have the ability to use production SURS reports as templates for 


making real-time changes to existing SURS reports. Users do not have administrative rights 


to edit production SURS reports. Production SUR reports are run quarterly to meet CMS 


requirements. These will exist online in Advantage Suite. HPES team has experience 


transmitting both MARS and SURS production reports to other vendors’ electronic data 


management system (EDMS). 


A unique aspect of the Advantage Suite solution is the broad clinical capabilities it 


possesses. This enables the user to identify opportunities for loss avoidance that lay well 


beyond the capabilities of other systems. The clinical, business, and technical intelligence 


that is built into Advantage Suite helps the user discern the differences between the 


following: 
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• Providers who practice outside the norm because they are gaming the system, from 


those who are employing new evidence-based practice protocols 


• Providers who report high frequencies of only a small number of procedures because 


they have “poked a hole in the edits,” from the providers who have a mix of cases for 


which those procedures would normally be frequent 


• Providers who have truly suspicious billing patterns, from those who are just unaware of 


the correct coding procedure, handicapped by faulty billing systems, or focused on 


revenue maximization within the fine lines of propriety 


• Recipients who are abusing the system, from those who are genuinely ill 


HPES team brings an unmatched SURS solution that is flexible and scalable, supports 


DHCFP’s goals, and meets the 12.5.7 requirements in Attachment O, as described in the 


following pages. 


The following pages in gray have been redacted as they contain proprietary information for 


the Advantage Suite solution. The pages are included in Tab VII – Scope of Work of the 


Confidential Technical Information binder.  


CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION STARTS HERE 
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CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION ENDS HERE 


Summary Profiles 


Summary Profiles provide summarized metrics for physicians or recipients for a higher level 


profile of recipient and providers practice patterns.  These, like all report types discussed 


here, may be altered to include a variety of provider dimension including, but not limited to, 


referring provider, ordering provider, billing provider and servicing provider. The exhibit 


below shows an example of a summary report for the peer group of pharmacy provider. The 


measures listed in the report are trended over four quarters for each pharmacy provider.  


Measures may be changed at the user’s discretion and run real time.  


Summary Report for the Pharmacy Provider Peer Group 


 


Fraud Algorithms Reports (12.5.7.28) 


HPES team has developed numerous algorithms for fraud and abuse detection and 


investigation, based on treatment patterns as they relate to the types and volume of services 


provided to an individual patient.  Algorithms are developed using Advantage Suite’s 
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capability to combine measures (sums, rates, and ratios), dimensions, subsets, and time 


periods onto reports that compare providers or beneficiaries.  These reports reveal problems 


for further investigation.   


In Medicaid, Advantage Suite is delivered with a defined core set of fraud algorithms in the 


form of ready to use Payment Integrity Reports.  These reports are highly customizable and 


can be used to jump-start the analysis of other problems. Below are examples of these 


reports: 


• DME 5-50 Analysis shows the top five procedures, by net payment, for each durable 


medical equipment (DME) billing provider for the most recent rolling quarter.  When the 


net payments for a procedure are at least 50% of the provider's net payments, the row is 


highlighted.  Use this report to identify providers who billed a small number of 


procedures for all or most recipients.  This may indicate either that the services were not 


supplied at all, or that, if supplied, they exceeded any medical necessity in quantity 


and/or frequency of delivery. 


• Established Patient Visit Upcoding identifies providers who bill a disproportionate 


number of high-cost E & M visits, for the most recent rolling quarter.  Providers with a 


high percentage of high-cost E & M visits may be upcoding to maximize revenue.  Use 


this report to identify suspicious providers; then look at all the E & M visits for a particular 


provider by day to determine if he has billed more services than could be provided in a 


day. 


• Generic Drug Dispensing Patterns displays generic drug substitution information by 


billing provider, sorted by prescriptions as a percent of all drugs, for the most recent 


rolling year.  This report is limited to providers with more than 100 prescriptions.  


Providers with a high percent of brand name drugs may be dispensing generic drugs 


and billing for brand name drugs. Use this report to identify providers for further 


investigation. 


• Improbable Frequency of Nail Debridement identifies podiatrists with a greater 


percentage of nail debridement procedures than their peers for the most recent rolling 


year.  Excessive billing of nail debridement is a known fraud pattern.  Use this report to 


identify providers for further investigation. 


• Improbable Frequency of Single Lab Tests identifies labs with a greater percentage of 


single lab tests than their peers for the most recent rolling year.  Use this report to 


identify unbundling of lab tests that should be included as part of a panel.  Providers 


identified by this algorithm should be investigated further by using the Procedure 


Analysis by Provider report template or listing their single and panel lab tests by patient 


and day. 


• Long-Term Care Referring Provider Profile displays the top five referring providers for 


each extended care facility provider, based on net payments for the most recent rolling 


year.  Use this report to identify possible collusive relationships between billing providers 


and referring providers.   
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• Non-Lab Providers Billing Lab Services identifies non-lab providers who were paid for 


lab services.  Use this report to identify providers who routinely bill for lab work provided 


by the ordering provider.  A common fraudulent pattern is to bill for blood cell counts on 


a majority of patients, regardless of diagnosis.  


• Paid Claims Surge by Provider Type displays the payments associated with all paid 


claims for the most recent rolling quarter compared to the previous rolling quarter.  Use 


this report to identify provider types with significant period-over-period increases.  To 


investigate further, limit the report to the provider type of interest and run the report by 


individual provider. 


Advantage Suite enables users to easily create new algorithms as new needs arise.  The 


algorithms used to support fraud and abuse detection are compiled from combining 


measures, subsets, time periods and dimensions into comprehensive multi-dimensional 


reports.  The two most unique capabilities for this purpose are the Measures Catalog and 


the Subsetting feature.  


12.5.8 Third Party Liability (TPL) 


12.5.8 Third Party Liability (TPL) 


HPES is pleased to offer Nevada and DHCFP a total TPL solution comprised of the Nevada 


MMIS TPL features, solid approaches, and methodologies from our partner, Emdeon. 


Together, HPES and Emdeon provide decades of experience managing TPL. DHCFP’s 


vision for Nevada requires an innovative solution that blends proven market experience and 


expertise with a technology infrastructure and architecture that can evolve and support 


Nevada Medicaid operations for the long term, including enabling its transformation under 


the MITA framework. The HPES/Emdeon team brings an unmatched TPL solution that is 


flexible and scalable, supports DHCFP’s goals and meets the 12.5.8 requirements in 


Attachment O. Initial and ongoing training will be provided for all authorized TPL and 


financial system users. 


As HPES’ TPL management partner, Emdeon will be responsible for providing TPL 


administrative support for Medicaid cost avoidance and cost recovery for “pay and chase” in 


the Nevada MMIS claims processing function. This includes the identification of other liable 


coverage—private insurance, Medicare, TRICARE and other government payors—


integration of that information into the Nevada MMIS claim adjudication process and 


recovery when claims are identified as paid in error.  


Emdeon’s market differentiating TPL methodology focuses on maximizing Cost Avoidance 


through early and frequent Data Matching before paying a claim. Cost-avoidance activities 


and results are stored within a centralized case management system that easily integrates 


all subsequent processes, including TPL file management, pay-and-chase activities, health 


insurance premium evaluation, and MMIS/Nevada State reporting. Emphasizing cost 


avoidance can help decrease the number of erroneously paid claims, reduce the volume 


and costs associated with pay and chase activities, and increase recipient and provider 


satisfaction. 
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Emdeon’s approach to TPL uses MITA’s best practice business architecture, information 


architecture, and technology architecture. Our cost avoidance solution uses thousands of 


business rules, algorithms, and data sources to identify third-party coverage earlier in the 


Medicaid benefit cycle. This can greatly increase Nevada’s up-front cost-avoidance savings 


and avoids claim denial because of late filing. Additionally, our solution will generate and 


submit all identified claims for which a third party has been found to be liable. This approach 


is more comprehensive than traditional Medicaid TPL solutions by leveraging the nation’s 


largest clearinghouse, which connects nearly more than 90 percent of healthcare providers 


to more than 99 percent of the commercial and 


government health plans.  


 TPL Data Match 


Emdeon has developed a best practice TPL 


data match strategy that helps maximize 


savings through Cost Avoidance and Cost 


Recovery from possible third party payers. 


Emdeon’s network has been the infrastructure 


for the leading TPL vendor for more than 15 


years and powers leading Coordination of 


Benefits (COB)/self-pay analytics solutions that 


are currently use throughout the payer and 


provider market. 


Because deep, frequent identification and 


verification of TPL is the center piece of 


Emdeon’s offering, our solution will feature 


data matching at multiple stages in the benefit 


cycle. By providing a flexible array of 


verification tools, which allow the State to 


move TPL identification to the very front of the work flow, Emdeon maximizes exposure to 


pertinent data while minimizing the need for backend recoupment. 


Enrollment Verification 


Emdeon understands that it is in the State’s interest to move TPL identification to the very 


beginning of the benefit cycle. By offering real-time and web-enabled integration tools that 


allows verification of current and previous coverage, our solution makes sure that any 


known coverage that is associated with DHCFP defined data sources is identified, validated 


and accepted; thereby, helping maximize cost avoidance and program integrity. Our 


verification tools provide flexible workflow integration using a MITA-ready enrollment 


application layer and access to Emdeon’s complete real-time payer network.  


By allowing up-front verification of known benefits, the State can fully vet each recipient 


while the recipient is present and able to provide coverage information. Prospective 


recipients can provide feedback on any coverage identified, and the information can be 


TPL Data Match 


• On Enrollment Verification 


provides needed other coverage 


information at the beginning of the 


benefit cycle. 


• Systematic Data Re-verification 


maximizes the value of known TPL 


coverage during eligibility and 


claim adjudication processes. 


• TPL Discovery (Identification) casts 


the widest net for identifying other 


funding sources.  


• Direct Claim Cycle Management 


integrates into the MMIS claim 


payment system to allow rules 


based identification of other 


coverage prior to claim 


adjudication. 
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verified immediately; thereby, helping reduce the incidence of erroneous information being 


added to recipient files and providing an important tool for entitlement screening.  


Recipients whose previous coverage has lapsed or recipients who has not provided 


previous coverage information will immediately be matched using Emdeon’s deep TPL 


Discovery (identification) process using near real-time inquiry.  


Systematic Data Re-verification 


Emdeon knows that the effectiveness of any TPL solution is dependent on the quality and 


age of its coverage information. Because of the volatility of the data and the understanding 


of the burden the State has for handling accurate recipient information, our solution can 


systematically verify previously identified coverage information each month or on a 


frequency as defined by DHCFP. This is a significant differentiator from the industry’s 


current TPL solutions where those vendors often wait until after a claim is paid to re-verify 


known coverage.  


HPES/Emdeon’s solution performs inquiries directly with payers through Emdeon’s industry 


leading payer network to validate any previously identified coverage information. If the 


coverage information has changed or lapsed, recipient information is updated to reflect the 


most current information. 


By re-verifying each recipient’s known TPL coverage information monthly, the State can 


maximize accuracy and reduce the likelihood of inaccurate information being used for 


eligibility determination and claim adjudication. 


Systematic TPL Discovery 


Combining an extensive real-time payer network, various payer batch systems, intelligent 


hosted payer eligibility, and claim and electronic remittance advice (ERA) datasets, 


HPES/Emdeon’s solution provides for the most exhaustive and multi-layered approach to 


TPL identification available in the market today; HPES/Emdeon refers to this process as 


TPL Discovery.  


Direct Claim Cycle Management 


HPES/Emdeon’s solution goes beyond Systematic TPL Discovery and allows for rules-


based execution that integrates with Nevada’s MMIS claims adjudication. This can allow 


additional searches to be performed, as defined by the DHCFP, using logical rules, such as 


claim value, red flag, and other DHCFP-defined guidelines. By allowing direct system 


integration and real-time inquiries, Nevada can validate that current TPL coverage is 


analyzed prior to claim adjudication. 


During the Implementation Phase of this project, the HPES/Emdeon’s team will work with 


DHCFP to finalize a comprehensive Data Match work plan that best fits Nevada’s needs. 


The approved work plan will address how data matches and other file searches with 


commercial and government carriers will be executed. 
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Case Management, Denial Management, Accounts Receivable (AR) and 


Recovery and Health Insurance Premium Evaluation 


HPES/Emdeon’s Case Management system 


provides the centralized repository and work 


flow engine that powers our TPL solution. The 


Case Management system integrates results 


from the TPL Data Match to facilitate pay and 


chase activities, Denial Management, A/R, and 


recovery and health insurance premium 


evaluation. The foundation of many of those 


services is the Emdeon’s network, which is 


currently being used by most TPL vendors and 


has resulted in improved recoupment for their 


state clients. 


Case Management 


HPES/Emdeon’s Case Management software 


manages all aspects of cost avoidance and 


Cost Containment efforts - including a 


business rules engine to ensure that Nevada 


specific requirements are met and a consistent 


high quality of service is delivered. Integrating and managing data collected at every phase 


of the recovery process, in a centralized repository, ensures that all operations are tracked 


and provides a complete picture to case workers. HPES/Emdeon’s centralized repository, 


unlike the disparate Cost Avoidance and Cost Containment repositories used by other TPL 


vendors, provides the following advantages to Nevada: 


• End-to-end transparency through data import, investigation, claim generation, 


dispute resolution, and payment 


• Centralized store for all soft and scanned hard copy correspondence 


• Managed form and letter generation including liens and statements; letters are 


then mailed through HPES/Emdeon’s payment and correspondence cooperative that 


provides HIPAA-compliant services to more than 650 payer organizations today 


• Managed calendar/diary functionality allows for automated triggering of events 


resulting in continuous activity on each case 


• User level data and module access restriction 


• Configurable rules and event triggers management system 


As the backbone of cost avoidance and cost containment activities, HPES/Emdeon’s case 


management system provides case workers, managers, and administrators with the tools 


and tracking systems needed to consistently and relentlessly pursue potential recovery 


Case Management, Denial 


Management, AR and Recovery and 


Health Insurance Premium Evaluation 


• Centralized case management that 


provides calendar and event driven 


workflow, with an integrated 


business rules engine  


• Denial Management solution to 


facilitate speed of reimbursement 


• A/R and recovery module to 


facilitate recovery and remittance 


processes 


• Health Insurance Premium 


Evaluation processes that are 


facilitated by the Case Management 


system to ensure effectiveness 
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opportunities. Acting as a centralized repository for third-party and member inquiries, 


authorized users will be granted access to appropriate eligibility, claims and documentation.  


As third parties are identified and their financial responsibilities are calculated, 


HPES/Emdeon will do the following: 


• Notify the third party of their obligation 


• Coordinate with the third party to obtain all needed information for billing 


• Submit electronic claims through Emdeon’s clearinghouse, which will determine the 


appropriate submission method by payor (EDI, mail, or fax) in accordance with HIPAA 


regulations 


• Collect and post-payer electronic remittance advice (ERA) and explanation of benefits 


(EOB) information 


• Issue remittance notices to all parties. 


• Submit payment using DHCFP approved procedures 


• Update records and case file 


Pay and Chase Activities 


While HPES/Emdeon’s TPL methodology emphasizes cost avoidance, we understand that 


an effective pay-and-chase solution is necessary to initiate activities for recovery from tort 


cases, claims that were knowingly paid in error for compliance with state or federal 


regulations, or because information about other coverage was not available at the time of 


claim adjudication.  


The following are attributes of HPES/Emdeon’s pay-and-chase solution: 


• A business rules engine within the Case Management system will be configured to 


achieve DHCFP specified guidelines including timeliness and content rules.  


• Calendar and event driven scheduling enables HPES/Emdeon to ensure that recovery 


activity is performed on a timely basis. Managers and supervisors monitor exception 


reports to identify areas of improvement. 


• Centralized letter templates will verify consistency in quality and content in all external 


written communication. 


• Automated letter scheduler that mails second and third requests, when needed, will be 


used without case worker involvement. 


• Management oversight will be provided to monitor the status of open receivables on past 


due settlements.  


Accounts Receivable and Recovery 


HPES/Emdeon’s case management system will meet DHCFP requirements. Our system 


provides an automated payment collection process for receiving, processing, and depositing 


funds. The process includes the following: 
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• Submitting claims to third party payers 


• Tracking and verifying that payments and repayments are accurately deposited in 


accordance with DHCFP specifications 


• Reconciling the remittance advice and other supporting documentation 


• Making sure all supporting documentation is retained and available  


• Submitting timely and detailed reports on a prescribed schedule 


• MITA-ready service-oriented architecture (SOA) for integration into Nevada A/R systems 


• Management oversight to verify consistency between HPES/Emdeon’s case 


management system and other financial systems 


Health Insurance Premium Management 


Powered by HPES/Emdeon’s TPL Data Match and event-driven case management system, 


Health Insurance Premium evaluation will occur within DHCFP’s specified time line of 


discovering other insurance. This process includes the following: 


• Uses the case management system to perform the evaluation, track case status, 


document DHCFP guidelines, document case activity and report program statistics 


• Integrates with HPES/Emdeon’s MITA-ready SOA reporting module for near real-time 


data, when needed. 


Reporting and Data Exchange 


HPES/Emdeon’s case management system will communicate with Nevada’s systems 


because we support MITA-ready SOA modules and older legacy methods, such as secure 


file transfer protocol (SFTP). In addition to the flexibility that is provided by the reporting and 


data exchange architecture, HPES/Emdeon can schedule the delivery of the following types 


of data as needed by the State: 


• Ability to control the content of report data based on information within the Case 


Management system’s centralized rules engine 


• Ability to report either complete or changed Recipient TPL information  


• Ability to provide AR and recovery payment information as needed 


• Ability to report on returned denials notices on a scheduled basis  


• Ability to quickly deliver customized reporting 


12.5.9 Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) 


12.5.9 Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) 


HPES is engaged in 22 Medicaid states. As such, we are well-versed in the operation of 


numerous children’s and prevention care programs, such as the Early and Periodic 


Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT) program. Specifically in California and Idaho 


MMIS, we support the EPSDT program and several other state-only programs. These 
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programs track screenings and treatment information and use this information to generate 


notices to recipients. Our success in operating these programs draws on the experience and 


technical strength of the team members, with strong management approach to verify 


integrity of data in the EPSDT subsystem to support state and federal requirements.  


In addition to taking over the Nevada Core MMIS EPSDT function, HPES will develop a 


web-based solution for providers to enter exam information. This gives DHCFP another 


mechanism for evaluating effectiveness of the EPSDT program and verifying proper 


preventive healthcare for Nevada recipients.  


12.5.10 Level of Care 


12.5.10 Level of Care 


 For level of care, the HPES team brings an 


extensive background of frontline experience 


of providing, maintaining, and updating 


Medicaid level of care data for the Nevada 


MMIS’ neediest population. We recognize and 


understand the need for a level of care 


information maintenance tool that enables 


informed decisions for skilled or intermediate 


care and proper claims payment. Providing this 


tool and operational support will have similar 


results of our previous MMIS takeovers where 


Medicaid providers and recipients experienced 


continuity of care and minimum disruption to 


current billing procedures. We will engage 


experienced support staff to maintain and use 


the tool for online data entry by DHCFP and 


Contractor staff as outlined in the requirements. Ongoing training needs and quality 


assurance will be addressed using documented procedures and feedback monitoring.  


12.5.11 Reference 


12.5.11 Reference 


HPES is very experienced at maintaining reference data in MMIS systems, implementing as 


many as 600 annual changes to California MMIS, one of the largest and most intricate 


systems in the nation. These changes encompass a variety of updates ranging from 


simplistic, single-rate updates, to large, complex updates as mandated by state and federal 


regulations. HPES is sensitive to state-specific needs, and our knowledge and experience 


equip us to accommodate a variety of special circumstances such as budget drills, 


Assembly Bills and immediate changes to legislation while maintaining current reference 


data for accurate claims processing. HPES understands that reference file maintenance and 


support consists of complex collections of data from various areas of the system that work 


together to both support Nevada programs and enforce State policy and procedures as 


defined by regulation.  


Level of Care 


• Experienced support staff maintain 


and use the level of care tool 


functionality 


• Combination of technology and 


operational support provide 


Nevada providers and recipients 


continuity of care in a manner due 


to minimal disruption to current 


billing procedures 


• Ongoing training and quality 


assurance are addressed with 


documented procedures, 


monitoring and feedback.  
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We employ a highly skilled team, with extensive knowledge in Medicaid policy as well as 


vast experience with claims and system processing, to provide the most effective approach 


to implementing timely and error free reference data updates, and for maintaining reference 


data. Our team’s areas of expertise include the following: rate structures—for example, flat 


rates, per diems, and percentage of billed charges—procedure codes; diagnosis codes 


(ICD-9 and growing experience in ICD-10); medical policy data for processing claims; 


calculating capitations; and understanding reporting. Our combined experience enables us 


to analyze current policies, systems, and processes to efficiently implement required 


changes with no adverse impact to claims processing. Additionally, our knowledgebase 


enables us to provide training on the complexities and dependencies of all reference data, 


system capabilities, and limitations.  


12.5.12 Management & Administrative Reporting Subsystem 


(MARS) 


12.5.12 Management & Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS) 


HPES understands the role that the Management and Administrative Reporting Subsystem 


(MARS) plays in giving DHCFP prompt and pertinent information to help manage a program 


as complex as Medicaid. MARS provides a method for consolidating and presenting 


information needed for an effective program, and provides much of the information 


necessary for fiscal planning and control.  


Performance and productivity for MMIS is critical, as there is a potential for loss of federal 


funding if the MMIS operation fails to meet the established federal guidelines. MARS 


extracts, consolidates, and reports information from other MMIS subsystems, and maintains 


the files necessary to build a database of historic information, such as counts of providers, 


recipients, claims, payments, and units of service. This data allows comparison of current 


and past performance of the Medicaid Program. MARS also provides statistical information 


on key Medicaid program functions including administration, operations, provider activities, 


and recipient activities.  


Thomson Reuters Advantage Suite is a combined DSS/MAR/SUR proposed solution for 


DHCFP. This solution will generate MARS reports and deliver them promptly in a format 


useful to authorized users who must analyze service use by a large and diverse provider 


population distributed across a wide geographic area. The solution was certified by CMS in 


June 2005, retroactive to system go-live date in October 2003. Advantage Suite also serves 


as the certified MARS in Nebraska and New Hampshire, and is being implemented for 


MARS in Idaho and Maine.  


HPES’ MARS-related responsibilities include maintaining the data files necessary to build 


the database of historical and statistical information that allows us to produce reports 


containing this accumulated data. Under MITA, MARS reporting requirements have been 


transformed into Business Areas and Business Objectives and System Review Criteria. 


Advantage Suite 4.0 for DSS/MAR/SUR is being implemented in several states whereby 


checklist (system review criteria) items have been mapped at the System Review Criteria 
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and Business Objective levels to reports to verify that the new MITA checklist requirements 


are met and appropriate documentation exists for certification purposes.  


In preparing possible certification resulting from activities associated for Nevada, the HPES 


team will evaluate current MAR reporting during requirements sessions to determine which 


enhancements are necessary to provide updated MAR reports to DHCFP personnel and 


address any gaps in meeting new MITA checklist requirements. The following exhibit, DDI 


Phase, illustrates these activities by phase. Each phase is detailed in the sections following 


the exhibit. 


DDI Phase 


 
 


Requirements Phase 


During requirements sessions with DHCFP, the HPES team will assess and discuss the 


State’s reporting requirements as described in the RFP, federal CMS certification 


requirements, and the existing CMS certified report package. Specifically, we will seek to 


fully understand DHCFP’s goals, objectives, and details surrounding current reporting 


methods. These include reviewing existing report output and understanding new report 


designs that will be incorporated into the design efforts of the DSS.  


During this phase we will share past certification documentation and the approach used 


during the last CMS certification in which we participated. Our documentation and approach 


will be reviewed, discussed, and refined with DHCFP. Outcomes of these discussions can 


be used to: 


• Effectively map or “crosswalk” any current and planned reports from the DSS to CMS 


certification requirements and document the results  


• Identify, assess, and document gaps in new CMS requirements not yet met, or that 


could be strengthened by additional reports from our solution 
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• Generate detailed system design documentation of all State reports identified as 


meeting State RFP and certification criteria, including: 


− Standardized naming conventions 


− Report layouts with accompanying detailed data elements description 


− Report execution frequency as designated by the State for the most accurate and 


current data possible 


− Pertinent information related to the electronic document management system  


− A reference that ties each report to fulfillment of specific CMS reporting requirements 


• Submit formal documentation describing the approach to timely and completely meeting 


Part 11 of the SMM pertaining to reports required for CMS certification  


Design Phase 


Based on changes identified during requirements, design activities will support the following 


outputs related to the certification process: 


• A design document that contains reports required for CMS  


• Mapping of each report to CMS requirements; this is one component of the 


precertification information shared with CMS 


• Additional components required to be available for CMS before or during the site visit 


developed during the design phase include record layouts, data element dictionaries and 


other documentation from the detailed system design 


• Sufficient report specificity to begin development work 


Development Phase 


Reports will be created according to specifications defined in design and tested during 


development. System test results are reviewed with the State and documented for review by 


CMS, if needed.  


User Acceptance Testing 


User acceptance testing will verify that developed reports function as specified and are 


ready for production at go-live. A very important goal of this phase is for our team to train 


and work with DHCFP users so that the methods of producing these reports are clearly 


understood. 
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12.6 Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements 


12.6.1 Overview of Peripheral System Tools 


Component Requirements The Peripheral Systems 


are automated tools and technology solutions that 


are not part of the Core MMIS, but instead 


supplement the Core MMIS, such as a Decision 


Support System, a clinical rules engine, pharmacy 


POS, and others. 


The following components are the Peripheral 


System Tools that supplement the Core MMIS. The 


associated Contractor Responsibilities, DHCFP 


Responsibilities, System Performance 


Requirements, and Contractor Performance 


Requirements are located in the Peripheral System 


Tools Component Requirements Table 


(Attachment P). 


12.6.1 Overview of Peripheral 


System Tools Component 


Requirements 


The HPES team has been delivering service 


excellence to state Medicaid programs for 


several decades, demonstrating a long-term 


commitment to state healthcare delivery 


programs across the country. With our strong 


MMIS experienced team and extensive 


experience in taking over and managing the 


claims payment engine, core MMIS 


components, and peripheral systems as part of 


the 22 MMIS contracts we hold throughout the 


country – we bring to Nevada an unmatched 


expertise in successful takeover of a MMIS 


system with minimal disruption to all the 


stakeholders of DHCFP. The peripheral 


systems of the Nevada MMIS consist of 


automated tools and technology solutions 


supplementing the core MMIS. We will make 


certain that disruption of services to recipients 


and providers during the takeover of any 


peripheral systems will be as minimal as 


possible.  


Our takeover of the Peripheral System 


components is a combination of a ‘hardware 


Peripheral System Tool Component 


Requirement 


• We propose to implement, the 


industry proven Pharmacy Benefit 


Management solution by SXC, 


which is compatible with Nevada's 


current pharmacy requirements 


and business processes. 


• Our Pharmacy Benefit Management 


solution has proven success in 


states like: Vermont, Tennessee 


and Washington. 


• We propose to upgrade and 


enhance the current Thomson 


Reuters Advantage Suite solution 


with new analytics and reporting 


capabilities. 


• We propose a secure web 


standards-based Provider portal 


that is modern, flexible and 


implements Role Based Access 


Control features which are HIPAA 


security regulations and ADA – 


section 508 compliant. 


• We currently use the proposed 


ODRAS technology in an 


environment containing more than 


500 million claim images and 


thousands of different reports, 


comprising an aggregate data 


volume exceeding 20TB. 


• We have a proven track record for 


ODRAS environments, meeting and 


exceeding customer performance 


agreements, including response 


time, to provide claims image and 


report data availability for more 


than 1000 users in 22 hours by 7 


days a week environments for more 


than seven years. 
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refresh and move’ and a ‘replacement.’ To minimize disruption risk, we plan to reuse as 


much existing peripheral system components as possible, while replacing only components 


that need to be replaced. HPES will create a computer environment for the peripheral 


systems, since the DHCFP does not currently own the hardware running the peripheral 


system components, and because of the requirement to parallel test a system implemented 


by a new vendor. We will stand up a computing environment in our established Orlando 


Data Center (ODC) for all the peripheral system components to be taken over. 


The new telecommunications network for MMIS operations will securely interconnect the 


ODC with all the necessary participants required to continue delivery of Medicaid and Check 


Up services to Nevada’s neediest populations.  


Once the new telecommunications network for MMIS and the computing environments are 


available in the ODC, we will do an image (for ‘hardware refresh and move’), or data transfer 


(for ‘replacement’), and commence parallel testing of the Peripheral System components 


moved. While parallel testing, we will make sure that the data in the ODC stays 


synchronized with the existing Peripheral Systems until parallel testing has been 


successfully completed. 


This approach provides the lowest risk and minimizes the potential for data loss problems. It 


also will minimize disruption to the providers and will keep the project timelines for the 


Peripheral System components takeover short. 


12.6.2 Clinical Claims Editing 


12.6.2 Clinical Claims Editing 


We understand the critical role that clinical 


claims editing software plays in making certain 


that claims are adjudicated properly. The 


HPES team with its vendor McKesson, who is 


widely recognized as the industry leader in 


coding technology, will continue to provide 


Nevada with its best-in-class suite of 


automated claims editing tools, including ClaimCheck®, Claim Review®, and Clear Claim 


Connection®. Additionally, the McKesson Integration Wizard™ will continue to provide 


expanded functional capability for ClaimCheck.  


ClaimCheck® is a comprehensive claims auditing software system that automatically audits 


and adjusts professional billing errors and detects common code manipulations to prevent 


costly overpayments. The software incorporates multiple clinical coding sources, including: 


• Current Procedural Terminology (CPT)  


• Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS)  


• International Classification of Diseases Clinical Modification (ICD-CM)  


• American Medical Association (AMA) and Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 


(CMS) guidelines  


Clinical Claims Editing 


• HPES and McKesson will continue 


to provide Nevada with best-in-


class suite of automated claims 


editing tools. 
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• Specialty society guidelines  


• Medical policy and literature research and standards  


• Input from academic affiliations  


Together with McKesson, with whom we have proven partnerships in seven other state 


Medicaid programs, we are committed to providing a quick, low risk takeover of the 


ClaimCheck set of tools. We will use our deep, relevant experience to provide not only 


timely, accurate updates, but continuous improvement and innovation.  


The ClaimCheck and ClaimReview products meet all of the listed RFP editing requirements. 


Additionally, ClaimCheck’s Integration Wizard provides the ability to review and void 


previously paid history claims as a result of a current claim. This function will support history 


processing by returning all claim lines in their original order and will add new lines 


sequentially to the bottom of the list, thus enabling the user to easily identify the Claim 


Check recommendations on both the current and historical claims. 


12.6.3 Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS) 


12.6.3 Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS) 


We are pleased to offer Nevada and DHCFP a 


total Pharmacy Claims Processing solution that 


includes the ability to process pharmacy claims 


through the Pharmacy Point-of-Sale (POS) and 


paper claims, understanding the intricacies of 


managing the Preferred Drug List (PDL), the 


Drug Use Review (DUR) Board support, and 


the Pharmacy & Therapeutic (P&T) Committee 


support. We have established relationship with 


the drug manufacturers, a thorough insight into 


the rebate processes, and a clinical staff to 


help the State with analysis and 


recommendations. Together with our partner 


Service Excellence Corporation (SXC) the HPES team has more than 20 years of 


experience in processing MMIS pharmacy claims. We bring to Nevada a wealth of lessons 


learned and best practices to take Nevada Pharmacy program to next level. The HPES 


team is committed to meet or exceed the DHCFP’s goals and expectations in operating the 


Pharmacy services for the State of Nevada.  


Our partner SXC is an experienced full service pharmacy benefit management (PBM) 


company serving the industry since 1981. SXC’s background and experience provides a 


wealth of knowledge matched squarely to the objectives of the Nevada’s pharmacy 


program. Our background provides evidence of well-developed functional skills in the 


technical and clinical areas required for successful performance on Nevada’s POS claims 


processing and clinical service contract. Our partner SXC has extensive experience in 


servicing government-sponsored health benefit programs. SXC’s systems are currently 


Pharmacy Benefit Management 


• HPES proposes to implement, the 


industry proven Pharmacy Benefit 


Management solution by SXC, 


which meets Nevada's current 


pharmacy requirements and 


business processes. 


• Our Pharmacy Benefit Management 


solution has proven success in 


states like: Vermont, Tennessee 


and Washington. 
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operational in 15 state Medicaid fee-for-service (FFS) programs. SXC processes pharmacy 


claims for seven Medicaid MCOs covering more than 3.1 million recipients. Simply stated, 


no other vendors’ systems process more pharmacy claims, both in the public and private 


sector, than the HPES Service Excellence partnership. 


Listed below are some of the important features of our PBM solution. 


• The HPES team has the only PBM that operates a fully redundant, mirrored system to 


support the DHCFP project; the primary processing system is in Lisle, IL. with the 


backup facility located in Scottsdale, AZ. 


• The HPES team is very familiar with CMS’ Medicaid Information Technology 


Architecture (MITA) and firmly believes our products were built using a similar 


philosophy to MITA. 


•  The HPES team supports all versions of the NCPDP and ANSI X12 HIPAA standards. 


• The HPES team is well represented at NCPDP and maintains a position of leadership 


within critical workgroups. As such, we are clearly aware of the activities and the 


decisions made by NCPDP. We pride ourselves on being at the forefront and well-


positioned to address such changes. 


• RxCLAIM® provides user-friendly GUI screens for inquiry and update functions. 


Authorized users are able to view eligibility information through RxCLAIM® and make 


manual updates as necessary. 


The following section presents an overview of RxCLAIM®, our solution to the POS, claims 


adjudication system, and its associated components. Our responses to the State’s specific 


POS requirements are included in Section 12.6.3 of the Peripheral System Tools 


Component Requirements Table. 


The following exhibit lists the Pharmacy POS System and its components that we will 


support. 


System Component Business Function 


RxCLAIM
®  


Processing System Point of sale adjudication 


RXAUTH
®


 PRIOR AUTHORIZATION TOOL Automated prior authorization system  


ProDUR Module Edits and audits claims based upon the standard ProDUR 
alerts 


 
More than 100 million lives are managed using the proposed technology and processing 


centers, including more than 14 million Medicaid lives in seven Medicaid MCO plans and 15 


Medicaid FFS pharmacy programs (South Dakota will be number 16 in 2010). Added to our 


experience in Medicare (Part D program), State Employee programs, the Department of 


Defense (DoD), and the Veterans Administration (VA), this background positions the HPES 


team as a leader in providing PBM services and POS pharmacy claim adjudication systems 


to government and commercial customers. 
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Pharmacy POS System 


We propose a robust, flexible pharmacy claims processing, point-of-sale system, 


RxCLAIM® Processing System, which is an on-line transaction processing system providing 


real time adjudication of third party prescription drug claims at the point of service. With 


RxCLAIM®, clients can maintain claim management, payment of claims, update benefit 


design (including plan setup), pricing, recipient eligibility, product coverage, provider 


coverage, and DUR management. RxCLAIM® facilitates the real-time processing of 


pharmacy claims. It offers automated features which provide ease of use and flexibility for 


clients, their users, and their business. 


RxCLAIM® permits authorized users to access pharmacy claims information and to perform 


a variety of claims adjudication-related functions. Our systems have proven flexibility in a 


variety of pharmacy benefit management environments. Besides providing a flexible suite of 


products and services, RxCLAIM® provides our customers with complete control over their 


pharmacy programs. The flexibility of our rules-based system is a critical factor of our 


success in the drug benefit markets, since it enables our customers to be as creative as 


they choose in developing unique programs and benefit designs. Features, such as the 


following, make sure that our customers have unsurpassed system functional capability. 


• Dual Coverage—Recipients and dependents are indexed and stored based on the 


Recipient ID, Group ID, Account ID, and Carrier ID under which they are added to the 


system. As such, a recipient may be in the system multiple times, allowing for dual 


coverage and the separation or accumulation of benefits. 


• Overrides—Robust PA capabilities allow for overrides to be placed for early refill, 


vacation supply, and so on. Overrides can be allowed for any edit in the system, and will 


be setup and managed in accordance with DHCFP approved procedures. 


• Eligibility Tracking—Each recipient’s eligibility history is tracked separately, and a 


unique self-documenting/auditing feature enables users to see how each update was 


applied and how the eligibility information changed across time. Roll-logic and a 


comprehensive audit trail are built into the application, making it clear which benefit was 


in effect and used during the actual adjudication process.  


• National Physician Identification (NPI)—RxCLAIM® enables multiple identifiers for a 


prescriber. We maintain a simple load routine that maps the NPI to the existing data 


record for both pharmacies and prescribers in the master files maintained in the system. 


DEA numbers, state license numbers, and customer-specific enumerations for 


prescribers are already supported in the same fashion with the system. We will work 


closely with DHCFP to make sure that all of its provider identification, restriction, and 


reporting requirements are met. 
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• Customized POS Messaging—During the adjudication process, a message can be 


sent back to the submitting pharmacy with the claim response, for either paid or rejected 


claims. Messages are prioritized based on the functional area within the adjudication 


process that originated the message, including formulary processing and prior 


authorizations. If more than one message occurs of equal priority, messages are 


processed in a first-in, first-out order. Messages are stored on the claim record and 


displayed in the Responses Codes tab. Custom messages and new messages may be 


created anytime; once created they are immediately available to network pharmacies. 


The NCPDP standards allow a 120-byte (three lines by 40) user-definable message to 


be returned to the pharmacist. 


• Drug Pricing—Supports multiple sources of pricing (Medi-Span, First DataBank, and 


RedBook) through the claims system, using the full 11-digit NDC submission. Pricing is 


updated weekly. 


• Drug Classification—Medi-Span data is used, as published in its Master Drug 


Database v2.5; however, customers have the ability to override these designations using 


NDC/GPI Lists. 


• DUR Rules—Medi-Span’s Drug Therapy Monitoring System is used as the drug-drug 


interaction (DDI) source and Medi-Span’s severity, onset, and documentation levels are 


used to drive our DDI reporting. Customers decide which combinations of these codes 


warrant the claim to reject, pay but return a warning message, or suppress the alert. Our 


system allows us to alter the reporting status of any given DDI, regardless of the alert 


status. Using the above combination of fields, we will provide, based on DHCFP 


requests and input, the ability to define user overrides, thereby tailoring the 


rejection/messaging of DDI. 


• Explanation of Benefits (EOBs)—EOBs are produced for every direct recipient 


reimbursement claim, and several templates are offered. We will work with DHCFP to 


customize any portion of the EOBs, as needed. EOBs can be produced and distributed 


weekly or on a mutually agreeable cycle basis. 


• Management of Online Claims History—RxCLAIM® has the ability to retain all history 


data for any agreed-on term. Typically, the most recent 15 months’ history is made 


available for online viewing and access; however, we have the ability to store virtually 


any amount of data on the system for our customers.  
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• Coordination of Benefits (COB)—Functional capability enables the client to 


acknowledge COB through plan set-up to perform COB adjudication. If the client elects 


COB processing, the applicable Recipient Record ID is “flagged” to indicate that the 


recipient has alternate insurance. The presence of industry standard values in the Other 


Coverage Code (OCC) field on the claim submitted by the pharmacy determines if the 


claim is allowed or not allowed to adjudicate for that recipient. Additionally, if the OCC 


field indicates that the claim is primary, but the Recipient ID submitted is secondary, the 


system attempts to locate the recipient's primary record before rejecting the claim. 


Through plan set-up, the customer also defines if alternate pricing and recipient pay 


calculations should be performed on the claim processed as secondary. 


Furthermore our Pharmacy POS adjudication system  


• Possesses logic that allows for unlimited number of price comparisons to be employed in 


the pricing algorithm for each claim. Prices may be of different types and may come from 


multiple sources. 


• Is flexible to enable non-drug products to be configured for coverage at POS. 


• Supports recipient and provider eligibility and Prior Authorization (PA) requirements. 


• Consistently averages more than 99.997 percent of scheduled availability, and claims 


are typically adjudicated in less than one second (RelayHealth® Switch Class report). 


• Supports multiple identifiers recorded on our prescriber database. These identifiers 


include the National Physician Identification (NPI), DEA, a State License number, and 


any number of plan-specific ID numbers. Any or all of these identifiers can be present for 


a specific prescriber record in the RxCLAIM® maintained prescriber database. 


• Supports customized messaging using the NCPDP, user-defined 120-byte standard. 


• Is able to use the ICD-9 diagnosis code to automate PA and step therapy requirements. 


RxCLAIM® has been benchmarked, with the assistance of IBM®, and proven to be able to 


process virtually every pharmacy claim (estimated at four billion) in the United States, if such 


a claims volume were applied to it. This widely accepted hardware platform is perhaps the 


best large-volume, transaction processing processor in the industry for these mission-critical 


applications.  


RxAUTH® Prior Authorization Tool 


To address administrative efficiency and provider relations issues, the HPES team with our 


partner SXC has developed a web-based PA tool, RxAUTH® that interfaces directly with 


RxCLAIM®. This tool significantly automates the PA process and brings the physician 


directly into the fold. DHCFP has the option of deploying a web-based interface into 


RxAUTH® that extends PA submission functions to the provider’s practice management 


software. Through this browser-based interface, RxAUTH® provides the added efficiency 


and accuracy of PA request submission before the prescription is written. The system not 


only evaluates the request in real time, but also posts a PA record to RxCLAIM® 


instantaneously and allows the provider or office staff to know whether a given medication 
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will be covered. With ready access to this critical information, prescribers can make informed 


decisions, based on current policy and actual utilization information, instead of relying on 


dated documentation or recipient self-reporting. 


ProDUR Module 


The HPES team operates a full-featured, automated ProDUR system that is integrated in 


RxCLAIM® and meets all applicable DHCFP and Federal requirements, including those 


identified in the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1990 (OBRA ’90). RxCLAIM® is customizable 


with flexible criteria parameters, claim disposition, response messaging and 


conflict/intervention code options. 


The RxCLAIM® ProDUR module was made available since 1991 and has been interactively 


editing and auditing claims on-line, real-time, based on the standard ProDUR alert types. 


The ProDUR module is updated, at a minimum, quarterly with clinical edits and 


customizable edits. The clinical database feeding the ProDUR module is updated monthly. 


The HPES team’s ProDUR modules are table driven, requiring only system parameter 


changes for most customizations. RxCLAIM® is capable of applying and suppressing edits at 


the Therapeutic Class (GCN) or drug level (11-digit NDC) for all ProDUR alert types. 


We believe our proposed Pharmacy POS System solution reflects an understanding of the 


unique processing demands in a Nevada Medicaid FFS pharmacy program in that every 


requirement is either met or exceeded by our proposed capabilities. We will customize our 


program specifically to meet the needs of the Nevada Medicaid environment.  


12.6.4 Pharmacy 


12.6.4 Pharmacy 


HPES team with its partner SXC offers DHCFP a full complement of pharmacy program 


support to address its pharmacy functions, including: Meaningful program data analysis and 


PDL development; P&T Committee development and support, MAC program development, 


DUR Board support, and a potential Specialty Pharmacy approach. The specific 


requirements associated with each of these areas of pharmacy management have been 


addressed in Section 12.6.4 of the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements 


Table. The information below provides DHCFP with an overview of our approach to these 


components of the State’s program.  


DHCFP Data Analysis and PDL Development 


Fundamental to HPES team and SXC’s strategy is its analysis of the State’s utilization data 


to identify the therapeutic classes that can be impacted the most by clinical review and 


management. We will thoroughly analyze the State’s pharmacy claims, and applicable 


provider-billed claims, to determine the total paid amount, total number of prescriptions and 


the market share for each agent in each therapeutic class. This analysis not only identifies 


the therapeutic classes with the highest drug spend, and potential supplemental rebate 


opportunities, but also serves as a means to identify classes not under clinical management 
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or classes with ineffective clinical management (such as consistently high rate of PA 


approvals).  


The HPES and partner SXC Clinical team assumes responsibility for critical, evidence-


based review of all clinical aspects of a new drug entity and developing comprehensive 


drug/drug class review monographs which include, but are not limited to the following: 


• Review of data relating to Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved information 


and labeled indications 


• Safety and tolerability profiles (both short and long-term) 


• Efficacy for both labeled and unlabeled uses using key pivotal trials 


• Positioning within key national and international consensus guidelines 


• Outcomes data 


• Key pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic parameters 


• Drug interactions/contraindications 


• Warnings/precautions 


• Dosing and administration 


• Key pharmacoeconomic information 


Besides reviews of individual new drug products entering the marketplace, our Clinical team 


develops, and regularly updates, full therapeutic class reviews for most major PDL-based 


drug classes annually, making sure that all clinical information is fully reflective of the latest 


clinical research, evidence-based best practice guidelines, and changes in market 


dynamics. Subsequent to this clinical evaluation process, the HP and partner SXC clinical 


team applies its innovative economic modeling tools to further enhance and round-out 


formulary decision-making processes. 


Our Clinical team is responsible for the maintenance of all PDL information as additional 


products are added and new classifications are delineated. Each change made to the PDL 


is tracked and audited, throughout the life of the contract, within our web-based formulary 


management tool, RxBUILDER®.  


RxBUILDER® provides a comprehensive, rules-based formulary management solution in 


order to meet the challenge of accurately creating, maintaining, and sharing complex 


formularies. The rules-based capabilities of RxBUILDER® create efficiencies in formulary 


maintenance and application of formulary and benefit characteristics (for example 


restrictions such as SA). 


P&T Committee Support 


Members of our Clinical team work with our customers formulating their P&T committees 


and their ongoing operation. We deliver a comprehensive strategy for maximizing the 


State’s annual savings from the use of a PDL. Recommendations for the PDL review 


schedule are routinely evaluated and prioritized with DHCFP-designated staff, making sure 
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that the State’s P&T committee is consistently assessing therapeutic classes and new drugs 


likely to have the greatest impact on quality of care, and of greatest financial significance, 


relative to DHCFP’s program and its most recent utilization patterns. We also prepare 


comprehensive review materials for dissemination to the State’s P&T committee members, 


summarizing the information, and providing product selection recommendations for the PDL. 


Our clinical team further provides DHCFP with support to make certain that all P&T 


committee recommendations take into consideration an optimal balance of cost (both direct 


acquisition cost as well as ancillary medical costs) with expected clinical outcomes and 


administrative impact. 


Maximum Allowable Cost (MAC) Program 


Our partner SXC is an industry leader in the design and management of Maximum 


Allowable Cost (MAC) programs including those used by state Medicaid programs. Our 


team is prepared to provide all professional and other services necessary to conduct a 


thorough analysis and clinical review of Nevada Medicaid and Check Up pharmacy claims 


history to determine and recommend an appropriate MAC program that reflects Federal 


Upper Limit. DHCFP is well aware that MAC lists are used by many state Medicaid agencies 


as an effective cost savings measure. These MAC programs have demonstrated the ability 


to contribute to pharmacy program savings by encouraging pharmacies to dispense generic 


rather than brand name products, and by directly limiting the reimbursement of the generic 


products listed. It is important to implement a MAC list that is sufficient in both its breadth 


(the number of drug entities represented on the list) and depth (the number of different 


strengths, dosage forms, and package sizes). SXC is qualified to effectively and efficiently 


develop, implement, and manage this process for the Nevada Medicaid program. We offer 


comprehensive program coordination combined with the clinical, technical, and operational 


expertise required providing the most appropriate and defensible drug pricing list. 


DUR Board Support 


Our support to the State’s Drug Use Review Board begins with in-depth clinical analytics. 


This is performed to identify areas of concern, to assess the impact of current programs, as 


well as to provide activity reporting as related to the overall program, specific programs, or 


emergent issues (for example prior authorization activity, step therapy activity, problem 


providers, new drug utilization, impact analysis and projections, general utilization 


measures, and trends). Modeling functions are also important to anticipate and project the 


impacts and cost savings that may be associated with proposed changes.  


SXC’s Clinical team fully supports DHCFP and the DUR in providing clinical and financial 


recommendations to help formulate policy in support of a comprehensive pharmacy 


program. Our recommendations are always made based on analysis of the benefit plan, 


changes in the marketplace, as well as state and federal law, and in-depth clinical research 


and evaluation. 


We are committed to facilitating DUR Board meetings on a frequency determined by the 


chair and providing all DUR Board meeting information, agenda items, and supplementary 
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materials. Our team will also work with DHCFP to develop meaningful quarterly and annual 


reports for the DUR program. 


Specialty Pharmacy 


Our partner SXC has offered specialty pharmacy services through subcontractors since 


1995. In 2008 SXC acquired Ascend SpecialtyRx with the acquisition of NMHC. Ascend 


SpecialtyRx was founded as Portland Professional Pharmacy in 1994, one of the pioneers 


of specialty therapy management for injectable and compounded medications. Services are 


currently provided to approximately 15,000 recipients who suffer from more than 25 


conditions that require specialty medications. 


We have the technology platform, domain expertise, business model, and industry-leading 


performance necessary to make superior service and plan savings a reality. The specifics of 


our program have been included in Section 12.6.4 of the Peripheral System Tools 


Component Requirements Table. 


12.6.5 Electronic Prescription Software 


12.6.5 Electronic Prescription Software 


As a company with a legacy for providing technical solutions to the healthcare industry, our 


partner SXC is involved with standards organizations and movements concerned with 


advancing the technical evolution of the industry. Accordingly, our philosophy is to not 


merely stay abreast of technical advances but to be actively involved in the shaping of 


standards. Our electronic prescribing (e-prescribing) program, known as RxEXCHANGE®, 


marks a significant step forward into the e-prescribing world and significantly advances our 


ability to interface with other e-prescribing vendors. We have a formal agreement in place 


with surescripts® (formerly surescripts®/RxHUB®), that is non-exclusive, so we are free to 


enter into similar agreements with other vendors if required or other form of relationship with 


another e-prescribing vendor. Through our relationship with surescripts®, we have made 


appropriate system modifications to our applications and within the infrastructure of our 


operations to support e-prescribing and prescription information exchange for the physician 


community.  


RxEXCHANGE® is an add-on component of our claims processing suite, RxCLAIM® with 


access to its real-time adjudicated claim, eligibility and formulary information. With a single 


request from an e-prescribing vendor, the provider can request a recipient’s insurance 


eligibility information. RxEXCHANGE® is the e-prescribing provider’s view into our 


RxCLAIM® Suite for recipient eligibility, formulary and medication history information. 


DHCFP’s requirements for e-prescribing are fully addressed in Section 12.6.5 of the 


Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table. 


12.6.6 Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate 


12.6.6 Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate 


As pharmacy expenditures are increasing at an exorbitant rate, states must maximize 


savings or lower their net costs. The OBRA ’90 Rebate program enables Medicaid agencies 


to obtain preferential pricing on a retrospective basis. It takes an efficiently managed 
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program to maximize the rebate collections. By better identifying all claims for medication 


eligible for rebates and making sure invoices are accurate, thereby reducing the number of 


disputes; HPES team and partner SXC can greatly improve the State’s program. 


Our partner SXC is known as an industry leader in providing drug rebate administration 


services to government agencies and to commercial payers. This leadership is the direct 


result of our partner SXC’s qualified, experienced rebate personnel and a rebate 


management application, RxMAX® that provides the functions and flexibility necessary for 


the successful management of such diverse rebate programs. This unequaled combination 


effectively positions DHCFP to maximize its rebate revenue through efficient invoicing, 


collection, and by dramatically reducing rebate disputes. 


HPES team and partner SXC brings to Nevada a software and business process solution 


using RxMAX® that includes all functional capabilities required by the State and federal 


regulations. This flexible, table-driven system is in place today for our other customers and 


is processing more than 100 million transactions annually. RxMAX® uses CMS and NCPDP 


rebate standards as its foundation, allowing it to support the entire rebate process for OBRA 


’90 and supplemental rebates. SXC rebate staff set up each rebate program separately 


within RxMAX®.  


The level of cost savings that can be obtained through using a PDL and supplemental 


rebate program is dependent on how judiciously the program is designed and actively 


managed.  


Full Transparency 


Our partner SXC administers supplemental rebate negotiations through an administrative 


fee basis only. We are not beholden to any pharmaceutical manufacturer based on a larger 


book of business in the commercial or Medicaid world, nor are we owned by a behavioral 


health care company with ties to traditional pharmacy benefit managers. Any rebate 


negotiations performed on behalf of DHCFP are specific to the State and do not give 


pharmaceutical manufacturers preference or disadvantage in any other state where SXC 


provides services. 


Analytical and Decision Support 


Our partner SXC provides experienced consultative and management support to help 


analyze, interpret, strategize and communicate the program’s cost savings effectiveness. 


SXC also offers as a component to our rebate management system, a cost modeling 


application that determines the net cost savings from various PDL, rebate contracting or 


utilization management initiatives. The HPES team along with our partner SXC will provide 


the State with reporting that shows detailed rebate and net unit cost at the drug claim level. 


Program Coordination and Collaboration 


On its own, a PDL or supplemental rebate program will only yield a limited amount of 


savings. The key to optimizing the program’s effectiveness is integrating the PDL and 


supplemental rebates with other pharmacy benefit management strategies (such as 
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coordinating PDL/supplemental rebate decisions with POS step therapy or PA protocols, 


dispensing limits, DUR programs, education efforts and pharmaceutical care interventions). 


Coordinating efforts to lower unit cost and affect prescribing behavior, medication use and 


treatment outcomes, yields the best results. SXC offers drug benefit management support 


and expertise to collaborate with HHSC staff to actively manage these cost drivers. 


Our partner SXC provides experienced consultative and management support to help 


analyze, interpret, strategize, and communicate the program’s cost savings effectiveness. 


Our Rebate team will work with DHCFP to develop a supplemental rebate strategy that is 


appropriate for the State. The following is a sample listing of the activities that this combined 


team shall conduct in its initial assessment of the State’s supplemental rebate program: 


• Review each of the therapeutic classes that comprise the PDL to determine if additional 


classes should be reviewed based on clinical or financial considerations. 


• Review each preferred agent within the therapeutic classes to determine if agents 


should be added or deleted based on clinical or financial considerations. 


• Review of current clinical criteria, step therapy and quantity limits to determine if 


changes are appropriate from a clinical or financial perspective. 


• Review of the formularies for other State programs to discover and leverage 


opportunities for creating a synergistic effect between those formularies and DHCFP’s 


PDL. 


• Review changes in federal and state law, as well as in Nevada’s program, to determine if 


supplemental rebate policies and procedures need to be modified to better suit the 


needs of the State. 


12.6.7 Diabetic Supply Rebate 


12.6.7 Diabetic Supply Rebate 


The HPES team along with our partner SXC will determine if rebate opportunities exist for 


non-drug categories such as diabetic supplies. Many states have found that the most cost 


effective method for payment of these products is through the use of pharmacy POS 


processing and the collection of rebates from manufacturers, although federal (OBRA ’90) 


rebates are not available for these products.  


Our team along with our partner SXC has experience in diabetic supplies cost containment 


in a Medicaid program. Our partner SXC currently manages the diabetic supply program for 


Georgia Medicaid where they have provided a dramatic increase in the amount of rebates 


over the previous PBM. This improvement occurred despite the fact that more than one 


million recipients moved from the Medicaid FFS program into the Medicaid managed care 


program.  
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Our team will bring the following listed proven cost containment measures to Nevada. 


• System Edits—We can apply systematic edits that verify appropriate utilization of 


diabetic supplies. We can also apply contingent therapy edits that search through a 


recipient’s profile to find a claim for a diabetic medication (oral or insulin) prior to paying 


a claim for diabetic supplies. At the discretion of DHCFP, we can employ edits that 


enable the “grandfathering” of beneficiaries that are using non-preferred agents. We can 


also establish systematic quantity level limits based on our analysis of actual usage by 


beneficiaries combined with researched clinical recommendations.  


• System Pricing—Since diabetic supplies use NDC’s, all pharmacy reimbursement 


methodologies can be applied to claims for diabetic supplies at POS. Our solution will 


also have capability to apply different dispensing fees or co-payments depending on 


whether the particular diabetic supply is deemed “preferred” or “non-preferred” on the 


PDL.  


• Rebates—Our partner SXC have successfully obtained rebates for a wide range of 


diabetic supplies including glucose testing monitors, test strips, control solutions, lancet 


devices and lancets. As with supplemental rebates, we can employ a rebate strategy for 


diabetic supplies that is based on market share movement and PDL exclusivity levels. 


This approach was also used in the Georgia Medicaid program. 


• Rebate Administration—Besides effective rebate negotiation, effective rebate 


administration is essential to achieve goals set by DHCFP. Effective rebate 


administration begins with accurate claims processing. DHCFP will be able to benefit 


from the system edits and pricing that are described above by using our Pharmacy 


claims processing solution. 


Claims processing and accurate rebate calculation is essential to reduce manufacturer 


disputes and expedite rebate collections. Our rebate management application, RxMAX® 


provides the capability to accurately calculate supplemental rebate unit rebate amounts for 


current and past quarters.  
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12.6.8 Decision Support System 


12.6.8 Decision Support System 


To form the Department’s DSS, MARS, and SURS solution, the HPES team proposes to 


upgrade and enhance the current Thomson 


Reuters Advantage Suite solution. During the 


course of DDI activities, we propose to 


implement a number of enhancements to the 


existing solution to better serve DHCFP and 


address limitations raised in the RFP. These 


enhancements include the following: 


• New analytic and reporting capabilities 


• Migrating the DSS to the Thomson Data 


Center 


• DSS rebuild for additional data elements 


and data sources 


These enhancements will be provided under 


the budget neutral requirement of this RFP and 


represent a significant commitment by the 


HPES team and our partner Thomson Reuters 


to enhance the current DSS. They are 


proposed in addition to the optional Data 


Warehouse capabilities described in Section 


16. Each of these enhancements is discussed 


below, followed by an overview of the core 


Advantage Suite capabilities for DSS, MARS, and SURS. 


The following pages in gray have been redacted as they contain proprietary information for 


the Advantage Suite solution. The pages are included in Tab VII – Scope of Work of the 


Confidential Technical Information binder. 


Decision Support System 


• HP proposes to upgrade and 


enhance the current Thomson 


Reuters Advantage Suite to the 


latest release of Version 5.0 


solution under budget neutral 


requirement with numerous new 


features including new analytics 


and reporting capabilities. 


• With this new feature, DHCFP users 


will have access to patient 


demographics, cost summaries, 


project health costs, utilization 


history and episode summary. 


• Our solution will provide DHCFP 


with additional forecasting 


capabilities by incorporating 


Diagnostic Cost Groups (DCGs) 


and industry leading capabilities 


with embedded Risk Adjusted 


Medical Episodes Grouper (MEG). 
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CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION STARTS HERE 
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Patient Health Record 


Our team will provide the necessary hardware to support the introduction of Patient Health 


Record to DHCFP users. DHCFP users can drill to a patient-level health summary, the 


Patient Health Record, from any report containing patient IDs. This provides the ability to 


drill down from a patient-level report (such as a targeted list of recipients with suspicious 


behavior) to see underlying recipient and claims detail information. The Patient Health  


Record drill-down shows both summary patient information (demographics, summary costs, 


projected health costs, utilization history, and episode summary), as well as detailed 


information on medical and pharmacy claims and clinical lab results data, if available.  


By clicking Person ID in the report, the system displays summary information for the 


selected individual and can then display additional detail on the services for that individual. 


The Patient Health Record Summary page below shows information on patient 


demographics, costs by care setting, top drugs, and ER utilization. It also graphs utilization 


for this recipient by care setting during the last year for easy interpretation. Finally, the 


screen summarizes the recipient’s top clinical conditions. Users can then drill to detailed 


information on the recipient’s episodes of care, medical claims, drug claims, and lab results, 


if available in the data. Here is a sample summary page. 


Patient Health Record and Summary Page 
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From the summary page, users can easily navigate down to the atomic claims detail 


information for a patient. Application functionality provides users with advanced sorting and 


filtering capabilities on each data display so that users can filter down to only the information 


in which they are interested (for a specific provider, date of service, drug, or diagnosis).  


Cost and Utilization Summary. 


 


 


Predictive Modeling Using MEG and DCGs – Additional Forecasting 


Capabilities 


As an additional enhancement over the current DSS, we will cover labor and licensing costs 


to provide Diagnostic Cost Groups (DCGs) to DHCFP under the budget neutral bid.  


Advantage Suite incorporates DCGs, specifically the All-Encounter model, licensed from 


Verisk Health, Inc. The Rates division has had specific interest in DCGs to help with 


forecasting and Medical Home population potential assessments. Population risk 


stratification and predictive modeling are techniques commonly used by state Medicaid 


agencies. Advantage Suite delivers industry-leading capabilities in this area by also 


embedding the Risk Adjusted Medical Episodes Grouper (MEG). This method of modeling 


healthcare costs is predicated on an episode of care, the severity of illness within the 


episode, and the illness burden (Relative Risk Score) for the recipient using the DCG model. 


Average allowed payments are derived from the MarketScan claims database and are the 


basis of projected payments. For each episode and stage (level of illness), ranges of relative 


risk scores define five complexity categories, which best explain the variation in average 
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payments in a given episode-stage. The model’s explanatory power represents a significant 


step forward in predictive performance. Overall, the model exhibits an explanatory power (R-


square) of 35 percent.  


Advantage users have ready-to-use population subsets and measures that incorporate 


information produced by Risk Adjusted MEG. Users need not be epidemiologists, 


statisticians, or even power users to run credible reports on risk stratification and predictive 


modeling.   


With this information users are better able to identify patients that are likely to be high cost 


next year and whose costs should be managed. In addition, users are able to predict the 


future costs of a population group based on the aggregated underlying risk of a group. Risk 


Adjusted MEG allows DHCFP to evaluate and predict the cost and use of healthcare for a 


given population, including the ability to: 


• Compare the performance of providers, health plans, or programs. 


• Identify high-risk recipients to better intervene and manage risk, regardless of whether 


their services are paid for from Medicaid funds or Mental Health funds, for example. 


• Model the conditions and interventions that are likely to yield the best ROI, as well as 


measuring each program's ROI across time. 


• Identify patients who are diabetic, for example, but have not received appropriate 


medications in the last year, and determine how likely they are to be hospitalized. 


Unique attributes of MEG are: 


• Episodes are severity stratified, because severity stratification is required to make 


accurate provider and improvement decisions. 


• Episodes are based on a highly regarded, peer-reviewed disease model (Disease 


Staging) so that provider buy-in and leadership becomes easier. 


• Episodes are built independent of treatments so that inappropriate care can be easily 


identified. 


The Verisk models use data from a specific timeframe to predict the healthcare expenses of 


individuals in either the same or a subsequent time period. The predictions are based on the 


conditions and diseases for which an individual receives treatment during the specified 


period of time (usually one year), and the age and gender of the individual. Users can select 


multiple dimensions (age, sex, location, and plan) to customize the models.  


Benefits for DHCFP 


Migrating DHCFP DSS users to the latest version of Advantage Suite provides DHCFP with 


numerous benefits. First, it eliminates the need for users to learn a new, complicated DSS 


tool. The training and experience that DHCFP has invested in can be retained and used 


without interruption. Second, the new features and capabilities of Advantage Suite 5.0, when 


hosted in Thomson Reuters Data Center (see below), solve many of the barriers to use as 


identified by DHCFP in past years. Last, by retaining and enhancing its Advantage Suite 
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environment, DHCFP continues to provide its users with the most feature-rich, capable 


decision support tool available in the Medicaid industry. 


Migrating the DSS to the Thomson Data Center 


We propose to move the existing DSS into our partner Thomson Reuters’s Data Center 


located in Minnesota. All labor and hardware required for the migration and ongoing system 


hosting, maintenance, and support is included in this budget neutral bid. The move to the 


Thomson Data Center addresses many issues faced by DHCFP in today’s environment. 


Benefits include: 


1. Faster and timelier upgrades. Data Center customers receive product upgrades in two 


weeks or less. This will minimize the impact to DHCFP users and represents a 


significant reduction from past upgrades. 


2. More reliable updates and database availability. The build server in the shared Data 


Center environment allows for more testing and validation prior to the load into 


production. If issues are encountered on the build, the production system is still available 


for DHCFP use (additional downtime is not incurred).  


3. The Thomson Data Center is SAS 70 Certified. The certification recognizes that 


Thomson Reuters uses standard, repeatable processes.  


4. Quicker resolution of database items. Because Thomson Reuters has direct access to 


the database environment, issues can be resolved more quickly and efficiently. The Data 


Center solution eliminates extra layer of coordination involved when the environment is 


hosted in another vendor’s location.  


5. Eliminates added hardware costs associated to future releases of Advantage Suite 


(example: Advantage Suite V5.0). Thomson Reuters provides any additional software 


and hardware required by upgrades for non-optional features. 


6. Provides more functional capability within the application—Patient Health Record and 


Disease and Drug Reference data are two examples.  


7. A better overall customer experience through increased functions and support. 


DSS Database Rebuild to Add Additional Data Element and Data Sources 


(12.5.7.1) 


Across the years, the DHCFP’s need for additional data elements has steadily grown. While 


the initial build of the DSS provided for reporting necessary for DHCFP and CMS 


certification, increased usage of the system across time and the increased expertise of 


users have prompted various requests for additional data elements during the last few 


years. Under this budget neutral bid, the HPES team will provide for a rebuild of the existing 


DSS to add additional data elements and sources as determined during the requirements 


phase of the project. The rebuild will serve to bridge the gap in the existing system and 


better meet reporting needs while the Data Warehouse option is being explored. 
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Advantage Suite Overview 


Our partner’s Thomson Reuters Advantage Suite is a comprehensive, flexible, fully 


integrated healthcare decision support system. Advantage Suite supports a broad range 


Medicaid healthcare analysis—waiver program planning and evaluation, financial reporting, 


medical policy development, utilization management, eligibility analysis, actuarial rate-


setting, managerial-level program performance measurement, fraud and abuse detection 


and investigation, and a variety of other reporting purposes.  


Advantage Suite is the newest of Thomson Reuter’s decision support systems, which were 


first developed years ago. Advantage Suite is used today by more than 150 private and 


public employers, health plans, and state Medicaid agencies.  


Advantage Suite is built on a single, integrated database of analytically enriched detail data. 


Every user accesses the same common consistent, credible, and decision-compelling 


source of information. A single database that supports all these purposes eliminates the cost 


of maintaining multiple separate databases and prevents the data synchronization problems 


that are common to systems that are based on multiple databases. 


A web-enabled tool, Advantage Suite packages and organizes critical healthcare quality and 


cost information into views that compel decision-making. The product provides a 


comprehensive measures catalog and produces flexible and fast reports to maximize 


productivity and facilitate rapid information distribution.  


Advantage Suite is backed by Thomson Reuters’ commitment to maintaining HIPAA 


compliance as a Business Associate to our customers. Thomson Reuters can document its 


HIPAA-related experience and understanding of the impact of HIPAA requirements on 


Medicaid and managed care. 


Advantage Suite DSS is built on “open system” data warehousing concepts using ODBC-


compliant technology, using a widely used, industry-standard relational database 


management system (Oracle). Advantage Suite is based on a Medicaid-proven and 


expandable data model design concept that is specialized for online analytical processing 


(OLAP), such as a star schema. The system is able to integrate from the following sources 


into a single analytically ready database that supports rapid and efficient population-based 


reporting across all systems and programs: 


• Multiple eligibility systems 


• Capitation systems 


• Claims systems (paid and denied claims, as well as claim adjustment details) 


• Managed care encounter data  


• Carve-out contractors (e.g., pharmacy benefit managers, behavioral health plans, and 


CHIP contractors) 


• Prior-authorization data 


• Third party liability data 
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• Other non claims based financial transactions 


Advantage Suite DSS User Features (12.6.8.1) 


Advantage Suite provides support for three levels of users with interfaces and reporting 


applications appropriate to each: 


• Level 1—Executive-level or untrained users who require summary-level information in 


the form of key indicators of overall program performance will have access to dashboard 


reporting as depicted above.  


• Level 2—Managers, policy specialists, and other intermediate-level report users who 


need summary and detailed information in a variety of pre-defined report templates 


specific to their area of interest, yet also require the ability to easily modify these report 


templates at will without the need for Level 3 support. Additionally, the introduction of 


prompted reports via Version 5.0 (described above) provides for an even easier way to 


execute existing reports. 


• Level 3—Report specialists and full-time analysts who perform complex analyses, 


frequently on an ad hoc basis, and need complete flexibility to drill down and drill up to 


any level of detail. The Level 3 user needs the ability to define reports and queries from 


scratch using any data element in the database, and must have productivity features that 


decrease effort and eliminate the need for user-designed SQL statements. 


Advantage Suite has flexible, ad hoc reporting features that are the same for all business 


applications, to ensure the consistency of reporting results for all three levels. 


The Advantage Suite system supports reporting on a set of standard yet customizable 


dimensions that are typical of Medicaid (for example eligibility categories, provider 


categories, plan types, geographical areas, and age groups) and are customizable to the 


State. It also supports the standard federally-defined categories and is capable of counting 


members and providers uniquely. 


Advantage Suite General DSS Capabilities (12.6.8.4; 12.6.8.11a) 


There are three general capabilities that allow users to subset on (or identify) data critical to 


their analytic and reporting needs and create ad hoc reports and records listings. 


Report Designer 


The Report Designer allows you to design new report definitions with great ease and 


flexibility. The user can experiment with report layout and content changes easily, because 


they are using objects from the Measures Catalog, which can be simply dragged and 


dropped anywhere on the blank report spreadsheet grid, just as they would be if they were 


drawing the report by hand. The user can move columns to rows and rows to columns, as 


well as change the layout of a report and the way they want to divide a multi-dimensional 


report. They can also define a report header, footnote, description, and annotations, and 


save the report definition for reuse later. 
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Users can combine in one report a number of measures that would require running multiple 


reports in other systems. Unlike with other ad hoc query tools, Advantage Suite does not 


require users to know what database table to select or how various data are linked. 


A simple report is shown in the following exhibit. This report layout shows a cross-tab of 


members enrolled by month by Federal Aid Category. It also demonstrates that users have 


to capability to display dimension data using valid values or the English description.  


Through the report designer, the user has several options in how the report data is 


displayed after it is run. The user can designate report breaks by using multiple subsets or 


time reports on any report.  


Sample Report 


 


In constructing reports in the Report Designer, users have the ability to use the Find function 


to look for Dimensions, Measures, and Subsets using all or partial English descriptions to 


locate the data element or subset.  


Any ad hoc or standard report that is run after being created or edited using the Report 


Designer may have the results printed or transferred. Results may also be saved to the 


Advantage Suite application where other end users may view or retrieve their results. 


The flexibility of the interface allows users to create report breaks, sub totals, grand totaling 


and allows for simple and complex cross-tabulation of reports by dragging and dropping 


subset(s), time periods, dimensions, and measures to create the desired report view. Prior 


to running a report users may preview what the output will look like. This saves time spent 
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re-running reports or completing additional formatting external of Advantage Suite (Excel). 


The following exhibit, More Complex Report shows a report created in the report designer 


that includes multiple time periods, subsets, measures and dimensions. Note that end users 


may choose to turn totaling and subtotaling on or off by clicking on the TOTAL box.  


More Complex Report 


 


By selecting Preview, users see the report layout as shown in the following exhibit, Report 


Preview. Age Group Code Federal will be subtotaled.  
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Report Preview 


 


By using multiple subsets on the same report, users may create multiple variations of the 


same report output in terms of style but using different underlying data, as determined by 


the subset, in the end result. 


Record Listing 


The Record Listing function allows users to see claim line detail extremely rapidly. A record 


listing report is useful for investigating data at a detail level. Record Listing allows access to 


database information on a record by record basis. The report output contains one row for 


each “record” included on the report. Although the list is atomic-level detail, the user still has 


the option to sort, summarize, sample from, and organize the data in various ways. The user 


may select dimensions and display either the code (valid value), English description for the 


code or both code and description on any record listing.  


The following exhibits show the Record Listing interface. Users may select the table types 


that they wish to create a record listing from (Report Type). Record listings can blend claims 


and other financial transactions into one record listing (such as create a record listing for a 


particular provider that includes professional, facility, drug, denied, and non claims based 


financial transactions in the same record listing).  


Using the Time Period, users may select from incurred or paid views of the data. This is 


easily accomplished using calendar, a “pop up” that users can point and click to set the date 


range of interest. 
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Subsets are dragged and dropped to designate a subset for the records listing. Similarly, 


dimensions and measures, whether they represent the valid value or the English 


descriptions, are easily added to the Selected Columns by double-clicking or using the Add 


arrow. Like the Report Designer function, record listings report templates can be saved by 


users in their own library. 


Record Listing Interface 


 


The following exhibit is a completed record listing.  
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Completed Record Listing 


 


Using the export icon, users may export their data by designating any mapped network drive 
available to them or selecting their own personal local drive. The following exhibit, Exporting 
demonstrates this capability. The export formats for record listings are comma-separated 
values and tab delimited.  
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Exporting 


 


Subsetting (12.6.8.27) 


Data selection using Boolean Logic is accomplished through the Subsetting feature of 


Advantage Suite. Subsetting (sometimes referred to as “filtering”) provides virtually unlimited 


dynamic ability to specify selection criteria for reports. One of the great benefits of 


subsetting is that users can specify their subset conditions either by a point and click 


selection from a list of allowable values for a field (eligibility category) or by specifying the 


values of interest (Net Pay > $100,000). Users can also specify date attributes, such as date 


of payment or date of birth. 


The capability to interact with common words instead of complex computer codes greatly 


reduces the learning curve for users and the need to understand coding schemes. 


Through the flexible subsetting function, users can employ complex logic, such as multiple 


“and/or” conditions, logically grouped via parentheses, to create subsetting rules. Users can 


select values from a list, enter values or ranges, or use the search capability. For example, a 


user who wanted to select all laparoscopic procedures could enter a key word, or part of the 


word (e.g., “lap”) and get a list of all qualifying procedures. This is a very useful capability for 


searching for providers, drugs, procedures, and diagnoses. This function enables users to 


manipulate their subset data in virtually any way to support even the most complex 


analyses.  


The following exhibit, Subsetting, illustrates the Subsetting window in Advantage Suite. 


Advantage Suite subsetting supports complex logic using and/or statements that may be 


displayed and managed using parentheses to help end users understand the relationship of 


these statements when evaluating the overall subset criteria. Basic operands include <, <=, 


>, >+, =, and <>.  
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Subsetting 


 


In addition to subsetting on dimension values (for example plan = managed care), 


Advantage Suite subsetting allows users to specify criteria for measures (net pay). The 


following exhibit, Subsetting on NetPay, shows an example of how users may identify 


recipients who had a sum of total payments between $200,000 and $300,000 for a specified 


time frame.  
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Subsetting on Net Pay 


 


Subsetting also supports the ability to import a list of values for selection. The List Import 


function is valuable when creating queries based on long lists of recipient IDs, provider IDs, 


or clinical codes. For example, there may be a long list of procedure codes are subject to 


prior authorizations. Users can import this list of procedure codes from a spreadsheet format 


to use for selecting all records that could have had prior authorization restrictions. Users 


may also cut and paste values directly from other applications such as Excel, Word, and 


Access. Like custom reports and record listings subsets may be saved and used by other 


users within the Advantage Suite application. The following exhibit, List Import, shows that 


users may copy and paste lists from spreadsheet applications, word processing 


applications, and database management tools directly into Advantage Suite. 
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List Import 


 


Subset definitions can be saved in either public or private directories for repeated access. 


Subsets can be used to constrain measures as well as to apply global constraints to reports.  


Advantage Suite subsetting also supports any individual value, lists of values, and ranges of 


values and dates. Key to its ease of use is the ability to search for valid values by 


description or the value itself. Search function includes the use of wildcards. The following 


exhibit, Entering Values, shows a range of values being used in a subset as a result of a 


search for particular codes.  
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Entering Values 


 


Within Advantage Suite, Metadata is available online for all levels of users. Metadata 


describes the reports, provides the definitions of fields, and defines any calculations, and 


built-in statistical measure objects. A user-friendly summary of the metadata is easily 


accessible to all users for use as they design reports. 


Advantage Suite provides a consistent, integrated, online help capability for all features of 


the system. The help feature explains the underlying healthcare analytic methodologies and 


clinical authorities or research on which they are based. For example, quality-of-care reports 


display the source of the standards for measurement (JAMA citations).  


Decision Analyst’s Advanced Analytic Function 


Decision Analyst offers users the full breadth and depth of analytical capabilities. The 


Decision Analyst application offers a plethora of analytic and reporting capabilities in an 


easy to use environment. 


Measures Catalog—The Advantage Suite Measures Catalog is the foundation of the 


healthcare reporting capability in Decision Analyst. In managing a healthcare member 


population, program managers monitor healthcare measures as key indicators of program 


performance. These measures are sums, rates, and ratios that provide valuable insight into 


program performance.  


The Measures Catalog provides the definition of hundreds of healthcare measures. Many of 


these measures have complex definitions. For example, to calculate the rate of ER 


Visits/1000, a user must know how to identify ER visits by using procedure codes or 
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revenue codes, how to count visits, and how to use the eligibility data to calculate counts of 


eligible’s for the denominator over a year. The Measures Catalog insulates users from 


having to be knowledgeable about healthcare coding standards and having to understand 


the structure of the underlying database. This feature allows users to interact with the 


measures as objects in the database and drag these measures into queries and reports. 


Modification of Standard Measures—Users can modify the standard measures. For 


example, a client may use local procedure codes for well child visits. A user with appropriate 


rights of access can modify the standard measure definition and add the local procedure 


codes to the standard CPT-4 values. The Measures Catalog improves consistency of results 


organizationally and expedites reporting. 


Benchmarks—Decision Analyst includes a variety of benchmarks that users can 


incorporate into reports. Benchmarks include empirical norms such as the MarketScan 


norms, and targets such as a budget or the targeted C-section rate from CDC’s Healthy 


People 2010 guideline. Benchmarks are a critical capability to support decision-making. By 


comparing to benchmarks, users can move beyond descriptive analysis to more in-depth 


information based on an external comparison. 


Age/sex, case mix and Severity of Illness Adjustments—Healthcare adjustment methods 


are critical to making valid comparisons between different populations. Many performance 


measures in Thomson Reuters Advantage Suite can be compared to benchmarks on an 


adjusted basis. Age/sex adjustment allows users to adjust the underlying population to a 


standard distribution. Case mix adjustment uses DRGs to compare the mix of patients to a 


norm. Severity adjustment, which is based on Thomson Reuters’ Disease Staging 


methodology, extends case-mix adjustment by adjusting for the severity mix. Disease 


Staging takes into account, not only a recipient’s diagnoses, but also a recipient’s co-


morbidities, age, and sex. Because it reflects more clinical detail than case mix adjustment, 


severity adjustment is a better predictor of expected cost per case and length of stay when 


comparing an individual hospital to a norm. 


IBNR Completion Methods—For analytic purposes, many users prefer reporting on an 


incurred basis (by date of service) over a paid basis. One of the key methodological 


problems in incurred date reporting is that periods close to the end of the paid date are not 


complete due to claims lag. Decision Analyst incorporates completion methods to allow 


users to effectively deal with this phenomenon. 


Continuous Enrollment—Continuous Enrollment functionality is a valuable component of 


subsetting. It allows end users to specify continuous enrollment criteria that will be used as a 


subset in any custom report. This is particularly useful in creating HEDIS-like measures that 


require continuous enrollment criteria. The following exhibit, Continuous Enrollment 


demonstrates how a user accesses continuous enrollment through a subset. 
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Continuous Enrollment 


 


Users can easily select the number of enrolled month’s criteria the person needs to have 


met to be included in the analysis. Users may select enrollment in overall Medicaid, 


individual plans, groups of plans (for example FFS or Managed Care), or PCP (if available in 


the Medicaid Agency’s inputs). Many HEDIS-like and quality of care analyses allow for a 


one month gap in coverage at any point in a year of enrollment. By selecting the check box 


the user may allow for a single month of gap (no enrollment) in any of the time frames that 


are being assessed.  
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Continuous Enrollment Definition 


 


Study Group Linkage—Study groups are an advanced query capability specifically 


designed by Thomson Reuters to allow linking information for recipients across time. This 


capability is critical for most outcome analysis as it allows users to focus on recipients with 


specific conditions and analyze the outcome of different treatment protocols. 


The Study Group feature is an advanced, automated query capability that enables users to 


link information for patients over time. It provides a powerful way to construct episodes “on 


the fly” using ad hoc criteria. For example, a user can link in claims within a specified time 


period around a target event. This capability is a critical aid to outcome analysis as it allows 


users to focus on patients with specific conditions and analyze the outcome of different 


treatment protocols. It is also very useful in surveillance and utilization review, especially for 


investigating events that should coincide within a particular time frame: Was medical care 


delivered following an ambulance claim? Did recipients using oxygen therapy have a prior 


diagnosis of respiratory illness? 


As with all Advantage Suite applications, the user is not required to know how the data is 


linked. For example, one study group can be created containing inpatient, outpatient, and 


drug claims incurred in the 30 days following a particular type of admission to determine if 


recipients received appropriate follow-up care. 


Study group link supports complex queries that are not possible with ad hoc report writers 


and are very difficult using Structured Query Language (SQL), for example: 


Identify patients with an AMI (Acute Myocardial Infarction) and link in all pharmacy claims 


within 30 days, to identify those patients who have not had a beta-blocker prescription.  


Find services that should occur within a specified period of a related service and do not, 


such as anesthesia without surgery, to identify possible instances of fraud or abuse. 
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The following exhibit illustrates how study groups enable users to easily define complex 


patterns. In this example, the user is interested in investigating personal care claims that 


were billed during an inpatient acute admission. 


From the subsetting window, the user indicates that he is interested in creating a special 


study group subset. The first screen that appears allows the user to specify the basic study 


group criteria. In this example, we have used a standard saved definition that selects Acute 


Admissions. Thomson Reuters delivers hundreds of standard subset definitions like this with 


the product. Users can also define their own custom criteria using all the power in the 


subsetting application.  


Edit Study Group 


 


Using the tabs on the Study Group window, we move on to define the Time Window, see the 


following exhibit, Study Group Time Window. The select box allows users to define the 


relationship in time (such as before, after, before and after, in range, in two ranges, on the 


same day). In this example, we want to search for any claims that occurred “in range”—


specifically between the Admission and Discharge date. We chose to search for claims one 


day after admission and one day before discharge in this example. Note the graphical grid 


for selecting the time period, which allows the user to quickly drag the parameters to define 


the desired time frame. 
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Study Group Time Window 


 


Last, for this example, we only want to view claims for personal care (for example we want 


to exclude all the inpatient claims and any other outpatient claims that occurred within the 


admission time window). After defining the Study Group criteria, we add another criterion to 


view only claims with a Category of Service of Personal Support Services, as shown in the 


following exhibit, Complete Subsetting Using the Study Group. The study group may be 


used in conjunction with the Report Designer and Record Listing Designer to report on the 


level of information the end user desires.  
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Complete Subsetting Using the Study Group 


 


Frequency Distributions (12.6.8.34l) 


Advantage Suite allows users to define and generate frequency distributions, which are 


useful in identifying utilization and payment patterns for further analysis. Distribution reports 


allow analysts to understand how providers or beneficiaries distribute across ranges in cost 


or use over a given period.  


For example, a distribution report can show how many beneficiaries arrayed on a measure 


such as number of scripts dispensed (e.g., 0-10, 11-20, 21-30, etc.) or on total cost of drugs 


for that patient (e.g., $0–5,000, $5,001–20,000, $20,000–50,000, and > $50,000). Or, an 


analyst can identify a count of beneficiaries receiving a particular drug.  


The following exhibit, Advantage Suite Frequency Distribution Report – Example, shows the 


number of recipients who received multiple scripts for Drug X during 2004. From here, the 


analyst could drill down to the detail claim information to answer such questions as: What 


are the diagnoses for these beneficiaries? Who is the prescribing provider, and is it the 


same or different than the member’s primary care provider? Are the prescriptions being 


dispensed from the same or different pharmacies?  
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Advantage Suite Frequency Distribution Report - Example 


 


Subset 


Patients Receiving Drug X 


Jan 2004 – Dec 2004 


Time Period 


Distribution 
Ranges 


Scripts Rx 
Patients Net Payment Rx 


0-10 9,231 $4,769,300 


11-20 7,561 $10,192,700 


21-30 3,233 $8,643,000 


Over 30 1,365 $7,472,500 


 


12.6.9 Web Portal 


12.6.9 Web Portal 


Overview of Provider Portal 


The HP Healthcare Provider portal solution is a web-based self-service model with branded 


look and feel of Nevada. The Provider portal makes available important and meaningful 


information to providers in timely manner. It 


also provides providers access to 


comprehensive recipient information. The HP 


Provider portal is built on a secure and 


regulations-compliant platform. 


The front interface of the portal provides a 


unified picture of health of the recipient and the 


back end of the portal has interface support for 


disparate systems. 


Nevada providers will use the HP Healthcare Provider portal to securely verify eligibility; 


access claims, and view information about their recipients; submit and view prior 


authorizations; and look up a wide array of Nevada health information. Providers can 


establish administrative accounts to support access by their staff. The HP Healthcare 


Provider portal is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, except for the scheduled 


downtime. 


HP is continuing to make significant investments in portal offerings, and we look forward to 


collaborating with Nevada to continue evolving Nevada’s Medicaid Provider portal.  


We will provide training to providers for all online claims submission functions. Training will 


include online tutorials available to providers on the HP Healthcare portal and instructor led 


training as part of overall provider training programs. 


HPES Healthcare Provider Portal 


HPES proposes a secure web standards 


based Healthcare Provider portal, that is 


modern, flexible, and implements Role 


Based Access Control features which are 


HIPAA security regulations and ADA – 


section 508 compliant. 
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Provider Portal Features 


The HP Healthcare Provider portal solution is highly configurable. All high level functions 


and screens can be configured per the user requirements. For the Nevada implementation, 


we would match the look and feel (Nevada logos, fonts, and colors) to the DHCFP’s needs. 


We will actively work with DHCFP and jointly determine what best represents the Nevada’s 


Provider portal. Additionally, terminology is configurable to the DHCFP’s direction. 


The following provides examples of the capabilities of the HP Healthcare Provider portal. 


Regulations Compliant 


The Provider portal is HIPAA security regulations compliant verifying recipient privacy. The 


Provider portal also adheres to the National Provider Identifier (NPI) for all HIPAA Standard 


Transactions. Additionally, the HP Healthcare Provider portal is fully ADA—Section 508 


compliant.  


Secure Role-based Access and User Maintenance 


The HP Healthcare Provider portal implements role based security. It uses Microsoft Active 


Directory, a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)–compliant directory service. This 


role-based security enables easily administered appropriate access levels for the different 


user types. Based on the user’s role, certain functions of the portal will be enabled or 


disabled. This allows HPES to define levels of functions within the portal for providers and 


administrative staff, as well as for DHCFP and HPES staff. Provider administrators of the 


portal will be provided with constrained administrative access to the HP Healthcare Provider 


portal for maintenance of their user base managing user profiles, profile types, account 


control (password reset; locked account reset), and other related functions.  


The HP Healthcare Provider portal also provides secure access using 128-bit encryption, 


superior firewall protection, Secure Socket Layer (SSL), failover, and load balancing to 


manage the volume that may be created by a large population of concurrent users. 


Users will be required to change passwords per DHCFP-specified policy and are restricted 


to only information for which they are authorized to access. Portal access, attempted 


access, and security violations will be logged.  


Users must re-authenticate after a period of inactivity as defined by DHCFP. These security 


measures provide a hardened environment for the web portal, with fewer vulnerabilities, 


greater reliability, better performance, and significant mitigation of security risks. Our 


approach provides state-of-the-art protection in a multi-tiered environment.  


A user who forgets his or her password can still gain access to the secure web portal 


through the self-authentication process, which requires the user to change the password. 


The user must answer authentication questions to retrieve his or her lost password. Valid 


data takes the user to the account maintenance page and forces the user to select a new 


password. The user is then brought into the secure Web portal. The system provides for 
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more secure levels of self-authentication, such as security questions, for users who have 


administrator-type responsibilities.  


For portal security configuration, the HP Healthcare Provider portal is deployed in three-tier 


firewall architecture. The web access tier faces the Internet behind a firewall that allows only 


HTTPS traffic. Between the web tier and the application services tier sits another high-


availability firewall that allows access only to the required servers and services in the 


application tier. On all servers, only required services and corresponding TCP/IP ports are 


enabled. The servers have active firewall and virus management systems.  


HP also provides a broadcast messaging capability through the HP Healthcare Provider 


portal for ongoing communications with providers of important dates, changing policies or 


new information. Messaging can be scheduled ahead of time with effective start and end 


dates and priority determining screen placement as well as supporting links to Nevada 


websites including Nevada Medicaid and Check Up sites, Rate information, and others as 


determined applicable. Messaging can be displayed on publicly accessible pages or secure 


pages or both as directed by the DHCFP. 


The following exhibit is a sample of the new portal screen.  
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12.6.10 Online Document and Retrieval and Archive System 


12.6.10 Online Document and Retrieval and Archive System 


As DHCFP transitions to a new MMIS contract, ready access to new and historical reports 


and information is a key contributor 


to a successful system transfer. In 


this section, HP presents our vision 


of a modernized document system 


the On-line Document Retrieval and 


Archive System (ODRAS). Our 


HPES team brings wealth of 


experience having implemented 


similar technology solutions in other 


Medicaid Accounts, such as the 


California Medicaid Management Information System (CA-MMIS). The CA-MMIS ODRAS 


meets the current federal regulations for reporting through compliance with the HIPAA. CA-


MMIS has one of the highest volume claims processing volumes of any Medicaid program in 


the country.  


HPES envisions the integrated ODRAS to consist of four enterprise components:  


• Claims Image Repository  


• Correspondence Repository  


• Report Repository  


• Document Repository  


With the same IBM and Microsoft technologies field proven in our other Medicaid contracts, 


we will implement these solution components with IBM OnDemand and Microsoft 


SharePoint to provide accurate and up-to-date information to authorized users in secured 


way as needed. Users can obtain the vital information they need at their local workstation 


through a web browser. The selected commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) tools (OnDemand 


and SharePoint) will meet the DHCFP needs to access claim images, system generated 


reports, and documents ranging from correspondence, DHCFP and HPES letters, manuals, 


project documentation, and other associated MMIS documentation.  


Claims Image and Correspondence Repositories 


Having ready access to claim images, correspondence documents, contract documents, 


and system reports in electronic format is extremely important for DHCFP through improved 


staff productivity. The HPES team brings a wealth of experience in setting up this COTS-


adapted solution to meet or exceed the requirements of RFP.  


As described below, we have successfully designed, developed and implemented a similar 


solution for State of California Medicaid (Medi-Cal) program.  


The HPES team implemented the Medi-Cal IBM OnDemand solution for Enterprise Image 


Management System (EIMS) in 2003. This solution is configured to store more than 500 


million claims images and makes these images available online to authorized users. The 


Online Document and Retrieval  


and Archive System 


We will leverage our experience with CA Medi-


Cal to build a scalable and flexible ODRAS that 


will meet or exceed the RFP requirements. The 


new ODRAS will provide access to Nevada 


MMIS claim images through the secure web 


browser interface. 
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system is designed to provide both HP and California Department Health Care Services 


(DHCS) users the ability to retrieve claim images through a secure web browser interface 


using the intranet. HP has met and exceeded DHCS’ performance response time 


requirements. The current EIMS has more than 1,000 users accessing the system on 


regular basis, with EIMS up-time requirements of 22 x 7 x 365. During the 2003 EIMS 


implementation, HP loaded more than three years of historical images from tape backups to 


provide the users the ability to pull current and historical images. In addition to storing claim 


images in EIMS, we also store other items such as claim attachments from faxes, postal 


mail, and electronically received. The EIMS matches up uploaded electronic claims 


attachments to their corresponding X12.837 electronic claim images for further adjudication 


review. The Medi-Cal EIMS also houses Provider Correspondence documents. The Medi-


Cal Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system provides an integration link between 


the call center users and provider correspondence imaged documents.  


Our ODRAS solution for Nevada is based on same IBM OnDemand technology components 


used and proven in California for storing Nevada claim images. We will use our experience 


with CA Medi-Cal to build a scalable and flexible ODRAS that will meet or exceed the RFP 


requirements. The new ODRAS will provide access to Nevada MMIS claim images through 


the secure web browser interface.  


A secure gateway will be enabled through the ODRAS web portal to allow authorized 


DHCFP and HP users view-only claim image access. Once the claim image has been pulled 


up, the user can then manipulate the image through rotation and zoom capabilities. We will 


also provide Nevada MMIS call center agents the ability to retrieve provider 


correspondences from the ODRAS to aid in addressing provider inquiries.  


Report Repository 


In California, we have implemented our IBM OnDemand report solution, Report to Web 


(R2W), to archive all the Medi-Cal mainframe reports. The R2W component replaced paper 


generated mainframe reports and eliminated the need of hard copy paper reports and 


microfiche. Medi-Cal generated daily mainframe reports are automatically loaded from the 


mainframe to the R2W repository before the next business day. Our R2W solution provides 


on-line access to these reports for more than 1,000 authorized HP and State of California 


users through a secured web portal. The R2W solution components are based the on IBM 


OnDemand products. Our secured web portal provides role based security to control and 


enforce report access for only authorized users. This R2W solution also allows a user to 


search on the indexed data elements, print a portion of needed report, and save/export a 


copy of report to standard applications such as Microsoft Word or Excel. These functions are 


available to users on their desktop through secure access by web portal.  


We will implement a similar report solution for DHCFP using these same technology 


components. As a part of our ODRAS solution, we will implement a secure gateway through 


the web browser portal to offer authorized DHCFP and HP users view-only mainframe 


generated report access using their web browser. Along with the access come the ability to 


navigate to any portion of the report online, print a portion of the report, and the ability to cut 


a section of the report and paste into other applications.  
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Document Repository 


The Document Repository provides the ability to store all MMIS documents and project 


documents in a single repository. We will export the existing document system to a COTS 


product, Microsoft SharePoint, to organize and electronically store all MMIS and project 


documentation. Our Microsoft SharePoint based Document Repository provides rapid, 


secure, and easy access to stored documents for DHCFP users, other state users 


authorized by DHCFP, and HP users. Our Document Repository solution provides DHCFP 


with document workflows, comprehensive search mechanism, document routing and 


approval ability, document management functions, version control, audit trail, notification, 


escalation and other such powerful features. Microsoft SharePoint is becoming an emerging 


industry standard in Enterprise Content Management tools, as shown by Gartner moving 


SharePoint into the Market Leader quadrant in September 2008.  


Archive Repository 


The Claim Image Repository, Correspondence Repository, Report Repository, and 


Document Repository are periodically backed up to verify content availability. These 


backups would be used to restore this content at our Disaster Recovery (DR) facility in the 


event that the Business Recovery Plan needs to be exercised.  


Proposed Proven Solutions 


The HPES team is experienced in developing similar solutions at our other MMIS accounts 


such as California Medi-Cal and we will use that expertise to bring to Nevada an ODRAS 


solution that is secure, scalable, and function rich. We will migrate existing images from the 


FirstDARS data repository to our IBM OnDemand-based ODRAS. We will adhere to the 


retention guidelines detailed in the RFP for storage of documents in ODRAS. This enterprise 


solution will provide authorized users a systematic tool with which to store essential Nevada 


MMIS documentation.  


HP is presenting the proven technology from the Medi-Cal EIMS/R2W solutions as the basis 


for the Nevada MMIS ODRAS enterprise solution for imaging and report repositories. We 


will implement a secure gateway through the ODRAS web portal to offer authorized DHCFP 


and HP users the ability to view claim images, correspondence, and reports. Also, the 


Nevada MMIS Call Center agents will have the ability to retrieve provider imaged 


correspondence to facilitate provider’s inquiries.  


The following exhibit, “Peripheral – Online Document Retrieval and Archive System”, shows 


the different components of the ODRAS and how various document materials are put into or 


pulled from the system. All individuals that use the system to pull materials will use the same 


ODRAS web portal and browser to interact with ODRAS. There will be system interfaces 


that other components such as the KDE repository, the archive/backup system, and the fax 


servers use to put content into the system or pull content for backups. The actual ODRAS 


system itself will operate out of the HP Orlando Data Center, and securely accessed through 


the HP Healthcare Network Cloud (HNC), thus enabling access from the various sites used 


to deliver the Nevada MMIS program support.  







Peripheral – Online Document Retrieval and Archive System
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12.7 Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support 


Services 


12.7.1 OVERVIEW 


12.7.1 Overview of Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Medicaid Claims 


Processing and Program Support Services are supplemental services provided by the Fiscal Agent or 


their designated subcontractor that support operational functions, and are not specifically associated 


with the Core MMIS or peripheral tools and systems. Examples of such services include Utilization 


Management and TPL recovery services. 


The following Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services support the operational 


functions of Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up. The associated Contractor Responsibilities, 


DHCFP Responsibilities, System Performance Requirements, and Contractor Performance 


Requirements are located in the Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 


Requirements Table (Attachment Q). 


Being a leader in the fiscal operations area of the public healthcare arena has equipped the 


HPES team with extensive Medicaid operations experience and knowledge. We are 


committed to planning and executing an organized and efficient takeover, including 


Medicaid claims processing and program support services. From final data file transfer from 


the current vendor to paper claims turnover, we will provide a smooth transition as smooth 


for providers, recipients, and DHCFP staff. 


Because we have done it successfully before, HPES understands 


the operational support complexities involved in a takeover. Most 


recently, we took control of the Kentucky MMIS from Unisys in 


2005. We also took control of the Kansas MMIS from Blue Cross 


Blue Shield of Kansas (BCBSKS) in 2002, and the Mississippi 


MMIS from First Health in 1994. During these successful takeover 


processes, HPES worked with each state agency and the previous 


vendors to make sure those benchmarks and deadlines were met 


and the takeover work plan was closely followed. It is vital and 


necessary that HPES foster a culture of cooperation among 


DHCFP, the incumbent MMIS vendor, and other associated 


vendors during the Takeover Phase to complete turnover tasks 


quickly and efficiently. 


In 2005, Kentucky was in the process of modernizing its Medicaid program and needed a 


vendor that could not only upgrade the technology and take control of the existing system, 


but also provide operational support and be a strong long-term partner that would provide 


vision and leadership to deliver on important future initiatives. HPES delivered on that need. 


“Kentucky selected HPES to be our Medicaid fiscal agent because of their experience and 


their track record in other states,” said Shannon Turner, Commissioner of the Kentucky 


Department for Medicaid Services within the Cabinet for Health and Family Services. “We 


were really concerned that when we transitioned we would have a gap in payment. We 


“It was a wonderful, 
wonderful transition. I 
really can’t say enough 
about the team and the 
lengths they went to 
ensure the continuity. 
We literally flipped the 
switch.” 


— Shannon Turner, 
Commissioner of the 
Kentucky Department 
for Medicaid Services 
within the Cabinet for 


Health and Family 
Services 
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didn’t want to have to change many of the processes for the providers during the initial 


transition, so continuity to the provider community was our biggest concern.” 


In Nevada, before the request for proposal (RFP) was released, we conducted stakeholder 


tours and listened to the concerns and visions of key stakeholders, legislators, the 


healthcare community, and provider 


organizations. We listened and understood the 


issues and DHCFP’s vision to modernize the 


Medicaid program. It is with these 


conversations in mind that we have 


determined the technical solution and business 


operations approach that will meet the needs 


of Nevada stakeholders, providers, and 


Medicaid recipients. 


Having taken control of and operated MMIS 


programs in more states than any other 


contractor, we recognize that each takeover 


presents unique challenges. We are keenly aware of DHCFP’s concerns and expectations, 


realizing that the successful bidder will need to directly address business operations 


challenges besides the technical aspect of the project. HPES brings together a Medicaid-


experienced and committed team of leaders, plus project, technical, and business 


operations professionals to meet these challenges. Our team will focus on proven operation 


procedures, approach to quality management, and project management methodology to 


produce the required results expected by DHCFP.  


We will review the operations areas and the current system and provide DHCFP with 


recommendations for improvements and efficiencies. Nevada will benefit from HPES’ 


nationwide experience with state healthcare programs. As the fiscal agent for 18 states, we 


help our clients implement best practices in the functional areas. Our Medicaid and 


functional process managers throughout the country meet regularly to discuss upcoming 


regulations and best practices. 


Besides our proposed key staff, we will take advantage of the expertise of HPES Medicaid 


subject-matter experts (SMEs) such as Ray Hanley, who was the Arkansas Medicaid 


Director for more than a decade; John Petraborg, Assistant Commissioner for Minnesota 


Department of Health and Human Services; and Charles Brodt, who was Oklahoma 


Medicaid Director and brings extensive human services and government expertise that 


DHCFP can tap for value-added services. We include their biographies in our proposal’s 


staffing section. These SMEs maintain communications with Medicaid directors and the 


Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) to help identify innovations and solutions 


for our clients. HPES will communicate program recommendations to DHCFP as they are 


identified and work with DHCFP to prioritize recommendations. 


DHCFP will benefit from our extensive pool of experienced healthcare staff. We provide 


fiscal agent operational services such as claims intake, claims adjudication, and provider 


services. Additionally, we have more than 110 licensed clinicians at our fiscal agent 


Medicaid Claims Processing and 


Program Support Services 


• Experienced, knowledgeable team 


• Continuity for providers and 


payments during previous takeover 


• Operate MMIS implementations in 


more states than any other 


contractor 


• Leveragable expertise 


• Facilitate transition to MITA 
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operations, including medical directors, physicians, dental director, pharmacists, registered 


and licensed practical nurses. For example, during the past year, HPES provided fiscal 


agent operational services with claims processing and program support services for 


functions such as the following: 


• Document management  


• Claim, managed care, encounter, and adjustment processing 


• Pharmacy claim processing, ProDUR, RetroDUR, and drug rebate 


• Accounting and financial management 


• Professional review, utilization management and prior authorization (PA) 


• Medicaid recipient eligibility, ID card production, and mailing 


• Reference file maintenance 


• Provider eligibility and support services  


• Third-party liability verification and billing  


• Quality assurance and review  


This support has been provided in a range of technical environments from mainframe to web 


services. 


Medicaid reimbursement is approaching 25 percent or more of every state’s budget. The 


challenge is to balance high-quality service to providers—enhancing patient access to 


care—while overlaying the efficient technical solution to manage the program money 


effectively. HPES has the technology and in-depth healthcare knowledge required to meet 


this challenge. We recognize that Medicaid is changing, and we are changing our offerings 


to move beyond claims and administration—extending our functional offerings to focus on 


quality, appropriate healthcare, and the patient. Our solution will not only provide the 


operational requirements for today but will facilitate the transition to the open structures and 


architecture that will evolve with the Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) 


for tomorrow.  


Besides the specific response to the requirements in Attachment Q, an overview for the 


each subsection for 12.7 Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services is 


provided as follows: 


• Possess experience with managed care enrollment and encounter data processing in 17 


states 


• Verify managed care data accuracy through secure, automated file transfers and 


reconciliation processes 


• Provide timely enrollment and distribution of information to beneficiaries, collection of 


encounter data and payment to providers 


• Support multiple managed care models such as Health Maintenance Organizations 


(HMOs) and Primary Care Case Management  (PCCM) 


• Foster strong relationships, processes and protocols between states and managed care 


entities 
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12.7.2 Managed Care Enrollment 


12.7.2 Managed Care Enrollment 


HPES has more than 40 years of experience 


working with governments on health and 


human services solutions, including managed 


care processing. This includes extensive 


systematic and operational support for 


managed care functions to comply with the 


requirements of this RFP. We collaborate with 


our clients to enhance their organizations’ 


efficiency—reducing redundant data entry 


across benefit programs, decreasing 


processing time for changes and 


redeterminations, allowing for regulatory 


changes in the rules engine without the need 


for technical assistance. HPES provides 


Medicaid managed care enrollment and 


encounter data support in 17 states. Our 


experience includes enrollment broker 


services, premium collection, primary care 


provider assignment, outreach, and community 


education. For example, the HPES Encounter 


Data Unit has provided this support for 


California Medicaid for the past 10 years. 


We will capitalize on our managed care 


experience to provide timely enrollment and distribution of information to beneficiaries, 


collection of encounter data and payment to providers. We will verify accuracy of MMIS 


updates data through secure, automated file transfers and reconciliation processes. Our 


expert staff will foster strong relationships, processes, and protocols between the DHCFP 


and the managed care entities to verify timely transfer and updating of information to the 


MMIS.  


Our experience includes the key components that align with DHCFP’s needs to accomplish 


the following:  


• Contract managed care entities 


• Support multiple healthcare models including Health Maintenance Organizations 


(HMOs) and Primary Care Case Management (PCCM) 


• Manage eligibility and recipient enrollment  


• Accept and store encounter data 


• Manage monthly capitation and episodic payments to managed care entities 


Managed Care Enrollment 


• Possess experience with managed 


care enrollment and encounter data 


processing in 17 states 


• Verify managed care data accuracy 


through secure, automated file 


transfers and reconciliation 


processes 


• Provide timely enrollment and 


distribution of information to 


beneficiaries, collection of 


encounter data and payment to 


providers 


• Support multiple managed care 


models such as Health 


Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) 


and Primary Care Case 


Management (PCCM) 


• Foster strong relationships, 


processes and protocols between 


States and managed care entities 
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• Manage and facilitate capitation for nonemergency transportation for all fee-for-service 


and managed care recipients 


DHCFP can use statistical analysis for managed care claim data for cost recovery and fiscal 


forecasting, program improvement, efficacy, and policy development. 


12.7.3 Pre-Admission Screening And Resident Review (PASRR) 


12.7.3 Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR) 


PASRR legislation required state Medicaid 


agencies to establish programs to screen and 


identify nursing facility applicants and residents 


for serious mental illnesses. PASRR legislation 


also required screening to evaluate whether a 


nursing facility is the appropriate place for a 


patient to receive care and to determine need for 


specialized services to treat mental illness. 


PASRR involves two parts—preadmission level I 


and level II screens and 


level II resident reviews.  


HPES’ North Carolina program implemented an Internet-based screening tool to manage 


the North Carolina PASRR Program. The online system went live on November 3, 2008, and 


allows referring and admitting agencies to manage PASRR screens, monitor level II 


patients, and obtain PASRR history. This self-service application uses an automated 


decision service to establish the appropriate PASRR level and within a few seconds, 


providers receive a real-time response with the assigned PASRR number. Previously, data 


submitted through fax or third party took as long as 24 hours to receive a response. The 


automation built into the online tool streamlined business process and provides the 


interfaces to achieve operational uniformity throughout the screening process.  


Our experience in North Carolina will allow HPES to achieve the same level of automation of 


PASSR through Atlantes. Atlantes provides a flexible, accurate, responsive system to 


administer policies and program limitations to support the Nevada PASRR. Clinical and 


business process rules also can be defined by users within Atlantes’ embedded rules engine 


and changed dynamically as business processes are reengineered. For example, Atlantes 


can automatically assign PASSR reviews through scheduler to-do records based on work 


group, workload, or acuity. Auto-adjudication rules can be set up to route authorizations to 


staff. PASRR criteria can trigger processing rules that auto generate consistent scoring and 


determinations for level reviews.  


We are proud to deliver our same successful HPES’ Medicaid PASRR solution for Nevada 


PASRR. Our integrated system will perform the PASRR functions to generate standardized, 


automated and less complex admission strategies that are less confusing to the recipient 


and provider communities. Our experienced clinical staff in combination with state-of-the-art 


technology brings improved service to Nevada and its most needy population. The result is 


uniformity and improved quality control, while enabling more efficient data collection and 


Pre-Admission Screening and  


Resident Review 


• Online internet self service 


application 


• Automated decision service with 


near real-time response 


• Rules-based engine based on 


DHCFP policies and programs 


results operational uniformity    
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analysis and improved capacity for planning. More importantly, we provide the benefit of 


single point of entry that will help achieve overall cost containment and improve service 


delivery. 


12.7.4 Call Center and Contact Management 


12.7.4 Call Center and Contact Management 


Our team understands the importance of 


responding quickly to provider inquiries. 


We will draw on our experience as 


Medicaid fiscal agent in 18 states to staff 


our call center with customer service 


representatives for provider relations, 


including pharmacy-related inquiries. We 


will continually strive to reduce the 


administrative burden of the Nevada 


providers by supplying quick, accurate, and 


easy-to-understand answers to provider 


inquiries. We comply with the requirements 


in Section 12.7.4, demonstrating our 


commitment to our responsiveness for the 


maintenance of telephone lines for 


inquiries, providing the capability to speak 


with a customer service representative, 


and thereby meeting and exceeding 


DHCFP’s service- level specifications and 


tracking and reporting of call center 


statistics. This function will be supported by 


an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) 


system that allows inquiries for topics, 


including eligibility verification, claims status, prior authorization request status, check, and 


electronic funds transfer (EFT) information. 


We will use data from the call management system to assess call volumes, peak periods, 


and frequently asked questions, and evaluate improvement opportunities. We will provide 


DHCFP with quality systems, RFP-required staff, and thorough training.  


Additionally, we will continuously monitor reports from the system to monitor fluctuations and 


assess changing call center needs. Following established internal procedures, our team will 


track, investigate, and resolve provider issues and the call center systems and procedures. 


To minimize the effect on the provider community, we will work with DHCFP to discover 


such problems and follow appropriate steps for corrective action and resolution. The result is 


improved provider satisfaction. 


HPES is a leader in providing customer services across the globe. We have more than 30 


years of experience with proven call center technologies that lead to innovative solutions. 


With more than 500 customers worldwide, we provide call center services employing more 


Call Center and Contact Management 


• Quick, accurate, and easy-to-


understand answers to provider 


inquiries 


• Quality system and  experienced, 


trained, knowledgeable staff 


• Employ 19,000 HPES call center agents 


and  manage 135 single customer call 


centers and 75 shared call centers  


• Continued focus for our staff training 


and development, allowing agent 


placement where they are most needed 


and response to Medicaid program 


changes 


• Capitalize on partnerships with leading 


industry vendors  and leverage 


platforms to provide best in breed call 


center services, reliable uptime, 


disaster recoverability, and flexibility 


to meet changing requirements 
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than 19,000 HPES call center agents, managing 135 single customer call centers and 75 


shared call centers. 


Our team of highly trained professional call center agents deftly handles telephone inquiries 


for the provider community. HPES call centers sustain consistent track records in meeting 


and exceeding the RFP requirements for customer service standards including blocked and 


abandoned calls and hold time. Our approach for managing call center requirements for the 


DHCFP includes the following strategies: 


• Leveraged HPES telephone and IVR platforms designed to produce reliable uptime, 


strong disaster recoverability and flexibility to meet changing requirements. These 


leveraged environments are supported by expert telecommunications analysts and 


systems engineers.  


• Capitalizing on alliance partnerships with leading industry vendors, such as Avaya to 


provide world-class call center services and technology.  


• Work force management practices, including call data analysis, using work force 


management tools such as Ehrlang, and establishing dashboards and agent scorecards 


to track and manage productivity. 


• Employing standard change management practices including detailed requirements 


reviews, testing and implementation protocols, training and communication to affected 


parties 


• Staying knowledgeable of industry recommendations through the Help Desk Institute, 


which is the global leader for the support industry 


• Continuing to focus our staff training and development, which allows us to place the 


agents where they are most needed and to respond to Nevada program changes 


• Conducting provider surveys to gather customer service metrics for improving our 


services and offerings 


We provide the necessary desktop tools to enhance agent productivity and responsiveness 


to callers.  


Our Telephony Infrastructure is located in the following exhibit. 


12.7.5 Provider Appeals  


12.7.5 Provider Appeals 


We agree and comply with requirements to 


provide appeals support service function which 


includes the ability to accept, maintain, 


process, and track provider appeals as well as 


generate and track letters for each decision 


point in the appeals process. Experienced staff 


will follow DHCFP guidelines for appropriate 


Provider Appeals 


• Implement and manage appeal 


processes in many states with 


tested solutions 


• Document and track all stages of 


appeal according to State policy 


• Competent, experienced 


knowledgeable staff 


• Timely response 
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decisions and use this opportunity to assist the State and providers to communicate policy 


for mutual satisfaction. 


The grievance or appeal process is a standard in the healthcare industry, and Medicaid is 


no exception. While the objective from a program perspective is clean claim submission and 


accurate and timely processing, there are instances in which the provider may elect to 


appeal the original processing decision. An example would be providing medical justification 


that was inadvertently omitted in the original submission.  


 As a full scope intermediary, HPES has implemented and managed appeal processes in 


many states, and brings tested solutions to Nevada. We are prepared to document and 


track all stages of the appeal process, in accordance with DHCFP policy and procedures. To 


achieve this, our HP PPM solution will be implemented, replacing FirstCRM for tracking and 


online access. We will integrate some components of FirstDARS with our ODRAS imaging 


solution, to provide full functional capability and response to the requirements, including 


letter generation. 


Our competent and Medicaid knowledgeable appeals staff will verify the execution of 


appeals processing within the contractual time frames. We have engaged staff from a 


neighboring HPES Medicaid account in Idaho to fill these roles, thus providing Nevada with 


experienced resources. Standard protocols and production reporting are just a few of the 


tools that will be employed to manage the appeals processes and DHCFP requirements. 


12.7.6 Provider Enrollment 


12.7.6 Provider Enrollment 


The provider enrollment function is often the 


first contact that potential providers have with 


the Nevada Medicaid program. This 


experience can set the tone for a new 


provider’s impression of the program and how 


it functions. A burdensome, complicated 


enrollment process can create a negative 


impression for the provider, creating a less-


than-ideal partnership between the provider 


and the Department at the outset.  


Because we currently deliver operational 


support services for the provider enrollment 


function in 17 states, we can exceed the 


provider enrollment support requirement for 


recruitment, enrollment, and disenrollment of 


providers into Nevada Medicaid and Check Up. 


Our trained staff strives for continuous 


improvement by reviewing existing processes 


Provider Enrollment 


• Delivers operational support 


services for the provider 


enrollment function in 17 states  


• Designs processes to achieve 


enrollment turnaround within 


designated service level 


agreements with documented 


procedures  


• Only authorized PE staff  to update 


provider data 


• Maintains a verification processes 


to verify data integrity 


• Electronic billing outreach 


encouragement backed up with 


provider training support  
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for efficiency measures. Processes are designed to achieve enrollment turnaround within 


designated service-level agreements with documented procedures that include quality 


checks to verify accuracy. 


HPES brings decades of experience in managing enrollment functions to provide a reliable 


and timely process for providers. Specialists from our Boise, Idaho account are already 


performing provider enrollment functions and we offer their expertise for Nevada to help 


facilitate a smooth transition. We will augment their skills with Nevada-specific enrollment 


policy and RFP performance requirement training. Our team will apply HPES operational 


best practices. For instance, we will develop a project plan to manage and track 


reenrollments to make sure only valid, licensed providers are enrolled. We also will develop 


an electronic billing outreach plan. In California, we use this approach to target current 


providers for outreach. Newly enrolled providers are given hands-on assistance for 


electronic billing.  


Our experienced team knows the importance of maintaining provider data integrity. They will 


apply stringent protocols for maintaining and securing provider data, including coordination 


with licensing boards to obtain current, relevant information to process the enrollment. Only 


designated provider enrollment staff will be authorized to update provider data and we will 


have verification processes in place to verify data integrity. 
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12.7.7 Provider Training and Outreach 


12.7.7 Provider Training and Outreach 


We will provide program continuity by 


transitioning the current provider relations staff 


for provider training and outreach, and we can 


take advantage of the expertise from 18 other 


states where we currently provide this service. 


This includes contractor support of development 


and distribution of provider billing manuals, web 


announcements, newsletters, and other 


information through the web portal.  


As one example of provider outreach, the HPES 


web portal will provide Nevada provider 


communications, guides, forms, and files 


including the following: 


• Nevada Medicaid and Check Up quarterly 


newsletters 


• Web announcements based on input from 


DHCFP 


• Provider billing manuals, web 


announcements, guidelines, and forms 


• EDI companion guides and enrollment forms 


• Procedure and diagnosis reference lists 


• Frequently asked questions (FAQs) 


The following exhibit, Nevada Web Portal, 


depicts how HPES can provide a broadcast messaging capability through the provider portal 


for ongoing communications for providers with important dates, changing policies, or new 


information. Messaging can be scheduled ahead of time with effective start dated, end 


dates, and priority, determining screen placement as well as supporting links to Nevada 


websites as applicable.  


Provider Training and Outreach 


• Program continuity is maintained 


with transitioned staff and 


leveraged certified and Medicaid 


knowledgeable expertise from 18 


other states. 


• General and targeted training is 


provided in accordance with an 


annual DHCFP approved training 


plan. 


• Provider training is delivered in a 


variety of formats, including 


individualized provider training, 


teleconferences, workshops, and 


training sessions by staff 


competent in Medicaid billing 


policy. 


• The HP Web Portal supports a one-


stop shop for Nevada provider 


communications, guides, forms, 


files, and links. 


• A best practice, multi-faceted, 


approach is used in most States to 


support the diversity of the 


provider community. 
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Nevada Web Portal 


 


Provider training will be delivered in various formats, including individual provider training, 


workshops, and training sessions by staff competent in Medicaid billing policy for all claim 


and provider types. We use system reports to identify providers with high denial or pended 


claim rates for targeted training. Training will be provided in accordance with an annual 


DHCFP-approved training plan that will be reviewed and updated each quarter, if necessary. 


When providers are confident about billing procedures and access to assistance, the result 


is increased provider satisfaction. Concurrently, access to care for Medicaid recipients also 


increases. Added attention to paper reduction processes and the resulting increased 


efficiencies benefit all stakeholders. 
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Provider participation and satisfaction, recipient access to care, and uninterrupted process 


and payment flows are key goals of Medicaid programs. During transition or change, these 


goals become even more important. Provider training and outreach are mainstays to 


transition and ongoing operations to support provider engagement and continued 


satisfaction with the program. Drawing on our Medicaid expertise across the nation, HPES is 


prepared to provide provider training and outreach in support of Nevada’s program. Annual 


training plan development, submission, and execution provide the operating base for these 


activities. Our plan will include training curriculum, schedules, venues, and methodologies 


among its core components. We employ a time-tested methodology, Instructional Systems 


Life Cycle (ISLC), which is industry recognized as ideal for workplace learning and 


performance development design and delivery to adult learners.  


We are committed to achieving Nevada’s education and outreach 


requirements, including general and targeted provider training, as 


well as promotion and transition to automated solutions and 


transactions. Our approach is multi-faceted and a best practice 


employed in most states that supports the diversity of the provider 


community. It includes instructor led as well as teleconference 


style training options, workshop, and one-on-one style training, augmented with published 


materials, notices and references. Training delivery is achieved with certified and Medicaid 


knowledgeable training staff.  


12.7.8 Finance 


12.7.8 Finance (including accounts payable) 


The HPES Financial team will assume the 


responsibilities of the current finance unit. As in 


18 other states, we will process financial 


transactions according to generally accepted 


accounting principles (GAAP), including the 


use of the double-entry method of recording. 


We will adhere to state and federal guidelines 


and continue to provide services outlined in 


Section 12.7.8.1-13, including operational 


support for processing claims, adjustment, 


accounts receivable, recoveries and financial 


transactions and report the results. The data 


will be reported on the provider’s remittance 


advices, system reports, and in system- 


generated letters as designated by DHCFP. 


Financial data for the report repository can be accessed for analysis, support and the 


safeguarding of DHCFP budget. 


For example, the Medi-Cal financial accounting and recoveries involve significant 


responsibility. In fiscal years 2007 and 2008, the average weekly payout was more than $49 


million, and the average weekly withhold was more than $4 million. Since 1988, HPES has 


We use the time-tested 
ISLC, an industry-
recognized 
methodology that is 
ideal for workplace 
learning. 


Finance 


• Financial transactions are 


processed according to generally 


accepted accounting principles 


(GAAP) 


• Financial data reports support 


analysis for support and the 


safeguarding of DHCFP budget.  


• We provide on-time balancing and 


documentation for Medicaid 


checkwrite in multiple states. 


• State and federal reporting is 


accurate and timely. 
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been on time balancing and preparing the appropriate documentation for every checkwrite. 


Moreover, we have provided accurate and timely federal reporting such as the Centers for 


Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) CMS-64, which is critical for Medi-Cal entitlement to 


federal reimbursement.  


As illustrated in the following exhibit, Nevada Medicaid Financial Accounting Process, the 


path to the weekly checkwrite, required federal and state reporting, Internal Revenue 


System (IRS) compliance, and total cash management bridges the output from claims with 


the accounting and reporting components required by DHCFP.  


Nevada Medicaid Financial Accounting Process 


 


The HPES proposal solution offers DHCFP an opportunity to transform its processes. 


However, as MITA states, automation alone is insufficient. Technology must be applied to 


support the business. The intricacies of the program demand in-depth knowledge, and our 


staff will continue to provide that knowledge. For example, the HPES Medi-Cal Cash Control 


team has 138 years of combined experience with the Medi-Cal financial programs. The 


team works with the Audits and Investigations staff, assisting them with researching and 


pulling warrants for fraudulent providers. Our Cash Control staff also works directly with 


various other state organizations, including the Rate and Development Branch, 


Disproportionate Share, Overpayment and Injury Section, Department of Justice, Payment 


System Division, and the Provider Enrollment Division to resolve complex payment 
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questions, process accounts receivable  (A/Rs) and make sure the weekly provider 


checkwrite is in balance and processed on time. 


We will gain insight into the State’s and providers’ needs by maintaining close working 


relationships with entities, such as DHCFP and the provider community.  


At the core of the financial function is the ability to track each dollar expended or collected to 


its appropriate funding source. We will delineate funding sources for all claims, 


expenditures, A/Rs, and cash collections. All monies expended and collected are assigned 


to its appropriate funding source and the financial activity is reconciled within those funding 


sources. This means that the State can effectively guard against the appropriation of State 


funds when other funding sources can be applied—such as federal match or grants. 


Additionally, the State will have access to detailed financial data to support trending analysis 


and program reporting. Given the dollars that flow into and out of the Nevada Medicaid 


program each week, we recognize and will support the ability to track, report, and forecast 


on this data as vital to your success. 


12.7.9 Return ID Card Process 


12.7.9 Return ID Card Process 


Our approach, experience, capacity, and 


solution meet DHCFP’s needs. We have a 


proven track record of implementing and 


managing ID card generation for many 


Medicaid programs, including Alabama, 


Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Delaware, 


Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, New 


Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 


Tennessee, Vermont, and Wisconsin. We 


tailored our approach to meet the needs of 


each of these states. This experience 


demonstrates that we not only understand the 


production and distribution needs of programs 


such as DHCFP, but also that we can provide 


a solution that meets DHCFP’s unique needs for the ID Card generation and distribution for 


Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up recipients. HPES has multiple card production 


sites across the United States, including Camp Hill, Pa., Rancho Cordova, Calif., and 


Indianapolis, In. This allows us to easily shift production or additional capacity requirements 


to other sites quickly, if needed.  


The recipient ID cards shown in the following exhibit are actual cards created by HPES for 


Medicaid programs in other states. 


Return ID Card Process 


• HPES has more than 16 years of 


experience in producing recipient 


identification cards.  


• Working current vendor, HPES will 


work to prevent interruption of 


services to card production for the 


recipients of Nevada.  


• Cards are produced in a secure 


environment with detailed tracking 


and reporting of all production and 


distribution of cards.  
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Medicaid Recipient ID Card Samples 
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12.7.10 Electronic Data Interchange 


12.7.10 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 


We will provide HPES consultants with specific 


experience and training in HIPAA and 


Medicaid EDI transactions to train partners and 


set up and process EDI transactions. This 


involves working with current staff during the 


transition and customer assistance for 


providers with EDI enrollment—including 


providing providers with appropriate identifiers 


and agreements—testing of EDI transactions 


with the providers, and verification of testing 


completion. 


As we do in the 18 states where we currently 


provide EDI support services, HPES will 


provide needed instructions, training, support, 


and forms to providers to help  


them understand EDI enrollment procedures 


and requirements. EDI enrollment documents, procedures, and testing requirements will be 


available on the HPES provider portal. Additionally, HPES trainers will provide training to 


providers for EDI enrollment and testing.  


We provide a secure connection between EDI submitters, service centers and HPES. 


Provider support includes easy access to EDI companion guides on the web portal. 


Customer service will be provided by expert staff about EDI enrollment, submissions, and 


testing. Testing support includes reporting on completion with metrics quantifying EDI 


transaction testing for each submitter. 


Several Nevada providers still file paper claims. The Reference Library cites a current EDI 


rate of 87 percent for Nevada. In states where HPES provides EDI functional capability, the 


EDI rate averages more than 90 percent. We can use the same proven marketing methods 


used by provider-facing staff and written communication tools to Nevada providers to bring 


this increased EDI submission rate to Nevada.  


Electronic Data Exchange (EDI) 


• Staff with specific Medicaid EDI 


and HIPAA experience train 


partners to set up, test and process 


EDI transactions. 


• EDI enrollment documents, 


procedures, and testing 


requirements are available on the 


HP provider portal.  


• We provide a secure connection 


between EDI submitters, service 


centers, and HPES. 


• Medicaid states with HP support 


average more than a 90 percent EDI 


rate.  
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12.7.11 Printing and Postage 


12.7.11 Printing and Postage 


HPES understands and accepts the DHCFP 


postage and printing allowance cited in the 


RFP and responds with compliance to the 


requirements for 12.7.11.1-6.  


DHCFP will realize improved cost efficiency 


as we review the current vendors and 


processes and look for automation and 


service consolidation for continuous 


improvement. Controlling postage costs within 


the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program 


is a prudent approach to assisting with overall 


budget control of program administration 


costs. In this time of increasing costs and 


decreasing budgets, we support DHCFP in 


seeking program savings within the provider 


and recipient printing and mailings. Through 


our experience with stakeholder 


communication processes in our Medicaid 


accounts, we understand that decreasing 


costs does not mean that you have to cut 


down on the correspondence volume or the 


quality of information.  


Operating a state Medicaid requires a variety 


of mailings to program providers, ranging from remittance advices and annual 1099 


generation to policy notices and letters. Effectively managing the ensuing print and postage 


costs is key. HPES is well versed in managing print and distribution operations for state 


Medicaid programs, and can flexibly supply vended or full in-house print production 


solutions. Competitive bidding and maximization of bulk rate postage discounts are just two 


of the ways HPES diligently manages cost for the State. Using our breadth in the print and 


distribution industry, HPES will continuously assess and monitor the print and postage costs 


to be certain the best and most cost-effective solutions are employed.  


Like California, Nevada uses a pass-through print and postage model. HPES recognizes 


that documentation detail and accuracy of the invoicing processes and outputs are crucial 


and will comply with all stated requirements. Our experienced financial staff uses standard 


templates and invoice preparation protocols to make sure itemization and detail are included 


in all invoices readied for the State. 


Printing and Postage 


• By leveraging our breadth in the 


print and distribution industry, we 


continuously analyze print and 


postage costs to implement the 


most cost-effective solutions.  


• Experienced stakeholder 


communication brings 


understanding that decreasing 


costs does not necessarily mean 


reducing correspondence volume 


or quality of information.  


• We use standard templates and 


invoice preparation protocols to 


make sure itemization and detail 


are included in all invoices readied 


for the State. 


• We have experienced with using 


the pass-through print and postage 


model in multiple states, including 


Idaho and California. 
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12.7.12 Prior Authorization 


12.7.12 Prior Authorization 


Flexibility, accuracy, and timely responsiveness are critical characteristics for the prior 


authorization (PA) process that support the 


approval of services provided by DHCFP 


through the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 


programs. Medical needs for recipients differ 


and result in decisions appropriate for the 


particular customer at the time of service. 


HPES is a full-service healthcare management 


and information services company that offers 


technology and medical management 


expertise and highly experienced clinical staff 


who will provide superior service for the 


DHCFP PAS function.  


The goal of prior authorization review program 


is to make sure that a member receives the 


right care, from the right provider and at the 


right time, resulting in the delivery of effective 


and efficient care. Using a combination of 


national guidelines, such as InterQual, 


evidence-based best practices, prior 


authorization, and medical necessity review 


criteria, nurse and physician reviewers will 


achieve cost reductions while providing quality 


services and care to Nevada Medicaid and 


Check Up recipients. HPES will make determinations on certain prior authorization requests 


based on State-specified criteria, and we will obtain the State’s approval on criteria 


developed by HPES.  


HPES will develop a PA process for the clinical review and assessment of the medical 


necessity for non-emergency services. These processes will be designed to allow Nevada 


MMIS to approve payment for only those treatments that are medically necessary, 


appropriate and cost-effective. HPES’ PA processes will allow the capability to change the 


scope of services authorized at any time, and limit or extend the effective dates of 


authorization. 


Our national care management practice leader Sally Kozak R.N., will oversee our prior 


authorization unit comprised of knowledgeable and professional staff who understands the 


complexities of Medicaid programs and requirements specific to PA reviews and approvals. 


PA staff will have at least three years of clinical experience supported by a background of 


usage or claims review training or experience. We also will maintain a panel of physician 


reviewers, generalists, and specialists to review difficult cases, work with the nurses, 


Prior Authorization 


• Provide a combination of medical 


management expertise, highly 


experienced clinical staff and 


technology 


• Use a combination of national 


guidelines, such as InterQual, and 


evidence-based best practices to 


achieve cost reductions, while 


validating the quality and services 


of care for Nevada Medicaid and 


Check Up recipients 


• Approve payment for only those 


treatments that are medically 


necessary, appropriate and cost-


effective 


• Ongoing education PA staff to stay 


well informed on current best 


practices as well as DHCFP 


approved processes, procedures, 


and guidelines 
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conduct peer to peer reviews when requested or needed with the treating 


physician/physicians, and review claims pended for physician review.  


Sally and her staff will bring an abundance of Medicaid experience, an invaluable asset to 


continuing PA processing while transitioning from the incumbent vendor to HPES. The 


importance of combining program knowledge, professional behavior, and customer courtesy 


is key to our stakeholder-facing job functions. Ongoing education will be required for our PA 


staff, as necessary, to stay well informed on current DHCFP approved processes, 


procedures, and guidelines. Our PA staff will work hard to deliver the right answer the first 


time, courteously. 


12.7.13 Utilization Management 


12.7.13 Utilization Management 


HPES’ utilization management (UM) solution is 


supported by our best-in-class care workflow 


application, Atlantes. Clients seeking a 


complete solution benefit from the 


comprehensive, configurable care 


management solution that Atlantes offers. 


Delivered alongside HPES’ medical 


management capability, Nevada Medicaid and 


Check UP will be able to meet the care 


management demands of their population. Our 


utilization review processes and procedures 


will document identified quality of care 


concerns, best practice standards, and 


potential defects in the level of care provided 


under Nevada Medicaid and Check Up 


programs.  


With our strong clinical and business acumen, 


HPES offers decades of experience as 


practicing physicians, state medical directors, 


managed care leaders, and experienced 


clinicians. HPES has considerable experience 


in the art and science of population segmentation based on key risk factors and medical 


conditions. Knowledge gained from this segmentation enables the design of individual 


proactive customer utilization analysis and planning utilization data helps drive our 


understanding of the knowledge of current healthcare problems and anticipated problems 


and cost drivers, which helps in strategic decision-making, pricing, and prioritization. The 


organizational strength of our healthcare management capabilities allowed HPES to achieve 


URAC accreditation status in the Kansas utilization management program, and we would 


seek to achieve the same for the Nevada program.  


Utilization Management (UM) 


• Utilization review activity and 


related functions focus on reducing 


over- and under-utilization in a 


prompt and timely manner 


according to DHCFP guidelines  


• Provide decades experience from 


practicing physicians, state 


medical directors, managed care 


leaders and experienced clinicians  


• Technology in the form of Atlantes 


application provides a desktop tool 


that integrates workflow, DHCFP 


policy, and event/calendar triggers 


to aid timely turnaround 


• Atlantes design, with the 


understanding of current and 


anticipated healthcare problems 


and cost drivers, in combination 


with individual proactive utilization 


analysis and planning will aid 


DHCFP strategic decision-making, 


pricing, and prioritization 
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Using a combination of our Atlantes application, experienced HPES/DHCFP staff and the 


current MMIS, HPES will provide UM services that consist of review activity and related 


functions that focus on reducing over- and under-utilization in a prompt and timely manner 


according to DHCFP guidelines. Working with DHCFP, HPES will draw on utilization data to 


analyze current workflows and recommend improvements, create cost containment reports 


that are designed to measure effectiveness routine, and recommend cost containment ideas 


as they pertain to Nevada. Insight into high-risk population segments will assist HPES in 


recommending appropriate targeted interventions that increase health quality and manage  


12.7.14 Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, And Treatment  


12.7.14 Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT) 


Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and 


Treatment (EPSDT) support services functions, 


including the operational support of the 


maintenance of EPSDT eligibility information, 


outreach, tracking of referred services, and 


generation of federal and state reports, is another 


function that HPES supports daily. This expertise 


will contribute to a successful transition and 


provide continuity for Nevada Medicaid and Check 


Up programs. 


HPES is engaged in Medicaid work in 22 states. 


As such, we are well versed in the operations of 


numerous children’s and prevention care 


programs, such as the EPSDT program. 


Specifically in California and Idaho, the MMIS 


supports the EPSDT program and several other 


state-only programs that track screenings and treatment information and generates notices 


to recipients using this information. Our success in running these programs draws on the 


experience and technical strength of our teams. Additionally, our proven change and 


program management process verifies that MMIS updates and claims processing cycles are 


managed appropriately and quickly. Our management approach provides integrity of data in 


the EPSDT subsystem and supports state and federal requirements.  


Besides our approach to managing the core MMIS functions, we will develop a web- based 


solution for providers to enter exam information. This will allow the DHCFP another 


mechanism for evaluating effectiveness of the EPSDT program and providing quality 


healthcare for Nevada recipients.  


Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, 


and Treatment (EPSDT) 


• Expertise includes daily 


operational support of the 


maintenance of EPSDT eligibility 


information, outreach, tracking of 


referred services, and generation of 


federal and state reports in 22 


states.  


• Data integrity in the EPSDT 


subsystem supports state and 


federal requirements 


• Web-based solution enables 


provides to enter exam information   
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12.7.15 Personal Care Services Program 


12.7.15 Personal Care Services (PCS) Program 


As we do for our other states where we provide 


MMIS and operational support, HPES 


processes PCS program claims. Additionally, 


we recognize the need for efficient processing 


of the functional assessment to meet the 


needs of the designated recipients and contain 


costs for program budgets. By using the 


current capabilities to process assessments 


and then review for methods to increase 


proficiencies, we will facilitate a smooth 


transition.  


We agree to comply with the provision of PCS 


program support services as a budget- neutral 


required service. Recent PCS program 


modifications described in Amendment 22 in 


the RFP Reference Library were labeled as a 


draft. Therefore, we look forward to further 


review of the final version of Amendment 22. 


While we have included staffing considerations 


based on the updated scope of work listed in 


the draft amendment in our bid, we respectfully request further consideration of the finalized 


Amendment 22 scope on contract award. 


Our experience includes supporting PCS programs in many other states that provide 


medically necessary services as determined by a functional assessment and written service 


plan as well as processing PCS claims and service authorizations according the each 


state’s unique policy. This experience enables us to recognize that a collaborative review of 


the final amendment will provide the opportunity to adjust staffing as appropriate to 


maximize budget considerations and operational efficiencies. 


Our approach includes call center intake, triage support, referrals, clerical data entry 


support, and service authorization entry, including ongoing, temporary, one-time, and 


agency transfers. Our medical director will provide leadership and clinical expertise with 


oversight for documented quality assurance, provide and implement assessment 


recommendations, collaborate with Nevada’s PCS program stakeholders for the hearing 


process, and provide and recommend DHCFP designated reports as defined in the finalized 


Amendment 22. 


The provider enrollment staff and provider training representatives will work with 


occupational therapy and physical therapy providers to continue the PCS program 


enrollment, and document and track enrolled/trained providers for information referrals and 


training/orientation, including tutorial materials according to DHCFP approved schedules. 


Their activities will be supported by staff with the necessary clinical expertise. We will work 


Personal Care Services (PCS) Program 


• Use current features to process 


assessments and then review for 


methods to increase proficiencies 


to facilitate a smooth transition and 


ongoing operations 


• Experience includes supporting 


PCS programs in many other states 


with assessment for provision of 


medically necessary services using 


service authorizations according to 


each state’s unique policy 


•  Call center intake, triage support, 


referrals, clerical data entry 


support, and service authorization 


entry with oversight, leadership, 


and clinical expertise from our 


medical director  
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with DHCFP to assess the status of systematic components and other mechanisms and 


make recommendations for improved efficiencies. Additionally, we will draw on the expertise 


of our clinical staff members that support PASRR, PA, and UM to integrate best practices to 


maximize DHCFP’s objective to assist, support, and maintain recipients living independently 


in their homes. 
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13 Scope of Work – Health Information Exchange 


(HIE) 


13.1 Overview 


DHCFP is seeking a Health Information Exchange (HIE) solution for sharing clinical and 


administrative data across organizational boundaries. Initially, DHCFP is looking to utilize an HIE 


solution for Medicaid and SCHIP sharing claims data and Centers for Health Information Analytics 


data with Electronic Medical Record systems of select Nevada Medicaid and Check Up providers. 


However, the system must be scalable to allow for additional uses by providers and other agencies 


and organizations as well as potentially serve as the standard platform for health information 


exchange within Nevada DHHS. Expansive use of the HIE in the future is dependent upon State and 


Federal funding as well as priorities established by DHCFP, Nevada DHHS, and the State of Nevada. 


HP Enterprise Services (HPES) proposes a Health Information Exchange (HIE) backbone 


that allows for multiple organizations to share clinical and administrative data. Beginning 


with access to data from Medicaid, SCHIP, Centers for Health Information Analytics, and 


EMR systems used by Medicaid and Check Up providers, the HIE solution is built to scale 


for future use while meeting state and federal priorities and funding. Nevada will be able to 


extend its use from initially providing clinical views of patient data to delivering clinical 


informatics that can guide broad-based program decisions on targeted populations. Our 


proposed HIE solution will improve the process of providing healthcare to Nevada recipients. 


Information “walls” will be broken down, allowing the flow of information across the 


healthcare community, reducing costs and improving efficiencies. Combined with selected 


components from our best-of-breed teaming partners, our solution will contribute to 


improving healthcare access to current recipients as well as prepare DHCFP for the 


additional recipient volume due to healthcare reform legislation. DHCFP can expect to see 


results that include the following: 
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• Heightened accountability and care quality through better 


information about recipients health status that can guide 


medical decisions where care is delivered 


• Cohesive collaboration between care providers using the 


appropriate infrastructure and technologies so recipient data 


can be securely shared  


• Lower medical errors and care costs through better efficiency, 


choice, and results 


• Improved decision-making using actionable knowledge 


perspectives modeled from the context and correlations of 


available aggregated data sets, and clinical research that will 


enable cross-functional analysis and influence the 


management of State programs  


The State of Nevada is increasing its focus on significantly 


improving early prevention, primary care, cost-containment, and 


evidenced-based outcomes” in its delivery of care services to 


improve the health of its citizens.  


With this proposal, Nevada signals its intention to accelerate coordination across its 


enterprise programs and leverage technology capabilities, where appropriate, to maximize 


process efficiencies.  


Across the U.S. healthcare industry, health information technology (HIT) references the 


infusion of technology to support health-related functions. The mechanism used to collect 


and store relevant patient information—including clinical, demographic, and other 


information across the patient’s lifetime and from a variety of providers—is known as the 


electronic health record (EHR). The “traffic cop” or engine known as HIE executes sharing of 


recipient information electronically between source entities. 


With the advent of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) and the 


recent release of the Interim Final Rule and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, guidelines and 


incentives have been set in motion to help eligible providers rapidly adopt EHR, HIE, and e-


Prescribing and meet “meaningful use” certification requirements. The requirements are to 


be implemented in three stages: data capture and sharing (2011), advanced clinical 


processes (2013), and improved outcomes (2015) along with time lines for reporting. The 


State has an opportunity to access foundational funding to complete its HIT road map and 


make incremental progress on these initiatives that assist in easing healthcare disparities for 


Nevada’s underserved communities.  


Nevada’s effort to plan and promote the adoption and use of EHRs and share clinical data 


through an electronic HIE can be expedited by leveraging the MMIS platform. The MMIS at 


its core has the data interchange and decision support system (DSS) reporting functions 


that can be enhanced to accelerate the State’s effort to collect data, administer payment 


incentives, and identify “meaningful use” providers.  


“As a doctor, at the start 
of the day, I want to pull 
up ‘Mary Smith’ on 
screen while I’m seeing 
her in the clinic. The 
EHR helps me 
determine if she needs 
a flu shot. At the end of 
the day, I want to pull 
up ‘diabetes’ on screen 
and see what all my 
assigned patients did 
last month in terms of 
blood sugar control, 
then pull up ‘flu shots’ 
and see which patients 
with diabetes (an 
indication for a flu shot) 
didn’t have one who are 
over age 65.” 


—Jaan Sidorov 
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The enhanced system would advance Nevada’s achievement of the “meaningful use” 


objectives for HIE, quality reporting, and e-Prescribing. The goal of using the flexible, open 


architecture and the strong HIE building blocks already embedded in the MMIS technology 


to enable the provision of quality, accessible healthcare is also consistent with those of the 


Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) framework, which anticipates the 


following: 


• A patient-centric view to managing information  


• Common standards  


• Interoperability between state Medicaid organizations and other state agencies 


• Web-based access and integration 


• Software reusability 


• Use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software, to the extent possible 


• Integration of public health data for analysis and use 


The following sections briefly summarize our recommended approach to a new and 


innovative HIE for Nevada that will maximize the State’s investment in existing technology. 


13.2 HIE Requirements 


The HIE solution being proposed by the contractor must meet the following requirements: 


A strong, sustainable HIE environment requires a technically robust solution (open 


standards–driven, business rules–driven, and sized to address growth) with the ability to 


adjust to changes. In collaboration with our best-in-class partners, Apelon, dbMotion, and 


Visonware, our proposed solution orchestrates the necessary core EHR services to stand 


up the initial HIE, as well as effective data standardization and interoperability. Providers will 


request and receive recipient healthcare information when they need it and where they need 


it. The following exhibit provides a high level view as to the major HIE components, their 


interactions with each other and the flow of information requests. 
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High Level HIE Solution View 


 


 


The following exhibit further explains the core components of our HIE solution. 


EHR Service Purpose 


VisionWare MultiVue 


Enterprise Master 
Patient Index (EMPI) 
tools – provider/ 
recipient–centric 


• Provides the ability to identify the same individual across 


multiple source systems 


• Are used for searching for recipients and providers using 


limited demographic information 


• Can identify relationships between recipients 


• Can identify relationships between providers 


• Hold Record Locators and keys to identifying source systems 


holding data on providers and recipients  


Apelon Distributed 
Terminology Services 
(DTS) 


 


Terminology and code 
set management 


• Enables code sets to be managed centrally 


• Provides capability to attribute and classify code sets to 


specific benefits 


• Provides capability to attribute and classify code sets for care 


management 


• Allows for mapping between multiple national and local code 


sets for HIE and ICD-9/ICD-10 conversion 


• Provides visibility to code attributes and relationships across 


multiple business areas 


• Provides capability to translate clinical descriptions to 
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EHR Service Purpose 


consumer-friendly text 


• Incorporates clinical terminology (SNOMED-CT) into 


administrative system (used in claims attachments and 


electronic clinical documentation) 


dbMotion 


Privacy management 


• Supports opt-in/opt-out/provider-specific/”break-the-glass” 


privacy models 


• Holds recipients’ privacy preferences 


• Holds business rules for restricting data based on sensitive 


data classes 


dbMotion 


 


Identity management 


• Provides security measures to validate providers’ credentials 


to access health information 


• Provides delegated administration to tie the same physician 


to multiple organizations (needed when a recipient has a 


privacy requirement for a specific organization to view or 


deny access) 


• Provides role-based access to give different capabilities to 


users within a clinical setting 


• Provides security to validate members’ access to clinical 


records 


• Serves as an extension of the existing provider/recipient 


portal security 


dbMotion 


 


Clinical data retrieve 


• Aggregates information from all local sources into a clinical 


document (based on HITSP C32/HL7 CCD) 


• Allows for documents to be shared to the portal for viewing 


• Allows for documents to be shared to the external requestor 


for display 


dbMotion 


 


Interfaces 


• eRx—Provides bidirectional support for medication history 


retrieval, eligibility, and formulary 


• NHIN—Enables integration of Federal CONNECT application 


and supports document query and recipient identification 


• Lab systems—Allows for integration with laboratories to 


provide test results for clinical research, EHR display, etc. 


• Public Health systems - Allows for integration to 


immunization registries, personal health records, etc. 


 


The core EHR components will use COTS products that are integrated into our solution 


through the use of application provided interfaces (APIs) and web services. The following 


subsections describe the products we have determined to be the best fit to meet DHCFP’s 


HIE goals. 
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Master Patient Index  


To enable the capability required for the Enterprise Master Patient Index (EMPI) service, we 


will use VisionWare’s MultiVue technologies. This tool provides the capability to cross-


reference individuals across separate systems using demographic information and individual 


identifiers. Once the individuals are identified, the EMPI will indicate where records for this 


individual are stored, acting as a system registry. Individuals are identified and linked using 


a combination of probabilistic and deterministic matching capabilities. MultiVue uses a score 


to decide whether an individual is the same across multiple systems. MultiVue also provides 


the capability to search for an individual using incomplete or incorrect demographic data 


through probabilistic algorithms. 


The EMPI provides a user interface to enable manual matching of individuals who fall under 


the required thresholds for auto-linking but are known to be the same individual.  


The technology to support the Master Patient Index can also be used to support a Master 


Provider Index and would enable the linking of providers across organizations. It can also 


support a recipient’s privacy requirements if the policy allows for recipients to restrict access 


to specific providers or organizations. 


Terminology and Code Set Management  


HPES’ solution for this component is Apelon’s Distributed Terminology Service (DTS). The 


terminology service will be used to support the mapping of any localized or national code 


sets to the values required or supplied by the external entities. This will enable systems to 


understand the content of the external systems. Code sets are delivered to the terminology 


service and updated on regular intervals to make sure the system has the latest versions of 


codes available for translation.  


Code set translation is required for the HIE, as national and standardized code sets are not 


always available from the source systems. For example, local laboratories may still use local 


code sets and not have their test results mapped to Logical Observation Identifiers Names 


and Codes (LOINC). This tool will provide the capability to map between those localized 


coding systems and a common standard.  


The terminology application can also be used to access Systematized Nomenclature of 


Medicine – Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT) concepts, which can then be used to create and 


manage maps between ICD-9 and ICD-10. 


Privacy & Identity Management, Clinical Data Retrieve & Interfaces 


Our solution for this component is to use dbMotion toolset. With the recipient at the core, the 


dbMotion solution securely collects, stores, shares, and presents medical information from 


all major source systems—hospitals, physicians’ offices, and ancillaries. It integrates 


medications, procedures and other clinical information and documentation to form a single, 


comprehensive electronic patient record. With robust functional capability, such as 


diagnostic and treatment views, alerts, and cross-patient reports, the dbMotion solution can 


improve clinical decision making, focus attention on patients, support research activities and 


comply with industry regulations while providing a solid return on investment. IDNs and 
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RHIOs that have implemented dbMotion report impressive improvements in both quality of 


care and efficiency.  


The solution provides the ability to leverage its diverse array of clinical and administrative 


systems, accommodating existing information architecture while preserving facility 


independence. dbMotion’s service-oriented architecture (SOA) offers modularity, flexible 


application development, standardization, and a state-of-the-art foundation for scalability 


across the long term. 


To visually understand the proposed solution, please see the following exhibit, Nevada 


MMIS HIE Architecture – Logical View. The exhibit on the following page illustrates the three 


main tiers (web, application, and data), the interactions between those tiers, and the 


services provided within each tier.  
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Nevada MMIS HIE Architecture – Logical View
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The remainder of this section provides further details on our proposed solution that address 


the RFP’s specific requirements. 


A. Utilize a common medical record number or algorithm that has the ability to support patient 


identification across organizations, agencies, and providers; 


The EMPI service within the proposed solution will be provided using MultiVue Identification 


Server (MultiVue) which is a COTS product from VisionWare. MultiVue will be seeded with 


data from the systems used by participating organizations, agencies and providers to create 


and initially populate the index.  


MultiVue provides excellent data matching and reconciliation capabilities, which can use a 


common medical record number and also use advanced matching algorithms to support 


patient identification across organizations, agencies and providers. 


MultiVue matches and reconciles records within the application using probabilistic matching 


algorithms, based on common data elements. The definition of the match rule is configured 


within the MultiVue rules engine. Data items will be applied a score, indicating the 


confidence level of the match. A number of scores will be accumulated within the match rule 


and if this score exceeds a defined threshold limit, then the match will be retained in the 


application. If the score is below the threshold, the match will not be retained. The MultiVue 


rules engine provides the capability to match on single entity types, or across multiple entity 


types. This is easily configured during rule creation. 


When matching within entity types, the resultant matches can be used to merge and create 


‘golden records.’ If matching across entity types, the results can be used to create 


relationships between the entity types (it is not logical to merge different entity types). 


MultiVue uses the following techniques for matching: 


• Exact—Where fields match exactly 


• VisionWare Soundex—Where fields match using VisionWare’s own ‘sounds like’ 


algorithm 


• Synonym (Nicknames/aliases)—Where fields would never match based on the raw 


data, or even a Soundex of the raw data; however, should match using further 


intelligence; for instance, William and Bill  


• Edit Distance—Where a number of transformations can be applied to link one value to 


comparing value. (Ian and Iain return an edit distance of 1) 


• Enhanced Dates—Where date values may be incomplete, incorrect, transposed, or 


within a range 


• Postcode—Where major part or minor part only match or where major parts match but 


minor parts have an edit distance values  


• Like—Where fields start with the same characters, or contain the same characters 
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The MultiVue matching engine has been designed and built from the ground up by 


VisionWare. The quality of the match results is excellent, with high performance and 


scalability in identifying potential matching data.  


The MultiVue matching engine provides metadata for each match result, defining the match 


score and component parts of the rule that contributed to the overall match. 


MultiVue is supplied with predefined rules for data matching and searching, as a standard 


deliverable within the product. However, one of the key differentiators between MultiVue and 


other matching products is that the matching rules within MultiVue are completely 


configurable by trained, authorized administrative users.  


The MultiVue Rule Editor allows rules to be specifically created, or edited, to meet the needs 


of the project. During the implementation of this project, the HPES staff will create rules 


based on the deliverables of the project. The Rules Editor is available for editing existing 


rules and creating new rules, if required.  


MultiVue provides an automated two-step process for matching data. Here is a sample 


exhibit of Match Rule Editor. 


Match Rule Editor 


 


First, matches are identified using the Matching Process within the MultiVue Management 


Studio. This facility identifies all matches, based on the match rule, and attributes a score (or 


confidence level) to the match.  
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Second, records that appear on, or exceed, a configurable threshold are automatically 


merged, creating a composite record. The ability to manage and modify matching rules and 


thresholds supports an iterative approach to matching, where the match results can be 


reviewed and, the rules modified and re-run if necessary. This iterative approach reduces 


the number of false positive matches identified. Also, having the ability to set specific 


merging thresholds, based on the probabilistic match results significantly reduces the risk of 


false positive matches. Through the provision of an excellent matching engine, MultiVue 


reduces the instances of false negatives remaining in the datasets. Here is a sample exhibit 


of the Validate Record function. 


Validate Record 


 


Matches identified on a lower score threshold can be manually handled by a Data Steward, 


using the MultiVue Administration Console. Through this console, MultiVue provides 


workflow based processes to support the validation of such matches. Matches can be 


validated, or invalidated, through the manual process and decisions can be made on 


specific data items to include or exclude, based on the composition of the record.  


The manual process also supports changing details within a composite record. Data items, 


such as names, can be re-prioritized through this process, allowing the Data Steward to 


promote data within the composite record. In the example of names, if a merge of two 


records results in two different names appearing, the Data Steward can decide which name 


to use as the primary name in the composite record. The other name will be retained within 


the composite record and will remain fully searchable.  
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The “Validate Match Set” wizard supports the user through this verification process, 


providing a work list of potential matches to be verified as shown in the following exhibit, 


Validate Match Set.  


Validate Match Set 


 


Manual validation is a Data Stewardship role that must be resourced in accordance with the 


volume of potential matches identified. Matching rules can be modified and run many times 


to reduce the number of potential matches that require manual verification.  


MultiVue supports data elements, such as multiple identifiers (such as medical record 


numbers) or multiple names, for the same patient from disparate systems, or as duplicates 


within a system.  


The following exhibit, MultiVue Data Structure, outlines how the MultiVue Data Structure 


supports this model highlighting the ability to hold multiple data items (such as identifiers) 


within the “golden record.” 
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MultiVue Data Structure 


 


The data from the source systems is held separately within MultiVue. When these records 


are merged together, a link is created between the records in the match set, producing a 


dynamic golden record. The golden record comprises the best information from each of the 


contributing records. In the instance where there are multiple data elements (likely to be of 


different format), MultiVue stores these within the golden record. This allows a user to 


search the EMPI using any piece of information known to the golden record. 


The creation of this index also provides a link to each of the participating source systems, 


through the unique identifiers, facilitating the process to query the participating system to 


return clinical, or episodic, information relating to the patient.  


B. Allow requestors to request patient information and provide the patient information back to the 


requestor; 


dbMotion Clinical Views collects and presents information to give providers a 


comprehensive view of the recipient’s care in real time across the continuum of care—at the 


point of care. The application was developed jointly with medical staff, and is the product of 


years of experience in clinical settings and hands-on system use. 


dbMotion functions are designed to support clinical workflow. It uses logical navigation and 


applies advanced medical logic, and aggregates information according to standard clinical 


usage, the system is highly intuitive and requires little to no training. dbMotion Clinical Views 


incorporates data from the range of domains (medical information categories, such as 
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demographics, laboratory results, or allergies). The following exhibit, Healthcare Information 


Network Project Domains, highlights these domains and the proposed phasing. 


Healthcare Information Network Project Domains 


Phase 1 Phase 2 – Potential Domains Potential Future 


Phases 


Hospital registration 


system (demographics) 


Physician practice system 


Laboratory results 


Summary 


Annual review 


Patient search 


Medications 


Diagnoses/Problems/Conditions 


Allergies/Hypersensitive 


Immunizations 


Clinical notes/Documents 


Pathology 


Imaging 


Procedures 


Conditions 


 


Clinical Views are configurable per customer requirements—and will be defined based on 


project scoping and analysis. Screen displays in this proposal are examples that represent 


common or standard screen designs used as a basis for further discussion during the 


project to determine specific customization of views required by the customer.  


The flexibility of the Clinical Views application enables adding, replacing, and displaying 


clinical views by facility, role, and other parameters. These changes can be made 


specifically for or by a customer or taken from the dbMotion catalog of existing clinical views. 


Clinical Views application features include: 


• Aggregate Views—Summary page views across encounters, annual reviews, and so on 


from various customer clinical domains (in this example demographics, admissions, 


diagnosis, allergies, and medications). Summary view provides a quick snapshot of the 


recipient, as shown in the following exhibits. 
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Summary Page View 
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Lab Summary View 
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• Detailed Views—Drill-downs to detailed information, such as lab results, medications, 


and allergies (see following exhibit) 


Medications View 


 


• Standard and Advanced Sorts—Recipient sorts, such as by encounter date, location, 


caregiver, diagnosis, document type, document author, result type 


• Graphing—Results and correlations (such as drug administration and lab result/vital 


sign correlations)  


• Filters—Confidential data, patients with similar diagnoses, abnormal results, date 


ranges, allergy severity 


• Semantic Association—Aggregate data, such as allergy groups, medication types, and 


so on 


• Flexible Reporting—Across recipients, across domains, by quality measure, and so on 


• Historical Patient Information—Detailed patient longitudinal history across domains  


• Patient Search—Access to recipients through parameter-based search 


• Patient Logs—Historical view of recipient-related activities logged and tracked across 


encounters for auditing purposes 
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• Indicators—Visual aids that inform the users regarding important contextual 


information, such as lack of communication with one of the information sources for the 


displayed screen 


dbMotion will interact with MultiVue through web services to support proper identification of 


a recipient and perform record location services. MultiVue provides a highly flexible 


searching process in support of requests for patient information and providing information 


back to the requestor. A search within MultiVue is defined by a ‘search rule’. The search rule 


sets the fields and criteria for the search. A search rule can be configured to search on any 


data that is loaded into MultiVue. Search rules tend to be configured as ‘AND’ rules – where 


‘First Name’ AND ‘Last Name’ must match to return results; however they can also be set up 


as ‘OR’ rules if required – where ‘First Name’ OR ‘Last Name’ match to return results. 


Search rules are configured through the MultiVue Rule Editor, in the same way as matching 


rules. 


Typical data elements for searching will incorporate names, addresses, dates, and 


identifiers as well as attributes such as gender. As stated, MultiVue is not restrictive in what 


can be used as search criteria. If the data is loaded into MultiVue then it can be searched. 


Searching is performed through the MultiVue User Interface, or consumed as a web service 


for a third party application to access. On performing a search through the web service, the 


search rule is specified, providing a flexible solution for searching. Multiple search rules can 


be configured within MultiVue. 


Search results will contain the full details of the golden record, including multiple identifiers, 


names and other data elements. Through search results, the source system that each data 


item came from is noted; therefore where multiple identifiers are returned, the source of that 


identifier is provided, supporting additional processes for directly accessing the clinical 


records from disparate data sources. The source system as well as other data from MultiVue 


is passed back to dbMotion for interactions with each source system to request complete 


information to display to the provider. 


Another integration point is to keep the data in MultiVue in sync with any updates, or 


additions, that occur in the source systems. This will be performed by dbMotion to transform 


and route the data from the source systems into MultiVue. 


The MultiVue Adaptor for dbMotion is provided as a core component of the MultiVue 


product. This adaptor, shown in the following exhibit, MultiVue Adaptor Overview, allows 


dbMotion to communicate directly with MultiVue. This method of processing data updates is 


configurable to perform matching and merging on a per record basis, as the data is entered 


into MultiVue. 
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MultiVue Adaptor Overview 


 


Each of the participating source systems will send regular data updates (deltas) to 


DbMotion, to be processed into MultiVue, to synchronize any demographic changes that 


occur at the operational level. These updates will contain details of records that have been 


added, updated or deleted.  


Each line of business application will produce updates in its own format and DbMotion will 


transform these, through integration with Apelon DTS, into the MultiVue format before 


routing the messages to MultiVue. The supported formats will be defined and documented 


during the requirements definition stage of the project. 


Some of the common update mechanisms are: 


• An HL7 message can be converted and processed into MultiVue on a real-time basis 


• A daily extract is already produced for another system which may be reusable for 


MultiVue 


• A daily flat file extract of updates will be sent to MultiVue 


Using this approach, data replication or synchronization is achieved using the standard 


MultiVue XML message input/output processes. This approach also supports the translation 


of formats into common terminology for display to the provider. 
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C. Utilize an interface engine to interpret and translate incoming and outgoing messages between 


DHCFP, selected provider EMR systems, and other agencies or organizations as identified by 


DHCFP; 


The HIE infrastructure for two-way connectivity and interoperability with EMR and other IT 


systems at any number of practices, hospitals, nursing homes, and other healthcare IT 


systems will be established using dbMotion’s Connect.  


As required on a per site basis, dbMotion Connect will provide one of more of the following 


exchange services with physician practices and other entities: 


• One-way results integration into the participating site EMR 


• Bi-directional exchange of ADT, Orders, and Results  


• Integration of clinical data from designated physician practices and other patient care 


settings into dbMotion for an aggregated, semantically harmonized presentation of 


patient information regardless of the source 


Clinical result types to be exchanged outbound to physician practices include the following: 


• Laboratory & Microbiology 


• Pathology & Cytology 


• Imaging reports 


• Transcription reports 


Clinical result types to be exchanged inbound from physician practices to dbMotion include 


the following: 


• Problem List 


• Medications 


• Allergies 


Orders Queue Management services will be deployed to service all incoming orders for 


laboratory, pathology/cytology, and imaging procedures. Orders Queue Manager 


encompasses the entire orders processes, including: 


• Receipt of electronic orders, or order updates, from an EMR or third party Order Entry 


portal used by paper-based provider practices 


• Sending the order from the GUI to a web-based Queuing GUI for viewing and 


management 


• Enabling visual interrogation of order by department clerks or registrars and possible 


modification prior to releasing the order to the performing department (for example 


modifications or updates to diagnostic imaging orders) 


• Interoperability, if needed, with the EMPI and registration system to enable either a 


manual registration or an automated Pre-Registration transaction  


• Releasing the order from the queue to be printed for manual processing or electronically 


sent to a recipient’s clinical application (LIS, RIS) 
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• Receiving order status updates to allow tracking of the order 


• Real-time 24 hours a day, 7 days a week dashboard monitoring, logging, Help Desk 


alerting and troubleshooting of all physician office and other participating site 


connections  


HPES’ solution to providing proper translation of terminology is to deploy Apelon’s 


Distributed Terminology Service (DTS). The terminology service would be used to support 


the mapping of any localized or national code sets to the values required or supplied by the 


external entities. This would then enable systems to understand the content of the external 


systems. Code sets are delivered to the terminology service and updated on regular 


intervals to make sure the system has the latest versions of codes available for translation.  


Code set translation is required for the HIE, as national and standardized code sets are not 


always available from the source systems. For example, local laboratories may still use local 


code sets and not have their test results mapped to Logical Observation Identifiers Names 


and Codes (LOINC). This tool would provide the capability to map between those localized 


coding systems and a common standard.  


The terminology application can also be used to access Systematized Nomenclature of 


Medicine – Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT) concepts, which can then be used to create and 


manage maps between ICD-9 and ICD-10. 


dbMotion is interfaced with Apelon DTS, passing DTS the native healthcare data from the 


various source systems. Apelon DTS will translate terminology into a common format and 


pass back to dbMotion for displaying to the provider. 


D. Share standardized and meaningful claims data with providers’ Electronic Medical Record systems 


that meet certification standards prescribed by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 


(ARRA), and the Office of the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology, 


Department of Health and Human Services; 


dbMotion supports the full data sets defined in ARRA as they apply to Meaningful Use and 


data exchange. The data that is supported with dbMotion to be exchanged either through 


CCD, CCR, or HL7 v2.x are as follows:  


• Demographics 


• Encounters 


• Laboratory 


• Allergies 


• Diagnosis 


• Documents 


• Problems 


• Immunizations 


• Medications 


• Procedures 
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E. Ensure the HIE meets the latest MITA framework standards; The Medicaid Information Technology 


Architecture (MITA) framework provides guidance on how the MMIS system is to be constructed and 


extended over time. 


MITA defines a 10 year vision in which MITA transforms into a communication hub that 


allows direct access to clinical and administrative records through a network of interoperable 


hubs. This extends MITA’s scope from the current MMIS to a more global information 


exchange. Our HIE architecture provides the core services that would be necessary to make 


such a vision real. The HPES HIE provides the necessary mechanisms for interchange of 


information through it, enforcing the security and consent management policies, and 


facilitating information exchange by converting documents into well known formats. The 


highly scalable services in the HPES HIE SOA will allow secure synchronous or 


asynchronous access to various data sharing partners. 


Our HIE solution is compliant with the MITA framework standards. It is constructed on a 


SOA platform that uses industry standard protocols for data sharing and is architected to 


extend its capacity over time. The use of the SOA approach allows components within the 


HIE framework to be potentially re-used for alternative functions. For example, the EMPI 


provided by MultiVue can be used to maintain both provider and member demographic 


information and relationships, enabling it to be used in other scenarios, such as Medicaid 


member and provider enrollment, member and provider identification. 


Additionally, our HIE solution is using the NHIN CONNECT application to enable the MMIS 


data to be exposed to the NHIN and other NHIN compliant systems. This model has been 


suggested for use by CMS. The MITA architecture board is currently working to enhance its 


capabilities to enable administrative transactions to be routed through the NHIN CONNECT 


gateway. This product will enable those functions once they have been finalized and added 


to the CONNECT product. 


The enhanced system will advance Nevada’s achievement of the “meaningful use” 


objectives for HIE, quality reporting, and e-Prescribing. The goal of using the flexible, open 


architecture and the strong HIE building blocks already embedded in the MMIS technology 


to enable the provision of quality, accessible healthcare is also consistent with those of the 


MITA framework, which anticipates the following: 


• A recipient-centric view to managing information  


• Common standards  


• Interoperability between state Medicaid organizations and other state agencies 


• Web-based access and integration 


• Software reusability 


• Use of COTS software, to the extent possible 


• Integration of public health data for analysis and use 


F. Provide a scalable solution to meet an increase in capabilities requested by organizations and 


agencies that may use the HIE solution in the future; 


The HPES solution was designed to support a very large number of users. Its multi-tiered 


architecture provides various horizontal scalability options that can support a significant 
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increase in the number of end users. Additionally, the system supports advanced load 


balancing and resource management technologies allowing for optimal use of resources.  


In our solution, a load balancer is used to dispatch incoming requests across servers in the 


environment based on the level of resource consumption. From the client application point 


of view, there is still a single point of access to the system. Through this use of load 


balancers, as depicted in the following exhibit, Load Balancers, the solution can support a 


very large number of users, new units may be added dynamically without system downtime, 


and the load balancing strategy can be adjusted to reflect changes in usage patterns. 


Load Balancers 


 


G. Have the ability to expand the type of health information data that will be exchanged or shared with 


other agencies and organizations, as decided upon by DHCFP; 


The proposed solution supports many different health information data. Our database 


scheme is built on HL7 v3 RIM. This means that our database can understand all elements 


currently defined within HL7 v3. We have the ability to expand our current data capabilities 


to many more domains/data sets as decided by DHCFP. 


H. Ensure data sharing is in accordance with HIPAA requirements, as well as other Federal and State 


rules and regulations; 


HPES will make sure that data sharing is in accordance with HIPAA requirements as well as 


other Federal and State rules and regulations. We are aware that security is a major 


concern when increasing access to recipient health data, and we take this issue seriously. 


There are physical aspects to security such as the network that prevents attacks on the 


system, and user security that determines who can access the system, what they can see, 
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and what they can modify. There also are concerns around privacy and what a recipient 


wants to release. Our solution addresses each of the following: 


• Network security—This includes firewalls and an intrusion detection system. 


• Threat protection—Typical threats include denial of service attacks, malicious code 


installation, and port scanning. 


• Certificates—Digital signatures are used to communicate the public key of a key pair 


along with other identity information about a particular entity. 


• Encryption—Encryption is the encoding of messages to prevent them from being 


readable by someone other than the intended recipient. 


• Identity management—Identity management systems manage user identities and 


authorization through user groups, roles, and access lists. 


• Access and entitlement management—This enables organizations to administer, 


enforce, and audit course and fine-grain access policies—such as buttons, menu items, 


and tables—across heterogeneous application and IT environments, all with centralized 


management and visibility. 


Our proposed solution’s security layer defines technical and administrative safeguards that 


prevent prohibited access to this electronically Protected Health Information (ePHI) by 


unauthorized parties. These safeguards are implemented through a number of sub-systems, 


each dealing with a different aspect of information security.  


The security authority is pervasive throughout all the solution’s layers. The dbMotion security 


layer is comprehensive and covers issues such as authorization, authentication, federation, 


patient consent and secure data transfer: 


Authentication – The User Principal Object (UPO), a token created when user 


credentials are authenticated, is passed along with all requests submitted to the 


different dbMotion Layers. Security Layer authentication is carried out using the 


organizations existing authentication system so that information about users and 


credentials are controlled and maintained by the organization. 


• Authorization—The process of resolving a user's entitlements with the permissions 


configured to control access to discrete data uses Role Based Access Control and Rule 


Based Access Control to manage users and permissions. This allows healthcare 


organization’s security administrators to easily configure and manage user access rights 


to the information and services that dbMotion provides. This model assigns users and 


groups to predefined roles associated with the permissions they require to do their jobs.  


• Profiling—The Security Layer also contains a profiling sub-system responsible for 


creating profiles. The dbMotion Profile Service can obtain profile information from one or 


multiple sources.  
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• Federation—To enable clinical data sharing where each Node or organization in the 


network controls its own data (in distributed/federated implementations of dbMotion), 


agreements can be made in the form of Node-to-Node contracts. Each contract defines 


an authorization level for data sharing between two Nodes; this translates, at each Node, 


into roles or permission levels. These contracts together form the Federation Policy that 


can be enabled/disabled and configured at any Node. 


• Patient Consent—Opt-in/Opt-out modes are also part of dbMotion’s security 


capabilities. A patient can define his preferences and rules regarding the exposure of his 


medical information. 


Additionally, issues related to information security such as encryption, passwords, network 


traffic, and digital signatures are addressed by the dbMotion Security Layer.  


Because the integrated patient record is created in real time based on the data in the 


Clinical Data Repository, policy changes can be implemented easily and quickly. An 


organization could, for example, decide to stop integrating a specific type of patient 


information with a simple change in definitions. There is no need to erase the data from the 


Clinical Data Repository.  


I. Integrate the solution into the overall architecture of the Nevada MMIS; 


Our HIE solution can be built on or integrated to the existing MMIS infrastructure owned by 


the State, can continue to support the internal and external healthcare partner relationships, 


and can allow for expansion of those partnerships, as well as foster new ones.  


The existing MMIS infrastructure will send information to the dbMotion platform. These feeds 


will incorporate various demographic changes, procedure codes, diagnoses codes, 


medications, etc. These feeds will be loaded into the dbMotion central data storage model 


for availability within the HIE. 


The proposed portal infrastructure technology would not change. We would integrate the 


new components into the current portal. The infrastructure is built in such a way that it can 


be easily expanded to support additional load with more interfaces to external entities and 


more providers taking full advantage of the portal’s capabilities. We suggest a phased 


implementation, rolling out the new features available under the portal to a limited number of 


providers. This controlled approach would allow for server monitoring determining if 


additional hardware is necessary. This would be controlled by the security model that 


controls what providers are allowed to see and what features they can use while in the 


portal. 


The strength of the current MMIS is that it enables a move to a new HIT infrastructure in 


support of HIE with the data already contained in the MMIS. This data includes the following: 


• Recipient data—Case information, liability, recipient demographic information, and 


eligibility, with vast historical information maintained 


• Comprehensive provider data—Current and historical information on providers eligible 


to participate in the State’s medical assistance program 
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• Large volumes of claims data—Fee-for-service and adjustments, encounters and 


encounter adjustments, batch and interactive electronic claims, adjustment submissions, 


and documents such as prior authorizations 


The MMIS data stores currently contain well beyond the recommended two years of data for 


a comprehensive EHR. The data stores can be expanded to retain other sources of 


information, such as lab results, which can be tied back to existing claims and recipients, 


providing a comprehensive EHR. 


The following exhibit, Current Nevada MMIS Architecture, illustrates the Nevada MMIS 


architecture in place today. 


Current Nevada MMIS Architecture 


 


The components illustrated in this exhibit are fully integrated to work as one system and are 


further described as follows: 


• MMIS Consumers—The consumer is the user or the consuming system of the MMIS 


functional capability, such as providers who access the portal to check recipient 


eligibility, Value Added Networks (VANS) submitting claims through the EDI solution, or 


system users accessing the MMIS user interface to maintain system data. 
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• MMIS Business Area Back-end Components—These are the business-aligned 


components that provide the core MMIS functional capability, such as the portal and 


user interface logic, and the claims engine, all of which allow for real-time processing—


as well as the batch components such as the financial cycle and reporting. 


• MMIS Common Application Components—These components provide the common 


application functional capability for the MMIS, such as document management, imaging, 


DSS/SURS reporting, the automated voice response system, and business relationship 


management/electronic data interchange (BRM/EDI). 


• MMIS Data Layer—This layer provides the data stores for the MMIS, including the 


MMIS database that contains the data necessary to process claims, COTS product 


databases such as those used to support Captiva, the DSS database for trend analysis 


and fraud analysis, flat files used to process data received from external entities, and 


files used to supply external entities such as CMS. 


Proposed Architecture Expansion for HIE Capability 


The following exhibit, Proposed MMIS Architecture Expansion for Nevada HIE, shows the 


additional components to the current MMIS architecture to accommodate the Nevada HIE. 


With these components, DHCFP is well-positioned to support the HIE and expand access to 


the recipient EHR to the provider, which allows the provider to make better decisions 


regarding a recipient’s health by presenting a 360-degree view of the recipient.  
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Proposed MMIS Architecture Expansion for Nevada HIE 


 


J. Provide for a mechanism to track any needed data sharing agreements, especially as uses of the 


solution expand beyond the initial scope identified in the RFP; 


HPES proposes that the process to track any needed data sharing agreements resemble 


the in-place method for data sharing in the current EDI or portal system. The terms and 


conditions governing use of the HIE would incorporate the responsibilities and expectations 


of DHCFP as well as the data sharing partner including the following: 


• Specific data to be shared (and privacy requirements), type and format to be delivered 


• Schedule for the ‘send and receive’ transaction 


• Scope of any translation/conversion to be performed to ease integration 


• Responsibilities for the data during time of possession and signoff at transition 


• Escalation procedures for problem resolution 


• Limitation of liability clauses 
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The agreement would incorporate the known national and state statutes for data type, 


consent, and privacy.  


K. Utilize a sound data model and central data repository that will serve as the architecture of the HIE 


solution and will allow for expansive use of additional data based upon input from DHCFP; and 


The dbMotion Solution’s multi-tiered architecture, built on an SOA-based platform, allows for 


deployment in almost any IT environment and configuration. It can easily be adapted to 


provide solutions for Distributed or Federated, Centralized or Hybrid approaches to medical 


information sharing:  


• Distributed or Federated—The organization has more than one physical location for 


data storage. This scenario is characteristic of regional and national healthcare networks 


but can also be found in integrated healthcare delivery organizations. Issues such as 


different security policies and management of users and roles definitions within and 


between Nodes (dbMotion Network participants) are all addressed by the Security 


Layer’s federation aspects. This approach entails the invocation of the Communication 


Layer for the collection of the data from all Nodes and subsequent creation of a unified 


Virtual Patient Object (VPO). 


• Centralized—A singular persistent repository is used to store data originating from the 


organization’s various clinical systems in their particular formats. This approach entails 


implementation of a single dbMotion Node for organizations that use one centralized 


data repository, one user authentication system and a unified security approach. 


dbMotion provides a flexible solution that enables both internal scalability that facilitates 


different policies for the organization’s members and outbound scalability by easily 


connecting with external HIE networks or independent clinical systems such as 


pharmacies or governmental immunization information providers.   


• Hybrid —dbMotion’s flexibility and scalability enable the creation of information sharing 


networks that can combine Federated and Centralized approaches. The dbMotion 


architecture facilitates continual growth and evolution of the organization’s approach to 


medical information sharing. Initially a Centralized approach can be chosen, but the 


architecture can easily be modified and scaled to include additional data providers thus 


evolving to a hybrid network of both Centralized and Distributed environments. 


Regardless of the approach selected by DHCFP, dbMotion overcomes the universal 


challenges of scalability, complexity, information ownership, security and privacy that are 


inherent when dealing with healthcare’s vast array of organizations, standards, and IT 


systems. 


dbMotion System Layers 


Based on specific requirements, the dbMotion Solution can be configured in each Node to 


incorporate the Layers shown in the following exhibit, Layers of a dbMotion System Node.  
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Layers of a dbMotion System Node 


 


Each dbMotion layer is responsible for a particular area of the dbMotion Solution and 


incorporates a number of sub-systems designed to optimally carry out the multiple functions 


of the specific Layer. dbMotion’s SOA-based platform provides the framework for effective 


and efficient communication between these Layers, as well as exposing services to external 


consumers. 


Data Integration Layer 


The Data Integration Layer is responsible for data acquisition from clinical/operational 


systems, into the dbMotion System and initial transformation into dbMotion's Unified Medical 


Schema (UMS). This transformation means clinical data, irrespective of the source or 


format, will be matched to the Unified Medical Schema format and as result the relationship 


between discrete data elements will be established.  


The Data Integration Layer contains the UMS, libraries of clinical terminologies/vocabularies, 


content mapping tools and other elements. These enable the aggregation of medical 


information from different code systems. The process, shown in the following exhibit, is 


accompanied by multiple policies and content validation to integrate, orchestrate, and 


harmonize the data according to the organization’s business rules.  
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Data Integration Process 


 


 


There are two ways that data can be supplied by a clinical or operational system: "Push" or 


"Pull." In "Push" mode, the clinical or operational system initiates the data broadcast 


according to its own scheduled or event driven logic mainly by sending messages. In "Pull" 


mode, dbMotion retrieves the data from the clinical or operational system on demand using 


the system’s API or data export capabilities. 


dbMotion™ Unified Medical Schema™ 


Recipient data is often dispersed over a wide array of disparate clinical and operational 


systems, languages and data structures. The only way to maintain a unified medical record 


without the need to change or adapt these different environments is to focus completely on 


the patient. This is what dbMotion has done when creating the Unified Medical Schema 


(UMS), an important cornerstone of the dbMotion Solution. 


The UMS was developed based on extensive practical experience and defines all the 


relevant information elements that constitute the dbMotion patient record and the logical 


relationships between them. Using logical relationships eliminates dependence on the type, 


structure or quantity of the aggregated data from the clinical or operational systems. 


Therefore, the Schema is an independent information model designed to work with any 


clinical information system.  
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The Schema is based on HL7 V3 and the Reference Information Model (RIM). It defines a 


data model that provides a complete answer to the current and future needs of an integrated 


medical record. 


The dbMotion UMS is therefore the data model for linking and referencing virtually any piece 


of medical information related to a patient to the rest of the patient’s medical information. 


The UMS handles the complex nature of administrative and clinical data and allows the 


storage and retrieval of all types of information. Regardless of how and where the data is 


generated, dbMotion rationalizes it into the UMS, as shown in the following exhibit, Part of 


the dbMotion Unified Medical Schema. 


Part of the dbMotion Unified Medical Schema 


 


The UMS serves as the basis for the abstraction between the physical layer (the Data Layer) 


and the logical layer (the Business Layer). The content and structure in the Data Layer is 


mapped and converted to the UMS by Data Integration Layer tools, and from this point on 


the unified infrastructure required for the implementation of an integrated or regional/national 


medical record is created. 


Data Layer 


The dbMotion Data Layer serves two main roles:  
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1) It acts as dbMotion’s Clinical Data Repository (CDR). This persistent database is 


responsible for the management and storage of patient information retrieved by the 


Data Integration Layer from diverse data sources. The CDR resides within the 


organization’s internal physical domain and therefore security and privacy issues are 


controlled and defined by the organization and there is no need to extract any data 


outside the organization’s boundaries. 


The dbMotion CDR can be implemented in a centralized, distributed, or hybrid architecture. 


It can also be implemented in “Pull” mode where no data persists in the dbMotion CDR and 


is retrieved directly from the clinical or operational system in real time upon request. 


As seen in the following exhibit, Data Layer and CDR Deployment Approaches, Hospital A, 


B, and C use one CDR in a Centralized approach; the medical center connects to the 


network through its own CDR reflecting a distributed or federated approach. For the 


pharmacies, there is no persistent data repository therefore the relevant information 


requested by the network is retrieved in “Pull” mode directly, on demand, from the 


pharmacy’s operational system. 


Data Layer and CDR Deployment Approaches 


 


2) It provides an interface for the Business Layer for all data retrieval requests. This 


interface is based on the UMS model and is called the Virtual Clinical Data 
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Repository (VCDR). The VCDR enables the use of the same interface regardless of 


the original data source and the Data Layer’s deployment approaches.  


The Data Layer also contains data repositories for dbMotion logs, events, and records of 


operational activities. This data is managed by dbMotion, and applied to various applications 


for advanced reporting, tracking and auditing. The following exhibit shows the dMotion 


network. 


dbMotion Network 


 


Communication Layer 


The Communication Layer is responsible for the collection of clinical data from the various 


dbMotion Nodes as well as from any third-party data provider such as pharmacy or drug 


eligibility information networks. When implemented in a distributed or federated architecture, 


clinical data at a remote dbMotion Node is stored in its Data Layer. The Communication 


Layer, on request, collects the relevant data located in the remote Nodes and other remote 


data providers and creates a Virtual Patient Object (VPO) – the patient-centric data object 


used to contain and mobilize the integrated patient information in a session. 


The Communication Layer incorporates the dbMotion Catalog, maps data providers 


dispersed among different Nodes and manages the network’s information flow. The 


dbMotion Communication Layer Catalog defines information sets, based on the UMS, to be 


shared between the dbMotion nodes. It is a list of commands predefined to meet anticipated 


request requirements such as medication history or demographic information. 


Business Layer 


The Business Layer provides the medical data to its consumer. A consumer could be a 


viewer or portal such as dbMotion Clinical Views™ or any third-party applications or services 


that have legitimately requested the data. A request sent to the Business Layer will return a 


response that can be used by the consumer, typically in the form of an XML representation 
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of the relevant patient data. The Business Layer is one of the key enablers for the SOA 


capabilities of the dbMotion Platform. 


The response is returned to the consumer as an Integrated Patient Record and can be 


delivered in diverse formats depending on the consumer’s requirements. The VPO 


encapsulates the available data relevant to the patient and the request.  


The functions of this layer include the following: 


• Sets of services and methods providing clinical and administrative information according 


to medical domains such as Labs, Allergies, Medications, and Demographics 


• Provision of responses to the various queries from consumers such as listening for 


requests and acknowledging each request 


• Verification of profiles and user permissions 


• Provide XML-based answers as a generic format for all queries 


• Ability to build and customize business methods according to consumer needs 


• Internal “in session” caching mechanism to achieve high performance 


• The Business Layer “hides” the complexity of the entire dbMotion System from the 


consumer (data structure, physical location, and data origin) and provides one entry 


point to the patient record 


• Ability to embed business rules related to data, user role, user profile, and organization 


Presentation Layer 


The Presentation Layer is the top layer of the dbMotion Solution. It provides a web-based 


viewer called dbMotion Clinical Views which is used at the point of care and displays 


integrated medical information. Clinical Views provides the user with the ability to view data 


in both a broad context such as the summary page or annual review as well as enabling drill 


down into each medical data set such as allergies or medications. Clinical Views incorporate 


profiles, personal preferences and advanced sorting and filtering functions.  


Rich customization capabilities can provide each user with an application suited to their 


needs to enable the fastest and most efficient navigation. 


A sample of the presentation layer and clinical views is shown in the following exhibit, 


Presentation Layer and Clinical Views. 
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Presentation Layer and Clinical Views 


 


The Presentation Layer also provides implementation teams with tools, methodologies and 


samples to enable users to build front end applications on the dbMotion Platform. Out-of-


the-box solutions are provided that may be reused across implementations to optimize 


analysis and viewing of the integrated patient record. 


The dbMotion Presentation Layer framework can be integrated into third-party applications 


such as an EMR system or a portal. The data can be consumed by different research or 


analytical applications such as dbMotion SmartWatch™, decision support systems and 


business intelligence applications. 


A “light” form of integration, known as dbMotion SmartConnect™, can also be easily 


implemented. This can be done by invoking dbMotion from within the EMR system directly, 


or by SSO/CCOW interfaces and systems. dbMotion can also integrate with local PACS and 


facilitate smooth access and viewing of images from within the application. 


Security Layer 


The Security Layer defines technical and administrative safeguards that prevent prohibited 


access to this ePHI by unauthorized parties. These safeguards are implemented through a 


number of sub-systems each dealing with a different aspect of information security.  


The Security Authority is pervasive throughout the dbMotion Layers. The dbMotion Security 


Layer is comprehensive and covers issues such as authorization, authentication, federation, 


patient consent and secure data transfer: 
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• Authentication—The User Principal Object (UPO), a token created when user 


credentials are authenticated, is passed along with all requests submitted to the different 


dbMotion Layers. Security Layer authentication is carried out using the organizations 


existing authentication system so that information about users and credentials is 


controlled and maintained by the organization. 


• Authorization—The process of resolving a user's entitlements with the permissions 


configured to control access to discrete data uses Role Based Access Control and Rule 


Based Access Control to manage users and permissions. This allows healthcare 


organization’s security administrators to easily configure and manage user access rights 


to the information and services that dbMotion provides. This model assigns users and 


groups to predefined roles associated with the permissions they require to do their jobs.  


• Profiling—The Security Layer also contains a profiling sub-system responsible for 


creating profiles. The dbMotion Profile Service can obtain profile information from one or 


multiple sources.  


• Federation—To enable clinical data sharing where each Node or organization in the 


network controls its own data (in distributed/federated implementations of dbMotion), 


agreements can be made in the form of Node-to-Node contracts. Each contract defines 


an authorization level for data sharing between two Nodes; this translates, at each Node, 


into roles or permission levels. These contracts together form the Federation Policy that 


can be enabled/disabled and configured at any Node. 


• Patient Consent—Opt-in/Opt-out modes are also part of dbMotion’s security 


capabilities. A patient can define his preferences and rules regarding the exposure of his 


medical information. 


Additionally, issues related to information security such as encryption, passwords, network 


traffic, and digital signatures are addressed by the dbMotion Security Layer.  


Because the integrated patient record is created in real time based on the data in the 


Clinical Data Repository, policy changes can be implemented easily and quickly. An 


organization could, for example, decide to stop integrating a specific type of patient 


information with a simple change in definitions. There is no need to erase the data from the 


Clinical Data Repository. The following exhibit, Security Management Application, shows 


some of the tools available to dbMotion administrators. 
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Security Management Application 


 


System Management Layer 


The System Management Layer incorporates applications and tools that enable the 


management of dbMotion subsystems, modules and services. Management Layer 


processes involve operation, configuration, testing and monitoring.  


The following are examples of the System Management Layer applications and tools: 


• Event Viewer—A tool for monitoring and configuring system logs 


• Catalog Manager—An application that enables the developer to create, edit and delete 


dbMotion commands in the Command Catalog to define and maintain the 


communication between dbMotion Nodes 


• Security Management Application—Web-based application which provides user, role, 


permission, profile, and federation management 


• System Tools—Various tools for functional capability and performance testing, 


simulation and tuning 


• SDK—Software Development Kit is available for all layers of the dbMotion Platform 


System Management Layer 


dbMotion integrates smoothly using IHE profiles for HIE deployment including the following: 


• Patient Demographics Query—dbMotion supports querying and consuming results 


from third party RLS entities per the PDQ profile. 


• Patient Identifier Cross Referencing—dbMotion supports querying and consuming 


PIX results from third-party PIX reference managers. 
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• Cross Enterprise Document Sharing—dbMotion offers the ability to connect to any 


external HIE using the IHE profiles. dbMotion supports the XDS Document consumer 


and repository or registry profiles. Besides connections using the XDS.b profile with 


CCD, we also allow connections directly through dbMotion SOA calls. Both methods are 


simply transportation mechanisms for the consumption of the dbMotion VPO. 


The dbMotion data model is based on HL7 V3 RIM (Reference Information Model), and is 


known to us as the Unified Medical Schema (UMS). It is a highly normalized data model 


which is built on the commonly understood standard of V3 RIM. It is a relational database 


which links all clinical information to be tracked throughout all encounters, a complete 


answer to the current and future needs of an integrated or regional/national medical record. 


L. Ensure transmission of data is done across secure network connections. 


Secured network connections are implemented by using standard transport and the 


message level protocols in the solution, such as Transport Layer Security (TLS), Secured 


Socket Layer (SSL), Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS), and so on. Additionally, 


dbMotion secures the communication channels between dbMotion Nodes by using Web 


Service Enhancements (WSE) 3.0 and the WS-Security and WS-Federation standards set 


by Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS). All requests and responses 


are encrypted and digitally signed using X.509 Certificate for confidentiality, integrity, and 


non-repudiation, .Furthermore, the communication between internal dbMotion services can 


also be secured (encryption and digital signing), in line with organization’s risk analysis. 
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14 Scope Of Work – Hosting Solutions 


14.1 Overview 


Through this procurement, DHCFP will also review hosting options described in the Vendor’s 


proposal response to determine the feasibility of various hosting solutions and the extent to which 


they would support Nevada’s Core MMIS and associated peripheral systems and tools. 


A document containing information about DHCFP’s current hosting solution is available within the 


Reference Library. Vendors are encouraged to review the file labeled ‘Current Nevada MMIS and 


Agency Computing Environment’ when preparing a response to this section. 


Vendors must propose a hosting solution for the Nevada MMIS operations and maintenance, and 


may respond to one of the following two scenarios: 


1. Take over and provide continued hosting support and services based on Nevada’s current hosting 


solution; or 


2. Provide an alternative vendor-hosted solution. 


The vendor is requested to provide supporting information regarding the associated costs for their 


proposed hosting option. This information is for informational purposes only, as the payment for 


hosting will be incorporated into the operational cost schedule for maintaining budget neutrality.  


Vendors are also requested to describe a potential hosting solution and associated costs for a State-


hosted solution. This information is being requested for informational purposes only, and will not be 


evaluated as part of the technical or cost proposal evaluations, as DHCFP does not intend to move to 


the State hosting option at this time. Cost information associated with this scenario shall be provided 


separately within the Vendor’s cost proposal. For the state hosted solution, DHCFP is seeking 


cost information associated with the provision of vendor support in a state-hosted scenario. 


Vendors are not expected to provide state related costs associated with transitioning, 


operating, maintaining, staffing, or other expenses incurred in a state hosted scenario, and 


therefore declines to provide pricing information associated with the state data center as 


requested. 


The Division of Health Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP) has requested the vendors 


propose either taking over and providing hosting support and services based on the current 


solution or to provide an alternative vendor-hosted solution. DHCFP also requests the 


vendor to include a section to describe a DHCFP State Hosting Solution and related costs.  


The HPES team has chosen to integrate a solution which combines elements of both Option 


#1 (take over the current hosting solution) and Option #2 (an alternative hosting solution). 


This approach is driven by a desire to minimize unnecessary transition activities where 


possible and the reality that the Peripheral Systems are running in the incumbent’s data 


center on hardware and software platforms which can no longer be supported. 


Core MMIS – Option #1 


HPES will contract to continue hosting the Core MMIS environment in the Verizon Tampa 


data center. Verizon will establish two new mainframe logical partitions (LPARs) on a new 


mainframe system within their data center. This approach provides a low risk method in 


which to provide a discrete environment for the mainframe components, separate from the 
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existing production systems. These two new LPARs will enable the HPES team to perform 


transition activities that will not impact the current test and production systems, thus allowing 


the incumbent vendor to continue to deliver regular operational processes. A shared Direct 


Access Storage Device (DASD) pool will be set up by Verizon to facilitate the secure and 


rapid transfer of mainframe source code and data from the incumbent vendor to the new 


HPES LPARs in a controlled environment.  


Peripheral Systems – Option #2 


The current vendor’s proprietary solutions preclude transfer of some of the Peripheral 


systems. Additionally, it is not feasible to transfer the hardware for these existing systems 


due to this hardware being owned by the incumbent vendor and the age of this hardware. 


As such, the HPES solution will either re-platform these Peripheral Systems solutions on 


new hardware with equal or better software solutions hosted in HPES’ Orlando, Florida data 


center or present functional capability through our subcontractor’s services. 


Solution Overview 


The value of using a combined hosting approach enables the HPES team to present a 


solution that will deliver industry leading services, experienced support staff, and proven 


technologies in modern, highly available data centers. The following exhibit, Nevada Hosting 


Solution, presents an overview of this combined hosting approach. 


Our solution will link the State environment, the multiple processing/hosting environments, 


and the Support staff through a resilient, highly available, high speed network that will 


support the RFP-established service level agreement (SLA) requirements. The design of this 


secure network has the ability to readily increase capacity without the need to integrate 


more hardware, so it should provide adequate capabilities for the life of this contract. This 


combined approach also aligns to the following MITA technical principles. 


• Adaptable, extensible, and scalable 


• Open technology and standards based 


• Integrated security and privacy 


• Use of interoperability standards 


• Use of current and proven technologies 


• Integration of Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) solutions 


14.2 Hosting Solution Requirements 


14.2.1 For each hosting scenarios, Vendors must: 


14.2.1.1 Provide staffing estimates for the startup and operations period associated with each hosting 


scenario and estimated timeframes for moving to each of the scenarios. 


In the Cost Proposal Section Attachment N, Project Cost Worksheet, and Tab XII section 


17.6, Resource Matrix, the transition staffing and associated hosting cost estimates are 


totaled and broken out into the following areas:  


• Transition Support  


• Staffing Expenses During Transition 
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Essentially, we will complete the migration and parallel testing of the Core MMIS and all 


components within the Peripheral Systems in a five-month period.  


For the hosting the Core MMIS components , we have estimated for 10 Full Time 


Equivalents (FTEs) during the five month transition or startup phase and 1.5 FTEs monthly 


for the operations period.  


For the Peripheral Systems components hosting, we have estimated for a total of 8 FTEs 


during the five month transition period and 2 FTEs monthly for the operations period.  


The following exhibit shows the aggregate estimated FTEs for the two major hosting 


components of the MMIS.  


System 
Component 


Transition 
Phase Staff  


(FTEs)  


Operations 
Phase Staff  


(FTEs per month)  


Core MMIS/Verizon 10 1.5 


Peripheral Systems 
 Total Effort 


8 2 


 


14.2.1.2 Provide a cost estimate for hosting services provided as well the total estimated cost. Cost 


information associated with each scenario shall be provided separately within the Vendor’s cost 


proposal. 


Our hosting solution’s costs are placed in the Cost Proposal Section Attachment N, under 


18.1.2.1. Also detailed in that section are the costs associated for the requested State-


hosted solution under 18.1.2.2.  


14.2.2 For either hosting scenario listed in Section 14.1, Vendors must: 


14.2.2.1 Present their understanding and recommended approach for accomplishing the hosting 


solution, including the location of where the hosting services would be provided. Any key assumptions 


on the Vendor’s part should also be identified as well as provide an understanding of Nevada’s 


current hosting environment. 


DHCFP wants the vendor to accomplish a low-risk, low-impact transition from the current 


Nevada Core MMIS and Peripheral Systems hosting solution to the new one. The current 


hosting solution uses the Verizon data center in Tampa, Florida to provide the Core MMIS 


components. We believe access to the MMIS is through the ClientBuilder technology, now 


owned by Progress Software Corporation, which provides a graphical interface to mainframe 


CICS screens. The other components are either hosted in the incumbent’s Magellan Data 


Center, which will have been migrated to the St. Louis area by the start of the Takeover 


phase or in some other leveraged incumbent location.  


HPES has successfully executed numerous transition plans from many different incumbent 


data centers and hosting environments during the past four decades. We have also 


successfully replaced proprietary software solutions with HPES or HPES-partnered solutions 


during these takeover projects.  
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The following are three examples, during the past five years, of successful migrations and 


takeovers: 


• In 2009 and 2010, we successfully migrated the California MMIS Point of Service 


Network equipment located in the Sacramento Office of Technology Services (OTech) 


data center to the OTech Gold Camp Center (GCC), 14 miles away. We planned and 


effectively executed this migration that involved the State customer, California 


Department of Health Care Services (DHCS), OTech, telecommunications providers, 


hardware vendors, and an upgrade of the Network Monitoring Software solution. During 


the transition period, we trained the state data center staff and HPES support staff on 


the updated network monitoring solution. As this proposal is being developed and 


evaluated, HPES is migrating POS equipment from a second OTech location in 


downtown Sacramento to a remote data center in Vacaville, California.  


• In 2006, we successfully migrated the Arizona Medicaid DSS Solution from the HPES 


Sacramento regional Medicaid data center to the Arizona Health Care Cost Containment 


System data center located in Phoenix, AZ. The migration was executed successfully 


and was completed ahead of schedule and under budget.  


• We successfully executed an eight month Kentucky Medicaid takeover project starting in March 


2005. As will be done for the Nevada takeover, we worked closely with the outgoing vendor to 


take over operations without impacting the provider community. 


Please refer to Tab IX 17.2 Reference section for more information on the Kentucky 


takeover and other HPES takeover experiences.  


We believe that our design of providing a combined Option #1 and Option #2 hosting 


approach will provide the greatest contract value for DHCFP. Transitioning the Core MMIS 


within the Verizon data center complex will provide a rapid, secure, and resilient path to 


standing up the new mainframe system components. Verizon does not have to worry about 


dependencies on outside vendors to perform tasks under this migration. The Core MMIS will 


continue to operate without impact by the Verizon activities to replicate the existing 


computer programs and data to this new test and production environment. Through a 


shared DASD approach, the incumbent vendor will be able to stage data to the new HPES 


LPARs in a phased approach, thus providing a secure and rapid mechanism by which the 


most current MMIS program data can be used for unit testing, parallel testing or pre-


operations loads as authorized and approved by DHCFP. The shared DASD pool will also 


eliminate the need to transfer data through the use of magnetic tape, which would take 


longer to ship from one location to another or take longer to create from the current system 


and unload into the new system.  


In addition to a takeover approach that minimizes mainframe hosting solution changes, the 


HPES solution also provides a low-risk solution for the Peripheral System applications. 


HPES and its subcontractors will provide industry-tested, proven solutions for the peripheral 


system applications. For the peripheral systems currently hosted at the FHSC data center, 


we will either replace or transition these systems to the HPES Orlando Data Center or use 


the hosting services of one of our subcontractors.  
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The following exhibit lists our understanding of current Nevada MMIS components and 


locations and the HPES team’s proposed solutions and component hosting locations. 


Systems Current 
Location 


Proposed 
Location 


Core MMIS  
Mainframe Applications 


FHSC LPARs  
at Verizon Data Center 


HPES LPARs at Verizon Data 
Center 


Peripheral Systems Magellan Data Center 
(MDC) 


HPES Orlando Data Center 
(ODC) 
Orlando, FL 


Prior Authorization  FHSC proprietary PA service. HPES Medicaid Atlantes Prior 
Authorization service  
hosted in Raleigh, NC. 


Utilization Management FHSC proprietary UM solution  
hosted at MDC. 


HPES Medicaid Atlantes UM 
service  
hosted in Raleigh, NC. 


PASRR FHSC proprietary PASRR 
solution hosted at MDC. 


HPES Medicaid PASRR 
solution hosted in ODC. 


Third-Party Liability 
Application Server 


TPL subcontractor’s server 
hosted at MDC. 


Emdeon TPL Services  
hosted in Nashville, TN 
by Emdeon. 


Thomson Reuters MedStat 
DSS Server 


MedStat server hosted at MDC. MedStat server  
hosted in Eagan, MN 
by Thomson Reuters. 


Pharmacy Benefits Manager FHSC proprietary PBM 
solution, including Surescripts 
hosted at MDC.  


Nevada PBM solution  
including Surescripts  
hosted in Lisle, IL 
by SXC Health Solutions 
Corp. 


Key Data Entry FHSC provides Key Data Entry 
service. 


HPES Key Data Entry will be 
performed using the ODRAS 
Scanned Claim Image 
solution 
in Chico, CA. 


Call Center/IVR FHSC proprietary IVR solution 
hosted at MDC. 


HPES Medicaid Call Centers  
and IVR solution 
hosted in Boise, ID. 


Provider Portal FHSC proprietary Web Portal 
leveraged solution hosted by 
FHSC. 


HPES Provider Portal 
solution 
hosted in ODC.  


Document Archival and 
Retrieval Server 


FHSC proprietary FirstDARS 
server hosted at MDC. 


HPES ODRAS solution 
hosted in ODC.  


EDI File Transfer FHSC SFTP Server including 
Allscripts hosted at MDC. 


HPES SFTP Server  
including Allscripts  
hosted in ODC. 
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Systems Current 
Location 


Proposed 
Location 


Service Support 
Management 


FHSC proprietary FirstCRM 
solution hosted at MDC. 


HPES Service Manager/Help 
Desk COTS product  
hosted in ODC. 


Change and Project 
Management 


FHSC proprietary FirstCRM 
solution hosted at MDC. 


HPES Project and Portfolio 
Management COTS product 
hosted in ODC. 


 


The HPES team will work closely with the DHCFP and the incumbent vendor to transition 


any needed and available source code and all data to the target replacement system and 


environment. We will use electronic file transfers of encrypted, compressed files to the 


extent possible to minimize shipping of tape or digital media with associated risk of lost or 


misrouted media. Where electronic files transfers are not feasible or practical, we will with 


work with the incumbent vendor to make sure that all tape or digital media transfers are 


securely encrypted and transported by approved commercial carriers. Regardless of 


whether the files are electronic or on magnetic or digital media, all transfers will comply with 


Nevada SB 227 provisions. The HPES team will use a tracking log to verify 100 percent 


accountability for every file transfer between the incumbent vendor and the HPES team. 


This approach will provide the necessary audit trail that can be used to reduce risk of lost or 


misdirected files.  


14.2.2.2 Provide a description of the vendor’s approach to provider outreach and training. 


(Requirement 14.2.2.2 was stricken on March 26, 2010 by Amendment No. 4 to Request for 


Proposal No. 1824.) 


14.2.2.3 Briefly describe the benefits, disadvantages, and risks that the solution poses to the State. 


Proposed risk mitigation strategies should also be included for each risk identified. 


14.2.2.4 Identify the systems that will be hosted and any special provisions on how hosting would be 


managed, including whether any hosting support services would be subcontracted. 


14.2.2.5 Describe the services that would be provided by the Vendor, as well as anticipated DHCFP 


responsibilities. 


As stated in section 11.2 we have assessed the current Nevada MMIS environment and will 


propose a detailed takeover plan leveraging our experience from years of experience 


implementing and transitioning MMISs throughout the country.  


We propose a takeover plan that minimizes the mainframe hosting solution changes to 


provide a low-risk solution for the Nevada Core MMIS and Peripheral System applications. 


HPES and its subcontractors will provide proven solutions for the peripheral system 


applications.  


The benefits to the State from our approach is that our hosting solution enables us to bring 


industry leading, operationally proven, scalable technology components and environments 


that will meet the DHCFP’s immediate needs yet provide a path to support increased 


volumes and new programs over the life of the contract. A distributed application hosting 
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also spreads the risk of a single site disaster event impacting the entire Nevada MMIS. If a 


disaster happened and business resumption processing needed to be activated at the 


impacted application’s resumption site, the effort to recover processing would be reduced 


since the entire system is not impacted, only a small subset of the components. Each 


hosting environment provided in this integrated solution is currently used to deliver 


applicable production systems.  


For example, SXC systems operate in 15 Medicaid fee-for-service programs and processes 


claims for seven Medicaid Managed Care Organizations covering more than 3.1 million 


lives.  


Emdeon processes electronic transactions in their primary data center in Nashville for their 


national programs. In 2009, Emdeon handled about 5.3 billion healthcare related 


transactions, including approximately one out of every two electronic commercial healthcare 


claims.  


Thomson Reuters is very familiar with the existing Nevada DSS environment. By hosting the 


DSS environment in their Minnesota data center, the Advantage suite DSS application will 


be updated in a more timely and controlled manner by their local support team. This local 


hosting will also enable expert product use support.  


The Core MMIS mainframe application will remain hosted at the Verizon data center in 


Tampa, Florida. Verizon will create two new HPES LPARs and enable an established data 


transfer solution from the current vendor’s LPARs. The Verizon data center provides a 


reliable system with demonstrated business resumption processing provided by the national 


leader in data processing recovery operations through SunGard. Verizon operators are 


onsite 24 hours a day to proactively monitor system performance and to diagnose and 


resolve any problems that might occur. Issues, concerns, or problems with the customer’s 


processing environment are logged as they occur. Established procedures are used to 


diagnose and resolve the problem, or to dispatch the problem to the appropriate support 


organization. Our responsibility is to ensure that there is no disruption to the customer’s 


production environment. 


Verizon IT uses SunSPARC stations to monitor and control customer system activities. 


These multitasking workstations allow the operators to monitor numerous systems and 


enables operators to carry out and control tasks simultaneously.  


The HPES Orlando data center is also a proven environment, currently providing hosting for 


the following:  


• Medicaid processing for six states  


• Electronic Benefit Transaction (EBT) systems for 16 states currently, will increase to 19 


by end of 2010  


• HPES’ Medicaid System Development environments  


• Hosts 12 United State Department of Defense or Federal systems  
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Additionally, the infrastructure is architected and implemented to meet United States 


Department of Defense Certification and Accreditation (C&A) and Federal Information 


Processing Standard (FIPS) standards. By providing the hosting for various Medicaid 


systems, the HP data center support staff is experienced with the Health Insurance 


Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Security and Privacy requirements.  


The main disadvantage and risk associated with the HP design is that the distributed nature 


of the various processing environments adds complexity. Our design considers this 


complexity and we mitigate this risk and disadvantage through the ability of this approach to 


bring subject matter and domain experts to our solution. By hosting at different locations 


within HP and through our subcontractors, we can leverage the location experience to bring 


the best blended team to support the Nevada MMIS. It would be much more difficult to 


concentrate all of the skilled resources in one location. By distributing need for expertise into 


multiple geographical areas, especially with our subcontractors, we will be able to bring the 


strongest team to this contract. Using the same mainframe environment from Verizon 


reduces risk to the core MMIS components. This reduced risk will allow the HPES team to 


place additional focus on completing the integration of the Peripheral System components at 


the HP Orlando data center with the subcontractor systems. The subcontractors are not 


building new systems from scratch. Rather, they are adding into their respective systems the 


processing for the Nevada MMIS. This approach reduces the risk as the existing systems 


are well understood by each subcontractor, which enables them to focus on ensuring the 


correct processing rules are implemented and the associated data exchanges occur. In fact, 


with SXC handling the Pharmacy processing, their existing relationship with Surescripts will 


be used to provide electronic prescription services. If the pharmacy processing was hosted 


at the HP Orlando data center, we would have to establish a new connection to Surescripts 


and build the data exchange processes from scratch. The SXC hosted approach eliminates 


this additional work and impact on the takeover schedule as these parts of the solution are 


already in effect for SXC and Surescripts. 


The following exhibit shows each system and the hosting location, and whether the location 


is an HPES location or a subcontractor location. The subcontractor sites performing 


Peripheral System hosting will fully comply with the RFP requirements relative to Service 


Level Agreements (SLAs), security, and disaster recovery/business recovery. We will serve 


as the main contact with the DHCFP and provide subcontractor oversight. Each 


subcontractor will be responsible for the activities associated with local hosting for their 


respective applications. The HPES technical staff will work closely with their subcontractor 


technical counterparts to make sure that the various hosting components provide full 


functionality to meet the RFP requirements. At a management level, we have identified a 


senior staff member to provide subcontractor oversight. For additional detailed information 


on how HPES will manage the subcontractors to verify successful takeover and ongoing 


operations of the Nevada MMIS, please refer to Tab IX, Section 17.5 – Subcontractor 


Information. This detailed discussion also provides information about the services each 


subcontractor will provide and any DHCFP responsibilities relative to the selection, approval, 


and management of the subcontractor.  
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Systems Proposed Location 


Core MMIS Mainframe Applications HPES LPARs at Verizon Data Center 


Peripheral Systems HPES Orlando Data Center (ODC) Orlando, 
FL 


PASRR HPES Medicaid PASRR solution hosted in 
ODC. 


Third-Party Liability Application Server Emdeon TPL Services hosted in Nashville, TN 
by Emdeon. 


Thomson Reuters MedStat DSS Server MedStat server hosted in Eagan, MN by 
Thomson Reuters. 


Pharmacy Benefits Manager PBM solution, including Surescripts, hosted in 
Lisle, IL by SXC Health Solutions Corp. 


Key Data Entry HPES Key Data Entry uses the ODRAS 
Scanned Claim Image solution in Chico, CA. 


Call Center/IVR HPES Medicaid Call Centers  
and IVR solution hosted in Boise, ID. 


Provider Portal HPES Provider Portal solution hosted in ODC. 


Document Archival and Retrieval Server HPES ODRAS solution hosted at ODC. 


EDI File Transfer HPES SFTP Server, including Allscripts, 
hosted in ODC. 


Service Support Management HPES Service Manager/Help Desk COTS 
product hosted in ODC. 


Change and Project Management HPES Project and Portfolio Management 
COTS product hosted in ODC. 


 


14.2.3 At a minimum, the hosting solution must meet the following requirements: 


DHCFP requires the vendor to meet the 16 hosting requirements as outlined in section 


14.2.3 of the RFP.  


The following section describes how HP Hosting Solutions will meet or exceed DHCFP’s 


requirements.  


14.2.3.1 Hosting operations must support uninterrupted 24x7x365 support and service. 


The HP hosting operations will support both mainframe and peripheral system components 


in a 24x7x365 processing environment.  


The Core MMIS executes in the Verizon Tampa data center which operates in 24x7x365 


processing mode with onsite support and service.  


The HP Orlando data center operates in 24x7x365 processing mode with onsite support and 


service.  
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The Emdeon data center in Nashville operates in 24x7x365 processing mode with onsite 


support and service. As an Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission 


(EHNAC) accredited company, Emdeon must comply with the following technical 


performance criteria:  


• Capacity monitoring  


• Compliance with industry standards  


• Customer service inquiries  


• Disaster recovery  


• Internet  


• Storage and retrieval  


• System availability  


• Timeliness  


• Transmission and processing of data  


The Thomson Reuters data center in Eagan operates in 24x7x365 processing mode with 


onsite support and service.  


The SXC data center in Lisle operates in 24x7x365 processing mode with onsite support 


and service. The on-duty DCO staff regularly monitors all systems for malfunctions and 


monitors the premises for security and safety. Should issues arise, DCO staff may call upon 


Management, Network Services, or the OS teams for assistance. Any issues can be further 


escalated to the HPES manager with oversight responsibility for the subcontractor.  


All other HPES sites and subcontractor sites will provide support and application availability 


based on the RFP requirements for the hosted application.  


14.2.3.2 Timely production and delivery of high-quality output products for DHCFP’s MMIS and other 


systems. 


The Core MMIS applications will remain in the Verizon data center hosted in Orlando, 


Florida. During takeover, HPES and Verizon will jointly validate the CPU and storage 


capacity will provide the equivalent or better performance for the Nevada mainframe 


applications.  


For the peripheral systems, HP will use the existing Thomson Reuters (Healthcare) Inc. 


subcontractor for the DSS solution. Thomson Reuters will replace the current MedStat DSS 


server with the MedStat DSS service in their Eagan, MN data center. The MedStat service 


will provide the Decision Support Services using stable and current MedStat software 


running on a supported O/S and hardware.  


For the remaining peripheral systems, we will either supply our own Medicaid solutions or 


establish new subcontractors that will meet or exceed the current performance and quality of 


output products as outlined in the proposal.  


The Nevada MMIS applications and tools will be operating on the current industry standard 


hardware and operating systems. We will use the latest stable and supported software 


versions for the peripheral solutions. We will use modern development platforms to enhance 


and maintain the current environment. The following are three examples:  
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• .Net used for SharePoint services and HPES Provider web portal will use the Microsoft 


Visual Studio 2010 Integrated Development Environment (IDE)  


• Java used for ODRAS and PASRR solution will use the current and supported Eclipse 


IDE version  


• Vendor specific solutions: ClientBuilder development environment will be used for the 


Core MMIS Mainframe Graphical User Interface (GUI) solution  


All software tools and products to create our files, reports or forms will meet the format, 


design, and content requirements as detailed in the RFP. Any output created by the HPES 


team subcontractors or suppliers will adhere to the RFP requirements for quality and 


timeliness of production. This includes such materials as Health Education publications, 


printed materials mailed to providers, training materials for State training sessions, and 


plastic cards produced by our plastic card vendor.  


14.2.3.3 Maintain security and integrity of the facility’s equipment, systems, and recipient data. 


14.2.3.4 Provide a physically and environmentally secure operating environment that minimizes loss 


should a natural disaster occur. 


14.2.3.5 Ensure the vendor’s disaster recovery and contingency plans comprehensively address the 


hosting solution. 


HPES assumes the technologies implemented by the current vendor and the current 


vendor’s subcontractors comply with the Nevada Senate Bill #227 that requires encryption 


for any personal information leaving control of the vendor. We also assume that any 


components transferred will also meet existing Federal and State privacy and security 


requirements.  


Facility Security and Integrity  


HPES ODC, HPES sites, and subcontractors follow the required Federal and State 


government rules for facility security and integrity. The HPES ODC site already follows the 


facility security guidelines that meet or exceed HIPAA requirements for seven Medicaid 


customers. Emdeon was recently certified to Committee on Operating Rules for Information 


Exchange (CORE) Phase II standards for privacy and confidentiality by the Council for 


Affordable Healthcare Quality (CAHQ).  


The SXC processing facilities are designated as level C2 security-compliant by the U.S. 


Department of Defense.  


At all HPES Medicaid sites, the Nevada MMIS applications data backups for offsite use will 


be performed using encryption. Any subcontractor or supplier will also enter into a Business 


Associate Agreement (BAA) with HPES that will verify compliancy to applicable Federal and 


State privacy and security requirements such as Nevada Senate Bill 227. This will also 


cover the transfer of private or personal information electronically such as the submission of 


claim files or pharmacy transactions through the engaged subcontractors.  
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Physical Environment and Natural Disasters  


Each of the hosting facilities has the design and capabilities to withstand natural or regional 


disasters or move the processing to a hosting resumption site. Verizon’s data center will 


provide a secure operating environment with enhanced physical protection of Hardware 


resources including an uninterruptible power management system and redundant facilities 


including power, water generators, chillers, and telephone rooms. Specific physical features 


include provisions for security, fire protection, and power management as well as consistent 


temperature and humidity control.  


Our Orlando data center provides power and network connectivity from multiple commercial 


facilities. The data center has onsite backup generators with adequate fuel tanks to run 


extended periods. The data center also has redundant network connectivity and 24 hours a 


day, 7 days a week security monitoring to provide rapid mitigation for in the event of a 


regional or natural disaster. The site uses a reinforced building with dual power feeds, and 


redundant generators and cooling systems.  


Emdeon maintains two data centers that are 185 miles apart. These are located in 


Nashville, TN, and Memphis, TN. Using a combination of replicated data storage and 


backup tape retrieval, Emdeon can recover from a declared disaster (Recovery Time 


Objective –RTO) is 48 hours per EHNAC requirements. The Recovery Point Objective 


(RPO) is 24 hours per EHNAC requirements.  


SXC’s Data Center Operations (DCO) unit is staffed 24x7x365. This team is responsible for 


monitoring the performance of our data center, including production server processing, 


external network interfaces, telecommunications services, wide area networks (WAN) 


operations and local area networks (LAN) operations. SXC operation personnel are 


responsible for reporting on hourly, daily, weekly, monthly and annual transaction volumes. 


This staff also monitors transaction times, interactive users’ response times, batch 


processing cycle windows, and related key performance metrics.  


SXC has a pool of network administrators, database administrators, programmers/analysts, 


and systems analysts who are responsible for operations support, functional activity 


monitoring, performance monitoring, and maintenance. An uninterrupted power supply 


(UPS) monitors power levels and quality and protects our systems, climate control units, and 


lighting against power glitches and unclean power. Additionally, in the event that the electric 


power service is interrupted, the UPS system smoothly and automatically transitions the 


power supply to a natural diesel generator. When electric power service is returned, the 


power is automatically switched from the generator back to our power vendor. This backup 


power system is tested weekly. Monitoring tools are in place to monitor any leakage near 


data center equipment. If a leak is detected, a message is sent to Data Center staff along 


with an alarm light located in the mission control center. Water leakage monitoring tools are 


engaged and operational at all times. 


All systems are operated in a raised floor environment. Physical disturbance with resonance 


frequency damage potential is detected through motion sensor systems. Besides protection 


through interruption of read/write activity, motion sensors are used to alert Data Center staff 
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if abnormal movement resulting from natural or manmade disturbances is a threat to 


systems operations. If significant disruption has occurred or is likely, the threat is escalated 


for disaster recovery plan review, and if necessary, implementation. 


Since these are established data centers operationally proven, the facilities have been 


demonstrated to withstand natural environmental occurrences such as hurricanes (in 


Florida), seasonal weather stress in Illinois, Minnesota, and Nashville. The HP call center 


and IVR also runs in a raised floor environment. These facilities typically have backup power 


generator facilities and dual network feeds from the local telephone circuit providers. 


Through HPES’ national call center design, we have the capability to redirect calls to a 


different call center for continued operation if the Boise location experiences a regional or 


natural disaster.  


Disaster Recovery and Contingency Plans  


Each hosting site providing services for the Core MMIS and Peripheral Systems also has an 


identified disaster recovery site that will be tested annually to demonstrate compliance to the 


RFP requirements. Each site will also have a Business Continuity Plan or Business 


Resumption Plan that will be exercised annually at a date mutually agreed to by the DHCFP 


and the HPES team. This local plan will be updated as the local environments change to 


provide a reliable mechanism with which to execute recovery in the scenario of a disaster 


event trigger. The following exhibit shows the primary location and disaster recovery site that 


will be used to recover processing. One advantage to this distributed system approach is the 


effect of a regional or natural disaster will not impact the entire system, only a component, 


and then, only for the time it would take to resume processing at the recovery site.  


System 
Component 


Main Processing 
Location 


Recovery Processing 
Location 


Core MMIS Mainframe 
Applications 


HPES LPARs at Verizon Data 
Center 


SunGard Data Center  
Wood Dale, IL  


Peripheral Systems 
(Contains multiple system 
components) 


HPES Orlando Data Center 
(ODC) Orlando, FL 


HPES Data Center 
Colorado Springs, CO  


Third-Party Liability 
Application 


Emdeon TPL Services hosted 
in Nashville, TN by Emdeon. 


Emdeon Data Center 
Memphis, TN 


Thomson Reuters MedStat 
Decision Support System 


MedStat server hosted in 
Eagan, MN by Thomson 
Reuters. 


SunGard Data Center 
Philadelphia, PA  


Pharmacy Benefits Manager PBM solution, including 
Surescripts, hosted in Lisle, IL 
by SXC Health Solutions Corp. 


SXC Data Center 
Scottsdale, AZ 


Call Center/IVR HPES Medicaid Call Centers 
and IVR solution hosted in 
Boise, ID. 


HPES Call Center/IVR 
Winchester, KY 
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14.2.3.6 Contain fully redundant and independent power grids, an uninterruptible power supply 


(UPS), and backup generator that prevent loss of the system due to a single-point electrical failure. 


The HPES Orlando Data Center facilities have onsite backup generators and fuel to protect 


against loss of the systems due a power loss. During many hurricanes that have crossed 


Orlando, HPES’ ODC has maintained service during the entire period due to our extensive 


back-up capabilities and the structure of the facilities to with stand impact of hurricanes.  


The Verizon Data Center facility has redundant power and generator equipment to protect 


against the same type of power failure from the grid.  


The Emdeon Data Center is supplied with medium voltage electrical power from the local 


utility company. A dedicated utility step-down transformer powers the Emdeon Data Center. 


Incoming service is connected to an automatic transfer switch, which is also connected to 


redundant stand-by diesel generators. Mission critical loads are sourced by redundant 


Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems, which are configured with automatic static-


bypass and manually operated bypass circuits. The primary UPS consists of an online, 


stand-alone module. A reserve UPS is also available. Electrical backups also include diesel 


engine generators to provide power to all critical equipment and customer loads. Tanks 


provide up to 3,000 gallons of fuel storage. There is fuel storage on site sufficient to provide 


at least 12 hours of design load operation. The UPS and generator are tested monthly.  


Emdeon’s Memphis Data Center 


The Memphis Data Center has two exterior utility feeds provided by Memphis Light, Gas, 


and Water (MLGW). The Data Center also has two exterior transformers provided by MLGW 


with a capacity of 2000 KVA each. Besides normal electrical capacity, the Data Center has 


two exterior Caterpillar Generators with a capacity of 1500 KVA each, rated at 480 V AC, 3 


phase. These generators provide the facility with an independent source of AC power 


capable of powering the data center with clean power for up to 48 hours with available fuel. 


The Data Center has two exterior SquareD generator switch gears that allow for GFI 


protection of the facility while being provided AC power from the generator units. The Data 


Center has four operational PowerWare 500KVA UPS systems. These support the IT 


equipment in the facility by providing a clean, uninterruptible source of electrical power, 


regardless of whether the facility is connected to the generator, or utility power. Also, this 


power source will stay stable during transition periods when the Automated Transfer Switch 


(ATS) switchgear is switching from utility power to generator power, or vice versa. Each 


UPS has the ability to be set into bypass mode, effectively removing the UPS controls and 


batteries from the electrical load down line of the UPS while ensuring these same 


components continue to receive power. This is usually done for maintenance windows, but a 


severe power event could trip this bypass system, requiring the UPS to be restarted. The 


Data Center also operates a DataTrax System’s Foreseer product to pro-actively monitor 


and manage critical facilities infrastructure. Foreseer‘s interface capability and performance 


analysis tools enable the data center staff to proactively monitor the facility.  


An uninterrupted power supply (UPS) monitors power levels and quality and protects SXC’s 


systems, climate control units, and lighting against power glitches and unclean power. 


Additionally, in the event that the electric power service is interrupted, the UPS system 
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smoothly and automatically transitions the power supply to a diesel generator. When electric 


power service is returned, the power is automatically switched from the generator back to 


local power vendor. This backup power system is tested weekly.  


All other HPES sites and subcontractors provide power-loss protection for their provided 


Medicaid services.  


14.2.3.7 Contain a fully redundant and comprehensive environmental monitoring, detection, and 


alarm systems that notify in-house security and facilities personnel of unacceptable variations in 


environmental conditions. 


Our Orlando Data Center facilities provide an integrated and highly available monitoring 


solution that includes monitoring, reporting, and alerting of any abnormal environmental 


conditions. The ODC staff is on-site 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to respond immediately 


to these alarms. 


The Verizon Mainframe hosted services will continue with the current monitoring solution for 


the Nevada systems. HPES and Verizon will define a notification and reporting transition 


plan from the current vendor to the HPES Nevada account such that in the situation where 


such notification is triggered, the appropriate DHCFP and HPES staff would be notified 


through the new notification processes. 


The SXC data center provides automated tools to monitor any leakage near equipment. If a 


leak is detected, a message is sent to Data Center staff along with an alarm light located in 


the mission control center. Water leakage monitoring tools are engaged and operational at 


all times. All systems are operated in a raised floor environment. Physical disturbance with 


resonance frequency damage potential is detected through motion sensor systems. In 


addition to protection through interruption of read/write activity, motion sensors are used to 


alert Data Center staff if abnormal movement resulting from natural or manmade 


disturbances is a threat to systems operations. If significant disruption has occurred or is 


likely, the threat is escalated for disaster recovery plan review, and if necessary, 


implementation. 


Emdeon data centers operate a DataTrax System’s Foreseer product to pro-actively monitor 


and manage critical facilities infrastructure. Foreseer‘s interface capability and performance 


analysis tools enable the data center staff to proactively monitor the facility.  


All other HPES sites and subcontractors meet the established RFP environmental 


supervision requirements.  


14.2.3.8 Provide administrative, physical, and technical security safeguards to protect sensitive or 


confidential data; ensure the safeguards adhere to HIPAA privacy and security regulations. 


14.2.3.9 Servers are protected from intrusion through the use of physical barriers, such as placement 


in a secure computer room and a secure facility, technical barriers, such as the use of restricted 


access rights, and administrative barriers, including the administration of security privileges.  


14.2.3.10 Maintain security policies and procedures for hosting location(s) 


HPES assumes that the current Verizon mainframe environment in Tampa, Florida meets 


the RFP requirements regarding security controls and policies. The Verizon mainframe 
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hosted services will continue meeting the established process and procedures that meet the 


HIPAA privacy and security regulations. 


The HPES ODC is architected and implemented to meet Department of Defense (DoD) 


Certification & Accreditation (C&A) and Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 


standards. The ODC policies will meet or exceed the Nevada RFP’s hosting HIPAA security 


privacy and security requirements. This site already meets these security requirements 


through its’ hosting of a number of federal, state, and military systems:  


• Medicaid processing for six states  


• Electronic Benefit Transaction (EBT) systems for 16 states currently, will increase to 19 


by end of 2010  


• HPES’ Medicaid System Development environments  


• Hosts 12 United State Department of Defense or Federal systems  


Subcontractor facilities such as Thomson Reuters, Emdeon, and SXC meet a variety of 


industry standards and certifications such as CAHQ CORE Phase II standard, EHNAC 


certification, and U.S. Department of Defense Level C2.  


As part of the transition plan, we will verify that the current and new subcontractors’ security 


policies and procedures conform to the Nevada physical and technical requirements.  


As part of contract operations, we will periodically review and update security and privacy 


policies and procedures for all hosting locations and services.  


14.2.3.11 Limit changes, updates or other maintenance activities that require downtime to off-peak 


hours; normally between 12:01 AM and 2:00 AM, PT Sunday morning or by special arrangement with 


DHCFP. 


For all HPES sites and subcontractors, maintenance activities will be performed in a 


maintenance window mutually agreed to by DHCFP and HPES. We acknowledge the 


DHCFP’s intent to have system components available for providers 24 hours a day, 7 days 


a week.  


14.2.3.12 Centrally integrate HVAC system, humidity management, fire suppression, and power 


management controls into a Network Operations Center (NOC). 


HP ODC’s Facilities Management service will manage the data center’s power using an 


integrated HVAC and environment monitoring controls setup in its own Network Operations 


Center. This service includes fire suppression, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week facility staff, 


and onsite backup generators. 


Verizon has an established Facilities Management service that will also provide power and 


environmental controls and monitoring that goes into a Verizon maintained NOC. 


SXC’s Data Center Operations unit provides an integrated and protected data center 


environment, including power, HVAC, fire detection, intrusion detection, premise security, 


and 24x7x365 monitoring.  
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Emdeon’s data centers have a centrally integrated HVAC system, humidity management, 


fire suppression and power management controls integrated into a Network Operations 


Center (NOC).  


Emdeon’s Nashville Data Center 


Sprinkler systems at the Nashville Data Center have double interlock pre-action and 


detection systems. The systems are designed such that water does not enter the sprinkler 


system piping during normal operations. Intelligent, pre-action heat detectors are installed in 


the ceiling or mission critical areas of the Nashville Data Center. On activation of any of 


these heat detectors, audio-visual alarms (horns and/or strobes) will activate throughout the 


space. A signal will be sent to a pre-action valve for the affected fire zone. If the temperature 


in the at-risk area also reaches levels to melt any of the sprinkler head fusible links, water is 


triggered to enter the sprinkler pipes for the affected areas of the Nashville Data Center. Fire 


extinguishers are provided throughout the Nashville Data Center. Dry chemical or clean 


agent extinguishers are installed in the mission critical space. The fire suppression system is 


monitored 24 hours a day, 7 days a week by an external alarm company, which will dispatch 


the city fire department upon receipt of an alarm. Software is utilized for fire detection and 


monitoring to aid the fire department in responding to and coordinating fire control activities. 


Emdeon’s Memphis Data Center 


Fire Detection (IFD) described below is interfaced with a Fike Host Cheetah Panel. Any 


detection by the IFD will cause an alarm at the IFD panel and will register as a Supervisory 


signal to be sent to the central monitoring station. In recognition of the Memphis DC’s high-


air movement and ceiling height and in compliance with NFPA Standard 72, the National 


Fire Alarm Code, a Cirrus Incipient Fire Detection System has been installed to provide the 


earliest possible of a potential fire situation. This unit is a 4-zone microcontroller based early 


warning system that utilizes the Wilson Cloud Chamber principle to rapidly detect sub 


micron particles, which are generated at the incipient stage of a fire. Water mist is the fire 


extinguishing medium when the sprinkler system is activated. The Memphis Data Center 


also utilizes three types of hand-held dry chemical portable fire extinguishers.  


Any other HPES hosting sites and subcontractors will meet the established RFP 


environmental monitoring requirements. 


14.2.3.13 Ensure all systems are protected via a suite of anti-virus and spam filters, which continually 


receive virus signature updates from the product vendor in real-time. 


To appropriately protect the HPES managed desktop and server systems from virus, spam, 


and malicious code attacks, we will use the McAfee Windows suite of anti-virus, spam filter, 


and spyware tools.  


14.2.3.14 Monitor server resources/performance both real-time and on a trending basis. 


The HPES ODC and the Verizon Data Center provide system monitoring for system and 


infrastructure resources and performance for existing Medicaid customers and other entities.  


To provide our customers with the highest level of systems reliability, SXC decided to take 


advantage of a technological approach that, to our knowledge, is unique in the industry. 
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SXC operates fully redundant (hot mirrored) mission critical systems on fault tolerant 


technology. SXC has identified all single points of failure with our operations and has 


provided for backup and/or redundant systems to allow for continued operation of our 


services in the event of an equipment failure. The redundant systems include:  


• Terminal servers 


• Print servers 


• Web and portals servers 


• Network infrastructure 


Additionally, SXC has built its critical processing systems on technology that offers a high 


degree of reliability and fault tolerance from the ground up. Examples of the key technology 


integrated into the claims processing and prescription processing systems are as follows:  


• Dual internal, independent processors which are capable of operating without 


interruption in the event of a single processor failure 


• High availability system storage architecture (RAID-5) 


• Dual Power Supplies 


As an Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission (EHNAC) accredited 


company, Emdeon must comply with the following technical performance criteria:  


• Capacity monitoring  


• Compliance with industry standards  


• Customer service inquiries  


• Disaster recovery  


• Internet  


• Storage and retrieval  


• System availability  


• Timeliness  


• Transmission and processing of data  


For the Nevada peripheral system applications performance monitoring, we will use the 


Citrix Application Performance Monitoring feature to track and report on the DHCFP 


customer’s the hosted applications. For the Provider portal applications, we will use the 


established Windows 2009 performance monitoring tools to trend web site performance.  


All other HPES sites and subcontractors have established system and infrastructure 


monitoring solutions. These sites will provide reporting and alerting to the appropriate 


Nevada account staff based on the application uptime requirements and service level 


agreements (SLAs).  


14.2.3.15 Provide sufficient storage to host Nevada’s MMIS and peripheral systems and tools. 


For the non mainframe environment, we will use the ODC’s existing enterprise class storage 


infrastructure built around a redundant Storage Area Network (SAN) switching environment 


with a tiered storage array environment. With Enterprise Storage, DFHCP will receive a 
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scalable, highly available service that can provide for planned and emergency storage 


requests.  


For takeover, HPES has sized the Nevada systems to support storage fluctuating requests. 


Verizon will continue to provide a scalable Mainframe storage solution that will meet or 


exceed the Nevada MMIS mainframe requirements.  


The SXC data center runs the operational data store on a set of IBM® iSeries processors in 


our data centers located in Lisle, Illinois, and Scottsdale, Arizona. These systems, in 


combination with the Pharmacy applications, are scalable and easily expanded with 


additional DASD, memory, and processors to accommodate future growth. More 


importantly, the hardware platform is dedicated solely to claim transaction processing, 


meaning that reporting and data warehousing are housed on separate systems. This 


practice verifies that the performance of each component is consistently fast and reliable. 


This also means that the environment has sufficient operational capacity to accommodate 


10 years of paid and three years of denied claims, as well as the other claims related data 


required by the DHCFP.  


Emdeon will provide a scalable storage solution that will meet or exceed the Nevada MMIS 


needs. The Thomson Reuters data center will also provide a scalable SAN environment to 


host the Decision Support System data for the required amounts of historical data as 


defined in the RFP.  


All other HPES sites and subcontractors will provide sufficient storage for the Nevada 


hosted solution.  


14.2.3.16 Provide sufficient network bandwidth to support access by all authorized system users. 


The Verizon Datacenter will have two scalable connections to the HPES Healthcare 


Network Cloud (HNC). These connections will provide a highly reliable network access to 


the Nevada Core MMIS applications. The network communications can easily and rapidly be 


incremented in response to network demand changes while providing reduced risk and 


reduced severity of network disruptions.  


Using a combined HNC and Internet solution, the HPES team will implement the right 


bandwidth and tools for each business process relationship among HPES sites and 


subcontractors. The network will provide sufficient bandwidth to handle both interactive data 


and application traffic during regular business hours, and batch file transfers in non-prime 


time hours. The use of the monitoring tools used by the various data centers in combination 


with the performance monitoring performed at the State performance monitoring workstation 


and other HPES sites will enable a proactive approach to assessing and remediation of 


insufficient network capacity.  


14.2.3.17 Proactively maintain and upgrade all hardware as required. 


DHCFP wants a vendor who will commit to proactively maintaining and upgrading the 


hardware and software. We understand the importance of keeping the developed and COTS 


software, hardware, and subcontractor or vendor applications up to supported levels. 


Hardware maintenance and upgrades also may involve software updates and patches to 


system components. Many hardware components require software components be updated 
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concurrently. For example, Cisco routers use an internal operating system –Internetwork 


Operating system (IOS). Often, when a hardware component is replaced or upgrade to a 


newer version or memory is added, a newer version of the IOS is also required. Sometimes, 


the IOS must be patched to resolve memory leak issues. Hardware changes will follow 


formal change control processes as part of any maintenance or upgrade actions. We are 


committed to maintaining the hardware environment at HPES sites at current vendor 


supported levels.  


For the hosted services by Verizon and the other subcontractors, the individual company 


policies vary, but all are committed to using current and supported hardware. The following 


information provides insight into the SXC approach. 


SXC is committed to proactively maintaining and upgrading, as necessary, our hardware 


and software. Currently any changes to the existing infrastructure (hardware and software) 


requires a formal change control form to be filled out with who/what/where/when and the 


testing that will be performed to make sure that the change is successful. As a risk mitigation 


measure, the change control form must also include a detailed fall back plan in the event the 


change proves unsuccessful. Once the change control form is completed it is discussed at 


the weekly change control meeting and submitted for approval. Once approved, the change 


is scheduled, implemented and tested (prior to production promotion). At the next change 


control meeting, the change is reviewed to ensure the change was made successfully and 


that no further action is required.  


Test plans are based on the type of change that will take place. Hardware upgrades are 


thoroughly reviewed with the configuration management team, and vendors providing the 


hardware, prior to installation. Software upgrades are installed into a test environment prior 


to production promotion. Project plans are created form each configuration management 


change and include testing prior to installation and testing after the installation is moved to 


production. 


The Nevada peripheral systems will be hosted at the HPES’ Orlando Data Center. This data 


center has recently completed moving to an improved level of HP Data Centers. The data 


center is running on current industry standard hardware and software to support seven other 


Medicaid accounts spread across the country.  


The HP ODC will continue to upgrade the network and hardware infrastructure through 


planned change management activities that include technology, software, and device 


refreshes, and apply next-generation hardware and software technology refreshes to reduce 


operating costs and improve performance.  


All other HPES sites and subcontractors will maintain current and supported hardware for 


the Nevada hosted solution.  


DHCFP State Hosting Solution Section 


DHCFP requests the vendor‘s response includes a DHCFP State Hosting Solution 


description and the related vendor-support costs.  
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The focus for this requirement is to address DHCFP’s strategic objectives of finding a 


partner that can provide a cost-effective application management services solution for the 


current Nevada MMIS that brings operational stability, reliability, and performance. We 


understand that DHCFP wants a partner that will also work together on attaining Nevada’s 


desired future state such as implementing a proven Health Information Exchange (HIE) 


solution. 


The HPES team can provide the same innovative solutions as proposed in this section’s 


previous discussion and deliver them using an Application Management Services model. 


Our State Hosting solution approach is described below. We will provide the State Hosting 


Solution vendor costs in a separate portion of the Cost Proposal Section.  


HP proposes a takeover plan that minimizes the mainframe hosting solution changes to 


provide a low risk solution for the Nevada Core MMIS applications. The HPES team will 


provide proven solutions for the Peripheral System applications.  


• The Core MMIS Mainframe System will be re-hosted at the DoIT Datacenter in Carson 


City, Nevada. The DoIT staff will need to build two new Logical Partitions (LPARs) and 


load the FHCS environment from mainframe tapes created in the Verizon data center. 


This approach provides the simplest and most efficient work approach to transferring the 


environment. A set of phased data transfers can occur to load the initial data for the test 


systems, the training environment, followed by one or more production data transfers.  


• For the peripheral systems currently hosted at the FHSC data center, HP will transition 


these systems and associated data to the DoIT Data Center.  


The following exhibit lists the current Nevada Core MMIS systems with locations and the 


corresponding HP proposed solution and location. HP will detail the known vendor software 


and costs associated to operating the Core MMIS mainframe applications and the HP 


Solution Peripheral systems. These costs are detailed in the Cost Proposal Section 


Attachment N, Project Cost Worksheet, 18.1.2.2. We assume all software and hardware has 


been accurately listed in the Current Nevada MMIS and Agency Computing Environment 


RFP document. Also, we will assume that the DoIT Data Center supplies a base level of 


standard mainframe and non-mainframe software and support services to equal or exceed 


the current hosted environments at the Verizon and Magellan data centers.  


Nevada MMIS Core Systems 


Systems  Current 
Location 


Proposed Location 


Core MMIS  
Mainframe Applications 


FHSC LPARs at Verizon Data 
Center 


New Nevada DoIT LPARs  


Peripheral Systems Magellan Data Center (MDC) 
Phoenix, AZ 


DoIT Data Center (DoIT) 
Carson City, NV 


Prior Authorization  FHSC proprietary Prior 
Authorization service. 


HPES Medicaid Atlantes Prior 
Authorization service hosted 
in Raleigh, NC. 
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Systems  Current 
Location 


Proposed Location 


Utilization Management FHSC proprietary Utilization 
Management solution hosted 
at MDC. 


HPES Medicaid Atlantes 
Utilization Management 
service hosted in Raleigh, 
NC. 


PASRR FHSC proprietary PASRR 
solution hosted at MDC. 


HPES Medicaid PASRR 
solution hosted at DoIT. 


Third Party Liability 
Application Server 


TPL subcontractor’s server 
hosted at MDC. 


Emdeon TPL Services hosted 
in Nashville, TN by Emdeon. 


Thomson Reuters MedStat 
DSS Server 


MedStat server hosted at 
MDC. 


MedStat server hosted in 
Eagan, MN by Thomson 
Reuters. 


Pharmacy Benefits Manager FHSC proprietary PBM 
solution hosted at MDC.  


PBM solution, including 
Surescripts, hosted in Lisle, IL 
by SXC Health Solutions 
Corp. 


Key Data Entry FHSC provides Key Data 
Entry service. 


HPES Key Data Entry uses 
the ODRAS Scanned Claim 
Image solution in Chico, CA. 


Call Center/IVR FHSC proprietary IVR 
solution hosted at MDC. 


HPES Medicaid Call Centers 
and IVR solution hosted in 
Boise, ID. 


Provider Portal FHSC proprietary Web Portal 
solution hosted by Vendor. 


HPES Provider Portal solution 
hosted at DoIT. 


Document Archival and 
Retrieval Server 


FHSC proprietary FirstDARS 
server hosted at MDC. 


HPES ODRAS solution 
hosted at DoIT. 


EDI File Transfer FHSC SFTP Server hosted at 
MDC. 


HPES SFTP Server,including 
Allscripts, hosted at DoIT. 


Service Support 
Management 


FHSC proprietary FirstCRM 
solution hosted at MDC. 


HPES Service Manager/Help 
Desk COTS product  
hosted at DoIT. 


Change and Project 
Management 


FHSC proprietary FirstCRM 
solution hosted at MDC. 


HPES Project and Portfolio 
Management COTS product 
hosted at DoIT. 


 


The following exhibit, Nevada In-House Hosting Solution, presents an overview for a State 


Hosting solution.  







Nevada In-House Hosting Solution
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15 Health Education and Care Coordination – 


Optional Provision 


15.1 Overview 


15.1.1 Purpose 


This section of the Request for Proposal (RFP) pertains to the provision of Health Education 


Services. DHCFP’s objective is to identify a qualified vendor who will sustain and/or improve the 


health of specific recipients within the Nevada Medicaid Fee-For-Service (FFS) program, many of 


which are in the Aged, Blind, and Disabled (ABD) population. These are recipients with chronic 


conditions who are at a moderate risk for future health complications or hospitalizations. The vendor 


must produce savings for the FFS program through this health education and Care Coordination 


Program, The Vendor shall develop policies and procedures that ensure cost containment by 


positively impacting health outcomes and producing cost savings to the State. The Vendor’s proposal 


will have to demonstrate how these medical savings will be achieved and what percentage of these 


savings the Vendor would like to be reimbursed for. 


Vendors must either implement the program components as described in this section or propose 


other creative solutions that will achieve the same objectives and goals. 


While this is an optional program services provision which Vendors may choose to include or exclude 


as part of their technical proposal submission, proposals that do not include a health education and 


care coordination component will not be entitled to receive the maximum points allotted for the 


evaluation of technical proposals, as this component will be considered during the evaluation and 


scoring of technical proposals. 


In addition, the health education and Care Coordination Program is a component of the budget 


neutral compensation model. The acceptance and implementation of this optional provision will occur 


at DHCFP’s sole discretion and shall have no bearing on DHCFP’s decision to accept or implement 


other services proposed by the successful vendor regardless of whether it is part of, or external to the 


budget neutral compensation model. 


HP Enterprise Services (HPES) has formed an alliance with APS Healthcare (APS) to 


provide health education and care coordination services to DHCFP. APS has the 


operational knowledge, demonstrated experience, and organizational capacity to provide an 


innovative and successful health education and care coordination component (Care 


Coordination Program) that will improve recipient self-management skills, positively affect 


health outcomes, and achieve DHCFP’s requirement of budget neutrality. We also will offer 


DHCFP a program that will be entirely operated from within Nevada and staffed by 


personnel recruited from the Nevada labor market. Finally, DHCFP will benefit from APS’s 


ability to build off the processes already incorporated into the existing Nevada program, 


which will facilitate rapid implementation of the Care Coordination Program. 


The success of our program will be driven by APS’ specific knowledge, experience, and 


success in implementing the principles of the Chronic Care Model in Nevada and other 


statewide Medicaid health management programs. APS has developed a model that is 


patient-centric and provider supportive; a model that addresses the recipient’s overall health 


status as well as social and economic issues that may prevent appropriate self-
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management. As with all of our programs, our model will be customized to meet the specific 


needs of Nevada Medicaid recipients and will continuously assess its impact as well as 


areas for enhancement throughout the life of the program. We will implement the program 


components as described with the addition of outbound care management calls from our 


health coaches to those Level II recipients who are at elevated risk or referred by their 


provider. We also will be able to easily coordinate the Care Coordination Program with our 


existing Silver State Wellness (SSW) and Silver State Kids (SSK) programs for a smooth 


transition from one program to the other. 


Our areas of focus will be educating recipients to better self-manage their conditions and 


adhere to a medical home, encouraging providers to promote self-management among their 


patients, and developing the type of innovative Medicaid care coordination solution that we 


are providing for eight other state Medicaid agencies. APS’ proposed approach 


acknowledges that healthcare is local. It is innovative in its inclusion of Nevada outreach 


and comprehensive in the application of experience gained through the operation of 


localized Medicaid health management programs in Nevada and other states. This 


combination of national experience with local knowledge is an ideal combination to improve 


the overall care and outcomes of Medicaid recipients who are chronically ill or at a high risk 


of becoming chronically ill. In the details that follow, DHCFP will find an innovative plan to 


implement and operate the Care Coordination Program that fully supports DHCFP’s mission 


to improve the overall care and reduce unnecessary usage for Nevada Medicaid recipients. 


Medicaid policies and the population they serve are constantly in flux, and we will establish 


close collaboration with state staff to adjust our Care Coordination Programs in the states 


we operate. By joining with HPES to receive real-time prior authorization and utilization 


management services as well as closely integrating the operations of the Care Coordination 


Program with our existing SSW and SSK programs, we can offer DHCFP an integrated 


health management solution that will be creative in its approach and flexible in its ongoing 


operations. 


15.1.2 Health Education and Care Coordination 


The targeted population consists of recipients with chronic conditions within the Medicaid Fee-for 


Service system. These recipients generally have relatively low hospital and emergency room 


utilization, but are at a moderate risk for future health complications as a result of their diagnoses. 


They need support to maintain functionality and/or improve health. The health education program will 


achieve the following goals: 


A. Sustain or improve the functionality and health status of recipients; 


B. Implement an accountable disease-specific prevention and management education program that 


includes mailings, telephone calls, and workshops; 


C. Provide care coordination services and Create mechanisms to refer recipients to appropriate 


medical and social services; 


D. Support the use of a medical home; 


E. Use standardized outcome measures for the program; and 


F. Maintain or improve the cost-effective use of services for this population. 
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A. The importance of education in sustaining functionality and health status 


APS recognizes that the DHCFP’s targeted population consists of recipients with chronic 


conditions who are at a moderate risk for future health complications because of their 


diagnoses. These recipients require an effective health education program to assist them in 


maintaining their functional capability and overall health improvement. Our analysis of 


Nevada Medicaid claims discloses nearly 15,000 emergency room visits during a 12-month 


period among Nevada Medicaid recipients who had one or more chronic care conditions and 


were not enrolled in the SSW or SSK program. APS is committed to developing a health 


education program for DHCFP to address utilization patterns and achieve better self-


management skills among this population. Through APS’ experience, we discovered that the 


following issues can impact Medicaid recipients’ ability to successfully sustain their health 


status: 


• Limited resources—Financial difficulty purchasing non-covered but relatively 


inexpensive items that, if purchased, decrease health costs substantially over time,  or 


required items not available in neighborhood medical outlets in more economically 


depressed areas 


• Illness features such as auditory distortion or confusion, which demand special 


creativity, community partnership, and intensity of care management intervention 


• Cultural issues/morals regarding healthcare, which influence patient access, 


receptivity or provider behavior 


• Co-morbid conditions, especially of a behavioral health disorder. 


• Limited psychosocial support or psychosocial challenges, which APS will help 


mitigate by identifying and managing behavioral, educational and social co-morbidities in 


chronic medical conditions as pressures resulting from these issues exponentially 


increase the impact of chronic medical conditions  


Recognizing Medicaid recipients need information to become empowered healthcare 


consumers, our program includes health education services for Level II recipients that 


consists of educational materials, resources, workshops, and when their needs require it, 


telephonic outreach to help them stay healthy or manage their condition. Our program also 


will offer care coordination and referral services to Level II recipients who could benefit from 


social or additional support services.  


The following case note was recorded by a health coach serving one of our SSW program 


recipients: 


“Recipient was unsure how she was going to get to her doctor 


appointments. She just had surgery and could not drive. We provided 


transportation information and she was able to have the doctor fax a 


referral in time for her next appointment. She was very grateful.” 
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B. Disease-specific Health Education Program 


Educating recipients to recognize and correctly react to changes in their disease-specific 


signs and symptoms and increasing their self-management competence are critical 


components of our approach. With more than 20 years of behavior change experience 


combined with our history of serving Medicaid populations, we understand that an approach 


using continual reinforcement of health-enhancing messages through printed, web-based, 


and verbal education and support generates the greatest behavioral change. We are 


experienced in and dedicated to creating a health education program that equips Medicaid 


recipients with the information and tools they need to stay healthy and self-manage their 


condition. We will accomplish this by providing recipients with a wide range of educational 


materials and intervention modalities tailored to their specific needs that help individuals 


sustain or improve their capabilities and health status.  


Our multi-pronged approach to health education and care coordination combines traditional 


educational materials in print and online formats with highly customized group and one-on-


one-member education. We provide engagement and coaching for recipients that would 


benefit from specific educational guidance on managing their illnesses or conditions. Our 


multi-pronged approach to health education and recipient communication— mail, telephone, 


online, or in-person—is designed to offer multiple approaches to recipient engagement and 


provides a customized educational focus based on their complex conditions that we believe 


we can impact.  


Specifically, our health education program includes: 


• Welcome packet, including an introductory letter and for those consenting to enroll; a 


recipient handbook that details the program’s toll-free number and explains the 


program’s services and benefits, how to access those services, our address and 


telephone number, hours of operation, and the availability of materials in additional 


languages and formats as well as free interpreter services 


• Outreach calls from staff regarding program benefits and how to access health 


education 


• Disease-specific educational materials (self-care handbooks and tip sheets) 


• Newsletters and posters on various health education topics and workshop 


announcements 


• In-person workshops on various health education topics 


Health education materials will be available through the mail as well as on our web site for 


ease of access. Our health education materials and activities are already designed for 


Medicaid populations and take into account the literacy and cultural components of DHCFP 


membership. For example, materials are written at a sixth grade reading level and available 


in languages other than English, including Spanish. Samples of our educational materials 


are provided in Tab XIV - Other Reference Material. 
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C. Care Coordination and Referral Services 


APS’s services will provide care coordination services to Level II recipients who will benefit 


from appropriate medical and social services. Our team of care management coordinators 


and health coaches will be responsible for handling this function to help individuals improve 


their overall health. These staff members will research various resources, including our 


existing resource directory used for our SSW and SSK programs, which is populated with 


various local Nevada health and social service programs operated by government entities, 


social service organizations, nonprofit agencies, and medical providers. Our care 


management coordinators and health coaches will link Level II recipients with identified, 


appropriate resources and follow-up with them to verify they accessed the services. APS will 


refer the names of recipients who are recommended for more comprehensive care 


coordination services to our SSW program. 


Outbound telephone calls will be made by health coaches for recipients needing more in-


depth assessments and health coaching. Our health coaches will be responsible for 


providing a personalized health education plan and support to assist in helping recipients 


address their needs as well as understand and manage their condition. Health coaches 


work with members to customize their health education plan so that it aligns with their 


specific motivators for change, and addresses relevant factors negatively impacting their 


health. In each of their interactions with members, health coaches will accomplish the 


following: 


• Monitor member compliance with recommendations and intervene when non-compliance 


is identified 


• Assess, plan, implement, and evaluate members’ health education needs  


• Serve as a professional resource for health education  


• Provide motivational counseling 


• Provide behavioral modification 


• Provide education and guidance on the member’s condition 


• Recommend changes the member can make to improve their health 


• Provide medication compliance monitoring 


• Enter into collaborative brainstorming and action planning to achieve the member’s 


health goals  


• Coordinate local resources that improve compliance with the provider’s treatment plan  


• Encourage the member to practice habits that support ongoing health, such as helping 


them make better lifestyle choices concerning weight management, stress management, 


eating properly, and smoking cessation 


• Help members better manage medical, emotional, and personal issues, that may be 


associated with their condition(s)  
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• Facilitate improved relationships and communications between the participant, their 


providers, and pharmacist 


• Document all health interventions in APS CareConnection® for monitoring member 


progress as well as for tracking and reporting purposes 


D. Support the use of a medical home 


Additionally, our care coordination efforts will promote the establishment of a medical home, 


defined as an identified primary care physician. Establishing a medical home is a primary 


goal and the first activity APS focuses on after enrolling a recipient into the program. By 


identifying a medical home, we can locate and recommend community supports that extend 


beyond the recipient’s need for primary care, for example, mental health, long-term care 


supports, housing, and so on. Our health coaches also build a working relationship with 


providers and promote the establishment of a medical home by: 


• Coordinating care so that an ongoing course of treatment is not interrupted or delayed 


because of a change in providers. 


• Assisting with the transfer of medical record information to new providers in a timely 


fashion. 


• Monitoring the referral and follow-up of recipients in need of specialty care and routine 


healthcare services. 


• Documenting referral and follow-up services in recipients’ records. 


• Annotating the recipients’ records of emergency medical encounters with the appropriate 


follow-up as medically indicated. 


• Documenting follow-up in recipients’ records of planned healthcare services 


• Routinely calling the PCP to verify that the information on the recipient is accurate and 


complete. 


E. Use of Standardized Outcome Measures 


APS will work with the DHCFP to develop a set of mutually agreed-on outcomes or 


measures, including clinical indicators to track and report on program effectiveness. During 


the implementation period, our health intelligence analyst will work with DHCFP to develop 


operational definitions and measurement methodologies for the finalized set of measures. 


Along with the on Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Prevention Quality 


Indicators (PQIs) and Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) requested 


in section 18.2 below, we initially propose the following measures: 


• Percent of recipients with inpatient readmission with same diagnosis cluster within 90 


days of discharge 


• Percent of recipients with three or more outpatient emergency room visits within a single 


30-day time frame in the past 365 days 
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• Percent of recipients with chronic heart failure (CHF) as primary diagnosis on a 


hospitalization claim within past 365 days 


• Percent of asthma recipients with no controller medication filled in last 30 days 


F. Maintain or improve the cost-effective use of services for this population 


APS’ programs are designed to improve quality and reduce costs. We acknowledge that the 


Care Coordination Program is required to produce sufficient savings in reduced utilization 


costs to cover the fees of the program. We also acknowledge that DHCFP will request an 


analysis of the cost savings impact of the program. 


We have a strong track record in working collaboratively to develop a mutually agreed-on 


cost savings methodology for our Medicaid programs. Our experience has taught us that the 


cost reduction methodology should be established early in the process, be clear and 


precise, and agreed on by all parties. During the implementation period, we will establish a 


working group composed of DHCFP research staff, APS health intelligence personnel, and 


one or more external experts to establish this methodology. We will initiate the discussion 


with a proposed cost reduction methodology that mirrors that of the SSW and SSK 


programs. The goal of this working group will be to come to an agreement on a cost 


reduction methodology before the launch of the Operation Phase that is transparent, 


thorough and methodologically sound.  


15.1.3 Background 


Nevada’s Title XIX Medicaid eligibility can be categorized into two general groups: Temporary Aid to 


Needy Families/ Child Health Assurance Program (TANF/CHAP) and Aged, Blind, and Disabled 


(ABD). While the TANF/CHAP population mainly consists of pregnant women and children, the ABD 


population encompasses individuals with disabilities and those who are 65 years or older. As of 


August 2009, there were 222,003 Medicaid Recipients, with 70%, or 155,955, of them consisting of 


TANF/CHAP recipients, and another 18%, or 40,402, consisting of ABD recipients. 


Over the past few years, the cost of providing care for ABD recipients through the fee-for-service 


system in Nevada has more than doubled the rate for the TANF/CHAP population. Even with a 


sizeable portion of the ABD population pharmacy now covered by Part D, as of August 2009, this 


group still accounts for $39,393,466, or 46%, of total Medicaid expenditures. As a result, one of 


Medicaid’s main priorities is to maintain the health for those recipients who currently have some 


control over their chronic conditions to prevent them from becoming frequent and/or high-cost users 


of services in the future. 


Although our current SSW and SSK programs service Nevada’s Medicaid eligible recipients 


with high risk or high costs who would be classified as Level III recipients, many moderate 


at-risk recipients continue to receive little or no care coordination to assist them in self-


managing their condition. Our analysis of Medicaid claims indicates that there are nearly 


12,000 recipients that are enrolled in the SSW and SSK programs and have one or more 


chronic diseases and fall in the 50th to 80th risk percentiles. In a 12-month period, these 


recipients accounted for $78 million and accrued nearly 1,000 inpatient admits. Our Care 


Coordination Program will target the top 40 percent of this group. 
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15.2 Scope of Work – Health Education and Care 


Coordination 


15.2.1 Identification of Recipients 


The vendor must develop a strategy to risk stratify all Medicaid recipients into different Levels of 


Care, which must include an administrative data review (e.g. diagnosis, cost threshold, and/or service 


utilization) and may also include telephone interviews, workshop conversations, or self-referrals. 


These Levels of Care are: 


• Level I – These are healthy recipients who have minimal medical expenses. These recipients will 
not need any interventions; 


• Level II – These are recipients with chronic diagnoses who are at moderate risk for future 
hospitalization and/or emergency room utilization. This is the targeted population for this section 
of the RFP; and 


• Level III – These are recipients with chronic diseases or diagnoses that are difficult to manage. 
They have high hospital or emergency room utilization and often have multiple co-morbidities, are 
taking a variety of medications, and have complex medical and social needs. These recipients 
need comprehensive care coordination that is not part of this RFP. 


APS will use the same risk stratification process used for our SSW and SSK programs to 


identify Level II care coordination recipients. This will verify there is no overlap between the 


SSW and SSK program recipients and those identified for the Care Coordination Program.  


APS’ Care Coordination Program will define Level II recipients as those Nevada Medicaid 


recipients who fit the following profile: 


• Have one or more chronic condition 


• Have a predictive risk score that places them in the 50th percentile or higher 


• Are not enrolled in the SSW or SSK program 


The core elements of health education and care coordination cluster around four main care 


management goals: 


Improving the Self-Management Skills of Program Recipients 


Sustaining or improving the functional capability and health of recipients with chronic 


disease should begin with enhancing self-management skills. We support recipient self-


management by reinforcing the treatment plans of the medical home provider and educating 


the recipient to make more informed decisions about their healthcare. Our education efforts 


seek to empower recipients to fully engage in the health management process. Our 


interaction with the recipient includes a review of recent symptoms and health seeking 


behavior and guidance on the following: 


• Recognizing their symptoms and self-managing their conditions 


• Coordinating health seeking actions with their medical home 


• Identifying symptoms of co-morbidities 


• Adhering to a proper diet and exercise, and smoking cessation if applicable 
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• Complying with proper medication use 


• Monitoring blood pressure and cholesterol 


• Understanding the importance of routine testing and screening for managing current 


conditions and preventing additional ones  


Coordinating Behavioral and Mental Health Management 


APS has extensive experience in behavioral healthcare including understanding the need to 


coordinate services between physical and behavioral healthcare and promoting the use of a 


medical home. APS understands the complexity involved in treating concurrent medical and 


behavioral problems and the necessity to verify that information, referrals, and follow-up 


care are closely coordinated among the treatment team. Through our experience, we have 


found that behavioral co-morbidities can increase medical costs by as much as 50 percent. 


Behavioral health disorders are frequently accompanied by physical symptoms, such as 


fatigue, chest pain, dyspnea, and low-back pain. As a part of our assessments, our health 


coaches evaluate the factors— behavioral, medical, or life stressors—that affect a 


recipient’s health and ability to break the cycle of unhealthy behaviors.  


Intervening with these recipients to reduce care patterns characteristic of uncoordinated 


care, such as avoidable emergency room usage, admissions for ambulatory-sensitive 


conditions, polypharmacy, and lack of an effective medical home, is a key strategy. The 


successful management of co-morbidities across multiple providers is essential in reducing 


costs and improving outcomes for individuals with behavioral health and dual disorders, 


such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, schizo-affective disorder, major depression, 


substance abuse disorders, and autism spectrum disorders. Achieving this reduction 


requires significant coordination of care among multiple medical practitioners—both primary 


care and specialty care providers—as well as important community resources that provide 


services to program recipients.  


Pharmacy Management 


APS understands that appropriate prescribing practices and adherence can be the largest 


contributing factor to successful treatment. APS fully integrates medication monitoring into 


our interaction with recipients. Our health coaches collect pharmacy information, engage in 


medication education, and monitor and coordinate issues related to pharmacy. A consultant 


pharmacist who is knowledgeable of state Medicaid rules will be available to health 


coaches.  


APS analyzes pharmacy and medical claims to determine appropriate and inappropriate 


prescribing patterns. Our analysis also includes a determination of multiple prescribers of 


the same medication chemical class. APS also identifies areas of potential waste, such as a 


dose that is too low during a 45-day period for critical medications. APS will determine 


through treatment gap analyses if there is under-treatment or omission of prescriptions for 


recipients but also will assess if medication over-prescribing and contraindications are 


occurring. From our experience, we can predict that prescription gaps that occur may signal 


a potential for recipient’s emergency room episodes or inpatient visits with either isolated 
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recipient or provider patterns of treatment, for example, recipients with diabetes with no 


ACEI/ARB, post MI patients who have not been prescribed a beta blocker.  


APS understands there are many reasons recipients do not comply with medication, 


including the inability to afford copays, travel issues that limit the recipient’s ability to get to 


the pharmacy, concern about side effects, and belief that skipping doses is not detrimental. 


We assess recipients’ barriers to medication adherence, for example, confusion about 


medication regime, ambivalence, lack of support and so on. APS will intervene through our 


health coaching staff to help address these issues.  


Through education and health management of our health coaches, feedback to the medical 


home, other activities, and the pharmacy management component of our educational 


outreach generally seeks to eliminate inappropriate drugs from recipients’ regimens, reduce 


the risk of harmful and expensive drug interactions, and boost compliance. 


Promoting Health and Wellness  


APS offers several wellness services as part of our state Medicaid programs. Given that 


wellness services are integral to chronic care management, APS’ approach embeds 


wellness services within our disease management programs. Our health promotion efforts 


include recommendations on achieving weight loss, promoting moderate exercise, and 


smoking cessation strategies. To promote lifestyle modifications, we also equip Medicaid 


recipients with the decision-making tools they need to improve their quality of life and health. 


We focus on the social context of behavioral decisions and assist members in developing 


the personal and social skills required to make positive health behavior choices. 


These four core elements serve as the basis of our health education and care coordination 


that guides APS health coaches in coordinating recipients to appropriate medical and social 


services. As will be detailed below, our program will include the use of standardized 


outcome measures to assess the impact on enhancing the quality of and cost-effective use 


of services for this population. 


15.2.2 Ongoing Assessment of Levels of Care 


The vendor must develop tools to maintain the health of Level II recipients in order to prevent them 


from moving into higher Levels of Care. However, after the initial placement of recipients into Levels 


of Care is completed, the vendor must have ongoing mechanisms in place to identify recipients who 


may need to be moved into more appropriate Levels of Care. These mechanisms must include an 


administrative data review (e.g. diagnosis, cost threshold, and/or service utilization) and may also 


include telephone interviews, workshop conversations, or self-referrals. 


Prospective risk prediction is fundamental to the success of proactive care management 


interventions and ongoing risk assessment. Integrating predictive modeling risk scores with 


clinical based rules provides an accurate method for setting intervention levels, which 


improves the allocation of resources to maximize the effectiveness of out-bound 


interventions. Correct resource allocation, which is paramount to the success of a care 


management program, can achieve program goals with lower operational costs and target 


those recipients most likely to benefit from the program. APS has more than 10 years of 


experience using predictive modeling to guide our disease management interventions for 
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our commercial and public sector recipients. For ongoing claims based assessments of 


levels of care, we will use the Chronic Disease and Illness Payment System (CDPS). This is 


the same predictive modeling system we use for our SSW and SSK programs and will 


support our ability to consistently distinguish between Level II and Level III groups and 


seamlessly transfer recipients from one program to the other.  


To conduct the predictive modeling for the Care Coordination Program, APS will draw on the 


expertise of our team of dedicated and experienced professionals from our Health 


Intelligence (HI) Division. Our HI staff brings vast experience working with administrative and 


reference data sources and has produced thousands of analyses and reports for our 


customers. These experienced professional analysts provide a unique combination of 


specialized expertise in areas of clinical and data analysis, and have routinely conducted 


predictive modeling analytics for commercial and Medicaid customers. Our HI staff has 


studied and published various aspects of predictive modeling.  


APS’ initial stratification process will result in each eligible recipient being classified along a 


continuum based on their probability of incurring future costly healthcare episodes. The 


CDPS includes 20 major categories of diagnoses, which correspond to body systems or 


type of diagnosis. (For prospective estimation of payment weights, it excludes the categories 


for infants, leaving the model with 19 major categories). Most of the major categories are 


further divided into several subcategories according to the degree of the increased 


expenditures associated with the diagnoses. For example, diagnoses of the nervous system 


are divided into three subcategories for high-cost, medium-cost, and low-cost conditions. 


The result is CDPS assigns each recipient to one or more of 67 possible medical condition 


categories based on diagnosis codes.  


Each member also is assigned to one of 16 age/gender categories. For each member, the 


model predicts total medical costs based on the medical condition categories and 


age/gender category assigned. The model has been calibrated to identify patients at high 


risk for using large amounts of healthcare resources in the future, and to estimate potential 


expenses. Before their healthcare situation worsens and service use increases, the CDPS 


scores can help to identify people who could benefit from intensive disease management, 


case management, and other types of interventions. The CDPS also can be used to 


estimate future resource use for subgroups within a population and the method has many 


applications within the quality improvement domain. By assigning each individual to a single 


grouping which permits the effects of a clustering of morbidities to be captured in estimates 


of resource use based on a unique pattern of co-morbidities, the program identifies 


individuals with complex conditions that can benefit from care management. In adopting the 


CDPS system, APS recognizes the congruence of this approach to capturing the 


multidimensional nature of an individual's health across time.  


The following example illustrates how we used CDPS risk scores for our Nevada SSW 


Program.  


The member risk scores were used to stratify individuals into four risk bands: 
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Risk Population Percentage Percentile Average 


High 6 Greater than or equal to .90 


ModHigh 15 Between .75 and .90 


ModLow 23 Between .50 and .75 


Low 56 Less than .5 


 


Our experience with providing care management services to Medicaid members has taught 


us the importance of assisting those members with multiple co-morbidities. Based on the 


aforementioned stratification process, we produced the following co-morbidity count in 


Nevada in the following exhibit. 


Strata Co-morbid Count Average Risk Rank 


Percentile 


High 5.40 0.938 


Mod High 3.23 0.818 


Mod Low 1.68 0.626 


Low 0.10 0.243 


 


APS’ SSW program primarily targets Medicaid recipients of high risk but also includes those 


of moderate high risk that have had a recent inpatient event. Our Care Coordination 


Program will focus on recipients who are at moderate low risk and have at least one chronic 


condition. Should a recipient within this group have a major inpatient event or develop 


additional co-morbidities, we will refer them on to the SSW program for more intensive care 


management. 


15.2.2.1 Higher Levels of Care 


Recipients may need to be placed into higher Levels of Care due to increased hospitalization or 


emergency room utilization, significant decreases in access to family or social support, or other 


changes that could lead to increased medical or behavioral problems. 


Although the average per member per month (PMPM) of the Medicaid recipients we plan to 


target for Level II care coordination have a PMPM of only $575, the top 20 percent of this 


group have a PMPM of $920. APS’ Care Coordination Program will include identifying Level 


II recipients who need increased care management. This identification could be triggered by 


increased hospitalization or emergency room utilization, significant decreases in access to 


family or social support, or other changes that could lead to increased medical or behavioral 


problems. Our efforts to sustain and improve the functional capability and health status of 
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these programs recipients are based on developing an individual plan of care. The tailoring 


of recipient interventions begins with the comprehensive assessment that forms the basis of 


the individualized plan of care (POC). The information gathered for the assessment of the 


recipient is unique to each recipient. As such, every POC is customized for the recipient and 


the individualized POC details the interventions for each recipient. APS recognizes that 


providers play an active role in determining the best interventions for their patients.  


The recipient’s individualized POC and the recommended interventions that arise from them 


are person-centered, not condition-centered. This person-centered approach is superior in 


meeting the needs of each recipient. Interventions are based on identified chronic conditions 


and co-morbidities for each recipient. The intensity and frequency of interventions are 


mapped to the risk strata, allowing the health coach to focus on those interventions that are 


most likely to reduce future high-cost events while providing high-quality care. APS’ 


intervention methodologies are also tailored according to the recipient’s motivation to 


address their risk factors and confidence to make a change. We provide a broad variety of 


risk-reduction counseling approaches with follow-up educational materials for recipient 


based on needs, risk status, and individual POC. This counseling and education can be 


provided in person, telephonically, by mail, or through the web.  


Our health coaches build a working relationship with the recipient and promote the 


establishment of a medical home by: 


• Coordinating care so that an ongoing course of treatment is not interrupted or delayed 


because of a change in providers 


• Assisting with the transfer of medical record information to new providers in a timely 


fashion. 


• Assisting with the development and implementation of a recipient/disease registry 


capable of being shared with other providers 


• Monitoring the referral and follow-up of recipients in need of specialty care and routine 


healthcare services. 


• Documenting  referral and follow-up services in recipients’ records 


• Documenting recipients’ records of emergency medical encounters with the appropriate 


follow-up as medically indicated 


• Documenting follow-ups of planned healthcare services in recipients’ records 


• Routinely calling and visiting the PCP to verify that the information on the recipient is 


accurate and complete. 


15.2.2.2 Lower Levels of Care 


Recipients may need to be placed into lower Levels of Care due to decreased hospitalization or 


emergency room utilization, significant increases in access to family or social support, or other 


changes that have resulted in a reduced need for interventions. 
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Those Care Coordination Program participants whose usage or current health status 


warrants placement into a lower level of care will continue to receive educational materials 


and invitations to workshops and other health promotion events.  


APS will promote wellness and prevention initiatives in an effort to encourage program 


recipients to practice habits that support ongoing health and vitality and improve their ability 


to be more effective in self-management of their health problems, such as educated 


recipients who seek emergency services less often.  


We will offer program recipients the following resources: 


Online/Web-Based Programs and Resources  


APS will offer a web portal as another effective and convenient method to deliver health 


education information to the Care Coordination Program members. Given the large number 


of individuals who we estimate use the Internet, access to web-based tools is an important 


resource for recipients. Ease of access and availability at all times of the day and night 


makes the Internet an easy and inexpensive tool to offer recipients an additional modality to 


communicate. We propose to offer individuals access to various types of wellness and 


condition specific information. We have developed e-Health portals for many of our other 


customers and can offer similar tools for the Care Coordination Program. As part of the 


development process, APS will consult with the DHCFP to finalize our overall web strategy.  


Health Education Library 


The Care Coordination Program’s members will have access to our current SSW and SSK 


health education library. Using this library, recipients can view and download health 


education materials, such as tip sheets). Recipients also will be able to access a calendar of 


events for educational workshops, which are available in English and Spanish. Additionally, 


we will provide our toll-free number where recipients can speak with a health educator to 


complete a health risk assessment. Topics include smoking cessation, exercise, nutrition, 


stress and sleep. Recommended health screenings are also included in this library.  


15.3 Cultural Competence 


The vendor must be able to provide services that are culturally competent and customer-friendly to 


both the recipients and the providers. Grievance policies and procedures are to be developed for 


situations where cultural competence is not recognized or acknowledged. 


APS recognizes the importance of providing services to recipients and providers that are 


culturally competent and customer-friendly. From our experience serving the Medicaid 


population in Nevada and other states, we understand that culture significantly influences an 


individual’s perception of their health and the healthcare system, as well as how they 


understand and use the healthcare information and materials they receive. As a result, we 


have embedded cultural competency throughout our program for staff training and 


recruitment, program operations, and material development. 


APS’ staff undergoes cultural competency training to make certain they understand the 


importance of aligning our services with the cultural and linguistic nuances of each region 
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and population in the most respective manner possible. Staff members who will serve the 


Care Coordination Program will receive cultural competency training for the utmost 


sensitivity to DHCFP recipients and the providers that serve them. In fact, our emphasis on 


cultural competence is evidenced by our diverse work force in Nevada and across our 


company. Our Nevada Service Center staff that serves the SSW and SSK programs 


undergoes cultural competency training and are sensitive to the cultural and linguistic needs 


of the local recipient community, particularly the Hispanic population. Our Nevada Service 


Center also employs bilingual staff with English/Spanish and English/Russian staff 


capabilities. APS will provide the same training to employees hired for the Care 


Coordination Program. Similar to our other Nevada programs, APS also will emphasize 


recruitment of bi-lingual staff (English/Spanish), which is particularly important in the case of 


this program because of Nevada’s large Hispanic community.  


For recipients who do not speak English or who request language assistance, we have 


multi-lingual call center capabilities. First, we employ a language line with capability in more 


than 150 languages for immediate access to telephonic language translation services. 


Lastly, call center staff has access to TDD and local relay services to communicate with 


callers who are deaf or hard of hearing, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 


Our health education materials use culturally diverse images and examples, and are 


published in English and Spanish. Specifically, we use the Flesch-Kincaid method to score 


reading level and reading ease; as a result, our materials are written for reading levels 


between fourth and sixth grade and a reading ease score between 80 and 90, which are 


easily read by 10 to 11 year olds. 


APS provides an aggressive approach to complaints and complaint management as part of 


our philosophy of exceptional service quality and customer satisfaction. Besides ongoing 


customer satisfaction survey processes, our staff members are sensitive to the need to 


address and resolve complaints “in the moment” at the level of the staff member.  


Accordingly, APS staff members receive training at least annually on complaint 


management processes, and on strategies to enhance customer satisfaction with our 


services. Our staff members are schooled in the philosophy that “complaints are an 


opportunity” to improve customer satisfaction with our services, whether that customer is a 


contracted recipient, a physician, or a patient. Staff members are directed to our policies on 


complaint management, which address the types of complaints, such as complaints related 


to the quality of care, the quality of service, billing, authorizations for care, acknowledgment 


of complaints, and resolution of complaints. Complaints are tracked and trended in logs and 


databases across APS so that they provide evidence of resolution and trending on incidence 


of formal complaint processes. Our “in-the-moment” complaint resolution processes are 


increasingly demonstrating a trend to enhance complaint management processes before an 


issue becomes serious enough to launch a formal request for resolution. Though complaints 


are investigated and resolved at the local level, data on complaints and other customer 


satisfaction metrics are reported quarterly, by site, at the Corporate Quality Improvement 


Committee (CQIC), and included in the annual evaluation of quality processes at APS. As 


mentioned, complaint processes are supported by URAC standards in this regard, and the 
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APS quality infrastructure for reporting, summarizing, prioritizing, and shaping goals for 


continuous quality improvement. 


We will process, track, report, and resolve complaints received from providers, recipients, 


and outside parties. Complaints about the Care Coordination Program will be reported to the 


DHCFP within three business days. Other complaints, such as those against providers, 


Medicaid, other state agencies, will be reported weekly. Our monthly status report to DHCFP 


will include a compilation of the complaints and resolutions including: 


• Aggregate complaint data; 


• Trends in complaints; and 


• Detailed resolution processes. 


15.4 Recipient 


15.4.1 Information Requirements 


15.4.1.1 The vendor must have written information about its services and access to services available 


upon request to all Medicaid recipients. This written information must also be available in the 


prevalent non-English languages, as determined by the State, in its particular geographic service 


area. The vendor must make free, oral interpretation services available to each recipient. This applies 


to all non-English languages, not just those that the State identifies as prevalent. 


15.4.1.2 The vendor is required to notify all Level II recipients that oral interpretation is available for 


any language and written information is available in prevalent languages. The vendor must notify all 


recipients on how to access this information. 


15.4.1.3 The vendor’s written material must use an easily understood format. The vendor must also 


develop appropriate alternative methods for communicating with visually and hearing-impaired 


recipients and accommodating physically disabled recipients in accordance with the requirements of 


the American with Disabilities Act of 1990. All ABD recipients must be informed that this information is 


available in alternative formats and how to access those formats. The vendor will be responsible for 


effectively informing Medicaid recipients who are eligible for EPSDT services, regardless of any 


thresholds. 


APS is adept at designing, developing, and distributing recipient materials that are 


customized to our Medicaid populations, and currently do this in Nevada. APS adheres to all 


stated information requirements and has systems in place to address these areas as part of 


the current Medicaid contract we are operating. 


We have an extensive library of materials already developed that we will adapt for use with 


the DHCFP’s Care Coordination Program as approved by the DHCFP. Information is 


developed and conveyed in a manner that members can trust and understand, and that 


provides actionable information. Written materials, which will be available to Medicaid 


recipients on request, will detail our services and how a recipient can access such services. 


Health education materials include: 
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• Introductory Letter—All recipients identified as Level II through the stratification 


process will receive an introductory letter. This letter will detail the program’s toll-free 


number and explain the program’s services and benefits, how to access those services, 


our address and telephone number, hours of operation, and the availability of materials 


in additional languages and formats as well as free interpreter services. 


• A comprehensive recipient handbook—The recipient handbook will be updated 


annually for recipients’ consent to enroll in the program.  


• Newsletters—APS will distribute newsletters to both recipients and providers on various 


topics of interest.  


• Posters—Posters in both English and Spanish on various health education topics, 


including educational workshops will be posted in community health centers and other 


high-volume provider sites. We will consult with the DHCFP to determine which topics 


would be most relevant.  


• Tip sheets—APS will provide tip sheets on various health education topics to help 


recipients understand their condition and offer ways to improve their health.  


• Self-care Handbooks—APS will provide recipients with a comprehensive self-care 


handbook specific to his/her disease state.  


Our materials will be culturally and linguistically appropriate based on the prevalent non-


English languages, such as Spanish, as determined by the State, in the particular 


geographic service area. For our current Nevada contract, our materials are translated into 


Spanish by a court-certified translator.  


Materials also will be presented to recipients in a clear and easily understood format and 


text that describes our services and how to access such services, for example, toll-free 


number is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The material as they will be written with 


text no higher than a sixth grade reading level. Health education materials will be available 


in print and online format (see Tab XIV - Other Reference Materials) for sample materials.  


APS offers recipients free, oral interpretation services for any non-English languages and 


not just for those the State identifies as prevalent. Our Nevada Service Center employs bi-


lingual staff and uses a language line with capability in more than 150 languages for 


immediate access to telephonic language translation services. Through our introductory 


letter sent to Level II recipients and on our website, APS will notify Level II recipients that 


oral interpretation services are available for any language, that written information is 


available in prevalent languages, and how to access this information.  


APS also has appropriate alternative methods for communicating with visually and hearing-


impaired recipients and accommodating physically disabled recipients in accordance with 


the requirements of the American with Disabilities Act of 1990. For example, our call center 


staff has access to TDDY and local relay services to communicate with callers who are 


hearing impaired, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Our written materials are available in 


alternative formats. In our introductory letter and on our website, APS will inform program 
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recipients that written information is available in alternative formats and how to access those 


formats. APS also will be responsible for effectively informing Medicaid recipients who are 


eligible for EPSDT services, regardless of any thresholds. 


15.4.2 Initial Contact with Recipient 


15.4.2.1 The vendor must contact all Level II recipients by telephone within five (5) working days of 


stratification of recipient into appropriate Levels of Care to explain available services, confirm 


diagnoses and provide referrals to any needed resources. 


15.4.2.2 The vendor must also provide an introductory letter to all Level II recipients within five (5) 


working days of stratification of recipient into appropriate Levels of Care. At a minimum, this 


information must be included in the letter: explanation of services, how to access those services, 


address and telephone number of the vendor’s office or facility, and operating hours of the office or 


facility. 


15.4.2.3 The introductory letter must be written at no higher than a sixth (6th) grade reading level and 


must conspicuously state the following in bold print: 


“THIS LETTER IS NOT A CERTIFICATE OF 


 INSURANCE AND SHALL NOT BE 


 CONSTRUED OR INTERPRETED AS 


 EVIDENCE OF INSURANCE COVERAGE 


BETWEEN THE VENDOR AND THE RECIPIENT.” 


15.4.2.4 The vendor must submit the introductory letter to the DHCFP for approval before it is 


distributed. DHCFP will review the letter and has the sole authority to approve or disapprove the letter 


and the vendor’s policies and procedures. The vendor must agree to make modifications in letter 


language, if requested, by the DHCFP, in order to comply with the requirements as described in this 


RFP or as required by CMS or State law. In addition, the vendor must maintain documentation that 


the introductory letter is updated to reflect any changes in the available services, operating hours, or 


contact information. The updates must be submitted to the DHCFP for approval before distribution. 


APS’ Enrollment Specialists will be responsible for contacting Level II recipients by 


telephone within five (5) working days of stratification into appropriate Levels of Care. During 


the outreach call, the Enrollment Specialist will explain the program and available services, 


how to access services and encourage program participation. Our Enrollment Specialists 


are adept at building rapport with individuals and effectively communicating the benefits of 


program participation to engage individuals so that they want to participate in our programs. 


If we have an incorrect telephone number, we will make a good faith effort to secure an 


accurate telephone number by, at a minimum, looking in telephone directories and 


contacting last known providers. If we are unable to locate a correct number or contact the 


recipient, we will mail a letter informing them of the program. 


APS will provide Level II recipients with a welcome packet that includes an introductory letter 


within five (5) working days of stratification of recipient into appropriate Levels of Care. The 


introductory letter will include at a minimum an explanation of services, how to access those 


services, address and telephone number of our Nevada Service Center, and hours of 


operation. Like all our recipient educational materials, the introductory letter will be written at 


a sixth grade reading level and will conspicuously state the following in bold print: 
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“THIS LETTER IS NOT A CERTIFICATE OF 


 INSURANCE AND SHALL NOT BE 


 CONSTRUED OR INTERPRETED AS 


 EVIDENCE OF INSURANCE COVERAGE 


BETWEEN THE VENDOR AND THE RECIPIENT.” 


APS also will submit the introductory letter to the DHCFP for approval before distribution to 


Level II recipients. We acknowledge that the DHCFP will review the letter and has the sole 


authority to approve or disapprove the letter and APS’ policies and procedures. APS will 


make modifications in letter language, if requested, by the DHCFP, to comply with the 


requirements as described in the RFP or as required by CMS or State law. Additionally, we 


will maintain documentation that the introductory letter is updated to reflect any changes in 


the available services, operating hours, or contact information. Updates will be submitted to 


the DHCFP for approval before distribution. 


15.4.3 Resource Center and Care Coordination  


15.4.3.1 The vendor shall maintain a Resource Center that is adequately staffed with qualified 


individuals who shall assist Level II recipients, Level II recipients’ family members or other interested 


parties (consistent with laws on confidentiality and privacy) in obtaining information and services 


under the program. The Resource Center is to be operated at least during regular business hours 


(Pacific Standard Time). At a minimum, the Resource Center staff must be responsible for the 


following:  


A. Contacting Level II recipients within five (5) days of stratification to inform them of available 


services; 


B. Explaining the operation of the vendor; 


C. Connecting recipients to social services and medical resources, as needed; 


D. Responding to recipient inquiries; 


E. Contacting Level II recipients quarterly by telephone to check their health status and providing any 


relevant resource information; and 


F. Following-up with recipients, as needed. 


APS’ proposed Resource Center for the State’s Care Coordination Program will be housed 


in our existing Nevada Service Center in Las Vegas with hours of operation between 8 a.m. 


and 5 p.m. Pacific Standard Time (PST). Our Resource Center will be staffed with qualified, 


local professionals who will be responsible for assisting Level II recipients and their family 


members or other interested parties—consistent with laws on confidentiality and privacy—in 


obtaining information and services under the program. The Resource Center will be staffed 


by an enrollment specialist with support from our health educators, care management 


coordinators, and health coaches. Resource Center staff will have thorough knowledge of 


the Nevada Medicaid program and local social service resources. Recruitment efforts will 


focus on identifying and hiring individuals from the local Nevada communities who 


understand the State’s diverse cultures and social support systems, and have bi-lingual 


capabilities.  
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Maria Romero, Executive Director of our Nevada Service Center, will have executive 


oversight of the Care Coordination Program, including supervision of the program’s 


Reporting Analyst who will compile the program’s reports. Ms. Romero will be the primary 


point of contact for the State and will be ultimately responsible for the program’s success. 


Ms. Romero will be supported by Operations Manager, Julie Wilson, RN and Quality 


Improvement Manager Wanda Haynes, RN. A clinical supervisor will be hired to supervise 


the enrollment specialist, health coaches, care management coordinators, and health 


educators who will be dedicated to the care coordinator program. Additionally, Thomas 


Roben, D.O., our Nevada Medical Director, in partnership with the Nevada Executive Team, 


will oversee the development, implementation, and review of APS’ internal quality assurance 


program and activities for the Care Coordination Program, including implementation of and 


adherence to any resulting corrective action plans. He also will be responsible for co-


chairing APS’ Quality Assurance Plan Committee, reviewing the development and revision 


of our education standards and protocols, and monitoring the quality of services being 


rendered to recipients. Ms. Haynes will support Ms. Romero and Dr. Roben regarding 


quality management functions including acting as the DHCFP’s liaison regarding quality 


assurance issues.  


APS has outlined staff responsibilities below: 


Role Description 


Enrollment Specialist • Contacting Level II recipients within five days of stratification to 
inform them of available services 


• Explaining the operations of APS and program services 


• Responding to recipient inquiries as needed 


• Performing outreach to recipients to encourage workshop 
participation 


Health Coaches • Contacting Level II recipients quarterly by telephone to check 
their health status and providing any relevant resource 
information  


• Following-up with recipients, as needed  


• Responding to recipient inquiries of a clinical nature and 
directing recipients to appropriate resources  


• Encouraging workshop participation  


• Following-up with workshop participants to determine the 
recipient’s satisfaction with the workshop and identify any 
changes in health because of participation  


Care Management 


Coordinators 
• Connecting recipients to social services and medical 


resources, as needed  


• Encourage workshop participation   


• Follow up with workshop participants to determine the 
recipient’s satisfaction with the workshop and identify any 
changes in health because of participation  
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Role Description 


• Following-up with recipients, as needed  


• Responding to recipient inquiries as needed  


Health Educators • Conducting recipient and provider health education 
Workshops  


• Connecting recipients to social services and medical 
resources, as needed  


• Responding to recipient inquiries as needed  


Reporting Analyst • Responsible for assessing reporting needs and developing 
reports in partnership with the Nevada Executive Team to 
verify quality and accuracy of the reports.  


 


15.4.3.2 The Resource Center will not be required to operate after business hours. However, the 


vendor must provide contact information for emergency coverage twenty-four (24) hours per day, 


seven (7) days per week. This requirement may be met by referring to the use of 9-1-1 or accessing 


the nearest medical facility. The vendor must have written policies and procedures describing how 


Medicaid recipients are referred to emergency services after business hours and on weekends. 


To accommodate the needs of recipients after regular/usual business hours and weekends, 


recipients who call our Resource Center for services during these times will be provided contact 


information for emergency coverage twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days per week. 


Specifically, recipients will hear a message that will direct them to call “911” or go to the nearest 


medical facility for assistance. APS will also develop written policies and procedures specific to the 


DHCFP’s Care Coordination Program describing how Medicaid recipients are referred to emergency 


services after business hours and on weekends. 


15.4.3.3 The vendor must utilize a Resource Directory to be used by Resource Center employees. 


The Resource Directory must include health and social service programs operated by government 


entities, social service organizations, nonprofit agencies, medical providers, and other programs that 


could help improve the health outcomes of this population. Resource Center employees will use the 


Resource Directory, along with other relevant resources, to assist recipients in identifying available 


public and private services. 


APS’ Resource Center staff will have access to an established Resource Directory and 


database already used by for our existing Nevada contracts that has been approved by the 


State. Our health educators, health coaches, and care management coordinators for 


Nevada’s Care Coordination Program can access our Resource Directory and database to 


identify appropriate health and social service programs operated by government entities, 


social service organizations, nonprofit agencies, medical providers, and other programs from 


which recipients may benefit. APS’ non-clinical staff is responsible for maintaining our 


Resource Directory and database by adding or updating resources. We recently compiled a 


list of URAC-accredited websites that our health coaches can use as resources. Staff can 


locate providers using ZIP codes so that recipients have several Medicaid providers from 


which to choose. As a result, we will be able to easily link Level II recipients with appropriate 


and necessary medical and social support resources.  
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15.4.3.4 The vendor must have written policies and procedures detailing the operations of the 


Resource Center. 


As part of our regular operations, APS develops customer-specific policies and procedures 


for each of our state Medicaid contracts. During the Implementation Phase, APS will 


develop policies and procedures and workflows that specifically address all DHCFP’s Care 


Coordination Program operations and its Resource Center. Topics for policies and 


procedures will include call center operations, such as outreach, follow-up, referrals, staff 


monitoring, staff trainings, complaints, and workshop trainings. Policies and procedures will 


be drafted and reviewed by the DHCFP.  


15.4.4 Recipient Newsletters 


15.4.4.1 The vendor must, subject to the prior review and approval of the DHCFP, publish 


educational newsletters for Level II recipients at least twice a year. The newsletters will focus on 


topics of interest to Level II recipients and must be written at a sixth (6th) grade level of understanding 


and reflects cultural competence and linguistic abilities. The topics of interest must revolve around 


health promotion, disease management, and health education. In addition, dates for upcoming health 


events and health education workshops will be included. 


15.4.4.2 The vendor must provide a draft copy of all newsletters to the DHCFP for approval prior to 


publication and distribution. Additionally, these newsletters and announcements regarding upcoming 


health education workshops must be published on the vendor’s website. 


APS provides recipient newsletters as part of our health education services to our various 


state Medicaid customers. As newsletter content is customized to the specific needs of our 


customers, APS will develop a Nevada-specific recipient newsletter for the DHCFP’s Care 


Coordination Program. Recipient newsletters will focus on topics of interest to Level II 


recipients and address health promotion, disease management, and health education 


provide details—such as  dates, locations, times, and topics—about upcoming health events 


and health education workshops. As with our health education materials, newsletters will be 


written at a sixth grade level of understanding and distributed quarterly. Recipient 


newsletters will be culturally competent to the needs of the State’s Level II recipients and b 


available in English and Spanish. A sample recipient newsletter from our Georgia program 


has been provided in Tab XIV - Other Reference Material. 


APS confirms that we will provide a draft copy of all newsletters to the DHCFP for approval 


before publication and distribution. Additionally, we will post our newsletters, and 


announcements about upcoming health education workshops will be published on APS’ 


website. 


15.4.5 Recipient Health Education Workshops  


15.4.5.1 The vendor must conduct health education workshops for Level II recipients in the 


geographic service areas that will accommodate most Level II recipients. These workshops will focus 


on topics related to health promotion, disease management, and health education for Level II 


recipients. The selected vendor is expected to determine targeted trainings for specific Level II 


recipients that include both disease-specific lessons and sessions aimed at the complexities of 


chronic disease management, including behavioral health issues and medication compliance. All 


sessions should reinforce the need for appropriate emergency room utilization. 
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As part of the Care Coordination Program, APS will offer health education workshops to 


Level II recipients in the geographic service areas that will best accommodate most Level II 


recipients. APS’ workshops will focus on topics related to health promotion, disease 


management, and health education for Level II recipients. Additionally, workshops will 


reinforce the appropriate use of emergency room services. Examples of workshop content 


include: 


• Disease-specific content, such as diabetic food choices, use of inhalers, symptom 


management, or use of disease-specific medications 


• Behavioral health issues, such as dealing with anger and  depression, and other 


negative emotions to help patients develop new skills and behaviors in managing 


symptoms of physical and emotional stress 


• Using prescribed medication appropriately 


• Healthy eating 


• Developing and maintaining a long-term exercise program 


• Making informed treatment decisions 


• Developing decision-making and problem-solving skills 


• Communication with family, friends, and physicians 


APS also will refer recipients to workshops offered through the Stanford Chronic Disease 


Self-Management Program. Stanford Chronic Disease Self-Management Program’s 


workshop, branded as “Healthier Living,” is a six-session health education program for 


individuals with one or more chronic conditions, for example heart disease, lung disease, 


arthritis, stroke, diabetes, multiple sclerosis, chronic fatigue syndrome, or asthma. The 


purpose of Healthier Living is to help individuals take daily responsibility for their care, 


increase the skills necessary to manage specific diseases, and work effectively with their 


healthcare professionals. Additionally, participants learn problem-solving and decision-


making skills that enable them to confront the ever-changing challenges and complexities of 


living with a chronic illness. Because of the workshop’s content and group feedback, 


participants become more confident and can combine more active lives with self-


management of their chronic illnesses. APS is working with the Stanford Chronic Disease 


Self-Management Program for our contract with the State of Nevada’s SSW and SSK 


programs. We have partnered with them to provide participant referrals to their health 


education classes focusing initially on diabetes.  


APS also will identify training topics for specific Level II recipients based on their unique 


needs. This will be accomplished through analysis of the DHCFP’s claims file to identify 


potential topics, for example, areas for poor coordination, low adherence to evidence-based 


medicine and treatment guidelines. We will also capture recipient feedback obtained from 


training exit surveys to assess additional topics of interest to recipients. APS will welcome 


input from DHCFP regarding training development as well.  
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15.4.5.2 The workshops must be based on evidence-based best practices for health promotion, 


disease management, and health education for patients with chronic diagnoses. Vendors are 


encouraged to use a program like the Stanford Chronic Disease Self-Management Program. 


APS confirms that our workshop content is based on evidence-based best practices for 


health promotion, disease management, and health education for patients with chronic 


diagnoses. Our workshop content is supported by a validated framework of evidenced-


based medicine to guide the delivery of care under our programs, including the identification 


of risks and opportunities for intervention, education and support. We access or consult with 


various sources such as industry-recognized journals and publications to make sure the 


content of our materials are appropriate, accurate, and validated.  


We use nationally recognized guidelines that are consistently applied across all components 


of our services, such as the American Association of Diabetes Educators (AADE), American 


College of Cardiology (ACC), American Psychiatric Association (APA), and American 


Diabetes Association (ADA). Our Clinical Educational Materials and Resources Committee 


(CEMRC), which is a subcommittee to APS’ Clinical Advisory Panel (CAP) of the Corporate 


Quality Improvement Committee (CQIC), is responsible for content development, validation, 


and review of workshop content. CEMRC’s membership includes APS’ Chief Medical 


Officer, Dr. Steven Saunders, along with various medical directors and clinical managers, 


pharmacists, and additional experts as needed. 


The Healthier Living workshop offered by Stanford Chronic Disease Self-Management 


Program was developed and tested as the “Chronic Disease Self-Management Program” in 


a random, controlled trial by the Patient Education Research Center at the Stanford 


University School of Medicine, and the class components have been medically approved. As 


previously mentioned, we will partner with Stanford on our SSW and SSK programs and the 


Care Coordination Program. 


15.4.5.3 The selected vendor will demonstrate how they will get Level II recipients to participate in the 


workshops. This must include performing outreach activities and developing incentives to encourage 


participation. 


APS will employ several strategies to encourage Level II recipient participation in 


workshops, including the following: 


• Through claims data, we will identify Level II recipients who are appropriate for specific 


workshops. This involves the use of the CDPS stratification tool and our proprietary 


analytic tool that prioritizes recipients based on customizable triggers, such as acuity 


level so that our staff reaches out to these members to encourage workshop 


participation. 


• During their regular telephonic interactions with recipients, our staff, including the 


enrollment specialist, health coaches, and care management coordinators, will inform 


recipients of relevant, upcoming workshops that may be of interest.  


• Upcoming workshops will be announced through recipient mailings, such as newsletters, 


to promote the workshops. 
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• We will work with community resources, the District Medicaid Office, and other social 


service agencies to promote upcoming workshops. 


• Workshop announcements will be made through electronic media (if email addresses 


are available) to promote workshops and encourage recipients to contact APS. 


• Providers will be used to identify and refer their patients to relevant workshops.  


• Providers will be requested to refer to us the names of their patients who are appropriate 


to attend the workshops directly contact. 


• We will develop relationships with pharmacists and community-based social support 


agencies and use their contact with recipients to promote workshops. 


15.4.5.4 Workshop trainers must be trained to direct participants to appropriate public and private 


resources, as needed. 


APS confirms that workshop trainers will be trained to direct participants to appropriate 


public and private resources as needed.  


15.4.5.5 After implementation, each workshop will continue on a quarterly basis. 


APS confirms that after the program’s implementation, each workshop will continue to be 


offered quarterly. 


15.4.5.6 Vendor will establish measureable mechanisms to follow up with workshop participants to 


determine the recipient’s satisfaction with the workshop and identify any changes in health as a result 


of participation. 


To measure recipients’ satisfaction with workshops as well as any health changes that result 


from workshop education, APS’ health coaches and care management coordinators use a 


standardized script and will be responsible for telephonically following-up with workshop 


participants. These staff will reach out to participants to evaluate if the content is found to be 


helpful and relevant; whether the trainer was clear and engaging; if the workshop enabled 


him/her to make healthier decisions and behaviors; evaluate his/her overall satisfaction with 


the workshop; identify any additional training topics of interest; identify areas needing 


improvement; and to provide supplemental health educational materials that echo the 


workshop’s content. Through implementing follow-up protocols, we will be able to measure 


the workshop effectiveness as well as recipient satisfaction.  


15.4.5.7 The vendor must provide a draft copy of all agendas and training materials to the DHCFP for 


approval prior to workshop implementation. 


APS confirms that we will provide the DHCFP with a draft copy of all agenda and training 


materials for approval before workshop participation. Our approach will involve identifying 


the State’s most prevalent disease states and focusing workshop topics to address those 


specific conditions. For example, from our analysis of the Nevada Medicaid claims, we 


already know that more than 50 percent of the recipients we will target for this program have 


a pulmonary related condition and nearly 50 percent have a behavioral health related 


condition. 
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15.4.5.8 The vendor must have written policies and procedures detailing the operations and structure 


of the workshops. 


APS will establish written policies and procedures detailing the operations and structure of 


recipient workshops. Policies and procedures may include information such as the DHCFP 


training approval process, topic selection process, qualifications of trainers, and a system for 


continuous improvement of workshop content and delivery system.  


15.5 Provider Services  


15.5.1 Provider Educational workshops 


15.5.1.1 The vendor will conduct at least quarterly, informational and educational workshops in the 


geographic service areas that will accommodate most providers who treat ABD recipients. 


Provider training and technical assistance are cornerstones of APS’ approach to services 


that emphasize quality improvement, provider participation, and appropriate and efficient 


use of services. Our proposed provider training model for the Care Coordination Program 


will include quarterly provider educational workshops conducted in geographic service areas 


that will accommodate most of the providers treating Level II recipients.  


Through our Nevada Clinical Advisory Council meetings, APS already conducts bi-annual 


provider training workshops and Continuing Education Units (CEUs) for the SSW and SSK 


programs. In fact, we recently conducted our first provider training in March 2010 on 


“Healthcare Reform: Impact on Primary Care and Behavioral Health Systems of Care” in 


Reno and Los Vegas. This workshop was attended and well received by several local 


provider organizations such as the Nevada Hospital Association, Spring Mountain, Office of 


the Governor, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy, Renown Medical Center, 


Mojave, Boy’s Town Nevada, and the Clark County Department of Family Services. Another 


provider training workshop is planned this upcoming May in Pahrump, Nevada on behavioral 


issues in children given the area’s high incidence of children with behavioral challenges. 


Additionally, APS has launched an aggressive provider outreach initiative in Nevada that 


focuses on providers who treat the highest acuity recipients based on CDPS stratification 


score. The plan and approach have been approved by DHCFP. APS is developing a 


recipient health brief that will give providers recipient-specific information on gaps in care.  


We also have had positive training outcomes in our other state programs including 


Pennsylvania, Wyoming, Georgia, Maryland and West Virginia operations that are based on 


extensive collaboration with state officials, providers, and recipients in addressing system 


needs for improvement in clinical, administrative, and fiscal functions. For example, our 


Southwestern Pennsylvania Health Care Quality Unit (HCQU) serves as the entity 


responsible to counties/administrative entities related to and supporting providers, support 


coordinators and self-advocates/families in intellectual and developmental disabilities (I/DD) 


issues regarding physical/behavioral healthcare. APS’ primary role is to educate providers to 


improve the quality of care and train caregivers so that they can better assist people with 


I/DD. Activities include assessment of individual health and health systems, data trending, 


provider education, health related training for providers and consumers/families, assisting 


with integration of community healthcare resources, and health advocacy. 
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Trainings are conducted based on data from a standardized needs assessment survey in 


which providers indicate their training needs by topic according to urgency of need (the 


HCQU Annual Training Plan was designed from this survey) and also by special request. 


Each quarter, the HCQU develops an extensive training syllabus comprised of the most 


requested trainings available. These trainings are held at various locations in the HCQU 


region to provide maximum accessibility for participants. Since the inception of our contract, 


we have developed training modules for more than 200 different topics, providing training 


annually to more than 10,000 direct care staff, consumers/family members, support 


coordinators and county staff. In fact, the HCQU set a goal to deliver 300 face-to-face 


trainings in each year. This goal was well exceeded as the HCQU delivered more than 700 


training sessions this past year. The HCQU also consistently receives the highest rating – 


Strongly Agrees – on its training evaluations. 


Additionally, APS’ Healthy Together! Program delivers provider education and support 


services to Wyoming EqualityCare (Medicaid) providers. Specifically, we offer providers 


CMEs on relevant topics, such as diabetic foot care, and swine flu, which are promoted 


through email blasts and direct mailings. CMEs are delivered through web-ex or at a FQHC, 


and occur at convenient times, such as lunch to make sure providers and nursing staff have 


the greatest opportunity to attend and receive credit. The State has implemented a Pay for 


Participation (P4P) program where participating providers receive increased reimbursement 


from the State for referring their eligible enrollees to the Program; completing specific 


disease, age and gender screenings; and providing health education for Medicaid patients 


with chronic illness. To support the State’s P4P program, APS encourages providers to use 


evidence-based guidelines as well as offers on-site trainings on appropriate billing codes for 


maximum provider reimbursement. 


For the Care Coordination Program, we will hire additional health educators that will be 


responsible for expanding the number and content of our current provider training workshop 


efforts. The content will be expanded to include educational materials focused on recipients 


with chronic conditions and at moderate risk for future health complications because of their 


diagnoses. These materials will be focused on mechanisms to sustain or improve the 


functional capability and health status of recipients. 


15.5.1.2 The informational workshops must include information to providers about Medicaid 


resources, policies, and updates. 


APS confirms that our provider educational workshops will include information about 


Medicaid resources, policies and updates. We have a comprehensive library of clinical 


information and trainings to pull from, and will work with the State to confirm our training 


content meets your expectations.  


Additionally, through our provider portal on APS CareConnection, Nevada providers can 


access an extensive listing of guidelines for a full range of conditions and patient variables. 


Our provider portal is already in use today by Nevada providers, and we will encourage 


additional providers to share this rich clinical education information with their staff in an effort 


to improve the care of their patients. 
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15.5.1.3 The selected vendor is expected to develop targeted educational workshops for providers 


that are based upon evidence-based best practices for health promotion, disease management, and 


health education for patients with chronic diagnoses. The educational workshops must be approved 


for Continuing Medical Education (CME) units by the Nevada State Board of Medical Examiners. 


APS will develop targeted educational workshops for providers that are based on evidence-


based best practices for health promotion, disease management, and health education for 


patients with chronic diagnoses. The educational workshops also will be approved for 


Continuing Medical Education (CME) units by the Nevada State Board of Medical 


Examiners. APS’ comprehensive library of clinical information already includes numerous 


PowerPoint presentations on a variety of clinical topics. All clinical information is based on 


nationally recognized evidenced-based guidelines, which we have developed for other state 


government programs, and can do the same for the State. Examples of provider trainings 


we have conducted across the years include: 


• Diabetes Management • Autism and the Hospital Experience 


• Foot Care • Dysphasia 


• Smoking Cessation • Seizure Disorder 


• Weight Management • Psychotropic Medications 


• Prevention of Falls • Traumatic Brain Injury 


• Heart Disease • Substitute Decision-making 


• Autism • The Role of the Psychiatrist in 


Developmental Disabilities 


To make certain training topics are relevant and encourage participation, APS will routinely 


capture feedback from providers regarding topics that are of true interest to the provider 


community. For example, for our Nevada SSW and SSK contract, we are in the process of 


soliciting feedback from providers following Clinical Advisory Council meetings on training 


topics using a training survey. We use survey feedback to identify and implement future 


trainings that are relevant to the providers’ practices and their patients’ needs. In Nevada, 


sample trainings have included overmedicating children with psychotropic drugs, metabolic 


syndrome for diabetes prevention and asthma in children.  


Additionally, APS believes in the value of looking closely at the local population—using our 


Gap Analysis informatics profiles and stakeholder feedback—to determine what education 


on guidelines may be needed to improve the care of a specific population. For example, in 


Wyoming asthma is the most prevalent medical condition within the Medicaid population. 


Access to allergy and respiratory specialists is limited so many PCPs, who are treating a 


multitude of other chronic illness, are the sole providers of diagnosis and treatment for 


adults and children. Realizing this is a complex job, especially with rapidly changing 


protocols on treating asthma, APS developed a provider toolkit for practitioners, general 


practitioners, pediatricians, internists, physician assistants, and nurse practitioners. The kit 


includes a pocket card for quick reference on treatment protocols, medication management 


guidelines, and educational tools for patients that providers can use. APS will use this same 


strategy for the Coordinated Care Program.  
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15.5.1.4 The selected vendor must demonstrate how they will get providers to participate in the 


workshops. 


To encourage provider participation in workshops, APS proposes to offer providers CEUs as 


well as potentially paying honorariums. We look forward to discussing and defining our 


approach with the State to help promote provider participation. 


15.5.1.5 The vendor must have written policies and procedures detailing the operations and structure 


of the workshops. 


APS confirms that we will develop written policies and procedures detailing the operations 


and structure of our provider educational workshops to verify workshops are responsive to 


the providers’ needs. Policies and procedures may include information of the topic selection 


process, such as feedback survey, training content development, qualifications of trainers, 


and a system for continuous improvement. 


15.5.2 Provider Newsletter 


15.5.2.1 The vendor must, subject to prior review and approval of the DHCFP, publish a semi-annual 


newsletter for network providers. The newsletters may be sent electronically if the vendor can 


demonstrate to the DHCFP, prior to dissemination, that they have accurate e-mail addresses for most 


of the providers. The DHCFP must prior approve all provider announcements, regardless of method 


of dissemination. If the DHCFP does not respond within twenty (20) days, the newsletter will be 


considered approved. 


APS’ provider services include a range of health educational materials including a provider 


newsletter. For the DHCFP’s Care Coordination Program, APS confirms that we will publish 


a semiannual newsletter for network providers. Provider newsletters can be sent hard copy 


through the mail or electronically, if we have accurate provider email addresses. APS will 


work with DHCFP to demonstrate the validity of our provider email addresses. We already 


distribute provider materials, including a provider newsletter and provider handbook under 


our current SSW and SSK contract, and can easily do the same for the Care Coordination 


Program. A sample Nevada Provider Newsletter is attached in Tab XIV - Other Reference 


Material. 


APS also confirms that we will make certain DHCFP reviews and approves our provider 


newsletters and other provider announcements before distribution. APS acknowledges that 


if the DHCFP does not respond within 20 days, the newsletter will be considered approved. 


15.6 Health Education Strategies 


15.6.1 The vendor must develop newsletters and workshops that are based on best-practice and/or 


evidence-based guidelines that promote health, manage chronic diseases, and prevent unnecessary 


and avoidable hospitalizations. The education must be validated by scientific research and/or 


nationally accepted and recognized standards in the healthcare industry. 


APS confirms that we will develop newsletters and workshops based on best-practice and/or 


evidence-based guidelines that promote health, manage chronic diseases, and prevent 


unnecessary and avoidable hospitalizations, which are validated by scientific research 


and/or nationally accepted and recognized standards in the healthcare industry. We have an 
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internal Clinical Educational Materials and Resources Committee (CEMRC) that is 


responsible for content development, validation and review of our health educational 


materials. The CEMRC is a subcommittee of APS’ Clinical Advisory Panel (CAP) of the 


Corporate Quality Improvement Committee (CQIC), and its membership includes APS’ Chief 


Medical Officer, Dr. Steven Saunders, along with various medical directors and clinical 


managers, pharmacists, and additional experts as needed. 


APS’ health education materials and workshops are supported by a validated framework of 


evidenced-based medicine to guide the delivery of care under our programs, including the 


identification of risks and opportunities for intervention, education and support. We access 


or consult with various sources such as industry-recognized journals, publications to validate 


the content of our materials are appropriate, accurate and validated. We use nationally 


recognized guidelines that are consistently applied across all components of our services 


such as: 


• American Association of Diabetes Educators (AADE)  


• American College of Cardiology (ACC)  


• American Diabetes Association (ADA)  


• American Heart Association (AHA)  


• American Medical Association (AMA)  


• American Psychiatric Association (APA)  


• Global Initiative of Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD)  


• Institute for Clinical Systems Improvement (ICSI)  


• National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI)  


• American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons (AAOS)  


When developing new content, we consult various sources for appropriate content. As with 


our existing health education materials, sources include national evidence-based guidelines 


and evidence-based practices found in medical and behavioral health literature, as well as 


external subject-matter experts. These materials undergo review by the CEMRC before 


distribution. Recommendations from the CEMRC about new health education materials are 


then forwarded to the CAP and CQIC for final approval.  


Additionally, we partner with Krames, a leading provider of patient education and health 


education solutions, to supplement our internal health education materials. Krames’ 


products are research based. As part of their development process, feedback from peers 


and industry thought leaders is gathered through conferences, meetings and trade shows. 


Formal surveys are also conducted to gather feedback from professionals and users. 


Krames’ full-time library staff researches chosen subject matter by compiling information 


from our on-site medical library, and government institutions and academies, including the 


following: 


• U.S. Food and Drug Administration  


• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention  


• National Institutes of Health  


• Occupational Safety and Health Administration  
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• College of Obstetrics and Gynecology  


• American Dental Association  


Krames’ in-house writers are responsible for writing content. To verify that content is 


accurate and accessible, Krames’ product development team works with medical experts 


who are specialists in their respective fields. As preliminary product research concludes, the 


Krames’ team selects experienced consultants based on: 


• Leadership and experience in the subject matter  


• Direct involvement with market needs  


• Specific interest in health and safety education  


Krames conducts content validation and approval and a technical review whereby a team of 


practicing specialists reviews the draft content. These specialists are: 


• Chosen based on prominence in specialty field  


• Associated with the nation’s leading universities, teaching hospitals and healthcare 


organizations  


• From a diverse geographical range, for a balanced representation in the product review  


15.7 Race and Ethnicity 


15.7.1 The vendor will work collaboratively with the DHCFP to determine recipient race and ethnicity. 


The vendor will develop newsletters and workshops that are specifically designed to address 


disparities in health care related to race and ethnicity. 


APS intimately understands the importance that race, ethnicity, and culture can play in an 


individual’s perception of their health and how they approach improving their health. Our 


public programs are deeply committed to making sure the services we provide— from health 


education to care coordination to the ways we outreach and engage recipients—are 


culturally and linguistically sensitive to the populations we serve. We will work collaboratively 


with the DHCFP to determine recipient race and ethnicity of program recipients and address 


identified disparities in healthcare access and quality. 


As part of our regular operations, APS assesses the geographic, cultural, racial, and ethnic 


variations of our programs. From our experience, we have found that services must be 


appropriate for the many audiences to which they are delivered, and thus, we have made a 


significant investment in verifying that the content of written materials and educational 


workshops are appropriate for our diverse audiences. In this light, we will work 


collaboratively with the DHCFP to determine the racial and ethnic make-up of its recipient 


population through targeted analysis. This information will be used to shape and develop 


materials and workshop content that are sensitive to the needs of your recipients and 


address the disparities in healthcare related to race and ethnicity. For example, APS will 


make written materials, including newsletters available in threshold languages such as 


Spanish or use race and ethnic representation in our program education and marketing 


materials. Our goal is to convey relevant health information in a manner in which program 


recipients can trust and will ultimately adopt.  
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Additionally, APS’ staff and workshop trainers will receive ongoing cultural competency 


training and focus our staff recruitment efforts on hiring individuals whose race, ethnicity and 


cultural background mirror our customers’ populations. These activities enables staff to 


better assist recipients with limited English skills and recipients of various races and 


ethnicities manage their own care. For example, APS includes Culturally and Linguistically 


Appropriate Services (CLAS) standards in our staff orientation program. We also require 


health coaches to attend cultural competency trainings offered through the Office of Minority 


Health (OMH) and obtain nursing credits.  


A perfect example of how we analyzed and shaped our program services and approach to 


the specific cultural, racial and ethnic needs of our customer’s population is the State of 


Georgia. APS conducted an analysis for the Georgia Enhanced Care Program (GEC) by 


region targeting the population’s socio-economic characteristics, access to services and 


transportation issues, as well as recipient demographics (race/ethnicity). As a result, we 


developed the Georgia Cultural Competency in collaboration with the National Primary Care 


(NCPC) at Morehouse School of Medicine. APS knew that cultural competence was 


essential given the cultural and linguistic diversity within the state. Differences within the 


culture play an essential role in the rate at which members access healthcare and manage 


their health issues as well as which methods are more effective in supporting these 


members in achieving better outcomes. The Cultural Competency Plan was developed to 


specifically address the diverse populations enrolled in Georgia Medicaid, and incorporates 


the concept of self-determination to make members full partners in decision-making. It also 


includes a discussion of ways to engage and provide support for people with different racial 


and ethnic backgrounds as well as people who have differences in language, community 


norms, and socio-economic characteristics. Specifically, the Cultural Competency Plan 


focuses on: 


• Staffing—Recruitment of culturally and linguistically diverse staff with a genuine respect 


for the individuals they serve. For example, we placed community Health coaches and 


Outreach workers in the communities where our members are such as Albany, 


Columbus Athens, Rome and several locations throughout the metro Atlanta area. 


• Training—Initial and ongoing training related to characteristics of different cultures that 


affects how they seek and accept help. Education focuses on the belief systems that 


surround use of healthcare resources by Hispanics/Latinos, Asian/Pacific Islanders, 


African Americans, and Native Americans staff training issues address various cultural 


perspectives to make sure the education provided is not only clinically sound, but also 


sensitive to cultural norms. 


• Interventions—Strategies used by APS staff to support members and their families as 


they are assisted in gaining control of their healthcare. 


• Community Resources—Identification and development of a variety of community 


services and supports that are sensitive to the diversity within the community. 
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15.8 Quality Assurance Standards 


15.8.1 Overview 


The goal of the program is to create a successful partnership with a quality-focused vendor that will 


sustain and/or improve the functionality, independence, and health status of Level II recipients while 


focusing on continuous quality improvement. The vendor is required to work collaboratively with the 


DHCFP in quality monitoring and evaluation activities and may be required to provide reporting data 


beyond that stipulated in this section. 


APS will work collaboratively with the DHCFP to develop quality monitoring and evaluation 


reports that convey information, not just un-analyzed numbers. Our Health Intelligence (HI) 


unit provides data collection, management, measurement definition, report development, 


and analytic support for both APS internal operational support as well as external consulting 


services across product offerings. APS’ HI associates have conducted population based 


studies for clients ranging in size from corporate accounts with less than 10,000 lives to 


state Medicaid plans with nearly one million recipients. Our staff of social scientists, 


population health associates, and statisticians evaluates the efficacy of healthcare programs 


using a variety of techniques ranging from focus group methodologies to multiple regression 


techniques. For any given evaluation, we assemble a team with the requisite and 


complementary skill sets to complete all aspects of the assessment. We will rely on this 


expertise and experience to provide analytical insight in our reports to the DHCFP. 


APS is committed to providing the DHCFP with reports on the Care Coordination Program 


that will allow the Department to inform the Nevada Legislature and other interested 


constituencies on the impact of the program. APS has a large reporting organization that 


provides support for the evolving needs of recipients throughout the life of a program. 


Requests for report changes will go through Maria Romero, our Nevada-based Executive 


Director, and are channeled to the reporting organization. The APS Nevada-based staff will 


review the content of monthly status reports and quarterly operational reports every quarter 


with the DHCFP staff to determine if they are conveying the information the department 


needs.  


15.8.2 Quality Measurements 


The following quality measures are to be reported for a calendar year. The quality measure 


specifications are based on Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Prevention Quality 


Indicators (PQI’s) and Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) Measures and 


may not necessarily correspond to the contract periods, but may overlap them. 


15.8.2.1 Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI’s): 


When reporting PQIs, the vendor will report the rate of admissions per 10,000 Level II recipients. If 


the vendor has less than 10,000 Level II recipients, then the vendor will use the total Level II 


population instead. 


The following PQI’s will be reported: 


A. Diabetes Admission Rates: 


1. Admissions for short-term diabetes complications; and 
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2. Admissions for long-term diabetes complications. 


B. Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Admission (COPD) Rate; 


C. Adult Asthma Admission Rate; and 


D. Congestive Heart Failure Admission Rate (CHF). 


One of the widely-used analytics tools APS has applied for our Medicaid programs is from 


the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). APS employs the AHRQ tool to 


identify specific Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI). 


APS will use the PQI tool to identify cases of hospital admissions for preventable conditions. 


PQI is a set of 16 measures that use readily-available hospital inpatient discharge data to 


identify ambulatory care sensitive conditions (ACSC). These measures offer insight into care 


furnished or neglected outside the hospital setting.  


Hospital Admission Ambulatory Care Sensitive Conditions 


Pediatric gastroenteritis Bacterial pneumonia 


Perforated appendix Dehydration 


Angina without procedure Urinary tract infection 


Hypertension Low birth rate 


Diabetes short-term complication Congestive heart failure 


Uncontrolled diabetes Adult asthma 


Diabetes long-term complication Pediatric asthma 


Lower-extremity amputation 


among patients with diabetes 


Chronic obstructive pulmonary 


disease 


  


The indicators are carefully constructed to provide insight into the quality of outpatient care. 


Identification of some or all of these ACSCs and outreach to providers or clinics is part of our 


efforts to prevent costly admissions. APS’ HI department tracks the incident of these 


inpatient events across the enrolled population of our programs. Each recipient’s Plan of 


Care promotes the use of preventive care such as annual flu shots, medication possession 


ratios (MPR), diabetes exams, and proper asthma care that impact one or more of these 


indicators. Ultimately such interventions can prevent admissions through a change or re-


education on practice guidelines, drug therapy, or other treatments.  


APS has incorporated PQIs and other measurement systems into a comprehensive 


mechanism to measure long-term care quality. For example, APS was tasked by the State 
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of Wisconsin to develop quality assurance measures to support the State’s efforts to fulfill 


federal requirements of the Medicaid waiver under which their SSI-adult managed care 


program operates. The PQI measure set is an essential part of the Quality Monitoring Plan 


which APS has developed and maintained. APS will not employ this tool as part of our 


predictive modeling analytics, but rather as a retrospective analysis to provide information to 


the DHCFP for evaluating the affect of care management interventions for the Care 


Coordination Program. 


15.8.2.2 Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) Measures. 


The following HEDIS measures will be reported: 


A. Adults’ Access to Preventive/Ambulatory Health Services (AAP): 


1. The percentage of Level II recipients twenty (20) years and older who had an ambulatory or 


preventive care visit. 


B. Follow-up after Hospitalization for Mental Illness: 


1. The percentage of discharges for Level II recipients six (6) years of age and older who were 


hospitalized for treatment of selected mental health disorders and who had an outpatient visit, an 


intensive outpatient encounter or partial hospitalization with a mental health practitioner after 


discharge. Two rates will be reported: 


a. The percentage of recipients who received follow-up within seven (7) days of discharge; and 


b. The percentage of recipients who received follow-up within thirty (30) days of discharge. 


C. Persistence of Beta-Blocker After Heart Attack: 


1. The percentage of Level II recipients eighteen (18) years of age and older during the measurement 


year who were hospitalized and discharged alive from July 1 of the year to the measurement year to 


June 30 of the measurement year with a diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) and who 


received persistent beta-blocker treatment for six months after discharge. 


APS reports on selected HEDIS measures for SSW and SSK programs and will report on 


the aforementioned measures for the Care Coordination Program. 


15.8.3 The vendor must utilize the most recent version of the AHRQ software and utilize it according 


to the most recent PQI Technical Specifications. The most recent HEDIS Technical Specifications will 


also be used for reporting these measures. The vendor must use audited data and ensure all updates 


to the measures are reflected in the final, reported rates. 


APS uses the most recent version of the AHRQ software and uses it according to the most 


recent PQI technical specifications. We also adhere to the most recent HEDIS technical 


specifications and use them for reporting these measures. We acknowledge that we must 


use audited data and make sure all updates to the measures are reflected in the final, 


reported rates 
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15.8.4 The vendor must establish a baseline measurement during the first year of the contract with 


reports sent to the DHCFP on a quarterly basis. During the second year of the contract, the vendor’s 


reports must show maintenance and/or improvement in the PQI and HEDIS measurements. 


APS will establish a baseline measurement during the first year of the contract with reports 


sent to the DHCFP quarterly. During the second year of the contract, APS’ reports will show 


maintenance and/or improvement in the PQI and HEDIS measurements. 


15.8.5 The DHCFP can add or retire quality measures based on the value of the measure to provide 


useful information on recipient outcomes, program services, or recipient satisfaction. The DHCFP will 


determine these measures based on findings from the previous year and discussions with the vendor. 


APS acknowledges that the DHCFP can add or retire quality measures based on the value 


of the measure to provide useful information on recipient outcomes, program services, or 


recipient satisfaction. Each year APS will work collaboratively with the DHCFP to determine 


the best set of measures based on findings from the previous year. 


15.8.6 The DHCFP and/or a contracted vendor may conduct on-site reviews as needed to validate 


measures reported. The DHCFP and/or a contracted vendor may conduct desk and/or on-site 


reviews as needed, to include, but not limited to: policy/procedure for service delivery, data tracking 


and analysis, and the process of notification to Level II recipients. 


APS acknowledges that the DHCFP and/or a contracted vendor may conduct on-site 


reviews as needed to validate measures reported. The DHCFP and/or a contracted vendor 


may also conduct desk and/or on-site reviews as needed, including policy/procedure for 


service delivery, data tracking and analysis, and the process of notification to Level II 


recipients 


15.8.7 If the vendor cannot satisfactorily demonstrate to the DHCFP a rate not less than the national 


baseline average, as determined by the DHCFP, the vendor may be required to submit a Plan of 


Correction (POC) to the DHCFP. The POC should identify improvements and/or enhancements of 


existing program activities, which will assist the vendor to sustain and/or improve health outcomes. 


APS acknowledges that if we are unable to satisfactorily demonstrate to the DHCFP a rate 


not less than the national baseline average, as determined by the DHCFP, we will submit a 


Plan of Correction (POC) to the DHCFP. The POC will identify improvements and/or 


enhancements of existing program activities, which will assist us to sustain and/or improve 


health outcomes 


15.9 Standards for Internal Quality Assurance Programs  


15.9.1 Overview 


To promote the procurement of quality services, this contract will require the vendor to establish an 


Internal Quality Assurance Program (IQAP) that will make certain that policies and procedures are 


being fulfilled as required in the contract. IQAPs consist of systematic activities, undertaken by the 


vendor, to monitor and evaluate the services delivered to recipients according to predetermined, 


objective standards, and effect improvements as needed. 


APS incorporates the principles of quality assurance (QA) and continuous quality 


improvement (QI) into each activity and program that we undertake. To materially impact 


internal and external system performance, a quality improvement perspective must be 
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incorporated into every aspect of operations, from accurate report submission to consumer 


satisfaction. This approach unites recipients, families, providers, DHCFP, and APS in an 


integrated effort to verify and improve system outcomes.  


APS believes leadership and planning are essential to successful implementation of a QI 


process. Our Corporate QI Department verifies that program operations are based on solid 


continuous quality improvement methodologies that underlie each program’s Internal Quality 


Assurance Program (IQAP). As formal quality improvement is an ongoing process of 


thoughtful observation, analysis and corrective action, we use the Institute of Healthcare 


Improvement approach of rapid cycle “Plan-Do-Check-Act” (PDCA) as the conceptual 


framework of our overall IQAP. We use the PDCA approach as it embodies our values of 


collaboration, discussion and action. 


Our IQAP process is designed to systematically monitor and evaluate the adequacy and 


appropriateness of services and pursue opportunities to improve health outcomes, reduce 


the use of healthcare resource, and improve consumer, provider and customer satisfaction. 


To support this commitment, APS maintains a QI Program with oversight by our Corporate 


Quality Improvement Committee (CQIC). At the corporate level, key activities for quality 


include annual corporate goal setting in measurable terms. Annual strategic goals for quality 


improvement are set in four key categories: clinical quality; customer satisfaction; core 


business processes; and healthcare usage. These metrics are compared to external 


benchmarks, meet the business goals of the organization, and are shared with the local 


sites. Quality monitoring and prioritized QI initiatives are related to our annual corporate 


goals and require the oversight of the Executive Quality Improvement Committee (EQIC).  


To promote the procurement of quality services, APS will establish an Internal Quality 


Assurance Program (IQAP) to verify that the Care Coordination Program’s policies and 


procedures are being successfully fulfilled in accordance with the contract. In fact, we 


already have an IQAP in place for our SSW and SSK programs and can easily do the same 


for the DHCFP’s Care Coordination Program. The State-approved IQAP will detail 


systematic, quality-focused activities used to monitor and evaluate the services we deliver to 


recipients according to predetermined, objective standards as well as the implementation of 


corrective actions when performance does not meet expectations. 


Our IQAPs provide a defined system for collection, review, and analyses of program data 


and performance. This process begins with effective planning involving a collaborative effort 


by APS staff as well as collaboration and input from recipients and the medical delivery 


systems and its practitioners to identify appropriate indicators; measurement to determine 


the affected population, data sources, collection methods and frequency of data collection; 


data assessment to transform objective measures of processes and outcomes into 


meaningful information about performance; and intervention and follow-up for example, 


scope and severity of the issue; action to be taken; expectations for change; the staff 


responsible and time line; and the anticipated date for interim and follow-up reports on the 


intervention’s effectiveness).  
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Additionally, our commitment to providing high-quality care management services is 


manifested in its pursuit of accreditation. APS’ Utilization Management programs were the 


first in the states of Wisconsin and Montana to receive accreditation from the American 


Accreditation Health Care Commission/Utilization Review Accreditation Commission 


(URAC) and continue to be URAC accredited. Other URAC accreditations awarded to APS 


are in Case Management, Workers’ Compensation Utilization Management, and Disease 


Management. Additionally, APS follows the National Committee for Quality Assurance 


(NCQA) Utilization Management Standards for those customers who hold this accreditation. 


Our Nevada Service Center recently passed URAC UM accreditation with 100 percent 


compliance. 


15.9.2 The vendor must submit a written description of its IQAP to the DHCFP. The IQAP must 


include a detailed set of quality assurance objectives, a list of projects to be performed over a specific 


period of time, and methods for evaluating the impact and effectiveness of the IQAP. 


APS strives to make sure that our program services meet established benchmarks and 


standards, and we continually improve operational processes to enhance program 


operations and focus program management to achieve program goals. We accomplish this 


through an IQAP that is established for each of our public programs, and will do so for this 


contract. The methodological approach of our IQAP is rooted in industry standards and is 


focused on measures and goals specific to the program. Our approach is data-based. 


Contract negotiations and an initial data set will result in specific goals and outcomes for the 


recipients who are the focus of this contract. Interventions based on causal analyses (both 


qualitative and quantitative) will provide the backbone of our quality improvement initiatives. 


Successful Quality Improvement Plans in other APS programs have included strategies to 


reduce the use of the Emergency Room for asthma, reduction of admissions for CHF, and to 


improve prevention strategies such as monitoring HgbA1c and LDL levels in the diabetic 


patient population. Our quality improvement projects reflect outcomes targeted to the needs 


of our customer and their recipient population. 


APS will create an IQAP that will be revised annually to address contract requirements and 


evaluate the IQAP’s impact and effectiveness. The IQAP will include a set of quality 


assurance objectives, an evaluation of our success in meeting those objectives, a list of 


projects to be performed across a specific period of time, and established measures to 


monitor ongoing performance. APS confirms that we will submit a written description of our 


IQAP to the DHCFP. This is a process we have already implemented for our SSW and SSK 


programs.  


15.9.3 Maintenance and Availability of Documentation 


Upon request, the vendor must maintain and make available to the State studies, reports, protocols, 


standards, worksheets, minutes, or other documentation as requested concerning its quality 


assurance activities and corrective actions. 


APS confirms that on request, we will maintain and make available to the State studies, 


reports, protocols, standards, worksheets, minutes, or other documentation as requested 


concerning our quality assurance activities and corrective actions. APS already sends the 
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State this type of information in hard copy and electronic format for our SSW and SSK 


programs.  


15.9.4 Recipient Rights and Responsibilities 


The vendor demonstrates a commitment to treating recipients in a manner that acknowledges their 


rights and responsibilities  


15.9.4.1 Written Policy on Recipient Rights 


The vendor has a written policy that recognizes the following rights of recipients: 


A. to be treated with respect, and recognition of their dignity and need for privacy; 


B. to be provided with information about the vendor, its services, and recipients’ rights and 


responsibilities; and 


C. to pursue resolution of grievances about the vendor. 


As a healthcare organization, APS understands the importance of and is committed to 


treating recipients in a manner that acknowledges their rights and responsibilities. We have 


written policies and procedures on recipient rights and responsibilities to make sure APS 


protects the rights of consumers who seek medical or behavioral health related services. 


APS confirms our Recipient Rights and Responsibilities policies and procedures 


acknowledge the following rights of recipients: 


• To be treated with respect, and recognition of their dignity and need for privacy 


• To be provided with information about the vendor, its services, and recipients’ rights and 


responsibilities 


• To pursue resolution of grievances about the vendor 


APS develops a Recipient Rights and Responsibilities Statement for customers that is clear 


and easily understood language. APS also educates staff members and network providers 


about consumer rights and responsibilities.  


15.9.4.2 Communication of Policies to Recipients 


Upon identification as a Level II recipient, recipients are provided a written statement that includes 


information on their rights and responsibilities. 


APS understands the importance of making certain individuals fully understand their rights 


and responsibilities. For example, we explain recipient rights and responsibilities in our 


recipient handbook for the SSW Program. For the Care Coordination Program, we confirm 


that we will provide individuals who are identified as Level II recipients with a written 


statement through the mail that includes information on their rights and responsibilities.  


15.9.4.3 Recipient Suggestions 


Opportunity is provided for recipients to offer suggestions for changes in policies and procedures. 


APS confirms that we will offer recipients the opportunity to provide suggestions related to 


changes in policies and procedures. Recipients can provide such suggestions through the 


program’s toll-free number that will be staffed by our Resource Center staff, including an 


enrollment specialist, health coaches, care management coordinators, and health 
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educators. Any member of our Resource Center staff can document recipient suggestions in 


our system. Recipients also can provide suggestions in-person to our health educators 


during educational workshops. Recipient suggestions are routed to our Nevada Service 


Center Operations Manager, Julie Wilson, RN, for consideration.  


15.9.4.4 Steps to Assure Accessibility of Services 


The vendor takes steps to promote accessibility to services offered to recipients. These steps 


include: 


A. At a minimum, recipients are given information about how to obtain services during regular hours 


of operations and how to obtain emergency and after-hour care; and 


B. Information Requirements: 


1. Recipient information, including letters and newsletters, must be written at a sixth (6th) grade level 


that is readable and easily understood; 


2. Written information is available in the prevalent languages of the populations groups served; and 


3. All marketing information must be prior-approved by the DHCFP. 


As part of our program, APS will provide Level II recipients with program promotional 


materials to promote accessibility and use of available services. Promotional materials 


include our welcome packet, newsletters, promotional posters and our website. For 


instance, our welcome packet includes an introductory letter that details information, 


including the program’s name; an explanation of program services and its benefits; how to 


access services, such as the toll-free number during regular business hours; how to obtain 


emergency and after-hours care; and how to access health education materials in other 


languages. Program posters in English and Spanish also will be posted in community health 


centers and other high-volume provider sites. Our posters and recipient newsletters will 


address various health topics as well as promote educational workshops. Additionally, our 


website will be another option for recipients to access program information, such as 


workshop topics, dates, locations and online health educational materials.  


From our experience, we have found that services must be appropriate for the many 


audiences to which they are delivered, and thus, we have made a significant investment in 


validating that the content of written materials is appropriate for our audiences. This allows 


us to convey information in a manner that program recipients can trust and will adopt. As a 


result, the written information provided to recipients, such as letters and newsletters, will be 


written at a sixth grade reading level to make sure its content is readable and easily 


understood. We use the Flesch-Kincaid method to score reading level and reading ease. 


We rigorously review materials to make sure they are clear and reader-friendly, and present 


accurate and appropriate information about our program services. 


Additionally, our written materials consider the importance of culturally and linguistically 


appropriate health services to promote positive health outcomes. We base our recipient 


materials on important foundations of social marketing, learning theory, health literacy, 


accessibility and cultural competency. Our materials use culturally diverse images and 


examples and are available in alternative languages. As a result, written materials will be 


provided in alternative languages, as necessary, to recipients’ full understanding of the 
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information. In general, APS develops materials in non-English languages where the 


percentage of the membership meets the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) 


definition of a “prevalent” language. The current standard is a language is prevalent if 5 


percent or more of the population of the Medicaid population use it as a primary language. 


In this light, APS will develop program materials in Spanish and other prevalent languages 


in Nevada. APS currently does this for our Nevada business and can do the same for 


DHCFP. 


APS confirms that the marketing information will be approved by the DHCFP before its 


release to recipients. 


15.10 Operational Requirements 


15.10.1 Medical Director 


The vendor must designate a Medical Director to be responsible for the oversight of development, 


implementation, and review of the vendor’s internal quality assurance program, including 


implementation of and adherence to any Plan of Correction. The Medical Director need not serve full-


time or be a salaried employee of the vendor, but the vendor must be prepared to demonstrate it is 


capable of meeting all requirements using a part-time or contracted non-employee director. The 


vendor may also use Assistant or Associate Medical Directors to help perform the functions of this 


office. The Medical Director must be licensed to practice medicine in the State of Nevada and be 


board certified or board-eligible in his or her field of specialty. 


15.10.1.1 The responsibilities of the Medical Director include the following: 


A. Serves as co-chair of the vendor’s Quality Assurance Plan Committee; 


B. Directs the development and implementation of the vendor’s internal quality assurance plan 


activities and the monitoring of the quality of services being rendered to recipients; and 


C. Reviews the development and revision of the vendor’s education standards and protocols, and 


oversees the development, implementation, and adherence to Plans of Correction. 


APS has designated Thomas Roben, D.O., Nevada Service Center Medical Director, to 


oversee the overall quality assurance functions of our Care Coordination Program. 


Specifically, Dr. Roben serves as co-chair of APS’ Quality Assurance Plan Committee and 


will be responsible for the oversight of development, implementation, and review of APS’ 


internal quality assurance program, including implementation of and adherence to any 


resulting corrective action plan. His duties will include directing the development and 


implementation of APS’ internal quality assurance plan activities and monitoring of the 


quality of services being rendered to recipients. He also will be responsible for reviewing the 


development and revision of APS’ education standards and protocols, and overseeing the 


development, implementation, and adherence to corrective action plans.  


Dr. Roben has worked in the State for the past 11 years and is extremely familiar with 


Nevada’s provider community, local resources and social support systems, as well as the 


diverse culture of Nevada residents, including its Medicaid population. He brings more than 


18 years of medical experience to the program, is licensed in the State of Nevada, and 


board-certified in internal medicine. Please see Tab XIV - Other Reference Material for a 


biography of Dr. Roben.  
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15.10.2 The vendor must also identify a liaison, which can be the Medical Director, to work with the 


DHCFP regarding quality assurance issues. 


APS has identified Wanda Haynes, RN, Quality Improvement Manager, as quality 


assurance liaison for quality assurance (QA) issues. Ms. Haynes will work collaboratively 


with the Nevada Executive Team and DHCFP concerning quality assurance issues, and 


coordinate with Dr. Roben as appropriate. 


15.10.3 Staffing 


Staff who will be involved in the operations of the Resource Center, Recipient Newsletters, and 


Recipient and Provider Workshops must be identified. These include, but are not limited to: the 


Medical Director, resource specialist supervisors, resource specialists, workshop trainers, and 


administrative support staff. The vendor must identify the roles/functions of each resource specialist 


and workshop trainer, as well as the required educational requirements, licensure standards, 


certification, and relevant experience. Furthermore, the vendor must provide the resource 


specialist/recipients ratios.  


The vendor must assure the DHCFP that the organization is adequately staffed with experience, 


qualified personnel. The vendor shall provide such assurances as follows:  


A. Provide the DHCFP with an updated organizational chart, every six (6) months or whenever a 


significant change in the organization occurs. The organizational chart must depict each functional 


unit of the organization, numbers and types of staff for each function identified and lines of authority 


governing the interaction of staff. The organizational chart must also identify key personnel and 


senior-level management staff and clearly delineate lines of authority over all functions of this section 


of the contract; and 


B. Key personnel may be responsible for more than one area. The vendor will ensure that all staff 


have appropriate trainings, education, and experience to fulfill the requirements of their positions. The 


vendor shall inform the DHCFP in writing within seven (7) calendar days of any changes in key 


senior-management positions, including the Administrator and Medical Director. 


APS’ proposed Resource Center for the State’s Care Coordination Program will be housed 


in our existing Nevada Service Center in Las Vegas. Our Resource Center will be staffed 


with qualified, local professionals who will be responsible for assisting Level II recipients and 


their family members or other interested parties—consistent with laws on confidentiality and 


privacy—in obtaining information and services under the program. The Resource Center will 


be staffed by enrollment specialists supported by our health educators, care management 


coordinators, and health coaches. Recruitment efforts will focus on identifying and hiring 


individuals from the local Nevada communities who possess the experience and skill set 


appropriate to their job function and who understand the State’s diverse cultures and social 


support systems. We also will work to identify and hire bi-lingual staff to mirror the State’s 


large Hispanic population. 


There will be 10 full-time employees in the Resource Center directly serving recipients, 


including three health coaches; three health educators; three care management 


coordinators; one enrollment Specialist. As we anticipate engaging approximately 5,000 


Level II recipients, this will yield a Resource Center staff/recipient ratio of 500/1. 
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Maria Romero, Executive Director of our Nevada Service Center, will have executive 


oversight of the Care Coordination Program, including supervision of the program’s 


reporting analyst who will compile the program’s reports. Ms. Romero will be the primary 


contact for the State and be ultimately responsible for the program’s success. Ms. Romero 


will be supported by Operations Manager Julie Wilson, RN and Quality Improvement 


Manager Wanda Haynes, RN. A clinical supervisor will be hired to supervise the enrollment 


specialist, health coaches, care management coordinators and health educators. 


Additionally, Thomas Roben, D.O., our Nevada Medical Director, in partnership with the 


Nevada Executive Team will oversee the development, implementation, and review of APS’ 


internal quality assurance program and activities for the Care Coordination Program. Ms. 


Haynes will support Ms. Romero and Dr. Roben regarding quality management functions 


including acting as the DHCFP’s liaison for quality assurance issues. Biographies of these 


staff are provided in Tab IX – Company Background and References, Section 17.5 


Subcontractors.  


APS has outlined the roles, functions, educational requirements, licensure standards, 


certification, and relevant experience of its Resource Center staff in the following exhibit. 
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Staff Position, 


and Name 


Key Roles and Functions Education, Licensure and 


Certification Requirements 


Relevant Experience Requirements 


Executive 
Director  


Maria Romero, 
BS, MA, RN 


• Serves as Executive Director of APS Nevada Service Center 


• Oversees the Care Coordination Program 


• Leads, plans, develops and directs service center and program 
operations and makes sure deliverables are met on a timely basis 


• Develops and executes staff plans and staff development to 
provide excellent quality to achieve contract deliverables 


• Develops, reports on, and monitors revenue and expenditure 
projections 


• Supervises reporting analyst for Care Coordination Program 


• Represents APS to the internal and external business 
communities and outreach 


• Bachelor’s degree in 
healthcare administration, 
public administration, business 
or other related discipline is 
required 


• Master’s degree in healthcare 
administration, public 
administration, business or 
other related discipline is 
preferred 


• Ph. D., with clinical licensure 
or other advance degree also 
is preferred 


• Minimum of 7 years of management 
experience with progressively increasing 
responsibilities 


• Experience in a senior-level management 
position related to Medicare, Medicaid 
Healthcare, Managed Care or related field 


• Experience with managing P & L for divisions, 
locations or cost centers with budgets 
exceeding 1 to 30 million. 


• Experience with indirectly managing as little 
as 10 people and as much as 500 people 


Medical 


Director, 


Thomas 


Roben, D.O. 


• Provides medical strategic direction and oversight in the areas of 
program design and implementation  


• Oversees the overall quality and appropriateness of medical care  


• Validates  compliance with state, URAC, APS guidelines and 
policies, and other regulatory bodies  


• Verifies staff decisions are based only on appropriateness of care 
and services, established policies and guidelines 


• Oversees development, implementation, and review of internal 
quality assurance program for Care Coordination Program, 
including implementation of and adherence to any Plan of 
Correction. 


• Serve as co-chair of APS’ Quality Assurance Plan Committee 


• Direct the development and implementation of APS’ internal 
quality assurance plan activities and the monitoring of the quality 
of services being rendered to recipients 


• Doctor of Medicine (M.D.) or 
Doctor of Osteopathic 
Medicine (D.O.)  


• Valid, unrestricted license in 
Nevada 


• Board certified or board-
eligible in his or her field of 
specialty 


 


 


• Minimum of five years of post-graduate, post- 
residency clinical experience 


• Experience with care management using 
chronic care or similar model 


• Administrative experience in managed care 
environment 


• Experience in disease management, case 
management and provider relation, with 
utilization review and peer review is preferred 


• Experience in quality improvement 
methodology 


• Experience working with Medicaid recipients, 
policies, data and systems 


• Experience in program development and 
implementation 
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Staff Position, 


and Name 


Key Roles and Functions Education, Licensure and 


Certification Requirements 


Relevant Experience Requirements 


• Reviews the development and revision of APS’ education 
standards and protocols, and oversees the development, 
implementation, and adherence to Plans of Correction 


 


Operations 


Manager  


Julie Wilson, 


RN 


• Coordinates and directs overall program operations and directly 
supervises Nevada Call Center and non-clinical support staff  


• Develops and maintains Nevada Service Center procedures and 
practices for meeting departmental goals and objectives  


• Resolves departmental operations issues or delegates to the 
appropriate personnel for prompt resolution 


• Develops and monitors business and financial Call Center metrics 
related to the daily operational success of the program; reports 
and measures progress toward operational goals through periodic 
reviews  


• Coordinates aspects of the center operations including program 
coordination, scheduling, work plan management, status reporting 
and issue resolution tracking for Operations.  


• Oversees service center operations, including those related to the 
Care Coordination Program. 


• Bachelor’s degree in a 
business field is required. 
Master’s degree preferred.  


• Minimum of 5 years experience in healthcare 
field 


• Experience in management through metrics is 
required.  


• Experience in application of advanced 
processes to design and lead strategic projects 


Quality 


Improvement 


Manager  


Wanda 


Haynes, RN 


• Responsible for development and oversight of clinical 
departments  


• Oversees program management for the following areas: disease 
management, case management, utilization review, behavioral 
healthcare management, inspections of care and special reviews, 


• Designs and implements departmental policies and procedures. 


• Provides and coordinates training to providers and state agency 


• Master Degree or higher in 
Psychology, Social Work, 
Nursing or related field. 


• RN License with program state 
preferred  


• A minimum of 5 years leadership experience 
with proven organizational skills 


• At least 5 years clinical experience in a mental 
health setting with managed care experience. 


• Public Sector and Medicaid experience 
preferred. 
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Staff Position, 


and Name 


Key Roles and Functions Education, Licensure and 


Certification Requirements 


Relevant Experience Requirements 


contacts on prior authorization processes, programs and services 
and other related areas.  


• Supervises clinical quality assurance program including the APS 
Internal Quality Control program.  


• Provides oversight of quality aspects of the Care Coordination 
Program 


• Acts as liaison to DHCFP regarding quality assurance issues for 
Care Coordination Program 


Clinical 


Supervisor  


(To be hired) 


• Oversees and supervises the staff assigned to Care Coordination 
Program to verify compliance with program requirements of the 
contracted clinical services 


• Bachelor’s degree nursing with 
registered nurse licensure in 
the state in which the position 
exists 


• Master’s degree in business, 
public administration or 
healthcare administration 
strongly preferred 


 


• 3-5 years of progressive management 
experience in a healthcare field 


• Managed care/insurance experience highly 
desirable 


• Experience in management through metrics 
highly desirable 


• Experience in application of advanced 
processes to design and lead strategic projects 


Health Coach 


(3 FTE) 


 


(To be hired) 


• Responsible for contacting Level II recipients quarterly by 
telephone to check their health status and providing any relevant 
resource information 


• Follows up with recipients, as needed 


• Encourages workshop participation 


• Follows up with workshop participants to determine the 
recipient’s satisfaction with the workshop and identify any 
changes in health because of participation 


• Responding to recipient inquiries of a clinical nature 


• Associates Degree in 
Nursing; BSN/MSN preferred 


• Current RN Licensure  


• Professional certification 
(CCM, CCP) preferred. 


• Minimum 3 years clinical experience. 


• Previous experience in a care management, 
quality improvement, medical record reviews, 
disease management and/or case 
management preferred. 


Care 


Management 


• Responsible for connecting recipients to social services and 
medical resources, as needed 


• Associates Degree in 
Nursing; BSN/MSN preferred 


• Minimum 3 years clinical experience 
• Previous experience in a case management, 
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Staff Position, 


and Name 


Key Roles and Functions Education, Licensure and 


Certification Requirements 


Relevant Experience Requirements 


Coordinator (3 


FTEs ) 


 (To be hired) 


• Follows up with recipients, as needed 


• Encourages workshop participation  


• Follows up with workshop participants to determine the 
recipient’s satisfaction with the workshop and identify any 
changes in health because of participation 


• Responding to recipient inquiries 


• Current RN Licensure 
required 


• Professional certification 
(CCM, CCP) preferred 


 


utilization management, quality improvement 
and/or medical record reviews preferred 


 


Health 


Educator (3 


FTEs) 


 


(To be hired) 


• Responsible for connecting recipients to social services and 
medical resources, as needed 


• Conducts recipient health education workshops 


• Conduct provider health education workshops 


• Responds to recipient inquiries, as needed 


• Bachelor’s degree in Nursing, 
Dietetics or other health 
related field 


• Professional certification in 
health education or teaching 
preferred 


 


• Minimum of 2 years clinical or related 
experience required 


• Teaching experience preferred 


Enrollment 


Specialist 


(To be hired) 


• Contacts Level II recipients within five days of stratification to 
inform them of available services 


• Explains the operation of APS and program 


• Responds to recipient inquiries 


• Performs outreach to recipients to encourage workshop 
participation 


• Requires High School 
Diploma or equivalent ; 
however, Associates or 
Bachelor’s Degree in human 
services field preferred 


 


• Minimum 3 years customer service 
experience 


• Previous experience in the Medicaid or 
healthcare industry preferred 
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Staff Position, 


and Name 


Key Roles and Functions Education, Licensure and 


Certification Requirements 


Relevant Experience Requirements 


Reporting 


Analyst  


 


• Responsible for assessing reporting needs and developing 
reports in partnership with the Nevada Executive Team to 
provide accurate and quality reports 


• Bachelor’s degree in 
statistics, mathematics or 
computer sciences, 
information systems or 
related field; Master’s 
degree preferred  


 


• Minimum of 3 years in healthcare, risk 
management, insurance, statistics or 
related area 


• Experience developing databases, 
analyzing data using standard software 
packages and preparing analytical 
reports 


• Proficient in Microsoft Excel, Microsoft 
Access, AQL and Crystal Reports 
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APS agrees to provide DHCFP with an updated organizational chart, every six months or 


whenever a significant change occurs. The organizational chart will depict each functional 


unit of our organization, numbers and types of staff for each function identified and lines of 


authority governing the interaction of our staff. The organizational chart also will identify our 


key personnel and senior-level management staff and clearly delineate lines of authority 


over all functions of this section of the contract.  


We understand that key personnel may be responsible for more than one area. As such, we 


verify that all staff members have appropriate trainings, education, and experience to fulfill 


their position requirements. We agree to inform the DHCFP in writing within seven calendar 


days of any changes in key senior-management positions, including the Administrator 


(Executive Director) and Medical Director. 


15.10.4 Vendor Operating Structure 


Selected vendor will provide an automated system that tracks recipients and maintains records of 


calls for follow-up, auditing, and reporting purposes.  


Guaranteed operational measures will be outlined in the contract to include number of calls received, 


time on hold, percent of abandoned calls, percent of calls answered within sixty (60) seconds, and 


percent of calls monitored for quality assurance. Key indicators are to be supplied to the state 


quarterly basis. Initial implementation may require more frequent reports. 


Selected vendor’s automated system will be able to track and report on the outcome of each recipient 


contact. 


APS’ HIPAA-compliant, web-based care management system, APS CareConnection®, will 


be used to administer the DHCFP’s Care Coordination Program. APS CareConnection® is 


our automated care management system, which houses all relevant program management 


tools, including data, communications, and interventions in a single site that is accessible to 


our health education staff, including health coaches and care management coordinators. 


Interactions between recipients and our health coaches and care management coordinators 


are documented in APS CareConnection®. Data captured includes contacts; 


correspondence, including health education materials and receipt of materials; assessment 


information; health coaching services; case management activities; recipient progress notes 


including improvement in recipients’ health status; provider communications; workshop 


attendance; referral sources, reason and outcome; as well as interventions. With each 


follow-up contact with a recipient, all changes in problems, goals, and interventions are 


updated to evaluate the recipient’s progress. As a result, APS CareConnection® can track 


recipient progress and outcomes, as well as maintain records of calls for follow-up, auditing 


and reporting purposes. Additionally, APS CareConnection® offers online capabilities such 


as decision support, online evidence-based guidelines, and other tools for the provider 


community. 


APS CareConnection®’s prioritization engine also creates a daily workflow for health 


coaches that identifies those recipients needing outreach and the specifics of that 


engagement for monitoring purposes. Our health coaches document the call, the recipient’s 


progress and any follow up activities. Our analytic engine conducts a daily refresh of the 


prioritization process so recipients may be monitored and called frequently until a desired 
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outcome is reached, such as a prescription medication for a chronic illness is either reported 


or documented as filled).  


APS also tracks and reports on-call center operations and performance, for example, 


average speed of answer and abandonment rate, to our customers regularly. We 


understand that guaranteed operational measures will be outlined in the contract to include 


number of calls received, time on hold, percent of abandoned calls, percent of calls 


answered within 60 seconds, and percent of calls monitored for quality assurance. APS will 


then supply key indicators to the State quarterly. We also understand that more frequent 


reports may be required during the initial implementation period, and will comply with these 


requests. 


15.10.4.1 Policies and Procedures 


Written policies and procedures must be developed by the vendor to provide a clear understanding of 


the program and its operations to vendor staff and the DHCFP. 


Policies and procedures must be developed, in accordance with the DHCFP contract, amendments, 


and attachments for each of the vendor functions. The vendor’s policies and procedures must be kept 


in a clear and up-to-date manual. The Policy and Procedures Manual will be used as a training tool, 


and subsequently as a reference when performing contract related activities. The Policy and 


Procedure Manual must be reviewed at least annually for accuracy and updated as needed. 


The Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP must be provided with at least three (3) hard copies and an 


electronic copy of the vendor Policy and Procedures Manual as it relates to this section of the 


contract, including any exhibits, attachments, or other documentation included as part of the vendor 


Policy and Procedure Manual. The DHCFP reserves the right to review and reject any policies or 


procedures believed to be in violation of federal or state law. 


As we do this for our other program, APS will develop written policies and procedures to 


provide a clear understanding of the Care Coordination Program and its operations to our 


staff and the DHCFP. Policies and procedures will be developed, in accordance with the 


DHCFP contract, amendments, and attachments for each of our program functions. APS’ 


policies and procedures will be kept in a clear and up-to-date manual, which will be used as 


a training tool, and subsequently as a reference when performing contract related activities. 


The Policy and Procedure Manual will be reviewed at least annually for accuracy and 


updated as needed. 


The Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP also will be provided with at least three (3) hard 


copies and an electronic copy of APS’ Care Coordination Program Policy and Procedures 


Manual, including any exhibits, attachments, or other documentation included as part of our 


Policy and Procedure Manual. We acknowledge the DHCFP reserves the right to review and 


reject any policies or procedures believed to be in violation of federal or state law. 


15.10.4.2 Implementation Vendor Plan 


Develop and submit to the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP for approval, no later than one (1) 


month after notification that the DHCFP has selected it for contract negotiations, a detailed work plan 


and time line for performing the obligations set forth in this section of the Contract for the first contract 


year; 
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Provide the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP with updates to the initial work plan and, identifying 


adjustments that have been made to either, and describing the vendor’s current state of readiness to 


perform all contract obligations in this section of the Contract. Until the service start date, the vendor 


shall provide biweekly written updates to the work plan and time line, and thereafter as often as the 


DHCFP determines necessary; 


Unless otherwise agreed to by the DHCFP, the vendor will submit to the Business Lines Unit in the 


DHCFP all deliverables related to this section of the contract to permit any DHCFP identified 


modifications within a minimum of ten (10) working days of the service start date;  


Ensure that all workplace requirements the DHCFP deems necessary, including but not limited to, 


office space, post office boxes, telephones and equipment, are in place and operative as of the 


service start date for this section of the Contract; 


Ensure that a toll-free telephone number is in operation at the vendor’s office as of 8:00 AM, PT on 


the service start date and remains in operation for the duration of the Contract, unless otherwise 


directed or agreed to by the DHCFP. A single telephone number may be utilized as long as there is a 


menu option to channel different caller categories, e.g. recipients, providers, etc; and 


Establish and implement stratification procedures and maintain applicable Level II recipient data. 


APS has demonstrated a proven track record of successfully implementing state 


government programs on schedule, which includes its contract with the State of Nevada to 


deliver care management and care coordination services to recipients enrolled in the SSW 


and SSK programs as well as aged, blind, and disabled (ABD) Medicaid recipients as well 


as other states such as Ohio, Oregon, and Wyoming. We attribute this success to the 


approach to implementation and system change that encourages mutual trust, ongoing 


communication, collaboration, and partnership among all entities serving our customers’ 


members. This is the approach APS will follow in working with HPES to implement our Care 


Coordination Program.  


APS agrees to develop and submit a detailed work plan and time line for performing health 


education and care coordination services for the first contract year to the Business Lines 


Unit in the DHCFP for approval. APS will work closely with HPES regarding our work plan 


and verify that implementation deliverables are met on time. For example, our detailed work 


plan will be submitted no later than one (1) month after notification that the DHCFP has 


selected APS for contract negotiations. This includes providing the Business Lines Unit in 


the DHCFP with updates to the initial work plan and time line, identifying adjustments that 


have been made to either, and describing our current state of readiness to perform contract 


obligations. Until the service start date, APS also will provide biweekly written updates to the 


work plan and time line, and thereafter as often as the DHCFP determines necessary. In 


fact, we use a formalized project management methodology, including a formal 


implementation project plan, which requires complete documentation of each stage and an 


acceptance of the components/objects/documents that will be produced at each stage—all 


of which enable key deliverables to be delivered to DHCFP on time. 


Unless otherwise agreed on by the DHCFP, APS will submit to the Business Lines Unit in 


the DHCFP the deliverables related to this section of the contract to permit any DHCFP 


identified modifications within a minimum of 10 working days of the service start date. We 


will make sure that the workplace requirements the DHCFP deems necessary, including but 
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not limited to, office space, post office boxes, telephones and equipment, are in place and 


operative as of the service start date for this section of the contract. We also will make sure 


that a toll-free telephone number is in operation at APS’ office as of 8 a.m. PST on the 


service start date and remains in operation for the duration of the contract, unless otherwise 


directed or agreed on by DHCFP. Because APS already has an existing Service Center in 


place, we do not anticipate any issues related to facility operations during the 


implementation phase. 


A key component of our implementation work plan will involves establishing and 


implementing stratification procedures. APS has a Health Intelligence department staffed 


with seasoned professionals who are responsible for conducting health analytic activities, 


including ongoing program analysis and trending. APS also will maintain applicable Level II 


recipient data throughout the program using our care management solution, APS 


CareConnection. 


APS has a full understanding of the expert facilitation skills as well as the multitude of steps 


that must be taken during implementation to make sure our Care Coordination Program 


meets the contract requirements and exceeds DHCFP’s expectations. We have a 


philosophy and practice of designing programs thoughtfully, hiring the best people, and 


operating within a paradigm of doing it right the first time.  


15.10.4.3 Presentation of Findings 


The vendor must obtain approval from the DHCFP prior to publishing or making formal public 


presentations of statistical or analytical material that includes information about recipients. This 


material must protect specific individual recipient privacy and confidentiality to the extent required by 


both federal and state law and regulation. 


APS confirms that we will obtain approval from the DHCFP before publishing or making 


formal public presentations of statistical or analytical material that includes information about 


recipients. This material will protect specific individual recipient privacy and confidentiality to 


the extent required by both federal and state law and regulation. 


15.10.4.4 Reporting 


Adequate date reporting capabilities are critical to the ability of CMS and DHCFP to effectively 


evaluate the DHCFP’s programs. The success of the program is based on the belief that recipients 


will maintain their existing levels of functionality and health and/or experience improved health status, 


outcomes, and satisfaction with the FFS delivery system. To measure the program’s 


accomplishments in each of these areas the vendor must provide the Business Lines Unit in the 


DHCFP and/or its contractors with uniform utilization, cost, and quality assurance data on a regular 


basis. It must also cooperate with the DHCFP in carrying out data validation steps. 


Summary Utilization Reporting 


The vendor shall produce reports using the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) 


Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI) and Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) 


as specified in the Quality Measurements Section. The vendor must submit these reports to the 


Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP in addition to the other reports required by this contract. The 


vendor must supply key indicator reports that monitor the Resource Center interaction as described 


under Operational Duties. 
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The vendor must supply quarterly reports by the tenth (10th) of each quarter. Initial implementation 


may require more frequent reports. The following quarterly reports must be submitted: 


• Number of recipients contacted by the Resource Center and method of contact; 


• A list of the top ten (10) most common referrals made to the recipients by the Resource Center 
and the number of recipients made to each of those referrals; 


• A list of the top ten (10) most common Level II recipients primary diagnoses, the number and 
percentage of recipients for each of these diagnoses, and the total number of Level II recipients; 


• Number and title of recipient workshops conducted and the number of recipients who participate 
in each workshop; 


• Number and title of provider informational and educational workshops conducted and the number 
of providers who participated in each workshop; 


• Number and percent of Level II recipients who had been admitted to the Emergency Room or 
hospital in the previous quarter; 


• Names of recipients recommended for more comprehensive care coordination; 


• Names of recipients recommended who no longer need educational services; and 


• Other reports as agreed upon by the selected vendor and State upon award of contract. 


The vendor must supply the following information regarding educational newsletters at least twice a 


year as part of their quarterly reports: 


• The number of educational newsletters sent to recipients; and 


• The number of newsletters sent to providers. 


Upon successful selection of the vendor, the DHCFP and the vendor will work together to develop a 


reporting tool that will most effectively track these measurements. 


Other Reporting 


The vendor shall be required to comply with additional reporting requirements upon the request of the 


DHCFP. Additional reporting requirements may be imposed on the vendor if the DHCFP identifies 


any area of concern with regard to a particular aspect of the vendor’s performance under this 


contract. Such reporting would provide the DHCFP with the information necessary to better assess 


the vendor’s performance. 


Other ad hoc reports, at the vendor’s expense, may be required based upon legal counsel, federal 


government, and/or state government representatives. 


One of APS’ most important strengths, as cited by stakeholders in the policy, consumer, and 


provider communities, is our data analysis and reporting. We work to serve our customers 


by using breakthrough technology and developing reports that drive informed decision-


making and quality monitoring. APS employs highly qualified staff and uses state of the art 


information processing for reporting. We use SQL server databases to collect and store 


data, which offer flexible and adaptable mechanisms for data management. 


APS uses BusinessObjects' Crystal Reports for query and development of reports. Crystal 


Reports is the industry standard software product most widely used for reporting, accessing, 


and analyzing data. This software allows for customized reporting so that information can be 


shared with others in a meaningful way. We use Crystal Enterprise to deploy reports to the 
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web in a secure environment for instant customer access. APS uses SAS as its primary 


statistical analysis tool. 


For the Care Coordination Program, APS will provide the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP 


and/or its contractors with uniform utilization, cost, and quality assurance data regularly to 


measure the program’s performance, and will cooperate with the DHCFP in carrying out 


data validation steps.  


APS agrees to produce reports using the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 


(AHRQ) Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI) and Healthcare Effectiveness Data and 


Information Set (HEDIS) as specified in the Quality Measurements Section. APS will submit 


these reports to the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP in addition to the other reports 


required by the contract. APS also will supply key indicator reports that monitor the 


Resource Center interaction as described under Operational Duties. 


APS will provide the DHCFP with quarterly reports by the tenth day of each quarter, but 


understand and will comply with more frequent reports as necessary during the 


implementation period. We work with the State of Nevada’s DHCFP for the SSW and SSK 


contract to refine and expand our reporting capabilities, and have hired additional staff to 


specifically focus on the State’s reporting requests to make sure we meet its needs. To date, 


we provide the following quarterly reports under this contract, and can easily do the same 


for the DHCFP’s Care Coordination Program: 


• Number of recipients contacted by the Resource Center and method of contact 


• A list of the top 10 most common Level II recipients primary diagnoses, the number and 


percentage of recipients for each of these diagnoses, and the total number of Level II 


recipients 


• Number and title of provider informational and educational workshops conducted and the 


number of providers who participated in each workshop  


• Number and percent of Level II recipients who had been admitted to the Emergency 


Room or hospital in the previous quarter. 


APS also provides the following reports regarding educational newsletters at least twice a 
year as part of our quarterly reports: 


• Number of educational newsletters sent to recipients 


• Number of newsletters sent to providers 


• Ability to leverage our reporting capabilities to produce the following reports for the Care 


Coordination Program: 


− A list of the top ten (10) most common referrals made to the recipients by the 


Resource Center and the number of recipients made to each of those referrals 


(quarterly) 


− Number and title of recipient workshops conducted and the number of recipients who 


participate in each workshop (quarterly) 
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− Names of recipients recommended for more comprehensive care coordination 


(quarterly) 


− Names of recipients recommended who no longer need educational services 


(quarterly) 


Additionally, we will work with the State to provide other ad hoc reports as agreed on by 


APS and the State on award of contract. This includes any additional reports that the 


DHCFP deems appropriate based on our performance. We also will provide ad hoc reports 


at our expense that may be required based on legal counsel, federal government, or state 


government representatives. 
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16 Data Warehouse – Optional Provision 


16.1 Overview 


16.1.1 Purpose 


This section of the Request for Proposal (RFP) pertains to an upgraded Data Warehouse. The 


DHCFP’s objective is to identify a qualified vendor to implement a new commercial off-the-shelf 


(COTS) data warehouse. As part of the required takeover scope of work, vendors’ data warehouse 


solution must meet the minimum data warehouse operational responsibilities as presented as 


presented in the Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements Table, Section 12.6.8, of this 


RFP. Compensation for the minimum data warehouse operational responsibilities will occur through 


the budget neutral compensation model. Any incremental costs associated with an upgraded data 


warehouse that achieves the objectives and requirements presented in this section will be 


compensated separately, external to the budget neutral compensation model, based on the vendor’s 


cost proposal. 


While this is an optional provision which Vendors may choose to include or exclude as part of their 


technical proposal submission, proposals that do not include an upgraded data warehouse solution 


component will not be entitled to receive the maximum points allotted for the evaluation of technical 


proposals, as this component will be considered during the evaluation and scoring of technical 


proposals. 


The acceptance and implementation of this optional provision will occur at DHCFP’s sole discretion 


and shall have no bearing on DHCFP’s decision to accept or implement other services proposed by 


the successful vendor regardless of whether it is part of, or external to the budget neutral 


compensation model. DHCFP desires to implement a proven, table driven, easy to use, and easy to 


navigate Data Warehouse. Proposed systems must adhere to mainstream and industry best practices 


in design, architecture and functionality. Vendors must describe, in detail, how their product meets 


these expectations. 


The Data Warehouse is intended to be Phase One of a multiple phase project that will result in an 


enterprise-level Data Warehouse utilized by the entire DHHS. It is important that the platform on 


which Phase One is built is scalable to allow for future growth of data streams internal to DHCFP and 


to all other DHHS agencies. Future phases are intended to allow other DHHS agencies to house their 


data in the DHCFP Warehouse, report on it and share data, where appropriate, with other agencies, 


as well as provide additional functionality to DHCFP. 


The objectives of this project are to: 


1. Take advantage of more modern technology including those in the upcoming Medicaid Information 


Technology Architecture (MITA) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) initiatives. 


2. More accurately collect, monitor and evaluate existing data with the intent of moving towards a 


Department of Health and Human Services enterprise data warehouse that will allow all Nevada HHS 


agencies to share information about common recipients efficiently and effectively; 


3. Enhance DHCFP infrastructure that can be leveraged across multiple divisions. 


HPES is proposing a Data Warehouse (DW) solution to DHCFP that will provide a solid 


foundation for a multi-phase project that will ultimately culminate in an enterprise-wide data 


warehouse supporting the needs of many Department of Health and Human Services DHHS 


agencies. To accomplish this, HPES is extending our partnership with Thomson Reuters, 
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who we partnered with as part of the takeover of the existing Decision Support System 


(DSS). This partnership provides the best approach to build a new extendable DW solution 


that has an architecture which achieves the following DHCFP objectives: 


• Take advantage of more modern technology including those in the upcoming Medicaid 


Information Technology Architecture (MITA) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) 


initiatives 


• More accurately collect, monitor, and evaluate existing data with the intent of moving 


toward a DHHS enterprise data warehouse 


• Enhance DHCFP infrastructure that can be leveraged across multiple divisions 


As stated previously in section 12.6.8, HPES will implement many changes to the existing 


solution aimed at addressing some of the current issues by providing enhancements to the 


existing solution. The following is a recap of the highlights of the enhancements aimed to 


better serve DHCFP in the near term.  


• New analytic capabilities for DHCFP users 


• Dashboard reporting 


• Preformatted, prompted reports 


• Patient health records 


• DCGs for predictive modeling 


We believe that by leveraging the knowledge, experience, and some of the investments 


made through the Transition Phase, we will be able to provide a better solution to DHCFP in 


a shorter timeframe.  


The Solution 


After studying DHCFP’s analytic history, business drivers, objects and future plans, we 


designed a solution that capitalizes on the enhanced DSS solution, meets the RFP 


requirements, and has minimal impact on the users. Our data warehouse solution is an 


expansion of the enhanced DSS; it builds on and uses the customized Thomson Reuters 


healthcare decision support system.  
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Data Warehouse Logical Architecture  


 


 


The architecture is engineered to meet your current and future analytic objectives. This 


integrated solution includes an expandable DSS Data Warehouse and an upgraded 


Advantage data mart. It will enable DHCFP to load data from a variety of sources while 


retaining the benefits of the current advanced healthcare database (data mart) to DHCFP. 


Within this integrated solution are the data and interfaces that will effectively support 


ongoing reporting, MARS, and SURS activities. All current DSS functions are retained while 


capabilities are expanded for every knowledge worker in a way that meets his or her unique 


needs and abilities. This Data Warehouse solution does the following: 


• Improves the volume, type, and accessibility of DHCFP healthcare data to DHCFP’s 


entire healthcare enterprise using a MITA-compliant, SOA Data Warehouse and DSS 


data mart. 


• Delivers new, upgraded query, reporting, and visualization features with Advantage 


Suite version 5.0, which will inspire usage and simplify reporting. 


• Incorporates Cognos Ad Hoc Report Writer with new and familiar tools from Thomson 


Reuters to promote rapid user adoption and improved reporting and dashboard 


deliverables. 


• Provides a new hardware and software architecture for the new DHCFP Data 


Warehouse and the DSS data mart. 


• Upgrades Medstat Advantage Suite 3.1B to Advantage 5.0. 
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• Includes SAS/ETS for complex forecasting 


• Enables DHCFP to identify third-party liability (TPL), prior authorization (PA), pharmacy, 


historical provider rates, HIE data, and other data to be loaded into the Data Warehouse, 


as needed. 


• Uses stable components, proven to work in large-scale environments, with the capacity 


to grow and to integrate more data, users, applications, data marts, and so on. 


• Is scalable to meet changing future healthcare data capture and reporting requirements, 


such as HIE, multi-state contracts, and healthcare reform.  


This solution delivers reliable, actionable information to guide program planning and 


execution, performance measurement, and program integrity. It uses a person-centric data 


model, enabling DHCFP to predict and monitor recipient’s use of services across all 


programs, including Medicaid, Nevada Check Up, Pharmacy, and TPL. Careful data 


standardization enables comparative analysis across programs as well as deep 


investigation into any one program or population.  


The design of the new Data Warehouse solution will be unique to DHCFP but based on 


technology that has a reputation for performance and reliability in large healthcare 


environments. The cornerstones of the solution are depicted in the following exhibit, COTs 


Cornerstones of the Data Warehouse. 


COTS Cornerstones of the Data Warehouse 


 


An integral component of HP’s Data Warehouse solution is Thomson Reuters Advantage 


Suite version 5.0. This is the latest, most feature-rich release of the analytic system currently 


used by DHCFP. Based on an analytically ready data mart, Advantage Suite delivers 


healthcare-intelligent information such as evidence-based clinical measures, benchmarks, 


population risk segmentation, episodes of care, and predictive modeling. Its widely-


respected Measures Catalog minimizes the risk of getting complex healthcare reporting 


wrong.  
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Advantage Suite uses IBM® Cognos® for interfacing to the user. Interfaces are designed for 


all levels of user, enabling even non-technical users to make good decisions using the 


powerful information in Advantage Suite. The system is highly configurable, enabling users 


to change reports, create new measures, and create new reports at will.  


Migrating to Advantage Suite 5.0 enables the DHCFP to leverage its experience with 


Advantage Suite and retain existing reports, studies, customizations, and other DHCFP user 


content. DHCFP can also be confident that all current DSS functions will be retained, while 


new features and functions are added.  


The Enhanced Advantage Suite Environment 


Thomson Reuters Advantage Suite is the core decision support tool for advanced 


healthcare reporting at the enterprise level. Based on an analytically-rich data mart, 


Advantage Suite delivers standard reports, dashboards, ad hoc reporting, and powerful 


analytic methodologies such as benchmarking, population risk segmentation, and episodes 


of care. Its widely-respected Measures Catalog minimizes the risk of getting complex 


reporting wrong. Its Cognos web-based interfaces enable any level of user to embed 


intelligent information into their work 


Advantage Suite includes more than 125 modifiable healthcare analytic report templates, 


covering such topics as financial, utilization, clinical, disease management, eligibility, and 


drug. Comparative data, in the form of external or internal norms or benchmarks is also 


available on the reports. During the early stages of the initial database build, we will work 


with DHCFP to validate the key business needs and determine if any other standard reports 


available through Advantage Suite are appropriate for your users.  


Advantage Suite’s Ad Hoc Report Writer 


Advantage Suite’s Ad Hoc Report Writer is integrated so there are no additional tools, 


techniques, or costs required to access the database. The Ad Hoc Report Writer is intuitive 


and easy-to-use. Users can perform virtually unlimited ad hoc inquiries and analyses and 


produce a myriad of fully customized interactive reports, based on any view of the data 


(subset) they select. The Ad Hoc Report Writer enables users to select healthcare-relevant 


measures, subsets, and time periods and simply drag them to a column or row, to see 


exactly how the report would appear.  


Users can combine a customized set of measures in one report that would require multiple 


standard reports in other systems, and display only those measures relevant to a given 


analysis. The technically proficient analytic user can access the Ad Hoc Report Writer to 


create custom queries and drill down to any level of detail in the database – reports can 


range from a broad look at expenditures or utilization to specific, patient-level views. Analytic 


users derive value not only from the broad set of query and reporting capabilities, but also 


from the advanced analytic methodologies built into the interface. 


Measures Catalog 


The Measures Catalog is the foundation of Advantage Suite and includes a robust library of 


cross benefit program measures. By offering predefined measures presented in plain 
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English, the Measures Catalog will continue to help DHCFP users to verify consistency of 


results, shorten the analysts’ “time to answer,” and leverage staff resources.  


To manage the healthcare of a recipient, program managers monitor key indicators of 


program performance. These measures are sums, rates, and ratios that provide valuable 


insight into program performance. The Measures Catalog contains nearly 2,000 analytically 


robust healthcare-related measures and demonstrates the innovations that we have 


pioneered for decades.  


Subsetting 


The breadth of analytic reporting in a healthcare program drives the need for unlimited 


dynamic analytic views of the data. The Ad Hoc Report Writer includes a comprehensive 


ability to subset, or filter, the database to select particular cuts of the database for analysis. 


For more than a decade, DHCFP users have authored hundreds of custom subsets for their 


analyses. One of the great benefits of subsetting is that DHCFP users can specify subset 


conditions either by a point and click selection from a list of allowable values for a field (such 


as accounts) or by specifying the values of interest (such as payment > $10,000). The 


capability to interact with common words instead of computer codes greatly reduces the 


learning curve and the need to understand healthcare coding schemes.  


Risk Stratification and Predictive Modeling 


Population risk stratification and predictive modeling are techniques commonly used by 


state Medicaid agencies. Advantage Suite delivers industry-leading capabilities in this area 


by embedding the Risk Adjusted Medical Episodes Grouper (MEG). This method of 


modeling healthcare costs is predicated on an episode of care, the severity of illness within 


the episode, and the illness burden (Relative Risk Score) for the recipient using the DCG 


model supplied by Verisk Health, Inc. Average allowed payments are derived from the 


MarketScan claims database and are the basis of projected payments. For each episode 


and stage (level of illness), ranges of relative risk scores define five complexity categories 


which best explain the variation in average payments in a given episode-stage. The model’s 


explanatory power represents a significant step forward in predictive performance. Overall, 


the model exhibits an explanatory power (R-square) of 35 percent.  


Advantage users have ready-to-use population subsets and measures that incorporate 


information produced by Risk Adjusted MEG. Users need not be epidemiologists, 


statisticians, or even power users to run credible reports on risk stratification and predictive 


modeling. With this information users are better able to identify patients that are likely to be 


high cost next year and whose costs should be managed. In addition, users are able to 


predict the future costs of a population group based on the aggregated underlying risk of a 


group.  


Evidence-Based Measures of Care 


Agencies often desire to implement evidence based practices with an emphasis on 


prevention. We have embedded National Quality Forum (NQF) endorsed quality measures 


into Advantage Suite. Many of our customers have used these measures to monitor quality 


of care across time and target programs for preventing or better managing chronic illness.  
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The quality measures are contained in the Measures Catalog and are created from 


integrated eligibility, medical, and other data and include sums, rates, and ratios that provide 


valuable insights into program performance. Besides NQF-endorsed evidence-based 


measures, Advantage Suite’s quality of care measures include the rates of potentially 


avoidable admissions, immunizations, well child care, cervical cancer screenings, 


mammograms, and PSA, among others. 


Besides the Advantage Suite DSS, Data Warehouse users will have access to a suite of 


powerful analytic tools to support DHCFP research. 


Cognos 


Advantage Suite’s user-friendly interface is powered by Cognos. The interface is seamless 


to the user; they see a web-based set of reporting tools delivering the advanced analytics of 


Advantage Suite. Users can also use the Cognos tool for Data Warehouse reporting and 


analysis. Cognos Report Studio and Cognos Query Studio will link to both the Advantage 


Suite data mart and to the tables within the new Data Warehouse. By using Cognos for both 


DSS and Data Warehouse access, our solution simplifies user access to data and reduces 


training needs. 


SAS 


To meet the DHCFP’s requirements for even more advanced statistical reporting and 


analysis, HPES will provide three DHCFP’s power users with SAS/ETS at their workstations. 


This tool offers users sophisticated, rigorous methods to meet DHCFP needs for valid 


budget forecasting. SAS/ETS offers a broad array of econometric analysis and time series 


forecasting techniques that allow users to model complex scenarios and analyze the 


dynamic impact that specific events might have on your organization over time. The Time 


Series Forecasting System within SAS/ETS is a point-and-click interface that provides 


interactive exploration and forecasting. It enables novice forecasters to quickly master the 


forecasting process, and provides a robust set of tools for more experienced analysts. 


MapInfo 


Geographical mapping of Medicaid data provides a more intuitive way for processing and 


comprehending certain business information, enhancing the DHCFP’s ability to analyze and 


discern critical trends and patterns. Mapping capability is particularly useful when 


determining how to structure a disease management program, target member outreach, 


monitor trends in provider coverage, detect emerging problems with access to care, and 


generally improve your understanding of program performance at the local level. Mapping is 


also very effective in communicating complex health care information to State legislators 


and Members of Congress, to show how their districts compare to the rest of the State in 


terms of program impacts and outcomes of care. 


In its Data Warehouse solution, HPES included three workstation licenses for the MapInfo 


geographical mapping suite. The choice of MapInfo uses the DHCFP’s current experience 


and training in the use of this mapping tool. HPES will assist DHCFP in using this powerful 


tool or use it on your behalf, as needed.  
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MapInfo works with Advantage Suite to produce information about the geographical 


distribution of providers, members, and recipients in the Medicaid program. Reports can be 


generated in Advantage Suite, saved in a MapInfo-readable format, and then used to 


generate colorful and varied maps that reveal gaps in managed care or fee-for-service 


provider participation, “hot spots” of under- or over-utilization, and a variety of useful data. 


Summary 


In summary, migrating DHCFP DSS users to the latest version of Advantage Suite provides 


Nevada with numerous benefits. First of all, it eliminates the need for users to learn a new, 


complicated DSS tool. The training and experience that DHCFP has invested in can be 


retained and used without interruption. Second, the new features and capabilities of 


Advantage Suite 5.0, when hosted in Thomson Reuters’ Service Center, solve many of the 


obstacles identified in past years. Lastly, by retaining and enhancing its Advantage Suite 


environment, DHCFP continues to provide its users with the most feature-rich, capable 


decision support tool available in the Medicaid industry. 


Our solution fully supports the following DHCFP key business drivers: 


• Provide the optimal Data Warehouse and data mart structure including MITA compliance 


and SOA architecture. 


• Accurately collect, monitor, and evaluate data from multiple DHCFP divisions in a single 


Data Warehouse that enables DHCFP users to efficiently and effectively access and 


report on common recipients. 


• Deliver an enhanced DHCFP technology that will be used throughout DHCFP.  


Our solution helps DHCFP become a more data-driven organization and enables timely, 


quality decisions about the important programs you deliver in an increasingly complex 


healthcare environment. Besides growth across time, the following other two guiding 


principles we used to devise this solution.  


• Trust—A sound overall solution from a team that has more experience in the public 


sector of healthcare than does any other company, delivering data that can be trusted by 


DHCFP and its key constituencies.  


• User Development—A focus on helping the DHCFP’s staff learn, grow, and achieve 


greater fluency in, and comfort with using, powerful healthcare data. 


16.2 Project 


DHCFP’s current data warehouse, Advantage Suite, by Thomson Reuters, was DHCFP’s first attempt 


at a data warehouse and, while it met the agency’s immediate needs, the system’s shortcomings, and 


the agency’s growing information needs, quickly became known. Existing shortfalls include: 


16.2.1 No direct control over what data are stored. For example, only partial data are available for 


Third Party Liability, Prior Authorization and Pharmacy records. 


The new Data Warehouse solution will enable the loading of data identified and selected by 


DHCFP. This data will be maintained in the Data Warehouse. Additionally, HPES, in 
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conjunction with Thomson Reuters, will work with DHCFP to identify the additional data that 


will be added to the Advantage Suite data model. 


16.2.2 Information from other State agencies that could be used to drive policy is not available and is 


not scalable in the existing warehouse. 


Our solution provides the DHCFP with the opportunity to load information from other State 


agencies in our scalable data warehouse. Once DHCFP has identified this data, HPES will 


work with DHCFP and the other pertinent agencies perform enhancements to include 


additional data into the data warehouse. Enhancements such as these will follow the 


Change Management process. . 


16.2.3 Poor architecture in existing reporting schema that cannot be overcome in the existing system. 


Our solution provides a Data Warehouse for the loading of a myriad of data in a relational 


database. Additionally, this solution also provides the Advantage data mart which is 


constructed with the Thomson Reuters Star Schema to enable sophisticated healthcare data 


queries that incorporate user-friendly features with underlying complex medical algorithms. 


Our solution provides DHCFP with the best of both alternatives. 


16.2.4 Existing reporting tool does not have the forecasting complexity to fully meet the agency’s 


needs, nor does it allow for the storage of historical provider rates. 


Our proposed solution provides SAS/ETS licenses that meet and exceed this requirement. 


SAS/ETS provides integrated econometric and time series techniques for modeling, 


forecasting, and simulating business processes. SAS/ETS provides analysts with a broad 


array of methods for forecasting and contains the following forecasting methods: 


• Regression 


• Unobserved components models 


• Trend extrapolation 


• Exponential smoothing 


• Winter’s method 


• ARIMA (Box-Jenkins) 


• Dynamic or transfer function models 


• VARMAX and general state-space models for forecasting multiple time series jointly 


16.2.5 Basic accounting functions such as the ability to effectively balance are not available (project 


will greatly improve or ability to provide better financial information to CMS and other necessary 


parties). 


We will work with DHCFP to identify the financial data needed to support required analyses. 


Once the necessary data is loaded in the Data Warehouse, reporting tools can be used to 


build needed balancing reports. Depending on the nature and specifics of the financial 


analysis, users might perform the analysis using Advantage Suite, Cognos, and SAS. 


16.2.6 DHCFP requires one centralized repository for data. Currently, different program areas (e.g., 


Medicaid (Title XIX), Nevada Checkup (Title XXI), Pharmacy Benefit Program and Division of Welfare 


and Supportive Services, Eligibility) are utilizing MMIS data to maintain their own data repositories 


and employ their own reporting tools, thereby causing inconsistent reporting results. 
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The DSS Data Warehouse will enable DHCFP to store data in a single repository, 


eliminating the need for multiple data stores. 


16.2.7 The Agency requires a systems architecture that can support a complex reporting system for 


the present that meets DHHS’ and DHCFP’s strategic vision well into the future. 


The combination of the Data Warehouse and the Advantage Data Mart provide the State 


with the best of both with the extensive, scalable Data Warehouse and the sophisticated 


healthcare Advantage Data Mart that provides the ability to easily create complex analysis 


queries based on sound medical algorithms. 


16.2.8 DHCFP desires to shift its data warehouse focus from complex engineering tools for a few 


users to more flexible, affordable and accessible tools for a larger audience. Moving away from being 


an exclusive tool for power users, or ‘information producers’, to empowering the ‘information 


consumers’ in accessing, analyzing and sharing data. 


By migrating its existing DSS environment to Advantage Suite 5.0, DHCFP begins to 


accomplish this goal. Using the industry-leading Cognos reporting tool as the user interface, 


Advantage Suite offers users the most user-friendly, intuitive reporting and analysis 


environment available today. HPES has proposed the addition of executive level dashboard 


reporting available with the release of Advantage Suite 5.0. Additionally, by using Cognos in 


the new release of Advantage 5.0, mid-level users will have access to prompted reports that 


allow them to follow prompted selection criteria to execute various report templates. Details 


of the added functional capability appear in the DSS solution narrative and will be provided 


under the cost neutral specifications of this RFP.  


Our solution also brings an improved operating environment. HPES proposes to locate the 


new Data Warehouse in the Thomson Reuters Data Center located in Eagan, Minnesota. 


The move to the Thomson Reuters Data Center addresses many issues faced by DHCFP in 


today’s environment. Benefits include the following: 


• Faster and timelier upgrades. Data Center customers receive product upgrades in two 


weeks or less. This will minimize the impact to DHCFP users as it is experienced today. 


• More reliable updates and database availability. The build server in the Shared Service 


Center environment allows for more testing/validation prior to loading data into 


production. If issues are encountered on the build, production is still available for use 


(additional downtime is not incurred).  


• The Thomson Data Center is SAS 70 Type II certified. The certification recognizes that 


Thomson Reuters uses standard, repeatable processes for Advantage Suite.  


• Eliminates coordination issues related to an installed environment. More efficient/quicker 


resolution to database items (direct access to the database environment, less external 


coordination).  


• Eliminates added hardware costs associated to future releases of Advantage Suite.  


• Provides more functional capability within the application—Patient Health Record and 


Disease and Drug Reference.  
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• Better overall customer experience through increased functions and support. 


Lastly, our Data Warehouse solution includes a plan to add additional data elements and 


data sources to Advantage Suite. Across the years, the DHCFP’s need for additional data 


elements has steadily grown. While the initial build of the DSS provided for reporting 


necessary for DHCFP and Federal certification, increased usage of the system across time 


and the increased expertise of users have prompted various requests for additional data 


elements in the last few years. As part of this project, HPES will perform a requirements 


analysis process to identify the set of additional data elements and data sources needed in 


the next release of Advantage Suite.  


16.3 Sources of Data 


Below is the approximate size of the sources of data to be included in the Warehouse. The sources 


have been ranked according to their relative order of importance. All MMIS data must be available to 


the agency in Phase One of this project. 


16.3.1 Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) – The State’s MMIS manages 


approximately 12 million claims and 12,000 providers annually and between 170,000 and 190,000 


Medicaid recipients monthly. 


16.3.2 Encounters – Approximately three million records have been generated annually, beginning 


on July 1, 2008. 


16.3.3 Health Care Management (HCM) – First Health Services performs utilization management 


services for pre-admission, concurrent, and retrospective reviews for payment authorization for 


approximately 199,200 Medicaid Fee for Service and Medicaid Check-Up recipients. During 2007, 


First Health Services performed 109,000 prior authorization reviews for Nevada Medicaid. 


16.3.4 Point of Sale (POS) – Nevada’s POS is managed by FHSC using a program named FirstRX 


and performs the following functions: 


A. Pharmacy Claims Adjudication – 1.3 million claims per year; 


B. Drug Utilization Review – Both Prospective and Retrospective; 


C. Retrospective Review of 3600 individual patient profiles per year; 


D. Prior Authorization and Clinical Call Center Calls – 15,000 per year; 


E. Technical Call Center Calls – 13,000 per year; 


F. Preferred Drug List and Prescription Drug Management Program; 


G. Maximum Allowable Cost Program; and 


H. Reporting to assist DHCFP in their policy decision-making process. 


16.3.5 Rates Table – The "Rates Table" consists of 8 different tables. The source of the data in the 


tables is MMIS. The Rate unit maintains these tables in an access database which is updated weekly 


from a download (on disk) from FHS. Rate's staff queries these tables to obtain rate, procedure, 


provider information. 


The tables are: 


A. Procedure Descriptions – containing 98,128 lines of data, this table consists of procedure code 


descriptions, begin and end dates of the code and any age limits on the code. 
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B. Procedure Rates – containing 2,093,747 lines of data, rates on this table are provider 


type/specialty specific. Each procedure code is mapped to multiple provider types with the possibility 


of a different rate for each provider type. Each code might also have multiple modifiers with a different 


rate for each modifier. There is also a different rate for each code and modifier depending on region 


code (pediatric enhancement). 


C. Provider Type/Specialty – Containing 196,013 lines of data, this table lists the codes and to which 


provider type/specialty they are mapped. It also lists the claim type for each code. 


D. Prior Authorization Requirements – Containing 92,140 lines of data, this table lists the PA 


requirement and any age limits on each procedure code. 


E. Procedure Flag Codes – Containing 78,360 lines of data, flag codes indicate any special handling 


for a particular code or if the code is a covered procedure; i.e. the BA flag indicates that the code is to 


be paid at 100% of invoice; a 999 flag that has not been end dated indicates that the code is not a 


covered procedure. 


F. Capitation Rates – This table contains 5,173 lines and lists the capitated rate paid to HMOs. 


G. Provider Specific Rates – Containing 19,068 lines of data, this table contains provider specific 


rates based on the provider id. Some providers have specific rates for a specific code that is unique 


to that provider. 


H. Provider Rates – Containing 14,260 lines of data, this table lists providers that are paid at a 


percentage of billed charges such as out of state hospitals; providers with per diem rates such as 


nursing facilities; the financial cut back percentage for sister agencies. 


16.3.6 ePrescribing – As this is a new program, the size of the database resulting from this program 


is minimal. 


16.3.7 Rebate – There are three rebate programs for the state: 


A. OBRA rebates are governed by SSA 1927. These rebates are required for manufacturer’s to have 


their drugs covered by Nevada Medicaid. 


B. Supplemental rebates are additional rebates the state collects by putting the drugs on the PDL. 


C. Diabetes Supply – The State collects rebates from diabetes supply manufacturers. 


All rebate programs are managed through FHSC. 


16.3.8 Nevada Operations of Multi-Automated Data Systems (NOMADS) – This DWSS system 


includes Medicaid eligibility and child support enforcement (CSE). The Medicaid eligibility file and 


third party information from NOMADS are interrelated to the Medicaid claims processing and 


managed care systems. This file contains approximately 184,453,000 rows and 110.7 Gb. 


16.3.9 Nevada Check Up – Nevada Check Up has between 25,000 and 30,000 enrollees per month. 


16.3.10 Employee Subsidized Insurance (ESI) – The size of the database resulting from this 


program is minimal. 


16.3.11 The Health Insurance for Work Advancement (HIWA) – Current database size is 


estimated to be between 1 and 2 Gb. 


16.3.12 Health Management Systems (HMS) – is an independent contractor that performs work to 


identify and recover payments from third party insurance companies. For the five-month period 


between January, 2007 and May, 2007 HMS made a total of 12,726 edits to MMIS data. 
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The HPES team understands and accepts the above data source requirements. We will 


partner with you to define these data sources and will load the resulting data as it is 


provided to us for loading into your scalable Data Warehouse. The following exhibit 


acknowledges and accepts each of the above data source requirements. 


SECTION  TITLE SOURCE SYSTEM UNDERSTAND AND 


WILL MEET 


REQUIREMENT 


16.3.1 Medicaid Management Information 


System (MMIS) 


State MMIS System Yes 


16.3.2 Encounters Not stated Yes 


16.3.3 Health Care Management (HCM) First Health Services Yes 


16.3.4 Point of Sale (POS) SXC  Yes 


16.3.4.A Pharmacy Claims Adjudication SXC Yes 


16.3.4.B Drug Utilization Review SXC Yes 


16.3.4.C Retrospective Review HP Yes 


16.3.4.D Prior Authorization and Clinical Call 


Center Calls 


HP Yes 


16.3.4.E Technical Call Center Calls HP Yes 


16.3.4.F Preferred Drug List and Prescription 


Drug Management Program 


SXC Yes 


16.3.4.G Maximum Allowable Cost Program; HP Yes 


16.3.4.H Reporting to assist DHCFP in their 


policy decision-making 


process 


HP Yes 


16.3.5 Rate Tables MMIS (HP) Yes 


16.3.5.A Procedure Descriptions MMIS (HP) Yes 


16.3.5.B Procedure Rates MMIS (HP) Yes 


16.3.5.C Provider Type/Specialty MMIS (HP) Yes 


16.3.5.D Prior Authorization Requirements MMIS (HP)MMIS Yes 


16.3.5.E Procedure Flag Codes MMIS (HP) Yes 


16.3.5.F Capitation Rates MMIS (HP) Yes 


16.3.5.G Provider Specific Rates MMIS (HP) Yes 


16.3.5.H Provider Rates MMIS (HP) Yes 


16.3.6 ePrescribing SXC Yes 


16.3.7 Rebate SXC Yes 


16.3.7.A OBRA rebates SXC Yes 


16.3.7.B Supplemental rebates SXC Yes 


16.3.7.C Diabetes Supply SXC Yes 
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SECTION  TITLE SOURCE SYSTEM UNDERSTAND AND 


WILL MEET 


REQUIREMENT 


16.3.8 Nevada Operations of Multi-


Automated Data Systems (NOMADS) 


NOMADS Yes 


16.3.9 Nevada Check Up Not stated Yes 


16.3.10 Employee Subsidized Insurance (ESI) ESI Yes 


16.3.11 The Health Insurance for Work 


Advancement (HIWA) 


HIWA Yes 


16.3.12 Health Management Systems (HMS) Emdeon Yes 


 


16.4 Architecture 


16.4.1 System Architecture 


Vendors must describe the overall architecture of their proposed solution including the degree of 


"openness" and adherence to industry standard hardware, plans for MITA alignment now and in the 


future, software, security and communications protocols. Describe the internal architecture and how it 


facilitates system changes and new user requirements. A browser-based and/or thin Windows client 


(user interface) for end users is preferred. Browser-based connections are preferred for medical 


providers and other non-departmental system users. Vendors must describe how the proposed 


architecture is compatible with the Department and State's existing infrastructure. Vendors must 


describe how components of the proposed architecture will remain current and supported to avoid 


becoming obsolete. 


Our Data Warehouse solution was engineered to meet DHCFP’s current and future analytic 


objectives. While it consists of several commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components, it is 


architecturally and functionally engineered into a single source of knowledge for DHCFP. 


Within this integrated solution are the data and interfaces that will effectively support 


ongoing reporting, MARS and SURS activities. All current DSS functionality is retained, 


while capabilities are extended. 


We followed four key concepts in designing this Data Warehouse solution: 


• Low Risk—We offer a solution that is both high-return and low-risk. The core 


components are COTS software products well-proven in the public and private 


healthcare payer sectors. DHCFP will avoid the hidden costs and high risks inherent in 


designing a brand new, unproven system from scratch.  


• Trust—To ensure that the system produces timely and trustworthy information, we 


propose proven, powerful, technologies and sound management methods. We maintain 


data integrity through careful data design, thorough testing, performance monitoring, and 


continuous quality improvement. Users must understand the information in order to trust 


it. Our methods for making the information understandable and actionable have earned 


us respect in the national healthcare community.  
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• User Development—DHCFP requires a system that empowers your staff to be better 


analysts, informed consumers, and decision makers. We will deliver new analytic tools 


that are interesting and motivate use and we will take a continuing education approach 


to training and helping current users strengthen their analytic skills across time. We will 


also provide training to new users including divisions who are becoming new users of 


the DSS and/or the Data Warehouse. 


• Growth Over Time—This solution will keep pace with your needs as they evolve. We 


will deliver software enhancements yearly. The architecture is up-to-date, scalable, and 


expandable. Our Research and Development (R&D) departments have solutions 


underway that will meet the future healthcare challenges including heathcare reform, 


HIE, ICD-10, and so on. Our Data Warehouse solution extends the capabilities of the 


current Advantage Suite DSS to enable greater decision maker support now and into the 


future.  


HP has studied the Division’s analytic history, operations, business drivers, objectives, and 


stated future plans. The Data Warehouse solution we propose meets these criteria and, in 


certain respects, exceeds them. Here is an exhibit showing our architecture. 
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Data Warehouse Logical Architecture  


 


The following section focuses on how we will achieve your business objectives through our 


technical and management approach. Our solution will greatly improve DHCFP’s access to 


high-quality information.  


We propose a high-performance, customized, Data Warehouse and decision support 


system environment as the DHCFP Data Warehouse. The Data Warehouse will integrate 


data across the Division’s health programs using a person-centered design. The 


subsections below detail our proposed Data Warehouse solution for DHCFP. 


Technical Approach 


We will construct the Data Warehouse using sound data management processes; state-of-


the-art business intelligence tools will provide access to the data. Advanced healthcare 


decision support systems will deliver actionable information for population health 


management, performance measurement, forecasting, and program integrity, across all 
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programs. The solution uses proven COTS software tools and a powerful Oracle database 


platform.  


Technical Architecture Overview 


We propose a multi-tiered architecture composed of database, application, and presentation 


layers. The use of multiple physical tiers allows each tier to focus on the task for which it is 


best suited, and implementations can be based on cost effective commodity components in 


flexible and scalable deployments. With an appropriate division of functions between tiers, 


the need for expensive high-speed communications links is eliminated. As usage grows, 


servers can be upgraded or even replicated to add capacity without redesigning the entire 


solution. The application tier includes MapInfo, SAS capabilities, and Thomson Reuters 


Advantage, a proven COTS-based healthcare analytic tool. Together these applications 


support DHCFP needs and all user levels.  


Database Platform Overview 


We propose Oracle® 11g RAC as the platform for the Data Warehouse and the major 


healthcare analytic system, Advantage Suite (see above). Oracle RAC is a cluster database 


with a shared cache architecture that overcomes the limitations of traditional shared-nothing 


and shared-disk approaches to provide highly scalability and the highest level of system 


uptime. This is an industry leading platform that will support DHCFP’s growing needs. 


We will use IBM® InfoSphere® DataStage® as the tool for data integration (or ETL: extract-


transform-load). DataStage integrates data on demand with a high performance parallel 


framework, extended metadata management, and enterprise connectivity. DataStage is an 


industry leader in large volume environments.  


Database Design 


The design approach is a centralized Data Warehouse with dependent data marts. The data 


model will be person-centric, which is ideal for integrating data across multiple healthcare 


programs. Users will find it easy to run queries that combine cost and use information across 


all programs for a comprehensive picture of the healthcare being billed for and consumed. 


We will enrich the data with clinical groupings, standardize it to ease comparative analysis, 


and organize it to support role-based security. The data design will provide users with easy 


access to the right information at the right time. This solution will reliably deliver the 


information DHCFP need to make important decisions.  


Data Management Approach  


A vital role in the Data Warehouse solution is the ongoing maintenance of the Data 


Warehouse, its data, and its environment. To meet this challenge, we employ a series of 


data management processes that represent industry best practice for the support of large-


scale analytic Data Warehouses. The subsections that follow highlight the key components 


of our Data Warehouse management, monitoring, and support methodology. 
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Data Quality Assurance 


Our data and system management process is geared toward effective data integration, data 


integrity, and timely delivery. Data integrity is paramount. The system must be trustworthy. 


Data integrity means ensuring accuracy, consistency, completeness, and currency. HPES 


data quality assurance process is the best in the industry.  


Database Update Processing 


During operations, data from the MMIS are loaded as received into operational staging 


tables, transformed, and loaded into the persistent store of the Data Warehouse. In a 


separate process, the data are transformed and loaded into a special purpose data mart, 


which aggregates and enhance the detail data for use by Advantage Suite. We ensure that 


the data are absolutely consistent between the Data Warehouse and the Advantage Suite 


data mart. We plan weekly and monthly loads depending on the data type and application. 


The overall data transformation approach is an industry best practice. 


Metadata Management 


We will take care to ensure that the data in the system is understandable to each user on 


their own terms, with metadata layers at the database and application levels that are created 


with role-based awareness of business needs. Business and operational metadata will be 


managed in the Data Warehouse environment and provide information like data definitions 


and data lineage to aid users. The reporting and analytic tools further explain the source and 


definition of the analytic aggregates and specialized data objects they deliver.  


System Performance Monitoring 


We will work with DHCFP to establish system performance standards appropriate to the 


application and query type. Using automated tools, we will monitor system performance 


throughout each day, using canary queries/reports to observe response times. We will 


adjust resources as needed to reduce contention and maintain good performance. 


Future Growth and Vision 


It is important that this solution’s platform is scalable to allow for future growth. In its RFP, 


DHCFP laid out its vision for a Data Warehouse that can be expanded to become a multi-


agency, DHHS data repository. The Division envisions a Data Warehouse that enables 


DHHS agencies to jointly house data for reporting and collaboration. We applaud DHCFP’s 


vision and are offering a Data Warehouse that will enable the Division to build such an 


environment. 


The Data Warehouse will be deployed on a reliable, scalable, architecture using proven 


best-of-class tools and products. We have selected hardware, software, and system 


management components based on four principles:  


• Data quality and reliability 


• Ease of use 


• Security 


• Performance 
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The technical architecture is scalable, extensible, and modular. The configuration will 


accommodate more users, more data, and a more rapid refresh rate. To facilitate expansion, 


the system is SOA and MITA compliant. The software components are COTS-based from 


sources that have a track record for continual product enhancement and innovation. This is 


especially important in healthcare analysis, where coding and other reference data change 


every year. 


Hardware/Software Foundation  


We propose to implement the Data Warehouse and Advantage Suite, using the Oracle 


Enterprise Database Management system. Oracle is the leading database management 


system and is technology with which we have extensive experience implementing Data 


Warehouses and decision report systems. We will deploy the core Oracle database software 


in a configuration specially optimized to maximize performance. Oracle’s industry leading 


Real Application Cluster (RAC) technology provides high availability and inherent fault 


tolerance through multiple nodes. 


Other components include: 


• IBM® InfoSphere® DataStage® – A powerful data integration tool that integrates data 


on demand with a high performance parallel framework, extended metadata 


management, and enterprise connectivity. We use DataStage because of its scalability, 


ability to transform large volumes of data quickly and its capability to manage data 


arriving in real-time or on a scheduled basis. 


• High Performance Disk - To achieve high performance with decision support 


applications in a data warehousing environment it is critical to be able to read through 


large volumes of data quickly. As a result, IO is commonly the main performance 


bottleneck.  To minimize this constraint and to optimize overall performance, we 


recommend buying disk with high revolution speeds and relatively small disk sizes.   


• Although new generations of disk drives are inevitably larger in capacity, data 


warehousing applications benefit from having as many spindles as possible so that as 


many drives as possible can respond when large table scans are required to answer a 


query. Thus we recommend choosing the smallest drives available in any class of disk 


systems. This recommendation typically runs counter to many IT managers’ preferences 


to buy the cheapest (largest capacity) drives, but is cost-effective for achieving high 


performance decision support applications. 


• Red Hat Enterprise Linux—Linux is a key technology for many of the application 


platforms and provides an economical yet robust operating system environment. 


• Other components—Based on Microsoft® Windows Server, Windows SQL Server, 


MySQL, SAN storage, and other trusted, widely-used technologies. 


Data Architecture  


The data architecture we propose is a centralized enterprise Data Warehouse that 


integrates the data from the MMIS, with dependent data marts that support specific business 


processes. The Data Warehouse provides the foundation for DHCFP to employ an 
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enterprise-wide approach to the delivery of programs and services across all payers. The 


Data Warehouse will store all the data that comes to the Data Warehouse from any source. 


Initially HPES anticipates the warehouse will be loaded with seven years of data from the 


MMIS, and other DHCFP data sources. In general, it will grow across time to house 


additional years of data with the option of keeping available longer histories of specific data 


required to support specific business processes. The following exhibit shows the data 


architecture. 


Data Architecture 


 


 


The major benefits of this approach are: (1) enterprise level data integration, and (2) support 


of different views and specialized uses of data. This model supports the Division’s efforts to 


increase the quality and efficiency of healthcare through better decision-making, because it 


does the following: 


• Provides the flexibility to add, remove, and change the products and applications 


consuming enterprise data without requiring fundamental changes to the system. 


• Allows for an incremental data-driven approach with rapid deployment of key pieces, 


while enterprise integration grows to support more DHCFP needs across time. 


• Centralizes data integration from internal and external sources and provides a single 


departure point for data flowing outside the enterprise. 
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• Provides the flexibility of broad general use and ease in re-purposing data for highly 


specialized use. 


• Easy to grow and adapt the solution to meet ever changing needs. 


Data Warehouse Design Components 


The foundation of our solution is the design of a Data Warehouse that loads and integrates 


all the data that are required to meet the needs of DHCFP. The design of the Data 


Warehouse is critically important to the success of the overall solution.  


The data components differ not only by content of data but also by the way they store the 


data and by whom it can be accessed.  


• Staging Area/Operational Data—Accepts data extracted from source systems and 


serves as a collection point for transformations into the integrated Data Warehouse. The 


staging layer enables the speedy extraction, transformation, and loading (ETL) of data 


from operational systems into the Data Warehouse without disturbing users by 


leveraging the input/output (I/O) efficiencies offered by Oracle. It also eases the 


scalability to accept new data sources.  


• Data Warehouse—Is where the staged data is integrated and stored over history. It is 


accessible for query and analysis of detail data and feeds the business specific 


applications and data stores designed for reporting. Enterprise-wide (multi-payer) data 


will be protected by secure views. The 3NF base structure will be optimized for the 


performance advantages offered by the Oracle platform and Oracle - RAC, ASM, and 


partitioning. 


• Summary Data—Part of the Data Warehouse that provides data aggregations and 


structures where one or more attributes are at a higher grain (less detail). These are 


constructed for high performance data analysis where low level detail is not required. 


Summarized data can be captured in Oracle materialized views or in separate tables 


and be extracted for use by SAS/ETS. This very flexible area of the Data Warehouse is 


meant to meet the changing needs of DHCFP users that access the Data Warehouse 


directly. 


• Data Marts—Are business-specific data structures designed to provide quick results for 


complicated queries. Data marts like Advantage Suite are designed for on-line analytic 


processing (OLAP) based on multi-dimensional schemas configured to deliver quick 


responses to complex analytic questions. The Data Warehouse is the source of data for 


the separate Advantage Suite DSS data mart and ETL streams are kept separate so that 


changes to the individual components of configuration minimally impact the rest of the 


system. 


• Metadata—Business, technical, and operational metadata is managed in a central 


repository that is accessible to the users and applications of the Data Warehouse. It is 


used by both business and technical users to enhance their understanding of the data 


and the processes that populate, distribute and use the data. 
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• ERwin Data Modeler—Used to develop the logical and physical data models for the 


Data Warehouse. ERwin enables the visualization and easy manipulation of complex 


data structures. It streamlines the design process and synchronizes the model with the 


database design. Additionally, it delivers full relational support for Oracle and offers both 


Forward Engineering and Reverse Engineering capability. 


Data Integration  


In a complex data environment like healthcare, it is critical to manage the ETL functions with 


an industry-proven solution. We have used industry leading IBM InfoSphere DataStage as a 


data integration solution for more than 10 years and currently support more than 300 


healthcare customers using DataStage.   


DataStage operates on a unified platform that combines data analysis, data cleansing and 


conforming, data transformation and delivery and uses cross-functional components that 


support metadata management. It features a unified set of product modules designed to 


streamline the process of building the Data Warehouse on a single shared metadata 


repository—allowing information to be shared seamlessly among project data integration 


tasks.  


There are five key data integration functions:  


1. Understand the data—Discover, model, define and govern information content and 


structure, as well as understand and analyze the meaning, relationships and lineage of 


information. 


2. Cleanse the data—Provides information quality and consistency by standardizing, 


validating, matching, and merging data where possible to enable creation of a single, 


comprehensive, accurate view of information.  


3. Transform data into information—Transforms and enriches DHCFP data to help 


ensure that it is in the proper context for new uses. It also provides high-volume, 


complex data transformation that can be used for stand-alone ETL scenarios or as a 


real-time data processing engine for applications or processes.  


4. Deliver the right information at the right time—Provides the ability to virtualize, 


synchronize, or move information to the people, processes, or applications that need it. It 


supports SOAs by allowing transformation rules to be deployed and reused as services 


across multiple enterprise applications. 


5. Perform unified metadata management—Data integration functions are built on a 


unified metadata infrastructure that enables shared understanding between the different 


user roles involved in a data integration project, including business, operational and 


technical domains. This common, managed infrastructure helps reduce development 


time and provides a persistent record that can improve confidence in information while 


helping to eliminate manual coordination efforts.  


Our data integration solution provides a comprehensive ability to create source-to-target 


transformation, can execute the processes in near-real time and empowers users to quickly 


and completely manage and monitor the processes. We are able to integrate a large 
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number of heterogeneous data sources and targets in a single job that include database 


components, text files, XML, web services, business intelligence and analytical tools like 


SAS. 


While tools are an important part of our ability to deliver highly reliable large-scale data 


warehouse projects to some of the nation’s largest state government agencies we also rely 


heavily on our proven data quality assurance and data management methodologies. 


MITA and SOA Compliance  


Thomson Reuters has nearly completed (2006-2010) a five year project to re-architect its 


core decision support systems such as Advantage Suite using a SOA. This release will 


occur in 4Q 2010. This new application architecture supports interoperability, component 


reusability, platform independence, and reduced cost of system development. For DHCFP, 


our adoption of SOA means that analysts may use the tool of their choice, if compliant, to 


access the powerfully enhanced healthcare information that the Advantage Suite database 


delivers. The Advantage database provides analytically rich clinical aggregations such as 


admissions, episodes, and risk indicators. Now third party applications or programs can 


make use of the Advantage data. This opens up the possibility of enabling a SAS application 


to leverage the healthcare measurement intelligence that other users count on every day.  


SOA is aligned with the technical architecture recommendations of the MITA framework that 


CMS supports. The solution we propose reflects the MITA principles and includes the 


following: 


• Business-driven enterprise design  


• Re-useable processes and architectures 


• Web-enablement  


• Data consistency across the enterprise, driven by standardized data and metadata 


Your Data Warehouse solution will support the DHCFP progression through the MITA 


maturity levels across time—another measure of our commitment to help DHCFP grow this 


system.  


16.4.2 Security Architecture 


Vendors must describe how their system ensures security for both Intranet and Internet access, 


including recommended maintenance and upgrade strategies. 


HPES will maintain system security and employ secure processes that comply with all 


applicable Federal and State regulations, including HIPAA. 


Thomson Reuters will maintain systems and operations compliant with the following: 


• Federal requirements 


• The Statewide Information Technology Security Manual  


• The DHCFP privacy and security policies 
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Thomson Reuters will make sure that the DSS Operations phase incorporates compliance 


with appropriate Federal and State regulations, statutes, and policies concerning the 


protection of individually identifiable information and/or financial information. Our 


comprehensive data security policies assure the protection of DHCFP’s data. We continually 


refine and update our policies and procedures as well as security software 


Protect IHI and PHI 


We will protect Individually Identifiable Health Information (IIHI) and Protected Health 


Information (PHI) and shall return or dispose of the data or media containing the data. 


DHCFP Security Office and the State Chief Information Officer (CIO) will be notified within 


24 hours of incidents that result in an attempted or actual breach of security.  


Malicious Software Detection 


The Thomson Reuters Data Center employs procedures for guarding, monitoring and 


detecting malicious software. COTS real-time intrusion detection systems are part of our 


overall security system with multiple detection points installed at various locations within the 


network. 


Conduct Security Audit 


In support of the State as the hosting agent, HPES and Thomson Reuters will cooperate in 


conducting the annual DHCFP DSS System security audit in accordance with Government 


Auditing Standards and Information Systems Audit Standards 


We perform audits and testing regularly to identify and mitigate any network, system, or 


application vulnerability, and to review security, data handling and management practices, 


physical security, authentication and authorization controls, and HIPAA compliancy, among 


others.  


SAS 70 Type II audits were completed by Ernst and Young for each of the past five years. 


Each year, we received SAS 70 Type II certification without exception. This certification 


covers the key controls involved in the Thomson Reuters Advantage Suite decision support 


solutions and processes in our service center, as well as the environment in which these 


solutions are developed and maintained. All key controls were tested for operating 


effectiveness and the objectives of the controls were fully met in every instance. The SAS 


70 Type II report details 12 major control objectives and 67 individual key controls 


encompassed by the certification. Any given customer can determine which of these control 


objectives and key controls would be applicable to their particular relationship with our 


organization and to their specific requirements. 


The SAS 70 Type II audit testing covers the following control objectives and focus areas: 


• Controls provide reasonable assurance that the organization structure provides an 


appropriate division of responsibilities within Thomson Reuters.  


• Controls provide reasonable assurance that implementations or changes to new or 


existing operating system/hardware are authorized, tested, documented, and approved 


prior to being implemented.  
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• Controls provide reasonable assurance that implementations of new applications and 


changes to existing applications are appropriately authorized, tested, version controlled, 


documented, and approved prior to being implemented.  


• Controls provide reasonable assurance that logical access for company personnel to 


operating systems, applications and data files is restricted to authorized individuals and 


programs.  


• Controls provide reasonable assurance that logical access to applications and customer 


information is limited to authorized individuals approved by the customer.  


• Controls provide reasonable assurance that physical access to the Data Center, 


headquarters and Off-Site storage is restricted to authorized individuals.  


• Controls provide reasonable assurance that critical systems are backed up, monitored 


for performance, and capacity metrics.  


• Controls provide reasonable assurance that new customers follow a structured 


acceptance and set up process. 


• Controls provide reasonable assurance that only incoming data received from authorized 


sources are accepted for processing.  


• Controls provide reasonable assurance that incoming data received is completely 


captured, encrypted, cataloged and errors are rejected.  


• Controls provide reasonable assurance that incoming data is standardized for loading 


into Advantage Suite.  


• Controls provide reasonable assurance that data loaded into the Advantage Suite 


database and NetEffect cubes are validated, tested, and approved for the customer use.  


Thomson Reuters security and access control meets the requirements of the CMS Internet 


Security Policy and/or HIPAA, whichever is most stringent. Our ability to maintain a premier 


position in the healthcare information market depends on our customers’ confidence in 


Thomson Reuters data privacy and security protections.  


According to the HIPAA definition, HPES and Thomson Reuters is considered a “Business 


Associate” (for example we are not a health plan, provider, or clearinghouse). As such, we 


are committed to handling data in compliance with HIPAA’s Privacy and Security rules. The 


transaction and code sets rules do not apply to our services. We closely monitor HIPAA and 


other regulatory activity and respond appropriately. Many of our processes are more 


stringent than required by HIPAA. Even before the enactment of HIPAA, we bore a 


responsibility, as a corporation and as individuals, to protect our customers’ confidential 


information and the privacy of individual recipient transactions. 


Our employees are accountable for collecting, using, storing, disclosing, and protecting data 


entrusted to us. We use an encryption algorithm to generate an encrypted unique identifier, 


referred to as a Person ID. Claims, demographic information, and other patient-identifying 


data are stored with each encrypted Person ID. During the data transformation phase, the 


specific encryption algorithm is applied to Person IDs in a consistent manner across all 
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database data feeds. The encryption is also applied to other PHI-identified fields in our 


standard database build process, to help ensure patient confidentiality. During the end stage 


of the database build phase, we verify that the encryption was applied appropriately. System 


users do not have access to the encryption algorithm. For clients whose users require 


access to unencrypted PHI for purposes allowed under HIPAA, we establish and maintain 


role-based security views, so that this information is accessible only to the individuals 


authorized by the client. 


Thomson Reuters employee access to confidential data is based on the nature of the data in 


question—whether it is readily identifiable, non-readily identifiable, or non-identifiable. 


Access requires a “need to know” and is only available to a restricted number of our staff. 


Data processing project staff are only authorized to access files on their specific projects. 


Authorized users are specified by project in our data security log.  


Our Corporate Security Officer (CSO) has the authority to enforce the company’s policies 


and procedures. The CSO appoints Local Security Managers (LSMs) for each major location 


and business unit. The LSMs provide timely on-site guidance on security-related questions 


and approve special requests. Additionally, each Thomson Reuters Account team 


designates a Data Security manager who is accountable for day-to-day compliance on a 


specific project, contract, or task. Our Corporate Security Governance Board consisting of 


senior staff from across the company provides oversight and annual review of company 


policies and procedures. 


Our employees must sign a confidentiality agreement acknowledging that any unauthorized 


use or disclosure of a customer’s private information constitutes grounds for dismissal. 


Every new employee receives data privacy, confidentiality, and security training. 


Additionally, periodic privacy, confidentiality, and security awareness training is conducted at 


each facility. As the CSO periodically updates the data privacy, confidentiality, and security 


policies and procedures, every Thomson Reuters employee receives training on the 


changes. Each employee is retrained each year and must pass a recertification test. 


Security at the Platform Level 


Security and access controls are in place for each of the major components that make up 


the physical platform, including application servers, web servers, database servers, and so 


on, beyond the controls for front-end application users. This includes, but is not limited to, 


standard hardware builds, hardening of servers, requiring unique accounts and strong 


passwords (expiring every 90 days), and role-based access that is reviewed on a quarterly 


basis. Privileged access is reviewed on a monthly basis 


Blocking Access 


With Advantage Suite version 5.0, access can be restricted by IP address to prevent 


authentication attempts from an invalid location. This assumes the State is able to supply a 


list of valid IP addresses. 


Our system activates user lockouts and timeouts when an established number of failed 


authentication attempts occur or after a defined timeout or inactive period. We can block 


access to defined groups and we can force lockout to persist until manual override. A user is 
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automatically blocked from accessing the system if the user name and password are typed 


incorrectly five times while attempting to log in.  


Advantage provides the ability to block access to defined groups. You control access to 


defined groups of members and related group information via the row and/or column 


security mechanisms  


Access after lockout to Advantage can be restricted to manual override. 


User Access 


The operating system security component is used to authenticate user access. IBM AIX 


Unix is used on the Advantage server. RSA Security Tokens are also used to authenticate 


users. Once a user is authenticated, all viewed pages are secured. 


Access to the DSS data warehouse is secured through a three-step login procedure: 


1. Authentication to a Microsoft Windows domain server (used to login to Citrix) using 


Active Directory User ID and password 


2. Authentication using an RSA token (fob) 


3. Authentication to the SCDHHS Advantage Suite database using UNIX user ID and 


password 


Passwords must conform to the strong formatting requirements and passwords must be 


changed every 90 days or the user will not be able to log in.  


Advantage Suite accommodates several different levels of user access by applying security 


views based on the user’s access requirement. Only the specific application icons 


authorized for the assigned User ID will be displayed on the portal landing page. We assign 


and administer the User ID and password in cooperation with your designated administrator.  


For users who need access to claim-level detail data, varying levels of security are available. 


You may restrict access based on Measure, Report, and Subset Security; Column Security; 


and Row Security 


We review all user access controls on a quarterly basis to make sure that all users, external 


(SCDHHS) and internal (Thomson Reuters), have the most current and appropriate access 


to your database. The HP Account team for Nevada will participate in the quarterly access 


review and coordinate with DHCFP to ensure that access by external users is appropriate 


and up-to-date.  


16.4.3 Disaster Recovery and System Integrity Architecture 


Vendors must describe how their solution ensures system integrity and recovery. Include information 


regarding fault tolerance capability, if any, backup schedules and approach, data and system 


recovery, and offsite or alternate site requirements in case of disaster and other system continuity 


information and how it complies with business recovery and resumption as described elsewhere in 


the RFP. 


Thomson Reuters Data Center Disaster Recovery Plan is a detailed, comprehensive, and 


complete plan designed to provide immediate response and subsequent recovery from any 


unplanned business interruption. The Recovery Plan documents the strategies, resources, 
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and procedures required to restore service to customers and internal users. By its very 


nature, the contents of the Plan are sensitive.  


In the event of a disaster at the Data Center, Thomson Reuters will begin moving customer 


databases to a contracted hot-site vendor within 24 hours. Existing back-up and off-site 


storage procedures are adequate to achieve recovery of other system operations within 


reasonable timeframes. Thomson Reuters will use the hot-site vendor’s computers on an 


interim basis until computer operations are restored at the Data Center. The primary hot-site 


is with SunGard Recovery Services in Philadelphia, PA, with secondary sites available in 


other regions of the United States.  


Thomson Reuters Disaster Recovery plan includes procedures and considerations for 


retrieving PHI from the secure offsite storage facility, as well as the potential modes of 


delivery from the offsite storage facility, to the recovery site. These procedures are compliant 


with HIPAA. Thomson Reuters procedures require encryption when any media containing 


Personal Information is either transmitted electronically or contained on a data storage 


device that is moved beyond the controls of the data collector.  


Finally, the recovery site also provides and maintains a physically secure environment for 


storage of the PHI including restricted access to the facility and data center, and limits 


access to PHI to approved Thomson Reuters personnel. 


16.4.4 Development, Testing and Training Environment 


Vendors must describe how their solution meets up-time requirements defined in the RFP relating to 


data load and software upgrades and maintenance. 


Our solution provides Development, Testing, Production, and Training environments. The 


training environment, including the training database is established and maintained during 


the time we provide Advantage training to DHCFP and related agencies.  


The Thomson Reuters Data Center is staffed with seven-day, 24-hour coverage to support 


around the clock availability to clients. Excluded system down-time covers routine system 


backup and file maintenance, which are always scheduled during non-business hours (late 


nights and weekends).   


Full backups are performed each weekend where all files are completely copied onto tape 


and stored off-site. Thomson Reuters executes these full backups during the weekend 


backup window (Saturday at 6 p.m. through Monday at 6 a.m. ET). Additionally, there is a 


brief period of downtime during each database update process that will be scheduled with 


the State in advance.  


HPES anticipates loading data warehouse information weekly and complying with the data 


load requirements as set for by the RFP in the DSS requirements. Our requirements 


analysis and discussion with DHCFP staff during the data warehouse start-up activities will 


guide the decisions around availability and frequency updates (such as should NOMADS 


data be updated daily). 


As this proposal has outlined, HPES will be moving all DSS/DW functions to the Thomson 


Reuters Data Center. Software upgrades and maintenance activates are integrated and 
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standardized for all customers. This provides for streamlined and repeatable maintenance 


and upgrades. Upgrades for Thomson software as well as third-party software necessary for 


the proposed DSS/DW, are included in the fixed price bids provided in this proposal for the 


existing DSS and proposed DW. 


16.4.5 Hardware 


Vendors must describe their solution’s hardware environment including a comprehensive equipment 


list including equipment make, model and primary configuration. 


The following exhibit identifies the hardware identified for HP’s Data Warehouse solution: 


Data Warehouse Bill of Materials 


Qty Description 


ETL Server Hardware/Software 


1 2 Quad core Intel CPUs, 2.33 GHz, 64 GB memory, 2 X 73 GB drives 


 Maintenance for 1, 8-core server(s) 


 Red Hat Linux v5  


 Software Maintenance for Red Hat Linux for 1 server(s) 


 IBM DataStage licenses for 1, 8-core server(s) 


Advantage Build (Main Tier) Server Hardware/Software 


1 2 Quad core Intel CPUs, 2.33 GHz, 64 GB memory, 2 X 73 GB drives 


 Maintenance for 1, 8-core server(s) 


 Red Hat Linux v5  


 Software Maintenance for Red Hat Linux for 1 server(s) 


 IBM DataStage Orchestrate licenses for 1, 8-core server(s) 


Advantage Database Server Hardware/Software 


1 HP Proliant DL580 Server: 4 Xeon 3.4 GHz CPUs (16 cores), 128 GB of memory, 2 x 


72GB drives 


 Maintenance for 1, 16-core server(s) 


 Red Hat Linux v5  


 Software Maintenance for Red Hat Linux for 1 server(s) 


Usable External Disk* (in Terabytes) 


2 Terabytes High Performance SAN Disk (e.g. EMC w/ 73 GB, 15K drives) 


2 Backup (per TB) – approximate 


  


Unix - DBMS Software 


1 Oracle Enterprise Edition licensed for 1, 16-core server(s) 


1 Oracle Partitioning licensed for 1, 16-core server(s) 


1 Oracle Maintenance 
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Qty Description 


Windows Server Hardware/Software 


  


2 Cognos App Server - dual CPU, 16 GB RAM, 300 GB disk 


2 Linux - Red Hat 5.1 


2 Cognos Web Server - dual CPU, 8 GB RAM, 200 GB Disk 


2 Windows 2003 Enterprise Server 


2 Cognos Persistence Server 


2 Linux - Red Hat 5.1 


 


* High Performance Disk: To achieve high performance with decision support applications in 


a data warehousing environment it is critical to be able to read through large volumes of 


data quickly. As a result, IO is commonly the main performance bottleneck.  To minimize this 


constraint and to optimize overall performance, we recommend buying disk with high 


revolution speeds and relatively small disk sizes.  


Although new generations of disk drives are inevitably larger in capacity, data warehousing 


applications benefit from having as many spindles as possible so that as many drives as can 


possible respond when large table scans are required to answer a query. Thus we 


recommend choosing the smallest drives available in any class of disk systems. This 


recommendation typically runs counter to many IT managers’ preferences to buy the 


cheapest (largest capacity) drives, but is cost-effective for achieving high performance 


decision support applications. 


16.4.6 Software 


If the application software is not public domain, a licensing strategy must be described to support the 


pre-production environment. Within the licensing strategy, describe how the State will defer paying for 


licenses until they are required and/or in full use. 


Any other software used within the system, for which the State would need to obtain licenses, must 


be defined by the vendor. While the State requires each vendor to include their costs for all third party 


software and associated licenses in Section 20.4, Part II – Cost Proposal, the State, at its sole 


option, reserves the right to procure any or all of the software and associated licenses from another 


source. 


Vendors must indicate what software products and version levels are currently supported and 


required for the proposed Warehouse. The vendor must state and ensure that the proposed 


Warehouse and system configuration and solution does not require hardware, operating system, or 


other components that are no longer licensed and/or supported. 


We propose to update Advantage Suite 3.1 to Advantage 5.0 and Cognos. We further 


propose SAS/ETS to meet DHCFP’s forecasting needs. Finally we suggest the current 


version of MapInfo due to the State’s established expertise with this product. Our third-party 


license agreements enable the integration of that software with the Thomson Reuters 


products. Should the State purchase separate licenses, the result would not meet the 


integrated software requirements. 
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Third-party software licenses are purchased and maintained by Thomson Reuters and are 


available for DHCFP’s use at the point in time they are required for the project. The software 


costs are all included in Section 20.4, Part II – Cost Proposal and are managed by Thomson 


Reuters. 


HPES confirms that the proposed data warehouse does not require hardware, operating 


system, or other components that are no longer licensed and/or supported. 
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12.1
General Operational Requirements for All System Components

REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.1, page 99-105

From ensuring that our proposed solution meets Nevada’s local area network/wide area network (LAN/WAN) architecture, data integrity, and navigation requirements to providing periodic recommendations for process improvements, ACS is well-prepared to provide the services identified in the RFP’s general operational requirements for all system components. 

With over three decades of MMIS development, takeover, and operations expertise including successful takeovers in Alaska, Texas, Mississippi, Florida and New Mexico, and one underway in Virginia—which is also a takeover from Nevada’s current incumbent—we apply our best practices to smoothly transition to successful operations under the new contract.  

Our challenge as a new vendor is to make the transition as transparent as possible to DHCFP, the providers that participate, and the recipients that benefit from the services offered by Nevada Medicaid and Nevada Check Up.  Accomplishing transparency requires experience and knowledge, combined with a dedication to building partner relationships that carry the Nevada MMIS into the future.  Open, honest communication serves as the foundation to build this success. 


We offer a track record of successful takeovers, systems development and implementation, and fiscal agent operations knowledge. DHCFP can be confident that the day-to-day contract responsibilities will be properly managed, freeing DHCFP to address the challenge of improving the health outcomes of its most disadvantaged citizens in a time of shrinking tax revenues and greater demands on the Nevada programs.

12.1.1
Contractor Responsibilities


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.1.1, page 99-104

Following is our response to the general operational requirements for all system components.  


General  


Recommendations for Process Improvements


12.1.1.1 Provide periodic recommendations for process improvements, based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies.


ACS brings the experience needed to support continuous improvement to Nevada’s operations, having taken over similar operations from all major vendors. In our previous takeovers, ACS has been successful in incorporating enhancements to improve operations. We strive to provide solid recommendations for process improvements that are specific to the needs of each client and can be achieved within an appropriate time frame. Our recommendations are based on industry standards, best practices, and/or cost efficiencies. We are committed to providing recommendations that are not just for short-term successes, but that position Nevada to achieve long term savings in an effort to maximize Medicaid funds.  

Recommendations for improvement may emerge from all areas of the account.  The purpose of our recommendations may be to improve efficiency, reduce the burden on providers, enhance quality, or reduce costs. Further, our recommendations may include changes in manual procedures. For example, we may propose changes to edits and audits to enhance processing and efficiency. In the most dramatic example of such an improvement, ACS completely replaced the West Virginia reference subsystem—developed by another vendor and operated by ACS for several years—with a more efficient, technologically advanced subsystem.  This replacement was accomplished during the normal course of operations. In all cases, ACS submits such recommendations in writing to DHCFP for approval prior to initiating any changes to the Core MMIS and peripheral systems. Please refer to Proposal Section 18.2 for process improvement/efficiencies we propose in response to the RFP.

State and Federal Rules and Regulations


12.1.1.2 Contractor shall meet and comply with all State and Federal rules and regulations.


From ensuring that claims price according to Nevada State law to adhering to the State Medicaid Manual (SMM) Part 11 defined rules and procedures, we ensure our staff have the knowledge and experience to follow all federal and State regulations throughout the life of the contract.  We have already started the process of understanding Nevada’s unique State requirements as part of the procurement process.  Our management and technical teams have spent thousands of hours reviewing the MMIS source code, data, and information published in the Reference Library to gain insight into State policies and regulations.  We continue our learning process after contract award and during the transition period to gain full insight into State rules and regulations. 


Further, ACS uses our extensive fiscal agent experience from across the country to ensure compliance with federal rules and regulations such as standards for privacy, security, transactions, code sets, as well as the protection of individually identifiable health information as identified in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996. Securing the Nevada project health information is the responsibility of every ACS employee and subcontractor.  We are committed to work with DHCFP to ensure initial and ongoing adherence to HIPAA privacy and security standards, State-specific policies governing security and the protection of confidential data, and other guidance such as the Federal Information Processing Standards Guidelines for Automatic Data Processing Physical Security and Risk Management (FIPS PUB 31) and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). We design system and operational functions to support all HIPAA standards.  For example, we enforce strict rules to ensure that only authorized users can access the system.  We restrict access to operational facilities and data centers to make certain that only authorized personnel can access any facility associated with the Nevada project. We train our employees to guard documents containing individually identifiable health information (IIHI) and to dispose of those documents securely. Staff members that have direct contact with recipients follow standard procedures to ensure that information is only disclosed to authorized individuals. We believe that our thorough, well-rounded approach provides the fullest protection of data, systems, facilities, staff, and IIHI, and we put this approach into practice throughout our organization. 

As another example of our commitment to ensuring security of confidential data, prior to the release of the RFP, DHCFP provided access to claims history data.  We suggested methods to ensure the security of the data and when we returned the cartridges containing the data to DHCFP, the tapes were secured in a locked shipping container.  Upon receipt, DHCFP was instructed to contact our data center tape librarian to retrieve the combination to the container.  DHCFP staff commented on how impressed they were with our security process. Refer to Proposal Section 11.3, HIPAA Requirements, and 11.4, Security Requirements, for more detailed information.

Future Changes. As a skilled, experienced Medicaid system vendor and fiscal agent, we have a responsibility to stay abreast of changes that impact MMIS requirements and operations. We do all we can to keep on top of industry trends and changes through active participation in Medicaid forums, such as those managed by CMS, industry conferences, and other proactive involvement to ensure that any major industry changes which impact the Nevada MMIS and the project are identified as quickly as possible to enable wise planning for such change. Our onsite staff and subject matter experts maintain an in-depth understanding of the latest CMS policy, current interpretation of federal and State legislation, and knowledge of industry standards affecting Medicaid systems, including detailed knowledge of the SMM and of relevant CMS Action Transmittals dealing with MMIS certification requirements. 


Additionally, many ACS staff members hold active industry leadership positions in these areas, including participating on panels at state, regional, and national MMIS, HIPAA, and Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) conferences and committees, and participating in various national committees that deal with setting standards for health care transactions. We have taken a leadership role in all areas of HIPAA, serving as chair or co-chair of several committees, and have actively participated in the review and finalization of the national provider identifier (NPI) rule. ACS staff members are active members of X12, Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange (WEDI), the Association for Electronic Health Care Transactions (AFEHCT), and the Health Information Communication and Data Exchange Taskforce of the State Alliance for e-Health.


Furthermore, CMS continues to focus heavily on MITA. Recognizing the importance of MITA, we have been actively engaged in preparing for MITA, analyzing each new release, participating in work groups, and working with CMS and our customers to understand how MITA impacts existing and new MMIS systems and related health care systems and affects the entire Medicaid arena. 


DHCFP benefits from this involvement, not only through the incorporation of best practices and our well-developed understanding of current and future standards into the Nevada project, but also through the early identification and comprehension of the impact of these and other initiatives. Along with our extensive experience in Medicaid systems development and operations, this expertise supports the analysis and identification of future requirements. Through our partnership, we work with DHCFP to help ensure that DHCFP initiatives are planned for and smoothly implemented and/or operated without negatively impacting program stakeholders, and in particular, recipients’ access to needed services. 


DHCFP Inquiries

12.1.1.3 Respond to all DHCFP inquiries within one (1) working day.


During the transition period we establish a formal communication process that we follow to log, track, and respond to all DHCFP inquiries regarding the Nevada project. We acknowledge receipt of DHCFP inquiries within one working day. Following receipt, inquiries are assigned to appropriate ACS staff for review and response to DHCFP in a timely manner and according to established communication protocol. As applicable we use SharePoint, the workflow management system, change control system, or call management system to log and respond to DHCFP inquiries.  

DHCFP inquiry calls received by our Reno call center are tracked using our customer interaction tool, Oracle Customer Relationship Management (CRM) OnDemand, and responded to accordingly. Oracle CRM OnDemand is a state-of-the art solution that enables ACS to communicate more effectively with program stakeholders. Agents are empowered to better serve callers with Web-based access to comprehensive customer interaction histories that include notes, call recordings, incoming and outgoing communication—including letters and emails—sent to or from the call center. Further, Oracle CRM OnDemand supports the definition of workflows to manage correspondence. 


Letters that we receive from DHCFP, for example, to process claims or make a system change, are logged in the Nevada MMIS Project Repository on SharePoint. SharePoint is Web-based, provides a single repository for project artifacts, and is easily accessed by DHCFP and ACS staff.  SharePoint organizes and stores artifacts such as issues, action items, risks, problem reports, time reports, status reports, change requests, and deliverables. 


Forms


12.1.1.4 Maintain, and distribute as necessary, forms unique to Nevada Medicaid and Check Up including historical and current forms.


Mailroom staff within our claims department maintains an inventory of forms including forms unique to the Nevada Medicaid and Check Up programs, and historical and current forms.  Typical forms that we stock and distribute for our Medicaid clients include claim, sterilization consent, hysterectomy acknowledgement, and many others. We closely monitor the inventory of forms and on new forms from our local print vendor (Panda Printing)—which is the same vendor used by the incumbent—when the inventory reaches predefined levels. Finally, throughout the operations period, we respond to orders for forms from providers and other stakeholders. We package the requested forms and mail them to the requestor in a timely manner.


Computing Platform – LAN/WAN


12.1.1.5 Operate within Nevada’s current and future LAN/WAN network architecture in accordance with performance standards established by DHCFP. Nevada’s current LAN/WAN network architecture information and associated performance standards are presented in the Procurement Library. The Contractor’s telecommunications/data communications network must be compatible with State standards or be able to interface with State platforms and interconnections unless there are mutually agreed upon exceptions.


We agree to operate within Nevada’s current and future LAN/WAN network architecture in accordance with performance standards established by DHCFP.  Our technical infrastructure team has carefully evaluated Nevada’s current LAN/WAN network architecture information and associated performance standards provided in the Reference Library. Our proposed telecommunications/data communications network meets and exceeds the State standards and can successfully interface with State platforms and interconnections without exception. For example, we design to NIST standards including NIST 800-53 standards, which provide for multiple layers of security in the LAN/WAN environment.  These physical layers include router access control lists (ACLs), first, second, and possibly third layer firewalls along with host intrusion detection systems (HIDS) and network intrusion detection systems (NIDS) devices. The security controls are extensive and cover 17 areas such as risk assessment, security planning, configuration management, personnel security, and physical and environmental protection. 


SYstem’s Languages


12.1.1.6 All GUI front-end, database, middleware, and communications software, must be written in languages approved by DHCFP and compatible with DHCFP’s computing environment. Alternate languages may be proposed with the understanding that they must be approved by DHCFP. During the turnover period, the Contractor must take any actions necessary, including software and data conversion, to enable the MMIS and system components to be fully operational in DHCFP’s technical environment.


We understand that all graphical user interface (GUI) front-end, database, middleware, and communications software must be written in languages approved by DHCFP and compatible with DHCFP’s computing environment. We have thoroughly reviewed DHCFP’s computing environment provided in the Reference Library and our proposed new peripheral systems are compatible with DHCFP’s computing environment.  For example, the Pharmacy Benefits Management Open System Plus (PBM OS+)—our pharmacy claims processing system—and Drug Rebate Analysis and Management System (DRAMS)—our drug rebate system—GUIs are written in Java. Both of these systems use Oracle databases. During the transition period, we look forward to meeting with DHCFP to thoroughly review our architecture including languages for our proposed peripheral systems’ GUI, database, middleware, and communications software. ACS agrees to take any actions necessary, including software and data conversion, to enable the MMIS and system components to be fully operational in DHCFP’s technical environment.


General Operations Outputs


12.1.1.7 Adhere to the following standards for all outputs:


General Operations Outputs:


A. All data must be edited for presence, format and consistency with other data in the update transaction;


B. All headings and footers must be standard;


C. Current date and time must be displayed;


D. Dates must display centuries when the century information is critical. For example, date of birth. All stored dates must identify the century;


E. All data labels and definitions used must be consistent throughout the system and clearly defined in user manuals; 


F. All MMIS generated messages must be clear and sufficiently descriptive to provide enough information for problem correction and be written in full English text;


G. All letters generated by the Nevada MMIS must have the ability to display data in upper and lower case; and


H. All letters generated by the MMIS must be available in English and all other required languages (currently limited to Spanish).


ACS maintains the current Nevada MMIS outputs, which meet the RFP’s general operations outputs standards.  Further, new peripheral systems that we are implementing during the transition period, such as PBM OS+, also meet these standards.  Lastly, we ensure that changes and enhancements we make to the MMIS and peripheral systems during the operations period also follow these standards:


All data is edited for presence, format, and consistency with other data in the update transaction


All headings and footers are standard


Current date and time is displayed


Dates display centuries when the century information is critical


All data labels and definitions used are consistent throughout the system and clearly defined in user manuals


All MMIS generated messages are clear and sufficiently descriptive to provide enough information for problem correction and are written in full English text


All letters generated by the Nevada MMIS have the ability to display data in upper and lower case


· All letters generated by the MMIS are available in English and Spanish

Technical Requirements – Navigation


12.1.1.8 Maintain a user friendly systems navigation technology and a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows all Nevada MMIS users to move freely throughout the system using pull down menus, window tabs, and "point and click" navigation. In addition, the navigation process must be completed without having to enter identifying data more than once. "Help" screens must be included and should be context-sensitive in order to provide for ease of use. The use of GUI access must be standardized throughout the MMIS and system components.


We continue to use ClientSoft to support the GUI requirements of the Core MMIS. The existing screens provide user-friendly navigation technology that allows all Nevada MMIS users to move freely throughout the system using pull-down menus, window tabs, and “point and click” navigation. Further, the navigation process does not require the user to enter identifying data more than once and the screens include context-sensitive help. Our proposed peripheral systems also meet these standards. For example, PBM OS+ and DRAMS are accessed and viewed through a user-friendly Java-based GUI, with many readily apparent and appreciable navigation features.  Users navigate through the data using “point and click” functionality to open new Web pages via tabs, buttons, and hot links. Both systems have a browser-based front end that is built on an industry-standard Java platform. Context-sensitive help is supported by MadCap’s Flare—a powerful, extensible markup language (XML)-based professional content authoring and publishing software application that allows technical writers and documentation specialists to create and manage content for publishing. Additionally, our new Nevada Web portal allows broad access for authorized users including providers, recipients, as well as DHCFP and other agency staff. A single sign-on provides immediate access to the Core MMIS and peripheral systems, eliminating the need for multiple user IDs and passwords.

12.1.1.9 Maintain a user-friendly menu system understandable by non-technical users that provides access to all functional areas. This menu system must be hierarchical and provide submenus for all functional areas of the Nevada MMIS.


However, the menu system must not restrict the ability of users to directly access a screen, or the ability to access one screen from another without reverting to the menu structure.


12.1.1.10 Maintain menus that reflect a hierarchical or tree structure of the screens. Each menu item may indicate a list of screens or a list of submenus to indicate screen dependencies to the users. The system should remain available to the user from log on to log off, without the need for intermediate systems prompts. The user should be able to navigate to any component of the system without the need to enter additional user identification.


The Core MMIS and peripheral systems have user-friendly menu systems understandable by non-technical users that provide access to all functional areas. The menu systems are hierarchical, provide submenus for all functional areas, and do not restrict the user’s ability to directly access a screen, or to access one screen from another without reverting to the menu structure. The systems remain available to the user from log on to log off, without the need for intermediate prompts. However, PBM OS+ and DRAMS have a session inactivity time-out period (currently set to 90 minutes and configurable); after 90 minutes the system prompts the users to log-in again. For example, Exhibit 12.1-1 shows the Claims Inquiry Web page from PBM OS+.  The top line of the Web page shows the overall menu system. Users can click on any menu item from any Web page. Additionally, the system has submenus that are easy to navigate.  The Claims overall menu item has submenus (tabs) for: Search, Claims, Line Items, Misc Fields, Misc Tables, and History. These submenus are easily accessible when viewing the claim from each submenu item. Users can navigate to any component of the system without the need to enter additional user identification.



Exhibit 12.1-1. PBM OS+ Claim Inquiry Web Page


Claim Inquiry Web pages feature submenus to access detail data about a selected claim.  Also included are multiple levels of drill-down search capability enabling users to perform general or very specific claim searches.

12.1.1.11 Maintain system navigation, user interface, and system access requirements that are standard for all authorized users of the MMIS and system components, including authorized users from other agencies and entities.


ACS maintains system navigation, user interface, and system access requirements that are standard for all authorized users of the MMIS and system components, including authorized users from other agencies and entities. For example, DHCFP and ACS users navigate through PBM OS+ using the same standard user interface.  The Web pages that an individual user can view are controlled by the systems role-based security. 

Technical Requirements – Data Integrity/Audit Trail


Relational Database Management System (RDBMS)


12.1.1.12 Maintain a relational database management system (RDBMS). Referential integrity of the data must be maintained by the RDBMS. In the event of a break in a logical unit of work, all previously updated data must be rolled back. The system must provide a complete online audit trail of data changes, as outlined in Section 12.1.1 of this RFP.


The Core MMIS uses DB2 as its relational database management system (RDBMS) and peripheral systems such as PBM OS+ and DRAMS use Oracle as their RDBMS.  Both DB2 and Oracle provide the ability to handle high transaction volumes using very large databases and provide database failover protection and disaster recovery functions for stability.  In the event of a break in a logical unit of work, all previously updated data is rolled back.  For example, ACS follows best practices when developing system logic including ensuring that commits take place for the entire transaction. If any update within the transaction fails, the entire transaction is rolled back.  For example, if a hardware problem occurs during adjudication of a POS pharmacy claim, updates to databases such as prior authorization (PA) are rolled back to before the claim processed.   This transaction management is a combination of application and RDBMS functionality. 

Our data modeling standard uses normalization design rules for both the logical and physical data models to avoid inconsistencies and redundancies in the data.  The logical models are designed to represent the needs of the business and make use of industry standard techniques.  As we design, develop, and implement these models, ACS uses industry-standard approaches to ensure that data integrity is always maintained.  While recognizing that relationships between data cannot always be defined, ACS makes use of referential integrity (RI) to define data relationships within the RDBMS where appropriate.  Further, utilities built into the RDBMS engine enforce RI.  Application RI is utilized to enforce business rules when database level RI is deemed inappropriate.


Audit Trails: Audit trails are crucial to documenting and understanding the history of changes made to data and enable users to rebuild and examine the sequence of events that result in existing data. ACS continues to maintain the Core MMIS audit trail functionality.  Additionally, both PBM OS+ and DRAMS contain extensive audit trail capabilities for online transactions as well as batch updates.  For example, we receive weekly update files from First DataBank for our drug database. After editing the transactions in accordance with DHCFP-approved criteria, they are applied to the drug database.  PBM OS+ produces detail, summary, and exception reports following each update.  These reports show the results of the update process, including transactions received, processed, and applied to the database. Audit trail reports are stored in ODRAS for easy-access to this information.

Overrides

12.1.1.13 Permit overrides only by written prior approval granted through DHCFP authorization policy.


During the transition period we partner with DHCFP to gain complete insight into their override and resolution policies. With this knowledge we are able to fully train our resolutions staff to only override edits according to DHCFP policy.  The Core MMIS claims processing subsystem provides an online resolution function, which allows authorized users to update suspended claims individually and override edits posted to the claims. Online claims resolution has been a hallmark of our operations since we began offering fiscal agent services in 1982. Over the years, we have developed procedures to improve the efficiency of this process. During the transition period, we analyze the Core MMIS’ workflow management and queuing capabilities. We tailor our operational procedures to the system’s functionality. We make recommendations to the process based on our long history of suspense resolution success. 


The claims resolution manual is a key component of our resolution and override process. The resolution manual provides our staff with step-by-step instructions for resolving claims that suspend for a specific edit or audit. For paper claims, these procedures often include an initial step of comparing the data on the suspended claim record with the image of the submitted claim to verify that the information was entered correctly; staff members correct all data entry errors that are detected during the process.


The Core MMIS maintains criteria in the error disposition file that define what actions may be taken against an edit or audit once it posts to a claim, such as whether the error can be denied or overridden. The error disposition file is available online for inquiry and update by authorized users. If a user tries to override an exception when the indicator is set to “cannot be overridden,” the system prevents the action from being carried out. The system produces suspense and data correction reports that ACS uses to control inventory and monitor the use of overrides. These reports help the claims manager and other management personnel to monitor the use of override codes and ensure that appropriate resolution procedures are being followed. 


Each edit and audit is associated with a specific suspense location. Resolutions staff generally works in specific locations, such as duplicate audits or provider edits, enabling our staff to develop experience in a specific area and ensuring that their expertise is consistently applied to claims resolution. However, staff is trained to handle other locations. This cross-training allows the claims manager to reallocate resources in the event of unexpected volume increases or staff absences. 


Auditing


12.1.1.14 Ensure that the system design facilitates auditing of data and paper records and that audit trails are provided throughout the system, including any conversion programs. The audit record must identify user ID, workstation ID, and date and time of change.


12.1.1.15 Incorporate audit trails in the system to track source documents and data through all processing stages, including the final destination. The audit trails must also allow users to trace processed data back to source documents


12.1.1.16 Maintain audit trails for data changes including but not limited to:


A. Overrides;


B. Updates;


C. Insertions;


D. Deletions; and


E. Transformations.


12.1.1.17 All updates to data and all error updates and replacement transactions must be available for review by DHCFP upon request.


12.1.1.18 Display date and user ID associated with changes on appropriate online inquiry screens and reports.


All paper documents received in our Reno facility are imaged using state-of-the-art equipment.  As documents are imaged, they are assigned a key that identifies it throughout its life.  For example, claims and attachments receive an internal claim number (ICN) during imaging that is also assigned to the internal claim used for claims adjudication.  The ICN is used to view the internal claim as well as the corresponding imaged paper claim and attachments.  As the claim processes through the system we also keep audit trails of any changes made to the claim.  For example, when resolution staff updates the claim, the Core MMIS maintains an audit trail of the user ID, workstation ID, and date and time of the change. When EDI X12 transactions are converted to our internal claim record for processing, the system provides cross-referencing so that users can always refer back to the original X12 transaction received. Further, during processing of the X12 transaction status logging occurs, including: file is received from a trading partner, file is archived, trading partner validation is completed, compliance check, translation from X12 to internal claim record, and placed to queue. 


We continue to maintain the Core MMIS functionality that supports various audit functions that document updates that DHCFP and ACS staff may perform. The auditing is supported by Computer Associates’ (CA) Platinum tools. Audit trail functionality is also an integral part of PBM OS+ and DRAMS. For these systems, ACS’ solution for audit trails is provided by Oracle Audit Log and Oracle Audit Vault. The log maintains audit trails for data changes—including overrides, updates, insertions, deletions, and transformations—and all updates to data and all error updates and replacement transactions.  The audit log captures all modifications, both online and batch, and PBM OS+ provides Web pages to display the data stored in the audit log table. Authorized users can access the audit log online for inquiry and research purposes. Reports are also available that report audit log information. The date and user ID associated with changes are displayed on appropriate online inquiry screens and reports.

Technical Requirements – Data Storage and Retention


12.1.1.19 Maintain data for online access for a minimum of seventy-two (72) months. After seventy-two (72) months the data can be archived to an unalterable electronic media agreed to by DHCFP, as long as a method to retrieve archived data within twenty-four (24) hours is provided.


12.1.1.20 Restore archived data for reviewing, copying and printing, when requested by DHCFP.


We agree to provide and maintain a comprehensive data storage and retention plan for all system components in compliance with DHCFP requirements.  This includes maintaining 72 months of data for online access. After 72 months, we archive data to an unalterable electronic media agreed to by DHCFP. We retrieve data that is archived upon request and within 24 hours.  During the transition period, we meet with DHCFP to finalize data storage and retention requirements.  We then document these requirements so that DHCFP and ACS have a clear understanding before the start of operations. Our MMIS contracts all provide for data storage and retention according to State-approved schedules and standards for our accounts.  


Payment Requests


12.1.1.21 Accept, enter, process, and report on requests for payment to meet the requirements of this RFP, DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations. Accuracy, reasonableness and integrity of the payment processing function must be ensured by the Contractor.


We maintain the Core MMIS and PBM OS+ claims processing and financial business functions which accept requests for payment to meet the RFP’s requirements, DHFCP policy, and State and federal rules and regulations.  We accept requests for payment from a variety of sources and according to DHCFP policy. The Core MMIS and PBM OS+ systems perform a series of DHCFP-specific edits and audits to determine whether to pay, deny, or suspend payment requests. Requests with a status of paid and denied are processed through the Core MMIS financial business function, which determines the provider’s weekly payment amount and also generates numerous financial reports to provide an audit trail of financial processing. In addition to maintaining system functionality, we perform manual activities necessary to ensure timely processing of requests for payment including entering paper claims and adjustments and resolving and correcting suspended claims.  


Data Exchange


12.1.1.22 Support the exchange of data between and among the MMIS and system components to facilitate business 


The Reference Library includes a list of interfaces which identifies the exchange of data between and among the MMIS and system components as well as outside vendors. We have carefully reviewed this document and have a good understanding of the interfaces needed to support the Nevada project. ACS recognizes the importance of the timely exchange of data.  During the transition period we meet with DHCFP to review the list of interfaces and completely document the details regarding each data exchange so that at the start of operations all interfaces are operating successfully and without disruption. For existing interfaces that we plan to replace with the implementation of new peripheral systems, we provide a structured development process that includes detailed mapping of data elements. This is followed by thorough testing and review prior to implementation.  Refer to Proposal Section 11.2.3 Systems Interfaces for an in-depth discussion of interfaces.


System Response


12.1.1.23 The system must respond to specific user requests within response times identified by DHCFP.


System response time shall be measured during normal working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, Monday through Friday, with the exception of Nevada State Observed Holidays.


The following response times will be measured:


A. Record Search Time – The time elapsed after the search command is entered until the list of matching records begins to appear on the monitor;


B. Record Retrieval Time – The time elapsed after the retrieve command is entered until the record data begin to appear on the monitor;


C. Screen Edit Time – The time elapsed after the last field is filled on the screen with an enter command until all field entries are edited with the errors highlighted;


D. New Screen Page Time – The time elapsed from the time a new screen is requested until the data from that screen start to appear on the monitor; and


E. Print Initiation Time – The elapsed time from the command to print a screen or report until it appears in the appropriate queue.


A key advantage of our proposed solution is the inclusion of application and third-party product monitoring that reports system availability and performance. Refer to Proposal Section 12.1.3 System Performance Expectations, for details regarding our proposed monitoring products. We acknowledge that system response times are measured during normal working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, Monday through Friday, with the exception of Nevada State observed holidays. We agree to measure the following response times:


Record Search Time – The time elapsed after the search command is entered until the list of matching records begins to appear on the monitor

Record Retrieval Time – The time elapsed after the retrieve command is entered until the record data begin to appear on the monitor

Screen Edit Time – The time elapsed after the last field is filled on the screen with an enter command until all field entries are edited with the errors highlighted

New Screen Page Time – The time elapsed from the time a new screen is requested until the data from that screen start to appear on the monitor

· Print Initiation Time – The elapsed time from the command to print a screen or report until it appears in the appropriate queue

Programming Requirements


Parameter and Rules-Based Techniques 


12.1.1.24 Enable flexibility and efficiency in performing modifications using parameter and rules-based techniques, in order to support DHCFP program changes.


Our enhancement team efficiently performs modifications to the Core MMIS and peripheral systems.  They follow documented change control procedures from change request inception to completion and closure. When designing enhancements to the MMIS they use parameter and rules-based techniques where appropriate—with as little hard coding as possible. This allows quick application of new or updated policies to meet the changing needs of Nevada’s programs.  For example, we design changes that allow entry of online data rather than hard coding values in the system. 

System Transactions and Interactions


12.1.1.25 Support validation checking for all transactions and interactions with the system including the data entry function.


We continue to support the Core MMIS batch processes and ClientSoft screens which support validation checking for all transactions and interactions with the system. Additionally, PBM OS+ and DRAMS also support this functionality.  For example, PBM OS+ edits Web page fields and displays applicable error messages. The system does not save the information until all errors are resolved. The system has warnings in addition to errors, and the system requires additional confirmation before saving.  Exhibit 12.1-2 is an example of an error message displayed by the system when a date is entered in the wrong format.




Exhibit 12.1-2. Invalid Date Message


When a user enters an invalid date, PBM OS+ displays this type of message and does not save the information until the date is corrected.  


Edits and Audits


12.1.1.26 Maintain a comprehensive set of edits and audits including but not limited to the following points:


A. Ensure that the transaction is subjected to all validation checks (e.g., number fields are all numeric);


B. Ensure that the transaction is subjected to all business rule edits (e.g., provider number on file, no drug to drug interactions are present);


C. Store reference data in tables to support efficient maintenance of specific values;


D. Provide a process that allows for the setting of statistical edits;


E. Ensure that transaction data is consistent with the Data Dictionary definitions; and


F. Ensure that the transaction is processed to the maximum extent possible and that all failed edits are returned to the provider with sufficient explanation to allow the provider to correct the transaction.


The Core MMIS and PBM OS+ provide a comprehensive series of edits and audits that review claims to ensure they meet DHCFP policies for payment. Staff in our IT department maintains these edits and audits throughout the life of the contract and makes changes to them at DHCFP’s direction. Table 12.1-1 provides a description of the systems edits and audits. 


Table 12.1-1. Edits and Audits

		Requirement

		How ACS Meets Requirement



		Transaction is subjected to all validation checks 

		We maintain Core MMIS and PBM OS+ functionality that subjects each transaction to all validation checks. For example, validation checks are performed online when data is entered in Core MMIS ClientSoft screens and PBM OS+ Web pages to ensure data is valid such as number fields are numeric and date fields contain a valid date.  EDI translation programs perform similar functionality for incoming electronic claims. 



		Transaction is subjected to all business rule edits 

		The Core MMIS and PBM OS+ contain hundreds of business rule edits to ensure that claims meet DHCFP policies before rendering payment. These edits include recipient and provider eligibility, service edits and limit checks, duplicate check, prior authorization, TPL, and utilization review.  Both the MMIS and PBM OS+ process claims against all appropriate business rule edits before determining a final status of paid, denied, or suspended.



		Store reference data in tables to support efficient maintenance of specific values

		Current and historical reference data is stored in the Core MMIS procedure, diagnosis, rate, and error tables which are updateable online by authorized users.  PBM OS+ contains benefit plan, drug, and error tables which are also updateable online.  These reference tables support efficient maintenance of specific values and allow DHCFP and ACS to modify the values and business rules online without requiring programming changes.  



		Provide a process that allows for the setting of statistical edits

		ACS maintains the Core MMIS Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) which provides an online parameter-driven control file which allows DHCFP to specify data extraction criteria, report content, parameters and weighting factors necessary to properly identify aberrant situations. This includes the maintenance of statistical profiles that could be used for exception processing.  


Additionally, the decision support system (DSS) allows the creation of statistical measure objects. Cognos allows for the creation of custom measures and dimensions and their “public” use (or restrictions can also be applied to who can use them). The measures can be defined as simple or more complicated calculations on the data, as necessary for the purpose.



		Transaction data is consistent with the Data Dictionary definitions

		Data dictionary definitions are provided in the Core MMIS and PBM OS+.  The systems check values entered online and batch to ensure that they are consistent with the allowed values in the data dictionary.  



		Transaction is processed to the maximum extent possible and that all failed edits are returned to the provider with sufficient explanation to allow the provider to correct the transaction

		Both the Core MMIS and PBM OS+ completely process claims regardless of the edits or multiple edits that occur during the edit audit cycle, and it posts all edits in one transaction.  This allows for the complete adjudication of the claim. The exception to the complete processing cycle occurs when there is a fatal edit that makes continued editing illogical.  For instance, if the claim has an ineligible recipient, the adjudication process stops, as further edits depend on the recipient information.





12.1.2
DHCFP Responsibilities Deleted per Amendment No. 3 to RFP No. 1824, March 24, 2010.

12.1.3
System Performance Expectations


REQUIREMENT:  Section 12.1.3, page 104-105

12.1.3.1 The MMIS and systems components that support Nevada Medicaid and Check Up program business, (e.g., EVS, DSS, etc.) must operate in a twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days a week environment with a limited time period each week for maintenance.


12.1.3.2 Perform and complete system upgrades and database updates made to all systems outside of normal working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, Monday through Friday, with the exception of Nevada State Observed Holidays, or at times agreed to by DHCFP.


12.1.3.3 Meet MMIS and system components response time standards.


Times shall be measured for adherence to the requirements every fifteen (15) minutes during randomly selected days several times per month, at DHCFP's discretion, at a remote workstation. In addition, the Contractor must provide a system to monitor and report on response time monitoring results.


1. Record Search Time – The response time must be within four (4) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the record searches;


2. Record Retrieval Time – The response time must be within four (4) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the records retrieved;


3. Screen Edit Time – The response time must be within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the time;


4. New Screen/Page Time – The response time must be within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the time; and


5. Print Initiation Time – The response time must be within two (2) seconds for ninety-five (95%) of the time.

During the transition period, ACS develops project management and control procedures, checklists, measurements, and tools to analyze and maintain our effectiveness in meeting DHCFP’s system performance expectations.  Regular and frequent joint meetings are held with DHCFP to assess overall system performance.   To ensure that we operate the MMIS and peripheral systems 24/7, with a limited time period each week for maintenance, we host the systems in state-of-the-art data centers with teams of technical experts that monitor the systems 24/7. The MMIS is hosted in Verizon’s Tampa, Florida, commercial data center.  Peripheral systems are hosted in ACS’ Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and Tarrytown, New York, data centers.  

All data centers contain numerous protections to minimize service disruptions and ensure that we operate 24/7.   For example, our Pittsburgh and Tarrytown data centers have fully redundant, independent power grids, an uninterruptible power supply (UPS), and backup diesel generators to prevent loss of systems due to a single-point electrical failure. Fully redundant and comprehensive environmental monitoring and controls (water, temperature, fire, and humidity), detection, and alarm systems notify in-house security and facilities personnel of unacceptable variations in environmental conditions. Additionally, Verizon’s world class data center is also protected from power outages and hardened against natural disasters. A sample of its business continuity features include: power diversification from two separate electricity substations, network diversification from two separate telephone switch centers, independent banks of uninterruptible power supplies with battery backup units, and diesel generators that allow the data center to run nonstop for five days in an emergency. The steps that are implemented to secure these facilities make it extremely unlikely that these data centers will ever experience an environmental disaster that would affect client service.


For PBM OS+ and other systems hosted in ACS’ data centers, scheduled maintenance, which includes upgrades and database updates, occurs on Sundays from 12 AM EST until 2 AM EST. If maintenance is completed before 2 AM, the systems are returned to production availability earlier than scheduled, reducing maintenance downtime. For the MMIS and other systems hosted in the Verizon data center, scheduled maintenance occurs on Sundays from 11 PM EST until 6 AM EST. During the transition period we seek DHCFP approval of our maintenance windows.  During scheduled maintenance we perform and complete system upgrades and database updates—meeting DHCFP’s expectation that these updates occur outside normal working hours, which are 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, PT, Monday through Friday, with the exception of Nevada State observed holidays. 

Response Time Standards


System monitoring provides both DHCFP and ACS with quantified analysis of the system’s performance and adherence to response time requirements. These monitoring products support reporting on performance thresholds and provide critical information for administrators to intervene proactively if and when necessary, instead of reacting after the event to a report of a problem.  Based on the results of our monitoring activities, we can measure the effectiveness of current system resource levels and accurately forecast future system resource needs.  Some of the products used to monitor response time include: Transaction Monitoring Active Response Time (TM ART), Nimsoft Monitoring Solution (NMS), Nagios, CA Netspy Network Performance, and Tivoli OMEGAMON. These state-of-the-art products capture measurements such as system uptime and GUI response times.  Other system reports and manual steps are used to capture pertinent service level agreement (SLA) statistics.  Cognos Metrics Manager aggregates statistics from the aforementioned sources to produce a set of dashboard reports. Reviews of these measurements from all the sources, as well as the final dashboard reports, are held with DHCFP during the transition period to obtain approval before implementing them as a part of the production operational environment. Refer to Proposal Section 17.10 Metrics Management, for more information about Cognos and the dashboard reports. 


We acknowledge that response times are measured for adherence to the RFP’s response time requirements, every 15 minutes during randomly selected days several times per month, at DHCFP’s discretion, at a remote workstation. We understand, based on the State’s answer to question 89 in Amendment 3, that DHCFP believes the current MMIS meets the RFP’s response time requirements. As shown in Table 12.1-2, we agree to comply with the RFP’s response time requirements.


Table 12.1-2. Response Time Requirements

		Type

		Requirement

		ACS Complies



		Record Search

		Within 4 seconds for 95% of the record searches

		(



		Record Retrieval

		Within 4 seconds for 95% of the records retrieved

		(



		Screen Edit

		Within 2 seconds for 95% of the time

		(



		New Screen/Page

		Within 2 seconds for 95% of the time

		(



		Print Initiation

		Within 2 seconds for 95% of the time

		(
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Max Available for Demonstrated Competence = 30


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Reasonableness and Cost 


Effectiveness


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for the HIE 


implementation provide a reasonable 


approach to the pricing of each of the 


implementation components, including 


development and testing, implementation 


and rollout to Nevada providers? 


7 3 4 8 6 4 7 5 7 5.6666667 0.65217 3.695652


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for HIE maintenance 


provide a reasonable approach to the 


pricing of maintenance responsibilities 


over the course of the 5-year base 


operations contract?


4 3 3 4 4 4 7 3 5 4.1111111 0.52174 2.144928


Are any HIE components considered part 


of the operational budget neutrality 


payment structure, and if so, to what 


extent does that approach appear 


reasonable?


8 5 5 5 6 4 7 5 0 5 0.65217 3.26087


To what extent do the proposed costs for 


the HIE functionality seem acceptable and 


feasible for the Division?


6 6 5 7 7 6 7 4 7 6.1111111 0.52174 3.188406


Value of Services Received


Does the pricing approach for HIE 


services as shown in Cost Schedule 


18.1.1.4 appear to reflect corresponding 


value for the price, based on the HIE 


approach in the technical proposal?


6 5 3 7 6 5 7 6 8 5.8888889 0.65217 3.84058
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Score


#
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3


4
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ACS State Healthcare LLC
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16.1


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Reasonableness and Cost 


Effectiveness


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for the HIE 


implementation provide a reasonable 


approach to the pricing of each of the 


implementation components, including 


development and testing, implementation 


and rollout to Nevada providers? 


0 4 5 0 0 0 2 1 5 1.8888889 0.65217 1.231884


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for HIE maintenance 


provide a reasonable approach to the 


pricing of maintenance responsibilities 


over the course of the 5-year base 


operations contract?


1 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2.3333333 0.52174 1.217391


Are any HIE components considered part 


of the operational budget neutrality 


payment structure, and if so, to what 


extent does that approach appear 


reasonable?


0 5 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0.8888889 0.65217 0.57971


To what extent do the proposed costs for 


the HIE functionality seem acceptable and 


feasible for the Division?


1 4 0 0 2 0 2 1 0 1.1111111 0.52174 0.57971


Value of Services Received


Does the pricing approach for HIE 


services as shown in Cost Schedule 


18.1.1.4 appear to reflect corresponding 


value for the price, based on the HIE 


approach in the technical proposal?


0 5 0 0 2 0 2 1 0 1.1111111 0.65217 0.724638


4.3


HIE Cost Area Weighted Score Subtotal


Proposer Name: Evaluator ID


Average Weight


Weighted 


ScoreFirst Health Services Corp


#


1


2


3


4


#


5


HIE Cost Area Weighted Score Subtotal







1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Reasonableness and Cost 


Effectiveness


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for the HIE 


implementation provide a reasonable 


approach to the pricing of each of the 


implementation components, including 


development and testing, implementation 


and rollout to Nevada providers? 


9 6 7 7 9 8 9 6 8 7.6666667 0.65217 5


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for HIE maintenance 


provide a reasonable approach to the 


pricing of maintenance responsibilities 


over the course of the 5-year base 


operations contract?


9 6 6 7 9 8 9 6 8 7.5555556 0.52174 3.942029


Are any HIE components considered part 


of the operational budget neutrality 


payment structure, and if so, to what 


extent does that approach appear 


reasonable?


7 5 8 10 9 8 9 5 8 7.6666667 0.65217 5


To what extent do the proposed costs for 


the HIE functionality seem acceptable and 


feasible for the Division?


10 5 5 7 9 9 10 6 8 7.6666667 0.52174 4


Value of Services Received


Does the pricing approach for HIE 


services as shown in Cost Schedule 


18.1.1.4 appear to reflect corresponding 


value for the price, based on the HIE 


approach in the technical proposal?


10 5 8 8 9 9 9 7 9 8.2222222 0.65217 5.362319


23.3


Proposer Name: Evaluator ID


Average Weight


Weighted 


ScoreHP Enterprise Services LLC


#


1


2


3


4


#


5


HIE Cost Area Weighted Score Subtotal


Proposer Name: Evaluator ID


Average Weight


Weighted 


Score







1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Reasonableness and Cost 


Effectiveness


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for the HIE 


implementation provide a reasonable 


approach to the pricing of each of the 


implementation components, including 


development and testing, implementation 


and rollout to Nevada providers? 


7 6 6 5 9 6 5 5 8 6.3333333 0.65217 4.130435


To what extent does the vendor's 


proposed pricing for HIE maintenance 


provide a reasonable approach to the 


pricing of maintenance responsibilities 


over the course of the 5-year base 


operations contract?


5 5 4 4 6 4 5 4 4 4.5555556 0.52174 2.376812


Are any HIE components considered part 


of the operational budget neutrality 


payment structure, and if so, to what 


extent does that approach appear 


reasonable?


4 5 4 4 6 3 5 3 5 4.3333333 0.65217 2.826087


To what extent do the proposed costs for 


the HIE functionality seem acceptable and 


feasible for the Division?


5 6 5 5 8 5 5 4 8 5.6666667 0.52174 2.956522


Value of Services Received


Does the pricing approach for HIE 


services as shown in Cost Schedule 


18.1.1.4 appear to reflect corresponding 


value for the price, based on the HIE 


approach in the technical proposal?


5 5 6 5 8 5 5 5 8 5.7777778 0.65217 3.768116
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CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)


PRODUCER THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION
ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE
HOLDER. THIS CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AMEND, EXTEND OR
ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES BELOW.


INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE NAIC #
INSURED INSURER A :


INSURER B :


INSURER C :


INSURER D :


INSURER E :


COVERAGES THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING
INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.


THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING
ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR
MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS, EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH
POLICIES. AGGREGATE LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.


INSR
LTR


ADD'L
INSRD TYPE OF INSURANCE POLICY NUMBER


POLICY EFFECTIVE
DATE (MM/DD/YY)


POLICY EXPIRATION
DATE (MM/DD/YY) LIMITS


GENERAL LIABILITY


COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY


CLAIMS MADE OCCUR


GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:


POLICY
PRO-
JECT LOC


EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO RENTED
PREMISES (Ea occurence)


MED EXP (Any one person)


PERSONAL & ADV INJURY


GENERAL AGGREGATE


PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG


$


$


$


$


$


$


AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY


ANY AUTO


ALL OWNED AUTOS


SCHEDULED AUTOS


HIRED AUTOS


NON-OWNED AUTOS


COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
(Ea accident)


BODILY INJURY
(Per person)


BODILY INJURY
(Per accident)


PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Per accident)


$


$


$


$


GARAGE LIABILITY


ANY AUTO


AUTO ONLY - EA ACCIDENT


OTHER THAN
AUTO ONLY:


EA ACC


AGG


$


$


$


EXCESS/UMBRELLA LIABILITY


OCCUR CLAIMS MADE


DEDUCTIBLE


RETENTION $


UMBRELLA
FORM


EACH OCCURRENCE


AGGREGATE


$


$


$


$


$
WORKERS COMPENSATION AND
EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY Y / N
ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?


(Mandatory in NH)
If yes, describe under
SPECIAL PROVISIONS below


WC STATU-
TORY LIMITS


OTH-
ER


E.L. EACH ACCIDENT


E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE


E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT


$


$


$
OTHER


DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS/LOCATIONS/VEHICLES/EXCLUSIONS ADDED BY ENDORSEMENT/SPECIAL PROVISIONS


CERTIFICATE HOLDER CANCELLATION
SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE THE EXPIRATION


DATE THEREOF, THE ISSUING INSURER WILL ENDEAVOR TO MAIL DAYS WRITTEN


NOTICE TO THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER NAMED TO THE LEFT, BUT FAILURE TO DO SO SHALL


IMPOSE NO OBLIGATION OR LIABILITY OF ANY KIND UPON THE INSURER, ITS AGENTS OR


REPRESENTATIVES.
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE


ACORD 25 (2009/01) © 1988-2009 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved
The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD


LOCKTON COMPANIES, LLC-N DALLAS
717 N. HARWOOD, LB#27
DALLAS TX 75201
214-969-6700


Affiliated Computer Services, Inc.
ACS State Healthcare, LLC
2828 N. Haskell
Dallas TX 75204


AFFCO01 AJ


For questions regarding this certificate, contact the number listed in the 'Producer' section above and specify the client code 'AFFCO01'.


12/1/2010


1063194


X 2,000,000


XXXXXXX


XXXXXXX


XXXXXXX


X
20,000,000
20,000,000
XXXXXXX
XXXXXXX
XXXXXXX


XXXXXXX
XXXXXXX
XXXXXXX


X
X


1,000,000
100,000
5,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000


Employer's Excess Indemnity
(TX)


$1M per person; $10M per occ.


N


X
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000


Lexington Insurance Company 19437
National Union Fire Ins Co Pittsburgh PA 19445
Ace American Insurance Company


A ISA H08586068 12/1/2009 12/1/2010


A HDO G24937884 12/1/2009 12/1/2010


C EPIC5356336 12/1/2009 12/1/2010


B 27471591 12/1/2009 12/1/2010


A WLR C45707131 (ALL OTHER) 12/1/2009 12/1/2010


A SCF C45707143 (AZ,WI) 12/1/2009 12/1/2010


NOT APPLICABLE


State of Nevada
Purchasing Division
515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300
Carson City NV 89701


10807941


2/24/2010


Employer's Excess Indemnity coverage provides excess limits over and above the employer's ERISA qualified non-subscriber benefit plan for Texas employees who sustain work related injury or
disease. Re: Request for Proposal No.: 1824. Nevada MMIS Takeover; Proposal Due Date: 4/9/2010. State of Nevada its officers and employees included as Additional Insured on GL
where required by written contract. Waiver of subrogation is provided on GL where agreed to by written contract. GL policy includes severability of interests clause with no cross suits
exclusion for additional insureds. This certificate is only for RFP purposes and has been issued in compliance with ACS' policies and procedures.


X


30
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33307
62725
76713
75446
07763
01665
17352
00073
77145
61552
00120
75666
37172
47677
00736
40155
74076
53007
70601
55722
54570
07744
05531
62307
54077
00611
55267
41120
77727
25202
57731
10777
77770
70007
07007
 


66666
66606
06060
00626
06466
20444
62006
00002
42622
40002
06222
20624
02400
02062
02224
06226
20200
60222
04042
06222
20602
00262
60040
02006
02222
60420
40222
06222
00424
00620
22060
20006
26200
04200
66646
06224
06644
40666
66660
60006
06006


CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
 DATE(MM/DD/YYYY)        


 02/24/2010


PRODUCER


Aon Risk Services Southwest, Inc.


INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE


THIS CERTIFICATE IS  ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY 


AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS 


CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE 


COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES BELOW. 


Dallas TX Office
CityPlace Center East
2711 North Haskell Avenue
Suite 800
Dallas TX 75204 USA 


PHONE -(866) 283-7122 FAX - (847) 953-5390
NAIC #


INSURED


Affiliated Computer Services, Inc.


INSURER E:


INSURER D:


INSURER C:


INSURER B:


INSURER A: Chartis Specialty Insurance Company


ACS State Healthcare, LLC
2828 N. Haskell
Dallas TX 75204 USA 


26883


SIR applies per terms and conditions of the policyCOVERAGES


THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD INDICATED.  NOTWITHSTANDING 


ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR  MAY 


PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS, EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. 


AGGREGATE LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS. 
LIMITS SHOWN  ARE  AS  REQUESTED


INSR 


LTR  TYPE OF INSURANCE POLICY EFFECTIVE 


DATE(MM/DD/YYYY)


POLICY EXPIRATION 


DATE(MM/DD/YYYY)
LIMITSPOLICY NUMBER 


     


ADD'L 


INSRD


GENERAL LIABILITY


COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY


CLAIMS MADE OCCUR


POLICY PRO-


JECT
LOC


EACH OCCURRENCE


DAMAGE TO RENTED 


PREMISES (Ea occurrence)


MED EXP (Any one person)


PERSONAL & ADV INJURY


GENERAL AGGREGATE


PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG
GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER: 


AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY


ANY AUTO


ALL OWNED AUTOS


SCHEDULED AUTOS


HIRED AUTOS


NON OWNED AUTOS


COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT


(Ea accident)


BODILY INJURY     


( Per person)


PROPERTY DAMAGE


(Per accident)


BODILY INJURY


(Per accident)


GARAGE LIABILITY


ANY AUTO


AUTO ONLY - EA ACCIDENT


OTHER THAN


 AUTO ONLY :


EA ACC


AGG


EXCESS / UMBRELLA LIABILITY


 OCCUR CLAIMS MADE AGGREGATE


EACH OCCURRENCE


DEDUCTIBLE 


RETENTION


E.L. DISEASE-EA EMPLOYEE


E.L. DISEASE-POLICY LIMIT


E.L. EACH ACCIDENT


OTH-


ER


WC STATU-


TORY LIMITS
Y / N


If yes, describe under SPECIAL PROVISIONS below


(Mandatory in NH)


WORKERS COMPENSATION AND 


EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY


ANY PROPRIETOR / PARTNER / EXECUTIVE 


OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?


OTHER
$10,000,000Aggregate018805845AAAA 05/26/2009 05/26/2010


$2,500,000SIR
E&O-ProfLiabPri


DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS/LOCATIONS/VEHICLES/EXCLUSIONS ADDED BY ENDORSEMENT/SPECIAL PROVISIONS


RE:  Request for Proposal No. 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover, Proposal Due Date: 4/9/2010.  This certificate is for 
RFP purposes only.


CANCELLATIONCERTIFICATE HOLDER


AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE


DATE  THEREOF, THE  ISSUING  INSURER WILL 
SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE THE EXPIRATION 


ENDEAVOR TO
30  DAYS WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER NAMED TO THE LEFT,
BUT FAILURE TO DO SO SHALL IMPOSE NO OBLIGATION OR LIABILITY
OF ANY KIND UPON THE INSURER, ITS AGENTS OR REPRESENTATIVES.


MAIL


State of Nevada
Purchasing Division
515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300
Carson City NV 89701 USA 


©1988-2009 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.ACORD 25 (2009/01)
The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD
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63616
06555
33307
62725
76713
75446
07763
01665
17352
00073
77145
61552
00120
75666
37172
47677
00736
40155
74076
53007
70601
55722
54570
07704
41171
22343
10077
04255
51227
45520
77727
25202
57731
10777
77770
70007
07007
 


66666
66606
06060
00626
06466
20444
62006
22002
40400
42202
06220
20426
20400
22060
02226
26024
02200
62200
06042
24200
00620
00240
42262
02206
22000
40602
60002
06202
22606
02622
20062
22004
04200
24020
66646
06224
06644
40666
66660
60006
06006


CERTIFICATE OF PROPERTY INSURANCEACORDTM


DATE (MM/DD/YY)    


02/24/10


Aon Risk Services Southwest, Inc.
THIS CERTIFICATE IS  ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND 


CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS CERTIFICATE 


DOES NOT AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE 


POLICIES BELOW. 


COMPANIES AFFORDING COVERAGE


COMPANY 


A


PRODUCER


National Union Fire Ins Co of Pittsburgh


Dallas TX Office
CityPlace Center East
2711 North Haskell Avenue
Suite 800
Dallas TX 75204 USA 


(866) 283-7122PHONE - FAX - (847) 953-5390


COMPANY 


B


COMPANY 


C


COMPANY 


D


INSURED


Affiliated Computer Services, Inc.


ACS State Healthcare, LLC
2828 N. Haskell
Dallas TX 75204 USA 


THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE  LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD 


INDICATED, NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS 


CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR  MAY PERTAIN, THE  INSURANCE  AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES  DESCRIBED  HEREIN IS  SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS, 


EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS. 


POLICY EXPIRATION 


DATE  (MM/DD/YY)
LIMITS COVERED PROPERTYPOLICY EFFECTIVE 


DATE (MM/DD/YY)
POLICY NUMBER TYPE OF INSURANCE


CO 


LTR


COVERAGES


PROPERTY


CAUSES OF LOSS


BASIC


BROAD


SPECIAL


EARTHQUAKE


FLOOD


BUILDING


PERSONAL PROPERTY


BUSINESS INCOME
  w/o Extra Expense


EXTRA EXPENSE


BLANKET BUILDING


BLANKET PERS PROP


BLANKET BLDG & PP


INLAND MARINE


TYPE OF POLICY


CAUSES OF LOSS


NAMED PERILS


OTHER


CRIME


TYPE OF POLICY 


Crime - Primary


X


X


X $15,000,000


$250,000


Aggregate


Deductible


AAAA 015358258
Crime and Fidelity Bond


01/31/09 03/31/10


BOILER & MACHINERY


OTHER


LOCATION OF PREMISES \ DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 


RE:  Request for Proposal No. 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover, Proposal Due Date: 4/9/2010.  This certificate is 
for RFP purposes only.


SPECIAL CONDITIONS / OTHER COVERAGES


The Certificate Holder is included as Joint Loss Payee on the Crime policy.


CERTIFICATE HOLDER   CANCELLATION


AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE


State of Nevada
Purchasing Division
515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300
Carson City NV 89701 USA 


 ENDEAVOR TO


30 DAYS WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE  CERTIFICATE  HOLDER NAMED TO THE LEFT,


BUT FAILURE TO MAIL SUCH NOTICE SHALL IMPOSE NO OBLIGATION OR LIABILITY


OF ANY  KIND  UPON THE  COMPANY, ITS  AGENTS OR  REPRESENTATIVES.


MAILEXPIRATION  DATE THEREOF  THE ISSUING COMPANY WILL 


SHOULD  ANY OF THE ABOVE  DESCRIBED POLICIES  BE  CANCELLED  BEFORE  THE 


ACORD 24 ( 1/95) © ACORD CORPORATION 1995








MICHAEL J. WILLDEN


Director




STATE OF NEVADA


DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

DIVISION OF HEALTH CARE FINANCING AND POLICY


1100 E. William Street, Suite 101

Carson City, Nevada 89701


(775) 684-3600


JIM GIBBONS

Governor


CHARLES DUARTE


Administrator


PDR #:    XXXXX

Date:  MM-DD-YY

PDR Title:    

Work Authorized:
SOU   FORMCHECKBOX 



Implementation   FORMCHECKBOX 


 
  FORMCHECKBOX 
  New
 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Update:  (Version Number:       )

Funding Source:  


 FORMCHECKBOX 

20 FTE’s
 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Procedure Memo (Date:       )

 FORMCHECKBOX 

Maintenance Bank (refundable) 
 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Contract (Cite:       )

 FORMCHECKBOX 

Deferred Bank (non-refundable)
 FORMCHECKBOX 
  APD:        

 FORMCHECKBOX 

Deferred Work (9 PDR’s)
 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Other:       

 FORMCHECKBOX 

Administrator Request

Approved Hours (if more than one funding source, number of hours/budget must be identified for each funding source):   _   

Approved Costs:       

Percent of hours/costs for which this project is allowed to exceed approved amounts, above:       

Approvals:


IS Analyst:  

Date:  



IT Chief:     ___

Date:  


Attachments:


 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Timeline (including key milestones)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Applicable Procedure Memo(s) 


 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Applicable SOU


 FORMCHECKBOX 
  Other (must identify):       
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NVMMIS Production Issues List

		Internal ISR		Issue Summary		Issue Opened By		Create Date		FHS Primary Owner		Origin of Issue/
 Impact Statement		FHS Recommendation		Date Submitted to State		Comments		PDR # if Opened		Date Submitted to FHSC		Being Tracked on PDR Agenda?

		120094		Part 2, Claim overpayment.  An OOS claim paying at 70% of billed charges.		David Kohler		11/13/09		Santhosh Nair		This originated from an audit Alan Archer was doing.  He brought these questions to Jennifer Shaffer.  Not sure of claim volume but these were big dollar out of state claims.  Would save the state $.  Research PDR could determine this figure.						Assigned to Richmond IT staff for technical research.

		120096		Why did this claim not pend for a duplicate edit.  Related to CHG120094.		David Kohler		11/13/09		Satya Ravva		This originated from an audit Alan Archer was doing.  He brought these questions to Jennifer Shaffer.  Not sure of claim volume.  Would save the state $.  Research PDR could determine this figure.						Assigned to Richmond IT staff for technical research.

		121064		State PDR 10882/114005 asked for rates to be mapped to PT22 (Dental).  Some of the codes included in the PDR were CPT codes that Oral Surgeons bill on HCFA's.  The rates were only mapped to CT11 (ADA forms), and some need to be mapped for CT05 as well.  Claims billing these particular codes are denying for edit 0148 because the codes were not mapped to CT05.		David Kohler		12/3/09				At least one vocal Dental provider (oral surgeon) has called Reno and complained numerous times.  Not sure of claim volume,  Research PDR could determine this figure.		The State open a research PDR to find all PT22 claims denying for edit 0148.  This will give a good indication of which Proc codes need additional mapping.  When the exact codes have been determined that need to be mapped to CT05, an additional PDR should also request this be done, along with a recycle.		12/3/09		Sent official email to Jared on 12/3/09.   Jared mentioned on 3/9/10 that Dave Adams is working with Tiffany Rice on a draft PDR for this issue.

		121980		Research ARRA Job Number discrepancies between DSS and MMIS - DSS ticket # 1105440		Jamie Jones		12/15/09		Jamie Jones								Assigned to Richmond IT staff for technical research.

		124485		Internal research ticket, edit 0205. From operations.  Claim not processing per online help.  Bigger issue noted in online help.		David Kohler		2/3/10		Sudhaker Kondury		The Reno call center gets a high volume of calls related to this issue.						Assigned to Richmond IT staff for technical research.
3/26- Internal meeting was held on 3/23, additional internal discussion have taken place.  Dave will be sending official email to the State on 3/29.

		124649		Internal research: Op's provided an ex. where a CT03/PT12 used a PA and billed for 17 units of C1300 in one day.  Paid 1 unit.		David Kohler		2/5/10		Satya Ravva		One known claim provided by Reno Op's that may not be processing per State policy.  Related to PDR 10408 which created this new proc code and service limit.  Original issue was found after this hospital called about this claim.						Assigned to Richmond IT staff for technical research.

		125350		Internal Research: PT22 (ADA claim) is denying for edit 0155 but everything looks ok.		David Kohler		2/19/10		Sudhaker Kondury		This claim was brought to the attention of the Op's call center.  Not sure of total volume.  May be able to find out the volume after figuring out what is making it set edit 0155.						Assigned to Richmond IT staff for technical research.
3/26- Internal meeting was held on 3/23, additional internal discussion have taken place.  Dave will be sending official email to the State on 3/29.

		125567		Create Provider type '034' report.  We need a report of servicing provider's (w/o specialty) associated with a group (w/ specialty).  Op's will then have to add the specialties that the group #'s show, to the serv. prov #'s.  This will prevent future 827 pends.		David Kohler		2/23/10		Satya Ravva		Sandie provided 2 examples where claims were pending with 0827.  The group ID had a specialty on file, serv ID did not.  Seems as if the serv ID also needs the spec.  This will prevent future 0827 pends.						Richmond IT is working on this request.

		125886		Internal Research: Claim denial from Op's for edit 0491 (Req mod not on claim), proc being billed does not require a Modifier.		David Kohler		3/1/10		David Kohler		Op's provided one claim showing this issue.  Not sure how big of an issue this is yet.						Initial investigation in progress.

		126021		Internal Research: DARS report CP-O-551: Jen thought this report was to show only overridden claims.  Claim ex. shows otherwise.		David Kohler		3/3/10		Santhosh Nair		Issue/example was found when Jen was meeting w/ Alan Archer regarding a DHCFP Audit.  Only one claim example was provided.						Richmond IT is working on this request.

		126171		Internal Research: Codes that should be bypassing requiring NDC :edit 0898 (J1055, J3240, J2785 & J1245).		David Kohler		3/5/10		David Kohler		Request coming from Op's.  These are causing a major number of calls into the call center in Reno.				3/23/10		Sent official email to Jared on 3/23/10.   Awaiting response or PDR from the State.

		126172		Internal research from Op's: claim check added line claim issue.  ICN in worklog.		David Kohler		3/5/10		Santhosh Nair		Op's provided one claim showing this issue.  San will have to figure out how big of an issue this is.						Richmond IT is working on this request.

		126524		Research into the mass adjustment process, how do we make this more efficient/usable.		David Kohler		3/12/10		David Kohler		The large amount of mass adj pends from this last quarterly NF rate update Leti performed in Jan/Feb 2010, have triggered many questions and research.  There were over 23K,  0895 (mass adj) pends showing up on DARS Pend reports in Feb.  Efficiencies are needed.				3/12/10		Added this issue per Sandie's request on 3/12/10.  Sent an email to Sandie and Jared on 3/12/10 explaining the one known issue whereby duplicate claims are pulled multiple times when NF rate updates are performed by Op's.  Potentially awaiting State PDR.
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Resolved or Moved to PDR Agenda

		Internal ISR		Issue Summary		Issue Opened By		Create Date		FHS Primary Owner		Origin of Issue/
 Impact Statement		FHS Recommendation		Date Submitted to State		Comments		PDR # if Opened		Date Submitted to FHSC		Being Tracked on PDR Agenda?

		112045		SEV 5 - Edit 0117 needs to be validated as it is hitting claims incorrectly- I have attached an email with the ICN examples		Donna Perkins		2/10/09		Santhosh Nair				The State open a research PDR.		11/6/09		The State opened a research PDR for this potential issue.  This is now being tracked on the PDR agenda.		12455/ 112045		11/6/09		Y

		109459		NPI Recycle for Edit 880 effected claims		Sudhaker Konduryan		11/18/08		Sudhaker Konduryan				The State had already opened PDR 11773/ISR117662 for this.		11/6/09		The State has submitted PDR11773/117662 which includes a recycle of all pended 880 claims after changing the edit disposition to deny.  This internal ISR will be closed and will reference the new State PDR.		11773/ 117662		9/24/09		Y

		111287		880 Recycles		Sudhaker Konduryan		1/16/09		Sudhaker Konduryan				The State had already opened PDR 11773/ISR117662 for this.		11/6/09		The State has submitted PDR11773/117662 which includes a recycle of all pended 880 claims after changing the edit disposition to deny.  This internal ISR will be closed and will reference the new State PDR.		11773/ 117662		9/24/09		Y

		104726		SEV 5 - If claims with attachments are to pend directly to medical review (location 321), online help needs to be updated.		Jennifer Shaffer		7/1/08		Santhosh Nair				This ticket was closed, as Jennifer's original issue of Online Help not matching was fixed.  We will open new internal tickets for newly discovered differences between Online Help and the MMIS for related edits.		11/6/09		Dave met with Donna and Jennifer on 11/19/09.  Dave sent them additional documentation, and Op's will meet internally to figure out how they want these "Medical Review" edits to work.  They will set up a meeting with Dave after their piece is complete, and Dave will open new internal ISR's for additional issues found.  We will then share with the State before any work is done.

		120765		It seems the AS modifier is missing from the Pricing Modifiers value set, which is causing claims to pay incorrectly.		David Kohler		11/25/09						The State open a PDR to request that the Pricing Modifiers values set be updated to include modifier AS.  Also a recycle/adjustment will be needed to takeback overpayments.		11/25/09		The State has submitted PDR12743/120765 to fix the issue and for the recycle/adjustment for the takebacks.		12743/ 120986		12/1/09		Y

		112300		Research PT 29 claim appears to be denying based on revenue code, yet this pT pays based on CPT/HCPCS codes.		Jennifer Shaffer		2/19/09		Biju John				It was determined this was not an issue.  This ticket was set to Resolved.				Biju researched this internally and determined the claim was setting edit 0155 correctly.  All PT29 claims need a PA and this claim did not have a PA.  Jennifer has agreed with the research and asked to close the ticket.						N

		121937		A mass void of claims requested by provider NV School of Medicine (NPI 1992842660) resulted in following issues in the weekly financial cycle for the week ending 12/11/2009:
1) Abend due to system not having financial split information for object codes of claims paid in year 2000 to process the voids.  
2) The weekly finance cycle was out of balance in the amount of $8,350.77.  This was caused when claims were voided where the servicing provider file did not have a valid NPI.		Bailey Ward		12/14/09		Bailey Ward				The State open PDR's to prevent these two issues from happening in the future.  Specifically:
• Implement an edit in MMIS to deny any void for claims whose originals were paid before 10/1/2003.  
• Research & Implement a solution for handling claims with missing servicing NPI and having a billing NPI.		12/23/09		The State opened the PDR on 12/9/09.		12894/ 122587

12895/ 122588		12/29/09		Y

		118788		Turn Off edits 1256,1392,1397,1415 and perform recycle of claims denied with these edits from 05-06-2009 till date.		Santhosh Nair		10/23/09		Kartar Bajwa				The State approve the pre-recycle report, and FHS perform the recycle.  Upon approval the ticket will be closed.				The State approved the recycle results on 11/24/09.  This remained an internal  ticket but did get Sandie's approval on the recycle.  The ISR is now resolved.						N

		120885		Claim is denying for Edit 0392, can't find conflicting claim, why is this claim denying?		David Kohler		11/30/09		Santhosh Nair				State should open a PDR for official research or for the actual issue.		12/1/09		The State has submitted PDR 13099 for this research to continue.		13099/ 123994		1/26/10		Y

		123739		(Related to Dr Narala Issue)  Cash receipt void reason code used on claim with cash receipt adjustment reason code used on the cash receipt financial transaction.		Bailey Ward		1/21/10		Bailey Ward		Bailey spoke with Cindy at the State and provided these details on 1/25/2010.		The State open PDR's to prevent these two issues from happening in the future.  Specifically:
• Request to create a new report that would identify when the reason code on an ICN doesn't match the reason code on a financial transaction.  Additional info in email.
• Request an enhancement to the financial subsystem that would identify errors at the time of Online Updates by the users.  Additional info in email.		1/22/10		State opened two PDR's on 2/1/10.		13122/ 124376

13123/ 124378		2/1/10		Y

		124317		Examples of two claims that are not processing through claim check the way the State wants them to.		David Kohler		2/1/10		Santhosh Nair		FHS has at least two claim examples that are not processing through claim check the way the State has set up the requirements.  Santhosh will run some queries to find out how large the problem is.  He is awaiting the research PDR.		The State open a research PDR to further investigate these two issues.		2/1/10		The State opened the research PDR on 2/1/10.		13138/ 124407		2/1/10		Y

		117359		Create Provider Inactive report from June 2009

Tuesday, September 15, 2009 11:16:27 AM ravvasa
Requirement-
 1) Reactivate Provider inactive report job (NEVPQ010)
 2) Put the report in DARS folder 
 3) Create this report every six months
 4) Exclude sister agency providers		Donna Perkins		9/15/09		Krishna Girimajirao								The provider inactivity reporting and cancellation process went live in December 2009 and has been scheduled to run on the 10th of June and December every year.   This report is for Donna's Provider Enrollment unit and will be available in DARS twice a year.  ISR was closed after the report was scheduled on 2/5/10.						N

		122970		The State and Operations have asked that we look into Edits 1253, 1254 and 1255.  Claim ex. are denying, should pay as billed.		David Kohler		1/7/10		Santhosh Nair		The edits are not following the State's business rules/state policy.  Each of the 3 edits have had over 3000 claim denials since the beginning of 2008.  While not all of these denials are invalid, some are.  We have provided claim examples for each of the 3 edits.		The State create 3 separate research PDR's, one for each of the 3 edits.		1/26/10		The State submitted 3 separate research PDR's on 2/8/10.		13155/ 124793

13156/ 124794

13161/ 124795		2/8/10		Y

		111243		Edit 1298 is not functioning per online edit criteria		Jennifer Shaffer		1/15/09		Santhosh Nair				The original issue is not occurring anymore.  We can not replicate this issue and have no other examples.  We are closing this ticket as the edit appears to be working correctly at this time.				2/8/10: Internal investigation shows the claim in question was processed without issue a few months after this ISR was created.  Reno Op's has confirmed that they have not noticed this issue in the last year since original discovery.  This is not an issue and FHS is closing this internal ticket.						N

		111642		see attached email to Satya with detailed description for dup edit on DME claims		Donna Perkins		1/27/09		Satya Ravva								2/9/10: FHS discovered the State has already opened a research PDR regarding Dupe logic.  Satya has reviewed the State PDR and says that FHS's internal ISR only pertained to DME claims and dupe logic, while the State research PDR will cover our internal examples and much more.  FHS will resolve this internal ISR and note it is related to PDR 13097.		13097/ 123917		1/22/10		Y

		120872		PT82 (Olive Crest Treatment Center) claims are denying for Edit 0732.  What is causing this denial?		David Kohler		11/30/09		David Kohler								2/14/10: Donna confirmed that after the provider was given a taxonomy code, their claims are now processing correctly.  We closed this internal ticket.						N

		104908		Claims denied for edit 0160

From:  Shaffer, Jennifer  

Karen,
Will you please create a ticket for the below?
ICN#2008154700439801 was systematically denied with edit 0160.  The codes billed on the claim are:
78315 (No PA required), A9503 (No PA required), 99213 (No PA required), 11042 (No PA required)
99183 (PA required)

There is a PA# on the claim (10270000055) that covers that service 99183; because no other services on the claim require a PA - what caused this claim to deny in this manner?		Jennifer Shaffer		7/8/08		Satya Ravva		This is a big issue.  Reno Op's gets a high volume of calls regarding this issue.  Not sure of claim volume.  Research PDR could determine this figure.		State should open a PDR for official research or for the actual issue.		11/17/09		The State opened the research PDR on 2/25/10.		13228/ 125694		2/25/10		Y

		109489		Research: PT 65- NPI1306807706 files claims and the PT 19 that should be  used to price is not picked up on the claim- ICNs sent already

Wednesday, November 19, 2008 2:45:26 PM perkindo
Sudhaker has the ICNs in question for this provider to determine why the claims are not picking up the NPI of the PT 19 in which to price these claims from.		Donna Perkins		11/19/08		Satya Ravva		This provider called the FHS call center.  It is only happening to this one provider that we know of.  They are not getting paid for these claims.  Not sure of claim volume.  Research PDR could determine this figure.		State PDR 8796 is for a similar/related issue, but not quite the same issue as what Donna is reporting. The State should open a research PDR for this issue.		12/3/09		The State opened the research PDR on 2/25/10.		13100/ 125690		2/25/10		Y

		120321		Reno Op's has an example of a claim pended for edit 0303.  The pend reports show there are 61 claims pended for this edit.  I believe the edit is set up incorrectly and needs to be changed to deny for electronic claims with claim type mod = 2.  It is currently set up to pend to a blank location.		David Kohler		11/18/09		Satya Ravva		At least 61 claims pended to a location that Op's can't work.  These need to be denied.		The State open a PDR to request that the disposition of this edit be set to Deny for EMC claims with CT mod = 2.  Also need to request the 61 claims pended for this edit be released/recycled after the edit is updated so they can correctly deny.		11/18/09		The State opened the PDR on 3/10/10.		13295/ 126396		3/10/10		Y

		123570		Internal research: ICN2009121700114201 6 day inpatient with preauth. Claim is only paying 3 days.		David Kohler		1/19/10		Sudhaker Kondury		FHS has multiple examples where these delivery claims are being cutback even if a PA exists on the claim authorizing more than the standard 3-4 days.  At least one provider (Renown) has called and inquired.  Additionally, issue on PA's unit deductions and days on the Chirp screen.		The State open a PDR to continue research or for the actual fix needed.  Either way, 2 of the 3 items listed as possible issues should be fixed.  If the State wants to pay what is auth'd, then all 3 items need to be fixed. A recycle/ adjustment would possibly be needed as well.		2/16/10		The State opened the PDR on 3/10/10.		13298/ 126395		3/10/10		Y
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Tab IV – Attachment S – Minimum Mandatory Checklist

REQUIREMENT:  Section 20.3.2.5, page 190, Attachment S, and Section 21.3, page 199

Vendors must submit the checklist included in Attachment S that the vendor meets all of the minimum mandatory requirements as described in Section 21.3. The completed checklist shall also identify the cross-reference of each minimum requirement to the location in the vendor’s proposal that demonstrates the requirement is met.

		Mandatory Requirements Checklist for NV RFP #1824



		Vendor Name:

		ACS State Healthcare, LLC

		



		



		#

		Requirement

		Acknowledgment


(Yes/No)

		Cross-


Reference to


Location in


Proposal



		1

		Fiscal Agent Experience: 5 years experience as a Fiscal Agent operating and maintaining a


certified MMIS (RFP Section 17.2)




		Yes 

		Part I, Technical Proposal, Tab IX, Company Background and References, Proposal Section 17.1.11, Time as Fiscal Agent, page 17.1-26



		2

		Financial Stability: Provision of the following


(RFP Sections 17.1.14 and 17.1.15):


a. 
Audited financial statements for the proposer and all proposed subcontractors, for the three consecutive years immediately preceding the issuance of this RFP. Statements should include:


b. 
Balance Sheet


c. 
Profit and Loss Statement


d. 
Copies of any quarterly financial statements that have been prepared since the end of the period reported by its most recent annual report.


e. 
Disclosure of any and all judgments, pending or expected litigation, or other real or potential financial reversals that might materially affect the viability or stability of the bidding organization, or warrant that no such condition is known to exist.


f. 
Identification whether the proposer is a stand-alone or parent company, or a subsidiary of another company. If a subsidiary, include financial statements and notes for the parent company.


g. 
Disclosure of other public entities/government agencies with which the proposer has contracts and the size of the contracts.


h. 
Affirmation that the proposer has the financial resources to carry out at least 6 months of services under the contract 
without receiving reimbursement.

		Yes

		a, b, c, and d. Affirmed in Part I, Technical Proposal, Tab IX, Company Background and References, Proposal Section 17.1.14, Financial Information and Documentation, page IX.17.1-36 and physically located in Part IV, Confidential Financial, Tab II, Financial Information and Documentation


e. Part I, Technical Proposal, Tab IX, Company Background and References, Proposal Section 17.1.8, Disclosures, pages 17.1.7-17.1.8


f. Part I, Technical Proposal, Tab IX, Company Background and References, Proposal Section 17.1.9, Company background/history, page 17.1-9


g. Part I, Technical Proposal, Tab IX, Company Background and References, Proposal Section 17.1.15, Financial Stability, page 17.1-37 affirms disclosure and list is provided at the end of Proposal Section 17.1, Primary Vendor Information

h. Part I, Technical Proposal, Tab VII, Scope of Work, Proposal Section 17.1.15, Financial Stability, pages 17.1-36 and 17.1.37



		3

		Budget Neutrality Commitment: commitment and


signed affirmation to take over Nevada MMIS


operations and services within a budget-neutral


contracting scenario (RFP Section 18.2 and


Pricing Schedule 18.1.2)

		Yes

		Part I, Technical Proposal, Tab IX, Corporate Background and References, Proposal Section 17.1.16, Commitment to Budget Neutrality, pages 17.1-37 to 17.1-39. Part II, Cost  Proposal, Tab II, Cost Proposal, Proposal Section 18.2, Project Costs



		4

		Acknowledgement of Scope of Work


Requirements: Completed Requirements Tables


based on RFP Section 20.3.2.14 and the


instructions for the requirements tables contained


in RFP Section 7.3.3 are included.

		Yes 

		Part I, Technical Proposal, Tab XIII, Requirements Tables, Attachments O, P, and Q



		5

		Health Information Exchange Solution: Vendor


has included a HIE solution as part of its


proposal (RFP Section 13)




		Yes 

		Part I, Technical Proposal, Tab VII, Scope of Work, Section 13 and Tab XIV, Other Reference Material, Section 13
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tab Ix — company background and references  
 RFP Section 20.3.2.10

In this section, First Health Services (FHS) responds to each of the requirements detailed in RFP Section 17.  We have placed our written responses to each of the requirements from Section 17 immediately following the applicable RFP question, statement, and/or section.  Our responses are presented in a style and format that is easily distinguishable from the RFP language.  Information regarding our subcontractor, HMS, is presented in Section 17.5, Subcontractor Information.

17.1	Primary vendor information

Vendors must provide a company profile.  Information provided shall include:

In the following narrative, FHS furnishes comprehensive evidence of our ability to meet all of the contractual requirements defined in this RFP.  We have been providing Medicaid Fiscal Agent Services, including operations services, in support of state Medicaid programs since 1972.

An important way that FHS distinguishes ourselves from our competitors is that we are focused solely on the public sector, serving state Medicaid programs, mental health agencies, Medicaid managed care organizations, and state-sponsored pharmaceutical assistance programs.  Our specialized focus targets the unique needs of government programs and their populations.  

We provide responsible and effective healthcare program management services and high quality, value-added information processing.  FHS understands the special needs and complexities of state governments, including Nevada, and the populations served by government healthcare agencies.  Our seven years of experience as Fiscal Agent in Nevada has provided us with a comprehensive understanding of the specific challenges that face the State: a geographically disbursed population, a relatively small provider population to pool impacting access to care issues — particularly in the pediatric population, the specialized healthcare needs of the Native American population, as well as a rapid increase in the Medicaid recipient population in the State.  Our industry-based experience coupled with our nuanced understanding of the Nevada Medicaid program, positions FHS to effectively support the State with Medicaid Reform.  Medicaid is not one size fits all — Medicaid systems shouldn’t be either.  Over the last seven years, FHS has worked closely with the State of Nevada to create a system specific to Nevada’s needs.  FHS will not have the learning curve that a new vendor would; we already have a detailed understanding of the program and the systems; FHS is ready to work with the State to immediately move forward with new initiatives.    

17.1.1	COMPANY OWNERSHIP (SOLE PROPRIETOR, PARTNERSHIP, ETC).

17.1.1.1	Incorporated companies must identify the state in which the company is incorporated and the date of incorporation. Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless 	specifically exempted by NRS 80.015.

FHS was incorporated in the Commonwealth of Virginia on December 4, 1968, as The Computer Company.  Pursuant to NRS 80.010, FHS is registered with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation.  Please refer to Appendix GG for a copy of our registration and Certificate of Good Standing.

On January 2005, Coventry Health Care acquired First Health Group Corp., FHS’ parent company.  On June 5, 2009, Coventry Health Care announced that it had signed a definitive agreement with Magellan Health Services for Magellan to acquire FHS.  On July 31, 2009, FHS became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Magellan Health Services and operates as one of Magellan’s strategic business units (SBUs).  Other Magellan SBUs are specialty pharmacy (ICORE), behavioral managed care in both public and commercial markets, and specialized high-cost radiology (NIA). 

Magellan is a nearly $3 billion, publicly traded specialty healthcare management company and has been operational for 35 years, currently providing a product portfolio that includes behavioral health, employee assistance program services, specialty pharmacy management, and radiology benefits management services to over 40 million people throughout the United States.  Magellan has decades of experience serving the needs of Medicaid and other disadvantaged enrollees, through direct contracts with state agencies or subcontracts with large health plans.  

Magellan currently manages behavioral health care for 13 Medicaid and other public sector programs, providing services to approximately 1.7 million adults and children through direct contracts with government agencies in Arizona, Florida, Iowa, Nebraska, and Pennsylvania.  During 2008, through agreements with health plans that have Medicaid-eligible members, Magellan managed the behavioral health benefits of approximately 700,000 Medicaid-eligible members in Indiana, Nevada, Georgia, and Texas.  Behavioral health services and their supporting utilization and disease management initiatives were coordinated with Magellan’s medical partner in each of these programs.  This experience has made Magellan acutely aware of the unique challenges presented with the management of a Medicaid population.  

Magellan’s clinical and operational expertise in managing behavioral health and specialty services is complementary to FHS’ fiscal agent experience.  The union of Magellan and FHS creates a stronger entity; the combination of FHS’ and Magellan’s infrastructure and financial resources supports growth and adds value to DHCFP.  Both FHS and Magellan are committed to clinical and technical excellence and effective, efficient services.  

17.1.1.2	The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately licensed by the Department of Taxation, in accordance with NRS 360.780.

FHS is appropriately licensed by the Nevada Department of Taxation in accordance with NRS 360.780.  Please refer to Appendix GG for a copy of our registration and Certificate of Good Standing.

One element of the acquisition of FHS by Magellan was the requirement to change our name within 12 months of being acquired.  On July 1, 2010, FHS will become Magellan Medicaid Administration.  We will remain a separate legal entity using the same FEIN.  Our new identity reflects our revitalized commitment to the Medicaid market.

17.1.1.3	Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s).  Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal.  Proposals, which do not contain the requisite licensure, may be deemed non-responsive.  However, this does not negate any applicable Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) requirements.

FHS has verified that we meet all license requirements to fully support this RFP. 

17.1.2	LOCATION(S) OF THE COMPANY OFFICES AND LOCATION OF THE OFFICE THAT WILL PROVIDE THE SERVICES DESCRIBED IN THIS RFP.

FHS has developed, and has in place, an organization that supports the requirements of the State of Nevada for all phases this program.  Our organization will continue to be managed locally in Reno, Nevada.  Other support is provided at the following locations.

		Location

		Functions Supported



		885 Trademark Drive, Suite 150
Reno, Nevada

		FHS local office supporting NV contract operations (located 25.6 miles from State’s facilities) 



		4240 Cox Road
Glen Allen, Virginia

		Corporate oversight and support — executive, administrative, and systems support staff and Fiscal Agent Division support staff



		4300 Cox Road
Glen Allen, Virginia

		Pharmacy Benefits Management support staff, rebate support staff, technical support staff, NV Pharmacy Call Center 



		7701 Telecom Parkway East
Temple Terrace, Florida

		Verizon IT Data Center (MMIS)



		13500 Riverport Drive
St. Louis, Missouri

		FHS/Magellan Corporate Data Center (peripheral systems) and IT support



		Reno, Nevada and Boise, Idaho

		HMS offices supporting TPL services



		Columbia, Maryland and Albany, New York

		IT support



		Sacramento, California

		LAN/WAN support





17.1.3	THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION MAY BE UTILIZED IN DETERMINING WHETHER AN INVERSE PREFERENCE APPLIES PURSUANT TO NRS 333.336

As per Amendment 3 issued on March 24, 2010, RFP Section 17.1.3 has been stricken in its entirety.

17.1.4	NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BOTH LOCALLY AND NATIONALLY WITH THE EXPERTISE TO SUPPORT THE REQUIREMENTS IDENTIFIED WITHIN THIS RFP.

In the following table, FHS presents the number of employees, both locally and nationally, that possess the expertise to support the requirements identified in the RFP.

		Work Location

		NV MMIS OPS

		NV PBM

		NV HCM

		NV MMIS IT

		VA MMIS OPS

		VA MMIS IT

		Grand Total



		FHS Albany, NY

		

		

		

		1

		

		

		1



		FHS Glen Allen, VA

		

		

		

		15

		46

		45

		106



		FHS Reno, NV

		54

		3

		26

		4

		

		

		87



		FHS Las Vegas, NV

		

		

		6

		

		

		

		6



		Totals

		54

		3

		32

		20

		46

		45

		200





We understand the need to identify and have readily available, qualified and experienced staff to support any project schedule contingencies.  We have developed and maintained sufficient staff to operate our current accounts, install new accounts, and still have sufficient capacity to support contingencies.  

Our development teams are made up of experienced staff.  We call on corporate staff to support our development and implementation teams, as needed.  This staff supports the entire company in areas such as clinical, database administration, network services, technical architecture, financial, legal, human resources, and communication systems.

17.1.5	Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project. 

FHS staff is already in place in Reno, and other locations in Nevada, Glen Allen, Virginia; St. Louis, Missouri; Columbia, Maryland; Sacramento, California; and Albany, New York.  Additional staff at those locations will be assigned for the implementation and new peripheral systems and enhancements. 

17.1.6	Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?  

		Yes

		X

		No

		





If “Yes”, specify when, for what duties, and for which agency.

FHS serves as the current Medicaid Fiscal Agent for the State of Nevada.  The following table provides details regarding this program.

		State of Nevada, Department of Healthcare Financing and Policy
Medicaid Fiscal Agent Services



		Reference Individual

		Charles Duarte, Medicaid Administrator
Department of Human Resources
Division of Health Care Financing and Policy
1100 East William Street, Suite 101
Carson City, Nevada  89701
Telephone:  775.684.3677



		General Narrative Project Description

		As the State of Nevada’s Medicaid Fiscal Agent, FHS transferred and installed our MMIS, modifying it to meet Nevada’s unique requirements. Our integrated solution was implemented in a phased component approach with the pharmacy POS and drug rebate system implemented within five months of contract award. Also within five months of contract award, we implemented utilization review activities early. Our QIO-like status allows the State to maximize their FFP. Twelve months after contract award, the HIPAA-compliant MMIS was implemented, supporting all State Medicaid requirements.  We also implemented a support telecommunications network. An integrated cultural change management program empowering State staff to quickly capitalize on the newly enabled capabilities supported each phase of the implementation. The Nevada MMIS was certified in 2005 retroactive to the operational start date, September 30, 2003.  As Fiscal Agent, we are responsible for MMIS maintenance and enhancement, claims receipt, imaging, data entry, control, resolution, and adjudication; appeals; SURS; plastic ID card production; State and provider, and PCS Recipient help lines; provider relations and training; provider enrollment; user training; third party liability services, including trauma, health insurance, and estate recoveries; managed care enrollment and encounter data processing; cost settlement audits; PASRR reviews, screening, and determinations; pre-admission screenings for long term care and residential treatment centers; concurrent review; service payment authorization; IVR for provider inquiry; provider audits; bank reconciliation; adjustments; tracking of financial transactions and balancing. All providers were re-enrolled during the Implementation Phase.

We created a comprehensive pharmacy benefit management program for recipients of Nevada Medicaid, including a POS system, payments to providers, clinical consultation programs, and collection of CMS rebates. Our FirstRx™ pharmacy POS system includes eligibility verification, POS edit management, and ProDUR. We are responsible for RetroDUR profile production using our FirstIQ™ tool. We are also responsible for formulary management, prior authorization, billing and reimbursement, analysis and reporting, MMIS and Data Warehouse interfaces, network and operations management, and dedicated provider hotlines. We also provide clinical consultation including drug utilization review and utilization management. We provide ad hoc reporting using our FirstDecision™ decision support and reporting tool.  Under a separate contract, we developed and implemented a PDL program for the Medicaid Program, including P&T Committee support, education and outreach, prior authorization services, and supplemental rebate negotiation and administration. Nevada has chosen to join our NMPI multi-state program.

We also currently provide the Thomson Reuter Advantage Suite to meet the State’s Decision Support System needs; FHS plans to replace Thomson Reuter as discussed in our response to this RFP.  Third Party Liability services are provided by HMS.

We maintain an office in Nevada in support of this contract.



		Project Dates

		October 2002 – September 2012



		Scheduled Completion Date

		October 2003 (pharmacy and utilization review in February 2003)



		Actual Completion Date

		September  2003 (pharmacy and utilization review in February 2003)



		Contract Cost

		$29 million (annual contract cost)



		Role of the Offeror

		FHS is the prime contractor for this program.



		Project Status

		Currently in operation.





17.1.7	Is the vendor or any of the vendor’s employees employed by the State of Nevada, any of its political 	subdivisions or by any other government?  

		Yes

		

		No

		X





If “Yes”, is the employee planning to render services while on 	annual leave, compensatory time, sick leave, or on his own time?

Neither FHS nor any of FHS’ employees are employed by the State of Nevada, any of its political subdivisions, or by any other government. 

17.1.8	DISCLOSURE OF ANY ALLEGED SIGNIFICANT PRIOR OR ONGOING CONTRACT FAILURES, CONTRACT BREACHES, ANY CIVIL OR CRIMINAL LITIGATION OR INVESTIGATION PENDING WHICH INVOLVES THE VENDOR OR IN WHICH THE VENDOR HAS BEEN JUDGED GUILTY OR LIABLE WITH THE STATE OF NEVADA.  IF NO SUCH PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN EXPERIENCED, VENDOR MUST INDICATE IN WRITING.

FHS has not been involved in any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation, or investigation pending which involves FHS or in which FHS has been judged guilty or liable with the State of Nevada.

17.1.9	COMPANY BACKGROUND/HISTORY AND WHY VENDOR IS QUALIFIED TO PROVIDE THE SERVICES DESCRIBED IN THIS RFP.  LIMIT RESPONSE TO NO MORE THAN FIVE (5) PAGES.

As a public sector healthcare management specialist, FHS maintains a balance in information systems capability and clinical expertise to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of state Medicaid programs.  We integrate clinical and healthcare program management knowledge into the design of our systems, the administration of state programs, and the management of data used to make program decisions.  We employ a public-private partnership approach to ensure the delivery of quality and timely care to program recipients, while providing a vehicle for accelerating policy development and implementation and improving overall fiscal control.

Our three primary lines of business are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Fiscal Agent Services:  Since entering the Medicaid market in the 1972, FHS has developed and operated comprehensive Medicaid Management Information Systems (MMISs) to support the administration of state Medicaid Programs.  We provide a variety of operational support services including, but not limited to:

Provider enrollment

Provider relations/training

Managed care enrollment support

Mailroom and data capture

Imaging and document workflow management 

Claims adjudication, resolution, and payment

Adjustment processing

Service authorization

Third Party Liability (TPL)

Financial services

Call Center support

Technical help desk support

Communications

Electronic data interchange including web-based provider claims submission

Federal and state reporting

Health Informatics, trending, and forecasting.

We currently provide full-scope Medicaid Fiscal Agent services to Virginia and Nevada and have served as the fiscal agent in nine other states and the District of Columbia.  Additionally, we have served as the Medicaid Facilities Manager for the State of West Virginia and provided full fiscal agent services to the New York City Early Intervention Program, front-end Medicaid claims processing services in South Carolina and Pennsylvania, and Medicaid managed care enrollment services for the Medicaid Programs in Oklahoma and Missouri.

Our broad-based experience in support of Medicaid MMIS and Fiscal Agent services extends back to 1972, when we became the MMIS/Fiscal Agent for the Commonwealth of Virginia.  Subsequent to that early engagement, FHS has provided extensive services to the following states:

		Medicaid Front-End Support and Output Control Contracts



		· State of South Carolina – 1986 - 1990

		· Commonwealth of Pennsylvania – 1980 - 1990



		MMIS and Fiscal Agent Services



		· State of Alaska – 1987 - 2008

		· State of Delaware – 1978 – 1990



		· District of Columbia – 1980 - 2001

		· State of Georgia – 1983 - 1987



		· State of Indiana – 1985 - 1991

		· State of Louisiana – 1980 - 1983



		· State of Mississippi – 1990 – 1994

		· State of New Mexico – 1990 – 1994



		· State of Nevada – 2002 –current

		· State of North Carolina – 1977 - 1984



		· State of Tennessee – 1984 – 1995

		· Commonwealth of Virginia – 1972 - current



		· State of West Virginia – 1980 – 1993 (Facilities Manager)

		



		MMIS Design Contracts



		· State of Arizona – 1975 – 1977

		· State of California – 1978 – 1990



		· State of Florida – 1977 – 1978

		· State of New York– 1977 – 1980





Pharmacy Benefit Management Services:  FHS is one of the largest stand-alone pharmacy benefits managers in the nation, offering a full line of pharmacy services to state Medicaid programs and senior drug programs and providing transitional assistance services for the Medicare Prescription Drug Discount Card Program.  We provide these customers with the following pharmacy benefits management services:

Claims processing

Clinical management services

Prior authorization

Benefit design support and management

Drug Utilization Review

Provider and recipient outreach and education

Formulary development and management

Pharmacy discount card programs for the uninsured

Provider payment

Preferred Drug List (PDL) and Rebate Administration

Call Centers available 24 hours a day, seven days per week, 365 days per year

Program administration and reporting

Cost containment strategies and implementation.

Our affiliate company, Provider Synergies, LLC, offers customized clinical services including Preferred Drug List management, drug rebate negotiation for government and commercial clients, and Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee management.  Their customer base includes over seven million lives in 10 states with drug expenditures of approximately $8 billion.  With Provider Synergies, we now contract with more than half the states to provide PDL and supplemental rebate program administration services.

Health Care Management Services:  Our Health Care Management Division provides a wide range of services to states that are enhancing the management of their health care services.  These services include:

Utilization Review and Management of behavioral health and general medical/surgical programs for children and adults including prior authorization and continued stay reviews, criteria development, medical record reviews and provider compliance reviews. 

Quality Assurance Review Programs to improve quality of care for LTC, MR/DD, and behavioral health clients, including those in home- and community-based settings (HCBS).  These programs help states provide community-based choices, with appropriate provider monitoring and quality oversight, as well as encourage compliance with the requirements of the Olmstead decision, the New Freedom Initiative, and other Federal and State regulations.

Pre-Admission Screening and Resident Review (PASRR) services for states requiring the following evaluations on applicants/residents seeking nursing facility placements: Level I screening and Level II evaluations, Level of Care review, Status Change evaluations, Nursing Facility Quality Assurance, Resident Tracking, and/or Annual Resident Reviews.  States have the option to select from this array of services to uniquely design their program and implement cost containment measures.

Care Coordination and Care Management services to support high-risk and high-cost recipients to become educated about their disease state, and to get connected to their healthcare support network Medical Home.  We coordinate with the local healthcare team to facilitate effective discharge planning and placement at the right level of care.  This process also extends to care coordination for foster children and those in the juvenile justice system.

By applying proven utilization management programs, including prior authorization programs for inpatient and outpatient psychiatric services and quality assurance programs to confirm that individuals have freedom of choice, FHS helps states ensure that mental health providers are applying, and patients are receiving, appropriate levels of care.  Our customers experience such benefits as cost containment and streamlining of Medicaid services from our full spectrum of Health Care Management services.

Our customer base includes 30 states and the District of Columbia.  Exhibit 17.1.9-1 shows our current customers for all projects within our three business lines.

		





		Exhibit 17.1.9-1, FHS and Magellan have a wealth of experience, with a presence in 30 states and the District of Columbia



		FHS has concentrated our efforts within the Medicaid marketplace for over three decades, with significant contracts not only as a fiscal agent, but also to provide Medicaid and Medicaid managed care-related services.  





FHS has gained extensive experience taking over, as well as designing, developing, implementing, operating, modifying, and enhancing large-scale MMISs.  In addition to our MMIS contracts, we have implemented systems for the Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical Assistance Contract for the Elderly (PACE) Program, New York Elderly Pharmaceutical Insurance Contract (EPIC) Program, New York Early Intervention Program (EIP), and Louisiana KIDMED accounts, which were all transferred from an MMIS environment. We have also developed and implemented POS claims adjudication, drug rebate, and Retrospective Drug Utilization Review systems for our pharmacy benefits management and MMIS fiscal agent contracts. 


Exhibit 17.1.9-2 shows our recent relevant fiscal agent experience.  Exhibit 17.1.9-3 summarizes our pharmacy benefit management experience with governmental healthcare programs, ranging from  (
DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE
FIRST HEALTH SERVICES
FHS positively impacts on 17 million
 
Medicaid recipients annually.
)customers with less than 13,000 covered lives to those with more than 3.5 million covered lives, as well as the PDL experience of our affiliate company, Provider Synergies.  Exhibit 17.1.9-4 provides a synopsis of our healthcare management experience, demonstrating that we are qualified to provide the services required in this RFP.  Through our targeted recipient-centric focus on behavioral and physical health utilization management, quality review, and pharmacy benefit management, FHS consistently helps state customers throughout the country improve health outcomes while concurrently containing overall healthcare costs.
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MMIS/Medicaid Experience

		Technical System Environment, Platform, Support

		Recipient

		Benefit Packages

		Provider

		Eligibility Verification System (EVS)

		Interactive Voice Response (IVR)

		Electronic Claims Management (ECM)

		Reference

		Prior Authorization

		Claims Control, Entry, Processing

		Claims Reporting

		Third Party Liability (TPL)

		Financial

		EPSDT

		MARS 

		SURS

		Ad Hoc Reporting

		Decision Support System (DSS)

		Issue Tracking System



		Nevada MMIS  (9/02 – 9/12)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Alaska MMIS  (5/87 – 6/07)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Virginia MMIS  (3/72 – 6/10)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		District of Columbia MMIS  
(10/80 – 7/02)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		New York (City) Early Intervention Program  
(7/93 – 6/06)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Oklahoma SoonerCare Enrollment Broker  (1/01 – 12/05)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Missouri MC+ Health Benefits Manager  (3/95 – 6/03)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		





Exhibit 17.1.9-2, FHS’ Recent Relevant Medicaid Fiscal Agent Experience




		
Project

		POS Design, Development, Implementation, and Operations

		Enrollment and/or
Eligibility
Verification

		POS  ProDUR Edits & Drug Monitoring

		Formulary Management

		Prior Authorization

		RetroDUR

		Billing and 
Reimbursement

		CMS Drug 
Rebates

		Analysis & Reporting

		Clinical
Consulting

		Disease 
Management

		Cardholder/
Provider Services

		TPL

		Help Desk

		Pharmacy
Audits

		PDL Develop./ Imple. & Supple. Rebate

		MAC List



		First Health Services Contracts



		Alaska MMIS POS (5/87-6/15)
Recipients: 94,952

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		District of Columbia Medicaid PDL (9/04-3/10) Recipients: 138,119

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Florida MMIS POS (5/06-7/13 + 6-month option) Recipients: 1,830,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Idaho Medicaid POS (7/09-1/15)
Recipients:  196,200)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Kentucky Medicaid POS (9/04-8/09, 8/09-12/11) Recipients:  582,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Michigan Medicaid POS (5/00-3/13) Recipients: 1,186,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Minnesota Medicaid PDL (4/04-6/10) Recipients: 557,232

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Mississippi Medicaid PDL (1/08-12/10) Recipients: 436,324

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Missouri Medicaid PDL (12/03-6/10) Recipients: 772,622

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Montana Medicaid PDL (6/04-6/10) Recipients:  124,458

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Nebraska Medicaid POS (11/94-12/03, 12/07-12/11) Recipients: 200,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Nebraska Medicaid PDL (2/09-2/12) Recipients: 200,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Nevada MMIS POS (2/02-9/12)
Recipients: 180,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		New Hampshire Medicaid POS (7/01-12/10) Recipients: 135,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		New York EPIC Program (5/97-8/11) Recipients: 322,778

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		New York Medicaid PDL (9/05-8/10) Recipients: 3,100,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		North Carolina RetroDUR (1/09-8/11 +option years through 2018)  Recipients:  1,684,411

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Pennsylvania PACE Program (4/84-6/10) Recipients: 207,749

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		South Carolina Medicaid POS (6/00-3/12 + 2 option years) Recipients: 847,634

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Texas Medicaid POS (8/05-8/10) 
Recipients: 3,500,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Rhode Island Medicaid PDL (11/06-6/10) Recipients:  12,558

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Virginia MMIS POS (3/94-6/10)

Recipients: 650,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Virginia Medicaid PDL (7/03-6/10) Recipients: 650,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Provider Synergies Contracts



		Connecticut Medicaid PDL and Supplemental Rebates (1/05-9/10)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Delaware Medicaid PDL and Supplemental Rebates (9/04-6/10 + 2 1-yr. options)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Florida Medicaid PDL and Supplemental Rebates (6/01-9/10 + 2 1-yr. options)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Idaho Medicaid PDL and Supplemental Rebates (8/05-7/10 + 1 1-yr. option)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Louisiana Medicaid PDL and Supplemental Rebates (3/02-6/12)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Maryland Medicaid PDL and Supplemental Rebates (6/03-6/11 + 2 2-yr. options)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Oregon PDL Consultative Services
(1/10 – 8/10)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Pennsylvania Medicaid PDL and Supplemental Rebates (7/06-9/10 + 1 1-yr. option)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Texas Medicaid PDL and Supplemental Rebates (11/03-8/10)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Virginia Medicaid PDL/MAC List 
(6/10-7/13)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Wisconsin Medicaid PDL and Supplemental Rebates (7/04 with indefinite automatic 1-yr. renewals)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Completed Contracts



		Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina POS (11/91-6/03) Recipients: 30,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Northeastern Pennsylvania (10/93-6/00) Recipients: 50,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Tennessee POS (4/97-12/01) Recipients: 2,500

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		District of Columbia MMIS POS (5/96-9/08) Recipients: 138,119

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Georgia Medicaid Drug Rebate (3/98-6/09)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Hawaii Medicaid PDL (5/04-6/09) Recipients:  27,000 (FFS)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Kansas Medicaid RetroDUR (2/92-6/95) Recipients: 225,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Kentucky Medicaid Drug Rebate Dispute Resolution (7/99-6/03)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Kentucky Medicaid RetroDUR (8/87-6/94) Recipients: 527,805

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Los Angeles County Community Health Plan POS (1/96-6/02) Recipients: 46,366

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Maryland Medicaid POS (9/92-12/31/06) Recipients: 658,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Michigan EPIC Program (7/01-12/05) Recipients: 35,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Missouri SeniorRx Program (5/15/04-12/05) Recipients:  20,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		New Jersey PAAD Prior Authorization (2/99-12/05) Recipients: 350,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		New Mexico MMIS (4/90-12/93) Recipients: 206,318

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		North Carolina Medicaid RetroDUR (1/93-12/02) Recipients: 460,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Ohio Medicaid POS (4/99-6/06) Recipients: 1,800,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Oregon Medicaid POS (7/93-12/08) Recipients: 405,223

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		PRO-MARK (TennCare MCO) (1/94-12/99)

Recipients: 716,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		RxCare of Tennessee POS (10/98-6/00) Recipients:  1,400,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Tennessee Medicaid POS (1/04-9/08) Recipients: 1,454,798

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Tennessee MMIS (1/94-9/95) Recipients: 1,200,000

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Vermont Medicaid POS (7/01-12/05) Recipients: 143,598

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		West Virginia Medicaid PDL and Supplemental Rebates (2/04-1/31/08) (Provider Synergies)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		





Exhibit 17.1.9-3, FHS has extensive experience with government healthcare programs




		Medicaid Experience

		Inpatient Prior Authorization

		Outpatient Prior Authorization

		Residential Treatment Preauthorization

		Level of Care

		Provider Appeals

		On-Site Evaluation/Review

		Clinical Reviews

		Concurrent Review

		Retrospective Review

		Practice Guidelines

		Medical Policy

		Benefits Administration

		Care Mgmt., Case Mgmt., Disease Management

		Health Needs Assessment

		Quality Improvement

		Provider/Member Profiling

		Benchmarking

		Focused Studies

		Network Management

		Provider Enrollment

		Provider Communications

		Credentialing

		Education/Outreach

		Grievances & Appeals

		Call Center Operations



		Arkansas UM/Outpatient
(4/00 – 6/10 + 1 option year)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Florida Behavioral Health Utilization Management
(9/96 – 6/10) 

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Florida Regional Care Coordination and Qualified Evaluation 
(QEN - 7/01 – 6/10)
(RCC – 12/03 – 6/10)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Montana Behavioral Health Utilization Management
(1/00 – 6/10)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Nevada Behavioral Health UM (10/02 – 6/12)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Nevada Long Term Care
(10/02 – 6/12)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Nevada Med Surg
(10/02 – 9/12)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Completed Contracts



		Alabama Long-Term Care
(10/92 – 9/00)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Alaska Utilization Management  (6/04 –12/07) 

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Arkansas UM/IOC – Inpatient
(7/90 – 6/03)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Arkansas Utilization Management Under 21 – Outpatient
4/02 – 6/03)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Florida Community Health Centers (4/02 – 6/06)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Georgia Long-Term Care
(1994 – 6/03)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Kentucky Medicaid Administrative Agent  (5/05 – 12/08)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Nebraska Long-Term Care
(6/02 – 7/06)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		North Carolina Long-Term Care
(12/93 – 11/05)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		North Dakota Long-Term Care
(7/91 – 6/03)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Ohio Behavioral Health Utilization Management (7/98 – 6/06)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		South Carolina MR/DD
(7/01 – 6/07)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Tennessee Long-Term Care
(7/01 – 6/05)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Virginia Long-Term Care
(8/92 – 6/95)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		West Virginia Long-Term Care
(10/93 – 12/98)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		





Exhibit 17.1.9-4, FHS’ Relevant Health Care Management Experience
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17.1.10	LENGTH OF TIME VENDOR HAS BEEN PROVIDING SERVICES DESCRIBED IN THIS RFP, INCLUDING TAKEOVER OF AN MMIS, TO THE PUBLIC AND/OR PRIVATE SECTOR.  PLEASE PROVIDE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION.

As described previously, during our nearly 40 years as a state government contractor, we have accumulated experience in taking over, implementing, operating, and enhancing Medicaid systems, as well as developing new systems.  Each installation required the establishment of operations to meet state-specific requirements and was accomplished without interruption of service to recipients, providers, and other users of the MMIS.  As a result, we were able to meet the challenges inherent in the development/installation of an MMIS that met the needs of each customer.  

17.1.11	LENGTH OF TIME THE VENDOR HAS BEEN A FISCAL AGENT OPERATING AND MAINTAINING A CERTIFIED MMIS.  VENDOR SHOULD HAVE A MINIMUM OF FIVE (5) YEARS EXPERIENCE.

We have successfully obtained CMS certification (including retroactive funding) in all 13 states where we have been responsible for certification.  In each state, federal certification was granted as of the implementation date and has been maintained for the life of our contract with the state.  Most recently, our Nevada MMIS was fully certified retroactive to September 30, 2003 (the first day of operations).

FHS served as the Fiscal Agent for the Alaska Medicaid Program for over 20 years, as the Fiscal Agent for the Virginia Medicaid Program for 39 years, and as the Nevada Fiscal Agent for nearly eight years.  In addition, we served as the District of Columbia Fiscal Agent for 21 years, as front-end claims processor for the Pennsylvania MAMIS for 13 years, as West Virginia facilities manager for 13 years, as the Medicaid Fiscal Agent for Tennessee for 11 years, as well as serving in New Mexico, Mississippi, and other states.  From 1986 through 1990, we performed front-end processing and output control services for South Carolina’s Medicaid Program.

17.1.12	EXPERIENCE WITH THE MITA 2.01 MODEL AND DEMONSTRABLE COMMITMENT TO A CURRENT AND FUTURE MITA INITIATIVES.

FHS has developed a technology roadmap that will incrementally take our company to full compliance with the MITA 2.01 model.  FHS was the first in the industry to implement an enterprise service bus.  We have used the Aqua Logic ESB within our Pharmacy and Healthcare Management business and the Virginia MMIS for over two years.  FHS is in the process of aligning our business and clinical processes with the MITA model.  These business and clinical processes are incorporated and drive all of our new application development to adhere to the MITA architectural framework.  Our Health Care Management UM tool is a web-enabled tool that has recently had the JBoss rules engine integrated within its infrastructure.  We have developed and implemented a web portal that will be expanded to include Java-based web services technology throughout our enterprise.  FHS has completed preliminary aspects of the web portal that will sit on top of the currently operational applications in the Nevada MMIS complex.  We are ready to share our roadmap with DHCFP staff and start the implementation to move the State toward MITA compliance.

17.1.13	EXPERIENCE IN PLANNING, DEVELOPING, AND IMPLEMENTING A HEALTH INFORMATION EXCHANGE.

As part of the web portal that we have developed, FHS has the fundamental infrastructure in place to implement the Health Information Exchange (HIE) for the State of Nevada.  This portal project is designed to initially focus on the Nevada Medicaid and SCHIP (Check Up) program — recipients, providers, State staff, and HMOs. .  This HIE is designed using all standard industry interface protocols and tools such as Informatica, as part of our B2B Integration Gateway, to exchange data between the various stakeholders.  Upon completion of the Medicaid phase of the project, FHS is fully prepared to expand beyond Medicaid to include the Health Insights Regional Health Information Organization (RHIO) participants.  The optional Enterprise Data Warehouse that we have proposed has been in place and tested throughout the Magellan enterprise for the past 10 years.  This Enterprise Data Warehouse and Operational Data Store are slated to be the major source of data for the Medicaid HIE.  It is structured to readily accommodate expansion to include other data sets through out the State.

17.1.14	FINANCIAL INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION TO BE INCLUDED IN PART IV, CONFIDENTIAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF VENDOR’S RESPONSE IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 20.6, PART IV – CONFIDENTIAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION:

17.1.14.1	Dun and Bradstreet Number; and

17.1.14.2	Federal Tax Identification Number.

17.1.14.3	Audited financial statements from the last three (3) years and current year interim, which include: 		1. Profit and Loss Statement; and 2. Balance Statement.

As required, FHS submits our financial information and documentation in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information, of our response.

17.1.15	FINANCIAL STABILITY AS DEMONSTRATED THROUGH AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AS ADDRESSED IN SECTION 20.6, PART IV – CONFIDENTIAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION AND AFFIRMATION OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES TO CARRY OUT AT LEAST 6 MONTHS OF SERVICES UNDER THE CONTRACT WITHOUT RECEIVING REIMBURSEMENT.

As required, FHS submits our financial information and documentation in Part IV, Confidential Financial Information, of our response.

17.1.16	DEMONSTRATED COMMITMENT TO TAKE OVER NEVADA MMIS OPERATIONS AND SERVICES WITHIN A BUDGET-NEUTRAL CONTRACTING SCENARIO.

FHS is committed to Nevada’s budget-neutral contracting scenario.  We are the only vendor that can realistically offer DHCFP a budget-neutral solution.  Others will portray that they can, but based on the facts of recent proposals to states and commonwealths for similar types of projects, the real costs of a new vendor will have to either be absorbed by that vendor, or other parts of the vendor’s operation will need to be sacrificed to absorb this cost. A new vendor will have to cut corners in their service delivery, introducing additional risk to the State.  Over the course of the last four to five years, the average vendor price for a Takeover Project for an MMIS has been between $7 million and $15 million.  A new vendor must staff the project, learn the system that will be taken over, port the application to a new environment (even if it is left at the same processing site), convert all of the existing data to that new environment, learn the State’s program and processes, convert any of the proprietary peripheral systems to their platform, parallel test all environments to make sure they work the same after porting has been completed, and establish all new telecommunication connectivity and infrastructure.  These are real costs.  As the incumbent contractor, FHS will not have to take any shortcuts or compromise existing processes to meet the State’s budget-neutral objective.

17.1.17	VENDORS SHOULD DESCRIBE HOW THEY ARE ORGANIZED, INCLUDING THEIR ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AS IT RELATES TO THE NEVADA MMIS.

FHS is a for-profit, full service healthcare management and information services company.  Incorporated in the Commonwealth of Virginia on December 4, 1968, as The Computer Company, we have been in business for over 40 years.  Our lines of business, described previously in Section 17.1.9, include:

Medicaid fiscal agent services, including MMIS design, development, implementation, and operation; Medicaid operations services; and enrollment services and systems

Pharmacy benefit administration services, including pharmacy point-of-sale claims processing systems, clinical drug utilization management systems and services, prior authorization services, and drug rebate services

Behavioral health and medical utilization management services and quality review programs.

Exhibit 17.1.17-1 depicts our corporate organization.

		





		Exhibit 17.1.17-1, FHS Corporate Organization





17.1.18	VENDORS SHOULD ALSO DESCRIBE HOW MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS ARE INTEGRATED THROUGHOUT THE COMPANY AND HOW VENDORS COMMUNICATE ORGANIZATIONAL, MANAGEMENT, AND OTHER SIGNIFICANT CHANGES, WHICH MAY DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY AFFECT DHCFP.

Our company’s corporate organization permits a direct flow of information up, down, and across the chain of command.  The managers on the Nevada MMIS team communicate directly and freely with each other, and this communication is reinforced through executive meetings for progress reporting, planning, resource allocation, and decision-making, as well as informal meetings. 

To facilitate communication and partnership with DHCFP, the FHS management team conducts weekly meetings with DHCFP to review our progress, resolve operational issues, follow up on action items, and plan coming events.  Our Nevada Account Director, Mark Shaffer, PMP, maintains our close relationship with DHCFP staff to ensure coordination of operations and accommodation of changes.  FHS managers work directly with their counterparts in DHCFP to coordinate changes, plan events, provide user training, and ensure efficient and effective operations within their departments.  

The Nevada MMIS will always command high visibility within our organization.  Because we are not a “corporate giant,” each of our customers is afforded the management attention it deserves and is not buried in the lower rungs of corporate bureaucracy.  In addition, because we specialize in providing services to state Medicaid programs, our continuing reputation for providing quality service depends on the success of each of our accounts.

Because each customer’s success is vital to us, we have built an organization that knows Medicaid and MMIS.  Knowledgeable staff, with hands-on experience with the Nevada MMIS, are committed to this contract and are supported by accessible management and corporate resources, who can serve as resources for additional Medicaid Program knowledge and experience.  DHCFP will benefit from the extensive expertise of FHS’ personnel.
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State of Montana


Medicaid: 124,458 lives


State of Minnesota


Medicaid: 557,232 lives


State of Michigan


Medicaid: 1,186,000 lives


State of New Hampshire


Medicaid: 95,200 lives


State of New York


SPAP: 322,778 lives


Medicaid:  4,139,900 lives


Commonwealth of Pennsylvania


SPAP: 207,749 lives


Medicaid: 1,710,600 lives


State of Nevada


Medicaid: 180,000 lives


State of Alaska


Medicaid: 94,952 lives


State of Arkansas


Medicaid: 399,100 lives


State of Missouri


Medicaid: 772,622 lives


State of Florida


Medicaid:1,831,700 lives


State of Maryland


Medicaid: 734,050 lives


District of Columbia


Medicaid: 138,119 lives


State of South Carolina


Medicaid: 847,634 lives


Commonwealth of Virginia


Medicaid: 703,082 lives


Commonwealth of Kentucky


 Medicaid: 680,000 lives


State of Idaho


Medicaid: 196,200 lives


State of Connecticut


Medicaid: 479,400 lives


State of Louisiana


Medicaid: 990,100 lives


State of Texas


Medicaid: 3,202,200 lives


State of Delaware


Medicaid: 147,300 lives


State of Wisconsin


Medicaid: 776,500 lives


State of Mississippi


Medicaid: 310,000 lives


State of North Carolina


Medicaid: 1,450,200 lives


State of Nebraska


Medicaid:  269,200 lives


State of Rhode Island Medicaid: 12,558 lives


State of Ohio


Medicaid: 1,652,700 lives


State of Iowa


Medicaid:  335,000 lives


State of Arizona


Medicaid: 969,200 lives


State of Vermont


Medicaid: 143,600 lives


State of Oregon


Medicaid: 450,000 lives
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		Task #		Task		Job Classification		Company		Number of Staff		Hours Per Person		Prime/Subcontractor		% of Work On Site		Location

		1		Initiation and Planning		State Staff		State		5

						Account Director		First Health		1		282		P		100		Reno

						Administrative Assistant		First Health		1		96		P		100		Reno

						Implementation Project Manager		First Health		1		659		P		100		Reno

						Operations Director		First Health		1		128		P		100		Reno

						HCM Account Manager		First Health		1		264		P		100		Reno

						HCM Manager		First Health		1		264		P		100		Reno

						Care Coordination Supervisor		First Health		1		128		P		100		Reno

						QA Manager		First Health		1		180		P		100		Reno

						Business Analyst		First Health		1		366		P		100		Reno

						Provider Relations Manager		First Health		1		100		P		100		Reno

						Training Manager		First Health		1		106		P		100		Reno

						Provider Trainers		First Health		2		16		P		100		Reno

						Report Analyst		First Health		1		24		P		100		Reno

						Biostatistician		First Health		1		38		P		100		Reno

						Data Analyst		First Health		2		8		P		100		Reno

		2		Implementation, Training		State Staff		State		5				P		100		Reno

						Account Director		First Health		1		177		P		100		Reno

						Administrative Assistant		First Health		1		200		P		100		Reno

						Operations Director		First Health		1		177		P		100		Reno

						HCM Account Manager		First Health		1		290		P		100		Reno

						HCM Manager		First Health		1		330		P		100		Reno

						Care Coordination Supervisor		First Health		1		292		P		100		Reno

						QA Manager		First Health		1		292		P		100		Reno

						Business Analyst		First Health		1		240		P		100		Reno

						Provider Relations Manager		First Health		1		196		P		100		Reno

						Training Manager		First Health		1		496		P		100		Reno

						Provider Trainers		First Health		1		484		P		100		Reno

						Report Analyst		First Health		1		170		P		100		Reno

						Biostatistician		First Health		1		440		P		100		Reno

						Data Analyst		First Health		2		112		P		100		Reno

						Tech Writers		First Health		2		168		P		100		Reno

						Claims Manager		First Health		1		276		P		100		Reno

						Medical Reviewer		First Health		1		206		P		100		Reno

						Clinical Review Supervisor		First Health		2		151		P		100		Reno

						Behavioral Health Supervisor		First Health		1		206		P		100		Reno

						Mail Clerks		First Health		4		12		P		100		Reno

						Business Analyst-website		First Health		1		96		P		0		Glen Allen

						Business Analyst IT		First Health		2		80		P		0		Glen Allen

		3		Staffing and Facilities		Account Director		First Health		1		12		P		100		Reno

						HCM Account Manager		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						HCM Manager		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						HR Specialist		First Health		1		24		P		0		Albany

						Desk Top Support Analyst		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						Administrative Assistant		First Health		1		24		P		100		Reno

		4		Reporting		State Staff		State		2

						Account Director		First Health		1		25		P		100		Reno

						Administrative Assistant		First Health		1		24		P		100		Reno

						Operations Director		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						HCM Account Manager		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						HCM Manager		First Health		1		40		P		100		Reno

						Biostatistician		First Health		1		80		P		100		Reno

						Data Analyst		First Health		2		40		P		100		Reno

						Business Analyst IT		First Health		2		40		P		0		Glen Allen

						Systems Engineer		First Health		1		80		P		0		Glen Allen

						Programmer Analyst IT		Syntel		4		120		P		0		Mumbai
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11.5
Business Resumption Requirements


REQUIREMENT: Section 11.5, page 91-93


A highly effective Nevada MMIS Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan (BC/BRP)—focused upon business resumption for Nevada MMIS services—is achieved through skilled planning by ACS’ Certified Business Continuity Professionals, and supported by regular testing and revision of our plans to meet changing Nevada MMIS needs.


		

		



		· Protection and recovery of all Nevada MMIS information, facilities, and equipment

· Policies and procedures to ensure safe and secure work environments and procedures to use in the event of a disaster

· Certified Business Continuity Professionals develop and manage BC/BRP

· BC/BRP applies best practices and real world experiences



		





Meeting the very real need for an effective and practiced Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan (BC/BRP) for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project is fundamental both to ACS’ overall project strategy and to our design for ensuring ongoing operations for Nevada MMIS services. The increased number and severity of natural disasters and security threats in recent years has underscored the need for effective planning and readiness.

Our BC/BRP for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project solution focuses upon prevention, business continuity of critical functions following a minor or major service disruption, and preparedness for quick activation of a powerful disaster recovery response when a natural or man-made disaster is unavoidable. The Nevada MMIS BC/BRP includes procedures that address all aspects of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project operation, including systems, employee safety, subcontractors, and temporary, as well as permanent, facilities. The Nevada MMIS BC/BRP is also strengthened by our application of best industry practices and valuable practical experience in addressing business continuity and disaster recovery efforts for Medicaid and other government services programs during major crises such as Hurricanes Dennis, Gustav, Ike, Katrina, Rita, and Wilma.

Action – Not Just Reaction: Regardless of the type of emergency situation or disaster, ACS will be prepared to address critical functions supporting Nevada’s business. The key to ACS’ notable success in building and managing BC/BRPs is that ACS does not simply react to disasters—we anticipate and prepare for them. We have successful practical experience in preparing for and recovering from real disaster situations that were unavoidable.

Regardless of the type of disaster, whether natural or man-made—earthquakes, weather-related, fire, chemical spill, terrorist attack—ACS is able to address DHCFP’s unique needs for business continuity and disaster recovery.

For example, in 2004 we responded to our clients’ needs impacted by the four hurricanes to hit the Florida coast. We implemented a 24-hour alert, taking special precautions to physically protect our Florida infrastructure and ensuring our staff was ready to relocate operations on short notice. In one instance, we successfully relocated our Tallahassee-based federal Department of Labor operation to Atlanta as a precautionary measure. Weather conditions ultimately determined that this relocation was not necessary due to a change in the hurricane’s path, but we nevertheless completed the transfer successfully as the means to ensure business continuity for the Department of Labor Project, and established Atlanta operations with no interruption in service. 

		

Exhibit 11.5-1. Baltimore Inner Harbor - September 22, 2003


ACS’ business continuity and disaster recovery plans are based upon both practical experience and continuous improvement via annual testing.





In a highly visible example, as depicted in Exhibit 11.5-1, in 2003, flooding from Hurricane Isabel forced ACS to relocate our Maryland Enrollment Broker operation from Baltimore to Tallahassee. In the aftermath of the storm, we experienced severe physical plant service disruptions, when Isabel caused widespread flooding in the Baltimore harbor area, which included flooding of our call center.

We immediately initiated our Disaster Recovery Plan, established a Command Center, and began activating procedures that led to resumption of enrollment calls for the State of Maryland within eight hours of a disaster declaration through the use of our Tallahassee facility. It was another challenging—yet successful—example of ACS doing the right job at the right time in supporting a client.

DHCFP can be assured that in any disaster situation ACS can—and will—act quickly, responsibly, and effectively, to restore critical Nevada MMIS services.


11.5.1
Overview


REQUIREMENT: Section 11.5, page 91


Business Resumption entails the business continuity/backup and recovery planning for the Nevada MMIS. The contractor shall provide a comprehensive approach to addressing business continuity/backup and recovery for various scenarios that could cause interruption of systems and operations, including disasters, emergencies, system downtime, and network failures.


Our approach to the creation of a Nevada MMIS BC/BRP that encompasses both technology and human processes makes these important distinctions in defining how work is to be performed:


Prevention – Prevention consists of proactive measures to minimize risks, which includes training staff in business continuity and disaster recovery processes; conducting regular site reviews; maintaining and testing evacuation procedures; storing onsite emergency supplies; and maintaining emergency call trees and support agreements. The revision of BC/BRPs takes place annually or as necessary to accommodate Nevada MMIS Takeover Project changes. The BC/BRP is tested annually.


Business Continuity – Business continuity is essentially a strategy to enable continuous service/operations, or, if an unavoidable service outage occurs, to minimize an outage so that operations can continue as close to normal as possible. Our goal is to help ensure that Nevada MMIS providers, recipients, and other stakeholders always have responsive interaction.


· Disaster Recovery – Disaster recovery refers to the strategy used to recover a facility, system, or service to a normal state after a catastrophic disaster of some nature. The ACS Continuous Availability Services (CAS) Team looks at disaster recovery as a subset of business continuity, with the goal of business continuity being continued service, and the next priority being restoration of impacted operations—such as a facility affected by an earthquake, fire, or flood—with a return to normal operations as quickly as possible.


Disaster prevention, business continuity, and disaster recovery planning are standard components of ACS’ MMIS operating procedures. A project cannot completely recover from a disaster until full operational capabilities, including all lines of communication, are restored. Exhibit 11.5-2 represents our approach to the business continuity decision-making process.



Exhibit 11.5-2. Business Continuity Decision-Making Process

A well-defined decision-making process ensures that standard business continuity procedures are followed, no matter how minor or severe the business disruption.


Operational resiliency is what DHCFP, providers, and recipients expect—and receive—from ACS through our BC/BRP for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.


11.5.2
Contractor Responsibilities


REQUIREMENT: Section 11.5.2, page 91-92


11.5.2.1 Business Resumption

Regardless of the physical architecture of the MMIS and system components, the Contractor shall establish and submit a Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan for approval by DHCFP, including but not limited to:


A. Procedures, physical equipment and facilities in place to reconstruct the MMIS and system components and data should a disaster strike any processor site;


B. Recovery plans for all system components;


C. Contingency Plan for the system to instruct DHCFP in responding to a system emergency or the unavailability of the system; and


D. Plans to address four (4) types of situations that could occur:

1. A major disaster where any hosting facility is destroyed or damaged. Identify and provide alternative facilities and backup to ensure continuation of operations as a part of a comprehensive disaster recovery plan to ensure that the system will be up and running at an alternate facility within forty-eight (48) hours of the disaster;


2. Unscheduled system hardware downtime for any reason. Identify and provide a plan to repair or replace system hardware to ensure that the system will be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure;


3. System or application dependent problems resulting from network failure. Provide a plan that addresses the repair or replacement of connectivity to ensure that the network will be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure; and


4. Downtime caused by the failure of any application software. Provide a plan that addresses the restoration of application software and associated data, to ensure that the application software will be restored within four (4) hours of the failure, and associated data restored within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure.

The BC/BRP, submitted to DHCFP for review and approval, describes the minimal acceptable level of service in a disaster situation and the method for maintaining service levels, regardless of the type or length of an outage. The plan covers loss of automated systems, temporary or permanent damage to the physical facilities, brief or extended power outages, relocation of existing personnel, and/or acquisition of additional personnel. It also addresses other elements of the Nevada MMIS for which recovery may be required, such as hardware, software, telecommunications, data files, and system documentation. The Account Manager will notify DHCFP regarding any system emergency or the unavailability of the system.

To minimize risk, ACS will contract with Verizon to continue to operate the Nevada MMIS out of Verizon’s Tampa, Florida Data Center. Verizon contracts an offsite back-up facility and computer systems for disaster recovery through SunGard Availability Services. Computer systems and peripheral equipment provided by SunGard are totally compatible with computer systems supporting the Nevada MMIS production environment. Related critical production peripheral systems will run out of ACS’ Tarrytown, New York, and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, data centers, with each facility serving as a mutual failover location for the other. Procedures are in place to use existing duplicate hardware and telecommunications links between the two ACS data centers to ensure connectivity and business continuity. Additionally, each of the servers deployed for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project is connected via our secure telecommunications network. The Production MMIS call center located in the Reno, Nevada operations center will failover to our alternate ACS MMIS call center facility in Cheyenne, Wyoming.


ACS meets all the requirements of Proposal Section 11.5.2.1.D. Please refer to Table 11.5-2, Plans to address four types of situations that could occur, in Section 11.5.4, Contractor Performance Expectations.

Because the BC/BRP describes recovery procedures for both major and minor outages, we have identified four escalating levels of business interruption as described in Table 11.5.1, Business Interruption Assessment Procedures. Our employees are carefully trained in the actions needed to handle each type of interruption.

Table 11.5-1. Business Interruption Assessment Procedures


		Disruption Level

		Possible Disruption Type

		Recovery Actions



		Severity Level 1


Catastrophic Failure


(Severe impact, multiple affected users, most or all of Data Center or operations site inoperable)

		· Natural Disaster


· Fire


· Acts of Terrorism

		· Execute BC/BRP

· Relocate to backup site



		Severity Level 2


Critical Failure

(Severe impact, limited affected users) 

		· Long-Term Power Outage


· Critical System or Hardware Failure

		· Use backup systems where possible; repair or replace hardware and software to restore service

· Involve vendors as needed



		Severity Level 3


Severe Disruption

(Moderate impact)

		· System Failure


· Loss of Data Integrity

		· Use backup systems where possible; repair or replace hardware and software to restore service

· Involve vendors as needed


· Data restoration from off-site backups



		Severity Level 4


Temporary Disruption


(Low impact, non-critical issue)

		· System Downtime


· Short-Term Power Outage

		· Self-recovery, except for possible maintenance support

· Use backup systems if needed





Incident Management Team –The BC/BRP specifies the roles and responsibilities of the Incident Management Team, which has overall responsibility for performing business resumption activities. As illustrated in Exhibit 11.5-3, the Incident Management Team includes the Site Management Team and Incident Team Leads.




Exhibit 11.5-3. Nevada MMIS Business Continuity Incident Management Team

The Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan describes the roles and responsibilities of Incident Management Team participants.

The site management team is physically located in the ACS Reno fiscal agent facility and acts as the primary point of contact during a service disruption. This team is responsible for performing an initial assessment of a potential disaster situation, evaluating the severity of the impact, and, if necessary, activating the business continuity plan.


11.5.3
DHCFP Responsibilities Deleted per Amendment No. 3 to RFP No. 1824, March 24, 2010.

11.5.4
Contractor Performance Expectations

REQUIREMENT: Section 11.5.4, page 93


11.5.4.1 In the event of a disaster where hosting facility is destroyed or damaged, the system must be up and running at an alternate facility within forty-eight (48) hours of the disaster.


11.5.4.2 In the event of an unscheduled system hardware downtime, the system must be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the event.


11.5.4.3 In the event of a network failure, the network must be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure.


11.5.4.4 In the event of downtime caused by the failure of application software, the application software must be restored within four (4) hours of the failure, and associated data restored within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure.

11.5.4.5 Submit Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan for approval by DHCFP within thirty (30) days of contract signing, and update plan at least annually thereafter.


11.5.4.6 Test Business continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan annually, on a schedule approved by DHCFP, and present plan and results to DHCFP for approval.

ACS will work in conjunction with the Verizon Tampa Data Center and the ACS Pittsburgh and Tarrytown data centers to meet specific recovery time objectives (RTO) and recovery point objectives (RPO) as required by DHCFP.

Table 11.5-2. Plans to address four (4) types of situations that could occur


		Performance Expectation

		ACS Response



		1. A major disaster where any hosting facility is destroyed or damaged. Identify and provide alternative facilities and backup to ensure continuation of operations as a part of a comprehensive disaster recovery plan to ensure that the system will be up and running at an alternate facility within forty-eight (48) hours of the disaster.

		Meets



		2. Unscheduled system hardware downtime for any reason. Identify and provide a plan to repair or replace system hardware to ensure that the system will be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure.

		Meets



		3. System or application dependent problems resulting from network failure. Provide a plan that addresses the repair or replacement of connectivity to ensure that the network will be up and running within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure.

		Meets



		4. Downtime caused by the failure of any application software. Provide a plan that addresses the restoration of application software and associated data, to ensure that the application software will be restored within four (4) hours of the failure, and associated data restored within twenty-four (24) hours of the failure.

		Meets





During the takeover period, ACS will modify its BC/BRP for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project to accommodate the unique systems and arrangement of Nevada’s MMIS and peripheral systems. As stewards of these systems, we will adapt and document processes to ensure the continued operation of critical business functions within the recovery time and with the recovery point objectives. Verizon and ACS build redundancy into their computer and network architectural solutions, minimizing the risk from hardware or other system failures.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the ACS BC/BRP for the Nevada MMIS and critical peripheral systems and to ensure ACS personnel are current in their knowledge and roles in the event of a disaster, ACS will exercise the BC/BRP with a test on an annual basis as defined by DHCFP. The ACS disaster recovery plan ensures a standardized and proven approach to recovering from service interruptions. We annually test our BC/BRP and refine our procedures through simulated disaster exercises. These exercises check the efficiency of our backup procedures and validate our ability to perform a complete recovery of operations. As required by DHCFP, critical functions in the production environment are tested annually to help ensure full recovery capabilities and include the core MMIS and peripheral systems. ACS’ Continuous Availability Services (CAS) Certified Business Continuity Professionals will work in conjunction with the ACS Nevada MMIS account team, Verizon, ACS’ Pittsburgh and Tarrytown data centers, and DHCFP to plan and coordinate all disaster recovery exercises.

The planning process includes the creation of an exercise plan approved by DHCFP, documenting the scope, objectives, estimated timeline, and exercise participants. ACS will conduct a post-exercise review with DHCFP to create viable feedback to enhance the BC/BRP processes and provide a forum for ongoing process improvement. A post exercise summary will be provided to DHCFP to include exercise results, actual timeline, issues/resolutions, recommendations, and lessons learned for their review and approval.

A BC/BRP will be submitted to DHCFP for review and approval within 30 days of contract signing. The plan is reviewed annually and updated if necessary.
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State of Nevada

Jim Gibbons


Department of Administration

Governor


Purchasing Division



515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300

Greg Smith


Carson City, NV  89701

Administrator




SUBJECT:
Amendment No. 2 to Request for Proposal No. 1824

DATE OF AMENDMENT:
March 10, 2010

DATE OF RFP RELEASE:
February 9, 2010

DATE AND TIME OF OPENING:
April 29, 2010 @ 2:00 PM PT

AGENCY CONTACT:   Shannon Berry, Assistant Chief Procurement Officer

The following shall be a part of RFP No. 1824 for Nevada MMIS Takeover.  If a vendor has already returned a proposal and any of the information provided below changes that proposal, please submit the changes along with this amendment.  You need not re-submit an entire proposal prior to the opening date and time.


The MMIS Takeover Procurement Timeline has been updated as follows:


All times stated are Pacific Time (PT).


		TASK

		DATE/TIME



		DHCFP Responses to RFP Questions from Vendor

		March 25, 2010 (No later than)



		Vendor References Due

		April 22, 2010



		Proposals Due to State

		April 29, 2010, 2PM PT



		Proposal Review Period

		April 29-May 27, 2010



		Vendor Oral Presentations

		May 26-27, 2010



		Intent to Award Issued

		June 1, 2010



		Contract Negotiations

		June 2, 2010 – July 2, 2010



		CMS Contract Review and Approval

		July 5, 2010 – September 6, 2010



		Contract Signatures

		September 7-14, 2010



		Board of Examiners (BOE) Contract Review and Approval

		September 15, 2010 – October 15, 2010 (Approximately)



		Commence Contract Work

		October 18, 2010





NOTE: These dates represent a tentative schedule of events. The State reserves the right to modify these dates at any time, with appropriate notice to prospective vendors.

ALL ELSE REMAINS THE SAME FOR RFP 1824 AMENDMENT 2.


Vendor shall sign and return this amendment with proposal submitted.


NAME OF VENDOR ___________________________________________________________


AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE ____________________________________________________


TITLE __________________________________ 
DATE _____________________________

This document must be submitted in the “State Documents” section/tab of vendors’ technical proposal.
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Max Available for Demonstrated Competence = 500


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Demonstrable understanding of the 


Nevada project and intended scope of 


work for this procurement


To what extent does the vendor offer 


innovations or tools for increasing the 


efficiencies and performance of the Nevada 


MMIS?


10 7 7 9 9 8 8 7 8 8.111111 0.4357 3.5342532


To what extent does the vendor offer 


systems or tools that help Nevada achieve 


MITA alignment?


10 7 7 9 9 9 8 7 8 8.222222 0.4357 3.5826676


To what extent does the vendor offer an 


adequate understanding of the Division's 


performance expectations for the 


operational phase, and/or offers additional 


recommendations for improving 


performance standards?


7 7 6 9 9 8 8 8 8 7.777778 0.3268 2.5417574


To what degree does the vendor's 


approach to managing potential efficiencies 


and/or innovations proposed prevent 


inadvertent negative outcomes as a result?


8 6 6 9 8 7 9 5 8 7.333333 0.3268 2.3965142


Are the potential efficiencies that are 


proposed, appropriate for Nevada 


Medicaid?


7 7 6 9 9 9 8 7 8 7.777778 0.4357 3.3890099


Is the vendor's approach to proposed 


operational efficiencies consistent with the 


Division's desire to minimize any negative 


impacts on recipients or Nevada providers?


8 7 6 9 8 8 8 7 8 7.666667 0.3268 2.5054466


NV RFP #1824


ACS State Healthcare LLC


TECHNICAL PROPOSAL - CONSENSUS SCORE SHEET


Evaluator ID


Average Weight


Weighted 


Score


Conformance with the Terms of the RFP


#


Proposer Name:


6


1


2


3


4


5







To what extent does the vendor provide 


evidence where their proposed efficiencies 


have been successfully performed and 


achieved in other Medicaid programs?


7 8 7 9 9 9 8 7 8 8 0.4357 3.4858388


How well does the vendor address risks or 


issues associated with taking over an 


MMIS or other system of similar size and 


complexity?


8 9 7 10 9 8 8 6 9 8.222222 0.5447 4.4783345


To what extent does the vendor's response 


suggest that they understand the Nevada 


MMIS project and the term of the proposed 


contract?


10 8 7 9 9 8 9 8 8 8.444444 0.4357 3.6794965


To what extent does the vendor have an 


understanding of the budget neutral 


compensation model?


10 5 7 9 9 8 9 9 8 8.222222 0.5447 4.4783345


To what extent does the vendor have an 


understanding of the Division's flexibility in 


allowing vendors to propose potential 


replacement solutions for systems, tools, or 


services that will improve program 


efficiencies and improve the way in which 


Medicaid services are provided?


10 7 7 9 9 8 8 8 8 8.222222 0.5447 4.4783345


To what degree does the vendor's 


response offer an understanding of 


Nevada's strategic vision for the Nevada 


MMIS?


9 8 6 10 9 8 7 8 9 8.222222 0.4357 3.5826676


To what extent does the vendor's response 


demonstrate that they are well positioned, 


and prepared to takeover the Nevada 


MMIS as well as bring innovative solutions 


to the table?


9 8 8 10 9 9 8 8 10 8.777778 0.5447 4.7809247


To what extent does the vendor's response 


suggest that they understand Nevada's 


current computing environment and the 


components that make up the 'Nevada 


MMIS'?


9 7 6 9 9 9 9 9 8 8.333333 0.3268 2.7233115


14


7


8


9


10


11


12


13







To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate that they are positioned to 


meet or exceed the agency's security 


standards as presented in the RFP?


10 9 6 9 9 8 9 9 8 8.555556 0.5447 4.6598886


To what extent does the vendor provide 


any insights, lessons learned, or 


experiential information from other similar 


projects?


8 7 8 9 9 7 9 5 8 7.777778 0.4357 3.3890099


To what extent does the vendor indicate 


that they can successfully operate within an 


environment with other competing projects 


and priorities as well as additional projects 


that will arise?


9 6 6 9 8 7 8 0 8 6.777778 0.3268 2.2149601


If the vendor proposes creative solutions 


for managing concurrent projects/priorities, 


or impacts on the project, to what extent 


does the vendor's response seem 


reasonable and achievable in Nevada's 


environment?


10 7 6 9 8 7 8 0 8 7 0.4357 3.0501089


Demonstrable understanding of the 


budget neutrality model and cost 


savings


To what extent does the vendor’s proposed 


approach to cost savings appear realistic 


and reasonable?


5 7 6 8 9 7 7 7 7 7 0.5447 3.8126362


How well do any proposed cost savings 


mechanisms and guarantees relate to the 


scope of work for this contract?


6 7 6 7 9 7 9 8 8 7.444444 0.4357 3.2437666


To what extent does the vendor's 


description of potential cost savings 


indicate prior successes with the 


approach(es) proposed here?  Does the 


vendor have the experience, or is the 


vendor citing success with the method, 


even though they have not provided that 


service before?


6 8 5 8 9 8 9 8 8 7.666667 0.4357 3.3405955
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To what extent does the vendor's 


description of potential cost savings 


address the timing of efficiencies and 


achieving tangible savings?  Does the 


approach appear to be feasible?


8 6 5 9 8 7 8 7 7 7.222222 0.4357 3.1469378


How well does the vendor describe and 


define the proposed method for measuring 


and demonstrating the savings and the 


type of expertise required to validate the 


savings?


6 8 5 9 8 7 9 0 7 6.555556 0.5447 3.570564


Project Management Approach


How well does the vendor's description of a 


proposed project management approach, 


methodology, and process(es) meet the 


needs of the Division?


10 7 8 8 9 8 8 7 8 8.111111 0.5447 4.4178165


How well does the vendor demonstrate its 


approach toward quality assurance and 


quality management?


10 8 8 8 9 7 8 7 8 8.111111 0.4357 3.5342532


To what extent does the vendor’s QA 


methodology ensure that performance 


standards for timeliness and accuracy of 


claims processing are met?


7 6 6 8 9 7 8 8 8 7.444444 0.4357 3.2437666


Are quality management methodologies 


used proactively as well as reactively?


10 6 8 8 9 7 8 8 8 8 0.5447 4.3572985


Is the vendor’s initial project plan complete 


and realistic?


10 6 6 8 9 8 8 9 8 8 0.3268 2.6143791


Does the initial project plan contain realistic 


time and staffing estimates?


9 6 6 8 9 8 8 8 7 7.666667 0.4357 3.3405955


To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to communicating with the Division align 


with Nevada’s specific program needs as it 


relates to communication?


9 8 8 8 9 8 8 8 8 8.222222 0.5447 4.4783345


To what extent will the vendor’s project 


communication protocols support contract 


and project management requirements 


throughout operations for the scope of work 


described in the RFP?


10 8 8 9 9 7 9 8 8 8.444444 0.3268 2.7596224
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To what extent does the vendor reveal their 


perspective of partnering with Nevada 


during takeover, operations, and program 


management?


10 9 8 8 9 7 8 8 8 8.333333 0.3268 2.7233115


Does the vendor discuss innovative 


approaches in operations, project 


management and systems that would 


benefit Nevada, and if so, to what extent 


does their approach appear to contribute to 


Nevada’s success?


8 9 7 8 9 8 8 7 7 7.888889 0.4357 3.4374244


Maintenance and Modification


To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to performing system maintenance and 


modifications address Nevada’s needs?


8 7 6 8 9 7 9 7 7 7.555556 0.5447 4.1152263


Is there adequate staff to respond to 


system maintenance and modification 


needs while continuing to support ongoing 


system operations?


7 8 6 8 9 7 8 6 7 7.333333 0.5447 3.9941903


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate willingness and flexibility in 


managing off-site resources to best meet 


Nevada's needs?


8 8 7 9 9 8 9 7 8 8.111111 0.2179 1.7671266


To what extent does the proposed Change 


Management process address Nevada's 


needs?


9 7 7 9 9 8 8 7 7 7.888889 0.5447 4.2967804


To what extent has the vendor 


demonstrated the success of the proposed 


Change Management process/tool(s) on 


similar large scale project(s)?


5 7 7 9 9 8 8 4 7 7.111111 0.4357 3.0985234


Approach to System Requirements


To what extent does the vendor indicate 


that they’ve worked with and are familiar 


with HIPAA requirements?


10 9 8 9 9 8 8 8 7 8.444444 0.4357 3.6794965


Has the vendor worked in state MMIS 


contexts and incorporated any HIPAA-


related changes?


6 9 8 9 7 9 8 7 7 7.777778 0.3268 2.5417574
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To what extent does the vendor appear to 


have deep knowledge and understanding 


of HIPAA transactions and code-sets?


9 9 6 9 9 8 9 8 8 8.333333 0.4357 3.6310821


How well does the vendor demonstrate the 


ability to maintain and/or implement 


security controls that ensure high 


confidentiality, integrity, and availability and 


that ensure that the high baseline of 


security controls defined in relevant NIST 


Special Publications and FIPS Publications 


are satisfied?


9 9 7 9 9 8 9 7 8 8.333333 0.3268 2.7233115


How well does the vendor demonstrate the 


ability to provide safeguards 


commensurate with Federal, State, and 


Division requirements governing security?


10 9 7 9 9 8 9 7 8 8.444444 0.3268 2.7596224


To what extent do proposed changes to the 


MMIS computing environment provide 


improved functionality?


6 7 7 9 9 8 8 7 8 7.666667 0.4357 3.3405955


To what extent does the vendor appear to 


have knowledge and experience with 


COBOL programming language, ClientSoft, 


and web-based programming languages?


7 2 5 9 6 8 9 5 8 6.555556 0.4357 2.8564512


To what extent does the vendor appear to 


understand the CMS requirements, 


including MECT, for conducting a 


certification review of the Nevada MMIS 


following the successful takeover and/or 


implementation of any new peripheral 


systems or tools?


10 9 7 9 9 7 9 8 8 8.444444 0.4357 3.6794965


To what extent does the vendor's approach 


to certification acknowledge the need to 


begin certification activities early in the 


implementation process?


9 7 7 9 9 7 8 6 9 7.888889 0.3268 2.5780683


Approach to Operational Requirements
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To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to managing operational responsibilities 


align with the scope of work that the vendor 


is responding to?


9 8 6 9 9 8 8 7 7 7.888889 0.4357 3.4374244


To what extent does the vendor’s proposed 


project team organization meet the needs 


of the scope of work that the proposer is 


bidding on?


8 7 6 9 9 6 9 7 8 7.666667 0.3268 2.5054466


To what extent does the vendor indicate 


how they will meet or exceed the system 


and performance expectations as listed in 


the RFP, and how will the vendor measure 


its performance?


6 7 6 9 9 7 8 7 7 7.333333 0.5447 3.9941903


To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to promoting and facilitating customer 


service meet Nevada’s expectations?


8 8 6 9 9 8 8 8 7 7.888889 0.5447 4.2967804


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate the capacity to perform the 


requirements of each Core MMIS area?  


Consider any responses to optional 


requirements. (Score each area listed 


below) 


Claims Processing 10 7 6 9 9 8 8 7 8 8 0.5447 4.3572985


Financial 10 7 5 8 9 5 8 5 7 7.111111 0.5447 3.8731542


Prior Authorizations 10 8 6 8 9 8 8 7 8 8 0.5447 4.3572985


Provider 10 7 8 9 9 7 8 7 10 8.333333 0.4357 3.6310821


Recipient 10 7 6 7 9 7 8 5 8 7.444444 0.3268 2.432825


Surveillance and Utilization Review System 


(SURS) Support


10 7 7 8 9 8 8 6 10 8.111111 0.5447 4.4178165


Third Party Liability (TPL) 10 7 7 7 8 9 8 8 9 8.111111 0.4357 3.5342532


Early Periodic Screening Diagnosis and 


Treatment (EPSDT)


10 7 8 9 9 9 8 7 8 8.333333 0.3268 2.7233115


Level of Care (LOC) 10 7 5 7 9 8 8 5 7 7.333333 0.3268 2.3965142


Reference 10 7 5 8 9 8 8 5 7 7.444444 0.4357 3.2437666


Management and Administrative Reporting 


Subsystem (MARS)


10 7 6 9 9 7 8 6 7 7.666667 0.3268 2.5054466
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To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate the capacity to perform the 


requirements of each Peripheral 


System/Tool? Consider any responses to 


optional requirements. (Score each area 


listed below)


Clinical Claims Editing 10 7 7 9 9 7 8 6 8 7.888889 0.4357 3.4374244


Pharmacy Point of Sale 10 7 8 8 8 7 8 7 9 8 0.4357 3.4858388


Decision Support System (Data 


Warehouse)


10 7 8 9 7 8 8 7 9 8.111111 0.5447 4.4178165


Electronic Prescription Software 10 7 7 9 9 7 8 6 7 7.777778 0.5447 4.2362624


Pharmacy Drug and Supplemental Rebate


10 7 7 9 9 8 8 7 8 8.111111 0.4357 3.5342532


Web Portal 10 8 7 9 10 9 8 7 8 8.444444 0.3268 2.7596224


Online Document Retrieval and Archiving 


System


10 7 7 8 9 7 8 5 9 7.777778 0.3268 2.5417574


Based on the vendor's approach to 


implementing systems or tools that are 


MITA aligned, is the approach reasonable 


and achievable for Nevada's Medicaid 


program?


10 8 7 9 9 8 9 7 8 8.333333 0.4357 3.6310821


Has the vendor offered any evidential type 


information to confirm their successful 


implementation of MITA aligned tools in 


other states?


10 8 7 9 9 8 9 6 8 8.222222 0.5447 4.4783345


To what extent does the vendor offer an 


approach and/or roadmap that the state 


can use to become MITA compliant in the 


future?


7 8 6 9 9 7 9 5 7 7.444444 0.5447 4.0547083


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate the capacity to perform the 


requirements of each Medicaid Claims 


Processing and Program Support Service? 


Consider any responses to optional 


requirements. (Score each area listed 


below)


Managed Care Enrollment 10 7 6 9 9 8 8 6 9 8 0.3268 2.6143791


Pre-Admission Screening and Resident 


Review (PASRR)


10 7 5 8 9 7 8 5 7 7.333333 0.3268 2.3965142


Call Center and Contact Management 10 7 6 9 9 7 8 6 7 7.666667 0.5447 4.1757444
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Provider Appeals 10 7 5 8 9 5 8 6 7 7.222222 0.4357 3.1469378


Provider Enrollment 10 7 7 9 9 6 8 6 8 7.777778 0.4357 3.3890099


Provider Training and Outreach 10 9 6 9 9 8 8 7 8 8.222222 0.3268 2.6870007


Finance (including accounts payable) 8 7 6 9 8 7 8 6 7 7.333333 0.5447 3.9941903


Return ID Card Process 10 7 5 8 9 6 8 5 7 7.222222 0.3268 2.3602033


Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 10 7 5 8 9 7 8 5 8 7.444444 0.3268 2.432825


Printing and Postage 10 7 5 8 9 7 8 5 8 7.444444 0.3268 2.432825


Prior Authorization 10 8 5 9 9 7 8 6 7 7.666667 0.5447 4.1757444


Utilization Management 10 7 8 9 10 7 8 7 8 8.222222 0.5447 4.4783345


Early Periodic Screening Diagnosis and 


Treatment (EPSDT)


10 7 6 9 9 7 8 7 7 7.777778 0.3268 2.5417574


Personal Care Services (PCS) Program 7 6 8 8 9 10 8 7 8 7.888889 0.4357 3.4374244


Approach to Health Information 


Exchange


To what extent does the vendor address 


use of a common identifier for identifying 


patient (recipient) information?


10 8 6 9 7 7 8 8 9 8 0.4357 3.4858388


To what extent does the vendor describe a 


solution that is scalable for use by 


additional provider populations and other 


agencies and organizations?


10 8 8 10 8 8 9 7 10 8.666667 0.5447 4.7204067


How well does the vendor describe how the 


solution will integrate into the overall MMIS 


architecture?


10 8 6 10 7 8 8 6 8 7.888889 0.5447 4.2967804


To what extent does the vendor address 


utilizing standardized and meaningful 


claims data with providers’ Electronic 


Medical Record systems that meet 


certification standards prescribed by the 


American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 


of 2009 (ARRA), and the Office of the 


National Coordinator (ONC) for Health 


Information Technology, Department of 


Health and Human Services?


8 7 6 9 8 8 9 8 8 7.888889 0.5447 4.2967804


To what extent does the vendor describe 


the system processes for sending and 


receiving patient information?


10 7 6 9 8 8 8 8 9 8.111111 0.3268 2.6506899
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How well does the vendor explain its 


capabilities in expanding the type of health 


information data that will be exchanged or 


shared with other agencies and 


organizations, as decided upon by the 


Division?


9 7 7 10 7 8 8 8 8 8 0.3268 2.6143791


How well does the vendor provide a 


description of the interface engine for 


interpreting and translating incoming and 


outgoing messages between the Division, 


selected provider EMR systems, and other 


agencies or organizations as identified by 


the Division?


10 7 7 10 8 8 9 8 8 8.333333 0.4357 3.6310821


Approach to Hosting


Does the vendor describe the approach for 


accomplishing the hosting solution, 


including the location of where the hosting 


services would be provided?


10 8 6 9 9 8 8 6 9 8.111111 0.3268 2.6506899


To what extent does the vendor understand 


Nevada's current hosting environment?


10 8 6 9 9 7 8 6 9 8 0.4357 3.4858388


Does the vendor describe the services that 


would be provided by the Vendor, as well 


as anticipated Division responsibilities?


10 7 6 9 8 7 8 7 7 7.666667 0.3268 2.5054466


To what extent does the vendor identify the 


systems that will be hosted and any special 


provisions on how hosting would be 


managed, including whether any hosting 


support services would be subcontracted?


10 7 6 9 9 7 8 6 8 7.777778 0.3268 2.5417574


Does the vendor address mitigation of risks 


associated with the vendor's proposed 


hosting solution?


10 8 7 9 9 7 8 7 7 8 0.4357 3.4858388


Does the vendor address physical, 


technical, and administrative safeguards 


for the proposed hosting solution?


10 8 6 9 9 7 8 6 7 7.777778 0.5447 4.2362624


Health Education and Care Coordination
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Do the approach to Health Education and 


Care Coordination initiatives improve 


health outcomes and contain contain costs 


appear reasonable and achievable? 


9 8 7 9 8 8 8 6 8 7.888889 0.5447 4.2967804


Does the vendor describe their experience 


in working with the target population 


presented in the RFP? If so, do they have 


experience working with the target 


population or have they worked with similar 


populations requiring related support 


services? 


10 9 6 9 8 8 9 7 8 8.222222 0.5447 4.4783345


Does the vendor suggest any lessons 


learned, risks, or thoughts that Nevada 


might consider. If so, to what extent does it 


suggest the depth of the experience that 


they offer with regard to this target 


population?


10 8 8 9 9 9 8 8 8 8.555556 0.4357 3.7279109


To what extent does the vendor's response 


address the written information and 


communication expectations presented in 


the RFP, for all stratification levels?


10 6 5 9 7 8 8 7 7 7.444444 0.4357 3.2437666


To what extent does the vendor's approach 


to developing innovative education 


strategies based on proven, evidence 


based guidelines that promote health and 


the management of disease conditions?


10 9 6 9 8 10 8 5 7 8 0.4357 3.4858388


Does the Vendor's proposal describe how it 


will use the MMIS and other peripheral 


systems and tools to support their ability to 


provide health education information and 


care coordination to recipients?


10 7 6 9 8 10 8 6 8 8 0.3268 2.6143791


To what extent does the vendor's overall 


approach to providing health education and 


care coordination services fit with, and 


complement Nevada's Medicaid fee-for-


service program (acceptability)?


10 7 6 9 9 7 8 7 8 7.888889 0.3268 2.5780683
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Data Warehouse


To what extent does the proposer’s 


response meet or exceed Nevada’s data 


warehouse requirements?  (Do they meet 


the minimum operational reqts or do they 


propose a solution to exceed the minimum 


reqts, i.e., expanded reqts?)


6 6 5 9 7 5 9 6 8 6.777778 0.5447 3.6916001


To what extent does the proposer’s offering 


meet the needs of the Division’s 


expectations for a proven, table driven, 


easy to use, and easy to navigate 


commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) data 


warehouse, and does the proposer provide 


a detailed description of their offering?


10 8 8 9 9 8 9 7 9 8.555556 0.4357 3.7279109


Based on the proposer’s offering, to what 


extent do they demonstrate their ability to 


ensure their solution adheres to 


mainstream and industry best practices in 


design, architecture and functionality, and 


do they identify specific mainstream or 


industry best practices?


8 7 7 9 9 7 9 6 9 7.888889 0.5447 4.2967804


To what extent does the vendor’s COTS 


offering provide the scalability and 


technical capability to support DHHS on an 


enterprise level?


10 8 6 9 9 7 8 7 9 8.111111 0.5447 4.4178165


Does the proposer explain or demonstrate 


in a reasonable and technically sound 


manner, how they intend to expand the use 


of the data warehouse to other agencies 


and build upon its scalable characteristics?


9 8 5 9 9 7 8 5 9 7.666667 0.4357 3.3405955


To what extent does the proposer’s offering 


support the Division’s expectations for an 


open architecture and adherence to 


industry standard hardware, and plans for 


MITA alignment now and in the future?


9 5 6 9 9 7 8 5 9 7.444444 0.5447 4.0547083
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To what degree is the proposer’s 


architecture compatible with the 


Department and State's existing 


infrastructure?


8 8 5 9 9 7 8 5 8 7.444444 0.4357 3.2437666


To what extent does the proposer’s 


solution appear reasonable and acceptable 


to the Division?


9 8 7 9 8 7 8 5 9 7.777778 0.5447 4.2362624


392.6168


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Demonstrable understanding of the 


Nevada project and intended scope of 


work for this procurement


To what extent does the vendor offer 


innovations or tools for increasing the 


efficiencies and performance of the Nevada 


MMIS?


3 7 4 6 8 5 5 6 9 5.888889 0.4357 2.5659647


To what extent does the vendor offer 


systems or tools that help Nevada achieve 


MITA alignment?


0 8 4 4 8 5 4 6 9 5.333333 0.4357 2.3238925


To what extent does the vendor offer an 


adequate understanding of the Division's 


performance expectations for the 


operational phase, and/or offers additional 


recommendations for improving 


performance standards?


6 8 4 6 8 6 4 6 10 6.444444 0.3268 2.1060276


To what degree does the vendor's 


approach to managing potential efficiencies 


and/or innovations proposed prevent 


inadvertent negative outcomes as a result?


7 7 5 6 7 5 4 5 10 6.222222 0.3268 2.033406


Are the potential efficiencies that are 


proposed, appropriate for Nevada 


Medicaid?


7 7 5 5 7 4 4 7 9 6.111111 0.4357 2.6627935
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Is the vendor's approach to proposed 


operational efficiencies consistent with the 


Division's desire to minimize any negative 


impacts on recipients or Nevada providers?


7 8 5 6 7 7 4 7 10 6.777778 0.3268 2.2149601


To what extent does the vendor provide 


evidence where their proposed efficiencies 


have been successfully performed and 


achieved in other Medicaid programs?


8 6 4 5 7 4 5 0 5 4.888889 0.4357 2.1302348


How well does the vendor address risks or 


issues associated with taking over an 


MMIS or other system of similar size and 


complexity?


8 8 5 6 6 4 4 0 10 5.666667 0.5447 3.0864198


To what extent does the vendor's response 


suggest that they understand the Nevada 


MMIS project and the term of the proposed 


contract?


10 10 8 7 8 8 5 8 10 8.222222 0.4357 3.5826676


To what extent does the vendor have an 


understanding of the budget neutral 


compensation model?


10 7 6 6 8 4 5 8 9 7 0.5447 3.8126362


To what extent does the vendor have an 


understanding of the Division's flexibility in 


allowing vendors to propose potential 


replacement solutions for systems, tools, or 


services that will improve program 


efficiencies and improve the way in which 


Medicaid services are provided?


9 8 5 6 7 5 4 8 9 6.777778 0.5447 3.6916001


To what degree does the vendor's 


response offer an understanding of 


Nevada's strategic vision for the Nevada 


MMIS?


9 9 5 6 8 6 5 7 9 7.111111 0.4357 3.0985234


To what extent does the vendor's response 


demonstrate that they are well positioned, 


and prepared to takeover the Nevada 


MMIS as well as bring innovative solutions 


to the table?


7 9 5 7 6 7 4 7 10 6.888889 0.5447 3.7521181
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To what extent does the vendor's response 


suggest that they understand Nevada's 


current computing environment and the 


components that make up the 'Nevada 


MMIS'?


9 10 8 7 9 9 4 9 10 8.333333 0.3268 2.7233115


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate that they are positioned to 


meet or exceed the agency's security 


standards as presented in the RFP?


9 9 7 7 8 7 4 9 10 7.777778 0.5447 4.2362624


To what extent does the vendor provide 


any insights, lessons learned, or 


experiential information from other similar 


projects?


5 9 4 5 6 2 4 0 10 5 0.4357 2.1786492


To what extent does the vendor indicate 


that they can successfully operate within an 


environment with other competing projects 


and priorities as well as additional projects 


that will arise?


7 8 6 7 7 6 5 0 6 5.777778 0.3268 1.8881627


If the vendor proposes creative solutions 


for managing concurrent projects/priorities, 


or impacts on the project, to what extent 


does the vendor's response seem 


reasonable and achievable in Nevada's 


environment?


7 7 5 5 7 6 5 0 8 5.555556 0.4357 2.4207214


Demonstrable understanding of the 


budget neutrality model and cost 


savings


To what extent does the vendor’s proposed 


approach to cost savings appear realistic 


and reasonable?


2 7 6 5 8 5 4 8 9 6 0.5447 3.2679739


How well do any proposed cost savings 


mechanisms and guarantees relate to the 


scope of work for this contract?


4 7 6 5 8 6 4 7 9 6.222222 0.4357 2.7112079
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To what extent does the vendor's 


description of potential cost savings 


indicate prior successes with the 


approach(es) proposed here?  Does the 


vendor have the experience, or is the 


vendor citing success with the method, 


even though they have not provided that 


service before?


4 7 7 5 7 5 4 4 8 5.666667 0.4357 2.4691358


To what extent does the vendor's 


description of potential cost savings 


address the timing of efficiencies and 


achieving tangible savings?  Does the 


approach appear to be feasible?


3 7 6 5 7 4 5 7 9 5.888889 0.4357 2.5659647


How well does the vendor describe and 


define the proposed method for measuring 


and demonstrating the savings and the 


type of expertise required to validate the 


savings?


0 7 6 5 7 4 5 0 9 4.777778 0.5447 2.6022755


Project Management Approach


How well does the vendor's description of a 


proposed project management approach, 


methodology, and process(es) meet the 


needs of the Division?


7 8 5 7 8 7 5 7 9 7 0.5447 3.8126362


How well does the vendor demonstrate its 


approach toward quality assurance and 


quality management?


9 8 5 7 8 5 5 6 9 6.888889 0.4357 3.0016945


To what extent does the vendor’s QA 


methodology ensure that performance 


standards for timeliness and accuracy of 


claims processing are met?


10 7 5 6 8 7 4 6 10 7 0.4357 3.0501089


Are quality management methodologies 


used proactively as well as reactively?


10 7 5 7 8 6 4 7 9 7 0.5447 3.8126362


Is the vendor’s initial project plan complete 


and realistic?


7 9 6 7 9 7 5 4 9 7 0.3268 2.2875817


Does the initial project plan contain realistic 


time and staffing estimates?


5 9 6 7 8 7 5 6 9 6.888889 0.4357 3.0016945
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To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to communicating with the Division align 


with Nevada’s specific program needs as it 


relates to communication?


7 8 6 7 8 6 5 7 9 7 0.5447 3.8126362


To what extent will the vendor’s project 


communication protocols support contract 


and project management requirements 


throughout operations for the scope of work 


described in the RFP?


7 8 6 7 8 7 4 8 9 7.111111 0.3268 2.3238925


To what extent does the vendor reveal their 


perspective of partnering with Nevada 


during takeover, operations, and program 


management?


7 9 6 7 8 6 4 8 9 7.111111 0.3268 2.3238925


Does the vendor discuss innovative 


approaches in operations, project 


management and systems that would 


benefit Nevada, and if so, to what extent 


does their approach appear to contribute to 


Nevada’s success?


5 7 5 6 7 6 4 5 8 5.888889 0.4357 2.5659647


Maintenance and Modification


To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to performing system maintenance and 


modifications address Nevada’s needs?


9 7 5 6 8 6 4 6 9 6.666667 0.5447 3.6310821


Is there adequate staff to respond to 


system maintenance and modification 


needs while continuing to support ongoing 


system operations?


9 8 5 6 8 5 5 7 9 6.888889 0.5447 3.7521181


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate willingness and flexibility in 


managing off-site resources to best meet 


Nevada's needs?


10 8 6 7 7 5 5 8 8 7.111111 0.2179 1.5492617


To what extent does the proposed Change 


Management process address Nevada's 


needs?


8 7 6 5 8 7 5 7 7 6.666667 0.5447 3.6310821
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To what extent has the vendor 


demonstrated the success of the proposed 


Change Management process/tool(s) on 


similar large scale project(s)?


7 7 6 5 8 6 5 0 7 5.666667 0.4357 2.4691358


Approach to System Requirements


To what extent does the vendor indicate 


that they’ve worked with and are familiar 


with HIPAA requirements?


10 9 6 7 8 8 4 7 9 7.555556 0.4357 3.2921811


Has the vendor worked in state MMIS 


contexts and incorporated any HIPAA-


related changes?


10 9 6 7 8 8 5 0 9 6.888889 0.3268 2.2512709


To what extent does the vendor appear to 


have deep knowledge and understanding 


of HIPAA transactions and code-sets?


10 9 6 7 8 8 5 5 9 7.444444 0.4357 3.2437666


How well does the vendor demonstrate the 


ability to maintain and/or implement 


security controls that ensure high 


confidentiality, integrity, and availability and 


that ensure that the high baseline of 


security controls defined in relevant NIST 


Special Publications and FIPS Publications 


are satisfied?


10 8 5 7 8 8 5 7 9 7.444444 0.3268 2.432825


How well does the vendor demonstrate the 


ability to provide safeguards 


commensurate with Federal, State, and 


Division requirements governing security?


10 8 6 7 8 8 5 7 9 7.555556 0.3268 2.4691358


To what extent do proposed changes to the 


MMIS computing environment provide 


improved functionality?


5 7 4 5 7 2 5 8 9 5.777778 0.4357 2.5175502


To what extent does the vendor appear to 


have knowledge and experience with 


COBOL programming language, ClientSoft, 


and web-based programming languages?


10 2 5 6 6 3 5 5 9 5.666667 0.4357 2.4691358
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To what extent does the vendor appear to 


understand the CMS requirements, 


including MECT, for conducting a 


certification review of the Nevada MMIS 


following the successful takeover and/or 


implementation of any new peripheral 


systems or tools?


10 9 6 7 9 8 5 7 9 7.777778 0.4357 3.3890099


To what extent does the vendor's approach 


to certification acknowledge the need to 


begin certification activities early in the 


implementation process?


10 8 5 6 8 7 5 7 9 7.222222 0.3268 2.3602033


Approach to Operational Requirements


To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to managing operational responsibilities 


align with the scope of work that the vendor 


is responding to?


5 8 5 6 8 6 5 7 8 6.444444 0.4357 2.8080368


To what extent does the vendor’s proposed 


project team organization meet the needs 


of the scope of work that the proposer is 


bidding on?


9 8 5 6 8 6 5 7 10 7.111111 0.3268 2.3238925


To what extent does the vendor indicate 


how they will meet or exceed the system 


and performance expectations as listed in 


the RFP, and how will the vendor measure 


its performance?


9 7 4 6 8 7 4 6 9 6.666667 0.5447 3.6310821


To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to promoting and facilitating customer 


service meet Nevada’s expectations?


8 7 5 5 8 6 4 7 8 6.444444 0.5447 3.510046


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate the capacity to perform the 


requirements of each Core MMIS area?  


Consider any responses to optional 


requirements. (Score each area listed 


below) 


Claims Processing 9 7 6 5 9 8 5 6 9 7.111111 0.5447 3.8731542


Financial 7 7 5 5 9 5 5 5 9 6.333333 0.5447 3.449528


Prior Authorizations 8 7 5 5 9 7 5 6 9 6.777778 0.5447 3.6916001


Provider 9 7 6 6 9 5 5 6 9 6.888889 0.4357 3.0016945
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Recipient 7 7 5 5 9 6 5 5 9 6.444444 0.3268 2.1060276


Surveillance and Utilization Review System 


(SURS) Support


8 7 6 5 9 7 5 6 9 6.888889 0.5447 3.7521181


Third Party Liability (TPL) 8 7 6 5 9 7 5 5 9 6.777778 0.4357 2.9532801


Early Periodic Screening Diagnosis and 


Treatment (EPSDT)


8 7 5 7 9 7 5 6 7 6.777778 0.3268 2.2149601


Level of Care (LOC) 7 7 6 7 9 7 5 6 8 6.888889 0.3268 2.2512709


Reference 7 7 5 5 9 6 5 5 8 6.333333 0.4357 2.7596224


Management and Administrative Reporting 


Subsystem (MARS)


6 7 5 6 9 7 5 6 8 6.555556 0.3268 2.1423384


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate the capacity to perform the 


requirements of each Peripheral 


System/Tool? Consider any responses to 


optional requirements. (Score each area 


listed below)


Clinical Claims Editing 4 7 5 5 9 7 5 5 8 6.111111 0.4357 2.6627935


Pharmacy Point of Sale 8 7 7 8 9 7 5 6 8 7.222222 0.4357 3.1469378


Decision Support System (Data 


Warehouse)


6 7 5 8 9 8 5 5 9 6.888889 0.5447 3.7521181


Electronic Prescription Software 7 7 5 8 9 7 5 6 8 6.888889 0.5447 3.7521181


Pharmacy Drug and Supplemental Rebate


7 7 5 8 8 6 5 5 8 6.555556 0.4357 2.8564512


Web Portal 8 7 6 7 8 6 5 6 8 6.777778 0.3268 2.2149601


Online Document Retrieval and Archiving 


System


7 7 5 6 9 6 5 5 6 6.222222 0.3268 2.033406


Based on the vendor's approach to 


implementing systems or tools that are 


MITA aligned, is the approach reasonable 


and achievable for Nevada's Medicaid 


program?


8 8 5 5 8 3 4 6 8 6.111111 0.4357 2.6627935


Has the vendor offered any evidential type 


information to confirm their successful 


implementation of MITA aligned tools in 


other states?


0 5 4 5 7 1 4 0 0 2.888889 0.5447 1.5734689


To what extent does the vendor offer an 


approach and/or roadmap that the state 


can use to become MITA compliant in the 


future?


0 7 4 5 8 0 4 6 6 4.444444 0.5447 2.4207214
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To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate the capacity to perform the 


requirements of each Medicaid Claims 


Processing and Program Support Service? 


Consider any responses to optional 


requirements. (Score each area listed 


below)


Managed Care Enrollment 8 7 6 6 9 6 5 5 8 6.666667 0.3268 2.1786492


Pre-Admission Screening and Resident 


Review (PASRR)


7 7 6 6 9 7 5 6 8 6.777778 0.3268 2.2149601


Call Center and Contact Management 6 7 6 6 9 6 5 5 8 6.444444 0.5447 3.510046


Provider Appeals 6 7 6 6 9 6 5 5 8 6.444444 0.4357 2.8080368


Provider Enrollment 7 7 6 6 9 6 5 6 9 6.777778 0.4357 2.9532801


Provider Training and Outreach 6 7 5 6 9 7 5 5 8 6.444444 0.3268 2.1060276


Finance (including accounts payable) 7 7 5 6 9 5 5 6 8 6.444444 0.5447 3.510046


Return ID Card Process 6 7 5 6 8 6 5 5 8 6.222222 0.3268 2.033406


Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 6 7 5 6 9 7 5 5 8 6.444444 0.3268 2.1060276


Printing and Postage 6 7 5 6 9 6 5 5 8 6.333333 0.3268 2.0697168


Prior Authorization 6 7 6 5 9 7 5 5 6 6.222222 0.5447 3.3890099


Utilization Management 6 7 6 5 10 7 5 6 9 6.777778 0.5447 3.6916001


Early Periodic Screening Diagnosis and 


Treatment (EPSDT)


6 7 5 6 8 7 5 5 8 6.333333 0.3268 2.0697168


Personal Care Services (PCS) Program 6 7 5 6 9 6 5 5 7 6.222222 0.4357 2.7112079


Approach to Health Information 


Exchange


To what extent does the vendor address 


use of a common identifier for identifying 


patient (recipient) information?


10 8 6 7 9 5 5 8 9 7.444444 0.4357 3.2437666


To what extent does the vendor describe a 


solution that is scalable for use by 


additional provider populations and other 


agencies and organizations?


6 4 5 6 9 6 5 5 9 6.111111 0.5447 3.3284919


How well does the vendor describe how the 


solution will integrate into the overall MMIS 


architecture?


8 6 5 6 8 5 5 7 8 6.444444 0.5447 3.510046
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To what extent does the vendor address 


utilizing standardized and meaningful 


claims data with providers’ Electronic 


Medical Record systems that meet 


certification standards prescribed by the 


American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 


of 2009 (ARRA), and the Office of the 


National Coordinator (ONC) for Health 


Information Technology, Department of 


Health and Human Services?


3 7 5 6 8 1 4 5 8 5.222222 0.5447 2.8443476


To what extent does the vendor describe 


the system processes for sending and 


receiving patient information?


5 7 6 6 9 6 5 6 8 6.444444 0.3268 2.1060276


How well does the vendor explain its 


capabilities in expanding the type of health 


information data that will be exchanged or 


shared with other agencies and 


organizations, as decided upon by the 


Division?


5 7 4 6 8 1 5 5 8 5.444444 0.3268 1.7792302


How well does the vendor provide a 


description of the interface engine for 


interpreting and translating incoming and 


outgoing messages between the Division, 


selected provider EMR systems, and other 


agencies or organizations as identified by 


the Division?


8 6 6 6 9 5 5 7 8 6.666667 0.4357 2.9048656


Approach to Hosting


Does the vendor describe the approach for 


accomplishing the hosting solution, 


including the location of where the hosting 


services would be provided?


10 8 6 7 9 8 5 4 10 7.444444 0.3268 2.432825


To what extent does the vendor understand 


Nevada's current hosting environment?


10 10 6 7 10 8 5 6 10 8 0.4357 3.4858388


Does the vendor describe the services that 


would be provided by the Vendor, as well 


as anticipated Division responsibilities?


10 7 6 7 9 6 5 5 9 7.111111 0.3268 2.3238925
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To what extent does the vendor identify the 


systems that will be hosted and any special 


provisions on how hosting would be 


managed, including whether any hosting 


support services would be subcontracted?


10 7 6 7 9 5 5 5 10 7.111111 0.3268 2.3238925


Does the vendor address mitigation of risks 


associated with the vendor's proposed 


hosting solution?


10 7 6 7 9 6 5 5 10 7.222222 0.4357 3.1469378


Does the vendor address physical, 


technical, and administrative safeguards 


for the proposed hosting solution?


10 8 6 7 9 5 5 6 9 7.222222 0.5447 3.9336722


Health Education and Care Coordination


Do the approach to Health Education and 


Care Coordination initiatives improve 


health outcomes and contain contain costs 


appear reasonable and achievable? 


10 7 6 6 8 6 4 8 8 7 0.5447 3.8126362


Does the vendor describe their experience 


in working with the target population 


presented in the RFP? If so, do they have 


experience working with the target 


population or have they worked with similar 


populations requiring related support 


services? 


10 7 6 6 7 7 5 4 8 6.666667 0.5447 3.6310821


Does the vendor suggest any lessons 


learned, risks, or thoughts that Nevada 


might consider. If so, to what extent does it 


suggest the depth of the experience that 


they offer with regard to this target 


population?


7 8 6 6 8 7 5 5 8 6.666667 0.4357 2.9048656


To what extent does the vendor's response 


address the written information and 


communication expectations presented in 


the RFP, for all stratification levels?


8 8 7 6 9 7 5 8 9 7.444444 0.4357 3.2437666
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To what extent does the vendor's approach 


to developing innovative education 


strategies based on proven, evidence 


based guidelines that promote health and 


the management of disease conditions?


7 7 7 6 8 6 4 5 9 6.555556 0.4357 2.8564512


Does the Vendor's proposal describe how it 


will use the MMIS and other peripheral 


systems and tools to support their ability to 


provide health education information and 


care coordination to recipients?


4 7 7 6 8 8 5 6 9 6.666667 0.3268 2.1786492


To what extent does the vendor's overall 


approach to providing health education and 


care coordination services fit with, and 


complement Nevada's Medicaid fee-for-


service program (acceptability)?


8 8 7 6 9 8 5 8 9 7.555556 0.3268 2.4691358


Data Warehouse


To what extent does the proposer’s 


response meet or exceed Nevada’s data 


warehouse requirements?  (Do they meet 


the minimum operational reqts or do they 


propose a solution to exceed the minimum 


reqts, i.e., expanded reqts?)


5 7 4 6 6 7 6 3 8 5.777778 0.5447 3.1469378


To what extent does the proposer’s offering 


meet the needs of the Division’s 


expectations for a proven, table driven, 


easy to use, and easy to navigate 


commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) data 


warehouse, and does the proposer provide 


a detailed description of their offering?


5 7 2 5 6 7 6 4 8 5.555556 0.4357 2.4207214
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Based on the proposer’s offering, to what 


extent do they demonstrate their ability to 


ensure their solution adheres to 


mainstream and industry best practices in 


design, architecture and functionality, and 


do they identify specific mainstream or 


industry best practices?


5 5 3 5 6 7 5 4 8 5.333333 0.5447 2.9048656


To what extent does the vendor’s COTS 


offering provide the scalability and 


technical capability to support DHHS on an 


enterprise level?


6 5 2 5 6 3 6 4 8 5 0.5447 2.7233115


Does the proposer explain or demonstrate 


in a reasonable and technically sound 


manner, how they intend to expand the use 


of the data warehouse to other agencies 


and build upon its scalable characteristics?


3 5 0 5 6 4 4 5 8 4.444444 0.4357 1.9365771


To what extent does the proposer’s offering 


support the Division’s expectations for an 


open architecture and adherence to 


industry standard hardware, and plans for 


MITA alignment now and in the future?


5 5 0 6 6 4 5 3 8 4.666667 0.5447 2.5417574


To what degree is the proposer’s 


architecture compatible with the 


Department and State's existing 


infrastructure?


5 10 5 6 9 5 6 5 8 6.555556 0.4357 2.8564512


To what extent does the proposer’s 


solution appear reasonable and acceptable 


to the Division?


7 8 4 6 5 6 5 4 8 5.888889 0.5447 3.2074558


322.67006


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Demonstrable understanding of the 


Nevada project and intended scope of 


work for this procurement
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To what extent does the vendor offer 


innovations or tools for increasing the 


efficiencies and performance of the Nevada 


MMIS?


9 8 7 9 9 8 10 7 6 8.111111 0.4357 3.5342532


To what extent does the vendor offer 


systems or tools that help Nevada achieve 


MITA alignment?


7 8 8 9 9 8 10 7 7 8.111111 0.4357 3.5342532


To what extent does the vendor offer an 


adequate understanding of the Division's 


performance expectations for the 


operational phase, and/or offers additional 


recommendations for improving 


performance standards?


8 9 7 9 9 6 9 8 7 8 0.3268 2.6143791


To what degree does the vendor's 


approach to managing potential efficiencies 


and/or innovations proposed prevent 


inadvertent negative outcomes as a result?


8 8 7 7 9 5 9 7 7 7.444444 0.3268 2.432825


Are the potential efficiencies that are 


proposed, appropriate for Nevada 


Medicaid?


8 8 10 8 8 5 10 7 7 7.888889 0.4357 3.4374244


Is the vendor's approach to proposed 


operational efficiencies consistent with the 


Division's desire to minimize any negative 


impacts on recipients or Nevada providers?


8 8 6 8 9 5 9 8 7 7.555556 0.3268 2.4691358


To what extent does the vendor provide 


evidence where their proposed efficiencies 


have been successfully performed and 


achieved in other Medicaid programs?


7 8 7 8 9 7 9 8 8 7.888889 0.4357 3.4374244


How well does the vendor address risks or 


issues associated with taking over an 


MMIS or other system of similar size and 


complexity?


9 6 8 8 9 8 9 8 7 8 0.5447 4.3572985


To what extent does the vendor's response 


suggest that they understand the Nevada 


MMIS project and the term of the proposed 


contract?


9 9 10 8 10 8 9 8 7 8.666667 0.4357 3.7763253
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To what extent does the vendor have an 


understanding of the budget neutral 


compensation model?


10 9 10 9 9 8 9 9 7 8.888889 0.5447 4.8414427


To what extent does the vendor have an 


understanding of the Division's flexibility in 


allowing vendors to propose potential 


replacement solutions for systems, tools, or 


services that will improve program 


efficiencies and improve the way in which 


Medicaid services are provided?


9 9 10 5 9 6 9 7 7 7.888889 0.5447 4.2967804


To what degree does the vendor's 


response offer an understanding of 


Nevada's strategic vision for the Nevada 


MMIS?


9 8 10 9 9 7 9 8 7 8.444444 0.4357 3.6794965


To what extent does the vendor's response 


demonstrate that they are well positioned, 


and prepared to takeover the Nevada 


MMIS as well as bring innovative solutions 


to the table?


9 9 8 9 10 7 9 8 9 8.666667 0.5447 4.7204067


To what extent does the vendor's response 


suggest that they understand Nevada's 


current computing environment and the 


components that make up the 'Nevada 


MMIS'?


9 8 7 9 10 8 9 7 8 8.333333 0.3268 2.7233115


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate that they are positioned to 


meet or exceed the agency's security 


standards as presented in the RFP?


9 8 7 9 9 8 9 8 6 8.111111 0.5447 4.4178165


To what extent does the vendor provide 


any insights, lessons learned, or 


experiential information from other similar 


projects?


8 8 5 9 9 5 9 7 8 7.555556 0.4357 3.2921811


To what extent does the vendor indicate 


that they can successfully operate within an 


environment with other competing projects 


and priorities as well as additional projects 


that will arise?


8 8 7 9 10 7 9 0 8 7.333333 0.3268 2.3965142
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If the vendor proposes creative solutions 


for managing concurrent projects/priorities, 


or impacts on the project, to what extent 


does the vendor's response seem 


reasonable and achievable in Nevada's 


environment?


9 7 5 5 10 7 8 0 8 6.555556 0.4357 2.8564512


Demonstrable understanding of the 


budget neutrality model and cost 


savings


To what extent does the vendor’s proposed 


approach to cost savings appear realistic 


and reasonable?


6 7 6 7 9 6 9 8 7 7.222222 0.5447 3.9336722


How well do any proposed cost savings 


mechanisms and guarantees relate to the 


scope of work for this contract?


6 7 6 7 9 5 9 8 7 7.111111 0.4357 3.0985234


To what extent does the vendor's 


description of potential cost savings 


indicate prior successes with the 


approach(es) proposed here?  Does the 


vendor have the experience, or is the 


vendor citing success with the method, 


even though they have not provided that 


service before?


8 7 6 8 9 7 9 7 7 7.555556 0.4357 3.2921811


To what extent does the vendor's 


description of potential cost savings 


address the timing of efficiencies and 


achieving tangible savings?  Does the 


approach appear to be feasible?


7 7 6 7 9 6 10 6 7 7.222222 0.4357 3.1469378


How well does the vendor describe and 


define the proposed method for measuring 


and demonstrating the savings and the 


type of expertise required to validate the 


savings?


7 8 6 7 9 5 10 0 2 6 0.5447 3.2679739


Project Management Approach


How well does the vendor's description of a 


proposed project management approach, 


methodology, and process(es) meet the 


needs of the Division?


9 8 7 8 9 7 10 8 7 8.111111 0.5447 4.4178165
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How well does the vendor demonstrate its 


approach toward quality assurance and 


quality management?


9 9 5 8 10 6 10 8 8 8.111111 0.4357 3.5342532


To what extent does the vendor’s QA 


methodology ensure that performance 


standards for timeliness and accuracy of 


claims processing are met?


10 8 5 8 9 5 10 5 7 7.444444 0.4357 3.2437666


Are quality management methodologies 


used proactively as well as reactively?


8 8 6 8 9 5 10 8 8 7.777778 0.5447 4.2362624


Is the vendor’s initial project plan complete 


and realistic?


8 5 7 3 9 7 9 7 6 6.777778 0.3268 2.2149601


Does the initial project plan contain realistic 


time and staffing estimates?


8 5 7 8 9 5 9 7 6 7.111111 0.4357 3.0985234


To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to communicating with the Division align 


with Nevada’s specific program needs as it 


relates to communication?


8 8 7 8 9 6 9 9 7 7.888889 0.5447 4.2967804


To what extent will the vendor’s project 


communication protocols support contract 


and project management requirements 


throughout operations for the scope of work 


described in the RFP?


8 7 8 8 9 6 9 8 7 7.777778 0.3268 2.5417574


To what extent does the vendor reveal their 


perspective of partnering with Nevada 


during takeover, operations, and program 


management?


8 8 8 5 10 6 9 8 7 7.666667 0.3268 2.5054466


Does the vendor discuss innovative 


approaches in operations, project 


management and systems that would 


benefit Nevada, and if so, to what extent 


does their approach appear to contribute to 


Nevada’s success?


7 7 6 9 9 6 10 7 6 7.444444 0.4357 3.2437666


Maintenance and Modification


To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to performing system maintenance and 


modifications address Nevada’s needs?


7 7 7 7 9 5 9 7 7 7.222222 0.5447 3.9336722
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Is there adequate staff to respond to 


system maintenance and modification 


needs while continuing to support ongoing 


system operations?


8 9 6 7 9 5 9 7 7 7.444444 0.5447 4.0547083


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate willingness and flexibility in 


managing off-site resources to best meet 


Nevada's needs?


8 9 6 8 9 5 9 8 7 7.666667 0.2179 1.6702977


To what extent does the proposed Change 


Management process address Nevada's 


needs?


8 8 7 9 9 6 9 8 7 7.888889 0.5447 4.2967804


To what extent has the vendor 


demonstrated the success of the proposed 


Change Management process/tool(s) on 


similar large scale project(s)?


8 5 7 9 9 5 9 7 7 7.333333 0.4357 3.1953522


Approach to System Requirements


To what extent does the vendor indicate 


that they’ve worked with and are familiar 


with HIPAA requirements?


10 10 8 9 9 8 10 9 9 9.111111 0.4357 3.9699831


Has the vendor worked in state MMIS 


contexts and incorporated any HIPAA-


related changes?


10 10 8 9 9 3 10 7 9 8.333333 0.3268 2.7233115


To what extent does the vendor appear to 


have deep knowledge and understanding 


of HIPAA transactions and code-sets?


10 10 8 9 9 6 10 7 9 8.666667 0.4357 3.7763253


How well does the vendor demonstrate the 


ability to maintain and/or implement 


security controls that ensure high 


confidentiality, integrity, and availability and 


that ensure that the high baseline of 


security controls defined in relevant NIST 


Special Publications and FIPS Publications 


are satisfied?


10 10 8 9 9 7 9 8 8 8.666667 0.3268 2.832244


How well does the vendor demonstrate the 


ability to provide safeguards 


commensurate with Federal, State, and 


Division requirements governing security?


10 10 8 9 9 7 9 8 8 8.666667 0.3268 2.832244
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To what extent do proposed changes to the 


MMIS computing environment provide 


improved functionality?


7 10 10 9 9 5 9 6 8 8.111111 0.4357 3.5342532


To what extent does the vendor appear to 


have knowledge and experience with 


COBOL programming language, ClientSoft, 


and web-based programming languages?


10 5 8 9 9 8 10 7 8 8.222222 0.4357 3.5826676


To what extent does the vendor appear to 


understand the CMS requirements, 


including MECT, for conducting a 


certification review of the Nevada MMIS 


following the successful takeover and/or 


implementation of any new peripheral 


systems or tools?


10 7 5 9 9 5 10 6 7 7.555556 0.4357 3.2921811


To what extent does the vendor's approach 


to certification acknowledge the need to 


begin certification activities early in the 


implementation process?


8 8 8 9 9 5 10 7 7 7.888889 0.3268 2.5780683


Approach to Operational Requirements


To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to managing operational responsibilities 


align with the scope of work that the vendor 


is responding to?


8 8 10 9 9 7 9 8 7 8.333333 0.4357 3.6310821


To what extent does the vendor’s proposed 


project team organization meet the needs 


of the scope of work that the proposer is 


bidding on?


9 9 7 9 10 6 9 8 7 8.222222 0.3268 2.6870007


To what extent does the vendor indicate 


how they will meet or exceed the system 


and performance expectations as listed in 


the RFP, and how will the vendor measure 


its performance?


9 9 6 9 9 5 9 6 7 7.666667 0.5447 4.1757444


To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to promoting and facilitating customer 


service meet Nevada’s expectations?


10 8 7 9 9 5 9 8 7 8 0.5447 4.3572985
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To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate the capacity to perform the 


requirements of each Core MMIS area?  


Consider any responses to optional 


requirements. (Score each area listed 


below) 


Claims Processing 9 7 8 9 9 5 9 7 7 7.777778 0.5447 4.2362624


Financial 9 7 8 7 9 5 9 7 7 7.555556 0.5447 4.1152263


Prior Authorizations 10 7 7 7 9 8 9 6 7 7.777778 0.5447 4.2362624


Provider 9 7 8 8 9 5 9 6 7 7.555556 0.4357 3.2921811


Recipient 9 7 6 8 9 5 9 5 7 7.222222 0.3268 2.3602033


Surveillance and Utilization Review System 


(SURS) Support


10 7 8 9 9 5 9 6 8 7.888889 0.5447 4.2967804


Third Party Liability (TPL) 10 7 10 8 9 6 9 6 7 8 0.4357 3.4858388


Early Periodic Screening Diagnosis and 


Treatment (EPSDT)


10 7 5 9 9 5 9 6 7 7.444444 0.3268 2.432825


Level of Care (LOC) 9 7 5 7 9 5 9 5 7 7 0.3268 2.2875817


Reference 9 7 5 9 9 6 9 5 7 7.333333 0.4357 3.1953522


Management and Administrative Reporting 


Subsystem (MARS)


10 7 6 8 9 7 9 5 7 7.555556 0.3268 2.4691358


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate the capacity to perform the 


requirements of each Peripheral 


System/Tool? Consider any responses to 


optional requirements. (Score each area 


listed below)


Clinical Claims Editing 10 7 8 9 10 7 9 7 9 8.444444 0.4357 3.6794965


Pharmacy Point of Sale 10 7 8 9 10 7 10 8 7 8.444444 0.4357 3.6794965


Decision Support System (Data 


Warehouse)


10 7 7 8 10 6 9 6 6 7.666667 0.5447 4.1757444


Electronic Prescription Software 9 7 6 8 9 5 9 6 7 7.333333 0.5447 3.9941903


Pharmacy Drug and Supplemental Rebate


10 7 7 9 9 6 10 7 7 8 0.4357 3.4858388


Web Portal 9 7 8 8 10 6 9 7 7 7.888889 0.3268 2.5780683


Online Document Retrieval and Archiving 


System


10 7 5 8 10 7 9 5 7 7.555556 0.3268 2.4691358
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Based on the vendor's approach to 


implementing systems or tools that are 


MITA aligned, is the approach reasonable 


and achievable for Nevada's Medicaid 


program?


10 7 8 9 9 6 9 8 7 8.111111 0.4357 3.5342532


Has the vendor offered any evidential type 


information to confirm their successful 


implementation of MITA aligned tools in 


other states?


10 7 8 9 9 5 9 8 7 8 0.5447 4.3572985


To what extent does the vendor offer an 


approach and/or roadmap that the state 


can use to become MITA compliant in the 


future?


6 7 8 9 9 4 9 8 6 7.333333 0.5447 3.9941903


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate the capacity to perform the 


requirements of each Medicaid Claims 


Processing and Program Support Service? 


Consider any responses to optional 


requirements. (Score each area listed 


below)


Managed Care Enrollment 8 6 7 8 9 6 9 7 7 7.444444 0.3268 2.432825


Pre-Admission Screening and Resident 


Review (PASRR)


10 7 7 8 9 8 9 6 7 7.888889 0.3268 2.5780683


Call Center and Contact Management 10 6 7 8 10 6 9 6 7 7.666667 0.5447 4.1757444


Provider Appeals 9 6 7 8 9 7 10 7 7 7.777778 0.4357 3.3890099


Provider Enrollment 10 6 6 8 10 6 9 6 7 7.555556 0.4357 3.2921811


Provider Training and Outreach 10 6 7 8 9 6 9 7 7 7.666667 0.3268 2.5054466


Finance (including accounts payable) 8 6 6 8 10 7 8 6 7 7.333333 0.5447 3.9941903


Return ID Card Process 10 6 5 6 9 5 9 5 7 6.888889 0.3268 2.2512709


Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 10 6 5 6 10 5 9 5 7 7 0.3268 2.2875817


Printing and Postage 10 6 4 6 9 7 9 5 7 7 0.3268 2.2875817


Prior Authorization 10 6 6 7 9 6 9 7 7 7.444444 0.5447 4.0547083


Utilization Management 10 6 7 8 9 7 9 8 7 7.888889 0.5447 4.2967804


Early Periodic Screening Diagnosis and 


Treatment (EPSDT)


9 6 0 8 9 5 9 5 7 6.444444 0.3268 2.1060276


Personal Care Services (PCS) Program 9 6 6 6 9 5 9 6 7 7 0.4357 3.0501089


Approach to Health Information 


Exchange
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To what extent does the vendor address 


use of a common identifier for identifying 


patient (recipient) information?


10 10 6 9 10 6 9 8 8 8.444444 0.4357 3.6794965


To what extent does the vendor describe a 


solution that is scalable for use by 


additional provider populations and other 


agencies and organizations?


10 8 6 9 10 4 9 8 9 8.111111 0.5447 4.4178165


How well does the vendor describe how the 


solution will integrate into the overall MMIS 


architecture?


10 10 6 9 10 5 9 7 9 8.333333 0.5447 4.5388526


To what extent does the vendor address 


utilizing standardized and meaningful 


claims data with providers’ Electronic 


Medical Record systems that meet 


certification standards prescribed by the 


American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 


of 2009 (ARRA), and the Office of the 


National Coordinator (ONC) for Health 


Information Technology, Department of 


Health and Human Services?


10 9 7 9 10 4 9 5 9 8 0.5447 4.3572985


To what extent does the vendor describe 


the system processes for sending and 


receiving patient information?


10 10 7 9 10 6 9 8 9 8.666667 0.3268 2.832244


How well does the vendor explain its 


capabilities in expanding the type of health 


information data that will be exchanged or 


shared with other agencies and 


organizations, as decided upon by the 


Division?


4 9 6 9 10 3 9 5 8 7 0.3268 2.2875817


How well does the vendor provide a 


description of the interface engine for 


interpreting and translating incoming and 


outgoing messages between the Division, 


selected provider EMR systems, and other 


agencies or organizations as identified by 


the Division?


8 9 6 9 10 5 9 8 8 8 0.4357 3.4858388


Approach to Hosting
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Does the vendor describe the approach for 


accomplishing the hosting solution, 


including the location of where the hosting 


services would be provided?


8 6 5 9 10 5 9 5 8 7.222222 0.3268 2.3602033


To what extent does the vendor understand 


Nevada's current hosting environment?


10 8 6 9 10 7 9 6 7 8 0.4357 3.4858388


Does the vendor describe the services that 


would be provided by the Vendor, as well 


as anticipated Division responsibilities?


10 7 6 9 9 5 9 6 8 7.666667 0.3268 2.5054466


To what extent does the vendor identify the 


systems that will be hosted and any special 


provisions on how hosting would be 


managed, including whether any hosting 


support services would be subcontracted?


10 8 6 9 10 7 9 6 8 8.111111 0.3268 2.6506899


Does the vendor address mitigation of risks 


associated with the vendor's proposed 


hosting solution?


9 8 7 9 10 6 9 7 7 8 0.4357 3.4858388


Does the vendor address physical, 


technical, and administrative safeguards 


for the proposed hosting solution?


10 8 6 9 10 5 9 7 7 7.888889 0.5447 4.2967804


Health Education and Care Coordination


Do the approach to Health Education and 


Care Coordination initiatives improve 


health outcomes and contain contain costs 


appear reasonable and achievable? 


10 6 5 5 9 3 9 6 0 5.888889 0.5447 3.2074558


Does the vendor describe their experience 


in working with the target population 


presented in the RFP? If so, do they have 


experience working with the target 


population or have they worked with similar 


populations requiring related support 


services? 


10 8 5 5 9 4 9 7 5 6.888889 0.5447 3.7521181
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Does the vendor suggest any lessons 


learned, risks, or thoughts that Nevada 


might consider. If so, to what extent does it 


suggest the depth of the experience that 


they offer with regard to this target 


population?


10 8 7 5 9 6 9 7 5 7.333333 0.4357 3.1953522


To what extent does the vendor's response 


address the written information and 


communication expectations presented in 


the RFP, for all stratification levels?


10 6 5 5 8 5 9 8 5 6.777778 0.4357 2.9532801


To what extent does the vendor's approach 


to developing innovative education 


strategies based on proven, evidence 


based guidelines that promote health and 


the management of disease conditions?


10 7 8 5 9 6 9 7 5 7.333333 0.4357 3.1953522


Does the Vendor's proposal describe how it 


will use the MMIS and other peripheral 


systems and tools to support their ability to 


provide health education information and 


care coordination to recipients?


10 7 6 5 9 7 9 6 5 7.111111 0.3268 2.3238925


To what extent does the vendor's overall 


approach to providing health education and 


care coordination services fit with, and 


complement Nevada's Medicaid fee-for-


service program (acceptability)?


9 7 5 5 8 6 9 6 5 6.666667 0.3268 2.1786492


Data Warehouse


To what extent does the proposer’s 


response meet or exceed Nevada’s data 


warehouse requirements?  (Do they meet 


the minimum operational reqts or do they 


propose a solution to exceed the minimum 


reqts, i.e., expanded reqts?)


10 8 6 8 10 5 10 7 7 7.888889 0.5447 4.2967804
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To what extent does the proposer’s offering 


meet the needs of the Division’s 


expectations for a proven, table driven, 


easy to use, and easy to navigate 


commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) data 


warehouse, and does the proposer provide 


a detailed description of their offering?


10 8 7 8 10 7 10 7 7 8.222222 0.4357 3.5826676


Based on the proposer’s offering, to what 


extent do they demonstrate their ability to 


ensure their solution adheres to 


mainstream and industry best practices in 


design, architecture and functionality, and 


do they identify specific mainstream or 


industry best practices?


10 8 7 8 10 6 10 7 7 8.111111 0.5447 4.4178165


To what extent does the vendor’s COTS 


offering provide the scalability and 


technical capability to support DHHS on an 


enterprise level?


9 7 6 8 10 4 10 6 8 7.555556 0.5447 4.1152263


Does the proposer explain or demonstrate 


in a reasonable and technically sound 


manner, how they intend to expand the use 


of the data warehouse to other agencies 


and build upon its scalable characteristics?


10 8 7 8 10 5 10 5 6 7.666667 0.4357 3.3405955


To what extent does the proposer’s offering 


support the Division’s expectations for an 


open architecture and adherence to 


industry standard hardware, and plans for 


MITA alignment now and in the future?


9 8 7 8 10 6 10 7 8 8.111111 0.5447 4.4178165


To what degree is the proposer’s 


architecture compatible with the 


Department and State's existing 


infrastructure?


8 8 8 8 10 6 10 6 7 7.888889 0.4357 3.4374244


To what extent does the proposer’s 


solution appear reasonable and acceptable 


to the Division?


10 8 7 8 10 6 9 5 8 7.888889 0.5447 4.2967804


386.16558
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Approach to Conformance with the Terms of the RFP Area Weighted Score Subtotal







1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


Demonstrable understanding of the 


Nevada project and intended scope of 


work for this procurement


To what extent does the vendor offer 


innovations or tools for increasing the 


efficiencies and performance of the Nevada 


MMIS?


4 6 5 5 5 4 4 6 0 4.333333 0.4357 1.8881627


To what extent does the vendor offer 


systems or tools that help Nevada achieve 


MITA alignment?


0 6 5 5 5 8 5 6 8 5.333333 0.4357 2.3238925


To what extent does the vendor offer an 


adequate understanding of the Division's 


performance expectations for the 


operational phase, and/or offers additional 


recommendations for improving 


performance standards?


6 7 5 4 5 4 5 5 7 5.333333 0.3268 1.7429194


To what degree does the vendor's 


approach to managing potential efficiencies 


and/or innovations proposed prevent 


inadvertent negative outcomes as a result?


8 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 8 5.777778 0.3268 1.8881627


Are the potential efficiencies that are 


proposed, appropriate for Nevada 


Medicaid?


3 7 6 5 5 4 5 6 8 5.444444 0.4357 2.3723069


Is the vendor's approach to proposed 


operational efficiencies consistent with the 


Division's desire to minimize any negative 


impacts on recipients or Nevada providers?


3 7 5 5 5 4 5 5 8 5.222222 0.3268 1.7066086


To what extent does the vendor provide 


evidence where their proposed efficiencies 


have been successfully performed and 


achieved in other Medicaid programs?


0 5 5 5 6 4 5 5 6 4.555556 0.4357 1.9849915


Proposer Name: Evaluator ID
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How well does the vendor address risks or 


issues associated with taking over an 


MMIS or other system of similar size and 


complexity?


6 3 6 4 5 3 5 5 8 5 0.5447 2.7233115


To what extent does the vendor's response 


suggest that they understand the Nevada 


MMIS project and the term of the proposed 


contract?


4 7 6 5 5 5 8 8 7 6.111111 0.4357 2.6627935


To what extent does the vendor have an 


understanding of the budget neutral 


compensation model?


6 10 3 5 6 7 5 8 6 6.222222 0.5447 3.3890099


To what extent does the vendor have an 


understanding of the Division's flexibility in 


allowing vendors to propose potential 


replacement solutions for systems, tools, or 


services that will improve program 


efficiencies and improve the way in which 


Medicaid services are provided?


3 10 6 4 6 4 8 7 7 6.111111 0.5447 3.3284919


To what degree does the vendor's 


response offer an understanding of 


Nevada's strategic vision for the Nevada 


MMIS?


5 6 6 5 5 5 5 6 8 5.666667 0.4357 2.4691358


To what extent does the vendor's response 


demonstrate that they are well positioned, 


and prepared to takeover the Nevada 


MMIS as well as bring innovative solutions 


to the table?


4 6 6 5 4 4 5 6 7 5.222222 0.5447 2.8443476


To what extent does the vendor's response 


suggest that they understand Nevada's 


current computing environment and the 


components that make up the 'Nevada 


MMIS'?


7 6 6 5 6 8 5 7 8 6.444444 0.3268 2.1060276


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate that they are positioned to 


meet or exceed the agency's security 


standards as presented in the RFP?


6 7 7 5 5 6 5 8 9 6.444444 0.5447 3.510046
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To what extent does the vendor provide 


any insights, lessons learned, or 


experiential information from other similar 


projects?


0 6 6 4 4 2 5 6 6 4.333333 0.4357 1.8881627


To what extent does the vendor indicate 


that they can successfully operate within an 


environment with other competing projects 


and priorities as well as additional projects 


that will arise?


5 10 7 4 4 5 5 0 6 5.111111 0.3268 1.6702977


If the vendor proposes creative solutions 


for managing concurrent projects/priorities, 


or impacts on the project, to what extent 


does the vendor's response seem 


reasonable and achievable in Nevada's 


environment?


5 6 7 4 4 5 5 0 6 4.666667 0.4357 2.033406


Demonstrable understanding of the 


budget neutrality model and cost 


savings


To what extent does the vendor’s proposed 


approach to cost savings appear realistic 


and reasonable?


4 6 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 5.222222 0.5447 2.8443476


How well do any proposed cost savings 


mechanisms and guarantees relate to the 


scope of work for this contract?


3 7 5 5 5 4 5 6 6 5.111111 0.4357 2.2270637


To what extent does the vendor's 


description of potential cost savings 


indicate prior successes with the 


approach(es) proposed here?  Does the 


vendor have the experience, or is the 


vendor citing success with the method, 


even though they have not provided that 


service before?


7 5 5 5 4 3 5 6 5 5 0.4357 2.1786492


To what extent does the vendor's 


description of potential cost savings 


address the timing of efficiencies and 


achieving tangible savings?  Does the 


approach appear to be feasible?


3 6 5 5 6 3 5 4 5 4.666667 0.4357 2.033406
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How well does the vendor describe and 


define the proposed method for measuring 


and demonstrating the savings and the 


type of expertise required to validate the 


savings?


0 6 5 5 5 5 5 0 5 4 0.5447 2.1786492


Project Management Approach


How well does the vendor's description of a 


proposed project management approach, 


methodology, and process(es) meet the 


needs of the Division?


5 5 3 5 6 6 5 6 7 5.333333 0.5447 2.9048656


How well does the vendor demonstrate its 


approach toward quality assurance and 


quality management?


7 6 6 8 6 6 5 7 7 6.444444 0.4357 2.8080368


To what extent does the vendor’s QA 


methodology ensure that performance 


standards for timeliness and accuracy of 


claims processing are met?


0 6 2 5 6 6 5 0 7 4.111111 0.4357 1.7913338


Are quality management methodologies 


used proactively as well as reactively?


8 6 6 8 6 6 4 6 8 6.444444 0.5447 3.510046


Is the vendor’s initial project plan complete 


and realistic?


0 7 4 4 5 4 4 6 6 4.444444 0.3268 1.4524328


Does the initial project plan contain realistic 


time and staffing estimates?


3 8 3 4 5 4 5 6 7 5 0.4357 2.1786492


To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to communicating with the Division align 


with Nevada’s specific program needs as it 


relates to communication?


8 6 6 5 5 5 5 7 8 6.111111 0.5447 3.3284919


To what extent will the vendor’s project 


communication protocols support contract 


and project management requirements 


throughout operations for the scope of work 


described in the RFP?


8 6 6 7 5 5 5 7 8 6.333333 0.3268 2.0697168


To what extent does the vendor reveal their 


perspective of partnering with Nevada 


during takeover, operations, and program 


management?


5 6 6 5 5 5 5 8 7 5.777778 0.3268 1.8881627
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Does the vendor discuss innovative 


approaches in operations, project 


management and systems that would 


benefit Nevada, and if so, to what extent 


does their approach appear to contribute to 


Nevada’s success?


0 6 7 5 5 4 4 6 8 5 0.4357 2.1786492


Maintenance and Modification


To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to performing system maintenance and 


modifications address Nevada’s needs?


3 5 6 8 5 5 5 5 7 5.444444 0.5447 2.9653837


Is there adequate staff to respond to 


system maintenance and modification 


needs while continuing to support ongoing 


system operations?


0 7 5 8 5 4 5 5 8 5.222222 0.5447 2.8443476


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate willingness and flexibility in 


managing off-site resources to best meet 


Nevada's needs?


0 6 6 8 5 3 5 8 9 5.555556 0.2179 1.2103607


To what extent does the proposed Change 


Management process address Nevada's 


needs?


6 7 6 4 5 7 5 6 6 5.777778 0.5447 3.1469378


To what extent has the vendor 


demonstrated the success of the proposed 


Change Management process/tool(s) on 


similar large scale project(s)?


0 5 7 4 5 7 4 5 6 4.777778 0.4357 2.0818204


Approach to System Requirements


To what extent does the vendor indicate 


that they’ve worked with and are familiar 


with HIPAA requirements?


3 8 6 5 6 5 6 7 9 6.111111 0.4357 2.6627935


Has the vendor worked in state MMIS 


contexts and incorporated any HIPAA-


related changes?


3 8 6 5 5 4 8 0 8 5.222222 0.3268 1.7066086


To what extent does the vendor appear to 


have deep knowledge and understanding 


of HIPAA transactions and code-sets?


6 8 6 5 5 5 8 7 9 6.555556 0.4357 2.8564512
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How well does the vendor demonstrate the 


ability to maintain and/or implement 


security controls that ensure high 


confidentiality, integrity, and availability and 


that ensure that the high baseline of 


security controls defined in relevant NIST 


Special Publications and FIPS Publications 


are satisfied?


0 8 6 5 6 6 6 6 6 5.444444 0.3268 1.7792302


How well does the vendor demonstrate the 


ability to provide safeguards 


commensurate with Federal, State, and 


Division requirements governing security?


9 8 6 5 6 5 6 7 6 6.444444 0.3268 2.1060276


To what extent do proposed changes to the 


MMIS computing environment provide 


improved functionality?


6 6 5 5 5 4 6 0 8 5 0.4357 2.1786492


To what extent does the vendor appear to 


have knowledge and experience with 


COBOL programming language, ClientSoft, 


and web-based programming languages?


0 0 0 8 4 1 8 0 7 3.111111 0.4357 1.355604


To what extent does the vendor appear to 


understand the CMS requirements, 


including MECT, for conducting a 


certification review of the Nevada MMIS 


following the successful takeover and/or 


implementation of any new peripheral 


systems or tools?


0 6 3 5 8 4 8 6 7 5.222222 0.4357 2.2754781


To what extent does the vendor's approach 


to certification acknowledge the need to 


begin certification activities early in the 


implementation process?


0 7 3 5 5 3 8 7 8 5.111111 0.3268 1.6702977


Approach to Operational Requirements


To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to managing operational responsibilities 


align with the scope of work that the vendor 


is responding to?


5 5 6 7 5 3 6 6 8 5.666667 0.4357 2.4691358
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To what extent does the vendor’s proposed 


project team organization meet the needs 


of the scope of work that the proposer is 


bidding on?


6 5 5 6 5 3 8 6 8 5.777778 0.3268 1.8881627


To what extent does the vendor indicate 


how they will meet or exceed the system 


and performance expectations as listed in 


the RFP, and how will the vendor measure 


its performance?


3 7 5 5 5 3 6 5 6 5 0.5447 2.7233115


To what extent does the vendor’s approach 


to promoting and facilitating customer 


service meet Nevada’s expectations?


4 6 5 6 6 3 6 7 7 5.555556 0.5447 3.0259017


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate the capacity to perform the 


requirements of each Core MMIS area?  


Consider any responses to optional 


requirements. (Score each area listed 


below) 


Claims Processing 6 6 0 4 5 6 6 4 8 5 0.5447 2.7233115


Financial 5 6 0 4 5 5 5 4 8 4.666667 0.5447 2.5417574


Prior Authorizations 4 6 0 5 5 4 5 4 8 4.555556 0.5447 2.4812394


Provider 6 6 0 4 5 5 5 4 8 4.777778 0.4357 2.0818204


Recipient 6 6 0 4 5 3 5 4 8 4.555556 0.3268 1.4887436


Surveillance and Utilization Review System 


(SURS) Support


6 6 0 4 5 3 5 4 7 4.444444 0.5447 2.4207214


Third Party Liability (TPL) 6 6 0 4 5 3 5 4 8 4.555556 0.4357 1.9849915


Early Periodic Screening Diagnosis and 


Treatment (EPSDT)


6 6 0 6 5 4 5 4 7 4.777778 0.3268 1.5613653


Level of Care (LOC) 6 6 0 5 5 4 5 4 8 4.777778 0.3268 1.5613653


Reference 6 6 0 4 5 3 5 4 7 4.444444 0.4357 1.9365771


Management and Administrative Reporting 


Subsystem (MARS)


6 6 0 4 5 3 5 4 8 4.555556 0.3268 1.4887436


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate the capacity to perform the 


requirements of each Peripheral 


System/Tool? Consider any responses to 


optional requirements. (Score each area 


listed below)


Clinical Claims Editing 7 7 5 5 6 5 5 4 8 5.777778 0.4357 2.5175502
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Pharmacy Point of Sale 7 6 7 7 6 7 5 6 8 6.555556 0.4357 2.8564512


Decision Support System (Data 


Warehouse)


6 6 7 4 5 3 5 5 9 5.555556 0.5447 3.0259017


Electronic Prescription Software 7 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 7 5.888889 0.5447 3.2074558


Pharmacy Drug and Supplemental Rebate


7 6 6 7 6 7 5 5 8 6.333333 0.4357 2.7596224


Web Portal 6 6 4 5 5 5 5 5 7 5.333333 0.3268 1.7429194


Online Document Retrieval and Archiving 


System


6 6 5 4 5 4 5 4 7 5.111111 0.3268 1.6702977


Based on the vendor's approach to 


implementing systems or tools that are 


MITA aligned, is the approach reasonable 


and achievable for Nevada's Medicaid 


program?


4 6 6 5 5 6 5 6 8 5.666667 0.4357 2.4691358


Has the vendor offered any evidential type 


information to confirm their successful 


implementation of MITA aligned tools in 


other states?


4 7 6 5 7 6 4 7 8 6 0.5447 3.2679739


To what extent does the vendor offer an 


approach and/or roadmap that the state 


can use to become MITA compliant in the 


future?


0 6 6 5 6 4 4 4 8 4.777778 0.5447 2.6022755


To what extent does the vendor 


demonstrate the capacity to perform the 


requirements of each Medicaid Claims 


Processing and Program Support Service? 


Consider any responses to optional 


requirements. (Score each area listed 


below)


Managed Care Enrollment 6 7 5 4 5 3 5 4 6 5 0.3268 1.6339869


Pre-Admission Screening and Resident 


Review (PASRR)


6 6 6 5 6 5 5 5 7 5.666667 0.3268 1.8518519


Call Center and Contact Management 6 6 5 5 5 6 5 4 7 5.444444 0.5447 2.9653837


Provider Appeals 6 6 5 4 5 3 5 4 7 5 0.4357 2.1786492


Provider Enrollment 6 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 5.333333 0.4357 2.3238925


Provider Training and Outreach 6 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 5.333333 0.3268 1.7429194


Finance (including accounts payable) 6 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 7 5.444444 0.5447 2.9653837


Return ID Card Process 6 6 5 4 5 7 5 4 9 5.666667 0.3268 1.8518519


Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 6 6 0 4 5 5 5 4 8 4.777778 0.3268 1.5613653


Printing and Postage 6 6 5 4 5 5 5 4 7 5.222222 0.3268 1.7066086
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Prior Authorization 6 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 7 5.444444 0.5447 2.9653837


Utilization Management 6 6 2 0 0 0 5 0 10 3.222222 0.5447 1.755023


Early Periodic Screening Diagnosis and 


Treatment (EPSDT)


6 6 5 5 5 3 5 4 7 5.111111 0.3268 1.6702977


Personal Care Services (PCS) Program 0 6 5 4 5 4 5 4 8 4.555556 0.4357 1.9849915


Approach to Health Information 


Exchange


To what extent does the vendor address 


use of a common identifier for identifying 


patient (recipient) information?


8 8 6 7 7 4 8 8 9 7.222222 0.4357 3.1469378


To what extent does the vendor describe a 


solution that is scalable for use by 


additional provider populations and other 


agencies and organizations?


8 8 7 8 6 6 6 7 9 7.222222 0.5447 3.9336722


How well does the vendor describe how the 


solution will integrate into the overall MMIS 


architecture?


8 8 5 6 5 3 8 7 9 6.555556 0.5447 3.570564


To what extent does the vendor address 


utilizing standardized and meaningful 


claims data with providers’ Electronic 


Medical Record systems that meet 


certification standards prescribed by the 


American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 


of 2009 (ARRA), and the Office of the 


National Coordinator (ONC) for Health 


Information Technology, Department of 


Health and Human Services?


0 8 7 7 6 4 5 7 9 5.888889 0.5447 3.2074558


To what extent does the vendor describe 


the system processes for sending and 


receiving patient information?


8 8 7 7 6 4 5 8 9 6.888889 0.3268 2.2512709


How well does the vendor explain its 


capabilities in expanding the type of health 


information data that will be exchanged or 


shared with other agencies and 


organizations, as decided upon by the 


Division?


8 8 7 6 5 5 5 8 9 6.777778 0.3268 2.2149601
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How well does the vendor provide a 


description of the interface engine for 


interpreting and translating incoming and 


outgoing messages between the Division, 


selected provider EMR systems, and other 


agencies or organizations as identified by 


the Division?


5 8 7 7 5 5 5 5 9 6.222222 0.4357 2.7112079


Approach to Hosting


Does the vendor describe the approach for 


accomplishing the hosting solution, 


including the location of where the hosting 


services would be provided?


8 5 5 5 6 5 5 4 8 5.666667 0.3268 1.8518519


To what extent does the vendor understand 


Nevada's current hosting environment?


7 6 5 5 7 6 5 5 8 6 0.4357 2.6143791


Does the vendor describe the services that 


would be provided by the Vendor, as well 


as anticipated Division responsibilities?


7 8 5 5 8 6 5 7 8 6.555556 0.3268 2.1423384


To what extent does the vendor identify the 


systems that will be hosted and any special 


provisions on how hosting would be 


managed, including whether any hosting 


support services would be subcontracted?


6 5 5 5 7 4 5 5 8 5.555556 0.3268 1.815541


Does the vendor address mitigation of risks 


associated with the vendor's proposed 


hosting solution?


6 5 5 5 6 2 5 5 6 5 0.4357 2.1786492


Does the vendor address physical, 


technical, and administrative safeguards 


for the proposed hosting solution?


10 8 6 5 7 6 5 6 8 6.777778 0.5447 3.6916001


Health Education and Care Coordination


Do the approach to Health Education and 


Care Coordination initiatives improve 


health outcomes and contain contain costs 


appear reasonable and achievable? 


8 6 3 5 7 4 5 6 8 5.777778 0.5447 3.1469378
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Does the vendor describe their experience 


in working with the target population 


presented in the RFP? If so, do they have 


experience working with the target 


population or have they worked with similar 


populations requiring related support 


services? 


8 6 3 5 6 2 5 5 9 5.444444 0.5447 2.9653837


Does the vendor suggest any lessons 


learned, risks, or thoughts that Nevada 


might consider. If so, to what extent does it 


suggest the depth of the experience that 


they offer with regard to this target 


population?


8 7 5 4 8 5 5 5 8 6.111111 0.4357 2.6627935


To what extent does the vendor's response 


address the written information and 


communication expectations presented in 


the RFP, for all stratification levels?


7 7 6 5 8 6 5 6 8 6.444444 0.4357 2.8080368


To what extent does the vendor's approach 


to developing innovative education 


strategies based on proven, evidence 


based guidelines that promote health and 


the management of disease conditions?


7 7 6 5 8 5 4 5 9 6.222222 0.4357 2.7112079


Does the Vendor's proposal describe how it 


will use the MMIS and other peripheral 


systems and tools to support their ability to 


provide health education information and 


care coordination to recipients?


0 7 5 5 8 4 5 6 7 5.222222 0.3268 1.7066086


To what extent does the vendor's overall 


approach to providing health education and 


care coordination services fit with, and 


complement Nevada's Medicaid fee-for-


service program (acceptability)?


7 7 5 5 7 4 5 6 8 6 0.3268 1.9607843


Data Warehouse
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To what extent does the proposer’s 


response meet or exceed Nevada’s data 


warehouse requirements?  (Do they meet 


the minimum operational reqts or do they 


propose a solution to exceed the minimum 


reqts, i.e., expanded reqts?)


5 7 5 5 7 3 5 7 9 5.888889 0.5447 3.2074558


To what extent does the proposer’s offering 


meet the needs of the Division’s 


expectations for a proven, table driven, 


easy to use, and easy to navigate 


commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) data 


warehouse, and does the proposer provide 


a detailed description of their offering?


8 7 7 4 8 2 5 7 9 6.333333 0.4357 2.7596224


Based on the proposer’s offering, to what 


extent do they demonstrate their ability to 


ensure their solution adheres to 


mainstream and industry best practices in 


design, architecture and functionality, and 


do they identify specific mainstream or 


industry best practices?


10 8 6 5 9 4 5 7 9 7 0.5447 3.8126362


To what extent does the vendor’s COTS 


offering provide the scalability and 


technical capability to support DHHS on an 


enterprise level?


8 8 6 8 8 3 5 7 9 6.888889 0.5447 3.7521181


Does the proposer explain or demonstrate 


in a reasonable and technically sound 


manner, how they intend to expand the use 


of the data warehouse to other agencies 


and build upon its scalable characteristics?


10 8 5 8 8 2 5 5 8 6.555556 0.4357 2.8564512


To what extent does the proposer’s offering 


support the Division’s expectations for an 


open architecture and adherence to 


industry standard hardware, and plans for 


MITA alignment now and in the future?


3 8 6 8 7 5 5 5 9 6.222222 0.5447 3.3890099
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To what degree is the proposer’s 


architecture compatible with the 


Department and State's existing 


infrastructure?


9 8 5 5 9 3 5 5 7 6.222222 0.4357 2.7112079


To what extent does the proposer’s 


solution appear reasonable and acceptable 


to the Division?


8 8 6 6 9 3 5 5 8 6.444444 0.5447 3.510046


275.88962
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RFP No. 1824 


Tab XI – Preliminary Project Plan 


RFP Reference: 20.3.2.12 Tab XI – Preliminary Project Plan, p. 193, 175-176 


Vendors must include the preliminary project plan in this section. 


The preliminary project plan is included in this section. 
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ID WBS RFP XREF Task Name Duration Start Finish


0 Nevada MMIS Transition Project Work Plan Schedule 1567.79 d 1/15/10 1/13/15


1 1 Key Project  Dates 130 d 10/18/10 3/25/11


2 1.1 8.1.1.1.A KEY MILESTONE: Project Takeover Agreement Signed 0 d 10/18/10 10/18/10


3 1.2 8.1.1.1.B KEY MILESTONE: Project Start Date 0 d 10/18/10 10/18/10


4 1.3 KEY DATE: PMO Established 0 d 10/25/10 10/25/10


5 1.6 KEY DATE: "Freeze" Date for Incumbent Work 0 d 11/5/10 11/5/10


6 1.4 KEY DATE: Transition Period Project Work Plan Schedule Complete 0 d 11/12/10 11/12/10


7 1.5 KEY DATE: Transition Review Meetings Complete 0 d 12/9/10 12/9/10


8 1.7 KEY DATE: RV Sessions Complete 0 d 1/4/11 1/4/11


9 1.10 KEY DATE: Integration Testing Complete 0 d 1/26/11 1/26/11


10 1.11 KEY DATE: Parallel Testing Complete 0 d 2/8/11 2/8/11


11 1.13 KEY DATE: Training Complete 0 d 2/18/11 2/18/11


12 1.12 KEY DATE: WEB Content Testing Complete 0 d 2/24/11 2/24/11


13 1.9 1.9 KEY DATE: Transition Core MMIS Validation Complete 0 d 3/7/11 3/7/11


14 1.14 1.14 KEY DATE: Transition Peripheral Systems and Tools Validation Complete 0 d 3/16/11 3/16/11


15 1.8 KEY DATE: Proprietary / Replacement Software Complete 0 d 3/21/11 3/21/11


16 1.15 KEY DATE: Operational Readiness Review (ORR) Complete 0 d 3/25/11 3/25/11


17 1.16 KEY DATE: Begin Transitioned MMIS Operations 0 d 3/25/11 3/25/11
18 2 8.1 Planning and Administration Task 137.38 d 10/8/10 3/25/11


19 2.1 Project Start-up 130 d 10/18/10 3/25/11


20 2.1.1 Project Start-up Activities 20 d 10/18/10 11/10/10


21 2.1.1.1 Establish Initial Project Team 4 d 10/18/10 10/21/10


22 2.1.1.1.1 Assemble Transition project leaders & key personnel 4 d 10/18/10 10/21/10


23 2.1.1.2 Equipment Software Purchase Approval 20 d 10/18/10 11/10/10


24 2.1.1.2.1 Obtain Capital Appropriations Number (CAN) Part 1 10 d 10/18/10 10/28/10


25 2.1.1.2.2 Obtain Capital Appropriations Number (CAN) Part 2 10 d 10/28/10 11/10/10


26 2.1.1.3 Staffing Requirements 4 d 10/21/10 10/26/10


27 2.1.1.3.1 Provide Orientation to Client on HP's Organization 2 d 10/21/10 10/22/10


28 2.1.1.3.2 Review/Update Initial Roles and Responsibilities with Client 2 d 10/21/10 10/22/10


29 2.1.1.3.3 Review/Update Initial Skills and Experience Needs 2 d 10/21/10 10/22/10


30 2.1.1.3.4 Review/Update Initial Resource Assignments 4 d 10/21/10 10/26/10


31 2.1.1.3.5 Post Roles and Responsibilities to Project Workbook 1 d 10/21/10 10/22/10


32 2.1.1.4 Project Review - HP &  Client 6 d 10/22/10 10/28/10


33 2.1.1.4.1 HP Prepare for Contract Review with Client 2 d 10/22/10 10/25/10


34 2.1.1.4.2 Contract Review with Client 2 d 10/26/10 10/28/10


35 2.1.1.4.3 HP Document Contract Review 1 d 10/28/10 10/28/10


36 2.1.1.5 HP Project Startup Activities 5 d 10/21/10 10/27/10


37 2.1.1.5.1 Familiarize HP Personnel with NV MMIS Transition Project Scope 5 d 10/21/10 10/27/10


38 2.1.1.5.2 Verify Procedures for Transferring Phone Numbers & URL's 5 d 10/21/10 10/27/10


39 2.1.1.5.3 Conduct Review & Survey of MMIS 5 d 10/21/10 10/27/10


40 2.1.1.6 Project Startup Activities 2 d 10/19/10 10/21/10
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41 2.1.1.6.1 Client Provide copy of all current operations, systems, & user documentation 2 d 10/19/10 10/21/10


42 2.1.1.6.2 Client Provide copy of all current software, data, and doco regarding
operations, policy, and services


2 d 10/19/10 10/21/10


43 2.1.1.6.3 Client Provide Copy of Incumbents turnover plan with work plan 2 d 10/19/10 10/21/10


44 2.1.1.7 8.2 Kick-Off Meeting 6 d 10/28/10 11/5/10


45 2.1.1.7.1 Prepare for Joint Kick-Off Meeting and reserve room 3 d 10/28/10 11/3/10


46 2.1.1.7.2 8.2.1 Determine Project Status Meeting Format & Protocol 3 d 11/3/10 11/5/10


47 2.1.1.7.3 8.2.2 Determine Project Status Reports Format 3 d 11/3/10 11/5/10


48 2.1.1.7.4 8.2.3 Set Meeting Schedule between DHCFP & HP to Develop Detailed Project
Plan


3 d 11/3/10 11/5/10


49 2.1.1.7.5 8.2.4 Define Lines of Communication & Reporting Relationships 3 d 11/3/10 11/5/10


50 2.1.1.7.6 8.2.5 Review Project Mission & Guiding Principles 3 d 11/3/10 11/5/10


51 2.1.1.7.7 8.2.6 Review Deliverable Review Process 3 d 11/3/10 11/5/10


52 2.1.1.7.8 8.2.7 Pinpoint High-risks or Problem Areas 3 d 11/3/10 11/5/10


53 2.1.1.7.9 8.2.8 Review Issue Resolution Process 3 d 11/3/10 11/5/10


54 2.1.1.7.10  General Discussions 3 d 11/3/10 11/5/10


55 2.1.1.7.11 CHECKPOINT: Announce Project 0 d 11/5/10 11/5/10


56 2.1.2 8.1.2.1 Initial Project Work Plan Schedule Update 33 d 10/21/10 12/3/10


57 2.1.2.1 Review / Update Project Estimates 1 d 10/21/10 10/22/10


58 2.1.2.2 Review / Update Deliverable Delivery Dates 1 d 10/21/10 10/22/10


59 2.1.2.3 Review / Update Risks & Assumptions 1 d 10/21/10 10/22/10


60 2.1.2.4 Review / Update Proposal Work Plan 3 d 11/5/10 11/10/10


61 2.1.2.5 Internal Review of Work Plan 1 d 11/10/10 11/12/10


62 2.1.2.6 8.1.2.1.A KEY DELIVERABLE: Submit Initial Project Work Plan Schedule 0 d 11/12/10 11/12/10


63 2.1.2.7 Client Reviews Work Plan 10 d 11/12/10 11/24/10


64 2.1.2.8 HP Updates Work Plan per Client's Review 2 d 11/24/10 11/29/10


65 2.1.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Work Plan 3 d 11/29/10 12/2/10


66 2.1.2.10 8.1.2.1.A MILESTONE: Client Approves Initial Project Work Plan Schedule 0 d 12/2/10 12/2/10


67 2.1.2.11 8.1.2.1.A Create PDF File &  Excel version of Approved Project Work Plan Schedule for
Client


1 d 12/2/10 12/3/10


68 2.1.3 Assume Outstanding Work-in-progress from Incumbent 15 d 11/5/10 11/24/10


69 2.1.3.1 Customer Service Requests (CSR)  15 d 11/5/10 11/24/10


70 2.1.3.1.1 CHECKPOINT: "Freeze" Date for Incumbent CSR Work 0 d 11/5/10 11/5/10


71 2.1.3.1.2 Identify Outstanding CSRs from Incumbent at Turnover 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


72 2.1.3.1.3 Receive CSR documentation, including current progress at Turnover 5 d 11/18/10 11/24/10


73 2.1.3.1.4 Establish FREEZE Date for Claims Processing 5 d 11/5/10 11/12/10


74 2.1.4  Establish PMO Office 107 d 10/18/10 2/28/11


75 2.1.4.1 9.2.1.11 Install and configure HP PPM 1 w 10/18/10 10/22/10


76 2.1.4.2 Establish Organizational Structure 7 d 10/18/10 10/25/10


77 2.1.4.2.1 Develop Organizational Plan 2 d 10/18/10 10/19/10


78 2.1.4.2.2 Internal Review of Organizational Plan 1 d 10/19/10 10/20/10


79 2.1.4.2.3 Revise Organizational Plan based on Review 1 d 10/20/10 10/21/10


80 2.1.4.2.4 8.1.2.1.A CHECKPOINT:  Organizational Plan Complete 0 d 10/21/10 10/21/10
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81 2.1.4.2.5 Launch Organizational Structure 3 d 10/21/10 10/25/10


82 2.1.4.3 Setup Procedures & Processes 90 d 11/5/10 2/28/11


83 2.1.4.3.1 Develop and Deliver Summary Documents (DED) for All Repetitive
Deliverables and Gain DHCFP Approval.


2 w 12/1/10 12/13/10


84 2.1.4.3.2 Develop Standard Deliverable Templates for Each of the Maintenance and
Development Project Types


2 w 12/1/10 12/13/10


85 2.1.4.3.3 Gain DHCFP Confirmation of the Proposed Change Management Process 2 w 12/15/10 12/28/10


86 2.1.4.3.4 Support the Business Requirements Including the Approved Change
Management Process, for updated Configuration of HP PPM


1 w 12/28/10 1/5/11


87 2.1.4.3.5 Participate in the HP PPM Configuration, Receive Mentoring, and Develop HP
PPM Training Material to be Used for Customer, Project Managers, and
Those Tracking Time


2 w 12/28/10 1/11/11


88 2.1.4.3.6 Provide HP PPM Training to Project Managers, Resources for Time Tracking,
and Customer


1 w 1/11/11 1/18/11


89 2.1.4.3.7 Gain System Expertise in the Technical and Business Arenas. 2 mo 11/5/10 12/28/10


90 2.1.4.3.8 Support the Transfer of In-Flight Project and Existing Tickets into the HP
Change Management Tool (HP PPM) and Processes


2 mo 1/11/11 2/28/11


91 2.1.5 Project Management & Administration 130 d 10/18/10 3/25/11


92 2.1.5.1 Existing Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner Agreements 25 d 11/5/10 12/9/10


93 2.1.5.1.1 Review Existing Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner Agreements 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


94 2.1.5.1.2 Create Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner Agreements 10 d 11/18/10 12/3/10


95 2.1.5.1.3 Review & Revise Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner
Agreements


5 d 12/3/10 12/9/10


96 2.1.5.1.4 CHECKPOINT: Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner
Agreements Updated


0 d 12/9/10 12/9/10


97 2.1.5.2 Project Management Support Activities 130 d 10/18/10 3/25/11


98 2.1.5.2.1 Project Management - Oversight and Administration 130 d 10/18/10 3/25/11


99 2.1.5.2.2 Project Administrative Support 130 d 10/18/10 3/25/11


100 2.1.5.2.3 Project Schedule Support 130 d 10/18/10 3/25/11


101 2.1.5.2.4 Integration Management 130 d 10/18/10 3/25/11


102 2.1.5.2.5 Schedule, Scope and Cost Management 130 d 10/18/10 3/25/11


103 2.1.5.2.6 Issue Management 130 d 10/18/10 3/25/11


104 2.1.5.3 Project Technical Support 130 d 10/18/10 3/25/11


105 2.1.5.3.1 System Architecture Support 130 d 10/18/10 3/25/11


106 2.1.5.3.2 Technical Leaders Project Management Support 130 d 10/18/10 3/25/11


107 2.1.5.3.3 Maintenance and Support - Data Bases 99 d 11/24/10 3/25/11


108 2.1.5.3.4 Infrastructure Support 99 d 11/24/10 3/25/11


109 2.1.5.4 Status Reporting 5 d 11/5/10 11/12/10


110 2.1.5.4.1 Create Metrics to measure progress and status 5 d 11/5/10 11/12/10


111 2.1.5.5 7 Project Communication 100 d 10/18/10 2/18/11


112 2.1.5.5.1 Client Coordinate Communications between Incumbent & HP (on-going task
throughout Transition Period)


100 d 10/18/10 2/18/11


113 2.1.5.5.2 Client Coordinate Communications between HP & other State Agencies
(on-going task throughout Transition Period)


100 d 10/18/10 2/18/11
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114 2.2 Planning and Project Management 113.31 d 10/8/10 2/28/11


115 2.2.1 Acquire Project Transition Staff 28 d 10/18/10 11/19/10


116 2.2.1.1 Validate Transition Staffing Plan 4 d 10/18/10 10/21/10


117 2.2.1.2 Advertise Open Staff Positions 7 d 10/18/10 10/26/10


118 2.2.1.3 Recruitment / Open House 20 d 10/26/10 11/19/10


119 2.2.1.3.1 Collect Resumes 20 d 10/26/10 11/19/10


120 2.2.1.3.2 Conduct Interviews 20 d 10/26/10 11/19/10


121 2.2.1.3.3 Complete Hiring 20 d 10/26/10 11/19/10


122 2.2.1.4 Conduct Initial HP Employee Training 5 d 11/15/10 11/19/10


123 2.2.2 Ongoing Staff Recruitment 87 d 10/18/10 2/3/11


124 2.2.2.1 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 1 11 d 10/18/10 10/28/10


125 2.2.2.2 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 2 22 d 11/1/10 11/30/10


126 2.2.2.3 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 3 27 d 12/1/10 1/5/11


127 2.2.2.4 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 4 24 d 1/6/11 2/3/11


128 2.2.3 7 Deliverable Submission & Review Process 22 d 10/18/10 11/12/10


129 2.2.3.1 Review Deliverable Submission & Review Process Requirements 1 d 10/18/10 10/18/10


130 2.2.3.2 Document Templates, Deliverable Submission & Review Process 5 d 10/18/10 10/22/10


131 2.2.3.3 Internal Review of Deliverable Submission & Review Process 2 d 10/22/10 10/26/10


132 2.2.3.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Finalized Deliverable Submission & Review Process 0 d 10/26/10 10/26/10


133 2.2.3.5 Client Reviews Deliverable Submission & Review Process 10 d 10/26/10 11/8/10


134 2.2.3.6 HP Updates Deliverable Submission & Review Process per Client's Review 1 d 11/8/10 11/9/10


135 2.2.3.7 Client Reviews Updates to Deliverable Submission & Review Process 3 d 11/9/10 11/12/10


136 2.2.3.8 MILESTONE: Client Approves Deliverable Submission & Review Process 0 d 11/12/10 11/12/10


137 2.2.4 8.1.2.5 Develop Communication Plan 35 d 10/21/10 12/6/10


138 2.2.4.1 Communication Plan Outline 12 d 10/21/10 11/4/10


139 2.2.4.1.1 Develop Outline - Communication Plan 1 d 10/21/10 10/22/10


140 2.2.4.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Communication Plan 1 d 10/22/10 10/22/10


141 2.2.4.1.3 Revise Outline - Communication Plan Plan Based on HP Review 1 d 10/22/10 10/25/10


142 2.2.4.1.4 8.1.2.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Communication Plan Outline 0 d 10/25/10 10/25/10


143 2.2.4.1.5 Client Review of Communication Plan Outline 5 d 10/25/10 11/1/10


144 2.2.4.1.6 HP Revise Communication Plan Outline Based on Client Review 1 d 11/1/10 11/2/10


145 2.2.4.1.7 Client Review & Approval of revised Communication Plan Outline 3 d 11/2/10 11/4/10


146 2.2.4.1.8 8.1.2.5 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Communication Plan Outline 0 d 11/4/10 11/4/10


147 2.2.4.2 8.1.2.5 Develop Communication Plan 22 d 11/5/10 12/6/10


148 2.2.4.2.1 Develop & Document Communication Plan 3 d 11/5/10 11/10/10


149 2.2.4.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Communication Plan 1 d 11/10/10 11/12/10


150 2.2.4.2.3 Revise Communication Plan after Review 1 d 11/12/10 11/12/10


151 2.2.4.2.4 Walkthrough Communication Plan with Client 1 d 11/12/10 11/15/10


152 2.2.4.2.5 Revise Communication Plan after Client Walkthrough 1 d 11/15/10 11/16/10


153 2.2.4.2.6 8.1.2.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Communication Plan 0 d 11/16/10 11/16/10


154 2.2.4.2.7 Client Reviews Communication Plan 10 d 11/16/10 11/30/10


155 2.2.4.2.8 HP Updates Communication Plan per Client's Review 1 d 11/30/10 12/1/10
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156 2.2.4.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Communication Plan 4 d 12/1/10 12/6/10


157 2.2.4.2.10 8.1.2.5 MILESTONE: Client Approves Communication Plan 0 d 12/6/10 12/6/10


158 2.2.5 8.1.2.6 Develop Risk Management Plan 38 d 10/21/10 12/9/10


159 2.2.5.1 Risk Management Plan Outline 12 d 10/21/10 11/4/10


160 2.2.5.1.1 Develop Outline - Risk Management Plan 1 d 10/21/10 10/22/10


161 2.2.5.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Risk Management Plan 1 d 10/22/10 10/22/10


162 2.2.5.1.3 Revise Outline - Risk Management Plan Plan Based on HP Review 1 d 10/22/10 10/25/10


163 2.2.5.1.4 8.1.2.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Risk Management Plan Outline 0 d 10/25/10 10/25/10


164 2.2.5.1.5 Client Review of Risk Management Plan Outline 5 d 10/25/10 11/1/10


165 2.2.5.1.6 HP Revise Risk Management Plan Outline Based on Client Review 1 d 11/1/10 11/2/10


166 2.2.5.1.7 Client Review & Approval of revised Risk Management Plan Outline 3 d 11/2/10 11/4/10


167 2.2.5.1.8 8.1.2.6 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Risk Management Plan Outline 0 d 11/4/10 11/4/10


168 2.2.5.2 8.1.2.6 Develop Risk Management Plan 25 d 11/5/10 12/9/10


169 2.2.5.2.1 Develop & Document Risk Management Plan 5 d 11/5/10 11/12/10


170 2.2.5.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Risk Management Plan & Assessment 2 d 11/12/10 11/16/10


171 2.2.5.2.3 Revise Risk Management Plan after Review 1 d 11/16/10 11/17/10


172 2.2.5.2.4 Walkthrough Risk Management Plan with Client 1 d 11/17/10 11/18/10


173 2.2.5.2.5 Revise Risk Management Plan after Client Walkthrough 1 d 11/18/10 11/18/10


174 2.2.5.2.6 8.1.2.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Risk Management Plan 0 d 11/18/10 11/18/10


175 2.2.5.2.7 Client Reviews Risk Management Plan 10 d 11/18/10 12/3/10


176 2.2.5.2.8 HP Updates Risk Management Plan per Client's Review 1 d 12/3/10 12/3/10


177 2.2.5.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Risk Management Plan 4 d 12/3/10 12/9/10


178 2.2.5.2.10 8.1.2.6 MILESTONE: Client Approves Risk Management Plan 0 d 12/9/10 12/9/10


179 2.2.6 8.1.2.7 Develop Quality Assurance Plan 26 d 10/21/10 11/23/10


180 2.2.6.1 Develop & Document Quality Assurance Plan 5 d 10/21/10 10/27/10


181 2.2.6.2 Internal Review of Quality Assurance Plan 1 d 10/27/10 10/28/10


182 2.2.6.3 Update Quality Assurance Plan 2 d 10/28/10 11/1/10


183 2.2.6.4 Walkthrough Quality Assurance Plan with Client 1 d 11/1/10 11/2/10


184 2.2.6.5 Revise Quality Assurance Plan after Client Walkthrough 2 d 11/2/10 11/4/10


185 2.2.6.6 8.1.2.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Quality Assurance Plan 0 d 11/4/10 11/4/10


186 2.2.6.7 Client Reviews Quality Assurance Plan 10 d 11/4/10 11/17/10


187 2.2.6.8 HP Updates Quality Assurance Plan per Client's Review 1 d 11/17/10 11/18/10


188 2.2.6.9 Client Reviews Updates to Quality Assurance Plan 4 d 11/18/10 11/23/10


189 2.2.6.10 8.1.2.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Quality Assurance Plan 0 d 11/23/10 11/23/10


190 2.2.7 Develop Method of Destruction of Confidential Information 3 d 11/5/10 11/10/10


191 2.2.7.1  Develop Method of Destruction of Confidential Information 2 d 11/5/10 11/9/10


192 2.2.7.2 Internal Review of Method of Destruction of Confidential Information 1 d 11/9/10 11/10/10


193 2.2.7.3 CHECKPOINT: Client Approves Retention / Destruction of Confidential
Information


0 d 11/10/10 11/10/10


194 2.2.8 Reoccurring Project Status Meetings 113.08 d 10/8/10 2/25/11


195 2.2.8.1 12.6.3 - 12.6.7 Weekly Meeting with PBM 89.62 d 10/21/10 2/10/11
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196 2.2.8.1.1 Weekly Meeting with PBM 1 1 d 10/21/10 10/21/10


197 2.2.8.1.2 12.6.3 - 12.6.7 Weekly Meeting with PBM 2 1 d 10/28/10 10/28/10


198 2.2.8.1.3 Weekly Meeting with PBM 3 1 d 11/4/10 11/4/10


199 2.2.8.1.4 Weekly Meeting with PBM 4 1 d 11/12/10 11/12/10


200 2.2.8.1.5 Weekly Meeting with PBM 5 1 d 11/18/10 11/18/10


201 2.2.8.1.6 Weekly Meeting with PBM 6 1 d 11/29/10 11/29/10


202 2.2.8.1.7 Weekly Meeting with PBM 7 1 d 12/2/10 12/2/10


203 2.2.8.1.8 Weekly Meeting with PBM 8 1 d 12/9/10 12/9/10


204 2.2.8.1.9 Weekly Meeting with PBM 9 1 d 12/16/10 12/16/10


205 2.2.8.1.10 Weekly Meeting with PBM 10 1 d 12/23/10 12/23/10


206 2.2.8.1.11 Weekly Meeting with PBM 11 1 d 12/30/10 12/30/10


207 2.2.8.1.12 Weekly Meeting with PBM 12 1 d 1/6/11 1/6/11


208 2.2.8.1.13 Weekly Meeting with PBM 13 1 d 1/13/11 1/13/11


209 2.2.8.1.14 Weekly Meeting with PBM 14 1 d 1/20/11 1/20/11


210 2.2.8.1.15 Weekly Meeting with PBM 15 1 d 1/27/11 1/27/11


211 2.2.8.1.16 Weekly Meeting with PBM 16 1 d 2/3/11 2/3/11


212 2.2.8.1.17 Weekly Meeting with PBM 17 1 d 2/10/11 2/10/11


213 2.2.8.2 9.2.1.12 /
9.2.1.16 /


Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule 112.5 d 10/8/10 2/25/11


214 2.2.8.2.1 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   1 0.5 d 10/8/10 10/8/10


215 2.2.8.2.29.2.1.12 / 9.2.1.16 / 9.3.4.9 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   2 0.5 d 10/15/10 10/15/10


216 2.2.8.2.3 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   3 0.5 d 10/22/10 10/22/10


217 2.2.8.2.4 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   4 0.5 d 11/1/10 11/1/10


218 2.2.8.2.5 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   5 0.5 d 11/5/10 11/5/10


219 2.2.8.2.6 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   6 0.5 d 11/12/10 11/12/10


220 2.2.8.2.7 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   7 0.5 d 11/19/10 11/19/10


221 2.2.8.2.8 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   8 0.5 d 11/29/10 11/29/10


222 2.2.8.2.9 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   9 0.5 d 12/3/10 12/3/10


223 2.2.8.2.10 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   10 0.5 d 12/10/10 12/10/10


224 2.2.8.2.11 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   11 0.5 d 12/17/10 12/17/10


225 2.2.8.2.12 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   12 0.5 d 12/27/10 12/27/10


226 2.2.8.2.13 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   13 0.5 d 1/4/11 1/4/11


227 2.2.8.2.14 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   14 0.5 d 1/7/11 1/7/11


228 2.2.8.2.15 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   15 0.5 d 1/14/11 1/14/11


229 2.2.8.2.16 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   16 0.5 d 1/21/11 1/21/11


230 2.2.8.2.17 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   17 0.5 d 1/28/11 1/28/11


231 2.2.8.2.18 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   18 0.5 d 2/4/11 2/4/11


232 2.2.8.2.19 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   19 0.5 d 2/11/11 2/11/11


233 2.2.8.2.20 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   20 0.5 d 2/18/11 2/18/11


234 2.2.8.2.21 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   21 0.5 d 2/25/11 2/25/11
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235 2.2.8.3 9.2.1.13 /
9.3.4.10 /


Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 113 d 10/8/10 2/25/11


236 2.2.8.3.1 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 1 1 d 10/8/10 10/8/10


237 2.2.8.3.2 9.2.1.13 /
9.3.4.10 /


Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 2 1 d 10/15/10 10/15/10


238 2.2.8.3.3 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 3 1 d 10/22/10 10/22/10


239 2.2.8.3.4 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 4 1 d 11/1/10 11/1/10


240 2.2.8.3.5 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 5 1 d 11/5/10 11/5/10


241 2.2.8.3.6 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 6 1 d 11/12/10 11/12/10


242 2.2.8.3.7 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 7 1 d 11/19/10 11/19/10


243 2.2.8.3.8 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 8 1 d 11/29/10 11/29/10


244 2.2.8.3.9 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 9 1 d 12/3/10 12/3/10


245 2.2.8.3.10 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 10 1 d 12/10/10 12/10/10


246 2.2.8.3.11 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 11 1 d 12/17/10 12/17/10


247 2.2.8.3.12 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 12 1 d 12/27/10 12/27/10


248 2.2.8.3.13 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 13 1 d 1/4/11 1/4/11


249 2.2.8.3.14 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 14 1 d 1/7/11 1/7/11


250 2.2.8.3.15 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 15 1 d 1/14/11 1/14/11


251 2.2.8.3.16 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 16 1 d 1/21/11 1/21/11


252 2.2.8.3.17 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 17 1 d 1/28/11 1/28/11


253 2.2.8.3.18 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 18 1 d 2/4/11 2/4/11


254 2.2.8.3.19 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 19 1 d 2/11/11 2/11/11


255 2.2.8.3.20 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 20 1 d 2/18/11 2/18/11


256 2.2.8.3.21 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 21 1 d 2/25/11 2/25/11


257 2.2.8.4 9.2.1.12 /
9.6.1.13


Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 113 d 10/8/10 2/25/11


258 2.2.8.4.1 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 1 1 d 10/8/10 10/8/10


259 2.2.8.4.2 9.2.1.12 /
9.6.1.13


Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 2 1 d 10/15/10 10/15/10


260 2.2.8.4.3 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 3 1 d 10/22/10 10/22/10


261 2.2.8.4.4 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 4 1 d 11/1/10 11/1/10


262 2.2.8.4.5 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 5 1 d 11/5/10 11/5/10


263 2.2.8.4.6 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 6 1 d 11/12/10 11/12/10


264 2.2.8.4.7 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 7 1 d 11/19/10 11/19/10


265 2.2.8.4.8 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 8 1 d 11/29/10 11/29/10


266 2.2.8.4.9 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 9 1 d 12/3/10 12/3/10


267 2.2.8.4.10 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 10 1 d 12/10/10 12/10/10


268 2.2.8.4.11 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 11 1 d 12/17/10 12/17/10


269 2.2.8.4.12 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 12 1 d 12/27/10 12/27/10


270 2.2.8.4.13 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 13 1 d 1/4/11 1/4/11


271 2.2.8.4.14 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 14 1 d 1/7/11 1/7/11


272 2.2.8.4.15 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 15 1 d 1/14/11 1/14/11


273 2.2.8.4.16 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 16 1 d 1/21/11 1/21/11
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274 2.2.8.4.17 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 17 1 d 1/28/11 1/28/11


275 2.2.8.4.18 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 18 1 d 2/4/11 2/4/11


276 2.2.8.4.19 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 19 1 d 2/11/11 2/11/11


277 2.2.8.4.20 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 20 1 d 2/18/11 2/18/11


278 2.2.8.4.21 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 21 1 d 2/25/11 2/25/11


279 2.2.8.5 8.1.2.4 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 113.08 d 10/8/10 2/25/11


280 2.2.8.5.1 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 1 1.08 d 10/8/10 10/8/10


281 2.2.8.5.2 8.1.2.4 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 2 1.08 d 10/22/10 10/22/10


282 2.2.8.5.3 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 3 1.08 d 11/5/10 11/5/10


283 2.2.8.5.4 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 4 1.08 d 11/19/10 11/19/10


284 2.2.8.5.5 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 5 1.08 d 12/3/10 12/3/10


285 2.2.8.5.6 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 6 1.08 d 12/17/10 12/17/10


286 2.2.8.5.7 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 7 1.08 d 1/4/11 1/4/11


287 2.2.8.5.8 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 8 1.08 d 1/14/11 1/14/11


288 2.2.8.5.9 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 9 1.08 d 1/28/11 1/28/11


289 2.2.8.5.10 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 10 1.08 d 2/11/11 2/11/11


290 2.2.8.5.11 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 11 1.08 d 2/25/11 2/25/11


291 2.2.8.6 8.1.2.3 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 112.5 d 10/8/10 2/25/11


292 2.2.8.6.1 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 1 0.5 d 10/8/10 10/8/10


293 2.2.8.6.2 8.1.2.3 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 2 0.5 d 10/22/10 10/22/10


294 2.2.8.6.3 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 3 0.5 d 11/5/10 11/5/10


295 2.2.8.6.4 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 4 0.5 d 11/19/10 11/19/10


296 2.2.8.6.5 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 5 0.5 d 12/3/10 12/3/10


297 2.2.8.6.6 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 6 0.5 d 12/17/10 12/17/10


298 2.2.8.6.7 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 7 0.5 d 1/4/11 1/4/11


299 2.2.8.6.8 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 8 0.5 d 1/14/11 1/14/11


300 2.2.8.6.9 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 9 0.5 d 1/28/11 1/28/11


301 2.2.8.6.10 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 10 0.5 d 2/11/11 2/11/11


302 2.2.8.6.11 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 11 0.5 d 2/25/11 2/25/11


303 2.2.9 8.4 Facilities 105.92 d 10/18/10 2/28/11


304 2.2.9.1 Establish HP Temporary Office 25 d 10/18/10 11/17/10


305 2.2.9.1.1 Locate & Confirm Temporary Account Location in Carson City 5 d 10/18/10 10/22/10


306 2.2.9.1.2 Prepare Temporary Account Location in Carson City 15 d 10/22/10 11/10/10


307 2.2.9.1.3 Occupy HP Temporary Location 5 d 11/10/10 11/17/10


308 2.2.9.1.4 CHECKPOINT:  HP Temporary Site Occupied 0 d 11/17/10 11/17/10


309 2.2.9.2 8.4.2.3 Establish Courier Service 88.92 d 11/5/10 2/28/11


310 2.2.9.2.1 Review Requirements for Courier Service 2 d 11/5/10 11/9/10


311 2.2.9.2.2 Review & Interview Courier Services 10 d 11/9/10 11/22/10


312 2.2.9.2.3 Select Courier Service 5 d 11/22/10 11/30/10


313 2.2.9.2.4 Develop Courier Service Procedures & Process 10 d 11/30/10 12/10/10


314 2.2.9.2.5 Review & Revise Courier Service Procedures & Process 2 d 12/10/10 12/14/10


315 2.2.9.2.6 Publish & Distribute Courier Service Procedures & Process 2 d 12/14/10 12/15/10
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316 2.2.9.2.7 8.4.2.3 CHECKPOINT:  Courier Service in Place 0 d 12/15/10 12/15/10


317 2.2.9.2.8 Acquire Courier Van 5 d 2/22/11 2/28/11


318 2.2.9.3  Acquire & Occupy Permanent Account Facilities in Carson City 85 d 10/18/10 2/2/11


319 2.2.9.3.1 Site Planning 70 d 10/18/10 1/13/11


320 2.2.9.3.1.1 Site Selection 5 d 10/18/10 10/22/10


321 2.2.9.3.1.2 Negotiate Lease 10 d 10/22/10 11/4/10


322 2.2.9.3.1.3 Plan & Document Facility Build Out 10 d 11/4/10 11/17/10


323 2.2.9.3.1.4 Move Planning 10 d 11/4/10 11/17/10


324 2.2.9.3.1.5 Security System Planning 5 d 11/4/10 11/10/10


325 2.2.9.3.1.6 Audio Visual Planning 5 d 11/4/10 11/10/10


326 2.2.9.3.1.7 Order Furniture / Equipment 5 d 11/17/10 11/23/10


327 2.2.9.3.1.8 Facility Build Out - Phase 1 30 d 11/17/10 12/23/10


328 2.2.9.3.1.9 Facility Build Out - Remainder 15 d 12/23/10 1/13/11


329 2.2.9.3.2 Furniture 20 d 12/17/10 1/13/11


330 2.2.9.3.2.1 Furniture Delivery 20 d 12/17/10 1/13/11


331 2.2.9.3.3 Security System 5 d 1/7/11 1/13/11


332 2.2.9.3.3.1 Security System Delivery 5 d 1/7/11 1/13/11


333 2.2.9.3.4 Audio Visual 50 d 11/10/10 1/13/11


334 2.2.9.3.4.1 Order Security & Audio Visual Equipment 5 d 11/10/10 11/17/10


335 2.2.9.3.4.2 Audio Visual Delivery 5 d 1/7/11 1/13/11


336 2.2.9.3.5 Occupancy Coordination 20 d 1/7/11 2/2/11


337 2.2.9.3.5.1  Utilities 20 d 1/7/11 2/2/11


338 2.2.9.3.5.2 Vending Equipment 20 d 1/7/11 2/2/11


339 2.2.9.3.5.3 Furniture Keys 20 d 1/7/11 2/2/11


340 2.2.9.3.5.4 Building Keys 20 d 1/7/11 2/2/11


341 2.2.9.3.5.5 Access Cards 20 d 1/7/11 2/2/11


342 2.2.9.3.5.6 Marker Boards 20 d 1/7/11 2/2/11


343 2.2.9.3.5.7 Parking 20 d 1/7/11 2/2/11


344 2.2.9.3.5.8  Cleaning 20 d 1/7/11 2/2/11


345 2.2.9.3.5.9 Phased Occupancy Move In 20 d 1/7/11 2/2/11


346 2.2.9.3.5.10 DHCFP Occupancy Move In 1 d 1/7/11 1/10/11


347 2.2.9.4   9.2.2.5 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Permanent Contractor
Facilities


0 d 10/22/10 10/22/10


348 2.2.9.5 9.3.3.1 /
9.2.2.5


PROGRESS MILESTONE: HP Begins Occupation of Permanent Account
Facilities in Carson City


0 d 1/7/11 1/7/11


349 2.2.9.6 9.2.2.8 PROGRESS MILESTONE: DHCFP Begins Occupation of HP Account
Facilities in Carson City


0 d 1/10/11 1/10/11


350 2.2.9.7 Hosting 61 d 10/21/10 1/7/11


351 2.2.9.7.1 14.2.3 Initiate Mainframe Development and Test Logical Partition set-up by Verizon
Hosting Services.


30 d 10/21/10 11/30/10


352 2.2.9.7.2 14.2.3 Initiate Orlando Data Center build out of Development systems. 35 d 10/21/10 12/6/10


353 2.2.9.7.3 14.2.3 Initiate set-up for Nevada IVR. 35 d 10/21/10 12/6/10


354 2.2.9.7.4 Establish connections 10 d 11/30/10 12/10/10
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355 2.2.9.7.5 14.2.3.16 Insure all sites are accessible via network and security is established for
Takeover team.


10 d 12/10/10 12/22/10


356 2.2.9.7.6 14.2.3 Acquire, install, and prepare additional Mainframe software for Takeover
Application group.


21 d 11/30/10 12/23/10


357 2.2.9.7.7 14.2.3 Acquire, install, and prepare additional non-mainframe software for Takeover
Application group.


21 d 12/6/10 12/30/10


358 2.2.9.7.8 14.2.3 Validate access and applications perform for development. 5 d 12/30/10 1/7/11


359 2.2.9.7.9 14.2.3.4 Initiate Mainframe Production and DR Logical Partition set-up by Verizon
Hosting Services.


21 d 12/1/10 12/27/10


360 2.2.9.7.10 14.2.3.4 Initiate Orlando Data Center build out of Production and DR systems. 21 d 12/1/10 12/27/10


361 2.2.9.7.11 14.2.3.4 Initiate DR set-up for Nevada IVR. 21 d 12/1/10 12/27/10


362 2.2.9.7.12 14.2.3.16 Insure all sites are accessible via network and security is established for
Takeover team.


10 d 12/10/10 12/22/10


363 2.2.9.7.13 14.2.3 For Production, acquire, install, and prepare additional Mainframe software for
Takeover Application group.


15 d 11/30/10 12/16/10


364 2.2.9.7.14 14.2.3 For Production, acquire, install, and prepare additional non-mainframe
software for Takeover Application group.


15 d 12/6/10 12/22/10


365 2.2.9.7.15 14.2.3 For Production, application group and others will validate access and
applications perform for production purposes.


10 d 12/22/10 1/6/11


366 2.2.9.8 9.3.3.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Installation of System Hardware & Software  0 d 12/30/10 12/30/10


367 2.2.9.9 9.6.1.8 Implement All Network Connectivity and Communications 57.77 d 10/21/10 1/5/11


368 2.2.9.9.1 9.6.1.8 WAN Architectural Design 3 d 11/5/10 11/10/10


369 2.2.9.9.2 9.6.1.8 WAN Engineering Design 5 d 11/10/10 11/17/10


370 2.2.9.9.3 9.6.1.8 Create WAN Circuit Orders 20 d 10/21/10 11/16/10


371 2.2.9.9.4 9.6.1.8 Equipment Order & Receive 10 d 11/16/10 11/30/10


372 2.2.9.9.5 9.6.1.8 WAN Deployment 10 d 11/30/10 12/10/10


373 2.2.9.9.6 9.6.1.8 Carson City HP LAN Design 10 d 12/15/10 12/28/10


374 2.2.9.9.7 9.6.1.8 Carson City HP Deployment 5 d 12/28/10 1/5/11


375 2.2.9.9.8 9.6.1.8 DHCFP coordination & design 10 d 12/15/10 12/28/10


376 2.2.9.9.9 9.6.1.8 DHCFP deployment 5 d 12/28/10 1/5/11


377 2.2.9.9.10 9.6.1.8 Midrange LAN/WAN Design 10 d 12/15/10 12/28/10


378 2.2.9.9.11 9.6.1.8 Midrange LAN/WAN Deployment 5 d 12/28/10 1/5/11


379 2.2.9.9.12 9.6.1.8 Midrange DR LAN/WAN Design 10 d 12/15/10 12/28/10


380 2.2.9.9.13 9.6.1.8 Midrange DR LAN/WAN Deployment 5 d 12/28/10 1/5/11


381 2.2.9.9.14 9.6.1.8 Vendor coordination & design 10 d 12/15/10 12/28/10


382 2.2.9.9.15 9.6.1.8 Vendor deployment 5 d 12/28/10 1/5/11


383 2.2.10 9.3.3.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Facilities to Operate NV MMIS 0 d 1/7/11 1/7/11


384 3 8.6 Requirements Validation and Demonstration Task 85.69 d 10/18/10 2/2/11


385 3.1 RV Session Planning 27 d 10/18/10 11/18/10


386 3.1.1 8.6.2.1 Review & Finalize RV Session Schedule 5 d 10/18/10 10/22/10


387 3.1.2 Notification of  RV Session Schedule 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


388 3.1.3 RV Session Goals Expectations 6 d 11/5/10 11/15/10


389 3.1.3.1 Document RV Session Goals and Expectations Handbook 5 d 11/5/10 11/12/10


390 3.1.3.2 Submit RV Session Goals and Expectations Handbook to Client 1 d 11/12/10 11/15/10
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391 3.1.4 RVS Overview Training Session 1 d 11/15/10 11/16/10


392 3.1.4.1 Conduct RV Session Overview and Training 1 d 11/15/10 11/16/10


393 3.2 8.6.1 RV Sessions 60.69 d 10/18/10 1/4/11


394 3.2.1 Requirement Validation 5 d 11/18/10 11/24/10


395 3.2.2  Changes 5 d 11/29/10 12/3/10


396 3.2.3 Tool Replacement 5 d 12/3/10 12/9/10


397 3.2.4 Solutions - Establish Measurement Criteria 5 d 12/9/10 12/15/10


398 3.2.5 PBM Kickoff and Requirements Review and Verification 60.69 d 10/18/10 1/4/11


399 3.2.5.1 Kickoff meeting 0.5 d 10/18/10 10/18/10


400 3.2.5.2 Gather/Confirm functional requirements 1 d 10/18/10 10/19/10


401 3.2.5.3 Gather/Confirm technical requirements 5 d 10/19/10 10/25/10


402 3.2.5.4 Gather/Confirm Clinical requirements 5 d 10/18/10 10/22/10


403 3.2.5.5 Gather/Confirm Operations requirements 5 d 10/22/10 10/28/10


404 3.2.5.6 Gather/Confirm web site requirements 5 d 10/22/10 10/28/10


405 3.2.5.7 Requirements for Claims Processing business rules 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


406 3.2.5.7.1 Define edits and audits 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


407 3.2.5.7.2 define DUR rules 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


408 3.2.5.7.3 define script limits 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


409 3.2.5.7.4 define PDL processing 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


410 3.2.5.7.5 define step therapy 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


411 3.2.5.7.6 define pricing/payment 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


412 3.2.5.7.7 define required fields/payer sheet 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


413 3.2.5.8 Confirm Electronic Prescribing Requirements 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


414 3.2.5.9 Define PDL/Supplemental Rebates Strategy 60 d 10/18/10 12/30/10


415 3.2.5.9.1 Determine strategy decision of pooling or independent negotiation 5 d 10/18/10 10/22/10


416 3.2.5.9.2 Review current class review schedule 20 d 10/18/10 11/10/10


417 3.2.5.9.3 Analyze utilization data 20 d 11/10/10 12/7/10


418 3.2.5.9.4 Review plan for operational startup and revised class review 20 d 12/7/10 12/30/10


419 3.2.5.10 Review Interface and Conversion 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


420 3.2.5.10.1 Review inbound eligibility mapping 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


421 3.2.5.10.2 Review lock-in conversion mapping 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


422 3.2.5.10.3 Review COB conversion mapping 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


423 3.2.5.10.4 Review inbound provider network file 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


424 3.2.5.10.5 Review outbound claims encounter file 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


425 3.2.5.10.6 Review inbound claims conversion data layout 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


426 3.2.5.11 Technical Call Center Operations requirements 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


427 3.2.5.11.1 Perform deep dive on technical call center requirements 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


428 3.2.5.11.2 Confirm Technical call center correspondence 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


429 3.2.5.11.3 Confirm call documentation requirements 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


430 3.2.5.11.4 Confirm call flow for technical call center 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


431 3.2.5.12 Clinical Call Center Operations requirements 15 d 10/20/10 11/9/10


432 3.2.5.12.1 Perform deep dive on clinical call center requirements 15 d 10/20/10 11/9/10
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433 3.2.5.12.2 Confirm clinical call center correspondence 15 d 10/20/10 11/9/10


434 3.2.5.12.3 Confirm call documentation requirements 15 d 10/20/10 11/9/10


435 3.2.5.12.4 Confirm call flow for clinical call center 15 d 10/20/10 11/9/10


436 3.2.5.13 Requirements sessions complete 0 d 11/10/10 11/10/10


437 3.2.5.14 Requirements Document Preparation 45.19 d 11/4/10 1/4/11


438 3.2.5.14.1 Prepare Clinical Requirements 22 d 11/9/10 12/8/10


439 3.2.5.14.2 Prepare Ops requirements 22 d 11/4/10 12/3/10


440 3.2.5.14.3 Prepare technical requirements 22 d 11/4/10 12/3/10


441 3.2.5.14.4 Prepare Claims Processing business requirements 22 d 11/4/10 12/3/10


442 3.2.5.14.5 Prepare other requirements 22 d 11/4/10 12/3/10


443 3.2.5.14.6 Initial RAD document delivery 0 d 12/8/10 12/8/10


444 3.2.5.14.7 Review Requirements Document 3 d 12/14/10 12/16/10


445 3.2.5.14.8 Finalize Requirements Document 4 d 12/20/10 12/27/10


446 3.2.5.14.9 RAD Document Approved 0 d 1/4/11 1/4/11


447 3.3 8.6.2.3 Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes 15 d 12/15/10 1/5/11


448 3.3.1 Compile Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes 3 d 12/15/10 12/17/10


449 3.3.2 8.6.2.3 DELIVERABLE - Submit Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes 0 d 12/17/10 12/17/10


450 3.3.3 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes 1 d 12/17/10 12/20/10


451 3.3.4 Conduct External Review of Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes 5 d 12/20/10 12/27/10


452 3.3.5 Revise Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes based on External Review 3 d 12/27/10 12/29/10


453 3.3.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes 3 d 12/29/10 1/5/11


454 3.3.7 MILESTONE - Client Approves Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes 0 d 1/5/11 1/5/11


455 3.4 Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline 12 d 11/5/10 11/22/10


456 3.4.1 8.6.2.3 Develop Outline - Requirements Validation Analysis Report 1 d 11/5/10 11/8/10


457 3.4.2 8.6.2.6 HP Review of Outline - Requirements Validation Analysis Report 1 d 11/8/10 11/9/10


458 3.4.3 Revise Outline - Requirements Validation Analysis Report Plan Based on HP Review 1 d 11/9/10 11/10/10


459 3.4.4 CHECKPOINT: Submit Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline 0 d 11/10/10 11/10/10


460 3.4.5 Client Review of Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline 5 d 11/10/10 11/17/10


461 3.4.6 HP Revise Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline Based on Client Review 1 d 11/17/10 11/18/10


462 3.4.7 8.6.2.6 Client Review & Approval of revised Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline 3 d 11/18/10 11/22/10


463 3.4.8 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Requirements Validation Analysis Report
Outline


0 d 11/22/10 11/22/10


464 3.5 Requirements Comprehensive Validation Analysis Report 20 d 1/4/11 1/27/11


465 3.5.1 Compile Requirements Validation Analysis Report 5 d 1/4/11 1/10/11


466 3.5.2 8.6.2.6 KEY DELIVERABLE - Submit Comprehensive Requirements Validation
Analysis Report


0 d 1/10/11 1/10/11


467 3.5.3 8.6.2.7 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Validation Analysis Report 1 d 1/10/11 1/11/11


468 3.5.4 Conduct External Review of Requirements Validation Analysis Report 10 d 1/11/11 1/24/11
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469 3.5.5 8.6.2.7 Revise Requirements Validation Analysis Report based on External Review 1 d 1/24/11 1/25/11


470 3.5.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Validation Analysis Report 3 d 1/25/11 1/27/11


471 3.5.7 MILESTONE - Client Approves Comprehensive Requirements Validation
Analysis Report


0 d 1/27/11 1/27/11


472 3.6 Requirements Traceability Matrix 25 d 1/4/11 2/2/11


473 3.6.1 Compile Requirements Traceability Matrix 10 d 1/4/11 1/14/11


474 3.6.2 DELIVERABLE - Submit Requirements Traceability Matrix 0 d 1/14/11 1/14/11


475 3.6.3 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Traceability Matrix 1 d 1/14/11 1/18/11


476 3.6.4 8.6.2.7 Conduct External Review of Requirements Traceability Matrix 10 d 1/18/11 1/28/11


477 3.6.5 8.6.2.8 Revise Requirements Traceability Matrix based on External Review 1 d 1/28/11 1/31/11


478 3.6.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Traceability Matrix 3 d 1/31/11 2/2/11


479 3.6.7 8.6.2.8 MILESTONE - Client Approves Requirements Traceability Matrix 0 d 2/2/11 2/2/11


480 4 8.1.1.2 KEY MILESTONE:  DHCFP Approval of All Plans Listed in Section 8 0 d 12/9/10 12/9/10


481 5 9 Transition Task 1567.79 d 1/15/10 1/13/15


482 5.1 9.1.1 Transition Period Entrance Criteria 75.69 d 10/22/10 1/27/11


483 5.1.1 9.1.1.1.A KEY MILESTONE:  DHCFP Approval of Detail Project Work Plan 0 d 12/2/10 12/2/10


484 5.1.2 9.1.1.1.B KEY MILESTONE:  Establishment of Account Facilities 0 d 10/22/10 10/22/10


485 5.1.3 9.1.1.1.C KEY MILESTONE:  Acceptance of Comprehensive Requirements Validation
Analysis Report


0 d 1/27/11 1/27/11


486 5.2 9.1.2 Transition Period Exit Criteria 78 d 12/21/10 3/25/11


487 5.2.1 9.1.2.1.A KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Acceptance of Transition Plan 0 d 12/21/10 12/21/10


488 5.2.2 9.1.2.1.B KEY MILESTONE: Vendor Certification of System Components 0 d 3/25/11 3/25/11


489 5.2.3 9.1.2.1.C KEY MILESTONE:  Acceptance by DHCFP of ALL System Test Activities 0 d 2/25/11 2/25/11


490 5.2.4 9.1.2.1.D KEY MILESTONE:  Acceptance by DHCFP of ALL Revision to System & User
Documentation


0 d 1/13/11 1/13/11


491 5.3 9.2 Transition Planning 112.69 d 10/18/10 3/7/11


492 5.3.1 Meet with Client to review Entrance & Exit Criteria 1 d 10/18/10 10/18/10


493 5.3.2 9.2.1.1 HP Agrees to Transition Period Entrance & Exit Criteria 1 d 11/5/10 11/8/10


494 5.3.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Entrance & Exit Criteria 0 d 11/8/10 11/8/10


495 5.3.4 9.2.1.2 Facilities Plan 32 d 10/21/10 12/2/10


496 5.3.4.1 Develop & Document Facilities Plan 10 d 10/21/10 11/3/10


497 5.3.4.2 Internal Review of Facilities Plan 1 d 11/3/10 11/4/10


498 5.3.4.3 Update Facilities Plan based on Review 2 d 11/4/10 11/5/10


499 5.3.4.4 Walkthrough Facilities Plan with Client 1 d 11/5/10 11/8/10


500 5.3.4.5 Revise Facilities Plan after Client Walkthrough 0 d 11/8/10 11/8/10


501 5.3.4.6 9.2.3.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Facilities Plan 0 d 11/8/10 11/8/10


502 5.3.4.7 Client Reviews Facilities Plan 10 d 11/8/10 11/19/10


503 5.3.4.8 HP Updates Facilities Plan per Client's Review 3 d 11/19/10 11/24/10


504 5.3.4.9 Client Reviews Updates to Facilities Plan 5 d 11/24/10 12/2/10


505 5.3.4.10 9.2.2.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Facilities Plan 0 d 12/2/10 12/2/10


506 5.3.5 9.2.1.3 Review System & User Documentation 29 d 11/5/10 12/14/10
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507 5.3.5.1 Review & Document Deficiencies in Existing System & User Documentation 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


508 5.3.5.2 Internal Review of Document Deficiencies in System & User Documentation 2 d 11/18/10 11/22/10


509 5.3.5.3 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation from Review 2 d 11/22/10 11/24/10


510 5.3.5.4 9.2.3.4 /
9.2.3.5


DELIVERABLE: Submit Documented Deficiencies in System & User
Documentation


0 d 11/24/10 11/24/10


511 5.3.5.5 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation 10 d 11/24/10 12/8/10


512 5.3.5.6 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation per Client's
Review


1 d 12/8/10 12/9/10


513 5.3.5.7 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation 4 d 12/9/10 12/14/10


514 5.3.5.8 9.2.2.6 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Documented Deficiencies in
System & User Documentation


0 d 12/14/10 12/14/10


515 5.3.6 9.2.1.4 Project Control & Reporting System 33 d 11/5/10 12/17/10


516 5.3.6.1 Develop & Document Project Control & Reporting System 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


517 5.3.6.2 Internal Review of Project Control & Reporting System 3 d 11/18/10 11/23/10


518 5.3.6.3 Update Project Control & Reporting System 2 d 11/23/10 11/24/10


519 5.3.6.4 9.2.3.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit Project Control & Reporting System 0 d 11/24/10 11/24/10


520 5.3.6.5 Client Reviews Project Control & Reporting System 10 d 11/29/10 12/9/10


521 5.3.6.6 HP Updates Project Control & Reporting System per Client's Review 3 d 12/9/10 12/13/10


522 5.3.6.7 Client Reviews Updates to Project Control & Reporting System 5 d 12/13/10 12/17/10


523 5.3.6.8 9.2.1.4 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Project Control & Reporting System  0 d 11/24/10 11/24/10


524 5.3.7 9.2.1.4 Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls 33 d 11/5/10 12/17/10


525 5.3.7.1 Develop & Document Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


526 5.3.7.2 Internal Review of Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls 3 d 11/18/10 11/23/10


527 5.3.7.3 Update Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls 2 d 11/23/10 11/24/10


528 5.3.7.4 9.2.1.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls 0 d 11/24/10 11/24/10


529 5.3.7.5 Client Reviews Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls 10 d 11/29/10 12/9/10


530 5.3.7.6 HP Updates Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls per Client's Review 3 d 12/9/10 12/13/10


531 5.3.7.7 Client Reviews Updates to Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls 5 d 12/13/10 12/17/10


532 5.3.7.8 9.2.1.4 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls  0 d 11/24/10 11/24/10


533 5.3.8 9.2.1.5 Transition Review Meetings (TRM) 20 d 11/12/10 12/9/10


534 5.3.8.1 9.2.1.5 Conduct Review Meetings for DHCFP Policies & Services 10 d 11/12/10 11/24/10


535 5.3.8.2 9.2.1.15 Conduct Meetings with DHCFP, Vendors etc… on System Interfaces 10 d 11/29/10 12/9/10


536 5.3.9 9.2.1.6 MMIS Transition Plan 35 d 11/5/10 12/21/10


537 5.3.9.1 Develop & Document Transition Plan 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


538 5.3.9.2 Internal Review of Transition Plan 3 d 11/18/10 11/23/10


539 5.3.9.3 Update Transition Plan 2 d 11/23/10 11/24/10


540 5.3.9.4 Walkthrough Transition Plan with Client 1 d 11/29/10 11/29/10


541 5.3.9.5 Revise Transition Plan after Client Walkthrough 2 d 11/29/10 12/1/10


542 5.3.9.6 9.2.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit MMIS Transition Plan 0 d 12/1/10 12/1/10
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543 5.3.9.7 Client Reviews Transition Plan 10 d 12/1/10 12/13/10


544 5.3.9.8 HP Updates Transition Plan per Client's Review 2 d 12/13/10 12/15/10


545 5.3.9.9 Client Reviews Updates to Transition Plan 5 d 12/15/10 12/21/10


546 5.3.9.10 9.2.2.2 KEY MILESTONE: Client Approval of MMIS Transition Plan 0 d 12/21/10 12/21/10


547 5.3.10 9.2.1.7 Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline and Plan 36 d 10/18/10 12/2/10


548 5.3.10.1 9.2.1.7 Outline Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 26 d 10/18/10 11/18/10


549 5.3.10.1.1 Develop Outline - Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 1 d 10/18/10 10/18/10


550 5.3.10.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  1 d 10/18/10 10/19/10


551 5.3.10.1.3 Revise Outline - Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Based on HP Review 1 d 10/19/10 10/20/10


552 5.3.10.1.4 9.2.3.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline 0 d 10/20/10 10/20/10


553 5.3.10.1.5 Client Review of Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline 5 d 11/5/10 11/12/10


554 5.3.10.1.6 HP Revise Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline Based on Client Review 1 d 11/12/10 11/15/10


555 5.3.10.1.7 Client Review revised Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline 3 d 11/15/10 11/18/10


556 5.3.10.1.8 9.2.1.7  MILESTONE: Client Approval of Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan
Outline


0 d 11/18/10 11/18/10


557 5.3.10.2 9.2.1.7 Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  33 d 10/20/10 12/2/10


558 5.3.10.2.1 Develop Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  10 d 10/20/10 11/2/10


559 5.3.10.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  2 d 11/2/10 11/4/10


560 5.3.10.2.3 Revise Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan after Review 1 d 11/4/10 11/4/10


561 5.3.10.2.4 Walkthrough Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan with Client 1 d 11/5/10 11/5/10


562 5.3.10.2.5 Revise Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan after Client Walkthrough 2 d 11/5/10 11/9/10


563 5.3.10.2.6 9.2.1.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 0 d 11/9/10 11/9/10


564 5.3.10.2.7 Client Reviews Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 10 d 11/9/10 11/22/10


565 5.3.10.2.8 HP Updates Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan per Client's Review 2 d 11/22/10 11/24/10


566 5.3.10.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  5 d 11/24/10 12/2/10


567 5.3.10.2.10 9.2.1.7 /
9.2.2.4


PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Relocation
Risk/Contingency Plan


0 d 12/2/10 12/2/10


568 5.3.11 9.2.1.10 Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures Outline and
Plan


36 d 10/20/10 12/6/10


569 5.3.11.1 9.2.1.10 Outline Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures Plan 12 d 10/20/10 11/4/10


570 5.3.11.1.1 Develop Outline - Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


1 d 10/20/10 10/21/10


571 5.3.11.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


1 d 10/21/10 10/22/10


572 5.3.11.1.3 Revise Outline - Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures Based on HP Review


1 d 10/22/10 10/22/10


573 5.3.11.1.4 9.2.1.10 DELIVERABLE: Submit Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures Outline


0 d 10/22/10 10/22/10


574 5.3.11.1.5 Client Review of Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures Outline


5 d 10/22/10 10/28/10


575 5.3.11.1.6 HP Revise Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures
Outline Based on Client Review


1 d 10/28/10 11/1/10
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576 5.3.11.1.7 Client Review revised Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures Outline


3 d 11/1/10 11/4/10


577 5.3.11.1.8 9.2.1.10 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Project Management Control Software
& Reporting Procedures Outline


0 d 11/4/10 11/4/10


578 5.3.11.2 9.2.1.10 Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures  33 d 10/22/10 12/6/10


579 5.3.11.2.1 Develop Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures 10 d 10/22/10 11/4/10


580 5.3.11.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures


2 d 11/5/10 11/8/10


581 5.3.11.2.3 Revise Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures after
Review


1 d 11/8/10 11/9/10


582 5.3.11.2.4 Walkthrough Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures
with Client


1 d 11/9/10 11/10/10


583 5.3.11.2.5 Revise Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures  after
Client Walkthrough


2 d 11/10/10 11/12/10


584 5.3.11.2.6 9.2.1.10 DELIVERABLE: Submit Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures


0 d 11/12/10 11/12/10


585 5.3.11.2.7 Client Reviews Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


10 d 11/12/10 11/24/10


586 5.3.11.2.8 HP Updates Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures
per Client's Review


2 d 11/29/10 11/30/10


587 5.3.11.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


5 d 11/30/10 12/6/10


588 5.3.11.2.10 9.2.1.10 MILESTONE: Client Approves Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures


0 d 12/6/10 12/6/10


589 5.3.12 9.2.1.16 Final Transition Work Plan and Schedule 32 d 1/27/11 3/7/11


590 5.3.12.1 Review / Update Project Estimates 3 d 1/27/11 1/31/11


591 5.3.12.2 Review / Update Deliverable Delivery Dates 3 d 1/27/11 1/31/11


592 5.3.12.3 Review / Update Risks & Assumptions 3 d 1/27/11 1/31/11


593 5.3.12.4 Review / Update Project Work Plan 8 d 1/31/11 2/9/11


594 5.3.12.5 Internal Review of Project Work Plan 3 d 2/9/11 2/11/11


595 5.3.12.6 9.2.3.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Final Transition Work Plan and Schedule 0 d 2/11/11 2/11/11


596 5.3.12.7 Client Reviews Work Plan 10 d 2/11/11 2/25/11


597 5.3.12.8 HP Updates Work Plan per Client's Review 2 d 2/25/11 2/28/11


598 5.3.12.9 Client Reviews Updates to Work Plan 5 d 2/28/11 3/4/11


599 5.3.12.10 9.2.2.7 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Final Transition Work Plan and
Schedule


0 d 3/4/11 3/4/11


600 5.3.12.11 Create PDF File of Approved Updated Project Work Plan Schedule for Client 1 d 3/4/11 3/7/11


601 5.3.12.12 Baseline Approved Project Work Plan Schedule 1 d 3/4/11 3/7/11


602 5.3.13 9.2.1.8 Gateway LAN Plan & Installation 54 d 10/18/10 12/22/10


603 5.3.13.1 Gateway LAN Plan 31 d 10/21/10 12/1/10


604 5.3.13.1.1 Develop & Document Gateway LAN Plan 10 d 10/21/10 11/3/10


605 5.3.13.1.2 Internal Review of Gateway LAN Plan 1 d 11/3/10 11/4/10


606 5.3.13.1.3 Update Gateway LAN Plan based on Review 2 d 11/4/10 11/5/10


607 5.3.13.1.4 9.2.1.8 DELIVERABLE: Submit Gateway LAN Plan 0 d 11/5/10 11/5/10
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608 5.3.13.1.5 Client Reviews Gateway LAN Plan 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


609 5.3.13.1.6 HP Updates Gateway LAN Plan per Client's Review 3 d 11/18/10 11/23/10


610 5.3.13.1.7 Client Reviews Updates to Gateway LAN Plan 5 d 11/23/10 12/1/10


611 5.3.13.1.8 9.2.2.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Gateway LAN Plan 0 d 12/1/10 12/1/10


612 5.3.13.2 9.2.1.8 Gateway LAN Equipment 31 d 10/18/10 11/24/10


613 5.3.13.2.1 CHECKPOINT: Validate Gateway LAN equipment proposed
configuration


0 d 10/21/10 10/21/10


614 5.3.13.2.2 9.2.1.8 Order Gateway LAN equipment 5 d 10/18/10 10/22/10


615 5.3.13.2.3 9.2.1.8 Receive Gateway LAN equipment 1 d 11/23/10 11/24/10


616 5.3.13.3 9.2.1.8 Telecommunications Configuration 31 d 10/18/10 11/24/10


617 5.3.13.3.1 CHECKPOINT: Validate Telecommunication Equipment for proposed
configuration


0 d 10/21/10 10/21/10


618 5.3.13.3.2 9.2.1.8 Order Telecommunication Equipment equipment 5 d 10/18/10 10/22/10


619 5.3.13.3.3 9.2.1.8 Receive Telecommunication Equipment equipment 1 d 11/23/10 11/24/10


620 5.3.13.4 9.2.1.8 Printing Equipment 31 d 10/18/10 11/24/10


621 5.3.13.4.1 CHECKPOINT: Validate Printing Equipment for proposed configuration 0 d 10/21/10 10/21/10


622 5.3.13.4.2 9.2.1.8 Order Printing Equipment equipment 5 d 10/18/10 10/22/10


623 5.3.13.4.3 9.2.1.8 Receive Printing Equipment equipment 1 d 11/23/10 11/24/10


624 5.3.13.5 9.2.1.8 Install Equipment at HP Location 18 d 11/24/10 12/16/10


625 5.3.13.5.1 9.2.1.8 Install Gateway LAN 5 d 12/10/10 12/16/10


626 5.3.13.5.2 9.2.1.8 Install Telecommunications 5 d 12/10/10 12/16/10


627 5.3.13.5.3 9.2.1.8 Install Printers 3 d 11/24/10 11/30/10


628 5.3.13.6 9.2.1.8 Install Equipment at Client Location 10 d 12/10/10 12/22/10


629 5.3.13.6.1 9.2.1.8 Connect to Client Gateway LAN 5 d 12/10/10 12/16/10


630 5.3.13.6.2 9.2.1.8 Connect to Client Telecommunications 5 d 12/16/10 12/22/10


631 5.3.14 9.2.2.9 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Gateway to DHCFP LAN 0 d 12/22/10 12/22/10


632 5.4 9.3 Transition Of Core MMIS Software, Files, Peripheral Systems etc… 124.92 d 10/18/10 3/21/11


633 5.4.1 9.3.4.1 System Test Outline and Plan 35 d 11/5/10 12/21/10


634 5.4.1.1 Outline System Test Plan 12 d 11/5/10 11/22/10


635 5.4.1.1.1 Develop Outline - System Test   Plan 1 d 11/5/10 11/8/10


636 5.4.1.1.2 HP Review of Outline - System Test   Plan 1 d 11/8/10 11/9/10


637 5.4.1.1.3 Revise Outline - System Test   Plan Based on HP Review 1 d 11/9/10 11/10/10


638 5.4.1.1.4 9.3.4.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Test Plan Outline 0 d 11/10/10 11/10/10


639 5.4.1.1.5 Client Review of System Test Plan Outline 5 d 11/10/10 11/17/10


640 5.4.1.1.6 HP Revise System Test Plan Outline Based on Client Review 1 d 11/17/10 11/18/10


641 5.4.1.1.7 Client Review revised System Test Plan Outline 3 d 11/18/10 11/22/10


642 5.4.1.1.8 9.3.4.1 MILESTONE: Client Approval of System Test   Plan Outline 0 d 11/22/10 11/22/10


643 5.4.1.2 System Test Plan 32 d 11/10/10 12/21/10


644 5.4.1.2.1 Develop System Test Plan 10 d 11/10/10 11/23/10


645 5.4.1.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of System Test   Plan 2 d 11/23/10 11/24/10


646 5.4.1.2.3 Revise System Test Plan after Review 1 d 11/29/10 11/29/10
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647 5.4.1.2.4 Walkthrough System Test Plan with Client 1 d 11/29/10 11/30/10


648 5.4.1.2.5 Revise System Test Plan after Client Walkthrough 2 d 11/30/10 12/2/10


649 5.4.1.2.6 9.3.4.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Test Plan 0 d 12/2/10 12/2/10


650 5.4.1.2.7 Client Reviews System Test   Plan 10 d 12/2/10 12/14/10


651 5.4.1.2.8 HP Updates System Test   Plan per Client's Review 1 d 12/14/10 12/15/10


652 5.4.1.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to System Test   Plan 5 d 12/15/10 12/21/10


653 5.4.1.2.10 9.3.4.1 MILESTONE: Client Approves System Test Plan 0 d 12/21/10 12/21/10


654 5.4.2 9.3.4.3 Integration Test  Outline and Plan 36 d 11/5/10 12/22/10


655 5.4.2.1 Outline Integration Test  Plan 13 d 11/5/10 11/23/10


656 5.4.2.1.1 Develop Outline - Integration Test  Plan 1 d 11/5/10 11/8/10


657 5.4.2.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Integration Test  Plan 1 d 11/8/10 11/9/10


658 5.4.2.1.3 Revise Outline - Integration Test  Plan Based on HP Review 1 d 11/9/10 11/10/10


659 5.4.2.1.4 9.3.4.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Integration Test  Plan Outline 0 d 11/10/10 11/10/10


660 5.4.2.1.5 Client Review of Integration Test  Plan Outline 5 d 11/10/10 11/17/10


661 5.4.2.1.6 HP Revise Integration Test  Plan Outline Based on Client Review 2 d 11/17/10 11/18/10


662 5.4.2.1.7 Client Review revised Integration Test  Plan Outline 3 d 11/18/10 11/23/10


663 5.4.2.1.8 9.3.4.3 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Integration Test  Plan Outline 0 d 11/23/10 11/23/10


664 5.4.2.2 Integration Test  Plan 33 d 11/10/10 12/22/10


665 5.4.2.2.1 Develop Integration Test  Plan 10 d 11/10/10 11/23/10


666 5.4.2.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Integration Test  Plan 2 d 11/23/10 11/24/10


667 5.4.2.2.3 Revise Integration Test  Plan after Review 1 d 11/29/10 11/29/10


668 5.4.2.2.4 Walkthrough Integration Test  Plan with Client 1 d 11/29/10 11/30/10


669 5.4.2.2.5 Revise Integration Test Plan after Client Walkthrough 2 d 11/30/10 12/2/10


670 5.4.2.2.6 9.3.4.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Integration Test  Plan 0 d 12/2/10 12/2/10


671 5.4.2.2.7 Client Reviews Integration Test  Plan 10 d 12/2/10 12/14/10


672 5.4.2.2.8 HP Updates Integration Test  Plan per Client's Review 2 d 12/14/10 12/15/10


673 5.4.2.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Integration Test  Plan 5 d 12/16/10 12/22/10


674 5.4.2.2.10 9.3.4.3 MILESTONE: Client Approves Integration Test  Plan 0 d 12/22/10 12/22/10


675 5.4.3 9.3.2.8 System & User Documentation 36 d 12/3/10 1/19/11


676 5.4.3.1 Review & Update Existing System Documentation 10 d 12/3/10 12/15/10


677 5.4.3.2 Review & Update Existing User Documentation 10 d 12/3/10 12/15/10


678 5.4.3.3 Internal Review of Document Deficiencies in System & User Documentation 3 d 12/15/10 12/17/10


679 5.4.3.4 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation from Review 3 d 12/17/10 12/22/10


680 5.4.3.5 9.3.4.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Documented Deficiencies in System
Documentation


0 d 12/22/10 12/22/10


681 5.4.3.6 9.3.4.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Documented Deficiencies in User Documentation 0 d 12/22/10 12/22/10


682 5.4.3.7 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation 10 d 12/22/10 1/6/11


683 5.4.3.8 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation per Client's
Review


5 d 1/6/11 1/12/11
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684 5.4.3.9 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation 5 d 1/12/11 1/19/11


685 5.4.3.10 9.3.3.6 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Documented Deficiencies in System &
User Documentation


0 d 1/19/11 1/19/11


686 5.4.4 9.3.4.7 Nevada Training Plan Outline and Plan 70 d 11/5/10 2/3/11


687 5.4.4.1 Outline Nevada Training Plan 13 d 11/5/10 11/23/10


688 5.4.4.1.1 Develop Outline - Nevada Training Plan 1 d 11/5/10 11/8/10


689 5.4.4.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Nevada Training Plan 1 d 11/8/10 11/9/10


690 5.4.4.1.3 Revise Outline - Nevada Training Plan Based on HP Review 1 d 11/9/10 11/10/10


691 5.4.4.1.4 9.3.4.7 CHECKPOINT: Submit Nevada Training Plan Outline 0 d 11/10/10 11/10/10


692 5.4.4.1.5 Client Review of Nevada Training Plan Outline 5 d 11/10/10 11/17/10


693 5.4.4.1.6 HP Revise Nevada Training Plan Outline Based on Client Review 2 d 11/17/10 11/18/10


694 5.4.4.1.7 Client of revised of Nevada Training Plan Outline 3 d 11/18/10 11/23/10


695 5.4.4.1.8 9.3.3.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Nevada Training Plan Outline 0 d 11/23/10 11/23/10


696 5.4.4.2 9.3.4.7 Nevada Training Plan 37 d 12/17/10 2/3/11


697 5.4.4.2.1 Review/Finalize Nevada Training Plan 10 d 12/17/10 12/30/10


698 5.4.4.2.2 Internal Review of Nevada Training Plan 3 d 12/30/10 1/6/11


699 5.4.4.2.3 Revise Nevada Training Plan after Review 1 d 1/6/11 1/6/11


700 5.4.4.2.4 Walkthrough Nevada Training Plan with Client 1 d 1/7/11 1/7/11


701 5.4.4.2.5 Revise Nevada Training Plan after Client Walkthrough 2 d 1/7/11 1/11/11


702 5.4.4.2.6 9.3.4.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Finalized Nevada Training Plan 0 d 1/11/11 1/11/11


703 5.4.4.2.7 Client Reviews Nevada Training Plan 10 d 1/11/11 1/24/11


704 5.4.4.2.8 HP Updates Nevada Training Plan per Client's Review 5 d 1/24/11 1/28/11


705 5.4.4.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Nevada Training Plan 5 d 1/28/11 2/3/11


706 5.4.4.2.10 9.3.3.7 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Nevada Training Plan 0 d 2/3/11 2/3/11


707 5.4.5 Data Migration Plan Outline and Plan 42 d 11/5/10 12/29/10


708 5.4.5.1 Outline Data Migration Plan 15 d 11/5/10 11/24/10


709 5.4.5.1.1 Develop Outline - Data Migration Plan 1 d 11/5/10 11/8/10


710 5.4.5.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Data Migration Plan 1 d 11/8/10 11/9/10


711 5.4.5.1.3 Revise Outline - Data Migration Plan Based on HP Review 1 d 11/9/10 11/10/10


712 5.4.5.1.4 Revise Data Migration Plan after Client Walkthrough 2 d 11/10/10 11/12/10


713 5.4.5.1.5 9.3.4.7 CHECKPOINT: Submit Data Migration Plan Outline 0 d 11/12/10 11/12/10


714 5.4.5.1.6 Client Review of Data Migration Plan Outline 5 d 11/12/10 11/18/10


715 5.4.5.1.7 HP Revise Data Migration Plan Outline Based on Client Review 2 d 11/18/10 11/22/10


716 5.4.5.1.8 Client of revised of Data Migration Plan Outline 3 d 11/22/10 11/24/10


717 5.4.5.1.9 9.3.3.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Data Migration Plan Outline 0 d 11/24/10 11/24/10


718 5.4.5.2 9.4.2.3 Data Migration Plan 33 d 11/18/10 12/29/10


719 5.4.5.2.1 Review/Finalize Data Migration Plan 10 d 11/18/10 12/2/10


720 5.4.5.2.2 Internal Review of Data Migration Plan 3 d 12/2/10 12/6/10


721 5.4.5.2.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Finalized Data Migration Plan 0 d 12/6/10 12/6/10


722 5.4.5.2.4 Client Reviews Data Migration Plan 10 d 12/6/10 12/16/10


723 5.4.5.2.5 HP Updates Data Migration Plan per Client's Review 5 d 12/16/10 12/22/10
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724 5.4.5.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Data Migration Plan 5 d 12/22/10 12/29/10


725 5.4.5.2.7 9.4.4.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Data Migration Plan 0 d 12/29/10 12/29/10


726 5.4.6 Obtain Initial System Files 47 d 10/18/10 12/15/10


727 5.4.6.1 CHECKPOINT: Client System Files Available 0 d 10/18/10 10/18/10


728 5.4.6.2 Client Arrange for the Transfer of System Program Files 5 d 12/6/10 12/10/10


729 5.4.6.3 Client Arrange for the Transfer of System Adhoc Libraries 5 d 12/6/10 12/10/10


730 5.4.6.4 Client Arrange for the Transfer of System Special Reporting Libraries 5 d 12/6/10 12/10/10


731 5.4.6.5 Client Arrange for the Transfer of MMIS Source Documentation Files 5 d 12/6/10 12/10/10


732 5.4.6.6 Client Arrange for the Transfer of MMIS Paper Documentation 5 d 12/6/10 12/10/10


733 5.4.6.7 Client Arrange for the Transfer of Cycle Parameters 5 d 12/6/10 12/10/10


734 5.4.6.8 Client Arrange for Current Production Program Libraries 2 d 12/13/10 12/15/10


735 5.4.6.9 CHECKPOINT: HP Sends Confirmation of all Initial Files Received for
Client validation


0 d 12/15/10 12/15/10


736 5.4.7 Knowledge Transfer 18 d 11/5/10 12/1/10


737 5.4.7.1 Prepare for Knowledge Transfer 3 d 11/5/10 11/10/10


738 5.4.7.2 Conduct Knowledge Transfer Session 1 5 d 11/10/10 11/17/10


739 5.4.7.3 Conduct Knowledge Transfer Session 2 5 d 11/17/10 11/23/10


740 5.4.7.4 Conduct Knowledge Transfer Session 3 5 d 11/23/10 12/1/10


741 5.4.8 9.3.3.2 /
9.3.3.3


Transition Core MMIS 96.08 d 11/5/10 3/7/11


742 5.4.8.1 Claims 23 d 11/5/10 12/7/10


743 5.4.8.1.1 Verify & Update System Configuration 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


744 5.4.8.1.2 Verify and update Subcontractor Agreements 3 d 11/5/10 11/10/10


745 5.4.8.1.3 Testing system configuration for suspense processing 5 d 12/1/10 12/7/10


746 5.4.8.2 12.5.3 Financial 40 d 11/5/10 12/28/10


747 5.4.8.2.1 12.5.3 Verify & Update Infrastructure 20 d 11/5/10 12/3/10


748 5.4.8.2.2 Verify & Update Configuration 20 d 11/5/10 12/3/10


749 5.4.8.2.3 Validation of Financial Area 20 d 12/3/10 12/28/10


750 5.4.8.3 Prior Authorizations 28 d 11/5/10 12/13/10


751 5.4.8.3.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


752 5.4.8.3.2 Verify & Update Configuration 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


753 5.4.8.3.3 Validation of Prior Auth Area 10 d 12/1/10 12/13/10


754 5.4.8.4 Provider 28 d 11/5/10 12/13/10


755 5.4.8.4.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


756 5.4.8.4.2 Verify & Update Configuration 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


757 5.4.8.4.3 Validation Provider Area 10 d 12/1/10 12/13/10


758 5.4.8.5 Recipient 28 d 11/5/10 12/13/10


759 5.4.8.5.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


760 5.4.8.5.2 Verify & Update Configuration 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


761 5.4.8.5.3 Validation of Recipient Area 10 d 12/1/10 12/13/10


762 5.4.8.6 Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) Support 28 d 11/5/10 12/13/10


763 5.4.8.6.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10
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764 5.4.8.6.2 Verify & Update Configuration 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


765 5.4.8.6.3 Validation of SURS Area 10 d 12/1/10 12/13/10


766 5.4.8.7 Third Party Liability (TPL) 80 d 11/5/10 2/15/11


767 5.4.8.7.1 12.5.8 Identify and maintain TPL pay and chase activities 80 d 11/5/10 2/15/11


768 5.4.8.7.2 12.5.8 Establish interfaces 80 d 11/5/10 2/15/11


769 5.4.8.8 Early Periodic Screening Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT) 28 d 11/5/10 12/13/10


770 5.4.8.8.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


771 5.4.8.8.2 Verify & Update Configuration 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


772 5.4.8.8.3 Validation of EPSDT Area 10 d 12/1/10 12/13/10


773 5.4.8.9 12.5.10 Level of Care (LOC)  30 d 11/5/10 12/15/10


774 5.4.8.9.1 12.5.10 Verify & Update Infrastructure 20 d 11/5/10 12/3/10


775 5.4.8.9.2 Verify & Update Configuration 20 d 11/5/10 12/3/10


776 5.4.8.9.3 Validation of LOC Area 10 d 12/3/10 12/15/10


777 5.4.8.10 Reference 28 d 11/5/10 12/13/10


778 5.4.8.10.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


779 5.4.8.10.2 Verify & Update Configuration 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


780 5.4.8.10.3 Validation of reference Area 10 d 12/1/10 12/13/10


781 5.4.8.11 Management and Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS) 28 d 11/5/10 12/13/10


782 5.4.8.11.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


783 5.4.8.11.2 Verify & Update Configuration 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


784 5.4.8.11.3 Validation of MARS Area 10 d 12/1/10 12/13/10


785 5.4.8.12 12.7.9 Return ID Card Process 24 d 11/5/10 12/8/10


786 5.4.8.12.1 Verify & Update System Configuration 5 d 11/5/10 11/12/10


787 5.4.8.12.2 Verify and update Subcontractor Agreements 3 d 11/5/10 11/10/10


788 5.4.8.12.3 Testing system configuration for card processing with  Subcontractor 2 d 11/5/10 11/9/10


789 5.4.8.12.4 Test application to receive and process return ID cards 1 d 11/5/10 11/8/10


790 5.4.8.12.5 Validate Reports 1 d 11/5/10 11/8/10


791 5.4.8.12.6 Sign SOW with Subcontractor 1 d 11/8/10 11/9/10


792 5.4.8.12.7 Define and document operational procedures 2 d 11/9/10 11/12/10


793 5.4.8.12.8 Test data lines and card production application connectivity with
Subcontractor


1 d 12/7/10 12/8/10


794 5.4.8.13 12.6.02 Clinical Claims Editing - McKesson Claim Check 78.08 d 12/1/10 3/7/11


795 5.4.8.13.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs 5 d 12/1/10 12/7/10


796 5.4.8.13.2 Order Hardware 5 d 12/7/10 12/13/10


797 5.4.8.13.3  Receive Hardware 10 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


798 5.4.8.13.4 Install & Configure Hardware 10 d 1/28/11 2/9/11


799 5.4.8.13.5 Test Hardware 5 d 2/9/11 2/15/11


800 5.4.8.13.6 Port Application 5 d 2/15/11 2/22/11


801 5.4.8.13.7 Test Application 10 d 2/22/11 3/4/11


802 5.4.8.13.8 Document Results 10 d 2/23/11 3/7/11


803 5.4.9 9.3.3.2 /
9.3.3.3


Transition Peripheral Systems and Tools 111.5 d 10/28/10 3/16/11
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804 5.4.9.1 Electronic Prescription Software 83 d 12/1/10 3/11/11


805 5.4.9.1.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs 5 d 12/1/10 12/7/10


806 5.4.9.1.2  Order Hardware 5 d 12/7/10 12/13/10


807 5.4.9.1.3 Receive Hardware 10 d 1/20/11 2/2/11


808 5.4.9.1.4 Install & Configure Hardware 10 d 2/2/11 2/14/11


809 5.4.9.1.5 Test Hardware 5 d 2/14/11 2/18/11


810 5.4.9.1.6 Port Application 5 d 2/18/11 2/25/11


811 5.4.9.1.7 Test Application 10 d 2/25/11 3/9/11


812 5.4.9.1.8 Document Results 10 d 3/1/11 3/11/11


813 5.4.9.2 Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate 83 d 12/1/10 3/11/11


814 5.4.9.2.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs 5 d 12/1/10 12/7/10


815 5.4.9.2.2 Order Hardware 5 d 12/7/10 12/13/10


816 5.4.9.2.3 Receive Hardware 10 d 1/20/11 2/2/11


817 5.4.9.2.4 Install & Configure Hardware 10 d 2/2/11 2/14/11


818 5.4.9.2.5 Test Hardware 5 d 2/14/11 2/18/11


819 5.4.9.2.6 Port Application 5 d 2/18/11 2/25/11


820 5.4.9.2.7 Test Application 10 d 2/25/11 3/9/11


821 5.4.9.2.8 Document Results 10 d 3/1/11 3/11/11


822 5.4.9.3 Decision Support System - Hosting Services 83 d 12/1/10 3/11/11


823 5.4.9.3.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs 5 d 12/1/10 12/7/10


824 5.4.9.3.2 Order Hardware 5 d 12/7/10 12/13/10


825 5.4.9.3.3 Receive Hardware 10 d 1/20/11 2/2/11


826 5.4.9.3.4 Install & Configure Hardware 10 d 2/2/11 2/14/11


827 5.4.9.3.5 Test Hardware 5 d 2/14/11 2/18/11


828 5.4.9.3.6 Port Application 5 d 2/18/11 2/25/11


829 5.4.9.3.7 Test Application 10 d 2/25/11 3/9/11


830 5.4.9.3.8 Document Results 10 d 3/1/11 3/11/11


831 5.4.9.4 Pharmacy  111.5 d 10/28/10 3/16/11


832 5.4.9.4.1 Data connectivity 69.53 d 10/28/10 1/26/11


833 5.4.9.4.1.1 Complete BAA and TPA documents 1 d 10/28/10 10/28/10


834 5.4.9.4.1.2 Submit BAA and TPA to DHCFP and/or HP 1 d 10/28/10 10/28/10


835 5.4.9.4.1.3 Start work order to complete VPN/MPLS connection 1 d 11/5/10 11/8/10


836 5.4.9.4.1.4 Confirm VPN/MPLS connection established 3 d 1/11/11 1/14/11


837 5.4.9.4.1.5 Confirm Access to RxCLAIM via VPN/MPLS 3 d 1/24/11 1/26/11


838 5.4.9.4.1.6 Data Connectivity Complete 0 d 1/26/11 1/26/11


839 5.4.9.4.2 Transfer of phone operations from Incumbent 92.5 d 11/22/10 3/16/11


840 5.4.9.4.2.1 Kickoff call on transfer tasks 1 d 11/22/10 11/23/10


841 5.4.9.4.2.2 DHCFP to confirm all numbers to be transferred 1 d 11/30/10 12/1/10


842 5.4.9.4.2.3 SXC to submit request for transfer prior to cutover 1 d 2/11/11 2/14/11


843 5.4.9.4.2.4 Incumbent to place an automatic transfer to SXC DID numbers at
midnight on cutover date


1.5 d 3/15/11 3/16/11


844 5.4.9.4.2.5 Phone/fax numbers transitioned 0 d 3/16/11 3/16/11
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845 5.4.9.4.3 Initiate Product enhancement requests 32.62 d 11/10/10 12/22/10


846 5.4.9.4.3.1 Create Service Requests for all SXC Product Enhancements 30 d 11/10/10 12/17/10


847 5.4.9.4.3.2 Review Service Requests 2 d 12/17/10 12/21/10


848 5.4.9.4.3.3 Service Request QA/Development Review 2 d 12/17/10 12/21/10


849 5.4.9.4.3.4 Service Requests Finalized 0 d 12/22/10 12/22/10


850 5.4.9.4.4 Interface Design 32.62 d 11/10/10 12/22/10


851 5.4.9.4.4.1 Design Member Interfaces to RxCLAIM 15 d 11/10/10 12/1/10


852 5.4.9.4.4.1.1 Design Eligibility and Enrollment Interface 15 d 11/10/10 12/1/10


853 5.4.9.4.4.1.2 Design COB Interface 15 d 11/10/10 12/1/10


854 5.4.9.4.4.1.3 Design Lock-in Interface 15 d 11/10/10 12/1/10


855 5.4.9.4.4.2 Design pharmacy network interface 15 d 11/10/10 12/1/10


856 5.4.9.4.4.3 Design other provider interface 15 d 11/10/10 12/1/10


857 5.4.9.4.4.4 Design Claims Interface from RxCLAIM 15 d 11/10/10 12/1/10


858 5.4.9.4.4.5 Design other interfaces 15 d 11/10/10 12/1/10


859 5.4.9.4.4.6 Interfaces Designed 0 d 12/1/10 12/1/10


860 5.4.9.4.4.7 Design complete 0 d 12/22/10 12/22/10


861 5.4.9.4.5 Construction 105.69 d 11/4/10 3/16/11


862 5.4.9.4.5.1 Pharmacy System (RxCLAIM) Development/Unit Test 66.61 d 12/22/10 3/15/11


863 5.4.9.4.5.1.1 Code/Unit test modifications for RxCLAIM 55 d 12/22/10 3/1/11


864 5.4.9.4.5.1.2 Code/Unit test mods for RxMAX 55 d 12/22/10 3/1/11


865 5.4.9.4.5.1.3 Code/Unit test mods for other products 40 d 1/26/11 3/15/11


866 5.4.9.4.5.1.4 Product code/unit test complete 0 d 3/15/11 3/15/11


867 5.4.9.4.5.2 Develop Pharmacy Interfaces 15 d 12/22/10 1/12/11


868 5.4.9.4.5.2.1 Code/Unit test Member Interface 15 d 12/22/10 1/12/11


869 5.4.9.4.5.2.1.1 Code/Unit test Eligibility and Enrollment Interfaces 15 d 12/22/10 1/12/11


870 5.4.9.4.5.2.1.2 Code/Unit test COB Interface 15 d 12/22/10 1/12/11


871 5.4.9.4.5.2.1.3 Code/Unit test Lock-in Interface 15 d 12/22/10 1/12/11


872 5.4.9.4.5.2.2 Code/Unit test provider interface 15 d 12/22/10 1/12/11


873 5.4.9.4.5.2.3 Code/Unit test Claims Interface from RxCLAIM 15 d 12/22/10 1/12/11


874 5.4.9.4.5.2.4 Code/Unit test other interfaces 15 d 12/22/10 1/12/11


875 5.4.9.4.5.2.5 Interfaces Developed/Unit Tested 0 d 1/12/11 1/12/11


876 5.4.9.4.5.3 Coding/Unit Testing Complete 0 d 1/12/11 1/12/11


877 5.4.9.4.5.4 RxCLAIM Data Conversion 105.69 d 11/4/10 3/16/11


878 5.4.9.4.5.4.1 Conversion Planning 105.69 d 11/4/10 3/16/11


879 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.1 Develop Conversion Plan 12 d 11/4/10 11/19/10


880 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.2 Review Conversion Plan 3 d 11/19/10 11/23/10


881 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3 Conversion Design 17.23 d 11/10/10 12/3/10


882 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.1 Claims Load Design 15 d 11/10/10 12/1/10


883 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.2 MAC load design 15 d 11/10/10 12/1/10


884 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.3 PA history load design 15 d 11/10/10 12/1/10


885 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.4 Conversion Design Complete 0 d 12/3/10 12/3/10


886 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4 Conversion Development / Unit Test 10 d 12/1/10 12/13/10
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887 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.1 Code/Test Claims Load 10 d 12/1/10 12/13/10


888 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.2 Code/Test MAC Load 10 d 12/1/10 12/13/10


889 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.3 Code/Test Prior Authorization 10 d 12/1/10 12/13/10


890 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.4 Conversions Developed/Unit tested 0 d 12/13/10 12/13/10


891 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5 Conversion Acceptance Testing 24 d 12/13/10 1/13/11


892 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.1 Review acceptance testing criteria 3 d 12/13/10 12/16/10


893 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.2 Perform Acceptance test conversion 11 d 12/16/10 12/30/10


894 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.3 Joint review of conversion data against source data 10 d 12/30/10 1/13/11


895 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.4 Conversion acceptance test approved 0 d 1/13/11 1/13/11


896 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6 Conversion Execution 53.08 d 1/12/11 3/16/11


897 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.1 Convert and load Claims 15 d 1/13/11 2/1/11


900 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.2 Convert and load PA 7 d 1/13/11 1/21/11


903 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.3 Convert and load MAC data 5 d 1/13/11 1/20/11


905 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.4 Initial Member Interface - Full file 19 d 1/12/11 2/3/11


914 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.5 Convert and Load Provider information 1 d 1/12/11 1/12/11


916 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.6 Data Conversion Execution Complete 0 d 3/16/11 3/16/11


917 5.4.9.5 Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System  83 d 12/1/10 3/11/11


918 5.4.9.5.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs 5 d 12/1/10 12/7/10


919 5.4.9.5.2 Order Hardware 5 d 12/7/10 12/13/10


920 5.4.9.5.3 Receive Hardware 10 d 1/20/11 2/2/11


921 5.4.9.5.4 Install & Configure Hardware 10 d 2/2/11 2/14/11


922 5.4.9.5.5 Test Hardware 5 d 2/14/11 2/18/11


923 5.4.9.5.6 Port Application 5 d 2/18/11 2/25/11


924 5.4.9.5.7 Test Application 10 d 2/25/11 3/9/11


925 5.4.9.5.8 Document Results 10 d 3/1/11 3/11/11


926 5.4.9.6 Interactive Voice Response (IVR) 88.46 d 11/23/10 3/11/11


927 5.4.9.6.1 Review IVR Requirements 5 d 11/23/10 12/1/10


928 5.4.9.6.2 Review & Document Hardware Needs 5 d 12/1/10 12/7/10


929 5.4.9.6.3 Order Hardware 5 d 12/7/10 12/13/10


930 5.4.9.6.4 Receive Hardware 10 d 1/20/11 2/2/11


931 5.4.9.6.5 Install & Configure Hardware 10 d 2/2/11 2/14/11


932 5.4.9.6.6 Test Hardware 5 d 2/14/11 2/18/11


933 5.4.9.6.7 Port Application 5 d 2/18/11 2/25/11


934 5.4.9.6.8 Test Application 10 d 2/25/11 3/9/11


935 5.4.9.6.9 Document Results 10 d 3/1/11 3/11/11


936 5.4.9.6.10 IVR - Final Recording of Messages 83.46 d 12/1/10 3/11/11


937 5.4.9.6.10.1 MILESTONE: Freeze Changes to IVR Scripts 0 d 3/11/11 3/11/11


938 5.4.9.6.10.2 Format & Send Messages for Recording 2 d 12/1/10 12/2/10


939 5.4.9.6.10.3 Messages are Professionally Recorded 18 d 2/2/11 2/23/11


940 5.4.9.6.10.4 Review & Load Recorded Messages 1 d 2/23/11 2/24/11


941 5.4.9.7 9.6.1.8 Setup Data Capture / Document Scanning / Key From Image 79 d 11/5/10 2/14/11


942 5.4.9.7.1 Review Hardware / Software Requirements 1 d 11/5/10 11/8/10
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943 5.4.9.7.2 Imaging LAN/WAN Design 10 d 11/8/10 11/19/10


944 5.4.9.7.3 Order Hardware / Software Required 3 d 11/19/10 11/24/10


945 5.4.9.7.4 Receive Hardware / Software Required 10 d 12/20/10 1/4/11


946 5.4.9.7.5 Setup Scanners 10 d 1/4/11 1/14/11


947 5.4.9.7.6 Install SunGard Scanning Software 10 d 1/4/11 1/14/11


948 5.4.9.7.7 Install Baseline Forms 10 d 1/14/11 1/27/11


949 5.4.9.7.8 Install Data Entry System 10 d 1/4/11 1/14/11


950 5.4.9.7.9 Test Scanner program 15 d 1/14/11 2/2/11


951 5.4.9.7.10 Test Image storage application 15 d 1/27/11 2/14/11


952 5.4.9.7.11 Test Data entry applications and connectivity with Chico 15 d 1/27/11 2/14/11


953 5.4.9.7.12 Run Tests on Equipment 15 d 1/27/11 2/14/11


954 5.4.9.8 9.6.1.8 Setup Call Center 97 d 11/5/10 3/8/11


955 5.4.9.8.1 Review Call Center Requirements 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


956 5.4.9.8.2 Call Center Design 5 d 11/17/10 11/23/10


957 5.4.9.8.3 Order Necessary Call Center Equipment  5 d 11/17/10 11/23/10


958 5.4.9.8.4 Receive Call Center Equipment  10 d 12/13/10 12/23/10


959 5.4.9.8.5 Install Call Center Equipment  2 d 12/23/10 12/28/10


960 5.4.9.8.6 Test & Verify Call Center Equipment  2 d 12/28/10 12/29/10


961 5.4.9.8.7 Provide Sufficient Number of Phone Lines 5 d 11/18/10 11/24/10


962 5.4.9.8.8 Confirm Toll Free Phone Numbers for Transfer 5 d 11/18/10 11/24/10


963 5.4.9.8.9 Provision Temp 800 Phone Numbers 5 d 11/18/10 11/24/10


964 5.4.9.8.10 Configure Avaya Call & Interaction Center Tracking System 20 d 11/18/10 12/15/10


965 5.4.9.8.11 Data Transfer of All Tickets/Reports to HP PPM SM 2 d 12/9/10 12/10/10


966 5.4.9.8.12 Define Call Center Functions & Processes 15 d 11/18/10 12/9/10


967 5.4.9.8.13 Formulate Call Center Processes and Complete Documentation 20 d 12/9/10 1/5/11


968 5.4.9.8.14 Hire Call Center Personnel 20 d 1/20/11 2/11/11


969 5.4.9.8.15 Train Call Center Personnel 20 d 2/11/11 3/8/11


970 5.4.9.8.16 CHECKPOINT:   Call Center Ready 0 d 3/8/11 3/8/11


971 5.4.9.9 12.7.11 Printing 83.31 d 11/5/10 2/18/11


972 5.4.9.9.1 Compile and review print requirements with vendor 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


973 5.4.9.9.2 Finalize contract terms with vendor 20 d 11/18/10 12/15/10


974 5.4.9.9.3 Evaluate the network connectivity 5 d 11/5/10 11/12/10


975 5.4.9.9.4 System development to establish network 30 d 11/22/10 12/29/10


976 5.4.9.9.5 Testing 5 d 12/29/10 1/6/11


977 5.4.9.9.6 Promotion 1 d 1/6/11 1/7/11


978 5.4.9.9.7 Manage print stock/cutover with vendor 40 d 1/4/11 2/18/11


979 5.4.10 9.3.3.2 /
9.3.3.3


Proprietary / Replacement Software 124.92 d 10/18/10 3/21/11


980 5.4.10.1 DSS Design, Development and Implementation Activities 124.92 d 10/18/10 3/21/11


981 5.4.10.1.1 Conduct DSS Requirements Analysis Sessions 16.62 d 10/18/10 11/5/10


982 5.4.10.1.1.1 Plan/Schedule Requirements Analysis Sessions 7 d 10/18/10 10/25/10


983 5.4.10.1.1.2 Develop/Distribute Session Materials 7 d 10/18/10 10/25/10
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984 5.4.10.1.1.3 Conduct Requirements Analysis Sessions 8 d 10/27/10 11/5/10


985 5.4.10.1.1.4 Gather Advantage Suite 3.1 Rebuild Requirements 8 d 10/27/10 11/5/10


986 5.4.10.1.1.5 Gather Advantage Suite 5.0 Build Requirements 8 d 10/27/10 11/5/10


987 5.4.10.1.1.6 Define MARS and SURS Report Enhancement Requirements 8 d 10/27/10 11/5/10


988 5.4.10.1.1.7 Define SAS and MapInfo Requirements 8 d 10/27/10 11/5/10


989 5.4.10.1.2 Develop and Gain Approval of DSS Requirements Analysis Document
(RAD)


24.77 d 10/27/10 11/30/10


990 5.4.10.1.2.1 Develop draft DSS RAD 13 d 10/27/10 11/12/10


991 5.4.10.1.2.2 Perform DSS RAD Walkthrough with DHCFP 1 d 11/15/10 11/15/10


992 5.4.10.1.2.3 MILESTONE:  Deliver DSS RAD to DHCFP 0 d 11/15/10 11/15/10


993 5.4.10.1.2.4 Review and Approve DSS RAD Document 10 d 11/16/10 11/30/10


994 5.4.10.1.3 Perform DSS Design, Development and Implementation Activities 52.92 d 10/18/10 12/21/10


995 5.4.10.1.3.1 Establish the Service Center Technical Environment 34.46 d 10/18/10 11/30/10


996 5.4.10.1.3.1.1 Order NV DSS HW/SW Components 32 d 10/18/10 11/24/10


997 5.4.10.1.3.1.2 Order HW/SW Components 10 d 10/18/10 10/28/10


998 5.4.10.1.3.1.3 MILESTONE:  HW/SW Components Received 0 d 11/30/10 11/30/10


999 5.4.10.1.3.2 Establish NV DSS Environments 18.46 d 12/1/10 12/21/10


1000 5.4.10.1.3.2.1 Establish Environments 15 d 12/1/10 12/17/10


1001 5.4.10.1.3.2.2 Setup servers with OS, Oracle, Software, Utilities, etc. 15 d 12/1/10 12/17/10


1002 5.4.10.1.3.2.3 Establish Connectivity / Test Access 15 d 12/1/10 12/17/10


1003 5.4.10.1.3.2.4 MILESTONE:  DSS Technical Environment Ready 0 d 12/21/10 12/21/10


1004 5.4.10.1.4 Design the DSS 39.54 d 11/16/10 1/6/11


1005 5.4.10.1.4.1 Design the Advantage Suite 3.1 Rebuild 10 d 11/16/10 11/30/10


1006 5.4.10.1.4.1.1 Update Existing Data Model and Data Element Dictionary 10 d 11/16/10 11/30/10


1007 5.4.10.1.4.1.2 Update Transformation Logic (TDWs) 10 d 11/16/10 11/30/10


1008 5.4.10.1.4.1.3 Update DataStage Conversion Routines 10 d 11/16/10 11/30/10


1009 5.4.10.1.4.1.4 Design Modifications to Existing Pre-converts 10 d 11/16/10 11/30/10


1010 5.4.10.1.4.1.5 Compile 3.1 Rebuild Specifics for Design Document 10 d 11/16/10 11/30/10


1011 5.4.10.1.4.2 Design the Advantage Suite 5.0 Build 10 d 11/30/10 12/10/10


1012 5.4.10.1.4.2.1 Design 5.0 Data Model and Data Element Dictionary 10 d 11/30/10 12/10/10


1013 5.4.10.1.4.2.2 Design 5.0 Transformation Logic (TDWs) 10 d 11/30/10 12/10/10


1014 5.4.10.1.4.2.3 Design 5.0 DataStage Conversion Routines 10 d 11/30/10 12/10/10


1015 5.4.10.1.4.2.4 Design 5.0 Pre-converts 10 d 11/30/10 12/10/10


1016 5.4.10.1.4.2.5 Compile 5.0 Build Specifics for Design Document 10 d 11/30/10 12/10/10


1017 5.4.10.1.4.3 Design SAS Connectivity and Configuration 10 d 11/16/10 11/30/10


1018 5.4.10.1.4.3.1 Design SAS Connectivity and Configuration 10 d 11/16/10 11/30/10


1019 5.4.10.1.4.3.2 Compile SAS Design Specifics for Design Document 10 d 11/16/10 11/30/10


1020 5.4.10.1.4.4 Design MapInfo DSS Component 10 d 11/30/10 12/10/10


1021 5.4.10.1.4.4.1 Design any MapInfo Customization 10 d 11/30/10 12/10/10


1022 5.4.10.1.4.4.2 Compile MapInfo Design Specifics for Design Document 10 d 11/30/10 12/10/10


1023 5.4.10.1.4.5 Develop and Submit DSS Design Document 17.38 d 12/14/10 1/6/11


1024 5.4.10.1.4.5.1 Compile DSS Design Components 3 d 12/14/10 12/16/10
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1025 5.4.10.1.4.5.2 Draft DSS Design Document 3 d 12/14/10 12/16/10


1026 5.4.10.1.4.5.3 Perform DHCFP Walkthrough of DSS Design Document 1 d 12/17/10 12/17/10


1027 5.4.10.1.4.5.4 Incorporate DHCFP Comments and Submit DSS Design Document 2 d 12/20/10 12/21/10


1028 5.4.10.1.4.5.5 DHCFP Review/Approval of DSS Design Document 10 d 12/22/10 1/6/11


1029 5.4.10.1.4.5.6 MILESTONE:  DSS Design Approved 0 d 1/6/11 1/6/11


1030 5.4.10.1.5 Develop the DSS 21 d 1/6/11 2/1/11


1031 5.4.10.1.5.1 Develop the 3.1 Rebuild Components 16 d 1/6/11 1/26/11


1032 5.4.10.1.5.1.1 Make Required 3.1 Data Model Modifications 5 d 1/6/11 1/12/11


1033 5.4.10.1.5.1.2 Develop and Unit Test Required Pre-convert Routines 11 d 1/6/11 1/20/11


1034 5.4.10.1.5.1.3 Develop and Unit Test Required DataStage Routines 11 d 1/6/11 1/20/11


1035 5.4.10.1.5.1.4 Receive and Investigate New Extract Data 16 d 1/6/11 1/26/11


1036 5.4.10.1.5.2 Develop the 5.0 Build Components 16 d 1/12/11 2/1/11


1037 5.4.10.1.5.2.1 Customize 5.0 Data Model 5 d 1/12/11 1/19/11


1038 5.4.10.1.5.2.2 Develop and Unit Test 5.0 Pre-convert Routines 16 d 1/12/11 2/1/11


1039 5.4.10.1.5.2.3 Develop and Unit Test 5.0 DataStage Routines 16 d 1/12/11 2/1/11


1040 5.4.10.1.5.3 Develop SAS Tool Connectivity and Configuration 10 d 1/6/11 1/19/11


1041 5.4.10.1.5.3.1 Install SAS Software Components 4 d 1/6/11 1/11/11


1042 5.4.10.1.5.3.2 Develop Interface/Connectivity 4 d 1/11/11 1/14/11


1043 5.4.10.1.5.3.3 Configure SAS (as needed) 2 d 1/14/11 1/19/11


1044 5.4.10.1.5.4 Develop MapInfo Component 11 d 1/19/11 2/1/11


1045 5.4.10.1.5.4.1 Install MapInfo Software 5 d 1/19/11 1/25/11


1046 5.4.10.1.5.4.2 Develop Interface/Connectivity 5 d 1/25/11 1/31/11


1047 5.4.10.1.5.4.3 Configure MapInfo (as needed) 1 d 1/31/11 2/1/11


1048 5.4.10.1.6 Test and Implement the DSS 72 d 12/22/10 3/21/11


1049 5.4.10.1.6.1 Develop Test Plans 21 d 12/22/10 1/20/11


1050 5.4.10.1.6.1.1 Develop the System Test Plan 16 d 12/22/10 1/12/11


1051 5.4.10.1.6.1.2 Develop the User Test Support Plan 21 d 12/22/10 1/20/11


1052 5.4.10.1.6.2 Perform Builds and System Testing 46 d 1/13/11 3/9/11


1053 5.4.10.1.6.3 Rebuild 3.1 Advantage Suite Base 20 d 1/26/11 2/17/11


1054 5.4.10.1.6.3.1 Perform System Test Iteration One 4 d 1/26/11 1/31/11


1055 5.4.10.1.6.3.1.1 Rebuild/Test AS 3.1 Base 3 d 1/26/11 1/28/11


1056 5.4.10.1.6.3.1.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases 4 d 1/26/11 1/31/11


1057 5.4.10.1.6.3.1.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases 4 d 1/26/11 1/31/11


1058 5.4.10.1.6.3.2 Perform System Test Iteration Two 4 d 1/31/11 2/3/11


1059 5.4.10.1.6.3.2.1 Rebuild/Test AS 3.1 Base 3 d 1/31/11 2/2/11


1060 5.4.10.1.6.3.2.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases 4 d 1/31/11 2/3/11


1061 5.4.10.1.6.3.2.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases 4 d 1/31/11 2/3/11


1062 5.4.10.1.6.3.3 Migrate 3.1 Components to Service Center Environment 4 d 2/3/11 2/8/11


1063 5.4.10.1.6.3.3.1 Migrate 3.1 Components 4 d 2/3/11 2/8/11


1064 5.4.10.1.6.3.3.2 Test Migration 4 d 2/3/11 2/8/11


1065 5.4.10.1.6.3.4 Develop the Test Results Document 20 d 1/26/11 2/17/11
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1066 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.1 Compile DSS Test Data 12 d 1/26/11 2/8/11


1067 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.2 Draft DSS Test Results Document 1 d 2/8/11 2/9/11


1068 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.3 Perform DHCFP Walkthrough of Test Results Document 1 d 2/9/11 2/10/11


1069 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.4 Incorporate DHCFP Comments and Submit Test Results Doc. 1 d 2/10/11 2/11/11


1070 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.5 DHCFP Review/Approval of Test Results Document 5 d 2/11/11 2/17/11


1071 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.6 MILESTONE:  DSS Test Results Document Approved 0 d 2/17/11 2/17/11


1072 5.4.10.1.6.4 Build 5.0 Advantage Suite Base 41 d 2/1/11 3/21/11


1073 5.4.10.1.6.4.1 Perform System Test Iteration One 6 d 2/1/11 2/8/11


1074 5.4.10.1.6.4.1.1 Build/Test AS 5.0 Base 4 d 2/1/11 2/4/11


1075 5.4.10.1.6.4.1.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases 6 d 2/1/11 2/8/11


1076 5.4.10.1.6.4.1.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases 6 d 2/1/11 2/8/11


1077 5.4.10.1.6.4.2 Perform System Test Iteration Two 10 d 2/1/11 2/11/11


1078 5.4.10.1.6.4.2.1 Build/Test AS 5.0 Base 8 d 2/1/11 2/9/11


1079 5.4.10.1.6.4.2.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases 10 d 2/1/11 2/11/11


1080 5.4.10.1.6.4.2.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases 10 d 2/1/11 2/11/11


1081 5.4.10.1.6.4.3 Perform System Test Iteration Three 12 d 2/11/11 2/28/11


1082 5.4.10.1.6.4.3.1 Build/Test AS 5.0 Base 10 d 2/11/11 2/24/11


1083 5.4.10.1.6.4.3.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases 12 d 2/11/11 2/28/11


1084 5.4.10.1.6.4.3.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases 12 d 2/11/11 2/28/11


1085 5.4.10.1.6.4.4 Develop the Test Results Document 41 d 2/1/11 3/21/11


1086 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.1 Compile DSS Test Data 28 d 2/1/11 3/4/11


1087 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.2 Draft DSS Test Results Document 1 d 3/4/11 3/7/11


1088 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.3 Perform DHCFP Walkthrough of Test Results Document 1 d 3/7/11 3/8/11


1089 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.4 Incorporate DHCFP Comments and Submit Test Results Doc. 1 d 3/8/11 3/9/11


1090 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.5 DHCFP Review/Approval of Test Results Document 10 d 3/9/11 3/21/11


1091 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.6 MILESTONE:  DSS Test Results Document Approved 0 d 3/21/11 3/21/11


1092 5.4.10.2 TPL (Emdeon) 101 d 10/21/10 2/25/11


1093 5.4.10.2.1 Setup 101 d 10/21/10 2/25/11


1094 5.4.10.2.1.1 Finalize agreement with TPL Vendor 10 d 10/21/10 11/3/10


1095 5.4.10.2.1.2 Review TPL Vendor's Project Plan 5 d 11/3/10 11/9/10


1096 5.4.10.2.1.3 Order Hardware 10 d 11/10/10 11/23/10


1097 5.4.10.2.1.4 Establish Circuit 20 d 12/17/10 1/13/11


1098 5.4.10.2.1.5 Develop connection with TPL Vendor 35 d 1/13/11 2/25/11


1099 5.4.10.2.1.6 Set up Office Space for TPL Vendor 30 d 11/3/10 12/10/10


1100 5.4.10.2.1.7 Setup Equipment for TPL Vendor 30 d 12/17/10 1/26/11


1101 5.4.10.2.2 Design 27.08 d 11/1/10 12/3/10


1102 5.4.10.2.2.1 Gather Requirements 14.77 d 11/1/10 11/17/10


1103 5.4.10.2.2.1.1 Operational 14.77 d 11/1/10 11/17/10


1104 5.4.10.2.2.1.2 Systems 14.77 d 11/1/10 11/17/10


1105 5.4.10.2.2.1.3 Reporting 14.77 d 11/1/10 11/17/10
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1106 5.4.10.2.2.2 Establish Business Rules 12.31 d 11/18/10 12/3/10


1107 5.4.10.2.2.3 Establish Development Environment 12.31 d 11/18/10 12/3/10


1108 5.4.10.2.2.4 Establish Database Design 12.31 d 11/18/10 12/3/10


1109 5.4.10.2.2.5 Establish Data Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) Processes 12.31 d 11/18/10 12/3/10


1110 5.4.10.2.2.6 Establish Security Module 12.31 d 11/18/10 12/3/10


1111 5.4.10.2.2.7 Establish Financial Module 12.31 d 11/18/10 12/3/10


1112 5.4.10.2.3 Implementation 45.54 d 12/1/10 1/26/11


1113 5.4.10.2.3.1 Operational processes 28.31 d 12/1/10 1/5/11


1114 5.4.10.2.3.2 Database Design 28.31 d 12/1/10 1/5/11


1115 5.4.10.2.3.3 Business Rules 28.31 d 12/1/10 1/5/11


1116 5.4.10.2.3.4 Data Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) Processes 28.31 d 12/1/10 1/5/11


1117 5.4.10.2.3.5 System enhancements 28.31 d 12/1/10 1/5/11


1118 5.4.10.2.3.6 Mailroom & letters 28.31 d 12/1/10 1/5/11


1119 5.4.10.2.3.7 Imaging 28.31 d 12/1/10 1/5/11


1120 5.4.10.2.3.8 Call center 28.31 d 12/1/10 1/5/11


1121 5.4.10.2.3.9 Security Module 28.31 d 12/1/10 1/5/11


1122 5.4.10.2.3.10 Financial Module 28.31 d 12/1/10 1/5/11


1123 5.4.10.2.3.11 Reporting 28.31 d 12/1/10 1/5/11


1124 5.4.10.2.3.12 Setup Phone for TPL Vendor 30 d 12/17/10 1/26/11


1125 5.4.10.2.3.13 Set up space for TPL Vendor staff 30 d 12/17/10 1/26/11


1126 5.4.10.2.3.14 Equipment connectivity for TPL Vendor 30 d 12/17/10 1/26/11


1127 5.4.10.2.4 QA 25.85 d 1/4/11 2/2/11


1128 5.4.10.2.4.1 Operational processes 25.85 d 1/4/11 2/2/11


1129 5.4.10.2.4.2 Database Design 25.85 d 1/4/11 2/2/11


1130 5.4.10.2.4.3 Business Rules 25.85 d 1/4/11 2/2/11


1131 5.4.10.2.4.4 Data Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) Processes 25.85 d 1/4/11 2/2/11


1132 5.4.10.2.4.5 System enhancements 25.85 d 1/4/11 2/2/11


1133 5.4.10.2.4.6 Mailroom & letters 25.85 d 1/4/11 2/2/11


1134 5.4.10.2.4.7 Imaging 25.85 d 1/4/11 2/2/11


1135 5.4.10.2.4.8 Call center 25.85 d 1/4/11 2/2/11


1136 5.4.10.2.4.9 Security Module 25.85 d 1/4/11 2/2/11


1137 5.4.10.2.4.10 Financial Module 25.85 d 1/4/11 2/2/11


1138 5.4.10.2.4.11 Reporting 25.85 d 1/4/11 2/2/11


1139 5.4.10.3 Prior Authorization / Utilization Management 108.31 d 11/1/10 3/14/11


1140 5.4.10.3.1 Work Management 103 d 11/1/10 3/8/11


1141 5.4.10.3.1.1 Plan Project Work 103 d 11/1/10 3/8/11


1142 5.4.10.3.1.1.1 Plan Project Work  Summary 103 d 11/1/10 3/8/11


1143 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.1 Start Project 1 d 11/1/10 11/1/10


1144 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.2 Refine Scope and Approach  DevPlus Overlapping Waterfall 7 d 11/1/10 11/9/10


1145 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.3 Conduct Business Assessment 5 d 11/1/10 11/5/10


1146 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.4 Finalize Project Scope 1 d 11/8/10 11/9/10
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1147 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.5 Conduct Project Kick Off Meeting 1 d 11/9/10 11/9/10


1148 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.6 Estimate Project Work  Application Development 11 d 11/10/10 11/23/10


1149 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.7 Plan Prepare for Estimates 2 d 11/10/10 11/12/10


1150 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.8 Gather Historical Information 1 d 3/7/11 3/8/11


1151 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9 Estimate Project Size 6.31 d 11/16/10 11/23/10


1152 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.1 Develop BottomUp Estimates 2 d 11/16/10 11/17/10


1153 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.2 Reconcile Differences 1 d 11/18/10 11/18/10


1154 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.3 Estimate Critical Computer Resources 1 d 11/19/10 11/19/10


1155 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.4 Package Estimate Results 2 d 11/19/10 11/23/10


1156 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.10 Create Project Schedule 2 d 11/23/10 11/29/10


1157 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.11 Package and Secure Commitment 2 d 11/29/10 11/30/10


1158 5.4.10.3.1.2 Plan Project Work  Reviews 2 d 11/30/10 12/2/10


1159 5.4.10.3.1.3 Plan Project Work  Rework 2 d 12/2/10 12/3/10


1160 5.4.10.3.1.4 Execute Project Plan 56 d 11/1/10 1/12/11


1161 5.4.10.3.1.4.1 Execute Project Plan  Summary 7 d 12/3/10 12/13/10


1162 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.1 Deploy Project Resources 1 d 12/3/10 12/6/10


1163 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.2 Manage Plan Execution 1 d 12/6/10 12/7/10


1164 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.3 Manage Project Results 1 d 12/7/10 12/8/10


1165 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.4 Manage Project  Exceptions 1 d 12/8/10 12/9/10


1166 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.5 Manage Requests for Change 1 d 12/9/10 12/9/10


1167 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.6 Manage Intellectual Property 1 d 12/9/10 12/10/10


1168 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.7 Project Related Training 1 d 12/10/10 12/13/10


1169 5.4.10.3.1.4.2 Infrastructure Set Up - Initial 56 d 11/1/10 1/12/11


1170 5.4.10.3.1.4.2.1 Procure hardware and configure DEV servers 14 d 11/1/10 11/18/10


1171 5.4.10.3.1.4.2.2 Procure hardware and configure UAT servers 21 d 11/18/10 12/15/10


1172 5.4.10.3.1.4.2.3 Procure hardware and configure PROD servers 21 d 12/15/10 1/12/11


1173 5.4.10.3.1.4.3 Set Up Test Environments 19.23 d 11/18/10 12/13/10


1174 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.1 DEV Env - Install Application Server Web Client Components 5 d 11/18/10 11/24/10


1175 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.2 UAT Env - Install Application Server Web Client Components 5 d 11/24/10 12/2/10


1176 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.3 Shake out testing of the installations 1 d 12/2/10 12/3/10


1177 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.4 DEV - Install Integrations 4 d 12/3/10 12/8/10


1178 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.5 UAT - Install Integrations 3 d 12/8/10 12/13/10


1179 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.6 Shake out testing integrations 1 d 12/13/10 12/13/10


1180 5.4.10.3.1.5 Configuration Summary 42.31 d 11/1/10 12/23/10


1181 5.4.10.3.1.5.1 Staff Maintenance and Left Navigation Bar 7 d 11/24/10 12/6/10


1182 5.4.10.3.1.5.1.1 Analyze and Define Staff Maintenance, Staff Roles, Left Nav 3 d 11/24/10 11/30/10


1183 5.4.10.3.1.5.1.2 Design Produce Staff Maint Sec Staff Roles Left Nav by Staff 4 d 11/30/10 12/6/10


1184 5.4.10.3.1.5.2 Letter Configuration 7 d 11/24/10 12/6/10


1185 5.4.10.3.1.5.2.1 Analyze Define Letters Configuration 3 d 11/24/10 11/30/10
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1186 5.4.10.3.1.5.2.2 Produce Letters 4 d 11/30/10 12/6/10


1187 5.4.10.3.1.5.3 Templates - Case, Auth, Tx Svc, Svc Review 7 d 11/1/10 11/9/10


1188 5.4.10.3.1.5.3.1 Analyze and  Define Templates Case Auth Tx Svc Svc Review 3 d 11/1/10 11/4/10


1189 5.4.10.3.1.5.3.2 Produce Templates Case Auth Tx Svc Svc Review 4 d 11/4/10 11/9/10


1190 5.4.10.3.1.5.4 Triggers and Templates 7 d 11/9/10 11/18/10


1191 5.4.10.3.1.5.4.1 Analyze and Define Triggers Templates Sched Act Note Letters 3 d 11/9/10 11/12/10


1192 5.4.10.3.1.5.4.2 Produce Triggers and Associated Templates 4 d 11/12/10 11/18/10


1193 5.4.10.3.1.5.5 Code Sets 11 d 12/6/10 12/17/10


1194 5.4.10.3.1.5.5.1 Analyze Define Code Sets 3 d 12/6/10 12/8/10


1195 5.4.10.3.1.5.5.2 Customer Obtains Code Licenses and Files from Vendors 4 d 12/13/10 12/17/10


1196 5.4.10.3.1.5.5.3 Produce and Load Code Sets 3 d 12/13/10 12/16/10


1197 5.4.10.3.1.5.6 Benefit Maintenance 6 d 12/16/10 12/23/10


1198 5.4.10.3.1.5.6.1 Analyze Define Benefit Maintenance 3 d 12/16/10 12/20/10


1199 5.4.10.3.1.5.6.2 Produce Benefit Maintenance Configurations 3 d 12/20/10 12/23/10


1200 5.4.10.3.1.5.7 Risk Profile/Processing Configuration 8 d 11/1/10 11/10/10


1201 5.4.10.3.1.5.7.1 Analyze Define Risk Criteria 4 d 11/1/10 11/5/10


1202 5.4.10.3.1.5.7.2 Produce Risk Criteria Configuration 4 d 11/5/10 11/10/10


1203 5.4.10.3.1.5.8 Miscellaneous Configuration 14 d 11/18/10 12/7/10


1204 5.4.10.3.1.5.8.1 Analyze Define Miscellaneous Configuration 7 d 11/18/10 11/29/10


1205 5.4.10.3.1.5.8.2 Produce Miscellaneous Configuration 7 d 11/29/10 12/7/10


1206 5.4.10.3.1.5.9 Audit Configuration 6 d 12/16/10 12/23/10


1207 5.4.10.3.1.5.9.1 Analyze Define Audit Configuration 3 d 12/16/10 12/20/10


1208 5.4.10.3.1.5.9.2 Produce Audit file 3 d 12/20/10 12/23/10


1209 5.4.10.3.1.5.10 Test Configurations 10 d 12/7/10 12/17/10


1210 5.4.10.3.1.6 End Configuration 0 d 12/17/10 12/17/10


1211 5.4.10.3.1.7 Integration and Interfaces Summary 55.31 d 12/17/10 2/25/11


1212 5.4.10.3.1.7.1 Start Interfaces Integration 1 d 12/17/10 12/20/10


1213 5.4.10.3.1.7.2 Payer Group Package Product Network Integration 11 d 12/23/10 1/10/11


1214 5.4.10.3.1.7.2.1 Def/Analyze Payer Group Package Product Network Structure 1 d 12/23/10 12/23/10


1215 5.4.10.3.1.7.2.2 Produce Payer Group Package Product Networks XML File 5 d 12/27/10 1/4/11


1216 5.4.10.3.1.7.2.3 Test Payer Group Package Product Network Interface 5 d 1/4/11 1/10/11


1217 5.4.10.3.1.7.3 Inbound Authorization 9 d 1/10/11 1/20/11


1218 5.4.10.3.1.7.3.1 Def/Analyze Svc Auth Interface - Inbound 1 d 1/10/11 1/10/11


1219 5.4.10.3.1.7.3.2 Produce Svc Auth  Interface XML file - Inbound 3 d 1/10/11 1/13/11


1220 5.4.10.3.1.7.3.3 Test Svc Auth  Interface - Inbound 5 d 1/13/11 1/20/11


1221 5.4.10.3.1.7.4 Risk Interface 13 d 1/20/11 2/3/11


1222 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.1 Def/Analyze Risk Profile Interface 4 d 1/20/11 1/25/11


1223 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.2 Design Risk Profile Interface 1 d 1/25/11 1/26/11


1224 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.3 Produce Risk Profile Interface 4 d 1/26/11 1/31/11


1225 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.4 Test Risk Profile Interface 4 d 1/31/11 2/3/11
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1226 5.4.10.3.1.7.5 Set up and configure load utilities and Messenger for
Interfaces


2 d 2/4/11 2/7/11


1227 5.4.10.3.1.7.5.1 Load utilities and Messenger testing for interfaces 2 d 2/4/11 2/7/11


1228 5.4.10.3.1.7.6 MetaVance Interface 55.31 d 12/17/10 2/25/11


1229 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1 Validate requirements and Mapping 16 d 12/17/10 1/10/11


1230 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.1 Configure MetaVance Tables/Values 4 d 12/17/10 12/22/10


1231 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.2 CID Interface to MTV - Mapping 3 d 12/22/10 12/28/10


1232 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.3 Authorizations Interface to MTV - Mapping 3 d 12/28/10 12/30/10


1233 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.4 Enrollees to Atlantes - Mapping 3 d 12/30/10 1/6/11


1234 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.5 Providers to Atlantes - Mapping 3 d 1/6/11 1/10/11


1235 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.2 Set up and configure Messenger 3 d 2/7/11 2/10/11


1236 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.3 Set up MQ Series for near real time Outbound SA transaction 3 d 2/10/11 2/14/11


1237 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.4 Establish test environments MTV and Atlantes 10 d 2/14/11 2/25/11


1238 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5 Test MetaVance/Atlantes Interfaces and Loads 17 d 12/30/10 1/24/11


1239 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.1 Test Outbound Authorizations to MTV 10 d 12/30/10 1/13/11


1240 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.2 Test Enrollee Load from MTV 7 d 1/10/11 1/19/11


1241 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.3 Test Provider Load from MTV 7 d 1/13/11 1/24/11


1242 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.4 Test Claims Load from MTV 3 d 1/19/11 1/21/11


1243 5.4.10.3.1.8 End Interfaces Integrations 0 d 1/24/11 1/24/11


1244 5.4.10.3.2 Application Implementation 108.31 d 11/1/10 3/14/11


1245 5.4.10.3.2.1 Implement Application 108.31 d 11/1/10 3/14/11


1246 5.4.10.3.2.1.1 User Acceptance Testing 48 d 12/17/10 2/16/11


1247 5.4.10.3.2.1.1.1 Create Test Plans/Test Cases 14 d 12/17/10 1/6/11


1248 5.4.10.3.2.1.1.2 Create Test Data 14 d 1/6/11 1/24/11


1249 5.4.10.3.2.1.1.3 Execute Test Cases 20 d 1/24/11 2/16/11


1250 5.4.10.3.2.1.2 Conduct Training 9.85 d 2/14/11 2/25/11


1251 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1 Conduct Atlantes Training 9.85 d 2/14/11 2/25/11


1252 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.1 Conduct Super User Training 5 d 2/16/11 2/23/11


1253 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.2 Conduct Train the Trainer 2 d 2/23/11 2/24/11


1254 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.3 Business - Schedule training classes 1 d 2/14/11 2/15/11


1255 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.4 Business - Prepare training material 3 d 2/15/11 2/17/11


1256 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.5 Business - Reserve rooms 0.5 d 2/17/11 2/18/11


1257 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.6 Conduct training classes for business users 5 d 2/18/11 2/25/11


1258 5.4.10.3.2.1.3 Start Infrastructure and Installation Production 92.31 d 11/1/10 2/23/11


1259 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.1 Build, Package and Deliver Final Go Live Versions 3 d 2/16/11 2/18/11


1260 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.2 PROD Env - Install Application Server Web Client Components 3 d 11/1/10 11/3/10


1261 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.3 PROD - Install Messager and MQ Series for Integration 3 d 11/3/10 11/8/10


1262 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.4 Shake Out Testing of production installations 2 d 11/8/10 11/9/10


1263 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.5 Obtain Production Installation Acceptance 3 d 2/18/11 2/23/11


1264 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.6 End Infrastructure Installation 0 d 2/23/11 2/23/11


1265 5.4.10.3.2.1.4 Go Live 16 d 2/24/11 3/14/11
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1266 5.4.10.3.2.1.4.1 Install production applications 1 d 2/24/11 2/24/11


1267 5.4.10.3.2.1.4.2 Issue Research 15 d 2/24/11 3/14/11


1268 5.4.10.4 Verification Meeting 5 d 11/5/10 11/12/10


1269 5.4.10.4.1 Conduct Verification Meeting for Proprietary / Replacement Software with the
Client


5 d 11/5/10 11/12/10


1270 5.4.10.5 Atlantes - Clinical Configuration 19.23 d 11/1/10 11/23/10


1271 5.4.10.5.1 Identify NV Specific PA Template Needs 8 d 11/1/10 11/9/10


1272 5.4.10.5.2 Identify Field Level Details for PA 8 d 11/1/10 11/9/10


1273 5.4.10.5.3 Configure Field Level Details 8 d 11/1/10 11/9/10


1274 5.4.10.5.4 Identify User Groups 2 d 11/22/10 11/23/10


1275 5.4.10.6 CRM Service Manager Help Desk 55 d 11/5/10 1/18/11


1276 5.4.10.6.1 CRM - Design -  33 d 11/5/10 12/17/10


1277 5.4.10.6.1.1 Review CRM  Requirements 3 d 11/5/10 11/10/10


1278 5.4.10.6.1.2 Create CRM  Requirements Document 10 d 11/10/10 11/23/10


1279 5.4.10.6.1.3 Review & Revise CRM  Requirements Document 5 d 11/23/10 12/1/10


1280 5.4.10.6.1.4 Create CRM  Design 10 d 12/1/10 12/13/10


1281 5.4.10.6.1.5 Review & Revise CRM  Design 5 d 12/13/10 12/17/10


1282 5.4.10.6.2 CRM - Configuration Release 1 -  22 d 12/17/10 1/18/11


1283 5.4.10.6.2.1 CRM  CSR Build 1 22 d 12/17/10 1/18/11


1284 5.4.10.6.2.1.1 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Review Requirements and Design Docs 10 d 12/17/10 12/30/10


1285 5.4.10.6.2.1.2 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Conduct CSR Configure and Unit Test 15 d 12/17/10 1/7/11


1286 5.4.10.6.2.1.3 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Conduct Configuration & Unit Test Walkthrough 15 d 12/21/10 1/11/11


1287 5.4.10.6.2.1.4 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Rework and Retest CSR Defects 15 d 12/22/10 1/13/11


1288 5.4.10.6.2.1.5 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Update Design and System Documentation 3 d 1/13/11 1/18/11


1289 5.4.10.7 12.6.9 Health Care(HC) Provider Web Portal  77 d 10/18/10 1/24/11


1290 5.4.10.7.1 12.6.9 NV Web Portal Kick-off 1 d 10/18/10 10/18/10


1291 5.4.10.7.2 12.6.9 Develop NV Web Portal Project Plan 5 d 10/18/10 10/22/10


1292 5.4.10.7.3 12.6.9 Identify/Resource NV Portal Delivery Team 30 d 10/18/10 11/23/10


1293 5.4.10.7.4 12.6.9 Perform Detail Gap Analysis between existing web capabilities and HP HC
Portal


20 d 10/18/10 11/10/10


1294 5.4.10.7.5 12.6.9 Gap to HC Product to determine inclusion in immediate release vs next/future
releases


5 d 10/18/10 10/22/10


1295 5.4.10.7.6 12.6.9 Portal Release 0 d 11/5/10 11/5/10


1296 5.4.10.7.7 12.6.9 Deliver NV Portal Release 0 d 11/5/10 11/5/10


1297 5.4.10.7.8 12.6.9 Install HP HC Provider Portal into development environment 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


1298 5.4.10.7.9 12.6.9 Testing environment setup 30 d 11/18/10 12/28/10


1299 5.4.10.7.10 12.6.9 Install HP HC Provider Portal into testing environment 10 d 11/1/10 11/12/10


1300 5.4.10.7.11 12.6.9 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service
Provider Registration


45 d 11/5/10 1/5/11


1301 5.4.10.7.12 12.6.9 Build web service from NV payer system for Provider Information: language,
location, details, switch, organization, specialties


45 d 11/5/10 1/5/11
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1302 5.4.10.7.13 12.6.9 Build web service from NV payer system for Membership Information 45 d 11/5/10 1/5/11


1303 5.4.10.7.14 12.6.9.9 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service Contact
Us/Secure Correspondence


45 d 11/5/10 1/5/11


1304 5.4.10.7.15 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
270/271 - Eligibility


45 d 11/5/10 1/5/11


1305 5.4.10.7.16 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for 278
- Prior Auth (non-pharmacy


45 d 11/5/10 1/5/11


1306 5.4.10.7.17 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for 278
- Prior Auth (pharmacy)


45 d 11/5/10 1/5/11


1307 5.4.10.7.18 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
276/277 - Claims Status


45 d 11/5/10 1/5/11


1308 5.4.10.7.19 12.6.9.10 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
electronic RA


45 d 11/5/10 1/5/11


1309 5.4.10.7.20 12.6.9.12 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
Claims Submission (837)


45 d 11/5/10 1/5/11


1310 5.4.10.7.21 12.6.9 Migration of existing NV provider web accounts to HP HC Portal for testing;
includes delegate relationships to providers if applicable


15 d 11/12/10 12/2/10


1311 5.4.10.7.22 12.6.9 Create Content Pages for public access including content, communications,
guides, forms and files, links to NV websites, info on EDI, ePrescribe,


60 d 11/5/10 1/24/11


1312 5.4.10.7.23 12.6.9 Public Internet  Access Setup 20 d 11/12/10 12/8/10


1313 5.4.10.8 12.6.10 Online Document Retrieval and Archive System (ODRAS) 56.19 d 10/18/10 12/27/10


1314 5.4.10.8.1 12.6.10 Network Configuration--IBM OnDemand, MS SharePoint 5 d 10/18/10 10/22/10


1315 5.4.10.8.2 12.6.10 Install/Configure 2 Windows Fax Server with Fax Software, Fax board 1 d 10/18/10 10/18/10


1316 5.4.10.8.3 12.6.10 Setup/Configure Fax Lines 2.5 d 10/18/10 10/20/10


1317 5.4.10.8.4 12.6.10 Install/Configure 2 HP Unix Servers 2.5 d 10/18/10 10/20/10


1318 5.4.10.8.5 12.6.10.14 Setup/Configure Disc Storage 2.5 d 10/18/10 10/20/10


1319 5.4.10.8.6 12.6.10 Setup/Configure Tape Storage 2.5 d 10/18/10 10/20/10


1320 5.4.10.8.7 12.6.10 Install/Setup Disc Storage/Tape Storage Software 2.5 d 10/18/10 10/20/10


1321 5.4.10.8.8 12.6.10 Create IBM OnDemand/Oracle -- Claims 10 d 10/25/10 11/5/10


1322 5.4.10.8.9 12.6.10 Create IBM OnDemand/Oracle -- Report 10 d 10/25/10 11/5/10


1323 5.4.10.8.10 12.6.10 Create IBM OnDemand/Oracle -- Correspondence 10 d 10/25/10 11/5/10


1324 5.4.10.8.11 12.6.10.5 Create web browser interface to IBM OnDemand--Claims 17.5 d 11/5/10 12/1/10


1325 5.4.10.8.12 12.6.10.4 Create web browser interface to IBM OnDemand--Report 17.5 d 11/5/10 12/1/10


1326 5.4.10.8.13 12.6.10.6 Create web browser interface to IBM OnDemand--Correspondence 17.5 d 11/5/10 12/1/10


1327 5.4.10.8.14 12.6.10 Update Thick Client application to IBM OnDemand--Claims 5 d 11/23/10 12/1/10


1328 5.4.10.8.15 12.6.10 Create User Accounts for IBM OnDemand--Claims 2.5 d 11/23/10 11/29/10


1329 5.4.10.8.16 12.6.10 Create User Accounts for IBM OnDemand--Report 7.5 d 11/23/10 12/3/10


1330 5.4.10.8.17 12.6.10 Create User Accounts for IBM OnDemand--Correspondences 2.5 d 11/23/10 11/29/10


1331 5.4.10.8.18 12.6.10 Create SFTP Transfer Scripts 10 d 10/25/10 11/5/10


1332 5.4.10.8.19 12.6.10.8 Mainframe Report updates 15 d 10/25/10 11/12/10


1333 5.4.10.8.20 12.6.10 Feed export data from FirstDARS--Claims 20 d 10/25/10 11/18/10


1334 5.4.10.8.21 12.6.10 Feed export data from FirstDARS--Correspondences 20 d 10/25/10 11/18/10


1335 5.4.10.8.22 12.6.10 Feed export data from FirstDARS--Report 20 d 10/25/10 11/18/10


1336 5.4.10.8.23 12.6.10 Fax Testing 5 d 10/25/10 11/1/10
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1337 5.4.10.8.24 Testing 56.19 d 10/18/10 12/27/10


1338 5.4.10.8.24.1 Integration Testing  5 d 12/1/10 12/7/10


1339 5.4.10.8.24.1.1 12.6.10.15 KDE to IBM OnDemand -- Claims 5 d 12/1/10 12/7/10


1340 5.4.10.8.24.1.2 12.6.10.15 MF EDI to IBM OnDemand -- Claims 5 d 12/1/10 12/7/10


1341 5.4.10.8.24.1.3 12.6.10.15 Correspondences to IBM OnDemand -- Correspondences 5 d 12/1/10 12/7/10


1342 5.4.10.8.24.1.4 12.6.10.8 MF Reports to IBM OnDemand -- Reports 5 d 12/1/10 12/7/10


1343 5.4.10.8.24.1.5 12.6.10.8 MARS Reports to IBM OnDemand -- Reports 5 d 12/1/10 12/7/10


1344 5.4.10.8.24.1.6 12.6.10.8 SURS Reports to IBM OnDemand -- Reports 5 d 12/1/10 12/7/10


1345 5.4.10.8.24.2 Web Browser Testing 2.5 d 12/1/10 12/3/10


1346 5.4.10.8.24.2.1 12.6.10.5 Claims 2.5 d 12/1/10 12/3/10


1347 5.4.10.8.24.2.2 12.6.10.6 Correspondences 2.5 d 12/1/10 12/3/10


1348 5.4.10.8.24.2.3 12.6.10.4 Reports 2.5 d 12/1/10 12/3/10


1349 5.4.10.8.24.3 Install/Configure 29.32 d 10/18/10 11/22/10


1350 5.4.10.8.24.3.1 12.6.10 Windows Server 2.5 d 10/18/10 10/20/10


1351 5.4.10.8.24.3.2 12.6.10 MS SharePoint 20 d 10/21/10 11/16/10


1352 5.4.10.8.24.3.3 12.6.10 MS SharePoint/SQL 5 d 11/16/10 11/22/10


1353 5.4.10.8.24.3.4 12.6.10 Desktop scanner 0.5 d 11/22/10 11/22/10


1354 5.4.10.8.24.3.5 12.6.10 Adobe Acrobat 0.13 d 11/22/10 11/22/10


1355 5.4.10.8.24.4 SharePoint 27.5 d 11/22/10 12/27/10


1356 5.4.10.8.24.4.1 12.6.10 Build MS SharePoint Template Page 20 d 11/22/10 12/16/10


1357 5.4.10.8.24.4.2 12.6.10 Create MS SharePoint User Accounts/Groups 5 d 11/22/10 11/30/10


1358 5.4.10.8.24.4.3 12.6.10 Feed export data from First Health document repository 25 d 11/22/10 12/22/10


1359 5.4.10.8.24.4.4 Integration Testing 2.5 d 12/22/10 12/27/10


1360 5.4.10.8.24.4.4.1 12.6.10 Add documents 2.5 d 12/22/10 12/27/10


1361 5.4.10.8.24.4.4.2 12.6.10 Check-In/check-Out documents 2.5 d 12/22/10 12/27/10


1362 5.4.10.8.24.4.4.3 12.6.10 User access (DHCFP, HP) 2.5 d 12/22/10 12/27/10


1363 5.4.10.9 Section 15 Health Education and Care Coordination (HECCU)  107 d 10/18/10 2/28/11


1364 5.4.10.9.1 Systems Tasks 45 d 12/10/10 2/4/11


1365 5.4.10.9.1.1 Verify 1-800 availability 1 d 2/1/11 2/1/11


1366 5.4.10.9.1.2 15.10.4.2 Verify telephone stat tracking capability 1 d 2/1/11 2/1/11


1367 5.4.10.9.1.3 Verify telephone stats reporting capability 1 d 2/1/11 2/1/11


1368 5.4.10.9.1.4 Determine call routing procedures 1 d 2/1/11 2/1/11


1369 5.4.10.9.1.5 Verify after hours messaging 1 d 2/1/11 2/1/11


1370 5.4.10.9.1.6 15.4.3.2 Verify language line access 1 d 2/1/11 2/1/11


1371 5.4.10.9.1.7 15.4.1 Verify member website 1 d 2/1/11 2/1/11


1372 5.4.10.9.1.8 Design data query for ABD members 1 d 2/1/11 2/1/11


1373 5.4.10.9.1.9 15.2.1 Determine member information posting procedures 1 d 2/1/11 2/1/11


1374 5.4.10.9.1.10 Build member contact tracking on-line assessment database 45 d 12/10/10 2/4/11


1375 5.4.10.9.1.11 Test database 1 d 2/1/11 2/1/11


1376 5.4.10.9.1.12 Determine call routing procedures 1 d 2/1/11 2/1/11


1377 5.4.10.9.1.13 Test call routing procedures 1 d 2/1/11 2/1/11


1378 5.4.10.9.2 Operational Tasks 107 d 10/18/10 2/28/11
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1379 5.4.10.9.2.1 15.4.3.1 Hire Staff 30 d 11/5/10 12/15/10


1380 5.4.10.9.2.2 Train Staff 2 d 12/15/10 12/16/10


1381 5.4.10.9.2.2.1 HP Procedures 1 d 12/15/10 12/15/10


1382 5.4.10.9.2.2.2 HECCU Procedures 1 d 12/16/10 12/16/10


1383 5.4.10.9.2.3 15.4.3.4 Written Policies and Procedures 70 d 11/5/10 2/3/11


1384 5.4.10.9.2.3.1 Develop Written Policies and Procedures 60 d 11/5/10 1/24/11


1385 5.4.10.9.2.3.2 DHCFP Reviews Written Policies and Procedures 10 d 1/24/11 2/3/11


1386 5.4.10.9.2.3.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Written Policies and
Procedures


0 d 2/3/11 2/3/11


1387 5.4.10.9.2.4 15.2.2 Introductory Recipient Letter 12 d 1/24/11 2/7/11


1388 5.4.10.9.2.4.1 Create Introductory Recipient Letter 2 d 1/24/11 1/26/11


1389 5.4.10.9.2.4.2 15.4.2  DHCFP Reviews Introductory Recipient Letter 10 d 1/26/11 2/7/11


1390 5.4.10.9.2.4.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Introductory Recipient Letter 0 d 2/7/11 2/7/11


1391 5.4.10.9.2.5 15.1.2 Establish Recipient Referral Process with Silver State Wellness Vendor 4 d 2/7/11 2/10/11


1392 5.4.10.9.2.6 15.2.2 Develop Mini-health Assessment 3 d 2/7/11 2/9/11


1393 5.4.10.9.2.7 15.4.3 Identify Community Organizations and Create Reference Library 60 d 12/15/10 2/28/11


1394 5.4.10.9.2.8 15.2.2 Generate and Mail Introductory Letter 1 d 2/9/11 2/10/11


1395 5.4.10.9.2.9 15.5.1 Develop Provider Training Information 5 d 2/9/11 2/15/11


1396 5.4.10.9.2.10 15.4.4.1 Newsletter Format and Schedule 15 d 2/3/11 2/22/11


1397 5.4.10.9.2.10.1 Develop Newsletter Format and Schedule 5 d 2/3/11 2/9/11


1398 5.4.10.9.2.10.2 15.4.4.2  DHCFP Reviews Newsletter Format and Schedule 10 d 2/9/11 2/22/11


1399 5.4.10.9.2.10.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Newsletter Format and
Schedule


0 d 2/22/11 2/22/11


1400 5.4.10.9.2.11 15.10.4.4 Develop Reporting Formats 30 d 10/18/10 11/23/10


1401 5.4.11 9.3.3.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Completion of CORE Software, Files and Peripheral
Systems


0 d 3/21/11 3/21/11


1402 5.4.12 Attachments
O-Q


Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities 112 d 10/18/10 3/4/11


1403 5.4.12.1 12.5.2.2 Identify and Recover Never Events as Defined by CMS 110 d 10/18/10 3/3/11


1404 5.4.12.1.1 Develop "Never Event" Criteria for Post Payment Review 35 d 10/18/10 12/1/10


1405 5.4.12.1.2 Develop Process to Recover and Track Identified Paid Claims 35 d 12/1/10 1/13/11


1406 5.4.12.1.3 Document New Processes 20 d 1/13/11 2/8/11


1407 5.4.12.1.4 Provide Training to State Staff 10 d 2/8/11 2/18/11


1408 5.4.12.1.5 Provide Training to Team 10 d 2/18/11 3/3/11


1409 5.4.12.2 12.5.2.3 Annually Send False Claim Letters/Certifications to Providers Paid > $5m
and Report Results to the State


110 d 10/18/10 3/3/11


1410 5.4.12.2.1 Identify Providers Paid >$5m Annually 15 d 10/18/10 11/4/10


1411 5.4.12.2.2 Send Letters to these Providers 10 d 11/4/10 11/17/10


1412 5.4.12.2.3 Create Mechanism for Tracking Letters Sent and Results 35 d 11/17/10 12/30/10


1413 5.4.12.2.4 Develop Report with Results for the State 30 d 12/30/10 2/8/11


1414 5.4.12.2.5 Document New Processes 20 d 2/8/11 3/3/11


1415 5.4.12.3 Provider Re-Enrollment 45 d 1/11/11 3/4/11
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1416 5.4.12.3.1 12.7.6.2 Develop  Provider Enrollment Validation Interface to Licensing Boards 1 mo 2/9/11 3/4/11


1417 5.4.12.3.2 12.7.6.5 Generate Provider Elig Letter and Store in CRM 2 mo 1/11/11 2/28/11


1418 5.4.12.4 Prov Training & Outreach 20 d 2/9/11 3/4/11


1419 5.4.12.4.1 12.7.7.1 Develop Advance Directive/Civil Rights Notifications 1 mo 2/9/11 3/4/11


1420 5.4.12.5 EPSDT 40 d 12/3/10 1/24/11


1421 5.4.12.5.1 12.5.91 Develop EPSDT Web Form 2 mo 12/3/10 1/24/11


1422 5.5 Update Requirements Comprehensive Validation Analysis Report 20 d 2/2/11 2/25/11


1423 5.5.1 Review & Revise  Requirements Validation Analysis Report 5 d 2/2/11 2/8/11


1424 5.5.2 8.6.2.6 KEY DELIVERABLE - Submit Updated Comprehensive Requirements
Validation Analysis Report


0 d 2/8/11 2/8/11


1425 5.5.3 8.6.2.7 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Validation Analysis Report 1 d 2/8/11 2/8/11


1426 5.5.4 Conduct External Review of Requirements Validation Analysis Report 10 d 2/8/11 2/18/11


1427 5.5.5 8.6.2.7 Revise Requirements Validation Analysis Report based on External Review 1 d 2/22/11 2/22/11


1428 5.5.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Validation Analysis Report 3 d 2/22/11 2/25/11


1429 5.5.7 MILESTONE - Client Approves Updated Comprehensive Requirements
Validation Analysis Report


0 d 2/25/11 2/25/11


1430 5.6 Testing 107 d 10/28/10 3/11/11


1431 5.6.1 System Testing  80 d 10/28/10 2/8/11


1432 5.6.1.1 Execute System Tests 60 d 10/28/10 1/13/11


1433 5.6.1.1.1 Prepare Systems Test Cases 20 d 10/28/10 11/23/10


1434 5.6.1.1.2 Execute Systems Tests  20 d 12/13/10 1/7/11


1435 5.6.1.1.3 Resolve Discrepancies for Systems Tests 20 d 12/17/10 1/13/11


1436 5.6.1.2 15.4.4.1 System Testing Results 45 d 12/13/10 2/8/11


1437 5.6.1.2.1 Document System Test Results 20 d 12/13/10 1/7/11


1438 5.6.1.2.2 9.3.4.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Testing Results 0 d 1/7/11 1/7/11


1439 5.6.1.2.3 Client Reviews System Testing Results 10 d 1/7/11 1/20/11


1440 5.6.1.2.4 HP Retest & Document Results of System Testing Results based on Client's
Review


10 d 1/20/11 2/2/11


1441 5.6.1.2.5 Client Reviews Updates to System Testing Results 5 d 2/2/11 2/8/11


1442 5.6.1.2.6 9.3.3.4 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves System Testing Results 0 d 2/8/11 2/8/11


1443 5.6.2 9.3.2.11 Integration Testing  85 d 11/10/10 2/25/11


1444 5.6.2.1  Execute Integration Tests 60 d 11/10/10 1/26/11


1445 5.6.2.1.1 Prepare Integrations Tests Cases 20 d 11/10/10 12/7/10


1446 5.6.2.1.2 Execute Integrations Tests  20 d 12/23/10 1/20/11


1447 5.6.2.1.3 Resolve Discrepancies for Integrations Tests 20 d 12/30/10 1/26/11


1448 5.6.2.1.4 Document  Integrations Test Results 25 d 12/23/10 1/26/11


1449 5.6.2.2 12.6.9 Web Portal 20 d 12/13/10 1/7/11


1450 5.6.2.2.1 12.6.9 Provider Registration 20 d 12/13/10 1/7/11


1451 5.6.2.2.2 12.6.9 Provider Information 20 d 12/13/10 1/7/11


1452 5.6.2.2.3 12.6.9 Membership Information 20 d 12/13/10 1/7/11


1453 5.6.2.2.4 12.6.9.9 Contact Us 20 d 12/13/10 1/7/11


1454 5.6.2.2.5 12.6.9.5 270/271 - Eligibility 20 d 12/13/10 1/7/11
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1455 5.6.2.2.6 12.6.9.5 278 - Prior Auth (non-pharmacy 20 d 12/13/10 1/7/11


1456 5.6.2.2.7 12.6.9.5 278 - Prior Auth (pharmacy) 20 d 12/13/10 1/7/11


1457 5.6.2.2.8 12.6.9.5 276/277 - Claims Status 20 d 12/13/10 1/7/11


1458 5.6.2.2.9 12.6.10 276/277 - electronic RA 20 d 12/13/10 1/7/11


1459 5.6.2.2.10 12.6.12 837 - Claims Submission 20 d 12/13/10 1/7/11


1460 5.6.2.2.11 12.6.9.1/
12.6.9.2/
12.6.8.6/


Test/Review Content Pages for public access including content,
communications, guides, forms and files, links to NV websites, info on EDI,
ePrescribe,


20 d 12/13/10 1/7/11


1461 5.6.2.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of HP Health Care Provider Portal 0 d 1/26/11 1/26/11


1462 5.6.2.4 Interface Testing 23 d 12/23/10 1/25/11


1463 5.6.2.4.1 Test connectivity with each interface source/destination 20 d 12/23/10 1/20/11


1464 5.6.2.4.2 Receive initial test interface inputs (internal and external) 20 d 12/23/10 1/20/11


1465 5.6.2.4.3 Send initial test interface outputs (internal and external) 20 d 12/23/10 1/20/11


1466 5.6.2.4.4 Review/revise interfaces, as necessary 20 d 12/23/10 1/20/11


1467 5.6.2.4.5 Establish interface file schedule (in-coming and out-going) 3 d 1/20/11 1/25/11


1468 5.6.2.5 Integration Testing  Results 33 d 1/18/11 2/25/11


1469 5.6.2.5.1 Document interface Testing Results 5 d 1/18/11 1/24/11


1470 5.6.2.5.2 9.3.4.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Integration Test Results 0 d 1/26/11 1/26/11


1471 5.6.2.5.3 Client Reviews Integration Test Results 10 d 1/27/11 2/8/11


1472 5.6.2.5.4 HP Retest & Document Results of Integration Test Results based on Client's
Review


10 d 2/8/11 2/18/11


1473 5.6.2.5.5 Client Reviews Updates to Integration Test Results 5 d 2/18/11 2/25/11


1474 5.6.2.5.6 9.3.3.5 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Integration Test Results 0 d 2/25/11 2/25/11


1475 5.6.3 9.4 Parallel Testing 93 d 11/5/10 3/3/11


1476 5.6.3.1 9.4.2.1 Parallel Test Outline and Plan 65 d 11/5/10 1/28/11


1477 5.6.3.1.1 Outline Parallel Test Plan 13 d 11/5/10 11/23/10


1478 5.6.3.1.1.1 Develop Outline - Parallel Test Plan 1 d 11/5/10 11/8/10


1479 5.6.3.1.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Parallel Test Plan 1 d 11/8/10 11/9/10


1480 5.6.3.1.1.3 Revise Outline - Parallel Test Plan Based on HP Review 1 d 11/9/10 11/10/10


1481 5.6.3.1.1.4 9.4.4.1 CHECKPOINT: Submit Parallel Test Plan Outline 0 d 11/10/10 11/10/10


1482 5.6.3.1.1.5 Client Review of Parallel Test Plan Outline 5 d 11/10/10 11/17/10


1483 5.6.3.1.1.6 HP Revise Parallel Test Plan Outline Based on Client Review 2 d 11/17/10 11/18/10


1484 5.6.3.1.1.7 Client Review revised Parallel Test Plan Outline 3 d 11/18/10 11/23/10


1485 5.6.3.1.1.8 9.4.5.1 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Parallel Test Plan Outline 0 d 11/23/10 11/23/10


1486 5.6.3.1.2 Parallel Test Plan 32 d 12/17/10 1/28/11


1487 5.6.3.1.2.1 Develop Parallel Test Plan 10 d 12/17/10 12/30/10


1488 5.6.3.1.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Parallel Test Plan 2 d 12/30/10 1/5/11


1489 5.6.3.1.2.3 9.4.4.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit Parallel Test Plan 0 d 1/5/11 1/5/11


1490 5.6.3.1.2.4 Client Reviews Parallel Test Plan 10 d 1/5/11 1/18/11


1491 5.6.3.1.2.5 HP Updates Parallel Test Plan per Client's Review 5 d 1/18/11 1/24/11


1492 5.6.3.1.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Parallel Test Plan 5 d 1/24/11 1/28/11


1493 5.6.3.1.2.7 9.4.3.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Plan 0 d 1/28/11 1/28/11
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1494 5.6.3.2 9.4.2.2 Parallel Test Procedures 32 d 1/5/11 2/11/11


1495 5.6.3.2.1 Develop Parallel Test Procedures 10 d 1/5/11 1/18/11


1496 5.6.3.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Parallel Test Procedures 2 d 1/18/11 1/20/11


1497 5.6.3.2.3 9.4.2.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Parallel Test Procedures 0 d 1/20/11 1/20/11


1498 5.6.3.2.4 Client Reviews Parallel Test Procedures 10 d 1/20/11 2/1/11


1499 5.6.3.2.5 HP Updates Parallel Test Procedures per Client's Review 5 d 2/1/11 2/7/11


1500 5.6.3.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Parallel Test Procedures 5 d 2/7/11 2/11/11


1501 5.6.3.2.7 9.4.2.2 MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Procedures 0 d 2/11/11 2/11/11


1502 5.6.3.3 Parallel Test 93 d 11/5/10 3/3/11


1503 5.6.3.3.1 Parallel Testing Prep 67 d 11/5/10 2/1/11


1504 5.6.3.3.1.1 9.4.2.5 Create Parallel Test Cycle Schedule 5 d 1/20/11 1/26/11


1505 5.6.3.3.1.2 9.4.5.2 Client Reviews & Approves Parallel Test Cycle Schedule 5 d 1/26/11 2/1/11


1506 5.6.3.3.1.3 9.4.5.2 MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Cycle Schedule 0 d 2/1/11 2/1/11


1507 5.6.3.3.1.4 9.4.2.11 Prepare Parallel Test cases 20 d 11/5/10 12/3/10


1508 5.6.3.3.1.5 9.4.2.11 Prepare Parallel Test Data 20 d 12/3/10 12/28/10


1509 5.6.3.3.2 Execute Parallel Test 53 d 12/28/10 3/3/11


1510 5.6.3.3.2.1 Obtain Current Production Files from Incumbent for Parallel Testing 2 d 12/28/10 12/29/10


1511 5.6.3.3.2.2 9.4.2.8 Load Current Production Files from Incumbent for Parallel Testing 2 d 12/29/10 1/4/11


1512 5.6.3.3.2.3 9.4.2.12 /
9.4.3.7


Execute Parallel Test Cycles 10 d 1/7/11 1/20/11


1513 5.6.3.3.2.4 9.4.2.6 /
9.4.2.7


Resolve Discrepancies for Parallel Tests 10 d 1/13/11 1/26/11


1514 5.6.3.3.2.5 9.4.2.9 Balance Parallel Test Results 10 d 1/20/11 2/2/11


1515 5.6.3.3.2.6 9.4.2.10 Document Parallel Test Results 10 d 1/20/11 2/2/11


1516 5.6.3.3.2.7 9.4.4.7 Create Parallel Test Action Plan for Any Remaining Discrepancies 5 d 2/2/11 2/8/11


1517 5.6.3.3.2.8 9.4.4.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Parallel Test Results 0 d 2/8/11 2/8/11


1518 5.6.3.3.2.9 Client Reviews Parallel Test Results 10 d 2/8/11 2/18/11


1519 5.6.3.3.2.10 9.4.2.13 HP Retest & Document Results of Parallel Test Results based on Client's
Review


5 d 2/18/11 2/25/11


1520 5.6.3.3.2.11 Client Reviews Updates to Parallel Test Results 5 d 2/25/11 3/3/11


1521 5.6.3.3.2.129.4.3.2 / 9.4.5.3 / 9.4.3.7 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Results 0 d 3/3/11 3/3/11


1522 5.6.3.4 9.4.2.14 System Manuals 31 d 12/23/10 2/2/11


1523 5.6.3.4.1 Review & Revise Existing System Manuals 10 d 12/23/10 1/7/11


1524 5.6.3.4.2 Internal Review of Updated System Manuals 2 d 1/7/11 1/11/11


1525 5.6.3.4.3 Update System Manuals from Review 2 d 1/11/11 1/13/11


1526 5.6.3.4.4 9.4.4.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated System Manuals 0 d 1/13/11 1/13/11


1527 5.6.3.4.5 Client Reviews Updated System Manuals 10 d 1/13/11 1/26/11


1528 5.6.3.4.6 HP Updates Updated System Manuals per Client's Review 2 d 1/26/11 1/27/11


1529 5.6.3.4.7 Client Reviews Updates to System Manuals 5 d 1/27/11 2/2/11


1530 5.6.3.4.8 9.4.3.5 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated System Manuals 0 d 1/13/11 1/13/11


1531 5.6.3.5 9.4.2.15 User Manuals  31 d 12/23/10 2/2/11
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1532 5.6.3.5.1 Review & Revise Existing User Manuals 10 d 12/23/10 1/7/11


1533 5.6.3.5.2 Internal Review of Updated User Manuals 2 d 1/7/11 1/11/11


1534 5.6.3.5.3 Update User Manuals  from Review 2 d 1/11/11 1/13/11


1535 5.6.3.5.4 9.4.4.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated User Manuals 0 d 1/13/11 1/13/11


1536 5.6.3.5.5 Client Reviews Updated User Manuals 10 d 1/13/11 1/26/11


1537 5.6.3.5.6 HP Updates Updated User Manuals  per Client's Review 2 d 1/26/11 1/27/11


1538 5.6.3.5.7 Client Reviews Updates to User Manuals 5 d 1/27/11 2/2/11


1539 5.6.3.5.8 9.4.3.6 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated User Manuals 0 d 1/13/11 1/13/11


1540 5.6.3.6 9.3.3.6 /
9.4.3.5


PROGRESS MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Updated System and User
Manuals


0 d 2/2/11 2/2/11


1541 5.6.4 WEB Content Review  40 d 1/24/11 3/11/11


1542 5.6.4.1 Execute WEB Portal Tests 15 d 1/24/11 2/9/11


1543 5.6.4.2 Resolve Discrepancies for WEB Portal Tests 5 d 2/9/11 2/15/11


1544 5.6.4.3 Document WEB Portal Tests 2 d 2/15/11 2/17/11


1545 5.6.4.4 Create WEB Portal Test Action Plan for Any Remaining Discrepancies 5 d 2/17/11 2/24/11


1546 5.6.4.5 CHECKPOINT: WEB Portal Tests Complete 0 d 2/24/11 2/24/11


1547 5.6.4.6 Client Reviews WEB Portal Test Results 5 d 2/24/11 3/2/11


1548 5.6.4.7 HP Retest & Document Results of WEB Portal Test Results based on Client's
Review


3 d 3/2/11 3/4/11


1549 5.6.4.8 Client Reviews Updates to WEB Portal Test Results 5 d 3/7/11 3/11/11


1550 5.6.4.9 MILESTONE: Client Approves WEB Portal Test Results 0 d 3/11/11 3/11/11


1551 5.7 MILESTONE: All Testing Complete 39.31 d 2/2/11 3/18/11


1552 5.8 9.3.4.8 Training 100 d 10/18/10 2/18/11


1553 5.8.1 HP Project and Portfolio Management Center (PPM-C) Training 65 d 10/18/10 1/7/11


1554 5.8.1.1 Prepare Training Schedule 10 d 10/18/10 10/28/10


1555 5.8.1.2 Review Training Materials 10 d 10/28/10 11/10/10


1556 5.8.1.3 Make Ready Training Materials 10 d 11/10/10 11/23/10


1557 5.8.1.4 Technical Support Training 15 d 11/23/10 12/13/10


1558 5.8.1.5 Train the Trainer Sessions 10 d 12/13/10 12/23/10


1559 5.8.1.6 User Training 10 d 12/23/10 1/7/11


1560 5.8.2 Training Schedules & Materials 67 d 10/18/10 1/11/11


1561 5.8.2.1 Develop Training Schedules/Logistics 10 d 10/18/10 10/28/10


1562 5.8.2.2 Develop Training Materials 30 d 10/28/10 12/7/10


1563 5.8.2.3 15.4.5.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Training Schedules & Materials 0 d 12/7/10 12/7/10


1564 5.8.2.4 Client Reviews Training Schedules & Materials 10 d 12/7/10 12/17/10


1565 5.8.2.5 HP Revise Training Schedules & Materials based on Client's Review 5 d 12/17/10 12/23/10


1566 5.8.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Training Schedules & Materials 5 d 12/23/10 12/30/10


1567 5.8.2.7 15.4.5.7 MILESTONE: Client Approves Training Schedules & Materials 0 d 12/30/10 12/30/10


1568 5.8.2.8 Produce Training Materials 7 d 12/30/10 1/11/11


1569 5.8.3 Conduct Training Sessions 100 d 10/18/10 2/18/11


1570 5.8.3.1 9.5.1.3 MMIS Training 100 d 10/18/10 2/18/11


1571 5.8.3.1.1  Conduct Training for Call Center Staff 10 d 10/18/10 10/28/10
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1572 5.8.3.1.2 9.3.4.8  Conduct Training for HP Staff 10 d 1/20/11 2/2/11


1573 5.8.3.1.3 9.3.4.8 /
9.6.2.1


 Conduct Training for Client Staff 10 d 2/2/11 2/14/11


1574 5.8.3.1.4 9.3.4.8 /
9.5.1.8 /


 Conduct Training for Providers 10 d 2/2/11 2/14/11


1575 5.8.3.1.5 9.3.4.8 /
9.6.2.1


 Conduct Training for Other Business Partners 5 d 2/14/11 2/18/11


1576 5.8.3.2 9.5.1.8 /
9.6.2.1


PROGRESS MILESTONE:  Client & Provider MMIS Training Complete 0 d 2/18/11 2/18/11


1577 5.8.3.3 9.5.1.6 /
9.6.1.1 /


Organization, Functional & Operational Training 10 d 2/2/11 2/14/11


1578 5.8.3.3.1 9.3.4.8  Conduct Orientation & Training for Client Staff - Session 1 5 d 2/2/11 2/8/11


1579 5.8.3.3.2 9.3.4.8  Conduct Orientation & Training for Client Staff - Session 2 5 d 2/8/11 2/14/11


1580 5.8.3.4 MILESTONE: Organization, Functional & Operational Training Complete 0 d 2/14/11 2/14/11


1581 5.8.3.5 Provider Pharmacy Training 46.8 d 12/7/10 2/3/11


1582 5.8.3.5.1 Determine Training Format/Content 10 d 12/7/10 12/17/10


1583 5.8.3.5.2 Schedule Locations/Conf lines 10 d 12/17/10 12/30/10


1584 5.8.3.5.3 Confirm Trainers 2 d 12/30/10 1/5/11


1585 5.8.3.5.4 Notification to Providers of Training Details/Locations/Times 2.5 d 12/30/10 1/5/11


1586 5.8.3.5.5 Train Providers on the Transition to SXC 10 d 1/12/11 1/25/11


1587 5.8.3.5.6 Update Provider Web Site with Training Material, Meeting Minutes, Q&A 2 d 2/1/11 2/3/11


1588 5.8.3.5.7 Provider Training complete 0 d 2/3/11 2/3/11


1589 5.9 9.5 Operational Readiness  1567.79 d 1/15/10 1/13/15


1590 5.9.1 Pharmacy Implementation(Cutover) Planning 20.31 d 1/20/11 2/14/11


1591 5.9.1.1 Develop detailed cut-over Plan 6.15 d 1/20/11 1/27/11


1592 5.9.1.2 Review cut-over Plan 6.77 d 1/27/11 2/4/11


1593 5.9.1.3 Modify cut-over Plan as Necessary 7.38 d 2/4/11 2/14/11


1594 5.9.1.4 CHECKPOINT: Implementation Plan Complete 0 d 2/14/11 2/14/11


1595 5.9.1.5 Operational Readiness Checklists 12.42 d 1/27/11 2/10/11


1596 5.9.1.5.1 Develop Operational Readiness Checklists 3.73 d 1/27/11 2/1/11


1597 5.9.1.5.2 Review Operational Plan Checklist 4.96 d 2/1/11 2/7/11


1598 5.9.1.5.3 Modify Operational Checklist as Necessary 3.73 d 2/7/11 2/10/11


1599 5.9.1.5.4 CHECKPOINT: Operational Readiness Checklist Complete 0 d 2/10/11 2/10/11


1600 5.9.2 9.5.1.3 Acquire Operations Staff 96 d 10/18/10 2/14/11


1601 5.9.2.1 Validate Operations Staffing Plan 20 d 10/18/10 11/10/10


1602 5.9.2.2 Advertise Open Staff Positions 50 d 11/12/10 1/14/11


1603 5.9.2.3 Recruitment 76 d 11/10/10 2/14/11


1604 5.9.2.3.1 Interview incumbent staff 20 d 11/10/10 12/7/10


1605 5.9.2.3.2 Transition incumbent staff - HP Acclimation 20 d 11/10/10 12/7/10


1606 5.9.2.3.3 Collect Resumes 60 d 11/10/10 1/26/11


1607 5.9.2.3.4 Conduct Interviews 60 d 11/12/10 1/27/11


1608 5.9.2.3.5 Complete Hiring 60 d 12/2/10 2/14/11
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1609 5.9.2.4 MILESTONE: HP Employee Operational Training Complete 0 d 10/18/10 10/18/10


1610 5.9.3 Operational Preparedness 1567.79 d 1/15/10 1/13/15


1611 5.9.3.1 Prior Auth - Utilization Management Operational Activities 288.46 d 1/15/10 12/20/10


1612 5.9.3.1.1 Map  Operational Workflows for PA/UM 11.62 d 11/12/10 11/29/10


1613 5.9.3.1.1.1 Phone 3 d 11/12/10 11/16/10


1614 5.9.3.1.1.2 Fax 3 d 11/12/10 11/16/10


1615 5.9.3.1.1.3 Portal 3 d 11/15/10 11/17/10


1616 5.9.3.1.1.4 Mail 3 d 11/18/10 11/22/10


1617 5.9.3.1.1.5 Approvals 3 d 11/22/10 11/24/10


1618 5.9.3.1.1.6 Denials 3 d 11/23/10 11/29/10


1619 5.9.3.1.2 Develop PA Decision Notification Templates 5 d 11/18/10 11/24/10


1620 5.9.3.1.3 Map Hearing and Appeal Workflows 3 d 11/23/10 11/29/10


1621 5.9.3.1.4 Identify Phone Queue Workflow 5 d 1/15/10 1/22/10


1622 5.9.3.1.5 Test Phone Queue Workflow 1 d 1/20/10 1/20/10


1623 5.9.3.1.6 Obtain Benefit Plans 2 d 11/1/10 11/2/10


1624 5.9.3.1.7 Obtain Complete List of Services Subject to PA 2 d 11/1/10 11/2/10


1625 5.9.3.1.8 Crosswalk PA/UM to Benefit Plans 5 d 11/4/10 11/10/10


1626 5.9.3.1.9 Obtain Regulatory Criteria Related to Benefits 2 d 11/1/10 11/2/10


1627 5.9.3.1.10 Obtain State Criteria Related to Benefits 2 d 11/1/10 11/2/10


1628 5.9.3.1.11 Crosswalk Regulation and Criteria to Benefits 5 d 11/4/10 11/10/10


1629 5.9.3.1.12 Determine Master Policy/Procedure Needs 2 d 11/10/10 11/12/10


1630 5.9.3.1.13 Develop NV Specific Policy/Procedures 30 d 11/12/10 12/20/10


1631 5.9.3.2 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Operation Procedures - Manual & Automated 50 d 12/23/10 2/25/11


1632 5.9.3.2.1 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Identify DHCFP Responsibilities 10 d 12/23/10 1/7/11


1633 5.9.3.2.2 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Modify Manual Operation Procedures (Claims, Financial, PCS,
Recipient, Reference, Provider etc…..)


10 d 12/23/10 1/7/11


1634 5.9.3.2.3 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Modify Automated Operation Procedures (Claims, Financial, PCS,
Recipient, Reference, Provider etc…..)


10 d 12/23/10 1/7/11


1635 5.9.3.2.4 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Revise Updated Manual Operation Procedures 5 d 1/7/11 1/13/11


1636 5.9.3.2.5 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Revise Updated Automated Operation Procedures 5 d 1/7/11 1/13/11


1637 5.9.3.2.6 Demonstrate Manual Operation Procedures 10 d 1/20/11 2/2/11


1638 5.9.3.2.7 Demonstrate Automated Operation Procedures 10 d 1/20/11 2/2/11


1639 5.9.3.2.8 9.5.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Operation Procedures 0 d 2/2/11 2/2/11


1640 5.9.3.2.9 Client Reviews Updated Operation Procedures 10 d 2/2/11 2/14/11


1641 5.9.3.2.10 HP Updates Updated Operation Procedures per Client's Review 5 d 2/14/11 2/18/11


1642 5.9.3.2.11 Client Reviews Updates to Operation Procedures 5 d 2/18/11 2/25/11


1643 5.9.3.2.12 9.5.2.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Operation Procedures 0 d 2/25/11 2/25/11


1644 5.9.3.3 12.7.7 / 12.5.5 Provider Manuals and Tutorials 93 d 10/21/10 2/15/11


1645 5.9.3.3.1 Review & Revise Existing Provider Manuals and Tutorials 60 d 10/21/10 1/6/11
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1646 5.9.3.3.2 Internal Review of Updated Provider Manuals and Tutorials 5 d 1/7/11 1/13/11


1647 5.9.3.3.3 Update Provider Manuals and Tutorials from Review 5 d 1/13/11 1/20/11


1648 5.9.3.3.4 Walkthrough Provider Manuals and Tutorials with Client 1 d 1/20/11 1/20/11


1649 5.9.3.3.5 Revise Provider Manuals and Tutorials after Client Walkthrough 2 d 1/20/11 1/24/11


1650 5.9.3.3.6 9.5.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Provider Manuals 0 d 1/24/11 1/24/11


1651 5.9.3.3.7 Client Reviews Updated Provider Manuals and Tutorials 10 d 1/24/11 2/3/11


1652 5.9.3.3.8 HP Updates Updated Provider Manuals and Tutorials per Client's Review 5 d 2/3/11 2/9/11


1653 5.9.3.3.9 Client Reviews Updates to Provider Manuals and Tutorials 5 d 2/9/11 2/15/11


1654 5.9.3.3.10 9.5.2.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Provider
Manuals and Tutorials


0 d 2/15/11 2/15/11


1655 5.9.3.4 9.5.1.4 Staffing Plan  26 d 1/7/11 2/8/11


1656 5.9.3.4.1 Review & Revise Existing Staffing Plan 4 d 1/7/11 1/13/11


1657 5.9.3.4.2 Internal Review of Updated Staffing Plan 1 d 1/13/11 1/13/11


1658 5.9.3.4.3 Update Staffing Plan  from Review 1 d 1/13/11 1/14/11


1659 5.9.3.4.4 Walkthrough Staffing Plan  with Client 1 d 1/14/11 1/18/11


1660 5.9.3.4.5 Revise Staffing Plan  after Client Walkthrough 2 d 1/18/11 1/20/11


1661 5.9.3.4.6 9.5.3.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Staffing Plan 0 d 1/20/11 1/20/11


1662 5.9.3.4.7 Client Reviews Updated Staffing Plan 10 d 1/20/11 2/1/11


1663 5.9.3.4.8 HP Updates Updated Staffing Plan  per Client's Review 2 d 2/1/11 2/2/11


1664 5.9.3.4.9 Client Reviews Updates to Staffing Plan 5 d 2/2/11 2/8/11


1665 5.9.3.4.10 9.5.2.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Staffing Plan 0 d 2/8/11 2/8/11


1666 5.9.3.5 9.5.1.5 Report Distribution Schedule 31 d 1/7/11 2/14/11


1667 5.9.3.5.1 Review & Revise Existing Report Distribution List & Schedule 10 d 1/7/11 1/20/11


1668 5.9.3.5.2 Internal Review of Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule 2 d 1/20/11 1/24/11


1669 5.9.3.5.3 Update Report Distribution List & Schedule from Review 2 d 1/24/11 1/26/11


1670 5.9.3.5.4 9.5.1.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule 0 d 1/26/11 1/26/11


1671 5.9.3.5.5 Client Reviews Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule 10 d 1/26/11 2/7/11


1672 5.9.3.5.6 HP Updates Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule per Client's Review 2 d 2/7/11 2/8/11


1673 5.9.3.5.7 Client Reviews Updates to Report Distribution List & Schedule 5 d 2/8/11 2/14/11


1674 5.9.3.5.8 9.5.1.5 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Report Distribution List &
Schedule


0 d 2/14/11 2/14/11


1675 5.9.3.6 9.5.1.7 Provider Outreach Material  42 d 12/2/10 1/25/11


1676 5.9.3.6.1 Review & Revise Existing Provider Outreach Material 15 d 12/2/10 12/20/10


1677 5.9.3.6.2 Internal Review of Updated Provider Outreach Material 2 d 12/20/10 12/22/10


1678 5.9.3.6.3 Update Provider Outreach Material  from Review 2 d 12/22/10 12/23/10


1679 5.9.3.6.4 Walkthrough Provider Outreach Material with Client 1 d 12/23/10 12/27/10


1680 5.9.3.6.5 Revise Provider Outreach Material after Client Walkthrough 2 d 12/27/10 12/29/10


1681 5.9.3.6.6 9.5.1.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Provider Outreach Material 0 d 12/29/10 12/29/10


1682 5.9.3.6.7 Client Reviews Updated Provider Outreach Material 10 d 12/29/10 1/12/11


1683 5.9.3.6.8 HP Updates Updated Provider Outreach Material  per Client's Review 5 d 1/12/11 1/19/11


1684 5.9.3.6.9 Client Reviews Updates to Provider Outreach Material 5 d 1/19/11 1/25/11
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1685 5.9.3.6.10 9.5.1.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Provider Outreach Material 0 d 1/25/11 1/25/11


1686 5.9.3.7 9.5.1.8 Provider Transition Training Plan 35 d 11/5/10 12/21/10


1687 5.9.3.7.1 Compile Provider Transition Training Plan 10 d 11/5/10 11/18/10


1688 5.9.3.7.2 Review & Analyze Provider Transition Training Plan 5 d 11/12/10 11/18/10


1689 5.9.3.7.3 Revise Provider Transition Training Plan 1 d 11/18/10 11/19/10


1690 5.9.3.7.4 Walkthrough Transition Training Plan with Client 1 d 11/19/10 11/22/10


1691 5.9.3.7.5 Revise Transition Training Plan after Client Walkthrough 2 d 11/22/10 11/24/10


1692 5.9.3.7.6 9.5.3.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Provider Transition Training Plan to Client 0 d 11/24/10 11/24/10


1693 5.9.3.7.7 HP conduct Walkthrough of the Provider Transition Training Plan w/Client 1 d 11/24/10 11/24/10


1694 5.9.3.7.8 Client Reviews the Provider Transition Training Plan 10 d 11/29/10 12/9/10


1695 5.9.3.7.9 HP Revise Transition Training Plan Based on Client Review 5 d 12/9/10 12/15/10


1696 5.9.3.7.10 Client Approves the Provider Transition Training Plan 5 d 12/15/10 12/21/10


1697 5.9.3.7.11 9.5.3.4 MILESTONE: Client Approves Provider Transition Training Plan 0 d 12/21/10 12/21/10


1698 5.9.3.8 9.5.1.9 DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan 37 d 11/24/10 1/12/11


1699 5.9.3.8.1 Compile DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan 10 d 11/24/10 12/8/10


1700 5.9.3.8.2 Review & Analyze DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan 5 d 12/2/10 12/8/10


1701 5.9.3.8.3 Document DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan 5 d 12/8/10 12/14/10


1702 5.9.3.8.4 Walkthrough Operational Readiness Training Plan with Client 1 d 12/14/10 12/15/10


1703 5.9.3.8.5 Revise Operational Readiness Training Plan after Client Walkthrough 2 d 12/15/10 12/16/10


1704 5.9.3.8.6 9.5.3.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan
to Client


0 d 12/16/10 12/16/10


1705 5.9.3.8.7 HP conduct Walkthrough of the DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan
w/Client


1 d 12/16/10 12/17/10


1706 5.9.3.8.8 Client Reviews the DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan 10 d 12/17/10 12/30/10


1707 5.9.3.8.9 HP Revise DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan Based on Client
Review


3 d 12/30/10 1/6/11


1708 5.9.3.8.10 Client Approves the DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan 5 d 1/6/11 1/12/11


1709 5.9.3.8.11 9.5.2.4 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves DHCFP Operational
Readiness Training Plan


0 d 1/12/11 1/12/11


1710 5.9.3.9 Review Disaster Recovery 9 d 1/20/11 2/1/11


1711 5.9.3.9.1 Review & Update Disaster Recovery 5 d 1/20/11 1/26/11


1712 5.9.3.9.2 Internal Review of Disaster Recovery 2 d 1/27/11 1/28/11


1713 5.9.3.9.3 Update Disaster Recovery from Review 2 d 1/28/11 2/1/11


1714 5.9.3.9.4 CHECKPOINT: Updated Disaster Recovery 0 d 2/1/11 2/1/11


1715 5.9.3.10 Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc…. 1330.25 d 10/18/10 1/13/15


1716 5.9.3.10.1 Create Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc…. 2 d 10/18/10 10/19/10


1717 5.9.3.10.2 Review Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc…. 2 d 10/19/10 10/21/10


1718 5.9.3.10.3 Client Review & Approve Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities
etc….


2 d 10/21/10 10/22/10


1719 5.9.3.10.4 Prepare & Print Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc…. 10 d 11/5/14 11/17/14


1720 5.9.3.10.5 CHECKPOINT: 60 Day Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


0.25 d 11/5/14 11/6/14
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1721 5.9.3.10.6 CHECKPOINT: 30 Day Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


0.25 d 12/10/14 12/10/14


1722 5.9.3.10.7 CHECKPOINT: 2 Week Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


0.25 d 1/1/15 1/1/15


1723 5.9.3.10.8 CHECKPOINT: 1 Week Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


0.25 d 1/7/15 1/7/15


1724 5.9.3.10.9 CHECKPOINT: Day 1 Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


0.25 d 1/13/15 1/13/15


1725 5.9.4 9.5 Operational Readiness Review (ORR) 65 d 1/7/11 3/25/11


1726 5.9.4.1 Perform ORR  45 d 1/7/11 3/3/11


1727 5.9.4.1.1 9.5.1.10 Client Identify Participants for Operational Readiness Walkthroughs  1 d 1/7/11 1/10/11


1728 5.9.4.1.2 9.5.1.10 Create Operational Readiness Review Materials 10 d 1/7/11 1/20/11


1729 5.9.4.1.3 9.5.1.10 Create Operational Readiness Review Agenda 5 d 1/7/11 1/13/11


1730 5.9.4.1.4 9.5.1.10 Create Operational Readiness Review Schedule 5 d 1/13/11 1/20/11


1731 5.9.4.1.5 9.6.1.8 Validate All Network Connectivity & Communications 2 d 2/18/11 2/22/11


1732 5.9.4.1.6 9.6.1.14 Validate ALL Interfaces are Working as Deemed Necessary 2 d 2/18/11 2/22/11


1733 5.9.4.1.7 Conduct Internal Operational Readiness Review Walkthroughs 5 d 2/22/11 2/28/11


1734 5.9.4.1.8 9.5.1.10 Conduct Operational Readiness Review Walkthroughs 3 d 2/28/11 3/3/11


1735 5.9.4.1.9 9.5.2.5 MILESTONE: Client Approves Operational Readiness Walkthrough
Results


1 d 2/22/11 2/23/11


1736 5.9.4.2 9.5.1.11 Operational Readiness Assessment Document 23 d 2/28/11 3/25/11


1737 5.9.4.2.1 Compile Operational Readiness Assessment Document 5 d 2/28/11 3/4/11


1738 5.9.4.2.2 Review & Analyze Operational Readiness Assessment Document 1 d 3/7/11 3/7/11


1739 5.9.4.2.3 Document Operational Readiness Assessment Document 1 d 3/7/11 3/8/11


1740 5.9.4.2.4 9.5.3.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Operational Readiness Assessment Document
to Client


0 d 3/8/11 3/8/11


1741 5.9.4.2.5 HP conduct Walkthrough of the Operational Readiness Assessment
Document w/Client


1 d 3/8/11 3/9/11


1742 5.9.4.2.6 Client Reviews the Operational Readiness Assessment Document 10 d 3/9/11 3/21/11


1743 5.9.4.2.7 HP Revise & Retest Operational Readiness Test Based on Client Review 2 d 3/21/11 3/23/11


1744 5.9.4.2.8 Client Approves the Operational Readiness Assessment Document 3 d 3/23/11 3/25/11


1745 5.9.4.2.9 9.5.2.5 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Operational Readiness
Assessment Document


0 d 3/25/11 3/25/11


1746 6 Operations Task 1330 d 10/18/10 1/13/15


1747 6.1 9.6  Implementation (Cutover) - Start of Operations 130 d 10/18/10 3/25/11


1748 6.1.1 Pharmacy Implementation Activities 102 d 10/18/10 2/22/11


1749 6.1.1.1 Provider Relations/Communications activities 92.96 d 10/18/10 2/10/11


1750 6.1.1.1.1 Prepare Pharmacy Billing Manual 37.74 d 12/8/10 1/25/11


1751 6.1.1.1.1.1 Update/Create new Pharmacy Billing Manual 17 d 12/8/10 12/28/10


1752 6.1.1.1.1.2 Incorporate project change control updates to Pharmacy Billing manual 5 d 1/13/11 1/20/11


1753 6.1.1.1.1.3 Complete payer sheet as manual appendix 10 d 1/7/11 1/20/11


1754 6.1.1.1.1.4 Review Pharmacy manual with DHCFP staff 0.43 d 1/20/11 1/21/11
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1755 6.1.1.1.1.5 Revise Manual 2 d 1/21/11 1/24/11


1756 6.1.1.1.1.6 Post Manual to DHCFP website 1 d 1/24/11 1/25/11


1757 6.1.1.1.2 Prepare Other Provider Communications 92.96 d 10/18/10 2/10/11


1758 6.1.1.1.2.1 Draft initial letter introducing SXC as new processor 2 d 10/18/10 10/19/10


1759 6.1.1.1.2.2 Draft final letter on SXC as new processor 0.5 d 11/3/10 11/4/10


1760 6.1.1.1.2.3 Email notification 0.5 d 11/3/10 11/4/10


1761 6.1.1.1.2.4 Notification to Provider Associations 1.5 d 10/18/10 10/19/10


1762 6.1.1.1.2.5 Notification to retail organizations 0.5 d 10/18/10 10/18/10


1763 6.1.1.1.2.6 Post notification of processor change to website 1 d 10/18/10 10/18/10


1764 6.1.1.1.2.7 Communicate processor change and send payer sheet to switch vendors 2 d 10/18/10 10/20/10


1765 6.1.1.1.2.8 Post instructions for provider testing 1 d 2/8/11 2/9/11


1766 6.1.1.1.2.9 Fax broadcast of processor change 1 d 2/9/11 2/10/11


1767 6.1.1.1.2.10 Provider Communications Complete 0 d 2/10/11 2/10/11


1768 6.1.1.2 System Configuration 11 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


1769 6.1.1.2.1 Confirm Final Plan Architecture 11 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


1770 6.1.1.2.2 Confirm Final Clinical Programs 11 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


1771 6.1.1.2.3 Confirm Final Pricing Structure 11 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


1772 6.1.1.2.4 Define and Test base Plan 11 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


1773 6.1.1.2.5 Confirm Final MACs 11 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


1774 6.1.1.2.6 Confirm Final Carrier/Account/Group Structure 11 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


1775 6.1.1.2.7 Confirm Final Bin Number 11 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


1776 6.1.1.2.8 Confirm Final Router Control Definitions 11 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


1777 6.1.1.2.9 Confirm Final Transaction Control Definitions 11 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


1778 6.1.1.2.10 Confirm Final Mandatory Fields Definitions 11 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


1779 6.1.1.2.11 Confirm Final Eligibility Profile Definition 11 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


1780 6.1.1.2.12 Confirm Final Message Creation 11 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


1781 6.1.1.2.13 Confirm Final Dynamic Prior Authorization Definitions 11 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


1782 6.1.1.2.14 Confirm Final Prior Authorization Workflow Definitions 11 d 1/14/11 1/28/11


1783 6.1.1.2.15 Confirm Final RxCLAIM Configuration Complete 0 d 1/28/11 1/28/11


1784 6.1.1.3 Operations/Automation 12 d 1/4/11 1/19/11


1785 6.1.1.3.1 Initial User ID Identification and Classification 6 d 1/4/11 1/11/11


1786 6.1.1.3.2 User ID Setup/Maintenance 3 d 1/11/11 1/13/11


1787 6.1.1.3.3 Scheduler Setup/Validation 3 d 1/13/11 1/19/11


1788 6.1.1.3.4 Automation Complete 0 d 1/19/11 1/19/11


1789 6.1.1.4 Enable Web Services features 62.92 d 11/10/10 1/31/11


1790 6.1.1.4.1 Provide HP with Web Services integration support 62 d 11/10/10 1/28/11


1791 6.1.1.4.2 Confirm connectivity to RxCLAIM through web services 62 d 11/10/10 1/28/11


1792 6.1.1.4.3 Enable Web Site Features 15 d 1/12/11 1/31/11


1793 6.1.1.4.3.1 Enable PA Submission 15 d 1/12/11 1/31/11


1794 6.1.1.4.3.2 Enable claim submission 15 d 1/12/11 1/31/11


1795 6.1.1.4.3.3 Post forms and manuals 15 d 1/12/11 1/31/11
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1796 6.1.1.4.3.4 Post provider training information 15 d 1/12/11 1/31/11


1797 6.1.1.4.3.5 Post PDL, PIDL and other documents 15 d 1/12/11 1/31/11


1798 6.1.1.4.3.6 DHCFP Website Enabled 0 d 1/31/11 1/31/11


1799 6.1.1.5 Setup Secure Batch Claim Submission 40 d 12/7/10 1/26/11


1800 6.1.1.5.1 Identify Batch Submitters 20 d 12/7/10 12/30/10


1801 6.1.1.5.2 Setup FTP accounts 5 d 12/30/10 1/7/11


1802 6.1.1.5.3 Write-up Operational Procedures for DCO 15 d 1/7/11 1/26/11


1803 6.1.1.5.4 Batch Submission Operations Ready 0 d 1/26/11 1/26/11


1804 6.1.1.6 Demo Readiness 22 d 1/27/11 2/22/11


1805 6.1.1.6.1 Develop Readiness Checklist 10 d 1/27/11 2/8/11


1806 6.1.1.6.2 Review Checklist Items with DHCFP 11 d 2/8/11 2/22/11


1807 6.1.1.6.3 Execute Readiness Demo 1 d 2/22/11 2/22/11


1808 6.1.2 Pharmacy System Cut-over 20 d 3/3/11 3/25/11


1809 6.1.2.1 Pharmacy Implementation/Cut-over Activities 10 d 3/3/11 3/15/11


1810 6.1.2.2 Final Claims conversion 0.25 d 3/15/11 3/15/11


1811 6.1.2.2.1 Conduct Final Claims conversion 0.25 d 3/15/11 3/15/11


1812 6.1.2.3 Final PA conversion 1 d 3/15/11 3/16/11


1813 6.1.2.3.1 Conduct Final PA conversion 1 d 3/15/11 3/16/11


1814 6.1.2.4 Load MAC 1 d 3/15/11 3/16/11


1815 6.1.2.4.1 9.3.3.6 /
9.4.3.5


load MAC 1 d 3/15/11 3/16/11


1816 6.1.2.5 Convert and load rebate information into RxMAX 10 d 3/15/11 3/25/11


1817 6.1.2.5.1 9.3.4.8 Load claims history 10 d 3/15/11 3/25/11


1818 6.1.2.5.2 9.3.4.8 Load invoice history 10 d 3/15/11 3/25/11


1819 6.1.2.5.3 Load payment history 10 d 3/15/11 3/25/11


1820 6.1.2.5.4 9.5 Load dispute resolution data 10 d 3/15/11 3/25/11


1821 6.1.2.5.5 9.5.1.3 Start on-going loads into RxMAX 0 d 3/25/11 3/25/11


1822 6.1.2.6 Start Operations 0 d 3/15/11 3/15/11


1823 6.1.2.6.1 Pharmacy Claims - GO LIVE 0 d 3/15/11 3/15/11


1824 6.1.2.6.2 PDL, Retro_DUR and other clinical Operations initiated 0 d 3/15/11 3/15/11


1825 6.1.2.6.3 Rebate Operations initiated 0 d 3/15/11 3/15/11


1826 6.1.2.6.4 Helpdesk Operations initiated 0 d 3/15/11 3/15/11


1827 6.1.3 9.6.1.2 Implement Operational Plan 40 d 2/8/11 3/25/11


1828 6.1.3.1 Claims 0 d 3/21/11 3/21/11


1829 6.1.3.1.1 9.6.1.5 CHECKPOINT: "Freeze" Date for Acceptance of ALL Claims from
Incumbent


0 d 3/21/11 3/21/11


1830 6.1.3.2 Transition all physical inventories from Incumbent to HP 40 d 2/8/11 3/25/11


1831 6.1.3.2.1 HP Provide Storage for All Onsite Paper Files 5 d 2/25/11 3/3/11


1832 6.1.3.2.2 Assume Iron Mountain Document Storage Lease 1 d 3/9/11 3/10/11


1833 6.1.3.2.3 Order Production Forms 5 d 2/8/11 2/14/11


1834 6.1.3.2.4 9.6.1.4 Claims - paper  - Work in Progress 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1835 6.1.3.2.5 9.6.1.4 Claim Related Receipts - Work in Progress 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11
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1836 6.1.3.2.6 9.6.1.4 Claim - Pending - Work in Progress 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1837 6.1.3.2.7 9.6.1.6 Claims - Adjudication - Work in Progress 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1838 6.1.3.2.8 9.6.1.6 Claims - Resolution of EDITs - Work in Progress 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1839 6.1.3.2.9 Claims - Suspense - Work in Progress 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1840 6.1.3.2.10 Written inquiries  - Work in Progress 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1841 6.1.3.2.11 Provider Enrollment  - Work in Progress 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1842 6.1.3.2.12 PCP Compliance Review - Work in Progress 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1843 6.1.3.2.13 Medicaid Audit - Work in Progress 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1844 6.1.3.2.14 Prior Authorizations  - Work in Progress 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1845 6.1.3.2.15 Financial Activity  - Work in Progress 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1846 6.1.3.2.16 Quality  - Work in Progress 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1847 6.1.3.2.17 Medical & Program Policy - Work in Progress 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1848 6.1.3.2.18 TPL  - Work in Progress 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1849 6.1.3.2.19 All Other Physical Inventories - TBD with Incumbent 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1850 6.1.3.2.20 PO Box Tasks 10 d 3/15/11 3/25/11


1851 6.1.3.2.20.1 Acquire Post Office Boxes 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1852 6.1.3.2.20.2 Transition PO Box to HP Name 5 d 3/15/11 3/21/11


1853 6.1.3.2.20.3 Get Customer Approval on PO Box Ownership Change 1 d 3/21/11 3/22/11


1854 6.1.3.2.20.4 Provider Outreach to Change PO Box (Reno to CC) 1 d 3/22/11 3/23/11


1855 6.1.3.2.21 Acquire 800 Telephone Numbers 5 d 3/21/11 3/25/11


1856 6.1.3.3 9.6.1.9 CHECKPOINT: HP Provides Final Operational Readiness Certification that
Transition MMIS is Ready to Begin Operations


0 d 3/25/11 3/25/11


1857 6.1.3.4 9.6.2.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Successful Completion of Transition Entrance
and Exit Criteria


0 d 3/25/11 3/25/11


1858 6.1.3.5 9.6.2.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Successful Transfer of Operations 0 d 3/25/11 3/25/11


1859 6.1.3.6 9.6.4.1 MILESTONE:  Approval  to Begin Operations 0 d 3/25/11 3/25/11


1860 6.1.3.7 MILESTONE: Begin Accepting Electronic & Paper Claims 0 d 3/25/11 3/25/11


1861 6.2 10 Operations Period 1233 d 2/15/11 1/13/15


1862 6.2.1 9.5.1.8 /
9.6.2.1


Pharmacy - Start daily Provider interface 1 d 3/25/11 3/28/11


1863 6.2.2 Transition - Courier pick-up from Reno (continue for 1 month) 20 d 3/25/11 4/18/11


1864 6.2.3 Discontinue courier pick-up from Reno (use forwarding) 1 d 4/18/11 4/19/11


1865 6.2.5 10.3.1.1 Turnover Plan 73 d 4/15/14 7/7/14


1866 6.2.5.31 Develop Approach to Turnover 20 d 4/15/14 5/7/14


1867 6.2.5.21 Develop Turnover Plan 45 d 4/15/14 6/5/14


1868 6.2.5.22 Internal Review of Turnover Plan 5 d 6/5/14 6/11/14


1869 6.2.5.23 Update Turnover Plan based on Review 3 d 6/11/14 6/13/14


1870 6.2.5.24 Walkthrough Turnover Plan with Client 2 d 6/13/14 6/17/14


1871 6.2.5.25 Revise Turnover Plan after Client Walkthrough 0 d 6/17/14 6/17/14


1872 6.2.5.26 10.3.3.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Turnover Plan 0 d 6/17/14 6/17/14


1873 6.2.5.32 Client Reviews Turnover Plan 10 d 6/17/14 6/27/14


1874 6.2.5.33 HP Updates Turnover Plan per Client's Review 3 d 6/27/14 7/1/14
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1875 6.2.5.34 Client Reviews Updates to Turnover Plan 5 d 7/1/14 7/7/14


1876 6.2.5.35 10.3.4.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of System Turnover Plan 0 d 7/7/14 7/7/14


1877 6.2.6 10.3.1.2 System Requirements Statement 73 d 10/15/13 1/6/14


1878 6.2.6.48 Develop System Requirements Statement 45 d 10/15/13 12/5/13


1879 6.2.6.49 Internal Review of System Requirements Statement 5 d 12/5/13 12/11/13


1880 6.2.6.50 Update System Requirements Statement based on Review 3 d 12/11/13 12/13/13


1881 6.2.6.51 Walkthrough System Requirements Statement with Client 2 d 12/13/13 12/17/13


1882 6.2.6.52 Revise System Requirements Statement after Client Walkthrough 0 d 12/17/13 12/17/13


1883 6.2.6.53 10.3.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit System System Requirements Statement 0 d 12/17/13 12/17/13


1884 6.2.6.54 Client Reviews System Requirements Statement 10 d 12/17/13 12/27/13


1885 6.2.6.55 HP Updates System Requirements Statement per Client's Review 3 d 12/27/13 12/31/13


1886 6.2.6.56 Client Reviews Updates to System Requirements Statement 5 d 12/31/13 1/6/14


1887 6.2.6.57 10.3.4.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of System System
Requirements Statement


0 d 1/6/14 1/6/14


1888 6.2.4 10.1 Operations Period Overview 1233 d 2/15/11 1/13/15


1889 6.2.4.1 Operations Period Entrance Criteria 33 d 2/15/11 3/25/11


1890 6.2.4.1.1 10.1.1.1.A KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Vendors Operational Readiness
Assessment


0 d 3/25/11 3/25/11


1891 6.2.4.1.2 10.1.1.1.B KEY MILESTONE: Certification from Vendor that System is Operation
Ready


0 d 3/25/11 3/25/11


1892 6.2.4.1.3 10.1.1.1.C KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Provider Manuals 0 d 2/15/11 2/15/11


1893 6.2.4.1.4 10.1.1.1.D KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Revised Operations Procedures 0 d 2/25/11 2/25/11


1894 6.2.4.2 10.1.2 Operations Period Exit Criteria 0 d 1/13/15 1/13/15


1895 6.2.4.2.1 10.1.2.1.A KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of System Turn-Over Plan 0 d 1/13/15 1/13/15


1896 6.2.4.2.2 10.1.2.1.B KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of System Requirements
Statement


0 d 1/13/15 1/13/15


1897 7 11.6 Post-Implementation Review 64.54 d 2/23/11 5/6/11


1898 7.1 Prior Authorization / Utilization Management 64.54 d 2/23/11 5/6/11


1899 7.1.1 Post Production Support 60 d 2/23/11 5/2/11


1900 7.1.2 Defect Research 29 d 3/31/11 5/4/11


1901 7.1.3 System Turn-over 1 d 5/5/11 5/6/11


1902 7.2 Provide SE Support 20 d 3/25/11 4/18/11


1903 7.2.1 Post Implementation Support, Corrections Activities 20 d 3/25/11 4/18/11


1904 7.3 11.6.2.2 Post Implementation Evaluation Report 34 d 3/25/11 5/4/11


1905 7.3.1 HP Document Impl Problems & Resolutions and Lessons Learned  10 d 3/25/11 4/6/11


1906 7.3.2 11.6.2.3 Conduct Post Implementation Review of Modified Systems 5 d 4/6/11 4/12/11


1907 7.3.3 11.6.2.4 Conduct Post Implementation Review of DHCFP's Medicaid Enterprise Certification
Toolkit


5 d 4/6/11 4/12/11


1908 7.3.4 HP Review & Revise Post Implementation Evaluation Report 2 d 4/12/11 4/14/11


1909 7.3.5 11.6.4.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Post Implementation Evaluation Report 0 d 4/14/11 4/14/11


1910 7.3.6 HP conduct Walkthrough of the Post Implementation Evaluation Report w/Client 1 d 4/14/11 4/15/11


1911 7.3.7 Client Reviews the Post Implementation Evaluation Report 10 d 4/15/11 4/27/11
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1912 7.3.8 HP Revises Post Implementation Evaluation Report Based on Client Review 3 d 4/27/11 4/29/11


1913 7.3.9 Client Approves the Post Implementation Evaluation Report 3 d 4/29/11 5/4/11


1914 7.3.10 11.6.5.5 MILESTONE: Client Approves Post Implementation Evaluation Report 0 d 5/4/11 5/4/11


1915 8 12 OPERATIONAL PERIOD 1200 d 3/25/11 1/13/15


1916 8.1 12.1 GENERAL OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL SYSTEM COMPONENTS 60 mo 3/25/11 1/13/15


1917 8.2 12.2 MAINTENANCE AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT 1200 d 3/25/11 1/13/15


1918 8.2.1 12.2.4 Prepare Monthly operations period status reports. 60 mo 3/25/11 1/13/15


1919 8.3 12.3 TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 60 mo 3/25/11 1/13/15


1920 8.4 12.4 GENERAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 60 mo 3/25/11 1/13/15


1921 8.5 12.5 CORE MMIS COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS 60 mo 3/25/11 1/13/15


1922 8.6 12.6 PERIPHERAL SYSTEM TOOLS COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS 60 mo 3/25/11 1/13/15


1923 8.7 12.7 MEDICAID CLAIMS PROCESSING AND PROGRAM SUPPORT SERVICES 60 mo 3/25/11 1/13/15
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0 Nevada MMIS Transition Project Work Plan Schedule
1 1 Key Project  Dates


2 1.1 8.1.1.1.A KEY MILESTONE: Project Takeover Agreement Signed


3 1.2 8.1.1.1.B KEY MILESTONE: Project Start Date


4 1.3 KEY DATE: PMO Established


5 1.6 KEY DATE: "Freeze" Date for Incumbent Work


6 1.4 KEY DATE: Transition Period Project Work Plan Schedule Complete


7 1.5 KEY DATE: Transition Review Meetings Complete


8 1.7 KEY DATE: RV Sessions Complete


9 1.10 KEY DATE: Integration Testing Complete


10 1.11 KEY DATE: Parallel Testing Complete


11 1.13 KEY DATE: Training Complete


12 1.12 KEY DATE: WEB Content Testing Complete


13 1.9 1.9 KEY DATE: Transition Core MMIS Validation Complete


14 1.14 1.14 KEY DATE: Transition Peripheral Systems and Tools Validation Complete


15 1.8 KEY DATE: Proprietary / Replacement Software Complete


16 1.15 KEY DATE: Operational Readiness Review (ORR) Complete


17 1.16 KEY DATE: Begin Transitioned MMIS Operations
18 2 8.1 Planning and Administration Task


19 2.1 Project Start-up 


20 2.1.1 Project Start-up Activities


21 2.1.1.1 Establish Initial Project Team


22 2.1.1.1.1 Assemble Transition project leaders & key personnel


23 2.1.1.2 Equipment Software Purchase Approval


24 2.1.1.2.1 Obtain Capital Appropriations Number (CAN) Part 1


25 2.1.1.2.2 Obtain Capital Appropriations Number (CAN) Part 2


26 2.1.1.3 Staffing Requirements


27 2.1.1.3.1 Provide Orientation to Client on HP's Organization


28 2.1.1.3.2 Review/Update Initial Roles and Responsibilities with Client


29 2.1.1.3.3 Review/Update Initial Skills and Experience Needs


30 2.1.1.3.4 Review/Update Initial Resource Assignments


31 2.1.1.3.5 Post Roles and Responsibilities to Project Workbook


32 2.1.1.4 Project Review - HP &  Client


33 2.1.1.4.1 HP Prepare for Contract Review with Client


34 2.1.1.4.2 Contract Review with Client


35 2.1.1.4.3 HP Document Contract Review


36 2.1.1.5 HP Project Startup Activities


37 2.1.1.5.1 Familiarize HP Personnel with NV MMIS Transition Project Scope


38 2.1.1.5.2 Verify Procedures for Transferring Phone Numbers & URL's 


39 2.1.1.5.3 Conduct Review & Survey of MMIS


40 2.1.1.6 Project Startup Activities


3/25


10/18


10/18


10/25


11/5


11/12


12/9


1/4


1/26


2/8


2/18


2/24


3/7


3/16


3/21


3/25


3/25


3/25


3/25


11/10


10/21


11/10


1 10/26


2 10/28


1 10/27


9 10/21
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41 2.1.1.6.1 Client Provide copy of all current operations, systems, & user documentation


42 2.1.1.6.2 Client Provide copy of all current software, data, and doco regarding
operations, policy, and services


43 2.1.1.6.3 Client Provide Copy of Incumbents turnover plan with work plan


44 2.1.1.7 8.2 Kick-Off Meeting


45 2.1.1.7.1 Prepare for Joint Kick-Off Meeting and reserve room


46 2.1.1.7.2 8.2.1 Determine Project Status Meeting Format & Protocol


47 2.1.1.7.3 8.2.2 Determine Project Status Reports Format 


48 2.1.1.7.4 8.2.3 Set Meeting Schedule between DHCFP & HP to Develop Detailed Project
Plan


49 2.1.1.7.5 8.2.4 Define Lines of Communication & Reporting Relationships


50 2.1.1.7.6 8.2.5 Review Project Mission & Guiding Principles


51 2.1.1.7.7 8.2.6 Review Deliverable Review Process


52 2.1.1.7.8 8.2.7 Pinpoint High-risks or Problem Areas


53 2.1.1.7.9 8.2.8 Review Issue Resolution Process


54 2.1.1.7.10  General Discussions


55 2.1.1.7.11 CHECKPOINT: Announce Project


56 2.1.2 8.1.2.1 Initial Project Work Plan Schedule Update


57 2.1.2.1 Review / Update Project Estimates


58 2.1.2.2 Review / Update Deliverable Delivery Dates


59 2.1.2.3 Review / Update Risks & Assumptions


60 2.1.2.4 Review / Update Proposal Work Plan


61 2.1.2.5 Internal Review of Work Plan


62 2.1.2.6 8.1.2.1.A KEY DELIVERABLE: Submit Initial Project Work Plan Schedule


63 2.1.2.7 Client Reviews Work Plan


64 2.1.2.8 HP Updates Work Plan per Client's Review


65 2.1.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Work Plan


66 2.1.2.10 8.1.2.1.A MILESTONE: Client Approves Initial Project Work Plan Schedule


67 2.1.2.11 8.1.2.1.A Create PDF File &  Excel version of Approved Project Work Plan Schedule for
Client


68 2.1.3 Assume Outstanding Work-in-progress from Incumbent


69 2.1.3.1 Customer Service Requests (CSR)  


70 2.1.3.1.1 CHECKPOINT: "Freeze" Date for Incumbent CSR Work


71 2.1.3.1.2 Identify Outstanding CSRs from Incumbent at Turnover


72 2.1.3.1.3 Receive CSR documentation, including current progress at Turnover


73 2.1.3.1.4 Establish FREEZE Date for Claims Processing


74 2.1.4  Establish PMO Office


75 2.1.4.1 9.2.1.11 Install and configure HP PPM


76 2.1.4.2 Establish Organizational Structure


77 2.1.4.2.1 Develop Organizational Plan


78 2.1.4.2.2 Internal Review of Organizational Plan


79 2.1.4.2.3 Revise Organizational Plan based on Review


80 2.1.4.2.4 8.1.2.1.A CHECKPOINT:  Organizational Plan Complete


28 11/5


11/5


1 12/3


11/12


12/2


1/5 11/24


1/5 11/24


11/5


2/28


10/25


10/21
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81 2.1.4.2.5 Launch Organizational Structure


82 2.1.4.3 Setup Procedures & Processes


83 2.1.4.3.1 Develop and Deliver Summary Documents (DED) for All Repetitive
Deliverables and Gain DHCFP Approval.


84 2.1.4.3.2 Develop Standard Deliverable Templates for Each of the Maintenance and
Development Project Types


85 2.1.4.3.3 Gain DHCFP Confirmation of the Proposed Change Management Process


86 2.1.4.3.4 Support the Business Requirements Including the Approved Change
Management Process, for updated Configuration of HP PPM


87 2.1.4.3.5 Participate in the HP PPM Configuration, Receive Mentoring, and Develop HP
PPM Training Material to be Used for Customer, Project Managers, and
Those Tracking Time


88 2.1.4.3.6 Provide HP PPM Training to Project Managers, Resources for Time Tracking,
and Customer


89 2.1.4.3.7 Gain System Expertise in the Technical and Business Arenas.


90 2.1.4.3.8 Support the Transfer of In-Flight Project and Existing Tickets into the HP
Change Management Tool (HP PPM) and Processes


91 2.1.5 Project Management & Administration


92 2.1.5.1 Existing Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner Agreements 


93 2.1.5.1.1 Review Existing Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner Agreements


94 2.1.5.1.2 Create Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner Agreements 


95 2.1.5.1.3 Review & Revise Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner
Agreements


96 2.1.5.1.4 CHECKPOINT: Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner
Agreements Updated


97 2.1.5.2 Project Management Support Activities


98 2.1.5.2.1 Project Management - Oversight and Administration


99 2.1.5.2.2 Project Administrative Support


100 2.1.5.2.3 Project Schedule Support


101 2.1.5.2.4 Integration Management


102 2.1.5.2.5 Schedule, Scope and Cost Management


103 2.1.5.2.6 Issue Management 


104 2.1.5.3 Project Technical Support


105 2.1.5.3.1 System Architecture Support


106 2.1.5.3.2 Technical Leaders Project Management Support


107 2.1.5.3.3 Maintenance and Support - Data Bases 


108 2.1.5.3.4 Infrastructure Support 


109 2.1.5.4 Status Reporting


110 2.1.5.4.1 Create Metrics to measure progress and status


111 2.1.5.5 7 Project Communication


112 2.1.5.5.1 Client Coordinate Communications between Incumbent & HP (on-going task
throughout Transition Period)


113 2.1.5.5.2 Client Coordinate Communications between HP & other State Agencies
(on-going task throughout Transition Period)


1/5 2/28


3/25


1/5 12/9


12/9


3/25


3/25


1/5 11/12


2/18
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114 2.2 Planning and Project Management


115 2.2.1 Acquire Project Transition Staff


116 2.2.1.1 Validate Transition Staffing Plan


117 2.2.1.2 Advertise Open Staff Positions


118 2.2.1.3 Recruitment / Open House


119 2.2.1.3.1 Collect Resumes


120 2.2.1.3.2 Conduct Interviews


121 2.2.1.3.3 Complete Hiring


122 2.2.1.4 Conduct Initial HP Employee Training


123 2.2.2 Ongoing Staff Recruitment


124 2.2.2.1 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 1


125 2.2.2.2 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 2


126 2.2.2.3 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 3


127 2.2.2.4 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 4


128 2.2.3 7 Deliverable Submission & Review Process


129 2.2.3.1 Review Deliverable Submission & Review Process Requirements


130 2.2.3.2 Document Templates, Deliverable Submission & Review Process


131 2.2.3.3 Internal Review of Deliverable Submission & Review Process


132 2.2.3.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Finalized Deliverable Submission & Review Process


133 2.2.3.5 Client Reviews Deliverable Submission & Review Process


134 2.2.3.6 HP Updates Deliverable Submission & Review Process per Client's Review


135 2.2.3.7 Client Reviews Updates to Deliverable Submission & Review Process


136 2.2.3.8 MILESTONE: Client Approves Deliverable Submission & Review Process


137 2.2.4 8.1.2.5 Develop Communication Plan


138 2.2.4.1 Communication Plan Outline 


139 2.2.4.1.1 Develop Outline - Communication Plan


140 2.2.4.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Communication Plan


141 2.2.4.1.3 Revise Outline - Communication Plan Plan Based on HP Review


142 2.2.4.1.4 8.1.2.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Communication Plan Outline


143 2.2.4.1.5 Client Review of Communication Plan Outline


144 2.2.4.1.6 HP Revise Communication Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


145 2.2.4.1.7 Client Review & Approval of revised Communication Plan Outline


146 2.2.4.1.8 8.1.2.5 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Communication Plan Outline


147 2.2.4.2 8.1.2.5 Develop Communication Plan


148 2.2.4.2.1 Develop & Document Communication Plan


149 2.2.4.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Communication Plan


150 2.2.4.2.3 Revise Communication Plan after Review


151 2.2.4.2.4 Walkthrough Communication Plan with Client


152 2.2.4.2.5 Revise Communication Plan after Client Walkthrough


153 2.2.4.2.6 8.1.2.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Communication Plan


154 2.2.4.2.7 Client Reviews Communication Plan


155 2.2.4.2.8 HP Updates Communication Plan per Client's Review


2/28


11/19


26 11/19


11/12


10/26


11/12


1 12/6


1 11/4


10/25


11/4


1/5 12/6


11/16
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156 2.2.4.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Communication Plan


157 2.2.4.2.10 8.1.2.5 MILESTONE: Client Approves Communication Plan


158 2.2.5 8.1.2.6 Develop Risk Management Plan


159 2.2.5.1 Risk Management Plan Outline 


160 2.2.5.1.1 Develop Outline - Risk Management Plan


161 2.2.5.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Risk Management Plan


162 2.2.5.1.3 Revise Outline - Risk Management Plan Plan Based on HP Review


163 2.2.5.1.4 8.1.2.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Risk Management Plan Outline


164 2.2.5.1.5 Client Review of Risk Management Plan Outline


165 2.2.5.1.6 HP Revise Risk Management Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


166 2.2.5.1.7 Client Review & Approval of revised Risk Management Plan Outline


167 2.2.5.1.8 8.1.2.6 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Risk Management Plan Outline


168 2.2.5.2 8.1.2.6 Develop Risk Management Plan


169 2.2.5.2.1 Develop & Document Risk Management Plan


170 2.2.5.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Risk Management Plan & Assessment


171 2.2.5.2.3 Revise Risk Management Plan after Review


172 2.2.5.2.4 Walkthrough Risk Management Plan with Client


173 2.2.5.2.5 Revise Risk Management Plan after Client Walkthrough


174 2.2.5.2.6 8.1.2.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Risk Management Plan


175 2.2.5.2.7 Client Reviews Risk Management Plan


176 2.2.5.2.8 HP Updates Risk Management Plan per Client's Review


177 2.2.5.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Risk Management Plan


178 2.2.5.2.10 8.1.2.6 MILESTONE: Client Approves Risk Management Plan


179 2.2.6 8.1.2.7 Develop Quality Assurance Plan 


180 2.2.6.1 Develop & Document Quality Assurance Plan


181 2.2.6.2 Internal Review of Quality Assurance Plan


182 2.2.6.3 Update Quality Assurance Plan


183 2.2.6.4 Walkthrough Quality Assurance Plan with Client


184 2.2.6.5 Revise Quality Assurance Plan after Client Walkthrough


185 2.2.6.6 8.1.2.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Quality Assurance Plan


186 2.2.6.7 Client Reviews Quality Assurance Plan


187 2.2.6.8 HP Updates Quality Assurance Plan per Client's Review


188 2.2.6.9 Client Reviews Updates to Quality Assurance Plan


189 2.2.6.10 8.1.2.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Quality Assurance Plan


190 2.2.7 Develop Method of Destruction of Confidential Information 


191 2.2.7.1  Develop Method of Destruction of Confidential Information


192 2.2.7.2 Internal Review of Method of Destruction of Confidential Information


193 2.2.7.3 CHECKPOINT: Client Approves Retention / Destruction of Confidential
Information


194 2.2.8 Reoccurring Project Status Meetings


195 2.2.8.1 12.6.3 - 12.6.7 Weekly Meeting with PBM


12/6


1 12/9


1 11/4


10/25


11/4


1/5 12/9


11/18


12/9


1 11/23


11/4


11/23


1/5 11/10


11/10


2/25
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196 2.2.8.1.1 Weekly Meeting with PBM 1


197 2.2.8.1.2 12.6.3 - 12.6.7 Weekly Meeting with PBM 2


198 2.2.8.1.3 Weekly Meeting with PBM 3


199 2.2.8.1.4 Weekly Meeting with PBM 4


200 2.2.8.1.5 Weekly Meeting with PBM 5


201 2.2.8.1.6 Weekly Meeting with PBM 6


202 2.2.8.1.7 Weekly Meeting with PBM 7


203 2.2.8.1.8 Weekly Meeting with PBM 8


204 2.2.8.1.9 Weekly Meeting with PBM 9


205 2.2.8.1.10 Weekly Meeting with PBM 10


206 2.2.8.1.11 Weekly Meeting with PBM 11


207 2.2.8.1.12 Weekly Meeting with PBM 12


208 2.2.8.1.13 Weekly Meeting with PBM 13


209 2.2.8.1.14 Weekly Meeting with PBM 14


210 2.2.8.1.15 Weekly Meeting with PBM 15


211 2.2.8.1.16 Weekly Meeting with PBM 16


212 2.2.8.1.17 Weekly Meeting with PBM 17


213 2.2.8.2 9.2.1.12 /
9.2.1.16 /


Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule


214 2.2.8.2.1 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   1


215 2.2.8.2.29.2.1.12 / 9.2.1.16 / 9.3.4.9 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   2


216 2.2.8.2.3 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   3


217 2.2.8.2.4 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   4


218 2.2.8.2.5 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   5


219 2.2.8.2.6 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   6


220 2.2.8.2.7 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   7


221 2.2.8.2.8 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   8


222 2.2.8.2.9 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   9


223 2.2.8.2.10 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   10


224 2.2.8.2.11 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   11


225 2.2.8.2.12 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   12


226 2.2.8.2.13 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   13


227 2.2.8.2.14 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   14


228 2.2.8.2.15 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   15


229 2.2.8.2.16 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   16


230 2.2.8.2.17 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   17


231 2.2.8.2.18 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   18


232 2.2.8.2.19 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   19


233 2.2.8.2.20 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   20


234 2.2.8.2.21 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   21
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235 2.2.8.3 9.2.1.13 /
9.3.4.10 /


Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report


236 2.2.8.3.1 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 1


237 2.2.8.3.2 9.2.1.13 /
9.3.4.10 /


Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 2


238 2.2.8.3.3 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 3


239 2.2.8.3.4 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 4


240 2.2.8.3.5 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 5


241 2.2.8.3.6 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 6


242 2.2.8.3.7 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 7


243 2.2.8.3.8 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 8


244 2.2.8.3.9 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 9


245 2.2.8.3.10 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 10


246 2.2.8.3.11 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 11


247 2.2.8.3.12 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 12


248 2.2.8.3.13 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 13


249 2.2.8.3.14 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 14


250 2.2.8.3.15 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 15


251 2.2.8.3.16 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 16


252 2.2.8.3.17 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 17


253 2.2.8.3.18 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 18


254 2.2.8.3.19 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 19


255 2.2.8.3.20 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 20


256 2.2.8.3.21 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 21


257 2.2.8.4 9.2.1.12 /
9.6.1.13


Conduct Weekly Status Meeting


258 2.2.8.4.1 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 1


259 2.2.8.4.2 9.2.1.12 /
9.6.1.13


Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 2


260 2.2.8.4.3 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 3


261 2.2.8.4.4 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 4


262 2.2.8.4.5 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 5


263 2.2.8.4.6 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 6


264 2.2.8.4.7 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 7


265 2.2.8.4.8 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 8


266 2.2.8.4.9 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 9


267 2.2.8.4.10 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 10


268 2.2.8.4.11 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 11


269 2.2.8.4.12 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 12


270 2.2.8.4.13 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 13


271 2.2.8.4.14 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 14


272 2.2.8.4.15 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 15


273 2.2.8.4.16 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 16
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274 2.2.8.4.17 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 17


275 2.2.8.4.18 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 18


276 2.2.8.4.19 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 19


277 2.2.8.4.20 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 20


278 2.2.8.4.21 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 21


279 2.2.8.5 8.1.2.4 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report


280 2.2.8.5.1 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 1


281 2.2.8.5.2 8.1.2.4 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 2


282 2.2.8.5.3 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 3


283 2.2.8.5.4 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 4


284 2.2.8.5.5 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 5


285 2.2.8.5.6 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 6


286 2.2.8.5.7 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 7


287 2.2.8.5.8 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 8


288 2.2.8.5.9 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 9


289 2.2.8.5.10 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 10


290 2.2.8.5.11 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 11


291 2.2.8.6 8.1.2.3 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting


292 2.2.8.6.1 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 1


293 2.2.8.6.2 8.1.2.3 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 2


294 2.2.8.6.3 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 3


295 2.2.8.6.4 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 4


296 2.2.8.6.5 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 5


297 2.2.8.6.6 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 6


298 2.2.8.6.7 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 7


299 2.2.8.6.8 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 8


300 2.2.8.6.9 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 9


301 2.2.8.6.10 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 10


302 2.2.8.6.11 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 11


303 2.2.9 8.4 Facilities


304 2.2.9.1 Establish HP Temporary Office


305 2.2.9.1.1 Locate & Confirm Temporary Account Location in Carson City


306 2.2.9.1.2 Prepare Temporary Account Location in Carson City


307 2.2.9.1.3 Occupy HP Temporary Location


308 2.2.9.1.4 CHECKPOINT:  HP Temporary Site Occupied


309 2.2.9.2 8.4.2.3 Establish Courier Service


310 2.2.9.2.1 Review Requirements for Courier Service


311 2.2.9.2.2 Review & Interview Courier Services


312 2.2.9.2.3 Select Courier Service


313 2.2.9.2.4 Develop Courier Service Procedures & Process


314 2.2.9.2.5 Review & Revise Courier Service Procedures & Process


315 2.2.9.2.6 Publish & Distribute Courier Service Procedures & Process
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316 2.2.9.2.7 8.4.2.3 CHECKPOINT:  Courier Service in Place


317 2.2.9.2.8 Acquire Courier Van


318 2.2.9.3  Acquire & Occupy Permanent Account Facilities in Carson City


319 2.2.9.3.1 Site Planning


320 2.2.9.3.1.1 Site Selection


321 2.2.9.3.1.2 Negotiate Lease


322 2.2.9.3.1.3 Plan & Document Facility Build Out


323 2.2.9.3.1.4 Move Planning


324 2.2.9.3.1.5 Security System Planning


325 2.2.9.3.1.6 Audio Visual Planning


326 2.2.9.3.1.7 Order Furniture / Equipment


327 2.2.9.3.1.8 Facility Build Out - Phase 1


328 2.2.9.3.1.9 Facility Build Out - Remainder


329 2.2.9.3.2 Furniture


330 2.2.9.3.2.1 Furniture Delivery


331 2.2.9.3.3 Security System


332 2.2.9.3.3.1 Security System Delivery


333 2.2.9.3.4 Audio Visual


334 2.2.9.3.4.1 Order Security & Audio Visual Equipment


335 2.2.9.3.4.2 Audio Visual Delivery


336 2.2.9.3.5 Occupancy Coordination


337 2.2.9.3.5.1  Utilities


338 2.2.9.3.5.2 Vending Equipment


339 2.2.9.3.5.3 Furniture Keys


340 2.2.9.3.5.4 Building Keys


341 2.2.9.3.5.5 Access Cards


342 2.2.9.3.5.6 Marker Boards


343 2.2.9.3.5.7 Parking


344 2.2.9.3.5.8  Cleaning


345 2.2.9.3.5.9 Phased Occupancy Move In


346 2.2.9.3.5.10 DHCFP Occupancy Move In


347 2.2.9.4   9.2.2.5 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Permanent Contractor
Facilities


348 2.2.9.5 9.3.3.1 /
9.2.2.5


PROGRESS MILESTONE: HP Begins Occupation of Permanent Account
Facilities in Carson City


349 2.2.9.6 9.2.2.8 PROGRESS MILESTONE: DHCFP Begins Occupation of HP Account
Facilities in Carson City


350 2.2.9.7 Hosting


351 2.2.9.7.1 14.2.3 Initiate Mainframe Development and Test Logical Partition set-up by Verizon
Hosting Services.


352 2.2.9.7.2 14.2.3 Initiate Orlando Data Center build out of Development systems.


353 2.2.9.7.3 14.2.3 Initiate set-up for Nevada IVR.


354 2.2.9.7.4 Establish connections
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355 2.2.9.7.5 14.2.3.16 Insure all sites are accessible via network and security is established for
Takeover team.


356 2.2.9.7.6 14.2.3 Acquire, install, and prepare additional Mainframe software for Takeover
Application group.


357 2.2.9.7.7 14.2.3 Acquire, install, and prepare additional non-mainframe software for Takeover
Application group.


358 2.2.9.7.8 14.2.3 Validate access and applications perform for development.


359 2.2.9.7.9 14.2.3.4 Initiate Mainframe Production and DR Logical Partition set-up by Verizon
Hosting Services.


360 2.2.9.7.10 14.2.3.4 Initiate Orlando Data Center build out of Production and DR systems.


361 2.2.9.7.11 14.2.3.4 Initiate DR set-up for Nevada IVR.


362 2.2.9.7.12 14.2.3.16 Insure all sites are accessible via network and security is established for
Takeover team.


363 2.2.9.7.13 14.2.3 For Production, acquire, install, and prepare additional Mainframe software for
Takeover Application group.


364 2.2.9.7.14 14.2.3 For Production, acquire, install, and prepare additional non-mainframe
software for Takeover Application group.


365 2.2.9.7.15 14.2.3 For Production, application group and others will validate access and
applications perform for production purposes.


366 2.2.9.8 9.3.3.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Installation of System Hardware & Software  


367 2.2.9.9 9.6.1.8 Implement All Network Connectivity and Communications


368 2.2.9.9.1 9.6.1.8 WAN Architectural Design


369 2.2.9.9.2 9.6.1.8 WAN Engineering Design


370 2.2.9.9.3 9.6.1.8 Create WAN Circuit Orders


371 2.2.9.9.4 9.6.1.8 Equipment Order & Receive


372 2.2.9.9.5 9.6.1.8 WAN Deployment


373 2.2.9.9.6 9.6.1.8 Carson City HP LAN Design


374 2.2.9.9.7 9.6.1.8 Carson City HP Deployment


375 2.2.9.9.8 9.6.1.8 DHCFP coordination & design


376 2.2.9.9.9 9.6.1.8 DHCFP deployment


377 2.2.9.9.10 9.6.1.8 Midrange LAN/WAN Design


378 2.2.9.9.11 9.6.1.8 Midrange LAN/WAN Deployment


379 2.2.9.9.12 9.6.1.8 Midrange DR LAN/WAN Design


380 2.2.9.9.13 9.6.1.8 Midrange DR LAN/WAN Deployment


381 2.2.9.9.14 9.6.1.8 Vendor coordination & design


382 2.2.9.9.15 9.6.1.8 Vendor deployment


383 2.2.10 9.3.3.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Facilities to Operate NV MMIS


384 3 8.6 Requirements Validation and Demonstration Task


385 3.1 RV Session Planning


386 3.1.1 8.6.2.1 Review & Finalize RV Session Schedule


387 3.1.2 Notification of  RV Session Schedule


388 3.1.3 RV Session Goals Expectations


389 3.1.3.1 Document RV Session Goals and Expectations Handbook


390 3.1.3.2 Submit RV Session Goals and Expectations Handbook to Client
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391 3.1.4 RVS Overview Training Session


392 3.1.4.1 Conduct RV Session Overview and Training


393 3.2 8.6.1 RV Sessions


394 3.2.1 Requirement Validation


395 3.2.2  Changes


396 3.2.3 Tool Replacement


397 3.2.4 Solutions - Establish Measurement Criteria


398 3.2.5 PBM Kickoff and Requirements Review and Verification


399 3.2.5.1 Kickoff meeting


400 3.2.5.2 Gather/Confirm functional requirements


401 3.2.5.3 Gather/Confirm technical requirements


402 3.2.5.4 Gather/Confirm Clinical requirements


403 3.2.5.5 Gather/Confirm Operations requirements


404 3.2.5.6 Gather/Confirm web site requirements


405 3.2.5.7 Requirements for Claims Processing business rules


406 3.2.5.7.1 Define edits and audits


407 3.2.5.7.2 define DUR rules


408 3.2.5.7.3 define script limits


409 3.2.5.7.4 define PDL processing


410 3.2.5.7.5 define step therapy


411 3.2.5.7.6 define pricing/payment


412 3.2.5.7.7 define required fields/payer sheet


413 3.2.5.8 Confirm Electronic Prescribing Requirements


414 3.2.5.9 Define PDL/Supplemental Rebates Strategy


415 3.2.5.9.1 Determine strategy decision of pooling or independent negotiation


416 3.2.5.9.2 Review current class review schedule


417 3.2.5.9.3 Analyze utilization data


418 3.2.5.9.4 Review plan for operational startup and revised class review


419 3.2.5.10 Review Interface and Conversion


420 3.2.5.10.1 Review inbound eligibility mapping


421 3.2.5.10.2 Review lock-in conversion mapping


422 3.2.5.10.3 Review COB conversion mapping


423 3.2.5.10.4 Review inbound provider network file


424 3.2.5.10.5 Review outbound claims encounter file


425 3.2.5.10.6 Review inbound claims conversion data layout


426 3.2.5.11 Technical Call Center Operations requirements


427 3.2.5.11.1 Perform deep dive on technical call center requirements


428 3.2.5.11.2 Confirm Technical call center correspondence 


429 3.2.5.11.3 Confirm call documentation requirements


430 3.2.5.11.4 Confirm call flow for technical call center


431 3.2.5.12 Clinical Call Center Operations requirements


432 3.2.5.12.1 Perform deep dive on clinical call center requirements
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433 3.2.5.12.2 Confirm clinical call center correspondence 


434 3.2.5.12.3 Confirm call documentation requirements


435 3.2.5.12.4 Confirm call flow for clinical call center


436 3.2.5.13 Requirements sessions complete


437 3.2.5.14 Requirements Document Preparation 


438 3.2.5.14.1 Prepare Clinical Requirements


439 3.2.5.14.2 Prepare Ops requirements


440 3.2.5.14.3 Prepare technical requirements


441 3.2.5.14.4 Prepare Claims Processing business requirements


442 3.2.5.14.5 Prepare other requirements


443 3.2.5.14.6 Initial RAD document delivery


444 3.2.5.14.7 Review Requirements Document


445 3.2.5.14.8 Finalize Requirements Document


446 3.2.5.14.9 RAD Document Approved


447 3.3 8.6.2.3 Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


448 3.3.1 Compile Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


449 3.3.2 8.6.2.3 DELIVERABLE - Submit Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


450 3.3.3 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


451 3.3.4 Conduct External Review of Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


452 3.3.5 Revise Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes based on External Review


453 3.3.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


454 3.3.7 MILESTONE - Client Approves Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


455 3.4 Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline 


456 3.4.1 8.6.2.3 Develop Outline - Requirements Validation Analysis Report


457 3.4.2 8.6.2.6 HP Review of Outline - Requirements Validation Analysis Report


458 3.4.3 Revise Outline - Requirements Validation Analysis Report Plan Based on HP Review


459 3.4.4 CHECKPOINT: Submit Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline


460 3.4.5 Client Review of Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline


461 3.4.6 HP Revise Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline Based on Client Review


462 3.4.7 8.6.2.6 Client Review & Approval of revised Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline


463 3.4.8 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Requirements Validation Analysis Report
Outline


464 3.5 Requirements Comprehensive Validation Analysis Report


465 3.5.1 Compile Requirements Validation Analysis Report


466 3.5.2 8.6.2.6 KEY DELIVERABLE - Submit Comprehensive Requirements Validation
Analysis Report


467 3.5.3 8.6.2.7 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Validation Analysis Report


468 3.5.4 Conduct External Review of Requirements Validation Analysis Report
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469 3.5.5 8.6.2.7 Revise Requirements Validation Analysis Report based on External Review 


470 3.5.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Validation Analysis Report


471 3.5.7 MILESTONE - Client Approves Comprehensive Requirements Validation
Analysis Report


472 3.6 Requirements Traceability Matrix


473 3.6.1 Compile Requirements Traceability Matrix


474 3.6.2 DELIVERABLE - Submit Requirements Traceability Matrix


475 3.6.3 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Traceability Matrix


476 3.6.4 8.6.2.7 Conduct External Review of Requirements Traceability Matrix


477 3.6.5 8.6.2.8 Revise Requirements Traceability Matrix based on External Review 


478 3.6.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Traceability Matrix


479 3.6.7 8.6.2.8 MILESTONE - Client Approves Requirements Traceability Matrix


480 4 8.1.1.2 KEY MILESTONE:  DHCFP Approval of All Plans Listed in Section 8


481 5 9 Transition Task


482 5.1 9.1.1 Transition Period Entrance Criteria


483 5.1.1 9.1.1.1.A KEY MILESTONE:  DHCFP Approval of Detail Project Work Plan


484 5.1.2 9.1.1.1.B KEY MILESTONE:  Establishment of Account Facilities


485 5.1.3 9.1.1.1.C KEY MILESTONE:  Acceptance of Comprehensive Requirements Validation
Analysis Report


486 5.2 9.1.2 Transition Period Exit Criteria


487 5.2.1 9.1.2.1.A KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Acceptance of Transition Plan


488 5.2.2 9.1.2.1.B KEY MILESTONE: Vendor Certification of System Components


489 5.2.3 9.1.2.1.C KEY MILESTONE:  Acceptance by DHCFP of ALL System Test Activities


490 5.2.4 9.1.2.1.D KEY MILESTONE:  Acceptance by DHCFP of ALL Revision to System & User
Documentation


491 5.3 9.2 Transition Planning


492 5.3.1 Meet with Client to review Entrance & Exit Criteria


493 5.3.2 9.2.1.1 HP Agrees to Transition Period Entrance & Exit Criteria


494 5.3.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Entrance & Exit Criteria


495 5.3.4 9.2.1.2 Facilities Plan 


496 5.3.4.1 Develop & Document Facilities Plan


497 5.3.4.2 Internal Review of Facilities Plan


498 5.3.4.3 Update Facilities Plan based on Review


499 5.3.4.4 Walkthrough Facilities Plan with Client


500 5.3.4.5 Revise Facilities Plan after Client Walkthrough


501 5.3.4.6 9.2.3.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Facilities Plan


502 5.3.4.7 Client Reviews Facilities Plan


503 5.3.4.8 HP Updates Facilities Plan per Client's Review


504 5.3.4.9 Client Reviews Updates to Facilities Plan


505 5.3.4.10 9.2.2.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Facilities Plan


506 5.3.5 9.2.1.3 Review System & User Documentation
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507 5.3.5.1 Review & Document Deficiencies in Existing System & User Documentation


508 5.3.5.2 Internal Review of Document Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


509 5.3.5.3 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation from Review


510 5.3.5.4 9.2.3.4 /
9.2.3.5


DELIVERABLE: Submit Documented Deficiencies in System & User
Documentation


511 5.3.5.5 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


512 5.3.5.6 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation per Client's
Review


513 5.3.5.7 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


514 5.3.5.8 9.2.2.6 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Documented Deficiencies in
System & User Documentation


515 5.3.6 9.2.1.4 Project Control & Reporting System


516 5.3.6.1 Develop & Document Project Control & Reporting System 


517 5.3.6.2 Internal Review of Project Control & Reporting System


518 5.3.6.3 Update Project Control & Reporting System


519 5.3.6.4 9.2.3.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit Project Control & Reporting System


520 5.3.6.5 Client Reviews Project Control & Reporting System


521 5.3.6.6 HP Updates Project Control & Reporting System per Client's Review


522 5.3.6.7 Client Reviews Updates to Project Control & Reporting System


523 5.3.6.8 9.2.1.4 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Project Control & Reporting System  


524 5.3.7 9.2.1.4 Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


525 5.3.7.1 Develop & Document Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls 


526 5.3.7.2 Internal Review of Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


527 5.3.7.3 Update Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


528 5.3.7.4 9.2.1.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


529 5.3.7.5 Client Reviews Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


530 5.3.7.6 HP Updates Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls per Client's Review


531 5.3.7.7 Client Reviews Updates to Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


532 5.3.7.8 9.2.1.4 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls  


533 5.3.8 9.2.1.5 Transition Review Meetings (TRM)


534 5.3.8.1 9.2.1.5 Conduct Review Meetings for DHCFP Policies & Services


535 5.3.8.2 9.2.1.15 Conduct Meetings with DHCFP, Vendors etc… on System Interfaces


536 5.3.9 9.2.1.6 MMIS Transition Plan 


537 5.3.9.1 Develop & Document Transition Plan


538 5.3.9.2 Internal Review of Transition Plan


539 5.3.9.3 Update Transition Plan


540 5.3.9.4 Walkthrough Transition Plan with Client


541 5.3.9.5 Revise Transition Plan after Client Walkthrough


542 5.3.9.6 9.2.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit MMIS Transition Plan
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543 5.3.9.7 Client Reviews Transition Plan


544 5.3.9.8 HP Updates Transition Plan per Client's Review


545 5.3.9.9 Client Reviews Updates to Transition Plan


546 5.3.9.10 9.2.2.2 KEY MILESTONE: Client Approval of MMIS Transition Plan


547 5.3.10 9.2.1.7 Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline and Plan


548 5.3.10.1 9.2.1.7 Outline Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 


549 5.3.10.1.1 Develop Outline - Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 


550 5.3.10.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  


551 5.3.10.1.3 Revise Outline - Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Based on HP Review


552 5.3.10.1.4 9.2.3.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline


553 5.3.10.1.5 Client Review of Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline


554 5.3.10.1.6 HP Revise Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline Based on Client Review


555 5.3.10.1.7 Client Review revised Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline


556 5.3.10.1.8 9.2.1.7  MILESTONE: Client Approval of Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan
Outline


557 5.3.10.2 9.2.1.7 Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  


558 5.3.10.2.1 Develop Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  


559 5.3.10.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  


560 5.3.10.2.3 Revise Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan after Review 


561 5.3.10.2.4 Walkthrough Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan with Client


562 5.3.10.2.5 Revise Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan after Client Walkthrough


563 5.3.10.2.6 9.2.1.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 


564 5.3.10.2.7 Client Reviews Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 


565 5.3.10.2.8 HP Updates Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan per Client's Review


566 5.3.10.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  


567 5.3.10.2.10 9.2.1.7 /
9.2.2.4


PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Relocation
Risk/Contingency Plan


568 5.3.11 9.2.1.10 Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures Outline and
Plan


569 5.3.11.1 9.2.1.10 Outline Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures Plan


570 5.3.11.1.1 Develop Outline - Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


571 5.3.11.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


572 5.3.11.1.3 Revise Outline - Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures Based on HP Review


573 5.3.11.1.4 9.2.1.10 DELIVERABLE: Submit Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures Outline


574 5.3.11.1.5 Client Review of Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures Outline


575 5.3.11.1.6 HP Revise Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures
Outline Based on Client Review
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576 5.3.11.1.7 Client Review revised Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures Outline


577 5.3.11.1.8 9.2.1.10 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Project Management Control Software
& Reporting Procedures Outline


578 5.3.11.2 9.2.1.10 Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures  


579 5.3.11.2.1 Develop Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures


580 5.3.11.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures


581 5.3.11.2.3 Revise Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures after
Review


582 5.3.11.2.4 Walkthrough Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures
with Client


583 5.3.11.2.5 Revise Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures  after
Client Walkthrough


584 5.3.11.2.6 9.2.1.10 DELIVERABLE: Submit Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures


585 5.3.11.2.7 Client Reviews Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


586 5.3.11.2.8 HP Updates Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures
per Client's Review


587 5.3.11.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


588 5.3.11.2.10 9.2.1.10 MILESTONE: Client Approves Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures


589 5.3.12 9.2.1.16 Final Transition Work Plan and Schedule


590 5.3.12.1 Review / Update Project Estimates


591 5.3.12.2 Review / Update Deliverable Delivery Dates


592 5.3.12.3 Review / Update Risks & Assumptions


593 5.3.12.4 Review / Update Project Work Plan


594 5.3.12.5 Internal Review of Project Work Plan


595 5.3.12.6 9.2.3.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Final Transition Work Plan and Schedule


596 5.3.12.7 Client Reviews Work Plan


597 5.3.12.8 HP Updates Work Plan per Client's Review


598 5.3.12.9 Client Reviews Updates to Work Plan


599 5.3.12.10 9.2.2.7 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Final Transition Work Plan and
Schedule


600 5.3.12.11 Create PDF File of Approved Updated Project Work Plan Schedule for Client


601 5.3.12.12 Baseline Approved Project Work Plan Schedule 


602 5.3.13 9.2.1.8 Gateway LAN Plan & Installation


603 5.3.13.1 Gateway LAN Plan


604 5.3.13.1.1 Develop & Document Gateway LAN Plan


605 5.3.13.1.2 Internal Review of Gateway LAN Plan


606 5.3.13.1.3 Update Gateway LAN Plan based on Review


607 5.3.13.1.4 9.2.1.8 DELIVERABLE: Submit Gateway LAN Plan


11/4
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608 5.3.13.1.5 Client Reviews Gateway LAN Plan


609 5.3.13.1.6 HP Updates Gateway LAN Plan per Client's Review


610 5.3.13.1.7 Client Reviews Updates to Gateway LAN Plan


611 5.3.13.1.8 9.2.2.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Gateway LAN Plan


612 5.3.13.2 9.2.1.8 Gateway LAN Equipment


613 5.3.13.2.1 CHECKPOINT: Validate Gateway LAN equipment proposed
configuration


614 5.3.13.2.2 9.2.1.8 Order Gateway LAN equipment


615 5.3.13.2.3 9.2.1.8 Receive Gateway LAN equipment


616 5.3.13.3 9.2.1.8 Telecommunications Configuration


617 5.3.13.3.1 CHECKPOINT: Validate Telecommunication Equipment for proposed
configuration


618 5.3.13.3.2 9.2.1.8 Order Telecommunication Equipment equipment


619 5.3.13.3.3 9.2.1.8 Receive Telecommunication Equipment equipment


620 5.3.13.4 9.2.1.8 Printing Equipment


621 5.3.13.4.1 CHECKPOINT: Validate Printing Equipment for proposed configuration


622 5.3.13.4.2 9.2.1.8 Order Printing Equipment equipment


623 5.3.13.4.3 9.2.1.8 Receive Printing Equipment equipment


624 5.3.13.5 9.2.1.8 Install Equipment at HP Location


625 5.3.13.5.1 9.2.1.8 Install Gateway LAN


626 5.3.13.5.2 9.2.1.8 Install Telecommunications


627 5.3.13.5.3 9.2.1.8 Install Printers


628 5.3.13.6 9.2.1.8 Install Equipment at Client Location


629 5.3.13.6.1 9.2.1.8 Connect to Client Gateway LAN


630 5.3.13.6.2 9.2.1.8 Connect to Client Telecommunications


631 5.3.14 9.2.2.9 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Gateway to DHCFP LAN


632 5.4 9.3 Transition Of Core MMIS Software, Files, Peripheral Systems etc…


633 5.4.1 9.3.4.1 System Test Outline and Plan


634 5.4.1.1 Outline System Test Plan


635 5.4.1.1.1 Develop Outline - System Test   Plan


636 5.4.1.1.2 HP Review of Outline - System Test   Plan


637 5.4.1.1.3 Revise Outline - System Test   Plan Based on HP Review


638 5.4.1.1.4 9.3.4.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Test Plan Outline


639 5.4.1.1.5 Client Review of System Test Plan Outline


640 5.4.1.1.6 HP Revise System Test Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


641 5.4.1.1.7 Client Review revised System Test Plan Outline


642 5.4.1.1.8 9.3.4.1 MILESTONE: Client Approval of System Test   Plan Outline


643 5.4.1.2 System Test Plan


644 5.4.1.2.1 Develop System Test Plan


645 5.4.1.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of System Test   Plan


646 5.4.1.2.3 Revise System Test Plan after Review
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647 5.4.1.2.4 Walkthrough System Test Plan with Client


648 5.4.1.2.5 Revise System Test Plan after Client Walkthrough


649 5.4.1.2.6 9.3.4.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Test Plan


650 5.4.1.2.7 Client Reviews System Test   Plan


651 5.4.1.2.8 HP Updates System Test   Plan per Client's Review


652 5.4.1.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to System Test   Plan


653 5.4.1.2.10 9.3.4.1 MILESTONE: Client Approves System Test Plan


654 5.4.2 9.3.4.3 Integration Test  Outline and Plan


655 5.4.2.1 Outline Integration Test  Plan


656 5.4.2.1.1 Develop Outline - Integration Test  Plan


657 5.4.2.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Integration Test  Plan


658 5.4.2.1.3 Revise Outline - Integration Test  Plan Based on HP Review


659 5.4.2.1.4 9.3.4.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Integration Test  Plan Outline


660 5.4.2.1.5 Client Review of Integration Test  Plan Outline


661 5.4.2.1.6 HP Revise Integration Test  Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


662 5.4.2.1.7 Client Review revised Integration Test  Plan Outline


663 5.4.2.1.8 9.3.4.3 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Integration Test  Plan Outline


664 5.4.2.2 Integration Test  Plan


665 5.4.2.2.1 Develop Integration Test  Plan


666 5.4.2.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Integration Test  Plan


667 5.4.2.2.3 Revise Integration Test  Plan after Review


668 5.4.2.2.4 Walkthrough Integration Test  Plan with Client


669 5.4.2.2.5 Revise Integration Test Plan after Client Walkthrough


670 5.4.2.2.6 9.3.4.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Integration Test  Plan


671 5.4.2.2.7 Client Reviews Integration Test  Plan


672 5.4.2.2.8 HP Updates Integration Test  Plan per Client's Review


673 5.4.2.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Integration Test  Plan


674 5.4.2.2.10 9.3.4.3 MILESTONE: Client Approves Integration Test  Plan


675 5.4.3 9.3.2.8 System & User Documentation


676 5.4.3.1 Review & Update Existing System Documentation


677 5.4.3.2 Review & Update Existing User Documentation


678 5.4.3.3 Internal Review of Document Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


679 5.4.3.4 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation from Review


680 5.4.3.5 9.3.4.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Documented Deficiencies in System
Documentation


681 5.4.3.6 9.3.4.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Documented Deficiencies in User Documentation


682 5.4.3.7 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


683 5.4.3.8 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation per Client's
Review


12/2


12/21


1/5 12/22


1/5 11/23
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684 5.4.3.9 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


685 5.4.3.10 9.3.3.6 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Documented Deficiencies in System &
User Documentation


686 5.4.4 9.3.4.7 Nevada Training Plan Outline and Plan


687 5.4.4.1 Outline Nevada Training Plan


688 5.4.4.1.1 Develop Outline - Nevada Training Plan


689 5.4.4.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Nevada Training Plan


690 5.4.4.1.3 Revise Outline - Nevada Training Plan Based on HP Review


691 5.4.4.1.4 9.3.4.7 CHECKPOINT: Submit Nevada Training Plan Outline


692 5.4.4.1.5 Client Review of Nevada Training Plan Outline


693 5.4.4.1.6 HP Revise Nevada Training Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


694 5.4.4.1.7 Client of revised of Nevada Training Plan Outline


695 5.4.4.1.8 9.3.3.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Nevada Training Plan Outline


696 5.4.4.2 9.3.4.7 Nevada Training Plan


697 5.4.4.2.1 Review/Finalize Nevada Training Plan


698 5.4.4.2.2 Internal Review of Nevada Training Plan


699 5.4.4.2.3 Revise Nevada Training Plan after Review


700 5.4.4.2.4 Walkthrough Nevada Training Plan with Client


701 5.4.4.2.5 Revise Nevada Training Plan after Client Walkthrough


702 5.4.4.2.6 9.3.4.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Finalized Nevada Training Plan


703 5.4.4.2.7 Client Reviews Nevada Training Plan


704 5.4.4.2.8 HP Updates Nevada Training Plan per Client's Review


705 5.4.4.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Nevada Training Plan


706 5.4.4.2.10 9.3.3.7 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Nevada Training Plan


707 5.4.5 Data Migration Plan Outline and Plan


708 5.4.5.1 Outline Data Migration Plan


709 5.4.5.1.1 Develop Outline - Data Migration Plan


710 5.4.5.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Data Migration Plan


711 5.4.5.1.3 Revise Outline - Data Migration Plan Based on HP Review


712 5.4.5.1.4 Revise Data Migration Plan after Client Walkthrough


713 5.4.5.1.5 9.3.4.7 CHECKPOINT: Submit Data Migration Plan Outline


714 5.4.5.1.6 Client Review of Data Migration Plan Outline


715 5.4.5.1.7 HP Revise Data Migration Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


716 5.4.5.1.8 Client of revised of Data Migration Plan Outline


717 5.4.5.1.9 9.3.3.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Data Migration Plan Outline


718 5.4.5.2 9.4.2.3 Data Migration Plan


719 5.4.5.2.1 Review/Finalize Data Migration Plan


720 5.4.5.2.2 Internal Review of Data Migration Plan


721 5.4.5.2.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Finalized Data Migration Plan


722 5.4.5.2.4 Client Reviews Data Migration Plan


723 5.4.5.2.5 HP Updates Data Migration Plan per Client's Review


1/19


1/5 2/3


1/5 11/23


11/10
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724 5.4.5.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Data Migration Plan


725 5.4.5.2.7 9.4.4.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Data Migration Plan


726 5.4.6 Obtain Initial System Files


727 5.4.6.1 CHECKPOINT: Client System Files Available


728 5.4.6.2 Client Arrange for the Transfer of System Program Files


729 5.4.6.3 Client Arrange for the Transfer of System Adhoc Libraries


730 5.4.6.4 Client Arrange for the Transfer of System Special Reporting Libraries


731 5.4.6.5 Client Arrange for the Transfer of MMIS Source Documentation Files


732 5.4.6.6 Client Arrange for the Transfer of MMIS Paper Documentation 


733 5.4.6.7 Client Arrange for the Transfer of Cycle Parameters


734 5.4.6.8 Client Arrange for Current Production Program Libraries


735 5.4.6.9 CHECKPOINT: HP Sends Confirmation of all Initial Files Received for
Client validation


736 5.4.7 Knowledge Transfer 


737 5.4.7.1 Prepare for Knowledge Transfer 


738 5.4.7.2 Conduct Knowledge Transfer Session 1


739 5.4.7.3 Conduct Knowledge Transfer Session 2


740 5.4.7.4 Conduct Knowledge Transfer Session 3


741 5.4.8 9.3.3.2 /
9.3.3.3


Transition Core MMIS


742 5.4.8.1 Claims


743 5.4.8.1.1 Verify & Update System Configuration


744 5.4.8.1.2 Verify and update Subcontractor Agreements


745 5.4.8.1.3 Testing system configuration for suspense processing


746 5.4.8.2 12.5.3 Financial


747 5.4.8.2.1 12.5.3 Verify & Update Infrastructure


748 5.4.8.2.2 Verify & Update Configuration


749 5.4.8.2.3 Validation of Financial Area


750 5.4.8.3 Prior Authorizations


751 5.4.8.3.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


752 5.4.8.3.2 Verify & Update Configuration


753 5.4.8.3.3 Validation of Prior Auth Area


754 5.4.8.4 Provider


755 5.4.8.4.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


756 5.4.8.4.2 Verify & Update Configuration


757 5.4.8.4.3 Validation Provider Area


758 5.4.8.5 Recipient


759 5.4.8.5.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


760 5.4.8.5.2 Verify & Update Configuration


761 5.4.8.5.3 Validation of Recipient Area


762 5.4.8.6 Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) Support


763 5.4.8.6.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


12/29


12/15


10/18


12/15


1/5 12/1


1/5 3/7


1/5 12/7
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764 5.4.8.6.2 Verify & Update Configuration


765 5.4.8.6.3 Validation of SURS Area


766 5.4.8.7 Third Party Liability (TPL)


767 5.4.8.7.1 12.5.8 Identify and maintain TPL pay and chase activities


768 5.4.8.7.2 12.5.8 Establish interfaces 


769 5.4.8.8 Early Periodic Screening Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT)


770 5.4.8.8.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


771 5.4.8.8.2 Verify & Update Configuration


772 5.4.8.8.3 Validation of EPSDT Area


773 5.4.8.9 12.5.10 Level of Care (LOC)  


774 5.4.8.9.1 12.5.10 Verify & Update Infrastructure


775 5.4.8.9.2 Verify & Update Configuration


776 5.4.8.9.3 Validation of LOC Area


777 5.4.8.10 Reference


778 5.4.8.10.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


779 5.4.8.10.2 Verify & Update Configuration


780 5.4.8.10.3 Validation of reference Area


781 5.4.8.11 Management and Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS)


782 5.4.8.11.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


783 5.4.8.11.2 Verify & Update Configuration


784 5.4.8.11.3 Validation of MARS Area


785 5.4.8.12 12.7.9 Return ID Card Process 


786 5.4.8.12.1 Verify & Update System Configuration


787 5.4.8.12.2 Verify and update Subcontractor Agreements


788 5.4.8.12.3 Testing system configuration for card processing with  Subcontractor


789 5.4.8.12.4 Test application to receive and process return ID cards 


790 5.4.8.12.5 Validate Reports


791 5.4.8.12.6 Sign SOW with Subcontractor


792 5.4.8.12.7 Define and document operational procedures


793 5.4.8.12.8 Test data lines and card production application connectivity with
Subcontractor


794 5.4.8.13 12.6.02 Clinical Claims Editing - McKesson Claim Check


795 5.4.8.13.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs


796 5.4.8.13.2 Order Hardware


797 5.4.8.13.3  Receive Hardware


798 5.4.8.13.4 Install & Configure Hardware


799 5.4.8.13.5 Test Hardware


800 5.4.8.13.6 Port Application


801 5.4.8.13.7 Test Application


802 5.4.8.13.8 Document Results


803 5.4.9 9.3.3.2 /
9.3.3.3


Transition Peripheral Systems and Tools


1/5 2/15


1/5 12/13


1/5 12/15


1/5 12/13


1/5 12/13


1/5 12/8
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804 5.4.9.1 Electronic Prescription Software 


805 5.4.9.1.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs


806 5.4.9.1.2  Order Hardware


807 5.4.9.1.3 Receive Hardware


808 5.4.9.1.4 Install & Configure Hardware


809 5.4.9.1.5 Test Hardware


810 5.4.9.1.6 Port Application


811 5.4.9.1.7 Test Application


812 5.4.9.1.8 Document Results


813 5.4.9.2 Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate 


814 5.4.9.2.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs


815 5.4.9.2.2 Order Hardware


816 5.4.9.2.3 Receive Hardware


817 5.4.9.2.4 Install & Configure Hardware


818 5.4.9.2.5 Test Hardware


819 5.4.9.2.6 Port Application


820 5.4.9.2.7 Test Application


821 5.4.9.2.8 Document Results


822 5.4.9.3 Decision Support System - Hosting Services


823 5.4.9.3.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs


824 5.4.9.3.2 Order Hardware


825 5.4.9.3.3 Receive Hardware


826 5.4.9.3.4 Install & Configure Hardware


827 5.4.9.3.5 Test Hardware


828 5.4.9.3.6 Port Application


829 5.4.9.3.7 Test Application


830 5.4.9.3.8 Document Results


831 5.4.9.4 Pharmacy  


832 5.4.9.4.1 Data connectivity


833 5.4.9.4.1.1 Complete BAA and TPA documents


834 5.4.9.4.1.2 Submit BAA and TPA to DHCFP and/or HP


835 5.4.9.4.1.3 Start work order to complete VPN/MPLS connection


836 5.4.9.4.1.4 Confirm VPN/MPLS connection established


837 5.4.9.4.1.5 Confirm Access to RxCLAIM via VPN/MPLS


838 5.4.9.4.1.6 Data Connectivity Complete


839 5.4.9.4.2 Transfer of phone operations from Incumbent


840 5.4.9.4.2.1 Kickoff call on transfer tasks


841 5.4.9.4.2.2 DHCFP to confirm all numbers to be transferred


842 5.4.9.4.2.3 SXC to submit request for transfer prior to cutover


843 5.4.9.4.2.4 Incumbent to place an automatic transfer to SXC DID numbers at
midnight on cutover date


844 5.4.9.4.2.5 Phone/fax numbers transitioned


12/1 3/11


12/1 3/11


12/1 3/11


28 3/16
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845 5.4.9.4.3 Initiate Product enhancement requests


846 5.4.9.4.3.1 Create Service Requests for all SXC Product Enhancements 


847 5.4.9.4.3.2 Review Service Requests


848 5.4.9.4.3.3 Service Request QA/Development Review


849 5.4.9.4.3.4 Service Requests Finalized


850 5.4.9.4.4 Interface Design


851 5.4.9.4.4.1 Design Member Interfaces to RxCLAIM


852 5.4.9.4.4.1.1 Design Eligibility and Enrollment Interface


853 5.4.9.4.4.1.2 Design COB Interface


854 5.4.9.4.4.1.3 Design Lock-in Interface


855 5.4.9.4.4.2 Design pharmacy network interface


856 5.4.9.4.4.3 Design other provider interface


857 5.4.9.4.4.4 Design Claims Interface from RxCLAIM


858 5.4.9.4.4.5 Design other interfaces


859 5.4.9.4.4.6 Interfaces Designed


860 5.4.9.4.4.7 Design complete


861 5.4.9.4.5 Construction


862 5.4.9.4.5.1 Pharmacy System (RxCLAIM) Development/Unit Test


863 5.4.9.4.5.1.1 Code/Unit test modifications for RxCLAIM


864 5.4.9.4.5.1.2 Code/Unit test mods for RxMAX


865 5.4.9.4.5.1.3 Code/Unit test mods for other products


866 5.4.9.4.5.1.4 Product code/unit test complete


867 5.4.9.4.5.2 Develop Pharmacy Interfaces


868 5.4.9.4.5.2.1 Code/Unit test Member Interface


869 5.4.9.4.5.2.1.1 Code/Unit test Eligibility and Enrollment Interfaces


870 5.4.9.4.5.2.1.2 Code/Unit test COB Interface


871 5.4.9.4.5.2.1.3 Code/Unit test Lock-in Interface


872 5.4.9.4.5.2.2 Code/Unit test provider interface


873 5.4.9.4.5.2.3 Code/Unit test Claims Interface from RxCLAIM


874 5.4.9.4.5.2.4 Code/Unit test other interfaces


875 5.4.9.4.5.2.5 Interfaces Developed/Unit Tested


876 5.4.9.4.5.3 Coding/Unit Testing Complete


877 5.4.9.4.5.4 RxCLAIM Data Conversion


878 5.4.9.4.5.4.1 Conversion Planning


879 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.1 Develop Conversion Plan


880 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.2 Review Conversion Plan


881 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3 Conversion Design


882 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.1 Claims Load Design


883 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.2 MAC load design


884 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.3 PA history load design


885 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.4 Conversion Design Complete


886 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4 Conversion Development / Unit Test 


1/10 12/22


12/22


1/10 12/22


1/10 12/1


12/1


12/22


1/4 3/16


12/22 3/15


3/15
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887 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.1 Code/Test Claims Load 


888 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.2 Code/Test MAC Load


889 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.3 Code/Test Prior Authorization


890 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.4 Conversions Developed/Unit tested


891 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5 Conversion Acceptance Testing


892 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.1 Review acceptance testing criteria


893 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.2 Perform Acceptance test conversion


894 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.3 Joint review of conversion data against source data


895 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.4 Conversion acceptance test approved


896 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6 Conversion Execution


897 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.1 Convert and load Claims


900 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.2 Convert and load PA


903 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.3 Convert and load MAC data


905 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.4 Initial Member Interface - Full file


914 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.5 Convert and Load Provider information


916 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.6 Data Conversion Execution Complete


917 5.4.9.5 Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System  


918 5.4.9.5.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs


919 5.4.9.5.2 Order Hardware


920 5.4.9.5.3 Receive Hardware


921 5.4.9.5.4 Install & Configure Hardware


922 5.4.9.5.5 Test Hardware


923 5.4.9.5.6 Port Application


924 5.4.9.5.7 Test Application


925 5.4.9.5.8 Document Results


926 5.4.9.6 Interactive Voice Response (IVR)


927 5.4.9.6.1 Review IVR Requirements


928 5.4.9.6.2 Review & Document Hardware Needs


929 5.4.9.6.3 Order Hardware


930 5.4.9.6.4 Receive Hardware


931 5.4.9.6.5 Install & Configure Hardware


932 5.4.9.6.6 Test Hardware


933 5.4.9.6.7 Port Application


934 5.4.9.6.8 Test Application


935 5.4.9.6.9 Document Results


936 5.4.9.6.10 IVR - Final Recording of Messages


937 5.4.9.6.10.1 MILESTONE: Freeze Changes to IVR Scripts


938 5.4.9.6.10.2 Format & Send Messages for Recording


939 5.4.9.6.10.3 Messages are Professionally Recorded


940 5.4.9.6.10.4 Review & Load Recorded Messages


941 5.4.9.7 9.6.1.8 Setup Data Capture / Document Scanning / Key From Image


942 5.4.9.7.1 Review Hardware / Software Requirements


12/13


12/13 1/13


1/13


1/12 3/16


1/13 2/1


1/13 1/21


1/13 1/20


1/12 2/3


1/12 1/12


3/16


12/1 3/11


11/23 3/11


12/1 3/11


3/11


1/5 2/14
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943 5.4.9.7.2 Imaging LAN/WAN Design


944 5.4.9.7.3 Order Hardware / Software Required


945 5.4.9.7.4 Receive Hardware / Software Required


946 5.4.9.7.5 Setup Scanners


947 5.4.9.7.6 Install SunGard Scanning Software


948 5.4.9.7.7 Install Baseline Forms


949 5.4.9.7.8 Install Data Entry System


950 5.4.9.7.9 Test Scanner program


951 5.4.9.7.10 Test Image storage application


952 5.4.9.7.11 Test Data entry applications and connectivity with Chico 


953 5.4.9.7.12 Run Tests on Equipment


954 5.4.9.8 9.6.1.8 Setup Call Center


955 5.4.9.8.1 Review Call Center Requirements


956 5.4.9.8.2 Call Center Design


957 5.4.9.8.3 Order Necessary Call Center Equipment  


958 5.4.9.8.4 Receive Call Center Equipment  


959 5.4.9.8.5 Install Call Center Equipment  


960 5.4.9.8.6 Test & Verify Call Center Equipment  


961 5.4.9.8.7 Provide Sufficient Number of Phone Lines


962 5.4.9.8.8 Confirm Toll Free Phone Numbers for Transfer


963 5.4.9.8.9 Provision Temp 800 Phone Numbers


964 5.4.9.8.10 Configure Avaya Call & Interaction Center Tracking System


965 5.4.9.8.11 Data Transfer of All Tickets/Reports to HP PPM SM


966 5.4.9.8.12 Define Call Center Functions & Processes 


967 5.4.9.8.13 Formulate Call Center Processes and Complete Documentation


968 5.4.9.8.14 Hire Call Center Personnel


969 5.4.9.8.15 Train Call Center Personnel


970 5.4.9.8.16 CHECKPOINT:   Call Center Ready


971 5.4.9.9 12.7.11 Printing


972 5.4.9.9.1 Compile and review print requirements with vendor


973 5.4.9.9.2 Finalize contract terms with vendor


974 5.4.9.9.3 Evaluate the network connectivity


975 5.4.9.9.4 System development to establish network


976 5.4.9.9.5 Testing


977 5.4.9.9.6 Promotion


978 5.4.9.9.7 Manage print stock/cutover with vendor


979 5.4.10 9.3.3.2 /
9.3.3.3


Proprietary / Replacement Software


980 5.4.10.1 DSS Design, Development and Implementation Activities


981 5.4.10.1.1 Conduct DSS Requirements Analysis Sessions


982 5.4.10.1.1.1 Plan/Schedule Requirements Analysis Sessions


983 5.4.10.1.1.2 Develop/Distribute Session Materials


1/5 3/8


3/8


1/5 2/18


3/21


3/21
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984 5.4.10.1.1.3 Conduct Requirements Analysis Sessions


985 5.4.10.1.1.4 Gather Advantage Suite 3.1 Rebuild Requirements


986 5.4.10.1.1.5 Gather Advantage Suite 5.0 Build Requirements


987 5.4.10.1.1.6 Define MARS and SURS Report Enhancement Requirements


988 5.4.10.1.1.7 Define SAS and MapInfo Requirements


989 5.4.10.1.2 Develop and Gain Approval of DSS Requirements Analysis Document
(RAD)


990 5.4.10.1.2.1 Develop draft DSS RAD


991 5.4.10.1.2.2 Perform DSS RAD Walkthrough with DHCFP


992 5.4.10.1.2.3 MILESTONE:  Deliver DSS RAD to DHCFP


993 5.4.10.1.2.4 Review and Approve DSS RAD Document


994 5.4.10.1.3 Perform DSS Design, Development and Implementation Activities


995 5.4.10.1.3.1 Establish the Service Center Technical Environment


996 5.4.10.1.3.1.1 Order NV DSS HW/SW Components


997 5.4.10.1.3.1.2 Order HW/SW Components


998 5.4.10.1.3.1.3 MILESTONE:  HW/SW Components Received


999 5.4.10.1.3.2 Establish NV DSS Environments


1000 5.4.10.1.3.2.1 Establish Environments


1001 5.4.10.1.3.2.2 Setup servers with OS, Oracle, Software, Utilities, etc.


1002 5.4.10.1.3.2.3 Establish Connectivity / Test Access


1003 5.4.10.1.3.2.4 MILESTONE:  DSS Technical Environment Ready


1004 5.4.10.1.4 Design the DSS


1005 5.4.10.1.4.1 Design the Advantage Suite 3.1 Rebuild


1006 5.4.10.1.4.1.1 Update Existing Data Model and Data Element Dictionary


1007 5.4.10.1.4.1.2 Update Transformation Logic (TDWs)


1008 5.4.10.1.4.1.3 Update DataStage Conversion Routines


1009 5.4.10.1.4.1.4 Design Modifications to Existing Pre-converts


1010 5.4.10.1.4.1.5 Compile 3.1 Rebuild Specifics for Design Document


1011 5.4.10.1.4.2 Design the Advantage Suite 5.0 Build


1012 5.4.10.1.4.2.1 Design 5.0 Data Model and Data Element Dictionary


1013 5.4.10.1.4.2.2 Design 5.0 Transformation Logic (TDWs)


1014 5.4.10.1.4.2.3 Design 5.0 DataStage Conversion Routines


1015 5.4.10.1.4.2.4 Design 5.0 Pre-converts


1016 5.4.10.1.4.2.5 Compile 5.0 Build Specifics for Design Document


1017 5.4.10.1.4.3 Design SAS Connectivity and Configuration


1018 5.4.10.1.4.3.1 Design SAS Connectivity and Configuration


1019 5.4.10.1.4.3.2 Compile SAS Design Specifics for Design Document


1020 5.4.10.1.4.4 Design MapInfo DSS Component


1021 5.4.10.1.4.4.1 Design any MapInfo Customization


1022 5.4.10.1.4.4.2 Compile MapInfo Design Specifics for Design Document


1023 5.4.10.1.4.5 Develop and Submit DSS Design Document


1024 5.4.10.1.4.5.1 Compile DSS Design Components


27 11/30


11/15


12/21


11/30


11/30


12/1 12/21


12/21


11/16 1/6


11/16 11/30


11/30 12/10


11/16 11/30


11/30 12/10


12/14 1/6
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1025 5.4.10.1.4.5.2 Draft DSS Design Document


1026 5.4.10.1.4.5.3 Perform DHCFP Walkthrough of DSS Design Document


1027 5.4.10.1.4.5.4 Incorporate DHCFP Comments and Submit DSS Design Document


1028 5.4.10.1.4.5.5 DHCFP Review/Approval of DSS Design Document


1029 5.4.10.1.4.5.6 MILESTONE:  DSS Design Approved


1030 5.4.10.1.5 Develop the DSS


1031 5.4.10.1.5.1 Develop the 3.1 Rebuild Components


1032 5.4.10.1.5.1.1 Make Required 3.1 Data Model Modifications


1033 5.4.10.1.5.1.2 Develop and Unit Test Required Pre-convert Routines 


1034 5.4.10.1.5.1.3 Develop and Unit Test Required DataStage Routines


1035 5.4.10.1.5.1.4 Receive and Investigate New Extract Data


1036 5.4.10.1.5.2 Develop the 5.0 Build Components


1037 5.4.10.1.5.2.1 Customize 5.0 Data Model


1038 5.4.10.1.5.2.2 Develop and Unit Test 5.0 Pre-convert Routines 


1039 5.4.10.1.5.2.3 Develop and Unit Test 5.0 DataStage Routines


1040 5.4.10.1.5.3 Develop SAS Tool Connectivity and Configuration


1041 5.4.10.1.5.3.1 Install SAS Software Components


1042 5.4.10.1.5.3.2 Develop Interface/Connectivity


1043 5.4.10.1.5.3.3 Configure SAS (as needed)


1044 5.4.10.1.5.4 Develop MapInfo Component


1045 5.4.10.1.5.4.1 Install MapInfo Software 


1046 5.4.10.1.5.4.2 Develop Interface/Connectivity


1047 5.4.10.1.5.4.3 Configure MapInfo (as needed)


1048 5.4.10.1.6 Test and Implement the DSS


1049 5.4.10.1.6.1 Develop Test Plans


1050 5.4.10.1.6.1.1 Develop the System Test Plan


1051 5.4.10.1.6.1.2 Develop the User Test Support Plan


1052 5.4.10.1.6.2 Perform Builds and System Testing


1053 5.4.10.1.6.3 Rebuild 3.1 Advantage Suite Base


1054 5.4.10.1.6.3.1 Perform System Test Iteration One


1055 5.4.10.1.6.3.1.1 Rebuild/Test AS 3.1 Base


1056 5.4.10.1.6.3.1.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases


1057 5.4.10.1.6.3.1.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases


1058 5.4.10.1.6.3.2 Perform System Test Iteration Two


1059 5.4.10.1.6.3.2.1 Rebuild/Test AS 3.1 Base


1060 5.4.10.1.6.3.2.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases


1061 5.4.10.1.6.3.2.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases


1062 5.4.10.1.6.3.3 Migrate 3.1 Components to Service Center Environment


1063 5.4.10.1.6.3.3.1 Migrate 3.1 Components


1064 5.4.10.1.6.3.3.2 Test Migration


1065 5.4.10.1.6.3.4 Develop the Test Results Document


1/6


1/6 2/1


1/6 1/26


1/12 2/1


1/6 1/19


1/19 2/1


12/22 3/21


12/22 1/20


1/26 2/17


1/26 1/31


1/31 2/3
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1066 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.1 Compile DSS Test Data


1067 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.2 Draft DSS Test Results Document


1068 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.3 Perform DHCFP Walkthrough of Test Results Document


1069 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.4 Incorporate DHCFP Comments and Submit Test Results Doc.


1070 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.5 DHCFP Review/Approval of Test Results Document


1071 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.6 MILESTONE:  DSS Test Results Document Approved


1072 5.4.10.1.6.4 Build 5.0 Advantage Suite Base


1073 5.4.10.1.6.4.1 Perform System Test Iteration One


1074 5.4.10.1.6.4.1.1 Build/Test AS 5.0 Base


1075 5.4.10.1.6.4.1.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases


1076 5.4.10.1.6.4.1.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases


1077 5.4.10.1.6.4.2 Perform System Test Iteration Two


1078 5.4.10.1.6.4.2.1 Build/Test AS 5.0 Base


1079 5.4.10.1.6.4.2.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases


1080 5.4.10.1.6.4.2.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases


1081 5.4.10.1.6.4.3 Perform System Test Iteration Three


1082 5.4.10.1.6.4.3.1 Build/Test AS 5.0 Base


1083 5.4.10.1.6.4.3.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases


1084 5.4.10.1.6.4.3.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases


1085 5.4.10.1.6.4.4 Develop the Test Results Document


1086 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.1 Compile DSS Test Data


1087 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.2 Draft DSS Test Results Document


1088 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.3 Perform DHCFP Walkthrough of Test Results Document


1089 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.4 Incorporate DHCFP Comments and Submit Test Results Doc.


1090 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.5 DHCFP Review/Approval of Test Results Document


1091 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.6 MILESTONE:  DSS Test Results Document Approved


1092 5.4.10.2 TPL (Emdeon)


1093 5.4.10.2.1 Setup


1094 5.4.10.2.1.1 Finalize agreement with TPL Vendor


1095 5.4.10.2.1.2 Review TPL Vendor's Project Plan


1096 5.4.10.2.1.3 Order Hardware


1097 5.4.10.2.1.4 Establish Circuit


1098 5.4.10.2.1.5 Develop connection with TPL Vendor


1099 5.4.10.2.1.6 Set up Office Space for TPL Vendor


1100 5.4.10.2.1.7 Setup Equipment for TPL Vendor


1101 5.4.10.2.2 Design


1102 5.4.10.2.2.1 Gather Requirements


1103 5.4.10.2.2.1.1 Operational


1104 5.4.10.2.2.1.2 Systems


1105 5.4.10.2.2.1.3 Reporting


2/17


2/1 3/21


2/1 2/8


2/1 2/11


2/11 2/28


2/1 3/21


3/21


1 2/25


1 2/25
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1106 5.4.10.2.2.2 Establish Business Rules


1107 5.4.10.2.2.3 Establish Development Environment


1108 5.4.10.2.2.4 Establish Database Design


1109 5.4.10.2.2.5 Establish Data Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) Processes


1110 5.4.10.2.2.6 Establish Security Module


1111 5.4.10.2.2.7 Establish Financial Module


1112 5.4.10.2.3 Implementation


1113 5.4.10.2.3.1 Operational processes


1114 5.4.10.2.3.2 Database Design


1115 5.4.10.2.3.3 Business Rules


1116 5.4.10.2.3.4 Data Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) Processes


1117 5.4.10.2.3.5 System enhancements


1118 5.4.10.2.3.6 Mailroom & letters


1119 5.4.10.2.3.7 Imaging


1120 5.4.10.2.3.8 Call center


1121 5.4.10.2.3.9 Security Module


1122 5.4.10.2.3.10 Financial Module


1123 5.4.10.2.3.11 Reporting


1124 5.4.10.2.3.12 Setup Phone for TPL Vendor


1125 5.4.10.2.3.13 Set up space for TPL Vendor staff


1126 5.4.10.2.3.14 Equipment connectivity for TPL Vendor


1127 5.4.10.2.4 QA


1128 5.4.10.2.4.1 Operational processes


1129 5.4.10.2.4.2 Database Design


1130 5.4.10.2.4.3 Business Rules


1131 5.4.10.2.4.4 Data Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) Processes


1132 5.4.10.2.4.5 System enhancements


1133 5.4.10.2.4.6 Mailroom & letters


1134 5.4.10.2.4.7 Imaging


1135 5.4.10.2.4.8 Call center


1136 5.4.10.2.4.9 Security Module


1137 5.4.10.2.4.10 Financial Module


1138 5.4.10.2.4.11 Reporting


1139 5.4.10.3 Prior Authorization / Utilization Management


1140 5.4.10.3.1 Work Management


1141 5.4.10.3.1.1 Plan Project Work


1142 5.4.10.3.1.1.1 Plan Project Work  Summary


1143 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.1 Start Project


1144 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.2 Refine Scope and Approach  DevPlus Overlapping Waterfall


1145 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.3 Conduct Business Assessment


1146 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.4 Finalize Project Scope


12/1 1/26


1/4 2/2


1/1 3/14


1/1 3/8


1/1 3/8


1/1 3/8
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1147 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.5 Conduct Project Kick Off Meeting


1148 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.6 Estimate Project Work  Application Development


1149 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.7 Plan Prepare for Estimates


1150 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.8 Gather Historical Information


1151 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9 Estimate Project Size


1152 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.1 Develop BottomUp Estimates


1153 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.2 Reconcile Differences


1154 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.3 Estimate Critical Computer Resources


1155 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.4 Package Estimate Results


1156 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.10 Create Project Schedule


1157 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.11 Package and Secure Commitment


1158 5.4.10.3.1.2 Plan Project Work  Reviews


1159 5.4.10.3.1.3 Plan Project Work  Rework


1160 5.4.10.3.1.4 Execute Project Plan


1161 5.4.10.3.1.4.1 Execute Project Plan  Summary


1162 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.1 Deploy Project Resources


1163 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.2 Manage Plan Execution


1164 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.3 Manage Project Results


1165 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.4 Manage Project  Exceptions


1166 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.5 Manage Requests for Change


1167 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.6 Manage Intellectual Property


1168 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.7 Project Related Training 


1169 5.4.10.3.1.4.2 Infrastructure Set Up - Initial


1170 5.4.10.3.1.4.2.1 Procure hardware and configure DEV servers


1171 5.4.10.3.1.4.2.2 Procure hardware and configure UAT servers


1172 5.4.10.3.1.4.2.3 Procure hardware and configure PROD servers


1173 5.4.10.3.1.4.3 Set Up Test Environments


1174 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.1 DEV Env - Install Application Server Web Client Components


1175 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.2 UAT Env - Install Application Server Web Client Components


1176 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.3 Shake out testing of the installations


1177 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.4 DEV - Install Integrations


1178 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.5 UAT - Install Integrations


1179 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.6 Shake out testing integrations


1180 5.4.10.3.1.5 Configuration Summary


1181 5.4.10.3.1.5.1 Staff Maintenance and Left Navigation Bar


1182 5.4.10.3.1.5.1.1 Analyze and Define Staff Maintenance, Staff Roles, Left Nav


1183 5.4.10.3.1.5.1.2 Design Produce Staff Maint Sec Staff Roles Left Nav by Staff


1184 5.4.10.3.1.5.2 Letter Configuration


1185 5.4.10.3.1.5.2.1 Analyze Define Letters Configuration


11/16 11/23


1/1 1/12


12/3 12/13


1/1 1/12


11/18 12/13


1/1 12/23


11/24 12/6
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1186 5.4.10.3.1.5.2.2 Produce Letters


1187 5.4.10.3.1.5.3 Templates - Case, Auth, Tx Svc, Svc Review


1188 5.4.10.3.1.5.3.1 Analyze and  Define Templates Case Auth Tx Svc Svc Review


1189 5.4.10.3.1.5.3.2 Produce Templates Case Auth Tx Svc Svc Review


1190 5.4.10.3.1.5.4 Triggers and Templates


1191 5.4.10.3.1.5.4.1 Analyze and Define Triggers Templates Sched Act Note Letters


1192 5.4.10.3.1.5.4.2 Produce Triggers and Associated Templates


1193 5.4.10.3.1.5.5 Code Sets


1194 5.4.10.3.1.5.5.1 Analyze Define Code Sets


1195 5.4.10.3.1.5.5.2 Customer Obtains Code Licenses and Files from Vendors


1196 5.4.10.3.1.5.5.3 Produce and Load Code Sets


1197 5.4.10.3.1.5.6 Benefit Maintenance


1198 5.4.10.3.1.5.6.1 Analyze Define Benefit Maintenance


1199 5.4.10.3.1.5.6.2 Produce Benefit Maintenance Configurations


1200 5.4.10.3.1.5.7 Risk Profile/Processing Configuration


1201 5.4.10.3.1.5.7.1 Analyze Define Risk Criteria


1202 5.4.10.3.1.5.7.2 Produce Risk Criteria Configuration


1203 5.4.10.3.1.5.8 Miscellaneous Configuration


1204 5.4.10.3.1.5.8.1 Analyze Define Miscellaneous Configuration


1205 5.4.10.3.1.5.8.2 Produce Miscellaneous Configuration


1206 5.4.10.3.1.5.9 Audit Configuration


1207 5.4.10.3.1.5.9.1 Analyze Define Audit Configuration


1208 5.4.10.3.1.5.9.2 Produce Audit file


1209 5.4.10.3.1.5.10 Test Configurations


1210 5.4.10.3.1.6 End Configuration


1211 5.4.10.3.1.7 Integration and Interfaces Summary


1212 5.4.10.3.1.7.1 Start Interfaces Integration


1213 5.4.10.3.1.7.2 Payer Group Package Product Network Integration


1214 5.4.10.3.1.7.2.1 Def/Analyze Payer Group Package Product Network Structure


1215 5.4.10.3.1.7.2.2 Produce Payer Group Package Product Networks XML File


1216 5.4.10.3.1.7.2.3 Test Payer Group Package Product Network Interface


1217 5.4.10.3.1.7.3 Inbound Authorization


1218 5.4.10.3.1.7.3.1 Def/Analyze Svc Auth Interface - Inbound


1219 5.4.10.3.1.7.3.2 Produce Svc Auth  Interface XML file - Inbound


1220 5.4.10.3.1.7.3.3 Test Svc Auth  Interface - Inbound


1221 5.4.10.3.1.7.4 Risk Interface


1222 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.1 Def/Analyze Risk Profile Interface


1223 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.2 Design Risk Profile Interface


1224 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.3 Produce Risk Profile Interface


1225 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.4 Test Risk Profile Interface


1/1 11/9


11/9 11/18


12/6 12/17


12/16 12/23


1/1 11/10


11/18 12/7


12/16 12/23


12/17


12/17 2/25


12/23 1/10


1/10 1/20


1/20 2/3
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1226 5.4.10.3.1.7.5 Set up and configure load utilities and Messenger for
Interfaces


1227 5.4.10.3.1.7.5.1 Load utilities and Messenger testing for interfaces


1228 5.4.10.3.1.7.6 MetaVance Interface


1229 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1 Validate requirements and Mapping


1230 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.1 Configure MetaVance Tables/Values


1231 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.2 CID Interface to MTV - Mapping


1232 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.3 Authorizations Interface to MTV - Mapping


1233 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.4 Enrollees to Atlantes - Mapping


1234 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.5 Providers to Atlantes - Mapping


1235 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.2 Set up and configure Messenger


1236 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.3 Set up MQ Series for near real time Outbound SA transaction


1237 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.4 Establish test environments MTV and Atlantes


1238 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5 Test MetaVance/Atlantes Interfaces and Loads


1239 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.1 Test Outbound Authorizations to MTV


1240 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.2 Test Enrollee Load from MTV


1241 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.3 Test Provider Load from MTV


1242 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.4 Test Claims Load from MTV


1243 5.4.10.3.1.8 End Interfaces Integrations


1244 5.4.10.3.2 Application Implementation


1245 5.4.10.3.2.1 Implement Application


1246 5.4.10.3.2.1.1 User Acceptance Testing


1247 5.4.10.3.2.1.1.1 Create Test Plans/Test Cases


1248 5.4.10.3.2.1.1.2 Create Test Data


1249 5.4.10.3.2.1.1.3 Execute Test Cases


1250 5.4.10.3.2.1.2 Conduct Training


1251 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1 Conduct Atlantes Training


1252 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.1 Conduct Super User Training


1253 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.2 Conduct Train the Trainer 


1254 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.3 Business - Schedule training classes


1255 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.4 Business - Prepare training material


1256 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.5 Business - Reserve rooms


1257 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.6 Conduct training classes for business users


1258 5.4.10.3.2.1.3 Start Infrastructure and Installation Production


1259 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.1 Build, Package and Deliver Final Go Live Versions


1260 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.2 PROD Env - Install Application Server Web Client Components


1261 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.3 PROD - Install Messager and MQ Series for Integration


1262 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.4 Shake Out Testing of production installations


1263 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.5 Obtain Production Installation Acceptance


1264 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.6 End Infrastructure Installation


1265 5.4.10.3.2.1.4 Go Live


2/4 2/7


12/17 2/25


12/17 1/10


12/30 1/24


1/24


1/1 3/14


1/1 3/14


12/17 2/16


2/14 2/25


2/14 2/25


1/1 2/23


2/23


2/24 3/14
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1266 5.4.10.3.2.1.4.1 Install production applications


1267 5.4.10.3.2.1.4.2 Issue Research


1268 5.4.10.4 Verification Meeting


1269 5.4.10.4.1 Conduct Verification Meeting for Proprietary / Replacement Software with the
Client


1270 5.4.10.5 Atlantes - Clinical Configuration 


1271 5.4.10.5.1 Identify NV Specific PA Template Needs


1272 5.4.10.5.2 Identify Field Level Details for PA


1273 5.4.10.5.3 Configure Field Level Details


1274 5.4.10.5.4 Identify User Groups


1275 5.4.10.6 CRM Service Manager Help Desk


1276 5.4.10.6.1 CRM - Design -  


1277 5.4.10.6.1.1 Review CRM  Requirements


1278 5.4.10.6.1.2 Create CRM  Requirements Document


1279 5.4.10.6.1.3 Review & Revise CRM  Requirements Document


1280 5.4.10.6.1.4 Create CRM  Design


1281 5.4.10.6.1.5 Review & Revise CRM  Design


1282 5.4.10.6.2 CRM - Configuration Release 1 -  


1283 5.4.10.6.2.1 CRM  CSR Build 1 


1284 5.4.10.6.2.1.1 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Review Requirements and Design Docs


1285 5.4.10.6.2.1.2 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Conduct CSR Configure and Unit Test


1286 5.4.10.6.2.1.3 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Conduct Configuration & Unit Test Walkthrough


1287 5.4.10.6.2.1.4 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Rework and Retest CSR Defects


1288 5.4.10.6.2.1.5 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Update Design and System Documentation


1289 5.4.10.7 12.6.9 Health Care(HC) Provider Web Portal  


1290 5.4.10.7.1 12.6.9 NV Web Portal Kick-off


1291 5.4.10.7.2 12.6.9 Develop NV Web Portal Project Plan


1292 5.4.10.7.3 12.6.9 Identify/Resource NV Portal Delivery Team


1293 5.4.10.7.4 12.6.9 Perform Detail Gap Analysis between existing web capabilities and HP HC
Portal


1294 5.4.10.7.5 12.6.9 Gap to HC Product to determine inclusion in immediate release vs next/future
releases


1295 5.4.10.7.6 12.6.9 Portal Release


1296 5.4.10.7.7 12.6.9 Deliver NV Portal Release


1297 5.4.10.7.8 12.6.9 Install HP HC Provider Portal into development environment


1298 5.4.10.7.9 12.6.9 Testing environment setup


1299 5.4.10.7.10 12.6.9 Install HP HC Provider Portal into testing environment


1300 5.4.10.7.11 12.6.9 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service
Provider Registration


1301 5.4.10.7.12 12.6.9 Build web service from NV payer system for Provider Information: language,
location, details, switch, organization, specialties


1/5 11/12


1/1 11/23


1/5 1/18


1/5 12/17


12/17 1/18


12/17 1/18


1/24
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11/5
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1302 5.4.10.7.13 12.6.9 Build web service from NV payer system for Membership Information


1303 5.4.10.7.14 12.6.9.9 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service Contact
Us/Secure Correspondence


1304 5.4.10.7.15 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
270/271 - Eligibility


1305 5.4.10.7.16 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for 278
- Prior Auth (non-pharmacy


1306 5.4.10.7.17 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for 278
- Prior Auth (pharmacy)


1307 5.4.10.7.18 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
276/277 - Claims Status


1308 5.4.10.7.19 12.6.9.10 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
electronic RA


1309 5.4.10.7.20 12.6.9.12 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
Claims Submission (837)


1310 5.4.10.7.21 12.6.9 Migration of existing NV provider web accounts to HP HC Portal for testing;
includes delegate relationships to providers if applicable


1311 5.4.10.7.22 12.6.9 Create Content Pages for public access including content, communications,
guides, forms and files, links to NV websites, info on EDI, ePrescribe,


1312 5.4.10.7.23 12.6.9 Public Internet  Access Setup


1313 5.4.10.8 12.6.10 Online Document Retrieval and Archive System (ODRAS)


1314 5.4.10.8.1 12.6.10 Network Configuration--IBM OnDemand, MS SharePoint


1315 5.4.10.8.2 12.6.10 Install/Configure 2 Windows Fax Server with Fax Software, Fax board


1316 5.4.10.8.3 12.6.10 Setup/Configure Fax Lines


1317 5.4.10.8.4 12.6.10 Install/Configure 2 HP Unix Servers


1318 5.4.10.8.5 12.6.10.14 Setup/Configure Disc Storage


1319 5.4.10.8.6 12.6.10 Setup/Configure Tape Storage


1320 5.4.10.8.7 12.6.10 Install/Setup Disc Storage/Tape Storage Software


1321 5.4.10.8.8 12.6.10 Create IBM OnDemand/Oracle -- Claims


1322 5.4.10.8.9 12.6.10 Create IBM OnDemand/Oracle -- Report


1323 5.4.10.8.10 12.6.10 Create IBM OnDemand/Oracle -- Correspondence


1324 5.4.10.8.11 12.6.10.5 Create web browser interface to IBM OnDemand--Claims


1325 5.4.10.8.12 12.6.10.4 Create web browser interface to IBM OnDemand--Report


1326 5.4.10.8.13 12.6.10.6 Create web browser interface to IBM OnDemand--Correspondence


1327 5.4.10.8.14 12.6.10 Update Thick Client application to IBM OnDemand--Claims


1328 5.4.10.8.15 12.6.10 Create User Accounts for IBM OnDemand--Claims


1329 5.4.10.8.16 12.6.10 Create User Accounts for IBM OnDemand--Report


1330 5.4.10.8.17 12.6.10 Create User Accounts for IBM OnDemand--Correspondences


1331 5.4.10.8.18 12.6.10 Create SFTP Transfer Scripts


1332 5.4.10.8.19 12.6.10.8 Mainframe Report updates


1333 5.4.10.8.20 12.6.10 Feed export data from FirstDARS--Claims


1334 5.4.10.8.21 12.6.10 Feed export data from FirstDARS--Correspondences


1335 5.4.10.8.22 12.6.10 Feed export data from FirstDARS--Report


1336 5.4.10.8.23 12.6.10 Fax Testing
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1337 5.4.10.8.24 Testing


1338 5.4.10.8.24.1 Integration Testing  


1339 5.4.10.8.24.1.1 12.6.10.15 KDE to IBM OnDemand -- Claims


1340 5.4.10.8.24.1.2 12.6.10.15 MF EDI to IBM OnDemand -- Claims


1341 5.4.10.8.24.1.3 12.6.10.15 Correspondences to IBM OnDemand -- Correspondences


1342 5.4.10.8.24.1.4 12.6.10.8 MF Reports to IBM OnDemand -- Reports


1343 5.4.10.8.24.1.5 12.6.10.8 MARS Reports to IBM OnDemand -- Reports


1344 5.4.10.8.24.1.6 12.6.10.8 SURS Reports to IBM OnDemand -- Reports


1345 5.4.10.8.24.2 Web Browser Testing 


1346 5.4.10.8.24.2.1 12.6.10.5 Claims


1347 5.4.10.8.24.2.2 12.6.10.6 Correspondences


1348 5.4.10.8.24.2.3 12.6.10.4 Reports


1349 5.4.10.8.24.3 Install/Configure 


1350 5.4.10.8.24.3.1 12.6.10 Windows Server


1351 5.4.10.8.24.3.2 12.6.10 MS SharePoint


1352 5.4.10.8.24.3.3 12.6.10 MS SharePoint/SQL


1353 5.4.10.8.24.3.4 12.6.10 Desktop scanner


1354 5.4.10.8.24.3.5 12.6.10 Adobe Acrobat


1355 5.4.10.8.24.4 SharePoint


1356 5.4.10.8.24.4.1 12.6.10 Build MS SharePoint Template Page


1357 5.4.10.8.24.4.2 12.6.10 Create MS SharePoint User Accounts/Groups


1358 5.4.10.8.24.4.3 12.6.10 Feed export data from First Health document repository


1359 5.4.10.8.24.4.4 Integration Testing


1360 5.4.10.8.24.4.4.1 12.6.10 Add documents


1361 5.4.10.8.24.4.4.2 12.6.10 Check-In/check-Out documents


1362 5.4.10.8.24.4.4.3 12.6.10 User access (DHCFP, HP)


1363 5.4.10.9 Section 15 Health Education and Care Coordination (HECCU)  


1364 5.4.10.9.1 Systems Tasks


1365 5.4.10.9.1.1 Verify 1-800 availability


1366 5.4.10.9.1.2 15.10.4.2 Verify telephone stat tracking capability


1367 5.4.10.9.1.3 Verify telephone stats reporting capability 


1368 5.4.10.9.1.4 Determine call routing procedures


1369 5.4.10.9.1.5 Verify after hours messaging


1370 5.4.10.9.1.6 15.4.3.2 Verify language line access


1371 5.4.10.9.1.7 15.4.1 Verify member website


1372 5.4.10.9.1.8 Design data query for ABD members


1373 5.4.10.9.1.9 15.2.1 Determine member information posting procedures


1374 5.4.10.9.1.10 Build member contact tracking on-line assessment database 


1375 5.4.10.9.1.11 Test database


1376 5.4.10.9.1.12 Determine call routing procedures


1377 5.4.10.9.1.13 Test call routing procedures


1378 5.4.10.9.2 Operational Tasks


12/27


12/1 12/7


12/1 12/3


11/22


11/22 12/27


12/22 12/27
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1379 5.4.10.9.2.1 15.4.3.1 Hire Staff


1380 5.4.10.9.2.2 Train Staff


1381 5.4.10.9.2.2.1 HP Procedures


1382 5.4.10.9.2.2.2 HECCU Procedures


1383 5.4.10.9.2.3 15.4.3.4 Written Policies and Procedures 


1384 5.4.10.9.2.3.1 Develop Written Policies and Procedures 


1385 5.4.10.9.2.3.2 DHCFP Reviews Written Policies and Procedures


1386 5.4.10.9.2.3.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Written Policies and
Procedures


1387 5.4.10.9.2.4 15.2.2 Introductory Recipient Letter 


1388 5.4.10.9.2.4.1 Create Introductory Recipient Letter 


1389 5.4.10.9.2.4.2 15.4.2  DHCFP Reviews Introductory Recipient Letter 


1390 5.4.10.9.2.4.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Introductory Recipient Letter 


1391 5.4.10.9.2.5 15.1.2 Establish Recipient Referral Process with Silver State Wellness Vendor


1392 5.4.10.9.2.6 15.2.2 Develop Mini-health Assessment


1393 5.4.10.9.2.7 15.4.3 Identify Community Organizations and Create Reference Library 


1394 5.4.10.9.2.8 15.2.2 Generate and Mail Introductory Letter


1395 5.4.10.9.2.9 15.5.1 Develop Provider Training Information


1396 5.4.10.9.2.10 15.4.4.1 Newsletter Format and Schedule


1397 5.4.10.9.2.10.1 Develop Newsletter Format and Schedule


1398 5.4.10.9.2.10.2 15.4.4.2  DHCFP Reviews Newsletter Format and Schedule


1399 5.4.10.9.2.10.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Newsletter Format and
Schedule


1400 5.4.10.9.2.11 15.10.4.4 Develop Reporting Formats


1401 5.4.11 9.3.3.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Completion of CORE Software, Files and Peripheral
Systems


1402 5.4.12 Attachments
O-Q


Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


1403 5.4.12.1 12.5.2.2 Identify and Recover Never Events as Defined by CMS


1404 5.4.12.1.1 Develop "Never Event" Criteria for Post Payment Review


1405 5.4.12.1.2 Develop Process to Recover and Track Identified Paid Claims


1406 5.4.12.1.3 Document New Processes


1407 5.4.12.1.4 Provide Training to State Staff


1408 5.4.12.1.5 Provide Training to Team


1409 5.4.12.2 12.5.2.3 Annually Send False Claim Letters/Certifications to Providers Paid > $5m
and Report Results to the State


1410 5.4.12.2.1 Identify Providers Paid >$5m Annually


1411 5.4.12.2.2 Send Letters to these Providers


1412 5.4.12.2.3 Create Mechanism for Tracking Letters Sent and Results


1413 5.4.12.2.4 Develop Report with Results for the State


1414 5.4.12.2.5 Document New Processes


1415 5.4.12.3 Provider Re-Enrollment


12/15 12/16


1/5 2/3


2/3


1/24 2/7


2/7


2/3 2/22
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1416 5.4.12.3.1 12.7.6.2 Develop  Provider Enrollment Validation Interface to Licensing Boards


1417 5.4.12.3.2 12.7.6.5 Generate Provider Elig Letter and Store in CRM


1418 5.4.12.4 Prov Training & Outreach


1419 5.4.12.4.1 12.7.7.1 Develop Advance Directive/Civil Rights Notifications


1420 5.4.12.5 EPSDT


1421 5.4.12.5.1 12.5.91 Develop EPSDT Web Form


1422 5.5 Update Requirements Comprehensive Validation Analysis Report


1423 5.5.1 Review & Revise  Requirements Validation Analysis Report


1424 5.5.2 8.6.2.6 KEY DELIVERABLE - Submit Updated Comprehensive Requirements
Validation Analysis Report


1425 5.5.3 8.6.2.7 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Validation Analysis Report


1426 5.5.4 Conduct External Review of Requirements Validation Analysis Report


1427 5.5.5 8.6.2.7 Revise Requirements Validation Analysis Report based on External Review 


1428 5.5.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Validation Analysis Report


1429 5.5.7 MILESTONE - Client Approves Updated Comprehensive Requirements
Validation Analysis Report


1430 5.6 Testing


1431 5.6.1 System Testing  


1432 5.6.1.1 Execute System Tests 


1433 5.6.1.1.1 Prepare Systems Test Cases


1434 5.6.1.1.2 Execute Systems Tests  


1435 5.6.1.1.3 Resolve Discrepancies for Systems Tests 


1436 5.6.1.2 15.4.4.1 System Testing Results


1437 5.6.1.2.1 Document System Test Results


1438 5.6.1.2.2 9.3.4.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Testing Results


1439 5.6.1.2.3 Client Reviews System Testing Results


1440 5.6.1.2.4 HP Retest & Document Results of System Testing Results based on Client's
Review


1441 5.6.1.2.5 Client Reviews Updates to System Testing Results


1442 5.6.1.2.6 9.3.3.4 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves System Testing Results


1443 5.6.2 9.3.2.11 Integration Testing  


1444 5.6.2.1  Execute Integration Tests 


1445 5.6.2.1.1 Prepare Integrations Tests Cases


1446 5.6.2.1.2 Execute Integrations Tests  


1447 5.6.2.1.3 Resolve Discrepancies for Integrations Tests 


1448 5.6.2.1.4 Document  Integrations Test Results


1449 5.6.2.2 12.6.9 Web Portal


1450 5.6.2.2.1 12.6.9 Provider Registration


1451 5.6.2.2.2 12.6.9 Provider Information


1452 5.6.2.2.3 12.6.9 Membership Information


1453 5.6.2.2.4 12.6.9.9 Contact Us


1454 5.6.2.2.5 12.6.9.5 270/271 - Eligibility


2/9 3/4


12/3 1/24


2/2 2/25


2/8


2/25


28 3/11


28 2/8


28 1/13
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1455 5.6.2.2.6 12.6.9.5 278 - Prior Auth (non-pharmacy


1456 5.6.2.2.7 12.6.9.5 278 - Prior Auth (pharmacy)


1457 5.6.2.2.8 12.6.9.5 276/277 - Claims Status


1458 5.6.2.2.9 12.6.10 276/277 - electronic RA


1459 5.6.2.2.10 12.6.12 837 - Claims Submission


1460 5.6.2.2.11 12.6.9.1/
12.6.9.2/
12.6.8.6/


Test/Review Content Pages for public access including content,
communications, guides, forms and files, links to NV websites, info on EDI,
ePrescribe,


1461 5.6.2.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of HP Health Care Provider Portal


1462 5.6.2.4 Interface Testing


1463 5.6.2.4.1 Test connectivity with each interface source/destination


1464 5.6.2.4.2 Receive initial test interface inputs (internal and external)


1465 5.6.2.4.3 Send initial test interface outputs (internal and external)


1466 5.6.2.4.4 Review/revise interfaces, as necessary


1467 5.6.2.4.5 Establish interface file schedule (in-coming and out-going)


1468 5.6.2.5 Integration Testing  Results


1469 5.6.2.5.1 Document interface Testing Results


1470 5.6.2.5.2 9.3.4.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Integration Test Results


1471 5.6.2.5.3 Client Reviews Integration Test Results


1472 5.6.2.5.4 HP Retest & Document Results of Integration Test Results based on Client's
Review


1473 5.6.2.5.5 Client Reviews Updates to Integration Test Results


1474 5.6.2.5.6 9.3.3.5 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Integration Test Results


1475 5.6.3 9.4 Parallel Testing


1476 5.6.3.1 9.4.2.1 Parallel Test Outline and Plan


1477 5.6.3.1.1 Outline Parallel Test Plan


1478 5.6.3.1.1.1 Develop Outline - Parallel Test Plan


1479 5.6.3.1.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Parallel Test Plan


1480 5.6.3.1.1.3 Revise Outline - Parallel Test Plan Based on HP Review


1481 5.6.3.1.1.4 9.4.4.1 CHECKPOINT: Submit Parallel Test Plan Outline


1482 5.6.3.1.1.5 Client Review of Parallel Test Plan Outline


1483 5.6.3.1.1.6 HP Revise Parallel Test Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


1484 5.6.3.1.1.7 Client Review revised Parallel Test Plan Outline


1485 5.6.3.1.1.8 9.4.5.1 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Parallel Test Plan Outline


1486 5.6.3.1.2 Parallel Test Plan


1487 5.6.3.1.2.1 Develop Parallel Test Plan


1488 5.6.3.1.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Parallel Test Plan


1489 5.6.3.1.2.3 9.4.4.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit Parallel Test Plan


1490 5.6.3.1.2.4 Client Reviews Parallel Test Plan


1491 5.6.3.1.2.5 HP Updates Parallel Test Plan per Client's Review


1492 5.6.3.1.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Parallel Test Plan


1493 5.6.3.1.2.7 9.4.3.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Plan


1/26


12/23 1/25


1/18 2/25


1/26


2/25


1/5 3/3


1/5 1/28


1/5 11/23


11/10


11/23


12/17 1/28


1/5


1/28
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1494 5.6.3.2 9.4.2.2 Parallel Test Procedures


1495 5.6.3.2.1 Develop Parallel Test Procedures


1496 5.6.3.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Parallel Test Procedures


1497 5.6.3.2.3 9.4.2.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Parallel Test Procedures


1498 5.6.3.2.4 Client Reviews Parallel Test Procedures


1499 5.6.3.2.5 HP Updates Parallel Test Procedures per Client's Review


1500 5.6.3.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Parallel Test Procedures


1501 5.6.3.2.7 9.4.2.2 MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Procedures


1502 5.6.3.3 Parallel Test


1503 5.6.3.3.1 Parallel Testing Prep


1504 5.6.3.3.1.1 9.4.2.5 Create Parallel Test Cycle Schedule


1505 5.6.3.3.1.2 9.4.5.2 Client Reviews & Approves Parallel Test Cycle Schedule


1506 5.6.3.3.1.3 9.4.5.2 MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Cycle Schedule


1507 5.6.3.3.1.4 9.4.2.11 Prepare Parallel Test cases


1508 5.6.3.3.1.5 9.4.2.11 Prepare Parallel Test Data


1509 5.6.3.3.2 Execute Parallel Test


1510 5.6.3.3.2.1 Obtain Current Production Files from Incumbent for Parallel Testing


1511 5.6.3.3.2.2 9.4.2.8 Load Current Production Files from Incumbent for Parallel Testing


1512 5.6.3.3.2.3 9.4.2.12 /
9.4.3.7


Execute Parallel Test Cycles


1513 5.6.3.3.2.4 9.4.2.6 /
9.4.2.7


Resolve Discrepancies for Parallel Tests


1514 5.6.3.3.2.5 9.4.2.9 Balance Parallel Test Results


1515 5.6.3.3.2.6 9.4.2.10 Document Parallel Test Results


1516 5.6.3.3.2.7 9.4.4.7 Create Parallel Test Action Plan for Any Remaining Discrepancies


1517 5.6.3.3.2.8 9.4.4.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Parallel Test Results


1518 5.6.3.3.2.9 Client Reviews Parallel Test Results


1519 5.6.3.3.2.10 9.4.2.13 HP Retest & Document Results of Parallel Test Results based on Client's
Review


1520 5.6.3.3.2.11 Client Reviews Updates to Parallel Test Results


1521 5.6.3.3.2.129.4.3.2 / 9.4.5.3 / 9.4.3.7 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Results


1522 5.6.3.4 9.4.2.14 System Manuals 


1523 5.6.3.4.1 Review & Revise Existing System Manuals 


1524 5.6.3.4.2 Internal Review of Updated System Manuals 


1525 5.6.3.4.3 Update System Manuals from Review


1526 5.6.3.4.4 9.4.4.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated System Manuals 


1527 5.6.3.4.5 Client Reviews Updated System Manuals 


1528 5.6.3.4.6 HP Updates Updated System Manuals per Client's Review


1529 5.6.3.4.7 Client Reviews Updates to System Manuals 


1530 5.6.3.4.8 9.4.3.5 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated System Manuals 


1531 5.6.3.5 9.4.2.15 User Manuals  


1/5 2/11


1/20


2/11


1/5 3/3


1/5 2/1


2/1


12/28 3/3


2/8


3/3


12/23 2/2


1/13


1/13


12/23 2/2
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1532 5.6.3.5.1 Review & Revise Existing User Manuals 


1533 5.6.3.5.2 Internal Review of Updated User Manuals 


1534 5.6.3.5.3 Update User Manuals  from Review


1535 5.6.3.5.4 9.4.4.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated User Manuals 


1536 5.6.3.5.5 Client Reviews Updated User Manuals 


1537 5.6.3.5.6 HP Updates Updated User Manuals  per Client's Review


1538 5.6.3.5.7 Client Reviews Updates to User Manuals 


1539 5.6.3.5.8 9.4.3.6 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated User Manuals 


1540 5.6.3.6 9.3.3.6 /
9.4.3.5


PROGRESS MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Updated System and User
Manuals


1541 5.6.4 WEB Content Review  


1542 5.6.4.1 Execute WEB Portal Tests


1543 5.6.4.2 Resolve Discrepancies for WEB Portal Tests


1544 5.6.4.3 Document WEB Portal Tests


1545 5.6.4.4 Create WEB Portal Test Action Plan for Any Remaining Discrepancies


1546 5.6.4.5 CHECKPOINT: WEB Portal Tests Complete


1547 5.6.4.6 Client Reviews WEB Portal Test Results


1548 5.6.4.7 HP Retest & Document Results of WEB Portal Test Results based on Client's
Review


1549 5.6.4.8 Client Reviews Updates to WEB Portal Test Results


1550 5.6.4.9 MILESTONE: Client Approves WEB Portal Test Results


1551 5.7 MILESTONE: All Testing Complete


1552 5.8 9.3.4.8 Training


1553 5.8.1 HP Project and Portfolio Management Center (PPM-C) Training


1554 5.8.1.1 Prepare Training Schedule


1555 5.8.1.2 Review Training Materials


1556 5.8.1.3 Make Ready Training Materials


1557 5.8.1.4 Technical Support Training


1558 5.8.1.5 Train the Trainer Sessions


1559 5.8.1.6 User Training


1560 5.8.2 Training Schedules & Materials


1561 5.8.2.1 Develop Training Schedules/Logistics


1562 5.8.2.2 Develop Training Materials


1563 5.8.2.3 15.4.5.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Training Schedules & Materials


1564 5.8.2.4 Client Reviews Training Schedules & Materials


1565 5.8.2.5 HP Revise Training Schedules & Materials based on Client's Review


1566 5.8.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Training Schedules & Materials


1567 5.8.2.7 15.4.5.7 MILESTONE: Client Approves Training Schedules & Materials


1568 5.8.2.8 Produce Training Materials


1569 5.8.3 Conduct Training Sessions


1570 5.8.3.1 9.5.1.3 MMIS Training


1571 5.8.3.1.1  Conduct Training for Call Center Staff


1/13


1/13


2/2


1/24 3/11


2/24


3/11


2/18


1/7


1/11


12/7


12/30


2/18


2/18
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1572 5.8.3.1.2 9.3.4.8  Conduct Training for HP Staff


1573 5.8.3.1.3 9.3.4.8 /
9.6.2.1


 Conduct Training for Client Staff


1574 5.8.3.1.4 9.3.4.8 /
9.5.1.8 /


 Conduct Training for Providers


1575 5.8.3.1.5 9.3.4.8 /
9.6.2.1


 Conduct Training for Other Business Partners


1576 5.8.3.2 9.5.1.8 /
9.6.2.1


PROGRESS MILESTONE:  Client & Provider MMIS Training Complete


1577 5.8.3.3 9.5.1.6 /
9.6.1.1 /


Organization, Functional & Operational Training


1578 5.8.3.3.1 9.3.4.8  Conduct Orientation & Training for Client Staff - Session 1


1579 5.8.3.3.2 9.3.4.8  Conduct Orientation & Training for Client Staff - Session 2


1580 5.8.3.4 MILESTONE: Organization, Functional & Operational Training Complete


1581 5.8.3.5 Provider Pharmacy Training


1582 5.8.3.5.1 Determine Training Format/Content


1583 5.8.3.5.2 Schedule Locations/Conf lines


1584 5.8.3.5.3 Confirm Trainers


1585 5.8.3.5.4 Notification to Providers of Training Details/Locations/Times


1586 5.8.3.5.5 Train Providers on the Transition to SXC


1587 5.8.3.5.6 Update Provider Web Site with Training Material, Meeting Minutes, Q&A


1588 5.8.3.5.7 Provider Training complete


1589 5.9 9.5 Operational Readiness  


1590 5.9.1 Pharmacy Implementation(Cutover) Planning


1591 5.9.1.1 Develop detailed cut-over Plan


1592 5.9.1.2 Review cut-over Plan


1593 5.9.1.3 Modify cut-over Plan as Necessary


1594 5.9.1.4 CHECKPOINT: Implementation Plan Complete


1595 5.9.1.5 Operational Readiness Checklists


1596 5.9.1.5.1 Develop Operational Readiness Checklists


1597 5.9.1.5.2 Review Operational Plan Checklist


1598 5.9.1.5.3 Modify Operational Checklist as Necessary


1599 5.9.1.5.4 CHECKPOINT: Operational Readiness Checklist Complete


1600 5.9.2 9.5.1.3 Acquire Operations Staff


1601 5.9.2.1 Validate Operations Staffing Plan


1602 5.9.2.2 Advertise Open Staff Positions


1603 5.9.2.3 Recruitment 


1604 5.9.2.3.1 Interview incumbent staff


1605 5.9.2.3.2 Transition incumbent staff - HP Acclimation


1606 5.9.2.3.3 Collect Resumes


1607 5.9.2.3.4 Conduct Interviews


1608 5.9.2.3.5 Complete Hiring


2/18


2/2 2/14


2/14


12/7 2/3


2/3


1/20 2/14


2/14


1/27 2/10


2/10


2/14


1/10 2/14
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1609 5.9.2.4 MILESTONE: HP Employee Operational Training Complete


1610 5.9.3 Operational Preparedness


1611 5.9.3.1 Prior Auth - Utilization Management Operational Activities


1612 5.9.3.1.1 Map  Operational Workflows for PA/UM


1613 5.9.3.1.1.1 Phone


1614 5.9.3.1.1.2 Fax


1615 5.9.3.1.1.3 Portal


1616 5.9.3.1.1.4 Mail


1617 5.9.3.1.1.5 Approvals


1618 5.9.3.1.1.6 Denials


1619 5.9.3.1.2 Develop PA Decision Notification Templates


1620 5.9.3.1.3 Map Hearing and Appeal Workflows


1621 5.9.3.1.4 Identify Phone Queue Workflow


1622 5.9.3.1.5 Test Phone Queue Workflow


1623 5.9.3.1.6 Obtain Benefit Plans


1624 5.9.3.1.7 Obtain Complete List of Services Subject to PA


1625 5.9.3.1.8 Crosswalk PA/UM to Benefit Plans


1626 5.9.3.1.9 Obtain Regulatory Criteria Related to Benefits


1627 5.9.3.1.10 Obtain State Criteria Related to Benefits


1628 5.9.3.1.11 Crosswalk Regulation and Criteria to Benefits 


1629 5.9.3.1.12 Determine Master Policy/Procedure Needs


1630 5.9.3.1.13 Develop NV Specific Policy/Procedures


1631 5.9.3.2 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Operation Procedures - Manual & Automated


1632 5.9.3.2.1 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Identify DHCFP Responsibilities


1633 5.9.3.2.2 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Modify Manual Operation Procedures (Claims, Financial, PCS,
Recipient, Reference, Provider etc…..)


1634 5.9.3.2.3 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Modify Automated Operation Procedures (Claims, Financial, PCS,
Recipient, Reference, Provider etc…..)


1635 5.9.3.2.4 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Revise Updated Manual Operation Procedures


1636 5.9.3.2.5 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Revise Updated Automated Operation Procedures


1637 5.9.3.2.6 Demonstrate Manual Operation Procedures


1638 5.9.3.2.7 Demonstrate Automated Operation Procedures


1639 5.9.3.2.8 9.5.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Operation Procedures


1640 5.9.3.2.9 Client Reviews Updated Operation Procedures


1641 5.9.3.2.10 HP Updates Updated Operation Procedures per Client's Review


1642 5.9.3.2.11 Client Reviews Updates to Operation Procedures


1643 5.9.3.2.12 9.5.2.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Operation Procedures


1644 5.9.3.3 12.7.7 / 12.5.5 Provider Manuals and Tutorials


1645 5.9.3.3.1 Review & Revise Existing Provider Manuals and Tutorials


10/18


12/20


1/12 11/29


12/23 2/25


2/2


2/25


1 2/15
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1646 5.9.3.3.2 Internal Review of Updated Provider Manuals and Tutorials


1647 5.9.3.3.3 Update Provider Manuals and Tutorials from Review


1648 5.9.3.3.4 Walkthrough Provider Manuals and Tutorials with Client


1649 5.9.3.3.5 Revise Provider Manuals and Tutorials after Client Walkthrough


1650 5.9.3.3.6 9.5.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Provider Manuals 


1651 5.9.3.3.7 Client Reviews Updated Provider Manuals and Tutorials


1652 5.9.3.3.8 HP Updates Updated Provider Manuals and Tutorials per Client's Review


1653 5.9.3.3.9 Client Reviews Updates to Provider Manuals and Tutorials


1654 5.9.3.3.10 9.5.2.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Provider
Manuals and Tutorials


1655 5.9.3.4 9.5.1.4 Staffing Plan  


1656 5.9.3.4.1 Review & Revise Existing Staffing Plan 


1657 5.9.3.4.2 Internal Review of Updated Staffing Plan 


1658 5.9.3.4.3 Update Staffing Plan  from Review


1659 5.9.3.4.4 Walkthrough Staffing Plan  with Client


1660 5.9.3.4.5 Revise Staffing Plan  after Client Walkthrough


1661 5.9.3.4.6 9.5.3.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Staffing Plan 


1662 5.9.3.4.7 Client Reviews Updated Staffing Plan 


1663 5.9.3.4.8 HP Updates Updated Staffing Plan  per Client's Review


1664 5.9.3.4.9 Client Reviews Updates to Staffing Plan 


1665 5.9.3.4.10 9.5.2.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Staffing Plan 


1666 5.9.3.5 9.5.1.5 Report Distribution Schedule


1667 5.9.3.5.1 Review & Revise Existing Report Distribution List & Schedule


1668 5.9.3.5.2 Internal Review of Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule


1669 5.9.3.5.3 Update Report Distribution List & Schedule from Review


1670 5.9.3.5.4 9.5.1.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule


1671 5.9.3.5.5 Client Reviews Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule


1672 5.9.3.5.6 HP Updates Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule per Client's Review


1673 5.9.3.5.7 Client Reviews Updates to Report Distribution List & Schedule


1674 5.9.3.5.8 9.5.1.5 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Report Distribution List &
Schedule


1675 5.9.3.6 9.5.1.7 Provider Outreach Material  


1676 5.9.3.6.1 Review & Revise Existing Provider Outreach Material 


1677 5.9.3.6.2 Internal Review of Updated Provider Outreach Material 


1678 5.9.3.6.3 Update Provider Outreach Material  from Review


1679 5.9.3.6.4 Walkthrough Provider Outreach Material with Client


1680 5.9.3.6.5 Revise Provider Outreach Material after Client Walkthrough


1681 5.9.3.6.6 9.5.1.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Provider Outreach Material 


1682 5.9.3.6.7 Client Reviews Updated Provider Outreach Material 


1683 5.9.3.6.8 HP Updates Updated Provider Outreach Material  per Client's Review


1684 5.9.3.6.9 Client Reviews Updates to Provider Outreach Material 


1/24


2/15


1/7 2/8


1/20


2/8


1/7 2/14


1/26


2/14


12/2 1/25


12/29
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1685 5.9.3.6.10 9.5.1.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Provider Outreach Material 


1686 5.9.3.7 9.5.1.8 Provider Transition Training Plan


1687 5.9.3.7.1 Compile Provider Transition Training Plan


1688 5.9.3.7.2 Review & Analyze Provider Transition Training Plan


1689 5.9.3.7.3 Revise Provider Transition Training Plan


1690 5.9.3.7.4 Walkthrough Transition Training Plan with Client


1691 5.9.3.7.5 Revise Transition Training Plan after Client Walkthrough


1692 5.9.3.7.6 9.5.3.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Provider Transition Training Plan to Client


1693 5.9.3.7.7 HP conduct Walkthrough of the Provider Transition Training Plan w/Client


1694 5.9.3.7.8 Client Reviews the Provider Transition Training Plan


1695 5.9.3.7.9 HP Revise Transition Training Plan Based on Client Review


1696 5.9.3.7.10 Client Approves the Provider Transition Training Plan


1697 5.9.3.7.11 9.5.3.4 MILESTONE: Client Approves Provider Transition Training Plan


1698 5.9.3.8 9.5.1.9 DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1699 5.9.3.8.1 Compile DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1700 5.9.3.8.2 Review & Analyze DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1701 5.9.3.8.3 Document DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1702 5.9.3.8.4 Walkthrough Operational Readiness Training Plan with Client


1703 5.9.3.8.5 Revise Operational Readiness Training Plan after Client Walkthrough


1704 5.9.3.8.6 9.5.3.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan
to Client


1705 5.9.3.8.7 HP conduct Walkthrough of the DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan
w/Client


1706 5.9.3.8.8 Client Reviews the DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1707 5.9.3.8.9 HP Revise DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan Based on Client
Review


1708 5.9.3.8.10 Client Approves the DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1709 5.9.3.8.11 9.5.2.4 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves DHCFP Operational
Readiness Training Plan


1710 5.9.3.9 Review Disaster Recovery


1711 5.9.3.9.1 Review & Update Disaster Recovery


1712 5.9.3.9.2 Internal Review of Disaster Recovery


1713 5.9.3.9.3 Update Disaster Recovery from Review


1714 5.9.3.9.4 CHECKPOINT: Updated Disaster Recovery


1715 5.9.3.10 Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc….


1716 5.9.3.10.1 Create Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc….


1717 5.9.3.10.2 Review Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc….


1718 5.9.3.10.3 Client Review & Approve Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1719 5.9.3.10.4 Prepare & Print Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc….


1720 5.9.3.10.5 CHECKPOINT: 60 Day Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1/25


1/5 12/21


11/24


12/21


11/24 1/12


12/16


1/12


1/20 2/1


2/1
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1721 5.9.3.10.6 CHECKPOINT: 30 Day Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1722 5.9.3.10.7 CHECKPOINT: 2 Week Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1723 5.9.3.10.8 CHECKPOINT: 1 Week Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1724 5.9.3.10.9 CHECKPOINT: Day 1 Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1725 5.9.4 9.5 Operational Readiness Review (ORR)


1726 5.9.4.1 Perform ORR  


1727 5.9.4.1.1 9.5.1.10 Client Identify Participants for Operational Readiness Walkthroughs  


1728 5.9.4.1.2 9.5.1.10 Create Operational Readiness Review Materials


1729 5.9.4.1.3 9.5.1.10 Create Operational Readiness Review Agenda


1730 5.9.4.1.4 9.5.1.10 Create Operational Readiness Review Schedule


1731 5.9.4.1.5 9.6.1.8 Validate All Network Connectivity & Communications


1732 5.9.4.1.6 9.6.1.14 Validate ALL Interfaces are Working as Deemed Necessary


1733 5.9.4.1.7 Conduct Internal Operational Readiness Review Walkthroughs


1734 5.9.4.1.8 9.5.1.10 Conduct Operational Readiness Review Walkthroughs


1735 5.9.4.1.9 9.5.2.5 MILESTONE: Client Approves Operational Readiness Walkthrough
Results


1736 5.9.4.2 9.5.1.11 Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1737 5.9.4.2.1 Compile Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1738 5.9.4.2.2 Review & Analyze Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1739 5.9.4.2.3 Document Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1740 5.9.4.2.4 9.5.3.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Operational Readiness Assessment Document
to Client


1741 5.9.4.2.5 HP conduct Walkthrough of the Operational Readiness Assessment
Document w/Client


1742 5.9.4.2.6 Client Reviews the Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1743 5.9.4.2.7 HP Revise & Retest Operational Readiness Test Based on Client Review


1744 5.9.4.2.8 Client Approves the Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1745 5.9.4.2.9 9.5.2.5 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Operational Readiness
Assessment Document


1746 6 Operations Task


1747 6.1 9.6  Implementation (Cutover) - Start of Operations


1748 6.1.1 Pharmacy Implementation Activities 


1749 6.1.1.1 Provider Relations/Communications activities


1750 6.1.1.1.1 Prepare Pharmacy Billing Manual


1751 6.1.1.1.1.1 Update/Create new Pharmacy Billing Manual


1752 6.1.1.1.1.2 Incorporate project change control updates to Pharmacy Billing manual


1753 6.1.1.1.1.3 Complete payer sheet as manual appendix


1754 6.1.1.1.1.4 Review Pharmacy manual with DHCFP staff


1/7 3/25


1/7 3/3


2/28 3/25


3/8


3/25


3/25


2/22


2/10


12/8 1/25
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1755 6.1.1.1.1.5 Revise Manual


1756 6.1.1.1.1.6 Post Manual to DHCFP website


1757 6.1.1.1.2 Prepare Other Provider Communications


1758 6.1.1.1.2.1 Draft initial letter introducing SXC as new processor


1759 6.1.1.1.2.2 Draft final letter on SXC as new processor


1760 6.1.1.1.2.3 Email notification


1761 6.1.1.1.2.4 Notification to Provider Associations


1762 6.1.1.1.2.5 Notification to retail organizations


1763 6.1.1.1.2.6 Post notification of processor change to website


1764 6.1.1.1.2.7 Communicate processor change and send payer sheet to switch vendors


1765 6.1.1.1.2.8 Post instructions for provider testing


1766 6.1.1.1.2.9 Fax broadcast of processor change


1767 6.1.1.1.2.10 Provider Communications Complete


1768 6.1.1.2 System Configuration


1769 6.1.1.2.1 Confirm Final Plan Architecture


1770 6.1.1.2.2 Confirm Final Clinical Programs


1771 6.1.1.2.3 Confirm Final Pricing Structure


1772 6.1.1.2.4 Define and Test base Plan


1773 6.1.1.2.5 Confirm Final MACs


1774 6.1.1.2.6 Confirm Final Carrier/Account/Group Structure


1775 6.1.1.2.7 Confirm Final Bin Number


1776 6.1.1.2.8 Confirm Final Router Control Definitions 


1777 6.1.1.2.9 Confirm Final Transaction Control Definitions 


1778 6.1.1.2.10 Confirm Final Mandatory Fields Definitions


1779 6.1.1.2.11 Confirm Final Eligibility Profile Definition


1780 6.1.1.2.12 Confirm Final Message Creation


1781 6.1.1.2.13 Confirm Final Dynamic Prior Authorization Definitions


1782 6.1.1.2.14 Confirm Final Prior Authorization Workflow Definitions


1783 6.1.1.2.15 Confirm Final RxCLAIM Configuration Complete


1784 6.1.1.3 Operations/Automation


1785 6.1.1.3.1 Initial User ID Identification and Classification


1786 6.1.1.3.2 User ID Setup/Maintenance


1787 6.1.1.3.3 Scheduler Setup/Validation


1788 6.1.1.3.4 Automation Complete


1789 6.1.1.4 Enable Web Services features


1790 6.1.1.4.1 Provide HP with Web Services integration support


1791 6.1.1.4.2 Confirm connectivity to RxCLAIM through web services


1792 6.1.1.4.3 Enable Web Site Features


1793 6.1.1.4.3.1 Enable PA Submission


1794 6.1.1.4.3.2 Enable claim submission


1795 6.1.1.4.3.3 Post forms and manuals


2/10


2/10


1/14 1/28


1/28


1/4 1/19


1/19


1/10 1/31


1/12 1/31
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1796 6.1.1.4.3.4 Post provider training information


1797 6.1.1.4.3.5 Post PDL, PIDL and other documents


1798 6.1.1.4.3.6 DHCFP Website Enabled


1799 6.1.1.5 Setup Secure Batch Claim Submission


1800 6.1.1.5.1 Identify Batch Submitters


1801 6.1.1.5.2 Setup FTP accounts


1802 6.1.1.5.3 Write-up Operational Procedures for DCO


1803 6.1.1.5.4 Batch Submission Operations Ready


1804 6.1.1.6 Demo Readiness


1805 6.1.1.6.1 Develop Readiness Checklist


1806 6.1.1.6.2 Review Checklist Items with DHCFP


1807 6.1.1.6.3 Execute Readiness Demo


1808 6.1.2 Pharmacy System Cut-over


1809 6.1.2.1 Pharmacy Implementation/Cut-over Activities


1810 6.1.2.2 Final Claims conversion


1811 6.1.2.2.1 Conduct Final Claims conversion


1812 6.1.2.3 Final PA conversion


1813 6.1.2.3.1 Conduct Final PA conversion


1814 6.1.2.4 Load MAC


1815 6.1.2.4.1 9.3.3.6 /
9.4.3.5


load MAC


1816 6.1.2.5 Convert and load rebate information into RxMAX


1817 6.1.2.5.1 9.3.4.8 Load claims history


1818 6.1.2.5.2 9.3.4.8 Load invoice history


1819 6.1.2.5.3 Load payment history


1820 6.1.2.5.4 9.5 Load dispute resolution data


1821 6.1.2.5.5 9.5.1.3 Start on-going loads into RxMAX


1822 6.1.2.6 Start Operations


1823 6.1.2.6.1 Pharmacy Claims - GO LIVE


1824 6.1.2.6.2 PDL, Retro_DUR and other clinical Operations initiated


1825 6.1.2.6.3 Rebate Operations initiated


1826 6.1.2.6.4 Helpdesk Operations initiated


1827 6.1.3 9.6.1.2 Implement Operational Plan


1828 6.1.3.1 Claims


1829 6.1.3.1.1 9.6.1.5 CHECKPOINT: "Freeze" Date for Acceptance of ALL Claims from
Incumbent


1830 6.1.3.2 Transition all physical inventories from Incumbent to HP


1831 6.1.3.2.1 HP Provide Storage for All Onsite Paper Files


1832 6.1.3.2.2 Assume Iron Mountain Document Storage Lease


1833 6.1.3.2.3 Order Production Forms


1834 6.1.3.2.4 9.6.1.4 Claims - paper  - Work in Progress


1835 6.1.3.2.5 9.6.1.4 Claim Related Receipts - Work in Progress


1/31


12/7 1/26


1/26


1/27 2/22


3/3 3/25


3/15 3/15


3/15 3/16


3/15 3/16


3/15 3/25


3/25


3/15


3/15


3/15


3/15


3/15


2/8 3/25


3/21


3/21


2/8 3/25
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1836 6.1.3.2.6 9.6.1.4 Claim - Pending - Work in Progress


1837 6.1.3.2.7 9.6.1.6 Claims - Adjudication - Work in Progress


1838 6.1.3.2.8 9.6.1.6 Claims - Resolution of EDITs - Work in Progress


1839 6.1.3.2.9 Claims - Suspense - Work in Progress


1840 6.1.3.2.10 Written inquiries  - Work in Progress


1841 6.1.3.2.11 Provider Enrollment  - Work in Progress


1842 6.1.3.2.12 PCP Compliance Review - Work in Progress


1843 6.1.3.2.13 Medicaid Audit - Work in Progress


1844 6.1.3.2.14 Prior Authorizations  - Work in Progress


1845 6.1.3.2.15 Financial Activity  - Work in Progress


1846 6.1.3.2.16 Quality  - Work in Progress


1847 6.1.3.2.17 Medical & Program Policy - Work in Progress


1848 6.1.3.2.18 TPL  - Work in Progress


1849 6.1.3.2.19 All Other Physical Inventories - TBD with Incumbent


1850 6.1.3.2.20 PO Box Tasks


1851 6.1.3.2.20.1 Acquire Post Office Boxes


1852 6.1.3.2.20.2 Transition PO Box to HP Name


1853 6.1.3.2.20.3 Get Customer Approval on PO Box Ownership Change


1854 6.1.3.2.20.4 Provider Outreach to Change PO Box (Reno to CC)


1855 6.1.3.2.21 Acquire 800 Telephone Numbers


1856 6.1.3.3 9.6.1.9 CHECKPOINT: HP Provides Final Operational Readiness Certification that
Transition MMIS is Ready to Begin Operations


1857 6.1.3.4 9.6.2.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Successful Completion of Transition Entrance
and Exit Criteria


1858 6.1.3.5 9.6.2.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Successful Transfer of Operations


1859 6.1.3.6 9.6.4.1 MILESTONE:  Approval  to Begin Operations


1860 6.1.3.7 MILESTONE: Begin Accepting Electronic & Paper Claims


1861 6.2 10 Operations Period


1862 6.2.1 9.5.1.8 /
9.6.2.1


Pharmacy - Start daily Provider interface


1863 6.2.2 Transition - Courier pick-up from Reno (continue for 1 month)


1864 6.2.3 Discontinue courier pick-up from Reno (use forwarding)


1865 6.2.5 10.3.1.1 Turnover Plan 


1866 6.2.5.31 Develop Approach to Turnover


1867 6.2.5.21 Develop Turnover Plan 


1868 6.2.5.22 Internal Review of Turnover Plan 


1869 6.2.5.23 Update Turnover Plan based on Review


1870 6.2.5.24 Walkthrough Turnover Plan with Client


1871 6.2.5.25 Revise Turnover Plan after Client Walkthrough


1872 6.2.5.26 10.3.3.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Turnover Plan 


1873 6.2.5.32 Client Reviews Turnover Plan 


1874 6.2.5.33 HP Updates Turnover Plan per Client's Review


3/15 3/25


3/25


3/25


3/25


3/25


3/25
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1875 6.2.5.34 Client Reviews Updates to Turnover Plan 


1876 6.2.5.35 10.3.4.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of System Turnover Plan 


1877 6.2.6 10.3.1.2 System Requirements Statement 


1878 6.2.6.48 Develop System Requirements Statement 


1879 6.2.6.49 Internal Review of System Requirements Statement 


1880 6.2.6.50 Update System Requirements Statement based on Review


1881 6.2.6.51 Walkthrough System Requirements Statement with Client


1882 6.2.6.52 Revise System Requirements Statement after Client Walkthrough


1883 6.2.6.53 10.3.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit System System Requirements Statement 


1884 6.2.6.54 Client Reviews System Requirements Statement 


1885 6.2.6.55 HP Updates System Requirements Statement per Client's Review


1886 6.2.6.56 Client Reviews Updates to System Requirements Statement 


1887 6.2.6.57 10.3.4.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of System System
Requirements Statement


1888 6.2.4 10.1 Operations Period Overview


1889 6.2.4.1 Operations Period Entrance Criteria


1890 6.2.4.1.1 10.1.1.1.A KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Vendors Operational Readiness
Assessment


1891 6.2.4.1.2 10.1.1.1.B KEY MILESTONE: Certification from Vendor that System is Operation
Ready


1892 6.2.4.1.3 10.1.1.1.C KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Provider Manuals


1893 6.2.4.1.4 10.1.1.1.D KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Revised Operations Procedures


1894 6.2.4.2 10.1.2 Operations Period Exit Criteria


1895 6.2.4.2.1 10.1.2.1.A KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of System Turn-Over Plan


1896 6.2.4.2.2 10.1.2.1.B KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of System Requirements
Statement


1897 7 11.6 Post-Implementation Review


1898 7.1 Prior Authorization / Utilization Management


1899 7.1.1 Post Production Support


1900 7.1.2 Defect Research


1901 7.1.3 System Turn-over


1902 7.2 Provide SE Support


1903 7.2.1 Post Implementation Support, Corrections Activities 


1904 7.3 11.6.2.2 Post Implementation Evaluation Report


1905 7.3.1 HP Document Impl Problems & Resolutions and Lessons Learned  


1906 7.3.2 11.6.2.3 Conduct Post Implementation Review of Modified Systems


1907 7.3.3 11.6.2.4 Conduct Post Implementation Review of DHCFP's Medicaid Enterprise Certification
Toolkit


1908 7.3.4 HP Review & Revise Post Implementation Evaluation Report


1909 7.3.5 11.6.4.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Post Implementation Evaluation Report


1910 7.3.6 HP conduct Walkthrough of the Post Implementation Evaluation Report w/Client


1911 7.3.7 Client Reviews the Post Implementation Evaluation Report


2/15


2/15 3/25


3/25


3/25


2/15


2/25


2/23 5/6


2/23 5/6


3/25 4/18


3/25 5/4


4/14
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1912 7.3.8 HP Revises Post Implementation Evaluation Report Based on Client Review


1913 7.3.9 Client Approves the Post Implementation Evaluation Report


1914 7.3.10 11.6.5.5 MILESTONE: Client Approves Post Implementation Evaluation Report


1915 8 12 OPERATIONAL PERIOD


1916 8.1 12.1 GENERAL OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL SYSTEM COMPONENTS


1917 8.2 12.2 MAINTENANCE AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT 


1918 8.2.1 12.2.4 Prepare Monthly operations period status reports.


1919 8.3 12.3 TRAINING REQUIREMENTS


1920 8.4 12.4 GENERAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS


1921 8.5 12.5 CORE MMIS COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS


1922 8.6 12.6 PERIPHERAL SYSTEM TOOLS COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS 


1923 8.7 12.7 MEDICAID CLAIMS PROCESSING AND PROGRAM SUPPORT SERVICES


5/4


3/25


3/25
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0 Nevada MMIS Transition Project Work Plan Schedule
1 1 Key Project  Dates


2 1.1 8.1.1.1.A KEY MILESTONE: Project Takeover Agreement Signed


3 1.2 8.1.1.1.B KEY MILESTONE: Project Start Date


4 1.3 KEY DATE: PMO Established


5 1.6 KEY DATE: "Freeze" Date for Incumbent Work


6 1.4 KEY DATE: Transition Period Project Work Plan Schedule Complete


7 1.5 KEY DATE: Transition Review Meetings Complete


8 1.7 KEY DATE: RV Sessions Complete


9 1.10 KEY DATE: Integration Testing Complete


10 1.11 KEY DATE: Parallel Testing Complete


11 1.13 KEY DATE: Training Complete


12 1.12 KEY DATE: WEB Content Testing Complete


13 1.9 1.9 KEY DATE: Transition Core MMIS Validation Complete


14 1.14 1.14 KEY DATE: Transition Peripheral Systems and Tools Validation Complete


15 1.8 KEY DATE: Proprietary / Replacement Software Complete


16 1.15 KEY DATE: Operational Readiness Review (ORR) Complete


17 1.16 KEY DATE: Begin Transitioned MMIS Operations
18 2 8.1 Planning and Administration Task


19 2.1 Project Start-up 


20 2.1.1 Project Start-up Activities


21 2.1.1.1 Establish Initial Project Team


22 2.1.1.1.1 Assemble Transition project leaders & key personnel


23 2.1.1.2 Equipment Software Purchase Approval


24 2.1.1.2.1 Obtain Capital Appropriations Number (CAN) Part 1


25 2.1.1.2.2 Obtain Capital Appropriations Number (CAN) Part 2


26 2.1.1.3 Staffing Requirements


27 2.1.1.3.1 Provide Orientation to Client on HP's Organization


28 2.1.1.3.2 Review/Update Initial Roles and Responsibilities with Client


29 2.1.1.3.3 Review/Update Initial Skills and Experience Needs


30 2.1.1.3.4 Review/Update Initial Resource Assignments


31 2.1.1.3.5 Post Roles and Responsibilities to Project Workbook


32 2.1.1.4 Project Review - HP &  Client


33 2.1.1.4.1 HP Prepare for Contract Review with Client


34 2.1.1.4.2 Contract Review with Client


35 2.1.1.4.3 HP Document Contract Review


36 2.1.1.5 HP Project Startup Activities


37 2.1.1.5.1 Familiarize HP Personnel with NV MMIS Transition Project Scope


38 2.1.1.5.2 Verify Procedures for Transferring Phone Numbers & URL's 


39 2.1.1.5.3 Conduct Review & Survey of MMIS


40 2.1.1.6 Project Startup Activities
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41 2.1.1.6.1 Client Provide copy of all current operations, systems, & user documentation


42 2.1.1.6.2 Client Provide copy of all current software, data, and doco regarding
operations, policy, and services


43 2.1.1.6.3 Client Provide Copy of Incumbents turnover plan with work plan


44 2.1.1.7 8.2 Kick-Off Meeting


45 2.1.1.7.1 Prepare for Joint Kick-Off Meeting and reserve room


46 2.1.1.7.2 8.2.1 Determine Project Status Meeting Format & Protocol


47 2.1.1.7.3 8.2.2 Determine Project Status Reports Format 


48 2.1.1.7.4 8.2.3 Set Meeting Schedule between DHCFP & HP to Develop Detailed Project
Plan


49 2.1.1.7.5 8.2.4 Define Lines of Communication & Reporting Relationships


50 2.1.1.7.6 8.2.5 Review Project Mission & Guiding Principles


51 2.1.1.7.7 8.2.6 Review Deliverable Review Process


52 2.1.1.7.8 8.2.7 Pinpoint High-risks or Problem Areas


53 2.1.1.7.9 8.2.8 Review Issue Resolution Process


54 2.1.1.7.10  General Discussions


55 2.1.1.7.11 CHECKPOINT: Announce Project


56 2.1.2 8.1.2.1 Initial Project Work Plan Schedule Update


57 2.1.2.1 Review / Update Project Estimates


58 2.1.2.2 Review / Update Deliverable Delivery Dates


59 2.1.2.3 Review / Update Risks & Assumptions


60 2.1.2.4 Review / Update Proposal Work Plan


61 2.1.2.5 Internal Review of Work Plan


62 2.1.2.6 8.1.2.1.A KEY DELIVERABLE: Submit Initial Project Work Plan Schedule


63 2.1.2.7 Client Reviews Work Plan


64 2.1.2.8 HP Updates Work Plan per Client's Review


65 2.1.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Work Plan


66 2.1.2.10 8.1.2.1.A MILESTONE: Client Approves Initial Project Work Plan Schedule


67 2.1.2.11 8.1.2.1.A Create PDF File &  Excel version of Approved Project Work Plan Schedule for
Client


68 2.1.3 Assume Outstanding Work-in-progress from Incumbent


69 2.1.3.1 Customer Service Requests (CSR)  


70 2.1.3.1.1 CHECKPOINT: "Freeze" Date for Incumbent CSR Work


71 2.1.3.1.2 Identify Outstanding CSRs from Incumbent at Turnover


72 2.1.3.1.3 Receive CSR documentation, including current progress at Turnover


73 2.1.3.1.4 Establish FREEZE Date for Claims Processing


74 2.1.4  Establish PMO Office


75 2.1.4.1 9.2.1.11 Install and configure HP PPM


76 2.1.4.2 Establish Organizational Structure


77 2.1.4.2.1 Develop Organizational Plan


78 2.1.4.2.2 Internal Review of Organizational Plan


79 2.1.4.2.3 Revise Organizational Plan based on Review


80 2.1.4.2.4 8.1.2.1.A CHECKPOINT:  Organizational Plan Complete
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81 2.1.4.2.5 Launch Organizational Structure


82 2.1.4.3 Setup Procedures & Processes


83 2.1.4.3.1 Develop and Deliver Summary Documents (DED) for All Repetitive
Deliverables and Gain DHCFP Approval.


84 2.1.4.3.2 Develop Standard Deliverable Templates for Each of the Maintenance and
Development Project Types


85 2.1.4.3.3 Gain DHCFP Confirmation of the Proposed Change Management Process


86 2.1.4.3.4 Support the Business Requirements Including the Approved Change
Management Process, for updated Configuration of HP PPM


87 2.1.4.3.5 Participate in the HP PPM Configuration, Receive Mentoring, and Develop HP
PPM Training Material to be Used for Customer, Project Managers, and
Those Tracking Time


88 2.1.4.3.6 Provide HP PPM Training to Project Managers, Resources for Time Tracking,
and Customer


89 2.1.4.3.7 Gain System Expertise in the Technical and Business Arenas.


90 2.1.4.3.8 Support the Transfer of In-Flight Project and Existing Tickets into the HP
Change Management Tool (HP PPM) and Processes


91 2.1.5 Project Management & Administration


92 2.1.5.1 Existing Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner Agreements 


93 2.1.5.1.1 Review Existing Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner Agreements


94 2.1.5.1.2 Create Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner Agreements 


95 2.1.5.1.3 Review & Revise Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner
Agreements


96 2.1.5.1.4 CHECKPOINT: Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner
Agreements Updated


97 2.1.5.2 Project Management Support Activities


98 2.1.5.2.1 Project Management - Oversight and Administration


99 2.1.5.2.2 Project Administrative Support


100 2.1.5.2.3 Project Schedule Support


101 2.1.5.2.4 Integration Management


102 2.1.5.2.5 Schedule, Scope and Cost Management


103 2.1.5.2.6 Issue Management 


104 2.1.5.3 Project Technical Support


105 2.1.5.3.1 System Architecture Support


106 2.1.5.3.2 Technical Leaders Project Management Support


107 2.1.5.3.3 Maintenance and Support - Data Bases 


108 2.1.5.3.4 Infrastructure Support 


109 2.1.5.4 Status Reporting


110 2.1.5.4.1 Create Metrics to measure progress and status


111 2.1.5.5 7 Project Communication


112 2.1.5.5.1 Client Coordinate Communications between Incumbent & HP (on-going task
throughout Transition Period)


113 2.1.5.5.2 Client Coordinate Communications between HP & other State Agencies
(on-going task throughout Transition Period)
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114 2.2 Planning and Project Management


115 2.2.1 Acquire Project Transition Staff


116 2.2.1.1 Validate Transition Staffing Plan


117 2.2.1.2 Advertise Open Staff Positions


118 2.2.1.3 Recruitment / Open House


119 2.2.1.3.1 Collect Resumes


120 2.2.1.3.2 Conduct Interviews


121 2.2.1.3.3 Complete Hiring


122 2.2.1.4 Conduct Initial HP Employee Training


123 2.2.2 Ongoing Staff Recruitment


124 2.2.2.1 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 1


125 2.2.2.2 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 2


126 2.2.2.3 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 3


127 2.2.2.4 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 4


128 2.2.3 7 Deliverable Submission & Review Process


129 2.2.3.1 Review Deliverable Submission & Review Process Requirements


130 2.2.3.2 Document Templates, Deliverable Submission & Review Process


131 2.2.3.3 Internal Review of Deliverable Submission & Review Process


132 2.2.3.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Finalized Deliverable Submission & Review Process


133 2.2.3.5 Client Reviews Deliverable Submission & Review Process


134 2.2.3.6 HP Updates Deliverable Submission & Review Process per Client's Review


135 2.2.3.7 Client Reviews Updates to Deliverable Submission & Review Process


136 2.2.3.8 MILESTONE: Client Approves Deliverable Submission & Review Process


137 2.2.4 8.1.2.5 Develop Communication Plan


138 2.2.4.1 Communication Plan Outline 


139 2.2.4.1.1 Develop Outline - Communication Plan


140 2.2.4.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Communication Plan


141 2.2.4.1.3 Revise Outline - Communication Plan Plan Based on HP Review


142 2.2.4.1.4 8.1.2.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Communication Plan Outline


143 2.2.4.1.5 Client Review of Communication Plan Outline


144 2.2.4.1.6 HP Revise Communication Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


145 2.2.4.1.7 Client Review & Approval of revised Communication Plan Outline


146 2.2.4.1.8 8.1.2.5 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Communication Plan Outline


147 2.2.4.2 8.1.2.5 Develop Communication Plan


148 2.2.4.2.1 Develop & Document Communication Plan


149 2.2.4.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Communication Plan


150 2.2.4.2.3 Revise Communication Plan after Review


151 2.2.4.2.4 Walkthrough Communication Plan with Client


152 2.2.4.2.5 Revise Communication Plan after Client Walkthrough


153 2.2.4.2.6 8.1.2.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Communication Plan


154 2.2.4.2.7 Client Reviews Communication Plan


155 2.2.4.2.8 HP Updates Communication Plan per Client's Review
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156 2.2.4.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Communication Plan


157 2.2.4.2.10 8.1.2.5 MILESTONE: Client Approves Communication Plan


158 2.2.5 8.1.2.6 Develop Risk Management Plan


159 2.2.5.1 Risk Management Plan Outline 


160 2.2.5.1.1 Develop Outline - Risk Management Plan


161 2.2.5.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Risk Management Plan


162 2.2.5.1.3 Revise Outline - Risk Management Plan Plan Based on HP Review


163 2.2.5.1.4 8.1.2.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Risk Management Plan Outline


164 2.2.5.1.5 Client Review of Risk Management Plan Outline


165 2.2.5.1.6 HP Revise Risk Management Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


166 2.2.5.1.7 Client Review & Approval of revised Risk Management Plan Outline


167 2.2.5.1.8 8.1.2.6 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Risk Management Plan Outline


168 2.2.5.2 8.1.2.6 Develop Risk Management Plan


169 2.2.5.2.1 Develop & Document Risk Management Plan


170 2.2.5.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Risk Management Plan & Assessment


171 2.2.5.2.3 Revise Risk Management Plan after Review


172 2.2.5.2.4 Walkthrough Risk Management Plan with Client


173 2.2.5.2.5 Revise Risk Management Plan after Client Walkthrough


174 2.2.5.2.6 8.1.2.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Risk Management Plan


175 2.2.5.2.7 Client Reviews Risk Management Plan


176 2.2.5.2.8 HP Updates Risk Management Plan per Client's Review


177 2.2.5.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Risk Management Plan


178 2.2.5.2.10 8.1.2.6 MILESTONE: Client Approves Risk Management Plan


179 2.2.6 8.1.2.7 Develop Quality Assurance Plan 


180 2.2.6.1 Develop & Document Quality Assurance Plan


181 2.2.6.2 Internal Review of Quality Assurance Plan


182 2.2.6.3 Update Quality Assurance Plan


183 2.2.6.4 Walkthrough Quality Assurance Plan with Client


184 2.2.6.5 Revise Quality Assurance Plan after Client Walkthrough


185 2.2.6.6 8.1.2.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Quality Assurance Plan


186 2.2.6.7 Client Reviews Quality Assurance Plan


187 2.2.6.8 HP Updates Quality Assurance Plan per Client's Review


188 2.2.6.9 Client Reviews Updates to Quality Assurance Plan


189 2.2.6.10 8.1.2.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Quality Assurance Plan


190 2.2.7 Develop Method of Destruction of Confidential Information 


191 2.2.7.1  Develop Method of Destruction of Confidential Information


192 2.2.7.2 Internal Review of Method of Destruction of Confidential Information


193 2.2.7.3 CHECKPOINT: Client Approves Retention / Destruction of Confidential
Information


194 2.2.8 Reoccurring Project Status Meetings


195 2.2.8.1 12.6.3 - 12.6.7 Weekly Meeting with PBM
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196 2.2.8.1.1 Weekly Meeting with PBM 1


197 2.2.8.1.2 12.6.3 - 12.6.7 Weekly Meeting with PBM 2


198 2.2.8.1.3 Weekly Meeting with PBM 3


199 2.2.8.1.4 Weekly Meeting with PBM 4


200 2.2.8.1.5 Weekly Meeting with PBM 5


201 2.2.8.1.6 Weekly Meeting with PBM 6


202 2.2.8.1.7 Weekly Meeting with PBM 7


203 2.2.8.1.8 Weekly Meeting with PBM 8


204 2.2.8.1.9 Weekly Meeting with PBM 9


205 2.2.8.1.10 Weekly Meeting with PBM 10


206 2.2.8.1.11 Weekly Meeting with PBM 11


207 2.2.8.1.12 Weekly Meeting with PBM 12


208 2.2.8.1.13 Weekly Meeting with PBM 13


209 2.2.8.1.14 Weekly Meeting with PBM 14


210 2.2.8.1.15 Weekly Meeting with PBM 15


211 2.2.8.1.16 Weekly Meeting with PBM 16


212 2.2.8.1.17 Weekly Meeting with PBM 17


213 2.2.8.2 9.2.1.12 /
9.2.1.16 /


Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule


214 2.2.8.2.1 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   1


215 2.2.8.2.29.2.1.12 / 9.2.1.16 / 9.3.4.9 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   2


216 2.2.8.2.3 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   3


217 2.2.8.2.4 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   4


218 2.2.8.2.5 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   5


219 2.2.8.2.6 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   6


220 2.2.8.2.7 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   7


221 2.2.8.2.8 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   8


222 2.2.8.2.9 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   9


223 2.2.8.2.10 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   10


224 2.2.8.2.11 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   11


225 2.2.8.2.12 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   12


226 2.2.8.2.13 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   13


227 2.2.8.2.14 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   14


228 2.2.8.2.15 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   15


229 2.2.8.2.16 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   16


230 2.2.8.2.17 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   17


231 2.2.8.2.18 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   18


232 2.2.8.2.19 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   19


233 2.2.8.2.20 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   20


234 2.2.8.2.21 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   21
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235 2.2.8.3 9.2.1.13 /
9.3.4.10 /


Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report


236 2.2.8.3.1 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 1


237 2.2.8.3.2 9.2.1.13 /
9.3.4.10 /


Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 2


238 2.2.8.3.3 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 3


239 2.2.8.3.4 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 4


240 2.2.8.3.5 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 5


241 2.2.8.3.6 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 6


242 2.2.8.3.7 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 7


243 2.2.8.3.8 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 8


244 2.2.8.3.9 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 9


245 2.2.8.3.10 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 10


246 2.2.8.3.11 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 11


247 2.2.8.3.12 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 12


248 2.2.8.3.13 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 13


249 2.2.8.3.14 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 14


250 2.2.8.3.15 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 15


251 2.2.8.3.16 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 16


252 2.2.8.3.17 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 17


253 2.2.8.3.18 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 18


254 2.2.8.3.19 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 19


255 2.2.8.3.20 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 20


256 2.2.8.3.21 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 21


257 2.2.8.4 9.2.1.12 /
9.6.1.13


Conduct Weekly Status Meeting


258 2.2.8.4.1 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 1


259 2.2.8.4.2 9.2.1.12 /
9.6.1.13


Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 2


260 2.2.8.4.3 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 3


261 2.2.8.4.4 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 4


262 2.2.8.4.5 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 5


263 2.2.8.4.6 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 6


264 2.2.8.4.7 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 7


265 2.2.8.4.8 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 8


266 2.2.8.4.9 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 9


267 2.2.8.4.10 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 10


268 2.2.8.4.11 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 11


269 2.2.8.4.12 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 12


270 2.2.8.4.13 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 13


271 2.2.8.4.14 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 14


272 2.2.8.4.15 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 15


273 2.2.8.4.16 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 16
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274 2.2.8.4.17 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 17


275 2.2.8.4.18 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 18


276 2.2.8.4.19 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 19


277 2.2.8.4.20 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 20


278 2.2.8.4.21 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 21


279 2.2.8.5 8.1.2.4 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report


280 2.2.8.5.1 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 1


281 2.2.8.5.2 8.1.2.4 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 2


282 2.2.8.5.3 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 3


283 2.2.8.5.4 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 4


284 2.2.8.5.5 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 5


285 2.2.8.5.6 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 6


286 2.2.8.5.7 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 7


287 2.2.8.5.8 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 8


288 2.2.8.5.9 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 9


289 2.2.8.5.10 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 10


290 2.2.8.5.11 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 11


291 2.2.8.6 8.1.2.3 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting


292 2.2.8.6.1 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 1


293 2.2.8.6.2 8.1.2.3 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 2


294 2.2.8.6.3 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 3


295 2.2.8.6.4 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 4


296 2.2.8.6.5 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 5


297 2.2.8.6.6 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 6


298 2.2.8.6.7 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 7


299 2.2.8.6.8 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 8


300 2.2.8.6.9 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 9


301 2.2.8.6.10 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 10


302 2.2.8.6.11 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 11


303 2.2.9 8.4 Facilities


304 2.2.9.1 Establish HP Temporary Office


305 2.2.9.1.1 Locate & Confirm Temporary Account Location in Carson City


306 2.2.9.1.2 Prepare Temporary Account Location in Carson City


307 2.2.9.1.3 Occupy HP Temporary Location


308 2.2.9.1.4 CHECKPOINT:  HP Temporary Site Occupied


309 2.2.9.2 8.4.2.3 Establish Courier Service


310 2.2.9.2.1 Review Requirements for Courier Service


311 2.2.9.2.2 Review & Interview Courier Services


312 2.2.9.2.3 Select Courier Service


313 2.2.9.2.4 Develop Courier Service Procedures & Process


314 2.2.9.2.5 Review & Revise Courier Service Procedures & Process


315 2.2.9.2.6 Publish & Distribute Courier Service Procedures & Process
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316 2.2.9.2.7 8.4.2.3 CHECKPOINT:  Courier Service in Place


317 2.2.9.2.8 Acquire Courier Van


318 2.2.9.3  Acquire & Occupy Permanent Account Facilities in Carson City


319 2.2.9.3.1 Site Planning


320 2.2.9.3.1.1 Site Selection


321 2.2.9.3.1.2 Negotiate Lease


322 2.2.9.3.1.3 Plan & Document Facility Build Out


323 2.2.9.3.1.4 Move Planning


324 2.2.9.3.1.5 Security System Planning


325 2.2.9.3.1.6 Audio Visual Planning


326 2.2.9.3.1.7 Order Furniture / Equipment


327 2.2.9.3.1.8 Facility Build Out - Phase 1


328 2.2.9.3.1.9 Facility Build Out - Remainder


329 2.2.9.3.2 Furniture


330 2.2.9.3.2.1 Furniture Delivery


331 2.2.9.3.3 Security System


332 2.2.9.3.3.1 Security System Delivery


333 2.2.9.3.4 Audio Visual


334 2.2.9.3.4.1 Order Security & Audio Visual Equipment


335 2.2.9.3.4.2 Audio Visual Delivery


336 2.2.9.3.5 Occupancy Coordination


337 2.2.9.3.5.1  Utilities


338 2.2.9.3.5.2 Vending Equipment


339 2.2.9.3.5.3 Furniture Keys


340 2.2.9.3.5.4 Building Keys


341 2.2.9.3.5.5 Access Cards


342 2.2.9.3.5.6 Marker Boards


343 2.2.9.3.5.7 Parking


344 2.2.9.3.5.8  Cleaning


345 2.2.9.3.5.9 Phased Occupancy Move In


346 2.2.9.3.5.10 DHCFP Occupancy Move In


347 2.2.9.4   9.2.2.5 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Permanent Contractor
Facilities


348 2.2.9.5 9.3.3.1 /
9.2.2.5


PROGRESS MILESTONE: HP Begins Occupation of Permanent Account
Facilities in Carson City


349 2.2.9.6 9.2.2.8 PROGRESS MILESTONE: DHCFP Begins Occupation of HP Account
Facilities in Carson City


350 2.2.9.7 Hosting


351 2.2.9.7.1 14.2.3 Initiate Mainframe Development and Test Logical Partition set-up by Verizon
Hosting Services.


352 2.2.9.7.2 14.2.3 Initiate Orlando Data Center build out of Development systems.


353 2.2.9.7.3 14.2.3 Initiate set-up for Nevada IVR.


354 2.2.9.7.4 Establish connections
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355 2.2.9.7.5 14.2.3.16 Insure all sites are accessible via network and security is established for
Takeover team.


356 2.2.9.7.6 14.2.3 Acquire, install, and prepare additional Mainframe software for Takeover
Application group.


357 2.2.9.7.7 14.2.3 Acquire, install, and prepare additional non-mainframe software for Takeover
Application group.


358 2.2.9.7.8 14.2.3 Validate access and applications perform for development.


359 2.2.9.7.9 14.2.3.4 Initiate Mainframe Production and DR Logical Partition set-up by Verizon
Hosting Services.


360 2.2.9.7.10 14.2.3.4 Initiate Orlando Data Center build out of Production and DR systems.


361 2.2.9.7.11 14.2.3.4 Initiate DR set-up for Nevada IVR.


362 2.2.9.7.12 14.2.3.16 Insure all sites are accessible via network and security is established for
Takeover team.


363 2.2.9.7.13 14.2.3 For Production, acquire, install, and prepare additional Mainframe software for
Takeover Application group.


364 2.2.9.7.14 14.2.3 For Production, acquire, install, and prepare additional non-mainframe
software for Takeover Application group.


365 2.2.9.7.15 14.2.3 For Production, application group and others will validate access and
applications perform for production purposes.


366 2.2.9.8 9.3.3.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Installation of System Hardware & Software  


367 2.2.9.9 9.6.1.8 Implement All Network Connectivity and Communications


368 2.2.9.9.1 9.6.1.8 WAN Architectural Design


369 2.2.9.9.2 9.6.1.8 WAN Engineering Design


370 2.2.9.9.3 9.6.1.8 Create WAN Circuit Orders


371 2.2.9.9.4 9.6.1.8 Equipment Order & Receive


372 2.2.9.9.5 9.6.1.8 WAN Deployment


373 2.2.9.9.6 9.6.1.8 Carson City HP LAN Design


374 2.2.9.9.7 9.6.1.8 Carson City HP Deployment


375 2.2.9.9.8 9.6.1.8 DHCFP coordination & design


376 2.2.9.9.9 9.6.1.8 DHCFP deployment


377 2.2.9.9.10 9.6.1.8 Midrange LAN/WAN Design


378 2.2.9.9.11 9.6.1.8 Midrange LAN/WAN Deployment


379 2.2.9.9.12 9.6.1.8 Midrange DR LAN/WAN Design


380 2.2.9.9.13 9.6.1.8 Midrange DR LAN/WAN Deployment


381 2.2.9.9.14 9.6.1.8 Vendor coordination & design


382 2.2.9.9.15 9.6.1.8 Vendor deployment


383 2.2.10 9.3.3.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Facilities to Operate NV MMIS


384 3 8.6 Requirements Validation and Demonstration Task


385 3.1 RV Session Planning


386 3.1.1 8.6.2.1 Review & Finalize RV Session Schedule


387 3.1.2 Notification of  RV Session Schedule


388 3.1.3 RV Session Goals Expectations


389 3.1.3.1 Document RV Session Goals and Expectations Handbook


390 3.1.3.2 Submit RV Session Goals and Expectations Handbook to Client
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391 3.1.4 RVS Overview Training Session


392 3.1.4.1 Conduct RV Session Overview and Training


393 3.2 8.6.1 RV Sessions


394 3.2.1 Requirement Validation


395 3.2.2  Changes


396 3.2.3 Tool Replacement


397 3.2.4 Solutions - Establish Measurement Criteria


398 3.2.5 PBM Kickoff and Requirements Review and Verification


399 3.2.5.1 Kickoff meeting


400 3.2.5.2 Gather/Confirm functional requirements


401 3.2.5.3 Gather/Confirm technical requirements


402 3.2.5.4 Gather/Confirm Clinical requirements


403 3.2.5.5 Gather/Confirm Operations requirements


404 3.2.5.6 Gather/Confirm web site requirements


405 3.2.5.7 Requirements for Claims Processing business rules


406 3.2.5.7.1 Define edits and audits


407 3.2.5.7.2 define DUR rules


408 3.2.5.7.3 define script limits


409 3.2.5.7.4 define PDL processing


410 3.2.5.7.5 define step therapy


411 3.2.5.7.6 define pricing/payment


412 3.2.5.7.7 define required fields/payer sheet


413 3.2.5.8 Confirm Electronic Prescribing Requirements


414 3.2.5.9 Define PDL/Supplemental Rebates Strategy


415 3.2.5.9.1 Determine strategy decision of pooling or independent negotiation


416 3.2.5.9.2 Review current class review schedule


417 3.2.5.9.3 Analyze utilization data


418 3.2.5.9.4 Review plan for operational startup and revised class review


419 3.2.5.10 Review Interface and Conversion


420 3.2.5.10.1 Review inbound eligibility mapping


421 3.2.5.10.2 Review lock-in conversion mapping


422 3.2.5.10.3 Review COB conversion mapping


423 3.2.5.10.4 Review inbound provider network file


424 3.2.5.10.5 Review outbound claims encounter file


425 3.2.5.10.6 Review inbound claims conversion data layout


426 3.2.5.11 Technical Call Center Operations requirements


427 3.2.5.11.1 Perform deep dive on technical call center requirements


428 3.2.5.11.2 Confirm Technical call center correspondence 


429 3.2.5.11.3 Confirm call documentation requirements


430 3.2.5.11.4 Confirm call flow for technical call center


431 3.2.5.12 Clinical Call Center Operations requirements


432 3.2.5.12.1 Perform deep dive on clinical call center requirements
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433 3.2.5.12.2 Confirm clinical call center correspondence 


434 3.2.5.12.3 Confirm call documentation requirements


435 3.2.5.12.4 Confirm call flow for clinical call center


436 3.2.5.13 Requirements sessions complete


437 3.2.5.14 Requirements Document Preparation 


438 3.2.5.14.1 Prepare Clinical Requirements


439 3.2.5.14.2 Prepare Ops requirements


440 3.2.5.14.3 Prepare technical requirements


441 3.2.5.14.4 Prepare Claims Processing business requirements


442 3.2.5.14.5 Prepare other requirements


443 3.2.5.14.6 Initial RAD document delivery


444 3.2.5.14.7 Review Requirements Document


445 3.2.5.14.8 Finalize Requirements Document


446 3.2.5.14.9 RAD Document Approved


447 3.3 8.6.2.3 Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


448 3.3.1 Compile Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


449 3.3.2 8.6.2.3 DELIVERABLE - Submit Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


450 3.3.3 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


451 3.3.4 Conduct External Review of Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


452 3.3.5 Revise Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes based on External Review


453 3.3.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


454 3.3.7 MILESTONE - Client Approves Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


455 3.4 Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline 


456 3.4.1 8.6.2.3 Develop Outline - Requirements Validation Analysis Report


457 3.4.2 8.6.2.6 HP Review of Outline - Requirements Validation Analysis Report


458 3.4.3 Revise Outline - Requirements Validation Analysis Report Plan Based on HP Review


459 3.4.4 CHECKPOINT: Submit Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline


460 3.4.5 Client Review of Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline


461 3.4.6 HP Revise Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline Based on Client Review


462 3.4.7 8.6.2.6 Client Review & Approval of revised Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline


463 3.4.8 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Requirements Validation Analysis Report
Outline


464 3.5 Requirements Comprehensive Validation Analysis Report


465 3.5.1 Compile Requirements Validation Analysis Report


466 3.5.2 8.6.2.6 KEY DELIVERABLE - Submit Comprehensive Requirements Validation
Analysis Report


467 3.5.3 8.6.2.7 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Validation Analysis Report


468 3.5.4 Conduct External Review of Requirements Validation Analysis Report
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469 3.5.5 8.6.2.7 Revise Requirements Validation Analysis Report based on External Review 


470 3.5.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Validation Analysis Report


471 3.5.7 MILESTONE - Client Approves Comprehensive Requirements Validation
Analysis Report


472 3.6 Requirements Traceability Matrix


473 3.6.1 Compile Requirements Traceability Matrix


474 3.6.2 DELIVERABLE - Submit Requirements Traceability Matrix


475 3.6.3 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Traceability Matrix


476 3.6.4 8.6.2.7 Conduct External Review of Requirements Traceability Matrix


477 3.6.5 8.6.2.8 Revise Requirements Traceability Matrix based on External Review 


478 3.6.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Traceability Matrix


479 3.6.7 8.6.2.8 MILESTONE - Client Approves Requirements Traceability Matrix


480 4 8.1.1.2 KEY MILESTONE:  DHCFP Approval of All Plans Listed in Section 8


481 5 9 Transition Task


482 5.1 9.1.1 Transition Period Entrance Criteria


483 5.1.1 9.1.1.1.A KEY MILESTONE:  DHCFP Approval of Detail Project Work Plan


484 5.1.2 9.1.1.1.B KEY MILESTONE:  Establishment of Account Facilities


485 5.1.3 9.1.1.1.C KEY MILESTONE:  Acceptance of Comprehensive Requirements Validation
Analysis Report


486 5.2 9.1.2 Transition Period Exit Criteria


487 5.2.1 9.1.2.1.A KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Acceptance of Transition Plan


488 5.2.2 9.1.2.1.B KEY MILESTONE: Vendor Certification of System Components


489 5.2.3 9.1.2.1.C KEY MILESTONE:  Acceptance by DHCFP of ALL System Test Activities


490 5.2.4 9.1.2.1.D KEY MILESTONE:  Acceptance by DHCFP of ALL Revision to System & User
Documentation


491 5.3 9.2 Transition Planning


492 5.3.1 Meet with Client to review Entrance & Exit Criteria


493 5.3.2 9.2.1.1 HP Agrees to Transition Period Entrance & Exit Criteria


494 5.3.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Entrance & Exit Criteria


495 5.3.4 9.2.1.2 Facilities Plan 


496 5.3.4.1 Develop & Document Facilities Plan


497 5.3.4.2 Internal Review of Facilities Plan


498 5.3.4.3 Update Facilities Plan based on Review


499 5.3.4.4 Walkthrough Facilities Plan with Client


500 5.3.4.5 Revise Facilities Plan after Client Walkthrough


501 5.3.4.6 9.2.3.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Facilities Plan


502 5.3.4.7 Client Reviews Facilities Plan


503 5.3.4.8 HP Updates Facilities Plan per Client's Review


504 5.3.4.9 Client Reviews Updates to Facilities Plan


505 5.3.4.10 9.2.2.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Facilities Plan


506 5.3.5 9.2.1.3 Review System & User Documentation
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507 5.3.5.1 Review & Document Deficiencies in Existing System & User Documentation


508 5.3.5.2 Internal Review of Document Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


509 5.3.5.3 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation from Review


510 5.3.5.4 9.2.3.4 /
9.2.3.5


DELIVERABLE: Submit Documented Deficiencies in System & User
Documentation


511 5.3.5.5 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


512 5.3.5.6 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation per Client's
Review


513 5.3.5.7 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


514 5.3.5.8 9.2.2.6 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Documented Deficiencies in
System & User Documentation


515 5.3.6 9.2.1.4 Project Control & Reporting System


516 5.3.6.1 Develop & Document Project Control & Reporting System 


517 5.3.6.2 Internal Review of Project Control & Reporting System


518 5.3.6.3 Update Project Control & Reporting System


519 5.3.6.4 9.2.3.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit Project Control & Reporting System


520 5.3.6.5 Client Reviews Project Control & Reporting System


521 5.3.6.6 HP Updates Project Control & Reporting System per Client's Review


522 5.3.6.7 Client Reviews Updates to Project Control & Reporting System


523 5.3.6.8 9.2.1.4 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Project Control & Reporting System  


524 5.3.7 9.2.1.4 Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


525 5.3.7.1 Develop & Document Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls 


526 5.3.7.2 Internal Review of Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


527 5.3.7.3 Update Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


528 5.3.7.4 9.2.1.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


529 5.3.7.5 Client Reviews Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


530 5.3.7.6 HP Updates Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls per Client's Review


531 5.3.7.7 Client Reviews Updates to Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


532 5.3.7.8 9.2.1.4 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls  


533 5.3.8 9.2.1.5 Transition Review Meetings (TRM)


534 5.3.8.1 9.2.1.5 Conduct Review Meetings for DHCFP Policies & Services


535 5.3.8.2 9.2.1.15 Conduct Meetings with DHCFP, Vendors etc… on System Interfaces


536 5.3.9 9.2.1.6 MMIS Transition Plan 


537 5.3.9.1 Develop & Document Transition Plan


538 5.3.9.2 Internal Review of Transition Plan


539 5.3.9.3 Update Transition Plan


540 5.3.9.4 Walkthrough Transition Plan with Client


541 5.3.9.5 Revise Transition Plan after Client Walkthrough


542 5.3.9.6 9.2.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit MMIS Transition Plan
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543 5.3.9.7 Client Reviews Transition Plan


544 5.3.9.8 HP Updates Transition Plan per Client's Review


545 5.3.9.9 Client Reviews Updates to Transition Plan


546 5.3.9.10 9.2.2.2 KEY MILESTONE: Client Approval of MMIS Transition Plan


547 5.3.10 9.2.1.7 Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline and Plan


548 5.3.10.1 9.2.1.7 Outline Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 


549 5.3.10.1.1 Develop Outline - Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 


550 5.3.10.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  


551 5.3.10.1.3 Revise Outline - Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Based on HP Review


552 5.3.10.1.4 9.2.3.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline


553 5.3.10.1.5 Client Review of Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline


554 5.3.10.1.6 HP Revise Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline Based on Client Review


555 5.3.10.1.7 Client Review revised Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline


556 5.3.10.1.8 9.2.1.7  MILESTONE: Client Approval of Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan
Outline


557 5.3.10.2 9.2.1.7 Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  


558 5.3.10.2.1 Develop Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  


559 5.3.10.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  


560 5.3.10.2.3 Revise Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan after Review 


561 5.3.10.2.4 Walkthrough Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan with Client


562 5.3.10.2.5 Revise Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan after Client Walkthrough


563 5.3.10.2.6 9.2.1.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 


564 5.3.10.2.7 Client Reviews Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 


565 5.3.10.2.8 HP Updates Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan per Client's Review


566 5.3.10.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  


567 5.3.10.2.10 9.2.1.7 /
9.2.2.4


PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Relocation
Risk/Contingency Plan


568 5.3.11 9.2.1.10 Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures Outline and
Plan


569 5.3.11.1 9.2.1.10 Outline Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures Plan


570 5.3.11.1.1 Develop Outline - Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


571 5.3.11.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


572 5.3.11.1.3 Revise Outline - Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures Based on HP Review


573 5.3.11.1.4 9.2.1.10 DELIVERABLE: Submit Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures Outline


574 5.3.11.1.5 Client Review of Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures Outline


575 5.3.11.1.6 HP Revise Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures
Outline Based on Client Review
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576 5.3.11.1.7 Client Review revised Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures Outline


577 5.3.11.1.8 9.2.1.10 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Project Management Control Software
& Reporting Procedures Outline


578 5.3.11.2 9.2.1.10 Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures  


579 5.3.11.2.1 Develop Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures


580 5.3.11.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures


581 5.3.11.2.3 Revise Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures after
Review


582 5.3.11.2.4 Walkthrough Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures
with Client


583 5.3.11.2.5 Revise Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures  after
Client Walkthrough


584 5.3.11.2.6 9.2.1.10 DELIVERABLE: Submit Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures


585 5.3.11.2.7 Client Reviews Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


586 5.3.11.2.8 HP Updates Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures
per Client's Review


587 5.3.11.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


588 5.3.11.2.10 9.2.1.10 MILESTONE: Client Approves Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures


589 5.3.12 9.2.1.16 Final Transition Work Plan and Schedule


590 5.3.12.1 Review / Update Project Estimates


591 5.3.12.2 Review / Update Deliverable Delivery Dates


592 5.3.12.3 Review / Update Risks & Assumptions


593 5.3.12.4 Review / Update Project Work Plan


594 5.3.12.5 Internal Review of Project Work Plan


595 5.3.12.6 9.2.3.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Final Transition Work Plan and Schedule


596 5.3.12.7 Client Reviews Work Plan


597 5.3.12.8 HP Updates Work Plan per Client's Review


598 5.3.12.9 Client Reviews Updates to Work Plan


599 5.3.12.10 9.2.2.7 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Final Transition Work Plan and
Schedule


600 5.3.12.11 Create PDF File of Approved Updated Project Work Plan Schedule for Client


601 5.3.12.12 Baseline Approved Project Work Plan Schedule 


602 5.3.13 9.2.1.8 Gateway LAN Plan & Installation


603 5.3.13.1 Gateway LAN Plan


604 5.3.13.1.1 Develop & Document Gateway LAN Plan


605 5.3.13.1.2 Internal Review of Gateway LAN Plan


606 5.3.13.1.3 Update Gateway LAN Plan based on Review


607 5.3.13.1.4 9.2.1.8 DELIVERABLE: Submit Gateway LAN Plan
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608 5.3.13.1.5 Client Reviews Gateway LAN Plan


609 5.3.13.1.6 HP Updates Gateway LAN Plan per Client's Review


610 5.3.13.1.7 Client Reviews Updates to Gateway LAN Plan


611 5.3.13.1.8 9.2.2.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Gateway LAN Plan


612 5.3.13.2 9.2.1.8 Gateway LAN Equipment


613 5.3.13.2.1 CHECKPOINT: Validate Gateway LAN equipment proposed
configuration


614 5.3.13.2.2 9.2.1.8 Order Gateway LAN equipment


615 5.3.13.2.3 9.2.1.8 Receive Gateway LAN equipment


616 5.3.13.3 9.2.1.8 Telecommunications Configuration


617 5.3.13.3.1 CHECKPOINT: Validate Telecommunication Equipment for proposed
configuration


618 5.3.13.3.2 9.2.1.8 Order Telecommunication Equipment equipment


619 5.3.13.3.3 9.2.1.8 Receive Telecommunication Equipment equipment


620 5.3.13.4 9.2.1.8 Printing Equipment


621 5.3.13.4.1 CHECKPOINT: Validate Printing Equipment for proposed configuration


622 5.3.13.4.2 9.2.1.8 Order Printing Equipment equipment


623 5.3.13.4.3 9.2.1.8 Receive Printing Equipment equipment


624 5.3.13.5 9.2.1.8 Install Equipment at HP Location


625 5.3.13.5.1 9.2.1.8 Install Gateway LAN


626 5.3.13.5.2 9.2.1.8 Install Telecommunications


627 5.3.13.5.3 9.2.1.8 Install Printers


628 5.3.13.6 9.2.1.8 Install Equipment at Client Location


629 5.3.13.6.1 9.2.1.8 Connect to Client Gateway LAN


630 5.3.13.6.2 9.2.1.8 Connect to Client Telecommunications


631 5.3.14 9.2.2.9 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Gateway to DHCFP LAN


632 5.4 9.3 Transition Of Core MMIS Software, Files, Peripheral Systems etc…


633 5.4.1 9.3.4.1 System Test Outline and Plan


634 5.4.1.1 Outline System Test Plan


635 5.4.1.1.1 Develop Outline - System Test   Plan


636 5.4.1.1.2 HP Review of Outline - System Test   Plan


637 5.4.1.1.3 Revise Outline - System Test   Plan Based on HP Review


638 5.4.1.1.4 9.3.4.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Test Plan Outline


639 5.4.1.1.5 Client Review of System Test Plan Outline


640 5.4.1.1.6 HP Revise System Test Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


641 5.4.1.1.7 Client Review revised System Test Plan Outline


642 5.4.1.1.8 9.3.4.1 MILESTONE: Client Approval of System Test   Plan Outline


643 5.4.1.2 System Test Plan


644 5.4.1.2.1 Develop System Test Plan


645 5.4.1.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of System Test   Plan


646 5.4.1.2.3 Revise System Test Plan after Review
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647 5.4.1.2.4 Walkthrough System Test Plan with Client


648 5.4.1.2.5 Revise System Test Plan after Client Walkthrough


649 5.4.1.2.6 9.3.4.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Test Plan


650 5.4.1.2.7 Client Reviews System Test   Plan


651 5.4.1.2.8 HP Updates System Test   Plan per Client's Review


652 5.4.1.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to System Test   Plan


653 5.4.1.2.10 9.3.4.1 MILESTONE: Client Approves System Test Plan


654 5.4.2 9.3.4.3 Integration Test  Outline and Plan


655 5.4.2.1 Outline Integration Test  Plan


656 5.4.2.1.1 Develop Outline - Integration Test  Plan


657 5.4.2.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Integration Test  Plan


658 5.4.2.1.3 Revise Outline - Integration Test  Plan Based on HP Review


659 5.4.2.1.4 9.3.4.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Integration Test  Plan Outline


660 5.4.2.1.5 Client Review of Integration Test  Plan Outline


661 5.4.2.1.6 HP Revise Integration Test  Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


662 5.4.2.1.7 Client Review revised Integration Test  Plan Outline


663 5.4.2.1.8 9.3.4.3 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Integration Test  Plan Outline


664 5.4.2.2 Integration Test  Plan


665 5.4.2.2.1 Develop Integration Test  Plan


666 5.4.2.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Integration Test  Plan


667 5.4.2.2.3 Revise Integration Test  Plan after Review


668 5.4.2.2.4 Walkthrough Integration Test  Plan with Client


669 5.4.2.2.5 Revise Integration Test Plan after Client Walkthrough


670 5.4.2.2.6 9.3.4.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Integration Test  Plan


671 5.4.2.2.7 Client Reviews Integration Test  Plan


672 5.4.2.2.8 HP Updates Integration Test  Plan per Client's Review


673 5.4.2.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Integration Test  Plan


674 5.4.2.2.10 9.3.4.3 MILESTONE: Client Approves Integration Test  Plan


675 5.4.3 9.3.2.8 System & User Documentation


676 5.4.3.1 Review & Update Existing System Documentation


677 5.4.3.2 Review & Update Existing User Documentation


678 5.4.3.3 Internal Review of Document Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


679 5.4.3.4 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation from Review


680 5.4.3.5 9.3.4.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Documented Deficiencies in System
Documentation


681 5.4.3.6 9.3.4.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Documented Deficiencies in User Documentation


682 5.4.3.7 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


683 5.4.3.8 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation per Client's
Review
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684 5.4.3.9 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


685 5.4.3.10 9.3.3.6 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Documented Deficiencies in System &
User Documentation


686 5.4.4 9.3.4.7 Nevada Training Plan Outline and Plan


687 5.4.4.1 Outline Nevada Training Plan


688 5.4.4.1.1 Develop Outline - Nevada Training Plan


689 5.4.4.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Nevada Training Plan


690 5.4.4.1.3 Revise Outline - Nevada Training Plan Based on HP Review


691 5.4.4.1.4 9.3.4.7 CHECKPOINT: Submit Nevada Training Plan Outline


692 5.4.4.1.5 Client Review of Nevada Training Plan Outline


693 5.4.4.1.6 HP Revise Nevada Training Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


694 5.4.4.1.7 Client of revised of Nevada Training Plan Outline


695 5.4.4.1.8 9.3.3.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Nevada Training Plan Outline


696 5.4.4.2 9.3.4.7 Nevada Training Plan


697 5.4.4.2.1 Review/Finalize Nevada Training Plan


698 5.4.4.2.2 Internal Review of Nevada Training Plan


699 5.4.4.2.3 Revise Nevada Training Plan after Review


700 5.4.4.2.4 Walkthrough Nevada Training Plan with Client


701 5.4.4.2.5 Revise Nevada Training Plan after Client Walkthrough


702 5.4.4.2.6 9.3.4.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Finalized Nevada Training Plan


703 5.4.4.2.7 Client Reviews Nevada Training Plan


704 5.4.4.2.8 HP Updates Nevada Training Plan per Client's Review


705 5.4.4.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Nevada Training Plan


706 5.4.4.2.10 9.3.3.7 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Nevada Training Plan


707 5.4.5 Data Migration Plan Outline and Plan


708 5.4.5.1 Outline Data Migration Plan


709 5.4.5.1.1 Develop Outline - Data Migration Plan


710 5.4.5.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Data Migration Plan


711 5.4.5.1.3 Revise Outline - Data Migration Plan Based on HP Review


712 5.4.5.1.4 Revise Data Migration Plan after Client Walkthrough


713 5.4.5.1.5 9.3.4.7 CHECKPOINT: Submit Data Migration Plan Outline


714 5.4.5.1.6 Client Review of Data Migration Plan Outline


715 5.4.5.1.7 HP Revise Data Migration Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


716 5.4.5.1.8 Client of revised of Data Migration Plan Outline


717 5.4.5.1.9 9.3.3.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Data Migration Plan Outline


718 5.4.5.2 9.4.2.3 Data Migration Plan


719 5.4.5.2.1 Review/Finalize Data Migration Plan


720 5.4.5.2.2 Internal Review of Data Migration Plan


721 5.4.5.2.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Finalized Data Migration Plan


722 5.4.5.2.4 Client Reviews Data Migration Plan


723 5.4.5.2.5 HP Updates Data Migration Plan per Client's Review
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724 5.4.5.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Data Migration Plan


725 5.4.5.2.7 9.4.4.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Data Migration Plan


726 5.4.6 Obtain Initial System Files


727 5.4.6.1 CHECKPOINT: Client System Files Available


728 5.4.6.2 Client Arrange for the Transfer of System Program Files


729 5.4.6.3 Client Arrange for the Transfer of System Adhoc Libraries


730 5.4.6.4 Client Arrange for the Transfer of System Special Reporting Libraries


731 5.4.6.5 Client Arrange for the Transfer of MMIS Source Documentation Files


732 5.4.6.6 Client Arrange for the Transfer of MMIS Paper Documentation 


733 5.4.6.7 Client Arrange for the Transfer of Cycle Parameters


734 5.4.6.8 Client Arrange for Current Production Program Libraries


735 5.4.6.9 CHECKPOINT: HP Sends Confirmation of all Initial Files Received for
Client validation


736 5.4.7 Knowledge Transfer 


737 5.4.7.1 Prepare for Knowledge Transfer 


738 5.4.7.2 Conduct Knowledge Transfer Session 1


739 5.4.7.3 Conduct Knowledge Transfer Session 2


740 5.4.7.4 Conduct Knowledge Transfer Session 3


741 5.4.8 9.3.3.2 /
9.3.3.3


Transition Core MMIS


742 5.4.8.1 Claims


743 5.4.8.1.1 Verify & Update System Configuration


744 5.4.8.1.2 Verify and update Subcontractor Agreements


745 5.4.8.1.3 Testing system configuration for suspense processing


746 5.4.8.2 12.5.3 Financial


747 5.4.8.2.1 12.5.3 Verify & Update Infrastructure


748 5.4.8.2.2 Verify & Update Configuration


749 5.4.8.2.3 Validation of Financial Area


750 5.4.8.3 Prior Authorizations


751 5.4.8.3.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


752 5.4.8.3.2 Verify & Update Configuration


753 5.4.8.3.3 Validation of Prior Auth Area


754 5.4.8.4 Provider


755 5.4.8.4.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


756 5.4.8.4.2 Verify & Update Configuration


757 5.4.8.4.3 Validation Provider Area


758 5.4.8.5 Recipient


759 5.4.8.5.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


760 5.4.8.5.2 Verify & Update Configuration


761 5.4.8.5.3 Validation of Recipient Area


762 5.4.8.6 Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) Support


763 5.4.8.6.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure
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764 5.4.8.6.2 Verify & Update Configuration


765 5.4.8.6.3 Validation of SURS Area


766 5.4.8.7 Third Party Liability (TPL)


767 5.4.8.7.1 12.5.8 Identify and maintain TPL pay and chase activities


768 5.4.8.7.2 12.5.8 Establish interfaces 


769 5.4.8.8 Early Periodic Screening Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT)


770 5.4.8.8.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


771 5.4.8.8.2 Verify & Update Configuration


772 5.4.8.8.3 Validation of EPSDT Area


773 5.4.8.9 12.5.10 Level of Care (LOC)  


774 5.4.8.9.1 12.5.10 Verify & Update Infrastructure


775 5.4.8.9.2 Verify & Update Configuration


776 5.4.8.9.3 Validation of LOC Area


777 5.4.8.10 Reference


778 5.4.8.10.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


779 5.4.8.10.2 Verify & Update Configuration


780 5.4.8.10.3 Validation of reference Area


781 5.4.8.11 Management and Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS)


782 5.4.8.11.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


783 5.4.8.11.2 Verify & Update Configuration


784 5.4.8.11.3 Validation of MARS Area


785 5.4.8.12 12.7.9 Return ID Card Process 


786 5.4.8.12.1 Verify & Update System Configuration


787 5.4.8.12.2 Verify and update Subcontractor Agreements


788 5.4.8.12.3 Testing system configuration for card processing with  Subcontractor


789 5.4.8.12.4 Test application to receive and process return ID cards 


790 5.4.8.12.5 Validate Reports


791 5.4.8.12.6 Sign SOW with Subcontractor


792 5.4.8.12.7 Define and document operational procedures


793 5.4.8.12.8 Test data lines and card production application connectivity with
Subcontractor


794 5.4.8.13 12.6.02 Clinical Claims Editing - McKesson Claim Check


795 5.4.8.13.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs


796 5.4.8.13.2 Order Hardware


797 5.4.8.13.3  Receive Hardware


798 5.4.8.13.4 Install & Configure Hardware


799 5.4.8.13.5 Test Hardware


800 5.4.8.13.6 Port Application


801 5.4.8.13.7 Test Application


802 5.4.8.13.8 Document Results


803 5.4.9 9.3.3.2 /
9.3.3.3


Transition Peripheral Systems and Tools
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804 5.4.9.1 Electronic Prescription Software 


805 5.4.9.1.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs


806 5.4.9.1.2  Order Hardware


807 5.4.9.1.3 Receive Hardware


808 5.4.9.1.4 Install & Configure Hardware


809 5.4.9.1.5 Test Hardware


810 5.4.9.1.6 Port Application


811 5.4.9.1.7 Test Application


812 5.4.9.1.8 Document Results


813 5.4.9.2 Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate 


814 5.4.9.2.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs


815 5.4.9.2.2 Order Hardware


816 5.4.9.2.3 Receive Hardware


817 5.4.9.2.4 Install & Configure Hardware


818 5.4.9.2.5 Test Hardware


819 5.4.9.2.6 Port Application


820 5.4.9.2.7 Test Application


821 5.4.9.2.8 Document Results


822 5.4.9.3 Decision Support System - Hosting Services


823 5.4.9.3.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs


824 5.4.9.3.2 Order Hardware


825 5.4.9.3.3 Receive Hardware


826 5.4.9.3.4 Install & Configure Hardware


827 5.4.9.3.5 Test Hardware


828 5.4.9.3.6 Port Application


829 5.4.9.3.7 Test Application


830 5.4.9.3.8 Document Results


831 5.4.9.4 Pharmacy  


832 5.4.9.4.1 Data connectivity


833 5.4.9.4.1.1 Complete BAA and TPA documents


834 5.4.9.4.1.2 Submit BAA and TPA to DHCFP and/or HP


835 5.4.9.4.1.3 Start work order to complete VPN/MPLS connection


836 5.4.9.4.1.4 Confirm VPN/MPLS connection established


837 5.4.9.4.1.5 Confirm Access to RxCLAIM via VPN/MPLS


838 5.4.9.4.1.6 Data Connectivity Complete


839 5.4.9.4.2 Transfer of phone operations from Incumbent


840 5.4.9.4.2.1 Kickoff call on transfer tasks


841 5.4.9.4.2.2 DHCFP to confirm all numbers to be transferred


842 5.4.9.4.2.3 SXC to submit request for transfer prior to cutover


843 5.4.9.4.2.4 Incumbent to place an automatic transfer to SXC DID numbers at
midnight on cutover date


844 5.4.9.4.2.5 Phone/fax numbers transitioned
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845 5.4.9.4.3 Initiate Product enhancement requests


846 5.4.9.4.3.1 Create Service Requests for all SXC Product Enhancements 


847 5.4.9.4.3.2 Review Service Requests


848 5.4.9.4.3.3 Service Request QA/Development Review


849 5.4.9.4.3.4 Service Requests Finalized


850 5.4.9.4.4 Interface Design


851 5.4.9.4.4.1 Design Member Interfaces to RxCLAIM


852 5.4.9.4.4.1.1 Design Eligibility and Enrollment Interface


853 5.4.9.4.4.1.2 Design COB Interface


854 5.4.9.4.4.1.3 Design Lock-in Interface


855 5.4.9.4.4.2 Design pharmacy network interface


856 5.4.9.4.4.3 Design other provider interface


857 5.4.9.4.4.4 Design Claims Interface from RxCLAIM


858 5.4.9.4.4.5 Design other interfaces


859 5.4.9.4.4.6 Interfaces Designed


860 5.4.9.4.4.7 Design complete


861 5.4.9.4.5 Construction


862 5.4.9.4.5.1 Pharmacy System (RxCLAIM) Development/Unit Test


863 5.4.9.4.5.1.1 Code/Unit test modifications for RxCLAIM


864 5.4.9.4.5.1.2 Code/Unit test mods for RxMAX


865 5.4.9.4.5.1.3 Code/Unit test mods for other products


866 5.4.9.4.5.1.4 Product code/unit test complete


867 5.4.9.4.5.2 Develop Pharmacy Interfaces


868 5.4.9.4.5.2.1 Code/Unit test Member Interface


869 5.4.9.4.5.2.1.1 Code/Unit test Eligibility and Enrollment Interfaces


870 5.4.9.4.5.2.1.2 Code/Unit test COB Interface


871 5.4.9.4.5.2.1.3 Code/Unit test Lock-in Interface


872 5.4.9.4.5.2.2 Code/Unit test provider interface


873 5.4.9.4.5.2.3 Code/Unit test Claims Interface from RxCLAIM


874 5.4.9.4.5.2.4 Code/Unit test other interfaces


875 5.4.9.4.5.2.5 Interfaces Developed/Unit Tested


876 5.4.9.4.5.3 Coding/Unit Testing Complete


877 5.4.9.4.5.4 RxCLAIM Data Conversion


878 5.4.9.4.5.4.1 Conversion Planning


879 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.1 Develop Conversion Plan


880 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.2 Review Conversion Plan


881 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3 Conversion Design


882 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.1 Claims Load Design


883 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.2 MAC load design


884 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.3 PA history load design


885 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.4 Conversion Design Complete


886 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4 Conversion Development / Unit Test 
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887 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.1 Code/Test Claims Load 


888 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.2 Code/Test MAC Load


889 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.3 Code/Test Prior Authorization


890 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.4 Conversions Developed/Unit tested


891 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5 Conversion Acceptance Testing


892 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.1 Review acceptance testing criteria


893 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.2 Perform Acceptance test conversion


894 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.3 Joint review of conversion data against source data


895 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.4 Conversion acceptance test approved


896 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6 Conversion Execution


897 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.1 Convert and load Claims


900 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.2 Convert and load PA


903 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.3 Convert and load MAC data


905 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.4 Initial Member Interface - Full file


914 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.5 Convert and Load Provider information


916 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.6 Data Conversion Execution Complete


917 5.4.9.5 Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System  


918 5.4.9.5.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs


919 5.4.9.5.2 Order Hardware


920 5.4.9.5.3 Receive Hardware


921 5.4.9.5.4 Install & Configure Hardware


922 5.4.9.5.5 Test Hardware


923 5.4.9.5.6 Port Application


924 5.4.9.5.7 Test Application


925 5.4.9.5.8 Document Results


926 5.4.9.6 Interactive Voice Response (IVR)


927 5.4.9.6.1 Review IVR Requirements


928 5.4.9.6.2 Review & Document Hardware Needs


929 5.4.9.6.3 Order Hardware


930 5.4.9.6.4 Receive Hardware


931 5.4.9.6.5 Install & Configure Hardware


932 5.4.9.6.6 Test Hardware


933 5.4.9.6.7 Port Application


934 5.4.9.6.8 Test Application


935 5.4.9.6.9 Document Results


936 5.4.9.6.10 IVR - Final Recording of Messages


937 5.4.9.6.10.1 MILESTONE: Freeze Changes to IVR Scripts


938 5.4.9.6.10.2 Format & Send Messages for Recording


939 5.4.9.6.10.3 Messages are Professionally Recorded


940 5.4.9.6.10.4 Review & Load Recorded Messages


941 5.4.9.7 9.6.1.8 Setup Data Capture / Document Scanning / Key From Image


942 5.4.9.7.1 Review Hardware / Software Requirements
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943 5.4.9.7.2 Imaging LAN/WAN Design


944 5.4.9.7.3 Order Hardware / Software Required


945 5.4.9.7.4 Receive Hardware / Software Required


946 5.4.9.7.5 Setup Scanners


947 5.4.9.7.6 Install SunGard Scanning Software


948 5.4.9.7.7 Install Baseline Forms


949 5.4.9.7.8 Install Data Entry System


950 5.4.9.7.9 Test Scanner program


951 5.4.9.7.10 Test Image storage application


952 5.4.9.7.11 Test Data entry applications and connectivity with Chico 


953 5.4.9.7.12 Run Tests on Equipment


954 5.4.9.8 9.6.1.8 Setup Call Center


955 5.4.9.8.1 Review Call Center Requirements


956 5.4.9.8.2 Call Center Design


957 5.4.9.8.3 Order Necessary Call Center Equipment  


958 5.4.9.8.4 Receive Call Center Equipment  


959 5.4.9.8.5 Install Call Center Equipment  


960 5.4.9.8.6 Test & Verify Call Center Equipment  


961 5.4.9.8.7 Provide Sufficient Number of Phone Lines


962 5.4.9.8.8 Confirm Toll Free Phone Numbers for Transfer


963 5.4.9.8.9 Provision Temp 800 Phone Numbers


964 5.4.9.8.10 Configure Avaya Call & Interaction Center Tracking System


965 5.4.9.8.11 Data Transfer of All Tickets/Reports to HP PPM SM


966 5.4.9.8.12 Define Call Center Functions & Processes 


967 5.4.9.8.13 Formulate Call Center Processes and Complete Documentation


968 5.4.9.8.14 Hire Call Center Personnel


969 5.4.9.8.15 Train Call Center Personnel


970 5.4.9.8.16 CHECKPOINT:   Call Center Ready


971 5.4.9.9 12.7.11 Printing


972 5.4.9.9.1 Compile and review print requirements with vendor


973 5.4.9.9.2 Finalize contract terms with vendor


974 5.4.9.9.3 Evaluate the network connectivity


975 5.4.9.9.4 System development to establish network


976 5.4.9.9.5 Testing


977 5.4.9.9.6 Promotion


978 5.4.9.9.7 Manage print stock/cutover with vendor


979 5.4.10 9.3.3.2 /
9.3.3.3


Proprietary / Replacement Software


980 5.4.10.1 DSS Design, Development and Implementation Activities


981 5.4.10.1.1 Conduct DSS Requirements Analysis Sessions


982 5.4.10.1.1.1 Plan/Schedule Requirements Analysis Sessions


983 5.4.10.1.1.2 Develop/Distribute Session Materials
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984 5.4.10.1.1.3 Conduct Requirements Analysis Sessions


985 5.4.10.1.1.4 Gather Advantage Suite 3.1 Rebuild Requirements


986 5.4.10.1.1.5 Gather Advantage Suite 5.0 Build Requirements


987 5.4.10.1.1.6 Define MARS and SURS Report Enhancement Requirements


988 5.4.10.1.1.7 Define SAS and MapInfo Requirements


989 5.4.10.1.2 Develop and Gain Approval of DSS Requirements Analysis Document
(RAD)


990 5.4.10.1.2.1 Develop draft DSS RAD


991 5.4.10.1.2.2 Perform DSS RAD Walkthrough with DHCFP


992 5.4.10.1.2.3 MILESTONE:  Deliver DSS RAD to DHCFP


993 5.4.10.1.2.4 Review and Approve DSS RAD Document


994 5.4.10.1.3 Perform DSS Design, Development and Implementation Activities


995 5.4.10.1.3.1 Establish the Service Center Technical Environment


996 5.4.10.1.3.1.1 Order NV DSS HW/SW Components


997 5.4.10.1.3.1.2 Order HW/SW Components


998 5.4.10.1.3.1.3 MILESTONE:  HW/SW Components Received


999 5.4.10.1.3.2 Establish NV DSS Environments


1000 5.4.10.1.3.2.1 Establish Environments


1001 5.4.10.1.3.2.2 Setup servers with OS, Oracle, Software, Utilities, etc.


1002 5.4.10.1.3.2.3 Establish Connectivity / Test Access


1003 5.4.10.1.3.2.4 MILESTONE:  DSS Technical Environment Ready


1004 5.4.10.1.4 Design the DSS


1005 5.4.10.1.4.1 Design the Advantage Suite 3.1 Rebuild


1006 5.4.10.1.4.1.1 Update Existing Data Model and Data Element Dictionary


1007 5.4.10.1.4.1.2 Update Transformation Logic (TDWs)


1008 5.4.10.1.4.1.3 Update DataStage Conversion Routines


1009 5.4.10.1.4.1.4 Design Modifications to Existing Pre-converts


1010 5.4.10.1.4.1.5 Compile 3.1 Rebuild Specifics for Design Document


1011 5.4.10.1.4.2 Design the Advantage Suite 5.0 Build


1012 5.4.10.1.4.2.1 Design 5.0 Data Model and Data Element Dictionary


1013 5.4.10.1.4.2.2 Design 5.0 Transformation Logic (TDWs)


1014 5.4.10.1.4.2.3 Design 5.0 DataStage Conversion Routines


1015 5.4.10.1.4.2.4 Design 5.0 Pre-converts


1016 5.4.10.1.4.2.5 Compile 5.0 Build Specifics for Design Document


1017 5.4.10.1.4.3 Design SAS Connectivity and Configuration


1018 5.4.10.1.4.3.1 Design SAS Connectivity and Configuration


1019 5.4.10.1.4.3.2 Compile SAS Design Specifics for Design Document


1020 5.4.10.1.4.4 Design MapInfo DSS Component


1021 5.4.10.1.4.4.1 Design any MapInfo Customization


1022 5.4.10.1.4.4.2 Compile MapInfo Design Specifics for Design Document


1023 5.4.10.1.4.5 Develop and Submit DSS Design Document


1024 5.4.10.1.4.5.1 Compile DSS Design Components
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1025 5.4.10.1.4.5.2 Draft DSS Design Document


1026 5.4.10.1.4.5.3 Perform DHCFP Walkthrough of DSS Design Document


1027 5.4.10.1.4.5.4 Incorporate DHCFP Comments and Submit DSS Design Document


1028 5.4.10.1.4.5.5 DHCFP Review/Approval of DSS Design Document


1029 5.4.10.1.4.5.6 MILESTONE:  DSS Design Approved


1030 5.4.10.1.5 Develop the DSS


1031 5.4.10.1.5.1 Develop the 3.1 Rebuild Components


1032 5.4.10.1.5.1.1 Make Required 3.1 Data Model Modifications


1033 5.4.10.1.5.1.2 Develop and Unit Test Required Pre-convert Routines 


1034 5.4.10.1.5.1.3 Develop and Unit Test Required DataStage Routines


1035 5.4.10.1.5.1.4 Receive and Investigate New Extract Data


1036 5.4.10.1.5.2 Develop the 5.0 Build Components


1037 5.4.10.1.5.2.1 Customize 5.0 Data Model


1038 5.4.10.1.5.2.2 Develop and Unit Test 5.0 Pre-convert Routines 


1039 5.4.10.1.5.2.3 Develop and Unit Test 5.0 DataStage Routines


1040 5.4.10.1.5.3 Develop SAS Tool Connectivity and Configuration


1041 5.4.10.1.5.3.1 Install SAS Software Components


1042 5.4.10.1.5.3.2 Develop Interface/Connectivity


1043 5.4.10.1.5.3.3 Configure SAS (as needed)


1044 5.4.10.1.5.4 Develop MapInfo Component


1045 5.4.10.1.5.4.1 Install MapInfo Software 


1046 5.4.10.1.5.4.2 Develop Interface/Connectivity


1047 5.4.10.1.5.4.3 Configure MapInfo (as needed)


1048 5.4.10.1.6 Test and Implement the DSS


1049 5.4.10.1.6.1 Develop Test Plans


1050 5.4.10.1.6.1.1 Develop the System Test Plan


1051 5.4.10.1.6.1.2 Develop the User Test Support Plan


1052 5.4.10.1.6.2 Perform Builds and System Testing


1053 5.4.10.1.6.3 Rebuild 3.1 Advantage Suite Base


1054 5.4.10.1.6.3.1 Perform System Test Iteration One


1055 5.4.10.1.6.3.1.1 Rebuild/Test AS 3.1 Base


1056 5.4.10.1.6.3.1.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases


1057 5.4.10.1.6.3.1.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases


1058 5.4.10.1.6.3.2 Perform System Test Iteration Two


1059 5.4.10.1.6.3.2.1 Rebuild/Test AS 3.1 Base


1060 5.4.10.1.6.3.2.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases


1061 5.4.10.1.6.3.2.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases


1062 5.4.10.1.6.3.3 Migrate 3.1 Components to Service Center Environment


1063 5.4.10.1.6.3.3.1 Migrate 3.1 Components


1064 5.4.10.1.6.3.3.2 Test Migration


1065 5.4.10.1.6.3.4 Develop the Test Results Document
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1066 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.1 Compile DSS Test Data


1067 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.2 Draft DSS Test Results Document


1068 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.3 Perform DHCFP Walkthrough of Test Results Document


1069 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.4 Incorporate DHCFP Comments and Submit Test Results Doc.


1070 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.5 DHCFP Review/Approval of Test Results Document


1071 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.6 MILESTONE:  DSS Test Results Document Approved


1072 5.4.10.1.6.4 Build 5.0 Advantage Suite Base


1073 5.4.10.1.6.4.1 Perform System Test Iteration One


1074 5.4.10.1.6.4.1.1 Build/Test AS 5.0 Base


1075 5.4.10.1.6.4.1.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases


1076 5.4.10.1.6.4.1.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases


1077 5.4.10.1.6.4.2 Perform System Test Iteration Two


1078 5.4.10.1.6.4.2.1 Build/Test AS 5.0 Base


1079 5.4.10.1.6.4.2.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases


1080 5.4.10.1.6.4.2.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases


1081 5.4.10.1.6.4.3 Perform System Test Iteration Three


1082 5.4.10.1.6.4.3.1 Build/Test AS 5.0 Base


1083 5.4.10.1.6.4.3.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases


1084 5.4.10.1.6.4.3.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases


1085 5.4.10.1.6.4.4 Develop the Test Results Document


1086 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.1 Compile DSS Test Data


1087 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.2 Draft DSS Test Results Document


1088 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.3 Perform DHCFP Walkthrough of Test Results Document


1089 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.4 Incorporate DHCFP Comments and Submit Test Results Doc.


1090 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.5 DHCFP Review/Approval of Test Results Document


1091 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.6 MILESTONE:  DSS Test Results Document Approved


1092 5.4.10.2 TPL (Emdeon)


1093 5.4.10.2.1 Setup


1094 5.4.10.2.1.1 Finalize agreement with TPL Vendor


1095 5.4.10.2.1.2 Review TPL Vendor's Project Plan


1096 5.4.10.2.1.3 Order Hardware


1097 5.4.10.2.1.4 Establish Circuit


1098 5.4.10.2.1.5 Develop connection with TPL Vendor


1099 5.4.10.2.1.6 Set up Office Space for TPL Vendor


1100 5.4.10.2.1.7 Setup Equipment for TPL Vendor


1101 5.4.10.2.2 Design


1102 5.4.10.2.2.1 Gather Requirements


1103 5.4.10.2.2.1.1 Operational


1104 5.4.10.2.2.1.2 Systems


1105 5.4.10.2.2.1.3 Reporting
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1106 5.4.10.2.2.2 Establish Business Rules


1107 5.4.10.2.2.3 Establish Development Environment


1108 5.4.10.2.2.4 Establish Database Design


1109 5.4.10.2.2.5 Establish Data Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) Processes


1110 5.4.10.2.2.6 Establish Security Module


1111 5.4.10.2.2.7 Establish Financial Module


1112 5.4.10.2.3 Implementation


1113 5.4.10.2.3.1 Operational processes


1114 5.4.10.2.3.2 Database Design


1115 5.4.10.2.3.3 Business Rules


1116 5.4.10.2.3.4 Data Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) Processes


1117 5.4.10.2.3.5 System enhancements


1118 5.4.10.2.3.6 Mailroom & letters


1119 5.4.10.2.3.7 Imaging


1120 5.4.10.2.3.8 Call center


1121 5.4.10.2.3.9 Security Module


1122 5.4.10.2.3.10 Financial Module


1123 5.4.10.2.3.11 Reporting


1124 5.4.10.2.3.12 Setup Phone for TPL Vendor


1125 5.4.10.2.3.13 Set up space for TPL Vendor staff


1126 5.4.10.2.3.14 Equipment connectivity for TPL Vendor


1127 5.4.10.2.4 QA


1128 5.4.10.2.4.1 Operational processes


1129 5.4.10.2.4.2 Database Design


1130 5.4.10.2.4.3 Business Rules


1131 5.4.10.2.4.4 Data Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) Processes


1132 5.4.10.2.4.5 System enhancements


1133 5.4.10.2.4.6 Mailroom & letters


1134 5.4.10.2.4.7 Imaging


1135 5.4.10.2.4.8 Call center


1136 5.4.10.2.4.9 Security Module


1137 5.4.10.2.4.10 Financial Module


1138 5.4.10.2.4.11 Reporting


1139 5.4.10.3 Prior Authorization / Utilization Management


1140 5.4.10.3.1 Work Management


1141 5.4.10.3.1.1 Plan Project Work


1142 5.4.10.3.1.1.1 Plan Project Work  Summary


1143 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.1 Start Project


1144 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.2 Refine Scope and Approach  DevPlus Overlapping Waterfall


1145 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.3 Conduct Business Assessment


1146 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.4 Finalize Project Scope
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1147 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.5 Conduct Project Kick Off Meeting


1148 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.6 Estimate Project Work  Application Development


1149 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.7 Plan Prepare for Estimates


1150 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.8 Gather Historical Information


1151 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9 Estimate Project Size


1152 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.1 Develop BottomUp Estimates


1153 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.2 Reconcile Differences


1154 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.3 Estimate Critical Computer Resources


1155 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.4 Package Estimate Results


1156 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.10 Create Project Schedule


1157 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.11 Package and Secure Commitment


1158 5.4.10.3.1.2 Plan Project Work  Reviews


1159 5.4.10.3.1.3 Plan Project Work  Rework


1160 5.4.10.3.1.4 Execute Project Plan


1161 5.4.10.3.1.4.1 Execute Project Plan  Summary


1162 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.1 Deploy Project Resources


1163 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.2 Manage Plan Execution


1164 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.3 Manage Project Results


1165 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.4 Manage Project  Exceptions


1166 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.5 Manage Requests for Change


1167 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.6 Manage Intellectual Property


1168 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.7 Project Related Training 


1169 5.4.10.3.1.4.2 Infrastructure Set Up - Initial


1170 5.4.10.3.1.4.2.1 Procure hardware and configure DEV servers


1171 5.4.10.3.1.4.2.2 Procure hardware and configure UAT servers


1172 5.4.10.3.1.4.2.3 Procure hardware and configure PROD servers


1173 5.4.10.3.1.4.3 Set Up Test Environments


1174 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.1 DEV Env - Install Application Server Web Client Components


1175 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.2 UAT Env - Install Application Server Web Client Components


1176 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.3 Shake out testing of the installations


1177 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.4 DEV - Install Integrations


1178 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.5 UAT - Install Integrations


1179 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.6 Shake out testing integrations


1180 5.4.10.3.1.5 Configuration Summary


1181 5.4.10.3.1.5.1 Staff Maintenance and Left Navigation Bar


1182 5.4.10.3.1.5.1.1 Analyze and Define Staff Maintenance, Staff Roles, Left Nav


1183 5.4.10.3.1.5.1.2 Design Produce Staff Maint Sec Staff Roles Left Nav by Staff


1184 5.4.10.3.1.5.2 Letter Configuration


1185 5.4.10.3.1.5.2.1 Analyze Define Letters Configuration
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1186 5.4.10.3.1.5.2.2 Produce Letters


1187 5.4.10.3.1.5.3 Templates - Case, Auth, Tx Svc, Svc Review


1188 5.4.10.3.1.5.3.1 Analyze and  Define Templates Case Auth Tx Svc Svc Review


1189 5.4.10.3.1.5.3.2 Produce Templates Case Auth Tx Svc Svc Review


1190 5.4.10.3.1.5.4 Triggers and Templates


1191 5.4.10.3.1.5.4.1 Analyze and Define Triggers Templates Sched Act Note Letters


1192 5.4.10.3.1.5.4.2 Produce Triggers and Associated Templates


1193 5.4.10.3.1.5.5 Code Sets


1194 5.4.10.3.1.5.5.1 Analyze Define Code Sets


1195 5.4.10.3.1.5.5.2 Customer Obtains Code Licenses and Files from Vendors


1196 5.4.10.3.1.5.5.3 Produce and Load Code Sets


1197 5.4.10.3.1.5.6 Benefit Maintenance


1198 5.4.10.3.1.5.6.1 Analyze Define Benefit Maintenance


1199 5.4.10.3.1.5.6.2 Produce Benefit Maintenance Configurations


1200 5.4.10.3.1.5.7 Risk Profile/Processing Configuration


1201 5.4.10.3.1.5.7.1 Analyze Define Risk Criteria


1202 5.4.10.3.1.5.7.2 Produce Risk Criteria Configuration


1203 5.4.10.3.1.5.8 Miscellaneous Configuration


1204 5.4.10.3.1.5.8.1 Analyze Define Miscellaneous Configuration


1205 5.4.10.3.1.5.8.2 Produce Miscellaneous Configuration


1206 5.4.10.3.1.5.9 Audit Configuration


1207 5.4.10.3.1.5.9.1 Analyze Define Audit Configuration


1208 5.4.10.3.1.5.9.2 Produce Audit file


1209 5.4.10.3.1.5.10 Test Configurations


1210 5.4.10.3.1.6 End Configuration


1211 5.4.10.3.1.7 Integration and Interfaces Summary


1212 5.4.10.3.1.7.1 Start Interfaces Integration


1213 5.4.10.3.1.7.2 Payer Group Package Product Network Integration


1214 5.4.10.3.1.7.2.1 Def/Analyze Payer Group Package Product Network Structure


1215 5.4.10.3.1.7.2.2 Produce Payer Group Package Product Networks XML File


1216 5.4.10.3.1.7.2.3 Test Payer Group Package Product Network Interface


1217 5.4.10.3.1.7.3 Inbound Authorization


1218 5.4.10.3.1.7.3.1 Def/Analyze Svc Auth Interface - Inbound


1219 5.4.10.3.1.7.3.2 Produce Svc Auth  Interface XML file - Inbound


1220 5.4.10.3.1.7.3.3 Test Svc Auth  Interface - Inbound


1221 5.4.10.3.1.7.4 Risk Interface


1222 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.1 Def/Analyze Risk Profile Interface


1223 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.2 Design Risk Profile Interface


1224 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.3 Produce Risk Profile Interface


1225 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.4 Test Risk Profile Interface
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1226 5.4.10.3.1.7.5 Set up and configure load utilities and Messenger for
Interfaces


1227 5.4.10.3.1.7.5.1 Load utilities and Messenger testing for interfaces


1228 5.4.10.3.1.7.6 MetaVance Interface


1229 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1 Validate requirements and Mapping


1230 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.1 Configure MetaVance Tables/Values


1231 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.2 CID Interface to MTV - Mapping


1232 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.3 Authorizations Interface to MTV - Mapping


1233 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.4 Enrollees to Atlantes - Mapping


1234 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.5 Providers to Atlantes - Mapping


1235 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.2 Set up and configure Messenger


1236 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.3 Set up MQ Series for near real time Outbound SA transaction


1237 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.4 Establish test environments MTV and Atlantes


1238 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5 Test MetaVance/Atlantes Interfaces and Loads


1239 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.1 Test Outbound Authorizations to MTV


1240 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.2 Test Enrollee Load from MTV


1241 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.3 Test Provider Load from MTV


1242 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.4 Test Claims Load from MTV


1243 5.4.10.3.1.8 End Interfaces Integrations


1244 5.4.10.3.2 Application Implementation


1245 5.4.10.3.2.1 Implement Application


1246 5.4.10.3.2.1.1 User Acceptance Testing


1247 5.4.10.3.2.1.1.1 Create Test Plans/Test Cases


1248 5.4.10.3.2.1.1.2 Create Test Data


1249 5.4.10.3.2.1.1.3 Execute Test Cases


1250 5.4.10.3.2.1.2 Conduct Training


1251 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1 Conduct Atlantes Training


1252 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.1 Conduct Super User Training


1253 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.2 Conduct Train the Trainer 


1254 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.3 Business - Schedule training classes


1255 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.4 Business - Prepare training material


1256 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.5 Business - Reserve rooms


1257 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.6 Conduct training classes for business users


1258 5.4.10.3.2.1.3 Start Infrastructure and Installation Production


1259 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.1 Build, Package and Deliver Final Go Live Versions


1260 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.2 PROD Env - Install Application Server Web Client Components


1261 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.3 PROD - Install Messager and MQ Series for Integration


1262 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.4 Shake Out Testing of production installations


1263 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.5 Obtain Production Installation Acceptance


1264 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.6 End Infrastructure Installation


1265 5.4.10.3.2.1.4 Go Live
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1266 5.4.10.3.2.1.4.1 Install production applications


1267 5.4.10.3.2.1.4.2 Issue Research


1268 5.4.10.4 Verification Meeting


1269 5.4.10.4.1 Conduct Verification Meeting for Proprietary / Replacement Software with the
Client


1270 5.4.10.5 Atlantes - Clinical Configuration 


1271 5.4.10.5.1 Identify NV Specific PA Template Needs


1272 5.4.10.5.2 Identify Field Level Details for PA


1273 5.4.10.5.3 Configure Field Level Details


1274 5.4.10.5.4 Identify User Groups


1275 5.4.10.6 CRM Service Manager Help Desk


1276 5.4.10.6.1 CRM - Design -  


1277 5.4.10.6.1.1 Review CRM  Requirements


1278 5.4.10.6.1.2 Create CRM  Requirements Document


1279 5.4.10.6.1.3 Review & Revise CRM  Requirements Document


1280 5.4.10.6.1.4 Create CRM  Design


1281 5.4.10.6.1.5 Review & Revise CRM  Design


1282 5.4.10.6.2 CRM - Configuration Release 1 -  


1283 5.4.10.6.2.1 CRM  CSR Build 1 


1284 5.4.10.6.2.1.1 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Review Requirements and Design Docs


1285 5.4.10.6.2.1.2 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Conduct CSR Configure and Unit Test


1286 5.4.10.6.2.1.3 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Conduct Configuration & Unit Test Walkthrough


1287 5.4.10.6.2.1.4 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Rework and Retest CSR Defects


1288 5.4.10.6.2.1.5 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Update Design and System Documentation


1289 5.4.10.7 12.6.9 Health Care(HC) Provider Web Portal  


1290 5.4.10.7.1 12.6.9 NV Web Portal Kick-off


1291 5.4.10.7.2 12.6.9 Develop NV Web Portal Project Plan


1292 5.4.10.7.3 12.6.9 Identify/Resource NV Portal Delivery Team


1293 5.4.10.7.4 12.6.9 Perform Detail Gap Analysis between existing web capabilities and HP HC
Portal


1294 5.4.10.7.5 12.6.9 Gap to HC Product to determine inclusion in immediate release vs next/future
releases


1295 5.4.10.7.6 12.6.9 Portal Release


1296 5.4.10.7.7 12.6.9 Deliver NV Portal Release


1297 5.4.10.7.8 12.6.9 Install HP HC Provider Portal into development environment


1298 5.4.10.7.9 12.6.9 Testing environment setup


1299 5.4.10.7.10 12.6.9 Install HP HC Provider Portal into testing environment


1300 5.4.10.7.11 12.6.9 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service
Provider Registration


1301 5.4.10.7.12 12.6.9 Build web service from NV payer system for Provider Information: language,
location, details, switch, organization, specialties
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1302 5.4.10.7.13 12.6.9 Build web service from NV payer system for Membership Information


1303 5.4.10.7.14 12.6.9.9 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service Contact
Us/Secure Correspondence


1304 5.4.10.7.15 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
270/271 - Eligibility


1305 5.4.10.7.16 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for 278
- Prior Auth (non-pharmacy


1306 5.4.10.7.17 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for 278
- Prior Auth (pharmacy)


1307 5.4.10.7.18 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
276/277 - Claims Status


1308 5.4.10.7.19 12.6.9.10 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
electronic RA


1309 5.4.10.7.20 12.6.9.12 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
Claims Submission (837)


1310 5.4.10.7.21 12.6.9 Migration of existing NV provider web accounts to HP HC Portal for testing;
includes delegate relationships to providers if applicable


1311 5.4.10.7.22 12.6.9 Create Content Pages for public access including content, communications,
guides, forms and files, links to NV websites, info on EDI, ePrescribe,


1312 5.4.10.7.23 12.6.9 Public Internet  Access Setup


1313 5.4.10.8 12.6.10 Online Document Retrieval and Archive System (ODRAS)


1314 5.4.10.8.1 12.6.10 Network Configuration--IBM OnDemand, MS SharePoint


1315 5.4.10.8.2 12.6.10 Install/Configure 2 Windows Fax Server with Fax Software, Fax board


1316 5.4.10.8.3 12.6.10 Setup/Configure Fax Lines


1317 5.4.10.8.4 12.6.10 Install/Configure 2 HP Unix Servers


1318 5.4.10.8.5 12.6.10.14 Setup/Configure Disc Storage


1319 5.4.10.8.6 12.6.10 Setup/Configure Tape Storage


1320 5.4.10.8.7 12.6.10 Install/Setup Disc Storage/Tape Storage Software


1321 5.4.10.8.8 12.6.10 Create IBM OnDemand/Oracle -- Claims


1322 5.4.10.8.9 12.6.10 Create IBM OnDemand/Oracle -- Report


1323 5.4.10.8.10 12.6.10 Create IBM OnDemand/Oracle -- Correspondence


1324 5.4.10.8.11 12.6.10.5 Create web browser interface to IBM OnDemand--Claims


1325 5.4.10.8.12 12.6.10.4 Create web browser interface to IBM OnDemand--Report


1326 5.4.10.8.13 12.6.10.6 Create web browser interface to IBM OnDemand--Correspondence


1327 5.4.10.8.14 12.6.10 Update Thick Client application to IBM OnDemand--Claims


1328 5.4.10.8.15 12.6.10 Create User Accounts for IBM OnDemand--Claims


1329 5.4.10.8.16 12.6.10 Create User Accounts for IBM OnDemand--Report


1330 5.4.10.8.17 12.6.10 Create User Accounts for IBM OnDemand--Correspondences


1331 5.4.10.8.18 12.6.10 Create SFTP Transfer Scripts


1332 5.4.10.8.19 12.6.10.8 Mainframe Report updates


1333 5.4.10.8.20 12.6.10 Feed export data from FirstDARS--Claims


1334 5.4.10.8.21 12.6.10 Feed export data from FirstDARS--Correspondences


1335 5.4.10.8.22 12.6.10 Feed export data from FirstDARS--Report


1336 5.4.10.8.23 12.6.10 Fax Testing
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1337 5.4.10.8.24 Testing


1338 5.4.10.8.24.1 Integration Testing  


1339 5.4.10.8.24.1.1 12.6.10.15 KDE to IBM OnDemand -- Claims


1340 5.4.10.8.24.1.2 12.6.10.15 MF EDI to IBM OnDemand -- Claims


1341 5.4.10.8.24.1.3 12.6.10.15 Correspondences to IBM OnDemand -- Correspondences


1342 5.4.10.8.24.1.4 12.6.10.8 MF Reports to IBM OnDemand -- Reports


1343 5.4.10.8.24.1.5 12.6.10.8 MARS Reports to IBM OnDemand -- Reports


1344 5.4.10.8.24.1.6 12.6.10.8 SURS Reports to IBM OnDemand -- Reports


1345 5.4.10.8.24.2 Web Browser Testing 


1346 5.4.10.8.24.2.1 12.6.10.5 Claims


1347 5.4.10.8.24.2.2 12.6.10.6 Correspondences


1348 5.4.10.8.24.2.3 12.6.10.4 Reports


1349 5.4.10.8.24.3 Install/Configure 


1350 5.4.10.8.24.3.1 12.6.10 Windows Server


1351 5.4.10.8.24.3.2 12.6.10 MS SharePoint


1352 5.4.10.8.24.3.3 12.6.10 MS SharePoint/SQL


1353 5.4.10.8.24.3.4 12.6.10 Desktop scanner


1354 5.4.10.8.24.3.5 12.6.10 Adobe Acrobat


1355 5.4.10.8.24.4 SharePoint


1356 5.4.10.8.24.4.1 12.6.10 Build MS SharePoint Template Page


1357 5.4.10.8.24.4.2 12.6.10 Create MS SharePoint User Accounts/Groups


1358 5.4.10.8.24.4.3 12.6.10 Feed export data from First Health document repository


1359 5.4.10.8.24.4.4 Integration Testing


1360 5.4.10.8.24.4.4.1 12.6.10 Add documents


1361 5.4.10.8.24.4.4.2 12.6.10 Check-In/check-Out documents


1362 5.4.10.8.24.4.4.3 12.6.10 User access (DHCFP, HP)


1363 5.4.10.9 Section 15 Health Education and Care Coordination (HECCU)  


1364 5.4.10.9.1 Systems Tasks


1365 5.4.10.9.1.1 Verify 1-800 availability


1366 5.4.10.9.1.2 15.10.4.2 Verify telephone stat tracking capability


1367 5.4.10.9.1.3 Verify telephone stats reporting capability 


1368 5.4.10.9.1.4 Determine call routing procedures


1369 5.4.10.9.1.5 Verify after hours messaging


1370 5.4.10.9.1.6 15.4.3.2 Verify language line access


1371 5.4.10.9.1.7 15.4.1 Verify member website


1372 5.4.10.9.1.8 Design data query for ABD members


1373 5.4.10.9.1.9 15.2.1 Determine member information posting procedures


1374 5.4.10.9.1.10 Build member contact tracking on-line assessment database 


1375 5.4.10.9.1.11 Test database


1376 5.4.10.9.1.12 Determine call routing procedures


1377 5.4.10.9.1.13 Test call routing procedures


1378 5.4.10.9.2 Operational Tasks
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1379 5.4.10.9.2.1 15.4.3.1 Hire Staff


1380 5.4.10.9.2.2 Train Staff


1381 5.4.10.9.2.2.1 HP Procedures


1382 5.4.10.9.2.2.2 HECCU Procedures


1383 5.4.10.9.2.3 15.4.3.4 Written Policies and Procedures 


1384 5.4.10.9.2.3.1 Develop Written Policies and Procedures 


1385 5.4.10.9.2.3.2 DHCFP Reviews Written Policies and Procedures


1386 5.4.10.9.2.3.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Written Policies and
Procedures


1387 5.4.10.9.2.4 15.2.2 Introductory Recipient Letter 


1388 5.4.10.9.2.4.1 Create Introductory Recipient Letter 


1389 5.4.10.9.2.4.2 15.4.2  DHCFP Reviews Introductory Recipient Letter 


1390 5.4.10.9.2.4.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Introductory Recipient Letter 


1391 5.4.10.9.2.5 15.1.2 Establish Recipient Referral Process with Silver State Wellness Vendor


1392 5.4.10.9.2.6 15.2.2 Develop Mini-health Assessment


1393 5.4.10.9.2.7 15.4.3 Identify Community Organizations and Create Reference Library 


1394 5.4.10.9.2.8 15.2.2 Generate and Mail Introductory Letter


1395 5.4.10.9.2.9 15.5.1 Develop Provider Training Information


1396 5.4.10.9.2.10 15.4.4.1 Newsletter Format and Schedule


1397 5.4.10.9.2.10.1 Develop Newsletter Format and Schedule


1398 5.4.10.9.2.10.2 15.4.4.2  DHCFP Reviews Newsletter Format and Schedule


1399 5.4.10.9.2.10.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Newsletter Format and
Schedule


1400 5.4.10.9.2.11 15.10.4.4 Develop Reporting Formats


1401 5.4.11 9.3.3.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Completion of CORE Software, Files and Peripheral
Systems


1402 5.4.12 Attachments
O-Q


Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


1403 5.4.12.1 12.5.2.2 Identify and Recover Never Events as Defined by CMS


1404 5.4.12.1.1 Develop "Never Event" Criteria for Post Payment Review


1405 5.4.12.1.2 Develop Process to Recover and Track Identified Paid Claims


1406 5.4.12.1.3 Document New Processes


1407 5.4.12.1.4 Provide Training to State Staff


1408 5.4.12.1.5 Provide Training to Team


1409 5.4.12.2 12.5.2.3 Annually Send False Claim Letters/Certifications to Providers Paid > $5m
and Report Results to the State


1410 5.4.12.2.1 Identify Providers Paid >$5m Annually


1411 5.4.12.2.2 Send Letters to these Providers


1412 5.4.12.2.3 Create Mechanism for Tracking Letters Sent and Results


1413 5.4.12.2.4 Develop Report with Results for the State


1414 5.4.12.2.5 Document New Processes


1415 5.4.12.3 Provider Re-Enrollment
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1416 5.4.12.3.1 12.7.6.2 Develop  Provider Enrollment Validation Interface to Licensing Boards


1417 5.4.12.3.2 12.7.6.5 Generate Provider Elig Letter and Store in CRM


1418 5.4.12.4 Prov Training & Outreach


1419 5.4.12.4.1 12.7.7.1 Develop Advance Directive/Civil Rights Notifications


1420 5.4.12.5 EPSDT


1421 5.4.12.5.1 12.5.91 Develop EPSDT Web Form


1422 5.5 Update Requirements Comprehensive Validation Analysis Report


1423 5.5.1 Review & Revise  Requirements Validation Analysis Report


1424 5.5.2 8.6.2.6 KEY DELIVERABLE - Submit Updated Comprehensive Requirements
Validation Analysis Report


1425 5.5.3 8.6.2.7 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Validation Analysis Report


1426 5.5.4 Conduct External Review of Requirements Validation Analysis Report


1427 5.5.5 8.6.2.7 Revise Requirements Validation Analysis Report based on External Review 


1428 5.5.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Validation Analysis Report


1429 5.5.7 MILESTONE - Client Approves Updated Comprehensive Requirements
Validation Analysis Report


1430 5.6 Testing


1431 5.6.1 System Testing  


1432 5.6.1.1 Execute System Tests 


1433 5.6.1.1.1 Prepare Systems Test Cases


1434 5.6.1.1.2 Execute Systems Tests  


1435 5.6.1.1.3 Resolve Discrepancies for Systems Tests 


1436 5.6.1.2 15.4.4.1 System Testing Results


1437 5.6.1.2.1 Document System Test Results


1438 5.6.1.2.2 9.3.4.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Testing Results


1439 5.6.1.2.3 Client Reviews System Testing Results


1440 5.6.1.2.4 HP Retest & Document Results of System Testing Results based on Client's
Review


1441 5.6.1.2.5 Client Reviews Updates to System Testing Results


1442 5.6.1.2.6 9.3.3.4 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves System Testing Results


1443 5.6.2 9.3.2.11 Integration Testing  


1444 5.6.2.1  Execute Integration Tests 


1445 5.6.2.1.1 Prepare Integrations Tests Cases


1446 5.6.2.1.2 Execute Integrations Tests  


1447 5.6.2.1.3 Resolve Discrepancies for Integrations Tests 


1448 5.6.2.1.4 Document  Integrations Test Results


1449 5.6.2.2 12.6.9 Web Portal


1450 5.6.2.2.1 12.6.9 Provider Registration


1451 5.6.2.2.2 12.6.9 Provider Information


1452 5.6.2.2.3 12.6.9 Membership Information


1453 5.6.2.2.4 12.6.9.9 Contact Us


1454 5.6.2.2.5 12.6.9.5 270/271 - Eligibility
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1455 5.6.2.2.6 12.6.9.5 278 - Prior Auth (non-pharmacy


1456 5.6.2.2.7 12.6.9.5 278 - Prior Auth (pharmacy)


1457 5.6.2.2.8 12.6.9.5 276/277 - Claims Status


1458 5.6.2.2.9 12.6.10 276/277 - electronic RA


1459 5.6.2.2.10 12.6.12 837 - Claims Submission


1460 5.6.2.2.11 12.6.9.1/
12.6.9.2/
12.6.8.6/


Test/Review Content Pages for public access including content,
communications, guides, forms and files, links to NV websites, info on EDI,
ePrescribe,


1461 5.6.2.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of HP Health Care Provider Portal


1462 5.6.2.4 Interface Testing


1463 5.6.2.4.1 Test connectivity with each interface source/destination


1464 5.6.2.4.2 Receive initial test interface inputs (internal and external)


1465 5.6.2.4.3 Send initial test interface outputs (internal and external)


1466 5.6.2.4.4 Review/revise interfaces, as necessary


1467 5.6.2.4.5 Establish interface file schedule (in-coming and out-going)


1468 5.6.2.5 Integration Testing  Results


1469 5.6.2.5.1 Document interface Testing Results


1470 5.6.2.5.2 9.3.4.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Integration Test Results


1471 5.6.2.5.3 Client Reviews Integration Test Results


1472 5.6.2.5.4 HP Retest & Document Results of Integration Test Results based on Client's
Review


1473 5.6.2.5.5 Client Reviews Updates to Integration Test Results


1474 5.6.2.5.6 9.3.3.5 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Integration Test Results


1475 5.6.3 9.4 Parallel Testing


1476 5.6.3.1 9.4.2.1 Parallel Test Outline and Plan


1477 5.6.3.1.1 Outline Parallel Test Plan


1478 5.6.3.1.1.1 Develop Outline - Parallel Test Plan


1479 5.6.3.1.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Parallel Test Plan


1480 5.6.3.1.1.3 Revise Outline - Parallel Test Plan Based on HP Review


1481 5.6.3.1.1.4 9.4.4.1 CHECKPOINT: Submit Parallel Test Plan Outline


1482 5.6.3.1.1.5 Client Review of Parallel Test Plan Outline


1483 5.6.3.1.1.6 HP Revise Parallel Test Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


1484 5.6.3.1.1.7 Client Review revised Parallel Test Plan Outline


1485 5.6.3.1.1.8 9.4.5.1 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Parallel Test Plan Outline


1486 5.6.3.1.2 Parallel Test Plan


1487 5.6.3.1.2.1 Develop Parallel Test Plan


1488 5.6.3.1.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Parallel Test Plan


1489 5.6.3.1.2.3 9.4.4.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit Parallel Test Plan


1490 5.6.3.1.2.4 Client Reviews Parallel Test Plan


1491 5.6.3.1.2.5 HP Updates Parallel Test Plan per Client's Review


1492 5.6.3.1.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Parallel Test Plan


1493 5.6.3.1.2.7 9.4.3.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Plan
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1494 5.6.3.2 9.4.2.2 Parallel Test Procedures


1495 5.6.3.2.1 Develop Parallel Test Procedures


1496 5.6.3.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Parallel Test Procedures


1497 5.6.3.2.3 9.4.2.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Parallel Test Procedures


1498 5.6.3.2.4 Client Reviews Parallel Test Procedures


1499 5.6.3.2.5 HP Updates Parallel Test Procedures per Client's Review


1500 5.6.3.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Parallel Test Procedures


1501 5.6.3.2.7 9.4.2.2 MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Procedures


1502 5.6.3.3 Parallel Test


1503 5.6.3.3.1 Parallel Testing Prep


1504 5.6.3.3.1.1 9.4.2.5 Create Parallel Test Cycle Schedule


1505 5.6.3.3.1.2 9.4.5.2 Client Reviews & Approves Parallel Test Cycle Schedule


1506 5.6.3.3.1.3 9.4.5.2 MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Cycle Schedule


1507 5.6.3.3.1.4 9.4.2.11 Prepare Parallel Test cases


1508 5.6.3.3.1.5 9.4.2.11 Prepare Parallel Test Data


1509 5.6.3.3.2 Execute Parallel Test


1510 5.6.3.3.2.1 Obtain Current Production Files from Incumbent for Parallel Testing


1511 5.6.3.3.2.2 9.4.2.8 Load Current Production Files from Incumbent for Parallel Testing


1512 5.6.3.3.2.3 9.4.2.12 /
9.4.3.7


Execute Parallel Test Cycles


1513 5.6.3.3.2.4 9.4.2.6 /
9.4.2.7


Resolve Discrepancies for Parallel Tests


1514 5.6.3.3.2.5 9.4.2.9 Balance Parallel Test Results


1515 5.6.3.3.2.6 9.4.2.10 Document Parallel Test Results


1516 5.6.3.3.2.7 9.4.4.7 Create Parallel Test Action Plan for Any Remaining Discrepancies


1517 5.6.3.3.2.8 9.4.4.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Parallel Test Results


1518 5.6.3.3.2.9 Client Reviews Parallel Test Results


1519 5.6.3.3.2.10 9.4.2.13 HP Retest & Document Results of Parallel Test Results based on Client's
Review


1520 5.6.3.3.2.11 Client Reviews Updates to Parallel Test Results


1521 5.6.3.3.2.129.4.3.2 / 9.4.5.3 / 9.4.3.7 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Results


1522 5.6.3.4 9.4.2.14 System Manuals 


1523 5.6.3.4.1 Review & Revise Existing System Manuals 


1524 5.6.3.4.2 Internal Review of Updated System Manuals 


1525 5.6.3.4.3 Update System Manuals from Review


1526 5.6.3.4.4 9.4.4.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated System Manuals 


1527 5.6.3.4.5 Client Reviews Updated System Manuals 


1528 5.6.3.4.6 HP Updates Updated System Manuals per Client's Review


1529 5.6.3.4.7 Client Reviews Updates to System Manuals 


1530 5.6.3.4.8 9.4.3.5 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated System Manuals 


1531 5.6.3.5 9.4.2.15 User Manuals  
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1532 5.6.3.5.1 Review & Revise Existing User Manuals 


1533 5.6.3.5.2 Internal Review of Updated User Manuals 


1534 5.6.3.5.3 Update User Manuals  from Review


1535 5.6.3.5.4 9.4.4.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated User Manuals 


1536 5.6.3.5.5 Client Reviews Updated User Manuals 


1537 5.6.3.5.6 HP Updates Updated User Manuals  per Client's Review


1538 5.6.3.5.7 Client Reviews Updates to User Manuals 


1539 5.6.3.5.8 9.4.3.6 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated User Manuals 


1540 5.6.3.6 9.3.3.6 /
9.4.3.5


PROGRESS MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Updated System and User
Manuals


1541 5.6.4 WEB Content Review  


1542 5.6.4.1 Execute WEB Portal Tests


1543 5.6.4.2 Resolve Discrepancies for WEB Portal Tests


1544 5.6.4.3 Document WEB Portal Tests


1545 5.6.4.4 Create WEB Portal Test Action Plan for Any Remaining Discrepancies


1546 5.6.4.5 CHECKPOINT: WEB Portal Tests Complete


1547 5.6.4.6 Client Reviews WEB Portal Test Results


1548 5.6.4.7 HP Retest & Document Results of WEB Portal Test Results based on Client's
Review


1549 5.6.4.8 Client Reviews Updates to WEB Portal Test Results


1550 5.6.4.9 MILESTONE: Client Approves WEB Portal Test Results


1551 5.7 MILESTONE: All Testing Complete


1552 5.8 9.3.4.8 Training


1553 5.8.1 HP Project and Portfolio Management Center (PPM-C) Training


1554 5.8.1.1 Prepare Training Schedule


1555 5.8.1.2 Review Training Materials


1556 5.8.1.3 Make Ready Training Materials


1557 5.8.1.4 Technical Support Training


1558 5.8.1.5 Train the Trainer Sessions


1559 5.8.1.6 User Training


1560 5.8.2 Training Schedules & Materials


1561 5.8.2.1 Develop Training Schedules/Logistics


1562 5.8.2.2 Develop Training Materials


1563 5.8.2.3 15.4.5.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Training Schedules & Materials


1564 5.8.2.4 Client Reviews Training Schedules & Materials


1565 5.8.2.5 HP Revise Training Schedules & Materials based on Client's Review


1566 5.8.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Training Schedules & Materials


1567 5.8.2.7 15.4.5.7 MILESTONE: Client Approves Training Schedules & Materials


1568 5.8.2.8 Produce Training Materials


1569 5.8.3 Conduct Training Sessions


1570 5.8.3.1 9.5.1.3 MMIS Training


1571 5.8.3.1.1  Conduct Training for Call Center Staff
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1572 5.8.3.1.2 9.3.4.8  Conduct Training for HP Staff


1573 5.8.3.1.3 9.3.4.8 /
9.6.2.1


 Conduct Training for Client Staff


1574 5.8.3.1.4 9.3.4.8 /
9.5.1.8 /


 Conduct Training for Providers


1575 5.8.3.1.5 9.3.4.8 /
9.6.2.1


 Conduct Training for Other Business Partners


1576 5.8.3.2 9.5.1.8 /
9.6.2.1


PROGRESS MILESTONE:  Client & Provider MMIS Training Complete


1577 5.8.3.3 9.5.1.6 /
9.6.1.1 /


Organization, Functional & Operational Training


1578 5.8.3.3.1 9.3.4.8  Conduct Orientation & Training for Client Staff - Session 1


1579 5.8.3.3.2 9.3.4.8  Conduct Orientation & Training for Client Staff - Session 2


1580 5.8.3.4 MILESTONE: Organization, Functional & Operational Training Complete


1581 5.8.3.5 Provider Pharmacy Training


1582 5.8.3.5.1 Determine Training Format/Content


1583 5.8.3.5.2 Schedule Locations/Conf lines


1584 5.8.3.5.3 Confirm Trainers


1585 5.8.3.5.4 Notification to Providers of Training Details/Locations/Times


1586 5.8.3.5.5 Train Providers on the Transition to SXC


1587 5.8.3.5.6 Update Provider Web Site with Training Material, Meeting Minutes, Q&A


1588 5.8.3.5.7 Provider Training complete


1589 5.9 9.5 Operational Readiness  


1590 5.9.1 Pharmacy Implementation(Cutover) Planning


1591 5.9.1.1 Develop detailed cut-over Plan


1592 5.9.1.2 Review cut-over Plan


1593 5.9.1.3 Modify cut-over Plan as Necessary


1594 5.9.1.4 CHECKPOINT: Implementation Plan Complete


1595 5.9.1.5 Operational Readiness Checklists


1596 5.9.1.5.1 Develop Operational Readiness Checklists


1597 5.9.1.5.2 Review Operational Plan Checklist


1598 5.9.1.5.3 Modify Operational Checklist as Necessary


1599 5.9.1.5.4 CHECKPOINT: Operational Readiness Checklist Complete


1600 5.9.2 9.5.1.3 Acquire Operations Staff


1601 5.9.2.1 Validate Operations Staffing Plan


1602 5.9.2.2 Advertise Open Staff Positions


1603 5.9.2.3 Recruitment 


1604 5.9.2.3.1 Interview incumbent staff


1605 5.9.2.3.2 Transition incumbent staff - HP Acclimation


1606 5.9.2.3.3 Collect Resumes


1607 5.9.2.3.4 Conduct Interviews


1608 5.9.2.3.5 Complete Hiring
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1609 5.9.2.4 MILESTONE: HP Employee Operational Training Complete


1610 5.9.3 Operational Preparedness


1611 5.9.3.1 Prior Auth - Utilization Management Operational Activities


1612 5.9.3.1.1 Map  Operational Workflows for PA/UM


1613 5.9.3.1.1.1 Phone


1614 5.9.3.1.1.2 Fax


1615 5.9.3.1.1.3 Portal


1616 5.9.3.1.1.4 Mail


1617 5.9.3.1.1.5 Approvals


1618 5.9.3.1.1.6 Denials


1619 5.9.3.1.2 Develop PA Decision Notification Templates


1620 5.9.3.1.3 Map Hearing and Appeal Workflows


1621 5.9.3.1.4 Identify Phone Queue Workflow


1622 5.9.3.1.5 Test Phone Queue Workflow


1623 5.9.3.1.6 Obtain Benefit Plans


1624 5.9.3.1.7 Obtain Complete List of Services Subject to PA


1625 5.9.3.1.8 Crosswalk PA/UM to Benefit Plans


1626 5.9.3.1.9 Obtain Regulatory Criteria Related to Benefits


1627 5.9.3.1.10 Obtain State Criteria Related to Benefits


1628 5.9.3.1.11 Crosswalk Regulation and Criteria to Benefits 


1629 5.9.3.1.12 Determine Master Policy/Procedure Needs


1630 5.9.3.1.13 Develop NV Specific Policy/Procedures


1631 5.9.3.2 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Operation Procedures - Manual & Automated


1632 5.9.3.2.1 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Identify DHCFP Responsibilities


1633 5.9.3.2.2 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Modify Manual Operation Procedures (Claims, Financial, PCS,
Recipient, Reference, Provider etc…..)


1634 5.9.3.2.3 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Modify Automated Operation Procedures (Claims, Financial, PCS,
Recipient, Reference, Provider etc…..)


1635 5.9.3.2.4 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Revise Updated Manual Operation Procedures


1636 5.9.3.2.5 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Revise Updated Automated Operation Procedures


1637 5.9.3.2.6 Demonstrate Manual Operation Procedures


1638 5.9.3.2.7 Demonstrate Automated Operation Procedures


1639 5.9.3.2.8 9.5.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Operation Procedures


1640 5.9.3.2.9 Client Reviews Updated Operation Procedures


1641 5.9.3.2.10 HP Updates Updated Operation Procedures per Client's Review


1642 5.9.3.2.11 Client Reviews Updates to Operation Procedures


1643 5.9.3.2.12 9.5.2.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Operation Procedures


1644 5.9.3.3 12.7.7 / 12.5.5 Provider Manuals and Tutorials


1645 5.9.3.3.1 Review & Revise Existing Provider Manuals and Tutorials
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1646 5.9.3.3.2 Internal Review of Updated Provider Manuals and Tutorials


1647 5.9.3.3.3 Update Provider Manuals and Tutorials from Review


1648 5.9.3.3.4 Walkthrough Provider Manuals and Tutorials with Client


1649 5.9.3.3.5 Revise Provider Manuals and Tutorials after Client Walkthrough


1650 5.9.3.3.6 9.5.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Provider Manuals 


1651 5.9.3.3.7 Client Reviews Updated Provider Manuals and Tutorials


1652 5.9.3.3.8 HP Updates Updated Provider Manuals and Tutorials per Client's Review


1653 5.9.3.3.9 Client Reviews Updates to Provider Manuals and Tutorials


1654 5.9.3.3.10 9.5.2.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Provider
Manuals and Tutorials


1655 5.9.3.4 9.5.1.4 Staffing Plan  


1656 5.9.3.4.1 Review & Revise Existing Staffing Plan 


1657 5.9.3.4.2 Internal Review of Updated Staffing Plan 


1658 5.9.3.4.3 Update Staffing Plan  from Review


1659 5.9.3.4.4 Walkthrough Staffing Plan  with Client


1660 5.9.3.4.5 Revise Staffing Plan  after Client Walkthrough


1661 5.9.3.4.6 9.5.3.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Staffing Plan 


1662 5.9.3.4.7 Client Reviews Updated Staffing Plan 


1663 5.9.3.4.8 HP Updates Updated Staffing Plan  per Client's Review


1664 5.9.3.4.9 Client Reviews Updates to Staffing Plan 


1665 5.9.3.4.10 9.5.2.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Staffing Plan 


1666 5.9.3.5 9.5.1.5 Report Distribution Schedule


1667 5.9.3.5.1 Review & Revise Existing Report Distribution List & Schedule


1668 5.9.3.5.2 Internal Review of Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule


1669 5.9.3.5.3 Update Report Distribution List & Schedule from Review


1670 5.9.3.5.4 9.5.1.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule


1671 5.9.3.5.5 Client Reviews Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule


1672 5.9.3.5.6 HP Updates Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule per Client's Review


1673 5.9.3.5.7 Client Reviews Updates to Report Distribution List & Schedule


1674 5.9.3.5.8 9.5.1.5 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Report Distribution List &
Schedule


1675 5.9.3.6 9.5.1.7 Provider Outreach Material  


1676 5.9.3.6.1 Review & Revise Existing Provider Outreach Material 


1677 5.9.3.6.2 Internal Review of Updated Provider Outreach Material 


1678 5.9.3.6.3 Update Provider Outreach Material  from Review


1679 5.9.3.6.4 Walkthrough Provider Outreach Material with Client


1680 5.9.3.6.5 Revise Provider Outreach Material after Client Walkthrough


1681 5.9.3.6.6 9.5.1.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Provider Outreach Material 


1682 5.9.3.6.7 Client Reviews Updated Provider Outreach Material 


1683 5.9.3.6.8 HP Updates Updated Provider Outreach Material  per Client's Review


1684 5.9.3.6.9 Client Reviews Updates to Provider Outreach Material 
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1685 5.9.3.6.10 9.5.1.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Provider Outreach Material 


1686 5.9.3.7 9.5.1.8 Provider Transition Training Plan


1687 5.9.3.7.1 Compile Provider Transition Training Plan


1688 5.9.3.7.2 Review & Analyze Provider Transition Training Plan


1689 5.9.3.7.3 Revise Provider Transition Training Plan


1690 5.9.3.7.4 Walkthrough Transition Training Plan with Client


1691 5.9.3.7.5 Revise Transition Training Plan after Client Walkthrough


1692 5.9.3.7.6 9.5.3.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Provider Transition Training Plan to Client


1693 5.9.3.7.7 HP conduct Walkthrough of the Provider Transition Training Plan w/Client


1694 5.9.3.7.8 Client Reviews the Provider Transition Training Plan


1695 5.9.3.7.9 HP Revise Transition Training Plan Based on Client Review


1696 5.9.3.7.10 Client Approves the Provider Transition Training Plan


1697 5.9.3.7.11 9.5.3.4 MILESTONE: Client Approves Provider Transition Training Plan


1698 5.9.3.8 9.5.1.9 DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1699 5.9.3.8.1 Compile DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1700 5.9.3.8.2 Review & Analyze DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1701 5.9.3.8.3 Document DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1702 5.9.3.8.4 Walkthrough Operational Readiness Training Plan with Client


1703 5.9.3.8.5 Revise Operational Readiness Training Plan after Client Walkthrough


1704 5.9.3.8.6 9.5.3.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan
to Client


1705 5.9.3.8.7 HP conduct Walkthrough of the DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan
w/Client


1706 5.9.3.8.8 Client Reviews the DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1707 5.9.3.8.9 HP Revise DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan Based on Client
Review


1708 5.9.3.8.10 Client Approves the DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1709 5.9.3.8.11 9.5.2.4 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves DHCFP Operational
Readiness Training Plan


1710 5.9.3.9 Review Disaster Recovery


1711 5.9.3.9.1 Review & Update Disaster Recovery


1712 5.9.3.9.2 Internal Review of Disaster Recovery


1713 5.9.3.9.3 Update Disaster Recovery from Review


1714 5.9.3.9.4 CHECKPOINT: Updated Disaster Recovery


1715 5.9.3.10 Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc….


1716 5.9.3.10.1 Create Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc….


1717 5.9.3.10.2 Review Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc….


1718 5.9.3.10.3 Client Review & Approve Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1719 5.9.3.10.4 Prepare & Print Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc….


1720 5.9.3.10.5 CHECKPOINT: 60 Day Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….
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1721 5.9.3.10.6 CHECKPOINT: 30 Day Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1722 5.9.3.10.7 CHECKPOINT: 2 Week Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1723 5.9.3.10.8 CHECKPOINT: 1 Week Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1724 5.9.3.10.9 CHECKPOINT: Day 1 Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1725 5.9.4 9.5 Operational Readiness Review (ORR)


1726 5.9.4.1 Perform ORR  


1727 5.9.4.1.1 9.5.1.10 Client Identify Participants for Operational Readiness Walkthroughs  


1728 5.9.4.1.2 9.5.1.10 Create Operational Readiness Review Materials


1729 5.9.4.1.3 9.5.1.10 Create Operational Readiness Review Agenda


1730 5.9.4.1.4 9.5.1.10 Create Operational Readiness Review Schedule


1731 5.9.4.1.5 9.6.1.8 Validate All Network Connectivity & Communications


1732 5.9.4.1.6 9.6.1.14 Validate ALL Interfaces are Working as Deemed Necessary


1733 5.9.4.1.7 Conduct Internal Operational Readiness Review Walkthroughs


1734 5.9.4.1.8 9.5.1.10 Conduct Operational Readiness Review Walkthroughs


1735 5.9.4.1.9 9.5.2.5 MILESTONE: Client Approves Operational Readiness Walkthrough
Results


1736 5.9.4.2 9.5.1.11 Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1737 5.9.4.2.1 Compile Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1738 5.9.4.2.2 Review & Analyze Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1739 5.9.4.2.3 Document Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1740 5.9.4.2.4 9.5.3.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Operational Readiness Assessment Document
to Client


1741 5.9.4.2.5 HP conduct Walkthrough of the Operational Readiness Assessment
Document w/Client


1742 5.9.4.2.6 Client Reviews the Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1743 5.9.4.2.7 HP Revise & Retest Operational Readiness Test Based on Client Review


1744 5.9.4.2.8 Client Approves the Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1745 5.9.4.2.9 9.5.2.5 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Operational Readiness
Assessment Document


1746 6 Operations Task


1747 6.1 9.6  Implementation (Cutover) - Start of Operations


1748 6.1.1 Pharmacy Implementation Activities 


1749 6.1.1.1 Provider Relations/Communications activities


1750 6.1.1.1.1 Prepare Pharmacy Billing Manual


1751 6.1.1.1.1.1 Update/Create new Pharmacy Billing Manual


1752 6.1.1.1.1.2 Incorporate project change control updates to Pharmacy Billing manual


1753 6.1.1.1.1.3 Complete payer sheet as manual appendix


1754 6.1.1.1.1.4 Review Pharmacy manual with DHCFP staff
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1755 6.1.1.1.1.5 Revise Manual


1756 6.1.1.1.1.6 Post Manual to DHCFP website


1757 6.1.1.1.2 Prepare Other Provider Communications


1758 6.1.1.1.2.1 Draft initial letter introducing SXC as new processor


1759 6.1.1.1.2.2 Draft final letter on SXC as new processor


1760 6.1.1.1.2.3 Email notification


1761 6.1.1.1.2.4 Notification to Provider Associations


1762 6.1.1.1.2.5 Notification to retail organizations


1763 6.1.1.1.2.6 Post notification of processor change to website


1764 6.1.1.1.2.7 Communicate processor change and send payer sheet to switch vendors


1765 6.1.1.1.2.8 Post instructions for provider testing


1766 6.1.1.1.2.9 Fax broadcast of processor change


1767 6.1.1.1.2.10 Provider Communications Complete


1768 6.1.1.2 System Configuration


1769 6.1.1.2.1 Confirm Final Plan Architecture


1770 6.1.1.2.2 Confirm Final Clinical Programs


1771 6.1.1.2.3 Confirm Final Pricing Structure


1772 6.1.1.2.4 Define and Test base Plan


1773 6.1.1.2.5 Confirm Final MACs


1774 6.1.1.2.6 Confirm Final Carrier/Account/Group Structure


1775 6.1.1.2.7 Confirm Final Bin Number


1776 6.1.1.2.8 Confirm Final Router Control Definitions 


1777 6.1.1.2.9 Confirm Final Transaction Control Definitions 


1778 6.1.1.2.10 Confirm Final Mandatory Fields Definitions


1779 6.1.1.2.11 Confirm Final Eligibility Profile Definition


1780 6.1.1.2.12 Confirm Final Message Creation


1781 6.1.1.2.13 Confirm Final Dynamic Prior Authorization Definitions


1782 6.1.1.2.14 Confirm Final Prior Authorization Workflow Definitions


1783 6.1.1.2.15 Confirm Final RxCLAIM Configuration Complete


1784 6.1.1.3 Operations/Automation


1785 6.1.1.3.1 Initial User ID Identification and Classification


1786 6.1.1.3.2 User ID Setup/Maintenance


1787 6.1.1.3.3 Scheduler Setup/Validation


1788 6.1.1.3.4 Automation Complete


1789 6.1.1.4 Enable Web Services features


1790 6.1.1.4.1 Provide HP with Web Services integration support


1791 6.1.1.4.2 Confirm connectivity to RxCLAIM through web services


1792 6.1.1.4.3 Enable Web Site Features


1793 6.1.1.4.3.1 Enable PA Submission


1794 6.1.1.4.3.2 Enable claim submission


1795 6.1.1.4.3.3 Post forms and manuals
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1796 6.1.1.4.3.4 Post provider training information


1797 6.1.1.4.3.5 Post PDL, PIDL and other documents


1798 6.1.1.4.3.6 DHCFP Website Enabled


1799 6.1.1.5 Setup Secure Batch Claim Submission


1800 6.1.1.5.1 Identify Batch Submitters


1801 6.1.1.5.2 Setup FTP accounts


1802 6.1.1.5.3 Write-up Operational Procedures for DCO


1803 6.1.1.5.4 Batch Submission Operations Ready


1804 6.1.1.6 Demo Readiness


1805 6.1.1.6.1 Develop Readiness Checklist


1806 6.1.1.6.2 Review Checklist Items with DHCFP


1807 6.1.1.6.3 Execute Readiness Demo


1808 6.1.2 Pharmacy System Cut-over


1809 6.1.2.1 Pharmacy Implementation/Cut-over Activities


1810 6.1.2.2 Final Claims conversion


1811 6.1.2.2.1 Conduct Final Claims conversion


1812 6.1.2.3 Final PA conversion


1813 6.1.2.3.1 Conduct Final PA conversion


1814 6.1.2.4 Load MAC


1815 6.1.2.4.1 9.3.3.6 /
9.4.3.5


load MAC


1816 6.1.2.5 Convert and load rebate information into RxMAX


1817 6.1.2.5.1 9.3.4.8 Load claims history


1818 6.1.2.5.2 9.3.4.8 Load invoice history


1819 6.1.2.5.3 Load payment history


1820 6.1.2.5.4 9.5 Load dispute resolution data


1821 6.1.2.5.5 9.5.1.3 Start on-going loads into RxMAX


1822 6.1.2.6 Start Operations


1823 6.1.2.6.1 Pharmacy Claims - GO LIVE


1824 6.1.2.6.2 PDL, Retro_DUR and other clinical Operations initiated


1825 6.1.2.6.3 Rebate Operations initiated


1826 6.1.2.6.4 Helpdesk Operations initiated


1827 6.1.3 9.6.1.2 Implement Operational Plan


1828 6.1.3.1 Claims


1829 6.1.3.1.1 9.6.1.5 CHECKPOINT: "Freeze" Date for Acceptance of ALL Claims from
Incumbent


1830 6.1.3.2 Transition all physical inventories from Incumbent to HP


1831 6.1.3.2.1 HP Provide Storage for All Onsite Paper Files


1832 6.1.3.2.2 Assume Iron Mountain Document Storage Lease


1833 6.1.3.2.3 Order Production Forms


1834 6.1.3.2.4 9.6.1.4 Claims - paper  - Work in Progress


1835 6.1.3.2.5 9.6.1.4 Claim Related Receipts - Work in Progress
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1836 6.1.3.2.6 9.6.1.4 Claim - Pending - Work in Progress


1837 6.1.3.2.7 9.6.1.6 Claims - Adjudication - Work in Progress


1838 6.1.3.2.8 9.6.1.6 Claims - Resolution of EDITs - Work in Progress


1839 6.1.3.2.9 Claims - Suspense - Work in Progress


1840 6.1.3.2.10 Written inquiries  - Work in Progress


1841 6.1.3.2.11 Provider Enrollment  - Work in Progress


1842 6.1.3.2.12 PCP Compliance Review - Work in Progress


1843 6.1.3.2.13 Medicaid Audit - Work in Progress


1844 6.1.3.2.14 Prior Authorizations  - Work in Progress


1845 6.1.3.2.15 Financial Activity  - Work in Progress


1846 6.1.3.2.16 Quality  - Work in Progress


1847 6.1.3.2.17 Medical & Program Policy - Work in Progress


1848 6.1.3.2.18 TPL  - Work in Progress


1849 6.1.3.2.19 All Other Physical Inventories - TBD with Incumbent


1850 6.1.3.2.20 PO Box Tasks


1851 6.1.3.2.20.1 Acquire Post Office Boxes


1852 6.1.3.2.20.2 Transition PO Box to HP Name


1853 6.1.3.2.20.3 Get Customer Approval on PO Box Ownership Change


1854 6.1.3.2.20.4 Provider Outreach to Change PO Box (Reno to CC)


1855 6.1.3.2.21 Acquire 800 Telephone Numbers


1856 6.1.3.3 9.6.1.9 CHECKPOINT: HP Provides Final Operational Readiness Certification that
Transition MMIS is Ready to Begin Operations


1857 6.1.3.4 9.6.2.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Successful Completion of Transition Entrance
and Exit Criteria


1858 6.1.3.5 9.6.2.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Successful Transfer of Operations


1859 6.1.3.6 9.6.4.1 MILESTONE:  Approval  to Begin Operations


1860 6.1.3.7 MILESTONE: Begin Accepting Electronic & Paper Claims


1861 6.2 10 Operations Period


1862 6.2.1 9.5.1.8 /
9.6.2.1


Pharmacy - Start daily Provider interface


1863 6.2.2 Transition - Courier pick-up from Reno (continue for 1 month)


1864 6.2.3 Discontinue courier pick-up from Reno (use forwarding)


1865 6.2.5 10.3.1.1 Turnover Plan 


1866 6.2.5.31 Develop Approach to Turnover


1867 6.2.5.21 Develop Turnover Plan 


1868 6.2.5.22 Internal Review of Turnover Plan 


1869 6.2.5.23 Update Turnover Plan based on Review


1870 6.2.5.24 Walkthrough Turnover Plan with Client


1871 6.2.5.25 Revise Turnover Plan after Client Walkthrough


1872 6.2.5.26 10.3.3.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Turnover Plan 


1873 6.2.5.32 Client Reviews Turnover Plan 


1874 6.2.5.33 HP Updates Turnover Plan per Client's Review
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1875 6.2.5.34 Client Reviews Updates to Turnover Plan 


1876 6.2.5.35 10.3.4.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of System Turnover Plan 


1877 6.2.6 10.3.1.2 System Requirements Statement 


1878 6.2.6.48 Develop System Requirements Statement 


1879 6.2.6.49 Internal Review of System Requirements Statement 


1880 6.2.6.50 Update System Requirements Statement based on Review


1881 6.2.6.51 Walkthrough System Requirements Statement with Client


1882 6.2.6.52 Revise System Requirements Statement after Client Walkthrough


1883 6.2.6.53 10.3.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit System System Requirements Statement 


1884 6.2.6.54 Client Reviews System Requirements Statement 


1885 6.2.6.55 HP Updates System Requirements Statement per Client's Review


1886 6.2.6.56 Client Reviews Updates to System Requirements Statement 


1887 6.2.6.57 10.3.4.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of System System
Requirements Statement


1888 6.2.4 10.1 Operations Period Overview


1889 6.2.4.1 Operations Period Entrance Criteria


1890 6.2.4.1.1 10.1.1.1.A KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Vendors Operational Readiness
Assessment


1891 6.2.4.1.2 10.1.1.1.B KEY MILESTONE: Certification from Vendor that System is Operation
Ready


1892 6.2.4.1.3 10.1.1.1.C KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Provider Manuals


1893 6.2.4.1.4 10.1.1.1.D KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Revised Operations Procedures


1894 6.2.4.2 10.1.2 Operations Period Exit Criteria


1895 6.2.4.2.1 10.1.2.1.A KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of System Turn-Over Plan


1896 6.2.4.2.2 10.1.2.1.B KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of System Requirements
Statement


1897 7 11.6 Post-Implementation Review


1898 7.1 Prior Authorization / Utilization Management


1899 7.1.1 Post Production Support


1900 7.1.2 Defect Research


1901 7.1.3 System Turn-over


1902 7.2 Provide SE Support


1903 7.2.1 Post Implementation Support, Corrections Activities 


1904 7.3 11.6.2.2 Post Implementation Evaluation Report


1905 7.3.1 HP Document Impl Problems & Resolutions and Lessons Learned  


1906 7.3.2 11.6.2.3 Conduct Post Implementation Review of Modified Systems


1907 7.3.3 11.6.2.4 Conduct Post Implementation Review of DHCFP's Medicaid Enterprise Certification
Toolkit


1908 7.3.4 HP Review & Revise Post Implementation Evaluation Report


1909 7.3.5 11.6.4.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Post Implementation Evaluation Report


1910 7.3.6 HP conduct Walkthrough of the Post Implementation Evaluation Report w/Client


1911 7.3.7 Client Reviews the Post Implementation Evaluation Report
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1912 7.3.8 HP Revises Post Implementation Evaluation Report Based on Client Review


1913 7.3.9 Client Approves the Post Implementation Evaluation Report


1914 7.3.10 11.6.5.5 MILESTONE: Client Approves Post Implementation Evaluation Report


1915 8 12 OPERATIONAL PERIOD


1916 8.1 12.1 GENERAL OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL SYSTEM COMPONENTS


1917 8.2 12.2 MAINTENANCE AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT 


1918 8.2.1 12.2.4 Prepare Monthly operations period status reports.


1919 8.3 12.3 TRAINING REQUIREMENTS


1920 8.4 12.4 GENERAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS


1921 8.5 12.5 CORE MMIS COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS


1922 8.6 12.6 PERIPHERAL SYSTEM TOOLS COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS 


1923 8.7 12.7 MEDICAID CLAIMS PROCESSING AND PROGRAM SUPPORT SERVICES
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0 Nevada MMIS Transition Project Work Plan Schedule
1 1 Key Project  Dates


2 1.1 8.1.1.1.A KEY MILESTONE: Project Takeover Agreement Signed


3 1.2 8.1.1.1.B KEY MILESTONE: Project Start Date


4 1.3 KEY DATE: PMO Established


5 1.6 KEY DATE: "Freeze" Date for Incumbent Work


6 1.4 KEY DATE: Transition Period Project Work Plan Schedule Complete


7 1.5 KEY DATE: Transition Review Meetings Complete


8 1.7 KEY DATE: RV Sessions Complete


9 1.10 KEY DATE: Integration Testing Complete


10 1.11 KEY DATE: Parallel Testing Complete


11 1.13 KEY DATE: Training Complete


12 1.12 KEY DATE: WEB Content Testing Complete


13 1.9 1.9 KEY DATE: Transition Core MMIS Validation Complete


14 1.14 1.14 KEY DATE: Transition Peripheral Systems and Tools Validation Complete


15 1.8 KEY DATE: Proprietary / Replacement Software Complete


16 1.15 KEY DATE: Operational Readiness Review (ORR) Complete


17 1.16 KEY DATE: Begin Transitioned MMIS Operations
18 2 8.1 Planning and Administration Task


19 2.1 Project Start-up 


20 2.1.1 Project Start-up Activities


21 2.1.1.1 Establish Initial Project Team


22 2.1.1.1.1 Assemble Transition project leaders & key personnel


23 2.1.1.2 Equipment Software Purchase Approval


24 2.1.1.2.1 Obtain Capital Appropriations Number (CAN) Part 1


25 2.1.1.2.2 Obtain Capital Appropriations Number (CAN) Part 2


26 2.1.1.3 Staffing Requirements


27 2.1.1.3.1 Provide Orientation to Client on HP's Organization


28 2.1.1.3.2 Review/Update Initial Roles and Responsibilities with Client


29 2.1.1.3.3 Review/Update Initial Skills and Experience Needs


30 2.1.1.3.4 Review/Update Initial Resource Assignments


31 2.1.1.3.5 Post Roles and Responsibilities to Project Workbook


32 2.1.1.4 Project Review - HP &  Client


33 2.1.1.4.1 HP Prepare for Contract Review with Client


34 2.1.1.4.2 Contract Review with Client


35 2.1.1.4.3 HP Document Contract Review


36 2.1.1.5 HP Project Startup Activities


37 2.1.1.5.1 Familiarize HP Personnel with NV MMIS Transition Project Scope


38 2.1.1.5.2 Verify Procedures for Transferring Phone Numbers & URL's 


39 2.1.1.5.3 Conduct Review & Survey of MMIS


40 2.1.1.6 Project Startup Activities
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41 2.1.1.6.1 Client Provide copy of all current operations, systems, & user documentation


42 2.1.1.6.2 Client Provide copy of all current software, data, and doco regarding
operations, policy, and services


43 2.1.1.6.3 Client Provide Copy of Incumbents turnover plan with work plan


44 2.1.1.7 8.2 Kick-Off Meeting


45 2.1.1.7.1 Prepare for Joint Kick-Off Meeting and reserve room


46 2.1.1.7.2 8.2.1 Determine Project Status Meeting Format & Protocol


47 2.1.1.7.3 8.2.2 Determine Project Status Reports Format 


48 2.1.1.7.4 8.2.3 Set Meeting Schedule between DHCFP & HP to Develop Detailed Project
Plan


49 2.1.1.7.5 8.2.4 Define Lines of Communication & Reporting Relationships


50 2.1.1.7.6 8.2.5 Review Project Mission & Guiding Principles


51 2.1.1.7.7 8.2.6 Review Deliverable Review Process


52 2.1.1.7.8 8.2.7 Pinpoint High-risks or Problem Areas


53 2.1.1.7.9 8.2.8 Review Issue Resolution Process


54 2.1.1.7.10  General Discussions


55 2.1.1.7.11 CHECKPOINT: Announce Project


56 2.1.2 8.1.2.1 Initial Project Work Plan Schedule Update


57 2.1.2.1 Review / Update Project Estimates


58 2.1.2.2 Review / Update Deliverable Delivery Dates


59 2.1.2.3 Review / Update Risks & Assumptions


60 2.1.2.4 Review / Update Proposal Work Plan


61 2.1.2.5 Internal Review of Work Plan


62 2.1.2.6 8.1.2.1.A KEY DELIVERABLE: Submit Initial Project Work Plan Schedule


63 2.1.2.7 Client Reviews Work Plan


64 2.1.2.8 HP Updates Work Plan per Client's Review


65 2.1.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Work Plan


66 2.1.2.10 8.1.2.1.A MILESTONE: Client Approves Initial Project Work Plan Schedule


67 2.1.2.11 8.1.2.1.A Create PDF File &  Excel version of Approved Project Work Plan Schedule for
Client


68 2.1.3 Assume Outstanding Work-in-progress from Incumbent


69 2.1.3.1 Customer Service Requests (CSR)  


70 2.1.3.1.1 CHECKPOINT: "Freeze" Date for Incumbent CSR Work


71 2.1.3.1.2 Identify Outstanding CSRs from Incumbent at Turnover


72 2.1.3.1.3 Receive CSR documentation, including current progress at Turnover


73 2.1.3.1.4 Establish FREEZE Date for Claims Processing


74 2.1.4  Establish PMO Office


75 2.1.4.1 9.2.1.11 Install and configure HP PPM


76 2.1.4.2 Establish Organizational Structure


77 2.1.4.2.1 Develop Organizational Plan


78 2.1.4.2.2 Internal Review of Organizational Plan


79 2.1.4.2.3 Revise Organizational Plan based on Review


80 2.1.4.2.4 8.1.2.1.A CHECKPOINT:  Organizational Plan Complete
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81 2.1.4.2.5 Launch Organizational Structure


82 2.1.4.3 Setup Procedures & Processes


83 2.1.4.3.1 Develop and Deliver Summary Documents (DED) for All Repetitive
Deliverables and Gain DHCFP Approval.


84 2.1.4.3.2 Develop Standard Deliverable Templates for Each of the Maintenance and
Development Project Types


85 2.1.4.3.3 Gain DHCFP Confirmation of the Proposed Change Management Process


86 2.1.4.3.4 Support the Business Requirements Including the Approved Change
Management Process, for updated Configuration of HP PPM


87 2.1.4.3.5 Participate in the HP PPM Configuration, Receive Mentoring, and Develop HP
PPM Training Material to be Used for Customer, Project Managers, and
Those Tracking Time


88 2.1.4.3.6 Provide HP PPM Training to Project Managers, Resources for Time Tracking,
and Customer


89 2.1.4.3.7 Gain System Expertise in the Technical and Business Arenas.


90 2.1.4.3.8 Support the Transfer of In-Flight Project and Existing Tickets into the HP
Change Management Tool (HP PPM) and Processes


91 2.1.5 Project Management & Administration


92 2.1.5.1 Existing Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner Agreements 


93 2.1.5.1.1 Review Existing Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner Agreements


94 2.1.5.1.2 Create Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner Agreements 


95 2.1.5.1.3 Review & Revise Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner
Agreements


96 2.1.5.1.4 CHECKPOINT: Business Partner Agreements & Trading Partner
Agreements Updated


97 2.1.5.2 Project Management Support Activities


98 2.1.5.2.1 Project Management - Oversight and Administration


99 2.1.5.2.2 Project Administrative Support


100 2.1.5.2.3 Project Schedule Support


101 2.1.5.2.4 Integration Management


102 2.1.5.2.5 Schedule, Scope and Cost Management


103 2.1.5.2.6 Issue Management 


104 2.1.5.3 Project Technical Support


105 2.1.5.3.1 System Architecture Support


106 2.1.5.3.2 Technical Leaders Project Management Support


107 2.1.5.3.3 Maintenance and Support - Data Bases 


108 2.1.5.3.4 Infrastructure Support 


109 2.1.5.4 Status Reporting


110 2.1.5.4.1 Create Metrics to measure progress and status


111 2.1.5.5 7 Project Communication


112 2.1.5.5.1 Client Coordinate Communications between Incumbent & HP (on-going task
throughout Transition Period)


113 2.1.5.5.2 Client Coordinate Communications between HP & other State Agencies
(on-going task throughout Transition Period)
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114 2.2 Planning and Project Management


115 2.2.1 Acquire Project Transition Staff


116 2.2.1.1 Validate Transition Staffing Plan


117 2.2.1.2 Advertise Open Staff Positions


118 2.2.1.3 Recruitment / Open House


119 2.2.1.3.1 Collect Resumes


120 2.2.1.3.2 Conduct Interviews


121 2.2.1.3.3 Complete Hiring


122 2.2.1.4 Conduct Initial HP Employee Training


123 2.2.2 Ongoing Staff Recruitment


124 2.2.2.1 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 1


125 2.2.2.2 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 2


126 2.2.2.3 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 3


127 2.2.2.4 Ongoing Staff Recruitment Month 4


128 2.2.3 7 Deliverable Submission & Review Process


129 2.2.3.1 Review Deliverable Submission & Review Process Requirements


130 2.2.3.2 Document Templates, Deliverable Submission & Review Process


131 2.2.3.3 Internal Review of Deliverable Submission & Review Process


132 2.2.3.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Finalized Deliverable Submission & Review Process


133 2.2.3.5 Client Reviews Deliverable Submission & Review Process


134 2.2.3.6 HP Updates Deliverable Submission & Review Process per Client's Review


135 2.2.3.7 Client Reviews Updates to Deliverable Submission & Review Process


136 2.2.3.8 MILESTONE: Client Approves Deliverable Submission & Review Process


137 2.2.4 8.1.2.5 Develop Communication Plan


138 2.2.4.1 Communication Plan Outline 


139 2.2.4.1.1 Develop Outline - Communication Plan


140 2.2.4.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Communication Plan


141 2.2.4.1.3 Revise Outline - Communication Plan Plan Based on HP Review


142 2.2.4.1.4 8.1.2.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Communication Plan Outline


143 2.2.4.1.5 Client Review of Communication Plan Outline


144 2.2.4.1.6 HP Revise Communication Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


145 2.2.4.1.7 Client Review & Approval of revised Communication Plan Outline


146 2.2.4.1.8 8.1.2.5 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Communication Plan Outline


147 2.2.4.2 8.1.2.5 Develop Communication Plan


148 2.2.4.2.1 Develop & Document Communication Plan


149 2.2.4.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Communication Plan


150 2.2.4.2.3 Revise Communication Plan after Review


151 2.2.4.2.4 Walkthrough Communication Plan with Client


152 2.2.4.2.5 Revise Communication Plan after Client Walkthrough


153 2.2.4.2.6 8.1.2.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Communication Plan


154 2.2.4.2.7 Client Reviews Communication Plan


155 2.2.4.2.8 HP Updates Communication Plan per Client's Review
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156 2.2.4.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Communication Plan


157 2.2.4.2.10 8.1.2.5 MILESTONE: Client Approves Communication Plan


158 2.2.5 8.1.2.6 Develop Risk Management Plan


159 2.2.5.1 Risk Management Plan Outline 


160 2.2.5.1.1 Develop Outline - Risk Management Plan


161 2.2.5.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Risk Management Plan


162 2.2.5.1.3 Revise Outline - Risk Management Plan Plan Based on HP Review


163 2.2.5.1.4 8.1.2.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Risk Management Plan Outline


164 2.2.5.1.5 Client Review of Risk Management Plan Outline


165 2.2.5.1.6 HP Revise Risk Management Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


166 2.2.5.1.7 Client Review & Approval of revised Risk Management Plan Outline


167 2.2.5.1.8 8.1.2.6 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Risk Management Plan Outline


168 2.2.5.2 8.1.2.6 Develop Risk Management Plan


169 2.2.5.2.1 Develop & Document Risk Management Plan


170 2.2.5.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Risk Management Plan & Assessment


171 2.2.5.2.3 Revise Risk Management Plan after Review


172 2.2.5.2.4 Walkthrough Risk Management Plan with Client


173 2.2.5.2.5 Revise Risk Management Plan after Client Walkthrough


174 2.2.5.2.6 8.1.2.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Risk Management Plan


175 2.2.5.2.7 Client Reviews Risk Management Plan


176 2.2.5.2.8 HP Updates Risk Management Plan per Client's Review


177 2.2.5.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Risk Management Plan


178 2.2.5.2.10 8.1.2.6 MILESTONE: Client Approves Risk Management Plan


179 2.2.6 8.1.2.7 Develop Quality Assurance Plan 


180 2.2.6.1 Develop & Document Quality Assurance Plan


181 2.2.6.2 Internal Review of Quality Assurance Plan


182 2.2.6.3 Update Quality Assurance Plan


183 2.2.6.4 Walkthrough Quality Assurance Plan with Client


184 2.2.6.5 Revise Quality Assurance Plan after Client Walkthrough


185 2.2.6.6 8.1.2.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Quality Assurance Plan


186 2.2.6.7 Client Reviews Quality Assurance Plan


187 2.2.6.8 HP Updates Quality Assurance Plan per Client's Review


188 2.2.6.9 Client Reviews Updates to Quality Assurance Plan


189 2.2.6.10 8.1.2.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Quality Assurance Plan


190 2.2.7 Develop Method of Destruction of Confidential Information 


191 2.2.7.1  Develop Method of Destruction of Confidential Information


192 2.2.7.2 Internal Review of Method of Destruction of Confidential Information


193 2.2.7.3 CHECKPOINT: Client Approves Retention / Destruction of Confidential
Information


194 2.2.8 Reoccurring Project Status Meetings


195 2.2.8.1 12.6.3 - 12.6.7 Weekly Meeting with PBM
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196 2.2.8.1.1 Weekly Meeting with PBM 1


197 2.2.8.1.2 12.6.3 - 12.6.7 Weekly Meeting with PBM 2


198 2.2.8.1.3 Weekly Meeting with PBM 3


199 2.2.8.1.4 Weekly Meeting with PBM 4


200 2.2.8.1.5 Weekly Meeting with PBM 5


201 2.2.8.1.6 Weekly Meeting with PBM 6


202 2.2.8.1.7 Weekly Meeting with PBM 7


203 2.2.8.1.8 Weekly Meeting with PBM 8


204 2.2.8.1.9 Weekly Meeting with PBM 9


205 2.2.8.1.10 Weekly Meeting with PBM 10


206 2.2.8.1.11 Weekly Meeting with PBM 11


207 2.2.8.1.12 Weekly Meeting with PBM 12


208 2.2.8.1.13 Weekly Meeting with PBM 13


209 2.2.8.1.14 Weekly Meeting with PBM 14


210 2.2.8.1.15 Weekly Meeting with PBM 15


211 2.2.8.1.16 Weekly Meeting with PBM 16


212 2.2.8.1.17 Weekly Meeting with PBM 17


213 2.2.8.2 9.2.1.12 /
9.2.1.16 /


Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule


214 2.2.8.2.1 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   1


215 2.2.8.2.29.2.1.12 / 9.2.1.16 / 9.3.4.9 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   2


216 2.2.8.2.3 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   3


217 2.2.8.2.4 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   4


218 2.2.8.2.5 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   5


219 2.2.8.2.6 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   6


220 2.2.8.2.7 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   7


221 2.2.8.2.8 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   8


222 2.2.8.2.9 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   9


223 2.2.8.2.10 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   10


224 2.2.8.2.11 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   11


225 2.2.8.2.12 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   12


226 2.2.8.2.13 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   13


227 2.2.8.2.14 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   14


228 2.2.8.2.15 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   15


229 2.2.8.2.16 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   16


230 2.2.8.2.17 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   17


231 2.2.8.2.18 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   18


232 2.2.8.2.19 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   19


233 2.2.8.2.20 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   20


234 2.2.8.2.21 Weekly Update of Project Work Plan Schedule   21
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235 2.2.8.3 9.2.1.13 /
9.3.4.10 /


Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report


236 2.2.8.3.1 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 1


237 2.2.8.3.2 9.2.1.13 /
9.3.4.10 /


Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 2


238 2.2.8.3.3 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 3


239 2.2.8.3.4 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 4


240 2.2.8.3.5 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 5


241 2.2.8.3.6 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 6


242 2.2.8.3.7 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 7


243 2.2.8.3.8 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 8


244 2.2.8.3.9 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 9


245 2.2.8.3.10 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 10


246 2.2.8.3.11 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 11


247 2.2.8.3.12 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 12


248 2.2.8.3.13 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 13


249 2.2.8.3.14 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 14


250 2.2.8.3.15 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 15


251 2.2.8.3.16 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 16


252 2.2.8.3.17 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 17


253 2.2.8.3.18 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 18


254 2.2.8.3.19 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 19


255 2.2.8.3.20 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 20


256 2.2.8.3.21 Prepare & Deliver Weekly Status Report 21


257 2.2.8.4 9.2.1.12 /
9.6.1.13


Conduct Weekly Status Meeting


258 2.2.8.4.1 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 1


259 2.2.8.4.2 9.2.1.12 /
9.6.1.13


Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 2


260 2.2.8.4.3 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 3


261 2.2.8.4.4 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 4


262 2.2.8.4.5 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 5


263 2.2.8.4.6 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 6


264 2.2.8.4.7 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 7


265 2.2.8.4.8 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 8


266 2.2.8.4.9 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 9


267 2.2.8.4.10 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 10


268 2.2.8.4.11 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 11


269 2.2.8.4.12 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 12


270 2.2.8.4.13 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 13


271 2.2.8.4.14 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 14


272 2.2.8.4.15 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 15


273 2.2.8.4.16 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 16
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274 2.2.8.4.17 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 17


275 2.2.8.4.18 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 18


276 2.2.8.4.19 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 19


277 2.2.8.4.20 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 20


278 2.2.8.4.21 Conduct Weekly Status Meeting 21


279 2.2.8.5 8.1.2.4 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report


280 2.2.8.5.1 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 1


281 2.2.8.5.2 8.1.2.4 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 2


282 2.2.8.5.3 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 3


283 2.2.8.5.4 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 4


284 2.2.8.5.5 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 5


285 2.2.8.5.6 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 6


286 2.2.8.5.7 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 7


287 2.2.8.5.8 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 8


288 2.2.8.5.9 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 9


289 2.2.8.5.10 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 10


290 2.2.8.5.11 Prepare & Deliver Semi-Monthly Status Report 11


291 2.2.8.6 8.1.2.3 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting


292 2.2.8.6.1 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 1


293 2.2.8.6.2 8.1.2.3 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 2


294 2.2.8.6.3 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 3


295 2.2.8.6.4 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 4


296 2.2.8.6.5 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 5


297 2.2.8.6.6 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 6


298 2.2.8.6.7 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 7


299 2.2.8.6.8 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 8


300 2.2.8.6.9 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 9


301 2.2.8.6.10 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 10


302 2.2.8.6.11 Conduct Semi-Monthly Project Status Meeting 11


303 2.2.9 8.4 Facilities


304 2.2.9.1 Establish HP Temporary Office


305 2.2.9.1.1 Locate & Confirm Temporary Account Location in Carson City


306 2.2.9.1.2 Prepare Temporary Account Location in Carson City


307 2.2.9.1.3 Occupy HP Temporary Location


308 2.2.9.1.4 CHECKPOINT:  HP Temporary Site Occupied


309 2.2.9.2 8.4.2.3 Establish Courier Service


310 2.2.9.2.1 Review Requirements for Courier Service


311 2.2.9.2.2 Review & Interview Courier Services


312 2.2.9.2.3 Select Courier Service


313 2.2.9.2.4 Develop Courier Service Procedures & Process


314 2.2.9.2.5 Review & Revise Courier Service Procedures & Process


315 2.2.9.2.6 Publish & Distribute Courier Service Procedures & Process
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316 2.2.9.2.7 8.4.2.3 CHECKPOINT:  Courier Service in Place


317 2.2.9.2.8 Acquire Courier Van


318 2.2.9.3  Acquire & Occupy Permanent Account Facilities in Carson City


319 2.2.9.3.1 Site Planning


320 2.2.9.3.1.1 Site Selection


321 2.2.9.3.1.2 Negotiate Lease


322 2.2.9.3.1.3 Plan & Document Facility Build Out


323 2.2.9.3.1.4 Move Planning


324 2.2.9.3.1.5 Security System Planning


325 2.2.9.3.1.6 Audio Visual Planning


326 2.2.9.3.1.7 Order Furniture / Equipment


327 2.2.9.3.1.8 Facility Build Out - Phase 1


328 2.2.9.3.1.9 Facility Build Out - Remainder


329 2.2.9.3.2 Furniture


330 2.2.9.3.2.1 Furniture Delivery


331 2.2.9.3.3 Security System


332 2.2.9.3.3.1 Security System Delivery


333 2.2.9.3.4 Audio Visual


334 2.2.9.3.4.1 Order Security & Audio Visual Equipment


335 2.2.9.3.4.2 Audio Visual Delivery


336 2.2.9.3.5 Occupancy Coordination


337 2.2.9.3.5.1  Utilities


338 2.2.9.3.5.2 Vending Equipment


339 2.2.9.3.5.3 Furniture Keys


340 2.2.9.3.5.4 Building Keys


341 2.2.9.3.5.5 Access Cards


342 2.2.9.3.5.6 Marker Boards


343 2.2.9.3.5.7 Parking


344 2.2.9.3.5.8  Cleaning


345 2.2.9.3.5.9 Phased Occupancy Move In


346 2.2.9.3.5.10 DHCFP Occupancy Move In


347 2.2.9.4   9.2.2.5 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Permanent Contractor
Facilities


348 2.2.9.5 9.3.3.1 /
9.2.2.5


PROGRESS MILESTONE: HP Begins Occupation of Permanent Account
Facilities in Carson City


349 2.2.9.6 9.2.2.8 PROGRESS MILESTONE: DHCFP Begins Occupation of HP Account
Facilities in Carson City


350 2.2.9.7 Hosting


351 2.2.9.7.1 14.2.3 Initiate Mainframe Development and Test Logical Partition set-up by Verizon
Hosting Services.


352 2.2.9.7.2 14.2.3 Initiate Orlando Data Center build out of Development systems.


353 2.2.9.7.3 14.2.3 Initiate set-up for Nevada IVR.


354 2.2.9.7.4 Establish connections
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355 2.2.9.7.5 14.2.3.16 Insure all sites are accessible via network and security is established for
Takeover team.


356 2.2.9.7.6 14.2.3 Acquire, install, and prepare additional Mainframe software for Takeover
Application group.


357 2.2.9.7.7 14.2.3 Acquire, install, and prepare additional non-mainframe software for Takeover
Application group.


358 2.2.9.7.8 14.2.3 Validate access and applications perform for development.


359 2.2.9.7.9 14.2.3.4 Initiate Mainframe Production and DR Logical Partition set-up by Verizon
Hosting Services.


360 2.2.9.7.10 14.2.3.4 Initiate Orlando Data Center build out of Production and DR systems.


361 2.2.9.7.11 14.2.3.4 Initiate DR set-up for Nevada IVR.


362 2.2.9.7.12 14.2.3.16 Insure all sites are accessible via network and security is established for
Takeover team.


363 2.2.9.7.13 14.2.3 For Production, acquire, install, and prepare additional Mainframe software for
Takeover Application group.


364 2.2.9.7.14 14.2.3 For Production, acquire, install, and prepare additional non-mainframe
software for Takeover Application group.


365 2.2.9.7.15 14.2.3 For Production, application group and others will validate access and
applications perform for production purposes.


366 2.2.9.8 9.3.3.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Installation of System Hardware & Software  


367 2.2.9.9 9.6.1.8 Implement All Network Connectivity and Communications


368 2.2.9.9.1 9.6.1.8 WAN Architectural Design


369 2.2.9.9.2 9.6.1.8 WAN Engineering Design


370 2.2.9.9.3 9.6.1.8 Create WAN Circuit Orders


371 2.2.9.9.4 9.6.1.8 Equipment Order & Receive


372 2.2.9.9.5 9.6.1.8 WAN Deployment


373 2.2.9.9.6 9.6.1.8 Carson City HP LAN Design


374 2.2.9.9.7 9.6.1.8 Carson City HP Deployment


375 2.2.9.9.8 9.6.1.8 DHCFP coordination & design


376 2.2.9.9.9 9.6.1.8 DHCFP deployment


377 2.2.9.9.10 9.6.1.8 Midrange LAN/WAN Design


378 2.2.9.9.11 9.6.1.8 Midrange LAN/WAN Deployment


379 2.2.9.9.12 9.6.1.8 Midrange DR LAN/WAN Design


380 2.2.9.9.13 9.6.1.8 Midrange DR LAN/WAN Deployment


381 2.2.9.9.14 9.6.1.8 Vendor coordination & design


382 2.2.9.9.15 9.6.1.8 Vendor deployment


383 2.2.10 9.3.3.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Facilities to Operate NV MMIS


384 3 8.6 Requirements Validation and Demonstration Task


385 3.1 RV Session Planning


386 3.1.1 8.6.2.1 Review & Finalize RV Session Schedule


387 3.1.2 Notification of  RV Session Schedule


388 3.1.3 RV Session Goals Expectations


389 3.1.3.1 Document RV Session Goals and Expectations Handbook


390 3.1.3.2 Submit RV Session Goals and Expectations Handbook to Client
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391 3.1.4 RVS Overview Training Session


392 3.1.4.1 Conduct RV Session Overview and Training


393 3.2 8.6.1 RV Sessions


394 3.2.1 Requirement Validation


395 3.2.2  Changes


396 3.2.3 Tool Replacement


397 3.2.4 Solutions - Establish Measurement Criteria


398 3.2.5 PBM Kickoff and Requirements Review and Verification


399 3.2.5.1 Kickoff meeting


400 3.2.5.2 Gather/Confirm functional requirements


401 3.2.5.3 Gather/Confirm technical requirements


402 3.2.5.4 Gather/Confirm Clinical requirements


403 3.2.5.5 Gather/Confirm Operations requirements


404 3.2.5.6 Gather/Confirm web site requirements


405 3.2.5.7 Requirements for Claims Processing business rules


406 3.2.5.7.1 Define edits and audits


407 3.2.5.7.2 define DUR rules


408 3.2.5.7.3 define script limits


409 3.2.5.7.4 define PDL processing


410 3.2.5.7.5 define step therapy


411 3.2.5.7.6 define pricing/payment


412 3.2.5.7.7 define required fields/payer sheet


413 3.2.5.8 Confirm Electronic Prescribing Requirements


414 3.2.5.9 Define PDL/Supplemental Rebates Strategy


415 3.2.5.9.1 Determine strategy decision of pooling or independent negotiation


416 3.2.5.9.2 Review current class review schedule


417 3.2.5.9.3 Analyze utilization data


418 3.2.5.9.4 Review plan for operational startup and revised class review


419 3.2.5.10 Review Interface and Conversion


420 3.2.5.10.1 Review inbound eligibility mapping


421 3.2.5.10.2 Review lock-in conversion mapping


422 3.2.5.10.3 Review COB conversion mapping


423 3.2.5.10.4 Review inbound provider network file


424 3.2.5.10.5 Review outbound claims encounter file


425 3.2.5.10.6 Review inbound claims conversion data layout


426 3.2.5.11 Technical Call Center Operations requirements


427 3.2.5.11.1 Perform deep dive on technical call center requirements


428 3.2.5.11.2 Confirm Technical call center correspondence 


429 3.2.5.11.3 Confirm call documentation requirements


430 3.2.5.11.4 Confirm call flow for technical call center


431 3.2.5.12 Clinical Call Center Operations requirements


432 3.2.5.12.1 Perform deep dive on clinical call center requirements
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433 3.2.5.12.2 Confirm clinical call center correspondence 


434 3.2.5.12.3 Confirm call documentation requirements


435 3.2.5.12.4 Confirm call flow for clinical call center


436 3.2.5.13 Requirements sessions complete


437 3.2.5.14 Requirements Document Preparation 


438 3.2.5.14.1 Prepare Clinical Requirements


439 3.2.5.14.2 Prepare Ops requirements


440 3.2.5.14.3 Prepare technical requirements


441 3.2.5.14.4 Prepare Claims Processing business requirements


442 3.2.5.14.5 Prepare other requirements


443 3.2.5.14.6 Initial RAD document delivery


444 3.2.5.14.7 Review Requirements Document


445 3.2.5.14.8 Finalize Requirements Document


446 3.2.5.14.9 RAD Document Approved


447 3.3 8.6.2.3 Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


448 3.3.1 Compile Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


449 3.3.2 8.6.2.3 DELIVERABLE - Submit Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


450 3.3.3 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


451 3.3.4 Conduct External Review of Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


452 3.3.5 Revise Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes based on External Review


453 3.3.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


454 3.3.7 MILESTONE - Client Approves Requirements Validation Discussion Minutes


455 3.4 Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline 


456 3.4.1 8.6.2.3 Develop Outline - Requirements Validation Analysis Report


457 3.4.2 8.6.2.6 HP Review of Outline - Requirements Validation Analysis Report


458 3.4.3 Revise Outline - Requirements Validation Analysis Report Plan Based on HP Review


459 3.4.4 CHECKPOINT: Submit Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline


460 3.4.5 Client Review of Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline


461 3.4.6 HP Revise Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline Based on Client Review


462 3.4.7 8.6.2.6 Client Review & Approval of revised Requirements Validation Analysis Report Outline


463 3.4.8 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Requirements Validation Analysis Report
Outline


464 3.5 Requirements Comprehensive Validation Analysis Report


465 3.5.1 Compile Requirements Validation Analysis Report


466 3.5.2 8.6.2.6 KEY DELIVERABLE - Submit Comprehensive Requirements Validation
Analysis Report


467 3.5.3 8.6.2.7 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Validation Analysis Report


468 3.5.4 Conduct External Review of Requirements Validation Analysis Report
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469 3.5.5 8.6.2.7 Revise Requirements Validation Analysis Report based on External Review 


470 3.5.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Validation Analysis Report


471 3.5.7 MILESTONE - Client Approves Comprehensive Requirements Validation
Analysis Report


472 3.6 Requirements Traceability Matrix


473 3.6.1 Compile Requirements Traceability Matrix


474 3.6.2 DELIVERABLE - Submit Requirements Traceability Matrix


475 3.6.3 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Traceability Matrix


476 3.6.4 8.6.2.7 Conduct External Review of Requirements Traceability Matrix


477 3.6.5 8.6.2.8 Revise Requirements Traceability Matrix based on External Review 


478 3.6.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Traceability Matrix


479 3.6.7 8.6.2.8 MILESTONE - Client Approves Requirements Traceability Matrix


480 4 8.1.1.2 KEY MILESTONE:  DHCFP Approval of All Plans Listed in Section 8


481 5 9 Transition Task


482 5.1 9.1.1 Transition Period Entrance Criteria


483 5.1.1 9.1.1.1.A KEY MILESTONE:  DHCFP Approval of Detail Project Work Plan


484 5.1.2 9.1.1.1.B KEY MILESTONE:  Establishment of Account Facilities


485 5.1.3 9.1.1.1.C KEY MILESTONE:  Acceptance of Comprehensive Requirements Validation
Analysis Report


486 5.2 9.1.2 Transition Period Exit Criteria


487 5.2.1 9.1.2.1.A KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Acceptance of Transition Plan


488 5.2.2 9.1.2.1.B KEY MILESTONE: Vendor Certification of System Components


489 5.2.3 9.1.2.1.C KEY MILESTONE:  Acceptance by DHCFP of ALL System Test Activities


490 5.2.4 9.1.2.1.D KEY MILESTONE:  Acceptance by DHCFP of ALL Revision to System & User
Documentation


491 5.3 9.2 Transition Planning


492 5.3.1 Meet with Client to review Entrance & Exit Criteria


493 5.3.2 9.2.1.1 HP Agrees to Transition Period Entrance & Exit Criteria


494 5.3.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Entrance & Exit Criteria


495 5.3.4 9.2.1.2 Facilities Plan 


496 5.3.4.1 Develop & Document Facilities Plan


497 5.3.4.2 Internal Review of Facilities Plan


498 5.3.4.3 Update Facilities Plan based on Review


499 5.3.4.4 Walkthrough Facilities Plan with Client


500 5.3.4.5 Revise Facilities Plan after Client Walkthrough


501 5.3.4.6 9.2.3.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Facilities Plan


502 5.3.4.7 Client Reviews Facilities Plan


503 5.3.4.8 HP Updates Facilities Plan per Client's Review


504 5.3.4.9 Client Reviews Updates to Facilities Plan


505 5.3.4.10 9.2.2.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Facilities Plan


506 5.3.5 9.2.1.3 Review System & User Documentation


1/13
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507 5.3.5.1 Review & Document Deficiencies in Existing System & User Documentation


508 5.3.5.2 Internal Review of Document Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


509 5.3.5.3 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation from Review


510 5.3.5.4 9.2.3.4 /
9.2.3.5


DELIVERABLE: Submit Documented Deficiencies in System & User
Documentation


511 5.3.5.5 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


512 5.3.5.6 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation per Client's
Review


513 5.3.5.7 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


514 5.3.5.8 9.2.2.6 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Documented Deficiencies in
System & User Documentation


515 5.3.6 9.2.1.4 Project Control & Reporting System


516 5.3.6.1 Develop & Document Project Control & Reporting System 


517 5.3.6.2 Internal Review of Project Control & Reporting System


518 5.3.6.3 Update Project Control & Reporting System


519 5.3.6.4 9.2.3.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit Project Control & Reporting System


520 5.3.6.5 Client Reviews Project Control & Reporting System


521 5.3.6.6 HP Updates Project Control & Reporting System per Client's Review


522 5.3.6.7 Client Reviews Updates to Project Control & Reporting System


523 5.3.6.8 9.2.1.4 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Project Control & Reporting System  


524 5.3.7 9.2.1.4 Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


525 5.3.7.1 Develop & Document Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls 


526 5.3.7.2 Internal Review of Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


527 5.3.7.3 Update Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


528 5.3.7.4 9.2.1.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


529 5.3.7.5 Client Reviews Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


530 5.3.7.6 HP Updates Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls per Client's Review


531 5.3.7.7 Client Reviews Updates to Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls


532 5.3.7.8 9.2.1.4 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Problem Reporting Protocols & Controls  


533 5.3.8 9.2.1.5 Transition Review Meetings (TRM)


534 5.3.8.1 9.2.1.5 Conduct Review Meetings for DHCFP Policies & Services


535 5.3.8.2 9.2.1.15 Conduct Meetings with DHCFP, Vendors etc… on System Interfaces


536 5.3.9 9.2.1.6 MMIS Transition Plan 


537 5.3.9.1 Develop & Document Transition Plan


538 5.3.9.2 Internal Review of Transition Plan


539 5.3.9.3 Update Transition Plan


540 5.3.9.4 Walkthrough Transition Plan with Client


541 5.3.9.5 Revise Transition Plan after Client Walkthrough


542 5.3.9.6 9.2.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit MMIS Transition Plan
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543 5.3.9.7 Client Reviews Transition Plan


544 5.3.9.8 HP Updates Transition Plan per Client's Review


545 5.3.9.9 Client Reviews Updates to Transition Plan


546 5.3.9.10 9.2.2.2 KEY MILESTONE: Client Approval of MMIS Transition Plan


547 5.3.10 9.2.1.7 Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline and Plan


548 5.3.10.1 9.2.1.7 Outline Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 


549 5.3.10.1.1 Develop Outline - Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 


550 5.3.10.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  


551 5.3.10.1.3 Revise Outline - Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Based on HP Review


552 5.3.10.1.4 9.2.3.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline


553 5.3.10.1.5 Client Review of Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline


554 5.3.10.1.6 HP Revise Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline Based on Client Review


555 5.3.10.1.7 Client Review revised Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan Outline


556 5.3.10.1.8 9.2.1.7  MILESTONE: Client Approval of Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan
Outline


557 5.3.10.2 9.2.1.7 Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  


558 5.3.10.2.1 Develop Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  


559 5.3.10.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  


560 5.3.10.2.3 Revise Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan after Review 


561 5.3.10.2.4 Walkthrough Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan with Client


562 5.3.10.2.5 Revise Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan after Client Walkthrough


563 5.3.10.2.6 9.2.1.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 


564 5.3.10.2.7 Client Reviews Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan 


565 5.3.10.2.8 HP Updates Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan per Client's Review


566 5.3.10.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Relocation Risk/Contingency Plan  


567 5.3.10.2.10 9.2.1.7 /
9.2.2.4


PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Relocation
Risk/Contingency Plan


568 5.3.11 9.2.1.10 Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures Outline and
Plan


569 5.3.11.1 9.2.1.10 Outline Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures Plan


570 5.3.11.1.1 Develop Outline - Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


571 5.3.11.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


572 5.3.11.1.3 Revise Outline - Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures Based on HP Review


573 5.3.11.1.4 9.2.1.10 DELIVERABLE: Submit Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures Outline


574 5.3.11.1.5 Client Review of Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures Outline


575 5.3.11.1.6 HP Revise Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures
Outline Based on Client Review
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576 5.3.11.1.7 Client Review revised Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures Outline


577 5.3.11.1.8 9.2.1.10 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Project Management Control Software
& Reporting Procedures Outline


578 5.3.11.2 9.2.1.10 Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures  


579 5.3.11.2.1 Develop Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures


580 5.3.11.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures


581 5.3.11.2.3 Revise Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures after
Review


582 5.3.11.2.4 Walkthrough Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures
with Client


583 5.3.11.2.5 Revise Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures  after
Client Walkthrough


584 5.3.11.2.6 9.2.1.10 DELIVERABLE: Submit Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures


585 5.3.11.2.7 Client Reviews Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


586 5.3.11.2.8 HP Updates Project Management Control Software & Reporting Procedures
per Client's Review


587 5.3.11.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Project Management Control Software & Reporting
Procedures


588 5.3.11.2.10 9.2.1.10 MILESTONE: Client Approves Project Management Control Software &
Reporting Procedures


589 5.3.12 9.2.1.16 Final Transition Work Plan and Schedule


590 5.3.12.1 Review / Update Project Estimates


591 5.3.12.2 Review / Update Deliverable Delivery Dates


592 5.3.12.3 Review / Update Risks & Assumptions


593 5.3.12.4 Review / Update Project Work Plan


594 5.3.12.5 Internal Review of Project Work Plan


595 5.3.12.6 9.2.3.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Final Transition Work Plan and Schedule


596 5.3.12.7 Client Reviews Work Plan


597 5.3.12.8 HP Updates Work Plan per Client's Review


598 5.3.12.9 Client Reviews Updates to Work Plan


599 5.3.12.10 9.2.2.7 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Final Transition Work Plan and
Schedule


600 5.3.12.11 Create PDF File of Approved Updated Project Work Plan Schedule for Client


601 5.3.12.12 Baseline Approved Project Work Plan Schedule 


602 5.3.13 9.2.1.8 Gateway LAN Plan & Installation


603 5.3.13.1 Gateway LAN Plan


604 5.3.13.1.1 Develop & Document Gateway LAN Plan


605 5.3.13.1.2 Internal Review of Gateway LAN Plan


606 5.3.13.1.3 Update Gateway LAN Plan based on Review


607 5.3.13.1.4 9.2.1.8 DELIVERABLE: Submit Gateway LAN Plan
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608 5.3.13.1.5 Client Reviews Gateway LAN Plan


609 5.3.13.1.6 HP Updates Gateway LAN Plan per Client's Review


610 5.3.13.1.7 Client Reviews Updates to Gateway LAN Plan


611 5.3.13.1.8 9.2.2.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Gateway LAN Plan


612 5.3.13.2 9.2.1.8 Gateway LAN Equipment


613 5.3.13.2.1 CHECKPOINT: Validate Gateway LAN equipment proposed
configuration


614 5.3.13.2.2 9.2.1.8 Order Gateway LAN equipment


615 5.3.13.2.3 9.2.1.8 Receive Gateway LAN equipment


616 5.3.13.3 9.2.1.8 Telecommunications Configuration


617 5.3.13.3.1 CHECKPOINT: Validate Telecommunication Equipment for proposed
configuration


618 5.3.13.3.2 9.2.1.8 Order Telecommunication Equipment equipment


619 5.3.13.3.3 9.2.1.8 Receive Telecommunication Equipment equipment


620 5.3.13.4 9.2.1.8 Printing Equipment


621 5.3.13.4.1 CHECKPOINT: Validate Printing Equipment for proposed configuration


622 5.3.13.4.2 9.2.1.8 Order Printing Equipment equipment


623 5.3.13.4.3 9.2.1.8 Receive Printing Equipment equipment


624 5.3.13.5 9.2.1.8 Install Equipment at HP Location


625 5.3.13.5.1 9.2.1.8 Install Gateway LAN


626 5.3.13.5.2 9.2.1.8 Install Telecommunications


627 5.3.13.5.3 9.2.1.8 Install Printers


628 5.3.13.6 9.2.1.8 Install Equipment at Client Location


629 5.3.13.6.1 9.2.1.8 Connect to Client Gateway LAN


630 5.3.13.6.2 9.2.1.8 Connect to Client Telecommunications


631 5.3.14 9.2.2.9 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Establishment of Gateway to DHCFP LAN


632 5.4 9.3 Transition Of Core MMIS Software, Files, Peripheral Systems etc…


633 5.4.1 9.3.4.1 System Test Outline and Plan


634 5.4.1.1 Outline System Test Plan


635 5.4.1.1.1 Develop Outline - System Test   Plan


636 5.4.1.1.2 HP Review of Outline - System Test   Plan


637 5.4.1.1.3 Revise Outline - System Test   Plan Based on HP Review


638 5.4.1.1.4 9.3.4.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Test Plan Outline


639 5.4.1.1.5 Client Review of System Test Plan Outline


640 5.4.1.1.6 HP Revise System Test Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


641 5.4.1.1.7 Client Review revised System Test Plan Outline


642 5.4.1.1.8 9.3.4.1 MILESTONE: Client Approval of System Test   Plan Outline


643 5.4.1.2 System Test Plan


644 5.4.1.2.1 Develop System Test Plan


645 5.4.1.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of System Test   Plan


646 5.4.1.2.3 Revise System Test Plan after Review
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647 5.4.1.2.4 Walkthrough System Test Plan with Client


648 5.4.1.2.5 Revise System Test Plan after Client Walkthrough


649 5.4.1.2.6 9.3.4.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Test Plan


650 5.4.1.2.7 Client Reviews System Test   Plan


651 5.4.1.2.8 HP Updates System Test   Plan per Client's Review


652 5.4.1.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to System Test   Plan


653 5.4.1.2.10 9.3.4.1 MILESTONE: Client Approves System Test Plan


654 5.4.2 9.3.4.3 Integration Test  Outline and Plan


655 5.4.2.1 Outline Integration Test  Plan


656 5.4.2.1.1 Develop Outline - Integration Test  Plan


657 5.4.2.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Integration Test  Plan


658 5.4.2.1.3 Revise Outline - Integration Test  Plan Based on HP Review


659 5.4.2.1.4 9.3.4.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Integration Test  Plan Outline


660 5.4.2.1.5 Client Review of Integration Test  Plan Outline


661 5.4.2.1.6 HP Revise Integration Test  Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


662 5.4.2.1.7 Client Review revised Integration Test  Plan Outline


663 5.4.2.1.8 9.3.4.3 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Integration Test  Plan Outline


664 5.4.2.2 Integration Test  Plan


665 5.4.2.2.1 Develop Integration Test  Plan


666 5.4.2.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Integration Test  Plan


667 5.4.2.2.3 Revise Integration Test  Plan after Review


668 5.4.2.2.4 Walkthrough Integration Test  Plan with Client


669 5.4.2.2.5 Revise Integration Test Plan after Client Walkthrough


670 5.4.2.2.6 9.3.4.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Integration Test  Plan


671 5.4.2.2.7 Client Reviews Integration Test  Plan


672 5.4.2.2.8 HP Updates Integration Test  Plan per Client's Review


673 5.4.2.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Integration Test  Plan


674 5.4.2.2.10 9.3.4.3 MILESTONE: Client Approves Integration Test  Plan


675 5.4.3 9.3.2.8 System & User Documentation


676 5.4.3.1 Review & Update Existing System Documentation


677 5.4.3.2 Review & Update Existing User Documentation


678 5.4.3.3 Internal Review of Document Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


679 5.4.3.4 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation from Review


680 5.4.3.5 9.3.4.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Documented Deficiencies in System
Documentation


681 5.4.3.6 9.3.4.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Documented Deficiencies in User Documentation


682 5.4.3.7 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


683 5.4.3.8 Update Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation per Client's
Review
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684 5.4.3.9 Client Reviews Documented Deficiencies in System & User Documentation


685 5.4.3.10 9.3.3.6 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Documented Deficiencies in System &
User Documentation


686 5.4.4 9.3.4.7 Nevada Training Plan Outline and Plan


687 5.4.4.1 Outline Nevada Training Plan


688 5.4.4.1.1 Develop Outline - Nevada Training Plan


689 5.4.4.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Nevada Training Plan


690 5.4.4.1.3 Revise Outline - Nevada Training Plan Based on HP Review


691 5.4.4.1.4 9.3.4.7 CHECKPOINT: Submit Nevada Training Plan Outline


692 5.4.4.1.5 Client Review of Nevada Training Plan Outline


693 5.4.4.1.6 HP Revise Nevada Training Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


694 5.4.4.1.7 Client of revised of Nevada Training Plan Outline


695 5.4.4.1.8 9.3.3.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Nevada Training Plan Outline


696 5.4.4.2 9.3.4.7 Nevada Training Plan


697 5.4.4.2.1 Review/Finalize Nevada Training Plan


698 5.4.4.2.2 Internal Review of Nevada Training Plan


699 5.4.4.2.3 Revise Nevada Training Plan after Review


700 5.4.4.2.4 Walkthrough Nevada Training Plan with Client


701 5.4.4.2.5 Revise Nevada Training Plan after Client Walkthrough


702 5.4.4.2.6 9.3.4.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Finalized Nevada Training Plan


703 5.4.4.2.7 Client Reviews Nevada Training Plan


704 5.4.4.2.8 HP Updates Nevada Training Plan per Client's Review


705 5.4.4.2.9 Client Reviews Updates to Nevada Training Plan


706 5.4.4.2.10 9.3.3.7 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Nevada Training Plan


707 5.4.5 Data Migration Plan Outline and Plan


708 5.4.5.1 Outline Data Migration Plan


709 5.4.5.1.1 Develop Outline - Data Migration Plan


710 5.4.5.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Data Migration Plan


711 5.4.5.1.3 Revise Outline - Data Migration Plan Based on HP Review


712 5.4.5.1.4 Revise Data Migration Plan after Client Walkthrough


713 5.4.5.1.5 9.3.4.7 CHECKPOINT: Submit Data Migration Plan Outline


714 5.4.5.1.6 Client Review of Data Migration Plan Outline


715 5.4.5.1.7 HP Revise Data Migration Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


716 5.4.5.1.8 Client of revised of Data Migration Plan Outline


717 5.4.5.1.9 9.3.3.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Data Migration Plan Outline


718 5.4.5.2 9.4.2.3 Data Migration Plan


719 5.4.5.2.1 Review/Finalize Data Migration Plan


720 5.4.5.2.2 Internal Review of Data Migration Plan


721 5.4.5.2.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Finalized Data Migration Plan


722 5.4.5.2.4 Client Reviews Data Migration Plan


723 5.4.5.2.5 HP Updates Data Migration Plan per Client's Review
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724 5.4.5.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Data Migration Plan


725 5.4.5.2.7 9.4.4.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Data Migration Plan


726 5.4.6 Obtain Initial System Files


727 5.4.6.1 CHECKPOINT: Client System Files Available


728 5.4.6.2 Client Arrange for the Transfer of System Program Files


729 5.4.6.3 Client Arrange for the Transfer of System Adhoc Libraries


730 5.4.6.4 Client Arrange for the Transfer of System Special Reporting Libraries


731 5.4.6.5 Client Arrange for the Transfer of MMIS Source Documentation Files


732 5.4.6.6 Client Arrange for the Transfer of MMIS Paper Documentation 


733 5.4.6.7 Client Arrange for the Transfer of Cycle Parameters


734 5.4.6.8 Client Arrange for Current Production Program Libraries


735 5.4.6.9 CHECKPOINT: HP Sends Confirmation of all Initial Files Received for
Client validation


736 5.4.7 Knowledge Transfer 


737 5.4.7.1 Prepare for Knowledge Transfer 


738 5.4.7.2 Conduct Knowledge Transfer Session 1


739 5.4.7.3 Conduct Knowledge Transfer Session 2


740 5.4.7.4 Conduct Knowledge Transfer Session 3


741 5.4.8 9.3.3.2 /
9.3.3.3


Transition Core MMIS


742 5.4.8.1 Claims


743 5.4.8.1.1 Verify & Update System Configuration


744 5.4.8.1.2 Verify and update Subcontractor Agreements


745 5.4.8.1.3 Testing system configuration for suspense processing


746 5.4.8.2 12.5.3 Financial


747 5.4.8.2.1 12.5.3 Verify & Update Infrastructure


748 5.4.8.2.2 Verify & Update Configuration


749 5.4.8.2.3 Validation of Financial Area


750 5.4.8.3 Prior Authorizations


751 5.4.8.3.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


752 5.4.8.3.2 Verify & Update Configuration


753 5.4.8.3.3 Validation of Prior Auth Area


754 5.4.8.4 Provider


755 5.4.8.4.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


756 5.4.8.4.2 Verify & Update Configuration


757 5.4.8.4.3 Validation Provider Area


758 5.4.8.5 Recipient


759 5.4.8.5.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


760 5.4.8.5.2 Verify & Update Configuration


761 5.4.8.5.3 Validation of Recipient Area


762 5.4.8.6 Surveillance and Utilization Review System (SURS) Support


763 5.4.8.6.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure
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764 5.4.8.6.2 Verify & Update Configuration


765 5.4.8.6.3 Validation of SURS Area


766 5.4.8.7 Third Party Liability (TPL)


767 5.4.8.7.1 12.5.8 Identify and maintain TPL pay and chase activities


768 5.4.8.7.2 12.5.8 Establish interfaces 


769 5.4.8.8 Early Periodic Screening Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT)


770 5.4.8.8.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


771 5.4.8.8.2 Verify & Update Configuration


772 5.4.8.8.3 Validation of EPSDT Area


773 5.4.8.9 12.5.10 Level of Care (LOC)  


774 5.4.8.9.1 12.5.10 Verify & Update Infrastructure


775 5.4.8.9.2 Verify & Update Configuration


776 5.4.8.9.3 Validation of LOC Area


777 5.4.8.10 Reference


778 5.4.8.10.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


779 5.4.8.10.2 Verify & Update Configuration


780 5.4.8.10.3 Validation of reference Area


781 5.4.8.11 Management and Administrative Reporting Subsystem (MARS)


782 5.4.8.11.1 Verify & Update Infrastructure


783 5.4.8.11.2 Verify & Update Configuration


784 5.4.8.11.3 Validation of MARS Area


785 5.4.8.12 12.7.9 Return ID Card Process 


786 5.4.8.12.1 Verify & Update System Configuration


787 5.4.8.12.2 Verify and update Subcontractor Agreements


788 5.4.8.12.3 Testing system configuration for card processing with  Subcontractor


789 5.4.8.12.4 Test application to receive and process return ID cards 


790 5.4.8.12.5 Validate Reports


791 5.4.8.12.6 Sign SOW with Subcontractor


792 5.4.8.12.7 Define and document operational procedures


793 5.4.8.12.8 Test data lines and card production application connectivity with
Subcontractor


794 5.4.8.13 12.6.02 Clinical Claims Editing - McKesson Claim Check


795 5.4.8.13.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs


796 5.4.8.13.2 Order Hardware


797 5.4.8.13.3  Receive Hardware


798 5.4.8.13.4 Install & Configure Hardware


799 5.4.8.13.5 Test Hardware


800 5.4.8.13.6 Port Application


801 5.4.8.13.7 Test Application


802 5.4.8.13.8 Document Results


803 5.4.9 9.3.3.2 /
9.3.3.3


Transition Peripheral Systems and Tools
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804 5.4.9.1 Electronic Prescription Software 


805 5.4.9.1.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs


806 5.4.9.1.2  Order Hardware


807 5.4.9.1.3 Receive Hardware


808 5.4.9.1.4 Install & Configure Hardware


809 5.4.9.1.5 Test Hardware


810 5.4.9.1.6 Port Application


811 5.4.9.1.7 Test Application


812 5.4.9.1.8 Document Results


813 5.4.9.2 Pharmacy Drug OBRA and Supplemental Rebate 


814 5.4.9.2.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs


815 5.4.9.2.2 Order Hardware


816 5.4.9.2.3 Receive Hardware


817 5.4.9.2.4 Install & Configure Hardware


818 5.4.9.2.5 Test Hardware


819 5.4.9.2.6 Port Application


820 5.4.9.2.7 Test Application


821 5.4.9.2.8 Document Results


822 5.4.9.3 Decision Support System - Hosting Services


823 5.4.9.3.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs


824 5.4.9.3.2 Order Hardware


825 5.4.9.3.3 Receive Hardware


826 5.4.9.3.4 Install & Configure Hardware


827 5.4.9.3.5 Test Hardware


828 5.4.9.3.6 Port Application


829 5.4.9.3.7 Test Application


830 5.4.9.3.8 Document Results


831 5.4.9.4 Pharmacy  


832 5.4.9.4.1 Data connectivity


833 5.4.9.4.1.1 Complete BAA and TPA documents


834 5.4.9.4.1.2 Submit BAA and TPA to DHCFP and/or HP


835 5.4.9.4.1.3 Start work order to complete VPN/MPLS connection


836 5.4.9.4.1.4 Confirm VPN/MPLS connection established


837 5.4.9.4.1.5 Confirm Access to RxCLAIM via VPN/MPLS


838 5.4.9.4.1.6 Data Connectivity Complete


839 5.4.9.4.2 Transfer of phone operations from Incumbent


840 5.4.9.4.2.1 Kickoff call on transfer tasks


841 5.4.9.4.2.2 DHCFP to confirm all numbers to be transferred


842 5.4.9.4.2.3 SXC to submit request for transfer prior to cutover


843 5.4.9.4.2.4 Incumbent to place an automatic transfer to SXC DID numbers at
midnight on cutover date


844 5.4.9.4.2.5 Phone/fax numbers transitioned
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845 5.4.9.4.3 Initiate Product enhancement requests


846 5.4.9.4.3.1 Create Service Requests for all SXC Product Enhancements 


847 5.4.9.4.3.2 Review Service Requests


848 5.4.9.4.3.3 Service Request QA/Development Review


849 5.4.9.4.3.4 Service Requests Finalized


850 5.4.9.4.4 Interface Design


851 5.4.9.4.4.1 Design Member Interfaces to RxCLAIM


852 5.4.9.4.4.1.1 Design Eligibility and Enrollment Interface


853 5.4.9.4.4.1.2 Design COB Interface


854 5.4.9.4.4.1.3 Design Lock-in Interface


855 5.4.9.4.4.2 Design pharmacy network interface


856 5.4.9.4.4.3 Design other provider interface


857 5.4.9.4.4.4 Design Claims Interface from RxCLAIM


858 5.4.9.4.4.5 Design other interfaces


859 5.4.9.4.4.6 Interfaces Designed


860 5.4.9.4.4.7 Design complete


861 5.4.9.4.5 Construction


862 5.4.9.4.5.1 Pharmacy System (RxCLAIM) Development/Unit Test


863 5.4.9.4.5.1.1 Code/Unit test modifications for RxCLAIM


864 5.4.9.4.5.1.2 Code/Unit test mods for RxMAX


865 5.4.9.4.5.1.3 Code/Unit test mods for other products


866 5.4.9.4.5.1.4 Product code/unit test complete


867 5.4.9.4.5.2 Develop Pharmacy Interfaces


868 5.4.9.4.5.2.1 Code/Unit test Member Interface


869 5.4.9.4.5.2.1.1 Code/Unit test Eligibility and Enrollment Interfaces


870 5.4.9.4.5.2.1.2 Code/Unit test COB Interface


871 5.4.9.4.5.2.1.3 Code/Unit test Lock-in Interface


872 5.4.9.4.5.2.2 Code/Unit test provider interface


873 5.4.9.4.5.2.3 Code/Unit test Claims Interface from RxCLAIM


874 5.4.9.4.5.2.4 Code/Unit test other interfaces


875 5.4.9.4.5.2.5 Interfaces Developed/Unit Tested


876 5.4.9.4.5.3 Coding/Unit Testing Complete


877 5.4.9.4.5.4 RxCLAIM Data Conversion


878 5.4.9.4.5.4.1 Conversion Planning


879 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.1 Develop Conversion Plan


880 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.2 Review Conversion Plan


881 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3 Conversion Design


882 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.1 Claims Load Design


883 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.2 MAC load design


884 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.3 PA history load design


885 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.3.4 Conversion Design Complete


886 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4 Conversion Development / Unit Test 
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887 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.1 Code/Test Claims Load 


888 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.2 Code/Test MAC Load


889 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.3 Code/Test Prior Authorization


890 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.4.4 Conversions Developed/Unit tested


891 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5 Conversion Acceptance Testing


892 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.1 Review acceptance testing criteria


893 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.2 Perform Acceptance test conversion


894 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.3 Joint review of conversion data against source data


895 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.5.4 Conversion acceptance test approved


896 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6 Conversion Execution


897 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.1 Convert and load Claims


900 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.2 Convert and load PA


903 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.3 Convert and load MAC data


905 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.4 Initial Member Interface - Full file


914 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.5 Convert and Load Provider information


916 5.4.9.4.5.4.1.6.6 Data Conversion Execution Complete


917 5.4.9.5 Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System  


918 5.4.9.5.1 Review & Document Hardware Needs


919 5.4.9.5.2 Order Hardware


920 5.4.9.5.3 Receive Hardware


921 5.4.9.5.4 Install & Configure Hardware


922 5.4.9.5.5 Test Hardware


923 5.4.9.5.6 Port Application


924 5.4.9.5.7 Test Application


925 5.4.9.5.8 Document Results


926 5.4.9.6 Interactive Voice Response (IVR)


927 5.4.9.6.1 Review IVR Requirements


928 5.4.9.6.2 Review & Document Hardware Needs


929 5.4.9.6.3 Order Hardware


930 5.4.9.6.4 Receive Hardware


931 5.4.9.6.5 Install & Configure Hardware


932 5.4.9.6.6 Test Hardware


933 5.4.9.6.7 Port Application


934 5.4.9.6.8 Test Application


935 5.4.9.6.9 Document Results


936 5.4.9.6.10 IVR - Final Recording of Messages


937 5.4.9.6.10.1 MILESTONE: Freeze Changes to IVR Scripts


938 5.4.9.6.10.2 Format & Send Messages for Recording


939 5.4.9.6.10.3 Messages are Professionally Recorded


940 5.4.9.6.10.4 Review & Load Recorded Messages


941 5.4.9.7 9.6.1.8 Setup Data Capture / Document Scanning / Key From Image


942 5.4.9.7.1 Review Hardware / Software Requirements
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943 5.4.9.7.2 Imaging LAN/WAN Design


944 5.4.9.7.3 Order Hardware / Software Required


945 5.4.9.7.4 Receive Hardware / Software Required


946 5.4.9.7.5 Setup Scanners


947 5.4.9.7.6 Install SunGard Scanning Software


948 5.4.9.7.7 Install Baseline Forms


949 5.4.9.7.8 Install Data Entry System


950 5.4.9.7.9 Test Scanner program


951 5.4.9.7.10 Test Image storage application


952 5.4.9.7.11 Test Data entry applications and connectivity with Chico 


953 5.4.9.7.12 Run Tests on Equipment


954 5.4.9.8 9.6.1.8 Setup Call Center


955 5.4.9.8.1 Review Call Center Requirements


956 5.4.9.8.2 Call Center Design


957 5.4.9.8.3 Order Necessary Call Center Equipment  


958 5.4.9.8.4 Receive Call Center Equipment  


959 5.4.9.8.5 Install Call Center Equipment  


960 5.4.9.8.6 Test & Verify Call Center Equipment  


961 5.4.9.8.7 Provide Sufficient Number of Phone Lines


962 5.4.9.8.8 Confirm Toll Free Phone Numbers for Transfer


963 5.4.9.8.9 Provision Temp 800 Phone Numbers


964 5.4.9.8.10 Configure Avaya Call & Interaction Center Tracking System


965 5.4.9.8.11 Data Transfer of All Tickets/Reports to HP PPM SM


966 5.4.9.8.12 Define Call Center Functions & Processes 


967 5.4.9.8.13 Formulate Call Center Processes and Complete Documentation


968 5.4.9.8.14 Hire Call Center Personnel


969 5.4.9.8.15 Train Call Center Personnel


970 5.4.9.8.16 CHECKPOINT:   Call Center Ready


971 5.4.9.9 12.7.11 Printing


972 5.4.9.9.1 Compile and review print requirements with vendor


973 5.4.9.9.2 Finalize contract terms with vendor


974 5.4.9.9.3 Evaluate the network connectivity


975 5.4.9.9.4 System development to establish network


976 5.4.9.9.5 Testing


977 5.4.9.9.6 Promotion


978 5.4.9.9.7 Manage print stock/cutover with vendor


979 5.4.10 9.3.3.2 /
9.3.3.3


Proprietary / Replacement Software


980 5.4.10.1 DSS Design, Development and Implementation Activities


981 5.4.10.1.1 Conduct DSS Requirements Analysis Sessions


982 5.4.10.1.1.1 Plan/Schedule Requirements Analysis Sessions


983 5.4.10.1.1.2 Develop/Distribute Session Materials
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984 5.4.10.1.1.3 Conduct Requirements Analysis Sessions


985 5.4.10.1.1.4 Gather Advantage Suite 3.1 Rebuild Requirements


986 5.4.10.1.1.5 Gather Advantage Suite 5.0 Build Requirements


987 5.4.10.1.1.6 Define MARS and SURS Report Enhancement Requirements


988 5.4.10.1.1.7 Define SAS and MapInfo Requirements


989 5.4.10.1.2 Develop and Gain Approval of DSS Requirements Analysis Document
(RAD)


990 5.4.10.1.2.1 Develop draft DSS RAD


991 5.4.10.1.2.2 Perform DSS RAD Walkthrough with DHCFP


992 5.4.10.1.2.3 MILESTONE:  Deliver DSS RAD to DHCFP


993 5.4.10.1.2.4 Review and Approve DSS RAD Document


994 5.4.10.1.3 Perform DSS Design, Development and Implementation Activities


995 5.4.10.1.3.1 Establish the Service Center Technical Environment


996 5.4.10.1.3.1.1 Order NV DSS HW/SW Components


997 5.4.10.1.3.1.2 Order HW/SW Components


998 5.4.10.1.3.1.3 MILESTONE:  HW/SW Components Received


999 5.4.10.1.3.2 Establish NV DSS Environments


1000 5.4.10.1.3.2.1 Establish Environments


1001 5.4.10.1.3.2.2 Setup servers with OS, Oracle, Software, Utilities, etc.


1002 5.4.10.1.3.2.3 Establish Connectivity / Test Access


1003 5.4.10.1.3.2.4 MILESTONE:  DSS Technical Environment Ready


1004 5.4.10.1.4 Design the DSS


1005 5.4.10.1.4.1 Design the Advantage Suite 3.1 Rebuild


1006 5.4.10.1.4.1.1 Update Existing Data Model and Data Element Dictionary


1007 5.4.10.1.4.1.2 Update Transformation Logic (TDWs)


1008 5.4.10.1.4.1.3 Update DataStage Conversion Routines


1009 5.4.10.1.4.1.4 Design Modifications to Existing Pre-converts


1010 5.4.10.1.4.1.5 Compile 3.1 Rebuild Specifics for Design Document


1011 5.4.10.1.4.2 Design the Advantage Suite 5.0 Build


1012 5.4.10.1.4.2.1 Design 5.0 Data Model and Data Element Dictionary


1013 5.4.10.1.4.2.2 Design 5.0 Transformation Logic (TDWs)


1014 5.4.10.1.4.2.3 Design 5.0 DataStage Conversion Routines


1015 5.4.10.1.4.2.4 Design 5.0 Pre-converts


1016 5.4.10.1.4.2.5 Compile 5.0 Build Specifics for Design Document


1017 5.4.10.1.4.3 Design SAS Connectivity and Configuration


1018 5.4.10.1.4.3.1 Design SAS Connectivity and Configuration


1019 5.4.10.1.4.3.2 Compile SAS Design Specifics for Design Document


1020 5.4.10.1.4.4 Design MapInfo DSS Component


1021 5.4.10.1.4.4.1 Design any MapInfo Customization


1022 5.4.10.1.4.4.2 Compile MapInfo Design Specifics for Design Document


1023 5.4.10.1.4.5 Develop and Submit DSS Design Document


1024 5.4.10.1.4.5.1 Compile DSS Design Components
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1025 5.4.10.1.4.5.2 Draft DSS Design Document


1026 5.4.10.1.4.5.3 Perform DHCFP Walkthrough of DSS Design Document


1027 5.4.10.1.4.5.4 Incorporate DHCFP Comments and Submit DSS Design Document


1028 5.4.10.1.4.5.5 DHCFP Review/Approval of DSS Design Document


1029 5.4.10.1.4.5.6 MILESTONE:  DSS Design Approved


1030 5.4.10.1.5 Develop the DSS


1031 5.4.10.1.5.1 Develop the 3.1 Rebuild Components


1032 5.4.10.1.5.1.1 Make Required 3.1 Data Model Modifications


1033 5.4.10.1.5.1.2 Develop and Unit Test Required Pre-convert Routines 


1034 5.4.10.1.5.1.3 Develop and Unit Test Required DataStage Routines


1035 5.4.10.1.5.1.4 Receive and Investigate New Extract Data


1036 5.4.10.1.5.2 Develop the 5.0 Build Components


1037 5.4.10.1.5.2.1 Customize 5.0 Data Model


1038 5.4.10.1.5.2.2 Develop and Unit Test 5.0 Pre-convert Routines 


1039 5.4.10.1.5.2.3 Develop and Unit Test 5.0 DataStage Routines


1040 5.4.10.1.5.3 Develop SAS Tool Connectivity and Configuration


1041 5.4.10.1.5.3.1 Install SAS Software Components


1042 5.4.10.1.5.3.2 Develop Interface/Connectivity


1043 5.4.10.1.5.3.3 Configure SAS (as needed)


1044 5.4.10.1.5.4 Develop MapInfo Component


1045 5.4.10.1.5.4.1 Install MapInfo Software 


1046 5.4.10.1.5.4.2 Develop Interface/Connectivity


1047 5.4.10.1.5.4.3 Configure MapInfo (as needed)


1048 5.4.10.1.6 Test and Implement the DSS


1049 5.4.10.1.6.1 Develop Test Plans


1050 5.4.10.1.6.1.1 Develop the System Test Plan


1051 5.4.10.1.6.1.2 Develop the User Test Support Plan


1052 5.4.10.1.6.2 Perform Builds and System Testing


1053 5.4.10.1.6.3 Rebuild 3.1 Advantage Suite Base


1054 5.4.10.1.6.3.1 Perform System Test Iteration One


1055 5.4.10.1.6.3.1.1 Rebuild/Test AS 3.1 Base


1056 5.4.10.1.6.3.1.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases


1057 5.4.10.1.6.3.1.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases


1058 5.4.10.1.6.3.2 Perform System Test Iteration Two


1059 5.4.10.1.6.3.2.1 Rebuild/Test AS 3.1 Base


1060 5.4.10.1.6.3.2.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases


1061 5.4.10.1.6.3.2.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases


1062 5.4.10.1.6.3.3 Migrate 3.1 Components to Service Center Environment


1063 5.4.10.1.6.3.3.1 Migrate 3.1 Components


1064 5.4.10.1.6.3.3.2 Test Migration


1065 5.4.10.1.6.3.4 Develop the Test Results Document
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1066 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.1 Compile DSS Test Data


1067 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.2 Draft DSS Test Results Document


1068 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.3 Perform DHCFP Walkthrough of Test Results Document


1069 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.4 Incorporate DHCFP Comments and Submit Test Results Doc.


1070 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.5 DHCFP Review/Approval of Test Results Document


1071 5.4.10.1.6.3.4.6 MILESTONE:  DSS Test Results Document Approved


1072 5.4.10.1.6.4 Build 5.0 Advantage Suite Base


1073 5.4.10.1.6.4.1 Perform System Test Iteration One


1074 5.4.10.1.6.4.1.1 Build/Test AS 5.0 Base


1075 5.4.10.1.6.4.1.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases


1076 5.4.10.1.6.4.1.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases


1077 5.4.10.1.6.4.2 Perform System Test Iteration Two


1078 5.4.10.1.6.4.2.1 Build/Test AS 5.0 Base


1079 5.4.10.1.6.4.2.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases


1080 5.4.10.1.6.4.2.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases


1081 5.4.10.1.6.4.3 Perform System Test Iteration Three


1082 5.4.10.1.6.4.3.1 Build/Test AS 5.0 Base


1083 5.4.10.1.6.4.3.2 Perform Data Management Test Cases


1084 5.4.10.1.6.4.3.3 Perform Analytic Test Cases


1085 5.4.10.1.6.4.4 Develop the Test Results Document


1086 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.1 Compile DSS Test Data


1087 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.2 Draft DSS Test Results Document


1088 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.3 Perform DHCFP Walkthrough of Test Results Document


1089 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.4 Incorporate DHCFP Comments and Submit Test Results Doc.


1090 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.5 DHCFP Review/Approval of Test Results Document


1091 5.4.10.1.6.4.4.6 MILESTONE:  DSS Test Results Document Approved


1092 5.4.10.2 TPL (Emdeon)


1093 5.4.10.2.1 Setup


1094 5.4.10.2.1.1 Finalize agreement with TPL Vendor


1095 5.4.10.2.1.2 Review TPL Vendor's Project Plan


1096 5.4.10.2.1.3 Order Hardware


1097 5.4.10.2.1.4 Establish Circuit


1098 5.4.10.2.1.5 Develop connection with TPL Vendor


1099 5.4.10.2.1.6 Set up Office Space for TPL Vendor


1100 5.4.10.2.1.7 Setup Equipment for TPL Vendor


1101 5.4.10.2.2 Design


1102 5.4.10.2.2.1 Gather Requirements


1103 5.4.10.2.2.1.1 Operational


1104 5.4.10.2.2.1.2 Systems


1105 5.4.10.2.2.1.3 Reporting
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1106 5.4.10.2.2.2 Establish Business Rules


1107 5.4.10.2.2.3 Establish Development Environment


1108 5.4.10.2.2.4 Establish Database Design


1109 5.4.10.2.2.5 Establish Data Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) Processes


1110 5.4.10.2.2.6 Establish Security Module


1111 5.4.10.2.2.7 Establish Financial Module


1112 5.4.10.2.3 Implementation


1113 5.4.10.2.3.1 Operational processes


1114 5.4.10.2.3.2 Database Design


1115 5.4.10.2.3.3 Business Rules


1116 5.4.10.2.3.4 Data Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) Processes


1117 5.4.10.2.3.5 System enhancements


1118 5.4.10.2.3.6 Mailroom & letters


1119 5.4.10.2.3.7 Imaging


1120 5.4.10.2.3.8 Call center


1121 5.4.10.2.3.9 Security Module


1122 5.4.10.2.3.10 Financial Module


1123 5.4.10.2.3.11 Reporting


1124 5.4.10.2.3.12 Setup Phone for TPL Vendor


1125 5.4.10.2.3.13 Set up space for TPL Vendor staff


1126 5.4.10.2.3.14 Equipment connectivity for TPL Vendor


1127 5.4.10.2.4 QA


1128 5.4.10.2.4.1 Operational processes


1129 5.4.10.2.4.2 Database Design


1130 5.4.10.2.4.3 Business Rules


1131 5.4.10.2.4.4 Data Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) Processes


1132 5.4.10.2.4.5 System enhancements


1133 5.4.10.2.4.6 Mailroom & letters


1134 5.4.10.2.4.7 Imaging


1135 5.4.10.2.4.8 Call center


1136 5.4.10.2.4.9 Security Module


1137 5.4.10.2.4.10 Financial Module


1138 5.4.10.2.4.11 Reporting


1139 5.4.10.3 Prior Authorization / Utilization Management


1140 5.4.10.3.1 Work Management


1141 5.4.10.3.1.1 Plan Project Work


1142 5.4.10.3.1.1.1 Plan Project Work  Summary


1143 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.1 Start Project


1144 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.2 Refine Scope and Approach  DevPlus Overlapping Waterfall


1145 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.3 Conduct Business Assessment


1146 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.4 Finalize Project Scope
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1147 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.5 Conduct Project Kick Off Meeting


1148 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.6 Estimate Project Work  Application Development


1149 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.7 Plan Prepare for Estimates


1150 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.8 Gather Historical Information


1151 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9 Estimate Project Size


1152 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.1 Develop BottomUp Estimates


1153 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.2 Reconcile Differences


1154 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.3 Estimate Critical Computer Resources


1155 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.9.4 Package Estimate Results


1156 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.10 Create Project Schedule


1157 5.4.10.3.1.1.1.11 Package and Secure Commitment


1158 5.4.10.3.1.2 Plan Project Work  Reviews


1159 5.4.10.3.1.3 Plan Project Work  Rework


1160 5.4.10.3.1.4 Execute Project Plan


1161 5.4.10.3.1.4.1 Execute Project Plan  Summary


1162 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.1 Deploy Project Resources


1163 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.2 Manage Plan Execution


1164 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.3 Manage Project Results


1165 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.4 Manage Project  Exceptions


1166 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.5 Manage Requests for Change


1167 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.6 Manage Intellectual Property


1168 5.4.10.3.1.4.1.7 Project Related Training 


1169 5.4.10.3.1.4.2 Infrastructure Set Up - Initial


1170 5.4.10.3.1.4.2.1 Procure hardware and configure DEV servers


1171 5.4.10.3.1.4.2.2 Procure hardware and configure UAT servers


1172 5.4.10.3.1.4.2.3 Procure hardware and configure PROD servers


1173 5.4.10.3.1.4.3 Set Up Test Environments


1174 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.1 DEV Env - Install Application Server Web Client Components


1175 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.2 UAT Env - Install Application Server Web Client Components


1176 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.3 Shake out testing of the installations


1177 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.4 DEV - Install Integrations


1178 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.5 UAT - Install Integrations


1179 5.4.10.3.1.4.3.6 Shake out testing integrations


1180 5.4.10.3.1.5 Configuration Summary


1181 5.4.10.3.1.5.1 Staff Maintenance and Left Navigation Bar


1182 5.4.10.3.1.5.1.1 Analyze and Define Staff Maintenance, Staff Roles, Left Nav


1183 5.4.10.3.1.5.1.2 Design Produce Staff Maint Sec Staff Roles Left Nav by Staff


1184 5.4.10.3.1.5.2 Letter Configuration


1185 5.4.10.3.1.5.2.1 Analyze Define Letters Configuration
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1186 5.4.10.3.1.5.2.2 Produce Letters


1187 5.4.10.3.1.5.3 Templates - Case, Auth, Tx Svc, Svc Review


1188 5.4.10.3.1.5.3.1 Analyze and  Define Templates Case Auth Tx Svc Svc Review


1189 5.4.10.3.1.5.3.2 Produce Templates Case Auth Tx Svc Svc Review


1190 5.4.10.3.1.5.4 Triggers and Templates


1191 5.4.10.3.1.5.4.1 Analyze and Define Triggers Templates Sched Act Note Letters


1192 5.4.10.3.1.5.4.2 Produce Triggers and Associated Templates


1193 5.4.10.3.1.5.5 Code Sets


1194 5.4.10.3.1.5.5.1 Analyze Define Code Sets


1195 5.4.10.3.1.5.5.2 Customer Obtains Code Licenses and Files from Vendors


1196 5.4.10.3.1.5.5.3 Produce and Load Code Sets


1197 5.4.10.3.1.5.6 Benefit Maintenance


1198 5.4.10.3.1.5.6.1 Analyze Define Benefit Maintenance


1199 5.4.10.3.1.5.6.2 Produce Benefit Maintenance Configurations


1200 5.4.10.3.1.5.7 Risk Profile/Processing Configuration


1201 5.4.10.3.1.5.7.1 Analyze Define Risk Criteria


1202 5.4.10.3.1.5.7.2 Produce Risk Criteria Configuration


1203 5.4.10.3.1.5.8 Miscellaneous Configuration


1204 5.4.10.3.1.5.8.1 Analyze Define Miscellaneous Configuration


1205 5.4.10.3.1.5.8.2 Produce Miscellaneous Configuration


1206 5.4.10.3.1.5.9 Audit Configuration


1207 5.4.10.3.1.5.9.1 Analyze Define Audit Configuration


1208 5.4.10.3.1.5.9.2 Produce Audit file


1209 5.4.10.3.1.5.10 Test Configurations


1210 5.4.10.3.1.6 End Configuration


1211 5.4.10.3.1.7 Integration and Interfaces Summary


1212 5.4.10.3.1.7.1 Start Interfaces Integration


1213 5.4.10.3.1.7.2 Payer Group Package Product Network Integration


1214 5.4.10.3.1.7.2.1 Def/Analyze Payer Group Package Product Network Structure


1215 5.4.10.3.1.7.2.2 Produce Payer Group Package Product Networks XML File


1216 5.4.10.3.1.7.2.3 Test Payer Group Package Product Network Interface


1217 5.4.10.3.1.7.3 Inbound Authorization


1218 5.4.10.3.1.7.3.1 Def/Analyze Svc Auth Interface - Inbound


1219 5.4.10.3.1.7.3.2 Produce Svc Auth  Interface XML file - Inbound


1220 5.4.10.3.1.7.3.3 Test Svc Auth  Interface - Inbound


1221 5.4.10.3.1.7.4 Risk Interface


1222 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.1 Def/Analyze Risk Profile Interface


1223 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.2 Design Risk Profile Interface


1224 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.3 Produce Risk Profile Interface


1225 5.4.10.3.1.7.4.4 Test Risk Profile Interface
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1226 5.4.10.3.1.7.5 Set up and configure load utilities and Messenger for
Interfaces


1227 5.4.10.3.1.7.5.1 Load utilities and Messenger testing for interfaces


1228 5.4.10.3.1.7.6 MetaVance Interface


1229 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1 Validate requirements and Mapping


1230 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.1 Configure MetaVance Tables/Values


1231 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.2 CID Interface to MTV - Mapping


1232 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.3 Authorizations Interface to MTV - Mapping


1233 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.4 Enrollees to Atlantes - Mapping


1234 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.1.5 Providers to Atlantes - Mapping


1235 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.2 Set up and configure Messenger


1236 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.3 Set up MQ Series for near real time Outbound SA transaction


1237 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.4 Establish test environments MTV and Atlantes


1238 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5 Test MetaVance/Atlantes Interfaces and Loads


1239 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.1 Test Outbound Authorizations to MTV


1240 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.2 Test Enrollee Load from MTV


1241 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.3 Test Provider Load from MTV


1242 5.4.10.3.1.7.6.5.4 Test Claims Load from MTV


1243 5.4.10.3.1.8 End Interfaces Integrations


1244 5.4.10.3.2 Application Implementation


1245 5.4.10.3.2.1 Implement Application


1246 5.4.10.3.2.1.1 User Acceptance Testing


1247 5.4.10.3.2.1.1.1 Create Test Plans/Test Cases


1248 5.4.10.3.2.1.1.2 Create Test Data


1249 5.4.10.3.2.1.1.3 Execute Test Cases


1250 5.4.10.3.2.1.2 Conduct Training


1251 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1 Conduct Atlantes Training


1252 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.1 Conduct Super User Training


1253 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.2 Conduct Train the Trainer 


1254 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.3 Business - Schedule training classes


1255 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.4 Business - Prepare training material


1256 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.5 Business - Reserve rooms


1257 5.4.10.3.2.1.2.1.6 Conduct training classes for business users


1258 5.4.10.3.2.1.3 Start Infrastructure and Installation Production


1259 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.1 Build, Package and Deliver Final Go Live Versions


1260 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.2 PROD Env - Install Application Server Web Client Components


1261 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.3 PROD - Install Messager and MQ Series for Integration


1262 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.4 Shake Out Testing of production installations


1263 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.5 Obtain Production Installation Acceptance


1264 5.4.10.3.2.1.3.6 End Infrastructure Installation


1265 5.4.10.3.2.1.4 Go Live
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1266 5.4.10.3.2.1.4.1 Install production applications


1267 5.4.10.3.2.1.4.2 Issue Research


1268 5.4.10.4 Verification Meeting


1269 5.4.10.4.1 Conduct Verification Meeting for Proprietary / Replacement Software with the
Client


1270 5.4.10.5 Atlantes - Clinical Configuration 


1271 5.4.10.5.1 Identify NV Specific PA Template Needs


1272 5.4.10.5.2 Identify Field Level Details for PA


1273 5.4.10.5.3 Configure Field Level Details


1274 5.4.10.5.4 Identify User Groups


1275 5.4.10.6 CRM Service Manager Help Desk


1276 5.4.10.6.1 CRM - Design -  


1277 5.4.10.6.1.1 Review CRM  Requirements


1278 5.4.10.6.1.2 Create CRM  Requirements Document


1279 5.4.10.6.1.3 Review & Revise CRM  Requirements Document


1280 5.4.10.6.1.4 Create CRM  Design


1281 5.4.10.6.1.5 Review & Revise CRM  Design


1282 5.4.10.6.2 CRM - Configuration Release 1 -  


1283 5.4.10.6.2.1 CRM  CSR Build 1 


1284 5.4.10.6.2.1.1 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Review Requirements and Design Docs


1285 5.4.10.6.2.1.2 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Conduct CSR Configure and Unit Test


1286 5.4.10.6.2.1.3 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Conduct Configuration & Unit Test Walkthrough


1287 5.4.10.6.2.1.4 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Rework and Retest CSR Defects


1288 5.4.10.6.2.1.5 CRM  CSR Build 1 - Update Design and System Documentation


1289 5.4.10.7 12.6.9 Health Care(HC) Provider Web Portal  


1290 5.4.10.7.1 12.6.9 NV Web Portal Kick-off


1291 5.4.10.7.2 12.6.9 Develop NV Web Portal Project Plan


1292 5.4.10.7.3 12.6.9 Identify/Resource NV Portal Delivery Team


1293 5.4.10.7.4 12.6.9 Perform Detail Gap Analysis between existing web capabilities and HP HC
Portal


1294 5.4.10.7.5 12.6.9 Gap to HC Product to determine inclusion in immediate release vs next/future
releases


1295 5.4.10.7.6 12.6.9 Portal Release


1296 5.4.10.7.7 12.6.9 Deliver NV Portal Release


1297 5.4.10.7.8 12.6.9 Install HP HC Provider Portal into development environment


1298 5.4.10.7.9 12.6.9 Testing environment setup


1299 5.4.10.7.10 12.6.9 Install HP HC Provider Portal into testing environment


1300 5.4.10.7.11 12.6.9 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service
Provider Registration


1301 5.4.10.7.12 12.6.9 Build web service from NV payer system for Provider Information: language,
location, details, switch, organization, specialties
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1302 5.4.10.7.13 12.6.9 Build web service from NV payer system for Membership Information


1303 5.4.10.7.14 12.6.9.9 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service Contact
Us/Secure Correspondence


1304 5.4.10.7.15 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
270/271 - Eligibility


1305 5.4.10.7.16 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for 278
- Prior Auth (non-pharmacy


1306 5.4.10.7.17 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for 278
- Prior Auth (pharmacy)


1307 5.4.10.7.18 12.6.9.5 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
276/277 - Claims Status


1308 5.4.10.7.19 12.6.9.10 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
electronic RA


1309 5.4.10.7.20 12.6.9.12 Build web service from NV payer system to HP HC Portal web service for
Claims Submission (837)


1310 5.4.10.7.21 12.6.9 Migration of existing NV provider web accounts to HP HC Portal for testing;
includes delegate relationships to providers if applicable


1311 5.4.10.7.22 12.6.9 Create Content Pages for public access including content, communications,
guides, forms and files, links to NV websites, info on EDI, ePrescribe,


1312 5.4.10.7.23 12.6.9 Public Internet  Access Setup


1313 5.4.10.8 12.6.10 Online Document Retrieval and Archive System (ODRAS)


1314 5.4.10.8.1 12.6.10 Network Configuration--IBM OnDemand, MS SharePoint


1315 5.4.10.8.2 12.6.10 Install/Configure 2 Windows Fax Server with Fax Software, Fax board


1316 5.4.10.8.3 12.6.10 Setup/Configure Fax Lines


1317 5.4.10.8.4 12.6.10 Install/Configure 2 HP Unix Servers


1318 5.4.10.8.5 12.6.10.14 Setup/Configure Disc Storage


1319 5.4.10.8.6 12.6.10 Setup/Configure Tape Storage


1320 5.4.10.8.7 12.6.10 Install/Setup Disc Storage/Tape Storage Software


1321 5.4.10.8.8 12.6.10 Create IBM OnDemand/Oracle -- Claims


1322 5.4.10.8.9 12.6.10 Create IBM OnDemand/Oracle -- Report


1323 5.4.10.8.10 12.6.10 Create IBM OnDemand/Oracle -- Correspondence


1324 5.4.10.8.11 12.6.10.5 Create web browser interface to IBM OnDemand--Claims


1325 5.4.10.8.12 12.6.10.4 Create web browser interface to IBM OnDemand--Report


1326 5.4.10.8.13 12.6.10.6 Create web browser interface to IBM OnDemand--Correspondence


1327 5.4.10.8.14 12.6.10 Update Thick Client application to IBM OnDemand--Claims


1328 5.4.10.8.15 12.6.10 Create User Accounts for IBM OnDemand--Claims


1329 5.4.10.8.16 12.6.10 Create User Accounts for IBM OnDemand--Report


1330 5.4.10.8.17 12.6.10 Create User Accounts for IBM OnDemand--Correspondences


1331 5.4.10.8.18 12.6.10 Create SFTP Transfer Scripts


1332 5.4.10.8.19 12.6.10.8 Mainframe Report updates


1333 5.4.10.8.20 12.6.10 Feed export data from FirstDARS--Claims


1334 5.4.10.8.21 12.6.10 Feed export data from FirstDARS--Correspondences


1335 5.4.10.8.22 12.6.10 Feed export data from FirstDARS--Report


1336 5.4.10.8.23 12.6.10 Fax Testing
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1337 5.4.10.8.24 Testing


1338 5.4.10.8.24.1 Integration Testing  


1339 5.4.10.8.24.1.1 12.6.10.15 KDE to IBM OnDemand -- Claims


1340 5.4.10.8.24.1.2 12.6.10.15 MF EDI to IBM OnDemand -- Claims


1341 5.4.10.8.24.1.3 12.6.10.15 Correspondences to IBM OnDemand -- Correspondences


1342 5.4.10.8.24.1.4 12.6.10.8 MF Reports to IBM OnDemand -- Reports


1343 5.4.10.8.24.1.5 12.6.10.8 MARS Reports to IBM OnDemand -- Reports


1344 5.4.10.8.24.1.6 12.6.10.8 SURS Reports to IBM OnDemand -- Reports


1345 5.4.10.8.24.2 Web Browser Testing 


1346 5.4.10.8.24.2.1 12.6.10.5 Claims


1347 5.4.10.8.24.2.2 12.6.10.6 Correspondences


1348 5.4.10.8.24.2.3 12.6.10.4 Reports


1349 5.4.10.8.24.3 Install/Configure 


1350 5.4.10.8.24.3.1 12.6.10 Windows Server


1351 5.4.10.8.24.3.2 12.6.10 MS SharePoint


1352 5.4.10.8.24.3.3 12.6.10 MS SharePoint/SQL


1353 5.4.10.8.24.3.4 12.6.10 Desktop scanner


1354 5.4.10.8.24.3.5 12.6.10 Adobe Acrobat


1355 5.4.10.8.24.4 SharePoint


1356 5.4.10.8.24.4.1 12.6.10 Build MS SharePoint Template Page


1357 5.4.10.8.24.4.2 12.6.10 Create MS SharePoint User Accounts/Groups


1358 5.4.10.8.24.4.3 12.6.10 Feed export data from First Health document repository


1359 5.4.10.8.24.4.4 Integration Testing


1360 5.4.10.8.24.4.4.1 12.6.10 Add documents


1361 5.4.10.8.24.4.4.2 12.6.10 Check-In/check-Out documents


1362 5.4.10.8.24.4.4.3 12.6.10 User access (DHCFP, HP)


1363 5.4.10.9 Section 15 Health Education and Care Coordination (HECCU)  


1364 5.4.10.9.1 Systems Tasks


1365 5.4.10.9.1.1 Verify 1-800 availability


1366 5.4.10.9.1.2 15.10.4.2 Verify telephone stat tracking capability


1367 5.4.10.9.1.3 Verify telephone stats reporting capability 


1368 5.4.10.9.1.4 Determine call routing procedures


1369 5.4.10.9.1.5 Verify after hours messaging


1370 5.4.10.9.1.6 15.4.3.2 Verify language line access


1371 5.4.10.9.1.7 15.4.1 Verify member website


1372 5.4.10.9.1.8 Design data query for ABD members


1373 5.4.10.9.1.9 15.2.1 Determine member information posting procedures


1374 5.4.10.9.1.10 Build member contact tracking on-line assessment database 


1375 5.4.10.9.1.11 Test database


1376 5.4.10.9.1.12 Determine call routing procedures


1377 5.4.10.9.1.13 Test call routing procedures


1378 5.4.10.9.2 Operational Tasks
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1379 5.4.10.9.2.1 15.4.3.1 Hire Staff


1380 5.4.10.9.2.2 Train Staff


1381 5.4.10.9.2.2.1 HP Procedures


1382 5.4.10.9.2.2.2 HECCU Procedures


1383 5.4.10.9.2.3 15.4.3.4 Written Policies and Procedures 


1384 5.4.10.9.2.3.1 Develop Written Policies and Procedures 


1385 5.4.10.9.2.3.2 DHCFP Reviews Written Policies and Procedures


1386 5.4.10.9.2.3.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Written Policies and
Procedures


1387 5.4.10.9.2.4 15.2.2 Introductory Recipient Letter 


1388 5.4.10.9.2.4.1 Create Introductory Recipient Letter 


1389 5.4.10.9.2.4.2 15.4.2  DHCFP Reviews Introductory Recipient Letter 


1390 5.4.10.9.2.4.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Introductory Recipient Letter 


1391 5.4.10.9.2.5 15.1.2 Establish Recipient Referral Process with Silver State Wellness Vendor


1392 5.4.10.9.2.6 15.2.2 Develop Mini-health Assessment


1393 5.4.10.9.2.7 15.4.3 Identify Community Organizations and Create Reference Library 


1394 5.4.10.9.2.8 15.2.2 Generate and Mail Introductory Letter


1395 5.4.10.9.2.9 15.5.1 Develop Provider Training Information


1396 5.4.10.9.2.10 15.4.4.1 Newsletter Format and Schedule


1397 5.4.10.9.2.10.1 Develop Newsletter Format and Schedule


1398 5.4.10.9.2.10.2 15.4.4.2  DHCFP Reviews Newsletter Format and Schedule


1399 5.4.10.9.2.10.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Newsletter Format and
Schedule


1400 5.4.10.9.2.11 15.10.4.4 Develop Reporting Formats


1401 5.4.11 9.3.3.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Completion of CORE Software, Files and Peripheral
Systems


1402 5.4.12 Attachments
O-Q


Potential Expanded Contractor Responsibilities


1403 5.4.12.1 12.5.2.2 Identify and Recover Never Events as Defined by CMS


1404 5.4.12.1.1 Develop "Never Event" Criteria for Post Payment Review


1405 5.4.12.1.2 Develop Process to Recover and Track Identified Paid Claims


1406 5.4.12.1.3 Document New Processes


1407 5.4.12.1.4 Provide Training to State Staff


1408 5.4.12.1.5 Provide Training to Team


1409 5.4.12.2 12.5.2.3 Annually Send False Claim Letters/Certifications to Providers Paid > $5m
and Report Results to the State


1410 5.4.12.2.1 Identify Providers Paid >$5m Annually


1411 5.4.12.2.2 Send Letters to these Providers


1412 5.4.12.2.3 Create Mechanism for Tracking Letters Sent and Results


1413 5.4.12.2.4 Develop Report with Results for the State


1414 5.4.12.2.5 Document New Processes


1415 5.4.12.3 Provider Re-Enrollment
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1416 5.4.12.3.1 12.7.6.2 Develop  Provider Enrollment Validation Interface to Licensing Boards


1417 5.4.12.3.2 12.7.6.5 Generate Provider Elig Letter and Store in CRM


1418 5.4.12.4 Prov Training & Outreach


1419 5.4.12.4.1 12.7.7.1 Develop Advance Directive/Civil Rights Notifications


1420 5.4.12.5 EPSDT


1421 5.4.12.5.1 12.5.91 Develop EPSDT Web Form


1422 5.5 Update Requirements Comprehensive Validation Analysis Report


1423 5.5.1 Review & Revise  Requirements Validation Analysis Report


1424 5.5.2 8.6.2.6 KEY DELIVERABLE - Submit Updated Comprehensive Requirements
Validation Analysis Report


1425 5.5.3 8.6.2.7 Conduct Walkthrough with Client of Requirements Validation Analysis Report


1426 5.5.4 Conduct External Review of Requirements Validation Analysis Report


1427 5.5.5 8.6.2.7 Revise Requirements Validation Analysis Report based on External Review 


1428 5.5.6 Conduct Final Review and Approval of Requirements Validation Analysis Report


1429 5.5.7 MILESTONE - Client Approves Updated Comprehensive Requirements
Validation Analysis Report


1430 5.6 Testing


1431 5.6.1 System Testing  


1432 5.6.1.1 Execute System Tests 


1433 5.6.1.1.1 Prepare Systems Test Cases


1434 5.6.1.1.2 Execute Systems Tests  


1435 5.6.1.1.3 Resolve Discrepancies for Systems Tests 


1436 5.6.1.2 15.4.4.1 System Testing Results


1437 5.6.1.2.1 Document System Test Results


1438 5.6.1.2.2 9.3.4.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Testing Results


1439 5.6.1.2.3 Client Reviews System Testing Results


1440 5.6.1.2.4 HP Retest & Document Results of System Testing Results based on Client's
Review


1441 5.6.1.2.5 Client Reviews Updates to System Testing Results


1442 5.6.1.2.6 9.3.3.4 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves System Testing Results


1443 5.6.2 9.3.2.11 Integration Testing  


1444 5.6.2.1  Execute Integration Tests 


1445 5.6.2.1.1 Prepare Integrations Tests Cases


1446 5.6.2.1.2 Execute Integrations Tests  


1447 5.6.2.1.3 Resolve Discrepancies for Integrations Tests 


1448 5.6.2.1.4 Document  Integrations Test Results


1449 5.6.2.2 12.6.9 Web Portal


1450 5.6.2.2.1 12.6.9 Provider Registration


1451 5.6.2.2.2 12.6.9 Provider Information


1452 5.6.2.2.3 12.6.9 Membership Information


1453 5.6.2.2.4 12.6.9.9 Contact Us


1454 5.6.2.2.5 12.6.9.5 270/271 - Eligibility
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1455 5.6.2.2.6 12.6.9.5 278 - Prior Auth (non-pharmacy


1456 5.6.2.2.7 12.6.9.5 278 - Prior Auth (pharmacy)


1457 5.6.2.2.8 12.6.9.5 276/277 - Claims Status


1458 5.6.2.2.9 12.6.10 276/277 - electronic RA


1459 5.6.2.2.10 12.6.12 837 - Claims Submission


1460 5.6.2.2.11 12.6.9.1/
12.6.9.2/
12.6.8.6/


Test/Review Content Pages for public access including content,
communications, guides, forms and files, links to NV websites, info on EDI,
ePrescribe,


1461 5.6.2.3 12.6.9 MILESTONE: Client Approval of HP Health Care Provider Portal


1462 5.6.2.4 Interface Testing


1463 5.6.2.4.1 Test connectivity with each interface source/destination


1464 5.6.2.4.2 Receive initial test interface inputs (internal and external)


1465 5.6.2.4.3 Send initial test interface outputs (internal and external)


1466 5.6.2.4.4 Review/revise interfaces, as necessary


1467 5.6.2.4.5 Establish interface file schedule (in-coming and out-going)


1468 5.6.2.5 Integration Testing  Results


1469 5.6.2.5.1 Document interface Testing Results


1470 5.6.2.5.2 9.3.4.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Integration Test Results


1471 5.6.2.5.3 Client Reviews Integration Test Results


1472 5.6.2.5.4 HP Retest & Document Results of Integration Test Results based on Client's
Review


1473 5.6.2.5.5 Client Reviews Updates to Integration Test Results


1474 5.6.2.5.6 9.3.3.5 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Integration Test Results


1475 5.6.3 9.4 Parallel Testing


1476 5.6.3.1 9.4.2.1 Parallel Test Outline and Plan


1477 5.6.3.1.1 Outline Parallel Test Plan


1478 5.6.3.1.1.1 Develop Outline - Parallel Test Plan


1479 5.6.3.1.1.2 HP Review of Outline - Parallel Test Plan


1480 5.6.3.1.1.3 Revise Outline - Parallel Test Plan Based on HP Review


1481 5.6.3.1.1.4 9.4.4.1 CHECKPOINT: Submit Parallel Test Plan Outline


1482 5.6.3.1.1.5 Client Review of Parallel Test Plan Outline


1483 5.6.3.1.1.6 HP Revise Parallel Test Plan Outline Based on Client Review 


1484 5.6.3.1.1.7 Client Review revised Parallel Test Plan Outline


1485 5.6.3.1.1.8 9.4.5.1 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Parallel Test Plan Outline


1486 5.6.3.1.2 Parallel Test Plan


1487 5.6.3.1.2.1 Develop Parallel Test Plan


1488 5.6.3.1.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Parallel Test Plan


1489 5.6.3.1.2.3 9.4.4.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit Parallel Test Plan


1490 5.6.3.1.2.4 Client Reviews Parallel Test Plan


1491 5.6.3.1.2.5 HP Updates Parallel Test Plan per Client's Review


1492 5.6.3.1.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Parallel Test Plan


1493 5.6.3.1.2.7 9.4.3.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Plan
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1494 5.6.3.2 9.4.2.2 Parallel Test Procedures


1495 5.6.3.2.1 Develop Parallel Test Procedures


1496 5.6.3.2.2 Conduct Internal Review of Parallel Test Procedures


1497 5.6.3.2.3 9.4.2.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Parallel Test Procedures


1498 5.6.3.2.4 Client Reviews Parallel Test Procedures


1499 5.6.3.2.5 HP Updates Parallel Test Procedures per Client's Review


1500 5.6.3.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Parallel Test Procedures


1501 5.6.3.2.7 9.4.2.2 MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Procedures


1502 5.6.3.3 Parallel Test


1503 5.6.3.3.1 Parallel Testing Prep


1504 5.6.3.3.1.1 9.4.2.5 Create Parallel Test Cycle Schedule


1505 5.6.3.3.1.2 9.4.5.2 Client Reviews & Approves Parallel Test Cycle Schedule


1506 5.6.3.3.1.3 9.4.5.2 MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Cycle Schedule


1507 5.6.3.3.1.4 9.4.2.11 Prepare Parallel Test cases


1508 5.6.3.3.1.5 9.4.2.11 Prepare Parallel Test Data


1509 5.6.3.3.2 Execute Parallel Test


1510 5.6.3.3.2.1 Obtain Current Production Files from Incumbent for Parallel Testing


1511 5.6.3.3.2.2 9.4.2.8 Load Current Production Files from Incumbent for Parallel Testing


1512 5.6.3.3.2.3 9.4.2.12 /
9.4.3.7


Execute Parallel Test Cycles


1513 5.6.3.3.2.4 9.4.2.6 /
9.4.2.7


Resolve Discrepancies for Parallel Tests


1514 5.6.3.3.2.5 9.4.2.9 Balance Parallel Test Results


1515 5.6.3.3.2.6 9.4.2.10 Document Parallel Test Results


1516 5.6.3.3.2.7 9.4.4.7 Create Parallel Test Action Plan for Any Remaining Discrepancies


1517 5.6.3.3.2.8 9.4.4.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Parallel Test Results


1518 5.6.3.3.2.9 Client Reviews Parallel Test Results


1519 5.6.3.3.2.10 9.4.2.13 HP Retest & Document Results of Parallel Test Results based on Client's
Review


1520 5.6.3.3.2.11 Client Reviews Updates to Parallel Test Results


1521 5.6.3.3.2.129.4.3.2 / 9.4.5.3 / 9.4.3.7 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Parallel Test Results


1522 5.6.3.4 9.4.2.14 System Manuals 


1523 5.6.3.4.1 Review & Revise Existing System Manuals 


1524 5.6.3.4.2 Internal Review of Updated System Manuals 


1525 5.6.3.4.3 Update System Manuals from Review


1526 5.6.3.4.4 9.4.4.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated System Manuals 


1527 5.6.3.4.5 Client Reviews Updated System Manuals 


1528 5.6.3.4.6 HP Updates Updated System Manuals per Client's Review


1529 5.6.3.4.7 Client Reviews Updates to System Manuals 


1530 5.6.3.4.8 9.4.3.5 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated System Manuals 


1531 5.6.3.5 9.4.2.15 User Manuals  
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1532 5.6.3.5.1 Review & Revise Existing User Manuals 


1533 5.6.3.5.2 Internal Review of Updated User Manuals 


1534 5.6.3.5.3 Update User Manuals  from Review


1535 5.6.3.5.4 9.4.4.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated User Manuals 


1536 5.6.3.5.5 Client Reviews Updated User Manuals 


1537 5.6.3.5.6 HP Updates Updated User Manuals  per Client's Review


1538 5.6.3.5.7 Client Reviews Updates to User Manuals 


1539 5.6.3.5.8 9.4.3.6 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated User Manuals 


1540 5.6.3.6 9.3.3.6 /
9.4.3.5


PROGRESS MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Updated System and User
Manuals


1541 5.6.4 WEB Content Review  


1542 5.6.4.1 Execute WEB Portal Tests


1543 5.6.4.2 Resolve Discrepancies for WEB Portal Tests


1544 5.6.4.3 Document WEB Portal Tests


1545 5.6.4.4 Create WEB Portal Test Action Plan for Any Remaining Discrepancies


1546 5.6.4.5 CHECKPOINT: WEB Portal Tests Complete


1547 5.6.4.6 Client Reviews WEB Portal Test Results


1548 5.6.4.7 HP Retest & Document Results of WEB Portal Test Results based on Client's
Review


1549 5.6.4.8 Client Reviews Updates to WEB Portal Test Results


1550 5.6.4.9 MILESTONE: Client Approves WEB Portal Test Results


1551 5.7 MILESTONE: All Testing Complete


1552 5.8 9.3.4.8 Training


1553 5.8.1 HP Project and Portfolio Management Center (PPM-C) Training


1554 5.8.1.1 Prepare Training Schedule


1555 5.8.1.2 Review Training Materials


1556 5.8.1.3 Make Ready Training Materials


1557 5.8.1.4 Technical Support Training


1558 5.8.1.5 Train the Trainer Sessions


1559 5.8.1.6 User Training


1560 5.8.2 Training Schedules & Materials


1561 5.8.2.1 Develop Training Schedules/Logistics


1562 5.8.2.2 Develop Training Materials


1563 5.8.2.3 15.4.5.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Training Schedules & Materials


1564 5.8.2.4 Client Reviews Training Schedules & Materials


1565 5.8.2.5 HP Revise Training Schedules & Materials based on Client's Review


1566 5.8.2.6 Client Reviews Updates to Training Schedules & Materials


1567 5.8.2.7 15.4.5.7 MILESTONE: Client Approves Training Schedules & Materials


1568 5.8.2.8 Produce Training Materials


1569 5.8.3 Conduct Training Sessions


1570 5.8.3.1 9.5.1.3 MMIS Training


1571 5.8.3.1.1  Conduct Training for Call Center Staff
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1572 5.8.3.1.2 9.3.4.8  Conduct Training for HP Staff


1573 5.8.3.1.3 9.3.4.8 /
9.6.2.1


 Conduct Training for Client Staff


1574 5.8.3.1.4 9.3.4.8 /
9.5.1.8 /


 Conduct Training for Providers


1575 5.8.3.1.5 9.3.4.8 /
9.6.2.1


 Conduct Training for Other Business Partners


1576 5.8.3.2 9.5.1.8 /
9.6.2.1


PROGRESS MILESTONE:  Client & Provider MMIS Training Complete


1577 5.8.3.3 9.5.1.6 /
9.6.1.1 /


Organization, Functional & Operational Training


1578 5.8.3.3.1 9.3.4.8  Conduct Orientation & Training for Client Staff - Session 1


1579 5.8.3.3.2 9.3.4.8  Conduct Orientation & Training for Client Staff - Session 2


1580 5.8.3.4 MILESTONE: Organization, Functional & Operational Training Complete


1581 5.8.3.5 Provider Pharmacy Training


1582 5.8.3.5.1 Determine Training Format/Content


1583 5.8.3.5.2 Schedule Locations/Conf lines


1584 5.8.3.5.3 Confirm Trainers


1585 5.8.3.5.4 Notification to Providers of Training Details/Locations/Times


1586 5.8.3.5.5 Train Providers on the Transition to SXC


1587 5.8.3.5.6 Update Provider Web Site with Training Material, Meeting Minutes, Q&A


1588 5.8.3.5.7 Provider Training complete


1589 5.9 9.5 Operational Readiness  


1590 5.9.1 Pharmacy Implementation(Cutover) Planning


1591 5.9.1.1 Develop detailed cut-over Plan


1592 5.9.1.2 Review cut-over Plan


1593 5.9.1.3 Modify cut-over Plan as Necessary


1594 5.9.1.4 CHECKPOINT: Implementation Plan Complete


1595 5.9.1.5 Operational Readiness Checklists


1596 5.9.1.5.1 Develop Operational Readiness Checklists


1597 5.9.1.5.2 Review Operational Plan Checklist


1598 5.9.1.5.3 Modify Operational Checklist as Necessary


1599 5.9.1.5.4 CHECKPOINT: Operational Readiness Checklist Complete


1600 5.9.2 9.5.1.3 Acquire Operations Staff


1601 5.9.2.1 Validate Operations Staffing Plan


1602 5.9.2.2 Advertise Open Staff Positions


1603 5.9.2.3 Recruitment 


1604 5.9.2.3.1 Interview incumbent staff


1605 5.9.2.3.2 Transition incumbent staff - HP Acclimation


1606 5.9.2.3.3 Collect Resumes


1607 5.9.2.3.4 Conduct Interviews


1608 5.9.2.3.5 Complete Hiring
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1609 5.9.2.4 MILESTONE: HP Employee Operational Training Complete


1610 5.9.3 Operational Preparedness


1611 5.9.3.1 Prior Auth - Utilization Management Operational Activities


1612 5.9.3.1.1 Map  Operational Workflows for PA/UM


1613 5.9.3.1.1.1 Phone


1614 5.9.3.1.1.2 Fax


1615 5.9.3.1.1.3 Portal


1616 5.9.3.1.1.4 Mail


1617 5.9.3.1.1.5 Approvals


1618 5.9.3.1.1.6 Denials


1619 5.9.3.1.2 Develop PA Decision Notification Templates


1620 5.9.3.1.3 Map Hearing and Appeal Workflows


1621 5.9.3.1.4 Identify Phone Queue Workflow


1622 5.9.3.1.5 Test Phone Queue Workflow


1623 5.9.3.1.6 Obtain Benefit Plans


1624 5.9.3.1.7 Obtain Complete List of Services Subject to PA


1625 5.9.3.1.8 Crosswalk PA/UM to Benefit Plans


1626 5.9.3.1.9 Obtain Regulatory Criteria Related to Benefits


1627 5.9.3.1.10 Obtain State Criteria Related to Benefits


1628 5.9.3.1.11 Crosswalk Regulation and Criteria to Benefits 


1629 5.9.3.1.12 Determine Master Policy/Procedure Needs


1630 5.9.3.1.13 Develop NV Specific Policy/Procedures


1631 5.9.3.2 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Operation Procedures - Manual & Automated


1632 5.9.3.2.1 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Identify DHCFP Responsibilities


1633 5.9.3.2.2 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Modify Manual Operation Procedures (Claims, Financial, PCS,
Recipient, Reference, Provider etc…..)


1634 5.9.3.2.3 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Modify Automated Operation Procedures (Claims, Financial, PCS,
Recipient, Reference, Provider etc…..)


1635 5.9.3.2.4 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Revise Updated Manual Operation Procedures


1636 5.9.3.2.5 9.5.1.1 /
9.5.3.1


Review & Revise Updated Automated Operation Procedures


1637 5.9.3.2.6 Demonstrate Manual Operation Procedures


1638 5.9.3.2.7 Demonstrate Automated Operation Procedures


1639 5.9.3.2.8 9.5.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Operation Procedures


1640 5.9.3.2.9 Client Reviews Updated Operation Procedures


1641 5.9.3.2.10 HP Updates Updated Operation Procedures per Client's Review


1642 5.9.3.2.11 Client Reviews Updates to Operation Procedures


1643 5.9.3.2.12 9.5.2.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Operation Procedures


1644 5.9.3.3 12.7.7 / 12.5.5 Provider Manuals and Tutorials


1645 5.9.3.3.1 Review & Revise Existing Provider Manuals and Tutorials
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1646 5.9.3.3.2 Internal Review of Updated Provider Manuals and Tutorials


1647 5.9.3.3.3 Update Provider Manuals and Tutorials from Review


1648 5.9.3.3.4 Walkthrough Provider Manuals and Tutorials with Client


1649 5.9.3.3.5 Revise Provider Manuals and Tutorials after Client Walkthrough


1650 5.9.3.3.6 9.5.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Provider Manuals 


1651 5.9.3.3.7 Client Reviews Updated Provider Manuals and Tutorials


1652 5.9.3.3.8 HP Updates Updated Provider Manuals and Tutorials per Client's Review


1653 5.9.3.3.9 Client Reviews Updates to Provider Manuals and Tutorials


1654 5.9.3.3.10 9.5.2.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Provider
Manuals and Tutorials


1655 5.9.3.4 9.5.1.4 Staffing Plan  


1656 5.9.3.4.1 Review & Revise Existing Staffing Plan 


1657 5.9.3.4.2 Internal Review of Updated Staffing Plan 


1658 5.9.3.4.3 Update Staffing Plan  from Review


1659 5.9.3.4.4 Walkthrough Staffing Plan  with Client


1660 5.9.3.4.5 Revise Staffing Plan  after Client Walkthrough


1661 5.9.3.4.6 9.5.3.3 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Staffing Plan 


1662 5.9.3.4.7 Client Reviews Updated Staffing Plan 


1663 5.9.3.4.8 HP Updates Updated Staffing Plan  per Client's Review


1664 5.9.3.4.9 Client Reviews Updates to Staffing Plan 


1665 5.9.3.4.10 9.5.2.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Staffing Plan 


1666 5.9.3.5 9.5.1.5 Report Distribution Schedule


1667 5.9.3.5.1 Review & Revise Existing Report Distribution List & Schedule


1668 5.9.3.5.2 Internal Review of Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule


1669 5.9.3.5.3 Update Report Distribution List & Schedule from Review


1670 5.9.3.5.4 9.5.1.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule


1671 5.9.3.5.5 Client Reviews Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule


1672 5.9.3.5.6 HP Updates Updated Report Distribution List & Schedule per Client's Review


1673 5.9.3.5.7 Client Reviews Updates to Report Distribution List & Schedule


1674 5.9.3.5.8 9.5.1.5 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Report Distribution List &
Schedule


1675 5.9.3.6 9.5.1.7 Provider Outreach Material  


1676 5.9.3.6.1 Review & Revise Existing Provider Outreach Material 


1677 5.9.3.6.2 Internal Review of Updated Provider Outreach Material 


1678 5.9.3.6.3 Update Provider Outreach Material  from Review


1679 5.9.3.6.4 Walkthrough Provider Outreach Material with Client


1680 5.9.3.6.5 Revise Provider Outreach Material after Client Walkthrough


1681 5.9.3.6.6 9.5.1.7 DELIVERABLE: Submit Updated Provider Outreach Material 


1682 5.9.3.6.7 Client Reviews Updated Provider Outreach Material 


1683 5.9.3.6.8 HP Updates Updated Provider Outreach Material  per Client's Review


1684 5.9.3.6.9 Client Reviews Updates to Provider Outreach Material 
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1685 5.9.3.6.10 9.5.1.7 MILESTONE: Client Approval of Updated Provider Outreach Material 


1686 5.9.3.7 9.5.1.8 Provider Transition Training Plan


1687 5.9.3.7.1 Compile Provider Transition Training Plan


1688 5.9.3.7.2 Review & Analyze Provider Transition Training Plan


1689 5.9.3.7.3 Revise Provider Transition Training Plan


1690 5.9.3.7.4 Walkthrough Transition Training Plan with Client


1691 5.9.3.7.5 Revise Transition Training Plan after Client Walkthrough


1692 5.9.3.7.6 9.5.3.4 DELIVERABLE: Submit Provider Transition Training Plan to Client


1693 5.9.3.7.7 HP conduct Walkthrough of the Provider Transition Training Plan w/Client


1694 5.9.3.7.8 Client Reviews the Provider Transition Training Plan


1695 5.9.3.7.9 HP Revise Transition Training Plan Based on Client Review


1696 5.9.3.7.10 Client Approves the Provider Transition Training Plan


1697 5.9.3.7.11 9.5.3.4 MILESTONE: Client Approves Provider Transition Training Plan


1698 5.9.3.8 9.5.1.9 DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1699 5.9.3.8.1 Compile DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1700 5.9.3.8.2 Review & Analyze DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1701 5.9.3.8.3 Document DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1702 5.9.3.8.4 Walkthrough Operational Readiness Training Plan with Client


1703 5.9.3.8.5 Revise Operational Readiness Training Plan after Client Walkthrough


1704 5.9.3.8.6 9.5.3.5 DELIVERABLE: Submit DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan
to Client


1705 5.9.3.8.7 HP conduct Walkthrough of the DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan
w/Client


1706 5.9.3.8.8 Client Reviews the DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1707 5.9.3.8.9 HP Revise DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan Based on Client
Review


1708 5.9.3.8.10 Client Approves the DHCFP Operational Readiness Training Plan


1709 5.9.3.8.11 9.5.2.4 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves DHCFP Operational
Readiness Training Plan


1710 5.9.3.9 Review Disaster Recovery


1711 5.9.3.9.1 Review & Update Disaster Recovery


1712 5.9.3.9.2 Internal Review of Disaster Recovery


1713 5.9.3.9.3 Update Disaster Recovery from Review


1714 5.9.3.9.4 CHECKPOINT: Updated Disaster Recovery


1715 5.9.3.10 Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc….


1716 5.9.3.10.1 Create Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc….


1717 5.9.3.10.2 Review Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc….


1718 5.9.3.10.3 Client Review & Approve Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1719 5.9.3.10.4 Prepare & Print Transition Newsletters to Providers, External Entities etc….


1720 5.9.3.10.5 CHECKPOINT: 60 Day Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….
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1721 5.9.3.10.6 CHECKPOINT: 30 Day Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1722 5.9.3.10.7 CHECKPOINT: 2 Week Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1723 5.9.3.10.8 CHECKPOINT: 1 Week Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1724 5.9.3.10.9 CHECKPOINT: Day 1 Go Live Notice to Providers, External Entities
etc….


1725 5.9.4 9.5 Operational Readiness Review (ORR)


1726 5.9.4.1 Perform ORR  


1727 5.9.4.1.1 9.5.1.10 Client Identify Participants for Operational Readiness Walkthroughs  


1728 5.9.4.1.2 9.5.1.10 Create Operational Readiness Review Materials


1729 5.9.4.1.3 9.5.1.10 Create Operational Readiness Review Agenda


1730 5.9.4.1.4 9.5.1.10 Create Operational Readiness Review Schedule


1731 5.9.4.1.5 9.6.1.8 Validate All Network Connectivity & Communications


1732 5.9.4.1.6 9.6.1.14 Validate ALL Interfaces are Working as Deemed Necessary


1733 5.9.4.1.7 Conduct Internal Operational Readiness Review Walkthroughs


1734 5.9.4.1.8 9.5.1.10 Conduct Operational Readiness Review Walkthroughs


1735 5.9.4.1.9 9.5.2.5 MILESTONE: Client Approves Operational Readiness Walkthrough
Results


1736 5.9.4.2 9.5.1.11 Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1737 5.9.4.2.1 Compile Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1738 5.9.4.2.2 Review & Analyze Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1739 5.9.4.2.3 Document Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1740 5.9.4.2.4 9.5.3.6 DELIVERABLE: Submit Operational Readiness Assessment Document
to Client


1741 5.9.4.2.5 HP conduct Walkthrough of the Operational Readiness Assessment
Document w/Client


1742 5.9.4.2.6 Client Reviews the Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1743 5.9.4.2.7 HP Revise & Retest Operational Readiness Test Based on Client Review


1744 5.9.4.2.8 Client Approves the Operational Readiness Assessment Document


1745 5.9.4.2.9 9.5.2.5 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approves Operational Readiness
Assessment Document


1746 6 Operations Task


1747 6.1 9.6  Implementation (Cutover) - Start of Operations


1748 6.1.1 Pharmacy Implementation Activities 


1749 6.1.1.1 Provider Relations/Communications activities


1750 6.1.1.1.1 Prepare Pharmacy Billing Manual


1751 6.1.1.1.1.1 Update/Create new Pharmacy Billing Manual


1752 6.1.1.1.1.2 Incorporate project change control updates to Pharmacy Billing manual


1753 6.1.1.1.1.3 Complete payer sheet as manual appendix


1754 6.1.1.1.1.4 Review Pharmacy manual with DHCFP staff
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1755 6.1.1.1.1.5 Revise Manual


1756 6.1.1.1.1.6 Post Manual to DHCFP website


1757 6.1.1.1.2 Prepare Other Provider Communications


1758 6.1.1.1.2.1 Draft initial letter introducing SXC as new processor


1759 6.1.1.1.2.2 Draft final letter on SXC as new processor


1760 6.1.1.1.2.3 Email notification


1761 6.1.1.1.2.4 Notification to Provider Associations


1762 6.1.1.1.2.5 Notification to retail organizations


1763 6.1.1.1.2.6 Post notification of processor change to website


1764 6.1.1.1.2.7 Communicate processor change and send payer sheet to switch vendors


1765 6.1.1.1.2.8 Post instructions for provider testing


1766 6.1.1.1.2.9 Fax broadcast of processor change


1767 6.1.1.1.2.10 Provider Communications Complete


1768 6.1.1.2 System Configuration


1769 6.1.1.2.1 Confirm Final Plan Architecture


1770 6.1.1.2.2 Confirm Final Clinical Programs


1771 6.1.1.2.3 Confirm Final Pricing Structure


1772 6.1.1.2.4 Define and Test base Plan


1773 6.1.1.2.5 Confirm Final MACs


1774 6.1.1.2.6 Confirm Final Carrier/Account/Group Structure


1775 6.1.1.2.7 Confirm Final Bin Number


1776 6.1.1.2.8 Confirm Final Router Control Definitions 


1777 6.1.1.2.9 Confirm Final Transaction Control Definitions 


1778 6.1.1.2.10 Confirm Final Mandatory Fields Definitions


1779 6.1.1.2.11 Confirm Final Eligibility Profile Definition


1780 6.1.1.2.12 Confirm Final Message Creation


1781 6.1.1.2.13 Confirm Final Dynamic Prior Authorization Definitions


1782 6.1.1.2.14 Confirm Final Prior Authorization Workflow Definitions


1783 6.1.1.2.15 Confirm Final RxCLAIM Configuration Complete


1784 6.1.1.3 Operations/Automation


1785 6.1.1.3.1 Initial User ID Identification and Classification


1786 6.1.1.3.2 User ID Setup/Maintenance


1787 6.1.1.3.3 Scheduler Setup/Validation


1788 6.1.1.3.4 Automation Complete


1789 6.1.1.4 Enable Web Services features


1790 6.1.1.4.1 Provide HP with Web Services integration support


1791 6.1.1.4.2 Confirm connectivity to RxCLAIM through web services


1792 6.1.1.4.3 Enable Web Site Features


1793 6.1.1.4.3.1 Enable PA Submission


1794 6.1.1.4.3.2 Enable claim submission


1795 6.1.1.4.3.3 Post forms and manuals
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1796 6.1.1.4.3.4 Post provider training information


1797 6.1.1.4.3.5 Post PDL, PIDL and other documents


1798 6.1.1.4.3.6 DHCFP Website Enabled


1799 6.1.1.5 Setup Secure Batch Claim Submission


1800 6.1.1.5.1 Identify Batch Submitters


1801 6.1.1.5.2 Setup FTP accounts


1802 6.1.1.5.3 Write-up Operational Procedures for DCO


1803 6.1.1.5.4 Batch Submission Operations Ready


1804 6.1.1.6 Demo Readiness


1805 6.1.1.6.1 Develop Readiness Checklist


1806 6.1.1.6.2 Review Checklist Items with DHCFP


1807 6.1.1.6.3 Execute Readiness Demo


1808 6.1.2 Pharmacy System Cut-over


1809 6.1.2.1 Pharmacy Implementation/Cut-over Activities


1810 6.1.2.2 Final Claims conversion


1811 6.1.2.2.1 Conduct Final Claims conversion


1812 6.1.2.3 Final PA conversion


1813 6.1.2.3.1 Conduct Final PA conversion


1814 6.1.2.4 Load MAC


1815 6.1.2.4.1 9.3.3.6 /
9.4.3.5


load MAC


1816 6.1.2.5 Convert and load rebate information into RxMAX


1817 6.1.2.5.1 9.3.4.8 Load claims history


1818 6.1.2.5.2 9.3.4.8 Load invoice history


1819 6.1.2.5.3 Load payment history


1820 6.1.2.5.4 9.5 Load dispute resolution data


1821 6.1.2.5.5 9.5.1.3 Start on-going loads into RxMAX


1822 6.1.2.6 Start Operations


1823 6.1.2.6.1 Pharmacy Claims - GO LIVE


1824 6.1.2.6.2 PDL, Retro_DUR and other clinical Operations initiated


1825 6.1.2.6.3 Rebate Operations initiated


1826 6.1.2.6.4 Helpdesk Operations initiated


1827 6.1.3 9.6.1.2 Implement Operational Plan


1828 6.1.3.1 Claims


1829 6.1.3.1.1 9.6.1.5 CHECKPOINT: "Freeze" Date for Acceptance of ALL Claims from
Incumbent


1830 6.1.3.2 Transition all physical inventories from Incumbent to HP


1831 6.1.3.2.1 HP Provide Storage for All Onsite Paper Files


1832 6.1.3.2.2 Assume Iron Mountain Document Storage Lease


1833 6.1.3.2.3 Order Production Forms


1834 6.1.3.2.4 9.6.1.4 Claims - paper  - Work in Progress


1835 6.1.3.2.5 9.6.1.4 Claim Related Receipts - Work in Progress
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1836 6.1.3.2.6 9.6.1.4 Claim - Pending - Work in Progress


1837 6.1.3.2.7 9.6.1.6 Claims - Adjudication - Work in Progress


1838 6.1.3.2.8 9.6.1.6 Claims - Resolution of EDITs - Work in Progress


1839 6.1.3.2.9 Claims - Suspense - Work in Progress


1840 6.1.3.2.10 Written inquiries  - Work in Progress


1841 6.1.3.2.11 Provider Enrollment  - Work in Progress


1842 6.1.3.2.12 PCP Compliance Review - Work in Progress


1843 6.1.3.2.13 Medicaid Audit - Work in Progress


1844 6.1.3.2.14 Prior Authorizations  - Work in Progress


1845 6.1.3.2.15 Financial Activity  - Work in Progress


1846 6.1.3.2.16 Quality  - Work in Progress


1847 6.1.3.2.17 Medical & Program Policy - Work in Progress


1848 6.1.3.2.18 TPL  - Work in Progress


1849 6.1.3.2.19 All Other Physical Inventories - TBD with Incumbent


1850 6.1.3.2.20 PO Box Tasks


1851 6.1.3.2.20.1 Acquire Post Office Boxes


1852 6.1.3.2.20.2 Transition PO Box to HP Name


1853 6.1.3.2.20.3 Get Customer Approval on PO Box Ownership Change


1854 6.1.3.2.20.4 Provider Outreach to Change PO Box (Reno to CC)


1855 6.1.3.2.21 Acquire 800 Telephone Numbers


1856 6.1.3.3 9.6.1.9 CHECKPOINT: HP Provides Final Operational Readiness Certification that
Transition MMIS is Ready to Begin Operations


1857 6.1.3.4 9.6.2.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Successful Completion of Transition Entrance
and Exit Criteria


1858 6.1.3.5 9.6.2.3 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Successful Transfer of Operations


1859 6.1.3.6 9.6.4.1 MILESTONE:  Approval  to Begin Operations


1860 6.1.3.7 MILESTONE: Begin Accepting Electronic & Paper Claims


1861 6.2 10 Operations Period


1862 6.2.1 9.5.1.8 /
9.6.2.1


Pharmacy - Start daily Provider interface


1863 6.2.2 Transition - Courier pick-up from Reno (continue for 1 month)


1864 6.2.3 Discontinue courier pick-up from Reno (use forwarding)


1865 6.2.5 10.3.1.1 Turnover Plan 


1866 6.2.5.31 Develop Approach to Turnover


1867 6.2.5.21 Develop Turnover Plan 


1868 6.2.5.22 Internal Review of Turnover Plan 


1869 6.2.5.23 Update Turnover Plan based on Review


1870 6.2.5.24 Walkthrough Turnover Plan with Client


1871 6.2.5.25 Revise Turnover Plan after Client Walkthrough


1872 6.2.5.26 10.3.3.1 DELIVERABLE: Submit System Turnover Plan 


1873 6.2.5.32 Client Reviews Turnover Plan 


1874 6.2.5.33 HP Updates Turnover Plan per Client's Review
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1875 6.2.5.34 Client Reviews Updates to Turnover Plan 


1876 6.2.5.35 10.3.4.1 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of System Turnover Plan 


1877 6.2.6 10.3.1.2 System Requirements Statement 


1878 6.2.6.48 Develop System Requirements Statement 


1879 6.2.6.49 Internal Review of System Requirements Statement 


1880 6.2.6.50 Update System Requirements Statement based on Review


1881 6.2.6.51 Walkthrough System Requirements Statement with Client


1882 6.2.6.52 Revise System Requirements Statement after Client Walkthrough


1883 6.2.6.53 10.3.3.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit System System Requirements Statement 


1884 6.2.6.54 Client Reviews System Requirements Statement 


1885 6.2.6.55 HP Updates System Requirements Statement per Client's Review


1886 6.2.6.56 Client Reviews Updates to System Requirements Statement 


1887 6.2.6.57 10.3.4.2 PROGRESS MILESTONE: Client Approval of System System
Requirements Statement


1888 6.2.4 10.1 Operations Period Overview


1889 6.2.4.1 Operations Period Entrance Criteria


1890 6.2.4.1.1 10.1.1.1.A KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Vendors Operational Readiness
Assessment


1891 6.2.4.1.2 10.1.1.1.B KEY MILESTONE: Certification from Vendor that System is Operation
Ready


1892 6.2.4.1.3 10.1.1.1.C KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Provider Manuals


1893 6.2.4.1.4 10.1.1.1.D KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of Revised Operations Procedures


1894 6.2.4.2 10.1.2 Operations Period Exit Criteria


1895 6.2.4.2.1 10.1.2.1.A KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of System Turn-Over Plan


1896 6.2.4.2.2 10.1.2.1.B KEY MILESTONE: DHCFP Approval of System Requirements
Statement


1897 7 11.6 Post-Implementation Review


1898 7.1 Prior Authorization / Utilization Management


1899 7.1.1 Post Production Support


1900 7.1.2 Defect Research


1901 7.1.3 System Turn-over


1902 7.2 Provide SE Support


1903 7.2.1 Post Implementation Support, Corrections Activities 


1904 7.3 11.6.2.2 Post Implementation Evaluation Report


1905 7.3.1 HP Document Impl Problems & Resolutions and Lessons Learned  


1906 7.3.2 11.6.2.3 Conduct Post Implementation Review of Modified Systems


1907 7.3.3 11.6.2.4 Conduct Post Implementation Review of DHCFP's Medicaid Enterprise Certification
Toolkit


1908 7.3.4 HP Review & Revise Post Implementation Evaluation Report


1909 7.3.5 11.6.4.2 DELIVERABLE: Submit Post Implementation Evaluation Report


1910 7.3.6 HP conduct Walkthrough of the Post Implementation Evaluation Report w/Client


1911 7.3.7 Client Reviews the Post Implementation Evaluation Report
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1912 7.3.8 HP Revises Post Implementation Evaluation Report Based on Client Review


1913 7.3.9 Client Approves the Post Implementation Evaluation Report


1914 7.3.10 11.6.5.5 MILESTONE: Client Approves Post Implementation Evaluation Report


1915 8 12 OPERATIONAL PERIOD


1916 8.1 12.1 GENERAL OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL SYSTEM COMPONENTS


1917 8.2 12.2 MAINTENANCE AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT 


1918 8.2.1 12.2.4 Prepare Monthly operations period status reports.


1919 8.3 12.3 TRAINING REQUIREMENTS


1920 8.4 12.4 GENERAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS


1921 8.5 12.5 CORE MMIS COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS


1922 8.6 12.6 PERIPHERAL SYSTEM TOOLS COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS 


1923 8.7 12.7 MEDICAID CLAIMS PROCESSING AND PROGRAM SUPPORT SERVICES
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Privacy Rules 


The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA – Public Law 104-
191) and the HIPAA Privacy Final Rule1


 and the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
(ARRA) of 2009 provides protection for personal health information. First Health Services 
developed and maintains HIPAA Privacy Policies and Procedures to ensure operations are in 


compliance with the legislative mandates. 


Protected health information (PHI) includes any health information and confidential 
information, whether verbal, written, or electronic, created, received, or maintained by First 
Health Services Corporation. It is health care data plus identifying information that would allow 
the data to tie the medical information to a particular person. PHI relates to the past, present, and 
future physical or mental health of any individual or recipient; the provision of health care to an 
individual; or the past, present, or future payment for the provision of health care to an 
individual. Claims data, prior authorization information, and attachments such as medical 


records and consent forms are all PHI. 


                                                      
1 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164, Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health Information; Final Rule 
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1.0 Introduction 


This plan documents the purpose and procedures of the First Health Services Business 
Resumption Plan.  First Health Services’ Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Plan 
include operations for the Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS), Pharmacy 


systems including Provider Synergies systems, Health Care Management systems. 


Customer communication is highly important for First Health Services.  Upon declaration of an 
emergency, our President and Chief Operating Officer will notify customers affected by the 


disaster. 


There are two primary processing sites supporting our multi-platform solutions. The two sites 
are the First Health Services Corporate Phoenix Data Center (PDC) in Phoenix, Arizona and 
Verizon IT in Fort Wayne, Indiana. Servers in the Richmond Data Center are covered by this 


document.  


The Phoenix Corporate Data Center was designed as a Tier 4 facility with redundancy 
incorporated through out the environment to minimize downtime and avoid situations that may 
require a disaster declaration. AIX production systems are configured with HACMP (high 
availability clustering) that allows for automatic and immediate failover to a backup server if the 
primary unit fails. This facility supports the majority of our distributed system environments, 


which includes: 


All AIX based systems supporting: 


 FirstRx™ including connections to VANS 


 FirstFinancial™ 


 FirstTrax™ 


 FirstDecision™ 


 FirstDARS™ 


 SeeBeyond  


 MedStat 


Novell and NT servers supporting: 


 Citrix Server Farm 


 FirstIQ™ 


 FirstRebate™ 


 FirstEnroll™ 


 FirstCRM™ 
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The Verizon IT facility supports all mainframe-based applications including 


 MMIS for VA and NV 


 POS for PACE, VA,  


 Participant systems for PACE and NY EPIC 


Richmond Data Center supports the following systems/functions: 


 Edify (IVR , Web and fax servers) 


 First Health Services Corporate LAN 


 SNA/IP connections to Verizon IT 


 First Health Services Internet connections 


The Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Plan is an evolving document. The migration of 
production application servers, excluding Edify and Paperfree, from Richmond to Phoenix was 


completed in April 2005.   


1.1 Service Disruption 


Major causes of data processing service disruption 


 Fire 


 Tornado 


 Flood 


 Sabotage/Terrorism 


 Power Outage 


 Air Conditioning Failure 


 Broken Water Pipes 


 Strikes or Lockouts 


 Earthquakes 


 Construction Mishaps 


1.2 Principle 


Computers are an integral part of every company's operations. It does not require a natural 
disaster to interrupt data processing activities. Consider the possibility of a power outage, an air 


conditioning failure, broken water pipes, strikes or lockouts, or construction mishaps. 


The suspension or cessation of electronic data processing support systems for an indefinite 
period, perhaps weeks or months would no doubt result in irreparable harm to any business or 
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institution. The need for an effective disaster recovery strategy has been emphasized by various 


regulatory and auditing agencies. 


1.3 Statement of Purpose 


The purpose of First Health Services contingency manual is to provide plans of action in the 
event a disaster occurs at one of our processing facilities. A disaster is any serious failure or 
disruption of regular processing. For the purposes of this plan, disasters are categorized into 


three categories. 


Level 1 


Temporary disruption of processing expected to be resolved within 12 hours 


Level 2 


Temporary disruption of processing expected to last in excess of 12 hours, but not to exceed 24 hours.  


Examples of Level 1 or Level 2 emergencies may include: 


 Temporary Power Outages 


 Air Conditioning Failures 


 Minor Fire 


 Weather Conditions 


 Equipment failure 


 Minor Chemical Emergency 


 Bomb Threats 


Level 3 


A Level 3 or major disaster is a situation in which the center expects an extended loss of processing 
capabilities for 24 hours or more. This could include the destruction of all on-site library files, 
processing facilities and on-site administrative functions. Examples of possible Level 3 emergencies 
would be: 


 Major Fire 


 Water Damage 


 Extended Power Failure 


 Chemical Spills 


 Terrorists Acts 


 Adverse Weather Conditions 
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1.4 Objectives 


The objectives of this disaster plan are: 


 To minimize the number of decisions that has to be made under conditions of stress, for the 
protection of First Health Services’ assets and personnel 


 To limit the magnitude, impact, and cost of potential loss 


 To limit the severity of disruption and damage 


 To define the alternatives for continuing critical services 


 To identify and prioritize the daily processing requirements for all applications and functions 


 To establish in advance, a plan for orderly restoration of processing services, minimizing the 
extent of interruption of regular business operations 


 To train personnel how to handle emergencies and recovery operations, ensuring that First 
Health Services maintains a "going-concern" status 


 To cope with emergencies with a maximum amount of confidence and control 


 To define in advance the procedure for the permanent resumption of operations 


 To maintain customer service at an acceptable level 


 Maintenance and testing the disaster recover plan 


 To periodically ensure that the plan is functional and viable 


1.5 Authority 


The decision to implement the disaster recovery procedures stated herein, including the use of a 
backup facility and offsite storage files and materials, is the responsibility of the First Health 


Services President and Chief Executive Officer or higher-ranking officer. 


The Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Management team will be immediately 


convened in the event of a disaster and will direct the overall disaster recovery effort. 


1.6 Team Organization 


The recovery organization parallels the data processing organization wherever possible. 
Ultimate authority for data center disaster recovery for First Health Services’ clients rests with 


the President and Chief Executive Officer of First Health Services.  


1.6.1 Disaster Alert 


This section describes who may declare a disaster and the telephone calling chain that will set 
disaster recovery in motion. The sequence of concurrent activities is also described. 
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1.6.2 Declaration of Disaster 


Only the President and CEO, or a designated alternate acting in his behalf, may declare a 
disaster for First Health Services. This declaration is made based upon conditions at the Phoenix 


Corporate Data Center, Verizon IT, or the Richmond Data Center. 


For the Phoenix Corporate and Richmond Data Centers, IBM is the selected Hot Site vendor. 
Any declaration is communicated to the Data Center management, senior management 


personnel, and IBM.   


Verizon utilizes Sungard Recovery Services and is responsible for declaration of a disaster with 


this vendor and notification to First Health Services.  


While each incident will be different, the primary criterion to disaster declaration is the 
estimated time until systems are operational. Any incident that would disable the Data Center(s) 
for more than twenty-four hours immediately begins the process. Level 2 incidents that are 
expected to exceed twelve hours, but less than twenty-four hours, may prompt a declaration to 


be made and plans initiated for relocation of backup files to the hot site facility.  


1.6.3 Notification Conventions 


The notification checklist designates the persons to be called by job title. Each member of a 
recovery team has a designated backup who can perform the disaster recovery functions of the 
primary member. A personnel ID list, in the appendix of this manual, equates each job title with 


a name. 


If the primary-named person is unavailable and an alternate is selected, the alternate assumes 
full responsibility of that position. Attempts to notify the primary may be continued, if 
appropriate. The individual responsible for notifying a particular person assumes that 
responsibility until the person has been notified. 


If notification of the primary or alternate for a specific job cannot be completed, appropriate 
management must be notified as soon as possible. If a transition organization requirement 


cannot be met, the President and CEO of First Health Services must be notified. 


Note: Please read the entire procedure before taking any action. 


This procedure is designed solely to activate the disaster recovery process. It does not preclude 


communication to other company personnel who must be notified. 


Normally, awareness of a potentially disastrous event will come first to the personnel onsite in 
the either the Phoenix Corporate or Richmond Data Center. Alert systems are also in place that 


provides automatic paging and escalation if functions on key servers are disrupted.  
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As part of their emergency activities, the onsite personnel are instructed to notify, in addition to 
their own immediate supervisor, the disaster recovery coordinator or his alternate. Names and 


phone numbers of these individuals are on display in the Data Centers. 


The following is the general sequence of events for notification of a disaster and activation of 


disaster recovery: 


 The Disaster Recovery Coordinator is appointed by the Chief Operating Officer. He, in turn, 
notifies the Vice Chief Operating Officer of Infrastructure, the Director of Production 
Operations, and the damage assessment team and asks that they assemble at the Command 
Center or at the Data Center, depending on the nature and extent of the outage. In addition, 
the Chief Operating Officer notifies senior management personnel of the outage. 


 The Chief Operating Officer, the Vice President of Infrastructure, the Director of Production 
Operations, the Disaster Recovery Coordinator, and the damage assessment team meet. If it 
is possible to evaluate damage to the Data Center without affecting the safety of the team, the 
above-mentioned personnel enter the Data Center, assess the damage, report to senior 
management on the extent of the damage, and recommend the best recovery approach. 


 If the disaster recovery plan must be implemented, the Transition Phase of the plan is begun; 
otherwise, rebuilding procedures must be followed. (Refer to Chapter 4 of this manual.) 


1.6.4 Transition Summary 


The following is the general sequence of events for mobilization and transportation of staff and 


personnel to the recovery site: 


1.6.5 Data Center 


 A designee from the Approved Disaster Declaration Form (DDF) notifies IBM that a disaster 
is being declared. Corporate personnel who will act as communications liaison for customers, 
news media, and employees are contacted. 


 The Director of Production Operations mobilizes the technical services and communications 
teams at the Command Center. 


 The Director of Production Operations mobilizes the computer operations team, the salvage 
team, the new hardware team, the new facility team, and the tape library/offsite storage team 
at the Command Center. 


 The Director of Production Operations mobilizes the production control team and the 
applications programming team leader at the Command Center. 


 The Disaster Recovery Coordinator ensures that the mobilization of the teams proceeds 
smoothly and reports any problems to the President and CEO of First Health Services who 
continues to be responsible for customer communication. 
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 Members of the technical services team, the operations team, and the production control team 
arrive at the Command Center prepared to travel to IBM and remain there for an 
undetermined period. 


 Disaster Recover teams travel to IBM. 


 Upon arrival at IBM, communication is established with the Command Center. 


 Procedures for establishing the operating environment are executed under the direction of the 
Disaster Recovery Coordinator. The Disaster Recovery Coordinator acts as interim Director 
of Production Operations until the Director of Production Operations arrives at the recovery 
site. 


 The Communications, salvage, new hardware, and new facilities teams begin rebuilding the 
Data Center under the supervision of the President and CEO of First Health Services. 


 System documentation is on-file at the Data Center. 


1.6.6 Verizon Data Center Outsourcing 


First Health Services and Verizon IT share hardware and software responsibilities for the 
mainframe platform. Verizon IT currently provides data services to First Health Services. 


1.6.7 Distributed Systems at Phoenix Corporate Data Center 


First Health Services and Coventry (Coventry Health Care) share hardware and software 
responsibilities for the systems located at the Phoenix Corporate Data Center. Coventry 
maintains the infrastructure and provides other data processing services to First Health Services. 


First Health Services provide application support. 


System documentation is on-file at the Data Center. 


1.6.8 Distributed Systems /Technical Services  


 The Director of Technical Services mobilizes the WAN/LAN Technical Staff at the 
command center 


 The Director of Distributed Systems mobilizes the RS/6000 Technical Staff at the command 
center 


 Disaster Recovery Team travels to IBM 


 Upon arrival at the command center, the Technical teams’ starts acquisition procedures to 
locate and acquire any additional needed replacement equipment for the Distributed Systems 
environment to supplement the critical devices already located at IBM 


 Disaster Recovery Team restores critical server resources of the LAN/WAN and RS/6000 
using backup/standby or newly acquired equipment 
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 After the Facility Recovery Team acquires new facilities, the Technical staff sets up newly 
acquired equipment 


 Backup’s of software and files are retrieved, sent to IBM and reloaded to the new equipment 


 The Technical Services Team continues to acquire equipment from vendors until a duplicate 
of the original equipment is obtained 


1.6.9 Provider Synergies 


The First Health Services’ Executive Management Team will provide the team leader with a 
work area for the team to use.   


Team Responsibilities: 


When notified by the Management Team that the Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP) has been 
activated, the primary responsibilities of the team will be to use their resources to support the 
corporate recovery effort and to activate their recovery procedures. 


1.7 Disaster Recovery Plan Scope  


First Health Services views any interruption in processing to be a potential threat to the service 
organization. An interruption may be caused by environmental disasters such as acts of God or 
fire or explosion; mechanical failures such as equipment malfunction or loss of power and air 
supply; or human agents, including operator or program error and acts of vengeance. Any of 


these situations could result in downtime of an undetermined duration. 


First Health Services has developed this comprehensive Disaster Recovery Plan for its corporate 
facility and the Phoenix Corporate Data Center, as well as data processing support for the 
contractual users of the its services. This plan has been developed and enhanced to correlate 


with user requirements. 


First Health Services maintains property insurance to cover the loss of data processing 
equipment and necessary facilities in which to operate a computer environment. This coverage 
ensures continuous data processing capability by providing the necessary funds for the 


restoration of operations and the coverage of business losses. 


During recovery from a disaster, it may not be necessary to relocate operations. However, First 
Health Services has taken steps in the contingency to plan to provide for a secondary site. If it 
were necessary to relocate the entire facility, First Health Services' principal objective would be 


to minimize the disruptive impact on the program. 
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1.8 Corporate Disaster Recovery Plan 


The personnel, equipment, software systems, and databases at First Health Services are 
necessary for the company to carry out its mandated mission to supply computer services and to 
fulfill contractual agreements. This is especially true in light of the increasingly complex nature 


of the applications, operating system, and hardware necessary to support them. 


In recognition of this heavy reliance on the computer and the corresponding vulnerability to its 
loss, First Health Services has implemented a contingency plan in case of a disaster or extended 
outage in a Data Center. 


The purpose of this plan is to provide the direction and procedures that can serve as a guide to 
assist Data Center employees and users in accommodating their critical work. The disaster 
recovery plan describes materials and resources required to resume Data Center operations in 
full or degraded mode after the center has suffered damage. The plan describes and specifies the 
responsibilities, procedures, and resources required to establish and maintain an offsite facility 
to house the system files, programs, documentation, and materials required to resume operation 
either at the Data Center or at an alternate site. The plan also describes the specific steps 


required for recovery, such as: 


 Classification of the various levels of disaster and the appropriate actions needed to enact 
recovery 


 Procedures regarding identification, notification, and assembly of personnel 


 Logistics to transport personnel and recovery materials to the recovery computer center 


 Operational procedures to activate the Recovery Computer Center, including 
telecommunications capabilities 


 Operational and maintenance activities for the production environment at the Recovery 
Computer Center 


 Corporate and administrative activities related to a disaster and the ensuing recovery period 


 Site restoration considerations 


 Procedures for maintaining the total recovery capability 


This plan not only addresses recovery from either a full or partial disaster, but also includes 
emergency actions (e.g., initiating fire control systems, shutting down power, evacuation, etc.) 


to be taken by Data Center personnel when conditions warrant such measures. 
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1.9 Maintenance of the Plan 


The Disaster Recovery Plan is composed of elements dealing with all functional areas of the 
company. There is information common to all, as well as information specific to individual 


disaster recovery teams. These teams follow the general organizational lines of the company. 


To facilitate implementation and ongoing maintenance of the plan on both levels, the general 
parts of the plan are maintained by the Corporate Compliance Director or a designee. Specific 


parts of the plan for each disaster recovery team are performed by members of that team. 


Each team is responsible for developing its disaster recovery procedures, storing them in an 
electronic version, and keeping them up-to-date. Each time a change is made, a copy of the 


revision is forwarded to the Corporate Compliance Director. 


The Chief Compliance Officer and Corporate Compliance Director approve all additions, 
deletions, or corrections to the general sections of the manual. Team leaders do the same for 
each of their team sections, and they are responsible for these revisions. The entire plan is 
reviewed annually by the First Health Services Corporate Compliance Director to ensure that 


the plan is current. 


Inquiries may be made in writing or by telephoning the First Health Services Corporate 


Compliance Director, at the address or telephone number listed below: 


Corporate Compliance Director 
First Health Services Services 
4300 Cox Road 


Glen Allen, VA 23060 


804-965-7473 


Plans specific to applications processing in the Phoenix Corporate Data Center are maintained 
by the Corporate Disaster Recovery Coordinator and are included as appendices to this 


document.   


1.10 Environment Information 


First Health Services and Coventry Health Care have implemented a variety of safety features 
that enhance the reliability of data processing continuity. Major steps have been taken to prevent 
situations that could result in a long-term loss of data processing capabilities. These measures 
minimize the likelihood that we will have to execute our Disaster Recover Plan or degrade our 


services to an unsatisfactory level. 


 Data Center Buildings 
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 Phoenix Corporate Data Center is housed in a building specifically designed for Data 
Center Operations. For added security only technical staffs are located in the Corporate 
Data Center location. Coventry Health Care is the only occupant of this building.   


 Richmond Data Center is a separate room within a steel and brick building in the 
Innsbrook Office Park that houses IT and Operations functions. First Health Services 
is the only occupant of this building. 


 Flooring 


 Phoenix Corporate Data Center has a twenty-four inch raised floor to accommodate 
cabling and to minimize water damage from the remote chance of flooding.   


 Richmond Data Center has a fourteen-inch raised floor.  


 Heat/Fire Detection/Suppression 


 Both the Phoenix and Richmond Data Centers are protected by an Incipient Fire 
Detection (IFD) System. The system has multiple separate and independent zones. In 
addition, the system is connected to the building fire detection and alarm system to 
communicate alarms to appropriate authorities. 
The purpose of an IFD System is to detect fires early enough that they can be manually 
extinguished. It provides a unique way to accurately read early traces on combustion - 
at a time when combustion is easiest to control and before fire threatens personnel and 
equipment. It features higher sensitivity, while holding false alarms to a minimum. 
Furthermore, the IFD is unaffected by high air velocity, dust, humidity, and a wide 
range of temperatures, making it particularly well suited for unique and difficult 
applications. 


 Phoenix Corporate Data Center is protected by a Halon system 


 Richmond Data Center is protected by a dry-pipe sprinkler system. 
The Corporate Data Center is protected by a similar system.  


 Electrical Power 


 Two separate power grids provide electrical power for the Phoenix Corporate Data 
Center. Multiple Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems and Power Distribution 
Units (PDU) are located within the facility. All electrical and mechanical systems are 
immediately to de-energized upon the operation of the EPO (Emergency Power Off). 
All production equipment is configured with multiple power supplies. 


Two Diesel Power Generators provide backup electrical power. Each generator is 
sufficiently sized to handle the entire building load. Full facility test of the generators 


is scheduled quarterly. 


 Electrical power for the Richmond Data Center is provided through a 225 KVA 
Uninterruptible Power Supply that in turn feeds four Power Distribution Units located 
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in central locations in the computer room. All electrical and mechanical systems are 
immediately to be de-energized upon the operation of the E.P.O. (Emergency Power 
Off) station located at each door and the control console area.   


A 750kw Detroit Diesel Power Generator provides backup electrical power, with a 
fuel capacity of 5000 gallons. This provides complete building emergency power for 
approximately 72 hours without replenishing the fuel. Seventy-two hours provides 


ample time to acquire additional fuel from our supplier.  


 Air Conditioning 


 Both the Phoenix Corporate and Richmond Data Centers use multiple Liebert air 
handler units to provide the proper cooling and humidity level. 
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2.0 Initial Emergency Procedures 


2.1 Initial Response Plan 
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2.2 Level 1 Emergency Plan 


A Level 1, Phase 1 emergency is a short-term outage (usually two to four hours, but not 
exceeding twelve hours) with minimal impact on processing schedules. The nature of such a 
disruption includes temporary loss of hardware, magnetic media, data communications, or 
environment equipment. Generally, these emergencies do not require additional resources 
beyond corrective action. Level 1, Phase II is invoked when the issue will require more than 


four hours, but less than twelve hours to resolve. 


2.2.3 Phase I 


Declared Level I 
Disaster Event


Can Processing 
Return Within 2-4 Hrs?


Notify Selected 
Teams


Repair Damage and 
Continue Work at 


Site


NO


YES


End Plan


Begin 
Phase II
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2.2.4 Phase II 
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2.3 Level 2 and Level 3 Emergency Plans 


A Level 2 or Level 3 Emergency is defined as major as the client impact will be greater than 
twelve hours.   


 Level 2 - Disruption of services for a period not to exceed twenty-four hours. This level of 
outage is typically caused by excessive loss of environmental requirements or malfunctions 
of primary equipment. 


 Level 3 - Disruption of service for a period of more than twenty-four hours caused by total 
failure or required shutdown of either a major portion of, or the entire processing operation. 
These conditions are usually sudden and require maximum effort to restore services in a 
timely fashion. This type of emergency could require temporary or permanent re-
establishment of computer operations and/or contractual services with an outside vendor. 
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3.0 Responsibility Teams 


It is the purpose of this plan to make disaster recovery as efficient as possible. In order to 
accomplish this, Response Teams are used. These teams carry out designated responsibilities 
within their areas to maximize available resources. An Emergency Team of specific members of 
the senior management staff will assemble. Each team, with the exception of the Emergency 
Team, will consist of a Team Leader and other members as are required by that Team Leader. It 
will be the responsibility of the designated Team Leaders to maintain current information 
(name, address and phone number) for the other members. These lists should be kept within the 


Contingency Plan manual for easy reference.  


3.1 Roles and Responsibilities 


3.1.1 Management Team 


The functions of the management team are to initiate backup procedures, coordinate recovery 
efforts, and serve as a liaison to senior management  


3.1.1.1 Planning 


The Management Team: 


 1. Prepares a Command Center 


 2. Defines the conditions under which a disaster will be declared (i.e., how many hours of 


downtime or Data Center inaccessibility is acceptable.) 


 3. Develops security procedures to be followed during a disaster 


 4. Directs all employees to forward outside inquiries regarding the disaster to the corporate 


communications teams 


 5. Maintains telephone lists of disaster recovery team leaders and support staff 


3.1.1.2 Disaster Functions 


The Management Team: 


 1. Secures the disaster area 


 2. Obtains reports from the damage assessment team 


 3. Makes the decision to relocate operations to IBM 


 4. Activates the Command Center 
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 5. Assembles the disaster recovery team leaders 


 6. Provides progress reports to senior management 


 7. Authorizes emergency expenditures 


 8. Decides whether to rebuild the Data Center or to construct a new facility 


3.1.2 President and Chief Executive Officer 


The President and Chief Executive Officer:  


 1. Selects an alternate site and notifies the Disaster Recovery Coordinator if the Command 
Center is unusable 


 2. Informs senior management of the extent of the damage and the course of action 


 3. Oversees activities of the management team 


 4. Gives the corporate communications team instructions as to what information should be 


given out to employees, news media, customers, etc. 


3.1.3 Director, Production Operations 


The Director, Production Operations: 


 1. Leads the assessment team in determining the extent of damage to the Data Center 


 2. Briefs the disaster recovery teams on their status and responsibilities 


 3. Contacts the administrative support team and instructs them to proceed to the Command 


Center 


 4. Directs the administrative support team to notify additional recovery personnel, as 


needed 


 5. Notifies members of the Computer Operations Team of the disaster 


 6. Manages the preparation and administration activities needed to run production at IBM 
and the activities needed to restore the Data Center 


 7. Contacts the Salvage Team, the New Hardware Team, New Facility Team, and the Tape 


Library/Offsite Storage Team with instructions to proceed to the Command Center 


3.1.4 Disaster Recovery Coordinator, First Health Services 


The Disaster Recovery Coordinator, appointed by the First Health Services President and CEO: 
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 1. Receives notification of possible disaster, obtains the caller's identity, location, and the 


telephone number where he can be reached 


 2. Notifies the police and fire departments, if they have not already been notified 


 3. Assists in damage assessment 


 4. Verifies the availability of Recovery Team members 


 5. Supervises the retrieval of backup material and transportation arrangements 


 6. Informs IBM of the names of personnel who will be traveling to IBM 


 7. Deploys to First Health Services with the mobilization teams and acts as interim site 


manager at First Health Services 


3.1.5 Damage Assessment Team 


The Damage Assessment Team reports to the Management Team on the extent of damage. 


3.1.5.1 Planning 


The Damage Assessment Team: 


 1. Prepares a damage assessment checklist covering all computer-related equipment, 
electrical supply, air conditioning, chilled water, raised flooring, storage media, and 


work in progress at the time of the disaster 


 2. Stores a camera and film offsite 


 3. Maintains a list of vendors, which includes the names and addresses, and day, night, and 
emergency telephone numbers of computer suppliers, auxiliary equipment suppliers, air 


conditioning suppliers, electric company, phone company, and the water company 


 4. Maintains an insurance list, which includes equipment insured, company names and 


addresses, names of representatives, and their day, night, and emergency phone numbers 


 5. Obtains day and night phone numbers for Building Services personnel 


3.1.5.2 Disaster Functions 


The Damage Assessment Team: 


 1. Contacts vendor representatives to assist in damage assessment 


 2. Assesses and reports the extent of damage to management using the damage evaluation 


checklist 
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 3. Prevents further damage 


 4. Permits insurance adjusters to inspect the site and file claims 


 5. Notifies the Building Services 


 6. Photographs site and equipment 


 7. Reviews the damage and determines the conditions of the site (e.g., minor or no damage, 


severe disabling damage, or unsure of the extent of damage) 


 8. Based on the conditions of the site, the Damage Assessment Team: 


  a. advises the Management Team to abort or to continue notification/activation process 


3.1.6 Production Control Team 


The Production Control Team restores applications to the production environment while 
maintaining data control/integrity. 


3.1.6.1 Planning 


The Production Control Team: 


 Completes the following procedures for each critical application system 


3.1.6.1.1 Scheduling 


The Production Control Team: 


 Ensures that the scheduling package is backed up and stored offsite on a regular basis 


 Coordinates testing of the Scheduling Package during planned disaster recovery tests 


 Develops a forecast of critical applications and backup resources 


3.1.6.1.2 Preparation 


The Production Control Team: 


 Describes data control preparation procedures by job and stores duplicate documentation 
offsite 


 Defines data control inputs required by job and the sources of that input and stores 
documentation offsite 


 Defines storage medium for each input and rotates duplicates of input offsite 


3.1.6.1.3 Output Checking 


The Production Control Team: 
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 Describes data checking procedures by job and stores duplicate documentation offsite 


 Defines destination of each output and stores duplicate documentation offsite 


3.1.6.1.4 Job Control Language (mainframe) and System Scripts (distributed) 


The Production Control Team: 


 Describes JCL/Scripts required to run the systems by job and stores duplicate documentation 
offsite 


 Stores duplicate JCL/Scripts offsite for systems that do not have JCL/Scripts online 


 Modifies JCL and Scripts, if necessary, to make it viable for disaster recovery 


3.1.6.1.5 Disaster Functions 


The Production Control Team: 


 Prints a critical applications schedule and delivers it to the Management Team 


 Prepares the control data necessary to run critical applications during disaster recovery 


 Monitors production of critical applications to ensure they are properly run during recovery 


 Troubleshoots control and JCL/Script problems of disaster recovery production jobs 


 Checks reports and controls totals to monitor quality control of output during recovery 


3.1.6.1.6 Production Control Team Leader 


The Production Control Team Leader: 


 Informs the Scheduling Team, Data Control Team, and Applications Programming Team 
leaders to proceed to the Command Center 


 Reports team availability to the Disaster Recovery Coordinator 


 Establishes log for team activities 


 Travels to IBM as directed by the Disaster Recovery Coordinator 


3.1.7 Technical Services Team 


This team supplies and augments working versions of the required operating system and other 


vendor packages at IBM. 


3.1.7.1 Planning 


The Technical Services Team: 


 Reviews offsite server and LAN/WAN configurations 


 Updates configurations, as needed 
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 Maintains LAN/WAN Diagram with circuit identification information 


 Keeps list of current third-party vendors 


3.1.7.2 Disaster Functions 


The Technical Service Team: 


 Notifies appropriate staff to report to the backup site 


 Performs WAN circuit rerouting. This includes POS switches, leased line access, frame relay 
and remote access. 


 Configure LAN/WAN network devices 


 Restore backup data to offsite servers including: 


 NetWare 


 Windows NT/2000 


 Gateways  


 Database 


 Web 


 Citrix Metaframe farm 


 Coordinate with the Communications team to ensure connectivity to the offsite processing 
facility 


 Notifies management when backup site is ready to begin processing 


 Begins critical processing 


3.1.7.3 Technical Services Team Leader 


The Technical Services Team Leader: 


 Informs the Technical Services Team to proceed to the Disaster Recovery site 


 Reports team availability to the Disaster Recovery Coordinator and assists in team briefings 


 Establishes log for team activities 


 Travels to IBM as directed by the Disaster Recovery Coordinator 


3.1.8 Database Disaster Recovery Team 


3.1.8.1 Planning 


 Create daily database backup strategy 


 Establish offsite storage strategy 


 Formulate Business impact strategy 
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 Create Vulnerability Assessment strategy 


 Create Test recovery strategy 


3.1.8.1.2 Disaster Functions 


 Once database servers are prepared by the Technical Service group, install database software 


 Configure databases 


 Restore databases from tapes and/or dumps 


 Verify database access security. 


3.1.8.1.3 Computer Operations Team 


This team closes down the Data Center and begins operations at IBM. 


3.1.8.1.3.1 Planning 


The Computer Operations Team: 


 Follows procedures for orderly shutdown of the following: 


 Jobs in progress 


 Tapes/cartridges drives 


 Other peripherals 


 Powers down equipment 


 Stores documentation, disks, tapes, cartridges, etc., in a safe place 


 Shuts off air conditioning 


 Develops evacuation and last-one-out procedures 


 Determines manpower needs and assigns personnel to assist in the operation of facilities 
needed to support critical functions both at the Center and at IBM 


 Trains Data Center personnel in shutdown and evacuation procedures 


 Obtains staff home phone numbers 


 Defines computer consumables required for critical processing 


3.1.8.1.3.2 Disaster Functions 


The Computer Operations Team: 


 Notifies appropriate staff to report to backup site 


 Coordinates with the administrative team in procuring housing and transportation for 
operations personnel 


 Travels to IBM as directed by the Disaster Recovery Coordinator 
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 Re-establishes production and procedure libraries 


 Establishes processing schedule 


 Notifies management when IBM is ready to begin processing 


 Begins critical processing 


 Establishes and follows schedule for tape backup of processing done at IBM 


3.1.8.1.3.3 Computer Operations Team Leader  


The Computer Operations Team Leader: 


 Notifies operations team members of a disaster 


 Proceeds to the Command Center 


 Reports personnel availability to the Disaster Recovery Coordinator and assists in team 
briefings 


 Notifies contact at Iron Mountain offsite vault that a disaster has occurred and backup 
material is to be retrieved 


 Retrieves the material using disaster recovery retrieval procedures 


 Establishes a log for team activities 


 Travels to IBM as directed by the Disaster Recovery Coordinator 


3.1.8.1.4 Tape Library/Offsite Storage Team 


The Tape Library/Offsite Storage Team maintains offsite the programs and data necessary to 


recover operations at the Data Center or at IBM. 


3.1.8.1.4.1 Planning 


The Tape Library/Offsite Storage Team: 


 Maintains tape rotation schedule established by the Computer Operations Team 


 Maintains inventory of offsite storage facility and sets up authorization procedures for 
removing items from storage 


 Periodically tests media for readability 


3.1.8.1.4.2 Disaster Functions 


The Tape Library/Offsite Storage Team: 


 Notifies offsite vendor of needed resources from offsite storage 


 Reports to the management team regarding which materials are ready to be moved to IBM 


 Travels to IBM as directed by the Disaster Recovery Coordinator 
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 Begins rotating tapes from the backup site to offsite storage using the schedule established by 
operations 


3.1.8.1.5 Communications Team 


This team provides communications capability between customers, users and the Data Center. 


The Communications Team establishes communications from the remote locations now 
serviced by the Data Center to the backup processing site. In the event of a minor disaster, 
activity may be limited to rerouting communication links in order to support production 


applications. A major disaster requires the establishment of communications with IBM. 


The primary concern of the team is to restore communications to critical applications. Once 
support for critical applications is in place, steps should be taken to install communications to 
IBM for all production users. Alternatives will include the procurement of additional modems to 
support dial-up communications or the establishment of new-leased facilities. All 


communications should be re-established within three days of a disaster.   


3.1.8.1.5.1 Planning 


The Communications Team: 


 Defines voice and data communications requirements for processing critical applications at 
the Data Center and at IBM 


 Arranges for dial backup of terminals needed for critical processing 


 Establishes minimum teleprocessing lines and communication needs at IBM 


 Installs and tests the lines, if necessary 


 Establishes contracts with suppliers for any additional equipment required 


3.1.8.1.5.2 Disaster Functions 


The Communications Team: 


 Assists the Disaster Management Team in assessing the damage to existing equipment and 
attempts to recover any equipment that will assist in the establishment of communications to 
IBM 


 Obtains equipment lists from the offsite vault and locates dial-support modems 


 Establishes and tests communications for the critical applications 


 Coordinates with the user liaison team named by the President and CEO to establish 
priorities for restoring communications in the user areas 


 Determines and orders additional equipment, if needed 
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 Provides or acquires manpower to assist in the installation and testing of equipment at the 
user and backup sites 


 Coordinates the administrative team in procuring housing and transportation for the 
communications personnel 


 Travels to IBM as directed by the Disaster Recovery Coordinator 


 Assists the Data Center Restoration Team in the procurement and installation of replacement 
equipment at the restored Data Center 


3.1.8.1.6 Applications Programming Team 


This team ensures that critical applications programs can run in a degraded environment. 


3.1.8.1.6.1 Preplanning 


The Applications Programming Team: 


 Ensures that all critical files required for processing are usable and stored at an offsite vault 


 Reviews the file backup retention arrangements for each system 


 Maintains current systems documentation, user documentation, and all program libraries 


 Alters applications programs to allow acceptance of alternate forms of input and designs 
alternate screen formats and input forms, if necessary 


 Alters applications programs to be able to eliminate job steps (e.g., print routines) 


 Backs up documentation offsite 


 Keeps current list of staff who may be required and their home telephone numbers 


 Keeps current list of vendor contacts for package programs and their emergency telephone 
numbers 


3.1.8.1.6.2 Disaster Functions 


The Applications Programming Team: 


 Obtains backup documentation from offsite storage 


 Contacts appropriate team members 


 Makes any necessary programming changes to critical applications 


 Supervises the testing and resumption of critical processing 


 Travels to IBM as directed by the Disaster Recovery Coordinator 


 Reports to management when all critical applications are ready to be loaded 


 Debugs applications programs at IBM 
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3.1.8.1.7 New Hardware Team 


This team provides hardware for long-term backup or for recovery at the Data Center.   


3.1.8.1.7.1 Planning 


The New Hardware Team: 


 Determines what alternative hardware configurations are adequate for the organization's 
processing 


 Draws up configurations, writing diagrams, etc., for each alternative 


 Establishes contact with vendors and third party brokers of computer equipment 


 Investigates the possibility of stockpiling scarce parts (e.g., cables and connectors) 


3.1.8.1.7.2 Disaster Functions  


The New Hardware Team: 


 Orders new hardware 


 Supervises installation and testing 


3.1.8.1.8 New Facilities Team 


The New Facilities Team rebuilds the Richmond Data Center or constructs a new facility. 


3.1.8.1.8.1 Planning 


The New Facilities Team: 


 Draws up tentative floor plans 


 Establishes minimum requirements for furniture and office equipment 


3.1.8.1.8.1.2 Disaster Functions 


The New Facilities Team: 


 Obtains final decision on site selection from senior management personnel 


 Ensures that power, heating, and air conditioning, in addition to telephone lines, are adequate 


 Arranges for furniture and office equipment 


 Readies site for occupancy by equipment and personnel 


 Arranges for cleaning services 


 Provides ongoing facility maintenance 
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3.1.8.1.9 Administrative/Personnel Team 


The Administrative/Personnel Team provides administrative support during recovery. 


3.1.8.1.9.1 Planning 


The Administrative/Personnel Team: 


 Arranges for internal mail delivery 


 Establishes transportation requirements for personnel, media, and supplies 


 Arranges for distribution of paychecks and expenses for relocated personnel 


 Contacts temporary employment firms for additional staff, if required 


 Provides clerical support 


3.1.8.1.9.1.1 Disaster Functions 


The Administrative/Personnel Team: 


 Arranges transportation for salvaged materials, personnel, media, supplies, etc 


 Sets up internal mail delivery 


 Issues paychecks and informs personnel where to cash checks 


 Reimburses employee expenses at the backup site, as necessary 


 Provides clerical support 


 Provides temporary staff 


3.1.8.1.9.1.2 Administrative Support Team Leader 


The Administrative Support Team Leader: 


 Informs the financial support and shipping team member to proceed to the Command Center 


 Proceeds to the Command Center and reports to the Disaster Recovery Coordinator 


 Provides assistance to team members at the Command Center 


3.1.8.1.10 Salvage Team 


This team salvages usable materials and hardware and cleans up the disaster site. 


3.1.8.1.10.1 Planning 


The Salvage Team: 


 Establishes a directory of outside contractors, suppliers of heavy machinery, salvage, and 
clean-up organizations, etc 


 Stores Data Center floor plans and supporting documents offsite 
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3.1.8.1.10.2 Disaster Function 


The Salvage Team: 


 Identifies materials and hardware to be salvaged 


 Establishes crews for salvage and cleanup 


3.1.8.1.11 Corporate Communications Team  


The Corporate Communications Team provides communication with employees, news media, 
and customers. 


3.1.8.1.11.1 Preplanning 


The Corporate Communications Team: 


 Establishes lines of communication with local media 


 Establishes a method for communicating with employees in the event of a disaster 


 Establishes procedures for handling telephone inquiries 


3.1.8.1.11.2 Disaster Function 


The Corporate Communications Team provides information to employees, users, news media, 


and others as directed by senior management personnel. 


3.2 Evaluation Checklist 


 Unaffected Unsalvageable Unsure 


Major Systems Components 


AIX Servers    


NT Servers    


Storage    


Tape/Cartridge Drives    


Communication Equipment    


Printers    


Consoles    


Work Areas 


Offices    


Computer Room Sections    


Tape Library    
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 Unaffected Unsalvageable Unsure 


Stock (Forms) Areas    


Control    


Runbook Documentation    


Library    


Utilities 


Electrical    


Air Conditioning    


Heating    


Water    


Structural Evaluation 


Security Stations    


Windows    


Floors    


Ceilings    


Detection/Suppressant System    


Water Detection System    


3.3 Initial Evaluation Team 


The need for disaster evaluation is critical. Decisions must be made as early as possible, which 
are vital to the plan implementation. It will be the responsibility of the Initial Evaluation Team 


to determine which plan of action is appropriate. This team shall consist of the following: 


 President and Chief Executive Officer 


 Chief Operating Officer  


 Director, Production Operations 


 Director, Information Technology 


 IBM Field Engineer 


3.4 Emergency Response Team 


The purpose of the Emergency Response Team is to make an evaluation of which part of the 
Disaster Recovery Procedures to put into action, confirm their finds with senior management, 


and start any necessary actions. 
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The Emergency Response Team will, together, have a very broad understanding of all the 
Production Operations and procedures. They will be able to make an accurate technical 
estimation of the extent of the damages and the backup requirements immediately needed. They 


will know what responses to the event will be most advantageous. 


Having agreed among themselves as to the best technical course of action, they will report to 
senior management, inform them of what has happened, and give them the agreed 
recommendations. In all likelihood, senior management will have arrived on the scene by this 


time. 


If senior management agrees with the Emergency Response Team's evaluation, then they will 
give the signal to activate the recovery plans. If it is a small disaster, the team will take action 
immediately. If it is a larger disaster, and the results will affect other departments; major actions 
will not be undertaken until they have called and consulted with some senior officers of the 
organization. If it is a large fire, most other managers in the organization will already have been 
alerted. If the event is confined to the technical areas; however, there may not be general 
knowledge of it in the first hours, even though it has the potential for affecting all business 


operations. 


As soon as the Emergency Response Team's recommendations have been accepted or modified, 
and management has received necessary clearances and started the recovery plan in operation, 


the "phone trees" will start to activate all the technical Disaster Recovery Teams. 


It is likely that the Emergency Response Team will also be leaders of specific Disaster Recovery 
Teams, so little time should be lost in getting action started. If it is on a weekend or late at night, 
it could well be that many people are unavailable on the first calls. It is general experience; 


however, that sufficient people to start the action plan can arrive quickly. 


Once the IT Disaster Recovery Teams are activated and informed of the courses of action to 
take, they will be operating independently in parallel. A great deal of work will be accomplished 
in a short time if most people know their assigned tasks. Of course, they will all be routinely 


reporting to senior management, who will coordinate the planned actions. 


3.5 Emergency Response Team Members  


This team will consist of members whose responsibility it is to assure that the principle of 
"going concern" is maintained. This Emergency Team will receive status reports from the Initial 
Evaluation Team on an ongoing basis to support overall decision-making. This team will 


contain the following members: 


Title Person Phone No. 


Chief Operating Officer Peter J. Quinn  
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Title Person Phone No. 


Coventry Vice President, Infrastructure Ron Cordova  


3.6 Emergency Response Management Team 


Title Person Phone No. 


Tim Nolan President  


Vice President Operations Don Moore  


Director, Health Care Management Lisa Comerose  


Director, IT Bev Quick  


Director, Corporate Compliance Rebecca Cowling  


3.7 Building Emergency Numbers, Richmond 


Primacy Contact: 


Title Person Phone No. 


Facilities/Services Coordinator Janine Levesque  


If the manager is not available, Computer Operations will be given a number for a backup 
person. 


The first attempt to resolve a building problem should be to Janine Levesque or an alternative. If 


this fails, then contract the appropriate service listed below: 


Service Company Phone No. 


Plumbing or Building Mechanical Kane Plumbing 804/329-1541 


Electrical Avis 804/730-2112 


Sprinkler System Eagle Fire 804/743-2500 


Elevator (Bldg. 134945) Schindler 804/262-6949 


Landlord Maint Staff  804/750-3316 (pager 


804/334-5302 (cell) 


3.8 Senior Management Team  


Responsibilities 


 To provide direction for the organization during a disaster 


 Participate in the decision of phases of the recovery plan 


 Coordinate efforts of other teams 
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Team Leader Title Phone Number 


Tim Nolan President and CEO  


 


Team Members Title Phone Number 


Peter J. Quinn Chief Operating Officer  


Don Moore Vice President, Operations  


Lisa Comerose Director, Health Care Management  


Marc Grossman Vice President, IT  


Rebecca Cowling Director, Corporate Compliance  


3.9 Damage Assessment Team, Richmond 


Team Leader Title Phone Number 


Peter J. Quinn Chief Operating Officer  


 


Team Members Title Phone Number 


Don Audette Director, Infrastructure Ops – Coventry   


Janine Levesque Facilities/Services Coordinator  


3.10 Production Control Team, Richmond 


Team Leader Title Phone Number 


Jon Snurka Director, Production Operations – Coventry  


 


Team Members Phone Number 


Dwight Hardy  


Verizon MAO 260 481-1415 


3.11 Technical Services Team, Mainframe 


Team Leader Ttle Phone Number 


Bev Quick Director, IT  


 


Team Members Title Phone Number 


Rich Evans CICS  


Kaye Carson CICS  
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3.12 Database Resources Team 


Responsibilities 


Restore and operate the various database environments and schemas. 


Team Leader Title Phone Number 


Don Audette AN Project Manager  


 


Team Members Title Phone Number 


Randy Kitchens Technical Consultant  


Mohamed Alali Technical Consultant  


Sabrina Crawley  WAN Technician  


Mike Wilson WAN Analyst   


Johna Jones WAN Technician   


3.13 Computer Operations Team, Mainframe 


Responsibilities 


Bring up and operate the new computers, communications, and data input facilities to meet the 


minimum processing requirements. 


Team Leader: Title Phone Number  


Bev Quick Director, IT  


 


Team Members: Title  Phone Number 


Dwight Hardy Supervisor, Production Operations  


3.14 Tape Library/Offsite Team 


Team Leader Title Phone Number 


Dwight Hardy Supervisor, Production Operations  
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3.15 Network Communications Team 


It will be the responsibility of the communications team for the implementation and testing of 
all communications functions. Also included is the restoration of the online network. 


Team Leader:  Title Phone Number 


Don Audette Director, Infrastructure Ops  


 


Team Members: Title  Phone Number 


Randy Kitchens Technical Consultant  


Mohamed Alali WAN Technician  


Sabrina Crawley WAN Technician   


Mike Wilson WAN Analyst   


3.16 Applications Programming Teams 


Division Position Phone Number 


NY EPIC Systems Manager   


PACE Systems Mgr  


VAMMIS Systems Mgr   


Distributed Apps Sr. Director  


MMIS Apps Sr. Director  


FirstRx™ Director  


FirstRebate™ Project Manager  


3.17 Customer Services Notification Team 


Division Health Services 
Responsible 


Person 
Position Phone Number 


Pharmaceutical Services Peter J. Quinn Chief Operating 


Officer 


 


Operations Don Moore Vice President  


MMIS Bev Quick Director IT  


Health Care Management Lisa Comerose Director  
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3.18 New Hardware Team, Richmond 


Team Leader Title Phone Number 


Bev Quick Director, IT  


 


Team Members Title Phone Number  


Don Audette Director, Infrastructure Ops 804-357-9189 


3.19 New Facilities Team 


Responsibilities 


Secure a new facility and contact appropriate contractors to complete the rebuilding of the 


current data processing environment. 


Team Leader Title Phone Number 


Peter J. Quinn Chief Operating Officer  


 


Team Members Title Phone Number 


Ron Cordova Vice President, Infrastructure  


Bev Quick Director, IT  


Ed Gomez Telecom Director  


3.20 Administrative/Personnel Team 


Responsibilities 


Set up a facility to handle Human Resource functions during an emergency. 


Team Leader Title Phone Number 


Lanis Parkinson HR Generalist  


 


Team Members Title Phone Number 


Kristen Griffen HR Recruiter  
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3.21 Information Security Disaster Recovery Teams 


3.21.1 Public Relations Team 


Responsibilities 


 Handles all outside communication to the press 


Team Leader Title Phone Number 


Tim Nolan President and CEO  


 


Team Members Title Phone Number 


Peter J. Quinn Chief Operating Officer   


Disaster Recovery Functions: 


 Determine the best way to release the information to the news media. 


 Ensure that not other teams or employees talk to the press without consulting the Public 
Relations Team. 


 Prepare the news release. 


 Keep the press aware of progress. 
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4.0 Declaration of a Disaster 


An authorized person, whose name is registered with the recovery computer center, activates the 
disaster recovery plan only upon official declaration of a disaster. 


Upon declaration of a major disaster at the Phoenix Corporate Data Center or Richmond Data 
Center, responsibility for computer operations and computer operations restoration transfers to 
IBM Recovery Services, Inc. in Sterling Forest, NY. Implementation of the disaster recovery 
plan is carried out in phases: first a transition team, and subsequently a permanent disaster 
recovery team, is sent to the recovery site. Management of the recovery process is the 


responsibility of the following key individuals: 


 President and Chief Executive Officer 


This first phase of disaster recovery is known as the Assessment/Notification Phase. The second 
phase of the disaster recovery, the Transition Phase, is primarily controlled by the deploying 
transition teams. The goal is a reconstructed, operational computer environment ready to begin 
production at IBM. The major activities of this second phase start at the Command Center, a 


location convenient to the disaster site. Transition phase activities include the following: 


 Corporate security and communications personnel go into action immediately 


 A pre-designated team of skilled operational personnel assembles and readies for action at 
the Command Center 


 Administrative personnel make physical arrangements to transport the team and backup data 
to IBM 


 Transition team notifies offsite vendor for files to be retrieved and transported to IBM 


 Offsite Storage Vendor packages the secured backup data sets and arranges for transport to 
IBM 


 The transition team and backup data are transported to IBM 


 Upon arrival at IBM, the operating system is brought up, and critical applications are restored 


 Users are notified to re-input data collected since the last backup was taken (usually one 
day's transactions) so that the production environment can be reconciled as of the actual time 
of disaster 


 Corporate personnel are notified to administer policies and guidelines in areas affected by 
disaster recovery (legal, financial, and regulatory) 


 A team of specialized recovery consultants is activated (e.g., equipment vendors, salvage, 
and insurance experts) 
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 User personnel are notified and subsequently assembled to establish modified computer 
production priorities and schedules. The disaster recovery process now enters the Full 
Production Recovery Phase. 


During the Full Production Recovery Phase, the following actions occur: 


 The critical production environment is fully restored and reconciled, and jobs are being 
processed 


 Normal production scheduling resumes 


 Data and terminal security recommence. Programming support, systems software support, 
and preventative maintenance resume as soon as full production is achieved at IBM. Backups 
of critical files are initiated and transported to the offsite storage facility. 


 Normal user interface through the Production Control Department resumes 


 Shift schedules and rotation/transfer policies for personnel are in place 


Procedures for Declaration of a Disaster: 


 1. If some disastrous event has happened at either the Phoenix Corporate Data Center or 
the Richmond Data Center and there is a possibility that within a reasonable time First 
Health Services (< 12 hours) could restore the facility, the following action should be 


taken: 


  a. Notify IBM that First Health Services is putting them on notification. Inform 
them of the current situation and give them an estimate when we will be 


operational again. 


  b. If after a reasonable amount of time (approximately two hours), we determine 
that the facility will be disabled for an extended period, notify IBM that we are 


declaring a disaster. 


  There is no cost to put IBM on notification. 


 2. If some disastrous event has happened and restoration cannot take place within twenty-


four hours, then IBM should be notified that we are declaring a disaster. 


 3. The following individuals are authorized to notify IBM that First Health Services is 


declaring a disaster. 


 Chief Operating Officer 


 IBM should be contacted at  1-800-426-7378 


 Upon contacting IBM, the following information is required to be given: 


 The name of our organization; i.e., Coventry or First Health Services 
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 Name of person calling 


 Call back name and number 


 Nature and location of disaster 


 Contract numbers 
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5.0 Computer Resources Emergency Telephone 
Tree, Richmond 


Position Name Phone No. 


Director, Production Operations Jon Snurka  


Shift Manager Dwight Hardy  
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Appendix A – Data Center Emergency Corporate 
Phone List 


Position Name Phone No. 


Director, Computer Resources Jordan Dahl  


Shift Manager Dwight Hardy  


Computer Operations Lisa Giannini  


 Robert Henderson.  


 Cynthia Jenkins  


 Sheila Brown  


 Annette Bailey  


System Programmer CICS Rich Evans  


Data Security Administrator Cynthia Jones  


 Ignatius Johnson   


 Kaye Carson  


Executive Management: 


 Tim Nolan  


 Peter J. Quinn  


 Don Moore  


 Bev Quick  


 Marc Grossman  
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Appendix B – Data Center Plan Distribution List 


Name Functional Title 


Tim Nolan President and CEO 


Peter J. Quinn Chief Operating Officer 


Don Moore Vice President, Operations 


Lisa Comerose Director, Health Care Management 


Bev Quick Director, Information Technology 


David Viele Strategic Accounts 


David Pinkston Director, Pharmacy Accounts 


Don Audette Director, Infrastructure Ops 


Dwight Hardy Manager, Senior Ops 
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Appendix C – Data Center List of Emergency Phone 
Numbers 


Agency Name Phone No. 


Ambulance Service 911 


Bomb Disposal Unit 911 


FBI (804) 644-2631 or (804) 644-2889 


Fire Department (Emergency Only) 911 


Fire (Non-Emergency) (804) 672-4900 


Police Department (Emergency Only) 911 


Police Department (Complaints-Henrico 
County) 


(804) 672-4900 


Police Department (State) (804) 674-2300 


AT&T Lines (800) 225-3380 


Sprint Line (800) 546-7648 


Verizon Lines (804) 772-4900  


Henrico Public Utilities  Monday – Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.  


 (804) 226-0931 


 Nights, Weekends, Holidays  


 (804) 672-5025 


IBM (800) 241-9843 


IBM Customer Engineer Dispatch (800) 426-7378 


Cust. #:  3174387 


Dominion Virginia Power  (888) 667-3000 


Weather Service General Weather (804) 222-7411 


Climatological Data (804) 226-4962 


River Levels and Marina Weather (804) 226-4423 


Tune 162.475 FM for continuous local and regional 


information 


Mainline  
Tom Bertlesman (IBM Equipment Sales)  


Office (415) 460-6412 


Cell (415) 717-2182 


Iron Mountain (804) 550-2445 (Richmond) 


IBM (800) 331-7044 


(215) 351-1300 
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Agency Name Phone No. 


CODEX Service  (800) 955-2672 


WebMD (Formerly Envoy) (615) 399-1130 


NDC (404) 728-2570 


Rite Aid (Direct to Network Control) (717) 730-8249 


Rite Aid  (717) 975-5780 


EQUIPMENT:  


International Power Machines (800) 777-8922 


Electrical (Avis) (804) 730-2112 


MCI (For DS3 #2) (800) 444-1111 


MCI WorldCom (For DS3 #1) (800) 264-1000 


Frank Parsons Paper Co. (804) 340-3471 (Office) 


(800) 372-7766 (Customer Service) 


Commercial Mechanical (Air Handlers) (804) 794-3331 


Eagle Fire (804) 743-2500 


Verizon IT   Help Desk (800) 978-4333  


 RID #: 986457507 


 FTW OPS (260) 481-1415 


 Bev Perks, First Health Services Acct. Mgr.  


 Office: (813) 978-5407 


 Cell: (813) 416-6566  


Advocates: 


 Emergency pager: 813-266-9704 


 Bonnie Gannon 813-965-2695 


 Sean Mahoney 813-978-2039 
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Appendix D – Data Center Disaster Recovery Log and 
Emergency Checklist 


Disaster Recovery Log 
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Air Conditioning Emergency 


Narrative 


These procedures should be exercised only when a long air conditioning outage is evident or 
whenever the temperature monitored in the room registers eighty degrees. 


Authorization 


The Authorization to activate this procedure should be given by the Shift Manager in charge or 


any other of the Operations Officers. 


Temperature Standard Tolerances 


 The highest operating temperature for our equipment has been determined to be 80 degrees 


 The highest power-up temperature limit has been determined to be 75 degrees 


 The lowest operating temperature limit has been determined to be 60 degrees 


 The above tolerances have been predetermined by IBM, and approved by a First Health 
Services’ officer 
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Air Conditioning Emergency Instructions 


DATE:        
 


Responsibility Action 
Completed 


(Initials) 


Onsite Manager 1. As soon as the "A.C.Trouble" alarm goes on, the Shift Manager is 
supposed to contact the Director, Production Operations and determine 
an ETR (Estimated Time of Recovery). 


 


 2. Once ETR has been determined, start periodic checking on the 
monitors in the Computer Room. The elapsed time between monitors 
checking should not exceed ten minutes. 


 


 3. If the outage is not going to be very long, the following should apply:  


 a. Select the peripheral units that can be powered-off without 
hindering the operation. 


 


 b. Restrict the access of unnecessary personnel to the area.  


 c. Keep monitoring the temperature until Air Conditioning service is 
restored. 


 


 d. If outage is going to be more than ten minutes, continue to Step 4.  


 4. If the A.C. outage is going to be long, do the following to maintain the 
temperature: 


 


 a. Select the peripheral units that could be powered off without 
hindering the over-all operation. 


 


 b. Power-off the above-determined peripheral devices.  


 c. Call the F.E. (Field Engineer) and advise him to be on stand-by in 
case you need him. 


 


 d. Turn off unnecessary heat producing devices (overhead lights, etc.)  


 e. Restrict the access to the Computer Area only to those necessary to 
be there; all other personnel should stay out in order to maintain the 
temperature. 


 


 f. If the machine is powered-off, make sure all users and managers of 
Operations are notified. 


 


 g. Call IBM service and have someone on site ready for power-up 
whenever the temperature reaches seventy-five degrees and the 
A.C. alarm is off. 


 


 5. As soon as the "A.C. Trouble" alarm goes off and the temperature 
reaches seventy-five degrees, start power-up procedures. It is 
recommendable to have a F.E. on-site for potential problems. 


 


 6. Notify managers of Operations of the up-condition.  


 


Supervised by (Signature) 
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Bomb Threat Emergency 


Narrative 


This Procedure should be exercised when any member of the Emergency Staff or Company 
Officer is notified of a Bomb Threat. 


It is the responsibility of the recipient of a Bomb Threat to make sure the communication is 


provided to the Chief Operating Officer and/or Company Officers immediately. 


Recommendations 


 1. Record beginning and ending time of call 


 2. Try to keep the caller on the line as long as possible 


 3. Ask the caller to repeat the message and try to record every word spoken by the person 


making the call 


 4. Pay attention to see if background noises could be identified 


 5. Ask the caller where and when the explosion is to take place 


 6. If the caller denies the above information, try to do it by process of elimination 


 7. All calls are serious enough to be reported 
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Bomb Threat Emergency Instructions 


DATE:        
 


Responsibility Action 
Completed 


(Initials) 


Onsite Manager 1. Immediately notify Operations Director and VP Operations of a 
Bomb Threat. 


 


 2. Contact the Police Department at 911 (Emergency use only) and 
report the Bomb Threat. 


 


 3. Notify all Department Supervisors of the situation and have them do 
the following while you are waiting for a decision from the First 
Health Services’ Senior Officer. 


 


 a. Search for any strange or unfamiliar objects and have them 
report their findings back to you. Remind them not to tamper 
with it, if found. 


 


 b. After the above is done, put them on standby for Evacuation 
Instructions. 


 


 4. If the First Health Services’ Senior Officer has made the decision to 
evacuate the premises, personally contact all Department Supervisors 
to start evacuation of their employees. 


 


 5. If the First Health Services’ Senior Officer decides not to evacuate, 
advise Department Supervisors that the alarm condition is off.  


 


 


Supervised by (Signature) 
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Electrical Emergency 


Narrative 


This procedure will be exercised whenever an electrical problem is evident. Authorization from 
Officers is not needed to activate this procedure; however, the person activating this procedure 
is responsible for communicating the problems to the proper individuals in management and 


emergency staffs. 


The electrical problems can be of two types:  those where electricity is present and those where 
the electricity is absent. 


 Electrical outage 


 Electrical problem 


Recommendations 


 1. Do not get in physical contact with any electrically troubled equipment or objects that in 
turn are in contact with troubled electrical equipment 


 2. Do not attempt to rescue any person or individuals that may be in an electrical shock 


situation unless the power source is turned off first 


 3. Do not attempt to change or repair electrical equipment 
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Electrical Emergency Instructions 


DATE:        
 


Responsibility Action 
Completed 


(Initials) 


Onsite Manager 1. Report the electrical problem to the Computer Operations Director 
and/or company officers. Classify the problem in critical and non-
critical category using the following criteria: 


 


  Classification Criteria: 
a. Critical: The type of electrical problems that can put at stake the 


well being of personnel and equipment; therefore, require 
immediate action and technical assistance. 


 


 b. Non-Critical: The type of electrical problem   


 2. If the problem is critical, contact the Vice Chief Operating Officer, 
Computer Resources. 


 


 3. If the problem is non-critical, try to unplug the equipment in trouble, 
or consider turning off the circuit breaker switch controlling the area 
or equipment affected. 


 


 4. If problem persists, do not pursue the problem any further without 
getting the Computer Operations Director involved. 


 


 5. If a fire results from an electrical problem, refer to the Fire 
Emergency Procedures. 


 


 6. If a person is involved in an electrical shock, immediately hit the 
emergency power-off button found on the walls of the computer 
room. If in another location, try to turn off the main switch at the 
nearest panel. 


 


 7. Determine if we are on utility (VPAL) or (VPS).  


 8. As soon as the above is verified, power-off procedures must be 
executed immediately. If not, serious damages might be inflicted on 
the computer and VPS hardware. 


 


 9. Determine the ETR (Estimated Time of Recovery). If the failure is at 
the utility, ETRs may be obtained from Dominion Virginia Power  


 


 10. Communicate to all users the outage problem and the ETR.  


 11. Await restoration of service and prepare for power up.  


 


Supervised by (Signature) 
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Fire Emergency 


Narrative 


These procedures should be activated by anyone spotting a fire within the area. This procedure 
needs no authorization from Company Officials in order to activate it. 


Supervisors Responsibilities 


 1. Do not panic 


 2. Determine if fire is minor or major, as per the following criteria: 


 Minor Fire—A Minor Fire is one which does not encompass the entire physical 
area in with flames or smoke and does not immediately endanger the health and 
well being of its occupants and can be initially combated by personnel and 
resources within the areas. 


 Major Fire—A Major Fire is the type of Fire which has expanded in growth to 
where it has endangered the health and well being of the occupants, which is a 
threat to physical equipment and which no longer can be combated by personnel 
and resources within the area. 


 3. Safely evacuate the premises 


 4. Salvage as much of the valuable documents as possible 
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Fire Emergency Instructions 


DATE:        
 


Responsibility Action 
Completed 


(Initials) 


Onsite Manager 1. Immediately rush to the scene of the fire.  


 2. Weigh the magnitude of the Fire and report to management.  


 3. If the fire is Minor, stay in the area to help and guide the 
Departmental Supervisors in the fire fighting process. 


 


  Reminder: 
a. Make sure to unplug from electric outlet the equipment on fire 


before turning the extinguisher on a piece of equipment. 


 


 b. If the fire is in a container, the easiest way to suffocate it is to 
cover the container so there is no more oxygen; e.g., trash cans. 


 


 4. If the fire is Major, continue with the rest of the procedures.  


 5. Instruct employees to keep all their documents or paper work inside 
their desks and file cabinets. Make sure to remind them to close, not 
lock, all file cabinets, desks, and doors. 


 


 6. Evacuate the area and all meet in the front parking lot.  


 


Supervised by (Signature) 
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Appendix E – Data Center Hardware Configuration 


LAN/WAN 


Equipment 


Terminal Servers   10 


Compaq DL360 2 36gb drives 4gb ram 2 processors  


First IQ 


Database Server 900gb Disk 1 


Compaq DL760 900gb disk 8 gb ram 4 xeon processors  


Docutraxx 


Compaq DL380 w/76 gb disk 4gb ram 2 processors 1 


DB2 Gateway Hardware 


DL360 2 36gb drives 4gb ram 2 processors 1 


Outside Connection Support 


Routers/Firewall/DSUs 4 


Nortel routers  


Symantec Velociraptor firewall  


MMIS Web Application Servers/Farm 


DL360 2 36gb drives 4gb ram 2 processors 5 


Computer Room Racks/KVM 


42U Cabinet 3 


KVM avocent DSR4160 3 


KVM Cables 48 


Nortel 24 port Ethernet Switches w/Gb 8 


Fiber Cabling/Patch cables 1 


Printers 


HP 8150DN 1 


Novell Netware 


Compaq DL380 w/360 gb disk 4gb ram 2 processors 1 


Utility Servers (dl320's single processor, 2 36gb scsi, 4gb ram) 


Domain controller 1 


Mail servers 2 


utility server 3 
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Tape Archive Server 


DL380 w/36gb disk 2gb ram 1 processor 1 


Dual SDLT Drives 1 


Veritos BackupExec Modules 1 


RS/6000 Environment – Located in Phoenix Data Center 


HostName Processing Environment Machine Type Memory CPUs 


TIER1 Processing Environments 


DCAAXA21 FirstRx™ – MIM/SCM    


DCAAXA23 FirstRx™ – AKM/NHM    


DCAAXA28 FirstRx™ – MI     


DCAAXA01 ONDemand (DARS)    


DCAAXA27 FirstRx™ – NV    


DCAAXA19 FirstRx™ – NY EPIC    


DCAAXA70 FirstRx™ – KTY    


DCAAXA15 Tivoli Storage Manager M80 4GB 4Way 


DCAAXA16 Control Access Node M80 4GB 4Way 


DCAAXA11 DSS - Medstat S80 48GB 12Way 


DCAAXA04 OraAP - Checkwrite M80 8GB 4Way 


DCAAXA02 Remedy -  FirstTrax™ B80 2GB 2Way 


TIER2 Processing Environments 


RICAXX01 FirstRx™ Test/Development S80 32GB 12Way 


TIER3 Processing Environments 


DCAAXA12 OnDemand Test/Development H80 2GB 2Way 


RICAXX02 OraAP - Checkwrite Test/Dev H80 2GB 2Way 


RICAXX03 Remedy - FirstTrax™ Test/Dev B80 2GB 2Way 


Mainframe equipment – Located in Richmond Data Center 


 IBM 3900 laser printer 


 IBM 3835 laser printer 


 IBM 6262 impact printer 


 (2) 3745 front end processors 


 Barr PC 
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Appendix F - Operations 


1.0 Introduction 


First Health Services Corporation considers any interruption in service to be a potential threat to 
their clients. An interruption may be caused by environmental disasters, fire or explosion; 
mechanical failures such as equipment malfunction or loss of power or air supply; or human 
agents, including operator or program error and acts of vengeance. Any of these situations could 
result in downtime of an undetermined duration. The Business Resumption Plan presented on 
the following pages has been developed to serve as a ready reference guide and plan of action in 


the event that a disaster causes interruption of service. 


This Business Resumption Plan describes procedures for backup and offsite storage of system 
files and data and other materials critical to the ongoing operation. It also addresses procedures 


for recovery of full functionality following a disaster at any of these sites: 


 Corporate Data Center Phoenix, Arizona 


 Richmond Data Center Richmond, VA 


 Verizon Data Services Fort Wayne, Indiana 
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2.0 System and Data Backup and Offsite Storage 


This section describes First Health Services’ plan for routine backup of system applications, 
files, data, and offsite storage of these and other materials critical to our operation.  


2.1 System/Data Backup 


The backup plan addresses the system demands of a database environment for both the 
Mainframe and RS/6000 platforms, as well as other adjunct platforms. Both DB2 and ORACLE 
have their own backup and restore utilities. As part of its standard procedures, our Corporate 


Data Center performs the following backups: 


 Daily 


 Weekly 


 Monthly 


System backups include all components necessary to recover the operating system and program 


products at the production support level. This includes any system patches and utility programs. 


First Health Services’ backup methodology for production files includes: 


 Daily backups for all database files updated online 


 Weekly backups for read only databases or those modified on a weekly, monthly, or 
quarterly basis 


 For non-database files, a backup is made of any file that is the output of one cycle for input to 
the next production cycle 


 A backup is made of all transmitted input files prior to processing in the production job 
stream 


Integrity of the system backup and restoration process is verified during the operational 
readiness phase of the project. Backup tapes are loaded to alternate file names to ensure that the 
data is readable and accurate. All backups are scheduled via our production scheduling products, 
Cybermation ESP on the mainframe and Global ECS on the distributed environment. These 
packages alert the production control team if a backup job fails. Production Control then works 


with the appropriate support team to get the failure resolved and the backup job reprocessed. 


2.1.1 Mainframe  


The mainframe platform is located in Fort Wayne, Indiana. Daily backups are performed on any 
production file that changes or is created. First Health Services uses various products such as 


DSM ABARS and DB2 utilities, that do complete file backups as needed on application data.  
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The types of files backed up daily are system files and database files. System files are backed up 
using standard system utilities. Database files are backed up by the vendor-supplied utilities. To 
complement the daily backups, log files of transactions that update any online file are 
maintained. These log files are used in conjunction with the daily backup to restore the data to 


current status. 


For the operating system and program products, full backups are performed once per week. 
Daily backups are done for the tape management system, system catalogs, CICS tables, and 
DB2 definitions. CA-Endevor, used for program source code management, has a full backup 


performed twice per week with incremental backups performed on the other days.  


The application team working in conjunction with the DBA team and Operations team develops 
and maintains the list of files, frequency, type of backup, and retention required prior to the start 


of production implementation.  


2.1.2 Pharmacy Point of Sale – FirstRx™ and FirstTrax™ 


Daily backups are performed on the Oracle database archive logs. Full database backups are 
performed weekly. The archive logs are used to restore the database to its most current status 
since the last full backup. First Health Services uses various products, such as Oracle and 
Veritas utilities, that do file backups as needed on application data and uses system software 


(MKSYSB) to backup operating system data.  


2.1.3 Adjunct Components 


First Health Services routinely backs up all adjunct systems as described below: 


2.1.3.1 Claims Imaging  


The images are downloaded nightly to the OnDemand system and are moved to tape the next 
day at 12:04 p.m., when incremental backups are run. The tapes are removed when full and sent 
to offsite storage at Iron Mountain. MKSYSB backups are performed every Friday and stored 


offsite as well. 


2.1.3.2 Reports (On-Demand) 


All reports delivered to DARs (Document Archive and Retrieval System) are staged on the 
Verizon mainframe. Backup procedures for the reports are the same as those outlined in the 


Verizon section. 


Backups are also performed daily on the OnDemand system using VERITAS and sent to offsite 


storage. MKSYSB backups are performed every Friday and stored offsite as well. 
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2.1.3.3 Network 


Complete system backups are performed Sunday through Thursday. First Health Services uses 
various products, Backup Exec, NT Backup, and ArcServeIT, that do complete file backups as 
needed on application data, and uses system software to backup data on an incremental backup 
if data were changed since the last weekly backup. To complement the daily backups, log files 
of transactions that update any online file are maintained. These log files are used in conjunction 
with the daily backup to restore the data to current status. Weekly backups are performed each 
Sunday on all disk packs: computer software, and operating systems programs. Incremental 
backups are performed as any data is changed. System backups include configurations of 


network components, such as firewalls. 


2.1.3.4 Health Care Management 


Complete system backups are performed Sunday through Thursday. First Health Services uses 
various products, Backup Exec, NT Backup, and ArcServeIT, that do complete file backups as 
needed on application data, and uses system software to backup data on an incremental backup 
if data were changed since the last weekly backup. To complement the daily backups, log files 
of transactions that update any online file are maintained. These log files are used in conjunction 
with the daily backup to restore the data to current status. Weekly backups are performed each 
Sunday on all disk packs: computer software, operating systems programs, run instructions, and 


documentation. Incremental backups are performed as any data are changed. 


2.1.3.5 Edify 


First Health Services maintains three types of backups for our Edify Interactive Voice Response 


System (IVR) and Web application: 


 The production server operating system and Edify system software are mirrored on a backup 
server for immediate use in the event of a failed primary system. 


 Customized IVR application is backed up each time a new version of the application is 
implemented into production. The backup server version is updated and a copy is sent to 
offsite storage as well. 


 IVR transactions that are logged each day are backed up nightly. 


2.1.3.6 Electronic Claims Submission 


Backups are also performed daily on the Electronic Claims Submission system using Veritas 
and sent to offsite storage. MKSYSB backups are performed every Friday and stored offsite as 


well.  
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Claim images are transmitted to the mainframe where they are stored. Backups are performed as 


described in this document. 


2.1.3.7 Medstat 


A backup is taken after each database build and update, with weekly full database backups. 
Application components are backed-up on a monthly basis with weekly incremental files being 


created. 


2.2 Offsite Storage 


First Health Services has selected Iron Mountain to provide offsite storage for critical data files 
for our distributed environment. Iron Mountain provides a secure, environmentally controlled 
facility and specializes in the storage of data processing media. As Iron Mountain is a 
nationwide vendor, their facilities in Arizona and Virginia are used to support the First Health 
Services’ locations in both Virginia and Arizona. While the procedures described below are 
detailed for the Corporate Data Center, the same utilities and procedures are used for the 
Richmond, Virginia location. In the event that a disaster or extended hardware failure should 
occur at First Health Services’ Corporate Data Center, critical data files are retrieved from the 
offsite location at Iron Mountain. The procedures for storing and retrieving these records are 


described in the following subsections. 


Verizon Data Services uses a facility at 921 Northcrest Business Center in Fort Wayne, Indiana 
for offsite storage of critical data files from the Mainframe. This is a Verizon-controlled facility 
and provides a secure, environmentally controlled facility. In the event that a disaster or 
extended hardware failure should occur at Verizon Data Services’ Fort Wayne Data Center, 


First Health Services’ files are retrieved from this facility.  


2.2.1 Mainframe 


First Health Services employs these procedures to backup and store records at the Verizon 


offsite facility. 


 1. First Health Services maintains a listing of files and materials that require offsite storage. 
As new applications, files, and databases are added to this environment, these materials 


are added to the master list. 


 2. Verizon Data Services Tape Librarian updates the CA1 Vault Management Pattern with 
the dsname and offsite retention requirements. Identification and retention of files for 


offsite storage remains a function of First Health Services' personnel. 


 3. TMSVMS job is scheduled via ESP to execute Monday-Friday at 0600. This job 


executes the CA1 vault management programs and produces the following output: 
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 Files to be pulled from the First Health Services’ tape library located at Verizon 
Data Services for delivery to the Fort Wayne offsite facility. 


 Files to be pulled from the offsite facility and returned to First Health Services’ 
tape library. 


 Update of the CA1 system to show the new outcode for the files. 


 Assignment of a slot number  


 Report of files to be returned to First Health Services’ tape library. 


 4. Verizon Tape Librarian pulls the files to the offsite storage facility. 


 5. Verizon Tape Librarian pulls the files from the offsite vaults to be returned to First 


Health Services’ tape library. 


 6. Verizon handles delivery of the files to and from the offsite facility. 


 7. Verizon Tape Librarian personnel verify the files are received from the offsite storage 


facility and returned to the onsite tape library. 


2.2.1.1 Authorization 


 Verizon identifies personnel who can access the offsite facility in Fort Wayne, Indiana.  


 Access is restricted to Tape Librarian personnel and Data Center Management. 


 In the event of a disaster declaration, Verizon will arrange delivery of the requested files to 
their hot site location, IBM, in Chicago, Illinois. 


2.2.1.2 Requests for Emergency Services: 


Emergency services are available from Verizon 24 hours per day, 7 days per week with a 2-hour 
response time. In the event that an offsite file is needed at the Data Center, the following 


procedures are used: 


 1. On-duty tape librarian personnel retrieve the file from the offsite location. 


 2. CA1 updates the outcode when the file is read so that it will appear on the TMSVMS 


report the next morning for return to the offsite facility. 


In the event of a declared disaster at the Verizon Data Center, the following procedures are 


used: 


 1. Verizon notifies First Health Services that a disaster has been declared 


 2. Verizon Tape Librarian personnel are notified of the disaster declaration 


 3. First Health Services provides the Verizon Tape Librarian with a list of application data 


files to be transported to the IBM hot site 
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 4. Verizon Tape Librarian personnel retrieves the system and application files from their 


offsite storage facility and secures them for shipment 


 5. Verizon handles all arrangements for delivery of the files to the hot site location 


 6. Verizon notifies First Health Services when the files arrive at the hot site 


2.2.2 Pharmacy Point of Sale - FirstRx™ 


First Health Services has selected Iron Mountain to provide offsite storage for critical data 
files. In the event that a disaster or extended hardware failure should occur at First Health 
Service’s Corporate Data Center, files are retrieved from the Iron Mountain offsite location. 
First Health Services employs these procedures to backup and store data for the Pharmacy and 
Adjunct System Components data at this facility. First Health Services maintains a log of 
backup media that require offsite storage. For applications processing on the RS/6000 platform, 
a report is produced by Veritas. These logs include tape numeric identity, what week/day the 


tape is associated with, and the dates associated with offsite storage and rotation. 


Backup tapes created outside of Veritas for a backup rotation cycle are assigned and logged to a 


unique lockbox, which is sent to offsite storage. 


Backup tapes created by VERITAS are put into a transportation container. 


Iron Mountain delivers and retrieves the containers daily, Monday – Friday from First Health 


Services’ Corporate Data Center. 


Files created by VERITAS are slotted into storage racks at Iron Mountain. 


Authorization 


First Health Services identifies personnel who can interface with Iron Mountain and the 
appropriate access level. Iron Mountain has established the following access levels: 


 A - Authorized to release data 


 B - Authorized to receive data 


 C - Authorized to request access to the Iron Mountain facility 


 D - Authorized to request emergency service 


 E - Authorized to change authorization list 


Access is restricted to select Data Center personnel. Level E access is restricted to two 


individuals: 


 President and Chief Executive Officer 


 Chief Operating Officer 
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Modifications to the access list must be submitted to, and approved by, one of the two 
individuals with Level E access. Approved requests are then made in writing to Iron Mountain 
by one of the two individuals with Level E access. Iron Mountain issues each individual an 
authorization card with a unique code number. All requests to Iron Mountain must include this 


authorization code. 


Iron Mountain will only deliver files to the First Health Services Data Center, or for Richmond 
based files to the 4300 Cox Road location. Files cannot be hand delivered to, or received from, 
the Iron Mountain facility. In the event of a disaster declaration, Iron Mountain will deliver the 


requested files to the designated hot site facility. 


Requests for Emergency Services 


Emergency services are available from 24 hours per day, 7 days per week with a 2-hour 
response time. 


In the event of a declared disaster at the Corporate Data Center or the Richmond, Virginia 


location, the following procedures are used: 


 1. An authorized Level D or E First Health Services’ user notifies Iron Mountain that a 


disaster has been declared 


 2. Iron Mountain confirms the declaration with a Level E authorized user. (If a Level E 
person provided the initial notification, then this is confirmed with a second Level E 


person.) 


 3. First Health Services provides Iron Mountain with a list of files to be transported to the 


hot site 


 4. Iron Mountain retrieves the requested files from their vault(s) and secures them in locked 


containers 


 5. Iron Mountain handles all arrangements for delivery of the containers to our hot site 


location 


2.2.3 Adjunct Components 


2.2.3.1 Claims Imaging 


The images are downloaded nightly and are moved to tape the next day at 12:04 p.m. PT, when 
First Health Services runs incremental backups. The tapes are removed when full and sent to 
offsite storage at Iron Mountain. MKSYSB backups are performed every Friday and stored 
offsite at the Iron Mountain facility. Procedures for offsite storage are the same as outlined in 


this document. 
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2.2.3.2 Reports (OnDemand) 


All reports delivered to the DARs web browser are staged on the Verizon mainframe. 


Offsite storage and recovery for the reports is the same as that outlined within this document. 


Backups are also performed daily on the OnDemand system using VERITAS and sent to offsite 
storage. MKSYSB backups are performed every Friday and stored offsite as well. Procedures 


for offsite storage are the same as outlined in Offsite Storage section. 


2.2.3.3 Network  


Backups of network system and data files are stored offsite at Iron Mountain. Procedures for 
offsite storage are the same as outlined in this document. 


2.2.3.4 Health Care Management 


Backups of Health Care Management data files are stored offsite at Iron Mountain. Procedures 
for offsite storage are the same as outlined in this document. 


2.2.3.5 Edify 


A backup of the current production IVR application is maintained at all times at First Health 
Services' offsite storage facility, Iron Mountain. In the event of a disaster at First Health 
Services, the backup file is transported from the offsite storage facility to the Disaster Recovery 


site to be installed on the replacement server and recovery procedures are implemented. 


2.2.3.6 Electronic Claims Submission 


Backups of Electronic Claims Submission system are stored offsite at Iron Mountain. 
Procedures for offsite storage are the same as outlined in this document 


Backups of the claim images are stored on the mainframe and follow the procedures as outlined 


in this document. 


2.2.3.7 Medstat 


Backups of the Decision Support System are stored offsite at Iron Mountain. Procedures for 
offsite storage are the same as outlined in this document. 


2.2.4 Vault List Maintenance 


First Health Services maintains a master list of files to be stored offsite. As new applications, 
files, and databases are added, these materials are reviewed and added, if needed, to the master 


list.  
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First Health Services has an established review process for any new or modified jobs that are 
being promoted to production. Part of this review process is to determine if a file is being 
created that might require modifications to master list. By using processes, such as DFHSM 
ABARS, and dataset naming standards, we are able to add files easily to the existing offsite 


storage process. 


For DB2 database backups, our standard is to create two sets of backup files during the job 
execution. One set remains onsite with the second set being sent to offsite storage. Files are 
created using the dataset name standard so that any new backup files are processed by the tape 
management system without modification to the vault pattern. This reduces the risk that a 
backup file is not added to the vault pattern. Non-DB2 files follow similar dataset naming 
standards that allow processing by DFHSM ABARS without having to modify the process for 
each new file. All files created by DFHSM ABARS are prefixed DR.ABARS and this is masked 


in the vault pattern list. 


Vault list is routinely reviewed by the First Health Services Media Control Group. This group 


also performs an onsite inventory at the Iron Mountain location twice per year. 


2.3 File Restoration Procedures 


First Health Services has a standard approach on all platforms for file backup and restoration 
processes. Full backups are performed daily on all production files, including application 
program source and load modules, where practical. If the size of the file does not allow for full 
daily backups, an incremental backup is performed so that the day’s activity is preserved. DB2 
and Oracle provide logging facilities for all updates done to a database. These logs are part of 
our backup processes and would be used to recreate the databases to a specific point in time. 
Two copies of backup files are produced. One copy remains onsite and the other goes to the 


offsite facility. This reduces file restoration time if the onsite copy remains usable. 


The standard process for restoring a production file(s) includes: 


 1. Secure backup and related update files from onsite or offsite location 


 2. Restore file(s) with the most current correct file copy 


 3. Reapply updates in correct sequence 


 4. Create new file backup copies 
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3.0 Recovery Plans 


The business recovery plans in this section have been formulated following analysis of the risks 
and the business impact an interruption of service would have on the services provided to our 
clients. In all cases, the recovery plans presented attempt to minimize the impact of a loss of 
service. In addition, the recovery plans take into account hardware and software failures, human 
error, natural disasters, and other emergencies that could interrupt service.  


3.1 Definition of Sites Covered by the Recovery Plans 


Support is done at several First Health Services locations. Multiple locations provide us the 
ability to relocate business functions to other First Health Services sites in case of a disaster 


incident. This plan covers the following locations: 


Richmond, Virginia Locations 


Corporate Headquarters (two adjacent buildings in Innsbrook Business Park) Supports:  


 Richmond Data Center 


 Pharmacy POS Operations and Call Center 


 Application Development Teams 


 Executive Management 


Health Care Management Operations (located in a separate building on Mayland Drive in 
Richmond, Virginia.)  


Phoenix, Arizona Location 


Corporate Data Center (also referred to as Phoenix Corporate Data Center) 


Provides: AIX servers and other related systems 


Fort Wayne, Indiana 


Verizon Data Services  


Provides: Mainframe hardware 


3.2 Critical Assumptions 


First Health Services has established the following “Critical Assumptions” to serve as a 
foundation for planning for recovery.    
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 1. Business recovery is not “business as usual.” Operations will be recovered in accordance 
with the established priorities and will most likely be performed initially at a degraded 


level of service. 


 2. The level of response/recovery is based on the level of disaster defined in this document. 
The nature of the response will be dictated by the need to recover data processing 
facilities and provide critical services. Account management personnel will work with 


each client to complete a criticality/priority matrix. A sample matrix is show below.  


System Criticality/Priority for Recovery Matrix 


Priority System Details 


1 Network Components of the network are critical to all 


systems 


1 Pharmacy Point of Sale – FirstRx™ Located in the Phoenix Data Center 


1 Mainframe – F2 LPAR As this is located remote to Richmond, the 
risks are small that both First Health 
Services’ Corporate Data Center and Verizon 


would have simultaneous disasters 


2 Health Care Management Located in the Phoenix Data Center 


2 Electronic Claims Submission Located in the Phoenix Data Center 


2 Edify  Located in the Phoenix Data Center 


3 Reports (OnDemand and FirstIQ™) Located in the Phoenix Data Center 


4 Medstat  Located in the Phoenix Data Center 


5 Claims Imaging Located in Richmond, VA 


Response/recovery activities will be in phases, with each phase being completed to the 
satisfaction of the assigned supervisor before the next phase’s activities are started. 


As each client matrix is developed, it will be added to this document in a separate appendix.  


3.3 Disaster Assessment and Response 


This section discusses procedures for assessing the nature and severity of a disaster in progress 
and the appropriate response to the situation. We have outlined initial steps for securing the 
safety of personnel and vital materials in the event that a disaster occurs during working hours. 


This plan includes procedures for the Corporate Data Center.   


For disaster levels requiring recovery and hot site activation, First Health Services contracts 
with IBM Business Continuity and Recovery Services to provide disaster recovery services. 
These services include data communication lines and equipment including switches, routers, and 
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firewalls, computer hardware, and tape systems to provide the ability to restore our network 
servers from tape. Engineering support is also provided via our service contract. First Health 


Services performs disaster recovery tests annually at the IBM site. 


3.3.1 Disaster Assessment Overview 


The proper assessment of a disaster is a key ingredient to successful disaster recovery. Proper 
assessment activities occur as Phase One of the Plan. Several questions must be answered in the 
initial stage of disaster assessment. While some of these questions may seem simplistic when 
presented in writing, they are, nonetheless, key to making proper initial assessment of the 
situation. The first and primary consideration in any disastrous situation is staff safety. For this 


reason, the first questions that must be asked are: 


 Is this disaster occurring during working or non-working hours? 


 Are any staff members in the facility? 


 Should the facility be evacuated as a precautionary measure? 


First Health Services has designated an internal Evacuation Leader for each working unit. These 
Evacuation Leaders are chosen by the department manager to serve on an ongoing basis. In the 
event of a fire or other disaster, the Evacuation Leaders are charged with the responsibility of 
seeing that each department is evacuated and that all staff is accounted for. First Health Services 
employees are trained to tell an Evacuation Leader when they think a disaster is occurring. 
Additionally, one management, supervisory, professional/technical staff member is assigned as 
the person in charge of the operation to ensure someone is present to make disaster level 


assessments at all times. 


If a disaster occurs during non-working hours, the most likely method of notification would be 
through the fire detection and notification system. These systems are installed in all First Health 
Services’ Operation Facilities. These systems are heat sensitive and are designed to 
automatically alarm in case a fire is detected. Both the Corporate and Richmond Data Centers 
are staffed 24-hours per day. Off-hours, the security guard would alert the police and/or fire 
department and then the Corporate Officer-in-Charge should there be a failure in the automatic 


fire detection and notification system.  


At whatever point a disaster occurs, it is vital that the assessment participants have a sound 


method of communicating and updating the level, assessment, and status of the disaster. 


Three specific disaster levels are assigned to any disruption event occurring in the First Health 
Services Corporate Data Center. The disaster level will be declared after an event occurs and the 


deciding party has a chance to assess damage reports from reporting personnel. 
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Safety of personnel is handled first and foremost. If there is any question of the level or 


severity of a disaster, staff is to be evacuated. 


3.3.2 Levels of Disasters and Response 


In order to enact the appropriate level of recovery effort, First Health Services has categorized 
disaster levels/responses into three levels, defined as follows: 


Level Description Response/Recovery 


Level I  Disruption of a short duration (usually two 
to four hours) with minimal impact on 


processing schedules 


 Includes temporary loss of hardware, data 
set loss, data communications, 


environmental, and equipment malfunction


 Generally, these emergencies would not 
require additional resources beyond 


appropriate maintenance support 


 Resolve the issue and repair or replace 
equipment already in use.  


 May require retrieval of data from offsite 
storage but will not involve the use of 
equipment and facilities outside of those 


currently in use by First Health Services.  


Level II  Disruption of services for a period not to 
exceed twenty-four hours constituted by 
excessive loss of environmental 
requirements or malfunctions of primary 


equipment 


 A Level II disaster is declared after an 
initial review by senior management staff 
and with assurance from appropriate 
vendor personnel that recovery will not 
take more than twenty-four hours 


 May require retrieval of data from offsite 
storage 


 Will not require the re-establishment of 
emergency offsite computer operations 


and/or processing operations 


 Would also result in a significant 
degradation of services and processing 


operations for a limited time 


 A level II disaster would result in degraded 
ability to perform core services and 
processing operations for a limited time – 


less than one business days 


 Any backlog of work to be performed 
could be processed when full capacity was 


reached again 


 Recovery operations would be geared 
toward making up this backlog and 


retaining critical system and data integrity 
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Level Description Response/Recovery 


Level III  Disruption of services for a period of more 
than one business days caused by total 
failure or required shutdown of a major 
portion of, or the entire, processing 


operations 


 Level III conditions are usually sudden 
and require maximum effort to restore 
services in a timely fashion 


 Level III emergencies require the 
temporary or permanent reestablishment of 
computer operation and/or processing 


operations.  


 By declaring a level III disaster and 
response, First Health Services has 
decided that the normal business 
operations and data processing will not 
return before the end of two business days 


and could possibly continue indefinitely.  


These disaster level definitions apply across the board to all systems, platforms, and operational 


activities under First Health Services’ control. 


3.3.3 Fires and Response 


Perhaps the most common disaster that can happen to the First Health Services Data Center, 
Richmond Data Center, or other operations facilities is a fire. Fires may be classified as minor 
or major. The classification will dictate the immediate response by First Health Services 
personnel. Later assessment of the damage will result in a classification of the fire as a Level 1, 


Level 2 or Level 3 disaster. 


3.3.3.1 Definition of a Minor or Major Fire 


In the event of a fire occurring during working hours, any person who discovers the fire should 
inform/notify one of the First Health Services Evacuation Leaders or any onsite management 
personnel in the area immediately. The Evacuation Leader assesses the situation promptly. The 


fire is assessed as either a minor fire or major fire according to the following definitions: 


Minor Fire Trash can fire or any small isolated fire that can be extinguished without danger of 


smoldering and igniting again later. 


Major Fire  Fire that cannot be controlled with on-site fire extinguishing equipment; potential 
for explosions, and heavy damage to humans and/or facility 


3.3.3.2 Procedures for Handling a Minor Fire 


If the situation is assessed to be a minor fire, follow the procedures described below: 


 1. A First Health Services Evacuation Leader, management personnel, or trained staff 
member will obtain the nearest fire extinguisher and extinguish the fire, making sure the 


fire is completely extinguished and will not smolder and ignite later. 
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 2. A second First Health Services Evacuation Leader or management personnel will 
maintain order in the area of the fire and advise employees of action that needs to be 


taken.  


 3. The Facility Manager will assess the danger and recommend alternatives until the 
damage can be corrected. (This may be as simple as moving the individuals affected for 
a period of time to relocating several individuals for a day or more due to smoke or 
damage to their workspace) If either of these staff members is not present, their 


designated backup will perform this function. 


 4. The Evacuation Leaders will prepare a detailed written report within twenty-four hours 


of the incident for distribution to all First Health Services senior management.  


 5. Account Management prepares any necessary forms and follow-up reports for 


notification to our clients.  


3.3.3.3 Procedures for Handling a Major Fire 


If the situation is assessed to be a potential major fire occurring during working hours, there are 
distinct duties to be carried out by the First Health Services Evacuation Leaders and onsite 


management personnel. 


 1. The First Health Services Evacuation Leaders and onsite management personnel will 


begin evacuation of employees in the immediate area 


  a. If time permits (with no risk of injury to personnel) stop all systems 


  b. If time permits (with no risk of injury to personnel) predetermined individuals 


will retrieve, carry and retain designated materials 


  c. Employees will proceed to designated "safe" areas and remain there until advised 
of further action. For the purpose of orderly evacuation, each department displays 
a chart showing the evacuation route for that department. These charts also show 


the location of all fire extinguishers. 


  d. The First Health Services Evacuation Leader or onsite management personnel 
will call roll. Identification of assigned personnel, missing personnel, and any 
additional personnel in the area will be noted. Any injuries will be identified at 


this time. 


  e. The First Health Services Evacuation Leader or onsite management personnel in 
the designated "safe" areas will meet briefly to compare the roll and identify 
unaccounted for individuals. Names of any individuals not accounted for are 
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reported immediately to the Facilities Manager or other senior management staff 


who may be present. 


 2. Meanwhile, a second First Health Services Evacuation Leader, onsite management 


personnel or designated staff member will be responsible for communications. 


  a. Notify the Fire Department immediately after assessing the situation. 


  b. Notify all other First Health Services Evacuation Leaders of the emergency and 
decision to evacuate. The contiguous departments in the facility must be notified 


unless personal safety prohibits such an act. 


  c. The designated staff members check each area along with any predetermined 
area of responsibility to ensure all personnel have been evacuated, then proceed 


to the designated "safe" area(s) and check the roll. 


 3. Once the evacuation is completed, roles taken, and the Fire Department notified, the 
Facilities Manager immediately assembles the management personnel present in a 
separate "safe" area from the rest of the staff. The disaster recovery assessment process 
begins immediately. One of the first decisions to be made is whether to hold the staff 
within the "safe" areas or to release them for the remainder of the workday. Disaster 
assessment and disaster recovery procedures continue from that point until normal 


operation returns. 


 4. The Evacuation Leaders will prepare a detailed written report within twenty-four hours 


of the incident for distribution to all First Health Services senior management. 


 5. Account Management prepares any necessary forms and follow-up reports for 


notification to our clients.   


3.3.4 Other Minor Disasters 


A minor disaster is any serious failure or disruption of regular processing. The loss of operations 
in this circumstance would be expected to last for less than twenty-four hours. Examples of 


possible minor disasters include the following: 


 Temporary Power Outages 


 Air Conditioning Failure 


 Adverse Weather Conditions 


 Minor Chemical Emergency 


A minor disaster will be dealt with as follows:  
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 1. The Director of Production Operations or their designee will assess the danger and 
recommend alternatives until the damage can be corrected. (This may be as simple as 
moving the individuals affected for a period of time to relocating several individuals for 
a day or more due to environmental damage to their workspace, or sending staff home in 
inclement weather.) As soon as assessment is completed, the executive and account 


management personnel are notified of the extent of the damage. 


 2. The Corporate Officer-in-Charge will evaluate the recommended alternatives and 


determine which alternative to employ with regard to staff. 


 3. The Evacuation Leaders will prepare a detailed written report within twenty-four hours 


of the incident for distribution to all First Health Services senior management. 


 4. Account Management prepares any necessary forms and follow-up reports for 


notification to our clients. 


 5. The Corporate Officer-In-Charge, along with other decision-making staff, will decide on 


the level of disaster and response using the criteria. 


3.3.6 Procedures for Handling Major Disasters 


A major disaster is a situation that has the potential for personal injury, loss of life and severe 
damage to the physical plant and equipment. A major disaster can interrupt processing 
capabilities for twenty-four hours or more. In addition to major fire, examples of major 


emergencies include: 


 Extended Power Failure 


 Terrorist Acts 


 Chemical Spills 


 Severe Weather Conditions (e.g., flood, severe storm, tornado, hurricane, etc.). 


If the situation is assessed to be a potential major disaster occurring during working hours, there 
are distinct duties to be carried out by the First Health Services Evacuation Leaders and onsite 


management personnel. 


 1. The First Health Services Evacuation Leaders and onsite management personnel will 
begin evacuation of employees in the immediate area as required by the nature of the 


disaster. 


  a. If time permits (with no risk of injury to personnel) stop all systems 


  b. If time permits (with no risk of injury to personnel) predetermined individuals 


will retrieve, carry and retain designated materials 
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  c. Employees will proceed to designated "safe" areas and remain there until advised 
of further action. For the purpose of orderly evacuation, each department displays 
a chart showing the evacuation route for that department. These charts also show 


the location of all fire extinguishers. 


  d. The First Health Services Evacuation Leader or onsite management personnel 
will call roll. Identification of assigned personnel, missing personnel, and any 
additional personnel in the area will be noted. Any injuries will be identified at 


this time. 


  e. The First Health Services Evacuation Leader or onsite management personnel in 
the designated "safe" areas will meet briefly to compare the roll and identify 
unaccounted for individuals. Names of any individuals not accounted for are 


reported immediately to the Chief Operating Officer. 


 2. Meanwhile, a second First Health Services Evacuation Leader, onsite management 


personnel or designated staff member will be responsible for communications. 


  a. Notify the Fire Department, police, or other appropriate agency, depending on 


the nature of the emergency, immediately after assessing the situation. 


  b. Notify all other Evacuation Leaders of the emergency and decision to evacuate. 
The contiguous departments in the facility must be notified unless personal safety 


prohibits such an act. 


  c. The designated staff members check with each area along with any 
predetermined areas of responsibility to ensure all personnel have been 


evacuated, then proceed to the designated “safe” area(s) and check the roll. 


 3. Once the evacuation is completed, roles taken, and the Fire Department notified, the 
Facility Manager immediately assembles the management personnel present in a 
separate "safe" area from the rest of the staff. The disaster recovery assessment process 
begins immediately. One of the first decisions to be made is whether to hold the staff 
within the "safe" areas or to release them for the remainder of the workday. Disaster 
assessment and disaster recovery procedures continue from that point until normal 


operation returns. 


 4. The Evacuation Leaders will prepare a detailed written report within twenty-four hours 


of the incident for distribution to all First Health Services senior staff. 


 5. Account Management prepares any necessary forms and follow-up reports for 


notification to our clients. 
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3.3.7 Procedures for Handling a Level I or Level II Disaster  


A level I or level II disaster does not require the relocation of services to alternate sites. It is 
critical that the appropriate assessment is made of the initial situation and that it is monitored to 


ensure resolution within the appropriate window.  


Checkpoint calls to review the situation and to ensure that all parties are kept informed will be 


held each hour.  


3.3.7.1 Process for Handling a Level I Disaster 


 Local personnel assess the situation. If the problem is facility related, such as a fire, then the 
procedures outlined are followed. 


 Problems related to equipment, such as servers or network, are reported to the First Health 
Services Technical team. This is generally via a page from our automated system-monitoring 
tool.  


 First Health Services management personnel are informed that a problem has occurred and of 
the initial assessment 


 If the incident occurs in the Corporate Data Center, then Data Center management personnel 
notify executive and account management personnel. 


 Account Management notifies First Health Services clients of the incident and that the scope 
of the disaster is being determined 


 Management and technical personnel determine if the problem will be resolved within 8 
hours. 


 Hardware, software, and communication vendors are contacted, as appropriate, for assistance 
with problem resolution.  


 If the incident requires restoration of application data files, the offsite storage copies of that 
file are returned to the primary site. 


 First Health Services technical management provides regular updates of the situation to 
executive and account management personnel. Account management informs the clients as 
needed with updates.  


 Management and technical personnel monitor the situation until resolution or escalate to a 
Level II if not resolved within eight hours.  


 When the incident is resolved or the decision is made to escalate, all parties are notified. 


 After resolution, technical personnel prepare a report on the cause, impact, and any follow up 
actions for distribution to First Health Services President and CEO for customer 
communication. 


 Business Resumption Plans are updated, if applicable, based on the incident. 
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3.3.7.2 Procedures for Handling a Level II Disaster 


 Local personnel assess the situation. If the problem is facility related, such as a fire, then the 
procedures outlined are followed. 


 Problems related to equipment, such as servers or network, are reported to the First Health 
Services Technical team. This is generally via a page from our automated system-monitoring 
tool.  


 First Health Services senior management personnel are informed that an incident has 
occurred and of the initial assessment 


 If the incident occurs in the Corporate Data Center, Data Center management personnel 
notify executive and account management of the incident. 


 Account Management notifies First Health Services’ clients of the incident and that the scope 
of the disaster is being determined. 


 Management and technical personnel determine if the problem will be resolved within 2 
days.  


 Hardware, software, and communication vendors are contacted, as appropriate, for assistance 
with problem resolution and determination of time to repair. 


 If the incident requires restoration of application data files, the offsite storage copies of that 
file are returned to the primary site 


 Backup processing sites, such as IBM, are placed on alert to the situation. 


 Arrangements are made to transfer offsite backup files from offsite storage to the backup 
processing site.  


 First Health Services management provides regular updates of the situation to the account 
management team and clients. 


 Management and technical personnel monitor the situation until resolution or the decision is 
made to escalate to a Level III Disaster. 


 When the incident is resolved or the decision is made to escalate, all parties (including 
customers) are notified. 


 When resolved, the backup processing sites are taken off alert status and arrangements are 
made for return of any offsite files that have been transported. 


 After resolution, First Health Services personnel prepare a report on the cause, impact, and 
any follow up actions for distribution to First Health Services President and CEO who will 
report to appropriate customers. 


 Business Continuity Plans are updated, if applicable, based on the incident. 
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3.3.8 Procedures for Handling a Level III Disaster – Phoenix Corporate 
Data Center and Richmond Locations 


If a Level III disaster is declared, First Health Services will follow a methodical five-phase 
procedure to recover services and operations. This approach is detailed in this section and 
allows managers to step through the procedure and make sure all the phase lines are completed 


before initiating the procedures for the next phase.  


First Health Services has contracted with IBM Business Continuity and Recovery Services to 
provide the space, resources, and computer hardware necessary to reconstruct Richmond-based 
servers and the Phoenix Corporate Data Center. In addition, First Health Services will restore 
Wide Area Network operations from the recovery site provided by IBM in Sterling Forest, New 


York. From this site, the following services will be provided: 


 Frame Relay Network 


 Leased Line Communications 


 ISDN Communication Links 


 Asynchronous Dial-in Services 


 Restoration of Corporate Novell Network 


 Restoration of Mainframe Gateway functions 


 Restoration of BBS, EDI, and RJE systems 


 Restoration of Edify units 


 Restoration of Internet Connectivity (FTP, SMTP, and TN3270) 


In the event that a Level III disaster is declared, First Health Services will establish an 
Emergency Command Center as a base of operations for the disaster recovery teams. First 
Health Services will establish an emergency command center located in the HealthCare 
Management location on Mayland Drive in Richmond. This local command center will serve as 
a disaster recovery and restoration of operations area during disaster recovery. The Emergency 
Command Center will coordinate checkpoint calls to review the situation and to ensure that all 


parties are kept informed. This communication will be done each hour.  


Pharmacy call center functions, including the technical Help Desk and MAP, would relocate to 
a First Health Services facility in Houston, Texas or Albany, New York. First Health Services 


has cross-trained call center personnel at all call center sites.  


The First Health Services corporate headquarters (4240 and 4300 Cox Road) will serve as the 
command center and operations facility for Health Care Management in the event of a 


disruption at their Mayland Drive location. 
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Upon declaration of a Level III disaster, responsibility for computer operations and computer 
operations restoration transfers to IBM Business Continuity and Recovery Services Inc., in 
Sterling Forest, NY. IBM will serve as the remote command center until full service is restored 


in the Corporate Data Center. 


Recovery from a Level III disaster has been assumed for the purpose of the procedures that 
follow. Should the nature of a disaster result in only a partial destruction of the operation and/or 
premises, the same procedures will be followed, but the amount of effort required to obtain a 


return to normalcy will be lower and the number of specific steps will vary.  


3.3.8.1 Phase I Procedures: Problem Assessment (0 to 1-1/2 hours) 


 The Vice-Chief Operating Officer, or other designated management person, notifies 
executive and account management personnel of a disaster incident. 


 The Director, Production Operations notifies Verizon Data Services of the disaster incident 


 Corporate Data Center disaster recovery teams are assembled 


 Chief Operating Officer to notify First Health Services’ clients of the incident and that the 
scope of the disaster is being determined 


 Disaster recovery teams assess and determine the scope of the damage 


 Disaster recovery teams determine which of the disaster functions assigned to the team need 
to be initiated, based on the severity of the disaster. Disaster recovery teams and their 
functions are described  


 Account Management notify clients of the disaster recovery procedures that will be 
implemented 


3.3.8.2 Phase II Procedures: Initiate Disaster Recovery Plan (1-1/2 to 6 
hours) 


 Notify the backup site of data processing resource needs using the procedures described in 
Appendix A - Corporate Data Center Disaster Contingency Plan. Activate the command 
center. 


 Initiate Corporate Data Center Disaster Contingency Plan, if necessary. Corporate Data 
Center disaster response teams and the Chief Operating Officer is responsible for initiating 
recovery of system files, software, and hardware. (A copy of the Corporate Data Center's 
Disaster Contingency Plan is attached as Appendix A.) 


 Contact and assemble vendors and suppliers of resources and equipment 


 Gather inventories of supplies to be replenished, based on the extent of the disaster 
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3.3.8.3 Phase III Procedures: Execute the Disaster Recovery Plan (6 to 48 
hours) 


Chief Operating Officer: 


The Chief Operating Officer provides the interface between the technical teams and First Health 
Services’ clients. They communicate with disaster recovery teams to ensure that all necessary 
resources and equipment have been identified and that there is a schedule for arrival and/or 


delivery of material. 


Meet with clients to discuss and answer questions concerning: 


 Hot site facilities start-up schedule for normal production  


 Special recovery processing required and the schedule for completion 


 Unrecoverable situations, if any, and parameters for provider claims submission 


 Status of recovery activities 


Distributed Systems Team Procedures: 


 Define processing needs and resources to support special recovery systems processing 


 After Corporate Data Center Operations has loaded the backup files, apply established 
benchmarking procedures to ensure that all automated systems function as originally defined 


 Provide test support to operational sections to ensure that all procedures are functioning 
properly 


 Itemize projects in-progress and the effect on test source code and file libraries 


 Prioritize and adjust project plans according to the effort necessary to support disaster 
recovery 


 Identify and procure additional resources or computer time to support the disaster recovery 
effort 


 Advise Account Management of the impact of the disaster on project schedules 


 Advises Account Management of point of restart (i.e., Data accurate as of ……….) 


Voice Communications Supervisor Procedures: 


 Re-establish voice telephone service 


 Re-establish ‘800’ service. In case of an outage or an emergency, ‘800’ calls can be routed to 
another phone number. This can be done two ways. 


 Command Routing - A predetermined local number is programmed as an emergency route 
set. At the time this route set is assigned, First Health Services is given a password. In an 
emergency, the Voice Communications Supervisor calls our ‘800’ customer service number, 
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gives the password, and the ‘800’ traffic is switched to the predetermined local number 
immediately. 


 Service Guarantee - If there is an outage and a route set has not been pre-assigned, the 
Voice Communications Supervisor can call customer service and give them a number to 
route the ‘800’ traffic to and it will be done in thirty minutes. 


Pharmacy Call Center Management: 


 Notify First Health Services Houston office, Albany, New York office, and Richmond office 
of disaster scope and impact 


 Ensure 800 numbers are routed correctly to the Houston office 


 Provide Voice Over IP (VOIP), if appropriate 


 Consult with corporate human resources manager concerning scheduling of call center 
personnel, relocation of staff to Houston office, and the possible need for temporary help to 
support call volume levels 


Corporate Technical Support Personnel Restoration Procedures (Includes Distributed 
Systems, Technical Services, and Computer Operations Team): 


 Disaster is declared and all file backups and hardware that are stored offsite at Iron Mountain 
are transported to the IBM recovery center in Sterling Forest, NY. Disaster Recovery (DR) 
Coordinator obtains containers holding damage-assessment checklists included in the Plan 
and phone numbers.  


 DR Coordinator notifies the Technical Support Teams to travel to IBM facility 


 The Technical Support Teams leave immediately for the recovery center IBM while the rest 
of the teams remain in Richmond to assist in the transfer of control to IBM, as well as to 
make a more detailed evaluation of the disaster 


 Corporate Technical Services personnel contact telecommunications carriers to switch lines 
for all necessary dedicated lines to IBM facility 


 Corporate Technical Services personnel contact DIGEX, our ISP, to implement disaster 
recovery changes to the DNS records they maintain. This will ensure that Internet traffic will 
be properly routed to the recovery facility. 


 The Technical Support Teams personnel arrive at IBM and take possession of the recovery 
center 


 First Health Services has a Bay Networks Link Node router installed at the IBM facility at all 
times. This unit is checked to ensure that connectivity is still established to the Sprint Frame 
Relay network. 


 After successful testing of frame relay connectivity, any leased line, ISDN, and dial 
connections are established 
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 Equipment delivered from offsite storage, along with existing contracted equipment at IBM, 
is set up and cabled according to our recovery center schematics 


 The RS/6000 operating systems are restored from the MKSYSB backups 


 The RS/6000 Oracle database supporting Pharmacy Point of Sale is restored. Other Oracle 
and DB2 databases on the RS/6000 are then restored in order of priority. 


 The Novell IntranetWare file server, NetWare for SAA gateway, Raptor EagleNT firewall 
(NT), Citrix WinFrame Server (NT), and EDIFY Audio Response Unit (NT) are all restored 
from backup on Digital Linear Tape using Cheyenne ArcServe and its Disaster Recovery 
Option. Cheyenne's DR option allows NetWare and NT servers to be restored with just three 
diskettes and a full tape backup. No prior load of the operating system is necessary. In this 
manner, a server with 10GB of disk storage can be fully restored in less than an hour. A DLT 
tape drive is included in the hardware stored offsite at DataBase.  


 The Remote Job Entry (RJE) station and Event Control Server (ECS) job server are restored 
to workstation platforms from disk images stored on the NetWare file server 


 Asynchronous communications lines are connected to modems that are attached to the BBS, 
EDI server, and Shiva LanRover communications server 


 An additional asynchronous communications line is connected to a modem attached to the 
Bay Networks Access Node on the other side of the Raptor firewall. This is used to establish 
a dial-link with Digex's POP in Sterling Forest, NY for Internet access. 


 Communication service to mainframe in Fort Wayne, IN is established via the IBM 3745. 
Verizon technical team will load this unit remotely. 


 The central token ring hub is connected directly to the IBM 3745 handling mainframe 
communications. This will allow the RJE and SAA gateway to talk to the IBM 3745 via 
token ring. Synchronous modems and SDLC cards are available as alternative means of 
communicating to the IBM 3745. 


Corporate Data Center Team Procedures 


Procedures for restoring functionality of the data center beyond network communications can be 
found in the Corporate Data Center Disaster Contingency Plan. Tasks specific to Phoenix 


Corporate Data Center are included in the document. 


3.3.8.4 Phase IV Procedures: Restart Normal Operations (24 to 48 Hours)  


 Complete all testing and benchmarking of system processing at the backup facility 


 Meet with Corporate Data Center and disaster recovery teams to identify and resolve 
outstanding areas of the Business Resumption Plan. Advise corporate executives of 
additional requirements. 
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 Meet with disaster recovery teams to ensure that all predefined disaster recovery/backup 
agreements concerning space, equipment, and resources have been met 


 Advise clients of the schedule for normal operations, areas considered to be problematic, and 
schedules for their resolution 


 Schedule systems support to monitor and correct systems problems during backup processing 
start-up 


 Restart operations 


 Initiate post-start-up review for manual and systems operations 


3.3.8.5 Phase V Procedures: Restore Original Corporate Data Center 
Operations (48 Hours to 2 Months)  


 Continue post-start-up review for manual and system operations 


 Coordinate with the corporate facilities manager for re-establishment of original facilities 


 Prepare a plan and schedule for completing this effort 


 Transfer and benchmark Corporate Data Center computer operations from the backup facility 
to the original site or alternate permanent facility. Re-establish procedures for normal and 
backup operations. 


 Re-establish computer operations and network communications at the permanent site. 


 Complete a post-re-establishment report and update Business Resumption Plan procedures 
based on actual requirements. 


3.3.9 Procedures for Handling a Level III Disaster – Verizon (mainframe) 


If a Level III disaster is declared, Verizon follows a similar five-phase procedure to recover 
services and operations. This approach is detailed in this section and allows managers to step 
through the procedure and make sure all the phase tasks are completed before initiating the 


procedures for the next phase.  


Verizon has contracted with Sungard Recovery Services, Inc. to provide the space, resources, 
and computer hardware necessary to reconstruct their Fort Wayne based system operations. 
Verizon uses the Sungard facility in Chicago, IL for Fort Wayne recovery. A dedicated DS3 
circuit is in place between Richmond and Chicago. This line is active at all times so 


communications to the mainframe can be switched within minutes. 


Monitoring for the First Health Services systems at Verizon is performed today from both their 
Fort Wayne and Tampa facilities. In the event of a Level III disaster in Fort Wayne, Verizon 


would use their Tampa command center to coordinate all activities. 
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In a Level III disaster, Verizon is responsible for restoration and activation of the IBM operating 
system and program products. First Health Services is responsible for restoration of all 


application data.  


Recovery from a Level III disaster has been assumed for the purpose of the procedures that 
follow. Should the nature of a disaster result in only a partial destruction of the operation and/or 
premises, the same procedures will be followed, but the amount of effort required to obtain a 


return to normalcy will be lower and the number of specific steps will vary.  


3.3.9.1 Phase I Procedures: Problem Assessment (0 to 1-1/2 hours) 


 Verizon technical personnel notify the First Health Services Customer Advocates in Tampa 


 The Customer Advocates notify the Director of Production Operations of the disaster 
incident 


 Director of Production OPS notifies First Health Services’ Executive and Account 
Management of the disaster and that the scope is being determined 


 Verizon disaster recovery teams are assembled 


 Account Management notifies First Health Services’ clients of the incident and that the scope 
is being determined 


 Verizon disaster recovery teams assess and determine the scope of the damage 


 Verizon disaster recovery teams determine which of the disaster functions assigned to the 
team need to be initiated, based on the severity of the disaster. Disaster recovery teams and 
their functions are described in and included in this document. 


3.3.9.2 Phase II Procedures: Initiate Disaster Recovery Plan (1-1/2 to 6 
Hours) 


 Verizon notifies Sungard of disaster declaration. 


 Contact and assemble vendors and suppliers of resources and equipment.   


 Gather inventories of supplies to be replenished, based on the extent of the disaster. 


 Verizon opens a bridge line to keep First Health Services informed continually on the 
development of the issue. 


 Verizon arranges transportation of files from the offsite storage location to Chicago 


3.3.9.3 Phase III Procedures: Execute the Disaster Recovery Plan (6 to 48 
Hours) 


 Verizon disaster recovery teams restore the operating system and program products once 
offsite files are received at IBM 
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 Verizon network team loads the 3745 at IBM and verifies communications (both IP and 
SNA) to First Health Services  


 Verizon validates the operating system components after the system IPL and notifies First 
Health Services 


 First Health Services application and technical teams restore the application data 


 First Health Services validates that application data and online systems are recovered and 
functional 


3.3.9.4 Phase IV Procedures: Restart Normal Operations (24 to 48 Hours)  


 Complete all testing and benchmarking of system processing at the backup facility.  


 Meet with Corporate Data Center and Operations disaster recovery teams to identify and 
resolve outstanding areas of the Business Resumption Plan. Advise corporate executives of 
additional requirements. 


 Meet with disaster recovery teams to ensure that all predefined disaster recovery/backup 
agreements concerning space, equipment, and resources have been met. 


 Advise First Health Services of the schedule for normal operations, areas considered to be 
problematic, and schedules for their resolution. 


 Schedule systems support to monitor and correct systems problems during backup processing 
start-up. 


 Restart operations. 


 Initiate post-start-up review for manual and systems operations. 
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4.0 Post-Disaster Issues 


A key consideration during the post-disaster timeframe will include secure storage of debris that 
might include confidential files or records lost at the disaster site. Special arrangement will have 
to be made to ensure that any debris from the site is kept in a secure area if it has not been 
screened for confidential files/records. This section will outline the responsibilities of First 


Health Services while recovering from a disaster. 


4.1 Clean-up/Debris Removal 


The First Health Services' Facilities Manager will be responsible for the maintenance and repair 
of the physical plant affected including the building and systems (e.g., electrical, utilities, 
plumbing, HVAC, etc.). The Facilities Manager sets priorities for, plans, and supervises clean 


up and repair of physical plant, including building and systems. 


Duties: 


 Appoints and manages units or work crews for clean up (e.g., janitorial staff), building 
construction, HVAC and other building systems, and other personnel as needed 


 Acting as Liaison with local utility companies, manages shut-off and restoration of utilities  


 Manages and or contracts for site clean up and debris removal 


 Plans and manages short-term building stabilization/repair and long-term repair and 
rehabilitation 


 Arranges for outside support for identification and removal of hazardous substances 


Special Considerations During Disaster Recovery: 


The Facilities Manager will make special arrangements with law enforcement authorities or the 
contracted security company to secure the perimeter of the disaster site to ensure that no 
unauthorized persons are on the premises. The contracted site security company will provide a 
monitoring system to ensure that only personnel cleared to be in the area are allowed into the 
area. This will prevent trespassing, theft, vandalism, and unauthorized access to confidential 
files or other information left at the site. The Facilities Manager will also designate secure 
collection areas for debris that will be collected from the site. After clean-up and removal of 
debris, the Facilities Manager is responsible getting the building inspected by the responsible 
building inspector to insure the site is habitable and usable and does not have structural damage. 
In addition, the manager will have the building inspected by authorities that can certify it free of 


hazardous chemicals or substances. 


Once the backup facility is functioning on a full production schedule, attention would return to 
the permanent data center. Initial assessments of damage would be refined, and reconstruction 
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plans developed. If major facilities/site damage had been incurred, the full reconstruction plans 
would extend well beyond Utility Data Center operations and staff. However; once the time 
schedule for facilities reconstruction were known, at least approximately, plans could be made 
for permanent replacement equipment. Unless arrangements had been made to continue long-
term lease (or purchase) of the temporary replacement equipment, this undertaking would entail 
issuance of a competitive solicitation for the replacement hardware. Award/delivery would have 


to be timed to coincide with availability of a reconstructed data center. 


First Health Services maintains property insurance to cover the loss of data processing 
equipment and necessary facilities in which to operate a computer environment. This coverage 
ensures continuous data processing capability by providing the necessary funds for the 


restoration of operations and the coverage of business losses. 


4.2 Damage and Loss Documentation 


Documentation regarding any damage or loss that occurs during a disaster incident is critical. 
Damage and loss does not cover only facilities and hardware, but also documents, backup files, 


and other items too numerous to list. It also covers injury to our employees.  


The Damage Assessment Checklist is used during the initial phases to document facts that are 
obvious or know immediately. The checklist will also be used to verify the true impact of the 


incident.  


The Damage Assessment Team is responsible for the initial documentation. In addition to the 
checklist, they are responsible for securing the site to prevent further damage. Pictures of the 


site are key to this documentation.  


Once the initial incident is over, and the appropriate recovery steps performed, a more detailed 
analysis of the event and the documentation will be performed. This information will be relayed 


to the Executive Team for distribution to our account management personnel. 


4.3 Emergency Operations Center Deactivation 


When the primary site has been certified habitable and free of hazardous waste or chemicals, the 
Emergency Operation Center will be deactivated. With the permanent center restored, 
operations are transferred from the temporary facility by following the same sequence of steps 


as were used to set up the backup site. 


The re-establishment of normal operations should proceed under far less duress than the 
establishment of emergency operations. Logs kept during disaster recovery should help 
highlight and troubleshoot/resolve any problems that may have arisen during earlier system 


transfers. 
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Finally, the Facilities Manager will supervise the transfer of any unsalvageable material, 


records, files, or other possible confidential data to the proper disposal center for destruction. 
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5.0 Plan Testing, Maintenance, and Control 


First Health Services conducts a disaster recovery exercise at IBM annually. Results and 
findings of the test will be analyzed and used to update the Business Resumption Plan as 


necessary. 


An annual test is also performed with Verizon Data Services. This test is scheduled in October 


of the test year.  


Objectives of the test include file restoration, establishment of network connectivity, and 
application testing to include online systems and batch processes. In addition to this test, First 
Health Services provides a demonstration of our backup and file restoration procedures during 
the operational readiness test phase. This involves loading the production file backups to 


alternate dataset names and then validating the data for accuracy and completeness. 


5.1 Plan Testing and Training 


First Health Services will conduct training as requested of the Business Resumption Plan. Initial 
training will consist of strategy sessions that will break out areas of responsibility for disaster 
recovery and assigning of key personnel to each, partition out areas of responsibility, and 
develop task checklists for each person. Later, the Business Resumption Plan will be updated or 
modified to address areas of weakness found during annual testing. From a management 
perspective, the primary objective of Business Resumption testing is to evaluate whether or not 
the Business Resumption Plan is capable of restoring one or more business-critical processes to 


functionality within a specified period. 


Initial Walkthrough Testing 


Team members will "walkthrough" the specific steps as documented in the plan to confirm 
effectiveness, identify gaps, bottlenecks, or other weaknesses in the plan. Later, any deficiencies 
will be addressed and the plan will be modified, as necessary. Staff will be familiarized with 
procedures, equipment, and offsite facilities if required. At this walkthrough, staff will be made 


aware of the chain of command for all aspects of the disaster response. 


Simulation Testing 


A disaster will be simulated during the training so the hardware, software, personnel, 
communications, procedures, supplies and forms, documentation, transportation, utilities, 
readiness can be tested. Extensive travel, moving equipment, and eliminating voice or data 
communications will not be practical or economically feasible during this test, but validated 
checklists of performance standards met will provide a reasonable level of assurance that 


personnel can perform during an actual disaster recovery. 
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First line supervisors and their staff will be the people who actually carry out and perform the 


tests, additional personnel could include: 


 Independent auditors 


 Security staff 


 Safety support staff 


Auditing the Testing 


Each phase of the testing cycle is audited and analyzed for improvements, lessons learned are 
cumulative and brought forward from phase to phase. However, at the end of the Test Cycle it 
will be the Cycle as a whole that must be audited. The audit should consist of the following 


elements: 


 Awareness and training aspects 


 Documentation Control 


 Organizational and Administrative aspects 


 Vital Records Security 


 Structure, Contents and Actions of the Cycle as a whole 


 DRP Maintenance procedures 


 Contracts, SLAs, or Other Commitments 


 Suppliers Actions 


 Logistics Flow 


 Individual Test Phase effectiveness (success\failure) 


5.2 Plan Maintenance 


The First Health Services Corporate Compliance Director will maintain this Business 
Resumption Plan.  


The Business Resumption Plan including all appendices will be reviewed at least twice annually 


to ensure that its contents remain current. A review is also performed after each test. 


5.3 Plan Control  


The Business Resumption Plan will not be altered (following testing or change in configuration 
or vendors) unless the change is approved by Corporate Compliance Director and the Chief 


Operating Officer.  


A copy of the plan is maintained at our offsite location. The plan is stored in both hardcopy and 


softcopy so that its contents are readily available.  
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5.4 Response Teams 


It is the purpose of this plan to make business resumption as efficient as possible. In order to 
accomplish this, Response Teams are used. These teams carry out designated responsibilities 
within their areas to maximize available resources. An Emergency Team of specific members of 
the senior management staff will assemble. Each team, with the exception of the Emergency 
Team, will consist of a Team Leader and other members as are required by that Team Leader. It 
will be the responsibility of the designated Team Leaders to maintain current information 
(name, address and phone number) for the other members. These lists should be kept within the 


Business Resumption Plan manual for easy reference.  


The response teams are detailed in the Data Center Disaster Contingency Plan, included in this 


document. 
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6.0 Disaster Prevention 


First Health Services has implemented a variety of safety features, which enhance the reliability 
of data processing continuity. Major steps have been taken to prevent situations, which could 
result in a long-term loss of data processing capabilities. These measures minimize the 
likelihood that we will have to execute our Disaster Recover Plan or degrade our services to an 


unsatisfactory level. 
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Appendix G – Offsite File Procedures 


Overview 


The Data Center provides an offsite storage facility for file backups. These backups would be 
used to rebuild the operating system environments, database schemas, NetWare Directory 
Services, and application data files and programs in the event of a disaster situation. Each 
account has input into determining the files and offsite retention requirements for their system. 
The Data Center provides a high-level backup procedure to ensure that all critical files are 


recoverable. 


Data Center Procedure 


Full pack dump of all volumes, excluding spool and work, are done each Sunday using IBM’s 
DFDSS. Change flag is turned off for all datasets. Backup carts are sent offsite each Monday. 
Files are retained for a period of three weeks - most current generation offsite, older two 


generations onsite. 


Incremental dump of all non-VSAM files, excluding spool and work volumes, are dumped daily 
Monday - Saturday. Incremental dumps do not reset the change flag. Therefore, all non-VSAM 
files which have been changed or created since the last weekend full dump are backed up to 
cartridge during this process. Incremental files are sent offsite daily Monday - Friday. Executes 


DFDSS program. 


In addition, the following individual files backups are taken offsite daily to support the 


operating system environment: 


 CA1 Master Catalog 


 CA7 User Catalog 


 CA11 ESP/Encore 


Distributed Systems Procedures 


Full backups of all servers and volumes, including user data, database tables, files and dumps, 
registry and system configuration, and initialization files are performed weekly. Differential 
backups are performed nightly. The backup tapes are rotated offsite with the Data Center tapes 


by the same company. NDS schemas are replicated to no less than two other remote locations. 


Application Specific Data 


 All Endevor files (program source) 
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Several documentation files are maintained online in PDF formatted files. These files are 


dumped via the weekly full dump and daily incremental procedure. These files include: 


 Production run documentation 


 Production print procedures 


 Operations standard operating procedures 


 Network operations procedures 


Procedures for File Restoration 


Disk File Recovery – Distributed Systems Relocation 


 Backup tapes and related files are delivered from offsite facility to First Health Services 


 Server operating systems are installed and volumes created 


 Volume or file is restored with most current correct backup tape 


 Updates are reapplied in correct sequence 


 Security rights are verified for access to the data/volume/file/program 


Disk File Recovery - Data Center Relocation 


 Backup files are delivered from offsite facility to disaster recovery site 


 Restore system volumes and volumes with user catalogs 


 Update catalogs with most current daily backup 


 Allocate JES spool space and work volumes 


 IPL operating system - format spool 


 Forward restore CA1, CA7, CA11 


 Restore PROD, TEST, and MIG volumes 


 Start DFHSM 


 Apply incremental file backups 


 Restore application specific VSAM data with most current offsite file 


 Reapply updates to VSAM files 


 Backup most current master file 


Critical Tape File Recovery 


 Backup files are delivered from offsite facility 


 Offsite copy is copied to production data set name 


 Updates are reapplied in the correct sequence creating updated master 
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Appendix H – Verizon Data Center Disaster Recovery 
Procedures 


Verizon IT uses an enterprise backup system featuring STK 9840 fiber channel tape drives and 
an STK 9310 automated library for tape backups. These services include automated weekly full 
and daily incremental saves for the operating system, database, and associated files. Verizon IT 
performs backup and restore functions for customer systems, databases, and applications. They 
will perform error monitoring, track repairs, reformat new packs, and coordinate DASD 


recovery on the First Health Services’ system to ensure service continuity. 


Verizon IT defines the types of backups as follows: 


 Backup –  


 A copy of a data set that is kept for reference in case the original data set is destroyed 


 Full backup –  


 A file consisting of all the data sets residing on a DASD volume at a given time 


 Incremental backup –  


 A file consisting of all data sets that have been modified or newly created since the last 
incremental backup of the same volume 


Verizon IT’s standard schedule for retention of backup data is as follows: 


 Daily saves –  


 Rotated offsite daily (seven days per week); three copies retained offsite 


 Bi-weekly saves –  


 Performed Wednesday and Sunday with rotation offsite the next business day; three 
copies retained offsite 


 Monthly saves –  


 Retained onsite one year 


 Yearly saves –  


 Retained onsite five years with a duplicate retained offsite for the same period. 


Verizon IT uses the following tools to manage backups and restorations: 


 Data Facilities Storage Management Subsystem (DFSMS) – DFSMS by IBM is used to 
handle data placement, performance, availability, space utilization, and security. DFSMS 
automatically reclaims space that is allocated to old and unused data sets and determines how 
long an unused data set resides in primary storage. This tool comprises the following 
products: 
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 MVS/DFP for program, data, and device management 


 DFDSS, a primary data mover 


 DFHSM for automated space availability management. 


 Fast Dump Restore (FDR) – FDR is a utility program designed to dump and restore by full 
volume or by data sets. FDR fully supports DFSMS and supports a compression option that 
significantly reduces the amount of tape and elapsed time required. FDR also provides a 
backup and restore capability when no operating system is available. 


Verizon IT provides a secure data center environment for onsite tapes at their data center and 
maintains an offsite facility where tapes are stored in a secure vault. They use the CA-1 tape 
management system to control retention and offsite shipping, and the ACF2 data security 
software for controlling data access. The offsite tape vault is audited quarterly and their onsite 
tape library is audited annually. For each audit, the tape inventory is compared with the CA-1 
tape management system records for accuracy and then reconciled. Cyclic vaulting and 
accompanying reports are automated. Special handling requests are processed according to job 
aids and established procedures. The customer application or the Verizon IT system support 
teams may initiate a request for production or ad hoc restores. Verizon IT follows standard 


operating system processes to initiate automated restores. 


Verizon IT Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Plans 


Verizon IT’s disaster recovery plan begins with disaster prevention. The cornerstones of these 
plans are backup and redundancy, preparation, and planning. Verizon IT offers a complete 
disaster recovery program, providing twenty-four hour operating system restoration, with full 


restoration of processing within seventy-two hours following a declared disaster event. 


Verizon IT is committed to providing consistent customer service by implementing extensive 
preventive measures. Their disaster recovery plans are designed to cover all possible scenarios, 
from power loss, to CPU failure, to catastrophic destruction of the data center. In the event of 
damage or destruction to the primary processing site, the disaster recovery plan is enacted. 


Verizon IT’s data center facilities provide: 


 A satellite monitoring system that provides warning of impending hazardous weather 
conditions 


 Multiple banks of UPS battery backup units 


 Diesel generators and fuel sufficient to allow the data center to operate continuously for 
approximately thirty days 


 Comprehensive, regularly tested hot site plans 


 One of the nation’s largest backbone networks, enabling Verizon IT to capitalize on virtual 
data center capabilities 
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The event detection and alert process, illustrated in Figure 1, begins with the discovery of an 
incident. Verizon IT’s security department notifies the disaster recovery coordinator and disaster 
recovery manager of the incident. Security then performs a preliminary damage assessment. If a 
major incident occurs, their emergency management and disaster assessment teams are activated 


to determine whether a disaster should be declared. 


Verizon IT maintains a full-time disaster recovery staff at all of their data centers; in case a 
disaster requires remote site personnel to provide additional support. They apply the most 
sophisticated technology available for disaster prevention. Table 1 shows the composition of 


Verizon IT disaster recovery teams, ranging from software support to security.  


Table 1 - Composition of Verizon Disaster Recovery Teams 


Disaster Recovery Teams Team Participants 


Management Response  Security team 


 Administrative support team 


 Disaster recovery coordinator 


 Emergency management team 


Hot-site Restoration  User liaison team 


 MVS support team 


 Software recovery team 


 Offsite storage team 


 Computer operations team 


 Network telecommunications team 


 DASD resource management team 


Application Recovery  First Health Services Services' application team 


 Verizon IT’s application assistance team 


Site Restoration Damage assessment team 


Verizon IT also selected IBM as their disaster recovery vendor. IBM maintains a multi-hot site, 
multi-platform environment, with nationwide locations providing backup support and additional 
processing capability. The hot site’s communication network is maintained as an inactive node 
on Verizon IT’s commercial backbone network, which can be activated within minutes to 


support the hot-site operations on a national level. 


Appropriate measures are taken to ensure that, in the event of disaster or production problems, 
all safeguards necessary to recover from such events are in place to meet or exceed the 
customer’s performance requirements. Verizon IT also maintains archived files and backups 


necessary for the successful retrieval of any customer data. 


Verizon IT follows a fully documented disaster recovery methodology that provides step-by-
step guidance and online help with plan development, project definition, and plan maintenance. 
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Table 2 illustrates the five-stage recovery methodology that is followed in the event of a 


catastrophic disaster (e.g., fire, tornado, hurricane, or earthquake). 


Table 2 Verizon IT’s Five-Step Disaster Recovery Process 


Stage Tasks 


1 – Damage Assessment  Secure the damaged site 


 Notify emergency management personnel 


 Activate appropriate disaster recovery teams 


 Conduct damage assessment 


 Normalize or declare a disaster 


2 – Environmental Restoration  Secure alternate site and notify hot-site vendor 


 Organize offsite backup data 


 Restore the operating system 


 Establish the technical communications 


 Confirm application security 


3 – Application Restoration  Establish proper restore points for application and databases 


 Provide software support 


 Set up operations schedule 


 Load and test all critical applications and databases 


 Establish offsite storage controls 


 Confirm application security 


4 – Business Functions Restoration  Resume business functions 


 Provide administrative support 


 Manage support activities 


 Notify users of start-up cycles 


 Perform cycle testing 


5 – Relocate to Home Site  Establish a move schedule 


 Secure all required hardware at the home site 


 Load and restore the operating environment using hot-site 


backup 


 Establish normal operation at the home site 


 Terminate operations at the hot site or shell site 


 Verify offsite controls are in place 


When an emergency occurs, the disaster recovery coordinator and disaster recovery manager at 
the data center assess the damages and determine the ability of the data center to continue 
processing. The key to an efficient recovery is a thorough and prompt assessment of damages to 
the facility’s resources. It is imperative that a determination of disaster status is made as soon as 
possible. If the data center’s physical facilities are inaccessible, a temporary command center is 


established. 
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After a disaster is declared, stage two of disaster recovery involves restoring the operating 
environment, which provides the framework to restore critical applications. In stage three, 


critical applications are restored. Business functions are restored in stage four. 


Five days after having moved production processing to the IBM’s hot site, the disaster recovery 
manager and site restoration manager estimate the length of time required before production 
processing can be restored at the home site. In stage five, we perform the steps required to move 


from the hot site back to the home site. 


The disaster recovery coordinator ensures that documentation outlining procedures to be 
followed during each stage of recovery is complete. This person also ensures that 
documentation outlining the alternate methods and procedures to be followed by the user 
community in a disaster situation are developed and included in the data center disaster recovery 


plan. 


Disaster recovery documentation includes: 


 A list of personnel responsible for the applicable recovery effort 


 A list of high-level action items to be performed in chronological order in the event of a 
disaster situation 


 A set of detailed scripts and step-by-step instructions for each applicable task, sufficiently 
detailed so that a knowledgeable person in that particular field could perform the task 


 A prioritized list of critical production applications 


Should the equipment be damaged or destroyed, Verizon IT’s damage assessment team will 
evaluate the extent of the damage and make appropriate recommendations. The damage 
assessment team includes Verizon IT’s personnel and onsite equipment vendors. For equipment 
replacement or repair procedures, the damage assessment team contacts the appropriate vendors 
for repair and the Verizon IT procurement group for assistance in purchasing new equipment. 
They have agreements in place with all primary equipment vendors for emergency repairs and 


replacement. 


A customized disaster recovery plan specific to First Health Services’ will be maintained 
throughout the life cycle of the outsourcing contract. The First Health Services’ Disaster 
Recovery plan will become part of Verizon IT’s data center disaster recovery plan and will 
provide established and tested backup and disaster recovery procedures, offsite facilities, and 
backup site facilities, ensuring the capability to recover from partial or full-scale disasters within 


or exceeding performance requirements. 
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Appendix I – Phoenix Corporate Data Center Disaster 
Recovery Procedures 


1.0 Description 


1.1 Recovery Plan Checklist 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the steps to be taken to recover the systems located in Phoenix Corporate Data Center.


 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: DCA 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION: Outsourced Recovery Site 
 


# Recovery Plan Checklist Resource 


1 Disaster Declaration – See Disaster Declaration procedures  Team Leader/ 
Recovery Coordinator 


2 Contact Team Members – See Team Contact procedures  Team Leader/ 
Recovery Coordinator 


3 Contact External Sources – See External Contact procedures for 
additional details 


Team Leader 


4 Retrieve Backups – See Vital Records procedures for additional details Operations 


5 Transport of employee resources to recovery site Recovery Coordinator/ 
Admin 


6 OS recovery of Veritas, application, database, and DNS servers Sys Admin 


7 Veritas catalogue restore Sys Admin 


8 Veritas restore of file systems on application and database server Operations 


9 RMAN restore of database DBA 


10 Application software recovery – license keys App Dev/Sys Admin 


11 Network recovery Telecom/Network 


Engineering 


12 DNS recovery Network Engineering 


13 Operational recovery Team Leader 
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1.2 Recovery Plan Introduction 


1.2.1 Overview 


This First Health Services’ Recovery Plan is designed to provide recovery from any type of 
unplanned business interruption, such as a loss of computer processing or telecommunications, a 
loss of building access, or physical facility disaster.  System documentation is on file on the 


corporate computer system and the Data Center. 


This plan provides an overview of the strategies, resources, and procedures required to recover 
from any short or long-term business interruption. 


1.2.2 How to Use this Plan 


This plan is organized into the following sections: 


 Emergency Notification Information – This section contains the emergency notification 
and activation procedures. Key elements of this section are the recovery team members, 
external contacts and activation procedures for this recovery plan. 


 Vital Records Information – This section contains vital records storage, retrieval, and 
recovery procedures.  


 Business Requirements – This section contains the business requirements for this business 
unit. Key recovery elements of this section are the recovery priorities, recovery windows, 
acceptable data loss, and recovery requirements. 


 IBM Hot-site Procedures – This section contains the procedures and details surrounding the 
use of the IBM hot site, including access procedures and information security.  


 Database Recovery Procedures – This section contains the procedures for recovering 
Oracle Databases. 


 System Recovery Procedures – This section contains the procedures for recovering systems 
and application files. 


 LAN Recovery Procedures - This section contains the procedures for setting up the 
necessary workstations and recovering the application on the LAN. 


 WAN/Telecom Recovery Procedures – This section contains the recovery procedures for 
the WAN. 


 Network Engineering Recovery Procedures – This section contains the recovery 
procedures for the routers, LAN Infrastructure, and DNS. 


 Production Support Recovery Procedures – This section contains the recovery procedures 
for Autosys client and resumption of production processes. 
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 Production Support (Implementation Analyst) Recovery Procedures - This section 
contains procedures that are specific to the Implementation Analyst Team, such as 
verification of PERL module and script recovery. This Team also tests connections to 
DEPCON, FTPs, and the production database, as well as initiation of the GOPE process. 


 App Dev Recovery Procedures – This section contains the synchronization procedures 
following the setup and configuration of the required servers and applications. 


 Data Center Operations Recovery Procedures – This section contains the procedures for 
restoring Veritas system backups, cataloging and loading tapes.  


 Testing and Maintenance – This section contains the testing objectives and results. Other 
key elements in this section are the maintenance and distribution schedules for this recovery 
plan. 


1.2.3 Recovery Plan Scope 


This plan is designed to create a state of readiness that will provide recovery guidelines for a 
“worst-case disaster scenario.” This means that the planning team plans for a loss of facility, 
computer operations and partial loss to employee support. The worst-case planning scenario 
allows First Health Services to use the recovery plan information in the event of any type of 


disaster. 


1.2.4 Recovery Plan Objectives 


This recovery plan has been developed to meet the following objectives: 


 Provide an organized and consolidated approach to managing recovery activities following 
an unplanned incident or business interruption, avoiding confusion and reducing exposure to 
error. 


 Define the team players, roles and responsibilities for the recovery process, to ensure each 
member understands what to do in the event of a disaster. 


 Recover critical Tier 1 applications in a timely manner, increasing the ability of the company 
to recover from a disaster. 


1.3 Recovery Plan Assumptions 


This recovery plan has been developed based upon the following main assumptions, although 
some individual recovery procedures include additional assumptions, based on their unique 


requirements: 


 Only company facilities have been disabled by the disruption; alternate sites and relocation 
facilities will not be affected 


 The alternate site will make use of a third party recovery site (hot site). 
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 All contracted hot site hardware will be available. 


 Hot site will possess adequate network connectivity back into the First Health Services’ core 
network. This means that all remote sites will have connectivity to the hot site and hot-site 
systems will have connectivity back to all the required First Health Services dependant 
systems and processes. 


 Hot site host IP addressing may differ from production, but the host naming will be expected 
to be identical on the hot-site hosts as the production machines being recovered. 


 First Health Services DNS will remain intact and available to the hot-site hosts 


 Only the DCA facility is disabled by the disruption; alternate sites and relocation facilities 
are unaffected.   


 Offsite storage locations for critical backup files and vital information are intact and 
accessible. 


 A sufficient number of qualified employees are available to assume business recovery 
responsibilities.   


 Plan testing, maintenance, and updates are performed on a regular basis to ensure a viable 
state of readiness. 
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2.0 Emergency Notification Information 


2.1 Recovery Documents 


2.1.1 Emergency Notification Introduction 


2.1.1.1 Emergency Notification Overview 


This section contains the procedures and guidelines to follow to activate the recovery team 
members and to notify other employees and external contacts. It also contains the procedures 


and authorized individuals to declare a disaster for the business unit or data center 


2.1.1.2 How to Use this Section 


To use this section turn to the necessary pages to get the information needed for activation of the 
recovery team. The section is formatted with the following: 


 Disaster Declaration Procedures – The individuals authorized to declare a disaster along 
with the procedures to follow in declaring a disaster for this function. 


 Recovery Team Roster – Names and contact information for the activation of team 
members. 


 Team Contact Procedures – Procedures to follow when contacting team members. 


 External Contact Roster – Names and contact information for the notification of external 
resources. 


 External Contact Procedures – Procedures to follow when contacting external resources 
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2.1.2 Disaster Declaration Procedures 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the procedures used to declare a disaster with IBM and activate the recovery plan in 


the event of a business disruption. 


USE: 


 Pre-Incident: 


 List the authorized individuals and disaster declaration procedures that are necessary to activate 
this recovery plan. 


 Post-Incident: 


 In the event of a business disruption, only the authorized individuals can formally declare a 
disaster and activate this recovery plan. To activate the plan, follow the disaster declaration 


procedures listed in the form. 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: Shared document 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION: IBM 


Authorized Individuals Phone Number Password (if applicable) 


Ed Wristen See internal roster  


Ron Boeving   


Bob Bularzik   


Susan Oberling   
 


# Disaster Declaration Procedures Resource 


1 Authorized employee calls IBM and declares disaster: 1-800-IBM-SERV Authorized employee 


2 Provide the following information to IBM Customer Support: 


 Company’s name and address: 
First Health Services 
3200 Highland Avenue 


Downer’s Grove, Illinois  60515 


 IBM Customer Number (to be included here) 


 Recovery Services contract numbers (to be included here) 


 The name of the person calling and the name of the company contact 


 A callback telephone number where you can be reached 


 The nature and severity of the outage emergency situation 


Authorized individual 


3 IBM will confirm information and will return the call IBM 


4 Initiation of IBM recovery support/process IBM 


5 Hot site will be ready for use no later than twenty-four hours following a 
declaration 


IBM 
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# Disaster Declaration Procedures Resource 


6 Contact IBM project manager to notify them of authorized employee to 
access data center 


Recovery Coordinator 


2.1.3 Team Contact Procedures 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the procedures used to contact recovery team members in the event of a business 


disruption. 


USE: 


 Pre-Incident: 


 List the procedures in order of priority for contacting team members in the event of a business 
interruption. 


 Post-Incident: 


 This form outlines the steps to be taken, in order of priority, to contact team members in the 
event of a business disruption. 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: Information Systems 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION: DCA 


# Contact Procedures  


1 Contact EUC and have team members paged  


2 Contact team members using their direct office lines  


3 Use direct pager or cell phone numbers to contact team members  


4 Contact team members using home phone numbers 


Note: In the event of an emergency, do not give out information relating 


 to the emergency to anyone other than the team members. 
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2.1.4 External Contact Procedures 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the procedures used to contact external resources in the event of a business disruption.


USE: 


 Pre-Incident: 


 List the procedures in order of priority for contacting external resources in the event of a business 
interruption. 


 Post-Incident: 


 In the event of a business disruption, the person in charge of business continuity for your area 
will obtain this form from Business Continuity planning and follow the contact procedures listed 


in the form. 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: Information Systems 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION: Downer’s Grove, IL 


# Contact Procedures  


1 Use the external contact roster for contacting external resources.  


2   


3   


4   


5   
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2.2 Team Rosters  


2.2.1 DCA 


Name Recovery Role Home Phone Cell Phone Office Phone Pager 


Razi Ud-din DBA Manager     


Sanjay Mittal App/Sys Admin     


Wayne Bushman BCP Facilitator     


Jeff Kosturik Recovery Facilitator     


Andrew Levers DBA     


Richard Milks Sys Admin     


Wally Noworul Data Center 
Operations 


    


2.2.2 Richmond 


Name Recovery Role Home Phone Cell Phone Office Phone Pager 


Peter Quinn Chief Operating 
Officer 


    


Don Moore Vice President, 
Operations 


    


Don Audette Director, Tech 
Services 
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2.2.3 External Contact Profiles 


Business Unit: FirstRx™ 


Category: VAN 


Organization Name:  NDC Health Organization ID:  


Contact Name:  Network Operations Center General Office Phone: 404-728-2000 


E-Mail Address: a.network@ndchealth.com Contact Office Phone: 404-728-2570 


Address:  1564 Northeast Expressway Fax Number:  


Address2: Product or Service:   


City:  Atlanta Notification Priority:  1 - Immediate 


State or Province Code:  GA Zip Code:  30329 


Organization Name:  WebMD/Envoy Organization ID:  


Contact Name: Network Operations Center General Office Phone:  201-703-3400 


E-Mail Address:  bnanetwork@webmd.net Contact Office Phone: 615-399-1130 


Address:  669 River Drive Fax Number:  


Address2: Product or Service:   


City:  Elmwood Park Notification Priority:  1 - Immediate 


State or Province Code:  NJ Zip Code:  07407 
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3.0 Vital Records Access 


3.1 Recovery Documents 


3.1.1 Vital Records Introduction 


The vital records section contains the procedures and guidelines for accessing the backup 
records and data that are vital to the operations of the business unit. These records may be in 
hard copy or electronic formats. In either case, the vital records must be backed up and stored in 


remote locations.  


In the event of a disaster declaration, you must have access to this information. This section will 


outline the storage areas, authorized to retrieve the documents, and how to retrieve them. 


3.1.1.1 How to Use this Section 


To use this section turn to the necessary pages to get the information needed for retrieval and 


recovery of vital records. This section contains the following divisions: 


 Vital Records Listing – A listing of the vital records, locations of offsite storage and the 
necessary timeline for retrieving the documents 


 Vital Records Access Procedures– A list of authorized employees, storage locations and 
access procedures for retrieving vital records from offsite storage 
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3.1.2 Vital Records Access Procedures - Phoenix 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the procedures used to retrieve vital records and data in the event of a business 


disruption. 


USE: 


 Pre-Incident: 


 List the authorized individuals, storage vendor information, and record retrieval procedures that 
are necessary to activate this recovery plan. 


 Post-Incident: 


 In the event of a business disruption, only the authorized individuals can retrieve vital records fro 
storage. Use this form to access the vital records and data. 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: Shared 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION: Phoenix 


STORAGE VENDOR INFORMATION: 


Iron Mountain 
602-721-5427 


Leesa Stovall 


Authorized Individuals Phone Number Password (if applicable) 


Jordan Dahl  N/A 


Ed Larsen  N/A 


Garrett Anderson  N/A 


Sandeep Gupta  N/A 


Note: For specific employee authorized levels of access, refer to “Iron Mountain Access”  


# Vital Records Retrieval Process  


1 Identify the databases and dates of backups that need to be recovered  


2 Have an authorized employee contact Iron Mountain to send the tapes  


3 Once the tapes arrive, complete an inventory and catalog tapes  


4 Using DHL or FedEx, send the tapes to the Recovery Site  


5 Once the tapes arrive in Recovery Site, begin the data recovery procedures 
as outlined. 
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SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: Shared 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION: Phoenix 


OFFSITE STORAGE FACILITY INFORMATION: 


Name:   Iron Mountain (Leesa Stovall) 


Address:  Phoenix, AZ 


Phone Number:  602-721-5427 


Fax Number:   602-866-0236 


Email Address:  LSTOVALL@IRONMOUNTAIN>COM 


 


Iron Mountain Acct # 18014 


 


Special Charges: 


Critical 1.5 hrs - $75.00 


Emergency 3 hrs - $55.00 


Unscheduled 24 hrs - $30.00 


3.1.3 Iron Mountain Access - DCA 


First Name Last Name 
Secure 


Sync User 
ID 


A B C D E 
DR 


Auth 


WILMER BEGAY wbegay x x x    


JOE BRECKEL jbreckel x x x    


JORDAN DAHL jdahl10 x x x x x DR 6 


JEREMY FAIRBURN jfairburn2 x x x    


LINDEN GOODWIN lgoodwin5 x x x    


EDWARD LARSEN elarsen5 x x x x x DR 6 


COLLIN TOOHEY ctoohey x x x    


Please make additions as necessary through the SecureSync application at: 


https://www.securesync.com.  


If updates are not made through the SecureSync application, an E-level signature, matching one 


in our file, is required to authorize changes. 


When deleting employees, please ensure all authorization cards are destroyed. 


"E" LEVEL SIGNATURE ____________________________________________ 
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Authorization Levels: 


Authorization Levels are Mutually Exclusive 


 A = Authorized to release data 


 B = Authorized to receive data 


 C = Authorized to request access to the Iron Mountain Facility 


 D = Authorized to request emergency service to/from customer site 


 E = Authorized to make changes to the authorization list 


Disaster Recovery Authorization Levels: 


 DR 1 = Release/Receive DR Media 


 DR 2 = Interact with Iron Mountain during DR, Release/Receive DR Media 


 DR 3 = Declare/Verify DR 


 DR 4 = Declare/Verify DR, Interact with Iron Mountain during DR, Release/Receive DR 
Media 


 DR 5 = Declare/Verify DR, DR Plan Revisions 


 DR 6 = Declare/Verify DR, Interact with Iron Mountain during DR, Release/Receive DR 
Media, DR Plan Revisions 
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4.0 Business Requirements 


4.1 Recovery Documents 


4.1.1 Business Requirements Summary 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the business/recovery requirements for this recovery plan. Recovery approaches are 


designed based upon these requirements. 


USE: 


 Pre-Incident: 


 Fill out the business/recovery requirements on this document. Supporting information should be 
attached. 


 Post-Incident: 


 In the event of a business disruption, this document will be used to establish recovery priority 
and timelines. In the event that multiple systems and business units were affected. 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: Information Systems - FirstRx™ 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION: DCA 


TIER/PRIORITY/RECOVERY WINDOW: Tier 1 – Priority High 2 day recovery window  


# Database Name 
Acceptable Data 


Loss 


1 Rx 1 day 


2 FirstRx™ System Files 1 day 


3   


4   


5   


4.1.2 Operational Requirements 


The following table identifies the additional Operational requirements that will be needed to 
support this BCP. 


Operational Requirements Table 


At the conclusion of the “Application Development Recovery Procedures” are the decision points 
followed in the event that DCA recovered data is not synchronized with other dependant systems and 


processes.  


The goal of these decision points are to: 


a. Assess what recovered components (data) are not in synchronization with the DCA recovered data. 
b. Assess which files may have been transferred or printed, prior to the BCP event, while 
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Operational Requirements Table 


corresponding current data logs are not in reflection of the transaction having originally occurred. 
c. Collaborate with Application Development, Production Support and DCA Business colleagues. 


Decide upon and execute the appropriate recovery actions, based on what data is out of synch and 
based on the availability of data from other sources.  
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5.0 IBM Hot-site Procedures 


5.1 Recovery Documents 


5.1.1 Sterling Forest Recovery Center Information (IBM Business 
Continuity and Recovery Services) 


5.1.1.1 Environmental & Security/Safety Controls 


The Business Continuity and Recovery Services Site is equipped with the following: 


 Hot Site: Environmental controls 


 Separate power grids 


 Dual power feeders 


 Automated power switching 


 Uninterrupted power supply 


 Redundant chillers/air conditioners 


 Alternate water supply 


 Dual A/C control compressors 


 Alternate power generation Hot Site: Security/safety controls 


 Lighted off-street parking 


 Closed circuit TV monitoring 


 24 hour guard service 


 Security patrol 


 Computer controlled badge access 


 Smoke detectors 


 Water detectors under the floor 


 Fire extinguishers 


 Self-healing, diversely routed Optical Network (SONET) 


 Extended Support Facility (Cold Site): The cold site contains the same environmental, safety 
and security controls as listed above. 


5.1.1.2 Site Access 


Access is unrestricted during the hours of 7:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. 
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From 9:30 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and on weekends, the north gate 
entrance must be used. Both north and south gates are equipped with cameras and monitored by 
site security 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. At the security gate, press the button and notify 
Security of your company name. After gaining access to the IBM site, follow the signs 
"Business Continuity and Recovery Services Parking." You will be directed to parking areas 
reserved for our customers. Please park in the reserved spaces designated for Business 
Continuity and Recovery Services customers located in tier 1. During the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 
3:00 p.m., customers may enter the center lobby. The security guard will direct you to the 


elevator that will take you up to the fourth floor. 


After 3:00 p.m., the Customer Entrance may be used to enter the site. An airphone on the wall 
by the entrance door should be used to communicate with your Customer Administrator who 


will give you access to the site. 


5.1.1.3 Badges 


Identification badges will be issued to all customers utilizing the Sterling Forest Business 
Continuity and Recovery Services Site. Your Customer Administrator will ask for identification, 


request each customer to sign in and issue the badge. 


All customers requiring access to the Network Room will be asked to sign a Network Room 
Access Agreement form that requires customers using this area to restrict their activities to their 


company-owned equipment. 


5.1.1.4 Scramble pads 


Scramble pads have been installed on the Sterling Forest building entrances that lead to the 
Business Continuity and Recovery Services Site. In addition, scramble pads have been installed 


in all areas of the site that require controlled access. 


To ensure effective security throughout the site, the following areas of responsibility apply: 


 At least forty-eight hours prior to the recovery exercise, the customer will provide to the 
Project Manager the full name of the attendees with their scheduled time of arrival and will 
indicate who among the attendees needs network access. 


 The Project Manager will inform your Customer Administrator and Sterling Forest Site 
Security of pending customer arrivals via the Customer Access Authorization Form. The 
Customer Administrator will prepare individual access codes for each attendee and for each 
attendee needing network access. 


 The Customer Administrator will load customer names on the Scramble Pad Database and 
assign access codes to the areas of the facility that the customer will be using. 
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 The Customer Administrator will program the scramble pad to operate the appropriate doors 
only for the length of time each customer is scheduled to be using the site. Upon customer 
arrival at the Business Continuity and Recovery Services Reception area on the fourth floor, 
the Customer Administrator will provide those codes to each customer, explain the function 
and use of the scramble pad, and assign the appropriate suites and offices. 


The code will allow the customer access to the following areas: 


 Access to the building entrance that leads to the site 


 The elevator that leads to the site on the fourth floor 


 The doorway that leads into the site reception area 


 The assigned customer suites and offices 


The Customer Administrator will monitor printouts of customer access to these areas and report 
any malfunctions or breach of security throughout the customer's visit. Upon customer departure 
from the site, the Customer Administrator will ensure that the codes provided have been 


removed from the scramble pad system to prevent re-entry. 


5.1.1.5 Security Policies 


Weapons (of any type), drugs (other than prescription drugs prescribed by a licensed medical 
doctor), and alcoholic beverages in any form, are not permitted at any IBM location. Failure or 
refusal to comply with this requirement will be cause for immediate removal from the site. If 


this condition exists or is suspected, IBM Security will be contacted immediately. 


Prior authorization is required before a camera or video equipment can be brought into the 
building. Please make advance arrangements through your Project Manager so the proper 
permits can be issued. For safety and health reasons, it is requested that children and pets not be 


brought onsite during an exercise. 


IBM is not responsible for personal belongings. Lost and found inquiries should be made to 


your Project Manager. 


5.1.1.6 Restrooms 


Restrooms are located on the AA aisle of the second and third floors and on the GG aisle of the 


fourth floor. 


5.1.1.7 Showers 


Showers are available for the exclusive use of Business Continuity and Recovery Services 
customers and are located in the shower room area of the Ladies and Mens Rooms on the GG 


aisle. Towels and sundries are available at the reception desk. 
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5.1.1.8 Smoking guidelines 


You are also welcome to smoke outside the Sterling Forest facility (site entrance doors on the 
first floor). 


5.1.1.9 Activities 


Popular VHS movies are available for viewing in the Business Continuity and Recovery 
Services customer lounge. The tapes are available at the reception desk. Also available are 


cards, board games, basketball, tennis, boccie ball equipment, and jogging trails. 


5.1.1.10 Vital Records 


All vital records being used for a business recovery exercise should be shipped between 8:00 
a.m. and 4:00 p.m. EST, Monday through Friday. Your company name and address should be 


listed on all boxes, plus the number of boxes being shipped (e.g., 1 of 10). 


It is recommended you bring prepared return shipping labels and documents (including billing 


account numbers) with you to aid in the return of your tapes and materials. 


 After 4:00 p.m. and on weekends, all vital records will be received by the Customer 
Administrator and Security 


Ship all vital records to the following address: 


Business Continuity and Recovery Services Site/4th Floor 
IBM Corporation 
IBM Business Continuity and Recovery Services 
300 Long Meadow Road 


Sterling Forest, NY 10979 


5.1.1.11 Software Reference Library 


The site has a software reference library located on the AA aisle adjacent to the reception area 
on the fourth floor. Manuals regarding messages and codes, JCL, etc., for all major IBM 
products are contained in this library. The latest CD-ROM manuals are also available. Specific 


required references should be verified prior to your arrival. 


5.1.1.12 Customer Repro Room 


The Sterling Forest site has provided a room on the HH aisle equipped with photocopy machine, 
shredder, foil making machine, and a fax machine (845) 759-4610. 
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5.1.1.13 Telephones/Messages 


Touch-tone telephones are installed throughout the building. The Business Continuity and 
Recovery Services Site's main telephone number is (845) 759 -4900. With this system, local 
calls are made by first dialing "9" and then the number. For long distance calls, dial "9," 
followed by the area code and number. To dial internal numbers, dial the four-digit extension. If 


none are available, it will roll over to the reception desk. 


If someone needs to contact you at the site while you are still en-route, your Customer 
Administrator will take telephone messages. The Customer Administrators can be reached at 
(845) 759-4900. 


5.1.1.14 Shipping and Receiving 


During normal business hours (8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. EST), the Sterling Forest shipping and 
receiving department will accept delivery of packages. In addition, shipping and receiving will 
supply packaging materials, and weigh and ship packages leaving the facility, including 


airfreight. See the Customer Administrator for assistance. 


Shipping and receiving of packages during off shift can also be accommodated. Please see the 


Customer Administrator for assistance. 


5.1.1.15 Cafeteria Services 


The cafeteria hours each weekday are 7:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. and 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. EST. 
The cafeteria offers a fresh salad bar, sandwich bar, and daily hot entrees. In addition, snacks, 


beverages, and desserts. 


5.1.1.16 Vending Area 


Vending services are available on the second and fourth floors in the Sterling Forest Business 
Continuity and Recovery Services Site. Vending machines are located in the customer lounge 
area on the GG aisle. Services such as hot and cold beverages, sandwiches, snack items, and 


candy are available twenty-four hours a day. 


Questions about this food service should be directed to your Customer Administrator. 


5.1.1.17 Food Service Options 


Many food service options are available to customers: 


 You may eat breakfast and lunch in the IBM cafeteria during weekday hours 


 Vending machines are available for your use in the customer lounge on the fourth floor 
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 You are welcome to leave the building to purchase food at local restaurants. A list of local 
restaurants can be found in the Hotels and Dining section of this guide and at the reception 
desk. 


 You may order food from local restaurants and have food delivered to IBM. A list of local 
restaurants can be found in this guide. Menus are available at the reception desk. Also, refer 
to the list of local food caterers in the vendor section of this guide. Customer Administrators 
will be happy to order food for you. 


 You may purchase food directly from the Canteen Corporation. Coffee, tea, decaf, and hot 
chocolate are supplied free of charge to customers throughout their stay. 


You may purchase food from the cafeteria Monday through Friday and take it back to the 
customer lounge. If you choose, you may pay the Canteen Corporation directly with a corporate 
or personal credit card (American Express, Visa, and MasterCard are accepted), in the following 


manner: 


 1. You will be escorted before 11:00 a.m. by a Project Manager or Customer Administrator 


to the Canteen office where Canteen Corporation will take an imprint of your credit card. 


 2. A Project Manager will then supply you with cafeteria vouchers. Fill out your names on 
the voucher. The vouchers can now be used in place of cash on the cafeteria checkout 
line. After you have made your purchases, Canteen Corporation will total the vouchers 


and record the amount on the credit card imprint taken earlier. 


 3. After lunch, the Project Manager or a Customer Administrator will escort you back to 
the Canteen office to approve the cost and obtain your copies of the receipts. Other 
forms of payment are postal money orders, money orders drawn from local bank, and 
travelers checks. You may have breakfast, lunch, or dinner catered by the Canteen 
Corporation and delivered to the customer lounge. This service is available 7 days a 
week. All orders require 24-hour advance notice. Select menus, if requested, will require 
48-hour advance notice when ordering for the weekend. A menu listing is available from 


the Project Manager or Customer Administrator. 


Please Note: If food preparation is required on Saturday or Sunday, a labor charge for Canteen 
personnel will be applied to your bill. You should discuss this charge with Canteen when 
placing a weekend order. If food is prepared by Canteen on Friday and stored in the customer 


lounge for weekend testing, a labor charge will not be incurred. 


Steps to follow when placing a catering order: 


 1. At the earliest possible date, contact The Dining Center about setting up your event at 


(845) 759-2896. 
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 2. Check back with The Dining Center 72 hours before dinners or luncheons, 24 hours for 
conference selections to confirm your selections as well as the attendance count. Also 


confirm the location and time of catering. 


 3. On the day of your event, please be at your location at the agreed time so that you may 


accept the catering items. 


 4. Inform Canteen that you are a customer and that you want to place a catering order. 


Food orders may also be faxed to the Canteen Corporation by using the food order forms 


supplied by the Project Manager. 


Supply the following information to Canteen when placing orders: 


 Date and time of food delivery. 


 Food Selection. 


 Number of people. 


 Credit card type (Visa, MasterCard, and American Express) number, expiration date, and 
name as it appears on credit card. 


On the day of the recovery exercise, the Project Manager or Customer Administrator will escort 
you to the Canteen office prior to 11:00 a.m. to approve the cost and obtain a copy of the receipt 
for the food service. If payment will be made in cash, money order or by travelers check, this 


may be done upon your arrival. 


5.1.1.18 Computer Paper Recycling 


Recycling of all used computer paper not considered confidential is available in the site. Storage 
in the Receptionist security room has been set aside for non-confidential waste. Customers 
and/or IBM representatives should leave recycled non-confidential computer paper at the 
reception area. Your Customer Administrator will store paper for recycling. Customers will be 
required to use the paper shredders in the sites to dispose of their confidential waste or they may 


take the waste home for disposal. 


5.1.1.19 IBM Staff Area 


The IBM staff offices are located in building two on the second floor and in buildings one and 
two on the third floor. These offices are in close proximity to the site and allow the staff to be 


readily accessible for support purposes. 


Our Sterling Forest Multivendor Competency Center offers the utmost in security - a fully 
hardened facility, 24-hour guard, computer controlled scramble pad, and four levels of security 
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access. In addition, the site provides customer offices, conference rooms, technical libraries, and 


customer operations suites. 


5.1.2 Sterling Forest Suite Information (IBM Business Continuity and 
Recovery Services) 


5.1.2.1 Customer Lounge Areas 


Customer lounges are located on the second and fourth floors, including two separate areas on 
the second floor and four separate areas on the fourth floor. Each has a phone, television with 
VCR, movies, games, and has easy access to our vending area that is right around the corner. 
The lounges are also wired for end-user space, each with two voice, two data, and four 110v 


A/C power receptacles. 


We have 144 snack items; from apples to Philly cheese steaks and eight different soda selections 
- six regular and two diet - available from our vending machines. We provide complimentary 
coffee, tea, and hot cocoa. Refrigerators, a sink, and a microwave are available for your use. 
You can also order food to be brought up from our cafeteria or select from a number of area 


caterers for food service. 


This may sound like all frills, but we have seen that the lounge areas are helpful, especially in 
pressure situations or during different phases of exercises. If your managers or end users are 
involved in parts of, but not all, of your exercise, the lounge area seems to be a good place for 
them to pass time until they are needed. The lounge and games are also a good diversion for the 
people running the exercise; in fact, we had one company running a monopoly game straight 


through for a seventy-two hour exercise. 


5.1.2.2 Distributed Systems Customer Offices 


Customer offices, each twelve feet by twelve feet, are provided for distributed system users 
while at the Business Continuity and Recovery Services Site. To prevent admittance by 
unauthorized persons, entrance to customer suites is regulated by the use of scramble pads. 


These offices are equipped with the following: 


 Locking credenza 


 Locking desk 


 327X terminal 


 Telephones 


 Whiteboard and markers 


 Various office supplies 


 Couch 
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5.1.2.3 Distributed Systems Customer Suites 


The customer suites are designed to facilitate the exercising and/or implementation of your 
business recovery plan. To prevent admittance by unauthorized persons, entrance to customer 


suites is regulated via scramble pads. These suites are equipped with the following:  


 Terminals 


 Customer tape/printer configurations 


 Work tables and chairs 


 File cabinet 


 Telephones 


 Distributed console monitor for viewing while in lounge 


 Various office supplies 


One of the nice features of the Business Continuity and Recovery Services Site is the video 
camera in each of the distributed systems suites. These cameras project a picture of the main 
console to monitors in the lounge area. This convenience will allow you to monitor the restore 
process while relaxing over a cup of coffee or watching television in the customer lounge. 
While you are working in the suite, your privacy is maintained by simply turning the console 


away from the camera.  


5.1.2.4 Telephone Services - Distributed Systems Area - Fourth Floor West 
Side 


Touch-tone telephones are installed throughout the building. The site's main telephone number 
is (845) 759-4900. With this system, local calls are made by first dialing "9" and then the 
number. To dial internal numbers, dial the four-digit extension number. If someone needs to 
contact you at the site while you are still in route, telephone messages will be taken by the 


Customer Administrator who can be reached on extension 4900. 


5.1.2.5 Large Systems Customer Offices 


A minimum of two furnished customer offices, each twelve feet by twelve feet, will be provided 
for large systems customers while at the Business Continuity and Recovery Services Site. These 


offices are equipped with the following: 


 Scramble pad access to office 


 Locking credenza 


 Locking desk 


 Table and chair 


 327X terminal 
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 Telephones 


 White board and markers 


 Various office supplies 


 One couch per suite office 


5.1.2.6 Large Systems Customer Suites 


The customer suites are set up to be convenient to, yet separate from, the computer room. These 
suites are designed to facilitate the exercising and/or implementation of your business recovery 
plan. To prevent admittance by unauthorized persons, entrance to the customer suites is 


regulated via scramble pads. 


Customer suites are equipped with the following: 


 Terminals 


 Customer tape/printer configurations 


 Work tables and chairs 


 File cabinet 


 White board and markers 


 Telephones 


 Coat closet and hangers 


 Various office supplies 


 Conference room available for LS/A & LS/C 


Food and drink are permitted in the console and I/O areas of the suite. 


5.1.2.7 Large Systems Suite Status Phone Mail and Fax 


For your convenience, phone mail has been set up in all of the suites in the large systems area. 
This allows you to receive status reports on the progress of your exercise and also allows your 
peers to leave you messages in the event you cannot be reached. This phone mail system will be 
directed to the last extension in your suite. A retrieval key on the phone pad will allow you to 


receive your messages without having to use a password. 


Phones for the exclusive use of Business Continuity and Recovery Services customers and staff 
are located on each floor of the computer facility and ring directly at the reception desk - 


extension 4900. 
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5.1.2.8 Open Systems Customer Offices 


Customer offices, each twelve feet by twelve feet, are provided for open system users while at 
the Business Continuity and Recovery Services Site. To prevent admittance by unauthorized 
persons, entrance to customer suites is regulated by the use of scramble pads. These offices are 


equipped with the following: 


 Locking credenza 


 Locking desk 


 327X terminal 


 Telephones 


 Whiteboard and markers 


 Various office supplies 


 Couch 


5.1.2.9 Open Systems Customer Suites 


The customer suites are designed to facilitate the exercising and/or implementation of your 
business recovery plan. To prevent admittance by unauthorized persons, entrance to customer 


suites is regulated via scramble pads. These suites are equipped with the following: 


 Terminals 


 Customer tape/printer configurations 


 Work tables and chairs 


 File cabinet 


 Telephones 


 Various office supplies 
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6.0 Database Recovery  


6.1 Recovery Documents 


6.1.1 Oracle BCP RMAN Restore Procedures 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the steps to recover the Oracle Databases using RMAN backups in the event of a 


disaster. 


USE: 


 Pre-Incident: 


 List the procedures in order of priority for recovering the functions in the event of a business 
interruption. 


 Post-Incident: 


 In the event of a business disruption, the person in charge of business continuity for your area 
will obtain this form from Business Continuity planning and follow the recovery procedures 


listed in the form. 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: Shared 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION:  


RECOVERY SITE:  
 


# Recovery Procedures  


1 Connect to secondary recovery catalog database  


2 Find the most recent good RMAN backup  


3 Request RMAN backup tapes  


4 Set up the password file  


5 Connect to target database and secondary recovery catalog database  


6 Specify DBID for the target database  


7 Start the target instance with a dummy server parameter file  


8 Restore server parameter file  


9 Restart the target instance with the restored server parameter file  


10 Restore control file  


11 Mount control file  


12 Catalog archived redo log files  


13 Restore data files  


14 Recover data files to the requirement point in time  


15 Open the target database in resetlogs mode  
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# Recovery Procedures  


16 Add temp files to the temporary table space  


17 Reset the target database in the secondary recovery catalog  


18 Take a new RMAN full database backup to tape  


Assumptions in Disaster Recovery Scenario: 


 Target database, primary recovery catalog database, all control files, all online redo log files, 
all parameter files are lost and not available 


 Secondary recovery catalog database may or may not be available 


 A good RMAN backup of the target database, some archived redo log files generated after 
the time of the backup, at least one autobackup of the control file (if secondary recovery 
catalog database is not available), and at least one autobackup of the server parameter file (if 
secondary recovery catalog database is not available) is available 


 Directory structure on BCP box at the external vendor hot-site may or may not be same as 
the original box. 


 Target database is restored and recovered to the point-in-time of the most recently available 
archived redo log file 
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Step 1: Connect to secondary recovery catalog database 


If secondary recovery catalog database is available (primary recovery catalog database is assumed lost 
in the disaster) then connect to this recovery catalog database from the BCP box. Make sure that the 


tnsnames.ora file on the BCP box has an entry for the secondary recovery catalog database. 


sqlplus username/password@catalogdb* 


* username is the recovery catalog schema. password is the recovery catalog password. catalogdb is the 


oracle net service name for the secondary recovery catalog database.  


Step 2: Find the most recent good RMAN backup 


If secondary recovery catalog database is available then find the most recent good RMAN backup and 


the tapes used for this backup from this recovery catalog database.  


If secondary recovery catalog database is not available then find the most recent good RMAN backup 
and the tapes used for this backup from the Netbackup log files, if available, at 


/usr/openv/netbackup/logs/user_ops/dbext/logs 


Step 3 - Request RMAN backup tapes 


Request the required RMAN backup tapes to be available in the tape library at the external vendor hot-


site. 


Step 4: Set up the password file 


Set up the password file for the target database on the BCP box using the orapwd utility. 


Step 5: Connect to target database and secondary recovery catalog database 


Start RMAN and connect to target database on the BCP box. If secondary recovery catalog database is 


available then also connect to this recovery catalog database. 


rman TARGET sys/password NOCATALOG 


(secondary recovery catalog database is not available)  


rman TARGET sys/password CATALOG username/password@catalogdb 


(secondary recovery catalog database is available) 


Step 6: Specify DBID for the target database 


Specify DBID for the target database with the SET DBID command if secondary recovery catalog 


database is not available. 


Step 7: Start the target instance with a dummy server parameter file 


Run the STARTUP FORCE NOMOUNT command. RMAN attempts to start the instance with a 


dummy server parameter file. 


Step 8: Restore server parameter file 


Allocate a channel to the media manager and then run the RESTORE SPFILE FROM AUTOBACKUP 
command if secondary recovery catalog database is not available. If secondary recovery catalog 


database is available then run the RESTORE SPFILE command. 
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run 


{ 


allocate channel t1 type sbt; 


send 'NB_ORA_CLASS=<Netbackup Policy>, NB_ORA_SERV=<Veritas Master Server>'; 


restore spfile from autobackup; (secondary recovery catalog database is not available) 


restore spfile; (secondary recovery catalog database is available) 


release channel t1; 


} 


Step 9: Restart the target instance with the restored server parameter file 


Run STARTUP FORCE NOMOUNT command so that the target instance is restarted with the restored 


server parameter file.  


Step 10: Restore controlfile 


Allocate a channel to the media manager and then restore a controlfile. 


If the directory structure is different for controlfiles then modify CONTROL_FILES parameter 


accordingly in the initialization parameter file. 


Step 11: Mount controlfile 


Mount the restored control file.  


Step 12: Catalog archived redo log files 


Catalog any archived redo log files not recorded in the repository with the CATALOG command. 


Step 13: Restore datafiles 


Restore the datafiles to their original locations if the directory structure on the BCP box is same as the 
original box. If the directory structure is different then run SET NEWNAME commands before the 
restore and perform a SWITCH after the restore to update the control file with the new locations for the 
datafiles. DB_FILE_NAME_CONVERT parameter can also be used in the initialization parameter file 
if the directory structure is different for the datafiles. Similarly, LOG_FILE_NAME_CONVERT 
parameter can be used in the initialization parameter file if the directory structure is different for online 


redo log files. 


Step 14: Recover datafiles to the required point-in-time 


Recover the datafiles to the required point-in-time. RMAN stops recovery when it reaches the log 


sequence number specified. 


For Steps 10 to 14 -if directory structure is same: 


run 


{ 


allocate channel t1 type sbt; 


send ' NB_ORA_CLASS=<Netbackup Policy>, NB_ORA_SERV=<Veritas Master Server>'; 
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restore controlfile from autobackup; (secondary recovery catalog database is not available) 


restore controlfile; (secondary recovery catalog database is available) 


catalog archivelog ‘<archived log file name>’;  


(If any archived redo log file is not recorded in the repository) 


set until sequence <log sequence number> thread 1; 


alter database mount; 


restore database; 


recover database; 


release channel t1; 


} 


For Steps 10 to 14, if directory structure is different: 


run 


{ 


set newname for datafile <datafile #> to ‘<new location>’; 


allocate channel t1 type sbt; 


send ' NB_ORA_CLASS=<Netbackup Policy>, NB_ORA_SERV=<Veritas Master Server>'; 


restore controlfile from autobackup; (secondary recovery catalog database is not available) 


restore controlfile; (secondary recovery catalog database is available) 


catalog archivelog ‘<archived log file name>’; 


(If any archived redo log file is not recorded in the repository) 


set until sequence <log sequence number> thread 1; 


alter database mount; 


restore database; 


switch datafile all; 


recover database; 


release channel t1; 


} 


Step 15: Open the target database in resetlogs mode 


Open the target database in resetlogs mode. 


alter database open resetlogs; 


Step 16: Add tempfiles to the temporary tablespace 


If the target database uses locally managed temporary tablespaces then add new tempfiles to these 


tablespaces. 


alter tablespace <temporary tablespace> add tempfile ‘<name of tempfile>’ reuse; 


Step 17: Reset the target database in the secondary recovery catalog 


Reset the target database in the secondary recovery catalog if secondary recovery catalog database is 
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available. 


RMAN>reset database; 


Step 18: Take a new RMAN full database backup to tape 


Take a new RMAN full database backup to tape after opening the target database with resetlogs mode 


since backups of previous incarnation are not easily usable. 
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7.0 System Recovery  


7.1 Recovery Documents 


7.1.1 System Activation Procedures 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the steps to recover the DCA Unit Systems in the event of a business disruption. 


USE: 


 Pre-Incident: 


 List the procedures in order of priority for recovering the functions in the event of a business 
interruption. 


 Post-Incident: 


 In the event of a business disruption, the person in charge of business continuity for your area 
will obtain this form from Business Continuity planning and follow the recovery procedures 


listed in the form. 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: DCA 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION: Phoenix Corporate Data Center 


RECOVERY SITE: Outsourced recovery site 


# Unix OS Recovery Procedures  


1 Perform scratch Unix OS build for Veritas master server   


2 Perform mksysb restore of Oracle database server(s), assuming current mksysb media is 


available, otherwise build scratch Unix AIX OS  


 


3 Build LINUX OS for recovery site DNS (if required)  


4 Build scratch OS for DCA application servers  


5 Verify (or build) appropriate mount points for Unix servers to be recovered  


6 Perform restore of Veritas Netbackup Catalogue  


7 Verify with Data Center Operations completion of Veritas system backup restores on 
application servers 


 


8 Verify with Data Center Operations completion of Veritas system backup restores on 
database server 


 


9 Install required application license keys  


10 Validate operation of remaining installed applications  
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Step 1: Perform scratch Unix OS build for Veritas master server 


Step 2: Perform mksysb restore of Oracle database server(s), assuming current mksysb media is 
available, otherwise build scratch Unix AIX OS 


Step 3: Build LINUX OS for DNS (if required) 


 Build OS from scratch (CDs) 


Step 4: Build OS for DCA application servers 


Step 5: Verify (or build) appropriate mount points for Unix servers to be recovered 


 A script is run weekly which gathers this type of information and formats into an html 
document. The files are sent via FTP into a repository on a secured web server (in a different 


data center from the hosts)  


Step 6: Perform restore of Veritas Catalogue  


Step 7: Verify with Data Center Operations completion of Veritas system backup restores on 
application servers  


 Veritas restores performed by Data Center Operations. 


Step 8: Verify with Data Center Operations completion of Veritas system backup restores on database 
server 


 Veritas restores performed by Data Center Operations 


Step 9: Install required application license keys 


 DataBase Server 


 No specific keys required 


Step 10: Validate operation of remaining installed applications 


 DataBase Server  


 Oracle 9i 


 Perl v5.8 
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8.0 LAN Recovery  


8.1 Recovery Documents 


8.1.1 LAN Citrix Recovery Procedures 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the steps to recover the Citrix Server for FirstRx™ in the event of a business 


disruption. 


USE: 


 Pre-Incident: 


 List the procedures in order of priority for recovering the functions in the event of a business 
interruption. 


 Post-Incident: 


 In the event of a business disruption, the person in charge of business continuity for your area 
will obtain this form from Business Continuity planning and follow the recovery procedures 


listed in the form. 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: IS – LAN Citrix 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION: DCA 


RECOVERY SITE: IBM Recovery Services – Sterling Forest, NY 


# Recovery Procedures  


1 Verify software is same version on the IBM Recovery Services server as what was in 


production – if not same version then install. Estimated time to install is ten minutes 


 


2 Create a group (q_sxprd-BCP) and put BCP users in it.  


3 Create published application for BCP that will run on the BCP citrix server and assign the 


group in step 2 to it. 


 


4 Edit PBS.INI and change server to the BCP database server  


5 Overwrite existing tnsnames.ora file with the file pointing to the database server  
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9.0 WAN Recovery  


9.1 Recovery Documents 


9.1.1 Telecom Activation Procedures 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the steps to recover the DCA Wide Area Network/Telecom in the event of a business 


disruption. 


USE: 


 Pre-Incident: 


 List the procedures in order of priority for recovering the functions in the event of a business 
interruption. 


 Post-Incident: 


 In the event of a business disruption, the person in charge of business continuity for your area 
will obtain this form from Business Continuity planning and follow the recovery procedures 


listed in the form. 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: Shared 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION:  


RECOVERY SITE:  


# Recovery Procedures  


1 Verify any required authorization letters for circuit redirections with hot site are available  


2 Verify any required redirection plans are on file with long distance carriers  


3 Verify local access circuits are available for hot site  


4 Execute disaster declaration with long distance carrier  


5 Verify circuits are established  
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10.0 Network Engineering Recovery  


10.1 Recovery Documents 


10.1.1 Network Activation Procedures 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the steps to recover the DCA Networking in the event of a business disruption. 


USE: 


 Pre-Incident: 


 List the procedures in order of priority for recovering the functions in the event of a business 
interruption. 


 Post-Incident: 


 In the event of a business disruption, the person in charge of business continuity for your area 
will obtain this form from Business Continuity planning and follow the recovery procedures 


listed in the form. 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: Shared 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION:  


RECOVERY SITE:  


# Recovery Procedures  


1 Verify LAN infrastructure plan on file with hot site (Plan should include LAN addressing).  


2 Verify router configuration on file at hot site.  


3 Configure router at hot site.  


4 Configure router at First Health Services site.  


5 Verify connection between First Health Services and hot site  
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11.0 Production Support Recovery  


11.1 Recovery Documents 


11.1.1 Production Support Activation Procedures 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the steps to recover the DCA Production Support Processes in the event of a business 


disruption. 


USE: 


 Pre-Incident: 


 List the procedures in order of priority for recovering the functions in the event of a business 
interruption. 


 Post-Incident: 


 In the event of a business disruption, the person in charge of business continuity for your area 
will obtain this form from Business Continuity planning and follow the recovery procedures 


listed in the form. 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: DCA 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION: Phoenix Corporate Data Center 


RECOVERY SITE: Outsource recovery site 


# Recovery Procedures  


1 Verify Autosys is available  


2 Test FTP connections   


3 Verify UNIX e-mail mailer Daemon is up and working  


4 Insure directory structures are present for scripts, parms, cobols and logs  


5 Review electronic and hard copy flow charts of all processes  


6 Review schedules and identify Critical path   


7 Start production processing  


8 Following processing perform distribution of checks, files, paper reports, CDs, etc.  


Production Support-specific recovery assumptions are: 


 Backup site has been established 


 Databases are built and the backup data is restored/loaded correctly 


 Hot-site network connection is operational 


 Depcon is running and communication is made 


 Unix mail daemon is present for reports to be sent 
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 PERL scripts are in place and that the data is prepared in the right format 


 CD burner is in place 


 Group rights and privileges are set correctly with passwords to access and execute 


 Compilers, Interpreters are present for PERL  


 PERL has all packages installed and the current version exists 


Step 1: Verify Autosys is available 


 Run test Autosys jobs and confirm status 


Step 2: Test FTP connections 


Step 3: Verify UNIX email mailer Daemon is up and working 


Step 4: Insure directory structures are present for scripts, parms, cobols and logs 


Step 5: Review electronic and hard copy flow charts of all processes  


Step 6: Review schedules and identify Critical path  


Step 7: Start production processing  


Step 8: Following processing perform distribution of checks, files, paper reports, CDs, etc. 
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12.0 Implementation Analyst Recovery 


12.1 Recovery Documents 


12.1.1 Implementation Analyst Activation Procedures 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the steps to recover the DCA Implementation Analyst processes in the event of a 


business disruption. 


USE: 


 Pre-Incident: 


 List the procedures in order of priority for recovering the functions in the event of a business 
interruption. 


 Post-Incident: 


 In the event of a business disruption, the person in charge of business continuity for your area 
will obtain this form from Business Continuity planning and follow the recovery procedures 


listed in the form. 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: DCA 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION: Phoenix Corporate Data Center 


RECOVERY SITE: Outsource recovery site 


# Recovery Procedures  


1 Verify the restore of latest PERL scripts versions from Production Veritas backups  


2 Verify the restore of latest PERL site modules and utilities from Production Veritas 


backups 


 


3 Test connectivity to DEPCON Print Servers  


4 Test connectivity to FCPROD database  


5 Test FTP to other host application servers   


6 Initiate GOPE  


Implementation Analyst-specific assumptions for DCA BCP: 


 Host application server is functional (i.e., OS) 


 Database server is functional and restored with the most current data. 


 Remote access to BCP machines remains unchanged (i.e., SLC support can access hot-site 
hosts) 


 CM or Sys. Admin. Resources are available to perform restores of PERL scripts and related 
files. 


 All other facilities will continue to function as normal  
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Step 1: Verify the restore of latest PERL scripts versions from Production backups 


Step 2: Verify the restore of latest PERL site modules and utilities from Production backups   


Step 3: Test connectivity to DEPCON Print Servers 


Step 4: Test connectivity to FCPROD database 


 Connect to FCPROD via appropriate user login account 


Step 5: Test FTP to other host application servers  


Step 6: Initiate GOPE 
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13.0 APPDEV Recovery  


13.1 Recovery Documents 


13.1.1 APPDEV Activation Procedures 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the steps to recover the DCA application in the event of a business disruption. 


USE: 


 Pre-Incident: 


 List the procedures in order of priority for recovering the functions in the event of a business 
interruption. 


 Post-Incident: 


 In the event of a business disruption, the person in charge of business continuity for your area 
will obtain this form from Business Continuity planning and follow the recovery procedures 


listed in the form. 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: DCA 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION: Phoenix Corporate Data Center 


RECOVERY SITE: Outsource recovery site 


# Recovery Procedures  


1 Following Unix Application/Database System restore and Oracle FCPROD database 


restoration, verify operation of DCA application.  


 


2 Assess any amounts of data loss and any synchronization of data required with dependant 
systems. Based on amount of any data loss, data synchronization with dependant systems 
and on any Print/File transfers (may have occurred prior to the BCP event), consult with 
business representatives and provide guidance for Production Support and Operations 


resumption of DCA application processing.  


 


3 Notify Business, Management, and End-Users that system is available  
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Step 1: Following Unix Application/Database System restore and Oracle FCPROD database 
 restoration, verify operation of DCA application. 


a. Verify appropriate software license keys have been procured 


b. Run command on hot-site host to obtain host ID: <enter the command line> 


aptha003n1:/usr/users/talbotra>lichostid 2463  


c. Coordinate w/Unix System Administration to install the appropriate keys (particularly for 


Modis/Idea Solutions OpenMCS), using the host ID provided in step b. 


d. Start OpenMCS license server on node1: <enter the command line> licserver –p 50100  


e. Telnet to host aptha003n3 


f. Start OpenMCS processes for all the Acessory Manager connects:  start_mcs is the script name. 


Select option 3   


g. Start Accessory Manager session and connect to aptha003n3 on port 4000 


h. Check out some of the DCA Menu functions. If system appears to be functional at this point: 


Notify Team Leader (Terry Roberts) that DCA System is available.  


Step 2: Assess any amounts of data loss and any synchronization of data required with dependant 
 systems. Based on amount of any data loss, data synchronization with dependant systems and 
 on any Print/File transfers (may have occurred prior to the BCP  event), consult with business 
 representatives and provide guidance for Production Support and Operations resumption of 
 DCA application processing.   


Some possible scenarios to consider:  


a. The database is corrupted during the processing day (from 4:30 p.m., Mountain time until 4:30 
p.m., Mountain time the next day - Monday afternoon thru Friday afternoon or Friday afternoon 
until Monday afternoon), and we can recreate the database within the processing day. The offices 
would need to reprocess the claims for that day (they would be restored into their work scheduler 
by the db rebuild) and application development would work with the EDI area and operations to 
reprocess claim files from the front end, trading partners and MCPS. Nothing has been sent out so 


it would strictly be a "do over" for the offices and IS.  


b. The database is corrupted and can only be recreated to a point in a previous day and mail, extract 
files etc, have been sent out. This is much more of a problem. The offices would need to reprocess 
claims, like above and IS would need to do the resend of files like above but we can not guarantee 
that all the claims will process the same today as they did days ago (sequence of claims processing 
could be different, etc). Therefore, we would need to hold all the mail (because it was already sent) 
and check hard copy CTR reports from the original days processing against the current CTRs and 
identify any problems/issues. These exceptions would need to be researched. This would be a 


manual, time-consuming process.  


c. A hybrid of 1 and 2 where some extracts have been sent but the mail can be stopped. In this case, 
we would want to do number 1 and talk to whoever got extracts (banks for positive pay mostly) 


and tell them we want to send them a new file. 


Note:  There is a project underway this year to re-write and re-engineer the output processing 
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 (CORES), one of the action items is to delay claims finalization (running EOB's etc) for two 


 days. This would eliminate number 3 and reduce the chances of number 2 happening.  


Step 3: Notify Business, Management, and End-Users, that system is available  


Once data synchronization decision points (above) have been considered and DCA System is ready for 


resumption of processing- notify appropriate Business Colleagues, Management, and End-Users. 
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14.0 Data Center Operations Recovery  


14.1 Recovery Documents 


14.1.1 Data Center Operations Activation Procedures 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the steps to recover the DCA Data Center Operations Process in the event of a 


business disruption. 


USE: 


 Pre-Incident: 


 List the procedures in order of priority for recovering the functions in the event of a business 
interruption. 


 Post-Incident: 


 In the event of a business disruption, the person in charge of business continuity for your area 
will obtain this form from Business Continuity planning and follow the recovery procedures 


listed in the form.. 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: Shared 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION:  


RECOVERY SITE:  


# Recovery Procedures  


1 Contact offsite storage vendor for retrieval of all tapes  


2 Receive/catalog backup tapes at outsourced vendor hot site  


3 Assist Unix System administrators with performance of tape loads for OS restores (as 


requested) 


 


4 Perform Veritas restores for application servers   


5 Perform Veritas restores for database server  


6 Perform/manage backups at hot-site (once hot-site system is operational)  


7.   


8.   


9.   


10.   


 


Step 1: Contact offsite storage vendor for retrieval of all tapes 


Step 2: Receive/catalog backup tapes at outsourced vendor hot-site 


Step 3: Assist Unix System administrators with performance of tape loads for OS restores (as 
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requested) 


Step 4: Perform Veritas restores for application servers 


Step 5: Perform Veritas restores for database server 


Step 6: Perform/manage backups at hot-site (once hot-site system is operational) 


 IBM hot-site vault facilities will be used for backup tape storage  
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15.0 Testing 


15.1 Recovery Documents 


15.1.1 Testing Levels 


15.1.1.1 Business Continuity Plan Activation Testing Levels 


Testing Level Definitions: 


Level 0 Activation Test 


 No activation test required for this plan 


Level 1 Activation Test 


 A discussion with all the involved groups 


 Go over plan and make sure everyone agrees that we have everything covered 


 Verify H/W, S/W in production is the same as in the BCP plan 


Level 2 Activation Test 


 All involved groups get together for a mock activation 


 Steps of the plan are executed except for bringing up hardware 


 Procedures are verified 


 Tapes are recalled and verified, but not loaded 


 Verify H/W, S/W in production is the same as in the BCP plan 


Level 3 Activation Test 


 All involved groups perform an activation test on actual hardware 


 Application and DB servers are built 


 Application and DBs are recovered 


 Limited testing between applications and DBs 


 Generally, parts of application that depend on external sources/feeds are not tested 


Level 4 Activation Test 


 All involved groups perform an activation test on actual hardware 


 Application and DB servers are built 


 Application and DBs are recovered 


 More extensive testing between applications and DBs 


 At least some, if not all, parts of application that depend on external sources/feeds are tested 
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15.2 Testing Schedule 


Business Unit 
Scheduled Test 


Date 
Test Level Test Ojectives Summary 


DCA     
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16.0 Maintenance 


16.1 Recovery Documents 


16.1.1 Plan Maintenance Record 


DESCRIPTION: 


This form outlines the history of changes made to this plan. 


USE: 


 Summarize all plan changes and dates on this form. 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT NAME:: DCA 


SITE/BUSINESS UNIT LOCATION: Outsource recovery site 


# Maintenance History   


1 Created Interim Tape Process Plan 6/18/03 Wayne Bushman 


2 Updated document to reflect DCA changes 7/21/04 John Macal 


3 Changed team roster to reflect current team members 7/21/04 John Macal 


4 Added external VAN information for NDC Health and WebMD 7/21/04 John Macal 


5 Incorporated changes into PreCovery 7/23/04 Wayne Bushman 


6    


7.    


8.    


9.    


10.    
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Appendix J – Provider Synergies 


Overview 


This manual describes precautions to preserve staff safety and security by ensuring the staff is 
prepared for emergency situations. It describes the procedures to be followed in the event of a 
disaster that affects the Tristate Care Management Center.  Education and training are provided 


so that all employees know and understand the Emergency Evacuation Plan. 


Definition 


A disaster is defined as any threat to the safety of Magellan staff or facilities, or acts which 
severely limit or prevent normal operations: 


 Any threats to employee safety, including bomb threats, possible terrorist actions, suspicious 
or hazardous packages/materials and hostage situations. 


 Any telephone equipment or telephone line condition that renders telephone communications 
inoperable beyond 15-30 minutes; 


 Any environmental emergency requiring evacuation from office premises beyond 15-30 
minutes, even though telephones are operable; 


 Any environmental emergency preventing personnel from reaching the office, even though 
telephones are operable.  Environmental emergencies include: 


 Inclement Weather (which makes normal transportation impossible or unsafe to the 
CMC)  


 Fire 


 Earthquake 


 Flood 


 Fumes 


 Any building maintenance problem, which renders telephone communications 
inoperable. 


A DISASTER is not: 


 Predicted inclement weather conditions 


 Computer failure 


 Early company closings for office functions 


 Phone coverage for holidays 
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Precautionary Measures 


 The Tristate CMC will review and update the Emergency/Disaster Recovery Plan at least 
annually and submit plan updates to Magellan Security for approval. 


 Training is provided annually for all staff by the QI/Ops Hub Specialist.  Verification of 
training will be documented and the Disaster Preparedness Manual will be posted to the local 
homepage. 


 All Tristate CMC exits will remain unlocked and unobstructed during working hours and 
diagrams of building exit routes will be posted. 


 The Disaster Team will implement a yearly evacuation exercise. This exercise will include 
any visitors, vendors, contractors, and guests on the Tristate CMC premises at the time of the 
evacuation exercise.   


 A First Aid Kit will be maintained in the workroom. The Executive Assistant is responsible 
for a monthly inventory of the First Aid Kit. The kit is to be used only for emergency 
purposes, and not for minor cuts and abrasions. 


 A listing of emergency contact numbers; local health and safety authorities’ contacts; and of 
staff capable of first aid, mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, and cardiopulmonary resuscitation, 
will be maintained as Appendices to this manual. 


 A portable phone will be available in the office at all times for disaster recovery.  


 A current copy of the Tristate CMC telephone disaster recovery plan will be provided to the 
National Operations team to keep on file.  


Emergency Policy 


If an emergency is declared by the Disaster Team, all employees are to evacuate the premises to 


the prescribed location.  


Points of Contact and Communication for Emergency 
Situations 


Any employee, upon discovering an emergency situation, shall immediately notify their 
supervisor and their designated Emergency Response Team member of the situation.  The 


Supervisor and/or ERT member will sound the appropriate alarm. 


 As soon as safely possible, the situation shall be reported to the appropriate outside 
emergency personnel by the General Manager, Tristate CMC, Director of Operations, 
Provider Synergies, or designees (see Appendix C, Local, State, and National Health and 
Safety Authorities Contact Lists.) 
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The General Manager, Tristate CMC, and Director of Operations, Provider Synergies, are the 
initial points of contact for all emergency situations, during both business and non-business 
hours, and assume responsibility for assessing the situation and informing/consulting corporate 
leadership.  Assessment includes determining if the telephones are operational and whether the 


CMC is accessible and/or safe. 


 In the event that the General Manager, Tristate CMC, or Director of Operations, Provider 
Synergies, are unavailable, the following back-up staff will assume these responsibilities, 
during business hours and non-business hours, in order of listing: 


 Director of Customer Service (Valerie Black) 


 Director of Quality and Compliance (Barb Tepe) 


 VP Medicaid Operations (Stephan Young) 


 Manager, Rebate Contracting, Provider Synergies (Linda Baughman) 


See Appendix A, Tristate CMC Emergency Contact Numbers, for the names and telephone 
numbers of these individuals. 


 Each manager will be responsible for notifying his or her direct reports after she or he has 
been notified.  


 Communication methods for staff notification of emergencies during non-business hours will 
utilize the phone tree provided in Appendix A.  During business hours communication 
methods will include: 


 E-mail 


 Telephone/Voice mail 


 Word of mouth  


 After notification of local emergency personnel, the National Operations Team will be 
notified/consulted by the General Manager, Tristate CMC, and Director of Operations, 
Provider Synergies, or their designees.  


 Procedures specific to the type of emergency are addressed in subsequent sections of this 
manual. 


Telephone Coverage for Disaster Recovery  


The telephone disaster recovery procedures are to be implemented in the event Magellan Health 
Services’ telephones are temporarily inoperable or in the event employees cannot access 
Magellan premises to answer telephones that are operable.  Consistent application of these 
procedures will ensure the best opportunity of service continuity for our customers in the event 


of a disaster situation. 
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These procedures are designed to provide our customers continued service access via the 


telephone during short-term disasters...disasters involving a matter of hours, not several days. 


Message taking will not be used to decrease ASA, but only when information is unavailable. 


1. At the first sign an employee believes the telephones are out of order, that employee 
immediately notifies their:  


a. Manager or Supervisor,  AND 


b. Ops Hub representative   


c. If neither is available, notify the Director of Customer Service.   


2. The Ops Hub representative will assess whether the telephones are inoperable, determine 
if the CMC is unsafe, and inform and consult the Leadership team. 


3. If phones are inoperable, the Ops Hub representative will: 


 Communicate with each department supervisor/manager regarding the 
implementation of the disaster recovery process and evacuation needs, if 
applicable.   


 Consult and inform, by phone or message, the National Operations team, 
regarding the status of phone operations.    


 Route calls accordingly-  


If the disaster is isolated to the CMC site 


 Route all calls to WAH (work at home) associates 


 Send an instant message through Microsoft Office Communicator to let 
Work-at-home associates (CSAs and Care Managers) know that the CMC 
is in disaster. 


If the disaster is not isolated to the CMC site 


 Place the CMC in the disaster mode by dialing 1144 then 28200, password 
2820001. 


4. The Ops Hub representative will keep CMC associates informed of the situation 
throughout the disaster period (See Appendix E: Disaster Recovery Telephonic 
Operations Checklist.) 


5. The Ops Hub representative will provide the National Operations Team with status 
updates every 30 minutes, or as conditions change, whichever comes first. 


6. When there is enough staff available, use the Avaya system to route calls back to the 
Tristate by dialing 1145 from the telephone used to route the calls to the back-up sites. 
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7. Following resumption of normal operations, the Ops Hub representative will contact the 
National Operations Team for debriefing and follow-up, including: 


a. Reporting any outstanding issues 


b. Assisting in relaying information between Tristate and any backup partner 
who assisted with calls.  


c. Identification of opportunities for improvement in the disaster recovery 
process. 


Evacuation Process 


It is the policy of the Tristate CMC that all employees should evacuate the premises in case of 
fire or other emergency.   


When the situation requires evacuation of the building, the following process will be followed: 


1. The following persons will be on point for notice of evacuation of staff: 


 Ops Hub representative and VP of Clinical Operations, for the clinical section of 
the office 


 General Manager and Manager of Reporting and Analytics, Tristate CMC, for 
management offices and support staff area of the building. 


 Director of Customer service and Clinical Supervisor of Special Services, for the 
Appeals and customer service section of the office.   


 Director of Operations or Manager, Rebate Contracting, Provider Synergies, for 
the Provider Synergies staff. 


2. Exit areas include the following: 


 South doors located in care management, near Clinical Supervisor of Special 
Services and near hallway restrooms.  


 Main entrance off lobby  


 Central door located at the end of the hall near Seaside Café. 


3. Each person will go immediately to the nearest exit, and are instructed not return to their 
work area to obtain any personal effects. Once out of the building, each person will 
proceed to the second light pole in the parking lot facing the main entrance. 


4. In any emergency situation, protection of life is the highest priority.  However, in order to 
minimize the danger or damage from a fire or other emergency, this office has 
determined that certain critical operations should be shut down immediately, prior to exit, 
if time allows.  Each employee is responsible for shutting off his/her computer, if it is 
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possible to do so safely.  The following persons may stay in building to handle critical 
operations and shut down equipment critical to operations: 


 General Manager 


 Director of Customer Service 


 Manager of Information Services 


 Ops Hub Representative 


 Senior Programmer Analyst, Provider Synergies 


 Manager, Rebate Contracting, Provider Synergies 


5. The employee listing will be utilized to ensure accounting for each employee (see 
Appendix F.)  Upon meeting at the second light pole in the parking lot facing the main 
entrance, each manager/director will be responsible for accounting for his/her staff with 
the checklist. The manager will notify emergency officials if anyone is not accounted for.  
The managers/directors include the following: 


 Clinical Supervisor of Special Services (Susan Swayze) 


 Senior Care Manager  (Steve Shirey) 


 Supervisor of Care Management (Julia Linkova) 


 Supervisor of Customer Service (Shawna McNeil) 


 Manager of Reporting and Analytics (Derrick King) 


 Director of Quality and Compliance (Barb Tepe) 


 General Manager (Cheryl Perkins) 


 Director of Operations, Provider Synergies (Steve Liles) 


 Manager of Reporting and Analytics, Provider Synergies (Troy Phelps) 


 Manager, Rebate Contracting, Provider Synergies (Linda Baughman) 


6. Upon inspection and clearance from the Blue Ash police and/or fire department, 
Magellan Behavioral of Tristate, Inc. and Provider Synergies employees will re-enter the 
building. 


7. Following an emergency evacuation, a full report for local officials (A) and Corporate 
Security (B) Corporate Risk Management (C) will be completed by the General Manager, 
Tristate CMC, with input from the Director of Operations, Provider Synergies.  The 
reports will include the following information, as indicated: 


 Address of the facility (A, B& C) 


 Number of staff members and visitors evacuated (A, B & C) 


 Names of staff and visitors affected and a brief description of their condition (B) 


 Full account of the incident (A, B & C) 
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 Division most affected (Healthplan, Public, Workplace or Corporate) (B) 


 Description of facility damage and habitability (B & C) 


 Estimated facility repair costs (when available) (B & C) 


 Inventory of lost/destroyed/unrecoverable equipment (B& C) 


 Local law enforcement case or incident numbers (B & C) 


 List local support facilities that responded (Fire department name, police 
department name, rescue squad names, etc.) (B) 


 Additional comments 


8. The General Manager, Tristate CMC, and Director of Operations, Provider Synergies, 
will communicate instructions in person if, during the emergency, staff are released to go 
home.  The General Manager, Tristate CMC, and Director of Operations, Provider 
Synergies, will communicate return to work messages to managers by telephone, and 
managers will notify their respective direct reports.  The General Manager, Tristate 
CMC, and Director of Operations, Provider Synergies, will also include return to work 
messages on the disaster/inclement weather line.  In the event that the General Manager, 
Tristate CMC, and Director of Operations, Provider Synergies, are unavailable at the time 
of the emergency, responsibility for communication will follow the chain identified in the 
Points of Contact and Communication for Emergency Situations section on page 3. 


Fire Prevention and Emergency Plan  


 A diagram detailing the Ingress and Egress points for the Tristate CMC will be posted in the 
conference rooms, in Seaside café, and in each kitchenette.  All exits will remain unlocked 
and unobstructed during working hours.  All employees will be expected to exit the facility in 
a quiet and orderly manner and to assist any disabled staff or visitors in the office during 
evacuation exercises or events. 


 There are no potential fire hazards in the Tristate CMC. 


 There are three fire extinguishers within our office in the event they are needed.  They are 
located inside the lobby entrance (A), on the north wall in the appeals department (B), and 
inside the door in care management (C) near the elevators.  However, employees are not 
responsible for fighting fires and should immediately evacuate the area in the event of a fire, 
as described in the proceeding Evacuation Process section of this manual.   


 The facility management company is responsible for regular maintenance of the fire 
extinguisher.  
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Procedures for Specific Disasters  


Natural Disasters (including violent storms, floods, and tornadoes) 


 The Tristate CMC implements preventative measures for these potential disasters, including: 


1. Installing line conditioners and surge protectors for electronic equipment. 


2. Maintaining current and appropriate liability insurance (See Appendix H for current 
Tristate CMC liability insurance deck page.) 


3. Identified areas of shelter in the office in the event of violent storms or tornadoes.   


 Areas to be used for shelter during violent storms include the conference rooms, 
the work room, seaside café, the training room, and offices without windows.   


 During tornado warning employees should seek shelter in the basement 
conference room or in the stairwells between the basement and 1st floor.   


4. When indicated by local warnings and indicators of storm and tornado warnings, the 
General Manager, Tristate CMC, Director of Operations, Provider Synergies, or 
designees, will monitor weather broadcast stations and advise corporate operations of 
potentially dangerous weather patterns. 


Bomb Threats 


All Bomb threats and other terrorist acts are treated as serious.   


 If the probability of bomb threats is high, implement and tightly monitor physical security 
procedures including: 


1. Incoming package inspection 


2. Access to buildings 


3. Internal controls 


 Internal controls will include re-training employees on the information critical for evaluation 
of bomb threats, including use of Magellan Health Services’ Bomb Threat Form (Appendix 
I.)  Information critical for evaluation bomb threats includes: 


1. Whether or not the caller disclosed the location of the bomb; 


2. Whether the time of detonation was disclosed; 


3. The motive of the bomb, if disclosed; 


4. Whether the caller revealed a familiarity with the building and vicinity. 
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 Contact will be established with local law enforcement authorities (identified on the contact 
list in Appendix C) to open lines of communications and garner support when warranted. 


 As with other emergency situations, the General Manager, Tristate CMC, Director of 
Operations, Provider Synergies, or designees will be notified as soon as possible, and will 
implement the previously outlined emergency and disaster recovery processes, including 
evaluation of threats and determinations regarding evacuation of the building. 


Biological or Chemical Terrorism  


The Tristate CMC implements the processes described in Magellan Health Services’ Security 
Plan for Suspect Letters and Parcels (Attachment J.) 


Pandemic: 


 In the event of a pandemic, employees will be notified of an office closure during business 
hours via e-mail and by their supervisor.  All employees will be instructed to evacuate the 
building and return to their homes.  During non-business hours, the General Manager, 
Tristate CMC, and Director of Operations, Provider Synergies, will communicate 
information and specific instructions to managers by telephone and managers will notify their 
respective direct reports.  The General Manager, Tristate CMC, and Director of Operations, 
Provider Synergies, will also include information for employees on their voice mail message. 


 Because all responses to a pandemic will be coordinated federally, outreach activities to 
local, state and federal agencies to engage the following agencies and receive current threat 
information will be conducted by Magellan: 


 National Center for Infectious Diseases 


 National Center for Environmental Health 


 Public Health Practice Program Office 


 Epidemiology Program Office 


 National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 


 Office of Health and Safety 


 National Immunization Program 


 National center for Injury Prevention and Control 


 The General Manager, Tristate CMC, and Director of Operations, Provider Synergies, will 
communicate further information and instructions (as available) to managers by telephone, 
and managers will notify their respective direct reports.  The General Manager, Tristate 
CMC, and Director of Operations, Provider Synergies, will also include updated information 
for employees on their voice mail message. 
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Recovery Efforts 


Decisions regarding rescue and recovery efforts will be made by the General Manager, Tristate 
CMC, and Director of Operations, Provider Synergies, in consultation with the National 
Operations Team and the appropriate local, state or federal authorities, as warranted, on a 
situation-by-situation basis. 
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Appendix K – Vault List of Files Maintained Offsite 


Mainframe 


Subsystem = ZOS (and 3rd party products) 
Full volume dumps of all system related volumes 
CA1 TMC/Audit files 


System catalogs 


Subsystem = DB2  -  
DR.DBP1.*.S36*  Nevada DB2 tables 
DR.DBP1.*.S49*  Alaska DB2 tables 


DR.DBP1.*.S85*  Virginia DB2 tables  


Subsystem = Endevor 
Full volume dumps of all END.** files 


Includes all levels of Endevor files for each client (ut, st, qa, pr, etc.) 


Subsystem = JHS/XPTR 


Full volume dumps of all JHS volumes 


Client = Alaska 
AKM.PRODT.CPHIST.ACTIVE   Batch history file 


AKM.PRODT.OFFST.BKUPV   VSAM files 


Client = AIH 


AIH.PRODV.**     VSAM files 


Client = NY EPIC 
EPC.PRODV.**        VSAM files  
NBA.PRODV.PRN.FDB.XWLK        -      
NBA.PRODS.PRN.DUMMY.CRNXREF   -      
NBA.PRODS.PRN.DUMMY.POINTER   -      
NBA.PRODS.PRN.DUMMY.CLAIMS    -      
NBA.PRODS.PRN.DUMMY.REJECT    -      
EPC.PRODS.RX.RECON.A8900.FILE(0)   - 
EPC.PRODT.BK.MTD.CHECKFL(0)    -     
EPC.PRODS.PT.HETMA.MDETCOCM.INSURERS 
EPC.PRODS.MEDTA.VERIFY.LOAD(0)       
EPC.PRODS.CMS.NEXTDAY.FINAL(0)       
EPC.PRODS.NEXTDAY.EIGHTS(0)          
EPC.PRODS.MEDTA.VERIFY.LOAD.SPAP(0)  
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EPC.PRODS.CMS.SPAP.NEXTDAY.FINAL(0)  
EPC.PRODS.PT.HETMA.MWET2402(0)  -    
EPC.PRODS.PT.HETMA.MDET0025(0)  -    
EPC.PRODS.PT.HETAT.AQETMEDI(0) 
EPC.PRODS.AR.CONTROL(0)      - 
EPC.PRODS.AR.DOLL.NEXT       - 
EPC.PRODS.AR.STAMPS          - 
EPC.PRODS.AR.DOLLARS         - 
EPC.PRODS.AR.ROLLING         - 
EPC.PRODS.AR.ROLLIN          - 


EPC.PRODS.AR.ROLLOT          - 


Client = NY Medication Grant Program 


NBA.PRODV.KDLKD.**     VSAM files 


Client = Oregon Medicaid (Elig verification) 


NBA.PRODV.MMISOR.**     VSAM files 


Client = Nevada 
NEV.PRODV.**      VSAM files 


NEV.PRODL.**      Libraries 


Client = NYC EIP 


NYC.PRODV.**      VSAM files 


Client = Virginia 
VMP.PRODV.PR.**                -      
VMP.PRODV.VMAP.DSM.RECIPS      -      
VMP.PRODL.PR.**                  -    
VMP.PRODS.PR.CPF016.CPI020.CNT        
VMP.PRODS.PR.CPF015.CLMSRQST.BKPV1(0) 
VMP.PRODS.PR.CPF015.CLMSRQST.BKPV2(0) 
VMP.PRODS.PR.CPF016.CPI012.CNT        
VMP.PRODS.PR.CPF016.CPI014.CNT        
VMP.PRODS.PR.CPF016.CPI016.CNT        
VMP.PRODS.PR.CPF016.CPI018.CNT        
VMP.PRODS.PR.CPF016.CPI026.CNT        
VMP.PRODS.PR.CPF016.CPI028.CNT.DALLAS 


VMP.PRODS.PR.CPF016.CPI028.CNT.UGS    


Client = PACE 
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Distributed 


FirstRx™ 
Full oracle databases for clients: 
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 Michigan (Medicaid and MI EPIC) 
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 New Hampshire 


 Nevada 


 Oregon 


 South Carolina 


 Texas 


 Medicare Discount Card Pennsylvania, NY, Michigan 


 Kentucky 


 NY EPIC 


 NY American Indian Health 


FirstTrax™ 


Full oracle databases for clients 


FirstFinancial™ 


Full oracle databases for clients 


Medstat 


Full oracle databases for clients: 


 Nevada 


FirstDARS™ 


Full DB2 databases for clients: 


 Virginia 
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Health Information Exchange Information: Diagrams



Exhibit 13-1. Technical Architecture – Conceptual Architecture Overview


Logical architectural overview of hybrid solution.




Exhibit 13-2. Technical Architecture – Intra-Operability Model (Logical)


ACS technical capability allows for future connectivity to State or Vendor Hosted system utilizing BizTalk ESB. Web Service connections can also be utilized.  Intra-operability provides yet another method of increasing the scope of data sharing. 




Exhibit 13-3. Technical Architecture – Interoperability Model (Logical)


Logical view of health information exchange connectivity depicting EMR, managed care organization (MCO), and Hospital connections. 




Exhibit 13-4. Technical Architecture – XDS Model (Logical)


Connected systems have the ability to exchange data seamlessly over the HIE network using national industry standard protocols. The above diagram depicts our projected mature implementation with XDS.b and XDS.i Frameworks in place.  




Exhibit 13-5. BizTalk Orchestration


		Service

		HIE Profile

		SDO

		Standard



		Identity

		PDQ

		HL7

		HL7 version 2.x 



		

		PWP

		IETF

		DNS (RFC 2181, RFC 2219, RFC 2782)



		

		

		DICOM

		Supplement 67



		Security

		XUA

		ASTM

		E1985-98 


E1986-98


E1987-98  



		

		

		IETF

		XML-DSig 



		

		

		OASIS

		SAML 2.0


WSS-SMS


WSS-SWA



		

		

		DICOM

		DICOM 3.0 Supplement 99



		

		

		HL7

		HL7 v2.x



		

		

		ISO

		ISO/TS 17090



		

		EUA

		

		



		

		ATNA

		DICOM

		DICOM 2003 PS 3.15 



		

		

		IETF

		TLS 1.0 (RFC 2246)


BSD Syslog (RFC 3164, RFC 3195)



		

		

		ITU-T

		X.509



		

		

		ASTM

		E2147-01



		

		CT

		IETF

		NTP (RFC 1305)



		Transaction

		XDS

		OASIS

		ebXML 2.0  



		

		

		IETF

		HTTP 1.1 (RFC 2616)


MIME (RFC 2045 to RFC 2049, RFC 2387)


SMTP (RFC 2821)



		

		

		ISO

		SQL (ISO/IEC 9075)



		

		

		HL7

		HL7 CDA level 1 ( v3 RIMM211 based) 


HL7 v2.x



		

		

		DICOM

		DICOM 2004 PS 3.18


DICOM 2004 PS 3.3



		

		X12 

		FTP

		834, 837 PID, 270/271,276/ 277, 278, 275 



		

		NCPDP

		SWITCH

		Telecommunications v5.1, Script V 8.1



		Location

		XDS

		OASIS

		ebXML 2.0  



		

		

		IETF

		HTTP 1.1 (RFC 2616)


MIME (RFC 2045 to RFC 2049, RFC 2387)


SMTP (RFC 2821)



		

		

		ISO

		SQL (ISO/IEC 9075)



		

		

		HL7

		HL7 CDA level 1


HL7 v2.x



		

		

		DICOM

		DICOM 2004 PS 3.18


DICOM 2004 PS 3.3





Exhibit 13-6. HIE Integration Standards


ACS’ solution currently uses several standards to integrate data.


		Document LOINC#

		Component


LOINC#

		Property



		 48769-4  

		

		Continuity of Care Panel 



		

		     34133-9  

		Summarization of episode note 



		

		     48764-5  

		Summary purpose 



		

		     48768-6  

		Payment sources 



		

		     42348-3  

		Advanced directives 



		

		     47420-5  

		Functional status assessment 



		

		     11450-4  

		Problem list 



		

		     11323-3  

		General health 



		

		     10157-6  

		History of family member diseases 



		

		     29762-2  

		Social history 



		

		     48765-2  

		Allergies, adverse reactions, alerts 



		

		     10160-0  

		History of medication use 



		

		     46264-8  

		History of medical device use 



		

		     11369-6  

		History of immunization 



		

		     8716-3  

		Physical findings 



		

		     30954-2  

		Relevant diagnostic tests or laboratory data 



		

		     47519-4  

		History of procedures 



		

		     46240-8  

		History of hospitalizations and history of outpatient visits (from claims) 



		

		     18776-5  

		Plan of treatment 



		

		     33999-4  

		Status 



		

		     48766-0  

		Information source 



		

		     48767-8  

		Annotation comment 





Exhibit 13-7. Continuity of Care Document (CCD)


		Data Sharing Matrix



		Parameter 

		Method 



		Patient Summary Information 

		Inbound and Outbound 


Continuity of Care Document (CCD): HITSP C32 Narrative and Clinical Statements 



		Prescription Histories

		Prescription histories are compiled from adjudicated NCPDP v5.1 claim data obtained directly from the processor and from other sources. 


Inbound to Patient Data Hub (PDH):  


Claim data is received in standard format and updated daily 


Discharge Medications (optional):  


May be transmitted as HL7 CDA document (LOINC 19010-0) as narrative only. 


Information will be stored as a patient document. 


Outbound: EMR and hospitals: 


CCD Document: The medication history section of the CCD (LOINC 10160-0) will contain all medications filled for the date range of the request for up to 2 years of history. This section will always contain, at a minimum, medications filled in the last 100 days. This section conforms to HITSP C32 specification. 


Medication Attachment:  May be requested for Current Medications (LOINC 19009-0) Document conforms to HL7 Specification CDAR1AIS0006R021, Medication Attachment v 2.1ACS is currently reviewing HITSP Specification IS07. 



		Laboratory Results 

		Inbound to PDH: 


HL7: ORU R01 Unsolicited Observation Message 


CCD Document: compiled from clinical statements, section relevant diagnostic tests or laboratory data (30954-2) Data Cached.

Data entry: directly key into DirectAccessEHR


Data Exchange: import from Health Vault (home devices) 

Outbound to EMR and Hospitals 


CCD Document:  provided in the relevant diagnostic tests or laboratory data (30954-2) narrative and clinical statements. Compile from all inbound sources. 

HL7:  Laboratory Results Attachment (LOINC 26436-6 – All Results per date range)  HL7 CDA   Specification CDAR1AIS0005R021 v2.1 



		Diagnostic Images 

		Distributed  Data: Record Location of Images / Waveforms 


Outbound to PACS 


DICOM: DIMSE-C Service Message Associate Request 


HL7: QRY w/ W02 response ( alternate waveform)  


Inbound to TotalHealth EHR 


DICOM:  DIMSE-C Service Message Associate Response 

HL7:  ORU^W01 (alternate waveform) 



		Discharge and Emergency Room Reports 

		Inbound and Outbound: 


Discharge Report: Physician Hospital Discharge Summary (LOINC 11490-0), HL7  Specification CDAR1AIS0004R021 v2.1


Emergency Room Report: Emergency Department  Evaluation and Management Note (LOINC 34111-5): Unspecified document structure…HL CDA structure  HITSP C28 . Narrative Only  



		Clinical Decision Support Tools

		ACS Clinical Rules Engine: Continuous data analysis for rule exceptions such as Drug Interaction, Medication Indication-Contraindication, Dose etc.; Alerts are System Generated. 


Outbound to EMR and Hospitals:


CCD Document:  Section Allergies, Adverse Reactions and Alerts (LOINC 48765-2). Identified with ACS Clinical Alert OID – Narrative 



		Disease Management Tools 

		ACS Clinical Rules Engine. Continuous data analysis for rule exceptions to evidence based guidelines and other HHS approved alerts. System generated. 


Outbound to EMR and hospitals:


CCD Document:  Section Allergies, Adverse Reactions and Alerts (LOINC 48765-2). Identified with ACS Clinical Alert OID – Narrative



		Allergy and drug-drug interaction alerts

		Inbound to PDH:


Allergies: Enter into DirectAccessEHR

Allergies: Inbound CCD


DDI: Clinical Rules engine; Uses FDB DDI codes; Surveillance of E-Rx to history – clinical decision support at order entry


Outbound to EMR and hospitals:  


Allergies: CCD  Document: Section Allergies, Adverse Reactions and Alerts (LOINC 48765-2). Identified with ACS Clinical Alert OID – Narrative



		Demographics and Medical History 

		Inbound to PDH:


Demographics:  ASC X12N 834 or equivalent custom extract from Medicaid 


Demographics: Data Entry: supplemental entry in DirectAccessEHR 


Medical History: Extracted from 837 claim data


Outbound to EMR and hospitals: 


CCD Document: Various sections, narrative and clinical statements



		Drug Formularies

		Inbound to PDH:


Medicaid Formulary: IRL to reference files. Formulary will be queried for drug status upon E-Rx prescription order entry or via SureScripts for commercial payors 


Alternatives: direct Formulary 1.1 transaction directly to payor 


Note: If members of private insurance are to be included in the PDH, then formulary information will be maintained in reference or by SureScripts 



		Immunizations 

		Inbound and Outbound 


CCD Document: Section Immunizations ( LOINC 11369-6)


HITSP C72,78 – Immunization Message Component, Document C80 


HL7 Message: VXQ, VXU, VXX, VXR – CDC Guide v2.2 



		 E-prescribing

		DirectAccessEHR is certified by the SureScripts Network. E-Rx functions use NCPDP Script 8.1 telecommunications protocol to transmit prescriptions to the pharmacy. E-prescribing functions of DirectAccessEHR include new prescription,  refill request, refill response; RX cancel messages, eligibility queries; formulary inquiry and response; RX history queries and response. E-prescribing history is maintained as a component of the patient’s record. Messages receive from SureScripts are displayed in the DirectAccessEHR Message Center. 


Note: This data can be exchanged with other EMR systems or hospitals. In addition to the adjudicated claim data to compile a medication history and show patient prescription pick up compliance.





Exhibit 13-8. Data Sharing Matrix




Routine Monthly SLA Reporting


ACS must submit a monthly SLA report to DHCFP for review and approval.  The template for the SLA report must be approved by DHCFP prior to the first report submission.


The Nevada account manager may request additional performance reports throughout the reporting month if there is evidence of non-compliance with any of the performance expectations described in this SLA.


Periodic Reviews


The SLAs will be reviewed on a periodic basis to determine if the defined service level is appropriate. An appropriate service level can be defined as challenging but achievable. Levels set too low do not encourage improvement in services provided. Levels set too high may foster an attitude of failure and lack of motivation to provide the service levels desired.


The initial period for review by DHCFP will occur within six (6) months after the last signature is affixed to the contract and then annually thereafter. The following year’s review period will be adjusted based on the experience obtained from prior reviews. DHCFP may call an earlier SLA review if service levels for the SLAs are no longer appropriate or when changes to the application or infrastructure are anticipated.


Liquidated Damages


In the event ACS does not perform its obligations under the SLAs, DHCFP and its agents may incur major costs to maintain the functions that would have otherwise been performed by ACS. 


DHCFP shall measure performance by ACS against this SLA on a monthly basis. DHCFP will measure performance against the SLA no later than the ______ business day of the month for the prior month (unless a different date is agreed to by the Parties). ACS shall provide DHCFP with a written detailed incident report that covers all occurrences where a performance expectation is not met, which describes: 1) the missed performance expectation, 2) the specific cause of the problem, 3) the solution, and 4) how ACS will avoid missing the performance expectation in the future. Upon delivery of the incident report, DHCFP may request a meeting to further discuss issues related to the report.


Performance Categories


Development and Implementation Deliverable Completion Timeline


The following subsections describe the SLAs related to development and implementation deliverable metrics.


Exhibit 13-9. HIE Service Level Agreement Information and Overview

		No.

		SLA

		Definition

		Performance Expectation

		Liquidated Damage



		1. 

		Provider Training

		The contractor will provide training to all provider end users on the use of the HIE/EHR application.  Training will include user guides, classroom, and one on one training sessions at a designated training center or at the provider’s location.  The contractor will prioritize user populations and target potential early adopters, EMR, and non-EMR providers.  Training will be held frequently during the first six months of operations to assure success and high adoption rates.

		User guides, classroom, webinars, and/or one-on-one training will be provided to each provider within 60 days of enrollment to the HIE/EHR system.

		





System Uptime and Response Time Metrics


The following subsections describe the SLAs related to system uptime and response time metrics.


		No.

		SLA

		Definition

		Performance Expectation

		Liquidated Damage



		1. 

		HIE/EHR Application Response Times

		The HIE/EHR application must provide reasonable performance compared to similar Web-based applications (queue and response times for processing).


DHCFP understands ACS is not responsible for HIE/EHR response time issues found to be caused by:


· Less than optimal Internet connection performance.


· User computer hardware, software, or local network environment.


· External data source issues caused by other data vendor partners.




		When users create new records, perform searches, submit forms, and other similar transactions, the HIE/EHR system must respond within the generally accepted “10 second rule” if a DSL or broadband connection is used, not to include any additional response time or performance delay which may be associated with a users:


· Internet connection performance


· Computer hardware, software, or local network environment


· External data source by other data vendor partners


Response times for displaying scanned images and running reports (with a typical broadband connection) must be no more than thirty (30) seconds, not to include any additional response time or performance delay which may be associated with a user’s


· Internet connection performance


· Computer hardware, software, or local network environment


· External data source by other data vendor partners 


The largest images, such as videos, CAT scans and MRIs may take longer and will vary by facility and file type.  These situations will be handled on a case by case basis.


Initial patient search response orchestration times will vary with the number of data exchange partners. The average initial response for the orchestration will not exceed sixty (60) seconds.  ACS will work with DHCFP to set specific “time-outs” for each data vendor to account for variances in response times.


ACS, with participation of appropriate DHCFP staff, will calculate and document system response times for all internal processing, to include HIE orchestrations, using test transactions simulating typical user input within the application.  Response time results must be within the performance standards stated above.

		





System Connectivity Metrics


The following subsections describe the SLAs related to system connectivity metrics. 


		No.

		SLA

		Definition

		Performance Expectation

		Liquidated Damage



		1. 

		DirectAccessEHR User Capacity 

		A user is defined as an end-user who is operating the browser and/or performing inquiry or transaction functionalities within the application.

		A minimum of 1,000 concurrent users must be able to access and use the application without affecting system response time or performance.




		



		2. 

		HIE/DirectAccessEHR CCD Integration with Provider EMR Systems

		The EHR application must support a unidirectional Continuity of Care Document (CCD) data exchange with EMR systems

		The HIE/EHR system must support unidirectional CCD data exchange with systems within 12 months of the HIE/EHR implementation contract execution date. 




		





Help Desk/End-user Support


ACS shall provide an ADA-compliant, toll-free Help Desk and end-user support service through the end of the period of the implementation contract.  Responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the following:


· Document and report through resolution user problems, providing assistance, referring outstanding problems to the infrastructure support team, the application development team, or other resources

· Contacting the reporting user before closing any problem report

· Operating the Help Desk throughout the maintenance/warranty period to service all users

· Providing monthly reports of response times, problems encountered and solutions

Help Desk Priority Levels


ACS’ Help Desk will prioritize user-reported problems to ensure that the most serious problems are addressed first.  Priorities are defined here and in the system’s Help Desk Management Plan.  


1-High Priority


· An information technology (IT) related function is not operational for multiple users

· Any IT issue that would be considered a patient-safety issue

· Any IT issue that would be considered an application performance issue as experienced by the end user

· An issue that causes or results in a security incident

2-Medium Priority 


· An IT related function is not operational for a single user 


· A user needs to access a locked record

3-Low Priority 


· A minor functionality of an IT function is not operational for one or more users (who can continue to use other application functions)

· A user has questions about IT related functionality

· A user needs administrative assistance

· Enhancement requests are logged as Low Priority, but are reviewed and scheduled by the IT related function project manager and applicable advisory board for call escalations

· Issues resulting from a staff member failing to follow State rules and policies

Help Desk/End-user Support SLAs




The following subsections describe the SLAs related to Help Desk/end-user support metrics.


		No.

		SLA

		Definition

		Performance Expectation

		Liquidated Damage



		1. 

		Help Desk Availability 

		The hours of operation and availability of ACS staff support for all maintenance-related activities

		ACS staff support must be available by phone 24/7 for all maintenance-related support activities. If ACS staff is unavailable for an initial call, DHCFP expects a return call within ten (10) minutes of initiating the call and leaving a voice message



		



		2. 

		High Priority Issues Response time.

		Performance expectations for all issues received by the Help Desk and categorized as High-Priority issues

		Notification to Agency by ACS Account Manager:  Thirty (30) minutes



Assignment:  Thirty (30) minutes



Resolution: 90% of all High Priority issues must be resolved within (4) hours

		



		3. 

		Medium Priority Issues Response time

		Performance expectations for all issues received by the Help Desk and categorized as Medium Priority issues

		Assignment: Two (2) hours



Resolution:  85% of all Medium Priority issues must be resolved within two (2) business days

		



		4. 

		Low Priority Issues Response time

		Performance expectations for all issues received by the Help Desk and categorized as Low Priority issues

		Assignment: Four (4) hours



Resolution:  80% of all Low Priority issues must be resolved within eight (8) hours

		



		5. 

		First Contact Resolution Rate

		Percentage of user calls to ACS Help Desk resolved during the first contact by the technician, developer, or functional specialist assigned to resolve the problem

		80% of user issues, such as password reset, unlock user and answers to basic technical questions, what to enter into the application, how to e-prescribe, shall be resolved by the user’s first contact

		



		6. 

		Call Hold Time

		Period of time a caller is put on hold until a Help Desk staff member talks to the caller

		Hold time should not exceed sixty (60) seconds after pickup for 95% of calls answered

		



		7. 

		Call Abandonment Rate

		Percentage of callers who hang up after waiting in queue for at least sixty (60) seconds when calling the Help Desk

		Monthly average call abandonment rate shall not exceed four 4% of all calls 

		








Sample DirectAccessEHR screens


DirectAccessEHR—an EMR Lite Solution


Patient Search Main Screen


When the provider logs into the DirectAccessEHR system, they are immediately presented with the main home page for their current practice location.  The application menu grants the user access to the different administrative and reporting functions of the application. These functions include administrative management of the users under the provider practice and specific office location.  Access to online provider forms, state forms and the Provider Message Center can also be defined for each the provider’s office users.  The Provider Message Center functions like an online “in box” for each provider practice location.  The message center allows providers to retrieve routed referral messages, prior authorization messages and e-prescribing messages within the system. In addition, these messages can be retrieved from a similar screen at the patient level.  


The patient list allows the practice to easily retrieve their existing patients. Users search by the patient’s full or partial name to display a set of hyperlinks to patient-specific information contained within the system.  If the patient is new to the practice or is not on the provider’s practice patient list, the patient’s information can be searched for from the Main Provider Search Screen.  When the patient’s record is searched, the system calls the patient’s Master Patient Index and Record locator software which makes transaction requests for the patient’s data in the DirectAccessEHR databases as well as other payor systems.  The data is then loaded into the system actively from multiple data sources, and at this time, a hyperlink is added to the Patient List box.  




Exhibit 13-10. EMR Lite Main Screen


Simple, easy to use Patient Search screen allows ready search of Patient Data Hub and connecting HIE system records.  


Patient Medical Summary Screen


The Patient Summary Screen functions as the main screen for the patient record.  Once a patient record is found from the main screen, the user is then taken to the Patient Summary Screen. This screen was designed under the direction of large provider workgroups and contains the recent information on all key components of the patient’s electronic health record.  The current patient alerts section displays an abbreviated view of all the active Clinical Alerts triggered real time from the DirectAccessEHR Clinical Rules Engine.  Known allergy information can be entered or pulled from other data sources and is also displayed.  History for the last 10 diagnoses is displayed.  The last 5 immunizations are displayed, as well as all drugs on file for the patient in the last 100 days.  The last 30 procedures for the patient are also displayed.  The Office Visits/Emergency Room (ER) section displays the last 10 office or emergency room visits for a patient.  The Medical Health Profile allows the provider to print a short or long (full history) version of the patient’s electronic health record. The Details link for each section takes the user back to the detailed history screen related to that section.




Exhibit 13-11. Patient Summary Information


Patient Summary screen provides concise medical alerts, prescriptions, office and ER information, diagnoses, and allergy information for a patient.


Patient Alerts


Patient alerts are displayed on the Main Patient Summary page as well as the detailed Patient Alert page.  The system facilitates fulfillment of certain alerts, by allowing the provider to view the procedures, diagnoses, or labs that triggered the alert.  DirectAccessEHR allows providers to deactivate alerts for patients who will not or cannot undertake the procedure or lab needed.  This allows the provider to show adherence to the alert care management criteria, when they cannot be fulfilled due to patient’s personal or medical reasons.




Exhibit 13-12. DirectAccessEHR Patient Alert Information

  The DirectAccessEHR Patient Alert screen allows the provider to review detailed information about the triggering of the clinical alert.


Patient Demographics


Patient demographics are a key piece of data available to each provider. ACS recommends that the demographics page contain special user privileges to control updates to key data elements on the screen.  For example, Medicaid-specific data or other payor supplied eligibility files, cannot be modified online to preserve data integrity.  However, data that is often not updated regularly for Medicaid, such as address and contact information, can be updated by adding additional known contact and address information.  New patients that are not associated with Medicaid or any other payor data can be manually added to the system.  Patient demographic and contact information can also be transmitted via HL7 transmissions using the care of continuity documentation (CCD).



Exhibit 13-13. Patient Demographics Information


 The Patient Demographics screen shows a concise view of a patient’s demographic data, while protecting the name and number information that is supplied from other payors, 
such as Medicaid.  


Eligibility History


ACS understands the importance of displaying data in a comprehensive manner.  The Eligibility History displays the patient’s eligibility information along with specific Medicaid program data such as TPL or waiver eligibility.  In addition the patient’s Medicaid eligibility data, ACS can also incorporate eligibility information from other payers and data sources such as RXHub.  ACS understands the complex layers of eligibility related to Medicaid including lock-in, spendown, eligibility limitations and waiver programs and displays this information in DirectAccessEHR.  




Exhibit 13-14. Eligibility History Screen


The Eligibility History screen provides eligibility background that is important to 
providers and payers.


Laboratory and Image Review/Entry Screens


The ACS DirectAccessEHR system can receive and display laboratory or image orders as well as laboratory and image results.  Physicians can upload laboratory and image orders and track their results until the order is finalized.  Images and image notes can be viewed through a DICOM compatible viewer. Laboratory results for specific labs can be graphed over time to trend the results.  DICOM images are pulled in full on individual request only to save patient record load time during HIE exchange. Once a provider determines he wishes to view the details of an image record, a specific request is sent out for the details of the image and the information can be retrieved and displayed using standard HL7 CDA transmission. Filters and views allow the user to easily locate incomplete labs and image orders.  Once a lab or image is finalized, the notations cannot be updated.  Lab information is stored in compliant HL7 formats so the data can be packaged in a CCD for delivery to other partner organizations. 





Exhibit 13-15. Laboratory Information


 Laboratory data from external sources can be displayed and graphed or entered for review and graphing directly into the system. 


Medication History Overview Screen


DirectAccessEHR displays recent drug history for the last 100 days, including any e-prescriptions, in the current prescription medication section. Drugs are displayed in order of date filled. Basic drug information such as name, quantity, days supply, prescriber, pharmacy and therapeutic drug class are displayed.  Additionally, a full drug history is displayed below and all drugs within the patient’s history are grouped by therapeutic class.


Over the Counter medications as well as sample medications dispensed by the physician are stored and available for view. This information can be reviewed by the Clinical Rules Engine for possible drug to drug interactions and warnings posted in the DirectAccessEHR Alert screen. 




Exhibit 13-16. Medication History Information (DirectAccessEHR)


  The DirectAccessEHR Medication History is presented in recent/full views alongside
e-prescription data to show compliance in medication pickup.


Diagnostic/Problem Overview Screen


The DirectAccessEHR Diagnostic history displays diagnostic history information through two views.  In one view, DirectAccessEHR indicates the first and latest date of service when the diagnosis was recorded with a claim record and how many separate instances of the diagnosis exist in the patient’s history.  This allows the provider to scan the data and determine how long and how often this diagnosis has been present for the patient, without reading the full detailed claim history.  A second diagnostic history view displays a list of all the diagnosis codes from the patient’s claim history.  




Exhibit 13-17.  Diagnostic/Problem Overview Information


ACS Diagnostic History screens shows clean, concise, grouped listings of diagnoses by date of service and by major diagnostic category.


Personal History/Social History Screen


Physicians and their staff can upload a patient’s procedure, diagnosis, social and family history information into the Personal History screen.  The Personal History screen was intended to allow providers to add data reported to them by a patient to fill the gap between claims and provider system information. The purpose is to enable better patient procedural, diagnosis and family/social documentation for provider consideration during patient record review.  The DirectAccessEHR Personal History screen records data that might not be found in Medicaid data search or other payer claims data.  For example, a patient diagnosed with attention deficit disorder prior to Medicaid eligibility or a patient who had an appendectomy 10 years ago in a different state may not be available to the DirectAccessEHR PDH. Our system takes this personal history into consideration for rules-based outcomes and reporting.  This data is recorded using CPT codes, ICD-9 codes, SNOMED and LOINC codes that can also be transmitted to other payer sources via the HL7 transmission, such as the CCD. 




Exhibit 13-18. Personal History

Personal History provides information necessary to physicians and their staff.


Subjective Objective Assessment and Plan (SOAP) Screen – Enabling Patient Visit Documentation


DirectAccessEHR will allow a provider to enter patient encounters that occur in the doctor’s office.  The doctor records the encounter using SOAP or Subjective, Objective, Assessment and Plan documentation requirements.  The provider can select a patient’s record and input the patient’s encounter by selecting the type of encounter, such as sick visit, well child visit, and routine follow up.  Based on the type selected, DirectAccessEHR will require the provider to complete more data applicable to the encounter type.  For example, a well child visit requires additional notations for EPSDT-related care while a standard adult visit or sick visit would not.  DirectAccessEHR will walk the provider through a wizard-like user interface that auto-populates basic patient visit data, like the treating provider, date of service, current chronic diagnosis, and vital signs.  DirectAccessEHR offers providers the ability to create customized location-specific templates for diet and exercise treatment plans, chief complaints, and primary diagnosis and procedures, allowing the office to quickly retrieve information specific to its office and specialty.  


The Review of Systems is performed on the patient noting the normal versus abnormal findings.  The Review of Systems SOAP screen will allow the provider to default all the findings to normal and then chart only the abnormal findings to save time.  The provider can also document vital signs and lab results.
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Exhibit 13-19. SOAP Wizard User Interface

Well Child Visit, including EPSDT Documentation Online Wizard.


e-prescribing—Providing Physicians with a Modern convenience

The e-prescribing subsystem module within the DirectAccessEHR system offers providers a means of securely transmitting or printing prescriptions for their patients electronically. ACS is a certified provider of e-prescribing services on the Surescripts/RX Hub network which includes the majority of major chain pharmacies, numerous independent pharmacies and covers over 90% of the nation’s pharmacies.  Founded by the pharmacy industry in 2001, SureScripts® operates the Pharmacy Health Information Exchange™, which facilitates the secure electronic transmission of prescription information between physicians and pharmacists providing access to lifesaving information about patients during emergencies or routine care.  




Exhibit 13-20. E-Prescribing Prescription Pad


 E-prescribing allows providers to easily view the status of their prescriptions, patient care alerts, and recent prescriptions, as well as print tamper-proof paper copies of prescriptions.
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April 26, 2010 


Division of Health Care Financing and Policy 
1100 East William Street 
Suite 101 
Carson City, NV 89701 
 
To Division of Health Care Financing and Policy: 


ACS’ 40-year legacy of dedication and innovation in support of state Medicaid programs is 
unparalleled.  During this time, ACS has partnered with publicly-funded healthcare 
programs to ensure access to care and to improve the overall health of their populations by 
delivering efficient, effective, and innovative systems and business processes. 
 
Xerox’s acquisition of ACS transforms our company to the world’s leader in business 
process and document management. By combining our best-in-class companies, we can 
provide you with a broader suite of business solutions that are targeted to your needs.  With 
ACS now a Xerox company, we have the scale, the flexibility, and the deep, diverse 
expertise to expand our offerings in healthcare.  We also have an unwavering commitment 
to leverage our strengths and skills in helping state governments provide the care and 
support your citizens need. 
 
To that end, Xerox and ACS are engaged in activities to help foster reform in healthcare. 
We are focused on helping our clients reduce costs in healthcare delivery and 
administration while improving outcomes through increased efficiency, effectiveness, and 
innovation. We know the budget challenges that Nevada is facing and the increasing 
demands for the critical services your Medicaid program provides.  Xerox stands firm on its 
commitment to the Medicaid industry and looks forward to partnering with Nevada on this 
critical initiative.  
 
We value the trust our customers place in us and we work hard every day to earn and keep 
it.  On behalf of the people of Xerox and ACS, A Xerox Company, we look forward to the 
opportunity to serve the State of Nevada and its citizens. 
 
Sincerely, 


 


Ursula M. Burns 


UMB/jc 


Ursula M. Burns 
Chief Executive Officer 
 
Xerox Corporation 
45 Glover Avenue, 6th Floor 
Norwalk, CT  06856-4505 
 
ursula.burns@xerox.com 
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Appendix BB — Medical Director Curriculum Vitae



appendix BB — medical director curriculum vitae

As referenced in Section 15.10.1.1, FHS recognizes that the implementation and success of the Health Education and Care Management program is based on the direction and leadership provided by the Medical Director.  Steven L. Phillips, MD, a Nevada-based physician, is licensed to practice within the State and board-certified in Internal Medicine and Geriatrics with over 10 years of managed care experience as a Medical Director.  Dr. Phillips’ curriculum vitae is included on the following pages.

Curriculum Vitae

Steven L. Phillips, MD, CMD

Education


		Universidad de Monterrey
Doctor of Medicine


		Monterrey,
Nuevo Leon, Mexico
1994



		California State University
B.A, Premed/Biology/Chemistry



		Chico, California
1974



		American Board of Internal Medicine


Certificate in Internal Medicine




		1986



		Certificate in Geriatrics

		1988





Internship and Residency

		University of Medicine and Dentistry, New Jersey (UMDNJ)
Rutgers Medical School

Fifth Pathway



		New Brunswick, New Jersey
1983



		Jersey Shore University Medical Center

Intern, Internal Medicine
Honors:  Intern of the Year



		Neptune, New Jersey
1984




		Resident, Internal Medicine
Honors:  Associates Recognition Day, Research,  New Jersey Chapter, American College of Physicians



		1985



		Chief Resident, Internal Medicine

Honors:  Publication Award, Resident Category; Associates Recognition Day, Research, New Jersey Chapter, American College of Physicians



		1986



		Jewish Institute for Geriatric Care (now Parker Geriatric Institute)
Fellow, Geriatric Medicine



		New Hyde Park,
New York
1987



		Veterans Administration Medical Center (VAMC)

Fellow, Geriatric Medicine



		Martinez, California
1988





EXPERIENCe


		University of California at Davis


Assistant Professor of Medicine

Taught students and trained residents while at the Veterans Administration Medical Center (VAMC)-Martinez and Veterans Home of California.



		Davis, California
1988-1992



		Veterans Administration Medical Center
Chief, Geriatric Section

Oversaw the accreditation of the Geriatric fellowship training program; involved in the education of medical students and residents.



		Martinez, California
1988-1989



		Veterans Administration Medical Center (VAMC)

Acting Chief of Medicine

Oversaw the conversion of the Livermore VAMC from an acute care facility to a long-term care and geriatric research center. The Livermore VAMC continues to serve as a major training and research site for the Palo Alto Geriatric Research, Education and Clinical Center (GRECC).



		Livermore, California
1989



		Veterans Home of California

Chief of Medicine

Held responsibility for medical staff that provided care to 1,650 veterans residing in independent group care, assisted living, and nursing-facility settings. Reached out to two private Napa Valley hospitals to serve our veteran population requiring cardiac, thoracic, and neurosurgical procedures, which reduced the need to transport patients to Fort Miley VAMC in San Francisco; created a care-coordination model that expedited the return of veterans from these two hospitals for continued rehabilitation which resulted in more timely discharges and significant contribution to both those hospitals' bottom line. This relationship still benefits these hospitals today.




		Yountville, California
1989-1992



		Washoe Senior Health Center (now Renown Health System)

Medical Director

Through cost-based reimbursement payment methodology, developed and implemented system-wide care coordination delivery model, including an on-site skilled-nursing facility, to serve the post-operative orthopedic patient population.  This delivery model contributed to more appropriate and effective discharges.

		Reno, Nevada
1992-1995



		University of Nevada School of Medicine

Clinical Associate Professor of Medicine


Assisted in the development and accreditation of a Geriatric Fellowship training program that is still operational.



		Reno, Nevada
1992-2005



		Continuum


Voluntary Medical Director

Review policies and procedures, quality assurance, and staff responsibilities and ensure program meets Medicare and Medicaid criteria.  Continuum remains the only free-standing outpatient rehabilitation and inter-generational day care program in Nevada.



		Reno, Nevada
1992-Present



		Hometown Health Plan


Medical Director

Successfully established and received certification for Senior Care Plus Medicare HMO, Senior Care Plus, and Hometown Health Plan still serve Washoe County and Carson City under Renown Health.



		Reno, Nevada
1995-1996



		GeriMed of America, Inc.


Vice President of Integrated Services

Expanded the senior health center model which was sold to Humana Health in 2005.  With Saint Louis University Division of Geriatrics, developed clinical glide paths which are still used nationally.



		Reno, Nevada
1996-2005



		Senior Dimensions Extended Care

Medical Director

Introduced the Medicare demonstration program, Second Generation Social HMO, to providers within Southwest Medical Associates; established Geriatric Educational Committee to implement policies and procedures required under the Medicare demonstration; developed Interdisciplinary Team (IDT) meetings in all Las Vegas clinical sites; established and marketed Geriatric Resource Team to providers and contracted with Health Plan of Nevada (HPN)/Senior Dimensions; incorporated Guidelines related to geriatric population into Sierra Health System/SMA; 



		Las Vegas, Nevada
1996-2009



		Washoe Home Care


Medical Director

Implemented combined Home Health Nursing and Advanced Practitioner of Nursing in-home assessments and maximization of Home Health Resource Group (HHRG) scores; improved transition of patients towards end of life care services; achieved inclusion of Washoe Home Care in weekly hospital Difficult Discharge rounds 

		Reno, Nevada

1997-2002



		Geriatric Care of Nevada
President and CEO

Provided medical leadership to provider staff of seven and support staff of 11; directed patient care in office, nursing facility, and home settings, developed and implemented clinical glide paths and new programs; instituted ongoing Customer Satisfaction Program.  Geriatric Care of Nevada was recognized as Provider of Choice within the Reno-Sparks delivery area for long term care from both a clinical and administrative/medical leadership perspective. 



		Reno, Nevada
1997-2008



		Hearthstone of Northern Nevada

Medical Director

Current Responsibilities:  Provide medical leadership within the nursing facility that supports the rehabilitative, nursing, social work, dietary, pharmacist and administrative service lines; actively participate on Utilization and Quality Improvement Committees; attend weekly interdisciplinary team meetings to ensure appropriate and effective usage of services that met residents’ needs. 

Accomplishments:  Successfully met responsibilities to earn Hearthstone an outstanding reputation in the community for providing quality care within both the skilled and custodial levels; developed and implemented a quality improvement program that assesses the ongoing usage of psychotropic medications and potential for reduction and or discontinuation; deployed pro-active nursing and rehabilitative staff  to ensure early identification of changes in residents’ conditions, earlier interventions, and fewer unexpected transfers to the acute care setting; and implemented a Physician-and-Physician-Extender delivery model, which employs Nurse Practitioners and Physicians Assistants, to ensure on-site care five to seven days out of the week. 



		Sparks, Nevada


1997-Present 



		Washoe Health System Care Coordination (WHS)

Medical Director

Participated in development and implementation of administrative policies necessary for smooth and effective functioning of the Case Coordination Department; spearheaded successful outreach to providers and facilities outside of the Washoe Health System; chaired WHS Medical Director Forum to coordinate, improve, and optimize delivery of care; advised on clinical quality policy procedures and issues; worked to ensure success and maximum compliance with outside agency reviews and reporting; supported case coordination efforts to standardize utilization management and discharge planning process; effectively reduced the hospital average length of stay and kept under budget.



		Reno, Nevada
1998-2005                



		University of Nevada School of Medicine
Voluntary Associate Director of Geriatric Medicine


Contributed to curriculum development for students and residents within the school of medicine in order to further geriatric knowledge and training throughout the State of Nevada.



		Reno, Nevada


1998-2003



		Circle of Life Hospice
Medical Director

Current Responsibilities: Provide Medical leadership to the Interdisciplinary Group to support the medical, social, psychological, and functional needs of the clients served; educate physicians and non-physicians about hospice services and end-of-life care; participate in the development and implementation of policies and procedures that support the hospice care delivery model; support the introduction and creation of hospice benefits at a local, state and federal level that enhance the concept of advanced illness planning. 

Accomplishments: Contributed to the development and implementation of Circle of life Hospice with successful Medicare review and certification; developed and implemented a collaborative Physician and Advanced Practitioner of Nursing Program that improves staff activities and distinguishes them from other hospice providers in the community.  Participated in Nevada legislative session to enhance hospice and end-of-life agenda; successfully advocated before physicians for hospice eligibility for patients outside of cancer diagnosis.



		Reno, Nevada


1999-Present



		University of Nevada School of Medicine
Director of Geriatric Medicine

Involved in statewide initiatives to improve care to Nevada elderly population, including creation of the Geriatric Resource Team which was funded through the Fund for a Healthy Nevada.



		Reno, Nevada


2003-2006



		Rosewood Rehabilitation

Medical Director

Provided leadership for the rehabilitative, nursing, social work, dietary, pharmacist, and administrative service lines; participated on Utilization and Quality Improvement Committees; attended weekly Interdisciplinary Team meetings to ensure appropriate and effective use of services to best meet residents’ needs; participated in development and implementation of policies and procedures that enhance patient care and clinical outcomes; helped institute an interdisciplinary approach to the assessment and management of chronic pain within the facility.  Rosewood is now one of only two nursing facilities in Northern Nevada with an overall quality score of 4 or greater under Nursing Home Compare and has become a Provider of Choice in the community.

		Reno, Nevada

2005-2009



		Western Physicians Alliance (WPA)

Medical Director

Provided medical leadership to this Independent Practice Association (IPA); participated in Quality Improvement activities for the enhancement of services provided through WPA network providers; worked directly with Case Management Staff and other personnel in the utilization review and discharge planning process; actively participated in review and negotiation of contracts and the maintenance of performance standards; helped WPA meet its contractual obligations and remain the only fiscally sound IPA in Washoe County.



		Reno, Nevada


2000-2004



		Geriatric Specialty Care


President and CEO

Current Responsibilities: Provide medical leadership to provider staff of five and support staff of three; direct patient care in nursing facility, group care, assisted living and home setting. 

Accomplishments: Developed and implemented a successful office-without-walls delivery model for the frail and vulnerable senior population. Geriatric Specialty Care has been recognized as the Provider of Choice within the Reno-Sparks delivery area for long term care from a clinical, administrative and medical leadership perspective. 



		Reno, Nevada


2009-Present



		First Health Services, A Magellan Health Company


Medical Director

Current Responsibilities: Serve as the Chairman of the Clinical Steering Committees for Health Care Management, Behavioral Health, and PCS programs.  Accomplishments:  Contributed to the development and implementation of the revised assessment process for the statewide Personal Care Services (PCS) program and its the successful launch on March 1, 2010, with a quality improvement component for the monitoring of outcomes. 

		Reno, Nevada


2009-Present





LICENSURE


		Licensed in Nevada

License # 6596



		Expires June 30, 2011



		Licensed in California

License # A44170




		Expires April 30, 2011





Professional memberships and other experience


		Jersey Shore Medical Center


Member, Formulary Committee 

		New Jersey
1984-1985



		Jersey Shore Medical Center

Member, Disaster Committee

		New Jersey


1984-1986



		Jersey Shore Medical Center, New Jersey
Member, Infection Control Committee

		New Jersey


1985-1986



		Quality Assurance Heart to Home, Inc. 

Medical Consultant

		Great Neck, New York


1986-1987



		Veterans Administration Medical Center

Member, Clinical Geriatrics Planning Committee

		Martinez, California


1987-1992



		University of California at Davis


Member, Quarterly Dean’s Geriatric/Gerontology Working Group 

		Davis, California


1987-1982



		Veterans Administration Medical Center
Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee Member

		Martinez, California 
1988-1989



		Veterans Home of California

Chairman of Infection Control, Medical Records, and
Credentials Committees

		California


1989-1992



		Washoe Medical Center, Quality Management

Medical Staff

		Reno, Nevada


1992-Present



		Senior Dimensions Extended Care

Leadership Council Chairman

		Las Vegas, Nevada 
1996-2007



		American Geriatrics Society


Member, Health Care Systems Committee

		New York, New York

1998-2004



		National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA)


Member, Geriatric Measurement Advisory Panel

		Washington, D.C. 
2003-Present



		HealthInsight

Member, Board of Directors

		Utah and Nevada 


2006-2009



		American Academy of Home Care Physicians

Member, Board of Directors

		2006-Present





selected PUBLICATIOnS
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Phillips, S.L. & Branaman-Phillips, J. (1993).  The usage of intramuscular cefoperazone versus intramuscular ceftrixaxone in the treatment of nursing home acquired pneumonia.  Journal of American Geriatrics Society, 41. 1071-1074.
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Completed Research Support


Research Monitor:  Safety and Efficacy of Cefotaxime in the treatment of nosocomial and nursing home acquired Pneumonias.”  Twenty-five patient study sponsored by Hoechst-Roussel, 1984-1985.


Co-Principal Investigator: Protocol R-4750-IV “Cefmetazole vs Cefxitin in skin and sort tissue infections.”  One-hundred patient study sponsored by Upjohn. 1986.


Principal Investigator: Protocol 88_R-018 “The usage of intramuscular Cefoperazone versus intramuscular Ceftriaxone in the treatment of nursing home acquired pneumonias.”  One-hundred patient study sponsored by Roerig/Pfizer. 1992-1993.


Principal Investigator: Protocol 92-R-226 “Doxaocin vs. Capoten in treatment of hypertension of life and mental status.  Twenty-patient study sponsored by Roerig/Pfizer.  1992-1993.
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11.4
Security Requirements


REQUIREMENT: Section 11.4, page 88-91


The Contractor must ensure that the MMIS business operations, site(s), and system functions adhere to State and federal regulations and guidelines related to security, privacy, confidentiality, and auditing. Security of systems, site(s) and operations include physical, technical, and administrative safeguards. The contractor shall follow all applicable technical standards for security during the operation of the MMIS, using best practices as developed by the National Institute for Technology and Standards (NIST).


The contractor shall abide by all of the HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations including future revisions and additions to such regulations. This includes agreement to control the use or disclosure of Protected Health Information as permitted or required by this agreement or as required by law. The contractor shall establish, maintain and use appropriate safeguards to prevent use or disclosure of recipient and provider personal information used by the Contractor.


Protecting personal information is becoming increasingly important as access to information becomes more easily available. ACS will make this a top priority—together with DHCFP.

		

		



		· Role-based, individual IDs and passwords to limit and control data access

· Comprehensive physical and technical security planning to protect personal information



		





DHCFP must be confident its selected contractor has the experience, expertise, and established processes and procedures to safeguard the security, confidentiality, availability, and privacy of the data entrusted to DHCFP’s care. ACS brings that confidence.

As the contractor, we ensure our operational sites and MMIS business operations and system functions adhere to Nevada and federal regulations and guidelines related to privacy, confidentiality, security, and auditing requirements as well as current and future HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations. We agree to control both the use and disclosure of protected health information (PHI) as permitted or required by HIPAA regulations, our agreements with DHCFP, and as required by law. We implement and enforce security technology and best practices that protect Nevada Medicaid recipients and providers, DHCFP, and ACS from adverse actions related to the improper or unlawful access and use of personal data. We rely on the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) for the development of IT policies.


DHCFP has experienced—firsthand—our dedication to protecting personal information. We employed our best practice approach with our secure transport of claim data tapes we requested for analysis related to our proposed solution for the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project. Our standard process for shipping tapes that contain HIPAA-sensitive material includes sending tapes in a hard-sided plastic tape case with a combination lock. When received, the recipient must e-mail ACS Tape Operations to get the combination and open the case. A postage-paid sticker, included in the package, facilitates return of the case and the lock to ACS. We received the tapes, promptly uploaded the data for secure-FTP transfer to the analysis location, and shipped the tapes back to DHCFP employing our standard safety measures for handling sensitive data. This exchange demonstrates the serious approach we take to protecting confidential data.


As described in Table 11.4-1 Defense-in-Depth Security Approach, we incorporate multiple layers of security to provide administrative, physical, and technical safeguards to protect sensitive or confidential data during all phases of the Nevada MMIS Takeover project. Our approach is grounded in solid, proven experience managing security for healthcare systems contracts. We hold vendors to the same rigorous standards and safeguards. Ensuring the security, confidentiality, integrity, and appropriate availability of sensitive, confidential recipient and provider information is a top priority.

Table 11.4-1. Defense-in-Depth Security Approach


		



		Secure Perimeter

		Physical site security includes building access restrictions/zoned access areas and card readers. Employees are required to wear clearly visible ACS-issued photo ID badges while inside the facility. Visitors must show personal identification, sign in, identify a contact (who escorts the visitor while on site), and wear an ACS visitor badge.



		Secure Network

		Network security protocols include the use of outer/inner firewalls, physical demilitarized zone (DMZ) staging, Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) data transfer and restricted, safe password management for administrative accounts.



		Secure Host




		ACS servers are protected by physical barriers, such as a secure computer room and a secure facility; technical barriers, such as the use of restricted access; and administrative barriers, including the administration of security privileges.



		Secure Application

		Security is designed into all ACS applications, including N-tier application architecture that supports a thin client/Web-based deployment to users. No data is stored on the client PC, Web server, or middle tier servers—eliminating the most common points of PHI data compromise. All communication with the client browser is through secure socket layer-based communications.



		Security Awareness

		Security policies and procedures include security background checks for applicants and new hire and annual HIPAA privacy and security training. Security personnel routinely review logs of system activity and report any suspicious activity. Employees are required to report any suspected privacy or security breach.





11.4.1
Contractor Responsibilities


REQUIREMENT: 11.4.1, page 88-90

ACS brings in-depth experience to the Nevada MMIS Takeover project. We have implemented and strictly followed security guidelines for multiple state healthcare accounts, including Texas, Mississippi, Montana, Wyoming, and numerous other states. The security of ACS personnel, state personnel who work on our project sites, and the information of providers and recipients of Medicaid, pharmacy and other healthcare programs is of paramount importance. Table 11.4-2, Contractor Security Responsibilities, depicts the responsibilities included in the RFP and our proposed solution.

Table 11.4-2. Contractor Security Responsibilities


		Requirement

		ACS Response



		11.4.1.1 The contractor shall meet, or exceed, all HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations including future revisions and additions to such regulations. The contractor shall adhere to the following regulations:


A. Minimum Security Requirements for Federal Information and Information Systems (FIPS PUB 200);


B. Risk Management Guide for Information Technology Systems (NIST SP 800-30);


C. Federal Regulations at 45 CFR 95.621; and


D. ARRA 2009 Title XIII HITECH

		Because protecting personal and confidential information is a top priority for states and contractors who are entrusted with that information, numerous state and federal regulations have been put in place to guide and control access. Working closely with DHCFP, we meet or exceed all HIPAA Privacy and Security Regulations, including future revisions and additions, and strictly adhere to the regulations addressed in this RFP requirement.


At both the project and the corporate level we monitor regulations to ensure we comply with all appropriate regulations and provide adequate security and protection for DHCFP, and more importantly, for the parties they serve. We implement and enforce regulations in a timely, efficient manner. ACS’ Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) analyzes published documents and federal and state websites to identify and analyze new requirements/regulations that impact security and HIPAA processes. For more information on HIPAA monitoring, please refer to Proposal Section 11.3 HIPAA Requirements. 



		11.4.1.2 Implement and maintain physical security over sites related to fiscal agent responsibilities described in this RFP. At a minimum, restrict perimeter access to equipment sites, processing areas, storage areas and the mailroom through a card key or other comparable system, as well as provide accountability control to record access attempts, including attempts of unauthorized access. Physical security shall include additional features designed to safeguard system and operational processing site(s) through fire retardant capabilities as well as smoke and electrical alarms, monitored by security personnel on a twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days a week basis.

		Data security and concern for the safety of ACS and DHCFP staff drive the security standards we enforce for processing, equipment, storage, and mailroom areas. We monitor and control perimeter and sensitive area access, record access attempts, noting any attempts of unauthorized access, and maintain a continual vigilance to ensure Nevada Medicaid recipient and provider data, and the people who manage that data, are safe and secure.  Following are measures we have in place:

· Entrances require card access between the hours of 5:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m., Monday through Friday, and on weekends from 5:00 p.m. Friday through 8:00 a.m. Monday

· All doors leading from lobby areas, hallways, or stairwells require approved card access

· An electronic card reader controls access to mailroom


· Designated functional areas within the secured work areas, such as the server room and certain other areas that house technology staff, require card access limited to approved personnel.


The integrated access control security system permits only authorized individuals entry into specific areas at specific times. The system records every entry into the controlled space and reports by cardholder name, number, and date and time of entry. There is an automatic locking/unlocking of the doors accessed by the card readers.

ACS sites include fire retardant as well as fire detection and protection through infrared and ionization fire and smoke detectors and wet pipe sprinkler systems. Fire and smoke alarm systems are monitored by security personnel on a 24/7/365 basis. The facilities’ extensive electrical, mechanical, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems maintain stringent environmental controls.

ACS’ Physical Security Policy requires site security offices to complete a Safety and Security Self-Inspection Checklist annually and enter the data on the ACS Intranet security link. Subsequently, the ACS CISO Risk Assessment Team visits the facility annually and conducts a thorough on-site information and physical security and safety risk assessment using a comprehensive checklist with questions derived from ACS’ Information Security, Physical Security and Safety Policies, NIST 800-53a requirements, and PCI standards. Included in the analysis/assessment is a review of the previous year’s implemented upgrades and safeguards. The CISO produces a report of the findings and submits the report to the Nevada Project HIPAA Privacy/Security Officer, site management, and DHCFP within ten (10) business days of the assessment. The HIPAA Privacy/Security Officer submits a corrective action plan to the ACS CISO and DHCFP coincident with the assessment report.

At DHCFP’s request, our HIPAA Privacy/Security Officer or designated security staff will provide facility walkthrough tours for DHCFP staff to review Nevada MMIS Takeover Project security and confidentiality procedures and practices.



		11.4.1.3 Employ a security system that requires a unique login ID and password for each user for the network and applications; password parameters and expirations must meet, or exceed, DHCFP policy.

		Each user has a unique user ID, password, and user profile to enable and control access to the MMIS networks and applications. As confirmed in the response to Vendor Question #12, role based security is currently deployed in the MMIS. ACS assumes existing profiles and updates/adds role-based profiles as needed.

The user ID is frozen if the correct security information is not entered within a set number of access attempts. Each user’s password expires after a set number of days based on a staggered schedule. 



		11.4.1.4 Establish and utilize a procedure that processes user login ID changes, additions and terminations as well as required password changes within a timeframe established by DHCFP.

		We work closely with DHCFP to establish access and expiration standards and procedures for processing user login ID changes, additions, and terminations that meet or exceed DHCFP policy and timeframes. We process user ID changes and additions within three working days of each request and user ID deletions within one working day of each request. Authorized personnel, including authorized members of our systems support staff, can change passwords at any time.



		11.4.1.5 Employ role-based security to the MMIS and DSS, restricting access to subsystems and functions commensurate with job responsibilities and the minimum necessary based on the user’s profile (e.g., inquiry access only). Global access to all functions must be restricted to specified staff.

		The role-based user profile is based on a “need-to-know” approach and allows the individual user inquiry or update access only to the applications, subsystems, functions, and information required to successfully conduct their individual business responsibilities. Profiles control and restrict access to specified applications and to functions within each application. Global access is limited to specific staff on a highly controlled basis, based on defined roles.



		11.4.1.6 Provide technical security to prohibit unauthorized access to the networks and applications, including but not limited to configuration and maintenance of a firewall to restrict access to systems from all unauthorized users.

		The system architecture includes protection via the “demilitarized zone” (DMZ) and various network devices including intrusion detection systems, firewalls, and Web filtering. This approach provides protection from access over unauthorized protocols, denial of service, and other protocol-related attacks. Access to the DMZ is blocked by default within the firewalls and access lists on the Internet routers. 

These physical layers include router access control lists (ACLs), first, second and possibly third layer firewalls along with host intrusion detection systems (HIDS) and network intrusion detection systems (NIDS) devices. The security controls are extensive and cover 17 areas such as risk assessment, security planning, configuration management, personnel security, and physical and environmental protection.


The systems remain available to the user from log on to log off, without the need for intermediate prompts. However, PBM OS+ and DRAMS have a session inactivity time-out period (currently set to 90 minutes and configurable) after 90 minutes the system prompts the users to log-in again.

Access to the DMZ is granted only after written agreement is received and change controls are executed. Source hosts and networks, destination hosts, and specific protocols and ports are specified in firewall rules and router access lists. Firewall and access list changes are performed regularly.


Physical access controls, such as badge readers and 24-hour surveillance, prevent unauthorized access to the facility and data center where data and voice connectivity equipment is housed.



		11.4.1.7 Ensure secure disposal and destruction of confidential information (e.g. PHI, ePHI, PII) regardless of format, in accordance with NIST Special Publication 800-88, DHCFP policy, and State and Federal rules and regulations. This includes but is not limited to hard copies and electronic media (e.g. hard drives, data tapes, USB drives, etc).

		In addition to the processes and tools we use to protect data during processing, transmission, and storage, we also implement strict guidelines for disposal and destruction of media containing confidential information, regardless of media. We follow NIST Special Publication 800-88 policy, DHCFP policy and State and federal rules and regulations. All hardcopy documents that are no longer needed are placed in a locked shred bin until they can be shredded. Verizon IT destroys or erases all mainframe backup media in accordance with Verizon IT standard procedures.

ACS sanitizes or destroys information system digital media before disposal or release for reuse to prevent unauthorized individuals from gaining access to and using the information contained on the media. We purge all equipment containing electronically stored data and software in accordance with the DoD 5220.22-M, National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual (NISPOM) Clearing and Sanitization Matrix prior to disposing of such equipment. 



		11.4.1.8 Maintain the following types of audit trails:


A. To identify and track results of transaction processing; changes to master file data (recipient, provider, reference, etc.); and all edits encountered, resolved, or overridden;


B. To identify unauthorized attempts to access the network; and


C. To track changes to software modules or subsystems and provide procedures for safeguarding DHCFP from unauthorized modifications to the Nevada MMIS. All modifications must be authorized through the change management process as outlined in Section 12.2 of this RFP.

		We maintain extensive audit trails to identify and track results of transaction processing, changes to master file data, and all edits encountered, resolved, or overridden. Audit trails are crucial to documenting and understanding the history of changes made to data and enable users to rebuild and examine the sequence of events that result in existing data. ACS continues to maintain the Core MMIS audit trail functionality. Additionally, both PBM OS+ and DRAMS, our pharmacy point of sale and drug rebate systems, contain extensive audit trail capabilities for online transactions as well as batch updates. For example, we receive weekly update files from First DataBank for our drug database. After editing the transactions in accordance with DHCFP-approved criteria, they are applied to the drug database.


When new data is added, the MMIS stores the date and time the addition occurred and captures the user ID used to log in. In cases where existing data is updated, the system will again store the date, time, and user ID of the most recent update. DHCFP users with appropriate access can view this audit trail data at any time. To ensure the integrity of the system and data, we stringently monitor and track network access. Automated tracking monitors not only successful network access, but also any unauthorized attempts. ACS can then report and implement corrective action, as appropriate, to prevent inappropriate access.


ACS’ solution for PBM OS+ audit trails is provided by Oracle Audit Log. The log maintains audit trails for data changes including overrides, updates, insertions, deletions, and transformations, as well as updates to data and all error updates and replacement transactions. The audit log captures all modifications, both online and batch.


Rigorous change control processes allow us to identify and track any change to a software module or subsystem to the individual that made the change. To guard against any unauthorized modification to the MMIS or peripheral systems, we use security tools to control access to the system, disk volumes, and tape storage devices, and files. The tools support security and confidentiality through a combination of pre-defined rules. All changes are pre-approved with DHCFP through the established change management process. Please refer to Proposal Section 12.2 Maintenance and Change Management for more information on the change management process.



		11.4.1.9 Provide Audit Trail reports showing before and after images of changed data, the ID of the person making the changes, the data changed and the reason for change.

		Audit trail reports provide appropriate DHCFP and ACS staff with before and after images of the changed data, the ID of the staff making the change, date changed, and the reason for the change. MMIS, PBM OS+, and DRAMS functionality provides tracking and report generation capabilities. During the transition period we work with DHCFP to establish and finalize the media, format, frequency, and end-users for Audit Trail reports. Reports are stored and retrieved from the Online Document Retrieval and Archiving System (ODRAS).

Authorized users of PBM OS+ can access the associated change audit log online for inquiry and research purposes. Reports including audit log information are also available. 



		11.4.1.10 Provide for automatic logoff of application for inactivity by timeframe established by DHCFP.

		Data access is further controlled through automated logoff processes. If a user is inactive for a specified timeframe (established by DHCFP), the system automatically logs them out of the application.



		11.4.1.11 Develop a DHCFP-approved Security Plan, providing details on how the Contractor will manage and maintain technical, physical, and administrative security over the systems, networks, and facilities as well as security roles and responsibilities.

		We develop a Security Plan that incorporates how we manage and maintain technical, physical, and administrative security over the systems, networks, and facilities. Our plan details the tools and processes we employ and lays out designated security roles and responsibilities. We present the plan to DHCFP within thirty (30) calendar days of contract signing and provide updates to the plan annually.






		11.4.1.12 Establish the system security portions of a Security Plan as it relates to the MMIS and system components and for inclusion into DHCFP’s overall Security Plan. The system security portion of the Security Plan shall address all requirements presented in Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308.

		MMIS and system component security protocols included in our plan (for inclusion in DHCFP’s overall Security Plan) addresses all requirements presented in Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308. We address and incorporate all aspects of a Security Plan for federal systems as defined in this document. Requirements include details on both access control (e.g., procedure for emergency access; context/role/user-based access) and technology control (communications/network controls: integrity controls, message authentication; one of the following implementation features: access controls/encryption; network: alarm, audit trail, entity authentication, event reporting).



		11.4.1.13 In addition, the Contractor is responsible, as defined in Federal Register 45 CFR 142, sub-part C, section 142.308, for all aspects of a Security Plan for federal systems that includes written security plans, rules, procedures and guidance concerning all aspects of security and contingency plans for responding to a system emergency.

		Secure, detailed plans, rules and procedures for responding to a system emergency are part of the Security Plan we submit to DHCFP. Information Security Policies, Standards and Procedures are included on our corporate intranet site, available to all ACS employees.

Our Business Continuity/Backup and Recovery Plan for the Nevada MMIS Project solution focuses upon prevention, business continuity of critical functions following a minor or major service disruption, and preparedness for quick activation of a powerful disaster recovery response when a natural or manmade disaster is unavoidable.



		11.4.1.14 Ensure security of MMIS access and transactions from multiple sources, including but not limited to Virtual Private Networks, clearinghouses, Wide Area Networks, and the Internet.

		Our Security Plan includes details on monitoring and controlling MMIS access and transactions from multiple sources, including but not limited to Virtual Private Networks, clearinghouses, Wide Area Networks, and the Internet. While all of these resources open access for providers, recipients, and other project stakeholders, they also allow more avenues for possible inappropriate access. Unique user IDs, passwords, and controlled sign-on procedures, combined with our firewalls, physical demilitarized zone (DMZ) staging, Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) data and other security tools ensure personal confidential data is protected. These and our established, strict audit trails for all data received and transmitted allow us to track and evaluate access and maintain consistent, quality security standards. This architecture ensures the security of MMIS access and transactions from multiple sources, including but not limited to Virtial Private Networks, clearinghouses, Wide Area Networks, and the Web.



		11.4.1.15 Maintain audit trails for all data received or transmitted.

		All data received or transmitted, whether electronic or hardcopy, is tracked and auditable. Images or automated system entries (as previously described in 11.4.1.8 and 11.4.1.9) are tracked and reported, as appropriate, to DHCFP.



		11.4.1.16 Utilize electronic signatures, where appropriate, as agreed to by DHCFP.

		Whenever appropriate, and as agreed to by DHCFP, we use electronic signatures to facilitate electronic transmission.



		11.4.1.17 Ensure encryption of data and encryption of transmission methods as required by DHCFP policy.

		As part of our process of data protection and data management, ACS establishes, supports, and facilitates a DHCFP-approved Secure FTP solution to send and receive file extracts with DHCFP-approved business partners, as required by DHCFP policy. The solution facilitates configurations and transmissions on each end to support secure automated file transfers. Data is protected and controlled during transit and storage and is auditable during that process. The proposed solution facilitates the sending and receiving of data files from various outside government and private healthcare agencies and confirms the files being processed are encrypted and secure. 



		11.4.1.18 Apply all security patches for the operating system and any other software for the system within timeframes specified by DHCFP.

		We apply required security patches for the operating system and related software through the change control process, meeting timeframes specified by DHCFP. Our subcontractor Verizon IT prepares, installs, and verifies Verizon third party software releases, updates, and upgrades on the mainframe system environment and, coordinating with ACS, applies properly tested patches to Verizon IT third party mainframe software using the configuration change management process. 



		11.4.1.19 Inform DHCFP of any potential security breaches in a timeframe specified by DHCFP.

		Potential or actual security breaches require immediate action. The following steps ensure we provide immediate notification and resolution:


· Notify DHCFP of the potential security breach immediately, by phone or email, or no more than 24 hours after the event except as provided for in 45 CFR § 164.412

· Follow-up with details in a formal memorandum identifying affected individuals and specific information wrongfully disclosed; coordinate technology and operations teams’ efforts to determine the extent of data or documentation exposure


· Determine clients, providers or other individuals affected and take any further action as agreed to by DHCFP and ACS; coordinate actions


· Provide an incident report with root cause analysis and corrective action within five business days of the discovery, ensuring that further unauthorized disclosure(s) will not reoccur



Our goal is to avoid any inappropriate access and if that should occur, to deal with it quickly and effectively. We treat each individual’s personal information as our own.





11.4.2
DHCFP Responsibilities Deleted per Amendment No. 3 to RFP No. 1824, March 24, 2010.

11.4.3
Contractor Performance Expectations


REQUIREMENT: 11.4.3, page 91


ACS recognizes that meeting and exceeding the performance expectations set by DHCFP is a critical success factor for managing programs such as Nevada’s. As shown in Table 11.4-3, Performance Expectations for Security Activities, we agree to comply with the RFP’s performance expectations for security activities.

Table 11.4-3. Performance Expectations for Security Activities

		Performance Expectation

		ACS Response



		Submit the Security Plan to DHCFP within thirty (30) calendar days of contract signing and provide updates to the plan on an annual basis.

		Meets



		Develop, maintain and test procedures consistent with DHCFP/State policies for handling security patches and other necessary software patches and updates.

		Meets



		Notify DHCFP of any potential or discovered security breaches within twenty-four (24) hours except as provided for in 45 CFR § 164.412.

		Meets



		Process user ID changes and additions within three (3) working days of each request.

		Meets



		Process user ID deletions within one (1) working day of each request.

		Meets
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Part 1


Web Front End 


Navigation and Screens


		1.0
Using the System



		All system requirements and technical design documentation are stored and maintained in an on-line relational database that links all components. Extensive on-line documentation includes pull-down menus and electronic search features to facilitate locating needed information, and Adobe Acrobat Reader facilitates access and search capabilities of full systems documentation on-line. Users can view and print documentation on an as-needed basis.

Each Web page (screen) in the Web MMIS contains standard layout and design features that help the user complete specific subsystem tasks and navigate to other Web MMIS pages or screens easily. The two primary functional areas are the navigation panel on the left side of the screen that permits the user to access any of the subsystems or specific subject folders and the active work area on the right side of the screen, where the MMIS data is entered.










		1.1
Navigation Panel



		The navigation panel allows the user to access the individual subsystems, their components, the folders within each component, and associated individual screens.



		Navigation Panel

		Explanation and Use



		

		The subsystem name is the primary key. The main navigation panel allows the user to open the initial MMIS subsystem page used to branch to additional relevant screen maintenance pages.





		

		To view all screens for a single subsystem, either click on the subsystem name (the primary key), or, click on the plus sign (+) next to the subsystem name.



		

		To view all screens for all subsystems, click on the Expand All tab at the top of the list. Alternately, to return to a minimal view of all subsystems, click on the Collapse All tab.





		1.2
Active Work Area



		Screens are user-friendly and easily navigated using the mouse and point-and-click technology, tab key, or specified function buttons. The selections and/or fields on individual screens change depending on the task or transaction being performed by the user. Updateable fields are boxed in black borders to make them clearly identifiable and quickly accessible. When data is entered, fields in error are highlighted with red borders. Protected fields appear as text, with no borders. Additional pages associated with any primary page are also quickly available with the click of the mouse on the Tabs located across the top of the active work area of the screen. On-line help features and drop-down menus provide quick reference, selection subjects, and valid values and codes.



		Design Element

		Explanation and Use



		URL Address




		Each screen is identified by a name that appears directly beneath the Alaska Medicaid title in the upper right-hand side of the active work area. Screens are also identified with a number, e.g., XX-S-nnn where XX is the abbreviated subsystem reference, S represents the media (screen), and nnn is the number assigned to the screen. This screen identification is referenced in the Web page Universal Resource Locator (URL) which appears in the Web browser Address bar displayed at the top of each screen.

This example shows the screen number 
(PS-S-013) and abbreviated name (provSplInd_LocInfo_Inquiry) as it appears in the URL address bar. NOTE: The URL address line does not appear in the illustrations in this document.



		Date and Time




		The system date and time always display on each screen.

Example: 12/21/2004
12:30:00 AKST



		On-line Help




		The Help button always appears on each screen. Click on this button to open the on-line HELP function at any time.



		Logoff the System




		The Logout button always appears on each screen. Click on this button to log off the Web MMIS.



		Select a Saved Record




		The Display selection always appears on each screen. Up to three transactions can be saved during the current on-line session only. To view and display either of these transactions in the active work area during the current session, click on Display and choose from the drop-menu. Once logged off of the current session, these transactions are no longer available to the user during any new sessions.



		Tabbed Pages




		Some screen tasks require sequential completion or a fixed set of data to be entered to complete the task. If the task is sequential, the pages that need to be completed will be presented as tabs across the top of the active work area. In Inquiry mode, the layout of the pages is the same.

For instance, in the tab set to the left, the user must enter data in all of the additional pages associated with the Name tab to successfully complete the transaction. The user will first finish the Name page (indicated as Step 1 of 5), then click on the Program & Type tab (Step 2 of 5) to enter appropriate data, then click on the Specialty tab (Step 3 of 5), continuing through each tab until the transaction is completed.

Depending on screen functionality, the user may be able to access tabbed pages independently by clicking on the individual tab. This rule does not apply to all multiple page screens however.



		Perform a Search




		Search fields appear in the upper portion of the screen above the data fields in the active work area. Search criteria can be entered in a search field (sometimes referred to as the primary key field) to initiate a unique search based on the specific criterion. To do this, enter a valid value in the search field, and click on Go to display the record set.



		Change Transaction Mode




		When an active work area is initially displayed, the Inquiry transaction mode displays as default. To select the type of screen transaction other than inquiry for the active work area, click on Change Mode and drag the cursor to either Add or Update. If the particular screen does not allow a specific functionality, or if the user is not authorized to access the screen, a message displays.



		Look-up Data




		The look-up icon is displayed next to active work area fields that require specific data for field input.

To open a valid value choice box, click on the icon, and then click on a valid value to populate the field.



		Select a Date




		The calendar icon is displayed next to fields that require a valid date. To choose a valid date, click on the icon to open a calendar date choice box, find the appropriate date, and click on it to populate the date field.



		Choose a Command




		Each active work area displays function buttons across the bottom of the screen, beneath the data entry fields, for selection of system commands or navigation options.

A navigation table is included with each screen description in this document that explains all the navigation options associated with the active work area of that screen. Each function button is identified by name as it appears on the screen, and the action it produces. Note: Function buttons change from screen to screen.



		View History




		To access a read-only history/record page associated with the active work area, click on the Select Application arrow in the lower left corner of the screen, drag the cursor to one of the available options on the drop-menu, and click on Open.



		Move to Another Screen




		To move to another page directly associated with the active work area page, click on the Select Application arrow in the lower right corner of the screen, drag the cursor to one of the available options on the drop-menu, and click on Go.
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Offices in Principal Cities Worldwide 


One Pennsylvania Plaza 
38th Floor 
New York, NY  10119 


Tel 646-473-3000 


April 23, 2010 


Brett Jakovac, PMP® 
Vice President of Operations, Western US 
Government Healthcare Solutions  
Affiliated Computer Services, Inc. 
A Xerox Company 
34 North Last Chance Gulch, Suite 200  
Helena, MT 59601 


Comments on ACS’ Nevada MMIS Bid and Available Data 


Dear Brett: 


ACS engaged Milliman’s New York health practice to provide data analytical and other support 
for its Nevada MMIS Bid.  This letter describes some of the support we provided and contains 
my assessment of data the State made available to bidders.   


Milliman’s work for ACS is for the exclusive benefit of ACS.  ACS engaged Milliman's New York 
office to provide actuarial and analytic support for its MMIS bid.  The Milliman team engaged by 
ACS has no access to confidential information that the State may have provided to Milliman's 
Seattle practice as a part of the latter's work for the State.  This letter may be shared only with 
the State of Nevada as background; however, this letter does not represent an endorsement of 
ACS’ bid, furthermore, I have not reviewed ACS’ bid or bid documents. 


As described below, the data we analyzed had serious limitations, which, in my opinion, make it 
difficult to confidently assess the size and characteristics of the Medicaid population that is the 
subject of the bid, as well as the opportunity for improvements in care or cost for the population.  
The following material summarizes my findings. 


Data analysis.  We analyzed three claims datasets that ACS provided to us, which, we 
understand, ACS had created by converting data provided by the State for bidders.  We also 
reviewed an Excel workbook that came from the bidder website. 


The data we analyzed had limitations including: 


• No provision of an enrollment or denominator file.  This severely limits the ability 
to understand the population’s characteristics, including fundamentally important 
issues such as turnover or reason for eligibility (disabled, emergency assistance, 
TANF, etc.), and to validate that claims provided actually correspond to the target 
population.  


• Claims reflected claims paid in FY 2009 (July 2008-June 2009) with some paid 
claims incurred in prior years back to 2003.  Programs are typically financed and 
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Brett Jakovac 
April 23, 2010 


 


measured on an incurred basis, not a paid basis.  The data provided do not allow 
the reliable determination of whether payment patterns changed during the 
period and whether the paid claims fairly represent incurred levels. 


• No data dictionary and missing fields.  The claim files appear to be at the 
transaction level rather than final records after adjudication.  Indicators for 
duplicates, reversals, voids, etc. would be very important to convert transaction 
files into incurred claims files. 


• Key figures within the MMIS workbook are inconsistent and also inconsistent with 
the claims data.  For example, the membership reported in the caseload 
projection and the forecast are inconsistent, and more patient IDs appear in the 
FFS data than are reported in the other sources. 


 


Data reviewed: 


Data File Name 
RAW.UB.CLAIM.txt 
RAW.NONUB.CLAIM.txt 
RAW.RX.CLAIM.txt 


Excel file reviewed:  MMIS Workbook - Excel Version.xls 


 


Other support that Milliman’s New York health practice provided to ACS relative to its State of 
Nevada bid included, 


• Reasonability review of potential savings models and guarantee structures in light of 
national norms and available Nevada data 


• Review of staffing models 


• Examination of potential for medical home model and disease management efforts 


• Suggestions for economic performance guarantees 


I am a Member of the American Academy of Actuaries and meet the Academy’s qualification 
standards to render this opinion. 


Please don’t hesitate to contact me to discuss. 


Sincerely,  


 
Bruce Pyenson, FSA, MAAA 
Principal & Consulting Actuary 
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Tab VII – Scope of Work

REQUIREMENT: Section 20.3.2.8, page 191-192

Section 20.3.2.8, Tab VII – Scope of Work of RFP 1824 is modified as follows (additions are in bold italics, deletions are stricken). Per Amendment 3, March 24, 2010.

Vendors must place their written response(s) immediately following the applicable RFP question, statement and/or section and must be presented in a style/format that is easily distinguishable from RFP language. Vendors are requested to limit their scope of work section to no more than two-hundred fifty (250) eighty (80) pages, excluding contractor responses to requirements tables as instructed in Section 7.3, appendices, samples and/or exhibits. 


This tab must include responses outlining the Vendor’s approach to handling the requirements listed in the following sections:


11.1 – Vendor Response to System Requirements;


11.2 – Current MMIS Computing Environment;


11.3 – HIPAA Requirements;


11.4 – Security Requirements;


11.5 – Business Resumption Requirements;


11.6 – Post Implementation Review and CMS System Certification;


12.1 – General Operational Requirements for All System Components;


12.2 – Maintenance and Change Management;

12.3 – Training Requirements Change Management Activities; 


12.4 – General Reporting Requirements Maintenance Activities;

12.5 – Core MMIS Component Training Requirements; 


12.6 – Peripheral Systems and Tools Component General Reporting Requirements; 


12.7 – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services Core MMIS Component Requirements; 


12.8 – Peripheral Systems and Tools Component Requirements; 


12.9 – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services;


13 – Health Information Exchange Solution;


14 – Hosting Solutions;


15 – Health Education and Care Coordination – Optional Provision; and


16 – Data Warehouse – Optional Provision


**Response to Scope of Work Requirements Tables should be submitted as Tab XIII – Requirements Tables. See Section 20.3.2.14 of this RFP for submission information.


We actively partner with DHCFP to address all program considerations, not just traditional claims processing. We work with DHCFP and the Nevada Medicaid stakeholders to develop innovative offerings that save program dollars while improving outcomes, thus advancing sustainability and avoiding program cuts.

		

		



		· Key management team and up to 95 percent of staff located in Nevada


· Low-risk solution retains Core MMIS in Verizon Data Center, maintains CMS certification standards 

· Expert personnel to support MMIS management and technical operation 


· MITA-aligned peripheral system tools including selected COTS products that replace outdated solutions

· Innovative HIE and care management solutions to save program dollars while improving outcomes



		





With a long history of success in MMIS and fiscal agent services across the country, we offer DHCFP a relationship with a partner who is dedicated to Medicaid for the long term. This collaborative working arrangement will allow Nevada to achieve a smooth takeover and to benefit from experiences learned on a national level with MITA, from our experience with health reform initiatives, and from our assistance in evaluating Nevada benefit policy implications.  

In meeting the RFP requirements for MMIS operations and program support services, our strength lies in our people—our corporate leadership, our onsite key personnel, and our trained and dedicated fiscal agent staff.  A strong local project team combined with supporting nationwide resources ensures our capacity to meet all requirements of the Nevada MMIS Takeover Project.  Our proposed organizational approach focuses on three principles:  local presence, local responsiveness, and local management of subcontractor relationships.

Our solution includes innovative, MITA-aligned system components and services, for example, our PBM OS+ pharmacy point-of-sale solution; a new data warehouse that includes fraud analytics from our subcontractor, Ingenix; TPL services provided by DHCFP's current vendor, HMS; a feature-rich Web portal based on our current development in Virginia; computer-based and Web-enabled training for staff and providers; and an efficient local, call center solution powered by Oracle On Demand.  In addition, throughout this section we propose new tools and processes for operational improvements both large and small.

In Tab VII – Scope of Work, we respond to the RFP requirements in the following sections:


Proposal Section 11, System Requirements


11.1 – Vendor Response to System Requirements

11.2 – Current MMIS Computing Environment

11.3 – HIPAA Requirements

11.4 – Security Requirements


11.5 – Business Resumption Requirements


11.6 – Post Implementation Review and CMS System Certification

Proposal Section 12, Operational Requirements


12.1 – General Operational Requirements for All System Components

12.2 – Maintenance and Change Management


12.3 – Training Requirements 


12.4 – General Reporting Requirements 


12.5 – Core MMIS Component Requirements 


12.6 – Peripheral System Tools Component Requirements

12.7 – Medicaid Claims Processing and Program Support Services 

Proposal Section 13 – Health Information Exchange Solution

Proposal Section 14 – Hosting Solutions

Proposal Section 15 – Health Education and Care Coordination – Optional Provision

· Proposal Section 16 – Data Warehouse – Optional Provision


As required by the RFP, we present our response to scope of work requirements tables in Tab XIII – Requirements Tables.
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Communication PlaN

For First Health Services  Reno, Nevada Operations

Originally Created on March 2004; Updated on April 2006 and October 2007

Introduction

Our Communication Plan has been designed to control the flow of information among Nevada Medicaid/Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy (DHCFP) staff and managers, First Health Services’ colleagues and Nevada Medicaid providers.  Goals of the Communication Plan are the elimination of task redundancies and duplicate PDRs, and the creation of notifications for completed tasks and successful implementations.  The processes described in this document have been successful in reversing these problems and taking control of these situations.  Alternative methods of communication are suggested so that all providers, DHCFP staff and First Health Services staff are continuously updated so no one is left out of the loop.  Input was collected from the DHCFP and incorporated into this plan, which has been refined since first being written in March 2004.

We recognize that it is essential to have every piece of communication approved by the designated person/people at the State authorized to approve items.  Our plan will always secure these approvals in writing or by email before an item proceeds to the next step.  The State has determined who has the approval authority.

All projects are tracked by the Technical Writer and Communications Specialist, so that anyone can find out what went out to the providers and when, and who reviewed/approved the documents and when.  Our tracking system helps to coordinate the release of information, so that web announcements, letters and RAs will reach the target audience in a timely manner.  We have established a naming/numbering convention system to determine tracking codes for each piece of communication.  The codes are included on our tracking spreadsheets.

I.	PROVIDER COMMUNICATIONS

Nevada Medicaid providers vary widely by specialty, as well as by availability to electronic media and frequency of remittance, among other distinctions.  Thus, multiple methods of communication need to be implemented to keep providers informed of State policy changes, billing changes, urgent messages, etc.

We control the information we need to distribute to providers by utilizing a mailed quarterly newsletter, website announcements, Remittance Advice (RA) messages, letters, memos, faxes, emails, billing guidelines, claim form instructions, training presentations and materials, as well as information we provide to professional associations to distribute or publish in their member newsletters.  The various means of contact let providers know that we are making a strong effort to address their concerns and keep them informed.

A.	Quarterly Print Newsletter

Nevada Medicaid News is produced by Magellan Health and mailed to all providers.  Examples of topics covered in past newsletters are billing tips, electronic claims submission, the National Provider Identifier (NPI), the Medicare Part D Prescription Program, billing with Third Party Liability (TPL), verifying recipient eligibility, the online prior authorization system, plus standing items such as contact information.

Process

1.	Topics collected for newsletter articles from First Health Services’ staff and managers.

2.	Topics reviewed and approved by First Health Services’ Nevada Manager of Operations (who is also the manager of the Nevada Communications Team).

3.	List of our topics is sent to the DHCFP (Compliance Chief) with request for their suggestions for articles.

4.	Articles written by Communications Specialist.

5.	Articles reviewed and approved by Nevada Manager of Operations.

6.	Articles sent to First Health Services department managers for review (5-business-day turnaround).

7.	Revises made per First Health managers. 

8.	Articles sent to DHCFP (Compliance Chief) who asks State chiefs and managers to review and comment (2-week turnaround).

9.	Current “Mail To” addresses of all providers are obtained from First Health Services’ corporate office. The list is processed to delete duplications, correct spacing, complete any incomplete addresses (by referring to MMIS).

10.	Revises made to articles per DHCFP review.

11.	Articles returned to DHCFP for final approval (1- to 5-day turnaround).

12.	Newsletter design completed with State-approved articles and QA’d.

13.	Final newsletter reviewed and approved by Nevada Manager of Operations.

14.	Newsletter pages saved as PDF files and saved to disk for delivery to printer.

15.	Printer takes 5 to 10 working days to process/certify mailing list, print newsletter, fold, attach tab closures, sort and deliver to post office.

16.	Newsletter is formatted for the web and posted to the http://nevada.fhsc.com website under Provider Announcements/Newsletters.

17.	Internal Communications Memo written and emailed to inform First Health Services staff/management and the DHCFP that the State-approved project has been distributed to providers.

18.	Project entered in communications tracking system.

B.	Website = http://nevada.fhsc.com

Our website is a valuable service to providers who can refer to the website themselves or refer their staff to the information we have posted.  All newsletters and website announcements are archived on the website for easy reference.

Tools for Providers Posted to the Website

1.	Website Announcements

	Website announcements are posted on the home page of our website, with archived announcements posted on the Newsletters and Announcements page.  Web Announcements have the potential to be posted quickly – within two days – to make notifications timelier and to reinforce RA messages (explained below).

2.	Newsletters

3.	Billing Manuals and Guidelines

4.	Provider Enrollment documents and instructions

5.	Provider Training Catalog and course registration information

6.	Forms

7.	Access to electronic billing, eligibility verification and online prior authorization systems

8.	Pharmacy announcements, Drug Class Reviews, Preferred Drug List

9.	Contact information to reach First Health Services

10.	Link to the DHCFP website.

C.	Letters and Memos

Letters and memos allow us to distribute information quickly (on such issues as changes to billing instructions) and to accommodate those providers without email, regular access to the website, or weekly remittance checks.  Letters written by the Communications Team may be placed on either First Health Services or State letterhead and then mailed to the targeted provider type(s).  The State is welcome to draft the letters; otherwise, communications are written by First Health Services.  To keep mailing costs down, projects mailed to less than 1,000 providers are prepared in-house and mailed from our office mailroom; larger quantities are sent to our contracted local printer to print, fold, stuff and mail.

D.	Faxes and Emails

These methods are more immediate than some other forms of distribution and more applicable to some providers.

Examples

1.	Announcements have been faxed to Personal Care Agencies and Pharmacy providers.

2.	Emails have been sent to electronic claim submitters and Pharmacy providers.

E.	Remittance Advice Messages

This is an effective, weekly method to communicate to providers valuable reminders and urgent updates – especially information and status on recycled/reprocessed/adjusted claims – in a concise format.  Space is limited, so it is essential to be clear and refer providers to other sources for additional information.  Once the work flow process is followed (see section III below), the RA message is entered into the MMIS by a member of the QA department staff, and then proofread by the Communications Specialist or Technical Writer before being saved.

F.	Provider Outreach and Professional Associations

We work with our Provider Trainers to make sure they have up-to-date information and copies of our communications as soon as we distribute them.  We have developed the best methods to communicate information to the various professional associations that share and forward our information to their members.  The same information we send directly to providers will also be sent to the provider associations.

Examples

1.	Announcements have been sent to Nevada’s three Dental Associations with a request that they fax the material to their members.  The Dental Associations prefer to communicate with their membership by faxing communiqué.

2.	Articles submitted to the Nevada Hospital Association have been printed in their monthly newsletter to members.

3.	Pharmacy announcements are submitted to the Retail Association of Nevada (RAN) for their newsletter, which is read by Nevada’s pharmacy providers.

II.	FIRST HEALTH SERVICES COLLEAGUE COMMUNICATIONS

It is vital to keep First Health Services colleagues informed of all changes in order to improve customer support when communicating with providers.  Every First Health Services colleague contributes to the success of projects and programs, which means that they need to be notified when their hard work benefits the entire company mission.

A.	Internal Communication Memos

Once the State approves an RA message, letter, web announcement, etc., a Communication Memo is emailed to the First Health Services Quality Assurance staff, managers and supervisors, and vital First Health Services staff located in Virginia.  Marta Stagliano and Mel Rosenberg with DHCFP are copied so they know that the staff has been notified and the project completed.  The memo details how and when the document is being distributed to providers with a copy of the document(s) attached.

B.	Emails

For urgent changes/notifications such as billing manual revisions, an email is sent in-house to managers (to distribute to staff) by the Technical Writer.

III.	COMMUNICATIONS WORK FLOW

Work flow for all documents produced by the Communications Team:

A.	Documents are written through consultations with First Health Services managers/subject matter experts in Reno, corporate systems analysts in Virginia (if applicable), and Nevada DHCFP subject matter experts.  We ask the appropriate parties to review the item before we progress with the approval process.  We strive to create the most complete, well-written, and accurate document possible before it is sent to the State for review.

B.	Documents are reviewed and approved by the Nevada of Operations (also the manager of the Nevada Communications Team).

C.	Documents are emailed to the DHCFP (Chief of Compliance) for formal approval.  The Chief usually asks all other chiefs/managers to review and comment.  All documents must have State approval before being posted or mailed. The State will take anywhere from 2 days (RA message) to 3 weeks (billing manual) to review and approve documents.

D.	Documents are revised per State and then the item returned to the State for final approval.

E.	Documents are distributed per plan.

F.	Internal Communications Memo describing the State-approved project and means of distribution to providers is emailed with a copy of the document(s).

G.	First Health Services’ Communications Specialist and Technical Writer enter the project into approval tracking systems.
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State of Nevada Request for Proposal Number 1824, Nevada MMIS Takeover

Tab VII — Scope of Work



15.0	health education and care coordination — optional provision 

15.1	OVERVIEW

15.1.1	PURPOSE

This section of the Request for Proposal (RFP) pertains to the provision of Health Education Services. DHCFP’s objective is to identify a qualified vendor who will sustain and/or improve the health of specific recipients within the Nevada Medicaid Fee-For-Service (FFS) program, many of which are in the Aged, Blind, and Disabled (ABD) population. These are recipients with chronic conditions who are at a moderate risk for future health complications or hospitalizations. The vendor must produce savings for the FFS program through this health education and care coordination program. The Vendor shall develop policies and procedures that ensure cost containment by positively impacting health outcomes and producing cost savings to the State. The Vendor’s proposal will have to demonstrate how these medical savings will be achieved and what percentage of these savings the Vendor would like to be reimbursed for. 

Vendors must either implement the program components as described in this section or propose other creative solutions that will achieve the same objectives and goals. 

While this is an optional program services provision which Vendors may choose to include or exclude as part of their technical proposal submission, proposals that do not include a health education and care coordination component will not be entitled to receive the maximum points allotted for the evaluation of technical proposals, as this component will be considered during the evaluation and scoring of technical proposals. 

In addition, the health education and care coordination program is a component of the budget neutral compensation model. The acceptance and implementation of this optional provision will occur at DHCFP’s sole discretion and shall have no bearing on DHCFP’s decision to accept or implement other services proposed by the successful vendor regardless of whether it is part of, or external to the budget neutral compensation model.

 (
DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE 
FIRST HEALTH SERVICES
FHS proposes a Multi-Level Model to save several million dollars in Care Coordination 
c
osts over time: 
Unified, integrated program through single vendor
Recipient-centered continuum of care
Better care coordination with minimal fragmentation of care.
)First Health Services’ (FHS’) Health Education and Care Coordination Program focuses on the health of Aged, Blind, and Disabled (ABD) recipients with chronic diagnoses who are at risk for future hospitalization and/or Emergency Room utilization.  While we understand that the RFP requests programs strictly for Level II recipients, our initial analysis shows that Nevada will enjoy a cost-savings of between $2 and $3 million dollars over a 2 to 5 year period by targeting CHF, COPD, asthma, and diabetes recipients in Levels I, II, and III with tiered identification and intervention programs.  By managing a program that encompasses all three levels, we will be able to better coordinate services across all levels and minimize the fragmentation of care that results from multiple vendors managing different levels.  We propose that DHCFP and FHS mutually agree on a process that tracks and accounts for these savings on an annual basis.  As a company, we are willing to place a percentage of our administrative fee at risk, based on achievement of savings for this program.  Savings would be measured against a baseline at the start of the program and every year during the term of the contract.  See the details of our analytical model designed to achieve these program goals in the Ongoing Assessment of Levels of Care in proposal Section 15.2.2.

An Integrated Approach 

Our primary goals are to prevent Levels I and II recipients from becoming high-cost users in the future, decrease Emergency Room visits and unnecessary/inappropriate utilization for Levels II and III recipients, and improve the overall medical, functional and psychological status for all recipients in the program.  We accomplish these goals through integrated coordination between different services — pharmacy, behavioral health, and medical services; outreach to providers and local community resources; and a patient-centered continuum of care that encompasses utilization management.  For these reasons, the FHS program is optimally positioned to adhere to the State’s budget-neutral compensation model.

 (
DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE
FIRST HEALTH SERVICES
FHS Care Coordination Program Success:
Reduced Length of Psychiatric Treatment in Florida
Residential Facility
 
Average Stay
Before intervention
Over 300 days
After intervention 
150 – 180 days 
Reduced Kentucky Recipient HgbA1c Levels
After intervention, 62% of recipient levels decreased by 7.5% and level of ownership increased as evidenced by increased monitoring and follow-up with PCPs, eye exams, and lab wor
k. 
$218,000 Saved in South Carolina
FHS Care Coordination produced this savings for a small HepC targeted population.
)For examples of our system that integrate pharmaceutical, behavioral, and medical data, see Appendix V, FirstHCM™ Care Coordination Module.

Proven Competence and Savings for Medicaid Programs

As demonstrated by FHS’ support of Medicaid care coordination programs in other states over the last eight years, we have the unparalleled clinical strength, policies, procedures, structures, and analytics already in place to produce positive health outcomes and savings for DHCFP in its mission to improve health outcomes and better manage costs.  As the incumbent Fiscal Agent in Nevada, we are able to identify ABD recipients at critical junctions in care and to implement clinical initiatives such as aggressive discharge planning in order to improve care and achieve savings.  

How the Program Works

ABD recipients eligible for services are identified through our analytical model.  Once identified, they are stratified based on their level of risk.  Recipients in Levels II and III are contacted by FHS staff for further assessment and to share information about FHS workshops and resources available in their area.  Recipients receive the following types of interventions: 

Level I recipients receive educational mailings and workshop opportunities.

Level II recipients receive educational mailings, workshop opportunities, and health coaching on an as-needed basis.

 (
DHCFP’S BEST CHOICE
FIRST HEALTH SERVICES 
FHS’ 
Recipient Workshops
: 
Follow Stanford-like model and emphasize group participation to build self management skills
Cover techniques from coping with fatigue to preventing ER visits and hospitalizations
.
)Level III recipients receive educational mailings, workshop opportunities, and health coaching on a routine basis. 

Our four-week workshops (two hours per week over a four-week period) cover such topics as disease-specific education, co-morbidities and the effect on the disease process, symptoms, treatment (e.g., hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia), complications, medications and their actions, basic nutrition guidelines, stress management, exercises that maintain flexibility, techniques in coping with the problems such as fatigue, frustration, isolation and pain, communication with family, evaluation of treatment modalities, and prevention methods to promote health.  This approach, in conjunction with individualized health coaching, will help decrease the movement of recipients to the higher levels associated with increased utilization and cost.  For providers, we offer Continuing Medical Education (CME) workshops and lead meetings to update them on medical policies and Medicaid resources.  Pre-registration and workshop scheduling services are available for both provider and recipient workshops.

To maintain communication with recipients, the FHS staff uses text messaging, telephone, and U.S. Mail.  Information will also be available on our recipient web portal.  In addition, our staff provides recipients with information on Nevada community resources, including transportation services, to promote workshop attendance and link them with their Medical Home.  After workshop completion, our staff continues to provide support to participants. 

FHS Organizational Model

FHS Care Coordination Services are managed by a Medical Director and a staff of RNs, LPNs, and social workers.  Our organizational model supports four key components:  identifying recipients, training them to self-manage their chronic disease, monitoring their progress, and measuring program effectiveness.  In Exhibit 15.1.1-1, we provide our Care Coordination Organizational Chart.

		





		Exhibit 15.1.1-1, Care Coordination Organizational Chart





Stratification Strategy 

Our analytics model assigns ABD recipients in Levels I, II, and III to one of four chronic illnesses based on the recipient’s utilization of services, as well as the presence of co-morbid high-cost behavioral health conditions such as schizophrenia.  The model is based on a combination of inpatient admits, Emergency Room (ER) utilization, outpatient (OP) visits, and diagnostic and pharmacy data and applies the Department of Defense (DoD) disease state definitions for COPD, CHF, diabetes, and asthma.  (These definitions incorporate the CPT, diagnosis, and drug codes associated with the treatment of these conditions.) 

Once the population is identified, the FHS method employs interventions specific to a recipient’s current level of condition severity, while at the same time constantly re-assessing their needs. Our extensive 2009 Nevada claims data analyses indicate that although recipients can be assigned to a single level at a single point in time, their levels change over time.  Once our program is implemented, we expect that improvements will happen frequently with some recipients seeing their disease brought under control and/or their psychosocial well-being improve.  We also expect to see recipients whose disease progresses, or who develop co-morbid medical and/or mental health conditions require more management.

Self-Management Training for Targeted Recipients

FHS’ workshops are highly participative, as recommended by the Stanford model, and help recipients build self-management skills.  Mutual support among workshop participants also promotes participants’ confidence in their ability to manage their health and maintain active and fulfilling lives.  In addition, our trainers are well-versed in the differences between child and adult learning needs and are able to adapt their instruction accordingly.

Clinical Outcomes Effectiveness 

FHS measures outcomes through the use of nationally known and scientifically-validated tools such as the SF-12 Health Survey, as well as the Consumer Health Inventory (CHI) and Consumer Health Inventory for Children (CHI-C).  These tools are administered on an as needed basis to measure recipients’ functionality and behavioral health before, during, and after their participation in the program.  Our tools also predict future functionality, provide clear markers for recipient improvement or deterioration and identify whether treatment goals have been attained.

Program Effectiveness Measures

FHS uses multiple mechanisms to measure provider and recipient feedback which are included in our evaluation of program effectiveness. Level I, II, and III Recipient Satisfaction Surveys are mailed annually.  In addition, we ask recipient and provider workshop participants to complete program evaluations that assess their program satisfaction and readiness to change.  We also acquire data from our formal complaint system, FirstCRM™, which we use to investigate and address each complaint and analyze for trends.  Our Reno-based call center operation also collects additional data such as average speed of answer, abandonment rate, and calls answered.  Data from all the above sources are analyzed to identify opportunities for improvement. 

15.1.2	HEALTH EDUCATION AND CARE COORDINATION 

The targeted population consists of recipients with chronic conditions within the Medicaid Fee-for Service system. These recipients generally have relatively low hospital and emergency room utilization, but are at a moderate risk for future health complications as a result of their diagnoses. They need support to maintain functionality and/or improve health. The health education program will achieve the following goals: 

A.	Sustain or improve the functionality and health status of recipients;

B.	Implement an accountable disease-specific prevention and management education program that includes mailings, health coaching, and workshops;

C.	Provide care coordination services and Create mechanisms to refer recipients to appropriate medical and social services; 

D.	Support the use of a medical home;

E.	Use standardized outcome measures for the program; and 

F.	Maintain or improve the cost-effective use of services for this population.

Our staff of highly experienced, caring, advocacy-driven healthcare coordinators works directly with recipients and physicians.  The following table illustrates how FHS will meet DHCFP goals: 

		DHCFP Goals

		Approaches



		A.	Sustain or improve the functionality and health status of recipients.

		FHS uses proven health status outcomes tools that measure medical, functional and behavioral health outcomes, such as the nationally known and scientifically-validated SF-12, CHI, and the CHI-C. 



		B.	Implement an accountable disease-specific prevention and management education program for Nevada Medicaid recipients that include mailings, health coaching intervention and workshops.

		FHS’ disease prevention and management education programs adhere to rigorous quality standards.

Our engagement and educational strategies include disease-specific workshops, on-line interactive support through FHS’ web portal, targeted mailings, and outbound calls to recipients at scheduled intervals to encourage them to complete assessments and participate. 



		C.	Provide care coordination services and create mechanisms to refer recipients to appropriate medical and social services.  

		Our local Nevada-based licensed health professionals provide face-to-face contact and health coaching services and facilitate linkage of recipients to appropriate medical and social services in the community. 



		D.	Support the Medical Home.

		FHS embraces the Medical Home concept and will provide primary care providers with three sets of information that will help them function as a Medical Home.

· Information about the individual recipient needs and utilization.  As an example, FHS will use Medicaid claims data to provide PCPs with information on their recipients’ access to preventive/ambulatory health services, follow-up after hospitalization for mental illness, and persistence of beta-blocker after heart attack.  FHS will also use Medicaid claims data to identify which recipients are due for preventive care services, such as influenza and pneumonia vaccinations.

· Information about the PCP’s own performance, including comparisons to that of their peers or objective benchmarks.  FHS will provide each PCP an individual profile on their performance in critical areas, including: hospital readmission rates for short-term diabetes complications, long-term diabetes complications, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, adult asthma, and congestive heart failure.  These are conditions for which good outpatient care can potentially prevent the need for hospitalization or for which early intervention can prevent complications or more severe disease.  With high-quality, community-based primary care, hospitalization for these illnesses often can be avoided.  This profile will show both the PCP’s rates and that of the provider’s peers.

· Information regarding best practices and continuing education.  FHS will work with PCPs to help them understand and incorporate best practices in treating conditions such as congestive heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, asthma, and diabetes.  Recipients may be hospitalized for these conditions if primary care providers fail to adhere to practice guidelines or to prescribe appropriate treatments.  FHS will also provide recipients with educational material regarding the benefit of establishing a relationship with their Medical Home, the importance of self-management of chronic illness, and questions to ask PCPs during office visits.



		E.	Standardized outcome measures for the program.

		We use standard outcome measurement tools, such as:

· SF-12

· Health Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS scores) to determine outcomes of:  

· Preventive/ambulatory health services 

· Hospitalizations for mental illness

· Persistence of beta-blocker post heart attack.



		F.	Maintain or improve the cost-effective use of services for this population.

		Our Care Coordination Program incorporates the following approaches to improve cost-effective use of services: 

· Redirecting recipients to primary physicians and non-urgent care facilities when appropriate

· Providing care coordination from acute illness to home management 

· Following up with recipients after hospitalization to ensure discharge instructions are followed and to avoid possible readmissions

· Assisting in the management of psychosocial effects of the disease process through appropriate referral 

· Addressing the behavioral components of the recipient’s medical illness that impede them from reaching their health goals.





15.1.3	BACKGROUND

Nevada’s Title XIX Medicaid eligibility can be categorized into two general groups: Temporary Aid to Needy Families/ Child Health Assurance Program (TANF/CHAP) and Aged, Blind, and Disabled (ABD). While the TANF/CHAP population mainly consists of pregnant women and children, the ABD population encompasses individuals with disabilities and those who are 65 years or older. As of August 2009, there were 222,003 Medicaid Recipients, with 70%, or 155,955, of them consisting of TANF/CHAP recipients, and another 18%, or 40,402, consisting of ABD recipients. 

Over the past few years, the cost of providing care for ABD recipients through the fee-for-service system in Nevada has more than doubled the rate for the TANF/CHAP population. Even with a sizeable portion of the ABD population pharmacy now covered by Part D, as of August 2009, this group still accounts for $39,393,466, or 46%, of total Medicaid expenditures. As a result, one of Medicaid’s main priorities is to maintain the health for those recipients who currently have some control over their chronic conditions to prevent them from becoming frequent and/or high-cost users of services in the future.

We understand the financial impact that diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), chronic heart failure (CHF) and asthma can have on Medicaid recipients’ current and future health.  We have a successful track record for reducing Medicaid costs and improving health outcomes in three other states. 

15.2	SCOPE OF WORK — HEALTH EDUCATION AND CARE COORDINATION

15.2.1	IDENTIFICATION OF RECIPIENTS

The vendor must develop a strategy to risk stratify all Medicaid recipients into different Levels of Care, which must include an administrative data review (e.g., diagnosis, cost threshold, and/or service utilization) and may also include telephone interviews, workshop conversations, or self-referrals.  These Levels of Care are:

· Level I – These are healthy recipients who have minimal medical expenses. These recipients will not need any interventions;

· Level II – These are recipients with chronic diagnoses who are at moderate risk for future hospitalization and/or emergency room utilization. This is the targeted population for this section of the RFP; and

· Level III – These are recipients with chronic diseases or diagnoses that are difficult to manage. They have high hospital or emergency room utilization and often have multiple co morbidities, are taking a variety of medications, and have complex medical and social needs. These recipients need comprehensive care coordination that is not part of this RFP.

We propose using the disease-state definitions developed by the Department of Defense (DoD) for its disease management programs for diabetes, COPD, CHF, and asthma.  These definitions incorporate the CPT diagnoses and drug codes associated with treatment of these illnesses.  We would apply our analytical model based on combination of diagnostic information, inpatient admits, ER utilization, OP visits, and pharmacy data to those definitions to identify and stratify the ABD population.  As a result of our initial analysis of Nevada claims data, we believe the most cost-effective program should target Levels I, II, and III for identification and intervention.  

15.2.2	ONGOING ASSESSMENT OF LEVELS OF CARE

The vendor must develop tools to maintain the health of Level II recipients in order to prevent them from moving into higher Levels of Care. However, after the initial placement of recipients into Levels of Care is completed, the vendor must have ongoing mechanisms in place to identify recipients who may need to be moved into more appropriate Levels of Care. These mechanisms must include an administrative data review (e.g. diagnosis, cost threshold, and/or service utilization) and may also include telephone interviews, workshop conversations, or self-referrals.

Because of the considerable opportunities for cost-savings and improved care, FHS will use an analytic model that expands a care and coordination program for Level II recipients to reach CHF, COPD, asthma, and diabetes recipients in Levels I, II, and III.  Our tiered identification and intervention programs for each level will help prevent recipients at all levels from moving into higher levels of care, including Level II recipients.  The model is based on a combination of inpatient admits, ER utilization, OP visits, and diagnostic and pharmacy data and applies the DoD disease state definitions for COPD, CHF, diabetes, and asthma.  (These definitions incorporate the CPT, diagnosis, and drug codes associated with the treatment of these conditions.)  Recipients may move up in the levels due to disease progression and/or the exacerbation of co-morbidities, and patients may move down in the levels when their disease is better managed.  In order to effectively move recipients from level to level, all levels should be managed by the same vendor.

We offer an analysis of 2009 Nevada claims data below to substantiate our approach. 

 



Recipient percentages are presented in ranges because recipients are re-stratified on a monthly basis.

 








Beyond these percentages, we have also noted that some conditions have a higher prevalence in Level III recipients than others.  For example, because of the high rate of co-morbidities and intensive levels of treatment seen in the CHF population, 45%-55% of these patients are Level III.   



.



These expenditure differences and behavioral co-morbidity rates underscore the need for different types of intervention at the various stratification levels.



Ongoing Model Review

The numbers presented above reflect the current model applied to Fiscal Year 2009 Nevada data.  Please note that our FHS model for recipient stratification undergoes continual review and quality improvement and is customized to the needs of the population to which it is applied.  When the program is implemented and the model is operational, current data and the most up-to-date model will be used.  This means the numbers may vary slightly from the numbers provided above.  Also note that although FHS recommends the program initially target four diseases, once this Phase 1 program is implemented, our Nevada Health Informatics Team will perform analyses of Nevada’s data to determine if there are other diagnostic groups in need of similar programs.  We believe there is an opportunity for identifying other high-need patients including those with co-morbid medical and behavioral illnesses.  There may be additional opportunities for high-need recipient identification and stratification. 

Multiple Vendor Approach Poses Risk

Our claims data analyses also indicate that, although recipients can be assigned to a single level at a single point in time, theirs levels change over time.  When multiple vendors are involved, there is greater risk that recipients may or may not be moved to the appropriate level as they should be.  Please also note that different contractors may use different algorithms to assign recipients to levels, which means that there will be some variation in how recipients are assigned.  For example, if the first contractor classifies a Level III recipient as a Level II, but the second contractor classifies the same recipient as Level III, that individual would not be included in either program even though it is clear that he or she would benefit. These types of gaps can be avoided by unifying a single program managed by FHS.

15.2.2.1	Higher Levels of Care

Recipients may need to be placed into higher Levels of Care due to increased hospitalization or emergency room utilization, significant decreases in access to family or social support, or other changes that could lead to increased medical or behavioral problems.

FHS is able to provide reports that identify recipients at risk for increased medical, functional, or behavioral problems due to hospitalization and Emergency Room utilization, decreased access to family or social support, and/or other significant changes in a recipient’s life.  If the increased medical or behavioral utilization patterns continue and recipients are not showing improvement in their condition and/or social support levels, they will be transferred to a higher level of care. 

15.2.2.2	Lower Levels of Care 

Recipients may need to be placed into lower Levels of Care due to decreased hospitalization or emergency room utilization, significant increases in access to family or social support, or other changes that have resulted in a reduced need for interventions.

FHS anticipates that some of the recipients will improve their condition/status, reduce use of hospitalization and/or Emergency Room services, and significantly increase their level of social support which will indicate that a lower level of care is needed.  

15.3	Cultural Competence 

The vendor must be able to provide services that are culturally competent and customer-friendly to both the recipients and the providers.  Grievance policies and procedures are to be developed for situations where cultural competence is not recognized or acknowledged.

Within our organization, FHS integrates cultural and linguistic competency throughout our policies, programs, and operations, elevating the standards for systems of care.  FHS’ multi-cultural approach to managing care extends beyond raising awareness to implementing systemic changes in how the company approaches the therapeutic relationship with recipients and how we operate with our business partners.  In addition to working with National Committee on Quality Assurance (NCQA) to test the feasibility of proposed industry standards for culturally and linguistically appropriate care, FHS has created a number of resources and implemented procedures as described below.

Cultural Competency Resource Kit

Our resource kit includes assessments for FHS providers and employees to assess their own cultural competence.  The kit also includes a consumer-oriented evaluation for individuals to assess their providers’ level of cultural competence.  To view this valuable resource, go to https://www.FHSprovider.com/MHS/MGL/education/culturalcompetency/index.asp.  Exhibit 15.3-1 shows the entry screen for the toolkit.

		



		Exhibit 15.3-1, Cultural Competency Resource Kit







		Cultural Competence Resources and Procedures



		Recruiting and working to retain and promote FHS staff, leadership and network providers that reflect the diversity and languages of local cultures.



		Conducting ongoing staff and provider training that builds upon cultural awareness, skills, and practices when developing and delivering culturally proficient services.



		Incorporating supports such as family involvement and traditional healing practices, when appropriate.



		Offering and providing language assistance services, including bilingual staff and interpreter services at no cost to those with limited English proficiency during all hours of operation.



		Making available easily understood patient-related materials, including conflict and grievance resolution materials, in the languages of the commonly encountered groups in the area.



		Developing participatory, collaborative partnerships with communities and utilize a variety of formal and informal mechanisms to facilitate community and consumer involvement in designing and implementing activities and initiatives.





Please refer to Appendix W, FHS Cultural Competence Montana Case Study, for more information regarding FHS’ unique approach to cultural competence. 

15.4	Recipient Services 

15.4.1	INFORMATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

15.4.1.1	The vendor must have written information about its services and access to services available upon request to all Medicaid recipients.  This written information must also be available in the prevalent non-English languages, as determined by the State, in its particular geographic service area. The vendor must make free, oral interpretation services available to each recipient. This applies to all non-English languages, not just those that the State identifies as prevalent.

FHS currently makes available to all Medicaid recipients written and electronic information in English, Spanish, and in prevalent non-English languages.  FHS provides free, oral interpretation services through the OMNI Network for all recipients speaking non-English languages.

15.4.1.2	The vendor is required to notify all Level I recipients that oral interpretation is available for any language and written information is available in pre in prevalent languages. The vendor must notify all recipients on how to access this information.

FHS notifies all Levels 1, II, and III recipients through an introductory letter explaining that oral interpretation is available in all languages and written information in prevalent languages.  The program benefits include information on items such as, but not limited to, health education materials, reminders about checkups and testing, website resources, as well as access to national organizations and community resources.

15.4.1.3	The vendor’s written material must use an easily understood format. The vendor must also develop appropriate alternative methods for communicating with visually and hearing-impaired recipients and accommodating physically disabled recipients in accordance with the requirements of the American with Disabilities Act of 1990. All ABD recipients must be informed that this information is available in alternative formats and how to access those formats. The vendor will be responsible for effectively informing Medicaid recipients who are eligible for EPSDT services, regardless of any thresholds.

FHS’ recipient letters and health education materials are written in 14-point font at a sixth-grade reading level, and, because some medical terms exceed the sixth grade reading level, those terms are further defined for ease of reading.  We accommodate visually-impaired recipients by reading the materials and answering any questions through telephone sessions, as well as, with the recipient’s permission, working closely with a recipient’s family/caregiver.  Our software application is also equipped with a data field that identifies recipients who are eligible for EPSDT services.

For the hearing impaired, FHS utilizes a Telecommunications Device for the Deaf (TDD).  Introductory letters contain instructions on how this population may access program information.  

15.4.2	INITIAL CONTACT WITH RECIPIENT

15.4.2.1	The vendor must contact all Level II recipients by telephone within five (5) working days of stratification of recipient into appropriate Levels of Care to explain available services, confirm diagnoses and provide referrals to any needed resources.

Within five working days of a recipient being identified as eligible for Care Coordination services, a FHS staff member will contact the recipient by telephone to explain the program and to encourage participation.   

15.4.2.2	The vendor must also provide an introductory letter to all Level II recipients within five (5) working days of stratification of recipient into appropriate Levels of Care.  At a minimum, this information must be included in the letter: explanation of services, how to access those services, address and telephone number of the vendor’s office or facility, and operating hours of the office or facility.

FHS will develop standard letters for use in the Health Education and Care Coordination Program, and they will be automatically generated to meet the five-working day requirement post stratification results.  These letters will introduce the recipient to the program, provide an explanation of the benefits of the program, identify contact information for FHS staff, and the various avenues that are open to the recipient to gain information — such as direct telephone contact, access to the web portal, or their provider.  FHS also will provide the capability to customize letters to recipients when special circumstances exist.  FHS has defined our approach as regional so that our staff is located in the areas of the State where the recipients live in order to facilitate contact and connection to the local network of providers.

15.4.2.3	The introductory letter must be written at no higher than a sixth (6th) grade reading level and must conspicuously state the following in bold print: “THIS LETTER IS NOT A CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE AND SHALL NOT BE CONSTRUED OR INTERPRETED AS EVIDENCE OF INSURANCE COVERAGE BETWEEN THE VENDOR AND THE RECIPIENT.”

FHS understands the importance of developing letters that are written at an appropriate grade level for the recipients in the program.  All letters and other communication will meet the requirement to be written at the sixth grade level.  FHS will work with DHCFP staff to review the letters prior to their use.  We will comply with all specific requirements dictated by DHCFP in terms of format and content.

15.4.2.4	The vendor must submit the introductory letter to the DHCFP for approval before it is distributed. DHCFP will review the letter and has the sole authority to approve or disapprove the letter and the vendor’s policies and procedures. The vendor must agree to make modifications in letter language, if requested, by the DHCFP, in order to comply with the requirements as described in this RFP or as required by CMS or State law.  In addition, the vendor must maintain documentation that the introductory letter is updated to reflect any changes in the available services, operating hours, or contact information. The updates must be submitted to the DHCFP for approval before distribution.

Prior to use and distribution, all introductory letter and script documentation will be submitted, as specified, to DHCFP for approval.

15.4.3	RESOURCE CENTER AND CARE COORDINATION

15.4.3.1	The vendor shall maintain a Resource Center that is adequately staffed with qualified individuals who shall assist Level II recipients, Level II recipients’ family members or other interested parties (consistent with laws on confidentiality and privacy) in obtaining information and services under the program. The Resource Center is to be operated at least during regular business hours (Pacific Standard Time). At a minimum, the Resource Center staff must be responsible for the following:

A.	Contacting Level II recipients within five (5) days of stratification to inform them of available services;

B.	 Explaining the operation of the vendor;

C.	Connecting recipients to social services and medical resources, as needed;

D.	Responding to recipient inquiries;

E.	Contacting Level II recipients quarterly by telephone to check their health status and providing any relevant resource information; and

F.	Following-up with recipients, as needed.

FHS agrees to meet all performance standards and requirements stated in the Nevada MMIS Takeover RFP.  Our training programs, quality assurance and systems are tailored to meet contractual Resource Center (FHS Reno-based HCM Call Center) performance standards.  The Nevada Resource Center will be available to provide these services from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. PST, Monday through Friday.

We also agree to comply with all DHCFP requirements specified in A-F. 

15.4.3.2	The Resource Center will not be required to operate after business hours. However, the vendor must provide contact information for emergency coverage twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days per week. This requirement may be met by referring to the use of 9-1-1 or accessing the nearest medical facility. The vendor must have written policies and procedures describing how Medicaid recipients are referred to emergency services after business hours and on weekends.

FHS develops our Resource Center in compliance with the requirements specified by DHCFP.  FHS is an experienced vendor in the areas of developing and staffing call centers to support recipients and providers.  We use that expertise to establish our Resource Center in support of this program.  The Resource Center will be staffed during business hours and will provide information through both our web portal and the IVR for recipients or providers seeking information after business hours.  

15.4.3.3	The vendor must utilize a Resource Directory to be used by Resource Center employees. The Resource Directory must include health and social service programs operated by government entities, social service organizations, nonprofit agencies, medical providers, and other programs that could help improve the health outcomes of this population. Resource Center employees will use the Resource Directory, along with other relevant resources, to assist recipients in identifying available public and private services.

FHS will provide this Resource Directory for our Resource Center staff to use to assist recipients to navigate their local healthcare support system.  In addition, FHS provides resource information on the web portal that will be available to recipients and providers.

15.4.4	RECIPIENT NEWSLETTERS

15.4.4.1	The vendor must, subject to the prior review and approval of the DHCFP, publish educational newsletters for Level II recipients at least twice a year.  The newsletters will focus on topics of interest to Level II recipients and must be written at a sixth (6th) grade level of understanding and reflects cultural competence and linguistic abilities.  The topics of interest must revolve around health promotion, disease management, and health education. In addition, dates for upcoming health events and health education workshops will be included.

FHS will publish, upon DHCFP approval, recipient newsletters twice yearly.  The newsletters will contain excerpts of information that assist the recipient in maintaining a healthier lifestyle.  These newsletters will mirror the type of information in the health education materials suitable for the types of health illnesses that recipients experience during their disease process.  Collaborative efforts with the community resources will spotlight services available in their area.  FHS will publish upcoming health education workshops available to the recipients by listing the topic of interest and geographical location in print and on the web portal.

15.4.4.2	The vendor must provide a draft copy of all newsletters to the DHCFP for approval prior to publication and distribution. Additionally, these newsletters and announcements regarding upcoming health education workshops must be published on the vendor’s website.

FHS will continue to follow the current Nevada communication clearance process for all drafted newsletters prior to publication and distribution.  Upon DHCFP approval, the recipient newsletters and announcements regarding workshops will be published on the FHS web portal.  Printed copies of the newsletter will contain information on how to access the portal.  

15.4.5	RECIPIENT HEALTH EDUCATION WORKSHOPS

15.4.5.1	The vendor must conduct health education workshops for Level II recipients in the geographic service areas that will accommodate most Level II recipients.  These workshops will focus on topics related to health promotion, disease management, and health education for Level II recipients. The selected vendor is expected to determine targeted trainings for specific Level II recipients that includes both disease-specific lessons and sessions aimed at the complexities of chronic disease management, including behavioral health issues and medication compliance. All sessions should reinforce the need for appropriate emergency room utilization.

FHS recognizes DHCFP’s desire to improve health outcomes, self-sufficiency in disease management, and cost savings through a targeted Level II health education program.  As part of the stratification process, FHS develops a geo-map of the population eligible for Level II program services.  Scheduled classroom-style workshops will follow the Stanford model and be offered in heavily populated community settings.  Teleconferencing will be available for rural areas.  

Education topics focus on the importance of seeing the recipient’s primary physician regularly, coping with the disease process, exercise and smoking cessation, appropriate use of medication and the ER, and behavioral health issues such as depression.

See Appendix X, Recipient Workshop Strategy for more details.

15.4.5.2	The workshops must be based on evidence-based best practices for health promotion, disease management, and health education for patients with chronic diagnoses. Vendors are encouraged to utilize a program like the Stanford Chronic Disease Self-Management Program.

FHS commits to using a chronic disease self-management program that is aligned with the concepts and philosophy of the Stanford Chronic Self Management program.  This structured program, along with scheduled outreach, case management follow-up, and collaboration with providers, aims to improve confidence, self-management, functionality, and quality of life. 

Enrolled recipients will participate in workshops that provide education on disease-specific, evidence-based indicators.  Topics include the importance of follow-up care, establishing a relationship with their medical home, questions to ask during office visits, and the usual frequency of laboratory tests or other diagnostic procedures.  

15.4.5.3	The selected vendor will demonstrate how they will get Level II recipients to participate in the workshops. This must include performing outreach activities and developing incentives to encourage participation.

FHS will implement a culturally-appropriate outreach plan to guide recipient communication and participation.  All appropriate communications, including our language interpretation service (OMNI Network) will be used to communicate workshop schedules and reminders.  In addition, there will be advertisements for physicians’ offices, community health centers, and other service providers such as outpatient labs (if appropriate).

Incentives to participate could include opportunities to meet their telephone-based nurse in person, motivational speakers, healthy cooking lessons, a health expo, and the granting of achievement awards and gift certificates to recognize recipient progress. 

Stakeholder involvement is key to recipient participation will also be involving stakeholders in program development  and will extend from provider associations, advocacy and advisory groups to the Department of Child and Family Services (DCFS), Mental Health and Developmental Services (MHDS), and County Child Welfare Authorities. 

15.4.5.4	Workshop trainers must be trained to direct participants to appropriate public and private resources, as needed.

We employ experienced and locally-based clinicians who are familiar with public and private resources for diabetes, CHF, COPD, and asthma.  For a sample of the kind of training we offer to keep our staff current on the condition care, please refer to Appendix Y, Asthma Training Presentation.

15.4.5.5	After implementation, each workshop will continue on a quarterly basis.

FHS’ workshops will run on a quarterly basis.

15.4.5.6	Vendor will establish measurable mechanisms to follow-up with workshop participants to determine the recipient’s satisfaction with the workshop and identify any changes in health as a result of participation.

Our surveys consist of a core battery of questions based on HEDIS consumer experience of care and services survey instruments.  The results of this survey will be used to determine the recipient’s satisfaction with the workshop, identify any changes in health as a result of participation, and the need for follow-up.  Please refer to Appendix Z for a sample of our Client Satisfaction Tool.

15.4.5.7	The vendor must provide a draft copy of all agendas and training materials to the DHCFP for approval prior to workshop implementation. 

FHS will comply with the requirement to submit all agendas and training materials to DHCFP for approval prior to workshop implementation. 

15.4.5.8	The vendor must have written policies and procedures detailing the operations and structure of the workshops.

Detailed policies and procedures that govern workshop structure, communication, and the development and distribution of printed, video, audio, and web-based materials will be maintained.

15.5	Provider Services

15.5.1	PROVIDER EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOPS 

15.5.1.1	The vendor will conduct, at least quarterly, informational and educational workshops in the geographic service areas that will accommodate most providers who treat ABD recipients. 

The structure and organization of our program is designed to support Provider Education and Outreach by locating Care Coordination staff in various regional locations.  FHS will conduct, at a minimum, quarterly informational and educational workshops for providers.

15.5.1.2	The informational workshops must include information to providers about Medicaid resources, policies, and updates.

As a seasoned provider of Medicaid services, systems and clinical care coordination, FHS is well positioned to comply with this requirement.  FHS’ physician education includes Medicaid policies, updates, resources, and outreach activities that will assist physicians in providing efficient, quality recipient care.  Educational materials and resources will be available on-line and in print materials.  In addition, routine updates on the program web portal will be provided with a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) document.  We also commit to host periodic teleconferences, where providers can call in and either listen or participate in program update sessions.

15.5.1.3	The selected vendor is expected to develop targeted educational workshops for providers that are based upon evidence-based best practices for health promotion, disease management, and health education for patients with chronic diagnoses.  The educational workshops must be approved for Continuing Medical Education (CME) units by the Nevada State Board of Medical Examiners. 

FHS and Magellan have many years of experience in the development and execution of targeted, evidence-based education workshops.  We are a clinically-based company and recognize the importance and the draw of educational workshops that provide CME credits for busy providers.  Our program is geared to educate the provider community on the most effective “best practices” for the care of the recipients involved in this program.  We target these sessions to educate providers on the most common disease states impacting the DHCFP program dollars and use clinically-focused tools to assist the provider and recipient manage their care.  FHS uses local and/or national resources to provide these focused workshops.

15.5.1.4	The selected vendor must demonstrate how they will get providers to participate in the workshops.

FHS will offer CME units to providers as motivation to participate.  Our experience has taught us that this audience is more likely to attend workshops when they are rotated at convenient times and a meal is provided.  Please refer to Appendix AA, Provider Satisfaction Survey, for our tool for assessing provider workshop success.  

15.5.1.5	The vendor must have written policies and procedures detailing the operations and structure of the workshops.

FHS has developed policies and procedures to support educational workshop programs that we develop and execute for our internal clinical staff, as well as for providers in our contracted programs.  We use these existing policies and procedures to identify and detail the structure and implementation of the educational workshops. 

15.5.2	PROVIDER NEWSLETTER

15.5.2.1	The vendor must, subject to prior review and approval of the DHCFP, publish a semi-annual newsletter for network providers.  The newsletters may be sent electronically if the vendor can demonstrate to the DHCFP, prior to dissemination, that they have accurate e-mail addresses for most of the providers. The DHCFP must prior approve all provider announcements, regardless of method of dissemination. If the DHCFP does not respond within twenty (20) days, the newsletter will be considered approved. 

Although the RFP requirement specifies the provider newsletter be published semi-annually, based on our experience in Nevada, FHS recommends that the newsletter be published quarterly.  We will follow the existing DHCFP/FHS approval process in publishing any communications on the Internet or in newsletters.  

15.6	Health Education Strategies

15.6.1	The vendor must develop newsletters and workshops that are based on best-practice and/or evidence-based guidelines that promote health, manage chronic diseases, and prevent unnecessary and avoidable hospitalizations.  The education must be validated by scientific research and/or nationally accepted and recognized standards in the health care industry.

FHS’ model for professional training is the Rhode Island Medical Home model program, which features a provider network that includes Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs) as well as group practices that meet “advanced medical home” standards.  Many FQHCs have adopted the Chronic Care Model (CCM) for caring for people with chronic disease in a primary care setting.  The system is population-based and creates practical, supportive, evidence-based interactions between an informed, motivated recipient and a prepared, proactive practice team.

FHS will work with providers to help them understand and incorporate best practices in treating conditions such as congestive heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, asthma, and diabetes and help recipients prevent avoidable hospitalizations for these conditions. 

A wide-ranging, evidence-based workshop curriculum is available to providers at https://magellan.learn.com/learncenter.asp?id=178411&sessionid=3-8263AECD-74C1-4248-B492-BBF0A4499C04&page=4.

15.7	Race and Ethnicity 

15.7.1	The vendor will work collaboratively with the DHCFP to determine recipient race and ethnicity. The vendor will develop newsletters and workshops that are specifically designed to address disparities in health care related to race and ethnicity.

FHS will work collaboratively with DHCFP to determine recipient race and ethnicity and primary language spoken.  Based on demographic data, FHS will develop population-specific newsletters, workshops and interventions specifically designed to reduce or eliminate disparities in health care.

The project will incorporate data from the MMIS eligibility file according to the race and ethnicity categories as defined by CMS.  The data will be used to generate stratified reports as recommended by CMS and compliant with the HIPAA for race and ethnicity categories to identify disparities.  

15.8	Quality Assurance Standards

15.8.1	OVERVIEW

The goal of the program is to create a successful partnership with a quality-focused vendor that will sustain and/or improve the functionality, independence, and health status of Level II recipients while focusing on continuous quality improvement. The vendor is required to work collaboratively with the DHCFP in quality monitoring and evaluation activities and may be required to provide reporting data beyond that stipulated in this section.

FHS takes pride in our commitment to transparency and accountability, and we base our Quality Assurance Program on the DMAIC Model, which requires built-in feedback loops and continuous quality improvement monitoring.  Using input from key stakeholders, including recipients and their families, providers, advocates, and other State and local agencies, the Quality Assurance Program contains measurable objectives for effective coordination of a quality-focused healthcare program.

Essential to program quality evaluation and monitoring, is an ongoing interchange of information between DHCFP and FHS through the Quality Assurance Committee (QAC).  The QAC serves as the oversight body and holds meetings where discussions focus on performance improvement initiatives, markers of success, and monitoring mechanisms.  Meeting minutes are distributed to committee members and are available to other stakeholders on request, except when confidential or privileged information demands otherwise.  The QAC also maintains feedback loops with the various subcommittees and with the teams assigned to design and implement Performance Improvement Initiatives.  The accuracy and completeness of performance improvement data are ensured by leveraging our systems, staff expertise, and formal data integrity procedures.

15.8.2	QUALITY MEASUREMENTS

The following quality measures are to be reported for a calendar year. The quality measure specifications are based on Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI’s) and Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) Measures and may not necessarily correspond to the contract periods, but may overlap them.

The FirstHCM™ Care Coordination Module houses a wide range of standardized and customized data to generate reports for program management, performance monitoring, and reporting to the State. 

Rigorous System and Data Quality Assurance

FHS builds data quality checks into all processes that touch data.  The FHS Enterprise Data Warehouse transformation programs include data quality and completeness checks as data are loaded and standardized.  Quality checks used to verify data integrity include comparisons against expected values, domain analysis, and comparisons to standard code sets/values.  For reviewing data completeness, quality checks assess whether all data that came into the system were processed.  The Data Warehouse staff conducts regular data quality meetings with the source system and business experts to review data quality reports and initiate appropriate actions.  Exceptions to data quality are recorded in standard tables to facilitate quality monitoring and reporting.

To supplement the quality checks built into operational applications and data warehouse processes, we also perform monthly audits between the Data Warehouse claims area and the source system.

Access to Data

FHS created a substantial DSS repository and uses the Cognos Business Intelligence tool set that support combination of data from multiple sources to allow us to assess performance improvement and QI across a range of key program areas.  The data warehouse contains extensive information drawn from authorization, claims, encounters, provider, enrollment, marketing, and financial files, and clinical records, as well as other data on recipients, products, and services.  Examples of specific data types collected include, but are not limited, to the following:

		Data types collected to assess performance include:  



		√	Admission, authorization, concurrent review functions 

√	Behavioral health and substance abuse evaluation data

√	Case notes and risk assessment information

√	Case/episode tracking/encounter selection

√	Claims data

√	Discharge planning and review

√	Recipient eligibility and demographic information

√	Links between providers and recipients that include their authorization, claims, encounter, and contact information

√	Medication and diagnostic information

√	Provider information including provider type, network affiliations, rates, credentialing information

√	Summaries by product, geographic region, type of service, and various other recipient, provider, and cost breakouts

√	Treatment plans and goals

√	Web utilization and telephone statistics.





Expert Quality Improvement and Analytical Resources

FHS’ Nevada-based Biostatistician and Healthcare Data Analysts will work closely with our corporate Health Informatics Group to develop data collection, monitoring, and reporting systems that provide information for program management and performance improvement.  In addition to monitoring the completeness and accuracy of data, FHS’s expert analytical resources ensure that performance improvement is measured with valid and reliable metrics.  All performance review data receive ongoing review by the Quality Improvement Committee (QIC) and appropriate subcommittees and advisory committees.  When monthly trended results deviate significantly from established patterns, the committees initiate research to identify the operational cause or data quality issue. 

15.8.2.1	Prevention Quality Indicators (PQIs):

When reporting PQIs, the vendor will report the rate of admissions per 10,000 Level II recipients. If the vendor has less than 10,000 Level II recipients, then the vendor will use the total Level II population instead. The following PQI’s will be reported:

A.	Diabetes Admission Rates:

	1.	Admissions for short-term diabetes complications; and 

	2.	Admissions for long-term diabetes complications.

B.	Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Admission (COPD) Rate;

C.	Adult Asthma Admission Rate; and

D.	Congestive Heart Failure Admission Rate (CHF).

FHS will comply with DHCFP’s PQI reporting requirements.

15.8.2.2	Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) Measures

The following HEDIS measures will be reported:

A.	Adults’ Access to Preventive/Ambulatory Health Services (AAP):

	1.	The percentage of Level II recipients twenty (20) years and older who had an ambulatory or preventive care visit.

B.	Follow-up after Hospitalization for Mental Illness:

	1.	The percentage of discharges for Level II recipients six (6) years of age and older who were hospitalized for treatment of selected mental health disorders and who had an outpatient visit, an intensive outpatient encounter or partial hospitalization with a mental health practitioner after discharge. Two rates will be reported:

a.	The percentage of recipients who received follow-up within seven (7) days of discharge; and

b.	The percentage of recipients who received follow-up within thirty (30) days of discharge.

C.	Persistence of Beta-Blocker after Heart Attack:

	1.	The percentage of Level II recipients eighteen (18) years of age and older during the measurement year who were hospitalized and discharged alive from July 1 of the year prior to the measurement year to June 30 of the measurement year with a diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) and who received persistent beta-blocker treatment for six months after discharge.

FHS will comply with all HEDIS requirements and has extensive experience working with certified HEDIS auditors.  We have made initial contact with these HEDIS-certified auditors, as well as HEDIS-certified software companies and intend to contract with them upon award of the Takeover project contract. 

For follow-up after hospitalization for mental illness, the HEDIS technical specifications will be used for the calculations of the above measures. 

15.8.3	The vendor must utilize the most recent version of the AHRQ software and utilize it according to the most recent PQI Technical Specifications.  The most recent HEDIS Technical Specifications will also be used for reporting these measures.  The vendor must use audited data and ensure all updates to the measures are reflected in the final, reported rates. 

FHS will supply DHCFP with baseline measurement and quarterly reporting for the first year and provide reports in the second year that show maintenance or improvement in the PQI and HEDIS measurements.

15.8.4	The vendor must establish a baseline measurement during the first year of the contract with reports sent to the DHCFP on a quarterly basis. During the second year of the contract, the vendor’s reports must show maintenance and/or improvement in the PQI and HEDIS measurements.

FHS will comply with DHCFP’s software, technical specification, and audit requirements.

15.8.5	The DHCFP can add or retire quality measures based on the value of the measure to provide useful information on recipient outcomes, program services, or recipient satisfaction. The DHCFP will determine these measures based on findings from the previous year and discussions with the vendor.

FHS understands and agrees to this requirement and will work collaboratively with DHCFP to identify new measures based on yearly performance.

15.8.6	The DHCFP and/or a contracted vendor may conduct on-site reviews as needed to validate measures reported.  The DHCFP and/or a contracted vendor may conduct desk and/or on-site reviews as needed, to include, but not limited to: policy/procedure for services delivery, data tracking and analysis, and the process of notification to Level II recipients.

FHS understands and agrees to this requirement and will work with DHCFP to provide specified materials for auditing. 

15.8.7	If the vendor cannot satisfactorily demonstrate to the DHCFP a rate not less than the national baseline average, as determined by the DHCFP, the vendor may be required to submit a Plan of Correction (POC) to the DHCFP. The POC should identify improvements and/or enhancements of existing program activities, which will assist the vendor to sustain and/or improve health outcomes.

FHS views the use of corrective action plans (POCs) as one step in the process for improving performance. In order for a POC to be successful, it must be incorporated into an over-arching approach to solving complex or multifaceted problems in a logical and systematic manner.  FHS uses the FOCUS-PDCA model as the basis of this approach.  The Model’s name is an acronym that describes the basic components of the performance improvement process: 



Essential Elements of a Plan of Correction

FHS will develop and implement written POCs in accordance with the FOCUS-PDCA Model and in collaboration with appropriate planning partners including our customers, providers, and recipients.  They are assigned, reviewed, and approved by the QIC, and will include, at minimum, the following essential elements:

Identification of the process, structure, or outcome that requires performance improvement, and a measurable definition of “success” in the area requiring performance improvement.  At a minimum, success will be defined as attaining the defined Minimum Performance Threshold.  (Find an opportunity.)

Appointment of a Performance Improvement Team (PIT) that will have designated authority and responsibility for ensuring performance improvement.  (Organize a team.)

A factual description of what is currently known about the aspect of performance that requires improvement.  (Clarify current knowledge.)

Identification of the reasons (or “root causes”) for performance that does not meet standards.  (Understand the sources of variation.)

Identification of practical solutions that will address causal factors.  (Select a strategy.)

Development of a detailed description of the actions to be taken by the PIT to resolve the causes and improve performance in the designated area requiring improvement. 

Development of a detailed timetable for completing the planned actions. 

Development of a detailed description of the monitoring activities to be completed in order to track the results of the corrective action plan. 

Development of a plan for providing feedback to the QIC, the Executive Management Team, DHCFP and other key stakeholders.  (Plan the improvement and data collection.)

Implementation of the plan and continued monitoring of performance through the collection and analysis of relevant data.  (Do the improvement.)

As the planned performance improvement actions are implemented, the following additional steps will be added to the written POC.

Evaluation of the PIT’s actions to ensure that the planned actions were implemented, and to monitor their effects.  (Check the results.)

Description of the actions that proved to be effective in improving performance and that will be continued in order to maintain the improved performance.  (Act to hold the gain.)

The QIC will review and approve the actions taken by each PIT at each stage of implementation of all POCs.  The Quality Assurance Department will provide technical expertise in the development, implementation, and analysis of all POCs throughout the life cycle of each Plan.

When POCs Should Be Implemented 

FHS continuously will monitor the performance of the service delivery system.  We will develop and implement POCs whenever performance falls below the Minimum Performance Thresholds (MPTs) for any required aspect of performance.  In addition, FHS will require a POC from any subcontractor whose performance fails to meet the MPTs.  FHS will cooperate with any reviews or other audits to verify compliance with POCs.

Tracking POC Progress and Effectiveness

All POCs will be assigned to, and developed by, a specific PIT appointed by the QIC, which will monitor the progress of each POC through written and oral reports at every monthly meeting of the QIC throughout the life cycle of the POC.  The QIC will monitor all POCs to ensure the adequacy and appropriateness of the plan, and the fidelity of the implementation to the approved actions.  The QIC will monitor changes in performance through the approved monitoring mechanisms and will continue to monitor performance in order to ensure that the desired performance levels are achieved and maintained.

When POCs Should Be Modified or Discontinued

FHS’ QIC will direct that POCs be modified whenever the desired performance levels are not obtained in the planned target time frame; whenever additional or alternative desired results are identified and/or whenever additional or alternative methods for attaining the desired results are identified.  The QIC will discontinue a POC whenever the desired performance is obtained for three consecutive months.  However, the final step in the FOCUS-PDCA model — Act to Hold the Gain — is never discontinued, once the desired results are achieved.  A POC also will be discontinued whenever it is replaced by a modified POC, as described above.

15.9	Standards for Internal Quality Assurance Programs

15.9.1	OVERVIEW

To promote the procurement of quality services, this contract will require the vendor to establish an Internal Quality Assurance Program (IQAP) that will make certain that policies and procedures are being fulfilled as required in the contract. IQAPs consist of systematic activities, undertaken by the vendor, to monitor and evaluate the services delivered to recipients according to predetermined, objective standards, and effect improvements as needed.

FHS will provide a comprehensive Internal Quality Assurance Program (IQAP) to support the requirements of the contract and address the Institute of Medicine’s aims for high quality health care that services and care are safe, effective, patient-centered, timely, efficient, and equitable.  FHS has recently expanded our IQAP at the national level to include a Vice President of Quality, a Six Sigma certified professional, to lead an enhanced quality program  including regional staff in Nevada focused on an effective IQAP.  

15.9.2	The vendor must submit a written description of its IQAP to the DHCFP.  The IQAP must include a detailed set of quality assurance objectives, a list of projects to be performed over a specific period of time and the methods for evaluating the impact and effectiveness of the IQAP.   

FHS has a Quality Program Description built on templates internally developed and reviewed by external accreditation agencies in some 100 accreditation surveys.  A customized version of the IQAP description will be submitted to DHCFP for review, input and approval.  It will include:

A detailed set of quality assurance objectives with specific targets and timetables

A list of projects to be performed with methods for monitoring the projects, measurement of outcomes and methods for reporting the findings.

Methods for evaluation of the impact and effectiveness of the IQAP.   

While the responsibility for quality care and services is owned by every employee at FHS, the formal structure for the IQAP is an operational quality department and a quality oversight committee.  The Quality Assurance Committee (QAC) for Nevada will include executive representation from each FHS department, recipient and provider representatives, and, based on feedback from DHCFP, other key stakeholders.  Key responsibilities of the QAC are:  oversight of the development and implementation of the IQAP including the UM program, recommendation and approval of key quality assurance and improvement activities and performance metrics, approval of the annual Quality Assurance Program Description and Work Plan, approval of the annual program evaluation, quarterly update reports, and oversight of policy and procedure development and compliance.  The QAC also coordinates activities between its functional sub-committees including the Utilization Management Committee and the Stakeholders Advisory Board, the later of which is composed of recipients, advocates, and providers to ensure their voice is included in the IQAP.  The IQAP is a dynamic program which utilizes continuous quality improvement methodology including the Plan, Do, Study, Act model and the Six Sigma DMAIC process. 

		Six Sigma DMAIC Quality Process



		DEFINE opportunities and key stakeholders.  Understand customer needs and specify measures that are critical to quality

MEASURE determine possible barriers and develop measures of performance to ensure valid, reliable, timely data

ANALYZE data, using statistical tools to verify root causes and opportunities for improvement 

IMPROVE performance through Development of Prioritized, Measurable Interventions

CONTROL performance by establishing mechanisms to sustain and replicate improvements 





15.9.3	MAINTENANCE AND AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTATION

Upon request, the vendor must maintain and make available to the State studies, reports, protocols, standards, worksheets, minutes or other documentation as requested concerning its quality assurance activities and corrective actions.

FHS will document performance measures, quality processes, and IQAP activities.  These will be shared with DHCFP through routine reporting mechanisms and those specific to the IQAP.  Minutes of committee meetings will be maintained, quality improvement activities documented, and interventions measured and recorded.  This process will be one of transparency and inclusion. 

15.9.4	RECIPIENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The vendor demonstrates a commitment to treating recipients in a manner that acknowledges their rights and responsibilities.

15.9.4.1	Written Policy on Recipient Rights

The vendor has a written policy that recognizes the following rights of recipients:

A. to be treated with respect, and recognition of their dignity and need for privacy; 

B. to be provided with information about the vendor, its services, and recipients’ rights and responsibilities; and 

C.  to pursue resolution of grievances about the vendor.

Recognition, support, and communication of recipient rights are among FHS’ core business principles.  Our commitment to these principles is demonstrated through a comprehensive multi-pronged approach to ensure that service recipients understand their rights and feel comfortable in exercising them without fear of adverse action by FHS, providers, or contractors.  FHS has adopted a Recipient Rights Statement which includes a comprehensive list of information to which recipients and their families are entitled.

		Recipient Rights include:



		√	Be treated with respect and due consideration for his or her dignity and privacy 

√	Receive information on available treatment options and alternatives, presented in a manner appropriate to the medical or behavioral health recipient’s condition and ability to understand

√	Participate in decisions regarding his or her medical or behavioral health care, including the right to refuse treatment

√	Be free from any form of restraint or seclusion used as a means of coercion, discipline, convenience, or retaliation

√	Request and receive a copy of his or her medical records, and to request that they be amended or corrected, as specified in 45 CFR part 164 and applicable state law

√	Exercise his or her rights, including filing a grievance or an appeal, and that the exercise of those rights does not adversely affect the way the contractor or its subcontractors treat the medical or behavioral health recipient

√	Receive information on available treatment options and alternatives, presented in a manner appropriate to the medical or behavioral health recipient's condition and ability to understand.





We expect FHS staff, providers, and other contractors to comply fully with our written policies and procedures to ensure protection of recipient rights.

15.9.4.2	Communication of policies to recipients

Upon identification as a Level II recipient, recipients are provided a written statement that includes information on their rights and responsibilities.

As noted above, FHS initially notifies recipients of their rights through the Recipient Handbook mailed to all new recipients at the time of enrollment.  Available in English and Spanish, the Recipient Handbook includes, in addition to the Recipient Rights Statement, other clearly written information about recipient rights, hours of operation, including but not limited to advance directives and choice of providers.  Our additional direct mailing of the Recipient Rights Statement to recipients soon after enrollment further increases awareness of recipient rights policies and encourages service recipients and family recipients to call FHS if they have any questions.  The mailing will also include information on recipient rights training available through consumer advocate organizations working with FHS.  When mailing materials to recipients, we respect their privacy by avoiding references to them as recipients and excluding references on the envelope. 

15.9.4.3	Recipient Suggestions

Opportunity is provided for recipients to offer suggestions for changes in policies and procedures.

FHS establishes a mechanism for all participating recipients and providers to offer feedback and suggestions for change in the Health Education and Care Coordination Program.  This information is offered by recipients or providers in their surveys or they are able to communicate suggestions to FHS through the direct contact with staff or through email on our web portal.  These suggestions are reviewed for merit and incorporated into our approach.

15.9.4.4	Steps to Assure Accessibility of Services

The vendor takes steps to promote accessibility to services offered to recipients. These steps include:

A. At a minimum, recipients are given information about how to obtain services during regular hours of operations and how to obtain emergency and after-hour care; and

B. Information Requirements:

1.	Recipient information, including letters and newsletters, must be written at a sixth (6th) grade level that is readable and easily understood;

2. Written information is available in the prevalent languages of the populations groups served; and

3. All marketing information must be prior-approved by the DHCFP.

To ensure accessibility, FHS provides a 24x7 Resource Center with a toll-free number, web portal, and written materials.  The toll-free number will serve providers, recipients, State agency staff, and other interested parties.  It will handle both non-clinical and clinical calls and provide timely authorizations and referrals.  While our telephone system does utilize an auto-attendant, callers without a touch-tone telephone can stay on the line to be connected to a Customer Service Associate (CSA).  After hours, weekends, and holidays, calls will be forwarded to our after-hours Care Management Center.

All call center staff, both day and after-hours, will be culturally competent, trained to handle crisis calls, and able to assess the recipient’s need for emergent, urgent, or routine services.

Recipient Web Portal

The FHS recipient web portal will be accessible to recipients and family members and provide them with the following information and resources to assist them in choosing the care that best meets their needs and preferences. 

		Recipient Web Portal Content



		How to Access Healthcare Services

Daytime Office Hours

Emergency telephone numbers

Right to Choose Providers

Recipient Rights

		Quick Facts

Helpful Hints

Q&As

Additional help

		Suggestion Box

Should a policy or procedure be changed?

How to Lodge a Grievance



		Wellness Self-Assessment

Interactive Personal Health Appraisal (15 minutes)

Recommendations

		Personal Health Plan

Self-Assessment

On-line Exercises

Feedback

Skills Practice

		Library

7,000 articles on varied topics:

 • Wellness        • Behavioral Health

 • Personal        • Legal

 • Financial        • Life Calculators



		Medication Formulary and Practices

Evidence-based Practices and Guidelines

Prior Authorization Process

		FHS Recipient Handbook

		Your Opinion

We need your feedback!

Surveys for recipients, families, and providers



		Understanding Drug Interactions

Side Effects

Check for Interactions with Drugs, Supplements, and Foods

FDA Drug Alert

		Advocacy Organizations

Who Can Help?

Reporting Fraud and Abuse

		Information in Non-

English Languages





Written materials are prepared at a sixth grade level and in languages prevalent among Nevada’s ABD population.  FHS will comply with the requirement that prior approval from DHCFP must be obtained for all marketing information.

15.10	Operational Requirements

15.10.1	MEDICAL DIRECTOR

The vendor must designate a Medical Director to be responsible for the oversight of development, implementation, and review of the vendor’s internal quality assurance program, including implementation of and adherence to any Plan of Correction. The Medical Director need not serve full-time or be a salaried employee of the vendor, but the vendor must be prepared to demonstrate it is capable of meeting all requirements using a part-time or contracted non-employee director. The vendor may also use Assistant or Associate Medical Directors to help perform the functions of this office.  The Medical Director must be licensed to practice medicine in the State of Nevada and be board-certified or board-eligible in his or her field of specialty.

15.10.1.1	The responsibilities of the Medical Director include the following:

A.	Serves as co-chair of the vendor’s Quality Assurance Plan Committee;

B.	 Directs the development and implementation of the vendor’s internal quality assurance plan activities and the monitoring of the quality of services being rendered to recipients; and

C.	Reviews the development and revision of the vendor’s education standards and protocols, and oversees the development, implementation, and adherence to Plans of Correction.

FHS recognizes that the implementation and success of the Health Education and Care Management Program is based on the direction and leadership provided by this key position.  Steven L. Phillips, MD, CMD, a Nevada-based physician, serves as our Nevada Medical Director.  He is licensed to practice within the State and board-certified in Internal Medicine and Geriatrics with over 10 years of managed care experience as a Medical Director.  Dr. Phillips’ curriculum vitae is included in Appendix BB.  We acknowledge that our Medical Director’s role will be expanded to include all specified requirements.

Dr. Phillips has a demonstrated knowledge of the Nevada Medicaid population and coordination of care models, and his responsibilities are described below.  

		Medical Director Responsibilities



		Requirement

		Response



		A.	Serves as co-chairman of the vendor’s Quality Assurance Plan committee.

		FHS acknowledges and agrees to meet this requirement.



		B.	Directs the development and implementation of the vendor’s internal quality assurance plan activities and the monitoring of the quality of services being rendered to recipients.

		FHS acknowledges and agrees to meet this requirement.



		C.	Reviews the development and revision of the vendor’s education standards and protocols, and oversees the development, implementation, and adherence to Plans of Correction.

		FHS acknowledges and agrees to meet this requirement.





15.10.2	THE VENDOR MUST ALSO IDENTIFY A LIAISON, WHICH CAN BE THE MEDICAL DIRECTOR, TO WORK WITH THE DHCFP REGARDING QUALITY ASSURANCE ISSUES.

Dr. Phillips and/or his designee will act as a liaison to work with DHCFP regarding quality assurance issues. 

15.10.3	STAFFING 

Staff who will be involved in the operations of the Resource Center, Recipient Newsletters, and Recipient and Provider Workshops must be identified. These include, but are not limited to: the Medical Director, resource specialist supervisors, resource specialists, workshop trainers, and administrative support staff. The vendor must identify the roles/functions of each resource specialist and workshop trainer, as well as the required educational requirements, licensure standards, certification, and relevant experience. Furthermore, the vendor must provide the resource specialist/recipient ratios. The vendor must assure the DHCFP that the organization is adequately staffed with experience, qualified personnel. The vendor shall provide such assurances as follows:

A.	Provide the DHCFP with an updated organizational chart, every six (6) months or whenever a significant change in the organization occurs. The organizational chart must depict each functional unit of the organization, numbers and types of staff for each function identified and lines of authority governing the interaction of staff. The organizational chart must also identify key personnel and senior-level management staff and clearly delineate lines of authority over all functions of this section of the contract; and

B.	Key personnel may be responsible for more than one area. The vendor will ensure that all staff have appropriate trainings, education, and experience to fulfill the requirements of their positions. The vendor shall inform the DHCFP in writing within seven (7) calendar days of any changes in key senior-management positions, including the Administrator and Medical Director.

The key to successful Resource Center operation is the engagement of recipients and providers in our educational programs.  The way we achieve engagement is by assembling a Nevada-based, highly skilled and experienced team with a track record for performance.

Within our company, we hold ourselves to a high standard to ensure that our staff consists of individuals who are creative, team-oriented and possess integrity, intellectual curiosity and leadership abilities.  For an organizational chart that meets DHCFP specifications, see proposal Section 15.1.1.  Below is a description of roles, responsibilities, and staff-to-recipient ratios. 






		Nevada Resource Center Staff Roles and Responsibilities



		Key Staff Qualifications

		Roles/Functions



		Medical Director

		See detailed description in proposal Section 15.10.1



		Care Coordinator Assistant Supervisor

Education Requirements:  BA/BS, equivalent combination of experience and education   

Relevant Experience:

· Has demonstrated track record of managing change with proven results in the achievement of customer service goals.

· Has knowledge of managed healthcare principles and Resource Center operations.

· Is able to effectively coach and develop team members.

		· Reviews qualitative and quantitative performance with the Care Coordinator Assistant team on a regular and ongoing basis to drive the highest level of performance. 

· Provides constructive feedback and set improvement milestones when indicated. 

· Develops plans to ensure team achieves specific goals in support of client and overall Resource Center goals. 

· Identifies individual Outreach Specialist developmental needs. 

· Champions for first-call resolution strategy. 

· Monitors team service performance levels on an ongoing basis with the Operations Team to ensure targeted goals for service level and average speed of answer are achieved. 

· Sets clear performance expectations with the Outreach Specialist team and communicates how performance goals are linked to organizational goals and values. 

· Motivates and encourages team members to excel. Creates a team environment that contributes to a high degree of employee satisfaction. 

· Is prepared to answer customer calls in the CSA queue during peak periods. 

· Monitors individual Outreach Specialist attendance and reliability patterns and takes corrective steps when indicated.

· Utilizes the workforce management system to monitor CSA schedule adherence and other work habits.



		Care Coordinators

Education Requirements:  Associate Degree in Nursing, Diploma in Practical Nursing.

Licensure:  Non-restrictive license in the State of Nevada as Registered Nurse or Licensed Practical Nurse.

Relevant Experience:

· 5-8 years of experience as an RN or LPN.  Possesses expertise in disease and/or case management. 

· Is able to identify medical and behavioral symptoms. 

· Has knowledge of co-morbid disease risk factors.

· Is able to understand disease inflection points to capitalize on clinical windows of opportunities.

· Is able to apply treatment objectives/ findings from evidence- based guidelines. 

		· Provides support to recipients who are at risk for significant behavioral/medical health conditions that need to be managed. 

· Ensures coordination of services for recipients with other community resources and workshop training.

· Contributes to the reduction in inpatient/outpatient cost, which is achieved through avoided complication of the disease that would otherwise result in an ER visit, hospitalization or increased utilization of outpatient services. 

· Influences behavioral changes which ultimately improve recipient well-being.



		Care Coordinator Assistants

Education Requirements:-H.S./GED college education preferred

Relevant Experience:

· Three years experience in a customer service/health care environment.

· Has excellent verbal and written communication skills. 

· Meets call-handling requirements and daily telephone standards 

· Is proficient at keying data and able to maneuver through various computer platforms while verifying demographic information and administering assessment questions on all calls. 

· Is customer service-oriented, and a team player

· Maintains recipient and provider confidentiality at all times

· Demonstrates effective problem-solving skills

· Is punctual and maintains good attendance.

Must agree to being observed for the purpose of training and quality control.

		· Makes outreach calls to recipients to identify those who meet our care coordination criteria and ultimately influences them to enroll in our program and workshop.

· Conducts Health Risk Assessment screenings and coordinates compilation of results.

· Provides resource information to callers while maintaining confidentiality. 

· Links or makes routine referrals and triage decisions not requiring clinical judgment.  

· Identifies and responds to crisis calls and continues assistance with the clinician until the call has been resolved. 

· Alerts the Care Coordinator of issues from calls that need a clinician’s attention.

· Interacts with providers and recipients in a professional, respectful manner that facilitates the treatment process.

· Comprehensively assembles and enters recipient information into the appropriate delivery system to initiate health education and care coordination services.

· Thoroughly documents recipients’ comments/ information and forwards required information to the appropriate staff.  Performs necessary follow-up tasks to ensure recipients’ or providers’ needs are completely met. 

· Assists Resource Center efforts to continuously improve by assuming responsibility for bringing the management’s attention to operational problems and/or inefficiencies.



		Resource Specialist/Workshop Trainers*

Education Requirements:  BS in Social Work, Associate Degree in Nursing, Diploma in Practical Nursing.

Licensure:  Non-restrictive license in the State of Nevada as Social Worker, Registered Nurse or Licensed Practical Nurse.

Relevant Experience:

· 5-8 years of experience as a RN or LPN.

· At least two years of formal training in facilitation, coaching, or training in a clinical setting.

*Each Resource Specialist will be assigned a case load of up to 250 recipients. 

		· Conducts various classes ranging from one-on-one sessions to large classroom presentations. 

· Provides detailed instruction on the disease process and resources in the community. 

· Researches, develops and maintains manuals and documentation of procedures, customized training programs support materials, and training/job aids for recipients and providers.

· Documents task procedures and guidance.

· Collaborates with Care Coordinators to respond to learning needs of ABD population and providers. 

· Delivers training initiatives in a community setting to various learners; providers, recipients, eligible community populations and other stakeholders.

· Creates and/or maintains learning content on websites.

· Supports providers and communities by serving as the team subject matter expert on specific areas of expertise.





To ensure staff is adequately prepared to fulfill the requirements of their positions, new hires will participate in a formal training program, at minimum three to four weeks long, which includes time for return demonstrations and/or post training testing.  Results of all post-training testing will be reviewed to determine overall readiness to begin work and target those areas or persons where remedial training may be required.  Any changes in senior staff will be reported according to State’s specifications. 

15.10.4	VENDOR OPERATING STRUCTURE

Selected vendor will provide an automated system that tracks recipients and maintains records of calls for follow-up, auditing, and reporting purposes. 

Guaranteed operational measures will be outlined in the contract to include number of calls received, time on hold, percent of abandoned calls, percent of calls answered within sixty (60) seconds, and percent of calls monitored for quality assurance. Key indicators are to be supplied to the state on a quarterly basis. Initial implementation may require more frequent reports.

Selected vendor’s automated system will be able to track and report on the outcome of each recipient contact.

 (
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)Our ACD system enables standard, up-front voice message support to all callers.  We routinely record Resource Center calls for quality assurance purposes using Q-Finiti, a real-time digital call recording software which allows recorded calls to be easily retrieved and reviewed.  We will offer DHCFP staff on-site, “live” call monitoring, or, if desired, DHCFP can review recorded calls.  To capture and track all Resource Center call performance data, FHS uses the AVAYA Center Call Management system which meets DHCFP requirements.  This system provides standard and customer specific reporting regarding the call activity of our Care Coordination Assistant such as:  

Calls received

Time on hold

Percent of abandoned calls

Average monthly percent of all calls answered within 60 seconds

Percent of calls monitored for quality assurance.

Call statistics are routinely tracked regularly by Resource Center managers.

15.10.4.1	Policies and Procedures

Written policies and procedures must be developed by the vendor to provide a clear understanding of the program and its operations to vendor staff and the DHCFP. Policies and procedures must be developed, in accordance with the DHCFP contract, amendments, and attachments for each of the vendor functions. The vendor’s policies and procedures must be kept in a clear and up-to-date manual.  The Policy and Procedures Manual will be used as a training tool, and subsequently as a reference when performing contract related activities. The Policy and Procedure Manual must be reviewed at least annually for accuracy and updated as needed.  

The Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP must be provided with at least three (3) hard copies and an electronic copy of the vendor Policy and Procedures Manual as it relates to this section of the contract, including any exhibits, attachments, or other documentation included as part of the vendor Policy and Procedure Manual. The DHCFP reserves the right to review and reject any policies or procedures believed to be in violation of federal or state law.

FHS already has existing policies and procedures that outline our current care coordination programs.  A Resource Center Policies and Procedures Manual, which we will modify for Nevada, clearly defines policies and procedures.  The manual will be submitted for DHCFP review and approval before it is finalized.  We will work with DHCFP and adopt policies in accordance with the DHCFP contract, amendments, and attachments for each function.  We currently update policy and procedure manuals annually and use it as a training tool with operating staff and stakeholders. 

We agree to provide the DHCFP Business Lines Unit at least three hard copies and an electronic copy of the Policy and Procedure Manual as it relates to the Health Education and Care Coordination Program and include any exhibits, attachments, or other documentation included as part of the Policies and Procedures Manual.  We understand DHCFP reserves the right to review and reject any policies or procedures believed to be in violation of federal or State law. 

15.10.4.2 Implementation Vendor Plan

Develop and submit to the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP for approval, no later than one (1) month after notification that the DHCFP has selected it for contract negotiations, a detailed work plan and timeline for performing the obligations set forth in this section of the Contract for the first contract year;

Provide the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP with updates to the initial work plan and timeline, identifying adjustments that have been made to either, and describing the vendor’s current state of readiness to perform all contract obligations in this section of the Contract. Until the service start date, the vendor shall provide biweekly written updates to the work plan and timeline, and thereafter as often as the DHCFP determines necessary.

Our structured change management and control process is critical to organizing the utilization and deployment of resources and will comply with DHCFP specifications.  Please refer to Tab XI, Preliminary Project Plan, for FHS’ plan for meeting DHCFP requirements.

Unless otherwise agreed to by the DHCFP, FHS will submit to the DHCFP Business Lines Unit all deliverables related to this section of the contract to permit any DHCFP identified modifications within a minimum of 10 working days of the service start date.

Work plan and timeline updates will be provided on a bi-weekly basis until the service start date and, after this point, as frequently as DHCFP determines necessary.

Ensure that all workplace requirements the DHCFP deems necessary, including but not limited to, office space, post office boxes, telephones and equipment, are in place and operative as of the service start date for this section of the Contract;

FHS office space and equipment are already in place to support DHCFP and will be expanded to meet the needs of the care coordination services.  Staff will also be dispersed across the State to accommodate regional needs.

Ensure that a toll-free telephone number is in operation at the vendor’s office as of 8:00 AM, PT on the service start date and remains in operation for the duration of the Contract, unless otherwise directed or agreed to by the DHCFP. A single telephone number may be utilized as long as there is a menu option to channel different caller categories, e.g. recipients, providers, etc; and

FHS will comply with DHCFP requirements.

Establish and implement stratification procedures and maintain applicable Level II recipient data.

FHS will establish a toll-free telephone number with standard, up-front voice message support to all caller groups by the service start date.  In addition to stratification procedures for Level II recipient data, there will also be data available for Levels I and III recipients.

FHS will comply with DHCFP requirements.

15.10.4.3	Presentation of Findings

The vendor must obtain approval from the DHCFP prior to publishing or making formal public presentations of statistical or analytical material that includes information about recipients. This material must protect specific individual recipient privacy and confidentiality to the extent required by both federal and state law and regulation.

FHS understands the importance of obtaining DHCFP approval prior to publishing presentations, statistical, or analytical information that contains private recipient information and will operate according to both Federal and State laws.

15.10.4.4	Reporting

Adequate data reporting capabilities are critical to the ability of CMS and DHCFP to effectively evaluate the DHCFP’s programs. The success of the program is based on the belief that recipients will maintain their existing levels of functionality and health and/or experience improved health status, outcomes, and satisfaction with the FFS delivery system. To measure the program’s accomplishments in each of these areas the vendor must provide the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP and/or its contractors with uniform utilization, cost, and quality assurance data on a regular basis. It must also cooperate with the DHCFP in carrying out data validation steps. 

FHS is experienced in working with DHCFP staff to identify data sources and to develop reporting mechanisms to track and monitor program utilization.  In the case of the Health Education and Care Coordination Program proposed here, FHS initially conducts an analysis of the data to determine a baseline of utilization.  We work with DHCFP to determine the parameters of this analysis.  From the baseline and in cooperation with DHCFP staff, we will structure the appropriate reports that will be used to track on overall utilization and cost savings.  In addition, we will develop reports that will be used to identify issues or trends in the population, lapses in coverage in certain locations in the State, and outcomes of program participants versus those that chose not to participate.

In this program, we propose to use the Operational Data Store that will be developed in unison with the Cognos Business Intelligence tools to create and execute these reports.  The advantage of these tools is that they can accommodate production of standard reports, drill-down reports for further analysis, and ad hoc queries produced by non-technical users who can analyze data “on the fly” to help set program direction and resolve issues.

We will develop a standard set of reports that will be accessible to DHCFP staff and other designated users within the program.  If DHCFP uses other contractors/vendors to support a part of this program, we agree to work cooperatively to use the same benchmark reports between all parties to monitor the program more effectively.

Summary Utilization Reporting

The vendor shall produce reports using the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Prevention Quality Indicators (PQI) and  Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) as specified in the Quality Measurements Section. The vendor must submit these reports to the Business Lines Unit in the DHCFP in addition to the other reports required by this contract. 

FHS uses standards for reporting as established by the AHRQ so that program outcomes are measured and can be reported and compared against other similar programs funded or reviewed by CMS.  FHS will work with DHCFP staff during implementation of the program to review and configure these reports to meet the State of Nevada’s needs.

FHS plans to collect and use HEDIS outcomes measures, where available, to track on the performance of the program.  We engage a HEDIS auditor and use a HEDIS analytical tool to support this process.

For an example of a monthly, regional, care coordination report showing utilization costs’ uniformity and quality, see Appendix CC, UM Annual RCC Report June 2009. 

The vendor must supply key indicator reports that monitor the Resource Center interaction as described under Operational Duties.

During the implementation of the program, FHS will work with DHCFP staff to identify and build tracking and monitoring reports that will be used to demonstrate the performance of the Resource Center staff and systems.  We currently have developed and provide Key Indicator reports for the Medicaid Program, and we commit to establishing this same process for the Health Education and Care Coordination Program.

The vendor must supply quarterly reports by the tenth (10th) of each quarter. Initial implementation may require more frequent reports. The following quarterly reports must be submitted:

· Number of recipients contacted by the Resource Center and method of contact;

· A list of the top ten (10) most common referrals made to the recipients by the Resource Center and the number of recipients made to each of those referrals;

· A list of the top ten (10) most common Level II recipients primary diagnoses, the number and percentage of recipients for each of these diagnoses, and the total number of Level II recipients;

· Number and title of recipient workshops conducted and the number of recipients who participate in each workshop;

· Number and title of provider informational and educational workshops conducted and the number of providers who participated in each workshop;

· Number and percent of Level II recipients who had been admitted to the Emergency Room or hospital in the previous quarter

· Names of recipients recommended for more comprehensive care coordination;

· Names of recipients recommended who no longer need educational services; and

· Other reports as agreed upon by the selected vendor and State upon award of contract.

Data for the production of these required reports is captured in our operational care management and contact management systems.  All data will be transferred and retained in the DSS repository that will support the entire program.  During the implementation of this program, we will work with DHCFP staff to identify each of the reports that will be used to track the Health Education and Care Coordination Program.  We use our DSS and Cognos Business Intelligence reporting tools to support the development and production of these reports.  Once reports are developed and approved for use, DHCFP staff will be able to retrieve these reports on-line, create a hard copy, or download them to other programs for further analysis.  In addition, these same standard reports can be designed so that an end-user can use them to create new reports or to drill down through the data to determine cause of some of the findings — such as what is one provider doing versus a peer and what are the outcomes of each.

The vendor must supply the following information regarding educational newsletters at least twice a year as part of their quarterly reports:

· The number of educational newsletters sent to recipients; and

· The number of newsletters sent to providers.

FHS staff will track the production and distribution of newsletters that support the Health Education and Care Coordination Program.  We will provide quarterly updates on how many newsletters were distributed.  In addition, we will track any feedback or positive results that we receive from either providers or recipients.

Upon successful selection of the vendor, the DHCFP and the vendor will work together to develop a reporting tool that will most effectively track these measurements.

FHS proposes to use the DSS and Cognos Business Intelligence tools to track and report on the activities of the Health Education and Care Coordination Program.  Most of the data produced as a result of participation in the program will be captured in one of the data sources accessible by this tool.  We will establish mechanisms and business processes for the development and production of these reports following the approval of DHCFP.

Other Reporting

The vendor shall be required to comply with additional reporting requirements upon the request of the DHCFP. Additional reporting requirements may be imposed on the vendor if the DHCFP identifies any area of concern with regard to a particular aspect of the vendor’s performance under this contract. Such reporting would provide the DHCFP with the information necessary to better assess the vendor’s performance. 

Other ad hoc reports, at the vendor’s expense, may be required based upon legal counsel, federal government, and/or state government representatives.  

FHS proposes a local Health Informatics Team in our Reno office.  In includes our current Biostatistician, Gosia Sylwestrzak, and two additional Healthcare Data Analysts.  These staff will support the Medical Director and Care Coordination staff in the development and analysis of all program data.  Local staff working with our clinical staff and the DHCFP staff will track and monitor all activities of the program.  In addition, FHS has a corporate Health Informatics Team that can also support the needs of this program.

Our Nevada Health Informatics Team will provide the various reports requiring statistical data.  As the incumbent vendor, we are already producing some of these required reports.

We currently keep information regarding training, attendees, evaluations, etc. and will expand the current process to comply with any new DHCFP requirements in this area.





FIND an opportunity for performance improvement.





ORGANIZE a team that understands the process.





CLARIFY the current knowledge of the process.











UNDERSTAND the sources of process variation.





SELECT a strategy for process improvement.





PLAN the improvement and continued data collection.





DO the improvement, data collection, and analysis.





CHECK and study the results.





ACT to hold the gain and to continue to improve the process.
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